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Riots at

CalPoly
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif.

— Two nights of disturbances

by rock and bottle throwing

revelers at an annual university

festival resulted in damaged
property, injured people and at

least 110 arrests, police said

Sunday.

The confrontations between

partying people and police on

Friday and Saturday nights took

place during the 58th annual

"Poly Royal" celebration at

California Polytechnic State

University.

Police warned college-age

revelers at one confrontation:

"Assault on police officers will

hot look good on your resume!"

Inside
General Rep
viers set goals

Platforrtis of six undergradu-

ates competing for three gener-

al representative offices.

See pages 10 & 11

Viewpoint

Zionism: Jewish

culture survives

Jews created Zionism in

order to preserve their own
identity and culture in main-

stream Gentile culture.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Janet Jackson
sings in LA.

Janet Jackson performed at

the Forum.
^. S66 page t8

Sports

Gotta catch

those Trajans

Mike Moore and the UCLA
baseball team needed a win

against USC this weekend.

See page 36

Monday
^. April 30, 1990

^•'i*'

Troubied major^s future discussed
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Students who met with UCLA's
top administrators Friday to dis-

cuss problems of the Chicano

Studies major came out of the

iTjeeting dissatisfied, while the

FSHA will
I

launch ad
campaign
Will try to dissuade

grad recruits from

attending UCLA
By Maha Youness

Staff Writer

provost of the College of Letters &
Science deemed the discussion

"useful and helpful." ..-1.^:^.^%

More than a dozen students left

the chancellor's conference room

upset and frustrated after the 1/4 -

hour meeting and marched down
the hall chanting "Viva la raza!"

"How can we trust him?"

uttered Tony Martinez, external

* coordinator of UCLA's Chicano/

Laiijua^^tudent group, MECJiA,.

referring to Chancellor Charles

Young, whom the students said

still lacked substantial commit-

ment to the Chicano Stumps

major's improvement.

Entry to the major may be

suspended because a university

committee has recommended to do

so until the program's poor su-uc-

ture is improved, but UCLA

See CHICANO, page 12

r

In a final attempt to draw

administrative attention to Family

Student Housing Assuciatioir

(FSHA) concerns, disgruntled

members of the graduate student

group voted Thursday night to

launch a national ad campaign

deterring prospective graduate

students from attending UCLA.
FSHA voted to enact the ad

campaign if the university fails to

make some concessions with the

association by May 11. Among
FSHA's demands are stabilized

rents and compatible increases in

graduate student support.

The ad campaign will discour-

age students from coming to

UCLA, by exposing the rising

rents of university-owned apart-

ments and the unresponsiveness of

the administration, said Kevin

Oldenburg, president of FSHA.
FSHA's challenging move was

prompted by Chancellor Charles

Young's April 16 decision regard-

ing 1990-91 rent increases.

Young's decision specified an 8

percent rent hike for the SawleHeT
Sepulveda apartments and a 6

percent increase for all other off-

campus units.
— —

The association will send letters

to Young, some UCLA faculty

members, deans, and vice

chancellors early this week,

explaining the association's plans

to urge the university to respond to

its demands, Oldenburg said. The
letter will also include FSHA's
proposal and a copy of the ad

campaign letter they plan to send

See FSHA, page 13

Spring Sing!
r

1*4"

r^

A spring singer performs during Saturday nigfit's stiow.

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Brum

Hospital employees react to arrest
By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Employees at UCLA Medical

Center's patient escort service

have mixed emotions about the

arrest Tuesday of a fellow employ-

ee as a suspect in a slaying and an

attempted murder of two workers

in the department -zzi:

While some supervisors say

they are pleased with the arrest of

Brian Keith Major, who worked

full time on the graveyard shift

transporting patients and materials

around the hospital, some patient

escorts say that Major "didn't

seem like the type to murder."

"1 don't think he did it. I don't

believe that he has it in him — he

has too much of a conscience to do

that," said escort Dcbbi Dabbs.

"I was very shocked. He didn't

seem like the type of guy — but

then again, he's still only a

suspect," said UCLA senior and

patient escort Steve Martinez.

If convicted, suspect may -

receive the deatK penalty^
By Steve Macauley

' -^
_^ /

Staff Writer \

The man charged with fatally shooting a co-worker and wounding his

supervisor at UCLA Medical Center may receive the death penalty if he

is convicted, authorities said Friday.

Police believe Brian Keith Major, a patient escort at the lime of the

, See TALK, page 13

However, an assistant supervi-

sor at the escort service, Emmeit
Duvall, said that "justice was

done."

"Everybody is delighted with

what the police, did. The bottom

line is that all the patient escorts

are happy," Duvall said. "We
depend on the hospital and the

hospital depends on us. Every-

thing's business as usual." ^

Major, 1 8, was arrested by both

the UCLA ahd Los Angeles Police

Departments on Tuesday on suspi-

cion of the murder of senior escort

Piondra Ann Pieou, 22, and the

attempted murder of supervisor

Nora Arellano, 30.

See ESCORTS, page 14
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MONDAY, APRIL 30
•Armenian Student's Association

-Speaker: Christopher Walker
-3:Q0 pm
-Bundle 6265

•Art Lecture Series

-5:00 pm
-Dickson Art Center Roonn'^3273

•Cultural Affairs

-A Night of Percussion

-9:00 - 1 1 :00 pnn

-Kerckhoff Coffee House

•Hillel

-Israel Independence .Day .
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-1Z:00 - 2:00 pni

-Architecture Quad

TUESDAY. MAY I

•Earth Day Workshop
-7:00 - 9:00 pm
-James West Alumni Center

THURSDAY, MAY 3

•Flor de Cana v^
-Noon Concert

-WestVvood Plaza

•UCLA Flagline ^
-Recruiting MemJjers

-*r- -^

rf*"'

-Clinic Sessions: May 7th, 9th and 14th

-Scho^nberg Halt —
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•Latino Art Show
.—April 30 - May 1

1

-8:00 am - 9:00 pm
-Kerckhoff Art Gallery

•UCLA Blood Drive

-May 7-11

-11:00 - 3:45 pm
-Wooden Center
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Colleges plagued
by drugs, bigotry

Rainforest destruction endangers
^te of indigenous population threatened

By Lee Mitgang

Associated Press

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

NEW YORK — Alcohol, drug abuse, crime and bigotry are breaking

down the social and intellectual fabric at many college campuses,

according to a report released Sunday.

"The idyllic vision so routinely portrayed in college promotional

materials often masks disturbing realities of student life," concluded

"Campus Life: In Search of Community."

The 148-page study was a joint project of the Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching, in Princeton, N.J., and the American

CoQncil on Education, a Washington. -

The findings were based on visits to 18 eampupes,-interviews with

teachers, students and administrators across the nation, and national

surveys of 382 college and university presidents and 355 chief student

affairs officers conducted in 198^9.

Among the survey findings:

52 percent of the college presidents said the quality of campus life

was a greater concern than a few years ago.

Two-thirds of the presidents considered alcohol abuse a "moderate"

or "major" problem. _
43 percent said campus crime had increased over the past five years.

One out of four presidents said racial tensions were problems on

their campuses. #*i

"Sjimte the '6()s, the notion of universities having parental authority has

greatly diminished," said Ernest L. Boycr, president of Carnegie.

Twenty-four-year-old Vicente

Inomenga Mai never set foot

outside his Ecuadoran land until

now. Bedecked in his feathers,

beads, and fur h^adwrap, clutching

his 8-foot-long spear, he stood

proud in the airconditioned confer-

ence room as he told the cro\vd he

would fight to the end to protect his

land, his people and his rainforest.

In^he wake of Earth Day, more
than 50 people gathered at the

James West Center on Thursday to

hear a message brought deep from
the heart of the Amazon. This was
not only a message about the plight

of the rainforest, but it was also a

cry for help from another endan-

gered species — man.
"On Earth Day, not even envir-

onmentalists mentioned the people

whose lives and liberties are being

affected ... the people^ who are

dying from the effects of their land

being destroyed," said UCLA
Professor Emeritus Hilda Kupcr^
who heads UCLA's Interdisciplin-

ary Committee for the Rights of

Indigenous People.

With the oil, timber and African

palm companies rapidly destroy-

ing the land on which their

ancestors have survived for several

years — reducing the Huaorani
people from 20,000 to 2,500 in 20
years — three indigenous men

from Ecuador, ventured out of
their isolated home to make an
international plea for help.

"We live among the trees, wc
live from the atmosphere created

by the trees, the trees call the

clouds that bring the rain.

Although the government makes
out that it wants to defend these

areas, this is not so — they

facilitate the companies. It is the

indigenous people of the land who
are actually defending the forests,"

said Cesar Andi from CONFE-
NIAE, the Federation of the

Amazonian Nations.

CONFENIAE is currently

working in conjunction with the

National Federation of Indigenous'

Nations of Ecuador (CONAIE) to

create international pressure
which will grant the indigenous

people of Ecuador full rights to the

land they have lived on for

thousands of years.

Although they currently have

title to their land, the government
contract stipulates that if the

people in anyway impede the

exploration and exploitation of oil

See ECUADOR, page 15

The staff oLthc Daily Bruin strives for accurai^y an^ sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur^ it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Bruins show off their

talents at Spring Sing
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

*
. . ,.

.

^._. .

UCLA Bruins showed off ihcir talents before an enthusiastic

and cheering aiidicnce Saturday nighi at the 37ai annual Spring
•Sing.

This year's performers included more., than a do/.c4i sludcni
groups, among ihcm numerous fraiernitics and sororities, and the

"world's youngest old-timer" Gabc Green, a 17-ycar-old UCLA,
senior.

The late jazz artist Sarah Vaughan'Was honored mid-show with
the third annual George and Ira Gershwin Award for outstanding

musical Qchicvcment. The .iwani w.i*; ctt':ihl i ^hi:d in V^HH in —^-
memory of the Gershwins who adapted the musical hit "Strike

up the Band" into a fight song as a gift to UCLA in 1937.,
Songwriter/producer Quincy Jonc^^ a close' friend of Vaughan's,

accepted the award on her behalf. Vaughan was remembered m a

short film, which presented a collage of her life's work.
"I'd like to thanitihe UCLA Alumni Association lor choosing

to honor one of the greatest singers of the century," Jones said.

Jones praised Vaughan as a pioneer of jazz mu.^^ic, and"
described her as a person who had a "passion for lite. '

• *

Photos by -^

Scott Weersing

Left, two guitarists from
'God Save ttie Queen'
Jam during ttieir rendition

of Queen's 'Bofiemian

Rfiapsody.' The group
received an award for

best novelty entry. And
right, David Steinberg,

winner of both the best
solo and the Northern
California Alumni Grand
Sweepstakes awards,
performs 'Minnie the

Moocher' at Spring Sing
on Saturday.

See SING, page 11
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Members of

Alpha Epsi-
lon Phi per-

form 'Outta

SC. ' The sor-

ority won the

William C.
Ackerman
award for
best choral
entry and the

Rose Bowl
Bruins Award
for best dis-

play of Bruin

Spirit

^'^<'-if

• **^~J--
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Briefs
World

Kidnappeffs say U.Sa.

hostage to be freed
BEIRUT. Lebanon— Kidnappers said

Sunday that American hostage Frank

Reed will be released in 48 hours.

An unsigned two-line statement said

Reed, kidnapped Sept. 9. 1986. will be
freed with a message for the U.S.

government
President Bush, asked about the report

while golfmg at Andrews Air Force Base
outside, told journalists: "I just won't say
anything. If that proves to be true, that's

wonderful."

It comes one week after the release of
Robert Polhill. a U.S. educator who was
held hostage by a Shiite Moslem group in

Lebanon.

The statement was delivered anonym-
ously to the offices of the An-Nahar
newspaper. It was accompanied by a

photograph of the 57-year-old hostage, a

native of Maiden, Mass., to prove its

authenticity.

Nation

Ohio principal bans
'Simpsons' T-siiirts

' FREMONT, Ohio — Bart Simpson,
the spiky headed cartoon champion of

n-achicvcincn^—lias been expelled
from an elementary school whose princi-

pal says he leaches kids the wrong lesson.

Bill Krumnow, principal of Lulz
Elementary School in Ballville Town-
ship, asked students not to wear T-shirts

bearing the likeness of the bug-eyed
wisecracking 10-ycar-oId star of the Fox
Television cartoon show, *The Simp-
sons."

Krumnow made the announcement.
which he maintains is not an outright ban,
on Wednesday over the school's public

-address system after consulting with
teachers.

At issue is a shirt that boasts. "Under-
achiever and proud of it. man." The shirt

is part of a line of "The Simpsons" family

Curtain finally falls

on 'A Choras Line'

NEW YORK— Broadway said good-
bye Saturday to "A Chorus Line" in an
emotional final performance that included
tears, cheers and a standing ovation for the

musical's cast, past and present.

'This show is dedicated to anyone who
has ever danced in a chorus or marched in

step anywhere." said producer Joseph
Papp as the show ended a 15-year run of
6.137 performances, the longesLin Broad-
way history.

'Take a final bow 'Chorus Line,"'

Papp said.

There were wild applause after every:

musical number and at the end
|

of the

show, the audience cheered throughout
the finale.

State

Oakland poHceoust
homeless protesters

OAKLAND — Homeless advocates

who had occupied three federally-owned

homes for several days promised to take

over other abandoned buildings after five

people were arrested for investigation of

Q-cspassing during a police raid Saturday.

"We'll definitely be taking over other

houses in Oaklanc^" vowed Terry Mess-

man, leaoer of the Oakland Union for the

Homeless; "^——^~"~~

—

'—
"We feel HUD is the real criminal

here," said Messman. "HUD bureaucrats

stole billions of dollars from low-income

housing funds throughout the 1980s. Now
we feel that HUD is stealing this nation's

stock of 47,000 repossessed HUD homes
and selling them to real estate profiteers.

We feel that's a criminal act of theft from
the homeless."

Space shuttle lands

without any incident

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE ^
Discovery glided safely back to Earth on
Sunday, landing with new brakes after

successfully launching the $1.5 billion

Hubble Space Telescope to search for

Clues to the universe's creation.

The shuttle touched down on a 15,000-

foo^ concrete runway at this Mojavc
Desert military base at 6:49 a.m. after a

slackening of 40 mph winds that

threatened to delay the landing.

San Jose reporter ^^
' Levy dies, age 48

SAN JOSE— San Jose Mercury News
reporter Bob Levy died on Saturday of
injuries suffered in an auto accidcnLthat

-took place Thursday. He was 48.

Levy, who had worked at the Mercury
News for 15 years, v/as kept on life

support syslcras al Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center in hopes that a recipient

could be found for his organs.

Levy recently left the reporting job he
had held for. several years in the paper's
Sania Cruz bureau to work in the San Jose
office as an assistant metropolitan editor.

Homeless sent to
mayor's residence

BERKELEY— The posters advertised

"Free Food. Anytime of Day or Night,

People's Soup Kitchen*' and displayed a

pedestrian map showing the best route

from Telegraph Avenue, but several

hungry people were disappointed Satur-

day morning when they followed the path
— to Mayor Loni Hancock's home.
Hancock called the hoax a "heartless,

mean-spirited joke" after about a dozen
people knocked on her door, starting at

6:30 a.m.

"We felt sorry for them." said Hancockr^
"They genuinely needed food and shelter,

but we only had a few little things in the

house. We gave them some bananas and
oranges."

Local

McMartin parents
search preschool
MANHATTAN BEACH — Angry

parents, convinced that their children

were molested, are digging up the

soon-to-be demolished McMartin Pre-

school in a search for hidden rooms and
tunnels.

A Superior Court jury acquitted Peggy
McMartin Buckcy of 12 charges and h^F
son, Raymond Buckey, of 40 counts in

connection with the case last January.

A search of the school years ago turned
up no passageways or trap doors and no
signs that floor tiles had been^eplaced or
concrete had been patched, said Deputy
District Attorney Roger Gunson.

'

Compiled from the Associated Pres^

Computer Store Clearance Sale

These are the best bargains of the year - on very
limited quantities of a few select items:

• Computers "^l'^^^
• Hard Disks
• Software \

You can save up to 60% on floor demos and
discontinued models - but only one or two of
many items will be available. All Apple dema -
computers come with version 6.0 of system
software, HyperCard and a one-year AppleCare
extended warranty.

Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed
price list of all sale merchandise.

May 2 & 3 only-^ve up to 60%

Don't Miss It!

2 Days Only
B-Level Ackerni|^ Union

in front of the Computer Store
Priority numlfers wiljl be given out starting at 7am on May 2.
Payment: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require paymentmade by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal
Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCIJ^ Money
Orders are not accepted. These products are available only to full-time
students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCLA departments
Purchase must be for the personal, academic, or research use of the
eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime
Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire
Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 4/30/90 and are subject to
change without notice All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

' «'

f

Undergraduate Students Association
r-*--

V

"EtECTION
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. —
Wednesday, l\/lay 2 & Thursday, l\/lay 3, 1990

Sample Ballot Guide
i^pU( —

OFFICES
A.PRESIDENT

1a. Dean Poulakidas
2a. Pete Koebier
3a. Scott Perry

§ . EXECUTIVl

4a. Steve Gonzalez
5a. Michael Cerillo

H. FACILITIES COMMISSIONER
15a. Alex Hultgren

16a. Ben Renda

^EffF

C. SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
6a. David Pratt

' 7a.. Darren Kameya*

D. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
8a. Kelly L Hand
9a. Sam Kaufman

E. CAMPUS AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER —
10a. Eugene Hernandez

,1 1 a. Stefan Sacks

F. COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER
12a. Dave Lim '

\

13a. Ramie Dare

a CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
14a. Lance 8. Allice -

=lf^lNANCIAL SUPPORTS-COMMISS IUNbH
l7a. Octavio Navarro

J. STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER
18a. Garoi-Darwish ^-

K. GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE (vote for 3 at- mostU-—
19a. James Hail

20a. Alvin Parra "

.

21a. Derek Hu .

'

22a. Holly Carrlngton ——^

23a: Gary Gonzalez
24a. Kevin Wittenberg

L. If you wish to vote for a whte-in candidate, mark box
#25a and write the candidate's name and the office for

which you wish t© vote on the back of the scantron ballot

form.

BALLOT MEASURES
For the following initiatives/referenda, please fill in the number on the ballot form that corresponds with how you wish to vote. For additionaJ information on
these measure please refer to the material provided at the polling locations..

M. Constitutional Amendment to Remove the Votes of Non-student Members of USAC

I

Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to remove the voting privileges of the Non-Student Members (Faculty Alumni and
Administrative Representatives) of the Undergraduate Students Association Council, and count only elected students toward quorum requirements'? For specific wording
of this proposed constitutional amendment see the information provided at the polling station

26a. yes
'-.' -

27a. no -

N. Funds for Student-Initiated Campus and Community Service Programs
Shall the Undergraduate Students Association create more funds for student service programs by reducing the current" ASUCLA Stujkat Union Fee by $1 50/quarter
and increasing by $3.00/quarter the Associated Students(ASUCLA) Membership fee? These funds shall be designated to support student-initiated campus and com-
munity service programs, the Community Activities Committee($1/qtr). the Campus Retention Committee ($1/qtr). the Community Service Commisiion ($50) and the -

Student Welfare Commission ($.50). .

The reduction in the ASUCLA Student Union Fee could result in fewer funds being available for buying down the seismic fee in the future In no event would the
reduction in buy down potential be greater than $1 .50/quarter. The net effect of this referendum on your registration fees would be an increase of $1 50/quarter

28a. yes ' „_ . ^

29a. no / • '
.

" : —
0. Constitutional Amendment to Restructure the Offices of the Vice Presidents
Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to restructure the offices of the vice presidents such that the Executive Vice President
would be replace^ by an Internal Vice President and the Second Vice President be replaced by .an External Vice President, effective beo+Rflinq with the 1991-92 terms
of office? \ ^ '* ^

The role of the Internal Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating student participation on non-academic committees boards and task
forces and assisting the President in facilitating good relations between council members and student organizations. The role of the External Vice President would
include assisting the President in coordinating the advocacy efforts on behalf of student interests and ensuring that council members understand the issues being .

advocated by USAC and USAC sponsored oroups. The External Vice President would also represent the Association to off-campus entities as delegated by the
President and Council. For specific wording of the proposed constitutional amendment see the information provided at the pollinq station

30a. yes , |
-. a "

k y
.

31a. no T
a_±.

... l )

p. $2 Voluntary Positive Check-Off Fee for Second Harvest , ,
~

Shall the needy and- homeless of theiGreater Los Angeles area benefit from a voluntary supplemental positive check-off of $2.00/quartef which vyould appear on the
uridergraduate registration fee statement, subject to an appropriate written agreement between Second Harvest Inc.. and ASUCLA/USAC? The authority conferred bv
adoption of this question shall extetid through the 1993-1994 academic^ year.

32a. yes J

33a. no-t
Q. $2 Voluntary Fee for the California Public Interest Research Group* <

Do you support continuing the current $2 voluntary supplemental fee. per quarter, for CALPlRG. collected as a waivable fee (negative check-off)'? The fee will be

5l^«^^n?o5
^°^ ^"^ P^^'°^ ^^^"^ ^^"' "'^^°' through spring. 1994 The fee is included in the total fee amount due at registration. Any student who wishes not to support

CALPlRG may deduct this fee at registration. / " '
,

^^

34a. yes /

35a. no
)

'

,

'The UC President and Chancellor have stated that they will not implement any waivable fee (negative check-off) regardless of the student vote.

i

--^^-it- - - • i -r^
—T-
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Prdtesters picket hospital
Relatively peaceful animal liberation week
capped off with march through Westwood
"By~Kathy~tor

it'

BECAUSE WE DO,

ShS£ THEY SUFFER

BUY "CRUEUTY-FREE"
PRODUCTS

\

^ 4V

1 J.
THEO NICHOLAS

A high school student displays an anti-vivisection sign
Sunday at the federal building.

Staff Writer

More than 100 anti-viviscction-

ists picketed in front of UCLA's
Ncuropsychiatric Institute on Sun-

day, and then marched through the

east side of Westwood to picket at

the homes of UCLA researchers.

The activists, who yelled

"UCLA stop the torture — you
will pay," said they were protest-

ing animal research at UCLA as

individuals, who did not represent

any organization.

Their actions came after a

demonstration at the Westwood
Federal Building, where members
of the anti-vivisection group. Last

Chance for Animals organized a

rally to spread a similar message,
capping off World Animal Libera-

tion Weekr
But unlike past years, LCA

activities have been relatively

peaceful. "There's always a quell

in the eye of a storm. It's not every

time where we'll be kicking in a

door. (The storm will continue)

absolutely this year, next year,

until (vivisection) stops," LCA
President Chris De Rose said.

While aboiit 250 anti-vivisec-

tionists rallied in front of the

federal building, three UCLA
graduate students held signs sup-

porting animal research across the

street.

Police officers watched on at the

rally, as well as at the protest in

front of the Ncuropsychiatric

Institute (NPI).

"(This was) just to let them
know that we will be back and we
won't stop until they stop torturing

animals," said a woman picketing

in front of NPI who refused to

identify herself.

"We ~ decided to spread the

message out to the neighborhood
to let them know what their

neighbors are doing. It's like

having Hitler as a neighbor," said

Craig McElvany, who led the

march to what activists said were
the homes ofUCLA scientists who

"We decided to
spread the message
out to the neighbor-

hood to let them
know what their
neigjibors are doing,"

Craig McElvany

use animals in their research.

As one neighborhood woman
shouted "Go home — get out of
our neighborhood!" to the activ-

ists, they pounded their fists and
chanted "Nothing to hide, come
outside," to researchers they said^

lived in the area.

"We've got the addresses of all

the others. On every single day of
their lives, none of them are safe

from us exposing their lives,"

McElvany said. 'They're going to

wake up terrified that we're going
to come to their house chanting
and holding signs."

COLLEGE LIFE CAl
FOR DOMINO'S PIZ

« Hi

TV

aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN

^

entitles you to receive

prompt, high
,
quality medical

care by UCLA clinical ' faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)^ (213) 208-8188
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No arrests, violence during anti
£ut UCLA police remain *on full alert,' chief says

i-vivisection protests
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|
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j
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*Pro(esskxial Servtces Extra

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

_- Police watched distrustfully as

anti-vivisection protesters on cam-
pus disbanded Friday.

The day was calm. No arrests.

No clashes. In the past several

years, however, anti-vivisection-

ists have stormed the chancellor's

office, staged sit-ins, and have
generally wreaked havoc like

clockwork. This was why univer-

sity police dispatched eight offic-

ers in riot gear to watch after the

protesters. But they saw no action

that day.

It was serene in front of the

UCLA Mftdical Center as cars

pulled up and swept the tired

protesters away. Police officers

adjusted their sunglasses, and
radioed in that all was well.

"We don't know what they're

going to do," said police U.'jim
Vandcnbcrg as he looked over his

shoulder. "They may be coming
back tonight or tomorrow."^

Police do not buy the new
"kinder, gentl9r" approach of the

anti-vivisectibnist group Last
Chance for Animals, that visited

UCLA as part of the annual World
Animal Liberation Week.

University Police Chief John
Barber said his officers were

expecting the worst. "We arc on
absolute full alert," he said.

Friday saw the protesters march
from Westwood to the campus, as

they had done Monday. They held

^ mid-day forum in Haines Hair,

where pro-research protesters

stood vigilantly outside.

As the Last Chance crowd
moved past the pro-research pro-

testers, a few arguments ensued.

Several police stood by. But the

discussion between the two sides

was mostly calm, and the protes-

ters disbanded about a half-hour

later. ^ .

Perhaps the anti-vivisection

movement is veering away from its

fanatical tactics and attempting to

use more legitimate forms of

protest. At least that's what Chris

DeRose, Last Chance's founder,

conveyed in an interview. "We
don'tiwant to be arrested, we ju^t

want to slop unnecessary animal
research," said DcRose, who has

See PROTESTS, page 9

Scientists, protesters say animal researcli saves lives
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

While Last Chance For Animals held an

anti-vivisection forum inside Haines Hall

Friday, more than 40 counter-demonstrators

stood quietly outside.

Carrying signs that read "Would you take

untested medicine?" and "Scientists love

animals too," the demonstrators waited with

eight police officers in riot gear for a

confrontation. _^
But when Last Chance members finished

their forum, mpsliiled quietly by, and only a

few Last Chance members lingered to argue

Necessary to cure AIDS, other diseases

with their opponents.

The counter-demonstration was organ-

ized by the Coalition for Animals and
Animal Research, Los Angeles
(CFAAR-^LA), a non-profit organization

formed by students and staff at UCLA who
support the use of animals is bio-medical

research.
.

,

"We're in support of animal research,"

John Buford, a graduate student in Kinesiol-

ogy and CFAAR—LA member said. "Wc

agree that any reasonable person wants to

assure that animal research is done respon-

sibly. (But) we feel that the information

from the anti-yiviscctionists is intended to

,

frighten people rather than inform them.

"Basically, scientists care about animals
and about people ... But the objectives ol

the anti-vivisectionisLs are not to improve
animal welfare, but to slop animal research

altogether."

Howard Ellcnbcrger, a post-doctorate •

student in kinesiology, said, "They (anti-

vivisectionists) deny the use of animals for

any purpose. Even if good comes from
experiments, even if it could save human
lives, they would^ be opposed ip it. The
leaders of the groups say that . . .morally, a

rat is equiv^nt to a person." ..

"Medical research is one of the chief

means of improving hunlans' lives," Ron
Kagan, a |()io-chemistry graduate student,

said. "1 don't believe that animals have
rights, because rights are not based on the
capacity to feel pain but the capacity to

See RESEARCH, page 9
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THEARMY HASTHE FIERCEST
HELICOPTER IH THE WORLD...

It can §ee in tJie dark. And attack with-

out being seen, it can strike like Iighlninj,'.

It's fast, smart and mean.
But the AH-64 .Apache helicopter

doesn't fly by itself. It needs trained avia-

tors capable of handling its awesome
technolog\.

- Warrant Officer Flight Training takes

ability, dedication and commitment. Its

an intensive 40-week training program
designed to take the very best people and
make them pilots.

If you have a high school diploma, preferably two years of college and
can complete Basic Training, we just might have a flight suit vour size.

To find out if you qualify for Warrant Officer Flight Training, see
your local Army Recruiter today or call . -- - . -• • ^_

213-293-0918

...ANDWEMANTTOTEACH YOU
HOWTOFLYII

*«Lr
You know iust by looking what's fiin, and

what's not So take a look at the new Honda
Elite'^'SO E. It's easy to ride, with push-button
starting and no shifting. It's^sleek and stylish,

without sacrificing penormance. It meets most
state moped requirements. There's even a lock:v:

ing underseat storage compartment to stow
your gear. And yet, it's surprisingly affordable.

Take to the road with the Elite SO E. And then
get away and play

Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 450-4643
#1 Southern California Dealer

ALlJ^tYS WEAK A HELMET. EYE PROTECnON AND PRO
TECnVE CIDTHING. Read youi awna's monuoj ihorouohJy. For
rider training in/omwoon. oaJi the Motortydc Safety Foundaoon at
l-8a)-44A700. The Elite 50E b dcsgfttd to carry operator oniy.

pie Elite 50E meets moa siaie moped r«uJaoon$. Check state laws
tor uoenang requirements.

TT" \ -
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Wqrid Premiere Productions

Burbage Theatre

2330 Sawtelle Blvd. LA.

Theatre Previews $5.00

4/26,4/27,4/28, 8:Q0PM, 4/29 7:00PM
5/3,5/4 8:00Piy/I - *

TUT"
MISSING
PIECE

YOU'VE

LOOKING
FOR•••

— Isn't it appalling that on a campus of over

30,000 students that there is a continual shortage

of blood? Only one hour of your time will save

three lives. . -

DON'T YOU ^

THINK YOU'RE

<>p

BEING
ISK?

i UCLA Blood Drive

May 7-11,

11:00 am to 3:45 pm
' in the Wooden Center.«>

cr

r Call 825-7586 for an

^p{>otntment .

paid for by HOD/Board of Directors programming

Student plea rejected
North campus
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Sponsored by AIESEC and the Alumni Associalion

eating facility to

stay smoke-fred=
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Although some students

pleaded with the ASUCLA Board

of Directors to re-designate a

North Campus chamber as a

"smoking" room, the board reaf-

firmed on Friday its previous

decision to ban smoking in all

ASUCLA facilities.

The board's reconsideration of

the ban was prompted by letters

from students who were concerned

with its February decision.

About 10 students who formerly

frequented the smoking room in

North Campus called it a place

where a unique group of students

"hung out." Taking that room
away was depriving a minority

.group their rights, the students

said. 1
The room had a special

"ambiance," said graduate Presi-

dent and board Vice Chairman
Konrad Huntley. "1 see it as a loss

of what used to be a very interna-

tional and intellectual room. . ^^^^

Ynii iigfvl tn h^^r -a v1ifff>rpnt

and philosophy departments, bul^

also because it was a room separate

-from the rest of the dining facililyr-

But the formet smoking room,

located on the eastern side of thc_

J^Iorth Campus facility, cannot ber

completely sealed to keep smoke
from penetrating into the rest of the

dining area, said ASUCLA
Executive Director Jason Reed.

One student in the audience said

smokers— now a minority— paid

equal fees but were not given equal

representation.

Students said the room was most

often frequented by ethnic minori-

ties and foreign students and
eliminating it would affect a

particular crowd.

But an alumni representative on

the board, Clinton Burch, argued

that the comparison Jjetween

smokers and the plight of minori^

ties is "morally bankrupt."

The room is not a **nexus of

intellectual or moral superiority,"

and the ambiance is created only

by individuals who all share the

habit of smoking, Burch^aid.

Also, to subject fuil-time staff

employees to the jrisks of inhaling

second-hand smoke while at work

is "unacceptabjc at an ethical

level," said faculty representative

Dr. Gary Richwald, a professor at

the School of Public Health.

language at every tabic."

Tliough some board members
expressed concern that reinstating

the "smoking permitted" room
would begin a reaction of re-open-

ing smoking sections in facilities

across the campus, the student

audience reassured them that the

North Campus facility was a

unique case.

The students said the room is

special not only because it

attracted people from "radical"

buildings nearby, such as the art

UndcigiaUuate lepiesenuitivF
Florie Aranovich said one of the

problems with the eating facilities

was insufficient seating during

peak hours. The facilities are not to

be used for socializing or studying,

but eating, she said, adding that the

ban "has opened up the room for

more non-smokers (to eat),"

One student at the meeting was
in favor of the ban. "We've been
ecstatic ever sinfte' the board made
the decision to make its facilities

smoke free," he said.

Piii^cy^policydLe
ASUCLA seeks a mere specific draft

By Jawn Nhan
Staff Writer

The adoption of a privacy policy that would restrict the kind of inlor-_

malion the student associalion could collect from its consumers was
again dcjajpd because members of the ASUCLA Board of Directors

wanted to refine and draft a more specific policy.

Initially proposed in January, the policy received its first substantive

review by the board Friday. It was postponed several times because of

time limitations.

Although the board decided not to vote on the matter, most members
expressed interest in adopting a privacy. policy. A few members,
however, objected to parts of the policy, proposed by graduate

representative David Cast, or opposed having such policy at all.

Cast's proposal would regulate collection of personally identifiable

information — such as name, address and phone number— and restrict

the association from selling or releasing the information except in

detecting illegal or unethical activities.

Under the proposal, ASUCLA would have to publicize the kiritl of

information it collects and detail for what the data is used.

In addition, the association would be responsible for keeping the

information accurate. The proposal stipulates that individuals have the

right to see what information is kept on them and may correct inaccura-

cies.

Alumni representative Alan Duboff said the policy was too broad and
bound tlie association to obligations it may be unable to fulfill.

Duboff listed various problems with Oast's proposal, including

potential legal liability and implementation difficulties.

For example. Oast's proposal which states, "In all cases of ambiguity,

ASUCLA shall refrain from invading any perceived rights," may be read

as, "In all gray areas, ASUCLA is at fault," Duboff said.

The proposal also requires employees to advise individuals when
personally identifiable information is being collected from them. This

would create longHines, and would be unenforceable with foreign

tourists, he said. ^

These concerns prompted some board members to consider a ralraft of

the policy. Faculty alternate representative Tom Schwarl/ suggested

adopting ASUCLA Executive Director Jason Real's alternative

proposal.

But student board members objected, calling it politically unfair to

dismiss Oast's work, which took months of research. "We do owe him
the respect to vote on his policy," said undergraduate representative

Florie Aranovich.

Administrative representative Janet Oong suggestwl that Reed and
Oast combine their efforts to produce a' "better crafted" policy. The
policy is to be re-written and discussion is to resume at the board's next

meeting on May 11. .

•». A
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Two women sMnrested
Suspected of buying narco^cs^ith false ID

staff Writer-

city . . . therc*S"a lot of money in

^," fi^rhPf <;aid *^Aflnr httrinf 70

University police suspect that

^e iwo women arrested on campus
Thursday on suspicion of fraud are

allegedly "old pros" at buying

narcotics, with falsified identifica-

tion, police said Friday.

Christina Cobbs, 35, and
Unniebe Solon[>on, 37, were
arrested just before 6 p.m. for

alleged illegal possession of a

• handicap placard in their car,

according to law enforcement

officials. —-T-- —
,

Phony identification which was
allegedly used to acquire the

placard wi-s apparently only the lip

of the iceberg, uiid^ihetwo women
are now under mvesiigalion for

allegedly usmg false identification

to purchase narcotics, police said.

"They are a couphc^f old pros

. %r-. they have more-names and IDs

than you have hair on your hc;id,"

said Police Chief John Barber.

The women, who allegedly used

identification cards which
belonged to paliews with pre-

scriptions for medications, are

under investigation for forgery and

^pihcr fraud charges, he said.

"it's a big, big racket all over the

hospitals across the city you'd end

up with a trunk full of narcotics.'

And because thQy arc of, gool
quality, professionally manufac

lured narcotics have a high street

value, he added.

Tlie case has been turned over to

Los Angeles County-investigators

since police believe the suspects

used false identification in hospi-

tals across the city. County offi-

cials could notjbe reached at press

time.
*

—The arresting officer, KfiUh

Lanning, refused to comment on

the incident because the women,
arc being investigated. He told the

r>:iily Bruin, "They were released

oil a traffic violation."

However, according to officials

al Los Angeles County jail, Solo-

mon is being held wiihoui bail.

University police released Cobbs
on Thiirsday night. •

Solomon's arraignment for

alleged illegal possessi^ of a

hiindicap placard is set for May 29.

If found guilty, she ma)rbe fined

up to $1,(XX) and sentenced to six

months in the County jail, accord-

ing to the California Stale Vehicle

Code.

From page 7

been arrested several times for his

animal rights activism.
' "We're not willing to hurl

anybody — we follow very strict

_ codes. We follow the methods of"

Oandhi and Martin Luther King,

Jr., and Thoreau's theory of civil

disobedience."

But in the face of the increas-

ingly larger pro-research counter

protests, the movement could be

losing its momentum. In previous

years, the anti-vivi.seclionists al

, animal-rights protests numbered in

the hundredST compared to this

week's crowd of about 70.

The counter-protesters num-
bered about 50 on Friday, and have

grown over the past few years (rom

only a handful.

Still, as activists from both sides

debated in Haines Hall, one mem-
ber of the audience observed that

the two views on animal research

have inched closer together over

the years.

*Thcre are things we can all

* agree on," Gary Cifra told a pro-

research protester in the audience.

Reducing the use of animals for

research whenever possible seems

'

to be a goal lying on common
ground. Pro-research protesters

admitted that ' not all animal

research is beneficial. But they

urged ;ihe anti-viviseclionists to

realize that doing away with all

animal research could be cata-_

sirophic to health care.

"I'm not necessarily going ux

defend the use of animal research,"

.said Paul Oier, a UCLA herpetolo-

gygjjgluate student. "But I see real

prpblehis with people trying to

make changes in research who
don't understand biology. We all

have been guilty of ignoring things

we don't understand."

The anti-viviseciionisLs claim

that alternative methods of

research could be used to improve

human health, such as computer

models and tissue culture.

Pro-research prote;iters say

those methods are very limited,

and that such medical benefits as

antibodies, vaccines and heart

surgery methods have animal

research to thank.

Michael Oold of UCLA's Coal-

ition for Animals and Animal

Research said, "We need animal

research if we are to survive."
"

Reports front Steve Macauley.

RESEARCH
From page 7 T

think."

Counter-demonstrators labeled

anti-vivisectionists as "extremis-

ts" who do not understand the

importance of animal research and

place animal lives over human

lives. . .
--*^

*They (anti-vivisectionists)

need to use facts if they'ri?^biag to

argue something. They don't real-

ize the importance of animal

research in saving lives," Marly

Navarro, a fourth-year kinesiology

major, said.

"Animal research has saved a lot

of lives over the years. It's cured a

lot of diseases (such as) leprosy

and polio. I don't see Why it

shouldn't be allowed to cure the

horrible diseases Uxlay like cancer

and AIDS," Chris Sutton, a bio-

chemistry graduate student, said.

"And make no mistake— without

animal research, AIDS cannot be

cured."

The counter-demonstrators also

emphasized that animal research

was conducted responsibly.

"Any time we want to do an

experiment we have to write down
the protocols . . . and they're

supposed to be approved by a

whole number of people," said

Carolyn Connelly, a post-docto-

rate student of kinesiology.

According to a CFAAR—LA
statement, "the vast majority of

animal research is painless.

"According to a USDA report in

1984, 61 percent of federally

funded animal research was pain-

less by design. Another 31 percent

of the animals were anesthetized

so that they could not feel pain."

"No one likes doing animal

research," Sutton said. "Nobody
wants to hurt animals."
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THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Ey©brow==:

$8
$4

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 5/14/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

With or without glasses-

I
HLUC
Euimsni

I i u n a c u 9 *' r

SP.O fL T

A • C 9|E,:

fi

'(> • s^. artistry for your eyes only

-&^\ .DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
"^^'^^ SPECIAL $150.00

includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

Undergraduates Elections

Generar Representative

Kevin Wittenberg
Junior

Political Science

Activities: Philanthropy Chair

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

N

man of Inter-Fratcmiiy Council;

Conference Board Member of

Campus Outreach League(CC)OL)
Conference and Chair of Confer-

ence Board Subcommittee on
Recruitment; Co-sponsered Sec-

ond Harvest's Thanksgiving Food
Drive; member of Substance
Abuse Prevention Advisory
Group; member of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity; Special
Olympics volunteer; Residence
Hall officer.

\
.

Platform: A few of the goals I

hope to implement as a General

Representative include the fol-

lowing:
r

To bring together students

from our diverse population by
creating programs which will

'anscend cultural differences. For

General Representative

Alvin Parra
Senior

Politldal Science

Activities: USAG's multi-cul-

lural committee; UniCamp '90

or; Tau " Kappa Epsil^H=

example, a Special Olympics that

encompasses the entire student

body.

Stress environmental respon-

sibility by building up our recy-

cling programs.

To increase the Students

Body's utilization of existing

UCLA facilities, such as the

Southern Regional Library on
Gayley, as an alternative area for

studying.

To make the quality and
affordability of Residential Hall

life a priority once again. ,

O/;

V\ Wevourr
located-for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave
(21 3j 208-4748

Fraternity member.

Platform: During my four years

at UCLA, I have learned how the

university and USAC operate. I

have seen their successes and
failures, and have also noticed

many important issues tliat they

have failed to address. Some of the

issues that 1 will focus on in my
campaign for General Represen-

tative arc:

Expand recycling programs

to the dorms, fraternities, and
sororities.

• -,4

Undergraduates Elections

24-hour on-campus studying

with security. ^

Increased rape awatcness"

programs for new students and the

Greek System.

Extended class add/drop
deadline from fourth to sixth week.

Repaving of the slippery

walkway between Powell and
Bruin walk.

Gold RitiuTes

Save Up To "80 On Gold, invest In Your Future.

Buy an ArtCarvcd college ring.

It's a smart invest

mcnt. Because

«~^Bnj| ArtC^arvcd d
s^^EBI gold rings m
^"""•""^

are crafted with

the kind of quality

you can put stock into

Each Art(.arved

college ring

comes with

..».^,^:^

a Full Lifetime Warranty.

And ArtCarvcd oflfers a

variety of men's and

women's styles with

lots of options. Choose

^iS'fc

h4.'..

college memento

That grows more

valuable with time.

Ask how you can

save on gold

accessories, tcx)

\

/IRTQIRVED
V. COLLEGE JEWELRYCOLLEGE JEWELRY

ASUCU STUDENTS- STORE - BLEVEL ACKERMAN UNION, CENTER AISLE

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO - KERCKHOFF HAU 150

APRR. 30 - MAY 4, 9:00AM -'iiOOPM ^^^P^^" Required

Paymem Plans Available

General Representative

Derek Hu
Sophomore

Economics/English

Activities: Member/representa-

tive of Association of Chinese
Americans; Asian Pacific Coah-
tion representative; Coordinator

for General Representative Office

USAC; Asian Pacific Islander

Student Union; Asst. Director/

Programmer to residence halls

from USAC President's office;

Student Alumni Association.

Platform: I want to work towards

the direction in which USAC will

be more accessible and available to

the students and the student inter-

est groups. Council should be more
attentive to the needs of the

students as shown by the recent

student interest group issue.

USAC should become a force that

unifies all students together to

voice their demands and concerns

to UCLA's administration. I am
also concerned about: the rising

fees of campus housing, the allo-

cation of more study space and
more study hours, campus safety,

and reducing parking fees. 1

believe student empowerment is

the goaL that the General Rep-
resentatives and USAC should^

work towards.

^3>
\

General Representative

Gary Gonzalez
Junior

Mathematics

Activities: Alumni Scholar's

Club-Community College Trans-

fer Representative; Bruin Liberta-

rians; Married, one son, one year

old.

Platform: As a General Rep-
resentative, 1 will seek consensus
and take action on issues of critical

importance to all students. A high
priority for me is the expansion of

current health education programs
to include anti-tobacco and anti-

alcohol programs. I will lobby
stridently for the rights and needs

of underrepresented students. I

will voice my strong opposition to

the use of registration fee-cards to

solicit funds for any group,

including CALPIRG.

-T-r -i_£_
/

General Representative

James Hail .

Junior— PoHticoi Science

Activities: None listed.

Platform: I am running for

_2^sludeni representative in reaction^

to thc^mall group of govemmcntat^
officials who have usurped person*

al responsibility and choice at tliis

university by imposing their own
political agenda. Under the guise

of furthering university interests,

LfSAC jhas banned legitimate

consumer products without moral

justification or a legitimate politi-

cal mandate, while consistently

neglecting the desires and coiv

ccrns of the general student body. I

propose: (1) The abolilior of

General Representative

Holly Carrington
Senioi

interest group solicitation from

registration fee statements and (2)

Returning to students the right to

purchase goods of their choice

^such as GE and tobacco products

without political interference from
USAC or ASUCLA.

"Geograpny/EcosysTem's

Activities: Chairperson " '^AL-

PIRG Chapter at UCLA; m^. t
of Executive Committee of CAL-
PIRG statewide Board of direc-

tors; Coordinator of CALPIRG
Toxics Projects Group; Alumni
Scholar; Regents Scholar; Educa-

tion abroad in England (1 year) and

West Africa(l quarter^; profcs-.

sional classical musician..

Platform: My overall goal is

simk'ni i.?mp<^» frmcnt : hav iny the

siuJciii voice listened to and
respected by the administration,

whether this be for greater sXudcnt

conlrol of, .student programs and
siudciu-fundcd facilities, greater

student input into academic life,

eliminating the three non-sludcni

-voles on student council, or im|>ro-

ving the University's response lo

rape and homophobia. Most
imporiant l y , I intend to br-wg-

attcniion to the fact that the

administration, specifically
Chancellor Young and UC Presi-

dent Gardner, have no respect for a

student vole, shown by iJicir intent

to eliminate CALPIRG funding

which has received consistent

student support through strong

maioriiv- votes.

SING
From page 3 .

(",She lived every moment in her f.ilc,^lie saul. "People who
make great music never really i^o away . . . ^uaU Vaughan is

still he re. AJihough i raift reach oiit and iCTCl'^ Sarah, t know
she is here tonight.

"Sarah, we all love you," he said.

The acts competed before a panel ol celebrity judges including

comedian Joe Piscopo, singer/pianist Miciiael Feinstein, "A-Team"
and "Battlestar Galactica" star Dirk Benedict, and Ian Buchanan
of "General Hospital." . ~ :.

'

—While a tew of the acm wltc retTim i sc:'ni ff)vl '̂fi-f;4:
'tKX^

musicals, others reached near-professional quality:

Spring Sing is traditionally a lime for siiidcnts to lake pride in

UCLA and mock their crosstown riv:«» T'SC,

Most notable among tJic USr" pai .... . was "Outta 'SC"
IKTformcd by Alpha Epsilon P ,..i.iiii) sorority. The choral

production depicted slcrcoiypicaiiy-rich USC women;.who have

"everything in life except friends love, literacy" and a UCLA
"reg'^ card.

"Outta 'SC" won both the Choral and the Bruin Spirit awards.

"AEPhi has not (won) Sprmi^ Sing in over 10 years. We're very

proud of our house," said Colkne Frasluire, a sophomore theater

arts major.

Another winning act, "UCLA in tlie Miduesi" perlornied by

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and friends, pcutraycd a UCLA
freshman who "blacks-out" on her first day at school, and finds

horsclf at a vcr>' different rCLA: Univrsi!^ ol Cattle, Land and
Agriculture, located somewf v.*.rc in tiie Midwest.

"UCLA !:• *'
. Midwest" won tx>lh Be>l Production and Best

Costume au Is.

But the a( t that brought down the house was senior David'

Steinberg's 'Minnie ihc M(K)cher'\ which won the Solo and the

Sweepstakes awards.

"I am in s'.iucL," Slcuilk^rp ^u'vi ufle; v.mnin^ Doiii awards.

"I've. gone to this school- every other year for seven years, and 1

just wantwl to do something for my last year. . . This was a lot

of fun.

Steinberg, who is" majoripg in FnTglish, said he "-grew up
singing . . . (and) slmg all through high school," but work-related

responsibilities prevented him from continuing in college.

Steinberg said he was going to donate his u^ophy to -his friiiernity

house, Zeta Beta Tau.

- Other awards included:
v^

~^^^

Esprit de Corp> Alpha Chi Omega and Kappa Stoma's
"Puttin' on the Ritz"

Best Novelty: God Save the Queen's "Bohemian Rapsody"
Best Duet/Trio: Julio and Mike's "Feci the Fire"

Best Quartet: We B 4's. "1 Got You Babe"
After the show. Spring Sing Executive Director Morgan Rumpf

*l'_See SING, page 15
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FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
FRI. AND SAT. - MAY 4TH AND 5TH

I I
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

•NEW": COMPUTER GRAPHICS FURNITURE. PLUS, EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

1 iVlIC^rl A r.T. S**
ARTIST AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES

M
1
1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER Of'sUNSET) (213) 466-5295 FREE PARKING

V FRI.: 8:30 - 7:00, SAT. 9 - 6 - CASH, CHECK, VISA, M.C., & AM. EX. ONLY

=f

=feW «^

omen &
work

Power and Opportunity In the Workplace:
Implications for Women's Careers

While twenty years of the woman's movement hove improved women's role and
status in the workforce in many ways, progress has not been matched by' the

experience of many individual women in their work lives. Join us for a presenta-

tion on how organizations work and how women can gain power and opportunity

within organizations. A qUfestion-and-answer session will follow, providing discus-

sion on such issues as the "glass ceiling.'- "mommy track/ home-basied work ar-

rangements, and other issues affecting working women in the'90s. Facilitated by
Marttia Miller, Assistant Dean, Anderson Graduate School of Monagernent.

'—- Tuesday- Mav L 12:00 - 1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.
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BRAND NEW CAREER! BRAND NEW CAR!

TOYOTA

NISSAN

MITSUBISHI

CHEVROLET

VOLKSWAGEN
Are you a coflege graduate'?

Are you anxious lo get started on
your new career? ;. .

We can help' '^r—

'

" _,.,.,

—

BMW
A brand new car can make you look hke a
million, fieel like a million, even help you on MAZDA
your way to earning a million

FORDOur COLLEGE GRADUATE" financing

program offers convenient leasing terms

AMr\ kiir\Dc: ^''^ ®3sy monthly payments No minimum ...p. iJ/-.DriAND MUHL credit history or length of employment ANU MUHtl
required

CONTACT-NEIL'LEASING MANAGER
SANTA MONICA CARS, INC.

213-829*3602

*** YOU DESERVE IT ***
^

BRAND NEW CAREER! BRAND NEW CAR!

TOYOTA

NISSAN

MITSUBISHI

Are you a college graduate''

Are you anxious to get started on
your new career?
We can help!

VOLKSWAGEN

BMW
A brand new car can make you took like a .

million, feel like a million, even help you on MAZDA
your way to earning a million

FORD.ICHEVROLET Our "COLLEGE GRADUATE" financing

program offers convenient leasing ternis

Iampv fcji^Dc with "easy monthly payments No minimum *»ip. n/^or-j
I
AND MUHt credit history or length of employment ^'^L' IVIUHtl

required

CONTACT-NEIL-LEASING MANAGER
SANTA MONICA CARS, INC.

213»829*3602
V.

*** YOU DESERVE IT ***
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CHICANO
From page 1

officials have said such suspension

is unlikely.

Friday's meeting, which came
after last week'^s protest where
students demanded to meet with

Uiree specific UCLA officials,

including Young, was closed to the

media "to maintain the candor** of

the discussion, said UCLA spokes-

man Harlan Lebo.

Later, the students said their

demands to improve the Chicano

Studies program were neither met
nor acknowledged.

They demanded "meaningful

and ongoing student input in the

development, implementation and
evaluation of the C4^icano Studies

major," as well as the chancellor's

commitment to secure the finan-

cial resources necessary to estab-

lish a viable Chicano Studies

major, according to MEChA rep-

resentatives.

The administrators were "not

receptive at all. All (Young) said

was *I am going to be committed to

strengthen the program,' but that

means nothing,** said Alicia Moli-
na, MEChA 's internal coordinator.

College of Letters & Science
Provost Ray Orbach said he
created a committee which will

deal with improving and expand-
ing the program and is taking

recommendations from both
MEChA and the undergraduate

academic affairs commission for

student representatives on the

committee.

"We'll wait and see about the

recommendation and will take (the

students') opinion very seriously,"

Orbach said.

But administrators again failed

'

to make any concrete commitment
to fixing a problem that they know
has existed for almost two
decades, MEChA members said.

Orbach "couldn't even commit to

putting a MEChA member on the

committee," Molina, saidr "

Similarly in 1979, history Pro-

fessor Juan G6mez-Quiftones,
then director of the Chicano
Studies Center, submitted a detail-

ed proposal outlining introductory,

lower and upper division classes

for the Chicano Studies major.

But in a June 11, 1979 letter.

"We have the faculty

(for) a superb Chica-

no Studies program.":i_

Raymond Oibach

then L&S dean Eugen Weber
wrote to G6mez^Quiflones, *The
Executive Committee has no cri-

ticism to make of the proposals. . .

(but) since additional faculty

resources are unlikely, program

changes can only be achieved by
combination and permutation of

existing resources."

Young declined to talk with the

Daily Bruin because "I'd say

something I shouldn't," but Lebo
said the chancellor's goal is "to

have the best possible Chicano
Studies program."

Since 1985, the UCLA admi-

nistration has been "aggressively"

recruiting minority faculty in the

College of L&S, Orbach said.

Fourteen new Latino faculty mem-
bers have joined various UCLA
schools since the 1987-88
academic year. Ten of them are in

L&S departments.

"We have the faculty (for) a

superb Chicano Studies program,"

Orbach said.

But students argue that the

Chicano Studies program cannot

be strengthened unless UCLA
recruits more faculty specializing

in Chicano Studies. "You've got to

get faculty who is truly committed

to the ChicanoA^atino communi-
ty's interest at heart," Molina said^

"If we don't have faculty that is

concerned that young Chicanos
and Latinos learn about their

culture, then nothing's going to be

solved. Even if you have resour-

ces, classes will suffer," she said.

Students said Latino faculty

members who have been recruited

have their primary responsibilities

in their home departments,— such

as history, biology, sociology and
English — and their commitment
to Chicano Studies is secondary.

That also puts "more pressure

on those faculty members"
because they have to spend extra

time with Chicano Studies, said

Milo Alvarez, MEChA member
and an Academic Advancement
Program peer counselor.

Establishing a Chicano Studies

"You've got to get

faculty who is truly

committed to the
Chicano/Latino com^
munity's interest at
heart'' ^^—i-

Alicia Molina

To Figure Out That This
IsAGreat Deal. .

.

Bar

department would solve a lot of

problems, but the chancellor ruled

out that option until the current

program improves, Molina said.

Orbach said the committee,

which will review the student

representative recommendations
today, will defme the Chicano
Studies curricula, develop new
courses and build "a strong and
vital major."

"I learned from (Friday's)

meeting. I was reinforced that

students are very unhappy,"
Orbach said. "There's nothing

wrong with students demanding
for the best ... I think (the

students) will work with us."

Reports from Tina Anima

Israelis celebrate

independence day
By Arieh O'Sullivan

Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Music

' >

Get a healthy helping of our fresh salad bar
plus a delicious bowl of homemade soup for

ONLY $3.95 right now at Cafe ^Casino.

Any way you add it up, it's a great deal!

1 145 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

^i (213) 208-0949

Salad Bar Hours:
Mon-Sat: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Sunday: Noon to 9:00 p.m.

DE FRANCE
Cafe (Casino...We Make Homemade French Cuisine Affordable.

replaced mourning siiciis Sunday
nighi as Israelis ended memorial
ceremonies honoring war dead and
began celebrating the 42nd
anni^<irsary of the Jewish state's

independence.

^ ' 'Joy and sorrow ai^e intertwined

in "bur national holiday just as the

bala^ of light and shadow in the

life or our nation," President

^
Chaim Herzog said in an address to

the nation. ^^
^ Throughout the cburi% Israelfi

took to the stfg^ts dancing to rock

and disco musid'. Children engaged
in a favorite Independence Day
pastime — hitting passers-by with-
small plastic hammers that pro-

duce a clicking noise.

Police estimated nearly 1 mil-

lion Israelis — nearly one-fourth

of the country *s population, ,r—

would go on picnics and hikes on
Monday when the sundown-to-
sundown holiday continues. Inde**

pendence Day festivities, howev-
er, were held mainly on Sunday
night.

In an Independence Day mes-
sage released by his office, Herzog
said the main challenge facing

Israel in the coming year was
absorbing 100,000 Soviet immi-
grants expected to arrive this year.

Arab states have lobbied the

Soviet Union to halt the immigra-
tion, fearing it will strengthen the

Jewish state and that some of the

immigrants may be settled in the

occupied West Bank or Gaza Strip.

Before Independence Day
began, Israelis lit memorial flames
and visited gravesites at military

cemeteries across the country as

part of Memorial Day.
In somber wreath-laying cere-

monies at army cemeteries, mour-
ners lit flames and recited the

Kaddish, a prayer for the dead,

remembering the 16,951 soldiers

killed in Israel's five wars with
Arab nations and in Arab guerrilla

attacks. .^ _ _
Earlier in the day a two-mihutc

mourning siren brought buses and
automobiles as well as hundreds of

pedestrians to an abrupt halt.

Israelis stood at attention in silent

tribute.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir,

in a 10-minutc nationally broad-

cast speech, honored the fallen,

including eight soldiers killed

during the 28-monih Palestinian

rebellion in the West Bank and
Gaz-a Strip.

—
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TALK
From page 1

Feb. 19 shooting; "premeditated"

4m alleged actions after he lcam(

his supervisor was writing a letter

"to request he be suspended for poor
work performance and sleeping on

-the job^

In^ the ^arly-moming shooting,

Major, 18, allegedly fired several

shots from a large-caliber hand-

gun, killing co-worker Diondra

Ann Picou and severely wounding
his supervisor, Nora S. Arellano,

as the two sat in a patient escort

office.

"A special circumstance of

Mying in wait' was filed . . . If (the

jury) determines that he did lie in

wait, (it) can decide between death

or life without parole," said Depu-
ty District Attorney Katherine

Mader, who is prosecuting the

case.

"We believe that we have a

""strong case," Mader said. "I'm
happy that it was solved and I'm

sure the people in tht hoS|.itaI are

relieved."

Since his arrest April 24, Major
has claimed innocence. But his

defense counsel would not discuss

its strategy.

*This man is facing a capital

crime . . . and possibly the death

penalty, so I'm not going to say

anything to jeopardize the case,"

^aid Carol Hallowitz, supervisor of

the public .defender's office in

West Los Angeles.

HaHowi^ said she has not seen

enough of tlie. prosecution's evi-

dence to determine how strong its

case for the death penalty might be

if Major is convicted.

Major's public defender will be

assigned sometime this week, she

-said:

PC*olice said they suspected

Majorbecause he had a motive as

well, as knowing hospita) security

is minimal at about 5:40 a.m.,

when the shooting occuned.
Major had worked with the

victims for two months, transport-

ing patients, equipment and sup-

-plies ihroughout the hospital. Hc^
went to work the^ day of the

shooting and once again before

quitting.

"He was a real calm, cool

customer," Barber said.

Major's arrest was not revealed

to the public until charges were
filed April 26, because police said

they did not want media coverage

to frustrate the case.

*The public has a right to know,
but not if it interferes with the

case," said Los Angeles police

Detective Lee Kingsford.

Police arrested Major inside his

friend's house in South Central

Los Angeles where Major was
residing, Kingsford said. He was
cooperative but did not say much
when the police approached him,

he said.

"I believe 'Who me?' would be

an accurate quote," Kingsford

said.

Police did not recover a gun in

the house. Major is not a suspected

gang member, and this is his first

arrest as an adult, Kingsford said.

Citing a juvenile's right to privacy,

Kingsford would not comment on
whether Major was arrested before

he turned 18.

Major's arrest ended more than

a 1^(J00 hours of investigation

conducted by both university and
Los Angeles police departments.

Police had offered a $40,000
reward for information leading to

an arrest. The reward motivated

"several individuals" to come
forward, and their input implicated

Major, Barber said. He would not

comment on how many informants

talked to police or whether they

were hospital employees.

The informants' identities will

be revealed at Major's preliminary

hearing May 9» 3arber added.
r. . ., : , , 4 t-'.v i^

FSHA
From page 1

to university student newspapers.
The campaign will begin l(x:al^

ly, but will expand to the state and
national levels if the university

does not respond adequately and
promptly, Oldenburg said. "The ad
campaign will ^ to tlie major
schools (where) UCLA does
recruiting."

Young's April decision did not

specify by how much the admi-
Tiistration plans to increase FSH
rent after 1991, sparking fear

within FSHA that future increases

wjU be unpredictably high.

Also, the renovations slated for

the Sawtelle/Sepulveda units from
1991 to 1992 will cost tenants an

estimated $190 a month more in

re^t, which when coupled with the

rent increases, will double the

average current rents from $450 to

$881 by 1994, Oldenburg said.

The chancellor also did not

reveal how the administration

plans to cover the cost of renova-

tion.

FSHA views the lack of admini-

strative decision-making to be a

sign that the univeryty is avoiding

the issues. .- v." 1^1^..^^"^

wanted to address the problem,'

Oldenburg said. "All the universi-

ty does is say that they'll study the

problem further. You reach a poini

where you've studied it enough

be able to stabilize housing (costs) budget by a committee comprised

because faculty is here longer and of members from the Academic
students arc not," he said. The Senate, Graduate Student A«soci-

council will be able to present—atian and the FSHA.

They want to study it to<leath,'^4»e—c^iancelk

said. "There needs to be a deci- "Things kx)k belter for next-year."

valid recommendations to the

year,' he -sai4.

StOftr -However, FSHA TS

year

mn
"TheBut taking time to study the optimistic for next

housing problems d(XJs not neces-—Graduate CouncU task force is a

sarily mean that the university^^ is ^eat start, but will the universit5fc==:©ldenburg smd;—

The administration's disregard

for both FSHA ' s and theAcadem-
ic Senate's task force recommen-
dations, coupled 's^th the* rcnr

increases approved for next year,

have prompted the ad ^campaign.

The university has never really

Stalling, according to one profes-

sor.

"I think that the chancellor made
a wise decision," said biology

Professor Austin Maclnnis, who is

also a member of the Graduate

Council, a branch of the Academic
Senate which establishes policy

for graduate affairs. "If (the

chancellor) made a decision on a

long-term basis, there would not

have been enough planning," he

said.

Maclnnis has been working to

get more faculty input on housing

decisions. TTiCtXhancellor's lim-

ited response iS%ousing concerns

this year indicates that more time

will be allowed for further analysis

from other groups, like the Gradu-

ate Council, he said.

With the council involved, there

could be more continuity and
x stability with housing, Maclnnis

said. "The Graduate Council will

accept their' recommendations?"
Oldenburg said. "All the new task

force can do is make a recommen-
dation. It doesn't have to be

accepted."

For example, an Academic
Senate-appointed task force for

Graduate Student Housing, headed
by accounting Professor~John W.
Buckley, presented the chancellor

with its report on rent increases in

March. The task force proposed a

"moratorium on any further rent

increases at Sawtelle/Sepulveda'

until a policy of 'affordability' is

adopted." But recommendations
by the las)c force were not

accepted, Oldenburg said.

The administration also ignored

an FSHA proposal which states

that no more than 37 percent of a

.teaching assistant's monthly salary

should go toward rent. The propos-

al also calls for an annual review of

Business Enterprise's housing

. FSHA is also studying~thcTepI
responsibility the university has to

the graduate students whom they

actively recruit. "Students arc

recruited lo UCLA and told what

the rent is for this year, and they

have no clue as to what the rent

wiU be the following years,"

Oldenburg said. 'The university

doesn't tell recruits that renls will

increase by 10 percent a year."

The first thing that prospective

graduate students ask about is the

cost of housing, Maclnnis said,

adding'^that housing does impact

recruiting. "It's difficult enough to

retain our students, and potential

graduate students will go where 20
percent of their income 'is going to

housing, not 80 percent," he said.

FSHA wants the university to

accept all or some of tl^ recom-
mendations • of the Academic
Senate's task force and FSHA's_
proposal.

'^^Vjf^^^m
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INDEPENDENCE
4)AY

Campus Celebration
I.

^ . ,.
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Come celebi^te Israel's 42nd birthday!!!

TODAY
12:00 - 2:00 P.M.

Architecture Quad

Music
Israeli Folk Dancing

.J...

Falafel
Israel Programs Info ~
Giant Birthday Cake ———

^

Yom Ha-Zikaron Commemoration
No dull speeches, just lots of fun! -

1 ^ *C • q] ^^
-^ fl^ « 91

Hi

tl

sponsored by* Israel Action Coalition, in conjunction with the Jwreh Stu^e
Hillel Students" Association. Israeli Students Society, the westwoo

on. Ha^Sn. AIPAC.
and USAC.
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SAKS TERIYAKI
—Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL
Teriyakl

Egg Rolf
I
'Teriyakl Chicken

I—.—Atter 3:00 prn to close

|

!*Fr!ed^Rice w/1 free drink n)0-OU
j

I -Green Salad with coupon I

,1 1 PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
_j L^ L_

^^2: Glendon Avenue (213) ,

I rurf^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
LABOR, INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.
95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1 Tmtf-tip

2 Va)w A4
3 Ijube

4 01 Chai
Adi

6 Qulch Adi

anoe
5 HibIw AdT
6 Qulch
7. S«rvic« Air CJ«Bner

« Check Ballerv W»IBr "r
9. Irapecl I loni IjkJ

10 CompiBHion
1 1 . {pmrntmrn T«si Coclvig

Syitend
$74. 95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.p."~. cr.)

(6 cytnder: $20.00 Extra)

Inc. Parts & Labor |Gas & Air Rhv extri)

TOYOTA

BUTG

IBI(0)KfID)^ $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

A Y ¥ V?^ 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
/Ujijilil 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

58,200 Readers
Advertise 825-2161
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THE UCLA INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE ON
GENOCIDE AND ITS PREVENTION PRESENTS

-*. •>

CHRISTOPHER WALKER
--—

-

fc I

author of: Armenia: Survival of a Nation

TO SPEAK ON

African frogs

hit at annual
county fair

The Associated Press

t

SACRAMENTO— The Seattle

amphibian collector whose giant

African frogs have brought him
and them star status relished his

fame at a suburban country fair.

"People love my crazy frogs,"

Andy Koffman said.

The African Goliath frogs were

the hit of the Orangevale Grange
Country Youth Fair and Exhibit on

Saturday. About 200 spectators

crowded into a small hay-filled

arena T'or a glimpse.

"Whoa, that ain't no frog; that's

a dinosaur," said an elderly man.

"I wish I had one for a pet," said

8-year-old Kerry Keefer.

"I'm not letting one of them get

on me," said Phyllis Schacfer. "He
might eat me alive."

Koffman told the crowd he is

looicing forward to the 62nd annual

Jumping Frog Jubilee at the

Calaveras County Fairgrounds in

Angels Camp, May 17-20.

After a prolonged controversy

over whether the giant frogs could

enter the contest, jubilee officials,

ruled last month that the smallest

of his frogs could jump. He agreed

to en ter only frogs that can s it onto

the official "frog launching pads"

about eight inches in diameter.

The largest of his frogs will be

featured in a non-competitive

jumping exhibition.

ESCOICTS 4—

^HE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE: 75 YEARS LATER

APRIL 30, 1990, 3:00 P.M., BUNCHE HALL 6265

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

CO-SPONSORED BY THE ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

FUNDED BY BOD
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According to police reports.

Major was angry at Axellano who
was going to suspend him for

sleeping on the job. At the time of

the shootings, 5:40. a.m. on Feb.

19, Picou was seated in Arellano's

chair at the patient escort office

and became the mistaken victim.

"Major was reprimanded and
suspended for sleeping on the job>

He was being fired. He was not the

ideal employee and he was not

meeting (jjtpectation," said patient

escort department head, Larry

Pope.

"The general feeling in the

department is relief that police

have made an effort in resolving

the case and that a suspect is in

custbdy," Pope said.
'

Hospital security was tightened

after the shootings, but patient

escorts said they still feel uneasy
walking through the corridors.

^Still, supervisors said that the

security is effective and that there

is nothing to fear.

"I feel safe with the security

force here. It's visible and respon-

sive," Pope said.

"Everything's on the up and up.

We've felt safe all along," Duvall
said, r

Dabbs, however, said she's still

scared because she believes that

"the real killer is still out there.

"It's so quiet around here at

times. I feel a little uncomfortable

walking through the halls, I still

(ook behind me," Dabbs said.

Martinez, who began working at

the hospital about eight months

ago, said he hasn't been around
long enough to see any changes in

security, but he still "feels awk-
ward" being in the hospital. -

UCLA Peer Helpline

825'HELP
Mon, - Fri.

Sat. - Sun.

5 p.m. - midnight

8 p.m. - midnight

( I
1 \ •

(»

ECUAIII
From page 3

jeserves, the agreement will be
"annulled.

- "We make a protest against the

national government, against the

companies, and against the world

zbank that wishes to lend over $80

rMtM"**—

SING
From page 11

breathed a sigh of relief. "I'm so

excited it's over," he said. "Quincy

Jones and (the frlm on Vaughan)

were wonderful, and the acts were

phenomenal ... I'm so pleased."

Founded in 1945 to settle an

argument about who were the best

singers on fraternity row. Spring

Silng has grown to involve more
sectors of the campus community.

Since 1988, Spring Sing has

been held at the on-campus Los
Angeles Tennis Center, an outdoor

facility which is converted into an

amphitheater especially for Spring

Sing.

Spring Sing was sponsored by
the UCLA Student Alumni Asso-

ciation (SAA), a student organiza-

tion under the UCLA Alumni
Association.

million to increase the destruction

of the forest in which we live," said

Eduardo Camas of CONA]^
The three men's next stop is

Washington D.C., where they will .

discuss a proposal which they have
given to their government, and are

now promoting worldwide. This

proposal calls for the defense and
re-cooperation of the rainforests,

including the expulsion of outside

corporations, and the formation of
permanent education systems
appropriate to the indigenous
people.

They will also express their

absolute refusal to be involved in

the Spanish government's planned

1992 celebration commemorating
500 years of invol>^ment, which

tjjipy feel is wrongly titled "the

meeting of two cultures."
'
"In 1492 began the Spanish

invasions which made inroads into

our life and into our culture. Now
we find ourselves being ever more
invaded by transnational compa-
nies," Camas said.

Although they all appeared
confident in achieving their goal of
Jntemational solidarity in protects

~ihg the rainforest, Andi expressed"

his disappointment with the mod-
em technological world.

"If these companies come from
the so-called big developed coun-

tries where people have found
methods to get to the moon, where
people have found methods to

invent atomic bombs, why can't

they find another method for (oil)

exploitation, because the manner
that is being used is destroying the

tropical forests," he said.

Citing experts who claim if the

worid does not "maintain the

integrity" of the Amazon then life

as we know it cannot exist on this

planet, director of the Rainforest

Information Center Douglas Fer-

guson asked the crowd to heed
what the Huoarani men had to say.

"Altifiough people from the so-

calTed developed countries have
the idea that they know how to

preserve the environment, we have

to listen to what these people have
to say. They are the experts on
resource management. For thou-

sands of years, these people have
maintained the most fragile and
most important of all ecosystems
on this planet," he said.

In the past 25 to 30 years, half of
the Ecuadoran forests have been
destroyed. Petrol exploitation has

spearheaded this ecological
destruction, Ferguson said. If this

destruction is allowed to continue,

the forests will be gone in 20 years,

he added.
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAYS
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by
Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25
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FREE!
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Viewpoint

Zionisni is Jewish
afHrmative action
By Eitan Gin^burg

'J_

There is an ongoing debate about the nature of Zionism. Two
aspects of Zionism which even anti-Zionists Fecognize is that it

is the national movement of the Jewish people, and that Zionism
is responsible for the buildinlg and establishment of the state of
Israel.

The controversy heals 'up over topics like: What are the goals
of Zionism? Is Zionism inherently a racist movement? Is Israel a
legitimate state? Why do the Jews even need Zionism today?
Zionism arose because Jews realized that they had common

needs. Everywhere a minority, Jews, as members of a class, have
suffered from bigotry, discrimination and persecution in many
societies and in many times. Indeed, there are few nations and
societies which have not had episodes of Judcophobia.

In times of toleration, Jews integrated into mainstream Gentile^

culture, yet they felt the need to prcsicrvc and cultivate their own-
identity and culture.

Assimilation, radical universalism, and other formulas which
leave Jews isolated and dependent upon the surrounding majority^
hifve been proven ineffective: the results arc physical and cultural

vulnerability and disintegration. Too olien we s*ce "Uncle Tom
Jews," who mute and erode their own' heritage and interests to

make thcmsolvos more accoptjihlo lo rho ntM i n y trcMm

Dally Bruin Viewpoint

Commentary
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'Save CALPIRG': The lobbygroup fears the uphommg etection
Whether you support of

opp()se the California

Public Interest

- Research Group (CALPIRG),
there is a good chance that -

you oppose the negative

check-off which CALPIRG
employs to extract funds from
UCLA students. This week,
UCLA undergraduates will be
able to do more than just

initial a box and deduct two
dollars from the total amount.
Indeed, as I understand it,

-.students can decide on main-
taining or discontinuing the

negative check-off without
making any judgements about
CALPIRG itself.

;in 1982, students voted to

give CALPIRib access to our

'registration fee statements.

However, the only choices

CALPIRG offered were to

accept the organization along
with the negative check-off, or

not to accept CALPIRG at all.

;This was tantamount to a

CALPIRG declaration that it

— would not waste its time with

UCLA unless it were at least

guaranteed a certain amount of
funding.

^

Although CALPIRG has

repeatedly called the negative

check-off a "fair and stable

Lawrence
Lee
And there are also the stu-

dents who have told me,

J^ell, my parents pay my reg

'l&s, so I just tell them a total

amount, and they write the

check. What's two bucks, any-

ways?" It becomes quite clear

how ° much money can be
raised through the negative ,

check-off.

Past CALPIRG representa-

tives have pointed out to me
that a voluntary fee or positive

check-off is a losing proposi-

tion that would bankrupt any
„brgani/ation as. "No UCLA

certain percentage of each pay-

check to the charily. There is

no qegative check-off involved,

and yet the program is enorm-
ously successful because people
want to give to the United

Way. I wouldn't be so certain

that people want to give to

CALPIRG. and clearly CAL-
PIRG itself is anything but
certain.

In addition to instituting the

manipulative negative check-off,

CALPIRG has actually breach-
ed its contract with the Asso-
ciated Students of UCLA •

(ASUCLA). That is, the con-
tract between CALPIRG and
ASUCLA which resulted from
the 1982 elections stiptilates

that CALPIRG suiM^linual
audits to ensure sUwcnts that

the raised funds were being
spent responsibly. Apparently
because thdy were partial to

CALPIRG, no student govent
menl exercised this optioh^uniil

last year's reform-minded
undergraduate government.

At first CALPIRG refused to

produce an audit. Then it was
reminded of its contractual

agreement. CALPIRG agreed to

produce an audit, but requested
additional time. Several exten-

the CALPIRG-ASUCLA assoCt-

ation. Like otheT "envifohmen^
tal" groups which view
themselves as noble crusaders

above laws and contracts, .

CALPIRG expressed its out-

rage, threatening to suC ASUC-
LA to gain access to $51,000
collected from Spring Quarter
registration forms through the

^

negative check-off. An impar-
tial arbitrator ruled last May
that CALPIRG had indeed

breached the contract, thus

nullifying any claims to the

money, while also allowing

ASUCLA to terminate the

agreement. The CALPIRG-
ASUCLA union had ended, or

so it was believed.

Ignoring all previous legal

findings, this year's undergra-
duate government reinstated

CALPIRG and handed over the

$51,000. Having thereby

endorsed financial irresponsibil-

ity and a blatant disregard for
~

contractual agreements, the

undergraduate govcmmcnt^afr
rightfully be suspected of being
in CALPIRG's "hip pockeU" as

various observers have charged.

In preparing for the vole at

hand, CALPIRG has spent this

entire sr.hnnlyr,ar posiin>; flycx:^

^mpus, let alone nwnipulating -

our registration fee system to
~

serve its own interests. And,
by the way, CALPIRG has not

yet produced any audits or

even any detailed budget prop-

osals.

University of California

President David Gardner recog-

nizes the coercive nature of

the negative check-off, and has

accordingly expressed his

strong opposition to it. Like-

wise, Chancellor Young has

pointed out the deceptiveness

of the negative check-off, and
vows to eliminate it regardless

of the spring vole's outcome.
Indeed, UC officials and the .

UCLA administration should be
given a say in how their

registration forms should be

used, or how they should not

be misused, as the case might
be.

CALPIRG and its supporters,

including its cronies in student

government, have deftly turned

is^ vole into a matter of the

students' voice, rather than a

c}ucstion of CALPIRG's mani-
pulative behavior. Whatever the

undergraduates decide, they

must not vote in favor of the

ncgaUve check-off simply in

K

luini of funding. It does noi siudeni would go 6ut W his sions were granted as niuiillis and signs reading. "Save CAL- spile or challenge Chancellor

"Okay, ma'am, can you identify the fella in the line-up that

stole your overhead projector?"

Jews slowly came to the realization iliat the only liable
solution to these problems was a collccMvc one. Self-affirmation
was required,' not self-denial. It required that Jews be active in

determining their fate, not depcndcni upon the decisions of
others.

-i^'*Zionism arose because Jews realized they had-

common needs. . . Jews, as members of a class,

have suffered from bigotry/^
"

Viewpoint

TenPerceiit needs to clean up act
By Curtis Clewett

1 opened the Daily Bruin on April 24 to

discover the special -interest publication TenPer-
cent sandwiched inside. I'm wondering why.

I know the Communication Board policy

allows for any of the special-interest papers to

be inserted in the Bruin. However, I understand

the purpose of TenPercent to be to sensitize

Ihe community at large to the struggles and
issues affecting the Gay and Lesbian popula-
tion. If so, you've missed the mark.

: Was your design to shock and offend Daily
Bruin patrons with tasteless parody and crude

satire?

Many of us are not interested in whether
TenPercent' s editor has the hots for female or

male sexual stimuli CTenPercent Editor Caught
in Heterosexual Affair With Female Staffer,",^

TenPercent).
~^^~~

These attempts at humor are farfetched at

best, disgusting at worst. This sort of general
vulgarity found in your satirical publication

NinetyPercent hurts your cause.

Perhaps you will dismiss this and other.

letters as so much "homophobia", the easy
word to dismiss any valid criticism of excesses
in your movement. That would be a shame.
Do you feel that as a gay newspaper, you

can do all the "traditional value" bashing and
defaming you wish and still elicit compassion
and sympathy?

If you sincerely feel that there are 10 *

percent of Daily Bruin patrons who appreciate

your satirical fantasies of the "straight" sexual
world, you are free to write as you wish. But
don't foist your lurid satire ontb the 19,800
other readers as "journalism" and expect
student support for your efforts.

Clewett is a senior majoring in Spanish and
linguistics.

'
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A collective solution required a mass movement, — Zionism —
to advance the Jewish cause on a national level and on the
world scene, in order to correct the social and political

distortions which arose from centuries of discrimination and
injustice. And awhile preparatory work cou ld be done in-the
Diaspora, the main vehicle for this program of Jewish affirmative
action was a reconstituted Jewish national commonwealth in the
Land of Israel.

Accordingly, Zionism is concerned with developing a positive
and healthy Jewish self-image. Zionism is concerned with
educating young (and adult) Jews about their heritage, culture
and religion. Only on the basis of equality can they share in

the cultures of the world and contribute in turn.

Zionism is concerned about protecting Jewish lives, and about
the development of the State of Israel, so that it may continue to
serve as the vehicle for Jewish renaissance. One need look no
farther than the recent immigration of Ethiopian and Soviet Jews .

as living testimony of the need for and value of Zionism and
Israel, even if no more than as a remedial answer.
The harsh side of affirmative action is that it often puts the

burden of the societal corrections upon individuals who were not
necessarily responsible for the creation of the problems. A
national affuTnative action required a nation-sized program, not
merely increased access to schools and jobs. In the case of
Zionism, it has been Palestinian Arabs who have been forced to
make room for Jews, even if the dislocation was not intentional.

Without arguing about who's to "blame" for the present state
of ftffairs, it is clear that the Palestinians are in need of a simi-
lar affirmative action as well. It is the hope of progressive
Zionists that there can be a resolution to the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict which will permit two states to live peacefully next to
each other. We strongly maintain that a Palestinian solution
cannot entail the deconstruciion of the Jewish solution, which
'^^ome other Viewpoint contributors have implied in their

opposition to Soviet Jewish immigration to Israel.

To reduce Zionism to the antithesis of Palestinian nationalism
is simplistic, and ignores the internal dynamic within the greater
Jewish community. Nationalism should not be chauvinism, but
rather a healthy part of a holistic, balanced- identity. We do have
our chauvinists, our liberals, our radicals, our Marxists and
fascists, our religious fundamentalists and mocking secularists.

. Zionism encompasses the full range of Jewish expression
within the collective body, confirming that the program is

succeeding.

require -a doctorate in psychol-

ogy to recognize its coercive-

ness. Take, for instance, the

scenario of a student unaware
of what CALPIRG is or what
it does, but who assumes that

Jt must be a worthy associa-

tion, or one affiliated with

UCLA, as it stakes sole claim
to the registration form over
the likes of the United Way
and UCLA's own UniCamp.

way to give an extra two
dollars." Yet, it should be
CALPIRG's task to convince
students that it is worthy of

our funding, rather than col-

lecting from us by default

through somjj underhanded
strategy.

The Un1i6d Way operates

under a salary withholding

^campaign, whereby people vol

untarily agree to donate a

passed. CALPIRG produced
myriad excuses, but no audit.

It resorted to exploiting its

environrficntal label, assuring

students that, although they

could not be to!d specifically

where their money was being __
spent, it was nevertheless beirig

spent on good causes.
• » -

The undergraduate govern-

ment,, citing a breach of con-

tract, then moved to terminate

PIRG," as if a voluntary fee

w^d spell the end of CAL-'
PI^ -

a

t UCLA. Moreover, -

these signs suggest to the noi-

completely-attentive voter that

the. ballot at hand will dcier-

-mine whether CALPIRG will

be allowed to remain* on the

registration form. Indeed, by
all legal standards, CALPIRG
is an organization that should
not even be present on this

Young.

^ I suspect that the graduate

^*%liltlcnts fell into this very trap

when they voted last week to

retain the ircgativc check-off.

We must not get so caught up
in the politics of the entire

matter that we completely lose

sight of the real issue, at hand.

Lee is a senior majoring in

economics and history.
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Counterpoint

People can't just 'leave'~Global warming
By Steve Kaganove

It certainly is refreshing to find someone who uses a little

logic and common sense when writing about the Arab/Israeli

conflict, and that's why it was such a pleasure to find Robert _
Silverstein's recent column on the subject (Bruin. Mar. 18). In

his analysis of the facts, Silverstein exposes the hypocrisy of the
"anti-Israeli pseudo-seekers of justice" who clamor for Palestinian

rights.

The simple reality is that *75 percent of what was once the

area of territorial Palestine is now occupied by Jordan, and close
to 80 percent of the Jordanian population is Palestinian." So the

demands for a Palestinian slate by the Arabs is really just a ploy
in the ongoing battle to destroy Israel. There already is a

Palestinian state, and it is called Oordan. It makes you wonder
why the Arabs don't just stop all their hypocrisy and
propaganda, and just leaye Israel alone.

Now that we've seen how easy it is to separate the myths
from the facts on the question of Palestine, it's time to apply
this sensible approach to other territorial conflicts that have
recently been in the news. Take Northern Ireland, for instance.

In that situation you've got the Catholic segment of the

population complaining that their country is illegally occupied' by
Great Britain. But when you consider that 75 percent of Ireland
is under the control of the Republic of Ireland, which is

predominantly Catholic, you wonder why they complain. 1 mean,
there already is a Catholic Irish State, so why don't the Catholic
residents of Norther Ireland who are unhappy with the British

occupation just leave?

And how about Sri Lanka? There you have the Tamil Rebels,
who are Hindu, fighting against the Sinhalese majority for

.- r

Ginsburg is a graduate student of history.
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autonomy. If the Tamils are unhappy, why don't they leave too?
They could go live in India which is predominantly Hindu.
LasUy, let's consider the case of Romania, where the

Hungarian minority claims to be persecuted. It's the vsame story

there too. The Hungarians already have a Hungarian state which
they can go to. So why don't they just shut up and leave?
Some people might sat that these are ridiculous proposals, and

maybe that's because they are ridiculous proposals. Unfortunately,
a significant portion of the Jewish community persists in

advancing the tired old argument that "Jordan already is the

Palestinian State, so we don't have to give up any more land for

peace."

It is simply unrealistic to think about the situation in such
grossly oversimplified terms, and the sooner we give up that pipe
dream, the better.

Kaganove is a graduate student of chemistry.

Editor:

The scientific models pro-

jecting potential future global

^warming are indeed highly

uncertain because they are

based on our incomplete

knowledge of the biosphere.

However, Mike Spence con-

fuses projected trends with

current conditions in his col-

umn (Daily Bruin, April 25).

Several research institutes

have independently projected

that global warming could
occur in the future, each insti-

tute using different theoretical

models of the environment.

Finding similar projected trends

from different models gives

scientists reason to believe

warming could occur. Very
few scientists claim that there -

is evidence that global warm-
ing has already begun.

Nearly all scientists would
agree with the MIT study that

Spence cites. The study

showed no evidence against the

projections that future warming
could occur, contrary to

Spence's suggestion.

Spence ^Iso cites recent —~

record cold temperatures in the

United States as evidence to

contradict the warming trend

predictions. However, tempor-^z:

ary fluctuations in one part of

the world do not accurately

indicate long-term, global

trends.

Spence cites the failure of

environmental activists in 1970
to accurately predict 1985 pol-

lution conditions. He indicates

that projections made by scien-

tists in 1990, after 20 years of

Letters :::

Iresearch, will fail just as dra-

matically. What a strange com
parison to make.

Spence should refer to the

literature on policy making in

his own field of political

science. Governments must
constantly made decisions on
the basis of incomplete infor-

mation. The kind of short-term

thinking that Spence advocates

has created problems in the

"market" that he wishes to

protect from the government.

Perhaps the global warming
theory is wrong, but we can
lake actions that reduce other

known environmental problems

as well as reduce greenhouse
gases as a way to hedge our
bets. Furthermore, environmen-
tal protection can make eco-

nomic sense. Even George
Bush agrees to these principles.

necessity, of fjrst having "stud-

ied the experimental effects on
laboratory animals." Such stu-

dies arc simply useless, howev-
er, they are financially

profitable.

Furthermore, it is frankly-

Karen O'Neill

Graduate Student
Sociology

Vivisection

Editor: ^

Susan Chung, Patty Kuhta
and John Buford are unable to

distinguish between and hunian
and a non-human beings (D'aily

Bruin, April 26).

— Data from non-humans can-

—

not be extrapolated to our
species. These findings lead to

misleading and potentially fatal^-r

u^eatments when practiced

medically.

A "crap shoot" is what one
medical doctor called data
from animal research (no, he is

not an antivivisectionist). These
graduate students point out the

pitifiil that Chung, J<uhia and
Buford also appear not to

know the difference between
clinical research and experi-

mental research. The latter is

invasive and is performed in

order to observe the pain of -

the animal being vivisected.

Clinical research is not inva-

sive. Clinical researchers

observe the course of the

disease in the patients who
spontaneously contracted it.

These researchers take all

positive steps to assure the

overall health and comfort of

their patients, while studying

the data obtained for authentic

application to other patients

with the same disease.

Nonetheless, we would not
want them to get the impress-

ion that Dr. Smith was being
singled out in the April 23
Bruin ad. We wish to point

out that the names
^
of Df»

Jennifer Buchwald and Dr.

Reggie Edgerton were to have
appeared in an ad on April 25.

Daily Bruin Advertising pulled

these two names.

— Virtually every SOClal and
health improvement program at

home and abroad could be

financed, using the staggering

wealth of the international

biomedical research community.

p

Deanna Peterson,
Janet Brown,

and Jennie Alvarado
Staff
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Rhythm elationi Janet Jackson fulfills concertgoers' high expectations at Fbruin
By Jenn Gillon

and Jason Lin

Janet Jackson rock 'n' rolled at the Great Western Forum.
NANCEE LENORMAND/Daily Brujr.

Contributors

CONCERT: Janet Jackson in concert.

At the Great Western Forum April 20.

21 . 22, 25 and 26. She will be perform-
ing again June 26, 27 and 29.

. "In complete darkness we are all

the same," she said.

She can move, she can sing and

she's got a message to deliver.

^iShe's Janet Jackson. And she

rocked the Forum with all the guts

and glory that brought her Rhythm
Nation album to number one.

Chuckii Booker, musical direc-

tor of the tour, opened for Jackson.

He played for more that a half hour

and ended with his hit 'Turned
Away". Booker only got mediocre
response from the crowd due to the

'

unfamiliarity of his songs.

With the use of an overhead
projector, Jack59ff*5^ Ijffisst

for the song "Alright" was shown
to start the concert. The special

concert version of the video

featured the appearance.of Hcayy:^

,p., who is the guest rapper on the

extended chib mix of "Alright".

For the remainder of the con-

cert, concertgoers were able to see

the close ups of Jackson on the

video screens.

Jackson made her entrance on a

box that was raisjpd up from below
the stage, and when the box
opened, exposing a backlit Jack-

son, the audience went wild.

In an unusual decision, Jackson _

chose to ignore materials from her

little-known debut and second
albums. Instead, the concert was
su-uclured to showcase the pro-

ducing talent of Jimmy Jam and
Terry Lewis on her Control ain^

Rhythm Nation albums.

The first five songs of the

concert were all singles from her

Control album. Beginning with the

title track, Jacksc^ tried to recreate

the excitement of her videos with

the help of a talented group of

backup dancers. She danced and
sang her way through "Nasty" and
"What Has Done For Me Lately."

Then the lone of the concert was
brought down as she stood on

? Stage, letting the audience cheer.

As the band waved t-shirts in the

air and the volume in the Foruiiii

rose, Jackson smiled and said,

"You guys are making me
embarrassed." But she overcame

As the band waved.,
trshirts in die air, and
the volume in the
Forum rose, Jackson
smiled and said, "You

me -.

embarrassed/ But
she overcame this

feeling quickly.

showed short clips of the home-
less, crime in L.A. and fighting in

China; Jackson broke into "State of

the World."

"We are in a race between

education and catastrophe," she

said in tt}e darkness, and then

began *The Knowledge." The
crowd responded by shouting

. "No!" to social problems of pre-

djudice, ignorance, bigotry and
"

illiteracy.

In refuting the notion that she

can only sing dance songs, the

audience was treated to "Janet

Docs Heavy Metal" as she per-

formed "Black Cat", written by
Jackson. Ironically, many consider

the unique song her best track.

Saving the best of the hit singles

for last, Jackson waited until the

end of the concert to perform her

latest chart-lopping singles "Esca-

pade," "Miss You Mu€h" and
"Rhvthm Nation.

this feeling quickly, and after

saying, "I'd like to dedicate this

next songToall of you,"" she broke

into the hit ballad "Let's Wait a

While." ^
During the song, someone from

the audience handed her a bouquet
of red roses, which she accepted

and held as she sang the rest of the

ballad.

Tlie energy resumed as she

mixed two of her.JiesL_dancc hits

••When I Think *of You" and
"Pleasure Principle" into one
medley. Then it was time to launch

into Rhythm Nation.

With the backup dancers
dressed in costumes such as a

policeman, a little girl and a

robber, and as the overhead screen

Jackson tries to present the

audience the live versions of her

videos by faithfully duplicating

their storylinQ^ and dance moves.
It was Avonderful to witness her

video come alive.

But that constituted the major
problem of her show: predictabili-

ty. The^whole concert looked like

something seen before. It was
more exciting to see her perform
the songs that no videos had been
made
for.

'

Still, the concert was impec-

cably choreographed. The real

highlight of the show was defi-

nitely "Rhythm Nation," which
fiiiingly closed the show. The
familiar dance moves were per-

fectly and fabulously executed by

Jackson and a group of dancers.

The similar costume of the dancers

along with flawless synchroniza-

tion gave the audience the

NANCEE LENORMAND/Daily Brum

Jackson recreates many of the steps from her videos in

concert.

impression that all the dancers

were all a part of the same body.

Jackson's back up band was
solidly funky. Unfortunately, the

instrumental arrangement
remained too close to the short

album versions. With a few
exceptions, most of the songs were
not extended and less than five

minutes long.

In reviewing the concert. Roll-

ing Stone revealed that Jackson'

sings to a pre-recorded back-up
tape. That accusation proved to be

false as she sang totally live during

her Los Angeles concert. And yes,

she sounded great live.

Though Jacks6r> may not be a

IStter singer and dancer than her

brother, her performance at the

Great Western Forum proved that

she is nearly as good. She is a

fabulous singer and dancer who
can present an*entertaining show
without too much help from studio

technology and flashy stage

gadgets.

No littlG DrGam : Pioneer Band Tangerine Dream' spans two decades with its 30-plus albums

•
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By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor
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Paul Haslinger (left) and Edgar Froese of the pioneering
instrumental band Tangerine Dream represent 23 years of
synthesized music.

*Synthesized music has a history— a history that stretches beyond the

popular techno-dance bands of the last decade, beyond the integration of
emulators and samplers into the modem rap and industrial forums, and
beyond the meditative culture of New Age music, which sits on a found-
ation that practically depends upon the use of electronic and
computerized instrumentation.

Synthesized music dates back to Germany, 1967, a time when '6()s

psychedelic rock was reaching a pinnacle in the U.S. with the likes of
Hendrix, the Dead and the Doors.

Twenty-three years ago, Edgar Froese formed Tangerine Dream for

the purpose of creating atmospheric instrumental music through new and
different means. He had experimented with the conventional guitar, bass
and drums line-up, none of which seemed to provoke the right sensation
he was searching for.

Froese then came upon the instruments of Robert Moog, an inventor
who based the musician's tools upon electronics. Realizing that he was in

the right ballpiirk, he soon began to incorporate these newly discovered
instruments into Tangerine Dream's line-up.

However, that still wasn't enough for Froese. Exploring such
European avant-garde composers as Walter Carlos and Karlheinz
Stockhausen, and working briefly alongside the late artist Salvador Dali
in creating music to accompany the surrealist painter's exhibitions, he
found that Tangerine Dream was suited towards making a more
mainstream, accessij^le brand of instrumental compositions.

/ FinaHy-rcaikjn|j.wjjjit he wanted, Froese set out in designing an album
mat would si?rnilfcReously excite the senses, remain apart from what
everyone else was doing at the time, yet still make the crossover to wide-
spread accessibility. , .

i
j

'

As work progressed, the electronic medium became the main area of
focus. And thus, three years later, the first Tangerine Dream album,
Electronic Meditation, was released.

Two decades have produced 21 albums (five of which were certified

Gold), and nine film soundtracks (mcludmg their trademark Risky
Business theme). There have also been numerous bandmember changes,
the latest involving Froese and Paul Haslinger.

With three sold-out U.S. tours, Tangerine Dream has maintained a
steady reputation as one of the most innovative and pioneering bands in

music history.

But, despite his prestigious place among the musicians of the world,
Froese isn't necessarily pleased with the icchno-spawn Tangerine Dream
has created.

Speaking from his West Berlin home by means of a TransaUantic
phonb call, he expresses a large degree of disappointment for what has
become of electronically crafted music.

"To be very straight," he says, "there are a few things I like, and then
there's the 98 percent that I don't like. So what should I tell you about the

2 percent?

"Well," he explains, "it's not like we're the ones and the rest are shit.

That would be too arrogant. I guess, among all my colleagues making
electronic music, there arc a lot of pcojile who try to go their own way,
who are very honest and have a deep, serious interest in music.

'That's okay, the world of music is so huge that there should be a place
for everyone.

"But," he adds, "what I feel is the worst thing about elecu-onics is that it

really has become a form of pure moneymaking, especially with this New
Age thing, which has gotten out of hand.

"Companies produce that like wallpaper, getting someone in a studio
and having him produce three albums in a row. And as long as it sounds a
bit meditative, it's New Age. I hate that."

Due to his dislike towards the greedy capitalistic tendencies-wilhin the
electronic musical spectrum, Froese has chosen to maintain Tangerine
Dream at a fairly low profile among the U.S. population.

Although the basic music-making philosophy hasn't changed, a
number of typical promotional activities have. There's virtually no major
American press, nor any widespread commercial airplay. Live

/
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/ See DREAM, page 20

Tangerine Dream's instrumental compositions are com-
prised of over 30 albums, including nine film soundtracks.
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Shock to tie Syetem (Ph

1045-1 15-3 20 5 35-8 05 10??'
Fri 10 45 Speaal Engagement

Teenage Mutant Ninia Turllea'(PG)

1100-1 45-4 40-7: 10^9 30

Driving Miaa Daiay (PG)
11 55-2 40 5 20 7:50 10 35

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

2087664

ImpUae (R)

(1:45)4:30-715-10 00
<«i)

11502255^5736955

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Goda Muat Be Crazy (PG)

(i2.15-2-46)-5 15 7:45 10.15

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)
11 30 2 15 5 00 745-10 30

REGENT
1045 Broxton

_2QflJi2Sa :£a

Wild Orchid (R)

12:15-2-45-5-15 8i)0-t045^

k Sat I, am Shnw \ flO am

A Impulse (R)

12 20 2 55-?-4^15 10 50

"T
1055 •1:504 15-715-10 15

PLAZA
1067 Qendon
208-3097

CtiaitanocdMe (R)

(12:30)-3 00.5 30 8 00-10:30 Cinema Paradiao (NR)
11 46-2 30 5 15-8 0010 40

^aiita_ Moiii^ Glory (R)

11 10-1 554 30-7 25-10 10

1

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 WIshira Btvd

4514377

The Hunt for

Red October (PG)

'Sat t Sun only lor 115 showfme

Spaced, mvadera (PG)
-'

t? 45 3 00 -f 3g-8-101t)'40-

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Driving Miaa D«sy (PG)
1314 WisNre Blvd (12-30)-245-5 00 7 30 9 45
4514377-Sat & Sun only Icr 12 30 & 2 45 showtime*

Winner of Four Academy Awards
Induding Best Rdure

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

,
' In The Spirit (R)

1120235510740 1005

Cinema Pvadiao (NR)

11 05 1 404 10 7 00-9 40

Miami Buea (R)

11 15-2:004 46-750- 12 00

West L.A./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

4775581

'Sal MMnighl

Too Baaunfui For You
Oaiy 530-745-10O0

Sat A Sun Matinee 1 00-3 IS

Lynn Redgrave in Midnighil

MUSIC HALL C«>ema Pwadiao
9036 Wishire Daly 500-7 40 10 10
274-6869 'Starts Fnday Monaieur Hire
Sun 11 00am Academy Winner Common Thraeda

RNE ARTS In The Spirit

8556 Wishire Daly 445-7:15-930
6521330 'Sat ft Sun Madnee 12302:30

Santa Monica
MOMCA C«ntval Of Soula
1332 2nd St Daiy 615 8:15-10 15

3949741 'Sat ft Sun Mabnee 2:154:15

Psychology Series

Geslaft

Sat ft Sun 10 am

MONICA Camile Ctaudet

1332 2nd St, Daily 515 8 00-10 15

394 9741 No shows Thursday

'Starb Friday Reincarnation of Golden Lolua^
Sat ft Sun 10 15 am Knahnmurti: With A Silent Mintf

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West LA.

NUART 22 Tourney Of Anmabon
11272 Santa Monica Bl 4 45715945
478-6379 'Sat ft Sun Malrwes 12 15 2 30

Fn 12 am Basket Caae It

Sat 12 am Rocky Horror Pickjre Show

WESTSIDE P^VIUON

GoMwyn Henry, Portait of a Serai Killer

475-0202 1210-200-3 50-5 40^730-915

'; OoMwyn
- 475-020*-

>£ pus a fhat

Mama, There'a A Mmi In Your Bed
12 15 2 304 45 7 00 9 15

Chudi Wortiman'a: Ptecee of Silver

GoMwyn
4750202

HervY V

11 flO-1 404 20-7:00-540

GoMwyn
425-0202

The Uttte Mermaid
II 15-6 00

c.i»7

MOMCA
1332 2nd

394 9741

'Sat ft Sun

St

1000 am

The Tenants
Daily 5 00730945

'Sat A Sun Matnee 2 30

Jung: Matlar of

GoMwyn
4750202

Btadi Rain

2 15 715 9 46

MOMCA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Speilung Parts

394-9741 Daily 5 45-8 00 10 15

'Starts Friday Travetirtg Playera

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
Westwood

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475-071

1

JHX/Dctbf Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11:55 2 30 5 05 7 40 10 25

UA Coronet

10889 Welwati
475 9441

THX/Ootoy Stereo

ft A (R)

12 504 00 7 15 10 15

AVCO CINEMA II The Qutfdian (R)

Wilsh at Westwood , A '12 50-3 105 35 8:00 10:30

475-0711 ' Frt ft Sal Late Show 12 35 am
SR/THXyDoH)y Sterag ,

> >T,

UA CORONET
10889 Welworth
475-9441

THX
'Frt ft

Firal Power (R)

12 20-2:455 00 7 30 950
Sal Late Show 12 10 am

AVCO' CINolU H J|)

WIKh at Westwood i

475-0711 '

Ddby Stereo

I Love You To Death (R)

100-3 15-5:30-7 45-1 00
UA CORONET
1Oafl0 WelwDrlh
475-9441

THXyOdljy

'Fn

Miami Bluea

12 30 3 005 15 7 45 10 00

ft Sat Late Show 12 15 am

r

—
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From page 19

pcrfonfiances arc few and far between.
Creative compromises within recording

contracts are geared basically towards the

band*s advantage, to deter any forms of
moneymaking from an industry perspec-

tive. And their film soundtracks, the one
main route for reaching widespread audi-

ence attention, lean in the direction of

independent or scaled-down major studio

projects.

But that's not to say that these

instrumentalists aren't worthy of such
attention. With a total of 31 releases to their

credit, including both albums and sound-
tracks, Tangerine Dream has maintained a

steady creative environment, each release

being differentiated from the other.

"We typically begin an album by having a

rough idea of where we want to go,"

explains Froese. "We have some sketches,

some notes written down or stored in the

computer. But beyond that, before we start

the hard recording sessions for an album, we

try to escape for awhile, aQ(^ump out of our
day-to-day circus." -^^'f
"We try to do a Uule^ traveMmg or

something— anything which has nothing to

do with music.

"That way," he continues, "when we get
back together, it's like we've neutralized

our relationship. So, in that way. whoever's
working on the album is at a zero level, not
being so much involved with the other
person emotionally.

"It*s like, if you've got a good friend.'and

you see each other everyday for two years,

it's just boring somehow. That's the same
way it works upon a creative level. In a
creative relationship, you've got to escape
from each other to tell all those stories in a
new way.

"And playing together is like telling each
_olher a story and getting the other one
involved in it."

Also, Froese brings up another topic to
the creative process: that of musical
influences. Surprisingly, the German musi-
cian admits to basing his musical tastes in

many areas having nothing to do with

synthesized music.

As an avid listener of Willie Nelson and
Mozart (a unique combination of musicians
to say the least) Froese explains that he's

open tojust about any genre of mu sica l style

and technique. -

"It really depends upon what inner

feeling the music comes from, and from
what the individual musician is trying to

explain," he elaborates. "This wide range oT
musicians, of the instruments they use, of
the sounds they create is a large part of my
life.

"Because, as long as you are not framed
into any cave of taste, then you always pick
up ideas where ever they may come from. If

someone is blowing on a comb, that's as
good as someone playing a Stradivarius. It

all has to do with the inner feeling. If it's

honest, then I feel it's okay to use whatever
you want to use.

,

"You know," he adds, "people c^ll us

techno-prats or whatever. That's absolute

shit. We don't care what type of synthesiz-

ers pr computers we use. We don't feel

that's the only instrument that makes

Tangerine Dream work. It's the instrument
of our time and that's why we use it."

In fact, Tangerine Dream's most recent
album, Lily on the Beach, released last year,

best exemplifies this creative philosophy. In

addition to electronic instrumentation, the.

album focuses largely on live guitar and
drums, presenting a fresh perspective for the
duo to take in the '90s.

~"
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Technotrpnic, igLoo, Zora Neale to play LA.

Tknow a lot of people will be slightly

disappointed to hear what we're doing these

days." Froese adds. "But it's all an attempt
to break free of past restrictions and move
onward. Some people call us New Age,
which I don't like.

"As I was saying before, some think of us
as computer freaks who are too caught up
with ourselves to try anything different."

Pausing a moment to reflect upon that last

statement, he continues, "That's one which
has come up quite often, especially with the

fact that we don't use vocals. A lot of people
think we have forgotten the human being
because of that. And that's not true.

See DREAM, page 24

By Joanne J. Chof
Staff Writer

JTechnotronic will open for

"C*."'*

THE HOIJER
lECTURE SERIES

30

3:30-5:00 in the Neuropsychiatric Auditorium, C8-183 NPI

~ Mon. April

rroTessor Uilbert Herd!
(University of Chicago)

- The Causes^of Homosexual ity:_Thezi— koles of Culture aTid Psychiatry
Sponsored by the Psychocultural Studies and Medical Anthrouyloi^y Program

Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Departmem of Anthropc^gy/ and
the Anthropology Graduate Student Assqclgiion

MAKE YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
COME TRUE

.J-

- Madonna* s Blonde Ambition tour

on May 4 in Houston. This will

mark Technotronic's most ambi-
tious endeavor to date by landing

the most coveted opening slot for

any concert lour of the year. The
Blonde Ambition tour will be

-appearing in Los Angeles Forum
May 11 through the 16.

The world premiere of Sancti-

fied, San Francisco's director

Ellen Sebastian's condensed bio-

graphical tribute to anthropologist,

folklorist and writer Zora Neale
Hurston opens at the Temporary
Contemporary on May 3. And,
artist Betye Saar's exhibit, Sancti-

fied Vision, which accompanies
the performance, is on view.

The City of Industry will be
exhibiting art in architecture at the

Architectural CraflsT^air on May 6
at the Workman and Temple
Family Homestead Museum. This
special event will feature demon-
strations, films, lectures and exhi-

bits on the construction,
decoration, and restoration of
houses.

For information, call (213)
%8-8492.
The Academy of Motion Picture

Arts itnd Sciences is still accepting

applications for the fifth annual
Don and Gee Nicholl Screenwrit-

ing Fellowship program. The
program is developed to identify

talented new screenwriters and

P

I

I WIN $1
Instantly!

USE YOUR KNOWLEDGE Of MQVI
TV & MUSIC TO WIN INSTANT

^When you caB (213) 976—TIP$ you wfll be asked
entertainment trivia questions, answer correctly and
another valuaWe prize right on the spot,

^^fei^fifyone JarftrWiNNEBalintf will:v^^ a PRIZE

tJRBAlNrTDANCEMSQUAD
(On Arista of course!)

playing

\99o

IS TMRS Of wmc

€?

^THE WHISKEY
TUESDAY MAY 8— and playing

WESTWOOD PLAZA
(UCLA)

WEDNESDAY MAY 9 _
at NOON

URBAN DANCE SQUAD
No Kid

Deeper Shade Of Soul
Fastlane

STOP BY RHINO
WESTWOOD to register

to win tix to the
WHISKEY show as weU

as to find

.. "Mental Floss"
^- . ON SALE:

15.88 LP/CASS
11.98 CD

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

(•Must be 18 to play.

:*7 days a week, 2^ hrs. a day $2,00 per call

PLAY TRIVIA QUIZ CONTEST

(213) 976-TIPS (8.4.7-7)

LIVE!

* IN CONCERT

Wed. and Thurs. May 16 & 17 at 7:30 p.m.

Royce Hall

-I-

TAKE A BITE OUT OF YOUR
ADVERTISING COSTS

Join the taping of the HBO special!

FREE ADMISSION
Tickets must be obtained In advance from the

UCLA Central Ticket Office.

For more information call: (213) 825-9261

Presented in cooperation with

the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

listen to KLA as well
for chances to win...

RHINO RECORDS
1720 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
474-8685 OR 474-3786

^hino
rtecords

I-

'1

Vvfc.^t

UCLA's DAILY BRUIN
the only way to advertise

(213) 825-2161

HET 6RIN60S!!
Get off your tracero and cfo something new this

summer. Si Sefwr, Spend one month in South

America. You will be forced to learn Spanish, you

will learn the real meaning of words like cerveza,

salsa, fiesta and playa. "Too expensive!" you say?

No chamos, muy harato. 1 month program:

housing, meals, Spanish classes, etc. for $490, air

fare $386. Space is definitely so run to the phone

-«^-. and call First Certificate System's ^^^dfe

^ Espanol in Venezuela (2\^) Q71-S445 ^
June 17th-July 14th or July 15th-August 12th

allow them to concentrate exclu-

sively on their craft for one year

without the need to support them-
selves with other work. For infor-

mation, call (213) 385-52717'
Sinead O'Connor, who has

consistently been in the U.S. Top
Ten pop charts for her single

Nothing Compares 2Uan6 album /

Do Not Want What / Haven't Got,

is launching hcj first major North
American tour in May. The lour

opens May 1 in Atlanta and ends in

Los Angeles on May 3 1 . Addition-

al dates are to be announced.
The Hermosa Friends of the

Arts Poetry Series will feature

readers Nancy Ellis Taylor and
Do^ Mastuyo at the Hermosa
Beach Communty Center on May
13. The next feature reader will be

Michelle Clinton, Barbara Leff

and Terri Wolverton on June 10.

Santa Monica College
announced the selections of nine

prominent Los Angeles area artist,

designers and architects to teach at

the new College of Design, Art and

Architecture. The College of

Design, Art and Architecture is

scheduled to open this fall at the

Santa Monica Airport. For infor-

mation, call (2p) 450-5150,

Chicago's mbst daring theater

ensemble, igLoo arrives on the

Los Angeles theater scene. The
season will open with Paul Pcdit-

to's /\ Fire Was Burning Over The
Dumpling House One Chinese
New Year^on May 25 in Holly-

wood's The Theatrical Group. For

information, call (213) %2-3771 .

~~T^r^—— ——'^—

—

In the Air

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS^
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAP. SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WLAP.LEHS
•CHANGE BROWN EY^S TO BLUE, GREEN.

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPWMETRIX
an optMKtrie tetter

DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
nrto a ( r • I

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

I

Spend a profitable"

Summer on the Coast. . .

.

at Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa!

Enjoy Coast's hot classes and cool breezes

as you wrap up a lower division requirement or two.

Just minutes from the beach in Orange County,

OCC offers quality instruction at low prices.

Fees are just $5 per unit!

Book your Summer on the Coast today!

Contact the Admissions Office to secure your summer
registration permit! Six- and eight-week summer sessions

t)egin June 18. A second six-week session gets underway

on June 25. CaH Now for Inlormation'

(714)432-5772

We'll help you get there.

'iM

ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
2701 Falrview Rd . Costa Mesa. CA 92626

.'^^^^><.«•*.*»*• '<*<«i;%ri#-^^.rjr»4>w«i Ik -•Ky.«^«.«. ft.4 «.*,. ~.,. • • • .*•««*«» ..» •.
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Violent Femmes head a
musical Springfest at USC
Higgs, Danish, &
Untouchables rcx:k
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1 WEST AFRICAN DRUMS
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Timothy Mutton takes on Nick Nolle as a corrupt cop in Sid-
ney Lumet's "Q&A.

"

New ijumet film takes
realism to extremes
By Ja>on S. Stewart

StafI Writer

a
m
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M
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FILM: QA^A. Screenplay by Sidney Lumet. based on a book by Edwin Torres
Directed by Sidney Lumet. Produced by Patrick Wachsberger and Lilith A. Jacobs
A Tri-Star Pictures release starring Timothy Hutton. Nick Nolte. and Armand
Assante. Playing citywide.

r

This may sound strange, but Sidney Lumet's latest police corruption
story, Q(SlA, may just be too realistic.

^jQQ realistic in that, at times, the dialogue is so slanged and littered

J

Kerckhoff Coffee House
April 30, 9'llpin

TONIGHT

•> m
w.

^M^MM^f^Ji^fPP(f§fflfpMiliPJf^M^JMM

with profanity that it becomes almost a foreign langu^e. And too
realistic because, even though we undoubtedly live in a harsh world, it's

just hard to believe that things are quite as rouen as Q&A paints them.
On the other hand, as long as audiences refuse to lake Q&A's cynical

tpo seriously, a little more realism in films is long over due.

DekNtteRoss

Tohmatsu

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & Touche in U.S.A.,
(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.
English/Japanese speaking ability is '

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wllshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

QA.A centers on a young assistant district attorney's (Timothy Hutton)
investigation ofa "justifiable homicide" by a respected, almost legendaryL
cop named Brennan (Nick Nolte). While the ex-cop, turned lawyer is

more than willing to presume Brennan's innocence and noble intentions
despite initial indications of foul-play, eventually he realizes Brennan's
undeniable guilt, and must uncover the motive, while dodging both
Brennan and his hostile superioj; ip the DA's office (Patrick O'Ncil).

Despite how it sounds, however, G<t/i is hot the least bit a suspense
movie. Before the audience is even introduced to the Hutton 's character,
it clearly sees Brennan ambush and murder the unarmed drug dealer!
Even as new connections and deeper purposes are uncovered, they are

T)reserticd in a maiicr-of-fact manner, and do not attempt to elicit mucF
of a response from the audience.
Even potentially suspenseful moments of action or uncertainty are

played-down. For examplie, when one of the major characters is seen on a
boat just moments before it explodes, the audience wonders for a moment
whether he escaped— until, in the very next scene, the report indicates he
probably didn't— and it was right. Even at the end, when Brennan starts
a gun fight in the DA's office, it is short and lo-the-poinL

^

Perhaps all of this lack of suspense, besides adding to the realistic tone
of the film, is also due to the fact that the actual murder case is not the true
focus of the movie. Rather, the real theme in Q&A is racism. Everywhere
the camera turns, there is thriving racism. In the police force, in the DA's
office, among the drug-dealers, even in our would-be hero, Hutton. In
fact, Hutton's coming to grips with his own racism is perhaps the only
real character development in the film — and even here, we are not
treated to a clear victory.

Q&A is a severe film. It does not attempt to exaggerate anything it

deals with — for better or worse. The setting and the characters are all
hard— eveh the DA's office is dirty and dingy (even Equal Justice does
not come close to being this "honest").

For this intensity, much credit must go to Lumet, the director, and an
exceptional cast, including Hutton, Nolte, and Armand Assante.
Whatever success or failure this movie may have at the box office
(though it will probably do alright), almost everyone involved with Q&A
will want to put it near the top of their resumes.

Again, though, it should be emphasized, that for all of its stark reality,
Q&A sull suffers the limiting fate of almost all film — including many
documentaries. Q&A gives only a very narrow view of the world. The
audience goes away thinking that there are maybe half-a-dozen honest
men in all of New York — and if you agree with th&t perception then
you've probably been exposed to too many movies and shows like this
one.

Nick Nolte portrays a popular, but racist cop in "Q&A."

By Matt Bali

Staff Writer
*

CONCERT: Springfest. featuring
Joe Higgs. the Untouchables. Mary's
Danish, the Violent Femmes, and
comedian Tommy Davidson. At USC.
April 21. 1990.

Saturday spawned a Springfest

at 'SC, the size of which is seldom
seen on the Westside scene.

Why can't we have an all day
music festival featuring the likes of

such performers as Joe Higgs, the

Untouchables, Mary's Danish and
the Violent Femmes, -not to men-
tion interim entertainment pro-

vided by comedian Tommy
Davidson, of Fox TV's new
comedy series In Living Color?

Upon arriving at the USC
campus around 5:45, the paved
expanse surrounding Tommy
Trojan was sparsely populated.

There was no music, it being a set

change, but the area possessed a

remarkably relaxed atmosphere.

This would change as the night

progressed.

People plopped down on pave-

ment, laughiiig and talking, ^as"

many rushed for jackets to guard

against the wind that whipped
through the plaza.

Joe Higgs' set-up was not

without disorganization. Darkncss^

approached as he began his set.

-He offered the crowd songs with

social consciousness, emphasizing

the plight of the South African

blacks, recently out of the media
spotlight.

During his tenure, the crowd
around Tommy Trojan became
larger, and people rose to sway to

the rhythm of his traditional

Jamaican protest sound, updated
with keyboards and a horA section.

Higgs himself was an interest-

ing spectacle; clad in suit, fedora

and jewelry including a medallion

of Africa, he looked like a combi-

nation between a Caribbean
businessman and a reggae musi-

cian.

After Higgs* set was complete,

the crowd grew larger still and

jockeyed into position to move to

the front of the Untouchables.

People that were but feet from
the front railing separating the

elaborately lit stage set-up from

the crowd confidently assured

themselves that they would be the

ones to hold the rail as their

favorite alternative bands played.

This was hardly to be. As soon

as the Untouchables even hinted at

coming onstage, the crowd con-

densed like a stretched slinky

intent on reuniting its ends; there

wasn't room for a credit card

between the people that were
within a few feet of the railing.

More incentive to push to the

front came, as a sort of pit formed
about ten feet behind the first rows
of people.

This was not an experienced,

relatively controlled slam pit of the

type favored by punk and thrash

aficionados. Instead, it was a

chaotic mass of college students

attempting to construct what they

thought a pit should be.

Many people resolved that they

would not be the ones thrown back

into the dangerous mass of fiailixig

collegiate bodies.

The Untouchables provided
incendiary incitement and looked

as if they were used to this kind of

scene. Crowd reactions became
more intense as the beat sped up
and hits were played.

The crowd crush abated magi-

TONY YAfUZZO

Bassist Brian Ritchie of the

Violent Femmes performs at

Springfest.

cally as the Untouchables rushed

off the stage.

While the mob waited for

Mary's Danish, surprisingly high-

er on the bill than the Untouch-

ables. Tommy Davidson
attempted to entertain the nx)b.

Unfortunately, he was not as

etiect ivc at qcanng witn a moFeF
squooshcd drunken hecklers as fie

is on In Living Color, which he

described as a Saturday Night Live

that's funny, with afpredominantly

black c^isl. : .

The Donnas, an acoustic some-
times humorous duo that regularly

opens for Mary's Danish did not

fare muchbettcr, but they put on a

good, although necessarily short,

set.

Mary's Danish hit the stage,

hard, and pandemonium erupted.

All at once, the crush became so

intense that several women, caught

unaware by the severity of the

crowding, were immediately
whisked over the rail into the

safety afforded by the yellowjack-

ets.
—

Gretchen Ritter and Julie Sea-

ger, the two lead singers for the

band, looked a bit bewildered at

the conditions that their audience

was experiencing. Even Ixjwilder-

ment could not dampen their fire

and preventthem from putting on a

really stompin' show.

The set seemed short, and

contained mostly material from

their debut. There Goes the Won-
dertruck, such as "Shanty Pig,"

"Don't Crash the Car Tonight" and

"Can I Have a Smoke, Dude."

Again, the squoosh abated as the

set ended.

The Violent Femmes went on
just after midnight, when they

were supposed to have finished. As
a result, the Femmes kept the

conversation to a minimum and

just played music.

People were slightly calmer for

the Femmes, although stage

diving, when people are hoisted up

by the audience and moved tow-

ards the stage, continued.

Gordon Gono, who later

accepted modem folk music as

good a definition as any tor his

songs, was hit near thcwgroin with a

shoe partway through the show

the set consisted of old favo-

rites, including "Blister in the

Sun," "Fau" "Please Don't Go
and "Kiss Off."

UCLA students should wonder
why we don't have anything as

wild and exciting as this.

Tony Yacuzzo contributed to this

review.

V
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THE
UCLA
FLAGL

4i

*

^ is now Recruiting New Ivlembers

!

T -^ 1

I WHAT: .CLINIC SESSIONS which will prepare

^ you for ifuture flagline auditions.

% VmCNl MONDAY .' MAY 7X1 1 0*0 PM =

4*

4t=

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9TH 6-8 PM
MONDAY, MAY 14TH 6-8 PM

^^—WHER&^-SCHOENBEaa-HALL-LOBB^ /

WHO: Any current UCLA student. Flag, drill

team, dance experience preferred but
not necessary.

QUESTION^? Call: Kirstin 2&9-2146
^'"^»i

or

*
4*

4>

4>

4>

4>

*

I Christina 209-0143 4>

j» kp iy> ^p 1^1 tp tp cft iy< cfi cft hfd iy< cp cf$ cp cf* iy< hf» up cp^^ cp ^p cp iy<^ cf*^ «y< >y<Sy

Flying F*»s*»
.

Recording
*Vr^t««— .

Latin
America

P«M
\t\

concert

Hot. 5Pf,^p,pasarrtS
*« ^"'

'tre^
BosipO.

Gc?€

on Flying F>sh ret

THlJsDAY, MAY 3rd

BAND KOOM. SCHOEN

. ,...i„iv Associaoon (or U>''

345

BAND ROOM:^^^^ ^^ Amcncan S.ud>«: ^,^.

r .L: ^
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

> AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS

SLIP/TRIP &. FALL"
PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

c

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

ON JUNE FIRST, YOU MAY
BE LOOKING FOR THIS AD!

NOW THAT YOU HAVE A DEGREE, WHAT IS THE BEST
CAREERPATH TO PURSUE? HOW DO Y0U^^BT4T? WH)
DO EMPLOYERS WANT TO .HEAR?

CAREERMOTION IS A REVOLUTIONARY PROGRAM OF DE-
FINITION. GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT SO THAT YOU CAN
REACH YOUR FULL CAREER POTENTIAL

OUR FOUNDER. DAVID HARDER. HAS 14 YEARS OF EX-
PERIENCE IN HELPING THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE. FROM
SECRETARIES TO CHIEF EXECUTIVES FIND GREATER SATIS-
FACTION IN THEIR WORK.

IN TODAY'S EMPLOYMENT MARKET. THERE ARE NO EX-
CUSES FOR CAREER DISSATISFACTION. JUST DECISIONS
TO BE MADE! '

,
^

FOR AN APPOINTMENT: CAREERMOTION ^

(213) 551-1361

o

^ -^ ~ ^ ^ ^ -- - ^ - - - _,^^ ^ ^ ^^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ,^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^

advertise (v.)- l. to promote products or services in the mass

media order to generate interest in those products or services and

thereby create income (see Daily Bruip^^; ;^.2^^5^^^

UCLA CLti^ i IRA T AFF^ TR§=£OMMTSSTaM

«9 w ^ w

«9 *9 «9 9^

^ ^ ^ w

S5^ PRESENTS

an evening
of

(5E)MM
RELIEF

LOUIE ANDERSON RICHARD JENI

TO BENEFIT
THE HOMELESS

HOSTED BY
FRITZ COLEMAN

^^^^7
^^^^1 ^i f^^^l

yl
CESARIO TOM WILSON
MAY 2, 1990 8:00 P.M. ACKERMAN ^RAND BALLROOM, UCLA

TICKETS $20. $10 FOR UCLA STUDENTS
GOLD CIRCLE TICKETS $50 - INCLUDES POST-SHOW RECEPTION*

AVAILABLE AT UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE AND ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS
• CALL (213) UCLA-101

• / •ForGoldCircleUckets, call (213) 386-8014 /,

Presented in Cooperation with the UCLA Alumni Association

with special thanks to ""^^

DREAM
From page 20

!!Belicve it or not, I honestly.

love the human voice over all

instruments. I really do. And I love

it so much that I wouldn't use it if it

didn't fit in with the music.

^^We've tried it two or tl

times, but I don't think they were
very successful attempts. So we've
left it out ever since.

*^But as I was saying before, we
have to move away from what
we've been doing in the past.

Today, I'm more into rock 'n' roll

than ever, because that's my
language at the moment. So obvi-

ously you're going to see that

influence coming in. <»-"

"And I don't see anything
wrong with that, because it's an
honest attempt to move ahead and
try something different."

Trying something different has

kept Tangerine Dream creatively

alive for the last twenty-three

years. How else could Froese

oversee so many releases without

either of them sounding similar or

repetitious? _

Well, another creative puilci

which Roese brings up is thc_
aforementioned medium of
soundtracks, which Tangerine
Dream has explored on and off in

the last decade. Nine films —
including The Sorcerer, thief.

Wavelength, Flashpoint, Fire-

starter, begend, Shy People. Miat"^
and

-/S.V)-

cle Mile, their most
memorable Risky Business —
mark a second personality to the

band, one which differs greatly

from their studio work on their

albums.

K's interesting thaiw&£l)3s^**i

get involved with doing this;"

admits Froese. "Because, in doing

a soundtrack, you are in fact the

same person who just wrote a

studio album and now ha^e to

collaborate and work pretty close

to another character who!s pro-

ducing or directing a film. You're
still the same musician, with the

same feelings and ideas.

"But all of a sudden, you have to

listen to somebody else — and
very often, you have to make
compromises — not only of being

yourself anymore, but trying to

follow what somebody else wants
to say in terms of pictures.

Film scoring has been the one
area in which Tangerine Dream
has agreed to play the moneymak-
ing game, because, as Froese
explains, there really is no alterna-

tive when one wants to do a

soundtrack.

But, he adds, the experience can
be very rewarding and a great deal

of fun. and most importantly, that

can conu*ibute greatly to gaining

experience outside of the band.

Currently, Froese is preparing

two new soundtracks, one for a

feature film and another for a

made-for*cable production. He is

also making arrangements to score

a Japanese television show. And,
on the album side of Tangerine
Dream, he's putting together a

thirty-second release that will

hopefully be out some time early

next year. And, about that time,

he's hoping to arrange a fourth

U.S. tour.

Need to Talk to

Someone?>

UGLA Peei-lielpline

825^HELF
We're here to help.

Men. - Fri. 5 p.m. - midnight

Sat. - Sun. 8 p.m. - midnight

Monday, ApHI 30, 19d0 25

-n
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noff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles: CA 900?2i

INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
The manag«mont reserves the continuing right to change, reclassify, revise or

reject any classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin

CLASSIRED
Daily. l5words^otia&s $4.25
Daily, each additional word $0.27
Weekly . 1 5 words or less $ 1 5.00
Weekly, each additional word $i .00

Display ads student rate/col. inch $8 00
Display ads-local rata/col.-inch $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULF
Classtftect Line Ads:

1 working day in advance by noon

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days in advance by noon
Make checks payable to the UCLA Oaily Brum
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ANNOUNCEMENTS Salons 21

Campus Happenings 1
Sperm Donors 19

Campus Services 2

Chprch Services 3 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Concert Tickets 6 Business Properties 25
Found 18 Opportunities 26
Free >^

Good Deals 7 EMPLOYMENT
Lost 17 Child Care Wanted 35
Miscellaneous 9 Domestic Help Wanted 36
Personal 10 Help Wanted 30
Political ^ 11 Internships 34
Research Subjects 12 Job Agencies 31
Sports Tickets 5 Job Opportunities 32
Trade In / Swap 14 Jobs Wanted 33
Vacation Service 4 •

Wanted 15 ENTERTAINMENT
Wanted to buy 16 Club Guide

^ 40
,

:ts
Dinino Guide

, 41

46HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVK Restaurants ~

Health Services 22 Social Events 45
Pregnancy 20 Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50
Apartments to Share 54
Apartments Unfurnished 52
Condos for Rent 69
Condos for Sale 67
Condos to Share 68
House Exchange 59
House for Rent 56
Hotjse for Sale 58
House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing SerVice 55
Real Estate 61

Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flymg/Parachuting 76
Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 78
Skiing 79
Tennis 80'

Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc Rentals

Photo Service

Skis

Televisions

SERVICES
Child Care
For Rent

GRE / GI^AT Prep

r

87
89
85
86

' 90
101

103

Insurance * 91

Legal Advice 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons • 102
Personal Service 95
Resumes _ 104
Services Offered 96

,

Shipping Agents 97
Tutonng Offered 98
Tulonng Needed 99
Typing 100

r^ TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale.. . 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 113
Mopeds '

1.19

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

^Rtfjes Offered 115
Rides Wanted 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
OfficeEquipment 133
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Cdmpus Happening? i Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets ^

Mi^i v®i!3 mn'jim^m'^

Research volunteers Jpetween tl^ agea af\&
bb experiencing tnese syrhptoms for at least 1 -^

month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL
California Clinical

(213) 854-4951
Trials Medical Group

ENCORE
TICKET SERVICE

"CT^I W Jl I I

Service Charge Included

MA,inR HRFniT CARDS/QPgl\l,7 DAYS/PHONF flRDFR
CONCERTS THEATER SPORTS

MADONNA
JANET JACKSON

PHIL COLLINS/DON HENLEV

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA mea' ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERl
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASLX^LA Student Employeoe receive

either 4 hours leavn with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot award both.

WANTED
85 people

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. in the next 30 days!

Doctor r«camm«n(>*d
tOO% guaranteed

^AVID BOWIE/WHITESNAKE _
New Kids • Tracy Chapman • Alannah Myles

• Anita Baker • UB40
Milli Vanilli • Andrew "Dice" Clay • Tears for Fears

Fleetwood Mac

KINGS PLAYOFFS • LAKERS PLAYOFFS • DODGERS
DEPOSITS GUARANTEE CHOICE SEATS FOR

Bonnie Raitt • Robert Plant • Heart • Santana • Taylor Dayne • Depeche Mode
Richard Marx Steel Pulse » Los Lobos Gipsy Kings • KISS

- .ViOCOlOIMOOglVO^

213 257 7530 811244 3612

$ U T N A Y

^301 HAiVlHORNJ BIVO f A

213 371-5777

Good Deals
Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

No drugs
No hungm
Eat Iha tood* you lika

(213)281-6680

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mot Olscussiofl, Jtv^ Book Study
Pn aepSudv AU 3S:^ 1:1 j - 1:15

lues -S-Z-ir NR C8177. Wed Otsassion
NPIC8S38 1210100

»-or alcohotes or individuais wfto have a

dnniang probtotn

(213) 387-8316

HUGE 3-PIECE sectional. Queen-sized
Waterbed (with sheets, comforter, etc.). Table,

Floorlamp, Telephone/Answering Machine, &
other stuff. Also have a MR2 CAR BRA. Call

Kevin at 213-281-6698 and leave message

INSURANCE WAR' We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
-Bruin Plan" (213)873-330.1 or
(818)992-6966

Personal 10

CONDOMS- Wholesale Price!

3doz/$6.00 plus tax $0.37. Check, money
order, Visa, M.C. Quality Synthetic Int'l,

Inc. 7281 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite H.

Garden Grove, CA 92641.

(800) 252-4994, (714) 893-6445.

Good Deals

w.-^'"
COME discuss 'social and ecological justice'

Thurs, May 3, 5-7pm. Ackcrman, ropm 3320.

Sponsor BAH'I club.

sssssoz: ^^^aasẑ^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
cszsasyyy ^^^^*

Brunette in black with long
pearl.s, thrown out of Palm

Spring's Dennys, 4/13/90 wiii\

brawling boyfriend. Call (213)
840-2732 for po.ssible co-starring

rofe in major studio

motion picture

Personal

Spoils Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

Ftee Delimy Tickets

LAKERS PLAYOFF^
's^^^' ANGELS - DODGERS

Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie

' Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Vi*ji/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

1-

Congratulations
Lisa Bernstein

, (AAO)
and

Joey Bloomneld
(0X Ghico State)

on your pinning!

Love the Sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi

10 Personal 10

^c^^^^^^^^^*-^^^^' ^^^'^'p

A O * s ! ! !

Study hard and good
luck on Midterms!

TROUBLE?
Conflict with friend?

Roommate? Family?
Coworker?

FREE HELP by
professional mediator

for new TV Show. Call

for info (213) 442-5500.

M
Congratulations to the 1990
Panhellenic Rusti Interns:

Julie Audino
Megan Davenport

Jill Finney

Jeonnie Fronzblou

Tommie Polubeskie

Claudia Sandino
Pamela Sower

^

Theresa Tougher
Lisa Taylor

Stephanie Wilson

Visit the New Czechoslovakia.

Tom's Bed & Breakfast.

(619) 245-8336.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
Wc will pay you to

lose weight.

Doctor recommended.
All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 2817484

%
_ »__

7 .'

*- V

-nr >-
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12 Opportunities

2 Panhellenic would like

i to congratulate the
iLl990 Rush Counselors:
If

3f

Jf

>f

>f

Kim Allen

Melissa Appleby

Jenn Baer
Sabrina Barakat

Jennifer Burleson

Dana Carlson

Shawns Callahan

Shannon Corkern

Lisa Eisma
Jennifer Elders

Carrie Ferguson

Kathy Finucan

Shannon Foster

Kammi Geneva
Ericka Gettman
Karin Hayes

Khsta Kan/asek

Stacy Mayeda'

Laura McCandless
Reggie Montalvo

Martha Nix

Kelley Poleynard

Darci Pollard

Eve Pomichak
Laure Ramm
Anne Robie

Kristi Schrode
Heather Smith

Stephanie Sullivan

Rachel Sweet

Allison Toplitt

Jennifer Wheeler

And welcome back to the
returning Rush Counselors

Tracey Borke
Marilu Delmendo

Heather Drew
Julie Giers

Tory Hanahan

Chhstie Isaacson

Lisa Sjong

If

jf

Jf

>f

Jf

)f

4
Jf

Jf

)f

>f

If

The^ststers of_

^ Chi Omega
-* ^ -

would like to thank the
dies^who attended onf

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED 4Q- PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with allentional prob-

lems -Ti^ll years needed for UCLA research

•project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

MARIJUANA STUDY needs subjects (age

25-49): non-smoker (never tobacco or MJ) and
heavy smokers of marijuana only (<10 joints/

wk). Minimal radioactivity involved. 2 visits/

80 min. $35 each. (213)206-0396.

'MEN AND WOMEN, a0-60yrs, with high

blood pressure needed for study on psycholog-

ical factors and efficacy of drug treatment. Will

pay. Call (213)208^0147.

NEED SUBJECTS AND HEALTHY CONTROLS
tnon-hypcrscnsitive) who have gum recession

and/or teeth hypersensitive to heat, cold, air

and touch. Cannot be using a tartar control

toothpaste currently. Will be required to brush

teeth 2x daily with assigned commercially

available dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00

upon completion for five evaluations during an

eight week period. One denial x-ray required.

Contact Lynne, Clinical Research Center,

(213)825-9792.

SUBJECTS AGES 18-60 INTERESTED IN TRY-
ING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY FEVER MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO (INAC-

riVE MEDfCATtON), IN A SIX WEEK TRIAL.

YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO $240 FOR THIS

RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL (213)820-6574
ASK FOR FARIBA OR MICHELLE.

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships! You
receive a minimum of8 private sources or your

money refunded! Guaranteed! College Scho-

larship Locators PO Box 1881, Joplin, MO
64802-1881(417)624-0362.

COLLICIATE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE
Looking for dedicateo^motivated people will-

ing to go against all odds. Need: account

executives, marketing, writers, photographer^

jrtists. Pia (213) 292-6746.

EARN up Id

$150 oer month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For in!o"^ai'0'^

Cell Anra
(8' 8) 986 3883 froTi you' p-ir-'C pahon

.W//f

Sperm Donors 19

WLA- $625, 1 -bedroom, modern, built-ins,

A/C» carpi; le»o low. »ecuf><y . »w UCLA bu-

Garden Party. We
enjoyed_Qpening oun

slinc. (213) 478-1190. 2605 S. Harrington

Jruiiie to you.

University

Students & Faculty-

Earn $105.00/wk

Just wanted to say I

[thanks to our Derby

'

Days Coaches: I

Jeff, Dan, ^
Bill, and Mike.

We had a blast

being dubious !-

AEO
:^

I

Private bpcrm Bank
Discreet and ConfidcntiaL

In Westwood Village.

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills'. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Pregnancy 20

I JANIS JOHNSON (IK)

fi CONGRATS ON
/ _, MORTAR BOARD'
(^ LOVE, AMY. STACI.

U[ KATHY. AND MICHELE

Research Subjects 12

Research Subjects 12

$7 rOK ANSWFKINC MAILEl]) SUKVFY Musi
be male and have lost father through death or

divorce (21 3)257-2582.

A HIVFS STUDY RFSFARCH SU8JFCTS AGFS
1 2 65 WITH HIVFS lOK THE PAST 6 WFFKS
WHO ARF INTFKFSTFD IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL BE P/yiD I OR
YOUR PARTICIPATION (213)820 6574

EGG IX)NORS ncedcd^for infertile women. If

you are under 35 and healthy you could have
the satisfaction of helping someone in a very

special way Contact XMl, South Bay Hospital

IVF Center '(213)318 4741 Compensation
provided

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Wcstwocxi Marquis
Hotel, hair mcxJeis needed, all services free

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (213) 208-91 32

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determifie eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LuCia
Electrolysis i& Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxfng
^^ Manicure Pedicure _

^'
'

IS 208-8193 A
1015 CAYLEY AVL, WESI-WOOI3 VIUj\GK

Health Services 22

FYESICHT ir«f)rovc YOUK eyes 100% safe!,

automatic, ALL natural, lifetime permanent
Ultimate worldwide. Adrian. (21 3)730 0934.

EARN $150 VOLUNTFEK FFMALES, ages
20-24 and ages 32-37 with regular menstrual
cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center for four

nights during /one month. Call Sheila
(213)825-5668.

HEALTHY MEN AND WOMEN, 30-60 yrs
,

needed as conlrolj m psychological and high

blood pressure study Should have normal
blood pressure and no family history of high
blood presuure. Will pay. Call (213)208-0147.

We Accept Ail Visioo Care Plaos.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience
(213)625 0392

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo Study pays $100 If you arc ages
16-40, have PMS or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

C'v;<<N-;<*:vSw$;ssss*:<»:-S;';%<-x%o«X"C'

Opportunities 26

EARN $10,000/mo. or more. Have the courage
totall. It could make you rich. (21 3)576-5521

49b4 Van Noyi Blvtl Shirman Oalii

4 A^ ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P ^F ^P ^P ^P ^P ^P '

Opportunity of a

Lifetime...
WhUe yoo coninue as a student or

\pfof05sa (non-salas lyp«s are the most

successful.)

Finanaal Independence in 1-3 years

Network marketing.

\Go into business tor yourself but not by\

yourself $1600-$7500/I4o PT (5-

W

Hrs.wk) Then, if you wish $40,000

$100,000/kk> FT. This is ger)uineno

iMaggerabons Work from your home- yo

own hours. We train and support.

Call (213) 964 42B7

24hr. recorded message

MAKE $$ EASY- Help people gel SHA mort
gage refund. No selling. Detailed manual.
Send $9.95 to Young Aspirations, P.O. Box
8607, Coleta, CA 93110.

Help Wanted 30

iBMH ^ ::nptTons tO"

executives for publishing company. 1 5 hrs/wk
(mornings) Call (213)641-9767.

ACCOUNTINC-Permanent FT experience in

A/P, A/R & collections, helpful. Will train.

Ten-key by touch, computer experience; good
phone etiquette, and attention to detail re-

quired, for appointment ca]l Ms. B.

(21 3)477-886Ljycstside InrAt.nn '

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Croat opportunity for

advancenhcnt in nationally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and refer-

enccs necessary. (213)491-1000. .^_

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIFS. Earn $frf)0+/week in cannery,
$8,000-$1 2,000-f for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 6,000 openings. Start June 16th,

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondl-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

APPLY NOW for summer work: $10 7S start-

ing pay IT, PT, flexible hours while school in

session College accredited program. Call for

interview. (213)392-1310, 9am-5pm.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
National law firm has full-

time position available in

their LA office for motivated
individual to assist with
large litigation cases. )Q

Excellent entry level position S
for recent graduate with JB

interest in law. Candidate B
should have good 5
organization and E

communication skills and E
possess an excellent T

academic record. No phon'-^ If

calls. Please send resume li

to; r
Tom Conrad

^|

Hughes, Hubbard & Reed

_ 555 S. Flower St Suite 3700

LLCS Angeles, CA 90071

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential Details

1(002)«38-8»a3.

ATTENTION! Excellent income for home ass-

semhly work (504)64^^ 1 7(X), dcpt pf>9'^

ATTENTION: POSTAL )OBS' Start $11 41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)838 8665 5,

Ext M-60.50, 6am- 10pm, 7 days

ATTENTION Easy work, excellent pay! As-

semble products at home. Details
(602)838 6m) 5 ext w6050

ATTENTION Earn money watching tv!

$32,000/yr income potential Details
(1)(>02 836-8885. Ext. TV-8050

BE a movie extra! Up to $75A<r No experience
nec«sary All sizes, ages, types. Work guarcn
teed. Call FLASHCAST (818)760-7972
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BRENTWOOD DEVELOPER has internship

available, for 91 grads interested in real

estate development. Send re$unf>c to: Travis

Strughan, R.W. Selby & Co., 11661 San
VicerHe Blvd. »510. L.A. QA 90049.

BRENTWOOD CO. seeks a bookkeeper who
is motivated and a self-starter. 2 yrs. experi-

erKe prefen'ed. Computer experience a must.
Minimum 30 hrs./wk. or F/T. Call
(816)887-7056.

'i...
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BROADCASTING-excellenl opportunity. PT,
evenings and weekends. $500/mo. No experi-

ence necessary. Must know baseball. PC
experience a plus. (213)376-2684.

CHILD CARE Palms Park Counselors.
$7.01/hr, 6-untis Child DEvelopmenl. Call

(213)636-4045 or (213)838-3636. Mary or

Lady. ^_
CLERICAL, Full-tin^e or 4 days/wk. Permanent
position. Santa Monica. Must have car. Reli-

able. %7/[^r. (213)394-1361.

COUNTER PERSON for office supply com-
'% pany. CkxKJ environment. Pacific Palisades

area, Joe (213)459-4457.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS—opportunity guide
$30a$900 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

CUSTODIANS. RAND Corporation has a part-

tfriie opening Ipr a student who will be
responsible for cleaning our large office

facility in Santa Monica. A part-time 4 hour
shift is available from 5:30pm-9:30pm. Salary

$8.CXVhour Training is provided. For applica-

tion call f3l 3)393-041
1 , ext.6251 . US citizen-

ship is required The RAND Corporation, 1 700
M^in Street, PO Box 21 38, Santa Monica, CA
90406-21 38. An Affirmative Action Employer

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS 10
positions available. $10.25/starting, flexible

hours. FT/PT, will train. ""Call 9-5.
{818)342,2612- , . _, '. -2*

WORK IN NICARAGUX
Seeking volunteers to work in Nicaragua Skilled

or unskilled, start anytime, length of stay open.

live with family Work on building projects, work
with popular community organffations. it skilled

work in area of specialization Write APSNICA.
P 0. Box 1151. lopanga. CA 90290 or

call (213) 455 1340

Entry-Level

DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED immediately.
$5Air plus $1 delivery plus tips and food
Contact Jhezie Westwood El Vollo Loco
824-7776. Must have transport & insurance.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co M-F, PA AM. $fVhr

plusmilcage. Must have car and
insurance (213)477-4479

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

'Receptionist
^^~

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial <

•Word Process! fig"'

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd sfe 1 1

1

Beverly Hiils.

(213) 655-5403 EOE

O-

DISPATCHER for lowing company m Beverly
Hills. PT & FT Will traifv Kamyar
(213)273-6193.

EARN $»(X>.$H(X) PAR] T IMF- ST»JhFf^r«-
ENVELOPFS IN your home. For free informa
lion, ser^d a self addressed stampcs envelope to

PO Box 81 '^53 Alburquerquc NM «71'JH.

FVEMNC RFCFPriONIST PT Market research
firm in WLA scek.s energetic person witli ability

to handle 2 Ihtngs ai once Maturc/nutgring
person ,a must $6.50/hr' Call Becky
(213)478 2 J65.

FXITRIFNCEi:) H base 3/4 operator Typing
45wprn Daytime., number of hours negoti

able. Hollywood $9hr. Call Ashley,
(2T3)^>35 9482 ' *-

I EMAI F figure or life H.raw -^j', models wanted
t>y photographer C.<ll Peter at (21 3)558-4221

I ll-R CLERK. Century City Law firm seeks FA
I U clerk. Musi be rcjiablc. Contact Connie
(2 '.1)277-5000.

I INANCF OK ECONOMICS graduate student

wanted for P/T phone work with Europena
f'nancicrs $12/h^ 1 5his/wk. Mmlly early

."?VI"J'^£^' ''^P"^'^'f^8'^ °f European languages
Good telephone and written communication
skills desired Ask for Elena 2-5pm
(213)654-0466.

P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency

Wc arc looking for' a flexible

dependable person to do

home inspections and office

duties. Should have good

typing, computer. phone
skills. We need someone
22 25 hours/wk(adjust to

school schedule). Start at

$6/hr (review In 90 days)
CAR IS A MUST !!

Contact Joan at:

(213) ^78-2001

^ i^l^Jr^Programmers/

—

cflDfiminc ^ Testers
CADAM INC, a leader in the CAD/CAM industry, has immediate openings for Entry-Level
Programmers/Testers. - . -—

^

The primary focus of this position will be to assist in the testif^g of pre-release
graphics software products and provide a user perspective to the design of new product
enhancements. .

Successful candidates will have a B.S. in Computer Science or equivalent. You should
possess effective skills in both FORTRAN and C programming languages and be familiar with the
PC and DOS environment. Other desired skills include knowledge of testing methodologies,
standards, and principles.

'
'

CADAM INC offers a dynamic work environment plus a competitive salary and ffexible

benefits package. For consideration, please submit your resume to : CADAM INC.
Employment Office, Dept. HR, 1935 N. Buena Vista Street, Burbank. CA 91504. We
are an equal employment, affirmative action employer-M/F/V/H.

CADAM INC— — A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM CORPORATION :

—
Giving Shape To Imagination

-'""^^n^gwrnrnmi

BANKING
join Ihc Service Tearr.

You'll mecl Ihe nicest people!

TELLERS NEEDED part-time/prim^ lime in Kancho Park,

43renlwood, Fairfax '& Bel Air

'These positions offer from 15 to 25 hours per week. In addition,^
you'll be a part of the most outstanding incentive program in thc^

industry. You may be eligible for scholarships, discounted travel

and wardrobe advances, among others. Cash handling
experience preferred; sales skills a plus.

Make a Ch" r.ge. join us.

We offer competitive salaries. To apply, call

Karen Brisley at (818) 963-2871.

AMERICAN SAVINGS BANKT
One of the biggest.

Maybe the best

RETAIL SALES- Women's clolhing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Fridays a plus. 11-6 pnn. Friendly

professional appearance. (213) 395-2726.

SECRETARY P/T 8:30 1 00pm. Mon-pJi.
$20(Vsvk (213)271-0101. CALL BETWEEN
11am-5pm ONLY. Ask for Marybeth.

SECRETARY wanted F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary. M-F,< 9-6pm. Flexible. W Holly

,woOd. (213)962-9014
, ..-»>r-»

i*-
<

• ,/K*TOCKBROKEKS assistant to help develop
leads, lots of phonework, hours flexible,

55/hf .(21 3)445-0163, Barry.

TFLEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13Air Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am- 3 :30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR wanted. Contact

Ihczie westwood el polio loco. 624-7776.

FUN AND SUN AT VENICE BEACH. Use your

marketing skills to sell a new frozen dessert.

$5/hr Call (618)789-1782. Leave message.

MODEL needed just for 1- month. Free cut,

perm, highlight, Beverly Glen. Carlton Interna-

tional. Close to UCLA (213)474-9094 Neda.

t .

U56 vbUn maikft ing sa les, ur managemcnr
skills to make lucrative part-time or excep-

tional full-time. $200(ymo or $3000/mo
Call now. (213)641-2060.

GAL OR GUY FRIDAY P/T. Flexible hours.

All-around handy person required to assist

Jtouicwilc

P/T RETAIL SALES WQStwood Village gift shop.

Flexible hours, weekends . and tvcnings

$5.50/hr Reliable and outgoing

TEMPORARY &
PERMANENT
POSITIONS

Jean Brasher
Avrll Agency
(818)506-6304

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASHft Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

(213)476-1510.

4

-GENERAL OfFCE/CLERICV
-hours, WLA office. Experience with word
^processing preferred. $7/hr. For interview tall

(213) 444-9061. ^
GENERAL OFFICE for Santa Monica Real

Estate. Word processing, organization and
communication skills. Permanent PT position

(213)939-1720.

Telephone Operators

for

Nationwide Recovery
Program

Flexible hours
Great for student

schedules.
Great pay.

(213) 478-8238
ext. 201

GENERAL OFFICE help for doctor's office. 1 5

hr$./wk. Flexible. $5/hr. Please call

(213)477-5558.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to FHawaii,

send $1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

HAWAII WANTS YOU!!! Booming economy
experiencing severe labor shortage. Thou-

sands of summer & yr round job opportunities

available. For complete info pkg-send $10.50

to Scott Cooper 718a 22nd Ave. Honolulu, HI

90816.

*LOAN ADMINISTRATION, loan clerk, ac

counting clerk. F/T. Good Engli'sh with PC
.skills. Call Jackie, (213)624-6266.

TIATURAL FOODS COMPANY NFTDS KcaTtTT

concious, physically fit assistants, working
with retail accounts. (21 3)472-2474

NEED ASSISTANCE for prototype dcvclpo
ment. Knowledge in electronics and mechani-
cal engineering. Important Pay negotiable

ry473-4040.

NEW PKOITSS'IONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales~pc6plc to markcT
exciting, innovative product First month po
lenlial earnings in the thousands: Possibly

doubling each month after. Part or full-time

Call for interview Robert (213)834-7461

OFflCE HELP, P/T, ibS7/hr. Flexible hours.

Fairfax/Pico. Call lean (213)933-9122.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,.

flexible hours, will train, scholarships Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY CAMPUS
CONNECTION NEEDS AMBITIOUS STU
DENTS. SELL AD SPACE FOR THE TOP
COLLEGE MACA7INE TRAINING/
MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT PKOVIUtD
(ROBIN OR )AY) (800)342-5118

OWN BOSS EARN 520.00 an hour answering
incoming orders. aJ home REAL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION. (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME; MARKETING RESEARCH FIRM in

Reseda needs telephone interviewers. Flexible

hrs., hrly -f bonus, research only. No sales.

(818)345-7363.

PART-TIME -PERSON FRIDAY" Construction

company. Light phones and typing. Flexible

hours available from 8-5. Need immediately.

Belinda (213)275-4446.

(31 3)206-4 1 7;

Want tc teach English

conversation in Taiwan?
c:all (818) 288-7583

(213) 924-5938

RADIOLOGICAL. SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opportunities available -

one data entry posflion working with [he

departmental Marketing Research group and
one clerical support position assisting with

QualUy -Cef^fol throughout the -

STOCK BROKER assistant. Telemarketing and
adm. Century City. Nat'l firm. SV/hr. School

credit available 213-282-7030

STUDENT needed for part-time work vidco-

Ig courses alihc Mrdiral Cpntor PrpvioLj'i

airfare, room, meals
not included

VILLAGE DENTAL OFFICE NEEDS assistant to

office manager, some typing. 1 6hrjj,^eek

S6 50^r. during training, year round Marlcnc

14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient

on-campus. location (in the Medical Center)

$5 44/hr , must be able to work summer,
contact Mary Ann Fatacn, (21 3)2()f) f.(.OH

camera experience^ Yael (213)206-4533

SUMMFR lOBVDAY CAMP- Tom SiV^cycL.

(213)208 3560

SALBS TO

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs. /day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic,
articulate people. -

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Lxds Angeles

(213) 651-1115

LOOKING FOR A fraternity, sorority, or stu

dent organization that would like to make
$500-$1CXX) dollars for a 1 week on-campus
marketing project. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Elizabeth K. or jeaninc at

(800)592-2121.

MARKETING SURVEY Outgoing, energetic,

people person. To help with survey. May 2nd
& 3rd. $80 per/day. Call Carolyn.
(213)556-3312.

MAR VISTA recreation center, located in WLA.
Seeks energetic people to staff Summer C)ay

Camp, $6.25/hr .30hrs per week. Monday
Friday. 10am-4pm. Starting 6-25-90 to

8-31-90. Call today for interview.
(213)398 5982.

Wanted
Ten aggressive

entrepreneurs interested

in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

v^'

Receptionist
Part-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky
(213) 652-2872

-PERSON FRIDAY" wanted 3-5 days/week.

l-5pm to answer phones, typing, computer
and have good organizational skills. Call

450-5957

PHONE OPERATOR/RECEPTIONIST to work
PBX switchboard flexible hours. ifT, PA
Articulation a must. Mr Clayton
(213)475-6066.

*TOSITION available for full or p/l salesperson,

exclusive womens clothing store Tn the Beverly

Center.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West
side sublets for summer law clerks. May-Scpl
Contact Melinda. (213)687-^421

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3 7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7 50/hr

plus free dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

P/r OFFICE MANAGER/SECRETARY in doc
-tor's office in Westwood Village Fxfiorience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AK/AP Be
ginning salary $9.00-f deper>ding on experi

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770.

P/T RECEPTIONIST for busy Brentwood Real

Estate office. 20-25 hrs/wk. Prior experience

required. (213)820-5151.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT- PA, 10-12 hrs/wk,

$6. 50/hr Typing, errands, phone. Clerical.

Need car (213)451 3091 Ian

RECEPTIONIST wanted. Varied hours, even-

ings and weekends. Starts $5/hr PA
(213)470 1558. 1650 Westwood Blvd

RECEPTIONIST f ILE CLERK PT until end of

school, FT in 'summer. Wages open
(213)380-9287

RECEPTIONIST, working part-time for Soft

ware developer. Answer phones, typing, greet

rtjstomers;, general office work. Call for

(appointment. <2 13)450- 1452 $7/hr

I^ECEfTIONIST. Medium-sized Century City

Law Firm has immediate qpe/ung for two
part-time receptionists. Individual must be

responsible and have a front office appear

ance Salary $8.00 an hour PLEASE CON
TACT KERI BRYAN BETWEEN THE HOURS
OF 3:00 P.M TO 5 30 P M AT
(213)277-1226.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERK, PA, 1 5 hrs/wk , $8/hr

Good phone skills, general office work. Enter-

tainment business near UCLA. Call Ruth
(213)476-0638

RESEARCH ASSISTANT-PA, 5-lOhrs/wk. ap
prox., 8hrs, willing to learn word star. Typing

40wpm (213)475-2118, Dr Finkle

RESORTS HIRING NOW Fun in the sun,

tropical, hotels, and amusement parks. Sum-
mer opportunities available. (303)444-0100

•••••••••*•*••

Campjs looking for energetic, dynamic people

for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena

area. Develop leadership, communic^tiorV

organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends. Impact children's lives forever. Call

(818) 794 1156.

MODELS
wanted by Professional
Photography Studio (or

up-coming photo assignmenls.
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Feni.iffc

Call (818) 508-8680
SUMMER JOBS. Start now. Full time/Part time

Distribute new baseball, racquet, hockey
games and sports training devices. Sell at the

beach if you like. Call (818)715-6604.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS: Earn:

$12-$14Air. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (818)366-7818. (213)274 8042.

TECHNICAL WRITER WANTED for real estate,

seminar/work shop project Work may be

performed in your home, computer supplied.

Fee negotiable. Proof of ability may be re-

quired (818)508-0321

TELEPHONING to ver-ify addresses and other

data. No selling. $5/hr. plus substantial daily''

incentives. 4 hours daily should easily earn

over $50. Call Marvin Best (213)475-5521

WORD PROCESSOR needed $6/hr. 10 hn/
wk Weekdays Need IBM PC MS DOS expert-

cncc Call (213)641 9767 * ^

^••••••••••••••••t
Westwood Sporting Good§
Needs pari bme help afterrxxx^s ^ Saludays

durir)^ sdxx]< Very flexible soKeduie*

Eipenenoe not necessary Ful bme
empbyment needed dunng summer

Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave
Westwood Village

-It

-It

WORK in the movies' Up to S75Air No
experience necessary. All sizes, ages types

Work guarenteed Call FLASHCAST
(213)661-7982 .

WRITER/INTERVIEWER Writer to conduct 1

hr interviews entered on word processor

Strong composition skills. Ability to-read and
interpret documents Interact with people

Full-time Potential for advancement
$12 15/hr Call Chris at CBL Incorporated. L
(213)558-3309

^~*~

)

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Hart-time *

• Hcxlble Hours *

• 'Lots of Work*.
Men. Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/

FT. Clean DMV
printout required.

413-6997

•
•

*
•

•

•
••••••••••••••
RETAIL SALEVSTOCK PERSON- PA, ncxible

hours. Beverly Hills area. (213) 274-7577. Call

after 11:00 am.

*
•
•
*

•

•

RACIER. FOX & ASSOCIATES INC

HIRE
_ TRAIN
GET PAID THE
SAME DAY

c

No cold calls, no selling

Work with some of America's most-^

recognize-d charitable

organizations, universities, —
environmental groups, & public television

stations. Design your own work schedule-

afternoons, evenings S weekends availat)le.

Guaranteed base with potential earnings

of $8-$12/hr.

Call Personnel

(213)477-2585 (818)885-0545
Mon thru Fri 8:30-5:00
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Distributors Wanted:
Could earn $100-$500 per week

part-time for
All-Natural Diet Cookie program. Average weight loss 4J0lbs/wk.

Call today 1-800-448-4429.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr Send re-

sume, writing sample lo "DAVIS" 583 5 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

YMCA Day Camp Counselors work with
children outdoors, visit southern California

attractions, call Nani 213-386-8570.

Apartments for Rent 49

Job Opportunities 32

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. $28,000 start-

ing. For construction company accounting
experience a plus. Computer experience a

must, preferably Macintosh. Light typing and
phones. Work directly with controller. Non-
smoker. Need immediate help. Beverly Hills.

Belinda. (213)275-4446.

APARTMENT MANAGER, 25 units. Brent-

wood adjacent. Local experience and refer-

ences required. 1 -bedroom apartment and
salary. (213)476-5117.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview patients/

reuiew records. Strong wrilin^yping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable, $12-15^r. Full-time. Call

CBL ^cdical. (213)558-3309. Request
applicati<3(n.

PART TIME ASSISTANT TEACHERS in special

education. NPI hosptal school on campus.
Assist as teacher for 12 adolescents with

emotional and learrting disorders. One posi-

tion from Sam to 10:45am daily at $104/weck.
Second p>osition from 12 to 4pm daily at

$1 60/weck. First position to begin May 1 , and
second- to begin June 1 1 . Send resume to Ms
Kathy Canter (first position) or Ms Gabi Eiscn-

berg (second position) to UCLA NPI Hospital

School, 760 wcstwood plaza, LA 90024

REAL ESTATE Investment sales need wealthy

AFFORDABILITY
AND CONVENIENCE
1+1 ($575) or 2-1-2 ($725)
your choice. Easy aceeM^

to 405 Fwy. Qn\y \

minutes to yotfrtgtstv ^

class. Gated parking,

pool, rec. room.
5444 Sepulveda Blvd.

(Van Nuys/Sherman
Oaks area)

(818)785-0238

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure butWing
• Central air/heaT
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in ctosets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 Students
• Low move-in^^ ^

$1200-$1300 "

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

BACHELOR, WLA, $535/mo. 1 year lease
f.anUctt. Will Main and Rol licenced Huge RiifriePiatm Imi [it.ni. fiirTrtO»tl/Miifnfiikh>.i«

commissions |oscph (2^3)453-2200
i :

RECEPTIONIST Full-time permanent,
ble, Data Entry, phones, filing, light typing.

Languages for children. (21 JM44-7330.

4nternshiips -34__

One person No pets. (213)826-7888.

BEVERLY HILLS single, unfurnished. $675/mo,
newly decorated. Available now 401 Shirley

Place (213)553-6540, (818)789-5429.

BRENTWOOD, large, 2B/2B, Close lo bus/

.UCt/V May or June 1st Aaron or John.

' 5.

^—

HOLLYWOOD PK AGENCY INTERNSHIP
Meet cc*ebrrttc», 4eam -PR business from pfo»,

work with UCLA Alumni! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

great attitude. Sharona, Joyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446

"

LIFETIME cable television has PT marketing

position available S5-5.5(Vhr 15-20 hrs/wk.

(213)446-6616
V——

NON-SALARY, preferably communications
major for film producer. (WORKING GIRL)

P/T, typing, filing, script coverage. Contact

Rebecca (818)954 3067

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTING P/T, Live-out, non-smoker,

must have car. One 6-ycar pid boy Salary

negotiable (213)472-7131 Susan ^
BABYSITTER WANTED Afternoon and even
ing hours Wednesday and T nday Must have
driver's license. Refrenccs and cxp>cricntc

required (213)395 8319

LIVE-IN BABYSITTER/DRIVER English speak

ing, own car, non-smoker Exchange for room
& board. Salary (213)471-6724

CHILDCARE 2 nighls/week Santa Monica
Canyon area Own transporta^tion, references

Responsible, reliable, gentle (213)^54 6884

•'»'^THILD CARE needed for delightful 19 month
old girl. F/T monfri (213)392-7752.

EXPERIENCED nanny for month of |uly in Del

Mar. Live-In Boys 2-f^ Referpces
(213)2736376

INFANT CARE 6 15 flexible daytime hours

weekly for a baby who wants to be held

Encino (818)906-7798

INFANT CARE; Flexible, 1 lo 2 evenings per

week, for happy 3 month old baby. Lore

(213)652-2855

WESTWOOD NANNY WANTED for three

children (4-6). Light housekeeping FT or PT
Ken (213)5512210.

WLA MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED in my
home. 3- 7pm, M-F. Caf necessary Please call

(213)207-2039.

LARGE private n^am and bath. SFO $475
Availatjle May 1st. (21 3)204 3940

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only
ten minutes to campus 354 "S Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227

2-BD AND LOFT. 2V» bath, spacious, cathed

ral ceilings, nice area in Culver City. 10-min.

to UCLA. SllOO/mo (213)398-7128

2bd & loft 2V> bath. Spacious. Cathedral

ceilings. Nice area in Culver City. 10 min to

UCLA $nOO/mo. (213)398-7128

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD $1 250 and up Spacious 2-bed-

room 2-bath, gym, jacuz/i, walk to UCLA. No
pets 520 Kelton. (213)208 7483

BACHELOR $475/MO Carpets, drapes, refrig

10 min to campus, .»545 Jasmine. Palms

(713)839 7227.

(21 3)206- 5055(w), (21 3)471 7562(h).

8RENTWe)O(3,$840/mo. 2-bed/lblh, small

apt, 1. parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd, 2 bd den, 1 bd + loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgr.)v

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

CENTURY CITY, Bachelor in garden guest

wing.v$465/mo:Private quiet neighborhood,

hardwood floors, refrigerator, view
(213)552 2830.

HAWTHORNE, GUESTHOUSE, $625/mo
utilities included. 1-bdrm/l -bath, livingroom,

kitchen, quiet, residerAtial. Available 5/01/90.

(213)374-6204 PM.
'"\L

JEWISH OtoP. Walk to UCLA. ALL Kosher
meals, ^llfities, furnishings, PARKING
$395/mo: (213)208-9326 Westwood Bayit.

LARGE, furnished single, across UCLA. Park-

ing,>S*t. building, $795/mo. Available May-
Aug. 31 (213)208-6310 Leave message

ONE quiet upstairs studio, full bath, kitchen.

Beverly HilJs adjacent, near bus. $525/mo
(213) 658-7014

PALMS 1-bdr/lbth, security, dishwasher, A/C,

heating, new $850/mo. Must see.
(213)839 4585

PALMS, $600/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap-

pliances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasonville

(213)454-4754

PALMS $845. Bright, 2-bedroom/2 bath, up
per, balcony, new carpet, drapes, no pets.

(213)839 8800.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on '

approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

PKTO ROBERTSON AREA, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath, $800/mo 1 -bed/l-balh, $650/mo
Call (213)273-8160.

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus $850. 3-f2

townhouse. Good area. Security, balcony,

gated parking 7308 Haskell (818)9894763

WESTWOOD, 51 2 Midvale, price negotiable

2-bed/2-bath, 1400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-
wood floors. Agent, Ray. (213)559-4315.

WESTWiDOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'renl Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 -bedroom, hard
wcxxj floors, frig, mini-blinds (213)477-2777.

30 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Housing Needed 60

WESTWOOD $1,090 2-BD. Newly decorated

Century City neighborhood. Beverly Glen

Blvd. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long ternr>. Large and

beautiful 2-f2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm

(213)273-1212. V

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

AAMWWWW\AAIVWWW\
NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. All furnished Private

tMthroom. Pool. Jacuzzi. */i hr drive to UCLA,

Now accepting summer & fall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

652 Veteran Ave.
$675/mo. & up

singles and l-bedr(X)nns

Movenn allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse "

$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fircpiaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD $1200. Charming
2-bedroorTVl -bath duplex, stovc/refrigcrator

Quiet, on Midvale Avenue (213)8290385

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2 bdr/

2bth., security gate CIsoe to UCLA and
CenturyCily.$1400/mo. (negotiable) 1 month
free rent for one year lease Call Lee
(213)487-0406

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WLA, $1300/mo., 2-bcd/ 2-bath. Security

building, lots of closets. 2 security parking

spaces. (213)655-3896.

WLA 1 -Bedroom $675. New carpctsA)linds.

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus.

\y\7 Federal. (213)479-0615.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 1076>0 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg.. parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

VAN NUYS 25 min. to UCLA, 2-bd/lV, -b<a.,

$675/mo., 1-bd/1-ba., $51Q/mo. Close access

to freeway. Pool and laundry facility. No,Lg.

pets. Bob or Linda. (818)787-7318.

€80
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

Large Newly
.

Remodeled—1,2,&3 bdrm
apartments in

Beverly Wood Area

$600-$950 per month

Call 657-8756
w

APARTMENT NEEDED from lune August.

2-bec|/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished.

(213)748-4544.

WLA, $730/mo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907.

WLA- Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1,350. Large pa-

tio, 3-car parking, dishwasher, near SM
BiyBundy. Jim (213) 820-4368.

WLA brand new 2 plus 2, some loft, balcony,

all ammenitics $1100 up (2H)<^S2-0999.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bcd, built-ins, pool, gardcniikc. (213)

477-9955.

WLA, unfurnished 1 -bedroom, across street'

VA bus. $625/mo, $250 deposit. No pets

(213)477-5811.

Apartments Furnistied 50

1-MILE to campus. Extra large single w/
parking. $625/mo. 1235 Federal Ave.

(213)477-7237.

WESTWOOID VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824^^)181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

CHICAGO LAW STUDENT steki: surrSmdr

housing, furnished apartment. Will share. Call

Jeffrey (81 5)748-3381.

SEEKING LOW COST lot to buy or rent one
bedroom apartment furnished. Phone Adrian

730-0934.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hrj^wx. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

FREE RENT IN HOUSE near UCLA in exchange
for babysitting 1 2-year-old girl a few nights a

week. Non-smoker, female preferre^. Call

Kaye (21 3)826-551 2(m-0 9-5.

ROOM, BOARD for childcare, M-F, evenings.

SalaryAveekends TBD. Seperate urvit, Pico/

Westwood. (213)470-1431.

Room for Help 63

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with rnclb
and time in eveningj^wcckcnds. Home in

Shemnan Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman with multiple

I

sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Rcference-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471. 9-5pm.

Room for Rent

Sublet ^ Sublet 66 Insurance

64

PROFESSOR AND FAMILY^ Seek 5-bedroom
house/aptartment. |uly-20 - Au^-1 5 (dates

negotiable). Sublet or exchange with 'large

Manhattan apartment. (212) 673-5324.

SPACIOUS 1 -bedroom apartment in great

WLA location. June 1 5-August 31. $500/mo
(213)444-9663.

SUBLET Beverly Hills Condo. 5/1-6/20. 1

bdrm., 2 baths, pool, parking, more.
$240/week. 1213)621-9589 (213)557-9742.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED forout of-town

summer associates. May 28th-August 18th

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemer,

Fietds & Younger. (213)626-6700.

SU^1MER HOUSING NEEDED. 2 law students

need rooms to sublet from mid-May - August.

(213)657-5706.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westsidc sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER SUBLET. Approx. July-August. Own
large furnished bedroom in 2-bedroom du-

plex. Spacious, bright, hardwood floors, fire-

place, backyard, parking. GREAT LOCATION!
Beverly Hills adjacent. 1 5 minutes to campus.

Female only. (213)285-0764

WESTWOOD. June-August. Huge, new,
FURNISHED, 1-f1, parking, security, spa, all

appliances. Walk to UCLA. $1000/gao.

(213)478-9787.

t
91 Movers 94 Typing 100

Houwing — Warned
1^ law ririn looking for summer
sublets for law clerks. Will share
housing with present roommates.

Mccdcd May 15 and later,

through August. Please contact

Linda Friedman at 213-489-1600

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now And
save money. (213) 820-4839 ...

-

WLA CLOSE TO WESTWOOD- 1 -bcd/1 -bath,

furnished. Available May 1-July 1. $650/mo.

(213) 478-3066. (leave message).

WLA. Large apartment. 3-bcd, 3-balh. 2

females to share room. $245.83/mo. each, or

$491.66/mo for 1. 5/19-9/30. Esther

(213)444-9885. •»

WLA. Sublet May through September. Fujf^-

ished 1 -bedroom dishwasher, pool, parking,

balcony. (213)478-6336, (21 3)398-91 47.

r
•
•
!•

•••••••••••••••••

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all tlo hut auto insufdiice

IS r(M]iii(e(l l)y Ijw' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

JERRY'S moving and delivery The careful

movers. Fr4e «sttma(es, eKp€fte«K;ed, a»Hi-ft4t-

able Jerry (21 3)391-5657 ^^

MOVING call (21 3)263^BF.ST Ask about our

Spring spcc'al Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck ._

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sole 67

WESTWOOD- Impeccable 1 -bcd/1 bath! Per

feet for investor/professional/students. Near
(

village. Agent: Ingela (213) 458-0091.

Condos for Shore 68

f

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BRENTWOOD. Private room/bath. Kitchen

privileges. Male non-smoker. $350/mo. Light

duties, pets, no children. (213)393-6171.

NEXT TO CAMPUS. Fraternity boarding prog-

ram. $320/rTno. plus meals. Thomas 208-0495.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking (213)271-1658

-

WESTWOOD. Beautiful private big room with

private entry with bath. Brand new. Walk to

UCLA. $55p/mo. (2 13)826-8588,

WLA-2-bdrm/1 -bath, female, furnished sublet,

share room, pool. May Ist-August 20th,

$265/mo. Jennifer (213)447-1312.

i

WANTEO
Westside students & Apts. to

share. Law students need summer
tiousing various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

CONDO FOR SHARE, total privacy Own bed
and bath, parking and security. $45Q/mo. -t-

utilities. (213)479-3977. ]

PRIME WEST HOLLYWOOD. Sharp dccore,

all amenities, security, parking.
(213)562-3264.

WESTWOOD, own large bedroom, bath. FurrN-

ished, TV, cable, security building. Female,

non-smoker. $800/mo,._ .% utilities.

(213)474-7756.

Auio & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Condos for Rent 69

2:^tiX privaqr, garrtortypc ^^.'H, {iM)4fO-ib^(3 evBn Ing
quiet building. Front, back entrance. Good and

convenient Valley location. Min. 1-ycar.

Lease f21 3)475-9561

I $710, ONE-BEDROOM -i- loft. Stove, refrig.,

dishwasher. Close to beach. 325 VernoW;
Venice. (213)301-2289

5€NTWOO€), 2^bedroom / 2- b a th
,

$1295/mo. New building, washer/ dryer,

microwave tncjudcd. Wilshire/ Barny Ave.

(213)^>3-4272.
^

WESTWOOD, 1390 Veteran, studio apt. ex-

cellent location. Available now. $575, eves.

(213)275-1427 or (21 3)540-442 5-.

WLA large 1-bdr $680. Free utilities! Pool, no
pets, ¥Z bus to UCLA! 1621 Westgate Ave.

(213)820-1121.

WLA condo. $500. Indoor laundry near UCLA
(818)288-8173.

Roommates 65

2 FEMALES NEEDED- Share 2-(-2 with 2 others.

Near campus? $289/mo each. Av*af^ab^«^5/7*-

6/15. (213) 471-3394.

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscrr^Tteihousc sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiore 54

2-BED, 2-BATH, nice apartment in WLA to

share with responsible female, non-smoker,
own room and bath, $400/mo.
(213)937-2707

BEVERLY CLENM. Female, own room, 2bed/2
bath apartment. Spacious, sunnym fully furn-

ished. $450/mo. + utilitife. (213)470-8903.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2 bedroom townhouse
Own room $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)4 7 7-1795,
(213)829-7379

FtMALE Crad student seeks roommate to share

WLA2-»-r/i , convenient to campus. $420+'/i
utilities. (213)473-1952.

ROOM IN 3-bdrm. Own bath, dishwasher,

a/c, Jacuzzi, $450/mo. Call Justin
(213)839-4809.

SHARE 2+-2 apt. w/3 females. Quiet, security.

•A block UCLA. $337 Call Mary
(213)824-0616 eves

WANTED 2 females to share apartment across

from campus. $310 ea 2bd/2ba. Call

208-6835.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. $450/mo 2-^2. Female.

5-milcs from\jCLA. Beautiful neighborhood.

Heather (21 3)208-1 556 office, (21 3)280-01 97
home.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Spring $218/mo
female 1 -bed. Pool. Parking. Walk to campus.
Monique (213)824-2547 or (213)457-3909.

WESTWOOD 1 bed Need 1 female to share

for May-summer. Pool, Jacuzzi, a/c, security

Price negotiable ASAP (213)445-5617

BRENTWOOD (Montana and Barington) Own
room, bath, and parking. $487/mo, excellent

location. Available May 1st or sooner
(213)207-0155.

BRENTWOOD, own room and bath.

$430/mo. Available May 1. Day
(213)550-8318, eve. (213)471-1099 Ask for

May/Jodi.

CLEAN RESPONSIBLE PERSON- To share

2-bed/1 -bath. WLA furnished apartment with

vacant bedroom with prof. Male. $380 plus

utilities H $200 refundable deposit. (213)

478-6354.

Female roommate wanted May 1st Share

bedroom. Minutes to UCLA Parking, pool
furnished. $280/month (21.3)470-9515.

OWN ROOM $475/mo. In luxury furnished

2b/2ba apt. 2 pools, Jacuzzis, game rooms,
study lounge w/security parking. Rick/Suzanne
(213)8379509.

QUIET clean, non-smoking male roomate
wanted. Close to campus. Late June. $375/mo
plus '/, utilities. (213)824-1813. Vladimir.

WLA. ROOM for rent. Nice room in 2-^1
,
quiet

area, must be neat, parking, pool $400/mo
^util. Call Eric (213)473-5088.

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills.

$400 (213)657-5320.

ROOMMATE NEEDED; Spring/1 st summer
session. Own bedroom, all hardwood floors,

$390/mo. -f security. Call ASAP
(213)391-4620. '

SHERMAN OAKS. Townhouse lo share with

easygoing, flexible female. Mostly furnished.

Can take two people. I have cats. $575/mo.
(213).459-9331.

SUMMER-FEMALE for a 2-bec|/2-ba on Glen-
rock with fun roommates. Jacuzzi, security.

Kathy (213)824-4910.

WESTWOOD roomate needed, 1 bedroom.
Walking distance, parking. Older building

charm, must see. Dominic (213)824-7060.

Westwood adjacent $582''50/mo Available

5/15 Call Josephine 474-8808

1 1 1 1 1 I i 1 1 1 1 II
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Prestigious WW firm needs

furnished studio and

1 • bedroom apartments for

sunrulner lawclerks,

June through Mid-August.

P!e««e calf-Cenfrffkii^^

^t Pjrcher. Michote PMeeks.
(213) 201-8983.

BRENTWOOD 1 bc(J/2 balh condo Furn

ished, 5 min to UCLA. Pool. Quiet. View.

(213)826-9559, (213)206-1193.

WLA CONIX). 2-bcd/2 bath, pool, tennis,

jaeugg i , saun a, aeeu r ny, pa rk ing. Share $ 500.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home/Health-Comm./Motorfyc'les.

We'll Come TO YOU!

Entirety, $1100. (213)837-9166

Tennis 80

FORMER TENNIS team or tournament players

for needed for practice $1 5/hr-$20/kf '

;,

(213)4 70-1640 (cvcriinRs)

Insurance 91

« .

JEFFER, MANGELS,
BUTLER & MARMARO

CENTURY CITY
LAW FIRM

SUBLETS NEEDED
IWE NEED FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
' FOR OUR SUMMER

ASSOCIATES
FROM MAY-SEPTEMBER

PLEASE CALL
BRENT BELLON AT

(213) 203-8080, EXT 658

J^•••*•**•••••
t /instate t^ Aulo/Home/Commercial ^^
T^ Westwood/Wilshire Office '¥-

312-0202 -K
1317 VVestwood BIyd T
(2 biks. So of Wilshire) "f^

*
^

4

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3

bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt 7866
Robyn

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25,

_i^^_ $737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Why pay m
For Atito/Motorcycfes —

^

No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents'
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVE43N

LVSL'IANCI StBVirC5

Legal Advice 92

I need legal advice to apply for patent. Patent

law student preferable (213)475-4040

Movers 94

GKKG'S MOVING CO. last, dcpcndabk
24hrs (21.3)281-8892

HONEST MAN Large pick up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount

Friendly(2 13)285-8688 UCLA alumnus.

Services Offered 9^ Services Offered 96

Sublet 66

House for Rent 66

WLA. 2-bcdroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paint in-and-bul> $14(XVmo. (21.3)390-4967

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 050/mo. Option to lease

(213)286-1241.

HUGE 1-BED in Brentwood by country club.-

,Free cable Available May 5-September.
$895/mo. (213)447-2297. —*j—

:

r;?

House for Shiare 57

FEMALE to share with another Faculty/Staff.

Lovely neighborhood. Van Nuys. 35min. to

UCLA Completely furnished private bedroom
and bath. PoolmarVCardener. Share house
work. SSSO/mo including util. $550 security/

dcp. No Pets. References (818)787-3495.

House Exctiange 59

VAN NUYS- Near 405-rteeway, shopping.

Large 2-bcdroom, newly decorated, dis-

hwasher, fire place, central air throughout,

enclosed gates. Call manager (81 8) 997-6766.

LARGE SINGLE for two, Westwood, TV, pool,

garage, laundry. J 5 May 1 September
$580/mo. (211)470-4950

MALE law student needs oyvn bedroom near

Westwood/ Brentwood Mid May- late August^

negotiable. Howie (617)787-9188.
'

MAY & JUNE. $275/nego nice quiet guest-

house in Venice, own room. Jay
213-827-5190.

ONE RCX)M in 2-bcd/2-bath. Security, park-

ing, sunroof, sauna. Walk to campus June
Sept Lisa/Claudia (213)824*3476

PKOfESSOR and family seek 3 bedroom
house/apartment. July20-August 15 (d^tes ne-

gotiable). Sublet or exchange with large Man-
hattan apartment. (213)673-5324.

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

fumished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900. '

Downtown Law Firm
Seeking Housing For
Summer Associates
Space needed anytime
between 5/15/90-9/1/90
Apartments, sublets,

. house sitting, house
sharing, etc.

Please contact
Cindy Daly

at Pettit & Martin at

(213) 626-1717.

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

OMPUS PHOTOsnoo
150 Kcivkh.)fni.ill I Ki^ht iK\t tu Citaphic Scmccs) ()|hi> M I X.^O .=^.^0

KESFARCH, WRITING, cd.tmg all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Kc-

scarch Inc (213)477-6226 Ml, lOamopm

rRUSTKATF.Ddcvclopihg/editinggrad school

statements, etc? Professional fielp from

consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Ditk

(213)20«4353. _;
PC AND MAC TUTOKINC and HFLP on

system and common softwar<^ Special Student

rates available- 213 b53 23H3

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph I) ^ny style,

requirement. (213)871 1 333.

MAC CLASPS
• Beginning Wofrd Processing

• Intro to the Macintosh
• Only $25!

Sign Up Now!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center

Kerckhoff Hall 150 •206-8454

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thesos''

Dissertations. Proposals and
books Research and wnting
Foreign students vyplcome

Sharon Bear. Ph D.

. (213) 470 6662

Tutoring Offered 98

F.NCLtSH- Learn fnglish. 20- year experienced
teacher Student discount wilh this ad. (213)

^(>5 0059 Jason

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT. GMAT. and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od IVY leogue grods .

Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

FRENCH LESSONS by cxpericnppcr'nafevc

Teacher featured on iclevfsto*^: Call Christian

at (213)473*^5441 '

'^

GERMAN Of Dutch lessons by bilingual grad

student. All levels/flexible hourSs.
(213)20a-5144.

PROIESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience Will

commute, affordable rates (816)500-4021

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363

Ask for Lisa

Tutoring Needed 99

HEBREW TUTOR for 9 year old, SIOAir

(213)472-8215, (213)472-2167 eves.

RUSSIAN NATIVE needs English or computer
lessons, in exchange for Russian lessons Mark
(213)96;-2497. '

,

SCIENCE TUTpR needed for- 9th grader

Afternoons or eves (213)472-8215 or

(213)472-2167.

TUTOR for Spanish 2, needed for junior high

students (213)472-1887

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh, >

Laser printer Resumes ($20), pap, ^,
rrs,thescs,profcssional editing by UCLA (21 3)

208 6951. ~
"

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing

Anything Editing available Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. Bam-IOpm
(213)472-1999

-*

ACCURATE, FAST, WORD PRCX: ESS INC,
Laser printed, free campus pick- up/dolivery

Term Papers (APA) Dissertation, Resume
(213)475 4057

^

All typing I do \ rcc pick-up and delivery

$l.75/pagc. (818)708-0910 and
(213)2745229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION.' (LASER, MAC)
(MATH,- APA). BLANCHE (213)390 4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most con^ientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747,

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes*

"Tlonat experience with University papers'

Fluent French also Virginia, (213)278-0388

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. PapcFs, typeset resumes, businc^ss

La$er printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES -OFFERED-
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates.

Call (213) 202-6961.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast, ^

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/ r

Tiverton (213)208 0040 '" ','

sMODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discoi^nt to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service (213)628-8133, Angelica

I^APERS TYPED $2 per page. SSTee for rush
'*

job Cash only (213)823-0691.

WORDPROCESSING specializing iq theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888

WORD PROCESSING, desktop publishing, ..,.

g r'*--
"'•'' 1^/ m

mar editing. Graduate* in English. Pick-up/
"^

delivery (818)567-4869.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resu^nes,

legal papers, theses .'Reasonable rates. Laser I / ,,(

printed WLA. Andy (213)390-114^

Mus ic Lessons TO?
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher

Near UCLA. All levels Guitars available Call

jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO- LESSONS for beg nne;s Adults

children. $1 5/Hr. Call Mr Rubinji at

(21 31475-1646 ' Leave message

VOICr 4 years tgachmg am IcvdV styles

NY. CUy Op#(ik fl*Wft*€ais, top supper €4t«bs

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON(213)277. 7012

Resumes 104

COVER LETTFRS/KE5UMFS PREPARED $25

Learn proper interviewing skills from industry

cxccutiveAollcge teacher (H16)3(>8 4419

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gets

results Expert writing computer lyp)csctting,

laser printing' (21 3) .450-01 33

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor Also college admissior5

essays Near UCLA (213)208 1865

WINNING RESUMES, 2 hrservicr Ourdiehts

set results We Never Close (213)287 2785

Travel _ 105

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD Discowpr our

newest travel accesones, call Remy's Adven
tures Free cat<(!ogue (213) 831 6114

m
Travel Tickets 106

PLANE TICKET for sale 5/18 LAX to San

Francisco 6pm Returning 5/20 3;30pm $82
(818)360-9327

Autos for Sale 109

1982 SAAB 91X3S Great looking Black, blue

interior Good condition Sunroof $3995
negotiable (213)474-2931 or (21 3)472-431 0.

1985, MITSUBISHI Tredia, 38,000 miles, AM/
FM cassette, air, excellent mechanical. $3450
or best offer (213)278 4020

1985 MITSUBISHI Tredia, air, 72,000 miles,

new paint, very clean, runs great %2700/obo
(213)288-1771.

• ^+
1988 MAZDA 323 SE, red, 5 speed, arrVfm

cassette, 1 3k miles Under warranty. Excellent

condition, $5850 (213)450-3624 „^,
3

:^^-
'72 VW BEETLE, new engine, clutch and tires.

Excellent condition' $1,300/obo Gall after

7pm (213)470-1913

'79 CHRYSLER LEBARON Mint condition

50,CKX) original miles. Full power, leather,

stereo Super clean S3200 obo
(213)315-1182 (leave message)

'87 NISSAN SENTR/y XE Excellent condition,

27,200 fw tlcs,>-meta>ltr"gfey; A^Vt M i-wftor-

$5,3tX) obo (213) 301-tO92.

ALFA ROMEO CONVERTIBLE '77, $2,000
obo Runs excellent, perfect summer car Must
sell (213) 444-4955
^^ r*

BMW 2002 1973. automatic, air, sun roof.
^'Excellent condition $3900 (213)838 5980

BMW 320i, 1983, sunroof, fivc-specd.^nVfm

blaupunkt $6000/obo. Grey metallic

(21.3)393 5722 leave message

BUICK SKYLARK, 1972, red, collector's car,

r o I I -

back top Splendid condition $6000 Call

evenings (213)277-3683

CHRYSLER LEBARON CONVERTIBLE, 1983
While with white top, gorgeous leather inter

ior, automatic, 75k miles. $4250/obo.
(818)343-5750

f :

r

'/"^•r . '>
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BASEBALL
From page 36

against the Trojans this year. —
The Bruins picked up two more runs after that» on RBI

singles by second baseman Mannie Adams in the sixth

inning and left fielder Joel Wolfe in the seventh.

Bruin starter Pete Janicki (5-1) pitched six solid innings.

giving up just three runs and earning his fifth victory.

With one out, Reeder gave up a three-run homer to

Trojan catcher Danny Gil. It was Gil's second dinger of the

day (he also hit a two-run shot off Janicki in the seventh,

inning), and it brought Troy to within two runs of the Bruins

with the top of the order coming to bat But Reeder stuck to

his guns, retiring heavy hitters John Jackson and Murph
Proctor to end the game. ^Iv

^
The Bruins did their early scoring on an RBI single by

Chris Pritchett in the first inning and on back-to-back solo

home runs by Wolfe (his sixth of the year) and third

baseman Kevin Webb (his ninth) in the fourth inning.

NEnERS
From* page 36

FRIDAY

It looked as if the Bruins mutually agreed to spot the //
'

Trojans a one-game lead, as the boys from Westwood
played appalling defense and lost, 7-2,

Preparation Workshops

4-6 pm, Tuesday, May 1

2nd Floor Ackerman
Fiee Admisision

r*

4f^' .

Information on
'**^

%.^.

DAT, GRE(Psyche)

Workshops on essay writing,

interviewing
Lectures on Admissions Process

Sponsored by: -
.

•

•'
.

->

Biology Undergraduate Association
Pre-Optometric Society
Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society ^ _^

Pre-Health Department ^

^

All Materials and lectures supplied by Stanley H. Kaplan
Funded by ASUCLA/Board of Directors

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119 Furniture 126

FORD MUSTANG LX CONVFRTIBLE 1988
$10,500/060. Automatic, fully loaded. Perfect

condition, warranty, must sell.
(213)453-6925

FOR SALE 1986 CHEVY SPRINT, a/c, 4-door,

auto, S2350/obo. (213)839-0689

HONDA ACCORD, 1984 5 spd , hatchback,

A/C, AWFM, cassette, while, 70k miles. Excel-

lent condition. $4400/obo (213)393-6297

HONDA ACCORD Hatchback, 1983. 76k
miles, $3500. Excellent condition.
(213)390-0293. >

HONDA CIVIC, 1983. $2750. 4-door,
5-specd, A/C, AM/TM, immaculate. 1981 Nis-

san 200sx, automatic, a/i;^ .SVBOO.
(213)470-8913

.VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GL, 1988 $8000/obo
A/C, sunroof, am/fm cassette, 40k/miles, gold
(213)545-8258. (evenings).

VW BUG 1973. Original owner. 73,000
miles. New brakes, clutch, master cylinder.

Runs great $1850/obo. (213)828-0094

VW RABBIT, 1983. $2200 5-specd, a/c,

stereo, new tires. Excellent condition
(213)470-8913.

VW RABBIT Convertible, 1984 Red, cloth

interior, low miles, faculty famfly owned, auto
trar^s, pull-out stQreo, excellent clean condi-
tion. ^6300 Warranty available.
(213)825-5572, (213)455-2720.

JEEP WRANGLER '87 V^g^ptJ,, soft top,

Ker^wood pull out. Excellent, condition 25k
miles. $10,000 (213)653-8070.

- '

MUSTANG convcrtiblfL 5 0, 1985. Loaded.
Superior cidl^ttion. 50K miles. Red with white
interior. $8000/obo f^i, (213)474 3860

OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS WAGON 1978

Bicycles for Sale 113

MIYATA 1 8-SP(3 mountain bike. 6 months old,

must ride. $425 list price. $225
(213)824-2180 Steve

Power steering/brakes,

(213)479 6394
A/C, $no!t)

VOLKSWAGEN Rabbit, 1975. Bright green

Engir>e in excellent conditions. Deal. $600.

Leaving U.S. must sell. (213)475-1335.

{213)4733139.

TWO BIKES Raleigh 10 speed, Schwinn
5-spccd beach cruiser $100 each
(213)208 6942.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1 981 , HONDA CB 1 25s. Good transpoftatiort,

tuns well. Kryptonite lock. 11k miles, $300.
(213)824-1179. eves.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80 Never been used

White. $1000/obo. Call (213)464-1439.

1 986 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, excellent condi

tion. Windshield, helmet, lock. $700. (213)

8368498. ,.
|

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, while, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea (213)208 4260

HONDA ELITE 50 '87 Red, runs excellent.

$300. (213)572 4082.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987. Excellent condition

with lock and cover. $750/obo.
(21.3)209-5299

Honda Elite 80 1986 Perfect shape. 1300
miles:' $900 oIjo 213-824-1029 )ohn

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters. Starting at

$599 + fees. Call Foothill Yamaha
(818)352-3277.

YAMAHA 180. 1985 $850/obo. Runs great

Call Kuo Tong (818)957-5204 eve
(213)825 0831 day leave message.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black. Brand f)cw engine

and battery lust tuncd-up Lock and helmet.

$500. (213)208-4052.
--

I

— -

PARKING available!! at Bullocks Westwood,

Le ConteAiverton. $5 pre-paid all day, $2

after 3pm. Monthly parking available. $65/mo.

For more information call (213)208-0864

Present this ad, rccicvc $1 off all-day

pre-paid parking. Operated by Central

Parking System.

COMPLETE bedroom set and desk. Couch and
lovcscat, refrigerator. Excellent condition,

contemporary style. (213)477-9077 evenings.

LARGE, single watcrbcd for sale - Heater,

wood frame, good condition. (213)453-1010.
$65. ,

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wail unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 I3esk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995 Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $5^, q^en $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted (213) 372-2337.

MOVING CROSS COUNTRY AND EVER
THING MUST GO! FINE FURNITURE, GREAT
BUYS. CALL 551-0929.

NEW: Bunk beds heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed new in package,
$20000, Bedroom set - black and while
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

SOFA AND LOVESEAT. $75 (213)829-5210.

TRUNK. STEAMER, Oshkosh beauty. A 1

$1 50 Rug 9x1 2 Wool, Persian pattern. Good
condition $65. (213)652-7576.

VGIIEYBALL
From page 36

finger in game one.

After the win in the second
game, the Bruins felt they were the

better team, as they jumped all

over Long Beach in the third game.
The Bruin block was in top

form, as it recorded five blocks and
forced the 49er hitters into eight

hitting errors.

From that point o ri, however, it

was all Long Beach, as it held the

lead for all but nine points in the

final two games.
"It was a dangerous situation we

were in after blowing them out in

the third game," said Scates. "It is a

very common thing to let down.
Having beaten them so easily, it

was hard for us to keep our
intensity up."

While Long Beach*s passing got

better, the reverse was true for

UCLA.
"Quite frankly, our passes

weren't there for us to run the

middle like we would have liked,"

Scates added. "We tried to go~tD"

the outside, but we weren't putting

the balls away like we normally

do."

With the passing game falling

apart, this created opportunities for

J-ong Beach — which it promptly.
capilalized on. Forced to go to the"

outside hitters, UCLA setter Mike
Sealy was unable to get the ball to

the Bruins quick hitters, while the

Long Beach blockers were able to

cheat to the sidelines. Additional-

ly, any errant UCLA pass that

floated over the net was quickly

sent back in the form of a 49er kill.

It was that kind of night for the

Bruins.

The only thing left for UCLA is

the waiting, as the players were
scheduled to meet at the J.D.

Morgan Center yesterday to find

out the team's fate.

Furniture 126

FUTONS
FRAMES

MATTRESSES

$$ 10% Discount to $$
UCLA Students

Factory Direct Prices

Royal Pedic Matress
7811 Melrose Ave.
(213) 653-7755

WATERBED, almost n?w, super single, head-
board and heater. Asking $100/obo.
(213)474-2161.

WATERBED w/ bureau and bookcase, sofa,

good condition, in storage 3 yrs. Best offer on
all. Call (213)238-6427 before 5.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE. You'll find quality here.

Everything must go. Cheap. 11961 Montana
#2. (213)820-5721, anytime.

Misc. For Sale 128

HONDA SPREE, couch, 2-beds, arm chairs,

bike, chests, Toshiba printer, great prices. Call

(21 3)208-.S067 ^-

J—J-

Musical Instruments 129

CELLO, old German, full size with hard case
Excellent lone and condition $1500
(213)825-5572-2720.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

PORTABLE EPSON COMPUTER for word
processing. Bargain at $250.00. Leave mes-
sage (213)838-0491.

" J'.

McCaHa i»pset Stephanie Lon-
don of use (No. 16) in the first

round, 6-2, 6-3, and defeated Lisa
Parks of UC Berkeley in the

second, 6-1, 6-4, to reach the

quarterfinals.

All the other Bruin singles

entrants lost in the first round:

Danielle Scott (No. 28, Arizona)
defeated Dreyer (No. 37), 6-2, 6-4;

Betsy Somerville (A) beat Cam-
mie Foley, 7-5, 6-1; Danielle
Klurman (Arizona State) ousted
Sampras, 4^, 6-4, 6-0; and Kristi

Jonkosky (No. 50, ASU) defeated

.
Allegra Milholland, 6-4, 6-3.

In doubles. No. 4-ranked Sam-
pras/Ceniza led No. 10-ranked
Birch/Graham, 4-1, in the first set

but fell victim to "cutcness.*'

'They got up 4- 1 by playing a lor

of balls down the middle (of th<

court)," said Jjead coach Bill

Zaima. *Then they started getting

cute with angle shots—Birch anc
Graham are very good at playing
angle shots—and got back on
serve.**

^i^l Sampras and Ceniza had a

"Mrery good chance to win the first

set, ahead 6-5, love-40 on Gra-
ham's serve, but were unable to

capitalize on three straight points.

Stanford took the first set in a

tiebreaker, then converted its third

match point opportunity on Cetu-

Paris

London
Rome

* ».

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO Af^P()INIM[N]S«2()8-4447«N() GIMMICKS

SrVLISTS HAVt OVER 1 YEARS EXPERIENCE

MK ("OLOK SH lt)IL WEAVINC; COMPLtTL S4.5

IC.HLIUS S^". EYF LASH TINT Sl()

:lnc:h PiKM si).^. colok cokklciion
)T()S Pfl^M Sr,-4> SHAMI'OC) SET
jPEK in km Sf)() MANKUKE

SPECIAL FREE- h.nr( ut style w/S i i perm 1%]J. value tree)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut nn)usse w/S4.i f)erni (SI 7 value (ree)

1078 (^AYILY.WESTW(X)D VILLAC^E-NEXT TO BAXTER'S

SH

SI i li

Sr,-4>

Sf)()

SPECIAL FREE-

SPECIAL FREE-

Wi>'

za's serve at 5-4
, ad-out in^thc

second when3J*^"L- scm '4^

backhand lob ovc£^^ top of

Sampras' outstreichcd* racket.

No. 11 -ranked McCalla/Drcyer
upscrBerkeley's No. 5-rankcd duo
LoTJcanMarieXozanQ/Crsa Albaao
isi the second round, 7-5, 6-3,

befpre losing to No. 3-ranked

McGrath/WhiUinger.

MEN

Trojans began to close the gap.

^ark Creer won the hurdles in a
wind-aided 13.87, then Quincy
Watts outran Mike Stevenson in

the 400, and Holmes and Ricky
Ervins went 1-2 in the 100.

— Then, Blutreich won the discus

with one of his best 6-throw series— ever. He opened with a 187-10

throw, threw the eventual winner
192-8 on his second toss, and

•^ didn't drop below 186-3 after that.

The attention then turned to the

800 for one of the best races on the

track all afternoon.

.
Just as they have done all

season, Chris Vincent and Mike
Wisnovsky ran in tandem, Wis-
novsky forging the early lead with

Vincent and Trojan John Ash-
brook right behind through the first

lap.

Ashbr(X)k appeared to make his

move on the back stretch, but was
thwarted by Vincent, who moved
ahead himself into a neck-and-

neck battle with Wisnovsky that

didn't end until Vincent edged
Wisnovsky out at the finish line.

The result was a pair of personal

bests: Vincent ran a 1 :49.08 whi]^

Wisnovsky recorded a 1:49.16.

The UGLA 1-2 finish in the 800
clinched the meet, but things were
farlrom over.

The Trojans swept the 200 with

Hannah, Holmes, and Martin Can-
*^4iady, leaving the 5000 as the only

race before the final event—the

1600 relay.

Mark Dani and Beat Amman ran

stride for stride in the 50000 and
even appeared to tie at the finish.

But Amman nudged Dani out for

the win, 14:56.21 to 14:56.22.

And in the last race of the

day—perhaps the last Coliseum
race^ period—the Trojans won the

1600 meter relay with a 3:11.22

i:l(x:king and saved some face on
an otherwise down afternoon.

Association presents the fifth

annual Run Like A Bruin 10K/5K/
IK on Sunday. May 6. 1990
FVofits go to UniCamp. a summer
camp m t%e San Bernardino
Mountains for underpnvile^ed
children.

IICATIIII
UCLA campus near Sunset and
Westwood Boulevards between
.Men s Gym and the Dance Bldj;.

mCE TIMES
5K- 7:30 a.m.

IK for Kids ages I to 14 - 9:30 a.m.

lOK- 8:15 a.m.

SI TEAMS .

Teams are four runners in which
individual times are averaged for a

team time. Teams may be all-

male, ail-female or any combina-
tion of either. Each team member
must complete a separate

registration form but all forms
should be submitted together

lESISTIATION FEES
Save money, register eariv. Fees
paid on race day are shown in

parenthesis. All fees include the

official Run Like A Bruin t-shiri.

Individual (5K& lOK)

$ 9 iS12) w/UCLA affiliation"

$12 ($15) others
*

Individual (IK --for Kids 1 14t

$5 ($6) all

Teams i5K onlv>

$32 ( $44 ) w/UCLA affiliation *

$44 "$56) others

'L'CLA aifilurtion tncludtn currrnt full nme
-tudfnlx tuil-ttmt facutl\ ann start ana
nemhers or the UCLA Alumixi Aisotiatiun

RegiBlration fera art non-refundaMr.

lESISTIATISII
By Mail
Entries must be postmarked by

Tuesday. May I. 1990 to qualify

for pre-registration. Mail the entry,

form below with your check to

Run Like A Brum
UCLA Central Ticket Office

P.O Box 24607
Los Angeles. CA 90024

In Person t two locations)

UCLA Central Ticket Office

James West Alumni Center
Mondav-Fnday, 9 am. -5 pm
213/825-2101 for directions)

OR
Bruin Walk

Apnl 30-May 4, 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

RACE OAT lESISTRATION
Registration begins at ti:30 am at

the race site and ends 5 minutes
before the start of eacn run.

ERANO PRIZE
The overall winner will receive 2

round-tnp,tickets to San Francisco

courtesv of:

AWARiS
Awards are presented to

The top overall female anci>iTiaie .[ \ * \

USAir

winners in Doth the 5K and loK
*'

The first place finishers in eaCTii^*

of the team ^ategones
""

The first ana second place

finishers, maie and female, in each
age categorv- except for the 20-24

category, in wnich award.s will be

presented to the first through fiflh

place finishers.

RACE FEATDIES
Pre-race aerobics warm-up

instruction

Scenic, challenging course along

UCLA's Circie Drive

Large dieital displav clock and
computenzeo finish time
Water & splii-times available

throughout the course

Accurately measured course

The largest 5K lOK at UCLA
Post:race refreshments /

MEtliOIIST
Call the UCLA Student Alumni
Association at 213 206-0524

SAA IS a student orijanization

sponsored hy

>

mr

OFFICIAL RUni LIKE A BBUIIH ENTRY FORM - MAY 6/1900
Please Print

-FIRST NAME idWka

LAST NAME

ADDRESS _

CITY ~Z
r^-t

ZIP

DAY PHONE

UCLA AFFILIATION: NO YES > WHAT"

In consKMfaiion ot acc«otinq tnis entry I rntendinq lo b* i«gaitv bound tor mys«H heirs eaecutors jroaaministrators waive ana 'e^ease
all rtghii ana claims or oamaqes i may nave aqamsi me UCLA Student Aiumm Association tne UCLA Atumnt Association ano lf>e

Regents oi the University ot Caiilorma ineir representatives successors and assiqns tor any claims or miunes suffered by m« at sMt
ruo I attest tnat l riave irainea for tnis run

Please Check i
*

,
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GEJNDER: JMale JFemale ^

T-SHIRT SIZE: JS JM Uil jXL
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,
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SMIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & GIFTS

-OFFSIDE
1 1710 SanU nonica Blvd. W.L.A.

(Cloie to UCLA)

3) 207-4226 820-6631

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 6/7/90

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

• UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed, (Certain restrictions apply). .-

$18 CUT 6f BLOW
MUST SNOW UCLA SUDEflT LD. We reun>t the ri^kt le r^ue un,ice U anj

WITH COUFOfi ''**^ *^*< ^^ conSlian \t uwiiUaMe.

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

SCOOTER TEGH
ACCESSORIES

NOW OFFERING SCOOTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• BasketsHelmets

• Locks ' • Batteries

10% Off

Scooter Oil

• Genuine Honda & Yamaha Parts

any occessbry with this od. (Expires 6/4/90)

1 097 r Weyburn- Next door to TaTofeT hoctory- 824-2040
10-6, M-F

TD1:ELEBRATE, scooter tech is slashing back service prices to 1987

275X10
Tire and Tube Installed

39.95 '

Flats Fixed
15.95

(plus parts)

50 cc Service
35.95

(plus parts)

80-250CC
Tune and Service

r
.^5,'?5^,

(plus ports)

As always FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off your scooter at
the new Scooter Tech Accessories for service

10422 Santa Monica-- 470-4745 9-6, M-F

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

208-
(LIMITED AREA)

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/7/90

Offer qood only wnn tnis

couporv. or>€r ecuDon oer

Not 900c >0' Sicilian stye
Limit 3 D'/ias DC' access

208-8671

i-^

Q I

-J CD

- lO)

la>

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/7/90

Offer goo,d only wnn ttiis

coupon one coupon per

oizza
Not gooo for Sicilian style

L.mit 3 Duzas oer aoaress

208-8671

o'

dig'
! ^

!g
12

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/7/90

Offer qood onl/ with ttiis

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not gooo lor Sicilian style

Limn 3 Diz^as oer ao.ness

208-8671
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Bruin crews are all

wet after victories

VWIWEN; Biruin runners bum up the track. Mast past USC >^^*4'

From page 35

By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

All Bruin coxswains went home
wet after the traditional "throw the

winning coxswain in the water"
ceremony. The Bruin men*s crew
easily defeated USC, while the

women's team rowed away from
the competition at the Miller Cup.

In what was called the turning

point of the season for the junior

varsity men's crew team, the blue
and gold cruised to an easy victory.

They finished almost 22 seconds
ahead of the Trojans.

"We showed improvement
today. This was a turning point for

the J.V. boat," said head coach
Zenon Babraj. "We've been
struggling. . . They couldn't click

together and they wouldn't come
together as one boat, but now it's

happening."

For thp Bruins, the importance
of the dual race was to pull

together as a team and obtain a

positive outlook. . -

—

-^

"We got exactly what wc
needed—confidence. This is the

.best race we've had this season,

but we know we can do more and
we know what to work on," Ace
Thayer, the J.V. coxswain, said.

"ho men's nov ice boat also (Jup .

because the Trojans have only two
teams with which to compete.
The next and final test before the

Pac-Coast Championships takes

place next Sunday at the. Newport
Regatta.

The Miller Cup went to the

Bruin women for the ninth conse-

cutive year. The final race for the

Cup featured two UCLA teams
and a USC squad.

The two top teams were decided
by grade level instead of the

traditional varsity (best boat) and
junior varsity (second-best boat)

format. •

Surprisingly enough, the youn-
ger learti won. This was the closest

race of the day for any Bruin boat,

women's or men's. The UCLA B
team beat the UCLA A team by
five seconds (7:38 to 7:43).

"The B team beat the A team
which is encouraging because the

future looks even better. Usually
the seniors win, but we have such
talented young kids this year,*^

head coach Kelly Salonites said.

TTie UCLA A team, consisting

of the top senior women, defeated

USC (8:09) and Long Beach Slate

(8:38) in their heat to earn a spot in

the varsity finals for the Miller

-concentrate on individual . events

and staying healthy for the 4X400
meter relay. . . We need both

relays to have a shot at the national

UUe."

Other UCLA Pac-10 qualifiers

and NCAA hopefuls soundly dis-

missed any USC competition.

NCAA hurdle champ Vickers

swept both hurdle races, defeating

Trojan hope Michelle DeCoux
handily each time. In the 100-

meter hurdles, she exploded from
the blocks and quickly established

a 10-meter lead en route to a time
of 13.63. Vickers also triumphed
in the 400-meter hurdles, slowly
stretching her lead over DeCoux to

15 meters by the end of the race.

Angela Bumham, yet to lose a

race as a Bruin, replayed Vickers'

victory in the 100-meter dash. The
freshman led the entire race,

winning by two meters over USC's
Ronda Brooks, in a time of 11.78.

Kersee remains optimistic that

these two have not reached their

limits.

"Janecne Vickers has not been

challenged, but (when) she is,

she'll run faster than anyone,"

Kersee said.

Laurie Chapman bounced back
from a disappointing performance
last weekend to qualify her second
time for the Pac-lOs. In the 1500
meters, she ran 4:31.55. under the

4:32.14 requirement, two weeks
after she qualified for the 300(V
meters. Chapman also finished

first in the 3000 meters (10:03.99).

"It was a tough race because it's

easy to lose intensity when you're
running with no real competition,"

distance coach Bob Messina said.

Also in the 1500 meters, the

effort of Kira Jorgensen, who ran

for the first time following an
injury, pleased Messina. Her 1500

meter time was clocked in 4:38.69.

Kathi Roldan scored another
strong performance in winning the

8Q0 meters by a scant margin. The
freshman spotted Shannon Clark
of use a 15-meter lead for three-

quarters of the race, but turned on
her afterburners for the last 200
meters and made up the distance.

The race came down to the final

meter, where Roldan slipped past

the fading Clark and escaped,
2:09.23 to 2:09.41.

T

Accept no

substitute.
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Apple Compuiei; Inc.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • BAH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

FullertofT- 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

showed what it was made of,

taking an early lead and finishing

well ahead of the Trojan crew
(6:44.68 to 7:18).

The varsity and freshman teams
did not participate in the dual meet

The UCLA B team, consisting

of the top junior, sophomore, and
freshmen women, beat the Loyola
Marymount B team (8:04.3* to

8:46) to alsa cam its place for tha
Cup.

Baseball sneakmglip
By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer [

'
—

Saturday's 8-6 victory over the Trojans gives UCLA good reason to
hope for its first playoff berth since 1987.
With one Pac-10 Southern Division (Six-Pac) game left (yesterday's

contest at USC), the Bruins hold a 14- 1 5 record, which should be enough
to get them an invitation to the NCAA Western Regional playoffs—pro-
vided Oiey keep playing the kind of nonconfcrence ball that has earned
them an 18-3 record in games outside the Six-Pac.
UCLA, if it can win at least half of its remaining 12 regular- season

games, will most likely become the third team in the last six years to fin-
ish fourth in the Six-Pac and still receive a bid to the regionals. Such is liie

advantage of playing in what is widely rccogni/cd as the nation's
toughest conference.

The top three teams in the Six-Pac arc ranked in Baseball America's
top 10 (Stanford No. 2; ASU No. 3; USC No. 6). and UCLA is the No. 14
pick. The Bruins have a 7-2 record against nonconfcrence, nationally
ranked teams. And, with potential All-Amcricans like junior catcher Paul
Ellis, UCLA has certainly caught the media's eye.

All of which gives Bruin fans reason to celebrate. UCLA has not
reached the College World Series since 1969, when future big-leaguers
Chris Chambliss and Bill Bonham piloted the Bruins. In the 21 years
since then, UCLA has been to the r:gionals three t^mcs (in 1979, 1986,
1987), advancing to the Regional Finals twice, but never making it to "the
show."

This year, so long as the Bruins an continue crushing the "noncon"
opposition, they'll have another chance.

TENNIS: Leader of the Pac
From page 36

the 1990 Pac-10 Singles Champ-
ionship title, yesterday on center
(^ourt at Libbey Park.

Both Netter and teammate Mark
Knowles advanced to the semis on
Saturday.

Knowles, witl) a respectable win
over USC's Byron Black in the

quarters — defeating the Trojan
6-3, 6-1, ran into trouble when he
went up against Stanford's Alex
O'Brien jn the semis.

Entering the finals against Stan-

ford's O'Brien, Netter was anxi-

ous to play a decisive match —
having recently downed the Cardi-

nal 6-1,6-0 in UCLA's dual match
against Stanford — as he sat in the

shade contemplating his upcoming
match.

"I expected a tough match, but 1

played a little tight because I was

(/h.f ( :.n M.I.. An T\/I TF- ^
Disposable (Ix)ntact Lenses ^

Even Better?

A Free TrialPmrL
We want toopen your eyes to the—

—

convenience and comfort ofACUVUE'^
' Disposable (Contact Lenses.

(Dome in for an eye exam.

IfACUVUE is right for you, we'll give

you a free trial pain

ACUVUL' The First DisjX)sahlc Contact Lens (^cltu»cn.»(|ufin»CM

Tsioht
Dr. Gerald Greenspan
2370 Westwood Blvd.

Suite L (1/ 4 Block No. of Pico)
^ West Los Angeles

OPTOMETRIC CENTER
^'^'^ ''' '^'''

Most Vision Plans Accepted
Eumlnation and other profritional lervic* (w< arc not included in «hi» fro* trial pair offer

The Art Lecture Series Presents

From the Museum of
Jurassic Technology—^

David Wilson, director of the museum,
,

will present a paper entitled: Madalena
Delani, Geoffrey Sonnabend and the
Catarates del Î uassu, detailinp- the lifp

and work of two extaordinary individuals
and the curious coincidences by which
their lives were intertwirted.

" .*

Monday April 30
Dickson Art Center Room 3273^

5:00 p.m. ^
sponsored by AGSL funded by cpc, gsa, and the Art Dept.

1

pretty nervous," Netter said.

And when he stepped foot out
offto the court, that mental intensi-

ty never left him.

Leading, 3-2 in the first set,

Netter broke the Cardinal tw^c to

give him the margin he needed.
And, Netter used this momentum
to carry him through the second set— breaking O'Brien in the open-
ing game and in two more to come
^- ultimately taking the set 6-2.

So, after an hour and a half of
aggressive reluming and occasion-
al net attacking, Netter was
crowned victor. "(::

"I'm playing well," fetter said.

"From now on, I'm not taking any
breaks, like I did after I beat
(Byron) Black. I'm starting to play
well consistently and I'm finally

off the roller coaster."

^^m
Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Happy Hours 4pm-7pm
& 9pm-Closing

Happy Hour 4pm-7pm
WHEEL OF TORTURE
9pm-Closing $1.25 Prlnfe

Happy Hour 4pm-7pm
9pm-Closing $L25 Margaritas

Happy Hour 4pm-7pm
9pm-Closing^Chgr§ of Pggr $3.QQ

Happy Hour 4pm-7pm

Tuesday
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Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sunday WHEEL OF TORTURE
9pm-Closing $1.25 Drinks

4pm-7pm HAPPY HOUR
.^Jncludes Reduced Prices and

Complimentary Appetizers

Join the fun at Acapulco
1109 Glendon Avenue "

Westwood Village
208-3884
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"LATINO ART SHOW:
REEMERGENCE AT UCLA"
Monday APRIL 30 -thru- Friday MAY 11, 1990

Kerckhoff Art Gallery
8 AM - 9 PM

Opening Reception
Monday, April 30, 7:^10 PM

with poetry reading and film showing
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To RSVP Reception Contact Jaime Coyle at

Community Programs Office, 825-5969
«

Paid for by ASUCLA, USAC/Board of Directors Prograniming

Committee in conjuction with UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission

witti participation of UCLA Latino Film and Television Association
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Flat Bruin softball

still swats Hornets
swings

in Pao-lOs

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

For a while Saturday, it was difficult to tell which was the top team in
the country, and which was the unranked Division I rookie squad.

Fortunately for UCLA, good teams have a tendency to come up with a
little luck when they need it, and the Bruins took full advantage of that
trend, as they defeated Sacramento State, 6-1 and 3-0, at Sunset Field.

"It was definitely the flattest effort we've had this year," UCLA head
coach Sharron Backus said following her team's first win of the
afternoon. "We just want to get this weekend behind us and concentrate
on Arizona next week.**

Pitcher DeDe Weiman^ahd the rest of the Bruins watched their
consecutive inning shutout streak come to an end at 104 in the fifth inning
of the first contest, as Sacramento right fielder Rachele Manning doubled
home the only Hornet run of the day.
The streak-ending run came after the Hornets advanced a runner to

third base without touching the ball on a hit batter, wild pitch, and a
passed ball by the Bruins. .

Down 1-0 and looking very vulnerable, UCLA woke up to capitalize
on a number of Hornet mistakes in the bottom of fhc inriing, sending 1

1

baiters to the plate, and scoring all six of their runs on only three hits.
The Bruins needed a break, and with one out and two hit batters on in

the fifth, they got just what they were looking for. Hoping to at least tic
the score, Weiman was at the plate trying to bunvthc runners over. After
two unsuccessful tries, she hit a routine grounder back up the middle,
which H.omet pitcher Karen Andrcotli fielded and threw lo first for the
OUtw/

—

~
' ^ -^'^ ..y iv TT *

—

'-"——

—

By Gary Moreno
Contributor

The play was called into question by the Bruin coaches, however,
when Sacramento shortstop Toni Hcislcr blocked runner Kerry Dieneii
from advancing to third, causing a five-jninute discussion between the
umpires. The final ruling was that an obstruction had occurred, and all the
runners were safe.

The big blow of the rally, a threc-iin triple off the bat of third basemah

"STEPFWNIE SPEARS/Darty Brum

Lisa Longaker and the Bruins swept Sacramento State this
weekend, 6- 1 and 3-0 at Sunset Field.

Lhu Fcmandc/, followed the obsu utUon call, and a run-SCOfitig walk put
the Bruins ahead, 4-0.

A double by second baseman Missy Phillips, and a base hit by center-
ficldcr Yvonne Gutierrez finished the Bruins' scoring.
Weiman (12-4) held the Hornets quiet the rest of the game,

surrendering only four hits while striking out four.

^"thg second game, senior Lisa Longaker improved her pGr4^^^^>rd-

TEMPE, Az.—Two days of
hot Arizona desert and three

rounds of golf have left

UCLA's Grag Garbcro in

third place, only four shots
out of the lead going into the
final round of the men's
Pac-10 Golf Champion-
ships.

Garbero, the ieam's fifth

player, has been the surprise

of the tournament, battling

through hot desert winds that

have left other golfers dry.

"This course has frustrated

everybody, but I'm just

taking it easy and letting my
shots go," said a smiling
Garbcro.

As a team, UCLA (869) is

locked in a tight battle for

second place with Arizona
(855). Host team and No^-
ranked ASU- (831) has
already run away with tlic

tournament, playing on its

own practice course.

Garbcro (211) will him-
self be locked in the battle as
he goes head to head with
tournament leader and
defending NCAA champ
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Bruin track teams hurdle Trojans in clash at Coliseum
Women look to

march to 'NC^s
By Jay Ross

iol7-0,sirikmg out eight and carrying a perfect game into the fifth mning'
before givmg up one of only two hits on the day. For the Bruins, it was
their 20th win in a row. -

.

Ion, Phil Micklfcson (2i)lJ^
But Garbero was far from
nervous before the final

round. "I'm just going to go
out and have fun today
because all you can do in this

situation is play your bcsi
-^mc, add up the scores and
see who wins."

Contributor ,*•

The march is on!

After the destruction of USC on
Saturday afternoon, head coach
Bob Kersee asserted that the

UCLA women's track and field

team has shifted into high gear for

its national championship drive.

Under the Los Angeles Memor-
ial Coliseum peristyle, site of two
Olympiads, the Bruin squad won
13 of 15 events and outscored the

Trojans, 90-40, with their own
Olympian effort. The road to

Durham, N.C., home of the NCAA
Championships, just moved one
step closer.

"I'm tired of the silver trophy,

and I don't want a bronze one, so

the only thing left is the gold
(national championship) u-ophy,"

said Kersee, whose teams finished

behind Louisiana State in the

NCAA meet in 1988 and 1989. *T
start making my march to Nation-
als from today's meet"

.,,

Tonya Sedwick exploded
against use and dominated two
open events and one relay. Com-
peting in the long jump for the first

^-j-H

Eyelash Perms
Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTLR

: With this ad you will receive
Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

Expires 5/15/90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

'..»/;

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

^^

• Fax Services

' Copies BIk/White
'

• Color Copies Xerox
Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannc)Q Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

ilmc since lasi year's inuaa
finals, the sophomore leaped 20-7

10 earn a spot at the Pac-10 meet.

The 400 meters, one of few
dramatic races, pitted Sedwick
against 1988 Trojan piympian
Leslie Maxie. Sedwick repelled a

1aie charge~icrwin by one-half

meter with a personal-ticst time of

52.92: "•'**"*
-^

••

Sedwick also teamed with
Janeene Vickers, Angela Bum-

Injuries slow up men on both sides

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

In what could have t)ccn the last

track meet ever held in the Los
Angeles Coliseum, the UCLA men
defeated USC 94-68—a score

made closer than anticipated due to

injuries, on both sides.

To honor the 57 -year tradition

of USC-UCLA duels, an impress-

ive retinue of former Bruin and
Trojan track greats was introduced

periodically during the meet.

UCLA rested several track

athletes, especially in the sprints,

so it was no surprise that USC
scored a bulk of points in these

events. However, in the field

events and distances, for Hi^i
second straight year UCLA was
able to dominate and provide the

margin of victor)'.

UCLA t(X)k liiiic lime to build

an early lead on USC en route to

the Bruin's 12ih conscculivc*vic-

lory over the Trojans.

In ttic hammcr,^wttich was held

at Cal Slate Los Angeles, John
Knighi won with a throw of 212-6,

with Eric Bergreen second at 190-

3 lo give UCLA an immediate 8-1

cushion.

Moving over to the Coliseum.

appeared as if USC's Dreux
iValenii was heading towafd vic^
lory in the 3000 Steeplechase.

Valenti had controlled the pa^ of

the race from the start, but as'^e
rounded the final turn, UCLA
freshman Robert Mala surged past

him for the win and a personal t)est

lime of 9:16.25. Brian Devore was
third for UCLA in another person-
al best of 9:17.95.

USC had other real problems to

worry about—namely scoring
points in the field events.

UCLA swept a shot competition

in which only Bruins had entered

with Bergreen first at 59-7 3/4,

with Brian Blulreich second (57-9

1/2) and Knight third (56-4).

•V Jay Borick and Mark Wilson
had opposition in their events, the

pole vault and high jump, respec-

tiv'.My, and not only did each come
ouf a winner, but the two also both
jusf missed setting personal bcst^.
"1 wanted the NCAA provisional

qualified; biit I'm confident that 1

'can get it in the future," said

Wilson, who won with a mark of
7-0 1/4 for a* seasonal best.

While the personal bests were
not to come in the jumps, one did

come in the 15(X) from a^ runner

bcLLT known for his If).f)(i0 meter

SCQTT WtEHSiNGDaily Bruin

Janeene Vickers swept both hurdle races, Saturday.

ham, and Caryl Smith to capture

the 4X100 meter relay in 42.83,

eclipsing^lhc picvious meet
of 44.13. The Bruins passed the

baton crisply and without flaw,

-stretching thek lead to 25 meters.

Their time meets the Pac-10
qualifying standard of 44.65,

which fulfills an immediate goal

for Kersee.

dont "Have to worry about

pushing my sprinters an extra race

with the 4X100 out of the way,"

Kersee said. "Now the team can

"
See WOMEN, page 33

ULLA was made to leel right at

home with a sweep in the javelin.

Erik Smith won with a 202-2 loss,

with John John.son (188-0) and
Chris (Tonrad (184-10) rounding

out the scorers. ,

Uieimar HaTT ended the Broin^

"run with a 25^-2^/2 tong jump best'

10 win that event, but once the track

events started, UCLA was still the

eariy power. ^ .

With 200 meters left, it

exploits.

Victor Saniamaria's plan was lo

run the Second lap of the 1 500 in 60
seconds to- set the pace. He did

more than iliat, building a comfon-
;ihle \&m\ nnri rnii^in^ hnm^ ^n n

-..iLiJ.34 personal best by sevCraJ

* seconds.^

Once the meet moved into tlie'

sprint portion of the program, the-

See MEN, page 31
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' the Village, so you can't us.

When it comes to the best deals
on road bikes, mountain bikes,

clothing, parts, accessories
and expert service -

remember who loves ya. Bruins
n. .tit' I

Westside

Helen's Cycles

1/2 OFF Road kit
°"^(^°"po"

with purchase of

any bike

Reg.$40
w/coupon $20 ' ~

Expires 5/14/90

1071 Gayley Ave 208-8988
n.iht>AKth«»fKf i.

HelemCyctes
Westwood Village

-—^1071 Gayley Avenue

—

208-8988
*

Open Every Day • Free Parking in Rear
Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-7pm • Sat 9am-6pm • Sun 1 1am-5pm

'one accessory coupon per visit

Westside GT Talera

Reg. $309.99
—^ Now

One Coupon

Helen's Cycles

w/ coupon $289.99
• With Coupon

Expires 5/14/90

1071 Gayley. Ave. 208-8988

Westside
Raleigh Prestige

Reg $630.00
sale $589.99

w/coupon $569.99
• With Coupon •

Helen's Cycles 1071 Gayley Ave

One Coupon

Expires 5/14/90

208-8988

.,.
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Sports
G • II news, bad news for Bruin baseball
By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

The Bruin baseball team (32-19. 14-16 Six-Pac) lost two
of three to the sixth-ranked USG Trojans this weekend, but
picked up the one victory they needed to give themselves
strong, post-season possibilities.

UCLA finished Six-Pac play with a 14-16 conference
record; and that should be enoujgh to put the Bruins in the

NCAA regional playoffs.

Yesterday's Six-Pac finale at SC's Dedeaux Field was a

showcase for Trojan leftfielder Mike Robertson, who
knocked in five runs to help give Troy a 7-5 victory.

Robertson, a sophomore, hit two home runs off Bruin
starter Tim Lindsay (6-6) and went 4 for 4 on the day.

The Bruins were able to tie the score, 4-4, in the sixth

inning, picking up two runs on base hits by Chris Priichett

See related story, page 32

and Dave Tokheim and one on a sacrifice fly by left fielder

Joel Wolfe. But the Trojans refused to stay down, grabbing

two runs in the bottom of the sixth and adding a third in the

eigth on a deep, RBI single by — you guessed it— Mike
Robertson.

UCLA*s remaining two runs came on solo homers by
Wolfe (in the eigth inning) and catcher Paul Ellis (in the

first). Ellis, who leads the nation in home runs, increased

his season total to 25 with a controversial drive down the

right field line. To every Trojan player and fan atXtedcaux,

the ball was clearly foul.
"

Lindsay got the loss for the Bfuins, giving up seven runs

over seven innings. In his last five starts, Lindsay has given

up an average of seven runs per game, ancLUCLA has gone
1-4. Trojan reliever Jackie Nickell (5-2) picked up the win,

pitching 3 and 1/3 innings and striking out four.

SATURDAY

.

The Bruins took Troy deep, pounding *SC pitching for

three home runs and 14 hits en joute to an 8-6 victory in

front of a national cable TV audience.

The biggest nail in the Trojans* coffin was pounded
home during the fifth inning by UCLA catcher Paul Ellis.

With the Bruins up, 3-1, centerfielder Robbie Katzaroff and
first baseman Chris Pritchetl delivered a pair of singles.

Ellis came to the plate and got a 1-0 change-up from Trojan

reliever Jackie Nickell. That was all he needed.

Ellis* blast was his 24th of the year, tying him with Tory
Lovullo for the Bruins* second highest single-season home
run total. More importantly, perhaps, it was his first dinger

See BASEBALL, page 30

Volleyball's loss puts
the Final Four on hold
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

Burled in the sand: Carl Henkel and the Bruins couldn't fight on Long Beach last night in the WIVA
Championships.

Jusi when you inink everyuimg
is about ta go your way, BOOM,
something always comes along to

screw things up.

That was the feeling Saturday
night after the UCLA men*s
volleyball team squandered a

two-games-io-one lead over Cal
Slate Long Beach in the champion-
ship match of the first-ever WIVA
tournament, losing -10-1 5, 15-11,

15-3, 8-15, 9-15.

With the five-game loss and a

sudden inquiry to the NCAA by
use, the No.3-ranked Bruins'

once-certain trip to the Final Four
is no longer a sure thing.

Trojan officials are claiming

that their team should receive the

WlVA's nomination for the fourth

(wild-card) berth to the NCAA
Championships by virtue of their

two regular season wins over
,UCLA.
UCLA head. coach A! Scales

and his team were under the

impression that the runner-up in

the WIVA tournament would
receive the nomination. But after

use's loss to Long Beach on
Thursday, Troy began its Ilth-

hour campaign to the NCAA and
WIVA commissioner Dr. Robert

Newcomb.
A conference call among

toites^ Newcomb, and USC coach
Jim McLaughlin was made late

yesterday afternoon to discuss the

commissioner*s decision.

"I feel very strongly that we
should be the at-large team next
weekend,** said Scales after

UCLA's loss. "They have to go
with us — we made it to the final,

USC didn*t.*'

As for the match, it was all a

matter of who had the momentum
at the right time, and this time it

was the3each.

After being only minimally
effective in the opening frame,

UCLA and its blocking game came
alive in the second game as it

forced the 49ers into numerous
errors in the late going to secure
the win.

With senior Mark Tedsen serv-

ing, the Bruins scored the final six

points of the game, coming from_
behind to pull out the 15-11 win.

Senior middle blocker Trevor
Schirman led UCLA's charge in

the second game, as he assisted on
three blocks in the game (finishing

with a total of 11) and put away
four kills — despite dislocating a

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30
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n/lixed results at OJai for UCLA Netters
No surprises here—Stanford too much for women, once again

By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

OJAI—Somebody forgot to tell

Stanford that the Pac-10 tennis

championship is not its own
private tournament.

Stanford, the lop-ranked team in

the country, bounced the last

remaining Bruins out of the indivi-

duals' tournament Saturday when
Meredith McGrath and Teri Whit-
linger dismantled Kirsten Drcycr

and Iwalani McCalla, 6-2, 6-0, and
Sandra Birch and Debbie Graham
ambushed defending champions
Mamie Ceniza and Stella Sampras,
7-6, 6-4, in the semifinals^:—

^

In doing so, the Cardinal fash-

ioned itself an all-Stanford doubles
final to go along with an all-Stan-

ford (McGrath vs. Graham) sinr

glcs final.

In fact, Stanford's dominance
was so complete that all foiir

Cardinal players mentioned above

were playing in an all-Stanford

singles' Semifinals.

The furthest any Bruin got in

singles was the quarterfinals,

•where McCalla (No. 53) lost to

WhiUinger (No. 11), 6-0, 6-3.

"It actually wasn't as bad as it

looks,*' McCalla said of the loss.

"Every game went to deuce—she
just won the last two points. She
was sharper."

See NETTERS, page 31 Fritz Bissell
GARLO CHAO

Jason Netter rises

to the occasion
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

OJAI — S-wing Netter, Netter.

Netter . . . .S—wing Netter, Net-

ter, Netter .... S—WING!
Although it took a lot of

swinging the old racquet in order

to win. Bruin Jason Netter did

more than that in order to capture

See TENNIS, page 32
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Labor leader

speaks today
Labor leader Cesar Qhavez

will be on campus today to

discuss the current grape boy-

cott by the United Farm Work-
ers.

Sponsored by UCLA's Chi-

cano/Latino student group
MEChA, the Chicano Studies

Research Center and various

other campus groups, the event

will lake place from 1 1 a.m. to 1

p.m. in Ackerman Grand Ball-

room.

Inside
Presidential

seekers set aim
Platforms of undergraduates

running for president, executive

vice prefiident and scoond vine

president.

See pages 10, 11 & 12

Viewpoint

Chicane Studies
is important
The endangered Chicano

Studies program is a necessary

pan of university curriculum.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

...»,.

Coming
attractions

^ C^'

—

Golfers in tlie iiunt
The UCLA women's golf team was in third

place, just three strokes out of first, going into the

last round of the Pac-10 Championships yester-

day. Bruins Jean Zedlitz (pictured) (third place),

Elizabeth Bowman (fourth) and Christy Erb
(fifth) were pacing the team. The Bruin men were
also in third place at press time yesterday.

See page 34

7-6 center UCLA bound?
Mike Lanier, a 1-6, 290-pound center from

Hardin-Simmons University in AbHcne, Texas,
is expected to announce today ihat he will

transfer t(^ another school. Reportedly near the

lop of Lanier's list is UCLA, which he visited last

weekend. Lanier, who still has one redshrit

season left, averaged 6.7 points and 4.2 rebounds
in 28 games last year.

Time running out?
~

Was the UCLA-USC dual meet at the

Coliseum Saturday the last track event ever at the

venerable stadium? If so, the Bruins went out in

style as. both the men and women turned in

memorable performances over the once-proud
Trojan tracksters.

See page 35

"w^-.
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' A & E focuses in on events

the Center for the Performing

Arts has planned for May and
June.

- See page 24

Sports

Volleyball is

eliminated
An NCAA selection com-

mittee denied UCLA the
NCAA bid that the team
believed should have belonged
to them.

, See page 36_
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Paricing fees to undergo $24
Students in

government

show concern
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Beginning July 1, 1990, UCLA
parking permit fees will increase

from $360 to $384 a year, causing

concern that fees are rising too

high, too quickly.

In a statement released Monday,
Administrative Vice Chancellor

Raymond Schullze said that tjic

$24 increase was "the lowest fee

which can be implemented without

jeopardizing the UCLA Transpor-

tation and Parking Bond Inden-

tured System (TPBIS)," - the

university's long-term plan for

financing its parking debts.

changes in parking

fees. The first

parking fee,

instituted in

February

957, was $1

per annum.

Year

Parking

Buspools

Carpools

1989-90
Monthly Annual

$30 $360

$55 —
$22 $264

1990-91
Monthly Annual

$32 $384

$40 —
$21 $252

1994*
Monthly Annual-

$59 $768

•projected figures

SOURCE Busoejs and TranspaUlwo Sef«;«s and Legislative Assemdy GAIL MOOREHEAD «)d TOM YUN/Daily Bfun

However, the statement also"

said that the cost of carpool

permits and buspoq! rates will also

drop.

The proposal for the $24 -a -year

Increase was announced publicly

March 1 and had been a source of
worry for student govcmmcnLs and
employee unions, as they wailed
for wScbultze's decision.

During that time, Schultze con-

sulted the Undergraduate Students

increase
Association Council (USAC>, the

Graduate Students Association
(GSA) and the American Federa-

tion of Stale, County, Municipal
Employees (AFSCME), a labor

union which includes clerical,

service, patient care and technician

workers, among others.

Schuli/.e's decision, made on
Friday, did not surprise AFSCME
union leader Cliff Fried, of the

local 3238 division which includes

UCLA. "We feel it's^ \yrong. Wc
have to go the stale legislature and
ihe UC Regents to get them to

change their policy of funding

parking-projects by user fees,"

pried said.

Last year's $96-a-year increase

impelled AFSCME to lile^harges^

against ihc university, claiming

that UCLA can acquire state

funding for parking projects and
ihai the union was not given proper

See HIKE, page 15

Gimme shelter Support for
i 8

121 sought
New Gommittee

hopes to gamer

student support

By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

SUZANNE STATES/Daily Brum

Sarafi Rodriguez, left, and Gina Montoya, botti fresfiman psycfiology majors. escajDe
Monday's unexpected rainfall by taking shelter under tfieir copies of tfie Daily Bruin.

Students honor Chinese protesters
Resolution proposed naming

June 4 World Freedom Day
By Kathy Lo

Staff Writer

UCLA Chinese Students and

Scholars Association joined other

local groups Monday to support a

resolution in honor of the Chinese

students who demonstrated for

democracy at Tiananmen SqiTare

last spring.

"They can temporarily kill the

voice of demcKracy in China, but

they can never kill the voice of the

world. We will encourage them to
*

continue the fight in China," said

CSSA President Jian Ding. "On
behalf of the students of UCLA we
are looking forward to seeing this

resolution passed."

Last month, state Asscmblymaa_

Terry Friedman, D-Sherman
Oaks, introduced a resolution thai

would name June 4 World Free-

dom Dayv dedicated to the Chinese

demonstrators.

"The United States governme nt

has been silent . . . this is an

international issue. As a state

assemblyman 1 must use my
position to bring attention of great

'

issues — to give voice to those

who have things important (to

say)," Friedman said.

The resolution also^ recom-
mends that the United States

government bar the importation of

Chinese lethal weapons, like fire

arms. If passed, the resolution

would also support granting irre-

YQcabJc waivcri to the students _

until January 1994. The students

would be required to return to

China for a two-year pcritxl before

seeking U.S. citizenship.

Although supp<^)rters recognize

that this is a state effort, they

believe the resolution will have

international significance.

"The bill will send a strong

message to the Chinese govern-

ment that California supports the

-jjtudents and reinforces President

George Bush's commitment to

their indefinite stay," said Ellen

Lutz, state director of Human
Rights Watch.

Ding agreed that the bill would
be an important reminder. "It's a

symbolic bill. It's^oing to have
very good influence in China. It

will encourage students in China
that we will not focgct them."

Lub. said that the resolution will

bring recognition to the students.

See DAY, page 14-

UCLA student leaders
announced Monday the creation of

a new committee in an effort to

establish campus-wide support for

Propositions 1 1 1 and 121, the Jttne

ballot iniualives the students say

must pass if excellence m higher

education is to continue.

Proposition 1 1 1 would allow for

more university funding b> raising

slate spending limits. Proposition

121 would provide general fund-

ing lor ihc upgrading and expan-
sion of facilities at the state's

\)iniversily and college campuses,

UCtA Lobby Director Bill

Kysella said.

Proposition 1-2+- specificallv

allots $10.6 million for UCLA
renovation projects on Young
Hall, Bcx-lierHall, Powell Library,

and the North Campus Electrical

Distnbution system.

The immediate gcxil of "Stu-

dents for Yes on Propositions 1 1

1

and 121" is to encourage students

to register to vote before the

rapidly apprcxiching May 7 dead-

line," .sgftd Kysella, who is chair-

man of the committee. The
committee will then work to.

inform students on the prop<\si-

tions, which Kysclhi ik s^rilvd av-

"pro-student."

UCLA undergraduate FinancidPI

Affairs Commissioner Sam Kauf-
man said that because the univer-

sj|y is currently engulfed in serious

budget problems, a defeat of

Proposition 1 1 1 would be poten-

tially disastrous.

In the last few years, over-

budgcting for faculty recruitment

has led to major cuts in the numbcF"
of classes and hired instructors, he

___-_^ee FUNDING, page 14
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TpHAY. TUESDAY. MAY 1

. BIOLOGY UNDERGRADUATE ASSOCIATION

V - Graduate Admissions Workshop

- 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

- Ackemian Union. 2nd floor
[

. CESAR CHAVEZ
- Educational Forum to discuss. the current grape boycott

- 11:30 - 1:00

- AGB
. COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING

- Commuter Workshop
- 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
- CHS Cafeteria ^

. WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
- "Women &< Work" .

- 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

- Dodd Hall Room 2

V^FnNF<;DAY. MAY 2

- Rally

- Noon
- Westwood Plaza

.KOREAN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
' Career Workshop
' 10:00 am - 2:30 pm
- Ackerman Union. 2nd floor

r

• *

SAA
- Comic Relief

' 8:00 pm

- $10 tickets for UCLA students

THtm^^^Y. MAY 3

• FLOR DE CANO
- Noon Concert

^_^ Westwood Plaza

qiNIDAY. MAY 6
. YOUNG MUSIOANS FOUNDATION PRESENTS

, DEBUT ORCHESTRA
" ' 4:00 pm T^ '

_^- Royce Hall ^_ _1
-

• PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
- Stress Counseling Tables

-
- M 10-11

- T 12-2

- W 10-2
• UCLA BLOOD DRIVE

' May 7-11

- 11:00-3:45 pm

.-'"(^'"••.~— .
>"

• - Wooden Center
. PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
"'

- Free High Blood Pressure Saeening

- Monday - Thursday

- Ackerman and LuValle

V BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL ADVISOR
- call 825-1681 r

*
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Cal Poly 'royal' party

canceled after riots
The Associated Press

SAN LUIS OBISPO. Calif. —
A 58-year-old school festival

wrecked by a weekend of rowdy

rock throwing that left 1 10 arrested

and 64 injured, including 14 police

officers, was canceled "indefi-

nitely" on Monday.
Cahfornia Polytechnic State

University President Warren Bak-

er made the announcement after a

morning meeting with student

leaders and Mayor Ron Dun in.

'This is the worst experience in

the history of San Luis Obispo,"

Dunin said.

Baker's announcement came
about an hour before the city's

police chief had scheduled a news

conference to call for the cancella-

tion of next year's event, known as

"Poly Royal."

"We deplore the violence that

has taken place close to the Cal

Poly campus during the past

Weekend," said Baker.

On Friday anc| Saturday nights,

party-goers hurled rocks and bot-

tles at officers, who used tear gas

and fire hoses to disperse crowds.

Fourteen officers and about 50

festival-goers were injured. One
student was in stable condition at a

local hospital with a serious head

injury.

On Friday night, one group of

revelers smashed the windows of a

liquor store and tried to storm it,

chanting "Free Beer! Free Beer!"

Terrified employees held off the

crowd by throwing unopened

champagne bottles.

The Poly Royal festival origi-

nally showcased student achieve-

ments, but had become
increasingly lawless over the past

few years as parties and entertain-

ment were added to the activities.

The Poly Royal attracted

100,000 people to the campus next

to the central coast city of 40,000,

said university spokesman Don
McCaleb. ^v*^

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its storifcs. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
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UCLA engineer given iiigliest natidnai lionor
.Recognized for work in plasticity

and structural safety predictions

By Daisy Lin

Contributor

A UCLA profpssor emeritus

was . ii^fccntly vCj^ctcd into the

National Academy of Engineer-

ing, the highest honor granted to

engineers in the United States.

Tung Hua Lin, who has been

teaching civil engineering at

UCLA for 35 years, developed an

analytical method which predicts

the safety of metal structures such

as airplanes, buildings, and cars.

His study of plasticity, which is

related to the micro-structure of

metals, estimates the amount of

stress a structure will endure under

a variety of conditions before it

permanently deforms. Having this

knowledge wi^l greatly aid the

designs of earthquake-safe build-

ings and bridgQS, Lin said.

Lin's engineering career began

the United States. During his time

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, he studied the funda-

mentals of airplane design. By
independently working with vari-

ous airplane companies around the

country, he learned tlie practical

aspects of airplane construction

and design.

The information he gathered in

the United States became useful

prior to World War II, when
China's government summoned
Lin to serve as a technological

expert in an airplane factory in

eastern China.

After the Japanese invaded

mainland China in 1939, Lin and

his team of engineers fled the

occupied territory. They relocated

the factory in a large isolated cave

in western China, and shielded

themselves from Japanese
attempts to bomb the facility, Lin

said. -

Tung Hua Lin

GA«LO CHAO

m 1933 when he was one of 20

students selected by the China's. ^ <?Buil!ie safety of isolation had its

would often corrode while being

transported through a sea route.

All one could do was to conduct

tests to "ascertain what you can or

cannot use," Lin said.

Additionally, the factory

depended on diesel oil for its

power. When the imported oil

proved too expensive and difficult

to obtain, they used vegetable oil

as a substitute. Lin said that the

Nationalist government to study in costs. Materials for th6 airplanes—factory used up so much vegetable

oil that its price immediately^

skyrocketed in the surrounding

regions.

The engineers also had to use

alcohol as an alternative for gaso-

line. The Chinese have a saying

that "one drop of gasoline is equal

to one drop of blood," Lin said.

Gasoline was so scarce that trucks

were converted to run on burning

charcoal or alcohol. Stops were

made at bars not to have a drink,

but to fill up the car.

By 1944, the C-1010 Twin
Engine Transport had-^xjcn com-
pleted 'by Lin and his team. Lin

risked his life when he accompan-
ied the pilot on test flights of the

newly constructed aircraft.

"Because the plane was the first to

be designed and built in China by

Chinese, the pilot was reluctant to

fly. In order to increase/ his

confidence ... we had no choice

but to go up with him," Lin said.

However, Lin was unable to

attend the first test flight at the time

because he was running a high

fever from malaria. His friend look

his place during the test flight, but

the plane failed to go up as it

reached ihe ,encK>eMhe runway.

JWiih his^epuiation on the line^

No artificial ingredients

ALAN BERMAN

James Dunne, a senior majoring in Mechanical Engineering, push-starts UCLA 's entry in the 'Human Powered Vehicle

'

competition at San Jose State University over the weekend. The driver is Ian Land, also a senior majoring in Mechanical

Engineering. UCLA placed 7th overall, competing against numerous other vehicles representing various universities.

Healthwatch

Breast Canceiri Self-examlnation key to prevention
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

Cancer is not high on the list of health-

related worries among college students. In a

Michigan-based study of 1,050 undergraduates

from 18 lo 25 years old on three campuses, 75
percent of those surveyed said they were not

worried or only somewhat worried about

cancer.

This attitude makes it tough for clinicians

who remind female students to practice breast

self-examination (BSE).

"Students seen in Student Health are young,

healthy females," said physician Joanne Smith

of SHS Women's Health Service. "Major
medical problems, including cancer seem very

remote to women in this age group. Hence,

breast self-exam is a low priority for these

women."
However, the incidence of breast cancer is

increasing for all women. In the early 1970s the

incidence was 84.7 per 100,000, while in 1986 it

was 104.9 per 100,000, according to the Jonsson

Comprehensive Cancer Center." American Cancer Society statistics for 1986

measured against 1976 showed that the odds of

women in their 20s, 30s and 40s getting the

disease are also increasing. Some doctors

believe that the statistics are due to belter and

earlier detection, while others feel that

something is impacting younger women's
immunity, but do noUqiow what that "some-

thing" is.

"Most students perform BSE once or twice a

year. We're happy if BSE is practiced every

other month (by women) ages 18-30," said

Mary Black of Women's Health Service.

SHS clinicians try to convince their patients

that BSEs are important because early detec-

tion can greatly increase the cure rate for breast

cancer. According to National Cancer Institute

statistics, 95 percent of the women whose

tumors were discovered while still in individu-

al milk ducts were still alive five years later.

The five-year survival rate was 85 percent

for women whose cancers measured less than

fourth-fifths of an inch across t^ breast. The

rate drastically dropped lo 10 percent for

See CANCER, page 13

Lin was forced to go to the site lo
"

make changes on the aircraft. He
took two flu shots, the only

medicine available lo the company.-
doctor. "God was good to me,

because the next morning ... the

fever was gone," Lin said.

C-1010 finally made its maiden
flight on November 18, 1944, after

a month-long delay due to turbu-

lent weather. The plane look off in

Chunking and landed in Chengdu,

a distance of approximately 2(X)

miles.

Lin relumed to the United Stales

with his wife and three children

shortly after the Chinese Com-
munists defeated the Nationalist

Party in 1949.. While teaching ar

the University of Detroit for S300 a

month, he took classes . at the

University of Michigan and earned

a Ph.D. In 1955. he _ started

teaching at UCLA.
Lin began concentrating his

energies on research in plasticity

after he earned his degree. His

work led his colleague to predict,

"Lin, if you work (the theory of

plasticity) oul^ you will become
famous."

42nd Israeli

celebrated
By Michael Lawrence

Contributor

—Over T50 people turned out tcr

celebrate Ihc 42rKl anniversary- of

Ihc creation of the stale of Israel at

a sludcni-sponsored_cveni Mon-
_da.y, according lo Julie Grucn-

baum, co-chairwoman of the"

activities.

Yom Ha-Aizmaut, or Israeli

Independence Day, included sev-

eral speakers, folk-dancing and a

giant birthday calcc at Perioff

Quad, decorated in the national

colors of blue and while.

"I think this is an exa^nple of the

ircmenddils support Jewish stu-

dents give to Israel," said Charles

Glick, Jewish Student Union

(JSU) president. "(It) shows the

sU'ong sense of idcniiiy Jews feel

(for Israel).",

The two-hour event was a

memorial for the soldiers who died

fighting for Israel's liberation and

a celebration for the existence of

Israel today, said Hillel Director

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller.

' Yom Ha-Ai/maul recognizes

the creation of the state of Israel.

Israel — which was granted

independence by the United

Nations General Assembly on

May 14, 1948 — was created from

the former Brfiish mandate of

Palestine. Before the British occu-

pation, the territory was controlled

by the Ottoman Empire for four

centuries.

Seidler-Feller, who offered a

"prayer for peace and conducted a

moment of silence, said Yom Ha-

Atzmaut transcends politics and

focuses on Jewish identity. Tlic

holiday is~noi linked to any
particular ideology, but simply

recognizes the pride Jews feel for^

Israel after a history of oppression,

he said.

"It is a great opportunity for

Jews at UCLA to come togcthciL

and commemorate the liberation of

their national homeland," said JSU
External Vice FYcsident Spencer

Schneider. "So often, Israel is

depicted only in a political sensc^

which ignores its cultural and

spiritual significance, to Jews
around the globe," he said, wear-

ing a pin saying "I love Israel" in

Hebrew.
\
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Congl^ss in Latvia

pusiies secession
MOSCOW — A Latvian citizen's

group claiming to represent hundreds of

thousands of Latvians demanded Monday
that the republic follow Lithuania's lead

and declare independence from the Soviet

Union, a spokeswoman said.

The Latvian spokeswoman, voicing

sentiments identical to those heard in

Lfthuania, said, *This is an occupied

country. We are under Soviet power here,

under an occupying ^my."
The Latvian Citizens' Congress,

elected mainly from among ethnic Lat-

vians, convened Monday and called for

restoration of Latvian independence,

spokeswoman Iveeta Buicke said.

Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia were

independent countries between World
War I and World War II but were forcibly

annexed by the Soviet Union in 1940.

Kidnappers free U.S.

Iiostage in^einif

. DAMASCUS, Syria — American
hostage Frank Reed was freed Monday
after being held for more than 3/2 "lonely

boring'
l^linMfr^lAr^A

years, much of the time
l^'.An'^nr^^^.-

•< • I I 1* I »•< »• w"!k« f«l •«^*i i 1 1 < \»SV%« \«/«> !•> I • • >« t* • • C* • ti »t.^ •»

in Lebanon. He was the second American
freed in nine days.

"I'd like to tell my family, especially

my son Tarek, that his daddy is well. He is

a little skinny, but he will be home very

^eeftr--the—57-year-old educator from
Maiden, Mass., told stale-run Syrian TV
after his release.

—

'——"—

—

Reed was freed in Beirut at 8:30 p.m.

(1:30 p.m. EDT), Syrian officials said,
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Briefs
and was driven to the Syrian capital,

where U.S. Ambassador Edward Djcre-

jian was waiting to greet him at the

Foreign Ministry.

President Bush hailed Reed's release as

Bush welcomed former hostage Robert

Polhill to the White House, another U.S.

educator who was freed in Lebanon on

April 22 after 39 months in captivity.

Bush thanked Syria and Iran for their help

in securing the releases and said "things

seem to be moving," but that these could

be no rest "until all hostages are free."

There are still 16 Westerners, including

six Americans, held hostage in Lebanon.

Nation

Critics urge delay of

arms plant projects

WASHINGTON, D.C. ^ A coalition

of citizen groups urged the Energy

Department on Monday not -to produce

nuclear weapons materials until it com-
pletes a study of how future arms

production will afi^ct the environment.

The main nuclear arms production

plants have been shut down m recent

months for safety and management
improvements. But the Energy Depart-

ment, which owns them, is preparing to

announce plans for resuming production

by year's end.

Energy Secretary James D. Watkins
met with ine COihUon, the Weapons
Production Network, at department head-

quarters to hear their complaints about a

lack of openness in federal decisions

about nuclear weapons production.

Watkins told members of the groups

that it was the president'and the secretary

of defense, not the energy secretary, who
determine the nation's policy on nuclear

weapons production.

Bush hails release

:

of another hostage
WASHINGTON. D.C. — President

Bush, saying "things seem to be moving,"

hailed the release Monday of a second

American hostage in Lebanon but^ said

there could be no rest "until all hostages

are free."

"I hope this is a forerunner to the

release of the other American hostages

and the others from other countries held

against their will," Bush said.

Bush spoke as he welcomed former

hostage Robert Polhill to the White

House. The meeting came just hours after

another hostage, Frank Reed, was turned

over in Beirut to Syrian officials after 43

months of captivity.

The president pointedly thanked Iran

and Syria for their efforts in winning the

hostages' release. But he added that no

one can expect a return to normal relations

"or expect vast improvement until all

Americans are free."

"I hope there's a realization that

holamg people against their will is not the

way to affect political change," Bush said.

State

New SLA evidence
points to kidnapping

SAN FRANCISCO — A newspaper

said Monday that subpoenas have been

served in the 1975 Sacramento-area

murder during a bank robbery by the

Symbionese Liberation Army, the kid-

nappers ^newspaper ticiress Paincla"

Hearst.

The story in The San Francisco

Examiner said the Sacramento County
grand jury would meet Monday night to

evaluate new evidence in the murder, for

whichrone SLA member was tried — for

robbery only — and acquitted.

Governor candidates

focus on abortion

SACRAMENTO — Gubernatorial

candidate Dianne Feinstein promised
Monday to appoint judges who will

uphold abortion rights, drawing charges

from Republican rival Sen. Pete Wilson

that she is trying 10 influence judges and
manipulate the pro-choice vote.

"California's governor may very well

have extraordinary influence over abor-

tion issues," Feinstein told a California

Reproductive Health Association confer-

ence.

Local

Bequest to animal
shelter challenged

The stepdaughter of a woman whose
will bequeathed $500,000 for cat care iff

animal shelters is challenging the docu-

ment, saying a Los Angeles city official

unduly influenced the confused and
ddcrly woman.

Anna May Pollard, who died in July

1988 at age 89. believed cats are human

Jk

_' _ ^

MECliA and the Chicano Studies Research Gente^
-*=^3r

along with Latino Pre-Law, Public Health Student Association, Chicahos for

Community Medicine, Society~of Latino Engineers and Scientists, Latin ii^fferi-

can Student Association, Afro-American Studies Center, Asian American Stu-
dies Center, Center for Labor Research and Education - Institute of Industrial

Relations, Latino Staff and Faculty Association, Project Motivation
* '

(

present

,. >»'

Cesar Chavez

President of the United Farm Workers Union

^*ri,^

and wanted the money spent on air-con-

ditioncd shelters, court records said.

After assigning $500,000 to the Los
Angeles Animal Welfare Trust Fund,
Pollard left only $18,000 to relatives and.

friends. With accrued interest. Pollard's

gift to the city is now worth about

$620,000, officials said. - •Amm

Compiled from the Associated Press

CLEAN UP
OURfi

Computer Store Clearance Sale

These are the best bargains of the year - on very
limited quantities of a few select items: -

• Cdmputers
• Hard Disks
• Software

You can save up to 60% on floor demos and
discontinued models - but only one or two of
many items will be available. All Apple demo
computers come with version 6.0 of system
software, HyperCard and a one-year AppleCare
extended warranty.^ .

Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed
price list of all sale merchandise.

t

^ay 2 & 3 only-Save up to 60%

f"*^?*:Don't Miss It!

2DaysQiil^^#
B-Level Ackermaii Union

in front of the Computer Store
Priority numbers will be given out starting at 7am on May 2.

Payment: These low prices are ASUCl^ cash prices and require payment
made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal
Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCIA. Money
Orders are not accented. These products are available only to full-time
students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCIJ^ departments. -
Purchase must be for the personal, academic, or research use of the

' eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime.
Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire.
Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 4/30/90 and are subject to
change without notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Levei Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

if- t:

iUihf ]

and

Lou Diamond Phillips, Julia Carmen, Edward James Olmos

in an

Educational Forum to discuss the current grape boycott

and working conditions of Mexicano/Latino laborers

.t

' •

„==. kr

Tuesday, May 1st

t 11:30 to 1:00

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
^

w-^
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Treatments may help enhance
creativity and leaming speed
By Eve Epstein

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
Walk into Maryellen Visconli*s

Center for Peak Performance and
she shoots words like "neurosen-

sory development" your way
- faster than a buzzing beta wave.

She runs a health club for the

mind in a mall in this university

^
town, believing that "mind-brain

fitness is ta the '90s what body
fitness was to the '80s."

— Instead of slogans like "no

pain, no gain," Visconti urges her

clients to "find the zone" and "get

in the flow." Instead of weight

machines, Visconti 2000, as the

center is known, offers a sound
' and light show using specially-

designed goggles.

The goggles have little flash-

ing red lights inside, around the

eyeholes. Anybody who kept

their eyes open while wearing the

goggles would shoot right out of

the zone and into hyperactivity.

The light shows are supposed
to help clients reach a sort of

meditative, state so they can
enhance creativity and accelerate

leaming, or, in Visconti-spcak, to

access "personal skills and
resources for creating the state of

excellence to be in the flow."

Visconti stresses that she uses

tapes, books and workshops to

educate clients. But the nerve

center of her mind gym is a room
with two comfortable black

chairs, where customers settle in

for sessions with goggles prog-

rammed to take ihcm to "the

zone." There are also head-

phones designed to produce the

same effect via a low hum in the

ears.

Daily Bruin wins top award for design

Sports, photon-
sections take

second place
From staff reports

The Daily Bruin garnered 10

awards for its design, including

national recognition for the news-

paper's design editor at the Show
Me Design conference held at the

University of Missouri last week.

Design Editor Albert Poon was

chosen Student Newspaper Desig-

ner of the Year for his work on the

paper's new formal.

The Bruin placed first in the

special section, feature and editor-

ial page categories, as well as in

overall design, page 1 design and
black-and-white information
graphic.

; The sports section placed scc-

THEODORE NICHOLAS

Albert Poon

ond in design, and the paper's

photo supplement last year, "A
Day of Student Life," placed

second in special section. A Daily

Bruin feature page placed third.

Poon, a senior design major,

submitted a portfolio of 12 pub-

lished designs f6r designer of the

year. He was awarded a certificate'

and $100.

The Bruin was redesigned in the -

summer after Editor-in-Chief Val-

arie Dc La Garza and Managing
Editor Ken Kecskes said they

wanted a different and better.

format for,>»^e publication.

'The redesign definitely helps

the paper's impact and allows us to

better communicate with our read-

ers," Kecskes said.

Poon said that he wanted the

content of the paper to work well

with the design — not to be

decorative.

"It's really exciting to be recog-

nized for what I do," Poon said.

Winning entries will be pub-

lished in Design magazine — the

official periodical of the Society of

Newspaper Design.

Members of the Society of

Newspaper Design and Journalism

Educators judged the contest.

Winners were announced at the

Missouri School of Journalism.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR LIVE!

(In most cases)
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SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTMAitB
DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY
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Undergraduate Students Association

PRIMARY ELECTION
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 2 & Thursday, May 3, 1990

Sample Ballot Guide / s

IN CONCERT

Wed. and Thurs. May 16 &47at 7i30 p.m.

Royce Hall *

VISION INSURANCE PUNS ACCEPTED

mumm\r) DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
" » > M r r • I >

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA) ^

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials i services needed

Join the taping of the HBO special!

FREE ADMISSION
Tickets must be obtained in advance from the

UCU^ Central Ticlcet Office.

For more information call: (213) 825-9261

Presented in cooperation with

the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

OFFICES
A.PRESIDENT

la. Dean Poulakidas
2a. Pete Koebler
3a. Scott Perry ,

"'

P. CXCCUTIVE VICE PREStSSiff:

1' i-~.

H. FACILITIES COMMISSIONER
15a. Alex Hultgren-

16a. Ben Renda

4a. Steve Gonzalez
5a. Michael Cerillo

1. FINANCIAt-St rSIONER
17a Octavio Navarro

!»

^ SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
6a. David Pratt

7a. Darren Kameya

D. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER^
8a. Kelly L. Hand
9a. Sam Kaufman

E. CAMPUS AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
10a. Eugene Hernandez
11a. Stefan Sacks r-;^.,

F. COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER
12a. Dave Lim
13a. Ramie Dare

G. CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
14a. Lance S. Allice ]

J, STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSfONER
18a. Carol Darwish *^

K. QENERAL REPRESENTATIVE (vote for 3 at most)

19a. James Hail '. /

20a. Alvin Parra^

21a. Derek Hu . . _
22a. Holly Carrington

23a. Gary Gonzalez

24a. Kevin Wittenberg

L, If you wish to vote for.a wrrte-in candidate, mark box
#25a and write the candidate's name and the office for

which you wish to vote on the back of the scantron ballot

form.

FALLOT MEASURES

S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cEi lake Kaplan Or Take Your (hantes

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
1-800-262-PREP I

For the following Initiatives/referenda, please fill In the number on the ballot form that corresponds with how you wish to vote. For additional information on

these measure please refer to the material provided at the polling locations.

M. Constitutional Amendment to Remove the Votes of Non-student Members of U$AC ^
Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to remove the voting privileges of the Non-Student Members (Faculty. Alumni. ;Jw
Administrative Representatives) of the Undergraduate Students Association Council, and count only etected students toward quorum requirements? For specific wording

of this proposed constitutional amendment see the information provided at the polling station. ,
^ ^ -—^^ ^^

26a. yes ,
•

*

27a. no

N. Funds for Student-Initiated Campus and Community Service Programs
Shall the Undergraduate Students Association create more funds for student service programs by reducing the current ASUCLA Student Union Fee by $1.50/quarter.

and increasing by $3.00/quarter the Associated Students(ASUCLA) membership fee? These funds shall be designated to support student-mitiated campus and com-
munity service programs, the Community Activities Committee($1/qtr). the Campus Retention Committee {$1/qtr). the Community Service Commisiion ($.50) and the

Student Welfare Commission ($.50).

The reduction in the ASUCLA Student Union Fee could result in fewer funds being available for buying down the seismic fee in the future. In no event would the

reduction in buy down potential be greater than $1 .50/quarter. The net effect of this referendum on your registration fees would be an increase of $1.50/quarter.

28a. yes • -

29a. no

0. Constitutional Amendment to Restructure the Offices of the Vice Presidents ?

Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to restructure the offices of the vice presidents such, that the Executive Vice President

would be replaced by an Internal Vice President and the Second Vice President be replaced by an, External Vice President, effective beginning with the 1991-92 terms

of office?

The role of the Internal Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating student participation on non-academic committees, bpards. and task

forces and assisting the President in facilitating good relations between council members and student organizations. The role of the External Vice President would
include assisting the President in coordinating the advocacy efforts on behalf of student interests and ensuring that council members understand, tf>e issues being-

advocated by USAC and USAC sponsored groups. The External Vice President would also represent the Association to off-campus entities as delegatecl by the

President and Council. For specific wording of the proposed constitutional amendment see the information provided at the polling station.

30a. yes

31a. no
.

. . — „ ' ' •
.

'^^^

P. $2 Voluntary Positive Check-Off Fee for Second Harvest * .'

Shall the needy and homeless of the Greater Los Angeles area benefit from a voluntary supplemental positive check-off of $2.00/quarter which would appear on the

undergraduate registration fee statement, subject to an appropriate written agreement between Second Harvest Inc.. and ASUCLA/USAC? The authority conferred by

adoption of this question shall extend through the 1993-1994 academic year. .'

: ^^
32a. yes '

,

'

33a. no -

Q. $2 Voluntary Fee for the California Public Interest Research Group*
Do you support continuing the current $2 voluntary supplemental fee, per quarter, for CALPIRG, collected as a waivable fee (negative check-off)? The fee will be

assessed for the period from fall, 1990, through spring. 1994. The fee is included in the total fee amount due at registration. Any student who wishes not to support

CALPIRG may deduct this fee at registration. •
i

34a. yes * ' ',....
35a. no

•The UC President and Chancellor have stated that they will not implement any waivable fee (negative check-off) regardless of the student vote.

A

^
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Bush nominates Panamanian to manage canal
By Tom Raum
Associated Press ^

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush announced his

nomination of the first-ever Pana-

manian to manage the Panama
Canal as he told that nation's new
president on Monday that the

United States "will stand with you
in peace.** -

Bush, in his HrSt meeting with

President Guillermo Endara since

the U.S. invasion of Panama lasr

December, also voiced support for

Endara's proposal to speed up a

study on the feasibility of wide-

ning the 86-fear-old waterway.

But saying "the struggle is not

over in Panama/' Bush chastised

Congress for not moving quicker

on his $800 million aid package for

Panama and Nicaragua. The mea-
sure is snagged in the Senate in

side disputes, including one on
federal funding for abortions.

iii>.Tve asked and asked again that

our aid package to the newly

liberated people of Panama be

passed and passed swiftly. And
still it waits, and with it the future

of the fledgling democracy," said

Bush, Endara at his side, after the

two leaders met for .2/4 hours.

Endara was installed as presi-

dent last Dec. 20 by U.S. invasion

forces who toppled the govern-

ment of strongman Manuel Anto-

nio Noriega.

Endara, speaking in Spanish,

said his people had suffered "under

21 long years** but that "tyrannies

of any kind, of any sort, must be

relegated to the past."

Then, addressing Bush directly

in English, Endara thanked him for

filling "our spirits with enthusiasm

and optimism." He invited Bush to

visit Panama as soon as possible.

"Be careful, I might just show
up," Bush said.

In a departure ceremony. Bush

praised Endara as "a consensus

builder" who "won the confidence

of Panamanians and all Ameri-
cans."

The president used the occasion

to announce he was sending to the

Senate, under terms of the 1978
Panama Canal Treaties, the nomi-

nation of Gilberto Guardia Fabre-

ga to be Panama Canal
Commission administrator.

The canal will be turned over to

Panama in the year 2000.

Guardia, 60, is the president of

an architectural and engineering

company in Panama City.

Jm
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Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamexl, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone. ^

We're her^ to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and altemarives, help idenrify and

assist you in contacring the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

For more informattoity call the Women's Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

-and askfor an RSd —^—

I

The Wamen^s Mtsourct Ctnter is a service ofthe Division ofStudent Jthv^topment and BleaHk

U T T I TWO

.'^•

MON-<<DhK I

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
First Time Clients Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave.
(Next to Heidi's Yogurt)

-. /

/

ODIA
r i

May 2, 1990 10:00 am to 5:00 pm

RALLY 12:00 NOON in the WESTWOOD PLAZA-

Workshops all day in the Morgan Quad, Ackerman 2408 & Kerckhoff 400
(see posted schedule of events)

Speakers scheduled include:

r

Tony Avirgan, NPR & BBC journalist r"

Don Luce, Asia Resource Center

Richard Walden, Operation California
'

Leo Kuper, International Alert

Tony Russo, Pentagon Papers co-defendant

Steve Graw and others...
•

Plus screenings of the films, Cambodia Year 10 and My fiouse Has Two Doors

= REMEMBER KENT STATE, May 4, 1970 ...

REMEMBER CAMBODIA - 3 Million dead and it could happen again!

NO MORE GENOCIDE IN OUR NAMES.
Sponsored & paid for by International Alert and Cultural Affairs

Daily Bruin News Tuesday, May 1,1990 9

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

I . «

<'''»^i'.'!'lff'U|{<

TOUR nRSTSTEV
TOWARD SUCCESS IS

THE ONETOU
t _.

COULD TAKE THISSUMMER
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll

learn what it takes to succeed—in college

and in life. You'll build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Plus

you can also qualify to earn an Army
Officer's commission when you graduate
from college.

'\-^

ler.

Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may
be just what you need to reach the top.

For more information, call CPT
Steve Strang, (213) 825-7381.

[j33!SBni3

^S3!B:03

-^rr
,--*•

ARMY ROTC
iMiidif^

:rLit*^-*^ #"

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

T
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AUTO INSURANCE IS

STILL

THETiTFAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOt; RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS - Aa DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES ..'.....$119 pr

BftL • WJ • Ceba • AO • BftH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Undergraduate Elections
Undergraduate Elections

U0[
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Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &

quality you've,come to

expect from-Flakey Jakes

117W 3ANVICEMTE 'BLVD.- LOS ANee£S,CA...90Oi'9a«H516

I
I
r
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

—
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, trench fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locatitihs

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridg^

W. Los Angeles

: Expires 5/22/90
I Not valid witti other otters orr coupons

I Good for everyone in parly • No substitutions

Presidential Candidate

Pete
Koebler

Junior

Political Science

Activities: President of Student

Alumni Association; representative

on the Alumni Association Board

of Directors; executive director of

Spring Sing; California youth

governor; member of the execu-

tive council of SAA Board; mem-

ber of SAA's Board of Directorsj^

manager of UCLA Men's Glee

Club

Platform: I am the most experi-

enced candidate. Ney/ ideas 1 have_

are:

•Presidential office hours on Bruin

Walk. I _
•ResU'iiCturfttg of undergraduate

council to create an environment

where students get results by tak-

ing the "politics" out of student

government
•Return student government to

being concerned with School Spirit

• New funding opportunities for all

UCLA events

•New ways to involve commuters

and transfer students

•Community'^Jlind university serv-

ice recognitife^j^, campus safety,

improved parking.

As the one candidate who has

served on the Alumni Association

Board of Directors, as youth gov-

ernor and in assisting with UC Re-

gent meetings, I will bring new and

poNvCrful allies to fight for student

concerns.

crew team; production intern at

MGM; communily swinL icam^

Executive Vice-President

Candidate

Michael
Cerillo

Senior

Kinesiology

Activities: Spring Sing Talent

Director for 2 years; selected as

resident assistant for upcoming 90-

91 year; member Lambda Chi

Alpha Fraternity; rowed for UCLA

coach

Platform: RESULTS, EXPECT
THEM!
•Reinstate the USAC chronicle

quaterly analysis of undergrasdu-

ate govememnt politics

•A weekly report4» The Bruin of

current issue highlights

•Expansion of social and cultural

programming
•Creation of an experimental pro-

gramming series which focuses on
"hands on" cultural arts, crafts and

traditions to provide a more per-

sonal awareness of our world
•Promote undergraduate council

unity and discourage partisan poli-

tics

conrmiittcc; member of chaTiccllor'ii

adviicofy commiiiccon the g^iy and-

lesbian communily at UCLA;
undergraduate government budget

director; Gay and Lesbian Asso-

ciation senior staff adviser; OUT
r counselor

Letterman fan
sentenced for
entering hous

Executive Vice President

Candidate

Steve
Gonzalez

Junior

Political Science

Activities: Executive assistant

and director of internal affairs to

the undergraduate president;

ASUCLA Board of Directors/

undergraduate council program-

ming committee chairman; ap-

pointee to studeiil fee adyisor^y..

Platform: Experience and en-

ergy. I have learned the way UCLA
works: in student government, as

the president's executive assistant;

from the Academic Senate's earth-

quake safety subcommittee and
from the university's student fee

advisory committee.

I have always been accessible to

students and fought hard for stu-

dent issues, including obtaining

$30,000 in additional programm ing

funds for student projects. Having
funded hundreds of student groups,
I understand the diverse concerns

of the student b(xly. With my broad

experience, I can help students get

past the bureaucratic runaround and
I will evenly represent all students.

Vote for experience and energy for

your issues.

NORWALK, Conn. — A woman
who claimed to be David
Letterman 's wife was found guilty

Monday of breaking into the

•comedian's home a sixth time after

he testified he never knew she was
"on this planet" until the break-ins

began.

Letterman, the host of NBC's
"Laic Night," told Superior Court
Judge Lawrence L. Hauser that he

saw Margaret Ray's silhouette in

the hallway of his New Canaan
home early in the morning on
March 19th.

"When she broke into my home,
that is the first time I discovered

she was on this planet," Letterman

said.

Ray, 37, chose to have her case

decided by a judge rather than a

jury.

After Hauser found Ray guilty,

she was ordered to Nianiic State

Prison to serve a one-year term, the

maximum penally for ihe misde-

meanor charge of first-degree

criminal trespa,«>s.

"

dent,J986-88 (two terms); chair-

man of Inter-residence Hall Coun-
cil 1986-88 (two terms); chainnan

of student commencement advi-

sory committee 1987; UCLA's

Associated Press
' .;'.

'. .,_ .
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Presidential Candidate

Scott
Perry
Senior

Philosophy

Activities: Undergraduate gen-

eral representative 1989-90; chair-

man of student fee advisory com-

mittee 1989-90; Dykstra Hall presi-

6

suitewidc council on student lees

1989; Ihter-Christian Association

Platform: "Love the Lord your

God with all your heart and all your

soul and all your mind, and love all

mankind as you would love your-

self." This is a commandment to

me and the platform of my life. I

will not compromise on this nor on

my word. I WILL DO EXACTLY
AS 1 SAY. 1 will push for academic

support programs, support com-
munity service projects, fight the

ouuageous increase of on-campus
housing, fight for more student

parking and find alternative trans-

|X)rtation methods. 1 will help to

increase the diversity of the facil-

ity. 1 have begun generating in-

come for students from existing

sources. 1 am here to serve all.

-r- VVorksJio^
,7-*f-"--v.-~-">

%

4-6 pm,-Tuesday, May 1

2nd Floor Ackerman
Free Admission

Information on:

«10DENTAL OFFER
* Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM, X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH>THIS AD) REG. $91
(EXP. 6/3Q/90)

SmilesPlus ' Speci<ils* Re^ Price.

'POLISHING .^ $0 ' $44

'FILUNG (Sliver, one surface) .. $29 $60
'WHITE FILLING {One surface) $49 $140
'BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) $49 $125
'BLEACHING (Per arch) $199 $500
'PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $259 $700

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTICS/IMPLANTS
B i^ SMILE SPECIAL hm bm ^ ^

r'V^^e -BRACES $1449* !
(Records and Retainers Additional) reg $3200 |

CLEAR BRACES AND i

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE
J

I ^B ai^ Ail Br,«cet From $?0 Por Month b ^m bhi i^ ^a ^m
'These Fees Av«il«ble WithSmilesPlus For A Modest Fee.

residential Candidate

Dean
Poulakidas

Senior

Spanish/Linguistics

Student Alumni Association Spring

Sing executive committee mem-
ber; residence hall community in-

tern; chancellor's advisory com-
mittee on religious affairs

Platform: The president serves

as chair of two governing student

boards: undergraduate council and
ASUCLA. 1 have several goals as a

leader of these two boards with a

different focus on each.

As president, 1 will work toward
increasing the power of students'

voice on campus through the

committees and positions to which
they are appointed. The students

who sit on tliese committees must
be respected as decision makers by
adminisuators, faculty and fellow

students.

^s chairman of the ASUCLA

NEW MCATrOAT;
DAT, GRE(Psyche)

jash

Workshops on essay writing,

interviewing
Lectures on Admissions Process

CON PMient. Kristina Thompson

r
CONSUMER
DENTAL
NETWORK.

1-800-537-0011 EXT 235

iMffTAMT CWEDIT . Up to 36 months
to p»y: no down plans; easy
approval!

YOUR PENTAL INSMRANCl. WITH
OUR PLAN, USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Delta Dental Patients Welcome
Senior Discount

Nitrous Oxide/AnesthcsM/Pcntoth.U/

"Conscious Scdcitlon Avtiildblc

f^Hblrimos Espariol Visa. MnsterCard.

Discover Card -^-^ —
*Mon.,W^ f, Fri 9am 7pm. Tucs & Thurs

9am 9pm. $at. 8am-4pm
24.HOUR EMERGENCY HOTLINE

Activities: Undergraduate stu-

dent welfare commissioner; Peer

Health Counselor; co-founder of

Hellenic-American Students Or-

ganization; Unicamp counselor;

Board of Directors, I will initiate

policy changes to make surplus

revenues available for other de-
partments in the association as well

as student programming/campus
retention and community/campus
service.

\rxji

WEST LOS ANGELES....
1 1628 Santa Monica Blvd.

213-207-1060
Dr. Tebbi

X-.'

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-1
FOl? ONE NEAR YOU!

1 EXT.
T66

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline

J25-HELP
We're here to help.

Monday - Friday 5 p.m. - midnight
Saturday - Sunday 8 p.m. - midnight

Sponsored by: ~ '~ '~ '

Biology Undergraduate Association
Pre-Optometric Society
Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society

Pre-Health Department

All Materials and lectures supplied by Stanley H. Kaplan
^"^ Funded by ASUCLA/Board of Directors _:_^-

-«!
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,

national chapter staff; Leadership-

Education for Asian Pacific
(LEAP) undergraduate member;
staff assistant for U.S. Congress-
man Robert Matsui, Washington,
D.C.; member of Japanese Ameri-
can Citizen's League

Platform: I believe undergradu-

ate council is a governmental body
which acts as an advocate for under-

graduate student aeeds and the

needs of the UCLA community as

a whole. Currently, ASUCLA and
the university are not providing

adequate support for undergradu-

ate - a majority at UCLA! Thus
student groups have been fighting

over the few resources available.

Our university is an educational

institution, not a research facility;

if elected, I plan to demand the

attention to student needs. I would
encourage positive dialogue be-

twen student groups, and move the

campus from a tone of awareness
to understanding - we're all aware
that students have differences; it's

time to ufWersiahd them.

Second Vice President

Candidate

Darren
Kameya

Junior

Political Science

Activities: Asian Pacific

Coalition's "SIG definition task

force;" Nikkei Student Union staff

member; Asian American Studies

student empowerment project

counselor; UCLA Circle K Inter-

ry^ — — —
\

Second Vice President

Candidate

David
Pratt
Junior

Political Science/

International Relations

Activities: Chief of staff in the

second vice president's office;

chairman of the multicultural

committee; finance director of

UCLA Internship Association;

.

Community Service Officer; MenV
sports cheerleader

Platform: As second vice presi-

dent, I intend to utilize my experi-^

ence to facilitate fiirther communi-
cation between special interest

groups and undergraduate council,

continue to promote diversity and
concentrate on student issues. In

creating a resolution defining SIG
sponsorship and funding, I will

enlist the inputofall studentgroups.

I plan to expand the role of the

mulucultural committee by allo-

cating resources for cultural diver-

sity programs, thus promoting inter-

action between all participating

groups. I will actively support

programming efforts addressing

racism, sexism and homophobia.
Finally, I will focus on campus
safety and council's role in creat-

ing a better community environ-

ment for students.

UCLA r URAL AFFAIRS
PRFS

COMMISSION
;fnts

s

LOUIE ANDERSON

an_evening
of

<X>MH
t'^'

RICHARD JENI

TO BENEFIT
THE HOMELESS

HOSTED BY
FRITZ COLEMAN

'it '
'

CESARIO TOM WILSON
MAY 2, 1990 8:00 P.M. ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM. UCLA

TICKETS $20. $10 FOR UCLA STUDENTS
GOLD CIRCLE TICKETS $50 - INCLUDES POST-SHOW RECEPTION*

AVAILABLE AT UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE AND ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS^
I

CALL (213) IJCLA-IOI
•For Gold Circle tickets, call (213) 386-8014

• —-Presented in Cooperation with the UCLA Alumni Association — 1>
.

^^'^^.-

with special thanks to

Gambling
brings jobs
foiSDtdwii
Deadwood
By Chet Brokaw
Associated Press

DEADWOOD, S.D. — Larry
Shama's downtown grocery store

opened in 1876. the year Wild Bill

Hickok was gunned down while
playing poker in this Black Hills

gold rush town.

These days, the food in Shama's
Goldberg Grocery is going to

waste. The crowds that throng

Main Street are hungry only for the

shuffle of cards and the ring of slot

machines.

The growth of gambling has
caught ahnost everyone in Dead-
wood by surprise. Mayor Bruce
Oberlander describes the growing
pains as a combination of "the
good, the bad and the ugly.'*

Low-stakes gambling was leg-

alized six months ago. Since then,

it luK brought money and nearly

1,000 jobs to a city whose popula-
tion numbered about 2,000 before

the games began. But it's also

changed the way of life and placed

strains on the city's streets, park-

ing lots and water and sewer

Daily Bruin News Tuesday, May 1 , 1 990 13

CANCER
From page 3

aystcma.
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*'It leaves a person a little crazy,

but it's very exciting," said Sha-
ma, who installed slot machines
alongside his food shelves and
50da fountain after gambling was

—

legalized.

**Anytime you have an eco-
nomic boom in any industry, there

are some problems," he added.
"But 1 have more fun personally

viewing this as a challenge, not a

problem."

The Goldberg Grocery will

close for renovation this week,
becoming the latest in a string of
hardware stores, souvenir , shops
and other businesses to change or

close. When Goldberg's opens -^

again in July, only the soda
fountain will remain, along with an
expanded line of slot machines and
card tables.

"We are changing our style of
business in order to survive, and

—

it's nobody's fault," Shama said.

"At first it was a hell of a decision.

Then again, by the same token, I

think everyone has to change
because of survival."

'Qie state Gaming Commission
so lar has approved gambling
licenses for 50 businesses, nearly

900 workers and six manufacturers

of gaming equipment, said Don
Gromer, executive secretary.

In the first five months of

gambling, players wagered more
than $74 million, and the gamblin^^

halls kept more than $7 million

after winnings were paid. Licens-

ing fees and an 8 percent tax on the

gambling halls' proceeds have

provided the chy with $1 million,

the state with $164,000 and
Lawrence County with $41,000,

Gromer said.

"I never figured we'd have 50
businesses out there, and I never
rfigured we'd have the amount of
play we have," he said.

— The gamblihg, which is limited
^=

to $5 a bet, started as a project

aimed at providing Deadwood
with money to restore its historic

buildings. The city's entire share
of the proceeds must be used to

renovate the buildings and city

services such as water lines.

A statewide vote in 1988
approved a constitutional amend-
ment allowing gaming in Dead-
wood. The South Dakota
Legislature and city voters gave
their consent last year.

women whose cancers remained
-tmdetected and had spread to

distant parts of the body.

"Women themselves or their

partners are usually the ones who
detect lumps first," Black said.

"Many are from a benign (non-

cancerous) condition called
fibrocystic breast disease.

"Although it's a rare phenome-
na in college-age women, statistics

show that one out of 10 women will

eventually have breast cancer,"

said Ann Downie of SHS, who
takes time to explain the impor-

tance and basics of BSE to all her

patients. Downie, a certified

American Cancer Society Breast

Health Facilitator, said women can
schedule appointments solely for

BSE instruction at Women's
Health Service.

"I find that many women are

unfami.liar with what is 'normal'

for them. Also, they often are not

aware that normal breast tissue has

a lumpy consistency. Once they

know what their own tissue feels

like, they are better able to detect

changes," Black explained.
~ "A woman needs to habitually

practice self examination, the

same time, every menstrual cycle.

The American Cancer Society

recommends BSE 2 to 3 days after

the end of the menstrual period,"

Downie said. "The breasts should

be exammea tnorougniy ana syste-

matically, covering the entire

6ifcast witlvadequatc pressure. The
best way to learn the procedure is

by- 'hands-on' training from a

skilled~clinicianr

.i^

BSE is the most practical self-

detection technique during the

college years, E)ownic said. For

older women, a breast X-ray or

mammogram is recommended by
the American Cancer Society. The
cancer society recommends a

mammogram for women between
ages 35 and 39, every one to two
years; and yearly for women 40
years and older.

Some of the factors that increase

risk for breast cancer indude
breast cancer in a close family

member (mother, sister, grand-

mother, aunt), age, onset of men-
struation before age 12, late age at

menopause, older than 30 years at

birth of first child or never giving

birth, and obesity (defined as 40
percent above weight considered

normal for their frame size and
age).

Downie said she tells patients to

"nag" their mothers about mam-
mograms and check for risk

factors. "Women whose mothers
or sisters had breast cancer before

menopause are at n[iore risk. I

recommend that they have a

mammogram 10 years earlier than

the breast cancer was delected in

the relative. For example, if the

cancer was found in a sister at age

33 the student should take a

mammogram at age 23."

However, unlike the link

between smoking and lung cancer,

the association between risk fac-

tors for breast cancer and having

the disease is not that clear cut,

Downie explained. "One wpman
may have none of the risk factors

and develop breast cancer, another

woman may have all of the risk

factors and remain free of the

disease. It's frustrating because we
don't have really definitive

answers," Downie said.

i_"For example, a small number

of studies show a positive associa-

tion between the pill and breast

cancer but many more do not.

Right now, I think the prevailing

opinion is that a small subgroup of

women on birth control pills may
be at increased risk, but this group

has not been clearly identified or

defined," she said.

Become an *Learn skills usefull for an
'nternal lonal caregr^^__^d^"=y

liiii Irorii all over

lentaiion
students

worKshops.
i<i .Miiy*

For irrfomiation and applications contact:

Jofin Chen/ David watersV Kathy Kelly at

of International
and S^holafs

Men's Gyi
825-1681

*WWVWW4i^W PEER Health Counselors

ARE YOU
pr

FOR MIDTERMS?
Let the PEER Health Counselors help you
relax with FREE STRESS MANAGEMENT

counseling and information.
• Time Management
• Progressive Muscle Relaxation

• Guided Imagery

• Assertion Trainini^

• Much more... • ^

I Stress counseling .tables are located:

Ackermari^ (Toute"de Suite)
' ~^"~ ^

^M TO-11
T i2-2 '

W 10-2

Call/Visit 401 Kerckhoff
825-8462 for more information about our other programs

'^fH' sponsored by . IJSAC/SHS

. .1

.
*-^
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AMOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!!

^
'O^HEDjeil^^

S
'Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Winss'"^'^

LATE LUNCH 2:00PM-5:UUPM
y WIXCS 1/2 OHDEK MOZZEHELLA STICKS SOFT DRINK

$4.22

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Style Winga

Served with celery

ticks J

Served by the dozen
Sauce* to chooae from:
Mild or Barbeque for beginnen
Hot experienced eaten only / " ...

^-

Suicide Buffalo naUves only p-^
1^ & 1/2 a Big Red Wingi
hot barbe<]ue lauce

Side Salads: Dinner salad $1.40, $2.96

potato Balad,cole slaw^macaroni salad $1'25

THINGS
Potato Skina
homemade with sour cream $2.95

Bacon and Cheddar $3.50

Golden MoziareUa Sticks $3.50

Fresh Fried Zucchini $2.95

Breaded Whole Mushrooms $2.25

Our Famous "Onion LoaT $1.50

Steak Fries plain $2.25 _ i

with cheese & gravy

BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95

(wings, mozzarella sticks, zucchini,

mushrooms, and potato skins)

11923 Santa'

Monica
Blvd.

West L.A.

Sun-Thrs'

Ham to lam'
Fri & Sat

11am to 3{

478-WINGS
478-9464

I $moFFimi^oFtt}n»$l gyrssiwiGsi^QET/iDozBimE
ON£CQI|>ONi¥FlOROm «' ONE COUPON PEH ORDER

BRUIN (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL
[

I Kli; i»\KKIN(; ( I SIIIONKIX IIAIR.S

SAT, SUN, & EVENINCJ
CLASSES

TACOS 500
21 and OVER

9595 Wilshire Boulevard

Beverly HIHs (213) 550-1599

E=S \\\\\\\\\\V//////////
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EXCEL!
SAA Is now seeking student leaders for

positions on Its 1990-91 Board of Directors.

We're looking for people wllUng to make a

commitment to one of the best experiences

on campus. You have to know how to

motivate others, appreciate organizing

quality programming and ohloy working with

a tot of fun people and making contacts with

ahimnl.

Consider applyhig for one of the following

positions: . ^-^..

•President

•biternal Affairs Coordinator

•External Affairs Coordinator

^«Admlnistrathre Affairs Coordinator

—

•Sponsorship Coordinator

and Executh/e Directors for the following

committees:

•Campus AcUvtttos

•Career IVetwork '

•Dinners for 12 Strangers

/Faculty Appreciation Day

•Parents' Day at UCLA

•Senior Class Cabbiet ^^
•Spring Sing

Appiicattons are now avaiiabto at the James
West AbimnI Center. For more biformatlon,

drop by or phone the SAA office at

209-0524. —

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumni*ltOCI4TIOR

Jazz band
makes noise

way
Tiie Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Artists and
shop owners driven to distraction

by loud brass bands blaring Dixie-

land jazz in the heart of the French

Quarter lost their fight Monday to

establish court-ordered quiet.

State Judge Richard Ganucheau
rejected a request that he order

police to, enforce New Orleans

anti-noise ordinances in Jackson

Square, an area of stone sidewalks

and greenery between the quar-

ter's St. Louis Cathedral and the

Mississippi River.

Novelty shops, bars and artists

who set up booths on the sidewalks

cater to tourists in the area, as do
street musicians who coHecr
money thrown into their hats or

empty instrument cases.

' At a hearing Friday, a city

attorney argued that city police

already try to enforce the anti-

noise ordinances by using decibel

meters. But, he said, the offending

bands play more softly when they

know they are being monitored.

The Association of Business-

men and Artists of Jackson Square
argued that more police manpower
^ndffloreitliiscrcc t u se of the mcters-
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Peretti sells

movie rights

to^'Daricness'
The Associated Press

DETROIT— Film rights to the

Christian novel- "This Present

Darkness" have been sold to a

Hollywood trio, including produc-

er Howard Kazanjian, the book's
publisher said.

Kazanjian 's work has included

the thrillers "Raiders of the Lost

Ark" and "Return of the Jedi."

Joining him in the project is Bruce

Tsacson, who worked on "Tender

Mercies" and actor Dean Jones,

who has appeared in numerous
Walt Disney films.

HIKE
From page 1

would help.

Police say they do the best they

can with the manpower available.

Ganucheau said in tiis written

ruling Monday that it wasn't up to

him to tell pohcc how to allocate^

their resources. —

^

notice of tlic hike. >

Sam Kaufman, USAC's finan-

cial supports commissioner,
agrees that UCLA should "look for

alternative funding. "We feel the

state should lift the burden of

parking (fees) from students."

Kaufman said that students on
financial aid will suffer most from
the increase. The average financial

aid allowance for transportation is

$460 a year, leaving the student

with $76 for other expenses such

FUNDING
FroiTi page 1

said. If-Prop)osition 1 1 1 is defeated

by voters in June, then the quality

ofeducat^onatUCLA would could

suffer a severe blow, he addc<l.

"If these propositions arp

defeate<|, it's going to make the

work of student government that

much more difficult," said Dean
Poulakidas, undergraduate student

welfare commissioner and a candi-

date for undergraduate president.

'The university can barely support

what it's doing right now."

The committee hopes to garner

the support of all student govern-

ment candidates. "If the candidates

don't support Proiwsitions 1 1 1 and

121, then they are taking an anti-

student position," Kysella said.

DAY
From page 1

"Little is known about the repres-

sion in China," she said. The
^iudenis, professors, tntelleclual^,--

joumalrsts and urban workers who
participated in the movement
embodied liberal thought that laid

its foundation, she said.

Huang said the movement
started a tidal wave in human
history for democracy and human
rights and he expects another

student movement. "This day is

dedicated for their courage and
their sacrifice. We have a feeling

that not too distant in the future we
will sec the goddess of democracy
stand in Beijing's Tiananmen
Square."

From June 1 to 3, the city will

dedicate the Goddess of Democra-
cy to the worid as a symbol of

democracy, said Charies Szu of the

Chinese American Association of

Southern California.

The floor of the state Assembly
is expected to discuss and vote on
the resolution as early as this week,
Friedman said.

.

as gas, insurance and repair costs,

Kaufman said.

AFSCME's case against UCLA
is stilj pending and a verdict is not

expected for a number of months.

Fried said. The union feels that

l)oth fee increases were not legally

mandated and therefore proposed
no fee increase this year, he said.

However, despite the recently

announced increase, the union

considers the decision a partial

victory because fees were
increased enough only to finance

the debt on the parking bond. Fried

said. ".
. . The union and TPAC

pressured (the administration) to

bring down the hike from $5 to S2 a

month."

Mark Stocki, administrator of

UCLA's Business and Transpor-

tation Services Administration,

was not available Monday to

comment on the increase, but his

assistant said that his office had not

been notified of the increase.

In a recent interview, however,

Stocki said that these parking

increases were necessary to cover

the cost of transportation projects,

such as new parking structures and

the cost of services such as the

Campus Express.

The fee increase will also

support the bond that was issued to

finance the parking projects,

Stocki said.

Also included in Schultze's

statement was the decision to

.maintain daily on-campus parKing^

...-•!

rates at $4. The move is meant lo

keep fees competitive with those in

Westwood Village, other officials

said. ^

Also effective July 1 are reduc-

tionsln rates for carpool permils.

Buspool rates are to "immediate-

ly" drop from $55 to $40 a month,

representing a $220 annual reduc-

tion in fares, Schultze said in his

statement.

Cost for carpool permits which

will decrease from $22 to $21 per

month, to further encourage

odesharing, said Schultze.

Encouragement of ridesharing

to cut down on congestion is not a

problem with the union. Fried said,

but "We don't think people should

be punished if they have to bring

their car," Fried said. "It's just not

fair. A lot of people have to have

their cars and they're going to be

forced to pay higher rates," he said.

UCLA DISCOUNT
With I.D.

Good thru 5/31/9(3

.€/^ThKO0Un
«^r?SONAUZfD S(»FOE * LEATHER FOf? MEN AND WOMEN

Zodiac Footwear

Konictli CoJc Footwear & Accessories

Avirex Boiiibers

Andrew Marc Apparel

In Westwood Village
1009 Broxton Ave.

(Adjacent to Mario's)

208-3810

Formerly of Capelli—STEVE
The Creative & Artistic Force Behind

Their Advertising & Hair StyUng
Has Moved to Henri Salon.

Introductory Offer $16 (1st timef

Henri Salon 208-7531
10845 LindbrooJc Dr.- Upstairs from Cafe Cafe

9-^pm TuesT-^atr--^'^

—

'

The UCLA Student Alumni
^Association presents the fiflh

annual Run Like A Brum 10K/5K/

IK on Sunday, May 6, 1990.

Profits go to UniCarap, a summer
camp m the San Bernardino

Mountains for underprivileged

children.

iieATim
UCLA campus near Suns*^! and
Westwood Boulevards between

Men s Gym and the Dance Bldg.

lACE TIMES
5K- 7:30 a.m.

IK for Kids ages I to 14 - 9:30 a.m.

10K-8:15a.m. -

SI TEAMS
Team»-aTfu)ur runners in which

mdividual times are averaged for a

team time. Teams may be all- ___
male, all-f^paaltoor any combina-

tion qf either. Each team member
mj^t'^omplete a apparate '

,.

repstratibn form out all forms

should be submitted together.

lESISTIHIQN FEES
Save money, register earlv Fees

paid on race day are shown in

parenthesis. All fees mclude the

ofRcial Run Like A Bruin t-shirt.

IndiVidual(5K&. lOK)

$ 9 I S12) w/UCLA alTihation

"

$12 ($15) others

Individual < IK -for Kids 1-14 •

$5 ($6) all

Teams (5K only)

$32 ($44) w/UCLA atriliation"

$44 < $56 Mothers

*L'CLA .jrTHiatton includes currrni lull time

•itudentM rulllime facult\ ana •itatt ana

•n*m6»rs o/ ihe UCL\ Alumnt Assnciatutn

RtgiHrution fe*a or* non-refundable.

lESISTIATIill
By Mail
Entries must be postmarked bv

Tuesday. May I, 1990 to qualify

for pre-regwtration. Mail the enirv

form below with your check to:

Run Like A Bruin .
, ; _

- UCLA Central Ticket OfTice-^

—

P O. Box 24607

Los Angeles. CA ^0024

In Person (two locations

i

UCLA Central Ticket OfTice

James West Alumni Center

Mondav- Friday. 9 am -5 p.m.

(213/825-2101 for directions*

OR
Bruin Walk

Apnl 30-May 4, 10 am. -3 p.m.

RACE BAT RE6ISTRATI0N
Registration begins at 6 30 am at

the race site and ends 5 minutes

before the start of eacn run.

SIANB M1ZE
The overall winner will receive 2

jlpund-tnp tickeJjS to San Francisco

courtesy of:

USAir

AITAliS
Awards are presented to

The top overall female anOXnaie

winners in both the 5K and lu'K-

The first place finishers in eacV^^
of the team .aiegones

The first ana second place .

finishers, maie and female, m each

age categon- except for the 20-24

category, in wnich awaras will be

presented lo ihe.rtrst througn fiflh

place finishers.

RACE FIATDIES
Fre-race aerobics warm-up

instruction

Scenic, challenging course along

UCLA's Circle Drive

Large digital displav clock and

computenzea tmish time

Water & spht-times available

throughout the course - — —
Accurately measured course

The largest .5K/ lOK at UCL.A
Post-race refreshments

liESTIONST
Call the L'CL^\ Student .VJumni

Association at 213/206-0524.

.S'A4 ;.s" a student organization

sponsored bv

J*

OFFICIAL mmi LIKE A BHUIH ENTRT FORM - MAT 6, ISHO

Please Print

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

ADDRESS

cmf,^__—

^

l^ease VHeck

RACE: J IK

GENDER:

T-SHIRT SIZE

J5K J5K-TEAM JlOK

JMale JFemale

JM

ZIP

DAY PHONE

jS JM JL -lXL

AGE: -11-6 J7-"9 JlO-12 J13-14

J 15- 19 J20-2J J25-2*9

^30-37 J38-45 J46-54 "j55& over^

UCLA AFFILIATION: NO YES > WHAT* _ :.
- • ' .

in const<j«faiton o» acc«oiinq inis •nlry I mtefxlioq to Be leqaliv ftoorxJ for mysetl heif« executors tna aomnisiraiors vwaive arw 'e<ease

all rights ana claims or oamaqes I may have aqamsi th« uCLA Student Alumm Association tne UCLA Alumni Associatioo tra the

Reqents of tne University of California ineir repfasentatives successors ana assigns \pt any claims or mtunes suffered t)y me at satO

run ( anest mat i have irarneo tor irvs run

TEAMS: — — '

Team Name » ^ i.^_j^t. —
Type: JMale JFemale JMixed

FEE ENCLOSED: 5

SIGNATURE DATE
Make checks payable to:

Regents of U C -Run Like A Brum

m
i
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Ballot referendums that would improve the quality of life

-—^---
"- Editorial

Chicano Studies must be a priority

Counterpoint

The Chicano Studies major is in danger of

being dismantled. The Committee on

Undergraduate Courses and Curricula

recently recommended that admissions to

the major be' suspended until it is success-

fully restructured. ;_^

This announcement sparked a protest last

week by Chicano Studies students and

supporters and members of MEChA. The

protestors claimed that the administration^

does not see their culture .as worthy of study

and that ii does not consider the Latino

community to be a priority. The demonstra-

tors also criticized the university forits lack

of interest in finding solutions to prpblems

within the major.

The Chicano Studies ^ajor suffers from a

lack of introductory courses to the major,

and from the absence of a departmental

office, which makes it difficult for students

Decisions about the major must be made
promptly so that neither students nor the

community suffer.

The neglect of the Chicano Studies major

by UCLA shows an obliviousness to the

demographic reality of California. The
academic world must realize that the Latino

community is the largest and fastest

growing group in California. By the year

—^30, experts predict that3S.4 percent of the

state's working population will be Latino.

An even larger percentage of students in the

public schools will be of Latino heritage.

The acadeiniCrworld needs to recognize

and'pr|^are'i(^ ttiei^^ demographic

^'changes in California. A major like Chicano

Studies will prepare faculty and students to

effectively educate and relate to the state's

future students.

UCLA and California are culturally

Reproductive clioices

are domain of people
By Shoshana F. Lazik

who arc interested in the major to obtam diverse entities, and the majors
"

Uidl UCLA

—Aharon Holthaus sinTpIified and thus distorted the immensely complex

issue of abortion in her viewpoint ("Abortion should not be considered

birth control," Bruin, April 19).

She assumes that women choose to have sex. She also asserts thai

women are solely responsible for pregnancy. She pronounces thai

women have "forfeited" their supposed right to later choices by

participating in sexual intercourse.

Two false assumptions are at the root of Holthaus' argument. Firstly,

she seems to assumes that a woman somehow impregnates herself

without the participation or responsibility of a man. Secondly, Holthaus

seems to believe that all women who have sex have freely*chosen to do
so. She has somehow excused men frorn any obligation by asserting that

rape and coercion play little part in manyjnstances of sexual intercourse.
***'" Holthaus indicates that rape occurs, but she fails to address il in a rea-

listic manner. Holthaus said, "Many of us*bppose abortion except in^

instances of rape." Therefore, she would condone abortion if a woman
was raped. However, she fails to consider that proving rape is difficult

even in a society where abortion is legal. *

Imagine that a woman is raped in a world where abortion is illegal. The

imagine that a.womaiLis raped in a world where

n the midst of the conli

nuing minor furor over
CALPIRG and negative

check-off fees on UCLA
registration cards, few under-

graduates realize the impact
they can have on their com-
munity and themselves by
checking off something else on
their UCLA election ballots,

starting tomorrow: the Service
Referendum.

Besides the candidates for

USAC offices, there will be
five referendums on the 1990
ballot, two of which have the-
potential to have a tremendous
positive impact on UCLA's
nearby communities.

One of ihese is the Secorid

Harvest referendum. If passed,

that is, voted for by 2500
students, a positive check-off

wpuld be instated on our

Susan
Rinderle

quarterly reg fees statement, in

V which a student can indicate

•his or her desire to pay an,

, extra $2 to go to Second
^Harvest. Not only is this a

much more direct, non-obligat-
'— ory way to donate money to a

cause than ^ negative check-
off, the cause is a wonderful
organization that redistributes

surplus food to the hungry
adults and children in Los
Angeles. By voting for Second

UCLA students, who also have
the potential to be directly

affected. The Service Referen-

dum would add %\.5Q per

information.

A definite plan of action needs to be set

for the future of Chicano Studies. The
university cannot allow the academic future

of students in Chicano Studies to remain in

limbo for an undetermined amount of liine.

offers should reflect the cultural pluralism

that exists on our campus and in society. It is

therefore time for UCLA to prove its

commitment to diversity by prioritizing the_

Chicano Studies program and giving it the

time and money it needs^^ —:•

abortion is illegal. The victim then informs the

police, who arrest a suspect (if they can find one).

The suspect could be released either before or after

trial on the basis of insufficient evidence. Even if

there is a trial it m^it take severaTyears to reach a
.verdict.

—

".

: ,
-,

,
: .

student per quarter to student

reg fees. This $L50 would be
"matched" by another $L50,
taken out of the $4 ASUCLA
student union fee we already

pay as part of reg fees,

making a total of $3 that ^

would be distributed to campus
organizations in the following

way:

$1 to the Community Activ-

ities Committee (CAC). CAC
is the main funding source for

CSC, on the fourth floor of

Kerckhoff Hall, consists of 18

programs. These include Ami-
gos Del Barrio, Prison Coali-

tion, Asian Education Project,

'Tree People, Senior Citizens

Project, Special Olympics, Pro-

ject MAC, Hunger Project,

Project Motivation, and others.

These groups provide tutoring,

friendship, aid, and/or support

to "disadvantaged" groups:

juvenile offenders, abused chil-

dren, immigrants, senior citi-

zens, handicapped, and students

of various ethnicities.
—

CPO, located in the Men's
*

Gym, oversees 21 projects that

primarily, with a somewhat
more professional slant, aid

members of various ethnic

groups. Some CPO prograrns

are African Education Project,

Asian Dentaj Care ProjeeV

, running unopposed for Studcntr
Welfare Commissioner, hopes
to also add projects that focus
on impfoving' community safe-

ty. ^ ^

-USAC President John Sarvcy-

Black Aids Project, Central

American Refugee Aid Project,

Raza Artists del Pueblo, Asian
Pacific Legal Service Project,

Incarcerated Youth Tutorial

Project, Latino Pre-Law Socie-
ly, and Inner City Tutorial

Project.

50 cents to CSC, which
would then leave more funds

for CPO and other CAC orga-

nizations.

50 cents to Student Welfare
Harvest and checking ii uff the Coni inuiiity Service Cuin- Commission, a component of ^^^^

$1 to the Campus Retention-
Committee, which works to

reduce attrition, especially in

groups that lend to drop out of

school more than others.

MEChA 's CLASS program and
Samahang Pilipino's PAPER
program ake two of the organi-

zations that would benefit from
this extra dollar.

As we can see, this extra $9
per some 35,000 undergradu-
ates per academic year has the

potential to greatly improve
UCLA students* campus
experience, as well as the

situation of those around them,
and for a cost to you of only
$4:50 (thars ha|f price!) a —
year! Cafnpus service projects

need funding despei;ately.

Up to 85 perC(int*0f a

project's budget goes to trans-

portation, which is virtually

monopolized by Fleet Services-—

(Prison Coalition spends some
$10,0(X) a year on transporta-

tion). Programs also need curri-

culum materials and the

resources to have special

events for the pcopl<^they

at endorsement hearings on
Wednesday, ASUCLA makes
an annual $80 million profit.

— Surely this profit can help

—make up for the $4.50 per—

—

student per year deficit.

I am all for seismic renova-

tion, but I think this is a weak
argument in the face of the

tremendous benefits^-offered by
the Service Referendum. Stu-

dents will surely bear part of

the financial burden for reno-

.. vation regardless, and $1.50 is

a small price to pay for

service, especially in light of.v-^

our already relatively dirt-cheap

education.

Currently, UCLA service

projects turn away a couple

hundred volunteers every year,

especially, from popular prpg^

. rams like Hunger Project and
Prison Coalition. This is inex-

cusablcv We can never have

enough volunteers until we live

in a Utopia. Service should be

a major aspect of one's educa-
^~tion, and all those who desire-

to thus enrich themselves and^
those around them^^hould have
the opportunity.

CSC and CPO volunteers,

think of the new heights your

project flfiiild rp;irh with rxir.t

each quarter (paying an extra

$6 per academic year), one
UCLA student would be pur-

chasing $120 worth of food for

the needy each year
The second of the two

particularly exciting referen-

mission (CSC) and Community
Programs Office (CPO). CSC
and CPO are umbrella organi-

zations, that encompass a large

jiumber of the service clubs

:^^'':

Initial h&re if you're
noi opposed to noi

h&ving $ 2 not go to

Calpir^.

»'

ti^^riv^ c^ect-QH ^tt f^Rot^ i^eu.

victim then informs the police, who arrest a suspect (if they can find one).

The suspect could be released either before or after trial on the basis of

insufficient evidence. Even if there is a trial it might take several years to

reach a verdict.

In a scenario such as this, maybe all that could be said to the victim is,

"Sorry miss, we know you're 15 and claim you've been raped, but we
can't prove it. You'll have to have the baby."

Holthaus said, "Killing a child one week before birth is . . . murder." I

agree that aborting viable fetuses is controversial. However, most
abortions arc not performed on third trimester fetuses that could survive

outside the womb.
There are a myriad of problems which complicate the abortion issue,

illiteracy, ignorance, lack of education, an infipotent legal system and
discrimination. There are even more complicated issues in each
individual case.

Holthaus' article reflects the mentality of a sheltered university

student who has had access to information, medical services and family

support. She assumes that everyone else in the world has these benefits

too.

She expects everyone else to be aware and know abstinence is a choice.

She assumes alLmen and women know what abstinence means and are

able to practice it.
'

. .

Abortion is a complicated social problem, not a simple moral or

religious subject. The answer to this problem is not simple. Abortion
cannot be made illegal except in the case of rape.

Anti -abortionists or anti-choice people have failed to see a few more
crucial ramifications of their position. They advocating govermental

control over reproductive freedoms. This is a dangerous position to take.

Anyone who is aware of the current international politics and problems
knows about the population problem China. In China, there is a

government that wants to curb population growth. They use legislation to-

enforce abortion, because the people at one time put reproduction among
other things, in the hands of the government.

The anti-choice movement wants to do put reproductive rights in the

hands of the government in the same in the United States. They want to

legislated mandate which forces women to have i:hildrcn.

dums on the ballot tomorrow
is the Service Referendum,
which would aid a wide varie-

ty of community needs through

and projects on campus. Hun-
dreds of students volunteer for

CSC and CPO projects each

quarter, yet many are probably

unaware of their group's larger

affiliation.

undergraduate government
(USAC). Student Welfare is

responsible for programs
designed to benefit UCLA stu-

dents^ especially health-wise,

with programs such as aids

awareness week, alcohol aware-

ness, blood drives, Tay-Sachs
and cholesterol level testing,

and the Peer Health Counse-
lors. Carol Darwish, who is

However, there-are some
that oppose the Service

Referendum. By taking the

$1.50 match out of our already

inslaicd ASUCLA student —^—
union fees, only $2.50 is left

for ASUCLA, which needs the-

funds to defray upcoming
seismic renovation in Acker-
man Union and Kerckhoff
tjall. But, according to current

money. Non-volunteers, think

of how far that $1.50 per

quarter will go. UCLA undcr-

-gFads, make the improvement
of the quality of life for

yourselves and fellow local

citizens a- prioriiy- vote, and~
—When you do, vote for the

—

Service Referendum.

Rinderle is an undeclared
sophomore.

'. ». A

Letters vA,

^trir

..^.

Governments can force you to have unwanted babies as well as force you
to abort wanted babies.

Choice means choice. Women are the only ones able to have chirdi^'

and are thus the only ones capable of that choice. Instead of trying to eli-

mihate women's inalienable rights, why not try to cure the problems that-

make abortion a problem for society. Rather than alleviating thc-^

symptom, why not heal the source. The root of the problem is women's
lack of confidence and men's lack of responsibility.

Lazik is a junior majoring in English.
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Ninety Percent
Editor:

In response to the insert

Ninety Percent found in the

April 24 issue of the Daily

Bruin, I would like to ask one
"question: Why? What was the

goal of the Gay and Lesbian

Association (GALA) in spend-

ing time and money in making
sure it was so cleverly snuck
into the regular paper? From
what I've heard in ;he past

about the organization, their

role on campus is to serve as

a special interest group that is

in place to provide resources

for and ensure lack of discri-

mination towards the

homosexual community. Did
GALA think that by publishing

Ninety Percent you were furth-

ering this goal?
~~^y firsr feelings upoff rcad^

ing the publication were of

complete disgust. I have yet to

see the vulgar, and inappropri-

ate style used in its writing

printed in a university pohtica-"

tion from a heterosexual point

of view, much less from a

homosexual point of view.

Why do we as a student

community need to hear about

erotic experiences with a ger-

bil? Does the Bruin contain

graphic articles about erotic

heterosexual activity? I have
yet to see one. This publica-

tion was intended to be sar-

castic but was only offensive.

Maybe there are those in the

gay community that might find

some humor in it, but why
was it placed in the regular

newspaper so the average stu-

dent had no choice but to take

one.

If GALA wanted to have it

available for its constituents, at

least it could have had the

decency to have it be an

optional publication, completely
separate from the Bruin. I

would be surprised if The
Daily Bruin allowed a student

association that prided itself on-
being staunch proponents, and
"out of the closet," in its

support of "doggie style heter-

osexual sex," to publish an
insert and place it in the main
body of the regular paper. (At
least ten percent of the campus
would possibly tend to align

themselves with this group.)

Is my point taken? The
heterosexual community is not

standing up and describing

their private sexuality to the

rest of campus in graphic

terms and neither should

GALA. To be a tolerant cam-
-pus does not mean ihat every—
student needs to approve of
what others do in their private

lives. All I hear GALA saying

is "tolerate my lifestyle,

-approve-ofmy behavior,

tell me that what I am doing
is right."

These demands overstep the

bounds of tolerance and exploit

it to the gay communities
inability to tolerate traditional

values. GALA, if yoii Want ^~
toleration and respect from the

90-plus percent of the UCLA
straight community, show us

some respect and spare us the

gory details of your "alternate"

lifestyle.

Craig Dupper
Sopiiomore
Undeclared

Editors Note: The newsmagazine
TenPercent is not in fact affiliated

with GALA.

Bias il

vivisection

'report' ^

Editor:

— Someone clearly goofed and
accidentally slipped Dennis
Romero's "report" of the anti-
vivisection protest ("Students

protest animal research," Bruin,

April 24) in with the objective

reporting, rather than placing it

on the editorial page where it

belonged. I'm referring to the

way Romero pretends to pre-

sent both sides of the issue,

but stacks the deck in favor of
vivisfection with the rhetoric he
employs and the sources he
chooses to quQte.

Romero presents the vivisec-

tionists' conjgftion that their

work "'re^THrrej- the use of
animals in attempts to improve
the quality of human life" as a

statement of unadorned fact

when actually it's very much
questiofh- He then discredits

the activists' position with

continuous disclaimers (they

"claim" animals are "tortured"

through "unneeded" research;

"they say" researchers torture

animals, etc.) yet doesn't attach

"the same kind of disparaging

qualifiers to the opposition.

He further prejudices the

case with biased descriptions:

"UCLA's top researchers" face

off against a "small cadre" of
actors, and depicts the activists

as on a "quest for attention"

who "began" a shouting match.
Romero then presents as fact

and observation that student

participation in the protest was
low. His source? Michael

(joid, spokesperson for a pro-

vivisectJon group.

I'm also annoyed that Rom-
ero composed his entire article

from quotes by the vivisec- ^

tionists (three) and the police

(two). Here's a brainstorm for

you: when writing an article

on an Animal Rights protest, it

might be a good idea to

-^actually talk to some of the

protesters, otherwise when peo-

ple read the empty article you
do write, they begin to wonder
what your motives are.

Romero could perhaps have
questioned why a vivisectionist

research group who claims the

moral high ground feels it h'*';

to hid behind such a mislead-
ing name as the Coalition For
Animals and Animal Research.

Too, in his preoccupation with
logistics and heavy reliance

upon policy opinion, Romero
"^^ccmstote implying that thc~

activists are some sort of

dangerous subversives, that we
should all be quaking in our
Keds because, as he cryptically'

(and idiotically) notes "police

—

have not ruled out the possi-

bility of surprise visits to

campus" by the activists.

I did leave the article fright-

ened — frightened by Romer-
o's disregard for our ^
intelligence. 1 don't know very
much about the ainimal rights

controversy, and when I picked

up the Tuesday Bruin, I had—
hoped to be somewhat enlight-

ened. Instead, all I learned was
that Dennis Romero feels

^equipped to make up my mind
for me.

Kathy Kartana
Senior

English

.•tS*"^*-''

'^

Experim^it on
humans not
animals
Editor:

_I_ agree, an#*!als4^ vi^ bas ic_

rights. An article I rea^ recen-

tly told of monkeys Being

tortured by being prevented

from proper treatment because,

of a legal battle by animal
rights protestors. I think that is

unjust. Animal research should
be stopped!

I also agree that human
beings should have certain

rights, including the ability to

lead a normal healthy life. For
this reason I offer the follow-

ing proposal: We should

unequivocally end all research

on animals.

In their place we can use

"^voTunTccr frorri "among'lHc'anr""
mal rights activists. They appa-
rently feel that animals are

more important than humans,
so I am sure they would be
happy to donate their bodies to

prevent "cruelly" to animals.

For medical researchers this

could be a great boon.

There would be almost no
wait between the time of
discovery and the start of
human trials. Of course, should '

these new drugs or procedures
prove to have unforeseen

harmful side effects, we may
end up injuring oricilling a

few activists. But so what,

that's the price we must pay
to save a few animals from
harm.

Daniel Hirsch
Freshman •

Undeclared

-*r- '' *7
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Arts Entertainment
Stage

Ghost in the machine: Center for Performing Arts gears up for May & June
Enlightenment comes to small

town in ABC's Twin Peaks'

The first city was the City of the

Dead.

Or so history tells us. God, I love

history. Don't you?
The first city was the City of the

Dead, because our ever-lovin'

paleolithic ancestors were
mobile-types, always in search of

Better Things. Like Bigger artd

Better Game.
Perhaps we can call them the

Ur-Yuppies, the original upwardly

mobile Volk.

Anyway, one of the main things

that distinguished them from the

animals of the wild was their

reverence for the dead. Burial and
its ceremony. So that the first

established settlements were bur-

ial grounds. The first people with

permanent addresses were dead
people.

-rsr

t-

^^^

Even if they didnH have to

worry much about paying rent.

Which brings us to Tmn Peaks,

the new ABC series on Thursday

nights.

Not Ihlit Twin PeaksM about

cities. Nope. Twin Peaks is about

-

this ficLilious town in the North-

west. A small town seething with

lots of intrigue, murder, sex and
cliffhangcr endings.

It may be the only the town in

America that should list the num-
:^

berof rcjiidcni sub-plots insi^^of,"

residents next lb "Popilaffon.

What 4&-; interesting abqut the

show is that rt "turns the conven-

tional wisdom about urban and
rural life on its head.

Cities have always been notori-

ous as Magnets of Sin, luring

young, cheery, red-cheeked inno-

cents from the surrounding whole-

some communities into dens of

drugs, crime and general
decadence.- Like so many moths to

the flame.

That is, into the same kind of

intrigue, murder, sex and cliffhan-

gcr endings that Twin Peaks shows
us pouring out of this lively little

. burg in the Northwest.

Twin Peaks' message is that the

Underworld isn't a matter of

geography, it's a matter of Know-

]..
'edge.

Along with Eve, we take a bite

of the apple and it opens our eyes to

a whole new world around us. Dig
deeply enough into the lives of

even the ^mosj, jardiaajT-V (and
respectable) citizens, and you're

liable to find some dirt.

Such was the drift of Blue.

Velvet, David Lynch's 1986 film,

and such is tba drift €>t4he series

the criminal goings on. Cooper is

able to see things where ordinary

people can't and opeStes a few
steps ahead of everyone else.

But he's also pretty weird. He
embodies the paradox that those

with Knowledge may have access

to a Higher Reality, but that it also

makes them different from every-

body else.

We don't have to watch Twin

Peaks, of course, to figure this out
Take many lawyers, for example,

out of a courtroom and put them
into any other situation, and
they're^-ba&ically Social Potato-

heads.

Or university professors. Why is

it that a lot of these brilliant

academics who have the sf)ecial

gift and vision of Wisdom can't

-sccm.to kc£p those egg stains oiL
their jackets, or master the intricate

complexities of "Hi, how are

you?"

Special Agent Cooper's ability

to figure out the criminal mind
comes from his being closer to the

walking the id

By Jenn Gillon

Contributor •

Once again, here is the upcoming calendar for the

UCLA Center for the Performing Arts, with events

covering May and June. Tickets are available at the

Central Ticket Office. General info, can be attained

by calling (213) «25-9261. , . r

DANCE: Trisha Brown Company Trisha. Brown. Artistic

Director. Fri. and Sat. May 4 and 5 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $24.
$19, $16 and $8 for students with valid UCLA ID/Reg card
The performances will at Royoe.

with valid UCLA ID/Reg. card. This performance will be held

at Royce.

The 40 member Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra,

under the direction of lona Brown and conducted by
Helmuth Rilling, will perform an evening of classical

music, including Bach's Cantata, BWV 208 Was mir

behagt, ist nur die muntre jagd and Mozart's
King of Egypt.

Sopranos Pamela Coburn and Henriette

Shellenberg and tenor Tom Randle will accom-
pany the chamber group.

A recent recipient of an AT&T $35,000 touring

grant, the Trisha Brown Company is celebrating its

20th anniversary in 1990.

Foilnder Trisha Brown has been recognized as one
of the forces behind contemporary dance. Her current

dance concerts, with a nine-member company, bring

together her earlier and most recent works.

Brown, a founding member of the legendary

Judson Dance Theater in New York, is know for her

rigorous dance choreography, which encompasses

rigid structures and supple kinetics and includes

ballet, gymnastics and acrobatics!

• '"STAGE: An Evening witt) LSinte KS2Sn Sat , May"T2~ar8
m. Tickets are $25. $21. $16 and $8 for students with valid

)CLA ID/Reg. card At Royce61

After an eight-year absence from the Los Angeles
area, Lainie Kazan Will perform a one-woman
concert, including songs by George Gershwin, Bob
Dylan and Cole Porter. ,

-^
a,

Besides receiving a Golden Globe nominalioh, for

her performance in My Favorite Year and
performing in Beaches with Bette Midler and
Harry and the Hendersons with John Lithgow,

Kazan has also been seen on St. Elsewhere, for

which she received an Emmy Award nomina-

The Alvin Alley American Dance Theater will perform at UCLA this spring courtesy of the
Center for the Performing Arts.

that l^e has co-produced.

The villain, then, to the folk in

small towns is this same Know-
ledge. Much like Eve, they would

prefer to remain in their ignorant

bliss (a.k.a. "paradise"). In cities,

we accept Sin as part of the

admission price. In small towns,

it's not supposed to exist. Thus, we
get the small town mentality and

tls aversion to "big ideas."

But in Twin Peaks Knowledge
comes to town in the form of FBI

'

Special Agent Cooper (Kyle

McClanahan). He brings enlight-

enment— and discomfort— to the

town's citizens.

He seems to have a sort of

mysterious genius for figuring out

Steve——
Sherwood
criminal than he is to the citizens of

Twin Peaks: both are beyond the

limits of the ordinary. He, like the

serial murderer he tracks, has

bitten of the forbidden fruit.

The difference between Cooper
and the murderer is the difference

between Good and Evil. But the

battle of Good and Evil takes place

on a level higher than everyday

people can relate to: in Scripture,

in legal codes, iri philosophy texts

and csotcric'^xjtacs.^o Thaf FBT
agents, like lawyers and profes-

sors, are often as suspicious to

common folks as criminals.

In Twin Peaks, the town's

^hcrilt (Michael Ontkeany and
lumber mill owner Xloan Chen)
represent the normal, healthy,

upstanding citizen. Interested that

Good prevail, but not really sure

how it's all happening.

Like them, wc realize that

Knowledge often comes to us

through forces (and people) that

we really don't understand, as atjy

defendant in a lawsuit or university

student can attest to.

And what exactly is the Know-
ledge that all these extraordinary

types share, the Knowledge that

u-avels from the big city to the

small town, the Knowledge that

most people don't want to face?

^ See 'PEAKS/ page 24 A MOMIX performer contemplates the art of dance.

Dance: Alvin Alley American Dance Theater Judith

Jamison, Artistic Director. Tues.-Sat., May 8-12 at 8 p.m.

May 12 and 13 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $31.50. $27.50. $21.50
and $12.50 for students with valid UCLA ID/Reg card The
performances will be held at the Wiltern Theater.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater will

15erform at the Wiltern Theater to commemorate the^

fifth anniversary of the reopening of the landmark

facility. The company will perform a different

program each night of iis engagement.

Founded in 1958 and dedicated to the preservation

of the American modem dance heritage and the

uniqueness of black cultural expression, the Alvin

Ailcy American Dance Theater is one of the foremost

dance companies in America.

„ Ailey, a man dedicated to expression and
multiracial brotherhood, died on Dec. 1, 1989 in New
York City, and Judith Jamison was named the artistic

director of the group shortly thereafter on Dec. 20.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater has

been seen in six continents, 36 countries, before an

audience estimated at more than 15 million people.

lion, and The Paper Chase, for which she was
given an Ace Award.

But despite all of her theater and motion
picture credits, Kazan's first love is singing,

something which she promises to show at her

UCLA concert.

MU8I0: Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, lona Brown.

Musical Director. Helmuth Rilling, Conductor. Fri. May 1 1 at

8 p.m. Tickets are $25, $21 .50. $19.50 and $8 for students

THEATER: Robinson and Crusoe by Nino D'Introna and
Giacomo Ravicchio English language adaptation by Shem
Bitterman. Directed by Peter Brosius. Music composed by

Giacomo Ravicchio. Sun . May 13 dt 2 p m Tickets are $20,-

$17 and $8 for students with valid UCLA ID/Reg card At the
Wadsworth Theater.

The Improvisational fheater Project of Los

Angeles performs Robinson and Crusoe in LA.
during its tour for young people
A story of two men from different parts of'the

world stranded together in the middle of the sea,

Robinson and Crusoe examines friendship and
communication th^* cuts through language and
culture barriers.

MUSIC: Music for Mischa. Produced by Rob>ert Martin Sun
.

May 13 at 4 p m Tickets are $20 ana $8 for students with

valid UCLA JD/Reg card. At UGLAs Schoenberg Hall

See ARTS, page 23

Dance

MOMIX puts on 'exhilarating' show at Wiltern
By Heidi Parker

Contributor

The New York based dance company MOMIX, noted for iLs

illusionary skits and touch of humor, put on an exhilarating performance

at the Wiltern Theater Thursday evening, which sent the audience into a

roar and frenzy of applause. __
Thc^opcning slcil ccfiiribiricd Tight and' melody tharpufled the audiehcc^

into the mesmerizing imagination behind the choreography. What's
amazing about MOMIX 's performances is how skillfully the dancers use

their bodies, how they take the plain and natural and transform them into

something sublime.

MOMIX was created in 1980 by director Moses Pendelton and has

since been performing all over the world. The tcnrperson group is

described as "a closely knit set of pa)plc" and has been regarded as one of

the best dance companies around.

The sk\\s that were conducted on the stage of the Wiltern were inde-

pendent of one another, yet there was no one skit that overshadowed the

other; they were each superb packcLs on their own. '

The first part of the engagement includc<l pieces that were on the light

side: people dancing out Of giant oyster shells, limber dancers flowing to

rnusic while attached to snow skis that allowed them to move their bodies

without using theii" fedl, and a neon rope that waved across the stage.

The second part of the show was more like a ballet, because it fcKused

less oh illusion and more on the graceful movements that the human body
is capable of.

The longest and most capturing piece was the "Stabat Mater," which
was choreographed by Pendelton as well as Cynthia Quinn (the main
dancer in the routine) and Timothy Lata. Quinn wore a striking red outfit

that made her look like Little Red Riding Hood, while the background
was a smoky grey. She gracefully danced to the music of Vivaldi around-

two grey stick figures.

Mid-way through the act, the figures moved and the audience realized,

to its surprise, that the figures were a pair of legs on stilts. Thereafter, the

two danced together in a dramatic passion as the man towered over the

graceful woman.
Amid the skits, there was always the consistency of surprise and

imagination that is typical of MOMIX. It is so easy to fall into a type of

order or classification that conforms us into an accepted class. MOMIX is

unique, because it doesrTt follow already TaTdloul rules of dance; the com -

pany makes up its own.

Probably the reason why MOMIX receives such a strong positive

reaction from its audiences is that iLs performances wake the watchers

What's amazing about MOMDCs performances is

how skillfully the dancers use their bodies, how
they take the plain and natural ana transform

them into something sublime. MOMIX was
created in 1980 by director Moses Pendelton and ""^

has since been performing all over the world.

and bring them in to a new train of tliought. The skiLs aren't stories that

the audience has to understand. They're moods, niclodics and

movements that hypnotize, making MOMIX one of tJie mo^ljcntrancing

dance companies in the world. "~:~^—'~—'~~^

MOMIX has many plans for the future. It was just selected to represent

the United States at the European Cultural Center at Delphi and will be

featured in the sequel to the film FX, which will be released in the spring

of 1991.

Pendelton most recently choreographed a piece of the Datdance video

for Prince and is also working on a screenplay with director Lina Wurt-

mueller.
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Restaurant

Studious refuge from midterm pressure blues
David Glickman

Contributor
-t::^

As mid-terms approach, students find

themselves studying into all hours of the

evening. To break the mundane pattern of

meeting in a dorm lounge or a classmate's

apartment, students should consider taking

advantage of quiet, late-night restaurants,

cafes and coffee shops.

Students interested in camping out at a

restaurant for an evening should be courte-

ous and tip accordingly. Though many
restaurants frown upon patrons sitting for

hours after they have eaten, there are a few

late night establishments which do not

actively discourage their customers from

remaining at a table.

The Good Earth, on Westwood Boule-

vard just south of Weybum, is open daily

until 1 1:00 p.m. Catering to the light and/or

health conscious eater, they serve their

renown blends of tea and coffee with fresh

muffins, cookies and breads. Their high-

protein smoothies provide an extra boost of

energy. The management neither encour^^
ages nor discourages students fcpm study-

ing.

If study requirements require a later than

an 11:00 p.m. closing time, students have

little choice but to venture outside of

Westwood. Subway sandwich shop on the

comer of Lindbrook and Westwood Boule-

vards is open 24 hours, but due to their

uncomfortable booths and sterile fast-food

environment, it is not recommended for the

serious studier,

Within a short drive from campus,

students can find a variety of soothing

environments conducive to efficient study-

ing.

Touting themselves as having the only

late-night community aunosphere in West
Los Angeles, Cacao coffee house, on Santa

Monica Boulevard just east of Barrington

Avenue, caters to anyone interested in just

hanging out. Owner Eric Puthzy opened the

coffee house to provide an intimate and
informal setting for the late-night crowd.

"While a student at UCLA, I found

myself and my friends staying up late

talking, studying and just hanging out," said

Puthzy. "My philosophy includes never

making patrons feel obligated to buy

anything or to leave once they have finished

eating or drinking."

The cozy, aesthetic atmosphere provides

a haven for artists and songwriters, however

Cacao only accommodates twenty guests.

Open until 4:00 a.m. on Thursday and

weekend nights, they serve a full array of

coffees and teas along with various light

deserts.

Procrastinators take caution; due to the,

friendly, homey feelings Cacao fosters, it is

tempting to get sidetracked into a debate

about Nevada test sites or Brazilian rain

forests, instead of the impending exams at

hand.
* For students interested in a more private

setting, Dolores kestaurant on Santa Moni-

ca Boulevard, three blocks west of the 405

Freeway, hosts many private booths. Open
24-hours, coffee wielding waiters and

waitresses rarely let a patron's cup rest

empty for long. • / .

'

^

A bit further west, on Wilshire and
Centinela, lies the 24-hour Uncle John's

family restaurant. Though few families are

dining at 3:00 a.m., this upscale version of

an International House of Pancakes is very

much alive.

Manager Eddie Reynoso encourages

students to bring in their txx)ks and study on
any week night. "However, due to the

crowds on Friday and Saturday evenings,

we try to limit the amount of time people

spend at booths," said Reynoso.

Meeting friends east of UCLA, students

may take advantage of otheil eclectic

eateries. As it's name implies. The Pikme-

Up, on 6th Street just west of La Brea,

provides a refreshing atmosphere. Open
daily until 2:00 a.m., they serve a variety of

coffees and teas in individually unique cups

and saucers.

Couches, coffee tables, and dining room
sets provide the perfect environment to read

literature, play chess or even solve dreaded

Calculus problems.
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Westwood's Gp<xl Earth is the place to dig up good food
By Tom Huang
Stan Writer

—

—

"*—

DINING: The Good Earth. 1002 West-
wood Blvd. In Westwood next to the
Gap. Open Sun -Fri. 9-1 1 p.m., Sat. 9-

10 p.m. Call 208-8215 tor info.

•

Westwood offers a wealth of

fine dining with a variety of price

ranges for the money, but there's

never enough time to see it all,

even those who have established a

good name with pcopl6.

One of these places for me is

The Good Earth on Westwood
Blvd., one of a popular chain of

restaurants that prides itself on its

fresh food and all-natural ingre-

dients.

For people who do not know
what it is, it is not brusscls sprout

sandwiches and wheat germ sodas

consumed while sitting on soft dirt

The truth is. The Good Earth

supports its fame-for good food at

very reasonable prices. Probably

the best deal going on down ihcrc

is there $6.95 dinner special. It's a

choice of two kinds of fresh fish

and/or chicken (choice of four

each), soup or salad, wheat rolls,

rice and slraight-from-ihc-gardcn

vegetables. The soup 1 had was a

12-vegetable soup, which lasted

wearing Birkenstocks. F^rlrom^it— greats in contrast to the usual

canned stuff you taste at your
average cafe.

In addition, I chose "California

Chic^cen" (a breast with tomato,

avocado, and cheese) and the red

snapper. The -chicken was an
uncomplicated concoction and
downright tasty; 1 never really

liked snapper though, and unforiu-

naily my mind was not changed.

' The rice was rice, and the

vegetables cooked but still crisp

wfhi flavor.

All in all, quite a bargafhTor it?

price. Most other entries are also

priced to go in the $6-$ 10 range.

One of the most popular items

at The Good Earth i^^^^hcir iced tea,

which I hear is touched with some
u-opical nectar and dashed with

brown sugar (or something like it)

to give Ua spicy-sweet flavor that

See GOOD EARTH, page 24

T h i[ n t ^
All you can eat at an, incredible price: Over 50 salad bar items, soup bar (including vegetarian), muHins^ ^^nd fruit

• 11191 San Vicente Blvd, -- Norton Plaza at Montana •
>

{Mj.

ICftiUL Stu/efvt ^^p€CAjcXj%^

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

V:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.
We guarantee that your oil & filter ^
change will be done in 30 minutes J
f'-om the time your work order is

^
written to the cashier, or you won't

Present coupon when order is written,

Toyota only. Expires 5/30/90

M\KE MILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

^(213) 559-3777 ^

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•inspect front brakes ^
Inspect front brake rciors, calipers and lines ^|
•Test brake hydraulic and nr>echanical system

•Add fluid as needed

•lnspflf.1 fftflf brakfts i

Present coupon when order is wniien.

Toyota only. Exi

Free. Local Shutile

We hondr;

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover '^

I I t

Exciting

P^rt-Time and
Seasonal Jobs!

Apply Now To Get A Big
Jump On The Summer Fun!

Take all the fun and sun of summer and roll it into a great

Joh. That's exactly the kind of opportunity you'll find right

now at Disneyland. That's because we have outstanding
I*art Time and Seasonal openings throughout the Magic
Kingdom, including:

-.ill'..
"*ru^

SBaaaBBB^SBBBa^SiSSissiSi jaBssssssassssssBasB^
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AMiRKAN DANCE THEATEi
Ahfin AHey, Founder fL
Judith JanMsoa, Artistk tHrntw \^

• Food Service
• Merchandising
• Custodial

• Attractions
• Security
• Shipping & Receiving

A.joh at Disneyland isn't just any summer job. You'll

enjoy good pay (up to SHlXi per hour), exciting afttT-

work activities, lasting friendships and all the magi(
that is Disneyland.
rn I 1**11
lO I M* 4* lltfll) ll*- V4 H1 I

able to work the entire summer season; part time posi-

tions also reijuire Friday night and all day Saturday
and Sunday availability year round.

If you'd like to be part of our summer fun. apply rn

person at the Disneyland Employment Office,

1313 Harbor Blvd., Anaheim, CA or call (714) 999-4407.
We ar<' an F](iual Opportunity Kmployer

'*«'•
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JDisneyland ®

»'tr The Walt Disn»>v Company

PROGRAMS

Tuts .Mays
(All Alley program)

REVELATIONS

txcerpts from

MEMORIA
NIGHT CREATURE
THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG FOR YOU
BLUES SUITE

CRY

Wed .May

9

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF

ITHOT(TallevBeany)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

Tliurs . MaylO
(All Alley program)

LANDSCAPE
MASEKELA M/VG/1G£

REVELATIONS

FrL.Mayll

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

Al^ER EDEN (John Butler)

,F^R^,^RD WITH LOVE ( Ah/in Alley

Sal . May 12 Matinee

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY Of

ITHOT(TalleyBeatty)

LANDSCAPE (Alvin Alley)

SUITE OTIS (George Saison)

Sal . May 12 Evening

STREAMS (Alvin Alley)

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Honon)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

THE STACK UP (TalleyBealtv)

Sip (lie H'escripUan U U.^

ym COMMUTER BWES!
Come to the CHS Cafeteria
Tuesday f Wednesday 8l
Thursday f May 1, 2 8l 3,
1 1 am-3pm7^ ~ ~

• COMPUTERIZED CARPOOL
MATCHLISTING

• VANPOOL AND BUSPOOL RIDE
VOUCHERS

• COMMUTING ALTERNATIVES
• VANPOOL DRIVERS/RIDERS WANTED

Complete a Ridesharlng form and you'll be
eligible to win a BRAND NEW...

mwK mi

J...

7 periormameil

Tues.-Sat., May 8-12 at 8:00 p.m.

Sat. and Sun., May 12 & 13

at 2:00 p.m.

$31.50, 2750, 21 50, 12 50*

(irKludes SI SO Wittem Iheotie (mility lee

Iickefs avoiloble aj UClA Cenfrol Ticket Office (cosh only)

and at licketMoster outlets

f^
MAY COMPANY « MUSIC PLUS
|ai3)4«0-333a(tl4|740-3000 '

'Students «flft) full time 10 Student titkets not nvoikible ot

UkelMostei Rush ot stio(¥tinie lor Students ond Sr (ih/ens (knited

ovortobtlity Ptogioni, dotes, times ond pnres subjert to change

Sun. May 13

BLUES SUITE (Alvm Alley)

(iHY (Alvm Alley)

RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER
(OoMirtMcKayle)

HEVEtAllOI^S (Alvm Alley)

These performances are in mefnory of

f\/\r Alvm Alley

1931-1989

UCLA
n rm n»

PTRrT)RV|iNr,

ARTS

SPECIAL OFFER—
Fill out our Ridesharlng Form BEFORK

lunch 'cause you'll want to use the
$2.00 Off CHS Cafeteria

coupon you'll receive!

(Hurry, while supplies last!)

DIslribuled

Daily
'

.
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THE HEART AND SOUL OF DANCE.
^ THE AlVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IS SPONSORED BY PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES IM(.
ELL

u^.
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For More Information

—

" Call UCLA Commuter
Assistance-Ridesharing

m)8imw
*

ask for Dot iy or Joyce

r

r ^-A. CJff'
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FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL ATIENTION
• QUALrrV STYLISTS •

FREE HAIRCUT
($30 value).

With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm
LIMrrED TIME ONLY

LK. Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006

Last montJi. Daily

Bruin readers spent
$893,952 on Records,

Tapes "

and Compact Discs.

(^'

/
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Music to your ears?

Bruin Advertising

825-2161

'Ofnon &
won
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Power and Opportunity In the Workplace:

Implications for Women 's Careers

\

While twenty years of the women's movement have improved women's role and
status in the workforce in many ways, progress has not been matched by the

experience of many individual women in their work lives. Join us for a presenta-

tion on how organizations work and how women can gain power and opportunity

within organizations. A questlon-and-onswer session will follow, providing discus-
^

sion on such issues as the "gloss ceiling,' "mommy track," horne-based work ar-

rangements, and other issues affecting working women in the '90s. Facilitated by
Martha Miller, Assistant Dean, Anderson Groduate Sct^ool of Monagerr^ent.

TODAY 12:00 - 7.00 P.m.. 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

UCLA Peer Health Counseling Presents:

FREE HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE SCREENING

Are you Stressed? Do you have a family history of high blood pressure?

Are you a Smoker? These are a few reasons why you should check your

blood pressure periodically. Even if you said no to these questions, now
— is the time to check an4"maintain your healthy heart!

Ackerman LuValle
M 11-2
Tu
w
Th

10-2
11-2
10-3

IVI-TU 10-2
W-Th 10-1

For more Information
CALL or-^ISIT

401 Kerckhoff M-F 9-5

l
sponsored by USAC/SHS

Music

The band with the wacky name has a wacky past.

Ah Ha!:

Belgium^s a;GRUMH... .

unites fans, pizza, & aggression

Wifi&eM:

A & E Editor

i;GRUMH ...

Their name is Benelux for "Ah Ha!*^''*^ ^

They've released albums with titles like We Are ^;GRUMli
You Are Nott ' —-— . And

They're from Belgium and their music, both on album and in live per-

formance, is reminiscent of rattling pipes being hit by a chainsaw in need

of oil, and overcharged keyboards being played with a battering ram.

From first impression, one might think 5;GRtJMH . . . could be the

new improved formula for nuclei fusion — you know, the next

apocalyptic nightmare, complete with all that scorching heat and

merciless annihilation.

But, believe it or not, there's no pretentious philanderings here.

il;GRUMH . . . does have an attitude ... yet it's the right one.

Here, we have a band that loves to make noise— albeit in a somewhat
controlled manner. And that noise carries a sympathetic salutation to

come and join the fun. Fun?
"Well," says S3 Evets, the hefty baclj^bonc behind ri;GRUMH . . . ,

"We don't want to consider the music as a form of work."

Sitting in his recreational vehicle across from Hcltcr Skelter in

Hollywood, complete with parking ticket and all on the front windshield

"Well I don't know about that/* says Evets— or

Steve or, as he tacks on, Loretta. "Actually, my
real name isn't Steve. It's Phillip. But I don't use

that because it's Greek for *the guy who likes

horses.' And I don't especially like horses."

(Thanks L.A.!), Evets is a good-natured musician who appreciates a good
sense of humor in the face of aggressive tendencies. •

"In the meantime," he says, "I would like to add that the Pizza Huts are

better in Belgium than in the States."

Pizza and i;GRUMH ... is hardly what one would expect for the

direction this interview would take, keeping in mind all the above staled.

Then again, what do we pop cultured, Top 40 warped Americans
know.

"Well," comments Evets, "it's just so^so so so so sad when you do^
music and you have to look like robbers on stage —^' never smile and real-

ly convince the people that you are coming from outer space."
Flailing his arms through the air, making a unique contrast between the

sticker wood-flavored wallpaper to symbolize the vast universe, he
succinctly adds, *That's so Silly and pain in the ass."

44mmm-r-rT^American musicians don't nccessarity look liketobberr— unless, of course, we count the profits of album sales and compare
them to the quality of what appears on record, album or CD.
Which brings us to an interesting point.

i;GRUMH . . .doesn't really count as a major seller in this vast cultur-

al cuisinart called the United States. In fact, they don't even count as a,'
minor seller. „____ ^-i;

Yet, they've had five fun-filled frenzy feasts (that's music talk for
albums); and all of them have somehow managed to be more innovative,
more entertaining, and more pioneering than any of those nasty little

lechno-crass^ abominations that are churned out with the nod of a
corporate head or the adherence of ink to the dotted contract line._
—Sound harsh, eh? Yeah ... but it's all in the d;GRUMH . . . philoso-^
phy of being aggressive, yet good-natured about the whole thing.

Take their latest album A Hard Day's Night (on CD it's called A Hard
Knight's Day. Evidently something bizarre is amiss?

Well, as Evets explains, it's partly a reaction to the loss of individuality

in today's society, partly an amusing game so that seriousity doesn't get
•

See AH HAI, page 23

AH HA!
From page 22

ARTS

U>
"too out of lincr-^ ;

—

'
—

Perhaps, this point comes across

even clearer in the twisting of

conventional names. Spell Evets

backwards and it reads Steve. So,

in essence, his last name is a

reactionary reversal of his first

name, made to appear normal,

while obviously it is something

entirely different where anyone

lacking familiarity with the Bel-

gian language would take to be

ordinary.

As for the first name S3, that's

the first letter of his real name
attached to a-fandom number. Yes,

this is truly bizarre!

"Well I don't know about that,"

says Evets — or Steve or, as he

tacks on, Loretta. "Actually, my
real name isn't Steve. It's Phillip.

But I don't use that because it's

Greek for *the guy who likes

horses.' And I don't especially like

horses." * >.

"Bilf the main reason," he sobers

up, "is that it's a way to play with

individuality. I like to do that.

Also, it sounds very strange. I like

that too."
~ This amusing name game isn't

mutually exclusive to Evets alone.

i;GRUMH . . .'s former frontman

went under the title of J3 Seuqcaj.

And the new frontman is^ called J7

Cramnaej.

So, with all these fiumorously

From page 19

MUSIC: Music for Mischa Produced by Robert ^4arttn Sun. , May 1 9 at 4 p m Ti

ets are $20 and $8 for students with valid UCLA ID/Reg card At UCLA's Schoen-
berg Hall.

Los Angeles' celebr^tted music series, named in honor of cellist

Mischa Schneider of the legendary Budapest Quanci» will pcrfoniLat

UCLA for a one-time only show.
Distinguished artists fr6m around the world will come together for this

special evening of refined and polished chamber music.

Performing Beethoven: The Late Quartets, consisting of Joseph
Genualdi and Miwako Watanabe, violin; Michael Nowak, viola, and
Robert Martin, cello.. !,

MUSIC: Kronos OuartetSal. May 19 at8 p m Tickets are $22, $18 and $8 for stu

dents with valid UCLA ID/Reg card. At the Wadsworth Theater

KCRW becomes eclectic:

Vogramming this week zooms in

on Cajun culture and Pooh bears .

The Kronos Quartet, returning to UCLA after a performance with the

Modem Jazz Quartet in April, will present a complete concert premiere

of Terry Riley's Salome Dances for Peace.
Supported in part by the Californi3 Arts Council and the National

Endowment for the Arts, the Kronos Quartet consists of Davis
Harrington and John Sherba, violin; Hank Dutt, viola; and Joan
Jeanrenaud, cello.

MUSIC: Mahlathini and the Mahotella Queens Sat., June 2 at 8 p m Tickets are

$19. $16 and $8 for students with valid UCLA ID/Reg. card At the Wadsworth The
ater.

The lively South African pop music style known as "mbaqanga," or

township jive, incorporates a driving beat, thundering bass line and

exuberant accordion and alio saxophone embellishment.

By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer
— ^

JT"
'

KCRW 89.1 FM will present Thursday The Complete Works of
Winnic-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne. This week's episode will be the first of

18 in a weekly series. ;
-^

Actor Peter Dennis, who has won awards as a one-man stage show in

Bother! The Stories of Winnie -the-Pooh, will portray all of the

characters.

According to F*roducer Christopher Toync, the scries is intended "to

introduce audiences to the real Winnic-thc-Pooh rather than the stories

rendered by Disnc>r"^

—

^~^ '~~— ^—"~ ^

The program is scheduled for Thursdays between 1:30 and 2 pm.

New Orleans Jazz

Crackling sounds of fried oyster po-boys cooking will be one of the

few sounds you can hear this Sunday on KCRW 89.9 FM. The station will

be broadcasting live from the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.

Now in its 21st year, the festival is a celebration of American music
and the rfch cultural heritage of New Orleans. In addition to the music,

poets and writers will contribute essays on the city's sights, history and
world-famous cuisine.,

The broadcast will be from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mahlathini, the undisputed king of mbaqanga, will sing and dance his.

way through his South African music with the help of his backup u-io, the

Mahotella ^Queens, and the Makgona Tshole Band.
cso

Evening Escort Service

bizarre undertakings (and you
thought David Lynch was weird),

one must ask if there is a serious

side to the band.

And the answer is a big, focused

^es!" —
Since the formation of

d;GRUMH ... in 81, a separate

.-.^organization called the T-Circle

'^> was initiated by Evets. As a means
to allow those who suffer from
psychological depression, feelings

of alienation, and just problems of

life in general, the group is

.organized by an intricate mail

communication service, similar to

a pen-pal type of network.

"Well," says Evets, "It's not as

big as one might think, but it's still

relevant. Sometimes people tell

about their lives. Sometimes it's

people saying they were very

touched or moved by our lyrics. I

also had some people who were
very depressed, saying 'I don't

have any friends,' or *I think about

death all the time,' or something
like that. And I thought it was
important for me to reply to all

these people — try to get in touch

with them."

"A few relations were created

through the mailing," he adds.
•

' "And most of those people were
very introverted with no friends

around and nobody to communi-
cate with. In that way, the T-Circle

is not connected with the band
anymore. I mean, Fm a member of

the T-Circle and 1 play in
"•" ^GRUMH . . . But nothing

more."

Thus, we come to the end of our

story — one which began as an

indulgence in hardware and home—-.applj^ncG descriptions for their

music and now ends on a note of

caring and friendship.

Maybe, the meaning "Ah Ha!"
is a deception in itself. Seemingly

arrogant-natured attitudes, but

truly good-natured compassionate

human beings — 5;GRUMH . . .

— are what make musical obscurity

such a great place to reside within.

Steve Cordova & Cody Goodfel-

low contributed to this interview.

CSO Escort

Service

825-1493

loung Musicians Foundatiun
presents the

mil
TtJfTn- irTni

LALO SCHIFRIN-CONDUCTOR
MARCIA DICKSTEIN, HARP

BEETHOVEN
GINASTERA

STRAVINSKY

PROGRAM
OVERTURE TO PROMETHEUS
CONCERTO FOR HARP, OP.25

FIREBIRD BALLET SUITE (1945)

Sunday, MAY 6, 1990, 4;00 PM
ROYCE HALL, UCLA
Free AdmisstdiT No RusLTvations

-V^ -^-- — ....
J.

.

.

For Information-

Call (213)859-7668

Produced in ccx)peration with the UGLA Student Committee for the Arts

..A^ im't < ^i
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MO-EX-XV
~" ^"^ World Premiere Productions

Burbage Theatre

2330 Sawtelle Blvd. LA _v
Theatre Previews $5.00 —
4/26,4/27,4/28, 8:00PM, 4/29 7:00PM
5/3,5/4 8:00PM

- r^

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14

(with ihii ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 7180388
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

THE BEST I THE VILLAGE

URBANO'S
HAIR SALON

FIRST
ANNIVERSARY

OFFER

ONLY $12
By Appointment: ,^, , , ,

208-3500 or 208-0440 (Shampoo, Haircut, Blowdry)

•iCW2I10918 Kinross, Westwood iJ'W:
\«tX!itI (located in Ultima Beauty Salon) .s'fJ/V

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
LABOR. INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REfiUIlJDABLE CORE)

$749.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1 TiFic-up

2 Valv«M
3 Lube

4 Oi Cha
Adi

6 Qulch Adi
7. Sarvica Air Oeaner

5 Brake ^SjT
8 Chisck Bat lery Water
9 Impecl l-ionl End
10 Cbinpreision ^

11. (picafure Teal Ctxilng
SyslenO

$74.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.i..n». cr.)

(6 cybndcr: $20.00 Extra)

Inc Parts & Ubor |Gds & Air Rher utra)

TOYOTA

BUIIG

H2®Kf®,JJ^//Q. $99. 95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

/t ¥ ¥ 1?V 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
t\MjLlWi\ 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

CAREER
WORKSHOP

8
O

^tj U.C.L.A. §SSI 7J|4JgCH|

"v_Career Workshops ^il^^^ liHl^L-

U.C.L.A. ^^^0\\ 2v ^1gxio|i ^A\t\^

*i JlgBfS^f gSOl-^ 2}^ CareerOil

<U
9—

cHsH SB u2» ^^^gIl^
x|Ai§ *iQ[iAibH2f

r-

.rtSf

^^Ai s ^ ?i^ ^^*^ Program°JMP.

OH.

Wednesday

May 2, 1990

10:00 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.

—

^

Qa
e).

X|.>S

Ackerman Union

Second Floor

-rr-

G
Korean Alumni Association
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'PEAKS'
From page 18

Maybe that if the oldest, and

most permanent, city is the City of

the Dead, perhaps this is also true

of small towns, too. That even the

bright hopes of high school queens

and small town dreams must
ultimately contend with the haunt-

ing reality of Death and decay.

Things are never what they

seem, and there's always a ghost in

the machine.

• • I EARTH
From page 21

can make a tea drinker out of

anyone (I ordinarily hate iced tea).

If anything, the surroundings arc

niee, and the setup well con- •

slructed. Patrons step downstairs **

into a quiet, pleasant atmosphere

with '90s pastel decor and tasteful

classical music playing in the —
background, with quick, friendly

service. It's all very conducive for

eating. This, combined with a wide

array of reasonably priced foods

(including anything from burgers

to fish) makes the Good Earth ,

someplace you^ ^hb^ld visii.-Il's^ 4^

not spectacular, but it's a great

place to eat.

Big screen

Broadway
bystomt-
By Michael Kuchwara
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP)— The plays

of Tennessee Williams are filled

with good small roles. Not starring

parts like Blanche DuBois or

Amanda Wingfield or Stanley

Kowalski, but flesh-and-blood

people nonetheless.

Memorable minor characters

suclras the Gentleman Caller in

"P^c Glass Menagerie," Mitch in

"A^Streetcar Named Desire," the

town gossips in "Orpheus
Descending" and Goopcr- ..aiid

Mae, those greedy, grasping rela-

tives in "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,"

are prime examples of Williams*

craft.

The roles of Gooper and Mae,
especially, have been showcases
for young performers, steppings-

tones to bigger parts on stage,

screen and television. Pat Hingle

and Madeline Sherwood played

them in the original 1955 Broad-

way production. Jack Carson and

Sherwood appeared in the movie
version that starred Elizabeth

Taylor and Paul Newman.

Now Kevin O'Rourke and
Debra Jo Rupp are the couple

audiences love to hate in a major

Broadway revival of "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof' on)>view at the Eugene
O'Neill Theater. It stars Kathleen

"Turner as Maggie, Charies Durn^
ing as Big Daddy, Daniel Hugh
Kelly as Brick and Polly Holliday

as Big Mama..

How do these two up-and-com-

er^ hold their own with all that star

power on stage? And what hap-

pens to the play if everybody

battles to be seen rather than act?

"I was worried going into

rehearsals," says Rupp, a petite

blonde with a shy smile and a

ready wit "The big names. The
stories that you hear because

everybody has an opinion about

everybody. But the stars have been

great. Everybody wants the show
to be as good as it can be. And you

can't do it alone."
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^Se 7®[!!] K]@SW®Q!]S^^

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

MOTION PICTURE JOBS
>5, but don't know how lo goF=

started? Learn the secrets that started careers of 1000's.
Read the Booklet STARTING YOUR CAREER IN MOTION
PICTURES. Learn about...

• Starting with present skills

• Entry-level positions
• How to make contacts
Where to find jobs

...and more. Now Available for $9.95 + $1.60 shipping/handling to

' Movie Careers
1317 North San Fernando Bl.

Burbank, CA 91504
S #151

i

ASTROLOGY
READINGS

E.S.P., TAROT CARDS
Loretta Hill

Reader and Advisor
Group or private con-

sultations,

•pts. necessary
(215) 207-1624 9am-

lOpm 7days/wk
SPECIAL: All Mini
Readings $10

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERI
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employeee receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot award both.

COMF discuss "social and ecological justice"

Thurs, May 3, 5-7pm. Ackerman, ropm .35:^0.

Sponsor BAH'I club.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon Discussion, fturs Book Study

Fn Step Sudv AU 35?« IClj -1:15

Tues "3-7-1 r HP\ C8177 Wed Osassion
NPI C8538 1210100

for aicohoics or irKJrvKJuals who have a

dnnlong prabtem

(21a) 367-8316

aasxzcc^
•••••••••

M

t

4

i^SS^y^&Bkrfk

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
^-^^'^^^-^'-^'-'^^^^^g^

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts Request

"Bruin Plan". (2 13)87 3-3 303 or
(818)992 6966.

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

Concert Tickets

PHIL COLLINS
MILLI VANILLI

TICKETS
EXCELLENT SEATS (213)
$25-$40 EACH 824-4205

CONDOMS- Wholesale Price!

3doz/$6.00 plus tax $0.37, Check, money
order, Visa, M.C. Quality Synthetic Int'l,

Inc. 7281 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite H.

Garden Grove, CA 92641.

(800) 252-4994, (714) 893-6445.

Personal
BOWIE May 23 & 26! Madonna 2 great floors

4 4 loges. Call Albert evenings.
(2n)462-0663

10 Personal 10

Good Deals ^ 7

HUCF 3 PIECE sectional, Queen sized

Waierbed (with sheets, comforter, etc.), Table,

Floorlamp, Telephone/Answering Machine, &
other stuff Also have a MR2 CAR BRA. Call

Kevin at 213-201 -(>698 and leave message

Sports Tickets 6 Sports Tickets

Ftee Delimy Tickets

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
^^^^' ANGELS 'DODGERS

Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie. ^.

Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

Jen Patrick

(AX^)

... You're a

special sis.

Happy 19th!

- Hosni

Congratulations

KATIE PARKER
Pi Phi's latest new initiate -

You are worth the wait!

We love you!

Brunette in black wiih long
—pearls, thrown- outTof-Painr
Spring's Dcnnys, 4/13/90 with
brawling boyfriend. Call (213)

840-273?' for po.ssible co-starring

roje in major studio

motion picture.

Happy

Birthday

Jennv Patrick

from the gang

at Villa Park.

Let's PARTY!!

TROUBLE?
Conflict with friend?

R(K>mmate? Family?

Coiuorker^

FREE HELP by
professional mediator

for new T\ Show. Call

for info (213) 442-5500.

Happy Birthday^

5f
Jenny Patrick!

.

5^ Like the Lakers,

Go for It !

'—

Visit the New Czechoslovakia.

Tom's Bed & Breakfast.

(619) 245-8336.

^

- Your forum

^^ friends. ji

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All riatural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

KI
Thanks for the exchange

.

You guys were great!

Love,

i
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AT^NCHOR SPLASH
^="l\/lay^6r1990^=^

Sponsored by:

kinko's

CHANNEL ROAD INN WCSWCOd/ C'^ft

Featuring as MC:
Steve LUNDQUIST
Olympic Gold Medalist

EARN up to

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

iJfi- iww *»"
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49b4 Van Ni/yt BlvtJ Shirman Oaks

Help Wanted 30

^M,

r >vpefculr 1
At Men's Gym Pool

Raffle Contributors:

^Hut

iCU. ^

RECORDS WEST
'TV.

B.XNE STR.Y

^^^fm m U/{JfS^^

1 wow i.owwiii wiMTK toonmm %mit» I Jf J^
~

J[/

(
^NUMEROUNb} DIPPY Rl

COOKIES

KA

CQpgratulate&

Jamie Billotte

and

Elaine Yutan

on being

elected to

Mortar Board!-;?

Pregnancy 20

Researcti Subjects 12 ^Research Subjects 12

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptonns for at least 1
nnonth and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Research Subjects 12

EARN $150 VOLUNTFEK IKMALtS, ages

20-24 and ages 32-37 with regular menstrual

cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Steep Center for four

nights during one month. Call Sheila

(213)825-5668.

HEALTHY MEN AND WOMEN, 30-60 yrs
,

needed as controls in psychological and high

blood pressure study. Should have normal
blood pressure and no family history of high

blood prcsuurc. Will pay. Call (21 3)208-0 14

7

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and admir>istration of Naloxone or

Placebo Study pays $100. If you arc ages

1 8-40, have PMS or no symptoms premcnslru-

ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

pill call Sheila (213)825-5668.

SUBJECTS ACES 18-60 INTERESTED IN TRY-
ING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY FEVER MEDI
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO (INAC-
TIVE MEDICATION), IN A SIX WEEK TRIAL
YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO $240 EOR THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL (213)820-6574
ASK FOR FARIBA OR MICHELLE.

EGG DONQKS needed for infertile women. If

you arc under 35 and healthy you could have
the satisfaction of helping somc«nc in a very

special way. Contact AMI, South Bay Hospital

IVF Center. (213)318 4741 Compensation
provided

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L Wcstwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/J", ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

Health Services 22

EYESIGHT improve YOUR eyes 100% safe!,

automatic, ALL natural, lifetime permanent.
Ultimate worldwide. Adrian. (213)730-0934

We Accept All Vision Cafe Plans. \

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportunities 26

Sperm Donors 19

$7 FOR ANSWERING MAILED SURVEY Must
be male and have lost father through death or

divorce. (213)257-2582.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG INCLUDES OF
FiCE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION (213)820-6574

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFO VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATKDN COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFKIE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attenlional prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)625-0392.

MEN AND WOMEN, 30 60yrs, with high
blood pressure needed for study on psycholog-
ical factors and efficacy of drug treatment. Will
pay Call (213)208-0147

NEED SUBJECTS AND HEALTHY CONTROLS
(non-hypersensitive) who have gum recession

and/or teeth hypersensitive to heat, cold, air

and touch Cannot be using a tartar control

toothpaste currently. Will be required to brush
teeth 2x daily with assigned commercially
available dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00
upon completion for five evaluations during an
eight week period. One dental x ray required.

Contact Lynnc, Clinical Research Center,

(213)825 9792.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years ne«*ed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sccinlifk I»ittiing experience.
(213)825-0392. **tV»

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential,

In Westwood Village.

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships! You
receive a minimum of 8 private sources or your

money refunded! Guaranteed! Cpllcgc Scho-

larship Locators PO Box 1881, JOplin, MO
64802 1881 (417)624-0362

COLLIQATE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE
Looking for dedicated/motivated people will

ing to go against all odds Need: account

executives, marketing, writers, photographers/

arllSlS. Pla (213) 292-6746

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spcmn donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay
Call (213)273-2463 for Infonay. I

sheet I

EARN $1 0,000/mo. or more. Have the courage
tocall. It could make you rich. (21 3)280 3556.

MAKE $$ EASY- Help people get SHA mort

gage refund. No selling. Detailed manual.
Send $9.95 to Young Aspirations, PO Box
6807, Coleta, CA 93118

JJ$$$$$$$$$$$?^
Opportunity ofa

Lifetime...
While you continue ms a student or

Iprofessot (non sales types are the most

iucc»5sM.)

Flmncial Independence in f 3 years

NelworH marketing.

\Co into business lor yoursell t)ut not by\

yoursell. $1$00-$75O0/Uo PT (S- 10

Hn I**) Then, if you wish $40,000 •

t100,000/Uo FT. This is genuine no

fxaggerations Work from your home yo

own hours We train and support

Call (213) 964 4287

24hr. recorded message

ACCOUNTINC-Permancnt FT experience in

A/P, A/R & collections, helpful. Will train.

T<^-key by touch, computer experience, good
phone etiquette, and attention to detail re-

quired. For appointment call Ms. B.

(213)477-6667. Westside location.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR. Energe-

tic capable person to work with Dean and
three Chairpersons, coordinating academic
programs. Supervisory experience, organiza-

tional, interpersonal, and Macintosh skills,

.fxcellent working conditions, small Westside
university for adults. Send letter, resume,
three telephone references to Dr. Sara Winter,

Academic Dean, Antipch University, 13274
Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292. Dead-
line: May 9,1990.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Great opportunity for

advancement in nalior^ally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience anji ^fer-

ences neccssa^. (213)491 1000.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
National law firm has full-

time position available in

their LA office for motivated
individual to assist with

large litigation cases

i^^~ Programmers/

Entry-Level

cftDflmmc -^ Testers

>»*'i'

CADAM INC, a leacjer in the CAD/CAM industry, has immediate openings for Entry-Level

Programmers/Testers.

The primary focus of this position will be to assist in the testing of pre-release

graphics software products and provide a user perspective to the design of new product
enhancements. g .

'

Successful candidates will have a B.S. in Computer Science or equivalerit. You should
possess effective skills in both FORTRAN and C programming languages and be familiar with the

PC and DOS environment. Other desired skills include knowledge of testing methodologies,

standards, and principles.

CADAM INC offers a dynamic work environment plus a competitive sdlary and flexible

benefits package. For consideration, please submit your resume to : CADAM INC,

Employment Office, Dept. HR, 1935 N. Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91504. We
are an equal employment, affirmative action ernployer-M/F/V/H.

CADAM INC .<*'.

f-^'
^

^t^-'-^-'Tr^r

Excellent entry level posirmiT"

for recent graduate with

interest in law. Candidate
should have good
organization and

communication skills and

i

possess an excellent

academic record. No phone
calls. Please send resume

to:

f

^t^liMiblARY OF IBM CORPORATION
^.Giving Shape Tp Imagination

-i* % -'V-^i

' :3?,v

THE RUSK INTERNATIONAI. STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE.
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30, LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN

I A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY. AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR.

RONI MICHAELS-
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

--SeULPT-—--

WEST COVINA
818-339-5566

-SAIjON ^ —-

ORANGE COUNTY!
714-996-6390

BK0A(X:ASTING excellent opportunity. PT,

evenings and weekends. $500/mo. No experi-

ence necessary. Must know baseball. PC

DISPATCHER for towing company in Beverly

Hills. PT & FT. Will train. Kamyar
(213)273-61.93.

USE YOUR marketing sales or managcmonl
skills to make Lucrative part time or cxc(?p

tional full-lime. $2000/mo or $.30(X)/mo

VK\n' \ TAU^J ff.rtft.^iftnn h^wrru... r.u^nn^A Call liwn. I?1,-))01] J'OfK).

PROMINENY downtown law firm seeks West

side sublets.for summer law clerks. May-Scpl

Contact Mclinda (21.3)087-5421

PT lOR INSURANCE office, fl in summer We
require s<jmconc willing to learn Good pfiofAO

voice Abie to deal with public Near campus
Hours flexible, salary negotiable Sonia,

(213)477-7051.
"

PT/1 T WORK in Brentwood Real Estate Office

Property management ^nd sales
(213)207 8769

P/T OniCE MANAGER/SECRETARY in doc
tor's office in Westwood Village Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP Be-

ginning salary $9.(X)-f depending on cxpen-

cpcc (213)2Qa-37(K), (21 3)2(m f>770.

PA RECEPTIONIST for busy Brentwood Real

,'ES>4t* office 20-25 hrs/wk Prior experience

requrrie«v^2li)82p SI ')1 ..

P/T RE TAItSAlES WeslwotHi-Vmagc gift stM>f>

flexible Kours, weekends and evenings

$5.50/hr Reliable and ouT^omg
(213)208 4107

RAniOLOCilCAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
ftas two student job opportunities available

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and

one clerical supfK)rt position assist in)^ wilH

RETAIL POSITIONS available now' Do you

enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing^ You may be the person we're

looking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr weeks and include weekends Apply m
person M E 9 "4 If you're presently em
ployed 9r attending school, call for a special"

lime Armstrong's, the home and garden pi ice

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA (21 3)477 8023
Ask for Margaret

RETAIL SALES Women's clothing Santa Mo
nica PA, Eridays a plus 11-6 pm Friendly

professional appearance. (21 3) 395-2728

RETAIL SALES/STOCK PERSON- PA, flexible

hours Beverly Hills area (21 3) 2747577 Call

after 1 1 00 am..

SECRETARY wanted fH or PA, no experience

necessary. M-E, 9-6pm Flexible W Holly

wood (21.3)962 9014

SHIPPING 'tLFRK- PA, Mon-Fri, S7/br Bro

chure mailing, heavy lifting required Please

contact Austrian National Tourist Office (21 3)

477 3332 Elizabeth
^'

STOCKBROKERS assistant to help develop

leads, lots of phonework, hours flexible,

S5/hr (21 3)445-01 83, Barry.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer
VOTER REVOLT. Earn $25Q/400wk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni

-

Tom Conrad

Hughes, Hubtaid & Reed
555 S. Flower St Suite 3700 »^

Los Angeles, CA 90071

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMEJ^ T--

FISHERIES Earn $600-(-/week in cannery,
$8,(XK) $12,0<T0+ for two months on fishing

vessel Over 8,000 openings Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

(>fl page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Wcstlake Ave North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

APPLY NOW for summer work: $10.75 5larl-_

ing pay FT, PT, flexible fiours while school in

session College accredited program. Call for

interview. (213)392-1310, 9am-5pfn:—t-

ATTENTION! Excellent income for home ass-

scmbly work. (504)646-1 700, dept. p695.

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1.41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,
Ext'. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading booksl

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)8.38 8885

ATTENTION Easy work, excellent pay! As-

semble products at home. Details
(602)838-8885 ext. w.8050.

ATTENTION: Earn money watching tv!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(l)(>02-838 8885 Ext. TV-8050.

BRENTWCX)D DEVELOPER has internship

available for 91 grads interested in real

estate development. Send resume to: Travis

Strughan, R.W Sclby & Co, 11661 San
Vicente Blvd. #510. LA. CA 90049.

BRENTWOOD CO. seeks a bookkeeper who
is motivated and a self-starter. 2 yrs. experi-

ence preferred. Computer experience a must.
Minimum 30 hrs,/wk. or F/T. Call
(818)887-7056.

SECRETARY/WORD PROCESSING

TECHNICAL EDITOR

Downtown Environmental

Consulting Firm. Provide

word processing/report

preparation and general

administrative support to

General Manager and
technical staff. Computer
literacy and prior experience

with similar firm a plus.

Send resume and writing

samples lo:

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR
Ecology & Environment, Inc.

717 W. Temple Slrcci, Suite 202

Los Angeles, CA 90012
An Fxjual Opporlunily Employer

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices statewide.
(213)475-8110.

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr. F/T, +parking. Call

(213)556 0660, Lee. ASAP.

CHILD CARE Palms Park Counselors.

$7.0lA^r, 6-untis Child DEvelopment. Call

(213)838-4045 or (213)838-3838. Mary or

Lady.

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Experi-

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

F/PT (213)479-0514.

CLERICAL, Full-time or 4 days/wk. Permanent

position. Santa Monica. Must have car. Reli-

ablc. $7/hr. (213)394-1361-

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility.

Weekend and pm shifts. Valeric,
(213)836-5567. —

COUNTER PERSON for office supply com-
pany. Good environment, Pacific Palisades

area, Joe (213)459-4457

P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency

^Vc arc looking for a flexible

dependable person to do

home Inspections and office

duties. Should have good

typing, computer. phone

skills. We need someone

22-25 hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule). Start at

$6/hr (review In 90 days)
CAR IS A BfUST !!

Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

ENVELOPES IN your home. For free informa-

tion, send a self addressed stampcs envelope to

PO Box 81953 Alburquerque NM 87198

EVENING RECEPTIONIST PT. Market research

firm in WLA seeks energetic person with ability

lo hancfle 2 thtng5 at once . Matu re/outgo ing
person a must S6.50/hr. Call Becky
(213)478-2565.

GENERAL OFFICE for' Santa Monica Real

Estate. Word processing, organi/alioh and

communication skills. Permanent PT position

(213)939 1720

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Day camp
counselors nearby Sar^ia Momca mountains

t?ua|[Uy Ccn t rH l th roughou t \nv eH'p .t r tmr rr:

14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient

on-campus location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr., must be able to work summer,

contact Mary Ann Fatacn, (21 3)2(M. 66l)H

STfy K HKOKFK fl^^i^Unl Trlrnnarkrlinj^ anr.

adm Century City Nat'l firm S7fnr Schoo'

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

.
-General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist
• •Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting ^

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshlre Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

EXPERIENCED D-base 3/4 operator Typing

45wpm. Daytime, number of hours negoti

able. Hollywood. $9hr Call Ashley,

(213)655 9482

FEMALE figure or life drawing models wanted

by photographer Call Peter at (21 3)558-4221

FILE CLERK Century City Law firm seeks FA
file clerk. Must be reliable. Contact Connie

(213)277-5000.

COUNTER PFRSON^needcd for Mrs. BcasT^
bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394 6983

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide
$300-5900 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 10

positions available. $10.25/starting, flexible

hogrs. FT/PT. will^ train. Call 9-5.

(818)342-2612.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $Mir.

plusmilcagc. Must have car and
insurancc.(21 3)477-4479.

DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED immediately.

$5/hr plus $1 delivery plus tips and food.

Contact Ihczic Westwood El Polio Loco
824-7776. Must have transport A insurance.

-^ Westwood Sporting Goods 1[

^ Needs part bme help ahflrnoons A Satuday* ^
•^ durioQ schod Very Kaxfele sdwdulet ^
^ Exp*n«no0 noH naowsaiy Ful bm« ^
^ •mpbymant neadad during aummw ^^ Apply in person at 1065 Gay ley Ave. ^^ Westwood Village ^

Wanted
Ten aggressive

entrepreneurs interested

in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

campsite Tocaloma Day Camp (21 3)

822-2451

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular lo Hawaii,

s6nd S 1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St, -Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 9(>813

HAWAII WANTS YOU!!! Booming economy
experiencing severe labor shortage Thou-

sands of summer & yr round job opportunities

available. For complete info pkg -send $10.50

to Scott Coop>er 718a 22nd Ave Honolulu, HI

90816

LOAN ADMINISTRATION, loan clerk, ac-

counting clerk. F/T. Good English with PC
skills. Call Jackie, (213)624-6266

MAR VISTA recreatJon center, located in WLA.
Seeks energetic people to staff Summer Day
Camp, $6.25A<r. 30hrs. per week. Monday
Friday. 10am-4pm Starting 6-25-90 to

8-31-90. Call today for interview

(213)398-5982.

NATURAL FOODS COMPANY NEEDS health

concious, physically fit assistants, working

with retail accounts. (21.3)472-24 74.

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales peOple to market

exciting, innovative product. First month po
tential earnings in .the thousands. Possibly

doubling each month after Part or full-time

Call for interview Robert (213)834 7461.

OFFICE HELP, PA, $6-$7/hr. Flexible hours

Fairfax/Pico. Call lean (213)933-9122.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY CAMPUS
CONNECTION NEEDS AMBITIOUS STU
DENTS SELL AD SPACE FOR THE TOP
COLLEGE MAGAZINE. TRAINING/
MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT PROVIDED
(ROBIN OR JAY) (800)342-5118

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME -PERSON FRIDAY* Construction

conr>pany. Light phor>es and typing. Flexible

hours available from 6-5. Need immfidiatcly.

Belinda (213)275 4446: —

f\/rALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

jry t.ity

credit available. 21 3 282 7030
"

STUDENT needed for part-time work video

taping courses at the Medical Center Previous

camera experience Yaei (213)206-4533

RECEPTIONIST FILE CLERK PT until end ol

school, I T in summer. Wages open
(213)380-9287

RECEPTIONIST, working part-time for Soft

ware developer Answer phones, typing, greet

customers, general office work Call for

appointment (213)450 1452 S7fl^r

RECEPTIONIST Medium si/ed Century C'ly

Law Firm his immediate opening for two
part-time ^j[eceptionists Individual must be

responsible and have a front office appear

^ance Salary $8 00 an hour PL F ASF CON
TACT KERI BRYAN BETWEEN THE HOURS
OF 3 00 P M. *TO 5:30 PM- AT
(713)777-1776

RECEPTIONIST/CLERK, PA, 1 5 hrsNvk , SfVhr

Good phone skills, general office work Enter

tainment business near UCLA Call Ruth

(213)4 76 0638

RECEPTIONIST wanted for bright cheery Ho

verly Hills ofTice. PA position 3:'> 40 wpm
Laura (213)274-9149

RECEPTIONIST wanted Varied hours, even-

ings and weekends. Starts $S/hr. PA
(213)470-1558 1650 Wt'Mwoo<J Blvd

RESORTS HIRING NOW I un in the sun,

tropical, hotels, and amusement parks Sum
mer opportunities available (303)444-01 (X)

SUMMER JOffS/DAY CAMP Tom' Sa%vyer

Camp IS looking for energetic, dynamic people

for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena
area Develop leadership, communication/'

organization skills Have fun, make ncw^
friends Impact children's lives forever Call

(818) 794-1156'

SUMMER JOBS High Sierra Family Resort'

seeks live-in counselors (20-up) to teach

CANOEING, CRAFTS, RIDING, ARCHERY,
RIFLE RY, FOLK GUITAR, PRE-SCHOOL.a.
WATFRSKIING Also need FRONT DESJfl,

BARTENDER, COOK, JANITQRI^Jl
1(800)229-9900 anytime

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE
Want to work m Australia, EuNopc, f iji' It's

fun and easy Some transp>cmation Send

$6 50 SASE to Working Worldwide, 5007
Lankershim Blvd, Ste 100 North Hollywood,

CA 91f>06

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY l»ROG
ram' AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN (213) 826 7(XX>-:

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS Earn

$12-$14/hr Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons (81 8) 3W,- 781 8, (213)274-8042

^
II I B I

TECHNICAL WRITER WANTED for real estate:

seminar/work shop project Work may be

performed in your home, computer ;&upplied

Fee negotiable Proof of ability may be re

quired (818)508 0321

Receptionist
Part-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky

(213) 652-2872

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
Work to dismantle the
military-industrial

complex and rebuild
our society. SANE/
FREEZE, the countrys
largest peace & social

justice lobby, is hiring

dedicated women &
men to be grassroots
organizers. FT/PT/Summer.
CALL (213) 938-3470

FINANCE OR ECONOMICS graduate student

wanted for P/1 phone work with Europena
financiers. $12/hr, 1 5hrs/wk. Mostly early

mornings. Knowledge of European languages.

Good telephone and written communication
skills desired. Ask for Elena. 2-Spm
(213)854 0466. .!'

FUN AND SUN AT VENICE BEACH. Use your

marketing skills to sell a new frozen dessert.

$5/hr Call (818)789 1 782. Leave message

PART TIME: MARKETING RESEARCH FIRM in

Reseda needs telephone interviewers. Flexible

hrs., hrly -• bonus, research only. No Sales.

(818)345 7363

-PERSON FRIDAY" wanted 3-5 days/week.

l-5pm to answer phones, typing, computer

and Have good organizational skills. Call

450-5957.

PHONE OPERATOR/RECEPTIONIST to work
PBX switchyard flexible hours. FA, PA-
Articulation a must. Mr Clayton
(213)475 6066

POSITION available for full or p/t salesperson,

exclusive womcns clothing store in the Beverly

Center.

BANKING

ATTENTION: SWIMMERS
Lifeguard and Swim Instructors wanted

All areas of LA.

earn $12-$14/hr.
Great |ob. Call for application A interview.

Lifeguard Swim Lessons

(818)366 7818 or

(213)2748042

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Hcxlblc Hours *

Mx)ts of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 45:^^1817

join Ihc Service Team.

You'll meet Ihe nicest people!

TELLERS NEEDED part-lime/prime lime in Rancho Park,

Brentwood, Fairfax & Bel Air ~^^^ "

These positions offer from 15 to 25 hours per week. In addition,'

you'll be a part of the most outstanding incentive program in ihcl

industry. You may be eligible for scholarships, discounted -travel

and wardrobe advances, among others. Cash handling

^ experience prefcrred;^sa1cs skltts a ptus^

Make a Change, join us.

We offer competitive salaries. To apply, call

y Karen Brisley at (818) 963-2871.

AMERICAN SAVINGS BANK
One of the biggest.

Maybe the best.

4 . 4^
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Help Wanted

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-51 3A>r. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:3Ppm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

'**^

TELEPHONE OPERATOR wanted: Contact
jhczie westwood el polio loco. 824-7776.

TELEPHONING to verify addresses and other

data. No selling. $S/hr. plus substantial daily

mcerrtives. 4 hours daily should easily earn

over $50. Call Marvin Best (213)475-55^

.

TVPIST/CLERICAL, 45 wpm, good language
skills, flexible hours; willing to train on Word-
Perfect. $7/hr-t-. Call Barbara (213)282-8355

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)4871780.

VILLAGE DENTAL OFFICE NEEDS assistant to

office manager, some typing. 16hrsAveek.

$6.5QA>r. during training, year round. Marlene
(213)208-3560.

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hr^k. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5/hr. (213)828-8537.

WESTWOOD FLORIST needs FT helpers and
delivery people. Friendly atmosphere. SSAir.,

helpers, $6^r., delivery. (213)478-6091.

WORD PROCESSOR needed mornings. $6/hr,

10 hrs/wk. Weekdays. Need IBM PC MS DOS
experience. Call (213)641-9767.

WRITER/INTERVIEWER. Writer to conduct 1

hr interviews entered on word processor.

Strong composition skills. Ability to read and
interpret documents. Interact with people.

Full-time Potential Tor advancement.
$12-15/hr. Call Chris at CBL Incorporated.

(213)558-3309.

WRITERS WANTED. S18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90026.

YMCA Diy Camp Coiimfinn wnrk with
children outdoors, visit southern California

attractions, call Nani 21 3.386 8570.

Job Opportunities 32

-A 523, 00 PER YEAR )QB. Plus benefits.

Mail jobs in your area. Anyone can qualify

1-800-779-1100 X81.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. $28,000 starl-

ing. For construction company accounting
experience a plus. Computer experience a

must, preferably Macintosh. Light typing and
phones. Work directly with controller. Non-
smoker. Need immediate help. Beverly Hills.

Belinda. (213)275-4446. •

APARTMENT MANAGER, 25 units. Brent-

wood adjacent. Local experience and refer-

ences required. 1-bedteom apartment and
salary. (213)476-5117.

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE EXECUTIVE
seeking aggressive eager senior to train as

protege. Must be self-starter with desire for

unlimited earning capacity. Comissioncd posi-

tion. Mr. Elliot (213)276-5099.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718

MEDICAL HISTORIAN Interview patients/

review records. Strong writing^yping skills

Medical or legal experience helpful Bilingual

Spanish desirable, $^2-15^r. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical (213)558 3309 Request
application.

PART TIME ASSISTANT TEACHERS in special

education NPI hosptal school on campus
Assist as teacher for 12 adolescents with

emotional and learning disorders One posi-

tion from Bam to 10:45am daily at $104/wcek
Second position from 1 2 to 4pm daily at

$1 60/week. First position to begin May 1 , and
second to begin June 1 1 . Send resume to Ms
Kathy Canter (first position) or Ms Cabi Eisen

berg (second position) to UCLA NPI Hospital

School, 760 westwood plaza, LA 90024.

REAL ESTATE Investment sales need wealthy
contacts. Will train and get licenced. Huge
commissions Joseph (213)453-2200

RECEPTIONIST. Full-time permanent,
ble. Data Entry, phones, filing, light typing

Languages for children. (213)444-7330.

Internships 34

HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP.
Meet celebrities, learn PR business from pros,

work with UCLA A lpmn! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

/ great , altitude. Shar«na, )oyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446

LIFETIME cable television has PT marketing

position available $5-5.50/hr. 15-20 hrs/wk.

(213)446 6616

NON-SALARY, preferably communications
major for film producer. (WORKING GIRL)

PA, typing filing, script coverage. Contact

Rebecca (818)954 3067

Child Core Wanted 35

LIVE-IN. BABYSITTER/DRIVER. English speak
ing, own car, non-smoker. Exchange for room
& board. Salary. (213)471-6724.

BABYSITTER WANTED Afternoon and even-

ing hours Wednesday and Friday Must have
driver's license. Refrences ar>d experience

required. (213)395 8319. ;-_

BABYSITTING-P/T, Live-out, non-smoker,

must have car. One 6-year old boy. Salary

negotiable (213)472-7131 Susan.

30 Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

CHILDCARE 2 nights/week. Santa Monica
Canyon area. Own transportation, references.

Responsible, reliable, gentle. (213)454-6884.

CHILD CARE needed for delightful J 9 month
old girl. F/T mors-U\ (213)392-7752.

EXPERIENCED nanny for month of july in Del
Mar. Live-in Boys 2+5. Refernces
(213)273-6376.

EXPERIENCED babysitter, evenings and Sun-

days, for 6-year-old and 18-month-old boys.

(213)478-5648, (213)476-9777 (ask for Rabbi

Weinberg).

INFANT CARE: Flexible, 1 to 2 evenings per

week, for happy 3 month old Baby. Lore

(213)652-2855.

INFANT CARE. 6-15 flexible daytime hours

weekly for a baby who wants to be held.

Encino (818)906-7798.

WESTWOOD. NANNY WANTED for three

children (4-6). Light housekeeping. FT or PT.

Ken (213)551-2210.

WLA MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED in my
home. 3- 7pm, M-F. Car necessary. Please call

(213)207-2039.

LARGE private room and bath. SFO $475.
Available May 1st. (213)204-3940.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/monlh, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palnrw

(213)839-7227.

2-BD AND LOFT. 2V, bath,spacious, cathed-
ral ceilings, nice area in Culver City. 10-min.

to UCLA. $110Q/mo. (213)398-7128.

2bd & loft. 2Vi bath. Spacious. Cathedral
ceilings. Nice area in Culver City. 10 min to

UCLA. 51 100/mo. (213)398-7128.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom; $1250 and

32P 2t2. Gyrtviaaari,walk tQ tiCLA. No pctr~
520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

BACHELOR $475/MO. Carpets, drapes, refrig.

10 min to campus, 3545 Jasmine. Palms
(213)839-7227.

lACHELOR , WLA, $535/mo. 1-year lease.

Refrigerator, hot plate, furnished/unfurnished.

One person. No pets. (213)826-7888

BEVERLY HILLS single, unfurnished. $675/mo,
newly decorated. Available now 401 Shirley

Place (213)553-6540, (818)789-5429

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat
• Wet'bar/fifeplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 Students
• Low move-in

$1200-$1300
11701 Texas Ave.

(713) 477-0858
444-9889

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg

.
parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

N0RTHRID6E $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. All furnished. Private

tattiroom. Pool, jacurt. V4 hr drive to UCtA:

Now accepting summer & fall applications.

Free brocure. NCR 9500'Zelzah, Norttirldge.

CA 91325. (818) 88^-1717

lEWISH COOP. Walk to UCLA. ALL Kosher

meals, utilities, furnishirigs, PARKING
$395/mo. (213)206-9326 Westvyood Bayit.

LARGE 1 -bedroom, on Kelton, parking, hard-

wood floors, and french windov^^. $775/mo.
(213)824-7676 (after 6pm).

LARGE, furnished single, across UCLA. Park-

ing, Sec. building, J795/mo. Available May-
Aug. 31. (213)208-6310. Leave message

ONE quiet upstairs studio, full bath, kitchen.

Beverly Hills adjacent, near bus. $525/mo.
(213) 656-7014.

PALMS 1-bdr/1bth, security, dishwasher. A/C,
heating, neW. $850/mo. Musi see.

(213)839-4565.

PALMS, $600/5810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap-

pliances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasonville

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-5750. Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)636-3600.

PICO-ROBERTSON AREA, spacious 2-bed/
2-bath, 5800/mo. 1 -bed/1 -bath, $650/mo.
Call (213)273-8160. /

VAN NUYS, ,20 minutes to campus. $850. 3+2
townhouse. Good area. Security, balcony,

gated parking. New paint. (213)865-3801.

VAN NUYS 25 min. to UCLA, 2-bd/1Vi -ba.,

$675/mo., l-bd/l-ba., $510/mo. Close access

to freeway. Pool and laundry facility. No Lg.

pets. Bob or Linda. (816)787-7316.

WESTWOOD, 51 2 Midvale, price negotiable.

2-bcd/2-bath, 1400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-
wood floors. Agent, Ray. (213)559-4315.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)206-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD. prime location. $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms,' a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gale. CIsoc to UCLA and
Century City. $1 40Q/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)487-0406.

WESTWOOD $1 ,090 2-BD. Newly decorated
Century City neighborhood. Beverly Glen
Blvd. (213)474-1172.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-4-2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WLA 1 -Bedroom $675. New carpets/blinds.

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus.

1517 Federal. (213)479-0615.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-balh. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (21 3)451 -4771 >

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount-
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4246.

WLA, $730/mo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1629 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907.

WLA brand netKr 2 plus 2, some loft, balcony,

all ammcnitics $1100 up (213)652-0999.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)
477-9955.

WLA SINGLE upper unit. $525. 3 miles to

campus. Available now. (213)451-4771.

Apartnnents Furnished 50

1 -MILE to campus. Extra large single w/
parking. $625/mo. 1235 Federal Ave.
(213)477-7237.

PALMS $845. Bright, 2-bcdroom/2-bath, up- WLA- $625, 1 -bedroom, modem, built-ins,

per, balcony, new carpet, drapes, no pets. A/C, carpet, levelors, security, on UCLA bu-

(313)839 ggOO .1
"

'

eliw . (ai3) 4 76- 11 90. 2605 S. Ba rrir^gton .

Apts. Unfurnished 52

|4?8, a BED, privacy, gardewlypt. amall

MAR VISTA/
PALMS -^

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse -

$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

* Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Corham. 2-bed,
?-bath. $1150/mo. ,Garden style apts.

(213)8 78 9 weekdays, (213)820-2360

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

quiet building. Front, back entrance. Good and
convenient Valley location. Min. 1-year.

Lease. (213)475-9561.

$710, ONE-BEDROOM + loft. Stove, refrig.,

dishwasher. Close to beach." 325 Vernon,
Venice. (213)301-2289.

evenings/weekends.

- COMING-
MAY 23rd
Sublets, movers.

storage, cleaners.

temp agencies.

recruiters.

typists, antj much—much more!!^-—
BRENTWOOD, large, 2B/2B. Close to bus/

UCLA. May or Juno 1st. Aaron or John.

(21 3)206- 5055(w), (21 3)471 -7562(h).

BRENTWC)OD,$840/mo 2 bed/1 -bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pels Applications for

summer/fall.(213)9391732.

CENTURY CITY, Bachelor in garden guest

wing. $465/mo. Private quiet neighborhood,
hardwood frioors, refrigerator, view.
(213)552 28.30.

HAWTHORNE, GUESTHOUSE, $625/mo.
utilities included. 1 -bdmVI -bath, livingroom,

kitchen, quiet, residential. Available 5/01/90.

(213)374-6204 PM

ALL FOR YOU,
AND ALL IN OUR

CLASSIFIED

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcdroom/ 2-bath,
$1295/mo. New building, washer/ dryer,

microwave included Wilshire/ Barny Ave.

(213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD, 1 390 Veteran, studio apt. ex-

cellent location. Avarlable now. $575, eves.

(213)275-1427 or (213)540-4425.

WLA large 1-bdr $680. Free utilities! Pool, no
pets, EZ bus to UCLA! 1621 Westgale Ave.
(213)820-1121.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur^
rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully^
equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785-1028 .

VISITING PARENTS/SC>iOLARS: charming
furnished 1-bdrm apt. available for $50/night.

Near UCLA. Call Pam, (213)277-1994.

Apts. to Stiare 54

2-BED, 2-BATH, nice apartment in WLA to -

share with responsible female, non-smoker,
own room and bath, $400/mo.
(213)937-2707.

BEVERLY GLENM. Female, own room, 2bed/2
bath apartment. Spacious, sunnym fully furn-

ished. $450/mo. •»• utilities. (213)470-8903.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom toywihouse.
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829-7379.

FEMALE Grad student seeks roommate to share

WLA 2+1 Vi , convenient to campus. $420 -f'A

utilities. (213)473-1952.

LA CIENEGA/VENICE- $385/mo. 3-bed/
2-bath. Garage, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwasher. Call

John (213) 653-7987

ROOM IN 3-bdrm. Own bath, dishwasher,

a/c, Jacuzzi, $450/mo. Call Justin
(213)839-4809.

SHARE 2-f2 apt. w/3 females. Quiet, security

V. block UCLA. $337. Call Mary
(213)824-0616 eves. _^
WANTED 2 females to share apartment across

from campus. $310 ea. 2bd/2ba. Call

208-6835

—WESTS4DE VILLAGE $45G/mo. 2-h?^ Female.

Tuesday, May 1,1990 29

House Exchange 59 Sublet

VAN NUYS- Near 405-Freeway, shopping.
Large 2-bedroom, newly' decorated, dis-

hwasher, fire place, central air throughout,
'ericlosed gates. Call m anage7f8T8) 997-^766.

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from June-August.
2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished.
(213)748-4544.

CHICAGO LAW STUDENT seeks: summer
housing, furnished apartment. Will share. Call

Jeffrey (81 5)748-3381

.

, SEEKING LOW COST lot to buy or rent one
-bedroom apartment furnished. Phone Adrian
730-0934.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hrs/wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

FREE RENT IN HOUSE near UCLA in exchange
for babysitting 1 2-year-old girl a few nights a

week. Non-smoker, female preferred. Call

Kaye (21 3)826-551 2(m-0 9-5.

ROOM, BOARD for childcare, M-F, evenings.

Salary/weekends TBD. Sepcrate unit, Pico/

Westwood. (213)470-1431.

ROO\VBOARD EXCHANGED- For babysit-

ting and light chores. Near UCLA. Start in June.

Flexible schedule. 1 -year committment. RSUP.
(213) 559-7186. Leave message.

,

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.O0/day -«- room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819 -

2-BEDRC)OM Westwood apartment. Furn
ished. Parking. Spacious. Ideal for 4 people.
$l400/mo. (213)824-2548.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET this summer. 1

block from campus. Parking, laundry, Jacuzzi,

2 bcl/2 ba. Price negotiable. (213)208-6768.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August.

Unfurnished 2-bdr. SlOSd/mo.Option to lease

(213)286-1241. .

HUGE 1-BED in Brentwood by country club.

Free cable. Available May 5-September.
$895/mo. (213)447-2297.

Room for Help 63

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and time in evenings/weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA fo.- woman with multiple

sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seek ing ma-

LARGE SII^GLE for two, Westwood, TV, pool,

garage, laundry. 15 May-1 September
$58Q/mo. (213)470-4950.

MALE law student needs own bedroom near
Westwood/ Brentwood. Mid-May- late August,
negotiable. Howie (61 7)787.-9188.**— ——!—
MAY & JUNE. $275/nego. nice quiet guest-

house in Venice, own room. Jay
213-827-5190.

MID JUNE-SEPTEMBER, 1 -bedroom m
2-bedroom/ 2-bath furnished aparlmenl. Park

.
ing. On edge of campus and Westwood
(213)8244050

PROFESSOR AND FAMILY- Seek 3-bcdroom
housc/aptartment. July-20 - Aug-15 (dates

hegotiable). Sublet or exchange with large

Manhattan apartment. (212) 673-5324.

SPACIOUS 1 -bedroom apartment in great

WLA location. June iS-August 31. $500/mo
(213)444-9663.

SUBLET Beverly Hills Condo. 5/1-6/20. 1

bdrm., 2 baths, pool, parking, more.
$240/wcck. (213)621-9589 (21.3)557-9742.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town

summer associates. May 28th-August 18th.

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemer,
fields & Younger (213)626-6700

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED. 2 Tiw students

need rooms to sublet from mid-May August.

(213)657-5706.

ture
,
reli able Luuple w i t>i stab ility. Rcfe rencc-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(21 3)477-0471. ^-5pm.

Room for Rent 64

Hou.sin^ — Wantt'd
LA law firm iookint^ for aummer
aublelg fur ^n-wr clerkg. W i l l Bharft

housing with present roommatcfi.
Needed May 15 and luler,

through August. Please contact
Linda Fricdmiin at 213-489-1600

BEVERLY CENT£R- Own room/batH'eotfj

in private home. Furnished, TV, utilities/

cleaning paid. $525/mo. Olivia (213)

653-2045

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271.-1658. e

WESTWOOD. Beautiful private big room with

private entry with bath. Brand new. Walk to

JUCLA. $550/mo. (213)826-8588,
(213)470-3616 evening.

WLA condo. $500. Indoor laundry near UCLA.
(818)288-8173.

Prestigious law firm needs

furnished 5tudio and

I - bedroom apartments for

summer law clerks.

June through Mid-August.

Please call Camflle Manning
at Plrcher, hichols 6 Meeks.

''': y'" (213) 201-8983liiW

Roommates 65

2 FEMALES NEEDED- Share 2+2 with 2 others

Near campus! $289/mo. each. Available 5/7 &
6/15. (213) 471-3394.

BRENTWOOD, own room and bath.

$430/mo. Available May 1. Day
(213)550-8318, eve. (213)471-1099. Ask for

May/)odi.

BRENTWOOD (Montana and Barington) Own
room, bath, and parking. $487/mo, excellent

location. Available May 1st or sooner
(213)207-0155.

Female roommate wanted May 1st. Share

bedroom. Minutes to UCLA. Parking, pool

furnished. $280/month (213)470-9515.

OWN ROOM $475/mo. In luxury furnished

2b/2ba apt. 2 pools, Jacuzzis, game rooms,

study lounge w/security parking. Rick/Suzanne
(213)837-9509.

QUIET clean, non-smoking male roomate
wanted. Close to campus. Late June. $375/mo
plus Vi utilities. (213)824-1813. Vladimir.

WLA. ROOM for rent. Nice room in 2^l
, quiet

area, must be neat, parking, pool $400/mo.
+util. Call Eric (213)473-5088.

ROOMMATE NEEDED: Spring/1 st summer
session. Own bedroom, all hardwood floors,

$390/mo. + security. Call ASAP
(213)391-4620. ^^^
ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills.

$400 (213)657-5320.

SANTA MONICA near beach 2-bdrm/2-bath,

fireplace, security building, underground
parking. Available now. $475 '/> utilities.

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

burnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

JEFFER, MANGELS,
BUTLER & MARMARO

CENTURY CITY
LAW FIRM -

SUBLETS NEEDED
WE NEED FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
FOR OUR SUMMER

ASSOCIATES
FROM MAY-SEPTEMBER

PLEASE CALL
BRENT BELLON AT

(213) 203-8080. EXT 658

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd den. 1 bd loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr recorded message 8j8-9784

**WELCOME
SUMMER**
ISSUE!!

5-miles from UCLA. Beautiful neighborhood.
Heather (21 3)208-1 556 office, (21 3)280-01 3t
home.

WESTWOOD 1-bed. Need 1 female to share

for May-summer. Pool, Jacuzzi, a/c, security.

Price negotiable. ASAP (21 3)445-561 7.'^

WLA- 5 minutes to campus, 2-bedroom/
1-bath. Hardwood floors, parking, $400.
Bryan (213) 479-6211

(213)394 0410.

SUMMER SUBLET Approx. July-Augu$t. Own
large furnished bedroom in 2-bcdroom du-

pi«x. Spacious, brtght, hardwood floors, fire-

House for Rent 56

WLA. 2-bedroom, den, fireplace, garage, new.
paint in-and-out. SMOO/mo. (213)390-4967.

House for Share 57

MALIBU, $825, 2-bcd/ 1 bath beach cottage

on Las Flores Beach. Fireplace, close in.

(213)456-6191. .

WEiSTWOOD- $42(ymo Your own room.
Walk to IXILA. Available now. Great location.

Alan (213) 474-8420.

I

SHERMAN OAKS Townhouse to share with

easygoing, flexible female. Mostly furnished.

Can take two people. I have cats. $575/mo.
(213)459-9331.

SUMMER-FEMALE for a 2-bed/2-ba on Glen-

rock with fun roommates. Jacuzzi, security.

Kathy (213)824-4910.

WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE 3 bdrm/
2-bath house near Marina. Private entrance

Washer/dryer. $460/mo. Call Kathryn or Lisa,

(21.3).30f> 7257 ^^
WESTWOOD roomate needed, 1 bedroom
Walking distance, parking. Older building

charm, must scc^ Dominic (213)824-7060.

Sublet 66

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. LookPng for furnished apart-

ments and westsjdc sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stcfanie at 213-488-7100.

place, backyard, parking. GREAT LOCATION!
Beverly Hills adjacent. 1 5 minutes to campus
Female only. (213)285-0764.

VENICE, 1 -bedroom Duplex. May 31 Sepl

4-blocks from beach. Spanish style. Spectacu-

lar view. $900/mo. (21.3)392-7494.

WESTWOOD June-August. Huge, new,
FURNISHED, U1, parking, security, spa, all

appliances. Walk to UCLA. $1000/mo
(213)478-9787.

WLA-2-bdrm/1-bath, female, furnished sublet,

share room, pool. May 1st August 20th,

$265/mo. Jennifer (213)447-1312

WLA CLOSE TO WESTWCX)D 1 bcd/1 bath,

furnished. Available May 1-July 1 $650/mo.
(213) 478-30f>6 (leave message)

WLA Large apartment. 3-bed, 3-balh. 2

females to share room. $245.83/rho. each, or

$491.66/mo. for 1 5/19-9/30. Esther

(213)444 9885.

WLA. Sublet May through September.' Furn-

ished 1 -bedroom dishwasher, pool, parking,

balcony. (213)478-6336, (21 3).iy8-9l47.

66 Condos for Shore 68 Insurance

CONDO FOR SHARE, total privacy. Own bed
and bath, parking and security. $450/mo. -f

utilities. (213)479-3977.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 82Q-4839.

PRIME WEST HOLLYWOOD Sharp dec ore,

all amenities, security, parking
(213)562-3264

Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD. 1-bed/2-bath condo I urn

ished, 5 min to UCLA Pool Quiet View
(213)826-9559, (21 3)2(y> 1193 ^

WESTWOOD- $1000/mo. Super 1 bath
condo in the Colony. Available imrru'Wi.itcly

Call Susan Stark (213) 451-5471

WLA CONIX). 2-bcd/2-bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500
Entirety, $1100 (2 1 3)83 7-9 1 f,6

,

Tennis 80

FORMER TENNIS team or tournamcnl players

for needed for practice. $1 5/hr-S20/hr

(213)470-1640 (evcnmRs)

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

^or Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUt

-

4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE-ON

« VMT> MOMu m<s iTi lOL MS&ti o ni!
*j» aonnae an.

Insurance '91

t /lllstate t^ Auto/Home/Commercial ^"r- Westwood/Wilshire Office "¥•

-K 312-0202 ^^ 1317 Westwood Blvd T^ (2 biks. So. of Wilshire) i^

•

\
i^

•••••••••••••••••

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do, but auto insurance

is required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 ar^d
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

Legal Advjce

Aufo & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
^ood Drivers^

I need legal advice '.o apply for patent Patent

law student preferable (21 .3)47'>-4n4()

Movers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

CiKtC/S MOVINC, ( (J

24hr5 (211)2H1.8Hy2

I as!, dtpcfidablc

HONEST MAN Large pick up wilh dollies,

im a ll
j
obs,sho r t no t nf ()k Studrrfi discount

rriendly(213)285-8(>aH U( I.A alumnus

JEKKY'S moving an6 deUyefy Tfx? <*f«?^i

movers. Tree estimates, experienced, and rcli

able )erry (21.3)391 5657 ':

MOVINC call (213)263-BEST^ Ask about our

Spring special Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft truck

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Co8t Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 77

LA., CA. 90010 • 2 min. from

UCLA

litniie Health. Comm.'^Iotorc'Vfle.^.

Well Come TO YOU!

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levf;ls, all

subjects foreign students welcome Call Re
search Inc (213)477-8226 M-f, U)am-5pm

rRUSTRATFD developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help fr<)m

consultant/ author MA./ journalism Oick

(213)208-4353

PROfESSIONAL WRITING, c^iTing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph () Any style,

requirement (213)871 1333

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph D.

(213) 470-6662

P e r s 6 n d 1 i z e d

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

91 Services Offered 96

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing
• Intro to tlie Macintosh
• Only $25!

Sign Up Now! ^
ASUCLA Computer Rental Center

KerckhoffHalM 50 •206-8454

Tutoring Offered 98

IRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441 ^
Ct-'RMAN or Dutch lessons by bilingual grad
student. All levels/flexible- hourSs
(213)208 5144.

'

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
.Expert all levels leaching experience Will

comrr^utc, affordable rates (818)500-4021

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE f tcxibtc

hours Call for appoinlmcnt (213)829-4363.
Ask for Lisa.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT. and
GRE Free 1 hour lesson witti fhis

qd. IVYJoagu© giods
' Starriford Prep

(21 3)271-51 8f

92 Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR for Spanish 2, needed for junior high
students (213)4721887

'

"^^ Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate wilh Macintosh,

Laser prmter Resumes ($20), pap
ors,lheses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208 6951

ABSOLUTELY PRCX^FEl)' Speedy typing

Anything Editing available Computer, laser

f^rtn\ef. Near carrtpus Sam.^Op^fn
(213)472 1999

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS Of DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, M'\). BLANCHE (213)390-4588

ASAP typing: resumes, term papers, IBM-

WordPerfect National/Venice. Shcryl

(213)202 0438

BEAUTIfUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex
pcrienced, reasonable Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes Correct spcltmg, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747

EDITING, research, rewrite 20 years -- profes-

sional experience with University papers

Eluent french also Virginia, (213)278-0388

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed (213)391-0942.
"

FHEELANCE CLERKIAL SERVICES OfEERED--
Iree pick-up and delivery Reasonable rates.

Call (213) 202-6961

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSINC, lermpapers, re

pKjrts, dissertations, scripts Laser printer

National/Sepulveda (213)397-9711

IBM WORD PROCESSING^ Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1 .5G/page. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
crs, Disserta'.ions, Resumes, APA form Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conle/
Tiverton (213)208-0040

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pic\fup and delivery, 24
hour service (213)828-8133, Angelica

PAPERS TYPED $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

)ob Cash only (21 3)823-0691.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates Laser

pnnted WLA Andy (213)390-1141

WORD PROCESSING, desktop publishing,

-g T 't-^ m —
mar editing Graduate in English. Pick-up/

delivery (818)567-4869.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance wilti writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

.

Philosophy, and Political Scier>ce.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

a^APUS PHOTO STUDIO
ISO KcrckhotVH.ill i Ri^hl next t<» Ciuphic Scnicc's).' Open M I S:3() S;30

Music Lessons '

"f^ 102

GUITAR lessons by a professionjLl' teacher!'

Near UCLA All levels. C<uitars available Call

lean (213)476-4154

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults
children $15/hr Call Mr Rubinn at

(213)475-1646 Leave message.

VOICE 40 years leaching All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clUbs.

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012

\
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Mt. Kenya Safari Co.

SEND THIS AD WITH YOUR ORDER
AND SAVE UP TO 10%

(offer exp. 5/18/90)

• Fully lined leather bag
• Two bags in one, carry

backpack style or

_i_-,- top handle
• Carry your books, go hiking,

camping or use
as carry on luggage

(12 V2 X 17 X 5 Va)

$149.00
(we pay shipping)

• 30 day money back
guarantee

• Call or write for more
information -

• Top grain water-

resistant cowhide

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO:
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218 (303)832-9552 _.

Mt. Kenya Safari Co. 940 Downing Denver, CO
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Center for International and Strategic Affairs

.^__^_, University of California, Los Angeles .

QSA International Seminar

EUROPE IN A CHANGING WORLD
-

. by

MICHAEL HOWARD '

Robert E. Lovett Professor of

- Military and Naval History, Yale University

May 1
'' Tuesday

2:00 to 4:00
6275 Bunche HaU

Upcoming CISA Everts

May 7, (Monday); CISA International Security Seminar: Benjamin Netanyahu, Deputy Foreign

Minister of Israel and iormer Israeli Ambassador to the United Nations, Prosp«cfs for

P§ac§ in th§ Middle Easi, 3:00 to 4 30. 6275 Bunche Hall, NOTE CHANGE OF TIME

May 10, (Thursday); CISA Seminar: Eytan Giboa, Visiting UCLA Department of Political Science

from the Hebrew University, Chemical Weapons in the Middle EasI, 4 00 to 6:00,

4269 Bunche Hall

Mat gnng lo P«r1«cl Skn
Car«, I was SMing t damuiioio-

gisl wtio pi«scft>«d mrvxarw

wM) was sirongar than Islra cy-

d»M ant) a tactai annwni This

laslad Icr o«w a year Tht r*-

suls w«« tow an) very slow n

'tT"""0 Onca t aanoe gang:

PERFECT SKIN CARE

to Pwtod Stun Cat*, p*cpt« b»-

gan lo rxlm my stun ctoanng up

wthr a marth I didnl need to

talte any mecicalion. wtich made
me diuy and Pedecl Stun Care

gave me good trealmen to attack

every p«nple, wtich insured they

would go away So now my stun

IS much dea/er than wtien I was
se«ng a dermctotogist I highly

recommend her ky anyone with

w«h any type ol acne protitem

Everyn Baltosleros (UCLA Studert)

(213) 380-6891

open Tues-Sat.

ifxfollation:

The new big word

in skin care

> "Deep Pore

Cleaning

ACNE-A TREATABLE
DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

Whenever,

am under

stress my
lace breaks

ou I have
«ly Stan, so

t IS realy hard to lieep I dear al

the time t have gone lo see a der

maldogist a tow times, but I dUni

want to lalte any chemcal p^ls or

hormoTM shots I tned Parted Sign'

Care, and I notced the diltorence in

atxxit 2 months I am salistied Mth

the resuNs, and I recommend Ptrtod

Stgn Cye lo everyone, especially th

osa ortK wUh otfy stun. Youll notice

the ditterance' Teme Shu (USC)

Travel 105 Resunrves 104 Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Sale

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel acccsories, call Remy's Adven-

tures. Free catalogue. (213) 831 6114.

N^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

All Round Trip Fares

Phoenix ...$38.

Las Vegas... 48.

Toronto 235-

Cancun ....279.

Honolulu 288.

Chicago.... ..'..290.

Washington DC. .298.

London 525.

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase.

^i^y go offcampus
when you can gei it

all right here?

COVER LETTERS/RESUMES PREPARED. $25

Learn proper interviewing skills fronrt industry

executive/college teacher. (818)368-4419.

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0113.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

F.XPF.KT UF.SIJMF.S
Va\ conipclillNc ['>ricc for

compciilnc rc.sunK'.

.\l()l)ilc ,scr\icc.

(,'all and leave a messaj^c loday.

(818) 907-1682

Travel Tickets 106

LAX TO SEATLLE- itound trip ticket May, 1 1
-

May,14. $180 obo. jimmy (213) 209-5231.

PLANE TICKET for sale. 5/18 LAX to San

Francisco 6pm. Returning 5/20 3:30pm. $82.

(818)360-9327

Autos for Sale 109

TRAVEL
/isUCiA^ SERVICE

A-Lfvcl Aikcmian
Hours M FH.S()6. Sat 11 .-^

1982 SAAB 900S. Great looking. Black, blue

interior. Good condition. Sunroof. $3995
negotiable. (213)474-2931 or (21.3)472-4310.

1985, MITSUBISHI Tredia, 38,000 miles, AM/
FM cassette, air, excellent mechanical. $3450
or best offer (213)278-4020.

J 985 MITSUBISHI Tredia. aif,. 72.000 miles,

new paint, very clean, runs great. $270(Vobo.

(213)288-1771.

1988 MAZDA 323 SE, red, 5-spced, anVfm
cassette, 1 3k miles. Uridcr warranty. Excellent

condition, $5850. (213)450-3624.

'72 VW BEETLE, new engine, clutch and tires.

Excellent condition! $1,30G/obo. Call after

7pm. (213)470-1913.

'87 NISSAN SENTRA XE Excellent condition,

27,200 miles, metallic grey, AM/FM radio,

$5,300 obo (213) 301-1092.

ALFA ROMEO CONVERTIBLE- '77, $2,000
obo. Runs excellent, perfect summer car. Must
sell. (213) 444-4955.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition. $3500.
(213)556-2993.

BMW 2002 1975, automatic, air, sun-roof.

Excellent condition. $3900. (213)838-5980.

BMW 320i, 1983, sunroof, five-speed,am/fm

blaupunkt. $6000/obo. Grey metallic.

(213)393-5722 leave message.

FORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE 1988
$10,50(yobo. Automatic, fully loaded. Perfect

condition, warranty, must sell.

(213)453 6925.

HONDA ACCORD, 1984. 5 spd., hatchback,

A/C, AM/FM, cassette, white, 70k miles. Excel-

Ifent condition. $440Q/obo (213)393-6297.

HONDA ACCORD Hatchback, 1983. 76k

miles, $3500. Excellent condition.
(213)390-0293.

HONDA ACCORD 1 984 Hatchback, 5-speed,

excellent corxiition, new transmission , must

sell. $53190. (213)838-3357.

JEEP WRANGLER '87 VG, 5-spd, soft top,

Kenwood pull-out. Excellent condition. 25k

miles. $10,000 (213)653-8070.

OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS WAGON 1978.

Power steering/brakes, A/C, $1100.
(213)479 6394.

SUBARU DL, 1986. 3-door, 5-spced, power
sunroof, a/c, alarm, like new. $450(Vobo.

(213)931-4673.

TOYOTA Corolla 1983, $3500 negotiable.

New engine, SR5, 5-speed, lift-back, VC,
AM/FM radio, newtires, alarm (21 3)781 -2807.

VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GL, 1988 $8000/obo

SJC, sunroof, anVfm cassette, 40k/miles, gold.

(213)545-8258. (evenings).

VOLKSWAGEN Rabbit, 1975. Bright green.

Engine

Leaving U.S. must sell. (213)475-1335.

(213)473-3139.

VW BUG. 1973. Original owner. 7.3,000

miles. New brakes, clutch, master cylinder.

Runs great. $1850/obo. (213)828-0094.

VW BUG convertible, 1979. $8000 Red/

white top, MINT, (818)792-7271.

VW RABBIT Convertible, 1984. Red, cloth

interior, low miles, faculty family owned, auto

trans, pull-out stereo, excellent clean condi-

tion. $6300. Warranty available.

(213)825-5572, (213)455-2720

Bicycles for Sale 113

MIYATA 1 8-SPD mountain bike. 6 months old,

must ride. $425 list price. $225.
(213)824-2180. Steve.

TWO BIKES. Raleigh 10 speed, Schwinn
S-speed beach cruiser. $100 each
(213)208-6942.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1981 , HONDA CB 1 25s. Good transportation

Runs well. Kryptonite lock. 11k miles, $300.

(213)824-1179. eves.

Scooters 119

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

19B6 HONDA ELITE 80. Never been used

White. $100Q/obo. Call (213)464-1439

1986 HONDA SPREE, red, lock, just tuned,

$30Q/obo. Call Chris. (213)473 5860.

1 986 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, excellent condi-

tion. Windshield, helmet, lock. $700. (213)

8368498

HONDA ELITE 50 '87 Red, runs excellent.

$300. (213)572-4082.

HONDA ELITE 125- '84m $875, inc. new

miles. (213) 826-8693.

Honda Elite 80 1986. Perfect shape. 1300
miles. $900 obo 213-824-1029 John.

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters. Starting at

$599 ¥ fees. Call Foothill Yamaha
(818)352 3277.

YAMAHA 180, 1985 $850/obo Runs great

Call Kuo Tong (818)957 5204 eve
(213)825 0831 day, leave message.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new engine

and battery, just tuncd-up. Lock and helmet.

$500. (21.3)208 4052.

PARKING AVAILABLE!!
W HB % 1^ W ©^

at Bullocks
o d ,

Lc Contc/Tiverton. $5 pre-paid all day, $2
after 3prp. Monthly parkirrg available. $65/mo.
For more information call (213)208-0864

Present this ad, rccieve $1 off all-day

pre-paid parking Operated by Central

Parking System.

3 PIECE SECTIONAL COUCH, 10-spd bike,

answ. machine, Lowenbrau neon beer sign

Make offer. (213)836 8249

VOLIEYBALL
From page 36

close and long debate/' a decision

was reached.

At approximately 5:20 p.m,

Scates was informed of the deci-

sion, and he relayed the news to his

players, who had gathered to

watch game films from Saturday

-

night's loss to Long Beach. The
players appeared stunned.

Despite efforts by Scates and

UCLA women's athletic director

Dr. Judith Holland, the end had

truly come, as Holland cited

NCAA Executive Regulation

3L3.2, which states that any

NCAA decision concerning
championship play cannot be

appealed or contested.

"We have to live with the

decision," added Holland, "though

it is a bitter blow to oiir athletic

program."

Apparently, USC had antici-

pated losing in the semifinals to

Long Beach after its All-American

outside hitter, Bryan Ivie, went

down with a sprained ankle in the

two teams' April 17 meeting.

.

University officials then sent com-^
munication to the NCAA.

"During a phone conversation _

on Saturday morning (before the_

WIVA final), Dr..Newcomb told

me of a letter sent to the NCAA by

officials from USC," explained

Scates. "At the same time, he told

me that being in the final didn't

-4t&&w^our team of a spot in the

Daily Bruin Sfibrts iiJi\

•-*-

as was previousFinal Four —
understood.

Supporting this possibility wa^
the claim by many observers in

Norlhridge that Ernie Hicks — a

figure closely associated with USC
athletics — was seen in conversa-

tion with Newcomb after UCLA't
win over Stanford on Thursday.

r

109 Furniture 126

DAYBED, $100. Twin size futon, with frame,

mattress, and cover, $200 (213)204-6128.

LARGE, single watcrbcd for sale - Healer,

wood frame, good condition. (213)453-1010.

$65.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused

hide-a-bcd $250. Mattress and b<ix spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love scat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150 Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200.

Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head

board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,

sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbeds Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.

MODERN BED. Black tubing Good condition.

Queen. $150 obo. Leave message al

(213)474-2116.

MOVING CROSS COUNTRY AND EVER
THING MUST GO! FINE FURNITURE, GREAT
BUYS. CALL 551-0929

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,

$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135 00
(213)473-8609.

SOFA AND LOVESEAT. $75. (213)829-5210.

WATERBED, almost new, super single, head-

board and heater. Asking $100/obo.
(213)474-2161.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE. You'll find quality here

Everything must go. Cheap. 11961 Montana

#2. (21 3)820-5721,, anytime.

Misc. For Sale 128

HONDA SPREE, couch, 2-beds, arm chairs,

bike, chests, Toshiba printer, great prices. Call

(213)208-5067.

MuslccH Instruments 129

CELLO, old German, full size with hard case.

Excellent tone and condition. $1500
(213)825-5572-2720.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34^

APPLE HE, monitor, 2 disk drives $400/ob<)

Natalie (213)824-7164

MACINTOSH SE II, Imagewriler II, Extended

keyboard plus mouse and software,

$1800/obo (213)824 3385 Mike.

PORTABLE EPSON COMPUTER for word
processing. Bargain at $250.00 Leave mes-

sage (213)838-0491

LANIER
From page 36

games at HSU, and posted a 45.2
shooting percentage from the floor

and a 50 percent mark from the
line. Additionally, he blocked 35
shots, and that is where he is

expected to help UCLA.
"That's basically why they're

(UCLA) bringing me in — to help
out in the middle," he explained.

"I'm definitely a post up, interior

player. I'm a lot more of a banger
than a finesse player. I think I can
help UCLA."

Indeed he could. Since Greg
Foster decided to transfer to UTEP
two seasons ago, UCLA opponents
have continuously exploited
UCLA's gaping hole in the middle
for easy baskets. Last season,

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

tried a variety of combinations in

the paint before settling with 6-8

freshman Tracy Murray.
Harrick, though, has indicated

that he would like to move Murray
back to his natural position, small
forward, and replace him with a
bigger, stronger force. Rodney
^dom, a 6-11 rcdshirt freshman
from Texas is a possibility to fiU

that void, as is 6-9^recruil Rodney
Zimmerman from Colorado.

Lanier, though, has the body
frame that could be an iniimidating

factor in the Pac-10. "I weigh 293
„PQunds . but I plan to play at ^ 10 nr

^.•>

rfiki
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UfCLA Student Discount —^—

—

TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouse

^

POWERDrive'^' 0\l<: VIvtII
20 J>IIB ILxl. $:S09 MAKKA^I V

fStf iTlii KjXI* t)^«{rl«l Mac iMloshluutJ drives macJc

4pr imWBB B^ ^^ Hi S£*€\ ^'''^ iiuJuslry stdnddrd

•> iTMiS ItiXl* J[>40?f Sed^;ale'^' tncchdnisms.

FREE delivery ^ installation if located in UCi A area.

MAAS Technologies lymlTTu^^

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

'THANKS TO YOG"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-968 1 • 2Q8-655a
"P.S.: Open 8am for Early Birds!"

315," he explained. "I want to put
on 20 pounds of muscle. I'll be a

big fella."

Many basketball coaches and
experts like to compare Lanier to

another former UCLA transfer big

man, Mark Eaton, who is now
: considered one of the NBA's top

defenders for the Utah Jazz.

— "We've had NBA scouts say

that he's further developed than

Mark Eaton," Harp said. "They
like his good size, his good hands
and his good court awareness."

But despite his size and court

presence, Lanier is definitely a

project player for UCLA, accord-
ing to Harp and other HSU
personnel. Although he was 7-4,

265 pounds at Birmingham
Brother Rice High School in

Michigan, Lanier was only heavily

recruited by Texas A & M. Other
schools probably bypassed on him
because he lacked experience,

having hardly played as a senior

and junior in high school after

starting as a sophomore.
That inexperience left the

recruiters skeptical, including

Harp. "The thing I like about Mike,
he's very nice and has very good
work habits," Harp said. "We took

a gamble on him, but it was a good
catch. He didn't have a very good
freshman year (14 games, 2. 1 ppg,
1 rpg), but you could see his

confidence level rising. He worked
hard over the summer and that's

what he'll do at UCLA."
Hardin-Simmons' Sports Infor-

mation Director Mark Adams
agreed with Harp. "Right now he's

(Lanier) more of an offensive

player than defensive," Adams
exp lained . "Mike has a nice jump

44t'I'M A
COLLEGE

r
:j d-

STUDENT AND >v

f^jOuiJf^''

•

fl

-
' ' . ,

- ."S.

*,

WORKING FOR^
KELLY HAS
HELPED ME_
UNDERSTAND

THE
BUSINESS
WORLD."

— -^ -w j* ——'

V. - —

'
] ' 1" -wi

r
'

[

'

_L- "}

^ ^^^M

hook, but he needs a lot of work on
his defense and leg strength . . .

He's definitely a project, and he
knows that he is."

Harp added, "With a redshirl
" year and a lot of work, he'll have a

chance to play. 1 hate to say
•impact player,' but if he continues

to improve as much as he did for

us, I would say 'yes,' I think he can
be an impact player (at UCLA)."
—^^ccording to NCAA regula-

tions, Harrick and other UCLA
personal are not pcrmitiefl to make
a comment on any recruit until the

athlete has signed a grant-in-aid

form.

HSU's basketball program is

dropping from Division I to NAIA
non-spholarship status next year.

^

"Fve broadened my education and expanded my knowledge. Improved my skills:

It's the perfect job experience to put on a resume or an application.''

I99U Kelly Services. Inr

Kaiyjixr
The Kelly GirrPeople -The First and The Best* KOK M'K'H V Not an agency never, « fef

^*[
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TRACKSTERS: Bumham and Lee just starting
From page 36

Gail Devers. -

Lee, conversely, wanted lo

venture from her home in Milwau-
kee, Wise, and actually recruited

UCLA, with which she became
infatuated as a youth.

**I used to always see the blue

and gold and school spirit on TV. I

wanted to become a part of that, so

I sent the coach a letter and by a bit

of luck ended up here," said Lee,

who won city and state sprint titles

as a junior and senior at Milwau-
kee Riverside High School. "I saw
my friend. Ester Jones, who was
recruited by G-ouisiana St.), and
the atte()tion seemed so glamorous.
But when it happened to me, I

couldnH stand it because the

coaches call at all hours and bug
you to death."

Bumham anticipated the chal-

lenges of NCAA level competi-

, tipp. By the time she became a

senior prep star, the 1989 Track
and FieldNews and Gatorade H igh

School Athlete of the Year lost

some motivation, believing she

_ had accomplished everything pos-

sible at that level. In high school,

the California State Champion-
ships represent the highest
achievement, and competing there,

COUSEUM: No more tracR?

she became the first female athlete

to win five sprint titles.

"Now that I race at the collegiate

level, the competition is much
stiffer because all the maybes have
been weeded out," said Bumham,
who had been called one of the

nation's best sprint prospects of
all-time. "When I was a senior, I

was on top. I achieved more than
most athletes in college and had
nothing to look forward to. . . The
process is starting all over again
and I have something to strive for."

Very importantly, both sprinters

still consider track to be fun, and
have so far avoided the dreaded
bumout buildup.

'The day that track becomes a
job is the day 1 stop running," Lee
said. "(Coach) Bobby (Kersee) sat

us down at the start of the year and
said that he would never pressure

us to win a meet as
freshmen. . .(But) I became kind
of mad because I don't think of
myself as a typical freshman who
will choke."
"My chance at mnning nationals

is legitimate," said Lee, who has
already qualified for the Pac-10
400 meters with her time of 55.73.

I shouldn't shortchange myself

SCO^ WEESSING/Daily Bruin

Andrea Lee is half of a
freshman phenomenon.

.

just because Tm a freshman. The
NCAA meet is a believable goal,

not a fantasy."

The athletes consider each other

close and do not aim to subdue
others when racing in practice. Lee
speaks iiighly of the UCLA track

family and the total teaming
experience of which she has
become a part.

From page 35
%

tradition in this stadium.

Bryan Theriot, who ran a

fist-pumping, baton-waving
anchor leg for the winning
Bruins in the Legends race, also

lamented the possible end.

"It's sad to see the Coliseum
Commission buckle under to

the whims of a professional

football team. There's so much
magic here, it's a shame to see it

wasted for an NFL team," he
said.

And Jim Bush, who coached
the Bruins to five national

championships in his 20-year
reign in Westwood, and who
now coaches the hurdles at

use, said, "It's really dishear-

tening. I used to live for this

meet. It meant more to me than

the NCAAs.
And as he eyed the sparse

crowd, practically invisible in

the cavemous Coliseum, he
said, "We used to have this

many people just to watch
practice.!! : ^

At least onelegend was more
pragmatic. UCLA assistant

coach John Smith, whom Thcr- be

iot called "probably the greatest

track athlete ever," said, "Well,

things go on. It's a wonderful
stadium, but unless you get

100,000 people here, you can

get lost. It needs to be upgraded,

but I think the Coliseum will

still have a. track."

But on this day of, sad

remembrances, the legends also

relived glorious times with old
friends.

"It felt great to be running

with old friends," said Dr.

Bobby Watanabe, a Bruin
legend.

*That was fun out there,"

said King.

And through the smiles and
camaraderie, the old UCLA-
USC rivalj^and spirit sliU lived

on.

"As much as I like the guys,

they're still from 'SC," said

Theriot good-naturedly. "It's

good to have a bitter rivalry.

When the gun goes off, the

iHhcr guys are your enemiesr:
When you cross the tape, you're
friends. That's the way it should

YOU KAME IT...Ial
PEli

IT'S FREE! «r»

-*• .- ^fi
-^

^\y

ENTER THE "NAME THE PC" CONTEST
WIN A 386 SX STATE OF THE ART COMPUTER

WftH A VGA COLOR MONITOR!
Koryo Systems, Inc., one of the leading manufacturers of comouter Droduct<;

^o°mputers.
" '"'^'^''^"^ '" '^"^"^'^^ thei? company and theiMin^S p^ersonal

We are looking for a new company/product name which would oresent thp imano

U^Sr^^^'SX^^^^^^^^^ --^ - name^ffat^S^gl^wrhX

Sforrn^if^.^rM'arTgirk ^Drfv^e^ I^FlS^p^y^S^fSrUs^rnd^l^l JctJESrd^S^
\'Z^'iJ'°V'' r'^'\ ^'^f^ '" °^* '^^ ent?y'7ormtelora'rid'maiMt\o M^^TonqLee Koryo Systems, Inc., Los Angeles Office, 2001 S Acacia Ave from qam to^

TCesdav°"&*22 'fU'*?^- "i^"^'?'
"""^^ ^« postma^^ed'''o^rSvld^

Lefat (213) 537 3060
^^<^'<'°"3' c°n<est information, please contact Mr. Jeong

Enter the "Name the PC" contest. And^inT " " " "
Koryo Systems Inc., "Name the PC" Contest Entrty Form

I
Your Name: , ^__Phone:

( )

'

Address:
^

'

I City

From page 34

Slcwarl will nol be perform-
ing a musical concert as mighl
be expected, but rather, will be
starting on the field for the

Exiles.

State:

Your idea for our new Company/Product Name:

Please describe the reasons you selected this name. What are the feelings and impressions our future
customers and clients would get from this name? (This part is very important. Please use additonal
paper if neccessary): - ,- • ^^_ ^

Your Signature:. Date:
DB.

case, anoiher brand name and/or wi
TZriX^^'lT. -^,!-^l-^i<°7.°'.SV5Le---'' a-'^^^^ lhe%ddre^? oTZthe entry form 5 If more than one entry has the sarne o oduct riamTand that n^^m« ^ Xfl^^ °®"''®'^ °V^^ ^''^^ '° '^® a<^<^'®" of the winner listed on

determine the prize Winner 6 To quahfy for the pnze the entered^ n^^^^
to represent the.,,company, a random drawing. by the judges will

other countries established by the pane/ of udges
°' ^"^^"^^ ^® registered for use in North America. EEC countnes. Japan or any

And don't think that Stewart
will lacc-up his boots just to

let his once young heart run
free, "Rod Stewart is a fairly

serious soccer player who
could have played at the high-

est level in England," said

Storer.

"Hod definitely wants to

play, he has spent effort letting

us know that he will be here
on Sunday," added Slorcr. "It

should be a serious but fun
match witji sohie personalities,

which should be of interest to

UCLA students."

Stewart has scored time and
time again on the international

charts with his rock hits and
rugged looks, yet no musical
note can help him when he is

trying to score on the field —
and that is just the way he
likes it.

"He is actually a quiet and
shy kind of guy who will play
up front very seriously," said

Storer. 'The guys on the other
team do know that he is a

serious and strong soccer play-
er."

Stewart is like most of the
Exiles — mostly a group of
older gentlemen from the

island — who will all get a
boost from a bunch of Young
Turks who should know the
turf well. Six current Bruins
play on the Exiles, and will

make an off-season appearance
this weekend.

"It should help to have the

extremely fit young UCLA
players with the experienced

"^
senior players,'" Said Storer.

The Exile's foes, the British

Airways contingent, will arrive

by air, and they will leave by
air as well. 'The match will T~
bc^in at 11 a.m. sharp because^
quite a few British Airways
people have to fly out right

afterward," said Storer.

"They are not a bad side

(team) at all, and we expect a
wide-open game to take place,"
he added.
The British are coming, the

British are coming.

"^"-w
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.^. Concentration makes a Pac-10 Champion
By Lauri Lapt^in

Staff Writer

OJAl, Ca—Mental toughness.

When it comes down to it, that's_

the name of the game—at least in

the game of tournament tennis.

Never would UCLA's Jason

Netter have imagined he would
clinch the 1990 Men's Singles

Charfipionship title at Libbey Park

when he was Vailing 5-2 and down
two match points against Cal's

Matt Lucena in the first round.

"I felt lucky to play in every

match after that," Netter said.

But, it had nothing to do with

luck—it was all concentration

when you think of having to play

match after match in a grueling

weekend of solid tennis.

Fortunately, solid tennis is

exactly what Ncllcr is accustomed

to, and for that matter, what he is

good at.

Having captured the Rolcx

Regional Singles title at UC Irvine

as well as the Southern California

Intercollegiate Singles title at

Pasadena's Valley Hunt Club, the

Pac-IQ singles title makes number
three Tor the junior—proving him

to be a leader in West Coast

toumamcnt competition.

However, the tourney did have

the potential to provide trcmend-

ous competition from players like

ftaiNo. 3-ra riked By ron Black (USC),

No. 14 Alex O'Brien (Stanford),

No. 22 Bent-Ove Pcdersen (Cal),

and No. 38 Doug Eisenman (Cal),

to name a few.

But, in a draw of 32, every

match is tough.

Netter learned this quickly as he

was tested by Cal Golden Bear

Malt Stroyman—ulliniatcly over-

coming him, 6-2, 2-6, 7-6, and

subsequently darting past Arizo-

na's Scott Sigerseth, 6-1, 6-3 and

Stanford's Glenn Solomon, 6-2,

6-4.

The real test came when Netter

met Stanford's Jared Palmer in the

semifinals. It was doubtful as to

whether Palmer would be ready for

competition due to his recent knee

surgery, but the Cardinal seemed
fired up when he walked onto the

court on Saturday.

Netter came ouulominant as he

won the opening game fairly easily

and then broke Palmer in the next

game to take an early 2-0 lead. And
he continued to use his momentum
lo wrap up the first set, 6-1.

The second set was quite the

reverse as Palmer first held serve

and turned around to return the

favor—breaking Netter for a

quick, 2-0 lead. Charging the net.

Palmer began to put pressure on

Netter—forcing him lo play more
aggressively and, in turn, m^ke *

more unforced errors.

Entering the final set, after a 6-

1

U"omping by the Cardinal, it was as

if the second set never existed.

Netter took an^. early 2-0 lead,^-:7

getting the bteaiClTC needed. But,

serving an ace to narrow the

margin, Palmer began to lift his

game once more.

He then turned around to break

Netter. At 4-4, the Bruin held^erve

ALBERT SOONG/Daily Brum

Jason Netter

energy, the Bruin was able lo use

the intensity to his advantage.

—Neiier played basically a back-

court match, wailing for the

occasional opening to come to net.

But the difference was that Netter

was prepared to take some risks

—

sneaking past a handful of passing

shots and sneaking in to make a

with Palmer, who was becoming a

bit inconsistent, and Netter got the

final break in order to clinch ihc

match and vault himself into the

title match.

Facing O'Brien, Netter seemed

as cool as can be, even though he

said his nerves were acting up.

Playing in the midst of overflow-

ing bleachers. Prime Ticket camer-

as, and just an overall feeling of

rocKcting volley.

Although Netter was broken, he

finally got the break he needed, to

give him a 5-3 lead.

After Netter broke tlie Cardinal

in the opening game of the second

set, O'Brien, returned the favor

—

taking the tally lo 2-2. With a

couple of backhand winners, Net-

ter broke him and then held serve

to take the match and the crown.

-kil.

Men's golf

3rd at Pac-lOs

The UCLA men's golf

team shot a final round of

390 under the Arizona sun to

finish in a third-place tie at

the Pac-10 Golf Champion-

ships in Tempe on Sunday.

The four-round team total

of 1486 matched that of

Cal-Berkelcy, while ASU
and Arizona look first and

second place with scores of

1418 and 1472, respectively.

"We had some pretty

good rounds going every-

day, but we just gave it all

back on the last few holes,"

said coach Dave Atchison

about his team during his

firsl-evbr Pac-10 tourna-

ment.

"But this was a tough

course to play with the

conditions around us."

Those conditions included

temperatures in the high 90s,

and a dry, hot wind which

blew in gusts over 20 mph,

blowing golf balls and the

^ cool of many a player^

One of the few players not

affected by the weather was
Greg Garbero, who shot a

two over par 74 on the final

day to finish in a tie for

fourth place. The Phoenix

native felt right at home in

the arid wind tunnel and
played his best golf of the

year.

After the tournament,

senior Rob Sullivan was
selected to the Pac-10 All-

Conference second team,

while freshman standout

-Qlinton Whiielaw received

an honorable mention.

Gary Moreno

REACTION: no NCAAs for spikers
From page 36

amazed at the recent develop-

ments.

"Based on what I know, I ihink

what use did was wrong," com-

mented Cal Stale Norihridgc head

coach John Price. "According to

ihc NCAA rules, there was nothing

illegal, but al the leaguc^meclings

last year — al which a USC
representative was in attendance

— the coaches made a verbal

agreement lo the extent that the

playoff winner would receive ihe

West's automatic berth, and the

runner-up would get the al-large

nomination."

Similarly, Pepperdine coach

Marv Dunphey, who was also the

head coach of the 1988 Olympic
gold medal men's team, feels the

decision makes a bad statement on

the condition of the sport.

"All the coaches in the league

would prefer, if possible, to keep

all decision-making to on-court

performance. . . But this decision

makes a statement that we as

coaches don't have the power to do
so."

The whole controversy has

^aused~a~^liiiTwihd^f opifiions

throughout the league as to which

is more important — the regular

season, or the playoffs.

"What purpose is there in

having the playoffs if there are

those who do not abide by its

results," said Scates.

Price added, "It . . says that

non-league tournament matches,

having no significance in league

standings, now take on a bigger

importance — like the last match

between UCLA and USC during a

tournament in March. Had Scates

known that the match may mean
going and not going to the NCAAs,
I'm sure he would have coached a

lot differently."

That is exactly what angers

Scates and UCLA officials — not

the action taken by USC, rather in

the covert way they went about it.

"The only problem I have with

this whole situation is that the

university (USC) bypassed all

previous agreements," said UCLA
assistant athletic director Judith

Holland. "What I don't understand

is if USC was allowexl to offer

arguments on its behalf, why
weren't Stanford, Hawaii, or even

UCLA informed of this and allow-

ed to do Che same?"
The first -lime Scates heard of

this was Saturday afternoon,

before his team's championship

match with Long Beach, when he

talked with league commissioner

Robert Newcomb.
This, however, was too late for

Scates. "I had already developed a

game plan under the assumption

that we would meet Long Beach
again in the NCAA Champion-
ships next weekend Had we
known that this was a must-win

situation for us, I would have

approached the match much diffe-

rently."

"Regardless of any of the

politicking going on," Scates con-

cluded, "I accept full responsibili-

ty for not preparing for the match

properiy. (ihice I heard of the new
development, I told the players that

it was important to win, but I can't

honestly expect them to go out and

perform tactics that we hadn't

gone over in practice. I just didn't

realize the power of off-court

politics."—

This whole episode now pre-

sents the WIVA with the oppor-

tunity to clear things up when the

eoaches convene in June for their

annual meeting. "I know that I

would like to see the league

structured in a way that allows the

No. 2"teaifn in the playoffs to

receive our nomination, regard-

less," said Dunphey.
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Rod Stewart and the British to play soccer at UCLA Angela Bumham, Andrea Lee: Track's Double^A Energizers

Out of the Pen

Chris_
Koutures

We can't get Paul

Revere
to ride his horse

throughout Westwood,
but at least the idea sounds

good.

The British are coming, the

British' are coming.

If the old saying 'One if by
land, two if by sea' still holds

true, then put three lanterns up
in Royce Hall Sunday morning,

for by air, the British indeed

are coming to UCLA.
Sunday at 11 a.m., the blow

of a whistle will commence a

90-minute soccer affair between
the Exiles, who are a group of

transplanted British natives

mixed in with six current

Bruin players, and a team

comprised of current English

residents just off the plane.

In the tradition of many
large European airlines, British

Airways forms an employee
team and flies them around the

world for friendly competition.

The destination this weekend is

the North Athletic Field.

The British are coming
Dennis Storer is not a man

unfamiliar with starting, publi-

cizing or running a sports

program.

A director of the Los
Angeles Film and Television

Archive by day, Storer has

also coached both the UCLA
Soccer and Rugby programs.

He elevated Bruin soccer to

NCAA level in 1964, and even

in those formative years, he

took his teams abroad for the

international experience. Teams
from Yugoslavia and Mexico
routinely showed up on the

UCLA schedules.

*These games remind us that

people play the game abroad,

and that one can benefit more
than just as players by the

international game," said Stor-

er.

Today, Storer is involved

with the Bruin Rugby program,
and one of his former players,

Sigi Schmid, is now at the

helm of UCLA soccer. But
that doesn't mean his heart has

left the soccer pitch or the

international flavor.

Sunday, the Los Angeles-

based Exiles will play the

British Airways Team, and one
of Storer's dreams will come
true. _

"This game could be a -

forerunner," said Storer, "we
like to play at UCLA because
of the field and tradition here.

This could be a common thing

in the future if things work
out.'"'

The British are coming
Now, the Exiles may not

have the prestigious backing of

a major international corpora-

tion like British Airways, but

they do have the backing quite

a notable figure themselves in

Rod Stewarts >«j.

See PEN, page 32

By Jay Ross
Contributor

Now you think you see them,
now you don't. _ __
The starter's pistol pierces the

stadium air and two golden blurs

streak past, but the spectators are

not sure what just happened. The
scene is unfolding on Mar. 17 at

Drake Stadium where the UCLA
women's track team is confronting

Fresno State in a dual meet; the

100 meter dash has just ended, too

"quickly for the awed audience to

respond.

After a quick_check of the

program, UCLA fans realize that

they Ijave witnessed Bruin sprin-

ters Angela Bumham and Andrea
Lee finish first and second in the

100 meter dash, soundly defeating

the Bulldog competitors. Their

respeaive times, 11.91 and 12.17,

resided among the lop three Bruin
marks in the event this season.

That is before Bumham lowered
hers to 1 1.45 wind-aided at the Ml.
San Antonio College Relays.

"Defeat" doesn't describe what
just transpired. "Blow away all

competition" more aptly describes

the domination by the "Double A
Energizers"— Angela and Andrea
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— not only that Saturday after-

noon but for the entire season thus

far.

Angela Michelle Bumham and
Andrea Eslelle Lee, the elite

recruits of the 1989 prep track and
field class, are immediately mak-
ing an impact ojn the Bruin track

and field program.

"^Bumham and Lee> have ix^en

great additions to the quality of
athletes we have at UCLA," said

head coach Bob Kersee. "They
complement the strong junior team
of Tracie Millctt, Janeene Vickcrs,

Tonya Sedwick, and Caryl Smith.

When it comes down to the sprint

and hurdles events, adding Angela
Bumham and Andrea Lcc has been
a blessing."

Aside from having mastered the

100 meter dash, Bumham and Lcc
also claim two of the lop three

1990 Bruin limes in the 200 meters
with 24.15, the best UCLA mark
on the season, and 25.01 respec-

tively. The Energizers complete
the open sprint triple crown by
'holding top-five Bruin perfor-

mances in the 400, Bumham at

55.23 and Lee at 55.73.

"Angela (Bumham) has been
running very well in all events, the

400 meters in particular, and has

been a key element to our 4X100
meter relayj' Xersec snid ''<shc.

through their program I would be
able to achieve first on the track.

School came second and myself as
a person, third," said Bumham,
who hails from Oxnard Rio Mesa
High School. "At UCLA, that was
the opposite. They told me that I

could grow as a person. . .and my
parents and I liked that"

Bumham's family ties run
strong and her parents can be
found at every meet— from SDSU
to CSUN. In fact, UCLA almost
lost her to cross-town rival USC
for exactly that reason.

"USC was originally my top
choice," said Bumham. "My fam-

If *

ity and friends had gone there, but
as I kept searching for the right

school, my sentiments changed
drastically. (The Trojan) program
just can't compare vviih the prog-
ram here."

To snub USC once more, Bum-
ham squashed Ronda Brooks and
the Trojans on Saturday with a 100_
meter dash victory. The proud-to-~
be Bruin also ran the second leg of

*^

the 400 meter relay which set a
meet record 4':3.83, formeriy held
by UCLA squad featuring world-
record holders Jackie Joyner and

See TRACKSTERS, page 32
^

SCOTT WEERSING^Daily Brum

Angela Burnham (left), here with Caryl Smith, has been
handed the baton of great sprinters.

has been running very strongly on
the second leg and keeping us in

contention. Andrea started out

very well but unfortunately has

been bothered by shin
problems. . . By Pac-lO's, she'll

be healthy and able to compete in

the (open sprints) and both relays."

Something more than just the

possibility for distinction brought
the two speedsters to Westwood,
considering they could have
signed anywhere.

"Other schools told me that

® ON CAMPUS

Legends lament loss

of the Coliseum track
By Kennedy Cosgrove

Contributor

Saturday's dual meet at USC
was more than just the annual
affair that pits the two greatest

track and field schools in

history against each other. It

may have marked the end of
track and field at the venerable
L.A. Coliseum.

me CoITseum ^mmissim
is proposing changes in the

stadium's design in order to

keep professional football a
viable option, and these
changes may include the
destruction of the Cohseum's
famed track.

storied 57 years of UCLA-USC
meets.

At Saturday's meet, a
"Legends 800-meter Relay"
was held, featupng former
Bruin and Trojan greats, and it

was a veritable honor roll of
track history: Rafer Johnson,
John Smith, Jim Bush, Don
Quarrie, and others. These men
talked about the possible end of

The stadium, built for the

1932 Olympics, has played host
to many magic moments in

track and field history, includ-

ing the 1984 Olympics, and the

trackrand field at the Coliseum
and the decline of the dual meet
in general.

Rafer Johnson of UCLA, the

decathlon Olympic gold
medalist in 1960 and honorary
UCLA captain for the race,

_ said, "It's always sad to see
these kind of things come to an
end. I hate to see them take tne

track out with all the rich

See COUSEUM, page 32

NASA trainee

Carmen Otte and
her favorite

space vehicle.

When Aeronautical Engineering junior Carmen
Otte talks about her 1982 Volkswagen Jetta,

it's only natural that she begins with space.
"I like Its size, especially the trunk. A big

trunk IS important when you go away to

school and have to carry practically every-

thing you own.
"And I love Jetta's space inside. It's roomy,

comfortable. Last year I drove 200 miles

each way to a summer job at NASA I'm glad

I was in my Jetta
"

Of course, there's more to Carmen's
Jetta than space."My car has over 200,000
miles on it . It doesn't cost much to operate
and it^s goodTddkFngTTTOnk Volkswagens
are excellent cars for college students

"

Since Carmen hopes to design spacecraft

someday, we had to ask her what kind of

vehicle she envisions in the future.

'That's easy. A red Volkswagen Cabriolet

convertible. I've already got one picked out
for graduation."

y

The VCI Cowge Graduate Finance Plan makes owning or

leasing a Volkswagen easier than ever before And you may
not need a credit history to qualify Visit your authorized \ \

Volkswagen dealer for details ^
*"

VOLKSWAGEN
If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to appear
in an ad like the one above Send your story and a photo to
yplkswagen Testimonials* 187 S Woodward. Suite 200*
Birmingham, Ml 48009
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Now you have an NCAA bid, now you don't
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Beginning with USC*s loss to

Long Beach on April 17, a string of

developments has turned 20 years

of collegiate volleyball tradition

into nothing, as USC was chosen to

go to the NCAA Final Four over

WIVA runner-up UCLA.
Since the inception of the

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association in 1970, post-season

play or regular-season standings

have determined the participants

for the NCAA Championships.

This year, however, precedent was
broken as a three-person panel

voted to put USC — a loser in the

semifinals of this weekend's
WIVA tournament — inta the

finals over UCLA.
*This is quite unprecedented,"

commented UCLA head coach Al

Scates upon relaying the news to

Men's Volleyball Final Four

#1 Long Beach

(27-6)

*

#12 Rutgers-Newark

(27-14) l-I'"'

#10 Ball State

(26-10)

; * #2 USC
(23-5) :<:

#3 UCLA (23-5) vs. USC (0-2) -^

(not Invited) vs. Long Beach (0-2)
-

vs. Ball State (1-0)

vs. Rutgers (0-0)

his players. "The selection com-
mittee has thrown 20 years of

tradition out the windoww-and

reduced this sport to off-court

politicking.—*'When we switched to the two-

division format this year," Scales

went on, "the purpose of the post-

season tournament was threefold.

It was to determiqe the league

champ and the nomination of the

West representative to the

NCAAs. Then, it was to determine

the league's nominee for the at-

large berth."

Members of the WIVA coach-

ing fraternity concur.' "All the

coaches—including USC's

—

agreed to this at the league meeting

at the beginning of the year,"

commented Pepperdine coach
Marv Dunphey. "With that taken

care of, the coaches went about the

season thinking that the league

playoffs would determine the

league representatives."

With the recent developments,

though, the inaugural WIVA
Championships succeeded in only

two of its goals: determining the

champ and the West representa-

tive. Long Beach. Determination

of who gets the at-large Ixjrth was
left to the three-man committee.

During a conference call late

Sunday afternoon. Ball State ath-

.pletic director Eton Pervis, East

Vsiroudsburg volleyball coach Bob
Sweeney, and WIVA commission-

er Robert Newcomb, voted on who
would go to the NCAAs—USC or

UCLA.
After what Pervis called a "ver>'

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30

WIVA reacts m

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin

~UCLA volleyball head coach Al Scates said that 20 years of tradition was thrown out the

window when UCLA .was denied a bid to the NCAA tourney.

UCLA ousting

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

What du you do when all that

you have worked for during the

season suddenly gets taken away
from you — not by your play on

the court, but by politics off the

court?

The UCLA men's volleyball

loam is posed with exactly that

situation, as it has been stripped of

the right to play in the NCAA Final

Four in .favor • of none other

than. . . USC. j

"This is f—"g bull-—!," were

the only words freshman setter

Mike Scaly could use to describe

ihc cariy ending.

Other Bruins were not as vocal,

however, as most players were

speechless and shocked at the

news, unable to even voice their

reactions.

Around the WIVA, coaches and

administrators alike are similarly

See REACTION, page 33

Giant (7-6) hoops transfer inks witli UCLA
By David Gibson

Sports Editor

The UCLA men's basketball

team took one" giant step forward

yesterday in solving its longtime

donut dilemma — solid on the

outside, big hole in the middle —
as it signed the nation's tallest and

collegiate playerr Mike
Lanier, a 7-6, 293-pound Iransfcr

from Hardin-Simmons.

Lanier, who has two years of

eligibility left in addition to a

rcdshirt season, ended Abilene,

Texas' most intense recruiting

battle ever by choosing the Bruins

over LSU, James Madison,
Washington, Washington State,

Hawaii and over seventy other

Division I schools. It had been

rumored that Lanier had been close

to signing with UCLA late last

week after his visit, but he p(^st-

poned his decision until yesterday.—
**L7ust decided it was the best

choice for me," Lanier said early

yesterday afternoon. "I made the

decision last week, but I had to

check some things out and I

(finalized) it over the weekend."
On Sunday night Lanier callal

his coach at HSU, Dennis Harp, to

inform him of his decision. "Mike
has made trenriendous progress in

the last two years," Harp said. "I

think that he is really shooting for

the mountaintop in choosing
UCLA. His work habits will

enable him to have a successful

career there. His best years are

dcfinitcty"ahear of htmr
~

Lanier, who pWl^oi^ two .seasons

at HSU, averaged 6.7 points and

4.2 rebounds for the 9- 19 Cowboys
last year. He started in 22 of his 42

See LANIER, page 31

Basketball Signing

Mike Lanier

Height: 7" 6", Weight: 293 lbs

Junior transfer from Hardin-

Simmons University, Abilene, TX
Career highs:

1 7 points

9 rebounds

, 6 blocks

In two seasons at

Hardin-Simmons University:

5.1 points

3.4 rebounds

35 blocks in 42 games
DANIELLE EUBANK/Daily Brum

Linksters nab
Pao-10 title_
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

UCLA women's golf

coach Jackie Tobian-Stein-

mann sat contentedly behind

her desk, removing the last

bits of wrapping from the

1990 Pac- 10 tide trophy won
over the weekend at Stan-

ford — a lustred brass cup
with a figure of a linkster

positioned on top.

The figure was suppdsed

to hold a club in it's hands,

but Steinmann was having a

little trouble keeping the

club Attached to the figure.

"I'll just have to tape it on for

now," said Steinmann.

It was the only time

UCLA had trouble holding

on to a club, as the No. 8-

ranked Bruins shot a tourna-

ment-best round of 297 on

the final day to finish with a

three-round total of 898, one

stroke ahead of No. 1 Arizo-

na State and two ahead of

No. 4 Arizona.

The victory is the fourth

Pac- 10 title in 12 years for

Steinmann, and this one

came just as sweet as the-

rest, especially considering

that the Bruins had finished a

season-low 1 1th in their last

tournament just two weeks
ago. "This was the best

tournament we've had all

year, and I think the differ-

ence was that we just went
out and had a gcxxl time

playing golf," said Stein-

mann. *
'

"But we also went out
*

with a goal to prove to

ourselves that we could go

out and play^wcll for three

days, and not just for one day

or one round."

The Bruins kept pace with

ASU and Arizona in the first

two rounds, only three shots

out of the lead, thanks to the

trio of A41-^merican Jean

Zedlitz, freshman Elizabeth

Bowman and Christy Erb,

who shot well enough to

(x:cupy the third, fourth, and

fifth places, respectively, in

the individual standings.

Then came the final

round, and the Bruins' best

performance this year. "All

year long we've been gear-

ing up for this tournament,

and we came on at just the

right time. Our team spirit

and confidence were very

high." said Steinmann,

The course at Stanford

contributed to the team's

confidence, as it favored the

long drivers, something the

Bruins have no shortage of.

Last show at
the Coliseum

Saturday's duel track meet between USC and
UCLA at the L.A. Coliseum may be the last one
of its kind because Coliseum authorities have
plans to remove the track in an effort improve the

stadium for football.

See page 35

Jf you thinkj'm sexy
— If you think that R(xl Stewart has Hoi Legs^ then

check out the action this Sunday on the North

Athletic Field, lliere, sport fans can witness some
of the most interesting high-packed soccer action

in the history of the sport. Or so this columnist

believes. •

ft

See page 34

Better than Netter?

Nope. Uh-uh. Not this time, pal. Nobody— at

least not in the Pac- 10— is better at singles than

Jason Netler (pictured). Lauri Lappin profiles

Netter's bid for the conference title this weekend
in Ojai at the Pac- 10 Championships.

•

See page 33
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Workshops,
rally held today
A rally to remember the

genocide in Cambodia will take

place today at noon in West-

wood Plaza.

Various workshops will also

be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in

the Morgan Quad, 2408 Acker-

man Union and 400 TCerckhoff

^Hall. Speakers scheduled to

attend the events include jour-

nalist Tony Avirgan, Don Luce
df the Asia Resource Center

and Richard Walden of Opera-
tion California.

'

The "Teach-in on Cambo-
dia" is sponsored by Interna-

tional Alert and Cultural
—Affairs. —

Inside
'Bridging the

Studerlt winners of the

"Bridging the Gap" writing

contest will be honored Friday.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Candidates

recommended
The Daily Bruin recom-

mends candidates for the under-

graduate elections.

See pages 18-22

Arts & Entertainment

Funny guys
with jokes

t

Comedians put on a show for

a great cause at Comic Relief

tonight at AGB.

See page 24

Sports

Gold medal.
now what?
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Fourth UCLA custodian arrested
Home searched by police

By Steve Macauley'

Staff Writer

University detectives arrested a

UCLA custodian at his home
Tuesday for possession of stolen

property, police said. He is the

fourth employee to be arrested in

connection with on-campus burg-

laries in the last month.
Julius Ward, 36, a supervisor of

the two custodians previously

arrested, was taken into custody at

his home near Inglewood after a

search uncovered stolen items,

police said. , .

"We went to sec if he knew
about some burglaries. And during

the interview he allowed us to

search his home and we %und
some (allegedly stolen) items,"

said Detective Ric Sanchez.

Police have yet to determine
how many of the university items

discovered at Ward's house were
stolen. At press time, their list

included only an unspecified num-
ber of university power tools.

^ome of the items may have been

legally acquired, Sanchez ^aid,.

Facilities director Jack Powazek
said he regrets any beliefs that

campus custodians in general are

thieves. *

"It's easy to get a skewed idea

(about) custodians from a few
incidents ... but you have got to

look at the bigger picture," he said.

There are 800 employees in the

facilities department, and the four

suspects make up a small percen-

tage, he said. "Arrests are not

convictions," he added.

Police are investigating how
Ward came into possession of the

^Icn items, Sanchez said.

Ward supervised both Jesus

Gonzalez and Jeffery Young, who
were arrested on separate burglary

charges in late March and early

April. Police also arrested campus
mover Leroy Luckell on April 23
on burglary charges.

"(Ward's) name had come up in

previous investigations," Sanchez
said; but declined to say which one
identified Ward as a suspect.

Ward denied knowledge of

Young's or Gonz.alez's alleged

burglaries. He told police he was

See JANITORS, page 17

Cesar Chavez • • ycott
By^ Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

More than 500 people, several in

tears, rose to their feet Tuesday
after celebrated labor leader (JcsiF
Chavez delivered an emotional

message about the plight of the

California farmworker and the

importance of continuing the six-

year-old boycott of grapes.

"How many of you were spray-

ed with malathion?" queried

actress Julie Carmen ("Milagro

Beanfield War") who introduced

Chavez. "(In the grape industry),

we are talking about the use of

pesticides with 250 times the

toxicity of malathion, without the

decency of telling the workers

before they go into the fields,

without the decency of even
admitting the drinking water is

poisoned."

Charging government apathy

and corporate greed, Chavez, who
has been president of the United

Farm Workers union (Uf^W) for

more than 25 years, said public

action rather than public policy

will ultimately put an end to the

use of the pesticides which have
proven deadly to farmworkers and
caused alarming increases in the

number of birth defects in the

Central Valley area.

"(The industry) is promoting
grapes as a natural snack. There is

nothing natural about the grapes

that are being raised these days . . .

We can produce all food without

pesticides. The issue is not tech-

nology— it is demand. Consumers
are not demanding foods without

pesticide. 1 guarantee that if they

Labor leader Cesar Chavez speaks in AGB on Tuesday.

demanded clean food, they would
get it," he said.

Chavez showed the film "The
Wrath of Grapes," which con-

tained personal accounts of
mothers who worked in the fields

while pregnant and bore children

with birth defects. It also showed
emotional interviews with parents

whose children make up the

"cancer clusters"— regions in the

Central Valley so contaminated

that the number of cancer diag-

noses in children are up to 1200
percent higher than the national

average.

The film criticized the state

government, especially Gov.

SCOTT WEERSING'Da.iy Brum

George Deukmejian, who the film

claims neutfalized key environ-

mental laws to help protect neigh-

boring communities from five of

the most toxic pesticides— methyl

bromide, phosdrin, captan, dino-

sam and parathion— which are all

See CHAVEZ, page 17

J-Board overturns USAC's ballot addition
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

chancellor and the UG president

'have staled that they will not

UCLA track star Steve Lew-
is, a 1988 Olympic champion,
still has miles to go for the

Bruins.

See page 48

The undergraduate Judicial

Board on Tuesday night overruled

student council's decision last

week to add a footnote to an

initiative on the spring ballot.

The board determined that the

addition was "inappropriate,"

Chief Justice William Rudolph
said, because the undergraduate

constitution does not empower the

council to change the printing of an

initiative -^ a student- initiated

measure requiring a petition bear-

ing signatures of 10 percent of the

student body.

Last Tuesday when the council

approved the spring 1990 ballot, it

added a note on CALPlRG's $2
negative check-off fee initiative,

indicating that both the UCLA

impTcment any waivable fee

(negative cl^eck-ofQ regardless of

student vote."

The measure, if passed, would
place the $2 voluntary fee toward
the statewide consumer and envir-

onmental lobby group through

students' registration fee cards

beginning this fall and until sprmg
1994, with the chancellor's
approval. ~ - '

But Chancellor Charles Young
has indicated that he would oppo.se

putting any negative check-off fee

on rcg fee cards, and UC President

David Gardner has also cxpressal
similar sentiments. Neither, how-
ever, has come out with a written

statement on the matter.

Council members argued last

week that it would be fair to let

studenti> know that the initiative on
which they are voting may not be
implemented even if they approve
it, but this week they doubted their*

own decision.

At Tuesday's council meeting,

which ended shortly after the

judicial board case began, some
council members wanted to con-

sider taking the addendum off the

ballot. A CALPIRG representative

also said the council had no right to

change the wording of the initia-

'

4ive in any way.

Although the council decided
not reconsider the matter, under-

graduate President John Sarvey

commented during the judicial

board's formal hearing that many
council members would probably

be glad if the council lost the case.

But, Executive Vice President

Maria Rabuy explained that the

council did not U7 to tamper with

the initiative and purposefully put

'

the addition after the resporfte

choices to the referendum.

Rudolph said, the Elections

Board must eliminate the foomoic—
before voting begins at 9 a.m.

today, but Elections Board Chair-

woman Danette Martin said there

may be problems in cortiplying

with the judicial board's decision

Ivcause of time constraints.

Martin said during the council

meeting that undergraduate gov-

ernment should not back down on
its earlier decisi^)n so late, "The
whole way in which it was handled

was very poor," Martin said in a

phone interview late Tuesday
night.

-I
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. H^AY 2

•Commuter Asslstance'Rldesharing

-Commuter Workshop
-11:00 am - 3:00 pm
-CHS Cafeteria

•International Alert

-Rally

-Noon *

-Westwood Plaza

•Student Alumni Association

-Comic Relief '90

-8:00 pm
-Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•Student Alumni Association

-Investigative Careers Network
-7:00 pm
-James West Alumrtl Center

•Student Alumni Association

-Senior Stress Reduction Techniques

-9:00 pm
_ -YUlase De ll

v^.

f-

THURSDAY. MAY 3

•Central America Education Committee
-"El Salvador on the Edge"
-6:00 pm
-Haines 39

•Students Association for Latin American Studies

-Flor de CafSa Concert— -Noon, Westwoo<t 1*laza ~ •

-Lecture/Demonstration

Bandroom: Schoenberg 1345

•Cultural Affairs

-jazz Series Every Wednesday
-9:00 pm - 1 1 :00 pm
-Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

•La Lscuela de la Raza
-Consumer Language Project <»

-Monday and Wednesday
-7:00 pm &. 9:00 pm

•OISS

-Become an International Adviser

-Call 825-1681 For More Information

•Peer Health Counselors .

—
.

V
r •

-Free Body Fat Percentage Testing

-Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
-Thursday 1 1 :00 am - 1 :00 pm
-John Wooden Center

. •UCLA Blood Drive -
, . .

^ -May 7-n
-1 1:00 am - 3:45 pm
-John Wooden Center

' (^(^m\m^ ^irmi\cijnj(Q)'^§^

•Asian Pacific Alumni Association

-Diversity In Education &< Careers

-May 12. 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
'"• -Moore 100
•Student Committee for the Arts

-Concert

-May 18. 8:00 pm
-Wadsworth Theater

^
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Cashew chicken is the

Ozaric's cuiinary craze
By Jerry Nachtlgat

Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. — Orien-

tal food is king in this Queen City

of the Ozarks, where even the

burger joints serve the dish that all

Springfield craves: Cashew chick-

en.

Ozark cuisine may conjure up

images of pan-fried trout and

catfish, fried chicken, mashed

potatoes and gravy. But just as

surely as Bostonians bake beans

and Chicagoans take pride in

pizza, Springfield's culinary claim

to fame is cashew chicken.

More than 50 of Springfield's

375 licensed restaurants feature

Chinese food. Another dozen or so

Korean, Polynesian, Japanese and

Vietnamese restaurants contribute

to a gastronomic smorgasbord for

Asian food lovers.

"I'm a Chinese food nut. With a

Chinese restaurant on every cor-

ner, I'm in heaven," says Gary
Wilson, an attorney and regular at

tJic^-aH-you-can-eat noon and-

evening buffets offered by many of

the restaurants.

But not just any Chinese food.

Chinese restaurants here are

judged not for their moo goo gai

pan or egg rolls, but for their

cashew chicken. And not just

Chinese restaurants. Even cafeter-

ias and burger shops serve up the

dish.

Springfield's unofficial nick^

name says it all: "Cashew Chicken

Capital of the Midwest"
One newspaper columnist took

calculator in hand and figured that

Springfield restaurants serve a

minimum of 6,697 to 8,554 orders

of cashew chicken a day. That

averages out to 2.4 million to 3.1

million orders a year.

Chefs here dip the chicken in

batter, deep-fat fry it, smother it

with a thick brown sauce made
from chicken stock and soy sauce,

add cashews and a few bits of

green onion and serve the concoc-

tion beside a bed of fried rice.
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Grad students' work conditions are debated
Legislature "asks UC Regents to

investigate reported unfairness

.11 k-

By Auris Jarasun^s

Staff Writer

State legislators are deliberating

the fate of a bill that would urge the

UC Board of Regents to investi-

gate problems facing graduate

students employed in the universi-

ty system.

Senate Concurrent Resolution

58, sponsored by Senator Diannc

Watson, D-Los Angeles, would
ask UC officials to conduct a

report and make recommendations
on the working conditions and

benefits of the more than 15,000

students who teach classes and

conduct research,

"It's important that the Legisla-

ture send a message to the Univer-

sity of California that the current

academic employment system for

graduate students is inherently

unfair," said Bill Kysella, UCLA's
undergraduate lobby director.

The bill attempts to discover

whether working conditions for

graduates are as unfair as some
students have reported. Graduate
students have complained of being

required to work 30 to 40 hours a

week for half-time pay and per-

form work unrelated to their jobs.

Graduate student employees
have also complained they do not

receive the same benefits granted

to other UC employees. At the

same time, they say, they arc

required to conduct excessive
amounts of research, a task thai

can delay graduation for several

years.

SCR 58 will also ask the

university to examine the lack*of

effective grievance procedures

available for graduate student

employees. Problems a?ise when a

student employee's academic
adviser is also the person for whom
the student ^ conducts research.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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The doors of perception _>

mim

Two students sit outside the north entrance of Franz IHall last Tuesday afternoon.
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r U^ <|f office logo in ^^^mpaigns OK'd
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By Stella Ngai

Contributor

Any candidate competing for an

undergraduate commission may
use that office's official logo for

campaign purposes, the Elections

Board determined Monday.
A complaint was filed against

candidate for Campus Events
Commissioner Eugene Hernandez
on Friday because he uses the

Campus Events logo on campaign
signs, but the Elections Board
decided that is not in violation with

the elections code.

An undergraduate Judicial
Board case on this matter was
scheduled to be heard Tuesday
night, but the case was dropped.
The other Campus Events Com-

missioner candidate, Stefan Sacks,

said the use of campus logos was
mi.slcading because, "It looks like

aicmandc/) has the endorsement,
of the Campus Events Commis-
sion." Sacks declined to comment
on who had filed the complaint
with the Elections Board commit-
tee.

But the logo in question is not

the official UCLA Campus Events

logo, Hernandez said. Though
similar lo the official logo, the one
Hernandez uses is different

because it does not include

"ASUCLA" iA the bottom.

Sacks' campaign worker Dana

Silverman still thought the use of

the logo was misleading and

confusing. "People think that

(Hernandez) is the incumbent. It's

not fair," Silverman said.

In other Elections Board deci-

sions, CALPIRG was ordered lo

refrain from campaigning on
behalf of its referendum for three

hours on Tuesday as a result of the

group's campaign violations.

CALPIRG, a consumer and envir-

onmental lobby group, is asking

students if they want to put a $2
voluntary negative check-off fee

on registration fee cards.

Also, general representative

candidate Holly Carrington's cam-
paign was forbidden from passing

out any campaign literature for one

hour Tuesday morning;, because

Carrington cross campaigned with

CALPIRG signboards and was at

the CALPIRG table on Bruin

Walk.

Undergraduates vote today, Tliursday
Representatives to be chosen

Kysella said. A student would be

less likely to cdmplain of unfair

working conditions to the person

responsible for his or her academic

success, hesaid.

Another provision in Watson's
bill asks for an investigation of

graduate employee training in

teaching and English language
skills.

—
-.

—
SCR 58 has reached the state

assembly's higher education sub-

committee, but a hearing has not

been scheduled.

May Day
protesters

riot in park
By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

A communist revolutionary

group clashed with police Tuesday
resulting in 15 arrests during a

May Day protest that climaxed
with a protester hurling a bucket on
"Sn gfficcr from the r(X)f of an

immigration detention center.

• "Shoot me, pig," the man yelled

as an officer drew his handeun and

aime^ at the man, wm^ ^m on a

piece of metal jutting from the

building. Immigrants inside

peered at the scene from behind

bars.

Officers armed with nightsticks

jabbed at screaming bystanders

and ushered them away. Police,

closed several blocks of busy

Alvarado Streej during rush hour

before the man surrendered.

During the noisy protest, police

arrested 15 members of the Revo-
lutionary Communist Parly, USA,
and the apparently related Revolu-

tionary Communist Youth Bri-

gade, indudmg the man on the

roof. He had identified himself

earlier only as Rojo.

The officer struck by the 5-gal-

lon can of plastic rcx)f cement was
treated at the scene. He was not

identified. Another officer was
treated for a cut to the arrti.

From staff reports

Undergraduate students may vote today and
Thursday for their representatives next year

and clK)ose to make constitutional two amend-

r

r

ments that would take votes away from non-

student council members and restructure the

vice presidents' offices.

One constitutional change, if approved,

would remove voles from non-student under-

gradi^ate council members, including the

adminislrafive, alumni and faculty representa-

tives.

Current student officers argue that because

non^studcnLs tend to abstain from voting, they

interfere with legislative changes and other

council actions that require either two-thirds or

three-fourths of a council's vole.

A second constitutional change would
restructure the two vice presidential positions,

effective the 1991-92 academic year.

The current executive vice president, in

charge of administrative matters, would be
called the internal vice president; and the

current second vice president, who handles all

UCLA student organizations, would be named
external vice president and would also serve as

representative of undergraduate students off-

campus.—
^^In addition,^a referendum will ask students

whether they would like to have a $2 voluntary

positive check-off fee for Second Harvest, a

national organization which helps the needy

and homeless, put on registration fee cards.

If a majority of at least 10 percent of tlie

student body approves this mcasitre, the fee

would be put on rcg fee caret};, with the

chancellor's approval, from this fall until the

1993-94 academic year.

Another referendum asks if students want a

"similar $2 voluntary fee, on a negative check-

off basis, for CALPIRG, a statewide consumer
and environmentiil lobby group.

This fee would also be placed on reg fee

cards through spring 1994, but Chancellor

Charles Young has indicalexllhat he would not

implement any waivable fee regardless of

student vole.

A student who chooses not lo pay negative

check-off fees must initial a box and subtract

$2 from the total registration fees, while one

choosing not lo pay a ix)sitive check-off fee

need only submit the total indicated on the fee

card.

While proponents of CALPIRG's waivable

fee argue that the lobby group could not subsisT

without such support from sludenu^ opponent;

say negative check-off fees are deceptive

because not all students know what CALPIRG
is and does and the process of subtracting the

fee from the total is burdensome lo students.

The third referendum asks if students want a

$1.50-per-quarier-per-slUdc;nl increase in

registration fees and a shifi of $l.M)per quarter

from the current ASUCLA student union fee.

The money will go toward student-initiated

campus and community service programs.

If the referendum^ paT^ses, ihe $3 por-stir~

dent-pcr-quarier would be split into $1 for the

community activities committee, which funds

student programs; $1 lo the campus retention

committee, which attempts to incrca.sc student

retention rates; 50 cents to the community
service commission; and 50 cents to the student

welfare commission.

Run-off elections will be held next Wednes-
day and Thursday.

"^^"^^"""^ ^~

apparently suffered Hvhdc arrest*

ing a protester.

The protest began at 3:30 p.m. in

MacArthur Park. About 20
demonstrators blew whistles and
spray-painted revolutionary slo-

gans in Spanish and English on
palm trees, benches, sidewalks and
two pgrtable toilets.

Rojo, who said he was spokes-

man of the Youth Brigade, said the

protest was to denounce govern-

ment anti-drug efforts, especially

police barricades in the Pico Union
district near the park.

"The people don't want the

barricades. The people don't want
the pigs," said Rojo.

Several park denizens, includ-

ing homeless people sipping from,

bottles wrapped in paper bags,

joined the IprotesT^Some men
spray-painted profanities in Span-

ish.

Police watched from four patrol

cars abc^ut a UK) yards away, but

did not intervene.

Tlie protesters then marched
down* Alvarado Street, stopping

only at intersections for traffic

signals- and the crush of evening

rush-hour traffic. :

—

-

About two blocks from the park,

protesters started taunting a lone

police officer making an arrest

apparently unrelated to the com-
munists' demonstration. The offic-

er, surrounded by about a dozen
protesters, pulled his nightstick

and darted into the crowd before

four backup patrol cars arrived.

-4-
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Briefs
World

Former U.S. hostage
celebrates freedom
WIESBADEN, West Germany —

Frank Reed, malnourished but energetic

after his 3/4 -year ordeal as a hostage in

Lebanon, celebrated his freedom Tuesday
with a beer, a large steak and a long-

awaited reunion with his wife ^nd son.

. A special State Department team began
questioning the 57 -year-old educator at

the U.S. Air Force hospital in Wiesbaden,
hoping for clues about the 16 remaining
Western hostages in Lebanon. Six Ameri-
can hostages are still held.

Reed, who said he spent much of his

captivity blindfolded, is the second
American hostage freed since April 22.

In Maiden, Mass., Reed's daughter said

he told her he had been held with

American hostages Terry Anderson and
Thomas Sutherland but was separated

from them about a year ago. Anderson and
Sutherland are among the six remaining
U.S. hostages in Lebanon.

Contras fray nerves
in cooperative farm
LAS COLINAS, Nicaragua — Fran-

cisca Cemcncfs blood ran pold as she
listened to a Contra rebel describe his pan
in a 1987 attack on this cooperative farm
thai Icfi her home a smoldenng rum.
"He was all worked up, telling how he

set a truck on fire with his machine gun,"
said the 28-year-old mother of five, an
infant on her hip.

After atucking the Las Colinas
x:ooperative three times since 1984, the

Contras arc back. The Sandinista-organ-

izcd project where 60 families cultivate

com, beans, coffee and bananas sits in the

heart of Security Zone 1.

The zone is about 80 miles north of

Managua and is one of five U.N.-moni-
tored enclaves where the anti-Sandinista

irregulars are gathering for what is

supposed to be their demobilization.

Nation

Democratic budget
accepted by House
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The House

on Tuesday adopted the Democrats* $1.2
trillion federal budget for next year,

making deep cuts in President Bush's
defense plans and channeling much of the

savings into social programs.

Before the vote, E)emocrats taunted the

Republicans for abandoning the admi-
nistration's own spending plan.

Meanwhile, Senate Budget Committee
Chairman James Sasser finally lined up
enough votes for his committee to

approve a budget of its oWn^ a congres-

sional source said.

Until now, solid GOP opposition and
several balking Democrats have pre-

vented the panel from drawing up a

-spending package. But Sen. Charles

Robb, D-Va., told Sasser he would
support a plan that claims to reduce next

year's deficit by $43 billion, said the

source, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.

That would produce a majority on the

pafV. l fnr-thcr proposal, which "Coirfd=

approve a budget as early as Wednesday.

State

State told to brace
for fourth dry year

California is well into the fourth and the I

driest year of a droii^ght, which experts

said Tuesday will be felt hardest in water

rationing as strict as it's ever been and in

the increased threat of wildfires fed by

dying forests.

Califomians will feel the drought in

other ways as already low reservoirs

shrink further, hindering Or curtailing

summer recreation in some cases, govern-

ment water officials said in interviews.

Fishing will be hurt in some areas, as well.

The price of prodi^te may rise some-

what as farmert are forced to use

expensive electricity to pump water from

the ground to replace irrigation water

deliveries reduced by rationing, accord-

ing to private agricultural officials.

The cost of beef, lamb and poultry also

may increase somewhat as livestock

ranchers pay more for feed, they said.

Suspect in custody
after shots kill one

(

SAN FRANCISCO— A gunman went
on a wild shooting spree early Tuesday,
_ambushing and killing a bicycle ridci;^

injuring two police officers in a sidewalk

gun battlQ and critically shooting a man
driving on the freeway, authorities said.

Police said Paul Bellazain, 46, of Daly
City, fled on foot after he was wounded in

the thigh during a shootout with officers

near the crowded Wcstfakc Matt inl5afy^

City, just south of San Francisco, said

Daly City police detective Jim McHenry.

An officer, who was shot in the left arm
during the struggle, tackled Bella/ain,

ending a 45-minute rampage during

which the gunman cruised Interstate 280
in a brown Cadillac firing at cars and later

taking a chiropractor and his receptionist

hostage, police said.

Governor candidates

oppose state canal

SACRAMENTO — Attorney General

John Van de Kamp pledged Tuesday his

unconditional opposition to construction

of the Peripheral Canal, while his oppo-
nent for the Democratic nomination for

governor, Dianne Feinstein, slightly

hedged her longtime opposition to the

canal.

In separate appearances before the

Water Education Foundatimi^ Van de
Kamp and Feinstein outlined generally

similar water policies, but with different

emphases in several key areas.

Van de Kamp said his water policy

would be "centered on conservation and
reclamation," while Feinstein said the

most important water issue in the state is

improving the quality of water in the

Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.

Local

High school senior

shot on playing field

A gun-wielding student shot and
wounded a teen-ager Tuesday on the

athletic field of Manual Arts High School
in Los Angeles, then fled on foot, police

said;

Tha shooting occ iirrcd durin g an-
"^gumcnt at nutrition break, said police

Sgt. Steve L^oche. The gunman fired two
shots from a small-caliber gun, he said.

Freddy Tapia, 19, was listed in stable;

condition at Los Angeles County-USC
Medical Center, said Tammy Sims, a Los
Angeles Unified School District spokes-
woman.

"

(Compiled from the Associated Press
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^Q^ TEACH-IN ON CAMBODIA
May 2, 1990 10:00 am to 5:00 pm

RALLY 12:00 NOON in the WESTWOOD FLAZA

*
.. , . • Workshops all day in the Morgan Quad, Ackerman 2408 & Kerckhoff 400

(see posted schedule of events)

,''^( \^%Y m^iSp ' '
.

Tony Avirgan, NPR & BBC journalist

Don Luce, Asia Resource Center
Richard Waldefi, Operation California

1^0 Kuper, International Alert

Tony Russo, Pentagon Papers co-defendant

Steve Graw and others...
^

Mf

Plus screenings of the films, Cambodia Year 10 and My House Has Two Doors
\

REMEMBER KENT STATE, May 4, 1970...
r^,

'•>

REMEMBER CAl\IBODiy^j^ Million dead and it could happen again! ^
^t^^ ___ ^ ,_ —

;

.'
tti i/t-i I

NO MORE GENOCIDE IN OUR NAMES.
sponsored & paid for by International Alert and Cultural A/fairs
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UCL> ^7°°'TURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION

vS*
;*.. PRESENTS

<'•

'**

an evening

/]

LOUIE ANDERSON RELnil
®

RICHARD JENI

v:

V-

TO BENEFIT
THE

HOMELESS
"^Z

-xf t^-i

V
^,. ;

JEFF CESARIO

HOSTED BY
FRITZ

COLEMAN TOM WILSON

MAY 2. 1990 8:00 P.M. ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM, UCLA
TICKETS $20, $10 FOR UCLA STUDENTS

GOLD CIRCLE TICKETS $50 - INCLUDES POST-SHOW RECEPTION*

AVAILABLE AT UCLA CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE AND ALL
^ -^^ TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS

CALL (213) UCLA-101

*For Gold Circle Tickets, call (213) 386-8014 -
C -''»•

Presented in Cooperation with the UCLA Alumni Association

y

UCLAIumniAiaOClATION
. with special thanks to \«^

'Hvv^//''
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ntest winners to be honored
Six students gamer

awards for essays on

^Bridging die Gap^
By Grace Choy
Contributor

Having travelled abroad, Goodwin said she

"could feel the frustration of experiencing

something new in the stories," but "it also

seemed that they really grew with their

experiences."

Sloan, who wrote about her trip to pre-glas-

nost Hungary where she visited some relatives,

said that her motivation for writing her essay

was "very personal."

-^In all my travels to Europe, I never felt a

* Student winners of the ''Bridging the Gap"
writing contest will be honored Friday for their

entries on inlercullural relationships. The
Office of International Students and Scholars

(OISS), which sponsored the competition, will

hold a recognition breakfast for the six

students.

The top three winners will each receive

$200. They are Sharlene Matsuhara, who
graduated winter quarter, graduate student

Andrea Sloan, and junior Camellia Wang. The
runners-up, junior Azhar Hamidi, senior

Diehma Hoang, and junior Vandana Vcnkat-

csh, will each receive $50.

The contest was first held last year as a way
to increase cultural diversity awareness among
students, organizers said.

., "When you stick with a place or people long

"enough, you find more common things with

them. We're just not that different all around

the world," Sloan said. "When you gel down to

it, with all the diversity in this country, that's

what America has proven."

Choosing from the 46 entries "was really

difficult," one of the judges. Janet Goodwin,

language barrier and 1 was always able to get

by," she said. But in Hungary, Sloan was
"frustrated seeing all of these beautiful old

books, none of which I can read," she said in

her essay, "Discovering a Hungarian Past."

The conditions in Hungary were eye-open-

ing as well, she wrote. "Women aren't given

any anesthesia during childbirth . . .," books

"are cheap, but full of propaganda" and "five of

us had dinner for 3 dollars U.S.

"I feel land locked, reproached for trying to

have a good time, and guilty that the

Hungarians suffer with bad accommodations,"

Sloan wrote. But by the end of her trip, she

"was sorry to leave" because of she was afraid

she would never again see the people whom
she had met. Among them was her cousin

Frusi, "a free spirit in a society of suppression."

Matsuhara, a third-generation Japanese-

American, stayed close to home with her essay

and wrote about the frustrations of the

language barrier between herself and her

"grandmother." ^—

—

She was compelled to write "Talking

Through the Gap" during her last quarter at

UCLA since "I felt more of a need to get to

said. "What made the very best ones good was know my ancesii> belief— lo bridge the gap lo

that they were very personal. As I read them, I

was moved several times because 1 could really

understand what the person was saying — I

could get inside the person's head."

Goodwin, an ESL instructor at UCLA, co-

judged the contest with counselor Julia Shrtsin

of the Department of Engineering, and Robert

Ku, a graduate student in Asian-American
Stiidies.

my ancestry. I only wish that 1 had taken more
classes for that."

Matsuhara does not speak Japanese and has

never been to Japan. "... I suppose I have

maintained some Japanese heritage third-hand-

cdly through my parents and through osmosis. 1

am essentially American," she wrote. But her

desire to communicate with her "grandmother"

is so strong, she blames herself for "not trying

hard enough."

Nonetheless, at the end, Matsuhara realizes

that she and her grandmother have a special

relationship. Her mother tells her "You guys

don't know how alike you are only because you
can't tell each other in words."

Wang's essay, meanwhile, explains how her

"attitude toward gays dramaticall^altered."

Having been raised io a strict, traditional

Chinese and Catholic background, where

homosexuality is considered "taboo," Wang
said her opinion of gay men and lesbians

changed because of her friendship with a gay

counselor in the Yale Summer Program in

1987.

"My views of homosexuality are totally

changed now," said Wang. "I feel that all

people should be . . . seen equally, and that

people of any sex should be treated equally.

"I've never turned my back on my views of

homosexuality ever since Yale," she added.

Although dealing with a sensitive subject,

Wang found that the words for her essay "Lord,

Have Mercy" came easily, but actually

"putting (them) down was difficult because 1

wasn't sure who would read it eventually.

"I'm constantly . . . thinking whether I'm

sinning against God or not," Wang said. "I

wonder if I'm contradicting my faith, and it's a

continumg conflict within me,"

Wang said that her acceptance of gay men
and lesbians does not mean she is defying the

church. "I am just recommending a small

change," she said. "Perhaps I'm just justifying

myself. It's still hard."

Copies oflhe essays may be owained ai ihe

OISS office, contest coordinator Victoria Lam
said. The number of entries this year is double
that of last year's, and the OISS hopes the

contest will attract even more students in the

future, she said.

"It's a good way for students to write down
their thoughts, and to go from 19 entries last

year to 46 the second year is very good," said

Lam.

Where to get information

Office: 301 Kerckhoff Hall

open 11-5

Phone: 206-8512

Dates: Applications due May 1

1

Positions range from GSA chief

of staff, to ASUCLA Board of

Directors and Communications

Board Members.

Applications

available for

GSA officers
By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

Applications for about 35
stipended positions in next year's

graduate government are now
available, Commissioner of Elec-

tions and Appointments Roy Mar-
chant announced Tuesday.

The posts are for two to four

quarters and pay approximately

$500' quarterly, depending on the

position_.

The duties of stipended officers

range from participation in gradu-

ate governmeiTt's "Executive
Cabinet to representing graduate

and professional students on vari-

ous campus boards.

Applications tor several unpaid

positions are also available. T(iese

positions require one to two hours

per week of work on campus
committees.

A resume and a completed
application are due in the graduate

government office May 11, and
interviews begin May 16. For more
information, call 206-8512.

CLEAN UP
OURB

Computer Store Clearance Sale

These are the best bargains of the year - on very
limited quantities of a few select items:

• Computers
• Hard Disks
• Software

You can save up to 60% on floor demos and
discontinued models - but only one or two of

many items will be available. All Apple de^mo
computers come with version 6.0 of system
software, HyperCard and a one-year AppleCare
extended warranty; '

Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed
price list of all sale merchandise.

May 2 & 3 only-Save up to 60%

Don t Miss It!

2 Days Only - -^^

B-Level Ackerman Union
in front of the Computer Store
Priority numbers will be given out starting at 7am on May 2.

I'ayment; These low prices are ASU('I.A cash prices and recjuire payment
made by currency, cashier's check. University Crcnlit Union Withdrawal
Check or personal-check (up to %'M){)) made out to ASUCI.A. Money
Orders are not ace epted. These [)rociucts are available only to full-time

students, faculty, staff, witli current UCILA II), and to UCLA departn»ents.
Pure base must Im* for tlie personal, academic, or research use of the
ell^ible person. Purchases are restricted to one p<T person |)er lifetime.

Kxcc'ptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please iii(|uire.

(,^uantities are limited. Prices are current as of '1/.'i()/9() and are subjecitto
change without notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 1 2-5

T-r
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Undergraduate Students Association

PRIMARY ELECTION
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 2 & , May 3, 1990

VOTE TODAY

T

Polling Places
• Bruin Walk (by Drake Stadium)
• Spaulding Field (southwest of Pauley Pavilion)
• Ackerman Turn-Around (by the bus stop)
• Rrui n P laza (across from the

Royce Quad
Rear)

•• Rolfe Quad
• Bunche Hall

• Inverted Fountain

Inurt n.f Sciences (by Ynunn, Math Sciences and Franz HalirQ

(erckhoff Patio (outside of kerckhoff Coffee House)t

Sample Ballot

OFFICES
A.PRESIDENT

1a. Dean Poulakidas

2a. Pet^Koebler
3a. Scott Perry

B. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
4a. StevO' Gonzalez
5a. Michael Cerlllo

C. SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
6a. Darren Kameya,
7a. David Pratt

D. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
8a. Kelly L. Hand
9a. Sam Kaufman

E. CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIONER
10a. Eugene Hernandez
11a. Stefan Sacks

F. COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER
12a. Dave Lim
13a. Ramie Dare

G: CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
14a. Lance S. Allice

H. FACILITIES COMMISSIONER
15a. Alex Hultgren

16a. Ben Renda

I. FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSIONER
17a. Octavio Navarro

J. STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER
18a. Carol Darwish —

^

BALLOT MEASURES

K. GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE (vote for 3 at most)

19a. James Hail

20a. Alvln Parra

21a. Derek Hu
' 22a. Holly Carrington ^-—

'.

—
,

"''

23a. Gary Gonzalez
24a. Kevin Wittenberg

L. If you wish to vote for a write-in candidate, mark box #25a and
write- the candidate's name and the office for which you wish to vote

on the back of the scantron ballot form.

For tfie following initiatives/referenda, please fill in the number on the ballot form that corresponds With how you^wlsh to vote. For additional information on these

measures please refer to the material provided at the polling locations. «

M. Constitutional Amendment to Remove the Votes of Non-student Members of USAC

Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to remove the voting pnvileges of the Non-Student Members (Faculty, Alumni, and Administrative Representatives)

of*the Undergraduate Students Association Council, and count only elected students toward quorum requirements? For specific wording of this proposed constitutional amendment see tne

information provided at the polling stations-

26a. yes .

27a. no

N. Funds for Student-Initiated Campus and Community Service Programs

Shall the Undergraduate Students Association create more funds for student service programs by reducing the current ASUCLA Student Union Fee by SI 50/quarler and increasing by 53 00/

quarter the Associated Students(ASUCLA) membership fee? These funds shall be designated to support student-initiated campus and community service program's, the Community Activities

Committee($1/qtr), the Campus Retention Committee (Sl/qtr), the Community Service Commisiion (S 50) and the Student Welfare Commission ($.50)

The reduction in the ASUCLA Student Union Fee could result in fewer funds being available for buying down the seismic fee in the future. In no event would the reduction in buy down

potential be greater than $1.50/quarter. The net effect of this referendum on your registration fees would be an increase of Sl.SO/quarter. i.

28a. yes . ,

29a no • .

\

0. Constitutional Amendment to Restructure the Offices of the Vice Presidents

Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to restructure the offices of the vice presidents such that the Executive Vice President would be replaced by an

Internal Vice President and the Second Vice President be replaced by an External Vice President, effective beginning with the 1991-92 terms of office?

The role of the Internal Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating student participation on non-academic committees, boards, and task forces and assisting the

President in facilitating good relations between council members and student organizations. The role of the External Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating the

advocacy efforts on behalf of student interests and ensuring that council members understand the issues being advocated by USAC and USAC sponsored groups The External Vice President

would also represent the Association to off-campus entities as delegated by thfe President and Council For specific wording of the proposed constitutional amendment see the information

provided at the polling station. ^^ . .„
30a. yes ^

3,1a. no
P. $2 Voluntary Positive Chack-Off Fee for Second Harvest

Shall the needy and homeless of the Greater Los Angeles area benefit from a voluntary supplemental positive check-off of S2.00/quar1er which would appear on the undergraduate registration

fee statement, subject to an appropriate written agreement between Second Harvest Inc.. and ASUCLA/USAC? The authonty conferred by adoption of this question shall extend through the '

, ,

1993-1994 academic year. *

32a. yes _

^ —. zz. r—•— ^-

—

— —

-

33a. no
Q. $2 Voluntary Fee for the California Public Interest Research Group'

Do you support continuing the current $2 voluntary supplemental fee. per quarter, for CALPIRG. collected as a waivable fee (negative check-off)? The fee will be assessed for the period from

fall, 1990. through spring. 1994 The fee is included in the total fee amount due at registration. Any student who wishes not to supporl CALPIRG may deduct this fee at registration

34a. yes

35a. no ...,
•The UC President and Chancellor have stated that they will not implement any waivable fee (negative check-off) regardless of the' student vote.'

'

^r_z^ Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government
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USAC PRIMARY ELECTIONS MAY 2-3, 1990

VOTE TODAY IN YOUR
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS
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1990 Primary Election

Candidates and Expense Accounts

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
$798.99

PETE KOEBLER
$755.01

SCOTT PERRY
$523.36

Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
$539.88

MICHAEL CERILLO
$511.89

Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
$582.77

DAVID PRATT
$596.40 -^

Academic Affairs Commissioner

KELLY L. HAND ^ —
$299.50

SAM KAUFMAN
$490.81

Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
$160.54

STEFAN SACKS
$580.46

Community Service Commissioner

DAVE LIM
Did -not submit

RAMIE DARE
$293.81

Facilities Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO.
$453.92 ^
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE S. ALLICE
$62.74

Student Welfare Commissioner
CAROL DARWISH
$00

~\

African Student

Union
President

scon PERRY
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

BENJENDA^
Finnncial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRA
General Representative

DEREK HU
HOLLY CARRINGTON

li:

General Representative •

1

• .

JAMES HAIL
,

$240.02

ALVIN PARRA 1

•

• **

$581.03
• •'nr-v*

DEREK HU
$389.03

HOLLY CARRINGTON ,

$31

1

.00

GARY GONZALEZ
$597.16

KEVIN WITTENBERG
$435.47

Students Against Forced Funding
$800.00

•

Armenian
Students

Association

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner -

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner ^__^
ALEX HULTGREN
Financial Supports Commissioner '

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Rcprnsontativn

DEREK HU
HOLLY CARRINGTON
GARY GONZALEZ

Asian Pacific

Coalition

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Comniiissioner

EU6ENE HERNANDEZ
Community Sen/ire Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

BEN RENDA
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

DEREK HU
HOLLY CARRINGTON

Bruin Democrats
President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner .

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

XAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
KEVIN WIHENBERG

Bruin

=Republlcan»
President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

MICHAEL CERILLO
Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Academic Affairs Commissioner

KELLY HAND
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

JAMES HAIL
ALVIN PARRA
GARY GONZALEZ

Bruin N.O.W.
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

STEFAN SACKS
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commisioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

BEN RENDA
Financial Supports Commissioner
OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
KEVIN WIHENBERG

!•>. f '

Gay and Lesbian
Association

Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ —
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO

Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
KEVIN WIHENBERG

Interfraternity

Council
President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President . .*

MICHAEL CERILLO -.

Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
'ieneral Representative

ALVIN PARRA

Second Vice President

DAVID PHAH
Academic Affairs Commissioner
SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Sen/ice Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commjssioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

BEN RENDA
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
GARY GONZALE;
KEVIN WIHENBERI

Iranian Students

Group

Muslim Students

Association &
Al Talib

Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Secoxid.Vice|>resident

DARREH KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner
SAM KAUFMAN
Cultural Affairs Commissioner
LANCE ALLICE
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO

<<>-

Panhellenic

TS!FHOLLY CARBINg
KEVIN WIHENBERG

Inter-Christian

^ Union

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

MICHAEL CERRILLO
Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner^ ^

ALEX HULTGREN
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
GARY GONZALEZ
KEVIN WIHENBERG

^

International

Students

Association

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissionei*

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

.

HOLLY CARRINGTON
GARY GONZALEZ
KEVIN WIHENBERG

tntraresidence

Hall Council
President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ

A

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner
RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCEMLICE
Facilities Comrr^'^Giuiier

ALEX HULTGREN
Financial Supports Cornrnissioncr

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Comissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
GARY GONZALEZ
KEVIN WIHENBERG

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Execut ive V ic-^- ProGidoftf-

Jewish Student

Union

President

DEAN POULAKIDAS
Executive Vice President

MICHAEL CERILLO
Secondary Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Campus Events Commissioner
EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General RepreserlfStive

KEVIN WIHENBERG
GARY GONZALEZ
HOLLY CARRINGTON

MICHAEL CERILLO
Second Vice President

DAVID PRAH
Campus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Community Service Commis-Sioner

RAMIE DARE> —
Facilities Commissioner

ALEX HULTGREN
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

ALVIN PARRA
HOLLY CARRINGTON
KEVIN WIHENBERG

University YWCA
*

Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN
Campus Events Commissioner

STEFAN SACKS
Community Service Commissioner

RAMIE DARE
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

LANCE ALLICE ^^

Financial Supports Commissidner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO
Student Welfare Commissioner

CAROL DARWISH
General Representative

HOLLY CARRINGTON
KEVIN WIHENBERG

Mecha

Calpirq
^

Executive Vice President

STEVE GONZALEZ
Second Vice President

DARREN KAMEYA —
Academic Affairs Commissioner

SAM KAUFMAN -
Cnmpus Events Commissioner

EUGENE HERNANDEZ
Cultural Affairs Commissioiner

LANCE ALLICE
^

Financial Supports Commissioner

OCTAVIO NAVARRO

AFRICAN STUDENTS'UNION
ASIAN PACIFIC COALITION
BRUIN DEMOCRATS
GAY AND LESBIAN ASSOCIA-
TION

UNIVERSITY YWCA

Second Harvest

ASIAN PACIFIC COALITION
BRUIN DEMOCRATS
BRUIN REPUBLICANS ^^
GAY AND LESBIAN ASSOCIA-
TION
INTER-CHRISTIAN UNION
INTRA RESIDENCE HALL
COUNCIL
IRANIAN STUDENTS GROUP
JEWISH STUDENT UNION

UNIVERSITY YWCA

' '^f^M
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IIIAging of baby
Number of Alzheimer's cases, others

could increase if cures not found

may cost billions in coming decades

By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The costs

of caring for the elderly will soar in

the coming decades without
advances in the prevention and
treatment of illnesses such as

Alzheimer's disease, researchers

reported Tuesday.

As baby boomers age and
m*edical advances increase their

life span, a larger group of Ameri-
cans will be at risk of developing

the debilitating diseases that rob

the elderiy of their independence,

the researchers said.

"This is where the challenge of

aging (research) lies," said Dr.

Jack M. Guralnik, an epidemiolo-

gist at the National Institute on
Aging and co-author of a report in

this week's Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.

"Unless we make substantial

advances in the prevention and
.treaunent of the diseases that cause
the greatest disability, the aging of
our oldest age groups will have a

nwjor impact on future health care

costs," the report said.

Joseph Califano Jr., once secret-

ary of the old Department of

Health, Education and Welfare
and a national spokesman for

Project Independence for Older
Americans, said the study findings

show that "the most cost-effective

research the United States can put
money into now is in aging"
research.

At a briefing on the study, Sen.

Tom Harkin, D-Iowa and chair-

man of the Senate Appropriations

subcommittee that deals with

medical research, said he will

inu^oduce legislation that would
increase federal financing of aging

research from the current $400
million to $1 billion annually.

"We're either going to invest

now or pay later," Harkin said.

Applying Census Bureau popu-
lation projections to inflation-

adjusted 1987 Medicare spending
figures, the researchers said costs

of the program for those 65 and
older could triple by 2040, reach-

ing $212 billion. For those 85 and
older, these costs could increase

sixfold, they said.

Also, costs for nursing home
care, now $3.1 billion for 1.3

million people 65 and older, could

rise to $ 1 39 billion with as many as

5.9 million elderly Americans,

most of them over 85, living out

their years in these facilities.

Cost-containment strategies

will not be enough to'prcvent these

only ^7.
99+2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
musl mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
: bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50C DIS^COUNT FOR PICKUP

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

massive increases, said Dr.

Edward L. Schneider, dean of the

University of Southern CaUfor-

nia's Andrus Gerontology Center

and co-author of the report.

The greatest savings will come
in preventing and delaying the

onset of illnesses and conditions

that make the elderly dependent on
others for care, such as dementia,

the most common form of which is

Alzheimcr*s disease, and hip frac-

tures, he said.

"If we can prevent or delay the

onset for people in their 80s, these

people will die of other things" that

require less costly care, he said at a

briefing on the study. >

The study estimates that in

1985, the cost of caring for 2.4

million Americans with moderate

to severe senile dementia was
$35.8 billion. In 2040, when many
baby boomers will be in their 80s,

as many as 9.8 million Americans

will need care for this ^mentia,

The greatest savings

will come in prevent*

ing and delaying the

onset of illnesses and
conditions that make
the elderly dependent

on others for care,

such as dementia, the

most common form
of which is Alzheim*

er's disease.,.

costing as much as $149 billion.

A $1 billion annual investment

in Alzheimer's research would
likely yield advances that could at

least delay the onset of the disease

by a minimum of five years, which
would save $500 billion in care

costs in the two decades from

2000-2020, Schneider said.

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Diy Cieaiiiiiy " Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon Is Good for
' a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Valid With Other Offers
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lenses
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Rejected military radar resurfaces as anti-drug weapon
Lgators question whether

Pentagon salvage operation for

By Larry Margasak
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - A
$242.8 million radar system that

Congress refused to approve as a

military necessity has resurfaced

as the costliest item in the Penta-

gon's proposed anti-drug budget

for the coming year.

Congressional investigators

question whether the shuffle is

really a Pentagon salvage opera-

tion to save a costly program that

otherwise would be scrapped.

"I categorically deny" that alle-

gation, said top Pentagon anti-drug

official Michael A. Wermuth.

But Wermuth acknowledged
that the Pentagon still sees the

southern-looking "backscatter"

radar as primarily needed to shield

against an attack by enemy bom-
bers flying from Latin America.

Defense officials were unable to

persuade Congress to finance the

southern portion of the "over-the-

horizon" radar system in the 1989
and 1990 fiscal years — when it

was touted on mihtary grounds.

Now the Pentagon is promoting

the system as a way to locate small

planes smuggling drugs over the

southwest U.S. border.

A House Armed Services sub-

committee chairman, the Senate

Armed Services Committee and
Congress' investigative agency
want to know if the military is

simply trying to win funding

through the back door.

Rep. Nicholas Mavroules, D-

shuffle is really

saving system
Mass., chairman of the House
Armed Services investigations

subcommittee, said there is "abso-

lutely not, in my judgment," a

bonr^r threat from Latin America
that would justify the radar.

The southern-beamed backs-

catter system, which would peer

deep into M^co, accounts for

one-fifth of the Pentagon's $1.2

billion anti-drug budget for fiscal

1991, which begins Oct. 1.

In fiscal 1990, the military

expects to spend $887 million to

combat illegal drugs.

A House Armed Services staff

member, insisting on anonymity
but familiar with the decision not

to fund the southem-beamed radar,

said skepticism about a bomber
threat from Latin America was the

dominant reason the project was
not approved.

The staff member said it is a

common ploy of the Pentagon to

transfer controversial programs
into "the sacred cow of the day.

Right now it's drugs."

"It raises the question of

whether it's just a shuffle to get a

system that may not be justified to

*ncct a military threat," said Louis

Rodrigues, who is directing a

General Accounting Office inves-

tigation into the radar system's

cost-effectiveness.

The investigation was requested

by the Senate Armed Services

Committee.

If ."backscatter" works as

planned, it would be able to spot

even the smallest smuggler aircraft

somewhere over Mexico, long

before it reached the border.
' The high-tech system bounces

powerful radio bcanfis off the

ionosphere. Return signals reach

massive antennas and generate

computer radar pictures of targets

between 500 and 2,000 miles

distant.

Pentagon officials say the sys-

tem's computers then will be able

to feed tactical information on

drug targets to law enforcement

intelligence centers.

"Backscatter" also wilF be oper-

ating elsewhere in the country.

The first system — to protect

"against bombers crossing the

Atlantic and drug planes flying up
the coast— became operational in

Bangor, Maine, on April 24.

Facilities are under construction in

the western United States and
construction is planned for Alaska.

Congress has approved those sec-

lions, mainly on military grounds.

But lawmakers have balked «n
the central southwest system,

whose enormous antennae would
be located in North Dakota, Soutfi

Dakota and Minnesota. ^
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Edgardo Contini, noted Los Angeles architect, dies at 76
Advocated recycling buildings

instead of constmcting new ones

The Associated Press

Edgardo Conlini, an Italian-

bom architect, engineer and urban

designer whose work included the

Pacific Design Center, has died of

complications from cancer. He
. was 76.

Contini died Saturday at his

home in west Los Angeles, family

members said.

Bom in Ferrara, Italy to a

prominent Jewish-Italian family,

Contini was trained at the Univer-

sity of Rome and drafted to serve

in the Italian army. He was ousted

from the armed forces under a

"racial manifesto" decreed by
Benito Mussolini, and emigrated

to the United States in 1939.

During World War II, Contini

served in the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers in Europe. He settled iii

Los Angeles after the war and in

195 1 became a founding partner of

Gruen Associates.

In 1979 he was appointed

president of the Urban Innovations

Group, the practicing arm of the

Graduate School of Architecture

and Urban Planning at the Univer-

sity of California, Los Angeles.

In that capacity he helped plan

the Beverly Hills Civic Center

expansion and the Califomia Pla-

za.

Contini lectured at UCLA, the

University of Southern Califomia,

the Southern Califomia Institute of

Architecture and the Art Center

College of Design.

The Edgardo Contini Lecture

was established at UCLA when he

retired from Urban Innovations

Group in 1984.

A lifelong advocate of recycling

urban buildings instead of building

new ones, Contini once wrote that

"if we should place the emphasis

on recycling, no further withdraw-

al from our resources of open land

would be required . . . and by

moving on to something new, we
will escape the responsibility for

the urban litter we leave behind."

Tt)ftita. Stu/^fU if/^eciaJU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.
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i
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written to the cashier, or you won't I ^l -f-tSX
pay! Call or come in today..
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Toyota only. Expires 5/30/90

^495
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•Inspect front brakes ^^^ #%#%
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'^^
•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair i
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low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica College's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SMC!? Because you gel

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
use $ 1335.00 UCLA $38300
CSUN $295.t)0 SMC $20.00

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

*<.^>^^^ includr jII rrquirtil rnndliiuiil trrs SM( i«»sl in f S (to pir

iinil for (ijlitornia rcsuk-TUs imliulfNonc limt; rttniirii! SS (»()

h( alth lt(-

of room to cultivate your summer plans.

8 week session J>une 2Sth-August Hth

6 week session June 2 5th-August 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak, so don't delay The earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority. Apply at the SMC
Admissions Office, Monday tlxrough

Thursday. Sam to Hpm, Friday Sam to

^pm X)r call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come t() SMC this

June, and grow w isc under the Santa

Monica sun

Santa
MONICA

"We transfer more students

to the Vniversity ofCalifornia

than any otiyer community collef^e.
"

nooruoHiMy. sama momc a. calif ^xho^
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If saving 3 lives isn't _1

enough . . . how about 2
free passes to the Improv?

GIVE BLO^
^9^

"r" -V

April 7th- 11 tiT from 11:00 am to 3:45 pm
at the John Wooden Center.

Call. 825-7586 for an appointment

.M» '«*v
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Ethiopian government
and reiiel forces liattie

30-year-war enters

'decisive final stage'

By Raid G. Miller

Associated Press

MASSAWA. Ethiopia — Day
and night, heavy artillery and tank

barrages thunder along a 90-milc

front, in what might be the decisive

battle of the nearly 30-year-old

Eritrean civil war, Africa's

longest-running conflict.

The battle raging between
Ethiopian government troops and

Eritrean rebels in Ethiopia's north-

ernmost province is possibly the

most destructive conflict in the

world today, resulting in thousands

of casualties on both sides.

The rebels appear to have the

upper hand in the fighting along

what is called the Ghinda front. So
fierce are the artillery and tank

exchanges that their distant rumble

can be heard clearly in the strategic

Red Sea port of Massawa, about 37

miles away. ,

Massawa, now in rebel hands,

was the target of six Ethiopian air

raids in April by vSoviet-built MiG
fighters. 'Rebel spokesmen say at

least 110 people, many of them

civilians, have been killed in the

FREE Body Fat Percentade Testing
Find out by visiting a PHC FIT TABLE. Peer Health

Counselors wUl answer any questions you have^ regarding
fitness and exercise. PHC's will also help you on your

way to being fit.

Skin calipers

Free high blood -pressure testing

Ideal body weight .

-

Diet and exercise

Much more ...

JOHN WOODEN
M
Tu
W
Th

10-2

10-2r

10-2

11-1

VISIT THE TABLE
TODAY!

or call/visit TT

401 Kerckhoff

M-F 9-5 825-8462
sponsored by USAC/SHS

cluster bomb: attacks.

The antagonists in the fight are

the Marxist government of Presi-

dent Mengistu Haile Mariam and

rebel forces dominated by the

Eritrean People's Liberation

Front, which seek independence

for the province of 3.5 million

people. The Eritrean Front is

considered left-leaning, but its,

leaders say they reject any political

identification tag.

The government forces' imme-
diate objective is to recapture

Massawa, one of only two Ethio-

pian Red Sea harbors -that have

u-aditionally handled most of the

country's trade and international

relief supplies for millions of

famine victims.

The port was captured by the

Eritreans on Feb. 1 1 , three days

after ihey launched a major new
offensive in their 29-yCar-old war^
of .secession.

The rebels have their sights set

on • a bigger objective — the

capture of their ancient, hallowed

provincial capital of Asmara and
the end to a conflict thai has

claimed hundreds of thousands of

lives.

The Ghinda front straddles the

only road from Asmara to Massa-
wa, a two-lane ribbon of asphalt

stretching 62 miles.

The Addis Ababa government
has isj;ue4 few wai^communiques,

J
but in a rare pronouncement
acknowledged last Friday that the

bailie had "reached a decisive final

stage."

The last previous government
slatement on the confiicl came in

mid-February, shortly after ihe fall

of Massawa to tjie rebels. "^

At that time, Mengistu told

parliament thai failure to rcx:aplurc

Massawa would mean the loss of

his 2nd Revolutionary Army,
Asmara, and Eritrea itself.

That now seems likely.

Mengistu's 2nd Army, more
than 1(X),0(K) strong and repre-

senting almost a third of Ethiopia's

military strength, is virtually sur-

rounded in the highlands around
Asmara. Its only remaining supply

route is a tenuous air link from
government-held territory far to

the south and east.

Another major rebel force, the

Tigre People's Liberation Front,

has tied up Mengistu's remaining

armies in an offensive that has

taken the Tigreans to within 100

miles of the capital of Addis

Ababa. The Tigreans are seeking

Mengistu's ouster.

The Ethiopian government .

claims, and the Eritrean rebels

freely acknowledge, that the two

offensives by Ihe separate rebel

forces have been coordinated. The
Tigrean rebels began their offen-

sive last August, sweeping soutfi ^wh^

and east out of their stronghold of **?"

Tigre Province, just south of

Eritrea. -^

Isayas Afeworki, the general

secretary of the Eritrean rebel

movement, says his strategy is to

bleed Mengistu's 2nd Army dry on

the Ghinda front, then retake the

offensive.

*There is no hope for the dergue

(government) to take back Massa-

wa," Afeworki said. "I think what

ihey are doing is motivated by

desperation."
~~

r A new offensive, aimed at

Asmara from the south, already is

under way, but it is unclear if it is

being pursued by the Eritreans or

the Tigreans.

Ethiopia claims a Tigrean force

/

Agent Orange linked

to cancer, study says
- — '- - ..

- -i -^—" r—'—-r- ^— ^ ——

-

Congressional

hearings set to

commence today

By Robert Greene
Associated Press

has pushed norlliward, ovcrnfiT"

ning three government garrisons

south of Asmara and behind the

Ghinda front. The Eritreans claim

the new move as their own.

On the Ghinda front, Afeworki
said the Ethiopian army had made
three major attempts to retake

Massawa/if^ the past month, but

described it as "a futile, suicidal

effort."

Afeworki and other rebel lead-

ers said the 2nd Army's only

access to the lowland plains

leading to the Red Sea is through a

few, narrow mountain roads that

are easy to choke.

'They have to get through our

artillery, tank and mortar fire, then

our minefields. Then our fighters

pop up out of their bunkers and
chew up those that remain,"
Afeworki said.

^—
*rhc rebels claim they have

inflicted some 1 3,000 casualties on
government forces in nearly a

month of fighting along the Ghin-
da front, including 6,(XK) killed.

They don't talk in specific num-
bers about their own losses, but

Afeworki said they were less than

a tenth of the government's.

Ethiopia's armed forces are the

largest in black Africa, numbering

315,8(X). The International Insti-

tute for Strategic Studies, based in

London, estimates the Eritrean

rebel force at 10,000, and the

Tigreans at 2(),(K)0.

The government and the rebels

have made exaggerated battlefield

claims which cannot be indepen-

dently verified. But there is no
doubt about the fer(x:ity of the

fighting.

' In recent testimony U) a Senate

comfhitlee in Washington, the

assistant secretary of state for

African affairs, Herman J. Cohen,
described the conflict as "possibly

the largest in terms of combatants
and the most destructive in the

world today."

The intensified fighting follows

two unsuccessful rounds of peace
talks held late last year between
government and rebel emissaries

under the mediation of former

President Jimmy Carter in Nairobi,

Kenya, and Atlanta.

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Three kinds of cancer and five

other diseases among Vietmam
veterans can be traced^to exposure
to the defoliant Agent Orange,
according to a scientific -report

released Tuesday by veterans

groups.

The report, released on the eve
of a congressionalTicaring On a bill

to pay benefits to Agent Orange
victims, produced no new evi-

dence. Rather, it reviewed existing

studies.

Lawmakers pushing the benefits

praised the study by the Agent
Orange Task Force, seven scien-

tists assembled by the American
Legion, Vietnam Veterans of

America and the National Veter-

ans Legal Services Program.

"ft is not only appropriate hut it

is scientifically correct" to av^rd'

mmpen station to Vicinam vcicrann

lopmenial problems with their

offspring.

They say there's limited evi-

dence of an association between ',

exjx)sure and a large number of

cancers, as well as immunological

abnormalities and psychological

problems.

_ A Senate bill has been passed

and a House bill introduced To

provide benefits to veterans who
claim their diseases were a result

of exposure. The bills differ in cost

— $36 million for the Senatfc

version and $89 million for the

House version — length of cover-

age and number of diseases cov-

erwl.

A Veterans Affairs subcommit-

tee was scheduled to hear testi-

mony Wednesday on the House
bill sponsored by Rep. Lane
Evans, D-111., a co-chairman of the

Viemam-Era Veterans in Con-
gress.

Both bills would create an

independent panel of scientists

under the auspices of the indepen-

dent National Academy of Sci-

ences to review herbicide studies.

Critics say the government has

intentionally tried lo influence the

evidence on Agenl Orange lo

avoid paying; ttenefils

exposed to the dioxin-coniaining

defoliant, said Sen. John Kerry,

D-Mass., a Vietnam veteran ^nd
sponsor of Senate legislation to

award compensation.

1 he report said pr(K)f exists of a

"significant- slaiislical associa-

—lion" between herbicide exposure
[[iu\ n(in-H(xlgkin's lymphoma;
sofi-iissue sarcoma; chloracne and
.other skin disorders; early liver

disease; and porphyria cutanea

Uirda, a metabolic disorder.

The scientists also said there

was enough evidence lo give the

benefit of the doubl in awarding

compensation to veterans who
were exposed and suffer from

lUxlgkin's disease, neurologic and
reproductive problems and deve-

VA Secretary Edward J. Der-

winski has decided lo award

benefits lo non-Hodgkin's lym-

phoma sufferers who served in

Vietnam. Thai decision was made
March 29 as the result of al^tudy by

the Centers for Disease Conuol.

Alx)ut 35,(KK) velerans have

filed claims asserting such a

connuclion. Only a handful

those for chloracne — have been

granted.

About 24(),(KK) veterans believe

lliey ma^' have been exposed to the

herbicide and have requested

physical examinations, VA says. A
toial of 1 2 million gallons of Agenl

Orange was sprayed during the

war to remove ground cover and

crops.

f.

.Reservation feud over
gambling turns deadiy
By Mike Hill

Associated Press

ST. REGIS INDIAN RESER,
VATION, N.Y. — Sniper fire

killed one Mohawk Indian on

Tuesday and a second man was
found shot lo death, the first two
fatal ilics during a 9-monlli-old

dispute over casino gambling on

^»eif reservation .

-^—
The reservation was sealed off

at about 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, offi-

cials said. The highway leading

into the reservation was closed off

lo reporters, as well as residents

trying lo enter.

The first victim, Matthew Pyke,

22, was shot while he was walking

in the Si. Regis Mohawk Indian

Reservation, in Snye, Quebec,

during an early morning gun battle

between rival factions.

A spokesman for the pro-gam-

bling Warrior Society, who
refused to give his name, said a

Warrior was also killed during a

gun battle. Quebec provincial

police later confirmal the second

man was shot to death near where

Pyke was found.
5

Constable Pierre Lemarbre did

not identify the man but said he

was a Mohawk in his 30s.

Anti-gamblers blamed the

reservation's self-appointed sec-

urity force for the first slaying and

also pointed a finger of responsi-

bility at Gov. Mario Cuomo, who

they said has let the situation gel

out of control.

Pyke died at Alice Hyde Hospi-

tal in Malone after emergency
surgery, said Joyce Conto, an

emergency room staffer. He was
shot, possibly twice, in the lower

left part of his back, she said.

Joe La/ore, who accompanied
Pyke to the hospital, said he was
-walking4df>ngsi<Ie Pyke^vhen the

shooting occurred. La/ore .said the

shots came from a wtxxlcd area on
the American side of the reserva-

tion near the Salmon River.

The reservation, called Akwe-
sasne by the Mohawks and some
Canadians, occupies adjoining

sections of New York state,

Quebec and Ontario.

The shcxning was being investi-

gated by the Quebec Provincial

Police, along with tlie Akwesasne
Police Force and the New York
State Police, said, Constable
Michel Martin.

\^

"We don^t have much infonna-

tion yet. We haven't even deter-

mined where the shots came
from," Martin said.

Pyke and several others were
helping families leave the Syne
area following a "barrage" of

shooting between 4 a.m. and 7

a.m., said Barbara Barnes, a

spokeswoman for the anti -gam-

bling faction.

There also was sh(X)ting at St.

Regis.

I\/I0-EX-XV
^World Premiere Productions

Burbage Tlieatre

y LIFE!!
DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING
825-2161

2330 Sawtelle Blvd. LA
Theatre Previews $5.00

4/26.4/27,4/28. 8:0.0PM. 4/29 7:00PM
5/3.5/4 8:00PM
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Chance
fat the Year!
This is not a game and there are no.

gimmicks, i fie Book bonus f'rograrn was

dtjvelopfecl.by students who know first-hand how

difficult It can be to finance a college education In

addition to your- tuition and living costs, you have the

expense of textbooks, APS/I ecture Notes and any

other general books, reforence books, and

maga/inf'S you may want or rieed to purchase

To help you control these costs, ASUCLA has

reserved a fund of over $500,000 tobe distributed

among Book Bonus participants Anyone who makes

their books, APS/Lecture Notes and magazine

purchases during the quarterly eligibility periods can

participate m tt»e Book Bonus Prograi'i md receive a

share of- this money. The an^ount you rece«ve will be

based on the sum of your purchases during the

coming academic year and the totfijl number of

people who participate in the Book Bf)nus Progranp^

Depending on the amount of your purchases, you^

can.receive as much as $100 00 or more ai tlir^end

of the year Here'S'|K)w you do itt!

BOM s i»koc;k\\i
^:< Anyone wtio buys anji books

(not just textbooks), APS/Lecture

Notes, and/or magazines during any or

all of the three eligibility periods is

eligible for a Bonus. Special colored

receipt tape from the cash registers at the beginning of

each quarter will remind you that your purchases are

eligible for a Bonus.

:< Save all your colored receipts until you are sure you

will be keeping your books.

A Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill

out a Book Bonus envelope (envelope boxes are located

at Ackerman, Lu Valle, and Health Science Stores), and

drop it into the Bonus box.

A Receipts from Fall and Winter quarters may be turned

Fn with your Spring receipts during envelope acceptance

dates: March 1 0-May 1

1

'

-
' "' .^'

—

"

.V Your bonus for all three quarters will be mailed to

you at the end of the academic year (early June).

\

-i,r.
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Gray Davis vs. fVlattheW FOng: Established politico faces neophyte

By John Howard
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — It's the

unknown versus the well-known in

a non-primary.

Matthew Fong, a lawyer who
has never run for any elective

office and who is the son of

Secretary of State March Fong Eu,

is the unopposed candidate for

controller in the June 5 Republican

primary. On the Democratic side,

veteran Sacramento insider Gray

Davis faces no opposition as he

seeks a second term.

With free-ride primaries, the

major-party candidates are already

looking beyond June 5 to the

November general election.

Ironically, the fiercest battle in

the race for controller will likely be

among the three Peace and Free-

dom Party Candidates, all of them
unknowns. Rounding out the list of

hopefuls are a Libertarian and an

American Independent.

Although largely a fiscal agent

— the controller is the state's chief

check writer and has sweeping

audit authority — the controller is

also a member of dozens of slate

boards that make decisions on

everything from land use to taxes.

The post is one of California's

statewide constitutional offices,

and politicians have coveted the

job as a stepping stone to higher

office.

Here are brief profiles of the

major candidates: Although he

carries the last name of one of

California's most popular politi-

cians, Fong, 36, is virtually

unknown outside — and even

inside — Los Angeles, where he

practices law at a large trade firm.

A former Democrat, Fong has

worked on his mother's political

campaigns for years, culminating

in his management of her 1986

campaign in which she was over-

whelmingly re-elected to a fourth

temi.

An accomplished man with an

unusual background, Fong is a

graduate of the United States Air

Force Academy and as a major

served at one time as the Air

Force's liaison officer to Con-

gress. A specialist in Pacific Rim
trade, Fong also holds a masters

degree from Peppcrdine Universi-

ty, as well as a law degree.

He is known in the ranks of

political insiders in both parties,

but Fong attracted liule attention

until he switched parties and

decided to run for statewide office.

Both he and his mother say they

remain on the warmest terms but

both maintain a careful public

neutrality when asked about the

other's political future.

Fong has indicated that he

switched parties because of long-

held philosophical principles, and

that he continued to remain a

D^ocrat as long as his mother's

career was on the rise. But his

mother, who had hoped to run for

the U.S. Senate in 1988, abruptly

withdrew from the race after she

declined to reveal financial details

of the business of her millionaire

husband Henry Eu, a Hong Kong
entrepreneur.

The resultant media coverage

effectively eliminated her from a

move to higher office, and she will

likely end her political career at the

secretary of state.

Fong has received the backing

of the slate Republican Party's top

stars, including Gov. George
Dcukmcjian and U.S. Sen. Pete

Wilson, who are assisting him in

fund-raising events, and he is also

receiving help from outside the

stale from, among others. Sen. Phil

Gramm of Texas.

In addition, political observers

believe his candidacy represents

the highest-profile contest in the

nation involving an Asian-Ameri-

can, a fact that is virtually certain

to result in an infusion of campaign

donations from the Asian com-
munity.

Noting the push in Sacramento

for ethics reform, Fong believes

his position as a government

outsider may help his candidacy. **I

think it may well be aa asset. This

may be an anti-|ncumbent year,

with a chance for somebody from

the private sector," he said.

Joseph Graham "Gray" Davis,

47, is viewed as one of California's

shrewdest politicians, making a

steady climb through the political

ranks from staff member to Los

Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley

nearly two decades ago, to chief of

staff to Jerry Brown, one of the

most powerful positions in state

government.

When Brown left for an unsuc-
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cessful bid for the U.S. Senate,

Davis won election to the stale

Assembly and served two terms,

before being elected controller in

1986, successfully distancing him-

self from the politics of Brown,

who had become increasingly

unpopular among the public.

A gifted handler of the press

with a reputation as a good
administrator and a workhorse,

Davis has experienced only one

major political setback: His cam-

paign was fined $28,000, but

avoided criminal prosecution, for

using state employees and resour-

ces for political purposes in the

1^6 election.

(The other candidates in the race

are school psychologist Shirley

Rachel Jackson of Los Angeles,

community service consultant

Richard D. Rose of Garden Grove

and cancer researcher Genevieve

Torres of Los Angeles, all Peace

and Freedom Party candidates;

American Independent Party

hopeful Edmon V. Kaiser, a

chiropractor from Fremont; and

Libertarian Thomas Tryon, a

Calaveras County supervisor and

rancher.

Remnants
te^be buried
with sliuttle
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.G. — The
Apollo capsule in which three *--

astronauts died 23 years ago will

be entombed later this month in the

abandoned missile silo that con-

tains the debris of the space shuttle

Challenger, NASA said Tuesday.

Astronauts Virgil (Gus) Gqs-
som, Roger B. Chaffee and
Edward H. White 11 died when a

fire flared through the capsule as

Ihcy were conducting a countdown
rehearsal for the first manned
Apollo mission.

The cabin was filled with 100

percent oxygen when a broken or

bruised wire beneath Grissom's

couch contacted metal. The
resulting spark set off the oxygen,

and the astronauts were trapped by

a wall of flame. They died within

seconds.

Grissom and Chaffee were
buried sidc-by-side at Arlington

National Cemetery and While at

West Point.

The spacecraft, its heat shield,

other hardware and investigative

data have been kept in a container

in the Langley Research Center in

Hampton, Va., as directed by a

board that investigated the fire.

*'The container has been deter-

iorating and several small leaks

have developed," NASA said.
*

'Routine repairs were made to the

container, but due to its age it

cannot be effectively maintainal

on a continuing basis."

Tlie remnants of the Challenger,

which exploded after liftoff Jan.
'

28, 1986, were placed in the

missile silo at Cape Canaveral Air

Force Station, Ra., after investi-

gators were finished with them.

NASA said the Apollo debris,

including investigation data, lake

up about 3,3(X) feet of storage. It

will be moved from Langley
around May 20.

Help

save a

life

GIVE BLOOD
Call 825-0850 for information

CHAVEZ
From page 1

used in the cultivation of grapes.

"About 10 weeks ago, a worker
spraying (pesticides) was poisoned
and killed instantly. The autopsy
found 480 milligrams of parathion
in his system. Doctors suggested

he drank the pesticides to commit
suicide. This is the mentality. The
growers and their paid agents will

do anything to discredit the move-
ment. They don't care how many
people die, how many suffer . . .

but sooner or later they will have to

pay," Chavez s^id.

Before the event, Lou Diamond
Phillips ("U Bamba") recalled

how inspired he was when he met
Chavez for the first time, during

the labor leader's 36-day fast in

1986.

"1 went into that very small

room and Cesar was laying on the

bed — emaciated and weak. I

remember looking into his eyes
and there was such energy and
such strength . . . Cesar is the kind

of man who puts it all on the line

every day. He has received death

threats from people who oppose
him. He has taken an oath of
poverty and lived by it. He is a man
of principle," Phillips said.

Phillips then challenged the

students to join other UFW grape

boycott supporters to match
Chavez's lengthy fast by partici-

pating in chain fasts of three dayx

each. He said this would bnng
attention to the danger of pesti-

cides and the necessity to fight for

an end to their use.

A visibly moved Edward James
Olmos ("Stand and Deliver") said,

"When Cesar was talking, all I

could really get from (his speech)

was a tremendous pain of the lack

of values that my age group has

produced and given to you. I am 43
years old and I am telling you that I

am sorry ... I don't know why it

happened but it did and with God
as my wimess it has to change."

The event was sponsored by
MEChA, the Chicano Studies

Research ^Center, Project Motiva-
tion, and several other Latino

groups on campus.

JANITORS
From page 1

"shocked and surprised" when he

read about their arrests in the Daily

Bruin.

However, Ward apparently
knew that police were investigat-

ing him and was not surprised by
their visit Tuesday. When the

police identified themselves at

Ward's door, he yelled to them,

"Come on in, I knew you guys
were coming sometime," Sanchez
recalled.

Ward, who has been employed
at UCLA since 1988, was put on
investigatory leave Friday for

matters not related to burglary.

Ward was suspended for "not

following department proce-

dures/' Powazek said, but he
would not elaborate on the suspen-

sion.

"What we found is a separate

matter (from) what police found,"

he said.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

UCLA Pre Law Society

presents .

1**1

BRIAN SIEGEL

44How to succeed in

LAW School"

TONIGHT!
6:00 pm in GSM 1278

GCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRGinCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
.entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by CJCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)^ (213) 208-8188^

Take advantage of
the Princeton Review 's

revolutionary test-taking
techniques to enhance
your scores on the ^

LSAT, GMAT, and GRE!

The Princeton Review is uniquely qualified to offer you the finest test

preparation in the country. Since its inception, the Princeton Review has

enabled students to increase their scores by record amounts. No other

course can match our results:

LSAT average increase: 10 points

GMAT average increase: 110 points

GRE average increase: 230 points

^^ •

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW
The course that revolutionized the test preparation industry.

(213) 474-0909
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DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
open

Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900

Saving lives

every day.^^^./
4' <

The power to be your best.'^
Apple Cumputn; Inc

I

11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10
(1 block east of Barrington)

CPARI BEAUTY SALONO
Rennove your with 1007o
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini ..,.. $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxzng,. k 8
Half legs wax $io
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint... $io

Europeon Facials $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

JK"

_.. _
ay -. - ^__

Moote 100 (UCLA Graduate School of Education)
Free Admission. Free Lunct^son

The Second Annual

DIVERSITY IN

EDUCATION AND CAREERS:
An Asian Pacific Perspective

*

,, , o

Workshops, Panels, Informal Networking
between students and alumni^

Program Summary
^:00 Registration and continental breakfast

10:00 Opening Session: Voices of ttie Community -- Making a Difference ^
Keynote speaker: '

Dale Minami. attorney, Minami, Lew, Tamcki and Lee, founder of the Asian Law Caucus and noted
civil rights attorney (representing Fred Korematsu and Don Nakanishi)

Featured panel, including:

Linda Mabalot Executive Director of Visual Communications, a community-based Asian Pacific
media arts center, celebrating Its 20th anniversary

Mary Shon. consultant for the Los Angeles Unified School district and pioneer bilingual educator and
the first Asian/Pacific American social worker In the West

Robert Watanabe. M.D., orthopedic surgeon, entrepreneur and world-class athlete, 1990 recipient
of the Alumni Awards fgr Excellence for University Service

11:15 Taking Care of Business: Career Networking and Exploration

Take this opportunity to learn about diverse careers. Meet and talk with alumni pkdw working in- the
following fields:

Architecture and Urban Planning
Business Careers
Engineering and Applied Sciences
Legal Careers

Arts, Entertainment and Media
Education/Academic
Health Careers
Public Affairs/Politics

«»

1 :00 Doing Lunch: A chance to mingle over a "bento 'style lunch for students and alumni

2:0a APA-UCLA: What Is an Asian Pacific Alumni association supposed fo do? "^
Find out about the standing committees of the APA-UCLA and their plans for the coming year. Share
your ideas and thoughts about APA-UCLA s future direction.

2:45 Closing Remarks -^——»

''
'

'-
'

^

—

-Jm. :
'-^

^••-.-

Call 825-3901 by Mov 4th to reserve your free lunch
(Ask for the "APA Diversity Conference")

Sponsored by the UCLA Asian-Pacific Alumni Association and the Asian Pacific Coalition

i; 1 r

U.S., foreign trade

ministers to open
three-day meeting
By Martin Crustsinger

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Trade ministers from the United

Slates, Japan, Europe and Canada
are meeting today in hopes of

injecting a new sense of urgency

into negotiations aimed at reform-

ing ttie world trading system.

If common ground is not reach-

ed on^ such contentious issues as

agricultural subsidies, there are

fears that the most ambitious round
of trade liberalization talks ever

mounted could end in failure.

U.S. Trade Representative Car-

la Hills was laying out the Ameri-
can position on the trade dispute in

an address to business writers in

San Francisco today before the

conference began at a resort in th6

California wine country. )

The talks, which were launched
almost four years ago in Uruguay,
are being held under the auspices

of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, the 96-nation

group that governs world trade.

The Uruguay Round is sche-

duled to be completed in early

December, but with a little over .

200 days left, deep disagreement
still divides, the negotiators.

The Bush administration has

"made a new global trade agrce^^

ment its top trade priority this year,

and Hills has portrayed possible

failure of the talks in stark eco-

nomic terms.

She has warned that without,

major reforms the trading system
^thai produced four decades of
global prosperity could disinte-

grate into protectionism and
shrinking living standards for both
industrial and developing coun-
tries.

'*The accords we seek are
essential to our future prosperity,"

HiJls said. "It may be the last, best

chance this century to create the

trading rules we need for the next

century."

The administration is counting
on the reforms to attack a U.S.
trade deficit that has topped $100
billion for six consecutive years.

Hills has estimated that tearing ' -

down protectionist farm barriers

woridwide could boost U.S. farm
exports by $1 1 billion annually—
amounting to $3,4(X) for every
farmer.

Similarly, strengthening rules to

protect against patent and copyr-
ight piracy could pump $60 billion

annually into U.S. corporate cof-
fers, the administration estimates.

Theother big item on America's
wish list is removaj of barriers to

trade in services, a fast-growing
part of world trade where experts
believe the deficit could be low-
ered by opening foreign markets to

U.S. banks, securities firms and
insurance companies.

But the U.S. negotiating pack-
age has met with resistance.

The 12-nation European Com-
munity, with its politically power-
ful collection of small family
farms, is strenuously resisting the
American call for a timetable to

phase out all trade-distorting farm
subsides.

Third World countries, led by
India and Brazil, arc fighting the
effort to remove barriers blcKking
foreign banks and other service
companies for fear that giant
multinational firms will over-
whelm their domestic institutions.

Officials hope, at the very least,

to come closer to common ground
in some areas to give guidance to

lower-level negotiators, who will

meet in Geneva, Swit/xirland, in

July for a critical drafting session.
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Viewpoint

1990 Undergraduate Elections
. The Daily Bruin Editorial Board decided on the following

reconniTiendations after careful consideration of each^^c^Qdidate's

experience and platfornn. The Board evaluated each referehdum on

the basis of thorough investigation of the issues.

Bruin Recommendations

Candidates

President

Dean Poulalcidas

2nd Vice President

Darren Kameya
Executive Vice President

Steve Gonzalez

Campus Events

Eugene Hernandez

Comnnunity Service —
Ramie Dare

"

Cultural Affairs ^
Lance Allice

^

Financial Supports

Octavio Navarifo

student Welfare

Carol Darwish

General Representative

Gary Gonzalez

Academic Affairs

Sam Kaufman
Facilities

No Recommendations
General Rep^resentative

Kevin Wittenberg

».*•

Second Harvest

USAC Votes

Vice Presidentiai
Restructuring

CALPIRG
Service

I '^,
—

t

Polling Locations

r
N

^ 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

1 Bruin Walk

2 Spaulding Field

3 Ackerman Turn-around

4 Bruin Plaza

Royce Quad

Rolfe Quad

Bunche Hall

8 Inverted Fountain

9 Court of Sciences

10 Kerckhoff Patio

i-

GAIL MOOREHE AD and Al Bt RT PCX)N/Daily Brum

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

Editorial Board

Edtler-lrvChlaf

Managing Editor

S«n4of Copy Edilor

VI««»polnl Editor

A i E Editors

Sporit Editor

D«ilgn Editor*

Valari* 0« la C,mi»

K»nn*lti Kactfclis

M.1^^•w Faid;rffl

Jun* Pifih»«o .

Rob Winkalrl

Oavtd G)b«on

Nanc«« l,«No«m4nd

Mb«l Poon

Unsigned editorials represent » m.-t|ority opinion of

the Daily Oruin Editorial Board All other columns,
letters and artworV represent the opinions ol Iheir

authors , They do not retlect the views of the

Editorial) Board, the staK or the ASUCLA
Connmunications Board The Brum oorrplies wtth

the Communiciilion Board's policy prohibiting the

publication of arltcles.that perpetuate derog.itory

cultural or othnic stereotypes Written material

submtted must be typed or written legibly.

All submitted material must bear the author s

name, address, telephone number, registration

numlwr or affiliation with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld eicepi in extreme cases. The Brum
Will publish anonymous letter* on a cas^ by-

case basis it the letter is deemed to be of a

•ensitive nature, but the above mformalion is

required for purposes of verification. If a letter

IS printed anonymously, all biographical
information will be kepi confidential.

When muttple authors submit rrvilenal. some
names rrwy he kepi on file rather than put)lished

with the material The Brum reserves the right fo

odit submitted nnatenal and to deterrnne ;ts

placement m the paper All submission beoorm
the property of The Brum The Communications
Board has a media grievance proopdure for

resolving oorrplaints against any of its publications

••or a cx)py cH the complete procedure, contact the

Publcations offce at tt2 Kerckhoff Hall

L.
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President

Poulakidas
Successful returning candidate

with moderate stance

2nd Vice President

Darren
Kameya
• SiG's will continue to be USAC's big

gest challenge.

• Has worked on SIG definition task

force .
- ...- .:^^.-: '..u-^M.^

.

Tlie President ol USAC is ihe oflicial

representative of the AsscKiation both on
and off campus. The President presides at all

USA Council meetings and Association

meetings, and more importantly, the Presi-

dent appoints members to many of the mem^
bers of the undergraduate commissions.

Through this appointment process, the Presi-

.dent has a significant impacton the member-
ship of many of the committees and boards^;

The President a].so serves as chainrit^ of

ASUCLA Board of Directors for haJf of the

year, and vice chairman for the other halL

Dean Poulakidas has served fairly suc-

xcssfully as this year's Student WelfareCom-
missioner, which sponsors the different

campus awarcness.wecksand the bkxxJ drive,

fie has al.so been involved in UniCamp,

Spring Sing, the Chancellor's Advisory on
Religious Affairs, and Peer Health counsel-

ling. Poulakidas wants to strengthen the stu-

dent voice on campus and increase funding

(from surpluses) to student programming,

campus retention, and campus and commu-
nity service. He is al.so interested in helping

the language departments stave off budget

cuts.

^.Jhc Bruin believes that Poulakidas is the

strongest candidate for USAC president. His
ideology is relatively moderate and inclu-

sive. A moderate stance is important for in a

position thfil is responsible for appointing

numerous committee positions. We appreci-

ate Poulakidas' experience with USAC in a
position tfiat has required public relations

finesse, an im[K)riant facet of the presiden-

tial role.

The Second Vice President serves as the

C(X)rdinator of all the Council's sponsored

groups, including the Student InterestGroups
(SIG.s). This year, attempting to define the

SlGs proved the Second Vice President's

biggest cfiallenge. This will continue to be

true next year, as this year's council never

arrived at a solution.

Darren Kameya has w()rke<J on the Asian

Pacific Coalition's "SIG definition task

force," which has given him experience witfi

the thorny SIG definition issue that would be

a large pariof his job. He has also been active

General Representative

Executive Vice President

Bruin Recommendations

Financial Supports

Steve
Gonzalez
• Extensive experience in USAC and

other committees

m vanous groups, largely within the Asian

community. He hopes to increase awareness

and understanding among diverse student

groups.

Ilie Bruin, by a narrow margin of votes,

recommends Darren Kameya for ilie job of

Second Vice President, in the hope that he

will be able to deal competently with the

issue of SIG definition because of his past

experience. The Bruin hopes tfiat he will be

more successful at resolving the issue after

being a firsthand witness to this year's un-

successful attempt to resolve it.
*

Kevin
Oen.eral Representative

Gary
Gonzalez
• Wants to strengthen the voice of the

underrepresented students
• Libertarian * /

• Familiar with Issues

• Not too closely tied to any one group

The (leneral Representatives represent

general student mieresLs tothe Couficil. Ba
sically, the CJeneral Reps serve as the voice

of the students at the Council meetings.

Gary Gon/.alc/ has been a member of

Bruin Libertarians and the Alumni Scholar's

Club. He hopes to increase the heallfi cduca
lion programs and strengthen the voice of

underreprescnic<l students. He is strongly

committe<l to the ethnic and gender studies

requirement.
,

The Brum liked Cion/iile/.'s allernalive-

ness, and believes that he ivc^uUl be an inter

csting addition to USAC. His jK)siti()ns rep

resent a hitherto unheard voice, that ol iHe

libertarian f>osHi()n.

Academic Affairs

Sam
Kaufman
• Extensive experience in USAC and

other committee
• Successful as Financial Supports

Commissioner

\

Ilie (feneral Representatives represent

general student interests to the Council. Ba
sically. the General Reps serve as the voice

of the students at the Council meetings.

Kevin Wittenberg has participatal in a

variety of programs including the C(X)L
Conference, vSecond Harvest's Thanksgiv-

ing liHxl Drive, Special Olympics, and the

Substiince Abuse Advisory Group. He is

inlercste<l in promoting campus unity, in

Campus Events

Eugene
Hernandez
• Experience in Campus Events

Commission.

increase*! recycling ellorts, and improving

dorm life.

'Hie Brum appreciates Wittenberg's fa-

miliarity with the issues, and believes that he

has presente<l a balanced and achievable

agenda. He would be a gcKxl representative

of general student interests, since he is not

t(X) closely tial to any group. We are in

strong supfxm of his candidacy.

•Ihe Academic AITairs Commissioner
rc[)rcsenls ihc C'ouncil lo the Administration

and lacully on matters ol academic |)olicy,

and heads the Academic Affairs Comrms
%H)U arid represents it to the Council In the

past Uie Academic Affairs commission lias

f(K4rsed on student concerns such as reten

lion," general education requirements and

course offerings.

Sam Kaufman has had extensive experi-

ence on USAC and other committees, esjx;

cially ones relating to academics. This year

he served as the financial Supports Com
missioner. He has al v) served as the chair ol

the Campus Retention Committee, on the

College of Ixtters and Sciei^ Lxecutive

Committee, an Academic Senate student

Vice Presidential Restructuring

rcpresenUilive to Ixlucation Policy, ( "ampus

Community and Cieneral I.ducalion Advi-

sory Commiitws. He was a member ol the

lx:iiersand Science Minimum Progress Task

force and the UC Statewide Advisory
Committee to Pfesideni G^rdner on Student

Sup|H)rt. Kaufman hoi)es to change certain

academic conditions, including overcrowded
classr(K)ms, ineffectual [)rofessors and I As,
and a lack of academic counseling. He isalso

very mterestwl in investigating student altn

lion and imt)roving reienlion.

The Bruin is extremely impressal by

Kaufman's long list of cre<lentials as well as

his successful tenure as financial SuptK)rts

Commissioner. He is well qualified to work

witli acatlemic is.sues because ol Ins solid

background in the field.

• Hopes to learn from mistakes.

I he Campus Hvents Commissioner or

gani/es and executes all tfie fun campus
activities, mcJudmg b<K)king sf)eakers and
films. The <^)mmissioner also heads Ihe

Campus !• vents Commission and represents

them to tlie Council.

fuigene Hcrnande/ has had ihe requisite

experience for the job as a part ol thcT'am-

pus f'.vents Commission for the past three

years. This year he has serve<l as Campus
I* vents Assi'itoni Commissioner and as an

executive memf>er of the Worldfest '90

Committee. Last year he was Ihe f-ilm Pro-

gram Oireclor. HcrrHinde/. Ixilieves his ex-

tKTience will allow him to learn from past

mistakes as well as successes. ^

'Hie Brum thinks that Hernandez's pasi

experience in Campus Invents will serve him
well. This last year has f)een rather weak m
programming, however, and we hojxi ttiis is

one of the mistakes from which he hofx^s to

learn.

Facilities

No Recommendations
• Two weak platforms

The jK)sition of Kxecutive Vice Presi-

dent is mainly an administrative one. His or

her job is to make the Council function

srn(X)thly. He represents the president in his

or her absence.

Steve Oon/alez has had extensive experi-

ence both within USAC and onc)ther cow^
mitlees. He has served as the executive assis-

tant and director of internal affairs to the

undergraduate president, and has been a

member of the ASUCLA Board of Directors

Student Welfare

and on the Student Pee Advisory Ccimmit

tee. He has also been a member of tlie

Chanceflor's Advisory Committee on tlie

gay and lesbian community and a (jALA
senior staff advisor.

The Firuin highly recommends (lon/ale/

because of his strong record of involvement

in USAC. His exixirience will serve him

favorably when dealing with Council is-

sues, and with handling the administrative

detail the job requires.

Carol
Darwish
ExperlenceO

Directed Blood Drive this year

¥ <

•'''.it ."

Xhc Student Welfare Commissioner ad-

dresses general stuckint concerns. He or she

also heads the Students Welfare Commis-
sion and is its representative to Council. This

year the Student Welfare Commission .spon-

sored events such as alcohol awareness week

and the blood drive.

'

Carol Darwish was the director this year's

successful blood drive, which was operated

by the Student Welfare Commission. She

has also participatal in Prison Coalition,

Spring Sing, SAA and Bruin Woods. She

will be a Unicamp counselor this summer.

Darwish, a biochemistry major, would like

to help to improve Student Health Services.

She also plans to increase the health aware

ness programs put on by the commission.

The Bruin recommends Darwish for Stu

dent Welfare Commissit)ner. Her ext)eri

ence as director of the bloinl drive and con

cern for heatth issues make her well suital

for tlie ix)sition

Cultural Affairs

j.^^

Lance
Allice
Expenenced in campus programming

The Cultural AfTairs Commi.s.sioner or

gani/es and executes the Association's cul

tural arts programs, such as the ja/z festival

and aftem(K)n bands. The commissioner is

the head of die Cultural Affairs Commission

and is its representative to the Council.

I^nce Allice has served as co-chair of the

19<X) Black Greek Weekend (including die

Step Show and speaker Jesse Jackson), has

Second Harvest

been involvetl widi his fraternity, Alpha Phi

Alpha, and been first Vice-President of the

Nation Panhellenic Council. Allice hoixis to

spon.sorculturalIydiver.se programs diat Will

enrich the campus. '

The Bruin thinks that Allice's program-

ming experience and his commitment to

culturally diverse campus will make a posi-

tive contribution to U.SAC and campus life.

Yes

Octavio
Navarro
Experienced on Financial Supports

projects

ii
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Ilie facilities Commissioner represents

the A.s.S(x:iation to tfie administration, fac

ulty and ASUCLA on matters of student

facifities. Tlie commissioner heads the

Pacilities Commission and appoints the

undergraduate members of committees and

boards concerning facililies. 'I"he Brum
has no recommendation for tfiejobof facili-

tics Commissiolher. It was hard to distin-

guish between the two candidates, because

of similar lackluster platforms.

The Bruin hopes that this year the student

body will rally enough people to the voting

b(K)lh to pass the Second Harvest referen-

dum. Second Harvest, which feeds the hun-

gry in the l>os Angeles area, is a worthwhile

organization deserving of space on the regis-

tration card. I^asl year, the referendum failed

to receive an adequate percentage of student

approval.

Second Harvest would be fundal by a

positive check-off fee of two doflars. The
Bruin supports the positive check-off fee, in

Which students will have thcoption (if add-

ing the amount to their registration fees.

Second Harvest is an incorporated non-

profit organization which distributes sur-

plus fo(xl fn)m national companies to fcxxl

banks. The donati(m from the registration

cards will bc.u.vcd to feed the. homeless and

needy in^c greater Los Angeles area.

J he Financial Supports ('(mimissioner

works for student concerns sucfi as keeping

registration lees stable and lair allocation of

schblarshfj) funds. I hecoininissioncr heads

the financial Sup|M)rts Commission and

represents it at Council meetings.

(X;tavi() Navarro has been involved as a

pi^ojeCtdirector for the Compu-Dollar com
mittee lor ifie financial SuptM)rts Coninns

sion, and has been ilie f undraising coordina-

tor lor Pr(r)ecl Motivation. He has also been

Community Service

involved in MIiChA and its mentor pro

gram, C.L.A.S.S. Navarro hoi)es to keep

U(T.A affordable by consistently advocat-

ing the student t)ersi)ective in all decisions.

He also plans to lobby lorinorc financial aid

and se<.!k alternative funding sources lor

student programming
I he Bruin su[)fX)rts Navarro's candidacy

and his [)latlorm goals. We feel that his

concern lor tlie studeiUs' financial welfare

focuses on workable solutions to prohlcLiis.

Ramie
Dare ,

Experienced in campus programming
T-

'HieC'ommunity Service Commissioner
develops, organizes and executes the

Association's community service outreach

programs. The commissioner heads the

Community Service Commission and is its

ref)resentative to the Council. In the past, the

Communily Service Commission has spon-

sored many tulonal programs such as Ami
gosdel Bario, Prison Coalition ;m(f!he Asi^in

f'.ducalion f^rojccl. Ihecomniission has also

helped orgam/e pi'()gj[;iims to feed the hungry

and aid the elderly.

CALPIRG

Ramie Dare served as Assistiint Commu-
nity Service Commissioner this year She

was co-chair of the C(X)L conference or^

community service. She has also workc<l on

the Hunger Project and a variety ()f other

service projects.

Dare has extensive experience working

with the commission, so tfie Brum feels

confident in rccominendini! her forCommu
nily Service Commissioner. Her plans lo

recruit more student, faculty and stall volun

teers are commendable

v
% --¥>'

No
The Brum does not suptx)rt tfie presence

ol the SI negative checkoff fee on studeni

registration lee statements. Including the

two dollars as an optional reduction from the

total fee due is confusing to many students,

who may not be not familiar with CALPlKCi
or their program. This type of fundraising

borders on the deceptive.

The California Public Interest Research

Croup (CALPlRCi) wants to continue its SI

f>er(|u;irter negative check-off through spring

1994, claiming that they will not be afile to

Service

meet their funding needs with a only (H)si

live checkoff fee. This is a weak arguiiienl

ihatimpliesthatCALI'IkCi isable loliind Us

programs only through student apathy or

Ignorance, and not through active contrihu

tion and support.

CALPIRCi IS an environmental and con

sumeradvocacyorgani/atiofvihat is directed

and funded by students. It conducts many
worthwhile programs, and deserves to be

student funded, but not through a deceptive*

fex; system.

No
The undergraduate government's pro-

posed Service Referendum would provide

mcmey for many community service activi-

ties; however, it would also take funds from

other necessary campus projects.

The referendum woufd raise registration

fees by $ 1 ..*>() per quarter. The fee hike, along

^with an additKmal $1 .*)() taken from current

Ackerman Union fees, will go to program

ming.

The three dollars would be di.stribuicd as

follows: One dollar of the programming
money would go to fund Community service

projects and jirograms on and off-campus.

.*)() cents would go to the Community Serv

ice Commission and another .*>() cents to the

Student Welfare Commission. One dollar

would go to the Campus Retention Commit
tec which works to reduce attrition

The Brum d(K*s not recommend that stu

dents vote for this referendum, because it

could cause a financial problem m the .seis-

mic renovation fund, fnmi which additional

money for programming would be drawn.

The money taken from the Ackerman
Uniof) fees could be used to buy down fecji

that will be incurred m the seismic renova-

tion of Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff Hajl.;;

If passed, the referendum will also force

graduate students to subsidize d^e seismic

fee to much greater extent than undergradu-

ates.

,. 'A

'' 'A

^ >*»:
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Vice f^iMfdentM ilestnicturiiii isjKcvotti

Yes Yes
The Bruin supports the passage of the

Referendum to Restructure the Offices of

Vice Presidents because we feel it is impor-

tant that the undergraduate students be well

represented off-campus.

This referendum proposes that the USAC
constitution be amended to replace the

Executive Vice President with Internal Vice

President, and the Second V^ce President

with External Vice President.

^ The duties of the External Vice President

Will differ from those of the Second Vice

{Resident. Whereas the Second Vice Presi-

dent served as coordinator of all the Council's

sponsored groups, the External Vice Presi-

dent will coordinate advocacy efforts on

behalf of student interests and will represent

USAC to off—campus entities.

1..'*.
Across the State

' The Constitutional Amendment to Re-

move the Votes of the Non-Student Mem-
bers ofUSAC would eliminate the Appointed

Members from the voting process ofUSAC.
The proposal eliminates the faculty, alumni

and adminisuation votes (one each) from

USAC.
Currently, UCLA is the only UC campus

which allows non-students to sit, let alone

__ .-J-ll
\ . .;^jvi

i\" '.>.

vote, on student council. The referendum

will remove the faculty, alumni and admin-

isu^ative votes from council, but not their

membership as advisors.

The Bruin endorses this change in USAC's
voting process. Because the decisions of

USAC pertain to student issues, not faculty

and administrative issues, decisions should

be in students' hands.

T

The San Rrancisco Chronicle
on fighting crack:

A San Francisco campaign of suict code en-

forcement,coupled with vigilantneighborhood

reaction, has shown how close cooperation

between city departments and citizens' groups

can make appreciable headway in the continu-

ing fight against the narcotics traffic.

A new anti-drug program organized by the

cityattorney'sofpce, involvingcoordinateden-

forcementofvariouscity adminis&ative codes

that hasdriven dope-dealing tenants outoftheir

refuges, has successfully closed seven "crack

houses" in one neighborhood alone.

Theefforts tocurbdrug activity constitutean

uphill battle, but at least the vitally necessary

=hetghbor?Kxx!organizationandcommunity

operation are currently underway in San

Francisco's residential districts.

The San nrancisco Examiner
on water conservation:

April 23 - At theend ofwhatwe used to know
as therainy season,California faccsa fourth con-

secutive year ofdrought.

The fourthdry year is likely tohave far-rcach-

' ing consequences, beyond the immediate im-

pact of rationing,voluntary conservation and

water rates adjusted to discourage waste-

California, despite the Southland's dimin-

ished access to theColorado River supply, has

adequate water for millions of additional resi-

dents if it is allocated according to reasonable

priorities and with due regard for pressing en-

vironmentalconcerns like theadequacyoffresh-

waterflows to theDeltaand San Francisco Bay.

The truth is that this drought will have done

somegood ifithelps to bring forward some long-

needed measures for making the best and fair-

est use of California' s precious water.

TiniesAdvocatoon ^

tracking students:

April 20 - Arguments against "tracking" stu-

dents in school certainly arecompelling. Lower
trackstend tobedumping grounds forethnic mi-

norities— creating a sortofeducational apart-

heid. Too oftea, students arc put into inappro-

priate U^cks.Toooften, students stuck in lower

tracksaren'tchallenged toaspirehigher— they

don't bother to try to exceed the low expecta-

tions they face. As well, they use tracking as a

measureofself-worthandareactuallyaware that

they are in thedumb classes. Expected to fail or

drop out, they often do.

Meanwhile, those in the accelerated u^cks

— riding the express to success— develop an

unhealthy sense of intellectual elitism. Those

students could learn a great deal from helping

fellow students who aren't able to achieve as

miich.

Even so, the teachers and administrators in

Vista who are pushing to abolish the tracking

system are making a big mistake.

It isabsurd to igTX)re the bald fact thatsuidents

are not created equal. One student hungers for

^xtrachallenges;anotherstrugglestograspeven

"the basics. To force them together every hour

of the school day would hurt them both, foster-

ing impatience and boredom in the brighter

student, resenunentandasenseofinferiority in

the less able kid.

To deliberately stunt the progress of the

quicker, college-bound student by dumbing
down the classes and assignments would be

damaging and wasteful.

It would bemost unfortunate ifa well-mean-

ing impulse to solve sociological problems

—

including the disproportionate number of mi-

noritieswhoend up in loweru^cks—prompts

Vista educators to backtrack and adopt an in-

effective,counterproductivemodel fortheclass-

room.

The Grass Valley Union
on measles: ,

April 16 - Small childrep dying of measles

are normally associated with impoverished

Third Worid counuies, notone of the most af-

fluentcomersof the United States. Incredibly,

however, an increasing number of youngsters

in Southern California are being infected wilfF

this highly contagious disease.

Publicandprivaieelementary schools,as well

as state- licensed day care centers require that

children be immunized against measles as a

condition ofenrollment. More than 90 percent
of school-age youngsters in California have
received the measles vaccine. But only 70 per-

cent of all children have been vaccinated be-

fore their second birthday.

\/.
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News Analysis

Ike's importance still debated
on 100th anniversary of birth
By Mil<e Feinsilber

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— First they liked Ike, then

they didn't like Ike, then they liked Ike again: that's

the pattern of historians' appraisal of Dwighi D.

Eisenhower, whose place in history is still to be fixed.

Writing in the centennial year of Eisenhower's

birth, historian Alan Brinkley says there's something

to be learned about America and the American

people from Eisenhower's sec-saw reputation.

Brinkley's view is pertinent since George Bush's

presidency is sometimes compared to Eisenhower's.

Bush, like Ike, is prudent, uaeagcr to expand

government's role. Like Ike, Bush is accused of

lacking vision. Like Ike, Bush presides at a time of

peace and prosperity and is accused of doing nothing

about problems looming just below the surface.

Bush, like Ike, is enormously popular in the polls.

At this stage, he seems as unbeatable as Ike was when
he ran for re-election in 1956.

When people are suspicious of government, have

been disappointed by it and expect little from it, says

Brinkley, their appreciation rises for Eisenhower and

his safe but inactive tenure.

When people look to government for bold

leadership and vision, he says, do-nothing Ike falls in

repute.

Brinkley, a 1971 graduate of Princeton who was a

snip of a Jad when Eisenhower was president, is

professor of history at the graduate school of the City

University ofNew York. He fcviews the record in the

^^^il^n Quarterly, a magazine pi

i

hi i shed by ihe.

Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.

Jimmy Carter is undergoing the same sort of

reappraisal that's been Eisenhower's fatp.

Carter's stance as an outsider and his *'ril-never-

lie-to-you" campaign seemed just the antidote to the

disillusionmehts of yietnaip and Watergate. But,

plagued by events beyond his control — the Iran

hostage crisis and the oil embargo — he left office

conderlined as ineffective.

Lately, building on his peacemaker's reputation

forged in the Camp David accord. Carter has been
winning fresh respect for his selfless pursuit of a

better world.

In Eisenhower's case, he was much loval by a

people he did not much lead.

His presidency, says Brinkley, "mirrored the

success and complacency that characterized much of

American life during the 1950s," the "I Love Lucy"
era.

Genial Ike, war hero, played golf and bridge and
palled around with rich businessmen. Despite his

popularity, historians started finding fault with his

record even before he left office.

A 1962 poll of historians ranked Eisenhower 22nd

out of 33 presidents, just. above Chcsi'ct,.A. Ari^iur.

The charge was that he failed to'govem or inspfi^e.

Historians saw him as passive, ineffective, even

"vaguely stupid," Brinkley recalls.

By the end of the 1970s, however, a new verdict

was taking hold, partially because the Eisenhower

papers had become available^ to scholarship.

No longer seen as the stumblebum, Ike now was_

regarded as decisive and skillful, articulate, infonncd

and commanding.
In a new poll, in 1982, historians ranked him ninth,

above John F. Kennedy.

This was post-Vietnam and post-Watergate. Ike

was seen as having shrewdly known the limits of

-American jfcwcr^

The evaluation arose from **the profound disillu-

sionment with social activism that began during the

late 1960s; the association of liberalism with

Vietnam, with economic instability, with racial

conflict and with the disappointing results of social-

policy initiatives," Brinkley says.

EnvlrDnmental 500:
Leading corporations

interested in the earth
Tlie Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Some of it is hype, some
of it is genuine commitment and some is begrudging

acceptance of reality. Whatever, American corpora-

tions are becoming environmentalists, or at least

environmentally conscious.

This year's crop of glossy annual reports sent by
corporations to stockholders every spring is green

with environmentalism. Firms are eager to tell about

their good citizenship on planet Earth.

Texaco brags that mussels taken from its ol (shore

oil rigs are served in the finest California restaurants.

Dow Chemical touts the environmental awards it

has won.

Carolina Power & Light tells how conservation

has saved 1.75 million kilowatts.

Even the tiny Central Vermont Public Service

Corp. wants stockholders to know that it has invested

in a power generating plant that burns waste wopd.

Not so long ago, business was hostile to

environmentalism. It saw the movement as an

advocate of restrictions that would impede opera-

tions, require big, non-revenue generating outlays,

undermine competitiveness.

Environmentalists were looked on in corporate

boardrooms as '*poiniy headed liberals that really

didn't know business," says Bruce Smart, former

Commerce Department official in the Reagan
Administration.

*•We had a lot of name-calling, a lot of rhetoric on
both sides," says Alexander Trowbridge, former

presidenJLof the National Association of Manufactur-

ers and fernter oil executive. But as it turned out, he

says, "environmental improvement has been a

corollary to economic growth."

Still, there's some grumbling.

Marco, Inc., in the business of producing coal and

natural gas and transporting natural gas, complains in

its annual report, "Each of our business segments has

the potential to be impacted adversely by the

environment issues being debated both in Washing-

ton, D.C. and in states throughout the country ..."

"We believe that many of these issues are being

addressed politically rather than with a more
deliberate approach based on a sound, rational

review of scientific data."

And Inland Steel Industries, in its annual report,

says a Democratic clean air bill in the Senate would
hav6 imposed standards "unscientific and unattain-

able for steel and other affected industries."

But they are exceptions. Most companies which

make a potentially polluting product or use a

polluting process, have become environmentally

prideful.

"Mussels are especially sensitive to pollutants, yet

they thrive on the legs of Texaco's Habitat platform

off the coast of California," says Texaco's annual

report.

"When a marine firm discovered that the water

around the platform exceeds stronger state water

quality requirements for growing mussels, it

arranged with Texaco to gather the mussels from the

platform and sell them to gourmet restaurants from

Los Angeles tp San Francisco," Texaco says.

Phelps Dodgt Cog)., which produces one billion

tons of copper a year, tells of plans to cover a 60-

year-old pile of tailings with a golf course.

"Simply complying with environmental regula-

tions is not enough," the company says.

"Papermaking is a water-intensive process. It

takes thousands of gallons to make a ton of coated

paperboard," says the Mead Corp. So how much
cxli'd water will be pumped from the river for use in

Mead's new 1,000-ton-a-day coated board expansion

in Alabama?
"None, thanks to the fact that water once used only

for c(X)ling will be recycled and used in the

manufacturing process."

Dow Chemical tells one of its secrets: "Dow gives

plant managers a direct incentive to reduce waste by

charging each plant for all waste management

costs."

Dow brags it has reduced its plants' air emissions

by 85 percent since 1974 and seeks to cut them

another 50 percent in five years.

"Neariy 75 million pounds of polyethylene milk

t)Oltles became drain pipes, lumber replacements and

recycling containers in 1989.," says Dow. "Nearly

all the scrap from Dow's plastic foam production is

recycled or sold rather than being disposed of in

landfills." '

McDonald's Corp., which had been taking a piibtiC

relations beating bnccause of all that greasy waste

paper and polystyrene it generates, fills its annual,

report with conservation messages.

Inside, McDonald's reprints a letter received from

Dan Getty, 11: "If we stop wasting resources, our

land will be clean. If we don't stop, we won't have

anything left"

Perhaps in response, McDonald's came up with a

McSolution: "McRecycle," a $100 million plan to

buy high chairs, wastebaskets, insulation from

recycled materials and to use paper bags made from

recycled newspapers. Its first step was to ballyhoo

the program in full-page newspaper ads.
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'Les Liaiscms Dangereuses' at UCLA is ut passionate extremes

evb

Lavish play is Department's Apiece de resistance'
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

STAGE: Les Liaisons Dangereuses. Written by Christopher Hampton, based on a
novel by Cholerlos de Laclos. Directed by Meg Wilber. Presented by the UCLA
Department of Theater in cooperation with the Committee on Fine Arts Productions.

Stars Jeff Schafrath and Kimberly McGreal At the UCLA Little Theater through May
19.

Les Liaisons Dangereuses is one ol those plays that goes for extremes

— for some it's deliciously devious, and for others it's dreadfully dull,

but few fall in between.

Essentially, the same was said of the movie (Dangerous Liaisons),

which should be of no surprise, considering the film was based on this

play, and both were written by Christopher Hampton.

Some people seem naturally drawn lo this tale of love, sex and decep-

tion set in France just prior to the revolution. There is no denying that

Liaisons makes the very most of its subject, adapting the book by
Cholerlos de Laclos into a wonderfully well orchestrated, multi-level

.5lory of arousal and betrayal in an age when neither were condoned, but

both flourished.

On the other hand, some people will quickly tire of Liaisons, soon
finding the revulsion that the program promised more powerful than the

fascination — and after a while, simply lose interest in the fate of the

characters entirely.

" Les Liaisons Dangereuses details the adventures of Le Vicomte de
Valmont (Jeff Schafrath) and La Marquise de Merleuil (Kimberly

McGreal), two wicked members of the^French aristocracy. Both obtain

their greatest satisfaction from manipulating other peoples' lives, usually

via sexual encounters and incriminating correspondence. The bigger the

challenge, the more exciting and enticing for Valmont.

Merteuil wagers that Valmont cannot succeed in corrupting the

^ee LIAISONS, page 28

Like Valmont, actor has abundant charm, talent
By Juliann Budimir

Contributor::

It's been heaven and hell for Jeff Schafrath, who plays Valmont in the

UCLA production o( Les Liaisons Dangereuses. "But hell in a good way
because you're getting something out of it."

This intensity is what has kept Schafrath going for over three months

of intensive rehearsals in the starring role. Call it artistic drive.

Schafrath says, "I do think of myself as an artist. (1 have) the capacity

to draw from myself (as well ast a deeper sense of feeling.'

Conant

The role of the Choderios de Laclos' 18th century French lover is

challenging. The character Valmoni must leave his victims in a romantic

stupor, begging for more, through his virile good looks and lofty poetic

speeches. The actor Schafrath gives an authentic, hypnotizing

performance.

Although things seem to be falling into place for this talented 29 year

o'd, it took Schafrath time to realize that he truly wanted to act.

Kimberly l^cGreal, Vanessa Miller and Veena Bidasha discuss their private passions in late 18th century Franqg^ V^'
-'"' See SEDUCER, page 27 Actor Schafrath shows his winning qualities.

What a relief!: Comic Relief presents top comics in campus program to benefit homeless
By Heidi Parker

Contributor

Comic Louie Anderson will appear at AGB tonight.

An array of comedians will

grace the stage of Ackerman
Grand Ballroom tonight at eight

when celebrities such as Tom
Wilson and Louie Anderson will

appear in an effort to benefit the

homeless.

The program' is being hosted by
the ASUCLA Cultural Affairs

Commission and presented by
Comic Relief, a non-profit organi-

zation that raises money for the

homeless.

The event, which was deemed a

success at UCLA last year, will

also feature appearances by host

Fritz Coleman, Richard Jeni, Jeff

Cesario, George Lopez and a

surprise guest.

Comic Relief, founded in 1986
by Bob -Zmuda, is a successful

organization that works with the

National Health Care for the

Homeless Program to provide
relief to the homeless by means of

providing health care, clothing and
food.

Annual performances are tele-

cast on HBO, although the prog-

ram works year roiyjd lo inform

the public on homeless problems
as well as raise funds.

The show that will be presented

tonight is a one time evenL Comic
Relief wanted to be able to raise

some money for the homeless i»

Los Angeles to compensate for the

fact that the annual program will

not be held in Los Angeles. this

year but at Radio City Music Hall

in New York.

Philadelphia bom Tom Wilson
made his motion picture debut as

""Biff in Back To The Future. He
has also appeared in feature films

such as Action Jackson, Let's (Jet

Harry and Back To The Future IL

He will later appear in April Fool's
Day and Back To The Future III.

Tonight's performance will be his

first with Comic Relief.

"I tried comedy and got hooked
on it, but I've always been an actor

firsL When I'm doing Biff, I'm

completely into that character.

When I'm doing comedy, it's my
personal creative release," said

Wilson.

He also appears at The Improvi-

sation and The Comedy Store

occasionally aff& is interested in

writing, having taken extension

courses at UCLA to strengthen his

skills.

Louie Anderson, who has fre-

quently participated in the prog-

ram, is one of tlie most recognized

comedians in the pack. He made
his television premiere in 1984 on
"The Tonight Show" with Johnny
Carson and has since bcen_ highly

successful. Known for his more
gentle approach to humor, Ander-
son is also working on a book
called [>ear Dad, which discusses

the experiences he had with his

alcoholic father.

Jeff Cesario, a former sports

writer, has made his mark on
various late night shows such as

"The Tonight Show^' and "Late
Night With David Letterman."

Cesario reveals his quirky sense

of humor when he concludes that

prison riots arc related to televised

hockey games in his celebrated

joke about our media-ruled socie-

ty-

'Think about it," said Cesario.

You're a convict sitting in your
cell at the federal penitentiary,

watching a hockey player on TV
get a 2-minute penalty. You're

serving two years for the same
offense."

The star of HBO's recent

"Young Comedians Special,"

Richard Jeni is also scheduled to

ixirform. A native of Brooklyn,

Jcni's humor draws much upon the

days of his childhood and ability (p
master various dialects. He has

also appeared on many Showtime
specials and is producing and
starring in his own comedy special

on Showtime Network later this

year.

Latino comedian George Lopez

not only wants to help charity

events such as Comic Relief, he

also pokes fun at ethnic groups in

order to raise the level of con-

sciousness of his audiences. His

humor serves to smash barriers iis

well as entertain.

"You sec Edward Almos walk

into a room, and their faces are

proud," said Lopez. "I don't think

there's been a comic that has had

that kind of impact, and I think it's

time."

Apart from the special event

held this evening. Comic Relief

has scheduled its annual produc-

tion in New York on May 12. It

will be presented live by HBO and

will be rerun later on in the year.

Tickets for tonight's event are

available through CTO and Ticket-

master.

George Lopez will also

appear at AGB.

Funny guy Jeff Cesario. Tom Wilson, comedian.
One of the guys with jokes,

Richard Jeni.
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Daly 5 00-7 30-9 45

'Sat ft Sun Mabnee 2 30

Jung: Matter of Heart

MOMCA PREMERE SHOWCASE
1332 2nd St Speaking ParU
394-9741 Wad ft Fn 5 45 8 0010 15

'Thursday only 5 46

'Sat ft Sua Mabnee 1.15-3.30

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART 22 Tourney Of Animation

11272 SaiU Monica Bl 4 45-7 15 9 45

478-6379 'Sat ft Sun Matrtees 12 15 2 30

Fn 1? am Basket Caae II

Sat 12 am Rocky Horror Picure Show

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Cantury Oty 14

10250 S<rta Monica Blvd

CenLiry City Shopping Center

Free ParKir>g

4 Hours Free Vakdalon
With Purchase ol Theate Tickets

(213) 553 8900

SLefl Foot (R)

5 25 755-10 45

Shock to tw System (R)

10 45 1 15 3 20-5 35-8 05 10 25

WESTSIOE

Qotdwyn
475-0262

PAVIUON

Henry, Por»ait of a Serial Killer

1MO?:OO-350 5 40-7 30 915

Goldwyn Mama, Theres A Man In Your Bed
475 0202 12 15 2 30 4 45-7 00 915
plus a shai Chuck Workman's: Pieces of Silver

Goldwyn
475-0202

Henry V

11 00 1 40-4 20-7 0C'§ 40

Goldwyn
475-0202

The Little Mermaid
11 15500

Goldwyn
475 0202

Black Rain

2 15 7 15-946

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Fn 10 45 Speoal Engagement \ti/f^^tlA/OOll
Teenage MuHnl Nin|a Turttea (PG)

1100-1 46-4 40-710-9 30

Driving Miss Daisy (PG)

1165 2 40 5 20 756-10 35

UA Coronet

10669 Welworr
476-9441

THX/Dofcy Stereo

Q ft A (R)

12 50 4 00-7 16-10:15

Usa (PG)

1150226505-735956

Tht Gods Must Ba Crazy II (PG)

11:30 215 5 00-/45 10.30

UA CORONET First Po«»ar (R)

10889 Welwor?! 12 20-2:46-6 00-7 30 960

475-9441 1 i./^*Kn ft Sat Lata.lShow 1210 am
THX .

'

Impulse (R)

12 20 2 66-6 45-816-10 50

UA CORONET
10869 Welworth

476 9441

THXOdby

Miami Blues

12 30-3 00-5 15-7 45 10 00

'Fn ft Sat Late Show 12 15 am

li A (R)

10:55-1:50-4:16-7.16-1015

Cinems Paradiso (NR)
11'45 2 30-5 15-6 00 10 40

Glory (R)

11:10-166-4 30 725 10 10

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood

Spaced Invaders (PG)

12 46 3 00 5 30-8.10 10 40

AVCO CINEMA I

WiKh at Westwoar
476-071

1

THX'Dalt>y Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

TTSS 2 30 5 05 7 40 10 25

'i^ In The Spirit (R)

1120 2 36-5 10-7 40 10 06

Cinema Paradiso (NR)

11«5-1 40-410-7 00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA II The Guardian (R)

Wilsh al Westwood 1250 3 10 S 36-600 10 30

475 0711 ' Fn ft- Sat- LatrShow 12'36 am
SaTHX/Doltjy Stereo

Miami Bluta (R)

11:15 2 00-4:46 750 12 00

AVCO CINEMA IN

Wilsh at Westwood
476 0711

Dolby Stereo

I Love You To Death (R)

1 00315 530 746 1000

^ -•
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Film

'A Matter
influence
By Thomas Foley

Contributor i-ff

FILMi A Matter of Heart. Produced and directed by Mark
Whitney. Written by Suzanne Wagner. Original Music by
John Adams. Playing weekends at i0;30 a.m. at the Monica
4-Plex through June.

The influence of psychologist Carl Gustave Jung
(1875-1961) surrounds us, yet we seldom recognize
it. We have only to look at how terms like

"extrovert/introvert" and "archetype/' concepts that

have their origin with Jung, have been ingrained in

the language to see the footprints his feet have made.
A Matter of Heart is a biographical documentary

about Jung the man, his teachings and influence, and
his value to the modem world. It shows as part of the

Psychology Film Series, presented by Phyllis Dc
Picciotto in association with Laemmlc Theaters, for

six weekends, concluding the flrst weekend in June in

Santa Monica.

The film is an entertaining, often amusing, portrait

of Jung from his early work with Freud, when they
would analyze each others dreams for hours at a lime,

to his effort, late in his life, to develop the "Alchemic
Myth" to augment Christianity, which he felt was
failing to serve modem man.
A Matter of Heart blends archival footage, rare

'

home movies and numerous interviews with former
patients, noted colleagues and family friends to tell

the story of Jung's life and examine a few key
concepts.

Great care is taken by the filmmakers, Mark
Whitney and Suzanne Wagner, not to glorify Jung,
something Jung battled against his entire life. He is

shown, through interviews with close friends to be a
man given to fits of anger and of aggravating
stubbornness.

Indeed, one of the most interesting sections of the
film deals with the strange relationship between
Jung, his wife Emma and lifelong mistress, Toni
Wolff. The three managed to find a means of
coexisting and worked together for 40 years.

Emma and Toni went through analysis together,

and Emma actually expressed her appreciation to
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SEDUCER
From page 25 .

His first taste of the theater

began in high school when he left

the football field for the stage.

After graduation Schafrath started

with an incredible foothold in the

business when he came to Holly-

wood. Out of 9,000 applicants, Jeff

Schafrath was one of five signed

by Columbia Studios for a one-

year, renewable contract.

Although he obtained a Screen
Actor's Guild card and worked for

a while under contract, the studio
hfe didn't last. After his contract

expired, Schafrath turned to fun-

damentalist Christianity in hopes
of finding his true place in life.

With the influence of those around
him, he soon believed that acting

was bad.

Inconsistencies between his life

and that of his church led him to

question his choice to leave the

career he once felt so strongly

about. Finally, Schafrath left his

church to go to school, where he
began taking acting classes and
discovered that "acting is what I

want to dfevote the rest of my life

to.

Schafrath took to the stage with
full force at UCLA. After debut-
ing last summer in two shows, he
went on to the fall musical. Me and
Juliette. Schafrath then landed the
part of a young Irish revolutionary
in The Plough and the Stars in

February. The most enjoyable and
most difficult aspect of that role

was perfecting his Irish brogue.

His experience on "Les Liaisons

Dangereuses" was far from
simple. The contrast between stage

and reality was healthy. In fact, the

character Valmont was harder and
more emotionally draining than he
had imagined. But an opportunity
to play as challenging a character

as Valmont could not be passed by.

"A good cast makes a great

role," said Schafrath in acknow-
ledging the contributions of the

cast and director of the Theater
department production. At this

point in his career, Valmont has

been the role of a lifetime.

As for comparisons lo Valmont,
Schafrath appears to posess an
abundance of Valmont-like charm.
With his talent and winning smile,
he'll undoubtedly win the audi-

ence's praise, and maybe a few
hearts as well.

:

See JUNG, page 28 , Psychologist Carl Jung is profiled in new film

$ii(n (he Prescription to End..

YOIIR COMMmR Bivm
Come to the CHS Cafeteria
Tuesday, Wednesday Si
Thursday, May 1, 2 &13,
llam-3pm...

• COMPUTERIZED CARPOOL
MATCHLISTINO

• VANPOOL AND BUSPOOL RIDE
VOUCHERS

• COMMUTING ALTERNATIVES
• VANPOOL DRIVERS/RIDERS WANTED

Complete a Rideshaiing form and you'll be
eligible to win a BRAND NEW... __

be ceLTTic

12TH ANNUAL
UC CELTIC STUDIES

^ CONFERENCE
HUMANITIES CONFERENCE ROOM

ROYCE 314

May 3 - Noon - 6:15

j^^u^^

\

B'"'^^--

H

May 4 - 9:00 - 7:00

May 5 - 9:00
' May 6

For Further Information

Can 825-3962
='=^

wori
Putting Your Degree to Work:

Perspectives from Working Women

6:30

9:00 - 12:30

(mRTVH!

Funded by: The ASUCLA Mini-Grant Program; The Cagipus .Prog-
rams Committee of the Programs Activities Board; The Graduate
Students Association; The Student Committee on the Arts

Co-Sponsored by: The Celtic Colloquium; The Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies; The Department of English. The Folklore
and Mythology Program; The Medieval Symposium

Join us for a discussion with recent UCLA women graduates who are working in a
variety of fields. The panel will discuss how they found their first job, what to expect
in the job search process, how to make the most of your first job, and other issues.

Panelists include: Mam i Gaylord, '89, Production/Line Supervisor. ABC Entertain-

"ment; Christina riorejsi, '87,Manager, Program Test Engineering, Rockwell Interna-

tional; Holly Mitchell, '87, Field Deputy, Senator Diane Watson's Office. Co-spon-
sored by the Women's Resource Center and the UCLA Alumni Association.

Monday, May 7, 7.-00 - 8:30 p.m. .

jfe^TOS lames West Alumni Center Conference Room
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

^
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r ^.

^V"

SPECIAL OFFER—
Fill out our Rideshaiing Form BEFORE
'"^ lunch 'cause you'll want to use the

$2.00 Off CHS Cafeteria
coupon you'll receive!

(Hurry, while supplici^last!)
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Call UCLA Commuter
Assistance-Ridesharing

(2W S25-m9
askfor Betty or Joyce
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PROGRAMS

Tues . May 8

(All Alley pfograni)

RFVELATIONS

txcerpth from

MFMORIA
NIGHT CREATURE
THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG FOR YOU
BlUFS SUITE

CRY

Wed. May 9

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF

llHOTiTallevBedttv)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

Thurs MaylO
(All Alley program)

LANDSCAPE
MASEKELA LANGAGt
REVELATIONS

FrL.Mayll

SHARDS (Dor)ald Byrd)

Af^ER EDEN (John Butler)

FQfr^IRD WITH LOVE (Alvin Alley)

Sal , May 12 Matinee

COME AND GET IHF BEAUTY OF
IT HOT (Talley Beany) ,

UNDSCAPE (Alvin Alley) —
SUITE OTIS (George Saison)

Sal.MaylZEveiriRg

STREAMS (Alvin Alley)

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Morton)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

THE STACK UP (Talley Beatty)

San May 13

BltiCS SUITE (Alvin Alley)

(iRV (Alvin Alley)

RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOUl OFR
(DcuMldMcKayle)

REVELATIONS (Alvin Alley)

"•^r.

W

/

7 performames!

TBes.-Sat, May 8-12 at 8:00 p.m.

Sat. and Sun., May 12 & 13

at 2:00 p.m.

S31 50, ?7S0, 21 50, 1? 50*

IKKkides Si SO Wihem Iheofie twikfy fee

Tickeh Qvailoble of U(IA (entrol Ticket Ofke (cosh only)

ond ot iKkefAtoster cutters

MAY COMPANY 4 MUSIC PLUS
(2131 4«0-323a (714) 74O-2O00

"Sludenn with hil twiie 10 Student tickets not ovotkible ot

iKkelMmtei fcnh ot showtime for Studenh ond Si (iti;em (biiltwl

_av«fcib(kty; Progrom, dgtev twnei ond pnics ufaiect to ctionge

These performances are in memory of

Mr Alvin Alley

1931-1989

UCLA
PTiirr)»Mi*Jr,

ARTS

THE HEART AND SOUL OF DANCE.
THE ALVIN AllEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IS SPONSORED BY PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES INC

'A»»««««V^» 52

Exciting

Eart-Time and
Seasonal Jobs!

Apply Now To Get A Big
Jump On The Summer Fun!

T,\ko all llu' fun and sun of summer and mil it into a j»rrat

job. That's exactly tho kind or^>pporluruty you'll tnid ri^jht

now at Disneyland That s heiiause we have outstandinj^
Part Tinu' and S<«asonal openiii^s throughout the Ma^ic
Kui>4<l<)n). in(-ludin>jl:

• Food Service
• Merchandising
• Custodial

• Attractions
• Seciiritv
• Shippin>{ & K4M-eivi|i^

A.johat I>i^^n(\\jandjsiyt jjist any suininerjol). Vou II

enjoy ^^ockI pax (up <oj$r>.}i>t> per hour). ex<itni>' alter
work activities, lasting? friendships and all the ma^ic
that is Disneyland

To he elij^ible. you must he at least Kiyear^ old and
ahle to work the entire summer season; part time posi
tions also retpi ire Friday ni>?ht and all day Saturday
and Sunday availaL)i|ity year round.

If you'd like to be pail of Aur summer fun. apply it)

person at the Di.sneyland Employment Office.
i:U3 Harbor Blvd., Anaheim, CA or call (714) 999-4407.
We are an Kijual Opportiuiity F:mployer.

/

Disneyland ®

\

Ttie Walt Disney Company

\ ^
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VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 19?1 UCLA Alum.

Did you know that ... miscommunication and sex-role stereotypes contribute

to the risk of datei rupe?

For both women and men, learning to talk about your dating expectations

Mnd wishes can help build positive relationshipsrn

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty '

" TOMORROW
12.00 - IM p.m. 2 Dodd Halt 206-8240 —

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

LA ESCUELA
DE LA RAZA

I
Consumer Language Project

^e*" We provide tutorial Services, for over 40 non-English
f*" speaking Latino adults of Pasadena ranging from 17-65

years of age.

^^ »EngUsh
=T^ *Consumer Awareness

•History •Government
•Field trips

Volunteers Needed
Monday & Wednesday
7:00 p.m-9:00 p.m

Make your ^'•"-''''

education relevant! fcSBti^^
Transportation and '

\ l^jj J
Training provided "' '

.

^'^rw/
For more info, call Matilde Soria at (213) 825-5969
We will remain in operation throughout the Summer.
It's not too late to get involved.

Funded by the CAC of the PAB

-^i^

MmmiMif

Jeff Schafratti and Karen Jorgensen in a dangerous tete a
fete.

UAISONS
From page 25

J
devoutly moral La Presidcnte de Tourvcl (Karen Jorgensen), requiring
proof of her adultery in writing. In exchange, should Valmont succeed, he
would be rewarded with the "^tentiOns" of Merteuil. Accepting the bet,

first under the pretense that he is in love with the challenge itself, the
audience, as well as a jealous Merteuil, quickly realize that he loves mucfi
more.

Eventually, Valmont wins his bet, as well as a lesser challenge along
the way. Success, however, is much less important to the plot than the
horriblaconfusion of lies and secret love that all the deceit creates— nor
is it as important as the unfortunate (but ultimately appropriate)
consequences that result.

That some people will not appreciate Liaisons has much to do with the
fact that there are really no characters to idcfjtify with or care about. The
two central players are the villains, and to identify with either of them is

to risk admitting an evil characteristic in one's own personality.
The only truly innocent character in the entire play, however, is so pure

and frail that she is difficult to relate to, either — and by the time she
eventually gives in to her passion (and then is destroyed by it) most will
find her hard to pity.

In between these two extremes arc a number of basically good
cTiaracters, who seem, however, quite willing to passively condone their

society's deceit — and therefore, are just as guilty.

Just the same, many movie-goers found themselves admiring the sheer
power of deception perfected by Valmont and Merteuil, regardless of
their lack of morals or restraint. For whatever reason, Valmont is admired
by would-be Casanovas, just as little boys once admired Jesse James or
Billy the Kid — for their charisma and power, and not for their deeds.

For those who did like Dangerous Liaisons, though, they could not da
better than UCLA to sample the stage version. UCLA's production is,

very honest to the script — and as such, voty similar to the moX'ie.
Moreover, the two leads, McGreal and Schafrath, have every bit the
charisma needed to fill their parts. While a few of the lesser characters are
not as strongly poruayed, they cannot do harm to a story that depends so
intensely on outstanding perfprmers for Valmont and Merteuil.
While the set is sialic, it is quite beautiful— thanks to a fantastic job by

scenery designers Peter Yc$air and Caitlin Blue. Even though it virtually
never changes in the mone than two hour production, it never ceases to
please the eye (a far cry from UCLA's recent production of Macbeth).-
The costumes, by Alan Armstrong, Catherine Amdt and Jovita Chow,

are equally impressive — looking quite gaudy, but ever so appropriate.
The audience is even treated to a real-time, elaborate demonstration of
the process involved in dressing prior to curtain time.

Les Liaisons Dangereuses is a fine example of the Theater department
making the most of a good play. Liaisons is not for everybody— but for-
those who can enjoy it, it is a fine example of UCLA's talent on all fronts.

fi»^^i'<

.
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JUNG
From page 26

Toni for giving Jung something she said she couldn't. Wolff, a fellow
psychologist, introduced Jung to Eastern philosophy and a sexual
mysticism that had a profound influence in his work.
The film is full of paradoxes, which effectively parallel Jung's own

concepts of duality: duality in the psyche between light and dark, duality
in the individual between masculine and feminine. There are moments of
light humour that collide with deep insight and understanding.
Most paradoxical is the film's closing, which contrasts an inspirational

image — man's potential to harmonize himself through honest
examination — with a foreboding image of man — one that shows his
ability to destroy his world eclipsing his means to control it.

The film appeals to more than those with a background in psychology.
The concepts that are touched upon are clearly defined and few, for the
emphasis of the film is on the man behind the message and those who may
receive the message, whether they embrace it or ignore it.

Need to Talk to Someone?

UClX Peer Helpline

325^HELE„
We*re here to help.

>;:!:i%:i:;:::::i;:i::ii:;?*Si^

Monday - Friday

Saturday - Sunday
5 p.m. ' midnight

8 p.m. ' midnight
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Music

Unassuming Sundays pose for press.

Unorthodox
Sundays redefine British rock with debut
that chamis listeners and cynical critics alike

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

ALBUM: Raadlng. Writing, and Arlthmatic David Geffen Company

— Now and then, a band comes along that makes you glad to be a music
lover, the kind of band with a freshness and newness that makes up for the

trash that usually gets pressed into the media of a CD.
The Sundays, an unassuming, nonpretentious little band from across

the Atlantic, are such a band. Their new release, Reading, Writing, and
Arithmetic is a near perfect record.

The British press has been gushing over this foursome for quite some
ume now.Thc Sundays were splashed across the prestigious troni co^
of Melody Maker before they were even signed.

They played one gig at a north London club. Journalists from Britain's

four top music papers were in the audience to review the main act. The
reviews concerned the Sundays instead. At their next gig, the entire

British record industry came with contracts in hand.
Why do they inspire that kind of reaction? Because they're damn good.
Their music is dreamy without being sluggish and it sounds like a cross

between the Sugarcubes and Pink Floyd. If that sounds like an interesting

combination to you, then you should pick up this album.
Lead vocalist Harriet Wheeler has a beautiful multi-octave voice that

draws you into the music; the gorgeous sound of her voice makes the lyr-

Providing interesting background, bassist Paul
Brindley captures the listener with his unorthodox
chording in the album's first song. This is a glori-

ous change from the LA funk hell that insists on
churning out Flea clones by the million. Brindley is

at once both unobtrusive and interesting.

ics unimportant. She manages to pull off an offhand tone reminiscent of
Morriscy, but without his personal obnoxiousncss.

David Gavurin's guitar work contributes much of the delicious

atmosphere to the songs. If there is a comparison for his style out there,

you won't be able to think of it while listening. It gives the music a lay-

ered sound which would make keyboards supcrfluos.

Providing interesting background is bassist Paul Brindley, who
captures the listener with his unorthodox chording in the album's first

^ song, "Skin and Bones." Even when not chording, his lines are subtly dif-

ferent from the run of the mill bass. This is a glorious change from the LA
funk hell that insists on churning out Rea clones by the million. Brindley
is at once unobtrusive and interesting.

Patrick Hannan, drummer, is the least innovative member of the band,
although he has an interesting part on "Hideous Towns" which is

delightfully out of sync with every other instrument. Perhaps it is better if

he merely holds down the beat and provides fills in the correct places.

More might detract.

Though all the songs on the album are extremely pleasant, and never
boring, all albums must have their high spots.

"Skin and Bones," is an example of an unorthodox musical idea that

you don't really agree with at first, yet eventually wins you over.

*Can't Be Sure" is the hit that propelled this foursome to the top of the

British charts. It is more accessible them "Skin and Bones," but not as

pleasantly different.

The absolute gem of this jewel box, however, is "A Certain Someone,"
which sounds the most like a Sugarcubes/Pink Floyd. It moves along at a

pace approaching manic, yet does not lose the dreamy quality of the rest

of the marvelous album.

Lyrically, the album is good as well, with many striking phrases and
images. There aren't a whole lot of messages; mostly, the lyrics echo the

atmospheric nature of the record. It's good to be consistent.

J
Check it out, folks. This is one of those releases that sends ripples

through the music industry, and could define the 90s as the Smiths

defined the English sound for the 80s.

Ah, unorthodox originality, I love you. ..

cso
Evening

Escort Service
825-1493

The power to be ^*

your bestJ'^-'—

fk.
Apple Compua; Inc

EYEGLASSES^
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Smce 1971 UCLA Alum.

IMAGES OF GOD: GENDER ISSUES

Recent Developments in
Feminist Theology

A TALK AND DISCUSSION
by DR. ELIZABETH JOHNSON

THEOLOGIAN - CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON D.C.

THURSDAY MAY 3. 1990
4 PM ACKERMAN UNION 2408

(near Grand Ballroom)
_ _ T-« » i.!,-,.

J^JSt^

CO-SPONSORED BY
UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE

AND
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM AND CENTER

FOR STUDY OF WOMEN
member of the University F^eligious Conference

SERVING
-FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $64^

Suites

Comprtimentary Sh\
Complimentary Cof.^^^
Complimentary Park^^H
Full Kitchens, Heated^^oL Color T.V.s

- ^

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^^d
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

flying F'«**

cording Ar^«V
:Sf^t sounds fron.

Utin America

and

f^«»«^
\n

concert

^ rousing f»« "^^b^

MUEVEJE^WOyl'!

on F\ying FisVi
records

ThSsDAY, may 3rd

.tECTURE/DEMONSTRATJO^^^^

BAND ROOM. SCHOE
^^

....A^,< Association (o. u
^^^

BAND ROOM:^.^^
^^^^^^ ^^^

c fonts' Association tor ta ^^^pomusKO^oRy,

Spon^rcd by: Students A ^^^p^rtmeot o\ ti^ ^ ^
Sponsorca uy. - i^^:^-- ^

^^^'^^*^^^^^^' J

' »>
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Film

'Star Wars' mania returns, strikes Bruins at AGB
By Danya Joseph
Contributor

How old were you the first time

you saw Star Warsl How many
limes have you seen each movie in

the trilogy? And out of the three

movies, which did you like best?

For the people who came to see

the Star Wars trilogy at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom last Friday, these

questions reflected vivid and
pleasant memories.
The first group of people started

•lining up for the 7 o' clock
screening at about 12:30 Friday

afternoon. A larger crowd started

congregating outside the ballroom
around 4 p.m.

A few people in the audience

had been present at the opening

showing of Star Wars at Mann's
Chinese Theater 13 years ago.

Most of the other students saw it

the year it came out, but for three of

the people in the audience on
Friday, this was to be their first

exposure to the Star Wars movies.

"I saw Star Wars on January 1,

-1978," one viewer said with a
smile. "I remember dragging my
mom to take me to see it."

Almost no one in the crowd had
seen the movies only once. The
median number of viewings for

each movie was three.

"How many times have I seen

each movie?" asked one viewer. "I

can't count that high."

Another group of viewers,

armed with a Lucasfilm Fan Club
Magazine and an Empire Strikes

Back hard cover picture book,
claimed to have seen the movies at

least 100 times. "We used to come
home from school every day and
watch one of the movies during

lunch,** one member of the group
explained.

One man had once "sat in the

theater from the first showing of
Star Wars in the morning and
stayed until the last showing that

, night."

Audience members had definite

opinions as to which movie was
their favorite. Forty percent of the

crowd liked Star Wars the best.

These viewers found it the fun-

niest, and merited it as being "the

original, a classic, and just right"

— The 21 percent of the audience
that liked The Empire Strikes Back
the best liked the development of

The 'Star Wars' trilogy screened at AGB last Friday night.

the relationship between Han Solo as well as the film's impressive
and Princess Leah. Many people special effects."

liked the fact that the Empire won, For the 39 percent who were

r

Wilshire Boulevard
Brentwood, California

~^^_ BiUikxr-a Club

The Loudest Pool Hall in the

World !

true Return of the Jedi fans, this

movie was the best, because it had
cute ewoks, a true climax that

ended the trilogy and also because
of its technical effects.

Friday night. Star Wars opened
10 a roar of cheers. Each of the

is Proud to Announce

L •

I

JAGER & YARD NIGHT!

Every Wednesday

'good guys" in the movie got~a"

similar reception when first intro-

duced. The "bad guys" got boos"^

and hisses.

This set the mood for the rest of
the films, with students shouting

comments to the characters,

cheering during battles and
screaming "incest" when Leah
gives Luke a big wet one during

Empire.

Although some people left after

the first or isecond movies, more
people were equally eager to lake

their place. When Return of the

Jedi ended at 2 a.m., the ball/oom
was as full as when the trilogy

began.

"I saw all three movies on video
for the first time last week,"
admitted one viewer,* "I didn*t

think it was that great, but after

seeing it (on Friday), I loved iL

Now I'm a real fan!"

'r'
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SWiT^-nragiA

$4 Yards of Beer
$3 1/2 Yards of Beer
$2 Jagermiester Shots

(Price of yards do not include deposit) ^ '

2\8c Over w/valid I.D .

*• «

(213)477-7550

11835 Wilshire Boulevard•Brentwood, California
!V

Dramatic Lies
By Deborah Hastings

Associated Press Writer

In an upcoming "true life" cable
movie about the Watts riots as

experienced by the Los Angeles
Times* first black reporter Robert
Richardson, here's what you won't
see:

The firing of lhe paper's first

black "reporter trainee" the same
month the Times won a Pulitzer

Prize for its coverage of the riots.

Richardson's battle with alco-

holism and arrest on a theft charge,

and the tragedy and turmoil that

followed the inexperienced jour-

nalist's brief tenure at the Times.
In //eat Wave, here is the truth

you will see:

The inability of the all-white

Times news staff to get inside

Watts during the rioting until

Richardson, a messenger who
worked for the paper's advertising
department and lived in Watts,
volunteered his help. It was
Richardson who told Times read-
ers that rampaging youths wcr<L.
screaming, "Bum, baby, burn."

What the movie neglects to

mention is that Richardson was
fired in the same month the Times
was awarded its Pulitzer.

"Heat Wave" screenwriter
Michael Lazarou said that detail,

and Richardson's subsequent trou-,

bles, are irrelevant to the script.
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Television

Unrealistic

'News' is still

entertaining

By Jason S. Stewart '

Staff Writer

TELEVISION: Capital News Pro
duced by Davis Milch and Christian
Williams. With Lloyd Bridges. Helen
Slater. William Russ. Mondays at 9 p jn
on ABC.(Channel 7).

->,» SAVE
CALPIRG

ABC's new series Capital News
has a good cast, a workable
premise and a few points of
honesty. Unfortunately, that's
about all it has going for it.

What News doesn't have is

originality (of plot, theme or
approach), any devotion to reality

over drama and — most impor-
tantly — ratings!

That's right. Capital News is

already facing death in the cradle,

jinless ABC finds someone who
cares. Should they? Well ... yes
and no.

Capital News follows the

adventures and ^rama of a

Washington D.C. daily" called The
Washington Capital. Even more so

i/ YES ON CALPIRG
ENDORSERS:

Judy Hernandez - Facilities Qimmissioner, USAC
William Kysella -Director, State and UC Lobby
Dan Schifrin -Editor in Chief, Ha'am
Christopher Flask -President, Triangle Fraternity

Leslye Schneider -Director, Union of Students

with Disabilities

John Sarvey -President, USAC
Alec Wynne -Second Vice President, USAC
Alicia MoUna -Chair, MEChA
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE FOR CALPIRG -:-

^^att dimstead - President, Intra Residence Hall Cnl
Q)i:i Goldberg -Vice-President, University Relations
of Panheilenic Q)uncil

Dennis Arguelles -General Rep., USAC
Ann Tishler -Director, Latino Student --^,

— Health Project

Theta Pavis-Weil -Editor in Chief, Together
Kathleen Entler -Co-Chair, Gay And Lesbian

Association

Don Marek -President, Alpha Tau Omega
Scott Campbell -President, Tau Kappa Epsilon

Jerome Solomon -Pres., Nat. Soc. of Black Engineers—
Mari^^Rabuy-Exec. Vicergresidcnt,USAC:; ;

-*-.

than ABC's other newcomcrf
Equal Justice, News is jam-packed
with regular characters who repre-

sent most of the upper editorial

management and a fair cross-sec-

tion of the middle and lower level

reporters. Low-level only by
definition, though, since even the

first-day reporter, played by Helen
Slater, ends up with a page-one
story by day*s end.

Basically, Capital News is the

LA. Imw of journalism. It is a

supposed "study" of a big city

newsroom, with a variety of little

mini-dramas (caeh with a poignant
social theme) that i^eal many of

the ethical qucstion<j of the field,

while giving Arfieric^ a taste of

"what it's really liluai."

Unfortunately, what ii gives us
in honesty is not nearly as impor-
tant as what it denies us. Sure,

-N^ews gives us an accurate taste of
—the ncwsr{K)m lingo, structure,

politics and, to a certain degree,
stress. But these superficial ele-

ments arc both of short-lived

interest, and about as real to most
people as the tcchno-lingo and
military structure o\ Star Trek: The
Next Generation.

Where a real commitment to

honesty would be most appre-

ciated, though, is where News
forsakes it altogether. Every
reporter seems to run across

important stories. Someone cov-

ering a fire ends up connecting it to

a slum-lord. Even more unlikely,

the same reporter gives her well

earned information to another
reporter to write, forsaking her

own credit for the discovery. For
that matter, all the reporters seem
pretty eager to give their work to

someone else. Maybe the story

should be more important than the

credit, but — put simply — get

real!

Also annoying is the way News
makes everyone — absolutely
everyone— such a good guy. For a
moment we are allowed to "love to

hate" the gossip columnist, but
Then he, too, turns noMe and
incorruptible. Then we despise the

national desk editor, until he risks

his reputation to correct his wrong.
Every show has to demonstrate
some humanity in its regular

characters sooner or later but not in

the first month (did they figure

STUDENT
COMMITTEE
FOR THE ARTS

presents

vii>**««^-^>-*-'

an evening at the knitting factory.
musical cross-training. .

\k

=»,

from the Manhattan performance space where
bold new rriysic is heard nightly we bring you on
adventurou^" ahd eclect

j
c sampling:

triple billing:

SLAN featuring

"John Zorn
EIHot Sharp

and
Ted Epstein

The
Jazz Passengers

/'

Curlew

5ju^*'

Friday May 18
8:00 p.m.

Wadsworth Theater
Tickets $18, 10 students

UCLA Central Ticket Office

on sale r^ow
213«825«9261

^
i'i.

MA« ( (JMt*«<»« 4 MUSK Pviit

See 'NEWS/ page 32
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UCLA
UMMER SESSIONS

MMM*M*M*MlUiiuiMililiUM^

Single Rooms Available

On Campus!
You may now reserve single accommodations in the

campus residence halls during Summer Sessions.

These rooms are available to all registered Summer
Sessions students and include full food service featuring

generous portions and unlimited servings.

The single room Sumrner Sessions rates are as follows:

6-week session: $1220.00
i"* i^l " 8-week session: $1647.00

10-week session: $2074.00

The reservation deadline is June 1 for the first session;

July 1 for the second session.

For complete information call the U&LA On-Campus
Housing Office at (2 1 3) 206-85 19.

UCLA DISCOUNT
With ID.

Good lluLi 5/31/91)

at

£/^TH^RJOUn
«=ff?SONAUZED SllFO€ ft LEAIMCP FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Zoiiiiic Footwcnr

Koiiictli Cole Footwear & Accessories

Avirex Botiibers

Aiidreiv Marc Apparel

In Wostwood Village
1009 Broxton Ave.

(Adjacent to Mario's)

208-3810

r

^IK77a Continues witli...

gtg>^ ^%
FREE

.11 a^^.^
etvVca^

Come move to the

rhythm of this

LATIN JAZZI
I)

' i„^.f^

V.>J : s-'^

NOW THIS IS J

,vi i
V COLLEGE!!

'^ij*.—

-

"ir

Join u#^-fbr Jazz & Coffee
Kerckhoff Coffee Houseipii y^

pm
Every Wednesday

Paid for by USAC - your stud. govt...

Tins year, ONE UCLA student:

"TT*Will eat at a restaurant an average
^\% times a month, spending an
average of $23. 1 5 per meal.

''Will spend an average of $39.25 on
haircuts over a period of 3 months.

*Will spend an average of $69.90 on
shoes, clothing, and accessories in

one month.

There are over 5(),0()0 students, staff,

and faculty members at UCLA; 48,()(X)

o^ ''cse have read the Daily Bruin
in the I'^'t 5 days.

A(!lJ \y'g)j'iiiis!'e;: ;82.S'4U'I5U

'NEWS'
From page 31

their time was short?).

The irony of Capital News,
though, is that despite its many
short-comings, it's still entertain-

ing. Moreover, il*s still a-heck-of-

a-lot beuer than most of what
prime-time has to offer (though

that's not saying much).
In short. Capital News follows

in the tradition of///// Street Blues,

St. Elsewhere and LA. Law — a

tradition that works. While it does
fall significantly short of perfec-

tion, it deserves the chance to

grow. To lose semi-intelligent

shows like this one before some-
thing better comes along to replace

them is a crime that only promises

to further network television's

already sorry state!

'Vital Signs'

jump starts

old formula,

feels fresh
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press Writer

f\\JM: Vital Signs. A 20th Century Fox
re lease produced by kaufie Perlmaf^
and Cathleen Summers With Diane
Lane and Adrian Pasdar.

The life-and-death of hospital

dramas have made them a surefire

staple of television from Dr.

Kildare and Den Casey to St.

Elsewhere. Perhaps that is why
they have been scarce in feature

films in recent years.

Vital Signs nuikes a return to the

world of scalpels and sutures, and
it manges to skirt most of the

timcwom formulas. It is a fresh,

involving piece of work.

The script by Larry Ketron and
Jeb Stuart follows a half-dozen

future doctors through their gruel-

ing third year in medical school.

Adrian Pasdar is dedicated to

excelling in surgery to prove his

worth to his unfeeling father.

Diane Lane in another achiever,

crisp and businesslike, trying to

avoid involvement with Pasdar.^
Tim Ransom and Jane Adams

are platonic roommates until sex

complicates their lives. Jack
Gwaltney neglects his waitress

wife, Laura San Giacamo, in his

fierce competition with Pasdar for

a surgery internship.

There are no villains in Vital

Signs. Tough Jimmy Smits may
crack down on Pasdar, but the

student proves himself under fire.

Even Pasdar's father (William
Devane) comes around.

The students survive the year
and face a bittersweet* parting,

probably never to see each other

again. It's a touching, justifiably

sentimental ending to the tale.

Director Marisa Silver is com-
passionate about her characters,

and the actors come through for

her. Adrian Pasdar has the looks

and emotional depth for stardom.
Diane Lane is entirely credible as a

budding doctor and Norma Alean-
dro is terrific as a cancer patient

who demands truth from her
doctors.

Need to Talk to

Someone?

lUCLA Peerlipllne

We're here to help.

Mon. - Fri. 5 p.m. - midnight
Sat. - Sun. 8 p.m. - midnight
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COME discuss "social and ew^ogical justice"

Tfiurs, May 3, 5-7pm. Ackerman, ropm 3520.

Sponsor BAH'I club. .

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Discussion, Thurs Book Studf

Fn Step Slidv AU 3S25 \Z:.j 1:15

Tues 'S-Mr NR C8177, Wed Otsossion
NPI CaS38 12 10 1 00

fOf alcoholcs or indmduais wtto have a

diMlanQ praMecn

(21a) 367-6316

Good Deals

two entrees • rice

Tu WM o J • refried beans or vegetables
Thurs May 3rd • chips and saisa

& Fri MaV 4th * coffee, tea, or soft drink

First Floor
Ackerman Union ^^

40V onK$3.99

INSURANCE WAR? We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

'^mm T*
;

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

I .S.IS.S^^^ ^^^^S^^^T^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO
i>^^^^^^*-^^^'-^^^^"g^g^^

fag Pellmy Ikkit

^^LAKERS pLaYOFFS
^^^' ANGELS - DODGERS
Eric Claptor) - White Sriake - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross ^ Miili Vanillic

Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Good Deals 7 Concert Tickets

MOTION PICTURE JOBS
Want to work in the movies, but don't know how to get
started? Learn the secrets that started careers of 1000's.
Read the Booklet STARTING YOUR CAREER IN MOTION
PICTURES.. Learn about...

• Starting with present skills
• • Entry-level positions

• How to make contacts
• Where to find jobs

...and more. Now Available for $9.95 + $1.60 shipping/handling to

Movie Careers
1317 North San Fernando Bl. S #151
Burbank, CA 91504

BOWIE May 23 & 26! Madonna 2 great floors

& 4 loges. Call Albert evenings.
(213)462 0663.

Miscellaneous 9

VIOLINISTS NEEDED GOOD PAY
(213)208-3921, ask for Sonja

Personal 10

•••••••••••

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at: _^

UCLA BLOOD CE^R|
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employeee receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or thte

meal ticket. We cannot award twth.

BRUIN
DEMOCRATS
another exciting

meeting tonight

7pm
Kerckhoff 400

student elections,

California politics,

and much more...

LET FREEDOM
RING

CONDOMS- Wholesale Price!

3doz/$6.00 plus tax $0.37. Check, money
order, Visa, M.C. Quality Synthetic Int*!,

Inc. 7281 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite H.

Garden Grove, CA 92641.

(800) 252-4994, (714) 893-6445.

Ik-

t

ASTROLOGY
READDNGS

E.S.P., TAROT CARDS
Loretta nil!

Reader and Advisor
Qroup or private con-

sultations,
Appts. necessary

(213) 207-1624 9am-
10pm 7days/wK
SPECL\L: All Mini
Readings $10

¥
¥
¥
¥

t

Personal 10 Personal 10

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Congratulations to

ESPANOL EN ESPANA
Oil

FRANCAIS EN FRANCE

1^2^ Bibles - Book i^

Gifts. ^
\mn^'

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm.
ThSat 10 am - 11 pm. Sun 2-6

10884 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024
i08-5432

Best Overall Participation
in SPRING SING 1990

Tr>"
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Career & Education Series

Presents the

TROUBLE?
Conflict with friend?

Roommate? Family?

Coiuorker?

FREE HELP by
professional mediator

for new TV Show. Call

for info (213) -142-5500.

/ pm
Where? Theta Xi Fraternity

629 Gayley
A seminsur discussing graduate
schools, grad school admissions
tests (LSAT, GRE, MCAT, etc.)

What?

r more info call Pete Yang 4 7 7-Ilii

Happy 20th

Warren!
Hope it's as

SPECIAL as you are!

^ Rena
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AO-SENIORS
Happy Senior

Appreciation Weel<!

»

WE LOVE YOU!

Visit the New Czechoslovakia.

Tom's Bed & Breakfast.

(619) 245-8336.

, ^ DUDETTE
(! Happy Birthday

My Little AAH!
Love, John

A<^ A<I) A<I> A<1> A<I> A<l> AO A<I> A<I> A<I> A<I> A<J> A<I> A<I> A<1>

CONGRATULATIONS PANHELLENICON YOUR TWO AWARDS
Outstanding Scholarship and »

Outstanding Community Service
jj

presented at the Western Regional Greek Conference for the 1989-90 year.

-?
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$7 FOR ANSWERING MAILED SURVEY. Must
be male and have lost father through death or

divorce (213)257-2582.— —A
A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS AGES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

EARN $150 VOLUNTEER FEMALES, ages

20-24 and ages 35'- 3 7 with regular menstrual
cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study. Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center for four

nights during one month. Call Sheila

(213)825-5688.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attcnlional prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a Ucc developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

MALE VOLUNTEERS needed with fair skin for

sunscreen testing. Volunteers will be paid. For
info, call (213)828-8887.

r

jump right in!

DeltaGanuna
ANCHOR SPLASH
FEATURING OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST

STEVE LUNDQUIST
.i

3-TMr— f

Sponsored by:

A\i/. kill

It ) / t
"f >

6th, I990
12piii-3pM

Men's Gym Pool [g?]

Raffle Cuntributors:

IICCORDS WE<;i

rlitai III Hill

fl^iUi . 'gvt
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The United Way

The Ladies of Alpha Chi Omega
Welcome everyone to

Penguin's Night
Wednesday, May 2nd, 1990

: 7-'lO pm
all prcxreeds go to Ihe Alpha Chi Omega Foundation

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

'1 H'

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndronr>c study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo. Study pays $100 If you arc ages

1 8-40, have PMS or no symptoms premenstru-

ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

3 *u

SUBJECTS ACES 18 60 INTERESTED IN TRY
INC AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY FEVER MEDI
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO (INAC

TIVE MEDICATION), IN A SIX WEEK TRIAL

YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO $2^0 FOR THIS

RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL (213)820-6574

ASK FOR FARIBA OR MICHELLE.

UIDnv RIESE
COOKIES

m 9B9

footlocker

( NUMEROUNO)

Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22

(non-hypcrsensitlve) who have gum recession

and/or teeth hypersensitive .to heat, cold, air

and touch. Cannot be using a tartar control

toothpaste currently. Will be required to brush

teeth 2x daily with assigned commercially

available dentifrice ar>d toothbrush. $35.00
upon completion for five evaluations during an

eight week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Lynne, Clinical Research Center,

(213)825-9792 ^_
NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.

(213)825-0392.

PAY ATTENTION! Males, age 30-55, paid $1 5

cash for two hours of attention and motor

testing. (213)825-6402.

We Accept All Vision Care Plans, i

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

^ ^f^isiSi;:^SSsiiJS^^>;; . .;

Opportunities 26

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wlc

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
c:ryo bank

COLLECE MONEY Private scholarships' You
receive a minimum of 8 private sources or your

money refunded! Cuarantecd! College Scho-

larship Locators PO Box 1881, jopiin, MO
64802-1881 (417)624-0362 -

COLLICIATE ENTERTAINMENT MACAZINE
Looking for dedicated/motivated people will

ing to go against all odds Need: account

executives, marketing, writers, photographers/

artists. Pia (213) 292-6746

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills, ^cellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

EARN $10,000/mo. or more Have the courage

tocall. It could make you rich (21 3)280 3558

MAKE $$ EASY Help people get SHA mort

gage refund No selling (detailed manual

Send $9.95 to Young /^pirations, PO Box

8807, Coleta, CA 93118.

Opportunity of a

Lifetime...
While you continue as a student a

Xprofessor (non s^es types are the most I

successful j

Fmanaal Independence m 13 years

Wefwortt marketing

\go into t)usine55 lot yourself but not by I

yourself. $16O0-$7S00/Uo PT (5- W
Hrs.w*j Then, if you wish $40,000 •

$100,000 Uo n This is genume-no

hxaggefaaons Work from your home- yc

am hours. We Iran and support

Call (213) 964 4287

24hr. recorded message

Pregnancy 20

KGG IXONOKS needed for infertile women If

you arc under 35 and healthy you could have

the satisfaction of helping someone in a very

special way. Contact AMI, South Bay Hospital

IVF Center. (213)318-4741. Compensation

provided.

Salons 21

EARN up to

$150j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

FO' rfo'T^alor^ Car^CC PtT en's

Ca' An"a !h'o^g'"o^; I A Dce't
(8'8: 986 3883 ''O-^ yo..' pa" c paiion

49b4 Van lijyt Blvd Sharmin Oalii

CARLTON HAIR INT'L Westwood Marquis

Hotel, hair models needed, all services free

M/F. ask for Vanessa or Vicki (213) 208-91 32.

Help Wanted 30
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Health Services 22

EYESICHT improve YOUR eyes. 100% safe!,

automatic, ALL natural, lifetime permanent

Ultimate worldwide. Adrian (213)73p0934

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Hcmian. Qinical
Paychologist,

catiifg di.<(order specialist. Individual

appomtmcnu available. (213)655-6730

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists.

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

offlce^ skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

10 Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTINC--Permancnl FT experience in

A/P, A/R 9i collections, helpful. Will train.

Ten-key by touch, computer experience, good
phone etiquette, and attention to detail re-

quired. For appointment call Ms. B.

(213)477 8867 Westside location

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR Energe

tic capable person to work with Dean and
three Chairpersons, coordinating academic
programs. Supervisory experience, organiza-

tional, interpersonal, and Macintosh skills.

ExcellQryi working conditions, small Westside

universily for adults. Send letter, resume,

throe telephone references to Dr. Sara Winter,

Academic Dean, Antioch University, 13274
Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292. pead
line: May 9,19»0

'

ACCRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office Great opportunity for

advancement in nationally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and refer-

ences necessary (213)491-1000
,

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
nSHERIES Earn $600-K/wcek in cannery,

$8,000- $12,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th,

No experience necessary. Male or female For

&8-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Wesltake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109- 30 day, uncondi-'

tional, 100% money back guarantee

APPLY NOW for summer work $10. 75 start-

ing pay FT, PT, flexible hours while school in

session. College accredited program. Call for

interview. (213)392-1310, 9am-5pm.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-

semble prodjcts at home Details
(602)838-8885 ext. w 8050

ATTENTION! Excellent income for home ass-_

scmbly work. (504)646-1 700, dept. p695^

ATTENTION: Earn money watching tv!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(1)602 838 8885 Ext. TV-8050.

SECRETARY/WORD PROCESSING

TECnNICAl. F.DITOK —
Downtown Environmeniai

Consulling Firm. Provide

word processing/rcpoa

preparation and general

administrative support to

General Manager and

technical staff. Computer

literacy and prior experience

with similar firm a plus.

Send resume and writing

samples tp:

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR

.Ecology & Environment, Inc.

717 W. Temple Sireet, Suite 202

Los Angeles, CA 90012

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838-8885

ATTENTION POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1 41/hr!

For^pplication info call (1) (602)838 88855,

Ext M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days

BRENTWOOD CO seeks a bookkeeper who
IS motivated and a self-starter 2 yrs experi-

ence preferred Computer expltrience a must.

Minimum 30 hrs/wk. or F/T Call

(818)887-7056

BRENTWOOD DEVELOPER has internship

available for 91 grads interested in real

estate development. Send resume to. Travis

Strughan, R.W Selby & Co., 1166T San

Vicente Blvd »510 LA CA 90049

BROADCASTING cxccllenl opportunity PT,

evenings and wceKcnds. $500/mo No experi-

ence necessary Must know baseball PC
experience a plus (213)376-2684

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkcnstocks

aren't enough Make a diffcreiice this summer
VOTER REVOLT Earn $2.S0/400wk Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views Eleven offices state-wide
(213)475 8110.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy Ex-

perience preferred. M^,-«fternoons, Sat 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr F/T, -fparkmg. Call

(213)556-0660, Lee ASAP

CHILD CARE Palms Park Counselors
$7.0lAir, 6-untis Child DEvelopment Call

(213)838-4045 or (213)8.38 3838 Mary or

Lady

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR -Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Expert—'

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

F/PT (213)479-0514.

COUNSELORS needed Mental health facility

Weekend and pm shifts Valerie,
(213)8.36-5567

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs Beaslc/s

bakery in Santa Monica. Full and par^-time

(213)394 6983
^

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housec*Ieaners

• Full A Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Werk*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

-J_
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NAVY DENTISTRY;
A PRACTICE

WITH A WORLD
OF

OPPORTUNITY. -

Get all the benefits of^
professional Navy practice

plus the desirable lifestyle

of a Navy officer.

•Professional support

•Opportunities for

further education :_

Travel

Salary and benefits

comparable with

r'%i-fi

Civilian practice

•Officer fringe benefits

For an informal interview

appointment or more
information on the Navy's

Dentistry Program, contact

HMI Dave Cheney at

1-800-252-0559 or

(213) 298-6671.

You are Tommorow.
-You are the Navy.

COURIER for Graphics Lab Great job in

i relaxed environ, $7.50/hr + 35/mile. Aftcr-

• noons 12:30-6:30, own car and insurance

required City Graphics Brian (213)938-3744

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- -opportunity guide

$300-5900 weekly (506)927 9768 Ext C5

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 10

positions available $10.25/starting, flexible

'hours FT/PT, will tram. Call 9-5.

(818)342-2612."

DELIVERY for Cookie Co M-F, P/T AM $6/hr.

plusmileage Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477 4479.

DISPATCHER for towing company in Beverly

Hills. PT & FT Will tram. Kannyar

(213)273-6193

EARN $500-51500 PART-TIME STUFFING
ENVELOPES IN your home For free informa-

tion, send a self addressed stampcs envelope to

PO Box 81953 Alburquerque NM 87198.

EVENING RECEPTIONIST PT Market research

firm in WLA seeks energetic person with ability

to handle 2 things at once Mature/outgoing

person a must. 56.50/hr. Call Becky

(24,3)476-2565^

I"

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
Work to dismantle the

military- Industrial

complex and rebuild
our society. SANE/
FREEZE, the country's

largest peace & social

justice lobby, is hiring

dedicated women &
men to be grassroots
organizers. FT/PT/Summer.
CALL (213). 938-3470

EXPERIENCED 13-base .3/4 operator Typing

45wpm. Daytime, number of hours ncgoli

able. Hollywood. 59hr, Call Ashley,

(213)655-9482

FEMALE figure or life drawing models wanted

by photographer Call Peter at (21 3)558-4221

FUN AND SUN AT VENICE BEACH Use your

marketing skills to sell a new frozen dessert

55/hr Call (818)769- W82. Leave message

USE YOUR marketing sales or management

skills to make lucrative part-lime or excep-

tional full-time. 5200(Vmo or 53000/mo

Call now (213)841 2060

GENERAL OFFICE for Santa Monica Real

Estate. Word processing, organization and

communication skills. Permanent PT position.

(213)939-1720.

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY- Day camp
counselors nearby Santa Monica mountains

campsite. Tocaioma Day Camp. (213)

822-2451.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and Job seeking tips particulJrr'tolHawaii,

send 510 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St, Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 96813

HAWAII WANTS YOU!!! Booming economy
experiencing severe labor shortage Thou

sands of summer & yr round job opportunities

available. For compielc info pkg send 510 50

to Scott Cooper 71fla 22nd Ave Honolulu, HI

90816
I I

LEGAL ASSISTANT: small business litigation

firm looking for an individual willing to make
atwo year minimum commitment Will assist

attorney in trial preparation, great opportunity

for prc-law students Must have good analyti

cal and organizational skills Flexible hours

and negotiable wage Send letter including

G.P.A., SAT score, and list of high school

activities and awards to LFS^ A NOKMIN
TON, Attn Vanessa Huey, Ml '> Moraga Drive,

Los Angeles, CA 90049.
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P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency.

We are looking for a fle?<{ible

dependable person to do

home inspections and office

duties. Sliouid have good

typing, computer. 8 phone

skills. We need someone
22-25 hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule). Start at

$6/hr (review in 90 days)
CAR IS A MUST !!

Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

MAR VISTA recreation center, located in WLA
Seeks energetic people to staff Summer Day
Camp, S6 25/hr. 30hrs. per week. Monday-

Friday. 10am-4pm. Startihg 6-25-90 to

8-31-90. Call today for interview.

(213)398-5982.

NATURAL FOODS COMPANY NEEDS health

concious, physically fit assistants, working

with retail accounls.(21 3)472-2474.

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales people to market

exciting, innovative product. First month po-

tential earnings in the thousands. Possibly

doubling each month after. Part or full-time.

Call for interview. Robert (213)834-7461.

OFFICE HELP, P/T, $6-$7/hr. Flexible hours

Fairfax/Pico. Call jean (21 3)93391 22.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

J3UTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. CAMEUi.
"CONNECTION NEEDS AMBFTIOUb SIU-
DENTS. SELL AD SPACE FOR THE TOP
COLLEGE MAGAZINE. TRAINING/
materials)! AND SUPPOJfT PROVIDED.
(ROBIN OR JAY) (800)342-5118.

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-

CATION. (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME: MARKETING RESEARCH FIRM in

Reseda needs telephone irtlerviewers. Flexible

hrs., hrly + bonus, research only. No sales.

(818)345-7363.

PART-TIME, 20HRS/WK DURING SCHOOL,
30HRS/WK DURING SUMMER. REAL ESTATE
ENTREPENEUR NEEDS PERSONAL ASSIS-

TANT. NO QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY,
MUST BE PERSISTENT, AGGRESSIVE, AND
PERSONABLE. OFFICE IN BEVERLY HILLS

$7/HR. PLUS BONUSES. START ANYTIME
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. (213)205-0879.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

PART-TIME "PERSON FRIDAY" Construction

company. Light phones and typing. Flexible

hours available from 8-5. Need immediately
Belinda (213)2754446

"PERSON IRIDAY" wanted 3 5 days/week
1-5pm to answer phones, typing, computer
and have good organizational skills. Call

450-5957.

POSITION available for full or pA salesperson,

exclusive womens clothing store m the Beverly

Center. (213)652-7018.
I

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-
side sublets for summer law clerks May-Sepl
Contact Melinda. (21 3)()e75421

.

PTFOR INSURANCE office, FT m summer Wo
require someone willing to learn. Good phone
voice. Able to deal with public Near campus
Hours flexible, salary negotiable" Soma,
(213)477-7051

PTA T WORK in Brentwood Real Kstatc Office

Property management and sales
(213)207 8789

PA SECRETARY OIIICF MANAGER in doc-

tor's office in Westwood Village Experience in

k)ookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP Be-

ginning salary $9.50-»- depending on cxpcri-

cnce (21.1)208 3 700, (21.3)208 6770

PA RECEPTIONIST for busy Brentwood Real

Estate office. 20-25 hrs/wk Prior experience

required (213)820-5151
'

PA RETAIL SALES Westwo<jd Village gift shop
ric*ible hours, weekends ir\fi evenings
$5.50/hr Reliable and outgoing
(2i3)iU8-4l07.
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LAW FIRM

needs motivate(j person

to (Jo chaliefiging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opp>ortuniiies available -

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and

one clerical support position assisting with

Quality Control throughout the department;

14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient

on-campus location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr., must be able to work summer;
contact Mary Ann Fataen, (213)206-6608.

RECEPTIONIST—FILE CLERK. PT until end of

school, ,FT in summer. Wages—open.
(213)380-9287.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERK, PA, 1 5 hrs/wk., $8^r.

Good phone skills, general office work. Enter-

tainment business near UCLA. Call Ruth

(213)476-0638. - " -
•

RECEPTIONIST wanted. Varied hours, even-

ings and weekends. Starts $5/hr. PA
(213)470-1558. 1650 Westwood Blvd.

.RECEPTIQNIST wanted for bright cheery Be-

"Verly Hills office. FA position. 35-40 wpm.
Laura (213)274->U9.

RESORTS HIRING NOW. Fun in the sun,

iropical, hmeii, stid ^moiamani parkt. sum-

mer opportunities .available. (303)444-0100.

RETAIL POSjUQ^ available now! Do you

enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently em-

ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023^

Ask for Margaret. '

"

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. PA, Fridays a plus. 11-6 pm. Friendly

professional app)earance. (213) 395-2728.

RETAIL SALES/STOCK PERSON- PA, flexibly

hours. Beverly Hills area. (213) 274-7577. Call

after 1 1 00 am.

^ Westwood Sporting Goods 1[

^ Ne«ds pari tims help afternoons & Satudays ^
•^ during schod. Very fiexibia scheduiel ^^ Expenenoe no< necessary Ful bme ^
^ empteymenl needed during summer. ^
"^ Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave. ^^ Westwood Village ^
^••••••••••••••••»
SECRETARY wanted. FA or PA, no experience

necessary. M-F, 9-6pm. Flexible. W . H^Hy-
wood. (213)962-9014.

' "

Collections

SHIPPING CLERK- PA, M^h-Fri, $7/hr. Bro-

chure mailing, heavy lifting required. Please

contact Austrian National Tourist Office. (21 3)

477-3332. Elizabeth.

STOCKBROKERS assistant to help develop,

leads, lots of phonework, hours flexible,

$5Air.(21 3)445-01 83, Barry.

STOCK BROKER assistant. Telemarketing and

adm. Century City. Nat'l firm. $7/hr. School

credit available. 213-282-7030.

STUDENT needed for part-time work video-

taping courses at the Medical Center. Previous

camera experience. Yael (213)206-4533.

SUMMER JOBS: High Sierra Family Resort

seeks live- in counselors (20-up) to teach:

CANOEING, CRAFTS, RIDING, ARCHERY,
RIFLERY, FOLK GUITAR, PRESCHOOL,
WATERSKIING. Also need: FRONT DESK,

BARTEhrtDER, COOK, JANITORIAL.
1(800)229-9900 anytime.

SUMMER JOBS/DAY CAMP- Tom Sawyer

Camp is looking for energetic, dynamic people

for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena

area. Develop leadership, communication/

organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends. Impact children's lives forever. Call

(818) 794-1156.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train.. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
^confimunication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE.
Want to worfc m Australia, f^vrxtpc, F iji? Wi
fun and easy. Some transportation. Send

$6.50. SASE to Working Worldwide, 5007

Lankershim Blvd, Ste 100 North Hollywood,

CA 91606.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.^
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS: Earn:

S12-$14/hr. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (818)36^7818, (213)274-8042.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physioue.
High commisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13/hr. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am- 3:30pm.

Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONING to verify addresses and other

data. No selling. $5Air. plus substantial daily

incentives. 4 hours daily should easily earn

over $50. Call Marvin Best (213)475-5521

There's No Better Time Than Now.

Join one of America's largest and most successful
automotive finance organizations — Toyota Motor
Credit Corporation. Our vast network covers 49 states
and were growing fast with new branches opening
throughout the U.S. This translates intg exciting op-
portunities for college graduates. Currently, we have
entry-level positions available at our San Ramon
branch office.

Assistant Customer Accounts Representatives

in these positions, you will be responsible for all retail

collection activity and customer service for assigned
accounts. A BA/BS degree, good communication skills

and basic computer abilities are essential.

TMCC offers a competitive starting salary excellent
benefits, and a very pleasant work environment.
Please call (415) 830-8200, or submit your resume with
salary history to; Toyota Motor Credit Corporation,
2420 Camino Ramon, Bidg. J, Suite 150, P.O. Box-5023,

.

San Ramon. CA 94583; Attention: Human Resources/-
EOEM/F/H/V .

'*^-
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Entry-Level

^9k^ Programmers/

CRDflm mc Testers
CADAM INC, a leader in the CAD/CAM industry, has immediate openings for Entry-Level
Programmers/Testers.

The primary focus of this position wilt be to assist in the testing of pre-release
graphics software products and provide a user perspective to the design of new product
enhancements. •

Successful candidates will have a B.S. in Computer Science or equivalent. You should
possess effective skills in both FORTRAN and C programming languages and be familiar with the
PC and DOS environment. Other desired skills include knowledge of testing methodologies,
standards, and principles.

CADAM INC offers a dynamic work environment plus a competitive salary and flexible

benefits package. For consideration, please submit your resume to : CADAM INC,
Employment Office, Dept. HR, 1935 N. Buena Vista Street. Burbank. CA 91504. We
are an equal employment, affirmative action emplpyer-M/F/V/H.

CADAM INC
^^

-- A^SUBSIDIARY OF TBW CORPORATION
^

Giving Sliape To Imagination

READ THE

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS!

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Receptionist
Part Time job availflblg
at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky
(213) 652-2872

WRITERS WANTED, $18-$27^r. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 58.35 Harold

Way, Hollywood, CA 90026.
Job Opportunities 32

YMCA Day Camp Counselors work with

children outdoors, visit southern California

attractions, call Nani 213-386-8570.

iSmmmScmSflSt^Ŝ

Job Opportunities 32

starr-

ing. For construction company accounting

experience a plus. Computer experience a

must, preferably Macintosh. Light typing and
phones. Work directly with controller. Non-
smoker. Need immediate help. Beverly Hills.

Belinda. (213)275-4446.

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$13QQ
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

SINGLE, 2-bcdroom, .3tX!droom Walk lo

UCLA and Village. 10966 RcKbhng Ave
(213)208-4253 or (213)824-2595

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus $850. 3+2
loxxnhoyfcB. Good ataa. SoeM f i ty) bakony )

^••••••••••••*
*

•
*
•

•
•
*

*•*•••*••••••••

•
* Valet Parkers!!

• To valet park at
* private parties &
* restaurants.
*
•
if

Flexible tiours. PT/

FT. Clean DMV
printout required.

*
* 413-6997

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER

EARN TOP DOLLAR
Join Career Strategies

Temporary Inc.

Specializing Iri Placing

• secretaries • word
processors • data entry

clerks • proofreaders •

receptionists •

• general clerical •

Call Amy Focrcster

(213)285-0440

Full-time Position with an estbtolished and growing
Constajction/Design/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capxible of working inde-
pendently and timely. YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn

and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references^fo:

, StlLLLifE Construction
'1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica. CA 90403

NORTHRIOGE $275 UP
5(X) unit student housing facility

Shared or private units All furnished Private

bathroom Pool, Jacuzzi ^ hr dr've to UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applicatioris

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah, Northndge,

CA 91325 (818)886-1717

gated parking New pamt. (213)865-3801

VAN NUYS 23 mm. to UCLA, 2-bd/V/, -ba.,

$675/mo., 1-bd/1-ba , $510/mo Close access

to freeway Pool and laundry facility No Lg

pels Bob or Linda (818)787-7318
I J

WESTWOOP DUPLEX, SI 275, 2-bcdroom/

1 -bath, stove, refrigerator, quiet street On
Midvalc, near Massachusetts (213)829-0385.

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,

security bIdg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

u

X

-:^rT-

TYPIST/CLERICAL, 45 wpm, good language

skills, flexible hours; willing to train on Word-
Perfect. S7/hr+. Call Barbara (213)282-8355.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.

Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience-preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)487-1780.

VILLAGE DENTAL OFFICE NEEDS assistant to

office manager, some typing. 16hrs/week.

$6.50^r. during training, year round. Marlene
(213)208-3560.

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art g^allery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly

required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to Tit schedule.

$5/hr. (213)828-8537.

WESTWOOD FLORIST needs FT helpers and
delivery people. Friendly atmosphere. $5A»r.,

helpers, $6/hr., delivery. (213)478-6091.

WOODLAND HILLS, Marketing strategy firm

needs experienced Telemarketers for M-F, PA
work. Computer/peripheral knowledge help-

ful. Salary negotiable. Contact Carrie.

(818)346-7702.

WORD PROCESSOR needed mornings. $6/hr,

10 hrs/wk. Weekdays. Need IBM PC MS DOS
expcridnce. Call (21.3)641-9767.

WRITFR/INTERVIEWER. Writer to conduct 1

hr interviews entered on word processor.

Strong composition skills. Ability to read and
interpret documents. Interact with people.

Full-time Potential for advancement.
$12-15/hr. Call Chris at CBL Incorporated

(213)558-3309.

APARTMENT MANAGER, 25 units. Brent-

wood adjacent. Local experience and refer-

ences required. 1 -bedroom apartment and
salary. (213)476-5117.

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE EXECUTIVE
seeking aggressive eager senior to train as

protege. Must be self-starter with desire for

unlimited earning capacity. Comissioned posi-

tion. Mr. Elliot (213)276-5099.

EARN $1000-$2000/MONTH p/t, Earn
20-40% commissiorv/ bonuses marketing a

wide range of services from Fortune 500
providers. Build to a F/T career/ unlimited

income. Call (213)286-9385

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview patients/

review records. Strong writin^yping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable, $12-15^r. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application.

REAL ESTATE Investment sales need wealthy

contacts. Will train and get licenced. Huge
commissions Joseph (213)453-2200.

RECEPTIONIST. Full-time permanent,
responsible. Data Entry, phones,
filing, light typing. Languages for

children (213)444-7330

Internships 34

HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP
Meet celebrities, learn PR business from pros,

work with UCLA Alumn! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

great attitude. Sharona, Joyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446

LIFETIME cable television has FT marketing

position available $5-5.5(Vhr. 35 hrs/wk.

(213)446 6616.

NON-SALARY, preferably communications
major for film producer (WORKING GIRL)

P/T, typing, filing, script coverage. Contact

Rebecca (818)954 3067

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTING-PA, Live-out, non smoker,

must have car. One 6-year old boy. Salary

negotiable. (213)472-7131 Susan.

Child Core Wanted 35

CHILDCARE 2 nights/week. Santa Monica
Canyon area. Own transportation, references

Responsible, reliable, gentle. (213)454-6884

EXPERIENCED nanrfy for month of july in Del

Mar. Live-in Boys 2-^5 Rcfernces
(213)273-6376.

EXPERIENCED babysitter, evenings and Sun
days, for 6-year-old and 18-month-old boys.

(21 3)478-5648, (21 3)476-9777 (ask for Rabbi

Weinberg).

INFANT CARE 6-15 flexible daytime hours

weekly for a baby who wants to be hefb

Encino (818)906-7798

INFANT CARE: Flexible, 1 to 2 evenings per

week, for happy 3 month old baby Lore

(213)652-2855^

PART-TIME or Full-Time, WLA, near married

student housing, call Molly or Dave, 7- 10pm.
(213)398-1730.

WANTED permanent Sat. night babysitter.

Nice family, short drive from campus. Leave
name & best time to call. (213)393-4494.

WLA MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED in my
home. 3-7pm, M-F. Car necessary. Please call

(213)207-2039

LARGE private room and bath. SFO $475
Available May 1st (21 3)204 39 40.

LIVE-IN. BABYSITTER/DRIVER. English speak

ing, own car, non-smoker. Exchange for room
& board. Salary. (213)471-6724.

CHILD CARE needed for delightful 19 month
old- girl. r/T mon-fri (213)392-7752.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpels, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227

2-BD AND LOFT, 27, bath, spacious, cathed-

ral ceilings, nice area in Culver City. 10-min.

to UCLA. SllOCVmo. (213)398-7128.

2bd & loft. 2Vi bath Spacious. Cathedral

ceilings. Nice area in Culver City. 10 min.to

UCLA. $1100/mo. (213)398-7128. - •

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmorc Drive. $695 Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1250 and
up 2-f2. Gym, Jacuzzi, walk to UCLA No pets

520 Kelton (213)208-7483

BACHELOR, WLA, $535/mo 1-year lease

Refrigerator, hot plate, furnished/unfurnished.

One person No pets. (213)826-7888

BACHELOR $475/MO Carpets, drapes, refrig

10 min to campus, 3545 Jasmine. Palms
(213)839-7227

BEVERLY HILLS single, unfurnished f875/mo,
newly decorated. Available now 401 Shirty
Place (213)553-6540, (818)789-5429

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Gorham 2-bed,

2-bath. $1150/mo. Garden style apts

(213)8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
evenings/weekends.

BRENTWOOD, large, 2B/2B Close to bus/

UCLA. May or June 1st. Aaron or John.

(21 3)206- 5055(w), (21 3)471 -7562(h).

BRENTWOOD,$840/mo 2 bcd/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking no pets. Applications for

summer/fall. (21 3)939-1 732

JEWISH COOP. Walk to UCLA ALL Kosher

meals, utilities, furnishings, PARKING
$395/mo. (213)208-9326 Westwood Bayit

LARGE 1 -bedroom, on Kelton, parking, hard

wood floors, and french windows. $775/mo.
(213)824-7876 (after 6pm).

ONE quiet upstairs studio, full bath, kitchen

Beverly Hills adjacent, near bus. $525/mo.
(213) 658-7014

PALMS 1-bdr/lbth, security, dishwasher, AX,
heating, new $850/mo. Must see.
(213)839 4585

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished. $155(i.
furnished. Short or long term Large and

beautiful 2-f2 Perfect for four students. New
carpets, buill-ins, fiJC, patio. 1711 Malcolm.

(213)273-1212

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 move-m
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Gayley (213)208 6735 Man-
agcd by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rcnt Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator 555 Levering (213)208-7634

Managed by Moss and Co-

MAR VISTA/
—PALMS

—

2-bcd/2-bath

townhousc
$925-$1015

* Balconies

*Fireplaces

*L:^undry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Plap Vista

Properties

306-6789

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gatec] bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd * den, 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

fALMS, $600/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap
pliances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 jasonville

(213)454-4754.

PALMS $845. Bright, 2 bedroom/2-bath, up \

per, balcony, new carpel, drapes, no pcls.'(

(213)839 8800. '

PALMS. Low move- in. No security deposit on
approval credit 1-bdr from $650-$750 Pool
sauna and exercise room (21 3)8.36 3800

PICO-ROBFRTSON ARRA, spacious 2 bed/
2-bath, $800/n>o. 1 bcd/1-balh, $650/mo.
Call (213)273-8160.

. \

WESTWOOD/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard
wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds
(213)477-2777

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $1400/obo
2-bed/2-balh, 1 400 square ft f ireplacc. Hard
wood floors Agent, Ray (21.3)559-4315

WFSTWCX:)!) VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE
DUCTION BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING 433
KELTON AVE (213)208 8685

WLA 2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771.
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KNOWLES: From Bollettieri^s academy to UCLA, freshman is now headed to top

«1^
t'-"-.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200-51300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

VAN NUYS- Near 405-Freeway, shopping.
Large 2-bedroom, newly decorated, dis-

hwasher, fire place, central air throughout,
enclosed gates. Call manager (81 8) 997-6766.

From page 40

Housing Needed 60

V ^WLA- 2.bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount

j;^.^ bdrlus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

Ui3) 204-4248.

WlK 3-bed/2-bath, $1 lOO/mo. + $1200 sec-

urity deposit. 4-plex, laundry room. Parking..

Security gate. (213)202-6524.

WLA- $625, 1 -bedroom, modem, built-ins,

A/C, carpet, levelors, security, oii UCLA bu-
sline. (213) 478-1190. 2605 S Barrington.

WLA, S730/mo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907.

WLA, $875, 3-bed/2-bath, newly remodeled,
large, storage room, laundry facilities.

(213)839-3458.

WLA- Bright 3-bed/2-bath,-$ 1,350. Large pa-

tio, 3-car parking, dishwasher, near SM
BiyBundy. Jim (213) 820-4368.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenliKe.' (213)
477-9955 " "

' '

WLA SINGLE upper urfil. $525 T^mTTes Id

campus. Available now. (213)451-4771

Apartments Furnishied 50

1-MILE to campus Extra large single w/
parking. $625/mo. 1235 Federal Ave.

(213)477 7237-

"— >e

APARTMENT NEEDED from June-August.
2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished.
(213)748-4544.

SEEKING LOW COST lot to buy or rent one
bedroom apartn>ent furnished. Phone Adrian
730-0934.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 1 5 hr^vk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED. Private residence

% hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131.

FREE RENT IN HOUSE near UCLA in exchange
for babysitting 1 2-ycar-old girl a few nights a
week. Non-smoker, female preferred. Call

Kaye (21 3)826-551 2(m-0 9-5.

ROOM, BOARD for childcare, M-F, evenings.

Salary/weekends TBD. Seperate unit, Pico/

Westwood. (213)470-1431.

ROOM & BOARD IN exchange for driving and
housework, part-time close to UCIA beautiful

home. (213)476-1510.

ROONVBOARD EXCHANGED- For babysit-

ting and light chores. Near UCLA. Start in June.

Flexible schedul|^1 -year committment. RSUP.
(213) 559-7186 Leave message

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.0C/day + room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barncson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819.

WANTED SUMMER RENTERS in Westwood
area. We will help you find perfect accomada-
tions for the summer. Spacious apartments

with sauna, spa, pool, and fitness center. Well
managed with 24 hr on call service. Only 3
blocks from campus. Please call 208-4868.

WESTWOOD. $355. Female share 2-bedroom
duplex w/3 rils. Parking. 1385 Midvale.

(213)477-4045, (213)44 5-5345,
(213)454-8211. /_

BRENTWOOD. 1-bed/2-bath condo. Furn-

ished, 5 min to UCLA. Pool. Quiet. View.

(213)826-9559, (213)206-1193.

WESTWOOD- $1000/mo. Super 1-bath

condo in the Colony. Available immediately.

Call Susan Stark (213) 451-5471.

WLA CONCX3. 2-bed/2-bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.
Entirety, $1100. (213)837-9166.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

Sublet

t /lllstate
k^ Auto/Home/Commerclal
"^ Westwood/WilaMre Office^ 312-0202^ 1317 Westwood Blvd^ (2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

^
M
^
M
M

^
66

2-BEDROOM Westwood apartment. Furn-

ished. Parking. Spacious. Ideal for 4 people.

$140(ymo. (213)824-2548.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET this summer. 1

block from campus. Parking, laundry, Jacuzzi,

2 bcl/2 ba. Price negotiable. (213)208-6768.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-AugUst.

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 p50/mo. Option to lease

(213)286-1241.

HUGE 1-BED in Brentwood by country club.

Free cable, sunny. Available immediately

$775/mo. (213)447-2297.

HURRY! Female: May & June (+ or -); share

room; cute, sunny apt., furnished, walk to

UCLA. (213)471-4533.

LARGE SINGLE for two, Westwood, TV, pool,

garage, laundry. 15 May-1 September
$58C/mo. (213)470-4950. .

.-

MID JUNE-SEPTEN1BER, 1 -bedroom in

2-bedroonr\/ 2bath furnished apartment. Park-

ing. On edge of campus and Wcshvood.
(213)824-4050.

MID JUNE TO MID SEPTEMBER: 1 -bedroom
security building with parking, spa, pool,

more. Close to campus in Westwood. Please

contact Chad or Paul (213)479-6815

PROFESSOR AND FAMILY- Seek 3-bcdroom
house/aptartmcnt. July-20 - Aug-15 (dates

negotiable). Sublet or exchange with large

Manhattan apartment. (212) 673-5324.

Tennis 80

FORMER TENNIS team or tournament players

for needed for practice. $15/hr-$20/hr.

(213)470-1640 (evenings).

•******•*••••

Auto Insurance

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wo Jll i.\{) Inil julo iiibuijiin.

IS foqiiiu'd 1)7 l,j.,'i So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)352-7175 (318)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGEf-JCV

•••••••••••••••••

Apts. Unfurnished
-—^2^

$710, ONE-BEDROOM + loft. Stove, rcfrig.,

dishwasher Close to beach 325 Vernon,
Venice. (213)301-2289

BRENTWOOD, 2-bedroom/ 2-bath,
$1295/mo New building, washer/ dryer,

microwave included. WiJshirc/ Barny Ave,

(213)473-4272 —--
WESTWOOD, 1390 Veteran, studio apt ex
cellent location Available now. $575, eves

(213)275-1427 or (213)540-4425.

WLA large 1 -bdr $680. Free utilities! Pool, no
pels, E2 bus to UCLA! 1621 Westgatc Ave
(213)820-1121.

, Room for itelp= =6^

FRF.E KOOM in exchange for help with meals
and time in evenini^weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills."South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman witlvmultiple

sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Refercnce-

sif available. Call Mana Guerrero- at

(213)4770471 9-5pm

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. Available May 16.

(818)990-5304.

Housin^g '— Wanted
LA Uw firm looking tor auinmer-
8ublct£ for law clerks. Will share
housing with present roommates.

Needed May 15 and later,

through August. IMcasc contact
Linda Friedman at 213^489 1600

AUTO INSURANCE
MInlmLim liability required

by law.

Example: ferTiale 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urxjer 21. male urxJer 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call r^.ow (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters --^

Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE^N
iNsuiANCi n«vicis

loa wautoo Kia. m.M 101Moaa c« I

J

THEO NICHOLAS

Mark Knowles

try 10 work my way back up to lop
20."

Bui an obstacle ihal could
appear in Knowles* path lo the lop

is No. 2-ranked Jonathan Stark of

Stanford, who is seen by many as

the toughest competitor around. "I

watched Jason (Netter) play him
(Stark) at Stanford. Jason would
have beaten anyone else on thai

day, but !§krk just played unbelie-

vably," said Knowles.

But, then again, everybody's
tough in college.

**You can't take any opponent
loo lightly. You have to be on the

lookout no mailer What they're

ranked," he said. "Y5u have to

focus on every single match one at

a lime and not worry about what

they did in the pasl or what they're

ranked," Knowles said.

It goes the same for the entire

UCLA squad.

With recent wins over USC,
Stanford, and Cal, the 1990 confer-

ence champion Bruins (22-3 over-

all; 8-1 Pac-10) are finally

performing the way they had
hoped lo all season. After slidiijg

around on the Volvo Tennis/Colle-

giate Rankings' charts all season,

and falling as low as No. 8, the

Bruins have worked their way
back up and currently hold the No.
2 spot.

*'As long as we have no injuries,

I think we're going U) win the

NCAAs," he said. "If we sUck
together and help support each

Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Travel

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".
Undergraduate, gradujlc, PhD Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

WORD PROCESSING, desktop publishing,

g r ' a m
mar editing. Graduate in English. Pick-up/

delivery (818)567-4869.

Movers 94 Tutoring Offered 98
Music Lessons 102

RESUMES/COVEK LETTERS. Expertly wrilleh

by Career Counselor Also college admission

essays Near UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNINGRESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients

Rct results. We Never Close (213)287-2785

GREG'S MOVING CO. last, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892 -•

HONEST MAN. Lgrge picku'p with dollies;

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

rriendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

FRENCH LESSONS
. by experienced native

Jcachcr featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441

.

Room for Rent 64

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close lo everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785-1028.

VISITING PARENTS/SCHOLARS charming
furnished 1-bdrm apt. available for $50/night

Near UCLA. Call Pam, (213)277-1994.

Apts. to Stiare 54

2-BEO, 2-BATH, nice apartment m WLA lo

share with responsible female, non-smoker,
own room and bath, $400/mo.
(213)937-2707.

AVAILABLE NOW: Own room, $290/mo plus

deposit M or F, non-smoker, responsible. Call

Matt Of Nasser (213)204-0937.

BURBANK, summer sublet avail 6-1 to 8-1 5,

female, non-smoker, privat'i room & bath, easy
commute to downtown, $375.
(818)567-6353

BEVERLY CENTER- Own roonVbath/entrance
in private home. Furnished, TV, utilities/

cleaning, paid. J52.5/mo. Olivia (213)
653-2045

FEMALE, non-smoker, share x-large town-
house, private x-large bedroonVbath. $410.

Barnnglon/Wilshire. No pets. (213)479-0695

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
snr>oking. (213)271-1658. ..

WESTWOOD. Beautiful private big room with

private entry with bath. Brand new. Walk to

UCLA $550/mo. (213)826-8588,
(213)470-3616 evening.

WLA condo. $500. Indoor laundry near UCLA.
(818)288-8173.

Prestigious law JFlrm needs

furnished studio and
I - bedroom apartments for

sunrutier law clerks.

June through Mid-August,

Rease call CamDIe Manning .

at Flrcherjiiiiliols G Meeks.

iii: (2i3)ibi-aliil-
MMMMMi iiliuilliliiiililiClil

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln BK/d, Santa Monica

=?i<OVINC; ca l l (313)363-ni:5T. Aak about uuF
Spring special. Many rpovcs under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

GERMAN or Dutch lessons by bilingual grad

student. All levels/flexible hourSs.
(213)208-5144.

PROFESSIONAL Math luToP, LKTLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flaxibla

GUITAR lessons by a p^)fessional teacher

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154. ^ ---

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-
children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubmn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA MltHA-EL BONDON(213)277-7012

Travel 105

BEIORF YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Remy's Adven-
tures. Free catalogue (213) 831-6114.

hours. Call for appointment (213)629-4363. ReSUmeS
Ask for Lisa

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 Ml, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. f^ree 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Roommates "65

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honio Hc.ilthComniMotortvcl*':

Well Come TO VOL'!

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOK for Spanish 2, needed for junior high

students, (j^ 3)472- 1887

COVER LETTERS/RESUMES PREPARED. $25
Learn proper interviewing skills from industry

executive/college teacher. (818)368-4419.

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

F.XPERT RESUMES
Pay conipeiilive price for

compciilivc resume.
.Mobile service.

(>all and leave a message today.

(818) 907-1682

Typing 100

2 FEMALES NEEDED- Share 2+2 with 2 others

Near campus! $289/mo each Available 5/7 &
6/15. (213) 471-3394

LA CIENECA/VENICE- $385/mo 3 bed/, BRENTWOOD (Montana and Barington) Own
2-bath. Garage, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwasher. Call " room, bath, and parking. $487/mo, excellent
John (213) 653-7987

LARGE AND BRIGHT 2 bed/2- bath in Playa
Del Rey $400 or $450 All amen.ties.

(213)447-4019 ^^
QUIET WESTWOOD LOCATION, 2 + 1,

$4 50/mo, tandem parking, between UCLA
and Century City. (213)470-3474 or leave

message at (213)892 6568

WANTED 2 females to share apartment across

from campus $310 ea 2bd/2ba Call

208-6835

WESTSIDE VILLAGE $450/mo 2+2. Female
5-miles from UCLA Beautiful neighborhood
Heather (21 3)208- 1 556 office, (21 3)280-01 97
home.

WESTWOOD 1-bed Need 1 female to share

for May-summer. Pool, Jacuzzi, a/c, security.

Price negotiable. ASAP (213)445-5617.

WLA- 5 minutes to campus, 2-bcdroom/
1-bath. Hardwood floors, parking, $400.
Bryan (213) 479-6211.

location. Available

(213)207-0155
May 1st or sooner

FUN/PERSONABLE roommate needed to

share beautiful apartment in Brentwood with 2

others. Own spacious room. $445/mo. Avail-

able June 1. Lisa/Cina (213)207-3016

OWN ROOM $475/mo. In luxury furnished

2b/2ba apt 2 pools, Jacuzzis, game rooms,
study lounge w/sccurity parking. Rick/Suzanne
(213)837-9509

WLA ROOM for rent Nice room in 2+1 , quiet

area, must be neat, parking, pool $400/mo.
+util Call Eric (213)473 5088

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills

$400 (213)657-5320.

House for Rent 56

WLA. 2-bedroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paint in-and-out. $140(Vmo (213)390-4967

House for Shore 57

MALIBU, $825, 2-betV 1 -bath beach cottage
on Las Flores Beach. Fireplace, close in.

(213)456-6191.

WESTWOOD- $42(ymo. Your own room
Walk to LICLA. Available rxiw. Oeat location.

Alan (213) 474-8420.

WLi^, 1 -bdr. in 3-bdr. house. Relaxed environ-
ment in beautiful neighborhood. $370.
(213)474-3173.

ROOMMATE needed June-Aug. $350/mo +
deposit. 3-bed house excellent neighborhood.
Call Phil or Mike (213)938-2919.

SANTA MONICA near beach 2-bdrrT\/2-bath,

fireplace, security building, underground
parking. Available now. $475 +'/i utilities.

(2 1 3)394-04 1
'-^-^•- - • -^ '-^

SHERMAN OAKS Townhouse to share yvith

easygoing, flexible female. Mostly furnished.

Can take two people I have cats $575/mo
(21.3)459-9331

SINGLE working mother of one, wanted to

look for a 2-bc(V2-bath apartment w/same, in

Palms/Mar Vista Aia Together we can save on
rent, share housekeeping and babysitting. Call

Gina (21 3)825 6521 (home)

SUMMER-FEMALE for a 2-bed/2-ba on Glen-
rock with fun roommates. Jacuzzi, security.

Kathy (213)824-4910.

RANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE. 3-bdr(n/

2-bath house near Marina. Private entrance

Washer/dryer. $460/mo. Call Kathryn or Lisa,

(213)306-W57.

SPACIOUS 1 -bedroom apartment in great

WLA location June 1 5-August 31 $50(Vmo
(213)444 9663

SUBLET Beverly Hills Condo. 5/1-6/20. 1

bdrm., 2 ba\hs, pool, parking, more.
$240/week. (213)621-9589 (213)537-9742

SUBLET NEEDED for June and July. Furnished.
Westwood or immediate area Would like

roommate Dawn (602)^7 0066 leave
message

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town
summer associates May 28th-Augusl 18th.

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemcr,
Fields & Younger. (213)626-6700.

SL5MMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart

ments and westside sublets to house our
summer clerks May/June thru August Please
call Stefanie at 213-488-7100

VENICE, 1 bedroom. Duplex. May 31 Sept
4-blocks from beach Spanish style. Spcctacu-
lar view. $900/mo (213)392-7494

WESTWOOD-2 bcd/2 bath. Avail^ June
18-Scpt 1. Share room with another girl Call

Jessica (213)478-7810.

WESTWOOD. June- August Huge, new,
FURNISHED, 1+1, parking, security, spa, all

appliances. Walk lO" UCLA. ~$1000/mo
(213)478 9787.

WLA-2-bdrnV1-balh, female, furnished sublet,

share room, pool. May 1st- August 20th,

$265/mo. Jennifer (213)447-1312.

WLA CLOSE TO WESTWOOD 1 -bcd/1 -bath,

furnished Available May 1-July 1 $650/mo.
(213) 4783066 (leave message).

WLA Sublet May through September Furn-

ished 1 -bedroom dishwasher, pool, parking,

balcony. (213)478-6336, (213)398 9147

Services Offered 96

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing
• Intro to tlie Macintosh
• Only $25!

Sign Up Now!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center
Kerckhoff Hall 150 •206-8454

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Condos for Shore 68

PRIME WEST HOLLYWOOD Sharp decore,
all amenities, security, parking
(213)562-3264.

Order your personalize d sraduation
announcements now!

CAMPUS PHOTO SnOlO
ISO KcrckhofV Hall (Right next to Cinphic Scniccs). ()pcn M ^ 8:30 S:3()

A 1 ATTITUOF? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,thcses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

^^printer. Nea' campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.^ ' -

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
- IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND

THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

ASAP typing; resumes, term papers, IBM-
WordPerfect. National/Venice. Sheryl
(213)202-0438.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

«::pcrienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Pap>ers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f- profes-

sional experience with University papers,

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213).391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED-
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rales.

Call (213) 202-6961.

IBM-PC WOKDPKCXZESSING, tcrmpapcrs, re

ports, dissertations, scripts Laser printer.

National/Scpulveda (21 3)39 7-971 1

.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1 .50/page. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllchcck, storage, Le Contc/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discourit lo student, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour k!rvice (213)828-8133, Angelica.

'"

PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page $5 fee for rush
job. Cash only.(21 3)823-0691.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser
printed. WLA. /\ndy (213)390-1141.

Trove!

^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 year* experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

All Round Trip Fares

c:ab() San Lucas ..:. $199.

Miami 268.

C>ancLin 279.

Honolulu .....288.

Fivc'porl 302.

Monici^o Hay.... 395.

Si. MaaricMi 536.

Papeete 808.

Receive 20% coupon (or

travel books whien pur

chasing ticket. Discount

j|^ coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase.

*^J Rf^ offcampus
whenyou can get it

all right here?

TRAVEL
/iSUCU/' SERVICE

A IawI Aikc'rinan

lloiirs M I" H V) (i. S.ii I 1 \

Mexico City

Costa Rica
Honolulu
London
Paris

Athens
TdAviv
Nairobi
Mianncsburs
ReslndiorB appty. Fam subfect to change
without notes and tiKod on avaiabidy

***Eurailpass€s*^
issued on the spot

America's oldest and largest
student trayetorganliation.

Goundllkaud
MOMfOMMS47WMJV

1 093 BroKton Av«, Westwood

Travel Tickets 106

LAX TO SEATLLE- Round Irtp ticket May, 1

1

May, 14. $180 obo Jimmy (213) 209-5231.or
8250751.

PLANE TICKET for sale 5/18 LAX lo San
Francisco 6pm. Returning 5/20 3:30pm. $82.
(816)360-9327. ,.t

TO BELCRAO OR LJUBJIANA one way, open
ticket til 23, August. $450. Luca 208-4690

Autos for Sole 109

1979 BMW 320i, $.3600, silver, new transmis-

sion, great condition inside and out, must see.

(213)372-7050.

1982 SAAB 900S. Great looking Black, blue

interior. ^ Good condition Sunroof. $3995
negotiable (213)474-2931 or (213)472-4310

1 985 MAZDA GLC, excellent condition. Mov
ing, must sell, engine, Itke new, runs great,

$2200 (21.3)836-4587

1985 MITSUBISHI Tredia, air, 72,000 miles,

new paint, very clean, runs great. $2700/obo
(21.3)288-1771.

1985, MITSUBISHI Tredia, .38,000 miles, AM/
FM cassette, air, excellcnl mechanical. $3450
or best offer. (213)278-4020

1985 TOYOTA MR2, red, excellent condition,

36,000 miles, like new, $6300/obo
(805)498-5176 after 6pm or (21.3)206-1751

days.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

other—even in bad limes when
people aren'i playing well—we
will really be in contention for the

UUe."

As far as Knowles goes, though,

he will be determined to succeed.

"When I start something, 1 try to

finish it to the best of my
ability. . .If Tm in a class, I want to

try to do as well as I can as a self-

achievement thing," he added.

"Always being on the tennis

court, I want, to strive to play the

best I can every day.*'

Even when he becomes burned
out and needs to relax, he still is

attracted to competitive situations.

Watching some UCLA baseball
,

action this spring, Knowles said^ "I

like to see other athletes perform

(because) it can help to inspire you
and it's a great form of entertain-

ment, too."

In addition, he enjoys golf as a

form of relaxation. "In golf, you
don't have to go chasmg balls

around the court—you only have
to hit it once," he said..

Back to tennis, no matter how
many times he hits, Knowles
believes that UCLA head coach
Glenn "Bassett and Martin have
taught me to slay positive, and if

you're not, you might as well walk
off the court."

Looking toward the NCAAs,
Knowles added,"If you stay posi-

tive, take one match at a time, and
have a lot of room for adversity,

anything can happen."
.j£ -

105 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

1987 CHEVY CAPRICE Classic V-6, 4-door,

automatic, new transmission, low miles, exce'-

lent condition $4190 (21 3)8.38 3357

1988 MAZDA 323 SE, red, 5-spocd, am/fm
cassette, 1 3k miles. Under warranty Fxcclicnt

condition, $5850 (213)4 50 3624

'87 NISSAN SENTKA XE- Excellent condition,

27,200 miles, metallic grey, AM/fM radio,

S5,3Q0 obo (21.3) 301 1092

ALIA KOMEO CONVERTIBLE- '77, $2,0(X)

obo Runs excellent, perfect summercar Must
sell (213) 444-4955

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4 door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition $3509-
(213)556 2993. - . V
HMW J?(X)i Vn'i, .iiJinTti. i i i i, . i if, suiiifonl

1986 HONDA SPREE, red, lock, just tuned,

$3(K)/obo. Call Chns (213)473-5860

1 986 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, excellent condi-

tion V^indsh.crd, htlmct, lock. $700. (213)

836H49H

1986 HONDA ELITE 80 Never been used
While $1(KXVobo Call (213)464-14)9

1 987 fcfbNDA ELITE 80- Red, engine, less than

2,00t > milev^frSe^^OO m-3> 825-7076 days

HONDA ELITE 125- '84ni $87 J, inc new
helmet and lock. Excellent condition low
milo^ (213) JH26 869.T

HONDA ELITE 80 New Engine, wh.lc, Runs
like new, lock mc'uded $7(K) Call Chns at

824-5504

Honda Elite ftO 1986 Pcrfrt I snapt ' KX)

.'Ti.' i i'^ I'lm ni'.n ;i i ss
Excellent condition. $3900 (213)838 5980.

BMW 320i, 1983, sunroof, five speed, am/fm
blaupunkt $6000/obo Grey metallic
(213)393-5722 leave message.

DATSUN 280Z, 1977, excellent condition,

$2000 Call Steve (213)55 1-946-4

(213)828-7557
'

LORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE 1988
$1Q,50(Vobu. Autom^iic, (uUy U>ad«d. PofacI

XTX >H ' III

NfW YAMAHA RIVA scooters Starting at

.$594 \ foes Call Eoolhill Yamaha
,
(818)352-3277-

YAMAHA 180, 1985 $8.50/obo. Rgr^s ga-at

Call Kuo Tong (818)957-5204 eve
(213)825-0831 day leave message

PARKING AVAUiABLE" at Bullocks.Westwood
condition, ~w arrinty, must sc
(213)4 53-6925

HONDA ACCORD 1984 Hatchback, 5 spcod,
excellent condition, new transmission , must
sell $3190 (213)838 335:^

HONi)A ACCORD, 1984 5 spd , hatchbatK
/VC, AM/I M, cassette, white, 70k miles. Excel

lent condition $44(X)/otx) (213)393 6297

NISSAN SENTRA XE 1984 Great Condition,

Very clean, automatic am/fm cassette, a/t,

$2850(818)344-0227.

OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS WACtON 1978
Power steering/brakes, A/C, $1100
(213)479 6394

SUBARU DL, 1986. 3 door, 5 speed, power
sunroof, a/c, alarm, like new $450(Vobo
(213)931-4673

TOYOTA CORROLA Station Wagon 1980
$1700/obo Ask for Pedro after 6pm-
(213)837-6122

,

TOYOTA Corolla 1983, $3500 negotiable

New engine, SR5, 5-spccd, lift back, A/C,

AM/TM radio, new tires, alarm (21 3)781 2807

VW BUG convertible, 1979. $8000 Red/
while top, MINT, (818)792-7271

VW RABBIT Convertible, 1984 Red, cloth

interior, low miles, faculty family owned, auto
trans, pull-out stereo, excellent clean condi
tion. $6300. Warranty available
(213)825-5572, (213)455-2720

Ic CowtoA i»eM<iw . $ !>* pyg-pawJ a ll «*B y. $ 2

after ISpm Monthly parking available $65/mo
I o7 more ^formation call (213)208 1)864

Present IbfS ad- 'ec t©Ve SV -o^ attT:tay^

pre paid parking Operated by Central
fcja'kng System

3 PIECE SECTIONAL COUCH, Uj spd Dike,

answ machine, Lowcnbrai^ neon brer s ^;n

Make offer. (213)836 8249

Furniture 126

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bufidy .(>

and Wilshire (

10% Discount w/AcJ

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

DAYHED, $UX) Twin mzc luton, with tramc,

mattress, and cover, $200 (213)204-6128

EURNITURE, new, moving, must sell, sofa

$180, futon $80, Zenith 19 inch TV $130
(213)836-4587

LIQUIDATING highest quality al! unused
hide-a-bcd $250 Mattress and box spring

y SO. Dinette set ^195 Sgfa jgd lOve scat or
sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $1(X) Desk $150 Di
ning room 9-piece set $995 Bunk beds $2lX]

Day bed $195 Reclmcr $195 Brass head
board $1 .5Q, Encyclopedia 1989 Cost $UXX3
sacrifice $250 (21 3)3932338

MATKESS SETS, twm $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkiwds Deliveries phone orders

accepted (213) 3 722337 .

MO!5ERN BED Black tut>ing CkhxI condition

Queen $150 obo Leave message at

(213)474-2116

NEW Bunk beds heavy duty solid wood,
$90 00, Queen bed - new m package,
$2(X).00, Bedroom set - black and white

lacquer, $290 00, Dinette set, $135 00
(213)473 8<>09

NEW May Co Sofa/love seat Oxford blue
striped Must sell. Extending table light wood
w/four chairs w/light blue seats must sell thiv

week (213)471-3577.

Musical Instrunnents 129

CELLO, old C^irman, full si^c with hard case
Excellent tone and condition $1500
(213)825-5572-2720

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

Bicycles for Sale 113

MIYATA 1 8-SPD mountain bike. 6 months old,

must ride $425 list price $225.
(213)824-2180 Steve

TWO BIKES Raleigh 10 speed, ' Schwinn
5-speed beach cruiser. $100 each.
(213)208-6942.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1 981 , HONDA ( B 1 2.5s. CiOod transportation.

Runs well. Kryptonite lock. Ilk miles, $300.
(213)824-1179 eves

KAWASKI ZJ( 1000R NINIA, 1986 25k miles.

Bra, custom seat, new radials, cover, helmets.

$356(Vobo. (818)348 9086.

BRAND new KenwcxxJ stereo w/iniegrated

Amp KA 128, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX 68 double cassette deck, )L

880, 3 speaker, 3-way speakers, glass dark
wood display case Must sell (21 3)471 3577

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE HE, monitor, 2 disk drives $4lXVobo
Natalie (213)824-7164

MACINTOSH SE II, Imagewriler 11, Extended
keyboard plus mouse and software,
$1800/obo (213)824-3385 Mike

MACINTOSH 512 K-ENHANCED plus CMS
external SCSI hard disk. Both like new hardly

used, w/software $190(Vobo (213)31 2-0202.

TOSHIBA 1200 portable Still under warranty
2 disk drives 368k hard memory Carrying

case included $80(Vobo Call (21 3)825 (>850

after 6 .30 pm. Siggy.
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PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard Blvd. Suite B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

4

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

*" /'

vV

The power to be your best™

Apple Computa; Inc

--OFESStONAL TESTING CENTERS

#1 GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT- GMAT- GRE- MCAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
ANY SECTJQN OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE

CAU 1-800-777EXAM

jDj(^ The Hotr Soton

WAXING
1007 BROXTON AVE

- WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Exp. 5/16/90 208-1468

Up/Chin Wax ..$4

Eyebrow .:i^: $5
;Un(derarm ...tr::.. $7
i Bikini Wax ;^;;..,.,$8

.Half Leg ::..$10

Arm ..$12
Upper Leg & Bikini $15
Full Leg & Bikini $?0

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
I I

^'i)^

\vxes

C,(d\
v,0

^axv^
a\N°

^^oe. INTERESTED IN EARNING
-4 ^^ EXTRA MONEY!

ANIMAL SITTERS
CLERICAL ASSISTANTS

. . . GENERAL LABOR

• • • DRIVERS ...
/ENTERTAINERS
. PAINTERS . . .

TUTORS . . .
PARTY HELPERS . .

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE ARE NEEDED.
Come to the

Placement and Career Planning Center,

^—T- — MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER.
and ask about the

TEMPORARY WORK FILE

EL SALVADOR ON THE EDGE

What Is the conflict?
Come hear a Salvadoran perspectivef

Do^ vve have the luH story?
^Amaldo Ramos of the FMLN

THURSDAY. MAY 3 AT 6PM IN HAINFR ^Q
for more information call the Central Amprica EduRatinn Committt>i> at 825-7843

funded by the Campus Programs Comminee 61 the Program Activities Board and ASUCtA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

KNOWLES
From page 45

about his decision to enter UCLA.
"We started recruiting Mark

-over 4wo years ago and he was-
undecided whether he would go to

school or not," Bruin assistant

coach Billy Martin said.

"We stayed in touch and he
called me at the NCAAs last year,"

Martin said. "We knew he'd be a
big asset to the team in both singles

and doubles, and, even though he's

still maturing with his mental
game, we know he'll get better and
better."

"Coming from the premier
tennis academy in the world (an

academy that has turned out
players including No. 6-ranked
Aaron Krickstein and Jimmy
Arias) and no matter where you're
from, UCLA is regarded as one of
the greatest schools in the nation,"

Knowles said. "Being from the

best tennis academy, I wanted to

go to the best school I could go to."

And knowing teammate Jason
Netter and former UCLA AU-
American (1986-87) Dan Nahimy
from the Academy, he had heard
positive things about the UCLA-
program.

"I was really goo(JJriends with
ihem (Netter and Nahimy), and
knowing I'd go to school with
someone I knew was sort of
comforting," Knowles said.

ing to -UCLA was nut a—

z •

difficult transition for Knowles.
"Being involved with tennis in

high school, I had already begun
the process of dividing up time
among tennis, school, and social

life—so I haven't suffered any
major difference."

,
Entering the UCLA tennis prog-

ram, Knowles said his initial goal

was to win as many matches as he
could.

"Coming off the pro tour, I

thought I could do great in college
and I didn't feel anybody was all

that good. I didn't really realize

how different it would be playing
for a team because you can lose

focus of winning and losing,^

Knowles said.

Initially, the Bruin had goals
that some would consider larger

than life—that is, attaining a top-

10 national ranking and winning
the NCAAs.
As for now, many would like to

be in Knowles* shoes. Playing No.
2 for the Bruins, he reached the

doubles finals of the Rolex Reg-
ional Tennis Tournament at UC
Irvine and the singles semi-finals

at the Southern California Inter-

collegiate Tourney in Pasadena.
And, last weekend, he advanced

to the semis of the Pac-10 Singles
Individual Tournament, with a
respectable win over No. 5-ranked
Byron Black along the way.

But with a dual match record of
15-9 and an overall standing of
26-14, the Bruin had expected to

be more successful than his most
recent No. 83 ranking.

*To me, I've done terrible this

year," Knowles said. "But I came
here to work on my game and I'm
not going to let losses bother
me—as long as I feel I'm getting

better, it'll help me in the long
run."

Attempting to bounce back from
shin splints earlier this season,
Knowles explained, "If you're
injured, you can try to play and
fool yourself, but you can't work
that hard—and without working
hard, you're not going to get that

many results.

"Having a couple of losses, my
confidence went down a lot

because I was losing to people I

shouldn't lose to," he said. "I'm
not going to emphasize my rank-
ing—I'm going to block it out and

See KNOWLES, page 39
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Bruin Rec

Spring IMs
heat up
By Greg Jones
Contributor

All UCLA IM sports are

really starting to heat up, as

the many teams competing
in the five spring sports are

striving to reach the post-

season play-offs tourna-
ments.

'

Men's 'A' softball is one
sport that has seen intense

competition; there are cur-

rently eight teams that are

undefeated and have records
of 2-0.

In the most exciting match
of the week, Baculum stayed

undefeated by winning a
closely contested match
against Theta Xi, 13-11. In

other games where teams
reached the 2-0 plateau,

Sigma Chi defeated the Irie

Barristers, 15-5, Sig Ep won
a tight one against Kappa
Sigma, U-10,ZBTpoiinded
-Last Chance 14-3, and SAE
beat Beta 12-10.

In addition. Lambda Chi

, Alpha smashed previously

undefeated Sigma Alpha Mu
18-5, to become 2-0. Also,

Phi Psi picked up a victory

—last week to join the ranks ot
the undefeated "elite eight".

All of these teams joined

ATO at the top of the softball

standings.

Women's 'A' softball is

also seeing some strong

competition. Gamma Phi

Beta is currently in first

place with a 2-0 record.

Other teams in contention

for top spots include Over
the Fence, Signfia Kappa,
Alpha Chi Omega, and Kap-
pa Alpha Theta.

In coed volleyball, only

,*Jour teams remain undc-
Ifeated. Hoi Polloi won two
games on one night to

become one of the unde-
feated four. They defeated

Chi Omega/Theta Xi in two
games and later edged Net-

works in three games to

complete a very successful

evening.

Also, E.T.M.E. beat Hit

Me Strongly in two games to

pick up their second win, and
Team Awsta became 2-0

after defeating Outla Hand
in the minimum two games.
SAE continues to domi-

nate the water polo competi-

tion, as their two teams
entered in the 'A' league are

both undefeated. SAE 1, the

only 2-0 squad in the com-
petition, picked up a win last

week when Phi Kappa Sig-

ma forfeited due to a lack of

players.

SAE 2 defeated the Polo

Godz-AGSM 7-3 to get their

first win of the season.

Other winners last week
included Theta Xi, UCLA
Lifeguards and Sigma Nu.

Finally, *A' coed water

polo has seen a number of

teams drop out recently.

However, there are a suffi-

cient amount of teams com-
peting in this surprisingly

popular sport.

2-0 teams in coed water
polo include Alpha Phi,

Dave's Team, Heat Attack,
Nitty's Naval, Richer 4, and
Underwater Sex with Hed-
rick 3N.

J

CSi II Escort Service
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LEWIS: Injured Bruin eyes three more golds

scan WEEB5 IMS/Dai ly Bfuln
'

Steve Lewis and Danny Everett running at the 1988 Pac-10
Championstiip meet.

From page 48

^and could begin his domination of

the event, on both the college and

the world level.

But things haven't exactly

worked out like he thought they

would. A nagging hamstring injury

plagued him all last season, as well

as this season, and his life as a gold

medalist hasn't lived up to his

expectations.

"It's not like I expected," Lewis
said. "I expected to come home,
and get a lot more, certainly

financially, and more respect,

more benefits."

It's been injuries that have been

his main problem, however. Even
during his freshmaa reason he was
bothered by shin splints, and last

year he his hamstring injury

hampered him all season and kept

him out of the NCAA meet
And though he won the 400 and

anchored UCLA's winning 1600
relay team at the Pac-10 meet, it's

hard to label last season as a

success, because of the injuries.

This year that same hamstring

has kept Lewis from competing for

the last five weeks.

"It's been frustrating. I came in

as a freshman and got shin splints.

and it got me down. The last two
seasons have been discouraging

because it seems like every time I

step on the field, I have to pull up
(with an injury)."

He looks at the injuries philoso-

phically, though, as he said, "But
I'm young, and I can learn from my
mistakes and my injuries. I'd

rather be hurt now, while I'm

young, than when I get older."

Another burden for Lewis to

bear is that this year he is UCLA's
only world-class sprinter, down
from an amazing five such stars in

1988 (Danny Everett, Kevin
Young, Henry Thomas, and Mike
Marsh).

"Danny, Kevin, Henry, and
John Smith (UCLA assistant

coach) all inspired me to run fast at

an early age. There^s so much
positive energy here, with all these

people, and with all that positive

energy, it inspires you. It was
definitely hard with all of them
leaving, and kind of disheartening,

but I'm doing the best that I can,"

he said.

And all this has meant a lot more
pressure and problems for the

junior runner.

Careers
when: What:

TONITE
p.m.

James West
Alumni

A panel discussion with ^^^

professionals in top secret
and investigative careers
with:

• an FBI representative
• Private Investiqator

4^

i

. . ^^nd

We could tell you more, but then we'd have to kill you!
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._*
.

'

.
^

-don^t let this fall into enemy hands-
-this message will_self-destruct-

CAREER NETWORK
SAA U a student organization

»pon»ored hy

UClAkmni
\ t s o (! I 4 r I o K

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Steve Lewis

*There*s pressure, it*s always

there, especially when it*s either 1

have to run hard, or else pull out. It

makes me run harder than I should,

and that's how I get injured," he

said. % _
"But the pressure's good,:

because it prepares me to run

against world-class athletes like

Danny Everett and Butch Rey-
nolds. I handle pressure pretty

well."

All of these injuries and prob-

lems he's had to deal with have
some wondering how Lewis can

pass up the big bucks he can make
by turning pro.

As Lewis says, "The injuries arc

especially discouraging since I'm
gelling hurt for ihc sclibol, when I

could be gelling hurl and gelling

paid for it." ^
But Lewis, who is on~tIicTronor

roll and the Dean's List, and
aspires to attend Law Schoof, says

he isn't going to leave.

"Some people call me silly, but

I'm staying here."

His coach. Smith, said, "I

appreciate him for staying here and
finishing his education, which is

the reason he came to this school."

And though it has been a trying

period for Lewis, he is definitely

looking ahead with a positive

attitude, to the postseason, this

summer, and beyond.

"I want to run at the Pac-10
Championships and at the NCAAs.
I'm definitely shooting for that. I'd

also like to run before that if I can.

"I need some meets to prepare

me for the Goodwill Games ihis

summer, and for the European
circuit this summer. But it will

depend on if I'm hurt, so I'm
taking my lime, just one day at a

time."

And his early laslc of Olympic
gold has left Lewis wanting more.
"Sometime between now and

then I'm going to start running the

400 hurdles. My long-range goal is

the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona,

and I want to win three golds: in

the 400, the 400 hurdles, and of
course the 4x400 relay.

"But like any athlete, I just want
to get healthy and perform well.

I'm just taking my lime."

i

t

\
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Paradise was only heaven for Giant fans on this cold night
Monday night the National

League champion San Francis-
co Giants defeated the Los
Angeles Dodgers at Dodger
Stadium, 8-4. Because the .

Giants-Dodgers rivalry has ii?
the past been one of the

greatest matchups in baseball
history, my friends and I

decided to take in Monday
night's game.

Besides, t figured this would
be a good chance for me to
help root on the struggling

Giants to a much- needed win.
Because it rained earlier in

the day, it became quite clear
that the Dodger attendance for
this game would be down.
Indeed, there \^as an abuti-

dance of no-shows. The
announced 25,152 looked a lot

more like 5,152.

As for the Dodger fans that

showed up to the old ballpark,

they might as well have been
no-shows. The drive to the

stadium was relatively hassle-

free, taking about an hour
from Westwood. :

-•.

The Front Row

Richard
Marcus

It was a beautiful evening at

Dodger Sladium. The smog
had been blown out to the

Pacific thanks to the sudden
spring storm. And anyways,
Dodger Sladium really is a

iwcc ballpark, very L.A -ish-

The fan chanted All-Griffin

when the Dodger shortstop

came to bat. Hey, it worked.
Griffin got a hit to start a
two-run rally.

But the shaky Giant relief

corps retired the Dodgers in

the ninth to preserve the 8-4
"drubbing and give newly ~~
recalled pitcher John Burkett a
victory in his first major
league start.

Giants fans, outnumbering
Dodger fans two-to-one by
game's end, whopped it up
during the last nine outs. So
gracious were three Giants fans

several rows in front of us,

that they bought a bag of
peanuts for a Dodger fan a
few seats over who earlier

attempted to heckle the Giants
into submission. The Dodger
fan grudgingly accepted the

bag of shells and flipped the

birdie to the ridiculing Giants
fans.

The Dodger fan didn't seem
loo happy. That's what made
Monday night so great. Giants
fans were ridiculing Dodger
fans at their own ballpark.

After the game, I saw no
evidence of physical alterca-

tions, harsh words, or drunken
revelers. Quite a different

scene from" the double-header
that I attended two years ago
up at the 'Stick when Giants
fans threw batteries at Dodger
outfielder Kirk Gibson and
nearly engaged in a full-scale

riot out in the left-field bleach-
ers.

Yes, unlike Candlestick Park,

Dodger Stadium is a safe

place, a place without wind. A
place where Angelinos come in

the fourth and leave in the

seventh. According to the ridi-

culous Dodger propaganda
which can be read in this very
publication, Dodger Stadium is

"Pure Paradise." For once I

agree with a Dodger fan. Last

night in the ninth when the

Dodger "faithful" streamed
towards the exits at a dense
rate, I looked up at the

scoreboard and saw that 8-4

Giants victory. Suddenly the

smogless fresh air smellcd very
good. I could even see the

stars illuminaung iri the L.A.
sky.^ Pure paradise indeed.

right down to the palm trees

in the bullpens.

We bought a block of 10
tickets at the CTO/Ticketmaster
two weeks ago. We thought by
ordering the seven dollar tick-

ets ahead of time, we would
—get decent seats. We were
wrong. Instead of fourth deck
behind the plate, our seats

were located on the fourth

deck way down the right-

field line. "Okay," we said,

"these seats aren't that bad."
And with time the seats kind

of grew on us. By the second
inning we had grown comfort-
able with our location. Besides
the right- field comer, the

_entire field was within our
view.

We inhaled a few Dodger
dogs in the third inning. Good
dogs, a little bit cold, but good
dogs nonetheless.

To the left of us was a

Giant- dominated section.

Come to think of it, the entire

stadium seemed like one big

Giant section. That's the differ-

ence between Giant fans and
Dodger fans—Giants fans let

you know who ihcy arc fans

of, Dodger fans disguise them-
selves as empty scats.

TTiere were a few excep-

tions. One Dodger fan to our
right was
very vocal in his criticism of
Will Clark and Kevin Mitchell.

Coincidcn tally, he along with
hordes of other Dodger fans

headed for the parking lots

after each member of the

Pacific Sock Exchange blasted

one out of the park. My friend

Doug smiled after Mitchell's

425-foot blast. Doug had pre-

dicted homers by Clark and
Mitchell before the National
Anthem.

After the Giants posted two
in the top of the eighth, there
was more action in the Dodger
parking lot than on the field,

where the anemic Dodger
bffense squandered two scoring
opportunities.

By the fimc the ninth inning

rolled around, to their credit,

there were a few die-hard

Dodger backers still rooting

their team on.. One guy was
mimicking the chant of UUU-
nbc (Giant shortstop Jose
IJribc) by adoring Giants fans.

I RICHARD J MARCUS lll/Datly Brum

Pure Paradise?: Although the dogs were cold, the
atmosphere was warm at the Stadium on Monday.

/
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UCLA showed its dominance over

use on the track again Saturday in

the Los Angeles Coliseum. High
jumper Ed Cogan leaped, thrower
Brian Blutreich putted and relay

members Caryl Smith (left) and
Tonya Sedwick sprinted the

Bruins to men's and women's dual

meet victories. Thus, the Bruins
were over the top once again.

—^~

Photos by
Dean Abramson

and
Scott Weersing
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Freshman Knowles knows tennis
Bruin knows that positive thinking is key to success

-By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Getting his start in the competi-
tive world of tennis eight years ago
at Nick Bollettieri's Tennis
Academy, UCLA's Mark Know-
les has continued to be positive in

his attitude toward succeeding in

that ever-popular racquet sport.

Knowles especially remembers
learning important lessons about
competition and dedication from
his peers—players that included
present top-ranking world profes-

sionals Andre Agassi (No. 4) and
Jim Courier (No. 17).

"All our lives, we've been
compared with each other since we
kind of look alike," said the 6-2 1/

2, 178-pound blond freshman
^bout himself and Courier.

People used to tell Courier that

he couldn't make it because he had
unorthodox strokes, Knowles
explained.

'The thing I gained most from
him is that hard work will pay off,"

Knowles said. "No matter what
people say or what p)eople think,

he's always going to prove them
wrong—and I think that's great."

Picking up, or for that matter
dragging the racquet onto the court

at age three, Knowles quickly
began to improve.

As a former Wimbledon parii-
^ dpant, Knowles* mother got the

youngster interested in the sport. "I

was never forced to do it, but for

some unknown reason, I was
addicted to it and I would go down
to the club and hit on the wall for

hours," he said.

"Being in the tennis environ-

ment, (the game) was the first

thing I picked up, and the first

thing you pick up you love a

loL . . . . That's why I stuck with
it," he added.

— But, as always, it only came
with sacrifice.

,

Swimming for his school and on
the National "B" team in the

Bahamas from the age of seven to

12, with an established ranking of
No. 2 country-wide in his age
division, Knowles remembers
really enjoying the water and
swimming in some large meets in

Florida.

Feeling a physical and mental
tension, Knowles said, "Finally 1

had to make a decision full time
and decided to play tennis—prob-
ably because it seemed like a
brighter future."

Entering the Nick Bolletieri

Tennis .Academy eight years ago,

Knowles really began to concen-
trate on tennis and tennis alone.

"Bollettieri's was really strict

and for a while I considered it the

army—so I got great discipline,"

he said. "If you didn't foUgw the

rules, you had to pay the price.

You'd have to work, pick
weeds—stuff you'd completely
dread—and that applied for every-

body."

Having roomed with both Agas-
si and Courier during his stay,

Knowles said, "It even applied to

them.

We (he and Agassi) p«

to UCLA, iic set a goal to be in the

top 2(X) in the world. "If I were to

achievfe that goal, I wasn't going to

come to school," Knowles said. "I

probably would have gotten great

contracts and made good money."
However, "Traveling at a young

age, I gained experience—it helps

you relate to other things in life and
gives you a broader definition of
things that happen in the world,"
Knowles said.

But, with a ranking of 350,
Knowles decided to open the

books.

"Besides the ranking, I wanted
to feel pretty sure about my
game—knowing that I didn't real-

ly have any major weaknesses that

would be exploited in the pros,"

Knowles said. "I didn't feel that

my game was strong enough to go
into the pro lour full time and that

was one of the major reasons I

came to school—to relieve the

pressure."

He did, however, make some
progress on the tour, qualifying for

his first tjrand Prix Tournament in

Indianapolis at age 16, and beating

a few players in the top 3(X).

But by far the most memorable
tennis experience for Knowles was
playing for his country's Davis

team.

every day, had good competition,

and that enabled us to strive to be
better."

Graduating at the early age of

16, Knowles, sponsored by Bolle-

tieri, was given the opportunity to

give the pro circuit a shot.

—Traveling with top juniors

Courier, Chris Gamer, and others,

"I wanted to see how I could play

against the pros and get a better

feeling of whether I could make it

or not."

The year Knowles took off

between high school and coming

'Representing your country is

something special," he said.

Winning five of six matches
against the Chile team, he felt he
made a recognizable contribution

to the team.

"I didn't want to let anyone
down, from my family to everyone
in the stands, and although I felt

nervous, it gave me a great feeling

after winning," Knowles said.

Presently, the entire UCLA
men's tennis program is happy

See KNOWLES, page 40

UCLA freshman Mark Knowlp^ is aiming for the f^p
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Athletic Shoes up to $50 29.99 Z3
special Croup Vfl
Athletic Shoes up to $60 39.99 31
special croup tftt^
Casio C-Shock watches 29.99 Z3
special Croup

. AV
Suncioud Sunglasses ........ 29.99 Z3
Kelty Tioga Frame Pack 99.99 79^'
Jansport Yukon Frame Pack . . 79.99 63
Special Croup AJIv'qq
wesio Exercise Bikes 129.99 109
All Fanny Pack ixtra20%

0P> CUBWWT PVICffS

Ou«ntm« t tins iirmtM to stock on rurKl MM r«Mrva ttM right to rvruta iMtn to dMica

Copeland^s Sports ^

1001 westwood Blvd
WestWOOd 208-6444

HOURS Mon Thurs to 9,

Fri S>it 10 10. Sun 10 7

TV * , • • .'V Aj

, I • —

:
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Coaches' Comer/By Joey Ochoa

Harrick wants just a little respect

LYNETTE TSAI/Daily Bruin

Jim Harrick has a point to make with Bruin basketball fans.

Over the last 1 5 years theUCLA
men*s basketball team has seen six

different head coaches. Although
these men may differ in coaching
style and personality, it's safe to

assume that they can all agree on
one thing: John Wooden is a tough
act to follow.

The job now belongs to Jim
Harrick who jq^t completed his

second season. There have surely

been times when he has felt the

pressure of Wooden. But Harrick
has turned the program kround and
is slowly proving that there is life

after Wooden.
After nine seasons as the head

coach at Pepperdine, Harrick built

up a great reputation at the beach
front school. Harrick could have
stayed in Malibu for life and stayed

away from the pressure of the

Wooden legacy. But Harrick had
always coveted the Bruin job, so he^
traded in his view of the ocean for a
view of Bruin Walk.

1 had great respect at Pepper-
dine", said Harrick, "I could have
stayed there forever (but) there's

an old saying in our profession

called 'better job, bigger risk' and
I'd realized that all along."

Having only been on the job for

two seasons, Harrick realizes it

toke time to ga in the rc ^incri \\i\

once had, but he feels what he's

done in these two years has given
him a good start.

"Any time you change jobs you
loose all your respect", said Har-
rick. "You start in the basement

and have to earn your respect from
everyone. This is the first time the

team has had back to back 20 (or

more) win seasons in eight years

and it's the first time we've been to

the Sweet 16 in 10. So hopefully

we're gaining a little bit of
respect."

At most schools a head coach

YouVe never going

to please all of the

people all of the
time. The real
Bruins want us to

have a solid
program. . •then
win as much as we
can.

Jim Harrick

with a two-year record of 43-20
and two NCAA berths is enough to

keep everybody happy. However,
when the school is nationally know
and has won 10 NCAA titles under
another coach, there will always be
people^ who will question a coach-
es' success. This is something
Harrick understands well.

building our program from the

ground up.
j,

"Our team was very young last

season and I think most people

understood that, but there are

always going to be people who
want you to do more. That's just

human nature."
—

Winning is easy. Loositig how-
ever, is tough on any coach. Add
the pressure of coaching in a big^

city and the job become^ even
harder. But Harrick has shown that

he can handle the pressure by
bringing his team through a five-

game loosing streak last season.

"It's certainly not easy to loose 5
straight in Los Angeles", said

Harrick, "but adversity is part of
this job. You try not to get too high
when you win so you don't get too
low when you loose. We knew
what our problems were and we
worked to settle them out and I was
pleased with the character of our
players to bounce back from
something like this."——— -.

Five coaches have fallen before
the Wooden legacy and Harrick
has no intention of being the sixth.

He is committed to taking the team
out of it's glorious past and into a
successful future.

7"

Yuu'ic imvBf going lo please *rm not ^ohn Woodcn^^aW^
Harrick. "I want to forget about the

past and think about the future. It's

a new era and 1 don't think that I or
any of the players in the program
need to be compared with any-
body. We'll set our own course."

all of the people all of the time,"

said Harrick. "The real Bruins
want us to ^ have a sound solid

program based on grades, integrity

and a high moral value system and
then win as much as we can. We're

2<M
s».

••V *

fV.
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try we aii-new,

for seniors only,

stress reduction techniques

TONIGHT AT 9 PM AT THE

VILLAGE DELI

10936 Lindbrook Drive in the Village

*Bnng reg. card and valid I.D.

Another

way cool

event

from

your

SENIOR
CLASS

CABINET

• • • • • • • • • •

Apologies for last weeks cancellation

SAA is a
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organization
sponsored by

UCUImmi
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Athletes of theWeek
Jason Netter
The UCLA men's tennis team

proved to have the best singles

player in the West as Jason Netter

won the 1990 Pac-10 singles

championship title on Sunday.
Having been ranked 52nd nation-

ally before the Pac-10 finals,

Netter proved that numbers lie.

The road to the finals was by no
means a smooth ride. Netter fought

off two match points in the first

round of the tournament, and
defeated three consecutive Stan-

ford opponents in the quarter

finals, the semi-finals, and the

finalsr

Netter admitted, "The first

round was a tight one, but I was
able to pull it off." After making it

through the quarter and semi-
finals, he had built up plenty of
momentum for the finals.

He beat Stanford's number-one
singles man, Alex O'Brien, in

straight sets (6-3, 6-2) to win the

championship. O'Brien ranked
10th in the country, was one of two
players of higher ranking whom
_Netter aced in the tournament.

It's been quite a volatile ride for

Netter this year. Hcl'^ been ranked
as high as 15th in the nation.

Following his recent victory over
O'Brien, Netter should make yet

another drastic change in the

rankings.

UCLA Sports Information

Jason Netter

Tennis Junior

Netter summed up his roller

coastfer season by explaining, "I've

done well in tournaments, but not

as well in dual matches."

Having won a total of three

tournaments this year, Netter looks

to the' NCAA Championships,
beginning on May 18th, with

renewed confidence. '

r-Matt Wayman

1990 PAC-10 singles champion

Defeated Stanford's Alex O'Brien,

ranked 10th In the nation, to win

the title.

Jean Zedlitz

won 16 of first 17 singles matches

last year as a sophomore.

Won the Rolex Regionals in

November.

UCLA Sports Information

Jean Zedlitz

'Senior
^"^

Golf

Took third place in the individual

standings of PAC-10 Women's Golf

Championship.

Led the team in capturing the 1990

PAC-10 Championship.

Only Bruin to have been selected to

the All PAC-10 team.

c.

Named UCLA's Most Valuable

Golfer for 88-89 season.

/

Last weekend, Stanford Univer-
sity hosted the Pac-10 women's
golf championship on their beauti-

ful campus-side greens, but it was
UCLA, led by Jean Zedlitz, who
owned the course.

Zedlitz gained first team All-

America status last year and also

became the only Bruin to be
selected to the All Pac-10 team.

She added to these honors by
finishing the '88—'89 season as

UCLA's Most Valuable Golfer,

ranked fifth in the nation.

Ranked fourth in the country
before the NCAA finals, Zedlitz

proved herself one notch better by
finishing third in the nation with a

combined score of 222.

In the three rounds of the Pac-10
tournament, she shot 72, 73 and 77,

respectively. Teammates Eli-

zabeth Bowman and Christy Erb
shot just one stroke behind Zedlitz

to tic for fourth, producing a team
effort powerful enough to give

UCLA the title by just one stroke

over the Arizona Wildcatij.

Zedlitz has been the team leader

throughout the season, having won
the first tournament of the year at

the BYU Invitational. She also

placed first in the Oregon Invita-

tional, starting the season with

quite a driver

After a strong season, Zedlitz

has gained all-conference status,

with All-Amcrican honors soon to

follow. As it stands there arc only
two NCAA women golfers in the

country better than Zedlitz, but

there is no^eam that can heal these

Bruins as a whole.

—Matt Wayman

Ll^Vi^' lr^A\
C» 5«L
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Watch your transcript grOW with

Summer Sessions credit. More
than 500 courses are being offered,

on-campus housing is available to

all registered students, and Visa
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Sports

Wonder Boy
Now Wondeniig

Only Lewis' memories are gold

After shocking the world in Seoul, the injured

. Olympian begins to work his way back

By Kennedy Cosgrove

Contributor

Two years ago, Steve Lewis
had it all.

He was 19 years old, and he
was an Olympic gold medalist.

The precocious trackster had
just completed a stellar fresh-

man season as a member of

UCLA's men's track team, a

season in which he finished

second at the NCAA Champ-

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Bruin Steve Lewis was on top of the world two years ago
when he won the gold medal in the 400 meter race at the
Olympics. - ^

ran a leg in the winning 1600-

meter relay that set the NCAA

And to top it all oTf, he made
the U.S. Olympic team that

summer of 1988 and shocked
the world in Seoul by winning
the 400 meter gold medal in

43.87 seconds, the third-fastest

time in history. He also won
another gold on the world
record-tying' 1600-metcr relay

team, all this while still a

teenager.

He had big plans. He would
return home a conquering hero.

He still had three years of

college left, and he had just

started to tap into his potential.

He would set the world record

in the 400 his sophomore year.

See LEWIS, page 42 teenager.

SCOTT WEERSINQDaily Brum

Steve Lewis was in the nation's spotlight when he was just a

baseball is in its pennant
By Terry White

Contributor

With the Six-Pac schedule all

but over, the UCLA baseball team
will travel north to battle UCSB
today ai 2 p.m.

Last weekend, the Bruins (32-

19, 14-16 in the Six-Pac) took one
more step towards the NCAA
Regional Playoffs with a win over
No. 6 use. Although its losing

conference record only puts it in

fourth place, UCLA still stands an

excellent chance for a playoff

invitation.

Not many teams can win 14

games in the toughest conference

in college baseball. Three of the

top 10 teams in the country come
form the Six-Pac: No. 2 Stanford,

No. 3 ASU, and USC.
Now, only one thing stands

between the Bruins and the region-

Bruins face UCSB and speedy Rountree today
als: eight more wins. With only 12

games remaining, today's game
and every following game carries

great importance. Although all the

tough Six-Pac teams have come
and gone, the Bruins still must face

formidable non-league opponents
such as Pepperdine, UNLV, Cal
Slate Fullcrton, and UCSB.
The selection process for the

NCAA baseball regionals closely

resembles the NCAA basketball

toumamcni bid race. The overall

record, conference record,
strength of opponents, and politics

all play a part in determining who
goes to the playoffs. For the

Bruins, a total of 40 wins would
almost sew up a an invitation to the

post-season action, which they
have not seen since 1987. But as

with March Madness, anything can
happen.

Today's game has tremendous
importance to UCSB (35-14, 10-5

Big WesO, as it also finds itself

scrambling for a playoff berth.

UCSB trails Cal State Fullerton by

Baseball

Who:

When:

Where:

UC Santa Barbara

Today. 2:30 p.m.

UC Santa Barbara

only a half game for the leild in the

Big West.

During dead week of last quar-

ter, UCSB snapped UCLA's 11-

game non-conference winning
streak with an 8-5 victoi7 over the

Bruins at Jackie Robinson -vSta-

dium. Tim Lindsay took the loss

for the Bruins.

The Gauchos will send Shaun
Loucks (8-2, 5.92 ERA) to the hill

today to face UCLA ace Dave
Zancanaro (9-4, 2.74 ERA). Last
Friday night against USC, Zanca-
naro went the distance and struck

out nine, but wound up with the

loss in an error-ridden Bruin effort,

use's dominant Randy Powers
(9-1) led the boys of Troy to a 7-2
victory.

What the Gauchos lack in

power, they make up for in blazing
speed. Jerrold Rountree leads the

Gauchos with a whopping 49
stolen bases on the year, on his way
to his second ^straight NCAA
base-stealing title. Rountree also

has hit at a .500 clip for the past

week to raise his average to .310
this season.

With two more dingers last

weekend against USC. Paul Ellis

(.354, 25 HR, 68 RBI) continues to

close in on the UCLA record for

homers in a single season. Jim
Auten set the record back in 1979
with 29 homers. Ellis also has a

shot at the Six-Pac single-season ,

home run record. In 1984, USC's
Mark McGuire, now with the

Oakland Athletics, set the league

record by crushing 32 homers.
That summer, McGuire starred on
the USA Olympic baseball team
with such future big-leaguers as

Will Clark and Cory Snyder.

McGuire went on to hit 49 homers
to earn AL Rookie of the Year
honors with the A's. Whether he
breaks the record or not, Ellis has

become part of a very exclusive
club of Six-Pac sluggers.

^
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Last day for

undergrad vote
Students who were denied a

vote Wednesday because their

registration cards indicated they

had already cast their ballots

may vote today only at the

Kerckhoff Hall patio.

These students had the

number three square on their reg

cards punched out when they

enrolled in recreational classes

earlier this quarter. The
Kerckhoff patio booth will have

a master list of all those who
enrolled in rec classes.

Today is the last day for

undergraduates to vote, and
polling booths throughout
campus are open from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m.

Inside
Opposition to
Kilmer Rouge

Speakers urged sludcnls

Wednesday to pressure U.S.

government to end its support of

Cambcxlia's Khmer Rouge.

See page 5

Viewpoint

More
controversy

The Armenian Students'

Association repsonds to

Stanford Shaw and to the

Bruin's coverage of the

Armenian Genocide.

See page 26

Arts & Entertainment

Singin' in the
tennis center

Spring Sing '9() at LATC
wows an appreciative audience.

See page 30

Sports

.1

Dodger blues
No, it's not your regular dose of true blue

hoopla. It's The Front Row. This time, Richard
Marcus writes of a night out at the ballpark,

complete with peanuts, popcorn, the traditional

dogs and a lot of empty seats,
j

Se^ page 43

Bruin Brawn
—

Second-year student Jennifer Brawn was the

first winner of Daily Bruin Sports' random trivia

contest. She will recieve free admission to all

regular season UCLA sporting events (except

football and men's basketball) next year and
should drop by the Sports department to pick up
her prize.

Brum rec
Rec and IM sports are featured again, not

including the Daily Bruin's 11-10 softball win
over the Daily Trojan last week. The Bruin
scored in the top of the ninth to jump ahead, then
stymied the Trojan in the ninth after putting two
men on base.

See page 41

:lj-

Gym coacli

won't return

UCLA failed to renew the

contract of head women's
gymnastics coach Jerry
TomUnson, ending his 11 -year

career in Westwo(xl.

,See page 60
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Gang member thought to be

accomplice in fatal shooting

sought against

By Betty Liong

University Editor

Police are asking the district

attorney's office to file murder
charges against a 15-year-old gang
member who is a suspected
accomplice in a fatal shooting at

UCLA Medical Center, Los
Angeles police detectives said

Wednesday.

The South Central Los Angeles
teenager, whose name was. not

released because of his ^ge, is in

custody at San Fernando Juvenile

Hall, police said. He was arrested

Friday.

The case was submitted Tues-

day to the district attorney's office.

Detective Andy Monsue said.

However, the case is still pending
investigation and it will take

"several weeks" before any deci-

sion is made on whether the youth
will tfc prosecuted, according to

Deputy District Attorney Kather-

ine Mader. No charges have been
filed against him, she said.

The teenager allegedly accom-
panied suspect Brian Keith Major,
who was working an overnight

shift at' the hospital, prior to and
during the 5:40 a.m. shootings on
February 19, police said.

"We connected (the youth) to

the case by eyewitness accounts,"

Kingsford said.

The youth admitted to carrying a

.357-caliber revolver used in the

shootings to and from the hospital

that day, Kingsford said. He did so

because of his friendship vyith

Major, the detective added.

Major, 18, became disgruntled

after learning that he was going to

be suspended for sleeping on the

job, police said. He then allegedly

shot and killed fellow patient

escort Diondra Picou, who was
sitting in his supervisor's chair,

and then shot his supervisor, Nora
Arellano. ,

'The juvenile saw . . . Major do
the sh(x)ling, but couldn't sec the

shooting itself," Kingsford said.

Every vote you take

DEANABRAMr,0\

A sophomore majoring in mechanical engineering drops a ballot with his votes for

undergraduate representatives in a ballot box on Wednesday.

L&S may get emergency funds
State senator to investigate

finances if Young does not
By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer'

—-—

^

State Sen. Art Torres' office has

told UCLA that the legislator may
seek emergency funds for the

College of Letters & Science and

that he will investigate the school's

financial situation if Chancellor

Charles Young docs not.

Torres aide Dean Florez said he

spoke with UCLA government
relations director Lois Weinsaft on

the telephone last week, saying the

Los Angeles Democrat may ask

UC President David Gardner to

h

provide "immediate funding for

courses" that have been axed from

next year's academic calendar

because of the college's financial

misprojections on faculty recruit-

ment.

"It's really something we're

hoping the chancellor and the

provost can resolve. UCLA is

going to have to come up with a

good explanation," Flprez said in

an interview Wednesday! "If

courses are being cut, it's some-
thing we're really going to look

hard at. We're looking for UCLA
to resolve the situation, and if not

-v

we'll investigate."

Florez, a former UCLA under-

graduate president, said he ini-

tiated the telephone conversation

with Weinsaft and that they spoke

for "a few minutes." He called the

discussion "informal." -

"At this point, we're looking to

UCLA to clean up its own mess,"

Florez said. "We called UCLA in a

gesture of gocxl faith. If we can

work with them to gel them more
funds, we will. But we are also

concerned with the kinds of deci-

sions that were made that led to

this situation."

Weinsaft said of the conversa-

tion, "Ifwas all wonderfulness and

very supportive but we didn't

discuss anything really specific. 1

See FUNDING, page 21

Police believe Major, who is'

also from South Central Los
Angeles, is not a gang member.
The 15-year-old youth's gang
affiliation is not known, Kingsford

said.

"From an investigative stand-

point, we believe (the youth) was
an accomplice," Monsue said,

explaining the police request to

prosecute him on murder charges.

"An accomplice can be held just

as responsible as the person who
fired the weapon," Mader said. She

emphasized the case isL still under

investigation.

Major is being held without bail

at the Los Angeles County Jail,

Kingsford said. His preliminary

^ hearing dale will be set on May 9,

according to Mader.

Professor's

criticized
Graduate student

circulates petitions

for and against him
By Kathy Lo •

" —
Staff Writer

A UCLA graduate student who
claims one professor's teaching

practices are racist ar^ sexist is

collecting shgnaturcs Irom studenis

who support and condemn ihc

management professor, in an effort

to gauge public opmion
3y Wednesday afternoon, 20

students had signed in supptm ol

professor John Loll, while seven

supported Tom Harrison v iKtitioiL

criticizing the visiting professor

and demanding his dismissal.

Harrison maintains ihai Lott's

teaching falsely jx>rirays social

conditions. For example, in a letter

to the students, faculty and staff of
llic Anderson Graduate Sch(x:>l of

Management. Harrison wrote
"Loll strongly implied lliai black

|X)verty'is due to black crime.

There was no mention of ihc idea

that perhaps black crime has roots

in black poverty."

Harrison said that Loll leaches

his opinions as fact, "The thing is

you've got this Libertarian extre-

mist teaching his vfew.s' as fact. 1

su-ongly object lo ihat."

But Loll said Harrison is basing

his complainLs on rumors and
misinterpretations. "1 do regard

these as serious ... 1 don't think

that what he's saying represenis

what 1 taught. He didn't bother to

talk to me about some of those

things and takes whatever rumors
he has and goes public with it."

Harrison, who began gatliering

signatures both for and against

Lott in the Management Business

Association's student lounge on
Monday, will turn over the petition_

and sealed letters from students he

has gathered lo the administration

this afternoon.

"1 definitely believe he
shouldn't be teaching here," said

Harrison, who was Lott's student

in Management 405 during fall

quarter.

See PETITION, page 21
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THURSDAY MAY 3, I99Q.^
•Central America Education Committee

-Speaker

-6:00 pm
-Haines 39

•Women's Resource Center

-"Women &. Work"
-12:00 - 1:00 pm
-Dodd Hall Room 2

•Campus Events -——

—

-"The Warof the Rpses," 7:00 pm
-"Driving Miss Dais^," 9:30 pm

•Women's Resource Center

-"When fsk> Is Not tnouj^h^^

—

-12:00 - 1:00 pm
-Dodd Hall Room 2 $

•Flor de Cana
-Noon Concert, Westwood Plaza^

-Lecture/Demonstration
"^-3:00 - 4:30 pm ^'^^ "

^-Band Room.. Schoenberg Hall: 1345

SATURDAY MAY 5. 1990

•Cultural Affairs

-Cinco de Mayo
-12:00 - 6:30 pm
-Perioff Quad

Women's Resource Center

'«'?'y-"^

-Self Defense Workshop

-Saturday. May 12th

-9 am - 1 pm
-Sign up in Dodd Hall Room 2

• . r

For more information regarding tinese

events, please lool< for these organizations'

advertisements witiiin tlie body of the

paper.

•'
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Resolution could force

more recycling by UC
By Erika Miller

Contributor
—

All University of California

campuses will be required to

recycle a higher percentage of

solid waste if legislation intro-

duced by Assemblyman Tom
Hayden, D-Santa Monica, is

adopted by the state senate and

approved by the UC Board of

Regents later this month/
"Basically, were just trying to

get the university to do what the

cities and counties are mandated to

do by law," said Judy Corbett.

administrative assistant to Hay-

den.

Initially the resolution was pari

of a study conducted by six UCLA
graduate students examining solid

waste management practices at the

nine UC campuses, said project

member April Smith.

Smith, an urban planning gradu-

ate student, said the resolution is

modeled after a stale law requiring

increased procurement of recycled

4)roducts by state agencies, Lhe.

legislature, and local agencies.

Hayden expressed interest in the

resolution after the team and

county and city governments con-

tacted him, Corbett said.

The UC system is regulated by

the Regents, and not by the state

government, she said, s(v techni-

cally Hayden's resolution cannot

be enforced by the state govern-

ment.

However, the state government

approves the UC budget, which

indirectly encourages the Regents

to cooperate with suggestions

made by the state, she explained.

The UC system produces
between 70,000 and 80,000 tons of

solid waste a year, ; the study

estimated. ^Under Hayden's prop;

osal, 25 percent of high grade

paper that is sold on campus would

be recycled by 1992 and 40 percent

See WASTE, page 8

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errprs may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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Four students tackle the

challenges of the new decade

3y Tawn Nhaiv -=^*^ ucls manufactured by corporations report on national student norms:

Staff Writer

Dressed in torn jeans, an old

tattered sweater with a large hole in

the chest and a pair of sandals,

Mark Spencer looks like a remnant

of the carefree, radical 1960s.

His easygoing disposition is a

marked contrast to the hustle and

bustle of some of his career-ori-

ented peers at UCLA.
A few minutes of conversation

with the former East Coast boafd-^

ing school preppie reveal a stronger

message that overrides his casual

appearance. '-'

Spencer doesn't engage in much
chit-chat nowadays: '*Casual con-

versation always turns into serious

conversation," said the .senior an-

thropology major.

And serious conversation often"

centers on his favorite subject —
race relations and apartheid, in par-

ticular.

Spencer, who spearheaded last

month a student boycott of prod-

with ties in South Africa, speaks

about apartheid with the kind of

passion and conviction that could

make a hard-core 6()s hippie proud.

"A lot of people talk about

(change),butaren'tactivc in bring-

ing about the changes j^, I'm a''

freedom fighter. I'll bca freedom

fighter until everyone is free. Ican't

be happy; I can't be content know-
ing there is legali/.exl racism," he

*said.

And Spencer isn't alone in de-

manding change.

More and more students on

caiTipuscs across the nation are fol-

lowing a trend toward social con-

sciousness and greater activism,

according to a recent UCLA
1

The Study, conducted since 1966

on freshman clas.ses by UCLA Pro-

fessor Alexander Astin, revealed

that about 37 perujnt.of the 1989

freshman class say ttiey have par-

ticipated in a demonstration or

protest in the last yciir - an alL

time high vvhich more than doubles

the percentage from the laic 6()s.

But statistics do not reveal ilic

See PASSIONS, Page 15
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Briefs

World

Lithuania agrees to

suspend some iaws
MOSCOW — Lithuania's president

said Wednesday his Baltic republic would
consider suspending temporarily some of

the pro-independence laws that drove the

Kremlin to impose an economic embargo
two weeks ago.

President Vytautas Landsbergis agreed
to the step in a letter to French and West
German leaders who last week proposed
that such a compromise would help start

negotiations between the republic and
Moscow.
•*'pverything is negotiable which does

not question the matter of restored

independence of the Lithuanian stale on
March 11, 1990," Landsbergis said in his

letter to French President Francois Mitter-

rand and West German Chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl.

The letter was read to Lithuania's

parliament, the Supreme Council, which
gave its approval without a vole, said

Aidas Palubinskas, a spokesman for xhe

parliament.

Speculative stock
dealer goes bankrupt

TOKYO — A major speculative slock_

dealer lias gone bankrupt as a result at ihc~

sharp plunge of Japanese stock prices this

year, a private credit research agency
confirmed Wednesday.
Akebono Kikaku Co. of Tokyo has

accumulated debts exceeding $1.33 bil-

lion and has issued T)ad notes twice since

March 28. said Teikoku Data Bank Ltd.

The agency said it was one of the

largest bankruptcy cases on record in

Japan.

Akebono Kikaku *s downfall followed
the Tokyo market's sharp plunge this

year. Teikoku Data Bank said Akebono
was unable to meet margin calls because
of the steep fall in stocks.

The 225-share Nikkei Stock index has

skidded 8,'^2.23 points, or around 22
percent, from its highest level of
38,915.87 last Dec. 29.

Nation

Senate panel adds
to Democrat's cuts

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Demo-
cratic-controlled Senate Budget Com-
mittee on Wednesday made the deepest

cut yet in proposed Pentagon spending,

approving a 1991 budget that pares

President Bush's military plans by $9.9

billion.

The panel adopted the $1.Z trillion

spending plan, which says it will reduce

next year's deficit by $43 billion, on a 14-

9 vote. Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa was
the only Republican to join the committee
Democrats in voting for the package.

Committee Chairman James Sasser,"
D-Tcnn., who pieced together the propos-

al, called it "a clear and cfarion call to the

While House to get behind some real

deficit reduction."

Bush's budget seeks $36 billion ir^!

deficit reduction.

Stock market posts
moderate advance
NEW YORK — Hopes for a respite

from the recent rise of interest rates

helped the stock market stage a moderate

advance Wednesday.

Analysts said some traders apparently

were buying on expectations that a

forthcoming financing by the government

might draw a better response than has

been feared.

The Dow Jones average of 30 indust-

rials rose 20.72 to 2^689.64, stretching its

gain since the start of the week to 44.59

points.

Advancing issues outnumbered
declines by about 7 to 5 in nationwide

trading of New York Stock Exchange-

listed slocks, with 864 up, 612 down and

478 unchanged.

Volume on the floor of the Big Board
came to 141.61 million shares, against

149.02 million in the previous session.

Nationwide, consolidated volume in

NYSE-listed issues, including trades in

those stocks on regional,exchanges and in

the over-the-counter market, totaled

171.08 million shares.

state

Quake prediction

system announced
^SANTA CRUZ —^ A new computer

U.S. Geological Survey told a meeting of

the Seismological Society of America.

program can predict the likelihood of big

earthquakes in California within three

days of foreshocks along major faults, a

government seismologist said Wednes-
day.

The predictions will be similar to the
-National Weather Bureau forccasu; o^
rain, telling the public whether there is,

say, a 5, 10 or 25 percent chance of a

quake after tremors of Richier magnitude
4 or greater.

The system uses data on the long term

probability of main shocks in the region

and the general activity of the faults to

, estimate the likelihood of a major quake
after foreshocks, Lucile M. Jones of the

Students at college

oppose co-ed plan

OAKLAND — Mills College has

never been where the boys are, but

trustees at the 138-year-old women's
school may vote on Thursday to admit

male undergraduates for the first time to

avoid a growing financial crisis.

The board of trustees of Northern

California's only women's college was to

meet in private and at an undisclosed

location to decide whether to go coeduca-

tional 101 years after graduating the first

women west of the Mississippi.

Students say they feel powerless to

affect the board's decision, although most
of the 777 women undergrads at the quiet,

u-ee-Iined campus in East Oakland oppose
the plan designed to boost enrollment and
revenues.

Local

'Onion field' killer

arrested for assault

Paroled "Onion Field" police killer

Jimmy Lee Smith was arrested for

allegedly threatening a man with an 8-

inch kitchon knife last m6rtih, police satg=

Wednesday.

'Smith, 59, was arrested Tuesday
afternoon in the San Fernando Valley and
was booked for investigation of assault

with a deadly weapon, said police Lt. John
Bradbury. He was placed on "parole hold"
and no bail was set. —

—

Compiled from the Associated Press

f HOW TO GET THE BETTER OF AN EXAM
Remember that the Academic Resources Centers are available for tutoring: 339 Kinsey

for Writing/English and 3973 Math/Science for Math or Science tutoring. Also ask the

instructor for help. •
' ^

[fyoQ're feeling stressed, or you just can't seem to make yourself study, remember that

the Student Psychological Services (825-0768, 4223 Math/Science) and Peer Health

Counselors (825-8462, 408 Kerckhoff) can help with procrastinatigin,. stress, and time

management.

Study for the type of exam being given. Practice organizing your ideas for essays and
identifying facts for multiple choice questions.

Once in the exam, read the questions at least twice, and answer the questions asked.
For example, where required, show the steps you used to derive your answers; be spe-
cific in your examples in an essay; and beware of modifiers like "the only" and "always"

in multiple choice exams.
*

HOW TO LET AN EXAM GET THE BETTER OF YOU:

- ^'T"^.-

'O^

,»^Avi|.

Don't go to the last few classes. WRONG I Important material that may be relevant to the

exam is often covered during the last few weeks.

Don't get any sleep and be fatigued when you take the exam. WRONG! "All nighters"

may make it" difficult for you to concentrate or remember much.

During the exam, sit near your friends. WRONG! You may get distracted or even be^

accused of copying. You might even try to copy from them, forgetting that you probably
*

know as much as they do, and that the penalties for cheating can be Suspension or
"

Dismissal from UCLA.
r " ^'

Cheating can throw off a curve, devalue a degree, result

In Suspension or Dismissal, and ruin your whole day
*<*

A message from the. Dean of Students' Office
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Communications BoardTseleds PacTies, BruinLife editors

Next years editors chosen for

'understanding' and Vision'
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

The student media publishing

board chose next year's editors

Wednesday for UCLA's Asian/

Pacific Islander student newsma-
gazine and BruinLife yearbook.

The ASUCLA Communications
Board selected junior Jo Yang as

Pacific Ties' editor-in-chief after

about. 10 minutes of deliberation

during which it considered Yang's

and Andrew Lin's appHcations.

Yang, current managing editor

for PacTies, "shows depth, under-

standing and passion for issues of

ihc Asian and Pacific Islander

C9n;imunities," said ASUCLA
Communications Board Chairman
Greg White, emphasizing that his

view does not necessarily reflect

that of other board members.

The economics major, who has

worked for PacTies for two years,

said she hopes to expand on the

coverage of community issues,

such as problems with youths and
gang involvement, menial health

and housing.

The paper will also address

historical aspects, including the

massacres in China and the Pacific

islands by the Japanese durmg
World War II, with which many

5U2ANNE 5TATE§;Dally BrSTT

Clarissa Aesquivel

people are unfamiliar, said Yang.

By reading about the various

aspects of the community, Asians

and Pacific Islanders can learn

about their cultures and hopefitlly

reach a level of awareness where

Jo Yang

they themselves can get politically

involved and give back to the

community, she said.

"PacTies is only a small way of

making a difference," Yang said,

but she hopes the paper will

contribute to building a strong

coalition among Asian and Pacific

Islander communities.

The sole applicant for Bruin-

Lifers editor, junior Clarissa Aes-

quivel, was also approved for the

position. Aesquivel, an economics

major, said she plans to improve

the photographic content of the

yearbook and include more aspects

of student life such as ethnic

cultural shows.

White said he was impressed

with Aesquivel's vision for the

yearbook which focuses on cap-

luring life at UCLA through

"clean, simple" photographs.

'This is a service to the entire

community. This vision' is very"

exciting," he said.

BruinLife comes out at the end

of the academic year.

UCLA students rally to end U.S. support of Khmer Rouge
By Tallne Satamian

Contributor
'

More than 60 students attended an on-

"campus rally Wednesday where speakers"

urged them to pressure the U.S. government

to end its support of Cambodia's Khmer
Rouge, which they blamed for the death of

three million people in the 1970s.

The rally also commemorated the May 4,

'

1970 protest ai Kent State University in

A day-long "teach-in," comprised of work-

shops, lectures and films on Cambodia, was

also held to raise awareness.

'The war (in Cambodia) is still happcn-

ing . . . it's noT *60s nostalgia,"^OTganizcr

Mary Dooley said of the event.

'One workshop speaker said that the

United Stales has continued its involvement

in Cambodia since the early 1970s. The
government has been sending aid to a

coalition of political groups, including the

Long Beach.

The Khmer Rouge instituted a policy of

auto-genocide in the mid-1970s, when
about 3 million Cambodians, including

Buddhists, Muslims, Oincse and Vicinam-

ese were killcd^during thai lime, said

Dooley, a member of the on-campus student

committee under International Alert. The
committee is among the more than 50

groups nationwide which are opposed laihc

return of the Khmer Rouge

Ohio when National Guardsmen killed lour

students who were among 2,000 people

denouncing the U.S. invasion of Cambodia.

Khmer Kouge, antnropoiogy graauaie siu-

dent Sue Needham said. Ncedham works

with the Cambodia refugee community ia

Los Angeles du'cclor David Hinckley said

at the rally.

"(The Khmer Rouge) has world rccogni-

tion, when in fact, they have carried out a

holocaust,^'^he said. The Klimcr Rouge ahwr

holds a seal in the United Nations, a posiiion

that is coming up for re-election in

September of this year.

'The United Slates policy (toward the

Khmer Rouge) is ambiguous," sociology

Professor Leo Kuper said at the rally. While

If you db noi coftrwnt genocidc, men mc—mc united states denies thai ii supports itie

future of the world will be littered with

bodies," Amnesty Inlcmalionars former See CAMBODIA, page 8
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THE $10

STRING

TANK!

Beach bound or pump-

ing up in the gym,

our made-tomove

$10 cotton jersey

string tank is hot,

in 7 happening hues.

Corne to the source!
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^ NEW SAN DIEGO
3964 5tR AVE , HILLCREST

'
' (619)294 8600

^ ^SCONDIDO
NORTH C6UNTY FAIR

(619) 746-2537
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UCLA to maifc 25th anniversaiy of School of Dentistry
By Sandra Hernandez

Contributor

As its silver anniversary draws near and

the time capsule, complete with records,

photoglr^phs, and quarter-century old dental

instruments is safely sealed in the walls of

the school, UCLA professors reminisced

about the UCLA School of Dentistry.

"I was here before they started building

the place (in 1%2). Now, I'm filled with

nostalgia when I think back and recall the

times when we first founded the school,"

said Dr. Roger Wolcott, chairman of the

anniversary committee.

Students, faculty and alumni will cele-

bratefThe^Sth anniversary of the School of

I>entistry this weekend in a celebration

acknowledging its contributiofis to the

profession. ^
"While this anniversary signifies a

passage of time, it also marks the beginning

of a new era of even more accomplishment

for the school and its graduates," said dean

of the School of Dentistry Henry Cherrick.

The first dental classes convened in 1964

with 28 students. Today, 88 students arc

admitted to the dental school annually.

According to Cherrick, the current

enrollment capacity is 348 students in the

Dental Surgery doctoral program, 43 in the

master's program^iii oral biology^nd 52

t)ursuing postdoctoral degrees in specialty

fields such as orthodontics, oral surgery and
pediatric dentistry.

"The reputation of the school has

expanded nationally and internationally has been a popular alternative to the use of

which makes me very proud to be a part of^__denLurcs^

it," said Dr. Ronald Mito, an alumnus of the

school and director of its postgraduate

certificates and residency programs.

Most students that are admitted to the

school have higher than a 3.0 grade average

in addition to high graduate admissions test

scores, Cherrick said.— Over the past 25 years, prominent

include

SHAWN ELOEFVDaily Bruin

Sean Avera, a class of '93 dental student, stands in front of the plaque

awarded to the School of Dentistry on its 25th anniversary.

innovations in the growing field of ortho-

dontics, Mito said. Clear-colored braces

bonded onto the teeth and "invisible" braces

which can be placed on the inward side of

the teeth are significant improvements due
lo the increasing number of adults wearing

braces, he explained.

Another technique recently developed is

the practice of implanting teeth into the

patient's mouth. According to Cherrick, this

years,

changes in the dental profession

'This procedure was unknown 10 years

ago and is not part of the undergraduate

curriculum. In its first 25 years, our school

matured into an institution recognized

around the world for its research and
education," Cherrick said.

Aesthetic dentistry, which involves

restoring the shape and color of teeth, is also

in popular demand, Wolcott said.

In an effort to decrease the potential of

transmitting infections between students

and patients, the school has also paid careful

attention to infection control procedures,

such as the proper disposal of potentially

hazardous msitcrials and the use of masks,

gloves, and eye protection, Cherrick said.

A little over a year after the school

opened its doors, it established its Dental

Research Institute which has trained future

dental hygienists and assistants for almost

^4 years. The institute is currently conduct^

Tng research on consumer products such as

mouthwash and toothpaste.

'To properly prepare graduates who can

treat the patient needs of the future, we must

expand our research and tailor our programs

to address the changes in disease trends of

the oral area," Cherrick said.

This summer, a new doctoral dental

program will be established to give students

more clinical experience during their first

two years of study. The school has also

proposed to institute a new Ph.D program in

oral biology along with specialty programs

in general dentistry and endodontics — the

study of the root pulp and canal.

Other proposals, including expansion of

the school's implant center and rej^idcncy

programs and allowing students^'^bf oral

surgery to seek a double degree, are also

under consideration, Mito said.

The dental school has expanded its

services to meet the needs of people by

providing bilingual staff and serving com-
munities other than Westwood, said Dr..

Edward Maggiore, director of the Venice

center.

Last year, the dental school opened the

doors of its Venice Dental Center. Taking

the place of the Venice dental clinic which

had served the area since 1969, the new
facility is accomodating a greater number of

patients and has "responded to patient's

needs and tried to keep up-to-date with the

changes in dentistry," Maggiore said.

The downtown Dental clinic also pro-

vides services to low-income patient and

children living in the central Los Angeles

area.

Dental students are also providing free

dental services to farm workers and their

children at mobile clinics set up at elemen^~
tary schools in areas like Ventura County
and the San Joaquin Valley in conjunction^

with the use dental school, said Jay

Gershen, chairman of public health denti-

In orcler to help patients overcOirtRf lfieir_

Tear of going to the dentist, the school"
established its Fear and Anxiety Center in

1986, Mito said.

"I always like to come back and share

what I've learned at the school with other

students. It's a continuing learning process

for me," said Dr. Roger L. Lent, a lecturer in

removable prosthodontics and alui^mus of

the school.

Getting An Interview
ean Be Difficult.

,

Finding^A Job^—
Can Be Worse.

CESE Can Help You!
Your resume can be seen by companies hiring in many diverse fields*

Only companies who are hiring will see your resume*

Your resume will continue to be seen by hiring companies into Fall '90*

For a $25.00 fee

your resume will be
included in a

resume book seen

by prospective
employers.

Send $25>CX) and resume to: CESE
RO, Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
Or Call:(213) 396-1591
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low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica (>oilege's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SMC? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
use $ 1335.00 UCLA S383.00
CSUN $295.00 SMC S 20.00

We fit your schedule^
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

•(;<^slN include all rfquirrd cnnillmtnl fcrs SM(' cost is 15 ()() ptr

unit for (alifornia rcNidcnis: iniludfs one limr rrqiiirt'd $S ()()

health Itc

of room to cultivate your sunifner plans.

8 week session June 2Sth-Augiist Hth
6 week session June 2 Sthr-August 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak, so don't delay. The.earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority. Apply at the SMC
-Admissions Office, Monday through _

Thursday, Sam to 8pm; Friday Sam to

4pm. Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

June, and grow wise under the Santa

^onicasun.

Santa
MONICA

/
^

"We transfer more students

to the I nit '«»rs ity of Califom ia

than any other citntmunity ayllef^e.
"

rXHiPICOHLVD . SANTA MONICA, CALIF WiO'i
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alumna alleges sex discrimination at two upscale restaurants
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

-—A UCLA alumna's sex discrimi-

nation lawsuit has spurred negoti-

ations over the hiring policies of

two Westside restaurants.

Kelleye McKinna, who gra-

duated with a masters degree in

educational psychology last quar-

ter, said she was denied a job as a

waitress l)ecause the management
at Nfa Maison and Citrus restaur-

*ants only employs men in their

affluent formal dining rooms. Ma
Maison's attorney Richard Rosen-
berg failed to return numerous
phone calls made by the Daily

Bruin, and Citrus refused to com-

Says Ma Maison, Citrus don't

hire women for prized positions
ment, but both side's lawyers are

still negotiating.

In November 1988, McKinna
applied for a waiting position at

Citrus restaurant She said that she

was told that management "would
get back to her" after making a

decision.

'They gave me the run around
and told me to come back, which 1

did several times," McKinna said.

In the meantime, she applied for

a position at Ma Maison's formal

dining room, as well as other

restaurants. Instead she was
offered a job at La Cajole — an
informal dining room in the Sofitel

Hotel, where Ma Maison is also

located.

McKinna claims that when she

asked why she was not hired at Ma
Maison, she was told that the

restaurant was fully staffed

already. "I didn't question that.

Later on ... I realized that it

wasn't true — that they had hired

new staff and the only^jjcople

working there were men."

McKinna said one man with

'whom she went through the hotel's

training was hired at Ma Maison

where he makes more money.

"What ticks me off is La Cajole

was dead and I was making no

money and Ma Maison was packed

and the waiters were making
between $100 to $200 a night (in

tips)," she said.

Between November 1988 and

June 1989, McKinna said the

restaurant's management
repeatedly disregarded her

requests for transfer to Ma Maison.

"I asked if I could work over

there and he continually ignored

jny requests so I started thinking it

seems kind of discriminating," she

said.

McKinna maintains that Ma
Maison does not hire any women
as waitresses at dinnertime, when
tips are more lucrative. Citrus only

recently began employing women
as waitresses, she said.

*They all deny that (hiring men
exclusively) is a policy. I've come
across a lot of people where the

maitre'd has told them outright

when they apply, *Sorry we don't

hire women' and they throw out
their files," she said.

McKinna said many restaurants

advertise open jobs by "word of
mouth" where it is clear that only
men are wanted for the jobs.

Constitutional amendment field up;

would remove felonious legislators
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — A constitutional

amendment to oust legislators who commit
felonies stalled Wednesday in the Senate

JRules Committee after some panel mem-
bers expressed concern that it would cover
relatively minor crimes. ^

'There are so many felonies. Some things

are felonies that really shouldn't be," said

the committee's chairman, Senate President

Pro Tcm David Robcrti, D-Los Angeles,
who mentioned misiKP of the statft RP.al as an

example of an unnecessary felony.
~

The amendment, SCA39 by Sen. John
Seymour, R-Anaheim, would specify that a

legislator convicted of a felony would
automatically lose his or her office.

,. 1 Currently, it takes a two-thirds vote of the

legislator's house to expel the lawmaker.

^.Seynlour said the amendment would
create a "level playing field."

"Every other officeholder in the slate,

from the governor on down, other than

members of the slate Legislature, currently

must forfeit their office upon conviction of a

felony," he said.

Roberti said that "if the Legislature were
timid in expelling its own members there

might be grounds for" the Seymour propos-

al.

But he added, "In the last unfortunate

circumstance we had I think we made it

clear that the member was no longer going
to be welcome, ''' referring to ihe pressure

legislative leader^ placed on Sen. Joseph
jBiontayjtarcsign^tcr he was convicted^

WASTE

federal corruption charges.

Montoya, D-EI Monte, resigned from

office in February, a week after he was
found guilty of racketeeririg, money laun-

dering and extortion.

The committee tried to shelve the

measure for the year by holding it for an

out-of-session hearing, but the 2-1 vote was
short of the 3-vote majority needed to

approve the motion.

From page 2

would be recycled by the year 2(XX).

The bill would encourage the university

to substitute recyclable products for those

that are not. Instead of purchasing pro-

ducts from the companies that bid the

lowest, the UC schools would be able to

spend up to 10 percent more for the

purchase of recycled products.

The resolution also directs the chancel-

lor of each campus to establish a Solid

Waste Advisory Committee to monitor

recycling and cooperate with county

recycling coordinators in developing

CAMB< • I

waste management programs.

The bill has been endorsed by environ-

mental groups and the UC Student

Association, a student lobby comprised of

student representatives from the nine UC
campuses. *

Hayden said he hopes that increaseo

recycling by the UC would encourage
other schools to adopt environmental

protection policies, Corbett said.

From page 5

Khmer Rouge, it aids a coalition to which
the Khmer Rouge belongs.

"I've seen military and non-lethal aid go
to the Khmer Rouge," while working for

three years in the refugee camps at the

Thai-Cambodia border, Dooley said.

Speakers at the rally also announced a

letter-writing campaign urging elected

officials to Slop U.S. aid to the Khmer
Rouge. Politicians can also pressure the

United Nations to elect a non-Khmer Roug^
representative, Dooley said. '^

"(Bu t) mostly what wc need is a lot qL
education," which was ihe goal of ycsie?^

day's "teach-in," she said. If Americans
knew the extent of U.S. involvement, they

would want to prevent their tax dollars from
being sent to the Khmer Rouge's coalition,

she added.

The organizers of the "teach—in" bor-

rowed the idea from the anti-war activists in

the 1960s who held workshops to raise

awareness and encourage protests against

the ViciiiaiTi war, '^Dooley said.

CALPIRG!!

EGATIVE HECK-

*NEGATIVE CHECK-OFF*

'Feeds Off Student Apathy
Deceptive Means of Raising Funds
Unfair to All Students

..•»...

Where are CALPIRGs Audits?

Where has all OF our Money Gone T To Salaries?

Why THE Special Treatment-for CALPIRG?

Paid Political Advertising. Paid for By CONCERNED STUDENTS AGAINST FORCED FUNDING.

•:«<s^

H,..,.

Undergraduate Students Association

PRIMARY ELECTION
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

^
Thurs^ayr l\/lay~3ri 990 ^

VOTE TODAY
Polling Places

Bruin Walk (by Drake Stadium)

Spaulding Field (southwest of Pauley Pavilion)

teAfkerman Turn-Around (by the bus stop)

rain Plaza (across from the Bear)

'Royce Quad

'V--,,

Rolfe Quad
Bunthe Hall ^

Inverted Fountain v

Court of Sciences (by Young Math Sciences and Franz Halls.)

Kerckhott Hat io (outs ide o f Ke i cKh o tf Co ffee House)

Sample Ballot

OFFICES

'.k.

I-

A.PRESIDENT
1a. Dean Poulakidas -

2a. Pete Koebler

_ 3a. Scott Perry

B. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
4a. Steve Gonzalez
5a. Michael Cerillo

C. SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
6a. Darren Kameya.
7a. David Pratt

D. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
8a. Kelly L. Hand
9a. Sam Kaufman

E. CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIONER
10a. Eugene Hernandez —
11a. Stefan Sacks ^

^. CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
14a. Lance S. Allice

""'^^
H. FACILITIES COMMISSIONER

— --k
(4.

^- ...

,^

15a. Alex Hultgren
16a. Ben Renda

1 FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSIONER
:b- 17a. Octavio Navarro

J. STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER
18a. Carol Dan^/ish

M.

F. COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER
12a. Dave Lim
13a. Ramie Dare

BALLOT MEASURES

K. GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE (vote for 3 at most)
19a. James Hail

20a. Alvin Parra
21a. Derek Hu ..^—-— 22a. Holly Carrington '~^^>^^^-:^— —

:

-.
—

^

23a. Gary Gonzalez
24a. Kevin Wittenberg

L. If you wish to vote for a write-in candidate, mark box #25a and
write the- candidate's name and the office for which you wish to vote
on the back of the scantron ballot form.

r^

For the following initiatives/referenda, please fill in the number on the ballot form that corresponds with how you wish to vote. For additional Information on these
measures please refer to the material provided at the polling locations.

M. Constitutional Amendment to Remove the Votes of Non-student Members of USAC
^

-Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to remove the voting privileges of the Non-Student Members (Faculty. Alumni, and Administrative Representatives)
of the Undergraduate Students Association Council, and count only elected students toward quorum requirements? For specific wording ot this proposed constitutional amendment see the
information provided at the polling station. ,

'^'

26a. yes
*

^
. v-y .

27a. no * "'
:.

-
.

'^

N. Funds for Student-Initiated Campus and Community Service Programs
Shall the Undergraduate Students Association create more funds for student service programs by reducing the current ASUCLA Student Union Fee by S1.50/quar1er and increasing by S3 00/
quarter the Associated Students(ASUCLA) membership fee? These funds shall be designated to support student-initiated campus and community service programs, the Community Activities

Committee($1/qtr). the Campus Retention Committee (Sl/qtr), the Community Service Commisiion (ISO) and the Student Welfare Commission (S,50),

The reduction in the ASUCLA Student Union Fee could result in fewer funds being available for buying down the seismic fee in the future In no event would the reduction In buy down
potential be greater than S1.50/quarter. The net effect of this referendum on your registration fees would be an increase of S1 50/quar1er.

28a. yes

29a, no «-:,

0. Constitutional Amendment to Restructure the Offices of the Vice Presidents r
Shall the Constitution of the Undergraduate Students Association be amended to restructure the offices of the vice presidents such that the Executive Vice President^would be replaced by an
Internal Vice President and the Second Vice President be replaced by an External Vice President, effective beginning with the 1991-92 terms of office'? .^ "/^

The role of the Internal Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating student participation on non-academic committees, boards, and task forces and assrsting |he

President in facilitating good relations between council members an* s'tudent. organizations. The role of the External Vice President would include assisting the President in coordinating the

advocacy efforts on behalf of student interests and ensuring that ccmncil members understand the issues being advocated by USAC and USAC sponsored groups. The External Vice Presltjent

would also represent the Association to off-campus entities as delegated by the President and Council. For specific wording of the proposed Constitutional amendment see the information
provided at the polling station. -^^ —- *

30a. yes

31a. no
P. $2 Voluntary Positive Check-Off Fee for Second Harvest ^
Shall the needy and homeless of the Greater Los Angeles area benefit from a voluntary supplemental positive check-off of $2 00/quarter which would appear on the undergraduate registration

fee statement, subject to an appropriate written agreement between Second Harvest Inc.. and ASUCLA/USAC ? The authority conferred t?y adoption, of this question shall extend through the
1993-1994 academic year. . V v- -

-
- - —v—r^ -

\ •
,

32a. yes ;. j iV

33a. no : ..

Q. $2 Voluntary Fee for the California Public Interest Research Group*
Do you support continuing the curpBnt $2 voluntary supplemental fee, per quarter, for CALPIRG, collected as a waivable fee (negative check-off)? The fee will be assessed for the period from
fall. 1990, through spring, 1994. The fee is included in the total fee amount due at registration Any student who wishes not to support CALPIRG may deduct this fee at registration

•The UC President and Chancellor have stated that they will not implement any waivable fee (negative check-off) regardless of the student vote.

"^ ^^^^
' '^ "* Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government

>

'I
I, .

V-x-

' } '» ,tW \ . ,
* •

.

,

' i ';» *

'

j^
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Project breeds and tracks
By D.W. Page
Associated Press

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. —
Baby loggerhead turtles as small as

silver dollars and swimming in

tanks in Virginia and Ohio may
hold the key to the survival of one
of the world's most endangered

species.

The Virginia Marine Science

Museum, the Virginia Institute of

Marine Science and the Columbus
'Zoo in Ohio are raising turtles for

the next three years and then will

release them into the Atlantic with

satellite tracking devices attached

10 their shells.

Loggerheads are a threatened

species, but their numbers are

nowhere near as dimmished as the"

Kemp's ridley sea turtle, one of 12

species worldwide facing immi-

nent extinction, according to

envirdnmen^U§ts't

The hatching and ijaising of the

^ turtles, called headstarting, is not

new, but the aninftals had never

been tracked once they were

released.

*This is really the first evalua-

tion of what happens after head-

starting," said Tony Leger,

manager of the Back Bay National

Wildlife Refuge, which provided

the turtle eggs.

John Keinath, a researcher at the

Virginia Institute of Marine Sci-

ence, has thiee loggerheads in the

Atlantic with satellite tracking

devices.

• One came from the Columbus
Zoo, which raised two loggerheads

that were abandoned on its door-

step three years ago. Last year, the

zoo contacted the institute about
releasing the turtles. The size of

the turtles, about 100 pounds,

interested Keinath because it was

just right for mounting a satellite

tracker.

The three institutions joined

forces this year to raise the turtles

from eggs recovered at the Back
Bay refuge.

Rather than facing the ravages

of seagulls and cold water, the

babies arc being raised in warm
water and on a diet of vitamin

supplements mixed with veget-

ables and four kinds of fish, Mark
Swingle of the Virginia museum

said.

Keinath said the only time a

turtle will set foot on land after it

has hatched is when the female

lays its ping-pong ball-sized eggs

in the sand.

Scientists have pieced together

part of the sea turtle mystery. The
newly-hatched turtles hit the water

in a three-day swimming frenzy.

Keinath believes that push gets the

tiny turtles out from shore and into

the warmer Gulf Stream.

sea turtles
Once in the Gulf Stream, the

turtles ride the current around the
Atlantic two or three times, feed-

ing on sargussum weed.
During the swimming frenzy,

the turtles use only their /ront
flippers. Once in the floating

seaweed, the turtles use only their

back flippers. Scientists believe
the switch is a way to hide from
predators, since the back flippers

make less discernible motion.

After two or three circuits

around the Atlantic, the turtles

head for the Chesapeake Bay and
other tidal estuaries where they

forage on horseshoe crabs, then

-migrate south as the water cools.

Aerial surveys have found nearly

10,000 loggerheads visiting the

bay each summer.
Scientists believe once the tur-

tles mature— now weighing in the

300-pound range — they take up
residence on the East Coast's

continental shelf.

'The question is will a head-

started turtle know enough to head
south when winter comes," Kei-

nath said. "If they tiavigate prop-

erly, I don't have any reason to

suspect that headstarted ridleys

won't."

The National Fish and Wildlife

Service has been raising up to

1,500 ridleys a year.
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Frealqr turkeys help save tKe worid ffifom mediocrity
By Kathleen Maclay

Associated Press

" FREESTONE, Calif. '—nFra-
zicr, the four-horned Navajo-
Churro ram and a flock of skinny

turkeys look freaky, but Hans
Peter Jorgcnscn is serious when he
says they can help save a world
being consumed by sameness.

Risks of factory farming that

produces cheap, casy-to-raise

"clone-like animals" ultimately

outweigh the benefits, said the

manager of the C.S. Foundation
farm. "It's a short-term gain for a

long-term, serious, serious loss."

There has been increasing intcr-

pcrccnt of the vegetable seed
varieties available in this country

'in 1903 are still around. '

-»»"i^

est fft rare breeds. But Heidi
Johnson, a University of Califor-

nia-Davis agricultural ^extension
spokeswoman, chalked it up to a

fad. ^^

Others disagree.

"When plants and animals arc

identical genetically, they have the

same strengths and weaknesses,"
said a paper produced by the

private, New York City-based C.S.

Fund. "When one variety suffers

destruction entire.plant and animal
populations can be irretrievably

lost; uniformity engenders vulner-

ability."^

"Between 1600 and 1900,
experts estimate that one plant or

animal became extinct every four

Jorgcnscn compared the slUiaT

lion to the Irish Potato Famine.
About 750,000 people died from
disease or starvation from 1845 to

1847, when the potato crop failed

because of a plant blight Jorgcnscn
said might have been avoided if the

Irish had relied on more varieties.

"That was a crisis in genetic

diversity," he said.

The C.S. Foundation is financed

by Maryanne Molt, a Montana
rancher, nature photographer and
General Motors heiress. The
foundation has various causes 4ts^

directors believe promote human
and cultural survival. .

About 15 acres of land in the

sleepy town of Freestone, popula-

tion 54; about 65 miles north of
San Francisco, were bought by the

fund in 1983 when it moved from
nearby Santa Rosa. Jorgcnscn, son
of a dairy farmer and a former

college art teacher, cabinet maker
and general contractor, was hired

to run a project to conserve rare, or

minor, breeds.

Rare breeds of cattle and horses

are those with fewer than 200
annual registrations; rare sheep,

goat and pig breeds have fewer
than 500. Minor breeds of cattle,

sheep, goats and horses are those
years," ihc report said, "loaay It IS withfewei than 1,000 annual monlal rugs.

naturally mating Bronze turkey.

The Churro sheep has a 450-

year history in North America,
dating to when they were left

behind by Spanish conquistadors

who had taken them on journeys as

food. But the Navajos began using

the Churro— with its long, coarse,

double-coated fleece — for cere-

But a federal livestock reduction

program that Jorgcnscn charged

was aimed at humbling the Ameri-
can Indians and saving Lake Mead
from sheep-caused erosion led to

their decimation.

There are only about 500 Chur-
ros today; about 1 percent of their

rare gene pnnl i s in Free s toneis:

$1,000 and are of great value for

the Navajos' "two gray hills"

carpels that use the soft but strong

black, brown and white yarns that

require no dyeing, Sclman said.

Many Glider Navajo weavers still

cherish the Ohirro, Which, the

project supplies to reservations.

The success of the foundation's,

efforts on behalf of the turkey

remains to be seen. The turkey

commonly raised by commercial
growers today has been bred for

while meal, an absence of pin

feathers and breast muscles so

large the poultry can't male nalur- -

ally. Reproduction is handled b\
artificial insemination.

, .

mifx i'.s'.>*.«.:.'a*a;.'a'As»,'
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Watch-your transcript grOW^with
r*'.-i-

Summer Sessions credit. More

than 500 courses are being offered,

on-campus housing is available to

all registered students, and Visa

Mastercardare accepted;— ^
•«>Ml-

estimated that at least one species

is disappearing each day."

"Extinction is forever; you don't

gel them back," Jorgcnscn said.

"Our position is: Don't throw ihc

genes away, your grandchildren
might need them."

The foundation quoted recent

studies that show less than 5

registrations.

C.S. hopes to carry its conser-

vation message through education

and support for genetic diversity

preservation. One goal is "living

history farms" io keep rare breeds.

The fund's first targets included

the Navajo-Churro sheep. Recen-
tly added to the list was the

"That's why the old Navajo rugs

would last 200 years," Jorgcnscn

said.

The Churro adapted to dramatic

desert climate- changes, altitude,

limited water resources and forage

conditions, and Navajo flocks soon
numbered in the hundreds of

thousands.

flock.

At Utah Slate University, Chur-

ro Sheep Project spokeswoman
Kristy Selman cited ihc animal's

ability to resist internal parasites

and contagious foot rot, problems

traditionally expensive for the

sheep industry.

Churro lambs sell for $250 to

CLEAN UP
OURBi

.:fc; «-v««-:«-:-%<:-y-::-:

'^.-

Computer Store Clearance Sale

These are the best bargains of the year - on very
limited quantities of a few select items: '

• Computers
• Hard Disks
• Software

You can save up to 60% on floor demos and
discontinued models - but only one or two of
many items will be available. All Apple demo
computers come with version 6.0 of system
software, HyperCard and a one-year AppleCare
extended warranty. -

'

Stop by the Computer Store for a detailed
price list of all sale merchandise.

May 2 & 3 only-Save up to 60%

Don't Miss It!

2 Days Only
B-Level Ackerman Union

in front of the Computer Store
Priority numbers will be given out starting at 7am on May 2.

Payment: These low prices are ASUCl^ cash prices i\\u\ rec^uire |)avineiit
made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal
Check or personal check (up to $:«)()) made ogt to ASUCIJ^. Money
Orders are not accepted. These products are available only to full-time
students, faculty, staff, with current \K\A ID. and to UCI^ departments.
Purchase must be for the personal, academic, or research use of the ""

—

eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime
Kxcepticms are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire.
Quantities are limited. |FVices are current as of 4/30/90 and are subject to
change without notice^ All .sales are final.

*

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

j^
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guidelines proposed instead of definition ^"^™";™;^
Siuntman's widow loses
lawsuit for negligence

By Greg Hayes

Staff Writer

Undergraduate government
plans to adopt general guidelines

for group sponsorship rather than

create a definition for student

interest groups, an issue which has

created conflict among groups as

well as council members this year.

Second Vice President Alec

Wynne presented on Tuesday a

s charter and guidelines for SIG

sponsorship to council, which will

vote on the matter next week.

The charter, in part, slates that

the council shall be committed to

diversity and strive toward recruit-

ment, retention and success of

students, faculty, staff and admi-

nistration.

The proposal also lists six

principal guidelines for sponsor-

ship.

All groups must )»4"egistered

through the Center for Student

Programming office.

Groups must have a constitu-

tion on file with the office of the

second vice president. ^

No group may identify itself

as a political organization.

All groups will be under the

jurisdiction of the council, which

would be their primary sponsor.

No group may'practice discri-

minatory practices, and if they do
they will be subject to sanctions by

council.

Any group that is disaffiliated

from council will be responsored

only based on their programming

by a two-thirds vote of council.

Wynne said he wanted to get

council to come to a consensus on

the proposal before inviting the

groups to see it. "1 want to tell them

that this is what council wants."

Council members seemed

receptive to the proposal and

offered suggestions to improve it.

Administrative representative

Lyle Timmerman asked that the

relationship between council and

groups be more clearly defined

with regard to funding. '

When asked which groups

would be undcrrepresented student

organizations, Wynne said that

would depend on whom the uni-

versity considers undcrrepre-

sented, including African-

American, Chj.cano/Latino,

American Indian and Pacific Islan-

der students.

Other groups would be defined

by the type of programming they

propose, he added.

These changes will be imple-

mented in the undergraduate

bylaws if two-thirds of the 16

council members approve it next

week. All Student groups will be

invited to attend the meeting,

Wynne said.

Kong hotel heist

The Associated Press .

HONG KQNa— Four robbers

held wp i shop in one of Hong
Kong "^s' best-known hotels Wed-
nesday and escaped with jewelry

worth $1.9 million, police

reported.

Police said the three men and a

woman posed as customers. Two
of the men pulled out guns and

threatened three women employ-

ees of the shop, located in the

shopping arcade of the Mandarin

Hotel in downtown Hong Kong.
^ They grabbed several diamond

necklaces, police said.
,

. h

^

By Linda Deutsch
Associated Press

The widow of Diar Robinson,
one of Hollywood's greatest stunt

men, lost her mulli million dollar

negligence suit Wednesday
against the film companies which
produced his last movie.

A jury which heard seven weeks
of testimony decided that the

defendants, Dino be Laurentiis

Productions, DEG, De Laurentiis

Film Partners and Productions Ltd.

could not be held responsible for

Robinson's death in a stunt acci-

dent during the filming of "Million

Dollar Mystery."

"It's a really sai thing," said

juror .Linda Burrow. "Somebody
died and it's really sad, and we did

feel there was some responsibility

on the part of 'Million Dollar

Mystery."

But Ms. Burrow, a financial

analyst from Pasadena, said the

legal instructions given to the jury

ga^e them "no choice" but to find

for the defendants.

Linda Robinson, who brought

the suit, burst into tears when the

jury verdicts were announced.

Delta Gamma to sponsor fundraiser
'Swim meet' proceeds to benefit ofysl^

^' ^"^'"''' ^""'"'"

L.A. Blind Childrens' Center
By Jeff Imperato
Contributor

This Sunday, UCLA fraternity

members will compete in various

swimming events at Delta Gamma
sorority's annual "Anchor Splash"
charity fundraiser.

The event, which according to

event publicity chair Danica Kiilz ^athletic prowess by "flexing" for

is "essentially a lighthearted swim the judges.

meet," will begin at noon at the Olympic gold-medalist Steve
Men's Gym Pool. Lundquist is scheduled to appear at

In addition to competing in "Anchor Splash." Lundquist won
formal swimming races such as the^4wo golds in swimming events at

50-yard freestyle and 2(X)-yard

medley, participants will also have
the opportunity to tackle less

serious affairs such as the l(X)-yard

"sweatshirt relay," in which racers

must wear sweatshirts while
swimming. There will also be a

"Mr. Splash" contest for the men
who prefer to demonstrate their

"Anchor Splash" was launched

by Delta Gammas from the -Bnt-

versity of Tennessee in the early

1970s and has since become a

nationwide "DG" philanthropy.

UCLA's version raises about

$4,000 a year, Recording to Katz.

Proceeds go to the Los Angeles

Blind Children's Center, which

educates visu'3niV-irnpaired infants

to seven-year-olds as well as

providing parental support groups.

Admission is $T and includes a

chance to win one of numerous
door prizes donated by Westwood
merchants. —
W^
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Barrio Youth Alternatives, Latino Writers Fonun, and MEChA-UCLA
proudly present

m

Saturday, May 5th, 12-6:30pni, Perloff Quad ID
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"A Tribute to the Latino Worker: the Base of our Commiinitij"
m

m
m

Grupo Folklorico de UCLA

Asociacion YEA
Oaxacan dancers and band

Aztldn
Salsa, Cumbia,
Nortena music

Teatro Juvenil de Aztldn
Neighborhood Youth Association

Jose de Molina
Singer from Mexico City

m

m
m
m. t

COME HEAR
SALVADORAN PERSPECTIVE

Arnoldo Ramos of the FMLN

THURSDAY. MAY
I \

Lhri
-'J.

m
Sangre Machehual

Cultural musical group

tPachanaa!

m
Food and

Information booths

Games for kids!

Xipe Totec
Aztec dancers

iBorlote!

m
m
m
1
1

For infoniMtion call Ihe Community Programs Office al 825-5969, ask for Lupe or Adriana.

Funded by BOD, Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, USAC, UCLA Alumni Association, Chicano Studies Research Center

m
m
m
m
m
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•

6:00 Haines
sponsored by the Central America Education Committee~~^

for more information call 825-7843 .
.

" '

funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
and ASUCLA Board^ of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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Sisterhood Bool<store
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(213)477-7300

V351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

^*-^.

BUY ONE
Regular Foatlong Sub

GET ONE
Of equal or lesser price for only

With purchase of medium soft drink.

Q£ UCLA STUDENTS SHOW YOUR ID
AND GET $1 OFF ANY FOOTLONG SUB

<suBUjnv^
GOOD OrsTLY AT;f..

11278 Santa Monica Blvd.

Comer of Sawtclle and Santa Monica
1 Rlock West of the 4a5»477-9g(

Expires 5/10/90
^

BUY ONE REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB
GET ONE FREE !

(Of equal or lessor value with purchase of medium drink)

/

CARBON

Try our

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

r
'-l:.

990
Meal

Buy any menu item and get

another item of equal or lesser

value for only 99c!
1 coupon per person Exp 5/17/90

Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

^Pt (818) 901-1477

;T*16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

/ (81$) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TAR2ANA

(818) 343-8200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3rd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIREBLVD at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

• 7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650-6666

DB

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

21514 VICTORY BLVD. in WOODLAND HILLS

(818)346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

Top cop
iDeborah Mills has been with

the UCPD for over three

years, and currently works
the night shift. Stationed
around the campus, she has
numerous opportunities to

question drivers, above, and
administer tests, below. It's

all in a day's work for Mills,

one of UCLA 's ten policewo-

men.

^s 0Qf.q ,aaMAHO sae

».

i*

PASSIONS
From Page 3

diverse personalities that make up
this generation's activists.

j_ In addition to the demands of
academia, activists face the chal-

lenges of educating their peers,

overcoming apathy and bureauc-
racy, making tough decisions be-

tween careers goals and ideologi-

cal pursuits — all the while keep-

ing their sanity and sense of hu-

mor.

Theirs is a story only they can
tell.

Poised and professional, April

~5mith looks Incapable of becom-
ing agitated. But when it comes to

the envirpnment, Smith isn't just

agitated— she does the agitating.

Known for her involvement with
the California Public Interest Re-
search Group (CALPIRG), Smith
is one student trying to make envi-

ronmental issues more than a pass-

ing trend.

A nature lover since childhood.

Smith is founder and director of the
Environmental Coalition and,
along with four classmates from
the Graduate School of Architec-

ture and Urban Planning, has pub-
lished "UCLA Campus Environ-
mental Audit" which won the

American Planning Association
Award. The audit has since been
disuibuted in 20 countries:

The current Astin report says

that about 26 percent of studcnts_

thought it was a **very important**"

life goal to become involved in

programs "to clean up the environ-

ment" compared to only 16 percent

in 1986.

The tall brunette student, who
was instrumental in bringing a

:>rti wiiy i'n//j<Aj 'nw. >.oiiin»)<?i

"To me, (a clean envi-

ronment) is a personal

passion. . Just follow

your heart and then
the monetary rewards

will follow,"

April Smith

paper and aluminum recycling

program and tobacco ban to the

student union, said she couIdn"t

work a nine-to-five j^b that she
didn't believe in.

"We're in a serious, serious cri-

sis. Tlie burden is falling on our

generation to do something. We're
falling into a downward spiral,"

Smith said, adding that students

today have the opportunity to make
changes around the globe.

"To me, (a clean environment)
is a personal passion," said Smith,
originally from Vermont where her

family lives in a log cabin on a 130-

acre farm. "Just follow your heart

and then the monetary rewards will

follow," Smith said.

Like Smith, students are attack-

ing social issues with a personal

vehemence, often setting aside

academic pursuits and sacrificing

flnancially secure career goals to

take on the burden of changing the

world around them.

According to the Astin study,

the number of students viewing

influence on social issues as "very

important" or "essential" goals

peaked at 42 percent in 1989 — a

significant jump from about 34

percent two decades ago.

There is a similar u*end for po-

litical issues — up to about 20
percent in 1989 compared to about
17 in 1969.

Julie Lee, a senior, can attest to

the validity of the statistics and the

reality of the sacrifices. A biology

major, she once aspired to become
a doctor.

Now, she wants to go into social

work where she can motivate
youths to help improve their com-
munities. She doesn't view the
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*"A lot of my learning

took place at work in

the community. Yoil^

see all of the things you
don*t read in books.

Dealing with politics,

bureaucracy, regula-

tions and rules— you
don*t learn that in

classes,'*

Julie Lee

move as a sacrifice.

Twice director of the Asian
Education Project, a former presi-

dent of the American Chinese As-
sociation and loyal volunteer at the

Venice Family Clinic, Lee said she
learned there was more to educa-
tion than textbooks and piore to life

than fortune and fame.

She doesn't need fame, because'
"I'm already famous with kids at

(Castellar Elementary)," Lee said,

recalling a visit to Chinatown when
a young fan from the tutorial pro-

gram greeted her.

"And that's more important,"

Lee said, referring to the impact
tutors have on the children. Lee's
involvement in her community is

motivated by a personal bond she
develops and builds with those she

helps.

A Taiwanese immigrant. Lee
said she can empathize with chil-

dren in Chinatown who are trying

to adjust to a new culture, but views
her involvementas much more than

a contribution back to her commu-
nity.

Appearing bashful at first, Lee
isn't a bit shy when she says her.

involvement is as much a part of
her education at UCLA as her l?iol-

ogy classes. ~~ ^"^

"A lot ofmy learning took place

at work in the community. You see

all of the things you don't read in

books. Dealing with politics, bu-

reaucracy, regulations and rules—
you don't learn that in classes,"

Lee said.

Spencer agrc^d^'-W real cduca^^^
tion isn't in the classroom. RcaP*

cuss the pressing issues on his mind.
"What really fires me up is —

I've been to Central America and
when I read stories about it in the

Los Angeles Times I realize there

is a huge misinformation/disinfor-

mation campaign being carried out
by the mass media," Del Piccolo
said.

"Il*s obvious someone isn't

being honest . . . And the people
who do care (that the truth come
out) will get involved," said Del
Piccolo, who attributes his concern
for the poor to his Catholic up-

bringing.

The activists said they got in-

volved mostly because they see a
need, and they think they can make
a difference. Each individual can
make a difference no matter what
the cause, Spencer said.

"Our generation has seen all the

problems and the obstacles. We
have to do something. There is no
time to waste . . . Just get involved,"

Spencer said.

And althougb he won't get rich

pursuing these problems, "I can be
rich in happiness, friendship and
peace of mind . . . Children arc the

foundation. I consider us the youth— we are the foundation for

change," he said.

Although their aims seem ideal-

istic, today's activists have spe-

cific goals and are less sweeping in

their demands than their predeces-
sors in the 60s.

Today's activism is not driven

a few major issiip.s, unlike

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS

T-^V-;

YJe Now Accept
~"

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

- '^ *!,;. '^ "•^''V

' 4

^~~-^wi*»***»*»»»

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30pm

• 208-3701 •

r^^^'V-

-f^'

i.

'

'^.hiW

iiX [laic 1 activ-

ism of the 60s which was animated
by the Vietnam War and civil rights,

according to Todd Gitlin, author of
"The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days
of Rage."

"Today's activists are measured
in comparison to the 60s iind some

/it's obvious someone
.isn*t being honest . . .

And the people who do
care (that the truth

come out) will get

involved,"

Guido Del Piccolo

I.

How to

build a better

mousetrap.

'

The power to be your best.'^'^

v-"-,'

ft ®
Apple Cocnpucr, Inc

-y^

i^^.iflj.^

ltT{fln'T41€ftTfl€

>-\.:i'

education is learning how to be a

human being."

To this end, Spencer encourages

, fellow members ofStudents United

for Social Consciousness to re-

search human rights issues sur-

rounding apartheid on their own
and is himself visiting Africa this

summer for a two-year stint to ex-

perience apartheid first hand.

"I've supplemented my educa-
tion by what I 'm doing," said Guido
Del Piccolo, who is majoring in

Development Studies — study of
the development of third world
ttations. "I feel those who don't get

involved are getting a less rich

academic experience."

Del Piccolo, whose major ig-

nited his interest in Central Ameri-

can politics, is a member of Stu-

dents In Solidarity with the CenU'al

American People (SISCAP) and

co-director of the CenU'al Ameri-

can Education Project.

In a cubicle with anti-war post-

ers and bumper stickers proclaim-

ing, "Stop the War in Cental
America," and with reggae music

throbbing in the background, Del

Piccolo couldn't be in a more
comfortable environment to dis-

"Our generation has

seen all the problems

and the obstacles. We
have to do something.

There is no time to

waste . . . Just get in-

volved,"

Mark Spencer

arc resentful that ihcy arc not taken

seriously," said Gitlin.

Although the popularity of 60s'

music and fashion may cause .some

nostalgic observers to compare
today's activists with those of the

60s, today's students aspire to be
more than just a superficial imita-

tion of yesterday's fashions and
fads.

And the increased awareness and
concern among students is demon-
strated in the growth of volunteer

programs at UCLA.
The undergraduate student gov-

ernment sponsors 18 programs
ranging from tutorial programs
such as Lee's AEP to the Hunger
Project, the Senior Citizens Project

and the Prison Coalition to Project

MAC which is a program for abused

children.

The university sponsors a simi-

lar office, the Community Pro-

grams Office, which oversees a

variety of groups, including Del

Piccolo's CAEC, Ban-io Youth
Alternative and the Black AIDS
Project among others. All 21 pro-

grams in the office are student-

initiated.

"I think the 80s students' label

as apathetic is inaccurate, but there

is some truth about wanting to make
a decent living," Smith said, but

"because of activism on campus
the 90s will see renewed student

activism."

Smith, Spencer, Lee and Del

Piccolo all come from families

where other siblings are involved

with social and political problems
as well.

Parents do influence their chil-

f See CHANGE, Page 24
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AMERICAN DANCE THEATEi
Aly'm Alky, founder A

,

Judith Jamison, Artistic Director

PROGRAMS

Tun . May 8

(All Alley progtdm)

RfVElATlONS

txcerpts from

MEMORIA
NIGHT CREATURE

THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG FOR YOU
BLUES SUITE ^

CRY

Wed . May 9

COWE ANDGEI THE BEAUTY OF

iTHOTiTdllevBeafty)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dovel

SHARDS (Donald Byrrii

TIlHrt . May 10

(All Alley ptogfdfnl

I ANDSCAPE
MASEKELAMA/G/«Gf

REVELATIONS

Frl.Mayll

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

aPTER EDEN (John Butlet)

F^gFT^RO WITH I OVE (ANin Me\)

Sal . May f2 MallMa
COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF

ITHOT(TalleyBeaftyl

I ANDSCAPE (Alvin Alley)

SUJTE OTIS (Gaoff 8»w>o |

Sat May 12 Eventnf

SIRE AMSiAlvin Alley!

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Horloni

EPISODES (Ufysses Dove)

THE STACK UP (Talley Beatty)

Sun May 13

BlUfS SUITE (Atwin Alley)

(2RY(Alvin Alley)

RAINBdW ROUND MY SHOULDER
(OoiwIrtMcKayle)

REVELATIONS (Alvin Alley)

7 perfonnaiKesl

Tues.-Sat.,Moy 8-12 at 8:00 pm

Sat. and Sun., May 12 & 13

at 2 00 p.m.

S31 SO, 27 50, 21 SO, I? SO*..

Iincludes V SO Wihem Theotre hxiirtv >«e

kkeh ovoiloble of liClA Central iKket OHkc (cosh only

ond ot iKketMostei out1e^

^
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
(»i j| 4«o-3a3a • (7141 T40-»>ee

Shlden^ mntti M hnie 10 Shideni tKlp^ nnf ovwWite o^

lKketMo\tei Ru\h at showtime tw Studen^ ond Si (iti/em kmited

ovalablli^ Piogfom dotes twnes ond pnes subvert tn dwoge

These performances are in memory of

Mr Alvin Alley

1931-1989 /

UCLA
< Isffl loK iXI
P » R r o ll H I S «

.

ARTS

IHl HEART AND SOUL OF DANCi.
THf AtVtN AllEY AMfRKAN OAUCE TNBTER IS SPONSORED lY PNHIP MOtRlS COMPANIES INC
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QUIT CIGARETTES, RELAX, SWITCH TO A PIPE

Remember. .^A true pipe smoker does not inhale.

FREE SMOKERS GUIDE ON HOW TO ENJOY YOUR NEW PIPE ALSO TRY
OUR "CONTINENTAL BLEND" DELICATE AROMATIC, MILD

Ed Kolpin. Sr.

Prop. * - SPECIAL PIPES & MILD TOBACCO
BLENDS FOR THE LADIES ALSO Daily 9:30-9

Sat. 9:30-6
Sun. 11-4

' PARKING)

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 828-4511 '828^51

2

(FREE
'Af

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

G7 Autos
Gy Motorcycles
GJ Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
^ Phone Quotes

THE POHL IHfiaRANCE AGENCY
J0975 Santa iWonica BWd* #3
West Los Angi^lej^, CA 90025

(213) 473-1121
Comer of Veteran tt Santa Monica

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

1 open early

open late

open 7 days

Spring voting
Wednesday was the first of
two days for undergraduate
students to vote for next
year's representatives.
Above, a student displays
campaign buttons. Students
voted all day at a south cam-
pus polling station, right and
below. —

-

f

UCLA
475-0780

1880 Wcstwood Blvd.

1896 Wcstwood Blvd.

Low Prices

No Minimunu
Overflow Contracts

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lettering*

Free Parking In Rear
Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh & Typewriter Rcntab

Pidc-up & Delivery

Canon Color Laser Copies

THEARMY HASTHE FIERCEST
HEUCOPTER IN THE WORLD...

It can see in tlie dark. And attack with-

out beinK seen. It can strike like liKhtninK.

It's last, smart and mean.
But the AH-t>4 Apache helicopter

doesn't fly by itself. It needs trained avia-

tors capable of handJin>^ its awesome
technology.

Warrant Officer Flight Training take>

ability, dedication and commitment. It's

an intensive 4i)-week traininj^ program
designed to take the very best people and

make them pilots.

if you have a high school diploma, preferably two years of college and
can complete Basic Iraining. we just might have a flight suit your size.

'lb find out if you qualify for Warrant Officer Flight Training, see
your Icxal .Army Recruiter today or call

213-293-0918

...ANDWEWANTTOTEACH YOU
HOWTO FLY IT.

"-

LEARN THE BASICS OF DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Leorn the fundamentals of publication design before

designing one of the studerH

magazines.

No experience ''%;;;

necessary.

^aPiizSiNes
V ^ Coll Arvli ot X6-404 3 for more iriformofion.

AL-TALIB

HA'AM

lA 6ENTE

NOMMO

PACIf IC IIES

TENPERCENI

TOGEIHER

TUESDAY MAY 8, 8 P. M. ACKERMAN UNION 3580
!»' I'
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Career Hunt

A bounty of • III >ks for career-starters

Telecommuting, home-business

icfeas and much, much more!

The Associated Press

You're out of a job? Or don't
like the one you have and have that

feeling it's time to move on? And
you know that no one bi^t you is

looking out for you? You're
experiencing "Careei* Shock," the

title of a book by James C. Gotham,
III (Donald I. Fine, Inc.) that's

addressed to you. "Do not be lulled

into thinking good things will

automatically happen to you, espe-

cially if you press your shoulder to

the wheel, work hard, are nice to

your boss, and keep your nose
clean," he writes. "It just doesn't

work that way anymore. This is not

a fairy tale. It's cold reality."

Gotham identifies the markers of

career shock and gives practical

advice about coping and moving
on.

Overviews of the employment
outlook by career, industry and
region are covered in "Jobs '90,"

by Kathryn and Ross Pctras (Pre-

ntice Hall). Short analyses and
salary estimates arc interspersed

with lists of resources, with

cett Books) by Beverly Neuer
Feldman offcfs advice on how to

find, plan and promote a business

at home.

You've probably heard of that

business animal, the cash cow. But
do yoM know about the Four
Tigers, the Hawthorne Effect, the

Invisible Hand or the Lumpy
Demand? If you're already behind
on this brief quiz, you're ready for

"Managerial Literacy: What
Today's Managers Must Know to

Succeed," by Gary Shaw and Jack
Weber (Dow Jones-Irwin). The
authors, managerial consultants

and professors at the Gollege of
William and Mary and the Univer-

sity of Virginia, respectively, say
their book is the first to codify the

language managers and executives

need to know to do their jobs.

(Answers: The Four Tigers are

Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kongf
and Korea, newly industrialized

powers of the Pacific itfti. Tfie

Hawtliorne Effect refers to how
output relates to workers' feelings

about how they are valued by
employers. The Invisible Hand

coltege freemen: Currently assis-

tant vice president and director of
college marketing for Prentice

Hall publishers, she offers some
practical and sensible suggestions

for developing "life skills" and
,.m^king career goals based on
persqnal interests and strengths.

A perennial manual for job-

hunters and career-changers,
"What Golor Is Your Parachute"
(Ten Speed Press) is out in a 1990
edition marking its 20th anniver-

sary. Author Richard Bolles con-

tinues the systematic approach of
previous editions, outlining how lo

reaHze individual skills and find a

job or new career. There are hints

and suggestions and referrals, with

a new section aimed at those with

disabilities.

Ten Speed Press also has
revised and updated "The Right

Place at the Right Time," first

published in 1987. It gives an
overview of changes in the labor

market and discusses individual

skills and interests, how to find out

, what specific jobs are like, the job
search and interview process.

"bream" jobs- are the sut^jpct of
"Jobs iifi Paradise" (Harper and
Row) by Jeffrey Maltzman:
leaching scuba diving in the Virgin

Islands, lei^ding.a singles tour

through Europe, working ataddresses and phone numborr, o f rrolH A rbm ,SmWT^
|

. l i L.^,. in r;,:^"^:^^T^' rf^'"^ ^^ -̂

nrnfpc^innni nrannivQii..ne .»o/i «-rK« M/«"i.K ^f K „.:lj„ m^LJ Colorado ski rcsort. 1 Hc sourcc-professional organizations and
major employers (including those

where prospects are judged to be
especially good by the .auUiors).

It's estimated that between'!
million and 2 million people in this

country earn their livings at home,
with the help of personal compu-

,

ters, fax machines and other

electronics. *The Telecommuter's
Handbook, or How to Work for a

Salary Without Ever Leaving the

House," by Brad Schepp (Pharos
Books) is aimed at anyone who
wants to join their ranks. The book
covers how to get started, what
kind of jobs there are, and what
companies are hiring employees
who seldom .set foot m thpi^.

offices. The author also takes -a

look at the advantages and disad-

vantages and offers advice about

-

how to set up your office at home.
A pocket book reprint of-

"Homebased Businesses"^ (Faw^-

"The Wealth of Nations," about
unintentional market forces that

balance personal interest and
social gain in the economy. And
the Liimpy Dctnand refers to wide
variations in demand, including

seasonality and economic ins

bility.)

For the entry-level crowd, there-

's "Real Life 101 — Almost
Surviving Your First Year Out of
Gollege," by Susan Kleinman
(Master Media Limited). Since the

author is only two years out of

college, she writes from fresh

experience. This is really a book of
humorous essays, but it's sprinkled

wit)i genuine practical and
strategic advice to help the begin-

ner adjust to business an(f corpo-
raip culture.

'-j^. "Majoring in the Rest of Your
tife" (The Noonday Press) by
.Carol Carter is aimed at teen-

ager^, high school graduates and

book is divided into snow and
slying; beaches and coasts, islands,

mountains, high adventure, rivers

and lakes, theme parks, deserts,

tour and excursion leaders, and
cruise ^ips-.. . -

A revised edition of "The
Teenage Entrepreneur's Guide: 50
Money.-Making Business Ideas,"

1)y Sarah Riehm (Surrey Book^X
outlines for teens how to make
money from their own enterprises

— house sitting, T-shirt art, garage
cleaning or computer consulting
— to avoid low-paying service

jobs.

Random House breaks the job
search down to specific cities in a
new series of soft-covers generi-

cally tilled "How lo Be Happily
Employed in ... " First four books
cover San Francisco, Washington,
D.C., Boston and Dallas-Fori
Worth.

Part-time businesses may lie I I II rtunities
The Associated Press

Spare-time business opportunities can be lull-lime

fun and moneymakers, too, according to a new book,

"The 1(X) Best Sparc-Time Business ()p{K>riumlies

Today."

"There are plenty of part-time business opportuni-

ties that not only provide extra money but easily fit

into your lifestyle," says Kevin Harrington, co-

author of the book with Mark Cohen. "And they're

for people already employed and students, retirees

and homemakers."
More than 7 million Americans hold second jobs,

according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Harrington says the first steps in choosing a

jjpare-time business career are akin lo shopping: Can

1 afford it and do 1 like it?

A business opportunity shouldn't mean you have

to drain your life's savings or mortgage your house lo

meet necessary capital, he says. "You don't wani to

earn extra money at the risk of gelling yourself into

serious debt."

The business also should be one that you like, is

easy lo learn and simple to run, says Harringiftn.

To help dcx:ide what is the best choice, he says, ask

yourself these questions:

Would it be enjoyable in your spare time?

Does it match your skills, training, experience,

or education?

Can it fit into your everyday schedule?

Will it be here today and gone tomorrow'.^
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267

I KICK PAKKIN(; CUSIIIONKII) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

u c I EXTENSION
Ifjtou're going to

law school soon,
don't restyour case now.

.Don 't wait untilyou re in law school to start succeeding. You can
gel the edge over other students by preparing now. The University of

California. In/ine Extension offers- an rrrterrsn/e^SDr-weetr'Surrrmer

course to help you on your^way.

LAWPREP IS a rigorous-course that prepares you for your first

year of law studies. The iawPrep^rogram covers six basic topics.

Civil Procedure. Criminal Law and Procedure. Contracts. Torts. Real

Property, Constitutional Law and Legal Research. LawPrep begins

June 26, so enroll now.

For a free brochure on LawPrep. call UCI Extension at (714)

856-5414 and ask for Dept LA. Or send coupon to: UCI Extension.

Dept LA. PC BoxAZ, Irvine. CA 92716

ih tiA

»H 41111

V

ADDRESS

Q Please send mejnformation on LawPrep.

NAME

CITY

STATE ZIP

^ SU90-Kl'iLA

TaIJ;
Company iielps find jobs for former Olympians

1^ '.M ..

The Associated Press j

Athletes who intend to com|:^ie
in the Olympics at Barcelona and
Albertville two years from now
have more than just their training

^to think about. Because of training

costs, time, and the fact that they

are older on average than earlier

Olympians, they can't delay plan-

ning post-athletic careers, accord-

ing to Ernst & Young, the

international professional services

firm. The New York-based cfom-

pany, in cooperation with tlie

.
United Sl.iU s Oly/nprc Commit-

tee, has establlijihed the Olympic
Job Opporiuniti^S!^Program, aimed

^al helping at least 4(X) athletes find

jobs that allow scheduling flexi-

bility and paid time away. They
say they are looking for employers
across the country to pledge jobs
for the athletes.

Don't send your resume to a

prospective employer by fax with-

out his permission, says Adela
Oliver, president of Oliver Human
Resource Consultants, Inc., a New
York outplacement firm. She says
too many job hunters are lying up
company lines, and executive

search firms aren't loo pleased

about it, either. "An executive who
faxes a resume today without
obtaining permission is endanger-
ing his or her chances lo get a job,"

she says. "Many VPs of Human
Resources are enraged when this

occurs." She says the best way to

connect to a new job is still

networking, though because of the

current business climate, even the

network is overioaded and must be
used with care.

Call (800) 334-1018

catalog or information.

for a
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LOSE WEIGHT
EATING COOKIES???

YOU BET!!!
The newest craze sweeping the ndtion is now
available in Los Angeles. A revolutionary new

concept in weight loss. A major diet breakthrough

THE INCREDIBLE w6nDER COOKIE.
Lose weight while you enjoy a delicious tasting

cookie rich in fiber, NO CHOLESIEKOL
and only 120 calorics!!!

The Wonder Cookie will reduce your hunger, .

make you feel full, and leave you with an

^

abundance of energy. Each cookie is individually

wrapped for convenience.

The'tlncredible Wonder Cookie comes in 3 m()uth

watering^ flavors^

Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin, & VanihiT-

$1.50 Per Meal

Call Frankie Jaye at (213) 479-4210 for your

FREE sample today!!

Lucrative Business Opportunities Available.

.IZ^'
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lICIA^THi: CENTER FOR
TOE FEREORMING ARTS

Trisha Brown Company
Trisha Brown, Artistic

Director/Choreograpiier

i

l:'

Daily Bruin
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN -^---^

1. How to expose

yourself to 58,000

people daily

Fri. and Sat., May 4 & 5 at 8:00 p.m.

Programs:
Friday

SET AND RESET (1983)
LINE UP (1977)

NEWARK (NIWEWEORCE) (1987)

Saturday
LATERAL PASS (1985)

OPAL LOOP (1980)

ASTRAL CONVERTIBLE (1989)

RoyceHall $24, 19, 16;8*

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone: % 9)

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
121 J) 4iOiia32-4714» 740.2000

On(0rSfa0« prB-p9rformanc0 hciurm Saf., May 5 7:00-7:30 p.m.

•Students witti fuH-time ID. Student ticket* not available at TicketMaster. Rush at showtime

for students and Sf . Otizens Oimited availability). Program, date, time, and prices subject to

change.

This performance is supported, in part, by the California Arts Qouncil and the National

Endowment for the Arts..

1

ll

f. i.

put oiit of busiifess

in the Daily Bruin

112 KerckhojfHall

or call 825-2161

Indicted by

Alabama jury

By Paul Newberry

Associated Press

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — A
Bible Belt prosecutor has pulled

the plug on a national X-rated TV
channel that beamed movies like

"Ramb-Ohhh! Sex Platoon" and

"Hardcore Girlfriends" to satellite

dish owners.

Civil libertarians are alarmed by

the ease with which District

Attorney Jimmy Evans, a Demo-

cratic candidate for state attorney

general, drove New York-based

Home Dish Satellite Networks Inc.

out of business.

"What's happened is some little

small town in the South is setting

the §tandardUor ^ rest of the

couhd^," savifM^K Mcdaffery,

vice president of the Civil Liber-

ties Union of Alabama. "It's a

horrendous precedent"

Evans says adult films have no

First Amendment protection.

'These movies not only v iolalc

operated by Home Dish.

"I know from experience that

hardcore obscenity leads to the

abuse of women and children," the

Montgomery County prosecutor

said. "It's bad for our community

and bad for our children."

The American Exxxstasy Chan-

nel transmitted hard-core movies

to home satellite subscribers, but it

also operated the Tuxxedo Chan-

nel, a cable channel featuring R-

rated "soft-core" pom.
In February, a grand jury in

Montgomery returned more than

5(X) indictments against Home
Dish, three other out-of-state com-

panies and 10 people on charges of

distributing hardcore pornography

via satellite into Alabama.

The other indicted companies

— General Telephone and Elec-

tronics Corp., GTE Spacenet Corp.

and U.S. Satellite Inc.— provided

the satellite capability for Ameri-

can ^xxj^tasy, but (hey pleaded

Ignorance and cut off Home Dish

service.
'

The Tuxxedo Channel soon met

the same fate. Its broadcasts to

local cable affiliates and dish

owners were removed from a

iatclliie owned by General Motors

T/

Alabama's obscenity law, they Corp. aneTJTgrand jury reluined

Did you know that ... miscommunication and sex-role stereotypes contribute

to the risk of date rape?

^or both women and men, learning to talk about your dating expectations

and wishes can help build positive relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

^ TODAY
iy\

12.V0 - IM p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

•y'

violate every state obscenity law

and the federal obscenity law," he

said. 'This is a national scandal."

He said he began an investiga-

tion after parents complained that

their young children were obtain-

ing videotapes of pornographic

movies broadcast on the American

Exxxtasy Channel, which was

another indicunent against Home
Dish.

Home Dish, which had reached

1.2 million cable customers and

80.(X)0 satellite-equipped homes,

had to lay off its 1(X) employees. Its

president, Paul Klein, and three

See PORN, page 25

DO YOU LOVE MUSIC?
How would you like to work for a Record Company?

Applications for Fall '90 are now being accepted for the

position of College Marketing Representative at CBS Records.

Get Involved in promotion of Columbia, Epic and

Associated recording artists to college radio, retail, press,

clubs and concert committees.

This is an excellent opportunity to gain first-hand

experience in the record industry.

Background in radio, retail, marketing and/or sales is

helpful, but not necessary. Hard work and love for music

is a must . The position is part-time for full-time college

students, preferably with two years of school remaining.

Candidates are required to have a car.

Please lend a resume including present and summer address to:

Alyson Shapero 51/7

Dir. College Marketing

CBS RECORDS MAILROOM
666 Fifth Avenue

it««c«i*»« New York, NY 10103

Dispute over dividends

from Florida newspaper
By Jack Schreibman

Associated Press —— .
— ' -^.—

-

SAN FRANCISCO — The two chief rcprcscnlativcs in a Florida

newspaper shareholder war traded insults Wednesday in a lively verbal

duel at a meeting of the Society of Business Editors and Writers.

The complex fight is over the St. Petersburg Times and the manner of

funding it provides to a non-profit media center, and the efforts of Texas r-

billionaire Robert M. Bass to gel more dividends from his 40 percent of

stock.
I'

*'.
. . Life can be unsettling when you are involved in a dispute with

those who own a printing press and do not hesitate to use it to advance

their cause," charged David Bondcrman, chief executive officer of ilie

Bass invesuncnl group.

Robert Bass, responded Times' Marketing Director Andrew Corty, "is

a corporate raider ... a Texas wildcatter" who wants to own the Times

and upset a relationship that benefits the highest journalistic ideals.

The issue relates to the Poyntcr Institute, a nonprofit journalism

school, which is the major stockholder of the newspaper and receives 83

percent of the dividends. It was Poynter's way to keep the nation's 25ih

largest newspaper free ol outride control, even from his own family.

Ten years after Poynter's death in 1978, heirs, feeling they were being

cheated of a fair share of dividends as minority stockholders, sold their

interest to Bass, followed by a limited partnership. In February, Hollered

$270 million for control of the Times. The offer was rejected.

Bonderman said Bass had offered to guarantee "to sign any dcKumcnl

vowing to keep out of the editorial department of the newspaper."

Bass and his paruiei s complain that while they own 40 percent of com-

mon Slock, they get only 5.7 percent of Ihe company's dividends.

The fight, now in federal court with the Texan and his partners as

plaintiff, was further complicated in March when Florida Attorney

General Robert Buttcrworih announced that he hoped to intervene on

behalf of the Poynter Institute.

"Journalists have a certain view of the world and the importance of

joumalism . . . This is not in any way a dispute about journalistic integri-

ty (or) quality" said Bondennan, who complained that the Times had

refused a Bass advertisement.

In a queslion-and-answer period after the speeches, Corty conceded

that llie ad was turned down, saying it was inaccurate and that the Times

could refuse advertisements if it wished. '.

'

"The fact is that Poynter owns 60 percent of the newspaper. We own 40

percent. The 60 percent has the right to decide how much is spent on jour-

nalism, how it is spent . . .," said Bonderman.

Bonderman, a Harvard-educated lawyer who lives in Fort Worth, Tex.,

denied the "corporate raider" description of Corty 's and contended that

Bass wanted the investment in the Times to be for the long term, not quick

profit.

Bonderman said Bass and his partners "believed it unfair to the Times'

common stockholders and a breach of the directory' fiduciary duties to

pay over 1,200 percent annually on prefeited stock."

'I .
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"But I did it on purpose."
w i"'

The Daily Bruin's 1990 Automobile Buyer's Guide wi
give you the urge to lose your keys for a set of new ones.

Will your new car be an import ^r a domestic? Can you
secure financing for a car straight ouTof college, with Bad
credit? The Daily Bruin has the solution for your
automotiy^questions ia_the 75^5^0 Automobile Buyer^s
Guide. Read it^aftd imagine the new keys that will swing
from your key cKaip.!;;;jhis time you will be glad you lost
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Provisions approved
Additions to farm bill will expand

government agricultural programs

designed to protect environment

PETITION

?i©£THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 5/17/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant .^r-

By Diane Duston

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Senate Agriculture Committee
approved conservation provisions

for the 1990 farm bill Wednesday
that would expand government
agricultural programs designed to

protect the environments

Oocn
I

12 Pack
24 Ilourr

Open
24 HOufS

4:.99 plus tax & CRV
ft -'

(With this coupon)

Budwer^er " Coofs
L«li«j

Miller

7-Eleven Food Store

Limit one

per customer

1126 Wcstwood Blvd.

Next to McDonalds
Expires 5/10/90

Limit one

per customer

At the same time, the House
Agriculture Committee approved a

peanut program that leaves the

present support system virtually

unchanged.

The House committee also

voted to require the Agriculture

Department to study whether
enough fruits and vegetables are

being grown in the United States u>

meet demand.
And the chairman of the House

committee announced he had
established a special task force to

devise a commodities support

system that meets deficit reduction

requirements.

"In 1985, Congress established

a policy that farm prof^rams should

The peanut program approved

by the House committee retains the

limits on who can sell peanuts

domestically, setting $63 1.47 a ton

as the price the government will

guarantee to those producers.

The program also assures that

peanut farmers selling their pro-

duct to the international market

^ will get at least $149.75 a ton. The
amount is much less than what
producers actually have been
getting through the export busi-

ness.

The section on fruits and veget-

ables requires the Agriculture

Department to study whether
labor, crop insurance, chemicals

and research and technology arc
supporting production to meet the

growing demand for such crops.

Both agriculture committees
have been working steadily since

January on the legislation that will

set farm policy tor the next five

years. They have a tentative goal

of getting the bills to the full

Senate and House by Memorial
Day.

be consistetn with, and not under- HOWOVCF, ncllftCf TuH 66mnf^ih-
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"I believe . . . that he is using

basic microeconomic arguments

and insisting that they prove

certain social facts that I don't

believe are true."

But Lott said he teaches students

to think economically. "I^get
students to express themselves in

terms of economics. Now that

wasn't the easiest thing for some of

them to do but that was the whole

point of the class."

In response to Harrison's com-
plaints and petition drive, Lott has

prepared a nine-page packet,

including his responses to Harri-

son's claims, as well as memos
from studenLs and faculty that

support his teaching methods.

For example, Harrison's letter

condemns Lott for teaching that

discrimination cannot exist in the

workplace of a capitalist society.

Lott explained in his rebuttal that it

is expensive for companies to

discriminate, and in the long run

those that do will be driven out of

the market.

Harrison said that discussion

concerning Lott's teaching has

been at the center of contn)versy

on the graduate students' elec-

tronic-mail system.

"A lot of people have indicated

to me that they don't think I'm

correct in my interpretation of Dr.

Lotti" Harrison saidi —

First-year MBA student Pierre

Ixpicard, for instance, said Lott is

one of |iis favorite teachers. "This

petition contains inaccurate infor-

mation — distorting teachings of

the teacher — and (may be)

breaking his career."

But Christopher Yoo, a first-

year student who has not taken any
of Lott's classes, signed the peti-

tion condemning the professor.

"Based on student reaction, I have

serious doubLs whether Dr. Lott

has the teaching ability lo commu-
nicate effectively with his stu-

dents." 1

At the forefront of Harrison's

complainLs is Lott's comparison of

a rapist to a businessman. Accord-
ing to Harrison. Lott has told

studentii that s(x:iety should value

the actions of a rapist in .the same
way people value the actions of

businessmen who break the law for

monetary gain. ,

"His statement about rape is

typical of the narrowness of the

economic point of view and he

fundamentally misrepresents the

problems of rape," Yoo said.

But Lott wrote in his response to

Harrison's criticism, "The point

was not that all these crimes

impose similar costs on s(x:iety nor

that people should value rapes, but

on how the penalty structure

should bo iiot."

BLUE 'N' GOLD HAIR SALON
Men's Cut
$5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

Women's Cut
$5 off

^ 208-586^3

10^^{> off Beauty Products
liHTAIiUSIIEI) SINCE 192^

' CUTS. PFRMS, COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS, SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN, NEXUS. KMS. TRI, MASfFY. PAUl MITCHFLL

UCLA
LE CONTE

10916 Lf CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD WILSHIRE

Dr. Kathy Basmaiian, D.D.S.

10921 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 61

1

Westwood Village

Z08-4799

uCla new patient specials

L(rru •i r

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449
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mine, our nation's environmental

objectives," said ^en. Patrick

Leahy, D-Vt., chairman of the

Senate committee, as his panel

took up the conservation section of
the 1990 bill.

The new legislation goes even
further, he said. —?-

Provisions include:
'

— Enrollment Of at least 40
million acres by 1995 in a program
which pays farmers not to plant in

order to protect highly er(xlible

land, marginal pasturelands, wind-
breaks, and vegetation planted for

wildlife.

Payments to farmers who
enroll in a new program to reduce
water contamination by cutting

back on fertilizers and chemicals
that cause pollution.

First-time technical assis-

tance from the Agriculture Depart-
ment to help farmers meet slate

and federal environmental stan-

dards.

Purchase of wetlands from
farmers.

Required record-keeping by
farmers of pesticides they use.

Assistance U) slates that want
to protect farms from being con-
verted to other uses.

The Senate committee decided
to wait until Thursday to take up a

provision on wetland drainage that

also would be part of the conser-

vation section of the farm bill.

tee has tackled the most controver-

sial section of the legislation— the

commodity price support system.

These multi-billion dollar prog-

rams affecting collon, rice, soy-

beans, wheat and com are the basis

for the nation's agriculture eco-

nomy.

FUNDING

But congressional mandates to

reduc*t the federal deficit have
constrained the degree of financial

protection the government can
give -farmers that grow these

commodities.

House Agriculture Committee
Chairman Kika de la Garza, D-
Texas, acknowledged the com-
mcxlily programs approved by his

subcommittees are $13 billion

over the amount that will be
allowed by House members who
are writing the overall federal

budget.

He said he doubLs tliat a farm bill

that exceeds budget limitations

would even be allowed on the.

ffouse n(X)r for debate. *"* -

"I am therefore establishing an
ad hoc task force composed of
subcommittee chairmen and rank-
ing members to develop a proposal

(on commodities) for considera-

tion by the full committee," said dc
la Garza.

He said the full committee will

not lake up the comm(Klity section

of the farm bill until it hears from
the task force.

Alleged shooter was frustrated

with his job, angry with police

By Laura Myers
Associated Press

a choice

Faiiiiil> [ uii.ninji Associates Medical Group

SAN FRANCISCO — Paul Bella/ain vented his fury in a sh(X)iing-
spree, allegedly killing one and injuring three, apparenUy because he was-
frustrated with his job and angry at police for failing i6 capture a drive-by
shooter who attacked his daughter, his attorney said Wednesday.

But San Francisco and Daly City police said investigators don't yet
have an official motive for the Tuesday violence that resulted in two
attempted murder charges against Bella/^in in L^aly City where he
allegedly shot two police officers. An arrai^jnment date has not been set.

San Francisco authorjtics^^ere still investigating whether to charge"
Bellaziiin in connection with the random fatal shooting of a bicyclist and
the wounding of another man.
"We're in no hurry now," said Sgt. Dave Ambrose, spokesman for San

Francisco police. "We're just lying up l(X)se ends to try and definitely tie

him to the Daly City incidents."

Attorney Mclvin Belli said his client Bellaz^jin, a MUNI bus driver on
disability for a hand injury the past five months, was scheduled to be in

his office Tu6iday lo givea deposUiori. tiellsp^ahV had fflctl a ciVII lav^iiit

'
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See SHOOTER, page 22
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don't know what we're talking

jibout yet, but it sounds positive

"and if they want to help out that

_s()unds great."

The gestures come at a time

when Torres, who heads the

Senate Special Committee on
University of California Admis-
sions, is preparing to hold hearings

with students, faculty and admini-

strators systemwide lo gauge "the

quality of undergraduate educa-

tion" throughout the uni»vcrsily,

Florez said. A hearing will be held

next week at UC Santa Cruz.

Dt'pariment administrators iR^-

the College of Letters & Science,

which forms UC's largest
academic unit, have recently said

thai undergraduate c<lucalion al

UCLA will suffer nexk year.

Classes that are larger in enroll

mcni and fewer in frequency, they

said, will be more common in

order to accomm(xlatc unCxpecle<l

shortages of non-lenure<l faculty

who traditionally teach lower
division courses.

Provost Raymond Orbach, who
all(x:ates college funds, has said

many non-tenure<l faculty mem-
bers had their contracts broken
because the college needed extra

funds to pay new tenured faculty

memlxjrs, who were recruited in

numbers that overshot admmistra-

lors' goals as well as their financial

commitments.

"We ended up in trouble largely

because of very aggressive recruit-

ment," Weinsaft said. "1 heard

somebody call it a 'banking* of

faculty — preparing for the future.

In that sense, Orbach has done a

very successful job recruiting

really top people and bringing in a

lot of top ethnic minority faculty."

Torres' office initiated the con-

versation as a result of "at least two
or three" telephone calls from

"constituents who were con-^
cemed," Florez sajd. Also, he said,

several UCLA students who
attended a student conference in

Sacramento last month "expressed

concern" about the college's finan-

cial situation.

The senator's office is inter-

ested in knowing who contributed

lo the "decision-making process"

llial resulted in financial problems

and how UCLA plans to alleviate

academic strains, he said.

In addition, Fjorez suggested, U)

Weinsaft that the senator could

help secure snap funding to restore

classes. But Weinsaft described

their conversation as "brief and

"vague."

"I don't know what he's got in

mind, but it sounds promising,"

Weinsaft said. "My sense was that

he thought UCLA shouldn't be

punislicd for having done such a

g(Kxl jobal this recruilmcni. And I

think he would like lo be helpful.

"Whatever it is, we'll be work-

mg it out," she said

4 "
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Prophy (Cleaning; 8c I':xam ^Z5 rcg $55

•Bitcwing (Check-up) X-Rays $5 reg $40

Hxpires: June 30, 1990

Wemsaft said she was unsure of
what the senator could do "imme-
diately" through legislative chan-

nels.

"*'If you're dealing with money,
you must deal wiiliin the structure

of the UC financial system,"
Weinsalt said. "Each campus is

not funded separately. There is an
overall UC budget. And money
from that is all(K:aled to the

campuses by the Office of the

president."

Florez concurrent. "It may mean
asking President Gardner to

release some presidential funds."

Weinsaft said she mentioned

their conversation to "a couple of

people," including her supervisor

and members of UC's government

relations office in Sacramento.

The college provost has not

been informexl of the conversation,

she said.—

—

.
'

"
'

.

-"-—
Any of the senator* s 'ideas

would probably be hammered out

in UC's Sacramento office, Wein-
saft said. "That's the way the

budget process works and the way
the political process works. UCLA
is not an independent entity."

*The UC system has been pretty

successful in pleading its case

before the state Legislature," she

said. "Most observers believe it's

because we have some measure of

discipline in that the campuses

don't operate individually at the

state level. They get together, so

(hat when we go, we go as aii,

sysicm/' .diz.

Gold Futures

Save Up To *80 On (iold. Invest In Your Future.

Muv an Art( Carved college ring. a Full lifriimc Warranty

It's a smart invest And Art( ar\c'd offers a

nunt Ik'cause

Art( Carved

gold rings

arc crafted with

jm^' (he kind of quality

you can put stock into

Kach Ari( Carved

college ring

comes with

^ -!~^w^ variety of nun sand

women s styles with

lots of < ipt i( )ns ( Ihc m )se a

college memento

that grows niore

valuahle with time

Ask how you can

save on gold

accessories, t<M).
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Whypay $4.00 for a drink?

Why^ pay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

Ml draft beers 99C

Our rTii?bi22effitc(W $4.99

Jose Cuervo
Jack dahiels

Smirnoff

JSiermelsifer

$6«29

Budweiser
Bud lM)f

Genuine Draft

$2.09

Corona/Amstei Uisbt/Moison

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. • 820-1516

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services!

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 6/7/90

$18 CUT £f BLOW i

MUST SHOW UCLA SUDEUT ID. Vt men>t the n^ U nfm, ,ervic, U u^
|

WITH COUFOn ^^ ^^**^ cuukitK m nmuliJble. I

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS I

I

I

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

HOTEL
LeConte/Hilgard

208-4477

science fiction
and

Ism
convention

'-In?

[W (™

lATURDAY
MAYS

9am-8pm

SUNDAY
MAY 6

10am-7pm

f

GAMING ALL DAY
• AD«5i:D Tournamcni

• Paranoia

• RolcmaMcr

• 4lM)()0K.Banlc

• Pn/cs!-i?-

.ind much more

• Writers

• Sereenwriiers

• Ci)siummg

• World Building

• Japanimaiion

• Live Wi/-War

?
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.13:

ACKERMAN UNIONri
I

2nd floor

Mayor asks council for

mandatory conservation
City's water use could be cut by

more than 10 percent, he says

By Bruce Bigelow

Associated Press

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Brad-

ley on Wednesday proposed man-
datory conservation measures
requiring all water customers to

cut use by 10 percent from 1986
levels to cope with California's

worsening drought.—^^The ^taie ifr experiencing its

fourth consecutive drought year

and "|he situation is serious,"

Bradley told a City* Hall news
conference.

The regional Metropolitan

Water District, which provides

about half the water needed by 15

million people in Soutfiem Cali-

fornia, has forecast a 10 percent

shortfall in its supplies this sum-
mer.

"We have had in effect since

1988 a voluntary water conserva-

tion program," Bradley said, and

there is now "a need to step that

up."

The city's Department of Water
and Power, which is getting 60
percent of its water supply from

MWD this year, serves 3.4 million

residents.

Although the measures prop-

osed by Bradley are the most
restrictive rules imposed since the

Slate's record drought of 1977,

they pale in comparison to Santa

Barbara, where officials are trying

to cut water use by 45 percent.

In a letter to the City Council,

Bradley sought changes'in a 1977^

drought ordinance that set out five

increasingly stringent steps for

conservation.

Council approval likely will

lake six weeks at least, mayoral

aides said. It would take effect

immediately and remain in effect

until further action.

But the ordinance might prove

to be difficult to implement.

Many customers have moved, or

their water use has changed sig-

nificantly since 1986. Commer-
cial, industrial and governmental
customers may have expanded
operations or hired more employ-
ees. Customers also are unlikely to

know what their water use was
four years ago, and whether
they're achieving a 10 percent

reduction.

An appeal board would review
such cases, if necessary, officials

said.

"We can no longer delay in

SHOOTER

informing the citizens of Los
Angeles that because of the

lengthy statewide drought we have

no choice but to require water-

reducing actions by every resident,

business and corporation," Brad-

ley said in a statement.

Council President John Ferraro

agreed that the measures are

needed and said the proposal has

already been scheduled for ihe-

appropriale council committee.

The city drought ordinance's

first phase, which calls for a

voluntary 10 percent cutback, was
enacted two years ago. The mea-
sure has not been widely observed
or enforced, although the city's

Department of Water and Power
reported total water use last sum-
mer fell about 8 percenL

Under the second phase, sidew-
alks and driveways may not be

hosed down, and restaurants and
hotels may not routinely serve

drinking water.

Commonplace violations of first

phase prompted the mayor lo seek

a mandatory 10 percent reduction,

aides said.

Those rules would remain in

effect, with other prohibitions

added. The mayor recommended a

ban on watering gardens and lawns

between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. and
prohibiting water from overflow-

ing onto sidewalks or su*eeis.

Bradley's proposal also would
assess surcharge penalties for

excess water use.

The mayor recommended a $3
surcharge per billing unit for

violations, plus 1 5 percent of the

water bill. A billing unit is 748
gallons. The bimonthly bill for an

average residential customer who
fails to cut water use by 10 percent

would jump from about $50 lo

about $70 on the first offense, said

John Stodder, a mayoral aide.

Additional penalties would be

heaped on customers who continue

lo use too much water, including,

the installation of water flow

restriction devices or a service shut

off for repeat offenders.

Under existing law, a City

Council resolution is needed to

implement the penalty aspects of

the conservation ordinance.**

The measure also calls for the

Deparunent of Water and Power to

hire from 30 to 50 temporary
employees lo enforce the ordi-

nance.

•

»
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in connection with the January 1988 drive-by shooting of his daughter,

Shari, then 17, who lost a kidney and part of her intestine.

"He got the days mixed up so he came over here the day before the

shooting," Belli said. "He seemed OK, but a little upset . . . I think he was
upset with the police system because ihcy were unable to locale the per-

son who shot his daughter."

Bellazain had filed a civil suit against the owner of the Rolladium Roll-

er Rink in San Mateo where his daughter was shot. He claims rink

employees didn't let his daughter inside when she sought help.

Belli said he and his associate. Jack Dougherty, planned to try and see
Bellazain Wednesday and offer to defend him against any criminal

charges. 'X *

In the Tuesday shootings, the gunman had cruised Interstate 280 and
side su-eets in San Francisco, allegedly gunning down the bicyclist at

McLaren Park and firing at cars during a^45-minule morning rampage
that finally ended in a shootout with police outside crowded Westlake
Shopping Center in Daly City.

Bellazain, who police shot in the thigh and then tackled, was listed in

good condition under police guard at San Mateo County Hospital
Wednesday.

The San Frahcisco Coroner's office identified the fatal victim as James
Vaszko, 43, of San Francisco, a copy editor at the San Francisco Examin-
er.

Larry Kramer, executive editor of the newspaper, said Vaszko and
been with the company since 1973 and worked two or three days a week
laying out and editing the Sunday edition.

t "1
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Unique East Bloc fashions

hit ground at Paris shows
By Suzy Patterson

Associated Press

PARIS— After years as the butt

of Western jokes. East Bloc

fashion hit the Paris runways
Wednesday with a display of such

glasnost-inspired styles as see-

,lhrough culottes, minuscule minis

^and a velour-covered submachine

-gun.

Four designers from the Soviet

Union, Poland, Hungary and East

Germany paraded their creations

before a small group of invited

guests at the Prince de Galles

Marriott Hotel.

It was a preview of a big fashion

show-cocktail party for 700 guests

Thursday night at the Salle

Wagram, a dance hall-turned-

audilorium. A prize will be

awarded by the Lalique crystal

company to the most talented

designer.

Whoever wins will' 6c happy,

but all four designers were pleasctl

to be showing in Paris, widely

viewed as the West's fashion

capital.

I can't speak for the others— only

myself."

"I'm an old designer, in the

business for 30 years," said Polish

creator Jerzy Antkowiak, 50, who
displayed the most variety in his

preview. His clothes ranged from a

flowing gray crepe dc chine

printed duster over a wide long

pantskirt lo a deep red taffeta

jnini-dress with several daring

cutouts on the back and a transpa-

rent navy long-culottes outfit.

"We've got many problems in

Poland," said Antkowiak, dressed

in a loose charcoal linen suit and
ochre scarf. "For instance, we have

to import all our fabrics. But wc
have hopes that we'll get invest-

ments from the West to set up
better manufacturing and busi^

ness."

The show was organized by the

Etole Supcriciire de Commerce dc

Compie^jne, a French business

school north of Paris. Last year the

school featured lop Soviet desig-

ner Slava Zailsev.

This year's choice of designers

evolved from embassy suggestions
Sovici designer Lena Zcllnij and fiu in Busijancic's cu i i i iectiuiis

kaia, 25, startled the audience wiili

shiny velour culolle suits in fire-

engine red, turquoise blue and

grass gr^en — accompanied by
matching velour-wrapped subma-

chine guns.

She denied the guns were a ploy

r-"

to attract photographer^

"The machine-gun accessory

symbolizes the Russian Revolu-

tion, which is still very much in our

minds," Zelinskaia said, taking a

bow with the other designers after

Uie show.

Her clothes were a far cry from
the Western image of Soviet

fashion, perhaps most mercilessly

parodied in a TV commercial for

Wendy's, in which a maU'only

model in a drab dress for daywear

merely adds a flashlight for even-

ing, and a beach ball for swim-
wear.

^^^^s for the future of Soviet

design, she said: "It won't be

French. We're a different county
with different religion and politics.

But we have many tendencies, and

Slow economy costs
Thatcher British faith

r

,i./r-

By Marcus Eliason

Associated Press

LONDON — As Margaret
Thatcher's U^oubles pile up, talk

about the post-Thatcher era is

getting louder.

Nobody has yet written off this

most accomplished and tenacious

of politicians. She has up u>4wo
more years in office — time

enough to revive the economy and
win an unprecedented fourth elec-

tion.

But at the moment, things look

grim, and nationwide local gov-

ernment elections Thursday are

widely expected to underline

Thatcher's difficulties.

Inflation is heading toward 10

percent. Interest rates, at 15 per-

cent, are devastating the homeow-
ners and business people who until

now were Thatcher's most loyal

voters.

Treasury officials say high

interest rates are necessary to fight

inflation, and that an improvement
should be felt by autumn.

The debate in Thatcher's Con-
servative Party is between those

who want a quick change of

course, and those who counsel

patience and steadfastness.

> The former worry that time is

running out. The latter say that

Thatcher wins elections precisely

because she sticks to Tier policies,

and that any backdown would cost

the, Iron Lady her credibility.

Most damaging is Thatcher's

sweeping reform of local taxes.

The community charge, or poll tax,

has caused street riots and is

proving so costly to most Britons

that Thatcher has been forced to

consider changes.

The Labor Party, more than 20

percent ahead in opinion polls,

appears to be an increasingly

credible alternative, now that it has

moved" its policies to the center.

Global changes play a part.

Britons also want a kinder, gentler

society after the harsh market-

oriented 1980s.

Tl^.t.

with a new firm, Moscow Contact,

that seeks to set up East-West

commercial agreements.

East German designer Anja
Wenzel showed attractive long

^ looks, featuring some folklore-

_inspired fabric mixes and a black

chiffon halter-necked jumpsuit

with a metal snake slithering up
baek-and front

Hungarian designer Katelin

Bcrc'nyi, 24, has lived in Paris for

the fast^o years, studying at the^

national oeeorative arts school.

One of her outfits — reminis-

cent of Pierre Cardin— included a

velvet micro-mini over thigh-high

socks and cone-shaped, pleated

gauntlets of white paper on the

model's arms.

"I love crazy fashions," said

Antkowiak, who admits that his

clothes look way-out and are

expensive for Poland — about $50
a dress. He said they are usually

purchased by privileged richer

women, diplomats and tourists.

ALONE!

Advertise
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DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161
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PUBLIX PLAZA

DISCOUNT
COSMETICS/DRUGS/BEAUTY SUPPLIES

1141 Westwood Blvd (next to Penguins)

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

personal travel body care kit

($5.00 value)

with $10 min. purchase

KIT INCLUDES
-soap

-shampoo
-showergel
-foam bath

Q

with this coupon
exp. 5/30/90

Eyelash Perms

Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY!!!

"m

Natural Highlights gp^^j^, $35
fo*" Reg $55

Men and Women! Exp 5/1890

New St. Tropez Method
Just Like The Sun

\ WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
* TO BE DRAB!

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

NOTICE
Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Report

UCLA South Campus Central Chiller/Cogeneration Project

The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) has prepared a Draft Environmental

Impact Report (DEIR) to describe the potential environmental effects of the proposed

South Campus Central Chiller/Cogeneration Project.

UCLA proposes development of a combined central chiHer plant to produce 16,000 tons of

chilled water to serve buildings on the southern portion of the main campus, and a 42.8

megawatt cogeneration plant to serve the entire main campus. Electricity produced in the

cogeneration plant would be distributed via a new electrical substation to the main

campus'electrical distribution system, which would also be expanded and modernized.

Steam produced in the cogeneration plant would be distributed to main campus buildings

via the existing steam distribution network, for various heating and cooling purposes.

Chilled water produced in the central chiller plant would be distributed via a new chilled

water distribution network to buildings in the southern portion of the main campus.

Utilization ofthe site (northwest comer ofWestwood Plaza and Circle Drive South) would

require the demolition of existing facilities management shops and offices and the

temporary relocation of these functions. Replacement space for these shops and offices,

and replacement parking for campus service vehicles would be provided on the site as part

of the project.

On Tuesday, May 22, 1990 a public hearing will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the Press Room of

the J.D. Morgan Center on the UCLA campus to accept testimony on the potential

environmental effects of the proposed project. Courtesy public parking will be provided in

Parking Structure 6 located at the northwest comer of Westwood Plaza and Strathmore

Drive.

Comments in writing concerning the Draft Environmental Impact Report may be

submitted until June 11, 1990 to: *
. .

Mr. Mark Home
UCLA Capital Programs

'^== — '— -r^256 Murphy Hall
^ ^ :*'— — "

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1405

Copies of the DEIR are available for review at the address above and the following campus
libraries: University Research Library, Biomedical Library, Architecture and Urban
Planning Library, Management Library, Engineering and Math Sciences Library, and the
Law Library. In addition, copies are available for review at the West Los Angeles Regional
Branch Library (11360 Santa Monica Blvd.), the Brentwood Branch Library (11820 San
Vicente Blvd.), and the West Hollywood County Library (715 N. San Vicente Blvd ).

^
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The Hunt is About to Begin...

• • <

REGISTER NOW on Bruin Walk

CHANGES
From Page 15

drcn, according lo Gill in. For ex-

ample, in the early 6()s, sludeni

activists were more likely to come
from families who had political

experience, he said.

But in the late 6()s, the move-
ment became more diverse, both

ethnically and economically, Gitlin

said.

Although the statistics show that

awareness is on the ri.sc, the level

of apathy remains a battle for

today's activists.

Lee, who is a part of several

hundred volunteers in the Commu-
nity Service Commission, said that

while some .students participate in

the programs because they .sec Sh

need, others often do so to b(K)st

their resumes.

"When others aren't sincere, 1

wonder what effect it will have on
the kids," she said.

But on the brighter side of the

matter, "some people who 1 never

expect to come out, do," said Lee,

adding that tutors serve as role

models, not just teachers.

Apathy within the group is an

obstacle to educating others out-

side the group, Spencer said.

"We need to educate ourselves

first so we can educate the masses
at the university and heighten

awareness on campus. Everyone
is open-minded. It just lakes some-
one to approach them. Everyone's*^
Willing tu listen," Me said.

Besides, "I would rather them
be opposed to mc than not care . .

. It would make inc more happy il

liicy were concerned and disagreed

than il they were not concerned at

all,".sai(l Del Piccolo, whose group
aims to educate liie campus ahout^

Central America! ^
,

—^

Despite the Irustralion, siudciil

activists remain opUinislic, main-
Uiining laith in their fellow stu-

dents and the success ol their

causes.

"Being involved doesn't mean
you are in a crusade . . . (change)

may not hap[x;n right away you
are laying down groundwork. II il

does hapfK'M somewhere down the

road, you know you helped make il

hapi)cn," Lee added.

And working logelher is mi[)()r-

Uinl. "Wc are all one. F-acli one is

connc^led," said S|K'ncer, who is

organizing an event ihat would
bring sludeni inleresl groups on
Ctunpiis logelher and lacilitate coin

niunicalion belween groups.

lliese students' involverneni is

not only a scIkk)] activity, but a

lileiime coininiirneni. Spencer,
Smith, Del Piccolo and Iajc .say

Ihey plan to continue iheir social-

and poliiical [)ursuit.s when they

get out ol school and lace the "real

world.
'

Smith loresees a career in envi-

ronmental consulting. Similarly,

Del Piccolo envisions a career in

political consulting on Central

American issues. Both want lo write

b<K)ks.

Ixe will be around the neighlK)r-

h(KKl doing commumly work.

And Spencer hasn't yet (lecide<l.

But It probably won't be much
different from what he and his fel-

low activists do now fighting

for the political and s(x:ial freetlom

of those around ttiem and around
the globe. A freedom fighter.
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Springtime:

A hint for

every stain
Karren Mills

Associated Press

EDINA, Minn. - As an expert

on household hints whose b(X)ks

have .sold 13 million copies, Mary
Ellen Pinkham is always l(X)king

for pnxlucts that make her say,

"WOW!"
There have been few since she

published her first b(K)k, "The Fiest

of Helpful Hints," in 1976. While
the hints didn't always work, Mary-
Ellen felt they were tlie be.st ways
to handle common problems with

no commercial solutions.

Tlien Ken Net/ler, a retired

chemj«it working at home in

Cincinnati, sent her a bUxxJ slain

remover,
"1 tried it two weeks later," says

r^inkham, "and 1 said, 'WOW!* I

picked up the phone and asked him
to By to Minnesota and meet with

mc.

That was the beginning of Mary
Ellen's Home Care Pr(Klucts. She

launched ihe line in (X;l()ber 19X8

in her Tirst column in Women's
Day after nine years with Eamily

Circle magazine.

1 d idn't try to go out and do
what everyone else has done," she

says. "If a helpful hint could do the

job, we didn't need a r^w product
Bui if I could do beiiC" than any

other product, Uien il was a go."

Kemoving wax melted onto

fabric has always been tough.

"Color crayon run through the

laundry is very bad," Mary lillen

PORN
From page 18

other company officials slill face

an Alabama exiraditicjn request.

"1 can't fight it," said Klein, a

former NBC executive. "I'm small

and very vulnerable. I'm out ol

business and lliey're slill trying to

extradite mc," New York CIov.

Mario Cuomo has the extradition

rix^uesl "under review," his oHkc
said.

"Without proving that anything

is obscene, Jimmy Evans has

succeeded in bankrupting this

comj)any and keeping the rest of

the country from seeing tfiese

movies in the privacy of their

home," McCaffcry said.

-—Klein .said his channels, which

had 30 satellite custoimers in

Montgomery and about 600
around the stale, were "ipeantJor

consenting adults." Bl^l*'f)^rhaps

thousands of olhers were stealing

the service witli illegal descramb-

lers.

Klein said many Tuxxedo affili-

ates switched Uieir subscribers to

one of two other soft-core cable

channels. Rendezvous and Play-

lx)y. Evans said he knows nothing

of diose channels, which Mont-
gomery's only cable company
(k)esn't offer.

Iwans, Montgomery's chief

prosecutor since 1973, went after

adult magazines in 19X6, while in

his first, unsuccessful bid to

become attorney general.

Playboy and Penthouse maga-
zines fought back, filing a lawvsuit

that accused Evans of arbitrarily

listing about 50 adult magazines as

obscene and then pressuring Mont-
gomery-area merchants not U) sell

them.

A federal judge sided with the

publishers in a sharply worde<l

order that barred Evans from

bringing criminal charges against

merchants for past sales of sexual-

ly bAplii:it niiigiuii\L:i^ . .«».^

,

So RUN LIKE A BRUIN
SAA is a

student organization

sponsored by

,.(. ^^.

Sunday, May 6th UCiAkimni

z
Poor Hea lth Counselorc want you to :

UCLA PEER HEALTH
counselors would

like to remind YOU
TO BE SAFE ON
THE ROADS BY
wearing a HELMET
on your scooter oii^

0%

V
motorcycle.

WEAR A HELMET
IT MAY SAVE YOUR

LIFE ONE DAY!

Your Motorcycle/Scooter

You're endangering your life as well as the

lives of others!

' Brought to you by SOURCE
(Substance overuse, use, referrals, counseling, & education)

For more information call/visit 825-8462 401 Kerckfioff M-F 9-5

Sponsored by USAC/SHS
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Counterpoint

The Bruin must not trivialize tragedy
By Jason Van Leeuwen

It is with considerable disappoinimeni thai I

must respond to the insertion of a particular

issue into an otherwise well-written article in

The Daily Bruin covering the event observing
Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day)
on April 23.

I was quoted as having commented on the

Intifada and the sense that "'we feel responsi-

ble and we want to do something.'" Since it

is the habit of the media to take out of context

comments made by persons not sufficiently

jaded to screen every detail of one's thought
before uttering them, allow me to put my
words back into context. /

It is said that I "explained that . . . some
steps must be taken to resolve the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict." I know of few persons
who oppose this. However, the context suggests
thai I broached the issue, when in fact it was

—

the interviewer who specifically asked a ques-

tion concerning the Intifada. But it is not even
the question itself which pains me as well as

the Jewish community on campus. Rather, it is

the forum in which it was asked.

The ,Holocaust made an unspeakably deep
gash in the collective soul of our people, and
we have a great deal of trouble confronting it.

To juxtapose the Intifada against the Holocaust
is highly insensitive, and it feeds the symbiotic
relationship between intolerance and ignorance
which all too often rears its ugly head on
campus and in s(x:iety. Such a juxtaposition is

equivalent to speaking of the Navajo/Hopi
unrest while covering a commemoration of the

"Trail of Tears," in which one third of the

Cherokee Nation was lost; or speaking of Zulu
infighting while covering an anti-apartheid rally.

Pairing such issues is grossly insensitive to

the intense pain and suffering inflicted on Jews,
Gypsies, gays and lesbians, disabled persons

Counterpoint

There is only one version

of the Armenian genocide
By Oatev Shenian i

More than a decade ago. Professor Stanford Shaw turned the

topic of the Armenian genocide into a controversy at UCLA by
denying its occurrence. After casting doubt on its history, Shaw
reciently distanced himself from the issue, confident that' enough
people are convinced of the existence of "two versions" of the

history of the Armenian gendbidc and are willing to report on it

^^^1 such.

'^'Thc extent of his "success" is evident m the way the UCLA
Bfuin and others find it necessary to bend over backwards to

rc^port on the issue in a "balanced" and "objective" manner.
- Aiid jiist when the Bruin thought that they got the story right,

Shaw, turricd the tables again.

/ Based .on statements Which Shaw has made in the past, the

Daily Bruin editors inserted, "... he (Shaw) told his students

that the genocide never happened" in the article "Armenian
Genocide anniversary marked" (Bruin, April 23).

Shaw's immediate response in the Viewpoint section ' w^ '^A'/

never have made the statement atlribulcd to me in the afUdlc

("Further research, study needed to answer the Arnlenian

Question," Bruin, April 24). The paper also printed a "correc

_ J

The extent of Stanford Shaw \s success in cx>ii:

^H'

^ vincing people of the existence of "two versions"

of the Armenian genocide is evident in the way the

UCLA Bruin ana others find it necessary to bend
over bacjcwards ta report on the issue in a

"balanced'' and "objective" manner.

'MT'I*'

*!«

^v,X

tion" on April 24, admitting to an "error*' that it did not make.
Shaw's response contradicts statements that he has made, as

far back as the early 1970s, , denying the occurrence of the

Armenian genocide. The Bruin editors were obviously aware of
them when they made the insertion on April 23.

Although the Armenian genocide is substantiated by the

archives of both Turkey's WWI allies and enemies (U.S., British,

German and others), Shaw has chosen to collaborate with the

Turkish government in denying the genocide.

• One of his more recent statements was made in a Dec. 22,

1986, letter submitted to the California State Department of
Education, where Shaw has written that "there never were any
'plans to annihilate the Armenian people' on the Ottoman
government." The letter was an unsuccessful attempt to obstruct
the inclusion of the study of the Armenian genocide as part of
California public school curriculum.

;

;

T"
—

The Bruin reported similar statements made by Shaw, in an
article on July 18, 1988, where the reporter writes: "In
interviews with the Bruin, Shaw has claimed that many
Armenians and Turks died at that time, and that they were not
casualties of a genocide, but of a war between the groups."

Earlier statements of denial have included remarks to his

students as well. When Shaw taught History 139C in 1974, he
told his students that "there never was a government order to

massacre anyone," as recorded in ASUCLA Lecture Notes.
Lecture notes from 1977 again report his statement that there
was no genocide.

These past statements are obviously inconsistent with the

abovementioned statement in his April 24 article and tlie

"correction" that appeared on the same day. His scholarship and
statements have set a dangerous precedent in the reporting of
historically-evidenced events. The Daily Bruin has been the
victim of his manipulation^ Clearly, it has fallen for Shaw's
definition of "balance" and "objectivity."

The Armenian Students' Association resents and is insulted By
the ignorance and irresponsibility shown by the editors of the
Daily Bruin in their coverage of the Armenian genocide. The
Association demands a retraction of the "correction" that was
forced upon the paper. The journalistic integrity of The Daily
Bruin is at stake.

•
?-.

'
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Shenian is a senior majoring in psycfiolof>y. This article is a
joint effort produced by the Armenian- Students' Association.

See HOLOCAUST, page 28
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Some childhi

I
knew that I wanted to go

lo college when I was 12

years old. I was in the

eighth grade at St. Teresa's'

School when I faced the

choice of picking a high

school. My niother, a Salvado-

ran immigrant whose first con-

cern was for my safety,

wanted me to go to a local

Catholic high school in a

Latino neighborhood a short

bus ride away.

Having always been vilified

by my classmates for being

"the brainy" I wanted to go to

a Catholic college preparatory

school across San Francisco

and a world away from Pot-

rero Hill. 1 had big plans: first

the college prep, then the

University of California at

Berkeley.

Even though 1 had been a

difficult child, headstrong and

questioning in a household

where taciturnity, submission

and acceptance of authority

were valued. Mama was not

prepared for the battle over the

choice of high schools, The *^'

screaming went on for days.

Finally, 1 locked myself in the

basemcni and barri^ded the

ddfer v^hile Maipap^nded on
It. f refused to come out until

save in. Ii was ihc first

iii i memories for this Cinco de Mayo

Rosemarle
Pegueros^
lo bring me pure (a virgin) to

the mafriagc altar. College

didn't fit the plan.^ - ^

—

Four years later, when I

announced my intention to

apply lo UC Berkeley, my
parents were astonished. My
father cried as he told me thai

It had never occurred 10 him,

a Mexican-American laborer, '

that one of his children would
go to college. He would not

be able to pay my tuition, he

said; he had too many children

to raise, but he promised to

pay for my books each semes-

4Gt.

<*7P*i
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battle I won, but it was not

^^-^-"of the war.

My mother loves me. She
wanted what was best for me,

and she understood her respon-

sibility in traditional teirns: It

was her duty to prepare me— for adulthood namely mar-

riage and child-raising — and

graduated from high school,

our lives became more precari-

ous: Atlas Paper burned dowal.
and my father had to find a

new job. Until his retirement,

he parked cars for a living.

In 1968, respectable t«iinas

lived at home until marriage,

so going away to college was
out of the question. If my
parents were upset about my
travelling across town to my
high school, the idea of going

to UC Berkeley in those pre-

rapid transit days was unheard

of. i lost, on thai one: I would

go to the University of San
Francisco,- a Jesuit college jusi

across the street from my high

school.

Mama wanted me lo lake a

practical course of study, but

my head was full of dreams,

and lo her consternation, I

majored in philosophy. It was
always a struggle. Even though

the demands of being a univer-

sity student exempted me from

many household responsibilities,

the subtle pressures were there.

Floating in the air was the

implication that my single-

minded pursuit of my educa-

tion was selfish. 1 was an
adult expected to help with the

housework or the financial

sustenance of ihc family .

sister, with whom I shared a

room, deeply resented my
growing library as well as theZ
housework that fell on her

shoulders.

The hardest thing for me
was that to my family, my
immersion in the university and

the development of my intellect

represented an abandonment of

my culture and a rejection of

"educacion"; thai is, the accul-

turation of a daughter in a

Laiin family thai places ihc

readiness lo accept one's role

in life at the core of express-

ing one's respect for one's

parents . Tnslcad^oT the rclative-

iy uncomplicated role I was
raised for, my education prop-

elled me >n to the public

sphci'c and even into a diffe-

rent class. 1 appreciate the

richness of my culture as it

was laughi to me by my
parents, bul I still struggle to

demonstrate that appreciation

and to show them how much 1

love them.

1 was the eldest child, so

my pursuit of a baccalaureate

degree changed all of our

lives. My sister and brothers

followed suit: Each attained a

bachelor's degree. My sister

went on for her master's in

social work and now works for

ary transition from youth t6

adulthood, but when the search

rfor one's place in the world is

complicated by difficulties of

moving from working class

towards the status and oppor-

tunities that come with a

university education, the pres-

sure can be unbearable.

My life, while interesting,

has not been linear. 1 have had

many setbacks and have often

failed. Sometimes, the impedi-

ments to my success have been

placed there by persons who
were actively tryingSo hold

me back: the professor of

"AhcienTGreek who discouraged

me' from majoring in classics

because, he said, Spanish was
an easy language and 1 would
never be able to learn Greeks
or the professor who called my
faihcr and told him not to

waste his money on my edu-

cation. He made my father cry,

but Dad replied that the pro-

fessor would have to take it

up with me since I was paying
my own way.

Some professors made it

very clear to me that women
and/or Latins were not wel-

come in their classes.

More often than not, howev-
er, when I have failed, it has

been ticcause of my own lack

—

It may seem odd that he

had not connected my academ-

ic achievements with an ulti-

mate goal, but working 12

.hours a day as a shipping

clerk in the warehouse of the

^tlas Paper Company, he was
too exhausted to notice much
of anything. The day after 1

While I worked 30 hours a

week, every cent went to pay
tuition. 1 even walked from

USF to my job at the public

library so I could save the

25-cent bus fare to buy books.

My younger sister and brothers

took umbrage at my desire for

quiet so I could study. My

Child Protective Services in

San Francisco County. 1 w^s
selfish and 1 felt guilty, but I

wanted my education and 1

was more willing to live with

the guilt' than to submit to a

hfe I didn't want.

Finding one's identity is

hard cBough during the ordin-

of self-esteem. I do not mean
Jo absolve the bigots who have

tripped me up: I have a long

memory and 1 forgive nothing.

My point is merely this:

Today, internalized oppression

is the greatest enemy Latinas

See MEMORIES, page 28
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Letters

student heatth

Editor:

•t

T^liffrwrfflng to express" mjT

disappoinlmcni and shock at

the substandard services offered

by the Student Health Services

(SHS). I am a freshman from

Northern CaUfomia, and there-

fore had no other choice but

to go to Student Health when
I became ill. I truly thought I

would get adequate care at

SHS. After all, the UCLA^
Medical School is arguably one

of the best in the country.

However, this was not the —
case.

I have been sick on and off

since the fall quarter. I first

went to Student Health during

fall quarter with general fatigue

and a terrible sore throat.

Since 1 have a history of

asthma, 1 was prescribed anti-

biotics. I felt better until wint-

er quarter, when a good friend

and 1 both became ill during

the first week. I went to

Student Health twice — the

first lime they took a strep

culture, told me to rest, and to

come back if I got worse.

When .1 returned a week later,

1 was again given antibiotics.

During spring break, the

same symptoms that had been

plaguing me all year returned

this sham. I actually thought I

wasn't giving them a dime.

Who can really take any

group, who rolls down grassy

hills donned in trash bags, ~^
seriously anyway. This has to

stop, now!

Holly Williams
Junior

Sociology

dents should vole, it's that

simple.

Noyes Keller

Junior
English

NinetyPercent

Editor:

I just wanted to commend
you on your wonderful, daring,

hilarious issue of NinetyPer-

cent. It must take a lot of guts

and a lot of generosity to

parody the prejudices you
encounter du a regular basis

with so much good humor. In

your position I don't think I

would have either courage or

kindness enough to (1) admit

the deepest, darkest prejudices

against me, (2) showcase them
in all their glory, and (3)

extend a conciliating hand to

my "oppressor."

Were I not trained to

eschew all stereotypes, I'd be

sorely tempted to label the

homosexual community as, on
the average, much more gener-

Holocaust
From page 26

and political undesirables dur-

ing the Holocaust, as well as

any other group who has

suffered genocide. In short, it

docs the cause of intergroup

relations no favors.

Furthermore, I am disturbed

by the stated motivation of

such a question, which was
made in order to "provide

balance." Balance to what,

may I ask? Certainly The '

Bruin is not prepared to

"balance" my grandfather's sur-

vival of Bergen-Belsen with an
interview of a person Who
claims he never had such an

experience, and that most of

his family is not in fact dead.

Balance is necessary only in

response to the expression of

opinions, not statements of

fact.

Van Leeuwen is a rabbinic

intern at HiIlei.

J * *

— a sore throat and tatigue. i

went to my family physician

while I was at home. He look

one look at my throat and my
appearance and said, "I think

she probably has -mono." He
did a bkx^d lest, and sure

£n(4i^, 1 was.iouxul.to have
mononucleosis. : ,

,

I stayed in Los Angeles for

two weeks^df sj^ring quarter
~~

until 1 became loo sick to stay

in school. My doctor theorizes

that 1 might have been carry-

ing the virus all year and is

baffled that Student Health

never thought to test me. A
sore throat and fatigue, in a

college student, are almost

unmistakable signs of mononu-
cleosis.

1 think it is an outrage that

Student Health is so incompe-

tent and negligent. I can reaso-

;
nably infer that they don't do
blood tests because they are

very expensive to perform.

Instead, SHS herds us in and
out in assembly line fashion,

with one person taking your

temperature, one taking your

blood pressure, one asking

about symptoms, until we are

finally taken into an impatient

doctor for a total of three

minutes.

It is quite obvious that

Student Health has neither the

capability nor the concern to

care for the almost 35,000
students at UCLA.

Jennifer Gordon
Freshman

Political Science

Free reign

Editor:

I think it is a scandal that

CALPIRG has been given free

reign to deceive students on a
quartcr-by-quarter basis here at

UCLA. The two dollar "nega-
tive checlc-ofr' fee is nothing

more than a see-through joke
that amounts to an incredible

rip off. This makes CALPIRG
not only a group of environ-

mentalists, but also a surly

bunch of highway robbers.

I feel incredibly deceived

since the ambiguous instruc-

tions on my registration fee

cards led me to contribute to

ous and mteiugent than the

heterosexual majority. Maybe
the discrimination you have
suffered and the extra soul-

searching you've been forced

to do have given you an edge
over the rest of us as far as

generosity and tolerance, go^___
The ability to laugh at

yourself, to laugh at the things

tfiat hurt you most, is as

invaluable as it is rare, perhaps

the pain you have experienced

has lent you that distance;

perhaps, there is, that "What
doesn't destroy you makes you
su-ongcr and better."

Here's hoping you have suf-

fered enough! Thank you for

the most refreshing and origi-

nal campus jouri>a4ism I've

enjoyed in three years. Especial

thanks and admiration to Adam
Ross. The consistently warm
and respectful way you handle

your critics (e.g. the guy who
rebutted your views on ROTC),
your willingness to make your-

self the object of your news-
paper's jokes never ceases to

amaze, inspire, and move me.
You must be an excellent,

excellent human being.

Tina Nehring
Junior

English

Memories
From page 27

face. Bigots and oppressors

who throw obstacles in our

way may be vicious and fre-

quently succeed in delaying our

Voting
Editor:

Even though some students

are not familiar with the indi-

vidual candidates running for

USAC offices, those students

should still vote on the

referendums which will, in

part, govern their way of life

next year, and shape their

college years. It may be
annoying to be continuously

bombarded with literature as

one walks his^er way down
the gauntlet of sandwich-boards
and fliers that is Bruin Walk ^

this week, but it is immeasur-
ably more annoying to be
forced to conform to regula-

tions which you didn't help

decide upon.

Students should vote. It's

that simple. Nelson Mandela
waited in jail for 27 years for

the same right that 80 percent

of our campus neglects. Stu-

progress, but at least we can

sec them and fight back. With^
out a strong sense of self-

worth and. the will to succeed,

we cannot prevail.

The university is a hostile

environment. If you fail, a note

informs you that you are on

academic probation. Soon you

are warned that you are sub-

ject to dismissal. While UCLA
has all kinds of support prog-

rams, success will be achieved

only by the self-starters

because nothing will come to _
you. The Academic Advance-

ment Program provides tutors,

support and peer counselors;

student psychological services

are also available but if you

don't go after what you need,

you can sink without a trace.

All the professional help in

the world cannot take the

place of a support group com-
prised of your peers: class-

mates, Latinas like yourself

who are struggling with the

same issues. Just knowing that

other people are in the same
boat helps to make life easier.

The most important thing

you can do is to believe in

yourself. Take life one day at

a time. Get up in the morning,
look at your image in the

mirror and tell yourself: "I'm
at UCLA because I can suc-

ceed. I have succeeded in the

past and f^ll do well now. I

will graduate." At first, you
may feel silly doing it but

after a while you will do it
.,

easily and your heart will

begin to believe it. If you are

to succeed, you must decided

that you and your education

"are your highest priorities.

Don't let other people's
expectations or your own
discoinfort rob you of the life

you were bom to life. Guilt,

pain and struggle are just a

part of growth.

Pegueros is a graduate student

of Latin American history.
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CALPIRG's check-off must survive
By John Castle

If you would like to do
something about the environ-

ment, hunger and homelessness,

consumer protection, and gov-

ernment and corporate responsi-

bility, then do two simple

things: read this letter and vote

for the CALPIRG fee in

undergraduate elections today.

CALPIRG (California Public

Interest Research Group), as

you may know, is a student-

directed, student-funded, non-

partisan organization with cam-
pus chapters throughout the

state. The group actively

involves students in these

issues,, mentioned above.

CALPIRG's continual suc-

cess over the past 15 years has

made it the largest and most
effective student environment

group in the state. The group
has been here at UCILA since

1982.

On other campuses CAL-
PIRG is responsible for posi-

tive actions also. Students at

UC Davis and UC Riverside

are hoping to start their own
chapters in the following year

after witnessing achievements

on other campuses.

All of this may just sound

like we are pauing ourselves

on the back. However, we just

want to inform people on what
we have accomplished in a

single year, and what we hope

to do in th^ future.

CALPIRG is a serious,^

hard-working group of students

committed to promoting the

public good. We want to allow

students the right to have a

say in what goes on in the

world around u$.. We want to

let students know just how
responsible and ethical the

government and corporations

are in regards to pul^lic wel-

fare. Furthermore, we want to ,

UNDERGRADUATE

.....•.•.:-:-x>::>^^;

Three different aspects make
up CALPIRG's agenda. The
group focuses on educating the

public on issues of environ-

mental concern, consumer pro-

tection, and homelessness.

"CALPIRG researches ways to

improve these problems and

lobbies on a local, state, and

federal level.

The depth and diversity of

CALPIRG, along with continu-

al student support and partici-

pation, make it truly effective.

Few student groups other than

CALPIRG have a legitimate

voice in local, state and federal

government. Few other student

groups give students the ability

to educate fellow students and

the general public on problems

of serious social concern. Few
student groups allow students

to petition for more legislation

that truly addresses the public

good.

The environment and the

other issues which CALPIRG
addresses are of immense
social concern. There will nev-

er be a better time to support

and even get involved with

CALPIRG.
This year alone, the group

has made quite a name for

itself in the environmental are-

na. It gathered over 140,000

signatures for the Environmen-

tal Protection Act of 1990,

making it the leading volunteer

signature-gathering group in the

state. Ten thousand of these

signatures were gathered by the

UCLA chapter alone.

CALPIRG has also pushed

for legislation on toxic use

reduction and research in Cali-

fornia. The group has gathered

thousands of letters from stu-

dents and the general public

urging the government to pass

strong clean air legislation.

CALPIRG has issued a book
on how we can be more
environmentally responsible in

our shopping and consumption

habits. The recycling group

here at UCLA is responsible

for pi toting an expanding recy-

cling program in 'jipafrtmeni

buildings around campus.

see that the issues that deeply

concern students are dealt with

in an effectiye, organized fash-

ion.
'"'

:,
— 1

Unfortunately, despite the

good that CALPIRG does,

there are those who want to

see it die. Many corporations

who oppose the work that the

Public Interest Research Groups
does lobby against us. There is

an industry group with the

brilliant title of "Consumer
Alert," whose main function is

to kill groups like CALPIRG
across the country.

What may the saddest

thing, however, is that the UC
Administration is working hard

to eliminate the most effective

student voice, on the environ-

ment. Students now must form
a unified front and vole yes to

support CALPIRG.
The strategy the UC Admi-

nistration is using to attack us

is the negative check-off fee

system that funds CALPIRG.
22.The administration claims

the negative check-off is

deceiving and an inappropriate

way to receive funding.

If you are interested in

knowing exactly why CAL-
PIRG goes about its funding

the way it does, then read on.

To begin, the decision to fund

CALPIRG is really made at

the ballot box, not on registra-

tion forms. It is part of

CALPIRG's contract with

UCLA to ask students every

four years if they wish ;o

continue supporting the group
via the waivable negative

check-off fee.

There arc two crucial rea-

sons why the fee exists as it

is. Firstly, a waivable fee is

and should t)e considered an

integral part of our tuition. It

is expected to be paid. The __
fact that it is a fee.^ as

opposed to a donation, makes
students realize that CALPIRG
is an important aspect of

student activities. The negative

check-off is a result of a

community decision to create

and fond the CALPIRG prog-

ram on campus.

/

Donating to a charity is

different from funding a sub-

stantial student program. Per-

ceiving CALPIRG as a charity

is a misperception that makes
many students decide not to

individually fund the group,

even if they do support the

work it does.

UC San Diego's chapter of

CALPIRG could not survive on
a donation system. In student

elections, there was over-

whelming support for CAL-
PIRG with a waiveable fee,

however, the chancellor

changed it to a donation sys-

tem. Because of this, there was
not enough funding from the

students to continue the chap-

ter, and it subsequently died.

UC President David Gardner
has even acknowledged that the

donation system could not

work for CALPIRG. However,"
Gardner now wants CALPIRG
eliminated. ^^-

- Most students haVe no prob-

lem with other mandatory fees

tJrat they have no vote on, •

even though theyoisually do
not know how these fees arc

spent. Students have no ability

to opt out most of our fees,

such as the ones which go to

student government. The
rity of students who do —

LIVE!

T^cdeo^

not support the work CAL-
PIRG does the ability can

waive the fee.

If students no longer support

CALPIRG and the work that it

does enough to pay for it, the>

should recognize that and vole

no today.

CALPIRG, however, does

need student funding to exist

President Gardner knows that

and Chancellor Young knows
that. Students and the admi-

nistration alike must realize

that CALPIRG and the waive-

able negative check-off fee

cannot be separated. If students

support the work the group

does, then it must support the

negative check-off fee system.

Students should be proud

and happy to know they have

created and funded a group

that does so much good work—
for society.

To support the donation

method of funding CALPIRG
is the only real deception. It

would lead those who want to

give two dollars into believing

they are helping with their

donation. Donations are not a

stable source of funding.

Students may not support a

lot of the things that are

automatically funded with

registration fees. However, if

students want to attend UCLA
their regisu-ation fees must be

paid.

If anyone does not support

the environmental work and

other projects we do, then he

or she does not have to pay

the fee. It is that simple.

If there is still questions yot

would like answered about

-CALPIRG, I urge you to ask

us either at our meetings or

out on Bruin Walk. I myself

can only urge those who care

the important work we do to

support CALPIRG and vote

today to support CALPIRG's
funding system of the waive-

able negative check-off fee.

Don't be fooled by the UC
Administration. Vole yes to

continue the most effective

student environmental group in

the stale.

Castle, a senior majoring^ in

sociolof(y, is a state boardJ

member of CALPIRG.

IN CONCERT

Wed. and Thurs. May 16 & 17 at 7:30 p.m.

Royce Halj

Join the taping of the HBO special!

FREE ADMISSION
Ticlcets must be obtained in advance from the

UCUV Central Ticket Office.

\

For more information call: (213) 825-9261

Presented In cooperation with

the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRCimCARB
MEDICAL PLAIS
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909
(comer of Westwood Blvd.)

"^^ (213) 208-8188^ •I
-'

^^m.
Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

O

Viva^
Cinco^de Mayo!

# Celebrate at Acapulco
Friday & Saturday #

'$2.^ Margaritas
or

$l.^^Well Shots
From 11am - 5pm Saturday May 5, 1990

v// coupon

' Acapulco • 1109 Glendon Ave • Westwood Village •

208-3884
"?.

}

^^
ifr
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Arts Entertain

Q^tafeftp

r c:>

Opens Saturday at Long Beach's Terrace

Theatre. 300 Ocean Blvd., Long Beach.

For nnore info: (213) A36-3661

Jesus Christ

Superstar
The first breakthrough hit

for composer Andrew
Lloyd Weber {Phantom of

the Opera), Superstar is a

rock-opera account of the

last days of Jesus. This

lastest production stars Carl

Anderson and Sam Harris.

Westwood
ArtShow
250 artists and craftsper-

sons will show off their

work at this 4 1st annual art

show, the oldest event of

its kind in the country. The
show will feature food,

music, and art & crafts.

Sat. & Sun.. May 5 6 at Westwood Park,

Free parking available behind the Federal

Building, 11000 Wilshire.

Opens citywide Fnday.

Last Exit to
Brooklyn
Based on the controversial

book by Hubert Selby, jr.,

this movie graphically de-

tails the lives and events

surrounding the union
strike in 1952 Brooklyn,

during the Korean War.

Stars Jennifer Jason Leigh.

Andy Worhol's Frankenstein
Directed by Joe D'Allesandro and starring Paul Morris-

sey, this 1974 film has become a 3-D classic.

Showing May 4 10 at the Vagabond Stereovision Theater. 2609 Wilshire Blvd. Call for

more info: (213) 387-2171

Greta Garbo
Fiix

Two previously unavail-

able Garbo films. Queen
Christina (1933) and her

last, Two-faced Woman
(1941), are now on video

from MGM/UA. Not her

best, but Garbo nonethe-

less.

^
•r 4 de" V

^-1
•.::.:.:.:.:.:.: :.;•;.>:.:.:.•

1 BB3
Available at video stores everywhere

How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying
Co?lsidered the inspiration for Michael J. Fox's hit, The
Secret to My Success, this 1967 movie is based on the

popular Broadway musical tale of a window washer
who makes it to the top (of the corporate ladder that is.)

Available at vKJeo stores everywhere.

»V/ oonipUed by: Jason Stewart
' r f '

-'
s
»^
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Stage

Spring Fling:

'Spring Sing' showcase blossoms with

Sigma Phi Epsilon present "UCLA in the Midwest" and the talents that earned Best Produ

SCX)TT WEERSING/OaHy Brum

David Steinberg wins Best Solo and Sweep-
stakes with "Minnie the Moocher." The Letter Guys' are the newest Fab Five in

LA. Opera's 'Don Carlo' doesn't d<

Placido Domingo and Vladimir Chernov in 'Don Carlo, ' which
played last month at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

By James R. MacCurdy ^ ^~

Contributor

OPERA: Don Carh. by Giuseppe Verdi, per!

Center Opera with Placido Domingo, Vladinf

Barseg Tumanyan Directed by Sonja Frisell. wl

Angeles Chamber Orchestra and Master Cb

Giuseppe Verdi's Don Carlo, pcrforn

Opera, combines a Shakespeare- 1 ike laicj

quadrangle with a grand l^lh century r

masierwork. While film takes the cake fo

has no contender for grandeur.

Set in Spain during the Inquisition, the

for Elisabeth de Valois, the third wife of
king of Spairt at the height of its expansioi

Phillip II rul6d one of the largest emj
Sung in Italian with English titles, the

from the Soviet Union. Placido Domini
recorded the wdrk twice), with Natalia

*

Elisabeth, BarsCg Tumanyan in the role ol

playing Don Carlo's loyal friend. Yuri S

conducted Che Los Angeles Chamber
The proliferation of Russian artists rep

•^
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INSIDE
GREAT DEALS ON
• Jeep
• Toyota
• Acura
• Saab

• Ford
• BMW

^.^^«„.«..ip.-

"^^sit. TV

• Volks^wagen
• Dodge

• InSormative Auto
Stories

•And Many More...
fj'M. '*i»-.

Scrap Your Old Heap.
.,...<. i 1

t

•^
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AVTm BUYER*SGIIIDE
u

aBWSo2(e)®®

IBm^m^^

^W^kome 4o the UCLA Daily Bruin Auto Buyers GuideJ-^he
Auto Buyers Guide will be running every Thursday and
Friday until the end of June, so look here for great sales

and helpful automotive tips every week. We'll be giving
you the best advice, apd latest news about:

Where to biiy your first new car after

Graduation!

Simple ways to maintain your car to keep it

running smoothly!

The best deals in town on your favorite wheels
—«

—

And

<f-

WESTSIDE
lEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP

^S'

%^Nni i^^ >v.

,/

BUERGE JEEP/EAGLE
4^^^

1 1 750 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles, CA 90025
r:.:

(213) 820-2631

EXT.267, 268. 269

YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE—— HAS JUST
OPENED ANOTHER DOOR

Talk it over "with

Siieridan Toyota

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with

TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating

the UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with

Special Incentives on Your New Car.

NO DOWN PAYMENT-NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

For more information call our sales manager at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jennifer McElliott

824-5873
Political Science

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jose Cano
475-5224
International Econ

Serving DCLA Since 1 957
LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTASI

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CAUNOW

213-394-6744 f
rSHEMRMN
TOVmA

Santa Monica Blva

lOFWY

Award Winning

Part/Service Dept.—
Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pni

Sal. (by appDintment)

8am-4pm

. ^tVtV- ^^

./
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Getting ready for summer driving: six tips

When it comes to car care,

fair weather seems to lull some
motorists into a false sense of

security. Many vacationers

traveling by car or light truck

this summer will learn too late

that hot weather makes its own
special demands.

The national institute for

Automotive Service Excellence

(ASE), a non-profit organization

which administers national

certification tests to auto, truck,

and collision repair technicians,

offers the following tips to help

you get ready for summer
driving. Some are easy to do;

nthers will require the sk illed

2. General Cleaning. A
dirty, streaked windshield
causes eye strain and can be
unsafe. Replace worn blades-

winter's tough on them- and
make certain you have plenty of

washer fluid to fight the dust

and insects of summer. Don't

fofget to clean the inside of the

windshield too.

3. Cooling System. The
number one cause of summer
breakdowns is overheating. The
cooling system should be
completely flushed and refilled

about every 24 months. The
level, condition, and
concentration of the coolant

hands of a professional auto

technician.

1. Getting Started. Even if

you are not a do-it-yourselfer,

get involved in the car care

process. Start by reading your

manual. Within it is a wealth of

information about your vehicle

and its components. The
manufacturer's recommended
service schedules are listed and
should be followed.

,<iv

should be checked periodically.

Never remove the radiation cap
until the engine has cooled

down. A 50/50 mixture of anti-

freeze and water is usually

recommended.""""""''
" '

4. Air Conditioning. How
long has it been since your air

conditioner was serviced? A_

marginally operating air

conditioning system is likely to

fail in hot weather. Have your

system examined at a good
repair shop.

5. Tires. Tires, too, ^re

often neglected, robbing
owners of thousands of miles of

useable tread life and posing a

potential safety hazard. Tires

should be rotated every 5,000
miles and the air pressure
should be checked once a

month . -;nc-r-.r" ;trtte^n^'W^' "^^

6. Engine Oil. The old-

fashioned oil change is one of

the most vital maintenance tasks,

yet paradoxically, it is also one
of the most neglected. The oil

and filter should be changed as

specified in you owner l&i

manual-more often (every 3,000

miles), if you plan long driving

with luggage or a trailer in tow,

or if you make any short, stop-

and-go trips. ' _______^__
R em em b e r regular

maintenance can give you peace
of mind, catch a minor problems
before they become more
serious, extend the life of your
vehicle, and it could increase its

resale value.

BR^IMS DISCOUNT SALE

r

— •-

AT
CLAUDE SHORT DODGE

Rebates up to

$3500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR
Finance rate for 24 months on selected models

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
I2TII & SAIVTA IHOIMICA BLVD.

SAI^TA MONICA

OadgE 800 DODGE

Don't let a tainted credit file stand

in the way ofyour purchasing a car

Deals for wheels can be
double trouble if your credit is not

up to snuff. The most common
obstacle encountered when buying

a car is a tainted credit file.

Financing is difficult to

impossible for consumers with

negative, often inaccurate, items

lurking in their credit histories.

Financing that is awarded to such

consumers carries a price; iiigli

interest rates.

These consumers become
prime targets for unscrupulous^

credit repair "clinics." San-

Francisco based consumer
advocate and credit expert
Professor Daniel K. Berman advises-

consumers to do their own credit

repair.

"Any kind of credit problem
can be overcome if you learn

how," says Berman, a nationally

recognized authority on consumer
credit and author of the The Credit

Power Handbook.
o

*

The rnost common technique

used by credit repair clinics

exploits a legal loophole in the

federal Fair Credit Reporting Act

disputed information from your

credit file. As a result, disputed

items are often removed by default.

"Almost everyone will be in

the market for a new or used car

sooner or later," Berman warns.
"The time to start getting your
credit in shape is now."

(FCRA). Section 611a of the FCRA
gives you the right to dispute the

accuracy of any information in

vour credit file.

"^
If you write your dispute

letters according to certain specific

guidelines, the credit bureau must
either verify the accuracy of that

information within approximately

30 days or it must delete the

For a free credit repair starter

kit (including credit report request

forms, checklists and instructions),

send a self-addressed, business-

size envelope with 50 cents-

postage affixed and $1 for

handling to: Credit Reseafch7P.07
Box 4973, Dcpt. M-3, Berkley; CA
94704.

''——

Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper It's Printed On

Th^fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe

or one of our other 1990 models on approved

credit.

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as Well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631

Y
-
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Did you gather
up every product under
your kitchen sink and
charge out to your
driveway to wash your
family car last spring?

Your intentions were
probably good, but
using "kitchen"
products on your car
can be disastrous!

Hazards to Cars

It's ^iipportant to
prepare your vehicle
for the summer
monrhri, when the

• Before rushing out
to the driveway with
dish detergent in hand,
consider this; liquid

detergent is formulated
for glass and china, not
metal. Just as it strips

the grease from your
dishes, it can also strip

the wax off your car.

Wash the car regularly

using a product
specifically formulated
for automotive use.

• Also, be careful

of using household

intensity of sunlight,

Jieat, and localized air

pollution are at a peak
and^ can prematurely
age your car's good
looks. With some
simple pre-sumihef tips

you can keep that

finish looking as good
as new.

products to clean
your calNi^*H4=rteiiar.

Some household
products actually
warn against use on
soft vinyl and
aluminum.

So be sure your

———— 11"^ / ITS IMPORTAiVr TO PREPARE >our \ehirle for ihone iun|E summer aa\». Kem«*mlM'r thai -'kilrhen"produrt!* ar»* not devel-

protected during those "'**'*' ''*'" "*"'""*'^'' "** "** •*"•• ••'*•'• *''T«h-I^ can be <liMiMrou>«. Selecl a «.a%h and nax coni,»alible nilh the nen clear c«niI paint
,

^ terhnolo^ and a nniitipurpoM> car tieaner for \our interior. Applx protectant to v«»ur tires, danh and other vinvl trim piece*
long summer days '""i«h«-n...ietthe*unHhim-.
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Your Diploma is Your Down Payment at

Johnny Lail's Glendale TOYOTA
1st Time Buyers Program for U.C.L.A. Grads!

All you need is a verifiable job offer or to secure a job within
120 days of graduation and proof of insurance and you can drive off in a

brand new TOYOTA today!!

-"m^v^*-

\/Tercels

v^Coroilas

v^Camrys^

v^Celicas

v/ MR-2s

V^Trucks

(213) 245-3451 ASK FOR DOUG

.

1260 South Brand Boulevard, 'Glendale-91204 JUST 15 MINUTES FROM U.C.L.A.!

r

ring clean without
the kitchen sink!

#1
IN THE WEST

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with— — LINDQVIST SAAB'S^
"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*

f

1 '••*i

it^^^
X)^'^

C^^
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VV\^
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.^^^-
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•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

.t^'
c^^-

w-:'s»^-•*">:>
..-'•''

o^
^^^'

.vvo
iS^^

.t^-^- •YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

-

.t^o
vM^

-vviHifi't
•M
'Sv^

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
•***> * .#^.».»4«'<'«n»v

*You must meet certain requirements

44

PICNIC:
an enjoyable outing''

At the Daily Bruin, PICNICS and

advertising have more in common than

you might think.

Through its effective, personal, anc

innovative work, our staff can create

unique ads tailored to the nei:jds of

our advertisers. We can make

advertising enjoyable; a PICNIC, if

you would.

Have a PICNIC advertising in the

Daily Bruin and our

58,000 readers

will see you!

ADVERTISE
525.2161

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES im>

'^y^D SPRrNG CELEBRATION SALEI
Right now, weVe got a

College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASE TO OWN!

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
_ SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN —

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

(213) 592-1383

.^Ll. - . --.. .-^ — ^ ^ . -W- —^ -»
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^ATTENTION ALL GRADUATES
NO PREVIOUS CREDIT REQUIRED!

Your hard earned diplomas have made
it easy to purchase a new TOYOTA from

TOYOTA OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD
located Just 5 blocks north of Universal Studios

at

4645 Lankershim Boulevard

TOYOTA'S new

^NO DOWN PAYMENT -OR- ^ ZERO DOWN LEASE
FOR 90 DAYS=g?^ (ASK FOR ISSXey

l>liH>jtlWi''"iilli<i>'"

.^

For a great deal or

more Information call

Keith Seals

Clarence Minton
Chris Ashworth
Darrek Kroll

(213) 877-5572

I*,.

^^^^^^^i^^^^^^fyy^^^^^^^^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^A^nAA^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^yyyvyyysfyywyyyywyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyyvyyy^

WETREAT PEOPLE RIGHT
Walker Bros. jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just this. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"
and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

Jeep they want.

p;^ We offer a Graduate
1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)
* .

I

3 year 30,000 miles

extended service

contract
$295 value - free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

(213) 730-9105
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE
FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING

GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS*

meirt —I—zzmr

xcitement, intensity & applause
By Jenn Gillon

Contributor

STAGE: Spring Sing was performed on Saturday April 28 at LA TO

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATKMAL
10925 Undbrook

208^366

TtM Hunt for Re4 Octotar (R)

1 304 30 7 30 10 30

70Mlyl THX

Aside from the talent, of course, the greatest thing about UCLA's
annual Spring Sing is how much fun it is. That and the fact that the stu-

dents of UCLA will applaud and support you just for having the guts to

get up on stage and perform, regardless of your performance.
David Steinberg, thi^ year's best solo and sweepstakes winner is a

great example" of this. Singing Minnie the Moocher, a comedy number,
Steinberg held his own in a class act combining professionalism and
humor. _

The nighl*s worst came when the judges awarded God Save the

Queen's 'Bohemian Rapsody' with the Best Novelty award. Although
the band was very good, the lead singer's off-pitch and shrill vocals

diminshed their performance. Clearly, other novelty entries showed more
promise and talent Although the judges distributed the awards fairly,

they could have chosen a more deserving recipient for the ^est Novelty
award.

A good choice might have been Alpha Epsilon Phi's Outta 'SC or Sig-

ma Phi Epsilon and friends' UCLA in the Midwest. In the end. Alpha
Epsilon Phi won the Best Choral and Bruin Spirit Award while Sigma Phi

Epsilon won the Best Production and Best Costume awards.

The evening's great performance came from Julio and Mike's Feehhe
Fire. A nonfunctional microphone couldn't diminish the life in the voices

of these two great singers. 1 even had a vision of Quincy Jones gomg up to

the two singers after the show and offering them a contract They were so
good. The judges honored the duo with the Best Duct/Trio award.

The weakest aspect of Spring Sing were the entries for the Best Quar-
tet The winners, We B 4 with / Got You Babe and A Couple of Two's
with Birdland were really the only two entries in the race.

VILLAGE
961 Bfoxton

208^5576

The Cook. The Thwl,
Hit Wik A H«r Lover

1 304 30-7 30-10 30
No One Undw IBAdmimd

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qly U
10250 S^a Monica BlwO

Century City Shoppng CenJet

,
Ff«e Partung

4 Houfs Free VaiOalon

Witf> Puchase o< Thdate Tickets

(213) 5S3-890C'

BRUIN
9M Bfoxton

2004996

Cnzi ^ofrie (R)

12 30-3 00-5 30 8 00-10 30

WESTYWXX)
1050 Gaytey

2087664

Joe Veraue The Volcano (PG)

(12:00) 2:30-5 00- 7.3O-100<)

WESTWOOO Teenage Mjtant Nin(a Turlec (PG)
1050 Gaytey (l? 30 3 001-5 30-8.00 10 3(5

208-7664

WESTWwiOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

ImpUae (R)

(1 45)4 30 715 10 00

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

206^7664

The Go<l« Must Be Cran (PG)

(12 152 45)-515-7 4S-10 15

SLeft Foot (R)

525 755-1045

Shock to ttc SyalHH (R)

10 45-1 15 3 20 5 35-805^10 25

Fri 10 45 Speaal Engagement

Teenage Moant Nin^a TurHea (PG)

U 00- 146-4 4^710-9:30

Driving Miaa Oaiav (PG)
M55 2 40 5 20 75«5-10 36

baa (PG)

1150-2 25 5 05 7 35 955

The Gods Must Be Cran II (PG)
'; 30 2 15-bOO 745^10 j^

RECiENT Wid Orc«»d (R)

1045 BfOKlon 12 15 2 455 15-8 00-10 45
206-3259 -Fn A Sat L ale Show 1 00 an

(R>

12 20255545815 1050

O A A (R)

1Q5S 1.504 15 7 15-lQ 15

PIAZA
1067 Qendon
208-3097

CtMttanocchae (R)

(12 30t 3 00 5 30 8 00 10 30 Ctnema Paradiao (NR)

11.462305 15«00-rG40

SCOTT WEERSING^Daily Brum

Hon and Best Costumes.

SCOTT WEERSINCVDaily Bruin

) the Spring Sing '90.

The general rule for this year's Spring Sing was don't do anything a

cappella with more than two people or as you try to harmonize you will

begin to sound dissonant. If you were there, your aching ears would
agree.

The most talented performers of the evening were a group of six stu-

dents that introduced all of the acts. They went against my previous rule,

as they sang Billy Joel's For the Longest Time without accompaniment
and were wonderful.

In between acts, they sang Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy, performed new
versions of rap, imitated Milli Vanilli (as two guys named Nilla and Van-
illa), and did a dramatic reading of Staying Alive by "The Brothers Gibb."
They were a hysterically funny and talented group that made the show
funnier and run smoothly.

The judges were great, especially Joe Piscopo. When he was
introduced, he hammed it up, explaining through a mime that the UCLA
student should come to the taping of his HBO special at Royce Hall on
May 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.m.

As the judges were introduced, the audience cheered and screamed and
commending them for each of their accomplishments. When Quincy
Jones came on stage and as Sarah Vaughn's tremendous career was
explained, again the audience voiced it's appreciation.

Maybe next year all of the acts will be as talented as most of this year's

winners. And, hopefully the Bruin team spirit of the contestants will

always remain strong.

Santa Monica
MANN W1LSHIRE TWM The Hunt for

1314 WilshK* Bivd Red Octoter (PG)
<S1-4377 1 154 15 7 15-10 15

Sat A Sun only tar 1 15 snowtme

Glory (R)

11 10 155-4 30-725-10 10

Spaced Invader* (PG)

12 45 3 00 5.30-8 10 1J4Q

o Verdi's grand work justice

formed by the Los Angeles Music
iir Chernov. Nina Troitskaya and
hh Yuri Simonov conducting the Los
orale

ncd last Saturday by the L.A.

; of intrigue and a courtly love

musical score to create a true

X realism in storytelling, opera

opera tells of Don Carlo's love

r his father. King Phillip II. As
n in the Americas, the historical

I^es in history.

opera drew quite a few artists

go sang the title role (he has

Troitskaya playing the role of
f Phillip and Vladimir Chernov
Simonov of the Bolshoi Opera
)rchestra and Master Chorale,

resents, hopefully, a gratifying

trend in the musical arts today; it seems that we can hope to see quite a

few good artists coming from the Eastern bloc nations in the next few
years.

Domingo's role as Don Carlo was well executed, but not especially

remarkable.

But the performances of Elisabeth and the King were especially

impressive. Tumanyan drew tremendous applause for the solo in which
he realizes that his queen has never loved him, but has instead loved his

son. _^ "__ . .

,

Chernpv's portrayal ofRodrigawas adequate but not as stirring as

Tumanyan 's Phillip.

Though monumental and realistic, the sets, designed by Academy
Award winner Gianni Quaranta C^ Room With a View), changed little

from act to act. This did not detract from the performance, however,

because it allowed the performers to show off their own talents without

other distractions. '^*.*^^ -

Likewise, the costumes (designed by Dada Saligeri) had a sameness
(most of them were black, with varying amounts of gold trim) which,

though probably representative of the actual dress of 16th century Spain,

became monotonous after a while.

Overall, the performance was well done, but did not treat the story with

the passion it deserved.

MANN WtLSHIRE TWi4 Oriv«>g Iftae Oaiay (PG)
1314 W^shire BMJ (12 30r2 45-5 00-7 30-9 45
45t-4jr7-Sal A Sun only la 12 30 A 2:45 sho«»t«nes

Wmer ot Four Academy Aurards,.

k>du<ing Best Rcture

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

W)YAL Too Beaunhjl For You
11523 SM Bivd Da4y 5 30^7 45^10 00
4775581 -Sat A Si#i Mainee 1 00 3 15

'Sat Mklnght Lynn Redgrave r lldn^ht

MUSIC HALL Cinema Paradiao
9036 WlshKe OaJy 5 00-7 40 10 10

2 74 -6860 Starts Fnday Mona«ur Hire
Sun It 00am Academy VMnner Common Thraada

RNE ARTS In The Spm
8556 WIshwe Oarty 4 45-7 15 930
6521330 Sat A Sun Matnee 12 30 2 30

Santa Monica
MOMCA Cvnnai Of Soula
1332 2nd SI [My 615^*15-10 15
394 9741 -Sat A Sun Mafenee 2 154 15

FHychclogy Senes
GeslaR

Sat A Stfi to an

In The Spirit (R)

1120-2 35 5 10 7 40 10 05

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

1)05 t 4C-4 10 7X 9 4C

Bluea (R)

11 15-2 00 4 45 7 50 12 00

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.Ar
NUART 22 Tourney Ot Animation
'1272 Sarb Monica Bl **i^'.im
4786379 -Sat A S^ Uatowes 12 15 2 3C

^ Fn 12 ani Basket Caae It

Sat 12 am Rocky Horror Ptcljre Show

WESTSIOE PAV1U0N

CoW«Yn Henry, Porfrail of a Serai teller

475-0202 12 10 2 00 3 50 5 40 7 K 9 i^

Goldwvn Mama. There • A Mki In Your Beo
475-O202 12 15 230-4 45^700 916
plus a sNvt Cttudi Worliman a: Aecee of Stf¥er

CoWwyn
475-0202 1100-140420-700^940

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3949741

CMiile Oaudal
Oaiy 515-800-1015
No ihoHTS Thursday

'Stark Friday RaMKarnation o4 Goldefl Lokja
Sal A Sun 10 15 am Knthnamut% Witi A Siton« MM

Goldwyn
475-0202

The UtHe Mermaid
1 1 15 5 00

Goldwyn
475-020? 2 15-715*46

MOMCA
1332 2nd St

3944741

'Sat A Sun 10 00 «n

The Tenant*
Daily 500^7 30 945

'Sat A Sun Uakwe 2 30
Jung: Matlw of Heart

MOMCA PREMCRE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Spewing Pvta
394 9741 Thursday or^y 5 45

•Fnday 5 45^800^10 15

Sat A SuTVlafenee I 15 3 30

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood
Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

TTWSn 31 ¥Tv5nvooo
475^711

THXJDdbi Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

I15&?30 50b 7 40 10-25

UA Coronet

10889 Walwar
475^9441

THX/tDofcy Sfcrec

A A (R)

1250 4JOO 7t5^WT5

AVCO CINEMA H The Gu«dian (R)

\Mtih al WashKXJd 1250 3 10 535 800 1030
475 0711 ' Fn A Sal lata Show 12 36 «n
SfVTH)U)olby Stereo

UA CORONET

10800 Welworth
475^9441

THX

First Pa (R)

12 20245500 '30 950
'Fn A Sal Late Show 12 10 «n

AVCO CINEMA W
WHsh at Westwood
475^711
Dolby Slweo

I Love You To Oeatfi (R)

lOa 3: 15 5 30^7:45 10 00

UA coRCNrr
loaa
47S-M4t
THXA>dby

t2:3»)00-6 15-7 46 10 00

fa A Sat Late Shew 12 15 am

^
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ART
Continuing

SCSIMS md S6^IMIC8S

RtCMit M^iiotypei by Eric FischI

Wight Art Gallery thru May 13

ART/ArtHact

Wight Art Gallery Thru May 20

Snuffing Out Boney! Napoleonic

Caricatires from tlie Ricliard Volger/

George CrMiiishanit Collection

Wight Art Gallery Thru May 20th

825-9345
i

FILM

"The War Of The Roses'

Ikivlng Miss Daisy"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$1.50

825-1957

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Flor de Cana '"'-^i.,

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
FREE

T H EATER

XI

Les Laisons Dangereuses Thm May 18
Macgowan Little Theater, 8 pm
Stvdents $3, General $6

A

Preferred Profs. Film Series

Hetty Pror

"Educating Rita"

Melnitz Theater, 7 30 pm
"FREE

M

.206-FILM

"Driving Miss Daisy

The War Of The Roses"

This Is Spinal Tap"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 8pm

$1.50

825-1957

U S I C

t,f

Chanber Singers Festival

SdudfiUdrg Audiloriuni B am-5 pm
Free

Noon Concert

At/Ian

_ Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
FREE

DANCE
Trisha Brown Company
RoyU' Hdll, 8 pm
SCATIX$7,8. 16, 19,24

825-9261

5 S^'ii*iAr4y

FILM
Columbian Film Today

"A Man Of Principar

The Accordionist's Wedding'

Mfelnit/ I heater / 30 pm

$3 stvdents, $5 General

206-FILMMUSIC
Spring Rotvnda Concert

Powel Library Rotunda. 8 pm
TIX at Powel Reterence Desk

DANCE
Trisha Brown Company
Rnyce Hall, 8 pm ^

SCATIX$7 8, 16. 19.24

F_Ll_il

Directed by Michael Curtii

"Captain Blood"

Melnitz Theater, 530 pm
Students $1.50 General $3

"Adventares Of Robin Hood."
" Private Uves Of Elizabeth and Essei"

Melnitz Theater. 730 pm
Students $3, General $5

2J6-FILM

Directed By Michael Curtlz

Xharge Of The Light Brigade"

The Sea Hawk"
Melnitz Theater. 2 pfn

Students $3, General $5

Columbian Film Today

Hodrigo 6."

The Blue UbsteT
tittle San Antonio"

,

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$3 Students, $5 General a.

206-FILM

MUSIC
Senior Recital

Dana Matcham, Clarinet
'

'

Jan Popper Theater, 2 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

Ching Liao, Piano

Jan Popper Theater, 5 pm
825-9261

_ FREE _________
Senior Recital r——

—

Marsha Story. Voi(;e

Jan Popper Theater, 8 pm

Young Musicians Foundation Debut

Orchestra

Royce Hall. 4 pm
FREE

859-7668

Jazz At The Wadsworth Series
—

^

Cedar Walton, Pianist

Wadsworth Theater, 7 pm

T H E A T E R

Les Laisons Dangereuses

Macgowan Little Theater 2, 7 30 pm
Students $3, General $6

825-2581

7 tlM^Artif

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Alex Kariotis. Tenor (MFA)

Shoent)erg Auditorium, 12 pm

Folk Series

Chee ^

Kerckhott Cottee House, 9 pm
FREE

Noon Concert

Lady Smith Black Mamtwo
Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
FREE

8 TunA\/r<i
FILM
Columbian Film Today

"Reborn/'Love. Women And Flowers"/

"Myriam's Look"/"Visa USA"

Melnit; Theater, 8 pm

$3 Students, $5 General

206FILM

The Archive Television Theater

"EddieV "Somebody's Waiting"

Dixon Auditorium, 7:30 pm
FREE

9 K^^A^cuLcti

tTUPgWT COMMITTg FOR THE ARTS

Calling All Campus Theater

People!

A,re you a student actor,

director, playwright or perform-

ance artist looking for an opportu-
'

nity to present your work on

campus? Here's your cfiance!

During 9tfi week of this quarter,

SCA wilLbe presenting "LIVE...ON

STAGE!", a series showcasing

Student-written and produced

plays and performance art pieces.

Rather than being a competition,

the series aims to provide

students with the chance to share

their talent with a campus and

community audience. SCA
welcomes students of all back-

grounds to participate! Ques-

tions? Call Amy or Lawrence at

(825-3253) AS SOON AS POS-

8IRI F ! =
FILM AND TELfVISIQNARCHIVFS

Film Archive Presents

Colombian Film Series
Melnitz Theater May 5-15

The UCLA Film and

F I L M
lorn On The Foerth Of July"

Ron KoYak Guest Speaker

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
CT0T1X/FREE

M-U S I C

Noon Concert

Gary Gray Ensemble '

Slioent)erg Auditorium. 12 pm
FREE

Ben Chatworthy Qvartet (Jan)

Kercktiott Cottee House. 9 pm

Aft programs listed m thts catend* are /¥?^f wotess-olhefwse staled k)f l4S»4Rg6^d comments caiU

206-8974

Television Archive presents

''Colombian Cinema: From
Magic to Realism." a diverse and
insightful series vy^ich begins this

week and continues through May:

!& This series reflects the re- f

markable increase in independent

film activity which has occurred in

Colombia over the last 6 years.

Colombia is a country of

widely varied geographic zones

where culture has always been

defined by region. The films

included in "Colombian Cinema:
From Magic to Realism" mirror

this diversity and offer a multlfac-

eted vision of Colombia. The

series touches on national themes
such as folklore, machismo, the

class system, the nation's history

of violence and underdevelop-

ment, and the unique perception

of reality which inspired the term

"magic realism."

Playing this weekend on

Saturday, May 5 at 7:30 p.m., in

Melnitz theater will be "The
Accordionist Wedding" (1986)
the tale of a traveling minstrel

who captivates women, but is

seduced on his wedding night by

a sea goddess. Director Luis

Fernando Bottia will be present to

discuss his film. Immediately

following will be "A Man of

Principle" (1984), a chilling tale

set in the time of Ta VIolencia"

when political murder was an

everyday occurence.

Premiering Sunday, May 6 at

7:30 p.m. is "The Blue Lobster"

/41954) a rare early surrealistic

piece written by Gabriel Garcia

Marquez. "The,Biue Lobster"

will be followed by "Little San
Antonio" (1985J, the story of a

young boy who is studying in the

seminary.

Showing Tuesday, May 8

beginning at 8:00 p.m., will be
three documentaries and one
short drama, including two films

by Marta Rodriguez, "Reborn"
|

TRISHA BROWN COMPANY

(1989), and "Love, Women and

Flowers" (1989) which docu-

ments the exploitation involved in

the Colombian flower industry.

Tickets are available at the

Melnitz Theater box office,

admission $5, $3 for students

with identificaton. for more
information call (213) 206-FILM.

-1 CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Trisha Brown Celebrates 20

-Years Of Dance
Friday and Saturday, May 4,5 at

8:00 p.m.

X 990 marks the 20th anni-

versary of the Trisha Brown

Company. Since its founding in

1970, the nine-member. New
York-based troupe has toured

extensively in the United States

and abroad. Well-versed in

modem dance and ballet, the

company is known for its rigorous

choreography, including gymnas-
tics and acrobatics.

Brown's post-modern artistry

shines again in her latest creation,

Astral Convertible, which will

make its LA premiere this

weekend at Royce Hall. "THE

DANCING IS EXTRAORDINARY"
(The Village Voice).

Good tickets for the Trisha Brown
Company are available for $24,

$19. $16. and $8 to STUDENTS
with valid I.D.. at the UCLA
Central Ticket Office and at all

TicketMaster outlets. To charge

by phone call (213) 825-9261.

WIGHT ART GALLERY

Wight Art Gallery Presents

Gallery Talks

Tuesday Evenings. 5:30 p.m.

Wight Art Gallery

X he Gallery Talk Series,

presented by the Wight Art Gallery

and the Grunwald Center for the

Graphic Arts, provides an

opportunity to discover new
aspects of the exhibitions on

display and also to enhance your

experience of the works them-

selves. Gallery talks are given by _

noted scholars on special topics

designed to afford a unique

insight on a particular work or

group of works, or subjects that

are related to the exhibition. All of

the Gallery Talks are free and are

held at the Wight Art Gallery in the

Dickson Art Center on Tuesday

evening at 5:00 p.m.

While informative, the Gallery

Talks are not formal lectures,

rather they are small group talks

ranging in size from 20-100

persons where discussion is

encouraged. The Gallery Talks

are held in the Gallery itself

among the works that are being

explored allowing participants the

opportunity to correlate the

theories and information pre-

sented with the actual pieces.

In selecting speakers and

perfomiers for the talks the

Gallery strives to represent a

variety of academic disciplines. A
Gallery Talk may offer a historical,

political, scientific, literary, or

musical perspective'on the exhibi-

tion. Thus, the Gallery Talk

provides interdisciplinary enrich-

ment of the exhibition being

discussed.

The Tuesday evening Gallery

Talks are as entertaining as they

are educational. In the past the

talks have been devoted to

everything from the showing of

cult films of the 60's to musical

presentations by a chamber
ensemble, small operetta, and

poetry readings. On Tuesday May
15, Ernie Wolfe III will speak on
Vingango. the commemorative
sculpture of Kenya, in conjunction

with the exhibition ART/artifact.

For more information call: 213-

825-5517.

s A MAN OF PRINCIPLE — Dm. FRANCISCO NORDEN 1984

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided by The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts every Thursday for the Daily Brum Arts and
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Music

Ding Dongs, dance, and Pankow give
conventional music a psycliiatric 'Boot'

By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

It wouldn't seem a possibility that the Italian music
scene possesses a fetish for bringing a heavy dose of
humorous insanity to the song.

Although very few Italian acts have ventured to the

states, the eccentric and eclectic psycho-drama arena

is hardly the term one would pen to those residing

within "the Boot."

However, when considering the Florence-based
• band Pankow and their featured track "Me and My
Ding Dong" off their third LP Gisela, one tends to

view a slightly tarnished conservative portrait.

Think of it this way. The Ding Dong in reference

has no affiliation with any form of Hostess breakfast

products.

"Well," says vocalist Alex Spalck, " 'Me and My
Ding Dong' is a song about masturbation. And you
can sing about masturbation in many ways."
Whooow! Hold the Ho Ho's. Masturbation

definitely seems like a touchy subject (no pun
intended) to include within a song.

But, believe it or not, Spalck docs have justifica-

tion for writing such a tune.

Preparing to complete a psychiatry major in his

hometown, the vocalist prefers to focus on those

socio-individual dilemmas and provocations of the

mind.

"I'm very interested in writing lyrics about
problems, weaknesses and sicknesses," explains
Spalck. lliat's because I'm studying psychiatry. 1

have to work everyday with people who have really

big problems— sexual problems and communication
problems.

"And I often try," he adds, "to identify myself with
these kind of problems when I write, 4xjcause I can
make a connection between the two. Singing about
masturbation — I try 'to approach a topic like that in

an ironic way, in a funny way. 1 take the approach that

my Ding Dong is my only friend. That's just a chance
to take a serious subject and deal with it in a not so
serious way. Because sometimes, I've learned, tliai

that's the best way to discuss this type of problem."
From a song that first appears a tad bit off-kilter to

an explicated doctrination of why masturbation can
be suitable subject matter, Spalck's psychiatric

teachings have led Pankow into a lively — albeit,

sometimes lunatic — asylum of lyrical, musical and
mental explorations.

The reaction? Some believe it to be taboo, or a

somewhat off-center indulgence by a supposedly
gifted man of the medical arts; others go along with
the humorous approach, treating it a4i>iHi effective and
well doctored therapy. ^.

"I really don't c;kc what perceptions people might
_LX

See PANKOW, page 37

Italy's Pankow takes a psychiatric angle to their lyrics with
their latest single "Me and My Ding Dong."

Results. Yovoc

PETE KOEBLER
PRESIDENT

•Retention • New Funding Sources
•Improved Parking • New Ways --—
To Involve Commuters and
Transfer Students • Campus Safety
• Understanding Diversity
• Community and University Service

Recognition • School Spirit

You know iust by looking what's fim, and
what's not So take a look at the new Honda
Ehte^^'SO E. It's easy to ride, with push-button
starting and no shifting. It's sleek and stylish,

without sacrificing penbrmance. It meets most
state moped requirements. There's even a lodc-

ing underseat storage compartment to stow
your gear. And yet. it's surprisingly affordable.

Take to the road with the Elite SO E. And then
get away and play.

^

HONDA
Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 450-4643

1 > #1 Southern California Dealer
Vi

-7^

ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PROTECnON AND PRO-
TBCnW OjOpiING. Raid )wr omjCT's monud thoroi^
nda otlhino mformaoon. cdl the Mocorcyde Sdirty Rundciban at

I;8ro-44A700. iTie Elite 50E B desi^ to aiTTy

JPgEbteSQE meets mosi aaie moped r^ulaoons Check slate knw
tor imni^j fa|uiiancntt.

y r

V
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Dining

DiStefiano's offers supericw standanls, service
i

By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

DINING: DiStefano's. 1076 Gayley
Ave. Wastwood. Lunch delivery
11:30 a.m.- 2 p.m., dinner delivery
Mon-Thu 5-9 p.m., Fri-Sat 5-10 p.m.
Call (213)208-5117 for Info.

The new Italian kid in town, the

Olive Garden, wowed and wooed
me last year with it's unlimited

breadsticks, fresh salads, and great

entrees. If anything, they gave you
a lot of food for your money. But
what I didn't know was that there

is an old standard that actually

outdoes the^Olive Garden in

service, authenticity, and food.

If you haven't seen it already,

it's a little Italian place squeezed

in-between shops on Gayley Ave.
called DiSteCano's. It's really.

really good.

DiStefano's offers a wide range

of pasta and entrees, that include

different combinations of sausage,

meatballs, marinara, red and white

clam sauces, veal, and chicken. I

myself had fettucine with a light

wine clam sauce that was served in

an extremely generous portion

piled with clams. The pasta is

cooked right and the whole thing

was delicious.

My dinner escort had the Chick-

en Parmigiana, lightly breaded,

fried and baked with tomato sauce

and mozzarella cheese. The chick-

en was twice as big as your normal

filbt and was tenderly tasty.

Included with the dinners was a

fresh salad and an appetizing

homemade bread that is continu-

ally served, warm with a sweet

tinge. Most entrees range from
$6.95-$8, and portions are quite

ample. The food is well worth its

price, for it is expertly cooked and
great to devour.

In addition, they have their own
wide array of desserts. We had a

hard chocolate covered confection

that was filled with chocolate

See DINING, page 38

CALL SAA AT 206-0524

Sign (he Prescription (• End...

YOm COMMUTER BUJES!

1

come to the CHS Cafeteria
Tuesday, Wednesday fii

Thursdayf May 1, 2 8l 3,
llaui'Spm...

• COMPUTERIZED CARPOOL
MATCHLISTING

• VANPOOL AND BUSPOOL RTOE
VOUCHERS—

• COMMUTING ALTERNATIVES ^ "

• VANPOOL DRIVERS/RIDERS WANTED

Complete a Ridesharing form and you'll be
eligible to win a BRAND NEW...

COLOR m.
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SPECIAL OFFER—
JPill out our Ridesharing Form BEFORE

lunch *cause you'll want to use the
$2.00 Off CHS Cafeteria
coupon you'll receive!

(Iluny. while supplied last!)
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For More Information

—

Call UCLA Commuter
Assistance-Ridesharing

m)825-7m
askJor Betty or Joyce

AZUSA GLENDORA
1123 E Alotla Avt

• BEVERLY MILLS
406 N Btvtrly Or

•BREA
730 E Imptrial Hwy

• BRENTWOOD
11770 Sar) Victnit Blvd

• BURBANK /
921 N San Ftrnando Bl

• CHINO /
12101 Canlral Ava

• CORONA
511 N Main

• COSTA MESA
2280 S Harbor Bl

• CYPRESS BUENA PK '

6038 Ball Rd
• EL MONTE
11980 Garvty Ave

• FOUNTAIN VALLEY
WESTMINSTER
1S5S0 Brookhurst

• FULLERTON
ISO E Orangethorpe

GARDEN GROVE
12085 Brookhurst St

•^ GARDEN GROVE
12942 Harbor 81

' GLENDALE /
224 W Colorado

• HERMOSA BEACH
729 Pacific Coast Hwy

• HOLLYWOOD •
1440 N Vine St

• HUNTINGTON BEACH
18645 Beach Bl

• LAOERA HEIGHTS
5309 W Cer>tmela Ave

• LAKEWOOD
5195 Lakewood Bl

• LA VERNE •
2300 FoothHI Bl

LOMITA
1918 Pacific Coast Hwy

• LONG BEACH /
4700 E Pacific Coast Hwy
LOS ANGELES.

~'m\ N Fairfax Av?

• LOS ANGELES
1843 1 2 S La Cienega

• LOS ANGELES
219 S Vermont

MARINA DEL REY /
4009 Lincoln Bl

• MONTCLAIR
9095 Central Awe

• MONTEREY PARK /
2094 S Atlantic Bl

NORTHRIDGE
8876 Corbin Ave

ORANGE /
502 N Tusttn Av«

I

• ORANGE
Mall of Orange

• PALM DESERT
44-459 Town Center Way

• PASADENA
323 S Arroyo Phwy

• PASADENA (EAST)
3741 Foothill Bl

• PLACENTIA
187 E Yorba Linda 81

• POMONA
1825 N Indian Hill 81

• PUENTE HILLS/
17416 Colima Rd

• RANCHO CUCAMONGA /
9172 Foothill Bl

• REDONDO BEACH
1900 Pac Cst Hwy

• RIVERSIDE
10303 Magnolia Ave

• SAN CLEMENTE
415 Avenida Pico

• SAN GABRIEL /
517 E Valley Bl

• SAN PEDRO /
980 N Western Ave

• SANTA ANAV
240f S Bristof

• SANTA MONICA /
1402 Wilshire 81

• SHERMAN OAKS
4580 Van Nuys Bl

• SIMI VALLEY
2490 Sycamore

• STUDIO CITY /
11978 Ventura Bl

• TARZANA
t8477 Ventura Bl

• THOUSAND OAKS /
1672 Moorpark Rd

• TORRANCE
20016 Hawthorne Bl

• TORRANCE
3822 Sepulveda Blvd

• UPLAND
280 S Mountain Ave

VALENCIA
26502 Bouquet Cyn Rd

WEST LOS ANGELES
j

1901 Westwood Bl

I

• WESTMINSTER
13932 Golden West St

• WEST COVINA
456 N Azusa

• WHITTIER
14249 E Whittier 81

• WOODLAND HILLS
21520 Victory 81

•STORES HAVE O
THE PERSONICS SYSTEM
Create Your Own Custom
Cassette

ticket centers
cash only

DAVID BOWIE
L.A. Sports Ar«na

5/13
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WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL
'

,
<

LOVE THIS (NiiWjK^yifll€

OR WE'LL GIVE YOU
YOUR MONEY BACK.

THE HAVAUNAS

y" CASSEHES COMPAQ DISCS

REG.
$9.49

REG
$13.99

$15.99

W

\' 'ii* :< .* *. J^ fi>: >
, > ^^ *

VENICE

HAVALINAS
#*; o<i*»*»r>vs\»»<5»<rT4r*«:?y5-» <

'^"-^
>:^ y

(Nciuon HIGH HOPES^
NOT AlOT TO ASK FOR

Fill 'EM UP

THE HAVAUNAS
The Havalinas combine rock power with
personal compossion in o rare mix.

Members Smutty Smith and Tim McConnel
were in the beloved Rockots on6
Charlie Quintana is a veteran of LA.
favorites the Cruzados. Behind the board
was Don Gehman famous for produc-

ing R.E.M. and John Cougar Mellencamp.

M' KvT*

*^ m.
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V
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Ail
VI)EORB^1ALS

EVBCTTUES.,
WH).&THURS.

RENTT 1 VIDEOS
GET 1 FREE

Details at stores

VENICE

With their self-titled debut album, pro-

duced by Dannv Kortchmar (wt>ose

credits include both of Don Henley's solo

albums), Venice avoids musical gimmick-

Jor fadism. Blef>ding vocal harmonies
ich ore reminiscent of such legeruJary

bands as Steely Don and The Eagles,

Venice delivers a brand of rock which
mixes power and melody.

SALE SUBJECT TO STOCK ON HAND PRICES GOOD THRU 5/23/90 0114

ASK FOR PRIME IVIAGAZINE...YOUR FREE MUSK & VIDEO GUIDE

^

K-jaifflli'/rl^r.- :s:sm

73 STORES TO SERVE YOU. STORES OPEN 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M. SUN. THRU THURS., 10 A.M. TO 1 1 P.M. FRI. & SAT.

w^^mmmmJtmmmtmm^Mm^ . m-A
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STOP ACADEMIC
TERRORISM!

'-; DAdY Gli\l\D Of

h Av A\:; H

LtiiJOiNlML : <A- i
Of A SMALL DRIED BRICK^ T.A\. .

fvEFiJESH VOL/v' l<0;)V IQ TMt SOUNDS Ot Im- v;/.:SI \\.

iNDuSiRiAi * Ni^. BsAr . ACiD * KROQ DA\;i C,a

EVLRY Ff^DAY an;) Saiuf^day Tjighi a- Cij:< Pol/

CALif CVNIAS P.<! V:f ;? PUY^COtSSlVE DaNCL Ci Uii

,

' Aca:;lmiC

;*, i M ILH YOUR

\' ND and
J V.X ANYWHERE

G.' 1 A DOSE

a:/ Southern

glubPOSTIMUCLEAR
3PA

//5 LAGUNA CANVON ROAD (HIGH WAV 133) • LAGUNA BEACH
R : C n :' D M -; s s A G :"

( / 1 4 ) 4 9 7 - 9 3 3 .Box ^ c : ( / 1 4 ) 4973881

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

W«"stwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

M^Ofi
Putting Your Degree to Work:

Perspectives from Working Women

>

^CLA women graduates who are working in a -
variety of fields. The panel will discuss how they found their first job, what to expect
in the job search process, how to make the most of your first job, and other issues.

Panelists include: Marni Gaylord, '89, Production/ Line Supervisor, ABC Entertain-

ment; Christina Horejsi, '87, Manager, Program Test Engineering, Rockwell Interna-

tional; Holly Mitchell, '87, Field Deputy, Senator Diane Watson's Office. Co-spon-
sored by the Women's Resource Center and the UCLA Alumni Association.

Monday. May 7, 7.-00 - 8:30 p.m.

ty^l^SnriJ Tames West Alumni Center Conference Room
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Spend a profitable

Summer on ttie Coast. .

.

ai Orange Coast College m Costa Mesa'

Enjoy Coast s hot classes and cool breezes
as you wrap up a lower division requirement or two

Just minutes from the beach m Orange County.
OCC offers quality instruction at low prices

Fees are )ust S5 per unit'

Book your Summer on the Coast today
Contact the Admissions Office to secure your summer

registration permit' Six- and eight week summer sessions
begin June 18 A second six week session gets underway

on June 25 Call Now for Information'

(714)432-5772

We'll help you get there.

y

^ ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
2701 Fairview Rd Costa Mesa. CA 92626

»•«',
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Music

/

Steve Wynn's whims^Hne^nrougf^r^ii^yncs.

Getting warmer. . .

'Kerosene Man' fails t0~~
inflame, simpiy smolders
By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

ALBUM: Kerosene Man Steve Wynn. Rhino Recorfls.

Who the hell is Steve Wynn?
Answer: the creator of a solid, honest, folk-rock album.
From out of the ashes of the Dream Syndicate and Danny and Dusty

arises Kerosene Man, the latest release from Sieve Wynn.
In this day of Hollywood garbage, this is a surprising find. Listen to the

album and try to decide whether Steve Wynn gives a shit about what peo-
ple think of him.

If he doesn't, that's certainly a respectable trait.

He's a man with ideals; Amnesty International, as well as three other
charities are listed along with the lyrics as causes that the buyer should
"consider giving time and/or money to . .

."

Wynn's acoustic guitar is the backbone for every
tune. Maybe he just sort of sat around in his apart-

ment in front of the TV, writing songs on his gui'

tar until the album was finished. All the songs
have the same mellow, loose, feel, but some are
more memorable than others.

Now from most artists, this might be a disgustingly u-ansparcni allcmpt
to jump on the '90s bandwagon, but somehow Wynn seems true. The sin-
cerity of his music makes it okay.

This sincerity is most easily seen in the album's lyrics, which arc fan-
tastic. Wynn's convictions and whimsy shine through in lines like: "Oh
my friend, what have they done to you/Held you down until you liked the
view" and "Someone once asked 'Why is youlhAVaslcd on the rude and
uncouth . . . Fantasies of John Wilkes Booth/Come back when you're
younger.'

"

So if you like good lyrics, you're going to like this album.
But if you like slick, flashy production and ultra-technical

instrumentation, well
. . . go past the 'W' bin to the 'Y' bin and buy a Yes

album — Steve Wynn isn't for you.
Wynn's voice, for instance, is hardly what one could call accessible.

He sounds like an average joe who just wandered into a studio and was
asked to sing a Dylan song or something. When his voice is going down,
you're sure he's scraping the bottom of his range, and when he's going
up, you're sure that a crack is on the horizon.
The songs aren't too terribly complicated, either— although this is for

the most part disguised with multi-instrumentation from session men
with very respectable credits. The album isn't slipshod, it's just loose.
Vice or virtue, who's to say?

§ee 'KEROSENE,' page 38
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With an eclectic mixture of classical and contemporary
undertakings, the Florence-based Pankow targets audi-
ences of all ages and tastes.

PANKOW
-^

From page 33

have any experience with that kind of performance when wc first started.
But when we^ did the first show, we got very good reviews and everyone
seemed to be satisfied."

From their typical psycho-analytic industrial r(x:k-typc compositions
to the more subdued classical conservatism of the theater, it's quite easy
to imagine that Pankow had a bit of adjustment to get used to.

"Yeah," says the vocalist. "It's quite a contrast for us. The audience is

TOmpIelely different. There are vcfy well-dressed people and the ages arc
around 40 to 50 years old. They remain in their seats and they applaud
ix)lilely.

**

"It's funny,** tie adds, "because you sometimes rccTout of place. It

seems like pur audiences for our regular performances arc Uiose type that
are typical of a rock concert— you know, they're really wild; they drink
or they take drugs. It's completely different. But sometimes we try to do
some spontaneous things that we'd do in one of Pankow concerts."

"For one performance," he explains, "we were off stage for the first

half of the performance. But during the second half, we'd come out and
play live. And I had to do some dance moves with some ballerinas. But I

also had a couple of moves where I was free to do whatever 1 wanted. So I

took all the stuff on the stage and threw it at the audience. And Uicy were
all so shocked. They really didn't know what to think. But Uicy politely
accepted it."

Mixing the arts of past and present, SpaIck acknowledges, prcscnus
Pankow with a whole new spectrum of thought for upcoming projects.
Besides some thoughts for a new double LP, which will Icaiurc a mixture
of both their regular and classical compositions, they have plans ioo|x;n a
theatrical production titled Gmrdian Angels in New York some time
next year.

And as for Spalck's psychiatry degree, that remams a questionable
topic for the vocalist of present.

"Well," says SpaIck, "I'll probably continue with the band for three or
four more years after I get my degree. And after that, 1 will have to make
my final choice. But I'm really interested in my studies, because I've
done it for so many years. It's very helpful in writing lyrics and working
in this type of music. But it's hard to say at this point in time. Maybe, if I

can combine both professions . , . but that's something we'll have to wait
and see what will happen."

Sayies striices new 'Deal'
By Deborah Hastings

Associated Press

,. ,-, ,.r-^-o. .iU> \ «

Whoa, sometxKly reign in the critics. They're out of control.
NBC's Shannon's Deal needs an ace in the hole. In last week's Nielsen

Co. ratings, it cashed in at No. 52.

But you'd never know it by the reviews.

"You gotta love a lawyer with a screwball mojo altitude," raved Mike
Duffy of the Detroit Free Press. "The show appears bound for glory,"
enthused Barry Garron of The Kansas City (Mo.) Star. "Don't miss
Shannon's Deal,'" said David Zurawik of The Evening Sun of Baltimore.
Why such a big deal about Shannon's Deal?
Maybe it's because the show's creator is novelist-screenwriter-film-

maker John Sayies (Return of the Secaucus 7, Baby. It's You, Matewan
and Eight Men Out). Maybe it's because Grammy-winner Wynion
Marsalis does the show's jazz score.

Perhaps it's because Shannon's Deal is just plain peculiar.
The down-and-out protagonist, Jack Shannon (played by Jamey

Sheridan), is a disillusioned corporate attorney who leaves big business— and hopefully, his gambling addiction — to hang out his shingle in a
blue-collar Philadelphia neighborhood.

Life is not easy for Shannon, who has bad guys on his trail trying to
collect gambling debts. He also has a teen-age daughter he feelS guilty
alx)ut not spcndmg enough time with.

C",
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

,208^1 1 ,

Since 19?1 UCLA Alum

OF
WESTWOCX:*IMPliKIAJ.

PHARMACY
475-6000

M-F: 9:00am-8:30pm
Sat: 9:00am-7:00pm

•Cosmetics* Beauty Supplies •lYagrances*
•Prescriptions*

10% OFF ALL
i

Prescriptions, Cosmetics &
Beauty Supplies

for UCLA students & staff

We accept most insurance plans

*FREE DELIVERY*
(with minimum $15 prescription after using discounO.

1820 Westwood Blvd. (Comr.r ,A Sa,ua Mon.ca Blvdj

With, mt without glasses-

arUst^^ for your eyes only
N

I Euimam
i u n a c u 3 ^ r

S F O 9 L T

A • C %^.'

—
; •DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
7^- includes exam, lens, care kit & follow ijp^cafe

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACT?^ !

-"Sh

\
All Student, focjlty, emptoyee

vision-Dlans WELCOME

'•*•*.•.'.^(^ *•*•.*• • '• * '* '^••.'••'•'•W

V\ WevhuffT^
located for your convenience.

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

t: "-W
^<^

2\3-45\-062\

ON VRIOAVS

Otter vdiitl <>"'>

Exp. 6/2/90

v
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cl.on with ^

V
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Just flash this coupon on Fridav n'\0^{
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's hest sketch comedy artists do their thin^.
its the format that spawned Saturday Ni^ht jjve. SCT\' and i
the top comedic talent of the last three decades. i

Hut the free stuff doesn't stop there. All a^es are welcome ^
and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, hecause we want to make
your d<ite as cheap as possible.
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Graduate and Professional Students

Earn $500 per Quarter Helping your
Student Gov't Work!

Applications are Due May 1 1 at 5

:

for GSA Stipended Positions

Positions are available in the GSA Cabinet,

ASUCLA Board of Directors and Comm Board,

student health and student fee advisory

committees. Academic Senate, Newsletter Director,

Environmental Coalition Director, various

programming committees, and many more. For

more info, position descriptions, and an
application, drop into 301 Kerckhoff or "=-"

CALL x68512 for all the juicy details!!

lake advantage of
the Princeton Review's
revolutionary test-taking
techniques to enhance
your scores on the

LSAT, GMAT, and GRE!

-ft:

The Princeton Review is uniquely qualified to offer you the finest test

preparation in the country. Since its inception, the Princeton Review has

enabled students to increase tjiieir scores by record amounts. No other

course can match our results:

LSAT average inc^ase: 10 points

GMAT average increase: 110 points

GRE average increase: 230 points

/
fy

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW
The course that revolutionized the test preparation industry.

(213) 474-0909 "

Theater

Technological
Lazarium show
an eye-opener
By Jenn Gillon

Artist Steve Wynn.

^KEROSENE'
From page 36

Wynn's acoustic guitar is the

backbone for every tune. Maybe he

just sort of sal around in his

apartment in front of the TV,
writing songs on his guitar until the

album was finished.

All the songs have the same
mellow, loose, feel, but some are

more memorable than others.

"Killing Time" and "Carolyn"

are both about bad relationships. A
couple that is slowly, painfully

falling out of love and a girl that

lets her boyfriend dictate her life,

to the chagrin of a musically

talented observer are admittedly

cliches, but Wynn adequately pulls

them off.

"Kerosene Man" is a bouncy
Dyian-csquc tunc mat sticks m the

mind long after the song is over.

So the lamps are lit. The crystal

ball says . . . slightly above aver-

age.

Maybe it would have been more
incendiary if he had called it

Gasoline Man.

Contributor

LIGHT SHOW: Lazarium. Performed
at the Griffith Park Observatory, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Sunday at 6 and
8:45 p.m.. Friday and Saturday at 6,

8:45 and 9:45 p.m. Pink Floyd will be
played for all Tuesday, Wednesday and
Sunday shows. Lazerock '90js played
for all Friday and Saturday shows
Tickets are $6 for general admission

Technology has really come a
long way. Perhaps you lake for

granted the television and radio

that sit in your apartment, but you
won't want to miss the Lazarium
show at the Griffith Park OJjscr-

vatory to catch an advanced
display of laser lights in a show
that will not disappoint you.

Laser; lights set to music is what
you will see, but what can be done
with simple lights is amazing.
Dancing across the ceiling with

life-like imitation, laser beams are

produced from a machine in the

middle of the room and projected

outward, creating the impressive,

moving lights.

Beats in the music are accented
by the lights. From Oingo Boingo
to Living Color, De La Soul and
Depeche Mode, the show high-

lights the emphatic beats of the-

DINING
From page 34

gelato ice cream with a Ixjrry

sorbet middle. It tastes as good as it

sounds.

, As far as atmosphere, the place

has the whole dimmed lights,

candle lit ambience. There are

private intimate booths as well as

separate tables in the center of the

restaurant. So, depending on what
kind of mood you're in, they'll

have it for you. TTie service is

extremely friendly and quick, with

your normal waiter and the maitre

d* both checking up on you now
and again.

And if you like some of it at

home, DiStefano's offers delivery

at UCLA for lunch and dinner with

a $1 delivery charge.

At any rate, DiStefano's is a

classy place in an intimate atmo-

sphere. The dishes we had were
excellent, and made you wish you

could have an Italian cook for life.

DiStefano's deserves a visit.

[^
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 for info about

our rolling party unit

music with the whirling lights and
figures.

During a Talking Heads song,

the lights created a soft back-

ground with sharp images moving

. As the song "Love
Cats'' by the Cure
was played (the best

part of the show, I

might add), cats on
the ceiling chased
each other in garbage

cans, played on walls,

played the piano and
caught mice.

on top of it. As the song "Love
Cats" by the Cure was played (the

best part of the show, I might add)^

cats on the ceiling chased each
other in garbage cans, played on
walls, played the piano and caught
mice. Yes, these were only laser

lights, but the song came alive with

lights that jumped and danced as

cats.

Lights became a highway, a
French kiss, arrows, water flowing

and hearts, just to name a few
things. Amazing what they can do
with lights tlicse days.

TTicre are some low points to the

show, since the lights become so

bright and move around so much
that you may find yourself getting

dizzy. You may find the ride up to

the observatory (if you take the

long way) a bit too curvy, or your
neck may hurt from looking up for

the show (although there are

wooden headrests attached to each
chair), but the show is definitely

worth it.

So if you can't decide what you
want to do this weekend and you
like upbeat music and want to sec

advanced technology in action,

Lazarium at the Griffith Park

Observatory is my recommenda-
tion as the place to go.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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Who are these men, ajid why are they standing around
drinking beverages which may or may not be alcohohc
when there are films about flowers to promote?
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$1.50 TONIGHT IN AGB Annie Comnuter. Inc.
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whips and leather,

we've got the
place for you.

Saturday is

Derby Day
at ^^_
Hollywood
Park.

Looking for some
excitement this

weekend? We've
got it for you.

And better yet,

we're willing to

meet you at your point of collegiate

price resistance.

In other words: Free admission,

either Saturday or Sunday, if you use
the coupon(s) below.

The Kentucky Derby is coming to .

the Park on Satur-

day. We're throw-

ing in $1.50 mint

juleps, live music

.

and multiple

Investment oppor-

tunities Including

the Derby itself.

So grab a friend

and our coupons

and head to —
Hollywood Park.

We're easy to

get to: Century

Blvd., 5 minutes east of LAX Airport.

For more information, call us at

(213)419-1500.

Hollywood
~~Park

And you (and a friend) get in for free!

Hollywood Park
Free General Admjjssion

on Derby Weekend
I^resent this pass at any Hollywood Park
General Admission entrance, Saturday,
May 5 or Sunday, May 6, and be our

guest for an aflernoon of racing action.

F

This coupon food for one free adult adiniMion and

muat be aurrendcrad upon ua«.

L

Hollywood Park
Free General Admission

on Derby Weekend
Present this pass at any Hollywood Park
General Admission entrance, Saturday,
May 5 or Sunday, May 6, and be our

guest for an aflernoon of racing action.

Thit coupon food for one free adult edmiMion and

muat be aurrenderBd upon uae.

.1
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"Doesn't
every
Pre-med
deserve
a choice?"

UCLA
^•*'sJik\/s :^-^^!^«%> ,//':*"^^->

.MmER SESSIONS
mttttm

Tom Garcia, M.D. (UAG 75)
Cardiologist

Houston, Texas

*The right choice was there when I

needed it. I made that choice, and now I'm
a physician. My alma mater may be just
right for you. It's your choice."

4irA Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guadalajara, Mexico

The International Choice

For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494

J

Single Rooms Available

On Campus!
You may now reserve single accommodations in the

campus residence halJs during Summer Sessions.

These rooms arc avail* hie to all registered Summer
Sessions students and include fuU food service featuring

generous portions and unlimited servings.

The single room Summer Sessions rates are as follows:

6-week session: $1220.00

8-week session: $1647.00

10-week session: $2074.00
The reservation deadline is June 1 for the first session;

July 1 for the second session.
r.

For complete information call the UCLA On-Campus
Housing Office at (2 1 3) 206-85 1 9.

Young Musicians Foundation
presents the

Critics maice big

deal over 'Deal'

By Deborah Hastings

Associated Press

Whoa, somebody reign in the

critics. They're out of control.

NBC's Shannon's Deal needs
an ace in the hole. In last week's
Nielsen Co. ratings, it cashed in at

No. 52.

But you'd never know it by the

reviews.

"You gotta love a lawyer with a
screwball mojo attitude," raved
Mike Duffy of the Detroit Free
Press. "The show appears bound
for glory," enthused Barry Garron
of The Kansas City (Mo.) Star.

"Don't miss Shannon ^ Deal:' said
David Zurawik of The Evening
Sun of Baltimore.

Why such a big deal about
Shannon's Deall
Maybe it's because the show's

creator is novelist-screenwriter-

filmmaker John Sayles {Return of
the Secaucus 7, Baby, It's You.
Matewan and Eight Men Out).

Maybe it's because Grammy-win-
ner Wynton Marsalis does the

show's jazz score.

Perhaps it's because Shannon s
Deal is just plain peculiar.

The down-and-out protagonist.

Jack Shannon (played by Jamey
Sheridan), is a disillusioned corpo-
rate attorney who leaves big

"T^ T"^ ^

LALO SCHIFRIN, CONDUCTOR
MARCIA DICKSTEIN, HARP

BEETHOVEN

GINASTERA

STRAVINSKY

PROGRAM
OVERTURE TO PROMETHEUS
CONCERTO FOR HARP, OP.25

HREBIRD BALLET SUITE (1945)

Sunday, MAY 6, 1990, 4:00 PM
ROYCE HALL, UCLA
Free Admission No Reservations

— ^For Information^

—

Call (213)859-7668

Produced in cooperation with the UCLA Student Cpmmittee Sox the Arts

, . >' .7 *" .- ^p "•^
!rp\r TT ^fri^

business — and hopelully, his

gambling addiction — to hang out
his shingle in a blue-collar Phi-
ladelphia neighborhood.

Life is not easy for Shannon,
who has bad guys on his trail trying

to collect gambling debts. He also*
has a tccn-agc daughter he feels

guilty about not spending enough
lime with.

He runs around saying things

like: "If 1 told you the truth, 1 'd be a

hyp(Kriie. 1 never lie."

Ga figure.

Sample wcirdncss:

— Rock star David Crosby
sitting in an abandoned swimming
pool shooting empty boulcs.— And the unknown songstress
uttering the immortal line, "I'm
about to split a gut. Is there a
bathroom in here?"
Weaving in and out of the show

was a collection of background
music that included "Me and Mrs.
Jones," "At Smokcy Joe's Cafe"
and "If You Don't Know Me by
Now."
The making of Shannon's Deal

is almost as odd as the show itself.

Sayles (as writer) did two
episodes and the two-hour pilot,

shown April 13. Then he left.

"Right now I'm just watching
it," Sayles said from New Jersey,
where he is scouting locations for a
new feature film. "This is some-
thing I always kind qf planned on.
My idea was, 'Let's see if I can
start the ball rolling and step
away.'

"

So Sayles and executive produc-
er Stan Rogow offered the jobs of
writer and director as cameo roles.

Tom Rickman, who wrote Coal
Miner's Daughter, has done an
episode. So has the co-writer and
director of The Razor's Edge, John'
Byrum,

This is not the first tirtie Sayles,

39, has tried television. In 1980, he
wrote A Perfect Match, about a
woman with a mysterious illness

who must locate the daughter she
gave up for adoption.

Does Sayjes like the jittlc _
screen?

"It's a good place to work if you
can pick your spots."

f

cso
825-1493

Escort
Service

o r
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
iinn fllOTissinn, Jhio. Qoot^StuA——PA SUi) Slidv AU 33^

Tues -S-Z-ir NR C8177, Wed Oisosswn
NPICS538 1210100

for alcohoics or irtdividuas wno have a

dnfMng prootarr

(213) 387-63 lb

Miscellaneous

VIOLINISTS NEEDED GOOD PAY
(213)208-3921, ask for Sonia1
Personal 10

DEAR Sam, K-32 Love, Sweet Saxon

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

RetailSLUT \
•
-,

;

6107 Melrose (213) 465-7900

Ftee Pelimy Tiekefs

^otJve to the Treehottse

Mnco ^

^^ • two entrees • rice

rr, « • o J • refried beans or vegetables
Thurs May 3rd . chips and saisa

& Fri May 4th * coffee, tea, or soft drink

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
'^\yy^' ANGELS - DODGERS

•

Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Ar
thanks the

water polo
team for

coming to

dinner...

You guys are
the greatest!

Steve ( 0E

)

Happy Birthday

to my #1 BIG

BRO (the original)

You're the Best!

Love,

Stacy (IIBO)

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

First Floor ixV^'*
Ackerman Union ^^

r on Is

$3.99

CONCERTS ' SPORTS • THEATER

Victorian
extras needed

for Super
Bowl film.

May 5-6,

Food + Party

(213)fil4-Q25L

Overeaters Anonymous
The Final Solution for Anorexics,

Vomiters, and Overeaters

Monday noon-1pm. ACK 3517
Thursday noon-lpm. NPI C-8-550

THE

fcket
nf-i*. '< viiiMu*-. tNft • >«!;.•••;

9855 (Little) Santa Monica Bl.

Beverly Hills

(818) 99M76I
(213) 277^4300

MADOI^NA
$50 and up

David Boivie
Erie Clapton

The Finest EnterUinment

Seedno Since 1947 _

Thanks Nicole,

Sam, and Kelly ^for

all your hard work.

Love, "Fhends"

Good Deals

Bibles - Book it

Gifts. ^
W 10 am - 9:a0twn;"ii:i

"^SULl'^ P^- .^4flj:^
' * -^ '•T

-54S2 ' •>. I - -.—

l.l.l.l^l.^^^^L^<.%iL^^^^^^.^H 31

BOWIE May 23 & 26! Madonna 2 great floors

& 4 loges. Call Albert evenings.
(213)462-0663. ^

TROUBLE?
Conflicl with friend?

Roommate? Family?

Coworker?
FREE HELP by

professional mediator
for new TV Show. Call

for info (213) 4^^2-5500.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

ndtiywood' PlMno ' li^null Co.

Good Deals

w

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyon<$ prices

6r 66M Waw ytiur t)u<thb$j. S(iofft fcari,

iTUiitiAls.. lJL(;Ret&^.;^uolcat.jdiscauoi&. Kci^csi

«.«<»^«.^«««-«.«'k.«.<«,««^<..«,.ik<«.«./ (BTHTffyCTWt v*—.** xn-t^v- .S,%%« H.^ »^^'

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose wetgnt.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural. ».

100% guarantee

•
J

if

-^.
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FAMILY DENTISTRY v.l.P,
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergenq^ service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I P.

rnember and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Offer r)ot valid when using
dental ir>8urar>ce coverage.

"Patients Are Special"

CONDOMS^ Wholesale Price!

3doz/$6.00 plus tax $0.37. Check, money
order, Visa, M.C. Quality Synthetic Infl,

Inc. 7281 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite H.

Garden Grove, CA 92641.

(800) 252-4994, (714) 893-6445.

Personal 10 Personal 10

Personal 10 Personal 1 Personal 10

AO
Sisterhood Beach Day

Get ready for food, fun
and friends!

Buses leave AO
at 10am Saturday

t

ASIKOLOQY
READINQS

E.S.P., TAROT CARDS
Loretta Hill

Reader and Advisor
Group or private con-

sultations.
Appts. necessary

(213) 207-1624 9am-
10pm 7days/wk
SPECIAL: All Mini
Readinfls $10

t

SPRING SING COMPANY 1990

Andy, Brad, Carrie, Dave, & Karen
Never forget: "and he went

thru the window,"
8o1ar plexus, feeling that

energy, jazz hands
hurt, For the LONGEST Time,

"let's just do a

straight intro."

All of our hard work finally

paid off.

-^jl
We did » grrnt joW

PI I Luv You Onyg,
'
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WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR "FRIENDS"

Stacey Albanese

Kristin Bell

Ashley Beringer

Sarah Iriarte

—dttlte^hrlstianse4i

Kai Chubb
Samantha Crisp

-^lyson Eby

Kim Henningsen

Amy Hofstein

Marilyn Marchello

Jeanne Meyer

Vicki Nielsen

Kim Pose
Mandi Smith

Kelly Shenefiel

Rachel Stock

Elan Szymczac
Nicole VonRuden

And Congrats on winning Spring Sing 1990

Best Production

Best Costume
The jDast J w0eks were fantastic!!

TR I DELTA STUDIOS
PRESENTS

OPEN HOI IS

F

May 8th, 7:30 pm.
O O C) C) Q O OOP O O C) c^ b 6

862 Hilgard Ave.
All prospective rushees welcome

CONGRATUUTIONS AAO NEW OFRCERS!
Activities Chaiman Karen Thomas
A<lelplieaiiJReporter Sylvia Chen
Alumnae Represenlallv^ Krtsty-MUt^Heh^
Banner Chairmen

Favor Chairmen
Greek Connection Rep
Historian
i.M. Chairmen

Parents* Club Rep
Pearl Chairmen

Philanthropy

Recycling Chairman
Registrar
Song Chairmen

Sunshine & i^lfts

Michelle Gridley
Becky Parziale
Lisa Arenson
Rachel Bartz
Denise Fizzalio
Karen Hansen
Glenda Swetman
Lisa Smith
Christine Fuentes
Gina Yun
Holly Linn
Cathy Smith
Sarah Bunkin
Mei*an Randall
Diana Leemon
Tracey Stone
Laurtt.' Bardtn

Tri Delt congratulates:——£OE-
and friends

Winners of Best Production and
Best Costume and all the other

winners & participants in

Spring Sing 1990.

' 1

LIVE!! From the Kappa Sig Hil ...

"•^mitJMiAY NiCitrrt

with the cast of J^^ and guest host P'Cj) B

special musical i^iwst!^^ v^:

Good evening and .j^a^

w lal can I te ya? 'v^::ir^

BBQ at 5:30 and ^^, ^j i ^^y^
Exchange at 9:00! -Bc there"

1 1ititiieiiitiitiiitiiiiiiiaai ?

BBQ
Tri-Delt Phi Kapp

6PM tonight

See you there!.
ffD

-j\
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 r

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATE

TAN
don't
burn!

.•'»•,;:••••"•• •••,.-•»». ' ,

.

• » •

..J • .• . i ..-. e.
«^^^^^^^^^

sure_to—US

with at least SPF 15

Be sure to drink lots of water
::•.%:*•:-••

Vistit your neighborhood Student Health Advocate

^^^^^^1
Resideriee Halls

Greek Houses

I

sponsored by SHS and USAC, your student government

1^^ ik MODELS ik

^

Men and Women
Commercial/Fashion Types

No Experience Necessary!!

EARN UP TO $175 per hour|

Work with the top photographers in Los Angeles!!

BODY GLOVE/ LA GEAR/ BUGLE BOY
Height requirennent:

Men-5'10 Women-57
Open Call:

MONDAY, MAY 7th, 1990

_____A 1^4^M ONLY
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[

12001 VENTURA PL. 3rd floor, Studio City, off

the 101 frwy, east of Laurel Canyon in the green
glass building.

*bring a recent snapshot or polaroid

*dress to impress
*leave your attitude at home!!!

*Serious inquiries only
If accepted, NO FEE, unless we put you to work!!

More info. (213)661-7982/(818)760-7982

-».

It's that special time of the yeaf
When all the fans come out to cheer
-- For the fastest-swinoming fraternity

It's 1990- who wlQ it be?

4T
The Pledges of Zigma Alpha Epsilon

present

..the biggest..the best...the most kick ass party of the year!!!

So leave your INNOCENCE at the door
and come to the

1990 Spring Pledge/Active

LiF Sis4
!
X

4 Initiation

AXA, EX, ATA, OKI, SAM, 0X, ZBT, I<DE, ATH, KI, lAE, IN, 0E, OK^, in

ANCHOR SPLASH
Come meet Steve Lundquist

Olympic Gold Medalist r

And enjoy a fun day at Men's Gym pool on May 6,1990
Noon to 3pm -

All proceeds go to: Blind; Children's Center of LA

sponsored by:

kinko's

raffle contributors:

DIDDY RIESE ^^'^ • -::*fc-w-=^«:^.»rv^

COOKIES
the copy center

-Hut HgADUNlS/

Mary&Kobbs

RECORDS WESTfg?^
our service rriakes< the dlffererice

)

flff

('HANNF.L ROAO INN

4J

'The.

B A.N.l \T R Y

—a-—ty—eA
:••: |BB« •

)ciir~ (-nr^h Cir,\rt-

«W€RICR S MOST COWPiaC RTHUTIC rOOTUJCAA $TO«€«

in....

T-

^He Qarden of "Eden
Live Music by The Secret

t
Tonite
9:30

^r^^fr::^H^,.;f7^^f^i^H^,jf^^^fe^>t^.:fr^ff^i^»

All Ladies Invited; Party Starts at 9:30

ATA
if

presents:

A night at the

IMPROVISATION
Busses leave 6:30

Friday night
RSVP 392-7755

••••••••

jl
Corl Goldberg

J (AE<D)

¥
¥
¥
¥-

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Congratulations on
being elected
VP University

Relations on
Panhellenic
Council!

We are so proud
of you!

LML, your AE<1>

sisters

P.S. Amazing job

ttiis week on USAC
elections tool!

if

If

Too Drunk
To... Putt!

.# .[

TONIGHT..

SIGMA PI
'

-'^ - ^-

o ®AX
Tee-off time is 9:00 p.m., Friday May 4,1990

the

Worfd ^famous

In ilic arl uS »ivillln^. @V ZOO
^ff VCLJ^ fadics zudcome.

Congratulations Spring Sing '90

EO
'OUTTA 'SC

^ was 'outta this world!!!

P^V uBiSi95iDv -Q ^BiIllAV-ffl

III Fraternity

612 Landfair

208 9131

AEO m
Friday: Movie Night at 8:00pm

Saturday: Let's have some fun in the
sum, meet at AEF at

1:00pm

\

'

Tonight 5:30

Dock Party

To Follow

CONGRATULATIONS
to

SIG EP and the
Country Bumpkins

on a great

performance and
winning Spring Sing

Research Subjects 12

$7 FOR ANSWERING MAILED SURVEY Must

be male and have lost father through death or

divorce (213)257 2582

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820 6574

EARN $150 VOLUNTEER FEMALES, ages

20-24 and ages 32-^7 with regular menstrual

cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study. Subjects will r\ccd to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center for four

Mights during one month Call Sheila

(213)825 5688.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attcnt.onal prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392

"7""

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS AGES
1 2 65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRU(^ INCLUDES OF
I ICL VISITS IN Vy^A.XC>i^ W^L Ui I'AIDU^R
YC5l)K f»ART!ClPAr)ON. (m)(m C,$7^

4 A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFIICE. VISITS IN WLA
YOU WIIL BE COMPENSATED FOR V(XIR

MALE VOLUNTEERS needed with fair skin for

sunscreen testing Volunteers will be paid For

info, call (213)828-8887

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 11 ycar^ needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sccintific learning experience
(213)825-0.192

,

- — - ^

PAY AHEMTION! Males, age 30-55, paid $1 S

rash for '^wo hoirn; of aUmiion and mgjo

N«^ ^
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Personal 1 Personal 10

^Ylhe Sisters of
Qamma Thi ^eta

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

^\m ^®[1!) ^K]^Q®[iD§^^
Research volunteers between the ages, of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. Ail qualified participants may
hft pfl iri up to $4QQ.QQ for their partic ipati

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

STUDY SUBIECTS WANTED for six month
pfcmenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo Study pays $100 If you are ages
1 6-40, have PMS or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

SUBJECTS ACES 18-60 INTERESTED IN TRY-
ING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY FEVER MEDI
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO (INAC
TIVE MEDICATION), IN A SIX WEEK TRIAL.
YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO $240 FOR THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL (213)820-6574
ASK FOR FARIBA OR MICHELLE.

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

Health Services 22

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty^

Sperm I>Dnors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and (Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
crvo bank

EYESIGHT improve YOUR eyes. 100% safe!,

automatic, ALL natural, lifetime permanent.
Ultimate worldwide. Adrian (213)730-0934.

Young Adult
Theory Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirtz

(213) 470-4323

We Accept All Vision Care Plans, i

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

MmW!!.!

NEED EASY MO^fEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay
Call (213)273-2463 for Infonly. I

sheet I

Pregnancy 20

EGG DONORS needed for infertile women. If

you arc under 35 and healthy you could have
the satisfaction of helping someone in a very
special way. Contact AMI, South Bay Hospital
IVF Center. (213)318-4741. Compensation
provided.

Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

.fiTCOh^C

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure iPediciire _^
208-8193 01

1015 CAYLBY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman. Clinical

Psychologiat,
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Opportunities 26

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships! You
receive a minimum of8 private sources or your
money refunded* Guaranteed! College Scho-
larship Locators PO Box 1881, Joplin, MO
64802-1881 (417)624-0.362

COLLICIATE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE
Looking for dedicated/motivated people will-

ing to go against all odds. Need: account
executives, marketing, writers, photographers/
artists. Pia (213) 292-6746

EARN $1 0,00(Vmo. or more. Have the courage
to call. It could make you rich. (21 3)280-3558

MAKE $$ EASY Help people get SHA mort
gage refund. No selling. Detailed manual
Send $9 95 to Young Aspirations, P.O. Box
8807, Goleta, CA 93118.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

-" • '.1 •^'0..g'"0/
I A Of" f;

49'j4 \ii'\ xj^i d vfl Sfti'Tian Oaii

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

are -pleased to announce their

Spring format ^
•9^ __1 Saturday, "May 57 1990

Coc^aU m^ception at S:30 pm ^
^Dinner at 6:4S and 'Dancing to follow -M^

^ O^andaCay ^eacfi %esort \

cflonm inc

Entry-Level -

Programmers/

Testers
CADAM INC, a leader in the CAD/CAM industry, has immediate openings for Erytfy^Level

Programmers/Testers.

The primary focus of this position will be to assist in the testing of pre-release
graphics software products and provide a user perspective to the design of new product
enhancements.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

SPORTING GOODS

Successful candidates will have 3-B:^ tn^Corfiputer Science or equivalent. You should
possess effective skills in both FORTRAN and C programming languages and be familiar with the
PC and DOS environment. Other desired skills include knowledge of testing methodologies,
standards, and principles. •

CADAM INC offers a dynamic work environment plus a competitive salary and flexible

benefits package. For consideration, please submit your resume to : CADAM INC,
Employment Office, Dept. HR, 1935 N. Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91504. We
are an equal employment, affirmative action employer-M/F/V/H.

CADAM INC— A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM CORPORATION !

Qmng Shape To Imagination

ACCOUNTINC-Permanent FT experience in

A/P, A/R & collections, helpful. Will train.

Ten- key by touch, computer experience, good

phona Uquatta, ami attent ion to d»>ail !€—
quired. For appointment call Ms. B.

(213)477-6867. Westside location.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR. Energe-

tic capable person to work with Dean and
three Chairp>ersons, coordinating academic
programs. Supervisory experience, organiza-

tional, interpersonal, and Macintosh skills.

Excellent working conditions, small Westside
university for adults. Send letter, resume,
three telephor>e refererKes to Dr. Sara Wjmer,
Academic Dean, Antioch University, 13274
Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292. Dead-
line: May 9,1990.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance
office. Must type 50 wpm., good oralAvrilten

communication, computer Icnowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Great opportunity for

advancement in nationally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and refer-

ences necessary. (213)491-1000.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -

(ISHFRIES. Earn $600+/week in cannery,

$8,000 $12,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For
68-pagc employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Wcstlake Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 98109.-30 day, uncoodi-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-6685.

ATTENTION! Excellent income for home ass-

scmbly work. (504)646-1 700, dept. p695.

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $n.41/hr!
For application info call (1) (602)638-88855,
Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-
semble products at home. Details
(602)838 6885 ext. w.6050.

ATTENTION: Earn money watching tv!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(1)602 836 6685. Ext. TV-8050.

BIOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN Full/

part-time. Minimum hoursAveek. Tissue cul-

ture, immunology essays, microscopy, mouse
care. REQUIREMENTS: Biology or chemistry
major. Bachelor's preferred. Salary
$9.go-$11.50. Contact Dr. Peterson or Lu-
binski: VAWLA (213)824-4335.

BRENTWOOD CO. junior accountant/
bookkeeper wanted immediately in WLA. Min
or>e year experience in AR, AP, JE, JL. Compu-
ICF kwcwiedge a nuwh ExceHent growth poterr-

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays.

8:30.5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant Of-

fice. $a^r. (213)454-1061.

tial (818)687-7056.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a differerKe this summer.
VOTER REVOLT. Earn $25C/400wk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-
ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment~~
at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

BOOKKEEPER/ASSISTANT in home office,

sort mail accounts payable, general office

6 8hfs/wvk (213)939-1720.

BRENTWOOD DEVELOPER has internship

available for 91 grads interested in real

estate development. Send resume to: Travis

Slrughan, K.W. Sclby & Co., 11661 San
Vicente Blvd. »510. LA. CA 90049.

BRENTWOOD tanning salon looking for sun
loving, enthusiatlic sales people. All hours
available. Apply in person. 1 1 761 San Vicente.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr. F/T, sparking. Call

(213)556-0660, Lee ASAP.

CHILD CARE Palms Park Counselors
$7.01/hr, 6-untis Child DEvelopment. Call

(213)838-4045 or (213)836-3838. Mary or

Lady.

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivate(j person

to 6o challenging legal

an(j clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please sen(j resume
w/GPA. available times

for interviews anij other

pertinent information to:

Rick E(J\vards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR -. Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Experi-

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

F/PT (213)288-0258.

CORPORATE SALES WORK 1 hours a week,
up to $29,000 per year. Training provided.
Start immediately. Call Jackie (21 3) 651-2743.

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility.

Weekend^ and pm shifts. Valerie,
(213)836-5567.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs. Beasle/s
bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983.

COURIER for Graphics Lab. Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50/hr. + .35/mile. After-

noons 12:30-6:30, own car and insurance
required. City Graphics. Brian (21 3)936-3744

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- -opportunity guide
$30O-$90O weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 10
positions available. $10.25/stafting, flexible

hours. FT/PT, will train. Call 9-5.
(818)342-2612.

DANCER/ENTERTAINER. Earn $3OO-$70O per
week Part-time. Call (818)895-0605

DELIS^RY for Cookie Co. M-F, PA AM $6^r
plusmileagc. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479

^••*^#^^^^^^^^^^^^
-IK Westwood Sporting Goods 1[
^ N««dt pwt lim« h«ip altornoons A Saturday* ^
4L during sdMoi Vary lUnUe sdwduM ^^ Expan«r>oa no! naoaaaary. Ful lima ^
^ amploymant naadad dufirig aummar -^^ Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave. ^
•|K Westwood VHIage ^

DISPATCHER fur lowing tumpany in Bevefty"
Hills. PT & FT. Will train. Kamyar
(213)273-6193.

EARN $500-$1500 PART-TIME STUFFING
ENVELOPES IN your home. For free informa-

tion, send a self addressed stampes envelope to

PO Box 81953 Alburquerque NM 87196.

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted.
$100ea on accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spat/ Footwear: 3407 W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020. (213)736-5194.

GENERAL OFFICE for 'Santa..Monica : Real
Estate. Word processing, organization and
communication skills. Permanent PT position.

(213)939-1720.

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY- Day camp
counselors nearby Santa Monica mountains
campsite. Tocaloma Day Camp. (213)
822-2451.

HASHERS needed for Sorortiy House 5 days/
wk. 4-7or 6pm. (213)208-6657.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For
info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $ 1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813

LEGAL ASSISTANT: small business litigation

firm looking for an individual willing to make_
atwo year minimum commitment. Will assist

attorney in trial preparation, great opportunity
for pre-law students. Must have good analyti-

cal and organizational skills. Flexible hours
and negotiable wage. Send letter including

C.P.A., SAT score, and list of high school
activities and awards to LEVY & NORMIN-
TON, Attn.: Vanessa Huey, 81 5 Moraga Drive,

Los Angeles, CA 90049.

LIFEGUARDS, SWIM INSTRUCTORS, water
aerobics, parentAot instructors needed 10-30
hours/wk. Now through summer lifeguard, first _
aid, CPR certificates required. $6-8^r. Beverly
Hills Family-Y. (213)553-0731.

LIGHT clerical and errands, Saturdays
S6.5Q^r. (213)476-1703.

MAR VISTA recreation center, located in WLA.
Seeks energetic people to staff Summer Day
Camp, $6.25/hr. 30hrs. per week. Monday-
Friday. 10am-4pm. Starting 6-25-90 to
8-31-90. Call today for interview.
(213)398-5962.

NEW MOTHER seeks female student for tem-
porary help around house, postpartum. Due
date 5/20. $6/hr 10-15hrs/wcek. Westwood
(Levering and LeConte). (213)824-3963.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
National law firm has full-

time position available in

their LA office for motivated
individual to assist with
jarge litigation cases.

Excellent entry level position
for recent graduate with
interest in law. Candidate

should have good
organization and

communication skills and
possess an excellent

academic record. No phone
calls. Please send resume

to:

Toni Conrad

Hughes, Hubbard & Reed
555 S. Flower St. Suite 3700
Los Angeles, CA 90071

I Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

I
Westwood location. Successful applicants will

I
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

I sporting goods, and the ability to work
I

efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
I are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwoocf. '

igeles . EQE.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (81 6)567-41 47.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY CAMPUS
CONNECTION NEEDS AMBITIOUS STU-
DENTS. SELL AD SPACE FOR THE TOP
COLLEGE MAGAZINE TRAINING/
MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT PROVII3FD
(ROBIN OR JAY). (600)342-51 16.

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering
incomingorders at home REAL ESTATE PUBl I

CATION. (213)261-5540.

PART-TIME, 20HRS/WK DURING SCHOOL
30HRS/WK DURING SUMMER REAL ESTATE
ENTREPENEUR. NEEDS PERSONAL ASSIS
TANT. NO QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY,
MUST BE PERSISTENT, AGGRESSIVE, AND
PERSONABLE. OFFICE IN BEVERLY HILLS.
$7/HR. PLUS BONUSES. START ANYTIME
CALL FOR INTFRVIE\%. (213)205-0879

PART-TIME "PERSON FRIDAY" Construction
company. Light phones and typinj^. Flexible

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales people to market
exciting, innovative product First month po-
tential earnings in the thousands. Possibly
doubling each month after. Part or full-time

Call for interview. Robert (213)634-7461.

P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency.

Wc arc looking for a flexible

dependable person to do
home inspections and office

duties. Should have good

typing, computer. G phone
houpa ava ilable from 0^5. Nffd irTm iL'(i l .itPty-
Belinda (213)275-4446,

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

-PERSON IKIDAY" wanted 3 5 dayv\vcck
-1-5pm to answer phones, typing, computer
and have good organizational skills. Call
450-5957

B hil i fl. we need someone
22-25 hours/wk(adjust to

school schedule). Start at

S6/hr (review in 90 days)
CAR IS A MUST !!

Contact Joan at:

(213) ^78-2001

POSITION available for full or p/[ salesperson,

exclusive womens clothing store in the Beverly
Center. (213)6527016.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-
side sublets for summer law clerks. May-Scpl
Contact Melinda. (213)687-5421.

PT rOR INSURANCE office, IT in summer Wc
require someone willing to learn. Oood phone
voice. Able to deal with public. Near campus.
Hours flexible, salary negotiable Soma,
(213)477-7051. '

PT/I T WORK in Brentwood Real Estate Office

Property management and sales.
(213)2076789

P/T general work, small Westwood Ijw firm,

nreds assistants Varied duties and must have
transportation. (213)475-0611 .

P/T SECRETARY OH ICE MANAGER in doc
tor's office in WeslwtKxi Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP He
ginning salary $9.50-f- depending on cxpcri-

cnce (213)208 3700, (213)208 6770

P/T RECEPTIONIST for busy Brentwood. Real
Estate office. 20-25 hrs/wk. Prior experience
required. (213)620-5151.

PA RETAIL SALES Westwood Village gift shop
flexible hours, weekends and evenings
$5.50/hr. Reliable and outgoing
(213)208 4107

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opportunities available

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and
one clerical support position assisting with
Quality Control throughout the department,
14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient
on-campus location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr., must be able to work summer,
contact Mary Ann Fataen, (213)20(> 6608.

RECEPTIONIST—FILE CLERK. PT until end of

school, FT in summer. Wages open
(213)360-9287

KARN TOP DOLLAR
Join Career Strategics

Temporary Inc.

Specializing In Placing
• secretaries • word

processors • data entry
clerks • proofreaders •

receptionists •

• general clerical •

Call Amy Foerester

(213)285-0440
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30 Help Wanted

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo
nica. P/T, Fridays a plus. 11-6 pm. Friendly
professional appearance. (213) 395 2728

LL\R\

E,\TERT.\L\ME.\T/.\11SIC

Fl BLIC R£L\TiO.NS

30 Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS
I OR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG
RAM AND 12- DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD
REN (213) 826-7000

liiiii in 1 1( )ll\ wootl.

OkmI oppoiluiuly lo

Icain .tiKl gain

c\|K'ric-iKu Cla.s.s credit

a\ailahk'. Call Slaci

(213) 659-6400.

RETAIL SALES/STOCK PfRSON- P/T flP^thl«i

hours, lieverly HlTIs arpa. (213) 274-7577. Call

after 11:00 am.
*

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS: Earn
$12-$14^r. Great job' Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (618)366 7816, (213)274 8042.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING
$8-$1.3A<r Brentwood location. Pleasant at

mosphere Cash bonuses 1 1 .30am-3;30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (21 3)444 7922.

TYPIST/CLERICAL, 45 wpm, good language
skills, flexible hours; willing to train on Word-
Perfect. $7/hr-t. Call Barbara (213)282 8355

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiterAvaitress,
cashier Experience preferred. Attractive, out
going, friendly Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)487-1780

WAITRESS/ WAITER. Expencnred PT or FT

A $23,000 PER YEAR JOB Plus benefits US.
Mail jobs in your area. Anyone can qualify.

1-800-779-1100 X61

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT $28,000 start-

ing. For construction company accounting
experience a plus. Computer experience a
must, preferably Macintosh Light typing and
phones Work directly with controller Non-
smoker Need immediate help Beverly Hills

Belinda. (213)275-4446'

BEVERLY HILLS REAL ESTATE EXECUTIVE
seeking aggressive eager senior to train as

protege. Must be seff-starter with desire /or

unlimited earning capacity. Comissioned posi-

lion Mr Elliot (213)276-5099.

EARN $1000-$2000/MONTH p/t. Earn
20-40% commission/ bonuses marketing a

wide range of services from Fortune .500

providers Build to a F/T career/ unlimited
income Call (21.3)286-9.385

RECEPTIONIST wanted for bright cheery Be-
verly Hills office. F/T position 35 40 wpm
Laura (213)274-9149.

RECEPTIONIST wanted Varied hours, even
ings and weekends Starts $5/hr P/T
(213)4 70-1558. 1650 Wcstwocxi Blvd

SECRETARY/WORD PROCKSSING

TFCHNICAL KDITOR

Downtown Environmcnial

(insulting Firm. Provide

word processing/report

preparation and general

administrative support to

General Manager and
technical staff. Computer
literacy and prior experience

with similar firm a plus.

Send resume and writing

samples to:

FKRSONNfEL ADMINISTRATOR
Hcology & Knvironmcnt, Inc

717 W. Temple Slrcel, Suite 202

Los Angeles, CA 90012
An Fxjual Opportunity Employer

RETAIL HARDWARE P/T stock and sales
Brentw{H>d Iwation, pleasant working condi
tions. Call Mrs. Richards (213)476 2864.

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested m
advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions aw
40 hr. weeks and include weekends Apply in

person M F 9 4 If you're presently cm
ployed or attending school, call for a special
time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA. (21 .3)477 H023
Ask for Mjrgjrct

m^i.'* .—)ViHV-4'a>4'»~^> «U4V-3>-iUHiW - V

Receptionist
Parr-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky

(213) 65?^72
TinnnHnnnnr #- ^t #nv

SECRETARY wanted. F/T or P/T, no experience
necessary. M-F, 9-6pm. Flexible. W. Holly-
wood. (213)962-9014

SEEKING AQUATICS DIRECTOR- For Beverly
Hills Family YMCA. Certifications required,

$1,250/mo., 32.hrs/wk. For more information

(213) 5530731.

SHIPPING CLERK- P/T, Mon-Fri, $7^7. Bro
chure mailing, heavy lifting required. Pleast"
contact Austrian National Tourist Office42 13) ^

477-3332. Elizabeth.

Wanted
Ten aggressive

entrepreneurs intereste(j

in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up=
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060

day or evening F lex ible hours, for Westwood
cafe. Excellent working environment and good
tips David or Debbie (213)2724

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious
oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs Some
heavy lifting required One weekend monthly
required, 20 hrs/wk Flexible to fit schedule
S5/hr (213)826-8537.

WESTWOOD I LORIST needs IT helpers and
delivery people. Friendly atmosphere, $5^r.,
helpers, $6Air, delivery (213)4 78-6091.

WOODLAND HILLS, Marketing strategy firm
needs experienced Telemarketers for M-F, P/T
work. Computer/peripheral knowledge help
ful. Salary negotiable. Contact Carrie
(818)346 7702

WORD PROCESSOR needed mornings $6^r,
10 hrsAvk Weekdays Need IBM PC MS IX)S
experience Call (213)641-9767.

'

WRITERS WANTED. $18$2 7Air. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywo(jd, CA 90028.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFIC P, Pma n».,y .„h

iiling Ki or I r, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN Interview patients/

review records. Strong writing/^yping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. $12-15Air. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical (213)558 3309 Request
application. i

RECEPTIONIST. Full-time perma
nent, responsible. Data Entry, phones,
filing, light typing Languages
for children (21 3)444-7330

Internships 34

YMCA Day Camp Counialorfc work with mMti

LIFETIME cable television has FT ma'keting
position available i5-5.50/hr. 35 hr^/wk
(213)446 6616

Child Care Wanted 35

LIVE-IN. BABYSITTtK/DRIVER. English spc-ak-
ing, own car, non-smoker Exchange for room
& board Salary (213)471 6724.

BABYSITTING- P/T, Live-out, non-smoker,

Children outdoors, visit southern California
attractions, call Nani 213-386-8570.

,a> o„p ,,m uiiJ [my ruin

negotiable (213)47^ 71 r Susan

SMALL successful WLA Real Estate Investment
company seeks experienced receptionist/

phone operator. Good communication ar>d

secretcrial skills. Some computer knowledge
Potential for growth. Call Ahlam
(213)208-4252. ^
STUDENT NEEDED for PT work videotaping
courses at Medical Center. Previous camera
experience Yael 206-4533.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume

Call the

TO
ART

Phone rroin your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

CHIL13 CAKE needed lor delightful 19 month
old girl, IA monffi (213)392-7752

FXPEKIKNCED nanny for month of July in Del
Mar Live in Boys 2 + 5 Rcfernccs
(213)273-6376

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

SUMMER JOBS/DAY CAMP- Tom Sawyer
Camp is looking for energetic, dynamic people
for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena
area. Oivclop leadership, communication/
organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends. Impact children's lives forever. Call

(816) 794-1156.

SUMMER JOBS: High Sierra Eamily Resort
seeks live-in counselors (20-up) to teach:

CANOEING, CRAFTS, RIDING, ARCHERY,
RIELERY, rOLK GUITAR, PRESCHOOL,
WATERSKIING. Also need: ERONT DESK
BARTENDER, COOK, JANITORIAL/
1(800)229-9900 anytime /
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE
Want to work in Australia, Europe, Fiji? It's "

fun and easy. Some transportation Send
$6.50. SASE to Working Worldwide, 5007
l^nkershim Blvd, Ste 100 North Hollywood,
CA 91606

MODELS
wanted by Professional
*I__A— __ ^^.

up-coming pnoio assignments.
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Femaffe

Call (818) 508-8680

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

fXPEKIFNCFD babysitter, cvcning.s and Sun
days, for 6-year-old and 18-month-old boys
(21 3)4 78-564g. U\i]A2hzil777 (ask for Habb.
Weinberg)

INFANT CARE: f icxibic, 1 to 2 evenings pe'
week, for happy 1 month old baby Lore
(2V1)652 285^

NEEDED Loving babysitter llexible day
hours M-TH Occasional I ri

, Sat evenings for

adorable 1 year-old boy English speaking,
own trar»sportation, salary negotiable, experi-
ence and references needed (D)
(21 3)4 7(> 4.583 Beginning May 14

PART TIME or I ull-Timc, WLA, near rvt^rned

student housing, call Molly or Dave. 7-U)pm
(21.3)398-1730

SANTA MONICA coupie l<x>king for child s

companion, must have car. (21 3)820 8818

WANTEI3 permanent Sal mght babysitter

Nice family, short drive from campus Leave
name & best time to call (213)393 4494

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only
ten minutes lo campus 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227

Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32

EARN $8/hrup to

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

Mxjts of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) -15.3^1817

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing
Construction/Design/Development firm with offices
in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-
pendently and timely YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn
and expand your knowledge and competency

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StlLLLIfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

H^lp Wonted 30
Apartments for Rent /.p

THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE. OUTGOING FEM^\LES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE.
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30. LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR. L_

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath

RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:
SCULPT
WEST COVINA
818-33<

SALON 9
ORANGE county!

^ ,
'•'/

I

All secure bui'Jing

Central air/hcai

Wet bar/firepliue

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 students
Low move- In

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444>Q889*"'^

[

4 ^
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COMING
MAY 23rd
Sublets, movers,

storage, cleaners.

recruiters.

typists, and much
much morel!

ALL FOR YOU,
AND ALL IN OUR

CLASSIFIED
^^WKLCOME

Apartments for Rent 49

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2blh.^ security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
Century City. $140(Vmo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee

(213)487-0406.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1-

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM. PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER. RE-

FRIDCERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

SINGLE Ftirnished.

Unfurnished. $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $1400/obo. >
^T^bcWT-bsih, T400 square ft. P ircp l ace, Hard^
wood floors. Agent, Ray. (213)559-4315.
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Apts. to Shore 54 House for Stiore 67 Room/Board for Help 62 Sublet 66 Sublet 66

AVAILABLE NOW: Own room, $290/mo. pPus

deposit. M or F, non-smoker, responsible Call

Matt or Nasser. (213)204-0937.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bcdroom townhousc

c)wn room. $500/mo plus utilities 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829-7379.

BURBANK, summer sublet avail 6 1 to 8- 15,

female, non-smoker, private room & bath, easy

commute to downtown, $3 75
(818)567-6353.

LA CIENEGA/VFNICE- $.38.5/mo. 3-bcd/

2-bath. Garage, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwasher. Call

John (213) 653-7987.

MALIBU, $825, 2-bed/ 1-balh beach cottage

on Las Flores Beach. Fireplace, close in.

(213)4566191.

WLA, 1-bdr. in 3-bdr. house. Relaxed environ-

ment in beautiful neighborhood. $370.

(213)474-3173.

House Exchange 69

LARGE AND BRIGHT 2 bcd/2-bath in Playa

Del Rey. $400 or $450 All amenities.

(213)447-4019. _^
I'RIVATE bedroom .and bath, shared living

room and kitchen, nice area. $350/mo.
(213)204-4792

RESPONSIBLE married couple 38 & 40 looking

to house or apartment sit, beginning anytime

from now to September for upwards to a year.

CAM (213)399-7453.

VAN NUYS- Near 405-Freeway, shopping.

Large 2-bcdroom, newly decorated, dis-

hwasher, fire place, central air throughout,

enclosed Rates. CatH^anaecr (818) 997-6766.

ROOM/BOARD EXCHANGED- For babysit

ting and light chores. Near UCLA. Start in June.

Flexible schedule. 1 -year committment. RSUP
(213) 559-7186. Leave message.

ROOM, BOARD for childcare, M-F, evenings

Salary/weekends TBD Scpcratc unit, Pico/

Wcstwood. (213)470-1431.

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on

a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female

$75.00/day -^ room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barncson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819

LEAVING TOWN?
Evans Relocation Service seeks furnished or unfurnished

sublets and/or roomate situations for legal interns for all or

part of summer (May-September). Call Judy Handler.

Daytime (213)826-5559, evening (213)541-2663.

Roommates 65

Room for Help 63

vy
Housing Needed 60

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA, bright

upper 2-bedroom, newly remodeled, laundry,

parking, no pets. Must see! (213) 279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and

beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.

(213)273-1212. •

WESTWOOD. $1 1 00/mo., 2-bdrm/2-bath.

Newly remodeled. Elegant tile. 1 mile to

campus. Charming. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

WE5TWOOD near Century City. Small charm-
ing custom single. Sleeping loft, skylight,

MffHif i $Tn (2n}asa.uuL.

QUIET WESTWOOD LOCATION, 2 + 1,

$450/mo., tandcrrr^7]<?rTg,~ tKJtwufn UCLA
and Century City. (213)470-3474 or leave

message at (21.3)892 6568

WANTE(3 2 females to share apartment across

from campus. $310 ea. 2bd/2l)a Call

208-6835

WESTSIDE VILLAGE $450/mo. 2+2 Female

5-miles from UCLA Beautiful neighborhood.

Hcather(213)208-1556office, f2 13)280 0197
home

WtSrwOOD 1-bod. Need 1 female to share

for May-summer. Pool, Jacuzzi, a/c, security.

Price negotiable ASAP (213)445-5617

WLA- 5 minutes to campus, 2-bcdr()om/

1 bath. Hardwood floors, parking, $400.

Hryan (213) 479-6211

SEEKING LOW COST lot to buy or rent one

bedroom apartment furnished. Phone Adrian

73009 34.

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. Available May 16.

(818)990-5304.

2 IKMALF Koomjlcs nctdtci cjwrt rcxjfns

Share bath. Kitchen, living room, dining room-.

Culver City $375/mo (213)836-0363 or

(213)838 3.387

2 FFMALFS NFFDFD Share 2^2 with 2 others

Near campus! $289/mo each Available 5/7 &
6/15. (213) 471-M94,

FUN/I'FRSON ABLE roommate needed to

share beautiful apartment in BrcUwood vvith 2

others. Own spacious rogm. $445/mo Ava i

able June 1. Lisa/Gma (^1 3)207.3016

UCLA LAW STUDENT seeks sunny, quiet one

bedroom apartment in Santa Monica area.

(213)479-7533 Francis.

l?bom for l?enf "5^

Real Estate 61

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in. Near UCLA. 1 140

Veteran. Financing available. Call

(213)654-5801.

$500/MO. Own room, own bath in a large

2-bedroom. Available May 15th. Pool, bai-

cony, fireplace. (213)649-5124

BEVERLY CENTER- Ovyn room/bath/entrance

in private home Furnished, TV, utilities/

cleaning pai'd. $525/mo Olivia (213)

653-2045.
,

FEMALE, non-smoker, share x-large town-

house, private x-largc bedroom/bath $410
Barrington/Wilshire. No pets (21 3)479-(Xj95.

Room/Board for Help 62 ^^^Cf privit«» room and bath in house $475

House for Rent 56

WLA. 2-bcdroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paint in-and-out. $1400/mo (213)350-4967.

BRENTWOOD home owner offering roon)

and board in exchange for 15 hrs/wk light

h()usct<ecping. Kick (21 3)»20-51 51

Vn CHILDCARE NEE(5FD. Private residence

'A hour from campus. Must have own car

(21.3)295-7131.

ROOM & BOARD IN exchange for driving and

housework, part-time close to LJCLA beautiful

home. (313)476-1 510.

Available now -<21 3)204-3940

KOOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658

SUMMER fraternity housing program. Pool

Next lo campus $25SO/mo Thomas
(213)206-0495.

WESTWOOD. Your own furnished .t)fdrcK>m

m luxua ()wn'<()usc n(':ir r.T'ipi.s Scci.nlv

MALT KrxVMAIF WANIHJ lo share heVi

room in large 2-t)cd/2ibal,h, ^2<V< 7 i/'-o

1-mile to campus/ (21 .3) 475-4885

OWN KOOM S4 7 5/mo In luxury furnished

2b/2ba apt. 2 pcx)ls, jacuzzis, game rooms,

study lounge w/secunty parking Rick/Suzanne

(213)817-9509

WLA. KOOM for rent Nice room in 2-^^
,
quiel

area, must he neat, parking, pcK)l $4CKVrrio

+util. Call Eric (21 3)473 .)()HH

RCX:>MMATF needea June- Aug $15LVm() ^

deposit. 3 bed house ext.elleni ncighborhoorj

Cair Phil or "Mike (213)938 2919.

KOOMMAU: for 2-U'd apt m Beverly Hilis

$400 (213)637 S>2()

SANTA MONICA near beach 2-bdrm/2 •

firep>a<^',' seciiniy building, <
>>,;,•.•.

parking Avaiidt)ic now $47)

(213)3'J4-0410 „_ ^_„^,.,

SANTA MONICA 2HD,-1BAown room S4tH)

+ Vj utilities' Availalj'" ' ' ('a''

(21.3)3«<5 3893

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

{•irrn seeks shorl-ierm

furnished sublets and/

or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or pari of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

C:all PKiM now.

NFFD )une Septemtxrr, $625/mo, furmsucf

single, Weslwpod, 2 minutes from campus
(213)208 3HCK."

*

OWN ROOM in large 2 bdroom for $6.50 or

•share for $325 Available June 22 thru August

31 (213)470 0581. Close to campus'

PROFESSOR AND FAMILY Sec- • -

housu/aplarlment. )uly-20 Ai..

negotiable). Sublet or exchange

Manhattan apartment. (212) 67/i.^U'-}

SPACIOUS 1 t)cdroom apartnu-n;

WLA location |u"<- '* A.j^ijs: V
(,^13)4 44.9663

HI FT NFFDFD for June anc:

nx?ssage

pa i k ing Ava ii atyie junr i ) a\ Si'vmVtiw ( n >^

Aaron (213)477-7176.

WLA CONDO, own room. Security building

security parking. 5 mm to UCLA $585/mo -f

utilities (21.3)207-0301

'j i iHMAS *
< f.

'
j iuw"ni. ^i '

.
' i vj '' w .

'»-

easygoing, flexible female > Mostly furnished

Can take two people I have cats $575/mo

(213)459 9.t31

SINGLE working mother of one, wanted lo

ook for a 2-bed/2-bath apartment w/samc, in

Palms/Mar Vista area Together we can save on

rent, share housekeeping and babysitting Call

Gina (21 3)825-6521 (home)

SUMMER I EMALE for a 2 bed^'2.ba on Glcn^.

rcKk with fun rcx)mmatcs Jacuzzi, security

Kathy (213)824-4910
|

WANTED FEMALE KCX)MMATE 3 bdrm/

2-bath house near Marina Private entrance

Washer/dryer $4f>0/mo. Call Kalhryn or Lisa,

(21 3)30() 7257

WANTED SUMMER RENTERS in Wcslwoocj

^rca We will help ycju find perfect accomada
tions for the summer Spacious apartments

with sauna, spa, pcxjl, and fitness center, Well

managed with 24 hr on call service Only ^

blocks from campus Please call 208-48f>8

WESTWOOD $355 Female share 2-t)edroom

duplex w/3 rils. Parking 1385 Midvale

(213)477-4045, (213)445-5 3 45,
(213)4 54 821 1

SUMN^f K HOt )SINC. NFfDFI) "-

imiii II I j>» I mi 1 III n I iM 'i li ' r I

,-^

'^•>*¥*

SUMMER**
ISSUE!!

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

MAR VISTA/
^PALMS _

2-bcd/2-bath

townhousc
$925-$1015

* Balconies

*Fircplaccs

*Lqundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

2-BD AND LOFT 2'A bath, spacious, cathcd

ral ceilings, nice arek'|rf»-Culvcr City. 10-min.

to UCLA. $11 00/mo. (213)398-7128.

2bd & loft. 2% bath. Spacious. Cathedral

ceilings. Nice area in Culver City. 10 min to

LJCLA. $1100/mo. (213)398-7128.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1250 and

up 2-f 2. Gym, jacuz2i, walk to UCLA. No pets.

520 Kelton. (213)208-7483

BACHELOR, WLA, $535/mo. 1 -year lease

Refrigerator, hot plate, furnished/unfurnished.

One person. No pets (213)826 7888

BACHELOR $475/MO Carpels, drapes, refrig

10 min lo campus, 3545 Jasmine. Palms

(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $995/mo. 3 bdrm/
2-bath. Upper and lover available. Vi bIcKk to

Pico bus (213)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Gorham. 2-bed,
•2-bath $1150/mo. Garden style apis.

(213)8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
cvcnine^weekends. — -

lEWISH COOP. Walk to UCLA ALL Kosher
meals, ulililics, furnishings, PARKING
$395/mo (213)208-9326 Westwood Bayil.

LARGE 1-bedrcx)m, on Kelton, parking, hard-

wocxi ficxjrs, and french windows. $775/mo.
(213)824-7876 (after 6pm).

NEW BUILDING IN MAR VISTA- High ceil-

ings, 2-firc places, 2-bed/2-bath
$1,050-$!, 290 Del (213) 3978084

ONE quiet upstairs studio, full bath, kitchen.

Beverly Hills adjacent, near bus. $525/mo
(213) 658-7014.

PALMS 1 -bdr/1 bth, security, dishwasher, A/C,
heating, new. $850/mo. Must see.
(213)839-4585.

PALMS. $410, single apartment, $605 one-
bedroom. Newly redecorated. Call
(213)837-9616.

PALMS, $600/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap-

pliances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasonville

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

SINGLE, 2-bcdroom, 3-bedroom. Walk to

UCLA and Village. 10966 Roebling Ave
(213)208-4253 or (213)824-2595.

"

VAN NUYS 25 min. to UCLA, 2-bd/1'A -ba.,

$675/mo, l-bd/1-ba., $510/mo. Close access

to freeway Pool and laundry faci|ity. No Lg
pets. Bob or Linda. (818)787-7318.

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes lo campus. $850 3-^2

townhouse GcxxJ area. Security, balcony,

gated parking. New paint. (213)865-3801

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move- in

allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gaylcy. (213)208-6735. Man
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD. prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Lcycring. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1275, 2-bedroom/
1-bath, stove, /cfrigeratcK, quiet street On
Midvale, near Massachusetts. (213)829-0.385.

WESTWOOD/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds
(213)477-2777.

WLA 2 bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 ^ $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave
(213) 204-4248

'

WLA. 3-bed/2-bath, $1100/mo. -f $1200 sec-

urity deposit 4-plcx, laundry room. Parking.

Security-gate (213)202-6524

WLA- $625, 1 -bedroom, modern, built-ins,

A/C, carpet, levelors, security, on UCLA bu
slinc (213) 478-1-190 2605 S Barrington

WLA, $730/mo 1 -bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907

WLA, $875, 3-bed/2-bath, newly remodeled,
large, storage room, laundry facilities

(213)839-3458

WLA- Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1,350. Large pa-

tio, 3-car parking, dishwasher,' near "SM
BiyBundy. )im (213) 820-4.368.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, p(X)l, gardenlike. (213)
477-9955

WLA SINGLE upper unit. $525 3 miles to

campus. Available now. (213)451-4771

KVER LOOKKD IN THE CI^SSir^IFCO
SECTION FOR A SPrXIFIC SKRVICF,
PRODUCT, OR OPPORTUNHT. . .

ONLY TO FIND THAT IT ISN'T TIIFRF?

Thursday, May 3, 1990

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
5(X) unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. All furnished Private

tMthroom. Pool. Jacuzzi. */> hr drMe to UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah, Northfidge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

Palms
$725 up

newfcr sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd 4 den. 1 bd > loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 8^8-9784

IT YOU HAy^'
TH^H VnY lis ISliO^"

The DAILY BRUIN is here to serve

.

YOU, so when we aren't fulfilling your
needs, we need to know.

If you have any suggestions as to

what ads DAILY BRUIN Classified

should carry to better serve YOU,
our readers, then let us know by

filling out the form below and
dropping it off at the BRUIN office:

112 Kerckhoff hall (or call 825-2221)

cfour
qSirthday

May 3. 1990

KOOM/ BOARD/ SALARY in exchange for

childcare/ housekeeping. Ilcxiblc hours. Must

have own car and references. Day
(213)9(>(>-2310, evenings (211)278-63.17

WONDERFUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE in

nearby canyon. Utilities/parking included

Prefer professional person $950/mo
(213)472-2140, (213)207-3444

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAC^t^^jmishcdba^iclor
$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

$710, ONE-BEDROOM -i- loft Stove, refrig.,

dishwasher Close to beach. 325. Vernon,

Venice. (213)301-2289.

WLA large 1-bdr $680. Free utilities! Pool, no
pets, EZ bus to UCLA! 1621 Westgate Ave.

(213)820-1121.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemile house sur

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (81 8)785- 1028

VISITING PARENTS/SCHOLARS: charming
furnished 1-bdrm apt. available for $50/nighl

Near UCLA. Call Pam, (213)277-1994

CLjASSIFmp

ADVERTISING
S25)-222i

w

Apts. to Share 54

2-BFD, 2 Bath, ni(c aparlmofW in WIA to

share with rcsf>onsiblc female, non-smoker,

own room and bath,, $400/ nio

(713)937 2707

Name

Phone (Optional)

In order to better serve my needs, the
DAILY BRUIN could provide the ^following

service, product, opportunity, etc.:
( please be specific)

THANKS! Please drop this form off at 112 Kerckhoff Hall
between 9am and 4pm. If you have any questions, please

CALL 825-2221

In the year ahead you will be more men-
tally curious and experimental than you

have been in the past. Life will become
more meaningful, because you will have

many fresh interests upon which to

draw.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Don t take

fun pastimes too seriously today, even if

you have to compete against someone
you would rather beat than be presi-

dent. The more relaxed you are. the

better you'll play Trying TOlTatch up a

broken romance'^ The Astro-Graph

Matchmaker can help you to under-

stand what to do to make the relation-

ship work Mail $2 to Matchmaker, P O.

Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.

GEMINI (May 21-Jun« 20) Providing for

the concerns of people for whom you

are responsible should take prece-

dence over all of your other interests to-

day Make them your no. 1 priorities.

CANCER (Jun* 21-July 22) Conditions

in general look hopeful for you today,

especially in involvements you have

with friends. Collective objectives can

be achieved to everyone's satisfaction.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You'll be m your

element today in situations that are

meaningful to you financially However,

outside of purely commercial areas

your judgment may be less dependable.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-S«pt. 22) Although you

won t be able to please everyone today,

you re still likely to have a high batting

average. Your fly in the ointment will be

someone with whom no one can get

along
LIBRA (S«pl. 23-Oct. 23) Leave the

door of opportunity open today so that

It IS possible for persons who want to do

you favors to be able to do so. Your luck

could spring from the most unlikely

sources
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) For best

results today keep things on a purely

social basis m your involvements with

friends. Stay out of their business af-

fairs and keep them out of yours

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-D«c. 21) You

could be rather ingenious today in cir-

cumventing barriers that bar you from

your objectives. Success is likely wheth-

er you receive cooperation from asso-

ciates or not.

CAPRICORN (D»c. 22-J«n. 19) In order

to accommodate fluctuating conditions

today. It might be necessary for you to

revise your original game plan The

changes you make will be both effective

and constructive. <

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) You

should be able to manage with excep-

tional effectiveness today that which is

necessary for your own needs. Addi-

tionally, ^''ou II also be very clever at

masterminding things for friends

PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) Even

though you II be a good achiever inde-

pendent of others today, your greatest

successes are likely to come from your

partnership arrangements.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Put your in-

genuity to work for you today to devise

some labor saving techniques, espe-

cially in assignments or tasks that are

more physical than mental.

© 1990. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE A.SSN

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Puccini

heroine
5 Creeks
9 Kind of exam
14 Mideast land

15 Formerly
16 Saw
17 Old friends

18 Honor cards
19 Garage wares
20 East: Sp
21 Curl

23 Advantage
24 Ice

26 Columnist's
tidbit

28 Blue moon
29 Threshold
33 Shrewd
36 Tampico man
37 Ha'^em room
38 Thanks

_ _!•

39 Junk
40 Math subi
41 In addition

42 Thieve
43 Mediterranean

island

44 Conscious
46 Court
47 Region
48 Port maker
52 Char
55 Impoverish
57 Vetch
58 Spanish

friend

60 Strong metal
61 Russian czar

62 Clear as
63 Eye
64 Born: Old Eng.
65 Mended

(shoes)
66 Fly high

67 Brightness

DOWN
1 Emcees geap
2 — coffee ^
3 Smelter slag

4 Intrinsic

5 Decayed
6 Idle

7 Skin problem
8 Of sittings

9 Blubber, eg
10 Dialects

1

1

Ointment
12 Antique
13 Minus
22 Condescend
25 Young one
27 Misplay
29 Rid of

rodents
30 Lacerated
31 Reword
32 Book part

33 Jazz fans

34 Agave
35 Meal time

36 Screen plays

39 Equine
40 Jogging

/-*•
f PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

42 With•To

Love'
43 Opposite of

pro
45 Snarl

46 Gold medalist

48 Instrument
49 Of an armed

force

50 Poetry muse

51 Rejuvenate

52 Sheep noises

53 Center of

shield

54 Asian money

56 Southern
constellation

59 Seasoned

4 23 90 (D 1990 UnttM) Fealur« Syndic iti«

mt'iv.s and wcsts-oi; s^:) c'.s ',i.

summer clerks May/)unc thru A,.,;.

call Stcfanob at 21 3 4»» 7iO()

SUA^Mf.K HOUSING NFi;i:)fD for out of town

summer assfXiatcs May 2Hlh- August UW^
Please contact Mary Tallcy Buchalle^ Ncr^o'

liclds & Younger (21 3)62(> f)7CHl

VENICF, 1 -bedroom Duplex May tl Sept

A-blocks from beach Spanish style Speclacu-

Tar-VT(W- $900/mo (7Ttry?7 7494

WfSTW(X)l)-2 kx'd/2-t)aih Ava.iat)ie Juiv

IttSept 1 Share room with another g'ri Cal

Jessica (21 t)4 78-78 U)

WLA-2 bdrm/1 -bath, fcmaic, furmshca suDici.

share room, pool, May 1 si- August 20tH

S2(>ymo lenmlcr (213)447-1312

WLACLOSF TOWKSTVVOOD 1-brci/: bath,

furnished Available May T-july 1 S()5tVmo

(213) 4 7H 3()f><» (leave message)

WLA Sublet May through SeptemkKT I urf>

ished l-bedrcxjm aisnwasher, pool, parking

balcony (21 3)47B-f.336, (213)3^^8^14?

Condos for Share ^u

Sublet 66

2-Hf:t>K(X>M WeslwfMKi jpd'lr»n*»M f u"v

ished I'arkmg Spac lous Ideal tor 4 people

SMtXVmo (213)824 2i48

AI'AKTMfNT 1tt SUBtH ntrrs summer !

block from campus Parking, laundry, jat u/zi,

2 bd/2 ba Price negotiable. (21 3)208 <>7(»8

HF.VKKLY GLFN summer sublet July-August

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 050/mo Option to lease

(213)286 1241

CKFAT SUMMFK sublet, very spacious one

bedroom/one -bath. $735/mo. 1227 Westgate

Ave. Dorothy (213)474-0414.

HUCF 1 BED in Brentwood by country club

Free cable, sunny. Available immediately

S775/mo. (213)447 2297.

HURKY! Female May & June (-t- or ), share

room; cute, sunny apt , fu'i^ished, walk to

UCLA (21 3)471 4,n

WtSTWOOD I'rvatc 'oom/ bath, \,"'.s'h(!

mirror, t v , cable, telephone, radio, nfii

Condos for Rent AG

WLbiV\UUD SUiUi)/:'.iu i^pc
condo in the Colony Available impH-d .:

Gail Susan Slark (21 31" 431 -547''

WLA GONIX:) 2 bcd/2 bath, pool

jacuzzi, sauna, security, packing Shan S >"t'

FniTelv $11(V1 r?i tlHt? Q^M.

Tennis 80

lOKMFK TFNNIS ttan> ar ii>L.rnamcn; i>;ayt"T
for needed for practice $1 5/hr-S2(VHr

(213)4 70 rf,40 (evenings)

Insurance 9

lloiisintr — W anl«'<i

I.A lau firm looking for .vuriwiK-r

suhlotfi for law rlrrks. NX ill shHrr

hoiiHing with prcsrnl roommatrw.
N«M'J<'d May 1 •> ancj lalrr,

througfi .AiJgiitit. I'lt:u.s<- contact

l.iii.ia Kriotlnmn ul 2I:M8<> 1600

if itiritititititifitirifiririridf it

*••••••••••••••••

Prestigious law firm needs

furnished studio and

1 - bedroom apartments for

summer law clerks.

June through Mid-August.

Please call Camflle Manning

at Pircher, Michols & Meeks.

(213) 201-8983.

*********••••
t /instate t
. Auto/Horne/»Goni(nercial
"^ Wostwood/Wilsfiiro Ofiict? "f^

-^ 312-OPO? ^^ 1317 Wofitwood Blvd ^"^
(2 biks So. of Wilshire) "^

*************

LARGE SINCLF for two, Wcstwood, TV, pw)!,

garage, laun'dry 15 May 1 Septembc^

$.S«(Vmo (213)470-4950
* I

—

-

MID JUNE SFPTFMBFK, 1 -bedroom m
2-bcdroom/ 2-bath furnished apartment. Park-

ing. On edge of campus and Westw(K)d

(213)824-4050 .

MID )UNE TO MID SF|'TKMBER 1 bedroom

security building with parking, spa, pool,

more Close to campus m Westwood Please

contact Chad or Paul (213)479 6815

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required—; ^by law.

—~~

—

Example: female 21. and
over $575/yr.; ferhale

under 21, male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call riovy/ (273) 477-7051

or 475-8355

•.'<»«»•

\
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Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycies
No insuranceA^ancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE-ON
u^suiANCimvicu

oM iMu MOMcnma inm usMoui u«
'4w«anroee*wi

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rales. Nearby Wcsl-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213) 820-48'^9.

Movers 94

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26fl. truck.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY

Alterations for men and women
Open 7 days

7:00 am- 9 30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

THERAPUTIC MASSAGE w/Luce, French born

healer. Also lymph drainage/facial alchemy.

Certified/licensed. (213)396-6936.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.
Resumes 104

Tutoring Offered 98

Sen/ices Offered 96

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home Ih'iilthComm.'Motorcvfle.^.

We'll Come TO YOU!

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monico

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

^RUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick

(21 3)208-4353.-

HYPNOTHERAPY- Improve memory, con-

centration, motivation, study skills, reduce

anxiety, stop smoking. Jamoc Walton, CCH
(213) 28S-3733.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

EXPERIENCED university lecturer and ESL

instructor will tutor English, ESL and writing

skills. All levels. (213)934-5384.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

GERMAN or Dutch lessons by bilingual grad

student. All levels/flexible hourSs.
(213)208-5144.

COVER LEHERS/RESUMES PREPARED. $25.

Learn proper interviewing skills from Industry

executive/college teacher. (818)368-4419.

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gels

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

HXPl-Kr KHSUMHS
Wiv conipcliliw price* for

e()nip».'lili\c rt'sunic.

M()l)ik: .scr\ice.

(^all and leave a nk-.s^age today.

(818) 907-1682

Travel 105

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Services Offered 96

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing

• Intro to the Macintosh
• Only $25!

Sign Up Now!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center

Kerckhoff Hall 150 •2068454

Are you looking for "An Editor" to write your

paper for you?
DONT KID YOURSELF

Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most

students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers", are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

-Talk with your instructor; Use the Academic-

Resource Center (339 Kinsey); Contact any of us

in the Dean of Students* Office (1206 f\/1urphy

Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOiCE YOU MAKE AT
UCLA.

COMMUNICATION CONSULTING,

&
RESEARCH

For those in: Entertainment,
Law, Journalism, and

Media Studies, •

COPYRIGHT SEARCHES,
FILM HISTORIES, 1st

AMENDMENT ISSUES, &
OTHER RELATED TOPICS!

Contact: JUDY LYNN SHIELDS,
at (213) 670-2989, or

(800) 843-3391,
Outside of California.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Starrrford Prep

(213)271-5181

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.

Ask for Lisa.

AND
lAcuiry

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR for Spanish 2, needed for junior high

stiidmU (?ni477-l»B7 ^

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,lhcscs,profcssional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything, Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

API'LF & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS Of DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

p>cricnccd, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747

COMPUTER CREATIONS. Wordprocessing of

anything by UCLA graduate. Proofread text/

beautiful graphs. Laser printing Lynn
(213)841-0976.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -- profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery Reasonable rates.

Call (213) 202-6961

IBM PC WORDPRCKESSINC, tcrmpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts La.scr printer.

National/Scpulvcda (21 3).397-971 1

.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rales Melissa

(213)4,59-0258

Honolulu
London
Paris

Attions

TdAviv
Nairobi
Johanncsburs

RcHjndtrip from Los Angeles

Mexico CHy $ 250

_X370
$ 298

$ 499

$ 549
$ 629

$ 838
$1149
$1459

f^estndnrB apply. Farat subfect to change

without rvtce and based on avaiabiily.

''**Eurailpasscs*^

issued on the spot
America's oldest and largest

student travel otsaniiation.

Goindilhaud
MOWOMM SATimOAfS

1 093 BroKton Av«, Westwood

«13.M«.3551

N-

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

All Rautui /rip fares

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1.50/pagc Monica/ Santa Mo
nica (213) 3923262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Tcrmpap-
crs, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Lc Conle/
Tiverton (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services,

(discount to students, pickup and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica^

PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cash only.(21 3)823-0691.

WORD PROCESSING, desktop publishing,

g r a m -

mar editing. Graduate in English. Pick-up/

delivery (818)567-4869.

WORDPROCESSING ^specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults

children $15A»r. Call Mr. Rubmn at

(213)475-1646. Leave messaf^e.

Las Vegas $48.

Oakland 58.

Seattle 198.

Miami... 268.

Washington DC... 298.

New Orleans 302.

Boston .358.

New York 358.

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur-

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase.

*^.V H^* offcampus
when you caf^^et it

all right here?

TRAVEL
>isUCLA^ SERVICE

A-Lcvfl Atkcriiian

Jyjourh: M-F M .^(U>. Sat 11-3

102 i^esumes 104

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)206-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

J STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO "J
3^ June 20-July 22 i^
]^ 5 unit credit program ^2' (LA Community College) ^
^r Also at "^

iL MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER ^^ Portugese, Spanish, French, Italian, ^^ , and English "^

]^ Small groups, individual attention, ^^ translation interpretation. ^^ 1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 90024 "^

)^ Call Prof. Da Silva -%
J (213)839-8427 or 477-8588 ^
•••••••••••

1 :j

Travel Tickets 106
T

LAX TO SEATLLE Round trip ticket May, 1 1
-

May,14. $180obo. Jimmy (213) 209-5231 or

825-0751.

PLANE TICKET for sale. 5/18 LAX to San

Francisco 6pm. Returning 5/20 3:30pm. $82.

(818)360-9327.

TO BELGRAD OR LJUBJIANA one way, open

ticket til 23, August. $450. Luca 208-4690

I

Autos for Sale 109

1979 BMW320i, $3600, silver, new transmis-

sion, great condition inside and out, must sec.

(213)372-7050.
*

T9B4 M ITSUB ISH I CORD IAL- WTlUC, 5-SpPPd,

excellent condition, 49,000 miles, $4,000
(213) 937-4058.

1 985 MAZDA GLC, excellent condition. Mov-
ing, must sell, engine, like new, runs great.

$2200. (213)836-4587.

1985, MITSUBISHI Tredia, 38,000 miles, AM/
EM cassette, air, excellent mechanical. $3450
or best offer (213)278-4020.

1985 MITSUBISHI Tredia, air, 72,000 milesT

new paint, very clean, runs great. $2700/obo.

(213)288-1771.

1 985 TOYOTA MR2, red, excellent condition,

36,000 miles, like new, $6300/obo
(805)498-5176 after 6pm or (213)206-1751

days.

1987 CHEVY CAPRICE Classic V-6, 4-door,

automatic, new transmission, low miles, cxcel-

lent condition. $4190. (213)838-3357

ALEA 'ROMEO CONVERTIBLE- '77, $2,000
obo. Runs excel lent, perfect summc^t^. Must
sell. (213) 444-4955.

"nmcft^.

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4 door,*"^ champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm Good condition. $3500
(21.3)556-2993

BMW 320i, 1983, sunroof, five -speed,anVfm
blaupunkt. $6000/obo. Grey metallic.

(213)393-5722 leave message.

CORVAIR, 1962 convertible, mint condition,

electric blue. 90% restored. $5500/obo.
(213)204-5924.

DATSUN 280/, 1977, excellent condition,

$2000 Call Steve. (213)551-9464
(213)828 7557.

HONDA ACCORD, 1984. 5-spd., hatchback,

A/C, AM/I M, cassette, white, 70k miles. Excel-

Icnt condition. $4400/ob<) (21.3)393-6297

HONIM ACCORD 1984 Hatchback, 5-speed,

excellent condition, new transmission , must
sell $3190. (213)838-3357

)EEP WAGONEER, 1980 $3,995. CiOod con
dilion. A/C, stereo, tan leather interior,

4-wheel drive. (213)859-3494,
(21.3)207-0543.

LEAVING COUNTRY! '81 black Toyota Supra.

Loaded, immaculate. High miles, runs groat!

S2900/obo. (213)479-6440, Mike.

NISSAN SENTRA-XE 1984. Great Condition,

Very clean, automatic am/fm cassette, a/c,

$2650(818)344-0227

SUBARU DL, 1986. 3-door, 5 speed, power
sunroof, a/c, alarm, like new. $4500/obo.
(213)931-4673.

TOYOTA CORROLA Station Wa^n 1980
$1700/obo. Ask for Pedro after 6pm.
(213)837-6122.

TOYOTA Corolla 1983, $3500 negotiable

New engine, SR5, 5-speed, lift-back, /VC
AM/FM radio, new tires, alarm (21 3)781 -28A7

t

VOLKSWAGEN 1974 THING- red, white top

Runs Well, recently rebuilt engine. $3000
(213)473-1877 leave message.

VW BUG convertible, 1979. $8000 Red/
white top, MINT, (818)792-7271.

VW RABBIT Convertible, 1984. Red, cloth

interior, low miles, faculty family owned, auto

trans, pull-out stereo, excellent clean condi-

tion. $6300. Warranty available.
(213)825-5572, (213)455-2720.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

^

NOTEB<
From page 58

Thank God he didn't get hit: A
fine Friday afternoon in Westwood
was the scene for the second of

three Daily -Bruin-Daily Trojan

Softball games.

The Trojan had won game one,

but was behind in game two when
one of the loyal Bruin female fans

was razzing a USC batter in the

spirit of Softball tradition.

The response was a certain

epitaph aimed at homosexual
females, plus the words shut up.

The fan lei this transgression

pass, but after the batter got a hit,

he uttered the same word again at

her.

One pitch later, the player was
doubled-off at first after a line-

drive, and as he limped off the

jield, he greeted the fan

third use of the word.

Strike one, strike two, strike

three.

The female fan rushed the USC
player, and only after cooler heads

prevailed, did he apologize. Her
response?

"I don't expect anything better

from a Trojan."

In all fairness, the Trojan and his

buddies apologized later.

Put up or shut up: Apart from the

meeting of the minds on the

Softball field, there was a game
=playcd last Fridays. And while the

Blood Series may not match the

Blood Bowl in tradition or promi-

nence, it may be getting there.

Friday's game had all the drama
of any Fall Classic. The Bruin

jumped out to a big lead— as in the

two previous games between the

papers — but saw its 9-1 margin

shrink to a 10-10 tie by the ninth

inning.

The Bruin, playing as the visit-

ing team on it's won field because

'SC lacks enough playing space on
its urban campus, went down twice

in the top of the ninth. The Bruin

scratched together two clutch

singles before stafl writer Scott

Brown knodced in the go-ahead

run.

In the bottom half. The Trojan

put two men on with two outs, put

the cardinal and gold batter felt his

collar tighten a bit as he popped up

to end it and spark a wild celebra-

tion in the field.

The Blood Series culminates

this Friday on the UCLA IM Field

at 1:00 p.m. and The Bruin hopes to

give The Trojan something to mull

over during summer vacation.

Staff writer Chris Koutures also

contributed to this story.

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
'UCLA Student Discount

'TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
'AUTO INSURANCE

>.v

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Whorehouse

-J L
1955 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

1
SPECIAL .

student prices I

HAIRCUT&SHAMPOO $1ol
PERM :... $25
HIGHLIGHT r;. . .t: $25
COLOR(TINT) $15
SHAMPOO/SET/BLOWDRY...$10
FACIALS 50% OFF
WAXING, MAKE-UP 20% OFF
call SHAPOUR at his new
location at: (213) 475-1223

WITH THIS AD

I

I

MO^X-XV
World Premiere Productions

Burbage Theatre

2330 Sawtelle Blvd. LA.
Theatre Previews $5.0

^26,4/27,4/28. 8:00PM, 4/29 7:00PM
5/3.5/4 8:00PM

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your p7esent rates. Faculty and

others may also benefit. Call us

in Westwood 208-3548

Insuraide Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd #221

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plu.s our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier

• Laser Printing on Macintosh

• Computer Time Rental

• Typesetting

' Fax ServiLw
• Copies BIk/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gaylev Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

off

Laser
WiU) lh>t Ad unly on l4iMr (^olor Exp. 5^31/90

Plus its special features

:

Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

NAHID
SPECIAt"^
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10

Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style $30

Perm $2S

From VIDAL SASSOON

Straightening $25

Tint & Style $20

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024 Free Conditioning

^yyyyyy^
€^

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday arxJ Saturday

Monday • Thurtday

t\ 121X) PM
Sunday IN 11 DO PM

^tiAl^ATA
Five Master

Sushi Chefs

To Serve youll

Cofnplimentary appetizers

Monday-Frida,. 4:30-6:30 PM
LU'^'CH . COCKTALS'BIQ SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. SanU Monica
828-8404

r.J. Cinnamons
, B.ikerv . IN YOUR LIFE!"

PUT A LITTLE SPICE I

I

I

I

I
BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue— Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn
208-4766J

On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $2.25 or less

and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.

Offer expires 5/15/90.

I

I

advertise (v.)- l. to promote products or services in the mass

media order to generate interest in those products or services and

thereby create income (see Daily Bruin, 825-2161

^ ^ d w

3 w w v^

«^ «^ w ^

Bicycles for Sale 113 Scooters Scooters 119 Furniture

MIYATA 1 8-SPD mountain bike. 6 months old,

must ride. $425 list price. $225.

(213)824-2180. Steve.

TWO BIKES. Raleigh 10 speed, Schwinn

5-speed beach cruiser. $100 each.

(213)208-6942.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1 981 , HONDA CB 1 25s. Good transportalion.

Runs well. Kryptonitc loclt. 11k miles, $300.

(213)824-1179. eves.

KAWASKI ZX 1000R NINJA, 1986. 25k miles.

Bra, custom seat, new radials, cover, helmets.

$3500/obo. (818)348-9086.

Scooters
^

119

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, engine, less than

2,000 miles. $650.00. (213) 825-7076 days.

HONDA 250 ELITE- 1985, stored 4% years,

350 miles, red, new battery, $1 ,550 obo. (21 3)

450-9463.

HONDA ELITE 80 New Engine, white. Runs

like new, lock included. $700. Call Chris at

824-5504.

HONDA ELITE 125- '84m $875, inc new
helmet and lock. Excellent condition. Low
miles. (213) 826-8693.

Honda Elite 80 1986. Perfect shape 1300

miles. $900 obo 213-824-1029 )ohn.

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters. Starting at

$599 -f fees. Call Foothill Yamaha
(818)352-3277.

3-PIECE SECTIONAL COUCH, 10-spd. bike,

answ. machine, Lowenbrau neon beer sign.

Make offer. (213)836-8249.

Furniture 126

1985 HONDA AERO 50. Great condition, just

tuned-up. $450 lock and helmet. Call Carolyn

(213)824-3657.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. Never been used

White. $100Q/obo. Call (213)464-1439.

1986 HONDA SPREE, red, lock, just tuned,

$300/obo. Call Chris. (213)473-5860.

1986 YAMAHA RAZZ- Just tuned, runs great,

good cof^ilion, very reliable. $350. (213)

202-7876.
''-' '-^ J

YAMAHA 180, 1985. $850/obo. Runs great

Call Kuo Tong (818)957-5204 eve

(213)825-0831 day, leave message

PARKING AVAILABLE!! at BullocksWestwood,
Le Conte/Tiverton. $5 pre-paid all day, $2

after 3pm. Monthly parking available. $65/mo

For more information call (21.3)208-0864

Present this ad, rccicve $1 off all day

pre-paid parking. Operated by Central

Parking Sy«tcm.

DAYBED, $100. Twin size futon, with frame,

mattress, and cover, $200. (213)204-6128.

FURNITURE, new, moving, must sell, sofa

$180, futon $80, Zenith 19 inch TV $130
(213)836-4587. - -^ -.

IMMEDIATE SALE Sofa/love scat, unused

$550, large oak entertainment center $195,

late model 25" color T\? $195, 19" color

portable, excellent $20. Dclevery possible

(213) 453-9441.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused

hide-a-bed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di

ning room 9-pi,ece set $995. Bunk beds $200.

Day bed $195 Recliner $195 Brass head

board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1 989. Cost $1000,

sacrifice $250 (213)393-2338

MATRESSSETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337

MODERN BED Black tubing CiOod condition

Queen. $150 obo. Leave message at

(213)474-2116.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,

$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white

lacquer, $290 00, Dinette set, $135.00

(213)473-8609.

FUTONS
FRAMES

MATTRESSES

$$ 10% Discount to $$
UCLA Students —

Musical Instruments 129

CELLO, old German, full size with hard case

Excellent lone and condition $1500
(213)825-5572-2720.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

Factory Direct Prices

Royal Pedic Matress
7811 Melrose Ave. .

(213) 653-7755

NEW May Co. Sofa/love scat Oxford blue

striped. Must sell. Exterwiing table light wood
w/four chairs w/light blue seats must sell this

WMk. UU}471-.a^7.

BRAND new Kenwood stereo w/micgrated'

Amp KA 128, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX 68 double cassette deck, |L

880, 3 speaker, 3-way speakers, glass dark

wood display case. Must sell. (213)471-3577

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE HE, monitor, 2 disk drives $400/obo

Natalie (213)824-7164.

MACINTOSH 512 K-ENHANCED plus CMS
external SCSI hard disk Both like rH*w hardly -

used, w/software $190C/obo (21 3)31 2-0202

MACINTOSH SE II, Imagcwnter II, Extended

keyboard plus mouse and software,

$1800/obo (213)824-3385 Mike

TANDY 1 OOOSX computer, 640K Mono Mntr.

(3WP 2.30 Daisy Printer and Tractor Feed

$750.00 Call weekdays (21 3)445 5489.

TOSHIBA 1 200 portable Still under warranty

2 disk' drives. IM memory Carrying case

included $80(Vobo Cal 1(21 3)825 68 SOffter

6.3(X ftifu Stf^. ^
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SHAMPOO StT

SPECIAI FREE- h.iirc ut slyU^ w/S < . pi^rm (SU v.iIir- Irec)

SPECIAL FREE- hair( ul inDussr vv'SJl f)crni (SI 7 value Iter)

1078 c:AYI(Y»VVFSTW(X)1) VllLA(:r»NF.XT TO BAXTER'S

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast F^iod

r
HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
Jljc^n^os^l 1121 Glendon Avenue -(213)

~i] |~ [^Jli^^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT TH^ SAME PRICE

How did the

BERLIN WALL
come down?

Adolf Endler
GDR - Writer and resistance

worker is going to give a talk on
the underground w^ork

before and after the fall ot the

Berlin Wall.

Thursday May 3rd
German Readine Room

Royce Hall
2:00-2:40 p.m. reading from his

works in German
3:00-4:00 p.m. talk on the poUtical

situation

(simultaneously translated)

IMAGES OF GOD: GENDER ISSUES

Recent Developments in
Feminist Theology

A TALK AND DISCUSSION

by DR. ELIZABETH JOHNSON

THEOLOGIAN - CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON D.C.

THURSDAY MAY 3. 1990
4 PM ACKERMAN UNION 2408

(near Grand Ballroom)

CO-SPONSORED BY
UNIVERSnY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE

AND
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM AND CENTER

FOR STUDY OF WOMEN
member of the University Religious Conference

r

$1.00
OFF!

Expires 5/17/90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Deltvery areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries.

1^
r an'

$2.00 OFF!

any 2-item pizza

Expires 5/17/90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with ahy other offer Prices may vary.
Custonner pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20 00. Our drivers are not penalized tor late
deliveries.

•
;

MINOS

ZA
^

1

• O Q. ®

u

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA?

. Call Us! 824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd.

2 STANLEY H. KAPLAN& Take Kaplan Or lake Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP
r» (t

TOMUNSON
From page 60

v

(at NCAAs)." said Tomlinson.

Nonetheless, the UCLA
women's gymnastics team will

head in a new direction with a new
coach next year. But what that

direction may be was not

explained in the UCLA> athletic

department press release that was
sent out yesterday.

The athletic department will

begin to look for a new coach

immediately, but the release did

not speculate about possible

candidates. Tomlinson said he did

not know who may take over.

Tanya Service, a former UCLA
All-American and one of Tomlin-

son's assistant coaches this year,

added that she does not know who
will be at the Bruin helm next year.

Service also said the team is

scheduled to have practice next

week and that she is uncertain who
will be coaching it.

Although women's gymnastics

has finished its post-season, gym-
nasts normally compete in meets

year-round. Because Tomlinson
will not finish out the academic

year as head coach, the team will

embark on its new direction

immediately, turning off a path

that they followed for 11 years.

UCLA's decision to hire Tom-
linson in 1980 was risky because

he was just 21 years old at the time.

But with the help of then-freshman"

Sharon Shapiro, who won five

national championship titles that

year (all-around, vault, beam, floor

exercise, and uneven bars), and has

since become a Bruin legend,

UCLA finished in fifth place,

nationally. Tomlinson also coach-

ed Shapiro at the KIPS Gymnastics
Club.

With Shapiro and teammate
Diane Dovas on his team in 1981,

Tomlinson led the Bruins to their

first second-place finish, which is

the highest the Bruins have ever

placed.

In the last decade, the Bruins

have finished in the top five more
than 60 percent of the time and
have almost always placed either

first or second at the Pac-10 meet.

Tomlinson's teams have won
Pac-lOs for the past four years in a

row.

This year, the Bruins sported a

17-3 overall record and blew away
the field at Pac-lOs with a team
score of 191.50. The next closest

finisher was Arizona with 189.30.

In addition to his work with the

UCLA team, Tomlinson has
coached abroad in Romania with

the U.S. National Team in the

World University Games, and also

in Taiwan.

Tomlinson said that he will

probably move into the private

sector and not seek another coach-
ing position, and that his family is

his first priority.

KARROS
From page 54 *

home runs. Basically, the double-:^

A level is just one step away from
the big leagues," said Karros.

Karros grew up a Cincinnati

Reds fan and admired Pete Rose as

a player, but he loves playing in the

Dodger organization and hopes
one day to be the starting first

baseman for the Los Angeles
Dodgers. That "one day" may not

be too long from now, as 34-year-

old Eddie Murray could logically

seek retirement within the next few
yeafs.

Although Karros grew up a

Reds fan, his father grew up in

Brooklyn and has been a Dodger
fan "forever" which may heighten

Karros 's inspiration of securing

the future starting first baseman
position for the Dodgers.

i

Letters

UCLA baseball

should be
supported by fans

To UCLA sports fans:

I am writing this letter after

spending nine innings in hell

on Wednesday night. For the

^last few games, three of my
r friends and I have been

sounding the Rally Committee
airhom each time the Bruins

score a run. We have not
' asked for anything in the past

since the only goal of our ,

efforts is to raise the spirit of

our team and its 20 or so

fans. However, our efforts

were hampered Wednesday by

a dozen drunk, offensive Loy-
ola Marymount students who
-spenfthe whole nine innings

guzzhng and cussing.

To say these jerks were
obnoxious is being too easy on
them. Their antics made a

family of Bruin fans pack up
and leave to a chorus of

drunken cheers. Their rudeness

was not solely directed at the

Bruin fans, however, as a few

of them even talked trash to a

police officer who came by (at

our request) and had to hold

his nightstick against one of

-their throa ts to get them to

shut up. After the cop left,

their "party" started up again

as the brews and obscenities

continued to pour.

By the time the fourth

innihg rolled around, these

guys decided that our center-

fielder, All-Pac-10 player Rob-
bie Katz^roff, was not up to

their drunken standards and

spent the rest of the ganje

constantly riding him.

So who's to blame for their

behavior? Not the stadium sec-

urity, who made some effort to

stop them. Not the family, who
felt they had to fice from what

should have been an enjoyable

night at a college baseball

game. No, the blame goes to

everyone out there who is

interested enough in baseball to

be reading this but doesn't go
to any of our games even

though they are free to stu-

dents. If half of the UCLA
-students who pompously wear
imitations of our players' base-

ball caps would show up, then

we'd break attendance records.

As of now a "crowd" of 20-30

goes to these games, but that's

ail.

We have a lop-20 team here

which just beat a No. 1 team

(Arizona State) twice. What
more does this team have to

do before our home crowd
becomes larger than the visi-

tor's crowd? If more Bruin

fans were out there, antics

displayed by these fools would

not be tolerated and probably

wouldn't even start due to our

strength in numbers.

Our request is simple—just

show up. Let*s protect our

players and fans and show
them that we will not put with

this crap at our own stadium.

Michael Abeles

Senior

History major

Abies is a member of the f

UCLA Rally Committee

cso
825-1493

Escort
Service

ijW*'*'^̂
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Japanese CuiStne

$Mlii DioMrs
YAKINIKU

TEMPURA

TERIYAKI

OPEN DAILY

LUNCH
MON SAT 11 30 AM 2 PM

DINNER

MON THUR 5 10 30 PM *
FRI SATS 11PM ^

SUN 5 10 PM

$M foods r*"j B^
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITRES$ES

2031 WILSHIRE BLVD- SANTA MONICA 453-4848

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts

•Exciting extended line ot designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,

Extended Wear, and Disposables

•A rainbow of new colors in contacts, —
• including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

-SEPI'S-

We use pure olive oil which has been
found to reduce cholesterol, blood

pressure & blood sugar

|HHB>v9H|^H ^|H^H* >^^^^^^ ^^^H _g__ "^UHll IH^H' MH^^ "HIHH HUB *flillHt ^HH

Subs & Suds

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

iu»,

Pitcher (48 02)

Daily 4-8pm
*¥*"

Discount on any

Giant Sepi's Sub

(with coupon)

MMMtMMMM*M|l|MMM*MU*M*MMM

10968 MConte Ave.

•^^••*"*»»»"»^»"»W»»"

Mon, Tu0$, Wed
6pm-Close ,

Special it
Small Sub & Small Drink

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTSANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOO-CUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES Z
Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more

A-jCk n-7c-i r^w A-rck 0-7C-7 ^267 Westwood Blvd.
479-9751 or 479-8767

(i Block S. of Wilshlre)

UCLA DISCOUNT
With LD.

Gobd thru 5/31/90

.%•..•.•.•.•.•.•.•

£^TH^R_DOUh
f^fTSONAUZTD S(JfOf * lEATHCR FOf? MEN AND WOMFN

Zodiac Footwear

KcjiJictli Cole Footwear & Accessories

Avirex Bombers

Andrew Marc Apparel

In Westwood Village

1009 Broxton Ave.
(Adjacent to Mario's)

208-3810

Buy Gov't Seized

Merchandise at a~
Fraction of Its Value
SAVE HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

ON CARS, TVS. VCR'S, FURNITURE,
COMPUTERS. STEREOS YOU NAME IT '

•MACINTOSH FOR $134
*1985 PORSCHE FOR $4,225

*VCR'S AND VIDEOCAMERAS FOR $108

•EXPENSIVE JEWELRY FOR $40

•COPY MACHINE FOR $189

•A 20 FT BOAT FOR $6,220

The Insiders' Guide to

Government Auctions win

provide all the information you need to contact

the right sources in California: phone
numbers, addresses, parking facilities,

locations. The Guide will also give you

step-by-step instruction so you can really

save a bundle. But nrx)st of all. The Insiders
'

Guide to Govt Auctions is backed up with an

koi^-CII&dl Gy&Tsiintea: if you don't save

at least $100 with your first purchase, your

nrx)ney will be fully refunded. To order the

Guide, send $15.00 (Plus $1.25 for S & H)

check or money order to:

S©©|pft©ar (E(ii)ti@(r(p)(rO©@©

2265 Westwood Blvd, Suite #502

Los Angeles. CA 90064

lU
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MASA-Y^
JAPANESE FOOD

MON-FRI

10 AM.-9:30 PM
SAT 11:30AM-9:30PM

SUN 12NCX)N-9PM/

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

•Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi /
•All types of Sushi /'
•PARTY PLATTERS

$1

DB

o
F
F

/ any menu selection

/ with coupon

1834 Weslwood Blvd.

(Just South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

Call 475-6355

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 5/3/90
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DeloitteRoss

—Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.

bngiisn/japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles. CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

jr^-

Jhe^

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
,..

^' ' is pleased to present

aM'- •^-«

QUARTER IN WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATES

V

. •LIVE, DO FIELD WORK, AND ATTEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CAPITOL
•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
•DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUR OWN
RESEARCH PROJECT
•PART-TIME JOB PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience

The UCLA Center for American Politics and Public Policy (CAPPP)
is now selecting the first group of undergraduates to participate in

its Quarter in Washington D.C. Program. CAPPP will send
approximately 15 students to Washington each Fall and Spring

Quarter. The program offers an opportunity to combine course work
with field, research and work experience in areas directly related^to

the policy-making process of the federal government. Qiialified
undergraduates who think a quarter in Washington would

complement their course of study are encouraged to apply. Drop by
our office for more information about the program.

APPUCATIONS FOR FALL QUARTER, 1990 DUE MAY 15

-tip,' For more information, contact the
CENTER FOR AMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY

9349 Bunche Hall
UCLA ^

^ ^ tel. 206-3109

KARROS: Looking to make the Show
From page 57

first base, hit 15 home runs in 30
Pac-lO games, and had a career-

high 15-game hitting streak before

signing with the Dodgers as a sixth

round draft pick in the June, 1988

Free Agent Draft.

Karros had serious thoughts

about not signing and talked a lot to

San Diego Padres Manager Jack

McKeon, a long time family

friend, before finally deciding to

go pro.

"I was planning to sign before

the draft," said Karros, "but I was a

little disappointed with the round
in which I was selected and I still

had some courses left at UCLA.
One night, 1 don't know why, I

decided to go. I showed up the

night before our first game.**

While some may criticize guys
who^^hoose college over playing

professional ball right out of high

school, Karros is more than happy
with his decision to attain an

education from UCLA before

going pro. "When you play pro ball

straight out of high school, there

are too many other things you have
to adjust to or deal with. You've
got to grow up, and face the change
of being away from home, among
other things," said Karros. "By
going to college, you become a

stable person and in turn it is easier

extra left-handed bat off the bench
when third baseman Jeff Hamilton
was put on the disabled list with a

partial tear to hie rotator cuff.

"A lot of the guys are giving me
a hard time because if I would have
signed right away, it could be me in

the big leagues today but you learn

not to worry about the guys ahead
of you, said Karros. "I know what
the Dodgers' plans are for me. All I

have to do is go out and play hard, I

have no control over anything else.

My goal is to make it to the big

leagues."
' In his first season as a Major
League baseball player, Karros,

the top slugger of the rookie league

team, batted .366 and pounded 12

homers as Great Falls captured the

Championship in the Pioneer

League,—lA--p*5o4uc4ng sttch-

impressive numbers, Karros
earned his way to the next level of

challenge in the Dodgers minor
league system as he joined the

single-A Bakcrsfield Dodgers in

1989.

It was an exciting and produc-

tive year as Karros.boasted a .303

average, ripped 40 doubles, col-

lected 86 RBI, and stold 18 bases,

while hammering 15 home runs in

142 games, the most games played

by any L.A. farmhand. He was a

adjust to the world of profos prom inent factor as the Bakers
sional ball

Karros returned to UCLA this

past fall and completed 16 of his

remaining 28 units. He will receive

a degree in economics when he
completer his last three classes.

Strangely enough, University of
New Orleans player Brian Traxler

was selected in the same draft as

Karros, Brian signed immediately
and was sent to Vero Beach. He
was immediately given a shot at

the first base position due to an
injury to the regular Vero Beach
first baseman. Consequently,
Traxler has remained one level

ahead of Karros throughout the

system.

Two weeks ago, the 23-year-old
Traxler was called up to the big

leagues to give Tommy Lasorda an

field Dodgers made their way to

the California League Champion-
ship.

This season, through 21 games,
Karros is sporting a .318 batting

average with one home run and 9
RBI for the double-A San Antonio
Missions of the Texas League. He
has scored 13 runs while collecting

27 hits (including 8 doubles), 1

1

walks, and reaching a tptal of 38
bases.

*Thc Texas league is a much
tougher league. The competition is

a lot better, the pitching is out-

standing, and the parks are bigger,

making it much tougher on the

hitters. The wind blows in which
limits the possibility of many

See KARROS, page 52

ally Bruin

Eric Karros hopes that fans \yjll soon hear the magic of Vin
Scully's voice say, "and th^t one's outta here."
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Softball heads to Arizona
By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

When you're 50-5 and have won
the lasl 20 games in a row, there

aren't many things that can throw

sand into your well-greased

machine. But with the top-ranked

Bruin softball team heading to the

desert this weekend to face Arizo-

na State for two games, things can

get rather dusty.

Although UCLA has dumped
the Sun Devils in each of their

three meetings thus far, one of

those decisions was by a single run

.while another was by two runs.
~ Realistically, however, when
the weekend is over, the Bruins

should have two more wins under

iheir bclu With the famed UCLA
pitching staff leading the nation in

practically every domain, and with

a solid offense pummeling oppos-

ing hurlers, the Bruins stand a good

chance of subduing the rest of their

season competition.

Leading the Bruin defense is

senior pitcher Lisa Longaker. The
All-American has amassed a 17-0

record thus far while striking out

98 wishful betters. She is comple-
mented by a trio of phenomenal
freshmen, including Lisa Fernan-

dez (9-1, 0.30 ERA), Heather

Compton (12-1, 0.36), and DcDe
Weiman, who has mustered a 12-3

record while striking out a team-

leading 105.

On the other end stands the

UCLA offense, which is headed by
sophomore Yvonne Gutierrez,

who boasts a blistering .378

batting average. Also providing

girth at the plate arc junior Kerry

Dienelt (.301), Fernandez (.292),

and junior Shanna Flynn (.279).

The last time the Bruins lost a

game was back on March 27th, and
the way this team is playing, it

might not get the chance to lose-

another.

J

\ REACTIONS; Gymnasts speak out
From page 60

we haven't won a national championship. But, we've had the talent to

win every year. That shouldn't be happening."

Andrews and Hamilton both agreed that during their four years on the

team, the Bruins definitely had enough talent to win a national

championship.

"Jerry did not have the respect of the gymnasts," the unidentified team
member said. "If a coach doesn't have the respect of his team, than he

can't expect his players .o give iheir complete effort.'

=1=

Another gymnast who wished to remain anonymous concurred t liat

Tomlinson did not have the respect of his gymnasts.

With the first spring practice scheduled for next week, the Bruins are

still in the dark as to who will be the next coach.

Andrews believes that Tomlinson 's replacement will be one of the two
full-time Bruin assistants, Valorie Kondos or Steve Thompson.
"I'm excited for the new team. I Jhink it will move ahead. I'm sad that I

^won't be part of the new \)rogram," Andrews said.

"This move will be good for the program, Jerry was trying to do the

best job that he could, but we needed a change. People are relieved, but

now they are excited and motivated for next year," the unidentified

gymnast said. "We needed a change in the way we trained."

The Bruins suffered four serious injuries this season, which even

Tomlinson said was an unusually high number. This sparked questions as

to whether the Bruin training regimen was part of the problem.

"I think we could have been better trained and conditioned," Andrews
said.

*There is no way to tell if our situation would have been different in the

past if we had had a different coach," Hamilton said.

While Tomlinson has had an effect on hundreds ofUCLA gymnasts in

his career, the gymnasts have also had an effect on Tomlinson.

*To me, gymnastics is more than a job, it's my way of life, it's what 1

do, I'll miss it," Tomlinson said.

Bruin Sports Calendar

THURSDAY, MAY 3
OPPONENT LOCATION TIME

Baseball

Softtall

@ Chapman

College

@ Arizona State

Hart Park

Tempe, AZ

7:00 p.m

6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY. MAY 4
Men's Tennis Pepperdine L.A. Tennis Ctr. 1:30 p.m

SATURDAY. MAY 5

Softball @ Arizona Tucson, AZ 1:00 p.m.

Baseball USIU J.R. Stadium 1.00 p.m.

Men's Crew @ Newport

Regatta

Newport Beach 8:00 a.m.

Men's Track S & W Invitational Modesto 1:00 p.m.

Women's Track @ Northridge

Open
Northridge 1:00 p.m.

SUNDAY. MAY 6

Men's Tennis

Baseball

@ UC Urvine

USIU

In/ine

J.R. Stadium

Noon

1:00 p.m.

COUNSELING
A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FIJI Vv/AY, MARINA DEL REY
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Introduce the guaranteed
APARTMENT LOAN PROGRAM

»

If you are moving, you can qualify

for a loan to cover all move-in

costs up to $750.00.
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Please stop by the Westwood
Student Federal Credit Union

trailer, located behind Ackerman
Union and ask for details.
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We are open from 10 AM to 3 PM
daily.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming
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Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline
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We're here to help.
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WIN ?<»

Instantly f

:%:<«:

i
USE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF MOVIF*;

,

(
TV & MUSIC TO WIN INSTANT CA$H
-Whef»>o« «i {213) S7&~TIP$ yw wi be asked one of six

I emena^iment irivia que$tion$, answer correctty and win $100.00 or

I
anotier vatualiie phae Hghi on fia ^.

I Everyone fe a W^ER and w« receive a PRIZE just for calling.

(•Must be 18 to play.

>7 days a week. 24 hrs. a d^ $2,00 per ca8<

f PLAY TRIVIA QUIZ CpNTIEST

976-TIPS (8-4-7-7)

VISION CARE
See the difference!

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only «

7.
99 + 2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
EVEN WITHOUT-/MX)UPOMt
must m*ntion coupon wrh«n ordttring

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

ahf S pm oniy .-arm onJy - Canadta

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

$99 FUTON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

C A¥ "P FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR
PILLOWS WITHANYPURCHASE

You Get Both of futons and frame
\

,

$50 VALUE.'Pieces

QUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 PC. $45
FULL 2pc. $55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
"^ KiNG3pc.$95

FUTON MATTRESSES

$45^65
TWIN QUEEN

$55 $85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

659 S. LA BREA (1/4 Block North of Wlbhire)

(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335
OPEN 7 DAYSiril6ii.-JFrL 10 am-7pni
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Babraj has managed to

keep UCLA crew afloat

Dodger Blue/By Carolyn LaPierre

By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

.

1'
. •I ^-P'

Zcnon Babraj has only |)cen

UCLA's head crew coach s|nce

1986, but has already introduced a

winning program and many
changes to UCLA crew.

Babraj (whose name is pro-

nounced ZEN-nen BAIi-bra) has

coached each team since 1987 to

victory in the Pac-10 champion-
ships. Three consecutive Pac-10
championships is a feat only the

Washington Huskies, a perennial

powerhouse, have equaled.

He has also been the Pac-10
Cloach of the Year for the last three

years.

When Babraj defected from
Poland six years ago to start a new
life in the United States, he
intended to put his coaching career

behind him.

He left everything: his career,

his family, his thesis on ''Bilateral

Transfer in Motoric Skills," and
his diploma. At least he got his

diploma back.

He left his counU7 because of

political situations which he
declined to discuss. But he was
also unhappy with the crew prog-

ram at the Warsaw Club "SKRA,"
an Olympic training center, whereipic gaming

licad cuaoEhe was licad cuaci

"I coached in Poland. . . from
1978 until 1984, including
Olympic games," Babraj said.

"When you start gelling involved

with the elite athletes it's more of a

survival game. They mostly train

to keep a certain lifestyle. Athletes

had a belter life in the Eastern Bloc
ihan the average cili/en."

After Babiaj defected, he settled

in Washington where he enrolled

in classes at the University of
Washington and looked to rowing
to fill spare time.

"Friends introduced me to

(Washington coach) Richard
Erick.son . . .He pulled my resume
and said, 'No, no, you cannot do
this. You must coach,' " Babraj

said.

So much for Babraj 's plans to

leave coaching behind him.

He began coaching the fresh-

man crew at Brown University.

"Rowing seemed fresh compared
with what I was doing in Poland.

From this moment on it

was. . . exciting and 1 wanted to

coach a college crew. Much more 1

was looking for a program (that

could) grow, move up."

He looked at only iwo schools:

Brown University and UCLA.
"1 flew here lo l(X)k at the

program and said, 'This is a pretty

nice place lo organize a crew and
build it to a national level of
competition,' " Babraj continued.

In 1986, his first year as a Bruin
coach, Babraj quickly established

discipline and made changes in the

structure of the UCLA crew
program.

Babraj earned a reputation as a
strict, no-nonsense guy.

"I've been in the sport since

1968 and 1 never was into a

recreational type of rowing and 1

don't know recreational
rowing. . . We have to do every-

thing right, and maybe that's

brought new standards which
changed everything: from beha-

vior in the boat to rowing on the

water.

"Maybe that's how an outsidei*

would perceive (me) as a hard-

nose, but I don't know anything

better," he laughed.

Babraj also introduced a new
level of professionalism to UCLA
rowing. When he began four years

ago, there was only a part-time

women's crew coach, no freshman

coach for the men's or women's
teams, no rigger to handle the

maintenance of the shells, and a

tiny budget f
Babraj changed all but the

budget.

Presently the women's crew has

two coaches, Kelly Salonites for

the varsity and junior varsity

teams, and Marisa Hurtado for the

freshman and novice teams. For-

mer Bruin crew member Mike Still

is coaching the men's freshman

team. A full-time rigger also

travels with the shells for all

competitions.

"When I came here the first time

I thought that UCLA (was) simply

cutting the budget because the

crew was kind of a lame sport We
didn't have any results and^yc^
didn't have any good coaching for

the program," Babraj said.

The ihree-time Pac-10 champ-
ion crew team is still dealing with

large annual budgetary cuts, said

Babraj. "This year we had more
cuts. The first year I came here the

budget was cut from previous

years by 50 percent. We now have

more pressure on alumni to raise

this money."

The alumni. Friends of UCLA
Rowing (FOUR) established an

endowment fund to help cover

Things are looking up for

former Bruin Eric Karros

cosis of the Bruin year-round crew
program.

Former UCLA Bruin Karros

Karros has never been one to go
with Ihc How or follow in the path

of others. In fact, this ihrce-spori

product of Patrick Henry High
School refused to complete the

uansition his entire high school

infield made together lo San Diego
State University.

"1 didn't want lo go lo San
Diego State," said Karros, "I had
grown up in San Diego, I wanted lo

go to UCLA."
Destiny called Karros to UCLA.

With or without a scholarship,

baseball was his game, and West-
wood was the place. A walk-on to

the UCLA baseball team ia4986,_
Karros was deictmincd lo make
himsclfnolicedandlo cam himself

a spot on the first base bag al Jackie

Robinson Stadium.

In 1986, Karros balled a hoi .454

in limited action, and helped the

Eiruins win a key Pac-10 game laic

in the sca.son as he went 3-for-3

wiih three RBI to help defeat

Arizona as the Bruins moved into

first place. The Bruins captured the

Pac-10 title that year with a 21-9

record.—Karros e arned h imxci f the

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM $15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

BSL • WJ • Ceba • AG • B&H • etc

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM;

FREE CARE KIT

LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 2o7-6235

Mmkm M I^SQ)
(6th time free for new clients)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Aye.

(Between Kinross »nd Undt>r4>ok)

824-2826
Kxpir«;« .'>/H/9U

/ , >^W»»v{^ ^/Jyv-/

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
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Eric Karros

In 1988, not only did Karros
enjoy an outstanding junior sea-

son, balling .415, slugging 17

home riins, and knocking 54 RBI,
but the Co-Captain was named
third-team All-American by Base-

ball American al first base.

The postseason honors did nol

ing position at first base for the

Bruins, but was repositioned al

Uiird base when Bob Hamelin
joined the team. Hamelin, a power-
ful first baseman, ialcr opted for

junior college lo become drafi

eligible (and is now a lop prospect

in the Kansas City Royals minor
league system).

Karros was moved back to his

original first base position where
he earned ihird-leam All-America
honors.

In 1987, Karros earned first-

team AlI-Pac-10 honors as he

started al first base in 4 1 games. He
broke UCLA records with 23
doubles, 269 al bats, and 66 games
played, hilling safely in 50 of 66
games.

start - Slop thoro, o i h(^p< i nf i nflc/l ' Ht-r -

ond-leam All-District 8, first-team

All-Pac-lO, and UCLA Co-MVP.
UCLA senior shortstop Mike
Hankins said of Karros, "His
intensity is an inspiration to his

teammates, he inspired me. The
Greek, as his teammates callc^l

him, is a hard-nose^, aggressive

competitor. As caplam, he was a

great role model."

Karros became the third Bruin
since 1979 to wiit the Pac-lO
batting title, joining Don Slaughi

(now with the Pittsburgh Pirates),

and Shane Mack (now with the

Minnesota Twins). Among his

record breaking statistics, he com-
piled a .989 fielding percentage at

See KARROS, page 54

BiiY^NE tARGE BEER
or SAKE

GET ONE
'» CALIFORNIA ROLL

FREE!
5 00 p m - 7:00 p m

7 days (laKe out excluded} /

m:>movama
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 20B-778

To make matters worse, the

athletic department was threaten-

ing to reduce the crew program tO"

"club" status as opposed to being

classified as a sport.

"We're not a big priority here,

not even a memtxir of this (sports)

family," Babraj joked. "Yeah,
right now we're a sport, but we'll

fold as a club. We can say, 'Let's

close the shop.'
"

With the yearly budget cuts,

Babraj .says the crew program is

forced to take it year by year.

"It's a year-to-year business.

It's not like you can sit down and
say, 'Okay, we're planning to win
the national championships in

three years.' I don't know if I'll be
here next year and I don't know if

we'll have a program next year on
this scale," Babraj said.

This aLso affects recruiting. '

"One guy from Sweden is from
the National team, Leif (Peters-

son). I told him straightforwardly,

'Listen, I don't know if we'll be

existing in June.'
"

Petersson decided to aitend-

UCLA, but many others do not.

"It's difficult to attract the guy
who has an entry into Washington
or Cal where he can get some
financial help, study, and doesn't

(need to worry) about money,-
food, (or) transportation. He's
carried around/' Babraj said.

Because of the budgetary con-

straints, the crew program is

multiply handicapped.

But despite all the problems.

Babraj keeps the crew team more
than just floating. UCLA crew is a
real winner.
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A Bruiihtumed-Trojan is am-Bushed in tlie Coiiseum
Plus Other juicy tidbite from UCLA athletics

DAILY BRUIN FILE

This isn't Traveler, but one former Bruin may have a date
with the business end of the Trojan equine mascot.

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

When former UCLA track

coach Jim Bush, who led UCLA to

five NCAA championships, was
introduced to the crowd at Satur-

day's UCLA-USC meet, he was
booed by some of the UCLA fans

in attendance, ostensibly because
he is now the hurdles coach at

use.
Those boo birds apparently have

short memories. Bush was the man
who led UCLA to become the top

track program in the country, is a

Kick back, put your feet up, and check out this edition of On the Beat

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENOED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

ai tpttMetrle carter |V^^
DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.Inc.
o r T a m t r a I

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCU)

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only forniaterials & services needed.

SCOOTER TECH
ACCESSORIES

.

NOW OFFERING SCOOTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• Helmets • Baskets . Scooter Oil

• Locks • Batteries • Genuine Honda & Yamaha Parts

107o Off any accessory withLthis ad..,(Expires 5yii/90)

10971 WeyBurn-- Next door to Folofel Factory-- 824-2040
10-6, M-F

TO CELEBRATE, SCOOTER TECH IS SLASHING BACK SERVICE PRICES TO 1987

275X10
Tire and Tube Installed

39 95

Flats Fixed
15,95

(plus parts)

50 cc Service
35.95

(plus parts)

80-250CC
Tune and Service

(plus ports)

As always, FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off your scooter at
the new Scooter Tech Accessories for service.

10422 Santa Monica- 470-4745 9-6, M-F
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ON THE BEAT:
A Bruin Notebook

member of the National Track and
Field Hall of Fame, and is one of
the greatest track coaches in

history.

He decided to coach at USC to

help the son of one his old pupils,

Ron Copeland, who died tragically

of a heart attack.

Bush was noticeably hurt by the

shabby reception.

"Thejhinxthat hurts

man puts one-third of his life into

UCLA, and then they say those
nasty things. That's no way to treat

a man," he said.

"1 just like working with young
people. I don't care what color
uniform they"re wearing."

Viva Venegas: UCLA weight
events coach Art Venegas, stand-

ing nearby when Bush was booed,
immediately strode up to the

coach, whom he clearly admired,
and said defiantly, "Let me shake
your hand in front of all

these . . .," which ne proceeded to

do, to the appreciation of Bush.

Still got the fire: UCLA Assistant

Track Coach John Smith, who ran

a smooth, blazing fast leg in the

"Legends 800-meter Relay" on
Saturday, still has the old competi-
tive spirit.

—•*rm not out here to lose," he
said. "I may be 40, but I still have
the same enthusiasm as I did when
I was 20. That hasn't changed, and
it never will."

Tlie Bruins won the race.

A real kiss-ass: Brian Theriot,

another Bruin legend, who ran the

anchor leg for the victorious

Bruins, had said he would kiss the

derriere of a certain white horse

who spends a lot of time at the

Coliseum, if the Bruins won by
less than two seconds.

However, the Bruins won by
only one second.

Theriot smiled. "I guess techni-

lost^ny bet. They should get
Traveller out here."

Fortunately, no one took him up
on it.

Fight on: At a recent social

gathering in the friendly neighbor-
hood of Isla Vista, a former U$C
basketball player proved that

'Once a Trojan, once a Trojan* is

very true.

Bob Erbst transferred to UCSB
to play ball for the Gauchos and
was cornered at the gathering by a

group Qf UCLA fans, who asked
about the change of scenery

Erbst described the lasting

effect USC had on him this way.
While at Troy, Erbst's license

plates read, "ME AT USC."
Now that he's at UCSB, Erbst's

plates read, "USD TRJN."

See NOTEBOOK, page 51

SPECIAL CAMPUS OFFER !! \

UCLAOPOLY ONLY $19.98
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST !

aqmes
CDESTCDOOD
MONOPOLY . DUNGEONS & DRAGONS • CHESS

DARTS . AVALON HILL • PUZZLES
GAMBLING SUPPLIES

BACKGAMMON
GO

10906 Le Conte phone : 824-1128
Westwood Open 1 am to 7 pm

9 pm Fri & Sat y
PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

Laurie Champman is quickly letuming to tlie fast tracl<

1 Senior has am past injuries, now races toward NCs
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By Sutai Tsaowimonsirl

Contributor

Injuries are all part of the game
if you are an athlete. It goes with
the turf. If you play, you pay.

No one knows this t)ettcr than

UCLA senior track athlete Laurie
Chapman, who has run in only
three meets so far this year.

Nonetheless, she is already one of
five Bniin multiple-event quali-

fiers for the Pac-10 Champion-
ships.

Chapman's freshman season
was injury-free, and she showed
off her talent. She took sixth in the

Pac-lOs in the 3000 meters and
15th in the 5000.

But an achilles tendon injury

before Ijer sophomore season left

her almost two months l)chind

schedule. Even so, Chapman
recovered sufficiently to have the

best year of her career by recording

a personal-best time in the 1500-
and 3000-meter events at the Pac-
10s that year.

In Chapman's junior year, her

success continued — she had five

top- 10 finishes in the fall cross

country season, and was the top

Bruin finisher in the NCAA meet
that year. But twa months into the

and District meets.

"The (cross country) team
needed me this past season
because some members of the

team just didn't do as well as they

should," said Chapman.
This spring, Chapman had to

train through tendinitis on her foot

for track, and started to compete
last month at the USC Twilight

Meet, where she qualified lor the

Pac-lOs with a 30(X) meter time' of

9:47.42.

Through all of the injuries, she

has not redshiried. She continues

Tve learned a lot

^Fom the infurksr
and made my
adjustments. . .Fm
Still maturing
physically so Tm
not that worried.
The best is yet to

come.

Laurie Chapman

to be a "team player" who has

sacrificed her eligibility to help the

man. "(Coach) Messina worked so
hard and it's not fair for him."

But most of the time, Chapman
is very optimistic about her future,

because women track athletes

reach their peak in their late 20s.

"I've learned a lot from the

injuries mentally, and made many
adjustment^," said Chapman. "But
I'm still mkuring physically and
ril have to wait because my body
is still settling and gelling
stronger. . .so I'm not that wor-
ried.

'The best is yet to come," she
added.

"Even though' she has more
experience and handles more in

practice, she wil l need more racinp,

experience," said Messina. "She
only ran in five meets this year,

two in cross country in the fall and
only three on the track."

Currently, Chapman has only
the Oregon meet (where she will

concentrate on qualifying for

NCAAs in the 5000) before the

Pac- 1 Os on May 18, where she will

try to qualify for the NCAAs in the

3000. And although Chapman has
never qualified for the NCAAs,
she has already set a humble goal

for herself: to represent UCLA in

that meet.
track season, her season ran ^^""^ mmprif', rvrn thm i igh hrr >i|

^.^^^^^ ^^ ,m, ^,,^ ^^^^ jp=

+

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Laurie Chapman is just getting back in stride after some
major injuries. ^

afoul due to a severe knee injury

When this year's cross country
season began. Chapman was still

recovering from knee surgery.

Nonetheless, she decided to use up
her last year of eligibility in cross

country to run in two races. She
placed seventh in both the Pac-10

injury-shortened seasons.

Although Chapman is some-
times frustrated, she just puts her

head down and trains hard, and it

has paid off. Chapman has two
Pac-10 qualifying limes so far.

"Of course, the injuries cause
frustration sometimes," said Chap-"

hfe," said Chapman. "And if I

score points, great; if not, I'll be
satisfied because I'll know I gave it

my best shot."

However, if UCLA expects to

win the NCAA title in women's
track and field, Chapman will need
to score points.

HgAgUNES/
DINER & PRESS CLUE
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Best Burger In
The Village"

1/4 lb CHEESEBURGER
FRIES

ALL YOU CAN DRINK

Anytime...All The Time
10922 KINROSS 208-2424

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $^4-$?4_'

Suites

Complimentary Sh^^
Complimentary Coi
Complimentary Park!

Full kitchens, Heated^poL Color t.V.s ^ f

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^^d
213/474-3511 or 800/44-^HOTi

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOlHTi OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

Q)^A

z-r-.-?:-

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

Shabbat Shalom
Beit Teshuva:
Drug Abuse
in the

Jewish Community
join members of Beit Teshuva, a ,^roi/;' of recovering Jewish drug abusers,

to discuss the problems of addiction in the Jewish community-. With Shabbat

dinners like this, who needs the, rest of the week?

Friday, May 4th——— -^-6:30 P.M.
-

at Hillel,. 900 Hilgard Ave.
$5.00 for dinner.

Please call 208-3081 for reservations and more information.

sponsored by Hillel Students' Asstviation

«ooeooooeooeoooooow

T
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Sports
No renewed contract for women's gym coach

Tomlinson will not return to coach BaiinsThe Tomlinson Era

YEAR

1979-80

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

1988-89

1989^90

OVERALL
RECORD REG'L NATL
19-5

21-5

14-10

12-6

23-5

8-20

14-6

22-3

18-0

23-1

17-3

2nd

1st

1st

2nd

2nd

4th

tnd-
1st

2nd

1st

1st

5th

2nd

6th

6th

2nd

dnq

7th

3rd

3rd

2nd

4th Jerry Tomlinson
'II'

TOTALS: 191-64(749)

By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

The UCLA athletic department

announced Wednesday that head

women's gymnastics coach and

Pac-10 Coach of the Year Jerry

Tomlinson will not return next

year because the department
believes that the program needs a

"new direction."

UCLA senior associate athletic

director Judith R. Holland said

Tomlinson 's contract has not been

renewed for the 1990-91 athletic

year.

The decision not to renew his

contract was announced yesterday

although Tomlinson had known of

the decision since last Wednesday,
he said. Tomlinson, who was just

21 when he took over the team 1

1

years ago, declined to elaborate on
the athletic department's reasons

for the move.
Although Tomlinson and his

Bruin teams never won an NCAA
jeanLchampion trophy, the prog-

ram moved into the national

spotlight in the last decade with the

Cal State Northridge graduate as

its leader.

"We appreciate the job Jerry has

done in building the UCLA prog-

ram, but I believe we need to move
in a new direction to be successful

in the future," said Holland, who
has indicated in the past that she

would like to hire more women
coaches to head women's teams at

UCLA. u
Tomlinson, who was also the

NCAA Coach of the Year in 1989,

said he believes he has done
everything in his power to make
the program^^uccessful. "I would
have to say I really feel that I did

the job that I was there to do in

producing^uality people," he said.

' "I'm very proud of our season

and I'm very proud of our
athletes. . . . They held their own

See TOMLINSON, page 52

UCLA gymnasts not surprised

by athletic department action

By Ricnard j. Marcus
Staff Writer

The UCLA athiciic dcpanmcni, in a move by senior asscK'iaic athletic

director Judith R. Holland, announced yesterday that it would not renew
the contract of 11 -year head women's gymnastics coach Jerry

Tomlinson. Tomlinson 's replacement for next season is not known at this

time ^ : ___^
"The athlctic^department wants to lake the team in a new direction, and

Ihcy certainly have the right to do so," said Tomlinson, who added that he

wasn't surprised thai his contract was not renewed.
^ In 11 yearsatUCLA, Tomlinson compiled a record of 191-64, but nev-

er won an NCAA championship, finishing second three limes. He- said

that the fact that the Bruins failed to win an NCAA title may have
influenced the athletic department's decision. But Tomlinson would not

comment when asked if he had been treated fairly by UCLA.
Regarding the decision, reaction from Bruin gymnasts was mixed.
"Wc are going to miss Jerry as a person, but 1 think that the change was

necessary to bring our program into the 90's," senior AU-American Jill

Andrews said.

The gymnasts that were reached for comment all agreed that the move
by the«athletic department was not a surprise.

"It wasn't a surprise at all. It was apparent that there needed to be a

ch^mge," Andrews said.

'I'm not sure of the reasons why Jerry's contract wasn't renewed,"
senior AIl-Amcrican Kim HamilU)n said. "I feel sorry for him and his

family."

"We've heard talk before. The job security in coaching isn't very

su-ong," said former Bruin gymnast and current assislani coach Tanya
Service. "But, it is surprismg to me bccau.se you always think thai what
you hear is a rumor.

"Jerry is a nice guy, but I can understand ihe athletic department's pos-

ition, they want to win championships," Service added.
"^*Our program has been more or less stagnant for the past few years,"

said a current UCLA gymnast who did not wish lo be identified. "For the

last four or five years, we've been in the lop four teams in the country, yet

See REACTIONS, page 55

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Brum

Ttie UdLA Atliletic Department announced yesterday that it would not renew Jerry Tomlin-
son's contract for next season.

Gauchos shoot down Bruin Bombers up North
GOLETA — A six-run inning

wasn't enough for the UCLA
baseball team yesterday, as the

Bruins (32-20) lost to the UCSB
Gauchos, 8-6 at Santa Barbara.

The Bruins dropped their non-

conference record to 18-4 while

UCSB (36-14) extended its win
streak to 10 games.-

Dave Zancanaro (9-5) got the

loss for the Bruins. He went six

Baseball

UCLA 6

UCSB 8
WP: Shawn Loucks (9-2)

LP: Dave Zancanaro (9-5)

innings and gave up eight runs on
eight hits while striking out six.

The Gauchos' Shawn Loucks (9-2)

picked up ihe win.

The Bruins did all their scoring

during a third-inning rally that was
highlighted by left fielder Joel

Wolfe's three-run homer. With
one out, designated hitter John
Glantz and second baseman Man-
nie Adams both walked. The next

three batters delivered consecutive

singles, two dribbling ground balls

and a "dying quail" to left. With

two runs already in, catcher Paul

Ellis picked up an RBI with a

sacrifice ground ball to shortstop.

That put runners at second and
third, and Wolfe only needed a

single to tie the game. But he went
for all the marbles, driving the ball

over the centcrficid wall for a

three-run dinger to put the Bruins

up, 6-4.

The Gauchos came back to tic

the game in the fourth inning on
Jerrold Rountree's two-run single

off Zancanaro 's glove. They took

the lead in the fifth on a sacrifice

fly by ccnterfielder Mike Czamet-
zi.

The Bruins travel to Hart Park
tomorrow to face Chapman Col-
lege in another non-conference

match.

Jeff Imperado

Fight on this, Trojans
These astonished UCLA fans (left) can only

wonder why anyone would even think of

attending U$C. But don't worry Bruins, SC gets

ripped a new one in this week's notebook. And of

course, nothing's better than a ripped Trojan.

See page 58

Time for a mettdown?
They're picking up momentum like a snowball

down a freshly groomed ski slope. But can ihe

top-ranked women's softball team keep it up?

The Arizona schools don't4hink they have a

chance in hell, or should wc say, Tucson and

Te^npe. .

See page 55

Appreciated Fans
Stop the presses! Forget that midterm! Now

it's your turn to meet the elite men of the UCLA
football team. This Saturday at 10:30 am at

Spaulding Field, the gridders will be available for

pictures and autographs to all UCLA fans. Let's

get this Rose Bowl year started on the right foot.

,•» -"Hfr
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^
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Benefit run to
he field Sunday
^="Run Like a Bruin," UCtAV
annual benefit run, will be held

on campus early Sunday morn-
ing.

Participants in the 5-kilomc-
ter and 10-kilometcr runs must
meet at the base of Janss Steps

at 7:30 and 8:15 a.m., respec-

tively.

UCLA students, faculty and
staff can _prc-registcr today at

Bru7n~^Walir aM~lhc~CcnIrar
Ticket Office. Fees arc $9 for

individuals and $32 for teams.

Registration on Sunday will

cost $12 for individuals and $32
for teams.

Proceeds will go lo Uni-
Camp, UCLA's official charily.

Inside
UCLA studeift

A UCLA student was
arrested in Westwood on
Thursday on suspicion of drunk
driving.

See page 7

Viewpoint

Support the
grape boycott
The UCLA community

should support ihe boycott of
grapes grown with dangerous
chemical spraying ihat harms
workers.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

On the creepy
side. . .

Based on stories by Stephen
King, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
and Michael McDowell, Tales
From the Darkside,' which
opens citywidc today, spares no
blood or gore.

See page 16

Sports

Softball rumble
with the 'Cats

The UCLA softball team will

lake on the University of Arizo-

na Saturday night in Tucson.

See page 32

Pouiakidas wins USAC presidency
Check-off fee

approved by

undergrads
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

TV

In a thrcxj-candidatcfacc, Dean
Pouiakidas won the undergraduate

-presidency by an ovcrwhelffltng 7

1

percent, the Election Board
announced early this morning
while students cheered his victory.

"I'm completely overwhelmed.
SiudcnLs had confidence in me last

year , . . and have reaffirmed their

confidence in me," Pouiakidas
said.

Pouiakidas, the current student

welfare commissioner, received

all but one endorsement given by
student inlercsl groups.

About 27 percent of the student

body lurned out to vote in this

years electiuii, wMic f i some ca ll ed
"disgusting."

Academic Affairs Commission-
er-elect Sam Kaufman expressed

concern that the confusion, which
arose after soma <studonis discov-

ered they couldn't vote because
llicir rcgisuation cards indicated

they had already voted, may have
forced the Election Board not to

Certify some candidates' results.

Two of the six general rep-

resentative candidates and the-

candidaies for second vice presi-

dent received votes that were so

close that they could not be
certified and may face a run-off

next week upon council's approv-
al.

Eleclion Board Chairwoman
Daneile Martin said she "strongly"

rccofnmends a run-off for these

candidates.

A majority of at least 10 percent

of the student body approved all

referenda on this year's ballot.

They include the CALPIRG
referendum lo keep the negative

check-off fee on regisu^ation cards;

CHARGES COOLEV,0a,V Brjir.

Supporters surround and congratulate Dean Pouiakidas after learning oftiis election at?:30
a.m, this morning. Tli£LJitsukSzwemjananitnct?d on the steps outsidy Kkjfuktioff h^ufl =

Undergraduate Election Results

T01AL UCLA
UNDERGRADUATES:
22,728

NUMBER OF VOTERS:
6,186 (27.22%)

PRESIDENT

Dean Pouiakidas 71.76%

Scott Perry 2187%
Peter KoeWer 6.37%

EXECUTIVE VtCE-PRESIOENT

Michael Cerillo 53.14%

Steve Gonzalez 46 827o

SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT

Darren Kameya Not certified

David Pratt Not certified

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES

Holly Carrington 27.66%

Kevin Winenberg 26.62%

Alvin Parra Not certified

Derek Hu Not certified

Gary Gonzalez 11.16%

James Hail • 3.44%

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Sam Kaufnian 59.74%

Kelly L Hand - 40.26%

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Lance S.AIIice 100.00%

FACILITIES _
Alex Huitgren

Ben Renda

FUNDS FOR STUDENT
INITIATED CAMPUS
Ytt

No

61.10%

38 90%
"53.36%

.44.64%

CAMPUS EVENTS
Eugene Hernandez

Stefan Sacks

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Ramie Dare

Dave Lim

79.47%

20.53%

84.77%

15.23%

FINANCUIL SUPPORTS
Octavio Navarro 100.00%

STUDENT WELFARE
Carol Darwish 100.00%

AMENDMENT TO REMOVE
THE VOTES OF NON-STUDENT
MEMBERS
Ye« 73.81%

No 26l9*'/c

AMENDMENT TO
RESTRUCTURE THE OFFICES

OF THE VICE PRESIDENTS

Yes 78J2%
No 21 18%

VOLUNTARY POSITIVE CHECK-

OFF FOR SECOND HARVEST
Yes 78.90%

No
"

21 lO^Vo

VOLUNTARY NEGATIVE

CHECK OFF FOR CALPIRG

Yes 53.28%

No 46 72°'o

SOURCE: Election Board

a $2 positive check-off fee for

Second Harvest, a charity group
that feeds the homeless; and a

referendum to allot additional

funds to student government com-
missions and student-initiated ser-

vice programs.

Two constitutional changes —
one lo remove voles of non-sludcni

members on undergraduate coun-

cil and another to restructure the

offices of the vice presidents,

cffalive in the 1991-92 year —
were also approved.

TOM VUN/ Daily Brum

The popular television cartoon
character Bari Simpson netted W
write-in votes overall, said Mike
Spcnce, an Election Board official.

Reports from Sarah Suk and
Matthew Fordahl

Bill may force UCLA to list remains
By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

The state Legislature is faced with a bill

which would require all institutions in posses-

sion of Native American remains, such as

UCLA, to compile a list of their collections and
allow Native American descendants to rebury
their ancestors' bones if ihey wish.

Assembly Bill 2577, sponsored by Assemb-
lyman Richard Katz, D-Sepulveda, would
directly affect UCLA, which houses more than

1,000 skeletal remains of Native Americans in

the Museum of Cultural History located in

Haines Hall.

The remains have touched off a controversy

on campus betwc-en researchers and Native
Americans. Anthropology professors have
argued that the collection provides valuable

research material and offers a great opportuni-

ty to investigate the culture of the Native
Americans who kept no written history.

However, Native American groups have
maintained that because of spiritual and
religious reasons, they should have a right fo

decide the fate of their ancestors' remains.

"It's a question of respect for individual

cultural beliefs," Katz said.

Native Americans performed culturally rich"

religious ceremonies to bury their deceased
"with the expectation thai they would remain

buried in the ground. TTieir excavation is a

violation of the custom and tradition of the

people. People don't have the right to take that

kind of action," Katz said.

"Imagine how families of victims of the

Holocaust would feel if the remains of the

victims were put on display," Katz said. "We
ought to show the same respect that everyone

else has accorded to their ancestors," he added.

Responding to anthropologists' arguments

on the potential value of research, Katz said he

has not heard of any significant scientific

discovery from research on Native American
remains. And in terms of performing experi-

ments, he said, "You can't do research today

without the consent of the individual."

According to Katz, in the case of deceased

Native Americans, consent must be obtained

from their most likely descendants.

"Research is important, but human rights

and decency are more important," he added.

Native American burial sites and skeletal

reriiains are protected by existing laws. Those
individuals found illegally removing human
remains or cultural artifacts from burial sites

are subject to criminal penalties. Workers who
happen to uncover Native American burial

sites are also required by law lo report these

findings and lake appropriate measures in

preserving or relocating all found items. AB
2577 would broaden the extent of such existing

protection.

AB 2577 would specifically require that all

persons and institutions that possess collec-
tions of Native American remains and asso-
ciated grave artifacts make lists and forward
them to the Native American Heritage Com-
mission by July 1, 1992. The Commission
would in turn notify the most likely descen-
dants of the remains by Oct. 1, 1992 and allow
them to decide which items, if any, they would
want returned.

The bill also provides detailed arbitration

procedures in case disputes arise, but the final

word rests with the Native American Heritage

Commission. Failure to abide by the poiicies

set forward by AB 2577 could result in

penalties of $5,000 lo $25,000, and could
possibly mean a cut in slate funds if applicable.

Similar battles have been waged over
collections throughout the country. Native
American groups succeeded in having remains
removed from the Smithsonian in Wjishington.
D.C., and Stanford University voluntarily

came up with its own policy of reluming items
from their collection.

Large collections that would be affected by
AB 2577 are known to be possessed in

California by several UC and- Cal Slate

universities, by the ' stale Department of

Transportation and by the Department of Parks

and Recreation.
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FRIDAY, MAY 4> 1990
• Campus Events Films

- "Driving Miss Daisy", 7:00 pjTL

--^War of the KosesT^.30 p.m.

- AGB
Latinos In Science Day
_r_Boelter Hail 3400
- 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

• Pro|ect Motivation

- CInco de Mayo Celebration

- Westwood Plaza

- 12 noon - 1:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY S. 1990
^etturat-AffiatTF

- Cinco de Mayo
- 12:00 - 6:30 pm
- Perioff Quad
Campus Events Concerts

- Lady Smith Black Mambazo
- Noon ,

'

- Westwood Plaza

SUNDAY, MAY 6. 1990
• SAA

- Run Like a Bmin
- 5K - 7:30 a.m.

- IK - 9:30 a.m.

- lOK - 8:15 a.m.

- Register Now on Bruin Walk

MONDAY, MAY 7. 1990
• Mortar Board

- Initiation Banquet
- 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

- Faculty Center Main Dining Room

^

For more information regarding tiiese

events, please look for these organizations'
' advertisements within the body of the

paper.

^^ f«p m' ^

1 990-91Daily Bruin

Call for Applicants
students interested in tlie following positions

should picic up applications at the Daily Bruin

offices at 112 Kercl<hoff Hall:

Design Editor—

—

—r——
Qity Editor —

-

Assistant News Editors (2)

Assistant Sports Editors (2)

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editors (2)

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Applications will be available at the

receptionist's desk Monday, May 7,

and will be due Friday,May 11 at 5 p.m.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) -825-^898.

.

• 1
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Two markets criticized for su
CALPIRG, Sierra Club picket Vons, Lucky

III rting initiative

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Local environmental groups

criticized Vons and Lucky super-

markets Thursday for collecting

signatures to support an industry-

backed initiative on pesticide.

"We think it's strange that the

supermarkets would team up with

the pesticide industry instead of

the consumer," said David Bunn,

environmental advocate for the

California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG).
But a Vons' public relations

officer defended the store chain's

support for the initiative. 'The
petition is sponsored by the Cali-

fornia Grocers Association
(CGA), which we arc a member of

and of which we support," Vicki

Saunders said.

Lucky representatives were not

available to' comment at press

time.

CALPIRG and the Sierra Club

rallied Thursday in front of the

Vons in Santa Monica, in an effort

to increase public support for their

own pesticide reform initiative.

"I don't know why they're out

picketing stores just because we're

getting signatures. We're just as

entitled as they arc to

signalurcs," CGA President Don
Beaver said.

Bunn of CALPIRG said that he

was outraged thai supermarket

employees were urgmg customers

lo sign CGA's petition at check-

out counters.

CALPIRG representatives said

thai their "Big Green" initiative

would phase out the use of

pesticides in the stale's agriculture

industry.
^"

*They can phase it out, but if

il, it

doesn't
i
do any g(Kxl," Beaver

argued. He said thai allernaUves to

pesticide should be approved

before eliminating the use, other-

wise industries would be hurt and

consumers would have to pay

higher prices.

Beaver said CGA's initiative is

a consumer pesticide enforcement

act for clean pesticides for food.

-t

Pole position
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Design students Janene Case, Sheldon Webster and l^ark B'mke enjoy lunch in the sculpture garden uoder a maypole

they made in their^ textiles class.

See MARKETS, page 1^

Cinco de
Mayo to be
celebrated^

Pirialas and inanachi hands as

well as sack races and ' walcr

balkxni compclilions wiH high-

lighi Saturday's cclcbfalion ot

C'lnco (ic^layo at UCLAr
Cinco de Mayo recognizes

cxico's defeat of franco in a

baillc ihai began on May 5, 1862.

'fhe Fiallle of Pucbia led to

Mexico's eventual triumpb^ fwt^

year*; laior, making May 5 a

landmark dale m Mexican hislor)

Tliis year's aclivliics will Lirgci

ihe working Chicano and l^lino

communities, said Adriaria Man-
ja rre/., one n l the o i gaiii/Lis u l ilic

event.

Several UCLA groups will host

children from local sch(K)ls to

attend ihe celebration, which is

co-sponsored by UCLA's Chica-

no/Laiino student group MEChA,
Ihe Latino Writers Forum and
Barrio Youth Alternatives. '

Two bands, several groups of

folk dancers and a high school

theater group will perform
throughout the day. Also, protest

singer Jose de Molina from Mex-
ico City will enicnain the audi-

ence.

^- "H's going to involve a lot of

people from the community,"
Manjarrcv saia

Cinco de Mayo activities begin

in Perlolf Quad Saturday al nix)n

and continue through 6:30 p.m.

Tina Anima

Elliott acquitted of battery, lewd public conduct
By Christine Hagstrom

Staff Writer

Ruling that four of five women
misidentified their alleged assail-

ant, the jury in the trial of a former

UCLA football player accused of

grabbing women's buttcKks during

daytime campus attacks fuund him

not guilly on eight counts of

battery and lewd public conduct.

Stacey DonncH Elliott, 21, is

scheduled to appear in Los
Angeles Municipal Court on Mon-

day when Judge Ronald Schocn-

berg will decide if the fifth case

merits a retrial. The current jury

was hung after a split decision —
nine not guilty and three guilty —
failed to produce the consensus

necessary to deliver a verdict.

"I felt the jury disregardal the

evidence and their verdict was

based on sympathy for the defen-

dant. 1 think the evidence was
overwhelmingly in favor of a

conviction," said Deputy City

Attorney Mark Lambert, who is

prosecuting the case.

After all five alleged victims

pointed lo Elliott as the man who
grabbed them during daytime

encounters near Pauley Pavilion

and Dyksira Hall last summer,

Lambert said he was stunned by

the decision rendered late last

Friday afternoon.

**I called all the victims. I fell

they were very excellent, credible

witnesses. All five unequivocably

identified Elliott as the person who
attacked them," he said.

Lambert said he was "hopeful"

that a retrial would be grante^l in.

the fifth ca.se even though Elliott's

girlfriend was brought in as an

alibi witness.

"I surmise that those three jurors

(who ruled guilly) did not believe

her. There was no alibi witness in

the other (cases) and the jury might

have just felt that the other women
were mistaken. But this one had an

actual alibi wimess, and Uiey did

not believe her," he said.

Elliot had faced a maximum
sentence of two-and-a-half years

in jail and a $1(),(KK) fine if found

guilly on all ten misdemeanor

charges.

The junior history major is still a

full-lime student, but has removed
himself from the fix)lball le;im

until his legal pr(xecdings are

over.

Calls to both Elliott and his

attorney, James Amisirong. were

not relumed.

Women-only college goes coed after long tradition
By Laura Myers

Associated Press

OAKLAND— Trustees at Mills College

voted on Thursday to admit male undergra-

duates for the first time in the school's 138-

year history, triggering angry cries of "No,

no!" from hundreds of tearful women
students. .

"Wc will not accept this, we have been

betrayed," said Robyn Fisher, the 21 -year-

old senior president of the Associated

Students of Mills College.

The trustees, looking at declining enroll-

ment and revenues and hoping to avoid

dipping heavily into the exclusive school's

endowment, have been considering the

move for more than a year.

"If Mills is to maintain academic quality

and financial strength in the long run, il must

Mills College officials cite need for money
increase its undergraduate enrollment lo al

least 1,(XX)," said board chaimian Warren F.

Hellman, a San Francisco investment

banker. "The trustees believe cc)education

will enable Mills' excellent undergraduate

academic program lo reach more students."

Hellman was all but drowned out by the

angry shouts as he made the announcement

from a podium in grassy Mills Common^
where students had been summoned by

chapel bells lo hear the news.

"Mills has been the center of strong

women and encouragal them to speak out,"

said junior Beckie Albright, who said she

won't be reluming next year. "We deal with

men in bars and in social situations. We
don'l want them in our classrooms."

Dr. Mary S. Mel/, the school's president,

expects the first nien to enroll in the fall pf

19^>1.

"Mills accepts today's vole . . ._as^a

challenge to create a . new model of

ccx^ducalion that moves beyond convention-

al views of women and men and their roles

in scviely," she said.

Al a news conference later, Hellman saicT

32 members of the 35-member board i(X)k

part in the vote and an "overwhelming

majority" were in favor of ciKducalion. He

wouldn't provide a vote breakdown, and

also declined to give a breakdown of the

board by gender, saying only ihat about 60

percent of the members were women.
"Private colleges are becoming out of

reach lor most California sludeiUs," he said.

:"Thc new Mills will continue lo alfinn

women and teach men to learn and

collaborate with women."
Met/ said the school would have lo deal

with angry students "second by second. We
jnticipaled their disappointment. Wc^id
not turn away from this palti lightly. It look a

-great deal of soul searching and hard

lcx)king al reality."'

_ The v(?le came despite warnings lroin_

experts that while admiuing men might

solve the schcx^l's .Jimancial troubles, it

would be part of a'dyijjg trend ihat has

helpal push women 'to Uie back of the

educational bus.

*Thc whole environment on a campus
changes when men are admitted, no matter

See COED, page 13
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Briefs

World

Hostage reportedly

beaten in captivity

Former hostage Frank Reed was
severely beaten after an escape attempt

and was told his mother had died even

though she's still living, his daughter said

Thursday.

"He didn't know she was alive until he

was released," said Marilyn Langston.

"We were able to tell him she was very

much alive."

Langston said she was told Thursday by

a State Department spokesman that

doctors had decided Reed, who is weak
after 42 months in captivity, should

undergo further medical tests.

Frances Jones, a spokeswoman for the

Slate Department's Bureau of Consular

Affairs, said I^ecd would be flown to

AndrcNvs Air Force Base Friday, then

probably to Walter I^ced Army Medical

Center, where former hostage Robert

Polhill was taken after being released

April 22.

Latvia decides on
independence vote
RIGA, U.S.S.R.— Latvia's legislature

on Thursday began debating whether to

declare independence from the Soviet

Union, oxhortod bv Lithuanian Pfggidcm.

Vytaulas Landsbergis to "be strong and

have courage."

Landsbergis said he' came to the

neighboring Baltic republic "to be with

my brothers." He said Latvians, if they

moved more slowly than Lithuania on the

path to secession, would be "trudging

through a jungle."

"I see and feel that Latvia won't retreat

from the principle of independence,"

Landsbergis said in separate remarks to

Latvian Radio.

#^0- and anti-independence protesters

surrounded the Latvian deputies as they

entered the parliament building.

About 50 Soviet Army officers who
live in Latvia gathered with signs pro-

claiming, 'The People and the Army are

United," and "We Won't Go the Way of

Lithuania."

Nation

Lithuania president

visits White House
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Lithuanian

Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunskiene

appealed to President Bush on Thursday

to formally recognize her government's

independence from Moscow.
"I think he's going to see how events

unfold there and he's going to take

decisions which are compatible with U.S.,

Soviet and Lithuanian interests," she said.

Bush said at a news conference shortly

before the45-minute Oval Office meeting

that he sees no role for the United Slates as

a mediator between Lithuania and Mos-
cow.

But Prunskiene, speaking at a reception

as her long day of top-level meetings and

public appeals drew to a close, said that

her countrymen expect more than that

from Bush.

Lawmen convicted

of muFdering inmate

JYLER, Texas — Three white former

lawmen were found guilty Thursday of

murder in the de^lh of a black jail inmate

in 1987. - v.

The all-white jury deliberated for about

four hours, before finding former Hem-
phill Police Chief Thomas Ladner and

former Sabine County sheriff's deputies

Billy Ray Horton and James M. Hyden
guilty in the death of Loyal Gamer Jr.

The 34-year-old Rprien, La., resident

died of head injuries two days after being

arrested on Christmas Day 1987 on

drunken driving charges.

Gamer's death sparked charges of

racism against law enforcement officials

in Hemphill, near the Louisiana line.

An estimated 200 people packed the

courtroom for the verdict.

State

Bill allowing suits

against state fails
SACRAMENTO — The state Senate

has rejected a bill that would allow people

who suffer health problems because of

malathion spraying to sue the slate or

local govemment agencies that ordered

the spraying.

The measure, AB383 by Assemblyman
Mike Roos, D-Los Angeles, went down to

defeat Thursday without debate on an 18-

13 vote. At least 21 aye votes, a majority

of the 40-5eat Senate, were needed for

approval.

Sen. An Torres, D-Los Angeles, the

bill's Senate floor manager, was given

permission to take another vote at a later

session.

The bill is a response to health concems
raised by the extensive aerial spraying of

malathion, a pesticide, to combat the

Mediterranean fruit fly in the Los Angeles

area. ^
Although some medical experts claim

malathion spraying poses no health risk,

the bill's supporters say it may be years

before doctors and scientists determine

conclusively what effect malathion has on

humans.

Senate OKs plan to

link two committees
SACRAMENTO — A compromise

bill designed to lead to the consolidation

of rival transit boards in Los Angeles

County breezed through the state Senate

on Thursday.

By a 38-0 vote, the upper house sent the

measure to the Assembly, which passed a

different version of the proposal last year.

The bill, AB1784 by Assemblyman
Richard Katz, D-Panorama City, would

take several steps to promote consolida-

tion of the Los Angeles County Trans-

portation Commission and the Southern

California Rapid Transit District board.

It would allow the commission's

alternate members to also sit on the RTD
board and it would require the two panels

to hold joint meetings at least four times a

year.

The bill also would encourage the

panels to discuss major fiscal and policy

items at the joint meetings.

Local

Jurors chosen for

second Buckey trial

A jury and six alternates were selected

inursaay tor Raymond Buckeyes secona

trial in the McMartin Pre-School child

molestation case, set for opening state-

ments in Los Angeles on Monday
morning.

The first trial lasted nearly three years

and cost $13 million.

Compiled from the Associated Press

We keep out-of-towners

The all new Brentwood

Suites Hotel is less than a

mile from UCLA and offers

luxurious accommodations

at reasonable rates. ft'sT"

great place for business

travelers, meetings, even

parents visiting for ~ -

graduation. Call us the next

time'you. or anyone you

know, needs a comfortable

home away from home.

Brentwood Suites

HOTEL
199 North Church Lane

Los Angeles, California 90049

One block north ol Sunset at the San Diego Freeway

(213)476-6255

• Our spacious suites

have full kitchens with

breakfast bar and

microwave

• Heated swimnfiing pool

• Spa and sauna

• Free Continental

breakfast daily

• Free Los AngelesTimes

every morning

.

• Governor's Suites

• Meeting facilities

• FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL AITENTION •

• QUALITY S1YLISTS •

HAIRCUTS 50% OFF
1ST TIME CLIENTS ONLY

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $64b

Suites

Complimentary ^K
Complimentary Co _
Complimentary Park^^B w "^ W
Full Kitchens, Heated^

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

LIVE!

^i4M^
IN CONCERT

Wed. and Thurs. May 16 & 17 at 7:30 p.m.

Royce Hall

Join the taping of the HBO special!

FREE ADMISSION
Tickets must be obtained in advance from the

UCL4 Central Ticlcet Office.

For more information call: (213) 825-9261

Presented In cooperation with

the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts
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Continental announces outrageous

student fares. ^139 or less each way.
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summer. And Continental wants to give you a break . Wherever you're .

headed, there's a good chance you con hitch a ride with us. For only ^139 or

less per person each way. And you con bring along a friend of any age

for the some price, .whether they're in school or not.
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Third janitor diarged
Stolen property found in home

'Robot doctor' may revolutionize suigery

By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

University police filed charges

Thursday against a UCLA custo-'^

dian suspected of possessing sto-

len property including university

power tools and electrical equip-

ment, police said.

Three counts were filed against

custodial supervisor Julius Ward,

36, after police found stolen

property at his home in Inglewood,

Detective Phil Baguiao said. Ward
faces two felony charges of pos-

session of stolen property and a

misdemeanor charge of possession

of drug paraphernalia.

Ward was the supervisor of two
custodians previously arrested in

connection with on-campus burg-

laries, and police became suspi-

cious of him after his name came
up in an investigation, Detective

Ric Sanchez said.

Baguiao declined to comment
on any statements Ward has made
since his arrest.

Ward, employed at UCLA since

1988, has been on investigatory

leave since last Friday for a matter

unrelated to the burglary, Facilities

Director Jack Powazek said.

Precision improved with computerized tool

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO"— Research-

ers gave a dog an artificial hip joint

using for the first time a com-

puterized "Robodoc" tool to make
the cavity for the metal implant.

"I think eventually most surgery

will be done like this," said Dr.

Hap Paul of the University of

California at Davis. "It's going to

take 10 or 15 years, but the

improvement in the surgery will be .

so great I doubt anyone will use

hand-held tools anymore."

The researchers say the rotary

cutting tools make a precision

cavity without the chipping and

58,200 Readers
Daily

Advertise 825-2161

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $i20)

iricludes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning

*complete cosnnetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*Iaughing gas available!!

«^

» 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Cultural Affairs incooperation with PROMO present.. .

NOON CONCERT •
SECOND ANNUAL

*

A remembrance of a
continuing struggle

Friday May 4, 1990
with

Westwood Plaza
12 noon - 1 pm

Come enjoy good food and music
Cultural food faire 10 am - 4 pm

irregularities that tend to leave

implanted artificial parts loose.

The researchers were headed

Wednesday by Paul, orthopedics

researcher at UC Davis School of

Medicine, which is in Sacramento,

and a veterinarian at the Sac-

ramento Animal Group in subur-

ban Carmichael.

The dog's upper leg bone is first

fitted nine days in atlvance with

three small steel pins, which the

robot will use for guidance. On the

day of the operation, the femur is

analyzed by a computer.

The surgeon, with the "mouse"
of the computer, experiments on
the computer screens until he has

selected the exact size of metal pan
required. When the computer
screens show the exact size and

location of the required cavity, the

surgeon pushes a button and the

robot goes to work.

With its single moving arm
fitted first with a cylindrical

cutting tool, the robot uses the

three steel pins and the location of

the cavity on the computer screens

to guide itself into the cutting job.

The rest of the operation returns

to human hands.

Paul said, "By programming the

robot to put the prosthesis exactly

where we want it to go, we also

improve the biomechanics of the

joint, so the patient's ability to

walk normally is better too."

^^

BRUIN (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL ;^

I Uli; PAKKINC; (USIIIOINKI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

1093 Broxton Ave.
(Above Wherehouse Records)

Westwood Village, Ca 90024

(213)208-6300

SALON ST. JAMES
Specializing in

Black Hair

now in Ali's Hair Salon

FREE
Clear Cellophane

with

Relaxer
• (must bring ad)

expires 5-5-90

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Trisha Brown Company
Trisha Brown, Artistic

Director/Choreographer

Fri. and Sat., May 4 & 5 at 8:00 p.m.

Programs:
Fndgy

SET AND RESET (1983)
LINE UP (1977)

NEWARK (NIWEWEORCE) (1987)

Satur(jay

LATERAL PASS (1985)
OPAL LOOP (1980)

ASTRAL CONVERTIBLE (1989)

RoyceHall $24,19, 16; 8*

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:

(213) 825-9261
<t)

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(213) 4tO-3232'(714) 740-2000

CmntmrStagm prB-p0r1ormanc0 hctun Sat, May 5 7:00-7:30 p.m.
'Students with full-tim« ID. Student tickets not available at TicketMaster. Rush at showtime
for students and Sr. Gtizens (limited availability). Program, date, time, and prices subject to

change.
This performance is suppdned, in part, by the California Arts Council and the National

Endowment for the Arts..
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UCLA student motorcyclist arrested for drunk driving
Student lost control of bike while police chased him

By Steve Macau ley

^taff Writer

A UCLA student was arrested in

Westwood early Thursday morn-

ing on suspicion of drunk driving

after his attempt to elude police on

his motorcycle ended when he hit a

curb and lost control, university

police said.

Senior Mehran Ashrafi, 24, and

his passenger were taken into

custody just after 1 a.nr Ashrafi^

was booked on felony drunk

driving charges. His passenger,

UCLA alumnus Kenneth Coward,

22, was also arrested for alleged

public drunkenness, police records

show.
' Police said Ashrafi, an eco-

nomics major, was driving illegal-

ly on a sidewalk near the comer of

Weybum and Broxton avenues.

"He didn't stop immediately when
the (police) siren went on,"

—DcuPhil Baguiao said. —

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries^

DR. FRED KHALILl
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110
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However, a traffic accident in

the area forced Ashrafi to take a

detour where he lost control of his

motorcycle.

Both Ashrafi and his passenger,

who were not wearing helmets,

suffered oply mild abrasions from

the fall.

Ashraft's blood alcohol content

was higher than the legal limit of

.08 percent that morning, Baguiao

said. At press time, however, he

_did_Jiot have the exact figure^

"He didn't stop
immediately wh^n
the (police) siren

went on.

Phil Baguiao

The charge against Ashrafi is a

felony because his alleged intox-

ication led to injuries, Baguiao

said.

As of early Thursday evening,

Ashrafi was still in custody at the

West Hollywood Sheriffs Depart-

ment in lieu of $2,500 bail. Deputy

J. Colbert said. Coward was
released Thursday morning.

Officers spotted Ashrafi driving

along a sidewalk, then chased the

1983 Honda motorcycle south-

bound down the alley between

Breton and Gayley avenues for a

block and a half.

A traffic accident congested the

street near the alley's exit and

Ashrafi lost control of his vehicle

when he tried to ride over a curb.

The motorcycle fell and the two

riders hit the sidewalk.

YOU ARE INVITED

to be in a national television commercial

for the hit movie

THETTY WOMAN"
Saturday at l:i5pnt at UCLA DRAKE STADIUM

"featuring a special guest"

please call Carol to confirm - (2i3) 9311330

LIMITED rOSlTlONS AVAILABLE

no parking on campus w/o regular

science fiction

convention

Saturday : SUNDAY
MAYS : MAY 6

9am-8pm ! 10am-7pm
GAMING ALL DAY T • Writers

• ADcV.D Tournjmcni • • Screens riicrs

• Paranoia * • Cosiymmg

• Rolcmasicr • • World Buildinu

• 4().(M)()K Gallic * • Japanimation

• Pn/cs : ! ! I
• Li\c VKi/VVar

and much more ... I

in tITe

ACKERMAN UNION
2nd floor 1

1

ENIGMACON
funded bv ASUCLA BOD. I SAC Proiirammmi: Commiiiee and GSA

« n t dl *%^

All you can eat at an incredible price: Over 50 salad bar items, soup bar (including vegetarian), mufiins, and fruit

•11191 San Vicente Blvd. -Norton Plaza at Montana_^
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Chinese communists praise student protests of 1919
But denounce last June^s student

protests as unpatriotic, harmful

By Kathy Wjjhelm

Associated Press
~

BEUING — Communist Parly

chief Jiang Zemin gave a qualified

vote of confidence Thursday to the

loyalty of China's students at a

4ally-commemorating the coun-

try's first student protests in 1919.

"Young intellectuals as a whole

are good and can be trusted," he

told 3,000 youths invited to hear

him in the Great Hall of the People.

But much of his speech,

intended to honor the student

protesters of May 4, 1919, con-

demned students who protested

last year with the samejJemands
for democracy.

"They bound themselves with

foreign hostile forces and con-

ducted activities harmful to fhc

motherland," the official Xinhua

News Agency quoted Jiang as

saying. "They lost all sense of

national dignity and personal dig-

nity. What qualifications do they

have to talk about patriotism,

democracy and human rights?"

The May 4, 1919 protest by a

few thousand college students at

Tiananmen Gate in Beijing is one

of the major events in modem
Chinese history. The protesters'

demands for democracy and mod-

ernization sparked an intellectual

movement that helped produce the

Communist revolution.

The movement also inspired

later generations of students to

political activism, including last

year's protesters. "May 4th!" was
a rallying cry of the, tens of

thousands of students who
marched through Beijing streets

last April and May to the same spot

as in 1919 — Tiananmen.

Jiang praised the 1919 move-
ment as a "great anti-imperialism

and an ti -feudalism movement as

well as a mind-opening and new
cultural movement in pursuit of

democracy and science."

But he said patriotism in the^

1990s should be expressed through

"devotion to building and safe-

guarding the cause of socialist

modernization."

"Patriotism and socialism are

one and the same," he said. "Only

socialism can save China."

He blamed last year's protests

on students' lack of understanding

of life.

After seven weeks, Chinese

leaders finally crushed the protests

by calling in soldiers who opened

fire, killing hundreds and possibly

thousands of people during two
days of street fighting.
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

Complete eye exam tor glasses and contacts

exettiffig extendefHme OT aes igner fashion -
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eyewear
»AII types of contacts, Daily Wear
Extended Wear and Disposables

•A rainbow of new colors in con:acts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

-" VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOf\^E
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913
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inPomotic
"Quality P( ( omponrnH Supplier"

for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast

20MB Hard Drive in Mini Tower case.

- Run 12 MHz O-W-State. SI = 15.3.

- 640 KB Memory.
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive.

- 1 .2 or 1 .44 MB High Density drive.

- 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and Game port.

- 12" Amber Monitor.

- 200W UL. CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
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Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive Add $110

VGA Monitor Add $360

Please come and test the system then pick it up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS (IPX)
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Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

Open: Mon-Fri 8:30-17:30 - , r>
-| Q QAQ OO 1 T

Saturday 9:00-16:30 '^'- ^ AO-^^O"^^ X /
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•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

(2.3,824-1449

/ .

BSDa choice

Family Planning Associates Medical Group
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British debate over new poll tax spurs national vote
Thatcher's Conservative Party

headed foF-ymbbing,' polls say

'-H"

By Maureen Johnson
Associated Press

' LONDON — Britons voted

Thursday for local councils in the

first comprehensive opinion test

since Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher, now in deep trouble,

won a third term in 1987.

Voters turned out in relatively

large numbers during the daylong

ballot for 201 councils, spurred by
a national controversy over an

unpopular new localjax known as

the poll tax. ~
Officials said the turnout among

the 25 million voters registered in

the 201 councils contested
appeared higher than the usual 30
percent to 40 percent in local

elections.

Opinion polls showed Thatch-

er's Conservative Party, which has

plunged to a record low of more

than 20 points behind the Labor

Party, headed for a drubbing.

According to forecasts from two

weekend opinion polls, the social-

ists were poised to snatch up to 300

seals from the Tories — or one-

fourih of the total defended by the

governing parly.

Prime targets for Labor included

two London boroughs, Wands-
worth and Westminster, where

Conservative administrations with

slender majorities have set the

lowest poll tax rates in the country.

Thatcher has hailed Wands-
worth, charging $243 per adult,

and Westminster, with a $320 tax,

as epitomizing good Conservative

government as opposed to high-

spending Labor-run authorities.

The average poll tax levied by

local authorities is $580, one-third

above government, targets.

Defeat in the two* narrowly held

boroughs would bd^widciy seen as

a personal humiliation for her.'

Another key Labor target i? the

north England industrial city of

Bradford where a right-wing Tory

administration witli a two-seat

majority on the 66-Hiember coun-

cil has imposed stringent econo-

mies.

Problems began a year ago as"

inflation started rising and the

government's attempt to curb it by

hiking interest rates began hurting

millions of new homeowners.
Inflation is now headed toward 10

percent while interest rates are a

high 15 percent.
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''some records are made to be broken . .
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3 CD SET

4 CASSEHES

34.99_

ALL ABKCO
ROLLING STONES

CDS&
CASSEnES—
ARE ON

SALE NOW!

Salt Ends May 8J990

. . . others are made and become a way of life.'

• England's Newest Hit Makers • 12 X 5 • The Rolling Stones. Now! • Out Of Our Heads • December's Children (And Everybody's) •

• Big Hits (High Tide And Green Grass) • Aftermath • Bet>ween The Buttons • Flowers • Beggar's Banquet • Their Satanic Majesties Request •

• Through The Pdst, Darkly • Let It Bleed • 'Get Yer Ya-Ya's Out • Hot Rocks • Got Uve If You Want It! • More Hot Rocks • f
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Manufarlurrd hy

(olltdion avoilobl* on compod disc, chrome top« cossttto i 100H virgin vinyl

abhcoiRfCORDS
1700 Broadway. N*« York. NY 1001*

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR

SHERMAN OAKS
14612 Ventura Blvd

CLASSICAL ANNEX
14U3 VenlHii ll»il

Cam
VIDEO

US7I Vfnluri ll<d

VIDEO SALES 4 RENTALS

BREA
Imperial Hwy ft St College BWd

across from Ihe Brea Mali

NORTHRIDGE
NordhoM near Tampa

across Irom Norlhridqe

fashion Center

TORRANCE
Hawthorne and SepuUeda

across Irom Del Amo Mall

WEST COVINA
San Bernardino Fwy

atW Covina Fashion Pta/a

EL TORO
£1 Toro and Rocktield

in El Toro Center

ANAHEIM
3IMN Beach Blvd

near Knott s Berry farm

PANORAMA CITY
1717 van »«uys Blvd

VIOCO 14679 Parthfma

WESTWOOD'
1071 W«««ood Blvd

icoiiCK«rni(M<i

VIDEO 1060 VVtstwood Blvd

No«mo«<nt(S

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8801 Sunset Blvd \ftSA

CLASSICAL ANNEX
M40 Sunsri RlMl

VIDEO —^

—

VIDEO SALES A RENTALS
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IH^^^P^ -^ 1 HiGHLi(3HT!'!!! !!!!!!!;!!!I!!!!!!! !.. $25!
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l^^^'NG. MAKE-UP 20% OFFl

[?|Jn?ESTvS'BL^^ SHAPOUR at his new
, LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 location at: (213) 475-1 223 -i WIKM Wtam WITH THIS AD WKM wM

Democracy in E. Europe
forces new perspective
Military strategy

may be revised

Presents

I

f

t

LADYSMITH
BLACK

>:;^'.<

PAUL SIMON'S PALS FROM THE

GRACE LAND ALBUM

f^^ MAY 7th NOON t
WESTWOOD PLAZA

^^

ORGANIZER'S
PARADISE

^ from the ordinary to

_ the extraordinary

MOVING SALE!
Beverly Hills Location Only

ENTIRE STORE

20 TO 70 % OFF

Savings In AH Locations

Remember Mother's Day

THREE
STORE

LOCATIONS

BEVERLY CONNECTION
657 1884

BEVERLY HILLS
859 2446

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
824 3648

100 N. LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD
(acro<;s from B(,'verly Cenltir)

266 N. BEVERLY DRIVE

1090 GLENDON AVENUE

By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush scrapped plans

Thursday for newer and more
powerful battlefield nuclear wea-
pons in Europe and called for a

NATO summit to rewrite political

and military strategy for "a new era

in history."

"As democracy comes to East-

em Europe and Soviet troops

return home, there is less need for

nuclear systems of the shortest

range," Bush said.

His decision, canceling moder-
nization of the Lance missile,

amounted to a recognition of

political realities both in Europe
and in Congress.

, West Germany, where most of

the new weapons would be based,

had fiercely opposed the deploy-

ment since the warheads would be

targeted on their countrymen in

East Germany.
Congress, doubting that the new

missiles would ever be installed,

had balked at Bush's request for

$112 m illion for modgmiaat ion .

Bush made his announcement at

a wide-ranging news conference

during which he also said "1

sometimes do worry" that military

hardliners in the Soviet Union
might oust President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev and try to reverse

democratic reforms in Eastern

Europe.

It was Bush's most direct

statement ever about Gorbachev's
grip on power.

Bush said Gorbachev is under

"extraordinary pressure" at home
because of unrest over Lithuania's

drive for independence and the

ailing Soviet economy.
In a lighter moment. Bush

defended his wife Barbara against

complaints by Wellcsley College

students who oppose her as their

graduation speaker.

He said the students may be

right in saying her recognition

comes from his success, but

declared "these young women can
have a lot to learn from Barbara
Bush" anyway.

Bush welcomed statements

from Lithuanian President Vytau-

tis Landsbergis indicating a will-

ingness to compromise with the

Soviets. "I think that is very, very

positive and let's hope it goes

forward," Bush said.

Later, he met with Lithuanian

Prime Minister Kazimiera Pruns-

kiene at the White House.

In addition to these statements

Bush responded to other subjects.

Responding to questions about

the freeing of two American
hostages in Lebanon, Bush said the

United States could not claim

credit for their release.

"There- were no behind-the-

scenes negotiations that will come
out that show that we pulled this

off," said Bush, who previously

has applauded Syria and Iran for

their roles.

The president said he would be

willing to make any gesture of

appreciation to Iran that would not

be viewed as negotiating for the

release of hostages.

Bush announced he had invited

top congressional leaders to a

meeting Sunday in an effort to

"move forward" the budget pro-

cess. The full House and the

Senate Budget Committee have
passed Democratic budg^ ver-

§ionfi tha t €irt defen se spend ing ffw-

r

more than Bush sought.

"I'm not going to sit here and do
nothing," Bush said. But he added,

"We're not into a negotiation.

We're talking process."

He said he was not trying to oust

the man who oversees the nation's

beleaguered savings and loan

industry, L. William Seidman,
chief of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

He said Seidman did not want to

complete his tenti^ and had urged
Bush to replace him with William
Taylor, acting director of the

Resolution Trust Corp.

As for weapons in Europe, the

cancellation of modernization
plans has been in the works for

months following the collapse of
the Berlin Wall and the sweep of

democracy throughout Eastern
Europe.

"The revolutionary changes
transforming Europe are moving
us from the postwar era to a new
era in history beyond contain-

ment" Bush said.

Russian Orthodox Church
patriarch Pimen, 79, dies
By Brian Friedman -

Associated Press

MOSCOW— Patriarch Pimen, who as head of the Russian Orthodox
Church presided over the faith's reawakening after decades of repression
under Soviet rule, died Thursday at the age of 79.
Pimen died at his Moscow residence alter a long illness, the official

Soviet news agency Tass said. It did not elaborate. In recent years, Pimcn
became increasingly frail and rarely celebrated services. When he did
appear in public, he. needed help to stand or move.
As patriarch of Moscow and all Russia since 1971, Pimcn led tens of

millions of believers in the officially atheist Soviet Union. Some critics
accused him of collaboration because he operated within strict limits
imposed by the Kremlin.

"Probably the way he will be remembered is as a pious monk rather
than as a dynamic church leader," said Jane Ellis, a scholar at Keston
College Center for the Study of Religion and Communism, based in
Britain.

After a historic meeting with Mikhail S. Gorbachev in 1988— the year
Christianity celebrated the l.OOOth anniversary of its founding in Russia— Pimen praised the Soviet leader's reforms affecting religion.

In the early years of Pimen's leadership, the Russian Orthodox ChurcTT
supported official Soviet policies, especially the leadership's pronounce-
ments on peace and nuclear disarmament that were critical of the United
Stales.

The state rewarded Pimen for his loyalty. He was a member of the gov-
ernment-sponsored World Peace Committee and traveled extensively. In
1982, he addressed a U.N. disarmament conference in New York.
,
He was awarded the officially sponsored Soviet Peace Commiitoc's

gokf medal. On his 7()th birthday, he received thp government's Order of
the People's Friendship.

;
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Inventions displayed
Innovative works

were presented at

convention site

By Jim Strader

Associated Press

MONROEVILLE, Pa. - If

necessity is the mother of inven-

tion, is silliness the father?

One might think that, based orr

some of the gizmos and gadgets on
display Thursday when a conven-
tion to market inventions got under
way.

Among the items: a portable fire

escape that can be anchored inside

a window m a burning high-rise. :\

trap designed to lure fleas off 'he

carpel aid a device to repc'

mosquitoes ^viih sound I waves.

Also displayed: a plastic gun
that clears clogged drains with a

blast of compressed air, a sand-

laden trash can that won'rtip over,

and golf shoes with playing tips

stitched across the toes. Would you
believe a zipper tie?

, Promoters and inventors from
Wound the world showed off their

creations at the Monrocville Expo
Mart in suburban Pittsburgh,

seeking investors and marketers.

The start of the three-day exhib-

ition marked the unveihng of the

fingine. cTCHlcd by Yoshiro
matsu, who became known as the

"Edison of Japan" after inventing

the computer floppy disk and the

digital watch.

Nakamatsu said his pollution-

free engine, called Enerex, runs on
tap water alone and can create

three times as much power as a

standard gasoline engine.

"It will generate electricity for

Naka. jnveBiflfc

any purpose," he said. "Petroleum
will exhaust in 100 years."

He said he plans to modify the

engine and build a special vehicle

powered by it.

Nakamatsu displayed some of
his other inventions, including

packages of "brain fo(xl," which
he said contains "good elements"
to encourage clear thinking. The
snack food, which tastes like

seaweed, is sold in Japan.—Nakamatsu, 62, said listening to

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and
swimming have helped him main-
Liin the creativity that has enabled
him to obtain more than 2,0(X)

patents in the United Slates and
Japan. .

.
"My Ixjst place to create inven-

•jons is under the water," he said.

Tf» I swim every day."

F'Y swimmers and landlubbers

al'kc. David Cecil wore the itgm he
was pnnnoting a zipper lie.

'You'll never have to tie your

Uc again,' he .said, as he drew the

knot down to display a hidden

zipper.

He pulled the short end of the tie

and zipped.

"A perfect double-Windsor
knot," he said. "A hundred percent

silk."

Cecil represents Zijtpertie

Enterprises, a Pittsburgh concern
marketing the tie for a Midwestern
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MO-EX-XV
World Premiere Productions

Burbage Theatre .

2330 Sawtelle Blvd, LA
Theatre Previews $5.00
4/26.4/27,4/28, 8:00PM, 4/29 7:00PM

"^

5/3,5/4 8:00PM

Kirk Renaud, vice president of

DesignTech International Inc.,

displayed several products,
including the Quietwake alarm

cl(x:k which vibrates under a

pillow.

The product, designed for peo-

ple with hearing problems, also

works well for couples who rise at

different hours, he said.

TRIAL PAIR OF ACUVUE
CONTACT LENSES.

AT DR. MARTIN HYMAN'S

OPEN-HOUSE
SATURDAY , MAY 5TH 1 2:00TO 4:00 P.M. .

.

AT

LEARN THE BASICS OF

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

learn the fundomentals of

pubilcotlon design In preporofion

for joining o layout staff

f^^^\ of one of the student magazines.

^^^ W No experience necessary.

TI IE WESTWOOD OPTOMETRiC CENTER
918 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Other special incentives for the day include:

• personalized color analysis by a leading fashion

consultant and eyewear fashion show

• savings on fashion eyewear*

special savings on fitting fee

PLEASE RSVP AT (2 13) 208-3913
*nc)t valid with iasurancc programs

or other incentives

AL-TALIB

HA'AM

LA GENTE

NOMMO

PACIFIC TIES

RUN LIKE A BRUIN
«

Sunday, May 6th

TENPERCENT

TOGEIHER

UESDAY MAY 8

6 P.M.

AcKERMAN UNION 3530

Coll Aivli ot x6-4943 for nior&informotion.

SAA is a
student organization

sponsored by

REGISTER on Bruin Walk <^^
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m^xt Can MakeACUVUE
Dispc:)sable Q)ntact Lenses

Even Better?

A Free Trial Pair!
\ Wc want to open your eyes to the

convenience aiui c( )mf( )rt ( )fACUVUE '^

Dispos;ible Contact Lenses.

Q>me in for an eye exam.

IfACUVUE is rijj[ht for you, we'll ^'ive

you a free trial pain

ACUV UL' Tlu- lirst nis{^>s.iblf Cont.ict L^ns l^c^\uic»t..(|ctuncM

Dr. J.E Quackenbush
,

Sewing the Village

Optometrist since 1 964

10955 Weyburn Ave. - Westwood Village, CA 90024

(213) 208-4748 allVision plans
*Next to Fox Theater ACCEPTED

Examination and other professional service fees ire not inchided in this free trail pair offer.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL .

• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208^0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOITTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)
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pearl hits

the market
The Associated Press

A pearl that's as big as a

bowling ball, looks sort of like a

human brain and is reported to be

worth 42 million clams was rolled

out for the public Thursday as its

owners shopped for a buyer.

The 14-pound gem, declared by

the Guinness Book of Records to

be the world's biggest, is variously

known as the Pearl of Allah^nd the

Pearl of Lao-Tzu.

It left those who got a look at it

struggling for a description.

Some, noting its oblong shape

and ridged exterior, say it looks

like a human brain. The pearl was
unveiled to the media on Thursday.

Anyone who wants to see it

again had better bring a fat wallet.

Robert Wargo, who helped

organize Thursday's showing, said

the shiny white pearl's owners will

allow only prospective buyers to

look at it from now on.

"All 1 can tell you is that it has

been valued at up lo $42 million,"

he said when asked how much they

wanted.

The four owners bought the

.J.
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pearl from the estalCLOf American
archaeologist Wilburn D. Cobb for

$200,000 in 1980.

But according to legend, the

pcari brings bad fortune to those

who buy il rather than receive it as

a gift, and the gem has since^

become entangled in a dispute"

between one of the owners, Victor

Barbish of Los Angeles, and his

creditors. A court has given the

owners a year to sell il.

MARKETS
From page 3

water and safety.

"The initiative would have
scientists governing the risk

assessment of any chemical that is

used in food growing and would
also double stale testing in raw and .

processed food," he ^aid.

From page 3

how hard the school tries to

prevent that," said Peter Mirija-

nian, director of communications
for the Women's College Coali-

„LiQn in Washington D.C. "Male
students are taken more seriously

and women suffer."

"There is so much evidence that

women's colleges do something
special for women; it would be a

great shame if we did away with

them," added Anita Pampusch,
president of the coalition and of St.

Catherine's women's college in St.

Paul, Minn. "Women have always

(Kcupied a somewhat secondary

role. At women's colleges they

could occupy a primary role."

Students and most teachers at

Mills; Northern California's only

women's college, have opposed
ihc plan aimed at increasing the

undergraduate count from 777 lo

1,000 ai ihe quiet, tree-lined

campus. A handful of students

shaved their heads in protest this

week.

But administrators say going

co-ed ultimately will save the

liberal arts school, one of three in

California and 94 in the nation.

^There were 298 all- female col-

leges 30 years ago.

Enrollment in Mills' 33 under-

graduate programs is down 4.2

percent from three years ago and
29 percent below the I.OOP stu-

Bunn said that the green initia-

tive would also eliminate the use of

pesticides that are known to cause

cancer.

But Beaver said that CGA
would not approve of cancer-

causing pesticides. "We support

the immediate elimination of pesti-

cides that the scientific community
says are dangererous to use in any
quantity."

Beaver said that the CGA
initiative would create new safety

mandates, such as an advisory

paner to monitor food safety.

But Bunn voiced his skepticism.

"The guy is full of il — it's a

campaign fraud. They kind of
imply it's going to do a lot of nice

things."

Both initiatives would grant

money for scientific research that

would explore alternatives.

CALPIRG's initiative would
also give the stale health depart-

ment authority on pesticide as well

as the Department of I^ood and
Agriculture. " " "^

Beaver said, "We don't have
any problem with that. I think there

is a joint responsibility with the

Department of Health and Depart—

1

f

ucnis neeacd lo lialance the !>24

million annual budget, saicj school

economists.

Hcllman had explained earlier

that the college needed to go co-ed

lo avoid relying loo heavily on its

$70 million endowment tund.

riindowmcn t revcnucs ^onlrlb u tc

20 percent of the school's hutigci

compared lo 6 percent lo 7 percent

at most institutions, he said.

"Of course it will be an unpopu-
lar decision. Il will be a heart-

breaking decision," said Hellman,
whose family members have
attended Mills and held positions

on its board for 75 years.

According to the Women's
College Coalition, full-time under-

graduate enrollment at women's
colleges is up this year by 3.5

percent and pan-iime enrollments

increased 2.3 percent. The gradu-

jile student head count, which
includes men, is up 7.1 percent.

Freshman applications are down
1.9 percent.

Mirijanian said interest in

women's colleges is growing
although the number of entering

students is down for all higher

education because the baby b(K)m
is over. He said the decline in the

number of women's colleges has

slowed.

Whcalon College in Massa-
chusetts went co-ed three years

ago, and a Harvard study last year

showed men now dominate the

classroom.

Analysis of videotaped classes

at Whealon showed that men made
up 10 percent of the classroom but

did a quarter of the speaking,

according to the study by Cather-

ine Krupnick.

"You ask 'what's the meaning
of life?' and four hands will shoot

up, most of them male," she said.

"College catalogues should carry

warnings: The value you receive

will depend on your sex.!!_«___

ment of Food and Agriculture."

CALPIRG also plans to launch a

"Green Grocer Report Card" U)

ratQ supermarkets' environmental

efforts, like recycling and policies. ,

"The next several months, we'll

be grading the supermarkets. Basi-^

cally it's to provide information to

consumers," Bunn said.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

Who are these men, ajid why are they standing around
drinking beverages which may or may not be alcoholic
when there are films about flowers to promote?
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irS FREE!
ENTER THE "NAi\/IE THE PC" CONTEST

WIN A 386 SX STATE OF THE ART COiVIPUTER
WITH A VGA COLOR i\/IONiTOR!

Koryo Systems, Inc., one of the leading manufacturers of computer products worldwide, is

interested in renaming their company' and their line of personal computers.

We are looking for a new company/product name which would present the image of a

computer industry leader for the future. We want a name that will grow with our rapidly

expanding company.
The contest winner will receive a 386 SX computer with 1 MB RAM, 14 inch VGA Color

Monitor, 40 MB Hard Disk Dnve, 2 Floppy Disk Dhves, and 101 Keyboard. —
Here's how to enter: Please fill out the entry form below and mail it to Mr. Jeong Lee,

Koryo Systems, Inc., Los Angeles Office, 2001 S. Acacia Ave., Compton, CA 90220. Or drop

off at the "Name the PC" Contest drop off box, 2240 Campbell Hall, from 9AM to 5PM,
Monday through Friday. All entries- must be postmarked or received by
Tuesday, May 22, 1990. For additional contest information, please contact Mr. Jeong Lee at

(213) 537-3060.

Enter the "Name the PC" contest. And win!

Koryo Systems Inc., "Name the PC" Contest Entrty Form

Your Name: Phone:
( )__

Address: 1_
State:.City: .

Your idea for our new Company/Product Name

>
o
o

LU
Q
Z)
h-
CO

£L
Z)

O
>-

I

o
<
CO
Z)

>
Q
DC

o

9
<

Please describe the reasons you selected this name. What are the feelings and impressions our future |
customers and clients would get from this name? (This part is very important. Please use additonal

paper if neccessary): I

Your Signature Date: DB,

Contest Rules: 1 You may enter as may times as you wish Please use original or photocopied versions of this 'orm. 2 All entries must be postmarked or

received by May 22. 1990 3. By signina this entry form the entrant waives all rights with respect to the use of the above brand hame and company name to

Koryo Systems, Inc., regardless of whether the entry is selected as the winner The entrant understands that the purpose of the contest is to generate a brand

name and company name that will be used in the future by Koryo Systems, Inc for its products, and no royalty or fees (other than any pri/e awarded in

connection with this contest) will be earned by Ihe entrant 4. The winner will be decided by representatives of Koryo Systems, Inc. The selection of the winner

and the awarding of the prize will occur before September 30, 1990, unless the selected name is already under copywright in a country named below. In such
case, another brand name and/or winner will be chosen at a later date Koryo Systems will arrange delivery of the pri/e to the address of the winner listed on
the entry form. 5. If more than one entry has the same product name and that name is chosen to represent the company, a random drawing by the judges will

determine the prize winner. 6. To qualify for the prize, the entered name must not already be registered for use in North America, EEC countnes, Japan or any
other countries established by the panel of fudges.

>
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boycotting an abusive industry
Eating grapes may seem liice a harmless

enough thing to do, but in fact it is actually

killing people.

The pesticides that are sprayed on green

grapes also fall on the workers in the fields,

who are often unaware that they are even
being sprayed. These chemicals can cause

great physical harm — including birth

defects and death — to the migrant farm

workers, and possibly to the consumers who
eai the grapes.

The grape boycott is something that has

been around since the late '6()s, but

consumers still continue to purchase
unsafely grown grapes. The United Farm
Workers union, headed by Cesar Chavez, is

currently leading the fight against unsafe

pesticides. They hope that a boycott of table

grapes, supported by a majority of consum-

ers, will pressure growers who are abusing

their migrant workers to slop chemical

spraying.

The Bruin suggests that UCLA's stu-

dents, faculty and staff join in the grape

boycott. When buying grapes, buy the ones

marked ''organically grown," even though

these grapes are a bit less attractive and cost

a little more.

Politically active and aware students,

faculty and staff of UCLA should be the

advocates of a safe working environment for

migrant farmhands, and must act to protect

their health, as well as the health of those

who eat the grapes.

We must not forget
those living witii AIDS
By Corella Payne
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Talking about the dcatli of a human hcnig is prcxJuclivc and
useful if it gives some meaning or provides usefuf lessons for

the living.

Ryan Wfiiie was a young, white and very courageous male
who died of AIDS at the age of 18. In his short lifetime, he
fought bigoU7, hysteria and ignorance about his illness, and
lauglit us all something about compassion and undersuinding.
Ryan became a m(xlel of faith, perseverance, of a wisdom that

belied his years, and of a deeply felt sense of the humanity if a
disease having little U) do with a lifestyle.

Like thousands of others across the counu-y, 1 ux) mourn his

passing and wish his family well. Such an ouliK)uring of care
and love should be extended U) all those pa)ple with AIDS and
wh(x;ver constitutes their family.

I know dfi 18-year-old unemployed l^iina wiUi AIDS, who
struggles U) receive health care and maintain continuing access to

services. A 45-year-old woman of color and mother of two
contracted the virus from her husband. He has since passal
away, and her biggest concern is who will house and care for

her children when she can no longer do so. There are gays and
lesbians who.se lovers arill parincrs are ill or dying from AIDS,
and who cannot receive benefiLs or insurance lxx:ause of how
Uiey LDniiiiClCd UJC dlJiCasc. 'M\(\ because of Uic nature ol ilicir

"family."

Perhaps the past and current prcsidcnls and vice presidents, ihc
lirsi ladies, and all those celebrities who called, visile<l, and
(lonaled time and money to Ryan could do ihe same and provide

There is a Ryan White Fund estahlished to defray

costs of medical care for children with AIDS. Let
us not he remiss in our humanitarian, scKial or
political persuasions. A fund for all those people of

color, leshians, gays, women and anyone who is

p(X)r and/or uniasured could he estahlished.

Song ofgreed: Promise and threat in America

I
'm afraid I've got some
bad ncws._ .

Seems as if Donald
^'rump IS having some financial

problems. 'Iliis, of course, is

tlie same Donald Trump of

[Ronald and Ivana Trump,

Trump Towers, Trump Airlines,

Trump ITiis, That, and the

Other Thing.

S(X)n, perhaps, also to t)C

"Humpty Trumpty."

While r^onald insists he's

just trying to sell off some
assets so he can continue Ixjing

your basic gluttonous capitalist

pig, others say he's short on
available cash. Said cash being

necessary for a possible divor

cc settlement, am(mg other

things.

1 guess oI* Don may be

finding out that, yes. Love
really does hurl.

This wouldn't tx; so painful

if another of our glorious icons

of fiighties greed and gain

weren't also going through

some pretty tough limes right

now.

Marvelous Mike Milken,

every junk bond's pal, faces

some stiff fines in connection

with criminal wrong-doing

related to securities fraud.—Nut lo worry. Ihouuh. llic

walking the i

Steve
Sherwood

isn't any big deal. 1 mean,
feeling sorry lor Trump or

Milken having money i)roblenis

is a lot like feeling sorry for a

shark running out of fish. I

(k)ubt it's gonna keep anylK)dy

except their accounlaiiLs awake
at night.

Along with Ronald Reagan
and his fabulous memory fits

at John Poindexier's recent

trial, though, fhe signs seem lo

indicate that the turbulent for-

dreds of milfions of dollars

defrauding investors while

being hailed as a wonderful

"family man." And 'Trum() was

single-handally trying lo lians-

fbrm the American elhic ol

honesty and hard work into

'The Art of the Deal."

Meanwhile, Ihe rest ol

America was Ixiing inlormed

that the biggest threat to our

well being was from Out

Thf^re.

Gosh yes. We had to cower

before that mean oT Japanese

Ihreiil. Burial alive under Hon
das, cheap T.V. sets and

transistor radios.

'This, of course, foll()we<l tlie

Seventies, during which we
had lo cower before the Arab

threat. Stripped of our naiural,

Cj(xl-given right lo all that

Middle liastem oil for our

bloated, gas.-gu//ling Cadillacs.

And the Sixties txjfore thai,

when Jane Ponda 'and the

North Viemamese were going

lo do America in.

While the wonderful, goofy

cast of characters of that

historical sitcom we call tlie

Tjghiies may be meeting their

just rewards, we're still hearing

tliat the big ihreal to America
worry , Ihouwh, Uicrc ct>>i of (ihimfc »»> <ln>wtnf» th^ comns from Out tht ^rr

ww'.uwin
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"Okay, they're looking the other way. Now, when I

say 'run\ run!
"

v..^-

money, housing, insurance, and affordable heallh care to all who
\\cix\ It. lielter yet, tliey could use their influence and clout to

implement or change legislative |X)licies that could lacililale

funding, metlication and other services so desperatc'Iy nealed by
people with AIDS.

'There is a Ryan While fund establishal U) defray costs of
medical care for children with AIDS. Ixt us not be remiss in

our humanitarian, social or political jx^rsuasions. A fund lor all

-those people of color, lesbians, gays, women and anyone who is

p(K)r and/or uninsural could be establishe<l.

'These people would all liave excellent and ongoing [)hysicians,

and receive non-judgmental, humane medical Irealmenl. The
malia and well-known stars would make these people iheir

personal and political causes, and switchboards in all hospiials

serving people widi AlfXS would Ix^ fUnxlcxl wiih calls of

supi)()n and encouragement from well-wishers across the counii
If there is a lesson to l)e learne^l here, it is that AIDS is a

nondiscriminating diseiise. 'there are hundrexls of thousands of

"Ryan Whiles" and diey are increasingly not while, male or gay.
Their race, sex, sexuality or income level makes their disease no
less valid or legitimate.

In our lifetime we will all be touched in some way, by some-
one with AIDS, or by the family of someone with the disease.
We need U) demonstrate fairness and kindness, and fx'gin to take
those actions necessary to Ixitter the lives of all "Ryan Whites."

Sfmieone once said, "Pray for the dead and lighi like lull lor

Ihe living." I'd like lo para|)hrase. Ixt us not forget those gone,
and let's fight like hell for all those living with AIDS.

is a God. Of the reportedly

$f)(X) inilli(m Mikey will be

fined (amounting roughly to

one year of his previous annu
al income), experts say about

half of that will be tax deduc
tible. He can write it off.

- Who ever said the IRS-

—

'

wasn't fair?

But picking on these two

tJireiilen us wiili.

-^-Worse yet, thoughi is tlie

(bnger Irom the "border." We
hear llial America's strength is

lx:ing sapix'd by illegal aliens,

swarming all over tlie place

and threatening to do all the

shit work ifial nolMxly else

wants lo do.

r^gad. Next thing you know,
Donald I^uck and Mickey will

Ix; trimming lawns and S|x*ak

ing Spanish. '

Hut there is another song

about America. It's by Wall
Whitman in Leaves of (irass.

It\s eniitled ^'Song of Myself."
To the d(H)msayers, lo those

who preach that the end ol

America is just around i|k*.

corner, Whitman retorts calmly

dial "lliere are .millions ol suns

left."

'To ihose who stand in awe
of liic glitter and glii/. of die

rich and iK)werful, WhiUiian
responds thai "the genius of

die IJniial Stales is not tx;st or

most in ils executives or legis

latures, nor m its ambassadors
or authors or colleges or chur

ches or parlors, nor even in its

newspajX'rs and inventors

but always mosl m the com
mon [K'ople."

Atid to Ihoit^ who whnlff—*"

And that all men ever horn
are also my brothers . . . and-
the women my sistirs and
lovers

^'or Ihe prorruse <ff Amerttxt
IS lluil "here is a teeming
ruition of nations"

funny. Jane I'oruia is a bi^
star and we "lost" ifie war in

Viet Name. We pay nutre for
our oil from the Middle East
and drive smaller cars. Not
only are we still hein^ buried
by .Japanese cars and I.V .sets,

now they even build them here.

Illegal aliens are crossing the

border and joining us in grea

ler numbers than ever.

And, gee whi/, all of Russia
and I^astern f-urope wants to

fx; just like us. Cra/y, huh?
The biggest threat to Ameri-

ca is never Out liwre. It isn't

black, brown (|)r yellow. Or
Spanish, Ja[)anese or Arab
speaking. It's white, rich,

greaJy and [)rolouiidly ignorant

as to what America really

stands for: ojK'nness, laimess
and diversity.

Before there was R(mald
Reagan and Jane londa and
IBM and C.'ommumsm there

was tlie promise (jf America. "

A land orx-n to all people, lo

Tjghties lo an ignoble (if

well-deserval) close.

You remember the liighiies.

The wild and wacky decade
when Reagan was deceiving

Congress and the American
jx^ople so that his National

Security Advisor could bring ^^

the Ayatollah a chcxolate cake.

When Milken was making hun-

It seems to be a song some
Americans never lire of sing-

ing. Probably because it's such

a simple (and simple-minded)

tune.

'The threat in die Nineties?

Well, hey, Uiose "mscruUible"

Japanese are slill there. But

now it's microprcKjessors and

corporate takeovers that Uiey

divide America and the world
into while. blacV, brown, red

or. yellow, legtil or illegal.

Whitman says:

And I know that tfw hand of
(iod is the elderhand of my
(/wn,

And I know that tlw spirit of

(i(fd is the eldest brother of
my own.

air T^ll^l|',^ And luii^ j l ici die
Trumps and Milkens" and ilic

cori)orate raiders are gone,

America will stand

Ihe song of grex-d fades.

The f)r()mise of America
remains.

Shrrwnnd i.K a wafie .^lave

living at an undi.u lo.sed loca

tion in, the Los An}.^eles area

Letters

I'aym- iv n ^rarltuilr \luiJcnl in the school of puhlii: hf/ilih

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline

825-^HELP
We're here to help.

Morul'.jy ' T'ridfiy 5 p.m. - midnij^'lu

S:ium\'Ay - Sunday 8 p.m. - mldni^'l
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112 Kerckhoff Hall
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Los Angeles. CA 90024
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Eavesdropping
Editor:

While silling al a lable al

LuValle ealing my hamburger
and fries, 1 eavesdroppal on
liie conversation al ihe nexi

Uible. A habil nol lo be proud

al, bul Uie level of ihe conver

salion required no ellort for

me lo hear. The conversalion

wenl someihing like ihis:

(iirl: So, how, was your day
in courl?

/ioy: (i(KKl! In order lo

avoid Ihe fine lor Uie lickel I

invented a third car.

(iirl: Was there a third car?

Boy: NofX!. Hut instead of

paying the $3(K) fine 1 only

had to pay 60 cents. And
besides, 1 jusl lx)ught an

espresso machine, so I didn't

wani to pay $1(K).

(iirl: (Laughing) So it all

worked out.

liffy (also laughing) Yea,

but I feel a little ashame<I.

Obviously 1 missed quite a

bil of the story, and for many
fxiople this story elicits no
ieelings. I, however, was both

sad and mad as hell.

Two reasons contributexl lo

my fe-eling sorry for this Yup
pie-in-lraming as well as my
desire lo beat him severely

will) his own Clucci loafers.

lirslly, I lell sad lor this

lairly well oil (the car, the '

espresso machine, attends

UCLA) jKTson. He has proven

that his integrity is worth

somewhere between %MK) and
6() cents, and definitely less

than an espresso machine.

Heaven help us if he becomes,
successful in business and
other jR'oples jobs and wellare

deiKMul on him Ix'ing trustwor-

thy with large sums of money.

Nol the kind of person 1

would want to work for, or

even have working for me.

Second, society lunctions on

integrity. We demand it of

some professKMis, and exix:cl ii

of virtually all. The newspai)ers

arc full of peoi)le who have

violate<l this trust, including

many who lie in courl. 1 hey

are also lull of alitorials

concerning the decay of our

society and the love of the

dollar. This [XTSon should led

very ashamed, since he is a

contributor to Ihis decay. He is

just a newspai)er headline

waiting to hapiK'ii.

'Hiis incident reminds me ol

the famous story from CJroucho

Marx. After being insulted by

a woman, he aske<l if she

would sleep with him for a

million dollars. Alter some
thought she answered that she

would. He then asked if she

would sleep with him for a

(k)llar. To which she re|)lied,

"Sir, what kind of woman do
you lake me for?" (Iroucho's

reply, "Madam, llie what has

been established, we are /iow '

haggling over the price."

I'verycme must decide lor

themselves what their price is.

The ix^ssimist will insist that in

a capiUilisl society every |)er-

son has their price. I strongly

disagree. Bul if il is true, I

pray that %M)() is the aberra

lion.

interest the decision to seismi-

cally upgrade Kerckhoff Hall

and Ackerman Union and was
pleasal to see the Student

Union (kujide on the much
higher level ol protex-tion pro

vided by the seismic "base"

isolation solution.

'Hie conventional "shear

jvall" solution, allhough ki^iL

George Marquardt
Graduate Student

Geography

Earthquake
Editor:

1 have been following with

ex|x:nsive will provide only a

life safety lix, and tlie building

may Ix! badly damaged and
may have to Ix^ demolished
after a major eicrthquake.

What 1 Imd conlusing is

why UCLA has nol selecle<l

tlie base isolation meihod ol

u[)grading other imi)<)rlanl

buildings cm campus. The real

ily of their decision lo use

conventional upgrading tech

niques means that many ol our
recently retrolitted campus
buildings may have to be

demolished aller a major earth

quake.

There is an obvious nevd lo

have a functioning campus
alter a major eartlu{uake.

Niki Johns
Junior

Political Science

Vivisection

Editor:

I Imd It interesting that

those who op|K)se animal

research have no demonslraled

backgn)un(l in tlie health sci

ences, while those who sup|K)rl

research are usually |K'ople

with professional degrees m
such lields as biology, chemi
slry, and medicine.

This tendency seems lo k*ad

U) Sljch erroneous claims as

Ihose given by Peterson,

Brown, and Alvarado m their

T

letter lo the liruin. Their slate

merits: "data from non humans
cannot Ix; extrapolated to our

sfX-'cies," and "(exiKTimeiiLiI

research) is perlormed in order

to observe Ihe pain ol the

animal being vivisected" make
it obvious to those of us who
have taken advanced liiology

C.ourse.^i^ UliL iJlcy indeed have

nol taken any.

Keeping this in mind, I miisl

agree with Paul (iier (the

UCLA herpelology j'raduale

student (juoted in Romeio's

article) that I too "see real

|)roblems with ixopie trying lo

make changes in research who
don'l understand biology." My
message to anli vivise^liomsis

IS that they should educate

themselves more thoroughly in

the hioloj'ical sciences.

It they do this, perlmps they

will at k'ast not Ix* passing

judgement on something they

don'l iially understand. Alter

all, a liIlK' knowledj'e truly is

a dangerous thing

chea|Kst kind ol |K)lilieal ploy,

and one which could I(M)I only

the most naive or lugoted

reader

()p|)ression ol Iradllionalisls

by lesbians and gay men, il ii

exists, pales Ix'lore the hisiori

cal and systematic persecution

of lioiiioseKuals. What makes
Clewell s :iiid DiipjurX IcLUXi.

Kent S. Davis
Biology
Junior

Traditional

Editor:

I am enraged by two conse
culive diiys ol letters lo Uie

liruin blasting lenrenent's
sjxx)! of itsell, Ninelvrenent,
on the grounds' that it is

intolerant ol "traditional val-

ues." The letters ol l)oth Curtis

Clewell and Craig l)up|H*r "

were themselves intolerant in

Ihe extreme Moreover, their

turning the tables on who is

intolerant of whom is ilie

especially rej)rehensihle is that

l)olh men try to mask their

homophobia as concerned

advice: what lesbians and gay
men should do to "I'liiil toni

passion and sympathy" and
"respect Irom the '>0f |Krcent

(^ the UCLA slraighl com
inanity.

"

lirst ol all, Clewetl and
Dupper, lesbians and gay men
do not want your sympathy,
com|)assion, or 9()+ fvrceni

res|)ecl. We want visibility,

access to power, and Ireedom
ln)m discnmination and abuse.

Secondly, how do the two ol

you exjx'cl anyone lo ivlieve

that you are anything bul

antipathetic to homosexuals?
"Traditional values" have

kept lesbians and gay men
down. "Traditional values"

keep s(Kloiny laws on the

lxH)ks in places throughout

America and the world. So
next lime eilher ol you decide
to champion both tolerance and
"tnidfitonal value s," I hopi' yoti-

will consider the dilemma
you've set lor yoursell And
next lime you leel you have
some advice for the lesbian

and gay community, I ho|)e

youMI lake a moment to make
sure that your motivation is

Something other than hate and
I ear.

Eddie Iny
* Senior
Geography

. *
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P A lAf

Paw Pick of the Week

f

\

Tales' make graphic mon

Q&A

This latest police corruption f ilm by Sidney Lumet rtors Timothy Hutton as on

inexperienced assistant district ottorney and former cop whose investigation

into a "iustiliable homicide" by a respected police officer uncovers scandal,

corruption, and conspiracy in high places. The film also stars Nick Nolte and

Armand Assante. A quolity, but cynical, film with excellent performances.

Cinema Paradiso

The Cook, the Thief, His

Wife & Her lover

Cry-Baby

Driving Miss Daisy

Glory

The Gods Must Be Crazy II

Henry V

wow!

cisism^

Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer •SlS!ls;iS2I*

wow!

The Hunt for Red October «^t,%t»,%»t,%«»

I Love You to Death

Impulse .

Joe Versus the Volcano

Last Exit From Brooklyn

Lisa

The Little Mermaid

Mama There's a Man in Your Bed

Miami Blues

My Left Foot

PreJty Woman

Tales From the Dark Side^

gjn^jtt

^ Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Too Beautiful For You

Vital Signs

'

Wild Orchid

wow!

wow!

wow!

no paws

Rock star Deborah Harry has an appetite, literally, for little boys in "Tales from the Darkside:
The Movie."'

Dan

A little music, lots of dance
at annual UCLA folk festival
By Vivian Woo

Compiled by Jason S Stewart
c

ALBERT POON/ Daily Brum

Contributor

FESTIVAL: Mumc and Dance on the Grass 18th Annual
Intornational Folk Festival Presontod by the Association of

Ethnic Arts at UCLA May 6 at the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center. 11am to 6pm Free admission.

The lirsl Sunday ol every May lor Uie past

eighteen years has given UCLA Music and Dance on
Ihedrass. This iniemational folk lesLival is presented

hy the Ass(x:ialion of Filhnic ArLS here al UCLA.
The Asscxjialion was formal in 1966 as pari of a

.sup[)()rt organization lo support HUuiic ArLs on
campus. According lo Sophia Poster, President of the

Association, iLs main functions are lo "give money
for grants and aid lo students, lo supply costumes and
msirumenis, and lo become involved with pr()jecls_

when students need our help."

The members of the Ass(x:ialion consisl mainly of

people in the conmiunity who are intercstal in dance
or music. They usually hold meetings in the

Iniernalional Student Center. Fund raisers and dues

help to supply the money given for scholarships,

grants, and such.

Although it has seemed recently that the interest in

Fine ArLs has declined al UCLA, Poster slates illaL

there is an opposite trend in demand for the

Association's attentions. "TTiere isn't a shortage of

projects lo fund, but we don't have enough money!"
On the other hand, she feels that not enough

students Utke advantage of many of ilie scholarships

they give. Much of the lime, only a few students

apply.

Music and Dance on the Grass is an excellent way
for people lo gel a Uisle of etiinic arts, not merely here

at UCLA, but in general. There will be over 30
groups an^l 400 perfonners presenting exciting music
and tiveiy dancing from around the world, including

Ireland, Bra/il (a real jolt of the lambada is in slore),

I'^gypl, or Bulgaria. There will also Ixj someone
leaching folk dancing.

In addition, there wilLbe ethnic foods provided by
resUiuranis and professional chefs. A highlight will Ix;

an entire lamb roast on a spit waiting to be devoured.
^ Most of the fTiarticipants of the festival are from the

community, but the UCLA Dance and Filmic Arts

DepartmenLs wilj also be involved.

With nearly three months or more having gone into

tlie preparation, iliis event should be someliiing

extraordinary. As Poster says, "This is our gift to the

community." And who do you know who wouldn't

open a gifl?" So remember, it's this Sunday at the

Sunset Rcc. Center from 1 1 a.m to 6 p.m. It's Spring,

it'll be a gorgeous day ... go have some fun.
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INSIDE
GREAT DEALS ON:
• Jeep
• Toyota
• Acura

• Ford
• BMW
• Volks^w^agen

• Saab • Dodge
• Informative Auto
Stories —

•And Many More...
^

Scrap Your Old Heap
,-i. i>'

h~
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Welcome to the UCLA Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide! The
Auto Buyers Guide will be running every Thursday and
Friday until the end of June, so look here for great sales

and helpful automotive tips every week. We'll be giving

you the best advice and latest news about: ,

• Where to buy your first new car after

Graduation!

I,

I

-

Simple ways to maintain your car to keep it

running smoothly!

*«

The best deals in town on your favorite wheels

And

Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper It's Printed On.

I.. '.-. The fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe
or one of our other 1990 models on approved

credit.

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.-
*.-&'^k

-£=4-

sr^.r

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631

Dally Bruin

AUT BUYER'S GUIDE
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YOUR DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPENED ANOTHER DOOR.
")khfc.

*•

^*«r'

Talk it over with

Sheridan Toyota

.^
r

\

>l
">.,

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with

TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating

the UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with

-^

—

' -Special Incentives on Your New Car^-^—

—

NO DOWN PAYMENT-NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

For more information call our sales manager at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jennifer McElliott

824-5873
Political Science

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-4138
English

Jose Cano
475-5224
International Econ

Serving UCLA Since 1957 LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTASI

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
'

CAUNOW

213-394-6744

UCIA

rSNEIIIlUN
TOYOTA

Santa Monica Blva.

lOFWY

Award Winning

Pari/Service Depl.

Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment)

SanHlpm
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SANTA MONICA BMW
Introducing the ALL NEW
1991, 31 8i, Here Now, A
Value You Can't Refuse.

325iX

1990's in Stock for Irqmediate
delivery. A l l m
• SPECIAL • 1 FOR k
COLLEGE GRAD 1 BMW SERVICE 1

PROGRAM 1 HOURS 7-7 1
Call for details. | MON. - FRI. 1

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD, SANTA MONICA, CA

(213) 829-3535
SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES IT'S

I I

SPRCNG CELEBRATION SALE!

Right now, we've got a

College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASE TO OWN!

AUTO
INSUEANCE

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
<

. .

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN ~~~;

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

(213) 592-1383

BEST RATES

NO PRIOR INSURANCE OK
TFCKEtSOK

ACCIDENTS OK

SUSPENDED UCENSE OK

Daily Bruin

AUT BUYER*S GUIDE
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Vehicle alarm systems offer protection

Crime statistics show that

vehicle theft has risen 11

percent nationally from 1987 to

1988 - a vehicle is stolen every

22 seconds.

'"', Aside from the obvious
inconvenience to the victim, is

the astronomical impact on
insurance claims - an
overwhelming, $7 billion was
paid in 1988.

To counter the trend,

consumers have turned to

vehicle alarm systems to protect'

Some systems have an
electronic shock sensor which
sounds an attention grabbing
high pitched horn whenever
the vehicle is struck, moved,
jacked-up or opened. After

sounding for 60-120 seconds,

the alarm will re-arm, providing

continuous vehicle protection.

valuublu iiivL'sLiiiciU. Aiiib

their finding that other benefits

are coming with the deal.
•1

Mike Pino, product manager,

accessories grou p-a4^ Zicba rt

,

says remote controlled alarm

systems offer the convenience
of turning on interior lights and
triggering door, trunk and
window locks from a distance

of 50 feet or less.

The alarm systems, which
cost between $100 - $500, not

only protect the vehicle from
theft, but can save owners
additional expense through
insurance premium discounts,

says Pino. Seven" states haVe
enacted Jaws that permit
insurance reductions on

vehicles with
alarm systems,
and similar
legislation is

pending in a

. number of other
states. "When

r

youvVcigiraH the

-factors," says
:Pino,- "installing

an alarm svstr^n^

-is ..a go Oil

i nvestment—fe^^

vehicle owners!

BFCArSK OK KISINC; CHIMK ^tutistus. ioiiMiiiur* ^liouM nuisuhr ihr mIiuU-
prolrrtion uml |M>rM>iiul •'Miirily offfrfd h> hifsh U-rh alurni •>\>l(>iii<..

ATTENTION ALL GRAEaiATES
NO PREVIOUS CREDjT REQUIRED!

Your hard earned diplomas have made
it easy to purchase a new TOYOTA from

TOYOTA OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD
located just 5 blocks north of Universal Studios .

at
" 4645 Lanl<ershim Boulevard

TOYOTA'S new
H coLHisi s^A[g)yMi i?^©siA^ a
# NO DOWN PAYMENT -OR- ^ ZERO DOWN LEASE

I

FOR 90 DAYS oac (ASK FOR ISSAC)

i-'^^^i^;-^ -----—;^^
r'

1
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-
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r
For a great deal or

more information call

• Keith Seals
• Clarence Minton

• Chris Ashworth
• Darrek Kroll

(213)877-5572

\
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''But^did it on purpose."

The Daily Bruin's 1990 Automobile Buyer's Guide will

give you the urge to lose your keys for a set of new ones.

Will your new car be an import or a domestic? Can you
secure financing for a car straight out of college, with bad
credit? The Daily Bruin has the solution for your
automotive questions in the 1990 Automobile Buyer's
l^uide. Read it, andlmagine the new keys that will swing
from your key chain. This time you will be glad you lost""

your keys.

Daily Bruin
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There's an oil treatment for every engine on the road

Today's engines come in many
shapes and sizes and vary

greatly in technical complexity
and power output. For this

reason, First Brands
Corporation in Danbury, Conn.,

has developed a "first family" of

STP Oil Treatment containing a

product formulated to provide

extra engine wear protection

for every car on the road.

Today's newer, higher

revving engines must deal with

high heat and stress. A product

such as STP Newer Car Oil

Treatment, formulated for cars

Products such as STP Oil

Treatment and STP Four
Cylinder Oil Treatment use a

different formulation specially

designed for older cars that

have already experienced wear.

They contain special "Viscosity

Index Improvers" which
thicken oil under certain

conditions to produce a coating

on engine parts that helps,

reduce engine wear and oil

consumption.

. STP oil additives also

fortify standard motor oils with

extra cleaning, anti-friction and
anti-oxidation agents. They
help reduce potentially
damaging engine deposits and
internal engine wear.

"%r

aTidrlight-duty trucks up to four

years old and with less than

36,000 miles, can provide the

extra protection from the heat

and high stress that today^
complex engine technology
produces. Also, in a laboratory

test engine, STP Newer Car Oil

Treatment reduced engine cam
and lifter wear an average of 50

percentr. .

^ Vehicle -gwners should
routinely check an engine's oil

level. The oil and oil filter also

^should be changed regularly.

And, by adding the right, oil

additive to the engine after an
oil change, vehicle owners can
give their engines the extra

protection to help them run
well, longer. TODAY'S NEVT^R. higher rewirifj engines found in ran* and light-duty trucks up

to four years old and Hith less than .'^.(MM) miles ran get extra protection from high

heat and stress with an oil a<lditive such as STP !\«'Her T^r Oil Treatment.

^
BRUIIVS-^ DISCOUIVT

AT
CLAUDE SHORT DODGE

Rebates up to

$2500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR

SALE

X ^

>

Finance rate for 24 months on selected models

*COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

CLAUDE I§;H0RT DODGE
12TII & SAl^TA IHOI^ICA BLVD.

SANTA IHIOI^ICA

1-800-395-DODGE
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Getting ready for summer driving: six tips Don't let a tainted credit file stand
When it comes to car care,

fair weather seems to lull some
motorists into a false sense of

security. Many vacationers

traveling by car or light truck

this summer will learn too late

that hot weather makes its own
special demands.

The national institute for

Automotive Service Excellence

(ASE), a non-profit organization

which administers national

certification tests to auto, truck,

and collision repair technicians,

offers the following tips to help

you get ready for summer
driving. Some are, easy .to dof^

others will renuire the skilU^ri,

"*"
2. Genera I Cleaning . A

dirty, streaked windshield
causes eye strain and can be
unsafe. Replace worn blades-

winter's tough on them- and
make certain you have plenty of

washer fluid to fight the dust

and insects of summer. Don't

forget to clean the inside of the.

windshield too.

3. Cooling System. The
number one cause of summer
breakdowns is overheating. The
cooling system should be
completely flushed and refilled

about every 24 months. The
level, condition, and
concentration of the coolani

hands of a professional auto

technician.

1. Getting Started. Even if

you are not a do-it-yourselfer,

get involved in the car care

process. Start by reading your

manual. Within it is a wealth of

information about your vehicle

and its components. The
manufacturer's recommended
service schedules are listed and
should be followed.

should be checked periodically.

Never remove the radiation cap
until the ' engine has cooled

down. A 50/50 mixture of anti-

freeze and water is usually

recommended.
'

^

system examined at^ a good
repair shop.

5. Tires. Tires, too, are

often neglected, robbing
owners of thousands of miles of

useable tread life and posing a

potential safety hazard. Tires

should be rotated every 5,000
miles and the air pressure
should be checked once a

hionth.

6. Engine Oil. The old-

fashioned oil change is one of

the most vital maintenance tasks,

yet paradoxically, it is also one
of the most neglected. The oil

and filter should be changed as

specified in you Ol^vner'N

in the w^ay ofyour pui:;chasing a car

manual-more often (every 3,000

miles), if you plan long driving

with luggage or a trailer in tow,

or if you make any short, stop-

4nd-go trips.

Deals for wheels can be
double trouble if your credit is not
up to snuff. The most common
obstacle encountered when buying
a car is a tainted credit file.

Financing is difficult to

impossible for consumers with

negative, often inaccurate, items

lurking in their credit histories.

Financing that is awarded to such
rnnrinmorri rnrriefi a priro; high

"Any kind of credit problem
can be overcome if you learn

how," says Herman, a nationally

recognized authority on consumer
credit and author of the The Credit

Power Handbook.

The most common technique

used by credit repair clinics

exploits a legal loophole in the

federal Fair Credit Reporting Act

disputed information from your
credit file. As a result, disputed

items are often removed by default.

"Almost everyone will be in

the market for a ne^v or used car
sooner or later," Berman warns.
"The time to start getting your
credit in shape is now."

4. Air Conditioning. How
long has it been since your air

conditioner was serviced? A
marginally operating air

conditioning system is likely to

fail in hot weather. Have your

" Remember regular
maintenance can give you peace
of mind, catch a minor problems
before they become more
serious, extend the life x^i your
vehicle, and it could increase its

resale value.
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WESTSIDE 'S

JEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP
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BUERGE JEEP/EAGLE ^^H
1 1 750 Santa Monica Blvd.^

West Los Angeles, C/\ 90025
(213) 820-2631

EXT.267, 268, 269

'^^tj^'^
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interest rates.

These consumers become
prime targets for unscrupulous
credit repair "clinics." San-
Francisco based consumer
advocate and credit expert
Professor Daniel K. Berman advises

consumers to do their own credit

repair.

(FCRA). Seciion 611a ol ilie FCRA
gives you the right to dispute the

accura<:y. of any information in

vour credit file.

If you write your dispute
letters according to certain specific

guidelines, the credit bureau must
either verify the accuracy of that

information within approximately
30 days or it must delete the

For a free credit repair starter

kit <including credit report request
forms, checklists and instructions),

send a self-addressed, business-
size envelope w ith 50 cents
postage affixed and $1 for

handling to: Credit Research, P.O.
Box 4973, Dept. M-3, Berkley, CA
94704.

Kk>ooooooooooc-.

#1
IN THE WEST

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with— LINDQVIST SAAB'S
^

"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"

I

oV<
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•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

.t^O

*

i

f

f

i

*

t

i

i

f

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213)313-SAAB
I

^ou must meet certain requirefnents
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When it's time

sink
Did you gather

up every product under
your kitchen sink and
charge out to your
driveway to wash your
family car last spring?
Your intentions were
probably good, but
using "kitchen^'
products on your car
can be disastrous!

Hazards to Cars
It's important to
prepare your vehicle
for the summer
months, when the
intcMisity of jjuiiligtef
heat, and localized air

pollution are at a peak
and can prematurely
age your car's good
looks. With some

• Before rushing out
to the driveway with
dish detergent in hand,
consider this; liquid
detergent is formulated
for glass and china, not
metal. Just as it strips

the grease from your
Wishes, it can also strip"

the wax off your car.

Wash the car regularly

using a product
specifically formulated
for automotive use.

•' Also, be careful

of using household
products to clean—

-

simple pre-summer tips

you can keep that
finish looking as good
as new.

your car's interior

Some household
products actually
warn against use on
soft vinyl and
aluminum.—

"

_ /

So be sure your
car is properly
protected during those
long summer days.
Spring clean without
the kitchen sink!

^..

, The

high-tech

hot rod.

IT'S IMI»<)KT\.VI TO PKKI'AKK >our >«hirl«- for ihoM- long suninirr «la\*. K.iii.iii»Hr thai kilrhtn
ojhmI f<.r aiilomoli>«- u^ and that lli.ir .ITitIh ran Jh« .li^*lriniv S.I»h| a »«ash ami nax < onipalihie nilh
t«M linoloK> and a nnilli|Mir|>OM> «ar rUantr lor \oiir mlerior. \ppl> proKilant lo \our lir^
and then... lei the oiin «hin<*-.

pnNliirl*. art- nol d4-\«>l-

ihf nf\* rl«'ar riM*l paini
da-h and oilier \in\l trim pierco

Macintosh.

Wheels for the mind.'^^'

WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just this. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"
and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

Jeep they want.

We offer a Graduate
1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

3 year 30.000 miles
extended service

contract
$295 value - free with any new
jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE
FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING

GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
With Proof of Graduation

(2I3)-730'9105
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90006

SCOTT
ROBINSON
HONDA

WANTS TO REWARD ALL
COLLEGE GRADUATES

CASH DOW
• We pay 1st payment

• We pay license

• We pay security deposit

TO QUALIFY
1990 ACCORD

$199 Mo.
60 months, closed in lease w/purchase option.

Total payment,$1 1,940 on approved credit.

Ask for

or Robyn.(213) 371-3521 ^^

1
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ACIJRA
OF

PASADE]\A

Acura of Pasadena hits Isi TI.MK Kiri
FKVAI\C11^« and UCLA COLLEOE fiKADUATE
PROGRAMS. Just nionlion >4iur assoeialion

Willi UCLA & wo'll do ovorvlliinjs

we can to please you!

ACURA
St^ 1285 E. Colorado Blvd.

(lU^lucM^ii Hill elk l.ako)

818-792-7979 Q)
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Trade Four Years
your Life
New Car

INTEGRA 3-IX)()RGS

The time you spent in college is

about to pay off. Your college degree
and proof of employment after

graduation are all you need to start

driving to work in a brand new Acura,

on approved credit.

Torrance Acura, #l*in customer
satisfaction for the last three years,

wants you to drive home in an Integra or

Legend sedan.

Our College Graduate/ Leasing
Program will allow you to choose from a
large inventory of cars and a wide
variety of options and features. ^

*^

^ Call or come talk to us in person to

learn more about our financing
programs for graduates, and when you
come ill, don't forget your diploma.

-7

TORRANCE
-¥^

po-

25341 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 539-3636 O

nment
ter, horror, chiller theater
'Darkside' aimed at screanrfest fans
By.Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

FILM rTa/es from the Darkside Screenplay by Michael
McDowell and George A. Romero, based on stories by
Stephen King, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and Michael
McDowell. Directed by John Harrison. Produced by Richard
P Rubenstein and Mitchell Galin. A Paramount release
starring Christian Slater. David Johansen, William Hickey
James Remar. Rae Dawn Chong, and Deborah Harry.

As soon as Deborah Harry appears as a model
homemaker who is about to partake in actual

cooking, you know thai Tales from the Darkside is

going to be one scary movie. Ever the creative chef, it

is quickly revealed that she has locked a lililc boy into

her kitchen, in anticipation of turning him into her
dinner party's main course. Stalling lor time, he reads
her stories from a book she has given him, which
amount to the three episodic stories which make up
the film.

The first tale, "Lot 249," stars Christian Slater

{/leathers) as a preppy rich kid, whose friend
Bellingham seeks revenge, after he is cheated out of a
scholarship. Instead of reporting the incident lo ihc
school or, say, just beating the guy up, Bellingham
obtains an Egyptian mummy, who he brings lo life so
it can Wreak havoc on his behalf. Slater's cku-actcr is

more than a little pissed after a couple of his

See 'DARKSIDE/ page 20

Rae Dawn shines light in 'Daricside
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

Lots of actresses claim that they are just normal
people. But normal people don't commit peroxide
murder on their hair, or inject their lips with
something spooky so that journalists will describe
them as "pouty." Rae Dawn Chong, famous actress,

says that she "loves standing in lines, hanging out,

and going to the vet." Even though she is genuinely
full-lipped, it's easy lo be skeptical.

The thing is that Chong really does stand in lines,

though, because I saw her doing just that, at the post
office. Six weeks later, I turn up lo interview her
about the film Tales from the Darkside, and she
recognizes me in an instant. When Chong describes
herself as "observant," she's not kidding.

Waiting for her to do something remotely
actress-like is a tiresome process, which requires loo
much speculation. How come she doesn'i drink
Perricr? (Chong orders french fries) Or wear
scquinned dresses? (Chong says that all white siileilo

shcx^s should be banned) Inslead, she chats away in

her friendly, articulate manner, discussing every-
iJiing from ecology to Kim Basinger. It would be
considerably less confusing if she acted like Tommy
Chung's daughter and C. Thomas Howell's wife and
a known celebrity lor just a second.

Not a chance. While the average HolIyw(X)d
pouter might think twice Ixjfore turning down a part

See CHONG, page 18

Rae Dawn Ctiong, one of the stars of 'Tales
from ttie Darkside.'
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Westwood
NATIONAL
1092S Lindb/ook

208^366

The HfifH for Red October (R)

1 304 30 7 30-10:30

70MM THX

VILLAGE Tales From The Ovkaide:
*1 B«o«ton The Movie (R)
208-5576 12:30-3 00 5.30-10 30

'Ffi & Sat Late ShcMn 12.45 am
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and Group Actvity Tickets accepted
(or shows before 6 pm only

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century aty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvc)

Gentry City Shopping Center
Free ParKing

4 Hours Free Validator

With Purchase ol Ihea»e TicKets

(213) 553-8900

My Left Foot (R)

11 50-2 30-5 057 40- 10 25

BRUIN
944 BrQxton

208^998

Cm/y PeopJe (R)

12:30-3 00-5:30-8 00-10:30

Shock to t)« System (R)

10 50-1 30-4 10-7 10-11 10

WESTWOOD Teerwge Mutant Nin|a Turdes (PG)
1050 Gayley (12 30 3 00)-5 30 8 0010 30
208-7«64

Teenage Mutant Nin|a Turtles (PG)
1120 150 4 20-720 9 45

Driving Miss Daisy (PG)

12 40 2 55-5 35-8 10-10.40

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

2087664

Happy Together (PG-13)

(1215)2 45 5 15 7 46-10:15 Funny Feoe (NR)
11 40 2 15-4S0 7 35 10 20

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

* Chattahoochee (R)

(1:15)-4:15-7 15-10 15
The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)

12.05-2 40-5 25 7.55 10 35

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

206-7664

The Cook. The Thel,

His Wile A Her Lover

(1:00)^00-700-10.00
No one under, 18 admitted

Impulse (R)

12 10 2 50530805 1055

A A (R)

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

Wild Orchid (R)

12:15-2 45-5:1^ 800-10:45
'Fn A Sat Lale Show f 00 an

Cinema Paradiso (NR)
10 151 00 4 15 700-9,50

PLAZA
1067 Glendon
208-3097

Last Exit To Brooklyn (R)

12 30 3 00-5 30 8 00-10:30

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TWIN The Hunt lor

13,14 Wishire Blvd.- .,.,, / Red October (PG)
<5'^377

^ ,.-fX^P'^ 15-4 15 7 15 10 15» 'Sit A 'Sun only lof MS shoi*tme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Drnrtng Miss Ottsy (PG)
1314 Wilshire Blvd (12 30)-2 45-5 00-7 30 9 45
45U377-Sat A Sun only for 1 2 30 A 2 45 showtimes

Wrwier o( Four Academy Awards
Including Best Rcture

Short Time (PG-13)

11 15-2 00-4 46 7 15 10 00

Spaced Invaders (PG)
1^00 2 36 5 li 750-10.30

Happy Together (PG-13.
M 30 2 05-4.40-7 30 9 50

A A (R)

10 00-1 15-4.30-7 45 10 45

Miami Blues (R)

12 15 2 45 5 20-8i30-10 35

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West L.A./
Beverly Hills
ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

'Sat MKlmght

Too Beaunlul For You
Daily 5 30-746 10.00

"Sat & Son Matinee 1 00 3 15
Lynn Redgrave in Midnight

LANDMARK
THEATRES

MUSIC HALL Monsieur Hire
9036 Wishire Daily 5 45 8 00-10 00
274-6869 "Sat A Sun Matinee 1 30 3 45
Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

HNE ARTS Camdle Qaudel
8556 Wilshire Daily 5 25-8 30
6&2-1330 -Sat A Sun Matinee 2O0

Sun 11 am Sidewah Motel

one can tood admits

West L.A.

NUART 22 Tourney Of Ammabon
ll2-'2 SanUi Montcd Bl 4 45 7 lb 9 4S
478-6379 "Sat A Sun Matinees 12 15 2 30

Fn 12 drr Basket Case II

Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Picture Show

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
475-0202 1130

> Me Up.
1-46 4(50 610-8:20 1030

Santa Monica
MONICA The ReincarnaUon of Golden Lotus
1332 2nd St D*^ 5 15 7 45-1000
394 9741 -Sat A Sun Malir>«^ 12 45 3 00

Psychology Seres; Gesklt
Sat A Sun 10 am

Goldwyn Mama, There's A Man In Your Bed
475-0202 < -12tS'230446-7009lS
plus a short C()uck Workman's: Pieces of Silver

Goldwyn
475-0202

Henry V

)100-J:40-4.20-7
00i40

MONICA camille aaudel
'332 2nd SI

,
Daly 5 15-8 30

394 9741 ! -Sat A Sun Mabnee 2 00
Sat A Son 10^-IS am Krishnamurt: With A Silent Mmd

Goldwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, tie Me Down
12 45 3:00-5 10-7 20 9 30

^" 4 S.1I Lale Show 11 45 prr.

MONICA
1332 2nd St

3949741

•Sat A Sun 10 30 an

The Tenants
Daly 5 00-7 30 9 46

'Sat A Sun M.itinee 2 30
Jung: Matter of Heart

MONICA ^ ' -PREMIERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Speaking Parts
394-9741 Daily 5 45800-1015

'Sat A Sun Matinee 1 15-3 30

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet
10889 Wellwar^
475 9441

THX/Dotoy Stereo

A A (R)

12 50-4 00-7-15 10-15 AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475-071

1

THXyOdby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

1156-2 30-5 05 7 40 10 2b

UA CORONET
10889 WeNwort)
475 9441

THX
-Fn A

Nobody's Perfect (R)

12 40-2 50 500 7 30 9 45

Sal Lale Show 12 00 am
AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh at Westwood
475-0711 • Fn
SaTHX/Dolljy Stereo

The Guardian (R)

12 50 3 10 5 35 800 10 30

Sat Late Show 12 35 an

UA CORONET
10889 Welworlh
475-9441

THXyOdtjy
•Fn A

Miami BkjeS
12:30 3 00 5 15-7 45 10:00

Sat Late Show 12 10 an

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilih at Westwood
475-071

1

Odby Stereo

I Lovt You To Death (R)

100-315-5 30-7 45 10 00
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CHONG
From page 17

in a "big film, with these really big
stars in it/' Chong decided not to

even audition, because "it was
really the dumbest role. Fm
looking for characters that are
more than just The Girl Who
Walks Into The Room And Gives
The Lead Guy A Funny Look."
By contrast, she chose to do

Talesfrom the Darkside, in which
she plays a mysterious woman
who encounters a man moments
after he has come close to death.

Not all of her scenes present her in

the most, shall we say, flattering

light, but Chong seems to have
enjoyed the experience. "You need
to have humour in this business,"
she says, "especially when you're
under piles of prosthetics."

Or piles of proverbial prosthe-

tics. During her career, Chong has
had to wade through lots of piles of
unmentionables, particularly after

she appeared in Soul Man. She has
given up trying to defend the

comedy about a white student who
pretends he is black, saying "I'm
sort of confused about what war is

going on. Are we going to support

our black actors or criticize them?
If you're black and you want to see

more ethnic people in films, then
why start picket lines in front of
The Color Purple (which also

starred Chong) if your aim is

employment and equal opportuni-

ty?

Although she has won roles that

have initially called for blue-eyed
blondes, as was the case in

Commando, she refers to the

shortage of films that are available

to female, black actresses. "I

happen to be fortunate in that I

sometimes get the opportunity to

audition for a girl-part that isn't

Igjiropean^aliiral Leather Bag Storej

—

10% discount
with this ad.

Expires 5/20/90

HOURS:
TUES.-THURS.

FRI. 10-6

SAT. 10-4

1-6

NEW
MODELS

IN

DARK BROWN
NOW AVAILABLE

Best Prices on
Best Selection

In Town
Direct Import

250 Different Bags &
Backpacks • Shoulder

Bags • Purses

Briefcases • Bookbags

1730 1/4 Westwood Blvd. J^°^®'
^^9^

(In Courtyard Across From Ross) Accessories

Canvas BagsWestwood
(213) 475-8118

,c'>e oJock N. of Santa Momca Biva )

Organizers

BEAUTY CENTER

Carrying top of the lim
- Cosmetics

KMS
Nexxus
Focus 21

Paul Mitchell
Redken

Full line of ethnic products
etc.

10% OFF all products with
Expires 5/11/90 (

Nails by Salome (Rberglass specialist)

954 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village 824-7697

213-4510621

o KOR \
ADMISSION

ON KRIDAVS

or„l.na»
coupon

Exp. 6/2790

^f^^

So F»cs.«n»»"
^''

--wt This o«eT no*

be acceptedJh«o ^^h

^>''*""'Tyolh«o«*r

Between 2nd «« Jf"

Just flash this coupon on Friday nii^ht
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's hest .sketch comedy arti.sts do their thini^
It s the format that .spawned Saturday Ni^ht Live SCTV and i
the top comedic talent of the last three decades j

But the free .stuff doesn't stop there. All a^es are welcome '

and we don t hit you up for a dnnk minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on dr)wn to The Second City, hecau.se we want'to make
your date as cheap as po.ssihle.

V9i

'>vm l.-.J,,. H (upr, ^, (.„, ,,,,„.,, |,,,„„ ,„^j,^ ^|,,,^^^ ,,, ,,^

specific, and doesn't mention
color. I feel really blessed that

way, but at the same time, I suffer

from reverse racism in this indus-

try. I end up having more black

film-makers resisting me than the

reverse."

Which is unfortunate, consider-

ing that Chong has provided the

light in some otherwise lackluster

films. "I'm proud of everything I

did, even the crappy things,

because I've learned a lot from
them." She also won a Genie
award for best actress, in Canada,
for playing a primitive tribeswo-
man in Quest for Fire.

But the one role she really

hungers for is that ofa prostitute—
not out of some repressed Mr.
Goodbar fantasy, but because of a
wordgame. "I've done an anagram
of my name and it says 'One red
hot whore wins an award.' So I bet
if I play a hooker, I'm going to win
an award for it."

One upcoming film. Far Out
Man, is a family affair; written and
directed by her father, it also stars

Howell, her real-life husband. But
you won't be able to spot her 8 year
old son, Morgan, in it, because

See CHONG, From page 20

Stage

g SnOKS ITALIAIV LADIK.S SIIOKS ITi%IJ/%]\ iJllMFS SUOKS r

I
TOP SHOEIi^ A I

Ed /
I

¥
CLEARANCE SALE Wil^ I

30%-80% OFF
Always iho best price in Westwood

S Present Tills Ad & We'll Pay Tho Sales Tax
EVERY SHOE ON SALE

9

r

9
Exp. 5/4/90 gS MON-SAT 10-9 TOP SHOES

SUNDAY 12 6 933 Wcstw«NNl Klvd.
WostwoiNl Village • 208-6238 3

SHOES ITALIAN lADlES SIIOi:S ITALIAIN LAlHlLS SIIOICS S

Michael Hirsch

Louie Anderson made the AGB audience smile Wednesday
night.

Comics charm AGB crowd,
raise funds for homeless
By Heidi Parker

Contributor

Meet Your Congressman

Senator Biclcnsoir=

This afternoon at 2 pm
Ackerman 3508

sponsored by

BRUIN DEMOCRATS
.«ni,.

Laughing not only lowers blood pressure— it also helps the homeless,
thanks to Comic Relief, which put on a show Wednesday evening that
made the audience at Ackerman Grand Ballroom roar.—Com ic Re lief, a non -profit organiaitiQn thni rM i i(>s m tmoy m Km-n

t
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l\\Aivm
AMERICAN DANCE THEATE
Alv'm Ailey, Pounder a
Judith Jamison, Artistic Director

"

\

Afir

PROGRAMS

T«Mt , May 8

(All Alley program)

REVELATIONS

tKcerpIs from

MEMORIA -
NIGHT CREATURE

=

THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG FOR YOU
BLUES SUITE

CRY

Wed May 9

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF
ITHOTlTalleyBeattyi

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

SHARDS (Oonairt Byrd)

Thurt .MaylO
(All Alley program)

LANDSCAPE
MASEKELA LANGAGE
REVELATIONS

Fri . Mayll
SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

AFTER EDEN (John Butler)

FOR BIRD WITH LOVE (Alvin Alley)

Sal
. May 12 Matinee

COMEANDGFT THE BEAUTY OF
ITHOTiTalleyBeaftyi

LANDSCAPE (Alvin Alley)

SUITE OTIS (George Saisoni

—

'—
Sal

.
May 12 Evening

STREAMS (Alvin Alley)

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Hononj

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)
THE STACK-UP (TalleyBeatty)

/'

7 periomamesl

Tues.-Sat, May 8-12 at 8.00 p

Sat. and Sun, May 12 & 13

of 2:00 p.m.

$31 50, ?750, ?1.50, 12.50*

(includes SI SO Wihern fheolte fodlity fee

the homeless, presented a two hour show that was hosted by Friiy. Cole-
man and featured performances by a number of top comedians, including
Louie Anderson and Richard Jcni.

Latino comedian George Lopez, who has been seen on "The Arscnio
Hall Show" and who starred in the film Ski Patrol, opened the show with
wry humor about Latinos and the stereotypical themes associated with

_them, which sent the audience into a frenzy of laughter.
- Next up was ConnccUcut-bom Jeff Ccsario who makes regular
appearances on "The Tonight Show" and "Late Night With David
Lcitcrman." Cesario, much like Lopez in style because he creates humor
from ethnic situations, poked fun at the ineptitude of modem society,
zeroing in on the perplexing nature of grocery stores.

*They should organize the supermarkets like we (customers) think:
fruit, bran, laxatives, toilet paper. Wine, cheap magazines, condoms,"
said Cesario.

Third up was the famed Louie Anderson, the 'gentle' comedian.
Instead of one liners or short, simplistic jokes that pick the audience up
quickly, Anderson intertwines his humorous skits, elevating the audience
gradually, never dropping them. T
The most diverse performer was actor/comedian Tom Wilspn, who

used props to enrich his act. With a tuba, he re-enacted his experiences as
a child who had to play in a band. Though the multi-talented Wilson
couldn't fill any audience requests, he did create the sound of Fred
Flintstonc stomping.

The show was stolen at the end of the evening by the last performer,
Richard Jeni. Acclaimed for his Showtime special, "Richard Jeni: The
Boy From New York City," he has been a quick rising star in the world of
comedy. Probably the most striking quality aHbul this performer is his
ability to execute his routines with a naturalistic style. The bulkof Jeni's
satirizing revolved around his balding problem.
"Women have the cure," starts Jeni. "Men are nice to their hair.

Women do all kinds of shit to their hair that shouldn't be done to recrea-
tional vehicles. Me, I stick it\y head out the window and there it goes.
People on the road have to put their wipers on."
- Comic Relief will be presenting its annual show on May 1 2 that will air
live on IIBO.

Collaiiorator:
m. A computer aid for writers

By Jim Pickrell

Tickets ovoiloble ot UCIA Cenfrol rickei Office (cosh only)

an(J of kketMostei outlets

52^^F,
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(213) 4«0-323a (7141 740-aOOO

"Students *iTh lull tifiie ID Student fidets wt ovoikiWe ol

licketMostei Rush ot stio«rtinie fot Students oth) Si dti/ens
i
limited

ovoikibilitv Piogrom, dotes, times ond prKes subiert to thonge

Sun May 13

BLUES SUITE (Alvin Alley)

CRY (Alvin Alley)

RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOUIDFR
iDundldMcKayle)

REVELATIONS (Alvin Alley)

These performances are in memory ot

Mr Alvin Alley

.

'

1931-1989

UCLA
I iMKi in« nil

I
PT R ( I
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THE HiART AND SOUL Of DANCE.
THE AlVIM AILEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IS SPONSORED BY PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES INC

0^'

Staff Writer

An artificial intelligence program developed to aid screenwriters in

putting their stories together will be demonstrated Saturday in a seminar
through UCLA Extension entitled Analyzing your screenplay by
computer: a one day seminar on Collaborator.

_ Running through the entire process lakes from a few hours to a few
days. The goal is to objectively analyze a story, identifying strong and
weak characters, logical and illogical structure, and determine whether
all the elements traditionally required for a "Hollywood" screenplay are

there. Of course, some elements may not be necessary in some stories, but
all the questions are worth considering. ~ "" "~^~

To some extent Collaborator is able to understand answers and piece
parts of the descriptions together, but in the final analysis, it is the writer
who must decide whether he has answered the questions honestly, and
determine whether the idea outlined is really worth writing.

The seminar will be offered Saturday May 5th from 9-4, in Room 111,
Hedrick Hall, The instructor will be Carey Brown, co-developer of
Collaborator, and Emmy winning writer/dirftctor/^roducer. Further
information is available by consulting the fixtciaifo catalogue (p^94) or

py calkig Exiension m 825-941^. *^** 1^' - « *
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Catch the
Action

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM .$15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES. $119 pr

B&L • WJ • Ceba • AO • B&H • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Lpng Bea^h 2013 E. 7th St

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Join Our Engineering Team!

Th« Metropolitan Water District

of Southern California would like

you to consider Joining our team
of Engineer* & Project Managers
who are involved in a $3 billion

10 year program to expand one

of the largest water treatment

and delivery systems in the world!

Metropolitan imports water from
the Colorado River and purchases
water from Northern Califomia

through the State Water Project.

This water is distributed through

our member agencies to over 14
million people in six counties in

Southern Califomia. We operate

five treatment plants, 14 power
plants and 750 miles of large

uiameter pipeline and numerous
administrative, maintenance and

,

Regulating facilities. Our system
also includes a 250 mile aqueduct

and five pumping plants for con-

veying water from the Colorado-
River.

To meet our expansxMi goals.

Metropolitan is currently in the

process of selecting top engineer-

ing graduates and providing them
with a career development pro-

gram that is nsurpassed. If you
are either a Civil, Structural or

Mechanical Engineering graduate,

we'd like to talk with you. Please

ontact your Career Placement
Office on your campus for avail-

able interview times. We will be

on campus:

Tuescfay, May 8

Metropolitan Water District

of Southern California

lltlSu-netBlvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Cquai Opportuntty Emotoycr

Mat*' F«m«l«' V*t«ran/ H«ndk:«ppcd

BRACE YOURSELF FOR LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYNV
-Bruce Williamson. PU^YBOY

m.

In 1.964, a book was published
that became one of the most
controversial works of its time.

Newsweek Magazine praised it as

"original, unrelenting, pulsing

prose...a serious work
of literature;"

And The New York Times called it

"an extraordinary achievement;"

While Time Magazine
condemned it as an

"extra special dirty booii."

I

What will diey say now?

S,'ilia2!*SSS5Jl!LHi''E'»^ifii-'^ iast exit to brookun Stephen ian6 .jrawraJAsmBBHBum nwe-fWERDOeSOH AND JERRY ORBACH CO PRODUCER HERMAN WEIGEl MUSIC BY MARK KNOmER
^^EI°1™18°0^1'S^SEIBY JR. SCREiNPLAV BY DESMOND NAKANO PROOUCtU BY BERNO EiSeR

STARTS TODAY
•WESTWOOD
Mann Plaza

(213) 208-3097

•CENTURY CITY "^^
Oneplex Odeon Century Ptazo

^ . _ , (213)553^291
{WILY: 1^:30 - 3:0Q » 5:3 • 8 Q»:iO30 J >OSmlY; 1 ;0G • 3 15 •

<mt^mm

8:00

l]4j4

•HOUYWOOO
Cineplex Odeon Fairtax i

(213)653^3117
DAILY 1 00-3 15-5:i

P H I

• PnCSCNTEOl

W):15

'fe^' '^ 'f^ ;V*.
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Roommates by accident.

Lovers by

"The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening piz22|. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your
door to lam (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING

'-• i

*v

i

f

THE BIGnmmcK
-te;^

$2.00 OFF WITH ORDER
OF $13 PLUS

0141E COUPON PER ORDER

I

I

I

I

I

t

I

I

I

I

6/4 THE BIO
RED BUCK

mm ^

I

I

1

1

BUY 50 WINGS AND |

GET A DOZEN FREE I

ONE COUPON PER ORDiiR 1

HORDI-;

Patrice Denpsey

Helen Slater

MCMmjVni*poUoP.<riu.«. Inc AU Riyliu NaMrvarf

PG-13 ^.

4mj)^
STARTS TODAY

AMC

CENTURY 14
CENTURY OTY • S&3 8900
IJ,)#V II 30 AM • ? CS . 4 If) • / 30 4 9 so PM
4 hditf, Itep Vdkdalfia pdri.rng */i\t\ tcKel puThrfsi

nr\ MANN

WESTWOOO
WESTWOGO • 20S 7664
D.lil, 1? I') • ? 4',

S lb • 7 4i S 10 \', m
UKEWOOD
Unifed Afiisis

Movies 6 804 2002

MARINA DEI REY
United Artists

Cinemo 823 39b9

MISSION VIEJO
Edwards Cfown
Volley ^4 364 0120

NEWPORT REACH '' 'X

Edwards me island

Cinemas 714/640 1218

PUENTE HILLS
AMC Puenle Moll 10

818 8105566

SOUTH COAST WOODLAND HILLS
PLAZA Edwgrds united Artists

Town Center Aomer Center

SANTA MONICA 714/751 4184 818 999 2130
AMC Sonto Monico cmcitMimti oiticio»motc»ii ioi»»o«iiMii
Seven Theatres 395 3030 «)••' '•onsifs»ccii"fDto»iHisi>.G«omi«'

FILMED ENTIRELY AT UCLA

m
MBM

m
^MMIEMMMflMlMMllEMEMMlMMMMlJMfMI^

Barrio Touth Alternatives, Latino Writers Forum, and MEChA-UCLA
proudly present

niJ

m
@

CINCO DE MAYO
m
m

'DARKSIDE^
From page 17

contemporaries are wasted, and he
turns from collegiate student to

maniacal psychopath.

In "Cat from Hell", possibly the

most gruesome tale of the trio,

William Hickey (Prizzi's Honor)
plays a wealthy man who pays a
hired killer (David Johansen, a.k.a.

Buster Poindexter) to kill his cat.

He claims that the pet has brought
death and destruction to his house-
hold; soon enough, the audience
realizes that this is one salanic

feline. The hit-man becomes
increasingly aware that he has met
a w<3i-thy opponent in Garfield's
evil twin — a cat that won't even
draw ihc line as it suffocating an
old lady in mid-slumber.

Finally, in "Lover's Vow", a

New Yprk painter (James Remar)
makes a secret pact with a gargoy-
le, who conditionally spares him
his life. He finds it hard to keep his

end of the bargain after he-
encounters a beautiful woman,
played by Rac Dawn Chong (Soul
Man) to whom he is forced to lie.

This tale is both a horror and a

romance.
The stories that make up the

movie are written by Michael
McDowell (Beetlejuice) and
George A. Romero (Night of the

Living Dead), based on stories by
'

Stephen King and Sir Arthur
Conan Dovlc.

m
1

Gra lis
fa

Saturday, May 5th, 12-6:30pm, Perloff Quad

m
m
m
m
m

m

m
m

m
m

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Director Jonn Harrison lakes

none of it loo seriously, and evokes
a wicked sense of fun inio each ol

the scgmcnis. While ihc aciual

plots are reminiscent of scary

fables previously seen onscreen,

Harrison cleverly uses selling and
Jighiing to create an ccric-

ambiance.

However, it is no . lie when
producer Richard P. Rubenslein
describes the film as "stuff we
couldn'>«ii©w..^ television."

Sparing no blood, gore or heart-

stopping special effects, this

movie is one that is strictly for fans

of the genre. Unless you want to

sec Christian Slater reproduce the

eyebrow-raising slare which he
made so memorable in Heathers.

That's kind of cool, too.

CHONG

(II

f^

1^

10

II

m

"A Tribute to the Latino Worker: the Base of our Community"

m
m

Grupo Folklorico de UCLA

Asociacion YEA
Oaxacan dancers and band

Aztldn
Salsa, Cumbia,
Norteiia music

Teatro Juvenil de Aztldn
Neighborhood Youth Association

Jose de Molina
Singer from Mexico City

II
(1

m
m
m
m

m
m

Sangre Machehual
Cultural musical group

iPachanaa!

m
Food and

Information booths

Games for kids!

m
Xipe Totec
Aztec dancers

iBorlote!

m
m
m
m
m

For infoniulion call the Communily Programs Office al 82S-S969, ask for Lupe or Adriana.
Funded by BOD, Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, USAC, UCLA Alumni Association, Chicano Studies Research Center

m
m
m

' r — —— • - - --—---.-• • •>^«v'w^B^«B«^Ba^ ^w«ll«# ^«ftU««l«0 S^WMBVII ^dlld ^ -«

' «. « *\if^'' 'f^
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From page 18

Chong has already told him thai

he's not going to be an actor. "It's

difficult to be a male in the acting

community; it's a position 1

wouldn't wish on anyone. Until

you gel up to a certain point. For

Tommy (Howell), it's wonderful.

For Clint Eastwood it's wonderful.

But if you're Eastwo(xl and start-

ing off — forget about it. It's

degrading."

Not surprisingly, most of
Chong's dreams have nothing to

do with showbusiness, save her
singular goal "to have offices

bigger than Steven Spielberg's."

Otherwise, she has decided that

she wants to be reborn as a woman
who has a proper garden of her
own. ("No, I don't want lo come
back ,as Steven Spielberg, no
offense to Steven") From this

lifetime, she wants as many diffe-

rent experiences as possible, say-

ing "I come from a background
where you had to be extraordinary,

because that's what everybody
wanted of you. Now I'm kind of
revelling in my ordinariness. I

think from a non-narcissistic point

of view, you're doing a grcial

service to the world when you
discover yourself. When you're
truly happy, you don't need to have
a Rolls Royce, and you don't need
to have Spielberg's offices. The
biggest gift you can have is being a

centered person."

Presumably, neither peroxide
nor silicone is required.

S3

-;^"^
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e to

^^ • two pntrppc • rirp

Thurs May 3rd

& Fri May 4th

First Floor
Afikerman Union

two entrees • rice

• retried beans or vegetables
• ctiips and salsa

• coffee, tea, or soft drink

SS $3.99

lidbis

jr^^LAKERS PLAYOFFS
^^^' ANGELS - DODGERS

I

Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandtoss - Milli Vanilli

Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 ah Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous %

OKI,
GET READY
TO DOMINATE
Ar ANCHOR
SPLASH!

CONDOMS Wholesale Price!

3doz/$6.00 plus tax $0.37. Check, money
order, Visa, M.C. Quality Synthetic Int'l,

Inc. 7281 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite H.

Garden Grove, CA 92641.

(800) 252-4994, (714) 893-6445.

^^ Love,

t^^Your Coaches

Personal 10 Personal 10

Westwood Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10r30 A.M.
574 Hilgard Ave.

Concert Tickets

4 MADONNA tickets for May 1 5th, 90. $50
each. Logc section. Call Betty. (21 3)931 -3838.

BOWIE May 23 & 26! Madonna 2 great floors

& 4 loges. Call Albert evenings.
(213)462-0663.

Good Deals

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Spenm donors needed for

medical research In

Bevcfly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869.

INSURANCE WAR? We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin PI an" .-~iTl 3)873- 3303 or

(018)992-6966.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon dscuuion, Thurs Book Study

Fri Slop Sudv AU 35,'X 12:1 j -1:15

Tues "S-Z-ir NR C8177, Wed Oi$aB$ion

NPIC8S3e 1210100
for aicohoks or in<Widuals who have a

(tnfliong praMwii

(213) U7-S316

»Y

&

PIANO RENTALS ^

Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
S^^CC 2BB^CE^3S:

i

i

i

3'ed-

JvahAu 6 mcm/AA.

Jne SeU is

uei (o come.

LAC Ly\C lAH I/\E LAL lAE LAC lAE

S Matt and Motts (lAE) g

^ Didn*t your

S mommies teach

^ you any manners?

m
M
>

m

m

m

m

LAE LAE lAE EAE EAE lAE lAE LAE

<
2 Next time you
^ represent your

S fraternity try to

^ show some class!

COME DISCUSS "A World Embracing View,"
Thurs, May 10, 5-6pm. Ackerman, room 3520.
Sponsor BAHA'I Club.

Research Subjects 12

$7 FOR ANSWERING MAILED SURVEY Must
be male and have lost father through death or

divorce. (2J 3)257 2582.
cso

Evening Escort Service

825-1493

Congratulations

Julie Stewart

AXQ's newest

initiate

AXQ loves

you!

-^^
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aaKSKZKXKZKZKZKIKXKXKZKZK Let it be known that the gentlemen of AZO are amazing! ZKIKIKZKXKZKXKXKZKZKIKXKXK

SIGMA KAPPA RAGES ON....
M

EKEKDKXKZKZKEKEKZKZKXKXKZKIKZKZ Thanks for the awesome raid last week! SKZKSKEKEKZKEKZKXKEKXKZKZKEKZfS

olde

castlegathered

. participate

"festivities and pagentry which

annual

come known

Olde Heidleberg

May 12th

lAM
Conae experience o

-HAWAIII^^N LUAU~
fcrfjfTEf

,

7:00 pm lilurliNative Chef slaves

W\ l^er the BBQ for

II yQ|r dining pleasure

PARTV .|jp>| FOLLOW. . .

522 Landfair Questions: Moe 824-5052

^
sly ^b ^j ^j vi/

I
- . - Congratulations!

J^ Joanne Meyer—ZK
and Max Marker—ATA
on your beautiful pinning X
We Love You "Your IK Sisters ^

TO ALL THOSE THAT-
MADE MY

PINNING so SPECIAL
MOE (IK)

ROSIE (IK)

MICHELLE (IK)

DAN (ATA)
and of course...

MAX (ATA)

Thank you and I
—

love you guys!
Joanne

^' Laura Keller

—

You're a special

friend. Happy
19th Birthday!

—Karin

i^
Kathy Graydon (IK)

You were the best big sis

anyone could ever have,

miss you so much.

Love always and forever
' your little sis,

otto - A Fish Called Wanda
ug.

Research Subjects 12

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with atlenlional prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 ar>d a free developmental
evaluation (213)825-0392.

.

MALE VOLUNTEERS needed with fair skin for

sunscreen testing. Volunteers will be paid. For
info, call (213)826 8867

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceinlific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

PAY ATTENTION! Males, age 30-55, paid $1 5

cash for two hours of attention and motor
testing. (213)825-6402.

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo Study pays $100. If you arc ages
1 6-40, have PMS or no symptoms premenstru-
ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

Personal

V^
XKL

GET PSYCHED!!
The men of Sigma Chi are

coming all the way from
Cal State San Bernardino

to PARTY!!!
And they'll all be wearing

"BOXERS & BOWTIES"
So be there:

8:OOpm-Saturday-

Cinco de Mayo
at Village Deli

^XIAXZ AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI
X ^o\ ^ ^ M ^^^, .: . >

CONGRATULATIONS TO.
MY SUPERMAN

STEVEN COLBERN
for winning 1st place in the

1990 Engineer's Week Airplane m

Contest. I love you very much.
Happy Birthday.

>
X
M
>
X
M
>
X

Your platypus, Eva

>
X
M
>
XM
>
X

AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI AXI \il

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

^\m ^®QD w^mam^m^vv
^\m 7®Q!) ^K]^Q®QLIS^^
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and"
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

A HIVES STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION (213)820-6574.

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

EARN $150. VOLUNTEER FEMALES, ages
20-24 and ages 32-37 with regular menstrual
cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study. Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center for four

nights during one month. Call Sheila
(213)825-5688.

FREE LUNCH!! Students! Help struggling MBA
Students with our thesis. We need your input.

Ifyou have/ or have access to a tv and a VCR,
you qualify. We'll even throw in a free lunch
and $1 5 for a mere 1 Vt -2 hours of your time.

Call (213)397-9751.

SUBJECTS AGES 18-60 INTERESTED IN TRY-
ING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY FEVER MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO (INAC-
TIVE MEDICATION), IN A SIX WEEK TRIAL."
YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO $240 FOR THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT CALL (213)820-6574.
ASK FOR FARIBA OR MICHELLE.

Lost
i*m

17

LOST, Silver ring Blue stone. 4/26/90 Re-

ward! SentimentaJ value. CaH (21 3)442-01 77.

Health Services 22

EYESIGHT improvement YOUR eyes 100%
safe!, automatic, ALL natural, lifetime perma-
nent. Ultimate worldwide. Adrian
(213)730-0934.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10

gKXKZKXKXKZKIKZKXKXKZKlKIK To the Gentleman of ATA. Thanks for the amazing raid" IKIKZKXKIKZKZKXKIKZKXKZKIK
^' AND ON ...AND ON...AND^Nni
ZKXKXKZKZKXKZKZKXKIKZKZKI You guys are hot! P.S. We can hardly wait for mardi gras! IKIKIKiKXKIKXKZKXKIKXKIIO:

L
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Spernn Donors

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alii-ornia
c:ryo bank

Pregnancy 20

EGG CXDNORS needed for infertile women. If

you are under 35 and healthy you could have
the satisfaction of helping someone in a very

special way. Contact AMI, South Bay Hospital

IVF Center. (213)318-4741. Compensation
provided.

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

Health Services 22

Young Adult
Theory Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirtz

(213) 470-4323

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportunities 26

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships! You
receive a minimum of 8 private sources or your

money refunded! Guaranteed! College Scho-

larship Locators PO Box 1881, Joplin, MO
fe4802- 1 881 (41 7)6240362.

COLLIGIATE ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE-
Looking for dedicatcdAnotivated people will-

ing to go against alPodds. Need: account

executives, marketing, writers, photographers/

artists. Pia (213) 292 6746 '

EARN SlO.OOO/mo. or more. Have the courage

to call It could make you rich (21 3)280-3558.

MAKE $$ EASY- Help people get SHA mort-

gage refund. No selling, (detailed manual.
Send $9.95 to Young Aspirations, P.O. Box
8807, Goleta, CA 93118.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

CXDNATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

f or mtoTnaiion
Call Anna
(818) 986 3883

Cancer pa'ienis

throughout LA bene''l

trom your participation

49b4 Vm Nuyi Btvd Shirman Oaks

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR. Energe-

tic capable person to work with (3ean and
three Chairpersons, coordinating academic
"programs. Supervisory experience, organiza-

tional, interpersonal, and Macintosh skills.

Excellent working conditions, small Weslside

university for adults. Send letter, resume,

three telephone references to Dr. Sara Winter,

Academic Dean, Antioch University, 13274
Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292. Dead-
line: May 9,1990.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Great opportunity for

advancement in nationally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and rcfcr-

ences necessary. (213)491-1000.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600-fAveek in cannery,

$8,000- $12,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th
No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ATTENTION Easy work, excellent pay! As
semble products at home. Details
(f>02)818 8885 cxt. w8050.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential Details

1(602)838 8885.
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IMMEDIATE
JOBS

TOP DOLLAR — Work your
hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent
jobs at LA's prestige

hospitals, MD offices and
industrial firms.

Ail si<ills required.

Aames Personnel

271-6164

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage' I or

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St, Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 9(>ei 3

INFORMATION/DATA OPERATIONS PART
TIME 10 15 hours/week, flexible schedule
Comfortable with computers. Functional user

capable of problem solving Should have
Basic knowledge of Dbascll or Alpha3,
Quicken or other bcx)kkeoping package Prefer

basic accounting knowledge Must be reliable

Knowledge of Word Perfect helpful Sense of

humor mandatory Small, busy, informal of

fice. Good hourly wage Call Barbara SalLzman
(213)479 1249.

LEGAL ASSISTANT small business litigation

firm looking for an individual willing to make*
atwo year minimum commitment. Will assist

attorney in trial preparation, great -opportunity
for prelaw students Must have good analyti

cal and organizational skills. Flexible hours
and negotiable wage Send letter including

G PA., SAT score, and list of high school
activities and awards to LEVY & NORMIN
TON, Attn : Vanessa Huey, 81 5 Moraga Drive,

Los Angeles, CA 90049

LIFEGUARDS, SWIM INSTRUCTORS, water
aerobics, paren0ol mstrucKjrs needed 10 30
hoursAvk. Now through summer lifeguard, first

aid, CPR certificates required $6 8Air Beverly
Hills Family-Y (213)553 0731'

LIGHT clerical and errands, Saturdays
$6.50/hr (213)476-1703

ttnygarn

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/tir

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

'Secretarial
•

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1 .41/hr!

For application infer call (1) (602)838-88855,
Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: Earn money watching tv!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(1)602-838-8885. Ext. TV-8050.

ATTENTION! Excellent income for home ass-

scmbly work. (504)646-1700, dept. p695.

BIOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN Full/

part-time. Minimum hoursAveek. Tissue cul-

ture, immunology essays, microscopy, mouse
care. REQUIREMENTS: Biology or chemistry

Counter person needed for Mrs. Beasle/s
bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

j
or . Bachetor 's p r uferr ed. Sa l gTy"

$9.go-$1 1 .50. Contact Dr Peterson or Lu-

binski: VAWLA (213)824-4335.

BOOKKEEPER/ASSISTANT in home office,

sort mail accounts payable, general office

6-8hrs/wk. (213)939-1720.

BRENTWOOD CO. junior accountant/
bookkeeper wanted immediately in WLA. Min
one year experience in AR, AP, JE, )L. Compu-
ter knowledge a must. Excellent growth poten-

tial (818)887-7056.

LAW FIRM

needs motivate(j person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

COURIER for Graphics Lab Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50/hr. -- .35/mile After-

noons 1 2:30-6:30, own car and insurance

required. City Graphics. Brian (21 3)938-3744

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide
$300-$900 weekly. (506)927-9768 Ext C5

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 10
positions available. $10.25/starling, flexible

hours. FT/PT, will train. Call 9-5.
(818)342-2612.

DANCER/ENTERTAINER Earn $30O-$7OOper
week. Part-time. Call (818)895-0605

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM $6/hr

plusmileage. Must have car and
insurance. (21 3)477-4479

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays

8:30-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades Pleasant Of
fice. $8/hr (213)454-1061

TOUR C001U:)INAT()R
WANTED

coordinate student
groups from Japan

and wc:)rk all summer
June 18—August 31
bilingual preferred
Ivnglish/Japane.se
travel benefits to

Japan for orientation
Contact Japan Travel
liuicau Ir i tcriiaik^nal

Mark Yoshimura
(213)687 988 1

NFW PRO! KSSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales people lo market
exciting, innovative product I irst month po-
tential earnings in the thousands Possibly

doubling each monthr after Part or full-time

Call for interview. Robert (213)834-7461 .

OFFICE ASSISTANT 'Provide clerical support
to workaholic CEO at ([lorporale Real Estate

Headquarters Hours arc M-F, 5pm-9pm, Sa
turday, Sunday, 9am-6pm Must have profes-

sional demeanor and be able lo interact with
executives of all levels Call Leisure Technol
ogy, (213)826-1000, exi 417

.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 25/starl,

flexible hours, will tram, scholarships. Call

9 3pm (818)567-4147

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY CAMf^US
CONNECTION NFFDS AMBITIOUS STU-
DENTS SELL AD SPACE I OR THF TOP
COLLEGE MAGA/INF TRAINING/
MATFHtALS,' AS!) ^.tJPPnwT i'wnvin»r>-

mmmym^ -Mmimmm
BRENTWOOD tanning salon looking for sun
loving, enthusiastic sales people. AH hours
available. Apply in person. 1 1 761 San Vicente

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks
aren't enough. Make a difference this summer
VOTER REVOLT. Earn $250/4OOwk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance
companies one last chance to obey Prop 103
Extensive training. Advancement opportuni
tics. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr. F/T, sparking. Call
(213)556-0660, Lee ASAP.

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Expcri

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

F/PT (213)288-0258.

CLASSIFIED AD SALES. Experience required in

large circulation classified ad or yellow page
ad sales Commission program- well-
established Westside firm. )an (21 3)208-4 1 77.

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility.

Weekend and pm shifts. Valerie,
(213)836-5567.

KARN TOP DOLLAR
Join Career Strategics

Temporary Inc.

Specializing In Placing
• secretaries • word

processors • data entry

clerks • proofreaders •

receptionists •

• general clerical •

Call Amy Foercster

(213)385-0440

DISPATCHER for towing company in Beverly

Hills. PT & FT. Will train. Kamyar
(213)273-6193.

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted
SlOOea on accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spat2 Footwear: 3407 W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020 (213)7.36-5194.

GENERAL OFFICE for Santa Monica Real

Estate. Word processing organization and
communication skills. Permanent PT position.

(213)939-1720

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Day camp
counselors nearby Santa Momca mountains
campsite Tocaloma Day Camp (213)
822-2451

HASHERS needed for Sorortiy House. 5 days/

wk. 4-7or 8pm. (21 3)208-(>65 7

MAKE SllXJ avg/evcni[igs working only 3 hrs

Must be outgoing and like people
(213)962-1874

MODELS and actors needed now. Direct

contact with top producers and directors More
information: FACES, 52 Marbleslone Lane,

Willingboro, N), 06046

MODEL. Thin and athletic for bikini and
outdoor settings No exp necessary Send any
recent snap to DNR Assoc lates/Hiro, 1 361 8 S

Normandie Ave , Gardena CA 90249

NEEDED: Teen worker consultant to High
school chapters (with advisors) BBG AZA 10
hours per week $400 per month Call BBYO
(213)453-9578 (800)544-BBYO

NEED free haircut mcxicis Bruno Salon
Beverly Hills Call Kozo (213)275-8152

CORPORATE
SALES

Work 10 hrs a week
up to $29,000 per year.

Training provided.

Start immediately.

Call Jacki

^^^213)65^743

(ROBIN OR JAY) (HtX))342 5118

OWN BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering
incomingordcrs at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION (213)281-5540

PART-TIME, 20HRS/WK DURING SCHCX)L,
.30HRSAVK DURING SUMMER. REAL ESTATE
ENTREPENEUR NEEDS PERSONAL ASSIS"
TANT NO QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY,
MUST BE PFKSiSTfM ACGRESSIVE, AN(2_
PERSONABLE Oi t ILK IN HKVFKLY HILLS
$7AHR PLUS BONUSES START ANYTIME
CALL tOR INTERVIEW (213)205-0879

PART-TIME help needed for office work m
small real estate invest men! co
(213)392 5644

PART-TIME "PERSON IRIDAY" Construction
company Light phones and typing Flexible

hours available from 8-5 Need immediately
Belinda (213)275-4446

"PERSON FRIDAY" wanted 3 5 dayv'week
1 5pm to answer phones, lypmg, computer
and have good organizational skills. Call

450 5957

POSITION available for full or p/t salesperson,

exclusive womcns clothing s:orc in the Beverly
Ccnicf (213)652-7018

PROMINENT downtown law tirm seeks West
s (Jc sut)lels for summer taw rlerks. May-Sept.
Contart Mchnda ( 21 3)68? 342 1

NEW MOTHER seeks female student for lem.
porary help around house, post part urn Due
date 5/20. $6/hr 10-1 5hrs/weck. Westwood
(Levering and LeConlc) (213)824-3963

PT (OR INSURANCE offic e, FT m summer We
require someone willing to learn. Good phone
voice Able to deal with public Near campus
Hours flexible, salary negotiable Soma,
1213)477-7051

PTAT WORK in Brentwood Real Eslale OHicc
Property management and sales
(213)207 8789

Entry-Level

i^d^ Programmers/
CADflm inc Testers

CADAM INC, a leader in the CAD/CAM industry, has immediate openings for Entry-Level

Programmers/Testers.
.

The primary focus of this position will be to assist in the testing of pre-release
graphics software products and provide a user perspective to the design of new product
enhancements. -^

Successful candidates will have a B.S. m Computer Science or equivalent. You should
possess effective skills in both FORTRAN and C programming languages and be familiar with the
PC and DOS environment. Other desired skills include knowledge of testing methodologies,
standards, and principles.

CADAM INC offers a dynamic work environment plus a competitive salary and flexible

benefits package. For consideration, please submit your resume to : CADAM ^NC,
Employment Office. Dept. HR, 1935 N. Buena Vista Street. Burbank, CA 91504. We
are an equal employment, affirmative action employer-M/F/V/H.

CADAM INC
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM CORPORATION

^- Giving Shape To Imagination
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland*s Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS^
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

SHIPPING CLERK- P/T, Mon-Fri, $7/hr. Bro-

chure mailing, heavy lifting required. Please

contact Austrian National Tourist Office. (21 3)

477-3332. Elizabeth.

SMALL successful WLA Real Estate Investment

company seeks experienced receptionist/

phone operator. Good communication and
secreterial skills. Some computer knowledge.
Potential for growth. Call Ahlam
(213)208-4252.

STUDENT NEEDED for PT work videotaping

courses at Medical Center. Previous camera
experience. Yael 206-4533. ^

P/T general work, small Westwood law firm,

needs assistants. Varied duties and must have
transportation. (21 3)475-061 1

.

PT KEYHOLDER needed for Converse factory

outlet Responsibilities include opening
closing of store, daily deposits, supervising

clerks and assistance in inventory mainte-

nance. 19hrs/wk Possibly more in summer
Apply in person 423 S Lincoln Blvd Venice,

90291. No phone cj!!s please.

P/T, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office. $7 5G/hr

Will train. Call Cina (213)854-4404

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER m doc
tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP Be-

ginning salary $9.50-^ depending on cxperi,-

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770

P/T RECEPTIONIST for busy Brentvyood Real

Estate office. 20-25 hrs/wk. Prior exper^cnco
required (213)820-5151

RETAIL HARDWARE. PA stock and sales

Brentwood location, pleasant working condi-
tions. Call Mrs. Richards (213)476-2864.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. ..you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

RETAIL SALEVSTOCK PERSON- P/T, flexible
M/T BFTAIL SAUfi W»lYtwd V l llflgC gift ^l»J|l Myju. m»or l y Mi ll s jFca. (31 3) 374.757?-g«H
Flexible houi^', weekends and evenings
$5.50/hr Reliable and outgoing
(213)208-4107

PUBLISHERS ASSISTANT PR/ Ad sales Wc
arc seeking an assertive candidate for our,

growing health care publication Duties in

elude ad sales, press release writing, PR/
Marketing/ Telemarketing Publishing back-

ground helpful Must be organized and have
typing and word processtng experience P T/E

T

)an (213)208-4177

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opportunities available

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and
one clerical support position assisting with
Quality Control throughout the department,
114-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient
on-campus location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr , must be able to work summer,
contact Mary \nn I ataen, (21 .3)206 f>f>0H

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LlfECUARDS: Earn:

$12-$l4/hr. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (818)366-7818, (213)274-8042.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POSITION. PT. PC
friendly. Team oriented person. Will train. Call

John. (213)822-1213.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13/hr. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR. Immediate open-
ings for part-time evening shifts. Requires good
communication skills for gathering box office

figures. 10 key experience preferred. Contact
I aura Murphy at (213)271-2105 after 4pm.

ryPIST/ri PRIC/M . 45 wpm. gnnd lanR--^g°

after 11:00 am.

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing Santa Mo
nica. P/T, Fridays a plus. 11-6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance. (21 3) 395-2728.

SAIL'BOAT MAINTENANCER seeking exper-

ienced individual, for routine and preventive

servicing of active charter fleet Call
(313)823-4338.

SEEKING AQUATICS DIRECTC:>R- For Beverly
Hills Family YMCA. Certifications required,

$l,25(Vmo
, 32 hrs/wk For more information

(213) 553-0731.

skills, flexible hours; willing to train on Word-
Perfect. $7/hr-»-. Call Barbara (213)282-8355

UPPER DIVISION Business/Accounting major
preferred for medical laboratory billing office.

Part-time, flexible hours. Call Sandy
(818)3456503.

'

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)487-1780.

SECRETARY/WORD PROCESSING

TECHNICAL EDITOR

Downtown Environmcnial

Ccrnsulting Fiim. I^rovidc

word prcxcssing report

preparation and general

administrative support to

General Manager and
icchnicai staff. Computer
literacy and prior experience

with similar firm a plus.

Send resume and writing

samples lo:

PERSONNEL ADMIMSTHATOR
Ecology & Environment, Inc.

717 W. Temple Street, Suite 202

Los Angeles, CA 90012
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DOLE CAFE
Freshest New Taste in

Westwood is looking for

Managers, Assistant

Managers, and Food
Prep/Cashiers for Full

Time, High Energy,

Daytime work.

Experienced people
should call Danielle at

824-1500. ext. 740

Computer/Business student

w/ good knowledge of Lotus/WP
5 needed by telecommunication
CO. in Beverly Hills to work part-

time on project. $15/hr. Flexible hrs.

Please call (213) 854-3761

MODELS
wanted by Professional

t*I«ltfs]<

up-comIng pnoio assignments.
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Femaffe

Call (818) 508-8680

SUMMFK JOBS AVAILABLF WOKLDWIDE
Want to work in Australia, Furopc', Kiji? It's

fun and easy Some transportation Send
$6 50 SASF to Working Worldwide, 5007
Lankershim Blvd, Ste 100 North Hollywood,
CA 91606

WAITFKPF.RSONS needed days and eves
minimum plus tips. Come in lo fill out an
application, 11645 West Olympic
(213)473-8533.

WAIT PFKSON for popular Westsidc restaur-

ant. Min.-2 years local experience.
(213)826 7831

^

RFCFPTIONIST FILF CLFkK PT until end of

school, FT in summer Wages open.
(21.3)380 9287

RECEPTIONIST wanted for bright cheery Be-
verly Hills office F/T position. 35-40 wpm
Laura (213)274-9149.

RECEPTIONIST wanted Varied hours, even-
ings and weekends. Starts $5/hr. P/T.

(213)470-1558 1650 Westwood Blvd

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M F 9 4 If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for 'a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place
1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA (21 3)477-8023

Ask for Margaret.

SUMMFR lOBVDAY CAMP- Tom Sawyer
Camp IS looking for energetic, dynamic people
for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena
area Develop leadership, commumcaliorV
organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends Impact children's lives forever. Call

(618) 794-1156

SUMMFR JOBS.**High Sierra Family Resort
seeks live in counselors (20-up) to teach:

CANOFINC, CRAFTS, RIDING, ARCHERY,
RIFLFRY, FOLK GUITAR, PRESCHOOL,
WATFRSKIING. Also need FRONT DESK,
BARTENDER, COOK, JANITORIAL
1(800)227-9900 anytime.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
f OR 8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD
REN. (213) 826-7000

WAITRESS/ WAITER Experienced PT or FT
day or evening. Flexible hours, for Westwood
cafe. Excellent working environment and good
tips. David or Debbie (213)479-2724

WANTED "PFRSOI^IRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs Some
heavy lifting required One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk Flexible to fit schedule.
$5/hr (213)828 8537

WEEKEND COUNSELOR / HOUSE PARENT
for 6 bedr female teen group home. Expcrienti.'

in residential or minimum 60 units in related

psychology courses required. Overnight re-

quired. Starting $8/hr. Miranda
(213)459-4643.

f LORIST needs PT helpers and delivery peo-
ple. Friendly atmosphere. $5/hr , helpers,

$6A^r, delivery. (21 3)478-(>091

Receptionist
Part-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky
(213) 652-2872

ACTIVIST, ENVIRONMENTAL
Help make the 90's the decade of

the environment. Stop global warming,
protect the Santa Monica Boy. Part-time
and full-time positions now available.

Learn valuable communication/campaign
skills. Volunteer coordinating,

telephone fundroislng,

voter registration. Close to school.
5pnn-9:30.

$6-8/hr to start.

Call CLCV. 826-8812
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THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE.
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30, LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
W^EK PRIOR.

i
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RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497 ^

PLEASE CALL:
SCULPT
WEST COVINA~ 818-339-5566

SALON 9
ORANGE COUNTY
714-996-6390

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend p/t

help, $DOE. (213)478-2728.

WOODLAND HILLS, Marketing strategy firm

needs experienced Telemarketers for M-F, PA
work. Computer/peripheral knowledge help-
ful. Salary negotiable. Contact Carrie.
(818)346-7702.

WORD PROCESSOR needed mornings. $6/hr,

10 hrs/wk. Weekdays. Need IBM PC MS DOS
experience. Call (213)641-9767.

WRITERS WANTED, $18-$27^r. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

YMCA Day Camp Counselors work with
children outdoors, visit southern California

attractions, call Nani 213-386-8570.

•••*•••*••••••
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/
FT. Clean DMV
printout required.

413-6997

*
*
•
*

*

*
•

*******•••••••

ik ik MODELS ^ ik
Men and Women
Commercial/Fashion Types
No Experience Necessary!!

EARN UP TO $175 per hour|

Work with the top photographers In Los Angeles!!

BODY GLOVE/ LA GEAR/ BUGLE BOY
Height requirement:

.

Men-5'10 or taller Women-57 or taller

Open Call:

MONDAY, MAY 7th, 1990
1-4 PM ONLY

12001 VENTURA PL. 3rd floor, Studio City, off
the .101 frvvy, east of Laurel Canyon in the green

glass building.
*bring a recent snapshot or polaroid

*dress to impress
*leave your attitude at home!!!

*Serious inquiries only
If accepted, NO FEE unless we put you 'to work!!

More info. (213)661-7982/(818)760-7982

^••••••••••••••••^
Westwood Sporting Goods
Needs part bme he(p afternoons & Saturdays

during school Very flexible schedulel

Expenence no4 necessary. Ful bme
emptoyment needed during sumtnef

Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

^•••••••••••••^^^IJ
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ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing
Construction/Design/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-
pendently and timely. YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn

and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StlLLLifE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

SLIM DOWN WHILE YOU
FATTEN YOUR
POCKETBOOK

Phoenix offers a great

opportunity for motivated
individuals to sell high fiber,

low-fat, no cholesterol, all

natural cookies that will

help you lose weight. For
more information on

becoming a representative,

please call

213 477-9700

ADMINISTKATIVt ASSISTANT $28,000 start

ing, lor construclion company accounting
experience a plus. Compulcr experience a
nnusl, preferably Macintosh, Light typing and
phones. Work directly with controller Non-
smgkcr. Need immediate help. Beverly Hills.

Belinda. (213)275-4446 ^
BOOKSELLER, FT/PT, long-term, in SFV child
ren's bookstore. Course work/ experience in

children's literature/ child development re-

quired. PAGES (818)342-6657.

EARN $1000-$2000/MONTH p/t, Earn
20-40% cornmissiory/ bonuses marketing a

wide range of services from Fortune 500
providers. Build to a F/T career/ unlimited
income. Call (213)286-9385.

Corporate Training Program
Computer InformationSystems& Telecommunications
Get where you wafit lo be- faster—with VISA'S accelerated Corpohle Training Program. The program's content and length are tailored to your

background and career aspirations. Over a 6 to 12 month period, you will work in a variety of departments learning different facets of our

operation. This work experience will be supplemented by extensive on-the-job training, elective work, and frequent performance reviews.

Ideally, you will be committed to pursuing a career in the field of information systems and/or telecommunications. Strong academic record

coupled with exceptional communication and leadership skills are essential.- . .
.

If you are interested, please see us at:

WestechJob Fair-Booth 112

•y Monday & Tuesday, May 7-8
Radisson Plaza Hotel

^—^^— - >—

1

400 Parkview Ave.^ =

—

Manhattan Beach

If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to: VISA U.S.A., Dept. FY/5/4/LA, 3155 Clearview Wav, San Mateo. CA 9-»4()2. For other

VISA opportunities please call ourpB INFORMATION LINE (415) 378-8299. We are an equal opportunity'cmploycr.

VISA

We're everywhere you want to be.

BUKBANK, summer sublet avail 6-1 to 8- 15,

female, non-smoker, private room & bath, easy

commute to downtown, $375.
(016)567 6353

'

FEMALE Crad student seeks roommate to share

WLA2-fr/j , convenient to campus $420 V/j

utilities (213)4731952 ^_
,LA CIENEGA/VENICE- $385/mo J bed/
2-bath. Garage, jacuzzi, A/C, dishwasher Call

John (213) 653-7987

LAKGF AND HKIGHT 2-bc'd/2-balh in Piaya

Del Key $400 or $450 All amenities.

(213)447-4019 ^
PRIVATE bedroom and jiath, shared living

room and kitchen, mcc area $350/mo Killy

(213)624 6161 -(i 13)^04-^'^;/
'

MF.i:)ICAL BILUNG OIUCE, Data entry and

filing. PT or TT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area (213)653-0718

MEDICAL HISTQKIAN. Interview patients/

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

review records, btrong wntifi^typing sKilis.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. $12-15/hr. lull-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application.

Internstilps 34

LUETIME cable television has FT marketing

position available $5-5.50/hr. 35 hrs/wk.

(213)446-6616

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTINC-PA, Live out, non smoker,

must have car. One 6-year old boy. Salary

negotiable. (213)472-7131 Susan

LIVE-IN BABYSITTER/DRIVER English speak-

ing, own car, non-smoker. Exchange for room
& board. Salary. (213)471 6724

CHILD CARE needed for delightful 19 month
old girl. F/T mon-fri (213)392-7752.

EXPERIENCED babysitter, evenings and Sun

days, for 6-year-old and 18-month-old boys

(21 3)478-5648, (21 3)476-9777 (ask for Rabbi

Weinberg).

INFANT CARE: Flexible, 1 to 2 evenings per

week, for happy 3 month old baby. Lore

(213)652 2855.

NEEDED: Loving babysitter. Flexible day

hours. M-TH. Occasional Fri , Sat. evenings for

adorable 1 year-old boy. English speaking,

own transportation, salary negotiable, experi-

ence and references needed {D)

(213)476-4563. Beginning May 14.

PART-TIME or Full-Timc, WLA, near married

student housing, call Molly or Dave, 7-1 0pm.

(213)396 1730

SANTA MONICA couple looking for child's

companion, must have car, (213)620-6816.

WANTED permanent Sal. night babysitter.

Nice family, short drive from campus. Leave
' name & best lime to call (21 3)393 4494.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carfxils, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1250 and
up 2+2. Gym, Jacuzzi, walk lo UCLA. No pels.

520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $995/mo. 3-bdrrTV

2-bath. Upper and lover available. 'A block to

Pico bus. (213)839-6294.

BRENTWC>OD,$840/mo. 2-bed/l -blh, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Corham. 2-bed,

2-balh. $1150/mo. Garden style apis.

(213)8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
evenings/weekends.

LARGE 1 -bedroom, on Kcllon, parking, hard-

wood floors, and frcnch windows. $775/mo.
(213)824-7876 (after 6pm).

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utililics. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. (213)397-4270.

NEW BUILDING IN MAR VISTA- High ceil-

ings, 2-fire places, 2-bed/2-bath.
$1,050- $1,290. Del (213) 397-8084.

PALMS 1-bdr/lbth, security, dishwasher, A/C,

heating, new. $850/mo. Must see
(21.3)8.39 4585.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath
- townhousc
$925-$1015

*Balconics

*Fircplaccs

*L'\undry facilities

*Sccurity alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WFSTWCX^n chturr Uu AUnn <^m m^yp

m

allowance. Furnishcd/unlurnishcd singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Gayley. (213)208 6735. Man
agpd by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM. PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR,' WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208 8685.

. WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
Century City $1400/mo (negotiable) 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)487-0406.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo, 2-bdrm/2-balh

Newly remodeled. Elegant lilc. 1 mile lo

campus. Charming. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1275, 2-bedroom/
1-bath, stove, refrigerator, quiet street On
Midvalc, near Massachusetts (213)829-0385.

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpels, built-ins, /S/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.

(213)273-1212.
;

WESTWOOD/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD near Century City. Small charm
ing custom single. Sleeping loft, skylight,

carport $595. (213)854 0146.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Walk to UCLA, bright

upper 2-bcdroom, newly remodeled, laundry,

parking, no pels. Must see! (213) 279-1887

wyyMwyMyyyywyywtfywf

ROOMMATf lo share bedroom and bathroom
of furnished 2-bd/2ba for July-Sepl 1 mile

from UCLA $287 50/mo. (213)474 9868

WESTSIDF VILLAGE $45U/mo. 2 + 2 Female
5-miles from UCLA. Beautiful neighborhood.
Heather (21 3)208- 1556 office, (213)280-0197
home

WLA- 5 minutes to campus, 2-bcdroom/
1-bath Hardwood floors, parking, $4CX)

Bryan (213) 479-6211.

HRFNTW(X:>D, own room^ath Bright spa--

cious 2 bedroom apartmeni Pool $490/mo
Leave message (213)471 7344

FEMALE, non-smoker, share x- large town-

housc, private x- large bedroom/bath $410
Barrington/Wilshire No pels (21 3)4790fj95

LARGE private room and bath in house $475
Available tHJW (213)204 3940

ROOM in private home • near UCLA Kitchen

privileges, $400 Mature male preferred No
smoking. (213)271 1658

•SUMMER fraternity housing program Pool

Next lo campus $2550/mo. Thomas
(213)208 0495

WF5IWCX)D Your own furnished bedroom
in luxury (owrthousc near c^pus. Security

parking. Available June 15 at $550/mo Call

Aaron (213)477-7176

WESTWOOD t u'-i-'ishcd room and private

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units All furnished Private

bathroom Pool, jacuz/i '/4 hr drwe lo UCLA
Now accepting summer & tall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zel/ah, Northndge

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

oa t ff, k ! ; rhr f< a rtu l au '^ (l '
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only, $4')0/mo (213) 475 SVaa

WLA CONDO, own room Security building

security parking 5 mm to UCLA. $585/mo
utilities (21 1)207-0101

Roommates 65

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WLA, $73(Vmo 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave (?1 3)82b-b907

WLA, $875, 3-bcd/2-bath, newly remodeled,
large, storage room, laundry facilities

(213)839-3458

WLA- Bright 3-bcd/2-balh, $1,330 Large pa-

tio, 3-car parking^ dishwasher, near SM
BiyBundy. )im (213) 820-43(>8

WLA Great location, close to UCLA, $893,

2-bcd, built-ins, pool, gardcniike (213)

477-9955

2 I EMAIL Konm.atPS norfliri nwn r»nmt

Share bath Kitchen, liv.ng roon^, dining r(x)m

Culver City $375/mo (213)836 0361 6r

(213)838 3 3H

7

2 I EMALES NEEDED Share 2^-2 with 2 others.

Near campus' $289/mo. each Available 5/7 &
fV15 (213) 471 3394 -

BRENTWOOD Beautiful large apartment

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each Sherry 1 9pm
(213)447-2503

lUN/PKKSONABLF --CHjmmato nceoed lo

share beautiful apartment in Brentwood wiih 2

others Own spacious room S445/mo Avail-

able |unc 1 Lisa/Gma (2Mu'07-.301(>

MALE KOOMATE WANTED To share bed
room in large 2-bed/2-balh $299 75/mo
1-milc to campus/ (21 3) 473 4{J85

PALMS $410, single apartment, $605 one
bedroom. Newly redecorated. Call
(213)837-9616.

PALMS, $(,0Q/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap
piiances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasmine

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. PooJ

sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

PRE-LEASE now at '89 rent. Avoid higher fall

rates. Huge 2-bedroonV2-bath with separate

suites. Up to 4 students/unit Hi-tech building.

Secure park. Eull amenities. 51 2 Veteran Ave.
Call jane (213)208-2655.

SINGLE, 2-bcdroom, 3-bcdroom. Walk to

UCLA and Village. 10966 Roebling Ave.

(213)208-4253 or (213)824-2595.

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus. $850. 3-f2

townhousc. Good area. Security, balcony,

gated parking. New paint. (213)865-3801.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

WLA SINGLE uppt" un.i $.->23 .3^ fnilfft «>

campus Available now (213)431 4771

WONDEKIUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE tn

nearby canyon Ulililics/parking included

Prefer professional person $930/mo
(213)472-2140. (213)207-3444

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, furnished bachelor

$525/mo utilities .included 944 Tiverton

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

House for Rent 56

lACULTY HOU5K 3-bcO, lurn.shed Mar
Vista, 3 months, or less. Available June 23.

Rent negotiable (213)825-4164.
(213).390-1492

SPACIOUS 2 bedroom house, shares lot w/
duplex, fireplace, washcr/dryc hookups, a/c,

S90Q/mo (213)4 79-8099

WLA. 2-bcdroom, den, fircp'ace, garage, new
paint 'in-and-out $l400/mo (213)390-4967

Apts. Unfurnistied 52 House for Stiore 57 «

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gatetj bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd * den, 1 bd > loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $1400/obo
2-bcd/2-bath, 1 400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-

wood floors. Agent, Ray. (213)559-4315.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

monlhs'rcnt. Walk lo UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering (213)208 7634
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD Village East, 2 master bedroom
suite, $1 35(ymo up, fireplace, sun deck, large

closet tv monitor entry (213)208-0830

WLA 1 -Bedroom $685. New carpels/blinds.

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus.

1517 Federal. (213)479-0615.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4246.

WLA. 3-bcd/2-bath, $1 100/mo ^ $1200 sec

urily deposit 4 picx, laundry room Parking

Security gate (213)202-6524.

WLA- $625, 1 -bedroom, modern, built-ins,

A/C, carpet, levclors, security, on UCl A bu
sline. (213) 478-1190. 2605 S. Harrington.

$710, ONE-BFDROOM + loft Stove, refng
,

dishwasher. Close to beach 325 Vernon,

Venice (213)301 2289

PALMS $550 and up gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove. Month to month
lease (213)837-0533

PALMS $550 and up. Gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove. (213)837-0533

WLA Huge quiet 2bd/2ba available )une. a/c

Refrigerator, Near Ohio/Greenfield,
$120(Vmo. (213)433-9805 or 438-9635

CULVER CITY. 1 room > ^ aedroom/l -bath

house Washer/dryer $>SO'mo N/S Eddie.

(213)838 0967

MALIBU, $825, 2 bed/ 1-bath beach cottage

on Las Fbres Beach. Fireplace, close in.

(213)4 56-6191 ,

WLA, 1 -bdr. in 3-bdr house Relaxed environ-

ment in beautiful ncight)orhood. $370
(213)474-3173.

House for Sole 58

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmilc house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785 1028

-VISITING PARENTS/SCHOLARS: charming
furnished 1-bdrm apt. available for $50/night

Near UCLA Call Pam, (21 3)2771994

Apts. to Share •54

BFVERIYWOOD $279,500 3 bdr/IV. bath.

Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time

buyers. (213)397-4270

House Exctiange 59 ^

RESPONSIBLE married couple 38 & 40 looking

to house or apartment sit, beginning anytime
from now to September for upwards to a year.

CAM (213)399-7453

2 BED, 2-BATH, nice apartment m WLA to

share with responsible female, non-smoker,

own room and bath, $400/mo
(213)937-2707

AVAILABLE NOW; Own room, $29(ymo. plus

deposit. M or F, non-smoker, responsible. Call

Matt Of Nasser. (213)204-0937

BRENTWOOD (male) 2 bedroom townhousc
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-179 5,

(213)829-7379.

Housing Needed 60

UCLA LAW STUDENT seeks sunny, quiet one
bedroom apartment in Santa Monica a^a
(213)479-7533 Francis

Real Estate

OWNER SELLING Ibdrmv.
mirrors. Ready to move in.

Veteran. Financing .

(21.3)654-5801

61

"tany upgrades &
oar UCLA 1140
lilabic Call
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Room/Board for Help 62 Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hrs/wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)%0-5151

.

PA CHILDCARE NEEDED. Private residence

Vi hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131.

MOTHER'S HELPER for family with 2 fun-

loving, well-behaved girls, 57> and 7. Beverly-

wood, near Pico and Beverly Drive. Must have

car. Private room/ bath (213)839-8080.

ROOW BOARD/ SALARY in exchange for

childcare/ housckedping. Flexible hours. Must
have own car and references. Day
(213)966-2310, evenings (213)278-6332.

ROOWBOARD EXCHANGED- for babysit-

KOg and \*^U\ chofoji . Near UCLA Start in Juner

SUMMER JOB- lune 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female

$75.(XVday + room and board. Two openings
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451 1819.

Room for Help 63

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/
driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. Available May 16.
(818)990-5304.

Room foreJ?ent

Flexible schedule. 1 -year committment. RSLIP.

(213) 559-7186 Leave message

ROOM & BOARD IN exchange for driving and
housework part-time close to UCLA beautiful

home. (213)476-1510

S500/MO own fMM, own balh in a large

2-bedroom Available May 15th. Pool, bal-

cony, fireplace. (213)649-5124.

Lovely furnished garden view room. Perfect for

female grad student Private entrance/
bathroom. S375 w/utilitics. (213)870-5668.

TODAY'S-
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Laughs
6 Slip away
from

1 1 Bat wood
14 Soiourn
15 Fathered
16 Vintage auto
17 Style

18 Possible
20 Go off the

track

22 Theater area
23 Associate
25 Band section
28 Noun suffix

29 City prename
10 Scatter —
32 On the move
34 Most rueful

39 Prestige

42 Mooring rope
43 Some incomes
45 Sound of

merriment
46 Of touch
49 Girl of song
50 Possessive
54 Plow pioneier

55 Station

56 Second name
58 Unearth
60 Sweet stuff

63 Hunter
constellation

66 High degree
67 Athletic

68 Charter
69 - off drive
70 Was blue
71 Thickheaded

DOWN
1 Harpy
2 - Ribicon
3 Republic of

India

4 Apropos
5 Fortuneteller

6 Notices
Flowers

8 Wall hanging
9 Low mark
10 — St Vincent— Mitlav

1

1

Take place
12 Closures
13 Links units

19 Metal
21 Metric unit

23 Jewelry piece
24 Impulsiveness
26 Liquid

quantity

27 Medicinal
fluids

30 Rumor:
archaic

3 1 Compose
33 - de-

lovely
'

35 Chemical
ending

36 An African

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Ml I

1

—
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—
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IeIs'tIe

j A S
'n*^c"e

E*N^
rTe^s

I |NiA|L|

D A GIE
Tr'e's'
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owl

37 Kernels
38 Goody
40 Highway
4 1 Noun ending
44 Unproductive
47 Pressed
48 Mr Durocher
50 Doesn t own
51 Make pleased
52 Nouveau -

53 Pouch

55 Menu item

57 Counterfeit

59 Informed

61 Long - yore

62 Split

64 Before CIA

65 Born: Fr.

1 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9 10

1
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Room for Rent 64 Sublet 66 Insurance 91

MAR VISTA. Female. Own bedroooVbath in

2-bedroom apartment. Spacious, new, sec-

urity. Close to UCLA, beach. $500/mo.
(213)390-1550. ASAP.

ROOMMATE needed June-Aug. $350/mo -»

deposit. 3-bcd house excellent neighborhood.
Call Phil or Mike (213)938-2919.

SANTA MONICA near beach. 2-bdrfTV2-bath,

fireplace, security building, underground
parking. Available now. $475 -fV* utilities.

(213)394-0410.
'

SANTA MONICA: 2BD, IBAown room $400
+ Vi utilities. Available 5/1 - Call

(213)395-3893.

SINGLE working mother of one, wanted to

look for a 2-bed/2-bath apartment with same,
in Palms/Mar Vista area. Together we can save
on rent, share housekeeping and babysitting.

Call Cina (21 3)825-652 1 (o),
(21 3)558- 3939(h).

SUMMER- Female for a 2bd/2bth for $320/mo.
on Clenrock. Fun roommates; jacuizi. Kathy
(213)824-4910.

WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE 3 bdrm/
2-bath house near Marina. Private entrance.

Washcr/drycr. $460/mo. Call Kalhryn or Lisa,

(213)306-7257.

WANTED SUMMER RENTERS in Wcstwood
area. Wc will help you find perfect accomada
tions for the summer Spacious apartment?

with sauna, spa, pool, and fitness center. WeH
managed with 24 hr on call service. Only 3

blocks from campus. Please call 208-48(>8 .

WESTWOOD. $355. female share 2-bcdroom
duplex w/3 rils. Parking. 1385 Midvale.

(213)477-4045, (213)445-5 3 45,
(213)454 8211. . ^
WESTWOOD APARTMENT - Seeking female
to share a room. Spacious 2-bdr/1-bath From
mid )unc to mid September. $350/mo. Call

Robin (2.13)208-6368

SINGLE, furnished. )une 10-August 30. Silver

Lake area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101. Direct

bus to UCLA. $408i/mo., utilities included.

(213)663-8912.

SUBLET NEEDED for June and July. Furnished.

Westwood or immediate area. Would like

roommate. Dawn (602)957-0066 leave
message.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town taw Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and wcstside sublets to house our
summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town

summer associates. May 28lh-August 18lh.

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchaltcr, Ncmer,
Fields & Younger. (213)626-6700.

VENICE, 1 -bedroom. Duplex. May 31 -Sept.

4-blocksfrom beach. Spanish style. Spcctacu
lar view. $900/mo. (213)392-7494.

WESTWOOD-2 bcd/2 bath. Available June

18-Sept 1. Share room with another girl. Call

Jessica (213)478-7810.

WLA-2-bdrm/1-bath, female, furnished sublet,

share room, pool. May 1st- August 20th,

$265/mo. Jennifer (213)447-1312.

WLA CLOSE TO WESTWCX)D- 1 -bcd/1 -bath,

furnished. Available May 1-July 1 : $f>50/mo

(213) 478-3066. (leave message)

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Scinta Monica

Movers 94

WLA. Large a^^arimenl. 3 bed; 3-tjaIti:

—

T
females to share room $245.83/mo each, or

$491.66/mo. for 1 5/19-9/30. Esther

(213)444-9885

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and relf-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657. ^^
MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
"minimum,^ 26ft. trudcr •

Condos for Shiare 68

WESTWOOD Private room/ balh, furnished,

mirror, t.v., cable, telephone, radio, linen,

security building. $6.50 {213)474-7756

_ Condos for Rent 69
WLA- Share furnished bachelor, laundry, park-

ing, near VA shuttle, $215/mo. + deposit

Available now Sara (213)312 0925

^ Sublet 66

WESTWOOD- $1000/mo. Super l-balh

condo in the Colony. Available immediately.

Call Susan Stark (213) 451-5471.

WLA CON IX). 2-bcd/2-bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Rc-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. MAy journalism. Dick
(21.3)208-4353.

HYPNOTHERAPY- Improve memory, con-
centration, motivation, study skills, reduce
anxiety, stop smoking James Walton, CCH
(213) 285-3733.

llousin|g — Wam<;d
LA law firm looking for .summer
sublets for law clerks. Will share
housing with present roommates.

Needed May 15 and later,

through Augu.st. Please <!ontacl

Linda Friedman at 213-489-1600

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency Personal service ("all now jnd
save money (21.3) 820-4839.

BEAgS^EDITIMa
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing
Foreign students welcome.

Sharon Bear. Ph.D.
(213) 470 6662

2-BEi:)ReX)M Wcstwood apartment Furn-

ished Parking Spacious Idcjl for 4 people.

S1400/mo (213)824 2548

APARTMENT TO SUBLET this summer. 1

t)lock from campus l*arkihg, laundry, Jacuzzi,

2 bd/2 ha Price negotiable. (213)208-6768

BEVERLY C.LEN summer sublet. july-Augusl

Unfurnished 2-bdr $1050/mo. Option lo lease

(213)286 1241

GREAT SUMMER sublet, very spacious onc-
k>cdroom/one bath $735/mo 1 227 Wcslgale
Ave Dorothy (213)474-6434

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk lo campus.
2bd/2ba, security, jacuz/i, a/c, diswasher,
parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438

HURRY! Female: May & June (+ or ), share

room; cute, sunny apt., furnished, walk to

UCLA (213)471-4533

MID JUNE-SEPTEMBER, 1 -bedroom in

2-bedrcx)m/ 2 bath furnished apartment Park
ing On edge of campus and Westwood

' (213)824 4050.

MID JUNE TO MID SEPTEMBER: 1 -bedroom
security building with parking, spa, pcKjl,

more. Close to campus in Westwood. Please
contact Chad or Paul (213)479 68 1 5

NEED )unc September, $625/mo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus
(213)208-380f> ,_
OWN ROOM in large 2 bdroom for $650 or

share for $325. Available June 22 thru August
31. (21.3)470-0581 Close to campus'.

PRICE NEGOTIABLE!! Summer sublet New
building across street from UCLA Furnished
2bd/2ba, parking. Stella/Lmda (21 3)824-5384

PROFESSOR AND I AMILY- Seek 3 bedroom
housc/aptartment. July-20 Aug- 15 (dates

negotiable)* Sublet or exchange with large

Manhattan apartment (212) 673 5324

•••••••••••••••••
:^******•**•••

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 9:30 pm
1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

^
^
-K

^
^

/instate
Auto/Home/Commercial

Westwood/Wilshire Office
312 0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

^
^
^
^
^

**•**•*••••••
?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.N.I. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Homo Ilealth'Comm./Motorcycle.s.

We'll Come TO YOU!

Call Sp(^dy Co.(2I3) 463-1257

Editing Reports $4.00 per page

6546 Hollywood Blvd. Rm 209- 2nd floor

L.A. CA. 90028 VISA/MC

PKOFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (21.3)871-1333.

THFRAPUTICMASSACEw/ Luce, French born
healer. Also lymph drainage/facial alchemy.
Certified/licensed. (21 3).396-f>93(>.

Tutoring Offered 98

EXPERIENCED university lecturer and ESL
instructor will tutor English, ESL and writing

skills. All levels. (213)934-5384.

Prestigtous law firm need$

furnished studio and
I - bedroom apartments for

sumrher law clerks*

June through Mld-August>

Please call CamQIe Manning

«it Plrcher, Nichols Meeks.
• (213) 201-8983.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT. and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson v^tti this

od. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
connmute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

Typing 100

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

iMrm seeks shorl-tcmn

fumished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal intems who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

Auto Insurance

<^
Why pay more!

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVEON
ixstaANCi ntvirta

oaiHiMaaoaA vimimmmm.CAmt!

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Rcsunr>es ($20), pap-
ers,thcscs,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933^1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Wordprocessing of

anything by UCLA graduate. Proofread text/

beautiful graphs. Laser printing. Lynn
(213)641-0978.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers,
riuer^t French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

LP21
;

i -

Letters of Intent to UCLA Mens' Sports

GOLF VOLLEYBALL
MICHAEL CRESS*
Marlttta. QA
One of top five prospects in nation.

BRIAN BOCK
Lincoln, NE
One of top 20 prospects in nation.

GYMNASTICS
OREO UMPHREY
Albuquerque, NM
Member of USA Jr. National Team.

SOCCER
SEAN HENDERSON
Everett, WA
All-Amerlcan Midfielder Played for YNT
(Youth National Team) in USSR.

NIDAL BABA
Humble. TX
All-Amerlcan Striker. -^
JORQE SALCEDO
Cerrltos, CA
All-Amerlcan Midfielder. Captain of

Youth National Team. All-GIF at

Cerrltos High School.

TAYT lANNI

LodI, CA
All-American Defender.

JEFFREY NYQAARO*
Madison, Wl
Middle blocker regarded as one of top

Midwest prospects.
'

ROSS PIER

Torrance, CA
Setter with outstanding hands. 3.9 GPA.

JOHN SPERAW
Arcadia, CA
Right-side hitter. All-GIF Selection and

Player of the Year. 3.9 GPA.

ERIK SULLIVAN
Enclnltas, CA
Left-side hitter and All-GIF Selection.

3.8 GPA.

DAVID SWATIK
Manhattan Beach, CA
Left-side hitter and top outside hitting

prospect. All-GIF as junior.

TRACK & FIELD

SWIMMING
SEAN EASTON
Woodland. CA
Specializes in IM and butterfly.

SCOTT HUBBARD
Sacramento. CA
Specializes in middle distance freestyle.

DANIEL O'KEEFE
St. Louis. MO
:sp«c{a«2«6 (n imranfl prmwraHfl.

QREQORY HOOEL
Chino, CA
Standout discus thrower..

JOHN GODINA —
Cheyenne, WY
One of top three thrower prospects in

nation. Will give up All-State Football.

QREQORY JOHNSON
Woodslde. CA
All-American Javelin thrower.—

. : >

MICHAEL WILLIAMS
Brooklyn, NY
One of lop five sprint prospects,

especially in 200m and 400m.

WATER POLO

MICHAEL PICOTTE
San Diego, CA
Sprint freestyler. Won the 200m
freestyle at National Championships.

ERIC SCHNITTOER
Virginia Beach, VA
Breaststroker and sprint freestyler.

BRANDON HOWALD*
Newport Beach, CA
;wi-cjf Dtv«f .

^^=
SCOTT TURNER

i

Kallua. HI

State player of the year as Driver.

IVAN ASIC
Yugoslavia

Transfer diver from Long Beach City

College.

•Athlete has made oral statefnent of intent but has not signed official letter of inter\t.

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Information Daily Brum

Typing 100 Resumes

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

.
laser printing. (213) 4500133.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNING RESU/#ff S; 2-hr service.^Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

^FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free

pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates. Call

(213)202 6961.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED-
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates.

Call (213) 202-6961.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Scpulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1.50/page. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24

hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PAPERS TYPED* $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cash only.(21 3)823 0691.

TYPING SERVICE, low rates for quality work
Term papers, reports, resumes.
(213)837 0831.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Travel 105

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Remy's Adverv,
tures. Free catalogue. (213) 831-6114.

Travel Tickets 106

1 -WAY, LA to NY City. $1 50. (21 3)399-2624.

LAX TO SEATLLE- Round lrip.tickel May, 1 1 -

May, 1 4. $1 80 obo. Jimmy (21 3) 209-5231 or

825-0751.

TO BELGRAD OR LJUBJIANA one way, open
ticket til 23, August. $450. Luca 208-4690.

Resorts/Hotels 107

HOSTELS in Australia for $10 a nite. Up and
down the coast Fare Deals Travel.

800-878-292S

Autos for Sole 109

Music Lessons 102

"GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154. ^^
PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

COVER LETTERS/RESUMES PREPARED $25
Learn proper interviewing skills from industry

executive/college teacher. (818)368-4419.

1979 BMW 320i, $3600, silver, new transmis-

sion, great condition inside and out, must see.

(213)372-7050.

1 984 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL White, 5-speed,

excellent condition, 49,000 miles, $4,000
(213) 937-4058.

1 985 MAZDA GLC, excellent condition Mov-
ing, must sell, engine, like new, runs great.

$2200. (213)836-4587.

1985 TOYOTA MR2, red, excellent condition,

36,000 miles, like new, $6300/obo.
(805)498-5176 after 6pm or (213)206-1751

days.

1984 CHEVY CAPRICE Classic V-6, 4-door,

automatic, new transmission, low miles, exccl-

lent condition. $4190. (213)838-3357.

84 DODGE CONQUEST- CP, Turbo, low
mileage, leather scatSi PW/AC/fast/mint condi-

tion. $4,200. (213) 397-0652.

ALFA ROMEO CONVERTIBLE- '77. $2,000
obo Runs excellent, perfect summer car. Must
sell. (213) 444-4955.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

Daily Bruin Sports
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Homemade wKh only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
t/3"tb. fresh ground—

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
Expires 5/22/90 J

Not valid with other otters orr coupons I
Good tor everyone m party • No substitutions

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina
O

o yiva^
Cinco''de Mayo!

# Celebrate at Acapulco
Friday & Saturday #

r$2.^° Margaritas I

r
or

I
$1.^^ Well Shots

I
From 11am - 5pm Satur(day May 5, 1990

w/ coupon I

I

r

I

• Acapulco • 1109 Glendon Ave • Westwood Village •

208-3884

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for ynu

We Want You ...to advertise! can (213) 825-21 ei

104 Autos for Sole 109 Scooters 119 Furniture 126

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles, A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition. $3500
(213)556-^993.

BMW 320i, 1963, sunroof, fivc-spced,arTVfm

blaupunkt $6000/obo Grey metallic.

(213)393-5722 leave message

CORVAIK, 1962 convertible, mint condition,

electric blue. 90% restored $550{Vobo
(213)204-5924.

DATSUN 280Z, 1977. excellent condition,

$2000 Call Steve. (213)551-9464.
(213)828 7557. .-

HONDA ACCORD. 1984-. 5-spd.. hatchback,

A/C, AM/FM, cassette, white, 70k miles. Excel-

lent condition. $4400/obo. (213)393-6297.

HONDA ACCORD. 1 984 Hatchback, 5-specd,

excellent condition, new transmission , must
sell. $3190 (213)836-3357.

JEEP WAGONEER, 1980 $3,995 Good con-
dition. A/C, stereo, tan leather interior,

4-whecl drive. (213)859-3494,
(213)207-0543

LEAVING COUNTRY! '81 black Toyota Supra

Loaded, immaculate. High miles, runs great!

$290(Vobo. (213)479-6440, Mike.

NISSAN SENTRA-XE 1984. Great Condition,

^cry clean, automatic am/fm cassette,Vc,

$2850.(818)344-0227

SUBARU DL, 198f>. 3-door, 5-spced, power
sunroof, a/c, alarm, like new. $4500/obo
(213)931-4673.

TOYOTA CELICA, 1977 5spd, runs great

$800. Call (213)478-4383.

TOYOTA CORROLA Station Wagon 1980
$1700/obo. Ask for Pedro after 6pm
(213)837-6122.

TOYOTA Corolla 1983, $3500 negotiable

New engine, SR5, 5-spced, lift-back, A/C,

AM/FM radio, new tires, alarm (21 .3)781 2807

VOLKSWAGEN 1974 THING- red, white top

Runs well, recently rebuilt engine $3000.

(213)473-1877 leave message.

VW BUG convertible. 1979. $8000. Red/
white top, MINT, (618)792-7271.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

HONDA NIGHTHAWK 700S 1984 Blue/

black, excellent condition. Only 8k miles.

Spare parts. Call Malcolm (213)829 6820.

KAWASKI ZX lOOOR NINJA, 1986 25k miles

Bra, custom scat, new radials, cover, helmets

$350(Vobo (818)348 yOH6

1986 HONDA SPREE, red, lock, just tuned,

$300/obo. Call Chris (213)473-5860

1986 YAMAHA RAZZ )ust tuned, runs great,

good condition, very reliable $350 (213)

202-7676

1 987 HONDA KLITE 80 Red, engine, less than

2,000 miles S6.SO.00 (213) 8257076 days

HONDA 250 ELITE- 1985, stored 47, years,

350 miles, red, new battery, $1,550 obo (21 3)

450-9463

HONDA ELITE 80 New Engine, white. Runs
like new, lock included $700 Call Chris at

824-5504

MATCHING sofa & lovcscat Good condition

$1 2.5/obo Antique oak coffee table $50 Dave
(213)447 029R

MATRKSS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbcds Deliveries, phone orders

accepted (213) 372-2337

MODERN BED Black tubmg Good condition

Queen $150 obo Leave message at

(213)474-2116 ^^
MOVING SALE 2 dressers, sofa, double bed
wilh egg shell pad breakfast scl

(213)208-3405

HONDA ELITE 125- '84m $875, inc new
helmet and lock. Excellent condition Low
miles. (213) 826-8693

HONDA ELITE 1 50, well maintained Helmet
and lock $800 (213)836 9005

Honda Elite 80 198<) Perfect shape 1300
miles $900 obo 213 824 1029 John

NEW YAMAHA RIVA ^coolers Starling al

$599 -t- fees Call loolhill Yamaha
(818)352-3277.

VESPA P200E; Excellent condition, speedy,
powerful Must sell $950(213)208 084 5 Ask
for Laura or Susan

YAMAHA 180, 1985 $850l/obo Runs great

Call Kuo Tong (818)957-5204 eve
(213)625-0831 day leave message

PARKING AVATiaBLE!! at BullocksWestwood,
Le ContcAiverton. $5 pre-paid all day, $2
after 3pm. Monthly parking available. $65/mo
Tor more information call (213)208 08(^)4

Present this ad, rccicvc $1 off all day
pre paid parking Operated by Central
Parking System

3-PIECE SECTIONAL COUCH, 10-spd bike,

answ. machine, Lowcnbrau neon beer sign

Make offer (213)836 8249

NEW Bunk beds • heavy duly solid wood,
$90 00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set black and white

lacquer, $290 00, (3inctle set, $135 00
(213)473-W>09

NEW May Co Sofa/love scat Oxford blue

striped Must sell Extending table light wood
w/four chairs w/lighi blue scats must sell iriis

week (213)471-3577

NEW WATFRBED, Kmg-size. Includes head-

board, leather rails, heater, mattress pad,

comforter $200/obo Djvo (213)447 0298

Gorage Soles 127

MOVING SALE. You'll find it here Everything

goes Quality. 11961 Montana #2
(213)620-5721. Any ^jme.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

BRAND new Kenwood stereo w/inicgratcd

Amp KA 128, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX f>8 double cassette deck, )L

880, 3 speaker, 3-way speakers, glass dark

wood display case. Must sell (213)471-3577

WEIGHT MACHINE, Marcy space crri/l, w/
butterfly and bench Was $1 300 Asking $400
(213)826 2266

Furniture

Scooters 119

1977 PUCH, runs great, includes lock

$325/obo Michael 394-1877.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50 Great condition, just

tuned up. $450 lock and helmet. Call Carolyn

(213)824 3657.^

DAYBED, $100 Twin size futon, with frame,

mattress, and cover, $200. (213)204-6126

FURNITURE, new, moving, must sell, sofa

$180. futon $60. Zenith 19 inch TV $130.
(213)836 4587

IMMEDIATE SALE Sofa/love scat, unused
$550, large oak entertainment center $195,
late model 25" color TV $195, 19" color

portable, excellent $20 Delcvcry possible

(213) 453 9441

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide- a bed $250 Mattress and box spring

$1 50 Dinette set $195 Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di
ning room 9-picce set $995 Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195 Reclmer $195 Brass head
board $150. Encyclopedia 1969. Cost $1000,
sacnficc $250 (21 3)393 2338

126 Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE HE, monitor, 2 disk drives $400/obo
Natalie (213)624-7164

MACINTOSH SE II, Imagcwr.ier II, Extended
keyboard plus mouse and software,
$1800/obo (213)824 3385 Mike

.

MACINTOSH 512 K-ENHANCED plus CMS
external SCSI hard disk. Both hkc new hardly

used, w/s<jftwarc $ 1 90Q/ob<j (21 3)3 1 2 020*2

PORTABLE EPSON COMPUTER for w^rd
processing Bargain at $25000 Leave mtjs-

sage (213)8.38 0491

TANDY lOOOSX computer, 640K Mono Mntr
DWP 230 Daisy Printer and Tractor Feed
$750.00 Call weekdays (213)445 5489

TOSHIBA 1200 portable Still under warranty

2 disk drives IM memory. Carrying case
included $800/obo Call (213)825 6850 after

630 pm Siggy
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be ceLxric
col Uoijtiiucn

12TH ANNUAL
UC CELTIC STUDIES

CONFERENCE
HUMANITIES CONFERENCE ROOM

. ROYCE 314

May 3 - Noon - 6:15

May 4 ' 9:00 - 7:00

May 5 - 9:00 - 6:30
-— —- May 6 - 9:00 - 12:30

For Further Information

Call 825-3962

Funded by: The ASUCLA Mini-Grant Program; The Campus Prog-

rams Committee of tfie Programs Activities Board; The Graduate
Students Association; The Student Committee on the Arts

Co-Sponsored by The Celtic Colloquium; The Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies; The Department of English, The Folklore

and Mythology Program; The Medieval Symposium

Baseball

whips and leather,

^—we've got the—
place for you.

Saturday is

Derby Day
at

Holl5rwood

Park.

Looking for some
excitement this

weekend? We've

got it for you.

And better yet,

we're willing to

meet you at your point of collegiate

price resistance.

In other words: Free admission,

either Saturday or Sunday, if you use

the coupon(s) below.

The Kentucky Derby is coming to

the Park on Satur-

day. We're throw-

ing in $1.50 mint

juleps, live music

and multiple

Investment oppor-

tunities including

the Derby Itself.

So grab a friend

and our coupons

and head to

Hollywood Park.

We're easy to

get to: Century

Blvd., 5 minutes east of LAX Airport.

For more information, call us at

(213)419-1500.

Hollywood

And you (and a friend) get in for free!

Hollywood Park
Free General Admission

on Derby Weekend
Present this pass at any Hollywood Park
General Admission entrance, Saturday,
May 5 or Sunday, May 6, and be our

guest for an afternoon of racing action.

Thia coupon food for one fro* adult adiniMion and

muat be urranderod upon ui«.

L

-r+~^
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with ten dingers, is the third

Bniin to reach double digits in

home nins (first baseman Chris

Pritchett has 1 1 and catcher Paul

Ellis has 25).

The Bruins picked up two

more runs in the sixth inning to

give themselves a one-run edge.

Shortstop Mike Hankins led off

with single, and first baseman

Chris Pritchett followed him up
with a two-bagger. A sacrifice

fiy from left fielder Joel Wolfe
brought Hankins home, and right

fielder Dave Tokheim scored

Pritchett with a base hit.

Going into the ninth, UCLA
figured to earn its 19th non
conference victory of the season.

Scwengel had pitched two
innings of shutout relief after

replacing Reeder in the seventh.

But, with one out, the Chapman
bats came alive. Schwengel gave

up a double and a base hit, then

allowed a pair of RBI singles to

end the game.

Aside from Wolfe, three

Bruin starters provided the

offensive highlights. Wolfe
(.346, 8 HR, 32 RBI) has been

hot of late, and he continued to

bum yesterday, going 2 for 3

with one RBI. Pritchett, a sopho-

more with a .373 batting aver-

age, extended his hitting streak

to 1 3 with a pair of singles. And,

Tokheim knocked in his 3QtliimL

HoUywood Park
Free General Admission

^ on Derby Weekend
Present this pass at any Hollywood Park
(jJeneral Admission entrance, Saturday,
May 5 or Sunday, May 6, and be our

guest for an afternoon of racing action.

~l

Thia coupon good for one froe adult admiMion and

muat ba aurrendarad upon uaa.

J

of the season en route to a 2 for 4

performance.

As a team, UCLA will need to

pull together over its remaining

ten games to secure a playoff

berth. The No. 14 Bruins, who
finished fourth in Six-Pac play

(behind No. 2 Stanford, No. 3

Arizona State, and No. 6 USC),
need eight more victories to

reach the coveted 40-win pla-

teau.

Two fourth place teams from

the Six-Pac have gone to the

Regionals in the past six years;

and in both instances the teams

had conference records of 13-17

and less than 40 overall wins.

So, it stands to reason that

UCLA will be a shoe-in if they

can combine their 14-16 Six-Pac

mark with 40 total victories. But

the Bruins will have to reverse a

recent slump, during which
they've lost five of their last six

and sunk their non-conference

record to 18-5.

This weekend, UCLA will

have a chance to turn things

around during a two-game series

against U.S. International Uni-

versity. The Gulls (13-38-1)

appear to shooting for the rare,

^0-loss mark. The games are

scheduled for 1 p.m. on Saturday

and Sunday at Jackie Robinson

Stadium.

BOMBERS
From page 32

UCSB, Wolfe slammed a three-

run homer in the losing effort.

Wolfe has raised his season aver-

age to .346, good for third on the

team behind Paul Ellis and Chris

Pritchett. He has the elusive

combination of power and speed,

with eight homers as well as 26
stolen bases (second best in the

Six-Pac).

With a weaker squad such as

USIU in town, Ellis will have a

golden opportunity to pick up a

few dingers to bring him closer to

the UCLA single-season record.

Ellis (.354, 25 HR, 70 RBI) needs
four more homers to tie Jim
Auten's record of 29.

Give Blood
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Crew floats near end of season
Newport is last regular-season regatta for men
By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

Be sure to set your alarm

clocks! The men's crew teams

arc heading for Newport for the

Newport Regatta on Sunday,
beginning at 8 a.m. This is the

last regular-season competition

remaining for the rowers, as the

teams focus on the Pac-10
Championships, now two
weeks away.

The men's varsity crew is the

iwo-limc defending champion
of the Newport Regatta. It will

be competing against the Uni-

versity of San Diego, Loyola
Marymounl University, UC
Sanla Barbara, UC Irvine, and
San Diego Slate.

Although there won't be
powerhouse schools competing
against the Bruin varsity, a

possible setback may be
fatigue. Because of the tougher
workouts in preparation for the

approaching Pac-lOs, the team
will be without rest, according

to head coach Zenon Babraj.

The junior varsity will be

contending with a tough Orange
Coast College crew, however.

OCC is the defending JV Pac-

10 champion.

The Bruins defeated OCC at

Newport last year, but couldn't

do it again at the Pac-lOs. The
Bruins were forcedio withdraw
from the race when three team
members came down with food

poisoning.

This year, the JV lost to OCC
in the San Diego Crew Classic,

the first regatta of the season.

"(Orange) Coast is definitely

the learn to beat. We're ihc

underdogs because wc lost by

six seconds or more at San
Diego, but we're going to

surprise them," J. B. Price, a J V
oarsman, said.

Tlie Freshman Eight will also

be challenged by OCC. The
OCC frosh have won the Fresh-

man Eight finals at the San

Diego Crew Classic in three ol

lhc_lasi four years. They were

bested by ihc Bruinsihis year,

however.

For the novice crew, the icam
to beat is UC Sanla Barbara ;t«d

OCC. Both learns finishcu)

ahead of the Bruins in an earlier

regalia.

The novice team has been

inconsistent, according to

Babraj, but has aiomcnium
after its victory over the Trojans

last weekend.

Women decide not to compete at Oxnard
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

Plagued by sicknesses and
financial problems, the UCLA
women's crew team decided
not to race in the Oxnard regatta

this weekend.

Head coach Kelly Salonites

explained, "Lots of girls are

sick, and it would be hard to get

them out there. It's just too

close to the Pac-lOs to risk

getting people more sick." The
Pac-lOs are scheduled for May
19-20 in Sacramento.

The team's financial prob-

lems also played a big role in

ihe decision, as the Bruins are

hoping to row in the national

championships in Wisconsin,

an event that will stretch the

budget.

Salonites explained that by

not going to Qxnard. the team

Pac-10, no easy task in a league

that features such formidable

foes such as Washington, Stan-

ford, and Cal.

But the Bruins have bc^tcjx

will save some money, money
that it desperately needs.

Although the crew program has

intercollegiate status at UCLA,
the school only pays about 20

percent of the team's budget.

The remaining 80 percent

must be gathered from the

alumni, parents, the support

group, and the athletes them-

selves. "We're not funded by
the university to go to nation-

als," said Salonites.

However, to get to the

nationals, UCLA must win the

all three of these teams this

season, and are eagerly looking

forward to the chance to do it

again.

Last weekend at the Miller

Cup, all of the Bruin boats

crossed the finish line ahead of

their competitors. In fact, ihc

varsity boat has been nearly

perfect so far this season, losing

only to Princeton at the Stan-

ford Classic.

Now the team will have
plenty of time to prepare for the

Pac-lOs.

Copeland^s Sports
MAY SRORTS
KtCK OFFf

BASKETBALL DOORBUSTERS

TRACK: S&W Invitational
From page 32

Larsen is hopeful they'll run at the

Pac-10 meet.

_ The Bruins will field strong

entries in several events, however,

especially the 400 meters, 800
meters, the throws, and the pole

vault.

In the 400, Bruins Jeff Ingalls

and Mike Stevenson will run. The
race will hopefully be a good
experience for Stevenson, who is

provisionally qualified for the

NCAAs in this event.

His coach, John Smith, said that

Stevenson "is working on main-

taining a good race rhythm, and

good fundamental techniques

under pressure. If he learns that, he

will emerge as a national competi-

tor.

"He's very strong, but has a

tendency to break form during a

race. It's all a matter of learning to

maintain form, and once he does

that, his talent will take him as far

as he wants to go," Smith said.

The weight crew will also send a

strong contingent to the meet, with

all of its front line throwers, who
consist of Brian Blutreich, Pete

Thompson, Eric Bergreen, and
John Knight.

Blutreich, who is already quali-

fied for the NCAAs in the shot put

and discus, and Knight, qualified

in the hammer throw, hope to soon
be joined in the qualified status by
Thompson in the discus and
Bergreen in the shot put.

"These are the frontrunners in

tenms of NCAA points. Since it's

one through eight (place) scoring, I

think all of them will score," said

coach Art Venegas.

"But our foremost goal is to

bring everyone back healthy.

We're very cogni/.ant of not

having any injuries," he added.

In the 800, the Bruins will run

Chris Vincent and Mike Wisnovs-
ky, who finished one-two in the

USC meet last weekend. Both

runners ran personal bests, Vin-

cent in 1:49:08 and Wisnovsky in

1:49:16.

UCLA will also give its top

three pole vaullers a workout, as

Jay Borick, Jay Bettinger, and

Steve Slocum are all entered.

In addition to those of the

UCLA track team who are

Modesto-bound, a small group of

Bruins will be going to the

Northridge Open meet.

This gfoifp, including Louis

Luna in the 800, and Victor

Santamaria in the 5000, will

feature the return of Bruin sprinter

Steve Lewis in the 400, who,
according to Smith, "jus't wants to

run a good, comfortable race under

46 seconds," away from all the

fanfare and crowds at the Modesto
meet.

Lewis, an Olympic gold medal-

ist in the 400 and 1600-meter relay,

has been injured for the last five

weeks and has not competed in that

stretch.

SCOTT WFERSINCVDaily Bruin

The men's track team will try to make some qualifying times

this weekend.
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Letters of Intent to UCLA Womens' Sports 'Athlete has made oral statement of Intent but has not signed official letter of intent.

BASKETBALL BASKETBALL

DAWN BAKER
Orrtarlo, CA
6-0 All-State Selection.

LAURA COLLINS
Torrance, CA
6-0 All-State Selection.

AMY JALEWALIA
Orange County, CA
6-1 All-State Selection.

DETRA LOCKHART
Lm Angeles, CA
5-6 All-State Selection.

MARCY TARABOCHIA
Skamokawa, WA
5-8 All-State Selection.

mL
LISA HIOQENS
Bakersfleld, CA
One of top three prospects In state

and top 10 In nation.

PATTI SINN

Bellflower, CA
One of top three prospects In state

and top 10 In nation.

GYMNASTICS
SOFTBALL SWIMMING

KAREN NELSON
McMurray, PA
On of top five prospects In nation.

Maryland State Champ in '87-89

DENISE STOTT
Fullerton, CA
California Ail-Around Champion.

Member of Junior Olympic Team.

NICOLE VICTORIA

Camarlllo, CA
All-GIF In basketball'and softball.

SWIMMING

TRACK & FIELD

KRISTY HEYDANEK
Midland, Ml

One of top three prospects In

nation. 3.6 G PA.

SOFTBALL
JENNIFER CAPORALE
Tucson, AZ
Outfielder.

BECKY BRUCH
Highland Park, IL

IM and breaststroiier.

KIMBERLY MARTIN
LA PALMA, CA
Distance freestyler with 3.9 GPA.

COURTNEY THOMAS
Los ALtos, CA
Breaststroker. '

TRACK & FIELD
BETH BARTHOLOMEW
Sunnyvale, CA
Distance runner, among national

leaders at 1500m and 3000m.

DAWN DUMBLE
Bakersfleld, CA
All-American shot put and discus.

SHEILA BURRELL
Albaqurquo, NM
State Ghamp in lOO.m 200m, long

jump and high jump. All-State In

basketball and Volleyball.

KAREN HECOX
West Covlna, CA
rational leader in MS 1500m. 3.9

GPA.

MELISA WEIS
Albaqurque, NM
Regarded with Dumble among top

prospects in shot put and discus.

\
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Tennis to splash Waves, tame Anteaters
By Lauri Lappin -

Staff Writer -

Winding down towards the

end of its season, the No. 2-

rankcd UCLA men's tennis

team (23-3 overall; 8-1 Pac-10)

is out to wrap up a surprisingly

successful season thus far, as it

matches its forces against No.
5-ranked Pepperdine and No.
19-ranked UC Irvine in its last

two dual matches this weekend.
The 1990 Pac-10 Conference

champion Bruins are peaking at

the right time and will be more

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Intofmaion OaHy Bruif^

THE JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
AFRICAN LECTURE SERIES

Professor William Worger
Visiting Professor, UCLA Department of Histoiy

"South Africa's Prisons: From Labor
Regulation to Political Control**

12:00 Noon
Friday, May 4

11382 Bunche Hall

rHn UCLA MORTAR BOARD -

Would like to congratulate the 1990-91 members

HAROON PHILLIP AN>X^AR
HOLLY BABA

HAYOEH BEHBEHANl
ERIC AUSTIN BESNER
JAMIE MARIE BILLOTTE

MASO>sl LANOOON BRENNER
ARMANDO CASTRO

ARPI CHALIAN
SAMANTHA MICHELLE CRISP

STEVE DAETZ
ALISON MICHELLE DALY

RAMIE KATE OARE
IRA MATTHEVC^ EHRENPREIS

COREEN MIKI ENDO— TAMYKO CAINES—

^

'^

MATTHEU^ HANASONO
JUSTINE ANOELA HILLIC

OAVID M. HIRSCH
ANNE MARIE ICHIUJI
JANIS EVE JOHNSON
ANIL KUMAR KAKANI
SHARON MILISSA KAYE

DENISE LYNNE LA>OC/RENCE
JOCELYN TYNC II LEE

-- MERCEDES LEE
SON IA CENNEA LEWIS

DIANA JEAN MACALINTAL
PETER MICHAEL NIEMEYER

"" CANDACE YEE NG
SHIRA ORION

LORNA PATRICE PROFANT
ESTHER SAMEYAH

LAURA ELIZABETH SCHILLER
LESLYE SNEIDER

""JENNIFER SOVC^ER>X/INE
MARYAM TO>X/FICH

VANDANA VENKATESH
— BETTY LIN'JU YENh—^-—"—

ELAINE CATHERINE UY YUTAN
DAVID JASON ZETLAND

RcfTunJcr: Ceremony Initiation Banquet

Monday, May 7th, 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

East Side of Main Drning Room in Faculty Center

/

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

THEA PAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

^

DEUVERS FRE^^ DEUVERS FREE

FREEJIELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
Open

Fri and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

^

than ready for any type of

competition that they will face.

This year's Pac-10 singles

victor, 30th-ranked Jason Nct-

ter, along with freshman Mark
Knowlcs, will lead the Bruins
into play against Pepperdine

today, followed by UCLA
tandems of Knowles/Fritz Bis-

scll and No. 26-rankcd Bill

Barber/Mark Quinney in dou-
bles action.

With a 5-4 tromping at the

hands of the Waves earlier this

season, the Bruins will be
looking for revenge against the

Malibu team.

Pepperdine, 24-4 overall and
finishing a respectable second
place in the West Coast Confer-
ence Championships, will be
led by No. 9-ranked David
Wells-Roth (19-7) and No. 21-

ranked Ajcjo Mancisidor (24-

4), with Wells-Roth tcamin^up
with Kevin O' Neil .to inspire

the squad fw doubles play.

Although Irvine is only 18-

11 overall, it has the ability to

come up with some surprises.

Not only do the Anteaters have
potential, but they look pretty

good on paper, too.

Irvine just won iLs fourth-

straight Big West Conference
title at Ojai, last weekend. No.
20-ranked Trevor Kronemann

WOMEN: It's crunch time now

(10-1?), ISQO Dig West singtes:

GARLO CHAO

l^ark Knowles will lead the Bruins against Pepperdine,

today. • ^

champion, along with team-
mate Richard Lubner (27-9),

will lead the 'Eaters into singles

play on Sunday.

Events will kick off at the

LATC at 1:30 against the

Waves.

From page 32

season with g(X)d marks."

Messina places high hopes on
Jen Ashe to earn a spot in the

NCAA 10,(XX) meters. Ashe ran

within four seconds of qualifying

at the Mt. SAC relays.

"Jen can make the NCAA
10,000 meters provisionally,"

Messina said. "I hope that the

competition will make the team
run belter. Only two women have
made the national automatic qual:

ifying standard, so Jen has a good
chance lo make it to nationals and
may score a point."

Messina also wants Marissa
Gardella, Andrea DcllaMonica,
and Kathi Roldan to qualify for the

Pac-10 1500 meters. Roldan and
DcllaMonica have already earned

spots in the 8(X) meters, but

Mess ina^ needs flexibility in plac-

ing runners at the conference
finals. Laurie Chapman is the only
Bruin to have qualified at the

longer distances, so the coach will

concentrate on getting qualifying

times in the 5(XX) meters.

The weight team will enter all

three throwers—Tracie Millctt,

Jenni Whelchel, and Christy
Ward—in the shot put at the

Modesto Invitational. Coach Art

Venegas calls the meet "a big

invitational whcrcL it's tough to

make the final round." Top post-

collegiate throwers and interna-

finals, and Millctt will throw the

shot and discus at the NCAA
finals.

"Jenni (Whelchel) has a won-
derful chance of hitting the 50-foot

mark," Venegas said. "Christy

(Ward) comes close. This is her

first year with the spin technique,

and she will improve although that

takes time. . . Jenni and Christy

should be factors at the Pac-lOs
and would be a big plus for UCLA
if they made it to nationals."

To qualify for the NCAA meet,

Whelchel and Ward must reach the

provisional mark of 48-10 3/4.

Venegas said that the two must
realistically throw 50-4 to be
included and that the Pac-10
Championships will, be an ideal

environment for personal-best los-^

ses.

"The Pac-lOs is an emotional
meet that brings out an athlete's

best," Venegas said. "When you
see the school uniforms, a charge
builds up, and that's a prime
opportunity to bre^k a rcCord."

Head coach Bob Kersec is also

expected to send selected sprinters

lo Modesto.

UCLA Pac-10 qualifiers
include: lOO-mcier hurdles

—

Jaoecne Vickers; 4(K)-meter hur-

dles— Vickers; 100 meters

—

Angela Burnham, Caryl Smith;

200 meters—Burnham, Smith;
tional LUMi[)etitors lutrtic'lpaii'. and 400 meters—Uurnham, Smith,
Venegas expects his big gun,

Millctt, to keep up with the elite

group.

Whelchel and Ward could break

through to the finals, but it would
lake a season-best throw. In the big

picture, all three Bruins have

earned positions in the conference

Andrea Lee, Tonya Scdwick; 800
meters

—

Julie Johnson, Kathi Rol-

dan, Andrea DcllaMonica; 15(K)

meters—Laurie Chapman; 3000
meters—Chapman; triple jump

—

Alihca Moses; shot put—Millctt,

Whelchel, Ward; discus—Milleiu

Javelin—Milletl.
^

OFFICAL NIKE
DEALERSHIP

INGLEWOOD SPORTS
Air Jordan $105.99

Flight (High) $89.99 V
Flight (3/4) $79.99

Air Max $89.99

Bo Jackson Cross Trainer $79.99

Leather Cortez $39.99

Solo Flight $72.99 ^
Andre Agassi (Tennis) $79.99
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Quantum Force $49.99
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Sports
For Softball, 21 wins pays off big
By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

TEMPE, Az.— The UCLA soft-

ball team remained as hot as the

painted desert last night, traveling

to the Grand Canyon State and
handing Arizona State a convinc-

ing 2-0 loss.

The victory extends the current

UCLA win streak to 21 games. "It

was a big win for us," Bruin

assistant coach Kirk Walker said.

"We're one game closer to win-

ning the Pac-10."

The Bruins' (53-5) bats came to

life early in the first game of the

iwi-night doubleheader and UCLA
never looked back as the Bruins

relied on power and finesse to beat

ASU (42-29). UCLA opened the

scoring in the second inning on a

Kerry Dienelt squeeze bunt after

second baseman Missy Phillips

lead-off double and Yvonne
Gutierrez's sacrifice.

The one run was all UCLA
would need as freshman Lisa

Fernandez (10-1) notched her 10th

victory in a row, striking out three

and allowing only two runners past

first base.

Mclinda Cook (12-5) took the

loss for the 12th-ra9ked Sun
Devils. .

The Bruins added an insurance

run in the third when Fernandez'

two-out double scored Shanna

Flynn from second, giving the

hurler a more-than-ample two run

lead.

In the second game, the Bruins

sent freshman Heather Compion to

the mound. Results of the night-

cap, however, were unavailable at

press time.

The Bruins will travel to Tucson
Saturday to take on No. 3 Arizona

in a doubleheader. Sec Monday's
Bruin for complete coverage.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Dally Bruin

l\/1ichelle Montgomery

Track explodes out of the blocks, races up the freeway
Men's team heads to

S&W in Modesto

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

The UCLA men's track and
fioia loam tmvoig to Moacsio u\ia

Saturday for the S&W Invitation-

al. Though the Bruins will certain-

ly do their best, they are looking at

this meet as a means to an end, not

the end in itself.

"We're trying to get ready for

the Pac-10 meet, and some of the

athletes will benefit by the com-
petition while some are better off

working through the meet," said

head coach Bob Larsen.

Larsen said the goals of this

meet are to "gel a bit more
experience and a chance in some
instances to get a better mark."
The Bruins are missing several

athletes this weekend, notably

hurdler Derek Knight, who is

injured, and Macarihur Anderson,
a long/u^ipie jumper, who is recov-

ering from arthroscopic knee
surgery.

In addition, yCLA is without

the services of sprinters Kevin
Williams (last season's Pac-10
100-mcter champion) and Bert

Emanuel, who are participating in

spring football drills, though

See TRACK, page 29

Women split up in

bid to qualify more

By Jay Ross
Contributor

Wglcomo IQ crunch -bfflfc

SCOTT WEERSINCi/Daily Drum

Caryl Smith and the UCLA women 's track team will be sprinting from Northridge to /Modesto
this weekend.

Only two weeks of competition

remain before the UCLA women's
u-ack and field team shuttles to

Seattle and tries to capture its

fourth consecutive Pac-10 champ-
ionship. Injuries have hampered
the Bruins, but the squad on the

whole looks ready to race, having-

^Iready qualified 13 athletes for a
total of 20 Pac-10 finals chances.

Distance coach Bob Messina,

whose team has been slowed by
knee surgeries and tendinitis,

wants to use tomorrow's Cal Stale

Northridge Open Invitational to

finish the season on a high note and
qualify extra runners.

"I haven't been wholly pleased

with the year because injuries have
kept some runners from compet-
ing," Messina said. "Nicole
Nugent and Kristi Bache could
have really filled a gap for us in the

3000 and 5000 meters. I also felt-

that the team would be further

along at this point, so I'm looking

for some (personal best times) at

CSUN and hope to finish the

See WOMEN, page 31

Bombers hope JRS will be home-sweet-home
By Terry White

Contributor

This weekend, the Gulls of U.S.
International University should
provide easy targets for the Bruin
baseball team.

UCLA (32-20, 14-16 Six-Pac)

hosts a two-game series against

USIU, with games on Saturday
and Sunday, both at 1 p.m. at

Jackie Robinson Stadium.

Jwo weeks ago in San Diego,
the Bruins had little trouble dis-

posing of the Gulls. Zac Reeder
started and earned his first win of
the season as the Bruins trounced

USIU, 12-7.

USIU could not have picked a

worse time to come to JRS, as the

Bruins need to reach a total of 40

wins to make it to the NCAA
regionals. With the Six-Pac season

over, the remaining non-confer-

ence games will decide the post-

season destiny of UCLA.
Expect senior righty Tim Lind-

say (6-6, 4.40 ERA) to start

Saturday for the Bruins against the

Division II Chapman rocks, shocks the Bmin world
By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

The Bruin baseball team (32-

21, 14-16 Six-Pac) suffered a

bitter, 5-4 loss yesterday to

unranked Chapman College at

Hart Park in Orange.

Chapman, a Division II team,

went into the bottom of the ninth

u-ailing 4-3, but picked up two
runs off Bruin reliever Kurt
Schwengel (0-1) to steal the win.

Chapman reliever Ken Hokuf
(4-2) was awarded the victory.

The Bruins trailed early, as

Chapman picked up three runs in

the first two innings off UCLA
starter Zac Reeder. But Bruin
third baseman Kevin Webb kept
things close, blasting a second-
inning, two run homer. Webb,

See BASEBALL, page 28

Gulls. In his last outing on Sunday,

Lindsay took a loss at USC in a 7-5

contest. However, the Gulls should

go down much more easily than

the Trojans.

On Sunday, left-hander Dave
Zancanaro (9-5, 2.91 ERA) hits the

mound armed with his 90 mph
fastball. Zancanaro had a less-

than-remarkable week, losing to

USC last Friday and UCSB on
Wednesday.

Left- fielder Joel Wolfe has done
more than his share to help the

Bruins offensively. Wednesday at

See BOMBERS, page 28

Newest Bruins

- Fact: UCLA boasts one of the best all-around

athletic departments in the nation. Fact: UCLA
must recruit some of the best athletes in the

nation to remain prestigious. Here's a look at the

future of UCLA sports.

See page 30 and 27

Thanks, fans
The true fans that didn't desert the UCLA

football last year will be welcomed at Fan
Appreciation Day on Spaulding Field, Saturday
beginning at 10:30 a.m. Players and coaches will

be introduced and then sign autographs after a

light workout. Be there or be square.

See page 24

Row, row, row
your boat—

-

As the UCLA men's and women's crew teams
near the end of regular season, this weekend
could be an important factor. The men will head
to the Newport Regatta and the women will take

the weekend off to prepare for Pac-lOs.

See page 29
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Last day to

register

Today is the last day to

register to vote for the Califor-

nia primaries in June. Students

may register to vote on Bruin

Walk today.

Included on the June 5 are

Proposition in, which, if

passed, would increase the

university's funding because

the measure would raise the

slate spending limit.

Also, Proposition 121 is a

$450 million bond measure,

which would fund construction

and renovation of university

facilities if California voters

approve it.

Inside
Better dental

programs
Dental students need better

educational programs and
resources to meet the chal-

lenges of modem dentistry.

See page 7

Viewpoint

Looking at

Chicano Studies
Susan Rinderle looks at the

importance of the study of

Latino heritage and culture to

UCLA.

. See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

What they do
for love
A trio of dancers discuss

methods behind Alvin Ailey's

"American Dance Theater."

See page 18

Sports

Leaders of
thePac
The UCLA softball team

clinched another Pac-10 title

this weekend.

See page 36
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Run-off election slated for this week
Undergrads

to choose VP^
Undergraduate Election Results

general rep
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

A run-off election will be held

for the second vice president and
the third general representative

positions Wednesday and Thurs-

day, the undergraduate student

council decided Friday.

After the council certified the

accuracy of the results of all other

races in last week's primary
election presented by the Election

Board, it approved the board's

calendar for final elections.

The Election Board decided not

to certify the results of the two
races last week because the final

ballot counts were loo close and a

university office's negligence had

forcrd more Ihan 2(K) siudcnu not

ELECTED OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT

Dean Poulakidas

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT

Michael Cerillo

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVES
Holly Carrington

Kevin Wittenberg

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Sam Kaufman

CAMPUS EVENTS

Eugene Hernandez

COMMUNITY SERVICE
^

Ramie Dare

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Lance S. Allice

FACILITIES

Alex Hultgren

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS STUDENT WELFARE
Octavio Navarro Carol DaoA/ish —
RUN-OFF CANDIDATES:
SECOND GENERAL

REPRESENTATIVE

Alvin Parra

Derek Mu

VICE-PRESIDENT

Darren Kameya

David Pratt

BALLOT MEASURES:

• Amendment to remove the votes

of non-student members

• Amendment to restructure the offices of

Ihe vice-presidents'

'

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED• Funds for student initiated campus

• Voluntary positive check-off for Second

Harvest PASSED
• Voluntary negative check off for

CALPIRG DID NOT PASS

Most election

results OK'd z

by Council
By Sarah Suk

Almost 150 undergraduates
who were turned away from
polling booths Wednesday failed

to return to vote the next day.

Election Board Chairwoman
Dancttc Martin said Friday.

.

At least 216 students could not

vole on the first day of primary

r.lminns hcf aiisr. ihr, number ihrcf

designated to indicate that students

voted, was already punched out.

There were many others who
could not vote on Wednesday
whose names were not taken

down, Martin said.

The Central Ticket Office

(CTO) assigned the Election

Politics Editor

Undergraduate council
-accep ted on Friday 4he ^lection^
Board's report of how students

voted last week, although some
officers were reluctant to approve
the results of one of the races.

At the special council meeting
Friday night, the council certified

llic results of nine races, including

the president, executive vice presi-

dent and two general representa-

tive positions.

The student body has yet to

determine the final results of two
races, as candidates for second
vice president and the Uiird general

representative position will face a

to vote last Wednesday. box on their registration cards, See VOTE, page 14 See APPROVED, page 15

Dance of the Iguana Provost
plans to
circulate

L&S report
By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer

In an unprecedented move.
Provost Raymond Orbach plans to

issue what university officials call

a "slate of the college" report \o

UCLA faculty detailing the future

functions of teaching and research

in the College of Letters &
Science.

— ~

THEO MCHOl AS

El Grupo Folklorico de UCLA performs an authentic, traditional pueblo dance Saturday

as part of Cinco de l^ayo celebrations in Perloff Quad.

CALPIRG referendum defeated
Measure needed only 2 percent

more of undergrad vote to pass

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

The undergraduate ballot mea-
sure calling foi* continued funding

of the California Public Interest

Research Group failed— contrary

to an inaccurate report in the Daily

Bruin on Friday — according to

the university's activity guide-

lines.

Although the initiative received

a majority of positive voles from

undergraduates last week, it fell

more than 2 percent short of the 11

percent of the student body needed

to cast positive votes.

While the CALPIRG initiative

received 2,201 affirmative votes,

more than 2,500 positive votes

were necessary for undergraduate

government to recommend the

chancellor that the waivable fee be
instituted.

The negative check-off system,

by which students who choose not

to pay the $2 voluntary fee must
initial a box on their registration

fee cards and subtract the amount
from the total, has helped fund the

consumer and environmental lob-

by group for almost four years.

Undergraduate council met Fri-

day night to accept the voting

statistics on the CALPIRG
referendum as accurate, but a

decision on any further action was
postponed until its weekly Tues-

day meeting. The council is

exp(*ctcd to decide whether or not

to recommend to Chancellor
Charles Young that the fee be

Jmplemented.
The initiative, although 2.3

percent shy of meeting university

guidelines, did receive a majority

of positive votes, council members
said Friday.

Because Young has repeatedly

stated that he will refuse to

implement any negative check-off

See CALPIRQ, page 13

Spokesman Harlan Lcbo ack^
nowledged Friday that the provost,

who is the college's top admmi-
slraior, was working on the rejx)ri.

Lcho declined to discuss what
the report will specifically address,

hut he said the provost plans to

send copies of the report to,

unspecified UCLA faculty lliis

week.

"The reason he's doing this is

Ivcause of the variety of exciting

issues about tlie college tliat are

affecting both where we are now
and the direction for faculty hiring,

research and teaching for the next

20 years," Lebo said.

The report marks the provost's

first mass address to faculty

members for reasons other than

routine, the spokesman said. "The
provost thinks it's impt)rUini for

the university to know about those

things."

Lebo declined to discuss spe-

cifics, because Orbach probably

would not finish the report until

after the weekend. Orbach recently

relumed from a business trip in

Washington, D.C., the spokesm^
said.

Administrators in the college's

academic departments recently

have been grappling with cuts in

funding for lecturers and visiting

professors, who traditionally have

taught many lower division under-

graduate courses.

As a result of the cutbacks, sonie

See REPORT, page 14
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TODAY. MONDAY. MAY 7
• Campus Events

- Ladysmith Black Mambazo
- Noon
- Westwood Plaza

• Women and Work
- Putting your degree to work
- 7:00-8:30 p.m.
*- James West Alumni Center Conference Room

• Cultural Affairs

- Che
- 9-11 p.m.
- Kerckhoff Coffee House

• Cineco and AISEC
- "The Time of Violence"

- 7:30 p.m. . ^ ,

' Metnitz Tlieatie

WEDNESDAY. MAY 9
• Cineco and AISEC

- "To Kill a Priest"

^7:30 p.m.
- Melnitz Theatre

• Center for American
Politics and Public Policy

- Quarter in Washington Program

for Undergraduates
- Applications due May 15th

©llKI[El^y/\[L^

• UCLA Aquatic Center
^Sail and Windsurf Classes '

"

} f

»

f
>

T
f

< « "

-.^—«^ Classes begin this week
^

• Latino Art Show
- April 30- May 11

- Kerckhoff Art Gallery

- - 8:00 a.m.- 9:00 p.m.

• Blood Drive

- May 7th- May 1 1 th

- 1 1 :00* a.m.-3:45 p.m.

- John Wooden Center

For more information regarding these

events, please look within the body
of the paper for these organizations'

advertisements.

>

r .

r
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The Daily Bruin
thanles all of our advertisers!
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Ca/itCa4incr
DOMINO'S
PIZZA

1 990-91Dally Bruin

Call for Applicants
students interested in the foilowing positions

should picl< up applications at the Daily Bruin

offices at 1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall:

Design Editor

City Editor

Assistant News Editorsi,(2)

Assistant Sports Editors (2)

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editors (2)

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Applications will be available at the

receptionist's desk Monday, May 7,

and will be due Friday,May 11 at 5 p.m.

The Daily Bruin strives lo be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy lo correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.

Dally

Bruin
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Students rally for Chicano Studies major today
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

When the clock strikes noon
today, many college students

nationwide will get up and walk

out of their classrooms in a high-

profile national effort to raise

awareness on Chicano and Latino

student issues.

UCLA students plan to gather

outside Campbell Hall afterwards

and rally for the preservation of the

Chicano Studies major and the

creation of a department in the

discipline. They will join students

nationwide who will vent their

frustrations over the "institution-

iilizcd racism" they claim is evi-

dent in retention, financial aid,

faculty recruitment and admis-

sions policies.

"By walking out of class, we are

saying that this university is not for

Nationwide awareness effort

will include class walkouts
us. We do not believe in this

institution and there is something
wrong here that no one is address-

ing," said Financial Supports
Commissioner-elect Octavio
Navarro.

Several local legislators,

including Stale Sen. Art Torres,

D-Los Angeles, arc expected to

call Chancellor Charles Young this

afternoon in support of the student

protest.

"Successful education requires

sensitivity to the needs of all

student groups. Chicano/Latino

students need role models among
the faculty, adequate financial

assistance, and mechanisnis to

support their special interests and

cultural identity," wrote Slate Sen.

Herschel Rosenthal, D-Los
Angeles, in an April 24 letter to

Young.

"The" walk-out of students

(today) is' an effort to raise ^our

awareness of the pliglU t)f one
group of UCLA sludents whose
needs arc not being adequately

addressed," Rosenthal added.

MEChA representatives said

that the creation of a department is

especially crucial to reconciling

the problems faced by many
Latino students at UCLA. A
department would receive the

financial support and tenured

faculty necessary to elevate the

Chicano Studies major to univer-

sity standards, they said.

Currently, the major receives

$1,5(X) a year in funding and is

staffed on a volunteer basis by
faculty from other departments.

Many of these volunteers have

little or no background in Chicano

studies and favor the suspension of

tlie major, Navarro said. "We are

asking for real Chicano studies

scholars -7- people with a real

commitment to the community and
lo the major.

'

Frusu-alion has been mounting

within the UCLA Lalino com-
munity since late February, when
an Academic Senate commiiicx;

announce<l its recommendation to

suspend entrance to ihe Chicano
Studies Major until the program
could be revised.

"Many students gei^the feeling

that education does not come first

at this university and that its

priorities are all research and
publication. This walkout and
protest is for all students who have

some frustration with this school,"

he said.

The rally outside Campbell Hall

will be open platform — allowing

anyone who feels strongly on a

particular issue to speak.

"The important thing is that we
wani the university to reali/.e that

as students, we know why a lot ol

these problems happen. We know
how they affect us. The university

is not the ones who can make these

decisions without this student

input," MEChA member Norma
Rojas said.

The nationwide class walkout
was called for in a recent meeting

of the National Asscx:iation of^

Chicano Studies.

Grad submits petition

against GSM professor
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

A UCLA graduate student sub-

mitted letters and petitions sup-

and criiici/.ing a prnfcssoLpnrtmg
whose teaching practices he claims

are racist and sexist to Anderson
Graduate School of Management
administration on Friday.

At the end of a four-day petition

drive last week, 36 had signed in

favor of professor John Lolt and

-iiine signed in favor of dismissing

him in the petition started by Tom
Harrison.

AGSM Assistant Dean Martha
Miller said she will forward the

letters and petitions to the faculty

chair and let them decide the issue.

Harrison, a first-year graduate

student in the Management Busi-

ness Association, said Lott falsely

portrayed social issues in an

economic light. But most students

say the professor's teaching prac-

tices are challenging.

Lott said students were most
qualified to evaluate his work. "In

jny view the students arc probably

the best judge of what I actually

taught in the class. Apparently the

students disagreed with (Harri-

son's) interpretation of what I had
taught."

Assistant Dean Miller said there

is little evidence or consensus

against Lott and there is no reason

to dismiss him.

Harrison said that he will leave

the situation in the hands of the

faculty. "I've got a lot of faith and
respect for them and I've got lo just

let them do whatever."

Last quarter, Harrison "quietly"

complained to administration after

taking Lott in Management 405—
a class required in the MBA

"In my view the stu^

dents are probably the

best judge of what I

actually taught in fe:

class. Apparently the

students disagreed

with (Harrison's)
interpretation of what
I had taugjit''

-" "^JohnLott

Run like a cub

program. But Harrison said admi-

nistration did not respond because

they wanted to know whether other

students disapproved of Lolt's

teaching. So, Harrison decided to

"go public" to see whether stu-

dents agreed with him.

"I'm not in a real good situation

seeing as there's only nine against

him. I can't ask for a lot or demand
a lot," Harrison said.

Harrison hopes the faculty will

closely examine Lott in the future.

"I hope they're at least extremely

sensitive to complaints along these

lines concerning Dr. Lott."

Lott, who is a visiting professor

with a two-year contract, said he

does not know how Harrison's

actions will affect his career, but

he hopes the issue will soon be

resolved.

"I've gotten a lot of support

from people here and I hope this is

all behind us now," he said.

No matter what the administra-

tion decides, Harrison will not take

any more classes with Lott, he

said. "From now on all my classes

are not core — I have my choice.

There's no way I'll have him
again."

ELLIS GK5DSIAN

Adults cheer from ttie sidelines as kids 'Run Like a Bruin' in a special 1K race Sun-

day.
^

Huntley urges Foram to reduce graduate student unio^ fees

Undergraduate service referendum

makes funding unbalanced, he says

By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

Graduate President Konrad
Huntley said last week that he will

suggest reducing a small portion of

graduate students' quarterly fees at

Wednesday night's legislative

Forum.

Huntley's motion will urge the

Forum lo cancel $1 .50 of graduate

student union fees, included in

both graduate and undergraduate

registration costs, to even out a

discrepancy created last week
when the service referendum gar-

nered 61 percent of student voles

in undergraduate elections.

The service referendum, which

Chancellor Charles Young has

already verbally committed to

approve. Will transfer $1.50 per

quarter of each undergraduate

student's $4 student union fee to

subsidize additional undergradu-

ate programming funds and aid

campus retention starting this fall.

The discrepancy exists because

graduate students will still be

paying $1.50 quarterly into the

student union fee, while that

portion of undergraduate fees will

go toward programming.

The problem is not only that

graduate students will be paying

more into the student union fee

than undergraduates, but that gra-

duates only make up one-third of

the student population, said Com-
missioner of Academic Affairs

James Papp.

Graduate government was
unable to adopt a similar measure

for the graduate ballot because of

time constraints.

Huntley and ASUCLA Exdcu*=

live Director Jason Reed said

undergraduate President John

Sarvey announced plans to incor-

porate the service referendum in

the undergraduate ballot after the

deadline for the graduate ballot

had passed.

However, Sarvey claims that

Huntley was informed of the plans

during winter quarter, and "must

not have been paying attention" at

the ASUCLA Board of Directors

meeting where it was announced.

Regardless of the politics

involved, Huntley said he will

push the Forum to adopt the

measure and equalize the amount
all sludents contribute to the

student union fee. ^.

The student union fee was
implemented in the 1960-61

academic year lo subsidize loans

taken out to fund construction of

Ackerman Union and renovation

of Kerckhoff Hall.

Traditionally, a bulk of the fee

has paid for the loans and providexl

funding for maintenance on the

two buildings, but last month the

ASUCLA Board of Directors

approved using one half of each

student's Ackerman fee lo buy
down upcoming seismic renova-

tion costs.

If the Forum fails lo pass

Huntley's motion, $2 per graduate

student will buy down the seismic

fee, and the remaining $2 will pay
for the remaining loan payments
and subsidize the student associa-

tion's facilities maintenance.

<*^'
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Briefs

World

Baker invites Poiand
to reunification tallcs

WARSAW. Poland — Secretary of
State James A. Baker III Sunday invited

Poland to participate in a six-nation

meeting in Paris to seek a guarantee of its

western border from a united Germany.— "I thought it was important to try to

come by," Baker said of his six-hour

stopover in Poland on his way back to

Waishington,

In Bonn on Saturday, the four victori-

ous World War II aUies and two Ger-
manys decided to include Poland in a July

session of unification talks.

Baker said he gave Polish leaders a
complete report on the meeting in Bonn,
Germany, which also included leading

diplomats from the Soviet Union, France
and Britain.

Officials from the six nations agreed

German unification should move forward
without delay and indicated their coun-
tries should not try to impose restraints on
what will be Europe's most powerful
nation.

Latvia prepares for

economic blockade
RIGA, U.S.S.R. — Latvian politicians

sold on Sunaay tney wci
'c~stccfing^

themselves for strikes, protests and an
economic blockade now that the Kremlin
has reportedly rejected their declaration

of independence.

Latvia's Communist Party chief,

Alfreds Rubiks, said on Saturday that

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
told him by telephone he could not accept

Latvia's secession and may impose

sanctions against the Baltic republic.

"We understand the situation in Latvia

will be very tough, even critical, this

summer," said Peteris Lakis, one of the

leaders of the Latvian People's Front,

which engineered Friday's declaration.

Anatoly Alexeyev, head of the Inter-

front Movement of non-Latvian residents,

predicted that the Soviets would start an

economic blockade soon.

Nation

Masterpieces sliown

at National Gallery

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Nearly 140

masterpieces from two formidable family

collections, including a celebrated, $40.7

million self-portrait by Pablo Picasso,

went on display Sunday at the National

Gallery of Art.

Opening in the gallery*s modernistic

East Building were the first and only U.S.

exhibition of 85 old masters, impression-

ists, post-impressionists and early modem
works from the collection of the late

Swiss industrialist, Emil G. Buehrle.

Appearing simultaneously in the gal-

lery's West Building is the entire collec-

tion of 54 paintings, walercolors and

drawings from the home of millionaire

publisher Walter H. Annenberg in Rancho
Mirage, Calif., shown together for the

first time on a national tour that began last

summer in Philadelphia.

Report: U.S. bought
arms from Romania
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The U.S.

government bought advanced Soviet

weaponry from communist Romania in

secret deals worth more ihan $40 million

over the past decade, a newspaper

reported Sunday.

Two brothers of dictator Nicolae

Ceausescu served as brokers for the deals,

and 20 percent of the money wound up in

Swiss bank accounts controlled by the

Ceausescu family. The Washington Post

reported.

The paper based its account on

unnamed intelligence sources here and

abroad. ,

It said the Romanian opeiation came to

a halt in December with the overthrow

and execution of the dictator.

* A few days later, one of the brothers,

Marin Ceausescu, was found hanged in

the basement of the Romanian trade

mission in Vienna, which he headed. The
other, Lt. Gen. Hie Ceausescu, deputy

defense minister, is under arrest in the

Romanian capital.

State

Greyhound bus slams

into car, killing four

TRACY — Four people died in a car

that swerved across a highway and was hit

broadside by a Greyhound bus Sunday,

authorities said.

None of the 15 people aboard the bus

was seriously injured. Twelve were taken

by ambulance or helicopter to hospitals in

Tracy and Stockton, and were treated and
released. Three others declined treatment.

inc accident at-about 4:15

occurred some 12 miles south of Tracy on
state Highway 33 when the driver of a

southbound sports car carrying three

passengers apparently started going off

the road, said a California Highway Patrol

spokesman. The driver apparently over-

corrected, went into the northbound lane

and was struck by the oncoming bus, the

CHP spokesman said.

Cliico poiice arrest

93 during disturbance

CHICO — At least 93 people were
arrested and an unknown number were
injured, including 10 police officers,

during two nights of rioting that authori-

ties said was fueled by beer parties

stemming from an annual community
celebration.

Police said Sunday that 41 people were
arrested Saturday night after sporadic

rock-throwing incidents by scattered

bands of youths developed into car and
trash burnings. Most of those arrested

were college-age youths. Late Friday

night and early Saturday, 52 were taken

into custody.

Local

Ex-football player

badly hurt in wreck
LAGUNA HILLS — Former Los

Angeles Rams offensive lineman and
two-time Pro Bowl player Doug France
was in serious condition Sunday follow-

ing an accident that killed another
motorist.

France, 37, was arrested for investiga-

tion of felony drunken driving following

the Saturday accident on a narrow,

winding road near his Orange County
a.m. I home , said California Highway PatroF

Officer Roland Berry.

Investigators said France was at the

wheel of a late-model BMW as it sped
downhill on Aliso Hills Drive at an
estimated 70 mph to 85 mph when he
apparently lost control and veered into an
oncoming car. —.-

Compiled from the Associated Press

Dr. Kathy Basmajian, D.D.S.
1092I Wilshire Blvd. Suite 611

"Westwood Village

208-4799

UCLA NEW PATIENT SPECIALS

^?
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• Prophy (Cleaning) & Exam $25 rcg $55

• Bitcwing (Check-up) X-Rays $5 rcg $40

Expires: June 30, 1990

^<^W

WILS^I^ WISIWOO'D
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\0% 077
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923 "BroKpon Ave.

(213) 208' 7030

JiM.THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 5/21/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
\Ne Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

^^^^^^^wwwww

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6;30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30pm

*208-3701*

?
\ \

L> I van
All you can eat at an incredible price: Over 50 salad bar items, soup bar (including vegetarian), muffins, and fruit

• 11191 San Vicente Blvd. -- Norton Plaza at Montana •
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Continental announces outrageous

student fares. ^139 or less each way.
You've studied hard all year (well, almost). Now it's time to take off for the

summer. And Continental wants to give you a break. Wherever youVe

headed, there's a good chance you can hitch a nde with us. For only ^139 or

less per person each way. And you can bring along a friend of any age

for the same price,,whether they're in school or not.

But don't procrastinate. You have to purchase tickets within 24 hours of

making your reservation and no lote^^fian May 25. Plus travel must be completed by June 20. So coll your travel agent or Continental at

213772-6000; 714-981-2796; 714-7510250or qt. L800-5250280 for reservations. And as soon as y(^^ rmisfi that lost exam, we II get you

out fa there.

CONTINENTAL
Working to be your choice.
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Hundreds 'Run like a Bruin'

in scorciiing Sunday lieat

Fifth annual races

to benefit UniCamp

Daily Bruin News Monday, May 7, 1990 7

By Kamna Dhoka

MICHAEL HIRSCH/Daily Brum

A runner quenches his thirst after participating in Sunday's 'Run like a
Bfuin.

'

Contributor

Despite Sunday morning's heal, about

400 runners participated in the fifth annual

"Run Like a Bruin." The run, sponsored by

the UCLA Student Alumni Association,

included 5- and lO-kilometer races.

UCLA student Masa Hasegawa was the

overall first place winner in the 5K, with a

time of 14 minutes, 40 seconds. The second

place winner. Jay Sloane, finished in 15:05.

Evelyn Silvey, who came in with a time of

17:70, was the first woman to finish the 5K.

In the lOK, UCLA student Karl Poluka

finished first overall in 29:00. Peter Kopeitz

came in second with a time of 29:30.

The 5K and lOK races started behind

Drake Stadium on Circle Drive at 7:30 and

8: 1 5 a.m., respectively. The 5K lasted about

45 minutes, and the lOK, about an hour and

a half. Both ended in the stadium.

Many of the runners commented that the

course was either too easy or short. "The

course did seem a tad short," said Mell

Stone, a graduate student who ran the lOK,

which is 6.2 miles long.

Another lOK participant, Mike Reznick,

said, "The course seemed about half of a

mile short." A race official later said the

lOK's course was probably 0.3 miles short.

Despite the shorter distance, some run-

ners found the course challenging. "It was a

pretty hilly course," said Ted Harding, a

student who participated in the 5K, which is

about 3.1 miles long.

Many runners also complained about the

dry heat — reported at 79 degrees. "It was
hot as hell," Stone said. Harding agreed,

*The heat made me look for shady spots."

However, Robert Ortiz, who placed

fourth in the 5K, said the heat actually

helped him relax and perform better. "It

kept me loose," he said.

For many, this was their first run. Robert

Kim and Kevin Tucker, students who
participated in the 5K, said they were

"doing it for the fun of it."

Behazad Broukhim, a student who
participated in the lOK, said the competi-

tiveness made him lose track of time. "Other

people force you to run faster," he said.

Proceeds from the races will benefit

UniCamp, UCLA's official charity. Uni-

Camp is a student-run summer camp in the

San Bernardino Mountains for underpri-

vileged children.
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UCLA prof to head national dentistry education organization

Hopes to win Congressional funding

for the dental care oi AIDS patients

By Leila Ansari

Contributor

Dental school students need

better educational programs and

resources to meet the challenges of

modem dentistry, according to the

new president-elect of the Ameri-

can Association of Dental Schools

(AADS).
Education and dental health

policy are the main concerns of the

UCLA professor and chair of

public health dentistry. Dr. Jay

Gershen, who was recently elected

to the position.

The AADS is the only national

organization concerned exclu-

sively with the needs of dental

education. It represents all dental

schools, advanced education, hos-

pital and allied denial education

programs.

"Dental schools today arc

experiencing profound changS due

to a variety of environmental

forces," Gershen said. "1 hope to

help dental education respond to

these changes, and to communi-

cate dental education's concerns to

the public."

As the spokesman for the

association, Gershen stressed the

importance of educating members
of Congress about the needs and

concerns of the nation's dental

schools.
"

He chairs the association's

planning committee and will

participate in a major study of

American dental school education

and practice pending Congression-

al funding.

Gershen has worked to obtain

increased government funding for

expansion of general dentistry

programs. His top priority for the

I990's is 10 gain Congressional

support to cover the costs of

U'ealmcnt for AIDS patients at

dental care institutions which

currently arc not reimbursed.

Today's dentists play an impor-

tant role in dealing with the AIDS
issue. Since 30 percent of the first

manifestations of AIDS occur in

the oral cavity, a dentist is often the

first person to diagnose an AIDS

"There is a false per-
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patient, Gershen explained.

The aging population, the AIDS
epidemic, and the changing pat-

terns of dental disease have

brought new challenges to the field

of dentistry, Gershen explained.

If denial school students enroll

in a fifth year general dentistry

program after graduation, the

additional training will prepare

them more effectively for their

challenging careers, he said.

The fifth year of training in the

general dentistry program "pro-

vides residents with the skills

necessary to treat patients requir-

ing complex care, including the

elderly, the disabled, and those

afniclcd with the AIDS HIV virus

ception that our suc-

cesses have cured
dental disease and
that the profession is

dying/*

Jay Gershen

— patients who dental school

graduates are often unable to

treat," Gershen said.

Nationwide, about one-quarter

of the students who graduate from

dental school continue on to a fifth

year of training in the general

dentistry program, he said. "How-

ever, there is only one slot avail-

able for every two dental students

who want one, so there exists a

large demand for more programs."

Gershen is working to obtain

government funds to reimburse

dental schools and programs

which treat AIDS patients who
cannot afford denial care. Medi-

care docs not cover dentistry needs

and denial schools do noi have the

strong financial support that medi-

cal schools have, he said,

ijcrshcn's emphasi s on the.

importance of dental education

and research has caught the auen-

tion of members of Congress.

Representative Edward R. Roybal,

D-Los Angeles, who serves on the

U.S. House Appropriations Sub-

committee on Health and Human
Services, Labor and Education,

pledged his support for $5 million

to the AIDS program nationwide^

The dental association is also

concerned about increased funding

for geriatric education and train-

ing, minority recruitment and

reiainment, and biomedical
research and training of dentist

scientists.

'There is a false perception that

our successes have cured dental

disease and that the profession is

dying," said Gershen who is

concerned about public reaction to

changes in dentistry. "Bui ihe issue

is that ihcrc are plenty of children

and adults with denial decay."

"The 2 1 si century will see a

shortage of dcniisis. I encourage

students to l(X)k into dentistry as a

career because it is a rewarding

and challenging profession," Ger-

shen said.

\ In style

Elite" 250

When you're on a new Elite" 250 from

Honda, yon can't help out have a great

rime. Push-button electric starting, a

no-shift transmission and a unique lock-

ing underseat storage trunk make the

Elite 250 convenient. It's big enough

10 carry you and a passenger: and the

Elite's powerful engme makes it freeway-

legal too. Stop by and see one today

HONDA.
Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA-MONICA
wl Honda Scooter dealer in Southern Calitornia-

1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213)450-4643 -.

Come iidewith us
STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MULTIPLE PRODUCTS

ALWAYS WEARA HELMET EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. AND PLEASE

RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT Obey (h« l«w and read your oimert manual thoroufhtr For nder

training information, call the Motorcyde Sairty Foundation at l-a0O447-4700
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Center for American Politics and Public Policy
is pleased to present

QUARTER IN ^WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATES

•LIVE, DO FIELD WOKlC' AND ATTEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CAPITOL
•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
•DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUR OWN
RESEARCH PROJECT
•PART-TIME JOB PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience

=The UCLA C«3*er for Amwiei^ Prfitics and Public PaHcy (CAPPP)
is now selectfaig the first group of undergraduates to participate in

its Quarter in Washinigton D.C. Pribram. CAPPP will send
approximately 15 students to Washington each Fall and Spring

Quarter. The program offers an opportunity to combine course work
with field research and work experience in areas directly related to

the poUcy-making process of the federal government. Qualified

undergraduates who think a quarter in Washington would
complement their course of study are encouraged to apply. Drop by

our office for more information about the program.

APPUCATIONS FOR FALL QUARTER. 1990 DUE MAY 15

For more information, contact the

CENTER FOR AMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
9349 Bunche Hall

UCLA
tel. 206-3109
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Healthwatch

Cure rate improves
for testicular cancer

9 1 percent curable if disease

is detected in earliest stages

By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

While it is true that testicular

cancer is much rarer in men than

breast cancer is in women, it is one

of the most common cancers in

men aged 18 to 34 according to

National Cancer Institute (NCI)

statistics. However, the cure rate is

better for testicular cancer than

breast cancer.

The study said the five-year

survival rates have drastically

improved. In 1960 it was 63

percent. Recent statistics from the

NCI look even more promising:

testicular cancer detected in early

stages have cure rates of more than

91 percent. The survival rate drops

to 75 percent at later stages.

Like breast cancer, early detec-

tion has been a critical factor in

improving the cure rale. Most

testicular cancers are found by

men themselves, by accident or

-when doing testicular sclf-exai

nation, the study said. New mcdT
cations have also brightened the

prospects for those suffering from

the disease.

However, medical experts

hypothesize that lack of awareness

and education have hindered men
from taking advantage of the

increased odds of successful treat-

ment accompanying eariy detec-

tion. Women are better educated

about self-examination for breast

cancer than men about testicular

self examination.

In a study conducted by Loyola

Marymouni University in 1984, 64

percent of the female athletes

sampled said they had been taught

breast self examination. Only 9.6

percent of the men said they were

taught testicular self examination

and 6. 1 percent actually practiced

the technique.

Besides not being practiced, self

examination may be delayed for

other reasons. Testicular cancer

presents few symptoms, and urolo-

gists suspect that those mild
symptoms may seem unimportant

to a young man who has never been

seriously ill. According to a 1988

article in the journal Patient Care,

the great majority of testicular

cancer patients experience no pain.

Only 10 percent experience pain

but do not detect a mass, and a

similar number will have both a

mass and a pain.

Dr. Dennis Kelly of SHS Men's
Health Clinic recommends and
teaches regular genital self-exami-

nation (GSE), which includes

testicular exam, for early detection

of testicular cancer as well as

sexually transmitted diseases.

GSE is also taught in SHS Primary

Care. However, Kelly says that

very few of his new patients

practice GSE regulariy.

GSE is a fairly simple tech-

nique, but should be taught by a

trained clinician, who can explain

the various anatomical structures

and observe the person performing

GSE. 1. -:

Lack of familiarity with the

anatomy may be confusing and
cause unnecessary fears, Kelly

said. For example, not knowing
about the existence of a certain

structure of the genitals may
generate confusion and worry that

there is a growth or some disease.

Familiarity with one's anatomy
can put those fears to rest.

"Once men are aware of their

normal anatomy, they are more
able to detect subtle abnormalities

that may arise," Kelly said. 'The
purpose is not to make a diagnosis

but to become aware of anything

that appears unusual, that can be

checked by a physician. Some-
times, my patients who have

learned GSE come back later with

something to be checked out."

The benefits of regular GSE for

testicular cancer are clear. Testi-

cular tumors are easily detected at

an early, highly curable stage

through frequent self examination,

reported the British Journal of

Medicine. Several patients who
found suspicious lumps but waited

six to nine months l)efore consult-

ing with a physician suffered

spreading of the cancer and

reduced prospects for cure

according to other medical litera-

ture.

It is important that men be aware

?y arc at increased risk forbo^
testicular cancer. Those whose

testes have not descended or

whose testes descended after age

six are three to 17 times as likely to

develop testicular cancer, the NCI
study said.

Men who have suffered signific-

ant injury to their testicles are at

higher risk, Kelly said. Some
research suggests a genetic predis-

position: it occurs only one-fourth

as often in black men as in white

men, with those of other races in

between. Father-son or brother-

brother cases tend to arise more
frequently.

GSE has also helped men
discover the existence of STDs and
take advantage of early treatment

options. Risk factors for STDs
include having multiple sexual

partner (which includes a series of

monogamous relationships.!
Those who are currently mono"
gamous but were not in the past

may want to practice GSE because
some STDs remain undetected for

years.

"It is important that we caution

young people not to be overly

concerned, but reasonable," Kelly

said. "Beginning at puberty or at

least when sexually active, prac-

ticing GSE every two to four

weeks is adequate. Look carefully

at the penis, including the under-

side, base, skin under the pubic

hair and the scrotum encasing the

testicles. If you see rashes, sores,

bumps and blisters, or a discharge,

or feel anything unusual, such as

discomfort, itching and burning, or

heaviness in the scrotum, consult a

medical professional.

The American Cancer Society

recommends that the testicular

self-examination be performed
during or after a warm shower
when the heat causes the testicles

to drop down and the scrotum to

relax. The testicles should be help

between the fingers and thumbs of

both hands and examined with a

gentle, firm, rolling motion.

. 'The key is practice GSE, to get

anything suspicious checked out

and to ask questions," said Kelly.

"It's good when we catch a

condition early, or tell the patient

that he has nothing to worry

about."

Consultation, evaluation, edu-

cation and referral are available at

Men's Health Clinic. Call 50861
for appointments and information.

I
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Gender issue raised
¥

in governor's races
Women are

'equal players*

By Michael Fleeman

Associated Press

—:In gubernatorial races across the

country, gender has become an

issue as female candidates clash

with their male opponents on
abortion, sexism and the impor-

tance of putting a wom^ in the

statehouse.

Women like Dianne Feinstein in

California, Ann Richards in Texas

and Barbara Hafer in Pennsylvania

are on the forefront of what some
observers expect to be a breakth-

rough decade for women in poli-

tics.

There are three women now
serving as governors, two ofwhom
are retiring, and at least 10 women
are considered to be serious guber-

natorial hopefuls this year.

"It's a testament to the women's
movement," said Shana Weiss of

the Hollywood Women's Political

Committee. "It's no longer a

symbolic movement but a real kind

of recognition that womqn are

e^ual players in the. polilicaL

to obscure her own record.

"If a man were to stand in front

of a crowd of men and say, *Voie

for men because as a fellow man I

can help men's interests,' I can be

labeled a sexist," said Duane
Peterson, Van de Kamp's spokes-

man. "I'm sort of surprised she's

doing that."

The prospect of making history

also is a theme in Joan Finney's bid

to win the Democratic nomination

for governor of Kansas.

But in Finney's case, the signifi-

cance of her becoming the state's

first female governor has been

woven into speeches subtly, rather

than offered as a major campaign
issue.

In Texas, meanwhile, there has

been nothing subtle about
Richards' Democratic campaign

against Republican candidate

Clayton Williams.

Gender politics had stood in the

wings because of Williams' anti-

abortion stand and op[)Osition to

the Equal Rights Amendment. But

it took center stage when he

revealed he went to prostitutes

when he was a teen-ager and a

college student.

Eariier, Williams said he'd be

uncomfortable running against a

game.

Sensing a political change,

Feinstein has made the very fact

that she's a woman an issue in her

campaign, urging voters to make
history by electing her the state's

first female governor.—*This is a big moment for me,

and a historic one for women," she

said in announcing her candidacy.

"Much thought and deliberation

preceded this decision. I am a

non-incumbent in a race against

two enU'enched statewide figures

— a woman in a field of men."

Feinstein faces Attorney Gener-

al John Van de Kamp for the

Democratic nomination. Tlie like-

ly GOP nominee is U.S. Sen. Pete

Wilson.

Van de Kamp has responded by

pointing to what he calls his strong

record on feminist issues and

accusing Feinstein of using gender

wuniaii because he grew up iiri=

"man's world." He also made a

comparison between bad weather

and rape and passed it off as a joke.

"It it's inevitable, just relax and

enjoy it," he jsaid.

Williams has denied being a

sexist, but acknowledged the

remarks were insensitive.

"Clayton's heart is in the right

place, even if he doesn't pick the

right words," Williams' spokes-

man. Bill Kenyon, said.

Richards' campaign has con-

demned the remarks as insulting to

women.
"Clayton Williams has gone to

great lengths to be a stereotypical

cowboy, one off those rough-hewn
Texans who conquered the West,

let's get up in the saddle and ride

off into the sunset sort of thing,"

said Richards campaign manager
Glenn Smith. -

Television deflates may
decide Democrat race
By John Howard
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — In the volatile, seesaw battle between former

San Francisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein and state Attorney General John

Van de Kamp, only one thing is certain: The Democratic nomination for

governor is still up for grabs.

'That race is pure ping-pong," said one Democratic activist at a San

Jose convention recently.

And the outcome, not surprisingly in this state of television-based

political campaigns, may be decided in their two, one-hour debates,

scheduled to be broadcast statewide from San Francisco and Los Angeles

on May 13 and May 20.

Thus far, the candidates have avoided face-to-face confrontations,

although they have had close encounters in back-to-back speeches before

many of the same groups.

Since late last year, Feinstein has perfomicd a double-reverse virtually

unprecedented in California politics. Well ahead of Van de Kamp in the

early polls, the following round of surveys showed her lagging behind by

a seemingly insurmountable double-digit. deficit. Then, following a

million-dollar media blitz that extolled her performance as leader of San

Francisco and depicted her as a take-charge executive, she moved as

much as 37 points in six weeks, erasing her deficit and surging ahead of

Van de Kamp by 19 points.

It didn't stay that way. Her heavy lead evaporated— fueled by Van de

Kamp's ads attacking her record as San Francisco's fiscal manager.

Now, four weeks before Election Day, the two are running ncck-and-

neck in the fiercest gubernatorial political primary in decades.

On the Republican side, low-key, low-profile, low-intensity Pete

Wilson has no major opposition.

To Republicans, Wilson's victory is considered pivotal to protect GOP
interests in next year's reapportionment battle, when the redrawing of

political boundaries and the shifts in population arc "expected to boost

California's congressional delegation by as many as seven members.
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1
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Chinese threaten
dissident radio ship
By Pan Biers
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Associated Press

HONG KONG— The Goddess
of Democracy radio ship is headed

for troubled waters on its mission

to broadcast pro-democracy mes-

sages to China, risking retaliation

from Beijing and raising tensions

in the region.

The 1,200-ton ship, outfitted by

Chinese dissidents, set sail from

France in March and began the last

leg of its journey Thursday after

picking up provisions in Singa-

pore.

It is expected to reach interna-

tional waters off China in about

two weeks to begin broadcasting.

Chinese officials, who sent the

army into Tiananmen Square to

crush the pro-democracy move-
ment in June 1989, has refused to

rule out using force to stop the

ship.

Analysts believe China probab-

ly will jam thp Goddess of Demo-
cracy's broadcasts and may direct

its navy to bgard the ship, seize its

equipment and make arrests.

One diplomat said, on condition

of anonymity, that the Chinese
might try to incapacitate the vessel

by ramming it. What action inter-

nearby governments to refuse

assistance to the ship. The Taiwan
stock market fell for three straight

days after China accused the island

of "open provocation" by offering

help to the vessel.

As Taiwan became increasingly

jittery, Goddess of Democracy
organizers said they would seek

permission to call at Hong Kong,

on China's southeastern coast.

Officials of the British crown
colony, which reverts to Chinese

sovereignty in 1997, are extremely

sensitive about relations with

Beijing and announced Thursday
the ship would not be allowed in its

waters.

Chu Yung-chuan of Taiwan's
Communications Ministry said

Friday the ship would be allowed

to dock at the northern port of

Keelung unless his ministry

received orders otherwise. So far,

the government has indicated the

Goddess of Democracy could take

on provisions.

The timing could not be worse
for Taiwan, which is experiencing

a thaw in its historically chilly

relations with the Communist
government in Beijing.

Tension across the 100-mile-

wide Taiwan Strait has cased

California goes buggy
in West Coast drouglit

nauona I law would allow on the dramatically in recent years.

Hordes of bees,

beetles multiply

in dry weather
By David Foster

Associated Press

Drought-stricken areas of the

West bracing for a summer of

rationed water, parched crops and
forest fires now face another

plague: hordes of hungry beetles,

bees, crickets and grasshoppers

that love hot, dry weather.

California, in its fourth drought
year, just finished a winter rainy

season that yielded only 55 percent

of normal precipitation. Water
supplies to central California far-

mers are being cut in half, and
"drought cops" patrol coastal

cities, citing scofflaws who defy

lawn-watering bans.

It's weather only a bark beetle

could love.

The insects arc thriving on
drought-stressed trees across Cali-

fornia. Last year, they killed trees

containing 2 billion board feet of

timber, and state Department of

Forestry officials predict a similar

last summer forced people from
beaches and back porches.

Even more bees are expected
this summer, prompting the South
Lake Tahoe Chamber of Commer-
ce to declare war. The group is

distributing 5,0(X) bait traps filled

with the insecticide diazinon.

Populations of the ground-nest-

ing yellow jackets surge if hot, dry

weather occurs in spring when the

queen bee is starting her nest, said

Roger Akre, a Washington State

University entomologist. By
August, a single queen can hatch

out 5,000 workers.

In northern Nevada, officials are

battling Mormon crickets, which
can grow to the size of mice by
devouring vegetation, bark, and
virtually anything else in their

path.

"They're just absolutely vora-

cious," said Akre. "They're eat-

ing-machines."

Stale officials hope to fend off

the invasion — Nevada'^ largest

since the 1930s — by spreading

poison-laced bran and oil on eggs

at the mouth of canyons. The
crickets hatch in the mountains,

then hop down into the valleys to

feed.

East of liic Rocky Mountains,
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high seas was unclear, he added.

Xu Tianfang, deputy secretary

of the Boat for China Foundation

in Paris, the project's main orga-

nizer, said from Taipei he could

not predict whether China would
use force.

"We have sent journalists on
board the ship and they will be the

witnesses if any such action

occurs," he said.

Using force against the ship

probably would lead to confronta-

tion between China and several

governments. The Goddess of

Democracy is registered m St.

Vincent and the Grenadines, has a

French crew and carries Western
journalists.

The Chinese have pressured

accompanied by increasing trade

and travel.

Secretary-general Hu Chi-
Chiang of the Anti-Communist
League, a semi-official group, said

70 private Taiwan organiziitions

had decided to withhold donations

to the ship.

"We absolutely support the ship,

but we don't want to sec tension

increase because of our suj)port,"

he said.

The Goddess of Democracy,
which left France on March 17, is

named for a statue erected by pro-

democracy demonstrators in Tia-

nanmen Square in May 1989,

before the military crackdown in

which hundreds, perhaps thou-

sands, were killed.

Wisconsin apologizes _

for massacre of Indians
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The Associated Press

VICTORY, Wis. — Sac and
Fox Indians received an apology
Saturday from Wisconsin for the

1832 Bad Axe Massacre during

which hundreds of their tribal

predecessors were killed while

trying to flee while pursuers.
"1 thank you, sir," Hlmcr Man-

alowa of Stroud, Okla., chief of the

Sac-Fox nation U)ld a state legisla-

tor who presented a proclamation

of apology from the Wisconsin
Assembly during a ceremony.
"The Sac and l-ox nation in

Oklahoma is thriving. One
hundred years ago, one might have
tlioughl the Sac and Fox might not

be in existence today," Manau>Wu
said.

The- gunfire on the banks of the

Mississippi River 158 years ago
ended a trek of hundreds of miles

by men, women and children led

by chief Black Hawk after white
settlers evicted the tribes from
thei;- ancestral lands near Rock
Island, 111

Known to history as the Black
Hawk War, the relentless pursuit

of the fleeing Indians and the

riverside massacre was described
by one historian as "one of the

bloodiest tragedies in the sad
history of American-Indian rela-

tions." The Indians were attackal

by Army soldiers, state militia and

settlers.

The ceremony at the battle site

about 20 miles downstream from
La Crosse was attended by about
200 people.

Wisconsin Chippewa, currently

debating the state over treaty rights

to off-reservation natural resour-

ces, have participated in memorial
ceremonies at the site in previous
years.

Tribal leaders from the Sac and
f'ox nation in Iowa, Oklahoma and
Kansas were invited to the cere-
mony.

Since 1955, a roadside placard

has told visitors about the battle

during which Black Hawk's peo-

ple,' trying to escape across (he

Mississippi, were hounded into

riverside marshes where tliey were
shot or drowned.

More than 1,(XK) Sac and Fox
had gathered at the river after

eluding militia at the Battle of

Wisconsin Heights near Madison,

a maneuver some historians say

.classified Black H:«wk as a mili^_

lary genius.

The army, aided by an armed
steamboat on the river, launched a

campaign to slop them. Black
Hawk tried to surrender at Bad
Axe but tr(X)ps disregarded the

plea, witnesses said. Estimates of
Indian deaths range from 850 to

1,400.

toll this summer.
if

"In drought conditions, the trees

don't produce the amount of pilch

ihey usually do, so when ihc

beetles drill into Uie trees, they're

more successful at gelling in and
laying their eggs," said Don
Perkins, head of the forestry

deparimenl's pest management
program.

The eggs hatch into larvae,

which cal the trees from the inside

out, ihen develop into beetles that

fly off and lay more eggs.

"They can have three or four life

cycles if you have a real warm, dry

spring and warm weather in the

fall," Perkins said.

Beetle-killed trees and tinder-

dry weather have made Califor-

nia's fire danger the worst in

decades.

"We have hundreds of thou-

sands of large kindling stands,"

said Lisa Boyd, forestry depart-

ment spokeswoman. "Things are

as dry right now as we would
normally see in August and Sep-

tember."

It's not beetles but bees tliat are

annoying Northern California

lounst towns around Lake Tahoe,

where swarming yellow jackets

winter rains have put a gicen cast

on much of the Great Plains. But
drought persists in North Dakota,

where some farmers have not

raised a crop in two years and
anxious citizens hold rain dances
and prayer meetings to plead for

moisture.

So far, all they've got are

grasshoppers. Lots of grasshop-

pers.

In eastern North Dakota,
researchers last fall counted 1,700

grasshopper eggs per square yard,

compared with a normal count of

2(K), said Dean Mc Bride, a North

r^akola State University entomolo-
gist.

North Dakota has joined South
Dakota and Minnesota, also

infested with grasshoppers, to ask

Congress for money to spray

pesticide on the insects' eggs. The
grasshoppers can devastate crops.

If it's any consolation to resi-

dents gone buggy, Akre said, the

drought may eventually limit the

populations of insects, which
appreciate rain once they start to

feed.

"Rain makes the vegeuition

grow," he said. "Otherwise, they'll

cat them.selves out of house and
home."

Widespread rural flooding in

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkaihsas
By Roger Patterson

Associated Press

Fkxxling closed highways and
forced scores of people from their

homes Saturday in Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Texas, and the high

water from last week's heavy rain

crumbled levees and threatened at

least one dam.
'There's water, water every-

where," said Gary Talley. spokes-

man for the Arkansas Office of

Emergency Services. *To say we
have extensive flooding is pretty

accurate and it's only going to get

worse."
'

Texas emergency officials eva-

cuated more than a do/en families

in two rural counties south of

Dallas overnight as levees along

the Trinity River were washed out

by record high water.

The river at Trinidad, about 60
miles southeast of Dallas, had

risen to 47.3 feet Saturday morn-

ing, said Trinidad police dispatch-

er Delois Langford. FI(X)d stage at

Trinidad is 28 feet.

The Trinity crested at Dallas on

Thursday, forcing hundreds from

their homes. Many were still out of

their homes Saturday as the river

began to recede slowly there.

Texas' death toll from last

week's storms rose to seven. A
total of 12 Texas deaths have been

blamed on the weather in the past

weeks.

More than 60 southeastern

Oklahoma highways were under

water Saturday and the number
was expected to significantly

increase as more water was
released from overfilled reser-

voirs.

In far eastern Oklahoma, the

dam on Lake Frances on the

Arkansas border threatened to

break, which would send a torrent

of water downstream into Flint

Creek, Ark., and other .small

towns. A large chunk of tlie dam
washed away Friday.
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Sugar prices

apparently kept

highbyPACs _

By Diane Duston
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sugar
growers jwured more than $3.3

million into congressional cam-
paigns between 1983 and 1989 to

keep U.S. sugar prices artificially

high, a consumer group charged
Sunday.

"U.S. sugar support policies

artificially keep the price of sugar

so high that consumers have spent
billions more than ihey should
have," said Ellen Haas, executive
director of Public Voice for Food
and Health Policy.

Officials for the sugar industry

acknowledge the campaign contri-

butions but disputed the contention

that consumers arc paying too

much for their product.

'The program keeps prices

stable," said Joe Terrell, spokes-
man for the American Sugar
Alliance. "Consumers in this

country pay on average about what
is paid in developed countries

worldwide, or less in some cases."

Eiler Ravnholt, a representative

for the Hawaiian -Sugar Planters,

said the average price of sugar at

U.S. grocery is 39 cents a pound.

1 .
'

compaicd to 42 ccnii; to 44 ccnis irf

the other developed countries.

"We do have a definite interest

in keeping the sugar program the

way it is, because it keeps prices

stable," said Ravnholt, whose
organization represents growers in

the second largest sugar cane
producing state, after Florida.

Public Voice said contributions

from 17 sugar-producer political

action committees increased after

the passage of the 1985 farm bill

setting agriculture policy through
1990.

After the 1985 vote, the group
said, the Sugar PACs increased
their contributions to members of

-

Congress supporting price support
and quota programs by 75 percent.

Lawmakers who opposed the
programs saw their contributions

from the Sugar PACs fall by 42
jerceni. Public Voice said.

Of course, responded Ravnholt.^
"I would have an awfully hard

time justifying to my members
paying money to members who
voted against us," he said. "I think

every political action committee
does the same."

Critics contend that the system
of price supports and quotas for

sugar is among the most blatantly

protectionist of any U.S. farm
programs. Because prices are
controlled through imports, it also
is often a tool of foreign policy.

When the government wants to

lower domestic sugar prices, it

allows more foreign sugar into the

market. Many foreign suppliers

are Third World countries whose
economies rise and all dramatical-

ly depending their access to the

U.S. market.

Congress is still working on the

1990 farm bill that will set sugar
policy for the next five years. But a

House Agriculture subcommittee
has approved a program that soon
will be acted on by the full

committee.

It's key provisions would:

Continue the requirement that

the sugar program impose no
direct cost to taxpayers.

Maintain the current loan rate

— a price guarantee for growers—
at 18 cents a pound in 1991 with an

annual escalation after then equal

to the overall rate pf consumer
inflatidn minus 2 percent.

Require that at least 1.25

million tons of sugar be imported.

Heir tries to

prove mental
competence
By Vonda Paige

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA— An heir to

the Du Pont chemical fortune who
was found mentally incompetent
after he gave money to political

extremist Lyndon LaRouche goes
to court this week seeking to prove
he is fit to manage his own affairs.

Lewis du Pont Smith, 33. heir to

about $10 million, is due to appear
Tuesday in Common Pleas Court
before Chester County Judge
Lawrence E. Wood. It will mark
the latest development in a 5-

year-old squabble pitting Smith
against his parents.

"I have never had any mental
illness or a breakdown in my life,"

Smith said in an interview. "I hope
with this petition that will be
cleared up once and for all."

David Foulke, the attorney for

Smith's parents, E. Newbold and
Margaret du Pont Smith of Paoli,

said family members will testify

against him.

On one side, the wealthy du Pont
clan believes Smith is being
influenced by LaRouche. On the

other. Smith says the family is

irked becagsF they don't appfove
of his political beliefs.

Relations between Smith and
his family soured after he gave
LaRouche $212,000 for what
Smith said was to benefit "a

publishing venture."

Smith's parents argued in court

"that his association with LaRouche
indicated his inability to handle his

money, and in November 1985,

Wood ordered that the family-

owned Wilmington Trust Co.
monitor Smith's spending.

Since that ruling, LaRouche has

been convicted on conspiracy,

mail-and-tax fraud charges stem-
ming from political fund-raising

and is serving a 15-year federal

sentence.

Smith said he hasn't given any
money to Larouche since 1985 but

still considers himself a supporter.

He is running for Congress as an
independent, and his advertising

cites LaRouche as "the world's
leading physical economist" And
Smith continues to argue that his

family is wrong about LaRouche.
"Lyndon LaRouche was best

man at my wedding, but he has no
magical powers over me," Smith
said. "I have no intentions of
throwing away or giving away my
fortune to Lyndon LaRouche. This

whole thing is so ridiculous.
»»

"It is high time that the Ameri-
can citizenry took it upon itself to

sweep the economic incompetents

that dominate the U.S. Congress,

out of Washington, D.C."

CAiPIRG
From page 1

system, the CALPIRG vote was
"largely symbolic," Financial Sup-
ports Commissioner Sam Kauf-

man said.

But Kaufman and other officers

said they will support the

implementation of the fee because

council members must represent

students democratically.

While the bid for CALPIRG
funding from the undergraduate

student body has apparently failed,

graduate students voted over-

whelmingly to continue the fee on
their registration card statements.

CALPIRG supporters at that level

are waiting to see if Young will

challenge the student vote.

Calls to Young last week were
not returned.
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GENERAL DENTAL HOSPITAL
Rob locked Braces with Ruth while
kissing. Monique was so upset, Jason
took his case to a dental lawyer. Sam is ,

baffled about Cosmetk: Tooth Bonding. And \r.
should Doreen's baby-to-come get Dental ''

Sealants?
^' '"

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

M^
-HGtrrAL SOAP

•TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics

•Rx Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
•Credit Cards. Checks. ~~~ -^—^

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
^

(213) 478-0363
& lnsurar)ce Forms Wek:ome
•Walking Distance from UCLA

Dr. Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Bl. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Fnday and Saturday

Monday - Thursday

HI 12XX) PM
Sunday IN 11 SO PM

Five Master

SusN Chefs

To Serve you 11

Complimeo^ry appetizers

Monday-Frki.,. 4:30-6:30 PM
U'^'CH • COCKTALS • BIQ SCREEN SATEUJTE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

..THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS.
IT REALLY PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN

THE DAILY BRUIN.
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WEEK 1

May 14-18
Raven

WiHiams & Wiikins

Lea&Febiger

Litile, Brown

_ ^ ANNUAL

MEDICAL
BOOK SALE
15^20% Off

MEDICAL TITLES
May 14'June 1

M-F 10;3Q'3PM
SPECIAL ORDERS TAICEN!

'UCLA

ASUCLA HEALTH SCIENCES STORE
ISTHOOR UCLA WKJPITAL / 825-7721

M-TH 8-6; f 8-5; SAT 10-1; SUN 12-S
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Q.. What's Black
and White and
Read All Over?

A. Hopefully, Your
Resume.

Resume and Portfolio

Workshop
Wednesday, May 9
North Campus Room 22
5:30 PM
For more info call Dan
209-5370

(/yU-
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AAF
YOUR SUCCESS IS NO LAUGHING MAHER

9̂B^ Ent.

BSN
STUDENTS.

Enter the Air Force

immediately after gradua-

tion — without waiting for the

results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air

Force nurse officer. And if selected

during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facili-

ty. To apply, you'll need an overall

2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the

Air Force. Call

TSGT MARY CLAYTON
COLLECT

(818)904-6289

The Dally Bruin

on fun.

M
^r. COHir.tlSSION

w
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One hour of your time may
seem like a huge sacrifice during

midterms... but 3 lives can be
saved by your donation.

The Blood Drive. Today, May 7th until Friday, May 11,
11:00 am to 3:45 pm in the John Wooden Center.

Call 825-7586 for an appointment or just drop in.

2 free passes to Improv and buttons for each donor!

Plus chance to win prizes donated by:

Holiday Inn, The Improv, T.J. Cinnamons,
Universal Studios,Tower Records, Bruin Tuxedo

Paid for by BOC Programming

Ash whitefly,

others, 'bug'

Califomians
The Associated Press

Like a pair of tag-team wrestlers

who fight dirty, the ash whitefly is

following the Medfly into Califor-

nia this spring, where it fs expected

to put a damper on outdooii

activities.

,The pinhead-sized insect, a

major annoyance at backyard

barbecues and other outdoor

pvents last summer, is already

starting to show up in annoying

numbers.

Officials say pesticide spraying,

which hasn't Nvorked remarkably

well against the Medfly, won't
work at all against the whitefly

because it is too well established.

But a handful of entomologists

arc preparing to attack the fly in

Southern California later this

month with troops of small sting-

Icss wasps that feed on whitefly

larvae.

REPORT
From page 1

" ^

courses will be offered fewer times

. . V ^
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throughout the year and marry^

remaining courses probably will

swell in enrollment, department
officials have said.

An aide to state Sen. Art Torres,

D-Los Angeles, has initiated talks

with UCLA, suggesting that

emergency funding could be made,
available but also that the college's

finances could become the subject

of a legislative investigation.

Lebo said the college has not
responded to the senator's aide

because the college has not been
contacted directly.

APPROVED
From page 1

run-off election later this week.
The results of the five ballot

measures were also approved.
After approving the four referenda

that passed, including a constitu-

tional amendment to remove votes

of non-student council members,
undergraduate President John
Sarvey announced that the council

now consists of 13 voting mem-
bers and that nine make quorum.

In their last chance to vote,

alumni representative Keith Brant

and alternate administration rep-

resentative Deanna Musial abs-

tained. Faculty representative

Harry Vinters was absent.

In the process of certification,

some council members expressed

reservations about approving the

results of the executive vice

presidential race because an offic-

er said he heard a remark by a

pollworker which may have
affected the outcome of the race.

While Michael Cerillo garnered

53.18 percent and Steve Gonzalez
received 46.82 percent of students'

votes in the contest for executive

vice president. Second Vice Presi-

dent Alec Wynne said he heard a

pollworker at a booth say to a

voter, "You're not going to vote

for Steve Gonzalez are you?"
Because Gonzalez is recognized

as a person "very involved" with

9

VOTE
From page 1

Board the number three box on the

bottom of registration cards for

elections, but the Center for

Recreational Activities had
already used that number —
without notifying CTO — for

recreational classes enrollment
earlier this quarter.

"Election Board went through
all the proper channels, and we
were assigned that number. The
recreation classes never had per-

mission to use it," Martin said.

The university has offered to

pay for costs which the Election
Board incurs from organizing the

run-off election, Martin said.

Undergraduate President John
Sarvey requested that the univer-

sity also pay for the four candi-

dates' campaign expenses, limited

to a $200 maximum each. Alter-

nate administrative representative

on council Deanna Musial said she
will have the answer at Tuesday's
council meeting at the earliest.

The candidates for second vice

president — I>arren Kameya and
David Pratt — and for general

representative — Derek Hu and
Alvin Parra — may campaign on
campus from Tuesday through
Thursday and pass out leaflets and
publish media advertisement on
Wednesday and Thursday.

Expense accounts for final

elections are due on Tuesday.

While student groups have a
chance to change their endorse-
ments, it would be the candidates*
responsibility to let them know,
Martin said.

tlic issue of ROTC's on campiisf
and the pollworkers were from
Conning Towers — a student

group comprising those taking

Reserve Officer Training Corps
classes at UCLA — some council

members thought there may have

_been a conflict of interest.

Although Wynne saw only

about four people at the booth, he

remarked, "How do 1 know that

that didn't happen all day?"
Wynne said when he made a

complaint to Mike Spence, Elec-

tion Board's investigation sub-

committee chairman, Spence said

that was not the first time such a

complaint was made.

Spence f^cnied that he said so,

however, saying Wynne's com-
plaint was the first of the kind.

Also, Spence said all pollwork-

ers were instructed not to make any
comments to voters and the four

people who may have been
affected by the pollworker's
alleged statement would not have
affected election results.

"Does one thing that went
wrong make everything wrong?"
he asked.

Election Board members were
unconvinced that the pollworkers
may have affected the results of

elections, but Financial Supports
Commissioner Sam Kaufman said

there is a possibility of a different

outcome if pollworkers were not

Conning Towers members.

The pollworkers have an inter-

est in ROTC's staying on campus,
Kaufman said.

"Although I have big problems
with what Alec (Wynne) brought

up, we're almost going to tell

students they can't have what they

wanted" if the council asks stu-

dents to vote on this race again,

said Executive Vice President

Maria Rabuy.

Many council members
believed that they wrongly
approved the employment of Con-
ning Towers to work at the poll

booths, but after deliberations, the

council voted 4 in favor, none
opposed and 6 abstentions to

approve the results of the race.

Cerillo, now executive vice

president-elect, said Friday that he

is relieved that council members
approved the results.

Reports from Christine Hagstrom
and Greg Hayes
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Viewpoint
Letters

"No, the line for Pirates of the Caribbean is over there. This is

the line for the women's bathroom."

Group discipline

Editor:

Protesters caused "minor

property damage" at a Murphy
Hall demonstration concerning

the fate of the Chicano Studies

major. No one was repri-

manded because no one saw
the individual who did the

damage. If an individual is

caught in illegal activity they

will be punished, not the

group.

Will MEChA or the Chicano

Studies major be disciplined as

a group for the activity of one

or two individuals? The answer

is no. The primary reaspn is

because such a proposal would
be ridiculous since a group

cannot t>e responsible for an

individual's activity.

However, when a situation

involving fraternity members
arises, the student government

abandons all such rationality.

Concerning the Rose Bowl

Counterpoint

having incident, liSAC comes

—

to the absurd conclusion that

not only was the fraternity as

a whole responsible for the

alleged actions by certain stu-

dents, but also that the IFC is

somehow responsible. Such a

mentality is unjustifiable and

goes against the self-proclaimed

"liberal" attitude of the office

holders.

Why would the student gov-

ernment do so out of its way
as to lose all credibility, not to

mention look completely fool-

ish?

The IFC desponsorship and

unchecked student government

power sets a very dangerous

precedent for future student

governments in that they can

desponsor a certain group from

USAC only by pointing to the

actions of a few individuals.

We can't deny rights to gays, lesbians

By Eddie Iny
i^A*.

Almost everyone seems to be in agreement

that the policy of discrimination advanced by

the ROTC against non-heterosexuals is deplor-

able. The problem is how to change that

policy. Megan McArthur and Kara Masden, in

the article printed April 27 are justly concerned

that ROTC scholarship holders would suffer

should the ROTC no longer be allowed on
campus.

Instead they advocate redirecting the efforts

of activists "... toward the institution which
is responsible for the offending policy: the

U.S. military as a whole." While it is true that

there would probably be no negative repercus-

sions if we attempted to gently persuade the

military that their policy of discrimination is

inconsistent with the values that we hold dear;

it would undoubtedly produce no values that

we hold dear; it would undoubtedly produce no
dramatic results either.

-—As students the most effective channel for

affecting change in U.S. military policy is

through confronting the military presence on
our campus: the ROTC.
_ Any progressive social change is the net sum
of individual actions. While I empathize with

those who would lose their ROTC scholarships,

I believe that if they are not able to affect

change intemally, they should disassociate

themselves from the ROTC. It is immoral to

belong to an organization which denies promo-
tion to a minority, not due to lack of ability

but simply because of sexual preference.

If we purport to value individual freedom as

a basic human right, then we must agt when
we see it violated. I call on the UC system to

force the ROTC off our campuses so that the

-U.S. military will be coerced into changing

their discriminatory policy.

While many of us claim to oppose discrimi-

nation, there are too few who are willing to

speak out in order to secure the rights of non-

heterosexuals. We are fortunate enough to be

part of a prestigious university where any

action taken has the ability to set precedence

across our nation. Homophobia is no longer an

excuse to deny 10 percent of our population

their rights.

Iny is a senior majoring in geography.

Correction
The letter printed on Friday, May 4 entitled

"Traditional" was mistakenly attributed to Eddie Iny.

The letter's author was actually Chris Cunningham, a

graduate student of comparative literature.

Of course, IFC could have

avoided desponsorship by
agreeing to USAC's demands.

Yet by whose authority does

the student government deter-

mine that IFC and must
become a discipline and aware-

ness committee?

What the student government
has unfortunately done is set

up a situation whereby in the

future a special-interest con-

trolled student government can
take money from and despon-

sor groups not following its

demands. In the case of samll-

er groups with fewer students

and financial resources, a

blackballed student group could

be completely dismantled. Such
a situation could have dire

consequences for groups with-

out a strong financial and
numerical base such as the

IFC.

Unfortunately, USAC has
relegated itself to the realm of
rule by personal whim instead

of maintaining a broader, more
liberal platform. The USAC
fiasco has shown that it

doesn't represent the general

student interests or even a

special interest group's interest.

Instead, it has consistently

shown only a self-serving

interest whereby the fabric of

undergraduate student groups

can be drastically altered by a

few individuals.

Although the loss of $5000
will definitely hurt the IFC,

the IFC has only gained

strength because it will not

fold or buckle even under

USAC's measures. I wonder if

less powerful groups will be

able to do the same.

John F. Henning III

Sophomore
History

Animal respect
Editor:

I find the anti-animal

research stance a very com-
pelling argument. I have far

more respect for animals than

I do for most people yet I am
realistiC r My respect i» dirived—
from the feeling I have that

animals work with the balance

of life rather than against it.

It seems right that animals

shouldn't be hurl, however,

sometimes it is inevitable.

Humans are the most
infiuential species alive. It is —'•

our obligation to heal our race

so that we may fix the ills of

our planet without the distrac-

tion of suffering. The essence

of the matter is that the state

of the planet reflects the state

of the human race.

In the meantime we can

make our use of other animals

as efficient as possible and we
should treat the survivors with

as much respect as possible.

As a side-effect we will prob-

ably be able to improve the

lives of the surviving species

with what we gain in know- -^

ledge. Someday, Fido may be

able to go in for a triple-

bypass based on our knowledge
of his species anatomy.

While I do not know that

much about anatomy, I do
know a little about computers.

The first thing you learn as a

Computer Science student is

that there are some things that

computers really can't do effi-

ciently. Someday it will be
possible to lest everything on
computers, but that day is not

here yet.

I urge people to make
demands that are in our cur-

rent scope so that the demands
will be looked on more favor-

ably.

While I find the anlivivisec-

tionist argument a little shal-

low, 1 feel that it is important

that we as a society have

people with strong beliefs to

watchdog and guarantee that

things like animal research not

be abused. Our use of other

animals is a privilege, not a

right.

Jotham Mcmillan
Freshman

Computer Science
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Commentary

UCLA
Hey white folks, did you

know we are becoming
a minority?

According to one of my
professors, by 1992 the non-

English speaking population of

Los Angeles will outnumber

the English speaking compo-
nent. By the year 2000, the

Hispanic population of the U.S.

"will have increased by 21

jxjrcent. The Asian population

will grow by 22 percent, and

the black population will

increase by 12 percent. Howev-
er, the Caucasian segment of

the will have stabilized.

Also, Time Magazine states

that by the year 2056, "the

'average* U.S. resident . . .

will trace his or her descent to

Africa, Asia, the Hispanic

world, the Pacific Islands,

Arabia- almost anywhere but

while Europe."

Hey white folks, wake up!

The non-white population

already markedly exceeds the

white population in three of

Los Angles County's five dis-

u^icLs, and in each of these, the

"Hispanic" population alone is

larger than the while. Accord-

ing to Time, non-whites com-'

prise 51.3 percent of

Susan
Rinderle

this is an outrage. Sure, the

program needs help and may
not meet "high standards of

academic excellence", but docs

the administration expect the '

students to design solid classes,

find committed professors,

and all(x:ale office space for

the major?

It is also an outrage that,

given the demographics of Los

Angeles and UCLA, and the

fact that Chicanos and Latinos

have a heritage more deeply

rooted in America than Euro-

r.ilifnrni.i'^ ^nrlr. sfhnnh
the largest group of non-whites

being "Hispanics" at 31.4 per-

cent. Currently at UCLA,
whiles make up only 49.8

percent of admissions.

So, while folks, what's up?

What is the justification for

suspending admission to, and

perhaps dismantling, UCLA's
Chicano Studies major? In \}\c

face of reality, statistics, and

our commitment to "diversity".

[lOftiiH, ihni iho rhirnnn Smdio'j pi

incredibly rich and stimulating

program it could be.

This type of thing is frus-

trating to me as a Caucasian

who was a member of the

racial minority in school until 1

came to UCLA. As a while

girl who grew up with mostly

African-Americans, Chicanos,

Armenians, and Southeast

Asians for friends in public

schools in "bad neighbor-

hoods", I am still ignorant in

many ways about race rela-

tions. What scares me is how
ignorant white people that

grew up with white people in

white neighborhoods must be.

I have realized that no

matter how much I want to, or

how hard I try, I will never

fully understand what it is like

to have color in a white world

and to feel the resulting alie-

nation. This hit home one day

when I saw a cosmetic adver-

tisement in a magazine which

stated, "The American face is

not only clean, but clear." The
smiling face that filled the

page was that of a gorgeous

blonde with big blue eyes.

Another thing I have real-

ized is that 1 will never fully

understand the anger that pco-

c of color fee l about liv i^4«ifc

similar humiliation.

One of the very few things

that upset my roommate is

criticism about her inability to

speak Spanish, the way she

dresses "while", and the fact

that she is not heavily involved

in political movements for "her

people". Apparently, such cri-

ticism is not infrequent. Other

Chicanos don't seem to realize

:

that it's not that my roommate
doesn't care or fight, it's that

she -has financial concerns that

(x:cupy her time. She fights for

her pU)ple every day by get-

ling an edi^cation to use lo

improve her community.

I want to know what / can

do to help fight for her

people. It bothers me that 1

am one of the few white

people up front at the Zulu

Nation concert in Westwood
Plaza, in the audience listening

to Cesar Chavez in Ackerman,

and silting in certain semiology

and history classes. It bothers

me that even though most of

my friends are people of color,

I (cc\ alienated at such events.

It confuses me tlial 1 also

sometimes feel alienated among
• while people because of the

music I listen to, the things 1

do for fun, and the friend:* I

—

for equality, but for humanity?

Maybe I can't relate, but as a

woman, I am discriminated

against enough to know that

lasting change does not come
about solely through the

upheaval of the oppressed.

Sexism will not end without a

change in. men's attitudes, and

racism will not end without a

3:hangc in the dominant raceVr:

view of the world.

I believe that racism is

alive, and propelled not by

malice, but by tradition and

ignorance. Please have patience

with us whites while we over-

come our ignorance. Please

educate us and not resent us

for the sins of our fathers.

Speaking of education, let's

stop paying lip-service to ^

diversity, and start educating

students instead of assimilating

them. Until an ethnic and

gender studies requirement

becomes a reality at UCLA, it

is suicidal, blind, and unaccept-

able to toy with the notion of

discarding the Chicano Studies

major. _ ^

I do not hope for a colorb-

lind America, but rather for a

day when the continual celeb-

ration of color, culture-, and

major is not only so lacking,

but also so little known. As a

student who once seriously

considered majoring in Latin

American Studies, I find it

disturbing that I never heard of

Chicano Studies until the front

page of the Bruin announced

its possible demise. It's no
surprise- the pathetic page the

major occupies in the catalog

does not do justice to the

in white America, or the anger

their own people, sometimes

express towards them for "act-

ing white". My roommate is

Mexican and Guatemalan. She

was born here, and though she

understands SpanisJi fairly well,

she cannot speak it — her

father had such a horrible

experience as an immigrant

that he cho.se not to teach his

children Spanish to spare them

have. It bothers mc that mosil)

while faces fill UCLA class-

rooms where math and science

are taught, and tliai "minori-

ties" are still called "minori-
,

"

lies

My question for people of

color is, do you want fnc

help fight for your jx^ople?

Why not let those of all colors

help you in your struggle,

which is not only a struggle

nidivRkuii i iy iie^iies such a

bright rainbow that we will be

unable to differentiate, or dis-.

criminate, between the colors.

UCLA may help this process

through education, by beginning

to crush ignorance. Viva la

rr/n' Vivn Ia liuh.t' ChiulIlQ

Studies now!

Rinderle is a sophomore
majoring in..

llT€flnT4l€ftTfl

MVIN
AMERICAN DANCE WEATEl
AMn Alley, Founder A,

Judith Joim§on, Aftistk Direttor

\

K^

PROGRAMS

Tues . May 8

(All Alley piogiam)

REVELATIONS

Excerpts from

MFMORIA
NIGHT CREATURE

THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG FOR YOU
BLUES SUITE

CRY

Wed May 9

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF

IT HOT (Talley Beatty)

FPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

SHARDS (Donald Byfd)

Thurs .MaylO
(All Alley program)

LANDSCAPE
MASEKELAMA/G/^Gf
REVELATIONS

Fri..May11

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

AFTER EDEN (John Butler)

FOR "BIRD"- WITH LOVE (Alvm A*!y)

Sal . May 12 Mallnta

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY OF

IT HOT (Talley Beatty)

LANDSCAPE (Alvin Alley)

SUITE OTIS (George Saison)

Sal . May12Evanln«

STREAMS (Alvm Alley)

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Horlon)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

THE STACK-UP (Talley Beatty) .,..

Sun May 13

BLUES SUITE (Alvm Alley)

CRY (Alvm Alley)

RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER
(Donald McKaylel

REVELATIONS (Alvm Alley)

u
^*^

*%

7 performances!

Tues-Sot., May 8-12 at 8:00 p.m.

Sat. end Sun., May 12 & 13

at 2:00 p.m.

S31 50, 2750, 21 50, 12 50*

(iixlude^ SI SO Wittem Iheotre focility fae)

iKkets ovotloble at U(IA Cenrrol kket OffKe (cosh only)

ond ot kketMoster outlefs

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PIUS
(2131 4«0-3a3t • (7141 74e-3«00

'Studen^ with hiN twrw ID Student tKket^ not ovatlable at

iKketMoslet Kush at showtime for Students ond Sr (iti/ens (hmtted

gyotabiiity, Piogion, dotes, tunes and paces subied to (honge

These performances are in memory of

Mr Alvm Alley

1931-1989

THE HEART AND SOUL OF DANCE.
THE AtVIN AllEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IS SPONSORED BY PHItIP MORRIS COMPANIES INC.

The Second Annual

Saturday, May 12, 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Moore 100 (UCLA Graduate School of Education)

Free Admission, Free Luncheon

DIVERSITY IN
EDUCATION AND CAREERS:

An Asian Pacific Perspective
Workshops, Panels, Informal Networking

between students and alumni

. Program Summary
9:00 Registration and continental breakfast

10:00 Opening Session: Voices of the Community - Making a Difference

Keynote speaker:

Dale Mmami, attorney, Minami, Lew, Tamaki and Lcc, founder of the Asian Law Caucus and
noted civil rights attorney (representing Fred Korcmalsu and Don Nakanishi)

Featured panel, including:

Linda Mabalot, Executive Director of Visual Communications, a community based Asian Pacific

media arts center, celebrating its 20th anniversary

Mary Shon, consultant for the Los Angeles Unified School district and pioneer bilingual educator
and the first Asian/Pacific American social worker in the West

Rot}ert Watanabe, M.D., orthopedic surgeon, entrepreneur and world-class athlete, 1990 reci-

pient of the Alumni Awards for Excellence for University Service

11:15 Taking Care of Business: Career Networking and Exploration

Take this opportunity to learn about diverse careers. Meet and talk with alumni now working in

the following fields:

Architecture and Urban Planning Legal Careers Health Careers

Business Careers Arts, Entertainment and Media Public Affairs/Politics

Engineering and Applied Sciences Education/Academic

1:00 Doing Lunch: A chance to mingle over a "tyento"-style lunch for students and alumni

2:00 APA-UCLA: What is an Asian Pacific Alumni association supposed to do?

Find out dbout the standing committees of the APA-UCI A and their plans for the coming year.

Share your ideas and thoughts about APA UCLA's future direction.

2:45 Closing Remarks

Call 825-3901 TODAY (last chance) to reserve a free lunch
(Ask for the "APA Diversity Conference")

Sponsored by the UCLA Asian Pacific Alumni Assbcinlion iind the Asian Pacific Coalition
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Arts Entertainment
Lurid:

Column Dance

That's ddncin'i: Alvln Ailey dancers preserve uniqueness of black cultural expression

Ethics~CDnsunTe7ohnsons in the

underworld of music machination

Eihic Scourge, president, com-
mander-in-chief and general top-

dog-buck-stopper-head-honcho-

big-hoagie of one of America's

largest record companies, yawned
and stretched expansively, putting

his cloven hooves on his wide desk

while resting hi,s interlaced chub-

by, ringed fingers t)chind his neck,

on lop of the rolls of fat beneath the

hairline.

During his tenure as chief, he

had built Hair Today Gone Tomor-
row Records into a monolithic,

faceless corporation that has sold

millions of units a year. Comme-
morative platinum albums lined

llic imported mahogany walls of

his cavernous office, while behind

his desk was a picture window that

overlooked Holly<ivood Blvd.

The drummer had pounded his

drums and had paused every now
and then to twirl a drumstick

between ihumb and forefinger.

The bass player had thumped on

one note until each chord change.

The guitarist had been a tongue

wagging apprentice of sterile

arpeggios and power chords.

It had lasted the rcijuisite four

minutes.

Now Scourge grew angry.

"Johnson! Get in here!"

Soon, Johnson, a simpering

yes-man dressed in a grey suit and

neutral tie, scuttled in. He never

looked directly at Scourge, prefer-

ring instead to glance around the

office and lick his lips in nervous

anticipation.

"This video won't sell," said

Lvcry so oKcn, nc wouia sw ivel Scourge. Qiicmpiing to look ihe

his plush leather chair around to

view the activity on the street.

What he saw usually pleased him.

Today was no different.

Musicians walked up and down
Ihc boulevard, carrying the instru-

ments of their trade like briefcases,

their railed, poofed hair blowing in

the wind like so much blonde

crabgrass.

Their garb was leather and lace,

T-shiru; and jeans, latloos, makeup
and sunglasses. They were l(X)king

for ihc Big Deal, ihc Instant f^^ame

that their heroes, Rait, Motley

Cruc, Guns and Roses, Skid Row,
Poison and Warrant had ailaincd in

Hollywood, city of the High

Concept.

From his'''wind()w, H()llyw(X)d

was the cilyj)f Confomiily; all the

character that it once (or maybe
never) had was gone.

Scourge looked down upon this

scene and smiled. Alter all, he had

done much to create it.

Qui of the scrounging poverty of

the boulevard he has picked

several of his precious platmum
selling musicians. They had been

picked for tlieir looks, and tfieir

looks only. Mult Eange had pro-

duced tlieir albums, and their stage

shows were better choreographed

and lit than a Poison concert.

Instant success.

In critical circles, he was loath-

ed and given such nicknames as

King of Slea/y Confonnity. He
either didn't notice or didn't care.

While tlie critics barely eked out

a living from the crumbs of the Big

Rollers, Scourge traveled, via

chauffeured limo, to work from his

Beverly Hills home, a multi-mil-'

lion dollar monument to ostenta-

tious arch i tec lure.

Recently, Circus Magazine,
after having run its lOOOih cover

featuring a swtaly Vince Neil with

his tongue sticking out, had voted

Scourge Disc Mogul of the Year.

That's the kind of person he

was.

He liked to run his company
. with a 'hands on' approach. That

is, he watched tlie videos, and put

his hands on the scantily clad

women he cast

The last video he had watched

had been a di.saster. The lead

singer sh(X)k his ratted mane and

had cavorted around the stage,

grinding his spandexed pelvis

while he shrieked about nothing in

particular.

elusive Johnson in the eye. "Can
you tell me why?"

Johnson licked his lips in puz-

zlement and said nothing. For a

Mystery Machine

Matt
Ball

By Jenn Gillon

Dancer Sarita Allen says the 'Alvin Ailey

:Amefican Dance Theater' will treat LA, .

audiences to 'fabulous new things' when its

show opens this week at the Wiltern.

few seconds, only his nervous

grunts could be heard.

"Where are tlie tits and ass?

How arc we going to get tlie little

piinptc machines to buy this record

without getting tJiem to think witli

their Johnsons, Johnson?"

Johnson thought. "Well, ah, ah,

we put the um, T&A in the other

song, sir, the ballad."

"Arrrggghhh! No, you idiot!

Beautiful women who break the

heart of the singer, or beautiful

women who are worshipped from

afar by the singer go in ballads!

Overt sex won't get the little Max
I-actorettes to buy this record!

"You've got to cloak the .sex in

the ballad! 1 also want those five

dance singles produced by tomor-

row."

"Well, ah, ah, tomorrow? We
haven't slartal them yet," said a

harried Johnson, licking his lips in

frustration.

"Johnson . . . We've done this a

million times. Get the computer,

push the buttons and have some
sheep-voiced bimbo make up
some lyrics about sex and sing

over it! Then .send them to the

clubs! They've got to play them,

they're on payola."

Johnson licked his lips and left,

licking his lickity lippy lips.

The density of that John.son.

Didn't he know to worship the

See MYSTERY, page 24

Dana Hash, 20, is the youngest member of the Alvin Ailey troope. Alvin Alley dancer Elizabeth Roxas

Film

From the not-so-dark side: Actor Christian Slater

bucks 'psychopathic' image,

seems like an ordinary guy

By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

Some actors get stuck with this "teen heartthrob" tag. Others are

routinely described as clean-cut boys-next-d(X)r. Twenty year old

Christian Slater doesn't have to worry about any of tiial. Everybody has

long since labelled him as a maniacal psychopath.

It's just that he's .so dainn convincing when he's holding a knifa.-Like

the carving apparatus he operates so deftly on a school buddy in I ales

from the Darlcside. He was pretty handy with explosives in llcail^ers, and

111 die upcoming Youn^ Guns 2, Slater gets to play with "guns and

sawed-off shotguns and a big, big, giant knife. I don't know what it is.

Movie directors seem to like me with a lot of ammunition."

No wonder then.nhat Tales from the Darkside comes as a relief for

him. While it's not exactly a change from his weapon-wielding roles, at

least Slater starts off as a comparatively normal |)erson in it. "He's a pre-

ppy, sort of tennis player kind of guy, which 1 thought was reallym^
because playing just a psycho docs not interest me," he says.

But it is not difficult to understand why Slater came to be repeatedly

cast as a teenage lunatic; he possesses an unsettling charisma that hardly

every accompanies Teen Z^ear pin-ups.

Be it his cigarette-choked voice (forget 'gravelly' — we're talking

about major slabs of concrete circulating in this guy's throat), or his

deliberate manner of talking or just ttie way each of his eyebrows i)eak

onrfhously-yet-comically in the middle. Slater is one Nicholsonianxlude.

"Everyone talks about the whole Jack Nicholson thing 1 do, and that's

fine, because how can 1 complain about being compared to somebody

who is so great? But 1 don't want to be a lot like Nicholson. I want to bc'a

lot 'I ike mer r^ - ,. :'
.

The "me" in this scenark) was ra^i^ed in New York, the son of actor

Michael Hawkins and casting director Mary Jo Slater (who is now vice

president of talent at MGMAJA Television). His official career was

launched after his mother gave him a s|x^aking part in the soap One Life

To Live, and by the time he was 16, he had starred opposite Sean Connery

in The Name of the Rose.

It was in the course of that movie that Slater did an incredibly .sexy,

incredibly bare-lleshed love scene with a peasant girl, in the bowels of a

monastery. "1 think it was done extremely tastefully," ho .says, "but 1

don't think 1 have to do any more nudity after that. I've got my nudity

quola covered. However, 1 truly feel that it was a beautiful scene." Paus-

ing briefly, a wicked look comes over his face. "And 1 had a great time

doing it!" he adds.

Well of course he did. That's half the fun of being an adolescent movie

star. In fact, while not all of his screen efforts have been the subject of

controversy (you can't get much milder thaii playing Jeff Bridges' son in

Tucker), at least Slater has managed to become the .source of some titil-

lating gossip on most of his film sets. He was apparently involved with

Samantha Mathi.s in the upcoming Pump up the Volume, and he starred

with girlfriend (then and now) Kim Walker in Heathers, although they

momenuirily split before he started romancing Winona Ryder in that

movie as well.

"During Heathers, I had a much more immature, carefree attitude," he

explains. "I honestly did not have a lot of consideration for .some of the

people I was working with. Now I try to treat others with the same respect

that I like to be treated with. One ofmy main priorities in life is not to hurt

anybody. I like people a lot, and I don't want to push anyone away by

being a jerk."

Contributor

DANCE: The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, foundeci..

by Alvin Ailey and under the artistic dtreetton of Judit^

Jamison. At the Wiltern Theater, Tues.-Sat . May 8 12 at 8
p.m. and Sat. and Sun." May 12 and 13 at 2 p.m Tickets are
$31.50. $27.50. $21.50 and $12 50 for students with valid

UCLA ID/Reg card, and can be purchased at the UCLA
Central Ticket Office (cash only) or at Ticketmaster outlets

"If you don't have a lot of money, it's important to

give something from within yourself that will touch

people's lives, since it's important for everyone to

have something that enriches their lives," says Sarita

Allen, a dancer in The Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater.

Founded in 1958, the 29-member troope is on its

North American iouj>2rTt3>vi4l be performing at the

Wiltern Theater this week.

The repertory company aims at providing enter-

tainment through the presentation of important past

works and commissioned new ones.

According to dancer Dana Hash, 20 (the youngest

member of the troope), the company has a mixed
repertoire. "We aren't a fuU-Heged modem or ballet

company," she says. "In one night I can go from

pg/wg sfiocs to bare feci to high hccl^;, and f don'i

think I'd be able to do tJiis much in any other

company."

Founded by the late Alvin Ailey, the company
began as a vision to preserve the American dance
heritage and the uniqueness of black cultural

expression.

Now it has a following all over the world. The
group has performed in six continents and 45
countries, reaching an audience of more than 15

million people.

The New York based company went through a

change when Alvin Ailey died last December. Judith

Jamison was named as his replacement as artistic

director.

"I can't se-e who el.se could (take over) after Alvin

Ailey," says dancer Flizabeth Roxas. Yet she had no
fears of the company folding.

"It's the only company that dances widi the heart

and soul and when you feel that way, how can it die?"

"There were just too many people who loved him

to let the company die.

"Judith Jamison is a very strong power who can

deal with bolli tlie financial and artistic aspects of the

See AILEY, page 23

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
t092S UndbuMk-
208-4366

The Hunt for Red October (R)

. -1:30-4:30-7 30 10:36

70MM THX

VILLAGE T«les From The Dvkeide:

961 Broton The Movie (R)

2085576 12 30-3 00 5 30 10 30

'Fri & Sat Lata Show 12 45 on
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and Group Activity Tickets acoepted

lor shoKKS beto«e 6 pm on/y

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Oty 14

1Q250 SanU Monica Blvd

Century City Shopping Cenler

Free Partyng

4 Hous Fte« Vahdalon

With Purchase ol TtMat« Ticket-.

(213) 553 8900

BRUIN
948 Broilon

208-8998

Crazy People (R)

12 30-3 00 5 30 8 00-10 30

WESTWOOO Teer«g« Mutunl Ninia turlet (PG)

1060 Gaytey (12:30-3 00)-5:30-8 00-10:30

2087664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208 '664

Happy Together (PG-13)

(1215)2 45-515-7 45 10 15

WESTWOOO
1060 Gayley

208-7664

Ctiatlahooc^ee (R)

(1 16)^15 715 1015

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Cook, The Thief,

Hie Wife k Her Lover

(10O)-4O0-7OO-10 00

No one under 18 admittsd

My Left Fool (R)

11 50-2 3(5-5 05 7 40-10 25

Shock to tie System (R)

10 50-1 30 4 10 7 10-11 10

Teenage MuHnt Ninja Turtlea (PG)

1 1 20 1 50-4 20 7 20 9 45

Driving Mia« Oaiiy (PG)

12 40? 55 5 35-810-10 40

Funny Face (NR)

1140-215-4M 7 35 10 20

The Gods Mutt Be Crazy II (PG)

12 06 2 40 5 26 766 10 35

Impulie (R)

inr7'50 5 30'^05l055

A A (R)

10 30 1 40 5 00-8 15 1015

REGENT Wild Orchid (R)

1045 Broxton 1215-2 45 5 15 8 00-10 45

208 3259 "Fn ft Sal Late Show 1 00 am
Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10 15-1 00 4 15-7 00-95()

PLAZA
1067 Glendon

2083097

Laat Eiil To Brooklyn (R)

12 30-3 00-5 30 8 00-10 30

Short Time |PG-13)

11 15 2 00-4 45 7 15 10 00

Santa Monica
Spaced invadera (PG)

12 00 2 35 5 15 7 50 10 30

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN The Hunt for

1314 Wilshira Blvd Red October (PG)

45M377 115-4 15 7 15 10 16

'Sal A Sun only lor 1 16 s^owlme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Driving Mias Daiey (PG)

1314 W4shife Btvd (12 30)2 46 5 00 7 30 9 45

45M377'Sat & Sun only lor 12 30 & 2 45 showtimes

W»iner o( Four Academy Awards

Induding Best F^cture

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West L.A./
Beverly Hills

Hippy Togemer (PC-t3)

11 30 2 06 4 40 7 30 9 60

A A (R)

IQOO 1 15430 745 1046

Miami Bluet (R)

12 15 2 45620800 1035

ROYAL
11623 SM Blvd.,

477-5581

'Sat Midntght

Too Beaunful For You
Daily 5 30 7 45 10 00

Sat A Sun Ma>n<e 1 00-3 15

Lynn Redgrave r\ Midnight

LANDMARK
THEATRES

"><>~

See SLATER, page 23
Jack's back: Christian Slaterplays an irked preppie in 'Tales

from the Darkside.'

MUSIC HALL Montieur Hire

9036 WJshife Daily 5 45 8 00 10 00

274-6869 'Sal A Son M^Dnee 1 30 3 45

Sun 1100am Academy Winner Common Threadt

RNE ARTS Camitle Oaudet
8656 Wishre Daly 5 26-8 30

652 1330 'Sal & Sun Mabnee 2 00

Sun 11 am Sidewalk MolH
one can food admits

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincarnation of Golden Lokja

1332 2nd St Daily 6 16 745 1000
394 9741 'Sal & Sun Matinee 12 45 3 00

Psychology Seri«s: Siddhartia

Sat A Sun 10 am

MONICA Camille C^del
1332 2nd St Daly 5 16-8 30

394 9741 'Sat A Sun Matnee 2 00

Sat A Sun 10 15 am Knahnamurti: With A Silent Mmd

MOMCA The Tenants

1332 2nd S( Daly 5 00730945
394 9741 'Sat A Sun Matinee 2 30

'Sat A Sun 10 30 an Jung: Matter of Heart

fylONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Spaaking Parts

394 9741 Da<y 5 45 8 00 '.015

'Starts Fn Traveling Playert

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART 22 Tourney 01 AmmaUon
112/2 Saila Monica Bl 4 46715946
4 78 63 79 "Sal A Sun Matinees 12 15 2 30

Fn 1? am Basket Cate II

Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Pickjre Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
4750202

Tie Me U|

11 30 1 45 4

Tie Me Down
610-820 10 30

GoMwyn Mama, There'a A Mtn In Your Bed

475 0202 12 15 2 30446700916
plus a short Chuck Workmant: Pieces c* S4ver

Gotdwyn
476 0202

Henry V

1100 1 40-4 20-7 00>40

Goldwyn
476 020?

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 46 3 00 6 10 7 20 9 30

•Ffi A Sal Lale Show 11 45 pm

Westwood

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10889 WeHworr
475 9441

THX/Dofcy Stereo

' i -A (R)

lj!,^-iW-7;1610.15 AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh al Westwood
475 0711

THX/Ddby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11 55 230 5 05 740 T025

UA CORONET
10889 We«woir
475 9441

THX

Nobody's Parlcct (R)

12 40250500730945
Fn A Sat Late Show 1200 am

AVCO CINEMA II Tha Guardian (R)

WiKh at Westwood 12 50 3 10 5 35 800 10 30

475 0711 ' Fn A Sal Late Show 12 3S am
SR/THXyOdby Stweo ,

UA CORONET
10889 Welworth
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Books

UCLA Professor researches 18th century sexuality
By Damian O'Rane
Contributor

INTERVIEW/BOOK: Exoticism in the Enlightenment. Edited by G.S. Rousseau
and Roy Porter. Manchester University Press. Manchester and New York. Interview

with Professor George^absseau. Professor of English and Eighteenth-Century

Studies at U^ld^.

When Michael Foucault died in 1984, he left uncompleted his

groundbreaking studies in the history of sexuality, conducted mostly in

Europe. Exoticism in the Enlightenment, is the third and most recent

Tesearch effort connected to FoucauH's work. —
"Before Foucault, there was only a very vague sense of the history of

sexuaUty as a vahd field of inquiry," Rousseau explained. "Foucault

made it theoretically respectable."

Rousseau's partner in this project is his longtime collaborator Roy
Portert, senior lecturer at the Wellcome Institute for the History of

Medicine in London.
"Around 1981, we decided that we should do some very extensive

work — two or three books — on the watershed of the 18ih century in

relation to sexuality," said Rousseau.

The first two volumes, as their titles can attest, focused primarily on

sexuality: Sexuality in 18th Century Britain, and Sexual Underworlds of

the Enlightenment.

"What we were trying to show is that while the mind has a very long

and respectable history, the body has had a very tarnished history.

"People who don't know that much about the body other than in a strict

medical context who don't want to hear about it," said Rousseau.

There is a second reason for the three-part overview.

"People have thought that a history of sexuality was a history of heter-

osexual intercourse, and that's a very rcductionistic and simple view of

the history of sexuality," said Rousseau. "Even the history of

hc.tcmsrxual sr.xu.ility i s not simply a h i '^tnry of intcrm ii r'tf^ Wt^ irird Lli.

make it much more diverse."

See ROUSSEAU, page 21 English Department professor and author George Rousseau.
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(In most cases)
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EXTENDED WEAR LENS
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Putting Your Degree to Work:

Perspectives from Working Women

Join us for a discussion with recent UCLA women graduates who are working in a

variety of fields. The panel will discuss how they found their first job, what to expect

in the job search process, how to nnake the most of your first job, and other issues.

Panelists include: Mami Gaylord, '89, Production/ Line Supervisor, ABC Entertain-

ment; Christina Horejsi, '87, Manager, Program Test Engineering, Rockwell Interna-

tional; Holly Mitchell, '87, Field Deputy, Senator Diane Watson's Office. Co-spon-

sored by the Women's Resource Center and the UCLA Alumni Association.

^'M^m^
DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

t 4 M < I « T I 11 %

TONIGHT! 7.00 - 8:30 p.m. ^
James West Alumni Center Conference Room |t5

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
Open

Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

unlit 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)
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This third view indeed regards sexuality

as a considerable part of its investigative

endeavors, but its overall view of "the

exotic" provides fascinating (and disturb-

ing) information about European views of

the lands and peoples of remote places

during the Enlightenment. To give added

dimension, the thoughts and writings of a

wide variety of professions were used, such

as explorers, colonial governors, missiona-

ries, travellers, men of letters, and ethnolo-

gists.

The first essay, by Ian Richard Netton

concerns European reactions to Islam. The
attitudes of four men are examined in

Netton's piece, all with differing points of

view. This tradition of having individuals

define conceptions may not be entirely

Western, but what it does, says Rousseau, is

give a pxjople a focal point, thus reducing

confusion about an issue.

Netton concludes that the men, despite

their differing views, have one fundamental
attitude in common: their perception of
Islam as strange, exotic, and attractive.

Englishman Edward Pocockem, a

researcher of Islamic history, debunks

Islamic myths in his "Specimen Historiae

Arabum". Myths such as Muhammad being

buried in a coffin suspended between
heaven and earth he calls a Christian

falsehood concerning Islam. This is solid

evidence of Pococke's dedication to the

facts, but ultimately, his remains loyal to the

Christian notion of Islam "as the religion of

the false prophet."

In slight contrast, Pococke's countryman

George Sale was a the first English Arabisi

who was also unordaincd. The work that

established Sale to this day was his

U"anslalion of the Qur'an. Like Poccxke's

views, the U'anslation's Preliminary Dis-

course is sympathetic to Muhammad, but

still holds that he imposed a "false religion

on mankind."

Drastically different from the aforemen-

tioned views were those of the philosopher

Voltaire. In addition to believing Muham-
mad was a charlatan, he claimed the Qur'an

was riddlcxl with bad writing, outdated

thinking and a general lack of clarity.

However, Netton comments, 'The attack

on Islam provides an excellent disguise by

which Christianity and Judaism might be

attacked and reviled." In other words,

Voltaire was against all religions in general.

There seems to be, however, a begrudged

amount of respect for Muhammed. Despite

See ROUSSEAU, page 23

Stage

'Crocodiles In Cream' profiles the real Ldwis Carroll
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

THEATER: Crocodiles In Cream. Adapted for ihe

stage by David Horlock. Performed by Kevin Moore.
Produced by Spradlin and Bridges. Playing at the

Caliboard llieatre, 8451 Melrose Place, West Holly-

wood, one-half block north of La Cienega & Melrose
Ave. Shows Mon—^Wed, 8 p.m. until May 30. Tix:

$16.50, $14.50 stud./seniors. CaU Theatix (213)466-
1767 for info.

Of course you*ve heard of the classic

children's stories Alice in Wonderland and

Through the Looking Glass, the wonderful

talcs of httle Alice caught in her owo-

they are universally appealing, catering to

adults and youngsters alike.

Lewis Carroll, whose real name was

Charles Lutwidgc Dodgson, was the master

mind behind all of this and other fun poetry

as well. Granted, much of his work may
have been opiym induced, but much of

Carroll's curious character lies behind it as

well.

Crocodiles In Cream, playing at the

Caliboard Theatre in West Hollywood,

explores Lewis Carroll by making him the

singular subject on stage. Carroll walks

around his living room talking to us, reeling

us through his life with flashbacks of key

points in his life,.and an abundance of

storytellii

performance that immediately engrosses

from the beginning to end.

Moore's success in enchanting., the

audience is how he not only displays

Carroll's complex character: mathemati-

cian, photographer, poet, dreamer and lover

of children, but also the story teller.

Moore irrelevantly breaks from talking

about finding a present for a friend to an

incident from Alice in Wonderland with the

Mock Turtle, The Griffin and Alice. Playing

out each role as they spoke, Moore, who
looks somewhat like an English Martin

Short, makes the show with magical story

telling. He makes the audience see that

Carroll's ego relates directly to the same

tfi&=

sion. The set is nofelaborate — just a stage

wiih a 19th century living room selling. This

makes Moore's performance all the more
su-ongcr since it is just him and ihc

audience, which he addresses throughout

the night. -
.

-

Moore's interesting study of Carroll is a

fine piece of work. Which may alter some
preconceptions regarding the author's char-

acter. To have done the show as many times

as he has and keep the su^ong energy seen on
stage is a U-ibute to his notable talent.

Admittedly however. Crocodiles Jn

Cream is not for everyone. Unless one
keeps up with the dialogue, it's very easy to

lost in what's going on. It's a good test

dreamworld consisting of a tardy white

rabbit, a Mad Hatter and a head-chopping

queen. Her adventures are fascinating as

Kevin Moore, directly from England, has

put on this show around the world and now
brings it to Los Angeles in an entertaining

lalgs thai hy spine; wy^ntric^ idiosyncratic ^g;^i,|^ ujiivumioriK, and if you're hK)kin^
and incredibly engaging

The one and a hall hour show moves
quickly, with a tea party during iniermis-

for something different, I highly recom-

mend taking a trip to Hollywood for this

show.

What Can MakeACUVUF
Disposable Contact Lenses

Even Better?

A Free Trial Pair!
\ We want to open your eyes to the

I convenience and comfort ofACUVUE*
Disposable Contact Lenses.

Come in for an eye exam.

IfACUVUE is right for you, we'll give

you a {ree trial pair.

ACUVUE" The First Dispt^sablc Contact Lens (^cltu»c»t.i(^ctuiicM

Tsight

.

OPTOMETRIC CENTER

Dr. Gerald Greenspan

2370 Westwood Blvd. Suite L

(1/4 Block No. of Pico)

West Los Angeles

(213) 475-7602

Most Vision Plans Accepted
Examination and other profa«tk>nal tervice (ee« are not included in this frpe trial pair ofier.

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may bo your best weapon

SATURDAY. MAY 12TH
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsored by \he Wonnen's Resource Center arxj tt-»e Department of Conrfrbunity Safety.

LOSE WEIGHT
EATING COOKIES???

YOU BET!!!

I

I

I

I

I The newest craze sweeping the nation is now
available in Los Angeles. A revolutionary new

I concept in weight loss. A nnajor diet breakthrough.

j. THE INCREDIBLE WONDER COOKIE.

^ Lose weight while you enjoy a delicious tasting

I cookie rich in fiber, NO CHOLESTEROL,
and only 120 calories!!!

The Wonder Cookie will reduce your

hunger, make you feel full, and leave

you with an abundance of energy.

Each cookie is individually wrapped for convenience.

The Incredible Wonder Cookie comes in 3 mouth

watering flavors:

Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin, & Vanilla-

$1.50 Per Meal /^,

Call Frankie Jaye at (213) 479-4210 ^¥
for your FREE sample today!!
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Lucrative Business Opportunities Available.
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for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast

20MB Hard Drive In Mini Tower case.

- Run 12 MHz 0-W-State. SI = 15.3.
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- 640 KB Memory.
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive. "

- 1 .2 or 1 .44 MB High Density drive.

- 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and Game port.

- 12" Amber Monitor.

- 200W UL, CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced Keyboard. ——
Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive Add $110

. VGA Monitor Add $360
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Please come and test the system then pick it up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS (IPX)
y

Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Sphngs, CA 90670

Open: Mon - Fri 8:30-17:30 _ , OIO Oyl Q OO 1 T
iSalurday 9:00 • 16:30 Tel: ^ J.0-»^0-^^ 1 /
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UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"

From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and eclectic triple-bill

featuring:

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jaz2 Passengers
~ (with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Fri., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworth Theater^

For more infornnation/ rrc/c^^
Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953

5S
MAY COMPANY « MUSIC PVUS
(3ia) 4«»a23a -(7141 74O-2O00I'

r
Nails by

Gary
Relocated!

FULL SET $18.00

FILL $13.00

Have
beautiful

nails

MANICURE & $15.00
PEDICURE

Scandel

1900 Westwood Blvd.

(213)475-3232——

Paris

London
Rome
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Film
AILEY

Jennifer Jason Leigh woriis the soldiers in Brool<lyn's bars during the Korean War in

Last Exit.
'

War era 'Last Exit To Brooklyn' misses
lx>at witii intense but mispiaced drama

From page 19

company . . . while being an influential and positive

person," says Allen.

Jamison is currently working with both her own
company, The Jamison Project, which she is scx)n to

close, and The Alvin Alley American Dance Theater.

"There is talk in the air about merging the two, but no
one is certain," says Allen.

Ailey founded a number of impressive dance

programs. The Alvin Ailey American Center is a

school offering scholarship programs to qualified

dancers. Ailey also began a foreign student program
""and a visually impaired program headed by Denise

Jefferson. Technically, dancers are admitted into the

American Dance Theater, the "first company," after

going through a "second company" called the

Repertory Ensemble, run by Sylvia Waters. However
some talented members bypass this step.

Hash, who went through the process, explained the

Repertory Ensemble as more of a junior company
whose members are chosen without auditions. The
12-member group travels through the United States

and the Carribean. "Although it doesn't get as great

of a resjxjnse as the large company, it is a great group
that tests for the large company," she said.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater has
planned a different repertoire for each performance
in Los Angeles. "Usually we want people to come
back to see the company perform so we want to show
them something different," says Hash.

According to Allen, the Los Angeles audiences
can look forward to "a lot of fabulous new things, a

change in the group visibly. It's very modem and
very fabulous since we're bringing in a number of
revival picices, as well."

Touring is the best part of the company, according
lo ail three dancers. The present tour began in January

tour, seeing new places and dancing for new
audiences is very rewarding. *i enjoy touring,

especially when we go to Europe and Asia and I get to

see America through their eyes," says Hash.
"I've been louring for 20 years and I'm starting to

get tired of it," says Roxas. "But once I'm on stage, it

doesn't matter where I am, because I love dancing."
'Touring is my favorite part. It was Alvin's dream

to bring his dance to a root level," says Allen. "To the

people of the small towns to the White House, from
small children to very old peopje, we give something
that they can all relate to."

Although all three dancers love the company, each
is taking it one day at a time in deciding how long
they will stay. Roxas suffered a major knee injury a

few years ago, and every doctor told her that she
could never dance again,

"My only determination was not wanting to stop,"

she says. "It's difficult when all you have to hold onto
is your dream, but I feel like I'm back again." Roxas
predicts she will be in the company for two more
years and that when those two years arc up, she won't
be ready to leave.

The dedication of the dancers lo the Alvin Ailey
Company is obvious. "The most challenging thing

for us now," says Allen, "is to keep Alvin's work
going because he worked so hard.

"We need to keep his dream alive, since an was
lcx)d for the soul to Alvin. 'Just as we need focxl, we
need the arts,' he thought, as we need .something that

will enrich our lives and be important to us."

And the company is full of challenges. The
company's members strive to be the best artists they
can he, and give their dance all ihcy have i« give.

"Every day I learn more about myself and the

people I'm around," says Roxas. "Life is about

By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

FILM: Last Exit to Broofdyn. Screenplay by Desmond
Nakano, based on a book by Hubert Selby , Jr. Directed by Uli

Edel. Produced by Bernd Eichinger. A Cinecom Entertain-

ment Group release starrina Jennifer Jason Leigh, Stephen
Lang, and Jerry Orbach. Opens citywide today.

Uli Edel's Last Exit to Brooklyn is a well written,

nicely acted, tremendously intense film. Unfortu-

nately, Exit is also a rebel without a cause.

Set in 1952 Brooklyn, during the Korean War, Exit

graphically reveals a community that resembles a

war zone itself. Throughout the film, in fact, the

presence of soldiers suggests a foreign force in an

occupied territory. The soldiers fight with the

neighborhcxxl boys, sleep with the lcx:al girls, and
take over the bars— much like they would overseas.

The soldiers, however, do more to establish

tension and symbolize war than add to the plot. The
major event throughout Exit is a union strike at the

local metal factory. The strike, which haf kept the

workers on rations for over six months, has reached a

boiling point, and everyone is ready to snap — and
does!

Most of Exit*s main characters, however, have
only minor connections with the strike. Ejc/7*s two
central players are a young prostitute named Tralala

(Jennifer Jason Leigh) and Harry Black (Stephen
Lang), a zealous but incompetent union shop
steward. Both parts are performed with depth and
passion, and both endure rather tragic personal events

by the movie's conclusion. The most exciting events

in the strike happen in the first half of the film —

leaving the personal stories for the very powerful

climax.

Tralala's story is one of survival and a flickering

moment of hope. A classic example of what the

streets can reduce a person to, she is momentarily
removed from her environment by a GI about to ship

out. He treats her like a respectable girlfriend, which
she accepts, expecting a big payoff in the end (sounds

like Pretty Woman — but far from it). All she gels,

however is a love letter and a few memories. For

unclear reasons,lhis pushes her into a state of massive
depression, resulting in horrible consequences
(nothing as simple as suicide though).

Harry's story, however, is far more tragic — not

only dcxjs he start higher, but he falls much further.

Harry should be happy. He has friends, a cause, and
an amiable wife. Unable lo love his wife, though,

Harry realizes his homosexuality. Opening up lo his

new lifestyle rather painlessly, Harry soon has his

heart broken — an act that leads him, in desperation,

lo attempt a horrible crime, which he pays for dearly.

Exit tries to address the conditions and concerns of

a wide cross-section of the community, though, and
thus devotes a fair amount of screen time to ihcr

various members of a working class Italian family

and a gang of young scums (there is no better word to

describe them), who think themselves above the law.

The problem with Exit, though, is that all the

intensity is wasted on a period piece that is virtually

impossible to relate to. Exit is graphic and severe (as

one viewer put it, "this is unpleasant") — qualities

that audiences usually only tolerate when they are

means to a constructive end.

Tralala and Harry's stories, however, end abrupt-

ly, and with little hope.

See BROOKLYN, page 24

and w i ll continue until iate June. Tlion the dancort; uv^ryono, and people are vOry important. When
will have a few weeks of vacation before beginning a

new repertoire in AugusL
Although the group gels tired midway through a

you're given something new to work with, you need
to go from the next level up. I think that's how you
truly become an ariisL"

SLATER
From page 19

Instead, he's getting back to the basics. In Youn^

Guns 2, Slater plays "a sorta wild guy whom you can

laugh at." Prior to filming, he was given a couple of

weeks lo get to know his horse, "and I got along great

with iL" Continuing the pattern of relating to his co-

stars, he jokes "we were going to get married, but it

didn't work out." But out of all his roles, this is the

one with which he identifies most, saying "doing a

western is the closest thing you can do lo doing real

life. It's just you and the horse, and there's no one

there lo save your ass."

Forget about red sports cars and glamorous women
— lo hear him speak, you'd think that Slater would
only need a saddle and a flask of water (he's already

wearing the requisite cowboy boots and battered

jeans during the interview) to make him happy. As he

says, "I'm sort of living my life in the motto of 'keep

it simple.' There are no big deals. We only make

ROUSSEAU

them big deals."

If you listen to enough of these heart-felt

statements, stare hard enough at his Married . .

With Children t-shirt or surround yourself long

enough in his cigarette-smoking aura (it dulls the

senses). Slater starts to sound less like a madman and
more like an ordinary person. He even admits "I'd

like to do a role in the future that is a real clean guy—
real, real clean.. Takes showers every day, and wears
nice clothes. Thai would be fun."

And you're about to forget this whole psycho deal,

especially when you remember that you spotted him

playing a game in a Westwood video arcade that

morning. That's when Christian Slater raises a

pointed eyebrow and says — with only a hint of
humour atop the menace — "God, 1 hope I wasn't
doing anything illegall"

/

From page 21

believing Muhammed as an insti-

gator, Voltaire treats him as man
possessed of great genius.

Sexuality enters the picture

more profoundly in essays on the

sexuality of the natives of Tahiti

who were discovered by the

British explorer Captain Ccx)k.

There is humorjust beneath the

surface as Cook describes the

amazement of his group of lustful

sailors as they enjoyed great sexual

freedom among the Tahitians.

The news reached Europe, and
this time the reaction among the

Christians was one of delight. This

was because of the Edenic exis-

tence the Tahitians lived. Essayist

Roy Porter cites French philoso-

pher Denis Diderot's "Supplement
au Voyage de Bougainville,"

where the ideal is described as

"free love leads to serial har-

mony."
Diderot's work envisioned a

priest confronting a Tahitian and
then finally abandoning his celiba-

cy long enough to accept their

sexual hospitality.

"We u-ied to show," says Rous-
seau, "that the Church has often

been a retarding force and that

those movers and pioneers in the

history of sexuality were often the

voices that challenged the Church.
"Ccx)k is actually a very gcxxl

traveler/explorer because he
writes down as faithfully as he can,

what he's actually witnessed." said

Rousseau.

Perhaps the strangest story of all

in this motley collection of myths
was written by George Psalmana-
zar, the man who fooled paying

crowds into thinking that he was a

citizen of Formosa, which was
18th century Taiwan under Japan-

ese rule. He wrote bestsellers

about Formosa, dressed like a

Formosan and even had hts own
Formosan 'language.'

Once again, religion came lothe

forefront. The great English writer

Samuel Johnson identified very

deeply with Psalmanazar, giving

the imposier a greater amount of

credibility. It seems, writes Robert

Adams Day, that "both Psalmana-
zar and Johnson owed their reli-

gious conversion to reading
William Law's Serious Call to a
Devout and Holy Life.*'

The bcx)k is an aborbing read,

maybe one bcx)k that for many
reasons shouldn't be read before

going to sleep.

-^

Union leader makes his points clear. Union workers strike at local metal factory.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
c:an do copies up to 11 x 17
Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

off

%
Canon 1

Q

Laser - y
WiUilh'g Adunly onI.a«er Color Exp ^31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

^^-^ or SAKE
^^ GET ONE

CALIFORNIA ROLL

/

ii oil |) III ." 00 p ri.

n W*^ (t'llT niii PxcHidfli

MOMOVAMA
F lOAflNG SUSHI fiAR

^ 9 1 1 D i OAto i i A yg
Westwood 208-778

^^^*p
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The African Dance Club

Qf UCIA
Presents

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1990 7-10 PM
UCLA DANCE BUILDING ROOM 200

FREE!

\

PERFORMANCES MUSIC
•Nzingha Camara, Artistic

Director of Le Ballet Kouman Kele

•Djimbe West African Dancers and Drummers
•James Makubuya, Uganda, East Africa

Teacher, Instrumentalist, Dancer
funded ^by campus programs committee of the

proc;rams activities board
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A pensive moment as Black faces his true self.

LYN

Gang leader has a fistful of steel for Harry Black.

From page 22

The only other, rather cynical,

message is formed by the fate of

the various characters. The work-
ing class, "average^ American*'

family comes out of the strike fine,

and finds happiness in the start of a

new generation. The gang of

Anglo-Saxon, heterosexual males

continues to rule the streets. On the

other hand, the deviants — Harry

and Tralala :— arc rejected by
society and see their lives destroy-

ed. This message is timeless, but it

is also worthless when it's hidden

in forced afterthoughts of the

movie (especially a story one
wants to forget after viewing).

Last Exit to Brooklyn is based on
a book by the same name, which
was highly controversial in its day.

No doubt the filmmakers are

hoping that this reputation, along

with enough disturbing scenes to

live up to this rep, will attract an

audience. Unfortunately, it obvi-

ously did not seem to matter to

&=A IESEC presents
^ ^=^

EAST EUROPEAN FILM SERIES

-,1 -^^ -^c^

K<^
n*'

GUEST SPEAKER:

Stanislav Semerdjiev Bulgarian film critic

Premiere release

WEDNESDAY,
MAY 9, 7:30 p.m

GUEST SPEAKER: Zbigniew Sekulski Solidarity Activist

both shows at Melnitz Theatre

Tickets available at Melnitz Box Office 6:30 p.m. For more info call 825-3384,

Funded by: Council on Programming at the International Student Center,

ASUCLA Board of Directors/Undergraduate Students Association Council.

J

ihem that perhaps the day for this

film had passed.

The story could be relevant, if

placed in a more contemporary
setting. The audieocg^eeds to get

something from this story, which
its age denies. If the filmmakers
had not been so concerned with
using the book's fame, maybe they
could have given us something
important.

3 paws.

MYSTERY
Frorn paye=4#=

Formula? Didn't he realize that the

Formula was everything? My God^
if it wasn't for the Formula, this

company would degenerate into

unorthodox originality and the De-
vil knows what else. Definitely

unprofitable. Scourge shuddered.

Johnson brought out his secret

payola list. He added a couple of

new radio stations and video chan-

nels. Yessir, he thought, here's one
investment that certainly pays for

itself.

Next, he made sure that his

people were constantly calling

MTV to request his newest band.

Vanilla With Chili, which was on
the verge of a major breakthrough.

Then he went home and died in

his sleep with an inexphcably clear

conscience.

But the mystery continues.

Scourge, thy name is legion.-

Hell, thy name is Hollywood. Sin,

thy name conformity. Torment,
formula.

Hope, thy name is originality.

Would somebody open up the

goddamn box all the way already?

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

ri-
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Sen/Ice Charge Included

MAiinR nRFOIT CARnf^/nPFM 7 DAYS/PHQME ORDER

ENCORE
""CUMCERTS THEATER SPORTS

1IIAD01\1\A - $35.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Oisomion, Thurs Book Study

Fri Siep StJdy AU ZSy, iC'.j • 1:15

lues •3-7-11" NPt C8177, Wed ftsoBston
NPICaS38 1210 ItX)

fOf ilcohoks or mdnnduals wt)o have a

dnniong pioMeiii

(213) SS7-a3l6

COME DISCUSS "A World Embracing View,"

Thurs, May 10, 5-6pm. Ackcrman, room 3520.

Sponsor BAHA'I Club.

TICKET SERVICE
^ MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN '

C I I N D A L I

:7S0(OlOIWOOBlVOr?

213 257 7530 81I-244-3612

WHITESNAKE
JANET JACKSON

PHIL COLLINS/DON HENLEY
DAVID BOWIE/TRACY CHAPMAN

New Kids • Alannah Myles
Squeeze • Anita Baker • UB40 • Alice Cooper

- Milli Vanilli • Andrew "Dice" Clay • Tears for Fears
Jimmy Buffett • Fleetwood Mac • Sam Kinison

LAKERS PLAYOFFS • DODGERS
DEPOSITS GUARANTEE CHOICE SEATS FOR:

Bonnie Raitt • Robert Plant • Heart • Santana • Taylor Dayne • Depeche Mode
' Richard Marx Steel Pulse Los Lobos Gipsy Kings * KISS

S U T N I A Y

16801 HAWlHORN[ BIVO «A

213 371-5777

Concert Tickets
Good Deois 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

BOWIE May 23 & 26! Madonna 2 great floors

& 4 logcs. Call Albert evenings.
(213)462-0663.

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

MOTION PICTURE JOBS
Want to work in the movies, but don't know how to get
started? Learn the secrets that started careers of 1000's.
Read the Booklet STARTING YOUR CAREER IN MOTION
PICTURES. Learn about...

• Starting with present, skills

• Entry-level positions *

-

• How to mal^e contacts
• Where to find jobs

...and more. Now Available for $9.95 -t- $1.60 shipping/handling to

Movie Careers

1317 North San Fernando Bl. S #151
Burbank, CA 91504

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

/open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(rag $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergency service

Now you can join our pnvate
practice, become a V.I.P
member and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Offer not valid when using
dental insurance coverage.

"Patients Are Special'

Personal 10 Personal 10 Pe/sonal 10

feg^^JW FLORIST
Don^t miss the pleasure of sending

fresh flowers on Mother's Day...

Call our 24-hr line for flower or balloon

orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213-477-3333
Mention this ad and get $5.00 off orders of $20 or more

(except where out)

I

I

I

I

I

I

>t̂
JLS^ ^^^CEX^^XXXX zz?

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
^^''^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan". (2 13)87 3-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

Research Subjects 12

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869.

$7 rOR ANSWERING MAILED SURVEY Must
be male and have lost father through death or

divorce. (213)257-2582.

ZAM
PSYCHEDELIC

TROUBLE?
Conflict with friend?

Roommate? Family?
Coworker?

FREE HELP by
professional mediator

for new TV Show. Call

for info (213) 442-5500.

May 12th

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

vs SEPI'S ^^*^*''~"*^>*^' ^^^"^^"^ kinyv Budvvolse

HEATHER (AD.
Wednesday's lunch was
red-letter. Thank You.

I'm looking forward to

getting to krww
my big sis.

TONY (lAM)
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PHI KAPPA SIGMA
ALL-GREEK * '

SAND VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT— MAY 8,9,10

SPONSORED BY
LE BEACH CLUB -4

VOLLEYBALL MONTHLY
TACOS TACOS
THE VILLAGE DELI
ACAPULCO

BANK OF AMERICA
OCEAN PACIFIC
HEADLINES
SAKS
HAWAIIAN AIRLINES

>.«.•-•"*

QUESTIONS
JESSE TORRES 824-9593

TO BENEFIT THE UNITED WAY

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS AGES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES TOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

EARN $150. VOLUNTEER FEMALES, ages
20-24 and ages 32-37 with regular menstrual
cycles not on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study. Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center fp^four

nights during one month. Call Sheila
(213)825-5688. ^^
FREE LUNCH!! Wanted Students: Help strug-

gling MBA students with thesis. We need your
input. If you have/or have access to a tv and a

VCR, you qualify. We'll even throw in a free

lunch and $1 5 for a mere 1 Vj -2 hours of your
time. Call (213)397-9751.

HEALTHY, male volunteers, 18 and older
needed for injection of radioactive isotope to

image the brain, heart or bones. Bloods taken.

$50.0/2hrs. Call M-F 11-3 (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

APPOINTED POSITIONS APPLICATIONS
due Tuesday, May 8th 5:00 pm.

Please turn in application at 118 Men's Gym
and sign up for interview.

MALE VOLUNTEERS needed with fair skin for

sunscreen testing. Volunteers will be paid. For
info, call (213)828-8887.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience
(213)825-0392.

PAY ATTENTION! Males, age 30-55, paid $1
5"

cash for two hours of attention and motor
testing. (213)825-6402.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (age 25-49), male, pre

vious non-smokers or heavy marijuana/plus

tobacco smokers needed. Minimal radioactiv-

ity involved. 2 visits. 80 min, $35 each. Call

(213)206-0396.

Personal 10

AO and ZAE
Get ready for an

INCREDIBLE RAID
TONIGHT!

n iiAXQAXiiAX^AXQAXiiAXQAXiiAXQAXQAx

\

T^fie Mpha ^si Chapter
~~^

of Alpha Chi Omega
'~~'

luouid iike to announce our Open ^ouse and
dinner on Wednesday, 9^ay 9, 1990 from

5:30 untiC 7:30 in the evening...

If interested, pCease contact

%e[Cy at 824 5902

A
X
Q.

A
X

A
X

A
X
Q
A

AXn BIG SIS'
THEIR LIL' SIS'!!

SUS/E-KAREN JULIA-USSa
JERDA-CHRISTA
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.^NO^^
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. ElLEEN-NlCKie
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Personal 10 Personal

I
The ladies of Sigma Kappa

• cordially invite their

professors and TA*s to I

dinner at 5:15 tonight. |

726 Hilgard Ave.
I

fm DBlimij Tickets

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
ANGELS - DODGERS

'^^^^ MADONNA
Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

- Fleetwood Mac • Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
^

Open 7 Days

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400,00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo. Study pays $100. If you are ages
1 8-40, have PMS or no symptoms prcmenstru-
ally, have regular periods, and are not on the
pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

Salons 21

Wanted 15

BILLY JOEL - Did you tape him at Ackerman?
I'd love a copy. Call Jon (213)209-0477.

Lost 17

LOST^ Silver ring. Blue stone. 4/26/90. Re-

ward! Sentimental value. Call (213)442-01 77.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing^ Manicure Pedicure

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Sperm Donor 19
Healtti Services 22

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
cryo bank

We Accept All Vision Care Plans, I

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sfieet

Young Adult
Theory Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirtz

(213) 470-4323

Opportunities 26

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/T, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (213) 206-91 32.

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships! You
receive a minimum of 8 private sources or your
money refunded! Guaranteed! College Scho-
larship Locators PO Box 1881, joplin, MO
64602-1881 (417)624-0362.

EARN $1 0,00(Vmo or more Have the courage
to call. It could make you rich. (21 3)280 3558
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EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

( 0' nfo'T'at c
i8'8: 98<j 3883

.v^^

49b4 Van Njyi BW Shirman Oaks

Help Wanted 30

resuurani

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. PT, for busy
female entrepreneur in Santa Monica. Seeking
bright, organized person w/good WordPerfect
and phone skills to work Monday thru Thurs-

day, 9-1
. $6-1Q/hr. -h benefits. (21 3)393-0244.

ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR. Energe
tic capable person to work with Dean and
three Chairpersons, coordinating academic
programs. Supervisory experience, organiza-
tional, interpersonal, and Macintosh skills

Excellent working conditions, small Weslside
university for adults. Send letter, resume,
three telephone references to Dr. Sara Winter,
Academic Dean, Antioch LIniversity, 13274
Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292. Dead-
line: May 9,1990.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance
office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)276-6316.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Great opportunity for

advancement in nationally expanding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and refer

cnces necessary. (213)491-1000.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
FISHERIES Earn $600-fAveek in cannery,
$8,000-$! 2,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 6,000 openings. Start June 16th
No experience necessary. Male or female. For
feft-pa^e empU>ymon» booklrt. aend tO 9 5 to :

CAREERS
MADE FRESH

DAnx
If you re not interested in being a small cog in a very

big machine, we invite you to pursue your growth in res-
taurant management with Pollys.

We're not even close to being the biggest. But we be-
lieve that smaller is better when it comes to taking care of
the key people in our company -the managers We listen
to your concerns, and we gear our training to your needs.
We pay overtime. We promote from within.

find out what this can mean for your career Let's talk
about management opportunities in our Santa Monica loca-
tion at 5th and Wilshire CaD us today! (213) 921-5209.
PoDy's. 14325 IscU Road. Sante Fc Springs. CA 90670
Equal Opportunity

Employer. -2^

,

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 96109-30 day, uncondi-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS THIS FALL. CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES SOUGHT TO SUPERVISE
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION AND COOR-
DIANTE CAMPUS PUBLICITY EARN UP TO
$1,000.00 OR MORE. SEND RESUMES TO
CRIMSON & BROWN ASSOCIATES, 1430
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, SUITE 1003,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138. INDICATE SUM
MER ADDRESS.

'"
,

BIOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN Full/

part-time. Minimum hoursAvcek. Tissue cul

ture, immunology essays, microscopy, mouse
care. REQUIREMENTS: Biology or chemistry
major. Bachelor's preferred. Salary
$9go-$ll 50. Contact Dr Peterson or Lu-
binski: VAWLA (213)624-4335.

BOOKKEEPER/ASSISTANT in home office,

sort mail accounts payable, general office

6-6hr5/wk. (213)939-1720.

BRENTWOOD tanning salon looking for sun
loving, enthusiastic sales people. All hours
available. Apply in person. 1 1 761 San Vicente.

BRENTWOOD CO. junior accountant/
bookkeeper wanted immediately in WLA. Min
one year experience in AR, AP, JE, JL Compu-
ter knowledge a must. Excellent growth poten-
tial (618)887-7056.

BUTTONS, bumper slickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.
VOTER REVOLT Earn $25(y400wk Work
with students on campa'ign to give insurance
companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.
Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-
ties. Guaranteed salary. On campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide
(213)475-8110.

fASH IFB/nF I IVFKY . PL WLA pharm acy . ^ COUH im f.,, r. , .,.!,, .. i . i . r. , .u i |m > .

perience prefen-ed. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6
Call Nelson (213)639-1156

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr F/T, -parking. Call

(213)556-0660, Lee ASAP

an:
relaxed environ $7 50/hr -^ 35/mile. After

nopns 12:30 6:30, own car and insurance
required Ciiy Graphics B^an (21 3)938-3744

TOUR COORi:)INATOR
WANTED

coordinate student
groups, from Japan

and work all summer
June 18—August 31
bilingual preferred

T-^^nglish/Japanese
travel benefits to

Japan for orientation
Contact Japan Travel
Bureau International
Mark Yoshimura
(213)687-988

1

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

ImmecJiate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

CHILDKtN'S GYM INSTKUCTOK Tcrnf.c

opportunity? College degree required Experi

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

F/PT (213)268-0256.

CLASSIFIED AD SALES Experience required in

large circulation classified ad or yellow page
ad sales. Commission program- well-
established Westside firm. Jan (213)206-41 77

COUNSELORS needed Mental health facility

Weekend and pm shifts. Valerie,
(213)636-5567.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs Bcasley's

bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time

(213)394-6963.

CRUISE SHIP lOBS -opportunity guide
$300-$900 weekly (508)927-9768 Ext C5

DANCER/ENTER TAINtK. tarn $300-5700 per
week. Part-tinr>e. Call (616)695-0605.

DATA ENTRY EARN EXTRA INCOME WED-
NESDAY AND THURSDAY STARTING
$6. 50/HR 20 HRS/WK HOLLYWOOD
(213)461-4048 MARK

DAY CAMP STAFF needed -counselor, prog-
ram specialists and nurse Call Car! Dugas
(21 3)637- 1362 after 6pm

SALES TO
ART

PACTER. FOX » ASSOCIATES INC

HIRE
TRAIN

GET PAID THE
SAME DAY

No cold calls, no selling

Work with some of America's most
recognizecd cfiaritable

- organizatiqns, universities,

environmental groups. & public television

stations. Design your own work scfiedule-

afternoons. evenings & weekends "available:

Guaranteed base with potential earnings

of $8-$12/hr.

Call Personnel

(213)477-2585 (818)885-0545
Mon thru Fri 8:30-5:00

.

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

DFLIVEKY for Cookie Co M F, P/T AM %t^r
plusmileage Must have car and
insurance. (21 3)477-4479

+)ENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays

8 30 5 ,30pm Pacific Palisades. Pleasant Of-
fice. $8/hr (213)454-1061.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)8.50-1640 between 9am 5pm Monday-
f riday only

riLE CLERK PA, lA, Beverly hills orthopedic
office Experience preferred (2 13)4 72 7235

IRKE DELIVERY TICKETS needs clerk for

general office work. 3 morningsAvk, 10- 2pm
and pA weekends a/hr (213) 205-0830

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY- Day camp
counselors nearby Santa Monica mountains
campsite Tocaloma 13ay CampTT2^1 3)"

822-2451

HASHERS needed for Sorortiy House 5 days/
wk. 4-7or 8pm (213)208-6657

Receptionist
Part-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky \

(213) 652-2872^

(\

* ••
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS

I ._ TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

HAWAII needs youf Severe labor shortage! I- or

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96613.

INFORMATION/DATA OPERATIONS PART-
TIME 10-15 hours/week, flexible schedule.

Comfortable with computers. Functional user

capable of problem solving. Should have:
Basic knowledge of Dbasell or Alpha3;
Quicken or other bookkeeping package. Prefer

basic accounting knowledge Musi be reliable.

Knowledge of Word Perfect helpful. Sense of

humor mandatory. Small, busy, informal of-

fice. Good hourly wage. Call Barbara Saltzman
(213)479-3249.

LEGAL ASSISTANT: small business litigation

firm looking for an individual willing to make
atwo year minimum commitment. Will assist

attorney in trial preparation; great opportunity
for prelaw students. Must have good analyti-

cal and organizational skills. Flexible hours
and negotiable wage. Send letter including

-
"*^6°"*°'^ wage, xno letter including

Vj.H.A., SAT score , ind list uf h igti M.t wj^
activities and awards to LEVY & NORMIN-
TON, Attn ; Vanessa Huey, 81 5 Moraga [)rivc,

Los Angeles, CA 90049.

TEMPORARY JOBS
'Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

LIFEGUARDS, SWIM INSIKUCIOKS, water
aerobics, parenl/lol instructors needed 10-30
hours/wk. Now through summer lifeguard, first

aid, CPR certificates required $6-8/hr Beverly
Hills Family-Y. (213)553-0731.

LIGHT clerical and errands, Saturdays
S6.50/hr. (213)476-1703. _^^
MAKE $100 av^evenings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)962-1874.

MODELS and actors needed now. Direct

contact with top producers and directors. More
information: FACES, 52 Marbleslone Lane,

Willingboro, N), 06046

MODEL Thin and athletic for bikini and
outdoor settings. No cxp. necessary Send any
recent snap to DNR Assoc latcsAiiro, 1 .361 8 S

Normandie Ave., Gardcna CA 90249

NEEDED: Teen worker consultant to High
school chapters (with advisors) BBG AZA 10
hours per week. $400 per month Call BBYO
(213)453-9578. (800)544-BBYO.

NEED free haircut models Bruno Salon
Beverly Hills. Call K020 (213)275-8152.

jO

SECRETARY/WORD PROCESSING

TECHNICAL EDITOR

Downtown Environmenial

Consulting Firm. Provide

word processing/report

preparation and general

administrative support to

General Manager and
technical staff. Computer
literacy and prior experience

with similar firm a plus

Send resume and writing

samples to:

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR
Ecology & Environment, Inc.

717 W. Temple Street, Suite 202

Los Angeles, CA 90012
An Equal Opfk)rtunity Employer

NEW MOTHER seeks female student for tem-
porary help around house, postpartum. Due
date 5/20. $6/hr 10-15hrs/wcek. Westwood
(Levering and LeConte). (213)824-3963.

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales people to market
exciting, innovative product. First month po-
tential earnings in the thousands. Possibly

doubling each month after. Part or full-time.

Call for interview Robert (213)834-7461.

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
Work to dismantle the
military-industrial

complex and rebuild
our society. SANE/
FREEZE, the country's
largest peace & social
justice lobby, is hiring
dedicated women A
men to be grassroots
organizers. FT/PT/Summer.
CALL (213) 938-3470

OFFICE ASSISTANT Provide clerical support
to workaholic CEO at Corporate Real Estate

Headquarters. Hours are M-F, 5pm-9pm, Sa-
turday, Sunday, 9am-6pm Must have profes-

sional demeanor and be able to interact with
executives of all levels. Call Leisure Technol-
ogy, (213)826-1000, ext. 417.

ORI3ERS DEPARTMENT, Retail. S9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9 3pm. (818)567-4147

EARN BIG BUCKS CAMPUS CONNECTION
NEEDS AMBITIOUS STUDENTS SELL AD
SPACE FOR THE TOP COLLEGE MAGAZINE
TRAINING/ MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT
PROVIDED (ROBIN OR jAY) (800).342 51 18

OWN BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering
incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-
CATION (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co.
(213)392-5644.

PART-TIME, 20HRS/WK DURING SCHOOL,
JOHRS/WK DURING SUMMER. REAL ESTATE
fNTREPENEUR NEEDS PERSONAL ASSIS-
TANT. NO QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY
MUST BE PERSISTENT, AGGRESSIVE, AND
PERSONABLE OFFICE IN BEVERLY HILLS
$7/HR PLUS BONUSES. START ANYTIME
CALL FOR INTERVIEW (213)205-0079

PERSONAL ASSISTANT preferably with 4.2
WordPerfect experience. To develop freelance
business with creative director, writer, pro-

ducer. (Former International Model.) For share
in profit. Exciting opportunity Flexible hours
Beautiful studio at top of Laurel Canyon near
Hollywood Blvd (213)650-7429.

POSITION available for full or pA salesperson,
exclusive womens clothing store m the Beverly
Center (213)652-7018.

PT FOR INSURANCE office, FT in summer We
require someone willing to learn. Good phone
voice Able to deal with public Near campus
Hours flexible, salary negotiable. Sonia
(213)477-7051.

PT/FT WORK in Brentwood Real Estate Office.

Property management and sales
(213)207-8789

P/T general work, small Westwood law firm,

needs assistants. Varied duties and must have
transportation (213)475-0611.

PT KEYHOLDER needed for Converse factory

outlet. Responsibilities include opening/
closing of store, daily deposits, supervising
clerks and assistance in inventory maintc
nance. 19hrs/wk. - Possibly more in summer.
Apply in person 423 S. Lincoln Blvd Venice,
90291

. No phone calls please.
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P/r, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office. $7.5Q/hr.

Will train. Call Cina (213)854-4404.

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc
tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9.50-*- depending on experi-

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770.

P/T, people needed to take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am. or 6am.-3pm.
Earn $6A>r. Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr.

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training. Call RCIS
(818)842-6631.

P/T RETAIL SALES Westwood Village gift shop.
Flexible hours, weekends and evenings
$5.50/hr. Reliable and outgoing
(213)208-4107.

P/T WLA CHIROPRACTIC office assistant. 5

afternoons, type, computer, filing. Must be
^If-starter. Deborah (213)473-4400.

PUBLISHERS ASSISTANT. PR/ Ad sales. We
are seeking an assertive candidate for our

growing health care publication. Duties in-

clude ad sales, press release writing, PR/
Marketing/ Telemarketing. Publishing back-

ground helpful. Must be organized and have
typing and word processing experience. PT/FT.

Jan (213)208-4177.

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opportunities available -

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and
one clerical support position assisting with
Quality ^Control throughout the department;
14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient
on-campus location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr., must be able to work summer,
contact Mary Ann Fataen, (213)206-6608

LL\R\
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GOLD ARROW CAMP
oh Huntington Lake in the Sierra National
Forest. Hiring highly motivated male cabin

counselors and male/female instructors for:
Day hiking, rockclimbing, ropes course,
archery, arts and crafts, and waterfront.
Call our camp office for art application.

(213)545-3233
RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Fridays a plus. 11-6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance. (213) 395-2728.

SAILBOAT MAINTENANCER seeking exper-
ienced individual, for routine and preventive
servicing of active charier fleet. Call
(213)823-4338.

SEEKING AQUATICS DIRECTOR- For Beverly
Hills Family YMCA. Certifications required,

$1,250/mo., 32 hrs/wk. For more information

(213) 553-0731.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE.
Want to work in Australia, Europe, Fiji? It's

fun and easy. SorT>e transportation. Send
$6.50. SASE to Working Worldwide, 5007
Lankershim Blvd, Ste 100 North Hollywood,
CA 91606.

< )UMl oppi )llUllll\ lO

(.•\|Xtk-iul'. C.Kiss trcdil

>i\.nlahlL-. Call Maci

(213) 659-6400.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT. ® 30 HRS. Strong
secretarial skills, Macintosh required. Wesl
Mark Investments (213)936-6205.

RECEPTIONIST wanted for bright cheery Be-
verly Hills office. F/r position. 35-40 wpm
Laura (213)274-9149.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred
(213)472 7235.

EARN TOP DOLLAR
Join Career Strategies

Temporary Inc.

Specializing In Placing
• secretaries • word

processors • data entry
clerics • proofreaders •

receptionists •

• general clerical •

Call Amy Focrcstcr

(213)385-0440

RECEPTIONIST-FILE CLERK. PT until end of
school, FT in summer. Wages—open
(213)380-9287.

RETAIL HARDWARE. P/T stock and sales.

Brentwood location, pleasant working condi-
tions. Call Mrs. Richards (213)476-2864.

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are
40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M-F 9—4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special
time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.
1 1 321 Wesl Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023.
Ask for Margaret.

MODELS 13-35
For print, runway, swimwear, jeanwear,
lingerie, and high fashion. Also scouting
models for Japan and France. All sizes

and all ethnicities.

Call (213)463-8181
by appointment only

THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLJS
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30, LOOKING FOR

*

SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR.

RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

SCULPT
WEST COVINA
818-339-5566

SALON 9
ORANGE COUNTY
714-996-6390

Macintosh Computer
Enthusiasts

Teach the programs
you alreacly know.

Part-time.
Paladin Computer

Guides
(818)506-0308
(213)656-4781

Wanted, responsible

outgoing peopie
for cashiers

flt safes posrtioris.

Apply in person at:

The Cockpit
9609 Little Santa Monica BI.BH,

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part time
positior»s available.

(213) 274-6900

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS; Earn:

$12-$l4/hr. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (816)366-7618, (213)274-8042.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POSITION. PT. PC
friendly. Team oriented person. Will train. Call

John. (213)622-1213.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls. F/T,PA. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR. Immediate open-
ings for part-lime evening shifts. Requires good
communication skills for gathering box office

figures. 10 key experience preferred. Contact
Laura Murphy at (21 3)271 -2105' after 4pm.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13Air. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 .30am-3:30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7977

TIRED of nowhere jobs with nowhere pay? If

you're truly ready for a change, call Steve
(213)969-0191.

%
SHIPPING CLERK- P/T, Mort-Iri, $7/hr. Bro-
chure mailing, heavy lifting required. Please
contact Austrian National Tourist Office. (21 3)

77-3332. Elirabeth. r- -.

SMALL successful WLA Real Estate Investment
company seeks experienced full-time
receptionist/phone operator. Good communi-
cation and secretcrial skills. Some computer
knowledge. Potential for growth. Ahlam
(213)208-4252.

STUDENT NEEDED for PT work videotaping
courses at Medical Center Previous camera
experience. Yael 206-4533.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT.
Earn $2500-$3500. National campaign posi-
tions to pass Clean Air Act, stop toxic
pollution, tighten pesticide controls, and
promote recycling. Available in 18 stales and
D.C. Interviews on campus 5/16, 17, 18. Call
Kate toll-free at: 1-800-75-EARTH.

TYPIST/CLERICAL, 45 wpm, good language
skills, flexible hours; willing to train on Word-
Pcrfect. S7A^r¥. Call Barbara (213)282-8355.

UPPER DIVISION Business/Accounting major
preferred for medical laboratory billing office.

Part-time, flexible hours. Call Sandy
(818)345-6503

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier Experience preferred. Attractive, out-
going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)467-1780.

WAITERPERSONS needed days and eves,
minimum plus tips. Come in to fill out an
application. 11845 West Olympic
(213)473 6533.

WAIT PERSON for popular Weslside rcstaur--
ant. Min.-2 years local experience.
(213)626-7831.

Wanted
Ten aggressive

entrepreneurs interested
in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

SUMMER JOBS/DAY CAMP- Tom Sawyer
Camp is looking for energetic, dynamic people
for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena
area. (X^velop leadership, communication/
organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends. Impact children's lives forever. Call
(810) 794-1156.

SUMMER )OBS: High Sierra Family Resort
seeks live-in counselors (20-up) to teach
CANOEING, CRAFTS, RIDING, ARCHERY,
RIFLERY, FOLK GUITAR, PRESCHOOL,
WATERSKIING. Also need: FRONT DESK
BARTENDER, COOK, JANITORIAL^
1(800)227-9900 anytime.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. ..you gain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

WAITRESS/ WAITER. Experienced PT or FT
day or evening. Flexible hours, for Westwood
cafe. Excellent working environment and good
tips. David or Debbie (213)479-2724 .

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY' for prestigious
oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule
$5/hr. (21.3)828-8537.

WEEKEND COUNSELOR / HOUSE PARENT
for 6 bedr female teen group home. Experience
in residential or minimum 60 units in related
psychology courses required. Overnight re-

quired. Starting $8/hr. Miranda
(213)459-4643.

FLORIST needs PT helpers and delivery peo-
ple. Friendly atmosphere. $5/hr., helpers,
$6/hr., delivery. (213)478-6091.

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend pA
help, $[X)E. (213)476-2728.

WOODLAND HILLS, Marketing strategy firm
needs experienced Telemarketers for M F, P/T
work. Computer/peripheral knowledge help-
ful. Salary negotiable. Contact Carrie
(818)346-7702

WORD PROCESSOR needed mornings. $6/hr,

10 hrs/wk. Weekdays. Need IBM PC MS DOS
experience. Call (213)641-9767.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QU|CK
iJlASUU Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

'¥^ Westwood Sporting Goods
J Ne«ds part bme hdp allarnoom A Saturdays
•IT tkjfirvj schod V«y H*iM achwUel
^ Expwienoe noi naoMsary Ful bma
^ «mploym«nt nasdad during aummar
^ Apply in person at lOe.S Gay ley Ave
-fl Westwood Village

4L
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WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re

sume, writing sample to ''DAVIS'^5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

Job Opportunities 32

BOOKSELLER, FT/PT, long-term, in SFV child

ren's bookslore. Course work/ experience in

children's literature/ child development re-

quired. PACES (818)342-6657.

EARN $1000-$2000/MONTH p/t. Earn
20-40% commission/ bonuses marketing a

wide range of services from Fortune 500
providers. Build to a F/T career/ unlimited

income. Call (213)286-9385.

^MEDl6u. BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
— filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718.

22,
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SLIM DOWN WHILE YOU
FATTEN YOUR

_• -POCKETBOOK
Phoenix offers a great

opportunity for motivated
individuals to sell high fiber,

low-fat, no cholesterol, all

natural cookies that will

help you lose weight. For
more information on

becoming a representative,—— please call

213 477-9700

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing
Constnjction/Design/Development firm with offices
in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-
pendently and timely. YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn
and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StiLLLIfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica. CA 90403

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview paiienls/

review records. Strong writingAyping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. S12-15/hr. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application.

Apartments for Rent 49

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

EXPERIENCED babysitter, evenings and Sun-
days, for 6-year-old and 18-month-old boys.

(213)478-5648, (213)476 9777 (ask for Rabbi
Weinberg).

HAPPY 1 4 month old. Flexible 9 hrs/wk. Local

references; Healthy; Reliable car. Mar Vista.

ASAP. (213)396-4367.

NEEDED: Loving babysitter. Flexible day
hours. M-TH. Occasional Fri., Sat. evenings for

adorable 1 year-old boy. English speaking,

own transportation, salary negotiable, experi-

ence and references needed. (D)
(213)476-4583. Beginning May 14.

PART-TIME or Full-Time, WLA, near married

student housing, call Molly or Dave, 7- 10pm.
(213)398-1730.

SANTA MONICA couple looking for child's

companion, must have car, (213)8208818.

WANTED permanent Sat. night babysitter.

Nice family, short drive from campus. Leave
name & best time to call. (213)393-4494

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmorc Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave,
(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1250 and
up 2-^2. Gym, Jacuzzi, walk to UCLA. No pels.

520 Kelton (213)208-7483

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $995/mo. 3-bdrrTV

2-bath. Upper and lower available. Vi block to

Pico bus. (213)839-6294.
•

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcd/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD,$840/mo. 2-bcd/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Gorham. 2-bed,
2-bath. $1150/mo. Garden style apts.

(213)8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
evenings/weekends.

LARGE 1 -bedroom, on Kelton, parking, hard-

wood floors, and frcnch windows. $775/mo.
(213)824-7876 (after 6pfT>).

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE in attractive back
yard. Slove, refrigerator, utilities included.

$400. Non-smoker (213)398-4636.

MAR VISTA $650/mo »- utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. (213)397-4270.

NEW BUILDING IN MAR VISTA- High ceil-

ings, 2-firc places, 2-bcd/2 bath
$1,050- $1,290 Del (213) 397-6084

PALMS 1 -bdr/1 bth, security, dishwasher, A/C,
heating, new $650/mo. Must see
(213)839-4565.

PALMS. $410, single apartment, $605 one-
bedroom. Newly redecorated. Call
(213)837-9616.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
* All spcofe buildings

Central air/heat

Wet bar/fireplace

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 students
Low move-In

$1200-$! 300
_11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$ 1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

PALMS, $f,00/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap
pliances, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasmine
(213)454-4754.

PALMS Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room (213)636-3800.

PRE-LEASE now at '69 rent. Avoid higher fall

rates. Huge 2-bedroonV2-bath with separate
suites. Up to 4 students/unit. Hi-tech building.

Secure park Full amenities. 512 Veteran Ave
Call lane (213)206-2655.

SINGLE, 2-bcdroom, 3-bcdroom. Walk to

UCLA and Village. 10966 Roebling Ave
(213)206 4253 or (213)624-2595.

SINGLE with loft; across from campus, starting

June - Vi off summer rent, parking free

(213)208-1637.

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus. $850. 3-^2

townhouse. Good area. Security, balcony,
gated parking. New paint. (213)865-3601.

Palms
$72S up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd > den, 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgr.)

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. All furnished Privale

iMthtoom Pool, Jacuzzi. */i hr drive to UCLA
Now accepting summer & tall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah, Northridge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA PeerHiilB 825-HELP
5 p.m. ' midnight.

8 p.m. - midnight

Monday - fjiday

Saturday - Sunday

WESTWOOD Village East, 2 master bedroom
suite, $1 35(Vmo up, fireplace, sun deck, large

closet tv monitor entry (213)206 Ott .^0

WF.STWOOn/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard-
wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rcni. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator 555 Levering. (21 3)200 7634.
Managed by Moss and Co

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1275, 2-bcdroorTV
1-balh, stove, refrigerator, quiet street. On
Midvale, near Massachusetts (213)829-0385.

WESTWCK)D near Century City. Small charm-
ing custom single. Sleeping loft, skylight,

carport. $595. (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM. PRICE RE
DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (21 3)208 8(,85.

WESTWOOD. Small 2-bcdroom/1 -bath apart-

ment. Available July. $600. Write W. Blair,

P.O. Box 49413. LA 90049.

MAR VISTA
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies ^

*Fireplaces

*Lannflrv facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA, bright

upper 2-bcdroom, newly remodeled, laundry,

parking, no pets Must sec! (213) 279 1887.

WESTWOOD. $1100/mo, 2-bdrfTV2-balh
Newly remodeled. Elegant tile. 1 mile to

campus Charming (213)839 6294

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 movc-in
allowance rurnished/unfurnishcd singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley (213)208-6735 Man-
aged by Moss A Co

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
CenturyCity.$1400/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease Call Lee
(213)487-0406

WLA, $1100/MO., 2-bdrm condo, security

building, IVi -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3829

WLA. IJIIOO/mo. Condo, 2-bdrnVr/i -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456 3829

WLA 1 -Bedroom $685 New carpetsA)linds

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus
1517 federal. (213)479-0615.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4 771.

WLA 2-bcd/2-bath $1025 + $250 Discount
bGnu$,Pool, rec-room, gym 10760 Rose Ave
(213) 204-4248

WLA. 3-bcd/2 bath, $1100/mo + $12(X) sec-

urity deposit. 4-plex, laundry room Parking.

Security gate. (21 3)202-6524 '

.

WLA- $625, 1 bedroom, modern, built-ins,

A/c:, carpet, levclors, security, on UCLA bu
sline. (213) 478 1190 2605 S. Barnngton.

WLA, $730/mo 1 bdrm, upper, quiet, park-
ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826 6907.

WLA, $875, 3 bed/2- bath, newly remodeled,
large, storage room, laundry facilities.

(213)839-3458

WLA- Bright 3 bcd/2 bath, $1,350 Large pa
'

tic, 3-car parking, dishwasher, near SM
BiyBundy |im (213) 820-4368

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)
477-9955

PALMS l-tK'df(K>m $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave
(21.3)359-1487

WKSTWOOI) VILLAGE I urmshcd bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included 944 Tiverton

2-blorks from campus (21 3)H?4 OIBl

Apts. Unfurnished 52

PALMS $550 and up Gated parkmj;, o/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove (213)837-0533

PALMS $550 and up gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove Month to mr)nth

lease. (213)8370533.

WLA Huge quiet 2bd/2ba available June. a/c.

Refrigerator, Near Ohio/Grecnfield<
$1200/mo. (213)433-9805 or 438 9635

Vacation Rentals 53

WLA SINGLE upper unit $525 3 miles to

campus. Available now (213)451-477 1.

WONDFRfUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE in

nearby canyon Utilities/parking included.
Prefer professional person. $9SO/mo
(213)472-2140, (213)207-3444.

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785 1028.

VISITING PARENTS/SCHOLARS charming
furnished 1-bdrm apt. available for $50/night.

Near UCLA. Call Pam, (213)277-1994.

Apts. to Stiare 54

AVAILABLE NOW: Own room, $290/mo plus

deposit. M or F, non-smoker, responsible. Call

Matt or Nasser. (213)204-0937

BRENTWOOD (male) 2 bedroom townhouse
Own room $500/mo plus utilities 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829-7379

BRENTWOOD 2+2 apt to share $325/mo
Pool, security Call Beth or Cmdy
(213)472 7465.

BURBANK, summer sublet avail 6- 1 to 8- 1 5,

female, non-smoker, private room & bath, easy
commute to downtown, $375.
(818)567-6353

FEMALE Grad student seeks roommate to share

HKFNTWOOD home owner offering room
and board m exchange for 15 hrs/wk light

housekeeping Kk k (21 3)820 51 51

CHILD CAKE- 10-12 hri/mo , ages 6 and 8
Light housekeeping, private room, bath, car,

and gas provided Must have valid drivers

license Starts Juno 4. Los Feliz area
SUKVwkCall Carolyn (21.3) 552-0711

PA CHII IX.A(jf NPFDFD Private residence
Vi hour from campus Must have own car.

(213)295-7131

MOTHER'S HF.LPf.R for family with 2 fun-

loving, well-behaved girls, 57i and 7 Beverly-
wood,, near Pico and Beverly Drive Must -have
car Private room/ halh (213)839-8080

ROOM ABOARD IN exchange for driving anrf

housework part time close to UCLA beautiful

home. (213)476-1510. ^^
KOOW BOARD/ SALARY in exchange for

childcarc/ housekeeping Flexible hours. Must
have own car and references Day
(213)96(>-2310, evenings (213)278-6332.

ROOM/BOARD EXCHANGED- For babysit-,
ting and light chores. Near UCLA. Start in June
I lexible schedule 1 year committment. RSUP.
(213) 559 7186 Leave message

SUMMER JOB- June 25 September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina Must be female
$75 0(Vday -• room and board Two openings.
Call Lee Bameson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.

Room for Help 63

15-20HRS/WK Babysitting, light house keep-

ing in exchange for room Separate entrance.

Must have references. Available June 20th,

(213)452-0033

BABYSITTING, light house keeping m ex-

change for room 15-20hrsv'wk Seperate en-

./terance. Must have references. Available Jyne
20th (213)452-0033

WLA 2+1 '/, , tonvcnicni lo cawpuS. S4^u +'h

utilities. (213)473-1952.

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcarc/
driving for 12 yr old female. Flexible hours 10
min . from UCLt
(818)990 5.304

.A Ava il ab l e May ^ h

FEMALE ROOMATE: Shake beautiful furn-

ished apartment in castle like building, Ophir
Rent for roomate: $468 * utilities KIM
(213)208 4916

Room for Rent 64

HAVE master bedroom of apartment to your-

self. Hardwood floors, laundry facilities

$350/mo Leave message (213)398 78

3

LA CIENEGA/VENICE- $385/mo. . 3 bed/
2-bath. Garage, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwasher Call

John (213) 653-7987

LARGE AND BRIGHT 2-bed/2-bath m Playa

Del Rcy $400 or $450 All amenities
(213)447-4019

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bcd/1-l/2 "bath

apartment. UCLA and westwood convenient
Non-smoking females only ,$550/mo
(213)475-0271

PRIVATE tK^droom and bath, shared living

rtxim and kitchen, nice area. $350/mo Killy

(213)624 6161 (213)204 4792

ROOMMATE to share bedroom and bathroom
of furnished 2 bd/2ba for July Sepl 1 mile
from UCLA $287,50/mo (213)474 9868

WESTWOOD NFFD 2 K(X)mmmales, share

excellent 2-bedroomrTV2 bath apt. New sec-

urity BIdg Central Air, Fireplace, balcony,
microwave, secuftly f!,»rBf:;e-, clme to UCt A
331.25/mo 662 50/mo- own room
(213)475 8881 leave message

WLA- 5 minutes to campus, 2 bedroom/
1-bath. Hardwood floors, parking, $400
B^an (213) 479-621 1

$500/MO Own room, own bath m a large

2-bedroom. Available May 15th Pool, bal-

cony, fireplace (213)649-5124.

BEL AIR, furnished room m private house,
private bath, lawor medical student, $500/mo,
213 472 4954

Lovely furnished gir<icn view room Perfect for

female grad student Private entrance/
bathroom $375 w/utilities (213)870-5668

BRENTWOOD, own roonVbath, Bright spa
cious 2 bedroom apartment Pool $49tVmo
Leave message (213)471-7344

CHEVIOT HILLS Private room/'balh, private

entrance, pool privileges, female preferred,

non-smoking $JlKVmo (213) 559 5904

I FMAI F, non smoker, sfure x large town
hoMSC, private x- large bedroonVbalh $410
Barrj"n>»t^)hAVUsh.re No rx'ts (21 1)4 79 0^,95

' * * '

I ARCiF privale room and bath m house $475
Available now (21 1)204 1940

ROOM in private home near UCLA Kitchen
privileges, $4(X) Mature male preferred No
smoking (213)271 1(,58

SUMMER fraleroiiy housing program Pool
Next to campus $2S0/mo. Thomas
(213)2080495

*

House for Rent 56

FACULTY HOUSE - 3 bed, furnished. Mar
Vista, 3 months, or less Available June 23.
Rent negotiable (213)825-4164.
(213)390-1492

WLA 2-lx?droom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paif^t in-and-oul. $l4(XVmo. (213)390 4967.

WESTWOOD Your own furnished bedroom
In luxury townhouse r\car Campus Security

parking Prefer grad studcrn or professional
non smoker Available June 15 at $54Q/mo
Call Aaron (213)477-7176

WESTWCX)D- furnished room and private

bath, kitchen and laundry privileges, female
only, $450/mo (21.1) 475-5548

WLA CONDO, own room Security building
security parking 5 mm to UCLA. $585/mo +
utilities (213)207-0.301

House for Share 57 Roommates 65

CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedroom/1-bath
house Washer/dryer. $550/mo. N/S Eddie.
(213)8.38 0967

MALI8U, $825, 2-bcd/ 1-bath beach cottage
on Las Flores Beach. Fireplace, close in.

(213)456-6191.

WLA, 1 -bdr in 3 bdr. house Relaxed environ-
ment in beautiful neighborhood $370
(213)474-3173

2 (FMALF Roomatcs needed- own rooms
Share bath Kitchen, living room, dining room
Culver City $365/mo (213)836-0363 or

(213)838-3387

BRENTWOOD Beautiful large apartment
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere 1-bcd, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1 -9pm
(213)447-2505

House for Sale 58

BEVFKLYW(X)I) $279,.5(X) 3bdr/lV. bath
Beautiful Spanish home Pcrfcc for first time
buyers (213)397-4270

House Exctiange 59

RESPONSIBLE married couple 38 & 40 looking
to house or apartment sit, beginning anytime
from now to September for upwards to a year
CAM (213)399-7453

Housing Needed 60

UCLA LAW STUDENT seeks sunny, quiet one
bedroom apartment in Santa Momca area
(213)479-7533 Francis

Real Estate 61

OWNER SELL ING 1 bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors Ready to move in Near UCLA. 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654-5801

FEMALE SHARE 2bd/2 bath June Sept jacuz/i,

sauna, sccunty.furmshed Walk lo campus
ClaudiaAisa 213-824-3476

WLA-Own room in 2+1, quiet area, parking,

pool, laundry, kitchen, $37.5/mo -f utilitcs

Must be neat (213) 473 5088

RCX)MMATE needed June-Aug $35(Vmo ••

deposit. 3-bcd house excellent neighborhood
Call Phil or Mike (213)9.38-2919

ROOM SEPERATE units/board, Pico/
Westwood Blvd for child care M/F 5 8pm
salary,wcckcnds TBA. 213 470-1431

SANTA MONICA near beach. 2-bdrnV2-balh,_
fireplace, security building, underground
parking Available now $475 +Vi utilities.

(213)394 0410

SANTA MONICA, walk to beach UCLA bus,

non smoking M/Y . Own room and bath

$50(Vmo (213)396-4849.

SINGLE working mother of one, wanted to

look for a 2-bed/2 bath apartment with same,
in Palmv'Mar Vista area Together we can save
on rent, share housekeeping and babysitting

Call Gina (213)8256521(o),
(213)558 .1939(h)
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Roommates 65 Sublet

FUN/PERSONABLE roommale needed lo

share beautiful apartment in Brentwood with 2

others. Own spacious room. $445/mo. Avail-

able June 1. Lisa/Cina (213)207-3016.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED- To share bed
room in large 2-bed/2-bath. $299.75/mo.

1-mile to campus/ (213) 475-4885.

MAR VISTA. Female. Own bcdroono/bath in

2-bedroom apartment. Spacious, new, sec-

urity. Close to UCLA, beach. $500/mo.
(213)390-1550. ASAP.

SUMMER- Female for a 2bcl/2bth for $320/mo.

on Clenrock. Fun roommates; Jacuzzi. Kathy

(213)824-4910.

WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE. 3-bdrnV

2-bath house near Marina. Private entrance.

Washer/dryer. SAbO/mo. Call Kathryn or Lisa,

(213)306-7257.

WANTED SUMMER RENTERS in Westwood
area. We will help you find perfect accomada-

tions for the summer. Spacious apartments

with sauna, spa, pool, and fitness center. Well

managed with 24 hr on call service. Only 3

blocks from campus. Please call 208-4868.

WESTWOOD. $355. Fema'e share 2-bedroom

duplex w/3 rils. Parking. 1385 Midvale.

(213)477-4045, (213)445-5345,
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT - Seeking female

to share a room. Spacious 2-bdr/1-bath. From
mid June to mid September. $350/mo. Call

Robin (213)208-6368.

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

Condos for Shore 68

WESTWOOD. Private roooV bath, furnished,

mirror, t.v., cable, telephone, radio, linen,

security building. $650. (21 3)474-7756.

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD- $1000/mo. Super 1-bath

condo in the Colony. Available immediately.

Call Susan Stark (213) 451-5471.

Insurance 91

Sublet *6
2-BEDRC>OM Westwood apartment. Furn-

ished. Parking. Spacious. Ideal for 4 people.

$l400/mo. 1213)8242548.

APARTMENT TO SUBLET this summer. 1

block from campus. Parking, laundry, Jacuzzi,

2 bd/2 ba. -Price negotiable. (213)208 676^}

GREAT SUMMER sublet, very spacious one-

bcdroorrv/onc-balh. $735/mo 1227 Wcstgalc

Ave. Dorothy (213)4746434.

HOMELESS^ iummof tub lc t . Walk U* tjfwpw*

*•••••••••••*
t /lilstate t^ Auto/Home/Commercial ^
T^ WestwoodAVilshire Office "^
<k 312-0202 ^
k-, 1317 Westwood Blvd T
"^ (2 biks. So. of Wilshire) "^

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswasher,

parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438

HURRY! remaic: May & June (+ or ), share

room; cute, sunny apt., furnished, walk lo

UCLA. (213)471-4533.

MID JUNE-SEPTEMBER, 1 -bedroom m
2-t)cdroom/ 2-balh furnished apartment. Park

ing. On edge of campus and Westwood
(213)824-4050

MID JUNE TO MID SF.I'TKMHEK 1 -bedroom
security building with parking, spa, pool,

more. Close lo campus in Westwood. Please

contact Chad or Paul (213)479 6815.-

NEED Junc-Scplcmt)er, $62.Vmo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.

(213)208-180f>

OWN RCX)M in large 2bd/2ba or share

Parking, laundry, pool, weight room. Available-

mid June-Scplcml)er Close to campus. Price

negotiable (211)208 0.^3 7

OWN ROOM in large 2 bdroom for STjJO or

share for $325.. Available June 22 thru August

31 (213)47t)-0581 Close lo campus'

PACII IC PALISADF.S, quiet lovely guest home,
single, easy UCLA transportation, )unel5
Augl, $650/mo, 21 3-4 S4.5.3 1 'J evenings.

PRICE NFC.OTIABI.F'! Summer sublet. New
building across street from UCLA furnished

?hd/2ba, parking StellaAinda (21 3)824-3384.

PROFESSOR AND FAMM.Y- Seek 3 bcdr(K)m

housc/aptartmcnt )uly-20 Augl 5 (dates

negotiable) Sublet or exchange with large

Manhattan aparlmcnt (212) 673-5324.

SINGLE, furnished June 10-August .30 Silver

Lake area. Close lo Sunset Blvd and 1 01 Direct

bus to UCLA. $40H/mo , utilities included.

(213)663 8912

SUBLET NFFDED for |i^ne and July f urmshcd
Westwood or immediate area Would like

roommate Dawn (602)957-0066 leave

message

SUMMER HOUSING NFFDFD for our Down
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart

mcnts and wcstsidc sublets to house our

summer clerks May/june thru August Please

call Stcfanic at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NFFDFD for out of town
summer associates May 28th- August 18th

Please contact Mary Tallcy Buchallcr, Nemer,
Fields & Younger. (213)626 6700.

SUMMER IN FLORENCE- Furnished 3-bed-

room apartment, $1 ,000/mo + utilities, or bed
and breakfast, $500/mo. For information

(011-3955) 436-1466 or 41 38 79 Or con
tact: Colella, 25 Palazzo Bruciato, Florence,

Italy 50134.

VENICE, 1 -bedroom Duplex May 31 -Sept

4blocks from beach. Spanish style Spcctacu-

lar view $900/mo. (213)392 7494

Low Cost Auto InsurancF^

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honie/Health/Comm./Motorcvcle.s.

Well Come TO YOU!

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVEON
LvstiANCi <xaviru

KB iMn> torct« tn. m 101 tic&n o m!
*j* aqnnae am

Services Offered 96

Prestigious law firm needs

furnished studio and

||; I bedroom apartments for

sunnrher law clerks*

June through Mid-August,

Please cialJCamflle Manning

at Pircher, l^ichols & Meel<8»

I (213) 201-8983.
MMMMMAM

WESTWOOD-2 bed/2 bath Available )une

18-Sept 1 . Share room wilh another girl. Call

Jessica (213)478-7810

WLA. Large apartment 3 bed, 3-bath. 2

females to share room. $245.83/mo. each, or

$491.66/mo. for 1. 5/19-9/30. Esther

(213)444-9885.

66 Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agernry. Personal service. Call rH>w and
save fT>oncy. (213) 820-4839.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum lialDility required

by law.

Exampie: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 26.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

••••••••••••••••••
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We jII i\o hill Jiito insiifjiice

IS (equiied by l.i.v' So lot a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (318)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AHENCV

•••••••••••••••••

Movers 94

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hf. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up wilh dollies,

small jobs.short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORy

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. I rcc estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657. ^
MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft truck

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

HYI'NOTHLKAI'Y- Improve memory, con-

centration, motivation, study skills, reduce

anxiety, stop smoking. James Walton, CCH
(213) 285 3733

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (21 3)Q71 -1 333.

THERAPUTIC MASSAGE w/Luce, French born

healer. Also lymph drainage/facial alchemy.

Cenified/I;f enscd. (21 3)196 6936.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
700 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
txjoks. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome
Sharon Be.-v. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Are you looking for "An Editor" to writd your
paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Tlmers", are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
'' You have choices: "^ ^~

Talk with your instructor; Use the Academic
Resource Center (339 Kinsey); Contact any of us

in the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy
Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU MAKE AT
UCLA.

91 Tutoring Offered

EXPERIENCED university lecturer and ESL

instructor will tutor English, ESL and writing

skills. All levels. (213)934-5384.

TRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.

Ask for Lisa.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT. GMAT, and
GRE. free 1 hour lesson vAVn this

od. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,theses^professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am- 10pm
(213)472-1999. ', '

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPEI^f

IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS. Wordprocessing of

anything by ,UCLA graduate. Proofread text/

beautiful graphs. Laser printing. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. AUo offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207S021

FDITINC, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0.388.

FXPFRT TYPING, Word Processing
AcadcmicVRusincss. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399-2086

I AST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

IRKFLANCF clerical services offered. \'rcc

pirk-up and delivery. Reasonable rates. Call

(21 .1)202 6961

.

IBM-in: W0KDPRCX:FSSINC, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts Laser printer.

National/Scpulvcda (21 3)39 7-971 1

.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes Rtasonable rates Melissa

(213)459 025«.

IBM' WORD PROCESSING Fast, accurate,

, laser printer $1 50/page. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) .392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton (21 3)2080040.

MODFKN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)028 8133, Angelica

PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cash only.(21 3)8230691.

TYPING SERVICE, low rates for quality work.
Term papers, reports, resumes.
(21.3)837.0831.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828 6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)4764154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results ."Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing (213) 450 0133

98 Resumes 104

i:\i'i;Kr ki;si;.\ii;:s

\'a\ o)tn[)cHli\(.' pritr lor

(.()ni|K'lili\i' ix'Mjnic.

Mohik- ^l.TN KU.

CdW and kavc a mcvNa^^c u>day.

(818) 907-1682

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

SOFTBALL
From page 36

Travel 105

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Rem/s Adven-

tures. Free catalogue. (213) 831-6114.

Travel Tickets 106

1 -WAY, LA to NY City. $1 50. (21 3)399-2624.

LAX TO SEATLLE- Round trip ticket May, 11-

May,14. $180 obo. Jimmy (213) 209-5231.or

825-0751.

TO BELGRAD OR LJUBJIANA one way, open
ticket til 2.3, August $450. Luca 208-4690.

Autos for Sale 109

1979 BMW 3-201, $3600, silver, new transmis-

sion, great condition inside and out, must see.

(213)372-7050.

1984 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL- White, S-'speed,

excellent condition, 49,000 miles, $4,000
(213) 937-4058.

1 985 MAZDA GLC, excellent condition. Mov-
ing, must sell, engine, like new, runs great.

$2200 (213)836-4.587

1 985 TOYOTA MR2, red, excellent condition,

36,000 miles, like new, $6300/obo.
(H05)498-5176 after 6pm or (213)206-1751
daysi

-a^rft advantage. For the game, the

Bruins banged out 11 hits to the

Wildcats* five, but in this case, less

turned out to be more.
After drawing out high counts

and picking away at Longaker all

game, Arizona finally put together

a rally of their own, touching her
for four consecutive base hits and a

two-run" double by right-fielder

Susie Lady, giving the Cats the 3-2

victory.

The defeat was Longaker* s first

of the season, and ended a 22 game
Bruin win streak.

Realizing what was at stake in

the second game, the Bruins pulled
together and staged some late

inning heroics of their own.
After falling behind 2-0 to the

Bruins for the second time of the

afternoon, the Wildcats struck

hard and fast, as a base hit and a

Catherine Stcadman home run to

deep center field in the fourth

evened ihc score.

UCLA sprung to life in the

seventh as an Erica Ziencina base
hit and a Shanna Flynn double
brought shortstop Kristie Howard
to the plate with the go ahead run at

third base and one out.

Howard laid down a perfect

squeeze bunt and pinch runner
Maria Rodriguez beat the throw to

the plate, giving UCLA a 3-2 lead
.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

1904 CHKVY CAHKKE Classic V 6, 4-door,

automatic, new transmission, low miles, excel-

lent condition $4190. (213)8.38 3357
• - •

02 LYNX- 2-door, hatchback, 4-spccd slick,

air, power steering, stereo, black, $1,200
(213) 207-9468.

84 IX)DGF CONC^UFST- CP, Turbo, low
mileage, leather scats, PW/AC/fast/mint condi-

tion $4,200. (213) 197-0652

AUDI 4000s, 1903, 4 door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition. $3 500
(213).S56?993.

CORVKTTE 350- 1984, $13,300, automa-

tic,loaded, custom body features and wlwal,

new tires. HIack with silver shipskin. (213)

401 0920 or (010) 087-1074

DATSUN 20()Z, 1977, excellent condition,

$2000. Call Sieve. (2 1 3) .55 1 9464 .

(213)020-7357 *

and the eventual wm.
In earlier action, Thursday night

UCLA completed a sweep of ASU
wilh a 4-0 second game win.

Hurler Heather Compton recorded

nine strikeouts in her twelfth

consecutive victory.

The big blow of ihc game was an
RBI triple by Yvonne Gutierrez

during a two-run Bruin fourth

inning. Infielders Lisa Fernandez,

Missy Phillips, and Kerry Dienelt

each had RBI singles to finish out
the Bruin scoring.

HONDA ACCOKD 1984 Hatchback, 5-speed,

excellent condition, new transmission , must
sell. $3190. (213)030 3357.

jRFP WACONERK, 1900. $3,995. C>ood con-

dition. A/C, stereo, tan leather interior,

4wheel drive (213)859-3494,
(213)207-0543.

LEAVING COUNTKY! '81 black Toyota Supra

Loaded, immaculate. High miles, runs great'

$2900/oho (213)479-6440, Mike

NISSAN SKNTKAXE 1904. Great Condition,

Very clean, automatic am/fm cassette, a/c, '

$2850.(010)344 0227.

SUBAKU l)L, 1906 3 door, 5 speed, power
sunroof, a/c, alarm, like new. $45(XVobo
(213)931-4673.

TOYOTA CELICA, 1977 5spd, rgns great

$000. Call (213)4 70 4303.

TOYOTA COKROLA Station Wagon 1980.
$1700/obo. Ask for Pedro after 6pm.
(213)837-6122.

'

TOYOTA Corolla 1983, $3500 negotiable.

New engine, SR5, 5-speed, lift-back, ,VC,

AM/rMradio,newtires, alarm (21 3)781 -2807.

VOLKSWAGEN 1974 THING- red, white top

Runs well, recently rebuilt engine. $3000
(213)473-1877 leave message.

VOLVO GE WAGON- 1985, Graphite, low -

mileage, excellent condition, 3rd seal, cruise

control. (213) 203-9840.

VW BUG convertible, 1979 $8000. Red/
white top, MINT, (018)7927271

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1 988 NINJA 600R with Vance & Hines Racing
System and alarm. $3,200 obo.
(213)209-2458. — —

Lisa Longaker
UCLA SPORTS INFO

Scooters

HONDA NIGHTHAWK 7tM)S 1984. Blue/

black, excellent condition. Only 8k miles.

Spare parts. Call Malcolm (213)829-6820.

KAWASKI ZX lOOOR NIN)A, 198^.. 25k miles.

Bra, custom seat, new radials, cover, helmets.

$3500/obo. (818)348 9006.

Scooters 119

1977 PUCH, runs great, includes lock.

$325/obo Michael .194-1877.

1984 HONDA ELITE 150. New engine tires

wilh basket, helemet, lock. $850/obo. John

(213)209 0901.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50 Great condition, just

tuned-up. $450 lock and helnrwt. Call Carolyn

(213)824-3657

1986 HONDA SPREE, red, lock, just tuned,

$30(Vobo. Call Chris (213)473-5860.

1986 HONDA SPREE Red mint condition.

Stored inside low miles with lock and AGV
Helmet. $425.00 obo. Call Brad
(213)209-5209.

1986 YAMAHA RAZZ- lust tuned, runs great,

good condition, very reliable. $350. (213)

202-7876.

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, engine, less than

2,000 miles. $650 00 (213) 825 7076 days.

HONDA 250 ELITE- 1985, stored 47f years,

350 miles, red, new battery, $1,550 obo. (213)

450-9463.

HONDA ELITE 125- '84m $875, inc. new
helrr>et and lock. Excellent condition. Low
miles. (213) 826-8693.

HONDA ELITE 80 New Engine, white. Runs
like new, lock included. $700. Call Chris at

824-5504.
•

HONDA ELITE 1 50, well maintained Helmet
and lock $800 (213)836-9005
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Wheels for the

mind™

Apple Canputei; Inc

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, E)trENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • B&H • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvci.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL

Thirty-Eighth year

July 2 -August 10, 1990

Spend six weeks In beautiful

Quadaiajara learning practical,

everyday Spanish In the University

of Arizona's Intensive program of

accredited undergraduate

and graduate courses.

Areas of study include:

Basic & Intensive Spanish,

Language & Literature, Mexican Art,

Music & Oar>ce, Bilingual Education,

History, and Anthropology.

Trips to surrounding areas

and Mexico City.

TuHion; $540
Room & Board In

Mexican home: $560

For Information, contact:

Guadalajara Summer School
Douglass Building, 315

The University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

(602) 621-7551

EEO/AA

LEARN
TO

CLASSES
BEGIN
THIS
WEEK!

004^
ri£/iThKiOouriii

cfr?SONAUZED aJFO€ * LEA1HCP FOR MEN AiSO WOMEN

Zoiiinc Footwear

Kcjuietli CoJc Footwear & Accessories

Avirex Bombers

Andrew Marc Apparel

In Westwood Village
1009 Broxton Ave.

(Adjacent to Mario's)

208-3810

Ask about
•Jnformal sailing

summer programs

We Want You ... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

119 Scooters 119 Furniture 126 Furniture 126 Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters. Starting at

$599 -» fees Call Foothill Yamaha
(818)352-3277

VFSPA P200E Excellent condition, speedy,
powerful. Must sell. $950 (21 3)208-0845. Ask
for Laura or Susan.

3-PIECE SECTIONAL COUCH, lOspd bike,

answ. machine, Lowenbrau neon beer sign.

Make offer. (213)836-8249

Furniture 126

DAYBED, $100. Twin size futon, with frame,

mattress, and cover, $200. (213)204-6128.

FLJRNITURE, new, moving, must sell, sofa

$180, futon $80, Zenith 19 inch TV $130.

(213)836 4587.

IMMEDIATE SALE- Sof*1ove scat, unused
$550, large oak entertainment center $195,
late model 25" color TV $195, 19" color

portable, excellent $120. Dclevcry possible.

(213) 453 9441

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di
ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195. Recliner $195 Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338.

MATCHING sofa & lovescal Good condilion

$1 25/obo. Antique oak coffee tabic $50 Dive
(213)447-0298.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337

MODERN BED. Black tubing. Good condition.

Queen. $150 obo. Leave message at

(213)474-2116

MOVING SALE: 2 dressers, sofa, double bed
with egg shell pad breakfast set.

(213)208 3405

FUTONS
FRAMES

MATTRESSES

$$ 10% Discount to $$
UCLA Students

Factory Direct Prices

Royal Pedic Matress
7811 Melrose Ave.
(213) 653-7755

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy ^uly solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set black and white
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135 00
(213)473-8609

NEW May Co Sofa/love scat Oxford blue
striped. Must sell. Extending table light wood
wAour chairs w/Iight blue scats must sell this

week. (213)471 3577.

NEW WATERBED. King-size. Includes head-
board, leather rails, heater, mattress pad,

comforter $20(Vobo. Dave (213)447-0298

BRAND new Kenwood stereo wAnlcgratcd
Amp KA 128, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX 68 double cassette deck, |L

880, 3 speaker, 3 way speakers, glass dark
wood display case Must soli (21 3)471 -3577

WEIGHT MACHINE, Marcy space errVl, w/
butterfly and bench Was $1300 Asking $400
(213)826-2268.

Garage^Soles 127

MOVING SALE You'll find it here Everything

goes Quality 11961 Montana #2
(213)820-5721 Any t i fT>e

TWIN BED, sewing machine, KIM stereo,

bookshelves, chairs, printer, stove, ladies,

child's clothes (213)398 3354 or come May
12, 1-4pm 3314 Sawtelle #8.

Misc. For Sole 128

LUXURY SUITE weekend Westwood Marquis
Hotel at big $ savings? Leave message
(213)657 1959. ^
PASSPORT RADAR DETECTOR New ch6rd
and window mount. $220/obo. Greg
(213)209-4011. (213)478 4695.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE HE, monitor, 2 disk drives $400/obo
Natalte (213)824 7164

MACINTOSH SE II, Imagewnicr II, Extended
keyboard plus mouse and software,
$180Q/obo (21.3)824-3385 Mike

MACINTOSH 512 K ENHANCED plus CMS
external SCSI hard disk. Both like new hardly

used, w/software. $190CVobo (213)312-0202

PORTABLE EPSON COMPUTER for word
processing. Bargain at $250 00 Leave mes-
sage (213)838 0491.

TANDY 1 OOOSX computer; 640K Mono Mnir
D\A^ 230 Daisy Primer and Trador Feed.
$750 00 Call weekdays (213)445-5489.

TOSHIBA 1 200 portable Still under warranty
2 disk drives. IM merrHxy Carrying case
included $80(Vobo Call (213)025 6850 after

6:30 pm. Siggy.
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BASEBALL Two-game sweep
From page 36
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Former USC standout Mark
McGwire can only watch nerv-

ously as Ellis closes in on his all-

time Six-Pac record of 32 homers
in a single season. Ellis hammered
two more dingers on Saturday to

run his season total to 27. In

addition, the junior catcher
enjoyed his sixth multiple home
run game of the year. That's not

bad for a guy who only hit five

homers in his first two seasons.

UCLA starting pitcher Pete

Janicki (6-1, 2.91 ERA) notched

his first career complete game and

earned the victory for the Bruins.

Janicki struck out nine and scat-

tered six hits over nine innings in

his sU"ongcst performance of the

season. Prior to Saturday, he had
not pitched more than 6 2/3 innings

in any game.

The American flag in su^aighia-

way center flapped in the wind
blowing out of the park as Paul

EUis led off in the second. Ellis

took ball one, and then sent the

next offering on a long, towering

ride over the right centerfield

fence.

Just when USIU starter Aaron
Spikcr thought he had things under

control, Ellis came back in the very

next inning. After Chris Pritcheu

walked, Ellis launched a 3-2 pitch

high into right field. On a calm
day, the ball would have fallen for

a harmless fly out, but the hot

breezes of Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium carried the lowering drive

just clear of the right field wall.

Make that Ellis 3, USIU 0.

USIU mustered its only run in

the seventh, when Geoff Martinez
singled to score Kevin Crabtree.

Crabtree had reached base on an
error, making the run unearned.

The Bruins found the perfect

spot to hit to in their next at bat.

Mannic Adams started it off with a

line drive single between the

second and first basemen. Then
Robbie Katzaroff stepped up and
banged another rocket through the

same gap into right field. On a hit-

and-run play, Mike Hankins con-

nected for an instant replay of the

last two singles to bring Adams
home. Hankins now has 46 RBI,
third best on the UCI^A squad.

The Bruins held on to win, 4-1..

Spikcr left the game in the seventh

and look the loss for the Gulls.

X

DEAN ABRAMS6N/Daily Bruii.

Although Joel Wolfe was nailed trying to steal third, the Bruins still knocked off USIU 4-1 on
Saturday.

MEN
Deadline Ad Insertion 2pffl-HWay 9t
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From page 35
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2x7 (smallest size)

8:50.14. The race was extremely

close, as Dani couldn't quite catch

the first-place finisher, Maurice

Smith, in a two-man sprint down
the stretch.

"Mark ran a great race under

adverse conditions, it was hot and
windy, ft wasn't especially fast,

but it was a tactical race, and to

finish second was very good. He
looked really tough," said Larscn.

In the 4(X) meters, Bruin sprinter

Mike Stevenson ran a strong race

in 46.52, his second-best mark
ever.

And freshman Mark Wilson
high jumped a season-best 7-0 3/4,

bettering the mark of 7-0 1/4 he

achieved last week at USC.
The weight crew also sent their

big guns to the meet, and had some
su-ong performances, though aches

and pains hampered some of their

efforts.

T

TIic entertainment .uk

dining cnit LHiiJe wil

include:

RESTAURANT,
AND NIGHT CLLB
LISTINGS

C oniino Out \\:iy |()(h

fi
. V

825-21 61

John Knight, who has qualified,

"for the NCAA hammer throw,

finished fifth in the hammer at

Modesto with a toss of 207-3, and
Eric Bergreen was sixth in the

shotpul, though he had a better

throw that didn't count.

"Eric had a throw of about 60-6,

but the officials mismarked it, so

they wouldn't allow it," said

Larsen.

Brian Blutreich, who is quali-"

ficd for the NCAA Championships
in both the shoiput and discus, only
made a couple of throws in the

discus, and did not pariicipaie in

the shoiput.

Pete Thompson also wasn't at a

hundred percent in the discus, as he

i$ recovering from the chicken
pox.

But Larsen was pleased with the

meet in general, and was especial-

ly happy for those who had
personal records.

"1 was pleased that we had
several good, high-caliber perfor-

mances. You'd always like for

every person to get a lifetime best,

but that won't happen. Some
people were off a little bit, but

that's bound to happen when you
bring a lot of people to a meet," he
said.

He again emphasized the pre-

paratory nature of the meet, and
looked forward enthusiastically to

the postseason.

"We're just getting ready for the

Pac-lOs, and a lot of people had
strong performances towards that

end."

1
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UCLA men's crew rows on
at Palmer Championships

1990 NCAA Women's Tennis

By T. Linda Peters*
• Contributor .

The men*s crew teams had lop
finishes at the 25th Annual New-
port Regatta yesterday. The varsity

and Freshmen Eight teams fin-

ished first, the junior varsity
finished second, and the novices
finished fourth.

The teams had a total of 18
points and a second place finish in

the P. A. Palmer Championships.
Host, Orange Coast College was
awarded the first place trophy.

The UCLA varsity crew, the

regatta's defending champ, easily

touched the finisl? first with more
than a minute to spare (5:37.4).

They were followed by UC Santa
Barbara (6:10.6), UC Davis
(6:18.8), Loyola Marymount Uni-
versity, San Diego State, and UC
Irvine.

The varsity crew pulled imme-
diately into a two-fool lead and
never looked back. At the tK)ath-

ouse, about mid-course, UCLA led

by two and a half boat lengths and
continued to pull further ahead lo

the finish.

*The varsiiy was under some
pressure, (because of last week's
difficult practices and a sick

oarsman) and looked very promis-
Jn^^Xfof PatMfH)

,

"
head coach

Zenon Babraj said

The junior varsity leam, taking
first last year, settled for second
place (6:05.7) behind Orange
Coast College (6:01.4). Following
in third was UC Davis (6:15.5),

then UC Irvine, and University of
San Diego. ~
"The JV put in a good fight

compared to (their sixth-place

finish) at the San Diego Crew

WOMEN
From page 35

earn an aulomalic birth. Her mark
does qualify her provisionally.

Bruin freshman Angela Bum-
ham continued to sizzle on the

track with two strong perfor-

mances at the highest caliber meet
in which she has run. Bumham
qualified provisionally in the 200
meters but missed in the shorter

100 meters, and each time finished

behind Christy Gaines of Stanford.

In the 200 meters, Bumham ran

a 23.85, a season best time which is

the exact mark to cam a provision-

al spot. Gaines finished a meter
ahead in 23.71. Gaines also won
the 1(X) meters with a time of
1 1 .39, and the Bruin finished third

at 11.60.

Venegas' cannon-fodder, Tra-

cie Milieu, maintained her domi-
nance over college weight
competition on the West coast. In

the shot, Millett tossed the put 50-8

1/4. Although she threw more than

a fool off her season and personal

best, she placed fourth, behind
three professional throwers from
the Nike Coast Athletic Club.

Jumper Alihea Moses
responded to the call with a season
best performance in the triple jump
of 40-7. Bui her mark still missed
the NCAA provisional qualifying

standard of 40-8 1/4.

The UCLA distance squad
joumeyed to Cal State Northridge
on Saturday, and extreme wind and
heat conditions deflated the
Bruins, who were also unable to

qualify exu*a runners.

Coach Bob Messina's runners
competed in races shorter than
their specialties in order to practice

speed work. Kathi Roldan, a Pac-
10 8(X) meter qualifier, won her
400 meter heat in 58.2, but the lime
failed place her in the event.

Classic. In San Diego they looked
hke they wouldn't put in a fight.

This is a good sign for Pac-lOs,"

Babraj said.

With the Freshmen Eight, the

future looks bright indeed for the

crew program. They clinched the

Connie Johnson (Tup and first

place (6:13.2). Following the

Bruins were second place Orange
Coast, the Newport Regatta's
defending champs, (6:18.5), and
third place LMU (6:26.8).

The freshmen have only lost

once, to a lough Wisconsin team.
"We expected closer competition
on the west coast. No one has come
next to them," the Freshmen
Eight/novice coach Mike Still

said.

The Bruin novice leam finished

fourth (6:16.9), behind OCC
(6:10), UC Santa Barbara
(6:13.07), and UC Davis (6:16.2).

"I'm encouraged by the finish.

They were six seconds back from
the leader which is an improve-
ment from San Diego (Crew
Classic). They should be beuer
prepared for Pac-lOs," Still said.
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The national championship tournament
begins May 9 in Gainesville, Florida. Finals

are on Sunday, May 13, and the four

seeded teams receive first round byes.
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n't Have 16 BeAMath Major
To Figure Out That This

IsAGreat Deal ..

.

Salad Bar
Soup

(ict a health) helping of our fresh salad bar
plus adelieious bow 1 of homemade soup for

ONLY $3.95 right now at Cafe Casino.
Any way you add it up, it's a great deal!

1145 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

(213)208-0949

Salad Bar Hours:
Mon-Sat: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 pm.

Sunday: Noon to 9:00 p.m.

DE FRANCE
Cafe Casino...We Make Homemade French Cuisine Affordable,
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Bruins ride Waves tliat crasli onto Westwood courts
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Pushing itself further into the

spotlight with its recent No. 2
"ranking in the Volvo Tennis/Colle-

giate Team Polls, the UCLA men's
tennis squad was able to show it

was worthy of its new position

with a respectable 5-3 win over
No. 5 Pcppcrdine (24-5 overall) on
Friday.

Z Having achieved its first goal of
becoming Pac-10 Champions, the

Bruins (24-3) were able to live up
to their second goal of remaining

undefeated (for the last two sea-

sons) on their home courts —
having won their last 32 matches at

LATC.
"More importantly than beating

Pcppcrdine, we lived up to an
important goal — being unde-
feated on our courts," UCLA head
coach Glenn Bassclt said. "And,
that's a great accomplishment."

Taking revenge on a 5-4 defeat

at ihc hands of the Waves (24-5)

earlier this season, the Bruins
realized just how far they have
come since the outset of the year.

"We're better as a team — and
they're (Pcppcrdine 's) better too.

With such a young team it just took

us a while to really show improve-
ment," Bassclt said.

No. 4 and 6 singles were the first

get back into the match.**

UCLA's Jason Sher (15-2) took
no time at all to demolish No. 6
Wave Matt Holt (7-3) by a 6- 1 , 6-0

score.

Sophomore Bill Behrens (14-8)

may have done let up as he dropped
the first set to Pepperdine's No.
89-ranked Howard Joffe (22-4),

6-3, and was unable to turn things

around as he fell 6-4 in the second.

No. 30-ranked Jason Netter (8-

13) was also tamed by the Waves
as he was forced to succumb to No.
9-ranked David Wells-Roth (20-7)

at No. 1 singles.

Netter played an almost flawless

6-2 first set, but lost his momentum
as he was served a 6-0 set by
Wells-Roth. Serving at 3-3 in the

third, the Bruin was broken —
never to regain his ground in the

6-4 deciding set.

But, freshman Fritz Bissell (19-

4) picked up the slack for the

UCLA team as he overcame Wave
Tomer Zimmerman (19-10) in a

long two-setter.

Bissell finally got the break he

needed as he took a 5-4 lead in the

first set which soon gave him the

6-4 set. From that point on, he took

control, changing up the balls and
waiting for his chances to sneak
into the net. The Bruin broke his

rival three times in the second set

for a 6-1 win.

second set," Knowles said. "I

fought well, got into position to hit

my forehand, and started breaking

down his (forehand) weapon."

But, when he fell behind 0-3 in

the third, many spectators won-

dered if the Bruin would pull

through— especially when his leg

cramps intensified in third set.

"I had game points in the first

two games and I lost them both, but

I knew I had to give my best and

to come out with 'W's' for the W i th UCLA now up 3-2, No.
UCLA squad

Sophomore Billy Barber (17-4

in dual matches) crushed his No. 4

opponent Ashley Naumann (19-5)

in a straight set contest 6-3, 6-4

"He (Naumann) didn't have thai

much to hurt me," Barber said. "I

stayed focused and concenu-aied

well because I knew if 1 let up, he'd

83-ranked Mark Knowles (15-9)

worked doubly hard to widen the

gap for his fellow Bruins.

Losing the first set 6-3 to No.
21 -ranked Alejo Mancisidor (24-

5), Knowles bounced back to take

the second by the same score,

"I knew I still had a chance of

winning at the beginning of the

lake advantage of more points," he

added.

And that he did, as the Bruin
rallied back to break twice in order

to clinch the set, 6-4, and bring the

UCLA squad up to a 4-2 lead going

into doubles action.

The team of Barber and Mark
Quinney were unable to override

Waves Zimmerman and Kevin
O'Neil and their invincible vol-

leying techniques after a three set

struggle 6-3, 2-6, 6-4. But Bruins
Behrens and Robbie Wendell
came out fired up to beat Pepper-
dine's Joffe and Naumann at No. 3
doubles.

The Bruin duo broke their rivals

twice in the first taking a 6- 1 set—
never looking back as they took the

deciding set 6-2 and gave the

Bruins the point they needed for a

5-3 victory.

"We hadn't been playing well at

practice and we were worried
because we knew the team was
very good," Wendell said. "We
came out loose and let them play

into our power."

In downing the nation's No. 5

team. Barber said, "We're in good
shape for the NCAAs."

"This win tells us we really

deserve to be ranked No. 2
. . . and possibly No. 1," Wendell
added.

Yesterday's test against the No.

DIMITRI MEftftopONTE

Jason Netter and the Bruins stayed unbeaten on the LATC
courts against Pepperdine.

i 9-rankca UL irvme team wasnhc~
final indication of exactly where
the Bruins stand before they enter

NCAA competition in the tourney
of all tourneys in mid May.
Complete coverage of the show

down with the Anteaters will be in

tomorrow's edition of the Daily
Bruin as the match results were not

final at press time.

I
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Exp. 6/7/90

CARLTON HAIR I
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UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).
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Instantly!
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Center for International and Strategic Affairs
University of California, Los Angeles

CISA International Security Seminar

PROSPECTS FOR PEACE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

by

New Speaker: ILAN MOR
Consul for Press and Information, the Consulate

General of Israel. Los Angeles

r
:o^

N

W Wevburr^
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748 ..

May 7

Monday
3:00 to 4:30

6275 Bunche Hall

Upcoming CISA Events

May 10. (Thursday), aSA Seminar Eytan Gilboa. Visiting UCLA Department of Political

Science from the Hebrew University. Chtmic^ WtaponM in th$ Middb EmmI 4 00
to 6.00. 4269 Bunche Hall

May 22. (Tuesday), aSA SympoMium Featuring Heinrich Neisser, Member of the Austrian
Parliament, Adam Pszorowsfci, Department of Political Science, University of Chicago
Ivan Szetenyi. Department of Sociology, UCLA; and Ronald Steele, School of

Intemational Relations, USC;»T/i» Futun of EsMlom Europt, Cosponsored with the
UCLA Center for Social Theory and Comparative Hstory
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track takes
^tep'ioward

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

As track's regular season nears

its end, the UCLA Men's Track
team has begun to ready itself for

the Pac-10 Championships two
weeks from now.
They did that this Saturday by

sending a sizable contingent of

Bruin athletes to the Modesto S&
W Invitational. The Bruins thought

they would benefit by facing the

extremely tough competition that

an invitational offers, with many
professional teams such as the

Santa Monica Track Club (featur-

ing ex-Brulh stars Danny Everett

and Henry Thomas) competing.

Indeed several Bruins came
through with fine performances.

"This was one more step along

the way to the Pac-10 meet. This

was a really high level of competi-
tion, and it made our people

compete really well. Wc made
more strides in getting ready for

the Pac-lOs," said Head Coach
Bob Larsen.

One Bruin who really distin-

guished himself this weekend was
ix)lc vauller Steve Slocum, who
vaulted a lifetime best of 17-0 3/4

feet, shattering his previous life-

time best of 16-8.

"This was a real breakthrough
for Steve," said Larsen.

Mark Dam also had an out-

standing meet, finishing second in

the two mile run in a time &k

See MEN, page 32

Some women so close yet so
far from qualifying at Invite

By Jay Ross
Contributor

Never did two inches or two-

tenths of a second seem so long.

With one weekend of competi-

tion remaining before the Pac-10

petition should have pushed the

Bruins to their season or personal

best times, but on this weekend,
llie team played subject to those

nasty tenths and inches.

Hurdler Janecne Vickcrs, who
has already' qualified for the

Champ ion ti h i ps in Seatt l e, the confcronco l i nal !> . wu fi aimin|»-4B-

UAILY BRUIN FILE

Eric Bergreen took sixth place in the shotput at the Modesto Invitational with a 59—9 throw.

UCLA women's track team had

hoped to qualify extra runners

Saturday at the Modesto Invita-

tional and maybe earn some spots

in the May 30lh NCAA meet.

Coach Art Venegas said that the

Modesto Invitational is a high

caliber meet with top international

stars and post-collegiate track

athletes competing. The elite com-

make |he nationals, but like most
of ilic Bruins this weekend, fell

short.

Running tlie 400 meter hurdles,

last year's NCAA champ in the

event missed qualifying by .16 of a

second. Vickers won the race in a

time of 57.66 but needed a 57 .50 to

See WOMEN, page 33
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{CHICKEN SPECIAL . |
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I 'Egg Roll
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts.

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
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.r— • 918 Westwood Blvd..-^—

—
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20% OFF
ANY STYLE
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Serving UCLA for over 36 years -
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V,

Offer Not Good on '

SAME DAY SERVICE

(Bmin l^u^do
10970 LeConte Avenue

Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208^5275^
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Bruins go soft, but still take thejtitle

UCLA sweeps Arizona for Pac- 1 crown

f>PAN AftHAMSON/Ua7)Y ^fxnr-

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

TUCSON, Az.—The No. 1

UCLA Softball team bent but

refused to break, Saturday, split-

ting a pair of games with the No. 3

Arizona Wildcats 2-3 and 3-2,

clinching their third consecutive

Pac- 10 title. The split followed a

two game sweep of the Arizona

Slate Sun Devils (2-0, 4-0), Thurs-

day night.

Because of a rain out earlier in

the season, the Bruins (55-6,16-2)

entered the Arizona series needing

at least one victory to prevent

having to travel back to Eugene,

OR., for a make up series next

weekend. Had UCLA dropped

both contests to the Wildcats (47-

14,12-6), a potential Oregon
sweep of the Bruins would have

created a tie with Arizona for the

Pac - 10 LiLlCr

go back to Oregon," freshman

Maria Rodriquez said, Saturday,

voicing a consensus team opinion.

"I really didn't want to make that

trip, again."

Well aware of their shot at the

championship, the Wildcats came

out hungry in the first game,

forcing Bruin senior Lisa Longak-

er (17-1) to work hard early on in

the 100 degree desert heat. Their

leadoff hitters got on in the first

two innings but the Cats were

unable to produce any runs. •

The UCLA bats came out hot, as

well, and after sophomore Yvonne
Gutierrez led off the second inning

with a towering triple to left-center

and scored on Kelly Inouye's

squeeze bunt, the Bruins captured

an early 1-0 lead.

UCLA batters struck again in

the third, stringing together -three

hits and a walk for another run and

Kristy Howard and the Bruins clinched their third straight Pac-10 title this weekend. "I'm just glad we don*t have to See SOFTBALL, page 31

Bruins send Gulls flying

home with two losses
By Terry White

Contributor

The big guns of the UCLA
baseball team shot down the USIU
Gulls with a two-game sweep at

Jackie Robinson Stadium'* this

weekend, winning 6-3 yesterday,

and 4-1 on Saturday.

The Bruins (34-21) kept their

NCAA playoff hopes intact with

tlie pair of wins over the United

States International University,

but tough non-conference oppo-

nents still await.

Before the scries, UCLA had

lost five of its last six games, but

head coach Gary Adams said "we
are gradually breaking out of this

thing (the slump)."

Sunday
Bruin bailers ripped into shaky

USIU pitchers for 15 hits en route

to llic 6-3 victory.

Tim Lindsay (7-6) started out

slow, but went eight strong innings

to earn the victory for UCLA.
Although Lindsay found himself

in a few tight situations, Adams
noticed that he "settled down and

made g(X)d pitches when he had

to."

Closer Michael Vdovkin came
- in and retired the last three Gulls in

the ninth for his third save.

The Bruins stumbled early in the

game, failing behind 3-0. They
committed two costly errors to

allow the Gulls to grab a 2-0 lead in

the first. The Gulls picked up
another run in the third when Steve

May scored on a bases loaded

double play. But the party would
- not last long for the soaring Gulls.

After stranding three in the

third, the Bruins came back and

lagged USIU's .Kyle Sebach for

three runs in the fourth to tie the

ballgame. David Tokhcim led off

with a double, and then scored on

Kevin Webb's bloop single. Man-
nie Adams connected for a single

to put runners at first and second

for Robbie Katzaroff. A lefty,

Katzaroff went to the opposite

field and ripped a base hit down the

third base line, bringing Webb in to

score.

With the lead cut to 1, Kat7.aroff

and Adams set up a big scoring

opportunity with a double steal. A
long fly ball would bring Adams
home, and Mike Hankins deliv-

ered. Hankins earned a spot in the

UCLA record book with his 8th

sacrifice fly of the season, the most

ever by any Bruin.

The Bruins l{X)k the lead in the

fifth and never gave it back. With

the bases loaded, Dave Zancanaro

grounded into a fielder's choice to

score Paul Ellis. Zancanaro
sicppal in to pinch hit for catcher

Brian Schwarl/. Ellis filled to

designated hitter spot to lake a rest

from catching.

Joel Wolfe pounded his ninth

homer in the seventh, a solo shot to

put the Bruins ahead 5-3. After

Kevin Webb doubled, reserve

catcher John Dolak came through

with an RBI single, his first hit of

the season.

The Bruins then cruised to a 6-3

win. Kyle Sebach suffered the loss

for the Gulls.

SATURDAY
The die-hard battery^ of Paul

Ellis and Pete Janicki powered the

Bruins to a 4- 1 victory in the series

opener. The win ended a dismal

three-game slide, which saw the

Bruins lose to Division II Chap-
man College on Thursday.

See BASEBALL, page 32

DEAN Afi^AMSON/Daily B ruin

Paul Ellis took two giant steps closer to entering his name in the history books with a pair of

homers in UCLA's 4-1 win over USIU on Saturday.

Endless Spring
Mark Knowles (pictured) and the UCLA

tennis team took a lesson from the Beach Boys

Saturday. "Catch a wave and you're sittin' on top

of the world" was the theme as the Bruins played

Pcpperdine under the summery sun at the LATC.

See page 34

Crew is too hype
The UCLA crew team lugged their boats down

the coast yesterday to compete in the prestigious

Newport Regatta. The Bruins did more before

9:00 a.m. than most of you did all day, so get busy

and see what's up on the water. -^

See page 33

Right on tracic
The UCLA men's and women's track teams

scrambled across Southern California this

weekend in an effort to qualify more athletes for

the Pac-10 and NCAA Championships. To find

.out just how they did, see thp track page.

See page 35
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Chicano Studies

major discussed

Faculty, staff members and
students will hold a community
forum and discussion today on
the Chicano Studies major and
its future.

Titled "Chicano Studies

Major: Current Proposals and
Future Directions," the forum
will have panelists including

history Professor George
Sanchez and MEChA Internal

Coordinator Alicia Molina.

The event, which also

includes panelists Richard Cha-
bran and Angie Veyna of the

Chicano Studies Research
Center, will take place from 2

p.m. to 4 p.m. in 6275 Bunche
Hall.

Inside
Asian Americans

»»

face problems
Asian Americans, often

depicted as a "model minority,"

have very real problems, too.

See page 6

Viewpoint

death
in Panama
The number of innocent

noncombatants killed during

the U.S. invasion of Panama is

still undetermined, and the

numbers may be bigger than

previously estimated.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

students rally for Chicano Studies
Administration

under fire for

lack of support
By Christine Hagstrom

Staff Writer

At a quarter past the hour, the

clapping started in the back of

UCLA Assistant Professor Jun

Li's noon math class. "Ka viva la

razal Ya viva la razal" (long live

our people) shouted three students

as they stood up and walked out of

class.

In solidarity with Latino aware-

ness protests nationwide, more
than 300 students gathered outside

of Campbell Hall demanding the

preservation of the Chicano Stu-

dies major and the creation of a

department in the discipline.

The students left their noon
class in symbolic protest of

Chance llor Char lc.«< Young andztt
university, which they claim has

"institutionalized racism" in its

policies of retention, financial aid,

faculty recruitment and admis-

sions policies.

"All you people out there who
are thinking, 'Oh my God this girl

is really radical. Why doesn't she

go through the system, sit down
and say, "Please Chancellor keep

my Chicano Studies major.*" 1*11

tell you, I went through all that

bullshit. Fuck working through the

system. The (administration^ does

not want to work throu/h the

system," an angry MEChA mem-
ber Alicia Molina said.

"Last year when we said,

Science Class Cuts

MATTHIAS DAUB/Daily Bruin

MEChA members (left to rigf^t) Alejandra Ruiz, Norma Rojas and Gina Barrera walk out of
Assistant Professor Jun Li's math class on Monday to protest in support of the Chicano
Studies major. , I

* Please Chancellor can we have a

Chicano Studies dcpanment,' you

know what the fuck he said —
'Chicano Studies is a second rate

major. I'll never give you a

department and thank goodness

you are not majoring in Chicano

Studies because you would never

get into' law schcx)!.' When thc^-^-^l^ncial aid and more stringent

fuck is he going to slop consoling admissions, Financial Supports

us«nd spilling on our people. If he

spits on me — I'll spit back al

him," she said.

Citing recent Supreme Court

decisions limiting the extent of

affirmative action, UC cutbacks in

Commissioner-eicci Ociavio
Navarro warned that more student

activism was nccccssary to

achieve true diversity on college

See IMAJOR, page 11

Joe knows
comedy, Royce

Actor/comedian Joe Pisco-

po's coming to Royce Hall, and
he talks to The Bruin about his

life and work.

See page 16

Sports

A reduction in funding for lower division instructors

is leading to the following estimated class cuts for

next year:

One quarter of Atmospheric Science 2

Atmospheric Science 4

Atmospheric Science 5

Astronomy 10

One quarter of Chenriistry 1

4

One quarter of Chemistry 1 1

7

Five Math 1 sections
.1. » l». I— I M^ I

One Math 2 section

Two Math 3A sections

One Math 3B section

One Math 3C section '

One Math 31 A section

Three Math 61 sections

Science courses
may be cancelled
Provost calls

predictions

'premature^

SOURCE: Atmospheric Science, Astronomy, Chemistry and Math Departments Daily Brum

By Val D. Phillips _
Staff Writer

At least 37 undergraduate
courses and an unspecified numb)er

of graduate courses in the physical

sciences division may be cut as a

result of faculty ovcrhiring in the

College of Letters & Science, but

the administration said they will do
everything possible to make the

courses available.

"Given the seriousness of the

situation — that students must
graduate m the time hoped for and
take general education courses —
we must certainly have the where-
withal to provide these classes,"

said Dean of the Physical Sciences

Clarence Hall.

In a report prepared for the

college provost. Hall said that 16

lower division and 21 upper
division courses may have to be

cut next year due to fiscal

restraints. The mathematics
departmcni is expected to be
hardest hit. The division also

includes the departments of astro-

See CUTS, page 10

Alleged illegal deal being investigated

Gymnasts get
new coach

Valeric Kondos, an assistant

coach with the lUCLA women's
gymnastics team the last eight

years, was promoted Monday.

See page 32

Transfer of ownership ofJewish

co-op may not have been valid

By Greg Miller
—

and Debra L. Picker

Staff Writers

Investigations have been
stepped up to resolve mounting

controversy over an allegedly

illegal deal that transferred the

ownership of the Wcstwood Bayit,

a residence for Jewish cooperative

living, to Chabad, an orthodox

Jewish organization.

—

While Chabad plans to convert

the house to a homeless shelter and

provide alternative housing for the

18 displaced Bay it residents— ten

of whom are UCLA students,

attorneys for Bayit are trying to

determine whether the transaction

was valid.

Attorney Gregory Smith said a

meeting of Bayit board members

and attorneys to discuss the terms

of the transaction will be held

Wednesday, but he refused to

disclose the time or location.

The December 14 transaction

has been marred by controversy

stemming from an allegedly

unconstitutional reduction of
membership on the Bayit's board

of govemers, he said.

According to Bayit Corporation

bylaws adopted in September
1986, the boardofjoyemprs must
have somewhere between five and

30 members.

In a letter to Chabad attorneys,

Smith documents an August 1989
action, "purported to reduce the

number of (board members) to

three," referring to the disintegra-

tion of the Bayit board of gover-

nors by Michael Goland, Mendel
Ilkin and Lyie Wcisman, who
declared themselves the only

remaining members.
Wednesday's meeting, accord-

ing to Smith, is an attempt to bring

together all members — approxi-

mately 20 — of the board prior to

the reductioa, y

See TRANSFER, page 9
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TODAY. TUESDAY. MAY 8
• Central America Education Committee

- Pananna: Invasion and Occupation
- 6:00pm, GSM 1234

• Student Welfare Commission
- Blood Drive

- 1 l:00am-3:45pm, John Wooden Center

• USAC
- Comedy at the Coop
- 8:30pm, Cooperage

• Office of the General Representative
- "Putting*Your Options to Work" Worl<shop

Sprniil Hnll

• African Student Union
- Speaker: Chokwe Lumumba
- 6:30pm, Knudsen 1240B

WEDNESDAY. MAY 9
• Campus Events - Films/Speakers ^

- "Bom on the Fourth of July" with guest Ron Kovic
' 7:30pm, AGB

• Campus Events - Concerts ' '
'

-

- Urban Dance Squad
- Noon, Westwood Plaza

FRIDAY. MAY II

• International Alert

- Focus on Cambodia
- 7:00pm, Schoenberg Hall Gamelan Room

SATURDAY. MAY 12
"

• Asian Pacific Alumni/Asian Pacific Coalition
- Career Fair

- 9:00am, Moore 100

For more information regarding these

events, please lool< for these organizations'

advertisements within the body of the
' paper.
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Students control Mills;

protest male admissions

•

'

1

The Daily Bnitn
thanks all of our advertisers!

Santa
MONIG\
(D

The Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. — Mills

College students retained control

of the east Oakland campus Mon-
day in an ongoing protest Of the

trustees' decision to admit male

undergraduates for the first lime in

jhe school's 138-year history.

Students, who blockaded admi-

nistration buildtngs and boycotted

classes to halt activities at the

exclusive liberal arts college, said

they will demonstrate through

graduation. May 20, or until the

decision is reversed.

"Right now we do not want to

compromise," said sophomore
Deborah Egbert, spokeswoman for

the Associated Students of Mills

College.

Administrators met with stu-

dents during the weekend in an

unsuccessful attempt to end the

demonstration, according to Mills

spokeswoman Vickie Bates.

Finals are scheduled to begin

Friday. Bates said, teachers are

considering whether to let students

make up assignments, take final

grades based on previous school

work or proceed with end-of-term

tests.

Most of the 777 female under-

graduates at Mills oppose the

decision to admit male undergra-

duates in the fall of 1991. The
trustees want to boost enrollment

to 1,(XX) students, which would
help balance the school's $24

million annual budget.

The trustees approved the plan

lliursday, setting off cries of

disapproval from women students

who immediately began calling for

the resignation of Board Chairman
Warren Hellman, a San Francisco

investment banker.

In announcing the decision to go
co-ed, Hellman said the college

must expand its available pool of

students to include men to avoid

dipping into its $70 million endow-
ment fund.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy lo correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (2 1 3) 825-9898.
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Need for undergrad runoff election questioned
Judicial Board unable to reach

decision after3 hours of debate
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The Judicial Board did not

decide by press time early Tuesday
morning on a grievance filed

against undergraduate govern-

ment's decision not to confirm the

voting results for the third general

representive position.

"Fm not sure when we're going

to be done with this," Chief Justice

Bill Rudolph said shortly past

midnight.

General representative candi-

date Alvin Parra complained to the

Judicial Board of discrepancies in

the Election Board's results.

The undergraduate govemrnent
approved a runoff election for

Parra and Derek Hu and the two
second vice presidential candi-

dates because last week's ballot

counts were too close, and an error

made by the Center for Recreation-

al Activities denied at least 200
students a vote.

Pollworkers recorded only 212
of the students who were denied a

vote on Wednesday, of which 143

did not return to fill out a ballot.

Another 30 ballots were hot

accounted for in the number of

signatures.
'*"*^

Ballot results show that Parra

received 214 more votes than Hu,

and even if the 143 and 30 ballots

were in Hu's favor, Parra said he

would still have won the election

by 41 votes.

U ndergraduafc officer SanT
Kaufman said, "The Election

Board is not in the business of

playing around with numbers. If

there's any reasonable doubt then

they need to accommodate these

students (with a runofQ-"

Parra estimates the potential

number of students who were
denied voting privileges was 1,078

— the number of students who had

their registration cards already

punched by the Recreation Center,

minus the recorded amount of

those who returned to vote Thurs-

day.

"The Election Board has no
proof as to how many students, if

any, walked away and were not

recorded by the pollworkcrs,"

Parra said.

He said his office was singled

out and other election results with

a voting margin of 1,078 or less

should also be voted on by
students.

But if runoff elections were

based on an error of 1,078 then the

students would vole again for

executive vice president, academic
affairs commissioner and facilities

commissioner. Ballot measures on
student-initiated program funds

and CALPIRG's $2 check-off fee

would also be revoted on.

Election Board Chairwoman
Daneitc Martin said that the

general representative office had

the most ballots cast. With more
than 1 1,(XX) votes cast, there is a

greater chance for a error, she said.

Parra said that the second vice

president runoff election is legiti-

mate because 96 votes separated

the two candidates for that office.

The undergraduate government
scheduled runoff elections for

Wednesday and Thursday.

Hand in cheek

DLAN ABHAM'iOri/Daily Brum

Members of Monday's noon band, 'Lady Smith— Black Mambazo,' perform in West-

wood Plaza on Monday.

Godo Cruz
THEODORE NICHOLAS THEODORE J^ii^hOLAS

Shonda Hornbeck

manager, Nommo editor
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

The student media publishing

board chose next year's cdilor-in-

chicf lor UCLA's African student

ncw'smaga/.inc and general mana-

ger for KLA, the sludcni run radio

station, Monday.

Shonda Hornlx?ck, the current

NOMMO cditor-in-chicf and sole

applicant lor the iX)sition, was

approved lo lead llic paper's staff

again next year.

"She did it ona Lime, and she'll

do it again," safd Rushdi Cader,

undergraduate representative to

Ihe ASUCLA Communications
Board

Homhcck said she hopes lo hold

an African-Amcnc:in media con-

ference fall quarter, where {>ubU-

cations tor the African-American

community at universities statew-

ide, inelu4iniy*»-^K^irA'inc, L'C

Berkeley and Sianlord. will net-

work and share inlonnalion.

The senior sociology major,

who began working lor NOMMO
as a sialT writer in the 19S8-S9

academic year, said she will make
use of the experienced staff to

make ihe paper belter organized

and heller siniciure^l.

Because all except one of

current staff members will remain

. See EDITORS, page. 13

UC's 10-meter Keck telescope to begin operating next year
Although costs exceed budget by

$7 million, 'should be worth it\

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

For nearly a century the tele-

scope atop Mt. Hamilton was the

tool of va(uable astronomical

research for University of Califor-

nia scholars and the astronomy
community of the world.

But through time, larger and
more advanced telescopes have

overshadowed the 3-metcr instru-

ment built near San Jose in 1880.

The Hubble Space Telescope, the

5-meter Hale Telescope in San
Diego County and the record 6-

meter telescope in the Soviet

Union have all stolen headlines.

But the University of California

is ready to sail into the next century

on top in the astronomical race to

discover the first black hole, or the

next comet, star or galaxy..

Researchers said the University

of California's' massive and
unique 10-meter Keck telescope,

expected to begin operating late

next year, could come closest to

answering the age-old questions,

'"How did the universe form?" and
even, "Where do we come from?"

Studies from Keck observations

"will give us insight into how our

local territory came into being,

even touching on the question of

how life began," said Jerry Nelson,

a UC Berkeley professor of astro-

nomy.
The telescope, to be housed in

the new W.M. Keck Observatory

atop Hawaii's Mauna Kca moun-
tain, is expected to perform leaps

and bounds over other earth-based

telescopes and even complement
the data received by the 2.4-meter

Hubble telescope.

"(Hubble) Space Telescope's

clear images of distant galaxies

would be incomplete without

knowledge of how far away -^ and
therefore how old — each object

is," said Sandra Faber, UC Santa

Cruz professor of astronomy. "The
answer will come from the Keck
telescope."

Final touches are currently

being made on the Keck and the

first eyes will peer through its

scope this summer, said UC
officials, adding that full operation

will not start until late next year.

UC researchers brainstormed

the telescope's design in the late

1970s after university officials

clamored for a larger, more power-

ful telescope that would bring

UC's astronomical research into

the next century.

But building a telescopic mirror

larger than 5 meters, such as that of

the Hale on Mt. Palomar, is not so

easy. •

A visual telescope's mirror is

the object of measurement for

bragging riles. Powerful tele-

scopes need large mirrors to reflect

the nighi sky's light to a focus. And
the larger the mirror, the more

likely it will sag and distort the

astronomical picture.

So Jerry Nelson, a Berkeley

astronomer, and a few of his UC
colleagues, came up with an

original design. They decided to

use a conglomeration of 36 hexa-

gonal mirrors, computer con-

trolled to focus light in the same
manner as a contiguous 10-meter

mirror.

The idea requires precision

mirror manufacturing and a com-
plex computer system that will

constantly monitor the mirrors'

positions and alignment^

The Keck Telescope

When the telescope is unveiled,

the cost of the project is expected

to be $94 million — about $7

million over budget.

But the cost will be well worth

it, researchers and UC officials

agree.

The cost has been defrayed by

See KECK, page 13 source WM Keck Observatory
ALBERT POON/Daily Brum
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World

Latvia says Soviet

interests respected
RIGA, U.S.S.R. — Latvia promised

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev on
Monday that the Baltic republic will

respect Soviet interests despite its decla-

ration of independence, and expressed the

hope that talks would open soon.

Hours before, Gorbachev had asked for

complete information about Latvia's

independence declaration last Friday.

Latvian President Anatoly Gorbunov
immediately assigned several members of

Parliament to prepare a reply.

Also Monday, Latvia's Parliament also

elected a new prirne minister, Ivars

Godmanis, a physics professor and leader

of the Popular Front.

Chairman Dainis Ivans of the Latvian

Popular Front, which has led the push for

independence, called Gorbachev's
request "wonderful."

Jewish Congress
meets in W. Berlin

WEST BERLIN — World Jewish

Congress officials said Monday economic
hardship has fueled anti-Semitism in

Eastern Europe and they planned a

solemn ceremony at the site where Na/is

plotted the exiei ii ii i iation uf tlic Jews.

On the second day of the congress'

annual meeting, a U.S. Justice Depart-

ment official said Washington has

rejected Austrian President Kurt Wald-
heim's repeated requests for a lifting of

the ban thai keeps him out of the country.

The official said the ban remains in effect

because of Waldheim's role "Nazi-spon-

sored persecution."

The three-day meeting in Berlin is the

Congress* first in Germany since the

organization was founded in Switzerland

in 1936 amid the honrors of the Third

Reich.

Some delegates declined to attend,

saying a visit to Berlin, the former Nazi
capital, would be too traumatic.

Nation

New taxes may be
on budget agenda
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The While

House put aside President Bush's pledge

against new taxes and said Monday thai

talks to strike a budget deal with Congress

will have "no preconditions.** j

Although Bush's position on taxes "is

well known," he wants "an open debate

that is unfettered with conclusions about

positions taken in the past," said his press

secretary, Marlin Fit/.water.

Republicans involved in talks on

Capitol Hill praised the While House's

acknowledgement that all ways of reduc-

ing the deficit would be negotiable.

"That's the only way he can do the job,"

said Rep. Bill Frenzel of^ Minnesota,

ranking Republican on the House Budget

Committee.

"There isn't any president who hasn't

tried to make good on his promises.

There's no president who hasn't lived«

through time t* that change^ and ma vbc-

worst performance in a year, the govern-

ment said Monday.
"It's a reminder of what .we already

knew— that the economy isn't doing too

well," said David Wyss, an economist at

DRI-McGraw Hill.

Non-farm productivity — defined as

output per hour of work — declined by 1

percent, the biggest drop since productiv-

ity fell by an annual rate of 1 .3 percent for

the January-March period last year.

During all of last year, productivity

rose just 0.9 percent, the poorest showing

since the 1981-82 recession.

Increasing productivity is considered

basic to boosting living standards because

it allows businesses to pay worker's more
as their output rises without risking higher

inflation.

State

Lawyers argue over
ban on assault guns
FRESNO — A federal judge listened

Monday to a National Rifle Association

request to stop enforcement of Califor-

nia's ban on assault rifles and a state

request to dismissl,he NRA's lawsuit.

U.S. District Judge Edward Dean Price

heard arguments from both sides, then

i(K)k the case under advisement so he can

study extensive legal briefs they filed.

NRA attorney Steve Halbrook called

the legislation enacted last year "the first

state statute in Amcncan history to bair

firearms completely."

The Slate Legislature banned a broad

list of semiautomatic weapons in the wake
of the Stockton schoolyard massacre on
Jan. 17, 1989. Patrick Purdy shot 30
people with an AK-47 assault rifle outside

Cleveland School, killing five children.

Purdy then committed suicide with a

handgun.

Money litters street

after bank bombed
PALM SPRINGS — Explosives were

used to blow up a Bank of America night

deposit lx)x Monday, littering the bank
parking lot with money and causing

$100,000 damage, authorities said.

"The night deposit door was blown
about 500 feel away and there was money
scattered. It was a pretty powerful

explosion," said Fred Reagan, spokesman
for the Los Angeles FBI office.

It wasn't known if bank robbers were

responsible and there were no arrests.

Local

Comedian to boycott

Saturday Night Live

A veteran cast member of NBC's
"Saturday Night Live" said in Lo»i

Angeles on Monday she will refuse to

perform on this weekend's show because

the program's host is the foul-mouthed

comedian Andrew Dice Clay.

Nora Dunn, who has been on the show
since the 1985-86 season, said in a

telephone interview with the Associated

Press that she found Clay's comedy act so

degrading and repulsive that she would
not help promote his career through
3£

Siaturday Night Live. ^^^^

"In my heart, I know I don't want to

work with him," Dunn said from New
York.

She said Clay's popular comedy act,

laced with expletives and frank descrip-

tions of oral sex, masturbation apd
submissive women, is "hateful." ^

Compiled from the Associated Press

.l.».»^S.S.*^S..^t^^^^^^S.^^^^^^^^^^^^S,^iL^*^^^^^S.^l.l. 1.1.1.S.^S.^^^S.^.'t.^*^^^^'l^S.S.l.^*-**tLl.l^l^t^^».^^^,,^^^^^^i,.^^^^^^iC^^^«
|

Saturday, May 12, 10 a.m, - 3 p.m.

Room 100, Moore Hall

Free Admission and Free Lunch

f

f

outdate some promises," he said.

Productivity fails by
1 percent annually

WASHINGTON. D.C.^=^American
workers' productivity continued to lag in

the first three months of 1990, posting its

INTERNATIONAL MODELING AGENCY

MODEL SEARCH

WE ARE LOOKUP

FOR NEW FACES

MEN & WOMEN

call for
free interview

399-9203

Meet and talk with alumni and professionals now working in the following fields:

Architecture and Urban Planning

Arts^ Entertainment and Media

Business Careers

Legal Careers

Healtli Careers

Education/Academic

Public Affairs/Politics

Engineering and Applied Sciences

i

The Second Annual

I

I

DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION AND CAREERS:
An Asian Pacific Perspective

9:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast

10:00 Opening Session: Voices of the Community
Making a Difference

1 1 :00 Taking Care of Business: Career Networking
and Exploration

I
1:00 Doing Lunch: A chance to mingle over a

''bento''-style lunch for students and alumni

Closing Remarks

Sponsored by the UCLA Asian Pacific Alumni and
the Asian Pacific Coalition

2:00

Call 825-3901 to reserve your free lunch

(Ask for the "APA Diversity Conference")
IS ^^^^^^^.^S.S.S.S^S.S.l.^^S^S^^^^^^iL^^'t^^^^^^^^^^^^^S.^S.S.S.^^-t^^^^S.S.S.^t.^S.^^^^^^^^'t^^S.S.^^^^^^^^S^S.S.S.S.S.S.^^^l.S.S.^^S.*^^
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Garbage is no laughing matter. Your

share is 3.5 pounds of garbage per

day, and packaging accounts for

one-third of all the waste we

produce. It really piles up. But you

can help, and it's not that hard.

Reduce. Just a simple container

choice can make a huge amount of

difference. ASUCLA is offering bulk

dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

Reuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensils

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

' the environment. It isn't hard. It is-^

important. You can make a difference,

Choose to Conserve.

-and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
that you can use again and again —
and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House.

.Recycle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle items from home.

ASUCLA

RECYCLING
P R*0 GRAM

Recycle this newspaper.

Psychwatch

Asian Americans must
cope witli stereotype

Students with

problems think

they're alone ^

.

By Elizabeth Gong-Guy
Student Psych. Services

Asian Americans are often

depicted as a "model minority"

with no academic, social, financial

or psychological problems —A
view which ignores the very real

problems faced by this diverse

group (5f individuals.

This leads to many Asian

Americans believing that they are

alone in experiencing difficulties

and seeing themselves as "flawed"

members of a supposedly prob-

lem-free group.

In fact, Asian-American stu-

dents as a group experience the

same types of problems as^Dther

students, in addition to coping with

cultural and cross-generational

complexities unique to some Asian

groups.

Academic pressures are promi-

nent for most Asian-American

may be faced with violating

cultural expectations held impli-

citly by both parents and the

students themselves, leading these

students to feel less "authentically

Asian."

Social pressures and interper-

sonal problems can be serious for

Asian-American students,
although many view these as

undeserving of legitimate atten-

tion. Many Asian-American stu-

dents underestimate the effects of

social difficulties on their

academic performance.

Traditional Asian values stress

forbearance, stoicism, emotional

privacy and the importance of

maintaining interpersonal bounda-

ries and hierarchies; sharing one's

emotional difficulties is often

viewed as self-indulgent and
weak.

The social <jnd environmental

demands to cope with non-Asian

students and faculty both in the

university setting and the "real

world" beyond require Asian-

American students to develop

ways to interact genuinely with

others.

Maintaining one's privacy is

often misinterpreted by non-
Ktudents. Because A sian valuct. Asians as coldness or ^^an atr-^
stress group and community goals

over individual achievements,

parental pressures to perform are

often compounded by students'

internalized pressures to achieve

for the sake of the family or ethnic

community.

Occasionally, Asian-American

parents inculcate their children

with unrealistic expectations and

perfectionist standards regarding

academic performance, based on

incomplete information about uni-

versity or professional life options.

For example, the university is

considered a purely academic
environment with no social or

leadership involvement demands.
Some parents also think the only

viable professions worthy of pur-

suit are medicine, engineering or

computer science.

Many Asian-American students

frequently find that traditional

Asian cultural values such as

deference to authority, humility

and maintenance of harmony are

counterproductive or limiting in

the university environment.

An Asian-American student

raised with traditional values may
feel rude, impolite, or overly

aggressive participating in a dis-

cussion section for a professor or

teaching assistant who expects a

lively and open debate of issues.

Students who perform poorly in

discussion sections because they

behave traditionally are faced with

personal and parental disappoint-

ment and shame.

Conversely, students who man-
age to develop assertiveness and

public speaking skills, which
might lead to academic success.

superiority," social ineptness or

suspicious withholding. Conse-

quently, Asian-American students

often feel rejected, excluded, mis-

understood or alienated, leading to

problems with self-esteem and

self-confidence.

Many Asian-American students

struggle against pressures created

by cultural stereotypes. Some who
have difficulties in quantitative

subjects are confronted with the

myth that Asian Americans are

great at math, and they not only

feel personally inadequate, but

also become the target of non-

Asian students' resentment.

Every Asian-American student

who has serious psychological

concerns, or who is struggling with

an eating disorder or substance

abuse, is confronted with the

pervasive "model minority" myth,

resulting in these students feeling

even more troubled compared to

their mythically "model" peers.

Moreover, the myth ignores the

documented existence of differing

family structures, dysfunctional

families and dysfunctional com-
munity systems among Asian
Americans, belying the experience

of Asian Americans with histories

of family violence, sexual assault

and gang-related violence.

Student Psychological Services

offers confidential individual

counseling and support groups for

Asian-American students strug-

gling with these and related issues.

For more infonnation regarding

our services, or to arrange a'

counseling appointment, call 825-

7985 Monday through Friday

between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer
'»i^i«»*t*>^i^^^i'

me

825-HELP
We^re here to help.

Monday - Friday

Saturday - Sunday
5 p.m. " midnight

8 p.m. ' midnight

low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica College's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SMC? Because you get

university-level education without ^
university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
use $ 133500 UCLA $38300
CSUN $29500 SMC $20.00

of room to cultivate your summer plans.

8 week session June 25th-August 17th

6 week session June 25th-August 3rd

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty
r

•r.osis include all irquirrd ennillmcnt fees SM<; cost is IS(M) per

unit for California residents: includes one time required SS (M)

health fee

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak, so don't delay. The earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment prioritv. Apply at the SMC
Admissions Office, Monday through

Thursday, Sam to 8pm; Friday Sam to

4pm. Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

June, and grow wise under the Santa

Monica sun.

Santa
MONIG\

"We transfer more students

to the University ofCalifornia

than any other contmunity college.
"

1900 PHO HLVD, SANTA MONICA, CALIF <X)405

^'\
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Stop...
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Me
paid for by USAC
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with special guest

RON KOVIC /

TO INTRODUCE TIIE FILM

7:30 MAY 9 AGB
free tickets available

NOW AT CTO

Wilson, Feins!

irff over issue
No 'litmus test'

of abortion stand,

Pete Wilson says

By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

— COSTA MESA. Calif.— Repu-

blican Pete Wilson said Monday
he would prefer appointing pro-

dcalh penalty judges but attacked

Democratic gubernatorial rival

Dianne Feinstein as unethical

because she would seek pro-choice

judicial nominees.

Sen. Wilson, in town to address

the California Peace Officers'

Association, said he, like Feins-

tein, is pro-choice on abortion. But

he said he does not believe judicial

nominees should be required to

share his view as a "litmus lest."

'The only litmus test is if they

will fairly apply the laws as

written," Wilson told a news
conference, adding that it is "posi-

tively unethical" for a judicial

appointment to be conditioned on

future adherence to a governor's

personal stand.

But, when questioned, Wilson

said he would give weight to a

npmip^'g gourt rwQfd pn thg

death penalty in making appoint-

ments.

"I would probably be more
comfortable with those who shared

support for the death penalty," he

said. "I would have to be comfort-

able enough that they would apply

the law .** '

Feinstein and state Attorpey

General John Van de Kamp, her

rival for the Democratic nomina-

tion, were scheduled to address the

conference at the Red Lion Inn.

Both, however, declined to cross a

hotel and restaurant workers'

union picket line.

Van de Kamp sent a message
announcing his decision. Feins-

tein, who held an impromptu news
conference in a parking lot across

from the hotel, said she believed

she was the target of the picketers.

An aide to Feinstein, Dee
Myers, noted that Van de Kamp
received an endorsement from
labor groups 10 days earlier and
said the pickets appeared to be an

attempt to embarrass Feinstein.

"That is absolutely and emphati-

cally not true," said Jeff Le
Toumeau, director of organization

for the union. "I'm sorry she felt

that way. It never entered our

mind."

Le Toumeau said his local had
not yet issued an endorsement in

the race, and he was unaware other

labor groups already had.

Asked about Wilson's criticism

of her stand on judicial appoint-

ments, Feinstein said she would
emphasize pro-choice judges,

although not exclusively.

Judges must provide a line of

defense for abortion rights if those

rights become threatened in Cali-

fornia despite state constitutional

guarantees, she said.

"If conservative Republican

administrations can appoint judges

who are anti-choice, 1 can appoint

judges who are pro-choice,"

Feinstein said.

Wilson also criticized Feinstein

and Van de Kamp as weak and
unreliable supporters of the death

penalty who only recently express-

ed support for it.

Feinstein denied being a

"Susie-come-lately" to the ranks

of death penalty supporters. She

said her opposition to executions

began to erode after she witnessed

the bloody aftermath of a robbery

and double murder in the early

'70s.

In 1973, she said, news reports

show she was censured by a

Democratic central committee for

advocating that the killer of a

correctional officer be executed.

*That was the beginning of my
change," she said.

Told that Wilson had attacked

her for suppofting^formef siate-

Supreme Court Justice Rose Bird,

ousted by voters for her anti-death

penalty rulings, Feinstein replied

that she had not taken a position

during the 1986 retention election

because of friendship.

*i consider Rose a friend,"

Feinstein said. **.
. . In this busi-

ness, we can also like someone
very much."

Feinstein denied Wilson's claim

that she served as co-chair of the

pro-Bird campaign.

She also gave Wilson, the

front-runner for the GOP nomina-
tion, a message: "I would strongly

urge the senator to stay out of a

Democratic primary. We'll have
time for him in the fall."

Wilson also discussed anti^

Medfly efforts in his news confer-

ence.

Spraying of the pesticide
malathion should continue until

the Medfly threat is over or can be

controlled by release of sterile fruit

flies which prevent the wild flies

from breeding, Wilson said.

Wilson stressed that the federal

government has threatened to pick

up spraying if the state abandons
the program because of the impor-

tance of the agricultural industry to

the nation as a whole.

"It's a nuisance, but it's a much
greater nuisance to see the

destruction of hundreds of thou-

sands of jobs," he said.

14 high school students on
bus suffer heat prostration
The Associated Press

LOST HILLS, Calif. — Four-

teen junior high school students

from Dublin were overcome with

heat prostration after their buses

overheated in Kern County, forc-

ing the driver to turn off the ait

conditioning.

Two buses carrying the Wells
Middle School band home from a

weekend trip to Disneyland and
Universal Studios stopped at Lost
Hills along Interstate 5 northwest

of Bakcrsfield. The stricken stu-

dents were taken by ambulances to

hospitals in Delano and Bakers-
field Sunday aftern(x)n. Another
68 students hosed themselves
down at the Lost Hills fire station

as did those among the dozen

adulLs who had not gone to the

hospitals with the sick youngsters.

The buses waited for the weath-

er to cool and for the students who
were overcome to get back from
the hospitals, so they didn't leave

for Dublin in the eas't San Francis-

co Bay area again until 1 1 :30 p.m.,

firefighters said.

Bill Curl, driver of one of the

Watsonville-based Discovery
charter buses, said the buses
overheated because it was 101

degrees in Los Angeles when the

group left and 118 degrees in

Gorman on the Ridge Route,
according to a thermometer he

saw. The official high in Bakers-
field was 100 degrees, the National

Weather Service reported. ,
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IIVIF worics to III St

loan resource fund
By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Press ^

WASHINGTON — The Inter-

national Monetary Fund, strug-

gling to meet increased financial

needs in Eastern Europe and Latin

America, worked Monday to

resolve disagreements that have

blocked a 50 percent boost in the

agency's loan resources.

Delegates to the spring meeting

of the 152-nation agency express-

ed optimism that the IMF's poli-

cy-setting interim committee will

reach an agreement by Tuesday,
ending two years of debate on the

issue.

The increase would boost IMF
resources from $120 billion to

$180 billion, making $60 billion

more available to support eco-

nomic reforms in Poland and other

emerging democracies in Eastern

Europe.

The additional funds would also

be used to support Treasury Sec-

retary Nicholas Brady's strategy

of reducing the financial burden on
debt-strapped Latin American
countries.

The increase would require a

SI 2 billion contribution from the

United Stales. The increase is

said in a speech to the 22-member
committee as it debated the issue.

Delegates from debtor nations

on the committee objected to the

United Slates' get-tough approach.
A coordinating group for Third

World countries said in a statement

th~at suspending voting rights

would not "serve a useful purpose
and is not acceptable."

The loan resource increase was
also tied up in the ticklish issue of

how to rearrange the rankings and
voting powers of rich nations.

Under the plan expected to win
final approval, the United Stales

would remain the No. 1 sharehol-

der in ihe IMF with little more than
1') percent of its voting power.

Japan would move from No. 5 to

No. 2, a spot it would share with

West Germany. Each country

would hold a 6 percent voting

share.

Britain would drop from No. 2

to a tie for No. 4 with France, with

c^ch country holding a 5.5 percent

.voting share.

John Major, Britain's chancel-

lor of the exchex^uer, told reporters

he bclicvc<l the question of rank-

ings was almost resolved.

A third issue under debate was
the length of time the higher loan
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certain to d raw opposition i n l esuuict.' level would be in clttTT
Congress from critics of American
foreign aid efforts.

The increase received a big

boost Sunday with the approval of

the world's seven largest econo-

mies. The United Suites, Japan,

West Germany, Britain, France,

Italy and Canada, known as the

Group of Seven, endorsed the 50
percent increase, making final

approval by the IMF highly likely.

The Bush administration, how-
ever, has tied its support for any
increase to a change in the IMF
charter that would allow the fund

to suspend the voting rights of any
country behind in its loan pay-

ments. At present, 1 1 countries —
Sudan, Zambia, Peru, Honduras,

Guyana, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Liberia, Panama, Sierra Leone and
Somalia — owe a lotal of $4.2

billion in back payments.

"These arrears pose a funda-

mental challenge to the IMF's
financial integrity and its central

role in the world economy," Brady

Tlie United States is pushing for a

five-year period before the IMF
again lakes up the issue. Other
countries lobbied for a readjust-

meni after three years.

West German Finance Minister

Theo Waigel and French Eco-
nomics Minister Pierre Bercgovoy
suggesie^l a compromise might be

10 settle on a four-year period.

None of these issues was
expected to delay the final resolu-

tion of the financing increase. The
IMF and its sister agency, the

World Bank, are the largest sour-

ces for loans to developing coun-
u^ies.

"The fund remains pivotal to the

international debt su-ategy and it

will be at the center of internation-

al efforts to help Eastern European
countries restructure their econo-
mies toward free markets," Brady
said Monday. His remarks, made
during the private negotiations,

were made available to reporters

later.

Deioitte Ross

Tohmatsu
A

Deioitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deioitte & Touche in U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan) *

We are seeking-entry level accountants.

English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory

Send Resume To;

Deioitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto"
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In December, Itkin and Weis-
man met with Chabad West Coast
Director Boruch Shlomo Cunin
and "gifted" the Bayit to Chabad,
without telling Goland, said attor-

ney and former Bayit resident

David Felsenthal.

Goland could not be reached for

comment.
In addition to concerns over the

possibility that no money changed
hands in the deal. Smith alleged

thai Itkin had a "confiict of

interest" in executing the deal.

Itkin "is absolutely proven to be

a paid staff member at Chabad,"
explained Hillel Director rabbi

Chaim Seidler-Feller.

And although Itkin repeatedly

failed to return calls to The Bruin,

Cunin confirmed his employment
with Chabad.

The Bayit was established by
"Jewish students in 1972. Goland
bailed the cooperative out of a

myriad of financial difficulties in

198 1 by incorporating the property

under his ownership.

The Bayit remained under
Goland's ownership until the

J)ecember ^takeover by Chabad.
Both Weisman and Cunin agree

that the Chabad takeover will save

the Bayit from its history of

internal problems.

Among the problems they cited

are:

A 1989 city health code
violation. Bayit resident Barak
Marshall claims that the landlord
— the board of governors — is

responsibile for the repairs. On
second inspection, the health

department approved the facility's

conditions.

An alleged 1989 incident in

which police were called to settle a

dispute between a male and
female. Cunin and Weisman allege

that co-ed living arrangements

create friction, and violate tradi-

tional Jewish law.

Both Marshall and Bayit resi-

dent Omid Zareh denied that the

incident occurred, and no univer-

sity police report was togged.

Cunin said those Bayit residents

who chcx)se to live in Chabad's
facilities will not be bothered with

these problems because a gender
separation will house men at

Chabad's Gayley Avenue resi-

dence and women in a Kelton
Avenue apartment. Both groups
will o^it kosher meals at the Gayley
residence. ^
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TICKET TIME

MADONNA
AVAILABLE NOW!

$34 AND UP
SERVICE CHARGE INCLUDED

(213) 202-0053

(818) 783-1033 (818) 440-9700

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

•THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEM & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open 8am for Early Birds!"
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ai America Education Committee presents:

Panama: Invasion and Occupation

Slide Presentation and^ Discussion
by journalists wiio covered the aftecmath ofjiii invasion.

Tuesday iMay 8, 6 pm Graduate School of Management 1234

Children left homeless in the invasion wait for food in a refugee camp.

/

— Why did the US invade?—
Does it take 30,000 soldiers to capture one man?

How many died?
How can it be that we still dont know?

What's next?
and what does this mean for the rest of Latin America?

\

Tuesday May 8, 6 pm Graduaie School of Managemem 1234

funded by the Campus F*rograms Committee of the Program Activities Board
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nomy, atmospheric sciences, che-

mistry, earth and space sciences

(ESS), mathematics and physics.

The departments' administra-

tors specified some courses which

may be cut next year:

Earth and Space Sciences 15,

normally enrolling up to 450
students each quarter and "far and

away the most popular course (in

the department), will be cut back

from three offerings next year to

one, according to ESS counselor

Spring Verily. The department

plans to increase enrollment in its

other general education (GE)
classes to accommodate students

who would otherwise take ESS 15,

Verity said. However, ESS 15

enrolls twice as many students as

any other course in the department,

she said.

Chemistry UA, a required

course for the major as well as a

GE requirement, is normally
offered three times a year but will

be offered only twice next year,

chairman Kyle Bayes said. Chemi-
stry IIB is usually over-enrolled,

and "normally, we would be able

to offer a second section, but now
we cannot afford it"

Chemistry 2, a GE course

normally offered twice a year, had

to be cancelled this quarter and

Bayes expects to cancel it next

spring as well.

CUTS

proximately 45 maiherTra="

tics courses will be cut next year,

department chair Alfred Hales said

Monday. Only 25 were originally

recommended for cancellation,

according to Hall. The number of

mathematics courses which may
^be cut changes almost daily, Hales

said.

Astronomy 10, an observa-

tion course "which we may not

have given anyway," will probably

be the only course cut. Chair

Michael Jura said. "It's not really a

central course ... not many
students have taken it." Jura added

that the department will in fact be

offering a new two-quarter sequ-

ence course. Astronomy 2.

The physics department plans

not to lose any lower division

courses, according to vice-chair

Robert Satten. "We made that the

rule." _
Although he did not have exact

figures available, Satten estimated
that the number of upper division

and graduate courses which may
be cut was "very high."

"When I added things up I did

breathe a sigh of relief," Hall said,

adding that he did not believe the

"minuscule amount" of courses
which may have to be cut consti-

tutes a crisis for lower division. He
said that the administration is

"doing everything possible to sec

that the courses will be made
available next year."

Provost Raymond Orbach, the

college's top administrator, said

any worries over course cuts arc

premature. "It's much too eariy to

make those predictions," he said in

a phone interview with the Daily
Bruin on Sunday night.

Orbach, who plans to circulate a

report this week addressing the

future roles of teaching and
research in the college, declined to

comment on how many courses the

division may lose, but said he does
not think the college will have to

"tighten its bell."

"At this point in time, the

college does not know how many
courses will be cut and indeed
whether any will be ct at all," said

college spokesman Harlan Lebo
on Monday. -

But according to atmospheric

sciences chair Michael Ghil, three

of his department's most popular
courses will have to be cut. "Wc

From page 10

had to go to the GEs (to cut back)
because we're already offering

only the bare minimum at the

upper division level."

Hall said he is hoping for an
augmentation to the division's

budget, making it possible to retain

the courses.

More graduate than undergradu-
ate courses may be cut due to the

college's financial constraints.

Hall said, but declined to specify a

number.

He is "not overiy concerned,"
however, because graduate stu-

dents are not under pressure to

graduate at a specific time. "I

believe it's possible to offer some
graduate courses on alternate

years," he said.

"We have very lively graduate
(students) . . . whom we are

unable to serve," Ghil said of the

atmospheric sciences department.

Only six core courses and a few
electives comprise the graduate
curriculum, he said.

"We're running a pretty tight

ship, but we can't make ends meet.

We have gone to industry and
created a corporate advisory coun-
cil to sec if they would give funds
which should come from the

university," Ghil said. "It does
seem a little funny to me that we
should have to turn to sources

Qulside the university for funding;

The chemistry department is

facing similar financial con-
straints. "I'm running a deficit, and
my support funds arc very limited

right now," said chemistry chair

Bayes.

All departments but one in the

Division of Physical Sciences will

be financially secure this year,

according to Hall. He declined to

name which will be running "in the

red."

The department heads in the

Division of Physical Sciences
meet at least once every few
weeks, Ghil said, and since

December, things have "looked
pretty grim. (Dean) Hall is sym-
pathetic but he's not given (adequ-
ate) resources."

"Every department chair that

I've talked to has said the same
thing. I haven't found any depart-

ment yet which has benefited from
this (overhiring)," Hales said. "I

think we'd all like to know who
really gained from this."

All of the departments blamed
^c potential cuts on the overhiring

of permanent faculty which
resulted in loss of temporary Full

Time Equivalent (FTE) employ-
ees. Temporary FTEs generally

teach six undergraduate courses

per year, while regular faculty

generally teach from three to five,

allowing time for research work.
The atmospheric sciences

department has lost .5 temporary
FTE, Ghil said. "The department is

well below the critical minimum in

terms of teaching manpower."
The mathematics department

expects to lose between 10 and 1

1

temporary FTE, Hales said.

MAJOR
f From page 1

See CUTS, page 11

campuses.

*The Supreme Court in the last

few years has taken away and
voted against affirmative action.

The university last year changed
its admissions policy to affect all

of us, not just ChicanoA-atinos, but

Asian and black students alike.

What you have to do today is make
a commitment not to yourselves,

but to your community . . .and the

future," Navarro said.

UCLA administration was
under fire at the rally as speakers

See MAJOR, page 12
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NEW PANDA
CUISINE

COMBINATION PLATE $3.99

Includes 2 entrees, egg roll & rice or chow mein

FREE DELIVERY!! Minimum $8.00 order

826-0900 11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
' CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY"'

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRJVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR~S~QaOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 14J3 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

Last year, Dally Bruin readers sat In the dark, staring, 1,319,976 times.
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NAME IT...

FREE!
«•»

ENTER THE "NAME THE PC" CONTEST
WIN A 386 SX STATE OF THE ART COMPUTER
^ WITH A VGA COLOR MONITOR!

Koryo Systems, Inc., one of the leading manufacturers of computer products worldwide, is

interested in renaming their company and their line of personal computers.

We are looking for a new company/product name which would present the image of a

computer industry leader for the future. We want a name that will grow with our rapidly

expanding company.
The contest winner will receive a 386 SX computer with 1 MB RAM, 14 inch VGA Color

Monitor, 40 MB Hard Disk Drive, 2 Floppy Disk Drives, and 101 Keyboard.
^

Here's how to enter: Please fill out the entry form below and mail it to Mr. Jeong Lee,

Koryo Systems, Inc., Los Angeles Office, 2001 S. Acacia Ave., Compton, CA 90220. Or drop

off at the "Name the PC" Contest drop off box, 2240 Campbell Hall, from 9AM to 5PM, •

Monday through Friday. All entries must be postmarked or received by

Tuesday, May 22,1990. For additional information please contact Danielle at

(213)479-2470 or Mr. Jeong Lee at (213)537-3060.

Enter the "Name the PC" contest. And win!

Koryo Systems Inc., "Name the PC" Contest Entrty Form

Your Name: ' i^ Phnnp-
( )

Address:

City
•

, State:—

i

L-W Zip:

Your idea for our new Company/ProduCt Name:

Please describe the reasons you selected this name. What are the feelings and impressions our future

customers and clients would get from this name? (This part is very important. Please use additonal

paper if neccessary):

Your Signature; Date: DB.

Contest Rules: 1. You may enter as may times as you wish. Please use original or photocopied versions of th^s form. 2. All entries must be postmaifi<6d or

received by May 22. 1990. 3. By signina this entry form the entrant waives all rights with respect to the use of the above brand name and company name to

Koryo Systems, Inc.. regardless of whether the entry is selected as the winner. The entrant understands that the purpose of the contest 'is to generate a brand
name and company name that will be used in the future by Koryo Systems, Inc. for its products, and no royalty or fees (other than any prize awarded in

connection with this contest) will be earned by the entrant. 4. The winner will be decided by representatives of Koryo Systems. Inc The selection of the winner
and the awarding of the prize will occur before September 30, 1990,4jnless the selected name is already under copywright m a country named below. In such
case, another brand name and/or winner will be chosen at a later date. Koryo Systems will arrange delivery of the prize to the address of the winr>er listed on
the entry form. 5. If more than one entry has the same product name and that name is chosen to represent the company, a random drawing by the judges will

determine the prize winner. 6. To qualify for the prize, the entered name must not already be registered for use in North America. EEC counthes, Japan or any
by theother countries established by the panel of judges.

;
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts

•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

INTERNATIONAL ALERT
The UCLA Student Committee Against

Genocide and Mass Killing

iK^tes you to

FOCUS ON CAMBODIA
An evening performance by

traditional Cambodian dancers
and musicians and screening of

''Samsara''

Friday, May 11
7:00 pm

Gamelan Room,
Schoenberg Hall

FREE
Funded by UCLA Graduate Students Association,

The Campus Programs Committee of the Programs

Activities Board, and the InterdiscipHnary

Committee on Genocide and Its Prevention:

Teaching and Research.

Ihe uifice ot tne General R(

COMMUNITY
CAREER AWARENESS

FORUMS
May 7th - May 9th

Monday, May 7
12:00 Noon- 1:00 pm

7:00 pm

• Tuesday, May 8
7:30 pm

"DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION FROM
FACULTY TO CURRICULUM"
SPEAKER: Margie Harris, Faculty

Recruiter-Los Angeles Community
College District

Ackerman 3508

"RESOURCES AND OPTIONS: MAKING
THAT CAREER CHOICE"
PANEL PRESENTATION FROM:
Placement and Career Planning
Center (PCPC)
Cornmunity Resource Center (CRC)
Field Studies Development
EXPO Center
Reiber Hall , 3rd Floor Lounge

"PUniNG YOUR OPTIONS TO WORK"
WORKSHOP: Placement and Career
Planning Center
Sproul Hall

Wednesday, May 9th
2:00-4:00 pm "WOMEN AND CAREERS"

Panel Discussion

Ackerman 3530

Residence hall visitors must be accompanied by a resident after 7 pm

PAID FOR BY USAC - YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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repeatedly blasted top administra-

tors for not living up to their

professed commitment to diversi-

ty.

'These people are instrumental

puppets placed in (committees and
programs on diversity) about four

years ago to destroy the (Chicano

Studies) program. They are not

raza they are not our friends —
they are our enemies," MEChA
educational coordinator Mark
Aguilar said.

The protesters added that uni-

versity's actual commitment to the

issue of diversity is evident in its

refusal to adequately fund not only

the Chicano Studies major, but

also other key programs in minor-
ity student retention such as the

Academic Advancement Program
(AAP)— one of the largest tutorial

programs in the country.

*The AAP program runs on a

deficit now. Why does a university

as large as this let a program as

important as this run on deficit? Is

it because they want to show that

(the Latino community) cannot

account for themselves or are they

actually systematically disman-
tling our program, our people, our
culture and our society," MEChA
coordinator Mando Franco said.

Citing Los Angeles demo-
graphics, MEChA member Milo
Alvarez attacked the new UC
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admissions policies and criticized

Young for his refusal to meet
UCLA Latinos' demand for the

creation of a Chicano Studies

department.

"It is ridiculous that Los
Angeles, having the largest popu-
lation of Mexicans outside of

Mexico City itself does not have

the strongest Chicano Studies

department in the nation and in the

world.

"What 1 would like to see is the

admissions policy reflect the

demographics of this area. The Los
Angeles Unified School District is

60 percent Chicano/Latino. The
administration can deal with us

now, or they can deal with us

later," he said.
"'^

With these growing demo-
graphics, Molina criticized an
Academic Senate committee's
recommendation to suspend the-

Chicano Studies major as perpe-

tuating the Eurocentric approach

to education she claimed students

receive at UCLA.
"Who the hell are they to tell us

that Chicano Studies is not impor-
tant. I'm tired of hearing the story

of fucking George Washington
chopping down a stinking cherry

tree. I'm tired of them making out

Abraham Lincoln as some god
who freed the slaves. That is a

bunch of bullshit," she said.

When the rally went to an open
platform, Kelly Davis, president of
the Bruin Democrats, discussed

the importance of all the different

UCLA communities joining the

struggle to preserve the Chicano
Studies major.

"I am not a Chicana. I am not in

Chicano Studies. But I do under-

stand the importance. I arti a

Women's Studies major and I

understand that if they start to take

away Chicano Studies, they will go
into other areas. They will take

away my major, and Asian-Ameri-

can and African-American studies.

We can't let that happen. We can't

be apathetic. It is not only the

Chicanos that need to work on this

— it is all of us," she said.

Other speakers at the rally

included MEChA members Nor-
ma Rojas, Mindy Ferguson and
Karla Salazar, run-off candidate

for undergraduate second vice

president Darren Kamcya and
general rcprescntativc-clect Holly

Carringion.

Scientists
malce meter
for fatigue
The Associated Press

TOKYO — A group of Japan-

ese scientists has developed a

device that determines if a person
is too tired to drive, the University

of Tokyo announced Monday.
Professor Masao Karube of the

university's Research Center for

Advanced Science and Technolo-

gy said the device is worn like a

wristwatch and equipped with an
enzyme sensor that detects lactic

acid contained in perspiration. The
density of the lactic acid indicates

the degree of fatigue, he explained.

The information monitored by
the device is transmitted by radio

waves to an analyzer so that the

wearer can move freely but easily

read the information on the analyz-

er's panel, Karube said.

EDITORS
From page 3

next year, they will be able to help
new writers and there will be
continuity, shp said.

For the position of KLA general

manager, Comm Board selected

^<-.

Godo Cruz, who currcnuy hotgy
the position. KLA's Production
Director Keith McNuIty also
applied for general manager.

"It was a lough choice, but I feel

that Godo will do an excellent

job," Cader said.

Cruz, a senior majoring in

psychology and sociology, began
working for KLA in 1987 in the

news department, worked in the

promotions department for a while
and became the news department
director for this academic year.

When current Comm Board
member Lisa Welch resigned from
her position as KLA general

manager late fall quarter, Cruz
filled the position. He and his staff

have been going through a trial

period lor the past two quarters,

and now they can work on
sU^englhcning programming, Cruz
said.

Cruz said he will emphasize
promotion next year to generate

extra income for the radio station.

He hopes to expand the Student

Express Cards, which students

may use to get discounts at certain

Westwood stores; distribute prog-

ram calendars established this

year; and continue to divefsify

programs.

In other business, Comm Board
appointed Esperanza Trujillo as

editor-in-chief for La Gente de

Aztlan, UCLA's Chicano, Latino

and Native American newsmaga-
zine, for the rest of the academic
year.

Former La Gente Editor-in-

Chief Mona Rivera resigned from
her position April 25, said Publi-

cations Director Terence Hsiao.

Rivera could not be reached for

comments Monday evening.

KECK
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the California Institute of Technol-
ogy, which put up more than $70
million, and by the University of
Hawaii, which donated the tele-

scope's astronomically-prime
mountaintop site. In return, Cal-
tech and the University of Hawaii
will get to use the telescope. UC,
meanwhile, will cover the obser-

vatory's operating costs well ,4nto

the 21st century.

The return will be the ability to

better see the faintest objects

known to the eye.

JR. INTERPRETERS
LANGUAGE ASSOCIATES

Shape Your Own Future
Recognize your opportunity to join AT&T, tfie telecommuni-
cations leader. We currently have Jr. Interpreters and
Language Associates positions available in our Japanese
department located in Monterey, California.

You will need a high proficiency in the Japanese/English
languages to interpret on the telephone.

Moke the right choice. This is your opportunity to grow with

AT&T. You will enjoy on excellent starting salary and
immediate eligibility for our tuition reimbursement pro-

gram. After six months of full time service, you will be
eligible for our comprehensive benefits package, which
includes medical, dental, life and vision insurance. If you're
not a United States Citizen, we will assist you in obtaining
your HI Visa. Send your resume to: AT&T LANGUAGfc
LINE, Recruiting Department JS590, 411 Pacific Street,

Suite 301, Monterey, CA 93940. We are an Equal Oppor-
tunity Employer.

The African Dance Club
of UCLA
Presents

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1990 7-1 U PM
UCLA DANCE BUILDING ROOM 200

FREE!

AT&T
The right choice.

PERFORMANCES CLASSES MUSIC
•Nzingha Camara, Artistic

Director of Le BallerKouman Keie

•Djimbe West African Dancers and Drummers
•James Makubuya, Uganda, East Africa

Teacher, Instrumentalist, Dancer
FUNDED BY CAMPUS PROCiKAMS COMMITTEE OF THE
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The blocMly reality of Operation Just Cause' in Panama
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By Daniei Kiooster

The effects of the United
States* invasion of Panama
have almost slipped from
public attention. Although there

are still many unanswered
questions about the invasion,

the free press simply covers

whatever the Bush administra-

tion sets as the agenda. Most
recently, the Lx)s Angeles Times
reported President Bush "chas-

tising" Congress for not mov-
ing faster with aid for Panama.

This aid is aimed to help

assuage the economic battering

that Panama suffered from
invasion and two years of
economic sanctions and stran-

gulation. The money is sup-

posedly going to rebuild

Panamanian democracy, but it*s

not destined for the maimed or
bereaved victims of the inva-

sion. The money will go to

banks holding Panamanian debt
and tn the Panamanian business

thorough count of the dead,"

said Teofilo Cabestrero, a

Catholic priest and writer liv-

ing in Panama.
The authorities have tried to

cover up the true number ot

civilian dead, said Cabestrero.

He said there was a conspiracy

of silence. *They want to keep
clean the expression *Just

Cause.'" A Panamanian bishop

and a vicar have complained
that human rights commissions
investigating the death toll

encounter obstacles at official

copters, tanks, incendiary

bombs, flame throwers, laser

beams. Another refugee said a

helicopter launched bomb
ignited his house, which is

four blocks away from the

barracks.

Olga Mejia, volunteer presi-

dent of the Commission of

—

-

Human Rights of Panama, said

many more civilians died in El

Chorrillo than were officially

counted. She told us it was a

"special case of genocide."

Her commission has gathered

where they were fighting.

People were afraid to stay

inside their houses because
shots came from above. Rock-
et-propelled grenades and
machine-gun bullets easily pass

through the corrugated iron

roofs of the humble houses

-here.

One woman who joined the

resistance after the invasion

started, said that the morning
of Dec. 20, a helicopter strafed

a street she was driving along.

"Children were running, women

sector, in the form of low-
interest loans and incentives.

This continues the cynical dis-

regard for human life that

characterized the invasion.

Although the invasion was
months ago, it's still loo early

to forget the dead.
^~^

"My husband is buried here

somewhere," a woman visiting

the grave on a Sunday after-

noon told me and two other

journalists in February. "They
threw him in here like a dog.
There's no justice in this

country."

For several months the staled

toll for the invasion was 23
US soldiers, three United
Slates civilians, 314 Panama-
nian soldiers, and 203 Panama-
nian civilians dead. "Thai's the

best number that has been
-arrived at by various agencies,

U.S. and Panama working
together," said William Orms-
bee of Southern Command's
Public Affairs Office in mid-

After hearing stories like

these in Panama, I wasn't

surprised to learn that 21 —
soldiers were being put on trial

for crimes that include the

deaths of eight non-combatants.

So much for professional sol-

diering.

So what was the purpose of
all this kilhng and destruction?

There are important military

installations in the zone, all

due to be handed over to the

(now defunct) Panama Defense
Forces in the year 2000.
according to the stipulations of
the Panama Canal Treaty.

Southern Command, the head-

quarters for all US military

operations south of Me^ico. is

one of them.

When the United States rati-

fied the Panama Canal Treaty
in the mid- '70s, there was a
lot of ami-American sehtiment
in Panama, but the rest of
Central and South America

levels, both Panamanian and
North American.

Even the count of 300 from
the Physicians for Human
Rights may be too low. People
widely believe in Panama that

many Ixxlies disappeared aflcr

the invasion. "There have been
secret collective burials," Cabe-
strero said.

February. He told us that those

numbers came from hospital

counts of actual bodies.

After a March report from
the Physicians for Human
Rights documented 302 civilian

casualties, however, the Los
Angeles Times reported that the

Panama-based Southern Com-
mand cut its previous estimate

of 314 Panamanian military

casualties* down to only 50.

So how many Panamanians
involuntarily made the "ulti-

mate sacrifice" for democracy?

Was it 200. 300, 600 or

thousands? The numbers the

mainsU'cam press uncritically

poru-ay as legitimate come
from the invaders and the

puppet government it installed.

We still don't know the true

total.

"Businessmen very quickly

counted up their losses in

millions of dollars to claim

compensation. But it is inhu-

mane that they have never —
officially bothered to do a

On Avenida Central, a
populafr shopping strip, we met
a man whose cousin died in

the neighborhood of El Chor-
rillo. He said the troops put
his cousin's body in a green
body bag and took him away.
He does not know where they

buried him, and doubts they

counted the body.

El Chorrillo is where most
civilians probably died. It is a
poor barrio with many wooden
houses, many dating back
almost 90 years to when the

canal was being built. When
the U.S. attacked the Panama
Defense Force barracks there,

many civilians died. A refugee
from the invasion said that

during the attack, American
soldiers shot at anything that

moved.

One of his friends was shot
in two, and then fried to a
crisp when a burning building

fell on him. Another woman
he knows broke her hip trying

to escape from a burning
building. Refugees tell of heli-

reports that U.S. soldiers

incinerated bodies with flame-

throwers and buried them on
the spot. Other bodies were
thrown into the sea.

'There have been dead sec-

retly buried," said Cabestrero,

"sometimes by their own fami-

lies, because they were afraid

to declare their dead.bcc^usc
there was so much persecution

against the previous regime,
especially in the first days."
We were actually shown two
such graves in an abandoned
cemetery in a poor barrio of
Panama City.

Even though they are cer-

tainly too low, the n^ official

death figures would seem to

give the lie to earlier press

reports that praised the restraint

of U.S. troops in the invasion.

Assuming the new figures are

true, a far greater number of
civilians died than Panamanian
soldiers. So much for surgical

precision.

Several people who fought
in the resistance on San
Migueliio, a barrio where the

fighting continued for four

days after the invasion, said

the aerial bombardment in this

poor section of Panama city

was indiscriminate. Many of
the dead and wounded were
women and children, they said,

because the helicopters attacked
populated areas away from

fell wounded all along the.

road." She said there were no
Dignity Battalions shooting

back in the area. "It was
agamst the people themselves.

They were walking and they—
shot at everybody from abov^.
It was spontaneous."

There are also reports of the

deaths of unarmed civilians at

roadblocks in the days after

the invasion. The first night of
the invasion, a bus was hit by
artillery and twenty-six people
died, according to the national

Commission of Human Rights
in Panama.

A man who lives near the

Panamanian barracks in Gam-
boa saw U.S. troops attack it.

Some fift was returned, he
told us, but most of the

Panamanians ran in their

underwear into nearby forested

mountains. He said the U.S.

troops captured many, and
made the prisoners kneel. Then
he heard the Panamanians
pleading "Doh't kill me. Don't
kill me." Then the PAH! of a
gunshot and silence. In the

morning he saw North Ameri-
can soldiers cleaning blodd off

the street with hose.

Doctors saw head wounds in

some bodies tha^ suggest they

were assassinated, not killed in

combat, according to testimony

collected by Mejia 's volunteer

human rights commission.

seemed relative ly quiet. The
. treaty served the strategic pur-

poses of the time by support-

ing stability in Panama. By the

time of the invasion, however,
things had changed.

South of Panama, guerilla

armies patrol the Colombian
countryside and smugglers ship

drugs. In Peru, communist
guerillas conu-ol much of the

hinterland. North of Panama,
the guerillas in El Salvador

and Guatemala continue to

fight tenaciously against U.S.-

backcd regimes. Meanwhile,
conflict between the still-armed

contras and the Sandinisia

army could still serve as an
excuse for a U.S. invasion of
Nicaragua.

The United States decided it

needs to secure Panama and
keep military bases there to

" make sure things go its way in

South and Central America,
many Panamanians told us.

The invasion was about United
States hegemony, they said.

The invasion got rid of
Noriega, annihilated the Pana-
ma Defense Forces, which
would have taken over the

bases and canal zone under the

terms of the treaty, and
imposed a government subser-

vient to United Sutes' inter- ^
esls. Bush recently announced
his choice for administrator of
the Panama Canal Commission.
Needless to say, it was not the
same man Noriega had picked.

In the future, look to see
the treaty renegotiated: Panama
gets the canal, and the United
States get to claim it honored
the treaty. In exchange for

payments to dependent, dollar-

starved Panama, however, the

military bases stay in U.S.
hands. So much for upholding
democracy.

Kiooster is a graduate student

of Latin American studies and
urban planning. He will be
showing slides from his trip

Remembering
"What ifyou knew her andfound
her dead on the ground?"

— Neil Young

In
early 1982, the cover of

Newsweek magazine
showed us an American

door gunner in a U.S. military

attack helicopter flying over a
Nicaraguan jungle. The caption

was something like "Washing-
ton's Secret War."
Given the Iran/Contra scan-

dal and the continuing overt

U.S. sponsorship of what can
only be honestly described as

fascism in Central America,
particularly in Guatemala and
El Salvador, we all should
know by now exactly which
"secret war" we supported and
maintained in 1,982, and that

continues unabated today.

On May 4, 1970, twenty
years ago last Friday, four

university students were mur-
dered in cold blood by U.S.
National Guardsmen at Kent
State University. The crime for

which they were summarily
executed that day was that

they happened to be associated

with a protest against another
of America's "secret wars" —
the Nixon-approved carpet

919>licy

Tim
Strawn

ing place in Cambodia, but

they all kept it out of their

reports, their newspapers and
their television shows at the

request of the Nixon White
House, on the basis of "nation-

al security."

In reality, the White House
feared that the anti-war move-
ment, which had inhibited

further escalation of the

Vietnam War, would gain

momentum if the new "secret"

escalation were to be revealed.

When the atrocities were

ihroughoul the period in order

10 subdue widespread dorTTestic

resistance to the war.

While there are important

differences between the Cam-
bodia and Nicaraguan affairs,

they share a quality which
simultaneously reflects the

imperial basis upon which U.S.

foreign policy is predicated,

while illuminating the growings
predilection for ignorance and
apathy in our society.

Military intervention in

Vietnam, beginning in early

1949, and then again in Nicar-

agua thirty years later were
excused by our leaders as

"legitimate" opposition to the

communist Medusa. However,
both were demonstrations of
the use of American military

power to exert control over
"wayward" nations, in order to

subdue them and subject them
to an integrated politico-eco-

nomic system dominated by the

United States.

Whatever the aspirations of
the occupants of these coun-
tries may have been, they had
no relevance to the policy

planners of successive U.S.

governments. In both cases, the

us. Contrary to the official

position that public knowledge
of covert policies would jeo-

pardize those policies, the real

reason is that public knowledge
of ihcsc terrible and inhumane
policies might just force our
elected officials to abandon
them.

In his 1973 essay titled,

"Vietnam and the United Slates

Global Strategy," American
intellectual dissident Noam
Chomsky slates that "In the

case of Vietnam, aniicommun-
ism served as a convenient
device for mobilizing the

American people to support
imperial intervention. After a

time, they were no longer

willing to bear the costs, or

were appalled at the consequ-
ences." The Reagan admi-
nistration, pursuing the identical

strategy in Central America,
used anticommunism to quiet

dissent from those of us who
opposed further bloodshed,

labelling us associates of the

"international communist con-
spiracy."

The important difference

between Southeast Asia and
Central America is seen when

the destruction of human life,

and the poverty and misery
caused by U.S. policy in Cen-
tral America, even aflcr the

"secret" war was exposed on
the cover of Newsweek as

early as 1982.

Some have suggested that

the difference is that Ameri-
cans were not coming home
from Cfcniral America in body
bags, and that that is why
most people remained uncon-
cerned with U.S.-sponsored
atrocities there. If this explana-

tion is at all accurate — that

it is the loss of American lives

that is important, while the
lives of Nicaraguans or Asians
are inconsequential — then we
need not look further for proof
that racism is a fundamental
characteristic of contemporary
American society.

This coming Memorial Day
when we remember our war
dead, ask yourself where the

memorial monument is for the

2 million Southeast Asians, the

200,000 Central Americans and
those 4 American college stu-

dents killed by American poli-

cy. When we remember our
own dead, let us also rememfe^m^Hf^-fHKf^ nf r.im> eventually levealcd lu Hil' gni ^^»;m. I" Lumbing a.id Uie "v;cc cxammmg the ieatiiuii of ilie DCT ino<;c who lives and whosebodia, a neutral country t>or-

dering Vietnam.

The bombing and invasion

of Cambodia had been kept
secret by Nixon, with the

collusion of congressional com-
mittees and the major Ameri-
can media. Many U.S. officials

and members of the media
knew about the massacres tak-

eral public, the reaction was
strong enough to force the

U.S. government to send in the

troops, not to South East Asia,

but to cities and college cam-
puses across our country.

Our government resorted to

the use of armed force on its

own people, not just on May
4, 1970, but many, many times

ret" war were only secrets to

the domestic population of the

United States. The victims of
our vicious attacks, the people
of South East Asia and Central

America, were all too well

aware of U.S. policy decisions

regarding their fate.
'—"^^

There is a reason that our
government keeps secrets from

American public to the exposed
atrocities in Cambodia and then

in Central America. The
tragedy of Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia was appalling to

most of the American public,

many of whom actively took

to the streets to bring the war
to an end. But Americans for

the most pan chose to ignore

countries were destroyed in our
names.

Only by recognizing and
reconciling our own destructive

past can we resolve to con-
struct a decent and humane
future,

Strawn is a library staff mem-
ber.

Letters

GALA
Editor:

i would like to respond, as
a member of UCLA's Gay and
Lesbian Association (GALA),
to Craig Dupper's letter

("Ninety Percent", Bruin, May
1). Dupper formed several

struggling with their sexuality

and looking for an environment

which allows them to be them-
selves. If Dupper had done
some research, he would have

discovered that GALA is

indeed functioning according to

its stated goals.

tonight at 6 p.m. in room 1234
of GSM.
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erroneous conclusions alx)ut

GALA based on untrue facts.

His objection to the content of
the recent issue of TenPercent
led to fierce and unfair critic-"

ism of GALA.

GALA is not affiliated with

TenPercent which, like all the

special interest papers on cam-
pus, is published by the

ASUCLA Communications
Board. GALA supports the

existence of TenPercent, but

does not control its content or

ideology. Contrary to what
Dupper seems to believe, all

lesbians and gay men do not

share the same views. We are

a diverse community and
would like to be seen as such
by society at large.

As Dupper correctly stated,

GALA'S primary goals are to

"provide resources for and
ensure lack of discrimination

toward" the gay community.
GALA has moved towards
achieving these goals by work-
ing within the campus com-
munity to create an atmosphere
of acceptance (and not mere
"tolerance") at UCLA. We
sponsor rap groups where gay
people of both sexes can find

support and recently we
organized a successful Lesbian
and Gay Awareness Week.

This year we have made a

positive difference in the Hves
of many gay men and women

Will Vanderbilt
Senior

Spanish

Freedom
Editor:

Tom Harrison's petition

demanding the dismissal of

Professor Lott {Bruin, May 3)

is outrageous. When professors

teach new left bromides such

as black crime Ixjing caused by
black poverty as self-evident

"fact," Harrison does not

object. But when a professor

challenges these bromides with

"basic microeconomic argu-

ments" that Harrison presu-

mably cannot refute, he calls

for the professor's dismissal.

Academic freedom applies

not only to those who teach

the entrenched docu-ines of the

new left, but also to those

who challenge them.

Only recently, after 400
years, did the Catholic Church
pardon Galileo, for teaching,

contrary to the Church dogma
at the time, that the earth

revolved around the sun. Let

us hope that Professor Lott

does not share Galileo's fate.

Ron M. Kagan
Graduate

Chemistry/Biochemistry fWnnjLa+e for cla55.'

r M
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On being a 'happenin' fool';

The strueele to be Hn^ takes toll on

one underappreciated social pioneer

I think my whole life has been
one big socialfaux pas. I believe ii

all started when I was bom.
When 1 think about childbirth, I

picture this dramatic moment with

the father frantically racing his

dear wife to the hospital late at

night» while she calmly begins

breathing the lamaze method. In

between breaths, she says "It's

okay honey," whoo whee whoo
whee, "Everything's gonna be
fine," whoo whee whoo whee, "I

want morphine dammit," whoo
whee whoo. Finally, in the labor

room, the miracle of childbirth

ends, and after pushing and push-
ing, the baby comes out while the

mother gasps in sighs of relief,

tears streaming down her eyes.

I was bom on March 3, 1969
during an episode of The Brady
Bunch. My moat loUl mc later (she
may have tc^d me while she was
having me, but I don't remember
much, except thinking "why is

everybody looking at me?" and
"Jccpcrs! I'm butt naked") that she

"didn't even know 1 came out". In

fact, I surprised everyone and, if

the doctor who was doing the birth

had not played football during his

college years, he may have not

caught me. So began my faux
pa.sncss. (I've always wondered
why we have to put French cliches

like deja vu and Perrier in italics. I

guess it makes it look more exotic.

Oh well, that's something a

Viewpoint columnist like Scott

Greenherg deals with).

But life as a social dysfunction-

ary didn 't end there. 1 am the oldest

of two, and as anybody who's the

oldest will tell you, we get the

brunt of any mistakes we make
while our little siblings watch
behind us, taking notes, collecting

data and picking up hand-me-
downs until they become our age
and can bask in glory down easy
street.

Like music. I didn't pick up my
first real album until 8th grade (the

Police's Sychronicity), and it was
only because I realized I was a

clueless loser in any conversation I

had with anybody in my junior

high, especially the ones with older

brothers and sisters.

"Hey Tom I just sa\v Men at

Work last night, they were gnar-

ly!"

"Yeah?" 1 would say. "I don't

like construction workers anyway.
Last night 1 watched a Datilestar

GalacUca rerun and playcd'Dun-

geons and Dragons by myself."

"Uh . . . cool Tom. Hey did you
pick up the new Journey album?
My brother just got it on 8-track.

It's boss!"

"LOOK!" I screamed at my
startled friend. "I don't like any-

thing by Men at Work, Joumey, the

Village, Kiss, Hall and ShoaLs or

WHATEVER! ABOUT THE
ONLY SONGS 1 KNOW ARE
THE HONEYCOMB CEREAL
COMMERCIAL THEMES AND
ANYTHING OUT OF MY
DAD'S DARNED CRYSTAL
GAYLE COLLECTION!!"
"Gosh Tom, you're tight," my

friend said and left me a quivering

mess in the lunch line while

curious kids looked on. Up'to that

point, I had preferred AM news
stations to FM anything. I vowed

from that day to be a sign of the

times, to be part of the coffee

generation. I marched into the

record store (after taking three

different busses) and bought
albums that people said were
*coor and started listening to Rick
Dees every Sunday morning to the

point where I was actually excited

10 here what the number one song
in the nation would be. I was hip. I

was cool. I was a hapi)enin' fool.

Of course, by the time my

Please Relax

brother Victor hit eighth grade, he

was Mr. Swingin' Eighties, listen-

ing tojcverything from the Smiths
to Chicago, and starling the trends.

I was just Victor's *dorky big

brotlier.' If only they knew the

suffering I went through to make
my brother great. 1 was a social

martyr and nobody cared.

Meanwhile, with my parents, I

was the guinea pig that they

experimented with so that when
my brother came around to doing it

they wouldn't have to worry.

I went to my first concert during

my sophomore year in high school

(Oingo Boingo at Great America
in Santa Clara . . . opened by
Wang Chung), and my parents

gave me a grilling before I even
bought the ticket.

"You want to see whoV my
mom asked. "What is Ongo Boing-
ord? Isn't that the band that bit off

the head of a deer in concert?"

"No, mom. It's a Los Angeles
band, and they don't eat anything

on stage."

"You know, Tom, that biting off

animals' heads is not tolerated in

this household."

"Mom, they don't bite off heads
of anything. That was Ozzy
O/.boume."

"What kind of songs has this

Bongo Ongo played? (As if she

really would know)"
"Have you heard of 'Only A

Lad'? *LitUe Giris'?"

"LITTLE GIRLS! Tom 1

DON'T want you listening to

music like THAT!"
"Mom! You haven't even heard

the song!"

'Fine! Fine. You do what you
will. I'm not your mother any-

more."

By Victor's sophomore year, he

had seen ten concerts and was
gearing to see ten more. My
parents had paid him to go see the

Cure when he was in eighth grade.

See HIP & COOL, page 20

Stage

A S^y nfllllGCl JOGZ Piscopo discusses New Jersey, performing, comedy
By Tom Huang
Stafi Writer

Henry David Thoreau believed in transcendental-

ism, Jean Paul Sartre, existentialism and Bull

Durham's Crash Davis in astro-turf, Kennedy's
assassination, the small of a woman's back and long,

wet kisses that last for three days.

So what describes the life philosophy of ex-Satur-

day Night Live star Joe Piscopo?
New Jersey," he told me, as we lounged in his

hotel room in Beverly Hills. "Up in the woods, I'm
just happy in this little . . . hamlet. It's just paradise. I

got a beautiful lady, I go out and do my shows, and I

don't have to put up with any bullshit from anybody.
I'm a old man, and those are the important things in

life."

Jersey certainly has impressed itself upon I^isco--

po's personality. The 38-year-old comic veteran —
who's putting on a live HBO special at UCLA's own
Royce Hall Wednesday and Thursday — has the

telltale attitude, Italian Bronx accent and habit of
saying "do ya know what I mean?" at the end of
almost every line.

His native state (where he currently resides) has
also had an obvious influence upon his work, which

oping character; that aic
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outwardly obnoxious and humorously brash.

'I prefer doing the variety type format, doing skits,

doing my characters in front of a live audience," he
related. "It's the most gratifying to me."

Which pretty much describes the show he'll be

presenting in Royce this week— a show that he said

will consist of "new stuff plus an array of familiar

characters including Joe Knows (Piscopo's take off

on Nike's "Bo knows" ads), several you may have
seen on his Miller Lite beer commercials and an Axel
Rose figure that didn't quite go so well wiiii Guns n'

Roses. -^

"We called Guns n' Roses and asked them if we
could use a couple of their songs, you know?" he said.

"And they said *No man, nobody can do us.' So now
we're doing a parody of them, and because they
turned us down, we'll have a little rougher edge to it,

you know what I mean?" He grinned mischievously.

Piscopo is not exactly a stranger to UCLA. Two
years ago, he dropped in on Royce for an HBO
Halloween special that deUghted a packed audience.

"I asked HBO if I could do it in New Jersey, where
I always try to start," he explained, "I wanted Rutgers
or Princeton, but as much as things are happening
down there, they also go back to L.A. At the

Halloween show, Royce looked so good on camera,
on television . . . it's just so rich looking."

In fact, the Halloween special was his last big

production, next to a few commercials and cameos.
Around that time, Piscopo had divorced his wife,

Nancy, and then spent a long, gruelling time in a

custody battle over their 11 -year-old son.

"It was really tough," he sighed, the whole issue an

Joe talks about his
comic counterparts
Andrew 'Dice' Clay: "I really haven't seen

his whole act, but I click through and I see 'fuck

this, fuck that'. . .that isn't funny to me."

Sam Kinnison: "He's a 'that's funny' and
Lenny Bruce-ish. He has a premise to his

vulgarity."

Jay Leno: "He's brilliant."

Aresenio Hall: "A good friend of mine. When
he's clean, he's brilliant. The sweetest guy in

the worid."

Piscopo's movie Dead Heat: "I wasn't crazy

about it, but it has a cult following. It's one of

those things that comes onto HBO (look of

horror on his face) and I say 'oh no no no
please, not again!"

Kcenan Ivory Wayans: "A classy guy, I Inve-

his stuff,

Dave Letterman: "I respect Dave. I never had
call to do the show. I'm just afraid I'm going to

abuse the guy."

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL TTw Hunt for R»d October (R)

10925 Undlxook 130^30-7 30 10 30
208-4366 70MM THX

VILLAGE Tale* From The Oerktide;

961 Broiton The Movie (R)

208-5576 12:30-3 00-5 30-10:30

'Fri & Sat Lato Show 12 45 an
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and Group Activity Tickets aoceptod
tor shows t>ek>re 6 pm only

Century City
Century Oty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Cenbry City Shoppng Center

Free Partyng
4 Hours Free Vakdalon
With Purchase of Theats Tickets

(213) 553-8900

BRUIN
948 Broilon

208-8996

Cra2y People (R)

12:30-3:00-5:30-800-10:30

WESTWOOO Teenage Mutant Nin|« Turlee (PC)
1060 Gayley (12:30-3 00)-5:30-8 00 10 30
208-7664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

2087664

Happy Together (PO-13)

(12:15)-2 45-5 15-7 45 10.15

obvious burden on his soul. "I hope you never have to

go through what I went ihrough.

"I got my ass kicked as far as losing my son. He
went through hell. 1 mean now, I go to where he is,

but thank God 1 can do that, you know what I mean?"
Piscopo now lives with his new girlfriend, Kim,

who joined us in the interview. Things are happier

now; he's successful, people are giving him work.
Things weren't so simple in his early career.

Piscopo went to a very small college in Florida that

was basically one building that rented out its

penthouse.

"UCLA is a college I would like to have said I had
gone to," he said. "I couldn't get into a school like

that in a million years."

After graduating, however, he didn't exactly jump
into the comedy scene.

"1 just fell into it," he said. "I thought, 'Gee, I'd

love to be an actor,' and I took it seriously. I went to

cattle call auditions, and wasn't getting anywhere.
Then I heard about the Improv in New York. I went
up, made people laugh for five minutes,' and then
everything just worked out."

And indeed everything did. One night while
performing at the Improv, a Saturday Night Live

See PISCOPO, page 19

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

2087664

Chattahoochee (R)

(115)-4:15-7:15 10:15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Cook, The Thief,

Hit Wile & Her Lover

(1 00)-4O0-7:00-10 00
No one under 18 admttted

My Left Fool (R>

11 50-2 3(5 5 05 7 40-10 25

Shock to tte Syttem (R)

1050-1 30-4 10 7 10-11 10

Teenage Mulant Nin|a Turttet (PG)

1120 1.50 4:20 7 20 945

Driving Mias Daity (PG)

12 40-2.55-5 35-8 10-10 40

Funny Face (NR)

11 40-2 15-4 50 7 35-10 20

The Gods Mutt Be Crazy II (PG)
12 05 2 40-5 25-755 10 35

Impulae (R)

12:10 2 50-5 30-8 05-10 55

i A (R)

10 30 1 40&00fl 1 & < < jj

REGENT WId Orchid (R)

1045 BroKton 12:15-2 45-5 15-8 00 10 45
208 3259 'Fn » Sat Late Show 1 00 an

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10 15 1 004 15 700950

PLAZA
1067 (3lendan

208-3097

Laat Eiit To Brooklyn (R)

12 30-3 00 5 30-8 00-10 30
Short Time (PG-13)

11 15-200-445715 1000

Santa Monica
Spaced Invadert (PG)

1200 2 355 15 750-1030

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN The Hunt tor

1314 Wistilre Blvd Red October (PG)
45M377 1 15^15 7 15 10.15

'Sal & Sun only tor 1 15 showlme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Ornrmg M«tt Oaiey (PG)
1314 Wlshre BMJ (12:30)-2 45-5 00-7 50 9 45
45M377-Sat & Sun only for 12:30 & 2:45 showtimes

Wrmer of Four Academy Awards

Including Best Picture

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

,
Happy Together (PG-13) _
11:30-2 06-4 40 7 30 9 50 '^

A A (R)

1000 1 15430-7 45 1045

Miami Bluet (R)

12:15-2 45-5 20-800-10 35

ROYAL
11523 SM. Blvd

-

477-5581

'Sat MKlnight

Too Beauhhji For You
^^— Daiy 530-7.45 10.00

'Sat A Sun Malnee 1 00 3 15

Lynn Redgrave n Midnight
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MUSIC HALL Monaieur Hire

9036 Wishire Daiy 5:45-800-1000
274-6869 'Sat & Sun Matinee 1 30 3 45
Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Thraada

RNE ARTS Camiile aaudet
8556 WHshire Daly 5 25-8 30
652 1330 'Sat ft Sun Matree 2O0

Sun 11 am SidewaNi Motai

one can lood admits

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincarnation of Golden Lolua
1332 2r>d St Oaiy 5 15-746 1000
394 9741 'Sat & Sun Matree 12 45 3 00

Paychology Sertee: Siddhariha

Sal A Sun 10 am

MONICA Camiile aaudel
1332 2nd St Daly 5 15^30
3949741 'Sal & Sun Malvwe 2:00

Sat A Sun 10.15 am Krithnamurt): With A S«lent Mmd

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART 22 Tourney Of Animation

11272 Saita Monica Bl 445715945
478-6379 'Sat & Sun Matrees 12 15 2 30

Fn 12 am Batket Caae II

Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Picture Show

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

GoMwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tic Me Down
11:30-1 45-4 60 610-820-10 30

QoMwyn Mama, There'a A Man In Your Bed

475-0202 12 15 2 30 4 45-7 00 915

plus a short Chuck Workman'a: Piec^ d Silver

Goldwyn
475-0202

'—. Ileruv V
11 00 1 40-4.20-7 00 940

Goldwyn
4 75 0202

Fn

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12'45 3005 10 720930

& Sat Late Sha» 1 1 45 pm

MONICA
1332 2nd St

3949741

'Sat ft Sun 1030 am

Tht Tenant!

Daly 5 00-7 30 9 45

'Sat ft Sun Matnea 2 30

Jung Matter of Heart

MONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd SI SpMklng Parta

394 9741 Daily 5 45 8 00-10 15'

'Stats Fn TrjvHing Playera

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10809 Wellwor^

475 9441

THX/Dofcy Stereo

« A (R)

12:50 4-007t5 1015 AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475071

1

THXyDdby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

1155230505 740 10?5

UA CORONET
10889 WeHwort)

475 9441

THX
'Fn i

Nobotfy'a PtrfKt (R)

1240 2 50-5 00 7 30 9 45

Sat Lato Show 12 00 am
AVCO CINEMA II

Wilth at Weetwood
475-0711 • Fn

SRH'HX/Daltjy Stereo

The Guardian (R)

12 50 3 10-5 35 8 00 10 30

Sat Lale Show 12 35 an

UA CORONET
10886 Welworth
475-9441

THXyDdby
'Fn

Miami Bh>ea
12:30-3 00 5 15 7 45 10^

ft Sat Lata Show 12 10 am

AVCO CINEMA II

Wnsh at Westwood
475 071

1

OoH»y Stereo

I Love You To Death (R)

100 3 15-5 30 7 46 10 00
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Music

Lloyd's latest waxes romantic, moody, thoughtful
By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

ALBUM: Ltoyd Cole. Capitol Records

Question: So why does this

photo of Lloyd Cole on his new
album look like George Michael
with a hangover?

Answer: Don't know.
I'm pretty sure, though, that the

photo wasn't taken after Lloyd had
listenexl to the final version of the

album or anything. Like, "Oh, shit,

nine months of work and it sounds
just like Father Figurel"

Nope. Sounds really good to me.
Of course, I always liked Lloyd
Cole and the Commotions and I

don't really think Lloyd's gonna
win any converts with this album.

But the "faithful" will undoub-
tedly be happy.

His distinctive style with the

Commotions was built around
introspective, complex lyrics and

lush, melodic arrangements. All

that still goes here.

In fact, about the only noticeable

difference on Lloyd Cole from the

three albums he did with the

Commotions is a slower beat and
slightly more adventuresome gui-

tar (provided by former Voidoid
Robert Quine).

So while Lloyd Cole still fits

into the "alternative music" categ-

ory, there's that schizophrenic

asp)ect his music has always had:

on the one hand, you can claim him
as "good" to all your friends who
like underground stuff because his

lyrics are offbeat, but on the other

hand, his musical arrangements
are so rich that they have this

suspicious kinship with the Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra.

Which may not be entirely odd
since he's British and all. His

songs, however, are pure America-
na. He has that English fascination

with the rough edges of American

culture and, like Bryan Ferry and
Roxy Music in their jieyday, is able

to serve up a highly stylized

portrait of Hfe in the U.S.A. which

may be more interesting than the

real thing.

More than anything else, what
Cole ^ums out on this album are

mood pieces. The most effective

songs on the album are "No Blue

Skies," "Downtown" and "Mercy
Killing," which are all moody cuts

about Love Lost, Exploring the

Underground and Being Afraid of

Being Happy.

Cole seems to consider himself

first and foremost a poet and tailors

the music to suit his often compli-

cated lyrical train. Which is what
keeps his stuff interesting since

bridges are often coming where
you never exp)ect them, the melody
is abruptly shifted or simply
dropped and the rhythm gets

IdSi^

See COLE, page 20 Snap out of it, Lloyd! Your album's really good!

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

nAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

oPTOHffTnciro
ai •irtMwtrie eetter |^^X

OR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.
o ' t » m f r a I •

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOO VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

~- NOTICE

Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Report
UCLA Patient Family Guest House Project

The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) has prepared a Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) to describe the potential environmental effects of the proposed
Patient Family Guest House Project.

The University of California, Los Angeles proposes to construct a Patient Family
Guest House with 76 rooms and 12 two-room suites and accompanying amenities
(approximately 58,350 square feet) and a 254 space subterranean parking garage on
a site located at 900-920 Tiverton Avenue directly across LeConte Avenue from the
UCLA Medical Center. The Patient Family Guest House will provide short-term
housing for families and friends accompanying inpatients at the Medical Center,
persons undergoing extended outpatient procedures, and visiting personnel.

On Wednesday, June 6, 1990 a public hearing will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the Press
Room of the J.D. Morgan Center on the UCLA campus to accept testimony on the
potential environmental effects of the proposed project. Courtesy public parking will

be provided in Parking Structure 6 located at the northwest corner of Westwood Plaza
and Strathmore Drive.

Comments in writing concerning the Draft Environmental Impact Report may be
submitted until June 18, 1990 to:

I - I II I

.
I.

•

I
I

_

...
. " . I

.

.

"

Mr. Mark Home
UCLA Capital Programs

2256 Murphy Hall

r- Los Angeles, CA 90024-1405

Copies of the DEIR are available for review at the address above and the following
campus libraries: University Research Library, Biomedical Library, Architecture and
Urban Planning Library, Management Library, Engineering and Math Sciences
Library, and the Law Library. In addition, copies are available for review at the West
Los Angeles Regional Branch Library (11360 Santa Monica Blvd.), the Brentwood
Branch Library (1 1820 San Vicente Bfvd.), and the West Hollywood County Library
(715 N. San Vicente Blvd.).

'

Consider a paralegal career .

.

The paralegal profession is the fastest growing
occupation in tho country with jnhopporfnn itif^-m-

private law firms, corporations and government.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1975
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Evening classes • Special day program for college graduates
Financial aid and scholarships • Excellent placement service

Fall day and evening programs
begin September 4

University of West Los Angeles
School of Paralegal Studies

12201 Washington Place, Los Angeles CA 90066
(213)313-1011 x205
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AMERKAN DANCE THEATE
Ahfin Alley, Pounder A
Judith Jamison, Artistic Dire<tor

V

PROGRAMS

Tues., May 8

(All Alley program)

REVELATIONS

Excerpts from

MfMORIA
NIGHT CREATURE
THE LARK ASCENDING
OPUS McSHANN
A SONG EOR VOU
BLUES SUITE

CRY

Wed .Mays
COME AND GET THE BEAUTY Of

IT HOT (Talley Beany)

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

Thurs MaylO
(All Alley program)

LANDSCAPE

MASEKELA//l/V(5/IGf

REVELATIONS

Fri.Mayll

SHARDS (Donald Byrd)

AFTER FDEN (John Butler)

fOR BIRD WITH LOVE ( Alvin Alley)

Sal , May 12 Malinte

COME AND GET THE BEAUTY Of
IT HOT (Talley Beany)

LANDSCAPE (Alvin Alley)

SUITE OTIS (George Saison)

Sal . May 12 Evtfling

STREAMS (Alvin Alley)

SARONG PARAMARIBO
(Lester Morion) ^~~^~~"

EPISODES (Ulysses Dove)

THE STACK-UP (Talley Beatty)

Sun , May 13

BL UES SUITE (Alvin Alley)

CRY (Alvin Alley)

RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER
(Donald McKayle)

REVELATIONS (Alvin Alley)

/•

If

y'^

7 performances!

Tues.-Sat., May 8-12 at 8:00 p.m.

Sat. and Sun., May 12 & 13

at 2:00 p.m.

S31 50, 2750, 21 50, 12 50*

(mludes V SO Wiltern (heotre fwility fee,

kkets ovoiloble o» UCLA Central kket Offwe (cosh only)

ond ot kketMoster oofiefs

m
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(2131 4«0-323a • (7141 740-2000

'Students onfh M hrrie 10 Student fniiets not ovoiobie ol

TKletMclei Rush ot showtime fw Students ond Si (iti/ens (Imited

ovoUxlity, Pioqrom, dotes, tmes onH piKes subfed to (honge

These performances are in memoty of

Mr Alvin Alley

1931-1989

UCLA

ARTS

THE HEART AND SOUL Of DANCE,
THE ALVIN AllEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IS SPONSORED BY PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES INC.

'Collaborator' for writers
does everything but write
By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

First there was the word processor. Then the spell checker. Now
computers can help writers on an even more basic level. Collaborator, a

pc-based artificial intelligence program from Frankie Corp. in Santa
Monica, offers screenwriters assistance in putting together their stories.

The phrase "artificial intelligence" often brings to mind intelligent

computers with thoughts and desires of their own, but the reality is much
more down to earth.

Collaborator asks the writer questions about the story, remembers
details like the names of characters, and forces the writer to give answers
to questions about the structure and premise of the story. The idea is to

apply some fairly well known ideas of story structure, and think things

out carefully, identifying the holes in a concept early on before a lot of
time is wasted.

There are pages of questions in Collaborator, and running an idea
through can take several hours to several days.

Questions about a charcter start with name, sex, height and hair color;

and go on to cover the inner motivations and weaknesses of the character.

Questions about a story premise include everything from the title to the

intended audience, and go on to ask about the theme, genre, and tone of

the story. Then it asks you to outline the story itself, step by step.

Granted, a lot of this could be done by writing out the questions in a
book and going through them one by one, but Collaborator is a bit more
systematic, and makes you really sit down and type out the answers. If

you want to stop, the program saves your responses on disk, and you can
come back later and finish. You can also go back later and make changes,
until you have your story worked out to the point where there's nothing
left to change. Then it's time to write the script.

Aristotle's six elements of drama are advertised to be the basis for the

questiong Collaborator asks. More recent authors like Lajos Egri or Syd
Field seem to also have been influential. The elements that make a well

ietiftded Hotlywoerf dramft rto woII known -tmd t\oMp\u^ nil iho

exceptions, Hollywood films work. Certainly well rounded characters an
a carefully thought out plot will never hurt.

For the screenwriter who is trying to formulate a new story.

Collaborator can offer valuable advice. In the bottom line, the story

comes from the writer, and the writer has to judge whether he is giving

honest answers. But Collaborator forces the writer to face the issues. It

may focus the writer's attention on problems he hadn't really thought

about. And in this sense, it is a very valuable writing tool. The final sce-

nario, of course is that the author is the one who has to come up with the

solutions, and write.

In the Air with Dutch film

Jackson, & the prime time
By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer

A Dutch student filmmaker has won the foreign film category of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' 17'AnnuaI Student Film
Awards. Mike van Diem's Alaska competed with entries from 20 other

countries.

Janet Jackson will celebrate her 24ih birthday at Disneyland in Tokyo.
The Rhythm Nation Tour will also perform throughout Japan from May
17-May 23. June 9 has also been announced as the second Af/V Janet
Jackson Saturday.

Beyond the Model Minority will air Friday as part of KCET's award-
winning series By the Year 2000 in conjunction with Asian-Pacific

Week. The series explores the question, "Are Asian-Americans realizing

the American Dream?"
Entries are now being accepted for the 1990 Nancy Susan Awards.

Entry categories included prime time dramatic series, prime time comedy
series, television entertainment specials, children's programs, and
documentaries. For more information, call the Center for Population
Options at (818) 766-4200.

Actor Bud Con will star as the irresponsible Truman Capote in

Lawercnce Grobel's dazzling new play. An Evening with Truman Capote
on KCRW. The play based on Grobel's best-celling book. Conversations
with Capote will broadcast Saturday May 12 from 8-9:30pm on KCRW
(89.9FM)

PISCOPO >

From page 16
~

exec checked him out and asked for a audition tape. Almost immediately
afterwards, he became one of the 'new' cast of Saturday Night Live.

"It was tough the first year," he admitted. "We had to replace people
like Billy Murray, John Belushi ... it was a nightmare, it was awful.

"But anybody that has worked off Ihat show, to this day, has a career.

With SNL, I remember thinking that, distinctly. I remember thinking, am
I gonna make it? Am I gonna make something o[ myself? It was fun —
the best days ofmy life, the worst days ofmy life. It was frantic hell, like a

comedy club during the Vietnam War. As I got on, things started click-

ing.** ' ^ '

But despite all of his success, Hollywood just isn't his? town.
"Folks here (Hollywood) don't understand the serenity of being out of

the rat race of this town," he said. 'They don't get it. I think they feed off
of it, you know? People say, 'Well, what are we doing for dinner, when
are we going here, when are we going there' . . . Yo man, where' s your
life? Where's your head? Where's your body? Where's your soul? A lot

of them lose that."

Let's hope you don't, Joe.

Tickets for his show are available at CTO.

€>
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BOOK BONUS
ENVELOPE DEADLINE

ONLY

DAYS

LAST DAY

i\/iAY11

FOLLOW THESeY^^v^- -° ZlHr
SIMPLE STEPS.

books (not just textbooks),

and/or magazines during any or

all of the three eligibility periods is eligible for a

Bonus. Special colored receipt tape from the cash
registers at the beginning of each quarter will

remind you that your purchases are eligible for a

Bonus.

i( Save all your colored receipts until you are sure you will be keeping
your books

"A' Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill out a Book
^ Bonus envelope (envelope boxes'are located at Ackerman. Lu Vailed

and Health Sciences Stores), and drop it into the Book Bonus box.

^ Receipts from Fall and Winter quarters may be turned in with your

Spring receipts during envelope acceptance dates: March 10-May TT"

if Your bonus for all three quarters will be mailed out to you at the end of

the academic year.
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Another Schmooze with the Rabbi ...

The Ladder of Spiritual
Ascent: Counting the Omer
as a Mystical Journey
wit±i Rabbi Chaim
Tuesday, M^
6:30

^ t^^
bAVE THE BAYIT!!!

.tx>nsorcd by Hillcl Students" Association and the Westwood Uaylt

V

(fur)

+

B«lara going to Paflect Skn
Cart, I was SMing a demutolo-

gnl wtio pr«&cnb«d mnoant
which was strong«r than idra cy-

drw and a tactai anmam This

laslad Icr ovw a yoar Th« r»-

suls ware lew and vary siow n
app«anng One* I slarlsd gmng
10 Ptrlaci Stun Care, p«apl« be-

gan to notice my skr deanng up

wthin a month I didn't need to

talw any mectcation. whch made
me duzy and Perfect Skt\ Care

gave me good treatment to attach

every p<mple, whch insured they

would go away So now my slun

IS much clearer than when I was
seeing a derrrxilologKt I highly

recommend her lor anyone with

with any type o( acne protiem

Everyn Ballesteros (UCLA Sludert)

PERFECT SKIN CARE

(213) 380-6891

open Tues-Sat.

Exfoliation

The new big word

in skin care

•Deep Pore

Cleaning

COLE
From page 18

roughed up.

So if Cole can sometimes be
accused of overly ripe arrange-

ments, on this album he shows that

the music, as always, is secondary
to the stories he has to tell.

If you like your music moody,
romantic and maybe just a little too

thoughtful, Lloyd's your guy.

And who knows? If he sells

enough copies of this album,
maybe he'll even shave and smile

for 'the next one.

HIP & C • •

ACNE-A TREATABLE
DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

Whenever,

am under

stress my
lace breaks

out I have

oily Stan, so

1 IS realy hard to keep i dear al

the time I have gone to see a der

matologist a lew times, but I dUnl
want 10 take any chemcaJ p4l$ or

hormone shots I Ined Perted Stan

Care, and I noticed the diHerence in

about 2 months I am salislied with

the results, and I recommend Perled

Stan Care lo everyone, espeaaVy th-

ose ones with o4y stan You1l notce
the ditlerencei Terna Shr (USC)

Deadline Ad Insertion 2 piti May 9th
\y/

"ENTERTAI
DINING OUi

MENTAND
GUIDE"

From page 16

"Isn't the great?" my morti had
said, "little Victor is growing up,

going to see the Pure and just

having fun. Sigh. You know, you
were always a problem child,

Tom."
My parents offered to drive him,

but he refused, bless his little

wretched soul. My parents offered

me once to drive me somewhere
. . . my junior prom. After count-

less minutes spent bantering mc
about the horrors of wild teen-age

party driving and the rising costs of

rental limousines, I finally asked,

exasperated, "So how am I sup-

posed to get there?"

After Q mimitc of pootkrmg, layi

>r;inJ.nvl ^i:cs:

Tlie entertainment Awd

'.lining cnit uHiiJe wil

include:

RESTAURANT,
AND NIGHT CLUB
LISTINGS

C oniiiio Oiic Ma\ l(>ch

^
' n

. s

^*^VMw^^^«w^^X''^W*'~*\

dad finally announced trium

phantly, "We'll lake you! What
could be safer? We'll make it a

family thing." 1 almost considered
taking the bus before my friend

came through and we double
dated.

My brother called me last week,
excitedly telling me that he got a

date to the junior prom who was a

senior. This girl was a freshman
when I was a senior in high school.

1 knew her. We were friends.

Effectively, my brother now could
go out with someone I may have
had relations with. Our two worlds
were colliding.

"Great!" -f said edgily.

"Yeah!" he said. "And mom and
dad are helping me pay to rent a

helicopter to get there . .
."

I still have to call my brother

back and apologize for hanging up
for him. Right now, I'm not quite

up to it.
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AL-TAUB

HA'AM

lA GENTE

NOMMO
PACIFIC TIES

TENPERCENT

TOGHHER

LEARN THE BASICS OF
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

TONIGHT

TUESDAY MAY 8

6 P.M.

ACKERMAN UNION 3530
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Classified
DAILY BRUIN Classified

112 Kerckhofi Hall, 308 Westwtxxj Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

INFO: (21 3) 825-2221 FAX: (21 3) 206-0528
Th« inanagament rtMrv«sth« continuing right to change, reclassify, revisa or

reject any classified advertiseinent not meeting the standards of the Dally Bruin

CLASS! Fll

Daily. 15 words or lees $4.25

Daily, each addilHsnal word $0 27

Weekly, 1 5 words or less $1 5.00

Weekly, each additional word Si .00

Display adsstudeni rate/col. inch $8 00

Display ads-local rate/col -inch $9 45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classified Line Ads;

1 working day in advance by noon

Classified Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon

Make checks payable to the UCLA Daily Bruin

Th« ASUCO CooimunicMant Bo«rd tiily toppork t^ Unvw tity ot Calilcxnia't policy on ngndisavnioa-

bon No msdum ahril aocapt advarliMmcnlt «i^ich pr*»0ni pvrtons o' «ny on^n. raca raltgion. %mt or

s«»ual o(i«niabon m adamaanr^gMrayof imply t>atthey afolimitttd topoulons c^aCakoaa.roteaor Uatut
ir> soaety Nailh«r t\9 Dai'y Brum noi !>>• ASUCLA Cofnmunicatiant Board hat mvatlgatad any o) tia

••rvic«*adv«rtiMdo(lheadv«fbMr»r«pfe&*niadinlhi«is«u« Anyparaonbskwving ihalan advwbaamarl
in this issue violalad lh« Board's policy on nondisaimmabon stalad haram $^auld communicala porpplaKits

in«Mibngiolh«Bu»inat»lwlana9«r Daily Bfuin. 1 12 Kafd^olf Hal. SOSWaaiwood Ptaia Loc^^galaa CA
90024 For a»sislanc« with housing discrimmalon p<obl«ms. call lh« UCUA Houamg Othc* at S2S-4491 or

call l^« Westside Fa* Housing Oltic* al 475-9671

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings
Campus Services

Church Services

1

2

3

Salons 21

Sperm Donors 19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Concert Tickets 6 Business Properties 25

Found 18 Opportunities 26

Free

Good Deals

8

7 EMPLOYMENT
Lost 17 Child Care Wanted 35
Miscellaneous

Personal

9
10

Domestic Help Wanted
Help Wanted

36
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Political

Research Subjects

Sports Tickets

Trade In / Swap

11

12

5

14

Internships

Job Agencies

Job Opportunities
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34
31

32
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Vacation Service 4
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Wanted to buy

15

16
ENTERTAINMEirr

Club Guide 40

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Dining Guide «

Restaurants

41

46
Health Services 22 Social Events 45

Pregnancy 20 Theatre Guide 47

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50
Apartments to Share 54
Apartments Unfurnished 52
Condos for Rent 69
Condos for Sale 67
Condos to Share 68
House Exchange 59

House for Rent 56
House for Sale 58

House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing Service . 55
Real Estate 61

Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53
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Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76

Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running 75
Sailing 78

Skiing 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting

^ 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc Rentals 87
Photo Sen/ice 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES
Child Care . 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance 91

Legal Advice" 92
Money to Loan 93
Movers 94
Music Lessons 102

Personal Service 95

Resumes 104

Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutonng Offered 98
Tutonng Needed 99
Typing 100

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107

Travel 1 05
Travel Tickets for Sale 1 06

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 110

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale

Mopeds
Motorcycles for Sale

Rides Ottered

Rides Wanted

113
119

114

115
116

PARKING .

Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain B(^
Furniture

125
126

Garage Sales

Miscellaneous

127
128

Musical Instruments 129
OfticeEquipment

Pets

133

130

Stereos / TVs / Radios 131

Sports Equipment
Typewhters / Computers

132
134
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KNLDSEN 1220

7:0()p.m.

Tuesday, Mav Sth

Speaker:

DENNIS PRAGER
KABC RADIO TAI K SHOW HOST

Bruin Republican Meeting

Everyone is welcome

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERI
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employees recerve

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot award tx>th.

1

Don^t miss the pleasure ofsendimj

fresh flowers on Mother's Day...

Call our 24 hr line for flower or balloon

orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213 477 3333
Mention this ad and get $5.00 off orders of $20 or more

(except wire outs)

I

I

I

I

I

S3.S^

iPIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO ^

Personal 10

•^\^^^^^^-^y^^\'W^*««.
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Ftee Delimt/ Tiekefs

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
? ANGELS - DODGERS

^VV^ MADONNA
Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

' Fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

ST JUDE'S NOVENA May the Sacred Heart of

)esus be adored, glorified, loved, and pre-

served throughout the world rtow and forever.

Sacred Heart of )esus, pray for us. St. )udie,

worker of miracles, pray for us. Help of the

hopeless, pray for us. Say this prayer 9 times a

day, by the 8th day your prayer will be

answered It has never been known to fail.

Publication must be promised. Thank you, St.

jude, for granting my petition. Marlcna.

If

t

ASTROLOGY
READINGS

E.S.P., TAROT CARDS
Loretta Hill

Reader and Advisor
Qroup or private con-

sultations.
Appts. necessary

(213) 207-1624 9am-
10pm 7days/wk
SPECIAL: All Mini
Readings $10

¥

•••••••••X

COUPON COUPON COUPON

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM
TT-

825-21 61

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 for Info about

our rolling party unit

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon Dsomion, Thurs Book Snjdy

Fn Step Sudv AU as,*^ \'2r.\j 1:15

Tues "a-/ ir NF>I C8177 Wed Oscusskwi

NPI CSS38 1210100
for alcohoics or indnriouats wtio h«ve a

dnnkinQ praMwn

(?1)) M7-«}16

Good Deals

COME DISCUSS 'A World Embracing View,"

Thurs, May 10, .S-6pm.Ackerman, room 3520
Sponsor BAHA'I Club.

Concert Tickets 6

4 MADONNA TICKETS together for/^.-.y M.
Best off.r lakes 'em. Call RC (213)477.IW,4

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small (213)556-2869.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Rcqufist

"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3 303 or
(fl18)992-696f>

When UC Dean

You stud! We'je
^so proud of you!
Love always, Anne & Lori;

To My
Alpha. Chi Sisters,

Thanh For Caring

LITB,

^^onnte

NOdOOO NOdnOD NOdflOO

Free 8

ILMAU ffAIKMODELS ncedoci lor medium
and short length .styles Carlton Hair, West
sideShan (2l.m53-4369

AO
would like to recognize

Bri Lu
^

Sister of the month!

MAURY TOY #27

Good Job on a

great spring ball.

I love you tons.

Your #1 fan

Melissa

c,: V'
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breadstiks
tit UnifcsdW^il

"AWA y IN 1ML SK Y, beyond the clouds, live 4 or 5 magicians.

By casting WONDERFUL SPELLS they turn the Most Ordinary
Coach Trip into a Magical Mystery Tour. If you let yourself go,

the Magicians will take you away to marvelous places. Maybe
YOU'VE been on a MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR without even
realizing it. Are you ready to gol SPLENDID!" „ ,— Beatles —

SAM PSYCHEDELIC
MAY 12th.

^ SEPI'S Budwciser C^Amw t5^»* Ct^CrAm^y,

AF PH!S A^f!) DATFS -

PPFPARF FOP THF

POCKY HOPPOP
PTCTUPE SHOW PAPTY

THURSDAY NIGHT.
DESTINATION ... UNKNOWN M!

Jenni Beach
Great job on
Anchor Splash!

We love and"
appreciate you.

^ Your
AT Sisters

^'HERMAN (in)
)'* HAPPY BIRTHDAY
- YOU OLD MAN!
^ I LOVE YOU!

KRISTA (AXn)

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose wetgnt
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

IFC
Appointed Positions

" Rush Chairman
- Asst. Rush Chairmen (4 positions)
' Intramurais Chaimien

**

- Director of Public Relations
- Director of University Relations
- Greek Week/Special Events Chairman
' Philanthropy Chairman
- Scholarship Chairman
- Director of Housing

Applications Due
TODAY at 5 P.M.

Applications Available Through
Fraternity Presidents

or

Office-of- rratern i ty/i^^oron ty Kelalioiis

(118 Men's Gym)

Turn in Applications and Sign-Up for

Interviews at

The Office of Fraternity/Sorority

Relations

1 18 Men's Gym

For More Info. Call 825-9927

Research Subjects 12 Sperm Donors

._yi=

i.

^sg ^(m imimm^'^'^
-Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptonns for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation. -

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS

--WHa^AR£ 4WTf«fST«>-4^-W¥*NewW^--N
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL'
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574

EARN $150. VOLUNTEER FEMALES, ages

20-24 and ages 32-37 with regular menstrual

cycles nol on birth control pills wanted for

sleep evaluation study. Subjects will need to

sleep in the Harbor UCLA Sleep Center for four

nights during one month. Call Shcila

(213)825-5688.

FRFE LUNCH!! Wanted Students: Help strug-

gling MBA students with thesis We need your
input If you have/or have access to a tv jnd a

VCR, you qualify. We'll even throw m a free

lunch and $1 5 for a mere 1 'A -2 hours of your
time. Call (21.3)397.9751.

HAPPY FAMILIES with children ages 8 to 1 3.

Two hours participation. Receive free mmi-
seminar on family relationships plus $10. Call

Elizabeth (21.3)825-0215.

HEALTHY, male volunteers, 18 and older

needed for injection of radioactive isotope to

fmage the brain, heart or bones. Bloods taken

$50.0/2hrs. Call M-F 11-3 (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with altentlonal prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

MALE VOLUNTEERS needed with fair skin for

sunscreen testing. Volunteers will be paid. For
info, call (213)828-8887

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

CALIFORNIA
c:RYO BANK'

NEED EASY MONEY??
.
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.
Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

-J Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

Daily Baiin Classified
^ -

Tuesday, May 8, 1 990 23

Health Services

PAY ATTENTION' Males, age 30-55, paid $1 5 cprr .^A.pr-i ^ir- T
''

testing (21.3)825 6402 Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855-9076

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (age 25-49), male, pre

vious non-smokers or heavy marijuana/plus
tobacco smokers needed. Minimal radioactiv-

ity involved 2 visits. 80 min, $35 each. Call

(213)206-0396

Tues/Sat. 11-7

Health Services 22

A SINUS STUDY. SUB)ECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

STUDY SUBJECTS WANTED for six month
premenstrual syndrome study entailing blood
sampling and administration of Naloxone or

Placebo Study pays $100 If you are ages
1 8-40, have PMS or no symptoms prcmenstru-
ally, have regular periods, and are not on the

'"pill call Sheila (213)825-5688.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Ijimilcd openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman. Clinical

Psychologist.
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appoinlmenu available. (213)655-6730

Wanted 15

BILLY JOEL - Did you tape him at Ackerman?
I'd love a copy Call Jon (213)209-0477

Lost 17

LOST, Silver ring Blue stone 4/26/90. Re
ward! Sentimental value. Call (213)442-0177

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirtz

(213) 470-4323

Opportunities 26

EARN $1 0,000/mo. or more. Have the courage

to call It could make you rich. (21 3)280 3558

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
or 'Hfo'Tiai 0^

Ca Ar-a
l8'e: 9«G 38«3

Ca'-cof p.i' en's

ITOt-Ci-o.^' I A t/e'~o' I

''0"^ yo..' ^ja" L :.,ilion

4954 Van Njyi Blvfl Shirman Oaks

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurarxx

office. Must type SO wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. PT, for busy

female entrepreneur in Santa Monica. Seeking

bright, organized person w/ good WordPerfect

and phone skills to work Monday thru Tliurs-

day, 9-1 . $6-1 (Vhr. -t- benefits. (21 3)393-0244.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Westside office. Great opportunity for_

advancement In nationally c&panding charter

cruise operation. Sales experience and refer-

ences necessary. (213)491-1000.

LAW FIRM

nee(Js motivateiJ person

to (Jo challenging legal

an(j clerical tasks

Great Experience to tiel(j.

Please send resume

vv/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600+Aveek in cannery,

$8,000-$12,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary Male or female. For

68-pagc employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-

tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ARTIST wanted to design logo for Fantasy

-Baseball Team. Please call Kim
(213)478 6715.

ARTS INSTRUCTOR- For summer day-camp
in WLA. Use verious art media lo provide a

creative program to children 4-13. (213)

472-7474.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS THIS FALL CAMPUS
RFI'RFSENTATIVES SOUGHT TO SUPERVISE
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION AND COOR-
DIANTE CAMPUS PUBLICITY EARN UP TO
$1,000.00 OR MORE. SEND RESUMES TO:

CRIMSON & BROWN ASSCXIIATFS, 1430
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, SUITE 1003,

CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 INDICATE SUM-
MFR ADDRESS.

BIOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN Full/

part-time. Minimum hours/week. Tissue cul-

ture, immunology essays, microscopy, mouse
care. REQUIREMENTS: Biology or chemistry

major. Bachelor's orefcrred. Salary

$9.go-$1 1 .50. Contact Dr Peterson or Lu-

binski: VAWLA (213)824-4335.

BOOKKEEPER F/C Through statements Sharp

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will

be skilled in customer service, knowledge of
sporting goods, and the ability to work

efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

BRENTWOOD CO. junior accountant/

bookkeeper wanted immediately in WLA. Min
one year experience in AR, AP, )E, |L. Compu-
ter knowledge a must. Excellent growth poten-

tial (818)887-7056.

BRENTWOOD tanning salon looking for sun

loving, enthusiastic sales people. All hours

available. Apply in person. 1 1 761 San Vicente.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

aftemoon. $5-$7/hr. Beverly Glen Blvd. 3

miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0788.

Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply In person at:

Iho Cockpit

9609 Uttle Santa Monica BI.BH,

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part time

posjtioris available.

(213) 274-6900

BUTTONS, bumper slickers, and Birkenslocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.

VOTER REVOLT Earn $250/4OOwk. Work
with students on campaign lo give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices slate-wide.
(213)475-8110.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CLASSIFIED AD SALES. Experience required in

large circulation classified ad or yellow page

ad sales. Commission program- well-

cstablished Westside firm. )an (21 3)208-41 77.

COUNTER HELP, Venice Beach. Fun at the

beach. Weekends, very busy, $G/hr. Scott,

(21:^)305-88.30.

COURIER for Graphics Lab Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50A»r + .35/milc. After-

noons 1 2:.30-6:.30, own car and insurance

required. City Graphics Brian (21 3)938 3744

CRUISE SHIP jOBS---opportunity guide

$300-S9()0 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

iSPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

DANCE INSTRUCTOR Wanted for a creative

arts summer day-camp in WLA Teach mod-
ern, folk, and ethnic dance techniques and

creative movement lo children ages 4-13

(213) 472-7474

—sN-C<?AUiEy^Xity..A<toi.^8/E-.jyian^ag£mCA^J^^
opportunity for advancement; aggressive,

take-charge. To $50k. (213)557-0142.

BOOKKEEPER/ASSISTANT in home office,

sort mail accounts payable, general office

6-8hrVwk (213)939 1720

we<;k. Part-time Call (818)895 ()f>05

DATA ENTRY. EARN EXTRA INCOME WFD
NESDAY AND THURSDAY STARTING
$6.50/HR 20 HRS/WK HOLLYWOOD
(213)461-4048 MARK

GOLD ARROW CAMP
on Huntington Lake in the Sierra National

Forest. Hiring highly motivated male cabin
counselors and male/female instructors foe:

Day hiking, rockclimbing, ropes course,

archery, arts and crafts, and waterfront.

Call our camp office for an application.

(213)545-3233

DAY CAMP *STAf F needcd--counsclor, prog-

ram specialists and nurse. Call Carl Dugas.

(213)637-1362 after 6pm.

DELIVERY for Cookie Co. M-F, P/T AM. $6/hr.

plusmileagc. Must have car and
insurance.(21 3)477-4479.

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays

8:30-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant Of-

fice. $8/hr. (213)454-1061.

DRAMA SPECILAISTS- Wanted for summer
day-camp, WLA. Plan drama activities rehear-

sals, performances and help children 4 '/» to

ululize and develop their creative potential.

(213) 472-7474

DRIVERS wanted for Mother's Day in village

flower shop. Must have van. Thurs-Sat. Call

Brian (213)208 4000.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
Work to dismantle the
military-industrial

complex and rebuild
our society. SANE/
FREEZE, the country's
largest peace & social

Justice lobby, is hiring

dedicated women &
men to be grassroots
organizers. FT/PT/Summer.
CALL (213) 938-3470

FILE CLERK PA, F/l, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS needs clerk for

general office work 3 mornings/wk, 10-2pm

and p/l weekends. 8/hr. (213)205-08.30

FHASHERS needed for Sororiiy House 5 days/

wk. 4-7or 8pm (213)208-6657

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! lor

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking lips particular lo Hawaii,

send $1 16 Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St, Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 96813

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY- Needs help,

10 P/T, $500-$1,500/mo, 10 F/T,

$2,000- $6,000/mo. Full training. Start now!

(213) 441-1610.

LEGAL ASSISTANT small business litigation

firm looking for in individual willing to make
atwo year minimum commitment. Will assist

attorney in trial preparation; great opportunity

for prelaw students. Must have good analyti-

cal and organizational skills. Flexible hour«

and negotiable wage. Send letter including

C.P.A., SAT score, and list of high school

activities and awards to LEVY & NORMIN
TON, Attn. Vanessa Huey, 81 5 Moraga Drive,

Los Angeles, CA 90049

TOUR COORi:)INATOR
WANTED

coordinate student
groups from Japan

and work all summer
June 18—August 31
bilingual preferred
English/Japanese
travel benefits to

Japan for orientation
C'ontact Japan Travel

Mark Yoshimura
(213)687 9881

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

MODELS and actors needed now. Direct

contact wilh lop producers and directors More
information FACFS, 52 Marblcslone Lane,

Willingboro, NJ, 08046

MO(.)EL Thin and alhlelic for bikim and
outdoor sellings. No exp. necessary Send any
recent snap lo DNR Assoc lales/Hiro, 1 3618 S

Normandic Ave , Gardcna C*A 90249

NEEDED: Teen worker consultant lo High

school chapters (wilh advisors) HBC-AZA U)

hours per week. $400 per month Call BBYO
(213)453 9578 (800)544 BBYQ

NEEI3 free haircut models Bruno Salon

Beverly Hills Call Kozo (213)275-8152

NEW MOTHER seeks female student for tcm
porary help around house, postpartum. Due
date 5/20 $6/hr 10 15hrs/wcek Westwood
(Levering and LcConle). (213)824 3963

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

aggressive, personable sales people lo market

exciting, innovative product hrst month po
tcntial earnings in the thousands Possibly

doubling each month after Part or full-time

Call for interview Robert (213)834-7461

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency

-8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 444-

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

OFFICE ASSISTANT. Provide clerical support

to workaholic CEO at Corporate Real Estate

Headquarters. Hours are M-F, 5pm-9pm, Sa-

turday, Sunday, 9am-6pm. Must have profes-

sional demeanor and be able to interact with

executives of alt levels. Catt'Leisurc Tcchnol-

ogy, (213)826-1000, ext. 417

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 25/starl,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm (818)567-4147

EARN BIG BUCKS. CAMPUS CONNfcCTION
NEEDS AMBITIOUS STUDENTS SELL AD
SPACE FOR THE TOP COLLEGE MAGAZINE
TRAININGS MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT
PROVIDED. (ROBIN OR lAY) (800)342-51 1

8

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. Work from

home or office. FT/PT Call for interview

(213)474-40 9 5, (213)8718567,
(818)377 5127

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home RF AL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION (213)281 5540

Receptionist
Part-time job available

at busy Beverly Hills

travel agency. Good
phone skills required.

Mon-Fri 3-6.

Call Becky

(213) 652-2872

PART-TIME help needed for office wo 'k in

small real estate nvestment CO
(213)392 5644

PART TIME, 20HRS/WK DURING SCHCX)L,
30HRS/WK DURING SUMMER REAL FSTATf

FNTREPENEUR NEEDS PERSONAL ASSIS

TANT NO QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY,
MUST BE PERSISTENT, AGGRESSIVE, AND
PERSONABLE OFFICE IN BEVERLY HILLS

$7/HR PLUS -BONUSES START ANYTIMF
CALL FOR INTERVIEW (213)205-0879

PERSONAL ASSISTANT preferably with 4 2

WordPerfect experience To develop freelance

business wilh creative director, writer, pro-

ducer. (Former International Model.) For share

in profit. Exciting opportunity Flexible hours

Beautiful studio at lop of Laurel Canyon near

/ »
, Hollywood Blvd (213)650 7429

aw firm,

ust tiavc

LIFEGUARDS, SWIM INSTRUCTORS, water

aerobics, parenl^ot instructors needed 10 .30

-hours/wk. Now through summer lifeguard. First

aid, CPR certificates required. $6-8/hr. Beverly

Hills Family-Y. (213)553-0731

LIGHT clerical and errands, Saturdays

$6.5Q/hr. (213)476 1703

MAKE $UX) av^cvenings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.

(213)962-1874.

P/T general work, small Wcslwc
needs assistants Varied duties ay

transportation. (21 3)475-0<>l 1

PT KEYHOLDER needed for Convcrs

outlet. Responsibilities include opWTng/
closing of slore, daily deposits, supervising

clerks and assistance in inventory mainte-

nance 19hrs/wk - Possibly more^in summer,
Apply in person 423 S. Lincoln Blvd. Venice,

90291 No phone calls please

Wanted
Ten aggressive

entrepreneurs interested

in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

P/T, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office $7.50/hr.

Will tram Call Gina (213)854-4404

PA SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc
lor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9 50+ deper^ding on cxperi-

ence. (213)208 3700, (213)208-6770

PA, people needed lo take inventory in retail

stores, availability Hpm.^am or 6am -3pm
Earn $6/hr Anytime availability cam $6 50/Vir

Advancement possibility Musi work
weekends Paid training. Call RCIS
(818)842-6631

PA RETAIL SALES Westwood Village gift shop
Flexible hours, weekends and evenings

$5.50/hr Reliable and outgoing
(213)208--4107.

PA WLA CHIROPRACTIC office assistant 5

afternoons, type, computer, filing. Must be

self-starter Deborah (213)473-4400

PA WORDPROCESSOR wanted for fast paced
research firm in WLA area Knowledge of

WordPerfect 5 and Lotus required $10/hr

Call Lucille (213)820-8521

PUBLISHERS ASSISTANT PR/ Ad sales We'
are seeking an assertive candidate for our

growing health care publication Duties in-

\ \ \\i \v Av\ sa \ v\, |»l^^ \v\vi\v wr l ilMB, ffct

Marketing/ Telemarketing Publishing back-

ground helpful Must be organized and have

typing and word processing experience. PTA T

)an (213)208-4177
^

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
has two student job opportunities available -

one data entry position working with the

departmental Marketing Research group and

one clerical support position assisting with

Quality Control throughout tHt department,

14-20 hours per week, flexible, convenient

on-campu^ location (in the Medical Center),

$5.44/hr., must be able to work summer,
contact Mary Ann Fatacn, (213)206 6608

Computer/Business student

w/ good knowledge of Lotus/WP

5 needed by telecommunication

CO. in Beverly Hills to work part-

time on project. $15/hr Flexible hrs.

Please call (213) 854-3761

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT O 30 HRS Strong

secretarial skills, Macintosh required West
Mark Investments- (21 3)936 6205.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235
^

RETAIL HARDWARE PA slock and sales

Brentwood location, pleasant working condi-

tions Call Mrs Richards (213)476-2864

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

* Flexible Hours *

M^ts of VVprk*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

RETAIL lOSITIONS available now' Do you
enjoy worK.ing with the public ^elntercstod in

advancing? You may be the 'person we're
Idttking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr weeks and include weekends. Apply m
person M F 9—4. If you're presently ennf-

ploycd or attending school, call for a special

time Armstrong's, the horne and garden place

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA (21 3)477-8023
Ask for Margaret

SAILBOAT MAINTENANCER seeking exper-

ienced individual, for routine and preventive

servicing of active charter fleet. Call

(213)823 4338

SEEKING AQUATICS DIRECTOR- For Beverly

Hills Fimily YMCA. Certifications required,

$1j^^0/mo., 32 hrv'wk For more information

(213) 553-0731

SMALL successful WLA Real Estate Investment

company seeks experienced full-Lime-

receplionisl/phone operator Good communi-
cation and sccreterial skills Some computer
knowledge Potential for growth. Ahlam
(213)208 4252

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. rfwwt, fibni A oommarcuU.
All tyfw*, 16-4M) yrt. Earn •xtra money.

Fun lc»l Cr««tiN« Catting

(213)466-7319

** WANTED **

Men and Women to hand out movie passes and
information in a bathing suit at beach locations
Earn a great hourly wage and work on your tan

at the same time! Send photo to;

. - PROMOFONE
Sunset Grower Studios

.
" Hollywood. Ca 90028 •
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Help Wanted

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

"

STUDENT NEEDED for PT work videotaping

courses at Medical Center. Previous camera
experience. Yael 206-4533.

STUDENTS! Have fun this summer working
painting homes! Earn ib-8/hr. plus bonuses.

Call Waylon, 1(800)426-6441.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT.
Earn $2500-53500. National campaign posi-

tions to pass Clean Air Act, stop toxic

pollution, tighten |3csticide controls, and
promote recycling. Available in 18 states and
D.C. Interviews on campus 5/16, 17, 18. Call

Kate toll-free at: 1-800-75-EARTH.

SUMMER jOBS/DAY CAMP- Tom Sawyer
Camp is looking for energetic, dynamic people
for summer camp counselor in the Pasadena
area Develop leadership, communicatiorV
organization skills. Have fun, make new
friends. Impact children's lives forever. Call

(818) 794-1156.

SURUNG AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
rOR 8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROC-
RA,M AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN (21.3) 826-7000.

MALE MODELS
unde r 28 fo r hot head.
torso, and full physioue.
High commisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & Lll EGUARDS; Earn:

$12$U/hr Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons (81 8)366- 781 8, (213)274-8042

^TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST- P/T or I A, 20
hrs/wk , $7-$10/lir. Engineering background
helpful. Software developer. (213) 450-1452.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POSITION PT PC
friendly. Team oriented person Will train. Call

)ohn. (213)822-1213.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls r/T,P/T Chris (21 3)736 53(>f>

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING
$8-$13/hr. Brcnlw(xxi location Pleasant' aT-'

mospherc Cash bonuses 11 30am-3:30pm
Mr Aldrich (213)444-7922 '^
TELEPHONE OPERATOR Immediate open-
ings for part-time evening shifts Requires good
communication skills for gathirnng box office

figures 10 key experience preferred. Contact
Laura Murphy at (213)271-2105 after 4pm

TIRED of nowhere jobs with nowhere pay' If

you're truly ready for a change, caff Steve.

(213)969-0191

UPPER DIVISION Business/Accounting major
preferred for medical laboraiory billing office.

Part-time, flexible hours Call Sandy
(818)345 6503

VEGETARIAN RESTAURAN> help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiterAvai tress,

cashier. Experience preferred Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(21 3)487-1 780. •

WAITFRI'FKSONS needed days and eves.

minimum plus tips Come m to fill out an
application. 11845 West Olympic
(213)473 8533

WAIT PERSON for popular Wcstsidc restaur-

ant Mm. -2 years local experience
1 (213)826-7831

WAITRESS/ WAITER Experienced PT or FT
day or evening. Flexible hours, for Westwood
cafe. Excellent working environment and good
tips David or Debbie (21 3)479 2724.

WANTED Assistant to Real Estate/Loan

Broker. Afternoons flexible to schoot schedule.

. S8/hr (213)475 0200

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5^r (213)828-8537

WEEKEND COUNSELOR / HOUSE PARENT
for 6 bcdr female teen group home. Experience

in residential or minimum 60 units in related

psychology courses required Overnight re-

quired Starting $8/hr Miranda
(213)459 4643

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend pA
help, $DOE (213)478 2728

^••••••••••••••^•^
-¥• Westwood Sporting Goods J^ Ne«ds part bm« h«lp atterrxxvfs A Saturd^s ^^ during schod Very fleifcte schedulel ^^ Expan«no« not necessary Ful bme

^
^

^ employment needed dunng sjmmet ' ^^ Apply in person at 1065 Qayley Avq.
yL Westwood Village T

^••••••^•••••^•^•»
WRITERS WANTED $18 $27/hr Send re

sume, writing sample to "I^AVIS" 5835 Harold

Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.
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WOODLAND HILLS, Marketing strategy firm

needs experienced Telemarketers for M-F, P/T

work. Computer/peripheral knowledge help-

ful. Salary negotiable. Contact Carrie.

(818)346-7702

Job Opportunities 32

SLIM DOWN WHILE YOU
FATTEN YOUR
POCKETBOOK

Phoenix offers a great

opportunity for motivated
individuals to sell high fiber,

low-fat, no cholesterol, all

natural cookies that will

help you lose weight. For
more information on

becoming a representative,

please call

213 477-9700

A $23,000 PER YEAR |OB. Plus benefits. U.S.

Mail jobs in your area. Anyone can qualify.

1-800-779-1100 X81

ACCOUNTING CLERK/BOOKKEEPR/
ADMINSTRATIVE ASSIST- F^ positions for

college grads. Must speak good English, must

type, and be organized. Call Jackie (213)

624-6266. Any major, will train.

Bookseller, FT/PT, long-term, in SFV child-

ren's bookstore. Course work/ experience in

childrenS literature/ child development rc-

quired. PAGES (818)342-6657. ^_
BRIDAL RINGS JEWELRY CO. Has openings

for full & part-time salespeople. Call Art

(213)627-7619.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/DESIGNER 4th

relational database in Entertainment industry.

Programming or accounting experience re-

quired. F/T. (818)784-6288.

DENTAL HYCIENIST and dental assistant, in

Santa Monica. RDA preferred. Good salary

and benefits. (213)393-9664.

EARN $1000-$2000/MONTH p/t, Earn
20-40% commission/ bonuses marketing a

wide range of services from Fortune 5CX)

providers. Build to a FA career/ unlimited

income. Call (213)286-9385

Get A Headstart In Business
At Executive Life

FLEXIBLE
WORK
PROGRAM

CONSUMER ADVISOR

The 'Citcn-22" *or cotleae studenrs ts that the Bes t

ODS require some cegree of oracncal experience

Thats wny many ena up settunq ror iess-inan-

cnailenging first joos. ;—

»

Executive Lfe. Ca:.forma s # I life tnsurance comoanv,

has a solution. We re offenng graauate sruaents or

seniors in Business Management ana/or Finance a

great cDDonumty to gam tnat nanas-on experience.

You can earn S 10 oer nour gaming vaiuaDie

exoerience wnile aavisma consumers reaarcino ire-.r

annuities anc aoout Executive Life s investment

corttolio Most Dositions mvoive 4 to 5 hours weercav
'^orninas. Out we a.so nave arternoon coenmas :sr\Ci

vve ?>x^ willing to work arouna your c^ass scneauie

For tr.is immediate lOO ocening, ^':iease contact

Mary Ann Strossner, (213) 312-1000, ext.

2950 or 1-800-4 7 7-UFE, Executive Life

Insurance, 1 1 444 W. Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles. CA 90064.

-Ve are an eauai oooorunitv emoiover

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing
Construction/Design/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron. Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capxable of working inde-

pendently and timely. .YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess

basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn

and expand your knowledge and competency.

-^terested qualified parties reply with references to

StiLLLifE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

LOAN RFPKF.SFNTATIVF TKAININC. FxccI

lent opportunity to become a loan rep w/ a

mortgage company No cxp necessary, com-
plete training provided in this lucrative indus-

try. Sharp neat appearcnce a must Call Jim

Flkins (81B)449-72fll

MFDICAI HISTOKIAN Interview patients/

review records. Strong wnting/iypmg skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish dcsirafile. $12-15Air Fulltime Call

CBL Medical (213)558 3.309 Request
application.

TELEMARKETING
One of the country's largest security

companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring

opportunity to move up in a professionally

managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking for consistency and

opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen
(213) 665-5757

RESEARCH
STAFF ANALYST

$2,518 - $3061 Per Month

The Administrative Office of the Courts, in San
Franpi^gQ. has a lomporary. onfl yctir Stnff Annlyji t

opening in the Trial Court Special Projects Unit to
provide information on funding, delay reduction
efforts, and other projects. The analyst will design,
conduct and document surveys, and perform
professional work on projects dealing with court
administration. Some travel required.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS. ^-
B.A. 6r equivalent, emphasis in judicial, public or
business .administration preferred; M.A. may
substitWe for experience. One year of management,
personnel, fiscal, court or related experience .—
including preparation of analytical reports and
recommendations. Familiarity with wp and computer
applications desirable.

Request application from: Administrative Office of
the Courts/TCSP, 595 Market Street, Room 850,
San Francisco, California 94105.
Telephone (415) 396-9242.

RLING DEADLINE: May 18,1990

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MFDICAL BILLING OFflCE, Data entry and
filing. PT or IT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area (213)65.3 0718
Apts. for Rent 49

Internships 34

GREAT INTERNSHIP for summer with Ameri-

can Consulting Corporation- the largest and

fastest growing sales promotion agency in

country $8/hr +bonuses. Send letter of interes-

tand resume to PO Box 30233, Long Beach,

CA 90853

LIFETIME cable television has IT marketing

position available $5-5.50/hr. 35 hrs/wk.

(213)446-6616

Child Care Wanted 35

HAPPY 1 4 month old Flexible 9 hrs/wk. Local

references; Healthy; Reliable car. Mar Vista.

ASAP. (213)398 4367.

NEEDED; Loving babysitter. Flexible day
hours. M-TH. Occasional Fri., Sat. evenings for

adorable 1 year-old boy. English speaking,

own transfxjrtation, salary negotiable, experi-

ence and references needed (D)

(213)476-4583. Beginning May 20.

PART TIME or Full-Time, WLA, near married

student housing, call Molly or Dave, 7- 10pm.
(213)398-1730.

SANTA MONICA couple looking for child's

companion, must have car, (213)820-8818

WANTE(3 permanent Sat night babysitter

Nice family, short drive from campus. Leave
name & best time to call. (213)393-4494.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 354 5 jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

eluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695 Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave
(213)395-2903.

WESTWCX:)D $900 1 bedroom, $1250 and
up 2-f 2 Gym, jacu/zi, walk to UCLA. No pets

520 Kelton. (?' 3)208 7483

AFFORDABILITY
AND CONVENIENCE
1+1 ($575) or 2+2 ($725)
your choice. Easy access

to 405 Fwy. Only
minutes to your 1st

class. Gated parking,
pool, rec. room. 5444

Sepulveda Blvd.

(Van Nuys/Sherman
Oaks area)

(818) 785-5208

BEVERLY HILLS ADfACENT, $995/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UI*PER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294

BRENTWOOD, $840/mo. 2-bed/l-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD Security building/parking.

2B2B. Refrigerator, dishwasher, air Near
UCLA. Available immediately. Aaron, )ohn

(2^ .3)471 -7562(H), (21 3)206- 5055(w).

ELEGANT bright, spacious 2-bedroom/ I'/i

bath. Formal dining room, stove, refrigerator,

carpet 413 Veteran $1500/mo .391 4926

LARGE OWNERS UNIT, 3-bed, 2-balh, dining

room, dishwasher, stove, 2 car garage, $1 250.

(213)215-3130.

i

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd. 2 bd 4 den. 1 bd loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

.>tr
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825-2221

Apts. for Rent 49

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE in attractive back

yard. Stove, refrigerator, utilities included,

$400. Non-smoker (213)398-4636.

MAR VISTA $650/mo ^ utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. (213)397-4270.

NEW BUILDING IN MAR VISTA- High ceil-

ings, 2-fire places, 2-bed/2-bath.
$1,050-$1,290. Del (213) 397-8084.

PALMS 1-bdr/lbth, security, dishwasher, A/C,

healing, new. $850/mo. Must see.

(213)839-4585.

PALMS. $410, single apartment, $605 one-

bedroom. Newly redecorated. Call

(213)837-9616

PALMS, $600/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap

plianccs, upper, pool, no pets. 3455 Jasmine

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $6S0-$750. Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

^P^^-lfASg^wew at 'BO renl Avoid h ieKcy ^gff:

rates. Huge 2-bedroonV2-bath with separate

suites. Up to 4 students/unit. Hi-tech building.

Secure park. Full amenities. 51 2 Veteran Ave.

Call lane (213)208-2655.

SINGLE, 2-bedroom, 3-bedroom. Walk to

UCLA and V|^llagc. 10966 Roebling Ave.

(213)208-4253 or (213)824-2595.

••••••••••••••••••••••

Apartments for Rent 49

SINGLE with loft, across from campus, starting

)une - Vi off summer rent, parking free.

(213)208-1637.
'

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus. $850. 3^2

townhouse. Good area. Security, balcony,

gated parking. New paint. (213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD near Century City. Small charm-

ing custom single. Sleeping loft, skylight,

carport. $595. (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1275, 2-bcdroom/

1-balh, stove, refrigerator, quiet street. On
Midvalc, near Ma.ssachusetts. (213)829-0385

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXUR-Y 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDRCX)M. PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208 8685.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA, bright

upper 2-bcdroom, newly remodeled, laundry,

parking, no pets. Must sec! (213) 279-1887.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconics

*Fircplaccs

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Somc with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

AVAILABLE NOW: Own room, $290/mo. plus

deposit. M or \ , non-smoker, responsible. Call

Matt or Nasser (213)2040937.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2 t)odroom townhouse

Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(21.3)829-7379

BRENTWOOD 2+2 apt to share $325/mo
Pool, security Call Beth or Cindy
(213)4727465

'

BRENTWOOD, own room in 2 bdrm, 2-balh

rondo Sunny, upstairs, security, private park-

ing $575 including maid (213)447 5822

BURBANK, summer sublet avail 6- 1 lo 8- 1 5,

female, non-smoker, private room & bath, easy

commute to downtown, S3 75
(818)567-6353

I'EMALE Grad student seeks roommate to share

WLA 2-»-1 Vi , convenient to campus $420 +71

utilities. (213)473-1952.

lEMALE ROOMATE; Shake beautiful furn-

ished apartment in castle like buildir^g, Ophir

Rent for roomatc: $468 utilities KIM
(213)208-4916

HAVE master twdroom of aparlment lo your

self. Hardwood floors, laundry facilities

$350/mo Leave message (213)39M-07m

LARGE AND BRIGHT 2-k)ed/2-bath in Playa

Del Rcy $400 or $450 All amenities

(213)44 7-4019

OWN RCX)M in attractive 2-t)ed/l-l/2 bath

aparlment UCLA and westw{K)d convenient

Non-smoking females only $550/mo
(213)475-0271

PRIVATE bedroom and bath, shared living

room and kitchen, nice area $350/mo Kilty

(21.3)624-6161. (213)204-4792

BABYSITTING, light house keeping in ex-

change for room 15-20hrsywk Seperale en-

lerance. Must have references. Available June

20th. (213)452-0033

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female Flexible hours 1

min from UCLA Available May 16.

(818)990-5.304

Room for Rent 64

2-MILES I ROM UCLA- Great neighborhood

$350/mo. Call Mite or Darrein (213)

820-6496

House for Rent 56

^

WLA $n00/mo. Condo, 2-bdrm/r/i -bath

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina

FACULTY HOUSE - 3-bcd, furnished. Mar

Vista, 3 months, of less. Available )ur>e 23

Rent negotiable. (213)825-4164
(213)390-1492.

Aviv (213H5fa3B29 .

f

<Your
birthday

May 7. 1990

In the year abend you might h.ive to

shoulder more responsibilities than

you ve been accustomed to handling in

the past Don't tie di^aved. because
bigger jobs will yield bigger rewards
TAURUS (April 20-May 70) Develop
menis that pop up on which you haven t

planned could be overwhelmmq today il

you have a poor attitude Don t examine
challonges through a magnilymq glass

Maior ctianqes aie aliead lor Taurus in

the coming hear Send for your Astio-

Graph predictions today Mail $1 25 to

Astro Graph, c/o this newspaper, P O
Boxni4?» Cleveland. OH 44101 ^-li'fl

Be sure to state your zodi.u sign

GEMINI (May 21June 20) tn a social

setting today, you miqtit run into one ol

your loss favorite people The event will

lose Its sparkle if you let old memories
surface

CANCER (June 21-July 22) A disagree
nienl hetwef-ri you and your mate could

turn into something rather serious to-

day if neither party shows a willingness

to compromise Be the one who offers

the olive branch
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Criticizing the

work ol an associate will not help to en-

hance his/her performance In order to

be constructive, your comments must
be positive

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If you have
not been managing your resources too

wisely lately there's a possibility you
won t have the money you need today
lo do buy something you want
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) The restric-

tions to which you may be subjected to-

day are not the fault of others but a

product of your own miscalculations Be
careful where you point the linger of

blame
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Your ef

forts stent likely to bring you much sat-

isfaction today il you are too self in-

volved This malady can be cured,

however, by putting the needs of others

before your own
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23-Dec. 21) Al

lowing friends to pressure you into

spending more than you should today
could create resentment on your behalf

Be strong enough to say "no ' and really

mean it

CAPRICORN (Dec 2?-j8n 19) It cruild

be rather iffy today as lo whether or not

you II achieve tf)c obiectives you estab-
lish for yourself This is because you II

do things the hard way
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Guard
against tendencies today lo prejudge
Itie out(.«>me of events in a rM>qnlive

fasfiion If y<Hi think you re going to fail,

you'll find a way fo make this a self-ful

filling prophecy
PISCES tFeb. 20-March 20) Try not to

let yourself gel into a situation today
that will put you under a financial obli-

gation lo a friend This is not a good
time to borrow from pals

ARIES (March 21-April 19) People with

whom you're involved today could have
a stronger influence over your affairs

Shan usual Unfortunately, their aims
may' not be In harmony with yours '"

rti i<»«(i Ni-*»;i'\rm eNTKiinusK as.sn

•••••••••••••••••••••

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and

Century City. $1400/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee

(213)487-0406

WLA 1 -Bedroom $685 New carpelsAilinds

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus.

1517 Federal. (213)479-0615.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, slovc,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213M51-4771

.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA. 2-bedroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
pa i nt i M-a iid-out $ UO0/mu (213)398'490?

House for Share 57

CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedroom/l -bath

house. Washer/dryer $550/mo. N/S. Eddie.

(213)838-0967

WLA, 1 -bdr. in 3-bdr house. Relaxed environ-

ment in beautiful neighborhood. $370

(21 3)474-31 7 1.

$500/MO Own room, own bath in a large

2-tx!droom. Available May 15th. Pool, bal-

cony, fireplace (21j)649 51 24. .

BEL AIR, furnished room in private house,

private bath, law or medical student, $5(K)/mo,

213-472-4954.

Lovely furnished garden view room. Perfect for

female grad student Private entrance/

bathroom $375 w/ulililies (213)870.5668

BRKNTWCK)!:), own roonVbalh Bright spa-

cious 2 bedroom apartment. Pool. $490/mo
Leave message (213)4717344

CHEVIOT KILLS- Private roonVbalh, private

entrance, pool privileges, female preferred,

non-smoking $500/mo (213) 559-5904

lEMALK, non-smoker, share x-largc town-

house, private x-large bedroom/bath $410

BarringlonAVilshire. No pets (213)4790695

LARGE private room and balh in house $475

Available rvjw. (213)204-3940

ROOM in private home - near UCLA Kitchen

privileges, $400 Mature male preferred No
smoking (213)271-1658

SUMMFK fraternity housing program Pool

Next lo campus $250/mo Thomas
(213)208-0495

WE5TWOOD- Fumtshed room ar>d private

balh, kitchen. and laundry privileges, female

only, $450/mo (213) 475 5548 •

WFSTWCX)D Your own lurmsHed bedroom
in luxury lownhouae nea r c awpm Sgeu ^i'.y
parking Prefer grad student or professional

non-smoker. Available June 15 al $540/mo
Call Aaron (213)477-7176

WLA C0N(30, own room Security building

security parking 5 min to UCLA $585/mo ••

utilities (213)207-0301.

Roommates. ^65

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units All furnished Private

bathroom Pool. Jacuzzi "^ hr drive to UCLA

Now accepting summer & tall applicatnns

Free brocure. NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge.

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

WESTWOOD. Small 2-bedroom/1 -bath apart

menl. Available July. $600. Write W. Blair,

PO Box 49413, L.A. 90049.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, ^C, patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(a-t 3)273-1 21 2.

WESTWCXJD Village East, 2 master bedroom
suite, $1 35C/mo up, fireplace, sun deck, large

closet tv monitor entry (213)208-08.30.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $4(X) off first

monlhs'rcnl. Walk lo UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and l-bedrixims, a/c,

pool, elevator 555 Levering (213)208 7634
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, choice location $.3(X) move-in
allowance lurnishcd/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 tx;dr(M)ms Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Cayley (213)208-6735 Man
aged by Moss & Co.

WLA, $1100/MO., 2-bdr^ condo, security

building, r/j -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave
(213)456 3829.

WLA. 3-bed/2-bath, $1100/mo. -t- $1200 sec

urity deposit. 4-plex, laundry room Parking.

Security gate. (713)202-6524.

WLA, $730/mo 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907

WLA, $875, 3-bed/2-bath, newly remodeled,

large, storage room, laundry facilities

(213)839-3458

WLA- Bright 3-bed/2 bath, $1,350 Large pa

tio, 3-car parking, dishwasher, near SM
BiyBundy. Jim (213) 820 4368

AiVLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955.

WLA SINGLE upper unit. $525. 3 miles to

campus. Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA. Unfurnished, 1 -bedroom. Cross section

Sawtelle 4 Ohio. $630/mo Carper; drapes,

stove, fridge incl. Call 477-2537.

WONDERFUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE in

nearby canyon Utilities/parking included

Prefer professional person. $950/mo
(213)472-2140, (213)207-3444.

Apartments Furnishjed 50

PALMS 1 bedroom $f>85, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo utilities included. 944 Tiverton

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnlstied 52

PALMS $550 and up. Gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove. (213)837-0533

PALMS $550 and up gated parking, a/c,

laundry,yi»t?frTj»etalor, stove. Month to month

lease. (213)837 0533

VENICE BEACH! Huge single w/parking Steps

to sand. Eull kitchen, no pets 24 Brooks Ave

$650 (213)821-4887

WLA- BACHELOR. Utilities included Laun

dry, refrigerator 3-blocks from UCLA V A
shuttle. $430 Available now (213)312 0925

WLA Huge quiet 2bcl/2ba available June a/c

Refrigerator, Near Ohio/Greenfield,
$1200/mo. (213)433-9805 or 438 9635

House for Sole 58

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500. 3-bdr/1V4 bath.

Beautiful Spanish home Perfec for first lime

buyers. (213)397-4270

2 lEMALE Roomales needed, own rooms

Share bath Kitchen, living room, dmmg room
Culver City $.365/ma t?^l3)836-0363 or

(213)838-3*87'

House Exchange 59

RESPONSIBLE married couple 38 & 40 looking

to house or apartment sit, beginning anytime

from now lo September for upwards to a year

CAN (213)399-7453.

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from June-August

2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished

(213)748-4544

UCLA LAW STUDENT seeks sunny, quiet one

bedroom apartment in Santa Monica area

(213)479-7533 Francis

Real Estate 61

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &

mirrors. Ready to move in Near UCLA. 1 140

Veteran. Financing available. Call

(213)654-5801

Vacation Rentals 53

BFAUTII UL SPACIOUS Yosemilc house sur

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Krasonablc rates (HI H)7HS 10^8

Apts. to Shiore 54

ROOMMATE to share bedroom and bathroom

of furnished 2-bci/2 ba for July Sept t-mile

from UCLA. $287 .SO/mo (213)474 9868

WESTWOOD NEED 2 Rmimmmates, s\Mirv

excellent 2-bedr(K)mm/2-balh apt New so(

urily BIdg Central Air, -lircplacc, balcony,

microwave, security garage, crrtsc" lo UCLA
3 31.2 5/mo 66 2 50/mo own room
(213)475-8881 leave message

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hr^wk. light

housekeeping Rick (213)820-5151

AU PAIR 10-12 hrs/mo, ages 6 ar>d 8

Light housekeeping, private room, bath, car,

and gas provided Must have valid drivers

license Starts Jurve 4 Los Feliz area

$100/wk.Call Carolyn (21 3) 552-071

1

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED Private residence

Vi hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131

MOTHER'S HELPER for family with 2 fun-

loving, well-behaved girls, 57i and 7. Beverly-

wood, near Pico and Beverly Drive. Musi have

car Private room/ bath (213)839 8080

ROONV BOARD/ SALARY m exchange for

childcare/ housekeeping Flexible hours Must

have own car and references. Day
(213)9f>f»-2310, evenings (213)278-6332

ROOM & BOARD IN exchange for driving and

housework, parl-lunc close to UCLA bcauliftiL—
home (213)476 1510

STUDENT WITH CAR NEEDED- For 1 5 hours

of child care for 6 year-old girl in WLA Janna,

(213) 641 9151

SUMMtK JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.

Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on

a65' power boat in Catalina Must be female

$75 (XVday + room and board Two openings

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649 6701 (2131

451-1819

BRENTWOOD Beautiful A^^c aparlment

Cable ready, telephone hootJlb up, furnished,

,
home like atmosphere 1-bed, 1 -bath for 2 lo

share, $300 each Sherry 1 -9pm
(213)447-2505

FAIRFAX/Beverly Bivd Own room m large apt

$530/mo Available now. (213)931-5016

FEMALE SHARE 2bd/2 bath June-Sept Jacuzzi,

sauna, security,furnished Walk to campus
ClaudiaAisa 213 824-3476

FUN/PERSONABLE roommate needed lo

share beautiful apartment m Brentwood with 2

others Own spacious room $44 5/mo Avaif-

able June 1 Lisa/Cma (^13)207-3016

MALE ROOMATE WANTED To share bed
room in large 2 bed/2 -bath $299 7 5/mo
Imilc lo campus/ (213) 4754883

MAR VISTA Female Own kxidroonVbath in

2-tJedroom apartment Spacious, new, sec-

urity. Close to UCLA, t>each $500/mo
(213)390-1550 ASAP

WLA-Own room in 2+1, quiet area, parking,

pool, laundry, kitchen, $37.5/mo -f utililes

Must be neat (213) 473 50Wt

RCX)MMATE needed lune-Aug $350/mo t-

deposit 3-bed house excellent ncighborhocxi

Call Phil or Mike (213)938-2919

ROOM SEPERATE umis/board, Pico/

Westwood Blvd. for child cire M/l 5 8pm
salary,weekends TBA. 213-470-1431

SANTA MONICA, walk lo beach UCLA bus,

nonsmoking hM\ Own room and balh

$50Q/mo (213)396-4849

SINGLE working mother of one, wanted to

look for a 2-tx?d/2-balh apartment with same,

in Palms/Mar Vista area Together we can save

on rent, share housekeeping and babysitljng

Call Gima (213)825-6521(o).
(213)558-3939(h)

SUMMER Female for a 2bd/2bth for $320/mo
on Glenrock Fun roommates, )acuzzi. Kalhy

(213)824-4910

WANTED SUMMER RENTERS m Westwood
irci We will help you find perfect accomada
lions for the summer Spacious apartments

with sauna, spa, pool, and fitness center Well

managed with 24 hr on call service Only 3

blocks from campus TIease call 208-4868

WESTWCX")I) ShaT bedroom with 1 person.-

$500/mo , or with 2 others $333/mo. 516

Landfair (213) 824-0726

WESTWOOI) APARTMENT Seeking female

to share a room. Spacious 2-bdr/1 -bath From
mid June to mid September $350/mo. Call

Robin (213)208 fx3(,8

WESTWCX')D $35.S I cmale share 2 bedrtwm
duplex w/3 rils. Parking. -1.385 Midvale

(213)477-4 45, (213)445-5345,
(21 3)454-821 1

Room for Help 63

15-20HRS/WK Babysitting, light house keep-

ing in exchange for rcwrfi Separate entrance

Must have references Available June 20th

(213)452-0033.

Sublet 66

2-Btl3/2 BAIH Available now thru Aug Sec

urity, Jacuzzi, A/C", dishwsher, parking, laun-

dry, close to campus. (213) 209-5420.
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Sublet 66 Insurance 91 Condos for Rent

CHICAGO ATTORNEY AND FAMILY- Wants
to sublet 2-bedroom apt. or house. 7/1-8/20.

Call evenings. (708) 460-0988.

GREAT SUMMER sublet, very spacious one-

bedroonVone-bath. $735/mo. 1227 Wcstgate
Ave. Dorothy (213)474-6434.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus.
2bd/2ba, security, jacuz2i, 4/c, diswasher,

parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438.

HURRY! Female: May & June (+ or -); share

room; cute, sunny apt., furnished, walk to

UCLA. (213)471-4533.

MID JUNE-TO MID SEPTEMBER; 1 -bedroom
security building with parking, spa, pool,

more. Close to campus in Westwood. Please

contact Chad or Paul (213)479-6615.

NEED June-September, $625/mo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.
(213)208-3806. .

N. MELROSE/CRESCENT HEIGHTS. June
15-Scpt. 30. 2-bd. apt. -^ self contained guest

house. Furnished, A/C. $1000/mo.
(213)206-8552 or (213)653-4871 John or

Stella.

OWN ROOM in large 2bd/2ba or share.

Parking, laundry, pool, weight room. Available

mid June-September. Close to campus. Price

negotiable. (213)208-0537.

OWN ROOM in large 2^room for $650 or

share for $325. Available Juhc 22 thru August

31. (213)470-0561. Close to campus!.

PACIFIC PALISADES, quiet lovely guest home,
single, easy UCLA transportation, Juncl 5

-Augl, $650/mo, 213-454-5319 evenings.

PRICE NEGOTIABLE!! Summer sublet New
building across street from UCLA. Furnished

2bd/2ba, parking. Stella/Linda (21 3)824-5384

SILVERLAKE 1 -bdrm furnished view,' 10 min.

to downtown. 30 min. to UCLA. $625. avail-

able 6-1 to 9-1
. Ideal for law intern. Possible

rent reduction/ exchange. (21 3)791 -2219,

_

(213)662-5595

SINGLE, furnished. June 10- August 30. Silver

Lake area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 Direct

hitt In liriA S40a/n[u>,, utililias includad.

69 Typing 100 Typing 100

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now ar>d

save money. (213) 820-4839.

WLA CONDO. 2-be<V2-bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.

Entirety, $1100. (213)477-7231.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but juto inbuidiice

IS uH|uiic(l I),' Ki..' So lor ^

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

Movers 94

I*
•••••••••••••••••

:|^ /lilstate i^ Auto/Home/Commercial ^
r- Westwood/Wilshire Office '¥>

312-0202 ^
1317 Westwood Blvd ^
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire) i<

M
M

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892. '

'

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImrDediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Services Offered 96

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRLJSTRATED developing editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

HYPNOTHERAPY- Improve memory, con-

centration, motivation, study skills,' reduce

anxiety, stop smoking. James Walton, CCH
(213) 285-3733.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

THERAPUTIC MASSAGE w/ Luce, French born

healer. Also lymph drainage/facial alchemy.
Certified/licensed. (213)396-6936.

(213)663-8912.

SUBLET NEEDED for June and July Furnished

Westwood or immediate area. Would like

roommate. Dawn (602)957-0066 leave

message

.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and weslsidc sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stefanic at 213-488-7100

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town

summer associated. May 28th- August 18lh

Please contact Mary Talley Buchaltcr, Ncmcr,
Fields & Younger (213)626-6700

SUMMER IN FLORENCE- Furnished 3-bed

room apartment, $1 ,000/mo + utilities, or bed
and breakfast, $500/mo. For information

(011-3955) 436-1466 or 41-38-79 Or con-

tact Colella, 25 Palazzo Brucialo, Florence,

Italy 50134

UCLA STUDENT(S) June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair $320/mo
(neg). Share room, furnished, A/C, pool. (21 3)

824-0f»01

CONSIDER IT
RENTED ,

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

Per s o n a 1

i

zed
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

A-1 ATTITUDEriaw graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

AP/^, Dissertations, Theses. Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics. (213)578-1415.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS. Wordprocessing of

anything by UCLA graduate. Proofread text/

beautiful graphs. Laser printing. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Wcstside.

(213)4700597, (213)470-8184.

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing.
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST, ACCURATE word processing. Research
papers, resumes, graphs, charts, etc.

$1.45/page. (213)828-1218 Kim.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Pap<;rs, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free

pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates. Call

(213)202-6961

IRM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer

Nalional/Scpulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (21 3>2nn-nn4n

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults-

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(21 3)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(2 13)2 77- 7012.
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gels

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

RESUME SERVICE by phone/mail. You call us

and we will mail it to you. Package includes:

Nest day delivery of 20 top quality paper

resumes for only $20. Error free guaranteed.

Call Gil (213)312-0323.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Rem/s Adven-

tures. Free catalogue. (213) 831-6114.

Travel Tickets 106

t.WAY, I A la NY ciiy . sisamjrraxjsjg;

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TO BELGRAD OR LJUBJIANA one way, open
ticket til 23, August. $450. Luca 208-4690.

Autos for Sale 109

Travel 105

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

N-

CAMPUS PHOTO STIJDIO

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

Insurance 91

WANTED: A studio or 1 -bedroom sublet.

5/27-7/8 If interested, call (617)54 7-9802.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED, 1+1, large, new,
all appliances, security, spa, 2 parking spaces!

$89Q/mo (213)478-9787.

WESTWOOD-2 bed/2 bath. Available June

18-Sept 1 . Share room with another girl. Call

Jessica (213)478-7810.

WLA Large apartment 3-bed, 3-bath. 2

females to share room. $245.83/mo. each, or

$491 66/mo for 1. 5/19-9/30. Esther

(213)444-9885

Auto Insurance

Condos for Share 68

WESTWOOD. Private room/ bath, furnished,

mirror, t.v., cable, telephone, radio, linen,

security building. $650. (213)474-7756.

Insurance 91

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

<^
Why pay more!..,

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers /

Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVE-ON

iiamKx in mimmmutctma

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662
"

Tutoring Offered 98

EXPERIENCFD university lecturer and ESL
instructor will tutor English, ESL and writing

skills. All levels. (213)934-5384.

ERENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROEESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, atWdable rates (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible
hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.
Ask for Lisa.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.N.I. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home Health. Comnv '.Mot ori'VcK's

w.'ii cumv TO vor:

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: fennale 21 and
over $576/yr.; fennale

under 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxJ motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call nov>/ (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od . IVY league grads.—
~ Stamfofd Prep

(213)271-5181

Typing 100

MODF.KN SECRETARIAL and graphic scn/ices

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (21.3)828-813.1, Angelica.

TYPING SERVICE, low rates for quality worlc.

Term papers, reports, resumes.
(213)837-0831.

All Riiund Trip tares

Cabo San Lucas ..$199.

Miami 268.

Cancun 358.

lIonoIuJLi 288.

Frcvport 302.

Montc^o liay 395.

St. Maarien 536.

Papeete 808.
Restrictions may apply Fares subject

to change without notice

Heceive 20% coupon for ^
travel books when pur-

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

iilable with purchase.

Why g€i oJJcampus
when you can get it

all right here?

TRAVEL
/isUCLA^ SERVICE

.A-LfM.-l .AikiTnuin

Mollis .\1 J H:.M)-(). Sal \\ ^

1 979 BMW 320i, $3600, silver, new transmis-

sion, great condition inside and out, must see.

(213)372-7050.

1982 DATSUN 210- A/C, AM/FM, cassette,

excellent condition, automatic transmission,

must scTI. Only $1,950. (213) 828-5916.

1984 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL, blacl<, w-
louvers, 5-specd, sunroof, A/C. Excellent con-
dition. Great deal at $2850 (21.3)476-3576.

1 984 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL White, 5-specd,

excellent condition, 49,000 miles, $4,000
(213) 937-4058.

1984 RABBIT, CTI, black, NC, sunroof, cas-

sette, alarm, very clean! $2,950
(618)609-9796 evenings.

1 985 MAZDA CLC, excellent condition Mov-
ing, must sell, engine, like new, runs groat.

$2200. (213)836-4587.

1 985 TOYOTA MR2, red, excellent condition,

36,000 miles, like new, $6300/obo.
(805)498-5176 after 6pm or (213)206-1751
days.

1984 CHEVY CAPRICE Classic V-6, 4-door,

automatic, new transmission, low miles, cxccl-

lent condition. $4190. (213)838-3357.

82 LYNX- 2-door, hatchback, 4-spced stick,

air, power steering, stereo, black, $1,200.
(213) 207-9468.

84 IX)DCE CONQUEST- CP, Turbo, low
mileage, leather seats, PW/AC/fast/mint condi-
tion. $4,200. (213) 397-0652.

86' MUSTANG LX, 3 door, extra clean! Alarm,
stereo-system, more Asking $4995. Sandy
213-683-0547.

CORVETTE 350- 1984, $13,300, automa-
tic,loadcd, custom body features and wheal,
new tires. Black with silver shipskin. (213)
481-8920 or (818) 887- 1874.

DATSUN 280Z, 1977, excellent condition,

$2000. Call Steve. (213)551-9464.
(213)828-7557 ...

DODGE OMNI 1983 deluxe 4-door hatch-
back. Excellent condition. New battery. Re-
cently tuned. A/C, PS/PB, AM/FM stereo.

Asking $1500. (213)876-4171 Jennifer.

HONDA ACCORD 1985- Auto, A/C, 3-door
HB, white, 54k miles. Excellent condition.

$5,100. (213) 397-1039.

HONDA ACCORD LX, 1986, $8,600. 4 door,
automatic, a/c, stereo, alarm. 26k/miles. Exccl-

Icnt condition. (213)825-4215,
(213)397-4296.

HONDA ACCORD 1 984 Hatchback, 5 speed,
excellent condition, new transmission , must
sell. $3190. (213)838-3357.

JEEP WAGONEER, 1980. $3,995. Good con-
dition. A/C, stereo, tan leather interior,

4-wheel drive. (213)8 59-3494,
(213)207-0543.

LEAVING COUNTRY! '81 black Toyota Supra
Loaded, immaculate. High miles, runs great!

$2900/obo (213)479-6440, Mike. ~~

MAZDA 626 1984. 4-door, 5-speed, air

Original owner $1800 (213)478-7753.

NISSAN SENTRA-XE 1984. Great Condition,
Very clean, automatic am/fm cassette,4/c,

$2850(818)344-0227.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1988 $4600. 5-specd,
blue/black top, pull-out stereo. Excellent. Kim
(213)480-6416 days, (213)656-1041
evenings.

TOYOTA CELICA, 1977 5$pd, runs great.

$800. Call (213)478-4383.
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Steroids and the Body

DAILY INJECTION'OR ORAL USE IN 2-6 WEEKS

Intended

Results
vDDDDD^ODmODDDDB

Protein

Synthesis

Side Effects

from Abuse

Increases

Muscle Mass
Increases

Stamina

r

Excessive muscle

growth compound to

bone development
WUWIWIJWJUWWpWWBWWWBWWWB<

I

ffiWmW/MMXXmf

Excess of steroids

in need of removal

11

Tearing of muscle,

connective tissue

Overpopulation

of hormones

Failure of

kidney, liver
wwwcwawMwwwiMMMWMMiWW!

Sterility

vtixaifaHffuaKtafi

GAIL MOOREHEAD/Daily Brum

STEROIDS: Looking for an edge
From page 28

While the above effects arc due
to increased anabolic steroid levels

in the body, glucocoriicosteroids

also can leave a lasting negative

impression on the body.

study can be done.

Perhaps the best impression of

the situation with steroids was
offered by a pair of those research-

ers, Timothy Behrens and James

Goodwin, who reported, "We feel,

w T^
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 115

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED ....$40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B&L • WJ • Ceba • AO • B&H • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blv^.

Hawtfiorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th Si

Fuljerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Lxtens ivc reviews o t medica l tJiat m general, the use ot oral

literature have produced so little

information promoting oral gluco-

corticoids that one group of

researchers has recommended
withholding the use of them in

sports related injuries until more

glucocorticoids to treat the inflam-

mation associated with injury is

analogous to hunting an ant with a

cannon—your weapon may very

well do the job, but less drastic

alternatives are available."

Bruin Sports Calendar

TUESDAY. MAY 8
oppoNErrr LOCATION TIME

Baseball @ Cal State

Fullerton

Fullerton 7:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9

Baseball

Softball

Cal State

Dominguez Hills

U.S. International

University

J.R. Stadium

Sunset Field

7:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

WED.-SUN. MAY
Women's Tennis

9J1
@ NCAA Team
Championships

Gainesville, FL AILDay

FRIDAY , MAY 11

Baseball Sacramento State J.R. Stadium 7:00 p.m.

SATURDAY. MAY 12

Baseball

Men's and

Women's Track

Sacramento State

@ Occidental

Invitational

J.R. Stadium

Eagle Rock

1:00 p.m,

1:00 p.m.

DANIELLE EUBANK/Daily Bruin

OFF
Any Large

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &

quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

^9
Burger

Meat Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, trench fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton _

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

lak^
'.7.7»»'fVi

Expires 5/31/90
. Not valta with other otters orr coupons

M Good for everyone in party • No substitutions

t

Job and Research
Opportunities

with the UCLA Drug
Abuse Research Group

Ltxrated in Westwood, this group oi psychologists, sociologists,

epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and physicians

conducts research on drug abuse. Special interests are the

causes and consequences of drug abuse, drug abuse treatment,

and AIDS among drug abusers.

Current openings include ...

Research Coordinator (SRA III)

This is a full-time position for a researcher with a doctoral or

masters degree in Psychology or a related field. Five-year,

NlDA-funded study of enhanced methadone maintenance

treatment for AIDS prevention in addicts. Independent

publication possible. Most work done at drug abuse clinics

Downtown and in Hollywood.
• Conducts interviews with herom addicts m a study ot

enhanced treatment

• Coordinates and supervises research interviewers and data

coders
• Analyzes data using standard statistical programs
• Assists in report preparation

Research Assistant/Interviewer (SRA I)

This is a full-time position for a research asM^iant to help

collect data on a five-year, NIDA-fundcnd study. This job

requires a completed bachelor's degree or experience.

Psychology major or equivalent preferred. Position, located in

drug abuse Clinics Downtown and in Hollywood.
• Conducts interviews with heroin addicts in. a study of

enhanced trcatmtnl
• Collects questionnaire and testing data

Enters data into computerized database

I'

• Assists m other research tasks

Interviewer Screener/Data Coder (SRA I)

This is a full-time position for a research assistant to provide

data quality control support on ongoing projects.

• Reviews, codes, and enters data from interviews

• Assists in other research tasks

Graduate Student Researcheils)

Or Post-doctoral students interested in data analysis and

publication production. At lv?ast one part-time positk)n for

graduate-level researcher. Substantive issues in heroin and

cocaine abuse. Authorship credit encouraged. Assists in all

aspects of research program in drug abuse.

Other Opportunities

The National Institute on Drug Abuse is currently encouraging

supplemental research applications from minority faculty

members of teaching institutions. The UCLA Drug Abuse

Research Group invites interested faculty to discuss

sponsorship by our group of such applications. Dissertation

students are encouraged to contact UCLA Drug Abuse

Research Group senior investigators to discuss data availability

and research collaboration.

Address Inquiries to:

Scott MacLean
UCLA Drug Abuse Research Croup

* nOO Glendon Avenue, Suite 763

Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

(213) 825-9057
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Scooters 1 19 Furniture 126 Garage Sales 127

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

Auto Repair 110

^

^s^

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

TOYOTA CORROLA Station Wagon 1980.

$1700/obo. Ask for Pedro after 6pm
(213)637-6122.

TOYTA CEltCA 1982- Liftback, 52K miles

5-specd, power sunroof, cruise, air, stereo-

cassette, excellent condition. $3,950/obo

(213) 823 2438

VOLKSWAGEN 1974 THING red, white top

Runs well, recently rebuilt engine. $3000
(213)473-1877 leave message.

VOLVO GL WAGON 1985, Graphite, low

mileage, excellent condition, 3rd seat, cruise

control. $10,700 (213) 203-9840.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1 986 HONOA REBEL 250- Black, $1 ,200 obo
Helmet, KRYP lock included. (21 3) 874 .1698

(leave message).

1 988 NINJA 600R with Vance & Hines Kdcing

System and alarm $3,200 obo
(213)209-2458.

HONOA NIGHTHAWK 700S 1 9fJ>^ Blue/

black, excellent CQndition. Only 8k

Spare parts. Call Malcolm (213)829-6820.

KAWASKIZX lOOOR NINJA, 1986. ?5k miles.

Bra, custom scat, new radials, cover, helmets.

$3500/obo (818)348-9086.

1977 PUCH, runs great, includes lock

$325/obo. Michael 394-1877.

1984 HONDA ELITE 150. New engine tires

with basket, helemct, lock $850/obo. )ohn

(213)209-0901.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50. Great condition, just

tuned-up. $450 lock and helmet Call Carolyn

(21.3)8243657.

1986 HONDA SPREE- Red mint condition.

Stored inside low miles with lock and AGV
Helmet $425 00 obo Call Brad
(213)2095209.

1986 YAMAHA RAZZ- Just tuned, runs great,

good condition, very reliable. $350. (213)

202-7876.

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80- Red, engine, less than

2,000 miles. $650.00. (213) 825-7076 days

1987 HONDA ELITE 50 Runs well, must sell.

20(X) miles. $250 Call Alan (21.3)208-1231

HONDA 250 ELITE- 1985, stored 47, years,

350miles, red, new battery, $1,550 obo (213)

4509463

HONDA ELITE 80 New Engine, while, Runs
like new, lock included. $700 Call Chris at

824-5504

HONDA ELITE 80 With helmet and lo<:k,

excellent condition Sell this week Only $495
(21.1) 397-6133

HONDA ELITE 1 50, well maintained Helmet
and lock. $800 (213)836 9005,

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters Starting at

$599 ^ fees. Call foothill Yamaha
(818)352-3277

SPA P200E: Excellent condition, speedy,

powerful. Must sell $950 (21 3)208 0845 Ask
for Laura or Susan 1 ,

YAMAHA 2(X)/, 1989, black, beautiful, hel-

met, lock, carrying case, 70 mph. $200(Vobo
Call Chris, (714)593-0057.

FURNITURE, new, moving, must sell, sofa

$180, futon $80, Zenith 19 inch TV $130.

(213)836-4587

IMMEDIATE SALE Sofa/love scat, unused

$550, large oak entertainment center $195,

late model 25" color TV $195, 19" color

portable, excellent $120 Delcvcry possible

(213) 453-9441

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused

hidc-a-bcd $250 Mattress and box spring

$1 50 Dinette set $195 Sofa and love scat or

sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bcdr(X)m scl

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995 Bunk beds $200

Day bed $195 Rcclmer $195 Brass head

board $1 50 Encyclopedia 1989 Cqst $1000,

sacrifice $250. (213)393 2338

MATCHING sofa & lovescat Good condition

$1 25/obo Antique oak coffee table $50 Di.\ic

(213)447-0298

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbeds Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337

MOVING SALE 2 dressers, sofa, double bed

with egg shell pad breakfast set

(21 3)208- 340.S

NHW- Bunk beds heavy duty solid wood,
$90 00, Queen bed new m package,

$20000, Bedroom set black and white

lacquer, $290 00, Dmctle set, $135 00
(213)473 8609

NEW May Co Sofa/love seat Oxford blue

striped. Must sell Extending table light wood
w/four chairs w/light blue seals must sell this

week. (21.3)471-3577. J

NEW WATERBED King-sixe Includes head
board, leather rails, heater, mattress pad,

comforter $200/obo. Dave (213)447-0298.

MOVING SALE. You'll find it here Everything

goes Quality. 11961 Montana #2
(213)820 5721 Any "time

TWIN BED, sewing machine, KIM stereo,

bookshelves, chairs, printer, stove, ladies,

child's clothes. (213)398-3354 or come May
12, l-4pm 3314 Sawtelle #8.

Misc. For Sole 128

LUXURY SUITE weekend Westwood Mjrquis

Hotel at big $ savings! Leave message
(213)657-1959.

PASSPORT RADAR DETECTOR New chord

and window mount $220/<)bo Greg
(213)209-4011 (213)478 4695

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

BRAND new Kenwood stereo w/intcgraled

Amp KA 1 28, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX 68 double cassette deck, JL

880, 3 speaker, 3-way "speakers, glass dark

wood display case. Musl^cii. (213)471-3577

WEIGHT MACHINE, Marcy space enVI, w/
butterfly and bench Was $1 .300 A.sking $4(X)

(213)826 2 ?(>«

Typewriter/Connputer 1 34

MACINTOSH 512 K-ENHANCED plus CMS
external SCSI hard disk Both like new hardly

used, w/software $190(Vobo (213)312 0202

TANDY 10(X)SX computer; 640K Mono Mntr
DWP 230 Daisy Printer and Tractor Feed
$750.00 Call weekdays (213)445 5489

TOSHIBA 1200 portable Still under warranty
2 disk drivf^i. tM memory Carrying case

included $80(Vobo. Call (21 3)825-6850 after

6:30 pm. Siggy "".

•^rzr
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CLASSES
BEGIN
THIS
WEEK!

f23-004

UCLA
AQUATIC
CENTER

Ask about
• informal sailing

• summer programs

Each donor will receive

two free passes to the

- Improv, two neato
T-shirts, a pretty button,

lifesavers, a chance to

win a fabulous weekend
for two in a really cool

hotel or a rad dinner,

and the satisfaction of

knowing that you've
^sayed three lives.

GIVE BLOOD
Today, May 8th through Friday

May nth, 11:00 am - 3:45 pm
in the John Wooden Center.

Call 825-7586 for an

appointment or just drop in.

«T^' Paid for by
BOC Programming

l^to/fcrf
TEST»NG CEN'FOS^^^^ PROfESSlONAc

r 9^i CUARANT
#1

LSAT • GMAT MCAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
ANY SECTION OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE

CLASSES BEGIN MAY 15TH

STEROIDS
From page 29

live cost of this method precludes

its use in many competitive set-

tings.

D
The ethics of using drugs as an

artificial means of enhancing
competitive performance aside,

the abuse of steroids has far

reaching negative implications on
the athletic and medical world.

Under proper medical supervision,

anabolic and glucocorticoid ster-

oids have a solid place in sports

medicine, but in the unregulated

setting under which most athletes

use, and eventually overuse ster-

oids, the medical impact is quite

devastating.

STEROIDS &

First of all, there are studies

which suggest that the muscular
growth and development asso-

ciated with anabolic steroid use

might be nothing more than a

-Lplacebft-Jif

f

ccL Expeftmenta
showed that athletes who took a

sugar pill, under the belief that is

was a steroid-based substance, had
the same muscle mass after a

weight-resistance training prog-

ram as a group which did use

steroids.

In cases where steroid use leads

to an increase in body proportions,

often times this gain is not due lo

an increase in muscle mass, but

rather increased water retention.

This added water content has little

if any effect on athletic perfor-

mance.

The major problem with ana-

bolic steroids is that their effect is

not limited to target cells in

muscles—hence they can wreak
havoc throughout the entire body.

Both animal and human studies

have indicated that anabolic ster-

oids cause a breakdown of tendon

and cartilage protein structures,-

thus increasing the opportunity foi

injury. Anabolic steroids can
reduce the amount of cortical

(hard) bone, leaving larger
amounts of soft bone which is

another pre-cursor to injury in the

competitive athlete. Also, the

increase in muscle mass and
force-production capabilities may
outreach the subsequent growth in

neighboring structures, creating a

potentially destructive imbalance.

Once injuries do occur, anabolic

steroids are still highly influential

in a negative sense, for they have
been found to hamper the normal
process of wound healing. Ironi-

cally, protein synthesis—the
major product of normal steroid

function—is reduced in cases of
extreme steroid influence.

Other organ systems not related

to the musculoskeletal system
suffer due to increased amounts of
anabolic steroids in the body.
The genitals and similar repro-

ductive structures can be affected

by the increased hormonal stimu-

lation with the ultimate result of
sterility a real possibility.

Similarly, the liver and kidney
functions can be reduced or even^
negated thanks to overwork asso-

ciated with abnormal steroid use.

The liver works to detoxify the

body by removing all drugs and
artificial agents from the body,
while the kidney filters and pro-

duces the waste products for

removal from the body.

See STEROIDS, page 27
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STEROIDS
From page 32

hormones are commonly known as

'sex-hormones* which regulate

secondary sexual functions, while

other forms of steroids have
important effects on the metabol-

ism of glucose as a fuel for the

body.

Steroids share a cholesterol ring

su^ucture which forms the back-

bone of the hormone and disting-

uishes it from other hormones in

the body. However, the actual

mechanism of steroid influence on
the target cell is another interesting

feature.

STEROIDS &

a. What's Black
and White and
Read All Over?

A. Hopefully, Your
Resume.

Resume and Portfolio

Workshop
Wednesday, May 9
North Campus Room 22
5:30 PM
For more info call Dan
209-5370

K^^

Unlike other hormones which
act directly on the outer membrane
of a cell, steroids mediate cellular

activity via the nucleus, or com-
mand organelle inside the cell.

Thus, a specific receptor must bind

10 the steroid at the cell membrane,
and u-ansport it to the nucleus,

where it can then direct cellular

^

activity.

Tlie common denominator of

the effects of steroid hormones on
the target cell is increased synthe-

sis of specific proteins due to

stimulation of proper mechanisms
in the nucleus. These proteins can
primarily cause growth of tissues

and development of secondary
sexual characteristics.

D
The medical establishment

developed and refined artificial

steroid hormones for directed use

in patients for two major purposes.

The first clinical use of steroids

is as an anti-inflammatory agent
after injury or surgery. The class of

glucocorticoids is used for this

purpose, as research has found
ihem powerfully able to reduce the

four primary signs of inflamma-
tion: heat, redness, sv^lling, and
pain.

Anabolic steroids are the other

major classification of artificial

steroids, and as the name implies,

they are used for growth of tissue

mass and size. Developed for

clinical uses in hormone-deficient

children and in post-injury or

post-surgery cases under intense

medical supervision, anabolic ster-

oids are the most commonly
abused steroid by athletes.

If used in large quantities on a

cyclic basis, anabolic steroids have
been promoted by athletes to foster

weight gain, reduce the amount of

recovery time needed between
workouts, and to create increased

strength reserves in large muscle
groups. They are commonly admi-
nistered to the body via injection

into the muscle belly, with oral

administration another viable
mechanism.

Detection of abnormal steroid

levels in the body is difficult at

best, especially from a casual

standpoint. There are few external

signs, though claims of increased

acne, body hair (due to the

increased amounts of secondary
sexual hormones) muscle mass,
and aggressive behavior are some-
times used as a basis for judge-
ment.

More reliable methods include

urine testing or blood testing, with
urine samples the most common
mode of analysis in post-competi-

tive settings. Blood samples are

more indicative, but the prohibi-

See STEROIDS, page 28

AAF
YOUR SUCCESS IS NO LAUGHING MATTER

FLHX1BL1-: HOURS • PHRSONAL ArrHNTlON
• QUAIJ TY SrY4.1STS •

FREE HAIRCUT—<$30 value)
With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm

LIMITHD riMH ONLY
Ask for Debbie

1015 Gaylcy Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006^ \-

I
aCLA Faculty
and Employees

MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high qualityjnedical

care by GCJLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wiishire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

(213) 208-8188

MONSTER
6109 Melrose Ave

Los Anqples. CA 90f)?R

NORAG
KUriQ—FU

Accessories
Jewelry
Belts
Hats

For
MEN
&

WOMF.N

213) 962-1869
(213) 962-1860

21 and over

9595 Wiishire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, (213) 550-1599

i-»-x \\\\\\\\\\V//////////
\nn 5AMVI(»fTE3LVDvU>5AMCfl:£S.CA...^0CH'8.82P-15l6
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Clash with Titans must win for Bomliers
By Terry White

Contributor

Tonight's game at Cal Sute
Fullerton could decide where
the UCLA baseball team goes
after the regular season.

Coming off a two-game
sweep of lowly U.S. Interna-

tional (13-40-1), the Bruins

(34-21) need to win a majority

of their remaining eight games
to assure themselves of. an
invitation to the NCAA region-

al playoffs.

But tonight's game carries

even more weight than the rest.

Not only is CSUF currently

leading the Big West Confer-

ence, but Titan head coach
Larry Cochell holds a seat on
the NCAA playoff selection

committee. A win tonight will

show Cochell that the Bruins

can beat strong teams and
deserve to go to the regionals.

On the other hand, a Bruin

loss could prove fatal when
Cochell sits down to decide

who goes to the playoffs.

The No. 21 -ranked Titans

(29-20, il-4 in the Big WesO
had a hot weekend, taking two
games out of three from the

same UCSB team that beat the

Bruins twice this year. The

Titans hepc to continue their

tradition of strong post-season

play by earning a- playoff berth

this year. They have advanced

to the College World Series

three times in the past eight

years, winning the NCAA title

in 1984.

Zancanaro (9-5. 2.91 ERA)
will get the call tonight to start

against a Titan to be named
later.

With eight games remaining,

a total of six ^yins would assure

the Bruins of a playoff berth.

"40 has always been the magic
number," explained UCLA
head coach Gary Adams.

ViCKERS; Going for gold
From page 31

"My dad is commonly known as

my backbone," the NCAA champ
said. "He's one of the persons, that

if he were to disappear, I don't

know what would happen to my
track career. He has always been
able to pump me up for a race when
nobody else could, even myself.

When I can't focus on my objec-

tive, I dial his seven digits, and he

has always come through since day
one."

Vickers's post-collegiate goals

aim sky-high with the ultimate

track and field accomplishment in

mind.

"I have been running track since

age six all with the purpose of

winning an Olympic gold medal

some day," Vickers said. "I have

given myself until 1996 to be ready

but would like to run for the 1992

team that will compete in Barcelo-

na."
"I want to be able to compete

with world class athletes, and this

is my transitional year to do that,"

Vickers said. *'l used to constantly

worry when I stood at the starting

line, but in the last couple of

weeks, I have told myself that if I

want the opportunity to deal with

the elite class of athletes, I first

have to deal with my collegiate

competition. I have to put my
highest goal aside for right now
and handle the NCAA challenge."

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*compIete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
laughing gas available!!

933-7744
Dr. M. MAKHANI

b^UU Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
Evening Hours & Sundays (corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

UCLA Student Committee for ttie Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"

From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and eclectic triple-bill

featuring:

SLAN: John Zom,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Fri., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworm Theater

\1
5^

For more Information/

Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953

I

Spend a profitable

Summer on tfie Coast.

.

at Orange Coast College m Costa Mesa'

Enjoy Coast s hot classes and cool breezes
as you wrap up a lower division requirement or two

,

Just minutes from the beach m Orange County,

OCC offers quality instruction at low prices

Fees are just $5 per unit'

Book your Summer on the Coast today'

Contact the Admissions Office to secure your summer
registration permit' Six and eight-week summer sessions
begin June 18 A second sixweek session gets unden^ay

on June 25 Call Now for Information!

(714)432-5772

We'll help you get there.

•' '

^ ORANGE COAST COlIeGE
2701 Fairview Rd Costa Mesa CA 92626

k^:-.7r

/f

SIMMIEY H. KAPLAN
lakf Kaplan C^r lakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

AS ALWAYS WE DELIVER FREE, FAST AND HOT DOUBLJl PEA Im
Ask about our dinner specials

'2118 Westwood Blvd.

_ 475-6464
Sunday-Thursday 11:30-12 midnight
Friday & Saturday 11:30 am-1 am

_HUY ANY MED. PIZZA
w/ I TOPPING

GKT TIIK SECOND ONE

FREE
for only ^10«99
one coupon per pizza

muit mention coupon upon oijdering

For limited time only

ANY 12" MED PIZZA
W/ 1 TOPPING

&
TWO 16 OZ. SODA

for only $6.99
one coupon per pizza

lention coupon upon o
For limited time only

must mention coupon upon ordering
id

SPECIAL =^

LG PIZZA
W/2 TOPPINGS
& 2 DRINKS
FOR $ 9.99
one coupprf per pizza

must mention coupon upon ordering J

For limited time only JJ
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Vickers hopes to hurdle her way to an Olympic gold
By Jay Ross
Contributor

1990 could be the year that the

UCLA women's track and field

crew finally breaks through to win
the national championship. After

two successive years of playing

bridesmaid to Louisiana State, the

Bruins are set on winning.

For Janeene Vickers, these next

two weeks begin the final phases

of preparation in which Coach Bob
Kersee's top hurdler will also try to

become the fastest collegiate

hurdler ever.

Vickers won the 400 meter
hurdles at last year's NCAA meet
in Provo, Utah, and in the process

established her personal best time

of 55.27. Nawal El Moulawakel,
of Moroccan citizenship, set the

collegiate record of 54.61 at the

1984 Los Angeles Olympics while

attending Iowa St., and Latanya
Sheffield of San Diego St. holds

the American collegiate record of

54.66.

To claim the top mark, Vickers

needs to chop less than seven

tenths of a second from her best

ever time. The champ is confident

that the record is within her grasp.

"If I don't get the record at the

NCAA's, competing against world
class athletes will create the

environment and pace I need to

accomplish li laief this year,'

Vickers said.

If any pressure rests on Vickers'

shoulders, it comes from herself.

So determined to reach the collegi-

ate record, she sometimes grabs

onto more than she can handle.

"My biggest pressure is that

which I apply to myself," Vickers

said. "I'm not only running for the

NCAA title this year, but I want
the record, which sometimes
becomes more than I can handle.

Instead of competing for the

points, I'll start racing the clock. In

a situation where I can win the race

hands down, I'll still be nervous
because of what I want to do."

Kersec has trained his squad
progressively by design, and stated

that only winning a gold national

championship trophy will please

him. Vickers knows thai the 1990
squad will not disappoint.

"This year is quite interesting,"

Vickers said. "1990 is different

from any other jear because the

team is more relaxed going into the

NCAA's. . . We are an especially

balanced team and not totally

dependant on a single individual.

"The talent is everywhere and
we have more confidence in our

abilities. The group is starting to

unite with the purpose of winning
as a goal. Everybody is pulling for

each other, and I really think this is

our year."

Vickers will compose an integ-

ral part of the Bruin game plan

when the team rolls into Durham,
N.C. for the NCAA Track and
Field Championships. Starling this

year, the sprint events consist of

three rounds, preliminary heats,

semifinals, and finals, and a team
with stronger depth in the sprint

evenis has a beuer chance of

winning.

Because of her ability to sprint

and hurdle, Kersee could race

Vickers twelve times over four

days, and six of those races may be

400 meters long. She anticipates

competing in the 100 meter hur-

dles, 400 meter hurdles, and 1600
meter relays and, if necessary, the

400 meter relay.

Vickers likes the Bruins chances

despite the appearance that UCLA
has not qualified as many runners.

"This week we start our serious

preparations for NCAAs, includ-

ing qualifying our mile relay,"

Vickers said. "ShorUy afterwards,

we'll move into speed workouts to

beat the nation. . . I don't see any
problems with qualifying and
winning.

"We have the talent and are

training at the perfect pace. We
don't have all the qualifying marks
that we usually would at this time
of the year, but Bobby (Kersee) is

moving us slower to conserve our
energy."

Vickers has yet to qualify for the

national finals but plans to at the

Pac-lOs. At the Modesto Relays
last Saturday, she ran 57.66, her

top time this season, which falls

short of the 57.50 provisional

requirement, and she said that her

times are coming down.
"It not that the team is not

capable of reaching the times,

we're just getting started," Vicker
said. "If you look at the schools

we're contending with, Texas and
Arizona St., they've run the indoor

season and have been running peak
times for awhile. I predict they'll

be burning out if they have to run

on the track three times per event. WEERSI
II' I

'

t
ihere's no doubt m my mind

that we have the talent to win, and
once we see some strong competi-

tion, we'll be ready."

Something would have been lost

if Vickers had ventured far from
her Southern California home,
something she considered dear to

herself—her family.

"I had my choice of schools, but

;iN(VDaily Bru,n
_

Janeenu Vickers is determined to leap every obstacle on hot
way to an NCAA title.

I'm still daddy's little girl and
decided to stay in California to sec

him," said Vickers, who remains

40 minutes from home. "My
transition from high school to

college was made easier by having

my family to fall back on. I didn't

run well at Ml. SAC, but they still

supported me."

The hurdler's father, Kamcll
Vickers, is the driving force

behind her success.

See VICKERS, page 30
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THE UCLA CHAPTER OF SIGMA XI,

THE SCIENTinC RESEARCH SOCIETV^

The 1990 membership campaign of the UCIj\
Chapter of Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society, is

under way! Our chapter is one of more than 500
Sigma Xi chapters and clubs across North America, and
we have 904 members (faculty, postdoctoral scholars,
advanced graduate students, and unusually able seniors)
who are currently active in the \}CVA chapter.

Sigma Xi is an honorary organization. Among other
activities, Sigma Xi sponsors national lectureships and
provides grants-in-aid of research, llie official publica-
tion of Sigma Xi is The American Scientist, which
members receive bimonthly. This journal contributes to
companionship in research and interdisciplinary contact
by presenting articles across the entire spectrum of the
sciences. Recent scientific discoveries that will have a
long "shelf life" are presented in contexts that can be
appreciated by individuals in very different disciplines.

We have forwarded packets of Sigma Xi member-
ship nomination forms to the chairs of UClJ\'s science
departments, including biological, physical, and social

sciences, with the request that they publicize the mem-
bership campaign and that the nomination form's be
made available to the faculty. In addition, each science
department has been invited to nominate one outstand-
ing graduate science student and one outstanding se-
nior science student for our Chapter's 1990 awards to
be presented at our Annual Banquet on Sigma Xi Day,
May 29, 1990. Newly elected members will be invitee!

to be the Chapter's guests at the Annual Banquet.

If you are interested in membership in the UCIj\
Chapter of Sigma Xi, contact your department chair or
the Chapter Secretary, Dr. Paula J. Geiselman, Depart-
ment of Psychology, Franz Hall, UCIJ\ 156304 (213-
206-5894). The deadline for the receipt of completed
nomination forms is May 11, 1990; and nominations
must be made by persons who are already members of
Sigma Xi.

»Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

Tmmediate Results
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•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia
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Sports
s named new women's gym head coach

By Wendy Witherspoon

UCLA SPORTS fKlFO

Valorie Kondos

Assistant Sports Editor

The UCLA women's gymnastics team embarked on a new voyage,

Monday, when they attended their first practice under the watchful eye of
new head coach Valerie Kondos.
UCLA senior associate athletic director Dr. Judith Holland

announced, yesterday, that Kondos would take over for Pac-10 Coach of

the Year, former UCLA head coach Jerry Tomlinson, whose contract as

head coach was not renewed for the 1990-91 year. Last week, Holland

announced that the athletic department would not renew the contract for

th^« Bruin coach of 11 years because it fell the gymnastic's program
needed a "new direction."

Kondos, who had been the Bruins' assistant coach for the past eight

years, is charged with taking the team in this "new direction". At press

time, Kondos could not be reached for comment.
A UCLA graduate, Kondos has a background in dance and was

formerly the assistant coach in charge of choreography and dance for the

team. Kondos studied ballet in Washington D.C. and New York before

coming to the UCLA program in 1982.

UCLA junior Renee Kelly, a 1988 AU-American who will compete in

her final year for the Bruins next year, said that the team is generally

excited about their new coach. "She's a great motivator," said Kelly.

"She understands our program .^^^ She understands the improvements
that need to be made."

Specifically, Kelly said that Kondos will focus more on preparing the

team for NCAAs. For example, in the Tomlinson era, post-NCAA
practices (which the team is currently doing) were optional. But Kondos
told the team yesterday that these practices are now mandatory. "She
means business," Kelly said.

Senior Kim Hamilton, the Bruins' three-time NCAA floor champion
who finished her eligibility this year said, "I think she's going to be a lot

more organized with our conditioning as well as training." In particular,

Hamilton thinks Kondos will be strict about "keeping the weight off."

Although Kondos, who choreographed all three NCAA championship
floor routines for Hamilton, does not have a strong background in the

technical aspect of gymnastics, neither Kelly nor Hamilton foresee that

as a problem.

Hamilton said that her knowledge of how the body moves helps on
every apparatus. "She can make us stand there and hold (a position) and
tell us *this is how your body should feel in the air.'"

Netters devour Ant hors d'oeuvres
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

—Finishing with a bang.

The No. 2-ranked UCLA men's
tennis squad (25-3 overall) did just

that as it downed No. 19-rankcd

UC Irvine, 6-3, in its last dual

match battle this season.

But, it didn't come as easy as the

score may reflect.

Friday's match, dropped the first

set to No. 33-ranked Anteater

Richard Luhner. 6-1. hut tnnk thp.

The match was the farthest thing

from a quiet country club setting as

the stands and the courtside peri-

pherics were crawling with 'Eater

Rowdy Rooters' attempting to

cheer on their team to victory.

"Tank, Tank, Tank, Tank!" fans

chanted as UCI's No. 20-rankcd

Trevor Kronemann (31-12 over-

all) downed No. 30-ranked Bruin
Jason Nctter (26-16), 6-4, 6-1, at

No. 1 singles with virtually no
struggle whatsoever—giving the

'Eaters their first spark.

Soon after, however, UCLA's
Bill Barber (25-9) played consis-

tently enough to overcome Irvine's"

No. 3 Shige Kanroji, 6-4, 6-2, and
even the ongoing tally to one a

piece.

UCLA's No. 2 Fritz Bissell

(24-10)—stepping in for teammate
Mark Knowles who was recover-

ing from heat exhaustion during

second set, 7-5, with the help of his

rivals' four double faults in the

deciding game. But, losing
momentum and playing a bit

erratic, the Bruin was finally

beaten, 6-2, in the third.

UCLA's Bill Behrens (21-9)

picked up the slack as he ultimate-

ly rode past UCI's No. 5 Carsten

Hoffman in a long three-setter,

losing the first set, 7-6, but

bouncing backio win the next two,

6-4, 6-1.
'

And, with everything tied at two
all, Nos. 4 and 6 were remaining
on the courts.

UCLA's No. 4 player, Jason

Sher (16-4), pulled out the first set,

7-5, over Irvine's Mike Roberts,

but fell short in a sccond-scl

tiebreaker and finally fell, 6-4, in

the third.

Teammate Robbie Wendell's

Tfiatch went quite the opposite way,
as he dropped the first set, 7-6, to

UCI's No. 6 Mike Saunders, but

regained footing to take the next

two sets, 6-4, 6-3.

With everything lied up 3-3

after singles play, the Bruins knew
they had to play solid doubles to

stay alive.

Bissell and Knowles were the

fir^t in make a contribution to

squad, as lh6y overpowered
Kix)nemann and Lubner, 7-6, in the

first set.

"You're half way through that

door, close it shut now, ' UCLA
assistant coach Billy Martin said.

And with that, the duo broke the

'Eaters in a love game, taking a 5-3

lead and an ultimate 6-3 set.

"(UCLA's No. I team) played

great—Bissell is a sign of great-

ness and Knowles is a piece of

work," Patton said.

That was true of the No. 26

tandem of Barber and Mark Quin-

ney as well, as they never stopped

attacking their rivals Hoffman and
Roberts. Even after splitting sets

by the same 6-1 score, the Bruins

took the deciding set, 6-4, and gave

the Bruins the clincher.

"I have to hand it to Bassett and
Leach," Patton said. "Both their

teams have gotten better over the

course of the season and I think

they (UCLA) could win the

NCAAs." ^

With its dual match season over,

UCLA will be gearing up to take

its best shot at the NCAA title in

mid-May.

GARLO CHAO

Fritz Bissell and thie Bruins downed UCI on Sunday.

5TEKUID5! Not only damages the body, but the entire world of sports
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Editor's note: This is the first of a

three-part series dealing with steriod

use and its effects.

As stated by the UCLA Depart-

ment of Intercollegiate Athletics

Policy Statement, the goal of drug

testing on this campus is to

promote a drug-free environment

for the competitive program and to

prevent an unfair edge to those

who abuse certain chemical sub-

stances.—^^^^^ ——
At the top of the list of banned

competitive substances are artifi-

STEROIDS &

cial anabolic steroids, of which 13

specific types are listed in the

policy statement. Routine drug
tests to detect such substances are a

part of competitive programs
ranging from high school level

sports through professional ranks

and even the .Qlympic Games.
Despite the existence of such

testing protocol, and the creation

of contemporary drug testing

laboratories such as the Olympic
testing facility on campus, the

stigma of steroid use is not absent
from sport today.

The rosier of athletes banned or

suspended from competition due
to steroid use grows longer by the

day, while the rumors and allega-

tions and of illegal drug activity

are even deeper and more notori-

ous.

D
In reality, the introduction of

artificial steroid compounds into

the human body is an attempt to

augment the normal reserves of
such substances in the regulatory

system.

Steroids arc one of three general

chemical classes of hormones,
which are specialized chemical
messengers that are secreted by
gland cells in one part of the body,
then carried by the blood, and later

act at receptor sites in other body
locations.

Major centers of natural steroid

synthesis include the adrenal cor-

tex near the kidney, the testes and
the ovaries. Hence, steroid-based

See STEROIDS, page 29

Banned Substances
Below IS a list of anabolic

steroids:

Clostebol

Dehydrochlormethyltestos-

terone

Mesterolone

Methandieone

Methenolone

Meththyltestosterone

Nandrolone >

Oxymesterone
Oxmetholone
Stanozol

Testosterone

And other related substances

o

Vickers is quicker
Janeene Vickers (pictured) is racing toward an

NCAA track tide. And after UCLA finished

second in nationals in 1988 and 1989, she's also

determined to help the Bruins break the tape first

at this year's national championships.

See page 31

Titanic clash
The UCLA baseball team will venture deep

into the heart of Orange tomorrow to take on the

Titans of Cal State Fullerton. If they get off Space
Mountain in time and make their way through the

field's of Knott's Berry Farm, they- PLAY
BALL!

See page 30

Trivia time
If UCLA fails to capture a national title this

year in any sport, it will mark only the fifth time
since 1960 that UCLA has no litlists. What were
the other four dry years? The first person to call

825-2095, or drop by Daily Bruin Sports, with
the right answer will win a mystery prize.
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Piioto feature

inserted today

PRISM, the Daily Bruin's

16-page photo supplement, is

inserted in the paper today.

It captures on film a sp)ec-

trum of student involvement in

the UCLA community.
Ten students are profiled in

photo essays that depict the

uniqlieness of campus life.

Twelve photojoumalists shot

the pictures during the month of

April 1990.

Inside
Women face
iiias at work

Undergraduate women must
prepare to face sex and age
discrimination in the job mark-

et, a panel reported.

bee page 10

Viewpoint

Redrawing the
districts

Columnist Mike Spence
argue? thah-propositions 118

and 1 19 would help to prevent

continual gerrymandering.

See page 21

Arts & Entertainment

Sex, drugs,
psychedelia

After 25 tie-dyed years, San
Francisco's Grateful Dead is

still alive and well in Dead
Head heaven.

See page 22

Sports

Softball to

battle Gulls

The lop-ranked Bruin soft-

ball team will pJay USIU today

on Sunset Field.

See page 44
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Chicano Studies focus of forum
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

More than 30 faculty and staff

joined forces Tuesday in Bunche
Hall to discuss the different obsta-

cles they all faced in lobbying the

administration for the creation of a

Chicano Studies department.

Although the forum reached no
organized resolution for action, the

group agreed further and more

detailed discussion would be

necessary in order to consolidate

faculty and student efforts to

preserve the Chicano Studies

major and bring about the creation

of a department in the discipline.

"We have an institution right

now in which students are not

talking to faculty, faculty are not

talking to students, some faculty

are not talking to each other. It is a

frustrating experience to figure out

how to mobilize this larger com-
munity without an infrastructure

within the community that prom-
otes dialogue," UCLA Professor

of History George Sanchez said.

Sanchez shared his personal

struggle as a non-tenured faculty

member to meet the high-pressure

demands of teaching courses,

sitting on committees, and meeting
research quotas. He said it was
difficult to find time to assist with

Groups of hoops

Bicycles fill thie bike lot next to ttie Men's Gym on Tuesday.

Run-off election lield today
J-Board approves new races
By Saratii Suk
Politics Editor

UCLA undergraduates can vole

today and Thursday in runoff

elections for the second vice

president and third general rep-

resentative positions next year.

Undergraduate government
approved last Friday the results of
all other races and accepted the

Election Board's recommendation
to have a runoff for the two yet-

unfillcd positions.

The candidates for second vice

president are Darren Kameya and
David Pratt, and those vying for

the last gcncj[al representative post

are Derek Hii and Alvin Parra.

The second vice president

serves as coordinator of all coun-

cil-sponsored student groups and
acts as their representative to

council. The three general rep-

resentatives relay general student

interests to the council.

The runoff will continue despite

a grievance filed against the

undergraduate council's noncerti-

fication of the general representa;

tive race. General representative

candidate Parra told the undergra-

duate Judicial Board on Morillay

that he defeated his op|X)neni with

enough votes for victory.

The board decided on Tuesday
— after seven hours of delibera-

tion — to uphold undergraduate

government's plan to hold a runoff

election.

The board's decision was unani-

mous, but the six justices split

halfway as to the reasoning behind
their conclusion. Three justices

believed the council acted. reaso-

nably, and the two-day prTfriary

election gave students "ample
opportunity to vote," said Chief

Justice William Rudolph.

The other justices thought tliat

the denial of voles lo students last

Wednesday morning, resulting

from a university office's error in

using a lx)xed number on student

registration cards without report-

ing it to the appropriate office,

invalidated the entire election.

Students who registered lo

enroll in recreational classes ear-

lier this quarter had the number
three box punched out, and the

Election Board was assigned the

same number to indicate ;, that

studenLs voied.

See VOTE, page 12

the Chicano Studies major which
operates on a volunteer teaching

basis.

Sanchez sits on the committee
that administers the Chicano Stu-

dies Major. Before an Academic
Senate committee recommended
the suspension of the major, the

committee met only once — at

Sanchez' request.

See STUDIES, page 13

Ron Kovic
to speak in

Ackerman

Ron Kovic

By Tom Huang

MATTHIAS DAUa-'Daily Brum

Staff Writer

Ron Kovic. the subject of Oliver

Stone's Oscar-noniinaied film

Bom on the Fourth of July." will

be in Ackerman Grand Ballroom
tonight for a free showing of the

film. He will introduce the film

and answer questions afterwards.

Assistant Commissioner of

Campus Events Eugene Hernan-
dez, who spoke with Kovic on the

phone Tuesdav niommg, said that

Kovic is looking forward to,

speaking with students after the

film.

"He was very excited," said

Hernandez. "He's l(X)king forward

to hcanng students' perceptions."

Kovic was an all-Amcrican kid

who went to Vietnam ready to

fight for his counir>'. After hcmg
wounded m battle, Kovic returned

to America paralyzed from the

waist down.
He came home to resentment

and anger from the American
public, his family and Iricnds,

according to the film.

Alter much denial and frustra-

tion, Kovic began lighting for

Vietnam veterans' rights and
speaking out against the war. His

political demonstrations brought
him into the American spotlight,

particularly when he delivered a

speech at the 1976 Democratic
Convention.

His autobiography, "Bom on the

Fourth of July," became a best

seller that attracted the interest of

director Stone, who turned it into

one of the most celebrated films o\

1989.

Because Universal Pictures has

donated the film to Campus

-

Events, tonight's event will be free

of charge lo UCLA students. But,

u[X)n Kovic 's request. Campus
Events will be taking donations

from students, which will go
directly lo UCLA's disabled com-
munity.

"It's a way he can show the film,

and give UCLA sometliing back at

tlic same time," Hernandez said.
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. MAY 9
• Campus Events Films/Speakers

- "Bom on the Fourth of July" with guest Ron Kovic
- 7:30 p.m. ^

- AGB
• Cineco

- "To Kill A Priest" with guest Zbigniew Sel<ulsl<i

- 7:30 p.m.
- Melnitz Theatre

• Campus Events Conceits
- Urt)an Dance Squad
- Noon
- Westwood Plaza

THURSDAY. MAY 10
• UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies

- "Defining the African fhararter in the i anfiua.TO
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of the Black Community"
' 12:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.
- Haines 158

FRIDAY. MAY 1

1

• Graduate &. Professional Students
' GSA Stipend Positions

- Applications due 5:00 p.m.
• Korean Students' Association

- Culture Night ;

- 7:00 p.m.

- Wadsworth Theatre

SATURDAY. MAY 12
• Asian Pacific Aiumnl/Aslan Pacific Coalition

- Career Fair

- 9:00 a.m.

- Moore 100

MONDAY. MAY 14 ^^^^_^^^^

^1

• Student Welfare Commission
- Body Image Discussion

- 11:00 a.m.

- AU 3517

• UCLA Summer Sessions
' Register Now

• International Students Association
- intemational Adyjser Applications Available

- Men's Gym 105
,

• Peer Health Counselors
- Health Services Available 401 Kerckhoff
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FHto-Lay inc. will pay
Tom Waits $2.5 million

Professor calls for end to U.S. bases in Philippines

Military presence has adverse effects, he says
The Associated Press

Frilo-Lay inc. must pay singer

Tom Waits almost $2.5 million for

imitating his gravelly style, grit-

for-grit, in a radio commercial

iiawking com chips, a federal court

jury decided Tuesday.

"Now I have a fence and a gate

around my voice," Waits said

following the verdict

The four-woman, two-man jury

deliberated about eight hours over

two days before deciding Waits

should receive $2,475,000. The
entertainer's lawyer had asked for

$1.5 million.

*This was a humiliation to Mir
Waits. They picked on the wrong
guy," said Waits attorney Howard
King.

Waits, 40, was portrayed as a

street poet with a loyal following

who had refused all offers to do
commercials, turning down such

corporations as Honda, Kraft and

Burger King.

Many of his songs are paeans to

gritty life at the margin, describing

nighthawks at the diner, truck

drivers, hard drinkers and prosti-

tutes in dingy worlds filled with

cigarette smoke.
^ Frito-Lay attorney Anthony
Liebig argued Waits wasn't well-

known enough to be imitated.

'There is no question he ° is

widely known to extreme insiders

in the rock industry but that has

nothing to do with being known by
the broader segment of the popu-

lation," Liebig' said.

Waits sued Frito-Lay and ad

agency Tracy-Locke Inc., which
hired Dallas singer Stephen Carter

to launch ads for his Salsa Rio
Doritos in September 1988.

He sued in U.S. District Court
under federal trademark laws and
under a California common law.

Clarification
A story on the Bay it project that appeared in the March 8 edition of

the Daily Bruin was not intended to imply that any official or crimi-

nal investigation is under way. The dispute between the two parties

is over the constitutionality of the charitable institution's bylaws.
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The American military bases in the

Philippines must be removed for "genuine"

economic and political development to

occur in the island nation, a professor

visiting from the Philippines said Tuesday.

Representatives from the two countries arc

slated to begin re-negotiations Monday on
the future of the bases.

"There is life after the bases . . . We will

not be reduced to ruins," Professor Jose

Lapuz of the University of the Philippines

said to students in a history of Southeast

Asia class. Lapuz, noted in his country as an

international relations expert, is the only

Pilipino member of the Intemational Insti-

tute for Strategic Studies in London.

The current bases agreement between the

two countries expires on September 19,

1991. but if the Philippines decides to

terminate the agreement, it would have to

give a year's notice.

The present Philippines constitution

would not allow American military bases,

troops and facilities on Pilipino soil after

1991 except under a treaty agreement,

Lapuz said. The bases also house nuclear

weapons although the constitution does not

allow their presence in the country.

If the bases remain, the Philippines will

continue to rely on a "perverse" economy
dependent on the bases, Lapuz said. It will

not think of economic alternatives for

"genuine" economic growth, he said.

Pilipinos living around the Subic Naval
and Clark Air Force bases are poverty-

stricken, and have resorted to undignified

means of livelihood including prostitution,

Lapuz said.

The presence of the bases has also

influenced Philippine politics, creating

political instability to suit American inter-

ests, he said. While the U.S. government is

supportive of President Corazon Aquino,

and helped put down an attempted coup
against her in December, it is also helping

opposition forces such as the Reform the

Armed services Movement (RAM) through

the Central Intelligence Agency, Lapuz
said.

'The more unstable Aquino is, the more
she will cling to U.S. support," he said.

'That is the real purpose of the bases ... to

influence the events of the Philippines."

The "persuasive flying" of F-4 phantom
jets from Clark Air Force l)ase helped

Aquino's government squelch a right-wing

insurrection in December 1989. That was
meant "to impress" on Aquino that shg

needs American aid to maintain her

presidency, Lapuz said.

DANIEl MEZGER

Jose Lapuz

Although Aquino says she wants to keep

hei- options open, Lapuz said "she may have

lost them."

The sovereignty of the Philippines is

undermined by the bases, Lapuz said.

"Sovereignty means that we can choose our

own friends and enemies . . . The presence

of the bases means that enemies of the

United. States would be enemies of the

Philippines," he said. 'The national security

(Of the island) is not protected, but in fact

endangered."

Aquino has yet to announce her stand on
the issue, repeatedly saying that she wants

to keep her options open during negotia-

tions. Lapuz said that she is interested in a

treaty which, unlike the present agreement,

would fully bind the U.S. government to pay

for use of land.

"We are reduced to the status of beggars,"

he said. In 1990, U.S. foreign aid to the

Philippines fell $96 million short as the

'Jnitcd Stales funded "new friends" in

Eastern Europe. The Philippines is an older

friend, its soldiers having fought under the

both American and Pilipino flags during

World War II, Lapuz said.

Despite the strategic location of the

Philippines, the United States gives the

Philippines less than one-sixth of the total

amount it allocates for bases in Turkey,

Portugal, Greece and Spain, he said. The
bases are situated such that the United

Stales "projects her influence" toward

Northeast and Southeast Asia and the

Middle East.

If the negotiations result in a treaty, the

Philippine senate would still have to ratify it

with a two-thirds vote. The treaty would
then have to be passed by a majority of

voters in the Philippines. F^rofessor Lapuz
said he believed the people would vote

against it unless^the constitution is ratified to

disfranchise the bases.

Lapuz discussed only briefly converting

the bases' areas into shipping facilities.

"The Philippines has always been a mari-

time country," he-vsaid.

The lecture was sponsored by the Visitors

Center.
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Briefs

World

Kohl rejects Soviet
delay of reunification

BONN, West Germany — Chancellor

Helnout Kohl on Tuesday firmly rejected

Moscow's suggestion that settling the

military complexities of a united Ger-
many could be delayed until after the

countries are merged.

"It would be a fatal development if the

external and internal conditions of Ger-

man unity were not completely clear

when the day of German unity comes,"
Kohl told reporters.

The chancellor was referring to a

suggestion by Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze that formal Ger-
man unity could occur before "external"

aspects of the merger are cleared up.

Such "external" aspects would include

those issues with international implica-

tions, such as the military stance of a

united Germany. West Germany current-

ly belongs to NATO, while East Germany
is a member of the Soviet-led Warsaw
Pact.

The Soviets oppose a united Germany
in NATO.

Congress remembers
Holocaust victims

World Jewish Congress stood outside the

villa Tuesday where Nazi leaders ploilcd

the Holocaust and recalled the 6 million

dead.

"I will not pray here, because I

personally believe that God turned his

face away from this place, as he did from
Auschwitz," said Edgar M. Bronfman,
president of the World Jewish Congress.
The solemn ceremony in front of the

Wannsee Villa, where Nazi leaders in

1942 mapped out the "Final Solution,"

was the most emotional part of the three-

day World Jewish Congress in Berlin,

which ended Tuesday.

It was the first time the Congress had
met on German soil, and some delegates

refused to attend, saying their grief was
still too great.

Wannsee Villa is now in disrepair, with

many of the inside walls ripped out and
dusty scaffolding covering one part of the

facade. West Berlin officials have prom-
ised to refurbish the villa and turn it into a

Holocaust memorial.

Nation

Seventeen residents

sliare liome in flood

NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The
rain-swollen Arkansas River on Tuesday
reached a record level, forcing residents

into unusual living arrangements, such as

the 17 people from four families sharing

Sandy Pratt's house.

"I'm just glad they all have a place to

go," said Pralt, whose 13 neighbors

moved in last week after the Arkansas
River flooded. "As long as we're dry on
this hill, ihcy have a place to cat and sleep

and get clean."

That fftearw

over sleeping bodies, standing in line for

the bathroom and hearing the unending
whirr of washer and dryer.

The river reached a record 27.6 feet at

Little Rock, 4 feet above flood stage,

forcing an estimated 325 families from
their homes.

In Texas, the Trinity River caused the

region's wdrst flooding in 80 years, with

more than 1,600 people seeking shelter.

Busii, GOP discuss

possilile tax increase

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush discussed potential tax increases

with Republican lawmakers Tuesday as

Budget Director Richard Darman sug-

gested deficit-fighting actions totaling as

much as $100 billion may be needed this

year.

A range of suggestions for raising

revenues— including a national lottery, a

one-cent federal sales tax and higher taxes

on alcohol and tobacco— are "part of the

mix," said Assistant Senate Democratic

Leader Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo.
Darman 's figures— he gave a range of

$60 billion to $100 billion — were two to

three times the size of the savings that

Bush said would be needed when he

proposed his fiscal 1991 budget in

January.

Although he won office on a "no new
taxes" pledge. Bush made it clear he was
willing to discuss some form of tax

increase as part of an overall budget

compromise, GOP lawmakers said.

State

Bill banning exercise

punisliment rejected

SACRAMENTO — The Assembly
rejected a bill

Tuesday that would have prohibited

teachers from using pushups, laps and
other exercise as punishment.

The bill, AB4117 by Assemblyman
Richard Polanco, D-Los Angeles,
received a 0-3 vote.

Existing law prohibits corporal punish-

ment, defined as "willful infliction of, or

willfullftausing the infliction of, physi-

cal pain on a pupil."

The bill would have included in the

defmition the *use as a punishment of

pushups, laps or other physical exertion.

Proposal to blocic

drilling advances
SACRAMENTO — A state Senate

committee advanced a bill Tuesday to bar

onshore oil facilities intended to receive

oil products of offshore drilling.

The aim of the bill is to prevent

offshore drilling.

Amendments were added to steer it

clear of local ordinances.

The bill was opposed by Save Our
Shores, which sent reporters a statement

saying it had been hired by the City of

Santa Cruz in 1985 to promote local

ordinances aimed at restricting onshore
facilities for offshore oil.

Boatwright said the bill was supported

by the Sierra Club, the Planning and
Conservation League, and several labor

unions.

Local

Prosecutor will not

charge Todd Bridges

Prosecutors refused to charge "Diff-

'rent Strokes" TV star Todd Bridges with

possess ion of drugs and decided instead to
file felony drug charges against a friend

who was arrested with the actor.

Bridges, 24, and Sieve Mallen, 36,

were arrested in the San Fernando Valley
at 3:50 a.m. Saturday after police
allegedly found two ounces of cocaine in

their car.

^ Li

Compiled from the Associated Press

Getting An Interview
Can Be Difficult*

Finding A Job
Can Be Worse*

CESE Can Help You!
Your resume can be seen by companies hiring in many diverse fields.

Only companies who are hiring will see your resume.
Your resume will continue to be seen by hiring companies into Fall '90.

For a $25.00 fee

your resume will be
included in a

resume book seen
by prospective
employers.

Send $25*00 and resume to: CESE
P-O- Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
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Undergraduate Students Association

FINAL ELECTION
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 9 &
Thursday, May 10, 1990

TODAY
Polling Places

Bruin Walk (by Drake Stadium)

Spaulding Field (southwest of Pauley Pavilion)

Ackerman Turn-Around (by the bus stop)

Bruin Plaza (across from the Bear)

Royce Quad

Rolfe Quad
Bunche Hall

Inverted Fountain ^_^_
Court of Sciences (by Young, Math Sciences and FranfHallsJ
Kerckhoff Patio (outside of Kerckhoff Coffee House)

Sample Ballot

OFFICES
A. SECOND VICE PRESIDENT

1a. Darren Kameya
2a. David Pratt

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE - 3rd position

~3a. Alvin Parra
4a. Derek Hu_^ ^ . ,

i

End of Ballot

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government <%
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Drug-experimenting teens may be 'better adjusted'
By Laura Myers
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Teens
provide behavioral clues in early

childhood that they'll become drug
users, and adolescents who experi-

ment with drugs tend to be better

adjusted than abstainers or abus-
ers, a University of California

study says.

The findings by Berkeley psy-
chologists Drs. Jonathan Shedler
and Jack Block might fly in the

face of the "Just Say No" anti-drug

campaign, but their peers agreed
Tuesday that casual drug exper-
imentation often is part of having a
healthy personality and doesn't
always lead to addiction.

Trial use of drugs does not necessarily lead to

addiction and may be healthy, UC study says

*This may be hard for some
people to take, but the real issue is

knowing when to put the brakes

on," said Dr. Shirley Feldman,
deputy director of the Stanford

University's Center for Study of
Family, Children and Youth.
'There's a whole big world out

there and, psychologically speak-
ing, experimentation is healthy in

most youths."

Shedler, perhaps nervous about
the study being misinterpreted,

said his and Block's careful

research that tracked 101 San
Francisco youths from age 3 to age

18, doesn't advocate illegal drug
experimentation.

'These findings absolutely do
not mean drug experimentation is

something that is beneficial," he

said. "But it docs mean that some
limited drug experimentation may
not be catastrophic. It could be a

sign of trouble to Come or simply a

sign of normal adolescent explo-

ration."

Brian Flay, director of drug

prevention research in the public

health department of the Universi-

ty of Illinois, said, "The 'Just Say
No' campaign has always been off

the markj*

. "We can't stop kids from trying

everything," Flay said. "The 'Just

Say No' campaign is extremely

simplistic. It should be, 'learn how
to moderate your behavior, learn

how to resist the pressure to go
overboard.'"

Psychologists, including Shed-
ler, said a more effective anti-drug

effort would identify children who
have traits that signal possible drug

problems later in life, and then

counsel those "at risk" youths.

According to the study, pub-

lished in the May issue of Ameri-

can Psychologists, drug abuse is a

symptom of deep-seated psycho-

logical problems originating in

early childhood and is exacerbated

by indifferent parenting.

At age 18, frequent drug users

were alienated, deficient in impul-

se control and distressed compared

with experimenters, the study said.

"Additionally, both frequent

users and abstainers were judged

to have received poorer maternal

parenting than experimenters," the

study said.

Mills College students vow to continue blockade, boycott
The Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. —Outraged students

at Mills College, buoyed by faculty support,

vowed Tuesday to continue until graduation

day their boycott and blockade of the

buildings at the all-women's campus in

opposition to the decision to turn Mills coed.

The trustees voted to admit male under-

graduates in order to boost enrollment from

the current 780 range to 1,000 students to

help balance the school's $24 million

annual budget
The Associated Students of Mills College

said at a Tuesday news conference that they

haven't gotten a response from the board of

trustees over their opposition to allowing

undergraduate males at the 138-year-old

institution.

The complaint followed a sweeping show
of support for the protesting students from

the faculty, which voted by a 2-to-l margin

late Monday to ask Mills trustees to reverse

the move.

"Due to the consistent disregard of the

board of trustees of input other than their

own, the situation at present remains the

same. We have yet to receive a response

from the board, and therefore we will

continue to strike," said student spokeswo-

man Kellidee Little.

She spoke of an overwhelming response

'*from all over the U.S." in favor of the

position of the rebelling students, in terms

of "moral, legal, financial and political

support."
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List of 100 laigest Mack-owned fiims puMished

-^

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The nation's biggest

black-owned businesses were hit by the

sluggish economy last year, with employ-

ment falling sharply and sales barely rising.

Black Enterprise magazine reported Tues-

day.

In its annual tally of the biggest black-

owned U.S. businesses, the magazine said

the coming years posed even more hurdles

because of cutbacks in areas such as defense

spending and what it deemed weakening
government commitments to affirmative

action and minority aid programs.

"Black entrepreneurs will have to rethink

their strategic focus and restructure their

organizations if they are to keep their

competitive edge and reap profits from the

ensuing chaos," said Earl G. Graves, editor

and publisher. "In other words, black

business is going to have to get leaner,

stronger, better."

Among the 100 biggest industrial and

service companies, employment fell by 10.4

percent while sales dropped 3.8 percent to

$4.46 billion, the magazine slated.

For the 100 biggest black-owned auto

dealerships, which are listed separately,

sales rose by 8.4 percent to $2.33 billion but

total staff dropped 1.3 percent, reflecting

the slowdown in the nation's auto industry.

Nineteen of the biggest companies from

Ranking businesses listed
The Associated Press

NEW YORK— Here is a list of the 1 largest black-owned industrial and service compa-

nies in the United States, as compiled by Black Enterprise magazine.

1. TLC Beatrice International Holdings Inc.. New York, food processing and
distribution, $1,514 billion.

2. Johnson Publishing Co. Inc., Chicago, publishing, broadcasting, cosmetics, hair care,

$241.3 million.

3. Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Philadelphia, soft-drink bottling, $240 million.

4. H.J. Russell & Co., Atlanta, construction, communications, food and beverages,

$132.9 million.

5. The Gordy Co., Los Angeles, entertainment, $100 million.

6. Soft Sheen Products Inc., Chicago, hair-care products, $87.2 million.

7. Trans Jones Inc.-Jones Transfer Co., Monroe, Mich., transportation services, $78.6
million.

8. The Bing Group, Detroit, steel processing and disU"ibution, $73.9 million.

9. The Maxima Corp., Rockville, Md., systems engineering and computer management,
$58.4 million.

10. Dick Griffey Productions, Hollywood, Calif., entertainment, $50.2 million.

1988— two-thirds of them auto dealerships

— sought bankruptcy court protection from

creditors during the year.

Retaining the top spot among industrial

and service companies was TLC Beatrice

International Holdings Co., the foods

processor and distributor. The New York-

based holding company acquired the inter-

national food businesses of the former

Beatrice Cos. in a debt-financed $985
million buyout in 1987.

TLC Beatrice's gross sales of $1.51

billion accounted for about a third of the

total sales of the BE 100 biggest industrial

and service companies.

Johnson Publishing Co. Inc. of Chicago,
the publisher, broadcaster and maker of

cosmetics and hair-care products, retained

second place on the list with $241.3 million

in revenue.

J. Bruce Llewellyn's Philadelphia Coca-
Cola Bottling Co. Inc., the soft-drink

bottler, kept third place with $240 million in

sales.

California led all states with 23 of the

companies belonging to one or the other of

the two top- 100 lists.
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Why choose SMC? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
use »1335.00 UCLA $38300
CSUN 129500 SMC S20.00

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

•CIosis include all nrquirrd ennillmcnt fees SMC cost is IS (M) per

unit for (California residents: includes one-time required f S (M)

health fee

of room to cultivate your summer plans.

8 week session June 25th-August 17th

6 week session June 25th-August 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.
Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak, so don't delay. The earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority. Apply at the SM(]

Admissions Office, Monday through

Thursday, Sam to 8pm; Friday 8am to

4pm. Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

June, and grow wise under the Santa

Monica sun.

Santa
MONIG\
(DIIFGE

"We transfer more students

to tbe University ofCalifornia
than any other community college.

"

tWOPKORiVa. SANTA MONICA, CALIF 9()4()S

v.;
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Career tips for young women ofTerlecl by panel
By Kamna Phoka
Contributor

Undergraduate women must be prepared

to face sex and age discrimination in the job

market, according to three recent UCLA
and UG Riverside graduates in a panel

discussion Monday night.

"Putting Your Degree to Work: Perspec-

tives From Working Women" was the focus

of a discussion co-sponsored by the

Women's Resource Center and the Student

Alumni Association.

"Women (still) encounter sexism and age

discrimination,*" said Holly Mitchell, a field

deputy and legislative analyst in Sen. Diane

Watson's office (D-Los Angeles). She
graduated from UC Riverside in 19^9. "I am
still fighting against age discrimination. The

conception is that I haven't paid my dues."

UCLA 1987 graduate Christina Horejsi, a

manager and program test engineer at

Rockwell International, said she has to

perform two times better than her male

colleagues to be accepted as an equal.

Horejsi said sexual harassment exists in

her field which is predominantly male. "I

have really learned to deal with men,"

Horejsi said.

Men are also promoted more quickly than

women, so "you (students) have to get your

foot in the door," said Mami Gaylord, a

1989 UCLA graduate. She is a production

supervisor and line producer for ABC
entertainment company.

Apart from discrimination issues, gradu-

ates must do a "reality check" to put things

in perspective, Mitchell said. Newcomers to

the job market should expect long hours.

They should also carefully calculate their

spending, and include costs of living,

clothing, transportation and parking in their

budgets.

The panelists also stressed the impor-

tance of experience and involvement, on

and off campus, prior to graduation. "Get

involved in school, take the social aspect

and make it imporunt," Gaylord said.

She also said it is important for undergra-

duates to "get stuff on their resume, and get

experience." Gaylord has worked in the

television industry since she was 14. "You
can't wait until you graduate to find out if

you like ( a certain field) or not."

Mitchell also recommended internships.

"Internships are an invaluable tool," she

said. Internships can provide exposure and

access to people as well as opportunities,

she said.

After graduating, Mitchell joined CORO,
a public affairs institute which provided

public affairs training for nine months.

During that time, she received on-the-job

training which led her to her current job.

Mitchell said after the nine months of

training, she felt as if she had wasted the

four years in UCR.

Horejsi, who changed her major from
math to engineering during her senior year

because of salary benefits, said some of the

classes she had taken had helped but not

directly in the engineering field.

Mitchell told the undergraduate students

in the audience to "do your homework, and
find out who you want to approach."

4^id you krx)w that ... women who have been sexually assaulted sometimes do riot seek

help and infomiatk)n for a k>ng time-even years?

Many servk:es for rape survivors are available on campus and in the community,

regardless of when the assault occurred.

About Rape:
Empowerment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2DoddHall 206-8240 _

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

irS AN ANALOGWORLD

o

Some of the most exciting

ting advances in Silicon

Valley are happening in

the areas of linear technol

ogy and analog ICs. And,
at Micro Linear, we're fol- ^
lowing a straight line to new ^
market areas, higher levels of inte-

gration, and steady corporate growth. '

W: manufacture highly integrated analog

subsystem ICs designed for specific appli-

cations—including data communications,
power supply control, hard disk drives

and computer peripherals. W? also give

our customers the chance to choose from
standard, semi-standard or semi-custom
IC solutions. This means direct involve-

ment and exp)osure to a wide range of
technologies for our people, as well as

independence, recognition and the chal-

lenge of creating solutions.

Wj are growing and looking for EE grad-

uates with BS and /or MS degrees and
strong foundations in analog fundamentals
to join us in the following positions:

ANDWE'RE ON TOPOF IT.

involve circuit design, test

program and data sheet

assistance, product evalua-

tion, and transfer to

production.

Test Development
Engineers

You will be responsible for designing analog

and digital electrical configurations for

parametric testing of semiconductor system
chips. The job entails programming in

Rsiscal and C and circuit schematic creation,

both analog and analog /digital.

Follow a Straight line to a bright future at

Micro Linear. >Xfe encourage both spring

and summer graduates to forward resumes
and transcripts to Elaine Corcoran, Human
Resources Manager, Micro Linear, 2092
Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 433-5200. An equal oportunity
employer.

IC Design Engineers
Ybu*ll handle the design and characterization

of bipolar standard products. This will

JlftMicro Linear
Surrounding the Analog Worid

7
«

a. Whcrt's Black
Gcnd White and

__.Read All Over?
A. Hopefully, Your

Resume.

Resume and Portfolio

Workshop
Wednesday, May 9

5:30 PM
For more info call Dan
209-5370

(rf^
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AAF
YOUR SUCCESS IS NO LAUGHING MAHER

OPEN HOUSE at DR. VOGEL'S

What Can MakeACUVUF
Disposable Contact Lenses

Even Better?

A Free THalRur!
Cx^mc to our Open House and open your

eyes to something new in contact lenses. .

.

convenience and comfort!

Convenience because ACUVUE *

Disposable Q>ntact Lenses never

have to be cleaned You simply

wear them and throw them
away

Comfjrt because there's

nothm^ as comfortable as

) a fresh, clean contact lens

In fact, nearly 3 out of 4

people who have tried

ACUVUt Oisposiible Gmtact
Lx'nses feel they are more comfort-

able than any other conLict lenses

theyve worn.

IfACUVUE IS njjht for you. well ^ive

you a free trial pair to convince you.

ACUVUF' riu- I irst Disposahlr Contact Uns

QjvtxwfonJ^j^Atnitvyi

ALSO OFFERING
* 30% OFF ON SUNGLASSES IN STOCK
* 20% OFF ON EYE EXAMINATIONS
* DRAWING FOR 3 MONTHS SUPPLY OF
ACUVUE® DISPOSABLE CONTACTS AND
RAY BAN SUNGLASSES

* REFRESHMENTS
WHEN: SATURDAY, MAY 12th

12:00 to 4:00
DR. JON D. VOGEL

OPTOMETRIST
1132 WESTWOOD BLVD.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, CA 90024

RSVP: (213) 208-3011
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study: Schools poorly serve emotionally disabled
By Lee Mitgang

Associated Press

NEW YORK— At least two of

three emotionally disabled chil-

dren are not geUing the special

help from public schools they're

entitled to under federal law,

according to a soon-to-be released

report.

Even students who get placed in

special education too often

encounter a stultifying "curricu-

lum of control," heavy on silence

and obedience and light on learn-

ing.

One result: a 42 percent dropout

rate among youngsters with identi-

fied behavior disorders, according

to a draft copy of "At the School-

house Door: An Examination of

Programs and Policies for Chil-

dren with Behavioral and Emo-
tional Problems."

Less than 1 percent of the public

school population, about 400,000
students, were identified by school

authorities as having behavioral

disorders. But various studies

estimate at least 3 percent to 5

percent of Ihe school population

are emotionally disturbed.

"This suggests that at best

somewhere between 10 and 30
percent of children in need are

identified," the report said.

Such youngsters, like all with

significant handicaps, are entitled

by the 1975 federal Education All

Handicapped Children Act to

special education.

But whether or not such children

get it seems to have as much to do
with available resources and local

attitudes toward difficult behavior

as it does with a student's needs,

the report concluded.

The 160-page study, to be
released this month, was written

by Jane Knitzer, Zina Steinberg

and Brahm Fleisch, researchers at

Bank Street College of Education

in New York.

*The report leaves me optimis-

tic simply because such a report

finally exists," said William
Schippcr, executive director of the

National Association of State

Directors of Special Education.

'This is a very tough group to

educate, a high-cost group.

The report was based on ques-

tionnaires sent to stale directors of

special education and mental

health officials, visits to 26 prog-

rams in 13 states, a review of

literature in the field, and exten-

sive interviews with parents and

special educators between 1987

and 1989.

The visits revealed an overall

"bleakness" in school life for the

emotionally disabled: low
academic expectations, a stress on
controlling behavior, and inadequ-

ate access to menial health ser-

vices.

The report urged slates to re-

examine policies that encourage
restrictive, costly placements of

emotionally handicapped students.

In some slates, for example, school

districts are "off the hook" finan-

cially if a student is referred to a

slate institution.

On the bright side, the study

cited a number of schools and
school districts trying to improve
the lives of behaviorally disabled

children.

\-r

Spring Into Savings!
Macintosh

.\kintosh

SE/30 1

MacSE
1M RAM. 20M Hard Disk, Regular Keyboard

$3098 list price

ASUCLA cash price $1838
^^—

Mac Plus $899
1 M RAM. Includes Keyboard - $1 799 list price

You can take an

Apple Macintosh

Mac SE/30
1M RAM. 40MB Hard Disk, Regular Keyboard

$4498 list price

ASUCLA cash price $2888

Macintosh Eg

«

•:•»*"> .>4t•yyw^^yt^ »••-

iMA

^ / ;^<^:?l«^*i*
4 r , *:-i \^^^

Mac Ilex
1M RAM 40M Hard Disk, Color Monitor,

Extended Video Card, Extended Keyboard

-s' .

" 'V t^f

-^%-

$7096 list price

ASUCLA cash price $4515
'

i ' .

• Mac Plus - only $34 92 a month

Student Financing through Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

ASCULA Price $899 00 + tax = $959 68

Amount Down $239 92

Amount of Loan $719 76 i i ' —
Total Interest $11817
Total Loan Payment $837 83

Final CosL $1077 85

Computer home
for as little as
$40'' a month.
The ASUCLA Computer Store gives

you low educational prices on Apple

computers. Now you can afford to

create term papers, newsletters,

artwork, even spreadsheets, with the

intuitive ease Apple is famous for.

These low prices are available only to

UCLA students, faculty and staff, and

there are several special computer

loan programs that can help you

finance your purchase. Take

tidvantage of these Spring Quarter-^

savings before you leave for the

summer. Stofi by the ASUCLA

Macintosh Ilix

Mac llfx
4M RAM, 80MB Hard Disk, Color Monitor,

.Extended Video Card, Extended Keyboard

$11,596 list price ^771 K
ASUCM cash price ifl f f I W

Computer Store today and see what a

Macintosft^n do for you tomorrow!

Payment These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made Dy

currency, cashier s check. University Credit Union Withdrawal Chech or personal check

(up to $300) made out to ASUCLA Money Orders are not accepted These products are

available only to tuJI time studer>fs (acuity, staff with current UCLA ID, and to UCLA

departmenls Purchase mtsi be tor Ihe personal, academtc, ot research ttse of ftie eftgtbte

person Purchases are restricted to one per person per litetime Exceptions are available

to regular faculty and staff, please inquire Quantities are lin^ited Prices are current as of

4/30/90 and are subiect to change without notice All sales are final

UCLA )

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:3iD; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

f^
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Wt^stwood Village

208^3011
Smce 1971 UCLA Alum.

npm

Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help.
T. . *>

Reach oi and information by^j Rape

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women's Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, DoddHall,

and askfor an RSC.

The Women's Remurct Center is a service ofthe OWishn of Student Oevetopment and He<iltk

STUDIES

Polls are open:

^ Wednesday, May 9 &
Thursday, May 10

^ 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

1 Bruin Walk

Spaulding Field

Ackerman Turn-around

4 Bruin Plaza

5 Royce Quad

6 Rolfe Quad

7 Bunche Hall

8 Inverted Fountain

9 Court ot Sciences

10 Kerckhoff Patio

VOTE
From page 1

A part of the Election Code
stales, "all students to he, eligible to

yoic must show their Registration

Cards and their UCLA Student

?mtfi€Mien Card," but does not

summary opinion said.

Names of some of the students

who were denied votes Wednes-
day were taken down aflcf .^-12.

>)

stipulate that pre-punched cards

are grounds for denying voting

rights, the board's preliminary

o'clock that day, but there is no
record of exactly how many
students could not vote last week.

From page 1

The committee then drew up a

proposal recommending the major
be preserved and strengthened at

the same lime. The group mapped
out a three-year plan for upgrading

the Chicano Studies program at

UCLA which involved a close

examination of successful prog-

rams at other institutions and
detailed faculty and student input

"We could develop courses,

revive old courses and think about

how this major would come
together. In the Fall, there would
be a community wide retreat (to

discuss the issue) ... I was not

interested in saying the program
should do this or that. The idea was
to leave it more open-ended and
allow the community to have a

dialogue that would in fact shape

the direction of Chicano Studies,"

Sanchez said.

Richard Chabran, research

coordinator of the Chicano Studies

Research Center, criticized the

university for its repealed refusal

to respond to its own task forces'

conclusions— affirmed by review

committees from other universities

— which cited lack of adequate

funding as a premiere problem in

the development of the discipline

at UCLA.
*The major reason this (deparl-

ment) is npi happening is that w£L

nistration*s diversity efforts

"assimilationist projects/' intro-

duced to make different commun-
ities lose their individual
identities. He pointed to Raymond
Paredes, chairman of the Chancel-
lor's Council on Diversity, as a

symbol of the administrative
problems activists were facing.

*The way I feel about the

department is very simple. I do not

support (its) establishment ... I

think you would have a problem in

terms of getting other departments

to hire Chicano faculty and you
would have much greater difficul-

ty in serving the needs of Chicano
students in other deparunents,"

Paredes responded.

While he said he would not

actively oppose a proposal for a

department, Paredes felt energy

would be better spent trying to gel

all the different departments to

become more attuned to diversity.

Paredes was repeatedly criti-

cized for his lack of commitment
to the community after he
remarked that there was not a

"tremendous amount ot enthu-

siasm" on this campus to establish

the department. He also drew
murmurs from the group when he
said he was not convinced their

views were representative of the

UCLA Latino community in gen-

eral.

"I think the main problem here

is that we need to get Chicano/

Latino faculty who arc going to be

have placed too much trust in the

administration. While we were out

there trying to convince them to

develop other intellectual tradi-

tions, we were too busy lo see what
they were funding," he said.

MEChA educational coordina-

tor Mark Aguilar called the admi-

B"H

SUBSIDIZED
STUDENT
HOUSING

Available for UCLA Students who
are looking for

Spacious dormitory rooms in a
Jewish environment.

NOW AVAILABLE
Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
Warm & friendly atmosphere.

I

'

I

,

i

"

'

' I ' »
•

.

- •

Space is limited- Call Linda or
Sherri at 208-751 1 for an

appointment

dedicated to our community— not

people who just have Spanish

surnames . . . because this is not

just about academics. This is about

survival — so we can go back into

our community and educate our

people," said MEChA memt>cr

Alicia Molina.

K^^ie-MaUiv

Student

Mimlne

feOewsMp

Get paid to leom writing,

editing, and design while

working for one of the

campus' seven student

magazines. You could earn

-fls much as $250 a month as

you get valuable experience

in journalism, publishing,

Of graphic design.

Applications will be available

soon. Coll 825-2787 for

more informotion.

ASUCU.Mem PiUcattoRs
112 Kerckhoff Hal 825 2787

JU'Tan
UClA's/llkisfan«bgohM

Ha'Am
JCU'iJwiililtoinnivinN

LaCentB
Strvim rtie Latino

Cwnounjlybinul?/)

Nomm
The Aliicflfl Nmvynogam at UCU

PacltteJies
ThcVoiuofUairs

Asian PoilicCanvTunly

Toaener
UClA's FeministNewyTngoziM

TenPenxm
UCUrsGoy^UsbiM

EXPRESS YOURSELF
. WRITE FOR THE

CLA MAGAZINES.

Anyone interested in

writing for one of

UCLA's seven student

\ magazines should

\ come to for new
_ ' i

.,"> writers this Thursday

•^ evening, May 10, at

Union 3530.

CallArvliat206-

I

4043 for more in-

formation.

\

Al-Talib

Ha'Am

la Gente

Nommo

Pacific Ties

•

TenPercent

Together

ASUCLA Student Publications
112 Kerckholl Hall 825-2787

~\ CSC
Evening

Escort Service
825-1493

ADyElRTlSE MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

MON-FRI

10 AM.-9:30 PM

SAT 11;30AM-9:30PM

SUN 12NOON-9PM /

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

• Delicious Tcriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls

•Fresh variety Sashimi

All types of Sushi

•PARTY PLATTERS

$1
any menu selecfcn

with coupon

1834 Westwood BlVd

(Just South ol Santa Monica Blvd

)

Call 475-6355

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 5/24/9C

DB

o
F
F

BOOK BONUS
ENVELOPE DEADLINE

ONLY

DAYS

LAST DAY

MAY 11

^. w ^iv^ T'UCCl^A * Anyone who buys any

FOLLOW lHtM^\ ^PS/Lecture Notes, ar

SIMPLE STEPS

books (not just textbooks),

, and/or magazines during any or

all of the three eligibility periods is eligible for a

Bonus Special colored receipt tape from the cash

registers at the beginning ot-each quarter will

remind you that your purchases are eligible for a

Bonus

if Save all your colored receipts-until you-are sure you will be keeping

your books

"A" Once you are sure you will be keeping your books, fill out a Book

Bonus envelope '(envelope boxes are located at Ackerman, Lu Valle,

and Health Sciences Stores), and drop it into the Book Bonus box

* Receipts from Fall and Winter quarters may be turned in with your

Spring receipts during envelope acceptance dates: March 10-May Hr-

if Your bonus for all three quarters will be mailed out to you at the end of

' the academic year

^—
' V.

^
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VISION CARE
See the difference

I

quality and

timely service can

make from
j

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

IN THE DAILY BRUIN 825-2161

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^ft
Complimentary Coi _
Complimentarv Park^^H '* W W W m
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^pd
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT]

\P.j^—(c) UCLA Peer Health Counselors
provide these following services and more!

K€^zkiu)lL

Free cold medicine

Free nutrition assessments

Fitness info

Low cost contraceptives

Counseling

Presentation scheduling

much more! *

-1.

Where? 401 Kerckhoff
825-8462 M-F 9-5 pm
Call or visit TODAY!

t'

sponsored by USAC/SHS

Challenger, Apollo 7
remains to share silo
By Marcia Dunn
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
The charred remnants of Ameri-

ca*s two worst space tragedies, the

1967 Apollo fire and the 1986

Challenger explosion, will soon be

united in an abandoned missile silo

miles from any plaque or memor-
ial.

~~

The Apollo capsule will be

moved from NASA*s Langley

Research Center in Hampton, Va.,

where it has been in a shipping

container for 23 years, and buried

atop the remains of the shuttle.

No ceremony is scheduled when
the capsule, its heat shield and 31

cartons of hardware and investiga-

tive material arrive on a flatbed

truck around May 20. No marker is

planned.

"It's not as if by putting this in

the silo we have forgotten the

contribution these guys have made
to the program. There are memor-
ials" elsewhere, said NASA
spokesman Mark Hess. "We didn't

think it was really appropriate that

we do anything special or make
some kind of a public event out of
this."

People will remember, regard-

less of what happens to the

spacecraU remams, Hess said.

"They will remember that as long
as there is a space program," he
said.

The families of the Apollo
astronauts had no objections to the

plan, said John Lawrence, chief of

congressional affairs for NASA's
Office of Space Flight.

The agency never seriously

considered putting the capsule or
other material on display, he said.

"Quite frankly, everybody found
the notion repugnant," Lawrence
said.

Derek Elliott, curator for the

National Air and Space Museum,
part of the Smithsonian Institution,

said he is interested in acquiring

the burned capsule, even though
that seems unlikely at this point.

"We're not thinking in terms of
display. Our job is to collect and
preserve historic artifacts," Elliott

said.

Astronauts Virgil "Gus" Gris-

som. Roger B. Chaffee and
Edward H. While 11 died on Jan.

27, 1967, when fire engulfed the

capsule during a countdown

rehearsal for the first manned
Apollo mission.

After the accident, the capsule
and other remains were placed in a

locked container at Langley and
surrounded by a chainlink fence.

Until about 10 years ago, the

corrugated metal container was
kept in a low-pressure nitrogen

atmosphere to minimize corrosion.

The container has since developed
small leaks.

NASA said it decided to move
the more, than 17,600 pounds of
material to the missile silo at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, next

lo Kennedy Space Center, to avoid
the necessary maintenance and to

free up space at Langley.

About half the silo, which is 90
feet deep and 1 2 feet in diameter, is

filled with Challenger debris.
Challenger remains also fill

another missile silo a quarter-mile

away, as well as an underground
equipment room at each site.

The 215,000 pounds of material

salvaged from the Jan. 28, 1986,

explosion, which killed seven
astronauts, was lowered by crane

into the waterproofed steel cylin-

ders in 1987. Each of the estimated

5,000 items was catalogued and
their location noted for future

retrieval.

NASA twice has gone into the

silos to remove engine pieces for

analysis.

A similar procedure will be
followed with the Apollo remains.
NASA wants the items accessible

on "the off-chance that maybe
there will be new investigative

techniques developed or some-
body claims it was sabotage,"

Lawrence said.

The two silos were used from
1961 through 1970 for Minuteman
missiles. The Air Force, which lent

the deactivated silos to NASA,
uses the area for combat training.

About eight miles away, also on
Air Force property, is the launch
platform on which the Apollo craft

burned. A bronze plaque was
attached to the platform last fall by
a former volunteer at the nearby
U.S. Air Force Space Museum
who was concerned by NASA's
failure to recognize the spot, said

museum historian Ernest Malnas-
sy.

Every year on Jan. 27, someone— no one knows who — places a

wreath at the site.

Council holds contest
to rename 'manholes'
By John Howard
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— A manhole
by any other name could be a
"person entry," "exit port" or
"personhole," contestants say in a
tongue-in-cheek, city-sponsored
bid to find the neuter form for the

scruffy iron fixture.

Prompted by the sensitivity of
the city council's female majority
to feminist issues, the Public
Works Department called for

suggestions to replace the familiar

appellation. Responses— much lo

the astonishment of city officials— have come in from all over the

world.

The winning synonym for Sac-
ramento's 26,379 circular lids is

expected to be announced Wed-
nesday night at a council meeting.
*The calls came in from every-

where," said Christine Olsen, a
city spokeswoman. "But il*s not
really a formal contest. It's just

that some of our Public Works
people had ideas for a change and

it got blown out of proportion."
She said she had no estimate of the

number of entries.

Many people are calling with
"lewd and offensive suggestions,"
and others angrily want lo know
about "the women who are taking
over the city council," said a city

receptionist. An employee at the
city sewer department, listed in the
telephone directory under "man-
hole covers," said the contiDversy
"has really had no effect here. It's

all over at the council."

Interest in the issue rose after
city civil engineer Randy Witt
suggested at a council meeting last

month that the city hold a for-fun
Manhole Terminology Change,
Contest to spur interest on the
engineering staff.

"We're all just kind of amazed,"
Olsen said. "We've really been
getting a lot of calls, and they seem
to think that the female majority on
the city codricil ordered the change
to non-sexist language. That's not
uue."
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Charles and Di lead trendy rush to East Europe
Eastern Bloc now invaded by

jet-setters, tourists, businesses

By Alison Smale
Associated Press

BUDAPEST, Hungary —
Charles and Di wow Budapest
Rock singer Lou Reed gives a

private Prague concert for Presi-

dent Vaclav Havel and friends.

Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs
fixes the Polish economy.

For jet-setters, royalty, business

people and tourists, the rush is on
to Eastern Europe. Revolution has

made a region that was firmly out

of fashion during decades of
Stalinist drabness the new hot

ticket in iravelr

Travel magazines feature East-

em European locales on their

covers, and Western tourists cram
the streets of Prague and Budapest.

For some visitors, the attraction

is the money that might be made in

markets untapped for more than 40
years.

Mark Palmer, the former U.S.

state Bar

$3 million
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Like many
In the legal system, the State Bar

apparently failed to read the fine

print on a document. As a result,

the bar has collected $3.6 million

in dues, or $35 per lawyer, without

authority.

"It was a minor drafting error

that nobody caught," Mark Harris,

the bar's chief lobbyist, said

Tuesday. "Everybody is

embarrassed about it."

The state's 103,455 lawyers

should not expect refunds, Harris

said; instead, the bar plans to

sponsor a bill to declare its

authority after the fact to keep the

"money it has collected.

The error, undisclosed until

now, was in bar-sponsored legis-

lation passed in 1988 that author-

ized the organiziition to continue

collecting annual dues from every

lawyer in California for 1989 and

1990. The deadline to pay the 1990

dues was March 9.

The dues range to a maximum of

$440 a year for lawyers with three

or more years of practice. For

lawyers in active practice, they

include a $10 building fund fee and

a $25 fee to pay for added staffing

in the bar's lawyer disciplinary

system.

The bar intended to collect

$35 in special fees for both lvo>

and 1990, but inadvertently drafted

the bill 16 authorize the fees for

1989 only. No one caught the

mistake as the bill was passed by
both houses and signed by Gov.
George Deukmejian.

The Los Angeles Daily Journal

reported that the problem was
disclosed this week in an Assemb-
ly subcommittee analysis of a bill

that may be used to authorize next

year's dues. The analysis said the

-omission "appears to be an inno-

cent mistake" that might be cor-

rected by amending the current bill

to give the bar retroactive authority

to collect the special fees.

Harris said he did not think the

disclosure would cause problems
for the new bill, AB3991 by
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown,
D-San Francisco.

envoy to Hungary who resigned to

join Estee Lauder heir Ronald S.

Lauder in a new development bank
for Central Europe, has likened the

business people flocking to

Budapest's Forum Hotel to the

gold miners who rushed to the

West a century ago.

Others making the foray to the

East seem to be searching for

something more: the brave, crea-

tive spirit that powered eastern

Europe's democratic revolutions

and propelled philosophical intel-

lectuals into positions of political

power.
- As Prince Charles told a Budap-

est university audience Tuesday,

many in the West "have no
conception of what it means to

suffer invasion; persecution and
loss of freedom."

The prince, known for his

diatribes against the trappings of

modernity, congratulated Hunga-
rians and all East Europeans for

preserving their humanity in

adversity and begged them to keep

it intact.

"You can give us again a

heightened sense of the classical

values of the western spirit ... a

new realization that democracy is

not just a ballot box— it is a wise,

mature and exacting state of

mind," the heir to the British

throne stressed.

From leader lo laborer. East

Europeans are basking in this new
attention, heaping praise in return

on the visitors.

Frank Zappa, a 1960s counter-

culture hero no longer all the rage

at home, found himself feted at

every turn in Prague. His z^ny

lyrics appeal to the Czech love of

the absurd.

Charles and Di drew rave

reviews from Hungarians accus-

tomed to less regal visitors.

"It's quite a change from the

somebody else," noted pensioner

Ilona Wilnrotter as she cheered the

new arrivals.

At the other end of the social

scale, the East's new leaders are

making good use of Western good
will and the revived interest of

"You can give us again a hei^tened sense of the

classical values of the western spirit'*

Prince Charles

faces we've been accustomed to,"

said Budapest homcmaker Juliana

S/^rka.

"For 45 years, we had to applaud

royalty and nobility in their former

domains.

Prince Karl Schwarzcnberg,
scion of a family that once owned
much of Bohemia, heads a board of

foreign advisers appointed by
Havel lo help drum up Western
investment and interest in the

new-look Czechoslovakia.

Long barred by the Communists
for championing human rights in

the East from his residence in

Vienna, the Czech-speaking
prince now has an office in the

Prague castle.

Poland's new Solidarity-led

government, determined to kick

the Communist habit of following

economic plans devised by ill-edu-

cated former peasants and work-
ers, enlisted Sachs, a Harvard
University economist, to draw up

recipes for moving swiftly to a free

market economy.
Dozens of constitutional

lawyers and political consultnts

have made the trip East in recent

months, advising those unused to

democracy on everything from

drafting new laws lo designing

catchy politica l ads.

Jane Fonda, one of many stars

drawn lo Havel's madc-for-Holly-

wood ascent from political prison-

er to president, perhaps provided

the most unusual service to dale for

the fledgling East European demo-
cracies.

Reportedly fired up by visits to

the students who started Czecho-

slovakia's revolution and to the

Civic Forum movement that led it,

she invited a Prague activist back

to California. There, she initialed

him in the ultimate Western
custom — a political fundraiser

that garnered Civic Forum $25,000

for its current election campaign.

FREE SNEAK PREVIEW TONITE

Sean Cassidy Peter Frampton Ethel Merman

BAXTER

TONIGHT
Already cheap drinks,

a steamin' dance floor,

_ and the ENTIRE

Senior Class

- the rest is up to you...

Tta Sanior Qass CaUmi Pressnis A Flicdni-RDlBn-Casini Pradudion

wldiMckCliw luiiRiam IwUaSMiil EnofnPMKnbMilradtarihmniri

PrHtatilbiiUuPwtW, iHhyMirtiMiMaatiiCMtn RncMti&igMmFnani MMkltCMsVanla

WrlUliIfenCalligluaiiianSiNzyi ncM'itrMwiililniNtinM

^ UCIAImmi

^V

1050 GAYLEY IN THE VILLAGE
9 P.M. TIL CLOSE For info, call 206-0524

Congrats to team Skull, winners of the Senior Volleyball touney:
Gary Walker, John Alvarez, Beth Chapin and Gina Caserma
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'Msiterial Girl' plays dress4ip on tour
By Francine Pames
Associated Press

Any stylish dresser who has

ever faced an "I-have-nothing-to-

wear*' dilemma must marvel at

Madonna. Her current tour war-

drobe, culled from two rooms full

of duds, includes everything from

polka dot bell-bouoms to Dick

Tr^y get-ups and other men*s

wear, a priest's frock and her

trademark corsets.

—

Fashion designer Jean-Paul

Gaultier and costume designer

Marlene Stewart created the

Material Girl's garb for her "Blond
Ambition" gig.

The rock music lour, which
kicked off in April in Tokyo, is

wending its way through the

United Stales in May and June

before picking up in Europe.

Gaultier looms large in the

fashion universe for his styles that

emphasize the curves of the female

form. For the lour, he designed,

among other things, body-hugging

undergarments, a baby-doll paja-

ma look, and suits inspired by
men's wear.

In contrast to Gaultier, Stewart

emphasizes that her orientation as

a costume designer endows her

Outfits include priest's frock,

menswear, trademark corsets
with a different perspective.

*'I see Madonna not as a fashion

symbol but as a character," says

Stewart, who has been designing

for Madonna's videos and tours

since 1984. "Why shouldn't she

dress ^s a little girl in men's
clothes or a '30s Berlin cabaret girl

or a chic and wealthy ingenue?

"After all, do we really need to

see yet another performer in a

skin-tight black dress?"

Gearing up, sartorially speak-

ing, for the tour required Stewart lo

stock up on two rooms full of

potential wardrobe selections.

"Madonna," Stewart says, "tried

on bits and pieces of corsets, tum-
of-the-century bustiers, '40s

showgirl petit pants, the works.

*The process is like show-and-
tell; it's dress-up time. Madonna
and I have spent hundreds of hours

through the years piecing together

clothing combinations."

Their fashion brainstorming

sessions can include everything

from Salvation Army treasures to a

monocle for that finishing touch.

When designing for a tour,

Stewart typically reworks styles

that she hias incorporated into the

videos. "Most every video has

approximately five distinct looks,"

she says. "The most memorable
look from each video influences

what I design for tlie tour."

For "Vogue" on tour. Madonna
wears a "tough, black 'Clockwork

Orange' '90s-streamlined body-

suit with knee pads," as Stewart

describes it. In the video for

"Vogue," Madonna is featured in a
long, black fitted coat.

For "Papa Don't Preach" and

"Oh Father," Madonna's eccle-

siastical look is reflected in her

large, black clerical robe with a

gold-embroidered insignia.

Underneath is a black, see-through

chiffon dress with hood. (For

rehearsal. Madonna wore an

authentic vestment straight from

the mail order catalog.)

Fashions for the "Dick Tracy"

segment of the tour were

influenced by Madonna's war-

drobe for the upcoming film of the

same name, says Stewart As
Breathless Mahoney, the sultry

nightclub chanteuse. Madonna
appears in the tour in a '30s-

inspired body-hugging gown, with

corset underneath. There's a

show-stopping extravaganza with

"gangsters" in oversized suits,

fedoras and yellow raincoats,

Stewart notes.

Then there's Madonna in skin-

tight black hip-huggers. They flare

into bell-bottoms with little black

and white polka dot bells. A
matching crop top has bell sleeves.

This latter-day hippie look was
inspired by Oliver Stone's 'The
Doors^" an upcoming movie about

'60s rock legend Jim Morrison, for

which Stewart has been designing

costumes.

Did Madonna groan at the sight

of the flared jeans, that fashion

dinosaur from the Woodstock
Generation?

"Not at all," says Stewart. "She
loved them, thought they were
great.

"With Madonna, I never have to

watch the barometer of fashion.

Through her, we end up creating

it."

t
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What is body image? Why do we care so much about our appearance? Diets

advocate the ideal body; but what is ideal? At what point can an obsession with

dieting & body image become dangerous? Bring your questions and concerns to a
series of discussions focusing on the relation between body image and eating
disorders.

11:00 What is an Eating Disorder? Dr. Joan I. Rosenberg, PhD of Student
Psychological Services will discuss the medical issues and concerns of_
eating disorders. Find out more about eating disorders such as anorexia
and bulimia, and what relation they have to food obsessions, constant
dieting, and fear of weight gain.

1:00

3:00

Reaching Out-- for yourself or others. Dr. Yvette Thomas, Intake
Coordinator from the Hope Institute will discuss how to detect when an
obsession with food or dieting may be dangerous. Discuss the emotions
that may accompany the confrontation of an eating disorder. Learn what
types of treatment and counseling are available, and how they are
accessible.

The Body Image Obsession- How do you perceive your body? The
Peer Health Counselors will present a program discussing the current
obsession with body image, and what effects it may have on your self

esteem and physical health.
" I —.»! _ — -^^- -I a>»p< I ii^..

Monday, May 14, 1990
Ackerman 3517

These programs are sponsored by the Student Welfare Commission. More
information is always available at 312 B Kerckhoff. 825-7586.

Our appreciation is extended to the Peer Health Counselors, Student Health
Services, Student Psychological Services, and The Hope Institute.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Di rectors/USAC Programming Committee
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Delta: Third

Worid of U.S.
By Scott McCartney
and Christopher Sullivan

Associated Press

SHARKEY COUNTY. Miss.
— Willie Mae Watson lives with

r her six children and 1 1 grandchil-

dren in a four-room shanty without

plumbing or even an outhouse, 18

people sheltered by little more than

plywood walls and a torn tin roof.

Not far away, 22-year-old Flora

Knight, barely an adult herself,

sbiiggles to earn a high school

diploma while raising her six

children— ages 7, 6, 5, 3, 2 and 4
months.

'They don't have too good a

chance," she said. "I don't think

they'll have a job waiting here for

them, even if they go to school and
finish."

The mighty river and loamy soil

of the Mississippi Delta, from
downstate Illinois to Louisiana's

Gulf Coast, form one of the most
abundant basins on Earth, yielding

agricultural treasures for the rest of

the world.

Why, then, docs this land that

Mark Twain called "the body of

the nation" not support its own
children?"

'

—
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Why do a higher percentage of

people here live in extreme pover-

ty than do in Appalachia? Why do
the rich cargoes of the river's

barges and tankers just pass these

children by?

The Delta ranks higher than

some Third World countries in

infant mortality. Unemployment
runs 60 percent above the national

average, and per capita income —
only $10,192 — averages 25
percent less. Yet the region is

almost invisible to most Ameri-
cans.

Why?
The answer seems to center on

age-old bias and modem neglect.

The Delta, which gave birth to the

blues, is a victim of decades of

racism, economic failure and
indifference, according to a federal

commission that has studied the

seven-state region of 8 million

people for VA years.

Next week, members of the

Lower Mississippi Delta Develop-
ment Commission will report to

Congress on how to stimulate

growth in the area, which covers
parts of Illinois, Missouri, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Mis-
sissippi and Louisiana.

But forging a better future for

the 3 million children of the Delta

will lake more than suggestions in

a report.

"This ain't no good place to

grow up, but we u-y our best," said

Mavis Watson, one of the 18

people living in the shack on the

Panther Bum Plantation here.

Despite a concerted effort

among states to improve their

schools, a pattem of poor educa-
tion scares off employers and their

potential jobs. Too many people
fail to take advantage of the

meager medical care available,

and environmental troubles com-
pound health problems.

Agriculture remains the domin-
ant industry, but jobs have been
lost to mechanization. Many of the

poor here, most of them black, find

only minimum-wage seasonal
labor at harvest time. Most find

work so rarely that they don't even
qualify for unemployment bene-
fits.

"I hear people say nothing good
ever going to happen here," said

Bubba Sullivan, who runs an

See DELTA, page 17
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eclectic blues record store in

Helena, Ark. "If you don*l have

industry you don't have a middle

class. You can't blame kids on
welfare."

Unskilled, uneducated and
without savings, they can't find a

way to a better life. Too often, their

children are chained to a future as

bleak as the past

Rales of teen-age pregnancy,

dropouts and youth unemployment
are among the nation's worst. In

some counties, a higher percentage

of babies die than in French

-Guiana or Malaysia. One county,

Mississippi's Tunica, has been
called "America's Ethiopia."

People matter-of-facUy relate

horror stories, from a 10-year-old

boy lighting scraps of paper in his

house for warmth to a child saved

by $100,000 worth of medical

treatment at a university hospital

only to return home to a shack and
die from rat bites.

The 1980 census found more
than one-third of all housing

lacked either complete plumbing
or central heating. Despite federal

programs that replaced some dila-

pidated shacks, crumbling houses

are common.
Role models— the people with

grit and drive — mostly move
away. Those who earn degrees or

|

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and

others may also^benefit. Call us

in Westwood 208-3548

Insurafde Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd #221

Do you think like a GM?
Can you pick the correct order of the first round
of the upcoming NBA draft?

If so, join our club.

GM LIMITED
Opportunity to win cash & prizes

Membership Fee $20
Please call (213) 285-9309 Ibr information.

—team skills can't find jobs thai pay
well, so they^ head elsewhere.

Louisiana, for example, once
kept 70 percent of the doctors it

educated and trained. Now only 30
percent stay, according to Greg
Bowser of the Louisiana Health

^. Care Authority.

"Our biggest export? People,"

said Stan Hyland., a Memphis
State University anthropologist

working with the commission.
Welfare payments through Aid

to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren amounted to almost $340
million in 1986 in the 214 counties

of the Delta region. And that was
only a fraction of government

transfer payments to the Delta's

poor: almost $2 billion, excluding

Medicare and Medicaid.

Even with such spending, the

most basic want can be found in

- the countless tiny towns and
clusters of farmworkers' houses

edging the flat crof^nds.
"When you're getting children

ready to go to school and they

don't have the proper clothes to put

on, and they're old enough to know
that this is not the way they're

supposed to go to school, we've

found that that is causing a lot of

our dropouts," said the Rev. Bertha

Thurman of Belzoni, Miss. "They-

're ashamed."

Ms. Thurman is raising a 16-

year-old foster daughter and the

daughter's 2-year-old son on food

stamps and her income from
cleaning houses.

"You've just got to have a heart

full of love, and you can't buy

groceries with it, either," she said.

"Make you pray a whole lot."

At the northern end of the Delta

region, Cairo, 111., businesswoman
Helen Bishoff sees children simi-

larly disadvantaged.

'There's nothing as an alterna-

tive to drinking and drugs and

standing around on street comers
— and sitting on hoods of cars. We do

not have a movie theater. There's

no teen center," said Ms. Bishoff,

who is pushing to get a center built.

"There's no enrichment for

these children, nothing to show
them the world beyond."

For many children in the Delta,

said Rims Barber, who has worked
with the poor in Mississippi since

1964, "life is only somctliing thai

happens to them. They're only

See DELTA, page 18

The Best in the Village

URBANO'S HAIR SALON
Style for the 90's

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

2 FOR 1

Happy Hour 3-7

Call Rick at: 208-0440/ 208-3500
10918 Kinross, Westwood Village

(located in Ultima Beauty Supplies)

LONDON
CLEANERS
Wcstwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
- Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Valid With Othor OtU-is

village photo
presents
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ROIV KOVIC 4^

1
TO HVTRODLCE THE FILM

7:30 MAY 9

Donations will be accepted and all proceeds
will benefit UCLA's disabled community.

free tickets available
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Graduate and Professional Students
Earn $500 per Quarter Helping your

Student Gov't Work!
Applications are Due May 11 at 5:00

for GSA Stipended Positions

Positions are available in the GSA Cabinet,
ASUCLA Board of Directors and Comm Board,
student health and student fee advisory
committees. Academic Senate, Newsletter Director,

Environmental Coalition Director, various
programming committees, and many more. For
more info, position descriptions, and an
application, drop into 301 Kerckhoff or
CALL X68512 for all the juicy details!!

Saturday, May 12, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Room 100, Moore Half

Free Admission and Free Lunch

Workshops, Panels and Informal
Networking

Meet and talk with alumni and professionals now working in the following fields:

Architecture and Urban Planning

Arts^ Entertainment and Media

Business Careers

Legal Careers

Health Careers

Education/Academic

Public Affairs/Politics

Engineering and Applied Sciences

The Second Annual

DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION AND CAREERS:
An Asian Pacific Perspective

9:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast

10:00 Opening Session: Voices of the Community --

Mailing a Difference

1 1 :00 Talcing Care of Business: Career Networking and
Exploration

1:00

2:00

Doing Lunch: A chance to mingle over a

''bento''-style lunch for students and alumni
Closing Remarks^^^ ~~ '^~ ~~~

i

Sponsored by the UCLA Asian Pacific Alumni and the Asian Pacific Coalition

Call 825-3901 to reserve your free lunch
(Ask for the "APA Diversity Conference")
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passive players. . . . Ask me what I

might do lonighu I can handle that.

Ask me what I might do when 1

grow up, I canU handle that."

Annie Brown is working to

change things, but she's found
people aren't always eager for

change.

Mrs. Brown, daughter of a

sharecropper, runs a literacy prog-

ram in Rolling Fork, Miss., that she

started in 1985 with classes around

a card table in her funeral home.
Twenty-seven adults have since

earned high school diplomas.

"Illiteracy is a poisonous dis-

ease to our children," said Mrs.

Brown, who thunders with the

fiery passion of a preacher when
describing how white residents

fought her efforts for fear of losing

cooks, maids and farmhands.

"Here, you have to push, you
have to demand, you have to say,

'This is what we are going to do,*"

she said. "I get knocked down
sometimes, but I bounce back like

a rubber ball."

Blacks and whites in the E>elta

agree leaders in the past were
reluctant to move away from the

agricultural economy that so

enriched the landowners.

Development lagged, river ports

lost business, and the nation's

motherland was left to fall further

and further behind.M progress is to be made,
attitudes must change, including a

"plantation orientation" lingering

from the days of slave and master,

said Emma Cooper-Harris, who
runs a community development
organization in Rolling Fork.

'This goes way back beyond
what the eye can see," she said.

"My daddy is illiterate, but he

had visions for his children. He'd
often tell us — and give us a

paddling if he thought that we
weren't doing what we were
supposed to have done in school—
' because I want you to grow up and
be somebody. I don't want you to

have to work on this farm like I

have ever since I was 8 years old.'

He had visions for us.

"You've got teen parents in the

10th grade, and their children are

in kindergarten. We have sixth-

and seventh-graders that have had
abortions. I'm empty when I talk

about it."

Martha Ann Michael, a mother
prodding her three children to

study in their 15-by-30-foot shack
outside Cary, Miss., tries her best
to preach the value of education to

her children.

"My baby," she said of her 6-

year-old daughter, "she's an honor
roll student"

The family survives on food
stamps and $144-a-month welfare
and hopes simply to reach the top
of a long waiting hst for compara-
tively spacious public housing.
When there's work at a local

cotton gin, she pays off
backlogged bills and tries to set

aside something for small Christ-
mas or birthday presents.

If she could change things? **My
children would have everything
they wanted," she said.

"And what do I want? I want me
a job."

Movie marathon
to begin May 24
The Associated Press

Ar

To commemorate the Memorial
Day opening of "Back to the

Future Pan III," Universal Pictures
will present the film and its two
predecessors in a special single-

ticket triple bill.

Universal announced Monday
that 19 cities will have the special

showing on May 24.
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Peach farmers

disappointed

by prospects
The Associated Press

PALMDALE, Calif. — The
promise of prosperity for desert

peach tree growers has dwindled
as dry, windy weather and the

demands of maintaining an
orchard have left farmers high and
dry.

Some say they were mislead

into believing the "Last Chance"
peach trees could save the agricul-

ture in the Antelope Valley, where
farmland is being snapped up by
real estate developers.

"We were all ignorant coming
into it," said Jean Kecnan, a real

estate broker, who owns an
orchard with her husband. "We all

believed it would be an overnight

success. We are all adults, we
knew that is not the way it

happens."

Even the retired civil servant

who began the peach craze some
seven years ago has left the desert

area and is planning to sell his own
orchard.

"Who would ever have dreamed
that an old frail man who weighed
90 pounds . . . wasn't telling the

truth," asked Kai Drengler, 71.

Drengler spent $500.000 to plant

trees ana is now spenamg more
money to yank his 20,000 trees out

of his Mojave Desert plot.

Jim Sprague expounded the

virtues of the "Last Chance" peach

throughout the desert community
about 50 miles north of downtown

. Los Angeles, saying the fruit

required no thinning, no pruning

and little water or space.

But growers soon realized they

had to dig second wells for

additional water supplies and plant

the trees further apart then they

were initially told.

The supposedly frost-proof

trees died in the cold air. They
needed the same pruning as any

peach tree.

The fierce winds that can blow
in the Antelope Valley bruised the

fruit, making it unmarketable.

Sprague insists not all farmers

^ are disappointed with the peaches.

He claimed that former President

Ronald Reagan wrote him a letter

to express delight with his two
trees.

"I'm not a bit afraid of my tree

or my reputation," said Sprague.

He still insisted that the trees need

no care.

People quickly bought into the

peach craze as acreage soared

from 10 in 1983 to 281 in 1986,

according to the state Bureau of

Agriculture Statistics in Sac-

ramento. Sprague estimated that

52 people invested in peach

orchards.

Last year, two million pounds of

peaches were sold by Last Chance
farmers, according to the Califor-

nia tree Fruit Agreement, a grower

_ organization.

A sampling of farmers in the

region found that only one made a

profit.

*They really had a super busi-

ness or a potential for a super

-business, but they ran it into the

ground," said John Donovan, an

auto-body shop owner turned

peach farmer. "They lied to peo-

ple, they misrepresented what the

trees would do. People just stopped

buyiiig trees."

The only saving grace for the

would-be farmers is the value of

the land, which has skyrcKkctc^l

since most of ihcm purchased it in

Uic mid-1980s.

"The only thing that was right

was that they bought the land,"

said Los Angeles County agricul-

tural inspector Gary Mork.
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*Learn skills useful for an

international cifeer.

*Make friends iPbm all over the

world.

*Take part in Orientation for new
foreign students through counsel-

ing^ seminars, and workshops.

For more information and applications contact:

Office of International Students and Scholars

lis Men's Gym, 825-1681
I.

ifiternational Student Center

1023 Hilgard Ave, 825-3384

Internationai Student Association -

/ 404 Kerckhoff Hall

funded by USAC
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UCLA must remove
ROTC from campus
By Eric Wiiics

J-iL.

I believe people are justnot seeing the proverbial forest for

the trees regarding the need to remove ROTC from UCLA.
The simple fact of the matter is that UCLA has a clause of

nondiscrimination in its charter that disallows discrimination based

upon "race, color, national origin, religion, sex, handicap, . . .

age, ... on thee basis of sexual orientation." The ROTC does
discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation, and admits it.

Granted, the ROTC program has no choice but to follow

Department of Defense (DOD) regulations, and is powerless to

change the policy independent of the DOD.
Granted, the ROTC provides UCLA with much-needed

financial support in a time when divisions of the campus, such

as the College of Letters and Sciences, are confronted v>£'ith

deficits. Granted, the ROTC provides some students of UCLA
scholarships and career opportunities they may not be able to

secure elsewhere. And granted, removing ROTC from UCLA
wouldn't prevent the program from relocating to a neighboring

campus.

I empathize with all the reasons why we shouldn't expel

ROTC, but are any of them reason enough not to do so? The
answer is no. The ROTC is discriminating against a group of

!> >*- ^ I ^

people, and it shouldn't matter what that group is . I assure ^otn

"I got only ten votes? No way, man. I demand a recount!"

ETsr-T-?-' Letters

Unethical?
Editor:

I found the two page article

indicating The Daily Bruin's

choices fo.*- the election most
unethical. In an election in

which most v)f the voters don't

know the names of the candi-

dates, let alone their platforms,

the opinions of a highly visible

medium can greatly sway the

outcome.

Regardless of whether or not

your staff chose the most
qualified candidates, publishing

that kind of Vticle, especially

on the very day of the elec-

tion, give^ those people an
unfair advantage over the other

men and women in the elec-

tion. You have to realize the

power of the written word and
use it responsibly.

The advantage you gave to

the people — who in your

opinion were the most qualified
-^^ look the election out of the

candidates' hands. If UCLA
had more than one newspaper,
and the students could view
the staff's choices in conjunc=^

stance, such an article would
have a place, although I still

feel publishing it on election

day is loo influential. However^
as the only newspaper on
campus, the /?rwi>i has a

responsibility in an event such
as school elections lo remain
more neutral, or at least pre-

sent opposing viewpoints.

lion with their general political

Kevin Stricke
Freshman

Undeclared

Health Services
Editor:

In response to Jennifer Gor-
don's letter on Student Health
(Bruin, May 3), I think she is

condemning all of Student
Health Services rather unfairly.

It is true that SHS should have
caught her condition given her

symptoms, and I sympathize
with the ordeal she had to go
through this year.

I cannot, however, accept
her condemnation of the entire

system. I have been a student"
at UCLA for over five years.

and have used SHS exclusively

for my health care facility. I

cannoi say that I have always
had the absolute best service at

SHS since at times they are

slow, and shuffle students in

and out as quickly as possible,

but this is due to the high

volume of students that use the

^service.
^

SHS is simply trying to *

accommodate each student as

efficiently as possible. As for

SHS skimping on blood tests

to save money, 1 have had
more blood tests that I can
remember, four of which were
for mono (only one was posi-

tive). So the idea that SHS
was withholding care in favor

of ihriftiness is not a valid

one.

Taking into account the fact

that students have to pay for

very few services at SHS, that

they are funded through our
reg fees, and that they serve

35,000 students, I think that

SHS handles a very difficult

job very well.

Sherl Forbes-^ Senior
Cognitive Science

if this discrimination was aimed at women, African-Americans, or

any group other than gays and lesbians, we would not be
discussing this matter now. UCLA, the legislatures or the

judiciaries of this state and/or country would have taken the

proper action by this time.

Instead, the matter is left in our hands. Sure, it would be ide-

al, and maybe even preferable, if the Defense Department would
just change a policy than has even been attacked by a number —
of its own Generals. However, the military's intractability ii well

known, and only pressure on the magnitude of removal from
major universities will result in any change of policy.

It is time to stand up against this Victorian policy that is such
a blatant violation of UCLA's Statement of Nondiscrimination, a
statement that if ignored for one group, invites discrimination of
other groups. Those who still believe the ROTC should remain at

UCLA should try exerting pressure by writing Secretary of State

Cheney, members of the Armed Forces Committees of Congress,
and your own Representatives and Senators, in order to get the

message through to Uie Defense Department. Also, support the

ROTC removal cause on campus.
The DOD has to understand the importance and scope of this

issue before it will even consider making a change in policy.

Those in ROTC have the ability to choose between scholarships
from ROTC or other organizations, as well as benefit from
career opportunities the ROTC provides. Gays and lesbians who
are out don't have that option. Many gays and lesbians instead

deny who they arc in order to benefit from the ROTC
scholarships and opportunities. -

Our campus gains financial support from ROTC's presence.
What price do you put on an -individual or group's rights?

This is a chance to make a difference, remembering the words
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., "Injustice anywhere is a threat to

justice everywhere." In a time where Eastern Europe, the Soviet
Union, and even apartheid-ravaged South Africa is seeing great
progress in human rights, isn't it time we turn our attention back
10 home? Let's do the right thing.

Wilks is a senior majoring in film and television.
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Pi #;#;#sitions 118 and119 could help stop 'gerrymandering'

J^ 'X

Several weeks ago,

amongst all the media
attention about the

Middle East and Lithuania, we
all received our census forms.

Hopefully, we sent them back

to the Census Bureau.

The census results are

important because they are

used to reapportion Assembly,

Senate, Congressional and

Board of Equalization Districts

every ten years.

It is popular opinion in this

"country to suppose that citizens

choose their leaders. Now,
because of the way reappor-

tionment is handled the leaders

choose their voters. This is

done through a creative process

called "gerrymandering."

This term comes from Gov-
ernor Gerry of Massachusetts,

who, in 1812 devised odd-

shaped districts to deny power

to political opponents. One
district resembled a salamander,

and the term was bom.
The Democrats and Republi-

cans did the same thing to

districts in California in 1980.—

Democratic incumbents wanted

districts with large Democratic

majorities, and Republican

incumbents wanted districts

Willi a large proportion o^

Republican voters. So the

incumbents got together and

drew the lines to guarantee

their re-election.

Congressional elections are a

good example of the effect of

gerrymandering. In 1984, all

Republican Congressional can-""

didates received about 49.3

Mil<e

Spence
percent of the vote. However,

Republicans received 40 per-

cent of the Congressional seats.

In fact, since the last reappor-

tionment only one congression-

al seat has changed parties.

The San Francisco Chronicle

editorialized on the statistics,

"Fair? Hardly. Representative?

Well, the answer is obvious.**

-Representative George Brown
told the Wall Street Journal

that in order to be elected

gerrymandering was "essential.'*

He went on to say he was not

=4^appy with doing it tliat way

should be slopped.

In the 1988 California slate

elections, all State Senate can-

didates were re-elected. All

but three Assembly candidates

were re-elected.

It should be noted that this

occurs in all states, regardless

of which party is in control. In

fact, there is a greater turnover

of incumbents in the Soviet

Politburo than in the United

States Congress.

Through the initiative pro-

cess, the voters will have two-
opportunities this June to pre-

vent incumbents from carving

their fiefdoms at the voters*

expense. These initiatives are

propositions 118 and 119.

Proposition 118 would

require a two-thirds vote of the

State Senate and the Assembly.

This would alleviate some of

the "sweetheart" deals made

An even better proposition

on the June ballot is Proposi-

Uon 119.

Proposition 119 was prop-

osed by San Mateo County
Supervisor Tom Huening and

is supported by the League of

Women Voters.

If passed, the plan would
establish, with minimal state-

funding, an independent biparti-

san commission that would

draw new district t)oundaries.

The commission would be

comprised of 12 retired appel

—

late court judges. Ten of the

judges selected would be

divided between the two major

parlies and two would be

registered as "decline to state."

The commission would then

conduct public hearings on.

redistricting plan presented by

nonpartisan organizations. This

is much better than hearing

For example, 1 am a resident

of West Covina. The city is

divided txjtween three different

Assembly districts. This has

made it difficult for the com-
munity interests to have a

strong advocate in the legisla-

ture. This has hurt the city.

Both initiative 118 and 119

are imperfect. However, it is

time for the voters of the slate

of California to stop the

incumbents from designing the

districts for themselves.

"It is popular opinion in this country to suppose

that the citizens choose their leaders. Now,
because of the way reapportionment is handled,

the leaders choose their voters/*

"but what can you do? That*s

the way politics is run these

days."

Incumbents have abused this

system for too long. Politics

need to change. Breaking up

communities and drawing lines

that suit the politician's inter-

ests instead of the people's

between incumbents of both

parties.

only one plan that is proposed

by self-nerving politicians.

^ Iris time that we change

the system. It is clear that the

entrenched incumbents of both

political parties want to con-

tinue business as usual: carving

up district with the redistricting

knife. Our jx)liticians are doing

nothing but guaranteeing them-

selves jobs, while slabbing

taxpayers in the back.

We can not expect fair

political representation from

those in Sacramento or

Washington D.C. until we
change the way "politics is

done these days."

We will have that opportua-

ity this June, although 1 prefer

a different reapportionment ini-

tiative ihat we may see in

November. Despite minor flaws

This proposition also con-

tains several ethics reforms that

would ban legislators from

receiving gifts or honoraria

from people doing business

with the legislature. It also

prohibits state legislators from

becoming lobbyists during their

first year after leaving office.

Districts must not vary in

population by more then one

percent. This would maintain

"the one-pcrson-one-voie" rule.

The indepxjndeni commission

(and the legislature in 118)

must favor plans that prevent

local communities from being

divided 4nto various pieces.

ill butli propositions, 'yes voF

es on 118 and 119 will start

the change that is necessary to

reform the California political

structure.

The struggle continues...

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.
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A fan enjoys the show . . .from Venus
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Charles Cooley

The next Deadhead
generation?

(inset)
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By IVIatt Ball

Staff Writer

Don't go to the Grateful Dead show for the music. Go for the ex-

perience.

A Grateful Dead show is an event that almost defies description.

Wiiting everything would take much more space than we have.

The difference and regional variety of each show makes it impos-

sible to capture the full effect of the Dead in one piece. This is a

window into the experience of the Grateful Dead's 25th Anniver-

sary Tour. A look at the Grateful Dead: Cal Slate Domingue/ Hills

style.

Saturday's Beginning
.

Driving into Cal State Domingue/ Hills last Sylur'day was like

driving into a lime warp. : ;

Through the rippling waves of heat rising from the asphalt could

be seen colors of all sons, riding in anything that could get them
there. There were more VW Buses than many had ever seen in one

place. There were even a few crafts that could be categorized

simply as Hippiemobiles no other description would be appropri-

ate. -^?^

Traffic moved along at the pace of the beads of sweat rolling

down the faces of the midday revelers. Most u^ied to get into the

main parking lot, where a huge dust cloud stirred up by the

shufflings of thousands of sandaled feet practically obscured it. A
few inU'epid u-avelers went in the back way.

It was an extremely hot day, with temperatures rising past 100

degrees Fahrenheit— perfect weather to stand out in the middle of

a broiling soccer field. The radio made a crack about sunscreen,

and reported that the nearest tree was in Redondo Beach. The
dust hung in the air like a thick blanket that caked onto the sweat

ofeveryone's body in an instant. With every pass of the tongue,

I
dust came off the teeth. It was an extremely thirsty day.

Color, color everywhere

The explosion of color that greeted the eyes like a long

lost friend met every expectation that newcomers to the

culture had. Clothes that came from who knows where
were suddenly on the backs of everyone. Tie dyes
were in abundance. But they were passe — real

^ Deadheads wore flowery dresses and sheets. People
* went barefoot, and some had flowers in their hair.

The line funneling into the soccer field must
. have looked like a herd of cattle that had gone

astray in a kaleidoscope. As the procession moved
along, staff pros and policemen, in bright yellow

and khaki looked on in amu.sement; the unhappy
ticketless denizens of the parking lot looked on in

envy.

Well, real Deadheads many times do not have
money for tickets, and hang out in the parking lot

anyway. And you know what goes on there.

Drugs and the Dead

Every day, Jason Slater sails to class

with the help of RollerBlades (A):' ?\
Hong-Ha Truong spends mor^, time

coordinating Mardi Gras activities than

in class (B). And when Kent Carjson

plays the bassoon, he carries not gnly a

rune but a family legacy of musician^

(C)

They are three of many students who
represent a spectrum of active involve-

ment in the UCLA community.

The following ten essays depict 10

students lives' through ,the prism of

Daily Bruin photography.
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Jason Slater

Day or night, Jason can be found

spinning his wheels. He's not wasting

his life, he just likes RollerBlading. the

new form of roller-skating in vogue for

the past few years. The junior also likes

to dee jay at underground clubs, and

he was just crazy enough to get his

current job at a club called "Nuts" (A).

Jason is rather proud of his music

\\prary, and owns hundreds of records

and compact discs, which he uses on

the job (B). He also rents out his

equipment, including amps, mixing

boards, speakers, lights and fog

machines.

But don't ask to borrow his skates.

He often uses them to get around

campus (C), dodging people and

cracks in the concrete. It's not as easy

as walking (D). but hey. can you get

from Dickson to Young in 30 seconds?

Photos by
Suzanne States
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Alicia Molina

liruios have seen her yoii'Mg.('

sieps. of Camp: Hall, dasnmg
arouna campus for meeting

ng bacK" on KeT'-'t^n**'^ ^n-j'th fjoor

A former track -J L t 4
»>

o>.

Alicia runs a different raLu. in co.:t;yu,

trying to leap hurdles of alleged racism

as one of the most prominent' activists

on campus.

Talks with Undergraduate Presideni

John Sarvey are just one part of her cay

(B ). A quick glance at this history

m'ajor's schedule (D) reveals a clutter

of meetings, raiJies _and tutQ'''ng ses-

sions as part of a typical week. Last

month, she earned her fight for student

rights to the steps of'Campb'eil Hail in a

rally to improve the Chicano' Studies

major (A)

Even the night can't sto^p AitCia As a

MEChA coordinator, she often stays or^

campus '"after hours" (C) to squeeze- '

a meeting or help -with a tu'rv .

session
'

Photos by

Scoti Weersmg'
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He left public school after 7th grade,

so is that why he spends time squeak-

ing tunes on his accordion (D) on Bruin

Walk? Hardly.

Far from being a junior high dropout,

at the ripe young age of 17, this self-

prodaimed "world's youngest old-tim-

er" will graduate this spring with a

biochem degree.

"When I first got here. I was pretty

intimidated, but now I feel as if I own the

place," Gabe says. Now, like any other

student, Gabe sometimes finds ^'
I],

rushing to class (B).

Recently, the senior competed in

Spring Sing, and Bruins can some-
times find him entertaining people near

Kerckhoff with a song and a smile.

His parents are "totally non-science

people"— they own an art gallery in the

valley. But.Gabe's more interested in

lab work (A) or studying new Songs (C)

to squeeze out on his accordion.

Photos by
Tony Yacuzzo and Michael Hirsch

Coreiia is "aaoiciea lo ine DuS

because it exposes her to "real-life

human drama." But living 1 1 miles from

campus, she often fmds it frustrat'nq :o

wait for {^e bus every day (D)

As d public ^'^^'^'^^
stu^^'"

u

<:^

spends.a lot
•-•'

causes of w^

arid lesbians. S

case

AIDSw

issues corici

:;e figh:

J"

'^on^ iB)

4&V
A'«^,n

VI' . t '. VI..

assumblywufnafi (A,I5) But dO'

she docs it alTbccause she has lo

Coreila wants to.

Photos by
Albert Soohg
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Hong-Ha Truong

She could have graduated in three

years, but this psychotic major tosseo

aside med school for anothe'' year of

Bruin life.

She is supposed to motivate volun-

teers as the Executive Assistant Direc-

tor of Mardi Gras, but it's Hong-Ha who-

needs the motivating to cram for those

pre-med classes late at night (C).

Betw##A-4^ stuc^yffKi af>d wofk-^at-t^^^
alumni association (A,B,H), she finds

time to relax.
#

Whether it's practicing Israeli danc-

ing (F) after a dip in her friend's Jacuzzi

or munching on junk food (E) with. the

Mardi Gras committee:~Hong^Kn
enjDy5~ktcking-t}ack (G) ^

After fighting off drowsiness m ciass

after a 7 a.m. ride to school from her

}i (D). sha^ wide-^wake-for worl^ or

coordinating Mardi Gras activities.

In fact, she spends most of her

UCLA life in the Mardi Gras office. (Shh

— she sometimes even crashes there).

Photos by

I ynotte I sai- and^ Albert Sootig ^
\ r rxrEt
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Kent Carlson
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Shira Orion

Shira came to the U.S. from Israe

four years ago. after a brief stint m the

Israeli army.

"Now^Unior Cbmm Studies major,

the former beauty queen tutors athletes

and is a research assistant for Comm
Studies Chairman Neil Malamuth, (D).

U's hard to find time to relax in the

park (A) with this honor student's

schedule of study (B). but Shira says

she tries to exercise or spend time with

her dog (E) on a regular basis.

Between Mortar Board activities and
editing the Comm Studies depart-

ment's student journal. Shira enjoys a

few typical parts of Bruin life, like talking

with friends on Bruin Walk (C)

Photos by
Martin Gonzalez

Richard King

If you're an Emergency Medical

Technician like Richard, .you spend

your Friday and Saturday nights in

UCLA's Medical Center, where he has

worked for one quarter on the grave-

yard shift.

Among his many responsibilities are

checking patients' vital signs (C),

stocking medical cabinets (A) ana,

probably most important from the

patients' point of view, making s.

there are plenty of fresh linens (B)

To become an EMI. Ricfiard t-.

lor 80 hours in the fields of o^'^''qency

and pre-hospitai car-e. But-r.u.. ~

•^^"

plenty of. time .ta wash the tdois. •

trade (by and s" ' up w.ith s(^

the nurst (E)

Photos by
-Matth ias Daun
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25 years of music

The Grateful Dead

Anthem for the Dead

Aoxomoxoa

Live Dead

Working Man's Dead

American Beauty

e Greatful Dead Europe '72

tory of Grateful Dead Vol. 1
Bears Choice

Wake of the Flood

eful Dead from the Mars Hotel

Skeletons
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Steal Your Face

Terrapin Station

t a Long Strange Trip It's Been

Shakedown Street

Go to Heaven

Reckoning

Dead Set

In the Dark

Built to Last

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood

AVCO CINEMA U The Quydian (R)

Wish, at Westwood 12:50-310-5:35-8 00-10 30
475-0711 • Fn 4 Sat Lata Show 12 36 an
SFVTHXyDdtTy Storoo

AVCO aNEMA II

Wilsh at Westwood
475-071

1

Odby Stereo

I Lov* You To Dealt) (R)

100-315-5:30-7:45 1000

NATIONAL
10925 Undtxook

206^366

Tht Hunt for Red Octotar (R)

1:30-4:30-7:30-10:30

70MM THX

VILLAGE Tales From The Oerkiide:
961 Broxton The Hovle (1^
208-5576 12:30-3:00-5:30-10:30

'Fri ft Sat Lalt Show 1246 an
SPEOAL ENGAGEMENT

Pastes arxl Group Activity Tickets aooepltd
tar ihows iMlore 6 pm only

BRUIN
948 Broxlon

206-8998

C«uy People (I

12:30-3:00^:30-8:00-10

WESTWOOD Teenage Mutant Mn^a Turlee (PC)
1050 Gayley (12:30-3:00)-6:30^:00-10:30

208-7664

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Ceniiry City Shoppng Center

Free Pa/tung

4 Hoas Free Vaidalan
Witt) Puchase of Theake Tickett

(213) 553-8900

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Heppy Together (PO-13)

(12:15)2:451:15-7 45-10:15

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Chattahoochee (R)

(115)-4 15-7 15-10 15

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

The Cook, The Thief.

His Wik ft Her Lover

(1 00)-4:O0-7OO-10 00
No one under 18 admitted

My Left Fool (R)

11:50 2 30-5 05 7 40-1025

Shock to tie SyatSNi (R)

10:50-1:30-4:107:10-11:10

Teenage Muint Nin(a Turttee (PC)

1120-1:50-420^7 20-945

Driving Mias Daisy (PG)

12 40 2 55-5 35-8 16-10 40

REGBrr WId Orchid (R)

1045 Broxicn 12:15-2 45-6 15-800-10 46
208-3269 -Fri ft Sat Late Show 1 00 an

TT
Funny Face (NH>

402 l 5-4fe-?.J5 I U2U

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)

12 06 2 40-5 25-755-10 35

PLAZA
1067 Qendon
2083097

Last Exit To Brooklyn (R)

12:30-3:00-5:30-8:0O-10:30 Itnpulee (R)

12 10-2 60-5 30-6 05 10^

Santa Monica Q ft A (R)

10 30-1:40-5 00.B15 10 15

The Dancing Bear:

Bad note Jerry?

Drugs and the Grateful Dead are nearly synonymous. How
many have heard of the open air supermarkets of the East and
North where dealers advertise their wares like Carnival Hawkers,
and not 10 minutes must pass before a fan's shopping list is full.

You can get everything at the Dead, anything you want. Mari-

juana, magic mushrooms — even the latest designer drugs have

made inroads.

Surely, though, the drug of choice for most Dead fans is LSD.
This fits right along with the feeling of the '6()s that the band in-

spires; they have stopped lime for not only music and dress, but

drugs as well.

With that in mind, expeciiitions for some were as high as some
sections of the crowd. However, this yeiir, the police and security

presence was felt to a much greater degree. Or maybe it was the 'no

vending' wiirning on the ticket. No one advertised their w;ires

People searched, or were very discreet.

A young woman saw a bag of mushrooms exchanged for money
not too far from where she was. Marijuana was passed and smoked
discreetly, and acid was circulated among the crowd.

However, it was extremely Low-key contparod lo shows in the

past, where the cries of "Doses! Doses!" could be heard every-

where.

In a way, the use of drugs is condoned at the events. Many
people carrying large backpacks were not subjected lo even the

most cursory search. This could be because Dead fans are usually

a peaceful lot; a Dead show is one of the most problem free

concerts there is. -v--:

MANN WILSHIRE TWIi, The Hunt (qr

1314 Wdshire Blvd Red October (PG)
45M377 1 15^ 15-715-10 15

'Sat ft Sun only (ex 1 15 showtme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Driving Miss Oeisy (PG)
1314 Wilshiie Blvd M2 30; 2 45-5 00 7 30 9 45

45M377-Sat ft Son only (oi 12 30 ft 2 45 showfimes
Wrme* of Four Academy Awards

Including Best Picture

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

Cinema Paradiso (NR)

10.15) 00 4 t5 7 00-9,50

Short Time (PG- 131

11 15-2 00,4 45 7 1510 00

Spaced invaders (PG|

12 00-2 35-5 15-760- 10 30

Happy Together (PG-13)

H-36-2'-2^6-*4«-^ 30-9^

C ft A (R)

10 00 1 15-4 30 7 45-10 45

Miami Blues (R|

1215-2 46-5 20-flOO 10 35

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477 5581

'Sat Midntght

Too Beauhlul For You
Daiiy 5 30-746 10:00

'Sat ft Sun Matinee 1 00>'3:15

Lynn Redgrave r Midnight

LANDMARK
THEATRES

MUSIC HALL Monswur Hire

9036 Wdshife Daily 5 45-800-1000
274-6^9 'Sat ft Sun Matinee 1 30 3 45
Sun 1100am Academy Winrier Common Threeds

RNE ARTS Cemiile Oaudel
8556 Wlshire Daly 6 25-8 30
662 1330 'Sat ft Sun Matinee 2 00

Sun 11 am Sidewali Motel

one can food admits

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincarnation of Goiden Lohjs
1332 2r>d Si Oaiy 5 15-7:45 10O0
394 9741 -Sat ft Sun Matinee 12 46 3O0

Psychology Series: Siddhartia

Sat ft Sun to am

MONICA Camilla Qaudel
1332 2nd St Wed ft Fn 5 15-8 30
3949741 'Theater dosed Thusday 6/10

Sat ft Sun Mabnee 2 00
Sat ft Sun 10 15 am Krishnamurti: With A Silent Mind

West L.A.

NUART Cal Artt Rim
11272 S«ita Monica Bl 7 30 9 3G

478-6379 Pn 12 am Basket Case II

Sat 12 ir\ Rociiy Horror Pichire Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Gotdivyn

476-0202

Tie Me lip, Tie Me Down
11 301 45-4 00-6 10-820 10.30

Goldwyn Mama. There s A Man In Your Bed
476-0202 12 15 2 30445700915
plus a shat Chuck Workman s: Pieces o( Silver

Goldwyn
4 7S0202

Hcofv V

IHO 1 40 4 20 7iTfl5 40

Goldwyn
475-0202

rte Me Up. fie Me Down
12 45 3 00 5 10 7 20 9 30

'Fn ft Sal Late Show 11 45 pm

Let your morality call it as you will. Drugs and the Grateful

Dead are joined, and probably nothing can ever cleave them

completely.

The music

The Dead began to play around 3:00 p.m or thereabouts. Of
course, between the dust still hanging in the air and the extreme

See DEAD. Page 24

MONICA
1332 2nd Si

3949741

'Sal ft Sun 10 30 an

The Tenanta
Daly 5 00 730 9 45

'Sat ft Sun Matinee 2 30

Jung: Matter of Heart

MONICA .PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Speaking Parta

394 9741 Wednesday only 5.46-10:15

Thusday 546 800-10 15

'Starts Fn Tra\«kng Players

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UA Coronet

10889 WeHwiirr
475 9441

THX/Dotoy Stereo

ft A (R)

1250-4 00 7 15 10 15

Westwood

UA CORONET
10889 Welworr
4759441

THX

•Fn

Nobody's Perfect (R)

12 40-2 56-5 00-7 30 9 45

ft Sal Late Show 12 00 am

AVCO CINEMA I

Wllsh at Westwood
475-071

1

THX/Ddby Stereo

1166-2 30

WofflM (R)

1025

Pretty Woma
'30505740

UA CORONET
10880 Welworth

476 9441

THX/Ddby

;

'Fn

Bkjw
12 30-3 00-6:16 7 46-10:00

ft Sal Lftie Show 12:10 am
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distance between many people and the

stage, the band was virtually invisible.

There could have been a band up there, or
there could have been skeletons with
instruments, from the back of the field.

The sound was poor. Actually, the

instruments and voices sounded fine, just

like they do on the albums, but it just wasn't
loud enough. Maybe that's not what Dead
shows are about, but most people like the

music to come through loud and clear when
they go to concerts.

The set list appeared to please many fans.

TTie Dead have so many songs that it really

is a mystery what the set will contain. Also,

they go on stage without a set Hst. The
pauses between songs are the band deciding

what to play next.

With every song, thqre were individuals

brought almost to tears as their favorite song
was played.

Their set included the 1987 hit 'Touch of
Grey," their best known song 'Truckin,"

and their fan pleasing "Franklin's Tower."
At a Dead show, there are no 'notably

missings.'

But many people paid almost no attention

to the music. Instead, they were caught up in

the atmosphere of the experience. The show
resembled some strange intensification

ceremony (aren't you glad you took
Cultural Anthropology?) that involved
being friendly, taking drugs, and wearing

bright colors.

Kvetchings & Bitchings

Oh. Perhaps the most colorful things of

all were the butts of the baboons that seemed
to be staffing the show at every level.

To begin with, Ogden Allied Entertain-

ment Group would do the concert world a

big big favor by going belly up in the worst

way.

To those of you at the show, they were the

idiots staffing refreshments.

What, do they purposefully hire the

stupidest human beings on the face of the

earth to give them jobs that take a smidgen

of intelligence?—

r

— ^
It was 100 degrees, guys! As people

passed out from the crush and heatstroke of

waiting in line for an hour, the absolutely

moronic assholes and their idiot supervisors

sat on their colored <as in colored uniforms

folks) butts and picked them. My God,

somebody could have died and the idiot that

was filling the drinks one at a time wouldn't

have known.

As it was, many people missed the entire

first set due to their incompetence.

The Staff Pros took on the peaceful

crowd like SS troops. At one point, they

busted a guy whose only offense was selling

sodas to the thirsty crowd.

When there was a real problem, like a guy

freaking out on drugs, they mishandled the

situation until the police arrived. Further-

more, they wore no visible ID, and thus they

Crowd Stretches for miles past female fan.
CHARLES COOLEY/Daliy Bruin

could treat fafts however they wanted
without fearing punishment.

Before any further shows are played,

someone should gel their act together and
never contract with either company again.

Dead scenes

When you go to the Dead show, it is

important to realize that you're not just at a

concert. You're at a Scene with a capital 'S.'

Photo opportunities abound, and the eyes

work like a camera, clicking from vision to

vision.

These visions have both light and dark

sides; when you go to a Dead show, you can
see slices of life that you never expected or

never wanted to see.

A small blonde child on his mother's
shoulders, wearing a cap to keep the sun off

his young head and a blue tie dye to add to

the splashes of color, wonders where he is,

and where all these people are doing as his

mother dances to the music.

A group of people freeform dances to the

See DEAD, pag6 25
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Make a—eomputer

Save a spot on your calendar for IBM's PS/2 Fair. We'll

show you how the IBM* Personal System/2* can help you

organize notes, revise papers, produce high-quality graphics,

and more. It's easy to learn and easy to use, and if you're

eligible, you'll get up to 40% off.

We think you'll find it's a perfect riSatch.

Dales: May 9, 10 and 11

Time: 10:00 AM - 3:30 PM

Job and Research—
Opportunities

with the UCLA Drug

J
Abuse Research Group

Place: Lu Valle Commons Patio

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STOR

IBM and Ptnionti SyVcm/2 an rtywtrtd tradefnarktd inMrnation* Bu«n«M Mtchinm CorporMKin

Located in Westwood, this group of psychologists, sociologists,

epidemiologists, counselors, statisticians, and physicians

conducts research on drug abuse. Special interests are the

causes and consequences of drug abuse, drug abuse treatment,

and AIDS among drug abusers.

Current openings include ...

Research Coordinator (SRA III)

This is a full-time position for a researcher with a doctoral or

masters degree in Psychology or a related field. Five-year,

NIDA-funded study of enhanced methadone maintenance

treatment for AIDS prevention in addicts. Independent

publication possible. Most work done at drug abuse clinics

Downtown and in Hollywood.
• Conducts interviews with heroin addicts in a study of

enhanced treatment
• Coordinates and supervises research interviewers and data

coders
• Analyzes data using standard statistical programs
• Assists in report preparation

Research Assistant/Interviewer (SRA I)

This is a full-time position for a research assistant to help

collect data on a five-year, NIDA-funded study. This job

requires a completed bachelor's degree or experience.

Psychology major or equivalent preferred. Position located in

drug abuse clinics Downtown and in Hollywood.
• Conducts interviews with heroin addicts in a study of

enhanced treatment

• Collects questionnaire and testing data

• Enters data into computerized database

• Assists in other research tasks

Interviewer Screener/Data Coder (SRA I)

This is a full-time position for a research assistant to provide

data quality control support on ongoing projects.

• Reviews, codes, and enters data from interviews

• Assists in other research tasks

Graduate Student Researcher(s)

Or Post-doctoral students interested in data analysis and
publication production. At least one part-time position for

graduate-level researcher. Substantive issues in heroin and
cocaine abuse. Authorship credit encouraged. Assists in all

aspects of research program in drug abuse.

Other Opportunities
The National Institute on Drug Abuse is currently encouraging

supplemental research applications from minority faculty

members of teaching institutions. The UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Croup invites interested faculty to discuss

sponsorship by our group of such applications. Dissertation

students are encouraged to contact UCLA Drug Abuse
Research Croup senior investigators to discuss data availability

and research collaboration.

Address Inquiries to:

Scott MacLean
UCLA Drug Abuse Research Croup
1100 Glendon Avenue, Suite 763

Los Angeles, CA 90024-3511

(213) 825-9057

^Lf.S^^Vl.l^^li^^it^^^^^LiL^^m^^^yl^^^l.^-^^^^^l.l.l.'L^tLS.^.l.'
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music, wheeling and turning, their faces

utterly blissful, unashamedly reveling in

their moments.
A man runs into the crowd, screaming,

frothing at the mouth. Mucus from his nose

covers his face, a red face from a nightmare.

The crowd knows the man is dangerous.

That's why they spread out from him like a

pan of grease encountering a drop of Dawn
in some 70s TV commercial. Tlie yellow

jackets ineptly handle the situation until the

police come to take the man away. The
crowd turns away, some shaking. They'll

forget t)ecause its no one they know.
A man juggles six oranges. He is very

good, even though he can only keep them in

the air for a short while. He juggles them so

fast they look like an orange hoop spinning

in the air.

Another man juggles colored balls —
why are there so many jugglers at Dead
shows? — he passes them over and under

each other, his arms as fluid as snakes with

multicolored heads.

Someone gels dragged away by the

police. His friend screams "Fuckin* narc!

Fuckin' narc!" Will he get picked up as

well? Will they take him too, like his friend

that they're carrying away like a butchered
pig?

A tall, red-haired man wearing yellow
hexagonal sunglasses and a purple, flow-

ered sheet sways to the music moving his

hands and fingers in rhythmic, circular

motions. *Now that guy is a hippie,' think

some.

"Look! A pig on a horse!" shouts a tall

man at the mounted policemen with smoked
sunglasses. Does he notice? He gives no
indication of iL

As the crowd leaves, a young woman,
naked from the waist up is singing "1 will get

high," to the ending verses of 'Touch of

Grey."

"Doses, doses! You got 'em? We want
'em!"

"Ganja? You got some ganj?" The boy
asks, while putting his clasped thumb and
forefinger to his mouth. This is perhaps the

most universal sign for marijuana.

The news helicopter circles the field. A
camera points from the window. The crowd
waves and smiles. **It must look pretty cool
from the air!" "You know, if this was a
heavy metal concert, people would flip him
off."

A young woman stops to give a thirsty

little girl a drink of her soda. She smiles
gratefully up at her. They are both beautiful.

The stage, so far away . . . There is

music, but are there people? There has to be
people on the stage making the music. Not
too many people strain their eyes to see from
back here.

A certain sense of community pervades
the area . . . Not even the man with the

nightmare face can destroy that.

The Deadheads, the new gypsies?

The Deadheads — that is, the hardcore

fans of the Grateful Dead — are one of the

most visible cultural anomalies in the

United States.

People say you can gel lost, lost inside the

culture that the Dead created, or perhaps

See DEAD, page 28

CHARLES COOLEV/Daily Brum

Four-armed Deadhead loses drug
research change.

PERFORM!
EARN!
LEARN! ^^

w Dancers, Singers, Instrumentalists and Technicians
(stage managers, sound, lights, wardrobe, stage bands)

MINIMUM AGE 18

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
SUNDAY,

MAY2n aMnrnnAM
LONG BEACH CITY COU-EGE

i»,i'l

MON-SAT 9-7

*INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
First Time Clients Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave.
(Next to Heidi's Yogurt)

ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS-
P R O G R A M

•^ Tin- W.ilt |)isiK-\ (oinp.iin

Entertainment Arts Complex (Student Center)
Long Beach City College

4901 E. Carspn St., Long Beach

INFORMATION
(213)420-4051, 9:0()AM-5:(X)PM,M-F

Training on weekends will begin June 2, 1990

BENEFITS
•

Opportunilios for paid rchi'drsdl|>

and pcrfomanccs after training
•

Workshops with top professionals
in the entertainment industry

•

Advanced training in theatre, stage voice, movement,
dance, singing and instrumental technique

•

College crcni it

Chance for a professional career

DISCOUNT
COSMETICS/DRUGS/BEAUTY SUPPLIES

1141 Westwood Blvd (next to Penguins)

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

personal travel body care kit

($5.00 value)

with $10 min. purchase

"UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies
1990 Winter/Spring Colloquium

African-American Language and Culture

Defining the African Character
in the Language of the

Black Community -

KIT INCLUDES
-soap

-shampoo
-showergel
-foam bath

FREE
with this coupon

Selase W. Williams
Chair, Pan-African Studies Department
California State University, Northridge

exp. 5/30/90

Thursday, May 10, 12:00-1:00
CAAS Corrference Room

158 Haines HallM
-nv.

The Colloquiuni is cosponsored with UCIj\'S James S. Coleman Alricai^ Studies Cen-
ter, Department of Anthropoloj^, Department of Linj^uisiics. Department of 'FKSL &

A|)plied Linguistics, and with Pomona College

I *\ '

'
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Your TEETH have ONE LIFE TO LIVE

Gabrielle cancels the wedding when she
chipped her front Tooth. Cord was caught by
Tina & Blade using Dental Floss. Max and
Michael broke each other's Jaws and Teeth.
And Megan is scared silly about getting a
Root Canal in Mendora!

9CNTAL SOAP

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics

•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
•Credit Cards, Checl^, Insurance Forms
•Walking Distance from UCLA

For Appointment
Call*Dr. Friedman-

(213)478-0363

Dr. llarry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS '.VlTH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • elc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

THE POWER
of the written wordl
DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING 825-2161

Arrive in scyie.

EUte" 250

When you're on a new Elite" 250 from

Honda, you cant help but have a great

time. Push-button electric starting, a

no-shift transmission and a unique lock-

ing underseat storage trunk make the

Elite 250 convenient. It's big enough
to carry you and a passenger;^ and the

Elite's powerful engine makes it freeway-

legal, too. Stop by and see one today

HOIVDA.
Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
^1 Honda Scooter dealerin~Souchem Calii

1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213)450-4643

Come rideimth us.
STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MULTIPLE PRODUCTS

ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. AND ?L£ASE
RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT Obty the Inr and rod ytxir amua'% minual thoroughly For nder
training information, call ihr MotoirycJe Sa/ety Foundation at l-«OO447-4700

Music
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'Hu6e Boy' of the Urban Dance Squad which willbe at West-
wood Plaza at noon today.
'^

Eclectic: ^ ^~

Holland's own UrbSTDafice Squad
brings unique style mix to campus

By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

The Urban Dance Squad hails from Holland and iheir plan is to get in

your face with a unique blend of 60s-psychedlic-acid-rock-world-beal-

rastafarian-hip-hop-altemalive-grunge-and-grind-street-wise rap.

This distinctive Dutch band is a streamlined steamroller of sound,
mowing over the ears with a multi-colored, multi-textured, multi-lay-

ered, multi-orgasmic montage of melody.
U.D.S. glides across the aural landscape, merging images and music— all kinds of music— into one giant indecipherable splash that's fun to

watch and hear.

Mental Flossfor the Globe is their debut; and it spans the world over in

influences, cleaning the plaque from the decaying musical genres,
assembling them all together into one giant fluoride pot of gold.

And all of this is due to the gelling together of five individual mindsf
"When we came together," explains Rude Boy, "it was like we drawn

together by a magnet. We were attracted to each other. It was like some
crazy power forcing us together. We didn't really have anything in

common except for one thing — the music."
Taking a quick look at the remaining four members, it's quite easy to

wonder how these very different people chose to form a band — a band
with a sound that's all over the place.

There's the DJ DNA, who Rude Boy describes as the "tripper."

"He's the type that when we go on tour, he might pack a suitcase with
an electric toothbrush, his Nintendo games, and maybe a shin."
Then there's Silly Sil, the bassist. "He always forgets his keys. He'll

ask me where he put his keys. And I'll say, *1 don't know!' But he's a nice
guy."

The third member, Magic Stick, deals with the drums. "He's really

huge. He's the biggest of us all. He likes culture. He knows a lot about the
first World War."
And last, but not least, is Tres Manos. "He used to be a teacher. And

one day he packed up and left because he wanted to make music. His col-
leagues at the school and his parents couldn't figure iiout. But he did it

anyway."

With this type of personality mixing, it would seem that anything could
happen. And in 87, it pretty much did with the inception of U.D.S. in their

hometown of Amsterdam.
Of course, the city went nuts, loving every minute of the Squad's

"mental flossing." Their shows filled up right and left. They gained the
attention of 247-Spy/, the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Bad Brains, and
anyone else that has brought integrity to the rap/rock/hip hop genre.
They also gained the attention of Arista Records, which lead them to

their debut Mental Floss for the Globe.
"It's really booming over there," says Rude Boy. "These guys are

really into us."

"But," he adds, "don't get nae^rong. We're not spoiled or anything.-
We don't have much money. We've basically had to invest money in

ourselves to gel started. And we're new to the U.S. Probably a lot of peo-
ple haven't even heard of us. We're still on an underground basis. But
that's okay. 1 like it like that. It's honest. And it makes us try harder."

Underground or not, there ain't a whole lot to stop the Urban Dance
Squad from taking over the streets of the U.S. with their mulli-melodic
melting pot of sound stew.

But if you have your doubts, come to Wcstwo(xl Plaza t(xlay at noon to

catch an on-campus free performance of U.D.S. Chances are they'll leaVe
a lasting impression — a lasting impression in your face.

Hi

Stage

Orchestral
Anniversary
By Marjory Weese
Contributor

CONCERT: New American Orchestra
at Royce Hall April 28.

The New American Orchestra

celebrated its 1 1th year of survival

recently at Royce Hall. This band
is a rarity in California because it

mixes pop and jazz into its

repertoire. It provides the rare

opportunity for progressive com-
posers to have their music played.

The concert at Royce was also a
gala event to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of BMI, the perform-
ing rights organization who has

supported great jazz performers
and composers. The concert has a
very "show-time" Las Vegas style

to it. Four new compositions
commissioned by the Foundation
for New American music were
performed. The composers all had
impressive backgrounds in writing

for big jazz bands, feature films,

and television.

The highlight of these new
compositions was one written by
Bob Mitzer called *Then & Now"
which featured guest artist

Michael Brecker on sax. This
composition provided ample
opportunity for Brecker to show
his virtuosity. The piece bcgaft-

Film

Archive presents month long local fest
Asian directors, films take center spot
By Heidi Parker

Contributor

FILM: First Date and Labtime.
Presented by the UCLA Film & Televi-
sion Archive Sat. May 12. 7:30 at
Melnitz. General admission $5, stu-
dents and seniors $3. Call 206-3456 for

info.

A variety of new films will be
screened this month at the Los
Angeles Asian Pacific American
Film Festival, presented by the

UCLA Film & Television Arc-
hive. The films, all of which will

be screened at Melnitz, weave
American-esque themes with sen-

sitivity.

The festival opens this Saturday
with writer/director/actor Peter

Wang's First Date. Finished last

year, the film, which takes place in

1950 and was shot in Taiwan,
involves a young man tossed

between the ideals of his native

China and the sexy allure of model

country America.

Yang Jia Luo is the young boy
who represents the feelings and
spirits of manV of his classmates.

With a poster of James Dean
lacked on his wall, he looks at the

American rebel with admiration.

And at the same time, he is being
pulled back by his heritage, his

school and his alcoholic father.

The picture is far from perfect for

Yang, but he is able to hold on to

his dreams by venting his feelings

through his writing.

The film does more than explore

a young boys's desires— the thirst

for love and physical contact. It

also encompasses the realities of
relationships, the anxieties of
trying something new and the

importance of developing the self

through school and relationships

other than through romance.

Wang also utilizes humor to

make the film rich with humanity

with an easy, cool jazz sound that

worked its way into moments of
soft reminiscence. All this had an
undertow of tension in its intense

rhythm that eventually worked its

and strong in characterization. The
joking and playful puppy-like

manner that the school boys
engage in is comical and light

hearted. They hang out together—
developing plots to get their girls,

play pool while drinking American
army beer and crouch next to a

wall to hear the girl next door in

her fits of passion.

Veering from the traditional and
oppressed behavior that is often

depicted in Asian films, these boys
come across as free and dreamy.

First Date is refreshing —
contrary to the typical American
love story. This romantic tale

isplausiblc, serving as an assur-

ance to those who cringe at

idealistic fairy tales in which the

leads have fiawless skin and
perfect teeth.

First Date also features another

interesting perspective. Instead of
viewing the dilemmas of adoles-

cence through the eyes of an
American boy with American
influences, we can sec how these

same influences affect people in

another counu*y.

Wang comprehensively relates

the inescapable pressures felt upon
reaching the age when decisions

'are demanded. The director sym-
bolically reveals the mental and

physical prisons that the main
character lives in — the physical
prisons being in the walls of his

home and classrooms and the more
restricting mental prison within his

young but imaginative mind.
The festival will run May 12 —

27 and will feature many films rich

in culture and social issues. Wang
will appear in person to speak
about the film Saturday night.

There will also be an appearance
by director Mar Elepdno, who will

speak about his short Labtalk,
which will follow First Date
Saturday night.

Singer Patti Austin

.' ' :•!< trt

way into a massive release in the

sax passionately screaming in

relentless waves of rough brawny
sound. Needless to say the audi-

ence was falling out of their seats

with applause.

Prolific film composer Dave
Grusin featured compositions
from The Milagro Beanfield War,
and The Fabulous Baker Boys thus

proving their credibility away
from the film. These were enjoy-

able to listen to since Spanish

dance rhythms were interwoven

with crafty skill.

The tribute to BMI had the most
show biz flair to it. Popular
entertainer singers Patti Austin,

Jack Jones, Phil Perry, and Kenny
Rankin sat on stools, front stage

and sang clips from songs that

BMI helped produce. At first this

was entertaining, trying to guess

from the first few lines what the

song was and the singers that made
it famous but after the 29th clip the

audience's attention wandered.

The support of BMI and several

other financial supporters keeps
this non-profit organization going.

The New American Orchestra

provides an important function for

society in that it nourishes new
American music and encourages
composers to write by commis-
sioning their works. There is no
other group that fills this vital

function. Its one of the few
symphonies that had both musi-
cians and audiences smiling and
lapping their feci.

* * A * A* A > a V A * A * * A * A * a * m ** * A * • •

EXCEL

!

•

SM is now accoptino applications for Its

1990-91 Board of Diroctops in tho

folowtoo positions:

•ProsMont

•Intopnl Malps Cooptfnator

•Extoraal iWalPS Coorilinatop

•/ywnistrathro iiflalps Caordlnatop

*Siionsoi*sMp Coopdtator

and Exocudvo Dlroctops for tlio followfno

conanlttoosr

•Campus ActMOos
•Caroor Motwork

•DkNiors for 12 Stranoors

/Faculty Approdatlon Day

•Paronts' Day at UCm
•Sonior Class CaHnat

•Sprino Sino

Applcatians aro avalablo at tlio Jamas
Wast iUumm Contop. Timy'ro duo this

Friday. For moro information, drop by

or phono tiM SM offico at 209^1524.

\

SAA is a student onganizatk^n

sponsored by

UCLAIumniAII0CI4TI0M.
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UCLA Pre-Law Society

presents

LAWYERS
FORUM

meet 4 attorneys and 1

judge from diverse fields

TONIGHT!!
-.-^

at 7:00pm in GSM 1278

questions? 825-6580

The Afpwn Pspcg Ciyl>

of UCLA
Presents

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1990 7-10 PM
UCLA DANCE BUILDING ROOM 200

FREE!

PERFORMANCES CLASSES MUSIC
•Nzingha Camara, Artistic

Director of Le Ballet Kouman Kele

•Djimbe West African Dancers and Drummers
•James Makubuya, Uganda, East Africa

Teacher, Instrumentalist, Dancer
FUNDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE OF THE

PROGRAMS ACTIVITIES BOARD

& AIESEC present

-EAST-EUROPEAN FILM SERIES

fl^^^HB^

Premiere release
TONIGHT

MAY 9, 7:30 p.m.

GUEST SPEAKER: Zbigniew Sekulski Poiish sociologist

/
/

both shows at Melnitz Theatre—

:

\ *,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT MELNITZ BOX OFFICE 6:30 PM
FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 825-3384

SPONSORED BY: CINECO, AIESEC. THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER. ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS/
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE. COUNCIL ON PROGRAM-
MING AT THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER. -^

DEAD
From page 25

found and perpetuated.

You can kind of tell who*s
hardcore and who's not pretty

easily. The ones who look like they

could not possibly have a place in

our conformist society are the true

fans.

They follow the Dead from
show to show, following the

community just as much or even
more than the music. Drug use is

an integral part of the culture.

These people scrounge money
however they can to keep up this

drifting lifestyle. How do they do
it?

Perhaps the more important

question is why do they do it?

Many people have admitted that

this seemingly carefree, blissful

lifestyle does have its attractions.

Sometimes, recently graduated
college students follow the Dead
for a month or two, and then

reintegrate themselves back into

the mainstream.

Call it an escape if you will, for

it certainly is that.

But escapes can have a dark side

as well.

Rumors abound of suicide pacts

among Deadheads, to be carried

out when thp band breaks up.

These people with no other

focus to their lives sometimes see

themselves as without alternatives.

^^Tiraddit popu-
larity of the concerts is raising the

ticket prices beyond the reach of

these true fans, another blow to

their lifestyle^

The breakup of the Dead is

looking like a realistic prospect

more and more every year as they

slowly run out of places to play.

Pan of the problem is the

culture, and the Deadheads them-
selves. Small towns just don't want
a mobile city to descend on them,

and leave chaos in its wake.

The camping and overnight
parking does not sit well with

many host venues.

Their situation bears a striking

resemblance to that of the mediev-
al gypsies, who were also seen as a

traveling, camping, crime-ridden

menace.

Also, with every new show,
some fans leave their homes to

become part of the culture. But
some are left behind, and remain
homeless and lost in strange cities.

. •

Fan Quotes

Why do you come to Dead
shows?

*The music is an extra sidekick.

I like the parties and traveling with

friends. I've seen the entire east

coast through the Dead. A lot of the
experience is folklore, the history

and weird experiences of older

brothers and friends." — Ron.
UCLA Law Student.

"1 think the Dead are the best

band in the world." — Denise,

UCLA student.

"Why do you have to ask? See
these people? Hear this music?"—
slightly annoyed spectator.

"I will get high." — naked
woman.

Dead End

The future of the music and the

culture will be decided by the 90s.

Can this unique and exciting event

,

that becomes the focus of so many'f

peoples' lives sun'ive into its third

decade? Will we hear about Dead-
heads committing suicide in

droves as their magic comes to an
end?

The Dead is all loo aware of this

possibility. Sunday's show closed
with the Rolling Stones' "This
Could Be the Last Time."

_L
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iA\m ^(G)ii3 m^mi(mm'̂

SM^ V®QD ^K]^Q®Q!)SW
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

fm 9ilkef^4kktf^
LAKERS PLA YOFFS
ANGELS^ DODGERS ^

'^U^^ MADONNA
Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

- Fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 ah Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

^ A A

^ A AnssM^zi
AAA

AAA

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

T— Your current reg. card

-^ or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERI
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Emptoyeee receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

COME DISCUSS -A World Embracing View,"

Thurs, May 1 0, 5-6pm . Ackerman, room 3520.

Sponsor BAHA'I Club.

Concert Tickets 6

4 MADONNA TICKETS together for May 1 2.

Best offer takes 'em. Call R.C. (21 3)477-8864

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ASTROLOGY
READDNGS

E.S.P., TAROT CARDS
Loretta Hill

Reader and Advisor
Qroup or private con-

sultations,
Appts. necessary

(213) 207-1624 9am-
10pm 7days/wk
SPECIAL: All Mini

I Readings $10

••••••••••

¥
¥
¥

Good Deals

BASEBALL, (oolball, baskclball, and hockey
cards warned . No col lection isloo large or too
small. (21 3)5562669.

INSURANCE WAR1 We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

I

I

I

I

I

I

^i/lmSud FLORIST
Donh miss the pleasure of sending

fresh flowers on Mother's Day...

Call our. 24-hr line for flower or balloon

orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213-477-3333
Mention this ad and get $5.00 ofY orders of $20 or more

(except wire outs)

I

I

I

I

I

I

meal ticket. We canr)ot award both.

i^Sfe Bibles - Book 1^

Gifts. (y
M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm.

Th-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

1^^^^^"'-^^^^^'^'^'*-'^^^^^'^^'^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
^^^^'»-'»-^^^^^^^^'^^^'»-^"^^

Personal 101 Personal 10

Carel Neffenger
Fraternity Advisor

Hey Dude!
Congrats on yoiir

graduation!

Totally Cool!

Love, your Greek
Chicks,

, LB & JMU
Free 8

BRUIIV
DEMOCRATS:
election fever

catch itt

meeting
toniglit

7pni Aciierman
2408

FEMALE HAIRMOOELS needed for medium
and short length styles. Carlton Hair, West
side.Shari (213)453-4369.

Personal 10

ST. JUOE'S NOVENA- May the Sacred Heart of

Jesus be adored, glorified, loved, and pre-

served throughout the world now and forever.

Sacred Heart of Jesus, pray for us. St. Judie,

worker of miracles, pray for us. Help of the

hopeless, pray for us. Say this prayer 9 times a

day; by the 8th day your prayer will be
answered. It has never been known to fail.

Publication must be promised. Thank you, St.

lude, for granting my petition. Marlena.

^n^ cZTfLjina iJ^ii Chatitsr of

ciz/rLiina Uki iDmsaa

oJouLd Liks bo announce out OJtidn <::7TouiL£. and J^iruidx

on n/l^&dn&idau, c^^au (p, iggo fxoni 5:30 until 7:30

"dsS—^if^azd cy^LTsnUE
—''

—

'

'

JLo± <::rfnasL£±, UaLiroznia

-- y^.S.Q/£P7Zl^dtif s24-3902 '

-v.:

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon Oiiouuion, Thun Book Study

Fri Slap Sudv AU 3S:^ l2lj - MS
Tims 'S-Z-ir NR 08177. md Oscutsmn

NPIC6S38 12:10100
for alcohoics or indnnduils who have a

<lnfliBnQ prabtim

(21&) S87-«16

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to
^lose weignt.

Doctor recommended.
All Natural.

100% guaranteed. '
^

(213) 281-7484

CAROL DARWISH
Congratulations on becoming

Student Welfare Commissioner I

Love.SWC Staff

Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2 65 WITH HIVES lOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG INCLUDES OF-
riCE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL BE PAID EOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574

V
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For those of you who missed Woodstock,
£AM brings you the PSYCHEDELIC May 12th

•-•^JN:-»*»0 •? SEPI'S

•/•44««,rf ,\,mMt$ t ^,^t ,, /, ,

^^t^^Q

Alpha Chi Omega
a

would like to congratulate
our sister Amiee Willis

for her acceptance to the
Berlin Opera! We are so

proud of you!

Good Luck and Have a
Great Year!

V.

UN
Hey Shroomie!
Let's moke It a

Triple-A 21st bday!
We'll give you o

nickel...we love you!

The Pleasure
Palace
Heath &
Lour

Classified

Advertising
825-2221 9am-4pm

XX Little Sisters
Come join us for our

Annuor PRE^^SHIPWRECKED
BBQ with Sand Voiieyball.

5:30pm

Glenn Briggs
(ATQ)

Bradford Browning
(KA0)

Congratulations

on your

Pinning!

OA0<I>AeOA©OA0|
< Dilip <
S Thank you for ^
< the INCREDIBLE <
O surprises at your O

foiiiial! Fourteen
months- and you ^
still amaze me!

1 §i YourOA0Lady|

OAeOA0OA0cI>Ae

The Daily Bruin is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

HOMOPHOBIA
WHY?-

A seminar featuring a

distinguished panel of

guests representative of

UCLA's gay community.

Wed. May 9, 1990
8:30p.m.

Royce 162

Sponsered by the Greek Forum

Big Al Big At Big Al Big Al Big Al Big A! Big Af Big Al Big Al Big Al Big

<
op
m
<
op
CO

<
op
m
<
DO

Way
to go BIG AL!!

Alpha Sigma Phi would like to congratulate its

very own Alex Hultgren on his election to

USAC Facilities Commissioner

Roll Sigdom OAZH^Q

>

>
00

cfo'

>
00

>

Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big Al Big

Dean Poulakidas,

You've been a great Student
Welfare Commissioner and you'll

be an even greater president!

Love,
Your Staff

I said I
, ^

I
I I

I I I . I ! I

'

J

love you,

and that's

forever

- jii p»ii"«P^
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AO Big Bro Night
B.Y.O.B.

(bring your own bonanna)
Ice, Cream Social

Tonight 7:30pm at the House

ii'4 'tiXit *U\'Kat!

I love uDu

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

SMI ^®^ S@S1j'Q.g§§^^

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptonns for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RF.SFAKCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYINC AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS HM WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820 6574

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)620 6574

FREE LUNCH!! Wanted Students: Help strug-

gling MBA students with thesis. We need your

input. If you have/or have access to a Iv and a

VCR, you qualify. We'll even throw in a free

lur>ch and $1 5 for a mere 1 V> -2 hours of your

tirTH?. Call (213)397-9751.

HAPPY FAMILIES with children ages 8 to 1 3

Two hours participation. Receive free mini-

seminar on family relationships plus $10. Call

Elizabeth. (213)8250215

HEALTHY, male volunteers, 18 and older

needed for injection of radioactive isotope to

image the brain, heart or bones. Bloods takgn.

S50Q/2hrs Call M-F 11-3 (213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attcntional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (213)825-0392

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 years needed
for LICLA research project. Receive $20 and

have a sceintific learning experience.

(21.3)825 0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (age 25-49), male, pre

vious non-smokers or heavy marijuana/plus

tobacco smokers needed Minimal radioactiv-

ity involved. 2 visits. 80 min, $35 each Call

(213)206-0396

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

C CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spemn donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

FREF HAIKCUT/Carllon Hair Beverly Center

Contact Patty or Michelle (213)855 9076

TuesTSat 11-7.

Health Services 22

Wanted 15

BILLY )0£L - Did you tape him at Ackerman?

I'd love a copy Call jon (213)209 0477

Lost 17

LOST, Silver ring. Blue stone. 4/26/90 Re-

ward! Sentimental value. Call (21 3)442-01 77

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis

Hotel, h^i*^ models needed, all services free..

M/f, uk for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 206-91 32.

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
LuTuted openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Qinical
PsychologUt,

eating disorder specialist. Individual

appointmenu avaUable. (213)655-6730

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirtz

(213) 470-4323

10 Health Services

Accept All Vision Cafe Piaos

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1
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EARN $1 0,00(Vmo. or more. Have the courage

to call. It could make you rich *(21 3)280-3558..

EARN up to

$150 per month

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

1

8' 8 9Hf, 3B83m^
49b4 Van Njyi Bl»d Shsrman Oais
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ACCOUNTING ASST. needed for Brentwood
publishing firm. Experience with accounts

payable and data entry. Familiarity with com-
puters is a plus. 20-30hrs per week. $7/\nr.,

contact 479-6512 x141.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. PT, for busy

female entrepreneur in Santa Monica. Seeking

bright, organized person w/good WordPerfect

and phone skills to work Monday thru Thurs-

day, 9-1 . $6-1 0/hr. + benefits. (21 3)393-0244.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new Wcstside office. Great opportunity for

arivaneement iti lulirirraliy prpanding rha

cruise operation. Salc^ experience and rcfer-

cnccs necessary. (21 3)491 1000.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600-f/week in cannery,

$8,000 $12,(X)0+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No cxp)cricnce necessary. Male or female. For

f>8-pagc employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Wcsllake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109.-30 day, uncondi
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ARTIST wanted to design logo for Fantasy

Baseball Team. Please call Kim
(213)4786715.

ARTS INSTRUCTOR- For summer day-camp
in WLA. Use verious art media to provide a

creative program to children 4-13. (213)

472-7474.

ASST. MGR Baskin Robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nights/weekends,

Westwood village and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048

BE YOUR OWN BOSS THIS FALL. CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES SOUGHT TO SUPERVISE
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION AND COOR
(3IANTE CAMPUS PUBLICITY. EARN UP TO
$1,000.00 OR MORE. SEND RESUMES TO:
CRIMSON & BROWN ASSOCIATES, 1430
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, SUITE 1003,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138. INDICATE SUM-
MER ADDRESS.

BIOLOGY LABORATORY TECHNICIAN Full/

part-time. Minimum hours/week. Tissue cul-

ture, immunology essays, microscopy, mouse
care. REQUIREMENTS: Biology or chemistry

major. Bachelor's preferred. Salary
$9.go-$11 50. Contact Dr. Peterson or Lu-

binski: VAWLA (213)824-4335.

BOOKKEEPER/ASSISTANT in home office,

sort mail accounts payable, general office

6-8hrsAvk (213)939-1720.

BOOKKEEPER F/C Through statements. Sharp
Century Cily office. R/E Management Co.,

opportunity for advancement; aggressive,

take charge To $50k. (213)557-0142.

BRENTWOOD CO. junior accountant/
bookkeeper wanted immediately in WLA. Min
one year experience in AR, AP, JE, JL. Compu-
ter knowledge a must. Excellent growth poten-

tial (818)887-7056.

BRENTWOOD tanning salon looking for sun
loving, enthusiastic sales people. All hours

available. Apply in person. 1 1 761 San Vicente.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

afternoon. $5-$7/hr Beverly Glen Blvd. 3

miles north of Sunset (213)475-0788

CAMPAIGN STAFF Pad your resume and
wallet at the same time. VOTER REVOLT
Make Prop. 103 work. 11 offices statewide

On-campus interviews. $250-400/wk,
(213)475-8110
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will

be skilled in customer service, knowledge of
sporting goods, and the ability to work

efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER for small private

college. 7pm-3am or 9pm-5am. $5.1 5 to start.

(213)541-7775.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons, Sal. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CHEERLEADING MODERATOR -JV volleyball

coach Aug 27-Nov 2, $800. 4hrs/wk. June-

February. Salary negotiable. |V Tennis Coslch

Aug. 27-November 2 - lOhrs./wk.
$80(Vseason. JV Basketball Coach November
19-February 8 - lOhrs/wk. $800 season. All

girls High School. (213)461-3651.

LAW FIRM

neeijs fnotivate(J person

to (Jo challenging legal

an(J clerical tasks

Great Experience to i\e\6.

w/GPA. available times

for interviews an(j other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

CLASSIFIED AD SALES. Experience required in

large circulation classified ad or yellow page
ad sales. Commission program- well-

established Wcstside firm. )an (21 3)208-41 77.

CLERK/CASHIER. Full-time, WLA Pharmacy
Experience preferred. Personable, deper>d-

able. Call Nelson. (213)839-1158.

COUNTER HELP, Venice Beach. Fun at the

beach. Weekends, very busy, $6/hr. Scott,

(213)305-8830.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS opportunity guide
$30O-$900 weekly. (508)927 9768 Ext C5.

DANCE INSTRUCTOR- Wanted for a creative

arts summer day-camp in WLA. Teach mod-
ern, folk, and ethnic dance techniques and
creative movement to children ages 4-13.

(213) 472-7474.

DANCER/ENTERTAINER Earn $300-$700per
week Part-time Call (818)895-0605.

Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales posltlor^.

Apply In person at:

Tho Cockpit
9609 Uttle Santa Monica BI.BH.

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part time

posltloTJS available.

(213) 274-6900

DATA ENTRY. EARN EXTRA INCOME WED
NESDAY AND THURSDAY STARTING
$6.50/HR. 20 HRS/WK HOLLYWOOD.
(2 13)461 4048 MARK

•* Westwood Sporting Goods J^ No«ds part bmo help aKornocra & Saturdays ^^ during schod Vary llaxft)ie schadiial ^^ Expanenoe not naoeasary Ful bma "f^

^ amploymant naadad during summar ^
"^ Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

GOLD ARROW CAMP
on Huntington Lake in the Sierra National
Forest. Hiring highly motivated male cabin

counselors and male/female iiistructors for:

Day hiking, rockclimbing, ropes course,

archery, arts and crafts, and waterfront.

Call our camp office for an application.

(213)545-3233

DAY CAMP STAFF needed-counselor, prog-

ram specialists and nurse. Call Carl Dugas
(213)837-1362 after 6pm.

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays

8:30-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades Pleasant Of-

fice. $e/hr. (213)454-1061.

DRAMA SPECILAISTS- Wanted for summer
day-camp, WLA. Plan drama activities rehear-

sals, performances and help children 4 V> to

utulize and develop their creative potential.

(213) 472-7474

DRIVERS wanted for Mother's Day In village

flower shop. Must have van. Thurs-Sat. Call

Brian (213)208-4000.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS needs clerk for

general office work. 3 morning^wk, 10-2pm

HASHERS needed for Sorortiy House. 5 days/

wk. 4-7or 8pm. (213)208-6657.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shorlagc! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,

send $1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 96813.

(!

TOUR COORi:)INATOR
WANTED

coordinate student
groups from Japan

and ^vork all summer
June 18—August 31
bilingual preferred
English/Japanese
travel benefits to

Japan for orientation
Contact Japan Travel
Bureau International
Mark Yoshimura
(213)687-9881

INSURANCE SALES/CUSTOMER SERVICE.
PT/FT, experience auto & health.

(213)392-qt>31.

INIRK^ATIONAL COMPANY Needs help,

10 ,
P/t,t $500-$1,500/mo, 10 F/T,

$2,600-$6,000/mo Full training Start now!
(213) 441-1610.

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-

erns and DNA sequencing required. Call Dr.

Pultst (213)855-5166.

LIFEGUARDS, SWIM INSTRUCTORS, water

aerobics, parentAot instructors needed 10-30

hoursAA^. Nowthrough summer lifeguard, first

aid, CPR certificates required. $6-8Air. Beverly

Hills Family-Y. (213)553-0731.

LIGHT clerical and errands, Saturdays

$6.50/hr. (213)476-1703.

MAKE $1(X) av^evenings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)962-1874.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and

filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718.

MODELS and actors needed now. Direct

contact with lop producers and directors. More
information: FACES, 52 Marblestone Lane,

Willingboro, N), 08046.

MODEL. Thin and athletic for-^kini and

outdoor settings. No exp. necessary. Send any
recent snap to DNR Associates/Hiro, 1 361 8 S.

Normandie Ave., Gardena CA 90249.

NEEDED: Teen worker consultant to High

school chapters (with advisors) BBG-AZA 10

hours per week $400 per month Call BBYO
(213)453-9578. (800)544-BBYO.

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
Work to dismantle the
military-industrial

complex and rebuild
our society. SANE/
FREEZE, the country's
largest peace & social

Justice lobby, is hiring

dedicated women &
men to be grassroots
organizers. FT/PT/Summer.
CALL (213) 938-3470
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THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30. LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR.

RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

SCULPT
WEST COVINA
818-339-5566

SALON 9
ORANGE COUNTY
714-996-6390

NEED free haircut models. Bruno Salon.

Beverly Hills Call Ko/o (213)275-8152

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionists

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

-NEW MOTHER &eekv fcmala rtudant for tarn

porary help around house, post-partum. Due
date 5/20. $6^r 10-1 Shrs/vveek. Westwood
(Levering and LeConte). (213)824-3963

NEW PROFESSIONAL Company looking for

- aggressive, personable sales people to market

exciting innovative product. First month po-

tential earnings in the thousands. Possibly

doubling each month after Part or full-lime.

Call for interview. Robert (21 3)834 7461

.

T)FriCE ASSISTANT. Provide clerical support

to workaholic CEO at Corporate Real Estate

Headquarters. Hours are M F, 5pm-9pm, Sa-

turday, Sunday, 9am-6pm Must have profes-

sional demeanor and be able to interact with

executives of all levels. Call Leisure Technol-

ogy, (213)826 1000, ext. 417

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc-

tor's office in Westwood Village Exfxjricncc in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP Be-

ginning salary $9.50-f depending on expcri-

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770

PA, people needed lo take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am. or 6am -3pm.
Earn $6/hr Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr.

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training Call RGIS
(818)842 6f>31.

P/T RETAIL SALES Westwood Village gift shop
Flexible hours, weekends and evenings
$5.50/hr. Reliable and outgoing
(213)208-4107.

P/T WLA CHIROPRACTIC office assistant 5

afternoons, type, computer, filing. Must be
self-starter. [Jeborah (213)473-4400.

P/T WORDPROCESSOR wanted for fast paced
research firm in WLA area. Knowledge of

WordPerfect 5.0 and Lotus required $10/hr

Call Lucille (213)820-8521.

PUBLISHERS ASSISTANT^PR/ Ad sales We
are seeking an assertive candidate for otjr

growing health care publication. Duties in

elude ad sales, press release writing, PR/
Marketing/ Telemarketing. Publishing back-

ground helpful. Must be organized and have

JyaiPg-and word prfiri^^ing puporionrp PTA T_
l^n (2 1 377DB4T 77

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT Q 30 HRS Strong

secretarial skills, Macintosh required. West
Mark Investments (213)936-6205.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-lime, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235

RECEPTIONIST Crazy, fast-paced & fun ad
vertising agency in Santa Monica seeks a

responsible receptionist Flexible person re-

quired with typing, filing, & other general

office skills. Non-smoking environment. For

immediate consideration, please call: (Wil-

liams Television Time, Inc. (213) 828-8600
Ask for Kathy Braus.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
National law firm has full-

time position available in

thelT LA office for motivated I
individual to assist with

large litigation cases.

Excellent entry level position

for recent graduate with

interest in law. Candidate

J
should have good _j;J
organization and

communication skills and
possess an excellent

academic record. No phone
calls. Please send resume

to:

Toni Conrad

Hughes, Hubbard & Reed
^•555 S. Flower ^l Suite 3700

Los Angeles, CA 90071

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm (818)567-4147

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train, .you gain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UQLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

RETAIL HARDWARE PA stock and sales

Brentwood location, pleasant working condi
lions. Call Mrs Richards (213)476-2864.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY Work from

home or office. FT/I'T Call for interview

(213)474-4095, (213)871 8567,
(818)3775127

EARN BIG BUCKS CAMPUS CONNECTION
NEEDS AMBITIOUS STUDENTS SELL Al)

SPACE FOR THE TOP COLLEGE MAGAZINF
TRAININGS MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT
PROVIDED. (ROBIN OR )AY) (800)342 51 18

OWN BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION. (213)281 5540

PARJ-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392 5644

PERSONAL ASSISTANT preferably with 4.2

WordPerfect experience To develop freelance

busihcss with creative director, writer, pro-

ducer. (Former International Model.) For share

in profit. Exciting opportunity. Flexible hours.

Beautiful studio at top of Laurel Canyon near

Hollywood Blvd. (213)650 7429

PA gerwral work, small Weslwotxl law firm,

r>eeds assistants. Varied duties tnd must have
transportation. (213)475-06111

PT KEYHOtDER needed for Converse factory

outlet. Responsibilities irK:ludc opening
closing of store, daily deposits, supervising

clerks ind asftistancc in inventory mainte
narKX. }9Hrs/>tA. - Possibly more in sumnrwr.

Apply in person 423 S. Lincoln Blvd. Venice,

90291 No phone calls please.

PA, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Onhopedic ofnce. %7.50/^r.

Will tntn. Call Gina (213)854-4404

RETAIL POSITIONS available now» Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may bo the person we're
looking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions arc

40 hr weeks and include weekends Apply in

person M-F 9 4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place
1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-«023.
Ask for Margaret.

SAILBOAT MAINTENANCER seeking exper-

ienced irxiividual, for routine and preventive

servicing of active charter fleet. Call

(213)823 4338.

SECRETARY, PA, HIGHLY LITERATE, CLASSI '

CAL MUSIC LOVER PREFERRED, WORD
PROCESSING, FLEXIBLE HOURS.
(21.3)836-2076.

SEEKING AQUATICS DIRECTOR- For Beverly
Hills Family YMCA. Certifications required,

$l,25Q/mo., 32 hrs/wk. For more information

(213) 553-0731.
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SMALL successful WLA Real Estate Investment
company seeks experienced full-time

receplionist/phone operator. Good communi-
cation and secretcrial skills Some computer
knowledge. Potential for growth Ahlam
(213)208-4252.

STUDENT NEEDED for PT work videotaping

courses at Medical Center. Previous camera
experience. Yael 206-4533.

STUDFf]|(TS! Have fun this summer working
painting homes! Eajn $6-8/hr. plus bonuses.
Call Waylon, 1(800)426-6441.

SUMMER JOBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT lo give

the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advancement opportuni
ties $250-400/wk (213)475 8110.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT
Earn $2500-$3500. National campaign posi-

tions to pass Clean Air Act, stop toxic

pollution, tighten pesticide controls, and
promote recycling. Available in 18 states and
DC. Interviews on campus 5/16, 17, 18. Call

Kate toll-free at: 1 800-75 EARTH.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG
RAM AND 12 DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS: EaJ^
$12-$14/hr. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (818)366-7818, (213)274-8042

TEACHER-nceds qualified experienced lead

teacher. Westside. Jewish pre-school starting

September 8:30 12:30 $10/min Call
459 5054.

TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST- PA or FA, 20
hrs/wk., $7-$10/hr. Engineering background
helpful. Software developer. (213) 450-1 452

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POSITION. PT. PC
friendly. Team oriented person. Will train. Call

John. (213)822-1213.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls. FA,PA Chris (213)736-5366.

_LELEi*HON SURVEY.NQ SELLING.

Computer/Business student

w/ good knowledge of Lotus/WP
5 needed by telecommunication

CO in Beverly Hills to work part

time on project. $15/hr Flexible hrs

Please call (213) 854 3761

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

• Full & Part-time '

' Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

WAITRESS/ WAITER. Experienced PT or FT
day or evening. Flexible hours, for Westwood
cafe. Excellent working environment and gcxxl

tips. David or Debbie (213)479 2724

WANTED Assistant lo Real Estate/Loan
Broker. Afterncxjns flexible lo school schedule
$8/hr. (213)475-0200

$0-$l .lAu BrcntwocxJ Ux^aiion. Pleasant at-

mosphere Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm.
Mr Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR Immediate open-
ings for part-time evening shifts. Requires good
communication skills for gathering box office

figures. 10 key experience preferred. Contact
Laura Murphy at (213)271-2105 after 4pm.

TIRED of nowhere jobs wilh nowhere pay? If

you're Iruly ready for a change, call Steve.

(213)969-0191

UPPER DIVISION Business/Accounting major
preferred for medical laboratory billing office

Part-time, flexible hours. Call Sandy
(818)345 6503

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, wailer/wailress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out

going, friendly Marria (213)475-6221,
(213)4»7 1780

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION Co looking for profes

sionally dedicated sales people to distribute

tape in specialty stores. Commission-Part or

Full-time. For interview call David Sam's
Industries, (213)282 8581 Ask for Jacqui.

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house lo run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous cxid jobs Some
heavy lifting required One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk Flexible to fit schedule
$5/hr (213)828 8537 ---r
WEEKEND COUNSELOR / HOUSE PARENT
for6bedr female teen group home Experience
in residential or minimum 60 units in rclat€?d

psychology courses required Overnight re

quired Starling $8/hr Miranda
(213)459 4643

WEEKEND PROGRAM TECHNICIAN for the

developmental ly disabled. To work every
other weekend, implementing recrea^onal

and life activity programs. Preference given to

couples or majors in related area. $125 per

person per weekend (213)67.1.5791,
^2 13)397 7922, (213)730 1082

WOMEN'S discount shcx; store, weekend p/l

help , ilX)F (7M)47» ?77R

BCXJKSELLfcR, I T/Pf, long term, in SI V chilcj

ren's bookstore Course work/ experience in

children's literature/ child development re-

quired PAGES (818)342 6657

BRIDAL RINGS JEWELRY CO Has openings
for full A part time salespeople Call Art

(213)627 7619.

COMPUTER PKOGRAMMFR/DFSIGNER 4th

relational database in Entertainment industry

Programming or accciuntmg experience re-

quired iH (818)784 6 2?i8

DENTAL HYGIENIST and dental assistant, m
Santa Monica RDA preferred Ckx>d salary

and benefit.'. (21 3)393 9f>f>4

LOAN RFPKESENTATIVF TRAINING: Excel-

lent oppKjriunity lo become a loan rep w/ a

mortgage company No exp necessary, com
plele training provided in this lucrative indus-

try Sharp neat appearcnce a must. Call Jim
Elkins (818)4497283

MEDICAL HISTORIAN Interview patients/

review records Strong wntingAyping skills

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Sp^ish desirable $12-15/hr Full-time Call

CBL Medical (213)558 3309. Request
application

Internstiips 34

GREAT INTERNSHIP for summer with Ameri-
can Consulting Corporation- the largest and
fastest growing sales promotion agency in

country. i8/hr +bonuses Send letter of interes

land resume to PO Box 30233, Long Beach,

CA 90853

LIFETIME cable television has FT marketing
position available $5-5.50/hr 35 hrs/Wk
(213)446 6616

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSIHER NEEDED in Brentwood Sat eves
$fi/hr References required (21 3)471 894 5

.

GAIN EXPERIENCE Caring for 6 month old
baby m our Santa Monica home. 10-15 hours
per week Flexible schedule (21 3) 399-0204

WRITERS WANTED $18-$27Air Send re

sume, writing sample lo "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028
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ACCOUNTING CLERK/BOOKKEEPR/
ADMINSTRATIVE ASSIST iVT positions for

college grads. Musi speak gcx)d English, must
lype, arni be organized Call Jackie (213)

624-6266. Any m^jor, will tram.

A SMALL INDEPENDENT Record Prcxiuction

CoyGroup Management Co offering in In

ternship w/pay, to a student wt)o is oriented m
the Music Industry/Business Office and orga
ni/alional skills arc necessary Perfect oppK)r

lunily to learn Ihe basics of music production

anti promotion $800/mo Call
(213)851-9210

MAIt'Y M nnjttthu ld t lfx i Li lu 9 hrs/wli. LoctF
references, Healthy, Reliable car Mar Visla

ASAP (213)398-4367

NEEDED: Loving babysitter Flexible day
hours. M-TH^.^ccasional Fri., Sal. evenings for

adorable 1 year-old boy English speaking,

own transportation, salary negotiable, exp>eri-

ence and references needed (D)
(213)476-4583 Beginning May 20

Summer and Beyond
Earn $3,000/mo or more on
commission based educa-

tional materials marketing m
exciting new project.

Call David (818) 995-0566.

SANTA MONICA couple looking (w cKtM'fc

companion, must have car, (213)820 8818

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM $625/month, first month 50%
off Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only
ten minutes lo campus 354 5 Jasmine Palms
(213)839 7227

$620 FURNISHED bachelor Utilities in-

cluded 10990 Slrathmorc Drive $695 Un
furnished Ibdrm. 1242 Barry Ave
(213)395 2903

WFSTW(X)D $900 1 -bedroom, $1250 anci

up 2-^2 Gym, jacuzii, walk to UCLA No pets

520 Kclton (21.3)208-7483

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3 BDRM/2 BATH UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE 7, BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839 62'M

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

Field sales. Imported
woolen fabrics, unlimited
earnings, bilingual Ko-

rean/English.

Call J & J products
(213) 624-1840.

SLIM DOWN WHILE YOU
FATTEN YOUR
POCKETBOOK

Phoenix offers a great

opportunity for motivated
individuals to sell high fiber,

low-fat, no cholesterol, all

natural cookies that will

help you lose weight. For
more information on

becoming a representative,

please call

213 477-9700

HkENTWCX^i:) ADJACENT 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $62S/mo 1 235 Federal Ave
(211) 477-7237

BRENTW(X)l),$840/mo. 2bed/l-blh, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets Applications for

summer/fall (213)9.39-1 732

BKENTWCXiD, 2 bed/2 bath, patio, high ccil

mg Newly redecorated Beautiful kitchen

(213)826 3934

BRENTWOOD Security building/parking

2B2B Refrigerator, dishwasher, air Near
UCLA Available immediately Aaron Joh"
(21.3)471 7562(H), (21 3)206 505 5(w)

Job Opportunities 32

WAITERPERSONS needed days and eves

minimum plus lips. Come in lo fill out in

application. 11845 West Olympic
(213)473 8533

WAIT PERSON for popular Westside restaur

ant Min. -2 years local experience.
(213)826-7831.

** WANTED **

Men and Women to hand out movie passes and
information in a bathing suit at beach locations.
Earn a great hourly w^ge and work on your tan

at the same time! Send photo lo;

PROMOFONE
Sunset Grower Studios
Hollywood. Ca 90028

TELEMARKETING
One of ttie country's largest security
companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring
opportunity to move up in a professionally
managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

""^Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking for consistency and
opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen
(213) 665-5757
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AFFORDABIUTY
AND CONVENIENCE
1+1 ($575) or 2+2 ($725)
your choice. Easy access

to 405 Fwy. Only
minutes to your 1st

class. Gated parking,

pool, rec. room. 5444
Sepulveda Blvd.

(Van Nuys/Sherman
Oaks area)

^^^^818^85^20^^
ELEGANT bright, spacious 2-bedroorT\/ 1%
bath. Formal dining room, stove, refrigerator,

carpet. 413 Veteran. SISOO/mo. 391-4926.

LARGE OWNERS UNIT, 3-bed, 2-bath, dining

room; dishwasher, stove, 2-car garage, $1 250.

(213)215-3130.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. (213)397-4270.

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE in attractive back-

yard. Stove, refrigerator, utilities included.

$400. Non-smoker (213)398-4636.

NEW BUILDING IN MAR VISTA- High ceil-

ings, 2-fire places, 2-bed/2-bath.
S1,050-$1,290. Del (213) 397-8084.

PALMS. $410, single apartment, $605 one-

bedroom. Newly redecorated.'^ Call
(213)837-9616.

PALMS, $60C/$810, 1 and 2 bedroom, ap-

pliances, upper, fXKjl, no pels. 3455 Jasmine

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr fronS $650-$750. Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800

PRE-LEASE now at '89 rent. Avoid higher fall

rates. Huge 2-bcdroonrV2-bath with separate

suites. Up to 4 students/unit. Hi-lech building.

Secure park. Full amenities. 512 Veteran Ave.

Call Jane (213)208-2655.

PR IVATE room and bith, garage, poot, bus to

UCLA. No smoking. References required.

S450/mo (213)478-6769.

SINGLE with loft; across from campus, starting

^June _- Ux off summer rent, parking free.

(213)208-163^,.

STUDIO CITY. Spacious 2bd/2ba, new build-

ing. $1000/mo. Pets, Jacuzzi (818)509-7825
or (213)277-6318. Amy.

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2

bedroonV 2 bath, 1 745 La Grange, TA miles

from UClA, Appoinlmcnl (213) 475-6165.
>n III ir< l

'^'^
I, .; »

VAN NUYS, 20 minutes to campus. $850. 3-f2

lownhousc. Good area. Security, balcony>

gated parking. New paint. (213)665-3801.

WESTWOOD $1100/MO.,
2 BDRM,/2-BATH NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2.BEDROOM PRICE RE-

DUCTION BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685

WESTWOOD. Small 2-bcdroonVl -bath apart-

ment Available )uly. $600 Write W. Blair,

PO Box 49413, LA 90049

WESTWOOD Village East, 2 master bedroom
suite, $1 350/mo up, fireplace, sun deck, large

riosci tv monitor entry (211)208-0810

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure buil(ding

• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 Students
• Low nnove-in

$1200-$1300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477^858
444-9889

WESTWOODAA/LA $750 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mmi-blinds.
(213)477-2777

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD near Century City Small charm-
ing custom single. Sleeping loft, skylight,

carport $595 (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD, $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-»-2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, /VC, patio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

_ Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

« (619)721-8921, leave message.

* WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA, bright

upper 2-bedroom, newly remodeled, laundry,

parking, no pets. Must sec! (213) 279-1887.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

_ (6 19) 72 1-8921, leave message.

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd * den, 1 bd > loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

WLA- 2-I-2, $1,095/mo., + deposit. Just 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town*-

house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love the. 2756
Sepulveda. (213) 394-3599, eve (213)

479-1405.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 -• $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA, $73Cymo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907

WLA SINGLE upper unit. $525. 3 miles to

campus. Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA. Unfurnished, 1 -bedroom. Cross section

Sawtelle & Ohio. $630/mo. Carper, drapes,

stove, fridge incl. Call 477-2537.

WONDERFUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE in

nearby canyon. Utilities/parking included.

Prefei*' professional person. $950/mo.
(213)472-2140, (213)207-3444.

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshlre Bl.

470-4407

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2- bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

TA miles from UCLA. 1953 Sclby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. Cisoe to UCLA and
CenturyCity.$1400/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)487-0406.

WLA, $110C/MO., 2-bdrm condo, security

building, IV, -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave.

(213)456-3829. _^_
WLA. $1100/mo. Condo, 2-bdrm/rA -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina

Ave. (213)456-3829.

WLA 1 -Bedroom $685. New carpets/blinds.

Appliances. 2 miles from UCLA. Near bus.

1517 Federal. (213)479-0615.
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3 Prior; pref.

4 Weeding tool

5 Never!" .

6 Spanish city

7 Clamors
8 Tourist stop
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1

1
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e.g.

12 Hdlf a golf

course
13 Understands
18 NYSE group
19 Entree item

23 Floor covers
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MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedroom/1 -bath

house. Washer/dryer. $55(Vmo. N/S. Eddie.

(213)838-0967.

LARGE REMODELED HOUSE- One block
from Venice board walk and beach. Large deck
and porch. (213) 392-0220.

WLA. Female needed for own bedroom in

3-bdrm house. $65(Vmo. Near UCLA. Laun-
dry, A^. (213)477-8698.

House for Sale 58

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500 3-bdr/IV. bath.

Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time
buyers. (213)397-4270.

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from )unc-August.

2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurni^ed.
(213)748-4544.

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL 25 yrs. non-smoking
looking for female roommate(s) on west side.

Professional/grad student. $425-5500.

'

(213)301-0415 Nancy.

RESPONSIBLE married couple 38 & 40 looking

to house or apartment sit, beginning anytime

from now to September for upwards to a year.

CAM (213)399-7453.

UCLA LAW STUDENT seeks sunny, quiet one
bedroom apartment in Santa Monica area.

(213)479-7533 Francis,

Real Estate 61

Apartments Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685. utilities included.

puu l , Ijund r y, pa r k in g. M idva le Ave.

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in. Near UCLA. 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654-5801.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hr^vk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

PA CHILLXARE NEEDED. Private residence

Vi hoyr U^m campua . Mual have own e ar .

(213)559-1487. (213)295-7131

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-01 81

.

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

I'ALMS $550 and up. Gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove. (213)837-0533.

PALMS $550 and up gated parking, a/c,

laundry, refrigerator, stove. Month to month
lease. (213)837 0533.

VENICE BEACH! Huge single w/parking. Steps

to sand. Full kitchen, no pets. 24 Brooks Ave.
$650. (213)821-4887.

WLA- BACHELOR. Utilities included. Laun-
dry, refrigerator. 3- blocks from UCLA. V.A.

shuttle. $450. Available now. (213)312-0925.

WLA Huge quiet 2bd/2ba available June. a/c.

Refrigerator, Near Ohio/Greenfield,
$1 200/mo. (21 3)433-9805 or 438-9635.

AU PAIR 10-12 hrs/mo., ages 6 and 8.

Light housekeeping, private room, bath, car,

and gas provided. Must have valid ^rivcrs^

license. Starts June 4. Los Feliz area.

$100/wk.Call Carolyn (213) 5520711.

MOTHER'S HELPER for family with 2 fun-

loving, well-behaved girls, 5Vi and 7. Beverly-

wood, near Pico and Beverly Drive. Must have-
car. Private room/ bath. (213)839-8080.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785- 1 028.

Apts. to Stiare 54

BEVERLY GLEN, $450 + 'A utilities,

2-bcdroom/l V. -bath, fully furnished Bright,

sunny, big r21 3)470-8903.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom townhouse.
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829-7379.

BRENTWOOD 2+2 apt to share $325/mo.
Pool, security. Call Beth or Cindy.
(213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD, own room m 2-bdrm, 2-balh
condo. Sunny, upstairs, security, private park-

ing. $575 including maid. (213)447-5822.

FEMALE Grad student seeks roommate to share

WLA 2-»-r/i , convenient to campus. $420 -'/>

utilities (213)473-1952.

FEMALE ROOMATE: SH^ke beautiful furn-

ished apartment m castle like building, Ophir.
Rent for roomatc $468 -^ utilities. KIM
(213)208-4916.

HAVE master bedroom of apartment to your-

self. Hardwood floors, laundry facilities.

$35Q/mo. Leave message (213)398-0783

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/l-l/2 bath
apartment UCLA and westwood convenient
Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)475-0271

PRIVATE bedroom and bath, shared living

room and kitchen, nice area. $350/mo Kitty

(213)624-6161. (213)204-4792.

ROOMMATE to s^^are bedroom and bathroom
of furnished 2-bd/2-ba for July- Sept. 1-milc

from UCLA $287.5Q/mo (213)474-9868

WESTWOOD NEED 2 Roommmatcs, share

excellent 2-bcdroomm/2-bath apt. New sec
urity BIdg Central Air, Fireplace, balcony,

microwave, security garage, close to UCLA
331.25/mo 662.50/mo- own room
(213)475-8881 leave message

ROOM/ BOARD/ SALARY in exchange for

childcare/ housekeeping. Flexible hours. Must
have own car and references. Day
(213)966-2310, evenings (213)278-6332.

STUDENT WITH CAR NEEDED- For 1 5 hours
of child care for 6 year-old girl in WLA. Janna,

(213) 641-9151.

SUMMER JOB June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina Must be female.

$75.00/day -» room and board. Two openings.
Call Lcc Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819.

Room for Help 63

15-20HRS/WK. Babysitting, light house keep-
ing in exchange for room Separate entrance.

Must have references. Available June 20th.''

(213)452-0033.

BABYSITTING, light house keeping in ex-

change for room. 15-20hrsywk. Scpcrate cn-

tcrance. Must have references Available June
20th. (213)452-0033

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/
driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. (818)990-5304.

VENICE, take care of dog, light housework,
Ijgh^ardening. (213)396-2160.

Room for Rent 64

House for Rent 56

FACULTY HOUSE - 3-bcd, furnished. Mar
Vista, 3 months, or less. Available June 23
Rent negotiable. (213)825-4164.
(2.13)390-1492.

WLA. 2-bcdroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paint in-and-out $1400/mo. (213)390-4967.

2-MILES FROM UCLA- Great neighborhood.
$350/mo. Call Mike or Darren. (213)
820-6496.

$350 + UTILITIES- RoonVbathAilthen pri-

vileges. North Santa Monica Townhouse.
Quiet, secure. Graduate student, non-
smoking, no pets. (21.1) 453-8508.

$500/MO. Ov^ room, own bath in a targe

2-bedroom. Available May 15th Pool, bal-

cony, fireplace. (213)649-5124.

BEL AIR, furnished room in private house,
private bath, law or medical student, $500/mo,
213-472-4954.

Lovely furnished garden view room. Perfect for

female grad student. Private entrance/
bathroom. $375 w/utilitics. (213)870-5668

BRENTWOOD, own room/bath Bright spa-

cious 2 bedroom apartment. Pool $490/mo.
Leave message (213)471 7344.

CHEVIOT HILLS- Private room/bath, private

entrance, pool privileges, female preferred,

non-smoking. $500/mo. (213) 559-5904.

LARGE private room and bath in house. $475.
Available now. (213)204-3940.

MAR VISTA. Female own room ar>d bath in

house w/married couple. Available now.
$40O>1/3 utilities. (213)391-2027.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen
privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658.

SUMMER fraternity housing program. Pool.

Next to campus. $250/mo Thomas
(213)208-0495

WESTWCX)D- Furnished room and private

bath, kitchen and laundry privileges, female
only, $450/mo (21.3) 475-5548.

-I - - J

Roommates

Westwood. Furnished, private room/ bath

Kitchen privileges. Parking. Non-smoker
$475/mo includes utilities.
rcfrences.(21 3)470 2626.

WESTWOOD. Your own furnished bedroom
in luxury townhouse near campus. Security

parking. Prefer grad. student or professional

non-snwker. Available June 15 at $540/mo.
Call Aaron (213)477-7176.

WLA $425/MO. Own room in large 2-bed-
room apt. shared with sports medicine and
Holistic Health Practitioner. Non-smoking Dr.

Lo (213)473-1878.

WLA CONDO, own room. Security building

security parking. 5 min to UCLA. $585/mo. +
utilities (213)207-0301.

Roommates 65

2 FEMALE Roomates needed-^own rooms.
Share bath. Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Culver City $365/mo. (21^)836-0363 or

(213)838-3387.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

FAIRFAX/Beverly Blvd. Own room in large apt.

$53Q/mo. Available now. (213)931-5016.

MALE ROOMATE WANTED- To share bed-
room in large 2-bed/2-bath. $299.75/mo.
1-mile to campus/ (213) 475-4885.

MAR VISTA. Female. Own bedroonrVbath in

2-bedroom apartment. Spacious, new, sec-

urity. Close to IX:LA, beach. $500/mo.
(213)390-1550. ASAP.

ROOM SEPERATE units/board, Pico/
Westwood Blvd. for child care M/F 5-8pm
salary,v>/eekends TBA, 213-470-1431.

SANTA MONICA, walk to beach UCLA bus,

non-smoking \VF. Own room and bath.

$50(ynrw (21 3)396-4849.

SUMMER- Female for a 2bd/2bth for $320/mo.
on Glenrock. Fun roommates; Jacuzzi. Kathy
<2 13)824.4910 -

WESTWOOD APARTMENT - Seeking female

to share a room. Spacious 2-bdr/1-bath. From
mid June to mid September. $350/nrH). Call

Robin (213)208-6368.

WESTWOOD- Share bedroom with 1 persdR.

SSOO/mo., or with 2 others $333/nfM). 516
Landfair. (213) 824-0726.

WLA, female roommate needed to share large

bedroom and bath ^ 14)ed/2-bath apt.

$275/mo. (213)473-7104.

WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2-bed/2-bath, own
roorM>ath. $45a/mo. -f utilities. Laundry,

parking, $645 deposit. June-lst. (213)
207-1706.

Sublet 66

2-BEO/2BATH- Available now thru Aug. Sec-

urity, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwsher, parking, laun-

dry, close to campus. (213) 209-5420.

2 SUBLETTERS NEEDED SUMMER '90. Great

apartment, 1 block from campus. Dates avail-

able 6/18-8/15, (213)208-5464, Mark.

BE^ AIR. Own room of 2-bedroom apartment

$400. Available rH>w - Sept 1s(. Big, sunny,

Alex (21 3)471 7605.

BUSINESS MAN looking for sublease June

15th-August 30lh. Westwood area. Nicely

furnished studio. Reasonable rent.

(213)480-0522.

CHICAGO ATTORNEY AND FAMILY- Wants
to sublet 2-bedroom apt. or house. 7/1-8/20.

Call evenings (708) 480-0988.

FEMALE SHARE 2bd/2 bath June-Sept. Jacuzzi,

sauna, security,furnished. Walk to campus.
Claudia/Lisa 213-824-3476.

GREAT SUMMER sublet, very spacious one-

bedroonVone-bath. $735/mo. 1227 Westgate

Ave. Dorothy (213)474-6434.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus
2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswasher,

parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438.

NEED June-September, $625/mo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.

(213)208-3806.

NEED SUBLET! Couple prefers 1-bdrm. Now
thru mid August. Jennifer or Constantin.

(213)664-0400.

N. MELROSE/CRESCENT HEIGHTS. June

15-Sept. 30. 2-bd. apt. -f self contained guest

house. Furnished, A/C. $1000/mo.
(213)206-8552 or (213)653 4871 John or

Stella.

OWN ROOM in large 2-bdroom for $650 or

share for $325. Available June 22 thru August

31. (213)470-0581. Close to campus!.

OWN ROOM in large 2bcl/2ba or share.

Parking, laundry, pool, weight room. Available

mid June-September. Close to campus. Price

negotiable (213)208 0537.
^
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PACIFIC PALISADES, quiet lovely guest home,
single, easy UCLA transportation, JunelS
-Augl, $650/mo, 213-454-5319 evenings

PRICE NEGOTIABLE!! Summer sublet. New
building across street from UCLA. Furnished

2bcl/2ba, parking. Stella/Linda (21 3)824-5384.

ROOMMATE. Share Ibd-lba. Sawtelle/Ohio

apartment. (Mid June) or July/September.

$312.50/mo. (Selling furniture).
<21 3)31 2-0390 Maria.

SILVERLAKE. 1 -bdrm furnished view, 10 min.

tor downtown. 30 min. to UCLA. $625. avail

able 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for law intern. Possible

rent reduction/ exchange. (213)791-2219,
(213)662-5595.

SINGLE, furnished. June 10- August 30. Silver

Lake area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 1 01 . Direct

bus to UCLA. $40a/mo., utilities included,

(213)663-8912. ._-

SUBLETERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2-bdrm/2-bath. Close to campus $35C/month.
(213)824-2221.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town

summer associates. May 28th-August 18th.

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemer,
Fields & Younger. (213)626-6700.

SUMMER IN FLORENCE- Furnished 3-bed-

room apartment, $1 ,00(ymo. -f utilities, or bed
and breakfast, $500/mo. For information

(011-3955) 436-1466 or 41-38-79. Or con-

tact: Colella, 25 Palazzo Bruciato, Florence,

Italy 50134.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $32G/mo
(neg). Share room, furnished, MQ, pool. (21 3)

824-0601

WANTED: A studio or 1 -bedroom sublet.

Si27-7lb. If interested;- call (617)547-9802.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED, 1 -f 1, large, new,
all appliances, security, spa, 2 parking spaces!

>890/mo. (213)478-9787 .

WLA. Large apartment. 3-bed, 3-bath. 2

females to share room. $245.83/mo. each, or

$491.66/mo. for 1. 5/19-9/30. Esther
(213)444-9885 .

Condos for Share 68

WESTWOOD. Private roonV bath, furnjshed,

mirror, t.v., cable, telephone, radio, linen,

security building. $650. (21 3)474-7756.

Condos for Rent 69

WLA CONDO. 2-be(V2.bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.
Entirely, $1100. (213)477-7231.

Insurance 91

4( ^HSTolc ^L Auto/Home/Commercial T:^ Westwood/Wilshire Office -^
^ 312-0202 ^^ 1317 Westwood Blvd Z^ (2 blltt. So. of WitoWre) "^

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImnDediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monico

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: ferrxale 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25,
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision. ar>d motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nnoney. (213) 820-4839.

91 Typing 100 Music Lessons 102

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lqyvest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVEON

ucstaANCs navicu
<» iMit*mo MtLat 11011—11 to—

±t
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all du biil auti) insurjncc

IS fe<iuiitHl l)v 1,1..' So lor j

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••••••

Movers
iHfti

94

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

GREG'S amoving. We do all the amoves. Specia-

lizing in student nrwves. 24hr. (21 3)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688 UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

nwvers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

-MOVING can (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welconf>e. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, lOam-Spm.

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

HYPNOTHERAPY- Improve nr>emory, con-
centration, nrK)(ivation, study skills, reduce
anxiety, stop smoking. James Walton, CCH
(213) 285-3733.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, 'desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

fequirement. (213)871-1333.

THERAPUTK: massage w/Luce, French born
healer. Also lymph drainage/facial alchemy.
Certified/licensed. (213)396-6936.

BEAR'S EDITING
All -subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing

• Intro to the Macintosh
• Only $25!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhotf • 206b454

Tutoring Offered 98

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

?? Need Insurance ??
'

Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive •

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. InHurance Agency

3350 Wilsfiire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. ^0010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

1 Ionic 1 Icalt h C'onini.MotorfVfU's. :

Well Come TO YOU!

/

EXPERIENCED university lecturer and ESL
instructor will tutor English, ESL and writing

skills. All levels. (213)934-5384.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (816)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363
Ask for Lisa.

TUTORING
All suNects plus LSAT. GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od. IVY league grads.
Stamfofd Prep

(213)271-5181

Typing 100

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,thcscs,profcssional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy lyping-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

SAY THE WORD
Term Papers $4
Resumes $18*

Pick-up/Delivery Available.
$ 10% Student Discount $

(213)514-8618

VOICE. 40 years leaching All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; lop supper clubs.
Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2

Resumes 104

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

,.;

APA, Dissertations, Theses. Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics. (213)578-1415.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar,
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS. Wordprocessing of

anything by UCLA graduate Proofread text/

beautiful graphs. Laser printing. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

(XKTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)4700597, (213)470-8184.

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing.
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST, ACCURATE word processing. Research
papers, resumes, graphs, charts, etc

$1.45/pag». 1213)828-1218 Kim.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free

pick'up Hid del iver y. Reatwubte rates. citF

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gels

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133. ^
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written
by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

RESUME SERVICE by phone/mail. You call us
and we will mail it lo you. Package includes:

Nest day delivery of 20 top quality paper
resumes for only $20. Error free guaranteed
Call Gil (213)312-0323.

WINNING RESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785

Travel Tickets 106

1 -WAY, LA to NY City. $1 50. (21 3)399-2624.

Autos for Sale 109

1982 DATSUN 210- A/C. AM/FM, cassette,

excellent condition, automatic transmission,

must sell Only $1,950. (213) 828-5916.

1984 MITSUBISHI CORDIA-L, black, w-
louvcrs, 5-specd, sunroof, A/C. Excellent con-
dilion Great deal at $2850. (213)476-3576.

1 984 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL- White, 5-speed,
excellent condition, 49,000 miles, $4,000
(213) 937-4058.

1984 RABBIT, GTI, black, MI, sunroof, cas-

sette, alarm, very clean! $2,950
(818)609 9796 evenings.

82 LYNX- 2-door, hatchback, 4-speed stick,

air, power steering, stereo, black, $1,200.
(213) 207-9468

84 DODGE CONQUEST- CP, Turbo, low
mileage, leather seats, PW/AC/fast/mint condi-

tion. $4,200 (213) 397-0652

(213)202 6961

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (21 3)397-971 1

.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

TYPING SERVKTE. low rates for quality work
Term papers, reports, resumes.
(213)837-0631.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154. ^
PIANO LESSONS for beginr>ers. Adults-

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646 Leave message

Travel 105

RounatPD from los Angelo

San Francisco $ 110
Mexico City $ 250
Costa Rica $ 370
Hawaii $ 298
Paris $ 618
Tokyo $ 599
Tahiti S 679
Nairobi $1149
Jotiannesburg $1459

L

Resinctions aooiy Fares s^oiecl lo cnange

vminoui nonce ano oaseo on avaiabtity.

***Eurailpasscs**'*

issued on the spot
open Saturdays 10-2 ^,

Councfl Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Ansclcs, QA 90024

213-208-3551

86' MUSTANG LX, 3 door, extra clean! Alarm,
stereo-system, more Asking $4995. Sandy
213-683-0547.

BUiCK Skylark 1982 fully equiped excellent

condition. $2000. (213) 379-3903. -

CORVETTE 350- 1984, $13,300, automa-
lic,loadcd, custom body features and wheal,
new tires. Black with silver shipskin. (213)

481 8920 or (818) 887 1874

(X>DGE OMNI 1983 deluxe 4-doof hatch-
"

back Excellent condition New battery Re-

cently tuned. MI, PS/P8, AM/FM stereo.

Asking $1500. (213)876-4171 Jennifer

HONDA ACCORD 1980, $1,200 ob<Vobo
5-$peed, 76k miles, stereo cassette, AKVFM.
Clean, beige, good condition. (21 3) 837-7944.

HONDA ACCORD 1985- Auto, A/C, 3-doof
HB, white, 54k miles. Excellent condition.

$5,100 (213) 397-1039.

HONDA ACCORD LX, 1986, $8,600. 4-doof,

automatic, a/c, stereo, alarm. 26k/miles. Excel-

lent condition. (2 1 3)82 5-4 2 1 5,
(213)397-4296.

JEEP WAGONEER, 1980. $3,995 Good con- ^

dition. A/C, stereo, tan leather interior. ._

4.wheel drive. (2 13)859-3494,
(213)207-0543

LEAVING COUNTRY! '81 black Toyota Supra.

Loaded, immaculate. High miles, runs great!
""

$2900/obo. (213)479-6440, Mike.

MAZDA 626 1984 4-door, 5-speed, air

Original owner $3800 (213)478-7753.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1988 $4600 5-speed,

blue/black top, pull-out stereo. Excellent. Kim
(213)480-6416 days, (213)656-1041
evenings.

TOYOTA CELICA, 1977 5spd, runs great.

$800 Call (213)4 78-4383.

TOYTA CELICA 1982- L.ftback, 52K miles

5-spccd, power sunroof, cruise, air, stcreb-

cassctte, excellent condition $3,950/obo.
(213) 823 2438

VOLKSWAGEN 1974 THING red, white top
Runs well, recently rebuilt engine. $3000
(213)473-1877 leave message.

VOLVO GL WAGON- 1985, Graphite, low
mileage, excellent condition, 3rd seat, cruise V

control. $10,700 (213) 203 9840

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

'T!

Auto Repair 110

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Rem/s Adven-

tures. Free catalogue. (213)831-6114.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilsbire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811
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TEST YOUR PARTNER, BRING A FRIEND JUST TO BE SURE!

Norton Medical Clinic • Sherman Oaks

1 (800) AIDS NOW
1 (800) 243-7669

F-.ul\' Dctf* tioii

OPKN (i DAYS lAMA. M.tril. 2\.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

THEA PAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY'"

SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS - CAU AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSOWINSURANCE. 1433 SANTA yoiiCf BU SANTA yOMCA, CA 90401

INTERNATIONAL ALERT
The UCLA Student Committee Against
Genocide and Mass Killing

^

invites you to

FOCUS ON CAMBODIA
An evening performance by

traditional Cambodian dancers
and musicians and screening of

"Samsara''

Friday, May 11
7:00 pm

Gamelan Room,
Schoenberg Hall

FREE
Funded by UCLA Graduate Students Association,
The Campus Programs Committee of the Programs

Activities Board, and the Interdisciplinary
Committee on Genocide and Its Prevention:

^ Teaching and Research.

Autos for Sale 109 Scooters

VW Squarcback 1972, good engine, clean
interior, iMOO, KARL (213)824-4172.

>HV
.J-t

Bicycles for Sale 113

1 985 HONDA Elite 1 50, great condition, new
paint $50Q/obo. (213)824-0031.

1 985 HONDA AERO 50. Great condition, just

tuncd-up. $450 lock and helmet. Call Carolyn
(213)824-3657.

'.Vv

FANTASTIC Bridgcstone Mountain Bike. Used
but inigrcal condition. Great deal at $1 50. Call
Nick: (213)859-0890.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1986HONDAREBEL 250 Black, $1,200 obo
HclfDet, KKYP lock included. (213JJZ4-J69a^
(leave rrlcssagc).

1 988 NIN)A 600R with Vance & Hines Racing
System and alarm. $3,200 obo
(213)209-2458

HONDA NICHTHAWK 700S 1984. Blue;/

black, excellent condition Only 8k miles
Spare parts. Call Malcolm (213)829 6820.

1985 HONDA ELITE 1^0 I3cluxe, red, good
condition $950/obo Rick (j^) 3 79 0708

1986 HONDA SPREE- Red mint condition,
Stored inside low miles with lock and AGV
Helmet. $425.00 obo. Call Brad
(213)209-5209.

1986 YAMAHA RAZZ- Just tuned, runs great,

good tondition, very reliable. $350. (213)
202-7876.

1987 HONDA ELITE 50 Runs well, must sell

2000 miles. $250. Call Alan (213)208-1231

HONDA 250 ELITE- 1985, stored 4% years,
350 miles, red, new battery, $1 ,550 obo (21 3)
4509463.

Scooters 119

1977 PUCH, runs great, IrKludcs lock.

$325/obo. Michael 394-1877.

1984 HONDA ELITE 150. New engine tires

with basket, helemel, lock. $850/obo. John
(213)209-0901.

HONDA ELITE 80 With helmet and lock,
excellent condition. Sell this week. Only $495
(213) 397-6133.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, well maintained Helmet
and lock $800 (213)836^9005

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters Starting at

$599 + fees Call Foothill Yamaha
(818)352-3277.

Daily Bruin Sports

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style $30

Perm $25

Straightening $25

Tint & Style $20

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

From VIDAL SASSOON

Free Conditioning

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"
From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is
heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and eclectic triple-bill

featuring:

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Frf., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworth Theater

For more information/ ncK^ff̂ i
Charge-by-Phone: ^
(213) 825-2053 r

MAYCOMPAWYAMtlSiTPlllS
-ftt^ TTwrr

j^m^om
DEUVERS Fl DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's
-—- Only

$8.99

X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49
Open

Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 blocl( east of Barrington)

119 Scooters 119 Furniture

_ %

SPECIALIZED ALLEZ SE 1988, under 200 M,
excellent condition. SIS, r3ia Compc brakes
SSOO/obo (213) 206 1923

SUZUKI FZ50, helmet, lock. Very reliable,

good condition. $300/obo. Call Tom
(213)824-2205

VESPA P200E; Excellent condition, speedy,
powerful. Must sell. $950 (21 3)208-0845. Ask
for Lai^ra or Susan .

YAMAHA 2007, 1989, black, beautiful, hel-

met, lock, carrying case, 70 mph. $2000/obo"
all Chris, (714)593-0057.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new engine
and battery Just tuned up. Lock and helmet.
S450 (213)208-4052

YAMAHA RIVA SCOOTER. 1986 Light blud,

5 k

miles. $900. Call Andy (213)473-9525.

PARKING NEEDED ASAP- Around/near cam-
pus. Will help me plenty!! (213) 559-7310 or

(213) 514-2477. After 6.00 pm.

Furniture 126

IMMEDIATE SALE Sofa/love seat, unused
$550, large oak entertainment center $195,
late model 25" color TV $195, 19" color
portable, excellent $120 Delevcry possible

(213) 4539441.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250 Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or
sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di-
ning room 9-picce set $995. Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195. Reclincr $195. Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacriHce $250. (213)393-2338.

MATCHING sofa & lovescat. Good condition

$1 25/obo. Antique oak coffee table $50. Dave
(213)447-0298.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders
accepted (213) 372-2337

MOVING SALE: 2 dressers, sofa, double bed
with egg shell pad breakfast set
(213)208-3405

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set black and white
lacquer, $290 00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

PANASONIC MICROWAVE OVEN. With

P f o g -

ramabic tinr>cr and defrost settings Never
used. $ 1 50. (2 1 3)820 1777.
MAC PLUS w/ expanded nr>cnf>ofy 2Vi nr>egi

20mb harddrive & System Software Package.
Call for info. A must for college student.A
(213)820-1777.

CHALENSKI
From page 39

spring drills.

"Spring ball this year (was)
really intense — a lot of hitting,"

Chalenski said. "A lot of long

practices working on techniques

and putting it all together.

"I think it has something to do
with last year," he added.

But in the long run, Chalenski

and the Bruins know that all this

work will pay off when Oklahoma
rumbles into the 'Rose Bowl in

Sepieml)er for the season opener.

"(Head) coach (Terry) Donahue's
really making us work and the

coaches are working us the same,"
Chalenski said. "If we keep going
at the pace we are going, we're
going to be really tough next year."

Chalenski also knows that, in

the long run, transferring to

UCLA, having to sit out a y(?ar,

leaving his family in the ' East,

going through the "B.S." with Ale— all that will pay off, too.

"I still have three years left to

play. ... I don't think I've reach-

ed my potential yet," he said.

"Now that I'm out here, I feel like I

made the right choice."

But on these beautiful spring

days, Chalenski probably can't-

help but wonder — just a little bit— if maybe he shouldn't have
stuck to baseball.

"I'm leaving my options open,"

he said, smiling underneath the

warm afternoon sun. "You never

know, ril go out for the team
maybe."

RECREATION
From page 38

Nasty Boys to claim the champion-^
ship.

Finally, in last week's fifth

annual SAA Run Like A Bruin,

some 4(X) runners competed in the

intense heal on a run around the

scenic UCLA campus^
In the 5K, Cuban immigraifit

Masa "Fidel" Hasegawa took a

quick lead and continued strong to

emerge 25 seconds ahead of the

second competitor, in a lime of
14:40. The lOK saw Karl Poluka
win even easier, in a time of 29:00.

Poluka was 30 seconds ahead of
the second finisher.

D
Nice effort: The USC Daily

Trojan softball team forfeited to

the Daily Bruin last Friday in the

rubber game of a three-game
series. USC won the first game and
the Bruins won the second game.

^ Ttie Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.

126 Furniture 126

NEW WATERBED. King-size Includes head-
board, leather rails, healer, mattress pad,
comforter $200/obo. Dave (213)447 0298

Garage Sales 127

MOVING SALE You'll find it here. Everything
goes. Quality. 11961 Montana #2
(213)820-5721. Any time.

TWIN BED, sewing machine, KIM stereo,

bookshelves, chairs, printer, stove, ladies,

child's clothes. (213)398 3354 or come May
12, l-4pm 3314 Sawtelle »8.

r
Misc. For Sale 128

PASSPORT RADAR DETECTOR. New chord
and window mount. $220/obo. Greg
(2U)209-401 1 . (21 3)478-4695.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

WEIGHT MACHINE, Marcy space crrVI, w/
butterfly and bench. Was $1 300. Asking $400
(213)826-2268.

Typewriter/Connputer 134

TANDY lOOOSX computer; 640K Mono Mntr
DWP 230 Daisy Printer and Tractor Feed.
$750.00 Call weekdays (213)445-5489.

,'
I

. .'•i-p».

*^..

*-. ft^Sii.'^, r,:

'.i
^-Tin- i4>. -~.»*t-.

STEROIDS
From page 40

was used for performance
enhancing, while if it were
small, then we could deter-

mine inadvertant use," he
added.

While some may queslion

the validity of a specific drug

test, there are others who
contend that the entire prog-

ram of drug testing is uncon-

stitutional. Recently, a group
of Stanford University ath-

letes filed suit successfully

to stop drug testing on the

Kilo Alto campus.

Puffer's response to these

challenges of the legality of
drlj^ testing in collegiate

athletics?^

"It is a vgry difficult issue

to addrcts and there are

certainly some valid argu-
ments against drug testing,"

said Puffer. "Many student

athletes say that they
shouldn't be subjected to

testing procedures that are

different from the regular

student body.

"I would say that student

athletes are highly visible

representatives of them-
selves, their sport, and their

institution," he added. 'The
institutions haye major
investments in these siu-

dent-athletes, and drug test-

ing helps protect the student

and the institution.

"An example is the

Tulane point- shaving scan-

dal of 1979, where bettors

offered cocaine to basketball

players in exchange for

shaving points," he con-

tinued. "If drug testing were
in effect in 1979,. ihcn this

unfortunate incident would
never have nappened."

Even with all the recent

developments that have
advanced drug testing and
detection mechanisms, Puf-

fer often feels that the

athletes do have the upper

edge.

"Athletes are very
sophisticated people, and

they are always a step ahead

of us," he said, noting the

extremes athletes will

undertake to evade detec-

tion.

As for the drive behind

this sophistication and
increase in performance-

enhancing drugs. Puffer

offered three major reasons.

"One is the immense
amount of money that soci-

ety makes possible to sports

champions," he started. "It is

a big incentive not only to

the Ben Johnsons of the

world but also to a college

football player that wants a

one-million-dollar signing

bonus or a 17-year-old skin-

ny football player whose
parents want him to play

Division I football on scho-

larship.

"The second one is that

athletes have competitive

desires and have an amazing

need to perform well and
win," he added.

"Finally, there is the unre-

al expectatfons that are

placed on the athlete—I'm
guilty of it, you're guilty of
it, the entire society is guilty

of it—and many of the

athletes think that the only

way they can perform up to

the high expectations is to

take the performance-
enhancing drugs."

•f^^-^
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mn
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

#1 OUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

SCORE IN THE TOP 20%
ON ANY SECTION OR TAKE
OUR NEXT COURSE FREE

CALL 1.800«777.EXAM

CLASSES BEGIN MAY 25TH

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain "^Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

txperiencea" Levis buis

Reg. $21.99

NOW $15.99

&
Ladles Tops

'hWo Off

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block NoitK of Pico

ORanite 9-7413
•••••

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam tor glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line ot designer tashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts. Daily Wear.
Extended Wear and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

GRADIIATIIVG SOO]\? >tL.

BECOME A LICENSED SECURITY BROKER
If you are graduating soon and are looking for an exciting career with high income potential and room for

growth, consider joining one of the greatest teams being built in the secuhtles Industry. We offe^:

r

* A comprehensive training program. Our team of experts will help you with a NASD sehes 7
and22 brokers license. We will also provide you with the most complete professional sales/
product training available.

* The opportunity to determineyourown income. Our topbrokerearned in excess of$450,000
in commissions in 1989.

An opportunity to sell a wide variety of investment programs to the individual investor,

including but not limited to: Mutual Funds, 'mvestmeri trusts, commodities, real estate
syndications, equities and oil and gas limited and general partnerships.

An excellent work environment in a prestigous Westwood high rise;

The opportunity to join an elite and one of the best paid sales team in the industry.

Many sec
Securities

securities,

recpre at Bast two years brok^mg^ eS^wlem^e.l^ow
ithMtfyouareaggr9ss^e,setf-rTiotivatedandhavethedesir0tobulU

^« ^^ ^LJSM^n sppo^r^ to bufW ycHir career frogi the afound up. _
Posi|^s are liinited, ^ call now: 213-447-3377 and ask iQr Joe Hardy.

FOOTNOTE: ^ ^'"-^ i i

REMFNGTON SECURITIES WILL BE PARTICIPATING AT THE JOB FARE ON MAY 22.

COME AND SPEAK TO JOE HOERDEMANN AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT AN
EXCITING CAREER IN SECURITES.

V
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CONTACT

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

• 208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

wmmmM Bruin Rec

mwmmm^^<;^:?> /^//////A

f//{ m

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And f

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwcx)d Village. Above the Wherehpuse _„___.

LEARN

JUST A FIW IXAMPUS
ATHLETIC SHOES

EXERCISE • WATERSPORTS

Baseball Shoes m stock ixtrji 20^^^
special croup «AttO
Athletic Shoes urTo$40 24.99 19**
Special Croup iB«09
Basketball Shoes . . .upto$50 29.99 Z3
special Croup #ft«QQ
Chlldrerrs Shoes upto$40 29.99 ZS
New Balance 995 $100 60.00 ^0^^

solid iron Dumbbells ixtrji 20^^^

410 Hulk incline Bench 59.99 47**
Ascent Stepper 199.99 159**
comp waterskl vest 29.99 Z9"
sting Ray Hydroslkfe 79.99 63**
Diw A surf eivsa
Action FuB wet Suit 109.99 8 #**

SpadalCroup ^V
TenffMs Bacquet 29.99 Z9
Pro Kafmax VPfl
Copper Ace 90 Racquet S9.99 31
Ultra Kevlar no Racquet 79.99 63**
spodai Croup AduK aPKO
teattier Batting Cloves 6.99 5

Mylon Bat Bag 25.00 20**
BasebaN/softbaN Bats nrnm20%
Spodal Croup tfft^^A/
BasebaN/softbaN Cloves . 30% OFF ZVvo
SPORTSWEAR • ACCESSORIES

TENNIS • BASEBALL • SOFTBALL

Men s|Mkers get
set for action in

beacli volieybaii

By Greg Jones
Contributor

Grueling competition can be
seen on the IM Field, in the

Wooden Center, and in the Men's
Gym Pool this week, as most
UCLA intramural sports begin

their playoffs.

Beach Volleyball

But perhaps the most exciting

action will be out at Will Rodgers
Stale Beach this weekend, where
64 two-man volleyball teams will

compete in the second-annual
Southern Califronia Fraternity

Beach Volleyball Tournament
(SCVT).

Put on by Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority and Sigma Alpha Epsilon

fralcmiiy of UCLA, the tourna-

ment is sponsored by "Sweats and
Surf," and will feature teams
mostly from UCLA and Southern
California coast schools. The
proceeds will benefit the Crippled

Children's Society.

Prizes for the lop finishers range

from a trip to Cancun Ida trip i6~

Las Vegas, and there arc still some
open spots for teams. Sign in is at 7
a.m. and play starts at 8 a.m. on
both Saturday and Sunday. Inter-

ested duos should call Rod Alema-
iiia at (213) ^208-029^

CLASSES
BEGIN
THIS
WEEK!

S23-004S

nOrV SOTVCOOn Wf
vmy ThlnJM Bum ^mm
Bocfywear Separates 9.99 7**
WMta slarra mSA
cotton sports Shorts 9.99 7"
100% cotton Pocket T-Shirt^. 7.99 6**
AN Swim Accessories BXTRII 20^^

MAY 10 ONLY

Jiw/^\

h:-y:'yAi&-3 A^
/ / 9w -^

.

/ / UCLA
[jmI / AQUATIC

/
"-#—

^

.^/center
f.;::'.:-y.-j:-yJ

•Copeland's Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE

^\

Ask about —
• informal sailing

• summer programs

"Even if you're not participating

in the tournament, you should go
out to Will Rodgers State Beach
because it should be a lot of fun,"

said Megan Davenport, one of the

loumamcnt's coordinators.

Softball

Scvcnlccn teams qualified for

the men's *A' soflball champion-
ship tournament, which began laic

afternoon on Tuesday. The fol-

lowing sccdings have been estab-

lished by the intramural staff,

which arc based solely on record

and may or may not accurately

rcflccl sircngih of schedule or

margins of victory:

1. Lambda Chi Alpha (3-0)

2. Bacculum (3-0)

3. Phi Psi (3-0)

4. Sigma Chi (3-0)

5. ZBT (3-0)

6. Sig Ep (3-0)

7. ATO (2-1) —
8. SAE (2-1)

9. Sigma Nu (2-1)

10. Theta Xi (2-1)

Most knowledgeable insiders

see Lambda Chi Alpha as the clear

favorite, as they dominated the

regular season. In addition, Bac-
culum, Phi Psi, and Sigma Chi
have been impressive. However,
dark horses ATO and Sigma Nu
cannot be counted out, for they

have also shown their considerable

strength in the last four weeks.

Only eight teams qualified for

the 'A' coed volleyball tourna-

ment, and play starts this week.
The No. 1 seed is Hoi Polloi, which
compiled a 3-0 record. Team
Awsta has also remained unde-
feated, and they are the No. 2 team
in the tournament.

Men's *A' water polo is the one
major sport that will continue

regular-season play this week.
Lambda Chi Alpha and SAE No. 1

are the only currently undefeated

squads at 2-0. Teams that are 1-0

include SAE No. 2, Sig Ep, Sink or

Swim, and Team USA.
Last weekend, the three-on-

three basketball single elimination

tournament took place. After two

days of ferocious competition,

New York 21 emerged as the *A'

champion when they defeated the

Shrinky Dinks in the final. The 'B'

toumament, comprised of more
teams, saw Anonymous beat the

See RECREATION, page 36
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CHALENSKI: Out of the Pitt and into Westwood's golden sunshine
From page 44

school All-America teams as a

senior linebacker out of Kenil-

worth High, Chalenski was
recruited heavily by Pitt, Miami,
South Carolina and UCLA. "It

really came down to Pitt and
UCLA," Chalenski said. "Every-

And what better way to begin

than on lop.

"My goal is to win every game
when 1 step on the field," Chalens-

ki said. "1 feel we just have to go
real far this year, we're talking

far."

Titt wasn't the

place for me.
That's about it,

to make a long

story short. I

contacted
UCLvA. I

wanted to see if

they wanted me
and they said,

*Sure, come on
down.*

*

Mike Chalenski

one was putting pressure on me to

.slay in the East, sa L stayed there

because of that." '

So when it came time to change
schools, Chalenski became the

toast of both coasts. **I contacted

UCLA. I wanted lo see if they

wanted mc and they said. 'SurC.

The first steps any team takes

toward success in the fall begin in

spring practice, which ended for

UCLA last Friday. For the veter-

ans on the squad, this edition of

spring ball meant wiping away the

memories of last year. For the

newcomers, like Chalenski, it

meant learning what the future

holds in store.

For one, Chalenski will continue

learning the position he grew into

at Pitt — defensive end. He was
spectacular as a linebacker in high

school, but as Chalenski said,

"You don't see too many 6-5

linebackers (in college)."

So while Chalenski continues lo

learn how a defensive end at

UCLA plays, a new coach is

learning right along with him.

"We've got a new (defensive line)

coach, Jacob Bumey," Chalenski

said. "He's a really good guy, a
really good coach. He's teaching

me a lot of the drills, how to play

down there."

While he's learning UCLA's
playbook, Chalenski is also learn-

ing what happens when a Bruin

gets mad. After last season's

disappointments, the UCLA play-

ers seemed to be taking out their

frustrations on each other during

See CHALENSKI, page 36
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come on down.'
"

But in order to continue his

football career, Chalenski had to

abstain from something that had

been part of his life for years. He
had to stop playing football.

NCAA rules dictate that a transfer

studcni/athlete must sit out a year

before becoming eligible to play at

his or her chosen school.

Chalenski could practice with

the Bruin, but when Saturday

rolled around, he was just another

of the thousands of spectators. And
when UCLA on hard times, even-

tually going on to its worst season

in 18 years, Chalenski suffered

along with the thousands of Bruin

fans.

"It was really tough to sit and
watch, especially after 1 played my
first year (at PilO," he said. "1

wanted to get out there and help the

Jcam anyway 1 could."

They say misery loves com-
pany, and maybe Chalenski found

that out as he and a fellow transfer

watched helplessly as UCLA
struggled lo an 3-7-1 record.

Linebacker Arnold Ale had trans-

ferred lo Weslwood from then-

national champion Notre Dame
within a few months of Chalens-

ki 's move, and the two soon

became friends.

"We got close because we were

two transfers," Chalenski said.

"We weren't really able to play,

but we had lo practice every day,

so we had lo go through all the B.S.

together."

Chalenski and Ale had been on
the same field before, but not on

such friendly terms. In 1988, Pitt

played Notre Dame in Pittsburgh.

The Panthers were down laie in the

game, but were driving toward the

Irish end zone. Ale ended the

threat when he picked off a pass

that led Notre Dame to a touch-

down and an eventual 30-20

victory.

*To tell you the truth, I didn't

remember him at all until he came
out here and told me," Chalenski

said. "We joke around about it, but

it's nothing really serious."

What is serious is the business at

hand: Putting Chalenski and Ale in

powder blue and gold and turning

the Bruin football team around.

"I don't know too much about

what the program used to be like,

but everybody's saying it's a new
beginning in the 90's," Chalenski

said. "J feel it's a new beginning.

A/ew UCLA defensive line coach Jacob Barney is keeping a
watchful eye on Mike Chalenski.

CULTURE NIGHT
"Tradition Inspiring Tomorrow'' U

C
L
-A-

FREE
ADMISSION

Traditional Instrumental
Orchestra

K
S
A

^j^^i^^^f.

n

^^^ ic\

'^?{s:
/ 7

Friday, May 11

7:00 P.M.
Wadsworth Theatre
(NW Corner ofWilsbire & 405 Pwy.)

I.

,

Funded In part by: Th« Campus Commlttaa of tha Programs AcUvltlaa Board,
ASUCUK Board of Dlr«ctora/USAC Protframmlng Commlttaa, and Cultural Affalra.
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JULES STBN EYE INSME

Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN
. CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

(213) 208-8188^
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.

SEND THIS AD WITH YOUR ORDER
AND SAVE UP TO 10%

(oTTer cxp. 5/18/90)

• Fully lined leather bag
• Two bags in one, carry

backpack style or

top handle
• Carry your books, go hiking,

camping or use
as carry on luggage

(12 Va X 17 X 6 Va)

$149.00
(we pay shipping)

^30 day money back
guarantee
Call or write for more
information

^Top grain water- ^
resistant cowhide

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO:
Mt. Kenya SaCari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218 (303)832-9552

Mt. Kenya Safari Co. 940 Downing Denver, CO
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STEROIDS: Pr, Puffer talks about testing
From page 44

oids—have infiltrated the ath-

letic world, and collegiate

sports in particular, Puffer is

not hesitant to quote figures.

In 1985, a study by Uni-

versity of Michigan research-

ers Anderson and McKeag
surveyed collegiate athletes on

the prevalence of drug use.

They found that eight percent

of all student athletes in

Division I, II, and III sports

used performance enhancing

drugs, and in Division I

alone, 17 percent used these

substances.

From his own experience.

UCLA Drug Testing Policy

Consent

- All UCLA athletes agree to participate in the

UCLA Drug Testing Progran^i.

Procedure

- Pre-season testing on an anonymous basis

- First positive test:

counseling and random re-testing without

notification of a coach or the public.

- Second positive test:

the coach is notified and counseling is
Puffer climates that between

15-30 percent of Division I J._j^andatory.
football players use perfor-

mance-enhancing drugs—

a

figure which obviously varies

by position. Yet in all, he

thinks that all these numbers

could be too low.

"Even though the subjects

were able to answer anonym-
ously, many people dOnH like 'source: UCLA Athletic Department Policy statement

- Third positive test: \
the athlete is immediately suspended from the

sport.

Hearings and Appeals

- Must be made within 24 hours of test results.

to admit to steroid use

because of the potential stig-

ma attached," said Puffer.

Concurrent to the 1985

study, the NCAA commis-
sioned a special convention to

deal with a drug- testing

proposal, which responded

with Q two - tiered npproach to unsophi sticatod the peopte-

testcd, then he will give

sufficient time to get off the

drug and have it clear his

system before he is tested.

"This means that the only

people that the NCAA catch- \i Puffer—to serve on a task

es are the pharmacologically force on drug testing

GAIL MOOREHEAD/ Daily Bruin

ram in place since 1986 after

Chancellor Young commis-
sioned a group of administra-

tors, coaches, athletes, faculty,

and medical staff—including

XH
the detection of performance-

enhancing substances.

The first segment would
include testing at all champ-
ionship events while the sec-

ond part required testing of

athletes on their home cam-
pus on a random basis by a

traveling group of NCAA
officials.

It was the second pan of

that proposal that mandated
the failure of the entire prop-

osition. "We were turned

down in 1985 because we
were too far ahead of our

who don't know what they

are doing."

To support his point. Puffer

noted a follow-up study con-

ducted last year—the NCAA
Replicate study—which was
identical to the format of the

Anderson and McKeag report.

*The results indicated that

drug use has actually gone «

up," he said. "A lot more
people are using the drugs,

and not as many are getting

caught."

In response to the inability

over the last three years to

Even with the NCAA and
several universities across the

nation instituting multi-level

approaches to drug testing,

the issue itself is not without

problems or controversy.

One of the side effects

became apparent back in

March here at UCLA when
McArthur Anderson, a junior

jumper on the track team,

was banned for three months
by the Track Athletics Con-
gress for testing positive to a

stimulant found in Sudafed.

Anderson was given the

"Many people say that we are

spending a lot of money and
inconveniencing a lot of people to

find one or two people out of one
hundred are positive for perform

mance-enhancing drugs. I would
argue in return that the reason
why the positive tests are so low
is because of the manner in

which the NCAA conducts the

tests.
>>

Dr. James C. Puffer

time," said Puffer. "Many
officials did not want the

NCAA to come on to their

campus."

For three years the NCAA
initiated testing at champion-
ship events, and the results

were far less than the Ander-
son and McKeag study indi-

cated: only one percent of the

urine samples brought in for

testing turned up positive.

Where was the discrepan-

cy?

'"Many people say that we
are spending a lot of money
and inconveniencing a lot of

people to find one or two
people out of one hundred
are positive for performance-

enhancing drugs," said Puffer.

"I would argue in return

that the reason why the

positive tests are so low is

because of the manner in

which the NCAA conducts

the tests," he continued. "If

an athlete knows well in

advance when he is to be

effectively combat the prob-
lem, the NCAA will institute

the second portion of the

1985 Committee proposal

over the next school year and
actually start random testing

on campus.

STEROIDS &

"Once we start random
testing, we expect lo see a —
dramatic increase in the num-
ber of positive tests," said

Puffer.

While the NCAA dragged
its feet on the two-tiered

approach to drug testing,

UCLA has had such a prog-

over-the-counter preparation

by the UCLA Training Room,
as Sudafed is permissible by
NCAA standards.

Several substances are in

the same category as Sudafed,

banned by one organization

but legal in another—and
while there are indeed stimu-

lating compounds in such

drugs, there are questions ^
about their strength and
viability.

"I think that the position

the NCAA has taken is that

it feels that over-the-counter

drug preparations have the

potential for abuse, but

doesn't feel that it is enough
to warrant testing," said Puf-

fer.

- "It would be optimal to be
able to detect the amount of

such a drug in the urine

sample—if it were qujte large

then we could determine it

See STEROIDS, page 37
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Bombers I I 't expect to take any Bull against Domlnguez
By Jeff imperato '

Staff Writer

The Bruin baseball team (34-20

at press time) continues its quest

for a playoff berth tonight with a

7:00 p.m. match against Cal State

Dominguez Hills (19-23-2). The
game kicks off a three game,
Jackie Robinson Stadium home-
stand for a Bruin squad that is

delivering its best season since

1987.

UCLA finished fourth in the

Six-Pac this year, and is perched
on the "bubble" of the NCAA
Regional Playoffs (The 1987 team
finished 2nd in the Six-Pac and
reached the finals of the Western
Regionals). The bruins wound up
with a 14-16 conference record

this season, and have seven games
left to reach what UCLA head
coach Gary Adams calls "the

magic number" of 4Q victories.

Breaking the 40-win barrier virtu-

ally guarantees a bid to the

Regionals.

But 40 is by no means a
requirement. In the past six years,

two fourth-place Six-Pac teams
have gone to the playoffs. Both had
13-17 conference records and
fewer than 40 overall wins. And

the Bruins, to their credit, have had
great success against highly
ranked opponents. This season,

UCLA has beaten nine top-20

teams and was able to take two of
three from then-No. 1 Arizona
State during a conference series in

April.

UCLA snapped a three-game
slump last weekend by beating

U.S. International University
twice. UCLA catcher Paul Ellis hit

his 26th and 27th home runs during

the Saturday game, bringing him-
self to within two dingers of

outfielder Jim Auten's single

season Bruin home run record. In

the same game, freshman sensa-

tion Pete Janicki, the Daily Bruin's

Athlete of the Week, won his fifth

consecutive decision by a 4-1

margin. And, left fielder Joel

Wolfe continued to swing a blaz-

ing bat. The sophomore from

;AN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

Joel Wolfe and ttie Bruins look to run all over the Toros tonight at JRS.

Chatsworth High has hit home
runs in five of his last seven games
and raised his batting average to

.360 (good for second on the

team). Last week, Wolfe went 7 for

15 with two home runs and five

RBI.

Cal State Dominquez Hills isn't

the toughest Bruin opponent on the

schedule. The Toros, an NCAA '

Division II team, currently occupy
fifth place in the California Colle-

giate Athletic Association
(CCAA) and are not ranked in the

top twenty in ^ny national poll.

Nonetheless, UCLA has to stay

"up" for the smaller schools. The «

Bruins found out that even the little

guys can bite last week, as they lost

a one-run shocker to unrankedw
Division II Chapman College. 7 ^^
The Toros will send senior^^^''"^

lefthander Armando Gomez (6-5,

3.15 ERA) to the mound tomor-

row. (The Bruin starter has not yet

been announced). Offensively,

senior third baseman Fred
Camarena (.392, 2 HR 18 RBI) and
junior first baseman Darrell Con-
nor (.361, 40 RBI) have been the
most reliable producers for the

Toros.

Last year, UCLA edged Dom-
inguez by a 5-4 margin.

BRUIN
TRAFFIC
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Advertise 825-2161

OPEN HOUSE at DR. VOGEL'S

What Can MakeACUVUE
Disposable Contact Lenses

Even Better?

gTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTtTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

A Free Trial Pair!
Ciimc to our Open Hous*.- arui opc*n youj

eyes to sonu'thin^' new in contjict lenses

convenience and comfort'

Conifnicncf because ACUVl 'H
"^

Disposable C^ontik t Lenses never

have to Ix* cle.ined You simply

wear them atui throw them

away

Contfort K'cause theres

nothing as comfortable as

a fresh, clean contact lens

In fact, nearly ^ out of 4

people who have rrieti

ACDVUH Disposable C:ontact

Letises feel they are more ct)mfort-

able than any other contact lenses

they ve worn

If ACl 'VI 'E IS n^'ht for you. well j^ive

you a free trial pair to convince you

ACUVUE' The First Disposable Contact U ns

*SOFT MATE B

HAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

'SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
^CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPJOMETWC DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.O.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'PrIceperlens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & seivices needed.

w^iM^CM •*(|c4nto»i

ALSO OFFERING
* 30% OFF ON SUNGLASSES IN STOCK '

* 20% OFF ON EYE EXAMINATIONS
* DRAWING FOR 3 MONTHS SUPPLY OF
ACUVUE® DISPOSABLE CONTACTS AND
RAY BAN SUNGLASSES

-* REFRESHMENTS '-

-—.

WHEN: SATURDAY, MAY 12th
12:00 to 4:00

DR, JON D. VOGEL
OPTOMETRIST

1132 WESTWOOD BLVD.
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. CA 90024

RSVP: (213) 208-3011

SCOOTER TECH
-— ACCESSORIES

NOW OFFERING SCOQTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• Helmets • Baskets - • Scooter Oil

• Locks • Batteries • Genuine Honda & Yamaha Parts

10% Off ar^y accessory with this od. (Expires 5/ 1 7/90)

10971 Weyburn- Next door to Folofel Factory-- 824-2040— —— TT—-r-— - 10-6, M-F
TO CELEBRATE. SCOOTER TECH IS SLASHING BACK SERVICE PRICES TO 1987

275X10
Tire and Tube lr»talled

39.95

Flats Fixed
15.95

(plus parts)

50 cc Service
3595

(plus parts)

80- 250cc
Tur>e arxj Service

(plus parts)

As always, FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off your scooter at
the new Scooter Tech Accessories for service.

10422 Santa Monica- 470-4745 9-6, M-F
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Athletes of theWeek

Pete Janicki

On the road to the

NCAA Regionals.

freshman pitcher Pete

Janicki has helped keep the

team's playoff hopes alive by

handing a 4-1 loss to USIU
last Saturday. The weekend
win gave Janicki his fifth-

straight victory of the season.

His pitching arm was in full

swing as he struck out nine of

the Gull's batters, tying his

season high. His arsenal is

headed by a strong fastball and
an effective split-fingered pilch

that keeps^ his victims guessing.

Saturday Janicki pitched the

Hrst complete game of his

college career, giving up only

one run on six hits. His last

complete game was as a senior

at El Oorado High School.

Last year Janicki pitched a

three-hit shutout in nine

innings against Long Beach
High in the CIF Championship
at Dodger Stadium. He finished

his *89 high school season

with 92 strikeouts in 72
innings of play.

With a record of 6-1 for the

season, Janicki has pitched

consistently this year. His ERA
of 2.91 is just what the Bruins

need to see in a young pitcher,

-and with at least two nfK>fe

•^^^f

1 <^ ^'l*^ l^k

w ^^^^tk
1 ^- ,^ 1F

T^ ^CL4
BASEBALt

UCLA Sports Information

years of college ball, Janicki

should have plenty to contri-

bute to the team's future.

Matt Wayman

Pete Janicki

Baseball Freshman

Win vs. USIU gave him his fifth

straight decision victory.

Struck oat nine^ tying a season

high. . ^

Pitched firsT complete game, gave

up one run on six hits (final score

was 4-1).

6-1 for the season with an ERA of

2-91 ^-^^t:
———

—

UCLA Sports Infonnation

Heatlier Compton
Women's Softball Freshman

Finalist for PAC -10 Player of the

Year.

Second in the PAC-1 O^ith ao

of 0.33. ^i

i '*-. ^i

1 —

Season recora of i4-i witn 1

1

shut-outs.

Currently on a roll with 62

consecutive no-run Innings and 93

strikeouts for the season.
^

Heather Compton

On the road to the

NCAA Championships,
the UCLA women's

Softball team has clinched the

Pac-10 title, fueled by the

pitching power of freshman
standout Heather Compton. Her
two wins against Arizona last

week boosted her record to

14—1.
After the Bruins lost the

first game of Saturday's dou-
bleheader against Arizona,

Compton came on in the fifth

inning of the second game^
with the score tied, 2-2. She
held the Wildcats scoreless,

allowing UCLA to win the

game (3-2) and the conference

Utle.

The Bruins thoroughly domi-
nated their competition this

year, amassing a 56-7 record,

and Compton's 11 shutouts and
62 consecutive no-run innings

not only contributed to the

team's success, but also helped

the squad's confidence.

Compton has compiled the

second-lowest ERA (0.33) in

the Pac-10, having given up
only one run in the last 83
innings of play, with 93 strike-

outs on the season. With such
impressive credentials, it's to

jio wonder that yesterday she-

was named one of two finalists

for the coveted Pac-10 Player

of the Year award.

Matt Wayman

s;

UCLA
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CLOSED AND CLOSING
As of May 7, the following courses were either closed or near closing:

Course Limit Enrolled

Chemistry 11A (oisi) 25

Chemistry IIB (disi) 25

Chern llBL(l) 24

Chem 1 1BL (2) 24

Chem llCL(ir~~"24
Design 35

A

18

17

21

15

19

18

14

Course

Nursing 192(1)

Nursing 192(2)

Nursing 193

Russian 10 (1)

Spanish 2A~
Spanish 3A

Limit Enrolled

Closed

Closed

27

15

—25

25

20

10

18

17

Register Now!

I

Jj

STROKE . . . STROKE
While most UCLA students are

tossing and turning, trying to

get those last few precious

hours of much needed beauty sleep, the

Bruin crew teams arc already hard at

work.

Every morning, at the crack of

dawn, these dedicated, gutty little

Bruins help make the UCLA Athletic

Department the best it can be. In this

photo essay, a Daily Bruin photogra-

pher attempted to capture the excru-

ciating time and effort of the few, the

proud, the elite . . . The UCLA Crew
Team.

PHOTOS
BY

DIMITRI NEGROPONTE

\

t

4^
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Sports
USIU Gulls to alight on Bruins' Sunset Field
By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

Few teams have kept pace with

the 56-7 and top-ranked UCLA
Softball team. Those few, howev-
er, feature U.S. International Uni-

versity, which pays a visit to

Wcstwood today.

The Gulls were the Bruins* first

opponents of the season, with

UCLA taking the initial game (2-

0) but faltering in the second, as

USIU came away with a 3-2

triumph.

From these results and from

what head coach Sharron Backus
says, USIU isn't a team to be

brushed aside. "They're a solid

team," said Backus. "We may have

taken them a bit lightly when we
played them, but they're certainly

bona fide."

Indeed they are.

Although USIU has struggled

with its 27-29 overall record, it

boasts several batters who enjoy

impressive numbers. Michelle

Hagen leads the Gulls with her

.327 batting average, including 22

RBI and a rare home run. Also

contributing are Karen Winkler

(.280, U triples), and Shannon

Softball

Who:

When:

Where:

USIU vs. UCLA

Today, 1:00 p.m.

Sunset Field

Riley, who has posted a .247

batting average while accounting

for 12 runs.

But while the Gulls boast a belly

full of talent, the Bruins can

certainly match and probably

exceed that of the visitors.

Sophomore Yvonne Gutierrez

leads the team and is 35th nation-

ally with her .382 baA^ng average,

while freshman Lifia Fernandez

(.306), juniors Kerry Diendt
(.286) and Shanna Flynn (.284)

add to UCLA's potent offense.

When asked who has stood out

offensively of late for the Bruins,

Backus replied, "Yvonne Gutier-

rez, Shanna Rynn, (junior) Missy
Phillips—it's hard to just point out

one because it's really a team
effort. Everybody stands out in

their own way. At any given time

there will be someone to pick up
the slack, and that's encouraging."

The first game will begin at I

p.m. at Sunset Field, and will be

followed approximately two hours

later by the nightcap. This is the

last regular-season matchup for the

Bruins, and perhaps the last

opportunity to see the nation's No.

1 team in action on its home turf.

GWEN GOLDBLOOM/Oaily Bruin

Shanna Lee Flynn and the Bruins take on USIU today.

A 6-5, 2S&poiiTKl~|iitcher?
Football transfer once threw curveballs, now throws QBs
By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

LYNETTE TSAI/Daily Brum

Mike Chalenski, a transfer from Pitt, is now walking tall on the

Westwood campus.

Chalenski looks in. . .gets the

sign from Biggio.

He winds and delivers . . .

FASTBALL gets Strawberry
swinging! The Astros win the

pennant! The Astros win the

pennant.

"Hmmm. Chalenski. . . . That

name sounds really familiar," you

might be thinking. "I know he

doesn't pitch for the 'Stros, but

who is he?"

Mike Chalenski will be hitting

quarterbacks for the UCLA foot-

ball team next season, not outside

comers for the Houston Astros.

But the 6-5, 255-pound redshirl

sophomore, who transferred from

the University of Pittsburgh last

summer, could well be in the

Astrodome this time of year.

Chalenski was drafted out Of

Kcnilworlh (New Jersey) High

School by the Astros as a pitcher,

and as he remembered it, "I had a

pretty good fastball."

And on a picture-perfect day (a

good day to play two, in fact) on
campus last week, Chalenski

relaxed near the statue of the Bruin

Bear and admitted that this young

*I Still get that

itch every time I

see people
around here
playing baseball.

I want to go out

there and throw
^ the ball around.*-

Mike Chalenski

man's fancy still turns to baseball

— even during UCLA's spring

football practices, which ended
last Friday. "I still get that itch

every time I see people around
here playing baseball," he said. "I

want to get out there and throw the

ball around."

Fortunately for the Bruins,

Chalenski will be spending time

hurling quarterbacks to the turf

instead of hurling curveballs over

the Astroiurf. Last July, Chalenski

became a highly-prized commod-
ity when he decided to transfer

from Pitt.

'

As a true freshman in 1988, the

defensive end recorded 50 tackles

and two-and-a-half sacks in 10

games while playing with current

NFL standout Burt Grossman at

Pitt. But even after earning a spot

on the Sporting News Freshman

Honor Roll, Chalenski felt a need

to head West.
'

"Pitt wasn't the place for me.

That's about it, to make a long

story short," Chalenski said. When
he decided to transfer, Chalenski

had a number of schools vying for

his talents. But UCLA already had

an ace in the hole.

After being naiped to four hi«h

See CHALENSKI, page 39

StGiroidSI Creator of drug-testing programs speaks plainly about problem
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Editor's note: This is the second
part of a three-part series dealing

with steroid use and its effects.

The subject of steroids and

their effect on competitive

sport across the globe is no
stranger to Dr. James C.

Puffer, Chief of Family Medi-

cine at the UCLA Center for

Health Sciences and a mem-

ber of the UCLA Athletic

Medicine Team.
Puffer got his introduction,

into the realm of perfor-

mance-enhancing drugs in

sport by necessity when, as a

resident in the UCLA Medi-
cal Center in 1978, he was
asked to serve as the head

physician for a United StateJi

swimming delegation to Ber-

lin.

Since that time, he has

served on several international

drug-prevention and testing

boards, even chairing the

committee on drug control at

the 1984 Olympic Games in

Los Angeles. By virtue of his

position at UCLA, Puffer is

able to keep in close contact

with the Olympic Drug Test-

ing laboratory on campus, one
of the premier facilities in

the world.

However, Puffer's closest

STEROIDS &

interests are intercollegiate

.r^ athletes—he helped form the

current drug- testing policy

for both the UCLA Athletic

Department and the National

Collegiate Athletic Associa-

'

tion, and he has observed
closely the growth and inter-

est in both of these programs.

D
When it comes to the

depth at which performance-

enhancing drugs—namely ster-

See STEROIDS, page 40

Too Live Crew
Yeah they're hip, they're bad, they're live. The

UCLA crew team takes it to the curb once again in

another deaf photo essay. So now that you're just

chillin' in some nasty class, just kick back, flip the

page and check out some sweet pics.

See pa^e 43

On Your Marks . . .

Derek Vaughn, an outfielder for the UCLA
baseball team, dominated the short sprints in the

IM track meet Sunday. Vaughn won the 100 and
200 meter races and ran the anchor leg for team
Zeta Beta Tau in the 4 X 100 meter relay. Jeff

Impcrato, a Daily Bruin sports writer, won the

men's 400 meter open. Phi Kappa Psi fraternity

took the overall victory in the meet.

Take a seat
The UCLA baseball team is at it again. And

while prestigious UCLA alum Chris Chambliss
(right) may not be on hand to take a few hacks and
crack a few jokes, he'll certainly be there in spirit.

But the rest of you can not only check out some
exciting baseball action in this section, but also

tonight at JRS.

See page 41
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CoacH endows
scholarship

UCLA basketball coach Jim
Harrick and his wife, Sally,

have donated $75,000 to the

UCLA Athletics Campaign to

endow a scholarship in the

nien's basketball program.
* The Hiirricks' gift will

establish the Sally and Jim

Harrick Endowed Basketball

Grant-in-Aid.

The grant-in-aid covers the

costs of educational fees,

books, and room and board

throughout a student-athlete's

competitive career.

Inside

Guttural studies

program at UCB
I I

UC Berkeley officials on

Thursday announced a new
integrated cultural studies prog-

ram.

See page 9

Viewpoint

The search for

'Rosenberg'

Gumshoe/columnist Scott

Greenberg goes on a search a la

Orson Welles.

See page 25

Arts & Entertainment

Kovic advises
risky business
Ron Kovic spoke at Acker-

man Grand Ballroom on Wed-
nesday night and encouraged

students to take risks and save

the world.

See page 16

Sports

Baseball looks

for big wins
When the Bruins host Sac-

ramento State this weekend,

they will be hoping to catch a

pair of important wins.

See page 32
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Kameya, Hu win undergrad offices
By Greg Hayes c,* „
Staff Writer

Darren Kameya and Derek Hu
captured offices in undergraduate

government Thursday night, after

the election board mandated a

run-off election.

Kameya will fill the office of

second vice president, while Hu
will become one of three general

representatives on the council.

"These results show who
deserves to be in office. We had a

clear majority this time," said Hu.

*The students voted for the

people who would best represent

their interests and that was Derek

and myself," Kameya said.

The results were announced late

Thursday night as a crowd of

students anxiously waited at Kerc-

khoff Ha|l. When the winners were

MATTHIAS DAUB/DaJly Bruin

Darren Kameya

Efection Results

^P^'
/

Second Vice President

Darren Kameya 60.05% ^W^^ilm
David Pratt 39.95% w^General Representative

Derek Hu 57.76% ^mnfK^%_
Alvin Parra 4224%

> .r-

his race.

Hu and Kameya, who were
endorsed by most of the student

^:i^f^.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruir

Derek Hu
1

announced, tte crowd "lifted

Kameya and Hipo their shoulders

and cheered their victory.

Kameya received 60 percent of

the 4,063 students who voted. Hu
garnered the support of 58 percent

of 3,864 the students who voted in

mierest groups on campus, worked
together in the run-off election to

present their platform.

"We got most of the group
endorsements so we worked
closely together to show students

what we represented," Hu said.

The decision to hold a run-off

Double vision

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

Andy Erdman and Charlie Metzger, bothjunior kinesiology majors, walk down the south

side of the stairs next to Kinsey Hall on Thursday.

UCLA may not ration water
Despite cit^ request, campus

may still keep water usage high

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Despite a recent request by Los

Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley for

mandatory reduction of water use

by 10 percent citywide, UCLA
will probably use water at the same
rate as last year.

So says Jack Powazek, UCLA's

director of facilities. He said the

university's growth has oversha-

dowed gains in water conservation

on campus, and that use will level

off this year.

Also, the warmer weather that

has come with the recent drought

has caused UCLA to use more-

water for air conditioning and

landscaping, he said.

— Future reduction in water use

will be hard fought because of

development on campus. "There is

a factor of intensity of use,"

Powa/.ek said. "We are having

more buildings come on line, and

that increases the amount of space

that needs to be c(X)led."

Despite increasing demands for

water on campus and 4he UCLA's
exemption from city mandates to

save water, university officials are

searching for ways to level and

See WATER, page 9

,

'

M^- .

election was disputed by the other

general representative candidate

Alvin Parra, who received more
votes than his opponent in the

primary election. He filed a com-

See ELECTIONS, page 9

Young agairisf

establishment

of department
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

A group of UCLA students is

requesting that ihc uniNcrsii} ^rcr.

ate a Chicano Studies department,

but Chancellor Charles Young said

Thursday that the major is more
effective as an interdisciplinary

program.

"If somebody said now vote yes

or no (on creating a department)

I'd vote no, but I'm not in an

absolutely implacable position,"

Young said at a press conference.

"I'm going in negative about it but

I'm open to argument."

Students who rallied last month
to protest what they feared would
lead to a dismantling of Chicano

Studies have now expanded their

requests to not only improve the

major but also create a department

for it.

Creating a department, which
requires approval from the UCLA
Academic Senate, would attract

Chicano scholars and ensure clas-

ses are offered on a regular l>asis,

they argue.

Young, who helped in planning

UCLA's study centers 20 years

ago, said he, was opposed to

forming a dcpanmcni then and he

still is now.

Chicano Studies is not a di.scip-

line, Young said, so it does not

need a separate department. "It is

not the kind of thing that is and
ought to be a department, given the

kind of structure of the university."

Because it relies on other dis-

ciplines such as history and eco-

nomics, "It's got to be an
interdisciplinary degree," he said.

But the major has not been

See MAJOR, page 8
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TODAY. FRIDAY. MAY 11

• Entemational Alert

- Focus On Cambodia
- 7:00 pm
- Gamelan Room, Schoenb^rg Hall

• Korean Students' Association *^^^'

- Culture Night - "Tradition inspiring Tomorrow"

,- 7:00 p.m.

- Wadswortli Theatre

• UCLA Men's Glee Club Concert
- 8:50 p.m.
- Schoenberg Hall

• GSA Stipend Positions S
- Applications due TODAY!
- 5:00 p.m.

301 Kcrckfioff

GALA and Campus Events Films

- Enemies: A Love Story, 8:00 p.m.

- My Beautiful Laundrette. 10:15 p.m.

- Depeche Mode 101 (a movie), midnight

- AGB
Intercity Tutorial Project

- Literary Wori<shop
- 9:00 - 11:00 a.m.

- Aci<erman Union 3530

SATURDAY, MAY 12

• UCLA Center for Pacific Rim Studies

- China: A Future Imperfect

- 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

- UCLA Faculty Center, California Room
• Alpha Kappa Delta presents

c-_The 14th Annual Sociology

Undergraduate Research Conference

- 11:00 a.m.

- LuVaiie Commons Courtroom

MONDAY. MAY 14'
^""^

• Student Welfare Commission
- Body Image Discussion

, - 11:00 a.m.. 1:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m.

- AU 3517
• African Student Union
- - African Culture Night 1990

- 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.

- AGB
^ Chicano/Latino Film & Television Association

- "El Norte"

- 7:30 p.m.
- Meinitz Theater

—JjU /' ''^^'*' ".'*•'.
"i*'
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Attention: All members off the

UCLA Community

iff you are interested in writing a

regular column ffor tlie Viewpoint

section, applications wiii be

available today at the

receptionist's desk in the Daily

Bruin offffices, located at 112
Kerckhoffff Hall. Applications are

due Wednesday, IVIay 16 at 5 p.m.

Correction

:

A photo caption on Page 6 of the May 10 edition incorrectly

identified current EUCLAN president Eugene Tucker as the past

president. Bud Jacobs.

Daily

Bruin
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New editors for TenPercent, La Gente chosen
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

The student media publishing

board chose the 1990-1991 editor

of UCLA's Chicano-LaliQp news-
magazine and the editor ofUie gay,

lesbian and bisexual publication

Thursday night.

Gloria Hernandez, a sopho-
more, has written for La Genie, for

two years, and translates stories

from English to Spanish for the

publication. She has also contri-

buted to other ASUCLA newsma-
gazines, such as Together.

Hernandez said she wants La
Genie to cover issues such as the

immigrant population in Los
AngcJes, including the effect of

political changes in Latin America
on immigrants. "I want La Gente
lo focus on community issues."

Given the growing number of

Latinos in California, "There's a

lot of important news to be
disseminated to the campus com-
munity."

Hernandez is from Central
America, and "she has a special

interest in issues involving Lati-

nos, and that should lead to a
diverse paper," said Communica-
tions Board Chairman Greg While.

The history major competed for

the post against senior Spanish
major Lisa Hernandez, who is

currently a co-editor of La Gente.

Another applicant, who is studying

abroad this quarter, sent a video-

taped interview but did not com-
plete an application, said
publications director Terence
Hsiao.

Next years' editor of TenPcr-
cent, Lenore Schaiz, is currently a

production assistant for the news-
magazine.

"I think TenPercent is probably

ARTIE LECHTMAN/Daily Brum

Gloria Hernandez

the most important way of reach-

ing gays and lesbians on campus.

ARTIE LECHTMAN/Daily Bruin

Lenore Shatz

and probably the strongest vehicle

(for disseminating information),"

Schatz said.

She said she hopes to instill a

greater sense of unity in the gay
and lesbian community through

stories in the publication. "I wani
us to be really informative. I want
there to be a sense of balance."

"1 want gays and lesbians to

know that there is nothing to be

ashamed of, and that we arc still a

movement," Schaiz .said.

"I was really impressed by the

way (Schaiz) prcscnicd herself and
I. feel thai she has a lot of ideas and
enthusiasm," said Sumii Chadal,

the Comm Board's graduate rep-

rcsenialivc, who also acts as the

board's liaison to TenPercent.

Gay and Lesbian Siudcni Asso-
ciation member Jay Malfatti also

applied for the position.

Comm Board recently selected

editors for six other campus media,

and will choose editors for Ha'Am
and Together later this month.

<p^^F • 11 rally' held to
protest store sales
By Jill Jacobs
and Steve Macauley
Staff Writers

To the rhythmic beat of a conga drum and maracas, students on Wed-
nesday protested ASUCLA 's sales of products manufactured by
companies that allegedly have investments in^ apartheid South Africa.

Protesters caused a brief disruption when ihcy entered ASUCLA's
Country Store and tried to take pictures of prcxlucts on the shelf, said

building security manager Pat Howitt. They left at the request of campus
officials.

The incident capped a two-hour demonstration by more than 30L
members of Students United for Social Consciousness, who chanted and
passed out flyers at the store's entrance.

One flyer listed 12 companies that allegedly conduct business with

South Africa, and called for a boycott of their products.

'*The people like Bishop (Desmond) Tutu and Nelson Mandela have
called for these kinds of boycotts. It's an effective and non-violent way to

effect social change," said protester John Lcddy, a UCLA alumnus.
"Economic sanctions are a way we can make a local nonviolent impact

from thousand of miles away," he added.

Students said that buying products from companies with economic ties

to South Africa supports the country's racial segregation policies.

For example, "If you walk into a campus store and you purchase a pro-

duct like Kraft (a company that protesters claim is financially lied to

South Africa) — your money is going directly to that company . . . and
that gives them more money to throw into their banks or invesunenLs in

South Africa," said Ch6 Bellman, a junior sociology major.

By boycotting companies tied to South Africa "you weaken their

economy, and you weaken their slate," senior anthropology major Mark
Spencer said.

Leddy admitted that when companies pull out of South .Africa some
black workers lose their jobs. However, unemployment is the lesser of
two evils, he said. "We can dc^l with the rt?percussions of sanctions, if

they give us our freedom."

The protesters claim that ASUCLA violates its own p(Micy on ethical

and social responsibility by selling products manufactured by companies
with ties to South Africa.

"We're simply asking ASUCLA to implement its policy on ethical and
social responsibility which states that they'll severtheir contracts with

companies involved in South Africa," Leddy said.

"1 asked (ASUCLA Executive Director) Jason Reed lo do that a vear

Mark Spencer protests against apartheid at a 'food rally' on Thursday.
VICKI RAPAPOfll

See POLICY, page 8

Homophobia addressed at recent fraternity forum
By Tina Anima

4

Senior Staff Writer

A handful of UCLA fraternity members
met with gay and lesbian students Thursday
night in a forum about why homophobia
exists in the Greek system.^ .r

The one-and-a-half hour meeting in a*

Royce Hall classroom was a "first step"

toward better understanding between the

groups, according to Interfratcmity Council
officers.

Audience members and the four panelists

acknowledged that relations between the

Greek system and gay and lesbian groups
need improvement During fall quarter,

controversy arose when members of one
UCLA fraternity attended a football game
and allegedly hurled insults at representa-

tives fropi Lambda Delta Lambda, a

sorority founded by lesbians.

But frank discussion took the place of

insults at Thursday's meeting, as students

u^ied to find ways to decrease stereotypes on
both sides.

Some of the suggestions to increase

Greeks' understanding of gay and lesbians

included forums on homophobia for pledge

classes, hosting gay and lesbian representa-

tives to speak at fraternities and sororities,

and encouraging gay men to rush.

But homophobia is only one problem, the

four gay and lesbian panelists agreed. An
even bigger obstacle is heterosexism — the

natural assumption that everyone is

"straight," they said.

"It's frustrating to be excluded. Just to

have your existence excluded," said one
lesbian resident assistant.

Some people forget that sexual prefer-

ence is only one asj)cct of a potential friend,

said panelist Stefanic Thomas, president of

Lambda Delta Lamlxla.

She asked the audience members why the

Greek system has kicked out some gay and
lesbians.

The Greek system is grounde^l in

tradition, and some of the national chapters

arc extremely conservative, said IPC first

vice president Will Nelson. "National

fraternities and sororities are not really

Ukely to change."

But change should start from each
fralcmity, another fraternity member said.

"The big challenge is to say . . . We're
going to make stereotyping gays socially

unacceptable," said IPC Second Vice
President Dave Gatzkc.

Panelist Adam Ross, editor of UCLA's
gay, lesbian and bisexual newsmagazine
TenPercent, said social acceptability

depends on gays in the fraternity system
coming out of the closet.

Although the event's organi/er, Tau
Kappa Epsilon memt»er Eric Asa-Dorian,

said he hoped for a bigger turnout those

who attended Thursday's forum agreed that

it was a positive sign of increasing relations

between the traditional Greek system and
ga^ and lesbian groups.

"IPC is definitely willing to work with

campus groups like this, Ivcause it prom-
otes awareness in our own system," said

Nelson.

"We don't have to be the best of friends,^

but we can work together for a common
good," Thomas said.

And despite conservative traditions of

most national fraternities, Asa-Dorian said

he sees hope for changing people's attitudes

about gays and lesbians. "Everything is

grounded in tradition, (but) everything

changes."

I
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World

E. Germans protest

economic hardships
EAST BERLIN — Tens of thousands

of East German workers put down their

tools, closed classrooms and blocked

borders Thursday to demand protection

from the high unemployment that is

expected to be the price of German
unification.

The protests by teachers, textile work-
ers and farmers were called by unions and
lasted only a few hours. They were timed

to coincide with a Parliament discussion

of the status of unification with West
Germany.
"We want to prevent the initiation of

the monetary union from causing the

social deterioration of our work force,"

Sigrid Jauemig, head of the textile

workers union, told the government news
agency ADN.
The protests were the latest and largest

demonstrations of anxiety by a work force

worried about what will happen July 2,

when the Germanys are to merge their

economics and social institutions.

NATO chiefs agree
on nuclear arms cut

KANANASKIS. Alberta — U.S.

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney and other

NATO military chiefs agreed Thursday

that battlefield nuclear weapons will be

less important in a changing Europe, but

failed to back a Dutch call for a quick

puUout of such arms.

The officials repeatedly emphasized

that NATO would continue to need

nuclear weapons in its arsenal.

"We think there will be no denucleari-

zation of Europe," West Germany's
defense chief, Geihard Stoltenberg, told

German reporters.

Cheney said the alliance may decide

after careful study to make unilateral cuts

in nuclear-tipped artillery shells, mostly

based in West Germany.
*That's entirely possible," he told a

news conference at the end of two days of

talks by NATO's Nuclear Planning Group
talks in the Kananaskis area, about 50
miles west of Calgary in the Canadian

Rockies.

Plane crash leaves

26 dead in Mexico
TUXTLA GUTIERREZ, Mexico— A

twin-engine plane crashed TTiursday as it

tried to land in this southeastern city,

killing 26 of the 38 people on board, the

manager of the airiine said. Most were

headed to see the pope.

The plane crashed nearly two miles

short of a runway at Military Air Base No.

6 on the outskirts of Tuxtla Gutierrez,

Miguel Angel Guadarrama, manager of

Aviacion de Chiapas, S.A., said.

The medical condition of the survivors

was not immediately known.

An unconfirmed report said a Roman
Catholic bishop was among the fatalities.

Nation

D.c. mayorindices
on six new charges
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Federal

prosecutors widened the criminal case

against Mayor Marion Barry on Thurs-

day, obtaining a new indictment that

charges him with six additional misde-

meanor drug crimes.

The broad new charges, added to a

three-felony, five-misdemeanor indict-

ment returned by the same grand jury in

February, allege that Barry "possessed

cocaine and crack with other co-conspir-

ators at more than twenty locations,

including private residences, hotels, gov-

ernment offices and business establish-

ments and on boats."

Such drug activity took place in the

nation's capital and other locations both

inside and outside the United States, said

the indictment, which did not name any of

the people with whom Barry is accused of

using drugs.

Democrats accuse
Bush of double talk

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Congres-

sional Democrats reacted angrily Thurs-

day to a suggestion by Chief of Staff John

Sununu that White House negotiators

would reject all tax-increase proposals at

next week's "no preconditions" budget

summit.

White House spokesman Marlin Filz-

water disavowed Sununu's remarks,

saying they did not reflect Bush's views,

but the chief of staff was defended by
Vice President Dan Quayle.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley said

any more such incidents could "threaten

the success of these talks," which are

deemed of major importance in the face of

growing federal deficit problems.

^^What iofait Sttnmm ^yyas saying was
that the president doesn't want to raise

taxes," Quayle said in an interview with

Cable Network News.

'Moviegoer' writer

Walker Percy dead
COVINGTON, La. — Walker Percy,

whose deeply humane novels and essays

made him a unique voice in American

letters, died of cancer Thursday at his

home. He would have been 75 on

Monday.
Percy's first novel. "The Moviegoer,"

won him the National Book Award in

1962 and set the themes that would

occupy him for his entire career, modem
malaise in the New South and the tenuous,

often outlandishly comic, hope for human
connection.

In Jackson, Miss., author Eudora Welty

said, "I'm very grieved and very, very

hurt for all his family. His friendship

meant a lot to me and his work meant a

great deal to me, too."

Services will be Saturday at St.

Joseph's Abbey near Covington.

State

8 students aifested

in racial explosion
ATHERTON — Apparent racial prob-

lems exploded into a brawl Thursday
morning at Menlo-Atherlon High School,

ending with the arrests of 10 people.

The campus fight was broken up by 50
officers from several law enforcement
agencies. Eight students and two adults

were arrested, but no one was reported
injured.

The incident began at about 8:30 a.m..

The fight was quelled within a half hour'

by police ^whonxjmaincd on campus as

classes continued to ensure violence

didn't erupt again.

Principal Joyce Rosentiel told students

over a public address system that school
would continue as usual and that students

would not be confined to classrooms even
during their free periods.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Best
k

IN TBE West

SEATED (left to right): Sheila Ycuet, Michelle Craig, Janna Weimer, David Hrower, Mickey

Ramos, Elena Yip, Elisabeth Zarcue, Paula ISakamatsu, Chi-Yu Tien, Diana Wyant, Kathryn

Meaner, Anaya Jones.

STANDING (left to right): Javier ViUafana, Corinna Fong, Michael Slavich,

LiSLJCLA^'s stiidt'iit rniploy«M's arr llit' HvsX in the West!

Wr employ morr than 2,()(M) slinlfnls on fanipus who Ho a

«^n*al joh provi<iin<r servirrs for th«' IKILA coinmiinity. Wr're

espf^rially proud of our 32 """top j^uns" — sUidrnt rmployrrs

who have l)tM»n s«'lrcl«Ml to rrrrivc this year's Outstanding

IVrformance Awards. These students hav«' reaehed far ahove

the norm in leadership skills, made speeial contributions, or

demoristratpd superlative effort, availaY^ility and dedication.'

JThey come from all divisions of ASUC^LA Services &
Flnterprises, and each of them received a commemorative pin,

a special cerlificati' and a $!>() cash award at the Oulstandinj;.

Performance Awards n'ception Thursday, May .10.

From the Store an<l Services DiviHion, the winners are:

Kichard Arnold, William (]lenney, Joseph Fij^ueroa, (Corinna

Fong, Jennifer Gniener, (lourtney Lane, Karia Mansilla,

Celia Ramos, Jennifer Groener, Joseph Figueroa, Jay Mendes, Terry Nevarex, Ira Weinreb,

Nader Nafissi, Richard Arnold, Bill Clenney, Silvia Sanchex, Karen Koopmans, Cory
Harrington, Nancy Infante, Steve Liaos, Courtney Lane. Not Pictured: Unda l,ee,

Karla MansiUa.

INader Nafissi, Celia Kamos, Chi-Yu Tien, Javier Villafana

From Aditiinistrative and Support Services, the

winners are: Anaya Jones, Kathryn IMessner, Paula

INakamatsu, Diana Wyant, Elena Yip, Flisaheth Zarate.

From th<' Student Union Divisi^in, the winners are:

David Brower, Jay Mendes, Michael Slavich.

From the Food Service Division, the winners are:

Michelle Craig, Cory Harrington, Nancy Infante, Karen

Koopmans, Linda Lee, Steve fJaos, Theresa Nevarez,

Mi<'h«*le Kamos, Silvia Sanchez, Ira Wcinreh, Janna

Weimer, Sheila Yates.^
'^^

KOREAN STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:

•.

I

CULTURE NIGHT
"Tradition Inspiring Tomorrow"

K

FREE
ADMISSION

Traditional Iiistruinental

Orchestra
Wi ;'!.;::; -I-
^ O

1

Harvest Dance

Korean Urunis

Play

Tae Kwon Do
Exhibition

']

ri| Jl i_

Friday, May 1 1- - -^—

7:00 1\M.
VVadsworth Tlieatre

(NW Corner of Wilshire & 105 I uy.)

Funded In part by: The Campus Committee of the Programs Activities Board,
ASUCLA Board of DIrectors/USAC Programming Committee, and Cultural Affnirs.

-^ Paid for by USAG

. »
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Graduate students may pay same in fees as undergrads
Fomm wants to cancel $4*50 annually from union fees

By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

After symbolically passing the

gavel to newly-elected internal

vice president George Ritchie,

graduate student Forum members
on Wednesday unanimously
passed four proposals, including a

move to cancel $4.50 annually

from graduate student union fees.

If approved by Chancellor

Charles Young, the proposal

would ensure that graduate stu-

dents are paying the same amount
of fees paid by undergraduates.

A fee discrepancy occurred last

week when an undergraduate

service referendum was passed

with majority support. The
referendum transferred $4.50 per

undergraduate student annually

from a student union mainlainence

fee to subsidize additional under-

graduate programming. ^*

The graduate fee cancellation

would remove the discrepancy

between graduate and undergradu-

ate fees, graduate President Kon-
rad Huntley told Forum members.
The Forum also unanimously

passed three proposed code
changes:

One change gives graduate

government the option to publish

referenda slated for election bal-

lots in either the Daily Bruin or

graduate government's newsletter.

The GSA Voice. The code origi-

nally stated that all referenda

questions "shall be published in

the campus newspaper."

Forum also approved a prop-

osal designed to update graduate

government about upcoming
ASUCLA projects. Passed without
debate, the proposal requires the

graduate president, who sits on the

ASUCLA Board of Directors, to

present Forum members with a

report of board activities.

"Hopefully, Forum members
already know about significant

ASUCLA projects," Huntley said.

"If they don't, the effect of the

president's report will depend on
how comprehensive it is."

Because graduate president-

elect Ruth Bcrmudcz was absent
from the meeting, she was unable

to comment on the code change.
A final code change mandates

that all graduate government
appointees will support the direc-

tives of Forum in any voting

situations.

New geological evidence shows Malibu Fault to be active
Possibility of earthquake measuring 7.0 to 7.5 has

been known for decades but ignored by developers

By Lee Siegel

Associated Press —
Some geologists say builders are ignoring

new evidence that a disastrous earthquake

could shake Malibu, a threat that has t)cen

known for decades but is being raised anew
as planners debate coastal development.
The pc^ssibiliiy that the Malibu Coast

Fault and adjacent Santa Monica Fault

could produce a quake measuring 7.0 to 7.5

on the Richtcr scale has been known for at

least 25 years, researchers said Thursday.

Former State Geologist James Slosson

people 30 miles west of downtown Los
Angeles. ^

"It often happens that when there's a

question of development and people find

there arc faults, a great hue and cry is

raised," said Lucilc Jones, a U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey seismologist in Pasadena.

"But it's not like there's a new, unrecog-

nized fault," she said. "Even 30 years ago
people were talking about the possibility of

a 7.5 on the Malibu Coast Fault."

What is relatively new is the discovery

that two branches of the fault have been
active during the Holocene epoch, or within

activity — broken layers of young soil —
was found by USGS scientist Gary Greene,

Newport Beach geologist Roy Shlemon and
Slosson, now a consulting geologist in Van
Nuys.

They outlined their concerns Wednesday
at a California Coastal Commission work-
shop in Marina del Rey. The commission
regulates coastal development.

No one knows how often the Malibu
Coasi-Sania Monica fault system produces
major quakes, but "to some extent, knowing
that it moved within 12,000 years versus

within 200,000 years means there's a

somewhat bciier chance you could have an
earthquake within our lifetime," Jones said.

Slosson said the distinction also is

important because California's Alquist-

Priolo Act defines an active fault as one that

for human occupancy within such zones.

Hundreds of building-related geology
reports on file with Los Angeles County say

the Malibu Coast Fault "is not in an
Alquist-Priolo zone so there is no need to be

concerned," Slosson said.

^ *That type of statement is a misuse of
scientific data," he added. "All I'm saying
is, damn it, quit playing games. There is a

threat there. Design for the earthquake and
have safe structures."

Slosson said the Malibu Coast Fault

hasn't been declared a special study zone
because private geologists hired to study
building sites for developers were under no
legal obligation to inform authorities that

they found evidence the fault met the legal

definition of "active."

saiQ the hazard has been ignored by the past 10.000 tu 12,(XK) yea rs, Slusso i i and has moved during the Holocane 6p<>ch.
developers. Others suggest the long-known
danger is being resurrected because of
oppc^sition to development in the rii/y,

star-studded seaside community of 18,000

Jones agreed.

Scientists had thought the fault was last

active sometime within the past 20(),0(X)

years until the evidence of more recent

The law requires the state geologist to

designate any area within 50 feet of an
active fault a "special study zone," and
prohibits construction of buildings meant

During Wednesday's workshop, uom-
missioncr Madelyn Glickfield, who lives in

Malibu, urged her colleagues to ask slate

officials next month to designate the Malibu

Coast Fault a special study zone.
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Delectable Selectables.

_$6.95

i 1

Cihic kcr» or Kishr Ar 1 h< Cood Karth. vou can have both (or jusf orir low pri< c. (Choose any
two fornbir)alions Iroin a selection of our most [)opijlar ami deicc table ( bi< ken or fr<sb I'lsb

spc( iaities lor only $b.9.')! Ibats two I'isb. or two ( hi( ken, or one fisb and one ( hie ken. And, lor ar)

extra Burk, vou (an ( ompleie your dinner with one of our most dell^blhil desserts from the list.

Of course iru bided, you will also baye your choice r)f the usual fiood K.arib s<-le( tif)ns of our

wbolesoiiu' f)ipin^^ bot sou[)s or garden fresb salad, Hulfly brown nr «• pilal, fresbly pic k<(l

vemtables and ourlamous bome l)ake(i lO-j^rain dinner rolls.

It may take vou a bit longer to make a dec ision, but we'r<' < er i.nn \<iii will I'lnd ibr niii<

delu iousiy rewarding
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CLEARAI^CE SALE

30%-80% OFF
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Present This Ad & We'll Pay The Sales Tax
EVERY SHOE ON SALE
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Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Mother's Day
SUNDAY BRUNCH

All You
Can Eat

Omelette Bar
$525

9 StTvod ftorn 11am - 3pm
• n

& for Mother's Day
a Potted Plant for all Moms!
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Study concludes experimental teen drug use OK
Qovemor, counselors fear findings

may encourage drug use and abuse

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Counse-
lors and a slate official battling

illegal drug use expressed concern

that teen-agers who read about a

study that concludes drug exper-

imentation doesn't always lead to

abuse and addiction may test the

theory.

"I expect that some of the kids I

see here will bring it in as evidence

that what they're doing isn't

improper," Steven Richmond,
therapist, at Social Advocates for

Youth Inc. in Cupertino, said

Wednesday.
Chauncey Vcaich, chairman of

the Governor's Policy Council on
Drug and Alcohol Abusc^ felt so

su^ongly about the conclusions by
two psychologists from the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley

that he issued a statement t)];isting

the findings.

"It is extremely dangerous to

suggest to young children that

experimentation may not lead to

catastrophe when we know that

every drug catastrophe has its roots

in experimentation," he said. 'The

'Just Say No' message is effecGvc

in its simplicity."

The study, released Tuesday,

was conducted by psychologists

Jonathan Shcdicr amWack Block.

They followed 101 San Francisco

cliildren for 15 years, from age 3

through age 18, and studied their

behavior and drug use. The youths

fell into three groups: drug abus-

ers, abstainers and experimenters.

The researchers concluded that

children show behavioral clues

early in life tliai indicate which
group they'll likely fall into.

Frequent drug users were alie-

nated, deficient in impulse control

and manifestly distressed com-
pared with experimenters. And
abstainers were anxious, emotion-
ally constricted and lacking in

social skills compared with exper-

imenters.

As a result, the researchers

concluded that experimenters
were psychologically healthiest,

and many of their peers agreed

with them.

Shedler, apparently realizing

the findings could be controversial

and misinterpreted, said the study
doesn't mean drug experimenUi-
lion leads lo gcx)d psychological
health, only that it can be part of
normal behavior.

"These findings absolutely do
not mean drug experimenuition is

something that is beneficial," he
said. "Bui it does mean thai some
limited drug experimcniatifiajnay
not be catastrophic, it could be a

sign of trouble to come or simply a
sign of normal adolescent explo-

ration."

Mexican doctor
By James Rowley

.

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Attorney General Dick Thorn-

burgh invited Mexican authorities

Thursday to deliver more suspects

for trial in Los Angeles in the 1985
kidnapping and murder in Mexico
of an American drug agent.

The attorney general defended
the actions of Drug Enforcement

Administration agents who last

month arrested a Mexican doctor

wanted in the case after he was
whisked across the border to El

Paso, Texas, in an operation the

Mexican government has bitterly

criticized.

Thornburgh said the delivery of

Dr. Humberto Alvarez Machain
into U.S. custody was "initiated by
high-ranking Mexican police offi-

cials" who offered to help the

United States arrest those accused

of kidnapping and killing DEA

agent Enrique Camarena.
"If they want to turn over more

of the defendants who are awaiting

trial in this case — i think it's

probably unlikely — we would
certainly receive them and bring

them to trial," the attorney general

said.

The Mexican government,
which accused U.S. authorities of

violating Mexico's sovereignty,

demanded an explanation of the

DEA's role in the Alvarez arrest.

Six people have been arrested in

Mexico in connection with the

kidnapping of Alvarez, who is

awaiting trial in Los Angeles.

Mexico has also demanded the

extradition of Antonio Garate
Bustamanie, a former Mexican
police officer living in Los
Angeles who told the Los Angeles
Times that he directed the opera-

tion.

Asked if he had any objection to

a repeal of the operation that

brought Alvarez lo U.S. custody,

Thornburgh said thai "we're not

dictators lo how law enforcement
operations" lake place in foreign

countries.

"So long as there is no conduct
outside of this country by other

persons thai shocks the conscience

of the court, how a person gets here

within our jurisdiction is not a

material concern," Thornburgh
said.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL
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Ji PAIN IN THE
NECK!

_ WE CAN HELP!?
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943
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Paul Mitchell
Redken
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UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"

From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and eclectic triple-bill

featuring:

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Fri., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworth Theater

For more information/ rrcfcsf/^,
Charge-by-Phone: *^
(213) 825-2953 MAY COMPANY « MtlSiC PVUS

(tISI 4M^XXaa (7141 749.2000
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, E)aENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235
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With this ad only!

(LIMfTEO TO STOCK ON HAND)

2808 MAIN STREET. SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944
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Also...

Our Annual Diamond Engagement
and Wedding Ring^Sale

k
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Mon-Sat. 10:30-6.00
Sunday 12:00-6.00
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ewe

1 065 Broxton Avenue
Westwood Village—

208-8404

Company plans layoffs
McDonnell Douglas

will cut 1,000 from

Lx>ng Beach unit

By E. Scott Reckard

Associated Press

McDonnell Douglas Coip. said

Thursday it would lay off another

1,000 workers this summer at its

Long Beach aircraft unit, the latest

in a staggering series of blows to

the region's aerospace industry.

The company had said last

month it would cut 3,000 mostly

while-collar jobs in the Douglas

Aircraft division. The unit lost $84

million last quarter despite being

swampefl'With orders for its MD-
80 and riiew MD-1 1 passenger jets.

'That number is now 4,000

Douglas employees," spokesman

Tom Kaminski said.

The news followed Tuesday's

announcement that Lockheed
would move its Burbank aeronau-

tics unit to Georgia and Palmdale,

eliminating 4,500 jobs in Southern

California by the mid-199()s and

moving possible new jobs out of

state. Lockheed says the move will

save $75 million a year and is

necessary to compete for dwin-

dling government contract work.

As economists weakened their

already bleak projcciions for caii-

fornia's high-wage aerospace

business, gubernatorial hopeful

John Van dc Kamp called for the

U.S. govcmmcni to invest a yearly

$4 billion in "peace dividends"

into California to help offset

defense cuLs.

'The U.S. defense budget is

crumbling faster than the Berlin

Wall," Van dc Kamp said in a

speech to the World Affairs Coun-
cil in Los Angeles.

"We are feeling the first 'faint

Uemors in California. And soon

the ground will shake beneath our

state's economy."

John Capellupo, a deputy presi-

dent at [X)uglas, warned managers

there last Friday that the division

was in deep trouble because of

inefficiencies that have delayed

the jetliners and the C- 17 Air Force

cargo plane.

Capellupo was so irate that one

manager interpreted his remarks as

meaning Douglas, with 43,000 of

its 50,000 employees in Long
Beach, might shut down. The
Orange County Register reported

Thursday after obtaining a memo
from the manager.

Kaminski said the manager's

fears were exaggerated. "There are

no plans to close the Long Beach
operations."

Aerospace firms will continue

to look elsewhere because of the

high cost of living and worsening

environment in Southern Califor-

nia combined with defense cuts,

analysts said.

The last time major defense cuts

hit, in 1970-71, the nation was
undergoing a recession, and Cali-

fornia's economy shrank along

with the rest.

Most economists now say the

state's $700 billion economy is so

diversified that even the aerospace

woes can't trigger a regional

recession such as experienced in

Cultural studies now
required at Berkeley

the late 198()s m the oil states.

'That's a big plus," said David

Hensley, an economist with the

UCLA Business Forecasting Pro-^

jecL

However, houses are far less

affordable now, traffic far more
congested, roads, sewers, schools

and the rest of the infrastructure

older, crime worse.

"Everything I sec points toward

slower growth, growth controls,"

Hensley said. "In that environ-

ment, if you cut the defense

budget, it can have greater effects

than it would otherwise."

MAJOR
From page 1

successful as an interdisciplinary

program, so it is time to try a new
approach, said MEChA coordina-

tor Alicia Molina. A February

report by a university committee
concluded that the major did not

meet "high standards of academic
excellence."

A new committee, created by
the provost of the College of^

Letters & Science, met for the first

time Thursday. MEChA coordi-

nator Mark Aguilar, one student

member, said faculty members are

realizing students are "serious"

about creating a department.

While the students have not

received a verbal or written com-

mitment about it, he said he hopes

that committee members will

agree that UCLA needs a Chicano

Studies department.
—

Some UCLA faculty are not

entirely committed to the major
because they have responsibilities

in their own departments, Molina
said. And students have charged

that faculty members with Spanish

sumames are not necessarily com-
mitted to Chicano Studies.

"If I agreed that the faculty

we've been hiring are non-Chica-

no faculty, non-committed faculty,

I don't see how having a depart-

ment attracts committed rather

than non-committed," Young said.

The Associated Press -

BERKELEY — Berkeley stu-

dents, who are among the most
ethnically diverse of any college in

the nation, will learn more about

their history in a new integrated

cultural studies program
announced Thursday.

"Something like this has never

been done on such a scale at

Berkeley before," said Ron Choy,
assistant director of the new Center

for the Teaching and Study of

American Cultures. "We're creat-

ing a whole new program from

scratch."

William Simmons, director of

the center at the University of

California at Berkeley, said the

new program is '*One of the most
significant infusions of new
courses ever into the curriculum."

The center was created as part of

a major restructuring of Berke-

ley's 1960s-era ethnic studies

programs to replace piecemeal

surveys of ethnic groups' roles in

society, Choy said.

ELECTIONS

"Most ethnics studies classes

just talk about one group," Choy
said "We want to create new
classes that will deal with at least

three minority groups at one time
in an integrated, comparative
way."

Such an overlapping picture of
ethnic groups will better mirror

society and teach students about

more than just one segment of the

population at a time, Choy said.

"Courses like this just don't

exist right now, which is why we
have to go in and create them," he
said.

A group of 36 faculty members
will start, this summer to create the

'\.ic courses for the American
Cultures Breadth Requirement that

al' students must complete to

graduate beginning with the fresh-

man clas; of 1991.

The gv>al this summer and fall is

to create an entirely new cultural

studies curriculum with 35
courses Eventually, 100 classes

will be offered •

From page 1

piamt w i th me ju(jici;< ' lioara, in "^h ai rwoman Dancitc Man ln.

an attempt to prevent the run-offs

because he believed the original

results were valid.

Both Hu and Kameya received

fewer votes than their opponents in

the first election. l*roblems arose

when the registration card number
that is punched out when students

vote was already removed on some
students cards. This discrepancy

resulted in the Judicial Board's

decision to mandate a run-off

election, said Election Board

The Judicial Board decided

iiiih Wednesday moming that the

stri'ond election was necessary to

ensure c. lair vote.

ih.r>»uiy's results pleased both

v^»nncr who expressed hope for

tlnrsuccc.o jf noil year's council.
' I'heie «s a lot of potential lor us to

enhance ommuui^ation and break

p;isi sierciHypes wiili ail the fresh

new Je;ulcrship on council next

yc;:i ' Kumeya ^aid.

WATER

POUCY
From page 3

ago. And his response was, 'We don't think our policy was designed for
that kind of broad application,' " Leddy said.

However, Reed denied ever making the comment. "I don't think that

would be anything I would say," he said in a telephone interview.
The policy states that ASUCLA seeks "to do business with companies

who function in an ethical and socially responsible manner," and adopts
several criteria for evaluating businesses, including "involvement with
Apartheid South Africa."

'There may be a misunderstanding about the policy," Reed said. "The
policy (does not state) that we won't carry products of companies that
have ties with South Africa. The policy invites the campus community to
tell the board what it thinks of what ASUCLA is doing."
—The protesters have filed a petition with the ASUCLA Board of
Directors, the governing body of ASUCLA, asking that products
manufactured by companies with ties in South Africa be pulled from the
shelves.

"1 can't predict what is going to happen, but my guess is that (the peti-
tion) will probably be referred to the board," Reed said.

SUSC also is compiling a list of alternative products U) replace those
they are boycotting, but the list has not yet been submitted to ASUCLA,
Lecdy said.

Protesterj said they will hold another anti-apartheid rally al UCLA,
with speakers from the African National Congress on May 21.

From page'1

jjven cut use. "

Allen Solomon, assistant vice

chancellor of Facilities Manage-

ment wrote a letter this week to

the city Department of Water and

Power asking for help in the war

against water waste.

Solomon's letter, which was not

made available because facilities

officials wanted to ensure that it

first arrived at tlie Department of

Water and Power also explains

that UCLA has employed ways to

save water and will offer its help.

Powazck is headini? numerous
projects, including plumbing and

irrigation renovations, that he said

arc making significant dents in

campus use.

He said the university's mosi

recent water-rationing plan is to

use polymer implants in landscap-

ing starling this summer. He said

the implants, little plastic-like

beads, conserve water before it

evaporates or recharges ground-

water.

To tackle UCLA's biggest

water users — air conditioners,

which use 50 percent of campus
water — the university is begin-

ning to employ chemicals that will

allow air conditioner water to be

changed less often, Powazek said.

Since the 1984-85 fiscal year,

Powazek said UCLA has cut water

use by 18 percent. This was done
-through programs such as

revamping irrigation systems and

adding water-reducing fiush val-

ves to toilets and urinals, al a cost

of about $7()0,(KX).

Powa/ek estimated that the

university's water bill was cut by
an averagi' of $60,(XK) \^r y^ ;,V

bcx:iu3C of the measures.

Still, money U) invest in waic.

letluctiijn IS scarce, Powazek said,

and water rates will probably go
up. "Wc .ire goini» to have to carve

the m(>ncy out of our existing

resources" he said. "We are

uiuierfuadcd . . we have to make
cveiv (i(»Ilar count."

,,i

«

Nonetheless, critics have said

the university is inc seventh largest

water I'ser in the city, and that

several measures can be taken by
UCLA 1

' conserve.

"UCLA should set a belter

cxainpic in terms of how to

conserve water," said David Bunn,
a environmental adv(x:ate with the

r^iifopia Public Interest
Kesearu:> Group.

i>u:r J ISO disputed the conten-

tion by facilities officials that

w'dj:r na> ticen cui since 1984-85.
Ur sa»(< I' ltd water consumption
:>tead;i> 'hcreased by one-third

over the lasi ten years since 1977,

citing a 1988 UCLA graduate

student study.

But..Fowazck said that, despite

growth at I 'CLA and poor funding,

faci!lli<'s IS employing innovative

wass to save water on campus.

For instance, instead of replac-

ing the campus' five-gallon per

fiush toilets with smaller-tanked

fixtures, at a cost of millions of

(k^llars, facilities will be adding

Hush valves that restrict How.
And .^<:tcad of replacing faucets

^VM V- trr-conserving models,
ivluch would also be expensive,

v(>'kers are turning down water

VAiV» iTA', restrict flow.

"'''.id -tec hall administrators

&a: ig for dry weather by

. e residents to save

l^nNso'isc ncwslettci.

thre< weeks.
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if Anyone who buys any books (not )ust textbooks).

APS/I eciure Notes, and/or maga/ines during any or

all of the three eligibility periods is eligible for a

Bonus Special colored receipt tape from the cash

registers at the beginning of each quarter ^ill

rennind you that your purchases are eligible for a

Bonus
«
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House OKs bill giving workers family leave
Tuppie' proposal opposed

by Bush's administration
By William M. Welch

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
House voted Thursday to require

employers to give workers up to

three months unpaid leave for

family emergencies, ignoring a

threatened veto and opponents

who said the bill would help only

"yuppie" workers who can afford

to forgo paychecks.

The House voted 237-187 to

approve the family and medical

leave act and send it to the Senate.

The vote, while a victory for its

bipartisan supporters, was well

short of what would be needed to

override a presidential veto.

Though the bill had the backing

of the House Democratic leader-

ship, 54 Democrats sided with

business gr()u[)s that opposed the

bill. Thirty-mnc Republicans sup-

ported the bill.

The bill is strongly opposed by

the Bush administration and faces

a contentious and uncertain future

in the Senate.

The Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee approved a

similar bill more than a year ago,

but sponsors have yet to schedule

floor action. None was expected

t>efore Memorial Day.

The measure would require

business and government employ-

ers to provide workers with up to

12 weeks of unpaid medical leave

or leave for the care of a new child

or ill child, parent or spouse.

It exempts businesses with

fewer than 50 workers.

Employers would have to con-

tinue health insurance benefits for

those on leave and restore a

returning employee to his or her

previous job or an equivalent

position.

Opponents charged the bill

would be cosily and burdensome
for businesses, ultimately hurting

American competitiveness. But

supporters said nearly all indust-

rialized nations already provide

such minimum job security to

workers, many with provisions for

full or partial pay.

Rep. Steve Bartlctt, R-Texas,

Jenounced the bill as requiring

employers to offer one benefit

when workers might prefer

another. He said unpaid leave

would hardly help families strug-

gling to make ends meet and would
only be a convenience for the

affluent.

"It is a yuppie bill," Bartlett

said. "It is a bill with yuppie

benefits, in which only young
upwardly mobile professional peo-

ple can afford to take 12 weeks
unpaid leave off. It is the four- and

five-dollar-an-hour cafeteria

worker who will be harried by

losing other benelils."

Supporters contended workers,

particularly women, suffer sub-

stantial caniings losses after the

birth of a child or during illnesses

because many can't return to their

jobs at tlic same pay.

"In a day and age when the

majority of families need two

paychecks just to keep their heads

above water, it is inconceivable we
do not have job security when a

family emergency takes place,*'

said Rep. Marge Roukema of New
Jersey, the chief Republican spon-

sor.

The bill aKso drew support from

a Republican leader of tlie anii-

aboftion forces.

Rep. Henry Hyde, R-111., said

the bill would encourage mother-

hood over alx)rtion, and tliat no

woman should have to "extermi-

nate that child so she can keep her

job."

Business groups, including the

U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
oppose the bill, saying it would be

costly to employers and hurt

productivity.

Although the measure' requires

employers to offer only unpaid

leave, some opponents were con-

cerned it could lead lo Liter

legislation requiring paid le^v? or

other benefits.

Suporters noted a ^^kcncfai

Accounting Office study ihat said

the requirement would p.'sc only a

minimal cost to employers.

Rep. Cass Ballcngcr, R-N.C, a

business owner, called that study

"idiotic" and said it wouid force

many businesses lo pay overtime

to cover the ab.sent worker.
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Wall Street

records gain
Treasury enjoys

prosperous sales

By Chet Currier

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The stock

market settled for a small gain

Thursday as the government com-
pleted a record quarterly fmanc-
ing.

The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials, which had slipped .68

on Wednesday, rose 5.63 to

2.738.51.

Advancing issues outnumbered
declines by more than 4 to 3 in

nationwide trading of New York
Stock Exchange- listed stocks,

with 847 up, 601 down and 522

unchanged.

The Treasury's sales of three-

year and 10-year notes Tuesday
and Wednesday both met with

what analysts described as good
receptions.

But many observers believed

the sternest test of the interest-rate .

outUx)k came in Thursday's offer- '

I ingof$ 10 billion in 30-year notes,

which came to a less definitive

outcome. The issue sold at an

average yield of 8.84 percent.
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ing either the bulls or the bears.

Brokers noted that upward pres-

sure on interest rates has lately

been concentrated in the longest-

maturity sector of the credit mark-

ets.

Another source of uncertainty

was the impending report Friday

on the producer price index of

finished goods for April. The
index, a closely watched gauge of

inflationary pressures, is expected

lo show a rise in the 0. 1 percent-0.3

percent range.

Gainers among the blue chips

included Eastman Kodak, up 1 at

39'/i , General tlectric, up '/s at

; bTA ; Bristol-Myers Squibb, up y«

at '>9V» ; Inici national Business

Machines, up VA at 11271 , and
American Telephone & Tele-

;

graph, up '/i ai iVA .

i

On the downside. Philip Morris

Associated Press

SEATTLE — A California

plant, and two of its managers,

have been accused by the federal

government of falsifying test

reports for aircraft bolts in a 15-

year scheme that featured a phan-
tom '^Inspector 11."

The biggest maker of aerospace

fasteners and the two managers
were indicted as part of a two-year
investigation of the integrity, tcst-

'.ing and inspection of bolts and
,
"Other parts used to hold engines,

wheels and other key aircraft

components in place, said Assis-

tant U.S. attorney Bruce D. Carter.

"The integrity of these products

is often essential to the safe

operation of the aircraft on which
they are installed," said the com-
plaint against VSl Corp.

VSr, a Fairchild Industries Inc.

subsidiary, is accused of skimping
on tests and inspections at its Voi-

Shan plant in the Chatsworth
section of Los Angeles, sometimes
even delivering substandard parts

to boost profits.

Carter said an initial hearing

—hernre, a federal magistrate is
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a revenue shoiuall ol as much as

$3 billion in a $55 billion su»ic

budget

So, whai else is new/ ii s nnd
^1a> and Califoniia icuiincly has

a l(X)n)in^, hudgei cnsi^; in iind-

Ma_>.

llicre arc fiscal seasons under
Ihc golden dome of the slate

Capiiol that are as predictable as

the changing weather seasons

outside. May is a month for

gloom-and-doom forcxasls and
fcei-in-concreie pronouncements,

,

and Jrne is Ibe month for ncfotia^^""

lion and compromise.
That doesn't mcnin that there

isn'i a budget ji rilcni ihi* m-jf.

Thirc is, and it's ;• « moiis one. It is

probjil ly more scvir' I'v n l^-,

19SS tiidgct p:!, !<, but '. ot as bad
as^be dcHcil biulrcf of )V>S'V,7 :h

]' ... iUpO"^'. ' ' "
; !i."t.. , 1

likely Friday.

Eight previous defendants have
pleaded guilty, and the investiga-

tion is continuing, he added.

Inadequate Voi-Shan parts were
found during aircraft assembly and
installation and were relumed to

_ the manufacturer, but investigators

4^ do not know whether there have
been any imminent safety threats.

Carter said.

"No accidents have been traced

to Voi-Shan bolts," he said.

Investigators learned that of the

government and civilian buyers of

Voi-Shan fasteners, The Boeing
Co. and Northrop Corp. especially

had been rejecting substantial

deliveries after making their own
tests.

The Boeing Co. said in a news
release Wednesday that it has

inspected and tested Voi-Shan— fasteners, and reiested certain lots

of materials. It said Voi-Shan
materials met all Boeing specifi-

cations and requirements and use

of them • 'has not compromised the

integrity of Boeing products."

The probe was triggered by a

complaint from whislleblower

Tom Runion shortly after he left

his job in the metallurgical laborat-

ory at the California plant, Carter

said. Some bolts made at the plant

are intended to bear loads exceed-

ing 20(),(XX) pounds per square

inch.

Runion and any other whistle-

blowers stand to realize "at least

15 percent of any false-claim

recovery," Carter said.

A key development in the case

was a raid on Voi-Shan last year in

which more than 50 boxes of test

report packets stamped by a

fictitious "Inspector U" were
seized. Carter said.

The investigation was con-

ducted by a high-technology task

^ force of representatives from the

FBI, Internal Revenue Service,

Defense Criminal Investigative

Service, Air Force, Navy, Trans-

poriation Department NASA and

Defense Contract Audit Agency,

said U.S. Attorney Mike McKay.

James E. Ryan, a former Voi-

Shan quality assurance manager,

and Aram Marderian, a former

metallurgical laboratory supervi-

sor for Voi-Shan, also were named
as defendants. Each faces a maxi-

mum sentence of five years in

prison and a $25(),(K)0 fine

Safari Co>

SEND THIS AD WITH YOUR ORDKR
AND SAVP: up to 10%

(ofTer exp. 5/18/90)

• Fully lined leather bag
• Two bags in one, carry

backpack style or
top handle

• Carry your books, go hiking,

camping or use
as carry on luggage
(12 >/2 X 17 X 5 V2) ./

$149.00
(we pay shipping)

• 30 day money back
guarantee

• Call or write for more
information

• Top grain water-

resistant cowhide

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO:
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218 (303)832-9552

Mt. Kenya Safari Co. 940 Downing Denver, CO
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FREE DELIVERY!!
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INTERNATIONAL ALERT
The UCIuA Student Committee Against Genocide and Mass Killing!

invites you to

FOCUS ON CAMBODIA
An evening performance by traditional
Cambodian dancers and musicians

The Cambodian Dance and Music Project of Van Nuys

^ and screening of__!'Sanisara!!__

A new, award-winning documentary film

—^— Friday, May 11————r

—

7:00 pm
Gamelan Room, Schoenberg Hall

)-
-^

Funded by U("I,A Graduate Students Association, The Oampus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities

Board, and the Interdisciplinary ('ommittee on Genocide and Its Prevention: Teaching and Research.
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Advertising

pitcli draws
diurcli goers
George W./ Cornell

Associated Press

NEW YORK— Always before,

Madison Avenue has aimed its

religion advertising pitch at the

non-user, urging outsiders to

attend worship. That rarely work-
ed. So the approach has been
changed.

It*s now aimed at the users

themselves, the loyal church-

goers, with some large expecta-

tions and a risky dash of humor
thrown in to add some sparkle.

"Invite a Friend," goes the

keynote phrase, and in some
cartoon ads and television spots, a

hardy worshipper virtually drags a

reluctant non-participant into

involvement.

'There's a great deal of gloom
and doom in most public service

advertising," said Ruth Wooden,
president of the Advertising Coun-
cil, which cooperates in the ven-
ture with an interfaith coalition.

Religion in American Life.

"It's much more effective psy-

chology to say, 'let's laugh
together at ourselves'," she added.
"It diffuses hesitations."

—Hnwf.vcr, the, basic switch is in

,^- ^T-"%\^
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focusing the appeal on active

members of churches and syna-
gogues rather than on non-mem-
bers as in the past, seeking to enlist

millions of present worshippers
into inducing others to come along.

That's the "big ticket" approach

in advertising parlance, said"

Laurel Cutler, vice chairman and
director of marketing planning for

the FCB, Leber Katz Partners

agency which developed the cur-

rent campaign.

"Advertising, no matter how
brilliant, can't do it alone on a long
considered decision, but is only
one step. So we turn to mobilizing
those already doing it to foster it

through friends," she said.

That also has been found
through studies to be the over-
whelmingly principal draw that-

gets newcomers into religious-
activity.

The Rev. Nicholas B. van Dyck,
president of RIAL, including Pro-
testant, Roman Catholic, Eastem
Orthodox and Jewish bodies, said

86 percent of Americans involved
in congregations were invited by a
friend or relative.

"Much recent data suggests that

to encourage human behavior
needs person-to-person influ-

ence," he said. "We're shifting the

focus from those who aren't

attending worship to members
who are."

Introductory materials, includ-
ing an "Action Guide" on enlisting

and training volunteers and form-
ing task forces, are being distri-

buted to participating groups
totalling more than 56 million
members.

Van Dyck, a Presbyterian, told a
news conference that this year's

campaign launches a 10-year
project, with fresh ads developed
each year or so, to try to increase
chu^h membership about 40 per-

cent to top 200 million in the
decade.

Currently, U.S. religious mem-
bership totals 154 million, 62
percent of the population. Polls

find that 42 percent of the popula-
tion attends worship weekly.

Public service ads were distri-

buted to newspapers and maga-
zines acr6ss the country in April.

Spots on television and radio,

transit posters and outdoor bill-

board ads appear this fall.

Bad prose
featured in

competition
By Steve Wilstein

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO~ The best

of the worst writing, prose that

went beyond purple into the darker

bluencss of the literary spectrum,

weighed on the annual Bulwer-
Lytion Fiction Contest like "a

500-pound barbell in a sieroid-frcc

fitness center."

Linda Vernon, a housewife in

Newark, Calif., came up with a

leaden lead to an imaginary novel

that topped some 10,000 other

entries worldwide in the contest

that honors intentionally bad writ-

ing in the name of infamous 19th

novelist Edward Bulwcr-Lytton.

Her winning sentence, 80 words
of mixed metaphors and overdone
images, is "an example of a writer

getting carried away with figures

of speech," said San Jose Slate

University English professor Scott

Rice, who originated the contest

nine years ago.

If you're reading aloud, take a

l)reath and give it try:

"Dolores breezed along the

surface of her life like a flat stone

forever skipping along smooth
water, rippfingfealHy spbradicalTy"

but oblivious to it consistently,

until she finally lost momentum,
sank and, due to an overdose of

fluoride as a child which caused
her to suffer from chronic apathy,

doomed herself to lie forever on
the floor of her life as useless as an
appendix and as lonely as a five-

hundred pound barbell in a ster-

oid-free fimess center."

Vernon, a 38-year-old mother of

three who is taking writing courses

at Ohione College but has yet to be

paid for any of her freelance work,
won a word processor for captur-

ing the grand prize.

"It takes a lot of talent to be a

bad writer," she said. "This is a

good start, but I hope this is not the

peak of my career."

The runner-up, Richard G.
Carter, of Hampton, Va., took a

more gruesome tone in his tome.

"Since both parties demanded
sole custody in the Frankenstein

divorce case, the judge called for

his Sword-of-Solomon bolt-cut-

ters and ruled an equitable split:

Victor was to raise the creature's

grotesque body in Palo Alto while

his ex-wife reared its ugly head in

San Jose."

Rice, who has published several

books from the eniries over the

years, sees the contest as a way to

encourage people to have fun with

language and make a statement, in

a way, about the importance of

literacy.

Bulwer-Lytton earned the honor
of a contest in his name by
beginning his 1830 novel "Paul

Clifford" with that pot-boiling

opener popular with Snoopy of

Peanuts fame: "It was a dark and
stormy night." In a more inspired

moment, Bulwer-Lytton, also ori-

ginated the line "the pen is

mightier than the sword."

Another winner:

Science Fiction — "Far out in

the backwaters of the unfashion-

able end of the Western Spiral arm
of the Galaxy lies a small unre-

garded yellow sun, and orbiting

this at a distance of roughly

899,0I(),0(X) miles is the flash-fro-

zen body of Farley Wilsputz Jr.,

and boy is there an interesting

story of how he came to be a

component of Saturn's ring sys-

tem." By Richard Garrett, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
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LIMITKD TIME ONLY
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1015 Gaylcy Ave. Westwood Village
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V.

A Free Trial Pair!
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nisp)sahle (Contact Lenses

Q>tne in for an eyi' exanv

If ACTIVTJE is ri^'ht for voii. we'll «^'i\<-

y( )u a free trial pair.
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Contact Lenses &l Eyeglasses
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

Graduate and Professional Students
Earn $500 per quarter helping your fellow students

Applications for 1990-91 GSA Stlpended Positions are due
at 5:00 in 301 Kerckhoff TODAY

Positions available in GSA Cabinet, ASUCLA Board of Directors and
Comm Board, Academic Senate's UPC and JRC, Campus and

Community ProgrammingTT^ewsletter and Publications Director, and
^"

many many many more."~r~

You can do it!— Drop by 301 Kerckhoff or call x68512 NOW!!!!
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Commentary

Andrew Dice Clay: Sexist,

or just a iiad 'comedian'?

Letters

Animal research ever, nor multiple biology

courses to recognize that ani-

his work as useless. How
many of those same people

Editoi :
-

I am rather disconcerted

with the Daily Bruin's cover- —
age of the animal experimenta-

tion issue. Fully understanding

the University's investment in

ariimal experimentation which
perpetuates a certain t)clief

system, the Daily Bruin seems
to have a similar perspective. I

hope that you will print this

letter even though the fervor

of "Laboratory Animal Exper-

imentation Week" is over.

I particularly want to address

the letter from Biology major
Kent S. Davis who wrote a

rather unenlightened letter

regarding antivivisectionists,

suggesting that those who
oppose animal research usually

do not posses advanced degrees

in the sciences. The Medical—
Research Modernization Com-
mittee, the Physician's Com-
mittee for Responsible

Medicine, Veterinarians for

Animal Rights, Nurses Against

Vivisection, and Psychologists

for the Ethical Treatment of

Animals boast memberships of

thousands of professionally

trained people with advanced
degrees.

1 must add that it does not

take an advanced degree, how-

mals expe rience pain and suf- ever look up one of that

What connotes offensive-

ness?

If you ask me,
Andrew Dice Clay is offensive-

ncss personified. If you ask most
men, they say he is just funny. You
know, like, his dirty nursery

rhymes are son of cute.

Saturday Night Live regular

Nora Dunn and musician Sinead

O'Connor have refused to perform

on the show tomorrow night in

protest of Clay's offensive humor,
which almost exclusively targets

women. Lome Mjcheals, the

show's producer, seemed rather

surprised that O'Connor would
withdraw from the show, because

she was only on it to perform "two
songs." He did not seem to take

seriously the fact that O'Connor
(and Dunn) were genuinely
offended by Clay's humor.

In past interviews, Clay has

asserted that his comedy persona is

ju s t an act, that he is rea lly^ nice
.

fcring, much as do humans,

and to feel compassion for

them.

Lorin Lindner, Ph.D
Alumna

Vivisection
Editor:

The antivivisection "forum"
in Haines Hall was really more
of an antivivisection pep rally.

The meeting consisted of six

panel members who spoke

against animal research, and a

roomful of people who clearly

agreed with them.

Towards the end of the

meeting, one audience member
in favor of animal research

offered a valid case in which
animal research is currently

proving useful in human health

care. His example — antibo-

dies — involved some biologi-

cal terminology which seemed
to baffle the audience, and he

was booed and interrupted

rudely.

Pc^)plc who have little

knowledge "of science or how
it works condemn science.

Antivivisectionists see a picture

of a cat in a cage and

immediately declare the

researcher an ogre and decry

researcher's articles to see

what it was all about?

1 was disappointed that even

the panel members in this

meeting made statements that

indicated limited biological sav-

vy. Speaking against the testing

of synthetic drugs, one speaker

said that drugs made from

natural substances wouldn't

need to be tested for toxicity

because natural substances

aren't toxic. Anyone who
understands either animals or

plants knows this is ridiculous.

I think those who make that

effort to read and understand

research reports will find that

"useless," repetitive science is

extremely rare.

My intent in writing this,

the zillionth letter regarding the

vivisection issue, is not to beat

the already dead horse but to -

encourage the organizers of

next year's forum (should there

be one) to make two additions

to the format. I suggest they

add some panel members in

favor of animal research, and,

more importantly, antivivisec-

tionists who understand what
they are condemning.

Paul Gier
Graduate Student

Biology

regular guy. And many (but not all)

of the guys I know that like 'The
Dice Man" are nice, regular guys.

So what are all these "nice" guys
— both audience and comedian—
doing perpetuating degrading ste-

reotypes of women?
— What is disturbing about this

kind of humor is what it says about

the "nice guys" who watch it and
perform it. Humor is never without

a grain of truth, otherwise one

What is disturbing

about this kind of

humor is what it says

about the "nice guys"

who watch it and per^

form it. Humor is

never without a grain

of truth, otherwise
one could not relate

to it Humor is a way
of releasing one's hid"

den desires, of speak*

ing the unspeakable *

because of course,
one is only Idddhig.

could not relate to it. Humor is a

way of releasing one's hidden

desires, of speaking the unspeak-

able — because of course, one is

only kidding.

Yeah right. Although I have

never met the man, I think that

Andrew Dice Clay is probably the

private equivalent of his public

persona. And I have to wonder
about all the "men" who laugh real

hard at Clay's "humor." Not only

does it reveal something about

their deepest fears and/or desires,

but it also says something about

their social sensitivity as well.

1 am no prude, and I even enjoy

dirty humor when its subject does

not deeply offcqd any group,

including men. Bui I cannot sit

through much of Clay's routine

because I find it frightening and
offensive. When I have brought

Lisa
Hamilton

this to the attention of the guys who
are watching it too, they dismiss

my disgust as a lack of humor, or

the ramblings of a foggy-brained

'feminist** who doesn't appreciate
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Detective Clyde Holmes goes in searcti of 'Rosenberg'

the humor or a real man.
Most guys dismiss my concerns

because Clay is only kidding. You
know, he's not serious or anything.

But the number of boys and "men"
of all ages who walk around

quoting him, who worship him as

some son of comic god, are taking

him more seriously than they

realize. And the fact that they

ignore the protests of women who
are offended, and insist that it's not

really meant to be taken seriously,

shows that they too have adopted

Clay's attitude: Women and their

concerns are not something to take

seriously. Women are for sex (and

cleaning your house the next

morning) and are not thinking

equals.

In a society in which crimes

against women are quite often

committed by boyfriends and
husbands, humor about the degra-

dation and sexual subjugation of

one's girlfriend is unacceptable. It

is not acceptable to talk about

women and say "So I fucked the

bitch." As well, the humor of such

a statement, even when delivered

in Clay's sparkling style, is lost on
me, as is Clay's constant invitation

to the audience to "Suck my dick."

I submit that this kind of humor
is degrading not only to the women
who are its victims, but to the men
who think this kind of crassness is

funny. It is harmful to healthy

relationships between men and
women, since this grossly distorted

picture of women disguised as

humor becomes reality for some.

I am not an advocate of censor-

ship. Andrew Dice Clay, however
repulsive he is, unfortunately has

the right to spout his crap all over

America. What needs to happen is

for his audience to wisen up and
dwindle away. More women like

Dunn and O'Connor need to speak

out.

And maybe then one day 'The
Dice Man" will play to rows of

empty chairs . . .

Hamilton, a senior majoring in

English, is the Bruin's Viewpoint

editor.

Rosenberg.
This was the last

spoken word of the late

business tycoon, Charles How-
ard Mane, according to his

widow, Ms. Cynthia Mane. She
came into my office one day

as I was trying on my new
wooden foot extensions, which

increased my shoe size from

size ten to size fourteen. Any-
thing to get a date.

Ms. Mane was a handsome
woman, b)cneath the black veil

and thick mascara. She had

one of those forty year-old

bodies that still managed to

attract eighteen year-old eyes.

Her walk was sleek and cat-

like, her voice like a midnight

breeze. Her tone, however,

made her appear quite vulner-

able. We were both seated in

my office. My hands clasped

behind my head and my feet

rested on my desk.

"Oh Mr. Holmes," she

began. "1 was told you were

my last hope, thai you were

the best. What did my husband

mean by 'Rosenberg?' I'll nev-

er sleep nights until I know.

He was such an unhappy man,

Mr. Holmes. This word must

have meant something."

Scott —
Greenberg
your price.

I leaned forward and blew a

cloud of smoke across the

desk.

"Excuse me, lady. It's a bad

habit. But so's sponging off

your old man, wouldn't you

say?"

'How dare you!"

'Relax, sweetheart. It's just

my opinion. I'm a professional,

however, and am willing to

negotiate."

"Name your price."

"Five hundred bucks a day.

"1

•Take a walk. Toots."

She stood up and walked

around towards my side of the

desk, and then fell to her

knees (I was hoping she'd

notice the shoes).

"Please Mr. Holmes," she

pleaded. "I beg you! I . . .1

can give you collateral."

"All right, keep your shirt

on. Let's see what ya got. I'm

a reasonable man."
She reached into her purse

and unwrapped a white hand-

kerchief, revealing a small

porcelain statuette of Verws de^

Milo with Popeye-arms glual

onto it. I was fiatlered.

"Lady, you got yourself a

detective."

My investigation began at

the home- of Mr. Mane's grade

school teacher, Eleanor Lopley.

Lopley was 114 years old,

wrinkled and senile, but had

the memory of an elephant.

"Oh sure, I remember him,

that little trouble maker, Mr.

Charles Howard Mane. The
other children used to call him
'Chow Mein.' He was a real

outcast."

"I sec. Well, as long as you
knew him, did you ever hear

him mention, 'Rosenberg?'"

pretty well known. Good day."

At that point I thought it

best to skip straight to Mane's
immediate acquaintances. I was
able to track down the butler

of the Mane family mansion,

Clayton McMurphy, who was
busy polishing a Parcheesi

board

engraved in an oak coffee

table.

"Mr. McMurphy, my name
is Clyde Holmes. I'm a private

eye and I was wondering il I

could ask . .

."

—-"1 know who you are," hc-

—

abruptly inlcrrupicd. I c()ul,d

tell he had a sour alliludc and
ncalcd a lilllc persuasion. His

type had to be dealt with in a

skilllul manner. L^eachcd, in to

the inside [X)cket pf my trench

coal and pulled oui five Hei-

di's Yogurt two-for-ones.

"Alright, Holmes, what do
you want to know?"

"'Rosenberg.' Did you ever

hear Mr. Mane use this word?"
"Yea, 1 heard him use it.

Bui I don't tliink Ms. Mane
would like to hear about it.

You see, Mr. Cane kept a

•mistress, his tuba instructor.

All the servants knew about

her. Rumor has ii Uial 'Ro.sen-

wild b(X)merdng coming. She's

been speaking Italian ever

since."

I threw ihc yogurt coupons
oi^io the table and left.

,

My investigation continued

for weeks. I hiked all over

town, talking with all of Man-
e's business associates, friends

(though he had few), and all

that knew him.

"Ms. Mane, I'm sorry, but

this 'Rosenberg' thing is jusi a

red herring. It d(Xisn't mean a

thing. But there is a lesson to

4xj leamcdr^'
'——

"And what's that, Mr. Hol-

mes?"

"You can'l take a man's life

and sum it up in one word.

Li fe is j iist too complex, i^m
sorry."

"1 guess your rjghi, .Mr;~^=^

Holmes." Tears rolling down
her eyes, she dragged herself

out the door.

1 could understand her sor-

row, but I've had too many
cases to get personally inier-

esied. My job was over.

1 pui my feel up on the

desk. III a cigarcilc, and picked

up the newspaper. I was
astonished al what i read in

the Calender section.

1 apathetically lit a ciguietnj plu^ a new set of lia i idlebu*^;-

and took a long drag. I've

heard loo many stories to raise

an eyebrow at this one, and 1

didn't hesitate to make that

clear. She persisted.

"Please Mr. Holmes, 1 need

your help. I'm a very wealthy

"woman, you knoW'-r: at least

1 will be once the eslate is

transferred into my name. Set

for my Centurion."

"Centurion? You conduct

your investigations on a bicy-

cle?**
"—

"I like to keep a light body.

Anyway, that's my price."

"Thai's a lot of money for

me — I mean right now it is.

Can't 1 pay you once you
finish."

"No, Ljn't ^ay that I do. berg' w;is his affix tiunjie

Besides, he was Kx) dumb to

ever take an interest in Ger-

man blimps"
"Mmm. Well, thank you for~

your time." She stopped me on

my way out. -_'-'

"By the way, Mr. Holmes.

Are you related to the famous^
detective, Sherlock Holmes?"

"No, but my brother John is

name for her in bed."

"He sounds like a real

romantic. What ever happened
io her, the tuba teacher?"

^

'Com ing Saturdjy nigiii,

"She met with a bad acci-

dent six years ago during

Mane's annual Fourth -of-July

picnic. Her eyes were closed

while she was playing Hide-

and-Seck and didn't see the

direct from Israel, the heavy

metal sound of Gurrs and

Moses, featuring that wild

screaming singer, Achmcl
Rosenberg."

"Ms. Mane, wait!"

Creenhcrg is' a sopliomore

majoring in prehistoric, swear-

ing.
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SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
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SERVING
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Arts Entertai
Veteran activist brings passi

PAWS
Films

The Cook, The Thief, His Wife & Her Lover ^*^^'
Some think ifs ort, some think it's trash, but most would suggest o boif bog! J6

Daddy's Dyin' . . .Who's Got the Will? ^^^
If you expect to lough, it's o bummer, but it's o pretty good dromo. CY

The Gods Must Be Crazy II 4ir4Sr4ir

The Guardian '^
Trees! Ihey reolly think they con score you with trees! Sodly, it's more funny Ihon frightening. JP

Happy Together JjjgJ^

Soppy romonce scenes will pleose couples, but the rest of this teen-ploitotion is o decode lote. JS

I love You to Death
If this story were not tnje it would be the most unrealistic premise of the yeor! IS

«4S

:hist Exit Erom^SrooMyiF UJkUJkU
Enough intensity ond graphic violence to lost o while, but whof s the point? JS

Mama There's A Man In Your Bed fffiS^^iktj^g

Miami Blues i^i^«

Nobody's Perfect ^j^j^
Should be onother studpid teen-ploitotion flick, but you'll like it in spite of your self. Df

O&A j^jujij^j^
Brilliont ond compelling reolism, but if hos so mony rociol slurs if needs subtitles. 75

Pretty Woman J^^^J^
Chorming, well-octed Pygmolion story obout o corporate raider and o hooker. JS

Short Time
With fotol of three laughs, even the motinee is expensive! JP

Tales From the Dark Side j^j^^

Teenage Mutant NInja Turtles—My iinlft (MM liked il, se it's probobly cool! JH

J^J^Jfjf

Too Beautiful for You no paws

wad Orchid 4Sr4S!

Television

Twin Peaks ^JfJlJjJlJ^
An oddicting show, but when ore they going to solve the damn murder? 75

. . n

Stage

The Cocktail Hour j^j^j^j^

Les Liaisons Dangereuses d^J^J^J^
If you didn't like the movie then skip if, but otherwise it's o winner. 75

Self Storage
^^IQijSii^^iiiirs

The Bruin Paws guide appears every Friday os a (ompilation of reviews of film, television,

tfieater, concerts, and other shows. The opinions expressed are solely those of the writer/

reviewer, but we trust them.

"don'f-^iT, trust- US on this one.'

''only if you're desperote
'

'grievous problems, but survivoble'

' "it's alright'

no paws

'this is really good"

•self-explanatory' iwovlAT^

THEODORE NICHOLAS

Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic shares his life and philosophy with students at Ackerman
appearance.

Korean night at Wadsworth to
By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer

STAGE: Korean Culture Night: Tradition Inspiring Tomorrow. 7
p.m toniaht at the Wadsworth Theater. Presenlea by the Korean
Student Association. FREE! For info., call Jean Han at (213) 472-
4841.

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! UCLA students have
practiced every Tuesday in a crowded upper room at the

Minjung Cultural Research Center in Koreatown. Well,
you may ask, "What are UCLA students doing so far away
from Westwood?" and, more importantly, "Why aren't

they studying?" Well, the various meml)€rs of UCLA's
Korean Student Association were preparing for tonight's

Korean Cultural Night.

Appreciating and understanding the impact of Korea
and its culture* is the topic of tonight's event. Its theme,
Tradition Inspiring Tomorrow, according to Yohan Kim,
Cultural Director for Korean Cultural Night, is designed
not only to educate Korean and Korean-American
students but also to inform the UCLA community.

As Kim puts it, since the 1988 Seoul Olympics, "Korea
has become a household name". Think about that. If you
look around you'll probably see a cute Utile Hyundai
Excel or watch a video on your Goldstar VCR or cook
dinner in a Goldstai' microwave. In fact, you may even be
wearing a pair of made-in-Korea Reeboks. Or, maybe the

student sitting next to you in class or standing in line is

Korean or Korean-American.

Kim hopes that the culture night and various alumni-
supported activities will address the "need to educate and
inform everyone about our culture." Also, he adds that

culture night itself will help to "close the gap bbtwecn
Korean culture and Korean-American culture" through
education and increased awareness.
The "gap" Kim refers to is the cultural split between 7J

and second generation Korean-Americans. The dcsij

tion 7J defines a Korean who immigrates to Amerid
an older child or young adult, while second genera'

Korean-Americans include those who are bom
America. Many Korean-Americans are raised in Am
can culture and society and are often unacquainted \

Korean culture and values.

With this in mind, the Korean Student Association
developed a five-act program that includes pcrformar
by members of the Korean Student Association. The 1

act is composed of a traditional instrumental orchcj
Although the names arc unfamiliar, the constructioi

the instruments and their sounds are similar to m
western counterparts. Traditional Korean instrunu

include a complex flute called taegum, a lute called
f,

and the Korean oboe called pira. The performance '

combine several string and wind instruments along v

drums. Performers will be dressed in traditional Kor
costumes of a black vest and white pants.

The second is the Harvest Dance. Traditionally,
Harvest Dance was an all-male performance that U

place after the harvest to thank ancestral spirits.^

tonight's performers will be both male and fcmal-

The program also includes a popular folk tale cal

Choon Yang Chun. The play, directed by UCLA studci

combines modem reflections with players dressed
authentic Korean costumes. The folk tale centers aroi

the undying love of a maiden for a nobleman's son and
subsequent trials to preserve her fidelity.

The final performance is a Tae Kwon Do exhibit!-

Tae Kwon Doe is one of the most familiar martial i

forms.

Kim adds that UCLA's Korean Student Associjftioi

one of the largest student groups on campus. He hopej

continue a tradition of education and enteriainmen
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Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper It's Printed On.

The fact is. it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the credit.

key to your future, and it could be wo^th a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
US your diploma and proof of erriployment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe

or one of our other 1990 models on approved

Our College Graduate Program is designeu to pur
you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631
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#1
IN THE WEST

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with

LINDQVIST SAAB'S
"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*

*
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•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
1

.t^O

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
^^^^t,^!.^"-^^^^^^!.*^^^'-*^^-'^.^^^^'

*You must meet certain requirements
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SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES IT'S

SPRING CELEBRATION SALE!

Right now, we've got a

College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LFASE TO OWN!

AUTO
INSUEANCE

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
—

:

^SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN—
18711 BEACH BLVD.

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

(213) 592-1383

BEST RATES

1PJ> =^

NO PRIOR INSURANCE OK

TICKETS OK
ACCIDENTS OK

SUSPENDED LICENSE OK

WESTSIDE'S
"*'

JEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP

BUERGE JEEP/EAGLE
1 1 750 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 820-2631

EXT.267, 268, 269
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$1''

DISCOUNT
AT

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
Rebates up to

$2500.00

SALE

or as low as

o.o<roAPR
Finance rale for 24 months on selected models

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

>i^^4^

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE—

—

i2TII & S\NT\ IMOI^ICA KI.VD.

SAI\TA l«IOI\ICA

1-800-395-DODGE

WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT I

Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just this. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"

and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

Jeep they want.

(j^ We offer a Graduate

1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

/^ 3 year 30,000 miles
"

extended service
^ contract

$295 value - free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE

FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING
GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

With Proof of Graduation

(2 13)-730-9105
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006
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YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPENED ANOTHER DOOR
Talk it over with

Sheridan Toyota

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with

TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating

the UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with

Special Incentives on Your New Car -^

NO DOWN PAYMENT-NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

For more information call our sales manager at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jennifer McEiliott

824-5873
Political Science

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jose Cano
475-5224
International Econ

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
-^—^^^^ CAU. NOW

213-394-6744

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTASI

Santa Monica Blvd.

lOFWY

Award Winning

Part/Service Dept.

Mon.-Fri. 7ani-9pni

Sat. (Iiy appointment)

8anF4pni

on, message to Ackerman
Kovic tells crowd 'The power rests with you'
Iy Danya Joseph

Contributor >.^

Vietnam veteran Ron Kovic urged students to take

risics and make the world a better place when he

addressed a capacity crowd at Ackerman last

Wednesday. '

Kovic introduced the film Born on the Fourth of
July, which is based on his best selling autobiography

of the same name.

Kovic received a standing ovation after the film

and spoke at length about the recent political

developments in Eastern Europe, South Africa and
Latin America. He instructed the audience to join

with people all over the globe to change the world.

One student commented that she was discouraged

by the apathy she sees around campus and asked
Kovic what she could do. Before answering her,

Kovic asked other students to respond. An answer
proposed by one student was to create a ripple effect

through doing what is right.

Kovic added to this, recalling individual people
who have sparked major reforms. "Docs anyone
fcmcmhor Rosa (the woman ^tefao^isparkcd
Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Civil Rights

Movement) Parks?"

"The power rests with you," Kovic said. "You're

the people who arc going to speak out. The people are

the most powerful force in this country."

Kovic also discussed the impact of the film on his

life. He and Stone started to make Born on the Fourth
of July in 1978 with actor Al Pacino but the project
was scrapped.

After the success of Platoon, Stone had the
resources to make Kovic's film. "After the film was
scrapped in 78, Oliver promised me that if he ever
got the chance to direct, he would come back to do
my story. A few months after Platoon came out, he
called me and said 'Ronnie, I'm ready.' " Kovic
explained.

"There was lots of anxiety. I didn't know what
would happen with the film, but I decided I had to
take the risk," Kovic said.

Contrary to what he had expected, Kovic found
that he came out of filming "a stronger person. I

found it liberating to be on the set" even though the
hospital set depicting the mistreatment of Viemam
veterans was so unpjeasant that many cast members
couldn't stand to be on the set. But Kovic was not as

titinnsbccailt*#La>r« ^#-«>^a/*«*v.aBa .w.-m ^
^vrv/X* %M lU ^ II

was exposing the injustices that were infiicted on
veterans so that people will know went on there and
prevent it from happening again.

Bom on the fourth, discovered onsci^en
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

Anyone who's seen Born on the Fourth ofJuly or
read his autobiography knows that Ron Kovic has
been through a lot.

Kovic went straight from high school to the

marines to the from lines of Vietnam. While in

action, he was shot and came home paralyzed. The
United Stales of America received him only with
resentment, anger, and poor treatment. After much
denial and internal conflict, Kovic began speaking
out against the war and the treaunenl of Vietnam
veterans which brought his plight to the American
public. In 1976, his book. Born on the Fourth ofJuly
was published and became a best-seller. Thirteen
years later, Oliver Stone put out the movie to much

_ critical and public success.. ' _
"It was a wonderful experience, making the film,"

said Kovic in an interview with the Bruin. "I found it

liberating. 1 was -finally able to. rise above the

injustice of that time, and the injustice of what I went
through ... the anguish, the suffering, the hurt

feelings, the grievings that parents went through, that

I went through — that all of America went through."
Born on the Fourth was actually conceived in

1978, when Oliver Stone was just starting out but it

wasn't until after the success of Platoon that Stone
was able to get Fourth made. When Stone
approached Kovic with the new proposal that 'sex

symbol ' Tom Cruise was to play his part, Kovic was a

little leery.

See KOVIC, page 21
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Westwood
NATIONAL
1092S Undbrook
208-4366

The Hunt for Red October (R)

1;30 -4:30-7:30-10:30

70MM THX

VILUGE Talee From The Owkeide:
961 Bfoxton The Movie (R)
208-5576 12:30 3 00-5 30-10 30

'Fri A Sat Lais Show 12 45 «n
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and Group Activity Tickets acoaplsd
for shows bekxe 6 pm only

Century City
Century Oty 14

10250 Santa Monica Bivd

Ceniiry City Shopping Center
Free Partung

4 Hours Frse ValJdaton

With Pwchase o« Theate Tickets

(213) 553 8900

BRUIN ctMe of 1999 (R)
948 Broxton 12 45-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30
208^998 • Fri « Sat Lato Show 12 45 an

WESTWOOD Teenage Mutant Ninja TurHea (PC)
1050 Gayley (12:30-3 00)-5 30-8:00 10 30
2087664

My Left Foot (R)

11 20-1 40-4 15-7 05-9 40

Happy Together (PG-13)
1115 2 00-4 45 7 15 10 00

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

2087664

Happy Together (PG-13)

(J45)5 15-7 45 10 15

Teenage Mutant Ntnja Turttea (PC)

11 30? 10-4 40-7 20 9 36

WESTWOOD
1050 (^yley

208-7664

Honeymoon Academy (PG-13)

(12 15)

Driving Miss Daisy (R)

12 30 2 50 5 25 7.50-10 35

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Funny Fac^ (NR)
11 50-2 20-4.557 3010 10

The Cook. The Thief.

Hia write & Her Lovar

(1 00)^00- 7W)-10.00
No one under 18 admitted

The Cods Must Be Ctuy II (PG)

12 10? 40 5 207 35-10 20

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

Wild OrcMd (R)

1215-2 45 5 15 800 10 45

The Big Bang (R)

11 00-1 30 3 35-5 46-8 00-10 30

PLA^ A Show Of Force (R)

1067 Gleodon (1 00)-3.15-5 30-800-10 30
208-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and group activity Ddtets accepted

kx shows before 6 PM only

Santa Monica

4 A (R)

10 30-1 45-5 00-8 15-10 15

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

1015 1 00405 700950

Short Time (PG-13)

TTT0?15 4 5C'7?S IjOS

MANN WILSHIRE TWW The Hunt For
1314 WHshire Blvd Red October (PG)
45M377 1154 15-715-10 15

'Sal & Son only lor 1 15 showlme

Any Mans Death (R)

10201 20 425 7 10 955

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutant Nin|a

1314 Wishire Bivi. Turlea (PG>
<5M377 (12 30)-2 45-5 00-7 30 9 43

'Sal 4 Sun only lor 12 30 4 2 45 showtmes

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills.

Far Out Man (R)

12 05-3 05 5 40810 LI 1(3

Q 4 A (R)

1000 1 15430 745-1045

Miami Bluea (R)

12 15 3 15 5:50-8 20-10 55

LANDMARK
THEATRES

ROYAL
11523 SM
477-6581

WestTIA:
Bivd

Too Beaunful For You
Daily 5 30-7:45-1000

'Sat 4 Sun MaHnae 1 00-315

MUSIC HALL Mona«ur Hire
9036 Wishre Daiy 5 45 8 00 10 00
274^869 'Sal 4 Sun Mabr>ee 1 30 3 45
Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

NUART
11272 S^ta Monica

478-6379

RNE ARTS
8556 Wdshre
662 1330 Sat

Camiitt Oaudal
Daly 5 25-A30

4 Sun Mabnee 200

Santa Monica
MOMCA The Reincarnation of Golden Lobs
1332 2nd St Daiy 5 15 745 1000
394 9741 -Sat 4 Sun Matinee 12 45 3^0

Psychology Series: Siddhartia
Sat 4 Sun 10 am

MOMCA CamHle Oaudal
1332 2nd St Wed 4 Fri 5 15^30
394-9741 "Theater dos«J Thusday 5/10

'Sat 4 Sun Matmee 2O0
Sal 4 Sun 10 15 am Kriahnamurti: With A Silent Mmd

Sat 12 am

The Merchant of 4 Seasona
Bl Friday only 7 45

The Station Master's Wile

Friday only 5.30-930

The Bitter Tears of Petra Von
Saturday only 2 40-7.00

Veronika Voaa
Saturday only 5 00-920

Effia Brest
Sunday only 2 30 7 is

The Marriage Of Mana Braun
Sunday only d 00 9 45

Fn 12 am Basket Caae II

Rocky Horror Pickire Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
4750202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
11 30 1 46-4 00-6 10-820- 10 30

Goldwyn Mama. There's A Man In Your Bed
4750202 12 15 2 30445700915
plus a sNxt Chuck Workman's: Pieces of Silv«r

Goldwyn
475-0202

Hmw V

1,1 00- 1:40-4i0- 7.00440

MOMCA
1332 2nd St

3949741

'Sal 4 Sun 10 30 an

The Tenants
Daily 5 00730945

'Sal 4 Sun Mabnee 2 30
Jung: Matlsr of Havl

GoMwyn
4 75-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45 3 00-5 10-7:20-9 30

'Fn 4 Sal Late Show 11 46 pm

MOMCA
1332 2nd SJ.

3949741

•PREMERE SHOWCASE-
The Traveling Players

Daiy 7 15

'Sat 4 Sun Matnee 2 30

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet / >'•

10889 Wellwalx _ 4 A
-L2.60-4.00-7 16-10

(«)

V6

Westwood 476-9441

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475 0711

THX/Ddby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11.56-2:30-5:06-7 40 10 25

UA CORONET
10849 Welworth
476-9441

JHMkitrt Stereo

'Fn 4

Body Chemiatry

1 10-115-5:25 74610 00

Sat Late Show 1200 am

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh al Westwood
476-0711

SR/Ddby Slerv.

The Guardian (R)

12 50310535800 1030

UA CORONET
10880 Welworlh

47S-9441

THXyDdby Stereo

•Fn

Far Out Um\
1 00 305 5 10 7 30 940

4 Sat Late Show 11 46 pm
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Selfish 'Stuff; Britain's fourpiece cliums out roclc 'n roll with 'Hup'

By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

If there ever was an import rock

*n roll band that the United States

needs, it's by far the U.K/s
whimsical fourpiece the Wonder-
stuff.

Fermented from all the natural

elements that make a good musical

brew, this quartet doesn't know the

meaning of outside input They're

selfish, they're uncompromising,

and they're only concerned with

making a good time of it all.

As guitarist Malcolm Treece

states it, "There's no point in

writing songs for anybody but

ourselves."

Since April of '86, the Wonder-
stuff has crafted the stuff that

dreams arc made of. And the funny

thing about it is that they don't

even try.

It began with four friends —
Treece, Miles Hunt (vocals/gui-

tar), Martin Gilks (drums), and
Rob Jones (bass) — who started

doing informal jams in and around

their hometown of Wolverhamp-
ton. There was no game plan.

There were no hopes for releasing

albums. The only concern was to

make the music that they wanted to

hear.

Britian 's Wonderstuffhas got the selfish attitude and they're going to flaunt it at the Hollywood
Palladium this evening.

;ouldhavc4V
were asked to perform at a local

pub. From there, the Wonderstuff

experienced a snowball effect,

with a hailstorm of enlightening

audience reaction demanding them
to perform more live shows and to

release their material on album.

So, the quartet was faced with a

unique dilemma. How would they

continue upon their selfish little

philosophy while simultaneously

giving the audience what they

wanted by compromising with a

record, label?

"Well," says Treece, "we chose

to release albums, but as far as

[iving people wharUicy wha t ttt

songs, we do it for ourselves. We
don't do it because we think people

will like them. There's just no
point in that."

With this ideology, one wonders

that they even got a record deal at

digs beneath the skin and tickles

the bone — this is the wonderful

sound of the wonderful British

band.

And how did the world take to

their do-it-my-way approach?

"I think," Tpecce comments.

we don't do that."

"We love to perform live," he

explains. "And we don't mind
releasing albums. But we don't

adhere to any outside pressures.

We're not into that sort of thing.

We leave that to the people who
want to be really successful and

really famous. And when we write

all. But they did (It sure shows
wlm Uic listeners^ and industjy "thingshavc worked out very well

of bouyant rock-until-you-drop

ditties. From the first album, A
Wish Away, 'Give Give Give Me
More More More,' and 'It's Yer
Money That I'm After Baby' all

found their way onto one chart or

another with both the States and
overseas.

The latest release Hup — as in

Hup, Two, Three, Four ... — has

managed to chum out similar

results, with 'Radio Ass Kiss,'

'Cartoon Boyfriend,* and
'Unfaithful.'

So how do they do it?

"I don't know," admits Treece.

"How do wc do it? Let's sec . . .

doo da doo da doo doo . . . Well,

whatever we do is us because wc
do it."

"Maybe it has something to do
with people rpacting to what we're

doing," he quickly adds. "There's

nothing belter than the feeling you

get when you're in the studio,

banging out a new song, and

everybody's smiling and having a

good laugh. That's the feeling we
always want to have."

As opposed to the good time

theory, it's quite easy to imagine

that Polygram might have their

sights set a bit higher for these four

lads — higher as in cash flow

ascension.

personnel know, huh?)

Polygram records has held onto

the Wonderstuff for the last three

years, releasing two dynamic LPs,

The Eight-Legged Groove
Machine and the current Hup,
A little quirky, always eclectic,

guitars and more guitars, an occa-"

sional fiddle, and a melody that

We just released a new single,

'Circle Square,' last week and it

already jumped up into the British

Top 20. That's a good thing. And
our eariier material has had similar

results. So it seems we're doing the

right thing."

To be more specific, the Won-
derstuff has spawned a whole slew

"Yeflh," says iho guitiirist,

"that's something the record com-
pany hasn't quite understood yet.

They can't understand it when we
say, 'Sure, we'd like to do well.

But we're not going to go out of

our way to enforce that.' We just

take it as it goes. If it happens, it

See WONDERSTUFF, page 21

-Present-

Tonight

X GALA

10:15 pm MYBCAUTirUL
LAUNDRCTTC

GALA WEEKLY EVENTS:
•GRADUATE LESBIAN RAP -

M 6-8 pm, Kinsey Hall 240 —
•LESBIANS OF COLOR RAP -

W 6:30-8:30 pm, Kinsey Hall 240

•GAY MEN'S RAP - M 7-9 pm. Geology 6704

•LESBIAN RAP - Tu 7-9, Rolfe 3123 -
'

'

•UNDERGRADUATE RAP (CO-SEXUAL) - Tu 12 noon, Ackerman Union 2408

•THURSDAY NITE SOCIALS -Th 7:30-9:30 pm. North Campus Room 22

•OUT (Opening Up Together) COUNSELING - M-Th 7-11 pm, call (213)825-8053

JOIN THE LESBIAN AND GAY ORGANIZATIONS OF UCLA IN

SUPPORTING- UNICAMP AT MARDI GRAS, MAY 17-20 - SIGN UP IN GALA OFFICE TO HELP

NEXT GALA MEETING: WEDNESDAY, MAY 23 AT 5 pm in KH500

The name
speaks for

itself...

<
CO
Z)

g
(0
Q.

r>u3At:A^
(213)825-8053 • Kerckhoff Hall 500

We're here because you are.
/

Midnight

The hfewDole Cafe. Discover freshest new taste inWestwood.

Cool ocean breezes whis-

pering over fields of the freshest,

juiciest fruits. Sleepy palms sway-
ing over pleasant conversation. Dole
began on the idyllic islands of

Hawaii, harvesting the sweetness

that basked in the warmth of the

tropic sun.

^4ow imagine a place as

refreshir^ as the islands. A light,

cozy place with cool breezes, warm
smiles and fresh mouth-watering

castes from our kitchen. Wheren ouf

you'll be surprised with the swift

ness of our service and appreciate

the care. Welcome to The Dole

Cafe, where we know what fresh

ness IS all about.

_ SALADS WITH STYLE
The Dole Cafe salads are original

creations made fresh daily! Feasts for

the eyes as well as healthy appetites.

From the mouth-watenng Pine-

apple Boat, mounded high with

a juicy selection of the seasons most
succulent fruits, to the 4pternational

flair of our Italian and Fiesta salads,

and a constantly changing assort-

ment of fresh pasta salads, you'll

never run out of e^citirig options.

Pineapple Fruit Boat

Variety of

-Daily Selections-

DOLF ORIGINALS
There's nothing more refreshung

than cool fruity I>)le Whip*, but

you've never had the chance to

experience the original taste sensa-

tions found only at T he I)ole Cafe.

Spoon your way through a thick

and creamy Dole Fruit Smcx^thie.

a frothy blend of l>)le Whip, fruit

juice and fresh fruit Sip a light and

refreshing I>)le I>lite.- Dig into the

sheer decadence of an Aloha Split

$4.50

Sm $2.5()

Rg $3.95Fruit, Pasta, Fiesta,

Chef or Italian—

with choice of

gourmet dressings

SOUPS WITH CHARACTER
Whether it's the savory goodness -

of our Vegetable Beef, chock full of

the best nature's garden has to

offer, or the zesty flavor of Broccoli

Cheese, the down-home gocxlness

of our sensational soups will keep

bnrgir^ you back __«__

Daily Selections Bowl $ 1 .75

Vegetable Beef, Chicken

Noodle, Broccoli Cheese,

Cream of Potato, Clam
Chowder or Cheddar Cheese

SANDWICHES THAT SATISFY
Seafood salad on a flaky croissant'^

Lean and tasty ham on a crispy

kaiser roll'^ Tender turkey breast on
healthy whole wheat bread'?^

We've got the choices. You make
the decisions.

Turkey, Roast Beef. Ham, $3.50

Tuna Salad. Chxken Salad,

Seafood Salad

—served on whole wheat bread,

croissant or kaiser roll

. COMBINEAND CONQUER
With tempting options like

this It's hard to fight the urge

to mix and match. Go ahead,

be our guest.

Soup & Small Salad $3.95

Soup & Half Sandwich $3.50

Sm. Salad & Half Sandwich $3.95

Three Salad Sampler $4.25

or get onginal and create your

own sundae with one of six Dole

Whip flavors. And feel gcxxl about

yourself. iSbn-dairy Doit: Whip has

no cholesterol and is low in calories'

BEVERAGES AND DESSERTS
Dole Fruit Delites

:
$} 50-

Strawberry, Orange. Raspberry

or Tropical

I>)le Fruit Smoothies $2.25

Strawberry. Orange, Raspberry

or Trppical

Dole Juices Si .'^0

Pineapple, Pint-Orarige-Banana,

Pine-Orange-Guava

Dole Whip Sm Cup $1 25

OraiTge, Rg.CupSl95
Pineapple, Peach, Cone S 1 .25

Raspberry.

Strawberry or Vanilla

ExtraTbppings S .5(L

Dok- Whip Sundaes $2.25

Hot Fudge, Strawberry, Mixed
Fruit, Pineapple or Chocolate

Create Your Own Sundae %2.75

Aloha Split $3 95

Discover our little island.

Come to The l3ole C^fe Discover

our fresh ideas ab(3ut food Our
fresh ideas about service And
remember our quality. You have

our name on it'

IIFES^S LrrTLE FRESHEaiWTTH

FREE DOLE WHIP!
rVesent this coupon with your purchase

of any Dole Cafe salad, soup or sandwich and get a

Dole Whip cone or small cup absoluteJy free!

OJtef expres Jliy 1. 1990
One coupon per purchase Not vaW wiJh any olher cMi^jon or dscourt

Comer of Westwood Blvd.& Lindbrook in Westwood Village

CI990 The Dole Cafe

Open M-Th llam-lOpm,Fn.& Sat. llam-midni^xt.

I 7
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ii'j^vi^vf'^^^-j^r!^/ 'miicl more flAlr«

liliiiiilii^^^^ more audience.

i p» 58,200 daily.

LA RAZA IN FILM, VIDEO, AND THE PERFORMANCE ARTS SERIES

presents

(THE NORTH)

1984 Academy Award Nominee
WRIHEN AND DIRECTED BY GREGORY NAVA

it A
MONDAY, MAY 14

7:30PM— MELNITZ THEATER
Admission is FREE!

Gregory Nava, OCLA alumni, will be present to discuss
his experiences in the entertainment industry.

Spawartd ky UCU CklcanoAatiR* Film and Tdavision Assgciation

vmi tiM CPC •! dM PU

^orum on the causes and consequences of events at Tiananmen Square
*

^ China Experts include: ^

JEROME COHEN
China Business Specialist

PHILIP HUANG
Director. UCU Center for Chinese Studies

• ORVILLE SCHELL <
Journalist arxi scholar

RICHARD SOLOMON
Asst. Secretary of State for East Asian Affairs!

CHI
A FUTURE IMPERFECT

12. 1990 9-4 PM $50 General Admission (includes lunch)

$1 Students (will full time ID)

UCU FACULTY CENTER. CALIFORNIA ROOM
Sponsored by UCLA Center for Pacific Rim Studies
For more information call (213) 206-8258
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Do you wanna dance ?:Andre Tyson and Renee Robinson in
Alvin Alley's 'Revelations.

'

Grace under pressure:
Alvin Alley dancers send Wiltem
spinning with dynamic, sexy show

By Heidi Parker

Contributor

DANCE: The AMn AHey American Dance Theater. At the Wiltem Theater Tue -

Sat. May 8 12 ate p.m and Sat & Sun. May 12and 13at2p.m. Tid^elsa»$31 50
$27.50 and $12.50 for students with valid ID/reg card. Student tickets can be
purchased at the UCLA Central Ticket Office (cash only) or at Tici^etmaster outtets.

Sexy is just 100 sinfipic of a word to describe the extravaganza per-
formed by the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater Company
Wednesday evening, which was presented by the UCLA Center for
Pcrformii ^^

WONPERSTUFF
From page 18

happens. And it seems to be

happening . .
."

"You know," he quickly quips,

"we did have an idea that we
wanted to do it. After the first

album, we were going to call the

band the Eight-Legged Groove
Machine and the album Hup. And
for the next album, we were going
to call the band the Hup and the

album blah blah and whatever and
so on and so forth. It's a bit

confusing but it would*ve been a

good laugh. Obviously, though,

the record company wasn't too

enthusiastic about the idea."

So, you canU win 'em all, but at

least they've managed to cfo the

next best thing, in terms of keeping
things to themselves.

Although, as is typically the

case, their popularity in the U.S.

doesn't reign as supreme as in the

U.K. Yet, with the days rolling on
into the harmonious spring sunset,

the Wonderstuff are slowly, but

surely, adding their own shades of

color to the portrait.

For their current tour, support-

ing the Mission U.K. (they'll

KOVIC

perform the Hollywood Palladium
this evening) they've picked up a

sizeable following, often winning
over those pessimistic fans who
don't particularly care for opening
bands.

"It's rather fun," adds Treece.
"It's hard work. But it's great to

see people getting into the music
and having a good time. That's
what it's all about."

"What we've been doing in our
live shows," he elaborates, "is

playing four or five new songs that

we haven't recorded yet. We do
that to piss people off. It',s our
period during the show where we
can be selfish, and not have to rely

on past material. We're not loo

keen on relying on the past. But, so
far, it all seems to go over rather

well."

As to any hints for the new
material, Treece doesn't particu-

larly wish to expand beyond the

description of "new." However, to

demonstrate that the Wonderstuff
isn't all too selfish, he does offer

that it won't be disappointing.

So giab someone's alteirtlar^^
Actually, gi^bnaiot j^
Advei1;)a^]ii:itbil^

^••^.

'' • .
' •

.

'.•.••

From page 16

"I have, to adm it thall wasn' t sure ifQlivor' § choice of Tomrriii t^owflM

THE UCLA AFRICAN STUDENT
UNION—dHzCONJUNCTION WITH

The New York based dance company put on a spectacular show at the
Wiltem theater, which mixed raw passion with skill, precision and grace.
The performers danced to a different tune with a set of new choreogra-
phers to extend the work and style of the late Ailey, who began the com-
pany in 1958.

A predominantly black dance company, the troope's performances
draw largely upon sultry rhythms and a samba — jazzy style. Probably
the most captivating aspect of the choreography is the intertwining of
dancers and mix of music, which is why "sexy" is just too simple of a
word. It's more like an organized dance session that releases inhibitions.
The evening began with choreographer Talley Beatly's Come and Get

The Beauty Of It Hot, which is actually a collection of various dances.
The audience roared in amazement (a lively audience at that) when a
woman was carried on stage by a ladder that was supported by two men.
She managed to straddle the prop, executing her twists and lifts, while the
two men danced below. The impact was dramatic as the trio moved to soft
ballads by Natalie Cole.

The sensual environinent of nigjit-life in the city

was recreated in the dance Corigo Tango Pciace^
which included all of the dancers performing diat
evening. WiA nothii^ but a black back^x>uiTS and
colored l^ts, die company began slowly as they
pranced across the stage.

The sensual environment of night-life in the city was recreated in the
dance Congo Tango Palace, which included all of the dancers
performmg that evening. With nothing but a black background and
colored lights, the company began slowly as they pranced across the,
stage. The music created tension, constantly building and building,
pickmg up the dancers and elevating them into a passionate ballet. The
piece was a constant climax that never let the audience down.
The second half of the show was more steady and powerful. Episodes,

choreographed by Ulysses Dove, took the audience into another
dimension. With music by Robert Ruggieri, the tempo was quick and the
contact between dancers, hypnotizing.
The common theme throughout the performances was contact. The

center was usually on two dancers, but there was always a third or fourth
on the side. If there were two men, there was one woman involved, and
vice-versa. This combination constructed a triangle relationship, which
allowed for jealousy, pouUng and aggression that added a Hair of realism
and emotion to the skits.

The last set. Shards, was choreographed by Donald Byrd with music
by Mio Morales. By this time, the audience was at the edge of their seats,
clapping and howling randomly. A Carribean touch enhanced the
creation as the impact became increasingly intense. Flipping, grabbing,
pulling and pushing to the steady beat of drums brought the event to a
peak, typical of the raw mixes that Ailey was famous for.

Because of the death of Ailey last year, the company has appointed a
new art director, Judith Jamison. A close friend of Alley's, Jamison
su-ivcs to preserve the style and unique rhythm that made the Ailey dance
company one of the most recognized in the nation. Whereas the
company's work in the past was mostly earthy and raunchy, the new
material seems more refined and spunky. While the technique is the
same, the general look is sleeker, with black and white costumes, partial
lighting of the stage and a quick but sultry samba.
The Ailey Company will perform until Sunday and tickets arc

available through lickcUnaslcr. Each showing will include different
performances, all of which are sure to be as spectacular and electric as tlie

masterpieces presented in the past.

nght. I definitely had my doiibts whether Tom could portray my life and
what I went through or the incredible intensity and passion of the amaz-
ing historic period we passed through ... so Oliver suggested that Tom
and I meet.

Stone brought Cruise to Kovic's home where Kovic was "immediately
impressed" with Cruise's enthusiasm and commiunent.

"I always remember when Tom began to describe what the story of my
life meant to him," related Kovic, "and what his understanding of the
story was. He was so articulate, so perceptive, it was amazing.

"Let me tell you, I started to cry, I really had tears streaming down my
face. All of the sudden realized, Tom understood, Tom understood. It was
a healing experience for such a young man such as Tom, from another
generation, another time, to understand.

"I told Tom and Oliver that I felt like that I was passing the torch in the
kitchen that day to Tom, and Tom was going to carry the message against
war even further."

Cruise and Kovic began working together just before Cruise was to
film Rain Man. They went to the Veteran's Administration Hospital in
Long Beach, and through Westwood and the UCLA campus. Cruise
U-aveled via wheelchair right along with Kovic to feel his part.

'Tom was amazing," said Kovic. "Once we got to the parking lot at
UCLA, Tom wouldn't justjump out and pull the chair up, he'd challenge
himself to get the chair out and to get in. As far as he was concerned, he
was paralyzed and in wheelchair from the moment we got into that park-
ing lot. He was very dedicated."

Being in a wheelchair changed how people looked at Cruise and how
Cruise looked at people.

"What's amazing is that people do not recognize Tom once he was in a
wheelchair," said Kovic. He didn't have any disguise other than the fact
that he was sitting down. We used to laugh together because once he
stood up, people began recognizing him."

There was evjfn an instance where Cruise faced some of the major
problems Kovicyis constantly confronted with. One day during Cruise's
'training,' they wheeled into a Westwood electronics shop, that had a
rubber mat on the floor. Apparently, while Cruise was looking at some
items, the manager asked to him to leave because he was marking the
mat.

•Tom could not believe it," remembers Kovic, "and he started
shouting. His exact words were *Do you believe this? Do you believe
this?' Finally, he left the store, incensed.

"I went outside, pretty calm, and he looked at me and said, 'do you deal
with this everyday? I can't believe this!' and he was still sitting in his
chair, he never got up though he was really angry he was treated that way.

"I said, Tom, this is what discrimination is."

Dance, dance, dance
By Parrel Ramsey ^

Contributor

DANCE: Intersections of Time Friday and Saturday May 1 1 and 12 at 8 p.m at the
UCLA Dance Building in Room 208 at 8 p.m. Tix: $4.50 general. $3 students. Avail-
able at CTO.

Anna Djanbazian and Emile Hassan Dyer will present this weekend a

program of modem dance choreography that will demonsu-ate their

personal dance philosophies as well as fulfill the requirements of their

MA. candidacy at UCLA.
The concert's title. Intersections of Time, refle(;ls the choreographers'

varied experiences with architecture, rituals, living in foreign lands and
curvilinear lines.

Djanbazian will present Open Air Museum, a dance u-ipiych. In this

dance, Djanbazian introduces Armenian architectural motifs and
personifies them with the aid of slides and dancers.

THE BROTHERS OF OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC.,

LAMBDA CHAPTER

PROUDLY PRESENT

AFRICAN CULTURE HIGHT 1990
ACXERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

MONDAY, MAY 14, 1990
7 - 1© PM

FEATURING

FAITHFUL CENTRAL GOSPEL CHOIR
DflMBE WEST AFRICAN DANCERS
AFRO-CARRIBEAN ENSEMBLE
CARRIBEAN CONNECTION
SAPHI'S FASHION SHOW
QUEENS OF THE NILE

AFRICAN VENDORS AND INDIGENOUS AFRICAN CUISINE
WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE

FUNDEDBYTHK CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMnTKKOF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES HOARD AND
ASUCIA USAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING COMMIITEE

DekNtteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,
(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm In Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.
English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto
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Upon the Hills of Westwood the snow begins

its drift to the walls and turrets

of the festive castle where revelers

prepare for the tradition which is... _^

\^A^.2^I^

Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets 6 Personal 10

i Hn i m iim iiii n ' »^wni»>ii» P^Hi<>^i*44i»tstil*fcW>i»*(i!i'i

GREEKWJIYER
Anniversary Sale

25% Off UCLA and Greek Sweats

I ^C^ • RUSSELL*
•BASSETT WALKER*

fn^ Pelimff Tkhfs^

pesearch volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
ANGELS - DODGERS

A>^ MADONNA
Eric Clapton - White Snake - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

' Fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-AO

(213) 205-0838 All Events "
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Alpha Tau Omega
May 12

9:00 pm

Good Deals 7 Personal 10

lAE—
Even the we couldn't

go for a cruise,

We Still had fun in

our p.j. 's with you!

Thanks for the

awesome pajama
exchange!

Love,

Pi Phi

For Big Brothers of Los Angeles

$3 Dofiatdon Requested

Invite only

I.D. required

"Don't Drink and Drive.
55

3 PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO

Free 8

Alooholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon Discussion, Thurs Booti Study

Fri Siep Slidv AU 35r iMj • 115
Tues -3-7 ir NR 081 77. Wed Osoasion

NPIC8538 12101.00
For alcohoics or indwiduati wtto have a

dnnionQ praMerri

(21i) 3S7-8316

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate. 6/1 7 please contact
the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055

FEMALE HAIRMODELS needed for n^edium
and short length styles. Carlton Hair, West-
sideShari (213)453-4369.

Miscellaneous

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.
(213)204-2016 West LA.

SAM

Personal 10

Good Deals

Overeaters Anonymous
The Final Solution for Anorexics.

Vomiters, and Overeaters

Monday noon-1pm. ACK 3517
Thursday noon-lpm. NPI 0-8-550

Good Deals

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too
small. (213)556-2869.

'

FREE DENTAL CLEANING PLUS PAY. Candi-
dates needed for Dental Hygiene Board Exami-
nation June 2nd or 3rd. (213)3^5-3203.
Screening after May 18th.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

ST. JUDE'S NOVENA- May the Sacred Heart of

Jesus be adored, glorified, loved, and pre-

served throughout the world now and forever.

Sacred Heart of Jesus, pray for us St Judie,

worker of miracles, pray for us. Help of the

hopeless, pray for us. Say this prayer 9 times a

day; by the 8th day your prayer will be
answered. It has never been known to fail.

Publication must be promised. Thank you, St.

Jude, for granting my petition. Marlena.

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, excetra. Free pick-up/
delivery and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

5>«^

^C
II bDB^

You^ve drank and
Partied all year; but foi

i what?
w.

..•
•"

Thanks for

the

"^fantastic

;hang<

Saturday, Mj^ 12th at 9:00

Diafit Gud Required

BudDry
'AjV

Haydeh Bchbehani
(ALH)

Congrats on

Mortarboard!
Guess Who.

Phi Psi
Research Subjects 12

Sj)iiii$>i€irocl liy

ILLAGE DELI idweiser]

I

I

I

I

I

I

feS^^>yw FLOMSf
Don't miss the pleasure of sending

fresh /lowers on Mother's Day...

Call our 24-hr line for flower or balloon
orders. All major credit cards accepted.

213-477-3333

I

I

I

I

I
Mention this ad and get $5.00 ofT orders of $20 or more |

(except wire outs) I

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Mf \fWMIUt

Attt^iitioii!

('raiiiJMlion ( irlrhr.it iot)

lor <];irrl NrfTnimr

roniulil 7i:M) \r;ipij|roV
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'I anno\ ices
"" .)^

Spring mat at

'ifte jona / Cluh
r^.-^ i 111 M >

.t
V*' .»«'

Chi Omega wants to thank all

of our fantastic ISVT coaches:

Ben Rcnda
Ted Noble
Shannon Naulls

Josh Hacker
Kliot Canter

We ^ You!
•^' t?^^pmmf^ f^'Mr^^M'^MffMYiiM^M

AN AStHMA STUDY KESEAKCH SUH|ECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLf^FK
INTERESTED IN TRYING NfW ASTHMA ME
DICATION' COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN
vol VES o: ncE visits in wla you wii l

BE PAlb I OR your PARTICIPATION,
(211)820-6574

HAPI*Y ( AMILIES with rhiidrcn ages 8 to 1 3

Two hours participation Receive free mini

seminar on family relationships plus $ 1 Call

Elizabeth (213)825-0215

HEALTHY, male volunteers, 18 and older

needed for injection of radioactive isotope to

image the brain, heart or bones. Bloods taken

$50(y2hrs. Call M-F 11-3 (-213)825-1118

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor

monc study. Receive $25 Call for details .

^

'

(213)825 3921

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attenlional prob
lems 7-11 years needed for LXTLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation (21.3)825 0392

NORMAL HEAL THY BOYS 3 1 1 year^ needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 ar>d

have 4 sceintific learning experience.
(213)825 0392.

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

hormooc patterns in rxKmal menstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

t—r-
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

The Brothers of <^KI present

the 66th annual

To Benefit the United Way

j) Tonite - 9:30 Invite Only

breadstiks
UnifcadWiay

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

HE^EARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw. joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects mu{»l+iave had problem b-mbhtfts Or

more and havtf' received prior unsuccessful

treatment If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint •njection which may reduce pain and
noise. $lCX).oo received upon completion
TMJ X ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental
Clinical research center. (213)825-9792--

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Wcstwood Marquis
Hotffl, hair mode's nc?Hed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vtckt (213) 208-91

3

2

FREE HAIRCUTAIarlton Hair Beverly Center
Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855-9076
TuesySat. 11-7.

Health Services 22

Wanted 15

BILLY JOEL - Did you tape him at Ackerman?
I'd love a copy. Call )on (213)209 0477.

PARKING NEEDED ASAP- Around/near cam-
pus Will help me plenty!! (213) 514-2477
Leave a message.

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirts

(213) 470-4323

ArrnUNT INC ASST . neadod for B rentwood
publishing firm. Experience with accounts
payable and data entry. Familiarity with com-
puters is a plus. 20-30hrs per week. %7IUt.,

contact 479-6512 x141.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance
office. Must type 50 wpm., good oralAvritten

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

AI3MINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. PT, for busy
female entrepreneur in Santa Monica. Seeking
bright, organized person w/ good WordPerfect
and phone skills to work Monday thru Thurs-

day, 9-1 $6-10^hr. + benefits. (213)393-0244.

AGGRESSIVE sales and marketing person for

our new WesLside office. Great opportunity for

advancement in nationally expanding charter
cruise operation Sales experience and refer-

cnccs necessary. (213)491-1000.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
riSHFRIES Earn $600^/week in cannery,
$8,000-$! 2,(K)0-t- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For
68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlakc Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncond^i-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

EARN TOP DOLLAR
Join Career Strategics

Temporary Inc.

Sp>ccializing In Placing
• secretaries • word

prcKcssors • data entry
clerks • proofreaders •

receptionists •

• general clerical •

Call Amy Focrestcr

(213)385-0440

Sperm Donor 19

h-
-

University

Students & Faculty—

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village. Opportunities 26

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

FAKN $10,000/mo or more. Have the courage
to call. It could make you rich. (21 3)280-3558.

EARN up lo

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

For ^nlo'^al 0^

(8' 8) %r, 38«3 I'O"! yOi' s.!" c D.ilion

W///

ARTIST wanted to design logo for Fantasy
Baseball Team. Please call Kim
(213)478-6715

ARTS INSTRUCTOR- For summer day-camp
in WLA Use verious art media to provide a

creative program to children 4-13. (213)
472-7474.

ASST. MCR Raskin Robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nightsAvcekends,
Westwood village and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048

WORK FOR #1
Do you want a fast-paced job
where each day is different &
filled with problem solving?

Kelly Temporary Services is

looking for EVALUATION
SUPERVISORS for our CULVER
CITY office. You will evaluate
applicant skills, interview &,hire

We offer a competitive salary and
excellent benefits in a stable firm
that promotes from within.

College degree preferred.

Interested applicants, please
call

Mimi Gaertner 213-645-0750

4954 Van Noyt BivO Shi'man Oait

Temporary
Services

10 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

IMMEDIATE
JOBS

TOP DOLLAR — Work your
hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent
^bs at LA's prestige ~

hospitals, MD offices and
industrial firms.

All skills required.

Aames Personnel

271-6164

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

GOLD ARROW CAMP
on Huntington Lake in the Sierra National
Forest. Hiring highly motivated male cabin

counselors and male/female Instructors for:
Day hiking, rockclimbing, ropes course,
archery, arts and crafts, and waterfront.
Call our camp office for an application.

(213)545-3233
W

BE YOUR OWN BOSS THIS FALL. CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES SOUGHT TO SUPERVISE
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTION AND COOR-
DIANTE CAMPUS PUBLICITY. EARN UP TO
$1,000.00 OR MORE. SEND RESUMES TO:
CRIMSON & BROWN ASSOCIATES, 1430
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, SUITE 1003,
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138. INDICATE SUM-
MER ADDRESS.

COUNTER HELP, Venice Beach. Fun at the
beach. Weekends, very busy, $6Air. Scott
(213)305-8830.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Through statements. Sharp
Century City office. R/E Management Co,
opportunity for advancement; aggressive,
take-charge. To $50k. (213)557-0142.

Field sales. Imported
woolen fabrics, unlimited
earnings, bilingual Ko-

rean/English.

Call J & J products
(213) 624-1840.

GENERAL OFFICE assistant. PT for entertain-

ment management firm. Filing, copying, light

typing, and phones. Must be dependable,
responsible, with own car. Non-smoking envi-

ronment. (213)934-8002.

GRAPHIC ARTIST. Starling PT, possible FT
during summer. Type, design on Macintosh.
$5-Sa^hr. (213)397-3900.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking lips particular to Hawaii,
send $1 lo Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

INSURANCE SALES/CUSTOMER SERVICE.
PT/FT, experience auto & health.
(213)392-0631.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY- Needs help,

10 P/T, $500-$1,500/mo, 10 F/T,
$2,000- $6,000/mo. Full training. Start now!
(213) 441-1610.

LAB RFS TECH: extensive experience in South-
erns and DNA sequencing required. Call Dr.

Pultst (213)855-5166.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the
counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

aflcmoon. $5-$7^r. Beverly Glen Blvd. 3
miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0788.

CAMPAIGN STAFF Pad your resume and
wallet at the same time. VOTER REVOLT.
Make Prop. 103 work. 11 offices statewide
On-campus interviews. $250-400/wk.
(213)475-8110.

n^/WCTlNSTkucTOK- Wanted for j crcailvc
arts summer day-camp u\ WLA. Teach mod-
ern, folk, and ethnic dance techniques and
creative movement to children ages 4-13
(213) 472-7474.

DANCER/I^NTERTAINER Earn $300-5700 per
week. Part-time. Call (818)895-0605.

DATA ENTRY. EARN EXTRA INCOME WED-
NESDAY AND THURSDAY STARTING
$6.50/HR. 20 HRSAVK HOLLYWOOD
(213)461-4048. MARK

MAKE $100 av^cvcnings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)9621874

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
f i ling. PT ar 1 1, r iomhif hou>&, BovcF Jy qrog:
area. (213)653 0718.

MOTHER'S HELPER- P/T; Santa Monica, flexi-

ble hours, 10-15 hrs/wk aprox., $5Air. (213)

458-1232 Ask for Billie

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

LAW FIRM
nee(Js motivate(j person

to (Jo challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to fiel(j.

Please sen(j resume

vv/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

m
%

vrnm: Wmm
CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER for small private

college 7pm-3amor9pm-5am $5.1 5 to start

(21.1)541-7775.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part-time. Apply~It
7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

periencc preferred M F, afternoons, Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158

CENTURY Cinr firm is looking for an exper-
ienced receptionist lo handle busy multiline

phone system. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thurs
days, 2:00-6:30 p.m. $l(Vhour. Professional

appearance, excelien* phone voice required
Please call (213)553-8871, extension 281.

CHEERLfcADING MODERATOR JV volleyball

coach Aug 27 Nov 2, $800 4hrsAvk. June-
February Salary negotiable )V Tennis Coach
Aug. 27.November 2 lOhrs./wk
$800/scason |V Basketball Coach November
19 February 8 - lOhrvWk. $800 season All

girls High School (213)461-3651

Cheviot hills recreation center seeks
counselors to staff its summer day, sports,

drama, and preschool camp tunc 25- August
31 $6 25/h' 35-»- hours/week
(213)837 5186

CLERK/CASHIER. Full-time, WLA Pharmacy.
Experience preferred Personable, depend-
able Call Nelson. (213)8.39 1 158.

DAY CAMP STAFF needed -cnunselor, prog-
ram specialists and nurse Call Carl Dugas
(213)837-1362 after 6pm.

DENTAL assistant Tuesdays and Thursdays.
8;30-5:.30pm. Pacific Paiisadcs Pltasanl C)f-

fice. $8/hr (21 3)454 1 0f, 1

DRAMA SPECILAISTS- Wanted for summer
day-camp, WLA Plan drama activities rehear-
sals, performances and help children 4 'A to

utulize and develop their creative p<Mential

(213) 472-7474.

DRIVER. Mature, responsible person to drive 8
& 12 yr. olds to auditions and after-school

activities. (2 13)201 9248, (213)9.36 9526

DRIVERS wanted for Mother's Day in village

flower shop. Must have van. Thurs-Sat. Call
Brian (213)208 4000 :-

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted.
$1 OOea on accepted designs Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties
of SpaLz Footwear 3407 W 6th St, Uml 80(> LA
CA 90020 (21.3)736-5194

Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply in person at:

The Cockpit
9609 urtiG Sanfa Monica BI.BH.

1 block West of Rodeo

Full & Part time
posltior^ available.

(213) 274-6900

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub .

—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

r Great job!
Wc are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist
to answer phone in a busy

office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits. Will
train ri^ht person. Casual,
dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody ,

453-1817 '

EXTRAS r>e€dc?d for film ^ri6 commercials Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am.5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FAST-PACE L) MElilA BUYING FIRM has entry
level position available immediately for detail

orientated person with analytical and problem
solving skills lo assist tiacking order response
for clients. FAX resume to (21 3)829 4454 Attn:

Order Response OR mail to: Williams Televi-

sion Time, 1 630 2 1 st Street, Santa Monica, CA.
90403 Attn: Order Response. _^
FATBURGEK WANTS YOU HIRING fOK ALl
SHIFTS AND POSITIONS. UP TO $6/HRr
10955 KENROSS AVE. (213)208-7365.

FILE CLEKK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic
office. Experience preferred (213)472 7235

fRFE DELIVERY TICKETS needs ctcrk' for
general office work. 3 mornings/wk, 10- 2pm
and pA weekends 8/h- (21 .1) 20'? 0830,

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. Work from
home or office. FT/PT. Call for interview

(213)474-4095, ( 2 1 3 )8 7 1 - 8 5 6 7

,

(818)377-5127.

EARN BIG BUCKS CAMPUS CONNECTION
NEEDS AMBITIOUS STUDENTS SELL AD
SPACE FOR THE TOP COLLEGE MAGAZINE
TRAINING/ MATERIALS/ AND SUPPORT
PROVIDED. (ROBIN OR jAY) (800)342-51 18.

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-
CATION. (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME HELP NEEDED- For 1 -person der

matologist office. 1 :00-5:00 Friday afternoons,

some Sat. mornings, 8:30-12:30. (213)
826-5949.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392 5644

OLtlSF SHU' lOB*^ oppcrturtty g„icjp

$3tJ0 59CX) WtT!<i> (.-iWlJ'^;/ 'Kb» Fxt rs

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique
High commi.'iione' QUICK

, l^ASbL' Pnvat^ ->vsion

Id! 11 pm (21 3)& '4-4656

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

PEOPLE to sell flowers in Westside and West
FHollywood Restaurants. Short hours. Evenings.

Great pay. Car and insurance a must.
(213)b59 7088

PERSONAL ASSISTANT preferably with 4.2

WordPerfect experience To develop freelance

business with creative director, writer, pro
ducer (Former International Model ) lor share

in profit Exciting opportunity Flexible hours
Beautiful studio at top of Laurel Canyon near

Hollywood Blvd (213)650 7429

PART-TIME Assistant for Orthopedic surgery
clinical research. Computer experience help-

ful. Flexible hours. $7/hr. (213)533-2716
""

$78+ BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY
EARN MONEY WORKING AT
HOME. FREE DETAILS
WRITE TO:
NETWORK—DEPT. U
1039 S. STANLEY AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019

PRESCHOOLD assistant teacher, part or full

lime. Beginnein July. Must have expereincc
and child development units Starting

$7.5Q/hr. (213)394-0463.

PRESCHOOL TEACHER. Experienced for a

creative preschool. Summer and/or fall. Excel-

lent salary/ benefits. Tarzana area
(818)881-9707.

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr

plus free dry cleaning. Year-round position.

(213)474-8525.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist—

—

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT Westwood law
firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and
beverages to attorneys and clients Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment Call
Shawn Derfer at (213)478-2541

PA SECRETARY OH ICE MANAGER in doc
tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-
ginning salary $9.50+ depending on expert

ence. 121 3)208-3700, (21 3)208-6770.

P/T, people needed to take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am or 6am.-3pm
Earn $6/hr. Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training. Call RGIS
(818)842-6631.

Secretary P/T
Highly literate, classical music

lover preferred, word

processing, flexible hours.

(213) 836-2076.

P/T WLA CHIROPRACTIC office assistant 5

afternoons, type, computer, filing. Must be
self-starter. Deborah (713)473-4400

P/T WORDPROCESSOR wanted for fast paced
research firm in WLA area. Knowledge of

WordPerfect 5.0 and Lotus required $10/hr

Call Lucille (213)820-8521

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT. G 30 HRS Strong

secretarial skills, Macintosh required. Wcst-
mark Investments (213)936-6205.

RECEPTIONIST- Cra^y, fast paced & fun ad-

vertising agency in Santa Monica seeks a

responsible receptionist, flexible person re-

quired with typing, filing, .& other general

office skills Non-smoking environment. Lor

immediate consideration, please call: (Wil-

liams Television Time, Inc (213) 828 H6(K)

Ask for Kathy Braus
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PT receptionist/ typist for Santa Monica medi
cal office Call Wanda at (213)829 9.396

The Best Campus Job

Earn %ll\\x. plus bonus
We train. ..you gain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Stiarpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call ttie

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or

thopedic office. Experience preferred,
(213)472-7235. ^^_^J
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED f T/I'T in Westwood
Cellular of Southern California. Call Amy or

)im (213)473 6299

RECEPTIONIST, PT Beverly Hills law office,

MW 9-5. Call Mr Howard (213)273-2458

^••••••••••••••••^
-¥. Westwood Sporting Goods J'' Neods part bme help afternoons & Satudays ^^ duing sdud Very flexibte scheduiel ^
^ Expenenoe rxjt necessary Ful bme '^

^ ompkiyment needed dunng summer ^^ Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave. ^^ Westwood Village ^
}••••••••••••••••*
RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M--F 9—4, If you're presently em-

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS Temporary help

needed for five-week project to do telephone
follow-up, evenings 5 -9pm, Monday • Thurs-

day $7.8(Vhr Campus location. Contact Carol

or Tina at California Seif-Help Center,

(213)825-7990 by May 22, for more
information.

TIRED of nowhere jobs with nowhere pay? If

you're truly ready for a change, call Stove.

(213)969-0191

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred Attractive, out-

going, friendly Marcia (213)475 6221,
(21.3)487-1780.

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION Co looking for sales

people to distribute tapes in specialty stores

Commission PA, FA Send Resume; DSI Inc.,

279 S Beverly Drive Suite 101 7, BevCrly Hills,

90212, ATT: jacqui

WANTED. Assistant to Real EslateA-oan

Broker. Afternoons flexible to school schedule.

$a/hr. (213)475-0200.

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packi/ig and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required 20 hrsAvk. Flexible lo fit schedule
$5/hr. (213)828-8537

WEEKEN[3 PROGRAM TECHNICIAN for the

developmcntally disabled To work every
other weekend, implementing recreational

and life activity programs Preference given to

couples or majors m related area. SI 25 per

person per weekend. (213)671-5791,
played Of a»ood.ng schoo l , ca ll for a special MMHW} IWH. (l'1 .1)730. lOflg

ACCOUNTING CLERK/BOOKKEEPR/
ADMINSTRATIVE ASSIST FA positions for

college grads Must speak gcKxi English, must
type, and be organized Call Jackie (213)
624-6266 Any major, will tram

A SMALL- INDEPENDENT Production
CoyGroup Management Co tjffenng an In

ternship w/pay, to a student who is oriented in

the Music Industry/Business. Office and orga-

nizational skills are necessary Perfect oppor
lunity to learn the basics of music production
and promotion $400/mo Call
(213)851 9210 -

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!' Up to $175/hr No
,
experience necessary. Flexible, hours. By ap—pointment only. 12001 Ventura Place, 3rd
floor. Studio City, off the 101 freeway, east

ofLaurel Canyon Blvd., in the green glass

building FLASHCAST (213)661-7982

BRIDAL RINGS JEWELRY CO Has openings
for full & part-time salespeople. Call Art

(213)627-7619.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY GROWING PERIO-
DONTAL office seeks bright, motivated person
to assist office administrator. Dental experi-

ence a plus but not necessary Salary based on
experience (213)937-4288. Rcnae

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/DESIGNER 4th

relational database m Entertainment industry

Programming or accounting experience re-

quired Sf^ (818)784-628H

DENTAL HYGIENIST and denial assistant, m
Santa Monica RDA preferred Ck>od salary

and benefits (213)393 9664

LOAN REPRESENTATIVE TRAINING Excel
lent opportunity to become a loan rep w/ a

mortgage company No exp necessary, com
plete training provided in this lucrative indus-

try Sharp neat appearence a must. Call jim
Elkins (818)449-7283.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview patients,'

review records Strong wnting/typing skills

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. $12-15Air Full-time Call

fRI Mrriiral fvniTiH lltm K«yMPr.i

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023

Ask for Margaret.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT. PA work in Santa

Monica, Flexible hours. Assistant entertain-

ment attorney no background necessary

Wage between $6-1Q/hr. (21 3).396-4224

SECRETARY wanted. FA or PA, no experience

necessary M-F, 9-6pm. Flexible. W. Holly-

wood. (213)962-9014

WRITERS WANTED $18-$27/hr. Sen,d re

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood. CA 90028

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants

Must be experienced with young children

Summer only. Tarzana a^ca (818)881 9707

application

Job Opportunities 32

Summer and Beyond
Earn $3,000/mo or more on
commission based eciuca-

tional materials marketing m
exciting new project.

Call David (818) 995-0566.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours '

•Lots of Work*
Men, Wonxin, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

STILL LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT SUM
MER JOB. Spend a summer in the Southern
Sierra Mountains. Cooks & kitchen helpers

needed for private summer resident camp.
Experience in food preparation helps, but hard
workers and enthusiasm most important ingre-

dient. Room-board and good salaries. Call

lameson Ranch Camp (805)536-8888.

STUDENTS! Have fun this summer working in

teams painting homes! Earn S6-8/hr. plus

bonuses. Call Waylon, 1 (800)4 26»-6441

.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT
Earn $2500-53500. National campaign posi-

tions to pass Clean Air Act, slop toxic

pollution, tighten pesticide controls, and
promote recycling. Available in 18 states and
DC. Interviews on campus 5/16, 17, 18. Call

Kate toll-free at: 1-800-75-EARTH.

SUMMER JOBS 1 1 offices statewide Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give

the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advancement opportuni-

ties $250-40Q/wk. (213)475-8110.

SUMMER JOB. Local private country club
needs salesperson in golf shop to help in

women's sales. Call Rick (213)934-6050.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEGUARDS Earn:

$12-$l4Air. Great job! Call, Lifeguard Swim
Lessons: (818)3f>6-7818, (21.3)274-8042

TEACHER-needs qualified experienced lead

teacher. Westside. Jewish preschool starting

September 8:30-12:30 $10/min Call
459-5054

TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST- P/T or F/T, 20
hrsAvk., $7-$10/hr. Engineering background
helpful. Software developer. (21.3) 450-1452

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls. F/T,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING
$8 $13^r, Brentwcxxi location. Pleasini at-

mosphere Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm
Mr Aldrich (21 3)444 7922.

TELEMARKETING
.'"

•
'

I
'

, I

One of the country*s largest security

companies.. Westside lo'cStion se^ks
telemarketing personnel desiring
opportunity to move up in a professionally
managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
-"^ Self-starter/quick learner

^~^ '

• Looking for consistency and
opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen
(213) 665-5757

WANTED: Someone with strong writing skills

to edilAvord process monthly news letter. Call

Randy (818)342-6894.

Internships 34

''* **WANTED
Men and Women to hand out movie passes and
information in a bathing suit at beach locations
Earn ,a great hourly wage and work on your tan

at^the same time! Send photo to:

• • PROMOFONE
Sunset Gower Studios
Hollywood. Ca. 90028

GREAT INTERNSHIP for summer with Ameri-

can Consulting Corporation- the largest and
fastest growing sales promotion agency in

country. $8/hr -fbonuses Send letter of mleres

tand resume to PO Box 30233, Long Beach,

CA 90853

LIFETIME cable television has ET marketing

position available S5-5 50/hr 35 hrs/wk.

(213)446 f>6 16

MAJOR INDEPENDENT IIIM PRODUCERS
Seek student interns to learn development,

acquisition aclivilics in office cnviror^menl.

(WLA) No pay but great -©pportunrty Learn

industry. (213) 473 6999. Ext. 328, or 329

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED in Brentwood Sat eves

S6/^r. References required (21 .3)471 8945.

EXPERIENCED Childcare wanted for 2 small

boys. Saturday afternoons. Close to UCLA
(213)471-1742.

GAIN EXPERIENCE Caring for 6 month old

baby in our Santa Monica home 10-15 hours

per week I lexiblc schedule (213) 399 0204

HAPPY 1 4 month old llexible 9 hrs/wk. Local

references; Healthy, Reliable car Mar Visla

ASAP (213).198 4167

Apartments for Rent 49

$895 BRENTWOOD 2 bedroom/ 2-bath

Lower patio By appointment 1 1 728Mayfield,
#2 (213)271-6811

BACHELOR, walk to UCLA $475 includes

utilities, hardwood floor, full bath and shower,
refrigerator and hot plate Please call

208-6265

BEVERLY HiLLS, unfurnished, large bachelor
Utilities included. $435/mo 21 7 South Tower
Vix (213)852-0880, (818)789-5429

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2 BATH UPPER AND LOWER
AVAIL ^BLE V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839 6294

BRENTWCX:)D, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934 - :

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

Palms
$72S up

newer sec gated bidgs

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd den, 1 bd loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgr.)

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784
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BRENTWOOD. Security building/parking.
2B2B. Refrigerator, dishwasher, air. Near
UCLA. Available imrnediately. Aaron, John
(21 3)471 7562(H), (21 3)206- 50S5(w).

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $62Vmo. 1 235 Federal Ave'
(213) 477-7237.

BRENTWC)OD,$865/mo 2-bed/1-bth, small
apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall .(21 3)939-1 732.

ELEGANT bright, spacious 2-bedroonV I'/i

bath. Formal dining room, stove, refrigerator,

carpet. 413 Veteran. SlSOtyrrw. 391-4926.

GUESTHOUSE, Westwood, walk UCLA, avail.

July 1st, free park, utilities, laundry - quiet

& secure. $450 - 40 hrs/mo. bal>ysit. Arthur.

(213)476-8478.

JLARGE owners unit, 3-bed, 2-bath, dining
|room; dishwasher, stove, 2-car garage, $1 250.
(213)215 3130.

MAR VISTA GUESTHOUSE in aUractive back-
yard. Stove, refrigerator, utililies included
$400 Non-smoker (213)39fr 46j6.

ONE-BEDROOM duplex for rent. Very quiet,

clean, arwi very private. Nice yard. In West LA.

6 miles from LXILA. $680 (213)390-4588
Blanch.

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroorTV
2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839-8800.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1 -bdr from $650-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

PRIVATE room ar>d bath, garage, pool, bus to

IXTLA. No smoking. References required.

$45(Vmo (213)478-6769.

WESTWOOD extra large single ($650), 1 -bed-
room ($750), 3-bedroom. Pool, s<;curily. Walk
to UCLA and Village 10966 Roebling ave.

(213)208-4253. or (213)824.2595.'

SINGLE with loft; across from campus, starting

June - % off summer rent, parking free.

(213)208-1637.

STUDIO Ciry. Spacious 2bd/2ba, new build-

ing $IOQQ/mo . Pels, j;ir.iyz. f«ifl)sn9.7ft25-

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2
bedroonV 2 bath, 1 745 La Grange, IVi miles
from UCLA, Appointrrtent (213) 475-6165.

TRIPLEX 1-BEDROOM, new carpet, drapes,
stove and refrigerator, bus, shopping, freeway.
(21 3)4 79-8099.$595/mo.

VAN NUYS- 20 minutes to campus. 3+2,
$85(Vmo.. 2+1 V» , $715/mo. Good area,

security, balcony, new paint, new carpet,

gated parking. (818) 989-4763.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/
2bth., security gate. CIsoc to UCLA and
Century City. $1400/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(21 3)487-0406.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,
elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEI^ROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE
DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)206-8685.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rcc-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA, $73(ymo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826-6907.

WLA. Unfurnished, 1 -bedroom. Cross section

Sawtelle & Ohio. $63(ymo Carper, drapes,

stove, fridge incl. Call 477-2537.

WESTWOOD. Small 2-bedroom/1 -bath apart

ment. Available July. $600. Write W. Blair,

P.O. Box 49413, LA. 90049.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfumished, $725 fumished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $1400/obo.
2-bed/2-balh^ 1 400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-
wood floors. Available now Agent, Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'renl. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634
Managed by Moss and Co.

—
- Apartments Furnistied 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785-1028.

FRANCE province, 2-bedroom, 1 7th century
cottage, near Avignon. Lovely view. $30G/wk.
Junc-Aug (213)473-6416.

Apts. to Share 54

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facilrly

Shared or private unls. All furnished Pnvale
tnthroom. Pool, jacuza. ^ hr drive to UCLA.
Now accepting summer & fall appkcations
Free brocure. NCR 9500 Zeizah, Northrkige.

CA 91325 (818) 88^-1717

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move- in

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.
(213) 477^858

444-9889

"or (713)277 6378 Amy

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2 bedrooms/
2-balhrooms. Carpets, refrigerator drapes
VJL milat from UCiA . 1QS3 Selby . i^ppoint .

nrtent (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly rc-

moda lad
,
laundty, fmkinft, no pot» Mual »«?!

BEVERLY GLEN, $450 + V, utilities,

2-bedroonVl 'A -bath, fully fumished. Bright,

sunny, big. (213)470-8903.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom Jpwnhquse
Own room. $500/mo plus utiliti/s. 1 mile to"

campus. Mike (213)47*7-1795,
(213)829-7379.

BRENTWOOD, own room in 2-bdrm, 2-bath
condo. Sunny, upstairs, security, private park
ing. $575 including maid. (213)447-5822.

FEMALE ROOMATE: Shake beautiful fum-
ished apartment in castle like building; Ophir.
Rent for roomate: $468 -^ utilities. KIM
(213)208-4916.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom and
bathroom of 2-becVbath apt. in WLA. Available
immediately. $237.50/mo. (213)475-6222
Merin or K.C.

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in. Near UCLA. 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654-5801.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hrs/wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

AU PAIR- childcare, ages 6 and 8. Light

housekeeping, private room, bath, car, and gas
provided. Must have valid drivers license.

Starts June 4. Los Feliz area. $100/wk.Call
Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

PA CHILfXARE NEEDED. Private residence
Vi hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131.

STUDENT WITH CAR NEEDED- For 1 5 hours
of child care for 6 year-old girl in WLA. Janna,
(213) 641-9151.

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.0Q^day 4- room and board. Two opening^.
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.
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Room for Help 63

(213) 279-1887.

HAVF ma^tPf hedroom of apartmant to your
ff.^jm t7^ V^7^ -^fiA^

15-20HRS/WK. Babysitting, light house keep-
ing in exchange for room. Separate entrance.

Must have references. Available June 20th.

(213)452-0033.

BABYSITTING, light house keeping in ex-

change for room. 15-20hrsywk. Seperate en-
terance. Must have references. Available June
20th. (213)452-0033.

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/
driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 10
min. from UCLA. (818)990-5304.

MATURE STUDENT, car required, no smoke,
no drink, 5 hrs. work. Private entrance, 1 year
committment, good references required. Call

2-BED/2-BATH- Available now thru Aug Sec

urity, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwsher, parking, laun-

dry, close to campus. (213) 209-5420.

2 SUBLETTERS NEEDED SUMMER '90. Great

apartment, 1 block from campus. Dates avail-

able 6/18-8/15, (213)208-5464, Mark

BEL AIR. Own room of 2-bedroom apartment.

$400. Available now - Sept 1st.' Big, sunny,

Alex (213)471-7605.

BRENTWOOD Own room/bath in large

2-bdrrT\/2-bth apartment. Available June 1

LynrVMicheal (213)471-5616.

BUSINESS MAN looking for sublease June

1 5th-August 30th. Westwood area. Nicely

furnished studio. Reasonable rent.

(213)480-0522.

CHICAGO ATTORNEY AND FAMILY- Wants
to sublet 2-bedroom apt. or house. 7/1-8/20.

Call evenings. (708) 480-0988.
'

DEAL 2-bed, 2-bath furnished apt. Sublet

6/18-7/30 only $1600 TOTAL! Walk to Cam-
pus, Parking, (213)2082427.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM interested in sub-

letting apartments for summer associates. May-
August. Debra Zilinsky (213)623-4117.

FEMALE SHARE 2bd/2 bath June-Sept Jacuzzi,

sauna, security. furnished. Walk to campus.
Claudia/Lisa 213-824-3476.

FEMALE SUBLET needed: 6/1 5-9/1 5; furnished

room
j

in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157

GREAT PLACE/ GREAT PRICE New secunty

building with parking, 1 -block away.
2-bodroom/ bath, furnished, central a/c, dis-

hwasher, microwave, Jacuzzi, laundry, excel

lent view Price negotiable (213)208-1226

LAWYER seeks 2-bedroom house/apartment

July 22-August 10. (Dales negotiable) to sublet

or exchange with large New York Apt Day
(212)854-4523 Ni^hls (212)988 4696

NEED Junc-Scplcmbcr, S625/mo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.
(213)208-3806

WLA, July- August. Own room in nice 3-bed-

room apartment, 1 Vj miles from campus. Low
rent $380/mo. Good area. Call Lisa

(213)473-9304.

Condos for Sale 67

2+2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables Agent,

Ray. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus.
2-bdrrr\/1 Vi -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (213)826-5878

HONEST MAN. Large pick.up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able Jerry (213)391-5657

MOVING call (213)263-BEST Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

Condos for Rent 69

WLA, 2-bdr/2-bth, 2nd floor. $1095/mo. 1865
Greenfield Ave. New carpet. Call Carl.

(213)474-3338.

WLA CONDO. 2-bed/2-bath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.

Entirety, $1100. (213)477-7231.

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations

Professiorial instructors. Reserva-
tions'Academic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consuhant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208 4353.

SAY THEarWORD
Term Papers $4
Resumes $18^

Pick-up/Delivery Available.

$ 10% Student Discount $
(213)514-8618

WORDPRCKESSING specializing m theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood ^21 3)466 2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rales. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141

SPECIALIZED ALLEZ SE 1988, pnder 200 M,
excellent condition. SIS, Dia Compe' brakes.

$500/obo. (213) 208-1923.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

1986 HONDAREBEL 250- Black, $1,200 obo
Helmet, KRYP lock included (21 3) 874-3698
(leave message).

1 988 NINjA 600R with Vance & Hines Racing
System and alarm. $3,200 obo
(213)209-2458

NEED SOMEONE to drive Cadillac from

Woodland Hills to Rhode lsTan3. One way.
(818)8871 16f,

Music Lessons ]02 Scooters 119

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

**••*•••**•••^
^
M
^
^

/lllstate
Auto/Home/Commercial

Westwood/Wilshire Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

*
*
^
^
*

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing

Foreign students welcome
Sharon Be.ir. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

CUITAK lessons by a professional teacher

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. .Adults
children $15/hr Call Mr Rubinn al

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N Y City Opera; musicals; to^ supper clubs

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012
Resumes 104

•***•**•**•**
••••••••••••••••-A-

Evening

Escort Service
825-1493

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top
floor. Dishwahser A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran Mat (213)284-9044

WESTWOOD $1100/MO ,

2-BDRMy2-BATH NEWLY REMODELED
ELEGANT TILE 1 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 bedroom, hard
wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.
(213)477-2777

self. Hardwood floors, laundry facilities.

$35C/mo. Leave message (213)398-0783.

OWN ROOM AND SHVWE OFFICE in lovely

2-bed/l% -bath apt. in Sherman Oaks
$425/mo. -»- Vj utilities (818)905-6977 Stella

Leave message.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1 1/2 bath
apartment. UCLA and westwood convenient
Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)475-0271 —'

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but Jiito insurance

IS required hv law' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(2131852-7175 (818)342-1510
RFST PRir.F Allin \m Ar,f:^)rv

t
•

•
•

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 930 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Cuiver
City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing (213) 450-0133.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (21 3)208 1865.

RESUME SERVICE by phonc/mail. You call us

and wc will mail it to you Package includes

Nest day delivery of 20 lop quality paper
resumes for only $20. Error free guaranteed
Call Gil (213)312-0323

WINNING RESUMES, 2-hr service Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785

ZZH
VENICE, take care of dog, light housework,
light gardening. (213)396-2160

Room for Rent 64

2-MILES FROM UCLA- Great neighborhood.
$350/mo. Call Mike or Darren. (213)
820-6496.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Lowest
6 Parlor piece
10 Apprehends
14 Offspring
15 Troubles
16 Black poet
17 Fragments
18 Surfeit

19 Marsh bird

20 Principles

22 Making horsy
noises

24 Harvest
26 Auto parts
27 Circled
31 de France
32 Bovines Sp
33 All out
35 Au nalurel
38 Maintain
39 Pythias pal

40 Dixie food
4 1 FnnclmenI
42 Troy beauty
43 Schedule
44 Butter piece
45 Smirked
A7 Furttier

51 Soft drink

52 Not assigned
to a location

54 Cut across
58 Greek

promenade
59 Expedition
61 Prettier

62 Standardbred

race
63 Almost round
64 Crumble
65 "Auld Lang

66 Have .

dependence
67 Adoree of the

sitenis

DOWN
1 Enumerate
2 Anglo-Saxon

laborer

3 a dream
4 Border lake
5 Examiners
6 Downswing

., 7 NYSE group
8 Thrown
9 An Oregonian
10 Snuggle
1

1

Seeifimg
12 Held aloft

13 Slocking
defects

?1 Heavy-fiearled
23 Rivulet

25 Perfume
source

27 And others
28 Scotia
29 Expanded
30 Roofs
34 Pepper -upper
35 Big laugh
36 Put in chips
37 Poison ivy.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley
Mat (213)284 9044

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale. Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.
(213)559-4315.

WLA, $1100/MO., 2-bdrm condo, security

building, 1 'A -baths, shutters, frost-free re-

frigerator, cable. 1323 Carmelina Ave
(213)456-3829 _^
WLA. $1100/mo. Condo, 2-bdrnVr/. -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave (213)456-3829.

WLA $660 1 bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New dccor/miniblinds/applianccs 1517
Federal (213)479-0615

WLA 2+2, $l,095/mo., + deposit Just 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-
house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love the 2756
Scpulvcda. (213) 394-3599, eve (213)
479 1405

SANTA MONICA. North of Wilshire. 2-bdr/
2-bth, upper balcony, security, fireplace,

quiet, safe and clean. Female preferred

$500/mo. Contact Darren. (213)393-2442.

SANTA MONICA: Room in 3-bedroom/
2Vf -bath cor>do with two grads. Female non-
srTH)ker. $425 +utililies. (213)451-9442. Ask
for Sylvia.

WESTWOOD NEED 2-Roommmates, share
excellent 2-bedroomnr>/2-balh apt New sec
urity BIdg. Central Air, Fireplace, balcony,
microwave, security garage, close to UCLA
331.25/mo 662.50/mo- own room
(213)475-8881 leave message

$350 -f UTILWIES- RoonVbath/kitchen pri-

vileges. North Santa Monica Townhouse.
Quiet, secure. Graduate student, non-
smoking, no pets. (213) 453-8508.

House for Rent 56

39 Radio device
40 En)oymenl
42 Mary

little

43 Cable worker
44 Pontius -

46 Throng
47 Some statues
48 Enrollment

49 No 3 wood
50 Tennis shot

53 Walch part

55 Harrow's foe

56 Relinquish

57 Magnolia or

sycamore

60 Layer

— 38

4 ?ft <I0 '') 1990 llriiird r«>alut<> •",ym1« ,ilp

WLA 2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconics

*FircpIaccs

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA. 2-bedroom, den, fireplace, garage, new
paint in-and-out $1400/mo. (213)390-4967.

House for Shore 57

LARGE REMODELED HOUSE One block
from Venice board walk and beach. Large deck
and porch (213) 392-0220

WLA. Female needed for own bedroom in

3-bdrm house. $650/nrH>. Near UCLA. Laun-
dry, A/C. (213)477-8696

House for Sole 58

BRENTWOOD GLEN 3 bcdroom/2-bath, 2
car garage, patio, A/C 3 minutes to UCLA.
(213)477-3211.

BRIGHT Spanish with 3 plus 2 plus family
room, near Century City Hardwood floors

Move in condition. Remodled kitchen. Pabu-
lus yard Reduced to $595,000 Sheri Weisbcn-
dcr, Ircd Sands Realators (213)473-6156.

CULVER CITY. $369,000 Duplex near MGM
Excellent neighborhood and schools, full car
garage. 60X1 35 lot. Best buy (21 3)391 -2944

CUTE CONDO with yard in Westwood. Bright

one-bedroom plus den. Hardwood floors

fireplace. Garage Laundry inside. $210,000.
Sheri Weisbender. I red Sands Realtors
(213)473-6156.

NEAR THE BEACH in Santa Monica. Bright
two-bedroom plus guesthouse. Mint condi-
tion. Beautiful street. Park-like yard. Many
upgrades $439,000. Sheri Weisbender. Fred
Sands Realtors. (213)473-6156.

REMODELED Spanish with 3 -f 2 plus den in

Raru}ho Park Hardwood floors. Updated
kitchen. Big master suite with four closets
Nice yard $525,000, Sheri Weisbender. Fred
Sands Realtors (213)473-6156. Open Satur-
day 2-5, 2307 Camden

BEL AIR, furnished room in private house,
private bath, law or medical student, $500/mo,
213-472-4954.

CHEVIOT HILLS- Private room/bath, private

entrance, pool privileges, female preferred,

non-smoking. $500/mo. (213) 559-5904.

LARGE private room and bath in house $475.
Available now. (213)204-3940.

MAR VISTA. Female own room and bath in

house w/married couple Available now.
$400->-1/3 utilities. (213)391-2027.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen
privileges, $400. Mature male preferred No
smoking (213)271-1658

SHERMAN OAKS, near UCLA, in private
home,, separate entranizc CXvn luxury bath,

refrigerator, microwave. Furnished. Quiet,
secure neighborhood View No smoking.
$405/mo (818)763 4525, evenings.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2 bed
room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-
ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

WLA $425/MO. Own room in large 2-bed-
room apt shared with sports medicine and
Holistic Health Practitioner. Non-smoking. Dr.

Lo (213)473-1878.

WLA. Near UCLA. Private roonrVbath. Kitchen
privileges. Parking. No smoking. $450/mo.
•-Vj utilities. (213)477-7831

Roommates 65

BRENTWCK)D Male to share room in

luxurious apartment. Pool, security $325/mo.
including utilites. (213)472-7465.

FAIRFAX/Bcvcrly Blvd. Own room in large apt.

$5.3CVmo. Available now. (21.3)931-5016.

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from June-August.
2-bcd/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished
(213)748-4544.

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL 25 yrs nonsmoking
looking for female roommale(s) on west side
Profcssional/grad student. $425-$500
(213)301-0415 Nancy.

PROFESSIONAL seeking studio or onc-
bcdroom for sublet, now through at least July
15. (213)651-4030.

FEMALE. Share large 1-bd apartment, walking
distance to campus, June 20- -end of August
No deposit. $475/mo. (213)824-5173.

ROMMATE NEEDED for nice single in best
area of Weslwood-Santa Monica $220/mo
(213)470-2734.

ROOM SEPERATE units/board, Pico/
Westwood Blvd. for child care M/l 5 8pm
salary,wcekends TBA, 213-470-1431.

SANTA MONICA, walk lo beach UCLA bus,

non-smoking \VF Own room and bath.

$500/mo (21.3)3964849.

WESTWOOD. Females share 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, June 1 5-Aug 31 Parjjing, iacuzzi.
$315/mo. Gayley across from campus.
(213)824-1904.

WESTWOOD- Share bedroom with 1 person.
$50(ymo., or with 2 others $333/mo. 516
Landfair. (21.3) 824-0726.

.

WESTWOOD $500/mo Female Furnished
bedroom in 3-bedroom condo. Walk to UCLA.
Modern furnishings. (213)475-3440.

WLA, female roommate needed to share large

bedroom and bath in 3-bed/2-bath apt

$275/mo. (213)473-7104.

WLA/SANTA MONICA^ 2-bed/2-bath, own
roonVbath $45(Vmo. + utilities. Laundry,
parking, $645 deposit june-lst. (213)
207-1706.

NEED SUBLET! Couple pretcrs 1-bdrm. Now
thru mid August. Jennifer or Constantin,

(213)664-0400

N. MELROSE/CRESCENT HEIGHTS June

15-Sept. 30. 2-bd. apt. + self contained guest

house. Furnished, A/C. $1000/mo.
(213)206-8552 or (213)653-4871 John or

Stella.

OWN ROOM in large 2bd/2ba or share

Parking, laundry, pool, weight room. Available

mid June-September. Close to campus. Price

negotiable. (213)208-0537.

- - -

PACIFIC PALISADES, quiet lovely guest home,
single, easy UCLA transportation, June 15

Aug!, $650/mo, 213-454-5319 evenings

ROOMMATE. Share Ibd-lba. Sawtcllc/Ohio

apartment, (Mid June) or July/September

$312.50/mo. (Selling furniture).
(213)312-0390 Maria

SANTA MONICA, 2-bcdroom furnished house

near beach. Late May to August. $1600/mo.
(213)399-4902.

SILVERLAKE. 1-bdrm furnished view, 10 min.

to downtown. 30 min. lo UCLA. $625. avail

able 61 lo 9-1 Ideal for law intern Possible

rent reduction/ exchange (213)791-2219,

(21.3)662 5595

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet Silver Lake

area. Close lo Sunset Blvd and 101 Direct bus

lo UCLA. $365/mo , utilities included

(213)663-8912

SUBLET 7/1-9/1, 2-bcdroom/2-bath, 2park
ing, Jacuzzi, S-pcrson, $1625/mo. I urnilurc

i
available. 555 Glcnrock (213)824-0431.

SUB-LET available Mid-May/June thru August,

National & Overland $916/mo, 2-br/2-bath,

Security bIdg. garage (213)838-9578.

SUBLETERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2-bdrnr\/2-bath. Close to campus $350/monlh,

(213)824-2221. ^

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August Please

call Stefanic at 213-488-7100

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED foroul of-town

summer associates. May 28th-Augusl 18th

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemcr,

Fields & Younger. (213)626-6700

SUMMER IN FLORENCE- Furnished 3-bed-

room apartment, $1 ,000/mo. + utilities, or bed
and breakfast, $500/mo. For information

(011-3955) 436-1466 or 41-38-79. Or con-

tact: Colella, 25 Palazzo Bruciato, Florence,

Italy 50134

SUMMER SUBLET, spacious! 1 block from

campus! need 1, 2, or 3, female roomn^ates.

Dates very debatable (June-September)
(213)824-1769 anytime.

THE LOVE BOAT! 'A of 2-bdrrTV2-bath. Avail-

able 6/18. Rent negotiable. Micheal or Eric

(213)824-3893.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $32(ymo
(neg). Share room, furnished, /\K, pool. (21 3)

824-0601 .

WANTED: A studio or 1 -bedroom sublet.

5/277/8. If interested, call (617)547-9802.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED, 1+1, large, new,
all appliances, security, spa, 2 parking spaces!

$890/mo (213)478-9787.

WESTWOOD 423 Kelton. Furnished,
2-bdrrr\/2-bath. 3 spaces available, price ne-

gotiable!! Call (213)209-5729.

WFSTWOOD-2 bcd/2 bath. Available June
18-Scpt 1 Share room with another girl. Call

Jessica (21.3)478 7810.

•••••••••••••••••

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

• PROFESStONA t WRI T I Nr. .Hiiin
f
> rnuM r r h

Statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333,

Travel TD5"

1984 HONDA ELITE 150 New engine tires

with basket, hclemet, lock. $850/obo. John
(213)209 0901

1985 HONDA ELITE 150 Grcal Condition'

$800 including lock. Rich (213)208 2793

1985 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe, red, good
condition. $95(Vobo Rick (213)379-0708

1985 HONDA Elite 1 50, great condition, new
paint. $50Q/obo (213)824 0031

1986 HONDA SPREE, 2500 miles only, runs

great, $250, call Fdy (213)8.36-6198

1986 HONDA AREO 50, hardly used 500m,
|ust luned, bck, $4 50/obo 1213)824 3877

19W) HONDA SPREE- Red mint condition,

Stored msidc low miles with lock and ACiV
Helmet $425 00 obo Call Brad
(213)209 5209

1987 HONDA Areo 50. Excellent condition

Basket lock $400 Call Drew (213)939 0313

1988 HONDA Flilc 50 Like new Only 1 750
miles Black/grey S600/obo (213)558-8189

HONDA ELITE 80 With helmet and lock,

excellent condition. Sell this week. Only $495

(213) 397-6133

NFW YAMAHA KiVA scooters Starting at

S.O'J'> > (ee^ Call FnenlMi! V,ii|,„n^

(818)332 3277

Tutoring Offered 98

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our

newest travel accesories, call Remy's Adven
lures. \rce catalogue. (213) 831-6114.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

al (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rales (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.
Ask for Lisa.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT. GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Autos for Sole 109

Typing 100

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honic 1 leal th-Cornrn.' Mot oriAchv^.

Well Come TO YUi::

Auto Insurance

I

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI .

4 Wheet Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monttily Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVFX)N
ixsuiANcmavicu

I-** •orwno ««i

A-1 ATTITUDE? Lawgraduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,thescs,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

^

APA, Dissertations, Theses ..Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics. (21.1)578-1415.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)9331747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086

FAST, ACCURATE word processing. Research

papers, resumes, graphs, charts, etc

$1.45/pagc. (213)828-1218 Kim. '

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

IBM PC WORDPROCESSING, icrmpapcrs, re

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Scpulveda (213)397 9711.

IBM Wordproccssing, Laser Printer. Tcrmpap-
crs. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-0133, Angelica —
TYPING, editing, typesetting, negotiable rates

Pick-up. One day around. Mark
(213)931-6623

Movers 94

GREG'S MOVING CO Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892

.x^'—T-
GREG'S moving. We do all the moves Spccia
lizing in student moves. 24hr (21 3)281 -8892

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Al»o offer

ethical assistance with writing probiemt
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

1976 VW RABBIT $600/obo. Runs well,

reliable Leave message at (213)7150-5399

1982 DATSUN 210 A/C, AM/FM, cassette,

excellcnl condition, automatic transmission,

must sell Only $1,950 (213) 828 5916

1984 MITSUBISHI COKl/lA-L, black, w
louvers, 5 speed, sunroof, AfC. Excellent con
dition Great deal at $2850 taj 3)476 3576

1984 RABBIT, GTI, black, A/C, s^roof, cas

sette, alarm; very clcan!\$2,950
(818)609 9796 evenings

82 LYNX 2-door, hatchback, 4-spccd stick,

air, power steering, stereo, black, $1,200
(213) 207-9468.

86' MUSTANG LX, 3 door, extra clean! Alarm,

stereo-system, more Asking $4995. Sandy
213-683-0547.

BUICK Skylark 1982 fully equiped excellent

condition $2000. (213) 379-3903. •

CORVETTE 350 1984, $13,300, automa
tic,loaded, custom body features and wheal,
new tires. Black with silver shipskin (213)

481-8920 or (818) 887 1874.

IX)DGE OMNI 1983 deluxe 4.dcx)r hatch-

back. Fxcellcnl condition. New ballcry Re-

cently iLincd A/C, PS/PB, AM/I M stereo

Asking $1500. (213)876 4171 Jennifer

HONDA ACCORD- 1980, $1,200 obo/obo
5-specd, 76k miles, stereo cassette, AWI M
Clean, beige, good condition. (21 3) 837-7944

HONDA ACCORD LX, 1986, $8,600 4 door,

automatic, a/c, stereo, alarm 26k/milcs. Excel-

lenl condition (213)825-4215,
(213)397-4296

'

HONDA ACCORD 1985 Auto, A/C, 3-door

HB, white, 54k miles. Excellent condition.

$5,100 (213) 397-1039

MAZDA 626 1984 4-door, 5 speed, air

Original owner $3(KX) (213)478-7753

KENAUL T Le Car '83, 85,000, good condition,

slick shift, $1500 day (213)825-6673 night

(213)837-9596

SUZUKI SAMURAI 198H $4f,00 5 speed,

blue/black top, pull-out stereo Excellent. Kim
(213)480-6416 days, (213)656-104 1

evenings.

TOYOTA CELICA 1976 5-spd, very depend-
able, runs great, clean, $1200/obo
(818)788-6553 eves

TOYTA CELICA 1982. Liftback, 52K miles

5-speed, power sunroof, cruise, air, stereo-

cassette, excellent condition. $3,950/obo
(213) 823 24.38

TRIUMPH TR6, 1970 57200. Runs/looks
great. New/rebuilt: trasnmission, suspension,

muffler, starter, brakes and more
(213)479-6182.

VOLVO GL WAGON 1985, Graphite, low
milea^, excellent condition, 3rd scat, cruise

control $10,700 (213) 203 9840

VW Squareback 1972, good . -<gine, clean
interior, $1200, KARL (213)824-4 172

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

YAMAHA 200/, 1989, black, beautiful, hel-

met, lock, carrying case, 70 mph $2000/obo
Call Chris, (714)593-0057

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new cngmc
diYd battery just luned up Lock jnd helmet

S4.50. (213)200 4Uj2

YAMAHA 50 CC, 1984, will accepr best offer

by 5/12. Reliable iransporUlioiL-Lcayc^nici--

sage (213)327-5072

YAMAHA RAZZ 1987. CAXxi condition, low
mileage, new battery Helmet and lock m-

cluded. $400 00 (21 3)824- 1943

YAMAHA RIVA SCCX^TER 1986 Light blud,

5 k

miles. $900 Cafi Andy (213)473 9525

Furniture 126

LK^UIDATING highest quality ail unused
hi^de a bed $230. MalUcss and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195 Sofa and love seal or

sectional $595 Wall unl $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk, $150 D.-

ning room 9-piccc set $995 Bunk beds $2(X)

Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989 Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393 2338

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,"

kings $95 Bunkbeds Deliveries, phone orders

accepted (213) 372-2337

NEW Bunk beds - heavy duly solid wood,
$90 00, Queen bed new m package,

$200 00, 'Bedroom set black and white

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)4 73 8609

NEW May Co Sofa/love scat Oxford tjluc

stripiO Must sell Fxlendmg lable light wixKi
w/four chairs w/light bk.e seats must sell this

weelv (213)471-3577

Garage Sales 127

TWIN BED, sewing machine, KIM stereo,

bookshelves, chairs, printer, stove, ladies,

child's clothes. (213)398-3354 or come May
12, l-4pm 3314 Sawtelle #8

Misc. For Sale 128

PASSPORT RADAR DETECTOR New chord

and window mount $220/obo Greg
(213)209-4011 (213)478-4695

PH D BLACK CAP, GOWN, HCX)D CKild

bullion tassel. Mint condition. $195. Day
(213)625 4245, eve (816)346-4107

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

BRAND new Kenwood stereo w/mtegraled
Amp KA 1 28, Quart2 synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX f>8 double cassette deck, JL

880, 3 speaker, 3 way speakers, glass dark

wood display case. Must sell (21 3)47T-3577

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

CITIZEN PREMIERE Daisy wheel printer plus

cable Like new Includes- nobon and pcper
$150/obo (213)298 7899.

IBM/AT/COMPATABLE COMPUTER, IBM's

VGA monitor, Logitech mouse, software, new
$140000 Denise 8-5pm Campus
(213)825-9095

IBM AT clone, hard, 5" & 3Vi " drives, mono
monitor, still under warranty With WP 5.0,

Lotus. $750. (213)477-6075 Matt

SPECIAL GRAPHICS COMPUTER Apple II GS
with software and two drives + Imagewriter II

printer Special offer $1,300 (213)450 7059
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Copeland^s Sports
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WOMEN S BASKETBALL

LM Gea/^ WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL SHOES
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UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

An Evening
with

Lainie
Kazan

As a star of stage, screen arxi

TV, Lainie Kazan has displayed

remarl<able versatility and an

always-engaging personality.

She has an effortless way with a
song and the ability to shift in an
instant from a sultry whisper to a

room-rocking Ijelt.

Sat., May 12 at 8:00 p.m.

RoyceHall $25,21, 16; 8 (Students)

For information/Charge-by-Phone:

825-9261 MAV COMPANV a MUSIC PLUS
(21 j| 4ae-3a3a - 17«4| T40-aooo

Program, date, tima arKi prices subject to change. Student tickets not available at
TicketMaster. Rush at showtin>e for students and Sr. Gtizens Oimited availability).

VOLLEYBALL
From page 29

thai ihey (USC) will be the team lo

beat next year, so all of us are

looking forward lo some revenge."

Tentatively scheduled to start

when the team begins fall practice

will be setter Mike Sealy, who
Scales feels "came into his own in

the latter part of the year." Joining

Sealy will be the middle blocking

tandem of Mike Whiicomb and
Scott Herdman. Whiicomb will be
in the starling lineup for his third

straight year, while Herdman—"a
pleasant surprise with his fine

play," according to Scales—will

be taking on a new role as the No. 2
quick hitter.

On the outside, Rich Bland and
Carl Henkel will carry the bulk of

the chores, as ihey did this season.

"Carl hopes lo spend the sum-
mer with the national team,"
commented Scales. "I believe Carl

will be ready to lake a step up and
play at a higher level for us."

At the sixth starting spot, oppo-
site Henkel's right side swing
hitting position, Scates hopes a

couple of freshmen will pick up the

slack.

Prep AU-Americans David
Swatik and Eric Sullivan will be

expected to step in and contribute

right away for Scates, and he feels

they have the capacity to do so.

Other aotabtg^zrecru its inchidc-

Ross Pier of Rolling Hills. Pier

will be Scaly's tcnlalivc backup,
possibly seeing some action in the

back row.

Following in Schirman's foot-

steps from Punahou Prep to Pauley
Pavilion will be 6-7 middle block-

er Kevin Wong. Wong, a Reed
Sunuhara-type player is expected
to back up Whiicomb and Herd-

man in the middle.

BASEBALL
From page 32

but the new kid on the block has

held its own with the big boys as

well, compiling an 18-17 record

against Division I teams.

Coming off an impressive win
over the USIU Gulls last weekend,
Tim Lindsay (7-6, 4.17 ERA) will

take the mound tonight for the

Bruins. The Daily Bruin Athlete of
the Week, Pete Janicki (6-1, 2.91

ERA) will start tomorrow's game
and attempt to extend his decision

win streak to six consecutive
games. Both pitchers have rested

all week, so look for them both to

come out of the gate with all their

guns firing.

For Sac State, Gary Wilson (7-

7) and Tim Doyle (2-0) comprise
the probable starting rotation.

With so much on the line this

weekend, the "big guns" of the

Bruin offense must return to their

slugging ways. Wednesday against

Cal State Dominguez Hills, the top

three UCLA hitters, Joel Wolfe,
Paul Ellis, and Chris Pritchett,

went a combined 2-for-lO with no
RBI.

Bruin pitchers should look out
for a pair of Sac State ballplayers

who have torn up the league lately.

Shortstop Mike Friedland has hit

an amazing .736 over the past

week to raise his average lo .356

overall. Friedland comes off a

siellar 4-4 performance in Sac
Slate's victory over the Cal Bears.

Also on a roll lately, first baseman
Dan Ferreria leads the team with a
.408 average and has hit .567 over
ihe past month.

Tonight's game begins at 7 p.m.
at Jackie Robinson Stadium.
Tomorrow's maich kicks off at 1

p.m. -- —
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At disappointing season-end,
volleyball looks to next year

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin

Al Scates and the Bruins saw a precedent-setting year.

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Everyone knows how hard it is

to repeal as champions, just ask the

Lakers. That effort becomes even
harder when off-court antics com-
plicate matters.

It was all so close—yet so far

—

for the UCLA men's volUjyball

team this year, as it completed one
of its more interesting seasons both

on and off the courts.

But 1990 is merely a memory
for the Bruins. . . something they

won't soon forget. They cruised

through the Western Intercollegi-

ate Volleyball Association
(WIVA) regular season and play-

offs with relative ease, px)sting a

23-5 mark. That was not enough,

however, as the team's ultimate

fate was decided not by its play,

but by off-court politicking.

This season was one of prece-

dent, not only for UCLA, but for

all of the WIVA, as welL
The league saw a new team

enter its ranks in the form of

BYU—the second expansion team

in two years; it saw itself split into

two divisions for the first time; it

saw its first league tournament;

and it also saw iLs first off-court

controversy concerning its NCAA
participants.

The Bruins put all that aside,

though, as they went about what

they do best—play volleyball.

"This team was coming along

right on the money," commented
UCLA head coach Al Scates. "I

sU*ongly believe the boys were

peaking after the (WIVA) tourna-

ment and that we most likely

would have taken the National

Championship."

Thanks to the NCAA selection

committee, the Bruins never got

that opportunity, and they can now
only look towards next season. Just

T^

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Trevor Schlrman

a week ago, ironically, USC—the

team chosen ahead of UCLA

—

walked away with its fifth NCAA
title with a win over top-ranked

Long Beach.

"We'll have a very veteran ball

club next year," predicted Scates,

"despite losing five seniors, all but

one position will have experienced

players competing next ::^ffi&£:

The Bruins lose 1989 Player of

the Year, Trevor Schirman, how-
ever—one of the most prolific

blockers in school history.

After leading the nation in

blocking for two years straight,

Schirman—the only Bruin on the

three All-WIVA teams—will now
set his sights on joining former

Bruin Don Dendinger on the USA
national team.

"We'll have a very hard time

replacing Trevor. He has been the

focal point of our team for two
years. As far as college volleyball

players go, he is one of the best

ever at UCLA, and he should fare

well internationally," added
Scates.

The Bruin head coach even sees

a little of Steve Salmons—who
many feel was the best blocker in

UCLA history— in the senior

Hawaiian. "He doesn't move quite

as well as Salmons, but Trevor has

the same straight-down blocking

ability as him."

Also playing their last matches
as Bruins are swing hitters Oren
Scher, Mark Tedsen, and Mike
Garcia. All three were contributing

factors to the Bruins' success this

season, with each serving stints in

the starting rotation throughout the

season.

Scher, the two-year player off

the Israeli national team, led all

UCLA hitters in kill average,

recording just over 4 kills a game
during the eariy parts of the season.

Garcia and Tedsen were the

primary outside offense in the

latter part of the year, putting away
almost eight kills a game between

them.

"We lose a lot at the swing
hitting spot," affirmed Scates, "but

we have strong replacements

coming in from the high school

ranks, plus a couple of redshirts

that will also contend."

Also ending a stellar career with

the Bruins is back row specialist

Benny Wang. Wang, also the

emergency setter in his five years

at UCLA, leaves as one of the

schools best defensive players.

Despite losing nearly half his

lettermen, Scates is very optimistic

about 1991.

The best part of next year,

according to Scales, will be play-

ing USC ^gain. "Many people feel

See VOLLEYBALL, page 28

COMPLETE DENTAL _
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosnnetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canais & dentures
*laughing gas available!! —

533-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

^f. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

UCLA Department of Music and UCLA Center for the Performing
Arts present ^
UCLA
Men's Glee Club

Donn Weiss, Director

in concert

Friday, May 11, 1990
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall ^

Program

Dvorak - Three Slovak Songs for Men's Chorus, Op. 43

Bartok - Five Slovak Folk Songs

Sacred music of Viadana, Buxtehude, Handel, and Dressier

Traditional Spirituals

Folk Songs

Music of the Beatles ^

$5 (general admission); $3 (students and senior citizens with I.D.)

UCLA Central Ticket Office, (213)825-2953

Literacy Workshop
'Deep-Bed' Gardening

at

Continuation High Schools:
Making a case for Sustainable Life Sciences Curriculum development

Students at John Hope Continuation High School in

South-Central Los Angeles are involved in a practical
^ approach to literacy achievement. By building and

maintaining several fifty square feet 'deep-bed' gardens,
these students will have the opportunity to increase their

awareness of health and environmental issues.

Friday

May 11th ______
Ackerman Union 3530

9am-11am

"the future of our community is in the minds of

our youth. ..an attitude of mind."
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BRUIN
ADVERTISING

825-2161

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

T~'

Burger
Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, trench fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

mK^
Expires 5/31/90

Not vaha with other offers orr coupons
Good for everyone in party • No substitutions

%L^ THE JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
AFRICAN LECTURE SERIES

^PROFESSOR IVAN EVANS
UCLA Departmenl of Sociology

"Re-composition Race:
ibrm and Cliange in South Africa"

12:00 Noon
Friday, May 11

4269 Bunche Hall

1
fllvw^l

1 1698 SAN VICENTE BLVD
BRENTWOOD

CORNER OF SAN VICENTE & BARRINGTON

Call Ahead!
Your Order Will Be Beady When You Arel

HAND ROLL
TUNA ROLL $1.75
SALMON ROLL $1.75

SHRIMP CUCUMBER ROLL $1.45
YELLOW TAIL ROLL $1.75
SALMON SKIN ROLL $1.75
SPICY TUNA ROa $1.75

EEL ROLL $1.75

ASPARAGUS ROLL $1.30

207-1003
Mon-Thurs HAM -10PM
Fri-Sat IIAM-IIPM
Sunday 12PM - 9PM

SINGLE SERVING
FUTOMAKI (8pcs) $3.75
CALIFORNIA ROLL(8pcs) $3.75
BRENTWOOD ROLL (8pcs) $3.75
TEKKA MAKI (6pcs) $1.95
CUCUMBER MAKI(6pcs> $1.30
INARI (5pcs) $2.50
NIGIRI (9pcs) $6.00
SUPER MIX(9pcs)

.

^ $5.50
VEGETABLE ROU (8pcs) $3.75
NEW CHICKEN ROLL (8pcs) $3.75
TERIYAKI CHICKEN $3.00
with rico .salad ~~"

$4.25

SALADS
SALMON SKIN $2.50
IMITATION CRAB $2.50
SIDE SALAD $1.50

PARTYTRAYS
MARINA
(36pcs)

HOLIDAY
(61 pes)

MINI

(28pcs)

$20.00

$40.00

$15.00

HAPPY HOUR FRIDAY 5-7PM
CALIFORNIA ROLL (8PCS) $3.75—> $2.99
TUNA HAND ROLL $ 1 .95— $ 1 .49 ^,
SPICY TUNA HAND ROLL $1.95—> $1.49 ^1**'"f^"„„•xplret 6/30/90
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Consider this: Bruins

kicked out of Rose Bowl?
Just in case you haven't

heard, January 1, 1991

may very well be the

only time next season the

mighty blue and gold of ths

UCLA Bruins grace the

grounds of the famous Rose
Bowl. That's right, the rug is

being yanked out from under
our little paws, and nobody
seems to care.

Unidentified sources reported

late Tuesday afternoon that the

Pasadena Chamber of Commer-
ce had reached an oral agree-

ment with the University of
Southern California (that's

right, USC) to take over the

Rose Bowl antil the refurbish-

ing of the Los Angeles Coli-

seum is completed. In addition

to providing the Bowl with 10
luxury sky boxes that will sell

for close to $2 million apiece,

USC has reportedly also

offered a substantial undis-

closed sum of cash directly to

the Stadium Commission. Sad-
ly, it is clear that money is

the issue here. Unless UCLA
can put together a comparable
offer, a modem-day Trojan
horse may be wheeled in the

Rose Bowl gates next fall.

The 12tli Man

some noise. Even if only one
game is moved from the Rose
Bowl, a gross injustice has

been committed. It may be an
ideological stance, but some
things are more important than

dollars and cents.

Don't let some bunch of

moneygrubbing politicians

manipulate our community
while you sit back and idly

watch from the sidelines. Make
Su, what does this mean to a dj f lcience. Slaiid up fui yotir

the Bruins? No one wants to

go on record before final

details are made, but the gen-
eral opinion seems to be that

if the Trojan home games
can't be -worked in during the

Bruin road games, UCLA may
be forced to host games from
a foreign sight.

The current plan isn't set,

but if the Stadium Commission
chooses to buy out next year's
lease from UCLA, Santa Moni-
ca College's 25,000 seat sta-

dium was mentioned as a

strong possibility for the con-
flicting dates. Other fields

under consideration have
included Valley Junior College,
Cal State Fullerton, and even
UC Santa Barbara.

Knowing that I can not —
possibly be the only person on
this campus deeply disturbed

by this development, I am
taking the earliest chance to

put a stop to this insane plan

before it is allowed to happen.
Rumor or not, 1 think it's

worth this campus' attention.

In the name of tradition, we
owe it to ourselves to make

rights, UCLA. Let this city

know you mean business.

Demand to be heard. Insist

on being let in on the decision

before it is too late.

If we let this happen, there's

no telling what they'll try next

time. Maybe the Stadium Com-
mission will decide to extend
use's temporary lease, and
we'll be forced back to the

Coliseum. Have you ever tried

to park in Watts?

No one wants to admit the

Trojan move is happening, but

at the same time, no one is

denying it. The strangest

rumors have been known to

come true, and this is about as

weird as they get. If you care

about UCLA, it's your respon-
sibility to make sure the

Bruins slay home next season.

Get motivated! Write a letter'

or make a phone call. Jump
on the bandwagon and raise a
collective UCLA voice that

cannot be ignored. Let's not
lose this one without a fight.

The above situation is purely
fictitious.

1
USC taking over the Rose Bowl?

DAILY BRUIN FILE
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MEN: One week and counting until Bruins defend title at PaolOs in Seattle
From page 32

10 maximum, since each team can

only send 24 athletes to the

conference meet. However, each

school can also enter an athlete in

an event if no other athlete from

that institution has met the qual-

ifying standard, so there could be

some paper shuffling come next

week after Occidental.

"Just because a guy has met the

standard doesn't mean that he will

make the trip," said Larsen. "We
have to put the most competitive

team together that we can."

Occidental should give Larsen

lind his Bruins a competitive

environment on Saturday. It is not

a true last-chance meet—with two

other meets before the NCAA
Finals—but it does have the

reputation for fast times and good
field marks.

"There will be pretty much
Southern California area teams

there besides a couple from out of

the area like Air Force or Arizo-

na," said Larsen, "and they come
because there are always fast races

at Occidental."

Those fast races should be of

benefit to a host of distance

runners trying to hit the qualifying

standard in the 800 and 1500.

Luis Luna will test his fate in the

800, while the quartet of Bill

Meyer, Sven Haug, Robert Mala,

and Bryan Devore will go in the

metric mile. None of the five have

qualified for the Pac-10 Meet

—

and in fact, no Bruins have

qualified in the 15(X). If Luna
qualifies, he will join Mike Wis-

novksy and Chris Vincent as

qualifiers in the 800.

Two other Bruins will be on the

track Saturday^—both coming oil

of injuries. Robert Bivins will

sprint for the first time since

incurring an ankle injury at the

Texas Relays in April, while

Derek Knight may run a 1 10 High

Hurdle race for the first time in

over a month.

The field events will also see a

return from injuries as Chuckie
Brooks will long jump for only the

second time all year. In his only

appearance, Brooks jumped 24-10,

which indeed qualified him for the

Pac-10 Meet.

The pole vaulters and throwers

will make up the rest of the Bruin

contingent. The entire pole vault

crew will jump, including Jay

Borick, who suffered a stress crack

in his thumb during practice this

week when his pole broke.

All the throwers will compete as

well, which will give Brian Blut-

reich and Pete Thompson another

week to prepare for the post-sea-

son meets after suffering from a

muscle pull and the chicken pox,

respectively.

While several Bruins return

from injury, one athlete will

definitely not be making appear-

ances in the Pac-10 or NCAA
Meets. Senior distance runner Beat

Amman broke his clavicle in the

3(KX) Steeplechase at Modesto, and
will be lost for the season. Amman,
who had qualified for the Pac-10
Meet, caught his toe on a barrier

and fell on his shoulder during the

third lap of the race.

WOMEN: Still some looking to make Pac-lOs
From page 32

show that she is ready for the

10,000 the following week," Mes-
sina said. "Laurie (Chapman) will

compete against a high quality

field in the 5000. I'll get a better

idea of her abilities at this point

and decide whether to double her

in the 1500 and 3()(X) or 3(X)() and

50(X) at the conlcroncc meet.

Kira's race is not exceptional, but

she should earn a good mark."

Chapman and Ashe will con-

fruni Slcphanic Wcs.sttll and Li/.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

Christy Ward leads the Bruins this weekend.

Wilson ol the University of Ore-

gon. Wcsse^Il owns the best confer-

ence time in the 50(X) (16:26.00),

edging out Wilson, who kx^ms in

second (16:27.27). Ashe's season

best is limed at 17:18.64.

The rest of Messina's squad

heads to Eagle Rock for the

Occidental Inviuilional, another

oppoauniiy lo race under motivat-

ing conditions. Messina said that

the night selling and strong com-
petition arc likely lo prcxluce solid

half-mile marks.

"Andrea DellaMonica and
Kalhi Roldan have qualified provi-

sionally and will try to improve
ihcir limes in the 800 meters,"

Messina said. "Veil Lehman also

has an oulsidc chance lor making
Pac-lO's. My big goal is that

everyone goes out in style."

The weighi \c'mv also travels lo

Occidcntiil. NCAA ("h.unp Tmcic

the Pac-lOs. Moses' leap ranks her

second in the conference this

season.

Sprinter Angela Bumham tries

to automatically qualify lor the

NCAA short sprints. The freshman
energi/.er raced 23.85 in the 200
meters last week, the fourth best

Pac-10 time this season, and
exactly hit the NCAA provisional

qualifying mark. Burnham has also

earned a provisional spot in the

Millcti will likely rest her ann as

Jenni Whelchcl and Christy Ward
U"y to qualify for nationals.

Alihea Moses suffered a hyper-

extended right knee Saturday

during the triple jump competition

at the Modesto Relays. Coach
Calvin Brown was pleased wilh

her performance (40-7, a season

best) and expects her to recover

quickly and leap at lull strength for

100 moior ij w i Ui a » >L
'

ni i > i 11 ^^=;^

limed at last week's Modesto
Rela^. The mark is second to

Chrysie Games ol Stanford, who
has 'run 11.31.

Tonya Sedwick IcI! live inches

short of automatically qualifying

in the long jump last week. Thc-

junior leaped 20-7 at Modesto but

needs 21-0 to earn an automatic

birth.

MOTHERS' DAY EXTRAVAGANZA!
Intoducing....

•OPEN 10AM-MIDNIGHT
EVERYDAY

•10,000 VIDEOS in Over
50 Categories

•3 EVENING RENTALS

•F^REE Parking

•Just Minutes From uCLA!

•Nintendo Rental

an Extravaganza discount gift

certificate.

VALUE OUR PRICE EXTRAVAGANZA
^ ' SAVINGS

Jlfi$10

VALUE
PACK $50

SS$ioo

$10

$47

$90

0%

6%

10%
(',

A SUPERSTORE WITH EXTRA FUN & VALUE

t'

This Fri, Sat, & Sunday Only
FREE Popcorn for all!

*For rental or purchase at

Extravaganza Video

*Change may be given back
in "Extradollars"

» ®;iMOTHERS' DAY COUPON ii
I

I

I

I

I

I

Brina your mother or a photo
of you and your mother

on this Fri. Sat. or Sunday,
(Mothers' Day Weekend)

I and receive a certificate for a
FREE rental, on your

next visit Mon.-Thurs. only.

One coupon per visit

One coupon per family

Expires 5-13-90

I

iftlM^r-l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Previously Viewed Videos on Sale!

1550 WESTWOOD 6LVD.—^WESTWOOD
—

-

(4 blocks So. of Wilshire)

475-4717

'——r— OUR
NEW PRICE

'Tequila Sunrise $89.95 $19.99
'Lethal Weapon $24.98 $9.99

•Batman $24.98 $8.99

-Who Framed $22.99 $9.99
Roger Rabbit

•Many Other Big Titles on SALE!
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Sports
O'Bannon is a Runnin' Rebel— for now
By Matt Purdue

SCOTT WEERSING/DaHy BruJn

Jim Harricic

Assistant Sports Editor :

Ed O'Bannon, a 6-8 center from Artesia High School who has been

called the best prep player in the nation, became the second UCLA
basketball recruit to commit to UNLV when he announced his choice of

schools at a press conference yesterday in Artesia.

Shon Tarver, a 6-6 guard from Santa Clara High in Oxnard, also orally

committed to NCAA champion UNLV in late March after being

recruited heavily by UCLA.
"You're not going to get every guy you recruit in your lifetime," head

coach Jim Harrick said late yesterday after hearing of O'Bannon's
decision. "I've been in this business 17 years and you don't get every-

body you want. ^ *

"I wish (O'Bannon) well," Harrick added.

At yesterday's press conference, O'Bannon said that UNLV was

clearly his first choice and that the other schools he was reportedly con-

sidering—UCLA, use and Syracuse—were all equal in his mind.

O'Bannon ended months of speculation among college basketball

watchers yesterday when he signed a letter-of-intent with the university,

which binds UNLV to offer O'Bannon a scholarship.

But amid rumors that an NCAA investigation of UNLV will land the

basketball program on probation, O'Bannon and Tarver have yet to sign

national letters-of-intent, which bind them to attend the university.

The NCAA decision may not be known until this fall, and unless they

sign by next Tuesday, O'Bannon and Tarver would be eligible to attend

any school.

When asked if UCLA would accept O'Bannon or Tarver if they

become free of their commitments to UNLV, Harrick answered,

"Probably."

Slumping Bruin Bombers weary
of tlie deadly Hornet's sting

By Terry White

Contributor

The UCLA baseball team (34-

23) will get a chance to capture a

pair of all- important non-confer-

ence victories thia weekend la^t ten games.

just snapped ihcn-No. 1 Arizona

Stale's iwcniy-thrcc game win
streak by taking two of three from

the Devils. The regionals seemed
10 be in the bag. But since then, the

Bruins have dropped seven of their

against Sacramento Slate.

A dismal 11-4 loss to Cal Slate

Dominguc/ Hills Wedr^esday
marked the second lime the Bruins

have fallen to a Division 11 squad

in ihc past two weeks. And, the

Brum learn thai occupied the Top
10 in ihe Basehull America colle-

giate rank finds iLscU scraping for

some quick wins in order to secure

^^ feid to the NCAA rcgiona*!

pla^c^ffs.

Three weeks ago, UCLA had

Although Sacramento State

(33-22) just moved up lo Division 1

siaius; nobody could have guessed

II by their surprising performance

iliis year. Sac Stale has beaten No.

1 ranked Slanford as many limes as

UCLA has: once. Back in Febru-

ary, ilie Homeis handed the mighty

Cardinal their first loss of the

season. Sac Stale still plays a good
number of its old Division II rivals.

See BASEBALL, page 28

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

David Tokheim and the Bruins look to get their eyes back on the NCAA regionals this

weekend against Sacramento State.

Track to take care of business
Men head to Occidental for late-season meet
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

One week and counting.

Come seven days from now, the

UCLA Men's track team will

commence efforts toward a fourth

consecutive Pac-10 Title at the

Conference Meet in Seattle, WA.
No team has won four straight

titles since the late 1970's, and the

Washington State Cougars were

the last team to win three in a row.

from 1983-85.—Yet before the Bruins can lay

-any claim to liile nuniber four, they

must lake care of some unfinished

business this weekend at the

Occidental Invitational. Most of

the team will lake the weekend off

in anticipation of the conference

meet, but a few athletes will

compete, some even looking for

that plane ticket to SeatUe.

"It's a little bit of some guys

who have been injured testing their

legs a bit," said head coach Bob
Larsen. "There will also be a-

couplc of guys who have lo qualify^

for either the Pac-10 or NCAA
Meets.

"For some, there is the chance to

get a better time in preparation for

next year," Larsen added.

Currently, the Bruins have 24

athletes qualified in 31 individual

events—which is right at the Pac-

See MEN, page 31

Women distancers head to Oregon for competition

By Jay Ross

SCOTT WEERSINCVDaily Brum

careMike Stevenson and the Bruin track teams hope to take

of business this weekend.

Contributor

The UCLA women's track and
field coaches are hoping that the

charged atmosphere of the sea-

son-ending meets will push the

final Bruin hopefuls into the Pac-

10 finals, which are one week
away.

With one Saturday of competi-

tion remaining before the Seattle

meet. Coach Bob Messina flies

three of his best—Laurie Chap-
.^._.

man, Jennifer Ashe, and Kira

Jorgensen—to Eugene for the

Oregon Twilight Meet.

"The distance team doesn't

travel much, and in Oregon, the

women will find a special environ-

ment for running," Messina said.

"The crowd will be three times

larger thin anything they've seen,

and the race will be highly compe-
titive. The whole almdspherc is

charged and makes you want to run

better."

Messina has entered Ashe and

Chapman in the 5000 meters, and
the freshman Jorgensen will race

in the 1 500 meters. Chapman, who
placed third in the two events at the

1988 Pac-lOs, continues to

improve after fall knee surgery.

The senior has already earned

spots in the 1500 and 3(XX) meters.

"Jen (Ashe) won the 10,000

meters at last year's Pac-10 meet,

and I want her to get a personal

best time in the 50(K) meters to

See WOMEN, page 31
-'" .*/ -.a-—^
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Tennis advances at NCAAs '?\ K.>

The UCLA women's tennis team took one step closer to the ever

so elusive NCAA title by defeating South Carolina, 6-0, yesterday

at Gainesville, FLA. Mamie Ceni/.a (No. 1), kn(x:ked' off Natalie

Rodriguez 7-5, 6-4 to get the ball rolling. (No. 2) Kirsten Dryer beat

Michelle Duda 7-5, 6-1, (No. 3) Iwalani McCalla ousted Robin

Beitch (6-1, 6-1), at No. 4, Cammie Foley defeated Mindy Nawl
(6-1,6-0), Stella Sampras (No. 5) beat Carolina Culik, 6-0, 6-4 and

Allegra Milholland (No. 6) edged Monica Weis, 6-7, 6-2, 6-3. The
Bruins will play Peppcrdine today.

aaii m^0lfm tWf^
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The ups sind downs of volleyball

From the high TiopeS^ for another national championship to the frustrating,

exisperaling 0lqiij||usion' of being knocked out of the NCAA championship

loumamerit by ^technicality, the UCLA men's volleyball team rode a roller

coaster this season. Beat writer Rodger Low rode along with the Bruins, includ-

ing Mike Whitcomb (pictured) who couldn't bl(x:k USC's late-season antics,

and details the heart-pounding season on the brink.
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See page 30
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Briefly

Body images
discussed

The Student Welfare Com-
mission will hold presentations

on how college students' body
image may affect various

aspects of their lives.

Joan Rosenburg of Student

Psychological Services will

talk about eating disorders at 1

1

a.m., and a counselor from
Hope Institute will discuss how
to detect the dangers of an

obsession at 1 p.m.

At 3 p.m., Peer Health

Counselors will address UCLA
students' body image percep-

tion— and a ix)ssible obsession

with it — and how that may
affect self esteem and physical

health.

Inside
Preparing for

Pulling Mardi Gras together

requires quite a bit from every-

one — including Bugs Bunny.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Administration

mismanagement
A UCLA math professor

contends that Provost Raymond
Orbach was mistaken in his

decision lo "overhire" new
L&S faculty.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Vogue
versus vulgar
Ever so hip Madonna

seduced and shocked Sports

Arena spectators last weekend.

See page 18

Sports

The mighty
Bruin ROAR!

Blutreich and the

)ck teams took one step

closer t6 the Pac-10 Champion-
ships this weekend.

See page 36
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May 14, 1990

Quality of UC education debated
Research targeted as weakening factor
By Betty Liottg'

University Editor

SANTA CRUZ — Faculty

research at UC campuses has

sapped the quality of undergradu-

ate education, weakening the uni-

versity's commitment to teaching

as professors face burgeoning
class enrollments and the pressure

to "publish or perish," students and

educators testified at a state senate

hearing on Friday.

"The university and the general

public have been under the spell of

the God of Research for several

generations," UC Santa Cruz
English Professor Page Smith said.

"It must be made clear, field by
academic field, that (mediocre)

research steals time from under-

graduate students, distorts the

nature of intelligent curiosity, and
is enormously ^oslly.^1

The five-hour hearing regarding

California's system of higher

education, held at UC Santa Cruz,

focused on the "resurgent debate"

over the quality of undergraduate

education.

"It is not a new debate . . . (but)

a betraying surprise to new stu-

dents entering the university every

Like a singer

MATTHIAS DAUR

Madonna performs Saturday night at the Los Angeles Sports Arena in her 'Blonde

Ambition Tour.'

Man wounded in shooting
No suspects held
By Steve Macau ley

Staff Writer

In what authorities described as a frightening

near-repeat of the 1988 Karen Toshima slaying in

Westwood Village, a young man was wounded
Friday night near a local arcade in an apparently

gang-related shooting, police said.

In the drive-by attack at 10:30 p.m., an unidenti-

fied man in his early 20s suffered a "superficial

wound" after a bullet passed through his left

shoulder, said Los Angeles police Sgt. Scott

Slinkard.

The shooting may be part of a resurgence in

alleged gang activity in Westwood. "As summer
nears, we're feeling an increase of (gang activity),"

Slinkard said. "And patrols are being beefed up to

handle it."

The victim was walking with two friends in the

alley adjacent to West World arcade on Weybum
Avenue when the gunman jumped out of the

passenger's side of a car and approached him.

The victim was walking away from the street when
the shot was fired; A small-caliber bullet went
through his shoulder, Slinkard said. The'bullct was
not recovered.

After firing, the attacker sped away in a brown
late- 1970s or early- 1980s model Camaro. A man and
a woman accompanied the attacker, Slinkard said.

Police said they have no suspects.

Though he was not wearing any "colors," the

victim may be a gang member, Slinkard said. But
police declined to release the victim''s residence or

alleged gang affiliation.

The shooting was frighteningly reminiscent of the

Toshima incident, because the bullet was shot toward

the street and could have hit an innocent bystander,

Slinkard said.
^

In the January 1988 slaying, members of two rival

Crips gangs were quarreling on Broxton Avenue
when Durrell Collins fired a weapon twice at an
opposing gang member. He missed his intended

target, and one of the stray bullets killed the Long
Beach woman as she walked by the confrontation.

Collins is serving 27 years to life in state prison for

the fatal shooting.

fall, each expecting to receive

attention from their professors,"

said the committee's chairman,

Sen. Art Torres, D-Los Angeles.

The hearing was the first in a

three-part series which will con-

tinue later this year at Stanford

University for a discussion of

private university education and
conclude in January with an

assessment of the quality of Cali-

fornia's university system.

See HEARING, page 12

Students
leave L&S
meeting
in protest
By Eugene Ahn
and T i na Atiima

Senior Staff Writers

The two student rcprcscni:iiivcs

\)n the College of I tnicrs &
Science's executive committee
walked out of the group's nieeting

Friday in protest of Provost Ray-
nioiui orbacn^ request ir> Mt\ liipc

recordings of his presentation.

Florie Aranovich and Sam
Kaufman, who serve on the col-

lege's top (acuity commiiiec as

undergraduate government rep-

resentatives, aband(^ned the meet-

ing after Aranovichs motion
challenging the provost's c^^aest,

was thrown out for lack of a second

from any faculty nienibcr.

"I'm very concerned that this

Ixxf'y has .something to' hide."

Aranovich told the conimiiiee.

IvTore^Tie and Ka^fina n left. 7

Tlie walkout occurred alter ^
reporte r askal LOfn ii iittec ^ha ir

man Philip Curtis, a math profes-

sor, to reconsider his ruling barring

t:ipe recordings oi' Uie provost, who
as tlie college's lop adnnnisirator

was asked to speak to the commit-

tee. The reporter nuunt:4inal 4hai

state law upholds the right to tape

proceedings of a public commit-

tee's meeting.

Curtis, explaining his ruling on
tape recordings, said, "Basically,

the provost has requested it not be

done and I've agreed with it."

The provost said he made the

request because comments he gave

last month at a committee meeting,

which was tape recorded, were
"lifted" out of context in a news-

paper article. The provost told

committee members Friday that he

felt some of his comments regard-

ing faculty recruitment were mis-

construed "from '^ the tape
recording," possibly in "a delib-

erate act."

In his unrecorded presentation

Friday, Orbach addressed the

changing academic trends
throughout the college, which is

bracing for cuts in the number of

classes next year because of

decreased,, funding for temporary

faculty who typically teach the

courses.

The provost, who has called

department-level predictions of

course cuts "premature," urged the

committee to lake note of trends in

student needs and faculty resour-

See PROTEST, page 13
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TODAY, MONDAY. MAY 14

• Student Welfare Commission
- Body Image Discussion

- 11:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m.. 3:00 p.m.

-. AU 3517
• African Student Union

- African Culture Night 1990
- 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.

- AGB
• Chicano/Latino Film & Television Association

- "El Norte"

- 7:30 p.m.
' - Melnitz Theater

• Music Department
- Concert with Gary Gray and Shtiildon Slukuh

- 8:00 p.m.

- Schoenberg Hall

TUESDAY. MAY 15

• Campus Events

- Soap Stars

' 12 noon
- AU 2nd floor lounge

• CSP
- Social Welfare Colloquium
- Teens and Sexuality

- 12-1:30 p.m.

- Dodd Hall 200
• Center for American Politics and Public Policy

- Application for Fall 1990 Quarter in Washington D.C.

— - due Tuesday. May 15th

- 9349 Bunche
THURSDAY. MAY 17

• Mardi Gras ' " '

- Preview Night

- 5:00 - 11:00 p.m.

- I.M. Field

• Student Federal Credit Union
- Free Mardi Gras Ticl<et for becoming a member

• ISOP
- Photo Exhibit: Iranians in Los Angeles

~~. May 14-18, 1990

4 Kerckhoff Hall Gallery

rF?'^^F^^'yy^^^^^^^^^^^^~^\^^|^^^^^w^^^^
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The Dally Bnitn
thanks all of our advertisers!
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PC
CONTEST

CafitCuUno (QESBD

[ijmn Bruin 1 1 990

Attention: Aii members of tlie

UCLA Community

if you are interested in writing a

reguiar coiumn for tlie Viewpoint

section, applications will be

available today at the

receptionist's desk in the Daily

Bruin offices, located at 112

Kerckhoff Hall. Applications are

due Wednesday, IVIay 16 at 5 p.m.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's |K)licy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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staff arrests fuel concern over hiring policy
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

^^The recent string of UCLA
employees arrested in connection

with burglaries has raised concern

that the university's hiring policy

contributes to criminal activity on
campus.

The staff hiring policy states

that university employers cannot

discriminate against individuals

with criminal records. And
although none of the four facilities

workers arrested this quarter were

shown to have ^ny history of

committing burglary or theft, some
adminisu-ators believe this "open-

door" policy contributes to the

occurrence of on-campus burgla-

ries.

"We hire people with criminal

records and it's, therefore, hot

surprising that we have a climate

of crime running rampant on
campus," said Donna Brinton,

manager of English as a Second
Language's Media Center.

Some other officials, however,

say the policy is fair and necessary.

"A person deserves the opportuni-

ty to work if they h^ve paid their

debt to society," said Jim Lake, the

university's staff affirmative

action officer.

"If ihcy couldn't get a job

because of a (criminal) record,

they would have to continue to

steal in order to live," he added.

Prospective employees are eva-

luated on past work records, and
any criminal convictions are taken

into consideration for job place-

ment.

"We evaluate it on a case by

case basis . . . and their conviction

has to be job-related to prohibit

employment," said Bonnie Huse-

bye, manager of "Compensation
and Employment.

"For example, if somebody was
convicted of theft, they wouldn't

be hired as a cashier," she said.

"They wouldn't be given an

opportunity to steal again."

Some officials said the four

facilities workers arrested recently

are not a fair sampling of campus
employees.

'The feeling that janitors are

stealing everything is just not true.

We just happened to run into a

small nest of them," university

Police Chief John Barber said.

None of the four arrested had any

previous felony convictions, he

added.

Most of the on-campus burgla-

ries are the work of "professional

thieves," transients and employees
other than custodians, Barber said.

Assistant Police Chief Craw-
ford Lydcll agreed. "If all the

See HIRING, page 14
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World

Two U.S. servicemen

killed in Philippines

MANILA, Philippines — Suspected

Communist rebels killed two American

servicemen near an air base Sunday on the

eve of talks between the United States and

the Philippines on extending the lease on

U.S. military bases.

A third American told reporters he

managed to escape.

The assailants also escaped, and there

was no immediate claim of responsibility.

However, the Clark area has been a

Communist stronghold since the 1940s,

and SgL Robert Abad of the national

police operations center for central Luzon
said authorities suspected Communist
rebels.

Philippine police identified the dead as

Airman John Raven, 21, and Airman
James Green, 22. They were assigned to

the 8th Aircraft Generation Squadron on

temporary duty here from Kunsan Air

Base, 110 miles south of Seoul, South

Korea.

Romanian refugees
flood into Germany
EAST BERLIN — The mess hall is a

mess, the army cook is harried and the

Jostling line of anxious diners is ready foL
"a military meal of meal and potatoes.

These are not East German soldiers on

a chow break, however, but Romanians
on the run. Scores are fleeing their East

bloc nation daily for a former Communist

"

country that has moved more quickly

toward reform.

. About 700 Romanians and a few

hundred Bulgarians have packed into two
barracks at an East German army base on

the outskirts of Berlin. Hundreds more are

housed in a building once used by East

Germany *s feared secret police.

"Every day there are more. They come
here, see the free food and the free

housing, and call home. Then more
come," Maj. Harry Kretschmer says as he

strolls through a hallway packed with

squalling children and milling adults.

Nation

Residents evacuate
some flood areas

Flooding forced more residents of

low-lying areas to pack up and leave

Sunday in Texas and Louisiana, and

county jail prisoners and volunteers

labored to reinforce levees with sandbags

in Arkansas.

A steady, heavy downpour com-
pounded the flood threat in Louisiana and

flooded streets throughout the New
Orleans area.

Record flooding continued in Texas,

where 7,000 people had been urged to

leave low communities along the Trinity

River. The swollen Red River continued

to put pressure on levees in Arkansas and

its flood crest threatened communities

downstream in Louisiana. Oklahoma
flood victims have begun cleaning up,

except around gorged Lake Texoma.
The leading edge of the flood crest on

the Trinity had reached Lake Livingston,

north of Houston. Liberty County offi-

cials said Sunday that water was pouring

over the reservoir's spillway at a rate of

50,000 cubic feet of water per second,

more than twice normal.

Clay appears on 'SNL'

despite defections

NEW YORK — Andrew Dice Clay*s

trademark lewd, raucous humor was

tempered somewhat by a five-second

delay that took some of the live out of

"Saturday Night Live."

"How are ya?" Clay said in his opening

monologue. *That*s about all I can say

tonight Know what I mean?"
Clay poked fun at the controversy

surrounding his appearance, which

prompted one cast member and the

scheduled musical guest to drop plans to

appear in the show.

He opened the show with a spoof of the

movie classic "It*s A Wonderful Life."

A "guardian devil" showed him the

"evils" that could have happened if he*d

never been bom and hadn't appeared on

the show, including a 70-minute mono-
logue by another host.

State

Former president of

San Diego State dies

SAN DIEGO — Malcolm A. Love,

who served as president of San Diego

State College for 19 years, died Saturday

at Hillside Hospital following a long

illness. He was 86.

Love presided as the campus grew from

a college into a university. During his

tenure, enrollment increased by more than

20,000 students. When Love assumed the

job, there was no research underway;

when he retired research funding topped

$6 million, said university spokesman
Rick Moorg.

—

=
"He guided the campus through some

of its most difficult and important times,"

said President Thomas B. Day. "His

actions created the personality of the

campus as we know it today. We hang our

head in prayer and sorrow at4iis loss."

In 1950, Love was named president at

the University of Nevada, where he was
responsible for establishing the Las Vegas
campus. ^ "^

Local

Entertainer dying of

cancer, doctor says
BEVERLY HILLS — Sammy Davis

Jr. is dying from throat cancer, his

physician confirmed, but reports that he is

curled into a fetal position and wasted to

60 pounds were untrue and outrageous, he

said.

"Yes, he is ill with cancer. He is dying.

But he is nowhere near the condition

that's being reported." Dr. Irving Posalski

said Saturday evening during a brief

telephone interview.

On Sunday, Davis' publicist Susan

Reynolds said there was nothing new to

report on the song-and-dance man's

condition. "We're not making any

announcements. We want to give the

family as much privacy as possible," she

said.

Prolonged drought
causes fire hazard

A four-year drought and a mysterious

fungus are killing the chaparral, the dense

brush that blankets the hills of southern

California, leaving it tinder-dry with a

potential for fires with "the energy of

Hiroshima."

Officials fear this summer could be the

zwerst wildfire season ist decade^r-

Fire season was declared weeks early in

Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo

counties, and will be declared Monday for

the rest of southern California, said Doug
Allen of the California E>epartment of

Forestry. Rainfall in the region so far this

year measures about 38 percent of normal,

which is about 15.5 inches.

Compiled from the Associated Press

AS OTHERS CELEBRATE \SRfiiEU "INDEPENDENCE,"

OVER THE LAST 28 MONTHS,
THIS "INDEPENDENCE" HAS CAUSED:

wy
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Prevent One More Death
Call 1-800-257-4900 and ask for operator 9664

Hani Bcxdmin. 3."S. iradc uniiniisl and talhcr of 3 small children, was arrested

on Tuesday, March 20, 1 WO. at an Israeli amis checkpoint on the West Bank.

Hani is cniplovedal the I niled Nations RelietWorks Ajiency (UNRWA). He

was seen hemy healcnh\ Israeli soldiers as ihevdray^'cd him into an amn jeep.

Tlie Israeli aulhorilies ha\e retiisul lo release any inlomialion about his arrest.

He has been denied \ imIs b\ the Red Cross or his famih .

Ham's I.mill) and Iricnds Icar l»)r his jile. DunnsJ an earlier detention in 1985,

he underwent brutal loruire. While in prison, he sutlcred a serious heart attack,

developeii an ulcer, and losi [\w hoarini: in one car.

B\ callinL- Wi.skni I nionai I-H(H)-257-4'>OOaiul askini: hir operator 9664. a

teleiirani proksutij H.mi's arrest, vvilj be sent lo the Israeli enibass\ m \our

name.'llie iness.i::^ will reail:

I (KiiKind llic iiniiicdi.ilc iclcisc ol Palcslini<in trade iinionisl

Hani licydoun. Mi Ht ydouii was I '\ XCiOdclcii.ilernfiiibcrol US
tf)iir ol H)S<) and is ,» respected Ictdor ol his ("ommiinily.

forced closure of all Palestinian universities

823 deaths*

80,000 serious injuries

58 expulsions

8500 administrative detentions

6237 curfew days

77,698 olive and fruit trees uprooted

10,500 persons displaced

1225 houses demolished or sealed
* Thesefigures are as ofDecembers, 1989; currerafigures are higher.

Source: Database Project on Palestinian Human Rights

ar-e .)! S^.7 billcil to \ our next phone bill.

SO, DOES THIS CALL FOR A CELEBRATION?
This educational statement is sponsored by the Muslim Students Association ofUCLA in accordance with its mandated objective as stated in its

constitution: "The MSA-UCLA, in accordance with the deeply held principles of its members, shall be committed to equality and justice and shall

vigorously oppose all manifestations of social injustice and oppression."

paid for by USAC

i
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Faculty, students educate community about Prop. Ill
By Auris Jarasunas -

Staff Writer

University of California admini-

strators, faculty and students arc

joining forces to educate students

and the community on the impor-

tance of Proposition 111 — a

measure whose failure would
leave UCLA with a $12 million

annual shortfall, according to

experts.

As part of this effort, legislative,

student and community leaders

gathered Friday to gain a better

understanding of the details of a

proposition that experts say will

determine the fate of higher edu-

cation in California.

If Proposition 1 1 l.does not pass

during the upcoming June election,

the university as well as the slate

will face tremendous economic
hardship, warned former Califor-

nia governor Edmund "Pat"
Brown and several educational

officials.

If the proposition fails, the UC

"Propositions 111
and 121 are so neces^

sary I don't see how
anyone can oppose
diem.

Ednfiund "Pal" Brown

system will come up $60 million

short every year, said William

Baker, vice president for UC
l^bdget and University Relations.

^^Afld U^LA alone would have a

yV2 million annual shortfall.

If passed, this June ballot initia-

tive would raise spending restric-

tions currently placed on the state

Legislature and thus allow for

increased university funding.

"The state is on the edge of

paralysis. Without (Proposition)

111 it will indeed be paraly/ed,"

Baker said, "it's not just rhetoric.

We've done the calculations."

Baker said a defeat of Proposi-

tion 1 1 1 and the subsequent

budgetary shortfall, would result

in the turning away of qualified

students, cuts in academic prog-

rams and the possible implemen-
tation of a nevcr-before-required

tuition, in addition to the current

registration fees, for state resi-

dents.

Another initiative crucial to the

UC system is Proposition 121, the

$450 million bond measure that

would provide funds for the

construction, renovation and mod-
ernization of state university and
college facilities.

"Propositions 111 and 121 are

so necessary 1 don't sec how
anyone can oppose them," said

Brown, who served as California's

governor from 1959 lo 1967.

While more members of the

university community are realiz-

ing the impacts ol Proposition 111,

few understand the complexities of

the initiative.

Known officially as "The
Traffic Congestion Relief *and

Spending Limitation Act of 1990,"

Proposition 1 1 1 can be described

as "the most complicated measure

probably lo ever be on the ballot in

ihis^ Slate," Baker said. And a

proper understanding of is crucial

to the university's future, the

panelists said repeatedly.

Lindsay Conner, president of

the Board of Trustees of the Los

Angeles Community Colleges,

explained that Proposition 111

would accomplish three funda-

mental things.

First, it would raise the Gann
Linrit, the restriction currently

placed on state spending increases

by law. That rate is at about 7

percent, and the university needs
an 8.5 to 9 percent increase per

year to accommodate the expected
increase in growth and lo continue

the current ^Icvel of programs,
Baker said.

Jf the proposition passes, the

Gann Limit would no longer be

computed according to national

inflation rates as it currently is, but

according to statewide growth in

personal income and population.

This new means of caltfulating the

spending limit would result in a

higher rate of increase, approxi-

mately 8.7 percent annually.

Baker explained that this is

more accurate since it more closely

follows the expected rate of

See EDUCATE, page 15

Department plans more academic approach to study of jazz
By Maureen Thorn

Contributor

The UCLA Department of Ethnomusi-

cology-Syslematic Musicology is planning

a graduate program in jazz — one that

^ould take a more academic approach tcrthc

committee member.

Jazz programs in other universities

nationwide are performance-oriented,

whereas the planned program here will

utilize performance as a way to "understand

the, tradition" behind jazz, he said, —

have yet to be discussed.

"The first step is to establish a permanent

position for a jazz scholar" who will set up

the program's framework, Jairazbhoy said.

At least one or two faculty members will

then be hired to teach both undergraduate

"most popular form of American music,'

according to department Chairman Nazir

Jairazbhoy.

The recently formed Committee for

Acquiring a Jazz Program envisions a

program that "will focus on jazz as an

American invention," emphasizing its his-

tory and social values, said Jairazbhoy, a

The committee, comprised ofjazz enthu-

siasts and UCLA scholars from multiple

disciplines such as theater and linguistics, is

scheduled to meet Tuesday for the second

time, according to Grace M, an ethnomusi-

cology graduate student.

We are only in the planning s^ges right

now." M said. Specifics of a curriculum

anq graduate level courses, he sold.

The program would obtain funding

through an endowed chair from outside of

the university. "The department has had

offers in the past from major corporations,"

Jairazbhoy said.

*The university would provide some

funding, but we are planning it to come
mostly from outside donors," he said. The

department— the only one of ius kind in ihc

nation — hopes to rely partly on private

donations from prominent people iniereslc<l

in jazz.

A symposium is planned for next year to

attract students to the program. The
symposium win involve "students as well ay
great jazz musician aficionados," Jairazb-

hoy said. "There is a great deal of

enthusiasm on campus from all depart-

ments."

The committee plans to discuss further

details and name prospective candidates for

the program's first faculty position at

Tuesday's meeting.

Getting An Interview
Can Be Difficult-——Finding AJotr^

—

Can Be Worse- ——
CESE Can Help You I

Your resume can be seen by companies hiring in many diverse fields.

Only companies who are hiring will see your resume*

Your resume will continue to be seen by hiring companies into Fall ^90>

For a $25-00 fee

your resume will be
included in a

resume book seen
by prospective
employers.

Send $25>00 and resume to; CESE
P.O. Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
Or Call:(213) 396-1591

fwO
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Bugs Bunny^ friends

join Mardi Gras 1990
By Daisy Lin

Contributor

Only one campus cvcnl com-
mands a $280,000 budget, 5,000

student participants. Bugs Bunny
and television celebrities and takes

five months to put together.

Mardi Gras 1990 opens in four

days and the 120 members on the

Mardi Gras committee are scram-

bling to take care of last minute

details. "No one really has a grasp

of the work that Mardi Gras

requires, unless they arq directly

involved in it," said Chris Bess,

Mardi Gras executive chairman

for the second year.

During the week of last year's

Mardi Gras, Bess said he went

without sleep for 72 hours while

preparing the final details. Not
without cost, however. "Your
body still needs to dream, so I

started hallucinating, talking to

people who weren't there, falling

in and out of sleep while with

others."

Last year Mardi Gras grossed

more than $764,000, with a net

profit of $206,0(X). When Bess

first realized the kind of budget

that the Mardi Gras committee

worked with, he said he was
"blown away." Security alone was
$70,0(X). Just last week, Bess

signed a requisition to get

$100,000 worth of "change" from

the bank.

Bess hopes that the attendance

this year will go back up to the

80,0()Q level it reached in 1987.

Juvenile gang problems, combined
with inadequate publicity and
j[unaway costs, caused attendance

(Q drop by almost a half in 1988,

and the festival that year lost more
than $13,000.

Last year's Mardi Gras, howev-
er, succeeded in bringing the

attendance up to 60,000 and turned

a net profit of more than $200,000
through cuts in expenditures and
an increase in publicity.

A new attraction this year is a

110-foot global wheel, a modem
Ferris wheel which seats six to

eigl)^ people per car and 200
people at one time and lowers

about 10 stories above the fair

CARLO CHAO

Mardi Gras sigris decorate Bruin Walk. The annual fair begins Thursday with the theme,

'Making Dreams Come True.'
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ground.

And Mardi Gras' most popular

ride will be back. The "Kamik-

aze," is ailouble hammer with cars

that make about 10 revolutions per

minute.

Celebrating his 50th birthday

will be cartoon character Bugs

Bunny and his pals Sylvester,

Twecty and Yosemite Sam. . In

Kiddieland, children can have a

picture taken at no charge on Bugs

Bunny's lap.

Some of the celebrities judging

the booths this year will include

soap opera stars Marci Walker

from "Santa Barbara," Tristan

Rogers, Shelley Morgan and Scott

Baker from "General Hospital,"

Eileen Graft from the sit-com "Mr.

Belvedere" and George Peppard

from the "A-Team."
KIIS FM radio will be broad-

casting "Breakfast with Rick
Dees" live on Friday from Bruin

See FAIR, page 11

You Feel
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Elitf'"80

Since youth does have its rewards,
shouldn't you try out the rewarding
experience of the Honda EHte TM 80?
You start with the push of a button.
And it's the most affordable Honda
Scooter that carrieS^^two.* So go ahead,
reward yourself with an Elite 80. And
get used to the thrill of it all.

HONDA.
Come ride with US,

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California—

-

1804 Lincoln Blvd. r zr=: ^z-.-^

(213) 45b-4643

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA

PROCLAMATION

UCLA MARDI GRAS ^90

Whereas, this year's UCLA Mardi Gras is

being celebrated May 17-20, 1990 and the
theme, "Making Dreams Come Tr\mk, correctly

mitment
eged,j^|j^l^||n

h^prgesl
atipn.

n#|^ent on

be fillm

Comeridewith us.
STREKT MOTDRCYCLES/SCOarFRS/MlILTIPLE PRODUCTS

- f '^' - P'/TFTm'F''- --•

'./.ini informttion. cM the Mo<(ircyc*r Wrfy Foundtlion M 1 «OO-t47 4700

identifies the UCLA |pnfl|ini
to the support of the unoerpri
of Los Angeles,

Whereas, beginHHg |p||pi as
ball, UCLA Mardi Gras is no
student-run charity ev
making it by far th»
the UCLAggmpus, aild

Whereas, ^B^utramurel Field

witb over 70 food, game and entert«inment
booths involving the participation of over 100
campus oxganizaUons . as weU as aew and
exciting rides including tJie "Force Ten",
"FaBkig Star". "Kamika2e^ and the debut of

the ''Global Wheel", and

Whereas, the Mardi Gras event will feature
Bugs Bunny's 50th Birthday Celebration which
will be^^j^nded by his Looney 'fune fneads,

Whereas, UCLA Mardi Gras '90 will unite the
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the
community in a fun-filled celebration for the
support of UCLA UniCamp, UCLA's official

charity, and

Whereas. UCLA Mardi Gras will feature a
Thursday Preview Night exclusively for UCLA,,
students, faculty, and staff, and

Whereas. UCLA Unicamp will serve over 1,000
underprivileged children with the funds ^
generated from UCLA Mardi Gras, and

Therefore, we ihe Undergraduate bltuaents

Association Council, do hereby recognize May
17-20, 1990 as UCLA Mardi Gras weekend
and encourage cill Bi urns to participate' m ilv
festivites.
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmKmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmaK

The NewDole Cafe. Discover St new taste inWestwood.

Cool ocean breezes whis-

pering over ftelds of the freshest,

juiciest fruits. Sleepy palms sway-

ir^ over pleasant conversation. Dole

began on the idyllic islands of

Hawaii, harvesting the sweetness

that basked in the warmth of the

tropic sun.

Now inrfegine a place as

refreshing as the islands. A light,

cozy place with cool breezes, warm
Smiles and fresh mouth-watering

"

tastes from our kitchen. Where

you'll be surprised with the swift-

ness of our service and appreciate

the care. Welcome to The Dole

Cafe, where we know what fresh-

ness is all about.

SALADS WITH STYLE
The Dole Cafe salads are original

creations made fresh daily! Feasts for

the eyes as well as healthy appetites.

From the mouth-watenng Pine-

apple Boat, mounded high with

a juicy selection of the seasons most

succulent fruits, to the international

flair of our Italian and Fiesta salads,

and a constantly changing assort-

ment of fresh pasta salads, you'll

never run out of exciting options.

Pineapple Fruit Boat

"Variety of

DOLE ORIGINAI^

There's nothing more refreshung

than cool fruity Dole Whip., but

you've never had the chance to

experience the original taste sensa-

tions found only at The Dole Cafe.

Spoon your way through a thick

and creamy Dole Fruit Smoothie,

a frothy blend of Dole Whip, fruit

juice and fresh fruit. Sip a light and

refreshing Dole Delite™.. Dig into the

of an Alah;i Sp l it,

S4.50

Sm $2.50

Rg. $3.95

Daily Selections

Fruit, Pasta, Fiesta,

Chef or Italian—

with choice of

gourmet dressings

SOUPS WITH CHARACTER
Whether it's the savory goodness

of our Vegetable Beef, chock full of

the best nature's garden has to

offer, or the zesty flavor of Broccoli

Cheese, the down-home goodness

_ of our sensational soups will keep__

bnnging you back. .

Daily Selections Bowl $1.75

Vegetable Beef, Chicken

Noodle, Broccoli Cheese,

Cream of Potato, Clam

Chowder or Cheddar Cheese

SANDWKHESTHAT SATISFY
Seafood salad on a flaky croissant'^

Lean and tasty ham on a crispy

kaiser roll'^ Tender turkey breast on

healthy whole wheat bread'^

We've got the choices. You make

the decisions.

Turkey Roast Beef, Ham, $3.50_.

Tuna Salad, Chicken Salad,

Se'afood Salad

—served on whole wheat bread,

croissant or kaiser roll

OCMBINEAND OW4C2UER

With tennpting options like

this it's hard to fight the urge

to mix and match. Go ahead,

be our guest.

Soup & Small Salad $3.95

Soup & Half Sandwich $3.50

Sm. Salad & Half Sandwich $3.95

Three Salad Sampler $4.25^

or get original and create your

own sundae with one of six Dole

Whip flavors And feel good about

yourself. Non-dairy Dole Whip has

no cholesterol and is low in calories'

BEVERAGES AND DESSERTS:
Dole Fruit Delites $1 .50"

Strawberry Orange, Raspberry

or Tropical

Dole Fruit Smoothies $2.25

Strawberry Orange, Raspberry

or Tropical

Doleluices $150

Pineapple. Pine-Orange- Banana,

Pme-Orange-Guava

Dole Whip Sm. Cup $1.25

Orange, R^.CupSl95
Pineapple, Peach. Cone $1 .25

Raspberry,

Strawberry or Vanilla

-—^ ExtraToppings ' S .50

Dole Whip Sundaes $2.25

Hot Fudge, Strawberry, Mixed

Fruit, Pineapple or Chocolate

Create Your Own Sundae $2.75

Aloha Split $3.95

Discover our tfttle island.

Come to The Dole Cafe Discover

our fresh ideas about food. Our
fresh ideas about service. And
remember our quality You have

our name on it

LIFESA LITTLE FRESHERWITH

FREE DOLE WfflP!
FVescnt this coupon with your purchase

of any Dole Cafe salad, soup or sandwich and get a

Dole Whip cone or small cup absolutely free!

Oder eKpresJJy 1.1990

One cotpon per pifchase NW \«fcd vw»i any otw coi»»n or dbcout

Conwrof \IVbst>irood Blvd& UraJbitMk inWest^^

^ ..« fiif^^lftPdlL^

Open M-Th llam-10pin,fii& Sat flam-midnight,Sun.llam-9pm. Eat in ortake out.Phonc: 824-fl54. Kix:329-CAFE.
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Healthwatch

Health insurance vital

to students, SHS says

Antarctica will lure a

By Laurel Eu

PHOTO EXHIBIT:
IRANIANS IN LOS ANGELES

MAY 14-18, 1990
KERCKHOFF HALL GALLERY

Iranian Halloween Disco ^

photo by Ron Kelley

This exhibit is sponsored by the UCLA Near Eastern Center and
made possible in part by a grant from the City of Los Angeles>

Cultural Affairs Department

The

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
is pleased to present ^J^

QUARTER IN WaSHINGTO^
PROGRAM FOR UNDERG||m)UATES

•LIVE, DO FIELD WORK, A^^IIRtEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CAEITtiy
•EARN ACADEMIC CBSPT
•DESIGN AND CQMJJIJcT YOUR OWN
RESEARCH PB0ECT
•PART-TIMBjBff PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

^1|xciting educational experience

[(Qm Center for American Politics and Public Policy (CAPPP)
selecting the first group of undergraduates to participate
Quarter in Washington D.C, Program. CAPPP will send

The ¥i

JSj^^ selecting the first group of^ undergraduates JiO participate in

^y its^ approximately 15 students to Washington each Fall and Spring
Quarter. The program offers an opportunity to combine course work
with field research and work experience in areas directly related to

the policy-making process of the federal government Qualified
undergraduMes who think a quarter in Washington would

'^ complement their course of study are encouraged to apply. Drop by
our office for more information about the program.

APPUCATIONS FOR FAU. QUARTER. 1990 DUE MAY 15

For more information, contact the
CENTER FOR AMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY

9349 Bunche Hall
UCLA

tel ^^3109

Student Health Service

Students may think they can*t afford health insurance when burdened
with expenses such as registration fees, room, board and books, but those

who choose to be medically uninsured face serious financial risks.

And the financial disaster accompanying serious injury or illnesses can
bring an untimely end to an academic career and wreak havoc on future

financial security.

Medical insurance is one way students can protect themselves from
being crushed by medical bills. Unfortunately, the price for this

protection has been increasing steadily and quickly.

Insurance companies blame these increases on the high costs of
medical care, which, in California, climbed nearly 25 p)ercent in 1989,
according to a recent study reported in the Los Angeles Times.

"Costs for health care are especially threatening to students," said AI
Setton, executive director of Student Health Service. "Most people get

their insurance through work. Students are less likely to be fully

employed, and therefore may not have insurance."

"Undergraduates may be insured through their parents," Setton said.

"However, parents' plans might be inadequate, because employers arc

increasingly culling back on benefits, especially for dependent coverage.

Older students are unlikely to be covered by parents' plans at all. Thus
students may find themselves with p(X)r coverage or no coverage ai all."

Although students can receive a wide range of services from the

campus Student Health Service (SHS), they need a supplemental plan
which covers services SHS docs not provide.

Uncovered costs include ones incurred from accidents and illnesses

requiring hospital care, emergency room, ambulance services, maternity
services, extensive diagnostic tests and medical consultations beyond the

scope of SHS.
UCLA offers a supplemental plan, Uie Student Medical Insurance Plan

(MIP) to help pay for these costs. A complete list of coverage and exclu-
sions is available from SHS Insurance.

record 4,

Strict protection

of wildlife sought

By William R. Cormier
—

Associated Press

9 11 tourists

"MIP is renegotiated every year, irymg to lind a plan that covers the

majority of students' needs that is also affordable is very difficult,"

Setton said.

"You can lower the cost of the plan by cutting benefits but the reduc-
tion will deprive the individual from needed coverage," he explained.
"We, therefore, have the extremely difficult task of balancing benefits

and accommodating students' financial limitations."

The search for the 1990 Student Medical Insurance Plan (MIP) took
many months. The Student Health Insurance Committee (SHIC), which
includes SHS members and students from the Student Health Advisory
Committee (SHAC) asked for bids from more than 40 insurance
companies. Based on these bids, five companies were selected for further
consittcfat^on.

' Represchtatives from these companies were interviewed, and SHIC
has selected Banker's United Life Assurance Company for providing the

best price in conjunction with the best benefits and service.

"The rates for next year will be 9 percent higher for the mandatory gra-
duate students plan, 5 percent higher for the voluntary undergraduate
plan and 3 percent lower for dependents," Setton said. "We feel that we
have done extremely well, considering the double -digit increases in

health costs.

*The rates would have been higher if the graduates had not voted in

favor of the mandatory plan. This larger base of support lowers the
costs," he said. _
The MIP rate for the current spring quarter is age-rated for

undergraduates with premiums ranging from $135 (20 years old or
under) to $472 (50 years old and over) per quarter. Graduate students cur-
rently pay $165 per quarter.

Rates for dependents now range from $289 per quarter (age 20 or
younger) to $890 per quarter (age 50 or older) with each child costinc
$287.

Next year's rates starting in Fall 1990 for undergraduates will range
from $143 (20 years or under) to $490 per quarter (50 years or older), said
Linda Amicarelli, MIP coordinator and insurance coordinator at SHS.

Gradualte and professional students will pay $180 per quarter or $270
per semester.

All graduate students and undergraduate foreign students on non-
immigrant visas must have "adequate" medical insurance while enrolled
at UCLA. The criteria which a medical insurance plan must meet to b<^,

considered adequate are described in material included in graduate^
student registration material and the Foreign Student Guide for Fall,

Amicarelli said.

The committee had to build in certain conditions and benefit changes
to arrive at these rates, Setton said. For example, the committee was able
to negotiate the reduction for dependent rates by stipulating that spouses
and children must use UCLA Family Practice Center for medical
services, except for emergencies. The lifetime maximum dependent
benefit was also reduced from $100,000 to $50,000.

Another decision was to base the maternity benefit on the rates charged
by UCLA Family Practice. This rate of $1,200 is relatively low,
compared to $1,800 to $2,800 charged by the Westside private
practitioners (this does not include hospital charges)

NEW YORK — U.S. tour

operators are planning to send a

record 4,000 or more travelers to

Antarctica, prompting calls for

.strict government regulation to

protect penguins, other wildlife

and tlie very fate of the frozen

continent.

"The number of tourists visiting

Antarctica has more than tripled in

the past five years," said Bruce
Manheim, a Washington activist of

the Environmental Defense Fund
who calls existing controls
inadequate.

Antarctica has become a "hot"
travel destination for the 1990s,

beckoning older Americans seek-

ing more adventure than Europe
and hoping to sec a fragile fron-

tierland visited by only a pri-

vileged few in their youth.

They are fueling fresh growth in,

the adventure travel industry, an
estimated $1.3 billion-a-year phe-
nomenon.

About 800 American tourists

traveled to Antarctica in 1988,

3,0(X) in 1989, and tour operators

expect at least 4,000 in the

December-February summer sea-

son.

'There's clearly a trend toward
these type of expeditionary visits

to remote places in the world," said

. Manheim.
He filed an appeal Tuesday with

the government urging more reg-

ulation.

"We are not trying to prohibit

tourists from going to Antarctica,

we just think tourism is something
that has to be regulated carefully,"

he said.

Concern mounted after the

January 1989 grounding of the

Argentine naval ship Bahia Para- ^

iso in which an estimated 175,000
gallons leaked into marine habi-

tats, killing seals, penguins and
other marine life.

Particularly worrisome to critics

are the plans of Ocean Cruise

Lines of Fort Lauderdale to send

the largest cruise ship in years to

Antarctica, the 46()-passcngcr

Ocean Princess.

Rates Ix^gin at $3,895 per person

for a double-occupancy cabin on
its three wine-and-caviar cruises,-

which arc selling briskly. TTie trips

begin Dec. 22.

Manhcim's appeal is urging the

government to place strict controls

on helicopter fiights ne^r wildlife

sites, guidelines on tourist obser-

vation of penguins and seals, and
coordination of cruise ship visits to

breeding grounds.

"A year after Antarctica's most
significant environmental disaster,

we still don't have regulations to

prevent similar catastrophes," said

Manheim.
The U.S. government responds

that regulations are already in

place.

"We have tried, and we believed

we have dealt successfully with the

explosion of Antarctica tourism,

said Jack Talmadge of the National

Science Foundation, which regu-

lates II.S. activities in Antarctica.
Talmadge said the NSF has

issued tourist regulations, estab-

lished a mechanism for assessing

fines foi violations and taken steps

to limii visits to U.S. research

stations.

Although 16 nations fly flags in

Antartica and seven claim slices of
it, no nation holds title to the

continent, which is larger than the

United States and Mexico com-
bined.

Military flights and small ships

carrying about 100 tourists have
been frequent modes of travel to-

T
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Antarctica since the first tourists

visited in 1958.

Now, the Chilean govemment
has opened a spartan hotel at its

Tenicnic Marsh Station on King
George island, and LanChile air-

lines began flights there last year.

Australian entrepreneurs have
proposed a five-story hotel, airs-

trip aal hovercraft dock. The
Canada-based Adventure Network
currently flies tourists to one South
Pole station.

But the bulk of the tourists are

Americans. Conservationists say
the United Suites should therefore

take the Ic^d in adopting a model
regulatory p<ilicy.

'The tourist visitmg Antarctica

is a determined environmentalist

an avid lover of wildlife, and I can
assure vou that no tourist — not

one - has hurt or killed a bird or

animal, said Lars Eric Lindblad,

an Anuirctic travel pioneer who
will lecture aboard the Ocean
Princess.

James Baincs, with Friends of

tlie Earth in Washington, says the

tourists often return home more
commiiiexl environmentalists.

Nonetheless, he said, "The scale

of tficse activities is growing at

such a pace that it dcKS provide

cause for concern."

Comedy show prompts
viewers to help homeless

"Until health care costs are controlled, getting adequate insurance
coverage at a reasonable cost will continue to be a struggle ... we hope
students will choose to reduce their risk and not join the ranks of those
who find themselves overwhelmed by unexpected medical expenses,"
Setton said.

—
'

"
"

i

For further information, call Student Health Service Insurance at 825-
1856.

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — A parade of
comedians, actors and high-kick-

ing R(x:kettes prompted cable
television viewers and others
Friday to pledge at least $4.7
million to help the homeless.

"Comic Relief '90," telecast by
HBO, was staged at Radio City

Music Hall, the first of the four

specials to originate from New
York.

The previous three shows, all

held in Los Angeles^ raised more
than $8.7 million.

The $4.7 million figure did not

include pledges from West Coast
viewers, who were watching the

program on a tape delay.

The average pledge was $44.70,

up more than $1 1 over last year,

said Bob Zmuda, president of

Coniii Reliefandapr(xlucerof the

show.

"People care more and they trust

us. Iliey see the dollars working in

their communities," Zmuda said of

the rise in the average pledge.

Home Box Office, a pay chan-

nel, lifted the scrambling it nor-

mally puts over its signal so

affiliates could carry the show to

basic cable subscribers.

Comedians Billy Crystal, Who-
opi Goldberg and Robin Williams
were hosts of the event, opening
the show with impersonations that

poke^ fun at some of New York's

celebrities.

Throughout the show, celebri-

ties leniinded viewers: "Comic
Relief— it's no joke," referring to

the plight of the homeless.

Social Welfare Colloquium

^
Teens and Sexuality

w
Gay aimd Lesbian Adolescents

''~ a psydbio-sGcial perspecfti^^-

sponsored by
UCLA School of Social Welfare Lesbian and.

Gay Caucus
'

'

& The UCLA School of Social Welfare
Speakers:

Teresa De Crescenzo, MSW
Gay and Lesbian Adolescent Social Services

Mike Moreno & Linda Rogers
Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center

\V Youth Outreach Talkline & Rap Groups ^
Tuesday May 15, 1990

Dodd Hall 200, 12:00 - 1:30 pm
refreshments will be served!

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD
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FREE
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Design Cut
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SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North ot Village Theutre;

THE ONLY THREE NUMBERS YOU NEED TO KNOW
208-SASS 208-HAIR 208-WAVE

Walk-ins Accepted

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXIM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • BAH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Controversies continue
as Yosemite turns 100

Nails by

Gary
Relocated!

FULL SET $18.00

$13.00

MANICURE & $15.00
PEDICURE

Scandel

Westwood Blvd.

(213)475-3232

Do you want

your business

to

Aclvenisef
825-2161

By Colleen Barry

Associated Press

YOSEMITE NATIONAL
PARK — It wasn't long after the

first tourists appeared in the valley

carved amid granite peaks that

conservationists mourned the

impact of humans here.

Frederick Law Olmsted, a mem-
ber of the first Yosemite Commis-
sion, wrote in 1865 of "picturesque
rocks stenciled over with adver-

tisements of patent medicines."

Naturalist John Muir complained
the "valley looked like a frowsy,

backwoods pasture" after a visit in

1889, the year before Yosemite
became a national park.

Yosemite National Park turns

100 this year. So do its problems.
In Muir's day„ no more than a

couple of thousand hardy folk each
year trekked through the wilder-

ness to refresh themselves in the

mists of Yosemite Falls and
marvel at the park's granite mono-
lit^, El Capitan.

'Last year, 3.4 million people

came through the valley, bringing

with them some of the very

problems they were trying to

escape in the city. Park officials

arc struggling with the best way to

deal with the crowding, pollution,

employee housing in the com-
munity of El Portal outside the

park, as the plan proposes, Finley

said.

The park service did succeed in

eliminating 650 parking spaces as

planned, but a parking garage that

was supposed to replace some of
the lost spaces never materialized.

Pressure to remove facilities

from the park has remained con-
stant from environmentalists, who
complain many of the services

interfere with the mandate to

preserve Yosemite.

"We want to make it accessible

to people. But do you need to be
able to buy mugs and T-shirts and a

badminton racquet in order to

enjoy Yosemite National Park?"
asked Patricia Schifferle, regional

director of the Wilderness Society.

Superintendent Finley argues
that visitors who soothe their

muscles in a swimming pool after

hiking to the top of Yosemite Falls

or spend a night in a $180 room at

the Ahwahnce Hotel also gain an
appreciation of the park.

"If you look at it one way, you
could be shocked and say, 'In John
Muir's holy temple there are

swimming pools,"' Finley said.

"But if John Muir could keep
2(X),000 people from churning up

devclopmynj Qnd traffic thflt Ihc Mrn:cdJj ivr r, would fac dtrir

DRAGON
EXPRESS

c:i:>

c^.
^'It

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35

N»^ 3>W

Egg Roll

Fried Shrimp
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

—^ Beef Broccoli

Mu Shu Vegetable
-. Spicy Shrimp

Fresh Mushroom Chicken
Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak /^-lox -ir>o Ar^^^r,

'k Chicken Salad ^213) 208-4928Sweet & Sour Porl

Almond Chicken Delive ^V

1147 Westwood

SCOOTER! TECH
ACCESSORIES

NOW OFFERING SCOOTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• Helmets • Baskets • Scooter Oil

• Locks • Batteries • Genuine Honda & Yamaha Parts

10% Off any accessory with this ad. (fxpires 5/i7/9o;"-7

10971 Weyburn- Next door to Falafel Factory^- 824-2040
10-6, M-F

TO CELEBRATE, SCOOTER TECH IS SLASHING BACK SERVICE- PRICES TO 1987

275X10
Tire and Tube Installed

39.95

Flats Fixed
15 96

(plus parts)

50 cc Service
" 3595
(plus parts)

80 -250cc
Tune and Service

(plus parts)

As ^woys, FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off yoarTscooter at
the new Scooter Tech Accessories for service.

;: 10422 Santa Monica- 470-4745 9-6, M-F

threaten its natural beauty and
serenity.

"Yosemite, for a number of
reasons, really just ranks very

highly in people's level of Cire,"

said Allan Bcdwell, National Park
Service spokesman. "It goes back
10 Yosemite playing a major role in

this country as a symbol of
wilderness or nature or primeval
heritage.

"I think a lot of it has to do with
the fact that it's accessible to

people. TJiose cliffs, those water-
falls, represent wilderness — even
though you have to view that

wilderness in a fairly urban set-

ling."

Visitors can order anything
from piz/a to prime rib in Yosc-
miie's snack bars and restaurants,

or buy T-shirts, tennis balls and
mugs in park gift shops, then get

exu-a cash from an aulomaiic teller

machine. A h>eauty shop and video
rental cater to park service and
concession employees who live in

the valley.

Law enforcement officers
booked 5(X) people into the jail last

year.

It was anticipated a decade ago
that Yosemite's l(X)th birthday on
Oct. 1, 1990, also would \ic a
celebration of the ambitious 1980
general management plan that

promised to balance convenience
with consPTvalinn

But 10 years proved too short a

time to meet such grandiose goals
as eliminating cars from the valley

and removing noncsscraial
businesses, offices and personnel
to locations outside the park
lx)untlarics.

The park service has acknow-
ledged the failure lo lully imple-
ment the plan and is cataloging
nearly 4,5(X) letters of comment
from park enthusiasts as it decides
how to plan realistically for Yose-
mite' s next 1(X) years.

'"The plan was formulated at a
time when tliere was a different

administration and different politi-

cal climate," Park Superintendent
Michael Finley said.

Its implementation was hin-

dered, in part, by a lack of money
and, in some instances, by propos-
als that proved unrealistic, Finley
said.

For example, a landscap^
architect has found there is not

'

enough suitable land to expand

by putting in three swimming
pools?"

At the heart of the controversy
over what services are appropriate
for a national park fs the Yosemite
Park and Curry Co., a subsidiary of
MCA, which provides guest ser-

vices in the park.
"

Critics argue that Curry wields
loo much influence over the park.

Schifferle cites Curry's proposal
to remove some existing employee
housing and replace it with dormi-
tories near Yosemite Lodge. Schif-

ferle says the plan is contrary to the

goal of removing unnecessary
employee housing from the valley.

"A lot of what's been said

critical of the Curry Company is

flat erroneous. They've said we
want to build more facilities here.

Not true," said Curry spokesman
John Poimiroo. He defended the

dormitory plan, saying it would
decrease traffic between El Portal,

where it was proposed employees
would be moved, and the valley
floor.

Critics also say the company
profits from a .30-year contract that

requires it to pay tlie government
only .75 percent of its annual sales

while not contributing to the goals
of the general management plan.

The National Park Service reve-
aled that in 1989 Cunry paid
$635,(XX) to provide, without com-
-pctilion, most guest services^

Poimiroo admits the fee is low.
He points out, however, that

Curry's financial commitment to

L'le park di^js not end with the

concessions fee.

Curry also has invested $1(X)
million in the park since 1973,
when MCA Ixiught the conces-
sionaire, in maintenance and capi-

tal improvements, which included
S8 million lo repair and restore the

Ahwahnee Hotel, Poimiroo said.

But claims that the money
represents an invesunent in the
park are met with skepticism by"

• environmentalists, who say Curry
ultimately makes money on liiat

type of spending.

"Are they spending money on
the park, or are they spending
money to do business in the park?"
Schifferle said. "That's why I find

the $1(X) million is probably more
PR hype than reality as far as
actual benefit to the park. It's

probably benefiting Onrry Com-
pany enormously."-

To be or not to be:
California, Georgia

artd Louisiana debate

the death penalty

By Steve Wilstein

Associated Press

Protests and debates about cap-

ital punishment are swirling
around the country as a federal

court Monday considers allowing

California's first execution in 23
years, Louisiana awaits an electro-

.
culion Friday and demonstrators

march toward Atlanta.

The death penalty, outlawed in

every other Western industrial

nation, is embroiled anew in the

United States in arguments that

touch on legal, medical, moral,

political, and racial issues.

Emotions are strong on all sides

— relatives of victims who want to

see murderers put to death, prose-

cutors tired of repeated stays of
executions, opponents who con-
demn state-sponsored killing.

'The death penalty is an issue

that has a peculiar degree of
sensitivity in the public mind, even
though people don't often see

themselves as potential victims of
murders or capital punishment,"

Charles J. Ogleiree, Harvard pro-

fessor of criminal law and former
Washington, DC, public defen-

dei; said in an interview.

"It gets a visceral reaction.

People are worried about crime, a

seeming loss of control, a criminal

system running amok, and they

think the death penalty is an
answer to crime."

^ Every major study has con-

cluded that the death penalty does
not deter capital crimes, Ogletrec

r said. Yet polls show most Ameri-
cans still support capital punish-

ment — a fact that politicians

haven't ignored in current elec-

tions — although most people say

they would prefer life imprison-
—mcnt without parole;

Former California Gov.
Edmund G. "Pal" Brown Sr., who
wrote a book last year about his

agonizing decisions to, grant or
withhold clemency to' prisoners

facing death sentences, believes

__the public's attitude toward capital

punishment will change as the

pace of executions increases.

"When they start gassing four

people a day ... after 20 weeks of

that people will be ready to get rid

of it," Brown said in an interview.

"I^plc will see the futility of the

death penalty.

"People are not really in favor of
the death penalty, but they're

opposed to the outrageous number
of homicides in the country.

They're rightfully frightened and
feel frustrated."

More than 2,300 prisoners are

waiting on death rows around the

country, and their numbers

increase nearly every week as the

appeals process blocks executions

and more killers are convicted.

Thirty-six stales have capital pun-
ishment statutes.

Since the 1976 U.S. Supreme
Court ruling allowing states to

resume use of the death penalty,

125 people have been executed—
the latest last Friday in Potosi, Mo.,

where Winford Stokes was put to

death by lethal injection for killing

a woman 12 years ago.

The pace of executions Brown
envisioned does not appear to be
coming soon, given the various

state and federal appeals court

options. Stokes was the fifth

person in the country executed this

year. From 1984 through 1989, an
average of 19 people a year were
executed.

A federal appeals court in San
Francisco will hear arguments
Monday on the execution of
Robert Alton Harris, convicted of
the 1978 murders of two San
Diego teen-agers.

Harris, scheduled to die April 3

in San Quentin's gas chamber, was
granted a stay four days earlier by
9th Circuit Judge John Noonan
while opponents of the death

penalty held a dailj/^ vigil outside

the prison. Noonan "said a lower-

court judge may have erred in

dismissing Harris' claim of incom-
pctf^nt pf^yrhi atrir iKsistanrt^ wilh-

oul holding a fact-finding hearing.

The three-judge panel hearing

testimony Monday, including
Noonan, will consider not only

Harris' fate but the nature of

psychiatry and legal issues that

ultimately could affect the destiny

of hundreds of other death row
inmates.

Harris' attorneys contend that a

1985 Supreme Court ruling in an

Oklahoma murder case requires

not only that the courts provide a

competent psychiatrist but that

they ensure the psychiatrist con-

ducts an appropriate evaluation.

The right to a psychiatrist with no
guarantee of proper performance
is "a cruel hoax," the attorneys say.

The state argues that Harris*

psychiatrist performed properly

and that Harris' attorneys have
merely found new psychiatrists

with a different view.

A psychiatric evaluation also is

at the center of a controversy in

New Orleans, where a retarded,

brain-damaged man, Dalton Pre-

jean, who killed a state trooper in

1977, is scheduled to die in the

electric chair Friday.

A state judge last week rejected

the latest attempt to save Prejean,

saying, "It is time to let justice be
done" after 10 stays of execution
and 10 years on death row.

If Prejean, 30, is executed, he
will be the first person since 1948

f

put to death for a crime committed
as a juvenile.
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FAIR
From page 6

Walk, where prizes will be given
away.

UCLA students and their guests

will have the fair to themselves on
Thursday evening with an admis-
sion price of $1. The Bruin
Unlimited Ride Pass, known as-

BURP, allows for unlimited use of
rides all Thursday night foe $6.

The BURP is available to

JJCLA faculty, staff, students and
their guests and can be purchasc^l

at the gate or from CTO ahead of

lime.

Friday through Sunday, rides

price ()l adnii ,^^
'.

•'nKTO is ;j sp',\ij! .lisc '

'

Children under 1 1 are charged $2,

and are admitted at no charge from
11 a.m. lo 1 p.m. if accompanied
by an adult. UCLA student tickets

are available for $2.

The pr(x:ecds from Mardi Gras
provide Ihrce-fourihs of the oper-

ating cost of Unicamp, a summer
camp that providers about ^XX)

children — who arc underpri-

vileged, sight or hearing impaired,

dialvlic, mentally handicapped,

neglected or abusal -- with , a

week of s[iorb. drinia, crafts,

nature study and other activities in

the 3*iti i3om riLiin.s

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS
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wz
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oPTOMEimlo
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DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK OOYLE, O.D. Inc.
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\lard
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HEARING
From page 1

In a near-capacity room with

about 100 audience members,
Torres grilled the hearing particip-

ants primarily about tenure,

research and faculty/student ratios.

Both Smith, the founding pro-

vost ofUC Santa Cruz, and UCLA
English Professor William Schaef-

er, were summoned as expert

witnesses to provide an overview
for the hearing, said Dean Florez,

principal consultant to the com-
mittee.

UC faculty members and stu-

dent representatives who testified

said the university places an undue
emphasis on research. Some
insisted that teaching is the univer-

sity's primary mission. Others said

faculty research and leaching must
be on an equal level.

The panel of administrators,

many of them faculty members,
agreed that undergraduate educa-
tion docs not address the needs of
all students, but emphasized that

the problem stems primarily from
a lack of funding.

Schaefer, a former UCLA
executive vice chancellor, said that

fundamental changes must come
from within the system. "We have

to tear the whole thing apart and
look at what can and should the

university be in the 21st century."

Author of the recently released

book "Education Without Comii-
promise: From Chaos to Coher-
ence in Higher Education,**

Schaefer said that meaningful
changes have yet to be made
althougfi^e quality of undergra-

duate education has been ques-
tioned for years.

*They excel when it comes to

resisting change. We play with

cosmetic changes. We dance
around the edges. We drop some
classes and add a few,*' he said.

"We make a travesty of (general

education) . . . mindlessly mixing
vocational and technical prog-
rams."

In addition to curriculum, tenure

also partly explains some prob-
lems of undergraduate education,

according to both Smith and
Schaefer.

'Tenure is at the heart of the

problem. As long as you link

tenure to research and publication,-

the result is a demoralizing atmo-
sphere,** Smith said. The rights of
faculty must be protected, but
"there are alternatives (to tenure)

. .
.** such as job protection plans

of private companies, he said^
"We must look if research really

contributes to learning,*' Smith
said. "Mediocre research should
never be encouraged, let alone
required, because it debases iniel-

Ugent courage. The primary mis-
sion of the university is teaching.**

Schaefer agreed, "The intense
pressure we place ... to produce a
publication begins the young per-
son with a distorted view of what
the university is about."

Testimonies from students and
other faculty and administrators

reiterated the troubled relationship

between research and teaching in

the university.

"We can't slight leaching if we
are to develop thinkers and lead-

ers," UCLA alumna Swati Adark-
ar said. "I don't put down the
importance of research, but we
must stop making teaching and

"

research antithetical."

Adarkar was Academic Affairs

Commissioner at UCLA and wrote
"A Need for Reform: A Student
Perspective on UCLA undergra-
duate Education" in 1986.

Student representatives from
some UC campuses said that the

**personal touch" in undergraduate
education is gone.

See HEARING, page 13

HEARING
From page 12

Many of them in their third or

fourth year in college, the rep-

resentatives said that UC class size

has grown beyond reason, and
together with the pressure to

conduct research, has distanced

professors from students.

"There's a joke among the

faculty that the Outstanding
Teaching Award is a kiss of death

because it means that there's no
time for research." UC Davis

director of undergraduate
academic affairs Erin Braddock
said. "This is the kind of priorities

that exist."

Choosing classes has been
reduced to a "hunt and beg"
process, Braddock added. A simi-

lar problem faces UC Santa Cruz,

said representative Sieve Parks.

Administrators, meanwhile,
reported some programs which
they said complied with the Smel-
ser Report of 1985, which urges a

rethinking of the undergraduate

curriculum.

UCLA's College of Letters &
Science Dean of Honors and
Undergraduate Programs Ned
Alpers was among themt

Among the programs cited were
frcshman and sophomore semi-

nars, multi-cultural classes and
added ethnic and gender courses.

However, a lack of funding

hinders regular implementation of
programs such as seminars which
would improve faculty/student

ratios in the classroom.

Two lecturers, meanwhile, sug-

gested that the university must
recognize the need non-research

instructors to improve the faculty/

student ratio. ^
"My very top wish is for the

legislature to fund growth," UC
Senior Vice President of Academ-
ic Affairs William Frazer said.

"Our ideal is to make teaching and
research equally well. That's what
the university is all about"

PROTEST
From page 1

ces, and how any changes might

affect what courses should be

offered.

— *The quality of the faculty has

improved. The quality of the

students has improved. And maybe
we don't have to offer the same
mix of courses as we have before,"

Orbach said. "This is a different

college than it was five years ago."

The committee, which chairman

Curtis suggested might form a

subcommittee to **deal with it in

the next fall," was criticized by
Aranovich after the meeting.

Aranovich, who has served on
the committee as a non-voting

member for the last two years, said

the committee sometimes has

buckled to the provost's frequent

requests to remove portions of his

comments from the official

minutes.

"He's said some of his com-
ments are made to the committee
just for its own information and he

doesn't want them lo be part of the

permanent record. He said that at

the first meeting of this year, and
he said that the year before too."

Aranovich said. "It's a way for the

provost just to hide the things that

he said."

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies Bik/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

off

%
Canon ^ Q
Laser

WiUi lhi« Ad unly on i.«Mr Color Exp. 5/31/90

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

WANT TO BE A
DIFFERENT KIND OF

LAWYER?
Help the poor, stop pollution, or

fight injustice? Then the People's

College of Law is for you.

Contact: People's College of Law
660 S. Bonnie Brae

Los Angeles, CA 90057
Telephone # :(213)483-0083
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..THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS,
IT REALLY PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN

THE DAILY BRUIN.
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IT'S FREE!

ENTER THE "NAME THE PC" CONTEST
WIN A 386 SX STATE OF THE ART COMPUTER

WITH A VGA COLOR MONITOR!
Koryo Systems, fhc, one of the leading manufacturers of computer products worldwide, ts-

interested in renaming their company and their line of personal computers.
We are looking for a new company/product name which would p/esent the image of a
computer industry Jeader for the future. We want a name that will grow with our rapidly

expanding company.
The contest winner will receive a 386 SX computer with 1 MB RAM, 14 inch VGA Color
Monitor, 40 MB Hard Disk Drive, 2 Floppy Disk Dhves, and 101 Keyboard.
Here's how to enter: Please fill out the entry form below and mail it to Mr. Jeong Lee,

Koryo Systems, Inc., Los Angeles Office, 2001 S. Acacia Ave., Compton, CA 90220. Or drop
off at the "Name the PC" Contest drop off box, 2240 Campbell Hall, from 9AM to 5PM,
Monday through Friday. All entries must be postmarked or received by
Tuesday, May 22,1990. For additional information please contact Danielle at

(21 3)479-2470 or Mr. Jeong Lee at (21 3)537-3060.

Enter the '*Name the PC" contest. And win!

Koryo Systems Inc., "Name the PC" Contest Entrty Form
Your Name: Phone:

( )

Address: i \ \ ^^_
City: state:.

Your idea for our new Company/Product Name:

Please describe the reasons you selected this name. What are the feelings and impressions our future

customers and clients would get from this name? (This part is very important. Please use additonal

paper if neccessary):

Your Signature:. Date: DB.

Contest Rules: 1. You may enter as may times as you wish Please use original or photocopied versions of this form. 2. All entries must be postmarked or
received by May 22, 1990 3 By signing this entry form the entrant waives all rights with respect to the use of the above brand name and company name to

Koryo Systems. Inc.. regardless of whether the entry Is selected as the winner. Tne entrant understands that the purpose of the contest is to generate a brand
name and company name that will be used in the future by Koryo Systems. Inc. for its products, and no royalty or fees (other than any prize awarded in

connection with this contest) will be earned by the entrant. 4. The winner will be decided by representatives of Koryo Systems. Inc. The selection of the winner
and the awarding of the prize will occur before September 30, 1990. unless the selected name is already under oopywnght in a country named below. In such
case, another brand name and/or winner will be chosen at a later date. Korvo Systems will arrange delivery of the prize to the address of the winner listed on
the entry form. 5. If more than one entry has the same product name and that name is chosen to represent the company a random drawing by the judges will

determine the prize winner. 6. To qualify for the prize, the entered name must not already be registered for use in North America, EEC countries, Japan or any
other countries established by the panel of judges.
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To Figure Out That This
IsAGreat Deal^:;

Salad Bar
+

$295

A-/

Get a healthy helping of our fresh salad bar
plus a delicious bowl of homemade soup for

ONLY $3.95 right now at Cafe Casino.
Any way you add it up, it's a great deal!

1145 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

(213) 208-0949

Salad Bar Hours:
Mon-Sat: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 pm.

Sunday: Noon to 9:00 pm.

DE FRANCE
IV^e Homemade French Cuisine Affordable.

CPrlce effactive through Sunday-May 20. IQgQ) |

HiraNG
From page 3

custodians were taking things, we
wbuTcb't have much of a campus^
left.-^

Bu^' Brinlon disagreed. "We
have ^ very serious inside security

problem which is not being paid

any attention by the administra-

tion. (The burglars) are doing their

job very well, but we are not doing

ours."

Burglaries are the most frequent

crimes on campus, with nearly 600
reported incidents in 1989, includ-

ing burglaries from vehicles.

From 1988 to 1989, on-campus
burglaries increased by 1 percent

from 355 to 360, according to

university police statistics.

In its numerous break-ins since

1988, the ESL department has lost

more than $22,000 worth of
equipment, Brinton said.

The equipment was vital to

Brinton's classes, and, without it,

she was forced to cancel an
instructional media class last

quarter. "I'm extremely upset . .

.

Tm not able to pursue my career

while I'm dealing with this kind of
victimization,** she said.

A 1985 incident involving a

custodian who was hired despite

his criminal record also sparked
skepticism about the policy.

Custodian William Pennix had
worked on campus for eight
months before he burglarized

UCLA Guest House and attempted
to murder a student on Dec. 27,

police records show.
Pennix worked in the guest

house during the day and returned

one night with another man to rob
the cashier's box. They took
$2,800 in cash and travelers checks
and slit the front desk attendant's

throat The victim survived.

Pennix was convicted two
months later and tagged with seven
to eight years in slate prison, said

Detective Phil Baguaio. Pennix
had a "non-violent" criminal
record when he was hired to work
at the guest house.

The incident shocked the cam-
pus, but the hiring policy was not
changed, Husebye said.

All UCLA policies are periodi-

cally reviewed, and the hiring

policy has recently completed its

latest evaluation. The personnel
office asked department admini-
strators to critique the policy, but
none of the requested changes
involved the criminal record poli-

cy.

Adminisu-alors asked the per-

sonnel office to step up verifica-

tion of applicants' academic
degrees and licenses which qualify
them for specific jobs.

All applicants are asked if they
have been convicted of a crime
other than a parking violation. And
those applying for "sensitive posi-
tions" arc then fingerprinted and
checked on a statewide police
system to determine if they denied
any past criminal activity.

The chancellor's office deter-

mines which jobs are dubbed
"sensiUve," Husebye said. Those
positions are ones which allow
workers to access valuables,
including cashiers, custodians and
those with building access.

Less than 1 percent of applicants
have indicated on their application

that they were convicted of a
crime, and none of those have been
job-related crimes, according to

Diane Burroughs, manager of

Compensation and Employment.
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EDUCATE
From page 5

revenue growth, which is also near

8.7 percent in California. Raising

the Gann Limit "will simply allow

the state to spend money it's

alrcady taking in," he said.

Proposition 1 1 1 would also ease

problems arising from a funding

formula that guarantees grades K-
14 in primary and secondary
education to 40 percent of the state

budget, Conner said.

Currently, the primary levels of

education automatically receive

their fixed share of the budget and
"everyone else is left to scramble
for the remainder." By raising the

spending limit, different interests

are allowed to compete for a larger

remainder, Conner said.

This budget procedure, as it

currently exists, is like a struck

piflata that leaves many different

groups fighting for as much candy
as they can grab. "There isn't

enough candy any more," he said.

Furthermore, Proposition 111

would raise the gas tax in the state

by 9 cents per gallon. The resulting

revenue would go toward trans-

portation improvements, such as

the construction of roads, high-

ways and mass transit programs.

Transportation and education

may indeed make for "strange

bedfellows" said Baker, but the

two different issues were joined in

Proposition 111 out of necessity.

Both aspects had been evolving

separately, but they were eventu-

ally consolidated into one initia-

tive when the gas tax proponents

realized that the Gann Limit would
have to be raised if the revenue the

tax generated was to fund trans-

portation concerns.

Under current conditions, some
of that raised revenue would have
ended up automatically going to

primary and secondary education

since current provisions say it must
receive 40 percent of the state's

total budget.

UC President David Gardner
has repeatedly expressed concerns

that Ptoposition 1 1 1 must past if

the university is to continue pro-

viding the current level of quality

in education.

"We need that money," said

Ramie Dare, community service

commissioner-elect, one of many
student leaders who attended Fri-

day's event.

Proposition 111 is crucial

because it's consequences "arc

going to greatly effect not only our

university, but the whole statewide

system," said Dean Poulakidas,

undergraduate president-elect.

Responding to the gravity of the

measure, UCLA student leaders

dst seeking to increase campus-

wide awareness about Proposition

111. "The UCLA community has

to be informed," said Bill Kysella,

who leads a recently formed

student group, "Friends of Prop-

ositions 111 and 121."
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

students, see L&$ actions as 'questionable'
By Florencia Aranovich
and Sam Kaufman

As student representatives, we have
become disillusioned with the system
allowing students to participate in

university governance. Sitting as student

representatives to the Letters & Science

Executive Committee which governs the

College of Letters & Science, we have
witnessed questionable actions on the

part of the Provost of the College and
its faculty representatives.

At the April 20, 1990 meeUng of
the Executive Committee there was
Daily Bruin coverage of a presentation

made by the provost on the financial

status of the College of Letters &
Science. Guests are always approved
by the committee, including media
reporters, and everyone present was
informed that the meeting was being

covered (and tape recorded) by The
Bruin.

Following this meeting, an article

appeared in The Bruin which reported

on the meeting (April 23, "Provost

explains L&S overhiring"). The provost

(visibly shaken by the coverage) and
the vice provost questioned its. accuracy

seemingly trying to dclegitimize The
Bruin.

The provost requested that a second

meeting, held on May 11, not be tape

recorded although The Bruin was
allowed to cover the meeting. It is

obvious to us that this was an attempt

on the pan of the College to reduce,

the chances of the provost's statements

being included in future articles. This

allows the provost to challenge future

accuracy, reducing it to his word
against the students*, with the students

having no hard evidence of his state-

ments.

Similarly, the provost has made it

clear to us from the beginning of the

year that he wants "some of his

comments" excluded from official

minutes of the Executive Committee
because "there are some things that

(he) says only for the benefit of the

committee" and does not want them in

the record.

It is clear that the intentions of the

provost were to cloud The Bruin's

ability to report on his presentation.

Although the provost argued that it is

a closed meeting and does not fall

under the Brown Act, this is irrelevant

Whether or not it is a closed meeting

(which we do not believe it is), it does
not justify his action.

The issue of the College's financial

picture affects the quality of education
for students at this institution and for

this reason information is of utmost
importance. Decisions that are made by
committees such as this affect the

numbers of classes offered, the facul-

ty/student ratio, etc. For student rep-

resentatives to ever be effective, this

information must be permanently

recorded for future reference.

Equally disturbing is the level of

faculty acquiescence to the provost.

Faculty on the Executive Committee
refuse to challenge the provost and
become mere observers rather than

participants in the governing of the

College. Although the provost is not a

member of the Committee, he is very

successful at manipulating the faculty

and the chair into decisions that fit his

agenda.

Clearly, the College cannot run
effectively with an administration that

manipulates its faculty, and with a
faculty that ignores its students.

Aranovich, the undergraduate Academic
Affairs Commissioner, and Kaufmari,
the undergraduate Financial Supports
Commissioner, are student representa-

tives to the Letters and Science Execu-
tive Committee.

Viewpoint

Letters and Science's oveihiring shows lack of foresight
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Environmentalists cannot consider tfiemselves above ttie law

A recent Gallup poll indi-

cated that three out of four

Americans consider them-
selves environmentalists. Given
most people's propensity to pro-

ject a favorable self image, the

word "environmental" obviously

carries positive connotations.

Perhaps this is why groups
calling themselves environmental

organizations often act as if they

have license to behave self-righte-

ously and irresponsibly. Appa-
rently seeing themselves as

crusaders for some sanctified

cause, environmentalists refuse to

accept criticism, instead portray-

ing their detractors as puppets of
environment-raping corporations.

For them, life is a simple black and
white collage.

The truth is, however, that

ambiguities abound in this world.

Take, for instance, the problem of

disposable diapers. Environmental

groups urge parents to use cloth

diapers in an effort to cut back on
the 1.7 percent of landfill space

taken up by diapers. The other side

of the story, though, is that cloth

diapers use up ncariy three times as

much energy, reflccling all the

washing, pickups and deliveries,

and cause nine times as much air

pollution. With their tunnel vision

and predetermined political agen-

Lawrence
Lee
While these environmentalists

vigorously present their long lists

of remedies, most scientists find

their diagnosis questionable at

best. That is, the earth has seen

temperature fluctuations through-

out time, and any warming may not

actually be caused by man. In fact,

many scientists dispute the claim

of warming entirely, arguing that

there has been no definite pattern

in average yearly temperatures

over the last couple of decades. We
must make sure a problem exists

before pouring millions of dollars

into curing it.

environmental lobby groups
turned up the pressure.

Reagan was compelled to give

in and waste over $7 million on
fire-fighting efforts which proved

hopelessly unfruitful. Later, an

early snowfall rapidly extin-

guished the blaze. Public Broad-

casting's "Nova" reccntly^profiled

the Yellowstone fire and the

subsequent regeneration of plant-

life. The program stressed that

almost no animals were injured,

and that environmentalists do not

understand nature nearly as well as

they understand politics.

The problem with many envir-

onmental groups, however, is not

that'thiey pursue misguided and

biased agendas, nor is it their

unwillingness to recognize their

own faults. Indeed, the most
troubling characteristic of numer-
ous environmental groups is their

haughtiness in seeing themselves

as the good guys wearing the while

hats, who are thereby entitled to

turn up their noses at laws and

rules.

Without a doubt, the most
blatant example of this behavior is

exuded by the militant group Earth

First!, which advocates "ecotcr-

rorism," or acts of sabotage meant
to "save Mother Earth" from
man's encroachment. This
includes spiking trees, which seri-

ously endangers lumberjacks, top-

pling electrical lowers, weakening
ski lift supports, and "decommis-
sioning" bulldozers by pouring

sand into their gas tanks. Earth

First! displays such a blatant

disregard for laws and private

property, not to mention people's

safely, that its members are con-

stantly being investigated by the

FBI.

Last month, a group adopting
Earth First! laclics felled several

electrical poles and a 100-foot

steel tower in Central California,

leaving over 95,000 residents of

the Santa Cruz and Watsonville
area without power. Worst of all,

several patients on respirators

temporarily faced lifc-lhrealcning

danger while alternate power
sources were sought.

Area residents, still recovering

from last October's devasialing

earthquake, were understandably

enraged. They directed their anger
towards the UC Santa Cruz weekly
student newspaper, which had
irresponsibly run articles on the

"corporate hijacking" of Earth Day
and reprinted an Earth First! poster

urging people to "Go out and do
something for the EARTH ... at

night."

The point is, performing or

endorsing unlawful and violent

acts will accomplish nothing. No
one is above the law. And who are

environmentalists to say that they

know what is good for everybody?
There are no easy solutions, nor

are there as many problems as

calculaledly doom-saying, atten-

tion-seeking environmentalists

would have us believe. Anyone
who disregards laws in pursuit of

some earth-saving strategy that the

general populace is "too set in its

environment-destroying way of

life to understand," can be consid-

ered nothing more than a criminal.

Lee is a senior majorin}>

economics and history.

in

(las, environmental groups ignore Likewise, a couple of years ago
'

By Nathaniei Grossman

— Several years ago, Ray Orbach, the

Provost of the College of Letters and
Sciences, decided to raise the reputa-

• lion of the College of Letters and
Science by instituting vigorous recruit-

ment of new faculty of the very
highest quaUty. This campaign has

succeeded in swelling the L&S faculty

by many new members who already

are nationally and even world famous,
as well as others who show promise of
reaching that level. UCLA's national

and international reputation has risen

. accordingly.

But the results of Orbach*s drive
have not all been good for all people
at UCLA. Readers of the Daily Bruin -

~ will be aware of a serious crisis in the

College of Leuers and Science. L&S is

,
bankrupt. For whatever cause — excess
of enthusiasm, poor bookkeeping, negli-

gence, or deliberate intent — L&S has
"overhired" by perhaps 40 positions.

The provost has taken L&S perhaps $6
million into debt, just to pay the start-

up costs for these 40 positions. (Per-

haps $6 million — because bookkeep-
ers at L&S themselves have professed
not to know.) Tliis is impressive

indeed! The College has not only

_ reached national rank: it has incurred

the debts befitting a nation, or at least

a satrapy.

Who will pay off this debt? Readers
of The Bruin will be sure in their

knowledge that the UCLA administra-

tion, which at first denied any problem
and since has set its spin doctors

whirling like dervishes to raise obscur-
ing clouds of dust, will lay off the

problem, level by level, onto those
who by position, ignorance, or helpless-

ness will be unable to send the bill

back up the line to where it belongs.

At UCLA, the buck never stops: it

gets sent to the dream spinners who
cut it up and weave it into golden
cloth.

. How much is a $6 million debt?

Perhaps enough to hire 500 new
teaching assistants. Perhaps the annual

' fees submitted by about 4,000 students.

Start-up costs are only the beginning.

If we conservatively estimate the sala-

ries (counting benefits and other perks)

of the 40 "overhires" at $60,000 per

year, just keeping them garaged until

their services are needed will require

the yeariy fee payments of 2,000 L&S
^students or the sacrifice of 250 Teach
ing Assistants' salaries.

What are UCLA students getting for

this expenditure? Graduate students may
get fewer courses, but increased contact
with famous, productive, up-to-date

researchers. For them — at least for

some of them — there will be a
-tangible, if unmeasurablc, benefit.

Undergraduates, for whom the pre-

sence of hot researchers on the faculty

is arguably of less benefit, will lose

plenty. Classes will be canceled, sec-

tions will be killed. (The Mathematics
Department alone is planning to cancel
40 to 50 courses next year.) Students
who carefully planned their path
through L&S in order to finish in four
years, or to squeeze in classes for a
double major may find that those
classes are simply not available or that

ihey are taught so infrequently that

students who want to get in — some
who must gel in — will be excluded.

Classes heretofore supplied with dis-

cussion sections led by leaching assis-

tant may hang on to those sections, but
the number of students per section may
rise precipitously (as it may even in

the courses themselves). In its effect

upon undergraduate teaching, the Pro-

vost's "overhiring" blunder is a disas-

ter.

How long will this disaster affect

undergraduate studies in L&S? The
Provost himself tells us to expect three

years of belt tightening. Three years!

That's the entire term spent at UCLA
by some of our best and brightest

students — a whole undergraduate
career. But there's a silver lining for

the spin masters — if some of those

outstanding students can't wangle favor-

able schedules, we faculty may enjoy
them in our classes for four years or
more.

Let's go back to the question of
who is going to pay for the fiscal

disaster that the Provost has instigated.

Certainly not anyone up the line,

except in abstract terms. Yes, the

Legislature, President Gardner, or

Chancellor Young may provide funds
to rescue the Provost, but someone else

will pay the price, if only in unavaila-

bility of funds for other, worthy
purposes. Despite all the desperate

whitewashings of the UCLA admini-
strators, many of whom have been
estranged from the classroom for

decades, classroom instruction in L&S
will not be the same as before.

Classes yalready overcrowded and
shamefully large for a major university

that trumpets its devotion to classroom
teaching will grow larger. Contact with
teaching assistants that often averages
out to two minutes or less per week
per student in each discussion section
will decrease. Students will press for

Permission to Enroll slips, hoping to

graduate on their planned schedules. In

short, the fees that students pay for an
education at UCLA will buy them less.

You can call it hidden inflation or a .

surtax to bail out the Provost"

T-.

At a time when educators like

President Donald Kennedy of Stanford
University are struggling to raise the

quality of undergraduate education, the

^^5^: ...

GAIL MCX)REHEAO/0«ily

administrators and bodycounters have
been undermining its foundation. The
Provost has recently exhorted the L&S
faculty to employ "creative instruction."

What does he think the faculty has
been struggling to carry on up to now?
We already had been told to make our
bricks with straw. Now the Provost
tells us that we shall also gather our
own straw.

It is fashionable to bash Japan,
especially the Japanese industry, for its

conduct of both public and private

business. One aspect of the Japanese
code of conduct has always struck me
as reasonable and proper. When a
highly placed leader makes a egre-
giously bad decision, such as one that

leads the country to embarrassment or
a major corporation into bankruptcy, he
makes an apology, acknowledging his

misstep, and retires from his position— sometimes floating off on a golden
parachute — so that a new leader can
be brought in to clean up the mess
and set a new path.

The Provost plotted an audacious
course for L&S, and he sailed off
boldly. Like Admiral Sir Clowdisley
Shovel, he has driven his armada onto
the rocks. Fortunately, this grounding
will not result in any loss of life, but— considering all the wounded and the
great loss of belongings — it is time
for the First Lord of the Admiralty to-
appoint a new commander for the fleet.

this perspective.

Indeed, scientists largely steer

clear of the excessively political

and often unscieniific stands taken

by environmental groups. For
example, environmental groups

are currently lashing out against

President Bush for not acting to

combat global warming.

a fire starfed by a lighming storm

torched large areas of Yellowstone

National Park. Environmentalists

berated then-President Ronald
Reagan for being anti-environ-

mental in allowing the fire to

spread. While biologists tried to

explain the important role of

natural fires in the ecosystem.
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Music Music

BonlGirlinG! Fans cherish, fundamentalists protest Madonna's provocative show

From left: John de la Zerda, Hector Cancel, Rosemarie
Straijer-Amador, Brian Folklns-Amador (front), Willie Sordil-
lo (rear), Laura Burns, Eduardo Tancredi.

Novel instramentation adds
spice to Latino folic ensemble

By Sara Rubaicava

Contributor

The enchanting sounds of Flor
De Carta, (Sugar Cane Flower), a

seven-member ensemble that per-

formed recently in Westwood
Plaza, took the listener on a joyous
journey to Jamaica, or a tropical

island somewhere beyond, were
the sun shines and life is as free as a

sea breeze.

Its sounds were simply conta-

gious; out on Bruin Walk. Bruins
were walking to the beat, heads
were turning, bodies were swaying
to the exquisite rhythm, "Que
ricor

The music was so incredibly

alluring and so irresistibly joyful,

that it was hard to pass by without
stopping, "5/. si"\V.

The group, inspired by the new
trend Nueva Cancion ("New
Song"), combined the rich sounds
of traditional and contemporary
Latin America and transformed
them inio unique musical rhythms
that carried body and soul away on
a momentary journey.

Group manager and member
Rosmaric Straijer-Amador said

Nueva Cancion is the name given
to the movement that began in the

60s by musicians all over Latin
America who were determined to

redeem ihc native musical form in

response lo the commercialization
of North American and British pop
music.

The movement began at a time
when social change was a major
issue in Latin America. Music
offered its people an opportunity to

combine iradilional forms and
rhythms and sing about contem-
porary issues.

Instrumonts were brought back
from the Andes for Uic musicians
of the city, who then were able to

reaffirm their roots by combining
traditional tones with contempor-
ary social issties. „^

The music of those times was
very metaphorical and filled with
allusions and hope, said Amador.
^-The ensemble came together
during a cultural exchange prog-
ram in Central America in 1984 set

up by Arts for a New Nicaragua, a

program started in Boston with the

purpose of sending artistic sup-
plies to unite artists and musicians
at the Centers of Popular Culture in

Latin America.

The word soon spread about the

newly formed group; and thereaf-

ter, the ensemble has been featured

in a variety of performance set-

tings ranging form colleges, coffee

houses, festivals, concert halls,

and multimedia events.

"We have also played at prisons

as a service to the prisoners," said

Amador. "It's a very rewarding
experience. They love us, and our
message of social justice."

Flor De Carta's bilingual and
bicultural members of Latino
descent tie in their cultures, which
contribute a wide variety of musi-
cal idioms including folk, jazz,

classical, and flahienco.

The "New Song" movement is

the ensemble's primary musical
influence, which brings together

folkloric and contemporary music
performed with traditional instru-

ments of the Andes and the
contemporary percussion instru-

ments of present trends.

They blend their spicy musical
tones with instruments from Boli-

via, Ecuador, Peru, North, and
Latin America and have created an
exciting syntheses of original
music and Latin American "New
Song."

After their performance at

Westwood Plaza, the group pre-

sented an intriguing lecture during
which ihcy discussed history,

insirumcnis, and origins.

The group introduced each
instrument and presented the his-

tory of each piece's country of
origin, followed by a powerful and
engaging musical piece.

The group's primary musical
goal is to join Latin American
musical traditions with contem-
porary social realities in order to

express hope for a better life.

To bring it together, Amador
explained "we do everything from
combining traditional South
American insirumcnis witli Carib-
bean percussion and saxophone
electric base and guilar."

Some of the other instruments
are the zamponas-Andian pan
pipers, made of bamboo; the
charango, a small guitar made
from the shell of an armadillo frorri

the Andies and the Bombo
Leguero; and an Indian mountain
drum made of goat skin commonly
used in Argentina. This instru-

By Jason Lin

Contributor

CONCERT: Madonna: Blond Ambi-
tion. -Ma^ 1 1. 12. 13. 15. 16 at the LA.
Sports Arena.

"You should be ashamed of

yourself!" shouted one of the

sign-carrying fundamentalist pro-

testers. "God will not forgive your
sins," yelled another demonstrator.

No, it was not the opening day of

The Last Temptation of Christ or

the Gay Pride parade in West
Hollywood. The scene was the

opening night of the five sold-out

shows of Madonna's Blortd Ambi-
tion World Tour at the Los
Angeles Sports Arena.

What the fans witnessed was a

non-stop glitzy spectacle of music
and dancing and an unabashed
celebration of sex. It wasn't just a

pop concert; the show combined
elements of theater, rock, pop,

jazz, big band and classical musics

GAIL MOOREHEAD/Daily Bruin

With exotic costume changes in

Broadway-like production num-
bers.

But perhaps those protesting

fundamentalists had legitimate

reasons to be mad at Madonna. The
controversy sparked by the cross-

burning scene in her "Like a

Prayer" video is sure lo be matched
by the unrest this no-holds-barred

lour will inevitably inspire.

Crotch-grabbing, masochism,
cross-dressing, sexual bondage
and feigned masturbation were all

significant elements of last

weekend's show, elements that

were prominently displayed on
several large video screens.

The sexual overtone of Madon-
na's concert reached its peak
during the slow a cappella version

of "Like a Virgin." Two male
dancers wearing the tour's trade-

itAS DAUB/Daity Bruin

'Ambition' brings ttie Material Girl to L.A. this week.

mark pointy brassieres romanti-

cally seduced Madonna. Then
Madonna simulated sex by bump-
ing and grinding fiercely on a

velvet-draped bed. The song ended
with a supposed orgasm, after

which Madonna called out "God?"
The physically demanding cho-

reography put significant strain on
Madonna's v^ice throughout the

concert. Her true singing voice

could be fully appreciated only

when she sang the ballads "Oh
Father" and "Live to Tell" conse-
cutively.

In the true spirit of commercial-
ism, the Material Girl tried to

promote the movie Dick Tracy by
performing three songs from her

soundtrack album I'm Breathless.

Madonna got her biggest reac-

tion during her current number one

See MADONNA, page 20

Feature

Second of a two part interview.

By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

ives lo empower a nation,
universal action, optimism

See NEW SONG, page 20

The thing that struck me about Ron Kovic was his voice. Everything
he said came from the heart and the strength that carried him through his
experiences in Vietnam and the difficult readjustment to civilian life is

etched in his voice.

"I've been through alot, but making the movie really helped me. I was
able lo move on with myself, and distance myself from the tragedy and
trauma of the that time.

"Whether we went to Vietnam or not, we all suffer tragedies and grief
in our lifetime. But it doesn't necessarily mean we have to be defeated by
it. We can rise above our tragedies, our defeats, our low moments. We
can rise above that through our art, our movies, our books, our
speaking. . .

"Life is not lost when we suffer a defeat; it becomes an opportunity for
4fs, perhaps even a blessing in disguise Qveniually. It did, I believe, for
mc. My paralysis was an opportunity to teach people about war'and
peace."

Kovic spent a long time raging over the war, over the way he was.
ircaicd, over being forced into a wheelchair. He was fired up enough to
speak out, to protest.

"Whenever 1 hear the song "Walking on a Thin Line" (by Huey Lew-
is), 1 think of myself," he explained. "The particular line was 'angry all
the time.' I felt like I was angry all of the time; everytime I woke up, 1 was
angry at the government, angry at what was happening in Vietnam,' I was
angry at the people who wouldn't stand up and speak out against what
was happening at the war. I was angry because I was arrested many times,
I was thrown out onto the street."

The anger was hard to completely release, and time was never long
enough to let it go. It took a series of events to bring it about; this includ-
ing writing Born on the Fourth of July in 1974, the building of the
Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C., and talking to other vets.

"After the writing of Born on the Fourth, I learned that the written
word could heal," he said, "and help transmit that anger into one's art."

He also tumed his anger into understanding. A big part of Kovic's
frustration must have come from the fact that instead of coming home
from tlie war a hero, he came back as a symbol of a 'lost' war.

"It really hurt me, but after many years I finally began to understand
their (the public's) anger," he said. "They were killing young American
lx)ys with dieir (the government's) foreign policy, they were selling them
against the Viemamese people, they were dehumanizing the Vietnamese,
they were calling ihem 'gooks,' they were trying to make us believe that
we should hate these people. All when many of us had not understcx)d the
full story.

"We had all grown up with John Wayne, \Sgt. Rock' comic books,
plastic machine guns, war movies that glamorized and romanticized war
-rr. it all made war look like a great thing.

"I think, if anything, the war will \^c looked at as a turning points in

American tliinking."
,

i

__ All of Kovic's work was not for naught, as he realized in 1976 with the
publishing of his book, and a big highlight, his speaking at the Democra-
tic Convention.

"It was an extraordinary point in my life," he remembered. "After
many years of being thrown in jail for my poliUcal beliefs, for being
assaulted over the years ... to talk on the podium, that night, in front of
the whole convention and 40 million people prime time, to me, gave me
hope that my message could get out to the people."

See KOVIC, page 20 Ron Kovic makes his point.
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Sat « Sun only la 12:30 A 2 45 thowtmes

Far Out Man (R)

12:05-3 05 5 40-810-11 1(3

A A (R)

10:00-1 15-4:30-7:45-10.45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hill&

fii Blues (R)

12:15 3:15-5:50-620-10 66

LANDMARK
THEATRES

ROYAL
11523 SM. Blvd

477 5681

Too Beauriful For You
Daiy 5 30-7:46-10«0

'Sat A Sun Mabnee 1:00-3.15

West L.A.

^ 1

y

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Bl

478^6379

MUSIC HALL Morjaieur Hire
9036 Wishire Daily 5 45 8 00 10 00
274-6869 'Sat S Son Matinee 1 30 3 45
Sun 11 00am Academy Winner Common Threads

RNE ARTS
8666 WJsNre
662-1330

Camille Oaudel
Daily 6 26-8 30

'Sat & Sun Matinee 2 00

Santa Monica
Sat 12 an

The Merchant of 4 Seasons
Friday only 7 46

The Stabon Master's Wife
Friday only 6 30-9 30

The Bitter Tears of Petra Von
Saturday only 2 40-7 00

Verontka Voaa
Saturday cxily 6 00 9 20

Effie Br«st
Sund.iy only 7 30 7 15

The Marriage Of Mar^a Braun
Sunday only 5 00 9 45

Fn 12 am 'Basket Case II

Rocky Horror Picture Show

MONICA
1332 2nd SI

394 9741

The Reincarnation of Golden Lobs
Daily 5 15 745-1000

"Sal i Sun M.itmoe 12 46 3 00
Psychology Series: Siddhartta

Sat A Sun 10 am

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
4750202'

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
11 30 1 46 4iX)6iG-8 20-i.- 50

Goldwyn Mama, There's A Man In Your Bed
4^0202 12 lb? 30-4 46-7 00 9 b
plus a short Chuok Workman's: Pieces of Silver

MONICA Camille Qaudel
1 j3; 2od St Wed A Fn 6 16-8 30
3*4-9741 'Tneatof dossd Thursday 6/10

'Sat 1 Son M;it)nee 2 00
Sat A Sun 10 15 am Knshnamurti With A Silent Mmd

Goldwyn
4 760202

Hmw V
1100-1 40-4.20-7 00 9 40

MONICA The Tenants
1332 2nd SI Daly 5 00 7 30 9 45
3^ 9741 -Sat A Sun Matinee 2 30

'Sat A Sun 10 30 am Jung: Mailer of Heart

Goldv

476-0262
Tic Me Up, Tie Me Down

12 46 3 00 6 10-7 20-9 3C
Fn A Sat Late Show 11 46 pm

MONICA
1332 2nd

394-9741

SI

-PREMIERE SHOWCASE
The Traveling Players

Daiy 716
'Sal A Sun Matinee 2 30

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

GENERAL CINEMA
""THEATRES V^estwood

UA Coronet

10889 Wefwgr
A A (R)

i?.so-if)0-7i'>.ini<

Westwood L— 475-9441

AVCO CINEMA I

WiKh at Westwood
476 0711

THX4)olby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

1166230606 : 40 10 26

UA CORONET
10889 Welwofth

475 9441

THX/Odtjy Stereo

•Fn

Body Chemistry
1:10-3 16-6 26-745 10 00

A Sat Late Show 12 00 am

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh at Westwood
476 0711 ^A,
SR/Dolby Slft^o "

The GuatdiarT (R)

12.50-3.10-5 36^00-10 jb

UA CORONET
10889 Welworlh

47S9U1
THXyDdtjy Stereo

Far Out Man
1 00-3O5-6 10 7 30-9 40

'Fn A Sat Late Show 11 45 pm
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MADONNA
From page 18
pop hit. "Vogue." People were
seen dancing in the aisles and fans

"vogued** as Madonna faithfully

recreated dance moves of the video
on stage.

In a brief interview prior to the

concert, "Vogue" co-producer/
writer Shep Peuibone told the

Daiiy Bruin that he is "thrilled"

that the song has reached number
one in many countries. Pettibone

also expressed his sincere appreci-

ation to Madonna for giving him
the chance to produce her.

Pettibone is the remixer respon-
sible for eight of Madonna's club
hits. Instead of recreating the
album versions, many of the live

instrumentations ^ere based on
the structure of Pettibone's remix-
es.

But despite the excellence of the

musical arrangements, many were
ruined by the loudly distorted

concert sound.

The giant big screen served its

purpose of showing close-ups of
Madonna on stage, but many key
elements of the productions were
not captured on camera. Madonna

may be the star of the show, but the
band and dancers also deserved the

attention of the video director.

The Blond Ambition concert
extravaganza will undoubtedly be
compared to Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation tour. Madonna's
show is definitely more theatrical

and provocative. Thanks to French
fashion designer Jean-Pul Gaultier

and costume designer Marie Stew-
art, the Material Girl's high-tech

garb supersedes the not-so-fancy

costumes of Jackson's concert.

Neither Madonna nor Janet
Jackson are great live singers. Yet
considering the more physically
demanding nature of Blond Ambi-
tion*s choreography. Madonna can
sing better in the live setting. But it

should be pointed out that Jackson
is touring for the first Ume in her
career. Madonna is on her third

lour within the last five years.

Overall, the concert was excep-
tionally entertaining. Those pro-

testors should simply view
Madonna's concert as an act. It is

not meant to be taken seriously.

After all, it's only show business!

NEW SONG

cso Evening Escort Service

825-1493

From page 18

ment, from the Andes, is

made of goats' toenails —
how does that grasp you!?
Other more common

instruments the group uses

are the congas, bongo, mara-
cas, the electric bass and
keyboards from Uruguay
and from Puerto Rico. They
also have a two string guitar

called a Cuatro.

"Our goal is to promote
Latin American culture, to

sing about thejoys and hbpes
and struggles of the peoples

of Latin America," said

Amador. "Our main concern
is to address issues of con-
cern to us, primarily peace
and social justice in the

world, so we try to make our
music very upbeat and hope-
ful, because we feel music is

one of the best ways to

communicate those ideas.

Flor de Cana tour all over
the country. In April, the

group received a local

Grammy award for Out-
standing Latin Act from the

Boston Music Awards.
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THE UCLA AFRICAN STUDENT— UNION —;—
. - •

~ IN CONJUNCTION WITH

THE BROTHERS OF OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY INC.,

LAMBDA CHAPTER

PROUDLY PRESENT

AFKICAN CULTUkE 111 GHT 1990
AQKKkUAU GRAU'D £ALL?.OOM

MOM DAY. MAT 14, 1990
7-10 PM

FEATURING

FAITHFUL CENTRAL GOSPEL CHOIR
DJIMBE WEST AFRICAN DANCERS
AFRO-CARRIBEAN ENSEMBLE

zz:^^ CARRIBEAN CONNECTION ^
SAPHI'S FASHION SHOW
QUEENS OF THE NILE^

AFRICAN VENDORS AND INDIGENOUS AFRICAN CUISINE
WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE

FUNDEDBYTHE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE OF THEPROGRAMACTIVITIES BOARDAND
. JiSU^LA USAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE

'~;

Tom Cruise portrays Ron Kovic in 'Born on the Fourth of
July.'

KOVIC
From page 18

Talk of Kovic running for office

was dispelled when he announced
he would not be running for

Congress. But as he says, "don't

rule out me running later."

Kovic hopes to write another
book to talk about his years from
1973-1976, which were not cov-

ered in the first one. In addition, he
goes out to speak on campuses,
bringing the message of making a

difference in the world, as he did at

Ackerman last Wednesday.

"I don't believe this is an
apathetic generation," he said.

"One man, one woman, one
student can make a difference. We
need to realize the power we have,

to know that we make things

happen by empowering ourselves,

not to be afraid to stand up, to

speak out."

Ron Kovic, in his wheelchair,

has stood up and empowered
himself, and in his own way,
carried his message to the world.

ralegal carper,
The paralegal profession is the fastest growing

occupation in the country v^ith job opportunities in

private law firms, corporations and government.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1Q75
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Evening classes • Special day program for college graduates— Financial aid and scholarships • Excellent placement service

Fall day and evening programs
begin September 4

University of West Los Angeles
School of Paralegal Studies

12201 Washington Place, Los Angeles CA <'0066

(213) 313-1011 x205

UULA

Jp^''^
•**MlMMdMMM*Ma^^^M M*^Hii^*MM*M*M^^

^^

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN p. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)
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Latino Him Association presents
Film tells

powerful tale

of emigration

By Charles Newbery
Contributor

FILM: El Norte . Written and directed by
Gregory Nava. Two day series pre-
sented by the UCLA Chicano/Latino
Film and Television Association on May
14 and 121 at 7:30 p.m. in Melnitz
Theater. Admission is free. For info
call (818) 760-3543.

Joumey hundreds of miles.

Dodge machine guns and face
down bandits. Hunger gnaws the

stomach, but desire compels. Only
the U.S. border-guards now block
comfort and prosperity. Hurry to

El Norte.

Gregory Nava's film El Norte

maintains the emotional intensity

of foreign films. Its tension grabs
viewers and pounds them into a
dangerous and dusty world of
racial hatred and injustice. Is this

really what our southern neighbors
have to endure daily?

Join Enrique and Rosita. War
tears Guatemala to pieces. Soldiers

have destroyed their family and
village. And guerillas will return

by government command to shoot
this brother and sister.

*The rich came for good land
and forced out the poor."
Enrique's father tells him. Now,
only an escape to the United Stales
will save their lives.

But don't expect Star Wars
special effects. The action unfolds
from a Guatemalan Indian village

through dusty Mexico to the city of
new cars, flush toilets, bright lights

and manicured lawns — Los
Angeles.

Nava uses the language and

drama to develop his subject. The
music, setting and character deve-
lopments produce emotion, anger
and disbelief.

Nava has crafted an excellent

expose of the plight of Latin

American immigrants who suffer

incredible injustice in their home
countries as well as in the United

grants. Who will pick strawberries
in Oxnard?^ Who will clean
houses? A "coyote" has smuggled
Enrique and Rosita from Tijuana
to Los Angeles for their "beuer
life".

Both the desire for possessions

and the necessity for survival has
driven Enrique and Rosita to El

Nava has crafted an excellent expose of the' plight

of Latin American immigrants who suffer incraU-
ble injustice in their home countries as well as in

the United States* Its tension pounds viewers into

a dangerous and dusty world of racial hatred and
injustice. Is this really what our southern neigh'
bors have to endure daily?

Slates.

"The. whole economy would
collapse if we didn't bring in cheap
labor," says the owner of a

complex that harbors illegal immi-

Norie. And later a greed for more
challenges their family relation-

ship. They lose their heart and their

soul and "we" changes to "I."

Enrique and Rosita say together.

'El Norte'
"We'll make a lot of money and
have everything we wanL . . then
^e'll return to Guatemala."

But in the end, Enrique needs
even more money and almost
abandons his dependent sister,

"I've got to have work."
Enrique and Rosita will either

be murdered in Guatemala, suffer

poverty and racial tension in

Mexico or will always be second
class citizens in the United States,

the place they call America.
A relevant piece. It exposes an

issue somehow more easily left

untouched. But the language,
drama and pace soak the whole
issue into the viewer's conscience.

The second day of this series
willbe held on Monday, May2 1

,

at 7:30 and will feature four
filmmakers. Producers Mocte-
suma Esparza, Sylvia Morales,
Jesus Trevino and Ruben
Guevara will be on hand during
screenings of their work.

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL

,^^gri^^ Chicken ^^fter 3:00 pr3=tB=clos

, -Fried Rice w/1 free drink V'^-DU *

' 'Green Salad with coupon

J iJk^^ ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKuT

"

-«
I

—

., .
112-; Glendon Avenue (213)

1 1 nrW^ Westwood Village, CA 208-200

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"
From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and eclectic

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Fri., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworthi Theater t

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953

TJCKjB^im
MAY COMPANY 4 MUSIC PVUS
(X13) 4«Oa232 • r714) 74O>200e

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness-

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special
Mu tt be pre&etUed-to reception ist betorg serv ices

Im l^L^^^!"^ ^^''^ ^""^^^ " "'"^^^^^^V

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18CUT&BL0W
nUST mO\N UCLA SUDEriT ID. V,mm^A,ri^U,immy>ut»uj

WITH COUFOn '^ *^**^ cMiiM« 11 nmttMt.

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza ,- HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. . LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

•Free Pregnancy Testing

'Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

'Immediate Results

Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449

BSDa choice

Family Fliuiiiin^ Associates Medical Group
flABALtilAt « 4 4'4'«WVWI*Uk«.«.«.%«% 4 * V*'*VVVVWAAA«Wtf4:tf«MniHUMMMMGaMU
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THE POWER
of the written wordl
DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING 825-2161

LA RAZA IN FILM, VIDEO, AND THE PERFORMANCE ARTS SERIES

presents ^

(THE NORTH)

. 1984 Academy Award Nominee

WRIHEN AND DIRECTED 8Y GREGORY NAVA
^mi

t

MONDAY, MAY 14— 7:30PM

^nV MELNITZ THEATER
A^ Admission is FREE!

Gregory Nava, UCLA alumni, will be present to discuss

his experiences in the entertainment industry.

Sponsorsd by UCU CklcanoAatino Film and Television Association

and til* CPC of die PAB

DeloitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,
(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.
English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

' Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

Helen Slaterand Patrick Dempseyplay incompatible college
roommates who fall in love — need we say more?

'Happy' when it's over:

Not even Bunche Hall can help this inept

romanitic comedy of college roommates _
By Rachelle Unreich ^_^^
Staff Writer

FILM: Happy Together. Written by Craig J. Nevius. Directed by Mel Damski.
Produced by Jere Henshaw. An Apollo Pictures rete^e with Patrick Dempsey ani-
Heien Slater .

— —

I was sold on seeing the movie Happy Together after I caught a scene
from it which showed Patrick Dempsey wrestling with Helen Slater

outside Bunche Hall.

Patrick Dempsey is just the sort of person I wish Td bump into at

UCLA but never do; in the movie, Slater is the lucky female who gets

mistakenly assigned to the same room as him. A cute, albeit cliched, idea,

but then Pretty Woman isn*t known for its original plot This even had my
all-lime favorite song— the Turtles* Happy Together— weaved into its

title. What wasn't there to like about this fiUn?

Apparently, a lot. Dempsey plays Chris, a straight-laced, would-be
playwright, who is forced to share his living quarters with the wacky,
uncoftventional Alexandra (Slater). At least. Slater thinks her character is

wacky and unconventional. In actuality, she's just plain annoying. It was
partly her wardrobe (which looked like Annie Hall had thrown up in a

Dempsey plays Chris, a straight'laced, would-be
playwrignt, who is forced to share his living quar-

ters with the wacky, unconventional Alexandra
(Slater), At least. Slater thinks her character is

wacky and unconventional. In actuality, she's just

plain annoying. It was pardy her wardrobe (which
looked like Annie Hall had thrown up in a Betsey

Johnson store) and mostly her mannerisms
(Helen, youVe got to control those arm move-
ments; in Happy Together^ Slater's hands seemed
like they alone were on amphetamines). By the
end, you wanted Dempsey to dump her really

badly.

Betsey Johnson store) and mostly her mannerisms (Helen, you've got to

control those arm movements; in Happy Together, Slater's hands seemed
like they alone were on amphetamines). By t))C end, you wanted
Dempsey to dump her really badly."

Not surprisingly, the mismatched couple are attracted to each other's

differences, and quickly discover the unusual pressures on a relationship

that comes with living together. Of course, this pair was less usual than
most— during their first kiss, they launched into a full-scale musical pro-
duction number of "Cabaret." Hell, isn't that what most people do during
their first time? Dempsey can dance, but he can't sing; and that particular

scene was so long, that it seemed to form the entire second act of the

movie.

Other oddities include a fellow housing occupant, Gooseflesh (Dan
Scncidcr), who offers psychological help while simultaneously going
steady with a mannequin.(which is a whole other film in itself, starring

Andrew McCarthy} Come^n, isn't that something you see on campus all

the time?

Some scenes were saved, thanks to the talents of Dempsey, who did his

utmost to give his character charm and warmth, and even make his dia-

logue sound funny. No small task, when you consider that he was called

upon to repeat the line "You can be loved by me" about a trillion times.

Occasionally, the progressing romance was depicted sweetly, and it

was fun to spot the various UCLA locations which had been used
throughout the movie. However, the story was predictable and the

direction uninspired — after a few minutes, even the Turtles' song gets a
little tired.

My advice is to head over to Bunche Hall yourself, lake along a poster
of Patrick Dempsey, and pray that you don't get placed in the same dorm
as Helen Slater. If you liked him in Can't Buy Me Love, or her in Ruthless
People, keep that image intact ^nd leave it there.
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Real men Tim Hutctiinson, Roger Guenveur Smitti and
Dominic Hoffman play serious ball tfiis montfi at ttie Los
Angeles Ttieatre Center.

He-men • • I it up
onstage at LA.T.C.

By Jeff Krieger

ContributOL

THEATER: That Serious He-Man Bail. Running indefinitely at the Los Angeles
Theatre Center, theater four. General tickets: $20. student tickets: $15. Call 627—
5599 for info.

Is it the shoes? Yo. money. It's gotta be the shoes. No, Morris. It's the

acting.

That Serious He-Man Ball, the story of three Jordan-wearing brothers

getting together for a day of pickup basketball, holds itself together with

prime performances by all three actors.

» Critics note: before I say much more about this play, I need to tell you
this is a biased review. I live for basketball, and even though I'm no Larry
Bird (or Jack Haley, for that matter), I enjoy playing and observing the

gatne. So when I heard there was a play that had a playground court for its

setting, I was there. But, this show did surprise me.
The entire play takes place at the local playground where three old

college buddies (Twin, Jello and Sky) reunite to rap and play a little

roundball. Here, we get to know a little bit more about them.
Twin (Tim Hutchinson) is a very serious IBM Executive Trainee

who's on the fast-track to the top of the corporate ladder. He uses words
and phrases, like "Su9cess will not roll up to you" ar^ "Start challenging

Too many times youTl see a movie or play diat has

a sports theme only to notice that the actors can't

play the sport their character is supposed to love.

Hutchinson has a good left hand, Hoffman driv^
well to the hole and Smith has a pretty good out-

side J.

yourself," things you would expect to hear from an executive trainee.

But he has another side, too. Like when he taunts Jello with the basket-

ball, begging him to try and guard him — "I'm gonna Barkley on your
ass," he says. Something doesn't mesh with these two parts of him,
though, and we eventually see why.

Meanwhile, Jello (Dominic Hoffman), a struggling writer, makes his

first appearance on stage describing, in a Shakespearean dialect, his

previous night's encounter and achievement. A liule less serious than
Twin ("Uh-oh," he says, "a black man with a theory — stand the f—
back!"), he feels you don't necessarily need a corporation to give him
worth. He soon finds out that his friends weren't exactly honest about the

scripts he'd written.

Sky (Roger Guenveur Smith, whom you might remember from Do The
Right Thing) is the least serious of the three. He was a political activist in

school and now works as a night manager at the local 7-11. Sky seems the

most natural when he's talking trash while playing ball with the other
two: "Man, you couldn't hit the ocean from underwater!" We leam,
though, that even Sky has some cobwebs in the closet
The playground is the perfect environment for the type of banter that

goes on among these three. The play is about leasing and taunting each
other. And the hint of competition that always lingers on the basketball

court (even in friendly pickup games) leads to heavy confrontations.

The only problem with this story, though, is that there are so many sub-
plots. Twin, Jello and Sky each lake turns cutting each other's way of life

down to the core. Then, with very mild hints of resolution, there they are
joking again. -•——

=

—^-
':

—
But overall. That Serious He-Man Ball is worth it Too many times

you'll see a movie or play that has a sports theme only to notice that the

actors can't play the sport their character is supposed to love.

Hutchinson has a good left hand and does a great job portraying the

token black trying to fit into a white corporation.

Hoffman, meanwhile, drives well to the hole and does an impressive
impersonation of Martin Luther King. Jr.

And Smith has a pretty good outside "j" While playing the

nonconformist "imported from Africa."

IN THE DAILY BRUIN 825-2161

UCLA Department of Music and
UCL^ Center for the Performing Arts present

fcs^

Faculty Artist Series

Gary Gray Sheridon Stokes
Clarinet Flute

assisted by
Jotiona Harris, Piano

Antoinette Perry, Piano
"":~~"

Nil$ OliveT; Cello
~

performing music of
Saint-Saer^s, Mendelssohn, Eugene Bozzo,

Charles>larolcl Bernstein/ Christopher Caliendo,* and Sheridon Stokes
*Premiere

—Monday, May 1 4. 1990
8:00 p.m.

Sctioenberg Hall

UCLA
General Admission: $12; Students and Senior Citizens with I.D.: $7

For further information, please call UCLA Central Ticket Office, (213)825-2953.

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 ^ARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/24/90

Offer good only with this

coupon, one couoon oer

Not good lor Sicilian styie

Limit 3 pi2zas per aacress

208-8671
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$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/24/90

Offer good onlv with this

coupon one couoon per

pizza
Not good lor Sciiian tlyl«

Lmii 3 pizzas per aaaress

208-8671
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$7.60 LARGE^ PIZZA
TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 5/24/90

Offer good ohly with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not good lor Sciiian ttyl*

Limit 3 pizzas per aodress

208-8671
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112 Kerckhoff HaJI. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
Tht managcmtnt rtscrvtt tht continuing right to chango, rtclassify, rtvis* or

rajoct any classifbd advartiMmant not maating tha standards of tha Daily Bruin

CLASSinED RATES
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Daily, each additional word $0.27
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Weekly, each additional word $1 .00
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UCLA
STAFF EMPLOYMENT

UCLA Staff Employment

Cordially invites

UCLA Seniors

^PPly /or The Most Exciting and Rewarding Siudem J6h

available with

UCLA EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Valuable Experience
Flexible Hours
Good Pay

As an Emergency Medical Technician you will .

.

to attend an

Information Meetings:

Thursday, May 24, 1990

to discuss
f- -

Career Professional^

Laboratorŷ Programming

and

Support Staff Positions

Vloryi on the UCLA Medica
Ambtribanc

Transport

To apply you must be LA Cou
a full time UCLA student, a
hours per week.

o work 15

PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT THE UCLA POLICE STATION
601 Westwood plaza, or call 206-8886 for more
information.

/

Interested students should sign up

at the main Information counter

^^in the Placement and Career-
Planning Center

Affirmative Action Employer

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam In order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may^
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your currisnt reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER]
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Sludwil Employ*M raceiv*

•llh«f 4 hours l«av« with pay or th«

rrwal \\ckt^. W« cannot award both.

t
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WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400

Cost: Zero Investment

Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext. 10.

•

I ,.

Overeaters Anonymous
The Rnal Solution for Anorexics,

Vomiters, and Overeaters

Monday noon-lpm. ACK 3517
Thursday noon-1pm. NPI C-8-550

fm Oelhefy Tlekets

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
ANGELS - DODGERS
MADONNA

Eric Clapton - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

• fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

^^̂ ^K^H^M^f^̂^^^^-^••v^^'Sp *cm^«i«»MSKyn^H«.j^¥f
A^ Chi Omega welcomes our \

professors to share

dinner with us tonight.

^ Dinner is served at 5:15

I 708 Hilgard Avenue
^

Alcoholics Anonymous it^eeting

Mon Oisonsion, Thurs Book Snjtty

Fn Steu Studv AU 3S2S \Z\'o 115
lues -3 7 ir NF>I C8177. Wed Oscission

NPI C8S38 1210 1 00
for alcohoics or individuats who have a

(kinlang proNem
(?ljt 3S7-«3if>

Concert Tickets

UB40 TICKETS FOR TRADE Have 2 or>

Saturday, trade for 2 on Sunday or Monday.
(213) 374-6809

Good Deals

Good Deals

BACCALAURFATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate. 6/1 7 please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

Good Deals

;23zz: XT5CE^E >JUh22^2

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
t\^lWWlll^\llllllI<

BASEBALL, football, baskelball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is loo large or too

small (21 3)556 28<>9

FREE DENTAL CLEANING PLUS PAY. Cand.
dates needed for Dental Hygiene Board Exami-

nation June 2nd or 3rd. (213)395-3203.
Screening after May 18lh.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan'. (2 13)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

FAMII V nFMTIgTPV y
I p

SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg $95) (2 x-rays included) I

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergency service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a VIP.
member and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Otier not valid when using
dental insurance coverage

"Patients Are Special'

GREEKWAYER

35% off
UCLA and
Greek
Siveats

• Champion •

^ * Russell •

Bassett Walker

Personal 10 Personal 10

FEMALE HAIRMODELS needed for nrH^dium

and short length styles. Carlton Hair, West-

side.Shari (213)453 4369.

FREE FASHION PHOTO SESSION. Photogra-

pher seeks men for testing. Contact: Windon,
(213)85^30^arT^pnr^^^nl^^^

Miscellaneous 9

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West LA.

Personal 10

ST. JUDE'S NOVENA May the Sacred Heart of

Jesus be adored, glorified, loved, and pre-

served throughout the world now and forever.

Sacred Heart of jesus, pray for us. St. Judie,

worker of miracles, pray for us. Help of the

hopeless, pray for us. Say this prayer 9 times a

day; by the 8th day your prayer will be

answered. It has never been krM}wn to fail.

Publication must be promised. Thank you, St.

jude, for granting my petition. Marlena.

SUMMER STORAGE We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, excetra. Free pick-up/

delivery and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

Ail Matural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Jenn Webb -

Good luck tomorrow
on your test!

1 know you'll

do well!

Love, Kathy

KAREN (ZK)
HEY LIL SIS:

DO YOU KNOW
WHO I AM YET??

LYBS

COUPON COUPON COUPON

Hey, Belvedere -

On your birthday we
just wanted to

let you know
how we feel -

We feel fine, thanks!

•J
Happy MCLXXIth

Birthday!

Oh, Grow Up! *

Kara, Andy, jen.

Big Al, and Duhnise

P.S. The Browns Suck.
P.P.S. Get your haircut.

NOdnOO NOdnOO NOdflOO 2

To My Revrac m
Little Sister m

SUSAN LEE (IK) f
mystery week ^

is over, ^
Any Guesses? m
See you tonight! m

^ ybs Z

Order your persoiuili/ed graduation

announcements now!

CAMPUS PHOTOSnOO
ISO Kcrckhotl Hall ( Right next to CJraphic .Scmccs) Ofun M I H M) ^ M)

I
Congratulations

i Donna Keeler
and

Jim Kiminki
on your

engagement!
Love,

Alpha Phi

Research Subjects 12

tt'4 t-e^f^

7 JUf4 U4-MX

T

The ladies of Alpha Delta Pi

cordially invite their

professors

and TA's to dinner at 5:30

tonight.

808 Hilgard Ave.

Congratulations

on your .

graduation

Suzy (AAX) I

YLS

Cal 1990

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OlDFR
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DKTATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820 6574

HAPPY FAMILIES with children ages 8 lo 1 3.

Two hours participation Receive free nriini-

seminar on family relationships plus S10. Call

Elizabeth (21 3)825 021 5
'
^^^—— p

.
'

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study Receive $25 Call for details.

(21 3)825-3921.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attcntional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation (213)825 0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 11 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)825 0392.

NORMAL healthy women r>ecded for study of

hormone patterns in normal menstrual cycles.

Receive $50 (213)825 3921

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Pers.stai^X

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 nninths or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection «vhich may reduce pain and
rwise. $100.00 received upon completion.

TM) x-ray required Contact Lynne, DerHal
Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

...i}
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Time again to GET SHIPFACED!
Saturday, May 19th

Cross our Suspended Bridge to...

Delta Sigma Phi's

62nd Annual
,

SAILOR'S BALL
Rock to DJ ERIC OLSEN Inside and dance in real sand,

Then go out back and drink RED DEATH to live music.

Prepare to dock our dinghy at 9:00

Then look out for the Tiki God!

No admittance without nautical attire

Invite info call Dave (208-6394) or Preston (824-0760:

Sponsored by

.ZlltfUCoi'r

fcdce'<i^
GREEKWAYER

in Westwood

AILY BRUIN
LASSIFIED ADVERTISING

6^

li i A i <(V i J, V^^ i J, i J,|

J'

i

TONIGHT

LLilLUMMA
WELCOMES YOU TO

J,
O. p. E.N H .O.g.$. E

iyO^LOCKPM 65iHILC;ARDi
RSVP 479-5593

si:—sL:—ale—ale—sle J* Jj. J, J^ Ale alaJ

_PHI KAPPA PSI'S 4th Annual

CORONA FEST
May 18th, 19th, and 20th (this weekend)

Ladies:

Get ready for the road trip of a lifetime as Phi Psi journqys to
sunny Mexico to relax, enjoy lobster dinner, and consume over
4000 CORONAS in pleasure accomodations just 1/2 hour south of
the border. All this and more for only $30.00 due before
Wednesday.

For info, coll Kirk or Glenn ot 208-9888 or 208-9004

Wanted Salons 7\ Solons
J'AKKi

21

M.l'QUIS

<! I'jity or Mu.hcllcv

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574 ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

Help Wanted 30

Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperrn Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:aliforn!a
c:ryo bank

824-9941

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.
Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

''tum^'

Permanent Hair Removal
Kuropeaii K.icials • Waxirv

.\1anu ore • f 'cdicure

208-8193
l'>li(,\M>\ X\K \VEsT\\lH)I)VIII,\l.h:

Health Sen^ices 22

We Accept All Vision Care Plaos

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

:::>

Opportunities 26

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (21.3)280 3558.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
for inlo'maiion

Call Anna
(818) 986 3883

-MA

Cancer patients

Ihroughoul LA tx?ne?il

from your pariicipalion

4954 Van Nint Blvd Shirmin Oakt

Help Wanted -30

.
$78+ BILLION DOLUR INDUSTRY
KAFiN MONKY WOJ^KINC AT
HOMK VHKK DKTAILS
\' TO;

]/K
\\>\<

$35K US GOV'T P/T income/year. Working at

home. Help Uncle Sam return million dollars
ofUS Gov't treasurer for unclaimed funds. W/o
experience necessary. (818)339-5783.

ACCOUNTING ASST. needed for Brentwood
publishing firm. Experience with accounts
payable and data entry. Familiarity with com-
puters is a plus. 20-30hrs per week, $7^r.,
contact 479 6512 x141.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance
office. Must type 50 wpm., good oralAvritten

communication, computer knowledge help-
ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600+Avoek In cannery,
$8,000-512,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.
No experience necessary Male or female. For
68-page employment b<xiklct, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research. 2000 Wostbkf Awp Mr^r^h

•101, Seattle, WA 98109 -.10 day, uncondi-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ARTS INSTRUCTOR- For summer day-camp
in WLA Use verious art media to provide a
creative program to children 4-13. (213)
472-7474

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train, .you gain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

ASST. MCR Baskin Robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part lirT>c, days/nightsAveekends,
Westwood village and wcstside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

AHENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1.41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,
Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)8.38-8885.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the
aftcmoon $5-$7/hr Beverly Glen Blvd. 3
miles north of Sunset (213)475-0788.

Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply in person at:

The Cockpit
9609 LiniG Santa Monica BI.BH.

1 block West of Rodeo

Full & Part time
positions available.

(213) 274-6900

CAMPAIGN STAFF Pad your resume and
wallol at the same time. VOTER REVOLT
Make Prop 103 work 1 1 offices statewide
On-campus interviews $250 40n/wk
(213)475 8110.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER for small private
rollrgc 7pm 3am or 'ipm- 5dm $5 15 to start

(213)541-7775.

CASHIFRAIFRK. Full or parttimcv Apply at

7 11, 1 1 26 Weslwo(xl (213)208-1902

CASHIFR/6fI IVFRY PT, WI,A pharmacy, Ex
p<'rien((! preferred Ml, afternoons, Sal 9-6.
fatt Nelson (711)039 iriO, '

-

Field salos. Imported
wooion fabrics, unlimiiod
(.'arrnngs. bilingual Ko

roan/English. *

C.-^ll J 8f J prod lit

.
\2A2) 624-1840.
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.

Interns
(20-25 hours/week)
If you're seeking an opportunity to work in a dynamic,
team environment with a company that has 12 years of
stable yet impressive growth, come to Candle.

Since IQ77, Candle Corporation has been the world's
leading independent developer of systems solutions
software for IBM Mainframes. We believe that your
abilities are best served in a company that encourages
professional and personal growtn.

if you're looking for an opportunity to earn some extra
money and "learn the rcmes" in system software
solutions for IBM Mainframe, this may be the position
fi)r you. Qualified candidates should have experience in

IBM Mainframe, operating system, 370 Assembler, and
analytical/statistical background ISPF, and jCL
exposure is a plus.

HUMAN RESOURCES, Dept. SI

fCandle
Candle Corporation
1999 Bundy Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

«)

• • • •
I i^ii.tU >|>|i<irlui<ily I ni|>i<>vi

• • • •

• •The Future

of Performance Management
fenBnai

Los Angeles, CA- Dallas, TX -~ Oakbroolc, IL

White Plains, NY— New York City, NY

GENERAL OFFICE assistant. FT for entertain

ment management firm. Filing, copying, light

typing, and phones. Must be dependable,
responsible, with own car. Non-smoking envi-

ronment. (213)934 8002.

GRAPHIC ARTIST. Starting PT, possible FT
during summer. Type, design on Macintosh.

$5 $a/hr. (213)397-3900

GREAT SUMMER JOB. 8 WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED (MY PROGRAM, 2 WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT MINIMUM AGE 21.

NEED EXPERIENCE WIFH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (213)8267000.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $1 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

INSURANCE SALES/CUSTdMER SERVICE.
PT/FT, experience auto & health
(213)392 0631.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY- Needs help,

10 P/T, $500-$1,500/mo, 10 F/T,
$2,000- $6,000/mo. Full training Start now!
(213) 441-1610.

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-
erns and DNA sequencing required. Call Dr.

Pultst (213)855-5166.

MAKE $100 av^evenings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)962-1874*

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANT The
KAND Corporation, a nonprofit research insti-

tution in Santa Monica, has an opportunity for

an accomplished microcomputer expert to

work with the research staff in the support and
development of end user applications. This

position requires a bachelor's degree and 1 to 3

years experience working with IBM PC com
palible and Macintosh microcomputers.
Strong working knowledge of communications
software, spreadsheets, and database packages
such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, 4lh

D imant iun , and Paradox >fc >««fc»mmowd«»d

CENTURY CITY firm is looking for an exper-

ienced receptionist to handle busy multiline

phone system. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thurs-

days, 2:00630 p.m. $l(Vhour. Professional

appearance, excellent phone voice required

Please call (213)553 8871, extension 281.

CHFERLEADING MODERATOR -|V volleyball

coach Au^ 27 Nov 2, $800 4hrsAvk. June
February. Salary negotiable. JV Tennis Coach
Aug. 27-November 2 - lOhrs./wk
$800/scason jV Basketball Coach November^

EXTRAS needed for film and comrnercials. Caii

(213)850-1640 between 9am-hpm .Vtonday

Friday only.

FAST-PACED MEDIA BUYING f IRM has entry

level position available immc^diately for detail

orientated person with analytical and problem
solving skills to assist tracking order response
for clients FAX resume to (21 .3)829 4454 Attn;

Order Response OR mail to: Williams Televi

sion Time, 1 630 2 1 st Street, Santa Monica, CA.
90403 Attn: Order Response.

Duties will include end user consulting, new
software evaluation, teaching, and documen-
tation. Applicants need good interpersonal

skills and must be able to work effectively with
all levels of microcomputer users US Citizen-

ship required. Send resume to Kenneth Logan.
The RAND Corporation, 1 700 Main Street,

P.O Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA
90406-21 38 Ar^ Affirmative Action Employer

19 February 8 - lOhrsAvk $800 season. All

girls High School. (213)461-3651. ^••••••••••••••••<[
CHEVIOT HIILS RECREATION CENTER seeks

counselors to staff its summer day, spofts,

drama, and pre-school camp June 25- August
31 $6.25/hr. 3 5 •» hours/week.
(213)837-5186

CLFRK/CASHIFR. Full time, WLA Pharmacy.
Experience preferred Personable, depend-
ablc. Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

COMPANION NEEDED to be with high-

fund ionmg 19 yr. old male. Special Education

student, who is interested in bowling, basket-

_ball, swimming, ocdan body surfing, and golf.

5 days/wk, approx., 1 2- 5pm months June 25 -

end of August. Salary expenses.
(213)454 3744 Alice or Bruce

COUNTER HELP, Venice Beach. Fun at the

beach. Weeker»ds, very busy, $6/hr. Scott,

(213)305 8830.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS opportunity guide
$300- $900 weekly. (508)92 7-97f>8 Ext C5.

DANCE INSTRUCTOR Wanted for a creative

arts summer day-camp in WLA. Teach mtxl
crn, folk, and ethnic dance techniques and
creative movement to children ages 4-13.

(213) 47^ 7474

MODELS
wanted by Professional
Photography Studio for

up-cominq pnoto assignments
I. Non-Pro. Male Femafb

Call (818) 508-8680

*

*
^
^

Westwood Sporting Goods
Needs part bme help aflerr>0Gns A Saturdays

during school Very HexMe schediet
Expenmce not necess-vy Ful time

flmpioyment needed during summet
Apply in person at 1065 Gay ley Ave

Westwood Village

-It

FATBURGER WANTS YOU HIRING FOR ALL
SHIFTS AND l»OSITIONS. UP TO $6/HR
10955 KENROSS AVE. (213)208-7365

FILE CIFRK PA, r/[, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FTA'T positions availalbe Great

working conditions Marjie (213)2t)8-4000.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $1 7,500 $58,240. Call

(1)602 838 8885 Ext X 8050

WORK ^OR #1
Do you want a fast-paced job
whore each day is different &
filled with problem solving *?

Kelly Temporary Services is

looking for EVALUATION
SUPERVISORS for our CULVER
CITY office. You will evaluate
applicant skills, interview & hire

Wo offer a competitive salary and
excellent benefits in a stable firm
that promotes from within

College degree preferred

Interested applicants, please
call;

Mimi Gacrtner 213-645-0750

Temporary
Services

MOTHER'S HELPER P/T, Santa Monica, flexi

ble hours, 10-15 hrsAvk aprox
, $5/hr. (21.3)

453-1232 Ask for Billie.

DANC FRA:nTERTAINER. Earn $.300 $700 per

week. Part time Call (818)895 ()605.

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thurs<Jays.

8:.30-5:.30pm Pacific Palisades. Pleasant Of-
fire $8/1ir. (213)454 UX.I

DRAMA SPECILAISTS Wanted for summer
day-camp, Wl A. Plan drama activities rehear-

sals, performances and help children 4 '/• to

utuli/e ind develop their creative potential.

{2X3) A72 747A

DRIVER. Mature, responsible ^wrson to drive 8
& 12 yr. olds to. auditions and after-school

artivitics (21 3)201 9248, (21 3)936-9526.

DRIVERS wanted for Mother's Day in village

flower shop. Must have vai> Thurs Sat Call

Brian (213)208 4000

I ASY WORK! ExrellenI pAy^ Assemble pro-

ducts at home Call for information.
(504)f>41 B(X)3 ext 8737

FACTfER. F0.< A ASSOCIATES INC

HIRE
TRAIN

GET PAID THE
SAME DAY

No cold calls, no selling

Work with some of America's most
recognized charitable

organizations, universities,

environmental groups. & put^lic television

tations. Design your own work schecJule-

iternooiTs. evenings ^ weekends crivailable-

Guaranteed base with potential earnings

of $8-$17/hr.^"^

Call Personnel

213)477-2585 (818)885-0545
Men thru Fri 8:30-5:00
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r BARTENDERS
COCKTAIL SERVERS

DINNER/LUNCH SERVERS
FUN & QUALITY
A Superb Blend.....

and the key ingredients ofan enjoyable restaurant envinmment At
Cl/miRS, Santa Monica's well knuum American Histrrj, fine dining,
an %4f)heat atmosphere and a suf>er staff are qualities that make us one
of the Westside's favored restaurants We are presently kxiking for l-uU
Time energetic and dedicated inditAduals with a minimum 1 year
restaurant exfjenence to become a part of our team of restaurant
professionals. We offer a comf)etitive wage, flexible schedule and great
benefits Please apply in person, S-OOftm Monday, Wednesday or
Friday tU: 2425 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, C4 . liOt

ORDERS DfPARfMfNT, Retail, $9 25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships Call

9-3pm. (818)5674147

OUTSTANDINC] OPPORTUNITY Work from
home or office IT/IT Call for interview

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8567,
(818)377 5127

OWN BOSS EARN $20 (X) an hour answermj.
incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUHLI
CATION (213)281 5540

PART-TIME ASSISTANT who enjoys details,

numbers, typing, and flexibility. Macintosh
experience helpful. Reliability, gcxxi judge
ment, sense of humor valued Casual Venire
non-smoking office, ideal for student or re

entry adult. $7/hr. range. Maria
(213)399-0186

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to;

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

PART-TIME help nc<>ded for office work in

small real estate investment co id/hr

(213)392 5644

PART-TIME lADY SHOf S SALES, mghls and
weekends, Ttail rxpenent e preferred, Beverly

center $<Vhr. Roz (213)657 5183

PART-TIME Assistant for Orthopedic surgery

clinical research Computer experience help-

ful. Flexible hours %7/hr. (213)531 2716

PART-TIME MM I' Nirnrn I- ' son der-

matologist </•
. . i()())(M)lf. > > rnoons,

some Sat mornings, 8 30-12:30 (213)
826 5949

PEOPLE to sell flowers in Wcstside and West
Hollyw(K>d Restaurants S>>ort hours Evenings

Great pay. Car and insurance a must.
(213)859 7088

PRESCHOOL!) assistant teacher, part or full

time Bcginriein July. Must have expercince

and child development units Starting

$7.5(yhr. (213)394 0463

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/tir

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
,

Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

1^/1 Dry (lc.,n.f,g t OUN H R I'l RSON Will

tram 20 hrsAvk, work 2 3 afternoons 3 7pm,
and 8 hours on Snturdays Start $6 $7.5rV^r
plus free (Jry ,clea'iing. Year-round (^H>sition

(213)474 3'>?'>

Ju^-«

EARN up to $8/hr.
I lonsccleaners

• lull & Part time *

• Kkxibic Hours •

•Ix)ts of Work*
Mm, Women, Studi^^nts, etc.

Call (2i:t) 4r,:ilH17

PRESCHCXX lEACHER Experienced for a

creative preschool Summer and/or fall Excel

lent salary/ benefits. Tar/ana area.
(818)881 9707

Great Job!
We are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist
to answer phone in a busy

office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits. Will
train right person. Casual,
dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody
453-1817

PT I OUNCE ATTENDANT Westwood law
firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and
beverages to attorneys and clients Gcxxj
communications skills required Hours
liOam 3pm. Non smoking environmriM Cail^

Shawn Derfer at h21 3)478 254 1

PA SECRETARY OIIICE MANAGER in doc-
tor's office tr^ Wt*stw(M)d Village Expener>ce tn

btxjkkeepmg, telephones, billing, AK'Aii Be
ginning salary $9 j()> depending on experi

ence (213)208 3 700, (213)208 6770

PT receptionist/ typisl for Santa Mook a medi-
cal office Call Wanda at (213)829 9396

REAI. ESTATE ASSISTANT ® 30 HRS Strong

secretarial skills, Macintosh required W<?st

mark Inveslmrnts (213)9 36 6205

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED I T/I>T in Westwood-
Cellular of Sout^iern- California. Call Amy pr

)im (2131473 6299
'

RECEPTIONISTS, full time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office 'Experience preferred,

(213)4 72 72 35

RECEPTIONIST/C lerk, pari time lane Fonda
workout seeks outgoing take charge perv)n for

Its busy corporate office Typing, data entry

$6/hr Rrcnda (213)659 6144

-«ECEPTt()MSI HI Hrvrr^y HfH^
MW 9o (^,i Mr Howard (213)273 2458

RECEPTIONIST Cra/y, fast paced & fun ad
vertising agency in Santa Monica seeks a

responsible receptionist. Flexible person re-

quired with typing, fifing, IT other general

office skills Non smoking environment. For
immediate consideration, please call (Wil-

liams Television Time, Inc (213) 828 8f»00.

Ask for Kathy Braus

RETAIl POSITIONS available now' l>o you
enjoy working with the public' Interesteci in

advancing' You may be the person we're
IcKiking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities All positions ire

40 hr. weeks and include weekends Aooly in

person M 19 4 If you're presently cm-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

11321 West Pico Blvd
, Wl A (213)4 77 8023

Ask for NV^j'.iffl

.'SPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries. W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL—

SURFING AND SAIl ING INSTRUCTORS
I OR 8 WEFK REACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP OUf"
MUST BE 21, FXPERIFNCED WITH CHILD
REN (21.3) 826 7000

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

r
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THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR AVrRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30, LOOKING FOR

'

SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR.

RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

SCULPT SALON 9
WEST COVINA ORANGE COUNTY
818-339-5566 714-996-6390

SECRETARY wanted. F/T or P/T, no experience
necessary. M-F, 9-6pm. Flexible. W. Holly-
wood. (213)962-9014.

SEE THE STARS and park their cars. Valet
company seeking full/ part time attendants.
Flexible hours. Tips. Over 18, clean DMV,
clean cut. (213)287-1811.

STILL LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT SUM-
MER JOB. Spend a summer in the Southern
Sierra Mountains. Cooks & kitchen helpers
needed for private summer resident camp.
Experience in food preparation helps, but hard
workers and enthusiasm most important ingre-

dient. Room-board and good salaries. Call

Jameson Ranch Camp (805)536-8888.

STUDENTS! Haye fun this summer working in

teams painting homes! Earn S6-8^r. plus
bonuses. Call Waylon, 1(800)426-6441.

SUMMER JOB. Local private country club
needs salesperson in golf shop to help in

women's sales. Call Rick (213)934-6050.

SUMMER JOBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give
the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advancement opportuni-
ties $250-40(ywk. (213)475-8110.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR. Medium-sized
Century City Law Firm has immediate opening
for a part-tinr>e switchboard operator. Indivi-

dual must be responsible. The hours are
1 1 .OOjin tu 3.0 |lf" Monday through Friday
Salary $8:00 an hour. Please contact Keri

Bryan between the hours of 3:00pm to 5:30pm
at (213)277-1226.

TEACHER-r>eeds qualified experienced lead
teacher. Wests ide Jewish preschool starting

September 8:30-12:30 $10/min. Call
459-5054.

TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST- PA or F/T, 20
hrs/wk., $7-$10/hr. Engineering background
helpful. Software developer. (213) 450-1452.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls. F/r,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-S13/hr Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS Temporary help
needed for five-week project to do telephor>e
follow-up, evenings 5-9pm, Monday - Thurs-
day. $7.8(Vhr. Campus location. Contact Carol
or Tina at California Self-Help Center,
(213)825-7990 by May 22, for more
information.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNiry! Manager/secretary
for a combined medical and legal office. P/T or
F/T. Stan 6/90 No experience required. Guar-
anteed raise from previous employment!—(213)281-1872

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred Attractive, out-
going, friendly Mart la (213)475 6221
(213)487-1760

WANTED. Assistant to Real EstateAoan
Broker. Aftcrncx>ns flexible to school schedule.
$fl/hr (213)475 0200

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5A)r. (213)828 8537.

WATRESS/ WAITRESSES/ CASHIERS wanted
for Greg's Grill, WLA, PT/FT available. Salary

negotiable. Outgoing, polite, good personal-
ity. Contact Greg at (213)473-4744.

WEEKEND PROGRAM TECHNICIAN for the

developmental ly disabled. To work every
other weekend, implementing recreational

and life activity programs. Preference given to

couples or majors in related area. $125 per
person per weekend. (213)671-5791,
(213)397-7922, (213)730-1082.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants.

Must be experienced with young children
Summer only. Tarzana area. (818)881-9707.

Job Opportunities 32

Summer and Beyond
Earn $3,000/mo or more on
commission basetj educa-

tional materials marketing in

exciting new project.

Can David (818) 995-0566.

WRITERS WANTED $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING CLERK/BOOKKEEPR/
ADMINSTRATIVE ASSIST- F/T positions for

college grads. Must speak good English, must
type, and be organized. Call Jackie (213)
624-6266. Any major, will train.

A SMALL INDEPENDENT Production
CoyOroup Management Co. offering an In-

ternship w/pay, to a student who is oriented in

the Music Industry/Business. Office and orga-
nizational skills are necessary. Perfect oppor-
tunity to learn the basics of music production
and promotion. S400/mo. Call
(213)851-9210.

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!? S50 -$500/day. No
experience necessary. No flakes. Flexible
hours. By appointment only 12001 Ventura
Place, 3rd floor. Studio City, off the 101
freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd., in the
green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661-7982.

BRIDAL RINGS JEWELRY CO. Has openings
for full & parl-lime salespeople. Call Art

(213)627-7619.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY. GROWING PERIO-
DONTAL office seeks bright, motivated person
to assist office administrator. Dental experi-
ence a plus but not necessary. Salary based on
experience (211)937-4288 Rcnac

COMPUTE K PKOGKAMMFK/DFSIGNFR 4th
relational database in Entertainment industry
Programm ng or accounting experience re-

quired F/T (818)784-6288

CRUISE SHIP JO^ AVAILABLE!! Gam valu-

able international experience while earning
good money and traveling. You are qualified!'

Write today for the comprehensive employ,
ment guide for a summer job on a luxury liner

Send $24 95 tax included, check or money
order to NjM CO 7451 Warner ave Unit
E-12G/BR Hunungton Beach 92647

DENTAL HYGIFNIST and dental assistant, in

Santa Monica RDA preferred Good salary
and benefits (213)393-9664.
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TELEMARKETINfS
One of the country's largest security
companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring
opportunity to move up in a professionally
managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner

—

^

• Looking for consistency and
opportunity to use your skills

' Well organized

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery. Earn up
to S2(Vhr. Call Ron (213)271-0645.

LOAN REPRESENTATIVE TRAINING. Excel-
Iqnt opportunity to become a loan rep. w/ a

mortgage company. No exp. necessary, com-
plete training provided in this lucrative indus-

try. Sharp neat appearence a must. Call Jim
Elkins (818)449-7283.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN Interview patients/

review records. Strong writing/\yping skills.

Medical or legal experiefK:e helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable, $12-15^r. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application. ^
WANTED: Someone with strong writing skills

to edit/word process monthly news letter. Call

Randy (818)342-6894.

Jobs Wanted 33

HOUSE-SIT/Summer, love pets and gardens.
Professional N.Y. qouple. Prefer LA or coast.

(212)674-7494.

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen
. (213) 665-5757

Internships 34

GREAT INTERNSHIP for summer with Ameri-
can Consulting Corporation- the largest and
fastest growing sales promotion agency in

country. $8/hr -fbonuses. Send letter of interes-

tand resume to PO Box 30233, Long Beach,
CA 90853. _^
HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP.
Meet celebrities, learn PR business from pros,

work with UCLA Alumni! No pay, but fabulous
experience/references. Must have reliable car,

gfeat attitude. Sharona, Joyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446.

LIFETIME cable television has FT marketing
position available $5-5.5C/hr. 35 hrs/wk.
(213)446-6616.

MAJOR INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCERS-
Seek student interns to learn development,
acquisition activities in office environment.
(WLA). No pay but great opportunity. Learn
industry (21.3) 473 6999. Ext. 328, or 329.

Child Care Wanted 35

5 AND 3% year old. Teach reading, organize
toys, drawers; eat dinner with them, get ready
for bed. Weslwood. $6/hr. 2;30pm-^:30pm
MWF, (213)474-2396.

BABYSITTER NEEDED in Brentwood Sat eves
$6/hr. References required. (213)47 1 -8945.

BUSINESS OFFICE. P/T, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus
(213)475-2456.

EXPERIENCED Childcare wanted for 2 small
boys. Saturday afternoons. Close to UCLA
(213)471-1742.

GAIN EXPERIENCE- Caring for 6 month old
baby in our Santa Monica home 10-15 hours
per week. Flexible schedule. (213) 399-0204 .

P/r M-TH afternoon. WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Colin (213)820-7146.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets^ drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to rampus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(2^3)839-7227

$895. BRENTWOOD. 2 bedroom/ 2bath.
Lower patio. By appointment. 1 1 728Mayfield
»2 (213)271-6811 '

BACHELOR, walk lo UCLA $475 .ncludes
utilities, hardwood,(loor, full bath and shower,
refrigerator and hot plate. Please call
208 6265

BEVERLY HILLS, unfurnished, large bachelor
Utilities included $435/mo 21 7 South Tower
Dr (213)652 0880, (818)789-5429.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2 BATH UPPFK AND LOWER
AVAILABLE V, BLCKK fO PICO BUS
(213)839 6294

BRENTWOOD. Security buildrng/parking
2B2B Refrigerator, dishwasher, air Near
UCLA Available immediately. Aaron John
(21 3)471 7562(H), (21 3) 206- 505 5(w).

'

BKFNTWOOD,$86S/mo 2 bed/1-bth, small
apt, 1 parking, no pels. Applications for

summer/fall (21 3)9.39 1 732

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave
(^13) 477-7237.

FLEGANT bright, spa<:ious 2 bedroom/ 17,

bath. Formal dining room, stove, refrigerator,

carpet 413 Veteran $1500/mo 391 4926

GUESTHOUSE, Westwood, walk UCLA, avail.

July 1st, free park, utilities, laundry quiet
4 secure. $450 ¥ 40 hrs/mo babysit Arthur
(21.3)476 8478

LARGE OWNERS UNIT, 3-bed, 2-balh, dining
room; dishwasher, stove, 2-car garage, $1 250
(21.3)215 3130

NEAR LA BRFA/OLYMPIC. 3 bdr/lV. -blh du-
plex. $1 15(Vmo 51 14 Edgewood place Gar
age, washer/dryer hook-up (213)777-9636.

ONE-BEDRCX^M duple* for rent. Very quiet,
clean, and very private. Nice yard. In West LA.
6 miles from UCLA $680 (21.3)390-4588
Blanch.

PALMS $H2S and up. Bright, 2-bcdroofTV
2 bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets

(213)839-8800.

Palms
$99Q up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 8j8-9784
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PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room. (21 3)836- 3800.

PRIVATE room and bath, garage, pool, bus to
UCLA. No smoking. References required.

$450/mo (213)478 6769.

WESTWOOD extra large single ($650), 1 -bed-
room ($750), 3-bedroom. Pool, security. Walk
to UCLA and Village 10966 Roebling ave
(213)208-4253. or (21.3)824-2595.

STUDIO CITY. Spacious 2bd/2ba, new build-
ing. $1000/mo. Pets, jacuizi. (818)509-7825
or (213)277-6318. Amy.

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2
bedroom/ 2 bath, 1 745 La Grange, IV. miles
from UCLA, Appointment (213) 475-6165.

VAN NUYS- 20 minutes to campus. 3-f2,

$850/mo., 2+1 V», $715/mo. Good area,

security, balcony, new paint, new carpet,

gated parking. (818) 989-4763.

VENICE, $800. Fabulous 2 bedroom l-bath
upper unit located in quiet 4-plex. Totally
remodeled new paint, carpet, mini-blinds.
Brand new stove and refrigerator, tile bath-
room, mirrored wardrobes and security park-
ing. Cats okay. 7 blocks from beach. 755
Brooks Ave. Eric (213)878-0221.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM. PRICE RE-
DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2blh plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley
Mat (213)284-9044/-

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/
2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
Century City. $1400/mo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)487-0406.

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 -bedroom, hard-
wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.
(213)477-2777.

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and rofrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units Ail furnished. Private

bathroom. Pool. Jacuzzi. */i hr drive to UCLA.

Now accepting sumnrwr & fall applications.

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah, Northridge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-f2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wiishire Bl.

470-4407

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

66n Veteran (213) 2Q8-225V

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1 17 Jirl

5 Garment
9 Oregon city

14 Actors g«
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16 Greek
philosopher

17 Furrows
18 Weather word
19 RigtU- page-*
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21 Calitornlan
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23 Part'
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27 Wish tor

29 Twitch
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36 Fablos
38 Brightness
42 An equine
44 Moves easily
45 Tenacious
47 Edit

48 Card game
49 Stage tare

50 Path
5 t Memos

52 Tobacco

mouth-
ful dial

53 Polynesian
chestnut

54 Muscat and
55 Glib talk

59 Jr Leaguer
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Aparfments for Rent 49 Apts. for Rent 49 Apts. to Stiare

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 20(Vmo top
floor. Dishwahser. /VC, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran Mat (2131284-9044.

WESTWOOD. choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,
elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk lo UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no pets. Must see!

(213) 279-1887.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathuK)ms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes,
r/i miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD; 512 Midvale, . $1 400/obo.
2-bed/2-bath, 1400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-
wood floors. Available now. Agent, Ray
(213)559-4315.

DIRECTLY ACROSS
FROM UCLA

Split level singles,

pool, Jacuzzi, gym,
security parking

$825
535 Gayley Ave.

208-3818

BEVERLY GLEN, $450 ^ V. utilities,

2-bedroonVrA -bath, fully furnished. Bright,

sunny, big. (213)470-8903.

54 Room/Board for Help 62 Sublet 66

House for Rent 56

QUIET AREA, Venice Furnished, 2-bed/

1 -bath, fireplace, washer/dryer, large enclosed
yard. June 11-Aug 11. $1500/mo.
(213)397-6873.

House for Share 57

WLA, $730/mo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)626-6907.

WLA. Unfurnished, 1 -bedroom. Cross section

Sawtelle & Ohio. $630/mo. Carper, drapes,

stove, fridge incl. Call 477-2537.

LARGE REMODELED HOUSE- One block
from Venice board walk and beach. Large deck
and porch. (213) 392-0220.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedrooms available in 3-bed-
room house. Refined water. Washer/dryer, sec-

urity. $320 and $340. (213)838-4635
Thomas.

WLA. Female needed for own bedroom in

3-bdrm house. $650/mo. Near UCLA. Laun-
dry, A/C. (213)477 8698.

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hr^wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

P/T CHILfX:ARE NEEDED Private residence

V> hour from campus. Must have ov^ car.

(213)295-7131

AU PAIR- childcare, age*' 6 and 8 Light

housekeeping, private roonni, bath, car, and gas
provided. Must have valid drivers license.

Starts June 4. Los Feli/ area. $100/wk.Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

STUDENT WITH CAR NEEDED- For 1 5 hours
of child care for 6 year-old girl in WLA. Janna,

(213) 641-9151.
,.

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalma. Must be female

$75.00/day • room and board. Two openings.
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649 6701 (213)
451-1819.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1300, 2-bedroom/
1-bath, stove, refrigerator, quiet street. On
Midvale, near Massachusetts. (213)829-0385.

WESTWOOD- Furnished aprtment across
from campus. 4 people max., 2 parking spaces.
Starting June. (213) 208-1637.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721 -89?1, leave message.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale. Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.

(213)559-4315.

Vacation Rentals 53 House for Sale 58

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785-1028.

FRANCE province, 2-bcdroom, 17th century

cottage, near Avignon. Lovely view. $30(Vwk
Juno-AuR (213)473-6416

WALK TO UCLA. Private room, bath, phone
Live with faculty family of 3 in exchange for

work. Afternoons and Saturday evenings. Pre-

fer female student, non-smoker, who owns car.

(213)470-4265.

Apts. to Share 64

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
All secure building

Central air/heat

Wet bar/fireplace

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 stucJents

Low move-in
$1200-$1300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

BRENTWOOD (male) 2 bedroom lownhousc
Own room. $5(X)/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)4 7 7-179 5,
(21.3)829-7379

BRENTWOOD, own room in 2-bdrm, 2-bath

condo. Sunny, upstairs, security, private park

ing. $575 including maid. (21.3)447-5822.

FEMALE ROOMMATE lo share bedroom and
bathroom of 2 -bed/balh apt in WLA Available

immediately. $237..50/mo. (213)475-6222
Merin or K.C.

BEL AIR. Only minutes to campus. 3-bdr/

2.5bth. Formal dining, den, view, 2618 sg ft

$779,000. Cuits (818)716-0(XX)

BEVERLY GLEN 3-^2. Large family room with

enclosed patio. Fun-filled yard Generous
'separate studio. V» bath Room to expand
Canyon view. $485K Call Agent Sarah

(213)462 0867, (213)3893790.

BRENTWOOD GLEN 3-bcdroom/2-bath, 2

car garage, patio, f\K 3 minutes to UCLA
(21.3)477-3211.

CULVER CITY. $.369,(XX) Duplex near MGM
Excellent neighborhood and schools Full car

garage. 60X1 35 lot. Best buy (21 3)391 -2944

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

feet home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000
(818)990 1.300 and (818)906-7269.

Housing Needed (^

Room for Help 63

OWN R(X)M AND SHAKE Ol FICF in lovely T?T??rT?r^^?^^^^™T^^^^
i -bed/1 yi .bath ap t. i n Shu i ma i i Oakv , L^^/Vk,.u k"^ ".l1" T_r..-"y^

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours 10
min from LJCLA (818)990 5304

MATURE STUDENT ar required, no smoke,
no drink^ 5 hrs work. Private cnlrarKe, 1 year

committment, good rcfrren(fs required Call

8-9am (213)271-9849 ^^
VENICE, take care of dog, light housework,
light gardening (21 3)396 2 IW.

Room for Rent 64

2 MILES FROM UCLA- Great neighborhood
$350/mo. Call Mike or Viirrcn (213)

8206496

$350 ^^ UTILITIES- Room/bathAitchcn pn-

WLA. $1100/mo. 2 bcd(«)om-1 1/2 bath
Condo. Security building, shutters,
frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/applianccs. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615.

^
WLA- 2-f2, $1,095/mo., -f deposit. Just 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-
house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love the. 2756
Sepulveda (213) 394-3599, eve (213)
479-1405.

WLA 2-BED/1 Vi BATH- Stove, refrigerator,

drapes, newly decorated, $800 ymo. 1 737
Butler. (213) 450-7881.

WLA 2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bcd/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA. 3-bed/2-bath, $1 100/mo. + $1 200 sec-

urity deposit. 4-plex, laundry room. Parking.

Security gate. (213)202-6524.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhousc
$925-$1015

* Balconies

*FircpIaces

*Lqundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private— bedrooms

$425/mo. -^ V, utilities (818)905-6977 Stella

Leave message.

OWN RCX:)M in attractive 2-Ued/l-l/2 balh
apartment. UCLA and westwood convenient.
Non-smoking fcmiles o-'y. $550/mo
(213)4 75-0271.

SANTA MONICA: Room in 3 bedroom/
2Vi -bath condo with two grads. Female non-

smoker. $425 -futilities. (213)451-9442. A.sk

for Sylvia.

SANTA MONICA. North of Wiishire. 2-bdr/

2-bth, upper, balcony, security, fireplace,

quiet, safe and clean. Female preferred.

$500/mo. Contact Dirrcn. (213)393-2442

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina DR Musi
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker.
$250/mo. (213)392-8805.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES- Across one street

from UCLA, $250.00. Call Jon (213)
208-6759 RediKcd summer rales.

2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished
(213)748-4544

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL 25 yrs. non-smoking
looking for female roommatp(s) on west side

Professional/grad student $425-$500
(21 3)301 041 5 Nancy.

SUBLEASE wanted Junc-Sepl, $10(XVmo Must
be well furnished near Century Cily and WLA.
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-8.300.

VISITING PROFESSOR seeking 2-»-loft/3 bed-
room house/apartment, prefer furnished. Aug
for year. Max $1500. (213)208-5910.
(213)825-2993. Leave message|gc

Real Estate 61

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in. Near UCLA. 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654 5801.

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

—COMING—
MAY3t3rd

I

Sublets, movers.

storage, cleaners.

temp agencies.

recruiters^

typists. an(j much
much more!!

ALL FOR YOU,
AND ALL IN OUR

CLASSIFIED

v il t'gus. Nuft i i sjmj Moniti Town rspusg
Quiet, secure. Graduate student, non-
smoking, no pets. (213) 453-8508.

LARGE unfurnished bedroom w/privale balh

in furnished apartment, new building across

'street from campus. Summer lease for two
people, $350/mo. each (21.3)824-3323.

MAR VISTA Female own room and balh in

house w/married couple. Available now.
$400-^1/3 ultlities (213)391-2027

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. KitcTien

privileges, $400 Mature male preferred. No
smoking (213)271-1658

SHERMAN OAKS, fyar UCLA, m private

home,, separate entrance Own luxury balh,

refrigerator, microwave Furnished Quiet,

secure neighborhood. View. No smoking.

$405/mo. (818)783-4525, evenings

WESTWOOD Own bedroom/ balh in 2 bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing $550/mo (213)474 6445

WLA $425/MO. Own room in large 2 bed
room apt shared with sports medicine and
Holistic Health Practitioner. Non-smoking. Dr.

Lo (213)473 1878
—

WLA condo $450 Indoor laundry near UCLA.
(818)288 8173

WLA. Near UCLA. Private room/bath Kitchen

privileges. Parking. No smoking $4.Sfl/mo

V/i utilities. (213)477-7831.

2- BED/2 BATH Weslwood Chateau Fully

furnished, new paint, Walk-in clostcs, garage
parking, close to campus. (213)208-0818

2 SUBLETTERS NEEDED SUMMER '90. Great
apartment, 1 block from campus. Dates avail-

able 6/18-8/15, (213)208-5464, Mark.

3 MINUTE WA1.K FROM CAMPUS! Female,
June 1 5 - September 25. Oen room in a private

house. Share bathroom and kitchen $400/mo
(213) 470-1731.

BEL AIR Own room of 2 bedroom apartment.
$400. Available now - Sept 1st. Big, sunny,
Alex (21 3)471 -7<»05.

'

BEVERLY. GLEN summer sublet July August
Unfurnished 2 bdr. $1 050/mo Option lo lea.se

(213)286-1241.

BRENTWOOD Own room/balh in large

2-bdrnV2-bth apartment Available June 1.

Lynn/Michcal (213)471-5616

BUSINESS MAN looking for sublease June
ISth-Aug^sl 30th. West\ivood area. Nicely
furnished studio. Reasonable rent.
(213)480 0522.

CHICACX:) ATTOKNFY AND FAMILY- Wants
to sublet 2-bedroom apt. or house 7/1-8/20
Call evenings (ZOH) 4H0 09H8

DEAL 2 bed, 2-bath furnished apt. Sublet

fV18 7/30 only $U,(X) TOTAI ' Walk lo Cam-
pus. Parkings (213)208-2427

DOWNTOWN LAW \ IKM mlcresled in sub
letting apartments for summer associates. May-
Augusl. Dohra Zitmsky (213)621 41 1 7.

FEMALE SUBLET needed. fVl 3-9/1 5, furmsTied
room m 3-'b<'droom afJarlmcnt. $3()9/mo
10-15 minulps from UCLA. (213)397-7157

GREAT PLACFV GKFAT PKICP New scfuny
building With parking, 1-block away
2-bedro<jrrv' bath, furnished, central a/C, Os-
hwasher, microwave, jacu/7i, laundry, excel-

lent^View Price ncgo.liable ,(21 3)208-3 22 ^.

LAWYER seeks 2-bedro<*m housc/apartmcni
July 22 August 10. (Dates negotiable) losublr,
or exchange with iar^e. New York Apt i)ay
(212)854-4.52'>. Nig>Ms (21 21988 4696

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean. Summer sublet

Mm'iI;'1.I i jiii I'jrl/iij; t tf bm :^f^i... rf.,i.e:

campus (213)824 5 ')4H

NEED June September, $625/mo, furnished

single, Westw(K)d, 2 minutes from campus.
(213)208 1H(¥>

NEED SUBLF1' Couple prefers 1-bdrm. Now
thru mid August. Jennifer or Conslan; •

(213)664-04(K).

N. MELROSE/CKESCENT HEIGHTS Juno

15-Sept 30 2-\yf\ ip{ -t-^eWconiatneH gor^t

house Furnished, A/C $J 000/mo
(213)206-85.52 or (?M!r,^l-4fl71 lohn o'

Stella.

PROfESSIONAL scclting studio or one-
bedroom for sublet, now through at least July

15 (21 3)651 4030.

RCX)MMATE Share Ibd Iba. SawlcMc/Ohio
apartment. (Mid June) or July/Septcmbc'

$312.50/mo. (Selling furniture)
(213)312-0390 Mana

SANTA MONICA, 2 bedroom furmsheri house
near beach. Late May to August. $lf>oa'mo
(213)399-4902

Roonnmates 65

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789
\

i/

••WELCOME
SUMMERS*
ISSUE!!

BRENTWOOD Male to share room m
luxurious apartment Pool, security $325/mo,
including utililes (213)472-7465.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character Parinnj;^

own room, $53(ynio. Available til August or

longer (213)931-5016.

FEMALE roommate, own room in 2-bedroom
apt Non-smokers only. Avail. June 1. Call

(21.3)289 04^4. Leave message

FEMALE. Share large 1-bd apartment, walking
distance to campus, June 20---end of August.

No deposit. $475/mo. (213)824-5173

MALE ROOMMATE needed for furnished

university apartment Located across the street

from campus No smokers/dnnkers please.

$300/mo. Call (213)208 8592

ROMMATE NEEDED for nice single in best

area oi Westwood-Santa Monica $220/mo
(213)470-2734

WESTWOOD. Females share 1 bedroorrV
1-bath, June 15-Aug 31. Parking, Jacuzzi.

$315/mo Gayley across from campus.
(213)824 1904

WESTWOOD Share bedroom with 1 person.

$500/mo., or with 2 others $333/mo 516
Landfair. (213) 824 0726.

WESTWOOD. $500/mo. Female. Furnished

bedroom in 3 bedroom condo Walk to UCLA.
Modem furnishings. (213)475 3440.

WLA, female roommate needed to share large

bedroom and bath in 3-be(V2-bath apt.

$275/mo (213)473-7104

"WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2 bed/2 -bath, own
roonVbalh. $45CVmo. + utilities. Laundry,

parking, $645 deposit. lune-Ut. (213)
207-1706.

SILVERLAKE. 1-bdrm furnished view, 10 mm
to downtown. 30 mm to UCLA $625 avail-

able 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for law intern Possible

rent reduction/ exchange (213)791-2219,
(213)662-5595 '

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silvcrlakc

area Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 Direct bus
to UCLA $365/mo

, utilities included
(213)663 8912

SUBLET 7/1-9/1, 2- bedroom/2 bath; 2-park-

mg, Jacuzzi, 5 person, $162.5/mo. Furniture

available 555 C.lenrork (211)824 0411

SUB LET available Mid-May/June thru August,

National & Overland $916/mo, 2br/2-batK,

Security bIdg garage (211)8.38-9578

SUBLETERS NEEDED f OR SUMMER
2-bdr'T>/2-bath. Close to campus $350/month
(213)824-2221

'

SUMMER HOUSING NFFDFD for our Down
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our
summer clerks May/June thru August. Plea.se

call Stefanie at 213-488 7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NEE DE D for out-of-town
summer associates May 28th-August 18lh
Please contact Mary Talley Buchalter, Nemer,
Fields & Younger. (213)626-6700

SUMMER SUBLET spacious' 1 block from
campus! need 1, 2, or 3, female roommates.
Dates very debatable (June-September)
(213)824-1769 anytime

SUMMER SUBLET or exchange for apt in

Paris. Approx. July-Aug. Own large, furn.

bedroom in spacious, bright 2 bedroom du-
plex. Fireplace, hardwood floors, sunny back
yard, parking. C^EAT LOCATION! Beverly
Hills. Utils. included $825. Price negotiable
(213)285-0764

THE LOVE BOAT! V, of 2 bdmV2-balh. Avail-

able 6^18. Rent negotiable Micheal or Eric

(213)824-3893.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $32(Vmo
(neg). Share room, furnished, A/C, pool. (21 .3)

824-0601.

WANTED: A studio or 1 -bedroom sublet

5/27-7/8. If interested, call (617)54 7-9802.

Sublet 66

2-BED/2-BATH-|Available now thru Aug. Sec-

urity, Jacuzzi, A/C, dishwsher,, parking, laun-i

dry, close to campus (213J 209-5420.

WESTWOOD 423 Kelton Furnished,
2-bdmV2-bath. 3 spaces available, price ne-
gotiablel! Call (213)2095729.

WESTWOOD Share 1 -bd., furnished Need to

start June 1. $437.50/mo Kelton Yvette
(213)478-2507 or Robert (213)206-4439.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED, 1+1, large, r>ew,

all appliances, security, tpa, 2 parking spacetl
$89(VVth). (213)478-9787.

>.i-.
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Sublet

WES7VVOOO-2 be<V2 bath. Available June
18-Sept 1 . Share room with another girl. Call

J«s$ica (213)478-7810.

WLA, July. August. Own room in nice 3-bed-
poom apartment, 1 'A miles from campus. Low
rent $380/mo. Good area. Call Lisa
(213)473.9304.

WLA/SUMMER. Woman for own roonVbath.
Large,sunny, balcony, laundry, dishwasher.

$425. Kate (213)274.1376.

Condos for Sale 67

2-*-2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis
courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,
Ray. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2.story townhouse near campus.
2.bdmVl%.bath. Bright contemporary unit

withw»hef/dryer. $249,000. (21 3)8265878.

Condos for Rent 69

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath condo.
Swimming pool, garage, $1 200. For info call

Ben 10am—7pm. (213)477-8838.

WLA, 2.bdr/2.bth, 2nd floor. $109S/mo. 1865
Greenfield Ave. New carpet. Call Carl.

(213)474.3338.

WLA CONDO. 2-bed/24)ath, pool, tennis,

Jacuzzi, sauna, security, parking. Share $500.
Entirety, $1100. (213)477.7231.

Insurance

AUTO INSLfRANCE. Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'
V^' .111 :: - l,.;t ,1 / rMl' i'l •

o.r^T re -r

•••••••••••••••••
>*•••••••••••
^ Auto/Home/Comoierclal
"^ Westwood/Wilshire Office
^
^

312-0202 ^
1317 Westwood Blvd Z
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire) ^

•***•****••••
?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

ll*tnf 1 t',ilth C'oiTin'. .Mi'torvvclt'

\V..|1 C.me TU V(X"

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVRON

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

66 Movers

CRECS MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hf». (213)261-6692.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specla-
liiing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)261 -6892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small Jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.
Friendly(2 13)26^-6666. UCLA alumnus.

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free
Pick up Available

826-5900

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26(t. truck.

^^ Services Offered

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Exomple: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; femcto

under 21. male urxler 25,

$737At.
Good rates for comp. A
coflMon, and motorcycles

Eoiy payment plan.

Ca« now 0213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term
papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Reserva-
tions'Academic Writing Center'
(213)671-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
corwultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick

maiMB-iasa,

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRV
A'ter.Hicns for men and .vonvn

Open 7 days
r 00 am- 9 30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Be.v. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver
City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, 'desktop production'.

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (21 3)671 - 1 333.

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations, resumes. Call: 473-4193.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE.. Flexible
hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.

Ask for Lisa.

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDEf Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes (S20), pap-
ers,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

APA Dissertations, Theses. Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics. (213)578-1415.

APPLE ft I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4566.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most cor>scierHious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resun>cs. Correct spelling, grammy.
Edith (213)933.1747.

SAY THE WORD
Term Papers 14
Resumes $18^

Ptck-up/Dellvery Available.

$ 10% 9tMlciit DlMOWlt $
(213)514-8618

94 Typing

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Abo offar

•fhkal assistince with wrMng problems
•nd tutoring in Endbh, History,

Phik>sophy, and PoHUcal Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

tXXTTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westsicie.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8164.

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing.
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST, ACCURATE word processing. Research

papers, resumes, graphs, charts, etc.

S1.45/page. (213)828-1216 Kim.

FAST & friervily word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertatior>s, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (21 3)397-971 1

.

IBM fXI word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0256.

^^1 IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

96 accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up ind delivery, 24
hour service. (213)626-6133, Angelica.

TYPING, editing, typesetting, negotiable rates.

Pick-up. One day around. Mark
(213)931-6623.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939,
Hollywood (21 3)466-2666.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser
printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-
children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; lop supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)27 7-701 2 .

Travel 105

u

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

AU Rfmnd Trip Fares

London .7r:T7r.$529

Anisicrclam 610.

rranktiiri .' 610.

Madrid 660.

Rome 710.

Alhcn.s 790.

Isianhul 840.

Tel Aviv .910.
Restrictions may apply Fares subject

to change without notice

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur-

chasing ticket. Discount

coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase.

Eurail & Brilrail Passes
issued tm the sptplf

TRAVEL
ASUa^ SERVICE

Why xo offcampus ivbenymi
can get it all tigbl here?

t\-\x'\x'\ AckcniKin

Hours; .\1-F 8:.^)-(>. .S;ii \\.\

100 Resumes

BEFORE YOU HfT THE ROAD- Discover our
ncwMt travd accesories, call Rem/s Adven-
tures. Free catalogue. (213) 631-6114.

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1665.

RESUME SERVICE by phone/mail. You call us

arvJ we will mail it to you. Package includes:

Nest day delivery of 20 top quality paper
resumes for only $20. Error free guaranteed.

Call Gil (213)312-0.323.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2765.

Travel Ticl(ets 106

ONE-way airplane ticket LAX to Frankfurt.

Good thru 7/23/90 $350/obo. Call
(213)824-3917. Chris.

Autos for Sale 109

1973 BLUE CONVERTIBLE BUG rebuilt en-
gine. New top, tires, and paint. Low miles.

$430(yobo. (213)277-2476.

1976 VW RABBIT. $60(Vobo. Runs well,

reliable. Leave message at (213)750-5399.

1961 PONTIAC, dark blue, 2-door, good
condition, radio, healer, A/C, 37,591k, $1500.
(213)852-0673.

1962 DATSUN 210- A/C, AM/FM, cassette,

excellent condition, automatic transmission,

must sell. Only $1,950. (213) 626-5916.

1964 MITSUBISHI CORDIAL, black, w-
louvers, S-speed, sunroof, hK. Excellent con-
dition. Great deal at $2850. (213)476-3576.

1984 RABBIT, GTI, black, A^, sunroof, cas-

sette, alarm, very clean! $2,950
(618)609-9796 evenings.

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-6364^885 Ext.A 8050.

AUDI 4000s, 1963, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, 65k miles. A/C, sunroof,
alarm. Good 6o ndi l l»i»i SaiOOr-
(213)556-2993.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

BUICK SKYHAWK, 1983, 4-door sedan, auto-

matic, a/c, AM-FM cassette, $250(yobo. Even-
ings: (213)715-2995.

BUICK Skylark 1962 fully equiped excellent

condition. $2000. (213) 379-3903.

DODGE OMNI 1983 deluxe 4-door hatch-
back. Cxrfil'c^t condition. New battery. Re-
cently tuned. A/C, PVPB, AM/FM stereo.

Asking $1500. (213)876-4171 Jennifer.

HONDA ACCORD LX, 1986, $8,600. 4-door,

automatic, a/c, stereo, alarm. 26k/miles. Excel-

lent condition. (2 13)62 5-4215,
(213)397-4296.

HONDA ACCORD- 1980, $1,200 obo/obo.
5-speed, 76k miles, stereo cassette, AMTM.
Clean, beige, good condition. (213) 837-7944.

HONDA ACCORD 1985- Auto, A/C, 3-door
HB, white, 54k miles. Excellent condition.

$5,100. (213) 397-1039.

HONDA CIVIC, 1987, 3-door, 5-speed, A/C,
stereo/cassette, $5100. White, new tires. Mint
condition. (818)980-8460.

MAZDA 626 1984. 4-door, 5-speed, air.

Original owner. $3800 (213)476-7753.

NEED CAR- For 2-3 months until September.
Call (213) 441.1711. In the evening.

RENAULT Le Car '63, 65,000, good condition,
stick shift, $1500 day (213)825-6673 night

(213)637-9596.

SUZUKI SAMURAI 1988. $4600. 5-speed,
blue/black top, pull-out stereo. Excellent. Kim
(213)480-6416 days, (213)656-1041
evenings.

TOYOTA CELICA 1976 5-spd, very depend-
able, run? great, clean, $1200/obo.
(818)788-6553 eves.

TOYTA CELICA 1962- Liftback, 52K miles.

5-speed, power sunroof, cruise, air, stereo-

cassette, excellent condition. $3,95(Vobo.
(213) 623-2436.

TRIUMPH TR6, 1970. $7200. Runs/looks
great. New/rebuilt: trasnmission, suspension,
muffler, starter, brakes and more.
(213)479-6162.

VW 1978 Rabbit auto new engine 46k miles
work done w/recipts great car must sell!

$100(yir>eg. Michelle (213)473-4205.

VW Squareback 1972, good engine, clean
interior. $1200, KARL (213)624-4172.

104 Motorcycles for Sale 114

NEED SOMEONE to drive Cadillac from
Woodland Hills to Rhode Island. One way.'

(816)667-1166.

Scooters 119

1984 HONDA ELITE 150. New engine tires

with basket, helenr>et, lock. $650/obo. John

(213)209-0901.

1985 HONDA ELITE 150. Great Condition!

$600 including lock. Rich (213)208-2793.

1965 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe, red, good
condition. $95Q/obo. Rick. (213)379-0708.

1985 HONDA Elite 1 50, great condition, new
paint. $50Q/obo. (213)824-0031.

1 985 YAMAHA Riva 1 25 great condition, new
parts. $800. Call jen (213)208-8936.

1986 HONDA SPREE, 2500 miles only, runs

great, $250, call Edy (213)836-6198.

1986 HONDA AREO 50, hardly used 500m,
just tuned, bck, $45(Vobo. (213)824-3877.

1987 HONDA Areo 50. Excellent condition.

Basket lock. $400. Call Drew (213)939-0313.

1967 HONDA SPREE, blue, excellent condi-

tion. $375. Call (213)208-2137.

1988 HONDA Elite 50. Like new. Only 1 750
miles. Black/grey. $60(yobo. (213)558-8189.

HONDA ELITE 60- With helmet and lock,

excellent condition. Sell this week. Only $495.
(213) 397-6133.

NEW YAMAHA RIVA scooters. Starting at

$599 ¥ fees. Call Foothill Yamaha
(616)352-3277.

YAMAHA 200z, 1989, black, beautiful, heT
met, kx:k, carrying case, 70 mph. $200(Vobo.
Call Chris, (714)593-0057.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black. Brand new engine
and battery. Just tuned-up. Lock and helmet.

$450. (213)206-4052.

YAMAHA RAZZ 1967. Good condition, low
mileage, new battery. Helmet and lock in-

eluded. $400.00 (213)624-1943.

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1966, just tuned, mns great,

good coTMJition. Must sell. Huge sacrifice.

$275. (213)202-7676.

iXftttAHA ttVA SCOOTER. T986 Light Witdp.

5 k

miles. $900. Call Andy (213)473-9525.

Furniture 126

FULL SIZED BED FOR SALE- $200 for both.

Camilla (213) 478-7234.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or
sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Compiitef Desk $100. Desk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head
board $150. Encyclopedia 1969. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2336.

MATRESSSETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
king^ $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.

Futons

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal-Pedic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

NEW May Co. Sofa/love scat Oxford blue
striped. Must sell. Extending table light wood
wAour chairs w/light blue seats must sell this

week. (213)471-3577.

Misc. For Sale 128

Bicycles fex Sale 113

SPECIALIZED ALLEZ SE- 1966, under 200 M.
excellent condition. SIS, Oia Compe brakes
$SO(]^obo. (213) 206-1923.

Motorcycles tor Sole 1

1

4

1 986 HONDA REBa 2Sa Black. $1 «200 obo.
Helmet, KRYP lock included. (213) 874-3698.
(leave message). '

HONDA 250XL- Only 7000 miles. Runs
stron^lean. Well eyed for, $850. Call Mark
(213) 824-9844.

PH.D. BLACK CAP, GOWN, HOOD. Gold
bullion tassel. Mint corxiition. $195. Day
(213)625-4245, eve (616)346-4107.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

BRAND new Kenwood stereo w/inlegrated
Amp KA 126, Quartz synthesizer KT 56,
compact disc, KX 66 double cassette deck, JL

860, 3 speaker, 3-way speakers, glass dark
wood display case. Must sell. (21 3)471-3577.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE Ik with scribe printer and progran>s

must sell $400neg. Michelle (213)473-4205.

CITIZEN PREMIERE Daisy wheel printer plus
cable. Like rww. Includes ribbon and peper.

$15(yobo. (213)296-7699.

IBM/AT/COMPATABLE COMPUTER, IBM's
VGA monitor, Logitech nnxise, software, new.
$1400.00 Derise 8-5pm. Campus
(213)625-9095.

IBM AT ckme, hard, 5" ir 3'A • drives, mono
monitbf, Mill under Mon^anly. With Wl* 5.0,

Lotus. $750. (213)477-6075. Matt.

SPECIAL GRAPHICS COMPUTER. Apple II CS
with software and two drives > Imagewriter II

primer . Special offer 11300. (213)450-7059.

f

j
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From page 36

Laurie Chapman, spanning the

new and old generations of the

UCLA distance team, all con-
tinued to improve.

Jorgensen crossed the 1500
meter line in 4:34, which fell less

than two seconds short of the

conference qualifying mark
(4:32.14).

**Kira ran great races against
some pretty good competition,"
the elder Chapman heralded. "She
just missed the qualifying mark
and l(X)ked good running. She's
definitely improving after some
shin problems."

Distance Coach Bob Messina
called the rookie's performance
her best race this season.

Laurie Chapman had hoped to

earn a spot in her third distance
event, but finished fourteen sec-

onds late in the 5000 meters.
Teammate Jen Ashe started the

race too aggressively, which cost
them valuable seconds in the final

stages.

Chapman, who is preparing for

her final Pac-10 meet, finished the

5000 in 16:54.3 and had wanted to

run 20 seconds faster. The confer-

ence provisional mark is 16:39.00.
In the process, the senior scored
the eleventh all-time best Bruin
time in the event. ^ ,

Messina said that "this is defi-

nitely a positive step" for Chap

±^

man, whu last fa ll underwent krtee
^

surgery.

Jen Ashe ran in 17:17.0, clip-

ping a fraction off her personal
best time. Ashe will most likely

compete in the 1 0,(XX) meters at the

conference meet, and Messina has

_ not decided in which two races to

enter Chapman. Kira Jorgensen
may be able to compete in the

Pac-lOs as a wild card entry.

UCLA's already excellent
chances of sweeping their fourth

consecutive conference title and
first national crown since 1983
received a further boost when Lisa

-Coleman rocketed over the NCAA
high jump provisional qualifying

-mark.

The junior. upped her season
best mark by 1 3/4 inches to 5-10,

exactly the national mark. The
jiknp places Coleman fourth
_among Pac-10jumpers this season.

In the 4X400 meter relay, the

Bruin "B" team, which will com-
pete in the Seattle conference

nnals,Taced in 3:36.17 en route to

winning the event. Long jump
specialist Althea Moses anchored

the final 400 meters in 47.15.

Daina Ramey, Tasha Turner, and
Adrian Hopper join Moses in

U7ing to qualify for NCAAs next

weekend.

Freshman sensation Angela
Bumham seems to run belter every

weekend. Having already earned

trips to Seattle and Durham, N.C.
for the conference and national

finals, she improved her 200 meter

season best time to 23.69.

Kalhi Roldan and Andrea Dclla-

Monica, both 8(X) meter NCAA
provisional qualifiers, have been

the two most consistent Bruin

distance runners this year. At
Occidental Invitational, DcIlaMo-

nica raced 2:09.23 with Roldan
finishing just tenths of a second

behind her.

Tracic Miilclt lhrc\y the javelin

147 feet at Occiclcntal, which
weight coach An Vcncgas callal

^a low level pcrlnfmancc.'^Miltcn

ha.s already qualilicd lor'*Lhc event
at the conference and national

inecLS, having thrown a ixTsonal

best of 163-'4. Vcncgas would like

U) concentrate Miilclt in ilie shot

put and discus, and he wouldn't
Use her in the two meets unless her
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What is body image? Why do we care so much about our appearance? Diets
advocate the ideal body; but what is ideal? At what point can an obsession with
dieting & body image become dangerous? Bring your questions and concerns to a
series of discussions focusing on the relation between body image and eating
disorders.

11:00 What is an Eating Disorder? Dr. Joan I. Rosenburg, PhD of Student
Psychological Services will discuss the medical issues and concerns of
eating disorders. Find out more about eating disorders such as anorexia
and bulimia, and what relation they have to food obsessions, constant— dieting, and fear of wfeight gain.

1:00 Reaching Out- for yourself or others. Dr. Yvette Thomas, Intake
Coordinator from the Hope Institute will discuss how to detect when an
obsession with food or dieting may be dangerous. Discuss the emotions
that may accompany the confrontation of an eating disorder. Learn what
types of treatment and counseling are available, and how they are
accessible.

3:00 The Body Image Obsession-- How do you perceive your body? The
Peer Health Counselors will present a program discussing the curren;
obsession with body image, and what effects it may have on your sell

esteem and physical health.

TODAY
Ackerman 3517

These programs are sponsored by the Student Welfare Commissfon. More
information js always available at 312 B Kerckhoff B''^ ""586.

Our appreciation is extended to tfie Peer Health Counselors, Student Health
Services. Student Psychological Services, and The I-' Institute

Paid for by ASU' Bor:i\;; of Directors/US'AC P'hqrpimmino rinmr^i^^nr 4
.'%
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FERNANDEZ; Three stellar years ahead
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SPECIAL FREE- haifc ul nn)ussc> w/S4.'; perm (SI 7 value tree)

1078 C:AYLLY«WESTW(X)1) VILLAC]E»NEXT to liAXTfK'S

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

HComplete eye exam for glasses and contacts
"Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Dally Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables

'

•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

""^VISION IRSDRANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) -

—

•

208-3913

$1.00
OFF!

Expires 5/28/90

VaW at participating stores only. Not valid with any other olfer. Prices rnay vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized (or late
deliveries.

, I

$2.00 OFF!

any 2-item pizza

Expires 5/28/90 «)

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other ofter Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe
driving Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not penalised lor late
deliveries

From page 35

chances from the mound.
As regular member of the Bruin

pitching staff, Fernandez is 10-1

(winning 10 in a row after a first

appearance loss) with 48 strikeouts

and a team leading 0.28 era.

So, having proven herself more
than capable as a pitcher and a

third baseman, the obvious ques-

tion arises: Which does she prefer?

"Coming into college, one ofmy
goals was to be more than just a

pitcher," Fernandez began her

answer. "I never liked the ste-

reotype that pitchers couldn't field

the ball, so I've always worked
hard to improve on my defense.

"1 enjoy both positions, and I

think that playing one without the

other would make me a different

ballplayer."

How do they help each other?

"On the mound I know how the

defense feels in the field, and as a

defender it helps me to remember
how the pitcher is feeling. They
compliment each other really

well."

More starts next season and
three long years left to play would
seem be a huge strain on her
hitting, while playing everyday
opens her up to many more
opportunities for injury to her
pitching arm. While Fernandez
doesn't want to give either position

up, she is confident if a time were
to come when she had to choose,
the decision would be whatever
was best for the team.

*The most important thing is

winning," Fernandez emphasized.
"(Freshman pitchers) Heather
(Compton) and DeDe (Weiman)
both had great seasons, and if we
were to get some incredible
recruit, I'd have no problem
staying at third. At the same time, I

love pitching, and our defense is so
solid that the team has no problem
winning without me."

During her high school career at

St. Joseph's in Long Beach,
Fernandez threw 12 perfect games
(including three in a row in 1989)
and allowed only seven earned
runs in 706 innings pitched.

STEPHANIE SPEARS

Lisa Fernandez is all smiles thanks to a great freshman year.

Throughout her career, in fact,

Fernandez has dominated the sport

at every level. A three time CIF
MVP, as well as a four-year High
School A 11-American, four time
SlJoseph's Athlete of the Year,

and CO- leader for the state career
record for no-hitters (37), the

young Bruin is eager to look ahead
rather than reflect on the past

"I'd love to win a third consecu-
tive championship, this year," she
smiled. "I think having a good mix
of new players who have never
won (the NCAA title) is good for

us. It's kind of fresh blood to keep
us going.

And what about next season?
How about four or five champion-
ships in a row?
"No one can replace Lisa (Lon-

gaker) when she graduates. She's
an important team leader on an3^
off the field. She's going to be a big
void to fill, but I think we're going
to be able to do it If the three of us
(Compton, Weiman) can work
together, I think we can fill her
shoes."

What's left for Fernandez, you
ask?

Well, this summer she will

compete on the tJ.S. National
Team at the Summer World
Games, and next year she is talking

about playing on the women's
basketball team for UCLA (which
she red-shirted on for a part of this

season).

Bo may know a lot, but Fernan-
do, as her teams calls her. doesn't
look to be far behind.

Longaker leads Bruins

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Yvonne Gutierrez Kerry DIenelt
DAILY BflUIN FILE

IT^S TIME FOR DOMINOES PIZZA?

Call Us! 824-^5000;
1371 Westwood Blvd.

UCLA pitcher Lisa Longaker was named Pac-10 Softball Player of the Year for the third time and head
coach Sharron Backus was named Pac-10 Coach of the Year, conference commissioner Thomas C. Hansen
announced last week.

Five other Bruins joined Longaker on the first team, while three UCLA players made the second team.
Longaker, a senior from Lakewood, Ca., won the award her freshman and sophomore years. This season

she was 18-1 wilhanERAof0.47.Shehad 106 strikeouts to go along with 1 1 shutouts in 19 complete games!
Backus, m her 15lh year as head coach, has led the Bruins to a school record 53 victories UCLA has

clinched the Pac-10 title (16-2, 53-6 overall) and is ranked No. 1 nationally.
Joining Longaker on the all-conference first team are infielders Kerry Dienelt and Krisly Howard, outfiel-

ders Shanna Flynn and Yvonne Guticrrc/. and utility player Lisa Fernandez.
Selected to the second team are catcher Kelly Inouye, infielder Missy Phillips and outfielder Michelle

Montgomery.

f
Daily Bruin Sports
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SCOTT WEERSINQ^aily Bruin

Missy Phiilips
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TENNIS: Women ousted by Florida at NC^s
From page 36 ZIZ

"

As head coach Bill Zain\.a said
later, "The team played up to its

potential. All the matches we
expected to do well in, we did.
Quite frankly, we were one player
short (of winning) in both singles
and doubles. We just didn't have
enough guns today."

Certainly, no one could fault the
performances of Foley, Iwalani
McCalla, and Stella Sampras.

Foley continued her outstanding
play of the past two months by
rallying from a set and 2-0 down to

overhaul Holley Lloyd (Florida)
5-7, 6-4. 6-1 after crushing Camil-
la Ohrman (Peppcrdine, 6-3.6-0) a
day earlier at No.4 singles.

"I didn't think I was going to
lose," said Foley, who frequently
folded her tents in the juniors after

losing the first set. "My teammates
were struggling (UCLA was
behind 3-1 at that point), so I got
more motivated because I knew
they needed me to win."

Foley won three in a row to lead
Lloyd by a service break at 3-2. but
Lloyd broke back to lead, 4-3.

With the score 40-30 on Foley's
serve. Foley hit a forehand which
Lloyd called long, but was over-
ruled by the umpire. At 4-all. 30-

40. Foley got the key break by
pounding a strong forehand down
the line.

It was all Foley from there on,

=«xcepl for the one time Lloyd hdd
serve (6 make it 2-1. After that.

Lloyd got no more than a point in

each of the last four games.
McCalla and Sampras, who

have been struggfihg this year,

saved their best tor last.

In addition to pulling out the No.
2 doubles match against Pepper-
dine with Kirsten Dreyer to clinch

the ddl match, 5-4, McCalla also

won all of her, singles matches in

the tournament.

McCalla (No. 72), who was sick

with a head cold the whole time,

won 6-3,6-4 against the Gator's
Holly Danforth (No. 21) and 6-4,

6-2 against Janna Kovacevich (No.

15) at No. 3 singles.

"I usually play better when I'm
sick," McCalla said, revealing the

secret of her success, "I concen-
trate better, and I just go for my
shots."

Sampras, who had been in a

slump the whole season, main-
tained her post-season magic (9-1

in lifeUme NCAA tournament
matches) by pasting serve-and-

volleyer Jillian Alexander (Flori-

da) after dropping the first set.

Like a tennis Phoenix, Sampras
was reborn from the ashes of losses

past as she won 4-6, 6-
1 , 6- 1 at No.

5, passing Alexander at will and
playing the net well in the final two
sets. Sampras also finished with an
unblemished singles performance,

as she won against South Carolina
Thursday and Carrie Crisell (Pep-

perdine) 6-1. 6-1 Friday.

Sampras also teamed with Ceni-
za at No. 1 doubles to obliterate

Florida's Danforth/Cathy Good-
rich. 6-4. 6-4 and gave UCLA a

brief. 4-3 lead in dual match.
In the other matches, the Gator^s

serve, 6-2,6-2 at No. 2, and Arendt
used h^r weapons to the fullest In

No. 2 doubles as well, never losing

her serve as she and Alexander
defeated Dreyer and McCalla, 6-4,

6-2.

Against Peppcrdine, it took a
stellar performance by the Bruins
in singles, where the "insiders"

thought the Waves would win four
of six matches to eke out the

victory.

Dreyer dispatched her singles

opponent. 6-3. 6-4. and with the

score three all at No. 2 doubles,

Dreyer punched a backhand volley
down the middle for a winner on
break point number two to give the

Bruins the advantage.

On dual match-point, at 5-3,

30-40, on Anna Brunstrom's
serve, Dreyer' s partner McCalla,
made two saves in a row off

Peppcrdine smashes, and then
Brunstrom mishandled a serve lob

to give UCLA the victory.

In the other matches. Ginger
Helgeson beat Ceniza, 6-2, 6-2,

Kirsten Smith beat Milholland, 6-

3. 6- 1 . and Peppcrdine tied the dual
match score at four all by getting

wins at Nos. 1 and 3.

Helgeson and Janna Kovasevich
rallied to beat Ceniza and Sam-
pras. 2-6, 6-4. 6-1 by repeatedly
attacking the injured Ceniza. while

Jiflclle Porter and Smith got past
5-ranked Farley easily mr- Millholland and Foley 6-1. 7-6 (4)

dued a hampered Ceniza (No. 20).

6-2. 6-1 at No. 1 . Amy Alcini. who
transferred to Florida from Indiana

a year ago because she felt she

deserved to play more, proved
herself right as she downed Mil-
holland by the same score.

Dreyer (No. 47) fell victim to

Nicole Arendt's slicing southpaw

Thursday, the Bruins swept
15th-seeded South Carolina.

The first round of the NCAA
individual tournament begins
today. UCLA has four singles

(Foley, Ceniza, Dryer, and
McCalla) and two doubles (Ceni-
za/Sampras and Dryer/McCalla)
entries in the tournament

Mamie Ceniza the Bruins were eliminated by No. 3 Florida.

MEN: Bruins warming up for the post-season
From page 36
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from the thrower's hand to come
that direction," said Venegas. "It

flew completely over a cage and
just hit right on top of my head.

Someone could have been seri-

ously hurt."

Luckily for Venegas the discus

was thrown by a female thrower,

and wasn't the heavier men's
discus. —^-^ -—.. -. •'

*Thank God it was a women's
discus." said Venegas.
The mishap took a lot of the

luster off what otherwise would
have been a momentum-building
meet for the Bruins, according to

the coaches.

"Everything kind of went down

after Art got hurt." said Sprint

Coach John Smith. "People were
like, we'll do it (compete) because
we're here, but there wasn't a

whole lot of spirit."

However, despite that scary

incident, some Bruins did very

well, notably Sven Haug.

Haug qualified for the Pac-10
Championships in the 15(X)m by
running a lifetime best of 3.47.52.

though he finished sixth in a very

fast race.

Mike Stevenson also ran well,

and finished third in the 200m in a

time of 21.49. and Robert Bivins,

who came in fifth, ran 22.00.

It was the first time Bivins ran

since injuring his ankle in April at

the Texas Relays.

Injured Bruins Derek Knight
and Chuckie Brown did not make
their return as was expected, as

neither competed on Saturday.

The Bruins are looking forward

to next week's Pac-lOs, though

Coach Bob Larsen said, "We've
got some real question marks,

especially with Knight and
Brooks."

But Larsen was more concerned

with Venegas and spoke for the

entire team when he said. "We're
all just breathing a sigh of relief

that it wasn't more serious."
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BASEBALL Bruins bounce back strong and leave Sacramento ii

From page 36

first win in his last four starts. As
they did in the legendary Arizona
State series, the bleacher bums of
center field hung a big blue "K**

banner on the scoreboard each
time Zancanaro struck out a batter.

When Tim Lindsay replaced

2^canaro in the eighth inning,

nine "K"s waved in the wind.

Working against Hornet starter

Tim Doyle, the Bruins built their

lead little by little until exploding
in the sixth inning. In the second,

designated hitter Joel Wolfe led off

with a double to deep center field.

Doyle managed lo retire the next
two Bruins, but his luck ran out
when Mannie Adams roped a line

drive double into the ( left field

comer 10 bring Wolfe home.
Adams enjoyed an outstanding

day, gomg 4-ror-5 with 2 RBI.
With the Bruins up 1-0, Wolfe

cracked yet another double in the

fourth. And again. Adams came up
with a key hit to score Wolfe as he

sent a looper into shallow nghi
field. After Shawn Wills walked to

load the bases, Doyle pitched his

way out of a big jam by gctimg
Robbie Kaizaroff to ground out

and end the inning with the Bruins

up 2-0.

After chipping away at him ail

game long, the Bruin bailers

finally chased Doyle out of the

game in the sixth inning. DOylc
handed the ball over to reliever

J^
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Fernandez spells double trouble at two positions

Lance urson wiin Kevin Webb
and David Tokjieim on base with

nobody out. The Bruins really got

going when Larson took the

mound. When Wills grounded lo

short, Webb charged home and
barrelled into catcher Bill Silvan,

forcing him lo drop the ball. That

made it 3-0, Bruins. Katzaroff then
hit a high chopper down the first

base line, scoring Tokheim and
Wills.

The Bruins put the game safely

out of reach with a six-run eighth

inning. After Chris Pritchett

singled, John Dolak pulled an RBI
double down the third base line.

The reserve catcher Dolak pro-

vides a key offensive threat off the

bench, with 2 RBI in his last two at

bats. The Bruins batted around in

the eighth, with Wolfe, Mike
Hankins, John Glantz, and Katzar-

off all driving in runs to drive the

lead to 13-3.

After Zancanaro left in the

seventh, the Hornets finally started

hilling, but the Bruins had run

away with the game by then.

Hornet John McTaggen launched
a three-run homer off Tim Lindsay
in the eighth and then his cohort
Steve Krisly banged a two-run shot

in the next inning off
, closer

Michael Vdovkin to make it 13-5.

Friday

On Friday night, playing under
balmy skies, the Bruins built a 7-1

lead after three innings. However,
before UCLA earned its 9-7

victory the Hornets rallied in the

late innings.

UCLA freshman sensation Pete
Janicki earned the victory for the

Bruins. Janicki set a UCLA fresh-

man rdcord, recordmg his seventh
win (one loss).

"He's a freshman?" Sac St.

assistant coach Tim Tabcr asked.

"He's outstanding, he's a good
pitcher, he's going to have many
good years," Tabcr added.
The Bruins broke out to a 2-0

lead after two innings behind solo

shots by Wolfe and sophomore
first baseman Chris Pritchett

With the bases loaded in the

third, Ellis hit a routine grounder to

first base which became anything
but routine for Sac St. first

baseman Gary Brown. The ball,

which was charitably scored a hit,

skipped by Brown and into the

outfield, plating two Bniins. Wolfe
then walked to reload the bases.

Tokheim followed with a single up
the middle that glanced off the

second baseman and into center

field, scoring two more Bruins.

The hit by Tokheim prompted
losing pitcher Gary Wilson lo lake

an early shower. The Hornets

brought in reliever Doug Thur-
man, who aspired for a double-

play ball to escape the innmg
without any more damage. And a

double-play is exactly what sopho-
more Kevin Webb would have hit

into were it not for a wild throw to

first base. The throw allowed
Wolfe to score the fifth run of the

inning.

"We got a couple of breaks

tonight that we have not been
getting in the past few games,"
senior pitcher Tim Lindsay said.

The Hornets mounted a comeback
behind the strength of a solo homer
by Dan Ferreria in the fourth, a
three-run blast by Steve Furchner

in the fifth, and a two-run blow by-
Mike Friedland in the eighth

However, the Bruins were able
to score single runs in the fifth and
the seventh to pad their lead, which
Lindsay protected in the eighth and
ninth to earn his first save of the

season and secure the win for

Janicki,
'

By Scott Brown
Stafi Writer

A bright midday sun glares

down into the eyes of the 50 or so

UCLA fans perched anxiously in

the Sunset Field stands. On the

field, a sharp one hopper explodes
off the hitler's bat down the third

base line for a sure basehil. A split

second and less than 25 feet later,

the ball is miraculously lodged
snugly in the backhanded glove of

Bruin freshman third baseman

ALBERT SOONG'Daily Bfuin

Although Michael Vdovkin gave up a late inning homer on
Saturday, the Bruins still sent Sacramento State home in a
nasty haze with a weekend sweep.

Lisa Fernandez. Fernandez takes

one step and delivers an effortless

beeline throw to first for the final

out of the inning.

In the bottom of the inning,

Fernandez comes lo the plate with

two ouLs and sends a slinging line

drive to center that begins a key

thrc^ run Bruin rally.

The well-schooled fans will tell

you she lo^ks just like "J. P." out

there, while the less familiar

spectators will merely sit in awe,

^renicnibcring the four hit shut out

she finished pitching less than an

hour before.

Fernandez, you see, has under-

taken perhaps the most difficult

role yet presented to a UCLA

Softball player lo dale. To begin
with, it has been five years since a

pitcher has impressed head coach
Sharron Backus enough to play in

the field everyday. Remember this

is a team that has won two
consecutive national titles, and
four of the last six. There is little

r(x)in lor mediocrity in the lineup.

Adding pressure to an already

exhausting, extra workout sche-

dule is the job of filling in for 1989
All-Atncrican and Broderick
Award winner Janice "J. P." Parks

(UCLA lifetime leader in hits,

doubles, triples, Rbi, runs, and GW
Rbi).

To her credit, Fernandez has
wasted little time in showing she

means business behind the plaie,

currently finding herself second on
the team in hitting (.306) and
doubles (7), and third in Rbi (17)

and total bases (64).

"The only pressure I feel from
J. P. (Parks) is the pressure I put on
myself to play better," Fernandez
explaified. "She was a great player,

and 1 can't lake her place, but

filling her shoes in my own way is

definitely a goal I would like to

achieve."

Defensively, she |has hocn
equally as solid, committing jnly

one error in 132 chances at tliird,

while remaining perfect in 35

See FERNANDEZ, page 32

Longaker, Backus and eight other Bruins earn All PacrlO accolaclc

X
GARLO CHAO

Lisa Fernandez hurled her way onto the All Pac-10 team.

1990 PAC-10 All-Conference Softball Team
POS. PLAYER SCHOOL
P Lisa Longaker UCLA
P Michele Granger California

C Christy Serritella Arizona St

IF Julie Cavanaugh Oregon
IF Nicki Dennis Arizona

IF Kerry Dienelt UCLA
IF Kristy Howard UCLA
IF Ann Rowan Arizona St

OF Shanna Flynn UCLA
OF Kristin Gauthier Arizona

OF Yvonne Guiterrez UCLA
OF Vivian Holm Arizona

UT Julie Jones Arizona

JJI Lisa Fernandez IJCI A ,

Player of the Year:

Lisa Longaker, UCLA

-W Catherine Stedman Arizona

Selected to the PAC-10 second team from

UCLA were:

C Kelly Inouye

IF Missy Phillips

OF Michelle Montgomery
(See story on page 32)

Coach of the Year:

Sharon Backus, UCLA
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Sports
Netters get chomped by Gators at NCs
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

-GAINESVILLE, Ra. —If there's

one thing you can say about the

UCLA women's tennis team at this

NCAA Tournament, it's that it

didn't lose for lack of trying.

The' University of Florida
exacted its revenge on the Bruins,

5-4, in the semifinals Saturday
after losing 5-2 a year ago on the

very same court.

The match came down to No. 3

doubles, Cammie Foley/Allegra

Milholland (UCLA) versus
Andrea Farley/Nicole Polasek
(FU).

After being bombarded in the

first set, 6-0, Foley and Milholland
regrouped and turned it into a

contest by breaking service three

limes in a row to start the second

Women's Tennis

NCAA Semifinals

UCLA 4

Florida 5

set. Unfortunately for UCLA,
Farley and Polasek also broke

them three times in a row. In the

Bruins' final service, they lost a

40-15 lead to go behind, 5-3.

In tJie next game, with the score

40-30 on Polasek 's serve, Foley
nailed a backhand which left

Polasek gazing back at the double
volley, but it was two inches long.

Game, set, match and Stanford

in the finals for Rorida.

UCLA gets a day off before the

NCAA singles and doubles indivi-

dual tourney, and the knowledge
that it has given all it had.

Because, with Jessica Emmons
(No. 1 singles) and Kim Po (No. 3

singles) out with injuries and
Mamie Ccniza (No.2) at 3/4 speed
from a lingering muscle ailmpnt,

the No. 4-seedcd Bruins were not

even expected to get by No. 11-

seeded Pepperdine on Friday.

_And after an exhausting six-

hour, 5-4 win against the Waves,
many were picking No. 2 Florida,

with its home court edge, to win,

5-2 (Play is halted in the NCAA's
after a team has won the deciding
fifth match).

It would hardly have been a

disgrace.

But the Bruins, who had beaten
Florida, 5-2, at the National Indoor
Tournament in Madison, Wiscon-
sin last March while healthy, put
on quite a show.

See TENNIS, page 33 Stella Sampras
INFO

Bombers get
nasty— trip

up Hornets
by Terry wmte and
Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writers

Things turned around in a big

way for ihc UCLA baseball team
last wc<;kcnd with two key victo-

ries over Sacramento Suae.

\

vr^M.la^MQi^IPWPB-
, i

After lostftg^scvcn of ihcir^last

ten, the Bruins (36-23) beat the

Hornets by a score of 13-5 on
Saturday and 9-7 on Friday to

sweep their last home scries of the

season.

The prospects of an NCAA
regional playoff bid hiid grown
more and more shaky as the Bruins
continued to lose to such lesser

powers as Chapman College and
Cal Stale Dominguc/ Hills. But
hopefully this weekend's victories

will put the -Bruins, back on the

road to the regionals.

Saturdax '^

AinrnT GOONGDaily [jrim

'Ihc home season ended with a

bang for ihc Bruins with a big 1 3-5

blowout of the siingerless HomcLs.
Dave Zancanaro (10-5) threw
seven scoreless innings and allow-

ed only five hits on his way to his

See BASEBALL, page 34
Kevin Webb and UCLA rocked CSUS and its catcher Bill Silvan's world this weekend.

UCLA has the ball rolling in Pao-10 warm-up
I

But meet marred by freak accident to Venegas

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

The UCLA men's track team's

journey to the Occidental Invita-

tional this Saturday was marred by
a freak accident when Weight
Events Coach Art Venegas was hit

in the head by a discus.

Venegas was taken to a hospital

immediately afterward where he

underwent x-rays and a CAT scan.

*Thc x-rays and CAT scan were

negative," said Venegas, recover-

ing at home. "I'll be OK, it looks

like it's just a concussion. I'll just

have to rest for a few days."

The discus hit Venegas when he

was standing in a crowd of people,

far away from the discus ring and
at a 90 degree angle from the

thrower, which should have been

safe.

*The discus must have slipped

See MEN, page 33
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Janeene Vickers is on a mission, again

By Jay Ross

SCOTT WEERSING/DaHy Bruin

Brian Blutreich

Contributor

Three Bruin racers returned
from the Oregon Twilight Meet
having run their best races of the

year but falling short of the NCAA
•qualifying times. One hurdler
however, fulfilled her promise to

make the pilgrimage to Durham,
N.C.

Defending 400 meter hurdles

cTiamp Janeene Vickers set a

sizzling pace at the Occidental
Invitational over the weekend,
with the Accu-Track catching her
in 57.26. TTie junior has lowered
her time consistently as part of
Head Coach Bob Kersee's training

design, and she has now automati-
cally qualified for the North
Carolina national meet.

Freshman Kira Jorgensen,
sophomore Jen Ashe and senior

See WOMEN, page 31

It's Pooh's House
Former UCra point guard, Jerome "Pooh"

Richardson (pictured), capped off a stellar rookie

campaign with Minnesota as he was named to the

NBA first-team all-rookie squad. Joining
Richardson on the team arc: David Robinson
(Spurs); Vladc Divac (Lakers); Sherman Dou-
glas (Heat); and Tim Hardaway (Warriors).

SoftbalS is rock hard

The top-ranked Bruin softball team is creating

havoc all across the nation. But the latest blue and
gold slaughter has nothing to do with wins or

losses, it has to do with talent and production.

And with the top players in the nation, UCLA
cleaned up with numerous selections to the all-

conference team, again.

, See page 35

Trivia time
Now for the random trivia question: Who are

the only two UCLA quarterbacks to ever
quarterback a national championship team?
Bring your answer in to the Sports Office or call

825-2095. The first person with the right answer
wins a super-special mystery prize.

.y^
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Discussion of

media careers

—Three professionals working
in media will discuss their

careers tonight at Ackerman
3517.

"Media Night," sponsored by
Women in Communications,
Inc., will feature Althea Brown,
an engineer at Channel 9
(KCAL); Karen Kennedy, a

marketing director for A&M
Records; and Carol Warden,
owner of Design Studio.

The discussion will take

place from 8 to 10 p.m.

Inside
Coop pizza

to return soon
A broken oven has forced

Bruins to go without pizza since

Sjtmdjy. in

See page 3

Viewpoint

The provost and
the press

Raymond Orbach's request

to ban the tape recording of his

speech about university busi-

ness may violate the law.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

'Superstar'
achiever
Sam Harris' starring role in

'JesuS Christ Superstar' is only

the latest in a long list of

accomplishments for this sin-

ger-actor-producer-writer.

See page 16

Sports

They bent
over iiaclcward

• Chris Waller and the men's
gymnastics team went all out
for team and individual honors

this season.

See page 32
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Guest House environmental report out
Second report

will be less
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The second environmental
impact report for the Patient Guest
House that UCLA plans to build in

Westwood at 900-920 Tiverton

Ave. was released this month.
Plans for the guest house, which

have drawn criticism from the

community, were created in an

effort to provide affordable and
short-term housing for family,'

friends, and patients of the UCLA
Medical Center.

says impact

significant'

The project, lo be located across

the street from the Med Center,

will require demolishing a univer-

sity-owned lO-unit apanmcni
complex that is currently at the

site.

The lot will be replaced by a

Ihree-to-four story guest house,

which will include 76 rooms, 12

two-room suites and an under-

ground 254-car parking garage —
all spanning about nine-tenths of
an acre. Public parking will be

available in the garage.

The report analysis found thai

the guest house would have insig-

nificant environrncnUil or adverse
ef^fccts on earthquakes, water
quality, population, -cmploymcni,

"^ housing and energy with miiiga-

Uon measures.

Still, the report projects 750
additional daily vehicle trips to

Wc!^tw(X)d, as well as more grid-

lock arid traffic. Sufficient signs

and parking would help alleviate

traffic, circulation and parking

impacts to "less than significant

levels," the report stales.

Olhcr plans dcKumcnied in the

report that would mitigate stress on
the environment are:

Traffic measures and mini-

mizing dust from construction to

help reduce pollution.

Water conservation to help

Spring sale

SMAWN LLDFR n..iiy Bru.r

Students rummage through Bear^Wear during the ASUCLA Patio Sale in front ofAcker-
man Union on Monday.

Soviet professor breaks stereotypes
Tells of Russian, American images

of each other and why they're wrong

By Thy Dinh

Contributor

He writes r(x:k music lyrics,

wears an L.A. Gear walch, prefers

to wear jeans and a T-shirt. He is a

UCLA visiting professor from
Leningrad University.

With his 1987 award for best

musical lyrics from the Leningrad
Television Festival of Modem
Music, Russian psychologist Eric

Shiryaev hardly seems like the

stereotypical Russian. And while

in the United States, Shiryaev

hopes lo lessen the stereotypical

characteristics that Americans
often attribute to the Soviets.

Jokes are one way people
develop cultural stereotypes, the

social and political psychologist

said. In Russian jokes, Americans
arc typically portrayed as having
money, Frenchmen as being inter-

ested in sex and Russians as trying

to elude the KGB, he explained.

Shiryaev said Americans usual-

ly stereotype Soviets as very

serious people who do not smile

and who stand in long food lines.

The Soviet Union is seen as being

characterized by snow, bears, and
v(xlka, but the more educatal

people are, the less likely they are

to have such stereotypes, he

believes. —
Shiryaev remembers when one

American student asked him if

Russians own cars. Jokingly, he

told her that only "high govern-

ment officials" were allowal to

have limousines and drive on the

few streets that are scattered

throughout the cities.

Together with a Russian stu-

dent, he was also able to convince
her that big cities like Moscow had
only one or two streets, but most
cities were just full of forests.

'Later, we explained that it was a

Eric Shiryaev

joke, but she believed usTTfirst,"

he recalled.

Not all stereotypes are neces-

sarily harmful, Shiryaev said.

Russians often stereotype Amcrf-'
cans from images they see on TV
and in the monies, he explained.

"One misconception is the view

of the typical American as a

cowboy in a saloon with a gun in

his pocket and a glass of whiskey
in his hand. Russians also mista-

See SOVIET, page 1

1

reduce increased wastewater.

Placing dumpsters and load-

ing areas "away from noise-sensi-

tive" spots and using non-skid

parking ramps lo help reduce noise

from construction and related

activity.

Included in the report are four

allemaiivcs lo the guest house,

including rejecting the project.

The university could also build a

smaller facility, or purchase or

lease another building at a diffe-

rent location lo house the project.

Last year, UCLA Capital Prog-

rams released the first draft of the

guest house report, which is part of

UCLA's 1990 Long Range Deve-
lopment Plan.

See GUEST, page 13

MSA, JSU
clash over
Bruin act
Ad defended

as educationar
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer '

While Jewish student leaders

called an adveriiscmcnt placed in

The Bruin Monday by the Muslim
Student AsscKiation inaccurate

and offensive, an MSA member
said it was intended lo be educa-
tional.

MSA paid for ihc ad — which
lists statistics about the deaths of

Palestinians and boih physical and
material damages mcurrcd over
Ihc last 28 months in the Arab-
Israeli conflict — using itsadvcr-

using'fuFHl, w h ich is a part of the

group's undergradualtc govern-

ment-provided budget.

The advertisement also pro-

vided a phone number that people

can call to protest the alleged arrest

in March of a Palestinian by the

Israeli government. Callers will be

charged S5.75 for sendmg a per-

sonalized message to tlic Israeli

embassy, the ad says.

"This ad is a political statement

hidden under the label of ediica-

tion. This is false educaliofi," said

Jewish Student Union President

Charles Ghck. It implicitly denies

the existence of the state of Israel

and is an attack on the heart of

Jewish existence, he said.

However, Ahmed Nassef of the

Muslim Student Association said,.

I

"The ad is purely educational.

T*hese are statistics you can get out

of the New York Times. You can't

dispute these facts."

Click also said he was angry that

funds taken from student registra-

tion fees were used for this type of

advertisement. It is mislea<ling

because it adds legitimacy to the ad
by implying that USAC endorses

the ad's content, he said.

A portion of undergraduates^^

registration fees goes to a pool of
funds for student council, which
distributes varying budgets to the

more than a dozen groups it

sponsors.

All advertisements paid by
council-provided funds normally

Trttlude "paid for by USAC" to

See AD, page 13
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TODAY. TUESDAY. MAY IS

• Alpha Phi Alpha
- Malcom X Celebration - The Legacy of Malcom X

Video Presentation

- 7:00-9:00pm. AGSM 1234

• Center for American PolMcs &. Public Policy

- Applications for Fall 1990 Quarter in Washington D.C.

program are due today

- 9349 Bunche
• Center for Student Programming

- Social Welfare Colloquium - Teens, &< Sexuality

- 12:00-1 :30pm. Dodd Hall 200
• Campus Lvents ' Speakers

- Soap Stars

- 12 noon. AU second floor lounge

• International Student Center
- The Dashew Series of Programs

- 7:30pm. Intemational Student Center. 1023 Hilgard

• Cultural Affairs

- Comedy at the Coop
- 8:30pm. Coop'erage

• Women In Communications
- Media Night

- Rnn-innopm au 351? >_
• Expo Center

- Information Meeting for Internships and Summer
Employment for 1991

- 12:00-1:00. AU A-213
- Budget Travel to Europe Seminar

- 5:00-7 :00pm. AU A-213
WEDNESDAY. MAY 16

• Alpha Phi Alpha
" The Power of the Message: An Insight to Malcom X

- 12 noon. Westwood Plaza

• Center for Afro-American Studies
.

- Thurgood Marshall Lecture

- 4:00pm. Sunset Canyon Rec. Center. Vista Room
- Julius Chambers - Director NAACP Legal Defense

&^ Educational Fund
- 4;00pm. Sunset Canyon Rec. Center

THURSDAY. MAY 17
• Department of Ethnomuslcology and Systematic Muslcology _

- Concert of Balinese and Javanese Gamelan: Music and Dance

- 8:00pm. Schoenberg Auditorium

• Mardl Gras
- Mardi Gras Preview Night

. 5:00-1 l.-OOpm. IM Reld -^

• Expo Center
- Information Meeting for Intemshipjs &^ Summer

Employment for 1991 ' ^
1 2:00-1 :00pm. AU A-213 — " ^^^

- Budget Travel to Europe Seminar

- 5:00-7 .00pm. AU A-213
FRIDAY. MAY 18
• Department of Ethnomuslcology and Systematic Muslcology

- Concert of African and African-American Music and Dance

- 8:00pm. Schoenberg Auditorium

SATURDAY. MAY 19
• Department of Ethnomuslcology and Systematic Muslcology

- Concert of Balinese and Javanese Gamelan: ;\'usic and Dance
- 8;00pm. Schoenberg Auditonum

• ISOP
- Photo Exhibit: Iranians in Los Angeles

- May 14-18. KerckhofT Hall Gallery

• Westwood Student Federal Credit Union

- Free Mardi Gras Ticket for becoming a member
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Attention: All members of the

UCLA Community

If you are interested in writing a

regular column for the Viewpoint

section, applications will |e

—

available today at the

receptionist's desk in the Daily

Bruin offices, located at 112

Kercichoff Hall. Applications are

due Wednesday, IVIay 16 at 5 p.m

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When

mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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AZT may help AIDS patients without symptoms UCSA to
Research shows drug reduces

damage to immune system
By Lee Siegel

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
study shows the AIDS virus

directly attacks immune system

cells called macrophages, sug-

gesting AIDS -infected people

without symptoms may be helped

by the drug AZT even if other

immune cells appear normal.
~ The findings by scientists at the

University of California, Los

Angeles, will be published Tues-

day in the Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences.

People who are infected by the

AIDS viiiis but have no outward

symptoms often display reduced

levels of certain immune system

white blood cells known as T-

cells.

Doctors generally determine

how badly the AIDS virus has hurt

the body's disease-fighting

immune system by measuring T-

cclls. That's because T-cclls acti-

vate many parts of the body's

defense system, including other

white blood cells called monocytes
and macrophages.

Macrophages are grown-up ver-

sions of monocytes. Both types of

cells are found in various body
tissues, where they act as scaven-

gers that gobble up debris and
invading microbes to help combat
disease.

A low T-cell count often is the

justification used by doctors in

deciding whether the antiviral drug

AZT should be prescribed for

AIDS-irifected people who
haven't yet developed overt

symptoms. J

The new study found that, in the

lest tube, the virus can directly

cause defects in monocytes and
macrophages regardless of
whether T-cells are damaged or

not, said Dr. David Golde, chief of

blood diseases and cancer at

UCLA.
The researchers also showed

that AZT significantly reduced the

AIDS-induced damage to macro-

phages and moncKytes.

Both findings suggest AIDS-
infected people might benefit from

AZT therapy even if their T-cclh

levels are not abnormally low,

Golde said.

But he emphasized that he

wasn't advocating AZT treatment

for all AIDS-infccted people with

normal T-cell levels, only those

who are tested and found to have

damaged macrophages.

The study was conducted in

Golde 's laboratory by research

biologist Gayle Cocita Baldwin,

Golde and others.

AZT has been used for three

years to treat patients severely ill

with AIDS symptoms.

In March, the Food and Drug
Administration recommended that

adults infected with the deadly
virus be treated with AZT even if

they do not yet have symptoms of

the disease. The recommendation
stemmed from federally sponsored

studies showing AZT slowed the

progression of AIDS in infected

patients with early symptoms or

withojit anj^ symptoms.

But the recommendation also

was based on the work of a

scientific advisory panel that said

AZT should be used only on
symptom-free patients with

reduced T-cell counts.

The new study suggests the drug

might help even AIDS-infcclcd

people with normal T-cell counts.

Doctors from
Latvia to visit

UCLA Medical

benter today
By Debr icker:

Staff Writer

Four faculty members from
Latvia's Riga Medical Institute

will discuss today the Baltic

Republics' plight for indepen-

dence, ending a three-week tour of

Southern California medical facil-

ities, including those at UCLA.
The three doctors and one

teacher arrived in Los Angeles

from Latvia on April 30 to learn

about Southern California's health

care systems and the medical and

nursing education structures in the

United States.

They have gone on extensive

tours of hospitals in and around

Los Angeles and are working

closely with doctors at the UCLA
School of Medicine.

"We've had a wonderful
exchange of jdeas," said Dosthora

Mubclihamy Wamasuriya, a Los
Angeles doctor hosting Dr. Ardijs

Rank, who in August 1989 hosted

him in Latvia.

"We have a mutual agreement

for the exchange. We are sharing,

caring and learning in every way,"

Wamasuriya said.

Last ^ear, UCLA medical stu-

dents chose Riga Institute as their

sister school which several of them
visited in June and July.

In July and August, UCLA's
medical school will host five

Latvian medical students on a

similar visit.

During the August exchange,

Wamasuriya, traveled with doc-

tors Karlis Ullis and Sam Benja-

min. Their 18-day trip included

tours of Riga Medical Institute,

mental hospitals, childrens' hos-

pitals and herbal gardens, where

medicinal plants are grown.

The three Los Angeles doctors

are now rctuming the hospitality

extended to them in Latvia by

hosting doctors Uldis Vikmanis,

Juris Leja and Ranks. In addition,

Harry Vinlers, a pathologist at the

UCLA Medical Center, is hosting

Sarma Cire, a translator and
English teacher from Riga Medical

Institute.

The Latvian facuUy will speak

in 6275 Bunche today at 3 p.m. The
agenda includes an overview ofthe
events that have led up to the Baltic

Republics' demands for indepen-

dence from the Soviet Union.

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Will Holmes checks for evil spirits on 'The Curse,' Sigma Phi Epsilon's Mardi Gras
haunted house.

Coop's pizza oven being repaired
Employees hope to break record

sales of 570 pizzas in y/i hours

By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

Monday was a day of great

expectations for Cooperage pizza

workers. They had hoped to break

a record.

Instead, the only thing broken
was their oven.

Between 10:30 a.m. 9|id 2 p.m.

on May 7, the Coop sold more than

570 pizzas — an all-time high.

They wanted to break this record

Monday, but on Saturday morning,

the oven had mysteriously stopped

working.

"I don't know what's wrong.
We just can't get it to go on," said

ASUCLA customer service
employee Zdenka Zenko.

"It happens from time to time,"

said Jim Parente, ASUCLA cus-

tomer service manager. The last

time the oven broke down was

three years ago when it remained

out of commission for a few days,

he recalled.

The repairman — *'a pizza

doctor" — is scheduled to fix the

gas oven today, he said.

Parente estimated that the pizz^

stand, dubbed "2 Bears from
Italy," missed out on cooking

about 1,000 pizzas during the

three-day malfunction. But the rise

in business at the other facilities

evened out the overall sales, he

said. "" 1.^

The piz^a toppings that never

made it to the top of the dough and

tomato sauce were sacrificed to

other eating areas. *'We can adjust

fairly quickly . . . We can use the

stuff at the salad bar, or transfer it

to another (eating facility),"

Parente said.

To handle the late-eating crowd.

the Mexican food area and the

Grill extended their hours. The
pizza workers arc working in other

areas, he added.

For students who were in need
of a pizz^ fix, Lu Valle Commons
was the only on-campus option

during the breakdown, but pizz^

sales at the northem campus eating

facility experienced no increase.

"(We had) just the usual sales,"

a food services employee at Lu
Valle Commons said.

Lu Valle is "an altemative for

pizza on campus," Parente said.

"But we're a little more tradition-

al."

On Saturday, some Coop work-

. ers cooked large pizzas in the Tree

House ovens for special parties

who ordered prior to the break-

down. "It was a little inconvenient,

^but ... we did it," he said.

Parente said he is excited about

the oven being repaired and pre-

dicts that last Monday's record

will soon be broken. "Now we arc

trying for 6(X). It's^ kinda crazy."'

lobby for

prop
Says bills are

beneficial to

UC students
By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

At the UC Student Associa-

tion's final meeting of the

academic year, student represen-

tatives discussed Senate Concur-
rent Resolution 103, a measure that

would force the university lo

investigate retention rales, as well

as Proposition 111, a June ballot

initiative they say is crucial for the

university's economic well being.

Students from all nine campuses
met at UC Sania Barbara to

coordinate plans to inform their

respective communities on the

details and significance of Prop-

osition 111, which would raise

state spending levels to match
revenue intake levels — a move*
that would provide increased

funding for the university.

^^¥tJC: :nHu'oimg pmvttn;d) ^f
chance for students across the stale

10 develop a cohesive plan. We all

do work with the same constituen-

cy," said UCLA Lobby Director

Bill Kysella. "The problem with

apathetic students at UCLA is ihe

same as with apathetic students at

Berkeley, Riverside, or San
Diego."

Students also discussed SCR
103, a bill sponsored by stale Sen.

Art Torres, D-Los Angeles, which
would call on the University of

Califomia and the Califomia Slate

University lo provide student

retention data to the Califomia

Postsecondary Education Com-
mission, which would then con-

duct a study on student retention

rates. The study would ask for the

inclusion of a dcparuncntal break-

down of retention rales if data is

available.

SCR 103 was createdwas createa~nr
response to student complaints that

retention rates for minority stu-

dents are significantly lower than

for all other students. Underrepre-

sented student groups such as

Native Americans, African
Americans, and Chicanos and
Latinos, have rates 17 percent

lower than the average, UCSA
representatives said.

Currently the bill is in the Senate

Education Committee, which is

scheduled to deliberate on the

measure May 28. Students fr^m

throughout the university system,

including UCSA Vice President

Lloyd Monseratt will testify there

in favor of SCR 103.

And for the next two weeks,

lobby directors at all nine cam-
puses will be actively lobbying

their local legislators in support of

the bill.

The meeting also allowed the

participants to evaluate last April's

Student Summit '90. At the Sac-

ramento conference, neariy 4(X)

students conducted networking

sessions about key student issues

and lobbied legislators on issues

affecting higher education.

Such conferences are highly

effective ii) presenting legislators

with student concems, Kysella

said. "That sort of relationship and

contact with our local legislators

helps to keep them in touch with

what is going on. If any group of

UCLA students are being treated

unfairly in any way, the local

legislators want to know it."

ot>
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World

Radical students
battle Korea police

SEOUL, South Korea — About 300
radical students demanding the ouster of

President Roh Tae-woo hurled firebombs

and rocks at riot police in front of a Seoul

university Monday, and police responded
with tear gas.

In Ulsan, 200 miles southeast of the

capital, union leaders at South Korea's

largest carmaker announced a general

strike Tuesday. At the world's largest

shipyard, also in Ulsan, workers voted to

return to their jobs.

Both companies a^e subsidiaries of the

Hyundai group, one of South Korea's

largest conglomerates.

Government officials have warned ihcy

will move swiftly to crush any illegal

labor protests.On April 28, 12,000 police

firing tear gas burst into the Ulsan

shipyard to crush a strike. The facility has

not reopened. T
• Students at Seoul's Hankuk University

of Foreign Studies shouted "Oust Roh
Tae-woo!" at police who tried to disperse

the demonstration.

200,000 protest in

anti^emitism march
PARIS— As many as 200,000 people,

including Holocaust survivors and Presi-

dent Francois Mitterrand, marched Mon-
day in silent protest over the desecration

of Jewish cemeteries in one of France's

largest-ever rallies against anti-Semitism.

The march came hours after swastikas

were found painted on Jewish graves in

suburban Clichy-sous-Bois, stirring anew
the national outrage that followed last

week's desecration of 34 Jewish graves

and mutilation of a corpse in south-central

France.

The major French television networka(^

carried live coverage of marchers jam-

ming a mile-long route from the Place de

la Republic to the Place de la Bastille.

Many marchers wore yellow Stars of

David similar to those the Nazis forced

Jews to wear during World War II.

Nation

Flag-burning

arguments heard

by U.S. justices
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Supreme

Court justices, setting the stage for a

decision with major political implica-

tions, joined lawyers in spirited argu-

ments Monday over flag burning,

patriotism and freedom of expression.

In arguments before the justices, the

Bush administration's top courtroom
lawyer. Solicitor General Kenneth Starr,

argued that a new federal law to protect

Old Glory does not violate free speech

any more than a regulation limiting an

outdoor loudspeaker's volume.

Congress can protect "those things that

are special to us as a people," Starr said.

"Nothing prohibits the legislature from

protecting symbols against physical

attack."

But civil rights attorney William
Kunstler said, "Respect for the flag must
he voluntary. Qncc. pc£)ple. are, compcllcd-

to respect a symbol, they are no longer

free."

Gorbachev to visit

California during visit

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Soviet Presi-

dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev will visit

California and Minnesota after conclud-

ing summit talks with President Bush

early next month at the White House and

at Camp David, U.S. officials said

Monday.
Details of Gorbachev's post-summit

plans were not immediately available.

Commenting on Gorbachev's travel

plans after the summit meeting May 30 to

June 3. a U.S., official, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said, "He has

always said he wants to see more of

America."

Another official said, "After the sum-

mit where Gorbachev goes is purely up to

the Soviets."

Gorbachev and his wife Raisa have a

longstanding invitation to see former

President Ronald Reagan and his wife

Nancy in Los Angeles. However, Reagan

spokesman Mark Weinberg said he was
unaware of any plans for a get-together.

Officials said the Minnesota stop

would be in Minneapolis but it was not

clear what Gorbachev would do there.

State

Judges skeptical of

Harris ruling scope
SAN FRANCISCO — Lawyers for

condemned murderer Robert Alton Harris

appeared to run into trouble before a

federal appeals court Monday on ah issue

of the right to psychiatric assistance that

may determine Harris' fate.

Two of the three judges on the 9th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals paneir ArthuL
Alarcon and Melvin Briinctii, sounded

skeptical about defense arguments that it

was proper for a court to evaluate the

competence of the psychiatric aid that

Harris got at his 1979 trial.

That was the issue cited by the third

panel member, Judge John Noonan, in

staying Harris' execution four days before

he was to die April 3. It holds the key to his

efforts to win reconsideration of his death

sentence on the grounds that the jury

should have been told about extensive

mental disorders.

Cigarette usage, tax

income fall sharply

SACRAMENTO — Cigarette con-

sumption in California declined 14

percent during 1989, and revenues from

the quarter-a-pack cigarette tax fell short

of projections by more than $75 million,

the state Board of Equalization reported

Monday.
Cigarette sales totaled 2.18 billion

packs in 1989, down from more than 2.53

billion the year before. The figures, the

latest available including all of 1989,

reflect a dramatic — and continuing —
drop in cigarette consumption.

Local

Marijuana ingredient

found to kill virus

Marijuana's active ingredient killed

herpes viruses in test-tube experiments,

but smoking pot won't help people with

herpes and might make them prone to

other diseases or cancer, a scientist said

Monday in Anaheim.

University of South Florida micro-

biologist Gerald Lancz said his study may
help scientists discover new anti-herpes

medicines, but people with oral or genital

herpes would be badly misguided if they

used the findings to justify smoking
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By Nancy Shulins

marijuana, which has other harmful

effects and is illegal.

"Smoking pot is not going to help your

herpes, and it could make things a lot

worse," said Lancz, who presented his

findings Monday during the American
Society for Microbiology's annual meet-
ing.

Having the drug in the bloodstream

won't treat herpes sores because the

concentration would be too low, Lancz
said during a telephone interview from

Anaheim.

Associated Press

Hunger is something America's come to

live with.

"In the same way that we have a football

season, we now have a hunger season," says

Nancy Amidei, a Washington, D.C, activ-

isf. "It begins with Worid Hunger Day in

October, and runs on through Thanksgiving,

with a big orgy of stories about feeding

people huge meals at Christmas time."

The season ends but hunger continues.

And after eight years of economic improve-

ment, Americans who pitched in to help

their neighbors through an emergency now
find themselves in a curious position.

In a nation of supermarkets and surp-

luses, they arc forging careers in food banks

and soup kitchens.

"We used to show up for work in

Birkenslocks and blue jeans. Now we're

talking pension plans and retirement and
transferring from one part of the country to

another as food bankers," says Catherine

D'Amaio, director of ihc Western Massa-
chusetts Food Bank.

No one knows how many Americans face

chronic hunger. The Harvard-based Physi-

cian Task Force on Hunger in America
estimated in 11985 that 20 million people

were going hungry at least some days of

every month. A Louis Harris poll at about

the same time concluded that a minimum of

21 million pxx)ple were going hungry.

The federal government disputed both

findings, but has released no numbers of its

own. The Food Resource and Action Center

(FRAC), the nation's leading hunger
research and advocacy group, is conducting

"A thousand points of Ugjit do not hold a candle to well'managed

and adequately funded public programs. The main argument for

'

not improving these programs and stamping out domestic hunger

is a financial one— that priorities must be set for government
spending in the face of the budget deficit."

RobFersh

since 1982.

In an era of lower wages, higher housing

costs and shrinking public programs, there's,

no doubt that private, non-profit food

programs have become lifelines for many
people.

But for some advocates, the crisis-driven

effort of the '80s is giving way to new
doubts in the '90s about whether "emergen-

cy" services that now seem all too perma-

nent are really an answer.

offer more humane treatment than bureau-

cratic public programs. For those on
society's fringes, the programs provide

social contact along with meals or groceries.

"Federal programs are designed to be of

great assistance, but government cannot do
it all," says Rep. Bill Emerson, R-Mo.. ihc

ranking minority member of the House
Agriculture subcommittee on nutrition and

a oftlHCpjpn of private-sector initiatives,

--^otal spending on food assistance makes

against hunger."

As written, the bill also provides

increases.of $70 million in each of the next

two fiscal years for the commodities
program known as TEFAP (Temporary
Emergency Food Assistance Program).

This tenyx)rary, emergency program
began eight years ago and was formalized in

1983 as the Reagan administration began
using noji-profit agencies to distribute

butter and cheese acquired under the dairy

price-support program. / -

Along with reducing stockpiles -^ ihc
primary objective — TEFAP also played'a

key role in expanding the non-profit focxl

network.

Cniics call it a poorly targeted "handout"
program lackmg nutrmonai goals. Suppor-
ters point to the delivery of 6.5 billion

pounds of food, much of it high in protein, to

feeding programs otherwise largely depen-

dent upon food industry waste.

The Mickey Leland bill also continues

through 1995 current funding levels of $32
million a year (or private soup kitchens,

which will still be necessary despite

increased public spending.

'The nation will not see a major
difference in terms of soup and bread lines,"

says Brown. "Food stamps wiil reach more
people and last a little longer. But people
will still run out of food stamps because the

basic level is so inadequate to begin with."

Brown and others worry that non-profit

programs are becoming a way for ihe

government to hand off rc^^ponsibility

permanently.

Many of today's federal nutrition prog-

rams — food stamps, Women, InfJmis and
Children (WIC), school lunches and break-

a nationwide study of childhood hunger.

Based on its findings to date, FRAC
believes that 8 million to 9 million children

are either hungry or at risk of going hungry.

Even though America has a well-deve-

loped system for carrying food from farms

to markets, the 1980s saw a grassroots anti-

hunger effort develop into a second distri-

bution network. By conservative estimates,

more than 20,000 food banks, soup kitch-

ens, food pantries, church groups, com-
munity action programs and civic

organizations have helped deliver food

To many Ameticans, ^oup kiii:hoMt> anj up about 2 p^;rvi;nt of Uic f4;dorjl budgi^t, faMi., uiid suniui iiutili ion- a\;ru stiirnjil or

reassuring evidence of the nation's human-
ity, proof that the private sector — the

"thousand points of light" — is willing to

shoulder its share of the burden.

Such programs intercept millions of

pounds of food that would otherwise be

wasted and make it available to people who
need it. In the process, they focus attention

on hunger and provide people a means of

addressing it, as donors, fund-raisers or

volunteers.

In some cases, informal private programs

according to FRAC.
Congress is considering spending an

additional $2.3 billion for food programs

over the next three years. The Mickey
Leland Memorial Domestic Hunger Relief

Act, named for the Texas congressman who
died while investigating hunger in Ethiopia

last year, is the largest anti-hunger initiative

since 1977.

Most of the increase would benefit the Food
Stamp Program, described by FRAC as "our

best and most consistent line of defense

expanded to fight an epidemic of hunger
discovered in the late 1960s. Within a

decade, domestic hunger had been greatly

reduced.

But during the '80s, spending cuts

dramatically diminished the scope of these

and other "safety net" programs, at a lime

when high unemployment, a downscaling
of wages and rapidly rising housing costs

left millions of Americans below the

See HUNGER, page 10
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It took Freud 38 years to understand it.

You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours: And your id wants to party. Your ego

wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake

,
.

• tonight to cram. -.

.

-^ .

.

Fortunately youVe got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally

alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So all your brainpower can focus

on understanding the brain.

If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain

faster, too Rpvive With VI\ARIN®

VIVARIN
hr fast picl^ up-safe as

® ON CAMPUS

Carmen Otte
Embry-Riddle University

<Cj l9*X)SmilhKJiniHcc«.hjm

lisr a»dirfcleil ( onuin^ caffeine rquivalrni of iwiiiupsofiiifU-t-

NASA trainee

Carmen Otte and
her favorite"~~~~

space vehicle.

When Aeronautical Engineering junior Carmen
Otte talks about her 1982 Volkswagen Jetta,

it's only natural that she begins with space.

"I like its size, especially the trunk. A big
[

trunk is innportant when you go away to

school and have to carry practically every-

thing you own.
"And I love Jetta's space inside. It's ropnny,

comfortable Last year I drove 200 miles

each way to a summer job at NASA. I'm glad

I was in my Jetta."

Of course, there's more to Carmen's
Jetta than space "My car has over 200,000
miles on it. It doesn't cost much to operate

and it's good looking. I think Volkswagens
are excellent cars for college students."

Since Carmen hopes to design spacecraft

someday, we had to ask her what kind of

vehicle she envisions in the future.

"That's easy. .A red Volkswagen Cabriolet

convertible I've already got one picked out
for graduation

"

The VCI College Graduate Finance Plan makes owning or

leasing a Volkswagen easier than ever before And you may
not need a credit history to qualify Visit your authorized

C. Volkswagen dealer for details.

VOLKSWAGEN
If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be setected to appear

in an ad like the one above Send your story and a photo to

Volkswagen Testimonials • 187 S Woodward. Suite 200 •

Birmingham, Ml 48009
C
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Superpowers to en^ige in nuclear 'exchange'
By Robert Burns

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The super-

powers are about to commit an act they've

tried mightily to avoid throughout 45 years

of Cold War: an intercontinental nuclear

exchange.

This one, though, will be friendly.

Nuclear missiles of the type the United

States and the Soviet Union had aimed
across the East-West divide— but are now
withdrawing — are to be propped up,

painted and polished, side by side, in

museums in Washington and Moscow.
It*s a small sign of fast-changing times in

which military competition is lessening and
new symbols of superpower cooperation arc

replacing Cold War confrontation.

A Soviet SS-20 and an American
Pershing 2— minus their nuclear warheads
— will be displayed at the Smithsonian

Institution's National Air and Space
Museum. They'll stand in the Milestones of

Flight gallery, amid such aviation icons as

the 1903 Wright brothers original flier, the

Spirit of St. Louis and a replica of Spumik 1

,

the Soviet satellite that was the first

manmade object placed in Earth's orbit.

A separate exhibit in the museum's Space

Hall will display pictures of the missiles;

copies of the Intermediate-range Nuclear

Forces, or INF, treaty, which governs

destruction of the missiles and their

launchers; and chunks of 'destroyed INF
missiles.

The Space Hall exhibit will be titled **Do

Veri, No Pro Veri." The Russian proverb,

meaning "trust, but verify," was then-Presi-

dent Reagan's favorite way of describing

the central message of the INF treaty he

signed Dec. 7, 1987.

The exhibit opens June 20. A similar

display is due to open at Moscow's Central

Armed Forces Museum, the city's main
military museum, sometime this summer.

On Thursday, a team of American
officials will arrive in Moscow to swap a

disarmed Pershing 2 for the SS-20 that will

be shipped in five pieces to the Smithsonian.

Later this month, Soviet technicians are to

fly to Washington to assemble the SS-20,

whose 54-foot length will barely fit inside

the museum. The slimmer, lighten faster

and more modem Pershing 2 is 34 feet long.

Special Announcement

TO: UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff

FROM: ASUCLA Computer Store

RE: Apple Price Decrease v

^*^-
Daily Bruin ^4ews Tuesday, May 1 5, 1990 7
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Effective May 15, 1990, Apple has lowered the prices of Macintosh compact
computers for the educational market by hundreds of dollars. Our educational prices

were already significantly lower than "real world" prices and sales are restricted to

UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff.

Now you can't afford UQl to buy a Mac.

MODEL* ASUCLA
PRICE
Thru 5/14/90

NEW LOW
ASUCLA PRICE
Effective 5/1 5/90

Mac Plus

Mac SE 2 Drive

Mac SE HD/20

Mac SE 2/40

Mac SE 30

Mac SE 30/40

Mac SE 30 4/80

$ 899

$1,499

$1 ,749

$2,149

$2,499

$2,799

$3,599

$ 699

$1,099

$1,199

$1,449

$1,849

$2,149

$2,899

Student financing is available through the Westwood Student Federal Credit Union.

Some restrictions apply. "Keyboard must be purchased separately on all models
except Mac Plus.

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union

Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are n^l accepted. These products are available

only to full-time students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCLA departments. Purchase must be for the persar>al, academic
or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions are available 1o regular

faculty and staff, please inquire. Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 5/) 5/90 and are subject to change without notice. All

sales are finaL " — —:

—
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^
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'
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ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Stors/ BUvfi Aekerman Union/ 825-6982/ MTh 7:4&-7:38; F 7:45^; $at 10-S; Sun 12<5
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Do you like to be flipped

upside down?!
nbsiqe qoMU

Do you like to get so dizzy

you can't walk straight?!

Do you like to be spun around
at neck-breaking speeds?!

Then all you need is a B.U.R.P. and a smile!

Bruin Unlimited Ride Pass
ride all the rides, all night long!

qV\V
sK^

MARDI GRAS PREVIEW NIGHT!!

May 17, 5-11 PM
UCLA Stewdints, Fugulty, Stiff, und Fryenz.

(UCLA Students, Faculty, Staff, and Friends!!)

For a great, unforgettable time (or more info) call 825-8001!

presentjcd by

CmBAN<&

WW* • • •

ll. ^ple
n

grarpo
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Attemiyt to revamp cricket scoring spawns a monster
By Robert MHIward
Associated Press

' LONIX)N— An attempt to inject a little

life into the traditionally drowsy world of

cricket has unleashed a monster.

Tired of dull, drawn games, English

cricket authorities decided to give the

batters a better chance against the bowlers

by allowing them more time and changing
the t>all.

It*s as if someone allowed hitters more
turns at bat and slipped rabbit balls into

American baseball.

As a result, English cricket batsmen have
run riot

During a hot, sunny week in May, they

chalked up such vast scores that a score-

board blew a fuse arid records were
shattered all over the country.

In cricket, the batting side tries to score

runs, while the bowlers try to get the
'

batsmen out. One hundred runs by a single

batsman is considered a big score and is

called a century, and 300 for an entire side is

regarded as a good total.

But in the first week of the county

championship, one player alone scored 313,

another then hit 291, and a third ran up a

staggering 366.

When the Surrey team scored 707,

spectators dozing at the Oval ground in

south London could not have been more
astounded had a paisley Chesterfield sofa

suddenly appeared in the middle of the field.

On the same day, Essex scored 761.

The changes extended county champion-
ship games from three days to four, giving

batting sides more time to amass runs.

Under the three-day system, a team on a

run-gathering spree would often have to

curtail its turn at bat if it was to have enough
time to bowl out its opponents and win the

match.

The Test and County Cricket Board also

altered the seam of the ball. The seam
enables a bowler to hurl a ball that behaves
unpredictably, and cricket authorities rea-

soned that a thinner seam would make it

harder for the bowler to bewilder the

batsman.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTMATEB
DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OFmmrwc
•ptMWtrIc CMter

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.Inc.

GENERAL DENTAL HOSPITAL
Kathy and Robert had Domino's
henchman fracture his jaw. Frisco is

disguised as the Dentist. Bobbie and
Tony finished their Dental Work and
consummated their marriage! DENTAL SOAP

OPCRA GUIOi^

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
•Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
•Credit Cards. Checks, Insurance Forms
Welcome
^Walking Distance from UCLA

For Appoimment
Call Dr. Friedman

(213)478-0363

Dr. iLarry Fried'man, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOO VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed

w'

/

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

"Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount
'j--

^ •.

The College Line

(213)824-1449

B3D
-•-,

a choice

S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
c£i Take Kaplan OrlaktvYour Chanel's

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:
7 ~~1-800-262-PREP

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

«nta
All you can eat at an incredible price: Over 50 salad bar items, soup bar (including vegetarian), muffins, and fruit

• 11191 iSan Vicente Blvd. -- Norton Plaza at Montana •

[
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low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica (College's

Summer Sessions. If^ou apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SMC? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
USC»1335.00 UCLA $383.00
CSUN $29500 SMC $20.00

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

•C^osrs include all ixquirril t-nrollnuni krs >M( lost i> *S (»0 prr

unit for California rtsidt-nis im ludis om- iimc- riiniirr«l IS on

health fee

uf rooniip c u It i \ ate > our summcxplanii^

8 week session June 2Sth-Augusi Pih

6 week session June 2 St h-August 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak , M7cl()n'rdera> The earfier your

date of application, the higher \our

enro llmen t pri ority Apply at the SM^^

Admissions Office,* Monday through

Thursday, Sam to 8pm; Friday Ham to

4pm. Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

June, and grow vvi^; under.the Santa

Monica sun

Santa
MONIG\
CDIIFGE

"We transfer more students

to Ibe University ofCalifornia

than any other c€»mm^nity college.
"

rxtorii i)lilM) . SAMA \f()\/( A. CAIIh ^XhtOS

-»
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HRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267

I Kli: l»\KKIN(; (LSIIIONKI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES
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The UCLA ^Center for Afro-American Studies
presents

The 3rd Annual

Thurgood Marshall Lecture on Law and Civil Rights
J I

i 't'

Julius

Chambers
Director

NAACF Legal Defense ana

Educational Fund, Inc.

"Celebrating 50 years as the

premiere civil rights law firm'

The
on

Impact of Recent Supreme Court Decisions
Civil Rights Litigation and Enforcement

May 16, 1990, 4:00 p.m. "'

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, Vista Room
' 111 De Neve Drive, UCLA Campus

Clooeooococooooooooooo

Women In Communications, Inc.

presents

_ Althea Brown Carol Warden
Engineer at Channel 9 KCAL ^ Owner of Design Studio

Karen Kennedy
Marketing Director for A&M Records

TUESDA

Y

MAY 15.1990.
' ACKERMAN UNION 35 1

7

8 '10P.M.

Don't Miss It!

HUNGER
From page 5

poverty line.

The epidemic relumed.

"A thousand points of light do
not hold a candle to well-managed

and adequately funded public

prpgrams. The main argument for.

not improving these programs and
stamping out domestic hunger is a

financial one — that priorities

must be set for government spend-

ing in the face of the budget

deficit," says Rob Fersh, FRAC's
executive director.

If emergency food programs

represent a gain for the poor, that's

acceptable, says sociologist Janet

Poppendieck, director of the Cen-

ter for the Study of Family Policy

at New York's Hunter College. "If

they begin to substitute, either for

individuals or at the level of public

policy, they're destructive."

The New York City Interfailh

Hunger Task Force in 1987-88

found many non-profit agencies

serving "substantial numbers"
who may have been eligible for

public assistance but were "not

adequately or consistently
informed of their availabihty."

Some ineligibility and delayed
benefits resulted from "bureau-

cratic inertia."

Only 12 percent of 1,970 clients

surveyed in 1987 at New York
food pantries were experiencing
actual emergencies.

Massive cuts in food stamps are

a major factor behind the long lines

at soup kitchens and food pantries.

Between 1982 and 1985, the

program lost $7 billion, 13 percent

of its budget.

Benefits average less than 57
cents per person per meal and
reach 19 million people per month,
only about half of the number who
are eligible for them. Participation

dropped from 68 out of 100 people
at or below poverty in 1980 to 59
out of 100 in 1985. And naUon-
wide studies have shown that

many households run out of food
stamps five to 10 days before the

end of the month.

With the cuts came administra-

tive crackdowns, "churning" reci-

pients from the rolls for minor
offenses. Food stamp recipients

may have lo fill out application

forms that can run 18 pages and
require complex calculations.

Poppendieck, who analyzed
Depression-era food policy in her

1986 book, "Breadlines Knee-
Deep in Wheat," sees the reliance

on emergency programs as "a
dramatic reversal in the direction

in which social provision had been
evolving in the United States."

That direction, toward an
increased federal role, resulted in

greater standardization of benefits,

safeguarded recipients' rights and
enabled them to buy (heir own
food, just like their neighbors.

By contrast, volunteer programs
vary from city to city and state to

stale. Regardless of how well they

may be treated; clients "have no
enforceable rights whatsoever,"

Poppendieck says.

Unlike federal programs, non-

profit efforts are fragile and
fragmented, heavily dependent on
volunteers, donations and good
will, Poppendieck says. Many lack

adequate facilities and are subject

to neighborhood opposition. "How
long can we reasonably expect
churches and other non-profits to

keep up the enormous effort

required to respond to the
'emergency?'"

In some quarters, there is talk of
closing soup kitchens and food
pantries to force government to do
more. ^
"Some days," says Nancy Ami-

dei of the Western Massachusetts
Food Bank, "I would want to shut

down all the soup kitchens and

"We are creating a

large, disenfranchised

population that may
never find its way
back to mainstream
American life. People

are not going to live

on handouts all

through childhood,
then go to work for

Citicorp.*'

Christina Walker

food pantries in America.

"If that sounds too cruel, every

time someone walks through a

door needing food, I would want

the first action to be to call a

congressman and say, *I have a

woman here with two children she

can't feed. Where should I send
her?'

"Put the onus back on them."

Walker worries about the possi-

ble legacy of continued reliance on
emergency services. "We are

creating a large, disenfranchised

population that may never find its

way back to mainstream American
life. People are not going to live on
handouts all through childhoocT

then go to work for Citicorp."

For non-profit agencies, the

struggle to keep up with demand
for food leaves little time for

advocacy. "You won't have to

change much in society if those

people never have the time to raise

their voice," says Michael Lipsky,

a political science professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

For some service providers,

competition for funding leads to

compromises that may not always
serve clients' interests.

*To get more bang for your

buck, you need bigger programs,"

says Bill Boiling, executive direc-

tor of the Atlanta Community
Food Bank.

"But the bigger the program, the

more dehumanizing it is. If you're

feeding 50 people a day, you can

have an accountable relationship.

If you're feeding 500 a day,

nothing can happen."

Meanwhile, a new generation is

coming of age.

"I'm now teaching students who
have grown up with soup kitchens

and food pantries, and who consid-

er such 'emergency' provisions to

be the 'normal' way of dealing

with destitution," says Poppen-
dieck.

As she walks the streets of New
York, Christina Walker, who
recently resigned as executive
director of the New York Food and
Hunger Hotline, finds herself
thinking about the children of the

'90s. "What will their picture of
this country be when they grow
up? It will be a different country.
Yet kids will grow up and think

this is the way we've always been.

"I think we did the right thing in

the beginning, in thinking we must
get these people in off the streets.

But now it's snowballed out of

control.

"A storefront Pentecostal
church in a poor neighborhood
with 50 congregants, themselves
dirt-poor, scrounging food of
questionable nutritional value
from a bunch of sources — that's

become our safety net.

'There really is a big irony here,

one that lots of people are wres-

tling with. In setting out initially^

fix something, we've become part

of what's broken."

SOVIET
From page 1

kenly view all Americans to be

driving on the freeway, with rock

music on the radio and a young girl

in the passenger seat."

The most popular heroes among
young Russian children are Arnold
Schwarzenneger and Sylvester

Stallone, he noted.

But recent world events have

helped bring about a "complete

change" in Soviet views of Ameri-
ca. "Now it's very difficult to find

articles in (Soviet) newspapers

against American policies. It's not

stylish to criticize American fore-

ign policy," he said.

"After the American invasion of

Panama, we could find some
material in newspapers that criti-

cized America, but the propaganda
against the United States is not so

strong," Shiryaev added.

Russian students are increas-

ingly changing their view of

America. As a group, their think-

ing is probably more "liberal" than

the rest of their generation. Most
think the United States is a country

of "total freedom," especially

sexual freedom, he said.

"One of our younger visiting

professors, who was here in

March, told me, 'Eric, I'm in Los
Angeles for 20 days, and I expect

to see something unusual. Where's
the sex in L.A.? Where is ih6 sex

on TV? This is America, I'm
surprised. Where are all the girls?

The girls here arc very serious,'"

he recalled.

Shiryaev believes that tourism,

informal, personal contacts and
educating professionals through
lectures and short-term workshops
are ways to end such stereotypes.

While at UCLA, Shiryaev and
UCLA professor Barry Collins

will be conducting a free workshop
on the common misconceptions

held by Americans and Soviets.

"East meets West" will begin at 10

a.m. on May 19 in 5461 Franz Hall.

"This workshop is the first

attempt to explain to teachers and
students how we want to reduce

the stereotypes. It's impossible to

reduce the stereotypes in ten hours,

or even one month, but we will use

role-playing exercise" to try and
introduce people to new methods,
said Shiryaev, who has conducted
research on the social psychology
of East-West relations and Ameri-
can vs. Russian mass media.

He is compacting his 40-hour
program on stereotype reduction

that he conducts in Russia into a

six-hour workshop at UCLA. He
hopes this "brief presentation of

how to reduce stereotypes" will

inU"oduce ways and methods of

eliminating cultural generalities.

In the future, he wants to work
with American businessmen and
teach them how to communicate
with people of other cultures. For
the past two years, Shiryaev and
his colleagues have worked with

Russian politicians on the local

level to change their misconcep-
tions. Eventually, he would like to

work with higher-level govern-

mental officials.

^^ducation and a cultural tradi

tion are among the main sources of

stereotypes, he said. "In Russia,

we learn that American culture is

sort of hell, with one part of the

people very rich and the other very

poor, and the people are very
angry."

Shiryaev explained that Soviets

learned about Americans in two
ways. The "official way" deals

with the U.S. economy and politics

as taught by the government and
the educational system.

But citizens gain a different

view of American culture through

movies and music. Shiryaev
remembers learning about Ameri-
ca through chewing gum. During
the 1960s, chewing gum was
considered unhealthy by the Rus-
sian government, but it' was made
available through tourists and
American students. Shiryaev's

family lived on a college campus,
so he acquired a taste for American
culture.

During that time, rock music
was also very infiuential. Soviet

citizens heard "British rock by
such bands as the Beatles and the

Rolling Stones, but for us, it was
American rock. Sometimes it was
very difficult to tell the difference

between British and American
rock music. Of course everybody
knew the name of American
singers and rock groups," Shiryaev

said.

Blue jeans were also popular in

the Soviet Union in the 1970s. And
since people could not buy them in

the shops, they usually bought
them on the black market.

All this resulted in a disparity

between the official view and the

popular view of American culture,

leaving Soviets with mixed feel-

ings about the United States, he

said. "Sometimes we believe the

teachers, and sometimes we
believe ourselves that America is

not a country of evil or hell."

"When we (take) exams, we will

answer questions and agree with

the official point of view. But, in

the parties and in other unofficial

contexts, we tell each other diffe-

rent things," he added.

Currently, education is slowly

changing Soviet stereotypes of the

United States. The generation that

learned about America through

movies and music is now teaching

at the schools.

"This is a conflict between
ideology: the structure of govern-

ment changed, and people's con-

sciousness changed, but the

educational system only changes
very slowly," Shiryaev said.

Shiryaev, who has been honored
with numerous teaching and
research awards in Russia, came to

UCLA as part of the University of

California/Leningrad State Uni-

versity Faculty Exchange program
sponsored by UG's Education
Abroad Program. Besides the

workshop, Shiryaev will lecture at

UCLA until November. ^

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline

825'HELP
p We're here to help.

Monday - Friday 5 p.m. - midnight

Saturday - Sunday 8 p.m. - midnight

'^
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SERVICE
Be an integral part of a commission
that has served the community for over
25 years with over 20 student initiated

service projects. AppHcations are

available at CSC in 408 Kerckhoff. Due
back to CSC by Monday, May 21, 1990.

/

Applications are also available
for two director positions for

UCLA Tree People.

This environmental project
needs two dedicated and
innovative leaders for the

1990-91 year. Applications are
available at CSC and are due

Thursday, May 24, 1990.

1990-91

HEV DOC. WANT TO
f// BE A LOONEY TUNE

CHARACTER AT
MARD( GRAS?

Height and weight requirementsi
are the following:

BUGS BUNNY

DAFFY DUCK

SYLVESTER

TWEETY

YOSEMITE SAM

57" 125 lbs.

5'4" 130 lbs.

5*6" 150 lbs.

5*3" 130 lbs.

5*3" 130 lbs.

THOSE INTERESTED (N APPLYING.

PLEASE CONTACT MELISSA OR ROMY

AT 825-8001 OR STOP BY THE MARDI

GRAS OFFICE AT 129 KERCKHOFF. ^1
90
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INTERNSHIPS AND SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT FOR 1991 ^

United StalM 0«p«rtm«nt o( SUt*
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Dogs love
new healthy

pet treats
By Lori Dodge

DEPARTMFNT OP STATP; There are two types of student interns: paid summer interns and unpaid work-study interns; however a limited
number of opportunities are available at U.S. Embassies and Consulates overseas. Deadline for summer applications under both the paid
and work-study programs for summer of 1991 is November 1, 1990.

iiSJA: USIA offers a limited number of salaried internships for university students through its summer hire program.

)IQA- Student volunteer internships, available throughout the year, are individualized to take account of applicant's experience and
interest.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMFRCP : The US & FCS sponsors a Work-Study Intern Program which provides a limited number of summer "
J^

internships abroad for 10 to 12 weeks to highly qualified university or college junior, senior and graduate students. Deadline for summed
1991 applications is November 1, 1990.

INFORMATION MEETINGS: TUESDAY, MAY 1 5TH 12:00 - 1:00

THURSDAY, MAY 17TH J2:00 - 1:00

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
[

BUDGET TRAVEL SEMINAR ON EUROPE ^

Attend a travel seminar on traveling through Europe on your own. Video presentation and question
and answer period at conclusion. Talk to students who have been there and get some real insight

into student travel!
'

: MEETINci: Tuesday, May 15TH 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM ;

^~

Thursday, May 17TH 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

^:'

Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Dr. William
Tyznik passed an ice cream stand

and noticed a woman feeding her

dog a sundae.

The dog seemed to love the

treat, but Tyznik, an animal nutri-

tion specialist, knows that dairy

products can upset a dog's sto-

mach.

. Thus, he developed Frosty
r'Taws, one of a growing number of
snacks being introduced by manu-
facturers trying to capitalize on
Americans* love for their pets.

Introduced by Associated Ice

Cream of Westerville, Ohio, in

April, Frosty Paws is made of
whey, com oil, refined soy flour,

vitamins, minerals and water. It is

available in the ice cream section

of the supermarket.

"Most of the dogs love it when
ifs rock hard, and they sit there

and Uck it right out of the cup,"
says Tyznik, a professor at Ohio
State University. Pet food is a big

business. Sales totaled $5.5 billion

in 1988, according to the Pet Food
Institute in Washingmn D.C. Pet

a belch; the act of expelling
through the mouth from the
stomach.

I I
the Association of Blasted
Under-age Raging Partiers.

<

the Mardi Gras Preview Night

Liin Unlimited Ride Pa
THAT LETS YOU RIDE ALL THI
RIDES, FOR ONE LOW PRICE,

ALL NIGHT LONG!!

PREVIEW NIGHT
5 to 1 PM

AVAILABLE NOW ON BRUIN WALK, AT ROYCE QUAD & CTO
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treats accounted for $400 million

in sales in 1988, nearly double the

figure at the start of the '80s. The
leaders are the Ralston Purina Co.
for food and Nabisco Brands Inc.

with Milk-Bones treats.

A stroll down the pet food aisle

at the grocery discloses an
increasing array of treats. For dogs
there are beef-jerky chews, snacks
of all shapes and sizes and bone-
shaped biscuits that promise to end
doggie breath. For cats there are
several brands of moist and chewy
tidbits in various flavors, including
liver, chicken and fish.

Are these treats junk food?
'There's nothing junky about

them," says Pat Farrell, a spokes-
man for Ralston Purina Co. "Our
dog and cat snacks are 100 percent
nutritionally complete and
balanced."

Dr. Robert B. Wilson^ professor
in nutritional pathology at
Washington State University, says
pet snacks are probably more
nutritious than the snacks their

owners eat "But snacks certainly

are not necessary," he adds. "It

probably is a pretty expensive way
to feed your pet."

Most pet snacks are made from
the same ingredients as standard
pet food — meat and poultry by-
products and cereal grains, said Dr.
Michael Hand of the American
College <of Veterinary Nutrition.

While most snacks are relatively

new, Milk-Bones have been
around since 1908.

"It is the market-leading brand
and is recognized by 99 percent of
customers," says Caroline Fee, a
company spokesman.

Today, there are various sizes

and flavors of Milk-Bones, which
have always been touted for their

breath-freshening and teeth-
scraping qualities. This year, a
tartar-control biscuit was intro-

duced.

The biscuits, says Fee, arc in~~

response to the growing recogni-
tion in veterinary circles of norio-

dontal disease in dogs.

'Three out of four adult dogs'"
have tooth and gum disease," Fee
says. "And the dogs aren't happy
when their teeth hurl. Dogs arc

considered family members and
people want to take care of them."

Taking care of pets also means
making sure they're not overfed,
one of the inherent dangers of
snacks, Wilson says.

Daily Bruin News Tuesday, May 15,1 990 1
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• IT' IHomer Simp
unofficial San
Onofre mascot
The Associated Press

SAN ONOFRE, Calif. —
Homer Simpson, the bonehead
cartoon dad on TV's "The Simp-
sons" and probably the nation's

best-known nuclear plant worker,
has a solid core of fans at the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Sta-

tion.

The patriarch of TV's funkiest

family is to San Onofre employees
what Jackie Gleason was to bus

drivers when 'The Honeymoon-
ers" show was big — someone in

their shoes but whose shoes they

would hate to be in.

"Homer is my hero. He could

work here," San Onofre engineer

Al Meichler said last week.

But Southern California Edison

Co., which owns the San Diego
County coastal plant 70 miles

southeast of Los Angeles, said

Homer wouldn't qualify.

*The people we hire are pretty

high quality in terms of intellectual

ability. Homer Simpson couldn't

get a job anywhere near here," said

Edison spokesman Dave Barron.

From page 1

On June 6, Capital Programs
will hold a public hearing at 7 p.m.

in the Press Room of the J.D.

Morgan Center. Project planners

-will hear comments on the poten-

tial environmental impacts of the

proposed guest house. Free park-

ing will be provided in Parking

Structure 6.

And until June 18, written

comments on the draft report may
be sent to Mark Home of UCLA
Capital Programs at 2256 Murphy
Hall, Los Angeles, CA 90024-

1405.

Copies of the report are avail-

able at Capital Programs, Univer-

sity Research, Biomedical,
Management, Law, Engineering

and Math Sciences and Architcc-

ture and Urban Planning libraries,

as well as libraries in West Los
Angeles, Brentwood and West
Hollywood.

AD
From page 1

indicate where the money comes
from. "This has been a standard

procedure for the last two years

I've been here," said Financial

Supports Commissioner Sam
Kaufman.

"I think that the ad should say

*paid for by you' instead of 'paid

for by USAC,' Click said. "Every-

one needs to know that their

registration fees are going to pay
for these types of things." Click

said MSA inappropriately used
student funds for this ad.

Kaufman said the council

should not be in the position to

censor the groups' activities. 'The
(MSA members) are the only ones
who know how their needs can be

met."

Nassef said that JSU also uses

Student funds for their activities,

such as celebrating the anniversary

of Israel's creation, and that MSA
should have the equal right to use

the money in the same manner.

A Jewish student, Julie Gruen-
baum, said, "This ad makes me
feel hated. This doesn't need to

come onto campus. It hurts and

scares me," she said.

But, "People should take this ad

on its face value. It is educational,"

Nassef said. ,

l^/^^pn f
r.RAS '90

WSFCU is offering a FREE PASS OR PASSES

to preview night of Mardi Gras

SIMPLY: Deposit $25 for ONE FREE TICKET
— OR

Deposit $50 for TWO FREE TICKETS

In addition, WSFCU is waiving all membership

fees with deposit

LIMITATIONS: -.^^^
Preview Night exclusively for students, B*^^\\
faculty, and their guests. i|V 1

B.U.R.P. (Bruin Unlimited Ride Pass) not included^ K
wifh frpp 3dmi<;«;inn tirkel • ^^

faculty, and their guests.

.U.R.P. (Bruin Unlimited .,

wi'h free admission ticket

Free Tickets Limited to Preview Night (Thursday,

MayJ7 from 5. p.m. to M p.mj

ALL PROCEEDS FROM MARDI GRAS CO TO UNICAMP

WESTWOOD STUDENT f\\
FEDERAL ' ^=*

CREDIT UNION
.ocaled behind Kerckhoff in trailer

m Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

'-^^S^J^'

7 Kodaks
Cohrwatch
^system'

«)

IDS
^Si>"" A LEADER

QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

QUALITY

FILM

DEVELOPING

ONEDW
SERVICE

On developing & printing from 35mm, disc, 110 or 126 color print film (C-41 process) Excludes ma)or holiday periods Does not apply to orders where severe
weather causes a delay .
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Viewpoint
Editoriai

Taping the provost at a public meeting
UCLA Provost Raymond Orbach, afraid

that his words might be misconstrued by The

Daily Bruin, refused a reporter's request to

tape his presentation at a College of Letters

& Science executive committee meeting last

Friday. He claimed that his words have been

taken out of context in the past, possibly

"deliberately."

The committee caved into Orbach and

decided to ban the taping of his speech. This

action could, according to the Ralph M.
Brown act, be illegal. This law states that

"Any person attending an open and public

meeting of a legislative body of a local

agency shall have the right to record the

proceedings on a tape recorder . .
." The

members of the committee maintain that

Counterpoint

their meeting — of the administrators of a

public university, paid for with public funds

— is not a public meeting, and is therefore

exempt from this statute.

The Bruin thinks not. We believe that it

constituted a public meeting. Orbach 's

comments concerning the College of Letters

& Science funding cuts went unrecorded,

and were instead transcribed by hand. What
did Orbach gain by banning the tape

recording of his presentation?.

Orbach is not a member of the executive

committee, but he holds the purse strings.

By playing Bigfoot at the meeting and using

his influence to stop the tape recording, he

not only made himself look bad, but even

worse, he quite possibly violated the law.

Propositions 118 and
119 are not a soiution
By Richard Quaranta

In response to Mike Spence's commentary regarding Proposi-

tions 118 and 119 ("Propositions 118 and 119 could help stop

gerrymandering," Daily Bruin, May 9), Td like to #ffer a^. .

different analysis of gerrymandering. I believe the current

system's benefits outweigh those of either proposition. The
current system works. Areas of counties and cities are divided

into districts drawn to reflect political power. This is derived

from constituents within each district. I believe that the system

does meet the needs of the voters or politicians would not get

reelected.

Proposition 118 merely requires a greater number of legislative

votes to approve a redistricting plan, while leaving the reminder

of the process intact.

Bruin supports student walicout

Proposition 119 requires a bipartisan commission to weigh

options proposed by various groups. Choosing between options

would still be political and difficult. The proposition will n(5t

remove politics from the process or make districts more
representative. In fact, I would argue that certain minority

districts (either ethnic or political party affiliations, given the

area) would be lost and not represented at all except as a small-

er segment of a larger group. ,
^

""Scademic Attairs Commissiorler Hone things that he said.

Aranovich and Financial Supports Commis-
sioner Sam Kaufman walked out of a

College of Letters and Science's executive

committee meeting last Friday to protest

Provost Raymond Orbach *s request to ban

the tape recording of his speech.-

Spg.ncr/s argument that cities should not be divided by
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Minorities -

Editor:

I am writing in response to

Clarke De Maigret's letter

(Bruin, May 10). He is abso-

lutely right. The minorities at

UCLA have been extremely

harsh on the predominantly

white population. I mean, the

nerve of having their own
special interest papers in your

while world. I really have to

hand it to you, de Maigret.

Just when I thought UCLA
were breeding more culturally

intelligent people, you came
along. The funny part about

your letter is that you believe

in what you wrote!

Well, you culturally ignorant,

brainwashed W.A.S.P., we pre-

sently live in a society domi-

nated by white males. Why in

the hell do minorities need to

have these organizations or

special studies department? If

^ou can

*

t guess — which I

know you can't — it is /

because America is a white /

male organization only, and /

always has been. You and
/

your people do not need any

organization, because society is

on your side as soon as you

walk out the d(X)r every mom-
ing. Evciy ouixianding institna^

consequences of bigotry and

oppression do work both ways,

you know." Do they? Do you
actually know the real meaning

of oppression? Considering the

extreme oppression that minor-

ities — especially blacks r^
have had to endure in the past

because we were and still are

different, I find amazing your

accusation that UCLA Chicano

Studies department's "whiter-

bashing" is the same kind of

oppression we've endured.

Hardly!

All I want to say to you is

look around UCLA, include

minority views and history.

Since you seem to be proud of

your lack of knowledge about

minorities, do UCLA a favor

and graduate early before you

contaminate others with your

stupidity. Hey Maigret, let's
*

make a deal: I won't tell

anyone you are culturally

ignorant, as long as you keep

your ill-informed mouth shut!

. Kajuana Matthews
Junior
English

Spoicesperson
Editor:

This is directed to Alicia

Molina, the young iauy who 90

continuing it? Obviously, he

was blinded by your well-

thought-out insights into the

problem and your topflight

vocabulary.

A word of advice to tho^e

capable of raising intelligent

objections to Young's position

without the use of "fuck" and
"bullshit" i,n every other sen-

tence: Choose another spokes-

person.

Paul Hayward
Sophomore

International Relations

Uncertainty

Editor:

First and most important, no
past or current student in

Economics/Business should be

in any way concerned about

the status of the program or

the degree. The issue that the

Bruin raises is procedural

rather than substantive ("L&S
major's approval in question,^'

^

Bruin, May 10). After a jyear

of uncertainty about the relev-

ant rules and regulations, the

Academic Senate is now in a

position to straighten out the

technicalities.

I am only, disappointed that

the Bruin did not make more

conferred, Economics/Business

majors have already become
highly sought after by recrui-

ters.

John Riley

Chairman
Dept. of Economics

Tolerance?
Editor:

The stated mission of the

undergraduate student govern-

ment this year has been to

promote diversity and tolerance

on campus. The half-page
*

USAC-funded ad that appeared

in The Daily Bruin on May
14, however, promotes nothing

but intolerance, close-minded-

ness, and simplistic thinking.

The "educational statement"

— sponsored by the Muslim
Students Association of UCLA
— states that Israeli indepen-

dence has caused numerous
Palestinian dcalWVxpuIsions,
and the closure of homes and
universities.

In claiming to educate the

UCLA community, the siatff^

ment completely ovcrI(X)ks the

complexity of factors that have

brought about the creation of

Israel and its current political

situation. It gives strident voice

had nothing to do with the s

intifada. IsraeU occupation of \

the West Bank (one of the. >A'^

many facts that contributed. tQ|j.A^^;

the outbreak of the intifada) Is

an exu^emely complex situation ,

that needs to be addressed ^

through informed, rational dia-

logue, riot through finger-

pointing and accusations.

The majority of the Palesti-

nian community has recognized

the existence of the state of

Israel. Apparently, the Muslim
Students Association has not.

Their statement directly attacks

Israel's right to exist. What's
more, the statement unfairly

sensationalizes the number of

dead, wounded, and displaced

Palestinians in order to make a

point that only furthers the

already existing hostility.

The death of any human
being, whether a .lew or a

Palestinian, is a u^agcdy.

Countless Jews have also died,

both before and after the

creation of the state of Israel.

However, we do not feel

compelled to cite their numbers
here. Tfmf sort of defeatist

thinking promotes nothing but

a gruesome competition for the

dubious distinction of having'

lost more and having suffered

more. It looks to the past. We
need to look to the future.

Aranovich, who is USAC Academic

Affairs Commissioner, said that she is

concerned that the committee has something

to hide. She said that the Provost has struck

his comments from the prominent record in

the past as a way to eliminate evidence of

Although the Provost is not a member of

the committee, he is very influential with the

faculty who sit on it; therefore, his com-
ments are of key importance to decisions

that are made.

The Bruin commends Aranovich and

Kaufman's stand in support of student

interests. Perhaps by bringing the Provost's

words into the public eye, there will be less

chance of administrative manipulation of

faculty decisions.

IF THI5IS OURyiBCEOPTHEPie] I OONYi^ANi III
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redistricting will not be stopped by Proposition 119. To meet the

requirements of the initiative that districts be of equal size, cities

will be divided or added to other areas to meet the equal size

requirement.

Politics is not a dirty word. Politics, particularly in urban areas

creates opportunities for minority groups to unite and have

influence that would be dissipated if individual voters were
reapportioned with other groups. Politicians are not "stabbing

taxpayers in the back." If a taxpayer doesn't like what a

politician is doing, then the option is to vote for someone else.

If voters wanfbetter schools, more and better police protection,

more programs for the poor and better health care, then they

should vote for politicians who propose programs to achieve

these goals. If voters want lower taxes, less government spending

for non-military programs and less government involvement in

health care, then they should vote for politicians who advocate

those positions. I believe the voters of this state and country

have gotten what they wanted. I personally don't agree with the

majority of voters, whose views have prevailed, but that's not.

the point.

The system works. Propositions 118 and 119 are about rnaking

small changes with the process of gerrymandering. These ^

proposals are not necessary. If the goal, is to make this slate,

country and world a better place, let's discuss issues through ihc

ballot initiative and legislative processes, that can bring about

change in what we do, not how the pr(x:ess works. We are

wasting out time and diffusing our energies discussing the

elimination of gerrymandering when our focus should be on
establishing priorities and dealing with real issues and_soIutions

affecting us.

Quaranta is an alumnus of UCLA's School of Public Administra-

tion.

Uon in the U.S. supports your

.

majority group. However, as .

for "the little people" under

you, we are still trying to get

a foot in the door, while you'

are already past the door, with

your feet kicked up on office

desk:
•

I especially loved the part of

your letter that said, "The

emphatically stated her pK)sition

on the issue of the Chicano

Studies major ("Students rally

for Chicano Studies," Bruin-

.May 8.)

When Chancellor Young sees

that the Chicano Studies major
produces such tactful and eru-

dite people such as yourself,

how dare he consider not

of the real story. Economics/

Business, brilliantly conceived

and ably directed by Professor

Harold Demsetz, has become
one of the hottest majors, at

UCLA. Students must be high-

ly motivated \o complete what

is a very deniiinding and intel-

lectually challenging program.

While it is only five years

since the first degrees were

to a single point of vww, aiiiF

remains silent on several cru-

cially important points, it is

not education. It is propaganda.

We are extremely disappointed

Ihat MSA would use student

reg fees to fund such an ad,

and consider their lack of

sensitivity inexcusable and

appalling. ..
-

Israel's independence has '
-

Irena Auerbuch
Senior

English

Julie Gruenbaurh
Sophomore

Histnry

There were IS signatures

attached to this letter
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The Wadsworth Theater hosted a celebration of Korean
culture Friday.

Korean students present
festive Wadsworth show
By Angela Shen
Contributor

Heavy Korean accents filtered

through the air as the clock ncared

the beginning of last Friday's

Korean CuHure Night. A group of

kids walked towards Wadsworth
theater, and one older lx)y yelled,

;'Hey twerps!"

The scene evoked a strange

situation — hearing a burst of

perfect American slang amid the

presence and atmosphere of
Korean heritage and culture.

The Korean factor in society

today is now trying to deal with

assimilating and adjusting to living

in America, while still trying to

retain an identity and a history.

"Tradition Inspiring Tomor-
row," the theme of this year's

show, embodied the spirit of the

evening.

The Korean Student Ass(Kia-

tion, an organization of 3(K) stu-

dents, sponsored the eighth year of

the event. The majority (70 per-

cent) of its studeijLs speak only

English, which signifies growing
changes in soctety. '~^^

"J list three years ago, KSA
meetings were • c6nductcd in

Korean," ^aid KSA President Peter

Yog. "Now they are conducted in

English" since the incoming mem-
bers of the club are American-born
Koreans.

Consequently, culture nights

provide an opportunity for stu-

dents to come in contact with a

heritage they may not be familial,

with.

'They (Korean-American KSA
members) had no idea what they

were doing at first." said Yoo.
"Now they're becoming proud by
doing this. They're becoming
more familiar as well (with their

culture), and they've gotten a lot

closer. Tliey really enjoy it."

These students and their youn-
ger siblings must deal with a clash

of cultures — living between the

reality of America and the values

of their Korean heritage. Often,

difficulty assimilating into the

American "salad bowl" leaves

them with an identity crisis.

"The importance of KSA is

valid," said KSA Vice-President

Sharon Im. "It's learning about
yourself. It's learning heritage

where you came from. It's not

language. It's a thought process."

The evening was guided and
hosted by the corny, but amusing
wit of Barry Oh and Julia Yang.
The evening opened with an act

of Korean Drums, professionally

performed by the Minjunng Cul-
tural Research Center, which
pounded the program to a vibrant

start.

The performance of Tae-Kwon
Do by the UCLA Tae-Kwon Do
Club followed with elegance, style

and cpnirol.

Tae-Kwon Do, the official sport

of Korea, is also the most widely
practiced sport in the world and is

often a part of military training.

Folk 'dances, executed with

grace, opened the beauty .and

experience of culture to the audi-

ence. The ' Harvest Dance, per-

formed by KSA fnembcrs, was a

bombardment of drums and beat.

The final performance, a play

performed in Korean by members
of KSA, was a beautiful, folksy

love story. The students performed
the piece, with all the fervor, grace,

love and emotion it demanded.

The evening proved an experi-

ence in heritage and an opportunity

to cherish a moment of culture.

Stage

Andrew Lloyd Webber's rock
'Jesus Christ Superstar' risks controversy
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

STAGE: Jesus Christ Superstar. Music
by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Lyrics by Tim
Rice. Directea and choreographed by
Tony Stevens. Musical direction by
Steven Smith. Produced by Martin
Wiviott and Keith Stava. A Long Beach
Civic Light Opera presentation starring

Sam Harris. Carl Anderson and Barry
Dennen Now through May 20 at the
Terrace Theater at the Long Beach
Convention and Entertainment Center.

Ah youth— that wonderful and

daring time in life when doing

something unique and relevant is

more important than the consequ-

ences— a time-when genius can

work hand-in-hand with courage.

For composer and musical

mogul Andrew Lloyd Webber,

who is known by most people as

the "crcatot of Cats v and The

Phantom of the Opera, that time

was in the early '70s, when
Webber rocked the musical world
with Jesus Christ Superstar.

Superstar was Webber's (and

his lyricist partner Tim Rice's) big

brq^. Although their Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dream-
coat had been produced three years

earlier, it had gone largely unno-
ticed. Even Superstar was first

presented only as an album, fol-

lowing in the rock-opera tradition

of Hair and The Who's Tommy.
However, in a rare reversal of
practice, the Superstar album
quickly gained enough popularity

to spawn a Broadway proiduction

and a cult movie.

The Long Beach Civic Light

Opera's current production of the

show reveals all of the elements
that ong inally made ttic ptey=

simultaneously respected, detested

and distinctly a product of the early

'70s.

Musically and theatrically,

Superstar was by far the best and
most complete of the major experi-

ments in rock opera. The music

captures the popular rock style of

the day and still demands trained

voices with considerable ranges.

Long Beach fills these difficult

roles perfectly, with Star Search
vocal legend Sam Harris as the

troubled Jesus, and Carl Anderson
as the even more troubled Judas.

Anderson brings considerable

experience to the part, having

performed it on Broadway, in the

original Universal Amphitheater
production and in the movie. Both
singers possess superior vocal

^ee~suPERSTXf^

'Superstar' Sam Harris wears all the hats
^y Jason S. Stewart

'

Staff Writer

At an age when most aspiring performers and
would-be creative moguls are desperately trying to

gain recognition for their acting, singing, writing or
producing talents, Sam Harris has already succeeded
at all of the above.

Yet, for 28 year old Harris, no matter what he
accomplishes, it is what he has yet to achieve that

occupies his mind — and his considerable energy.

Currently starring in the title role of the Long
Beach Civic Light Opera's production of Andrew
Lloyd Webber's Jesus Christ Superstar, Harris is

best known to the world for his 13 consecutive wins
in the Male Vocalist category on Star Search. Harris
eventually won the grand prize of $l(X),0(X) and his

successive wins significanUy boosted the show's
ratings during it's first season.

^{Star Search) gave me a tremendous boost. It cut
who knows how many years off of a struggle period.
It was incredible. It happened so fast that I really was
not emotionally ready to handle it — literally

overnight. I think I had been on maybe a couple of
weeks and attof the sudden my whole life changed."

Carl Anderson, Sam Harris and Valerie
Perri star in "Jesus Christ Superstar."
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See HARRIS, page 18
Carl Anderson (right) andSam Harris (left) star as Judas and Jesus in the Long Beach Civic

Light Opera's current production of Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Jesus Christ Superstar."

Exceptional Glee Club concert boasts great talent, tuxes
By Leila Ansari

Contributor

Whai's got 37 captivating men
with mesmerizing voices in bow
lies and black slacks flaunting their

stuff for a room full of funs?

The UCLA Men's Glee Club in

concert, of course.

"UCLA's is one of the most
versatile choirs in existenc/j

today," said assistant conductor
Jon Vogl.

Dressed in full tuxedos at their

May 1 1 spring concert in Schoen-
bcrg Auditorium, the Glee Club
sang songs ranging from the sacred
music of Handel, traditional spir-

ituals like "vSwing Low, Sweet
Chariot," Beatles hits such as

"Yesterday" and a funny folk tunc
where they imitated animal noises.

The faces of the men seemed
anxious and tense at the beginning
of the concert, but beamed proud
smiles as they sang "Hard Day's
Night" — one of the last songs of
the evening.

"^

"That was the best rendering of
this music that wc have had all

year, without a doubt," Vogl said.

The men rehear;se four hours a

week and somctitnes more before

concerts.

The Glee Club has four sche-
duled performances on campus a

year. This Friday, the men will be
sharing their singing talent with
high sch(X)l students.

The Glee Club isxonductcd by
DQ|in Weiss, choral activities

director at UCLA. His extensive

repertoire covers all styles and
eras. Taking pride in last week's
concert, Weiss urged the soloists to

lake not just one but three bows
after their performances.

"Donn Weiss is excellent, he
really does a go(xl job with the

group,'! said senior music major,
Andrew Simas, who played the

saxophone during part of the
spring concert.

The Glee Club enhances its pop
arrangements with instrumentals.
Simas and two other members
played the saxophone, bass and
guitar during the Beatles rendi-

tions.

A man who remarked that the

Beatles songs soloists have given
"Paul McCartney a run for his

money" reflected the audience's
enthusiasm after the concert.

At the end of the concert, Weiss
asked the Glee Club alumni in the
audience to join them on stage to

sing two encore songs, including
the Alma Mater. Weiss said the

alumni "add pizzazz."

"I love singing," said junior
music mjyor Jonathan Murray, a

soloist. "For me, it's a release from
everyday stress."

Murray said he enjoys regular
rehearsals just as much as per-

Torming at concerts.

"It's a feeling of good camar-
aderie when you get a good sound
going," said Murray, adding that

he "flips out" in the summertime
when he is not singing with the
group.

The Glee Club members are
mostly undergraduates. About 75
percent of the group is made up of
non-music majors, Simas said.

Throughout its 26'year history,

the Men's Glee Club, with their

powerful, resonant voices, has
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The Glee Club performed at Schoenberg Hall Friday night.

travelled all across the United The Glee Club members were which they sang a couple of songs

Slates, Canada and Japan. selected through auditions in and demonstrated the ability to

Trips to Asia were recently reasons, but Vogl said the Club read music. Auditions for next

cancelled because of financial may visit Soviet Union next year, year will take place in early June.
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HARRIS
From page 16

Yet even before Star Search,

Harris was well on his way to

success. Performing in. his home
town of Sand Springs, Oklahoma
since the age of five, Harris left

home at 15 to begin his career by
performing in stock companies
and theme parks around the coun-

try. Finishing high school through

correspondence courses while on
the road, Harris eventually moved
to California and enrolled in

UCLA*s Department of Theater.

While at UCLA. Harris devoted

all of his time to his art, ultimately

winning the "Frank Sinatra Pop
Vocal Award** and writing and

starring in Hurry! Hurry! Holly-

wood! — a joint production of the

Theater and Music departments.

Speaking lo his involvement at

UCLA, Harris remarked, "It was a

great experience. I was really,

really lucky to be there at a great

time — the dean at the time just

kept giving and giving and giv-

ing!" At the same time, Harris docs

not recall "enjoying" his experi-

ence, remembering that he w^s
completely preoccupied with his

work, never venturing below the

North Campus.
Leaving UCLA after two years,

Harris continued to pursue his

career, and by the age of 21 was
starring in a Los Angeles produc-

tion of Out of Control — a

concertAhealcr piece which he had

written and choreographed.
Around the same time, Harris

created and wrote the first 13

episodes of the situation comedy
Down to Earth for the Turner

Broadcasting Network. The show
continued for four seasons and
over 100 episodes.

It was during this same period

that Harris was approached by
producers of Star Search to audi-

tion. "Actually they rejected n^e a

couple of times. They came to see

me and I went in an auditioned and
they didn*t think I was appropriate

for their show. Finally someone
there convinced them that I should

be on, and it worked. I think that

when I went on I certainly had no
expectations."

Following Star Search, Harris

was signed by Motown Records

and recorded his debut self-titled

album, which went gold within

three months. Harris expanded his

role in his second album, contri-

buting his own songs and produc-

ing skills, and brought his total

album sales to well over a million.

But what Harris enjoys most is

After having writ-

ten and produced his

own projects, Harris*

current role as Jesus

is something of a

unique experience—
Vm having a great

time just doing my
job without having to

wear too many hats.'*

live performance, which he con-

tinued with television and concert

appearances around the world,

including Carnegie Hall and the

Universal Amphitheater. Touring

was quickly followed by yet

another Los Angeles production
— Hard Copy, for which he won
critical acclaim for both his writing

and acting contributions.

After having written and pro-

duced his own projects, Harris*

current role as Jesus is something

of a unique experience — all he

has to do is sing and act. "It*s such

a joy just to go in and do my job—
to trust that the cast is great and the

director*s great, and it*s already

wriuen, and I don*t to have to

worry about it. Tm having a great

time just doing my job without

having to wear too many hats."

For Harris, the pressure of

having to do it all has often been so

great that he wasn*t always sure he

could make it. Consequently,
focusing on one job has allowed

Harris to learn to relax, thus

improving his performances, "fm
usually very high-strung and very

anxious, but because of this role—
I have a sign in my dressing room
that says "Jesus shouldn't need a

Valium,*' and that*s kind of my
affirmation. Tve really handled

this (role) completely differently

—Vm taking it just with a lot more
peace and easiness than I usually

put myself through." •

Just the same, Harris insists that

he enjoys both kinds of projects

(those he does everything for and
those he only performs in), and
plans to do more work in produc-

ing and writing as well. Harris

does hope, though, that he can take

what he has learned from working

on Superstar (such as relaxation),

and apply it to his other, more
stressful endeavors.

Following his performance in

Jesus Christ Superstar, Harris will

head for the Big Apple (New
York), where he will begin an

East-coast run of Hard Copy
(which he is still revising). Harris

is also getting ready to record his

third album, and will soon wimess
the production of his first screenp-

lay. Over My Dead Body.

Despite his tendency to star in

his own creations, Harris admits

that his role in Body is simply that

of writer. "Vm the low man on the

totem pole right now," said Harris.
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SUBSIDIZED
STUDENT
HOUSING

' .*^

Available for UCLA Students who
are looking for

Spacious dormitory rooms in a
Jewish environment.

NOWAVAIlj\BLE
Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave .

Warm & friendly atmosphere.

\
t.

Space is limited- Call Linda or
Sherri at 208-751 1 for an

appointment

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"

From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, wr bring you an arivftntMrniis and Rdectic.

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew
Frf., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.—
Wadsworth Theater

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953

Tjcfcefij^
MAY COtM'Airr A MUSK- P', us
(3191 MOOZU (714) 740. 2000

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN—- NECK! -
THE

WE CAN HELP!!
.
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MONICA. CA 90404 I

BONANZA!
BUY A LARGE COMBO PIZZA
AND GET A 6 PACK OF

PEPSI OR DIET PEPSI—— FREE ^

Minimum Order $6.00

CTfMigli
m^^^ o®c

11925 Santa Monica Blvd.

Sun-Thurs.
llam-l 1pm

Fri & Sat
llam-12micl

479-6690
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SUPERSTAR
Prom page 16

abilities and make the challenging

musical parts appear effortless.

Though Harris and Anderson's

dramatic performances do not

match their vocal perfection, both

possess enough skill to carry the

entirely sung parts. In Anderson's

case, his performance is a sharp

contrast from his movie role,

which possessed a tense sense of

urgency and desperation through-

out. Though he looks as though he

has hardly aged at all, Anderson's

current stage Judas, via his post-

ure, his gestures and his relaxed

and slow actions, appears more
mature and fatalistic— even more

so than Harris' Jesus.

Filling the other crucial charac-

ters are the beautifully voiced

Valerie Perri as Mary Magdalene,

Barry Dennen as Pontius Pilate (a

role he created on the original

album and in the movie), P.L.

Brown as Caiaphas and Dan
McCoy as King Herod.

Long Beach's Superstar retains

The controvmia/elements found

in the origin^u, /with a story that

centers aroundol very human Jesus

and a sympathetic Judas. More
than once, Jesus shows his fears

and doubts about his "father's"

plans for him and eventually even

questions whether his death would
do any good in the long run. Even
on the cross. Superstar's Jesus

does not appear entirely coura-

geous but calls for his mother and
begs for help.

At the same time, Judas, whom
Webber and Rice decided to make
Jesus' "right hand man" in this

story, seems to provide the voice of

reason. Questioning Jesus'
approach, Judas soundly proclaims

"you'd have made out belter if

you'd had a plan." Christians now
know he did, but within his

lifetime, it was a reasonable

conclusion from a detached
viewpoint But Judas is not por-

trayed as detached; rather, he is

depicted as Jesus' loyal friend,

who ultimately concludes that

Jesus really wanted him to sell-out.

Judas dies convinced that he was
but a pawn in someone else's

game.

With such a non-traditional

interpretation of the biblical story

and the characters, along with the

rock-opera approach, it was no
wonder that traditional American
family types had problems with

this play. But Webber and Rice are

not just presenting a new angle on
the famous tale, they are question-

^'

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN STYLISTS

SPECIAL
SHAMPOO-CUT-STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

479-9751 or 479-8767
1267 Westwood Blvd. (1 Block S. of Wilshire)

UCiil- School^^^^^ <^ Medicine

Department of Medicine

onriounces

THE NU-SLEM SYSTEM
8 week program of rapid weight loss for

people who wish to lose 10-30 lbs.

New groups starting.

Ccdl immediately

206-3760

^

STUDYING JAPANESE?
TRY THE EASY WAY...BY VIDEOTAPE!

'*

Japanese For Busy People", a set of three effective,

entertaining VHS videotapes with pocket-size study

guides is available from Sumitomo Corporation of America.

444 S. Flower St.. Los Angeles. CA 90071-2975.
' For further infomriation call us at (213) 489-0393

or send a Qheck for $259.00 to the above address

ir) care of Elaine Stuart.

±4—-^
U-.

ing it (questions the audience is left

to answer). Their biggest concern,

expressed clearly in the title song,

is *Why thenl — why not now?*
Superstar contains little that

resembles the current Webber
touch, as expressed in works like

Phantom. Instead, it embraces the

skill that first made Webber
famous, with such works as

Joseph, Evita and the later Star-

light Express. Webber's unique

gift for musical parody, or his

ability to mimic a variety of

musical styles, is quite evident in

Superstar. Whether it is the very

contemporary (at least in the '70s)

rock sound, which dominates this

musical, or the off-lxjat tempo of
"King Herod's Song," Superstar is

a brilliant mix of traditional vocal

songs with varied musical styles.

Long Beach's costuming
reflects the fmal touch to this

traditional rendition of Superstar
— its unusual cross of stereotypi-

cal biblical culture with the '60s

and '70s hippie culture. Jesus

looks very much like what we
would expect, but from there, the

dress styles range from Biblical to

hippie to reggae lo punk: \

Long Beach's production of

Jesus Christ Superstar is a quali-

fied and entertaining rendition. It

does have its minor weaknesses.

CarlAnderson (as Judas) performs the title song from "Jesus
Chirist Superstar."

^ch as occasional sound problems

and an overly abrupt pace that

jumps from group numbers to

ballads so quickly that its takes a

moment to adjust to the point

where one can appreciate the solo

efforts. Overall, though, these

short-comings can't bring down

the music or the point.

Superstar is not automatically a

play for everyone who enjoyed
Phantom or any othef Webber
production. Webber has never
been so controversial, before or

since, and seeing this wonderful
show requires an open mind.
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

COMPLETE W/PARTS,
LABOR. INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

{WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
95

8 CtMck Ball«y Water
9. InuMCI Front End
10. Ompmtion
11. (praaura Teal Codkig

Syitenj

m « A «*. «.««»«m . A ^ . .^.. ^JnZ _ ' ktt- Parts ft Libor |G« ft Air Hlttr utra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Jap.n— cr.)
(6 cylnkr: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BUIJG

SKDMB^ $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

All 1?V 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
/mljljBil 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES .......$119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • BftH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE E)(AM:

FREE CARE. KIT

L.A 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235
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B«lflr« going to P*rf«cl Skin

Car*. * was SMing a damutolo-

gnt «i^o prwcflMd minoarw

wtioh was sirongsr man taira qf-

dfw and a iaciai oir<m«nl Diis

laslad lor ovw a yaar Tha ra-

suls w«a tow and v«ry stow In

appearing Onct I starlad going

to Partod Skin Cars. paopM be-

gan to nolioa my skr ctoanng up

wttiin a month I dkirn naad to

taha any madcaiion, wtich mada
ma dizzy and Parlact Skin Cara

gave ma good traalmart lo attack

every pvnpto, «4iich insured they

would go away So now my sMn
IS much dearer than «i4ian I was
seevig a dermatologist I highly

recommend her lor anyone Mth
w<h any type ol acne proUem
Everyn BaHailaros (UCU Studart)

PERFECT SKIN CARE

(213) 380-6891

open Tues-Sat. *r».

ExfoliaHon

The new big word

in skin care

• Deep Pore

Cleaning

ACNE-A TREATABLE
DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

Whenever,

am under

stress my
laoa breaks

out I have

oHy skin, so

I is realy hard to keep I dear al

the time. I have gone to see a dar-

matdogisl a tow times, but I dUni
want 10 lake any chemical pits or

hormone shots. I tried Pertod Stan

Care, and I noticed the diflerence in

about 2 monihs I am sallstMd wllh

the results, and I recommend Partool

Skin Care to everyone, especially th-

ose ones with oily stan You1l notice

the ditlerence! Teme Shr (USC) I

*»-A
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Rend qI! about it...

Turn it on, and tune it in...

Stydant Alumni

, Aiiociatian
^

CAREER NETWORK
presents

Careers in
PRI]\T
and

BROADCAIST
JOURl^ALISM

co-sponsored by
The UCLA English Department
& Women in Communications

:^..-.:../

Come listen, learn and ask questions-

at a panel discussion with:

•a KNX News Radio newswrifer

•a freelance journalisi

•a reporter/anchor for KCOY, CBS-TV, Santa Maria

TOMOMOW NIGHT!

Wednesday May 1 6tli

7:00 PM
James West

Alumni Center

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumni
» « » '» « I « r I <» \

Dance

International
array exhibited
at dance fest
Danya Joseph
Contributor

Dance groups representing
countries from China to West
Africa performed in front of
students and community members,
during the 18th annual Internation-

al "Music and Dance on the Grass"
Folk Festival, Sunday afternoon.

Despite the record heat,
between two to four thousand
attendees gathered to participate in

the festivities at the UCLA Sunset
Recreation Center, Jorge Estrada,

president and coordinator of the

festival, estimated.

Professional dance groups were
dressed in elaborate ethnic cos-

tumes to demonstrate the tradition-

al dances of their countries. The
festival occupied the upper mea-
dow, amphitheater and Buenos
Aires room at the recreation
center. "We invite community
performers to the event They are

highly professional. They volun-
teer their time and put in tremend-
ous effort for the festival," Estrada
said.

**The costumes and instruments
are all authentic; they are used in

the same ways that they would hp.

used traditionally in their originaT

"The costumes and
instruments are all

authentic; they are

used in the same
ways that they would
be used traditionally

in their or^;inal coun^

tries/'

countries," he added. About 462
dancers performed during the

course of the afternoon, Estrada
said. They performed dances from
Russia, Scandinavia, Hungary,
Mexico, India and Persia.

Acc:ompanying the perfor-
mances, announcers explained the

dances and their significance.

"The next dance is a Chinese
ribbon dance. It was performed to

show exultation for the emperor,"
one announcer explained as he
introduced the next set of dancers
to perform in the shady grass of the

amphitheater. Above him, on the

upper meadow, instructors led a
small crowd in Persian dancing.

Surrounding the dance areas,

ethnic food booths offered Greek,
Brazilian and Mediterranean cui-

sine. "The vendors come from
restaurants in the area. They
undersell their food to make
everything as cheap as possible for

people. I like to keep prices low.
That's why admission is free,"

Estrada said, joking, "except
parking, but I have no control over
that."

The festival has been held at

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center
for 20 years, Estrada said. The first

two years the dancing was held, it

was not the extensive festival that

it is today, he clarified.

The Association of Ethnic Arts
at UCLA presented the event with
help from Sunset Canyon Recrea-
tion Center, Student Committee
for the arts. Center for the Per-
forming Arts and the Ethnomusi-*"
cology Department.

cso Escort

Service

825-1 493
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QLA$$inEP RATE?
Daily. 1 5 words or le6S $4.25

Daily, each additional word $0.27

Woekty. 15 words or lest $15.00
Weekly, each additional word $1 .00

Display ads-student rate/ool.-inch $6.00

Display ads-local rate/ool.-inch $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day in advance by noon

aauified Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals

UCIA
STAFF EMPLOYMENT

UCLA Staff Employment
& Cordially Invites

UCLA Seniors

to attend an

Information Meeting

Thursday, May 24, 1 990
—-— to discuss—

SM^ V®QO ^K]IX[I®QD§W
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health ar6 needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam In order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

FREE DENTAL CLEANING PLUS PAY. Candi-
dates needed for Dental Hygiene Board Exami-
nation lune 2nd or 3rd. (213)395-3203.
Screening after May 18th.

INSURANCE WAR' We'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (2 13)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

JET TO EUROPE- Any time for $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458-1006. 7-10
am.

•

Free 8

FREE FASHION PHOTO SESSION. Photogra-

pher seeks men for testing. Contact: Windon,
(213)850-1302. 9am-5pm M-F only.

Miscellaneous 9

WANTED Pn Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.
(213)204-2016 West LA

Alcoholics Anonymous f^.eeling

Mon Oiscuuion, fhurs Book Snjcty

Fn Slew StJdy AU 3S2S \ZVo • 1:15

lues -3 7 ir m C8177, *^ed Oisassion

NPIC8S38 1210100
For alcohoics or individuats who have a

dflfriong proMarri

r?li» 3«7-83ifc

Overeaters Anonymous
The Final Solution for Anorexics,

Vomiters. and Overeaters

Monday noon-1pm. ACK 3517
Thursday noon-lpm. NPI C-8-550

Personal 10

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, excetra. Free pick-up/
delivery and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

Free Dcfttal Trcauncni
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental
.
license exam at UCLA.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave message

*
Jf

Sports Tickets

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian
University Baccalaureate. 6/1 7 please contact
the University Religious Conference by 5/31
for information at (213)208-5055.

5 Sports Tickets

Career Professional^

Laboratory^ Programming

and

Support Staff Positions

. >•

Interested students should sign up

at the main information counter

in the Placement and Career

Planning Center

fmOBlimtf Tieketi

LAKERS PLAYOFFS
^y ANGELS - DODGERS

'^>^ MADONNA
Eric Clapton - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna - New Kids - David Bowie
Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

- Fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

If

)f

Jf

i

ASTROLOGY
READBNGS

Loretta Hill

Reader and Advisor
Qroup or private con-

sultations,
Appts. necessary

(213) 207-1624 9am-
10pm 7days/wk
SPECIAL: All Mini
Readinfls $10 ^ _^

•••

iM

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weignt
Doctor recommended.

All Natural. >

100% guaranteed.

(213) 2817484

Concert Tickets 6 Good Deals

Affirmative Action Employer

UB40 TICKETS FOR TRADE- Have 2 on
Saturday, trade for 2 on Sunday or Monday.
(213) 374-6809.

Good Deals 7

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too
small. (213)556-2869.

r-

tT^^^^tt^^^^tt^^TTTl

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
ifc^^'fc^'fc'fc'fc^'fc!

*

Delta Gamma is

so excited for

Amy Lagao (AF)

and
Deron Frank

(AXA)

Congratulations

on
your

'^ pinning

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

RESUME WORKSftOP
BY

APPLE
^^COMPUTERS

*N.
Representatives from Apple will be present to assist with'

developing your resume from concept to design to printing.

Lambda Chi Alpha

(10918 Strathmore)

Wednesday, May 16

7:00 pm.

brought to ]jou by you friends from IFC

r
The power lo be your best™

Alpha Phi
Invites you to our

Open House
Wednesday, May 16th,7 p.m.

714 Hilgard Avenue
'

All prospective rushees
welcome

Delta Gamma
v^ould like to

Congratulate

Cathy Cohen

on her .

)

pinning to

Jeff Croft

(lAE)!

We are so
excited for

you!
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Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

,<tg<*«teiiilSfe<s^<s

1 li Xj w •

Sigma Kappa

.

is proud to have presented its

Winter and Spring Pledges on
Saturday May 12 at our Mon*s
Day reception. Congratulations!

Stacey Park

Wendy Phillips

Suzanna Stagel

Susan Yue
Dina Caal

Heather Gordon

Lauren Alpert

We love you

The ZK

Grace Chen
Ka^n Krishfield

Roxanna Harris

Jenni Villa

Minnie Bautista

Leslee Klein

Susan Lee

! Q0B
Actives

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

o^pus PHOTOsnoo
150 Kcrckhotl Hall ( Ki^lit next to CJr.iphic Scr\iccs). Open M h X:3(> S.3()

I was Speechless when I read your message. I felt relieved,

scared and mad as hell all at the same time. I am furious

because I've been going crazy for the last two months
trying to figure out what went wrong, what I did, why you
suddenly didn't care whether I lived or died and you think

you can fix it with one letter. It's going to take more than
that. I feel relief because finally I can put my life back
together, with or without you. But I'm really scared. There's
a voice inside me telling me to keep away from you 'cause
you'll just devastate me again. I don't think I trust you
anymore.
But I guess I wouldn't be writing you If we didn't have a
chance. I can't deny that I still care for you. If you're
serious. I'll be working the Mardi Gras Information Booth
on Thursday (Preview Night). Stop by.

- Karia

Axn
would like to

thank their

professors

for coming

to dinner

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

To the ladies of Kappa Delta

Thanks for the Amazing Raid last night.

It was a perfect way to prepare for

Mardi Gras this weekend.
AZO,KA and Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles - A Winning Combination

- Alpha Sigma Phi

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225. ~"
Call (213) 854-4951.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of
hormone patterns in normal menstrual cycles.
Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820 6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED: Healthy males 60-75 for drug
study. Will pay $400. Call (213)206-1895.

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208 91 32 .

FREE HAIRCUTAIarlton Hair Beverly Center
Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855 9076
TuesySat. 11-7.

Health Sen^ices 22

ami Yf®^ miimm^Q'^v

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these synnptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
"California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Wanted
Accept All Vision Care Plans

15

DINING- SET- love- seat, couch, dining/coffee
tabic, abat-jour, $800/ firm. 1- year old,
beautiful. (213)514-2477. message

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Sperm Donors 19
Opportunities 26

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO WTACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study. Receive $25. Call for details.

1213)825-3921.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research
project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0.392.

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
cryo bank

$800,000 If you have the courage to call It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For infoTTiaiion Cancer paiienis
Call Anna Ihroughoul I A twne'l
(8'8) 986 3883 (rom yoiif p,-!^^ p,it,on

10 Personal 10

Congratulations

Lisa Eisma
(AD

on your
beautiful

pinning to

Scott

Dallavo
(AXA)

We're so
happy for you!

b

Help Wanted 30

LAW FIRM
needs motivate(j person

to (Jo challenging legal

an(j clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance
office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-.

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600+/week in cannery,

$8,000-51 2,00a»- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 West lake Ave. North
#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ASST. MCR Baskin Robbins yogurt and i^
cream, full/part time, days/nightsAveekends,
Westwood village and wcslside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838 8885.

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hr!
For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,
Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days. -

CAMPAIGN STAFF. Pad your resume and
wallet at the same time. VOTER REVOLT.
Make Prop. 103 work. 11 offices statewide.

On-campus interviews. $250-400/wk
(213)475-8110.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER for small private
college. 7pm-3amor9pm-5am. $5.15 to start.

(213)541-7775.
s2^t^/^

Wonted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply in person at:

The Cockpit
9609 Little Santa Monica BI.BH,

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part tinne

positior»s available.

(213) 274-6900

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part time. Apply at

7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-
pcricncc preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience
(213)825-0392.

4954 Vin Nint Blvd Shirman OUi

Help Wanted 30

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior . unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100.00 received upon completion.
TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynnc, Dental
Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

, Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

$35K US CiOV'T P/T income/year. Working at

home. Help Uncle Sam return million dollars
ofUS Gov't treasurer for unclaimed funds. W/o
experience necessary. (818)3 .39-5783.

ACCOUNTING ASST needed for Brentwood
publishing firm. Experience with^accounts
payable and data entry, Familiarity wTtTTcofr-
pulcrs is a plus. 20 30hrs per week. S7Ayr.,

contact 479-6512 xl41.

CENTURY CITY firm is looking for an exper-

ienced receptionist to handle busy multiline

phone system. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thurs-

days, 200-6:30 p.m $10Aiour. Professional

appearance, excellent phone voice required.

Please call (213)553 8871, extension 281.

CHEERLEADING MODERATOR -IV volleyball

coach Aug 27-Nov 2, $800. 4hrs/wk. June-

February. Salary negotiable. JV Tennis Coach
Aug. 27-November 2 10hfs./wk.
$80(Vscason. JV Basketball Coach November
19-February 8 - lOhrs/wk $W)0 season. All

gir<$ High School. (213)461 3651.

Daily Bruin Classified
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Software * •..

Interns
(20-25 hours/week)
If you're seeking an opportunity to work in a dynamic,
team environment with a company that has 12 years of

stable yet impressive growth, come to Candle.

Since 1^77, Candle Corporation has been the world's

leading independent devek)per of systems solutions

software'TotlBM Mainframes. We believe that your
abilities are best served in a company that encourages
professional and perst)nal growtn.

If you're looking for an opportunity to earn some extra

money and "learn the rcmes" in system software
solutions for IBM Mainframe, this may be the position

for you. Qualified candidates should have experience in

IBM Mainframe, operating system, 370 Assembler, and
analytical/statistical background. ISPF, and jCL
exposure is a plus.

HUMAN RESOURCES, Dept. SI

iCandle

• :::•
» • «

Candle Corporation
1999 Bundy Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Ia^ujI Opfnitluiulv iin|<l>>vrr

• *rm * • • •
• •

^^* •The Future

of Performance Management

Los Angeles, CA — Dallas, TX — Oakbroolc IL

White Plains, NY- New York Gty, NY

CHEVIOT HILLS RECREATION CENTER seeks

counselors to staff its summer day, sports,

drama, ar>d preschool camp. June 25- August

31. $6.25/hr. 35^- hours/week.
(21 3)837-51 86. :

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20
hour^k. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

CLERK/CASHIER. Full-time, WLA Pharmacy.
Experience preferred. Personable, depend-
able. Call Nelson. (213)839-1158.

Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave. ^
•^ Westwood Village J

COMPANION NEEDED to be with high-

functioning 1 9 yr. old male. Special Education

student, who is interested in bowling, basket-

ball, swimming, ocean body surfing, and golf.

5 day^wk, approx. 12-5pm months June 25 -

end of August. Salary + expenses.

(213)454 3744. Alice or Bruce.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide

$300- $900 weekly (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 1 5

New positions available. $10.25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DANCER/ENTERTAINER. Earn $300-$700per
week. Part-time. Call (818)895-0605.

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays.

8:30-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades Pleasant Of-

fice. $8/hr. (213)454-1061.

DRIVER. Mature, responsible person to drive 8

6 1 2 yr. olds to auditions and after-school

activities. (213)201-9248, (213)9.36-9526.

EXECUTIVE Secretary. $2000 Real Estate fi

nancing business. Word Perfect. Warm office.

Call Steven Schwartz (213)473-1901.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850 1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FAST-PACED MEDIA BUYING FIRM has entry

level position available immediately for detail

orientated person with analytical and problem

solving skills to assist tracking order response

for clients. FAX resume to (21 3)829-4454 Attn:

Order Response OR mail to: Williams Televi-

sion Time, 1 630 2 1 st Street, Santa Monica, CA.
90403 Attn: Order Response.

FATBURGER WANTSYOU. HIRING FOR ALL
SHIFTS AND POSITIONS. UP TO $6AHR.

10955 KENROSS AVE. (213)208-7365.

WORK FOR #1
Do you want a fast-paced job

where each day is Different &
filled with problem solving?

Kelly Temporary Services is

looking for EVALUATION
SUPERVISORS for our CULVER
CITY office. You will evaluate
applicant skills, interview & hire.

We offer a competitive salary and
excellent benefits in a stable firm

that promotes from within.

College degree preferred.

Interested applicants, please
call:

(^imi Gaertner 213-645-0750

TemporaryKELLYS
FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Wbstwood
village shop. FTA'T positions availalbe Great

working conditions. Marjic (213)206-4000.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $17,500-558,240 Call

(1)602 8.38 6885 Ext X 8050

GENERAL OFFICE assistant. PT for entertain-

ment management firm. Filing, copying, light

typing, and phones. Must be dependable,

responsible, with own car. Non-smoking envi-

ronment. (213)934-8002.

PROVTOE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION
and skills training to high
functioning Adults with
developmental disabilities

In small group homes or

community based voca-

tional program In Long
Beach and Orange County.
Applications accepted
Mon./Thurs. 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Tlies./Wed. 12 noon - 3 p.m.

Straight Talk Inc.
^

3350 Olive Ave.
Signal Mills. Ca. 908807

(213M24-1966

Maiia^anuMil Company Now Auditioning

Keyboardist and Background Singers For

Top 40, Pop Rock. Ri&B, Funk Cover/

()ni;inal P)an(l. Students with Professional Attitude

Need Only Ai)ply. Contact D. Allen

(2i:0 ()r)'1-8()1() M-Sat. before 8:00 p.m.

30 Help Wanted

GRAPHIC ARTIST. Starting PT, possible IT
during summer. Type, design on Macintosh
$5-$8/hr. (213)397-3900.

INSURANCF SALF.S/CUSTOMKR SFRVICF

PT/FT, experience auto & health.

(213)1920611.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY- Needs fieip,

10 P/T, $.S00-$1,500/mo, 10 l/T,

$2,0(X) $fi,0(XVmo. Full training. Start now.!

(213) 441-1610.

LAB RFSFARCH TECHNICIAN Requires B S

in biology plus significant experience in D'NA
sequencing, southern blots, and related proce-

dures. Contact or send resume to Steve Swir-

kal. Human Resources. Cedar Smai Medical

Center. 8700 Beverly Blvd. LA, .CA 9004R

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-

erns and DMA sequencing required. Call Dr

Pultst (213)855-5166.
! »! II I

MAKE $100 avg/evenings working only 3 hrs

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)962-1874.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

'Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hitis;:

(213) 655-5403. EOE

GREAT SUMMER JOB. 8-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA. CAMPOUT. MINIMUM AGE 21

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (213)826-7000.

Hawaii needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii.

send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and

filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood
Experience required. Outstanding opportun-

ity. SalaryAx!nefits. (213)208-3316.

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANT. The

RAND Corporation, a nonprofit research insti-

tution in Santa Monica, has an opportunity for

an accomplishcxJ microcomputer expert to

work with the research staff in the support and

development of end user applications. This

p>osition requires a bachelor's degree and 1 to 3

years exp>erience working with IBM PC com-

patible and Macintosii microcomputers.

Strongworking knowledge of communications

software, spreadsheets, and database pacitagcs

such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, 4th

Dimension, and Paradox is recommended.

Duties will include end user consulting, new
software evaluation, teaching, and documen-

tation. Applicants need good interpersonal

skills and must be able to work effectively with

all levels of mic^rocomputer users. US Citizen-

ship required. Send resume to Kenneth Logan

The RAND Corporation, 1700 Main Street,

P.O. Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA
90406-21 38. An Affirmative Action Employer.

Great job!
We are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist

to answer phone in a busy
office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits. Vvill

train ri^ht person. Casual,
dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody
453-1817

MOTHER'S HELPER- PA, Santa Monica, flexi

ble hours, 10-15 hrsAvk aprox , $5^r. (213)

458-1232. Ask for Billie.
.'

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills.

F/T or P/T, lop salary, flexible hours..12JJL_.
939-2111. ^ -

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567 4147.

OV^N BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE P.UBLI

CATION. (213)281-^540.

PART.TIME ASSISTANT who enjoys details,

numbers, typing, and flexibility Maclniosh
experience helpful. Reliability, good judge

ment, sense of humor valued. Casual Venice
non-smoking office ideal for student or re-

entry adult. $7/hr. range. Maria
(213)399-0186.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. Sfv'hr.

(213)392-5644.

I
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THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATFRACTIVE. OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD LIKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE.
IF YOJJ ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30. LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR.

RONI MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

SCULPT
WEST COVINA
818-339-5566

SALON 9
ORANGE COUNTY
714-996-6390

PART-TIME Assistant for Orthopedic surgery

clinical research. Computer experience help-

ful. Flexible hours. $7A>r. (213) 533-2716

PART TIME LADY SHOES SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. S6/hr R07 (7n)A'.7-5WU

PART-TIME HELP NFFDFD lor 1 -person dc-r.

matologist office. 1 :00 5.00 Friday afternoons,

some Sat mornings, 8 30-12:30 (213)

826-5949

PEOPLE to sell flowers in Westside and West
Hollywood Restaurants. Short hours. Evenings

Great pay. Car and insurance a must.

(213)859 7088

PERSONAL SECRETARY NEEDED for West-

wood are psychotherapist Typing, books,

errands. 18-25 hrs/wk flexible. Need car Call

RECEPTIONIST/Clerk, part-time. Jane Fonda
workout seeks outgoing take charge person for

its busy corporate office. Typing, data entry

$6/hr. Brenda (213)659-6144.

RECEPTIONISTS, full time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235

D r . Debo rah Coopc r-t21 3 )4 70:4 9lJ0

PHOTOGENIC DANCE oriented people

needed for artistic book. No experience ncces-

sa^. Possible travel. (213)641-6760.

PRESCHOOL TEACHER. Experienced for a

creative preschool. Summer and/or fall. Excel-

lent salary/ benefits Tarzana area.

(818)881-9707.

PRESCHOOLD assistant teacher, part or full

time. Beginnein July. Must have expereince

Sand eHi iri deve lopme n t u ni t s . Sta r trng-

$7.50/hr. (213)394-0463.

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3- 7pm,

and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr

plus free dry cleaning. Year-round position

(213)474-8525.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law

firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering artd serving lunches and
beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment. Call

Shawn Derfer at (213)478-2541

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc

tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9.50+ depending on experi-

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train, .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resunrie.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Cstr for'arrappoinTment
~

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

RETAIL POSITIONS availabte now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

flbvancing? You may be the person we're

looking lot, Wa offar irainina, bansfiUi andt a:

P/T PERSON WITH SOME EXPERIENCE IN

WOOD/METAL WORK TO WORK IN SMALL
PLASTICS SHOP $6-9/HR (213)474-2335

(213)4 76 5164.

PT receptionist/ typist for Santa Monica rrtedi-

cal office. Call Wanda al (213)829 9396.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT & 30 HRS. Strong

secretarial skills, Macintosh required. West-

mark Investments (213)936 6205

$78+ BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY
EARN MONEY WORKING AT
HOME. FREE DETAIUS
WRITE TO:
NETWORK—DEPT. U
1039 S. STANLEY AVE.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90019

advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M— F 9—4. If you're fii^escntly em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023.

Ask for Margaret.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office-

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, flexible. (213) 939-21)1.

SALES PEOPLE WANTED High commissions,

flexible hours. No experience necessary. CALL
ALPHAPACE 9213)856-4765.

SECRETARY wanted. F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary M-F, 9-6pm Flexible. W Holly-

wood (213)9629014

SECRETARIES wanted, excellent pay, flexible

hours. Must type 35+ wpm Call Alphapage
(213)8564765.

SEE THE STARS and park their cars Valet

company sccKing full/ part time attendants.

Flexible hours. Tips Over 18, clean DMV,
clean cut. (213)287-1811

SMALL Santa Monica publishing needs full-

time help to do clerical work Please call

(213)452-9616

STILL LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT SUM-
MER )OB Spend a summer in the Southern

Sierra Mountains. Cooks & .kitchan halpait
needed for private summer resident camp
Experience in food preparation helps, but hard

workers and enthusiasm most important ingre-

dient. Room-board and good salaries. Call

lameson Ranch Camp (805)536-8888.

STUDENT HELP WANTED IN AGSM The
office of Executive Education in AGSM is

looking for part-time student ' employees to

help with the preparation of executive prog-

rams and seminars, (duties include: wordpro-

cessing (WordPerfect),, typing, copying, collat-

ing, assistance with mass mailings, and tele-

phone work. Students with offlce experience

preferred. Must be able to work through

summer with opportunity to continue ^n /all.

Salary: $7 80/hour. Please call Myra Brown at

825-2001 or stop by 2381 AGSM

STUDENTS! Have fun this summer working in

teams parting homes' Earn .$6-fl/hr. plus

bonuses. Call Waylon, 1(800)426-6441.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED FT/PT m Westwood
Cellular of Southern California. Call Amy or

)im (213)473-6299.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED - PR Firm in Santa

Monica, flex, hours, reliable. Light typing,

phones, errands withm walking distance.

$5/hr. Call (21.3)451-4870.

RECEPTIONIST- Crazy, fas| paced & fun ad

vertising agency in Santa Monica seeks a

responsible receptionist Flexible person re-

quired with typing, fliing, & other general

offlce skills. Non-smoking environment. For

immediate consideration, please call: (Wil-

liams Television Time, Inc. (213) 828-8600.
Ask for Kathy Braus. _ „

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

SUMMER lOB Local private country club
needs salesperson in golf shop, to help in

women's sales. Call Rick (213)934 6050

Field sales. Imported
woolen fabrics, unlimited
earnings, bilingual Ko-

rean/English.

Caill J & J products
(213) 624-1840.

RECEPTIONIST, PT Beverly Hills law offlce,

MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

SUMMER )OBS. M dfnces sllftwide Canfr
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give

the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103 Training; Advancement opportuni-

lies $250-400/wk. (213)475 6110

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
I OR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROC^
RAM AND 12DAY SIERRA CAMPOUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR Medium-sized
Century City Law Firm has imn-Hjdiate opening
for a part-time switchboard operator. Indivi-

dual must be responsible. T>>e hours are

1 1 :00am to 3.00pm Monday through Friday.

Salary $8:00 an hour. Please contact Kcri

Bryan between the hours of 3 00pm to 5:30pm
at (213)277-1226.
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TEACHER-needs qualified experienced lead

teacher. Westside. Jewish preschool starting

September 8:30-12:30 $10/min. Call

459-5054.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone

calls. FA,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. Temporary help

needed for five-week project to do telephone

fotlow-up, evenings 5-9pm, Monday - Thurs-

day. $7.8G^r. Campus location. Contact Carol

or Tina at California Self-Help Center,

(213)825-7990 by May 22, for more
information.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13Air. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuse$. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm.

Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

UCLA students! Make money and friends -

work at Hershey Hall Food Service. $6.34Air

plus incentive increases. No experience neces-

sary. We schedule around your classes. Come
by or call Beth at (213)825-7686.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold

Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
in the single most, exciting-

highest paying industry in

America today.

NASD Brolcerage co. will hire

and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or if you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours •

•Lots of Work'
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

VEGETARIAN .RESTAURANT help needed.

Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
^ (213)487-1780.

\ WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY- for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
rpqii.roH 7n hr^/u/if Pl«»»ihln tn fit ^ht-AiAr.

WANTED: Someone with strong writing skills

to edit/word process monthly news letter. Call

Randy (618)342-6894.

Jobs Wanted 33

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immedi-

ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)4 76-481 6/P.O. Box
49761, LA. 90049.

HOUSE-SIT/Summer, love pets and gardens.

Professional N.Y. couple. Prefer LA or coast.

(212)674-7494.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

^Vlsta
—

—

Playa

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
Century City. %}MXi/n\o. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)487-0406.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley

Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA. $695
'unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

(619)721-8921, leave message.
r--

—

—°--

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695

unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

(619)721-8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes

1'^ miles from UCLA. 1953 Sclby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $1400/obo.

2-bed/2-bath, 1400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-

wood floors. Available now. Agent, Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1300, 2-bedroom/

1-fiath, stove, refrigerator, quitt street. On
^<tdva1e, near Massachusetts. (213)829-0.385.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2blh $1 20Q/mo top

floor, bishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

monlhs'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/,

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (21.3)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WLA, $73(ymo. 1-bdrm, upper, quiet, park-

ing. 1829 Corinth Ave. (213)826 6907.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BRENTWOOD, huge studio guesthouse apart-

ment. Private deck nested in trees. $1 200/mo.

(213)472-8215. (213)472-2167.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bed/2-bath, $11 25.

Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month

lease. (213)837-0533.

PALMS- $765- $985. Large 1 -» 2 bedroom
apartment in luxury building. Good location,

balconies, A/C, built-ins. Evenings (213)

202-8699.

WESTWOOD- $1,280, large 3-bed/2-bath,

excellent location, private pation, bus lines,

aircond. Evenings: (213) 444-7378.

WESTWOOD- $1,280. Large, 3-bed/2-bath,

excellent location; private patio. Bus lines, air

conditioning. Evening (2 13) 444-7378.

Housing Needed 60 Roommates 65 Sublet

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785-1028

FRANCE Provence, 2-bedroom, 1 7lh century

cottage, near Avignon. Lovely view. $30(Vwk.

june-Aug (213)473-6416.

FEMALE PROFESSIONAL 25 yrs. non-smoking
looking for female roommate(s) ori westside.
Professional/grad student. $425-$500.
(213)301-0415 Nancy.

SUBLEASE wanted June- Sept, $100(Vmo. Must
be well furnished near Century City and WLA.
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-8300.

VISITING PROFESSOR seeking 2+loft/3 bed-

room house/apartment, prefer furnished. Aug
for year. Max $1500. (213)208-5910.
(213)825-2993. Leave message.

Real Estate 61

WESTWOOD- Furnished aprtmcnt across

from campus. 4 people max., 2 parking spaces.

Starting June. (213) 208-1637.

Apts. to Share 54

Internships 34

$5/hr. (213)828-8537.

HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP
Maa t icelabr i t isii laam PR buftinoss froma: -******r

BREr<TWC)OD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, higA ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934, __
WATRESS/ WAITRESSES/ CASHIERS wanted
for Greg's Grill, WLA, PT/FT available Salary

negotiable. Outgoing, polite, good pcrsonal-

ity. Contact Greg at (213)473-4744.

WEEKEND PROGRAM TECHNICIAN for the

developmentally disabled. To work every

other weekend, implementing recreational

and life activity programs. Preference given to

' couples or majors in related area $125 per

person per weekend. (213)671-5791,
(213)397-7922, (213)730-1082.

WE NEED someone with cxecellcnt writing

skills! WP skills a plus. Soma (818)501-8900

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants.

Must be experienced with young children.

Summer only Tarzana area (H1fl)8Hl-9707.

Job Opportunities 32

A $23,000 PER YEAR JOB Plus bcnefils. US
Mail jobs in your area. Anyone can qualify.

1-800-779-1100 X81.

A SMALL INDEPENDENT Production
CoyGroup Management Co. offering an In-

ternship w/pay, to a student who is oriented in

the Music Industry/Business. Office and orga- ,

nizational skills are r>ecessary. Perfect oppor-

tunity to learn the basics of music production

and promotion. $4 00 /mo Call
(213)851-9210.

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!! $50--$500/day. No
experience necessary. No flakes. Flexible

-hours. By appomtment only. 12001 Ventura
Place, 3rd- floor. Studio City, off the 101

freeway, east of Laurel Canyon BWd, m the

green glass building FLASHCAST.
(213)661 7982 1^__
CAREER OPPORTUNITY GROWING PERIO-
DONTAl. office seeks bright, motivated person

to assist office administrator. Dental experi-

ence a plus but not necessary. Salary based on
experience. (213)9374288 Rcnac.

CRUISE SHIP lOBS AVAILABIE!! Gain valu-

able international experience while earning

good money and traveling. You are qualified!!

Write today for the comprehensive employ-
ment guide for a summer job on a luxury liner.

Send $24.95 tax included, check or money
order to NJM CO. 7451 Warner ave. Unit

E-12Q/BR Hunungton Beach 92647.

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery Earn up
to $20/hr. Call Ron (213)271-0645.

FULL-TIME ASSISTANT TEACHER IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION. NPI Hospital School on cam-
pus. Assist as teacher for 1 2 adolecents hospi-

talized for emotional and learning disorders.

Prefer bachelors degree or equivalent.experi-

ence. Year-round position with salary at

$18,000 year. Position begins July 15. Send
resume to Of Steve Fomess, NPI Hospital

School, 760 Westwood Plaza, LA 90024.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview patients/

review records. Strong writingAyping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. $12-15/br. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application.

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
'processing experierKe. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling. Professional

attire. $5-20 hrsTwk. iJ/hr.-t-. 1 -block from

campus. (213)208-5732

Summer and Beyond
Earn $3,000/mo or more on
commission based educa-

tional materials marketing in

exciting new project.

Call David (818) 995-0566.

work with UCLA Alumni! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

great attitude. Sharona, Joyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446.

LIFETIME cable television has FT marketing

position available $5-5.50Air. 35 hr^k.
(21.3)446-6616.

MAJOR INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCFRS-
Seek student interns to learn development,

acquisition activities In office environment.

(WLA). No pay but great opportunity. Learn

industry. (213) 473 6999 Fxt 328, or 329

Child Core Wanted 35

5 AND 3V4 year old. Teach reading, organise

toys, drawers; cat dinner with them, gel ready

for bed. Wpstwood $6j/hr 2 30pm 8:30pm
MWF, (213)474 2396.

'

BABYSITTER NEEDED in Brentwood Sat. eves

$6/hr. References required. (213)471-8945.

BABYSITTERS for cvcning> Brcntwtxxi. 1

child. Own transportation. (21 3)471 31 38.

BUSINESS OFFICE PA, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, Tiling, phones. 6 blo< ks to campus
(213)475 2456.

EXPERIENCED Childcarc wanted for 2 small

boys Saturday afternoons. Close to UCLA
(213)471-1742. «

GAIN EXPERIENCE Caring for 6 month old

baby in our Santa Monica home. 10-15 hours

per week. Flexible schedule. (213) 399-0204

PART-TIME POSITION with developmentally

disabled 5 year old Behavior Mod. experience

and references required. Car preferable Must
be willing to train and work with pre-existing

behavior mod programs. Call (21 3)452-3773

P/T M-TH afternoon WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirstcn/Colin (213)820-7146

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM, security, pool, parking, laun-

dry. Available June $765 2 blocks from
UCLA. Great building! (213)208 8633.

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND $525-595 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus to

UCLA. (213)837-7755.

$895 BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom/ 2-bath

Lower patio. By appointment. 1 1 728Mayfield,
«2. (213)271-6811.

BACHELOR, walk to UCLA. $475 includes

utilities, hardwood floor, full bath and shower,
refrigerator and hot plate. Please call

208-6265

BEVERLY HILLS, unfurnished, large bachelor

LJtilities included. $435/mo. 217 South Tower
Dr. (213)852-0880, (818)789 5429.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. '/• BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave.

(213) 477-7237.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Gorham. 2-bed,
2-bath. $1095/mo. Garden style apts

(213)207-8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
evening^eeker>ds.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, Ibcd,
den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD, $865/nr>o 2 bed/1 b<h, small

apt, 1 parking no pets. Applications for

$umfTier/fall.(21 3)939.1 732.

GUESTHOUSE, Westwood, walk UCLA, avail.

July 1st, free park, utilities, laundry - quiet

& secure. $450 + 40 hrs/mo. babysit. Arthur.

(213)476-8478.

NEAR LA BREA/OLYMPIC. 3 bdr/IV, -bth du-

plex. $1 1 SG/mo. 5114 Edgcrwood place. Gar-

agc, washer/dryer hookup. (21 3)777-9636.

ONE-BEDROOM duplex for rent. Very quiet,

clean, and very private. Nice yard. In West LA.

6 miles from UCLA. $680. (213)390-4588

Blanch.

PALMS- $605/mo., one-bedroom Newly rede-

corated. Call (213)817-9616.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgr.)

or 24 hi. l ecorijetj n'ie;>'>ag<j 838-9781-

BEVERLY GLEN, $450 + V. utilities,

2- bedroom/1 Vi -bath, fully furnished. Bright,

sunny, big. (213)470-8903.

BRENTWOOD- Female, 2-bodroom/2-bath,

on bus line, 5-10 minutes from UCLA. Great

location for $450/month + Vi (low) utilities.

Jay (21.3) 826-6806.

OWNER SELLING 1 -bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in. Near UCLA. 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654-5801.

"

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hrj^wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED. Private residence

V» hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131.

AU PAIR- childcare, ages 6 and 8. Light

housekeeping, private room, bath, car, and gas

provided. Must have valid drivers license.

Starts June 4. Los Feliz area. $10a/wk.Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

RESPONSIBLE NON SMOKER- Artistic fam-

_il/s Westwood honne. Childcare^dogs & cats).

Opportunity for salary. Hours flexible.

(213)826-3470.

FEMALE. Share large 1 -bd apartment, walking

distance to campus, June 20--end of August.

No deposit. $475/mo. (213)824-5173.

MALE ROOMMATE needed for furnished

university apartment. Located across the street

from campus. No smoker^drinkers please.

$300/mo. Call (213)208-8592.

ROMMATE NEEDED for nice single in best

area of Westwood-Santa Monica $220/mo.

(213)470-2734.
j

SHARE 2BD+2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-

moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-80a/mo. ¥ $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476-4816.

WESTWOOD. Females share 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, June 15-Aug 31. Parking, Jacuzzi.

$315/mo. Cayley across from campus..
(213)824-1904.

WESTWOOD. $500/mo. Female. Furnished

bedroom in 3-bedroom condo. Walk to UCLA.
Modern furnishings. (213)475-3440.

WLA, female roommate needed to share large

bedroom and bath in 3-bed/2-bath apt.

$275/mo. (213)473-7104.

Sublet . 66

1 -BEDROOM furnished. 527 Midvale, park

ing, pool, walking distance. Females onlc.

Mid-June - mid-September. Price negotiable

(21.3)824 5882.

1 FEMALE roommate for own room and bath of

2-J-2. $487.50/mo'. Now-Octobcr.
(818)981-5346 Mary.

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE 1 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.

(213)477-2777.

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators.

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

-^WESTWOOD
One and Two Bedrooms

$975-$1300
Very Big Apartments

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroofTV
2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839 8800

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $65O-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room. (213)836.3800.

PRIVATE room and bath, garage, pool, bus to

IXTLA. No smoking. References required.

S450/mo (213)478 6769.

WESTWOOD extra large single ($650), 1 -bed-

room ($750), 3-bedroom. Pool, security. Walk
to UCLA and Village 10966 Roebling ave
(213)208-4253. or (213)824-2595.

STUDIO CITY. Spacious 2bd/2ba, new build-

ing. $1000/mo. Pets, Jacuzzi. (818)509 7825
or (2U)277-6318. Amy.

SUMMER/FALL housing Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly
Hills. $350 (213)855 0561

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpels, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212. " •

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no pets. Must sec!

(213) 279-1887.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2 BEDROOM PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
ERIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (21 .3)208 8^>85.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208 6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. I'mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829-7379.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom and
bathroom of 2-bed/balh apt. in WLA. Available

immediately. $237.50/mo., (2^13)475:6222^

Merin or K.C.

OWN ROOM AND SHARE OFFICE in lovely

2-bed/r/> -bath apt.'* in Sherman Oaks.
$425/mo. + V. utilities (818)905-6977 Stella -

Leave message.
>

OWN RCX)M in attractive 2-bed/l-l/2 bath

apartment. UCLA and westwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only. $550/mo
(213)475-0271.

SANTA MONICA: Room in 3bedroom/
2'/» -bath condo with two grads. Female non-

smoker. $425 +utilities. (213)451-9442 Ask

for Sylvia.

SANTA MONICA North of Wilshire. 2-bdr/

2-btb, upper, balcony, security, fireplace,

quiet, safe and clean. Female preferred

$500/mo Contact Darren. (213)393 2442

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina D.K Must
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker
$2.5Q/mo (213)392-8805.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES- Across, one street

from UCLA, $250.00. Call )on (213)
208-6759. Reduced summer rates.

WESTWCX)D 2^l, $450/mo., midway be-

tween UCLA and Century City. Call

(213)470-3474, leave message at

(21.3)892-6568

SUMMER )OB- June 25- September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.0G/day -f room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819.

WALK TO UCLA. Private room, bath, phone.

Live with faculty family of 3 in exchange for

"Work. Afrernoons and Saturday evtrtlftgi. Prt-

fer female student, non-smoker, who owns car.

(213)470-4265.

2-BED/2-BATH Westwood Chateau. Fully,

furnished, new paint. Walk-in clostes, garage

parking, close to campus. (21.3)208-0818.

2 SUBLETTERS NEEDED SUMMER '90. Great

apartment, 1 block from campus. Dales avail-

able 6/18 8/15, (213)208-5464, Mark.

3 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS! Female,

)une 1 5 - September 25. Oen room in a private

house. Share hathrnnm and kilf.hcn. $40Q/mQ.

SANTA MONICA, 2-bcdroom furnished house

near beach. Late May to August. $160G/mo.

(213)399-4902.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake

area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 1 01 . Direct bus

lo UCLA. $365/mo., utilities included.

(213)663-8912.

SUBLET 7/1-9/1, 2-bedroonV2-bath; 2-park-

ing, Jacuzzi, 5 person, $1625/mo. Furniture

available. 555 Glenrock (213)824-0431.

SUB-LET available Mid-May/June thru August;

National & Overland. $916/mo, 2-br/2-bath,

Security bidg. garage (213)838-9578.

SUBLET CLOSE TO UCLA- ( 5-min walk),

studio with kitchen -- cable T.V., June 1 5 - Aug.

15. $500/mo. Call (213) 824-2287.

SUBLETERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2-bdrm/2-bath. Close to campus $350/month.

(213)824-2221.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our

summer clerks May/june thru August. Please

call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town

summer associates. May 28th-August 18th

Please contact Mary Talley. Buchaltcr, Nemer,
Fields & Younger. (213)626 6700.

SUMMER SUBLET or exchange for apt. in

Paris. Approx. July-Aug. Own large, furn.

bedroom in spacious, bright 2 bedroom du-

plex. Fireplace, hardwood floors, sunny back-

yard, parking. GREAT LOCATION! Beverly

Hills. Utils. included. $825. Price ficgotiable

(213)285-0764

JBlSiiyspalSUMMER SUBL\I/spacious! 1 block from

campus! need 1, 2, or 3, female roommates.
Dates very debatable (June-September)
(213)824-1769 anytime.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-bed/2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa

Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.
'

THE LOVE BOAT! V. of 2.hdmV2 bath, Avail

(21.3) 470-1731.

Room for Help 63

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA (818)990-5304.

IDEAL for female student. Furnished room in

exchange for housework. Private room/bath/

tv. Near UCLA. (213)474-0336.

MATURE STUDENT, car required, no smoke,

no drink, 5 hrs. work. Private entrance, 1 year

committment, good references required. Call

8 9am (213)271-9849.

PRIVATE roonrVbath in exchange for house-

work, dog care for male couple in Venice

townhouse, 1 -block from beach.. Kitchen pri-

vileges and use of Ocean View roof dock.

References. Male preferred. (213)399-3493.

VENICE, take care of dog, light housework,

light gardening. (213)396-2160.

Room for Rent 64

House for Rent 56

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,

security bIdg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

QUIET AREA, Venice. Furnished, 2-bed/
1-bath, fireplace, washer/dryer, large enclosed
yard. June 11-Aug 11. $1500/mo.
(213)397-6873.

House for SKiore 57

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
All secure building
Central air/heat

Wet *bar/fi rep lace
Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 Students
Low move-in

$1200-$1300
11701 Texas Ave.

(2J3) 477-0858
444-9889

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2

bedroom/ 2 bath, 1 0745 La Grange, 1 'A miles

from UCLA, Appointment (213) 475-6165.

VAN NUYS- 20 minutes to campus. 3-^2,

$85(ymo., 2^-1 V. , $71 5/mo. Good area,

security, balcony, new pai|ll, new carpet,

gated parking. (818) 989-4763.

VENICE, $800. Fabulous 2 bedroom 1-bath

upper unit located in quiet 4-plex. Totally

rcfDodcled f>ew painl, carpet, mini-blinds.

Brand new stove and refrigerator, tile bath-

room, mirrored wardrobes and security park-

ing. Cats okay. 7 blocks from beach. 755
Brooks Ave. Eric (213)878 0221.

WHY PAY RENT> Condo for sale Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom- 1 1/2 bath
Condo. Security building, shutters,
frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA- 2+2, $1,095/mo., -^ deposit. )ust 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-
house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love the. 2756
Sepulveda. (213) 394-3599, eve (213)
479-1405.

WLA 2 BED/1 V. BATH- Stove, refrigerator,

drapes, newly decorated, $860ymo. 1737
Butler. (213) 450-7881.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 * $250. Discount
bonu$,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.
(213) 204-4248.

WLA. 3-bed/2-bath, $1100/mo. $1200 sec-

urity deposit. 4 plex, laundry room. Parking.

Security gate. (213)202-6524.

LARGE REMODELED HOUSE One block
from Venice board walk.and beach Large deck
and porch. (213) 392-0220.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedrooms available in 3-bed-
room house. Refined water. Washer/dryer, sec-
urity. $320 and $340. (213)838-4635.
Thomas.

$350 + UTILITIES- R(x)m/bathAitchcn pri-

vileges. North Santa Monica Townhouse

-Quiet, secure, Graduate student, non-

smoking, no pets. (213) 453 »')()»

BEL AIR Own room of 2-bcdroom apartment.

$400. Available now - Sept 1st. Big, sunny,

Alex (21.3)471 -7(>05.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August.

Unfurnished 2 bdr. $1050/mo. Option to lease

(21.3)28f>-124l _^
BRENTWOOD, own room of 2-bedroom apt.

$475/mo. Available June 1 -September 1 . Furn-

ished, hardwoofl floors. (213)447-3040

BRENTWOOD. Own room/bath in large

2-bdrm/2-bth apartment. Available June 1

Lynn/Micheal (213)471-5616.

BUSINESS MAN lcx>king for sublease June

ISlh-August 30th. Westwood area. Nicely

furnished studio. Reasonable rent.

(213)480-0522

DEAL 2-bed, 2-bath furnished apt. Sublet

6/18-7/30 only $1600 TOTAL! Walk to Cam
pus. Parking, (213)208-2427.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM interested in sub-

letting apartments for summer associates. May-

August. Dcbra Zilinsky (213)623-4117.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- To share

room, free parking, walk lo campus, on bus

route. $600.00 f>/9 8/31/90. (21 3) 470-2592

FEMALE Roommate needed to share room.

Free Parking, walk to campus, on bus route.

$6(X). 6/90 8/31/90 (21.3)470 2592.

WLA. Female needed for own bedroom in

3-bdmi house. $650/mo. Near UCLA. Laun-
dry, A^. (213)477-8698.

House for Sole 58

BEL AIR. Only minutes to campus. 3-bdr/

2.5bth. Formal dining, den, view, 2618 sg. ft.

$779,000. Guits (818)716-0000.

BEVERLY GLEN 3+2. Large family room with
enclosed patio. Fun-filled yard. Generous
separate studio. 'A bath. Room to expand.
Canyon view. $485K. Call Agent Sarah
(213)462-0867, (213)389-3790. H-

BRENTWOOD GLEN. 3-bcdroom/2-bath, 1?

car garage, patio, A/C. 3 minutes to UCLA.
(213)477-3211.

LARGE unfurnished bedroom w/private bath

in furnished apartment, new building across

street from campus. Summer lease for two

people, $350/mo. each. (213)824-3323.

MAR VISTA. Female own room and bath in

house w/married couple. Available now.

$400+1/3 utilities. (213)391-2027.

MAR VISTA AREA, share kitchen, bathroom.

Looking for female non-smoker. Available fi/1

.

(213)390-1091.

ROOM in beautiful 1920's house. Own bath

w/two women. Fairfax--Melrose area.

$4 75/mo. (213)655-5214.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (21 3)271 -ItlSB.

^

SHERMAN OAKS, near UCLA, in private

home,, separate entrance. Own luxury bath,

refrigerator, microwave. Furnished. Quiet,

secure neighborhood. View. No smoking.

$405/mo (818)783-4525, evenings.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2 bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (21.3)474-6445.

V^A $425/MO. Own room in large 2 bed-

room apt. shared with sports medicine and

Holistic Health Practitioner. Non-smoking. Dr.

Lo (213)473-1878.

WLA condo. $450. Indoor laundry near UCLA.

(818)288 8173.

WLA. Near UCLA. Private roonVbath. Kitchen

privileges. Parking. No smoking. $45(Vmo.

+7. utilities. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing faclity

Sharsd or private unto All turnishad. Private

'

bathroom Pool. Jacuzzi. 14 hr drive to UCLA
Now accepting Mnvner & fall applkationa.

Free brocure. NCR 9500 Zeizah^ Northridge.

CA 91325 (til) Mk^1717

CULVER CITY. $369,000 Duplex r>ear MCM.
Excellent neighborhood and schools. Full car
garage. 60X1 35 lot. Best buy. (21 3)391 -2944.

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-
fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000.
(818)99ai300 and (818)906-7269.

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from June August.
a-bcd/2 bath. Need parking. Unfurnished.
(213)748-4544.

BRENTWOOD. Male to share r(x>m in

luxurious apartment. Pool, security. $325/mo.

including utilites. (21.3)472-7465.

CLASSY House, great neighborhood Own
room, parking. 1 5-min. from UCLA.
(213)216-9.383.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $530/mo Available til August or

longer. (21.3)931-5016.

FEMALE roommate, own room in 2-l)edr(x)m

apt Non smokers only. Avail. June 1. Call

(213)289 0424. Leave mossagr

FEMALE STUDENT from Northwestern U
needs sublet 6/90 8/90. M/l . (708)492-8630

(coolcct).

FEMALE SUBLET needed: fVl 5-9/1 5; furnished

room in 3-bedrcx>m apartment. $309/mo.

10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157.

FURNISHED BFDRCX^M- Attached bath, bal-

cony, kitchen, refrigerator, pool, laundry,

Westwood, opposite UCLA. $475/mo., ulili

ties included. (21.3) 824-5724.

GREAT PLACE/ GREAT PRICE. New security

building with parking, 1 -block away
2-bedroorr\/ bath, furnished, central a/c, dis-

hwasher, microwave, Jacuzzi, laundry, excel-

Icnt view. Price negotiable. (213)208-1226.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus
2bd/2ba, security, jacuz2i, a/c, diswashcr,

parking, laundry. Call (213)824-54.38.

LAWYER seeks 2-bedroom house/apartment.

July 22-August 1 0. (Dates negotiable) to sublet

or exchange with large. New York Apt. Day
(212)854 4523. Nights (212)988 4696.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean. Summer sublet.

1 -bed/1 -bath. Parking-3. Right across from

campus. (213)824-5548.

NEED June-September, $625/mo, furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.

(213)208 .3806

NEED RCK)MMATES- To share 2-bed/2 V.

bath townhouse for summer. $.300^mo. Man-

ning Ave., 1-bloc.k south of Wilshire. Quiet,

sundeck, with own laundry! Vera (213)

208-1759.

NEED SLJBLET! Couple prefers 1 -bdrrp Now
thru mid August. Jennifer or Conslantin.

(213)664 0400

ON GAYLEY: Walk to campus. 2 bed/2- bath.

New; security parking. Summer sublease.

Great Manager! (213)208-4805.

PROFESSIONAL seeking studio or one-

bedroom for sublet, now tl;)fl»ugh at least July

15 (21.3)651-4030 .__

REIX)NDO BEACH. July, August. Large bed

room with bath. Mile from beach.

$333 33/month. (213)379-9857 Susan

ROOMMATE. Share Ibd Iba Sawtellc/Ohio

apartment. (Mid June) or July/September.

$312.50/mo. (Selling furniture)

(213)312-0390 Maria.

able.6/1 8. Rent negotiable. Micheal or Eric

(213)824-3893.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $320/mo
(neg.). Share room, furnished, A/C, pool. (21 3)

824-0601

.

^/VESTWOOD. Share 1 -bd., furnished. Need to

start June 1. $437.50/mo. Kelton. Yvette

(213)478-2507 or Robert (213)208-4439.

V^STWOOD Room in house. Private bath

Backyard. Quiet street. Close to campus.
S475/mo. June 18-Sept. 18.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD 423 Kelfbn Furnished,
2-bdrm/2-bath. 3 spaces available, price ne-

gotiable!! Call (213)209-5729.

WESTWOOD-2 bed/2 bath Available June

18-Sept 1 . Share room with another girl. Call

Jessica (213)478-7810.

WESTWOOD 527 MIDVALE. 2 bedroom/
2-bath. Jacuzzi, pool, security, parking. Avail-

able mid-June-August (213)209-0235

WLA. Female apartment-mate needed. Own
furnished room and bath. May-August
$425/mo (213)44 7-7884

WLA- Female, apartment needed. Own. Furn-

ished room + bath May Aug $425/mo. (213)

447-7884
"V-

WLA, July- August. Own room in nice 3 bed-

room apartment, 1 Vi miles from campus. Low
rent $380/mo. Good area Call Lisa

(213)473-9304. ^

WLA/SUMMER. Woman for own room/bath.

Large,sunny, balcony, laundry, dishwasher.

$425. Kate (213)274-1376.

Condos for Sole 67

2+2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables Agent,

Ray. (213)559-4315. ",

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus..

2-bdmr\/1Vi -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (213)826-5878

Condos for Rent 69

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bcd/2-bath condo.
Swimming pool, garage, $1200. For info call

Ben 10am—7pm. (213)477-8838.

WLA, 2-bdr/2-bth, 2nd floor. $1095/mo. 1865
Greenfield Ave. New carpet. Call Carl.

(213)474-3338

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

Auto & Motorcycle
insurance

Low rates For
Goocf Drivers

Donaldson Insi!irance

Agency
Imrmedlate Phone Quotes

392'418l,392'9621
2030 Lincoln ivd. Santa Monica

66 Insurance 91 Services Offered 96

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
S^ SAVEO.N

i *e*l LVSiaANCtSCRVlr ES

PROFESSIONAL VVRIT4NG, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertation'!. Proposals and
books. Research and wnting
Foreign students welcome.

Sharon Bear. Ph D
(213) 470-6662

Tutoring Offered 98

**•***•*****•
^
-K

M
^
^

/liistate :;;
Auto/Home/Commercial ^T
Westwood/Wilshire Oftico "f^

312-0202 -k
1317 Westwood Blvd T
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

"^

••*•******••*

IRENCH LRSSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PKOrESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Fxpert all levels teachmg experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITEK-FDITOR Top skills lo

assist you with- papers, manuscripts; theses,

dissertations, resumes. Call 473 4193.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE.. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363

Ask for Lisa.

[•

I*
•

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do, but auto Insurance
IS required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGEMCY

TUTORING
All subjects pivjs LSAT, GMAT. and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson v\rith this

od. IVY league grads _^^
^arfifora Prep

(213)271-5181

. . ^^^^^^^—— '* Tutoring Needed 99

AUTO INSURANCI

WANTED: Professor needs native Chinese
speaker for beginning conversational tutoring

Now until July 1. $10 per hou"
(713)470.9387 .

Minimum liability required
by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21. male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.N.I. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCU
Home/Health/Comm./Motorcycles.

We'll Come TO YOU!

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate With Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers.theses.professional editing by UCLA (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEn! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. ^Near campus ^8am IQpm^
'' (213)472 r999

All typing I do. Tree picl(-up and delivery

$1.75/page (8 18)708-09 10 and
(213)274-1229

APA, Dissertations, Theses Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesettin^graphics. (21 3)578- 1415.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390 4588

BEAUTIFUL Typing Most conscientious, ex

perienced reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes CoTcct spelling, gramr^ar

Edith (213)933-1747

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable. Wests dc

(213)470-0597, (213)4 70-8184

Movers 94

GREG'S MOVING CO Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves 24hr (213)281-8692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ol< Student discount.'

Friendly(2 13)285-8688 gCLA alumnus.

K Si()K'.\(,

University Storage Services
•Wc store inyihtng, any sizd
•Pidt up and delivery provided
• Extensive Insurance Policy
•Student Rates

For info and reservations call

1-800-736-6041

lERRY'S moving and delivery The careful

hnovers. free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST Ask about bur

Spring special Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck

EXPERT TYPING, Wora Process-ng
AcadcmiQ'Business Dissertations, scripts, etc

Your location or mmc Angela (21 31399 2066

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing Papers, typeset resumes, business

Laser printed (213)391-0942

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

IBM PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re

ports, dissertations, scripts Laser prmlcr

National/Sepulveda (21 3)397-971

1

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer, Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conie/
Tiverton (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount lo students, pick-up and delivery, 24 .

hour service .(213)828-8133, Angelica

TYPING, editing, typesetting, negotiable rates

Pick-up. One day around. Mark
(213)931 6623 ^ \

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888 ^
WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

•jrinted WLA Andy (21 3)390-1 141

.

Services Offered ^^
$5 CX^LLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

•Professional instructors. Reserva-
tions" Ac adem ic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statemerHs, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author M Ay TOurnalism Dick

(213)208 4353. [V

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1.369

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing probiefns

^ and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-S021

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults

children. $1.5/hr Call Mr Rubinn at

(213)475-1646 Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ itylies.

NY City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012
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Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets
results. Expet writing, computer typesetting,
laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written
by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1665.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

^

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

.All Rontut Trip Tares

l*ii()<^'iii.\. $3S.

l-'i^ \o.ua.s 48.

I oronio 235.

Caiuiin 358.

HonoliiliL 288.

^:'iic:i.U() 244.

W jsliinmci DC ...298.

lonclon 525.
Restrictions may apply Fares Bubiecf
'o change \A/ithout notice .

—

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

^available with purchase.

^fn'M^* oJ[fcatH/}i4s

when yoti van*}^el it

all rt^ht herey

Stop...

you're

killing

me

Tonight
May 15

Cooperage
8:30 pm-

Autos for Sole

1981 PONTIAC, dark blue, 2-door, good
condition, radio, heater, A/C, 37,591 k, $1 500.
(213)852-0673.

1982 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
$4500. Great condition. New stereo. Alarm.
(213)447-7803.

Travel 105

1984 MITSUBISHI- Cordia L, low mileage,
excellent condition. $3,6O0/obo. Call (213)
937-4058.

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD- Discover our
newest travel acccsorics, call Remy's Adven-
tures. Free catalogue. (213) 831-6114.

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from jroo. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext.A 8050.

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,
alarm. Good condition. $3500
(213)556-2993

xounaa-iD frofT> lcs Anqcies

San Francisco $ 110
Mexico City $ 250
Costa Rica $ 370
Hawaii $ 298
Paris $ 618
Tokyo $ 599
Tahiti $ 679
Nairobi $1149
Johannesburg $1 459

^bSinc:,ons ac»y. Fa'es Suoieci lo cnanqe
wiinoi.1 nonce anc oaseo on avaiiat>iiiiy

***Eurailpassc$***
issued on the spot
Cpen Saturdays 10-2

CoundiTkaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Anseles, G\ 90024

213-208-3551

BUICK SKYHAWK, 1983, 4-door sedan, auto-
matic, a/c, AM-FM cassette, $-2500/obo. Even-
ings: (213)715-2995.

BUICK Skylark 1982 fully equipcd excellent
condition. $2000 (213) 379-3903.

ESTATE SALE- BMW 735i, 1988, silver blue,

13,000 miles. Blue book, $35,000 $41,OOo!
(818) 887-0577 (818) 887-1166.

rORD, Mustang CT 1985, $8,300 8 cylinder,

5-spced, t-tops, white/black. All power, cruise
control, great condition 50,000 miles. Private
party. (818)995-36.5<r

HONDA ACCORD- 1980, $1,200/obo
5-spccd, 76k miles, stereo casscllc, A\yi M.
Clean, beige, good condition. (21 3) 837-7944.

HONDA CIVIC, 1987, 3-door, 5-specd, A/C,

stereo/cassette, $5100 White, new tires. Mint
condition. (818)980 84(>0.

NEED CAR- For 2-3 months until September.
Call (213) 441-1711. In the evening.

PONTIAC GRAND PRIX- 1989, $12,900.
13.8K miles, mint, loaded (213) 473-5142

RENAULT Le Car '83, 85,000, good condition,

slick shift, $1500 day (21 3)825-W>73 night

(213)837-9596.

SAAB, 1970, Red. A Classic 2nd owner
Moving to Europe. $1850. Call
(213)91.3-1811

TOYOTA CELICA 1976 5-spd, very depend-
able, runs great, clean, $12no/obo
(816)788 6553 eves.

TRIUMPH TR6, 1970 $7200 Runs/looks
great. Ncw/rcbuill Irasnmission, suspension,

muffler, starter, brakes and more
(213)4796182

VW 1978 Rabbit auto new. e*nginc"pr8k mtlcs

Any Large i

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

Burm
Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

Expires 6/5 /90 5
Not vaiio with other otters orr coupons I

Good for everyone in party • No substitutions

109 Auto Repair

SERVE

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

10

Corner c

and Wilsh
Discount

Bundy
ire

w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811
VW Squareback 1972, good engine, clean
interior, $1200, KARL (213)824-4172.

Bicycles for Sale 113

MOUNTAIN BIKE. DialchiAlanti. 18 speeds.

Japanese Brakes Lock, water bottle included
New. $250/obo. (213)209 0390.

SPECIALIZEID ALLEZ SE- 1988, under 200 M,
excellent condition. SIS, Dia Compe brakes!

$50q/obD. (213) 208 1923.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONIM 250XL- Only 7000 miles Kuns
stron^clcan Well cared for, $850. Call Mark
(213) 824-9844

NEED SOMEONE to drive Cadillac from
Woodland Hills to Rhode Island. One way.
(818)887 1166.

Scooters 119

Travel Tickets TO5

1983 VESPA 50 Moped. Pedal start Red. Old
but runs. $125/obo. Call (213)470 8951.

1983, YAMAHA 50cc scooter (red) Runs
great! $3(XVobo Matt (213)451-0055.

1985 HONDA ELITE 150 Deluxe, red, goori

condition $950/()bo. Rick. (213)379 0708

1985 HONDA Elite 1 50, great conditifJn, new
paint. $5fX)/obo (21 3)824 (X)31

.

1985 HONDA FIITE 1,50. Great Condition'

$8(X) including lock Rich (213)208-2793.

1985 YAMAHA Riva I 25 great condition, new
parts SMOO Call )en (213)208 8936

1986 HONDA SPRH-, 2,5(X) miles only, rur^s

great $250, call Fdy (21-3)836 6198.

1-way, LA lo Tokyo Must depart. June 23-29.

$.395/obo (213)842 7867

ONT-way airplane ticket lAX to TrankfurT

Good thru 7/23/90 $350/obo Call
(213)824 3917. Chris.

wok-k done w/rccipts great car musU'-scU! Vorfr'i_rr-»K.t-iA Aorr% ,. "V ji

$l(XXyncg Michelle (213)473-4205 ^ ! TV^.^c^^n/ ^ 'o^''''''^
''''^"'

2 ; |ust tun ed, t)ck, $4 lO/obo. (213)824-3877
VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE- 1981, $5,450 1007 ur^MnA u)u. r ui T"! T
c c^^j Air- , h 1 1 11

1987 HONDA SI'RH, blue, excel en condi-
5-spced, A/C, new tiresAop, low miles, pull- , ,^y^ ,-

,, , ,

'
„., ',

put. (213) 858 5901 Day (213)688-3436.
^^

TRAVFL
>iSUCL4/ SERVICE

A Lcvfl Ackcrni;iii
'

I Idiirs M F',H SO (). s.ii 1 I ^

Autos for Sale 109

1973 BLUE CONVERTIBLE BUG rebuilt en-

gine. New top, tires, and paint. Low miles.

$4300/obo. (213)277-2476.

1976 VW RABBIT. $6(XVobo. Runs well,

reliable. Leave message at (213)750-5399.

VW RABBIT 1976, $6(X) Runs well, reliable.

Leave message at (21327^0 5399

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

1987 HONDA Arro ,(,

Basket lock. $4fX) Call Drew (213)939-0313.

1988 HONDA Elite 50 Like new. Only 1 750
miles Blark/grey $60(V()ho. (213)558 8189

85 HONDA ELITE 1.50 DELUXE- Blue, runs

excellent, $650 00 (213) 572 4082

GRADUATING MUST SELL Honda Elite, 1 50
Deluxe, like new Blue, $1,100 obo. (213)

824-7512.

HONDA ELITE- '80, 1986, low mileage, good
condition $600. (213) 396 6219. Eve

GYMNASTS
Fronfi page 31

9.975.

"It was great because it was my
last collegiate meet," Waller said.

"Nobody before me missed so' I

had more pressure, but I was
relieved because I had to go all

out."'

Hayashi became the first UCLA
gymnast to win the vault title with

a 9.575 score. He also captured an
AU-American honor with a fifth-

place 9.70 floor routine.

Umphrey came back from the

foot injury he suffered at the team
finals to place second on the rings

(9.850).

However, it wasn't all good for

the Bruins, as Keswick had to pull

himself out of the individual

competitions—ihe all-arounds and
high bar—after a finger injury he
suffered at the team finals.

With the collegiate season offi-

cially over, two Bruins continued
to compete in national competi-
tions. Umphrey, as a member of
the U.S. National team, placed first

in the compulsories to finish fifth-

in the all-arounds in the U.S. v.

East Germany competition in

Tennessee.

Waller competed for the U.S. in

the China Cup, replacing an
injured Keswick. Of the 51
entrants fronri 16 countries. Waller
placed 14th in the all-arounds, and

:

*•..».

third on the high bar
The Western Regionals marks

the first summer competition.

110 Scooters 119

HONDA SPREE, 1986. Great condition. Just

tuned. $350. Call (213)824-1858.

VESPA PI 25X: Rebuilt engine, blue, with rack,
and backrest. Call Roger (213)824-4926.
Leave message. $850 firm.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black. Brand new engine
and battery. Just tuned-up. Lock and helmet.
$450. (213)208 4052.
YAMAHA RAZZ, 1986, just tuned, runs great,

good condition. Must sell. Huge sacrifice.

$275. (213)202-7876.

YAMAHA RAZZ 1987. Good condition, low
mileage, new battery. Helmet and lock in-

cludcd. $400 00 (213)824-1943.

YAMAHA 180 RIVA SCOOTER. 1986 Light

blue, 5k miles. $900. Call
Andy(21 3)473-9525.

Furniture 126

FULL SIZED BED LOR SALE $200 for both.

Camilla (21.3) 478-7234.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di
ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $2(XV
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Bra.ss head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-23.38.

MATRFSS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85',

kings $95 Bunkbcds. Deliveries, phone orders
accepted. (213) 372-2337.

NEW May Co. Sofa/love seat Oxford blue'
striped. Must sell. Extending table light wood
w/four chairs w/Iight blue seats must sell this

week (213)471-3577

Misc. For Sole 128

PH D. BLACK CAP, GOWN, HCX)D.
bullion tassel. Mint condition $195.
(213)625 4245, eve (818)346-4107.

Crfjid

Day

lent condition.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

BRAND new Kenwood st<>reo w/mtegrat.cd
Amp KA 128, Quartz^ synthesiser KT^8,
compact disc, KX f.8 double cassette deck, jl

880, 3 speaker, 3 way speakers, glass dark
w(K)d display case. Must sell. (21 3)471 -3577.

Typewriter/Computer 1.34

APPI I- He with scribe printer and pro^ranis
"

musr'serH4n0neg. Michelle (21 3)473-420.7.

IBM/A r/COMPATABLE COMPUUK", IBM's
VCiA monitor, Logitech mouse, software, new
$1400.00 Dcnisc 8-5pm. Campus

-12 lJja2i»4i09 i^ __:

IBM AT clone, hard, 5" A 3V. " drive,s, mono
monitor,yslill under warranty. With WP 5.0,

Lotus. $750 (213)477 6075 Matt.

IBM COMPATIBLE Tendy 1(X)0 FX Color
monitor, external floppy drive, dot matrix^
printer, 1 30A. Comprehensive system, includ-
ing software. Like new; new printer $700/obo
Marcy (213)470-9984

SPECIAL GRAPHICS COMPUTER. Apple II GS
with software and two drives + Imagewriler !l

printer - Special offer $1300 (213)450 7.059
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PEN
From page 30 -

could be released from their

lellers-of-intent witho>ul penalty

before the season begins if the

Rebels are placed on proba-

tion?

UNLV is not under investi-

gation for improper recruiting

of either Tarvcr or O'Ban-
non— rather, the Rebels and
Tarkanian are incurring the

NCAA wrath for their treat-

ment of Lloyd Daniels, a New
York City playground player

who was recruited in 1985 and

1986. Numerous improprieties

have been reportedly cited in

the case of UNLV and

Daniels, and this is why sever-

al NCAA gentlemen in suits

have been hanging around the

craps tables.

Yet if Tarver, O'Bannon, or

any other high school player

—

such as H. Waldman, who has

officially signed with

UNLV—inks the papers, they

have lo suffer the penalty

more than Daniels or those

who were actually responsible

for the infractions—^and that

isn't fair.

And another unfair thing that

plagues the college recruiting

wars: if after recruiting an
incoming class of players, a

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

'THANKS TO YOG"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

I.

before the season begins, those

freshmen-to-be are still bound
to that school and cannot

transfer without penalty.

The old argument goes along
the lines that a player should

sign not with a coach, but

with an institution. Well, if in

this day and age of college

sports serving as a virtual

minor league system, that rea-

soning just doesn't hold any
water.

There aren't many people

out there who think that

Tarver and O'Bannon are

heading out to the middle of

the Nevada desert because of

the top-flight Hotel and Casino
Management Majors offered at

UNLV, or for the fact that the

campus is one of U.S. News
and World Report* s top-rising

schools in the West.

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Bm One
Gel One
FREE

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUmCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive -

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROGP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

^ (corner of Westwood Blvd.)
^

(213) 208-8 ISS^'y^

With this coupon, order any one of our er^

trees, and get another entree of equal or lesser
value free. Valid for all members of your
party.

Valid Sunday through Thursday. Not valid
for carry-outs, banquets, or parties of ten or

Not good with any otner offer. Please

.^1^

more.
present UCLA ID with coupon.

Offer expires 5/31/90

1109 Glendon Avenue
Westwood Village

208-3884

DB

J

They're heading not for the

big lights and packed houses at

the campus library, but for the

big lights and packed house at

the Thomas and Mack Center.

The players are heading to

UNLV to play for Jerry Tarka-

nian and the defending national

champion Running Rebels, not

to hear some top-flight math
professor indicate the proper

methods lo rectify derivatives.

Tarkanian, not that professor,

recruited the pair and sold

them on the merits of UNLV,
and if he leaves, the entire

program as Tarvcr or O'Ban-
non know it will not be the

same. ,

You can't separate Tarkanian
from UNLV, or any coach

from his program, and expect

things to remain the same.

Perhaps Tarver and O'Bannon
would stick around with a new
coach—if Tarkanian indeed

does leave—but they, and any
incoming recruit, should have a

free decision to make if indeed

a coach exercised a decision of

his own and left an institution.

Jhere is a need for change,

^fen?f tlvi beet tjUlS'

Ll-

i »

AiUfyarwiHUCENr.

t COMEnoM p/ar DErumum-
BmONMDOFFCAMm

0. 4lf STWfNTS, STAFF AHO FAmTY.

I COME IHA YUtlEIY OF SHAPES, SIZES

AMD STYLES,

t UVEAUOm THESOUTHLAmr— ^^

but until the NCAA realizes

and accepts it, things will still

be the same.

And there will still be a

pair of unsigned documents in

the files at UNLV, wailing for

the autographs of Shon Tarver

and Ed O'Bannon—or NCAA
probation—whichever comes
first

You Can Be A
Yanpooler,Too!

VJunpool riders and drivers are

needed ASAP In these southland areas:

GLENDAU
PALOS mOES

LAPUEKTE/EimONTEAREAS
WHmiEk
SUmiAKE
WESTtOVm

LA (AMADA I ALTADENA AREAS

MOHIEBELLO

VANHUYS

117W 5AMVI(BIT£^VP..L0SANgC£5.CA..9oOI'882P-1516

Cal
(2l3r825-7639
UCLA Commuter Assistance,jRidesharlng

Department
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Your are invited to attend a free
lecture on Christian Science

entitled

IS COMPLETE RELIANCE
ON GOD POSSIBLE IN
rODATS WORLD?'

by
Richard G Brookin s, GS.

A tneniher of The Ghristian Science Board
of Lectureship

Sunday, May 20,1990 at 2:30 p.m.
First Church of Christ, Scientist

142 South Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills

All Are Welcome

Child Care Provided Free Parking

TENNIS:>

Tjr

y THE BROTHERS OF

ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC.
"The First Black Greek Letter Organization''

Gamma Xi Chapter UCLA
presents the

ffd AMNUAL MAL ^^

From page 32

Dryer had iriplc-brcak-point al 2-

0, love-40 in the second set.

Had Dryer broken, it would
have given her two service breaks,

but Arendt had the big first serve

when she needed it ail day. She hit

one to the backhand of Dryer to

make it 15-40 and another one
down the middle to make it deuce.

Arendt eventually won the game
with the third service winner to the

backhand again.

At three-all, Dryer had another

break point at 30-40. Arendt hit a

backhand slice to Dryer's back-

hand, ^nd Dryer apparently hesi-

tated in no-man's land, trying to

decide whether or not to go to the

net. She did, but the indecision cost
.

her as she missed a backhand half-

volley.

Arendt held her serve two points

later with another ace down the

middle and was all downhill from
there.

Foley d. Sabo, 7-5, 6-4.

Foley, who has rolled up a

number of impressive upset wins
this year over the likes of Lisa

Green, three-time NCAA semifi-

nalist from Stanford, and Stepha-
nie London, USC's^All-American,

'

added Sabo, Duke's No. 2 singles

player, to the list.

At five-all, deuce on Sabo's
serve. Foley blasted her patented

'"»)

TODAY. TUESDAY MAY l.-S. 1990

VIDEO PRESENTATION:

"THE LEGACY OF MALCOLM X"
AGSM 1234

A,

7:00 - 9:00 PM

WEDNESDAY MAY Ifi. 1990

y Professor Ahman Rhae (CSULB) brings:

-i^THE POWER OF THE MESSAGE
AN INSIGHT TO MALCOLM X"

"-*-

12 Noon Westwood Plaza

backhand down-the-line wmncr to

get an ad-out, then took the 6-5

lead when Sabo choked and double
faulted on the next point.

Sabo's confidence went into the

dumper after that, as Foley won the

next 10 points in row to take the

first set, 7-5, and led 1-0 in the

second set. Sabo finally recovered
and managed to tie it at four-all.

Foley, who head coach Bill Zaima
said is presently "the toughest

mentally on the team," proved him
correct by breaking Sabo's serve

with another backhand winner and
a lunging hug-the-sideline fore-

hand return winner.

Foley then made use of her

signature stroke—the backhand
down-the-line winner^three
more times in the final game,
including the last two points, as

Sabo could only stare at balls

streaking past her.

Top is bottom,
bottom is top

PaC'lO Softball awards

cause for confusion

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

After incorrectly announcing
the All-Conference award winners
last week, the Pac-10 took two
days to retabulate the coaches*
ballots after finding a discrepancy
in the initial totals, and released the

corrected All Pac-10 team this

weekend.

"As soon as I saw the (All-Pac

10) team, I knew something was
wrong," the conference's Troy
Hanson said after the mistake.

"There was a miscommunication
between our office and the coach-
es. In essence, the scoring was
reversed, with the lesser players

who received votes ending up at

the top of the list."

The conference voting is done
on a point scale. Players receive

points based on the position they
appear on each coach's ballot, i.e.— three points for being nomi-
nated as the top player at a

position, two points for second,

etc.

Inadvertently, the conference

offic ials count ing the vote s

Sponsored by The Office of Fraternity & Sorority Relations

Farley d. Foley, 6-2, 6-2.

The hot weather, the long
match^ and the intense competi-
tion finally caught up with Foley,

as Farley jumped all over her.

"I'm really tired," Foley said.

"Menially, I just couldn't gel up ^

for it. I lost (the match) in the

beginning of the first set."

Foley fell behind 4-0 quickly in

the first set, committing numerous
unforced errors which were absent
from her previous matches in the

tournament

Graham d. McCalla, 6-2, 6-3.

"Everywhere I hit it she was
there."

McCalla went on to elaborate on
her analysis of her loss. "When
she's at net, she's so tall, you can't

pass, you can't lob her and if you
put it at her feet, she'll just drop „

shot it"

McCalla wasn't through yet
"When her serve's on, she can

ace you left and right.**

Ceniza/Sampras d. Gaido/Ses-
sions, 6-3, 6-3.

"We didn't know anything
about them," said 1988 NCAA
doubles champion Sampras of the

obscure team from SMU. The
Bruins soon found out, though, as

they found themselves down 2-0 in

the first set.

McCalla/Dryer d. Bundstrom/
Ohrman, 7-5, 6-1.

It was deja vu as McCalla/Drycr

faced the Pepperdine team they

had beaten to clinch the team
match for UCLA on Friday.

totalled the points backwards,
awarding the players receiving

lower votes more points. A player

ended up receiving more points for

coming in third than first on a

ballot.

Not surprisingly, UCLA came
away from the final count — the

real count — leading the confer-

ence with six first team players.

Among the Bruin winners were
Coach of the Year Sharron Back-
us, Player of the Year Lisa
Longaker, and All-Pac- 10 players

Kerry Dienelt, Kristy Howard,
Shanna Flynn, Yvonne Gutierrez,

and Lisa Fernandez. Named to the

second team were Kelly Inouye,

Missy Phillips, and Shelly Mont-
gomery.

Reactions from the team were
mixed as expected, since some of
the Bruins named in the first

announcement were dropped after

the recount.

"It's so confusing because of
everything that has happened,"
Longaker (who was left out of the

first vote completely) said of the

mistake. "I just can't be happy
because I feel bad for the players

who are disappointed. It was a

really shabby job by the Pac-10."

Junior Kerry Dienelt was even
more ambivalent about the honor.

"It's no big deal now," she said.

"Coach Backus told us one thing at

practice last week, and now those

players aren't even in it. It really

seems like a joke. The mistakes
definitely take away from the

award."

No formal apology was issued

from the Pac-10, but officials did

voice a concern that the voting

system needed to and would be
reviewed in the future.

Lisa Longaker
UCLA SPORTS INFO
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PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

OUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

SCORE IN THE TOP 20%
ON ANY SECTION OR TAKE
OUR NEXT COURSE FREE

CALL 1-800.777.EXAM

.CLASSES BEGIN MAY 25TH

V.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
• Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Be^ck Pain

Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwc5oa~ Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

advertise (v.)- l. to promote products or services in the mass

media order to generate interest in those products or services and

thereby create income (see Daily Bruin, 825-2161

9 w w 9
3 w w wk

$$$$

The International Student Center at UCLA~
presents:

1 The DASHEW Series of Programs
**THE NEW OLD WORLD: LIBERATION OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE'

for three consecutive Tuesday evenings
at the International Student Center

1023 Hilgard Ave., Westwood

Tuesday, May 15:

7:30 P.M.
Panelists:

"Welcome" by JAN ROOS
President Board of Directors, ISC

Series moderator: MICHAEL HEIM
Prof. Slavic Languages and Literature, UCLA

**THE CHANGING POLITICAL ORDER" and
"TRANSITION FROM CENTRALIZED TO MARKET ECONOMY"
ALEX ALEXIEV - RAND Corporation, expert on Eastern Europe
and USSR
JACEK KALABINSKI - Radio Free Europe, Polish Desk
Washington, D.C.

Tuesday, May 22:

7:30 P.M.
Panelists:

Tuesday, May 29:

7:30 P.M.

Panelists:

TIBOR FRANK - UC Santa Barbara, Prof. History Dept. and Eotvos
Lorand Univ., Budapest
JOHN VEITCH - use, Prof. Economics Dept.

GEORGE HEMINGWAY - President of Hemingway Group with major
interests in Eastern Europe

**EASTERN EURPOPEAN CULTURE IN A FREE MARKET
ENVIRONMENT"
JIRINA FUCHS - Poet and President of Czechoslovak Culture Club
in LA
GYULA GAZDAG - Hungarian film director, visit. Prof. UCLA
EVA FROGACS - Art Historian from Hungary
CORNELIUS SCHNAUBER - USC, Prof German Dept.
REIN RANNAP - Composer, pianist from Estonia

SOCIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: "YOUNG GENERATION AND THE
COLLAPSE OF COMMUNIST SYSTEM IN CENTRAL-EASTERN
EUROPE" and "ETHNIC DFVERSITY"
GUNNAR NIELSSON - USC, Prof International Relations

MARIANNA BIRNBAUM - UCLA, Prof. German and
Hungarian language. -

ZBIGNIEW SEKULSKI - Sociologist, political activist, artist, from Poland
JURE MARN - UCLA, graduate student, Yugoslavia

__ ALEX GALICIA - UCLA, AIESEC delegate to Hungary
' ANNA CHULSKAYA - Biologist from Latvia

'

T ' '

•\ .

Receptions following programs. All programs are open to the public without charge. For more information call

(213) 208-4587, 825-3384. Ask for Inez Hirsch, Zbigniew Sekulski, or Mia Valert.

Funding: The Council on Pro gi-anmiinir of the ISC

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IX)S ANGELES

1023 Hilgard Ave.. I^ Angeles. California 90024 • 208 4687 • 825-3384

u
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College recruiting wars unfair to athletes Bruin Sports Calendar

Out of tha Pen

Chris
Koutures

battles by successfully recruit-

ing these two Southern Califor-

nia-players. In actuality, UNLV
may have more battles to fight

in the future.

The Rebels, especially head

coach Jerry Tarkanian, have
been under the NCAA investi-

gative gun for many seasons,

and are rumored to be heading

for probation before the next

season begins.

Wary of this disciplinary

action, both Tarver and O'Ban-
non are hedging on signing the

Ictiers-of-intent that will bind

them to UNLV even if the

Rebels are indeed on probation.

As long as their John Han-
cock's are absent from any
official UNLV stationary, the

two can flee the desert mecca
without penalty if the NCAA
vultures pay a visit.

And there lies the problem.

Why should high school

players like O'Bannon and
Tarver have to wait and put

their basketball careers on hold

because of an on-going investi-

gation? Wouldn't the situation

be more fair to them if they

See PEN, page 27

OPPONENT

MON.-THURS.. MAY 14-17

LOCATION TIME

Women's Tennis @ NCAA Singles/ Gainesville, FL
Doubles

Championships

AIDay
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GYMNASTS: Bumps and bruises didn't hold back theses gutty Bruins
From page 32 "

'-

^

~"~

TUESDAY, MAY 15

Baseball @ Pepperdine Malibu 2:30 p.m.

THURS,-FRi., MAY 17-18

News item fronri April:

Shon Tarver, a Santa

Clara High guard con-

sidered to be among the best

backcourt players in the West;
orally commits to UNLV.
News item from last week:

Ed O'Bannon, Artesia High
center considered to be the top

player in the entire nation/^
orally commits to UNLV.
Today is May 15th, the last

day that a high school senior

can sign a basketball letter-

of-intcnt and scholarship

grant-in-aid package for the

1990-91 schggr year.

Today, there are no such
signed documents from either

Tarver or O'Bannon on file in

the Running Rebel Basketball

Office.

UNLV, the dcfcndmg nation-

al champions by virtue of a

i03-73 triumph over Duke,
appears to have won two more

Men's Golf @ Oak Tree

Invitational

Oklahoma City,

OK '

All Day

THURS .-SUN., MAY 17-2
Men's and

Women's Crew
©Pacific 10

Championships

Sacramento TBA

THURS.-SUN.. MAY 17-20
A

Men's Tennis @NCAA
Championships

Indian Wells. CC All Day

FRIDAY, MAY 18
Baseball @UNLV Las Vegas, NV 7:00 p.m.

DAVE GIBSON

Big recruits may avoid UNLV head basketball coach Jerry
Tarkaniari until the results of an NCAA investigation are
released.

FRI..-SAT.. MAY 18-19

Softball

Women's Track

@NCAA
Regionals

@ Santa Monica

Twilight

TBD

Santa Monica

TBD

TBD

SATURDAY, MAY 19

Baseball @UNLV Las Vegas, NV 7:00 p.m

SAT.-SUN.. MAY 19-20 •*.

Men's and

Women's Track

@Pacific-10

Championships

Seattle, WA Al Day

SUNDAY, MAY 20

Baseball @UNLV Las Vegas, NV 1:00 p.m

titles with collegiate bests scores

on the rings (9.80) and high bar

(9.80). Sophomore Scott Keswick
won the parallel bars with a

collegiate best 9.85 while finishing

fourth in the all-arounds (56.90).

However, instead of moving
forward after that, the Bruins

suffered through a mild slump with

a mediocre win at the Southwest
Cup and a loss to Stanford in Palo

Alto.

"We had a fairly rough year

during the dual-meet part of the

season," head coach Art Shurlock

said. "We just weren't consistent.

We were trying to get ready for the

NCAAs and it took its toll (on the

team) a lot of the time."

The Bruins finished the season

with two solid wins on their home
floor, and enjoyed the emergence
of several, quality gymnasts. Wall-

er ended the regular season win-

ning three of six all-around titles,

while Umphrey captured his first

all-around title at the John Wooden
Center Invitational with a collegi-

ate best 57.45.

Junior Terry Notary had his best

meet against UC Santa Barbara,

winning his first title on the

parallel bars and placing third in

the all-arounds. Sophomore Jon

Lee also began to emerge during

the end of the year with strong

fmishcs.

UCLA finished a disappointing

third t)chind Stanford and Arizona

State. ,

At the Pac-lOs, things started

out badly for the Bruins as Kes-

wick suffered a head injury which
kept him out of the championships.

"It surprised us (when we
finished third at the Pac-lOs),"

Shurlock said. "We thought wc
could do better. It did hurt us when
Scott had to drop out after the

second event in the Pac-lOs."

In the individual competitions,

the Bruins began to shine.

Umphrey moved from 1 5th lo third

with the top compulsory score to

finish second in the all-arounds.

Umphrey also went three-for-

three, winning the rings and tying

for first on the Hoor and vault with

teammate Hayashi.

Lee closely followed Umphrey
in the all-arounds, finishing third,

while placing fifth on the pommel
horse. Waller, despite injuries, tied

for second on the high bar.

With two weeks off, the men
went back to Westwood to

regroup. With a change in the

qualifying standards for the

NCAAs, only the top four teams
from the two regional competi-

tions qualify for the finals.

"If you're trying to make the

NCAA Championships and miss-

placing second with a collegiate

best 57.65 while scoring in the top

five in four of the six events.

The Bruins* two freshmen also

had outstanding meets, with Hay-
ashi placing in the top five in two
of his three events and Isidro

It)arrondo finishing in the lop 15 in

two events. '.

'

. "We peaked at the right time,"

Shurlock said. "We weren't con-

sistent enough at the Pac-lOs. We
started peaking at the regionals and

did our best at the NCAAs. That's

where we want to do our best."

Going into the NCAAs, UCLA
stunned many by placing second

behind host Minnesota in the team

prelims with a season high 284.70.

The score also marked the first

time in five attempts that UCLA
edged Nebraska in a competition.

"We all had a lot of confidence

in ourselves at that point," Shur-

lock said. "We were able to

duplicate what we did in practice."

The following night, UCLA's
poor opening rotation on the

pommel horse and Umphrey's
subsequent injur>' allowed Nebras-

ka to recapture its national title.

*The pommel horse i^ a hard

event to start on," Hayashi said.

"We caught up a lot after the high

bar (in the fifth rotation), but it was
a little too late.'

All this seemed to indicate good
things would happen in the post-

season.

"In our last couple of competi-

tions, ^e started doing what we
a team,"

ing rouiinca, you need to muKc Despite ttic aiird-placc nnisM,

T
DANIELLE EUBANK/Oaily Brum

The UCLA gymnastics team is a close knitbunch, but for Ter-

ry Notary and everyone else, it gets lonely up there.

II,— ,
were /Capable of as

DIMITRI NEGROPONJ£^^^|^^5ck Said.

Instead of claiming their eighth

Pac-10 title in the 1980s, however.

changes to be more consistent,"

Shurlock said. "We got a lot more
confident in our routines. Wc had

the routines all along, but wc
weren't confident."

At the regionals in Oklahoma
UCLA came out strong, finishing

second behind Nebraska. Keswick
had the best meet of his season.

three Bruins came back the fol-

lowing day to earn Ail-American

honors. Waller moved from 19th lo

sixth place in the all-arounds to

earn his first honor. Later that

evening, he won the high bar

competition with a collegiate high

See GYMNASTS, page 26

THE ULTIMATE
BALANCING ACT

The Fast Track vs.The Mommy/Daddy Track

. Wednesday evening. May 16
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Ackerman Union - 2nd Floor Lounge

^

Join us for a panel presentation and discussion on a v^ide range of issues impacting the career decisions, per-

sonal relationships, and family responsibilities of working v^omen and working men in the '90s. Topics include:

• Breaking, entering and getting to the top: the rewards, the sacrifices

• Making it work when you both work: division of labor
• Choices: the single life, role reversal, dual careers

• Re/nfiowslii^s; Clash or compromise?

• Betsy Bosak .

Human Resources Manager - TRW

• Dr. Jacqueline Goodchilds
Adjunct Professor, Psychology DeparlmeQl

UCLA

• Dr. Sandra Graham
Associate Professor, Graduate School of Education'

UCL\

FEATURING:
• Dr. Lynne Iglitzin

Director of Development, School of Social Work

University of Southern California

• Victoria Ellen Millet, M^D.
Pediatrician in Private Practice

• Dr. Richard Moyer
Assistant Dean, Academic Affairs

Pierce College

Moderator:

• Dr. June E. Millet

Educational Liaison

t-

Placement and Career Planning Center

Placement Career Planning Center

INTERNATIONAL MODELING AGENCY

MODEL SEARCH

WE ARE LOOKING

FOR NEW FACES

MEN & WOMEN

call for
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Sports
After two rounds, UCLA must go for doubles or nothing
Women's Tennis
NCAA Results

1st Round Singles

Cammie Foley, UCLA
d. Susan Sabo, Duke, 7-5, 6-4

Debbie Graham, Stanford

d. Iwalani McCalla, UCLA 6-2. 6-3

Nicole Arendt, Florida

d. Kirsten Greyer, UCLA, 6-2, 6-3

Diana Gardner, Princeton

d. Mamie Ceniza, UCLA, 5-6

2nd Round Singles

Andrea Farley, Florida

d. Cammie Foley, UCLA, 7-5,6-1

1st Round Doubles

Mamie Ceniza/Stella Sampras,

UCLA
d. Kim Gaido/Claire Session, SMU,
6-3. 6-3

Kirsten Dreyer/lwalani McCalla,

UCLA
d. Anna Brunstrom/Camilla

Ohman, Pepperdine. 7-5, 6-1

Gymnasts
overcame
bruising
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

Despite several bufnps 'and
bruises suffered through the long

journey to the NCAA Champion-
ships, the UCLA men's gymnas-
tics team finished the collegiate

season by crowning two national

champions and a third-place team
finish.

For the gymnasts, it's not lime to

hang up their uniforms just yet.

The "second season" officially

gets underway this weekend when
UCLA hosts the U.S. Gymnastics
Federation's Western Regionals.

Looking back on the collegiate

season, senior Chris Waller and
freshman Bard Hayashi won
national titles while the Bruins

finished with a 14-2 record, four

Pac-10 individual champions, and
strong finishes at the Western
Regionals and NCAAs.
The Bruins began the season

with their Ixjst opening perfor-

mance in three years, scoring a

278.675 victory over Cal State

Fullerton. Two weeks later at the

UCLA/Times Invitational, the

Bruins increased their team score

by almost a point but had to settle

for second behind an outstanding

Nebraska team.

Behind the Comhuskers' three

All-American seniors, Nebraska
proved itself to be the team to beat

as it held on to the No. 1 spot for all

but two weeks of the season.

In the second-place finish at the

Times Invite, two Bruins won
individual honors. Sophomore
Chainey Umphrey captured two

See GYMNASTS, page 31

NCAA
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

GAINSEVILLE, Fla — It's

doubles or nothing for UCLA.
After the first day of the NCAA

women's tennis championships,

UCLA finds itself out of the

single's title hunt. Freshman Cam-
mie Foley made it the furthest

(second round), by defeating

Duke's Susan Sabo, 7-5, 6^,
before losing to third-seeded

Andrea Fariey of Florida, 6-2, 6-2.

UCLA's three other singles

entries all lost in the first round.

Seventh-seeded Nicole Arendt
of Florida defeated Kirsten Dryer,

6-2, 6-3. Sixth-seeded Debbie
Graham of Stanford defeated
Iwalani McCalla, 6-2, 6-3, and
Diana Gardner of Princeton
defeated Mamie Ceniza by default

after Ceniza retifed leading 6-5 in

the first set.

UCLA's doubles entries fared

much better and both won their

opening-round matches. Sixth-

seeded Ceniza/Stella Sampras
defeated Kim Gaido/Claire Ses-

sionn of SMU, 6-3, 6-3, and
McCalla/ Dryer defeated Anna
Brunstrom/Camilla Ohrman, 7-5,

6-1.

In other action, there were two
major upsets: Top-seeded Mere-
dith McGrath of Stanford went
down in the second round to

unseeded Lupita Novelo of USC,
6-3, 6-3. Fourth-seeded Trisha
Laux of USC was also derailed in

the second round by unseeded
Carla Cossa of Texas, 6-4, 6-2.

Here is a recap of today's UCLA
action.

Arendt d. Dryer, 6-2, 6-3.

This was a rematch of their

semifinal meeting during the team

championships when Florida

defeated UCLA. Arendt won that

one, 6-2, 6-2. The score in this one
wasn't much different but Dryer

actually had a good chance to win
the second set after falling behind

and losing the first quickly.

"It was just a couple points here

and there the whole match," said

Dryer. "There were two key
games, 2-0 and 3-3 in the second

set."

Unlike the semifinal, when
Dryer had a hard time solving left-

handed Arendt's high-kicking

serve. Dryer continually pounded
the serve-and-volleyer's second
serve for winners down the line.

See TENNIS, page 28
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After winning in the first

round, Cammie Foley was
eliminated in the second
round at NCs.

Waves to

But midweek j inx has been deadly
"I

By Terry White - . - . ^

NG/Daily Bruin

Satchel Paige said don't ever looH back because something
may be gaining on you. For Joel Wolfe and the Bruins, they
have to beware of losing an NCAA playoff berth.

Contributor

Now that the regular home season is over, the UCLA baseball

team will close out the season with a road trip that begins at 2:30
today at Pepperdine.

Although the non-league mid-week games usually offer a break
from the Six-Pac powerhouses, the Bruins have not won a weekday
contest since their win over U.S. International University on April

18. A win this afternoon in Malibu will break up a five-game week-
day losing streak.

If the Bruins make it to the NCAA playoffs, they may cross paths
with the Pepperdine Waves again in the regionals. Pepperdine
(35-21, 22-1 1 in the WCC) can clinch the West Coast Conference
title by sweeping a three-game series with Loyola Marymquni this

weekend. This_M2uld give thc^Waw^an automatic bid to the

regionals. —
UCLA (36-23, 14-16 in the Six-Pac) finished fourth in ihc Six-

Pac and therefore finds its post-season fate at the mercy of the

NCAA selection committee. Needless to say, the Bruins need to

win as many of the four remaining games as possible to close in on
a playoff berth.

Eariy in the season, UCLA sent Pepperdine back up the coast
sulking over an 8-4 loss at Jackie Robinson Stadium. A three-run
homer by Paul Ellis in the seventh inning slammed the door shut on
the NVaves. Pete Janicki picked up his second win in that game on
his way to breaking the UCLA freshman win record with his

current |ptal of seven wins. The victory extended UCLA's winning
streak to five games as the Bruins jumped off to their best start in

eight years with an 8-1 record.

Junior righthander Craig Stiveson (0-2, 7.21 ERA) will start

today for the Waves against tentative UCLA starter Tim Lindsay
(7-6, 4.17 ERA), a senior righthander. The Waves have apparently
elected to rest their two staff aces, Britt Craven (12-2, 3.50 ERA)
and Steve Duda (12-2, 2.58 ERA), for this weekend's series with
LMU which will decide the WCC title. Lindsay saw relief action in

both games against Sacramento State last weekend, earning his

first save on Friday.

As a ball club, Pepperdinehas hit very well with a .306 team bat-
ting average this year. Jalal Leach spearheads the Wave attack with
a team-leading .377 average. Chris Martin (.365, 14 HR, 61 RBI)
and Dan Melendez (.321, 10 HR, 49 RBI) provide the Waves with
power in the lineup.

Mark your calendars
"Hey, Bob! What are you doing Friday?"

Missy asked. "1 don't know. Ihave to check the

UCLA Sports Calendar published every week in

The Daily Bruin. My life revolves around UCLA
sporting events." Check out this week's planner.

V, See page 30

We've got a winner!
Eric Lindstrom, a senior Poli Sci major who

said he hails from "everywhere," won Daily
Bruin Sports' random trivia contest this week.
Eric was the first person to correctly name Troy
Aikman and Terry DeBay as the only Bruins to

ever quarterback national championship teams.

See page 24

Out of the Pen
Today is the last day for athletes to sign

National Letters of Intent, which declare their

intention to attend a particular university.

Although Rodney Zimmerman's (right) choice

to come to UCLA was problem -free, those

recruits who were looking at trouble-ridden

UNLV are more worried.

See page 30
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Desmond Tutu

to visit UCUl
South African Archbishop

Desmond Tutu is scheduled to

speak at Ackerman Grand Ball-

room at 3 p.m. on Tuesday.

Tickets to the event will be
available only to UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and staff begin-

ning Monday at 9 a.m. at the

Central Ticket Office.

The 1984 Nobel Peace Prize

recipient will speak for 20
minutes, then hold a question

and answer session. He wilK

also hold services at 4:30 p.m.

at St. Albans' Church on 580
Hilgard Ave., during which he
will also deliver a speech.

UCLA withdraws plans for center
By Kathy Lo
'Staff Writer.

Buckling under community
pressure, UCLA withdrew plans

for a 300,000 square- foot confer-

ence center from the 1990 Long
Range Development Plan,' offi-

cials announced Tuesday.
"Out of sensitivity to communi-

ty concerns, UCLA has decided to

withdraw a proposed residential

conference center from its 1 5-year

development plan," Chancellor
Charles Young said in a prepared

statement.

The conference center was
designed to provide convenient

housing for visiting professors and
researchers. But local residents

said the center would decrease the

quality of life in the community by
adding traffic and pollution.

Jackie Friedman, a member of

Friends of Westwood, said that

despite UCLA's decision to with-

draw the conference center plans,

the university is still not doing

enough to address community
concerns.

"We have no idea what this

means in terms of impact on the

community. There's still a long

way to go. We're nowhere near

having UCLA answer our con-
cerns," she said.

But UCLA Watch leader Alvin
Milder, who has expressed his

skepticism about the university's

responsiveness to community con-
cerns, said Tuesday that UCLA's
actions were encouraging.

"I think it's an excellent first

step. I'm glad to see that there's

some reason on the campus. The
opposition apparently was over-

whelming," he said. •

Milder said he plans lo hold

Inside
Paredes meets
MEChA reps
MEChA members met infor-

mally with Associate Vice
Chancellor Raymund Paredes

Monday.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Breath of life

Steve Sherwood relates a

friend's story of how he used

CPR to save a stranger's life.

See page 2C

Sleeping between the lines

He was just
seventeen
One of UCLA's youngest

students, senior Gabe Green
will be sharing his a passion for

the fascinating rhythms of days
gone by on an upcoming HBO
special, which is filming
tonight at Royce.

See page 24

Sports

TmEO \il>-«0,.AS

John Michelena, an undeclared freshman, and Derek Fakehany, a freshman engi-
neering major, keep a low profile before their biology class on Tuesday.

SIG
By Greg Hayes

nsorship guide OK'd
Staff Writer

It's crunch
time now
The UCLA basebalL team

would run through a wall — or

even Malibu — to make the

playoffs.

See page 48

After months of attempting to

define the relationship between
undergraduate government and
student groups, the cf^uncil finally

approved Tuesday night a bylaw
change to include a charter aimed
at guiding council on the sponsor-
ship issue.

The new document, passed
unanimously by the 12 council

members present, dcxis not define

specific groups in categories, but

instead guides council in their

relationship to the groups.
"1 realized that council had no

document to guide them in spon-
soring groups, and i understood
that the categorizations I was
proposing earlier were more
destructive than anything. So, 1

created this outline to guide future

councils in dealing with the

groups," said Seeond Vice Presi-

dent Alec Wynne.
He said the groups will be able

to define themselves under (he

iqree types of undergraduate spon-
sorship — commission programs,

council-affiliated groups and
council-sponsored groups — as

indicated in the document. "It is

loo bad that it took me nine months
to realize that this was the answer."

Groups considered "commis-
sion programs" will be sponsored
directly by an undergraduate office

whose goals are similar to those of

the groups. ^^
Council-affiliated groups will

have similar goals, but will not

receive as much funding from
council.

Council-sponsored groups will

be "essential to the fulfillment of

(council's) goals" and will receive

base budgets and office space.

"All groups which are currently

sponsored by council will remain

sponsored under these new
changes," said undergraduate-
President John Sarvey.

The groups who attended the

meeting expressed approval of this_

new approach to the whole issue.

"We are very happy that this

passed. It creates a good working
relationship between the groups
and council," .said Jewish Student
Union President Charles Click.

The Muslim student union

,

expressed strong support of the

document before it was voted on
and encouraged council members

"I realized that coun^
cil had no document
to guide them in

sponsoring groups,
and I understocxl that

the categorizations I

was proposing earlier

were more destruc-

tive than anything.
So, I created this out-

line to guide future

councils in dealing
witli the grt^ups/'

Alec Wynne

meetings to discuss further reduc-

tions in campus development. "It's

loo much — it's a very limited

campus. The campus just can't

take all those impacts."

Young said discussions would
continue to address the communi-
ty's concerns. "UCLA found great

value in the community inter-

change, and we have continued to

make significant adjustments in

the plan as a result of those

discussions."

Fifth District Councilman Zcv

See DEVELOPMENT, page 14

Politicians

to observe

to pass it.

_ All council members said they

were relieved that this whole issue

hiis come to some closure as this

issue has been on the table since

winter quarter. It has been the

subject of heated debate in council

meetings and between the groups

themselves.

The new bylaws 'will bctecom-
mended as a constitutional change
to next year's council.

Romanian
elections
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer '

Wests ide councilman Zcv Yaro-

slavsky will jet off to Romania
today lo obsor\c that country's

first democratic elections m
decades.

The UCLA alumnus wiH be one
n\ 6'> nfttrrat tMirted—States

ohscrvcrs that Congress a/id the

National DcmcKTalic Institute arc

sending to the elections. ,
—

Tlie Romanian national elec-

tions will be held to fill the

country's top govemmenial posts
— offices o|vned to the dcnuvra-
iic process as part ol Soviet Union
leader Mikhail Gorhachev'''s

decentralization of Eastern Eur-
ope.

Tlic national elections, sche-

duled for Sunday, will Iv ilie first

chance, for Romania's 22 million

citizens to taste life without the

Communist Party since the end of

World War II. In 1047, Romania
was declared a "people's republic"

after the Soviet Union exerted

control over it and other East

European nations.

Yaroslavsky will be in Buchar-
est for five days to monitor the

elections, which could involve

some political hcx^liganism.

"People who have been in

RomaniaJately say there has been
great unrest," said Katharine Mac-
<k>nald, Yaroslavsky 's spokeswo--
man. *'Bul we certainly hope there

will be no danger."

Macdonald said the observers

will be placed at strategic locations

to discourage election fraud. "The
idea is to create a presence that

would discourage anti-dcmcvratic

action," she .said.

Yaroslavsky was delighted lo be

able to observe the elections. "U'?
a singular honor to be invited to^

observe this historic development
in Eastern Europe," he said.

"v
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TODAY. WEDNF5;nAY. MAY 16

•Korean Students Association

-Commemoration Ceremony

-7:00 pm
-Bunche 3170

•Fu^re Educators of America

-nrst Meeting

-6:00 pm
-Ackemian Union 2412

•Campus Events Films

-"Glory"

-7:00 pm and 9:30 pm
-Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•Asian Pacific Health Project

-Hypertension Training

-6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
-Men's Gym 203

^

TH^IR^DAY. MAY 17

-i

•JMardi Gras

-Preview Night

-5:00 pm - 1 1 :00 pm
-IM Held

•Campus Events Speakers/Films

-Orlando Bagwell. Producer of "Eyes on the Prize'

-Noon
-Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

rRIDAY. MAY 18

•Mardi Gras

-KIIS FM Live Broadcast with Rick Dees

-6:00 am - 10:00 am
-Bruin Walk

•Hillel

-The Current Jewish Scene In Moscow"

-6:30 pm
-Hlllel (900 Hllgard)

MONDAY. MAY 21

•ChlcanoA-atino Film and Television Association

-nim and Video Symposium

-7:30 pm
-Melnltz Theater

TUESDAY, MAY 22

•African Student Union

-Candidates' Forum
^ -7:00 pm

» j.'j»i*

-Sunset Canyon Recreation Center. Vista Room

•Student Loan Services

-Loan Graduates Must Call 825-9864 to Arrange for a

Loan Exit Interview

•Modesto City Schools

-Recmlters On Campus
-8:00 am - Noon
-Placement &. Career Planning Center
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Woman arrested and
convicted for big iMiirfiie

The Associated Press

FRESNO, Calif. — Susan

Montgomery Williams is in bubble

trouble for showing off her bubble

gum-popping prowess near a

courtroom where august proceed-

ings were in progress.

Williams, who blew her way
into the Guinness Book of World

Records in 1985 with a 22-ihch

bubble, was found guilty Monday
of disturbing the court by popping

her gum too loudly in a public

hallway.

She was prosecuted even though

the Superior Court judge whose

courtroom allegedly was disturbed

wasn't bothered by Williams*

popping. In fact Judge Ralph

Nunez and his clerk both testified

that they didn't hear any disruptive

noise as they presided over selec-

tion of a murder jury.

But two bailiffs who arrested

Williams contended the popping

sounded like .38-caliber gunfire.

i**I wasn't disturbing nobody but

him (a bailifO/' Williams told a

reporter during her trial. "I guess

it's my double bubble trouble."

Prosecutor Charles Lagrand told

the jury that Williams, a 29-year-

old housewife, should restrict her

bubble gum exhibitions to some-

place other than the courthouse.

"It's not conducive to the

efficient administration of justice

to have a bunch of inlcrruptions:*^'

Lagrand said.

The jurors apparently agreed,

finding Williams guilty after

deliberating only VA hours. One
juror, Monique Lenz, told a repor-

ter that as jury deliberations

progressed, "we began to realize

how important it (the case) was."

Commissioner Michael J. Fein-

berg suspended a 30-day jail

sentence, fined Williams $150,

placed her on probation for two

years and warned her not to pop

her bubbles in the courthouse

again.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of thfe editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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FSHA's ad protesting rising rent wiil not yet run

Campaign would have warned

grad students to avoid UCLA
By Maha Youness^

Staff Writer

Family Student Housing Asso-

ciation (FSHA) failed Tuesday to

proceed with a highly-criticized ad

campaign, which would warn
prospective graduate students not

to attend UCLA due to rising rents.

In a letter to Chancellor Charles

Young two weeks ago, the associ-

ation had demanded ' stabilized

increases in rents and direct com-
munication with the administra-

tion by Monday.
•*The administration is not plan-

ning to negotiate with terrorists,"

Young said in a press conference

last week. "I'm not going to

respond to threats. I consider it an

act of terrorism,** he said, referring

to the plans for the ad campaign.

FSHA president Kevin Olden-

burg is out of town until the end of

the week, and was not available to

comment on the association's

failure to meet its self-imposed

deadline.

In a sample ad which FSHA sent

to Young, prospective UCLA
graduate students are warned
about the "exorbitant rent

increases.

"We arc some of the best funded

UCLA graduate students living in

the cheapest housing available; if

we can't afford to live and attend

school here, can you?"

The chancellor, however, said

that the rent increases for Family

"Pm not going to

respond to threats. I

consider (the planned

ad campaign) an act

of terrorism.''

Charles Young

Student Housing arc the "lowest

rents relative to what they get."

The administration is not alone

in expressing dismay over the ad

campaign. Representatives from

both the Graduate Students Asso-

ciation and UCLA Business Enter-

prises, which handles the finances

of FSH, said their groups do not

support the planned campaign.

GSA Commissioner of

Academic Affairs James Papp said

that the ad campaign is not a

constructive move. "FSHA has not

improved the situation by
threatening the chancellor," Papp

said. "FSHA wants an immediate

answer to extremely complex

problems."

Business Enterprises Vice
Chancellor Sam Morabito said

FSHA's means of approaching the

administration is ineffective. 'The

FSHA decision to launch the

campaign is unfortunate," he said.

He said Business Enterprises

intends to continue working with

FSHA in a "collaborative fash-

ion."

Emil Volcheck, FSHA rep-

resentative to GSA, said "we fixed

a deadline and we're not following

it immediately."

Volcheck said the association

will not take action until its May 24

meeting, during which most deci-

sions concerning the ad campaign

will be made.

'Things are not together" for the

ad campaign to begin this week, he

See FSHA, page 13
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Culture Night unites

African community
By Nancee LeNormand
Contributor '

sphere and share our expcri- '.'

ences with each other and the

Social messages were intert-

wined with a driving Caribbean

beat, traditional African dress

and pulsating dancers at the

third annual African Culture

Night at UCLA.
"The whole idea (of the

program) is to introduce the

contributions African people

have made to humanity and to

alleviate some of the racial

tensions on campus. If people

had a better understanding of

African culture, people would

be less apt to make racial

slurs," said Dancilc Martin,

emcee of Monday night's prog-

ram.

Educating people about Afri-

can culture and bringing the

diverse African community
together was a goal of African

Culture Night. About 20() pco:_

pie attended the event.

"Most African students are

from different parts of the

worid," Martin said. "It's

important for us to come
together in a unifying atmo-

UCLA campus."

The program also tried to

show the strength and influence

of African culture so people

can "learn to respect us as a

vital contributing part of all

society," Martin said.

Martin added a historical,
^

social and political perspective

as she introduced the various

performers. "While ihcy (slave

traders) were trying to break

our backs, we were making

music^," she said, when intro-

ducing the first performers of

the evening, Caribbean Con-

nection.

Caribbean Connection, a

four-piece band that played

Caribbean music, caused many
audience members to spnng

spontaneously from their se;ils

and dance in the aisles. One
^couple even ran to the stage

and danced in front of the

audience.

As Martin introduced each

group, she spoke on various

See NIGHT, page 13
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Atx)ve and right, members of ttie Djimbe West African Dancers perform at African Culture

Night. Below, the Faithful Central Gospel Choir serenades the crowd of more than 200.
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World

Communist rebels

say they shot aimien

MANILA, Philippines — Communist
rebels claimed responsibility Tuesday for

the weekend slaying of two American

aimien and threatened more killings until

all U.wS. military members leave the

country.

In a statement to news organizations,

the central Luzon command of the New
People's Army said it "punished" the two

Americans — airmen John H. Raven, 19,

of Delta Junction, Alaska, and James C.

Green, 20, df Craig, Colo. — because of

U.S. "aggression and intervention in the

internal affairs of our country.*'

The two were shot Sunday with .45-

caliber pistols at close range while

waiting for a ride near Clark Air Base, 50

miles north of Manila. A companion,

Airman IC Randall Moore, escaped

uninjured.

'This incident serves as a warning to

the U.S. government and its local puppet

regime," the statement said. "We will not

slop until abuses by American officers

and soldiers have ceased. We will not slop

until all U.S. bases and all American

occupational soldiers are kicked out of

our country."

for China account
LONDON — Amnesty International

demanded Wednesday that China account

for hundreds of prisoners arrested since

the crackdown on pro-democracy demon-

strators in Beijing in June.

—

The London-based human rights group

said it had sent a list of more than 650

\ % ^X

*

Daily Bnjin News

Briefs
names of Chinese prisoners to Chinese

i^ime Minister Li Peng with a request for

information on what has happened to

them.

"One year after the killings in Beijing,

the fate of those prisoners is still veiled in

official secrecy — but they are not

forgotten," Amnesty International said in

a written statement. "We know some of

their names and we want to know what

has happened to them."

Nation

Dow Jones reaches
new record at 2,822
NEW YORK— Wall Street took some

time out Tuesday after running up a string

of sharp gains, but its retreat was milder

than expected and the Etow Jones indust-

rial average still managed to reach a new
closing high.

Market watchers had anticipated heavy

profit-taking after the Dow Jones average

surged more than 176 points in less than

two weeks. But with relatively light

selling, "we had a constructive day," said

Dennis Jarrett, an analyst with Kidder

Pcabody & Co.

Budget discussions

start witli some hope
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The budget

summit President Bush called to chart a

deficit-slashing compromise began Tues-

day with bipartisan promise^ of coopera-

tion but with Democrats also sounding a

note of skepticism.

Pastries, not taxes, were on the table as

the talks began.

Deficit cuts of the magnitude being

discussed by the president likely would

require a mix of deep spending cuts and

tax increases. But in recent days each side

has suggested the other would have to be

the first to propose any tax increase.

Bush declined to answer questions at a

picture-taking session as he and other top

administration officials met with 21

congressional leaders in the Cabinet

Room of the White House.

Van Gogh painting

nets record price

NEW YORK — Vincent van Gogh's

"Portrait of Dr. Cachet" sold for $82.5

million Tuesday, a world auction record

for any art work and double the price

estimated by Christie's, a spokeswoman

for the auction house said.

*This is by far the world's most

expensive painting," surpassing the $53.9

million price bid for van Gogh's "Irises"

in November 1987 at Sotheby's auction

house, said Christie's spokeswoman

Susan Britman.

The buyer, who was not immediately

identified, was in the room during the

approximately 10 minutes of bidding that

opened at $20 million, Ms. Britman said.

Toward the end of bidding, just two

people were vying for the painting, she

said.

income fall sharply

SACRAMENTO — Cigarette con-

sumption in California declined 14

percent during 1989, and revenues from

the quartcr-a-pack cigarette tax fell short

-of projections by more than $75 million,

the state Board of Equalization reported

Monday.

Cigarette sales totaled 2.18 billion

packs in 1989, down from more than 2.53

billion the year before. The figures, the

latest available including all of 1989,

reflect a dramatic — and continuing —
drop in cigarette consumption.

Cigarette taxes totaled about $764.4

million, some $75.6 million shy of the

$840 million that state fiscal experts had

projected would be generated by the

cigarette tax.

The figures detail only cigarette usage,

and do not include other products covered

by Proposition 99, the tobacco-tax initia-

tive approved by voters in November
1988. It increased the tax on cigarette

from 10 cents to 35 cents a pack and also

increased levies on other tobacco pro-

ducts.

Local

Fruit fly spray plan

protested by group
EL CAJON— State plans to use aerial

bombardments of malathion to combat a

Mexican fruit fly infestation drew protests

Tuesday from a coalition of environmen-

talists who raised health concerns over the

pesticide.

Spra^^ing of a 16-square-mile area

where three of the desuiictive pests were

found earlier this month is scheduled to

start next 'Klonday. t^

_GQ3L_Gcorgc Pcukmcjian ci^argd the

way for helicopter-deployment ot tne

pesticide Monday, when he declared a

Mexican fruit fly emergency in San Diego

County. The governor's action followed

Food and Agriculture Director Henry

Voss' endorsement of a summcrlong

eradication program that included spray-

ing of malathion.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION

THE UCLA MARDI GRAS COMMITTEE HAS BEE
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TO BE THERE!!
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Affirmative action program to lieip women, minorities
Program offers career-related counseling, work sessions

By Michael Lawrence
Contributor

UCLA began its annual staff

affumative action training prog-

ram Monday in an effort to

increase the number of women and
ethnic minorities in management
positions.

The 12-year-old program,
which targets lower-level staff

employees, provides $21,000 to

finance career-related education
for participants. It also offers

counseling and work sessions to

help identify their career goals.

The UCLA Training and Deve-
lopment Division of the Staff

Personnel Department has 35 spots

in its one-year training program.

Last year, less than one-fourth

of the 150 applicants were

selected, said Program Director

Marsha Rickler.

Participants must have been
full-time UCLA employees for at

least one year, holding payroll

titles equivalent to Administrative

Assistant III or lower. At lhi<s level,

employees earn a maximum of

$2,761 per month.

"People need to be made aware
that programs like this exist," said

Teresa Lopez, a former particip-

ant. She had not been aware of

promotion opportunities before

entering the program.

Lopez is an administrator at the

UCLA Medical Center's patient

relations office.

The program, which has aver-

aged a 61 percent promotion rate

over the last 10 years, uses four

approaches to help participants in

job advancement, Rickler said.

Self-evaluation regarding

participants' frustrations over job

U'ansfers and promotions. These
are monthly group workshops,

allo>ying for feedback from fellow

emplbyees.

_ One-to-one meetings with

other staff members to identify

goals and a plan for career deve-

lopment.

Practical skill training ses-

sions including resume writing and

See PROGRAM, page 13

MEChA meeting with vice ciiancellor called 'waste of time'
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

MEChA members met informally with

Associate Vice Chancellor Raymund
Paredes late Monday afternoon in an effort

to increase communication between the

administration and UCLA's Chicano/Lati-
no student group.

But one MEChA coordinator, Margaret
Molina, said most of the 10 to 15 students

thought the meeting with Paredes "was just

a waste of time."

Paredes, the only Chicano vice chancel-
lor at UCLA, was recently blasted by some
UCLA students, who allege that he docs not

represent the needs of the Chicano com-
munity — namely concerning the debate

over the Chicano Studies major.

"The purpose of the meeting was to

communicate to (MEChA) what my posi-

tion was on certain issues and to try to open
up lines of communication between the

adminisU'ation and MEChA," Paredes said

Tuesday in a phone interview with The
Bruin.

But, "we were just going in circles,"

Molina said, explaining that the MEChA
coordinators' still believe that Paredes lacks

commitment to Chicano issues.

A main topic of the nearly two-hour

meeting was the Chicano Studies major.

Paredes said. While students in MEChA arc

pushing for a department in the field of

study, Paredes maintains that it is too early

to consider the idea.

"It is premature to talk about a Chicano
Studies department because I think that the

state of Chicano Studies now requires . . .

more development. We're having difficulty

fixing the major," Paredes said.

About 100 students rallied in April to stop

what they feared would lead to an end to the

major, and the number of concerned
students swelled to more than 300 at a

second rally earlier this month.

After an Academic Senate commiiicc
recommended a halt in admittance to the

major, students reiterated their demand that

the major — which currently consists of a

dozen students — be improved and that a

department be established next year.

Students at the meeting also questioned

Paredes on his commitment to Chicano
issues, charging that he is a "token" or a

"sell-out" who does not represent the

Chicano community, Molina said.

"I don't like being called a sell-out,"

Paredes said. "I, first of all, don't claim to

represent the Chicano community because I

don't think there's a single community.
There are different Chicano points of view.

(MEChA) represents one point of view
among many."
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low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica (College's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

youH have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SM(]? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost* ^

use S 1335.00 UCLA S383.00.

CSiJN $29500 SMC $20.00

Wc fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

*(:()9i!>i imiudr all n-quin-di'nrollmtni tcts SM( loM is tMMipcr
unit for California rt->idfniN miliuicsom- iinu- r('i|uiri-«l IS oo

hralih fee

•of room to culli\ ate your summer plans.

8 week session June 2Sth-August Plh
6 week session June 2Slh-Augusi 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.
Summer Sessions class availabilii> is at

its peak, so don't delay. The earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority Apply at the SMC
Admissions Office, Monday through

Thursday, Ham to 8pm; Friday 8am to

4pm Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

June, and grow wise under the Santa

Monica sun

Santa
MOMG\
(DIIFGE

"We transfer more students
j _

to the Vniversity ofCalifornia
than any other community follege.

"

I'MH) ri( n H/M) SAMA .\f()\f( A. ( Al/h *)()4()S
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Tons of III
Books a precious commodity in newly liberated nation

be taken to CzcSchoslovakia in August Westside art walk to raise

By Theta Pavis-Weil

Contributor

Before the recent revolution in

Czechoslovakia, citizens there
could be thrown in jail for eight

years without a tri^l simply for

possessing a banned book. But in

August tons of books will be taken
into the country by a Los Angeles-
based playwright.

Terri New, who recently
returned from her second trip to

Czechoslovakia, said she thought
of the idea for a book lift because,

"When I aslfed what I could send
them from America, without

exception the reply was *Books!*
This is one of the most precious
commodlffes to the Czechoslova-
kians."

She has already collected over
one ton of books, which she will
fly to Paris and then truck to

Prague, where they will be distri-

buted to libraries.

New first went to Czechoslova-
kia last October to "find out about
oppression and repression," which
is integral to her own work. "I deal
with oppression and how onei

transforms it," said New. who
creates monologues and shapes
them into "living theater pieces."

While interviewing citizens

about the Czechoslovakian revo-

lution for a piece she is writing.

New became interested in doing
more for the country. Her grandpa-

rents emigrated from Czechoslo-

vakia years before what is now
known as the "Velvet Revolution."

**At the time of my first trip the

country was still repressed. I could
see how scared the students were.

But, the second time the country

was so different!" New recalled.

She began talking to students and
artists whom she met in the streets

and cafes of Prague.

Eventually she ended up at a

newly created Civic Forum, where

she met the members of the new
government, including President

Vaclav Havel, whose plays have

been banned for years in Czecho-

slovakia.

New said many books were

banned in Czechoslovakia, espe-

cially ones about psychology and

spiritualism, so she is trying to

collect books with these themes.

E)espite the punishments people

faced if they were caught, sonie

people in Czechoslovakia made
illegal copies of books, ^such as

ones on Jungian psychology and

Zen Buddhism. Several people

proudly displayed their under-

ground copies of books to New

when she visited the country in

February.

New has received large dona-
tions of books from several radio

stations in Los Angeles. School
districts have also donated gram-
mar books, which will be used by
both adults and children who "all

want to learn English."*

New is also collecting modem
American plays which will be
placed in the Czechoslovakian
National Theater. "It*s really

important for them to get all of our
current plays."

She sees the book lift as a

"historic" opportunity for cultural

See BOOK, page 13

Walking tour of famous artists' homes slated

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

One of the largest art benefits on the

Westside will raise funds this weekend for

UCLA's Venice Family Clinic — a free

health care facility that serves the homeless
and low-income residents.

Patrons can visit private studios and
homes of famous and emerging artists this

weekend, as part of the lllh annual Art

Walk's five-hour walking tour of work-
places and residences of Venice artists, such

as Charles Amoldi, Laddie John Dill, Fritz

Scholdcr and Marth Alf.

Art patrons can visit 54 mapped locations

by walking or taking a bus to view exhibits,

such as sculpture by Roland Reiss and
kinetic art by Dave Quick and Jim Jenkins.

Saturday's docent tour, which includes a

catered lunch, will feature the artwork of
Lita Albuquerque, Erika Rothenbcrg,
George Hcrms and DeWain Valentine.

Sunday's events will include a silent art

auction with more than 300 selected works,
where donated pieces are auctioned off tg_

the highest bidders.

Artist Peter Alexander designed this

year's Art Walk poster. "It's beautiful. It's a

scene of L.A. ... (a) sky image so it looks
like a view when you're taking off from an
airport with all the lights," said Ellen

Robinson, the clinic's assistant director of

development.

In the past, artists Richard Dicbcnkom,
David Hockney, Sam Francis and Ed
Ruscha have created the posters.

Artist Jeffrey Vallance created the day-

glo green and pink image for the Art Walk
'90 T-shirt, which has a man's face, a

lobster, fiy, fish and egg on it.

Last year's Art Walk provided the clinic

with $605,000.

A dinner will be held Saturday to honor
long-time clinic supporter Dr. Waller
Tascm. The dinner ticket costs $225, which
includes access to Sunday's events.

The lour, which costs $90, starts at 1 p.m.
Saturday and 11 a.m. Sunday. The self-

guided lour begins at noon Sunday and ends
at 5 p.m.

The An Walk starts at Westminster
Elementary School at 1010 West Washing-
ton Blvd. Free parking is located at

Westminister, Broadway and Cocur
D'AIene elementary schools.

For more information, call (213) 392-

WALK.

A Look at

Sexual Harassment
on Campus

In a 1984 survey of sexual harassment at UCLA. 28% of undergraduate
and graduate student respondents who had been on campus for four or
more years reported being sexually harassed. What exactly constitutes

sexual harassment? Who is at risk? Join us for a viewing of a new
videotape Sexual Harassment in Higher Education and a discussion of

the informal and formal strategies for dealing with it. Facilitated by Kathy
Rose-Mockry. Acting Director. Women's Resource Center, and Melora

Sundt. Assistant Dean. Dean of Students* Office.

Tuesday, May 22 12:00-1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
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The Princeton Review
Because your future demands the best!

(213)474-0909

«

JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE

Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered* to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.
Appointments are usually
aval labfe^^ithi n une weefc

—

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3050

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT.
NEVER EXPENSIVE.

~^~

NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT.

Thrsr arc just thrcr of our favorite rca-soas

\shy we [)(|jc\-c arjyoiic who appreciates

terrific looking hair at a lerrinc price si lou Id

never cor[sJ(l»;r M"in^ a n\v\ here else.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between S^nta Monica & Wilshire Blvd

)

470-1558
M-F 9/9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPOCUTS

Special Announcement

UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff

ASUCLA Computer Store

Apple Price Decrease

Effective May 15. 1990, Apple has lowered the prices of Macintosh compact
computers for the educational market by hundreds of dollars. Our educational prices

were already significantly lower than "real world" prices and sales are restricted to

UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff.

Now you can't afford nol to buy a Mac.

- ^

MODEL ASUCLA
PRICE
Thru 5/14/90

NEW LOW
ASUCLA PRICE
Effective 5/15/90

Mac Plus $ 899

Mac SE 2 Drive

Mac SE HD/20

Mac SE 2/40

Mac SE 30

Mac SE 3#0

Mac SE 30 4/80

$1,499

$1 ,749

$2,149

$2,499

$2,799

$3,599

4 699

$1,099

$1,199

$1 ,449

$1,849

$2,149

$2,899

Student financing is available through the Westwood Student Federal Credit Union.
Some restrictions apply. *Keytx)ard must be purchased separately on all models
except Mac Plus.

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union
Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are QS2l accepted. These products are available
only to full-time students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCLA departments. Purchase must be for the personal, academic
or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular
facuHy and staff, please inquire. Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 5/15/90 and are subject to change without notice. All

sales are final.
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LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only ,

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon Is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Valid With Otlu'r Offers

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

Sports Ifijuries

KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)47^-6869 (818)988-0110

& STANLEY li. KAPLAN
±5j I.ikf Kaplan Or Iaki'"VourC liaiuis

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

Camps teach youths selfcontrol
More cost effective than state prisons

By Lisa Perlman

Associated Press

FREESOIL, Mich. — Gary
Simmons, a 19-year-old cocky
high school dropout with a long

criminal record, quakes like a
frightened child as prison guards

scream insults in his ear.

"Here, your first name is proba-

tioner." barks Sgt. Randy Winn.
"You're losing everything now, all

that street crap."

Welcome to Camp Sauble,

Michigan's "boot camp" prison.

Simmons, convicted of breaking

and entering, and two other young
criminals who have just arrived are

standing with their noses pressed

hard against a white concrete-

block wall, surrounded by eight

correctional officers all yelling at

once.

An hour-long tongue-lashing by
guards in wide-brimmed hats and
shiny boots begins the moment the

youths arrive from the county jail.

Inspector William Ray, pacing

before the group with his hands
clenched behind his back, speaks

calmly but sternly.

"I don't care how big and bad
you think you are," he says. "We
think of you as nothing but puke."

Minutes later, the probationers'

heads arc shaved. They arc forced

to clean their own hair off the floor

as the yelling continues.

It's been two years since the first

group of young men arrived at

Camp Sauble for 90 days of "shock
incarceration," a mix of discipline,

hard labor, education and intimi-

dation.

About 1,150 men between the

ages of 17 and 25, almost all of

them multiple felony offenders

and sentenced to at least a year in

prison, have volunteered for the

probation program with a referral

by a judge or court officer. About
750 — or 65 percent — have
graduated. The rest wind up in

conventional prisons after being
kicked out or quitting. Some don't

even make it through the first day.

*Thcy scared me so bad at

intake, I never thought I'd make
it," says Christopher Brown, 18, of

Detroit, who graduated March 30
after serving a sentence for

cocaine possession.

"It's been a long, hard three

months, but this program has given

me self-control and discipline and
taught me how to respect other

people."

To the visitor. Camp Sauble

presents a convincing argument
for the paramilitary approach, for

shaking up prison-bound youths

and giving them a chance to

straighten out their lives.

But as Michigan begins to build

more boot camp prisons, studies

suggest such programs may not be

turning troubled lives around any

more than prison sentences. •

Michigan Department of Cor-
rections officials boasted a 90-per-

cent success rate for Camp Sauble

after the first year of operation,

compared with 70 percent of state

prison parolees who stayed out of

u-ouble, The Camp Sauble paro-

lees were watched for six to eight
months. The average length of

parole for a slate prison inmate is

camp programs and dozens more
are conisidering them.

No one argues, however, about
cost-effectiveness.

In Michigan, it costs about

$4,000 to keep a probationer in the

three-month boot camp program,

compared with about $22,000 to

house a state prison inmate for a

year.

In addition to doubling Camp
,Sauble's capacity from 120 to 240
beds by fall, the state is building

another camp at Cassidy Lake in

Chelsea and one in Schoolcraft

County in the Upper Peninsula.

Also there are plans to build one
for women.

The program is being expanded
from 90 to 120 days, adding a

four-week "decompression" per-

iod emphasizing education over

physical labor. The probationer

will still be under strict discipline

but will receive instruction in such

things as job hunting and parenting

skills to ease the adjustment back
into the community.

Self-control is tested daily at

Camp Sauble, located in the

Manistee National Forest near

Ludington. Probationers begin
their 17-hour day at 5 a.m.,

awakened by the sounds of trash-

can lids clanging together like

cymbals.

two years:

A follow-up study of Camp
Sauble's success is in the works.

But longer-term studies of
similar programs in other states

show boot-camp graduates wind
up back in prison at roughly the

same rale as those paroled from the

general prison population.

"If a drop in the recidivism rale

is the main thing we want from
these programs, then they may not

be working," says Doris MacKen-
zie, a Louisiana Slate University

professor studying the programs in

seven states for the National

Institute of Justice.

About 12 states have prison boot

-to-4tUditio i i lu two liours of
rigorous physical training, the day
is filled with hard labor. Through it

all, the probationer speaks only

when spoken to. And the only

acceptable reply to a guard is

"Yessir!"

Meals are eaten in silence.

There is one hour of free time

daily, but the only television

viewing permitted is the evening

news. There are no visitors and
only weekly telephone calls.

Some criminal justice experts

are skeptical that three or four

months of hard work and humilia-

tion can undo a lifetime of neglect

or abuse.

XA^AXINC^
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp. 5/23/90 208-1468

Up/Chin Wax $4

\
Eyebrow _^:...." $5

J Underarm rr. $7
,*Bikini Wax ;..: $8

,
Half Leg. $10
Arm $12

' Upper Leg & Bikini $15
Full Leg & Bikini $20

1^ Bored with the^
everyday?

TAKE A WOK ON
THE WILD SIDE
Free

Local
FIRST

Delivery

JCLA I

I
I

"ao";o'

WDK
10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

FREE

.^

Portion of Fried Rice

or Chow Mein with

the purchase of two
main dishes
Expires 6/30/90

10 % OFF
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
$10 Minimum order

Expires 6/30/90

i

Magan'ne-Making Is Fun!

Apply for

anASUClA

Stuilent

Magazine

Fellowship

Get pmftoTearn writing, editing, and design while wording

for one of the campus' seven student magazines. You could

earn as much as $250 a month as you get valuable experi-

ence in journalism, publishing, or graphic design.

AiTaub
UCLA's Mustim Magazine

Ha'Aiti
UCU's Jewish Newsmagazine

LaGente
Serving the Latino

' Community bince 1971

__ Nommo
The Afrkan

Newsmogozine of UCLA

Pacific Ties
The Voice di UCU's

Applications are available now. Call 825-2787

for more information.

ASUCLA Student Publications
112KerckhoffHaU 825-2787 ^v,.

Asian Pacific Cpmmunity

Together
UCU's Feminist Newsmagozine

TenPepcent
UCU's Gov, Lesbian

end Bisexuol Mogazine

1

lessons
in

economics:

OFF
Our Best Selling ^

Contact Lenses

DAILY WEAR
\rzxyoo • SoftJnftM' P

• B«u9Ch W Lomt SorBpiri
• Coop«rthln

EXTENDED WEAR

$49
• Softmatp II

00 ' '**^8ch » I^mt O Senefl
• American Hvdron Zero 4

KFG 69 • D<.irMon III"

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
•Price Includes your
choice of a frame rrom
our Fashion' Collection
with prescription lenses
There is never an extra
charge for plaatlc, photo
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses
•SINGLE VISION Non Cataract I^^nses

$39
Visit FOR EYES OPTIGAL COHPANY.
It might be the most important lesson you learn today.

Keeping Values in Sight

Pricing Does Not Include Eye Exams

LOS ANGELES-i9?7 WestwcHXJ BivO
1

' r Biks So of Santa MOoica

(213) 474-PS22 ^
TARZANA-18'?4 Ventufa BivO

3 BiKs West ol Reseda
(SIS) 705-4030

PASAOENA-Foothiii Rosemeafl Cente'
1619 f foothill Bivd

(81B) 3S1 MIS

^ TORRANCE-Meadow Pa'k fi!\2a

.'?813 Hawthofoe Bivd

(313) 37»-«343

tCopyngm 19M For EfM OpScM Co
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Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

We Want You ...to advertise! can (213) 825-21 6i

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449^31

a choice

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs: pay starts at $13.50lhr, great working

conditions y teach enthusiastic high school students!

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school students and, at

the same time, nruike great money? If so,

we are offering you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service, llie Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely effective

program. If you are bright, enthusiastic

and outgoing, this may be the perfect

part-tinne job for you. Those interested

should send a resunr^ to the Princeton

Review

—

no phone calk please. Also be

sure to include your SAT and/or GRE
scores is well ts^your phone number on

your resumd. 'ITiose accepted through

our highly selective screening process

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

Please send your rcsum6 to the

I^n'nccton Review at 10474 Santa

Monica I^>ulcvard, Suite 403, Ix>s

Angeles, GA 90025. Resum6
submission deadline: June 1, 1990.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

Estonia fights 'coup'
Anti-independence

crowd, secessionists

meet at radio station

By Bryan Brumley

Associated Press

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — Soviet

loyalists converged on the seces-

sionist parliaments of Estonia and

Latvia on Tuesday, and one Baltic

premier broadcast an appeal to

stave off a "coup attempt" as

protesters raised the hammer-
and-sickle flag over his office

building.

"People, come here to save

Estonia!" Prime Minister Edgar
Savisaar said in a Tallinn radio

address as a crowd estimated at up
to 6,000 took over parts of the

Toompea Palace government
building and a square outside.

'There is a coup attempt here,"

he said in the broadcast, monitored
in Moscow and transcribed by the

Estonian news agency ETA.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard

A. Shevardnadze warned of "anar-

chy" in the three secessionist

Baltic states as he prepared for a

round of meetings in Moscow with

U.S. Secretary of State James A.

Baker III.

Thousands of Estonian residents

rushed lo the palace and restored

the traditional blue, while and
black banner raised last week
when parliament restored a prewar
independence, constitution.

Calm returned to the city by
7:50 p.m., Estonian reports said.

Finnish TV said large pro-inde-

pendence crowds remained around
government broadcasting stations

during the night to block any
takeover attempt. It estimated the

anti-independence crowd at 5,000
to 6,000 and the secessionist

demonstrators at 20,000.

A similar confrontation

occurred in the Latvian capital of

Riga, where for the second straight

day whistling and jeering Soviet

soldiers tried to muscle into the

parliament building but were
blocked by pro-independence
crowds.

Video segments from the Cable
News Network showed men in

green uniforms wielding clubs

against civilians, but it was unclear

whether the men were Soviet

soldiers or Latvian security troops.

Aris Jansons, top aide to Latvian

President Anatoly Gorbunov, said

unarmed soldiers and military

cadets aged 18-22 gathered outside

the building of the Latvian
Supreme Soviet, or parliament,

and 100 yards away on another

square.

**The whole street is full of

people . . . thousands of people,

and thanks only to special militia

units has the situation normal-

ized," Jansons said in a telephone

interview.

Lithuanian President Vytautas

Landsbergis, in a radio interview

broadcast as Secretary Baker flew

to Moscow, appealed to the

Americans to raise the issue of

Baltic independence with Soviet

leaders.

The steep rise in tension came
the day 'after Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev invoked
new presidential powers to decree"

that Latvia and Estonia violated

the Soviet constitution by declar-

ing independence and that the

declarations were invalid.

One speaker at the Tallinn rally

appealed to Gorbachev to declare

direct presidential rule in Estonia,

_

according to a report from the^

Estonian news service.

It was not clear whether the

anti-independence rallies were
planned with Gorbachev's know-
ledge or were organized solely by
pro-Moscow forces in the republ-

ics.

Nicaragua asks for loan
$40 million needed, president tells U.S.

By Rita Beamish
Associated Press "tr^

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Bush administration said Tuesday it

was considering Nicaragua's urgent request for a $40 million short-term
loan.

"My country is bankrupt," President Violeta Chamorro said in a Friday
cable to President Bush.

Nicaragua's reserves "are insufficient to fulfill our obligations coming
due in the next 30 days," said Chamorro, citing a 70 percent per month
inflation rate. A copy of the cable was obtained Tuesday.

White House spokesman Marlin Fiizwater said the administration was
"looking into possibilities of doing something along the lines of what she
requests" as the push for passage of Bush's entire $300 million
Nicaraguan aid request continued.

"If we can't get something fairly quickly (from Congress), we are
taking a look lo see if there arc some kind of loans or something that can
help her out in the short term," Fitzwater said.

The comments came as thousands of striking workers in Managua
paralyzed Chamorro's 19-day-old government.

Vice President Virgiho Godoy said the opposition Sandinistas were
trying to overthrow Chamorro, who defeated President Daniel Ortega in

the Feb. 25 election.

"It is unfortunate that the Sandinistas, despite their promises to work
with the Chamorro government to achieve economic reconstruction and
national reconciliation are engaging in what appear to be politically
motivated strikes," said State Department spokesman Richard Boucher.
As arrangements for a Treasury Department loan were being

considered, there were indications from Capitol Hill that lawmakers were
preparing to act on Bush's original aid package. But there was no telling
when funds would actually reach Nicaragua.
House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., said he wanted a House vote

Thursday on an authorization bill that would provide $300 million for
Nicaragua and $420 million for Panama.

However, House-Senate negotiators had to resolve their differences
over the spending package, which has been muddied with billions of
dollars of tack-on issues.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., said Tuesday that
Chamorro has been treated unfairly.

"We were telling her . . . that if she was elected she could count on us,"
Dole said. 'The final result is Congress is still playing games and she
doesn't have anything to show for it"

Chamorro told Bush that she needed the loan to cover a dire economic
crisis and "to avoid a critical situation that may be looming in the very
near future."
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FSHA
From page 3

said. m

The campaign could hurt FSHA
in the future, Papp said. "People

who have put themselves on the

line for FSHA this time, might not

be willing to do it again."

This year, the level of decision-

making regarding housing is

unprecedented, Papp said. The
Academic Senate, GSA and the

administration have all been
involved throughout the year, he
said.

While the rent increases of 8

percent at Sawtelle/Sepulveda
apartments and 6 percent in other

housing facilities are "not great,

it's not terrible," Papp said. **The

battle could not have been won, but

we made some progress," he Suid,

adding that the threat of an anti-

UCLA ad campaign was not a

helpful action.

Nevertheless, the university is

still planning to continue working
through the newly-created joint

administration. Academic Senate,

and student task force to explore

housing issues, Papp said. ^^

"We still intend to work with the

Academic Senate and GSA to

come to policy decisions that will

be in the best interest of students

and the campus in the long run,"

Morabito said.

"The administration has an
obligation to charge rents that will

allow us to meet all of our
expenditures," he said, adding that

Business Enterprises needs the

flexibility to raise rents to pay for

housing expenses.

NIGHT
From page 3

issues of the African commun-
ity, including community activ-

ism, retention, tenure of

African professors and estab-

hshing an African-American

studies department.

UCLA should "turn our

African-American studies center

into a department (because) it's

earned its right," Martin said.

Ift the finale, called "Queens
of the Nile," African tradition

^tnerged with a correcting oF
history, as Cleopatra was pre-

sented as an African queen.

"Cleopatra has always been

portrayed as Caucasian," said

Tonya Neeley,. project organiz-

er.

Seven other African queens

in traditional dress were each

introduced along with informa-

tion about their countries and

their reign. Neprotite and the

Queen of Sheba were among
the queens presented.

"(We want to) convey his-

tory as it really happened as

opposed to how dominant soci-

ety would like us to believe,'

Neeley said.

^The program also fcatured=

gospel singers, traditional Afri-

can dancers, an African fashion

show and dinner. This year.

Omega Psi Phi fraternity spon-

sored the event with the Afri-

can Student Union.

PROGRAM
From page 6 \

interviewing techniques.

Promotion education prog-

rams showing the opportunities

available for advancement.
The program "enabled me to get

the knowledge I needed," said

another former participant, EIridge

Watkins, a management service

officer at the Medical Center.

Watkins, who took five compu-
ter courses, said he has been
promoted six times in one year

because of his new skills.

"It's all what you make of the

program," he said.

"For the amount of time I put
(into the program), I felt I got more
than enough (out of it)," said a
former participant, Robin Ibrahim.

Ibrahim took computer and
accounting classes which helped

her to receive a promotion last

year. Ibrahim is currently a senior

administrative analyst in the

microbiology and immunology
department.

For more information about the

program, contact Marsha Rickler

at 206-8666.

UR
From page 8

exchange between the United
States and Czechoslovakia.

"We as a nation need to extend

ourselves in a cultural way. The
Czech people think our own
repression here comes from our

consumerism . . . that we think we
fjti our esteem from what we own,
but they realize this as our repres-

sion," New said.

People should "take a book that

has really inspired you and give it

as a gift and say we are proud of
them as a people," she said. New
asks that each book be personally

inscribed by its donor to the Czech
people.

Five people are helping New to

organize the lift, but she welcomes
volunteers. She hopes to get

publishers to donate books that

"would really be valuable." Addi-

tional help with the packaging of

the books as well as staffing

various drop-off sites in L.A. is

needed.

UCLA student Robert Morris-

sey is organizing a drop-off site on
Bruin walk. For more information,

call (213)209-2444 to help or

(818)760-1220 to volunteer. Other
sites include:

Other Times Books, 10617

Pico Blvd.

Midnight Special Bookstore,

1350 Santa Monica Mall

Pathway Bopkstore, 2546

Pico Blvd.

Book Soup, Sunset Blvd.

Chatterton's Bookshop, 1818
North Vermont, Los Feliz

KbA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 for info about our rolling party unit

JOSIE BRUIN,

CLASS OF 1 991

.

TREE KILLER

1991.
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A cola here, a glass of water there,

.it all adds up. Before you know it _
you've used three or four paper

cups in a day. And throughout a

four-year college career, that can

add up to an entire tree! But you

can use our refillable thermal mugs

for dispensed beverages instead

(and save yourself money). You'll

be saving the tnergy it takes to

make those paper cups, too. So

save a tree. It's not that hard.

Reuse. ASUCLA offers 20-oz.

refillable thermal mugs that you can

use again and again — and save

20% on hot and cold dispensed

beverages. Special ceramic coffee

mugs are available at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House, and

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It is

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve. —r^>

guarantee you ^refills for only 35

cents. And ASUCLA's plastic _
utensils and coffee cups are used

more than once — when you take a

second to put them in the separate

bins we provide. ,

Reduce. ASUCLA is testing the use

of bulk dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchase in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

Recycle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle items from home.

ASUCLA

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Reuse whenever possible.

And recycle this newspaper.
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267

I Ki i: i'AUKiN(; nsiiioMiix HAIRS

SAT, SL'N, & EVENINC;
CLASSES

Keep Your
DIPLOMA
Forever!

Laser Engraving-$35

Plexiglass Cover-$18

Robin's Trophies
(818) 705-4968

Vote in the upcoming

ELECTIONS
For the next ASU staff

_^IAY 23 &24
Come hear the ASU candidates speak, or ask

them questions, at the Candidates' Forum on

Tuesday, May 22nd at 7:00 pm in the Vista

Room at Sunset Canyon Recreation Center.

Applications are still available for appointed

positions -- come to 320 Kerckhoff Hall to

pick one up.

PAID I-OR BY IJSAC

k. •

LA RAZA IN FILM. VIDEO &. PERFORMANCE ART SERIES 1990

FILM VIDEO
SYMPOSIUM

RUBEN GUEVARA
PERFORMANCE ARTIST, WRITER. SINGER &. ACTOR WILL SCREEN HIS
LATEST VIDEO WORK, "AZTLAN. BABYLON. RHYTHM AND BLUES"

ALL FILMMAKERS WILL BE PRESENT
FOR DISCUSSION

SPONSORED BY UCLA CHICANO/LATINO FILM/TV ASSOC. AND CPC OF THE PAB

MONDAY, MAY 21 MELNITZ THEATER 7:30 PM
•Four Award-Winning Chicano Filmmakers*

SYLVIA MORALES
IWRITER. DIRECTOR &. PRODUCER WILL SCREEN "LOS LOBOS...A TIME TO DANCE. 1

MOCTESUMA ESPARZA
PRODUCER OF "MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR" WILL SCREEN HIS
ACADEMY AWARD WINNING FILM "AGUEDA MARTINEZ."

JESUS TREVINO
WRITER. DIRECTOR 8v PRODUCER WILL SCREEN EMMY &v DIRECTORS

GUILD OF AMERICA AWARD WINNING FILM "GANGS."

•
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R. Kennedy inquiry

may lie reconsidered
Primary elections field
Mix of pro-choice and anti-abortion winners

The Associated Press

Researchers studying the mas-
sive flies on the assassination of

Sen. Robert F. Kennedy in Lx)S

Angeles said Tuesday the case

should be reopened to unravel the

mystery of one or more extra

bullets.

The demand for a reopening of

the Kennedy investigation came
one day before NBC-TV's
"Unsolved Mysteries" rehashed

the second-gun theory in the midst

of the May ratings sweeps period.

Gregory Stone, a political sci-

entist who has spent nearly two
years studying material released

from state archives, said it is

possible that at least nine bullets

and perhaps as many as 12 were
fired in the pantry of the Ambassa-
dor Hotel on the night of June 5,

1968, when Kennedy was slain.

The convicted assassin, Sirhan

B. Sirhan, carried a .22-calibcr

revolver that held eight shots.

"After 22 years, it is not

acceptable to allow fundamental

questions to remain unanswered
about the murder of one of the

greatest public figures of our
time," Stone said at a news
conference where he was joined by
five others, including Paul
=5chra(!e, who was wi)undal in^tfic

Kennedy assassination.

"Significant new evidence has
recently surfaced suggesting that

more shots may have been fired

during the assassination of Sen.

Robert Kennedy than could have
been discharged by Sirhan Sirhan

acting alone." he said.

"Coupled with other known
facts insufficiently investigated in

the past, this evidence demands an
objective new inquiry into Sen.

Kennedy's death."

Kennedy was hit three times,

and five other bullets hit bystan-

ders who survived, the police have
said. Seven of the bullets were
recovered. One bullet is said to

have passed through Kennedy's
coat before hitting Schrade.

DEVELOPMENT
From page 1

Yaroslavsky, who represents the

Westwood community, joined
other politicians in supporting the

elimination of the conference
center.

*The university's decision to

abandon plans for a conference
center is a positive step in the right

direction. However, it only signals

the beginning, not the end of our
efforts to ensure that UCLA's
future development is compatible
with the Westwood area," said

Yaroslavsky, state Sen. Herschel
Rosenthal, E>-Los Angeles, and
state Assemblyman Terry Fried-

man, D-Los Angeles, in a joint

statement

The university is also negotiat-

ing with the City of Los Angeles
on the possibility of allowing the

city to check and enforce UCLA's
traffic mitigation program. Under
such an agreement, campus-gener-
ated traffic would not exceed
currently approved levels through

the year 2005.

"It is premature to predict the

outcome of our discussions.
Nevertheless, I feel it is significant

that UCLA has agreed to consider
such a joint monitoring agreement,
that would principally tie future

UCLA development to the
achievement of UCLA's traffic

reduction goals." said Yaroslavs-
ky, who proposed reductions in the

Long Range Development Plan in

a letter he sent to the chancellor

Schrade said Tuesday he has
always dbubted the accuracy of the

trajectory path reconstructed by
police.

He called for the Los Angeles
County District Attorney and the

County Board of Supervisors to

reopen the inyestigation.

"We can't trust the Los Angeles
Police Department to do an effec-

tive investigation because they did
an ineffective one." he said.

Cmdr. William Booth, spokes-
man for the Police Department,
said the second-gun theory was
thoroughly explored by investiga-

tors and he dismissed Tuesday's
allegations as a rehash of old
material.

'There are no plans to reopen
the investigation. 'Unsolved Mys-
teries' is reviving the how-many-
guns theory. They haven't pre-

sented anything that hasn't been
presented before." Booth said.

'The investigation identifies a

suspect who was arrested and
convicted and was sent to prison.

That's iL"

"It looks like really old stuff to

me." said Sandi Gibbons, spokes-
woman for the District Attorney's
office. "It looks just like a rehash

of something that has already been
rehashed."

Schrade and Stone appeared at a

news conference along with author

Dan Moldea. Philip Melanson, a

professor and author, former FBI
Agent William Bailey and David
Mendelsohn, a TV producer who
has researched the case.

By Mike Silverman

Associated Press

Pennsylvania Gov. Robert P.

Casey, an anti-abortion Democrat,
swept past a pro-choice primary

challenger Tuesday to capture the

nomination for a second term. In

Nebraska, former Omaha Mayor
Mike Boyle led a seven-way
Democratic race for a chance to

face Republican Gov. Kay Orr.

Oregon Attorney General Dave
Frohnmaycr was a strong favorite

to defeat six rivals for the GOP
nomination to replace Democratic
Gov. Neil" Goldschmidl, who
declined to seek a second term.

Secretary of Stale Barbara Roberts

was unopposc<l on the Dcm(x:ralic

side.

In U.S. Senate races, Oregon
Sen. Mark Hatfield's bid fora fifth

term drew one minor challenge

within the GOP. In a six-candidate

Democratic field, businessman
Harry Lonsdale, who critic i/cd

Hatfield's anti-abortion views,

was considered the likely victor.

Two-term Democratic Sen.

James Exon of Nebraska had no
primary opposition, and fonricr

Republican Rep. Hal Daub easily

won the nomination to challenge

him.

The new evidence cited by the

group included Moldea' s recent

interviews with five police officers

involved in the investigation who
said they remembered seeing

bullet holes in a door frame which
has since been destroyed. Some
said they heard that bullets were
removed from the frame.

In addition, Bailey said he
remembers seeing bullet holes in

the center post between two doors
in the pantry.

last month.

Young said negotiations with
the city are a sensible and appro-
priate way for UCLA to abide by
its promise to restrict travel to

campus.

"UCLA recognized from the

slart of the planning process that a

limitation on traffic was an essen-

tial element of our development
plan and would require a reliable

monitoring mechanism," Young
said.

During the past year, communi-
ty members and UCLA have
engaged in numerous discussions
addressing the university's efforts

to provide needed academic,
research and support facilities and
to reduce the impact on the local

residents and environment

The three lawmakers com-
mended UCLA, a state institution,

for listening to the community's
concerns, especially since the
university does not have to comply
to local land use ordinances.

"We are well aware that the
Slate constitution grants the uni-

versity independence in land use
matters. However, that indepen-
dence does not mean the university
can turn a deaf ear to local

government's and the communi-
ty's concerns. Clearly, Chancellor
Young has listened to our opposi-
tion to the conference center and
he has dropped it." they said.

Wiih li perecni oi I'cnnsyivi^
nia precincts reporting, Casey,
who signed a tough anii-abortion

law in November, had 89,943
votes or 76 percent to lawyer

Philip S. Berg's 26,923 votes or 24

percent.

In a closer race on the Republi-

"can side, pro-choice Auditor Gen-
eral Barbara Hafer had 28,607

votes or 54 percent to 24,459 votes

or 46 percent for abortion foe

Marguerite "Peg" Luksik of

Johnstown. Hafer had the slate

GOP endorsement.

The abortion issue also domi-
nated Pennsylvania's Democratic
lieutenant governor's race, as

former state party chairman
Edward Mezvinsky failed in a late

pro-choice challenge to incumtxini

Mark S. Singel, who opposes

abortion.

Singel had 69,809 votes or 69
percent to Mezvinsky's 30,877

votes or 31 percent.

In western Pennsylvania,
Democratic U.S. Reps. John
Murlha, Austin Murphy and
Joseph Kolter all faced primary

battles. Murlha was criticized for

supporting congressional pay
hikes; Murphy for having a son

outside his marriage. Kolter was
challenged by former Rep. Frank

Clark, who said the incumbent
wasn'i doing enough for his

district's economy.

Mrs. Orr, who four years ago
became the first Republican
woman elected governor of any
state, has suffered in popularity

polls since Nebraska increased

taxes.

She trounced her lone primary

challenger, Omaha businessman

Mori Sullivan. With 1 percent of

ihc vole counted, Mrs. Orr had

1,277 votes or 76 percent and
Sullivan had 411 voles or ~24

pcrceni.

The Democratic race shaped up
as a four-way scramble among
Boyle, Lincoln Mayor Bill Harris,

Omaha lawyer Ben Nelson and
Bill Hoppner, a former aide to

Sens, F.xnn and Rob Kerrey

Hoppner received a late boost

when Kerrey disclosed he had cast

his absentee ballot for him. Previ-

ously, Kerrey had said he would
remain neutral.

With 3 percent of precincts

reporting, Boyle led with 992 votes

or 30 percent; Harris had 752 votes

or 23 .percent; Nelson had 741

voles or 22 percent and Hoppner
had 724 or 22 percent. Three other

candidates divided the remaining 4

percent.

In the college community of

Eugene, Ore., voters were lo

decide whether lo amend the city

charier to guarantee the city's

status as a nuclear Tree zone where
manufacture of nuclear weapons
and their components is prohi-

bited.

Couple married 53 years
pass away on same night
By Richard de Atley

Associated Press

BURBANK, Calif. — A "Romeo and Juliet" couple married kk 53
years died together in their nursing home r(X)m on the same night, and
police said Tuesday it appeared the deaths were from natural causes.

Stanford Wirick, 86, and his wife Guinevere, 83, were found in their

bed at Le Bleu Chateau rest home on Tuesday morning.

"I can't mourn it, really. If one had died and left the other, it rc^illy

would have been tragic. Godspeed to them," said relative Mazic Asay.
Police Sgt. DOn Goldberg said no foul play was suspected. "They just

went to bed in seemingly good shape last night and were both dc;id this

morning," the sergeant said.

"They did everything together. It looks like Romeo and Juliet," said

rest home manager Madeline Rosenberg, who said the couple had no
children. "They just wanted to be together. It's sad, but it's beautiful."

Stanford, a native of Missouri, and Gwcn, who was bom in Chicago,
spent most of their married life in Long Beach, living in a home near the

Colorado Lagoon. He was an accountant and an amateur painter.

She had a master's degree from the University of Georgia and loved to

read, but chose the life of a homcmakcr, said Asay.
"They were extremely close," Asay said. "They did everything

together. They liked to camp and hike and iliey loved the Sierra. They
were codependent all the way."

Asay is marrial to Gwen Wirick 's brother Bill, and Stanford was her

first cousin. The Asays, married 51 years, were introduced lo each other

by the Wiricks.

"I don't really know why they didn't have children," she said. "They
talked about it once in awhile. Maybe they were just self sufficient unto

themselves, and that was that."

The health of both Wiricks had deteriorated recently, Asay said. He
was legally blind for the past several years. She had a heart attack about
three years ago. His blindness put an end to their camping excursions. She
had never bothered to learn how to drive.

"He broke his hip last fall, and she broke her hip this January, so it's

been hospitals and rehab for both of them since," Asay said. The Wiricks

finally had to quit their Long Beach home and were placed in the Burbank
rest home, near the Asay's Studio City home.

EUROPE ^> CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, Calif 90069
Phone: (213) 272-04i?4

Mail this ad (or Special
Student/Teacher Tariff.

G RENTAL n LEASE Z PURCHASE

MASA-Y^
JAPANESE FOOD

MON-FRI

10 AM. -9:30 PM
SAT 11:30AM-9:30PM

SUN 12NOON-9PM /

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.(X)

Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef'and Chicken Bowls
Fresh variety Sashimi y
All types of Sushi /
•PARTY PLATTERS /

$1
o
F

F

any menu select.on

• 'with coupon

^' 1834 Wesrwood Blva
' (Jusi South of Santa Monica 3lvd

'

FREE PARKING X c^" ^^56355

^' SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 5/30/90

SERVICE
Be an integral part of a commission
that has served the community for over'

25 years with over 20 student initiated

service projects. AppHcations are
available at CSC in 408 Kerckhoff. Due
back to CSC by Monday, May 21, 1990.

Applications are alsb available
for two director position s for-

UCLA Tree People.

This environmental project
needs two dedicated and

"innovative leaders for the
1990-91 year. Applications are
available at CSC and are due

Thursday, May 24, 1990.

1990-91
Paid for by L'SAC

Kwang-Ju People's
~

Uprising

10th ANNIVERSARY
Commemoration

Ceremony

i

Time: May 16, Wed.
Placef Bunche 3170

7:00 p.m.
Program:
•video showing
•guest speaker:
Dae-Sung Yuk
(director of Korean
Youth Coalition
for Reunification)

•poetry readings
and songs

•panel discussion
—•photo exhibition--

Presented by:-

Korean

Student

Association

Funded by Campus Programs Committee of tha Program Activitias Board
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Budget, taxes will be balancing act for both sides
Democrats, Republicans want

to avoid blame for tax increase

By Walter Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
political pact to walk the plank of

an election-year tax increase

would take both trust and timing,

so that Republicans and Demo-
crats go over the side together.

Democratic leaders would pre-

fer to hear President Bush splash

down first, although they've been
talking about a settlement that

shares the blame. Budget negotia-

tions are to begin Tuesday.

The Democrats are jivorried

about a tax trap, and insist that any
revenue moves come with a clear

commitment from Bush and the

Republicans. That would be insur-

ance against an escalation of the

GOP campaign theme that paints

them as the tax-and-spend party, a

potent issue for Bush and a theme
in this year's congressional cam-
paigns.

At the leadership level, the lone

has changed, although politicians

in the ranks on both sides are

hammering at the tax dispute.

House Speaker Thomas S.

Foley said he expected good-faith

budget discussions. **We*re not

going to attempt to politicize them
on either side, or ... to renew old

political battles . .

.

**I trust the White House on that

until I have reason not to, and I

have no reason not to," he said.

Trust, but verify, as Ronald
Reagan used to say.

Foley is assigning Majority

Leader Richard A. Gephardt, who
has become a political point man,
to be chairman of the House
Democratic negotiators, and wants
him to preside over the talks unless

Resident Bush is present.

Across the table: Rep. Newt
Gingrich of Georgia, the Republi-

can whip, whose instinct is to take

the offensive. While the talks were
being arranged, Gingrich repealed

the Republican campaign refrain

that Democrats are addicted to tax

increases.

Another player John Sununu,

the White House chief of staff

who, as a thinly-disguised senior

official, was quoted Thursday as

saying that ^e Democrats are free

to argue fpr tax increases in the

budget negotiations, while the

administration has the prerogative

of saying no and probably will.

That's not the way the Demo-
crats understood the ground rules.

Bush"^ spokesman said the presi-

dent had repeated that "his position

is no preconditions."

But the comments attributed to

Sununu feed the Democrats' suspi-

cion that anything they say about

tax increases can and probably will

be used against them.

Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said whoever it was that

made the comments, "they were
very, very ill-timed."

But both sides have too much at

risk in a budget crisis to let the

bargaining collapse without some
kind of agreement on spending and

taxes.

"I think that is a question of

walking that political plank

together," said Sen. Lloyd M.
Bentsen of Texas, chairman of the

Finance Committee and one of the

Senate negotiators.

Bush proposed the negotiations

and got them going by swallowing
his 1988 campaign pledge to

"Read my lips, no new taxes," or at

least enough of it to agree to

bargain without preconditions and
with every option on the table.

That was followed immediately

by a word game, which continues.

Senate Republican leaders are

attempting a retroactive refine-

ment of the Bush campaign vow,
saying it applied to federal income
taxes.

Two problems: that's not what
Bush said in 1988. And E>emocrats

are likely to insist on elimination

of the income tax "bubble" in

which the 33 per cent top rate dips

to 28 percent for the very wealth-

iest Americans.

Marlin Fitzwater, the presi-

dent's spokesman, tried another

tack. He said some people have

argued that without preconditions,

taxes would be on the bargaining

table. "But no preconditions means
just the opposite," he said. "It

si^f%^^
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means the table is clean."

While it lacked the punch of his

daily "read my lips" pledge against

new taxes. Bush also promised
during the 1988 campaign that he

would convene a budget summit,

take personal command, and find a

solution to the deficit problem. He
had said that could be done without

increasing taxes.

That's where it all stalled in

earlier rounds of budget talks.

As recently as Jan. 29, present-

ing his now dormant 1991 budget.

Bush told Congress that "without
raising taxes ... it would balance

the budget by 1993" and begin

reducing the national debt.

Forget that. The estimates were
off, revenues are down, interest

rates are up, and the price of the

savings and loan bailout is soaring.

The current guess is that it may
take $100 billion worth of revenue
increases and spending reductions

to hold the deficit to next year's

legal limit, $64 billion.

The alternative would be auto-

matic, across-the-board spending

cuts that could run to more than

$100 billion.

Budget talks

successful
By Steven Komarow
Associated Press

— WAvSHINGTON, D.C. — Even
with President Bush's assurance

that "everything is on the table,"

it's hard to imagine a major
deficit-reduction agreement
emerging from the politically

jumpy group he and the Democrats
have assembled.

But that's why this year's

budget summit could be a surprise

success.

In past limes with an atmo-
sphere more conducive to agree-

ment, budget compromises have
proven tough.

FYesidcni Reagan convened an

emergency summit in 1987 when-
the crisis on Wall Street scared'

Republicans and Democrats alike,

making conditions excellent for a

Big Deal to put the nation's fiscal

policy on track toward a balanced

budget.

The negotiators were a serious

and mostly agreeable group. Rea-
gan sent his chief of staff,, former
Sen. Howard Baker, to lead his

representatives. House Majority

Leader Thomas S. Foley, D-
Wash., anchored the Democratic
group from Congress.

But almost a month of closed-

door sessions yielded a plan that

only kept things from getting

worse. Today, it looks like the

federal deficit will run about as

high this year as it did then, and the-

atmosphere for agreement appears
worse.

Baker, Foley and other key
players in the 1987 talks are gone.

Baker returned to the private

sector, while Foley is now speaker
of the House. He, like Bush, will

waich the negotiations from^ a

distance.

The president's top man this

time will b<^ Chief of Staff John
Sununu, a strong-willed conserva-
tive who already has fiincd with
sinking the whole effort.

At the same time the president
was reassuring Democrats he
would go into the talks open-
minded, Sununu was saying the

opposite was really true — that

Bush would kill any tax increase

the Democrats proposed.

1
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Small town
loses weight,

cholesterol
By Ray Formanek Jr.

Associated Press

WELLSBURG, W.Va. —
Cholesterol readings are bandied

about like baseball scores and

residents brag about whittled

waistlines two years after this town
became part of a program aimed at

reducing cardiovascular disease.

"When we started this, everyone

called us 'Fat City,'" program
director Bill Reger said Tuesday.

"Now, we're bein^ recognized as

one of the most fit towns in the

country."

The results of the $3.3 million

lifestyle modification study, sche-

duled to end next month, have been

encouraging, Reger said.

Twice as many participants

exercise regularly compared to

when the study began in May
1988. And, Reger said, nearly all

of the 1 ,000 participants, out of the

town's roughly 4,0(X) people, have

reduced their intake of fat, salt and

cholesterol.

Participants' blood pressures,

cholesterol levels, weight and
other cardiovascular risk factors

Were checked every thr^ months
during the two-yeai" study.

(

Baker goes to USSR to smooth way for summit
Arms-control differences may cause

difficulties at US-USSR meeting

By Barry Schwerd
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Secretary of

Stale James A. Baker III arrived in

the Soviet capital Tuesday to try to

overcome deep differences over

missile reductions that could
impede success at the Washington
summit.

Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev is due to see President

Bush in only two weeks, and senior

Baker aides said on the flight to

Moscow that at least four key

issues were unresolved.

Already, the two sides have

decided to resume negotiations in

Geneva right after Baker con-

cludes his visit on Saturday, take a

break for the May 30-June 3

summit, and then work through the

summer.

This suggests there is little hope
that Baker, in his talks with

Gorbachev and Foreign Minister

Eduard A. Shevardnadze, can

settle all the remaining issues in

—time fora summit declaration.-

backtracked in talks in Washing-
ton last month after considerable

headway was made in February

talks in Moscow.

The differences are over restr-

ictions to be placed on cruise

missiles aboard fighter planes and

warships, on mobile missiles with

multiple warheads and on heavy

land-based missiles.

Also, in more than 400 pages of

proposed treaty text compiled in

Geneva, the two sides have not

fixed on a scheme for verifying

compliance with the reductions in

su^alegic nuclear weapons.

Gorbachev is to arrive in

Washington May 30 after visiting

Canada the previous day. After his

summit meetings with Bush, at the

White House and at the presiden-

tial retreat at Camp David, Md., he

is to fiy to Minneapolis on June 3,

to visit with business and agricul-

tural leaders, and then on to San
Francisco for a speech at nearby

Stanford University.

Two U.S. officials, who spoke
to reporters traveling with Baker
on condition they would not be

identified, said the Soviets had

*There has been some move-
ment to try lb pick up the pieces,"

one of the officials said of the

continuing talks in Geneva. But he

declined to venture a prediction of

Baker success or describe recent

headway as substantial.

On two other arms control fronts

the outlook also is cloudy.

Completion of a U.S.-Sovici

accord at the summit pledginjg to

cease production of chemical
weapons depends on the Soviets

agreeing to a schedule to destroy

their stockpiles.

And differences over verifica-

tion methods and limiting aircraft

stand in the way of an accord

between NATO and the Warsaw
Pact to reduce u-oops and tanks in

Europe.

As Baker arrived in Moscow,
Gorbachev's difficulties in the

breakaway Baltic republics
deepened. His domestic troubles

might seem likely to impair prepa-

rations for the summit meeting
with Bush, although some admi-
nistration analysis suggested this

week Gorbachev might be
impelled to push for a foreign

policy success to balance his

political problems.

Thousands of whistling and
Soviet soldiers tried to break into

the Latvian parliament in Riga, the

Latvian capital, a day after Gorba-

chev declared independence
movements in Latvia and EsU)nia

null and void. In Lithuania, he is

"maintaining a partial economic
blockade.

Bush and Baker, while voicing

support for self-determination,

have withheld any U.S. economic
retaliation against Moscow. How-
ever, Baker has informed Moscow
that the administration is under
()ressure from Congress and Bush
has said there are limits to U.S.

patience.

Baker is due to see Gorbachev
on Friday after talks Wednesday
and Thursday vv;ilh Shevardnadze.

Saturday morning has been set

aside for further discussions with

the Soviet foreign minister.

All of

remained

decreased

rests earlier this year totmd"
more than half of the participants

had lowered their average choles-

terol readings by 15 points, from

221.3 to 206.3. A reading below
200 is desirable, according to the

American Heart Association.

Their average weight dropped

from 169.4 pounds to 166.4

pounds. They also reduced their

blood pressure by an average 5

points and lowered their resting

pulse rates by four beats per

minute.

those values either

about the same or

in the study's final

health screening in late April,

according to Reger. Results of

those tests are to be released June

9.

Reger said the most substantial

improvement has been in the

cholesterol readings, especially in

""the reduction of LDL cholesterol,

the bad kind.

"1 think it rcHccls the fact that

most people have changed their

diet to one centcrc<l on vegetables,

fruits, bc^ns, peas and lentils," said

Reger. "Two years ago, people

we're saying There's no way I'm

going to eat that stuff, it tastes like

cardboard.'

"There's no more red meal as far

as I'm concerned," said Mary Jo
Kull, 68, whose cholesterol plum-

meted from a worrisome 266 to

.177. "1 eat fruits, vegetables,

pastas, brown rice."

The program's impact can even

be seen in the town's restaurants,

where steamed vegetables, fruit

plates and oat bran bagels have

replaced mashed potatoes and
gravy, ice cream and doughnuts as

favorites.

"Now they want dry toast, or a

dry bagel or muffin," said Vicki

Mercer, 51, a waitress at Stella's

Goodie House.

Grocers, too, have been
affected.

"Cheese and beef sales have

taken a drastic hit, but I can't keep
my oat bran cereals and whole
wheat pasta on the shelf," said Bill

Konkle, a butcher and grocer.

The pilot program, one of the

first privately funded efforts to

develop a public health education

program for rural areas, was
sponsored by the Bayer Co. and
Glenbrook Laboratories, the aspi-

rin-maker's New York-based
parent

FAST AND EASY...

...ON YOUR FIRST DATE
Girl: "No, not there!"

•^ 9^

Boy: "Don't be that way. Let's just try it.

Girl: "You promise it will be good?"
f-

Boy: "C'moiirtrust~me!" ~ ' ~^
«-. ^^

Ever wonder where to go andWhat to do on
your "First Date?" Or for that matter, on any
date?

Good food and laughter, even some star-gazing

after - the Daily Bruin Entertainment and
Dining Out Guide has it all.

*

Read it and experience it

!

The Entertainment Dining Out Guide , the

quick and easy method for a good time. ^.

C'mon, trust us!
j?r^

-^
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Be a

CROSS
CULTURAL
CONTACT
Write Q welcome letter to a new
foreign student during ttie summer.

Attend a special dinner together
in September.

Attend an info meeting:
-Wed, 5/23, 3-4 pm AU 3506
-Thurs.5/^. 1 2-1 pmAU 2412

5-6pmAU3516

Career opportuniti
IN

sports 8c

entertainment
V

I

Getting a job in these highly

competitive fields requires
skillful networking. our sports

& Entertainment Handbook
will proved you with thousands
of contact listings and realistic

advice on how to position

yourself for these jobs. .'

you can benefit from our years
of experience in these industries.

AT $99, IT'S AN INTELLIGENT INVESTMENT
IN YOU CAREER SEARCH.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE TO:

ES PRODUCTIONS
1 109 LAFAYETTE RD.

WAYNE, PA 19087

If

Read all about it...

Turn It on, and tune \\W7.
Stutf.nt Alymni

CAREER NETWORK
presents

Careers in
PRIl^T
and—-^^

—

BROADCAST
JOURIVALISM

<o-sponsored by

The UCLA English Department

& Women in Communications

__.aL_

Come listen, leorn and osk questions

at a panel discussion with:
~^~

•Q KNX News Radio newswriter

•Q freelance journalist

•a reporter/anchor for KCOY, CBS-TV, Santa Maria

TONIGHT!—
Wednesday May 1 6th

7:00 PM
James West

Aliminl Center

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UCUiUumni

Vac^cine puts
insecrticides

into plants
By Paul Raeburn

Associated Press

ANNAPOLIS, Md. —
Researchers have developed a kind

of vaccine that protects plants

against pests by putting a natural

pesticide into seeds.

The "vaccine" involves the

insertion of bapteria called endo-

phytes into a plant's seeds. The
bacteria have been genetically

engineered to carry a naturally

occurring protein that kills insects,

said Peter S. Carlson, the vaccine's

developer.

As the plant grows, the bacteria

spread the protein throughout the

plant, he said Tuesday at a Rock-
efeller Foundation seminar on
agricultural research.

'This is something brand new,"

he said. "No one ever thought of

using endophytes before."

The technique was developed as

a means of reducing reliance on
dangerous pesticides, Carlson

said.

As he was speaking, researchers

were reporting in the Journal of the

National Cancer Institute in

Washington, D.C., that workers in

flour mills had a cancer rate nine-

times that of the general popula-

tion, because of the workers*

exposure to pesticides in grain

storage. i ^
David Pimentel of Cornell Uni-

versity in Ithaca, N.Y., estimates

that pesticides poison 500,000
people around the world annually,

resulting in 10,000 deaths.

Furthermore, the public health

and environmental problems asso-

ciated with pesticides are costing

the U.S. government $3 billion per

year, Pimentel said at the seminar.

Carlson, who founded Crop
Genetics International in Hanover
to produce the plant vaccine, has

completed two years of field tests

of com that had been vaccinated to

protect it against the European
com borer.

This pest, a tiny caterpillar,

destroys $500 million worth of

com per year in the United States,

said Carlson.

The vaccine has proven to be

safe, and the tests have shown that

the genetically engineered endo-

phytes don't spread appreciably

into neighboring plants, Carlson

said.

Unlike human vaccines, the

plant vaccine does not boost the

plant's immune system to ward off

pests. The endophytes are geneti-

cally engineered to include a gene
from a bacterium called Bacillus

thuringiensis.

Once that gene has been put into

the endophytes, they make a

Bacillus thuringiensis protein that

kills the European com borer.

The endophytes spread through

the com plant as it grows, causing

it no harm but carrying the

insecticidal protein with them.

When com borers move into the

com stem, where they feed, they

encounter ttie protein and are

killed.

Conventional insecticides are

not too effective against com
borers, Carlson said, because the

insecticides do not get inside the

com plants where the pests live.

The cndophyte-transported protein

does.

Another advantage is that bio-

logical pesticides like this one do
not affect other insect species.

The endophytes and their toxic

protein are not passed on to future

generations of the pbr.t tarough its

SCcus, Carlson said.
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Drawings for

new fighter

made public
By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
Pentagon unveiled drawings Tues-

day of two prototypes of the

Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF),

a futuristic aircraft designed to

replace the F-15 fighter jet.

The fighter developed by the

team from Northrop and McDon-
nell Douglas has smoothed con-

tours reminiscent of the B-2 stealth

bomber, while the Lockheed,
Boeing and General Dynamics
version has a more angled design.

Pentagon spokesman Pete Wil-

liams said the Air Force decided to

release the drawings, along with

some information about the $63.5

billion classified program, because

the two industry teams competing
for the contract "are about to

perform air-engine tests."

Both prototype airframes are

scheduled for flight tests later this

year and the winning contractor is

expectexl to be chosen in July 1991,

Williams said.

"The ATF is ... the air super-

iority fighter of the, future," Wil-

liams said.

The aircraft, he said, will use

stealU\ technology to evade radar

and cruise at supersonic speeds

without using afterburners, a capa-

bility known as "supcrcruise."

The combat aircraft will have a

speed of Mach 1.5, which would
double the cruising speed of most
present-day fighters.

The drawings show two ver-

sions of a sharp-nosed, single-scat,

twin-engine aircraft with sharply

angled vertical tails.

No drawings were released for

the Navy version of the ATF..
Citing changing world condi-

tions and the nation's severe

budget crunch. Defense Secretary

Dick Cheney announced that he

intended to delay the purchases of

the ATF two years, until 1996, as a

cost-saving measure.

The Air Force has said it wants
to buy 750 of the jets, but Williams

said a purchase of "something less

than 750" was ]X)ssible.

"No one knows today how many
planes we would build," he said.

To date, Williams said, $2.8

billion has been spent on the

program.

Although the cost in 1985 was
put at $53.8 billion, current esti-

mates put it at $63.5 billion,

Williams said. Those figures

include research and development,

testing and procurement costs for

750 planes, he said.

That translates to a per-plane

cost of $84.7 million.

"Air Force leaders believe they

need the ATF so future battlefield

commanders can count on the

umbrella of friendly air superiority

and the protection of their forces

from devastation by enemy air

attacks," the Air Force said in a

statement

"It will use a first-look, first-kill

capability to detect and destroy

enemy fighters of today — and
tomorrow," the Air Force said.

Williams offered no dimensions
for the aircraft, saying they were
classified.

The aircraft, he said, will carry a

full complement of medium and
short-range arms, including the

AIM-120 Advanced Medium
Range Air-to-Air Missile and
AIM-9 Sidewinder.

fan Pacific Health Project
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Keeping an eye on our community and its health by

offering opportunities in many aspects of community
service as well as informative forums for all students.

Come to our general meetings if you are interested in:

- ComTTmnity service involving health care of the

Asian population
- Taking part in support services and counseling for

students pursuing graduate studies or health care

careers.

HYPERTENSION TWUNING
How to take blood pressure certification

Wednesday May 16, 1990
Men's Gym 203 6-10 p.m.CPR Training

To Be Announced

Kor more info:

Community Fro^ramB OfTice,

Men's Gym 102 825-0068

ruNnro hv tvc cr»AK>unny Acnvmr 5 coMMfrm or tmt »4«ogha»4 ACT»vn«9 boam)

APPLY NOW TO THE SAA BOARO OF DIRECTORS

B SAA PROGRAMS NEED DIRECIIIRS:
CAREER NETWORK

DINNERS FOR 12 STRANGERS

SENIOR CLASS CARINET

SPRING SING

PARENTS' DAY AT UCLA

RRUIN SURVIVAL KITS/RUN LIKE A ORUIN

PLUS,

\

4 eehieral PR Si Tinhis availarle
INTERNAL AFFAIRS COOROINATOR

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COORDINATOR

ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS COORDINATOR

SPONSORSHIP COORDINATOR

4-. ' jr ! iJ-,
Applications avaflable at the James West Ahimni Center.

DEADLINE extended to this Friday, May 18. ~

Doni forget to sign-up for an interview on Friday!

For more information, cal 206-0524.

M4 Ir fiMmT Myiafeffllflf

L

^AK.

J
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NEW PANDA
CUISINE

COMPLETE
(lluilHlfS)

^.>l,-ni lilul I'-..',! I.v

l.'.s Aimv

V7̂/f^

COMBINATION PLATE $3.99

Includes 2 entrees, egg roll & rice or chow mein

.-'./^

WE DELIVER!!

826-0900

Mibimum $8.00 order

11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

BLOOD TEST FOR

AIDS
The Kpidemic Continues!

• One out (jf r\ir\ "lilO (olltt^c

stiuKiifs is HIV |)()sitiv('.

Oiir out (^\ ("Vers 7:} h.ibios l)orii iti

New Vork City is .AIDS positive.

27(;,l)()() iKwboriis tt'stcd 1*)^S

IVcnwritiU trstiii^

Usually less than 2 days for results

I'rt'vt'iitiou iMt

Early Detection

OPEN (i DAYS

TEST YOUR PARTNER. BRING A FRIEND JUST TO BE SURE!

Norton Medical Clinic • Sherman Oaks

1 (800) AIDS NOW
1 (800) 243-7669

lAMA. M..r. h 21, \l\l\

Student Governing Board
Graduate School of Library and
Information Science, UCLA

Faculty Research Seminar Series |

Spring 1990

Thursday, May 17th 1990

"Women Librarians in

the West to 1920"

Joanne E. Passet I

AMtoUnt Prole^aar C.nduiW Srhtwil n( I ihrary

TM 9ET1IN6

.A !»'

and mrorrrutian !V:ifKU

and

//I

//

Information Services in

Ethno-linguistic Communities

Cheryl M. Duran
Assistant Dean. Graduate School of Library

and InforrT\ation Sciencr

3:00 PM
Location: Room 300F, GSLIS, Powell Library

Sponsored by The Student Governing Hoard, GSLIS, UCLA
Funded by CPC Mini-Fund of the PAB

A
ff

I'm still jusl a sophomore,

but when I graduate I'm

going to have more than a

degree. Thanks to UPS I'm

going to have a great

looking resume, too

"Fortune magazine
rated UPS one of the most

admired' corporations in

America And I work there

I make almost $10,000 a

y»ar <of vvofk tng about A

RP=I

hours a day I'm even being

considered for a

promotion Wouldn't that

look great on my resume
Part-time Supervisor

UPS' I get my choice of

working mornings,
afternoons, or nights. I

chose to work in

Operations Some students are m Accounting, Industrial

Engineering, IS and Customer Service

"It's tough to graduate at the head of the class. But if you

want to graduate ahead m the job market, just have UPS at

the top of your resume"

Goenngs exist at 1201 West Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles 90015, interviews conducted Mondays 1-3pm;
or 3333 Downey Rd., Vernon 90023, interviews con-
ducted Mondays 12-2pm, or 3000 East Washington
Blvd., Los Angeles 90023, interviews conducted Mon-
days 1-3pm, An equal opportunity employer

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

ATTISMTHOM GS^tJU. m\
I i

! ;p
' TUBISF"

"^^

9
o

MODESTO CITY SCHOOLS
Our i-.urtl. R

NEEDS TEACHERS FOR 90-91 SCHOOL YEAR!

RECRUITERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1990 - 8:00 A.M.-NOON

Please come to the Placemenr & Career Planning CenTer
to sign up for an interview.

(NOTE: Bring your resume.) .

Excellent Staff Support Programs!

Excellent Starting Salary-$26,150 (1989-90)!

^ Excellent Fringe Benefits!

Ideal Location! Affordable Housing!

AA/EOE

Underwear
sheds image
of intimacy
By Francine Parnes

Associated Press

Fashionable women aren't con-

tent these days with lingerie that is

intimate apparel only. After all, if

they're going to pay an arm and a

leg for something to cover the

torso, it shouldn't remain under

wraps.

"Women have started thinking

of lingerie as fashion," says Ellen

Appel, spokeswoman for Freder-

ick's of Hollywood.
Appel credits the movies

"Dangerous Liaisons" with
increased sales in push-up bras and
"Working Girl" and "Bull Dur-

ham" with stepped-up sales of

garter belts. Madonna's come-
hither rock'n'roll bras, bustiers

and corsets also are factors.

Though young trendies latched

onto the look early, the mainstream
didn't take it seriously until Euro-

pean fashion designers responded.

Now, American lingerie manu-
facturers are translating the look

into things that are pretty, practical

and fairly affordable.

Mickey Levenson, chairman of

the Intimate Apparel Council, a

trade grotrp of mantifacturers, says :

not only are they creating under-

wear for "double duty," but that

"lingerie has never been more in

tune with fashion trends than at the

presenL"

The council also reports that

lingerie sales have soared within

the past several months and are

expected to continue. Push-up bra

sales, for example, were up 40
percent over the same period last

year, garter bells increased 30
percent and bustiers 22 percent.

There's a lot of lace, opulent

fabrics and youthful prints — the

best in stretch fabrics for comfort
and fit. There are camisoles that

can be worn as undergarments or

under a jacket — either that of an
evening suit or a blazer paired with

jeans.

Jewel-tone colors, including

metallic and antique gold, are.

-popular, says Virginia Stiles, edi-

tor of Intimate Fashion News, a

trade publication. Likewise, trans-

parent materials such as chiffon

and georgette arc important, and
Lycra stretch lace is showing up on
everything from camisoles and
teddies to leggings and body
stockings. The leggings and body
stockings can l)c paired with long

jackets or flowing chiffon skirts.

For sleep or leisure, Olga offers

a cotton-voile collection of linger-

ie in blue or pink wild-rose print. A
tunic pajama shirt (about $48) can
be worn as a top to a garden party,

and a halter (about $17) can be
teamed with shorts.

There is also a nylon and
spandex bodysuit with nylon lace

by Olga (about $32), vlhich can be
worn under a chiffon top or move
from under cover to an evening out

with a jacket.

Bodysuits will remain strong,

given the fall '90 New York
collections of several designers,

including Norma Kamali, who
recently unleashed a cavalcade of

models onto the runway in black,

crushed-velvet catsuits with pro-

vocative cutouts.

A best-seller at Victoria's Sec-
ret is a $34 tank top and boxer set,

according to spokesman Laura
Holbrook. It comes in polyester

satin, printed with dense, brightly

colored florals. Victoria's Secret

also offers a short-sleeve shirt with
boxers in 1(X) percent cotton knit at

$34, in jewel tones of turquoise,

hot pink or emerald green.

L
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Ink 'bombs'

blow away
I I

By Rick Hampson
Associated Press

NEW YORK— In an attempt to

deter increasingly crafty shoplif-

ters, a growing number of clothing

stores are turning to a sort of

doomsday device — a tag that, if

tampered with, squirts the garment
with an indelible dye.

The theory: Sometimes you
have to ruin a dress to save it.

"If thieves know they can't sell

it and they can't wear it, then they

won't steal it," says Don Bamett,
whose company makes ColorTag,

one of two such products on the

market.

The other is called INKTAG,
and here's how it works.

You, the shoplifter, are strolling

through a department store when
you see an Anne Klein cream linen

suit for $515 that you must have.

You notice a white plastic disc

about two inches in diameter
clamped on the skirt like a sand-

wich. It bears this "WARNING:
Forcing tag open causes breakage.

Permanent ink sprays ouL Injury

can occur from broken glass, metal

and ink." -

Since grenades are not custo-

maniy attached to dresses, you
disregard the warning. Anyway,
you figure, you can always remove
the disc in the safety of your own
home. So you take it into the

dressing room, stuff it into your

purse, and head for the exit.

You step out of the store,

exultanL But when you get the

dress home and try to pry the disc

off with a screwdriver, your hands
are suddenly squirted with blue,

red and yellow ink that also stains

the dress.

The stain wears off your hands

in a few days, but repeated trips to

the dry cleaner fail to eradicate the

dress spot. You can't wear it

anywhere, except to Halloween
parties and the hippcr downtown
clubs._

Three vials inside the disc-tag

were rigged to break when it did,

releasing three teaspoons of "a

biological stain that intcracLs with

the cells of natural fibers so it c^'t^
be washed out," according to

Robert DiLonardo of Security Tag
Systems in St. Petersburg, Fla.,

which makes INKTAG.
If the garment had been pur-

chased, the tag would have been

cleanly removed by a sales clerk

with a small device bolted down
next to the cash register.

DiLonardo said his company
has sold several hundred thousand

tags to 40 stores since production

began last fall; ColoiTag says its

product, on sale for two years, now
is used in hundreds of stores.

Michael Myers, vice president

of security for the Casual Comer
chain of women's cloth irtj^ stores,

says ColoiTag has reduced losses

by about 60 percent at the 40 stores

where they have been tried. He
described the reduction as "incre-

dible," and said the company plans

to order more.
,

A quarter century ago, stores

began tagging merchandise with

magnetic strips and installing

detectors at the door. But store

security officials say professional

shoplifters — who account for

about 85 percent of all shoplifts—
have learned how to remove the

tags in the store or to shield them
from the detector on the way ouL
- Annual estimated losses from

shoplifting exceed $25 billion, and
one study found that shoplifters

escape with the goods 97 percent

of the time.

JOB INTERVIEW?
DRUG FREE?

"BE SURE"

PreScreen** it an anonymous drug screening
service pertotmeci by on accredited, licensed
clinical lab. Our service allows you to collect
and submit urine samples in ttie pfivocy of

your own home and to receive test results

directly and confidentialfy at your conven-
ience. CTS tests for five classes of drugs
including marijuana, which may be .detect-
able for up to 3 months in some cases.

CALL
1-800-955-2532

For? f^ORt !NFOf?f^ATION

CONFIDENTIAL
TESTING
SERVICES, INC.

I^IBBIiMWiiSlBiW
^>^;.
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COME TRY THE
BEST

CHINESE CHICKEN SALAD
AROUND <^

NOW AVAILABLE A
IN BOTTLES...

OUR VERY OWN SESAME
OIL SALAD DRESSING!

1949 Westwood Blvd. 475-0400
Mon-Sat 1 1:30-7:30 p.m.

Everything for the UCLA Bruin Fan

CELEBRATES TUnn GRAS
by giving

ALL UCLA STUDENTS WITH ID

20% OFF EVERYTHING
IN THE ENTIRE STORE

5/18, 5/19 & 5/20

JACKETS HATS T-SHIRTS

SWEAT-SHIRTS

NOVELTY ITEMS

SWEAT-PANTS

& MUCH MUCH MORE!

CORNER OF LINDBROOK & WESTWOOD
(across from Subway)

EXTENDED HOURS: Fri & Sat lOam-llpm Sun llam-6pm

10904 Lindbrook Drive, LA 90024 • (213) 824-7115 • Open 7 days a week for your shopping convenience,
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Ignorance is pervasive
among UCLA students
By Tracy Grayson

Wow! Two exceptionally ignorant individuals write letters

("Respecting other groups' heroes," and "White Rights," Bruin, May 10)

and they're both published on the same day. The Viewpoint editor inust

have been trying to make a point. Shucks, I didn 't know that stupidity was
so pervasive on this campus. In my five years at UCLA I have come
across some crazy stuff in the Viewpoint section, and these two letters

from Don Davis and Clarke De Maigrct rank up there near ilie top.

Let's start off with De Maigret's viewpoint. He doesn't even have
enough sense to refer to MEChA by the name that they have chosen lo

identify themselves as Chicana/o-Lalina/o, not Hispanic. A'l least Davis
knows this much— he calls them by their correct name. I would have lo

agree with Clarke on one point, though: "God help you ... if you create a

white, a straight, or a male rights organization"; except 1 would say God
banish you to hell for establishing such organizations when, largely, it's

iJiese very individuals — while males - who have oppressed and
continue to oppress Chicana/o-Lalina/os, Africans/Blacks, and women
of all races.

De Maigrei demonstrates the epitome of his ignorance in his final

paragraph: "The consequences of. bigotry and oppression do work both

ways, you know." Any person with ihe slightosl liini of social or |X)fnical

consciousness knows tliat this isn't true. l,"an Alrican/Rlack person, can
hale while people all 1 want. I can go around calling ihcm ileviJsof trash

or whatever, but I can' t^p\)rQss (liom.

1 don'i possess sucn ])()\ver. J don'i have control over their

ncighborh(X)ds, over liieir education, or over iheir access lo. sociely's

other major institutions. While males who uphold ihe suilus quo in ihis

nation and in the world do exercise such power, and for ihe past 4(H)-pIus

years they have exercised it in such a way thai those who ar not while

males — except for a token few — are brutally opj)ressed.

I only have a few things to say about Davis' view[X)ini. F^^irsl, at one
lime he lived in East L.A.: so what? Thai doesn't mean he supporis^^ic:

©
"It's a new special interestj)apcr for white heterosexual atheist

malesnt would be full of articles about our struggles to over-

come prejudice and oppression, if we had any struggles, that is."

understands the importance of Chicana/o studies at UCLA. Second, il

George Washington was one of your heroes, then you are a misguided
fool. Washington was a slaveowner, and any slaveowner friend of yours
is an enemy of mine. Oppressed people of tcxlay would like to take

Washington's axe away from him, tie him to the cherry tree, then chop it

down.

Third, I know of no group of Africans/Blacks, to whom Davis
foolishly refers as "Americans," who would defend Abe Lincoln (were
he alive today) as a champion of African/Black liberation. Try to lell a

brother or sister in the worst part of Los Angeles that an old white man
wants to help them get out of the ghetto; they'd try their best to beat the
ignorance out of you. What does Davis know about how African/Black
people^ feel, anyway?
XJoftscious and intelligent people like Alicia Molina who are trying to

mobilize her people against the forces of oppression don't need to "grow
up" nor should they stop "whining." Molina's actions are negative in'

Davis' eyes only because he wants to see her and everyone else succumb
to the belief that oppressed people have as equal a chance as everyone
else of "making it" in this society, and that it is only because they do not
work hard enough that they fail.

Davis and De Maigret don't want to see oppressed people "rock the
boat" because they feel threatened, and if they continue to support the
status quo, they probably should.

Grayson is a senior majoring in economics and history.

Counterpoint

One man's hero could be another man's oppressor
By Malik Imhotep

How dare Don Davis attack

Alicia Molina in his arrogant,

ignorant diatribe ("Respecting

other groups' heroes," Bruin,

May 10). Why should anyone
respect their oppressor? While
you may hold George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson,

or any one of those lying,

stealing, murdering, racist thugs

who arc commonly referred to

as the "founding fathers" of

this hypocrisy called America
in highest esteem, you must
understand that there are those

who have really studied his-

tory, and can see these men
for who and what they were.

Alicia Molina is no fool.

Why would the same men who
stole this land from her fore-

mothers and fathers generations

ago, champion the cause of her

liberation today? I take offence

at Don Davis* attempt to use

African-Americans as evidence

in the defence of a scoundrel

like Abraham Lincoln. Edu-
cated people know he was no
hero to Africans or Chicano/
Latinos, and no great champion
of freedom. He simply used an

enslaved people as pawns in a

game in which the prize was

the economic control of this

settler-colony called the United
States.

'The greatest weapon in the

hands of the oppressor is

minds of the oppressed." The
point of the Chicano Studies

Center or the Center for Afro-
American Studies, or any
ethnic/gender studies, is not

just so that we can teach you
something about us, they were
created so that we can be
educated (and not mis-educated
like Don Davis) about
ourselves. Then we will know
the difference between your
heroes and our oppressors.

For your edification here are

some of our true heroes, true

champions of freedom: Queen
Nzinga of Matam6a, Toussaint
L'Ouveture, Gabreil Prosser,

Denmark Vesey, Che Guevara,
Nat Turner, and even John
Brown, a white man.
As for Clarke De Maigret

an his complaint about there

being an absence of white,

straight, male pride organiza-

tions in his letter ("White
rights," Bruin, May 10), maybe
I can offer you a little assis-

tance. There are a myriad of

"special interest" groups out
there which support you and

your interests. Organizations

like the Klu klux Klan, the

White Citizen's Council, or if

you want something a little

closer to home, try the Inter-

fratemity Council right here at

UCLA. MEChA, ASU, and
AISA are organizations which
are dedicated to the advance-
ment of oppressed people. As
far as rights are concerned,
straight, white, male oppressors

have no rights that oppressed
people are bound to respect,

Imhotep is a sophomore
majoring in history and Afro-

American studies. /
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Savinga stranger's life: Ten minutes out of forever

I
have a great friend named
John A. Barnes, who I call
' Barney. He just wrote me

from Switzerland, where he's

studying French and living

with his Swiss girlfriend,

Fabienne. Til let him take over

from here:

We're walking, Fabienne and
I, along a sidewalk that bor-

ders Lake Leman just were the

rather picturesque village of

Lutry meets the water. Its

Sunday and unseasonably warm
and cloudless for a February

afternoon. Our sidewalk is laz-

ily crowded.

We cut across the comer of

a parking lot and Fabienne

notices a small group of peo-

ple bunched in a circle at the

other side. Someone says there-

's been an accident. Fabienne

grabs my arm, looking a bit

distraught. Saying she wants to

take a route that would give

wide berth to the accident

scene. I dislodge my arm and

head for the crowd.

As I approach, I notice a

woman, fiftyish, kneeling

beside an elderly man who is

lying before her. She's wearing

a white smock and has the

man's wrist in her hanjl, appa-

rently taking his pulse. A
"Tuirsc, maybe^

I get a little closer and bend
over the kneeling woman.
The man's face is a sort of

purplishwhite. His left eye is

wide open, the right one

closed. His black rimmed glas-

ses si| askance on his fore

head.

I stand there, overtop this

Steve
Sherwood
woman, fixed for maybe thirty

seconds on the grotesqueness

of that one jopen eye and the

bizarre tint of the flesh sur-

rounding it.

"Is his heart beating?" I ask,

in French I think.

"I don't think so. .
." She

responds.

"Is he breathing?"

"Non." She says.

"Shit." I say to myself,

definitely in English. I take off

my leather jacket and throw it

aside.

"Do you know CPR?" I ask

the woman with what little

Tonfidcncc rcmams m my
French.

She just looks up at me.

I replace her at the man's

side, put my ear to his chest.

He smells old.

I move my ear overtop his

mouth and nose. Nothing. The
thought that this guy is dead

sends a shiver of earthquake

proportions right up my spine.

"Four minutes without a

heartbeat and you're dead." I

remember from CPR training.

Somebody's got to do some-
thing.

I look up and all eyes are

on me.

So I start. "One, two, three,

four, five. .
." Shit, I forgot

First thing he needs is oxygen.

I remove my hands from his

chest, lilt his head back. The
tongue, make sure it's not

blocking the airway. I slick my
index finger in his mouth. His

dentures fall loose. They're

floating in his mouth.

Not important.

He's got bits of lunch stuck

on his lip. i -

Not important.

AIDS. And if he doesn't

have it? I pinch shut his nose,

take a deep breath.

The next one's for him.

I inhale again, lean over his

face, hesitate an instant as I

notice now that the errant

eyeball seems to be slowly

rotating in its socket, then

blow. I turn my head sideways

in case he pukes.

He's not going to puke.

He's not drowning.

I've got my ear an inch

fiuiii Ins mouth. Ihc air I just

gave him is on its way out,

causing his tongue to flap in

his mouth creating a sound
like protracted, wet snoring. I

inflate him a second time and
move back to his chest.

"One, two, three. .
." and I

feel a rib crack under the

palm of my hand. I recoil

momentarily. Where was I?

".
. .six. . .seven. .

." Another

rib cracks and I can the

fragment floating under the

palm of my hand. I slop.

"Four minutes, four minutes

and. .
." I think. So I continue.

A third rib snaps. Without

stopping, despite myself, I say

aloud: "You can't die from

broken ribs." I make it to

fifteen.

Time to give him air. I

pinch his nose shut, glance at

his eye as if to assure myself

that it isn[t really turning in

his head but find little reassur-

ance.

It's certainly egg there on
his lip. I can almost taste it.

His dentures are resting against

his tongue. I put my mouth to

his and blow. He exhales

accompanied by that ghastly

flapping. 1 blow again and

almost gag as I feel the air

pushing out of his lungs and

into mine. Back to his chest.

The "nurse" is now holding

his head back for me. I ask

her to remove his dentures.

I'm pumping away on his

chest. Everyone's watching.

I'm sweating. How long do
I have to keep this up?

"Did someone call an ambu-
lancc?" 1 ask. "Vcs." l'm=
assured.

A woman approaches the

nurse.

"I wanted to stop by your

house yesterday," The woman
says nonchalantly. "I have

some strawberries for you . I

know how much you like

them."

'That's awfully nice of

you," The nurse responds.

This can't be real. This guy*

is dying right here in front of

us all and the conversation

turns to strawberries!

Where the hell is the ambu-
lance? it seems like I've been

here forever.

"Six. . .seven. . .eight," I'm

getting .tired. I'm not allowed

to gel tired. He'll die. It's not

fair. I wanl to return to the

audience. It's too much respon-

sibility.

Thdn I hear the siren. I

almost slop right then. The
ambulance pulls up and as the

medics jump out, I start to

realize what I've done. One of

them puts a respirator over the

guy's face. I tell them that I

had broken a few of the guys

ribs and was told that that

happens quite often, not to

worry, etc.

Sal keep it up for anothcr_
five minutes while they hook

the old guy up to a scanner,

then the medic takes over.

I get up, look at the scan-

ner, and see that there's a

heartbeat. Erratic, but he's

alive!

1 go over to Fabienne and
ask her how long I'd been

there before the ambulance luKI=

arrived.

'Ten minuies," She says.

She is white. And trembling a

little.

1 realize I'm trembling, too.

Sherwood is a wage slave

living at an undisclosed loca-

tion in the Los Angeles area.

THE ULTIMATE
BALANCING ACT

The Fast Trackvs.The Mommy/Daddy Track

Wednesday evening. May 16

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Ackerman Union - 2nd Floor Lounge

Join us for a panel prcsenlation and discussion on a wide range of issues impacting ttie career decisions, per-

sonal relationships, and family responsibilities of working women and working men in the '90s. Topics include:

-j^*- .'
•

• Breaking, entering and getting to the top: the rewards, the sacrifices

• Making it work when you both work: division of labor

• Choices: the single life, role reversal, dual careers

• Relationships: Clash or compromise?

• Betsy Bosak

Human Resources Manager - TRW

• Dr. Jacqueline Goodchilds

Adjuna Professor, Psychology Deparlment

UCLA

• Dr. Sandra Graham

(':

FEATURING:
• Dr. Lynne Iglitzin

Director of Development, School of Social Work

University of Southern California

• Victoria Ellen Millet, M.D.

Pedialrkian in Private Practice

• Dr. Richard Moyer
Assistant Dean, Academk: Affairs

Pierce College

Moderator:

Associate Professor, Graduate School of Educatfon

UCLA

• Dr. June E. Millet

Educatbnal Liaison

Placement and Career Planning Center

Placement Career Planning Center
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That's the way they do it:

Evaluating the pros & cons ofMTV It's easy being Green! Campus\

It has been nearly a decade since

the birth of MTV, "the first music

network in stereo." MTV in the

'90s is decidedly different from its

origirwl format. The network is

now filled with specialty shows,

instead of continuous program-

ming of music videos in no logical

or consistent manner.

With the inclusions of comedy,

news and game shows, the new
MTV, or MMTV (Mostly Music

Television), is more watchable and

entertaining than ever before. Here

is a quick review of some notable

specialty shows on MTV.

Club MIV: The "original MTV
production" is hosted by VJ
"Downtown Julie Brown." The

concept of showing a bunch of

fashionable teenagers dancing to

music videos at the Palladium in

New York is good, but it does not

work well on te levision. As a ^t^
fan of dance music myself, 1 found

it more interesting to watch those

few seconds of videos than the

dancers. It gets a little repetitious

to watch the same dancers doing

mostly the same moves cvcr>'day

for half hou r.
;

^

The producer of the prOgraTii

re;illy needs to go to a real club to

hear the happening club music.

Most of the videos shown on Cluh

\fIV arc at least two or three

months behind their initial club

release dates. Furthcnnore, the

prmJucers make no attempt to

conceal the fact that most of the

"live" performers on the program

lip-sync to the soundtrack of the

video. It is also surprising see some
heavy metal videos on the prog-

ram. Do people really dance to

Guns 'n Roses in a dance club?

Street Party: This four-hour "party

music" show hosted by actress/sin-

ger Nia Peeple is one on which

dance music fans can actually

watch those dance videos in their

entireties without the annoying

Club MTV dancers. Street Party is

what Club MTV should be.

Just Say Julie: Nobody will ever

understand why and how two

people with the same stage name
of "Julie Brown" would end up on

the same network. "West Coast"

Julie Brown's weekly comedy
program is perhaps the most
innovative and funny show on

MTV. Her wacky and silly sense

of humor has it all over the styles

of other so-called "stand-up" com-
edians. While adults may find the

similar Pee-Wee' s Playhouse as

silly and childish, Just Say Julie

should appeal to viewers of all

ages wanting a laugh-filled half

hour each week.

The Big Picture: MTV's weekly

-"guide to the movies" is nothing

more than extended movie com-

mercials for the film industry. The
purpose of the show is already

overserved by the 24-hour Movic--

Tinle cable channel.

tening experience.

Dial MTV: MTV viewers are

asked to call an 800 number to vote

their favorite videos. The main

problem of the show is that,

viewers on the West Coast do not

get to voice their opinion since the

show is aired three hours earlier

than on the East Coast. In addition,

do any of you ever get ringing

signals when calling 1-800-

DIAL-MTV?

The Kevin Seal Show: The goofy-

looking VJ has his own show

called Sporting Fool. He undoub-

tedly is my favorite VJ on MTV.
Seal does not need to know any

comedy routines, I can get a big

laugh out of just watching his

funny face on his show.

MTV News: MTV does a very good

and coinprchensivt; ^,uvL'uge=ofc

By Jill Leger

Asst. A & E Editor

Heavy metal, punk and funk,

If you ask me, they're all junk,

So I'd really like to say

Though today some folks like rap,

It's enough to make me snap

So take me back to the good old days.

— From Gabe Green's first and only" musical composition, "We'll

Turn Back Time."

Unabashedly nostalgic for bygone eras, UCLA senior Gabe Green

admits he is mighty old fashioned for his age, a mere 17.

"I don't know wliat it is, but there's something about me," he says. "1

could have been bom in 1892 instead of 1972 and done just fine: in fact,

probably a lot of my ideas and things I do would be consistent with that."

Namely his passion for performing tunes of the '20s, '30s and '40s.

Though Green has been crooning such standards on Bruin Walk for the

past year, he made what he considers his official debut last month in

UCLA's Spring Sing, where he was an undisputed hit.

His Vallee-esque rendering of 1930 ditty "Kitty From Kansas City"

charmjgd spectators, who rewarded him with one of the most enthusiastic

responses of the evening. His performance even prompted Spring Sing

judge Joe Pi^copo to ask Green to perform in his upcoming nBO_comc(}y

the events happening in the music,

fashion and art worids. The sub-

jects of the news favor predomin-

ant MTV stars like Madonna and

Paula Abdul. Other lesser known
"video artists" don't get much
allenlion on MTV News.

While mr music programming of

MTV is fairiy liberal, the news

wrijers at MTV provide inadequ-

Beats of Pop Music

Jason
Lin
ate coverage of the effect of AIDS
upon the music world.

in a recent profile of the B-52*s,

MTV never bothered to mention

that B-52's formal guitarist died an

AIDS related death. His death had

great impact on the future musical

direction of the band. Fortunately,

a later "Rockumentary" on the B-

52's did address that bit of infor-

mation.

In a year-end special detailing

the events of 1987, MTV reported

that Whoopie Goldberg was

among "100,000 people gathering

in Washington D.C. demanding

AIDS funding." The fact of the

matter was actually that half a

million people marched on

Washington for gay civil rights.

Increased AIDS funding was just

one of several demands of demon-

strators.

special, whitli will be taping beiorc a nve audience lonlghmnd Thurtida^
night at Rdyce Hall.

"The material that he chose was so original," says Piscopo. "He was

fantastic. And I said to myself 'Wait a minute, 1 think I've Ibund some-

thing here.' I think he's just a naturally entertaining guy."

Thrilled with the chance to share his songs with a mass audience,

Green accepted Piscopo's offer. "If Joe likes me doing those songs,

great," he says. "I'm certainly glad he's giving mc the chance to bring

iliat style back to new iui^ences."

Since he began brin^ingjhat style taj^ruin Walk, and particulady

since his Spring Sing appc.'irancc, Green says he's heginnine to enjoy a

campus notoriety that significantly differs from the kind he used to

experience when he first came to UCLA four years ago.

Students who now know Green as UCLA's own, accordion-ioting

collegiate crooner, used to know him only as the university's token whi/.

kid — the slight, bespectacled wonder with the somewhat extraordinary

past.

Extraordinary, indeed. The summer he was ten. Green, "looking for

something to do," signed up to take a class called Intrixluction to Genetic

Analysis through UCLA Extension. Soon thereafter, to his amazement,

he received word he'd been accepted. Later that summer, he also

received an A. _:

A year later,' hopelessly bored with his seventh grade classes at

Beveriy Vista Elementary School in Beveriy Hills, he took an entrance

exam to attend Cal State Los Angeles, which he passed. His top grades at

CSLA ensured his acceptance to UCLA two years later at the age of 13,

making him one of the youngest students admitted here in at least the past

three decades. Larry Inks, Manager of the Systems Section at the

Registrar's Office, says the only person he could find on record younger

than Green dated back to 1961, when UCLA admitted a 12-year-oId

named Lance Kerr.

But despite such achievements, Green, who will be graduating this

Just 1 7, UCLA 's Gabe Green a
do all the old songs, and I am \

comedy show starring Joe Pi

summer with a degree in Biochemist

am not a prodigy," he says. "I just rca(

old who is a third yearprc-med studcni

Chem 1 36 test the other day. I don't cc

I'm just someone who tries hard, so

pursing my interests."

As a graduate student in UCLA's
year, Green will be combining his iw

T.A., I'm going to sing my class chcn

10 help ihem learn reactions," he say:

A decade of Iranian life in L.A.

umented in photo exhibitI •

By Leila Ansari

Contributor

ART: Iranians in Los Anaeles. A
photo exhibit sponsored bv the UCLA
Center for Near Eastern studies and

partially supported by a grant from the

City of Los Angeles. Cultural Affairs

Department. Running until Friday at the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery.

MTV Unplugged: This show

deserves an ACE award! The show

features true acoustic live per*"

mances by today's top rock art

Viewers who dislike the loud

guitar sound or dance beats of

typical MTV videos would find

MTV Unplug^e^d a good casy-lis-

Overall, MTV has definitely

improved its programming, in

order to meet the demands of its

diverse viewership and boost

declining ratings. The only thing

that's missing is the long-forgotten

MTV Weekend Concert. Lovers of

music concerts must now depend

on the abundant music/concert

releases on videocasscttes.

^ A local Irai^ian woman holds

open a magazine that shows a row

of blindfolded men about to be

executed by armed soldiers. Two
of the men being shot are her sons.

This photograph and a collec-

tion of others reflect the lives of

Los Angeles Iranians since their

immigration to America.

The photos, which commemo-
rate a decade of Iranian life, are

displayed in an exhibit at the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery through

Friday.

"It an educational program to

enlighten UCLA students about

the experiences of the Iranian

immigrants," said Jonathan Fried-

lander, spokesman for the UCLA
Center for Near Eastern Studies.

"We want to show the cultural,

political, economic and social

aspects of the Iranian community

iK)t known to many Americans,

who see Iranians in L.A. and

Iranian affairs in the media," he

added.

The photo exhibit represents all

the different political, ethnic and

religious groups within the Los

Angeles community. It includes

photographs of pro-Khomeini

mourners saying prayers for the

deceased Islamic Republic leader

and pro-Shah demonstrators advo-

cating the rttum of the Pahlavi

monarchy.

Despite the diversity among the

Iranians living in Los Angeles,

"the Iranian culture unites every-

one together," Friedlander said.

Los Angeles is the main center

for Iranian cultural expression, he

added. The exhibit has photos of

Iranians awaiting poetry readings

and attending the funeral of a

famous Iranian singer.

"I think it's great that they did-

this because everyone has such a

stereotyped impression of Ira-

nians," said Iranian junior Saba

Nosrati, who especially appre-

ciated the representation of minor-

ity groups.

Various groups, such as the

Bahai's, Zoroastrians, Assyrians,

Armenians and Jews, are featured

in the photographs.

Although the exhibit comme-
morates a ten-year period, the

'^\i
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'Piano Lesson' actress starts some new tun^s
By Michael Kuchwara
Associated Press

NEW YORK — For more

than a year, S. Epatha Mcrkcr-

son built her Ufc and career

around 'The Piano Lesson."

fs.i Her loyalty has paid off.

The actress turned down

work that interfered with the

play's off-and-on travels from

Chicago to San Diego to

Washington to Los Angeles and

now New York. She accepted

short-term job assignments to

fill in the employment gaps. A
small movie role here. A guest

spot on television there.

**It*s been that important,"

.,
Merkerson says now. *'Ii

S. Epatha Merkerson has followed the play

across the U.S., and it is beginning to pay off

anything I am living proof that

you can dream of something

and have it come true."

Three days before "The

Piano Lesson" opened on

Broadway last month, it won

the Pulitzer Prize for play-

wright August Wilson.

Reviewers not only cheered the

play, but singled out Merkerson

for her portrayal of Bcmiece, a

strong woman determined to

keep a family hcirkx^m, an old

upright piano, from being sold.

The play, part of Wilson's

played by Charles S. Dutton, is

determined to sell the piano to

buy the land their ancestors

worked on as slaves. The sister

wants to keep it as a reminder of

their painful past.

"I know Bemiece," says the

exuberant Merkerson, the

opposite of the reserved,

uptight woman she plays.

"What we have in common is

that I am a collector, loo, but on

a small scale, of black history. I

like to keep things and so docs

Bcmiece. 1 collect golliwogs,

of a recommendation from

casting directors Meg Simon

and Fran Kumin. But she had a

rapport with both Wilson and

director Lloyd Richards.

"Lloyd lets the actor create

and as long as you are within

the concept of the play that we

have all been discussing and

reading, you are fine," she says.

"He trusts the people that he

hires."

During the long tour, Wilson

refined the play, even^chaiiging

the ending to have more of a

the play, certain things changed

every time we did it. And even

changed up until the rehearsal

here for Broadway," Merker-

son says. »"So it's been an

ongoing process. And we're

still finding new things, which

is marvelous. It's still very

fresh for us. Even though some

people in the cast have been

doing it for two years."

Merkerson 's first break was

more than a decade ago in the

Chicago company of "For

Colored Girls Who Considered

Suicide When the Rainbow is

Enuf."

Merkerson 's other work in

New York includes replacing

Lonellc McKce in "Lady Day

always was a dicam of mine to di;i;adc-by-dccjdc chmniclc of bhick n^t^moMib i i i n. rosnlininn in iho fitfht over that m Emcrtion'^ Bar and G4U.

act, but I don't think 1 could the black experience in Ameri- Merkerson was hired for piano. "Three Ways Home" and

ever have dreamed of this. If ca, Rkuscs on a battle between 'The Piano Lesson" without an 'in the year and three months "Moms," the story of Moms

any kid ever wants to do brother and sister. The brother, audi tijon, solely on the strength that I've been on the road with Mabley starring Clarice Taylor.

Mean-spirited goose takes 6n Internal Revenue Service
The Associated Press

OGDEN, Utah — A cantankerous

Canada goose has taken on the Internal

Revenue Service with a vengeance

some taxpayers may only dream alx^ut.

For two months, the goose has settled

in on a parking island at the Ogden IRS

Center, chasing employees and other-

wise taxing the taxers.

"She gets a little bent out of shape,"

said Dennis Howland, assistant public

affairs officer. "She tries to keep people

from getting into their cars."

Howland said one woman was

trapped inside her car for 20 minutes

while the goose sat outside the vehicle.

She was finally rescued when she put in

her windshield a cardboard sun visor

saying "Send E^mcrgency Help."

A woman carrying pizza to her car

was chased 'by the goose. She dropped

the^od, but made it to the car.

The next day, she found the goose on

her car's hood.

Despite the cranky nature of the loose

goose, employees like having her

around.

SAK'S TERIYAItl
Japanese' Fast Food

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

HAPPY PLATE
•Beef Sticks

•Chicken
•Fried Rice

•Green Salad

PLACE ORDERS
BY PHONE
OR PICK UP
208-2002

$3.20
M\CT 3 pm
to close

with coupon

I

I

I

I

I

I

CHICKEN SPECIAL

•Teriyaki Chicken
•Egg Roll

"

•Gyoza 5*

Fried Rice

•Green Salad

w/ 1 free drink

I
$3.50

After 3 pm
to close

with coupon

i

I

I

1121 Glendon Ave.

Westwood Village CA

V-- ^ O-
^,.V BRO.N CO,^^ ^ SV^
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By Leila Ansari
Contributor

A woman wearing a reli-

gious head scarf passes

by as a restaurant owner
and two elderly friends

argue good-naturedly
about who cheated in their

game of backgammon.

Laughing loudly, they

lease each other in witty

Persian, adding to the

friendly atmosphere that

pcmiCatcs ll\c restaurant.

Golcstan is one of fwc

Persian rr.slaiiranls ncar-

"hal-e-shoma chetore?"

'This is the most beauti-

ful restaurant in the

world," said Ata Farman,

owner ofGoleslan
Restaurant, 1398 West-
wood Blvd., which offers

both subtly-spiced Per-

sian dishes and traditional

Persian culture.

This quaint restaurant is

decorated with more than

two million geometrically-

shaped pieces of mirror

laid out in the designs of

Persian rugs' and mini^i-

lurcs. giving the tiny mnm

Persian restaurants offer tasty food for all palettes
They offer some of the best food

deals in West Los Angeles area

by on Wcsiwood Boule-

vard. Along with a cluster

of Persian businesses —
grocery stores, book
shops, meat markets and

specialty stores — they

combine jo create a "Little

Tehran" just south of Wil-

shire Boulevard.

As at the other restaur-

ants, dark-haired, dark-

eyed customers may be

greeted at Golestan with

an illusion of si/e.

The Golcstan cuisine is

a 12-item, all-you-can-eat

buffet which features
salad and ash-e-rcshle —
a creamy soup of spinach,

noodles, different kinds of

beans and lentils blended

in a special sour yogurt.

Different rice dishes

such as zereshk polo (bar-

berries and saffron mixed

with rice), baghali polo

(rice sprinkled with dill

weed and baby lima
beans) and shirin polo
(sweet rice made with bits

of orange rind, carrot

shavings and saffron) are

among the choices in this

buffet, which costs $7.

It is by far the best deal

for quality Persian food in

Westwood.

"There is a different

feeling here, a feeling of a

different world than the

American world. It's more
fun to be in a restaurant

that is more ethnic than

those Americanized
places," said Louise Roth,

a recent UCLA graduate,

who hurried for a last

serving of the buffet

before the restaurant
closed.

She needn't have
feared. Golestan's owner
waits for the last customer

before closing the door.

After 20 years in the

restaurant business, he is

concerned about custom-

See FOOD, page 17

tex m0X playa
118 entrada drive

santa monica, ca 90402

TUESDAY TflCO

mrdnEss
ALL YOU CAN EAT COMBOS

0NLY$5.9S

SOFT OR CRISPY TAGOS

- CHICKEN OR BEEF—

(a la carte $1.50 each]

Every Tuesday 6pm to close

Valid through July 1990

With valid UCLA ID only

No split orders No to go/jdqiivery

••***OVER FIVE YEARS OF FUNNY BUSINESS /^AAA*

I/:RV^C COMEDY
lUDl iJ CABARET

West L.A.'s Premier

Comedy Nightclub

AS SEEN ON FOX T.V.

AND SHOWTIME

FEATURING THEJig^mQOmCS IN TOWN
You've seen them on
Cable. TV, and Film

^^^^^^^^^

:

WATCH FOR OPENING OF
A NEW IGBY'S IN DALLAS

THIS SUMMER
For complete show and dining

information, and reservations call after

3P.M.

(213) 477-3553. 18 and over

1 1637 Tennessee Place at Pico

Six Blocks West Of The San Diego Freeway

Japanese singer h
Seiko Matsuda plans to lose little

Ji translation during her U.S. debut

fites to expand her success

By Eric Talmadge
Associated Press

TOKYO — In Japanese,

"seilco" means success, and

Japan's queen of pop music,

Seiko Matsuda, hopes nothing

will be lost in the translation

when she makes her debut in

the United Stales.

"Debuting in the United

States is like starting all over

again for me emotionally," she

said. "However terrific my
career has becji in Japan, in the

JUniled States it is zero. I am
ro(\[iy u now unim."

Behind the "new" Seiko,

however, is a name Americans

already know well — CBS-

Sony Records.

The brains behind exporting

Malsuda to the United Stales

was Tommy Moliola, president

of CBS Records, who saw her

sing two years ago at a music

convention in Tokyo. By the

lime he discovered her, Malsu-

da had become a mullimillion-

dollar a year business of whal

the Japanese call an "idol

singer" with lots of girlish

charm and a naive, cute image.

Now a 28-year-old wife and

mother, she's been finding it

increasingly difficult to fit into

the youthful idol mold.

"I like cute things," she said

in an interview. "As long as I

am in this business I want to be

an idol. But we would like to

create a stronger, tougher

image for me in ihe United

Stales."

So even though she is not yet

ready to change her style at

success anything belter than 40

3n the U.S. charts.

"We would see ihal as a very

good debul," he said. "Right

Combination," a duet with

Donnie Wahlberg of New Kids

on the Block, is also being

considered for release.

To make the single and self-

titled album, "SEIKO," which

will be released in June, Matsu-

da spent nearly two years in

New York recording, learning

English and trying to under-

stand the needs of the American

market.

"It's obvious that I am
Japanese, there is no point in

irying to hide thai," she said.

"But it is very important to

"It has been a very difficult time for me. Until

now I was protected by a big company, in a good

environment. But this is a tough business, and

since leaving it has been hard.'*

Seiko Matsuda

aspiring singer, who was bx)m

Noriko Kamachi.

Since her 1980 debut with

CBS-Sony, she has made more

No. 1 singles (24), albums (18)

and cassettes (15) than any

other pop star in Japan.

Original Confidence maga-

zine, a pop music publication,

lists Malsuda as the top

money-earning pop artist for a

single year, ifiaking 7.83 billion

yen ($48.9 million) in 1984.

home, Malsuda traded In her,

frilly dresses for black leather

jackets and long, sexy earrings

for her American debut.

Her single, "All the Way to

Heaven," a dance track, is

scheduled for U.S. release later

this monih.

Though all but three of her 27

singles have climbed to the top

of ihe Japanese charts, her

American manager, Arnie

Geller, said he would consider a

f.Tv«t(-, an imn^^olhnl Amoricanr. But »he has ff>gg^ image Ryiuchi

"It has been a very difficult

time for me," she said. "Until

now I was protected by a big

company, in a good environ-

ment. But this is a tough

business, and since leaving it

has been hard."

If Malsuda succeeds in

America, she will not be the

first Japanese to do so. Con-

ductor Seiji d/awa, jazz saxo-

phonist Sadao Waianabe,

'soprano Yoko Waianabe and

i Siik.Mmnm, who won an

can accept."

Like many of Japan's pop

idols, as a teen-ager Matsuda

handed her faie over to Sun

Music Co., an all-in-one prom-

otion company, booking agen-

cy and lalent Seoul. For six

months she lived at company

president Hideyoshi Aizawa's

home, learning to sing, dance

and drive. ihe schoolboys wild.

Foriunclcilcrs chose ihe suc-

cess homonym name for ihe

problems since her 1985 mar-

riage, which turned off many of

her teen-age fans. Over the past

two years gossipy women's

maga/ines have been slrongly

crilical of her decision lo set up

shop in New York and leave her

husband, aclor Masaki Kanda,

and 3-year-old daughter behind

in Tokyo.

Lale lasi year she also split

wiih Sun Music to fom her own

management company.

Academy Award for original

score for "The Last Emperor,"

have all carved out their own

niches.

As have actors Toshiro

Mifunc, Mivoshi Umcki
(Oscar-winning supprting

actress for "Sayonara") and

Scssuc Havakawa.
The late Kvu Sakamoto even

hit the lop of the U.S. charts in

See SINGER, page 16

Sing For Your Supper At

Come sing your heart out

at Crooners, a great

place to relax, eat.,

and sing. We offer

UCLA students with

a valid school ID free

chances at singing along

with our music machine.

We'll supply the tunes,

you supply the vocals.

•OPEN TUESDAY
'THRU SUNDAY

LOS ANGELES
AT B IT O O K ri A TSf

10914 West Pico Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90064

213 475-9924

Our menu offers all types of

food, from pizza and pasta

to burgers and fajitas.

All ages welcome. We

have a full bar for

students with valid

California driver's

licenses. Come down

anytime and ejijoy

the music and good—- food at Crooners.

.6 P.M. - 12 A.M. WEEKDAYS
•6 P. M. - 2 A.M. FRl. + SAT.

4f<\

..iJL.
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wondrous faire day
most pleasurable faire

ance Faire is an affordable

Designer tips:
Experts give advice on iiow you can decorate

your mansion with 'art' for under $30 million

Katie Vcltiim

Contributor

Seconds after four women stepped into Glen

Helen Regional Park, a man dressed in cotton

pants, linen vest and leather b(X)ls laced to his

knees, grabbed one of them and said, "Come

hither, fair wench, and I do say we shall enjoy an

ale or two."

Although under normal circumslanccs the

guy might have been slapped, this was the

^ictp'ond uuckcnd uf the 2Hth annual Rcnaiiisancc

Once inside, peasants and nobles alike can

browse the Trader's Market where merchants

peddle fine imports from Africa and the Far

East. Wise women can tell fortunes by reading a

palm. Others hawk love potions or beads that are

guaranteed not to fail. The town women gather

on the rocks of St. Minerva to gossip, sing and

beat their soiled clothes. On Jeweler's Row,

craftsmen show their fine handmade pieces of

gold and silver.

Don't forget to rush to the aid of those in the

lu«-Q-war where one iilrontf pull might make the

By Barbara Mayer
Associated Press

There are two reasons to go

to decorator showhouscs. One

is for ideas you can use in your

own home. The other is to sec

rooms you could never ima-

gine.

The Kip's Bay extravaganza,

held each May in the classiest

unoccupied New York City

mansion the committee can

commandeer, leans heavily on

the latter. Almost every room is

an object lesson in the

STUDENT & FACULTY
DISCOUNT

!

20% OFF

I

I

MO.N.-FRI. SAM. TO 11AM. ^: 2PM. TO 7PM
Wiih rresentaTi.»n of This ( oupon

Valid at New West L.A. I jcalion ()nl\

(OKFKK KXIMKK.S 7/'i/9<)) Not valid wiUi 10 go Orders

1162-^ Sania Vhmica Blvd.. West I .A. (213) 47«^-l*^55

E CELEBRATE ITH US!

TO

CELEBRATE OUR

GRAND OPENING!

Pleasure Faire in San Bernardino.

The Faire, a celebration of the food and fun of

the 15lh Century, runs every weekend through

June 10.

While everything at the Faire is not exactly as

was live, centuries ago - for example, the

vegetarian food, churros .and check cashing

booths - some oi' the structures, clothes and

language are authentic re-creations of the

Eli/abelhan marketplaces in England.

Upon entering the shire (fairgrounds), the

iradilioiiar 20lh century greetings of "hi" and

'good moniiiig" are replaced by "good morrow"

and 'Tis a wondrous faire day!" In craft

markets, women are greeted with "hello nnlady"

and men with "good morrow, line sir!" A small

girl standing out side~a store dressed in a long

cottcMi dress, and wide brimmed striw hat,

swings a small s! raw baskci on lioi aim afid sings

difference. On the swing, called Obcron's

Throne, an angry whip-yielding master

threatens peasants to push customers with

greater zeal, all for a tip of course. Most likely,

they'll respond with^a.joyous shout of "Hu/./ah

for the tipper!" .,

All of the earthy excitement is bound to make
any peasant hungry'. Although the prices are

double those of any fast food restaurarUr, thc^

hearty choices include turkey legs (no utensils

allowed), steak on a stake, roasted com cob

(with pan of the stalk included), quail, arti-

chokes orconnsh hen. For dessert try rasplxrr)

tarts, fruit crepes, chocolate dipped fruit, fudge,

gingerbread or ciimamon 'buns.

The Faire attracts people from all over the

world. One "pii.strcss of the ioH" said that :ihc

had admitted several people from EurojK and a

man from Saudi Arabia.

-X ..J- ^-

Receive a complimentary pizza with any

walk-in purchase of equal or greater

value. Ofier is good any Sunday-

Thursday for die rest of the year!

OR
Get a free 6 PACK of Pepsi or Diet

Pepsi with the purchase of a Large

Combo. Offer ends June 31, 1990.

FAST FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $6.00 Purchase

in a high pitched, shaky voice, "Tinkling bells,

linklim: bells here."

bThis gathering draws all classes of folk - from

peasant to noble. Queen Elizabeth makes her
/

royal visit once a day, crossing the lake dn^j
flowered barge. Visitors are encouraged to dres.s -

for the times. Women peasants wear long cotton

skirts with low-cut vests, often with a rose

lucked in the Iroiu of their blouse. Both men and

women have silver, platinum or wooden mugs
hanging from their belts for the necessary daily

beer or ale. Nobles abound with their many
jewels and layered fmery. For those who can't

find the right costume at home, there is a place

on the shire to rent a costume for the day.

General admission to the Faire is $14.50, but

students or seniors are $11.50 with an I.d.

Children 3 to 11 are $7.50.A season pass can

also be purcha.sed for $62.50.The hours are 9

a.m. to 6 p.m. And, breaking away from ancient

tradition, credit cards are accepted.

"1 he greatest thing about the Faire," said one

visitor, "is that |)eopIe seem to forget about the

problems of our 2()th Century lifestyles. People

really come out of their shells."

Much of the dialogue at the Faire is filled with

-sexuaf ihhuendo and flirtatious rhetoric. The-

wordplay used in the pursuit of women (or men)
is sharp enough to challenge even the most

witty, and pointed enough to make any wench
blush. Women may receive proposals of

marriage or often be kis.sed on the hand by total

strangers. * "^

This is the second year that the Pleasure Faire

has been held in San Bemardino County. For 20

years it resided in Agoura. It is held annually in

the spring in Southern Califomia and in the fall

in Northern Califomia. The Faire is sponsored

by the Living Hi.story Centre, a Califomia, not-

for-profit, cultural and educational corporation.

For more infomiation or advance tickets call:

(714) 880-4241. And, God save the Queen!

unbridgeable gap between ilie

work of a talented amateur and

a top professional who has

pulled out all the stops. Who
among us would think of

turning an entire room into a

-showcase for pottery? That's

what Bunny Williams did in an

extraordinary .silting room

which she designed to set off a

collection of 1 Sih-century Delft

porcelain worth $78,000.

Inspired by a salon she

admired in a book called "The

Palaces of Leningrad," she

created a room in which decor-

ative painting connects 27

plaster wall brackets which

hold the colorful ceramic vases,

-figures and p lates.

. "I imagined thati lived in the

house, tliat what I needed was a

special quiet place where I

could read and enjoy my beauti-

ful collection of Delft," says

Williams.

Barbara Ostrom didn't allow

small details to stop her from

building a glass con.servatory

on the roof of the tum-of-the-

century mansion ju.st off Fifth

Avenue. When the glass panels

with gothic arches wouldn't fit

on the elevator, she had them

hoisted from the outside. Now,

the once-bleak roof is a plant-

filled sunroom with an Italian

tile floor. It easily accommo-

dates two wooden female fig-

ures festooned with ivy which

formerly stood outside a Span-

ish restaurant.

Personal discomfort didn't

keep Susan Zises Green from

enlivening her late Victorian-

style English living room with a

mannequin of her likeness. She

haH in hnvc a plastcr^-^st made.

a silting room lucked away on

the fifth floor of the hou.se. Into

the back of a 19th-cenlury

Italian dining chair, they had

the upholsterer cut a hole and

insert a small working clock.

"It's to remind us that time is

always running," says Simone

Feldman.

Though cleverness on a

grand .scale rarely comes cheap,

not every idea involved vast

expenditures. Through the use

of paint, James Alan Smith

turned an ordinary two-door

refrigerator into a faux maho-

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA COMMUNIT\'!:

Vo
^*^^ "^'^^o

<r

''Ain't No Thin^ Like Our Chicken Win^s'"^^

LATE LUNCH 2:00PM-5:00PM
9 WINGS 1/2 ORDER MOZZERELLA STICKS SOFT DRINK

of her head — a process she

describes as "awful."

Peter Carl.son hung a piece of

innovative abstract art on the

second-floor landing. The 5- by

6-foot picture constantly dis-

solves into subtle new pattems.

Artist Lisa Shoglow created

1,200 liny artworks with a

computer which were then

recorded on a laser disk. The

changing images, really a com-

puter program that is projected

onto a fabric screen, repeat

ihem.selves every 18 minutes.

Carison chose what he calls a

serious antique frame to

emphasi/.e that this is art, albeit

a new form^^^

gany cabinet. Then he tilled the

cabinet with wonderful antique

.serving pieces in a virtuoso

demonstration of trompe-l'oeil

technique.

The efforts of designers to

Would it occur to you to

spend a small fortune to tile a

bath in red and white and then

deliberately gouge out two

sections of the batlilub wall?

Dennis Holland had an artist

inlay mosaic heads — one

male, one female — in the

space, and the small effect is

quietly spectacular.

The same idea is employed

by Feldman-Hagan Interiors in

call attention to their special

powers often start decorating

trends. Interesting ideas

employed by several designers

this year are decorative treat-

ments at or near the ceiling, use

of large-scale sculptures in an

intimate room, and a neutral

color.

A distinguished living room

by Michael De Sanlis demons-

trates all three trends. Four

jantique French wooden sculp

tures, each representing }i sea-

son, are set on 4-foot-high

pedestals around the room. The

neutral color scheme is

accented by ^antique silver

Mercury glass balls and a

Venetian mirror with a brilliant,

glittering frame. The omate

molding near the ceiling is

-picked out in goldleaf and

silver, accenting the white

walls.

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Style Wings

Served with celery

sucks
Served by the dozen

Sauces to choose from:

Mild or Barbeque for bepnncrs
Hot expenenced eaters only

Suicide Buffalo nanveg onlv

12 & 1/2 a Big Red Win^s

$4.22

hot bo r^qMo aawa-

Side Salads: Dinner salad SI. 40. 52.95

pouio saiadcole slaw, macaroni salad $125

THINGS
Potato Skins
homemade with sour cream $295
Bacon and Cheddar S3 50

Golden Mozzarella Sticks $3 50

Fresh Fned Zucchini S2 95

Breaded V^liolc Mushrooms $2 25

Our Famous "Onion Loaf" SI.50

Ktcak Fries plain $2.25

with cheese & gravv

BK; red SAMPLER S5.95

mushrooms, and potato siafiB)

'^~THE BIG RED^UCk'tHE~1G RED BUCK5/^o"

I $2.00 OFF WfTH^OROER OF $13 PLUS BUY 50 WWGS AMI'qET A OOZ0^ mi
ONE CCIPON PE^ CRDEft WE COJPDN PE^ ORCER

This school knows no culture boundaries

(gKl

' Sun-Thurs

1 lam-1 1pm
FriSat

am-12Mid
479-6690

11925 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Florida Keys throw bash to celebrate

8th anniversary of islands' secession

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — In a couple of small comers

of this melropolis, young representatives of

many nations rub shoulders each day without

confrontation over boundaries, religion or

culture.

They come from the Soviet Union, Iraq^

The Associated Press

KRY WEST, Fla. — A
celebration including a street

fair, sailing race, parade and an

'amba.ssadors ball" concluded

Sunday as the Florida Keys

celebrated the eighth anniver-

sary of their short-lived seces-

sion.

The Conch Republic Inde-

pendence Celebration comme-
morated the island chain's 1982

rebellion when the Border

Patrol erected a traffic-delaying

roadblock to search for illegal

aliens and drugs.

Key West officials reacted

on April 23, 1982, by gathering

at Mallory Square to declare

their secession from the Union.

Israel, China, the United States and more than

1(X) other countries! They attend the United

Nations International School, which for more

than four decades has exemplified the meaning

of coexi.stence.

The United Nations International School

(UNIS) is an independent, coeducational

elementary and secondary sch(X)l in an unusual

intemational setting.

Located on two campu.scs — along the Fast

River in Manhattan and in Jamaica Estates in the

borough of Queens— UNIS serves a wide range

of families living in the New York metropolitan

area, including many affiliated with the U.N.

and the city's intemational community.

The 1,400 pupils are served by a full-time

faculty of 161 drawn from 40 countries.

What makes UNJS unusual, says its director,

losephBlaney,""is^a commitment to global

awareness by the students, the .staff, an unusual

curriculum as well as extracurricular activities

and events in conjunction with the U.N.'^^

Blancy cites the annual U.N.-UNIS Confer-

ence, when for two days each spring UNIS

pupils take over the United Nations to discuss

issues of intemational importance. The confer-

ence is organized by the pupils and is the

culmination of a year-long project involving

"investigative research and writing.

^ sjr^^
BUY ONE SUB
GET ONE FREE !'

FOR UCLA 5TUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF WITH VALID LD.

FREE DELIVERY
within a 3 mile radtus-$l minimum (after coupon)

Plaza West
11628 Santa Monica #11

(Between Barrington & Federal)

826-7030

*VALID AFTER 3 PM

LIMITED TIME ONLY
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PASS GLITTERING MOMENTS
IN STYLg

V.
The Nightclub

5th Av's upbeat artistic climate is the— perfect atmosphere.^-

—

•—

^

This is high life at it's best.
Complimentary admission with UCLA ID

' before 10pm

429 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90401
213*458*5956

Valet Parking Available

REAL GOOD l=DOP INA BIC BAD CITY.
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A musician for our time
Composer Sir Michael Tippett celebrates

85 years of ififense music with a message
By Mary Campbell
Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Sir

Michael Tippclt, ihc 85-year-

old British composer who was

briefly jailed as a pacifist

during World War II, is a

musician with a message.

For 50 years, Sir Michael has

been writing his philosophical

reflections on world events into

his oratorio and opera libretti,

ever since T.S. Eliot gave him

some tips for writing "A Child

ol Uui IiMie,' which bccainp
his first major success.

"A'Child of Our Time" was

inspired by a young Jew who
killed a Na/i official in Paris,

providing the excuse for Kris-

lalinacht, the prelude lo the

Holocaust.

''When 1 wrote 'A Child of

Our Time' I had to come out

from any notion that what I was

writing was just for my coun-

trymen," says the silver-haired

composer. "1 had to write

something about a condition

that seemed l<) mc really uni-

versal."

In "The Knot Garden," one

of his characters was a scarred

woman. He tiiought of her as a

French underground fighter

who'd been tortured by the

Gestapo in World War II. WTien

the opera was' performed

recently in Melbourne, Austra-

lia, the character became a

Chinese student in Tiananmen

Square.

Sir Michael, who attended

the perfomiancc, approved of

the change.

"If a work has value, it will

proceed in this way from a now

to another now," he says.

Sir Peter Hall, who staged

the premiere of Sir Michael's

fifth opera, "New Year," last

October in Houston, has called

Sir Michael "a child of our time

in each decade."

The Glyndcboume Festival

will stage the Engli.sh premiere

of"New Year" on July 1. BBC
television will tape it and there

is talk of productions in Cana-

da, Holland and Germany. In

December. Sir Michael fin-

have been scapegoats, people

thrown out by a society. I had to

sing in some way alx)ut them. I

could not get them out of my
mind. They're there to this

day."

In England, where he is

better-known than he is in

America, Sir Michael has a fan

club and members get, just as

Paul McCartney's fans do, a

newsletter about his activities,

performances and recordings.

Sir Michael is conducting

one recording a year of his

Great escape may
be to a TV studio
Many producers

invite students
f I

to show tapings

r

ished "By/antium," which the

Chicago Symphony will pre-

miere in April 1991 to honor

Carnegie Hall's U)()lh birthday.

David Gockley, general

director of the Houston Grand

Opera, says, "1 think he is

probably one of the three or

four giant compo.sers in the la.st

half of the 20th century.

"In this country he is predo-

minantly known for his orchest-

ral works. He has made the

rounds of every major sym-

phony in the last 25 years

conducting his big orchestral

works."

When he was about 25, Sir

Michael was strongly impress-

ed by the movie "The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"

starring Rudolph Valentino, in

which a father wanders among
the white cros.ses of a cemetery

in Flanders.

"I realized all those wonder-

ful young people had gone to

the ground and never had a life

at all," he says. "When it came

to the next war, it came to me
that these young people could

compositions Tor Nimbus
Records. His eyesight is failing,

making it difficult for him to

conduct concerts. Recordings

are easier.

When Covent Garden was

rehearsing Sir MichaePs "The

Ice Break" in 1977, he told a

reporter he'd never write

another opera.

"That answer was given at

the time I knew I was getting on

in age and strength," he says. "I

had already decided I would

like to do a bic work for voices

and orchestra for the concert

hall. It became The Mask of

Time.'

"After having completed

By Jason Plazola

Contributor

Within easy reach of UCLA
the various branches of La-La

land's television industry are

humming profitably along.

Many hit shows are taped at

studios in the greater Los

Angeles area. So college stu-

dents who need a break from

the reality of midterms, diffir

Many hit shows are

taped at studios in the

greater Los Angeles

area. So college stU'

dents who need a

break from the reality

of midterms, difficult

professors and living

expenses can join the

studio audiences of

some of the most
popular programs on
televLsion.

taping, which is nicej for us."

The pre-teens and elderly

The Mask of Time,' I still was

very vigorous and the theater

took over again. I don't quite

know why it did but it did."

The University of Cincinna-

ti's College-Conservatory of

Music performed his opera

"The Knot Garden." Sir

Michael called the perfor-

mances brilliant and the pro-

duction masterly, adding, "And

I've seen a lot of them."

A musician forttie Dead swims
far from 'captain trips' mentality
By Ben Dipietro ^

Associated Press

HONOLULU — It's a different kind of reefer

rmMricsstTiesc days for Jerry Garcia. The man

they used to call Captain Trips has become

Captain Cousteau.

The unassuming singer and guitar wizard of

the Grateful Dead, whose music sprouted from

the "Acid Test" LSD parties of the 1960s and

remains an enduring legacy of the psychedelic

era, now gets his kicks underwater.

"I like the water. I like the way it feels. I like

slipping around in it," Garcia said. "I feel like a

fish. It's sort of like having an infinite aquarium

to swim around in."

Garcia is on a "working vacation" in Hawaii

that includes two concerts with his Jerry Garcia

Electric Band wrapped around as much scuba

diving as possible. The first show is Saturday at

Waikiki Shell, and will be Garcia's first Hawaii

perfomiance since 1970, when the Dead last

played Honolulu.

The second concert is May 20 at Hilo Civic

Center, and is a benefit for The Ocean

Recreation Council of Hawaii. TORCH is trying

to preserve Hawaii's coral reef by placing

anchor mooring pins in ocean waters. The

moorings would be used by fishing and tour

boats who currently drop anchor into the coral

reef and destroy it.

cult professors and living

expenses can join the studio

audiences of some of the most

popular programs on television

(and drive no more than 15-20

minutes from campus).

To witness first-hand a sit-

com being filmed provides a

different perspective from the

smooth perfonnance viewers

see on prime time. TV magic

may create realistic scenes

from the Bundy couch ("Mar-

ried with Children"/Fox) and

judge Harold T. Stone's bench

("Niglit Court"/NBC), but in

reality they are just one more

item on some prop list. The

kitchen on "Roscanne" (ABC),

the classroom on "Head of the

Class" (ABC) and Dwayne
Wayne's domi room on "A
Different World" (NBC) are all

constructed sets which are

simply moved out of the way
when not needed.

The studio audience is vital

to the taping of TV shows. The

laughter heard in the back-

ground during the prime-time

airing of these shows is the live

response of the studio audi-

ence. On camera the actors

refuse to acknowledge the

audience's existence, but off-

camera they chat with the

audience. In this respect the

audience serves as a comple-

ment to the show. This is

esjx^cially true of audiences

consisting of late high school

-aR4-6ollcg4>^ generations. —
Jeremy Licht, who plays

young intellectual Mark Hogan

on "The Hogan Family" (NBC

.)

— soon switching to CBS), said

the young adult audiences are

great.

"They are our main target

range, even though our show

appeals to all age groups, and

they usually will stick around

(the studio) until the end of the

people ulteii aie uii a tDur
schedule and have to leave in

the middle of taping.

Tickets to all live shows can
be obtained free. While almost

all shows are currently on

hiatus until late summer, when
a favorite show does begin

taping again you can call by
telephone for ticket informa-

tion. Most shows offer group

packages, including bus trans-

portation to and from the

studios. (Group packages must

be reserved ahead of time).

For general ticket informa-

tion for the following programs

call Audiences Unlimited at

(818) 506-0067 or for group

infomiafion (818) 506-0043:

"Who's the Boss" (ABC),

"Ro.seanne" (ABC), "Coach"

(ABC), "Growing Pains"

(ABC), "Head of the Cla.ss"

(ABC), "The Hogan Family"

(NBC), "Night Court" (NBC),

'A Different World" (NBC),

'Designing Women" (CBS),

'Married with Children" (Fox);

for "The Tracy Ullman Show"
(Fox) call (213)203-2973, and

for "Cheers" (NBC) and "In

Living Color" (Fox) call (213)

468-5575.

Popular talk and game shows

are also filmed before a live

studio audience, and some are

currently taping. For "The

Arsenio Hall Show" (Fox) call

-(21 3 ) 468-5575 (Group paclc-

ages for this show are booked

until next fall); for wheel

watchers, "Wheel of Fortune"

(CBS) IS at (213)852-2345;

"The Marsha Warfield Show"

JNBC) and "America's Fun-

niest Home Videos" (ABC) at

(213) 557-4100; and "Jeopar-

dy" (CBS), which resumes

taping in August, at (213)466-

4487.
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featuring

THE B-52'S

DEPECHE MODE

LIVING COLOUR

PSYCHEDELIC FURS

THE CURE and more

Live under the stars at Griffith Observatory

Thurs. at 6:00 pm & 8:45 pm / Fn. & Sat. at 6:00 pm. 8:45 pm & 9:45 pm

Also Playing PINK FLOYD
Tickets at Ticketron 2400W sound by JBL CALL (818) 997-3624 For More Info.

CREDIT
WHERE
CREDIT

IS

DUE.
v--\

DAILY BRUIN

READERS DESERVE
CREDIT--AND THEY

HAVE IT!

8 OUT OF 10 READERS
REPORT THAT THEY
HAVE A MAJOR

CREDIT CARD. NOW
THAT'S A LOT OF
BUYING POWER.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF IT!

ADVERTISE !!

825-2161

/ ÂS ALWAYS WE DELIVER FREE, FAST AND HÔ

n

Hours

2118 Westwood Blvd.

475-6464
yvpn

Sunday Thursday 1130-12 midnight Credit Cards Accepted
day & Saturday 11 30 am 1 am J

DINNERS
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN 5.69

BAR-B-Q CHICKEN 5.99

CHICKEN NUGGETS 5.29

BAR-B-Q PORK RIBS 6.99

BAR-B-Q BEEF RIB 6.99

JUMBO SHRIMP 6.99

FISH AND CHIPS 5.69

COMBINATION DINNER
SHRIMP BOAT
SEAFOOD DINNER ..^ ...

SCALLOPS
OYSTERS EASTERN PRIME
VEAL CUTLET PARMIGIANA
LASAGNA
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS
MANICOTTI 5.99

RAVIOLI 5.99

7.99
.3.99

6.99
5.69
.5.69

6.99
5.99
.5.99

10" SANDWICHES SIDE ORDERS
MEATBALL W/ CHEESE 3 99

GRILLED HAM W/CHEESE 3 99

ROAST BEEF -, 3.99

TUNA FJSH 3 99
SAUSAGE W/CH€ESE ^3'99
SUBMARINE 3 99
PASTRAMI 3 99

CHEESE BURGER W/FRIES. 3 99
1 coupon per piz/a^ Uo\ Valid w| amiiy Specials

Must\li«ntion coupon

SAUSAGE OR MEATBALL
GARLIC BREAD
FRENCH FRIES
CORN
^W€N RINGS
POTATO SALAD
ITALIAN CHEFS SALAD
ANITPASTO SALAD

3 00
1 00
1.00

75
1 QO
85

2 25

3 50

$3.00 OFF
w/purchase of 18' X LG pizza

w/ 2 or more toppings

2 MED. PIZZAS
ONLY $10.99 . tax

Both w/1 topping

$2.00 OFF
W; purchase pt a 15 LG pizza

w'2 or more toppings

LUNCH SPECIAL
$0.99 t<ax (Good trom 12'4pm)

Med.Piz/a w- 1 topping & 2 16 oz dnnks

Ask about our Drinks & Desserts

^-:
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Hf\PPY HOUIt
k:JO - 7:30

Plf\NO ^f\K
NiqHTLY FKOM ^:30

J/122 POP kEqqfie

Pltt\/f)TE Pf)KrtBS

EXOTIC IWPiCfM DKfNiCS
<^ f\PPET(ZBRS

^ \JUIDE SCREEN TV.
102S0 So^Kt^ M^xfv^^:* St., Ce^fOuAAf, CUu,

273-203-0^^7

'VE GUARANTEED LAUGHS FOR 10 YEARS!

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF EVERY NIGHT!

•Students 2 for 1 w/valid I.D. Sunday-Thursday

•Singer Showcase every Sunday night!

•The FUNNIEST improv. group - "Bucket of Snakes" ev^ry Monday night!

Featuring the nation's top comedians who regularly appear on^ -

The Tonight Show, Late Night with David Letterman,

The Late Show with Arsenio Hall and Comic Strip Live!-:

—

8001 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood R^

Intense:
Band Depeche Mode attempts

to say something in its music
By Mary Campbell
Associated Press

Depcchc Mode, which will

start a world tour with some 40

American dates in June and

July, doesn't consider itself

doom merchants, but agrees

that the English band's music is

generally serious.

"There's a dark edge to most

of what we do," Alan Wilder

says. When Vince Clarke was

in Depcchc Mode, through the

first albumin 1982, he wrote in

major chords. Then Martin

Gore took »ver the x-wri ting.

Dave Galian Kuys, "Ho likos

come to have a eood lime and

hear the songs. It's the auno-

sphere and energy that's

important, not where the sound

comes from.

"We've been playing to 10

and 20,000 people a night for

years. We've got to be doing

something right."

Depeche Mode's records

have been hits in Britain and

most European countries, but

less successful in America.

"We've built up this very big

live following," Wilder says.

"It's a strange phenomenon.
We're playing to the same

Cheerful:

Jazz singer Sadao Watanabe

tries to sing happier songs
By Mary Campbell
Associated Press

The album "Front Seat" —
on which Patti Austin sings

"Any Other Fool"— is the 50th

recording made by Sadao

Watanabe as leader.

The music is cheerful. The

frequently smiling Watanabe

says that when he writes,

"Always I feel I can't look for

some sad feeling. I think my
personality is cheerful."

. The Elekira album reached

No. 9 on Cashbooc magazine's

Journey' is very easy to start on.

"After I leamed a couple of

songs, I had a chance to work

with a tango and rhumba band

in my town. I have no technique

and I cannot read, so I just say

jazz is improvisation. I remem-

ber people asked the leader,

'Please let the clarinet boy be

fired.' They can't dance.

"At that time, if you have

instrument, you have job. I start

to play weekends. 1 got about 30

cents for a night. After awhile, I

had the chance to work in some

clubs, hotels andtJ.S. air base. I

':^%hCa\\ TODAY for reservations!! 213-656-1336 ri!i»'\
Food & Drinks Served-Ages 18+ \j. ^
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to play around with the darker

side of things, even with love."

"They're more interesting,
"

says Wilder. "It is also com-

bined with quite a lot of dance

rhythm and things like that."

Gahan adds: "We feel it is

emotionally atmospheric. We
try to make every song indivi-

dual and will play around with

atmosphere with whatever

means are lying around." ^
All of them play synthesiz-

ers. Three sing. Andy Fletcher,

who sang on one of the first

singles, a hit in Britain, isn't

allowed to sing an^ more,

Gahan laughs.

—The group's new albunv
"Violator," on Sire Records,

was No. 8 and climbing on

Cashbox magazine's April 28

best-selling chart. The first

single, "Personal Jesus," reach-

ed a high of 3 1 on March 3. The

current single, "Enjoy the

Silence," was 51 and climbing

on April 28.

It takes a month to prepare

tapes for Depeche Mode's
performances. Wilder says:--

"We have to transfer things we
can'r physically perform. We
don't have a drummer. Drums
go onto tape and some sequ-

ences that aren't playable.

"We restructure the songs for

live shows; change them
around quite a lot. We rehearse

it all for a few weeks. We've
been making liims to go with

the show. An awful lot goes

into" it."

"On the next tour we'll be

doing a lot more performance,"

Gahan says. "We'll still be

using tapes. We've never tried

to hide it.

"Depeche Mode is four peo-

ple. We don't want to bring

other musicians in. We've done
it like this for 10 years. People

amount ol people as groups that

sell millions and millions of

albums."

Gahan says, "We played to

half a million people in Ameri-

ca in 1987, ended up at the Rosc__

Bowl in Pasadena to 70,000."

A live 'double album. "101,"

and a two-hour film, "101."

came from the Rose Bowl, the

101st concert of that tour. "We
were doing this massive tour

and felt we wanted to document
it," Wilder says. "We looked

back to the more interesting pop
films of the past. We discov-

ered D.A. Pcnncbaker's stuff
"

and approached him and he was
interested in doing it."

hrst-sriling mnti:mpi:i rary jaij. began copying Benny Good-

The film wa.s in general

relea.se and now it's on video.

"I think it captured tlie live

show very well," says Wilder.

"I would have liked it to be

slightly more in depth explor-

ing people's characters."

Gahan says: "We don't often

do interviews or TV shows.

People have tlxr idea we're

doom merchantK^serious and

joyless with no personality. I

think it showed' personalities.

The film was actually quite

humorous."

They recorded "Violator"

during one year, in Milan,

Denmark and London. "We'd
work six weeks and take a few

weeks off and go to another

place," Gahan says. "When
you're in a studio, you work
really well the first three weeks.

Enthusiasm is high and you
create beautiful stuff. Once you
start getting a bit bored, you do-
less and less. V/e stop, go away,

fill ourselves with energy once
again and come back."

They recorded three songs in

Milan and socialized a lot. In

rural Denmark, they recorded

eight.

chart in March, while the

Japanese alto saxophonist was

making a brief American tour

with his five-man group, arriv-

ing from playing a week in

Jndia.

.. After he w^nt back to Japan

in 1965, having studied for

three years at the Berklee

School of Music in Boston,

Watanabe says he made several

records a- year — jazz, bossa

nova and pop, and later, fusion.

Since 1970, he has been writing

tlie music for his albums.

"When^l came back from the

Slates, it used to be everything I

wrote was very ea.sy. Lately, it

js much h;irdcr for nic. Every

tune must be new to me."

Watanabe became interested

in jazz after Worid War II,

through radio. He says: "Right

tlie next day after the second

war was over we could hear

American service radio. Then

many bright music came out

from the radio, popular music,

jazz, hillbilly. It was very fresh

and impressed me a lot. During

the war we could hear only

Japanese pop, traditional and

amiy songs, heavy classical

music.

"It was really exciting. I run

home every day after the

school. I was 12.

"I had a chance to see the
•

movie 'Binh (^^ the Blues.'

Bing Crosby Was a clarinet

player. 1 saw this movie many

limes. I found a u.sed clarinet in

a store and my father bought it."

An old man across the street

from Watanabe's school in

Ulsunomiya, Japan, had played

clarinet for silent movies and

taught him fingering, three

lessons for 3 cents each. "I

bought an exercise book and I

taught myself. 1 start copying

from records. 'Sentimental

man.

Two weeks after he finished

high school, Watanabe says, "I

asked my father, 'Let me^ry as

musician for couple of years till

1 get to 20. Then I can find

myself. I will be musician or

not.* He let me come to Tokyo.

"I had good times when I

went to Tokyo. There were

many Army bases. After a

couple of years I have chance to

work with Toshiko Akiyoshi. I

start to leam bc-bop. Before

tiiat, I was playing rhythm 'n'

blues style music. As a teen-

ager, it was interesting to play

Eari Bostic style. He was big at

thai lime.^^

He first picked up an alto sax

on an Army base. Then Ameri-

can bases closed and work dried

up.

"Many musicians quit music,

but I couldn't quit," Watanabe

says. "I started working Japan-

ese cabaret and nightclubs and

had the most hard lime I had in

my life. I tried to play jazz. It

was easy to get auditions to

work, but aHer I got jobs and

start playing jazz, I got fired in a

week or month.

"The Big Four, a Japanese

jazz quartet, could work every-

where and make ^ig money,

^eorge Kawaguchi, tlie drum-

mer, was the biggest player in

Japan at that time. His style is

like Gene Krupa." Kawaguchi

sometimes hired Watanabe,

who sjvcd money and staged

his own group.

When Akiyoshi, now living

in America, toured Japan, she

told Watanabe she could get

him a full .scholarship at Berk-

lee. Watanalx found work in

TV studios. He says: "From

morning to night, I work hard to

save money for air fee. Of

course I have to go."

THE VILLAGE DELI

Sportsbar & Restaurant

10536 Lindbrook Br. 208-6442

Special UCLA Student Menu
w/UCLA ID Only

Hamburger $3.95

Jumbo Frankfurter $3.95

Beef or Pastrami Dip $4.95

TunalVlelt $4.95

Patty IVIelt $4.95

BLTs

Nactios

Potato Sl(ins

BolobI Pizza

Pitchers of Beer

$2.00
w/CA Drivers License S UCU ID Only

$3.95

$3.95

$4.95

$4.95
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Just flash this coupon on Friday night

and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy artists do their thing.

It's the format that spawned Saturday Night Live. SCTV' and i

the top comedic talent of the last three decades.
|

But the free stuff doesn't stop there, no acje limit
"

and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. vSo cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to make
your date as cheap its possible.
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TAKE A BREAK
FOR LUNCH AND DINNER.

Napa's king of grapes
gives winemal<ing tips

COMPLETE BURGER LUNCH $4.99

NCLUDES ALL- YOU - C:4tf* EAT FRESH FRUIT AND SALAD BAR, AND YOUR .

CHOICE OF POTATO OR RICE.

t GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

f
PARTY UNTIL 4 P.M.

\ NOW THRU JUNE 3,1 990

* Not Valid on Take-Out Orders
Sizzler
Steak Seafood Salad

1 1 'I i'( >\

VALID ONLY AT
SIZZLER - WESTWOOD
922 GAYLEY AVENUE

208-6788

STEAK AND LEMON
HERB CHICKEN $5.99

, INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH
j FRUIT AND SALAD BAR OR SOUP BAR.
t CHOICE OF POTATO OR RICE AND CHEESE TOAST
\ GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

Mo^rrLt:-^- Sizzler ' s,zzrE^-i'°;^^s\;Loo

. iMui vdiiu uri I aKG

By Jack Schreibman
Associated Press

ST. HELENA, Calif.— Few
Napa Valley vintners knew

anything about Andy Bcckstof-

;fer back in the early 1970s,

when he came from the East

Coast to work on the dusty side

of the wine industry.

Today, lliey'd better know
who he is.

A canny business deal that

involved none of his own
money let him buy a farming

company. He planted vines,

tilled the fields and began

harvesting some of the best

winegf'apes in the country.

telephone engineer. Then he

went to Dartmouth for a mas-

ters degree in business admi-

nistration.

"I never got back to Virgi-

nia," he said, instead accepting

a post with Heublein in Con-

necticut. His job was to analyze

buisinesses the beverage con-

glomerate proposed to buy.

' "Heublein was in the fine

wine business, but not (at the

time) domestic wine," said

Beckstoffer. **No, my family

didn't drink wine back in

Virginia. My daddy drank

Virginia Gentleman bourbon.

Nobody in the south drank

wine.'

I ( >i I'l

WESTWOOD

WE'RE THE LAST GREAT
HAMBURGER STAND

1 09 55 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY • 365 DAYS A YEAR

I

today, at age M), the Uart-

mouth business graduate owns

1,000 acres in Napa and Men-
docino counties, and is worth

some $50 million. He's the

biggest independent grape

grower in Northern California,

supplying 25 wineries with the

fruit that allows them to make
wines celebrated around the

world.

Last year, Beckstoffer cele-

brated his hard work and good

luck by introducing his own
wines, three super-premium

varietals in the $7.50-$ 10

range, under his own Fremont

Creek label.

"A lot of people get into the

winery business because they

need it for the ego . . . the

lifestyle," the executive fanner

said during an interview in the

office of the former mansion he

JLumed into the headquarters of

Beckstoffer Vineyards.

"Well," he said with passion,

in a soft, soulhcm accent from

his Richmond, Va., upbringing,

"what I've learned in the last 20

years is that it's okay just to be a

grower. I'm proud to be a

grower ... I don't have to be a

winery to make it in the Napa
Valley ...."

Whether or not his wine

makes it big, Beck.stoffer plans

to stay close to the land.

"I never want to abandon

that," he said. "The wine? I just

want to see how it goes."

Another very good reason to

Beckstoffer came to Califor-

nia in 1969 as an officer in

Heublein's United 'Vintners

when the parent company dis-

covered it didn't have enough

grapes to support the top-line

wines of its Inglenook and

Beaulieu estate lines.

Heublein asked Beckstoffer

to start a not-for-profit com-
pany whose sole task would be

to buy grapes.

At first, he thought he would

be a financial consultant, but

discovered he had to, set up a

farming business to guarantee a

long-term supply of good
grapes. The company bought

land on Becksioffer's recom-

mendation, and employed
legendary Andre Tchelistcheff

as chief viticulturist.

By 1972, Heublien had all

the long-term supply of grapes

it needed and decided to sell the

fami company. Beckstoffer had

done such a good job that he

started wondering about his

future.

What happened was that

Beckstoffer decided, after run-

ning a large enterprise for

Heublein, against going back

East to fight his way up the

corporate ladder again. His aim

was to buy the 1,6(K) acres.

"I .said to Heublein, "'you

sell me the company, and

finance it. We called it a .spinoff

in those days. So, they sold me
the company, and they financed

iL"

continue with grapes is that,

with the ongoing txx)m in

premium wines, the quality

fruit Beckstoffer grows .sells at

record prices and are in chronic

short supply.

After a tour with the Army,

where service in California

introduced him to good wine

for the first time, Beckstoffer

went home and worked as a

He ended up heading a

company famiing 3,(X)0 man-
aged acres and owning Heub-

lein's 1,600 acres in Napa and

Mendocino counties.

A few years later, Beckstof-

fer decided he didn't need 600

acres of the land in the deal, and

he talked Heublein into taking

back that acreage, and excusing

the debt involved.
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Rocketing around Westwood's burger hamlets
By Esther Chen
Contributor

If you're in a 50s mood and

you don't have a lot of money,

Johnny Rockets on Weybum
Avenue between Broxton and

Gayley avenues sports juke

boxes and waiters and waitres-

ses in period dress.

Each song costs a nickel

And some of the outgoing

waiters and waitresses lighten

the atmosphere by singing

along to the songs.

The music is loud. The lights

are bright. It's a fast-paced

place. So you don't have to wait

too long for your food. John-

i^y's i.sn't the place for a long

intimate meal, but it's great for

a sliorl study break.

II yuu'ie lunnny is growltn^

for an all -American meal,

Johnny's original hamburger

will set you back $3.25. (Add

$1.45 for fries.) For desert you

can try an all -American apple

pic ($1.65). Or lo add more

spice in the menu, chili costs

$2.55.

Variety isn't a big selling

point. There are only eight

entrees. People who Tike to try

something new can taste John-

ny's fiavored cokes (cherry,

chocolate, vanilla and lemon)

for $1.30.

A place that does offer

variety is Hamburger Hamlet

on the comer of Braxton and

Weybum avenues. In addition

to hamburgers, there is a variety

of salads, soups, appetizers,

steaks, seafood, chicken and

omelettes.

An extra dollar buys one of

myriad hamburger toppings—
such as guacamolc, mu.shmom,

bacon,and cheese. For $5.25

you can get a hamburger and. a

side. Ju.st remember to order a

well-done unless you don't

mind running the risk of^ a

bloody hamburger.

If you don't mind spending a

little more money, try the fresh

fruit .shake ($3.25) which is

mixed with fruits such as

bananas, strawberries and

pineapples. For appetizers there

arc potato .skins mixed with

things like melted cheese and

.sourcream ($3.50 to $5.50).

In addition to a larger variety

j)f food is a more relaxed

atmosphere. The soothing ele-

vator music and the dim lights

enhance this atmosphere.

Rather than Johnny's high

stools, there are comfortable

maroon seals. Hamburger
Hamlet's a place to spend a

long, more intimate meal.

To Figure Out That This
IsA Great Deal ..

.

Salad Bar

(ict a hcaltliy helping ofOur fresh siilad bar

plus a delicious bowl of homemade soup for

ONLY $3.95 right now at Cafe Casino
Any way you add it up it's a great deal'

1145 (iavlcv Avenue
V^cstwood \ ilkigc

(213)208-0949

Salad Bar Hours:
Mon-Sat: 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 pm

Sunday : NcK)n tO:^00 p iii

DE FRANCE
Cafe Casino...We Make Homemade French Cuisine Affordable.

rPrlce effecttve throu^ Sunday-May 20. 1990) |
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The ONLY Westside Club
with

"State of the Art" Sound.

Dance to the Best Live

Music &
Hip Hop DJ.'s

Wed. - Sun. 9-2am

11784 Pico Blvd. West LA

(1 block east of Bundy; .

'

2 13-4 '14 -93 11

Phone
474-2223

FAX in your
orders

474-3734

^Ob^

Hours
Mon-Thurs
7am - 10pm
Fri&Sat

Tam-Midnight

Sun ll:30am-9pm

ISOOWestwoodBlvd. (Westwood & Ohio)

FREE PARKING

Help Us Celebrate Our
20th Anniversary

Serving UCLA & the Westside

Watch For Our New Fitness Menu

Monday s 7pm-9pm HARLEY NIGHT

{une 1st

VE-IN Returns
Featuring CAR HOP SERVICE

BUY ONE
1/4 lb Burger
—^—.or

—

-—
Garden Burger

& GET ONE FREE
w/ purchase of a medium drink and

a large fries or onion rings
expircf 5/30/90

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sur^.-Thurs. llam-lOpm
Fri. 8c Sat, 1 lam-1 1pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA

$^ 99 ^'^'^ °'^® topping

/ , plus tax

L

+2 FREE 16 oz. BOTTLE SODAS.
Limited time offer. One coupon per

customer, ea. additional topping $1.41

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels"
and get a

FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA

$8.90 CHICKEN DEAL
plus tax

WHOLE Charbroiled Chicken

__I Large Rice & Beans~~ * Tortillas & Salsa '

Must mention special when ordering.

Limited Time Offer. One special offer per CUStOITier.

I"

Chicken Burritos

$3.30
with cheese: add 40c

Marketing/Customer Relations Representative Wanted J

Master cook
looks at sticky

pasta problems

By Nancy Byal .

Associated Press

*if pasta is so easy to cook,"

a reader asked, "why is mine so

awful?" Pasta is easy to cook,

but it's possible to do it wrong.

For best results, try these pasta

techniques and serving ideas:

How much to cook

Plan on 2 ounces of

uncooked pasta per person for a

main dish, 1 ounce per person

for a side dish. Two ounces of

dry pasta will yield about 1 to

1/4 cups cooked pasta,

depending on the shape. For

short pasta that you can mea-

sure in a cup, 1 cup uncooked

pasta makes about 2 cups

cooked {VA cups for noodles).

Cooking pasta

Be sure to use a large pan

and plenty of water to allow

pasta to "swim."

Cover the pan while water

comes to boiling — it's faster

— but cook pasta uncovered.

Keep the water boiling.

Occasionally stir a long

pasta, such as spaghetti, with a

long-handled fork to keep

.strands from sticking together.

Stir other pasta with a wide

spoon.

Rinse pasta to be u.sed in a

salad in cold water and drain.

For other recipes, pasta doCS"

not require rinsing.

Keeping pasta hot

Wami the serving dish by

running hot water into it and

letting it stand a few minutes.

Dry the dish, add the drained

pasta, and serve immediately.

When adding other ingre-

dients to cooked pasta, retum

the drained pasta to the pan it

was coc^ked in. Add the ingre-

dients; the heal of the piin will

wami them.

Easy fix-ups

Herbed Pasta: Add 'A

teaspoon snipped fresh thyme,

rosemary, or basil, or !/» teas-

poon dried thyme, rosemary, or

basil, crushed, with margarine
«

\ or" oil.

Dilled Pasta: Add VA
teaspoons snipped fresh dill-

weed or Vi teaspoon dried

dillweed with margarine or oil.

Lemon Pasta: Add 2

tablesp(X)ns snipped parsley, Vi

teaspoon Tmely shredded lemon

peel, and V% teaspoon pepper

with margarine or oil.

(?
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Winners of

contest use
their noodles
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Penne with

Artichokes, created by chef

Angelo Nicelli of Cafe Angelo

in Chicago, is the winner of the

National Pasta Association's

"U.se Your Noodle" restaurant

competition.

Nicelli 's recipe won over 10

other finalists, contest officials

said.

Each recipe used pasta man-

ufactured in the United Slates

and met certain nutritional

guidelines.

For a copy of the 11 contest

recipes, send a stamped, self-

addressrd rnvolnpp tn- I.i^a-

-rc-

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

SEPrs

Jakobslx:rg, Use Your Noodle,

40W.57ihSt.,Suite 1400, New
York, NY 10019.

Penne with artichokes

S snuiil artichokes or one

lO-Qiincc package of frozen

We use pure olive oil which has been
found to reduce cholesterol, blood

pressure & blood sogHT

I

I

Subs & Suds

artichokes

Vi lemon

V\ cup water

5 cloves garlic, chopped fine

V/i tablespoons olive oil
*

. 2 ounces sun-dried tomatoes,

drained

2 dried small red peppers,

cru.sliecl

'/i leaspooii salt

Va teaspoon pepper

2 tablespoons chopped pars-

icy, preferably fre y.h .

t
I

I

I

I

*1.50
Pitcher (48 oz)

Daily 4-8pm

500
Discount on any

Gianl Sept's SuD

(with coupon)

•10968 Le*t:onte Ave.

208-7171

Mon, Tues, Wed
6pm-Close

Special !!

Small Sub & Small Drink

$2.50

I

I

i

»

y4 package (12 .ounces)

penne, uncooked
'/ cup bread crumbs, prefer-

ably fresh

1 tablespoon gariic

Vi tablespoon olive oil

1 tablespoon Romano cheese

With fresh artichokes,

remove all outer leaves to get to

the pale green leaves. Cut off

the lop 1 inch and bottom Vz

inch of stem and discard. Peel

the remaining stem and cut the

artichokes in quarters vertical-

ly, and scoop out choke. Add
the juice from '/? lemon to Vi

cup waler. Cook artichokes in

lemon-water mixture for 20

minutes, or until tender.

Reserve cooking liquid.

In large pan, saute gariic in

\Vi tablespoons oil until gol-

den. Add artichokes and sun-

dried tomatoes; simmer 1

minute. Add artichoke water,

hot pepper, sab, pepper and

parsley; simmer 5 minutes.

Prepare penne according to

package directions; drain.

Saule bread crumbs with garlic

in Vi tablespoon oil. Toss pasta

with artichoke sauce and top

with Romano cheese and bread

crumbs. Makes 4-6 servings.

'^McGhtJYls IRISH PUB*
*--r?^^ V «> :— *

jf HUGE Selection^

^r^^yn 0* PUB GRUB4,

Including: jp
Indian" Cuisine, British

^^
Specialties, Pizza & ^L" *American Favorites

DAILY BEER SPECIALS'

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers

16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SunThurs (Excluding Mon) 8PM to Midnight

• 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom

Sports Channel TV on All Open Hours

•^2615 ILSHIRE eiVD,, SANTA MONICA^
•r* 7 Days a week 11am-2am (213) 828-9839 ^

dem bones
BAR-B-Q SHACK

fifiTHE SAUCE IS BOSS !"

We Deliver • Eat In • Take Out
AuthcnUc Soutiicrn B-BX^ Since 1978

• RIBS
• PORK

• ailCKEN
• HOT UNKS

• BEEF
• HAM

Beer From Around The World
Over 30 Varieties

HUNGRY BRUINS!
Let Us Cater Your

Greek or School

Department Parties

( Short Notice is OK)

WE DELIVER

475-0288
11619 Santa Monica Blvd.. W.LA

(1 block East of Barringion)

GOING OUT???
Make sure xjov^:—

smile is ready!

COMPLETE
DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg 120)

INCLUDES:
Oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation; &
cleaning

We also offer:

• Complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth

bonaing, & porcelain veneering
• Crowns, briclges, root canal
=-^==-& dentures

Laughing gas available

-^2,3)933-7744 —
Eveiling hours and Sundays

DR. M. MAKHANI
6200 .WILSHIRF BLVD. SUITE 120^

(Corner of Fairfax & Wilshiro)

vf
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ITALIAN

hm
RHSTAURANT

Andy <r Tony
invite you

tojoin them in

Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

TKe Best Vizxo- in Town,

—SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURSO
'

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

(213) 474-0102

10929 W. PICO BLVD., W LOS ANGELES

zzzzzxmzz
mag 18

Grand OPENING

D ONLY ] BAR-B-Q

$1.00 OFF
RIB & CHICKEN DINNER

EXP. 6/1/90

WE SPECIALIZE IN SPICY SMOKED BBQ

-HOURS-

MON-THURES 11AM-11PM
FRI-SAT 12PM-12AM
SUN 2PM-9PM

HELD AT THIS NEW LOCATION:

978 GAYLEY
In the heart of Westwood

FREE DELIVERY!
208-7758

Catering (213) 752-1281

gITtTTTTTTTTTTTTTTIT

HAMBURGER

XASZT
MAKE OUR THING YOUR HABIV

W an cfbnting ttf opening of our rmwrnat Bton In 21 ymn with.

A LOT MORE THAN BURGERS!!

I

I

1/4 Lb. Hamburger
(Lettuoa. Tomato. OrMuna. * Kothm PcW* ) ^^

I Regular Fries &

I

I

16 02. Soft Drink $2.99
LIMIT 4

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

PLEAse yeunoM coupom ivmcm oaofrmo

^^^COUPON EXPIRES JunrnTi^^

Breast of Chicken Sand.
(StuniMt Braasi at chchan, tanuoa. Tomaio. Mayo. Orassmg. A Kosner Pcwai

Regular Fries &
16oz. Soft Drink $3.99

LIMIT 4
Pi£Ase ttfMTioN COUPON WHfH onoffuno
VMM) MTMATtOMAL S SaPULYtOA OML fl

I

COME IN
11223 NATIONAL at SEPULVEDA *

(Aoaaa nam ttaiawa emeanuni

iAMTTIU.
OR

a
CALL YOUR ORDER IN

U^UUU*

COMESJEE & TASTE WHY: . . ^ www
MtSwst Everyday, People Tell Us.

"YOUHAVE Oy 775 /^TTTJ Q IN

THE BEST D U IvVJm\D TOVSHV"

s

BUY ONE
Regular Footlong Sub

GET ONE
Of equal or lesser price for onfy

With purchase or medium soft drink.

OR UCLA STUDENTS SHOW YOUR ID
AND GET $1.00 OFF ANY FOOT LONG SUB

iSUBUJnV^
GOOID 0>srLY AX:

11278 Santa .Monica Blvd.
—-—^rt^fr^^ r or Saw telle and SantxJ .Vloniea

1. Block West or the 405

477.aQS7

__ EVERV SUNOAY
BUY ONE REGULAR EOOTLOXG SUB

GET ONE FREE !

Or rauai or iosfor \Miuc with ourcn.T^e or T-caiurn Jrir.v

PL\N AHEAD FOR GRADUATION PARTIES I

,$10 OFF
ON A 6 FOOT PARTY SUB

EXPIRES &^ 17/90

\

SINGER
From page 5

1963 with the pop song "Sukiy-

aki." Pat Suzuki also was a

popular singer in the 1960s. ,

But trying to win over fore-

ign fans remains a gamble for a

Japanese singer, who risks

alienating the domestic audi-

ence.

*'No matter how well you do

overseas, the media here won't

give you any credit," said

Keiko Masuda, formerly of

Pink Lady, a two-woman group

that dominated the Japanese

charts in the late 1970s. *'It's

something of the island men-

tality. They ignore you if you

succeed, but if you fail they

make a fuss."

"Kiss in the Dark," a single

bylvlasuda and partner Mitsuyo

Ncmoto, made the billboardV
Top 40 in July 1979, when Pink

Lady was trying to crack the

U.S. market.

They seemed to be on their

way to success when NBC-TV
decided to fill a Sunday
prime-time slot in 1980 with

"The Pink Lady Show," a

variety program that featured

such guests as Roy Orbison and

Jerry Lewis.

Bui the short-skirted, go-go

dancing duo was cut from the

NBC lineup after only three

months. Later that year the two

women, who had been, singing

together since junior high

school, called it quits.

"Wc weren't ready for

America," the 32-year-old

Masuda said in an interview.

Masuda, who is continuing

her career as a solo artist and

actress, recently released the

single "Simple Confidence,"

and LP "Voice Cologne" in

France. Though both have been

well received, she said her feet

are now firmly planted in

Japan.

id^
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 forlnfo about

our rolling party unit

j»-.-
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From page 4

great pride in his restaur-

ant.

^
Shahrezad Restaurant,

located at 1442 Westwood
Blvd., offers a more con-

servative, fancy environ-

ment. A trendy, art deco

place with turquoise
tables and gray and white

seats, it is more suitable

for a dale than for hanging

out.

A big round clay oven at

the comer of the restaur-

ant features a chef who
bakes fresh bread as cus-

tomers watch.

"We have come to eat

here all the way from the

Valley because it's cozy. I

used to have a Persian

boyfriend nnd' hti tiif.fi ut
bring me here," said

Maryann Lim, a travel con-

sultant who considers
kabob-e-barg her favorite

Persian dish.

Kabob-e-barg^, which is

grilled filet mignon served

over white rice, is one of

the most popular Persian

dishes. Ground beef,

lamb, and chicken are also

among the lop choices for

novice Persian restaurant

patrons.

Rice, the main ingre-

dient i)f mo.st Persian dis-

hes, is served in large

quantities and resembles

non-sticky Uncle Ben's,

that separates instead of

lumping together.

Shahrezad restaurant

offers u large menu wiih a

fe w c o n I i n e lU a 1 dishes.

Broiled salmon, while fish

and rainbow iroul mari-

nated in dill sauce and

served with green salad on

rice tempt the seafood

lover. The kabob and stew

dishes cost about $8 to

$13. and the seafood from

$11 to $15.

Although ihe food is

tantalizing, ihc waiters

and manager at Shahrezad

were stiffly polite on a

recent evening, adding to

the fomial atmosphere.

SHamshiri restaurant, at

1916 Westwood Blvd., is

casirah with just a bit of

traditional culture.

Although it resembles

an American restaurant,

contemporary Persian
music beckons one's hips

and shoulders to sway.

Photographs of the

beautiful architecture in

the Iranian city of Esfahan

hint at a different place

See FOOD, page 18

eADLiN
DINER & PRESS CLU£

WESTWOC:

Burger Deal $2.99
1/4 lb Cheeseburger
Frie3

All You Can Drink

ALL YOU CAN EAT...

ATAN INCREDIBLE PRICE!

OVE R 50 $ALAD BAR ITEMS

o

Breakfast Deal $1 .99

"All the food
that's fit to eat"

10922 KINROSS 208-2424

A N

SOUPLANTATION
11191 SAN VICENTE BLVD.

NORTON PLAZA AT MONTANA

ITALIAN ART ^ « I I t-

wv'v \» "wm

Taco Tuesday
6pm - 10pm

DELIVERY SPECIALS THAT BRING
ITALY TO YOUR DOOR:

$9.70 $1 1.45
FOR ANY MEDIUM FOR ANY LARGE
3 TOPPING PIZZA 3 TOPPING PIZZA

\^^'|v^'^

Tequila

99c

TACOS 50c

••'S'^^s^^fe

DELIVERY HOTLINE 208-5070
JL

(^NUMERO UNOD

1077 BROXTON AVE. WESTWOOD

21 and over

9595 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, (213) 550-1599

Valet Parking Available after 6pm

\\\\\\\\\\v//////////
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X Your taste buds need relief from the

summer heat. Cool off with the luscious

tropical flavors of Xtacy yogurt made
your way.

X tacy Cooler
Ffree

! Xtacy
j
YOGURT

Purchase 1 yogur "c^ive 1 ot equal

or lesser value FREE
Small, Mediut .

' Large Only

I

I $Xtacy$
I

Purcha..t Lny sandwich

at a regular ;>rice Si i>^(

the 2r d V r cniv

SIVO

nEARLY
jXtacy

ijfe' la;^.t St Plain Croissant

jusi

S175

~1

"I

1
I

.J

Tl

_J

FOOD
From page 17

121( 1 hama Momca Blvd.

(at Saiiia Monica Sc Bundv)
M-Th 6: 30am- 11pm

F 6:30am- 12am
Sal 10am-12am
Sun 11am- 11pm

4Qm9^^^mQm:<m.><mOm$m$^<m$^^<^^^

WilShire Boulevard
Brentwood, California

J3illimcl Clul>

sThe Loudest PooTHall in the

World 1

is Proud to Announce

JAGER & YARD NIGHT!

Every Wednesday
$4 Yards of Beer

$3 1/2 Yards of Beer
^2 JagermiesteFShots

(Price of yards do not include deposit)

21 .^Overw/validl.D.

(213)477-7550

11835 Wilshire Boulevard»Brentwood, California'

and culture. Persia is the

ancient name Westerners

had given to Iran.

"The Americans love it

here because there is a lot

of food and some of them

really enjoy our stews,"

said assistant chef Ali

Tahcrian.

Persian stew dishes

include fescnjon — a

<5weet-and-sour blend of

walnuts and pomegranate

sauce with chicken served

over rice. Gheymeh
bademjon is a stew of

eggplant with sauted
diced beef, onion and yel-

low split peas in a fresh

saffron tomato sayce.

Albaloo polo is chicken

y.
'/

//

r\
• » . ^

.i^

tiorvod with rice mixed U2.

*4:7

with sour cherries which

give it a pink tint. #*^

The prices at Shamshiri

range from $7 to $10 for

the kabob dishes and $7

for the special stew dis-_

hes.

Another Shahrezad
restaurant is located at

1422 Westwood Blvd. It's

trendy like its sister

restaurant but intermin-

gles hints of home in

photographs of Iranian

houses of worship and

carpet weavers at work.

There's a cafe-like atmo-

sphere and customers*
-chatter noisily while they-

eat.

The restaurant offers

rice or salad with the

kabob dishes and serves

two daily stew specials a

day. Prices range from $7

to $11.

While Golestan offers

beer and wine to its cus-

tomers, Shamshiri and the

two Shahrezads do not

serve any alcohol, citing

religion and the impor-

tance of a family-like envi-

ronment as their main
reasons.

For the hurried eater,

Kaboby, at 1133 West-
wood Blvd., is a fast-food

place. It offers kabob dis-

hes at prices from $5 to $9.

There is a choice of rice

or salad with the meal and
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Domino s Pi/za will

(Iclivrr a hot, livsh, incHJo-

lo-order |)i/za lo your door

in 30 minutes or less,

(iuaranleed. Don't 1(1 any-

one tell you differently (lall

Domino's Pizza. Nobody

Delivers Beller^"^'.

1371 Westwood

824-5000
OQ.

I'mM |><tmm(»s I'l//.) hv

OFF!
the servings are small.

The connoisseur inter-

^stQd in trying Persian-
cuisine may be disap-

pointed by the food at

Kaboby but not by the.

Persian entertainment.

Unlike it's more formal

competitors, Kaboby fea-

tures live weekend enter-

lainmcnl with Persian and

Armenian bands.

-L-^

$1.00
$2.00 QFp ^^

I

I
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KING
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RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

SERVICE

FLAME BROILED BURGERS

Whopper
with Cheese

Double Whopper
with Cheese

Double Cheeseburger

Bacon DBL Cheeseburger

_C!bl Bacon BBQ Burger

$2.09
2.39
2.79
2.99
1.89
2.49
2.69

Deluxe ~7
(with mayo, lettuce, tomato)

Cheeseburger Deluxe

Hamburger Deluxe

Cheeseburger
_ Hamburger

^

SALADS
(Pre-Packed)

Garden
Small
Large

Chef

S' Dr?ssfngs Paul Newman's Own

5 / !; rZ Cheese Thousand Island. House

yVOrCAN EAT YalAD BAR' (INSIDE ONLY) 3.99

1.39
2.19

3.29
3.29

CHICKEN TENDERS, FISH TENDERS

6 Piece

9 Piece
Ssuces

Barbecue. Horseradish. Sweet &

Honey
Chicken Sandwich

^t^ Chicken Sandwich Broiled

Whaler Sandwich (Fish)

1.89

2.69
N/C
Sour.

2.89
2.89

1.99

SIDE ORDERS

French Fries

Small

Reg.
Large

Onion Rings

Pie (Apple or Cherry)

DRINKS

1.09
.99

Ham & Cheese Sandwich ^-^y

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,

Orange Slice, Dr.

Small
Medium
Large
Jumbo

Coffee
"Sanka
Low Fat Milk

Pepper, Iced

Orange Juice .

qhakps (Van., Choc, Straw.)
Shakes (vd

^,^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

Delivery Area

* -

Sunset
.
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WHEN YOU'VE GOT THE CRAVING
FOR A FAST FOOD TREAT
JUST PICK UP YOUR PHONE
AND GIVE US A CALL...
WE'LL QUICKLY DELIVER
YOUR ORDER.
DELIVERY HOURS: noo-aoo mon-thur

5:00-11:00'

11:00-3:00 FRISAT
5:00-11:30

,>j!-- "—

~

^^^ fl:00-3:00 SUN- ^=^
5:00-10:30

'hiz kid finds new audience for old songs

^

t W\

»»»(••

•'*:»'

:'4f'
-

TTTCn

zalls himself the world's youngest old timer. "I wanted to be the world's something, " he says. "/

very young, so . . . why not?" Green will be performing tonight at Royce as part of an HBO
^iscopo.

try, remains stcadfasUy modest "I

iri in today's Times about a 12-year-

aL I just got the average score on my
onsider myself brilliant or anything,

emcone who is really dedicated to

i Organic Chemistry program next

wo foremost interests. "When Tm^
mistry songs and play my accordion

jfs before crooning a self-composed

lyric to the tune of "Rock-a-bye Your Baby to a Dixie Melody":

Dromulate your Benzene
with some FE BR3.

'

'

r-

BR2 just won't do

If it's by its lonesome.

"I hope I can bring an enthusiasm to the subject," says Green, who
would like to pursue a teaching career after receiving his Ph.d. "If stu-

See MOH, page 26 Santa MonIca

\

hone: 208-6781

BURGER KING
900 Westwood

(Westwood & Le Conte)

1 00' Delivery Charge

($10 Mininnum)

WE DO IT

BURGER
KING
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Westwood
NATIONAL The Hunt foi Red October (R)

10925 Undbfooh 1:30-4 30 7 3010 30
208-4366 70MM THX

VILLAGE Tales From The Ovkaide:
961 Bfoxlon The Mevie (R)

208-5576 12 30-3:00-5:30 10 30

'Fn A Sal Lato Show 12 45 am
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passs$ and Group Activity Ticl^ets accepted
tor 5hcMrs betore 6 pm only

BRUIN a«as of 1999 (R)

948 Broiton 12 45 3 00 5 30 8 00-10:30

208-8998 ' Fn & Sat Late Show 12 45 am

WESTWOOD Teenage Mutant Ninja Turdet (PC)
1050 Gd/ley (12 30-3 OOi-5.30-8 00-10:30

208-7664

Century City
Century City 14

10250 Santa Monica BiwJ

Cenliry City Shoppng Center

Free Parking

4 Hours Free Valtflalion

Wlt^ Purchase o( IheaHe Tick"-

(213) 553 8900 .

My Lett Foot (R

11 201 40-4 15-7 05-9 4-,

Happy Together fPG-13;

J1,15-2 00-4 45 7 15-10':

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Happy Together (PG-13)

(j45)-5l5-7 45-10 15

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

2087664

Honeymoon Academy (PG-13)

112 15i

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Cook. The Thef,

H<s Wile & Her Lover

(I00)-4 00-7 00-10 00
No one under 18 admrtted

REGENT
iniS Rtn«lnn

ivany

Wild Orcnid (R)

l21S.2a5.i>1S.aX.l.'.^u

Teenage Mutant Nmja Turtles (PC
11 30 2 10-4 40-7 ?0 nj.

Driving Miss Daisy (R)

12 30 2 50 5 2'b-7 50-10 35

Funny Face (NR)

11.50-2 20-4,^ 7.30- 10 lj

The Cods Must Be Cracy II (PC)

12 10 2 40 5 20 7 35 10 20

The Big Bang (H/

11.00-r303 35 5^P'"'; :C30

& A (R|

10' 30 1 45-5 00-8 15-10 'r

PLAZA A Show Of Force (R)

1067 Glendor (100)-315-5 30-8 00 10 30
P09-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and group acDvify dcKets accepted

tor shows t»tore 6 PM onlj

Santa Monica

Cinema Paradiso (NR,
''015 t 00-4 05-7 00 -9

&•"

Sl-iori Time (?'

11 i-: ,
'5 4 50 ";•

Any Mans 0«a;

10 2^ 1
?' 4 z'-

'

MANN WtLSHIRE Ttm TTie Hint Hjr
•014 Wii.mre Bi.a Red October (PG)
151-4377 115-4 15-7 15-10 15

'Sat i Sun only lor 1 15 showjme

MANN W1LSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutant N.nia

T u r t I e s ( P G )

1314 WJshire Blvd (12 30 1-2 45 5 00 7 30-9*45

451-4377'Sat S Sun only tor 12 30 4 2 45 showtmes

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West L.A./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL Too Beaurifui For You
11523 S.M BMJ DaJy 5.30-7:45-10!00

477-5S81 'Sat A Sun Matinee 1:00-3:15

MUSIC HALL MoriMur Hirt

9036 Wdshire Oaly 5:45-8 00-1000
274-6869 'Sat « Sun Mabnee 1 30-3 45

Sun 1|:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

Q & A (R<

Miami Bioos iP

•> :5 ]
'

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 S^la Monica Bl

478-6379

HNE ARTS
8556 Wlsfire

6621330

Camillc daudel
Daly 5 25-8 30

Starts Friday The Feud

Foi A His Friends

Wednesday only 7 30

In a Year of 13 Moons
Wednesday only 5 10 9 40

The 3rd Generation

Thursday only 7 25

Katzelmacher

Thursday only 5 45 9 00

Fn 12 am Basket Case ii

It *

MOfMCA The Reincarnabon of Golden Lotus
1332 2nd St Daly 5:15-746-1000

394 9741 'Sal ft Sun Mabnee 12 45 3 00
Psychology Series:

Masloar/Tabatan Medicine (2 films)

Sal A Sun 10 am

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

Sat & Sun 10 15

Camille aaudel
Wed ft Fn 5 15-8 30

"Theater dosed Thursday 5/10

•Sat ft Sun Malmee 2 00

am Krishnamurti: With A SilenI Mind

MONICA
1332 2nd SI

3949741

'Sal ft Sun

The Tenants

Daly 5 00-7 30 9 45

'Sat ft Sun Mabnee 2 30

10 30 am Jung: Matter of Heart

Sal 12 an Rocky Hwror Pickjre Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up. -He Me Down
11 30 145-4 (Joe 10-8.20 10 30

Goldwyn
475-0202

plus a shai

Mama,

Chuck

There s A Man In Your Bed
12 15-2 30-4 45 7 00 9 15

Workman's: Pieces of Silver

Goldwyn
4750202

Henry v

11O0 1 40420700940

Goldwyn
475-0202

•F

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45-3 00 5 10 7 20 9 30

1 ft Sal Late Show 1 1 45 pm

An Iranian woman displays a magazine photo revealing the execution of her sons. The photo
is part of an exhibit running this week at Kerckhoff Art Gallery.

MOMCA -PREMIERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St The Traveling Players

394-9741 DaJy 7 15

Stats Friday Henry V
'Sat ft Sun 11 am Through The Wire

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
Westwood UA Coronet

10889 Weltwort)

475 9441

A A (R)

1260400 715 10 15

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475 0711

THX/Ddby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11,55 2.30-5 05 7 40 10 25

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh at Westwood
475 0711

SR/Doiby Stereo

The Guardian (R)

12 50 3 10-5 35 8 00 10 30

UA CORONET
10869 Walworth

475 9441

THX/Ddby Stereo

Body Chemistry

1 10-315-5 25 7 46 10 00

'Fn ft Sat Lale Show 12 00 am

AVCO CINEMA IN

Wilsh at Westwood
475 071

1

Dolby Stereo

I Love You To Death (R)

1 00-3 15-5 30 7 45 10 00

UA CORONET
10889 Welworth
4759441
THX/Odby Stereo

Far Out Man
1 00 3 06-5 10 7 30 9 40

Fn ft Sat Lale Show II 46 pm
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dents are faced with an unenthusiastic

professor or T.A., they get discouraged. I

want to change that. I want to take, believe it

or not, a grade school approach to teaching

college level material, and that is to make it

fun — make little games out of it, make
people excited about learning. People say

there's very little to get excited about in

Organic Chemistry; I disagree."

Though Green will undoubtedly be busy
next year, he will by no means abandon his

blossoming performance career. "I just read

recently that there's a jazz quartet made up
of surgeons," he says. "If they can do that

and play clubs and still be doctors, I don't

see why I can't be a graduate student in

chemistry and have a little career on the

side. And if I can bring back the old time

music, it would be well worth while."

Daily Bruin A & E

'I don't want any rock music!'

*The old time music" has enamored
Green ever since he was a fifth grader

hunting for appropriate music to accompany
a slide show he and a friend had assembled

on the Great Depression. **The person with

whom I was working suggested a Benny
Goodman song," he says. "I said *I don't

want any rock music!* I didn't know at that

young age who Benny Goodman was.

"And then he said *Let me play the record

for you.' And that was it; I fell in love with

that style; I fell in love with swing music.

Ever since then, it's just about all I hsten to."

It's also just about all he performs.

Despite the fact he's taken only six

accordion lessons, Green says he can play,

by ear, nearly every popular song written

before 1950.

But the jazz and swing eras have
impressed themselves upon significantly

more than Green's musical tastes; they've

profoundly affected his state of mind.

"What I miss about the '20s and '30s has to

do with music, as well as with certain

attitudes and the way people acted," he says.

"Yes, a lot of it was corny, but there was
something about it, something that had to do
with class and dignity. There were certain

lines back then that you couldn't cross.

Now, there are no lines; like Cole Porter

said, now it's really 'anything goes'!"

An open reminder of societal lines long

erased. Green, with his "good, clean"

music, Bryl-creamed hair, polished shoes

and crisply pressed shirts, admits that his

[)crsonal style must seem a bit unusual to his

UCLA peers. "People must think 'Gee,

what kind of parents did this kid have? '
" he

says. "They must wonder 'Was he raised oKi»
Mars?'

"

No, Los Angeles. And Green points out

that his parents, who own an art gallery in

West Hollywood, are "very, very normal.

very ordinary" people. "They're not at all

like me in these respects," he says.

In fact, they often good-naturedly tease

their only child about his unconventional

ways. "They're always telling me 'Why do
you wear your hair so flat?' " he says.
" 'Why don't you get a style? Why don't

you get with it?' My Mom's always telling

me: 'Get with it, Gabe!'
"

But Green says he hasn't felt any pressure

to 'get with it' from his many friends at

UCLA. "Everyone has been really nice to

me at this school," says Green, who recently

pledged co-ed chemistry fraternity. Alpha
Chi Sigma. "And I must say, if I had it all to

do over again, I'd do it exactly the same
way. I know so many people on this campus,
and they're all so friendly to me, and it's

really comforting."

Green's genuine love for UCLA, for its

students, for music, for science and for life

~
See GREEN, page 27

for

HAIR

FREE
clear or color cellophanes

with design cut
- from $17

ilormerly with Sassoon Sassoon)

2322 Westwood Blvd.
(between Pico & Olympic) 474-3881

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and

others may also benefit. Call us

in Westwood 208-3548

Insuraide Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd #221

+ ^^^*^ -t5-^
'<,- I * u

(Ur) (ties)

Ac/vert/'seli I

Q2~5- 2.1<at

STUDYING JAPANESE?
TRY THE EASY WAY...BY VIDEOTAPE!

"Japanese For Busy People", a set of three effective,

entertaining Vl-tS videotapes witti pocket-size study

guides is availat)le from Sumitomo Corporation of America.

444 S. Flower St., Los Angeles, CA 90071-2975.

For further information call us at (213) 489-0393

or send a check for $259.00 to the atwve address

in care of Elaine Stuart.

Dancers, Singers, Instrumentalists and Technicians
islage managers, sound, lights, wardrobe, stage bands)

MINIMUM AGp 18

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
\ \ I)

LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE

ENTERTAINMENT

•ARTS-
PROGRAM

© TIk-. \X.ilt.l)iNnf\ (.()in|t.in\

SUNfDAY,
MAY 20 at 10:00AM

Enlerlainnnent Arts Complex (Student Center)
Long Beach City College

4901 E. Carspn St., Long Beach

INFORMATION
(213)420-4051, 9:0()AM-5:()0PM, M-F

"Training on weelcends wiU begin June 2, 1990

BENEFITS

p Opportunities for paid rehearsals^ and perfomanccs after training

Workshops with top professionals
in the entertainment industry

•

Advanced training in theatre, stage voice, movement,
dance, singing and instrumental technique

•

College credit

Chance for a professional career -
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GREEN
From page 26

reveals a warm nature that has thoroughly

engaged those close to him. "He's such a

sweet, good-natured kid,** says his mother,

Laurie. "It's Ixjen a wonderful challenge

raising Gabriel."

Meanwhile, Green is feeling pretty

challenged by life, which can humble even
the most remarkable of boy wondors. "§urc,

I'm modest,** he says, "but then again, I've

got a long ways to go.**

Such quiet determination gives one the

feeling that Green*s lucky star has only

begun to shine. Or, to paraphrase his hero,

Al Jolson, chances are we ain't seen nolhin'

yet

IRANIAN

>efm

rozen

innings to

^choose from!

YOGURT

and get

a FREE

TOPPING
Only Qt the North Pole

in the North Campus

Student Center

Bring in coupon-aood

throughJunelS, 1990.

One coupon per purchtise.

GIVE BLOOD
Call 825-0850 for information

From page 24

photos, with the exception of the hostage era

demonstrations, were taken in the past four

years.

The exhibit features excerpts from
interviews with Iranians and Americans.

The excerpts, which enhance the visual

messages of the photographs, include

accounts of the difficulties of immigrating

\o America. ^^
*This is my chance to find out about other

cultures in America," said senior American
Studies major Peter Gow.

"It's not just Iranian politics or protests,

but this way I can sec them as real people

trying to get by in America," he added.

The Bijan perfume ad, which says

"Perfection is . . . Living In America," is

shown in one of the photos. The exhibit hias

photos ranging from trendy Iranian women

A Student examines photos in Iranian exiiibit.

strolling on Rodeo Drive to a woman with

covered hair at an Iranian New Year picnic.

Los Angeles has the largest population of
Iranians in the Western world, Fricdlandcr

explained. The estimates for the Iranian

population in Los Angeles have h>ccn

controversial, ranging from 75,000 to

400,000.

Following its UCLA premiere, the

exhibit will begin a nationwide tour.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

WAY 16, lOTd (i:iS-*:3*'K^
U.C.L.A. SCHOOL OF DENTISTRT iil

RQpM A3-02t9|

GUEir iPiAKiil:
r DR. RUSSEL CHRJSTENSEN <QRAt BA3H4-
' DR. JOSEPH COONEY (PROSTHODOHTieS)
* DR, OAVm JOI^^

FOR MORE INroRMATION CONTACt:
MAi£RIE WAIWNS (20«^71S) lii

SUPPOSED BY: UCl^ SCHOOL IM^D^NTf^^

*SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

*S0FTMATEEW30DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN^

AQUA, HAZa, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMEimo
an opttiietrle carter |^^

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
"»?«» rail

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per lens.Exam, training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Psychology and Psychoanalysis

Classes Begin April 2 3, 1990 Continuing Education

900-12«)n
<^00-12:00n

ll«)-2:00pin

2i)0-5:00pm

200-5:OOpm

I20O-5:00pinScO(K8:0Opin

5:0a«:00pm
5c0a4:00pni

5c0O«:00pm
5c0a4:00|>in

aOO^l 1:00pm
ftOO-llOOpm
&Oa-l100pm

C-191-3 QiiUcil Practicum I, II, III

423 MFCCPractkum
C-163 Human Sexuality

C-162 G>gnilivc Behavioral Therapy
812 Biofeedback Therapy
324 Advanced Object Rebtions
B-103 Rtysiological Psychology
C-161 Piychoanalytic Psychotherapy
C-161 Riychoanalytic Psychotherapy
320 Dream Analysis

C-152 Riychological Assessment II

C-191-3 Clinical Practicum I, II, III

863 Advanced Psychosynthesb
C-142 Piychopathobgy I

3 C Horn, PhD
3 C Hom, PhD
3 C Morgan, PhD
3 R. Merlino, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 D Qifford, MD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 W. Young, PhD
3 R Benltcz, DSW/C. Bloch,

3 D. Qifford, MD
3 J. Griffith, PhD
3 R. PhilUps, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 L Portnoff, PhD

(OQ
(OQ

(OQ

(OQ
MD

(OQ

fOQ

1100-200pm
llK)0-2K)0pm

20O-5:C0pin

200-5:00pm
Sc0a8:00pm
5c0a4:00pm
5c0a«:00pm
5:004:00pm
600-9:00pm
ftOO-llOOpm
8K)0-llO0pm
ftOO-llrOOpm

C-131 Ethics & Laws for Pkychologisls 3
C-163 Human Sexuality 3
8-105 RMeardi Methods 3
C-1936 Behavioral Medicine CUnical Practicum 3
B-lOO SUtisticB 3
403 Applied Techniques of MFCC 3

C-192 Oinkal Practicum 1 3
C-164 Drug Use and Abuse 3

C-154 ftydiological Assessment IV 3
407 Piychopathology& Family Dynamics 3

P-360A Overview of 4 Psychoanalytic Theories 3

P-351 Fieud I 3

M. Gerson, PhD
N. Horstmann, PhD (OQ
C Kenoyer, PhD
T Moss, PhD
C Kenoyer, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD
L Weisbender, PhD
R Ponath, MD/J.Poiwth, PhD (CXI)

L Silveilon, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD
S. Fine, MD
D. RendineU, MD

10K)0-l:00pm

tOO^KIOpm
200-5O0pm

|200-5:00pm
200-5KX)pm
200^:00pm
5c004:00pm
ScOO^OOpm
ScOO^OOpm
5cOO-8:OOpm

8:00-9<X)pm

ftOO-1 1:00pm
&00-1 1:00pm

C-183 Proposal Research III

P-351 Fieud I

C-182 Ptoposal Research It

B-104 Learning and Cognition

827 ftydioneuroimmunology
C-182 Pkx>poMl Research II

B-102 Developmental Psychology

P-379C Modem Psychoanalysis

C-143 I^ychopathology II

B-102 Developmental Psychology

SP-84I Piychopharmacology

Crl92 Qinical Practicum II

^93 Qinical PracUcum 111

3 R. Hunter, PhD
3 W. Young, PhD (OC)
3 M. Karlovac, PhD
3 R. Hunter, PhD
3 T. Moss, PhD
3 C Kenoyer, PhD
3 M. Karlovac; IliD

3 A. Alvarez, PhD
3 A. Pan^ian, PhD
3 |. Gillespie, PhD (OC)

1 D Lidge, MD
3 A Pana|ian/ PhD
3 _ R. Gruener, MP

llKKVlOOpm C-151 Psychological Assessment! 3

ll:00-2:00pm 407 Riychopathology& Family Dynamics 3

200-5:00pm &^106 Research Methods 3

200-5;00pm C-162 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 3

5:00-8K)Opm C-181-3 Proposal Research I, II, III ——

r

3

500-8:00pm 816 Assertiveness Training 3

ScflO^tOUpm C-181 I^roposa I Research I 3

5:00-8:00pm 401 Theories of MFCC 3

5c004l:00phi C-153 I^ychological Assessment III 3

a0O-ll.<)Opm P-359 Anxiety and Affective Disoidera 3

8:00-1 lOOpm P-380 Qinical Case Conference 3

D Piatt, PhD
R. Phillips, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
L Singer, !'hi)

R. Hunter, PhD —
L Singer, PhD
L Weisbender, PhD
R. Goltra, PhD
A. Panofsky, l^hD

R. Gruener, MD
N. Peterson, MD

(OC)
(OC)

(OC)

B
10:3a l:3()pm

200-S:00pm
300-6.<X)pm

P-375 Self Psychology
SP-950 r^ychoanalylic Socioligy

323 Ob)Kt Relations lYteory

3

3
3

D Siegel, MD/R. Spies, MD
). Rabow, PhD
D. natt, ITiI) (OC)

Morr Elective Courts offered Tridmf and thmughoul the tveek

Wed. 930-1 l:30fem 324

Thur. &00-10:00pm 923

Narcissism & Intimacy : Treating Couples

(405 ; 5/2 ; 5/» ; yi6 ; 5/30 ; 6/6)

Riychodynamic Understanding of Bulimia

(6/1 4 ; 6/21 ; Mi ; 7/5 ; 7/12 ; 7/19 , 7/26)

Sat.

Sun.

SaL

Sun.

Sat.

Sun.

L00-6<X>pm
900'6:00pm

90t)-6i,dpm

*00-2«)pm

l:00-6:00pm

9:00-6:00pm

845

C-172

C-164

Families and Chemical Dependencies
^9-20,6/2-3,7/14-15)

Industrial Psychology

CS/19-20;i/2-3, 6/23-24)

Drug Use and Abuse
(6/1 6-17 ;6/3D-7/l; 7/74)

1 M Solomon, PhD

1 D. Rozen, PhD

3 R. Goltra, PhD

3 D. Richards, PhD (OC)

3 R. Goltra, PhD

"

Friday Evening Clinical Meetings

May 11 8:00pm Group Therapy and Self Disorders 1. Harwood, PhD

May 25 8.00pm Boring Hours where Nothing Happens B Malin, MD

Junes 8K)0pm Dreams: A Self ftychology Perspective J. Trop, MD

July 13 800pm Tlie Pbce of Passions in Psychoanalysis A. Panajian, PhD

408-29

S«5-6

m'^

7/6-7

7/7-8

7/21-22

Sat.

Sun.

Sat.

Sun

Fri.

Sat

Fri.

Sat.

Sat.

Sun.

Fri.

Sat.

Sal.

Sun.

Sat.

Sun

*OO^:00pm
900-200pm

900^:00pm
«00-200pm

6c00-llO0pm
9:0(V6:00pm

6c0O-llO0pm
9:00^:00pm

*00-6:00pm
9;00-200pm

6:00-ll<X)pm
9:0(V6:00pm

900-6:00pm
9:00-200pm

ft 30-5:30pm
ft30-12:30pm

Mother and Child Projective

Drawings

New Opportunities for Mental
Health Kacticioners in the Workplace

ISychoanalvtic Penpectivcs on
QtUd and Adolescent Therapy

Child Abuse Assessment and
Reporting

Eating Disorders

Chinese and Behavioral Medicine

:

An Integrated Approach

Therapeutic Management of

Pro^ive Identification

Qinical Applic. in Neuropsychology
tor Psychologists — -.

1 I.
GiUcspic, PhD (OQ

1 D DonneU, MD (OQ

1 M. Genon, PhD

1 N. Hontmann, PhD (OQ

1 \ Ponath, PhD (OQ

L Singer, PhD

A. Panajian, PhD

A Williams, PhD (OQ

Calif(trnia Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instructk)n,

Stale of California, Fxlucalion Code 94310 (b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Piychoh^
and MFCC, and a PhD degree in Ps^choanaXytis

.

CGI is appnned by the American Psychological Asstvlation to offer Category I Continuing

Education lor Psychok>gists. The APA Approved Sponsor is responsibk tor the program

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in

California.

CGI is nonprofit, nondiscriminatory, nonsectarian.

For information or a catalog, please call or write CCA at :

1100 Glcndon Ave. 11th Floor
W Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213)208-4240 / (213)879-1533

OR
1122 E. Linailn Avenue

Orange, CA 92665
(714) 637-5404 (OC)
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UCIA Scliool of Medicine

imiYERSlfY OBESITY
CENTER

Department of Medicine
announces

THE H0-SIIM SYSTEM
8 week progrcxm of rapid wetoht loss for

people iivtio wish to lose 10-30 lbs.

New groups storting.

Call immediately

206-3760

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

W» stwood Village

208^3011
Smce 1971 UCLA Alum.

UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Eveniirg at the Knitting Factory"
From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is heard nightly, we

bring you an adventurous and eclectic triple-bill featuring:

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards)

Curlew ^
FrL, May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworth Theater TrCKjSf//7i,AS71EJ^^^

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953

MAY CXDMPAMY 4 MUSiC PV US
(21 31 4a»4xaa • r? 1 4| 74O-2O00TONIGHT

Ticket Giveaway at

Kerckhoff Coffee House 9pm

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

•'•>>iSyyy/>y-y<yyy^>^^

.3S333SS83!S\

When No Is Not Enough
—Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.-00 - l.OO p.m. ZDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^7.

99 + 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must m«ntlon coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat lopping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50e DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

Film
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Music

Amy Irving plays a reporter in 'Stiow of Force.

'

Based on fact 'Force' shows
predictable plot, weak script

ByJenn Gillon

Contributor

FILM: A Show of Force. Starring Amy Irving, Andy Garcia, Lou Diamond Phillips
and Robert Duvall. Co-starring Kevin Spacey. Directed by Bruno Barreto and
produced by John Strong. At the Plaza Theater in Westwood

Someiimes you can work your heart out on a project and only wind up
with a B- for your final grade. A case in point is Bruno Barrcio's political

film, A Show ofForce, starring Amy Irving, Andy Garcia, Lou Diamond
Phillips and Robert Duvall.

Set in Puerto Rico and based on the book Murder Under Two Flags by
Anne Nelson, A Shqj^ of Force centers around Kate Ryan dc Mjclcndc/
(Irving), a news reporter who is drawn into the most important Story of
hp-r 11 fp. .

The story stems from the violence surrounding the 1978 possibility of
making Puerto Rico the 51st state in the union. This is the true story of
two revolutionaries killed at Cerro Marvilla, one of the biggest scandals
in Puerto Rican history. While investigating the official account ol Uic

deaths, Melendez discovers conflicting evidence.

Melendez feels personally responsible to make sense of the conlliciing

information. Her personal convictions take her beyond the call ol duty
and eventually put her in grave danger.

Her headstrong, even naive approach to the danger that she involves
herself with helps to slowly unravel the true story of the murders.
Enough of the plot (which is pretty predictable). Let's center in on why

the movie doesn't quite hit the mark.
The script at the beginning of the film is generally weak, and the actors

suffer to keep the story going. Confusing lines such as "Since n()lx)dy

knows what I'm talking about, I must be talking about something" really

detract from the film and keep the audience confused.
Another detractor in the film is its prcdicuibiliiy. In an approach

similar to the postponed rape scene in The Accused, the murder isn't actu-
ally shown on film until the end of the movie. Despite the delay tactic, it is

obvious who was responsible for the crime, and it lakes the entire movie
for Melendez to uncover the U-uth of why the murders happ^Mied.

But although the murders are still being investigated in Puerto Rico, A
Show of Force convenienUy solves the case by blaming Frank Curtain
(Kevin Spacey), a character noted as fictitious in the credits. Phtir

completely changes the actual u-uth of the murders and is another weak"
point of the movie.

Most people, however, will be drawn to this movie for two reasons.
The first is that it revolves around a u-ue story of murder, and the second is

that it can boast a star cast, even digging up Erik Estrada to play (yes, you
guessed it) a oQp.

And the cast members end up proving their uileni as tlic script gels
more challenging as the story gets more involved.
Amy Irving (Yentl, Crossing Delancy, Micki and Maude) holds her

own as Melendez, a woman who will stop at nothing (even losing her job,
being drugged, etc.) to get at the truth.

'The deadi of her husband has left Kate with a feeling of enipiine.ss and
isolation," Irving says. "The Cerro Maravilla incident is a catalyst ihai

brings her back in touch with her feelings."

"When everydiing she holds dear is being perverted and distorted to

CATHERINE KONDO

Mike (left)and Andrew Nehra, singer & bassist for Second
Self

Second Self finds identity

witli eclectic debut album
By Matt Ball ^

^

Staff Writer .

See TORCE,* page 32

Lou Diamond Phillips plays another troubled guy.

Well, the folks at EMI sure were anxious to get the college presslo talk

with Second Self, one of their newest acts.

College journalists came from as far aw^ly as UCSD to talk to the band
at the EMI central office in Hollywood, and, like journalists everywhere,

to gel some free beer and food. All present were given dime store mood
rings to go with the theme of Second Self's debut. Mood King.

The Detroit-based band was signed by EMI after three years of home
recording and touring the midwest. When they were signed in Cincinnati,

they really weren't looking for a record deal. At that Cincinnati show,
they got not one, but two offers, the other from Capitol Records.

Once inside a cramped conference room, the press were introduced to

Mike and Andrew Nehra, respective singer and bassist for the group.

The brothers were really outspoken guys. They had a host of things to

say about MTV, their album and the record industry in general. They had
a dose of integrity, too— something you don't really find a lot of in the

Hollywood scene, as you must know by now.
"We don't feel the need to migrate to New York or L.A. or anywhere

else for that matter," said Andrew. "To us, Detroit is an identity and an

attitude."

When the questions turned to Detroit-L.A. club scene comparisons,

Mike made a face. "The club scene in Detroit is not pay to play. The scene

there is about music and writing, not about looks. We don't have an> of

those hair magazines that you find here.

T! **I could cut these guys out and paste them on other bands, and ii

wouldn't make any difference," he said.

Second Self is not a band that fits any particular mold. Nor do they

wish to.

Mike has said, "We'll never, ever compare ourselves with someone
else. I mean, I don't want to sit down, write a song, and have the reward

be, 'Yeah, right on, now we sound like so and so.' We want jvople to hear

us and say 'that's Second Self.'
"

Well, we'll have to wait and see about that. However, their album can

only be described as extremely eclectic. There's something for almost

everyone. Fans of music leaning towards the hardcore will enjoy both the

mood and sound of "Trapped Beneath the Stone."

The altemative crowd seems to like the more contemplative "Red
October," and the guys who think music is about turning on KROQ will

J
like "Lose Those Shadows," which has garnered substantial airplay on
that station.

"We weren't aiming to write for anything while making this record,"

said Mike. "We've had people say, 'It sounds like you do tcx) many dille-

rent things;' fuck you, we have different feelings every day."

Or is it just different moods every day?
In an eariier interview, drummer Jeff Fowlkes said, "(The album title

describes) how many different moods the album is going to take you
through. It's just a collection of songs which completes a circle."

From that circle, the band is now running the Comparison Treadmill so

popular in the world of the music critic; the band has been compared to

U2 and INXS, as well as to heavier acts.

"People say that Mike sounds like the singer for INXS, but that's

because he sings very emotionally," said Andrew.
"We don't like comparisons, but there's nothing we can really do about

it," said Mike.

Although so many comparisons have been made, the brothers certainly

made their record in an unorthodox manner.

Instead of a high tech hit studio, Second Self chose the atmosphere of

Muscle Schoals, Alabama. Many of the greats, including the Rolling

Stones and many Motown artists recorded there. It hasn't changed much
since the 1950s.

"Wc wanted it to sound like we were playing live," said Andrew.
In fact, one-third of the vocals were recorded live, while Mike sang

with the band.

"If you worry about bleed (other tracks being recorded onto the vocal

track) and all the rest of that studio stuff, you lose the feel," said Mike.

See SECOND SELF, page 31

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW
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PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

69; S. Harvard Blvd. Suite B, Los Angeks, CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601
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FOft PC POWER m
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infomotic
"Quality P( Componenis Supplier"

for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast
20MB Hard Drive in Mini Tower case.

- Run 12 MHz 0-W-Stafe. SI *45.3.
- 640 KB Memory. P
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive

- 1 .2 or 1 .44 MB High Density drive.
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- 12" Amber Monitor.

- 200W UL, CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced Keyboard

Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive Add $110
VGA Monitor Add $360

Please come and test the system then picl< it up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS (IPX)
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Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670
Open: Mon - Fri 8:30-17:30 _ , r> Q O/l Q OOIT

Saturday 9:00-16:30 '^'' ^ A^J-i^ftO-^^ J. /
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110DENTAL OFFER
* Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM, X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH THIS AD) REG. $91
(EXP. 6/30/90)

SmilesPlus Specials* Reg Price

POLISHING $0 $44

FILLING (Silver, one surface) $29 $60
WHITE FILLING (One surface) $49 $140
BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) $49 $125
BLEACHING (Per arch) $199 $500
PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $259 $700

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTICS/IMPLANTS
M MB SMILE SPECIAL ^ ^ ^ t^ ^^ mm

BRACES $1449* |
(Records and Retainers Additionr^il rcg $3200 |

-CLEAR BRACES AND i

IVIIIMI BRACES AVAILABLE !

mim ^m warn All Br<ices From $20 Per Month m ^m m^ ^m aJ
'These Fees AvjiiUble WithSmilesPlus '^ For A Modest Fee. CDN Patient. Kristin^ Thompjon

r
CONSUMER
DENTAL—

INSTANT CREDIT - Up to 36 months
to pay; no down plans; easy
approval!

YOU9J9CNTAL INSURANCE, WITH
OUR PLAN, USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.

NETWORK ®

1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 235
^

Delta Dental Patients Welcome
Senior Discount

Nitrous Oxlde/Anesthesl,^/Pentoth,^l/

Conscious Sed.Uion Av.iil.ible

"' Kibiamos Esp.moi • vis.i. M.isrerCarO

Discover Ccird

Mon Wed &. Fri 9,uti 7pm Tues & Thurs

9<im 9pm Sat. 8am-4pm
24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTUNE

WEST LOS ANGELES ....

I 1628 Santa Monica Blvd.

213-207-1060
Dr. Tebbi

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 235
FOR ONE NEAR YOU! T66
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VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 19'/1 UCLA Alum.

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam tor glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear.
Extended Wear and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in coniactsr
including- light grey, chestnut, and Vi6let

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

MARKETING

OPPORTUNITY
WITH A MAJOR LONG
DISTANCE CARRIER

STUDENT
MARKETING MANAGER

Sales oriented student needed for

noarlcetina/promotion position.

Responslbfe for hiring, coordinating

and nnanaging campus organizations.

Opportunity to work as Promotions
Representative. Excellent pay. Flexible

hours. All work on campus Must be
on campus and available 1-2 weeks
prk)r to start of classes.

STUDENT ASSISTANT
MARKETING MANAGER=

Student with strong sales/organiza-

tional skills needed for campus
promotk)ns. Must be on campus and
available 1-2 weeks prk)r to start of

clashes.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Organized, outgoing sales/marketing
group needed to represent our
products and servtees durina an on
oumpus fundrafeter. Excellent pay.

Must be on campus and available 1-2

weeks prior to start of classes

Wr more infornjation, send
resume to: American Passage
Media Corporation,

Long Distance Marketing
6211 West Howard Street

Chicago, IL 60648
or call (800) 727-6783.

® (jp SHAB:BA7 at HlLL£L<P/ ®
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The Current

Jewish Scene
in Moscow

\^

" with Dr. Steven J. Zipperstein
Associate Professor, Modern Jewish History

* Chair, Committee for Jewish Studies, UCLA
Professor Zipperstein, the author of The Jewish of Odessa and a forthcoming biography
of Russian-Jewish thinl<er Ahad Ha'am, recently returned from the Soviet Union. While

there, he participated in the first seminar on Jewish Studies ever sponsored by the Soviet
Academy of Sciences. Professor Zipperstein will share his experiences and observations

at this very special Shabbat dinner.

Due to an error on Hillers part, this program was mistakenly advertised as

'Glasnost & Pogroms.' We apologize...

- •

•

• . ' —Friday, May 18th —.

—

^—
6:30 P.M.—"— ^ —at Hillel

— '
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Chad Lowe has fun with wigs and make-up in 'Nobody's
Perfect' -^

Perfectly good:
Lowe et al rise above derivative film

to add new wrinkle to cross-dressing

By DezI Ferguson

Contributor

So this guy, sec, dresses up as a

woman, see, and it complicates his

love life. Gel it? A million laughs.

With a plot about cross-dressing

that is as old as Shakespeare*s A
Midsummer's Night's Dream,
Chad Lowe must have felt a bit

±aefigiimL

900 Hilgard Ave.
(corner of Le Conte)

$5.00 for dinner

Please call 208-3081 for reservations and more information
sponsored by Hillel Students' Association

Not to mention outclassed.

Victor/Victoria, Some Like It Hot
<Sl Tootsie make it kind of difficult

to think of new funnies and new
twists. He's My Girl certainly

su-ikes the horror of the box-office

bomb in the hardiest of actors.

Lowe, however, surprises the

audience by surviving a derivative

script.

Issues such as trust and t)Ctrayal

dominate the movie— bang, bang,

bang, from left and right — and it

is certainly to the actors' credits

that some issues were brought out.

The screenplay would not have
shone these remarkable aspects

with actors of lesser ability.

Twenty-one-year-old Lowe has

a list of respectable movies to his

name, and his sensitive portrayal

of angst-ridden Stephen Parker

says that it isn't his fine features

that have garnered him his oppor-
tunities. Well, mayl)e.

"You've got a face that can go
both ways," admires Stephen's

deal-making, entrepreneurial
friend, Andy (Patrick Breen).

Stephen is an attractive prospect to

n^ndy, the business major, for more

From page 30
offered by the Los Angeles City Telecommunications Department. After
producing a public service segment for the Hollywood-Sunset
Community Clinic, Racelis brought the idea for On the Move to the Tele-
communications program. Through ii, Racelis gained free access to the
studio and equipment al Century Cable, "it's really a great opporiuniiy,"
he enthused.

Although On the Move is devoted to those artists in Hollywcxxl who
aren't splashed on every magazine cover, Racelis said he docs want
''people with a track record. I'd like to bridge the gap between acadcmia
and the real world."

H6st Dan Brenner agrees. "We have a perspective on the kinds of peo-
ple who arc making films ... not to make themselves famous. We pro-
vide insight into what people who are mid career in Hollywood are
doing," he said. In addition to his hosting duties, Brenner is the director of
the Communications Law Program and a stand up comedian — a talent

.he said he uses to "stop the show from tuning too esoteric."

One of On the Move's "mid career" guests has been producer Sam
Grogg {Kiss of the Spiderwoman and The Trip to Bountiful). In an
upcoming segment, Grogg, currently a visiting professor in the Producers
Program, discusses the difficulty of making independent films.

Previous guests have included actors Oleg Vidov (Wild Orchid ) and
Amy Hi\\{Bad Influence). Besides commenting on the professional
hardships of an acting career, Hill shared some of her other working
experiences, such as passing out sample lemons for the Sunkisl
corporation in Japanese department stores.

A second year student, Racelis entered the Producers Program after a
wide-ranging stmt in public relations for numerous Public Broadcasting
Companies.

*The focus of the program is independent film production, but it also
teaches you how to work with a studio," he explained. "It balances the
business with the creative side and you meet with some of the leading
people in the business."

The Producers Program was developed by Hugh Grauel, a lecturer

emeritus in the Film and Television Departme it and Professor John

See PRODUCER, page 32

than one reason. Andy, as we will

see, places a bet.

Basically, Stephen goes to col-

lege, Stephen sees Girl, Stephen
becomes obsessed by Girl and
Andy gets an Idea.

The Idea involves Stephen
becoming Stephanie and joining

up on the women's tennis team to

be close to Girl, whose name is

Shelly (Gail O' Grady). This Idea

was to help Stephen, whose
schoolwork was slipping and his

own membership on the men's
tennis team was jeopardized.

And his life. Typically, The Girl

is going out with The Jock, Brad, a

slab of a man with an overeager

See PERFECT, page 31

I

Felix Racelis, student and Dan Brenner, host of the
producer of 'On the l^ove ' student-produced show

UCLA student Producers
turn theory into practice
By Shalmali Pal

From page 30

pituitary gland.

Moonstruck, puppy love, the

tragic-and-desperate emotions of

'Stephen seem unrealistic. Then
again, I went in prepared to hate

the movie anyway.

Gail O'Grady plays The Girl.

She also can be called The Blonde.
I was going ip call her the Tart . . .

but lo, and behold, she's too smart
to be a Tart And too ethical.

O'Grady's portrayal of Shelly

surprised me with its realism;

Shelly has a remarkable depth for a

character within a two-dimension-
al script.

A refreshing approach is that the

climax of the movie isn't based on
her discovering that She is a He. It

takes it beyond the obvious.

Literally caught with his pants

down, Stephen is at a loss for

words. Shelly, angered that she

was lied to, becomes more incen-

sed when Stephen asks, "Would
Brad wear a bra for you?."

Stephen and Stephanie disap-

pear from Shelly 's life.

Stephen, having betrayed Shel-

ly, discovers that Andy has bet-

SECOND SELF

rayed him. The women's tennis

team was doing exceptionally well

with the "strong overhand of

Stephanie" and Andy couldn't

resist placing an incredible Ix^L

When Stephanie disappears, Andy
faces the prospect of paying off a

bad bet with his house . . . and his

left leg.

Stephen and Stephanie disap-

pear from Andy's life.

Stephen, struggling catch up
with his neglected classes, discov-

ers that he could "borrow" Stepha-

nie's essay for another class.

Subsequently, Stephen is accused

of plagiarism.

Stephen wishes he could disap-

pear from his life.

I won't tell you how it is

resolved. Sorry.

At the last minute (isn't it

always) Stephanie turns up at The
Important Match, the one where
it's the Championship and the one
that could save Andy's left leg, and
saves the day.

Bouncing around in a skirt and a

wig, Stephanie's extreme t>ehavior

gets to be a bit much. . . Do they

kiss? You find out.

Contributor

So here you are. An aspiring actor/director/producer/writer dying to
make it in Hollywood. Well, dispense with all your plans to crash an
Entertainment Tonight taping. If you really want to go from down-and-^
out to up-and-coming, crash a taping of On the Move instead.
The brainchild of Felix Racelis, a student in UCLA's Independent

Film/Television Producers Program, On the Move is a half hour program
showcasing the lesser-known, but equally talented, Hollywood
contingency.

"There's a big audience that's interested in different aspects of
entertainment," said Racelis. "I'm looking for that audience."
The concept for On the Move came to Racelis after enrolling in a class

See PRODUCER, page 3t

From page 29

But what was the feel?

Well, it must have been hot. Muscle Schoals did not have air condi-

tioning. Alabama had a 1(X) degree temperature and 95 percent huFiiidiiy.

"It wa:, hot. It felt like you were playing onstage. You can't make a

rock and roll record in a carpeted, air conditioned studio." said Andrew.
The producers that they looked at weren't the Mult Langc hit-maker

sort, either. They sent their demo to 26 producers, most of whom had

been very influential in the '60s and '70s. Twenty-five agreed to pr(xluce

their album, including Don Was, who started producing in the '8()s.

"We stole all their ideas and used them all." said Mike. "We had some
good dinners."

What about MTV? They have a video for their first single. "Aunt Jenny
(Bless My Soul)." It's not near as trite as most of the MTV videos are.

"I'm sorry MTV is around. It's basically the biggest Top 40 station in

the country. MTV lakes all the mystique out of a band. A band starts U'y-

ing to live up to their videos so their siage show won't l(X)k boring," said

Mike.

As of now, their video is not in rotation.

Eventually, though, all good things must come to an end. and the con-

genial brothers were soon bogged down in a conversation about other

music. Some of the more obnoxious, less professional press seemed to

think more about th brothers' opinion of Living Color and Lenny Kraviiz

than what they had to say about their own music.

"We're not doing it lo gel chicks or poof our hai> ijp We're doing it lor

the integrity of the music."

Right on.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM .$15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B&L • WJ • Ceba • AO • B&H • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT"

L.A. - 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

SANTA BARBARA SMILES
Laura fainted & chipp^dfa Tooth while watching
EtH^ and Gina. Brandon got Tooth Bonding as
his biirt|iday present. Cruz 7s investigating how *

Eden, as a Dentist on the Capwell yacht, killed

Raoul's rten/e With a Root Canal. Robert was
paid for the job.

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

OCNTA^L SOAP
OPCMA Guroc

•TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics.

•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
•Credit Cards. Checks, Insurance Forms
Welftpme

•Walkiirg Distance from UCLA

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman

(213)478-0363

Dr. Larry Friedman. D.D.S." (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Advertise
in the Bruin

it nnal<es

cents

Lou

aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice^

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909 ^

. (corner of Westwood Blvd.)

"*^*' (213) 208-8188
?

MliiifrsllAMduyD^
In umitod states history

liiiliiiiEt & HAR0V

::-3;: siiiMt2E^iii^
4, THE TWINS ON THE GUM COMMERCiAL
^, fIi i^ |JV« b^ lK)UBlI Doiil
ii TWO I*12ZAS Nt IJTTLE CAESARS
7. WltL CtAHk'i GAME WINNER IN Till

*^9 NATIONAL LEAGUE PLAYOFF

r

*|VIAY^ f^
^

P DOUBLE THE RUIVNING TIME, DOUBLE |
THE DL\LOGUErDOUBLE THE FUN! |

SEE GLORY Af 7:06, THiN AGAIN |
i AT 9:30! ^

PAY ONE LOW PRICE ($1.50)» AND SEE
TWO MOVIES OF THE SAME CAUBER! tt A|)|)le

SPECIAL THANKS TO HOLLYWOOD BOOK & POSTER
FOR THIS WEEK'S DONATIONS-
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'FORCE'

Why take Kaplan for $695.00 on the mainland when you can sign up
for a Bar/Br i LSAT course for the same price and go to

HAWAII FREE!?!
• Bar/Bri's LSAT Course, live instruction, and admissions counseling by our top Attorney who scored
a perfect score on the LSAT.

• Round trip airfare and one week hotel accomodations with shuttle service from and to the airport.

• Bary^Bri has been rated #1 in the nation over Kaplan by Columbia University Student Magazine.
• Our guarantee: Score in the top 20% or take our next course free! .

Qgpaill August 21st, Tuesday, San Francisco or Los Angeles.
Return: August 28th, Tuesday.

Classes will be held at your hotel Wed. through Mon., 8:00 am 12:00 noon.

CALL 1-800-777-EXAIVl FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Another peachy

V
Night Out

from your

SENIOR CLASS

CABINET

From page 28 —

^

meet a political point of view, Kate
cannot sit back and let it happen."

Andy Garcia (The Untouch-
ables, Black Rain, Internal Affairs)

plays senate prosecutor Luis Angel
Mora, who attempts to get at the

truth through a senate hearing on
the murders. Although he seems
personally interested in Melendez,

the relationship never fully deve-

lops, as Mora is introduced in the

last half on the movie and has a

very limited part.

Lou Diamond Phillips {La Bam-
ba. Stand and Deliver, Young
Guns), plays undercover agent

Jesus Fuentes, who was at Cerro
Maravilla when the murders
occurred.

A violent manipulator, Fuentes

"believes that the good of the

country and the good of the people
are more important than ethics or

morality," says Phillips.

Robert Duval 1 (Tender Mercies,.

Colors, Apocalypse Now) plays

Howard, the manager of the

television station where Melendez
works. The relationship between
the two seems both personal and
professional, and Duval 1 is very

convincing as he walks the line

between both worlds, keeping

MelendezV safety in account but

also protecting the television sta-

tion.

—If you think I' v̂c H ivcn away too

WE KNOW
WHO YOU ARE.

WE KNOW
WHERE YOU LIVE

Sem^CUim

much of the story, it really

shouldn't matter since the movie

I

thrives on predictability and 1

really haven't told you anything

i

that you couldn't figure out for

yourself.

So don't put this movie on the

top of your "Movies To Sec" list,

but if you'd like to see a movie that

gives a Puerto Rico history lesson

with some talented actors, A Show
of Force is the one.

II

We want to see

your radiant face

TONIGHT at

ACAPULCO'S

The fiesta begins at 9 PM,
so bring your I.D. and join tlie fun..

SAA is a student orf^anization

sponsored by

UClAlumni

From page 31

Cauble of the Theater Arts Depart-

ment. Three years ago, Peter

Guber and Assistant Dean in the

Film and TV Department Howard
Subcr took over as co chairs.

"The whole idea of the program
is to build a bridge into the

professional world," said Subcr on
the importance of a show like On
the Move.

Future plans for On the Move
might be a shorter format and a

remote camera taken into the field,

said Racelis. "Ultimately, my goal

is to develop a demo reel to take to

the Arts and Entertainment cable

company." Until then, the program
will continue to court those in the

film world who are on the move.
Op the Move will air a special

epi^de on "Film in Eastern Europe" on
Friday. May 18 at 8 p m. The interview
with Sam Groog will air June 14 at 7 30
p.m. on the Century Cable Network.

Need to Talk
to Someone?

OSA'PeerMpIine

825-HELP
We're here to help.

v' tij i ir''M
.|

* i*ii«M*'W.iifci.

Monday ' Friday

5 p.m. - midnight

Saturday - Sunday
8 p.m. - midnight

'.? /
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^ii^

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively" good fiealth are needed.
Volunteers^will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00. for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS
"Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER]
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
A.SUCI A Student Employeoe receive

enher 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot award both.

Bruin
Democrats
Work yourself
out of the

woodwork for

a meeting
tonight 7pm
Kerckhoff 400

fm O^nmn^fkhtf

/f<^^
LAKERS PLAYOFFS
ANGELS - DODGERS

A>^ MADONNA _
Eric Clapton - Janet Jackson - Phantom

Phil Collins - Madonna New Kids - David Bowie

Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

- Fleetwood Mac - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 M Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

BASfBALL, football, basketball, and hockey

cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

(?1 ^)'^if>.?W.9imall,

FREE DENTAL CLEANING PLUS PAY. Candi-

dates needed for Dental Hygiene Board Exami-

nation June 2nd or 3rd (213)395-3203
Screening after May 18th.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

Of don't want your business Spo^s cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts Request

"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966 v

JET TO EUROPE- Any time for $269 or less

with Airhilech Fordetai Is call 458-1006 7 10
ann

Free 8

FREE FASHION PHOTO SESSION Photogra-

pher seeks men for testing Contact Windon,
(213)850-1302 9am 5pm M F only.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

stylists for short to medium length styles.

Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091

Miscellaneous

Good Deals

PIANO RENTALS"
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
[V^-**^,^^S^^S,'^»^^S,-^^^.S^S^^.^.^

Personal 10

WANTED PA Kytnm & Hiucs musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply

(213)204-2016 West LA

Personal 10.

Personal 10

Congratulations Howard!
Yoii made it through one year
of law school.

Love, Messifer
BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate. 6/1 7 please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055

Personal 10

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We vkrill pay you to

lose weignt.
Doctor recommended.

Ail Matural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

^2K^ Bibles - Book i^

Gifts. U
M-W 10 am - 9 30 pm;

Th-Sat 10 am - n pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weyburn Ave, LA 90024
2085432

ESPANOL EN ESPANA
OU

FRANCAIS EN FRANCE

Alcoholics Anonymous f/.eelmg

Mnn ni',CJ%sion, Ifiirn boo^. S^'J'^,

F -y M' l^y .
>";'» ^

1'-

Tirt-.. • >' •^' Cet77 Wo<! '>iCt«Sf?^

NPI C8!i3f! !? 10 1 W
Fcr alcoholrs or indivi(*iiaK w^o have a

, rtflnteng proMjf

.Free Dental TrcatniciU
IMus SlOO pti day

Need paiienis for cicntjl

liceiisc exam at l>'c". I.A.

Week of June IK
(714) 752 7760
I>cavc nic.s.saj^c

Pall into a new quarter.

Persona li z e d

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1^ \

Fot a chance to reserve a meeting room In

Ackerman Union for Fall quarter.

submit your group department nam'o at A-levol

Ackerman tJnion. A-216 ofi Monday. May 21 any
time from Sam to 5pm Call 206- 0636 for details.

NEW!

Order your personalized graduation

mxs^ijiiL announcements now! _«^

a^PUS PHOTO STiob
\M) KiivklK.fVH.ill I Riiiht next to CmiMik- Sor\ia-s> (1|H"" M F 8.^0.=^ 30
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

^^''T OFF 10 MflRDf

r

AEO &. Z'V

TmO^ at ^:30

T^>u44^Uy 4^yi^, /vfvfvei. at AE0 SiOO

Dear Chris,

62nd

"*:»-

Your On ly Bru in CBRffHWATKH:

in Westwood
'^J^k(^'

I'm so glad I saw you at the Sculpture Garden on Saturday^
feel silly and euphoric-like I could hug the whole world Why

didn't we talk sooner? All we needed to do was to let ao of our
pride and say what we felt We've got our closeness Back It

reminds me of our first date at Mardi Gras last year.

It was a Thursday and we were so in love We held hands as we
walked around the field You got me a balloon from a clown and

then we got our pictures taken at the photo booth. You tried to win
me a teddy bear, but it didn't quite go as planned--l won the bear

for you! You were upset for a moment, but a kiss snapped you out
of it

We had our Bruin Unlimited Ride Passes (BURP's), so we tried

all of the rides We held each ojhcr tight on the Falling Star and

a magical nightl

As I wrote earlier, I will be working in the T-shirt booth at 5pm on
Thursday. Meet me there and we can spend another magical night

at Mardi Gras making our dreams come true!

AZO

I

Get excited for an amazing Mardi h

Qras weekend! With tlie Teenage ^
Mutant ninja Turtles on our |

side.. .We can't help but win!

-KA
«—^*—?M*—^MM*HMMM

I

Love Always,
Karia

RESUME WORKSHOP
BY

APPLE
COMPUTERS

Representatives from Apple will be
present to assist with (developing

your resume from concept to design
to printing.

Lambda Chi Alpha
(10918 Strathmore)
Wednesday, May 16

7:00 pm.

btought to you by you friends from IFC

The power to be your bestTM

ADPi's meet at ATH at 5:30

for a pre-prohibition BBQ.
Construction on the

Speakeasy and guest

speaker on the virtues of

Research Subjects 12

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study. Receive $25. Call for details.

(213)6253921.

HYPERACTIVE BOY.S with attentional prob-

lems J-ll years needed for UCLA research

projec;. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience
(213)825-0392.

NORMAL healthy women ncedi<iifor study of-

hormone patterns in normal menstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

WANTED: Healthy males 60-75 for drug
study. Will pay $400. Call (213)206-1895.

Wanted 15

HEY SAE
ARE YOU HUNGRY?
ROLL OUT OF YOUR
HOUSE TO AAA
CHOW TIME 5:30

DINING- SET love- scat, couch, dining/coffee

table, abat-jour, $800/ firm. 1- year old,

beautiful. (213) 514-2477: Message.

Wanted to Buy 16

WANTED "TALES FROM THE CRYPT" l-shirt

up to $30.00. Negotiable. Call (31 4)645-01 1 3

after 3pm Collect.

Sperm Donor 19

AO
OPEN HOUSE

Tonight 7 p.m.

714 Hilgard Avenue
Everyone Welcome

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing lyP'"g forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordpcrfcct and have
good interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35Aiour.
Call Shirley '213)825-2293 between
8am-5pm.

Researcti Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PI ACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820 6574.

Researchi Subjects 12

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 rrK>nths or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100 oo received upon completion.

TMj x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18 60 INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMFNTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT CALL
(213)820 6574 ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-

CHFLLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

University

Students & Faculty-

rSpcrm I^Xmors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and ConfidcntiaL

In Wcsrwooci Village.

c:alifornia
c:ryo bank

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis

Hotel, hair models needed, all services free

M/r, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208 91 32.

Daily Bruin Classified Wednesday, May 16, 1990

l^esearch Subjects 12 Researcli Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

-PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Salons 21 Help Wanted

EXECUTIVE Secretary. $2000 Real Estate fi

nancing business. Word Perfect. Warm office.

Call Steven Schwartz (213)473-1901.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday
Friday only.

FAST-PACED MEDIA BUYING FIRM has entry

level position available immediately for detail

orientated person with analytical and problem

solving skills to assist tracking order response

for clients. FAX resume to (21 3)829-4454 Attn:

Order Response OR mail to: Williams Televi-

sion Time, 1 630 2 1 st Street, Santa Monica, CA.

k)403 Attn: Order Response.

FATBURCER WANTS YOU HIRING FOR ALL
SHIFTS AND POSITIONS. UP TO $6A^R.

10955 KENROSS AVE. (213)208-7365.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FT/PT positions availalbe. Great

working conditions. Marjie (213)208-4000.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $17,500-558,240. Call

(1)602-838 8885 Exl X-«050.

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

30

FREE HAIRCUT/Carlton Hair Beverly Center

Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855-9076
TuesySat. 11-7.

Heaitti Scn^ices 22

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirts

(213) 470-4323

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr inconne potential. Details

1(602)838-8885.

BUSINESS OFFICE. P/T, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus
(213)475-2456.

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M— F 40hrs/wk. June

25-Sept. $4.25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part-time. Apply at

7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

nrK>untain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CENTURY CITY firm is looking for an exper-

ienced receplinnisl to handle busy multiline

Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply in person at:

The Cockpit
9609 Little Santa Monica BI.BH,

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part tinne

positions available.

(213) 274-6900

GENERAL OFFICE assistant. PT for entertain-

ment management firm. Filing, copying, light

typing, and phones. Must be dependable,

reipontible, w ith awn car i Non trweki ni^ onv i^-

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

phone system. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thurs- ronment. (213)934-8002
days, 2:00-6:30 p.m. $10/hour. Professional

appearance, excellent phone voice required.

Please call (213)553-8871, extension 281.

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-

crrjs and DNA sequencing required. Call f)r

Pultst (213)855-5166

MAKE $-100 avg/evcnings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.

(213)962-1874.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and

filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood
Experience required. Outstanding opportun-

ity. SalaryA)enefits. (213)208-3316.

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANT. The
RAND Corporation, a nonprofit research insti-

tution in Santa Monica, has an opportunity for

an accompltshed microcomputer expert to

work with the research staff in the support and

development of end user applications. This

position requires a bachelor's degree and 1 to 3

years experience working with IBM PC com-
patible and Macintosh microcomputers.

Strong wark!nB>cnowlEdgE af commiinH.'anT3ns:

PART-TIME Assistant for Orthopedic su

clinical research. Computer experience

ful. Flexible hours. $7/hr. (213)533-2716"

PART-TIME ASSISTANT who enjoys details,

numbers, typing and flexibility. Macintosh

experience helpful. Reliability, good judge-

ment, sense of humor valued. Casual Venice'

non-smoking office, ideal for student or re-

entry adult. $7/hr. range. Maria
(213)399 0186

PART-TIME HELP NEEDED- For 1 -person der-

matologist office. 1 :00-5:fX) Friday afternoons,

some Sat. mornings, 8:30-1230. (21.1)

826-5949.
\

PART TIME LADY^SHOES SALES, nights and

weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center S6/Hr Roz (213)657 5183

PEOPLE to sell flowers in Wcstside and West
Hollywood Restaurants. Short hours. Evenings

Great pay Car and insurance a must

(213)859-7088.

PERSONAL SECRETARY NEEDED for West
wood are psychotherapist. Typing, books,

errands. 18-25 hrs/wk flexible. Need car. Call

Dr Deborah Cooper (213)470-4900

PHOTOGENIC DANCE oriented people
needed for artistic book. No experience ncces-

sary. Possible travel. (213)641-6760

Opportunities 26

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your

wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business

Seminar. (818)367-3099.

EARN up to

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
(f n!o"nalion CarcO' pa' t'n's

I'l Arria !hfOog'"Oui LA Done'

i

'8 98*'j 3883 f'O'^ yc' pa^^cpaion

49b4 Van Ni/yt Blvd Shirman Oaks

Help Wanted 30

2 Secretary positions: Now availavie 10-20

hours to train for full tinrte summer position.

CXities answering telephones, processing mail,

filing, typing forms and wordprocessing letters,

etc. Must type 45wpm, have kr>owiedge of

WordPerfect and have good interpersonal

skills. Salary $8.35Aiour. Call Shirley

(213)825-2293 between 8 am - 5 pm.

$35K US GOV'T P/T income/year. Working at

hoTDe. Help Uncle Sam return million dollars

ofUS Gov't treasurer for unclaimed funds. W/o
experience r>ecessary. (818)339-5783.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
FISHERIES. Earn $600-fAveek in cannery,

$8,000- $12,0004- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start lune 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-

tional, 100% money back guarantee.

NEED INDIVIDUAL WITH SPIRITUAL INTE-

GRITY AND SELF DISCIPLINE. Baskin Robbins

yogurt and ice cream, full/part lime, days/

night<^wcekerxis, Westwood village and west-

side locations, Scott (21.3)208-8048.

ATTENTION art and design majors. Santa

Monica Gallery needs er>ergetic part-tinf>e

employee for sales, mat and frame designing,

hourly wage aryj comission. (213)828-6866.

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1 .4lA^r!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

CENTURY WEST CLUB needs female floor

trainer. Experience necessary. Certification

preferred. Hours: 2-9pm, M—F. Call Susan

Fullerton (213)556-3312.

CHEVIOT HILLS RECREATION CENTER seeks

counselors to staff its summer day, sports,

drama, and preschool camp. June 25- August

31. $6.2S/hr. 35-1- hours/week.
(21 3)837-51 86.

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20

hour^«vk. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

COMPANION NEEDED to be with high-

functioning 19 yr. old male. Special Education

student, wl^ is interested in bowling, basket-

ball, swimming, ocean t)ody surfing, and golf.

5 day^wk, approx. 12-5pm months June 25 -

end of August. Salary -f expenses.
(213)454-3744. Alice or Bruce.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide

$300-$900 weekly. (508)927 9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 1 5

New positions available. $10.25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-tinr>e, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DANCER/ENTERTAINER Earn $300-$700per
week. Part-time. Call (818)895-0605.

GRAPHIC ARTIST. Starting PT, possible FT

during summer. Type, design on Macintosh.

$5-$8/hr. (213)397-3900

GREAT SUMMER JOB. 8-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MINIMUM AGE 21.

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (213)826-7000

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent ar>d summer jobs, living

costs, an^ job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,

send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

INTERNATK3NAL COMPANY- Needs help,

10 P/T, $500-$1,500/mo, 10 F/T,

$2,000-$6,00(Vmo. Full training. Start now!
(213) 441-1610.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNICIAN- Requires B S

in biology plus significant experience in DNA
sequencing, southern blots, and related proce-

dures. Contact or send resume to Steve Swir-

kal. Human Resources. Cedar Sinai Medical

Center. 8700 Beverly Blvd. LA, CA 90048

software, spreadsheets, and database packages

such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, 4th

Dimension, and Paradox is recommended.
Duties will include end user consulting, new
software evaluation, teaching, and documen-
tation. Applicants need good interpersonal

skills and must be able to work effectively with

all levels of microcomputer users. US Citizen-

ship required. Send resume to Kenneth Logan

The RAND Corporation, 1700 Main Street,

P O. Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA
90406-21 38. An Affirmative Action Employer

MOTHER'S HELPER- P/T, Santa Monica, flexi-

ble hours, 10-15 hrs/wk aprox., $5/hr (213)

458-1232. Ask for Billie.

NURSE-RN- For MD office next Beverly Hills.

F/T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships Call

9-3pm. (818)567 4147

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI
CATION. (213)281 5540

WORK FOR #1
Do you want a fast-paced job
where each day is different &
filled with problem solving?

Kelly Temporary Services is

looking for EVALUATION
SUPERVISORS for our CULVER
CITY office You will evaluate
applicant sKills, interview & hire

We offer a competitive salary and
excellent benefits in a stable firm

that promotes from within

College degree preferred.

Interested applicants, please
ca ll :

f^imi Gaertner 213-645-0750

l/ITI |\/Temporary
IVI1LL# Services

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON Will

train. 20 hrj/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm,

and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr

plus ^ntt. dry cleaning. Year-round position.

(213)474-8525.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT V^/eslwood law

firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and

beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment. Call

Shawn Derfer at (213)478-2541

P/T SECRETARY OFFKIE MANAGER in doc

tor's office in Westwood Village Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9 50-f depending on experi-

ence. (213)208-3700, (213)208-6770

Field sales. Imported
woolen fabrics, unlimited
earnings, bilingual Ko-

rean/English.

Call J & J products
(213) 624-1840.

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

DELIVERY PERSON wanted for Santopietros

Own transportation. Call Skip or Annette.

(213)208-5688.

DENTAL ASSISTANT Tuesdays and Thursdays

8.30-5:30pm. Pacific Palisades. Pleasant Of-

fice. $a/br. (213)454-1061.

DRIVER. Mature, responsible person to drive 8
& 12 yr. olds to auditions and after-school

activities. (213)201-9248, (213)936-9526.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train...you aain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resunrie.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

^BE GHOOSY!—

-

Students, make your summer work for you! We
need bright, enthusiastic people to work long &.

short term assignments throughout L.A., San
Fernando & San Gabriel Valley, areas. If you have

experience and/or training in:

- ACCOUNTING
- SECRETARIAL
- DATA ENTRY

- WORD PROCESSING
- RECEPTION/PBX

You can earn TOP $$ in a variety of

professional organizations.

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE &
CALL TODAY!!

Personnel Services, inc.

Westside
Downtown
S.R Valley
Glendale

213/938^3933
213/627^4447

818/36m441
818/547''4010

Michelle
Danny
Shelley
Irene
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Software
Interns
(20-25 hours/week)
If you're seelcing an opportunity to work in a dynamic,
team environment witn a company that has 12 years of
stable yet impressive growth, come to Candle.

Since 1977, Candle Corporation has been the world's
leading independent developer of systems solutions
software for IBM Mainframes, We believe that your
abilities are best served in a company that encourages
professional and personal growtn.

If you're looking for an opportunity to earn some extra
money and "learn the ropes" in system software
solutions for IBM Mainframe, this may be the position
for you. Qualified candidates should have experience in

IBM Mainframe, operating system, 370 Assembler, and
analytical/statistical background. ISPF, and JCL
exposure is a plus.

HUMAN RESOURCES, Dept. SI

THE RUSK INTERNATIONAL STYLING TEAM
IS LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING FEMALES
WHO WOULD UKE A NEW & EXCITING HAIRSTYLE.
IF YOU ARE AGED BETWEEN 16-30, LOOKING FOR
SOME EXTRA $ AND WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART IN
A HAIR SHOW ON THE 20TH OF MAY, AND ARE
AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION & REHEARSAL THE
WEEK PRIOR,

RON! MICHAELS
SANTA MONICA
213-453-5497

PLEASE CALL:

SCULPT
WEST COVINA
818-339-5566

SALON 9
ORANGE COUNTil
714-996-6390

iCandle
Candle Corporation
1999 Bundy E)r.

Los Angeles, CA 90025

®

• • #
I c|u<il i)ppi>rlunily (mpdiyi-r

^t''

• • • •

The Future
• •

of I^rfoniiaiice Management
• • •

>

&z
White Plains,NY- New Ywk Oty, NY

SALES PEOPLE WANTED. High commissions,
flexible hours. No experience necessary. CALL
ALPHAPACE 9213)856-4765.

SECRETARY want^. F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary. M-F, 9-6pm. Flexible. W. Holly-

wood. (213)962-9014.

SECRETARIES wanted, excellent pay, flexible

hours. Must type 35-f wpm. Call Alphapage.
(213)856-4765.

SEE THE STARS and park their cars. Valet

company seeking full/ part time attendants.

Flexible hours. Tips. Over 18, clean DMV,
clean cut. (213)287-1811.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing needs full-

time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STILL LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT SUM-
MER JOB. Spend a summer in the Southern
Sierra Mountains. Cooks & kitchen helpers

needed for private summer resident camp.
Experience in food preparation helps, but hard
workers and enthusiasm most important ingre-

dient. Room-board and good salaries. Call

)an>cson Ranch Camp (805)536-8888.

STUDENT HELP WANTED IN ACSM. The
office of Executive Education in ACSM is

looking for part-time student employees to

help with the preparation of executive prog-

rams and seminars. Duties include: wordpro-
casting (WofdPaffact)r4ypmg, copying, co4lal-

PRESCHOOLD assistant teacher, part or full

time. Beginnein )uly. Must have expereirKe
and child development units. Starting

S7.50/hr. (213)394-0463.

PRESCHOOL TEACHER Experienced for a

creative preschool. Summer and/or fall. Excel-

lent salary/ benefits. Tarzana area.

(818)881-9707.

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. avaiiapie times

for interviews and other

pertinent information tO'

Rick Edvyards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

P/T PERSON WITH SOME EXPERIENCE IN
WOOD/METAL WORK. TO WORK IN SMALL
PLASTICS SHOP. $6-9/HR (213)474-2335.
(213)476-5164.

P/T RECEPTIONIST for LAX psychology office.

15-20 hours during summer. Hours flexible,

$7A>r. Filing, phone skills, people skills re-

quired. (213)337-7323. Drs. Sullaway and
Dunbar.

PT receptionist/ typist for Santa Monica medi-
cal office. Call Wanda at (213)829-9396.

REaPTKDNIST NEEDED FT/PT in Westwood-
Cellular of Southern California. Call Amy or

)im (213)473-6299.

RECEPTK3NIST: Beverly Hiiss YMCA. M-F
4:30-8:30pm. PT/flexible. $6/hr. Call

553-0731.

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-time. Brent-

wood location. Fringe ber>efits, pleasant work-

ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION
and skills training to high
functioning Adults with
developmental disabilities

in small group homes or
community based voca-
tional program in Long
Beach and Orange County.
Applications accepted
Mon./Thurs. 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
TUes./Wed. 12 noon - 3 p.m.

Straight Talk Inc.

3350 Olive Ave.
Signal Hills. Ca. 908807

(213M24-1966

ing, assistarKe with mass mailings, and tele-

phone work. Students with office experierKe
preferred. Must be able to work through
summer with opportunity to continue in fall.

Salary: $7.80/hour. Please call Myra Brown at

825 2001 Of stop by 2381 ACSM.

SUMMER )OBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give

the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advarnrement opportuni-

ties S250-400/wk. (213)475-8110.

SUMMER |OB. Local private country club
needs salesperson in golf shop to help in

women's sales. Call Rick (213)934-6050.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout
So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

$78+ BHUON DOLLAR INDUSTRY
EARN MONEY WORKING AT
HOME. FREE DETAILS
WRITE TO:
NETWORK—DEPT. U
1039 S. STANLEY AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT. • 30 HRS. Strong
secretarial skills, Macintosh required. West-
mark Investments (213)936-6205.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235.

RECEPTK3NIST NEEDED - PR Firm in Santa
Monica, flex, hours, reliable. Light typing,

phones, errands within walking distance.

S5/hr. Call (213)451-4870.

RECEPTK)NISTA:ierk, part time Jane Fonda
workout seeks outgoing take charge person for

its busy corporate office. Typing, data entry.

$6/hr Brenda (213)659:6144.

RECEPTK)NIST, PT. Beverly Hills law office,

MW 9-5. Call Mrj-Mpward (213)273-2458.

RETAIL POSITK3NS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advanceni>cnC opportunities. All positior^s are

40 hr. weeks anid include weekencis. Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently em-
pbyed or anervling school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023.
Ask for Margaret.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

f>ear Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, arKi full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
£ASUII Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

/^ Great job!
We are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist
to answer phone in a busy

office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits, will
train ri^ht person. Casual,
dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody
453-1817

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office '"

•Receptbnist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

SWrrCHBOARD OPERATOR. Medium-sized
Century City Law Firm has immediate opening
for a part-time switchboard operator. Irxiivi-

dual must be responsible. The hours are
1 1 :00am to 3:00pm Morxlay through Friday.

Salary $8:00 an hour. Please contact Keri

Bryan between the hours of 3:00pm to 5:30pm
at (213)277-1226.

TEACHERS for SAT-ACH-M ATH .

(818)284-6683.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person td make phorSe

calls. FA,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLIN&;-
$8-$13A^r. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am-3:30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. Temporary help
r>eeded for five-week project to do telephone
follow-up, evenings 5-9pm, Mor>day - Thurs-

day. S7.B0/hr. Campus location. Contact Carol
or Tina at California Self-Help Center,
(213)825-7990 by May 22, for more
information.

TOUR SALES COORDINATOR- part-time

position available in Travel Business. Travel

aiKl great job expcr iefx:e for your resume while
you earn. Need own transportation. Call Carey
at 1(800)999-7567.

^ Westwood Sporting Goods 1[
^ Naods part lim« Mp afternoons & Saludays ^
^

during achod. Vary RexUe scheduM
ExpMianoe not n«oe8sary. Ful bm« -ft

^ amploymani needed during summer. -M^ Apply in person at 1065 Gayley Ave. m
-^ Westwood Village J
^••••••••••••••••*
UCLA students! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service, $6.34^r
plus ifKientivc increases. No experience neces-

sary. We schedule around your classes. Come
by or call Beth at (213)825-7686.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.

Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(21 3)487- 1780.

WAIT AND HOST PERSON for popular West-
side restaurant. (213)826-7831.

WANTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenar>ce ar>d numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5/hr. (213)828-8537.

WATRESS/ WAITRESSES/ CASHIERS wanted
for Greg's Grill, WLA, FT/FT available. Salary

negotiable. Outgoing, polite, good personal

ity. Contact Greg at (213)473-4744.

WE NEED someone with execellent writing

skills! WP skills a plus. Sonia (818)501-8900.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants.

Must be experienced ^with young children.

Summer only. Tarzana "area. (818)881-9707.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time •

• Flexible Hours •

*Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

Job Opportunities 32

CRUISE SHIP )OBS AVAILABLE!! Gain valu-

able international experience while earning

good money and traveling. You are qualified!!

Write today for the comprehensive employ-
ment guide for a summer job on a luxury liner.

Send $24.95 tax included, check or money
order to N|M CO. 7451 Warner ave. Unit
E12(yBR Hunungton Beach 92647.

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery. Earn up
to $2(Vhr. Call Ron (213)271-0645.

30 ctiild Core Wanted 35

5 AND 3V« year old. Teach reading, organize

toys, drawers; eat dinrwr with them, get ready

for bed. Westwood. $6^r. 2:30pm—8:30pm
MWF. (213)474-2396.

Job Opportunities 32

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-

highest paying Industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!! $50 -$500/day. No
experience necessary. No flakes. Flexible

hours. By appointment only. 12001 Ventura
Place, 3rd floor. Studio City, off the 101
freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd., in the
green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661-7982.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY. CROWING PERIO-
DONTAL office seeks bright, motivated person
to assist offlce administrator. Dental experi-

ence a plus but not necessary. Salary based on
experience. (213)937-4288. Renae.

FULL-TIME ASSISTANT TEACHER IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION. NPI Hospital School on cam-
pus. A&slst a& tcactwr ten? adoTccenS

T

>dsp7
lalizcd for emotional and learning disorders.

Prefer bachelors degree or equivalent experi-

ence. Year-round position with salary at

$18,000 year. Position begins July 15. Send
resume to Dr. Steve Fomess, NPI Hospital

School, 760 Westwood Plaza, LA 90024.

MARKETING/ACCT EXECUTIVE. Established

executive search firm specializing in financial

industry seeks recent college graduate or
graduating senior to join sales staff."

Successful carviidates must be sales orientated

with good communication skills. We offer high
earning potential, prof, working environment,

benefits and personalized training. Please send
resume in confidence to Hildreth and Cleve-

I a n d
at 23901 Calabassas Rd. #2063, Calabassas,
Ca. 91 302 or telephone Lori at (81 8)704-461

9

to arrange possible interview.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Interview patients/

review records. Strong writingAyping skills.

Medical or legal experience helpful. Bilingual

Spanish desirable. $12-15/hr. Full-time. Call

CBL Medical. (213)558-3309. Request
application.

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experierKe. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling. Professional

attire. $5-20 hrs/wk. SJ/hr.-^. 1 -block from
campus. (213)208-5732.

WANTED: Son>eone with strong writing skills

to editMord process monthly news letter. Call

Randy (818)342-6894.

I

KMFIXAMKN I OPPORTl MTIKS IN THK '90s

Reference and Research
Services Supervisor

Editorial Library: Supervising a staff of
seventeen, the successful candidate will direct

operations in the Los Angeles Times
Reference/Research Section, providing full

services to the newsroom staff.

The desired qualirications include:

IO-»- years increasingly responsible library

reference/research experience.

5 years in a supervisory capacity.

On-line research experience with extensive knowledge of

bibliographic and full text and numerical databases.

Good communication and organizational skills.

Previous newspaper experience is a definite advantage. An MS
^
degree in Library and Information Science is essential

The Los Angeles Times offers an outstanding compensation
and benefits package, including company-paid ESOP, 401(k)

and subsidized parking. Send your resume with cover letter to:

Los Angeles Times, Employment Office, Dept. RRSS/KM,
Times Mirror Square, Los Angeles, CA 90053.
An Affirmative Action Employer. Principals Only.

'
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TELEMARKETING
One of the country's largest security
companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring
opportunity to move up in a professionally
managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking for consistency and
. opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized

Excellent comperfg-ation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen
^ ^ (213) 665-5757

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators.

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpoting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200-$1300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO ,

2 BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED
ELEC^NT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)839 6294

WHY PAY RFNT?Condo for sale. Priced right

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray
(213)559-4315.

WLA. $110(Vmo. 2 bedroorr^-l 1/2 bath

Condo. Security building, shutters,
frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1 323
Carmelina (21 3)456 3829.

WLA 2 BED/1 V, BATH- Stove, refrigerator,

drapes, newly decorated, $860ymo. 1737
Butler. (213) 450-7881.

1- ^
WLA 2-bdrrTV2 bath. 1 car. parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. J960
Available now. (213)451-4771

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym 10760 Rose Ave
(21.3) 204-4248.

WLA. 3-bcd/2-bath, $1UXVmo. + $1200 sec

urity dcpKKit. 4-plex, laundry room Parking

Security gate. (213)202 6524
^

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, buill-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955

BEL AIR. Only minutes to campus. 3-bdr/

2.5bth. Formal dining, den, view, 2618 sg ft.

$779,000 Cuits (818)716-0000.

BEVERLY GLEN 3+2 Large family room with

enclosed patio. Fuh-fiiled yard. Generous
separate studio. % bath Room to expand
Canyon view. $485K. Call Agent Sarah

(213)4620867, (21 3)389 3790.

BRENTWOOD GLEN 3-bedroom/2 -bath, 2

car garage, patio, A/C 3 minutes to UCLA
(213)477-3211.

CULVER CITY. $369,000. Duplex near MGM
Excellent neighborhood and schools Full,car

garage 60X1 35 lot Best buy (21 3)3^1 -2944

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa. Fireplace. $499,000.

(818)990 1300 and (818)906-7269

Housing Needed 60

Apts. Unfurnished 52

Jobs Wanted 33 Apartments for Rent 49

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)476-481 6/P,0. Box
49761, LA. 90049.

MOlGSE-SIT/Summer, love pels and gardens.

Professional N.Y. couple. Prefer LA or coast.

(212)674.7494

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcd/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, $865/mo. 2-bed/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Corham. 2-bed,
2-bath. $109S/mo. Garden style apts

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2 bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

TA miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley
Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
013}3U;B;8g Waakflayt, ViMmonbO unfurnished ainnlw ami 1.beiJ>tan>iv ^L. ctm6 \i\iifimK

Internstilps 34
evening^weekends.

BRENTWOOD, huge studio guesthouse apart-

ment. Private deck nested in trees. $1 200/mo
(213)472 8215. (213)472-2167.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2 -bed/2 bath, $11 25
Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month
lease. (21.3)837-0533.

PALMS- $765-$985. Large 1 + 2 bedroom
apartment in luxury building Good location,

balconies, A/C, built-ins. Evenings (213)

2028699

WESTWOOD- $1,280, large 3-bcd/2-balh,

excellent location, private pation, bus lines,

aircond Evenings: (213) 444-7378

WESTWOOD- $1,280 Large, 3 bed/2 bath,

excellent locat ion; private patio. Bus lines, air

L¥enin« (il 3) 444-7370

APARTMENT NEFDFD from )une August

2-bed/2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished

(213)748-4544

SUBLEASE wanted June-Sef)t, $1000/mo Must

be well furnished near Century City and WLA
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475 8300.

VISITING PROFESSOR seeking 2+loft/3 bed

room house/apartment, prefer furnished Aug
for year. Max $1500, (213)208 5910
(213)825-2993. Leave message

Real Estate 61

HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP.
Meet celebrities, leam PR business from pros,

work with UCLA Alumni! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

great attitude. Sharona, Joyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446.

-MAJOR INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCERS
Seek student interns to learn development,
acquisition activities in office environment.

(WLA). No pay but great opportunity. Learn

industry. (213) 473-6999 Ext. 328, or 329.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER- Must have car, P/T, afternoons,

some weekends/evenings. 7 -year old boy.

(213) 470-6845.

BABYSiniNG- PA, for 1 'A -year old girl, in

Mar Vista, near married student housing.

Non-smoker, own transportation, salary nc-

gotiable. Call (21 3) 391 -2266. Leave message

BABYSITTERS for evenings. Brentwood 1

child. Own transportation. (213)471-3138.

EXPERIENCED Childcare wanted for 2 small

boys. Saturday afternoons. Close to UCLA.
(213)471-1742.

P/T M-TH afternoon. WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Colin (213)820-7146

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/nf>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)639-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,

furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus to

UCLA. (213)837-7755.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Uilities in-

cluded. 10990 Slrathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

$895. BRENTWOOD. 2-bedroonV 2-bath.

Lower patio. By appointment. 1 1 728Mayfield,

»2. (213)271-6611.

BACHELOR, walk to UCLA. $475 includes

utilities, hardwood floor, full bath tnd shower,

refrigerator and hot plate. Please call

206^6265.

BEVERLY HILLS, unfurnished, large bachelor.

Utilities included. $435/mo. 21 7 South Tower
Dr. (213)652-0880, (818)789-5429.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bedy2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgrj

or 24 hr. recorded message 848-9784

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1-bed,

den, loft, 2bath, xtras, laundry, 506 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

GUESTHOUSE, Westwood, walk LXTLA, avail.

July 1st, free park, utilities, laundry - quiet

& secure. $450 + 40 hrs/oK). babysit. Arthur.

(213)476-8478.

NEAR LA BREA/OLYMPIC. 3-bdr/l'A -bth du-

plex. $1 1 5(Vmo. 51 1 4 Edgewood place. Gar-

age, washer/dryer hook-up. (213)777-9636.

ONE-BEDROOM duplex for rent. Very quiet,

clean, and very private. Nice yard. In West LA.

6 miles from LXILA. $660. (213)390-4588
Blanch.

PALMS- $605/mo., one-bedroom Newly rede-

corated. Call (213)837-9616.

PALMS, $810, 2-bedroorT>/lV. -bath, ap-

pliances, upper, pool, covered parking, laun-

dry, no pets. 3455 Jasmine (213)454-4754

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroonV
2-balh, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(21 3)839-8800.

PALMS- $950. 2-bedroorTV2-bath, 2 '/• years'

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to LX:LS. 10737 Palms. (213) 838 5039.

PALMS. Low nriove-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $65O-$750. Pool
Muna and exercise room. (213)636-3600.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking. Julyl-July 1 1991 . $39(Vmo. Women
non-smokers only. 628-7901.

WESTWOOD extra large single ($650), 1 -bed-

room ($750), 3-bedroom. Pool, security. Walk
to UaA and Village. 10966 Roebling ave
(213)206-4253. or (213)624-2595.

SUMMER/FALL housing Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly
Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2
bedroonV 2 bath, 10745 La Grange, 1 V. miles

from UCLA, Appointment (213) 475-6165.

VAN NLJYS- 25 minutes to campu$(no traffic

15 minutes). $715/mo. 2+1 1/2 townhouse,
good area, security, balcony,
gated parking. (816) 969-4763.

VENICE, $800. Fabulous 2 bedroom 1-balh

upper unit located in quiet 4-plex. Totally

refT>odeled new paint, carpet, mini-blinds.

Brand new stove and refrigerator, tile bath-

room, mirrored wardrobes and security park-

ing. Cats okay. 7 blocks from beach. 755
Brooks Ave. Eric (213)676 0221.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1300, 2-bedroonV
1-bath, stove, refrigerator, quiet street. On
Midvale, near Massachusetts. (213)629-0385.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Spacious 2-bdr/

2bth., security gate. CIsoe to UCLA and
Century City. $140(Vmo. (negotiable). 1 month
free rent for one year lease. Call Lee
(213)467-0406.

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208 7634
Managed by Moss arvj Co.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no pets. Must sec!

(213) 279-1867.

£

OWNER SELLING 1 bdrm w/many upgrades &
mirrors. Ready to move in Near UCLA 1 140
Veteran. Financing available. Call
(213)654-5801

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD home owner offering room
jimI tniiiil in vu Uai\^v hti 1 1 hrviWt ll^Mc

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pir>es. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (816)785-1026.

FRANCE Provence, 2-bcdroom, 1 7lh century

cottage, near Avignon. Lovely view. $300/wk
June-Aug (213)473-6416.

.

WESTWOOD, 512 Midvale, $l40Q/obD
2-bed/2-bath, 1 400 square ft. Fireplace, Hard-
wood floors. Available now. Agent, Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man
aged by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD- Furnished aprtmcnt across

from campus. 4 people max., 2 parking spaces.

Starting June. (213) 208-1637.

Apts. to Stiare 54

Westwood
Studio S725
1 Bi'drm $1025

2B/2P. $1300

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing (acilily

Sharsd or private unKs Ail furnished Private

bathroom. Pool jacuzii. Vi hr drive to UCLA.

Now acce(>tlng summer & fall appycatione.

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zebah^ NorthrMoe.

CA 91325 (811) Uk-1717

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

* Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Gar parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

' Playa Vista
-^

Properties

-1 306-6789

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom townhouse
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829 7379

BRENTWOOD Female, 2 bedroom/2 bath,

on bus line, 5-10 minutes from UCLA. Great

location for $450/month + Vi (low) utilities.

jay (213) 826 6806

BRENTWOOD, female Furnished Large Own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo $575,
includes utilities. 1213)472-2647

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share bedroom and
bathroom of 2 -bed/bath apt. in WLA. Available

immediately. $237.50/mo (213)475-6222
Mcrin or K.C.

CRAD STUDENT looking for roommate
2-bcd/2'A bath Townhouse. Non-smoker, fe-

malc S630/mo. Contact )il I (213)473 0808.

MALE CRACXJATE seeks roommate: Share

2+2, 7 miles to campus, $295 + % utilities.

Garage, A/C, pool, gym, sauna. Curt
(213)876^9605.

OWN ROOM AND SHARE OFFICE in lovely

2-bed/rA -bath apt. in Sherman Oaks
$425/mo. » V, utilities (818)905-6977 Stella

Leave message.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1 1/2 bath

apartn'>enl. IXTLA and westwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)475-0271.

SANTA MONICA. North of Wilshire. 2-bdr/

2-bth, upper, balcony, security, fireplace,

quiet, safe and clean. Female preferred.

$500/mo Contact Darren (213)393-2442

SANTA MONICA: Room in 3-bedroom/
2'A -bath corxio with two grads. Female non-

smoker. $425 -Kitilftles (213)451-9442. Ask
for Sylvia.

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina D R Must
have no/little furniture Non-smoker.
$2S0/mo (213)392-8805

WESTWOOD 2+1, $45G/mo, midway be
tween UCLA and Century City. Call

(213)470-3474, leave message at

(213)892 6568

WESTWOOD DOUBLES Across one street

from UCLA, $250.00 Call )on (213)
208-6759 Reduced summer rates

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151

AU PAIR- childcare, ages 6 and 8. Lifeht

housekeeping, private room, bath, car, and gas

provided. Must have valid drivers license.

Starts June 4. Los Feliz area $10(VvvkCall

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED Private residence

7i hour from campus Must have own car.

(213)295-7131
^

RESPONSIBLE^NON-SMOKJ^R- Artistic fam-

il/s Westwood home. Childcare, (dogs & cats).

Opportunity for salary. Hours flexible.

(213)826-3470

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on

a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female

$75.0C^day + room and board Two openings

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819 __^
WALK TO LXILA Private room, bath, phone
Live with faculty family of 3 m exchange for

work Afternoons and Saturday evenings. Pre-

fer female student, non-smoker, who owns car

(213)470 4265

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA Free room with balh and-
maid service. Kitchen ar»d laundry privileges

In exchange for babysitting. Must have car.

(213) 470-6845

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meats"
and time in evenings/weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman with multiple

sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seekir^g ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Referer>ce-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471. 9-5pm.

LIVE-IN, P/T needed for errands ar>d hartdy-

work in exchange for room w/scperate en-

trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. RefererKes required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

MATURE STUDENT, car required, no smoke.
no drink, 5 hrs. work. Private entrance, 1 year

committment, good refererKes required. Call

8-9am. (213)271-9849

PRIVATE roonVbath in exchange for house-
work, dog care for male couple in Venice
townhouse, 1 -block from beach. Kitchen pri-

vileges and use of Ocean View roof deck
References. Male preferred (213)399 3493

Room for Rent 64

House for Rent 56

QUIET AREA, Venice. Furnished, 2-bed/
1-bath, fireplace, washer/dryer, large erx:losed

yard. June 11-Aug 11. $1500/mo.
(213)397-6873

VENia, $1 70(yMO 3 level, 2+2 house. 2-car

garage, spa, steps to beach, all appliarKes.

(213)652-9819

[ iihht -. Itu likKxi.

( ,]\,^\ I iH .ilioii

IlKVr^ WilshiR' 1)1.

}7(!-Mi)7

House for Stxsre

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfumlshed. $730

All amenities.
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

57
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CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedfoonVl -bath

house. Washer/dryer. $50(VWk>. f^. Eddie.

(21 3)8.38-0967.

MAR VISTA 2 bedrooms available In 3-bed-

room house. Refined water. Washei/dryer, «ec-

urity. $320 ar>d $340. (213)838-4635.
Thomas.

LARGE unfumished bedroom w/private bath
in furnished apartment, new building across

street from campus. Summer lease for two
people, $35(ymo each. (213)824-3323.

MAR VISTA. Female own room and balh in

house w/married couple Available now
$4004^1/3 utilities (213)391-2027.

'

MAR VISTA AREA, share kitchen, bathroom*
Looking for female non smoker. Available 6/1

(213)39ai091.

ROOM in beautiful 1920*$ house Own bath

wAwo women Fairfax -Melrose area
$47S/mo (213)655 5214.

ROOM in private honr>e near LXILA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. f^4o

smoking. (213)271-1658

SHERMAN OAKS, near UCLA, in private

home,, separate entrarKe. Ovn luxury bath,

refrigerator, microwave. Furnished. Quiet,

secure neighborhood. View. No smoking
$405/Wh> (818)783-4525, eveniny.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed
room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $SS(]Ano. (213)474-6445.
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Room for Renf 64 Sublef 66 Condos for Sole

WLA condo. $450. Indoor laundry near UCLA.
(818)28»-ei73.

WLA. Near UCLA. Private roonVbath. Kitchen

privileges. PaHcing. No smoking. $45(Vmo.
VA utilities. (213)477-7831.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

honr^e like atmosphere. 1-foed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD. Male to share room in

luxurious apartment. Pool, security. $325/mo.
including utiiites. (213)472-7465.

CLASSY House, great neighborhood. Own
room, parking. 1 5-min. from UCLA.
(213)216-9383.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment wAiigh ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $53G/mo. Available til August or

longer. (213)931-5016.

FEMALE roommate, own room in 2-bcdroom
apt. Non-smokers only. Avail. June 1. Call

(213)289-0424. Leave message.

FEMALE. Sha/e' large 1-bd apartment, walking
distance to campus, June 20—end of August.

No deposit. $475/mo. (213)824-5173.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes

free gas, cable, & electricity: Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350?
.

MALE needed to share University Single apart-

ment one block from campus. $314/mo. Call

Paul 8254-5907.

MALE ROOMMATE needed for furnished

university apartment. Located across the street

from campus. No smokerVdrinkers please.

$30(ymo. Call (213)208^8592.

NEED 1-2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Summer or

longer. Close to UCLA. $340 each for 2, $565
for 1; share 2-bdrm W/med student.

ROMMATE NEEDED for nice single in best

area of Westwood-Santa Monica $220/mo.
(213)470-2734.

ROOMMATE wanted. Own bedroom in large

apartment. 9 blocks from beach. Tony (alumni)

(213)458-0953. ^^^
SHARE 2BD-f2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-
mokcr. Fumished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

.tics, $900-80CVmo.-»-$ 1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(^13)476-4816.
.

WESTWOOD Females share 1 -bedroom/
1-bath, June 1 5-Aug 31. Parking, Jacuzzi.

$315/mo. Cayiey across from campus
(213)824-1904.

WESTWOOD. $500/mo. Female Furnished

bedroom in 3-bedroom condo. Walk to UCLA.
Modcf.T furnishings. (213)475-3440.

WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2-bed/2-bath, own
roonVbath. $450/mo. + utilities. Laundry,

parking, $645 deposit. Junc-1st. (213)
207-1706.

Sublet 66

1 -BEDROOM furnished. 527 Midvalc, park

ing, pool, walking distance Females onic

Mid-June - mid September. Pncc negotiable.

(213)824-5082

1 FEMALE roommate for own room and bath of

2^2. $487.50/mo. Now-Octobcr.
(818)981 5146 Mary

2-BFD/2 BATH Westwood Chateau, Fully

furnished, new paint, Walk-in clostcs, garage

parking, close to campus (213)208 0818

3 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS! Female,
lune 1 5 - September 25 Ocn room in a private

house Share bathroom and kitchen $40n/m()

(213) 470-1731.

APT FOR SUBLEASE: Bachelor on Levering

$695/mo. - utilities. Available now! Call Kim
(213)208-1755.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. luly-August

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1050/mo. Option to lea.sc

(213)286-1241.

BRENTWOOD, own room of 2 bcdrcxim apt

$475/mo Available June 1 -September 1 . Furn-

ished, hardwood floors. (21.3)44 7-30 40.

BRENTWOOD Own room/bath in large

2-bdrm/2-bth apartment. Available June 1

Lynn/Micheal (213)471-5616.

BRENTWOOD, female, own room, elegantly

furnished. $500/mo. including electricity and
maid service. June Se ptem ber

.

(213)447-2417.

DEAL 2-bed, 2-bafh furnished apt Sublet

6/18-7/30 only $1600 TOTAL! Walk to Cam-
pus, Parking, (213)208-2427.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM interested in sub
letting apartments for summer associates. May
August. Dcbra Zilinsky (213)623-4117.

TEMALE ROOMMATE NHEDED- To share
room, Ucfi parking, walk to campus, on bus
route. $600 00 6/9- 8/31/90. (21 3) 470-2592

FEMALE Roommate needed to share room
Free Parking, walk to campus, on bus route

$600. 6/90-8/31/90 (213)470 2592

FEMALE STUDENT from Northwestern U
needs sublet 6/90-8/90. M/F (708)492-8630
(coolect).

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5 July 30;

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473 6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FEMALE SUBLET h*eded: 6/1 5-9/1 5, furnished

room in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157.

FURNISHED BEDROOM- Attached bath, bal-

cony, kitchen, refrigerator, pool, laundry,

Westwood, opposite LXTLA. $475/mo., ulili-

ties included. (213) 824-5724.

GREAT PLACE/ GREAT PRICE. New security

building with parking, 1 -block away.
2-bedroonV bath, furnished, central a/c, dis-

hwasher, microwave, Jacuzzi, laundry, excel-

lent view. Price negotiable. (213)208-1226.

HOMELESS? Suma>er sublet. Walk to campus.
2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswasher,

parking, laundry. Call (21 3)82454.38.

LAWYER seeks 2-bedroom hous^apartment.
July 22-August 1 0. (Dates negotiable), to sublet

or exchange with large. New York Apt. Day
(212)854-4523. Nights (212)988^4696.

MIT student, male, nonsmoker, working at SM
Magazine needs summer room, up to

%AOQlmo. (213)392-0443.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean. Summer sublet.

1 -bed/1 -bath. Parking-3. Right across from
campus. (213)824-5548.

NEED June-September, $62S/nx), furnished

single, Westwood, 2 minutes from campus.
(213)208-3806.

NEED ROOMMATES- To share 2-bed/2 V.

bath townhouse for summer. $30(ymo. Man-
ning Ave., 1 -block south of Wilshire. Quiet,

sundeck, with own laundry! Vera (213)
208-1759. /

ON GAYLEY: Walk to campus. 2-bed/2-bath

New; security parking. Summer sublease.

Great Manager! (213)208-4805.

PROFESSIONAL seeking studio or one-
bedroom for sublet, now through at least July

15. (213)651-4030.

REDONDO BEACH. July, August. Large bed-
room >with bath. Mile from beach.
$333.33/month. (213)379 9857. Susan.

SANTA MONICA, 2-bedroom furnished house
near beach. Late May to August. $160(Vmo.
(213)399-4902.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake
area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 . Direct bus

~tn 37663-891 2.

SUBLET 7/1-9/1, 2-bedroonr\/2-bath, 2-park-

ing, Jacuzzi, 5 person, $1625/mo. Furniture

available. 555 Glenrock (213)824-0431.

SUB-LET available Mid-May/)une thru August;

National & Overland. $9Wmo, 2-br/2-bath,

Security bidg. garage (213)838-9578.

SUBLET CLOSE TO UCLA- ( 5-min walk),

studio with kitchen -f cable T.V., June 1 5 > Aug.
15. $500/mq. Call (213)^24-2287.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. Looking for fumished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our
summer clerks May/June thru August. Please
call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-town
summer associates. May 28th-August 18th.

^Please contact Mary Talley. Buchalter, Nemer,
Fields A Younger. (213)626-6700

SUMMER SUBLET or exchange for apt. in

Paris. Approx July-Aug. Own large, furn.

bedroom in spacious, bright 2 bedroom du-
plex. Fireplace, hardwood floors, sunny back-
yard, parking. GREAT LOCATION! Beverly
Hills. Ulil?. included. $825. Price negotiable
(213)285-0764

SUMMER SUBLET, spacious! 1 block from
campus! need 1, 2, or 3, female roommates
Dates very debatable (June-September)
(213)824-1769 anytime.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 toshare room in spacious
2-bed/2-bath Between Wishire and Santa
Monica on Bcntley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.

THE'LOVF BOAT! V. of 2-bdrm/2-bath. Avail-

able 6/18. Rent negotiable. Micheal or Eric

(213)824-3893.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $320/mo
(neg.) Share room, furnished, A/C, pool. (21 3)

824-0601

WESTWOOD Room in house. Private bath.

Backyard. Quiet street. Close to campus.
$475/mo June 18- Sept 18. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD 423 Kellon. Furnished,
2-bdrm/2-bath. 3 spaces available, price ne-
gotiable!! Call (213)209-5729.

WESTWOOD 527 MIDVALE. 2-bedroom/
2-bath. Jacuzzi, pool, security, parking. Avail-

able mid-June-August. (213)209-0235.

WESTWOOD Share 1 -bd., furnished. Need to

start June 1. $437.50/mo. Kelton. Yveltc
(213)478 2507 or Robert (213)208-4439.

WESTWOOD-2 bed/2 bath. Available June
18- Sept 1 Share room with another girl. Call

Jessica (213)478-7810.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-balh summer sub-
let, security building, furnished. June-August
Walk to UCLA. (21.3) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD - female to share furnished

apartment on Midvale. June 1st. Parking.

$35(ymo. (213)208 8480.

WLA- Female, apartment needc<J. Own. Furn-
ished room -f bath. May-Aug. $425/mo. (21 3)

447-7884.

WLA. Female apartment-male needed Own
furnished room and bath. May-August.
$425/mo. (213)447-7884.

WLA, July- August. Own room in nice 3-bed-
room apactment, 1 Vi miles from campus. Low
rent $380/mo. Good area. Call Lisa
(213)473-9304.

WLA/5UMMER. Woman for own room/bath
Large.sunny, balcony, laundry, dishwasher.
$425. Kate (213)274-1376.

WLA- Summer. Male to share bedroom in

2-bedroonV2-bath apt. $250/mo. Pete (213)
470-6531.

2-»-2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,

Ray. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story townhouse near^ campus.
2-bdmVl % -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (213)826-5878.

Condos for Rent 69

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bed/2 bath condo.
Swimming pool, garage, $1200. For info call

Ben 10am—7pm. (213)477-8838.

WLA, 2-bdr/2-bth, 2nd floor. $1095/mo. 1865
Greenfield Ave. New carpet. Call Carl.

(213)474-3338.

Insurance 91

**••***••*•••
/lllstate

Auto/Home/Commercial
Westwood/Wllshire Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

M
M
M
^
M

i^i^i(i^iri^i^iriri^i^i^i^

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Als^ offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wo all do bill juto insurance

IS leqiiiied hy law' So lor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (318)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••*•••••

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home HcaIth;C()mrr,./M()torfvcIe.<.

We'll Come TO YQU,! •.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance:'

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4161 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Sonta Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple TIcKets/Accldents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates ^Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE-ON
lASItANCI ttlVICU

<wtr»ooi«»Bi

67 Movers 94 Typing 100

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rales. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service Call now and
save money. (213) 820 4639

Movers 94

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24itrs (213)28Ue892.

GREG'S moving We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (213)281 8892.

si \ r. )]' \» .1

University Storage Services
•We Store mnything, any sizd
• Pick-up and delivery provided
• Extentive Insurarxie Policy
• Student Rates }

For info and reservations call

1-800-736-6041

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(21 3)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

Services Offered 96

$5 CX)LLAR Saturday classes for writing term
papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Reserva-
tions" Ac adem ic Writing Center"
(213)671-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver
City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students wekomo.—

^

Sharon Be.ir. Ph.D.
(213) 470-6662

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Mott conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing.
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (21 3)391 0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)628-6133, Angelica.

TYPING, editing, typesetting, negotiable rates.

Pick-up. One day around. Mark
(213)931-6623.

TYPING - Fast and efficient; documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Laserprinter. Shari (213)391-2724.

TYPIST AVAILABLE: Word processing, term
papers, research papers, reports, business
letters, scripts, all now (213)652-6933.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)628-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2886.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser
printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing
• Intro to the Macintosh
• Only $25!

Sign Up Now!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center
Kerckhoff Hall 150 •206-8454

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".
Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)671-1333.

TRAVELING this summer? Reliable housesit-

ting by quiet working writer. Noo-smokcr
Caring with plants and pets. Available June
August. Refs. (213)28 1 - 3004

.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All Icvel^ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213) 277-7012.
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

^lESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays Near UCLA (213)206-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2765.

Travel 105

^

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

AIRFARE
BARGAINS

TUTORING
All sukDjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.
Ask for Lisa.

Tutoring Needed 99

WANTED: Professor needs native Chinese
speaker for beginning conversational tutoring.

Now until July 1. $10 per hour.
(213)470-9387.

AN R(mnd Trip Fares

l-as W.uas $48.

Oakland 58.

Seattle 322.

Miami 268.

Wa.shinglon DC ...298.

New Orleans 302.

l^nston 358.

New York 358.
Restrictions may apply. Fares subject

to change without notice

Typing 100

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 .3)

206 6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing
Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-l0pm
(213)472-1999.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery

$1.75/pagc. (818)706-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

APA, Dissertations, Theses. Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics (213)578-1415.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase.

when voM can get it

all right here?

TRAVEL
/isucCV sravicE

A-Lcxc'l Atkcniun
Hours .Ml- H M) (). S.it I I ^
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balance will be next to impossible

to unseat.

"We don't have the depth to

win, and we hope to reach the lop

three," said Jones, who ran the 200
meters on former UCLA coach Jim
Bush's first (1966) national

championship team. "We have
been rebuilding and have recruited

top-quality runners. (The Sun
Devils) will compete well, and in

two years I hope to be in UCLA's
position."

The Janeene Vickers versus

Lynda Tolbcrt hurdle showdowns
could be the most exciting of the

meet. Tolbcrt, the 1988 NCAA
100-metcr hurdles and 1990
NCAA indoor 55-mctcr hurdles

champion, rctums to conference

competition after redshining last

year.

Tolbcrt's 1(X)-meter hurdle time

of 12.98 (wind-aided) is the Pac-

10 best, with Vickers a distance

second at 13.63. But in the 400-

mcter hurdles, Vickers, the confer-

ence record-holder (55.27), stands

out as the clear favorite. Her
season-best of 57.66 is nearly two
seconds faster than cross-town
rival Michelle DeCoux of USC.

MaiQpl Malone, a 1988 Olympic
alternate, is ASU's second shot in

its one-two punch in the sprints.

With the season-best times in the

=^S^

i

^m^ and 400 (^1=^
meters, she could be unstoppable.

Bruin junior Tonya Scdwick, who
will compete in open events and
the two relays, owns the second
best time (52.92) in the confer-

ence.

Travel

2 RT TICKETS New York. Thirty days advanced
booking. Valid until 6-30-90.
(213)777-9314/670-8149

BEFORE YOU HIT THE ROAD Discover our

newest travel accesorics, call Rem/s Adven-
tures. Free catalogue (213) 831-6114.

±

f^ounatriD from i.os Anqeies

San Francisco $ 110
Mexico City $ 250
Costa Rica $ 370
Hawaii $ 298
Paris $ 618
Tokyo $ 599^

Tahiti $ 679
Nairobi $1149
Johannesburg $1459

Resinc'.ions aoay. Fares suoieci to cnange

witnoui nonce ano oaseo on avaHabmty

***Eurailpa$$c$***

issued on the spot
Open Saturdays 10-2

Coundi Ikaud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Anseles, CA 90024

213-208-3551

Travel Tickets 106

1 way, LA to Tokyo. Must depart )une 23-29

$395/obo. (213)642 7867.

ONE-way airplane ticket LAX to Frankfurt

Good thru 7/23/90 $350/obo. Call

(213)824 3917 Chris.

Autos for Sale 109

J'

1973 BLUE CONVERTIBLE BUG rebuilt en-

gine. New top, tires, and paint. Low miles.

$4300/obo. (213)277 2476.

1976 VW RABBIT $60CVobo Runs well,

reliable. Leave message at (213)750-5399.

J

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

COMPLETE W/PARTS,
LABOR, INSTALUVTION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749
(VW

1 Ttfw^p 4. Ol Chanoe
2 ViUvc M 5 BmU Ad
3 Lii)«

8 OiKk Ballnv Waler
»Ml-.« Adj 9 Inlpecl ('ronl Ejid

b. Oulch Adt 10 CompiB«ion
7. Sarvka Air Ooaner 1 1 {pma^am Te»l Cuoing

Sytlern)
$74. 95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Japanese Cars)

(6 cyBnder: $20.00 Ex|ra)

Inc. Pirti & l^abor |G<s & Air Rhcr ntri)

TOYOTA

BlUG
$99,95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

All 1?V ^925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
l^MjKiKjM. 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

• r-'LEXIBLI- HOURS • PI-RSONAI. ATIENI ION •

• QUALITY S'lYLIS'lS •

FREE HAIRCUT
($30 value)

With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm.
LIMITIU) I'lMH ONLY

Ask for Debbie

1015 Gaylcy Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006~

105 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sole

1981 PONTIAC, dark blue, 2-door, good
condition, radio, heater, A/C, 37,591k, $1 500
(213)652-0673.

1982 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
$4500. Great condition. New stereo. Alarm.

(21.3)447-7803

1984 MITSUBISHI- Cordia L, low mileage,

excellent condition $3,6(Xyobo. Call (2»3)

937-4058.

1987 VW GOLf GL- Hatchback, 2 door,

5-spced, /VC, stereo cassette, great condition.

$5,950 Call: (818) 79.V8699

81 CONVFRTIBLF RABBIT Runs and looks

go<xJ. New top AM/IM cassette $4,200 obo
(213) 479 1435 Pat.

ATTENTION- (GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI
CLES from $100. Eords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Ciuidc.
1602-83H8885 Ext A 8050.

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, 85k miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition. $3500.
(213)556 2993.

BUICK SKYHAWK, 1983, 4-door sedan, auto-

matic, a/c, AM EM cassette, $2500/obo Even
ings: (213)7152995.

ESTATE SALE- BMW 735i, 1988, silver blue,

13,000 miles. Blue book, $3 5,000- $4 1,000.
(818) 867-0577. (818) 687-1166.

EORD, Mustang GT 1985, $8300. 8 cylinder,

5-spced, t-tops, white^lack. All power, cruise

control, great condition. 50,000 miles. Private

party. (818)995-3656

HONDA CIVIC, 1987, 3-door, 5-speed, A/C,
sterec/cassette, $5100. White, new tires. Mint
condition. (618)980-8460.

HONDA ckx HE, 1988, blue, 5-spd , A/C,
cassette, excellent condition Must sell, $7700
(213)659 3543.

NEED CAR For 2-3 months until September
Call (213) 44M711. In the evening.

I'ONTIAC GRAND PRIX- 1989, $12,900
13 8K miles, mint, loaded (213) 47351 42

RENAULT Le Car '83, 85,000, good condition,

stick shift, $1500 day (213)825 6673 night

(213)837 9.596

SAAB, 1970, Red A Ctassrr 2nd owner
Moving to Furopc $1850. Call
(21 3)91 3- 1811.

TOYOTA CELICA 1976 5 spd, very def)cnd
able, runs great, clean, $1200/obo
(818)788 6553 eves

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

TRIUMPH TR6, 1970 $7200 Runs/looks

great. New/rebuilt: trasnmission, suspension,

muffler, starter, brakes and more.
(213)479-6182.

VOLKSWAGEN BUG, 1973. $1000, while,

4-spd. Call Evone (21 3)28(> 1331

.

VOLVO 1979 242dl, auto, fm cassette,

70kmiles. Good condition, one year registra

tion, (213)473 0623.

VW 1978 Rabbit auto new engine 48k miles

work done w/recipts great car must sell'

SlOOQ/neg. Michelle (21 3)473 420.^

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE- 1981, $5,430
5-speed, A/C, new tircsAop, low miles, pull-

out (213) 858-5901 Day (21 3)(>883436.

VW RABBIT 1976, ihCK). Runs well, reliable

Leave message at <21 3)750-5399

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Comer of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

THEA PAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE! -^

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL., SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

Your are invited to attend a free
lecture on Christian Science

entitled

"IS COMPLETE RELIANCE
ON GOD POSSIBLE IN
TODATS WORLD?"

by
Richard G Brookifis, CS.

A member of 7he Christian Scieua.* Board

Sunday, May 20,1990 at 2:30 p.m.
First Church of Christ, Scientist

142 South Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills

All Are Welcome

Child Care Providelt Free Partnuj>

109 Scooters 119 Furniture .126

1 985 YAMAHA Riva 1 25 great condition, new
parts $800 Call )en (213)208 8936

1986 HONDA SPRtE, 2500 miles only, runs

great, $250, call Edy (213)836 6198.

1986 HONDA AKKO 50, hardly used 500m,
just tuned, bck, $4 50/obo (213)824-3877

1987 HONDA Arco 50 Excellent condition

Basket lock $400 Call Drew (21 3)939 Oil 3

1487 HONDA SI'KEE, blue, excellent condi-

tion $375 Cat! (213)208-2137

" >M8 HONDA Elite 50. Like new. Only 1 750
:ii.i(.'S Riark/Brry $rin(Vatw) (31 alSaft fllBtU

85 HONDA ELITE 150 DM UXF Blue, 'w^s

excellent, S».500i). (213) 572 4082

GRADUATING MUST SELL Honda Elite, 1 50
Deluxe, like new Blue, $1,100 obo (213),

824-7512.

HONDA FLITE- '80, 1986, low mileage, good
condition $(>00 (213) 396-6219. Eve

HONDA SPREE, 198<> Oeat cond lion Just

tuned $350 Call (213)824 1858

VESPA PI 25X: Rebuilt engine, blue, with rack

and backrest Call Roger (213)824-4926
Leave message $8 50 firm.

YAMAHA 50 19{18, black Brand new engine

and battery just tuned-up. Lock and helmet

$4 50. (213)208 4052

YAMAHA RA/Z 1987 CA)od condition, low
mileage, new battery Helmet and lo< k m
eluded $400 (X) (213)824 1941

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1986, just tuned, mns great,

good condition Must sell. Huge sacrifice

S275. (21 3)202-7876
.

YAMAHA RIVA Good condition, must scH

$300/obo Helmet. Mike (213) 327-5072

MATKFSS SETS, twm $45, fu I $55, quec^n $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds Deliveries phone orders

accepted (213) 3722337

NEW Bunk beds - heavy duly soim wood,
$90 00, Queen bed - new m package,

$200 00, Bedroom set - blacK and w^ite

lacquer, $290 00, Dneltc set, $'35 00
(-213)4 73-8609 _^
NEW May Co Sofa/love seat Oxford blue

striped Must sell Extending table iighi wood
w/four chairs w/light blue seals must sell this

week f;* r,i-- ^-r^

Misc. For Sole 128

HH AND HOWH L !.lrTH)souod 179 U.'nm
film projector F». •Cv , rmH • ,^.. «••'

(213)394 6924

PH D Bl ACK C AfV CX")WN, HCX)D Gold
bullion tassel. Mmi condition. $195 Day

Musical Instruments 129

STEINWAY 1893 LpngHi, cuLencni t„.nii.

tion $3,0(X) (213) 453 2085

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

Bicycles for Sole 113 Furniture 126

MOUNTAIN BIKE. DialchiAlanti 18 speeds

Japanese Brakes. Lock, water bottle included.

New. $25CVobo. (21.3)209-0390.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

HONDA 250X1 Only 71HH) miles Kuih

stron^clean Well cared for, $850 Call Mark
(213) 824-9H44

NEED SOMEONE to drive CadUlac f««>m

WiK)dland Hills to Rhcxie Island One way
(818)887 11 6f>

DEN SUITE 2 matching couches, 1 end table,

1 coffee table Modern, black $50 each
(213)393 8234

f OR SALE Box spring, full size. Good condi
tion $50 (213)393 8:^4

/

I C>K SALE; Supcj si^nglcj^vc!ess_vv_dicrticd-

Scooters 119

1983 VESPA 50 Moped. Pedal start Red Old
but runs. $125/obo. Call (213)470 8951

1983, YAMAHA 50c c scooter (red) Runs
great! $.300/oho Matt (213)451-0055

1985 HONDA- ELITE 150 Great Condition!

$8(X) including lock Rich (213)208-2793

(warranteed) with mirrored headboard,
doublcstack drawers $3 00/obo
(213)618 8314

h!jLL SIZED BED EOK SALE 5200 for bolh-
Camilla (213) 478-7234

EUTON AND ERAME, full five, great condi-

tion. $100 (213)824 344(>

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hidea-bed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195 Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bodroohi set

$495 Computer l>esk $100 Desk $150 Di
ning room 9 piece set $995 Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195 Reclincr $195 Brass head
board $150 Encyclopedia 1989 Cost $1000,
sacnficc $250 (213)393-2338.

BRAND new Kenwo<xi stereo w/inlegrated

Amp KA 128, Quartz synthesizer KT 58,

compact disc, KX 68 double cassette deck, |L

880, 3 speaker, 3 way speaKers, glass dark

wood display case Must sell (21 3)471^3577

rOR SALE Excercise slant-t)oard, blacl^ ano
white Good condition -$50 (213)391HV14

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE Ik with scribe printer and programs
must sell $400neg Michcl'e (213)473-4205

HP DESK jets w/ntcrface Mar compatible
$320 Chris (-213)351-8^1. .

IBM/AT/COMPATAHLE CCXMPUTFK, IHM s

V(".A monitor, Logitech mouse, software, new
$1400 00 Denisr 8 5pm Campus
LM 3)825 909 S

IBM AT clone hard
.

5" A V-, " drives.- mono
monitor, still under warranty With WP 5,0,

Lotus $750 (213)477-f>07S ,Matt

IBM COMPATIBLE Tendy 1 1X10 EX Color

monitor, e xternal f'oppy <"* '^f f^'>i '^vitri*

printer, 130A. Comprehe-
ing software Like new, new pr nUcf. $riK)/otKJ

Marcy (21 3)4 7tV 9984

SPECIAL GRAPHICS COMPUTER Apple II C;S

with software and two drive* -f Imagewnter II

printer Special offer $13(X1 (213)450 7059

ZENITH LAPTOP COMPUTER- ZEL 184,

640k, 2 disk drives, nc^cr used $750 Brian

(213) 208 6494

ZENITH SUPERSI»ORT LAPTOP 20 MGB
hard disk, excellent condition, fX)S, word
perfect 5 0, $1,4000x^1 offer (21 3) 658-7470
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IT'S FREE!
IS

— ENTER THE "NAME THE PC" CONTEST "

WIN A 386 SX STATE OF THE ART COMPUTER
WITH A VGA COLOR MONITOR!

Koryo Systems, Inc., one of the leading manufacturers of computer products worldwide, is
interested in renaming their company and their line of personal computers.
We are looking for a new company/product name which would present the image of a
computer industry leader for the future. We want a name that will grow with our rapidly
expanding company.
The contest winner will receive a 386 SX computer with 1 MB RAM, 14 inch VGA Color
Monitor, 40 MB Hard Disk Drive, 2 Floppy Disk Dhves, and 101 Keyboard.
Here's how to enter: Please fill out the entry form below and mail It to Mr. Jeong Lee,
Koryo Systems, Inc., Los Angeles Office, 2001 S. Acacia Ave., Compton. CA 90220 Or drop
off at the "Name the PC" Contest drop off box, 2240 Campbell Hall, from 9AM to 5PM,
Monday through Friday. All entries must be postmarked or received by
Tuesday, May 22,1990. For additional Information please contact Danielle at

(21 3)479-2470 or Mr. Jeong Lee at (21 3)537-3060.

Enter the "Name the PC" contest. And win!

Koryo Systems Inc., "Name the PC" Contest Entrty Form
^

Your Name- _Phone:
( )_

Address:——
[

City: State: Zip:

*• 1^

Your idea for our new Company/Product Name

Please describe the reasons you selected this name. What are the feelings and impressions our future
customers and clients would get from this name? (This part is very important. Please use additonal
paper if neccessary):

Your Signature:. Date:
DB.

^^^IZJr '^^ "•"^
T^Mf":' °* "®®*^ '" ^« '"^^« ^^ ^^^y^ systems. Inc. for its products, and no royalty or fees (ottie thTn anv orze^ad^ inconnection wij th.s contest) will be earned by the entrant. 4. The winner will be decided by rep esentativefof Ko-voSystem^^^ Inc The sel^tiS? of me wir^r^r

^JUr^Z"^'!?.^ J^^P^'^^r" ~^"' be pre September 30. 1990. unless the selected name is already under SJ^^rfghnn a cour^Jj Sm^^wT hS
SfVJC^Wm^*^ ^^i^""' ^'"T T"

^,c^«®" a« a 'ater date. Koryo Systems will arrange delivery of the pnize to the «kl esi SMhTwimS? ' listed S^
22J^S1^ JJ "^® than one entry has the same product name and ^al name is chosen torepresent the cohipany aTanSm drwiinTlw^ ihTiud^s ^11
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FRONT ROW
From page 45

dynasty days of the 80*s. It is for

the Laiker fans who had already

given their team the 1990 World
Championship before they won a
single post-season game that I feel

no pity for. A huge sign outside of
a used car lot spotted last week is

symbolic of the mentality of Laker
fans. The sign read in bold letters,

*The Lakers Will Win It Again."
Sure it's great to have civic

pride and positive thinking, but
there is a big difference between,
"Go Ukers," and "The Ukers
Will Win It Again."

'Trying to comer the Lakers is

like trying to trap a Tasmanian
devil, that's what the Suns have on
their hands," current Bruin assis-

tant sports editor Matt Purdue and
Bruin sportswriter Kennedy Cos-
grove said confidently.

Figures that Laker fans
wouldn't be able to swallow their

pride and say something benevo-
lent about Phoenix. It seems to me
that Lakers fans are guilty of their

own hypocrisy: They want due
given to their team, but they won't
give other teams their appropriate
due.

It is for this reason that I 'will

take pleasure in seeing the Suns,
mind you, never one of my favorite

teams, defeat the Lakers.

After the Laker performance on
Sunday (i.e., James Worthy, five-

ror-21 .shooting) it is almost a_
truism to say that the Suns will

advance to the next round and the

Lakers will not.

Phoenix will win this series, no
could'ves, would'ves or should-

'ves about it In fact, if the Suns

fold up like a cheap tent, I'll

personalty wear a Dodger cap and

a Laker championship shirt (either
*87 or '88) around campus next
week.

Face it Laker fans, the Lakers of

today are at the head of the class,

but they certainly aren't in a class

by themselves.

TENNIS
From page 48

Unfortunately for UCLA, Drey-
er lost her serve at love as Florida
put away two smashes while
UCLA missed one and McCalla's
touch forehand angle volley
missed two inches wide.

UCLA then had three chances to

break Danforth's serve as she
served for the match, and saved
two match points as well before
Danforth's smash ended it

UCLA came within a quarter of
an inch of tying the match when
Dreyer's inside forehand passing
shot, which appeared destined to

be a winner, ticked the net and
went wide.

Dreyer, though disappointed,

was still able to fmd humor in her
situation.

The criteria for becoming an
All-American includes getting to

the quarterfinal round of doubles,
winning two matches in singles, or
being ranked in the lop 20 in

singles.

Besides coming up one doubles
match short yesterday, Dreyer
finished her freshman year ranked
No. 21 in singles and won one
match in the NCAA tournament
her freshman year.

"My goal is to gel through all

four years of college without
becoming an All-American." she
joked.

Sixth-seeded and 1989 Pac-10
doubles champions Mamie Ceniza
and Stella Sampras, UCLA's other
doubles entry, had to withdraw
when Ceniza 's nagging shoulder
injury was found to be in worse
condition yesterday morning.

1
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Softball slides

into playoffs

By Greg Jones
Contributor

Week seven of the spring
quarter at UCLA means that

midterms are over for most people,

the beach is beginning to get a little

bit more crowded, and that the

intramural season is winding down
_as the playoffs continue.

Softball, the spring's most
popular intramural sport, is near-

ing its championship game as more
teams get eliminated from the

tournament every day.

Two teams advanced to the

semifinals on Monday after
defeating tough, ranked oppo-
nents. Lambda Chi Alpha, the No.
I seed, continued its unbeaten
su-eak after defeating Sigma Nu,
12-2. Lambda Chi previously
defeated Genetic Advantage, 13-3,

to advance to the quarterfinals.

Sigma Nu beat SAE in a high

scoring affair, 17-11, in a first-

round match a week eariier.

Bacculum, the number-two
seed, defeated ATO, 15-4, on
Monday to move on to the Final

Four. Bacculum has been
impressive in recent games, which
included a 17-6 first-round rout of
Delta Tau Delta. In their first-

round match, ATO defeated Thcta

Xi, 18-17, in one nf thf. mnsi
exciting games played all season.

Lambda Chi will face the

winner of the Sigma Chi/ZBT
matchup in the semifinal game.
The score of the game, played
yesterday, was not available at

press time. Bacculum will go up
against the winner of the Thcia-
Chi/Holy Warriors game, which
was also played yesterday.

Both Theta Chi and the Holy
Warriors upset top-seeded teams
in first-round matches last week.
Thcta Chi soundly beat Phi Psi,

16-6, while the Holy Warriors
edged previously undefeated Sig-

ma Phi Epsilon, 11-9.

*A' women's Softball will begin

its playoffs this week, with eight

teams competing in the single-eli-

mination playoff tournament.

Gamma Phi Beta is the No. 1

seed, and will take its undefeated

record into the playoffs. Other
teams to watch include the No. 2
seed. Over the Fence, along with

Alpha Phi, and Sigma Kappa.

BASEBALL
From page 48

Pritchett has hit safely in 50 of

UCLA's 59 games, and has posted

two 16-game hitting streaks. He is

within reach of Eric Karros' 1988

record of 100 regular-season hits,

and leads the Bruins with 12

game-winning RBI.

Joel Wolfe (.382, 10 HR, 40
RBI) is currently the hottest Bruin

batter. He recently surpassed

Pritchett for the team hitting lead,

and has posted a .500 batting

average over his last 17 games.

Wolfe is also second in the Six-Pac

with 30 stolen bases despite the

fact that he bats fifth in the lineup.

Other Six-Pac standouts who
received First Team honors are

ASU sophomore pitcher Sean
Rees (12-2, 2.49 ERA, 152 strik-

outs) and Stanford freshman cen-

tcrfielder Jeff Hammonds (.358).

Hammonds set a Six-Pac record

this year by hitting safely in 37
straight games, and leads the

conference in stolen bases.

GIVE
BLOOD

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
*^'•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

Consider a paralegal career . .

.

The paralegal profession is the fastest growing
occupation in the country with job opportunities in

private law firms, corporations and government.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1975
Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and CcMleges
Evening classes • Special day program for college graduates
Financial aid and scholarships • Excellent placement service

Fall dav and evening programs
begin September 4

University of West Los Angeles
School of Paralegal Studies

12201 Washington Place, Los Angeles CA OOObb
(213)313-10h x205

UUILA

GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER'S BACK!

10955 KIN ROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY»365 DAYS A YEAR

I
THE BROADWAY

INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

The BROADWAY'S Internship Program provides specialized

training to introduce you to THE BROADWAY and to retail industry.

- As a Broadway Management Intern you will be exposed to various

aspects of the retail business: selling, management, and buying.

StartingJune 19th, the nine-week intern position involves customer

service, the direction and development of sales associates, merchan-

dise presentation and operational responsibilities.

If you are between your junior and senior year, have attained

an overall GPA of 2.8 or better, and desire a challenging and well
^ paying retail experience, we want to meet you. Please send your

resume and cover letter to:

THE BROADWAY
Executive Recruitment/INTERN

__ 3880. N. Mission Road
Los es, CA 90031

-_-!-. Carter Hawley Hale

THE BROADWAY BROADWAY SOUTHWEST EMPORIUM THALHIMERS WEINSTOCKS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1I f
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: LEVI'S SPECIAL $15.99
: Havc-ytJitfpms customized!

We do lace & trim to order

buy ours - $25.00

bring in yours $35.00

No tvvo pair alike!

• -

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block North of Pico

GRanite 9-7413

•

•
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AMATEURISM: Student athletes and faculty speak out
From page 47

for our athletic talents, and we
want to come get an education. It's

hard to say if it's a fair tradeoff.

Supposedly, we become more
well-rounded people, with social,

op^rlunities and things."

Which brings up an interesting

point, and somewhat of a bone of
contention: Can^what student-ath-

letes get out of a university be
measured in dollars and cents?

What is the value of a college

education, of the contacts you meet
through athletics and other
avenues, and of the opportunities

open to you as a collegiate athlete?

Again, there are many people
who share the viewpoint thai

athletes aren't exploited—that the

tradeoff is a fair one.

"No, we're not exploited," said

Butler, "because v/hcn you play

sports for a university, they use

you, but you use them to a greater

extent. If you stay four or five

years, get a degree, that's all you

Two oarsmei
By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

What if the 80 percent of the

foolbiill players graduated lavSt

year?

That was the situation facing the

can ask. Though they use you for

four or five years, a degree from
UCLA will be worth more to you
down the road than anything they

Dilemma
can get from you."

Most of the adm inistration inter-

viewed agreed with this assertion.

"Sure it's a fair tradeoff," said

Associate Athletic Director Dr.
Judith Holland. "They get a

marvelous education. That's got. to

be worth something to them/'
And Dalis pointed to the intan-

gible benefits the athletes receive

as well as the monetary ones.

"Are you being exploited get-

ling a free education, getting an
opportunity to ultimately gain an
income base, because there are

enough studies that have been
done that show throughout your
lifetime you are better off ceo-

"

nomically if you get your degree
than if you don't," he said.

"Are you exploited when you
have the kinds of experiences that

other people don't on the court or
field, to p)otentialIy become an
Olympic champion, to make the

kind of networking that one does
as a student-athlete that you
otherwise wouldn't have, the

opportunity to get into communi-
cations and television?

"I'd have to say from that

perspective, no I don't think

college athletes are exploited." ^
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UCLA's last Hawaiian Puncli
Trevor Schirman's career came to a bitter, abrupt .end

the only person who's lived in the

house and kept rowing," he said. "I

come back from practice at 10 a.m.
when everyone is just gelling up.

It's neat. It keeps, you unique."
While Volianitis chose the

blue-and-gold over the Eastern

one who everyone else is keying
off of. There's m place I'd rather

be .... I want to be where I'm
leading or being followed," he
said.

Volianitis, however, was cau-

Lious ahniit Ir.idersh ip roles in-

iv«-

Vdnpooiers..
A. AK Vm INmUCiHT.

B. SMILE tmr BAY.

(COME FROm Emr DEPARTMEHr- .

BCm ON AND OFF (AMPU5

0. ARE SmENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY.

E. COME IN A VARIETY OF SHAPES, SIZES

AND STYIES.

_ F. UVE ALL OVER THE SOIITHLAND.-L.—

I I f M 1 ,
^ ' a —ii_:_s:i k&uc—fc^M^ hviii mwm .i ai nn ii ih^iuw i ai n^j luiw* III

ULJLA men's vdisiiy uew uiam. Bloc, Marquardt chose UCLA crew. "In a good crew there's^

By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

It was a familiar routine.

For the third time in four years,

Trevor Schirman met with his

teammates to review films of their

— first opponent in the upcoming-
NCAA volleyball Final Four to

determine the year's national

champion.

After Schirman's freshman and
junior seasons, head coach Al
Scales held the same sort of

Sunday meeting to announce the

squad's upcoming playoff oppo-
nent and discuss its strengths and
weaknesses.

But on this particular Sunday,

Scales would enter the room with

an announcement that would
abruptly end the collegiate career

:of one of the best NCAA volley-

ball players ever. After hearing

that use had been invited to the

tournament instead of UCLA,
senior Trevor Schirman soon
realized that he would never again

suit up for the blue and gold.

"After we found out, we all just

sort of looked at each other," said

Schirman. "It's something you just

can't accept."

What mnkfttj the^ df^r ision ho

Athlete Spotlight

Trevor Schirman
• Two-time All-Arrierican (1988

& 1989. Volleyball Monthly)

• 1989 NCAA Player of the^^^

Year (Volleyball Monthly)

• First team All-WIVA this year

•Made 1989 NCAA
All-Tournament Team

• Led nation In blocking this

year (2.1 per game)
• .341 hitting percentage this

.year

Trevor Schirman
6-6. 210, Senior

Hometown:
Waimanolo, HI

/ - If

You Can Be A
Yanpooler,Too!
Vbnpool riders and drivers are

needed ASAP in tliese soutiiland areas:

GLENDAU
PAL05vam
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wmria
mvaiAKE
wssrmm
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Seven of its nine members, six

rowers and a coxswain, left after

last season, leaving two crew
members: senior Siefanos Volia-
nitis and junior Brad Marquardt.
But after a season that shocked
many, these two are leading a

fourih-secded team into ihe Pac-10
championship regatta this
weekend!

Volianitis is ihe first four-year,

varsity member in ra^cnl history

and has rowed for iwo Pac-10
champion teams.,

He is also an experienced
international rower. Volianitis rep-

rescnlcd ^ Greece in the junior
nationals^in 1983 and '85 and also
rowed in an inlcmalional regatta

on the Thaimcs in England'with
the UCLA varsity team.

Marquardt was the Most Valu-
able Freshman in 1988, playing a'

part in the Frcshman-Eighl's sec-

ond-place Pac-10 finish. Last year,

he aI.so earned a silver medal at the

1989 Olympic Sports Festival in

Oklahoma.
The Bruin crew, which won the

last three Pac-10 championships,,
had been dismissed as incapable of

. becoming a national power before
the first race by some in the rowing
community, due to the loss of its

seven members. Those people may
have underestimated the UCLA
Varsity Eight.

The varsity finished second
behind top-ranked Harvard in their

first regatta of the season, and has
defeated powerhouse crews such
as Princeton and Wisconsin.

Volianitis and Marquardt are
much of the reason for UCLA's
unexpected success this season.

Essentially the varsity crew was
left with two Greeks: one from
Athens and one from fraternity

row.

Volianitis admitted ihat the
transition from Greek rowing to

the U.S. has had its difficulties.

'The most important change was
the difference in ideas and
approach. In the United States,
rowing is not popular; crew is

popular. The difference is that

rowing is a sport with any boat
Crew is just the eight-man cell."

Volianitis said.

For Marquardt, however, being
a (panhellenic) Greek, is enjoyable
because it differentiates him from
others. /

"I joined as a freshman and Tm

over the east coast.

"I came to UCLA because I

needled an education. I was going
to go to an Eastern Bloc country,

Romania for physical education
sttfdies."

Marquardt considered going to

the cast coast where crew prog-
rams arc more predominant. "Uni-
fvei^sily of Washington was loo
close. It was like my backyard. I

wanted to get away .... I had all

my acceptances On the table and
UCLA was up-and-coming and 1

thought it would be a neat idea to

try something totally different,"

Marquardt said.

Marquardt and Volianitis took
up crew for different reasons, also.

Marquardt started rowing in high
school, attracted to crew's popu-
larity. "Up in Washington it was a
popular sport, probably due to the
University of Washington which
has a strong crew tradition,"

Marquardt said.

Volianitis, on the other hand,
was attracted to crew precisely

because it was so "different."

"I watched the (1980) Olympics
and decided to get involved in

some sport. I didn't want the same
old thing like basketball or volley-

ball. I wanted something different.

(In Greece) crew is only a club
sport, and not (offered in) high
school," he said.

As the only returning Bruin
varsity members, Marquardt and
Volianitis took a similar approach
to the leadership role that best
benefits the team.

"Sure I feel more responsible,'

said Marquardt. "(As the) number
seven (rower on the boat), I'm the

ra)m for a person to be anybody's
mother," he said. "Leadership is

more experience. If you have the

experience, you perceive the same
situation differently and can help
others."

Both Marquardt and Volianitis^

are looking forward to this

weekend '*Pac- 10 meet, but with
different expcciationsv

"We kind of came ' into the

season not expecting much at all,"

said Marquardt. "But with a coach
like Zenon (Babraj), though, there-

's never an off-year," he said.

Volianitis, however, doesn't
feel the pressure of the past "We
lake it one year al a lime. There's
no past. I really don't think there is

added "pressure. We start from
zero; every year that we got (ihe

Pac-lOs) was because we did our
best, not because we got ii the year

—

before," he said.

Both have gained something
from crew that is useful off of the

water.

"It's only what you do today
because you have to prove yourself
every day," Volianitis said.

For Marquardt, crew has forced
him to be responsible. "People
who become really good (in crew),
know how to take responsibility

for themselves. They don't make
excuses," he said.

Dedication pays off whether or
not the Bruins row to victory this

weekend. "You have to go day by
day. Eventually, if you're good
enough things will happen," Mar-
quardt said. "It's better to just

work as hard as you can and if you
make it, it's gravy. Everything's
wonderful.

4-

hard to swallow for last year's

NCAA Player of the Year is the

fact that it is without precedence.

For the past 2 1 years, the winner of
the WIVA conference received an

automatic NCAA bid, while the

runner-up received the at-large

berth. This year, even though
UCLA finished second in the new
WIVA postseason tourney, which
should have assured the Bruins of

an automatic bid, the NCAA
committee had a bizarre change of

heart.

Unfortunately for Schirman,
who hails from Hawaii, "the

decision" gives the Bruin spiker

more time to think of where his

volleyball career will carry him.

But Schirman already seems to

have his future mapped out. After

this quarter, he will travel to San
Diego to try out for the U.S.

National Team with the hope of

eventually -plftywg
Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.

"If everything goes the way I

want it to, I'll be on the national

team, traveling 260 days out of the

year," said Schirman. "So it won't
give me time to do much of
anything' else."—Besides trying to juggle a

difficult volleyball schedule,

Schirman will have to find a time

slot to marry his fiance, Ann
Boyer, also a UCLA spiker, who
herself earned All-American hon-

i

iscrv»r»-»- ;vj--^:;-j
-«?f>^«t..

_^ DIMITRI NEGROPONTE
Stefanos Volianitis and Brad Marquardt will carry the bulk of
the load at Pac-Ws.

rt-er^

Trevor Schirman is regctrdod

volleyball players ever.

SC01

as one of the best collegiate

ors between 1986-88. With Boyer
playing on the women's national

team this summer, and Schirman
probably doing the same for the

men's squad, an imminent wed-
ding date is doubtful, but not

unexpected. .

"When I proposed to her (last

September 24), we knew getting

married wasn't in the near future

because of our schedules for the

cplmncd Schic>-

man. "But once we get down to

San Diego, we'll have to look at

our schedules and see when we'll

both have a month off so we can go
to Hawaii and do everything."

In the meantime, Schirman will

finish out this school yeatwith the

plans of returning in S few years to

graduate, and possibly work as a

graduate assistant for the blue and
gold. But graduation might not

come so soon if he lands a

European professional contract

and a spot on the pro beach
volleyball tour, both of which he
hopes to do.

So between now and June,

Schirman will have plenty on his

mind, not to mention the postsea-

son awards he probably now won't
win as a result of his team's

banishment from the NCAA tour-

ney.

Had the Bruins qualified for the

Final Four, Schirman would have
most likely captured tHi* NCAA
Player of the Year award for the

second time in a row, making him
the only Bruin to do so since the

award's inception. But to the Bruin
spiker, team accomplishments
overshadow individual accolades.

While such awards do lend to

make for loftier European profes-

sional contracts, Schirman places

team achievements first.

"Winning the national champ-
ionship is what's really impor-
tant," explained Schirman.
"People don't remember individu-

al awards later on — all they care

alx)ut is who won the title and
when."

A berth in the Final Four would
have pitted the Bruins against

Long Beach State for the champ-
ionship, assuming twth schools

won their opening-round matches
against weak East Coast oppo-
nents. Although the 49ers defeated

the blue and gold in the WIVA title

game, Schirman is certain a trip to -

the Final Four would have trans-

lated into UCLA's 14th NCAA
volleyball title.

And considering the Bruin spik-

,

er broke his finger in the first game
of the WIVA title match, Schirman
has little doubt the Bruins would
have prevailed in the rematch.

"We definitely would have
beaten Long Beach," said Schir-

man. ^*We only prepared for them
for an hour and a half \vhen we
played them (in the WIVA title

game), and we almost beat them."
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Copeland^s Sports
ONE DAY ONLY!
MAY 17TH

TAG SALE

SOME EXAMPLES
OttCINAL
PtICf

CUVMNT
PttCf SOHOPP

New Balance
Jogging Shoe $50
Discontinued Style

Tumtec Basketball Shoe $40
Discontinued Color
Troop Court Shoe $77
special croup Converse
Basketball Shoes .... up to $40
American Camper
Deluxe Teardrop Day Pack .

Entire Selection Of
RNerrs & women's warmup Suits

OFF cuMrerr ncKFra) Pticfs

Special Croup Arena & Dolfin JBQQ
Men's Lycra Swim Briefs 9.99 4"
special Croup Arena & DolfIn tf^QQ
women's Comp. Swim Suits . . . 19.99 9

I250
12"
15"
1250
goo

EXTRA 50%

34.99

24.99

29.99

24.99

15.99

SOME EXAMPLES
OttCMAL
PRICI

CUMKNT
PtICf

Discontinued Color
Reebok Basketball Shoe
MIzuno Devastator
Baseball Shoe
vfuiiieii ft

LJL Gear Aerobic Shoe .

BoMnger
Muscle Beach weight Bench
Yamaha lOO or no
White Cold Tennis Frame .

.

Famous Trails 4 Person
TOrrey Dome Tent 99.99

$55

$55

$44

49.99

24.99

24.99

109.99

39.99

14»»
1749
1749
76»»
2799

Cloud 9 Tahoe iftVQQ
3 LB. Sleeping Bag 39.99 Z7"

20""
^89
gso

10«9
go9
||20

1f30
All Fanny Packs .ixtra 30^^11

Orr CUnnNT WkKM*

Spedal Croup
Softball Bats ' 29.99
special Croup vtMitfi A Adult
Leather Batting Cloves 6.99
100% cotton
Pocket T-Shirts . 8.99
Columbia
Nylon Jackets A Pants 14.99
Ipeclii Croup
Cotton Knit Shirts 12.99
RusseM Fleece
crew Meek sweat Shirt 16.00
RusseN Fleece
Sweat Pants 16.00

OWCMAl CMRMT

Nike Zealand
Hiking Boot $70 49.99
Discontinued style DIadora
Basketball Shoes u^ to $63 29.99
Heobok
Leather volleyball Shoe $60 39.99
spilt Leg Supplex Running
Short with coolmax Brief r-r^-r^—9.99

3999
23
31
799

Allegre Combo waterski 119.99
BMI 2400
Compact Sit up Bench 29.99 23
Ou«ntltlM k Mt*\ llmltM to ttOCh on n»nd MM r»M>rv« rn« riont to rCfuM UlM to OMWrt

Copeland*s Sports'
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
HOURS: Men Thurs 10 9,

Fri-Sat 10 10, Sun 10-7
OUtMCSALI OUAirrrnr PRIOMC PIOT M IFPICT
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Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY!!!
Natural Highlights

special $35

?A* ?«, .
R«s$55

'ilVlen and women! exp 5/31/90

New St. Tropez Method
Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE DRAB!

WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

During
":5::-.

Our Rates

rooms $04^574

Suites

FEATURING
Kitchenette suites

$84-$94

Continental Breakfast

Heated Pool w/garden patiof Shuttle Service to |f|/ '^ r
Color T.V.

.

'WUCLA &w Westwood <^^ ^^ ^~^ ^'iParking

10587 Wllshire Boulevard, Westwood X::^.

2 1 3/474-35 1 1 or 8CX)/44-HOTEL ^^^

*''f-'5*'*''''.*i

7^

The Center for Afro-American Studies, and African
Americans in Communications

Present:

The Producer of

"EYES OlS THE PRIZE"
ORLANDO BAGWELL
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SPEAKING ON
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-—RACE RELATIONS. DOCUMENTARY FILM MAKING, AND OTHER:^^
RELATED ISSUES

THURSDAY, MAY 17, 1990
NOON- 1:00 Selected screenings from the film
1:00-2:00 Orlando Bagwell Sj^eaking

.SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE-ACKERMAN UNION'
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Pae-lOs: Bruins look to be

far ahead of the Pac, again
By Jay Ross
Contributor

The moment has arrived, and
this weekend, head coach Bob
Kersee*s grand design to capture

the Pac- 10 title shifts into high

gear. As the nine teams converge
on Seattle, the coaches* consensus
prediction is that the Bruins will

win their fourth consecutive Pac-

10 UUe.

*The UCLA team has fmally

come on, and they have placed

some solid marks on the board,"

Oregon Coach Tom Heinonen
said. "UCLA is the clear favorite."

Cal Coach Tony Sandoval con-
curred. "UCLA is the odds-on
favorite to win again."

The women's Pac- 10 meet is

just three years old and UCLA has

captured all three titles. Pac-10
officials could simply rename the

conference as the Pac-One
because the possibility of an upset

is so unlikely. UCLA coaches
consider Oregon and Arizona State

to be the closest (or least distant)

threats to terminate the Bruin
dynasty.

"Oregon and Arizona State have
a chance to pull off an upset,"

distance coach Bob Messina said.

But we have too many bodies to

ve that happen. Oregon is the

biggest threat with top athletes in

the high jump, javelin, and hep-
tathlon. They will also get a bundle
of points in the distance races."

The Slate of Oregon, a mecca for

long distance runners, provides the

thrust of the university's track and
field program. Each of the past

three years, the Ducks have scored
the most points in the distance

events (800 to 10,000 meters).

Stephanie Wessell and Liz
Wilson compose the backbone of
the Duck distance team. The duo
owns the top two times in the 5000
meters, 16:26.00 and 16:27.27,

respectively. Wilson also has nin
top two times in the 1500 and 3000
meters, 4:21.7 and 9:22.77.

However, the Oregon power
structure has partially eroded. For
the first time in Heinonen's career,

the Ducks lost more than one dual

meet (final record of 3-3), and the

cross country team did not win the

Pac- 10s or advance to the NCAA
finals. Heinonen said that after

UCLA and ASU, Oregon will

compete in a dogfight with Stan-

ford, Cal, and USC for third place.

Although the distance squad
remains the Ducks' strength,

Heinonen stresses winning dual

meets and team balance. Rosie
Williams, the defending Pac- 10
200-mcter champ, would be con-
sidered a favorite this year, but a

hamstring pull has slowed her.

Williams' season best is 24:15.

In the high jump. Laurel Roberts
has leaped 5-10 3/4, to earn the

second seed.

"We're certainly not a threat to

win the tide, but we're a solid team
on the conference level and should
finish in the upper half," Heinonen
said. "Our athletes can score in a
variety of events, and that's some-
thing of which I'm proud."

Arizona State boasts the best

conference times in the 4X400-
meter relay, 400 meters, low
hurdles, and heptathlon, but its

distance runners and weight teams
contribute very little. Likewise,

Oregon dominates the long dis-

tance races, but its impact on the

sprints is minimal. UCLA can_
dominate the Seattle meet because"
the Bruins can score points in

every event.

With sprinter-hurdler Lynda
Tolbert as the main weapon of its

arsenal, the ASU sprint team can
definitely run with UCLA and
even defeat the Bruins. However,
as with Oregon, the Sun Devils do
not have balance to challenge the

Bruin supremacy in all events.

"We're beuer in that we can
score points in every event,"

Messina said. "For example, ASU
is as good as we are in the sprints,

but there are eight events where
they won't score at all."

Sun Devil Coach Tom Jones has
brought his team to the upper
division after suffering probation,

but understands that UCLA's
massive depth and extensive

The Suns are setting on
the once-great Lakers

Front Row
Yes Laker fans, it is time to

say "goodbye." Los
Angeles just didn't listen

to the Surgeon General's warning
— never go out in the sun without

protection. Hence, the Lakers got

what they deserved — a bad case

of sunstroke.

At the time of this writing, the

Lakers are down three games-to-

one to the Suns. By the time you
read this, I will assume that the

scries stands at three games-to-

two. Although, the way the Lakers

are playing, I could be making a

mistake in giving them the benefit

of the doubt. If Phoenix didn't win
last night. Suns fans shouldn't

panic— the incviiablc is just being

postponed by 48 hours. The sixth

and final ^amc in the Valley of the

Sun should be the haymaker punch
which will end the Lakers' season.

I have been accused by various

Laker sorts of "Not giving the

Lakers their due," to quote the

vernacular of former Bruin assis-

tant sports editor Tom Sullivan.

Well, before I continue my bclit-

Ucment of the Lakers, let me give

the Lakers some due.

First off, I think Laker coach Pat

Riley finally was given what for

yeais he has deseived but never piayoit experience, but l̂iuenix

Richard
Marcus
bench. Looking at it rationally,

Detroit was a belter team than the
Lakers last season, they would
have won the championship
regardless of who was or wasn't
hurt for the Lakers.

Looking at the 1990 post-season
predicament for the Lakers in a
rational light, Los Angeles is at

least even in talent with Phoenix
and has a big edge rejbearding

rliuenix

See TRACK, page 39

gotten — the Coach of the Year
award. After one sees past the

styling gel and the Italian suits, it is

quite clear that Riley is an excel-

lent coach who knows the game
and his players' abilities. How
ironic that in this, not the year of

,
the Lakers, Riley wins his first

accolade for the best coach in the

NBA.
Secondly, the Lakers have in the

past been a great organization. The
Lakers in the 80 's were a true

dynasty—a word which I prefer to

use prudently. The Lakers of the

80's arc without a doubt the second

greatest dynasty in professional

basketball history — nobody will

ever match the Celtics of the late

50's-60's.

However, the 80' s have ended
and so has the Laker dynasty.

__ It is about time that Laker fans

come to grips with the fact that the

Lakers arc no longer the lop dog in

the NBA. The majority of Laker

fans that I've conversed with this

year truly believe that had Magic
Johnson and Byron Scott not been

injured during the championship

season, the Lakers would have

defeated the bad boys from
Detroit. Get real Laker fans. The
1989 starling five for the Pistons

was every bit as good as the

starting five for the Lakers.

In addition, the Detroit bench

was much deeper and more cap-

able of conQ-ibuting than the Laker

has risen above the Lakers con-
cerning motivation and execution.

"For years the Lakers have

dominated and an arrogant aura of

invincibility has built up. They
have prided themselves on a flashy

Hollywood image lacking sub-

stance and overrated ability. The
Suns have won with grit and
hustle," fellow Bruin sportswriter

and diehard Suns fan Jay Ross
said.

The above view is in no way in

accordance with my personal

belief about the Lakers.

However, it is time for Los
Angeles fans to look at the Laker
empire and realize that it is

beginning to crumble. The Lakers

are getting up their in age (Johnson

and Cooper), are lacking a big-

time center, and most importantly,

are being gained upon by the rest

of the league. The parity in the

NBA this season is as great as 1 can

ever remember.

'I don't know if the Lakers can

do it without Lew Alcindor," Max
Sonncnschcin, a Bruin graduate of

1942 said candidly.

Max is a rare breed of Laker fan

who has come to terms with reality

and admitted that the glory days of

"Showtime" have been yanked
offstage by the dreaded cane.

The majority of Laker fans, on
the other hand, are still living in the

DAILY BRUIN FILE

UCLA will have to contend with Cai's Sheila Hudson, the
nation's top triple-jumpp'^ t this weekend's Pac- 10 meet.

Hey Laker fans, the Suns sure aren 't making Magic Johnson
smile this week.
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ADVERTISE
IN THE

DAILY BRUIN
AND WATCH
YOUR BUSINESS

GROW.
825-2161

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

*$14
(Milh (hit ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

i- -

HAVE BREAKFAST WITH

OafiR
AND UCLA MARDI GRAS
BROADCASTING LIVE

FRIDAY
MAY 18

llff

BRUIN WALK!!
COME BY FROM

6:00 AM - 10:00 AM

Mf\w>t qm'

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
GET YOUR:

MARDI GRAS T-SHIRT
AND

B.U.R.P.
90 (Bruin Unlimited Ride Pass)

ON BRUIN WALK. AT ROYCE QUAD. AND CTO

-f--
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Athletes of theWeek

Joel Wolfe

As the UCLA baseball team
fights for a spot in the NCAA
playoffs, Joel Wolfe has ignited

with an offensive burst From
patrolling the outfield on defense
to bashing pitches at the plate,

Wolfe has proved his worth this

year as one of the teams strongest

sophomores.

Wolfe's recent batting display
has boosted his hitting to an
impressive and team-leading .382
(before yesterday's game). A
prolific and efficient bat has also
provided Wolfe with a slugging
percentage of .685, second only to

Paul Ellis'.

A 14-game hitting streak has a

not only boosted Wolfe's statistics

but also given the team what they
need down the stretch. In the

Bruin's last home series of the

season, Wolfe was 5-7 to help take
the Sacramento State Hornets for a
two game sweep.
As of yesterday, Wolfe has

balled .500 in the last 17 games.
Pitchers may as well flip a coin to

determine whether or not Wolfe
should get a hit. It seems that the
odds are on his side should the

Bruins reach the playoffs.

Wolfe was recently honored as a
first team All-Pac-10 outfielder,

and as a sophomore he has at least

one more year of playing time to

cono-ibulc to ihc Bruin cause
before he is drafted by a major
league club.

—Matt Wayman

UCLA Sports Information

Joel Wolfe

Baseball Sophomore

/

IVIade first team AII-PAC-10 and
leads the team in batting with a .382

average.

Has the second highest slugging

percentage with .685.

Has current 14-game hitting streak.

Went 5-7 in the two-game series

agianst Sacramento State.

IwalanI McCalla
Women's Tennis sophomore

Won all 3 singles matches in straight

sets against South Carolina,

Pepperdine and Florida.

Three out of four of her victories

were against players ranked in the

top 25.

Iwalani McCalla

Gainesville. Florida was the
sight of this year's NCAA
Championship for women's ten-
nis, and it was Iwalani McCalla
who led UCLA to the semifinals
for the third straight year. As a
sophomore, McCalla has shown
that she can compete with top
ranked competitors.

The championship competition
began for the Bruins last week
against South Carolina. McCalla
won her first meet in straight sets

and helped the team to advance to

the second round against Peper-
dine.

McCalla slugged it out in her
singles match against the Waves,
putting down 13th-ranked Janna
Kovacevich in straight sets. She
also teamed up with Kirsten
Dreycr to ace Peperdine's 23rd
ranked doubles team, which
clinched the match and moved the

Bruins on to the semifinals.

The University of Florida's No.
3 player, Holly Danforth, ranked
21si, also fell to McCalla. But the

sophomore giant killer could only
do so much as the Bruins lost to

Florida 5-2.

However, with only a day to

rest, McCalla and company had to

face the NCAA Singles/Doubles
competition. In the doubles com-
pcmioM, ^hii aavancftd to the

Doubles win against Pepperdine put

UCLA into the semi-finals.

second round with Dreycr, but fell

to Florida's Danforth and Cathy
Goodrich.

UCLA
l>MMERSESSIONS

Maa^^

^?

CLOSED AND CLOSING
As of May 14, the following courses were either closed or near closing:

Course Limit Enrolled

Chemistry llA(Disi) 25 19

Chemistry 1 1B (ois 2) Closed

ChemllBL(l) 24

Chem 1 1BL (2) . Closed

ChemllCL(l) Closed

17

:n 17

Course

Nursing 1 92 ( 1

)

Nursing 192(2)

Nursing 193

Russian 10 (1)

Spanish 2A
Spanish 3

A

Limit Enrolled

Closed
•

Closed i

27 '20 -.

15 11

-25 20/

25 19

Register Now!

1

^

!
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Collegiate athletes

are torn between
being an student

amateur or a paid

professional

By Kennedy Cosgrove

Contributor

Editor's Note:
This Is the first of a two-part series focusing on
amateurism in college sports. This segment asks
whether or not amateurism is really a problem and
whom it affects.

"If there were a decision made to

start paying athletes, I would move to

take UCLA out of the National Colle-

giate Athletic Association. Ifeel that

strongly about it"

Charles Young,
UCLA Chancellor

"/ think the NCAA is indentured

servitude."
,

Danny Everett,

UCLA Olympic gold medalist

Amateurism.
It defines athletic competition as a pas-

time, not a profession. Amateurs supposedly
compete for enjoyment, not pay.

Is it a golden ideal or an outmoded, hypo-
:*irilical conccpt?-

«<

]

AMATEURISM

PROFESSIONALISM

It has been revered and put into practice

by the NCAA and by those who started the

modem-day Olympics, and this practice has

continued to this very day.

But the concept has been riddled with

problems all along: including the multi-

million dollar indusU7 college sports has be-
come, illegal payments to athletes, and "ama-
teurs" competing in the Olympics who make
hundreds of thousands of dollars in their

sport, just to name a few.

Everyone seems to have a different per-

spective on the issue. Some feel the amateur
system is fine, even perfect, the way it is,

while some call into question the very con-

cept as false and without basis, and some
want athletes to be paid immediately.

It is an issue that even places coaches at

the same school on different sides of the

issue, and leads in some instances to bad
feelings between the athletes and the ad-

ministration.

It is an issue that is like a many-headed
monster. There are so many sides to it

—

there do not seem to be any easy answers.

UCLA Athletic Director Peter T. Dalis

believes that "it's probably the most critical

issue facing intercollegiate athletics in the

1990s."
In this two-part series, the Daily Bruin

will look at the various

sides of the subject,
"

from the points of view

of UCLA athletes,

coaches, and adminis-

trators. We will focus

on some of the alleged

problems and possible

soluttons to this com-

plex topic.

have his scholarship?

"The athlete can come here and
bring the school fortune and fame
and really not have a new pair

of shoes or clothes, and yet his

peers who are on government
scholarship can make all kinds

of monies, and yet still maintain

their grant in aid. The entertainer

is the slave."

Dalis sees a reason for this.

"It may be that our particular

society needs our gods, and our
gods are our athletes, andwc wanf
them to remain pure and unadul-

terated," he said.

But there are also many people
who feel that amateurism is the best

way to conduct collegiate athletics.

UCLA basketball player Mitchell

Butler said, "I think the rules are great

the way they are. I don't think athletes

should get more benefits than the av-

erage studentjust because they are

athletes. The set-up now is per-

fect."

Head football coach Terry Do-
nahue echoed Butler's senti-

ments.

"I think I am in favor of

amateurism. The current sys-

tem is not without its prob-

lems or critics. But all in all, the

concept of being a student first and an
athlete second, with the emphasis on aca-

demics, and life after athletics, is a goodcon-
cept. I don't view us as a breeding ground for

the pros."

The UCLA football program made over
$7.5 million in icvcnue last year. The BrgTF

To begin with, sports

and historical experts

feel that amateurism is

a very misunderstood,

romantic conception.

Dalis believes ama-

teurism is a somewhat

"artificial and arbiu-ary"

concept. He cites his-

torical evidence that

"the whole notion of

amateurism comes out

of 19th-century Eng-

land. It was a rather

romantic notion that the

upper class used to keep

the lower classes out of

a variety of sporting

events, so they created an artificial code of Dalis. "That's been carried on into the colle-

amateurism. It existed only for that time giate scene."

frame. It did not exist for the ancient Greeks, It certainly has, as amateurism is the offi-

nor anyone else, though it is attributed to the cial policy of theNCAA. In order to compete
ancient Greeks. There's a lot of evidence as acollcgiaic athlete, a student-athlete cannot

that the ancient Greeks received all kinds of accept money of any kind for performing in

^I think [amateurism]

is a farce. If

administrators had the

opportunity for a pay

raise, they would
-—"- take it.

" —
John Smith

Assistant Men's Track Coach

things (for competing) that would have dis-

qualified them as an amateur."
Professor Chapin Clark of the University

of Oregon, who has

,.____^^_ done extensive re-

search on the subject,

agrees.

"Most people nowa-
days think that ama-

teurism was somehow
the original condition

of our own organized

sports, and that profes-

sional sports en-

croached on an earlier

amateur system. The
reverse is true," he said.

' "The amateur gener-

ally added to or

usurped the place of

the professional, not

the other way around."

But despite these

seemingly dubious ori-

gins, amateurism is

alive and well in the

world of sports.

"For some reason,

— the amateur ethic has

been a very strong

component of Ameri-

can culture," said

DANIELLE EUBANk/Uaily Bruin

his or her sport, can sign no endorsement

. contracts, nor appear in any commercials.
They can receive compensation from the

school in the form of a

full or partial grant-in- ._^_^
aid, which pays for the —^—^—

^

student-athlete's room,

board, tuition, and
books.

This is the basic

golden rule of a system

that has many harsh de-

tractors and many
staunch supporters.

"I think it (amateur-

ism) is a farce," said as-

sistant u^ack coach John

Smith. "If the adminis-

trators had the opportu-

nity for a pay raise, they

would take it. I think

the pcoplo^who put out

the sweat should have

the same kind of op-

tions available to

them."

Smith sees a definite

lack ofparity in the way
athletes arc treated

compared to the rest of

society ,and toother stu-

dents here at UCLA in

particular.

"Why is it that a musician can play with a

band or a group and keep his amateurism?
Why is it that an engineering student can

work for Hughes and get paid for the

summer's work, and come back and still

basketball program took in over $2.5 mil-

lion. The money came in from fans and
television rights, among other sources, be-

cause people wanted to sec the athletes per-

form.

Yet according to UCLA football player

Eric Turner, "I was surprised to sec how
many players would sit around the dorms on"

weekends because they didn't have any
money to go out."

Is this fair? Are athletes being fairly com-
pensated for their labors on the athletic fields,

which bring in millions of dollars and untold

prestige to the university?

Like every facet of amateurism, there arc

completely contrasting views on the subject.

Many athletes feel that ihcy are not fairly

compensated for their services, and arc ex-

ploited by the NCAA in general and by
UCLA in particular. But many others

don't think athletes arc exploited,

that the scholarship and education

they receive are a fair u-adcoff for

their athletic endeavors.
~^-~

UCLA junior sprinter and two-

time Olympic gold medalist Steve

Lewis said, "I feel exploited. Any athlete

who can make money but stays in school

feels exploited.

"I think it is very hypcKritical. They're

«

very hypocritical say-

_^^^^__^^^^ ing, 'Amateunsm.Yes,
- well. . . blah, blah,

blah,'but they 're mak-
ing money. They 're in-

hibiting athletes from

going any further."

FormerUCLA track

star and Olympic gold

medalist Danny Ever-

ett, who left school

after his junior year to

run on the lucrative

professional circuit,

said about college,

"You sign a contract to

compete for the school

for four years and in

turn they will pay for

your education. But
while^you arc there they

can exploit you, use

your name, make the

school money , and you
see none of that money
ever.

"While athletes are

getting their education

they are being penal-

ized financially. They're not allowed to take

advantage of their talents and make money."
Turner added, "I think all athletes are

^Sure it's a fair

trade-off. They get

a marvelous

education, that's got

to be worth something

tcTthem."

Dr. Judith Holland
Women's Athletic Director

exploited to a certain extent. They want us

See AMATEURISM. Page 42
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Sports
Netters hit the deck, now the

By Tien Lee

Staff Writer

Fla. — It's

SHAWN EL[

Mamie Ceniza

GAINESVILLE,
back to the books.

The season officially ended for

the UCLA women's tennis team
yesterday when Kirsten Dreyer
and Iwalani McCalla lost a close

5-7, 6-3, 7-5 decision to Florida's

Holly Danforth and Cathy Good-
rich.

Goodrich smashed Dreyer's
backhand lob at 6-5 ad-in to win

and advance to the quarter-finals.

Dreyer, though, felt that she was
to blame for the team's loss.

"I couldn't return serve very

well today and I think that cost us

the whole match," she said.

But, Zaima believed that the key
point in the match came at 4-4, 30-

40 in the final set vyith McCalla
serving.

McCalla hit a serve wide to

Danforth's backhand for what she

thought was an ace.

Danforth, however, called it out.

McCalla then double-faulted to

^ive Florida a 5-4 lead.

*The double fault that Iwalani

hit after she hit an ace cost them the

match," said Zaima.

McCalla didn't think the call

affected her.

"It was a big point, but (the call)

didn't bother me. I just missed the

second serve," she said.

McCalla/Dreyer weren't ready

to quit yet anyway, breaking

Goodrich at 15-40 by winning

three points in a row from 15-alI.

The points went something like

this: Dreyer stretches to put away a

.

high two-handed backhand volley

down the line past Danforth. 15-

30.

Dreyer backhand lobs a ball

perfectly over the head of Good-
rich, who runs back in vain— 15-

40.

McCalla hits a sharply angled

cross-court forehand winner past

Goodrich, who is frozen at the

net—5-5.
.

See TENNIS, page 40

Bombers get back on the
board and ride the Waves

V

By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

Tim Lindsay and the Bruin baseball team (37-23) gave
themselves a shot in the arm last night at Eddy D. Field in Malibu,
defeating the Pcppcrdine Waves, 5-0.

Lmdsay (8-0), a jmiioi riglului fidcr, pitched his first shutout
victory Of the year, throwing all nine innings in one of his finest

performances as a Bruin. He limited the waves to five hits and
suiick out a personal-best seven batters.

The win is UCLA's third in a row, and may mark the off/ciaJend
to a slump that saw the Bruins lose 7 of 10 games before sweeping
Sacramento State last weekend.
The UCLA offense backed Lindsay up with an cariy scoring

attack that began with right fielder David Tokhcim's first inning,

RBI single.

Next inning, UCLA leadoff man Robbie KaLzaroff knocked in

his 38lh run of the season, scoring Shawn Wills with a base hit.

The game was iced in the third inning by third baseman Kevin
Webb. WiLh the bases loaded, the sophomore banged a three run
double to bring the score to 5-0.

From thaf point on, it was all Lindsay. The former Arcadia High*
hurier brought the Bruins one step closer to the NCAA Regionals
with the complete game performance. Lindsay seems to have
broken a mid-season slump, during which the Bruins went 1-5 in

six of his starts. After going neariy a month without a victory, he
has now notched two consecutive wins (he defeated U.S.
Imemational on May 6). Along with freshman Pete Janicki (7-1)
and Six-Pac honors recipient Dave Zancanaro (10-4), Lindsay will

most likely be a member of the Bruin starling rouilion this weekend
against UNLV.
The Wave3 threw a total of five pitchers at the Bruins, but it was

starter Steve Montgomery who got the loss. Montgomery gave up
three runs, all earned, in two innings of work.
UCLA newest All Pac-10 players, sophomore first baseman

Chris Priichett (First Team) and catcher Paul Ellis (co-Player of the

Year) each picked up a base hit and scored a run. 6iitfieldcr Joel

Wolfe, who also received First Team honors, did not play
yesterday. t

Ellis leads Bruins

in another trot

By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

UCLA catcher Paul Ellis was
named co-Six-Pac Player of the

Year yesterday. First baseman

SCOTT WEERSING/Da.ly Brum

Ttiings got dirty for f^annie Adams and tfie Bruins Tuesday,
but tfiey still dusted off Steve Rodriguez and Pepperdine.

Wolfe received first team, All-

Six-Pac honors.

The annual poll of Pac-10
Southern Division (Six-Pac)
coaches also recognized two other

UCLA players. Junior pitcher

Dave Zancanaro (10-5, 2.98 ERA)
and senior shortstop Mike Hankins

(.318, 4 HR, 50 RBI) received

Honorable Mention award:i,

Ellis, a junior from San Ramon
Valley High School, will share

Player of the Year honors with

Arizona State outfielder Mike
Kelly (.369, 19 HR, 76 RBI). The
Bruin catcher currently leads the

Six-Pac with 27 home runs and is

two dingers away from tying Jim
Auten's 1979 single-season school

record of 29 homers. He needs five

RBI to break Steve Hilsey's

UCLA record of 79 (set in 1987).

Ellis is third among Bruins with a

.351 batting average, and has the

second-lowest strikeout total on
the team.

Pritchett, a sophomore from

Merced, led the Bruins in hitting

for most of the year. He currently

boasts a .373 baiting average, with

1 3 home runs and 60 runs batted in.

See BASEBALL, page 41

Duffers hope to 'beat the heat' in second season
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

After finishing a disappointing

third at the Pac-10 Championships

under the hot Tempe sun two
weeks ago, the UCLA men's golf

team would have been happy never

U) sec another hot wind tunnel

again.

But the last tune-up before the

NCAA Regional playoffs won't be

in a golfer's paradise either, as the

Jcam will venture to Oklahoma
today for the Oak Tree Invitational

in Oklahoma City.

Bruin golf team heads to Oklahoma for NCAA wai-m-up

Yes Oklahoma, where the wind
comes rushing through the plains

and the sun beats on you all day
long. Just ask freshman duffer

Clinton Whitelaw. "If it gets as hot

as it did in Arizona, it will be much
worse than Tempe, because the

humidity is so bad."

The Bruins may get a reprieve

from the sun this weekend. The
weather prognoslicators say there

may be some rain during the

toumament, but that won't save the

golfers from the heal, which even
during a rainstorm will rise into the

mid-80s.

But the Bruins have'lo keep a

positive attitude as they near the

"second season," so they're going
in looking at the silver lining in the

Oklahoma clouds.

"I've been there before when I

visitcil Oklahoma Stale, and it's

really nice out there," said White-
law, "Most people would think that

it's just barren wasteland out there.

but really, it's kind of nice there."

What won't be barren out there

is the level of competition, which
will include the likes of hosts

Oklahoma Slate and Oklahoma,
along with Florida and Pac-10

champion Arizona State.

"It's a tough course we'll be
playing on, and the weather won'L
help, but we're just going to play
hard and sec what -happens," .said

Whitelaw.

On the women's side, the final

1990 Women's team and individu-

al rankings were just released, and
as a team, the 1990 Pac-10
champion Bruins finished with an

impressive No. 7 ranking.

Individually, Jean Zedlit/ fin-

ished the regular season ranked

No. 6 in the nation, while freshman

Elizabeth Bowman climbed into

the No. 24 spot.

__ Debbie Koyama and Christy^
Erb also made the top- 100 listings,

claiming the No. 53 and 54 spoLs,

respectively.

Tre-vor! Tre-vor!
The other Trevor on campus, tlie one of the

volleyball variety, is featured in tcxlay's edition.

Trevor Schirman hopes to continue his volley-

ball, now that his UCLA careeris over, alongside

his wife-to-be, former UCLA spiker Ann Boyer.

See page 43

''We Love It!!
»»

Are you like Bruce Willis and just a Die Hard
•Los Angeles fan? Well, don't cry, there's always
next year for the Raiders, Kings, LHxlgers a/id

Lakers. But if you're yearning to follow a winner,

just jump on UCLA Softball's bandwagon. The
first 100 students at Sunset on Friday and
Saturday will be admitted free!

The Front Row
From his $1,(X)0 courtside sc^its, Richard

Marcus rejects another L.A. fixture — the

Lakers. First il was the Dodgers, now Marcus
gives the Team of the '80s a leather facial and
declares that, as with all great empires, the

Lakers' dynasty is finally crumbling.

See page 45
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Briefly

Antkipartheifl

rally planned

An anti-apartheid rally is

scheduled to take place in

Meyerhoff Park on Monday at

11 a.m.

Sponsored by the on-campus

Students United for Social

Consciousness, the rally aims to

urge people of different ethnic

backgrounds to "unite to end

apartheid on campus and in

South Africa."

Speakers will include civil

rights activists and members of

South Africa groups such as the

African National Congress and

the South African International

Student Congress.

Inside
More protest

on animal rights

Anti-vivisectionists are sche-

duled to appear on campus
again next week.

See page 3

Viewpoint

We get

letters . v^v

The campus ' continues to

debate the merits of the Found-

ing Fathers, affirmative action,

and the proposal for Chicano

Studies.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

Experimental
expression
The Dance Department

sponsors some unique and

innovative performance "works

in progress.*'

See page 12

Sports

Bruins pack
the house!

Just like in UCLA's presti-

gious 1971 NCAA hoops
Championship finale, come
support the UCLA softball

team this weekend.

See page 24
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Regents debate UC admissions
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO — Almost
two hours of heated debate high-

lighted the UC Board of Regents'

Thursday meeting on the universi-

ty's admissions policy. While
charges of discrimination were

countered with those of reverse

discrimination, some regents

admitted they "had no idea" what
ihe current status of admissions

policies are on the UC campuses.

The controversy was initially

sparked when the Regent Vice

Chairman Roy Brophy charged

that the UC admissions policy

practiced reverse discrimination

by accessive acceptance of ethnic

groups through affirmative and

special action programs.

Currently, almost 60 percent of

entering freshmen are admitie<l

solely on academic standing. The
remaining 40 percent of eligible

applicants are chosen by more
subjective standards, including

race and socio-economic status.

"(The) 40 percent were admit-

ted strictly on the fact thai they

were eligible," said Brophy,
adding thai he feels this is unfair to

whiles and Asian Americans who
have to compete on academic

grounds for admissions.

"Hundreds of 4.0s arc turned

away because ihey do not fall into

any of these cultural categories.

What 1 submit lo you is that the end

result is a form of reverse discrimi-

nation and I can't help il that 1 am

r

Spring swing

ARTIE LECHTMAN

Students give the Wave Swinger'a whirl during Thursday's sneakpreview of the UCLA
Mardi Gras 1990.

M

Board OKs KLA recommendations
Conversion to stereo among
suggestions made by consultants

By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

The Communications Board
unanimously voted Thursday night

to support recommendations
aimed at saving UCLA's ailing

radio station, KLA. Among them
is KLA's conversion to a stereo

station.

_^A public affairs consulting firm

told Comm Board that there are

one or two local stations licensed

for Westside broadcasting, which

might suit KLA's needs.

KLA, currenUy available only

through a cable network and on the

AM dial, should be made more
accessible to successfully compete

with other stations, the consultants

said. Over the last year, the station

has been battling with financial

problems and a dwindling audi-

ence due to limited broadcasting

facilities.

"If a station was for sale, KLA

would definitely be interested,"

said Terence Hsiao, Publications

Director. Funding for any future

purchases of radio stations would

be a cooperative arrangement with

ASUCLA Board of Directors

(BOD) and probably involve

financing arrangements with a

commercial lender, Hsiao said.

Pending approval from BOD,
the Comm Board-approved mea-

sures would provide KLA with a

strong operational base, said Ahdy
Schlei, Comm Board alumni rep-

resentative. BOD is scheduled to

decide on the proposal Thursday.

See KLA, page 8

going lo stay on this subject until I

gel a belter explanation of what the

class of 1990 al Berkeley is going

to look like," Brophy said.

Although there was no concen-

sus and several regents said they

were uninformed about ihe poli-

cies, the board denied a UC
Siudeni Association representa-

tive's request to postpone the

decision until an in-depih study

could be conducted.

See DEBATE, page 8

Regents
• • ove

requisite
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

SAN FJ^ANCISCO — After

debating more stringent university

admissions procedures and hear-

ing student testimony on their

possible detrimental clfecis to

disadvaniagcd students, the UC
Regents approved the mosi
demanding UC adm7.ssions

rcquircmcni ever Thursday .raprnnj

ing.

Instead of a reduction in elective

requirements from four years lo

two, aspiring members of the class

of 1994 will need an extra year of >

world history, cultures or geogra-

phy, plus an additional year of lab

science to meet minimum eligibil-

ity A through F requirements for

admission to a UC school.

Although the UC Academic
Senate unanimously approved the

changes in its May meeting, UC
Students Association representa-

tive Denisc Wiscnhuni questioned""

the effects the new policy would
have on students corning from the

inner city and rural schools noi

capable of meeting these added

demands. • *

Professor Ellcin Henry, who
worked on the Academic Senate

Committee, defended the propos-

al, arguing that the faculty's

concern for university prepared-

ness was the driving force behind

the changes.

She added that more than 80

percent of the secondary school

principals consulted on the issue

jvere also in favor of the new
requirements.

Citing the growing economic

strain which is currently forcing

many high schools to enlarge class

sizes, eliminate courses, and even

close their doors. Regent Yori

Wada was the sole local regent

opposing the changes.

He sided with Wisenhunt, argu-

ing that the proposed additions

would adversely affect students^,

from low socio-economic back-

grounds.

"(The brunt of this decision)

will be felt by students from poor

and minority backgrounds," hc_
said. "I have an idea there will be a

drop in their admissions to the

university ... I question the ability

of the public schools to offer the

kinds of courses we require or to

do a competent job in educating

these students."

See REQENTSv page 8
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MONDAY. MAY 21

•Asian Pacific Coalition

-Multicultural Night

-6:00 p.m.

-Ackerman Union, 2ri9 floor lounge

•Chicano/Latino Fiim and Television Association

-Film and Video Symposium
-7:30 pm . -^

-Melnitz Theater

• Jewisii Student Union

-- JSU Elections Applications Deadline

•^ Noon
- Kerckhofl^ 1 1

2

University deveiop

waildng NASA rIII4
By Jiin Strader

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH— It doesn't think like C-3PO or R2D2, but this robot

can amble along the rocky surfaces of Mars or the moon as well as any

"Star Wars" machine did in a galaxy far, far away.

Scientists at Carnegie Mellon University unveiled the prototype

Thursday. Nicknamed the "Ambler" by the team that has been working

on it since October 1987, the aluminum robot stands 12 feet tall and has

six legs, arranged in clusters of three in a way that enables it to traverse

uneven terrain.

"A walking robot was needed as an alternative to the traditional line of

wheeled rovers," said David B. Lavcry, manager of the Planetary Rovers

program at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

TUESDAY, MAY 22

•Capital Planning

^Public Hearing on the Draft Environmental Impact Report

-7:00 p.m.

^^^-Press Room, J.D. Morgan Ctr.

• GSA

- Application Deadline for stipended Appointments Extended

- 5:00 p.m.

- 301 Kerckholf

"What we want to do is demonstrate that legged vehicles . . . have an

acceptable place," he said. "I think the Ambler has successfully done

that."

William L. Whittakcr, one of three Carnegie Mellon robotics ej^pcrts

heading the project, said the robot moves like a cross-country skier.

"A single leg reaches out in front of the others, places itself firmly on

the ground like a ski pole and then pulls the machine forward," he said.

Robots using Ambler technology are slated for use in a series of

mechanized missions to Mars, Lavery said. He estimated walking robots

could be on the Martian surface by the end of the decade.

President Bush last week set a deadline of 2019 for Americans to walk

on Mars. The date is 50 years after Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins and

Buzz Aldrin first landed on the moon. . .

• Daily Bruin
'i- -.,]'.

'-.Advertising Internship Applications Now Available

- Deadline May 30th, 4:00 p.m.

- Kerckhoff 112

•Student Welfare Commission

-Positions available in SWC for 1990-91^

-Infbmnatlon and applications

-312B Kerckhoff Hall

• Daily Bruin Advertising intemsliip

- Application Deadline

- May 30 _^
- 4:00 p. nri. '"

- Kerckholf 112
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The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to cprrcct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the littention of the editors by

calling (213^ 835 9898.
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Aiiti-vivisectionists to protest at UCLA again
Event to be first of monthly demonstrations
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Anti-vivisectionists are
expected to protest on campus
again in what they say will become
a monthly series of outcries against

animal research at institutions

across the county.

The anti-vivisectionist group
Last Chance for Animals
announced on its hotline last week
that there would be a protest on
campus next Thursday beginning

at 11 a.m.

Last Chance's most recent pro-

test was during the week of April

23, when about 70 anti-vivisec-

tionists marched across campus
chanting "vivisection is scientific

fraud."

The march was peaceful and

there were no arrests, prompting
police to speculate about the

group's tactics — acts that in past

years have resulted in arrests for

sit-ins and blockades of UCLA
facilities.

"It's part of a ne# type of tactic

they're coming up with," said John
Barber, UCLA chief of police.

"(But) I don't know what their

tactics are."

One strategic change will be the

addition of monthly protests to

Last Chance's annual spring

demonstrations at facilities across

Los Angeles that perform vivisec-

tion. On Thursday, UCLA will be

the first stop for the monthly
protests.

Last Chance's founder, Chris

DeRose, said the group is visiting

UCLA again "to continue our

campaign to end the fraudulent

research there."

DeRose, added, "We're not

waiting every year anymore, we're

going to have April 23 every

month."

And UCLA's police arc ready.

"We always have extra people on

hand when they arc on campus,"

Chief Barber said.

When Last Chance members
wrapped up their annual week of

protests on campus April 27,

police expected the worst and

deployed nine officers in riot gear

Very quick sand

CHARLES COOLEY, Da,ly Br^.n

f^ene Valenzuela from Central Steam Plant ropes off the area surrounding a broken underground steam pipe near

AGSM and Lu Valle Commons on Thursday.

along with other officers who
followed the marchers.

Last Chance protesters say that

unnecessary animal research is

conducted at UCLA and that other

forms of research such as tissue-

culture development and computer

simulation could produce the same
results.

Pro-research counter-protes-

ters, which numbered about 40
during the April march, said there

are many cases in which animal

research is the only alternative —
such as in the development of

vaccines and new techniques for

heart surgery. «

Deadline
extended
for grads
Decision affects

Government
elections

The t](?.'u1iinc to suhrnii ;ipplic;i

\

tions for more ihan 33 appointed

positions in graduate government
has been extended to May 22,

Commissioner of Elections and

Appointments Roy Marthant
announced late Wednesday.

The appointments range from

scats on graduate- -goverjiFneiii^

executive Cabinet to membership
on various campus committees,

Marchant said. Each position lasis

one year, and some pay quaricrl)

stipends.

The former application deadlme

of May 11 was moved forward

because of a lack of publicity, he

said.

Marchant had originally

planned to advertise the positions

in the graduate government news-

letter, GSA Voice, but because of

printing delays the issue was not

distributed until the deadline (btc

had passed. i

Applications can be picked up at

the graduate government office,

301 Kerckhoff Hall.

Greg Miller

NAACP director speaks on civil rights litigation
Attorney says important legislative victories had

been overturned during Reagan's term in office

By Kamna Dhoka \-

Contributor

Civil rights legislative victories

were lost during the Reagan years

as Supreme Court decisions

reversed previous rulings, a direc-

tor of the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored Peo-

.plc (NAACP) said in a lecture-

Wednesday.

Julius Chambers, head of

KAACP's Legal Defense and

Educational Fund, Inc., spoke to

about 50 people on the impact of

recent Supreme Court decisions on

civil rights litigation and enforce-

ment.

Chambers said that in the past

10 years. Supreme Court rulings

have reversed case decisions

which provided civil rights. In

response. Chambers and other

lawyers at a private firm intro-

duced the Kennedy-Hawkins bill

to Congress in 1989.

"This bill is going to reverse the

problem of cases that have been

overturned," Chambers stated.

'This bill restores the law to pre-

Reagan days."

According to Chambers, Presi-

dent George Bush, however, said

that the bill was "only fine-tuning

iho^law." Still, congressional com-
mittees are developing a bill that

would meet the approval of the

different groups which met with

Bush last year, he said. ~—

~

"I think before Congress reti^jcs

for the summer, we will have a

Civil Rights Act of 1990," Cham-
bers said.

The North Carolina lawyer

described several cases which he

said proves the need for such an

act.

In a ruling last year, the

Supreme Court cited an 1866

statute when it dismissed the case

of several black women who
alleged harassment on the job»

Chambers said. The statute pro-

vided that they were not protected.

On the same day this case was
decided, the Supreme Court
decided in favor of white employ-

ees claiming discrimination

because of an affirmative action

requirement to hire blacks in an

Alabama fire dcpartro«At.

In another case involving

harassment where an employee
was kicked. Chambers said the

--employee had no statute to support

him in his litigation. The employee
could not continue with the case.

"These technical decisions are

damaging," Chaml)crs said.

In Richmond, Va., black

contractors were denied govern-

ment contracts. "Smaller busines-

ses go under because they don't get

contracts." he said.

The court decided that the

businesses would have to prove

there had been slavery discrimina-

tion in Richmond, and that black

"I think before Cori'

gress retires for the

summer, we will have

a Civil Rigjits Act of

1990;*

Julius Chambers

contractors were intentionally

deprived of contracts.

After this was proved, the court

said the relief should be limited to

those who had suffered from

discrimination, according to

Chambers.

"How the Supreme Court could

assume there was no discrimina-

tion in Richmond is mind bog-

gling," he said.

Chambers also criticized what

he said was the courts^ use of

capital punishment primarily to

punish blacks. "No white person

since 1967 has been put to death

for killing a black person," he said.

The court assumes that there has to

be some discrimination in order to

sustain a system, he said.

The lecture was the third annual

Thurgood Marshall Lecture on

Law and Civil Rights, sponsored

by the Afro-American Studies

Center. The lecture was estab-

lished to recognii^e the human
rights contribu{ions of the

Supreme Court justice.

^.^>
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Briefs

World

U.S. official to visit

Utliuanian ieader

MOSCOW— Secretary of Slate James

A. Baker III, venturing into sensitive pre-

summit diplomacy, said Thursday he

would meet in Moscow on Friday with the

prime minister of the rebellious Soviet

republic of Lithuania.

Baker informed Soviet Foreign Minis-

ter Eduard A. Shevardnadze of the

decision as th^y tried to break a deadlock

on arms control issues less than two

weeks before the Washington summit.

"I canH tell you we are going to get

there," a senior U.S. official said of

Baker's attempt to forge an agreement on

nuclear weapons cuts before President

Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev hold their May 31 -June 3

talks.

Bush said Wednesday that the Soviets*

action against Lithuania "certainly puts

some tension** on summit prospects, but

he also said it would not stand in the way
of any arms agreement.

Japan businessman
bought masterpiece
TOKYO— A newspaper today idcnti-

flcd thg buyer of van Gogh's "Ponraii of

Dr. Gachct" as the honorary chairman of a

major Japanese paper company and

quoted him as saying he spent $33 million

more than he intended.

"I am extremely pleased with the

purchase," the 74-year-old businessman,

Ryoci Saito, told Nihon Keizai, an

economic newspaper.

A representative of the Kobayashi

Gallery of Tokyo paid $82.5 million for

the world's most expensive painting at a

Christie's auction in New York on
Tuesday, but refused to identify its client.

Nihon Keizai said Saito, president of

Daishowa Paper from 1961 to 1982, was
the anonymous buyer. Saito and officials

of Daishowa Paper Manufacturing Co.,

Japan's second largest paper manufactur-

er, could not be reached for comment.

Nation

Busli says Germany
must decide its fate

WASHINGTON. D.C. — President

Bush, completing a series of prc-summii

meetings with allied leaders, said Thurs-

day a united Germany must exercise full

control over its territory and not be

"singled out" by the Soviet Union for

special status.

Bush, commenting after a meeting with

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl,

voiced strong opposition to a Soviet

proposal that a reunified Germany be

neutral, or a member of both NATO and

the Warsaw Pact.

Kohl, too, said firmly that such matters

were up to Germany alone, and he said his

nation's choice "is and will always be"

NATO.
It was Bu6h* 8 final meeting w ith-

Westem leaders in advance of his May
31 -June 3 summit with Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev.

In recent weeks. Bush also met with

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatch-

er, French President Francois Mitterrand

and Canadian President Brian Mulroncy.

The issue of German reunification is

ej^pected to be high on the agenda at the

Bush-Gorbachev talks.

Lights to dim on strip

in memory of Davis

LAS VEGAS — Exterior lights and

marquees at resorts along the Las Vegas

Strip will go dark for 10 minutes Friday

night in memory of Sammy Davis Jr., the

star who entertained millions in this city

over four decades.

Davis died of cancer at his Beverly

Hills, Calif, home Wednesday. Funeral

services are scheduled Friday.

Lights along the Strip were darkened

after the assassinations of President John

Kennedy and civil rights leader Martin

Luther King Jr.

Debbie Munch, a spokeswoman for

Caesars Palace, said that resort would

darken all non-essential exterior lights

from 9 to 9:10 p.m. Friday in honor of

Davis.

"He was the dearest song and dance

man this city has ever seen," Munch said.

"We owe him this tribute."

State

Montoya aide found
guilty to lying count

SACRAMENTO— Amiel Jaramillo, a

former top aide to ex-Sen. Joseph

Montoya, pleaded guilty Thursday to one

felony coun t of ly ing on a home loan

application and prosecutors dismissed

four corruption charges stemming from

the FBI's undercover probe of the state

Capitol.

The 36-year-old Jaramillo entered the

plea before U.S. District Judge Milton

Schwartz, who set sentencing for July 26.

Jaramillo, an attorney, faces up to five

years in prison and $250,000 in fines.

Jaramillo pleaded guilty to concealing

debts totaling $18,000 in outstanding

student loans in a February 1987 home

loan application to the Veterans Admi-

nistration. The loan was later approved.

Court rebuffs ban
on women workers
SAN FRANCISCO — The state

Supreme, Court on Thursday rebuffed a

battery company's attempt to ban fertile

women from jobs that would expose them

to lead, leaving intact the nation's first

ruling declaring a so-called fetal protec-

tion policy to be sex discrimination.

The court unanimously denied review

of an appellate decision that called the

policy "blatant, overt gender-based dis-

crimination" based on "unfounded, unsci-

entific stereotypical notions about

women."
"We are in an era of choice. A woman is

not required to become a Victorian brood

mare," said the 4th District Court of

Appeal in its 3-0 ruling Feb. 28 in a case

from Fullerton.

Local

$2 million settlement

in police brutality suit

The city of Hawthorne reached a neariy

$2 million settlement Thursday in a police

*rotatity lawsuit filed by 70 paiplc^
including members of the Vagos motor-

cycle gang.

The lawsuit claimed officers illegally

searched 43 homes in August and

September of 1983 while looking for

Raymond Malloy, a Vagos member. He
was sought for a ^\y 1983 fight in a

Hawthorne bar.

Compiled from the Associated Press

NOTICE
The University Research
Library WILL BE open—-May 19-20, 1990.—

The planned electrical work has
been postponed.

1093 Broxton Ave.
(Above Wherehouse Records)

Westwood Village. Ca 90024

(213)208-6300

SALON ST. JAMES
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Specializing in

Black Hair

novj in All's Hair Salon i

FREE
.Clear Cellophane,

with

Relaxer

(must bring ad)

Expires 6/8/90 ^
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for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast

20MB Hard Drive in Mini Tower case.
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' Run 12 MHz 0-W- State. SI = 15.3.

- 640 KB Memory.
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive. ^
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- 12" Amber Monitor.

- 200W UL, CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced Keyboard.
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Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive AddSI tO

VGA Monitor Add $360

Please come and test the system then pick it up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS (IPX)
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Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Springs..CA 90670
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GRAB YOUR BONS,
FATBURGER'S BACKl

10955 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAV365 DAYS A YEAR
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Planned execution raises international controversy
Protestors take issue with murderer's age, mental health

By Kevin McGill

Associated Press
:)

ANGOLA. La. — Double mur-
derer Dalton Prejean faced a post-

midnight execution despite inter-

national outcries Thursday that he

was nearly mentally retarded and a

mere teen-ager when he murdered

a state trooper 13 years ago.

Prejean 's execution in the

electric chair at the state penitenti-

ary was the nation's third in 24

hours. Texas and Missouri each

executed killers early Thursday.

Prejean was the 128th execution

in the nation, and the 19th in

Louisiana, since capital punish-

ment resumed in 1977.

His last appeal was pending

before the U.S. Supreme Court,

which previously turned Prejean

down three times.

Gov. Buddy Roemer said he

would not stop the execution.

Twice in the past year Roemer
rejected his own hand-picked

Pardon Board's recommendations

that he commute the sentence to

life in prison.

"I'm never happy with these

things but I do not, as a representa-

tive of the people, have a choice."

said Roemer.
Prejean. 30. acknowledged he

shot the trooper but said it would

not serve justice to execute him.

Not since the resumption of

executions in this country has a

pending death sentence brought so

much protest.

"I doubt that in documented

recent world history there is an

execution . . . that has such a pile

of reasons not to do it." said Steve

Herrick. southern regional director

for Amnesty International.

He look part in a protest on the

steps of the Capitol in Baton

Rouge, where a dozen people

marched in a circle and chanted

"Death penalty must go" and 'Tell

Roemer: Stop the execution."

Other anti-death penalty vigils

were held across the state, Herrick

said.

The National Association of

Black Police Officers went on

record against Prejean's execu-

tion, as did the American Civil

Liberties Union and numerous

other civil rights organizations.

In Strassbourg, France, the

European Parliament on Thursday

called for commutation of Pre-

jean's death sentence and a review

of the evidence in his case.

Defense lawyers said Prejean

had an IQ of 71, barely alx)ve

retardation. Doctors said he suf-

fered brain damage as a child,

apparently at the hands of an

abusive aunt who raised him.

He was 14 when he killed a taxi

driver and 17 when, after a stint in

reform school, he gunned down
stale trooper Donald Cleveland in

Lafayette.

Cleveland was married and the

father of two. His widow, Candy,

denounced efforts to slop the

execution.

A black man, Prejean was tried

by an all white jury for killing the

while trooper.

Prejean's age and race, the all-

white jury, his mental slate, his use

of alcohol and drugs at the time of

the killing — all have been factors

in numerous unsuccessful state

and federal appeals.

•- • stal battle bestows 'best bad boss' on bonds broker
By Karen Bail

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A partner in a

Cleveland brokerage firm who held

"forgery contests" among secretaries to see

who could best trace clients' signatures on
stocks and bonds is a "bad boss" winner in a

national contest.

Other dubious "winners" in a contest

tilled "The Good, the Bad and the Down-
right Unbelievable" included a Philadelphia

businessman who asked his secretary to

scout for good-looking women at a local

pub and then call him on a t)eeper to tell him

of his prospects.

A New York supervisor who followed

female employees to the restroom and stood

outside to lime ihcm was also cited.

So was the manager of an insurance

company in Boulder, Colo., who yelled al a

female worker lo bring coffee and added,

"You squaw; mc chief."

The contest, sponsored by a Cleveland

support group for clerical workers called

9to5, National Association of Working

Women, also honored "good" bosses.

"Common ihemes emerged in both ihe

good and bad t)oss stories," said Ellen

Bravo, associate director of 9lo5. "People

want lo be appreciated and to be treated like

human beings — not like machines or

peons. And businesses that show regard for

their employees inspire loyally and prosper

as a result."

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

' Lower Back Pain

' Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

I PERSONAL INJURY LAW

'^->i6i

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM $15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED .V. $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B&L • WJ • Ceba • AO • BAH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgnnt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING;

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE (Si. MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP (St FALL^
PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CON'TE & WEYBUR.\')

THE UCLA DENT/Vl STUDENTS
{CLASS OF 1990) &

THE UCLA PRE-DENTAL CLUB
IS OFFERING

Utnl I /\L

SCREENING
<

W yOUR DENTAL EXAMS SHOW YOU NEED A
SIMPLE CLEANflNG. A FILLING, A GOLD GROWN
THATCOULD BE DONE BY A STUDENT DURINQHfS
CLINICAL BOARDS. YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR THIS

TYPE OF FREE DENTAL TREATMENT.

SCREENINGCONDUCTED MAY 18, 25,& JUNE 1

FR©M 9AM-4PM (DROP IN BASIS ONLY)

'LOCATION: DENTAL CLINIC LOBBY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DORIS McCOY 825-5836

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE
MINI-FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD,

SOl»lt)RTED BY THE UCLA SCHOOL OF «
DENTISTRY. .. «»

: V^ / Pres€Presents

^ A MARDI GRAS
SIDEWALK SAL£
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

IIAAA TO 6PA\

BOOKS 1/2 PRICt T-SI4IRTS^3.75

icOMICS 5$.25 ^ACW TOYS 50% O^r

960 GAYLEY AVENUE, NA/^STOOD 824-3656

Open
24 Hours

12 Pack

BEER
Open

24 Hours

4.997iUS tax Sc CRV
(With this coupon^

CoorsBudwciser Coors Miller

7-Eleven Food Store

Limit one

per customer

1126 Westwood Blvd.

Next to McDonalds
Expires 5/25/90

Limit one

per customer
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Prop. Ill advocates say traffic study backs gas tax hike
The Associated Press

^

SACRAMENTO — Supporters of the

Proposition 1 1 1 gasoline-tax hike Thursday

embraced the findings of a study which they

had asked for, that was indirectly financed

by the highway contractors who would

benefit from road construction under the

initiative.

The group that prepared the study

acknowledged at a Capitol news conference

that it largely repeats the findings of other

studies that traffic congestion is threatening

the quality of life, the economy and the

environment, but said it delves into a new
area by exploring congestion and stress.

The report was prepared by the Road
Information Program of Washington, D.C.,

which is a non-profit research organization

sponsored by businesses, including those

involved in highway engineering, consu-uc-

tion and financing.

Califomians for Better Transportation,

which is campaigning for passage of

Proposition 111, asked the Road Informa-

tion Program for the report.

Proposition 111 on the June 5 ballot

would loosen the Gann government spend-

ing limit and retool the Proposition 98

school funding guarantee so that the state's

9-cent gas lax could be doubled over five

years to provide the bulk of funds for a total

$18.5 billion transportation improvement

plan.

The study said researchers arc beginning

more and more to study the effects of

extensive traffic delays on drivers apd the

physical effects of prolonged exposure to

higher concentrations of air pollutants.
-••f

PUSH
YOURW/^ THROUGH

THE SUMMER
WITH

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Purchase Prepaid Use of Student Health Service

(PUSH) for the Summer by prepaying a one-time

convenient ff^ which allows you access to clinic

visits at UCLA Student Health Service for the

entire summer.

THE COST OFPUSH IS:
A pri l 1 th rough luif 15 ... $g8 . a

June 16 through September 21 . . . $125.00

You can purchase PUSH in person at SHS located in

the Center for Health Sciences, A2-130.

For information call 825-1655

"LastSumm^Idtdn'tgetPUSlt.lgotovfr
tny htad >n mttLcal cotes. TKa Summer I 'm

gttan PUSH" _ urjj< STUDEfJT
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LSAT • GMAT GRE
Score Big... Bigger Than You Ever Dreamed! !
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Drought continues
Worst dry spell

since Depression

enters fourth year

By Steve Wilstein

Associated Press

MONTEREY, Calif.— Memo-
ries of Dust Bowl days and
warnings of impending crises

emerged Thursday as officials

drew a grim portrait of parched

Western lands in the fourth year of

drought

Not since the terrible dry years

from 1929 to 1934, which led to

the ruin of thousands of farmers

and deepened the impact of the

Great Depression, has the West
had such a long, severe drought,

officials said.

*The emergencies could come if

we have another dry year in 1991
,"

Suzanne Butterfield of Califor-

nia's Drought Center said at a

meeting of water district officials,

city and county planners and
engineers.

Some rare and endangered
species, of salmon and steclheads

are already threatened by water

temperatures that are too high and

water levels that are too low, she

said.

The, number of dead trees -^

or 54 percent of normal.

The big difference now is that

demand for water has soared with

the region's booming population

and agricultural industries.

"Let's hope we don't have a

1933 and a 1934," Butteri'ield said.

"These four rivers are the back-

bone of the state and federal water

projects, which provide over 30

percent of the water that's used in

Cahfomia."

Overall in the stale, runoff the

past four years has been 40 percent

of normal, she said. The hardest hit

areas have been along the Central

Coast, from Santa Cruz to Mexico,

and the San Joaquin Valley.

Along the coast, runoff was 20
percent of normal from 1987

through 1989, and 10 percent this

year.

So far, 1990 is the sixth driest

year of the century and is shaping

up similar to 1976, when 8.2

million acre-feet of runoff flowed

into the four rivers.

The driest year on record was

1977, when runoff was only 5.1

million acre-feet, or about 27

percent of normal.

Storage in the state's 155 largest

reservoirs is 70 percent of normal,

similar to 1976 and much better

than 1977, except along the Centr-

al Coast and in the southern San

Joaquin Valley.

-'ik
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estimated at 6.5 million statewide

so far— could double by the end of

the summer, victims of thirst,

crowding, invading insects and
fire.

Farmers and ranchers will be

among the hardest hit, and food

prices could soar to pay for

increasingly expensive water. The
current drought, the third pro-

longed dry spell of the century in

the West, is virtually a duplicate of

the years 1929-1932, Butterfield

said.

In both four-year periods, the

combined runoff into the state's

four major rivers — the Sac-

ramento, American, Feather and

Yuba— was 41 million acre-feet.
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HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejoin: pay starts at$13.50lhr, great working

conditions, teach enthusiastic high school students!

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school students and, at

the sanrxi time, nruke great money? If so,"

we are offering you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Kach year wc help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely effective

program. If you are bright, enthusiastic

and outgoing, this nnay be the perfect

part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a rcsumd to the Princeton

Review

—

no phone calls please. Also be

sure to include your SAT and/or GIj^K

scores as well as your phone nunr^ber on

your resumd. Those accepted through

our highly selective screening pr(x:ess

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

"THE BEST AMERICAN MOVIE THIS YEAR!
•

: FUNNY, TOUCHING, AND VITAL!':

-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE Magazine

-'

REMARKABLE!
IT HAS SOPHISTICATION, WIT AND UNFLINCHING HONESTY. EXTREMELY MOVING.

A STERLING CAST."- David Ansen. NEWSWEEK Magazine

"WONDERFULLY FUNNY AND HEARTBREAKING.
IT'S O.K. TO LAUGH, AND, AT THE END, IT'S O.K. TO CRY THE FILM IS A JUGGLING ACT -

OF CHARACTERS, ATTITUDES AND MOODS -THAT NEVER LOSES ITS BALANCE."

-Richard Corliss, TIME Magazine

"INCREDIBLE!
MAGIC. IT CELEBRATES THE HUMAN SPIRPT AND THE MIRACULOUS POWER OF LOVE.

IT LEAVES YOU FEELING UPLIFTED." -Gail Eichenthal, CBS RADIO

^WINNER! 1990 AUDIENCE AWARD UNITED STATES FILM FESTIVAL
^\

—But that figure is likely tO

evaporate this summer as quickly

as last winter's modest snowfall

melted.

"We are now already drawing

down on our reservoirs," Butter-

field said. *There is no snowpack

left. Snowpack was only 10 to 20

percent of normal in the Sierras

this year."

The six major reservoirs along

the Central Coast are already

lower than in 1977.

The Central Valley Water Pro-

ject, built in the early 1930s, has

ordered a 50 percent cutback to

farmers, only the second lime this

century it has taken such action

and the first time since 1977.

South battles floods
Residents must evacuate, clean up

By Michael Graczyk

Please send your resume to ihe

Prineeton Review at 10474 Santa

Moniea Boulevard, Suite 403, I>o»-

Angelcs, CA 90025. Rcsum<3

submission deadline: June 1^,4990.
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Associated Press

CAMILLA COVE, Texas — Floodwaters from a rain-swollen lake

gushed into ihc Trinity River at a record rate Thursday, but many resi-

dents downstream stayed home to guard against looters despite

evacuation warnings.

"At this point, we're still hanging in there," said Eugene Hanson, who
owns a small store near the base of Lake Livingston Dam and has been

watching rising waters get closer and closer.

Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana and Oklahoma also coped with

continued flooding or braced for more.

Oklahoma's governor dispatched National Guard soldiers to help get

feed to stranded cattle. A Louisiana farmer began evacuating his 4,000

alligators to higher ground. And Sl Louis prepared for floods from the

Mississipi River expected to hit Saturday.

Rivers in Arkansas continued receding following record floods last

week, and southern Illinois residents cleaned upfrom floods Wednesday
night. (

Flooding has caused at least 13 deaths in Texas and one in Oklahoma in

the past three week9^ and millions of dollars in damage^ In Texas, 33

counties have been dedared eligible for disaster aid due to storms and

flooding.

Roodwaters from Lake Livingston, about 75 miles northeast of

Houston, are expected to inundate more than 200 square miles along the

Trinity River.

_ An aieri;|l inspection Thursday determined that, except for scattered

subdivisions, most of the damage was confined to pasture. Further

downstream, the Trinity remained within its banks.

^t the dam, operators increased the flow through a dozen floodgates to

"a record 100,800 cubic feet per second by midday Thursday.

The amount of water released from the dam over the past three weeks

would fill the Houston Astrodome 1,2(X) times, officials calculated.

Jbc most seriously damaged subdivision was Camilla Cove just below

the dam, where more than 75 homes were damaged. Roads looked like

canals, and the water was at window level in some areas.
' About 7,000 people below the dam have been urgcil *"nr a week to eva-

cuate as floodwaters rose, but only about two do/cu nad turned up at

emergency shelters by Thursday morning, said San Jacinto County
Sheriff's Deputy M.E. McGregor.
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FREE
for

HAIR

cigar or color cellophanes
with color or highlights

from $30
(formerly with Sassoon Sassoon)

2322 Westwood Blvd.. ATA.Qftftl
(between Pico & Olympic) ,

*t f -^ \J%J\J I

LA RAZA IN FILM, VIDEO &v PERFORMANCE ART SERIES 1990

FILM VIDEO
SYMPOSIUM

MONDAY, MAY 21 MELNITZ THEATER 7:30 PM
•Four Award'Winninc Chicano Filmmakers?

SYLVIA MORALES
WRITER, DIRECTOR S. PRODUCER WILL SCREEN "LOS LOBOS...A TIME TO DANCE .1

MOCTESUMA ESPARZA
PRODUCER OF "MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR" WILL SCREEN HIS

ACADEMY AWARD WINNINC. FILM "ACUFDA MARTINEZ "

JESUS TREVINO
WRFTER, DIRECTOR &. PRODUCER WILL SCREEN EMMY &. DIRECTORS

GUILD OF AMERICA AWARD WINNING FILM -GANaS."

RUBEN GUEVARA
PERFORMANCE ARTIST, WRITER, SINGER &v ACTOR WILL SCREEN HIS

LATEST VIDEO WORK, "AZTLAN, BABYLON, RHYTHM AND BLUES"

ALL FILMMAKERS WILL BE PRESENT
FOR DISCUSSION

SPONSORED BY UCLA CHICANO/LATINO FILM/TV ASSOC. AND CPC OF THE PAB

N B"H

SUBSIDIZED
STUDENT
HOUSING

Available for UCLA Students who
are looking for

Spacious dormitory rooms in a
Jewish environment.

NOW AVAILABLE
Chabad House, 741 GayJey Ave
Warm & friendly atmosphere.

\

Space is limited- Call Linda or

Sherri at 208-751 1 for an
appointment

r
*
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60!!! FLAVORS
ALL NATURAL

HOMEMADE DAILY
ICE CREAM * YOUGHURT

SORBET * PARFAIT

>TWO SCOOPS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE ^
r . •• • .^fl

(with this coupon only)

12219 Santa Monica Boulevard (213) 820-7550

(one block west of Bundy) 11am - 11pm Everyday!!

During

Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites $84-$94

l^a

ilay A|

FEATURING
^^^^^^':'^^

O^
Kitchenette suites

" -tg;!^ Breakfast

ted Pool w/gflrrion patiff Shuttle Service tQ

Color T.V. , I: UCLA &< Westwood
Parking

\l
7-

10587 Wllshire Boulevanl, Westwood -^^i^
213/474-3511 or 8CX)/44-HOTEL ^^^^ -z.y

• * ,

Delectable Selectables.

$6.9S
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two ( orTil>inatK)ns from a sfU( tion of f)ur most popular arxl <lclc( tabic ( hie ken or fresh f'isfj

s[)<( laltics ff)r f>r>lv S^).*)')! 1 h.it's twf) f'isfi, or two rhi( k<'r», or one fish and orx- < l>i( km. Arxl, lor an

<xtra Bu( k, vow (an ( oinplrtc your dinner with one of f>ur most delightful desserts from the list.

Of (oursc inrlu(i( (I, vou will also have your ( houc of th<' usual (.ood Karih selec tions of our

wholesome pi[)in^ hf)r soups f)r garden fresh salad, flufflv hrowri rue pil.if, fr<shlv picked

ve^etahles and our famous home-haked lO-^^rain dinner rolls

It rnav take vou a hii loii^( r lo mak«- a dec ision, hut we're < < riaiii \ou will find ih< iim«

deli( louslv rewarding. ^.

CHICKEN FISH dp:.sserts

I I

i.rmon Srsanic ( hi( ken

Terivaki. (iiiitkcn

I I

I*a( if ic Reel Siiapprr

I I
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|
|
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Santa \v (hirkcn
I I

Rainbow Trout
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I
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I I

(larrot (iakc

T^njo]^ your decision making.

J^nd enpy the care and quatity

thai goes into every Cjood 'Earth

meat. O^iuraUy.

1002 Westwood Blvd

Westwood

(213) 208-8215
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DEBATE
From page 1

After failing lo come will) other

viable alternatives, the regents

voted to pass minor changes in the

UC admissions policy.

Under the revised policy, up to 6

percent of students who do not

meet minimum eligibility require-

ments will be enrolled on UC
campuses.

Limiting special admissions to

strict enrollment numbers rather

than flexible acceptances will

definitely limit the size of undcrrc-

presented communities on UC
campuses, UCSA representative

Dcnisc Wisenhunt argued before

the board.

Because the university regularly

over-admits, assuming that many
sludenjis will choose other colleges

or universities, Wisenhunt told the

regents that these changes would

severely cripple the numt)cr of

underrepresented students admit-

ted to the UC system.

"On behalf of the 160,000

students at the University of

California ... we believe that this

proposal in its current incarnation

is very, very damaging . . . These
policies would be detrimental to

the students of color and students

from disadvantaged backgrounds

who want to attend a UC,"
Wisenhunt explained.

Plan for higher education man-

dales that each UC campus*
freshman class must closely

resemble — racially and s(x:io-

economically — the current gra-

duating high school class.

For that reason. Young
explained that Latino enrollment at

UCLA was representative of this

ratio, while the Chicano students

were vastly underrepresented.

UC President David Gardner

eventually tried to mediate the

discussion. Instead of proposing a

resolution, he restated the senti-

ments of several regents.

"If you argue that we should

have a higher proportion of the

class based on academically

objective criteria, you are by

definition telling us admit more
Asian Americans and whites, and

to admit fewer blacks, Hispanics

and American Indian.

"If you want us to admit more
from the (entire) pool and spread it

more evenly, you arc going to tell

us lo turn away a higher proportion

of Asian Americans and whiles,

and admit more blacks and His-

panics . . . There is no solution' lo

the problems you arc raising."

While the conclusion of the

debate primarily involved six

regents, others expressed their

fruslraUons over be ing inadcqu -
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Academic Affairs William Frazer

said that the old policy is obsolete

because more minority students

ai'e admitted lo the UC campus of

their choice based solely on their

academic achievements, com-
pounded by the fact that students

can now file applications for

^cveral UCs at the same time.

Both of these changes make it

impossible to predict the diversity

of the incoming class, thus neces-

sitating the measurement lo be

moved from admissions lo actual

enrollment, he said.

Still, regents Yori Wada and
Tirso del Junco charged that the

admissions policy unnaturally sub-

divides minority groups. For
example, Chicanos at UCLA are

admitted at a higher rate than

Latinos.

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young stepped in and explained

that California's current Master

ately informed about what was
going on at each campus.

Some were even surprised when
Young mentioned that the admis-

sions criteria were slightly diffe-

rent at each campus, due to varying

campus demographics.

"I will have lo agree with what
(Brophy) said. I had no idea . . .

that this was; happening. I don't

think the regents have ever been

advised of any of these things. I

think that if this group has any
responsibilities at all, it is to know
what these (admissions) practices

arc, irrespective of what we agree

or disagree on," one regent who
sits on the committee on educa-

tional policy said.

This matter was first proposed

by the UC Academic Senate

almost one yoar ago, but the

regents asked the senate for further

review how the changes might

affect disadvantaged students.

E. German
rail workers
begin strike
By Mark Fritz

Associated Press

EAST BERLIN — Rail workers

nationwide stopped selling tickets

and shuttling passengers Thursday

to demand better wages and job

protection in a united Germany,
where socialist guarantees of jobs

for all will not exist.

The 30-minule strikes were the

latest in a series of worker demon-
strations in recent weeks fueled by
frustration over the possible

effects on jobs and prices of

unification with West Germany.
They came on the eve of the

signing of a treaty by German
leaders that will merge the coun-

tries' economies July 2, a major

step to full unification.

In Washington, President Bush
met Thursday with West Germany
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and
voiced strong support for a united

Germany with "full control over

all its territory."

The East German government
news service, ADN, said workers

paralyzed main rail routes nation-

wide, stopping work at switching

yards, ticket counters- and eo-

trains.

The so-called "warning strikes"

were staged to protest what work-

ers said was the failure of the

government railroad company to

meet demands for higher wages
and job protection.

Workers are seeking protection

from joblessness and from the

better-made Western imports

already flooding the country.

KLA

KLA
From page 1

Local consultants Will Lewis

and Denis Zane proposed a three-

part plan for the radio station:

restoring KLA as a widely-audible

radio station; expanding KLA's
market; and conducting feasibility

testing on possible FM usage for

KLA.
If approved by the BOD, the

plans would cost an estimated

$93,200 which will cover repairs,

expansion and possible conversion

to FM frequency.

Repairs will cost approxi-

mately $20,200, according to the

consulting firm. They would
include restoring lo all residence

halls reception of KLA, which is

REGENTS

currently audible in only one hall.

Studio repairs are also necessary

to protect costly equipment, and

new equipment will be added to

the studio, Lewis said.

Expanding KLA's market is

also critical to the station's survi-

val, Lewis said, adding that KLA
should target fraternities and off-

campus apartments as potential

listeners. KLA should also be

convened into a stereo station to

make it competitive with currently

more accessible stations, he said.

Such a conversion, combined with

a possible investment in a micro-

See KLA, page 9

From page 8

wave system, would cost an

estimated $34,000.

Another plan approved at the

meeting involves testing the use of

low-power FM through a "leaky

cable." The cable is similar to that

of Los Angeles Airport's AM
-radio station. A complete installa-

tion and testing of the leaky cable

would cost about $39,000.

In a study Lewis and Zane

conducted at UCLA of about 170

undergraduates, 18 graduate stu-

dents and 12 faculty, an over-

whelming 75 percent said they

never listen to AM radio stations.

"Clearly in the future, we need

to convert to FM," Lewis said.

However, Lewis said he did not

know if the Westside-licensed

stations were for sale.

"If a station comes up for sale,

how does the university compete
in terms of time and money?"
Lewis asked. "(The yniversity)

From page 1

Another regent working on the

issue countered that although there

was a similar uproar over the

addition of a fourth year of English

and a third year of mathematics to

the requirements in 1984, yearly

studies failed to reveal detrimental

effects on admissions of students

of color.

The proposal, v.'hich takes effect

in the 1994-1995 . ..nic year,

also included a minor adjustment

in the grade point average to

include honors level courses taken

in the tenth grade. Currently, high

school students can only get

honors credit for courses taken

during their junior and senior

years.

The change will give students

the choice to use honors courses

from the tenth grade if they have

not already received the maximum
credit allowed toward the adjusted

GPA.

needs an action plan in ^ case a

station became available,'' he said.

Comm Board, whose members
went into executive session to

discuss details of the proposals,

also approved the consultants'

suggestion to hire an adviser to

maintain continuity at KLA. The
radio station needs to enhance its

staffing, Schlei said.

"The only way to preserve

continuity is through professional

advisors," Lewis said, adding that

when students graduate, the station

is left without a sense of history.

An adviser would understand

programming, audiences and the

administi'ation, he said. "(An
adviser) would be good for stu-

dents and for operations."

'The Comm Board recognizes

the great value KLA has as a forum

for discussion at UCLA," said

Comm Board undergraduate mem-
ber Lisa Welch.
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LEVI'S SPECIAL $15.99
Have your jeans customized!

We do lace & trim to order

buy ours - $25.00

bring in yours $35.00

No tvvo pair alike!

2349 Westwood Blvd.-

1/2 block North of Pico
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SujjersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

^- WAS $2449
NOW $2249

X

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 iMhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MB harddrives, one 3.5" 1.4 MB floppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a Rill size backlit supertwist LCD screen.
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Counterpoint

Chicano Studies aids

cuKurai understanding
By Chris Sllviis

•>'•»'

rd lilce to take the opportunity to respond to a viewpoint by

Don Davis (Bruin, May 10) that referred to a previous news

article ("Students rally for Chicano Studies," Bruin, May 8).

first, let me preface my statements with an apology to Alicia

Molina. I know that she does not need me or anyone else to

speak on her behalf in this concern. I was, however, disturbed

by the letter and thought it appropriate to challenge it.

I think there are a couple of important things that Davis might

want to consider before making the assertions he does. First,

I'm glad to hear the he is in support of the movement to main-

tain Chicano Studies at UCLA. I encourage him and others to

join us in the struggle. I will have him know, also, that I do
not enjoy being patronized by his pronouncement of solidarity

with us due to "formative years hving and working in East Los

Angeles." This seems to indicate nothing about his sensitivity to

our issues and proves only a diversion.

Alicia Molina is critical about the lofty status usually assigned

to the likes of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln — this

illustrates important things about "her people." It crystallizes the

real frustration of Chicanos, and other people of color, that the

leadership of the American scheme is perennially characterized

hyuighlness and righteousness in the face of a history of

Viewpoint

All groups need to woik together
By Joshua Kastenberg

Every social issue at hand brings about at

least two opposing viewpoints. In the four

years I have been attending UCLA, the

prevailing topic for debate seems to hover

around the status of minorities, their represen-

tation, and the validity of affirmative action.

It would be nothing short of idiotic to

believe that the underrepresented groups do not

have greater obstacles placed in their paths

than do middle class whiles. Affirmative Action

was set up, therefore, not only to bring an end

to the injustices sof discrimination, but also to

alleviatQ these obstacles. It is also as nearly

idiotic to state that oppression against white

males meets or exceediis that of other groups, as

was done in Clarke de Maigret's letter (Bruin,

May 10).

Is America controlled by white middle-class

males? It once was undoubtedly. A good look

around this university should tell you that

change is occurring. However, this Change is

excruciatingly slow.

The current situation of dominance is a

defacto product of history. It is something wc
have inherited that needs to be changed.

Breeding hatred by slinging insults isn't the

answer either. Saving programs like Chji:ano

Studies is the solution.— I would suggest an alternative viewpoint —r

what needs to be accomplished is the elimina-

tion of poverty. I believe that there are few
differ<5nces between the unemployed white

Tennessee coal mining communities, the

Vietnamese fishing communities in Louisiana,

and East Los Angeles. Yes, there are historical

differences, but similar obstacles block aspira-

tions. I also believe that racism, bigotry, and
ignorance are the property of poverty. Poverty

is poverty, and it is the current social structure

that needs an overhaul.

This does not mean attempting to eliminate

the space of one group to make room for

another. What should happen is that all are

included. I think it is reasonable to state that

this is where affirmative action becomes a

major bone of contention. Some argue it has

gone loo far, while others argue it is nowhere
near enough. Clearly the nature of the program
today is not pleasing too many of us. This too,

needs to be worked on.

The major gist of this article is not to

provide answers, or to assault the integrity of a

belief. It is to suggest that we all start viewing

our world in a different light. We are all in

this society together. Until we start listening to,

and working with each other regardless of Our

backgrounds we will continue to manufacture

hatreds.

towards racism, sexism, and bigou-y. Ideally,

^

Kastenberg is a senior majoring in anthropolo-

gy and history.

Ignorance and irony. Experience tells us that what is said to De

true and what happens are never the same thing. Part of the

goals of her people" include confrontation with those beliefs, as

well as icons or symbols, that further entrench historical

propaganda vis-a-vis an alternate view of history.

I don't feel that there is anything "ill-informed" or "childish"

about criticism. Or is the American myth that fragile? I would
assert that Davis is not qualified to know the goals, intent, or -^-'

aspirations of our people.

I believe also that there needs to be a more complete --^

—

explanation of the position in question. Apparently, Davis

considers George Washington a hero. George Washington was at

the very least a staveholder and at the very worst a blatant racist

who did nothing to oppose or challenge an organized system of

oppression and apartheid in the United States. i

Furthermore, Davis is fairly confident that a "large group of

Americans — Blacks" see Abraham Lincoln as a hero. Why
don't you ask African people what they think. Again, not to

speak on anyone's behalf, ihost Africans that I know agree that

Abraham Lincoln did little to free anybody. He used the

Emancipation Proclamation to solve a serious political crisis

between the Zion and the Middle states during the Civil War.

Personally, he was a professed colonialist who believed that

African people were unsuited for democracy and should be

. encouraged to return to Africa. This does not seem to be the

vkind of action attributable to a person^ I would consider a

"champion" for my "cause." ;

Historical facts aside, why should the Chicano people be

relegated to a history that glorifies these men over the

contributions of those men and women who made real history

with both their opposition to or struggle within this system?

I would recommend that you do something positive and open
your eyes to another view of the history. It does much to

explain the current state of affairs in this country. As the

beloved forefathers struggled and "whined" against what they saw
as an oppressive regime, we too can choose to be revolutionaries

(as your founders were) and reject as illegitimate that which
misleads and confines us.

Lastly, the issue is more than just culture. Many Chicanos
already feel as if they are encased in your alleged culture. Your
discovery and exploration of our culture does nothing to change
the history that brought us into contact and conflict. Most
people of color were not the willing participants of the American
experiment, but it's eventual victims. This has been one of the

tragic crimes of the so-called Western experience. And not that

we are Ued inextricably to and trapped within this context, which
choices make sense? The politics of this situation ought to be

understood in this way before real progress can begin towards

change. So if I don't give respect to your heroes, understand

where the feeling comes from.

You want to know about my heroes? The best I can tell you
is that they died fighting a system that your heroes created and

f.continue to shape with historical glorification. I'll be sure not to

forget this. !Viva la Raza!

-HL-.: ——
-

\

Silvas is a senior majoring in political science.
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Controversy
Editor: -

I must admit that before the

explosion of controversy over

the potential elimination of the

Chicano Studies major, I had
never even heard of this prog-

ram. Therefore, 1 will withhold

judgement, for now, on
whether this program contains

sufficient academic rigor to

warrant its continuation. How-
ever, what can be judged from

recent events is that this prog-

ram needs, at the very least, a

.course which educates its parti-

cipants in standards of public

decorum and decent civil beha-

vior.

This view is based on the
' following specific examples of

recent actions by supporters of

the Chicano Studies program:

(1.) One supporter kicked a

hole in the wall outside of the

Chancellor's office in Murphy
Hall.

(2.) Protestors displayed

signs advocating violence, e.g.,

"dismantle my major and Til

dismantle your face!**

(3.) Supporters disrupted a

class by standing, shouting and
clapping, thus violating the

rights of other students trying

to learn.

(4.) A spokesperson made.
r-Tcpeated pubHc^ statement^:

pr(igram itself and its particip-

ants. The actions listed above
perpetuate an image ol the

Chicano Studies major that is

precisely the reverse — 'nega-

tive and academically frivolous.

Kevin J. Lansing
Graduate

Economics

Heroes
Editor:

The letters by students Don
Davis and Clarke I>e Maigret

in the May 10 edition of the

"Daily Ruin" unfortunately rep-

resent the largest academic

major in American universities

today: Ignorance, with a spe-

cialization in arrogance. The
old adage is true — one wo/
man's hero is another wo/
man*s terrorist.

Davis* own words fit him
best. Calling Alicia Molina*s

comments "racist, ill-informed,"

and a "childish piece of rub-

bish" only describes his own
mindless rhetoric. When he

states that Molina's comments
do "nothing to further the

goals of her people," he is

obviously confused; Molina

provided a much needed ser-

vice to her people. She drew a

clear linc -oF dcmareatinn

would probably try to do to

Chicana/o - Latina/o people

what he did to African/Black

people during the Civil War:

pimp 'em for a ride. Paragraph

I of ihat worthless rag known
as the Emancipation Proclama-

tion slates:

"... That on the 1st day
of January, A.D. 1863, ail

persons held as slaves within

any State or designated part of
a State, the people whereof
shall then be in rebellion

against the United States, shall

be then, thenceforward, and
forever free ..."

Lincoln states in paragraph 7

of this rag that "freeing" the

slaves is "... warranted by

the Constitution upon military

necessity ... ," and in another

paragraph he says it is
'*

. . .

a fit and necessary war mea-

sure for suppressing rebellion

. .
." known as the' Civil War.

To make a long story short,

old Honest Abe didn't do shit

for African/Black people: (1)

He was losing a war that

would determine who was
going to control the economy
of the United States, so; (2)

He "tried" to free some people

held in bondage in a land (the

seceded South) that didn't rec-

ognize his authority from

jumpsu-eet, and; (3) because he

needed some bodies to catch—

cy of America, and then steal

what's left of Mexico under"

Manifest Dcsljny.

George WashingU)n is

another "great man" that needs

to be put into another perspec-

tive. This woodcn-denture-

wcaring, slave-owning, adulterer

and rapist once traded an

African/Black man for a keg

of molasses. You know what I

think of old George and his

cherry tree.

A lot of the Africans/Blacks

that I know would like to

meet this "large group of

Americans" to whom Davis

refers. They are obviously just

as uneducated as he is, if not

more so.

As for De Maigret, he

obviously has not studied basic

American history. SU'aight,

white, male organizations and
pride gi-oups have existed in

this country since its founding,

and are still with us today.

Though the names vary, some
formal and other informal,

some of them were and are:

The Founding Fathers, Knights

of the Ku Klux Klan, White
Citizens' Council, Boy Scouts

of America, the John Birch

Society, National Association

for the Advancement of White
People, the Republican party,

the Jayhawkers, the Democratic

Party, Federal Bureau of

laced with obscenities and dis-

paraged our nation's founding

fathers.

It seems to me that the first

step toward achieving accep-

tance and support for any
program at UCLA is to gen-

erate a positive and academi-

cally serious image for the

between the oppressors of her

people and those people whor
are U'uly deserving of respect.

He should ask MEChA what"

they think of Sam Houston and
Davy Crockett.

If Abraham Lincoln were
alive today, contrary to what
Davis has conjured up, he

Confederate bullets, he called

upon the Africans/Blacks in the

slave states to do it.

When Davis blabbers about

Lincoln championing the cause

of Molina's people, 1 guess he

means Lincoln would throw

Jpesar Chavez in jail, make .;,, i

"English-only" the official poli-

Investigation, the Los Ange les

Police I>epartment, etc.

I do, however, agree with

De Maigret's last point God
help us all if another one of

these groups is created.

Thandisizwe Chimurenga
Junior
History

Campaign tactics

Editor:^

I feel compelled to express

my disgust for the campaign
that transpired on campus last

week. The runoff camf)aign

was the least of my priorities

amidst my midterms, but an
incident on Thursday of last

week got me to run to the

voting booth at 4:50.

I was walking to Kinsey
from URL when I saw a

group of sandwich board cam-
paigners for Kameya and Hu. I

was puzzled when I was not

accosted by the usual leaflet-

wielding campaigners. I

stopped about twenty yards

away to sit and wait for a

friend, and as I waited I

observed the campaigner^. Over
the next 20 minutes they

stopped 14 Asians and no one
61se. My friend Rick passed

right by them to meet me and
they ignored him to solicit a

vote from the Asian girl

behind him.

I still could not believe it

and tried to dismiss it all as

coincidence, until my roomnr.ate

and five of my other friends

mentioned that they had

noticed similar tactics around
the campus. I am very dis-

turbed by the apparent biased

campaign inH by ihc two candU-
dates. To no avail, I gave my
votes to their opponents. I

wasn't interested in their cam-
paign in the initial election,

but my interest in the run-off

election was negative at best.

Anthony M. Solis

Sophomore"
Political Science
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TRAFFIC
^

SCHOOL •

iki:i:parkin(; cushioned chairs

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &

quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

STEAMS CHKIIMMM SALADS

Expires 6/5 /90
Not vaM with other offers orr coupons

H Good fof everyone in party • No substitutions

NEW PANDA
CUISINE

Dm*TEEA
STYEOHEAD V

N^%

COMBINATION PLATE $3.99.

Includes 2 entrees, egg roll & rice or chow main

WE DELIVER!!

826-0900

Minimum $8.00 order

11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

Don't have 30 rn;fmjtes tcf'Vait?

Come get the sandwic^that's cdp^istently

greatl^^ ^-^

^UBUjnv^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
AT YOUR ONLY BRUIN SUBWAY

WESTWOOD BLVD. at IJNDBROOK
(213) 208-7774 ^

*We accept all Subway Coupons* ^ ;

WESTWOOP
AT LINDBRCOK

$1.00_OFF!
Any Foot Long Sub or Large Salad

AT YOUR ONLY BRUIN SUBWAY

iSUBiunv*
I

Not valid with |
any other offer.
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Arts

P A lAf S
Films

«4S

Bird on a Wire
A big disoppointment of o movie despite Mel baring it all! / Choi

Cadillac Man
A slow poced ond lome script. A dud of a comedy. /. Huang

The Cook, The Thief, HisWJfe ^ Her lover ^^^
Some ttiink ifs ort, some think it's trash, but most would suggest o boff bog! / CiSon

Daddy's Dyin' ... Who's Got the Will?
~ ^•^^^^

If you expect a lough it's o bummer, otherwise o pretty good dromo. C. Yoshihaia

The Gods Must Be Crazy II

Though o charming sequel, it is still very much of the some. J. Choi

The Guardian
frees! fhey reolly fhinkjhey con score us with frees! / Pidiell

Happy Togethw

«<sr«

«

Ihe only reoson this gets even one paw'is Patrick Oempsey's performonce! H. Umeich

I Love You to Death ^^
If this story were not tme, it would olmosl be gs bod os the trees in Jhe Guardian. J. Stewart

Last Exit to Brooklyn j^jjjgj^
^ Enough infensify^nd grophic violence to lost o while, but whof s the point? J. Stewart .

Nobody's Perfect ^^^
Should be another stupid teenoge exploitotion flick, but you'll like it anyway. O, Ferguson

Pretty Woman J^d^J^J^
Sexist, but chorming Pygmolion story about o corporcle raider ond^j hooker. / Stewart

« . ' • .

-

Oft A ^4Sr4ir4sr
Brillionf ond compelling realism, but it has so many rociol slu^ it needs subtitles. / Stewart—— » r^-^ ^— .

Short Time
With a total of three loughs, even the matipee is expensive. / Pickrell

A Show of Force

it tries hard to moke o point, but only succeeds marginally. / Gilon

««
Tales From the Darkside: The Movie ^^^

See Christion Skiter roise on eyebrow ond Deborah Horry cook

!

Creepy. R. Unreich —
The Ten Commandments

Still epic after oil these years. / Pickrell

Stage

The Big Day
About a wedding, o momoge, ond the difference between the two. S. Pal

v/

The Cocktail Hour
An upper-middle doss fomily drinks a lot and soys funny things. / Choi

ASl^^^

Jesus Christ Superstar J^J^J^/jjf
Andrew Lloyd Webber version of the biWpwith great voice ond on interesting theme. J Stewart

Les Liaisons Dangereuses
^ J^^^^i^

If you didn't like the movie then skip it, but otherwise it's o winner. / Stewart

^ ""^wo groffiti orTists in Harlem try to discover the meaning of life, ond ort. Intense! S. Pal

".Self Storage jj^^fi^f^t
RoaJ^rlmon ploys o new ond provocotive kind of beosf. Mind blowing. / Choi

Tlie BriJihfaws guid« appears every Friday as a compilation of reviews of fJm, television,

theater, wncerts, and other shows. Ihe opinions expressed are solely those of the writer/

-. -ij^js, , reviewer, but we trust them.

^<iWf dd it; trus*#^is one/

*only if you're desperote"

'survivoble"

no paws

entertaining''

'this is really good''

•self-explanatory' i^Q^V

Alt on the edge: Experimental d;

By Heidi Parker

Contributor

DANCE: Works in Progress. Prociuced by Wendy Temple Sponsored by the
UCLA Dance Department. May 14, June 1 1 . July 9, August 1 3. At the Dance Build-
ing. Admission is free.

Freedom of expression and diversity were Ihc themes of Works in

Progress a collection of dance and variety acts that opened Monday
evening.

Every month, the dance departinent puts together an enjfcmble of
performances that arc not auditioned for. The performers only need to

sign up. Most of the works are still in progress, meaning that the pieces

are still being worked on. Producer Wendy Temple let the audience know
the production was for performers on all levels and not a finished piece.

With an elaborate set of strewn clothing and umbrellas, the first act,

Joey Krebs' Dead Ends: A Past That Refuses To (]o Away, was a unique
combination of dance, philosophy, comedy and mystery.

Krebs explained that his unusual display of abandoned objects and
random interactions among dancers represents the absurdity in our
everyday lives and pain we experience through loss. "We live in a narcis-

sistic society in which the acquisition of objects is greater than our .sense

of selves," said Krebs. "This dilemma is confronted through the loss of
those precious objects we treasure."

Most of the acts, though, were dances that rcsembic^l modern ballet or
something that Mcrce Cunningham would conjure up in his early days.
A piece titled /1gr()//7g included a trio that scurried across ilie stage to

the music of SlIiuIx^ii. Their physical abiliiy wa.s lmprcs.<;ivc iii^lRZ^y

leaped and picked each other up wiili grace. The piece, light and show-
ered with images of rebirth featured pastel costumes and ample lighting.

Tlie choreography was bouncy and involved a lot physical contact
between dancers, who subsequently resembled a group of insects

frolicking in the spring amid fresh foliage.

A dance performed by the advanced theater ^roup ai Beverly Hills

High School was semi— sexual and hinted at the erotic. Directed by
Sonia Slutsky, this piece, named Quintciie^^x^ actually iKvformcd as-a
quartet— by four girls clad in autumn colored dresses with kxxsely worn
hair. As the dancer&-«vayed and tossed their heads to the music of Janis
Joplin, the choreography at times seemed influenced by a lusiy irug trip.

The feature was a brave endeavor and, for a work in progress, well put
together.

The Shirley Martin Dancers put on Ascend/Descend, which resembled
an Alvin Ailey routine, only with less dance and more fixed poses. This
was probably the most dramatic dance because of the live music, which
included bongo drums, a flute and soft vocals.

See PROGRESSIVE DANCE, page 14 The Shirley Martin Dancet

Stage

MFA 'One Acts' harmonize at Royce
Intriguing plays share uniform themes, talent

By Shalmali Pal
^

Contributor

STAGE Original One Act Plays Fnday. f^ay 18 at 3:15 p.m.
Royce 190. Call (213) 825-4321 for ticket information.

Original One Act Plays, 2i collection of three short

pieces written by graduate MFA students in

playwriting have quite a comfortable symmetry in

their UCLA origins and the talents of those involved.

There is also an intriguing uniformity in their chosen
themes — that concentrate on dissonance.

Chances Gd Round by Phyllis G. Fields centdrs on
a small-town. Southern family coming to terms with
a teenage pregnancy and an assortment of family
secrets. More specifically, the complex relationship

between the three generations of women —
grandmother, daughter, and granddaughter— bound
by ties often beyond even their understanding, is

realistically explored and absorbing drama.
Larry G. Cohen's Through the Heat Shimmer takes

us to the Softball field where the boys of summer in

yet another small town also have things to hide.

When a pompous English teacher, moonlighting as a

sponswriter, arrives and starts poking around,
another game is played between him and the

townspeople. Through the Heat Shimmer's strength

lies in its humorous, oddball characters and is

rrtainly the" most amusing of the three works.
Rosewaterlllolywater, Sarah and Keclie liv^ in

Bums Flat, Oklahoma with their alcoholic father and
bible thumping mother and struggle with growing up
under the oppression of poverty, abuse, and fear.

j
Unfortunately, Rosewater/Holywater weighs as

heavily on the audience as Bums Flat docs on the

Tucker family. Part of the problem is that the play
addresses loo many issues at once — wife abuse,

(clockwise from I) Liz Lavoie, Scott Butlur.
Gwen Brownson & Jordan Savage of
'Rosewater/Holywater'

child abuse, alcoholism, teenage pregnancy, reli-

gious fanaticism, poverty, rape, and incest. In an
attempt to touch on all the problems of modem
society, playwright James D. Wacdekin has come up
with a piece that is intense but unfocused. The
strongest aspect of Rosewater/Holywater is Gwen
Brownson 's performance as Keelie.
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INSIDE
GREAT DEALS ON

,, Ml

• Jeep
• Toyota
• Acura-

• Ford
• BMW
• Volks^vagen
• Dodge• Saab

• Informative Auto
Stories

/

• And^ Many ^ore*.^

Scrap Your Old Heap.
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Welcome to the UCLA Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide! The
Auto Buyers Guide will be running every Thursday and
Friday until the end of June, so look here for great sales

and helpful automotive tips every week. We'll be giving
you the best advice and latest news about: .

"

.

• Where to buy your first new car after

Graduation!

Simple ways to maintain your car to keep it

running smoothly!

——— : ^The best deals in town on your favorite wheels

And much morc.So enjoy the Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide!

\ .i.
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YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPENED A]\OTHER DOOR.

i^«

Talk it over with
Sheridan Toyota

ff

^^^^^^^-^^^^^ '

#-1
IN THE WEST

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with

LINDQVIST SAAB'S

I'

"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*

*
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•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MOMTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

.^o

i

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
cOLVER city, GA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
»vrs^<ts.^.^^r:22SS2^QZZZSS2SS^BZCS33SZZ2333Z2ZZ^^^S2233S:aSZS >2:&2.2k^2.5X5C jcsxssxs:

You must meet certain requirements

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congralulatiiig the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Your New Car. Also we have the
''"'•

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available.

NO-DOWN-PAYMENT
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

/^

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744
^ or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jose Cano "

820-1777
International Econ.

Gene Yee
447-1 250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jennifer McElliott
824-5873
Political Science <'

^

Serving UCLA Since 1957
^^^ ^ . —

—

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD
CAUNOW

213-394-6744

7
^nta Monica bivo

lOFWY

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.
Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment]
8am-4pm

r
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Don't let a tainted credit file stand

in the Tvay ofyour purchasing a car
r

>k
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There's aa oil treatment for every engine on the road

Deals for wheels can be
double trouble if your credit is not

up to snuff. The most common
obstacle encountered when buying
a car is a tainted credit file.

Financing is difficult to

impossible for consumers with

negative, often inaccurate, items

lurking in their credit histories.

Financing that is awarded to such

"Any kind of credit problem
can be overcome if you learn

how," says Berman, a nationally

recognized authority on consumer
credit and author of the The Credit

Power Handbook

disputed information from your

credit file. As a result, disputed

items are often removed by default.

eThe most common techniqu

used by credit repair clinics

exploits a legal loophole in the

federal Fair Credit Reporting Act

"Almost'' everyone will be in

the market for a new or used car

sooner or later," Berman warns.
"The time to start getting your
credit in shape is now."

Luiisumers carries a price; high (pcRA). Section 6 11a ol the Fg^
interest rates.

These consumers become
prime targets for unscrupulous'

credit repair "clinics." San-

Francisco based consumer
advocate and credit expert
Professor Daniel K. Berman advises

consumers to do their own credit

repair.

gives you the right to dispute the

accuracy of any information in

your credit file.

If you write your dispute

letters according to certain specific

guidelines, the credit bureau must
either verify the accuracy of that

information within approximately

30 days or it must delete the

For a free credit repair starter

kit (including credit report request

forms, checklists and instructions),

send a self-addressed, business-
size envelope with 50 cents^

postage affixed and $1 for

handling to: Credit Research, P.O.

Box 4973, Dept. M-3, Berkley, CA
94704.

Today's engines come in many
shapes and sizes and vary

greatly in technical complexity
and power output. For this

reason. First Brands
Corporation in Danbury, Conn.,

has developed a "first family" of

STP Oil Treatment containing a

product formulated to provide

extra engine wear protection

for every car on the road.

Today's newer, higher

revving engines must deal with

high heat and stress. A product

such as STP Newer Car Oil

Treatment, formulated for cars

and li;>hr-duty trucks up to four'

Products such as STP Oil

Treatment and STP Four
Cylinder Oil Treatment use a

different formulation specially

designed for older cars that

have already experienced wear.

They contain special "Viscosity

Index Improvers" which
thicken oil under ^certain
conditions to produce a coating

on engine parts that helps

reduce engine wear arud oil

consumption.

STP oil additives also

fortify standard motor oils with

extra cleaning, anti-friction and
anti-oxidation agents. They
help reduce potentially
damaging engine deposits and
internal engine wear.

^

BRUIIVS
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DISCOUI^T
AT

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE

SALE

Rebates up to

$2500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR„
Finance rate for 24 months on selected models

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

"

,

CLAUDE I^HORT DODGE
12TII & SAI\TA IVIOI\ICA KLVD.

SAI^TA IHOI^ICA

800 DODGE

years old and with less than

36,000 miles, can provide the

extra protection from the heat

^nd high stress that today's

complex engine technology
produces. Also, in a laboratory

test engine, STP Newer Car Oil

Treatment reduced engine cam
and lifter wear an average of 50

percent.

Vehicle owners should
routinely check an engine's oil

level. The oil and oil filter also

should be changed regularly.

And, by adding the right oil

-^additive to the engine after an
oil change, vehicle owners can
give their engines the extra

protection to help them run.

well, longer. TODAY'S NEWER, higher re\"\ing engine** found in can* an«l Hght-clut\ Irurkx up

to four years old and nilh lesH ihan .'i6,()00 mile!* can get extra pr<>l(><*tion from high

heat and slreHH nith an oil additive ^tuch as JfFP INewer (.ar Oil rreatment.

/'
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Getting ready for summer driving: six tips

When it comes to car care,

fair weather seems to lull some
motorists into a false sense of

security. Many vacationers

traveling by car or light truck

this summer will learn too late

that hot weather makes its own
special demands.

The national institute for

Automotive Service Excellence

(ASE), a non-profit organization

which administers national

certification tests to auto, truck,

and collision repair technicians,

offers the following tips to help

you get ready for summer
driving. Some are easy to do;

others will require the skilled

hands of a professional—auto

technician.

1. Getting Started. Even ii

you are not a do-it-yourselfer,

get involved in the car care

-: process. Start by reading your-

manual. Within it is a wealth of

'information about your vehicle

and its components. The
manufacturer's recommended
service schedules are listed and
should be followed.

2. General Cleaning. A
dirty, streaked windshield
causes eye strain and can be
unsafe. Replace worn blades-

winter's tough on them- and
make certain you have plenty of

washer fluid to fight the dust

and insects of summer. Don't

forget to clean the inside of the.

windshield too.

3. Cooling System. The
number one cause of summer
breakdowns is overheating. The
cooling system should be
completely flushed and refilled

about every 24 months. The
level, condition, and
concentration of the coolani

^Sffould be checked periodicaHyr

system examined at a good
repair shop.

5. Tires. Tires, too, are

often neglected, robbing
owners of thousands of miles of

useable tread life and posing a

potential safety hazard. Tires

should be rotated every 5,000
miles and the air pressure
should be checked once a

month.
6.' Engine Oil. The old-

fashioned oil change is one of

the most vital maintenance tasks,

yet paradoxically, it is also one
of the most neglected. The oil

and filter should be changed as

specified in you owner's

Never remove the radiation cap
until the engine has cooled

down. A 50/50 mixture of anti-

freeze and water is usually

recommended
4. Air Conditioning. How

long has it been since your air

conditioner was serviced? A
marginally operating air

conditioning system is likely to

fail in hot weather. Have your

manual-mof€ often (every 3,000^

miles), if you plan long driving

with luggage or a trailer in tow,

or if you make any short, stop-

and-go trips.

Remember regular
maintenance can give you peace
of mind, catch a minor problems
before they become more
serious, extend the life of your
vehicle, and it could increase its

resale value.

Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper It's Printed On.

The fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe,

or one of our other 1990 models on approved

credit.

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631

Vehicle alarm systems offer protection

Crime statistics show that

vehicle theft has risen 11

percent nationally from 1987 to

1988 - a vehicle is stolen every

22 seconds.

Aside from the obvious
inconvenience to the victim, is

the astronomical impact on
insurance claims - an
overwhelming $7 billion was
paid in 1988.

To counter the trend,

consumers have turned to

vehicle alarm systems to protect

their valuable investment. And
their findin^g that other benefits

are coming with the deal.

Mike Pino, product manager,
accessories group at Ziebart,

says remote controlled alarm

systems offer the convenience
of turning on interior lights and

triggering door, trunk and
window locks from a distance

of 50 feet or less.

Some systems have an
electronic shock sensor which
sounds an attention grabbing

high pitched horn whenever
the vehicle is struck, moved,
jacked-up or opened. After

sounding for 60-120 seconds,

the alarm will re-arm, providing

continuous vehicle protection.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS;
LABOR. INSTALUMION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUIIJDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1 Ti«ieup
2 Valve Ad
3 Lube

4 Ol Char
Adi

6 Ouk^ Ad).'

7. Sarvica Air daaner

5 BrakeXT
8 Check Elallerv Walcr
9. Inspecl Fionl End
10. CbmpreMnn
1 1. (piCMLVB Test Oxjlng

Syateni)
$7C95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J»P.n». c.)
(6 cyBnder: $20.00 Extra)

Inc Ptrts & l.^r |Gs & Al^ Rhcr extral

TOYOTA IHICS)KriE)^ $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGEBilJG
A Y Y Y?^ 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
imljljjLlL 453-4652 829-7012 plea$« mention this ad.

AUTO
INSURANCE

BEST RATES

NO PRIOR INSURANCE OK
TICKETS OK
ACCIDENTS OK

SUSPENDHi^ICENSEOK
.a

ikwiT.

^\^^

MFG. SUG
LIST $439.
KRC-5003

50«/o
'219

OFF KENWOOD
ll^flSr

KENWOOD

'00 / V -z^^mm.

• Pre-Outs Key-Off Release18 Station Presets • Dolby NR
Tape Search • 4 Chan/Hi-pwr Amp • Auto-Reverse • Fully lllununated Faceplate

37% OFF CD Changer with AM/FM/Cassette controller combinations

39% OFF ##crAMc;i ii Puiiout $-
MFG SUG LIST $229 ^5^ OAAINOLJI AM/FM/Cassette

OFF
MFG. SUG. LIST $488
KRC-410&KFC 1672

KENWOOD
KENwool

$^ ^ A AM/FM/Cassette
Pull-out System

SAVE ALPINE • SONY* SOUNDSTREAM

OUTRAGEOUS
'^'^^^, $AVING$ 0,

Panasonic

Clifford

Alpine

Code-a-Alarm —

=

—^-— Mitsubishi

Kenwood Motorola

n CANOGAPARK69HTOPANGAcrN 818-888-7957

_ NO. HOLLYWOOD 4864 lankershim 818-763-2111

n SANTA MONICA 2410 wiLSHiREBLVD 213-453-3541
HOLLYWOOD 617 N la breaave 213-933-5527

1 ENCINO 15721 VENTURA BLVD 818-789-3916
I 1 i n COSTA MESA 2306 NEWPORT BLVD 714-631-6123

AUTO SOUND ALARMS PHONES INSTALLATION TORRANCE 2920 w sepulveda blvd 213-539-4983
FIDELIT } J

'
I
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RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES
DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOB IN STYLE
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FOREMAN HONDA has a special financing program specially tailored to 1990
graduates naking it easy for you to reward yourself with a NEW HONDA.

WHAT YOU NEED.
• A Diploma

A Job

A Desire to Drive a

NEW HONDA

WHAT YOU DOWT NEED. .

.

«

• Much Money

Any Co-Signer

Previous Credit History

YOUR HONDA COLLEGE GRADUATE HEADQUARTERS
FanEMnN HOiMDn

5511 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van NTuys, California 91401

(818) 786-1314 • (213) 873-1776
contact your college graduate representative .

Gary Ober

The

high-tech

hot rod.

srt* WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT.
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just this. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"
and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the
. ,,;,, Jeep they want.

ts*

<f»

We offer a Graduate
1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

3 year 30,000 miles

extended service

contract
95 Vjaiue -.free with any new

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE
FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING

GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
With Proof of Graduation

- t-.

ep pui ed. Must mention this S<^

(213) 730-9105
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006 r~^

Macintosh.

Wlieels for die mind™

^.9
c }

.• " «

SCOTT
ROBINSON
HONDA (

WANTS TO REWARD ALL
COLLEGE GRADUATES

CASH DOW
• We pay 1st payment

• We pay license

• We pay security deposit

HO CREDIT NEEDED
TO QUALIFY
1990 ACCORD

$199 Mo.
60 months, closed in lease w/purchase option.

Total payment,$1 1 ,940 on approved credit.

(21 3) 371 '3521 Louise or Robyn.

.
^.

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES IT'S

SPRING CELEBRAKON SALE!

Right now, we've got a

College Graduate Financing Program..

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AHER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASE TO OWN!

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BFACH, CA 92648

(213)592-1383
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SANTA MONICA BMW
Introducing
1991, 318i,
Value You

the ALL NEW
Here Now, A
Can't Refuse.

325iX

1990's in Stock
Derivery.

for Immediate

• SPECIAL • Hi FOR -

COLLEGE GRAD 1 BMW SERVICE
PROGRAM 1 HOURS 7 - 7

Call for details. 1 ^ MON. - FRI.

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD, SANTA MONICA, CA

(213) 829-3535

Jetta GLI 16V Cabriolet

TIMMONS
VOLKSXA/AGEN

*Meed a new car?*
Haven't started your job yet?*
*Have no down payment?*

Then...
TIMMONS VW
has ci plan for you the

1990 COLLEGE GRADOATE
NO MONEY DOWN on any new VW

Example: 1990 New Jetta GL: ^275^^ per mo.
Ser. #211947. Sunroof, Air conditioning, power steering,
tilt wheel. Total buy ^ayment=l 6509.00- ^-t—"" ^"

Eample: 1990 New Cabriolet $299^' per mo.
—"^

Ser. #016729. Air conditioning, power steering, cassette
Total lease payment= 17,993.40 plus tax.

For each car purchased TIMMONS VW will donate $100°^ to your
AIumn( fund or favorite charity in your name.

.j'Vi.r'vaHir-

TIMMONS VW
3940 Cherry Ave.
Long Bea(;h, CA 90807

Call

213/
595-4601

FAHRVERGNOGEN. IT'S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN

aa
Daily Bruin
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Look...

Wheel Deal

Bargains

For Your

i^my a©9 a^^^®

VOLKSWAGEN ®

No Car?
CABRIOLET

^M^M^:±

JETTA

No Cash?

NoPr
USE VW'S SPECIAL
COLLEGE GRAD

, ,. .. -...,.,- PROGRAM
No/Low Down, Low Interest

Easy Qualifying

EASY
QUALIFYING

VOLKSWAGEN
SANTA MONICA

(213) 829-1888
2440 Santa Monica Blvd.

DON'T GET
ROBBEDONYOUR
SECURITY SfSnNL
Los Angeles has one of the highest auto break-in rates

in the country. But the real crime is going to the wrong

dealer to get your cor alarm. Dealers who lack experi-

ence. Or don't know the best alarm system for your

needs. At Al & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a great price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installation that's guaranteed.

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance progrcm. .

What's more, we know the ins and outs of your car's

electrical system better than anyone, because we've

been in the mobile electronics business longer than any-

one Over 36 years. So come to Al & Ed's. Because when

you really think about it, all the extras you get moke our

security systems a real steal.

>4UrOR40E(((U))).

CAR ALARM COMPLETE WITH 2
REMOTES & LIFETIME WARRANTY

SL :•:::.;. CLIFFORD
STEALTH CAR ALARM BY THE MAKERS SUPER IPS FALCON CAR ALARM WITH
OF DERRINGER, 5-YEAR WARRANTY }REMOTE$& LIFETIME WARRANTY

SALE

^274
INSTALLED

•i5%
INSTALLED

Al& Ed's Autosound
THE SPEaAUSTS IN MOnU SKURITY"

UK

$339
INSTALLED

0-

WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
2301 8. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
DerringerB C^^ JUrOMOr>^CLIFF0RD SO. O&rringefTf'^moat^ . CUFF

^
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Trade Four Years
your Life
New

XNTEGRA VIX)()RGS

The time you spent in college is

about to pay off. Your college degree
and proof of employment after

graduation are all you need to start

driving to work in a brand new Acura,
on approved credit.

Torrance Acura, #1 in customer
satisfaction for the last three years,

wants you to drive home in an Integra or

Legend sedan.

Our College Graduate/ Leasing
Program will allow you to choose from a
large inventory of cars and a wide
variety of options and features.

Call or come talk to us in person to

learn more about our financing
programs for graduates, and when you
come in, don't forget your diploma.

TORRANCE

25341 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
- (213) 539-3636

A&E
-M' f

ment

s perform their progressive dance entitled "Ascend/Descend.

"

CHARLES COOLEY/Oaily Bruin

Film

f Nava brings passion to UCLA
piiglits of Latino immigrants

By Charles Newbery
Contributor

U Latin American immigrants did not struggle
across treacherous lands and hasten lo El None, then
"ihc whole United States economy would fall apart in

one week, and you would be buying tomatoes for ten
dollars a piece," said filmmaker Gregory Nava.
Nava communicated dilemmas facing Latino

immigrants at Mclnity Monday night following a
screening of his acclaimckl film III Norte.

Clad in an olive green shirt and white pants. Nava,
who entered limping because of a recently broken
fix)l, spoke with authority and passloc'i aboul'a subject
dear to his heart.

Nava exposed the injustice and racial torment that

Latin American immigrants sutler daily in South
America and in the United Stales, iheir tabled land ol
prosperity:—

—

———
But the reality is Cveti worse than what is revealed

m El Norte, a film he wrote and directed about a

Guatemalan brother and sister immigrating to the

United States. ':

t

n

n

P
c

n

"Immigrants lose their culture in El Norte. They
lose their heart and their soul," said Nava. "Mayan
Indians make Sassoon Jeans. All clothing is made by
third-world people. They do the work we do not want
to do.

"They lose who they arc."

Nava added that the journey to imaginal glory

destroys. Mexican and American bandits roam the

border and kill those unwary border-crossers,

stealing all they own, typically little more than a

blanket, an extra shirt and maybe 30 pesos, he said.

"People are coming up everyday, and they are

dying as ihcy travel," he explained.

Gregory Nava, who spoke at Melnitz
Monday night, prepares for the next shot
during the filming of his acclaimed film 'El

Norte.

'

Nava also elaborated on the terrorizing conditions

lliat force many Latinos to emigrate. Military squads
and developers pose a frequent threat to many
Latinos in their home countries, he said.

"The bottom line is that for five hundred years,

people have been killing Indians in the Americas,"
Nava said. "Developers in South America will find

an Indian tribe that has never been exposed to

See NAVA, page 15
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
0925 Undbfooh

2084366

The Hunt for Red October (R)

1:304 30-7 30-10:30

70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-6576

Tale* From The Oeriieide;

The MovM (R)

2 004 45-7 30-10i)0

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 Santa Morica Bivd.

CenLry City Shofjping Centw
Free Partyng

4 Hours Free Validalon

With Puf*ase of Theate Tickets

(213) 553 8900'

BRUIN
948 Bfoiton

208-6996

aeee of 1999 (R)

2 004 45-7:30-10,-06

My Lett Foot (R)

11 20-1 40-4:15-7 05-9 40

WESTWOOD Teenage Mutant Nin(a Turlee (PC)
1050 Gaytey (12 30-3 00)-i 30-8 00-10 30
2087664

Happy Together (PG-13)
M55 2 10 4 40 7 49-102<^

WESTWOOD
050 Gayl«y

208 7664

Teenage Mulint Nin(a Turtlee (PG)
V 30-1 4b 3X€ j6

Short Time (PG-13)

l12 15)-2 4S-5-15/'4510l5
Driving Mias Oaisy (R)

1?50 3 irS-ibB 1G '.'40

WESTWOOD
050 Ga/tay

208-7G64

Cruy People (R)

_^.442^2:30*«0.7:3O-10^)0 * Funny Face (NR)
-••

4 r'- -

WESTWOOD
1060 Gayley

208-7664

The Cook, The Thief,

Hie Wile A Her Lover

(1 00)4 00-7 00-10 00

No one unber 16 admittt>d

The God« Must Be Crazy 11 (PG)

fie Big 3ang (R;

REGENT
1045 BroKlon

2083259

Wild OrcfMd (R)

2O04 45 7 3O-I0 1S

& A (^)

)0 • :', % n / .5 :; lb

PLAZA A Show 0< Force (R)

'067 aondon (1 OCi 3 15-5 30 8 'S. i" 3'

P08 3097 SPECIAL ENGAGLMEN"'
Passes and group actjvify bckets aoosptod

tor shows betors 6 PM only.

Santa Monica

Cinema Paradiao !NH)
'"'40-120 4O5-/0C-9SC'

Short T~~ '-'-,

15 2 55 t

MANN W1LSHIRE TWIN
314 WilsNre Blvd

The Hunt For

Red oetoter (PG)

1.1ii4 1ii 7 , 151C!.^
'Sat A Sun only (or 1 15 showfme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Muboi Nmla
1314 W-lshtre Blvo Turltoe (PG)
451437/ (130i3 45-fCv

'Sat & Sun onty tor 1 30 » 3 45 showtmes

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL Too Baaulfm For You
11523 SM Blvd Daily 5 30-7 45-1000
477-5581 "Sal & Sun Mabnee 100-3 15

11 yi M5

Mi^j« Skjes

'; j i Ab 5 20- 7.50
*

Stfapteea iNR/

Crazy People 'R;

11 15 1 30-3 50 6 35-8 25- r ^

LANDMARK
THEATRES

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wis^tre

274-6869

Sun 11 00am

Monewur Hire

Daily 5 45 8.00 1000
'Sat A Sun MadOM 1 30 3 45

Acadwny Winner Cotninan Threade

West L.A.

NUART
11272 Santa Monica Bi

478-6379 The Summer Of Mil

Miracle m Rome~ frKJay only 7-30

Forbea

RNE ARTS
8556 WisNre
662 1330 'Sat A

The Feud
Daity 5 00-7 15 9 30

Sun Matnee 1 00-300

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincarnation of Golden Lofcje

1332 2nd St. Daly 5 15 7 45 10 00
394 9741 'Sat A Sun Matree 12 45 3 00

Peychology Seriee:

MeHowTebet^ Medicine i? Alms,'

Sat 4 Sun 10 am

MONICA Camile QmM
1332 2nd St Wed 4 Fn 5 15-8 30
39*,,9741 "ThealBf doswJ Thi^sday 5-10

'Sal 4 Sun Matinee 2O0
Sat 4 Sun 10 15 am Kriahnamurt. With A Silent Mmd

Friday only 5 50-9 15

Febiee Of The Beeutitol Pigeon Fancier

Saturday only 4 ?0 7 3t'

Lettere From The Parii

Saljrday only 2 40 5 50-9 00

The Summer Of Mih Forbee
Sunday only 4 06-7 3C

I'm The One You're Looking For

Sunday only 2 25 5 SO 9 lb

Fn 12 am Baakel Caee II

Sat 12 am Rocky Horro' Picture Show

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

Goldwyn Tie

475-0202 1130-1
Me Up, Tie Me Down
46 4M6 10-820 V0.3C

Goldwyn Mama, There's A Man Irf Your Bed
,475-0202 12 15 2 3C'-4 45-7 0C' 5 16

plus a ifiat Chuck Workmana: Pieces of Silver

Goldwyn
4 75 020?

MONICA
1332 2nd St

3949741

'Sat 4 Sun 10 30 an

The Ttntnts
Daly 5 00-7 30 9 45

Sal & Sun Manna* 2 30
Jung; Metier of Heart

Longtime Companion
.11 00-1 00-300 500-7 10 9 10

'Fn A Saf'Late Show 11 10 pm

Goldwyn
4750262

MONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE
'33? 2nd St Henry V
394 9/41 Daly 6.30-9 30

'Sal 4 Sun Matree 12 30 3 30
Sat 4 Sun 11 am Through The Wire

T>f Me Up, Tie Me Oown-
12 45 3 0O5 1O-:?0 9 30

'Fri A Sat Late Show 11 45 pm

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Cororwt

10889 Welworth
475-9441

Q A A (R)

1 554 45-7 46 10 30

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsn at Westwood
475 071

1

Ddby Stereo

Pretty Woman <R>

11 55 2 30 5 05 7 40 10 25 UA CORONET
10889 Welworlh

475 944

1

THXiDdby Stereo

•Fn

Body Chemistry

1200pm daly

4 Sat Late Show 12 25 an

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh at Washvood
475-0711 -Fn

THXyDdtjy Stereo

Bird On A W>re (PG-13)

1130 2 154 50-7 30 10 15

A Sat Late Show 12 00 an
UA CORONET
10889 Welworlh

475 9441

THXAMby Slweo

'Fn

Cadilac M«i
12.20-2 40 5 00 7 30 10 00

A Sat Late Show 12 15 an

AVCO aNEMA II

Wtt\ at Washvood
475-071

1

Odby Stereo

Lowe You To Death (R)

1 00-3 15-5 30-7 45-10 00 UA CORONET
10800 Welwortti

47S-9441

Cadilac

12:$0-3:tO-5 30-8:00 10 20

N
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PROGRESSIVE DANCE
From page 14

"

Tyler Linkin brought the audi-

ence to life in the last performance
as he introduced a new type of
comedy that was clever and
involved interaction with the audi

ence (thanks to a small iheate

through his piano playing an
balancing of a dancing flower on
his nose.

On the whole, the production

was a delight. Since the pieces are

$

works in progress, they cannot be

expected to be perfect The pro-

duction is a chance for those who
wish to perform in front of an

audience and show their creations.

The next production will be held

June 11 and will have different

performers and skits. Works in

Progress is free and great for study

breaks. lt*s not often that you arc

able to see such raw works of art

Joey Krebs performs a 'lost' art amid a bunch of stuff from
UCLA's lost ar)d found.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

J:
INTRODUCING
A NEW KIND
OF SHOE
STORE

w

U RBAN 1 KAILS novv offfcs Los \nj;«'l<'s* larj:«-st invciitory of foolwt'ar

for the way yon Iiv«'. V><omfortal>l«*. ^ood-lookinj: shors for nifii ami

onu'fi" txirh. soft \v\ riijijitMi hatlH-rs <'s|M'(ially sly led and <rait«Ml to

fit your lifeslylt- in tlir 9i)\ 1 \\v \u rivet s\uw lor work or play... for

_ walkinjj aroiind town or ronnlry or aronnd yinir homr or office

^^arryinjs Timln'rlamL Horkport, (Jark's of

^^ Knf^land. Sehajjo, Sprrry, Bass,

^^y^^^^v./VTTrrTv^ w • %/ !vi /III •

wtM'jnns. Vans, INikr/llikinf;,

11. IL Brown, Merrell andmort

dtop by and hrowst
1 imtM-rlunil «<ii|t<<r I llrali{;hl

Hal««r|»roof m<N-«usin with (iorrt^'x'

i
URBAN TRAILS

F T 1 E A R FOR THE
1 A V vol LIVE

1055 Broxton Avenue Westwood Village 213 208 4848

Monday - Saturday 10-9 Sunday'^12-8 ^^V^

Free Parking Validation ^^ V'S'^^^tS N^

1955 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025

I
SPECIAL .

student prices I
HAIRCUT&SHAMPOO. $1ol
PFRM 5»9*5

all vjHiLlvJll I •••• ^^
COLOR(TINT) $15
SHAMPOO/SET/BLOWDRY ... $10
FACIALS 50% OFF
WAXING, MAKE-UP 20% OFF
call SHAPOUR at his new
location at: (213) 475-1223

WITH THIS AD

I

"The Pizza A}tmnat4w^
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING —

T

THE BIG
RED BUCKI

I

I

I

I

{ $100 OFF WITH ORDER
I OF $13 PLUS
I ONE COUi*ON PER ORDER

I

^'« THE BIG
! RED BUCK

BUY 50 WINGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREE

ONE: COUPON PER ORDER

JII€III*S PRESENTS:

VC

PAKCING
iMWEDIiffEiy ,

AFTER "THE POX
IS DONE / .

mil SAN VICENTE 8I^VD., BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

NAVA
From page 13

European culture, and they will

say. *Lel*s kill them before the

anthropologists find them.*
"

Nava also related his experi-

ences with the Mexican army.
When filming El Norte's
Guatemalan scenes in Southern
Mexico, soldiers accosted the

filmmakers and demanded their

negatives. "They carried subma-
chine-guns and wore sunglasses at

midnight We had already sent a
technician back to the hotel to

retrieve most of the negatives,

drive to Mexico City and fly them
to the United States for processing.

But they held us at gunpoint and
chased our technician through the

city streets. A real car chase,** said

Nava.

"It's a very sad situation,** he
continued. "While we were there,

the Guatemalan army crossed the

Mexican border and massacred a

refugee camp of Guatemalan
Indians. And it was not recorded in

the United Stales. It never reached

the papers.**

But don*t expect to wimess this

suffering. Latin American five-

star hotels and beach resorts mask
the injustice. The government
plans it that way. "Fm not faulting

people for going to the resorts,"

said Nava. But "the government
Jiides the blatant pams of the

"people."

Nava said he is careful to write

about the humanity involved in this

suffering, not the politics. El Norte

is told from the Indians' perspec-

tive. "They don't know about

capitalism or communism, United

States oppression or exploitation,"

he said.

Nava also shared his past as a

filmmaker. Before writing El

Norte, Nava said he hated the

commercial subjects he was told to

write about and soon found him-

self disillusioned with the enter-

tainment industry.

But film continued to enamor
him; he saw it as one of the most
powerful communicative
mediums. Nava emphasized that

he didn't make El Norte for

commercial purposes; he made the

film to educate audiences.

"The best work I do, I do
because I believe in it and am
passionate about it," he said. "All

my work has humanity and social

impact to reach those who don't

understand."

According to Nava, the lan-

guage of cinema captures humani-

ty and social drama, allowiif films

to impact minds and produce

social change.

"A movie is not an essay; it's

emotion," he said. "It needs to be

new, original and fresh. Not like

anything else. El Norte is a tough,

gritty social drama without flow-

ery costumes and pearls. It moves
onto a human level," he said.

Nava also offered his Melnitz

audience some advice Monday
night, advice that he himself has

admirably followed. "Do what you
believe in," he said. "Do what sets

up sparks within you. Do what you
are passionate about."

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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UCLA Student Committee for the Arts presents

"An Evening at the Knitting Factory"

From the Manhattan performance space where bold new music is

heard nightly, we bring you an adventurous and edectic

SLAN: John Zorn,
Elliot Sharp & Ted Epstein

The Jazz Passengers
(with members of Lounge Lizards) .

Curlew
Fri., May 18 at 8:00 p.m.
Wadsworth Theater

For more information/

Charge-by-Phone:
(213) 825-2953 •^T/=°**^*^***«*;'*^^

^
(«»» •(7141740.]

W^Mi
DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
Open

Fri. and Sat.

untH 2:00 AM
Weekdays

uniil 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 bloci( east of Barrington)

' ft ^ t'f
_
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'f T "^ T T
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DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic, dedicated people

f^,T,, -J interested in advertising

K^V/i^ experience and an exciting

f;;y;j^'T^
internship for summer
This is a position dealing
primarily with ad production

and on-compus advertising

rather than soles.

Applications ore available at

112 Kerckhoff Hall and
ore due WEDNESDAY. MAY 30.
at 4 pm.

irfb

^ ^T ^ f f^f ^ *|

^^ t 't f ft

t^tf f t

f
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Applications for Jewish Student Union
Elections are no^v Available

President

Programming V.P.

Internal V.P.

Executive V.P.

Communication V.P.

•I "Kr

Election Schedule

Monday, May 21

Monday, May 21 •

Tuesday, May 22

Wednesday, May 23

Noon ^Applications Due .

7:00 pm - Election Hearing

(900 Hilgard)

Voting on Bruin Walk

Voting on Bruio Walk ';

Applications available at Ha'Am
(112 £• Kerckhoff)

Applications due Monday, May 21 at Noon.

1-'
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INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
Th« managtmcnt rowrvos the continuing right to change, reclassify, revise or

reject any classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin

CLASSIFIED RATES
Daily. 1 5 words or less $4.25
Daily, each additional word $0.27

Weekly. 15 words or less $15.00
Weekly, each additional word |1.00
Display ads student rateycol inch $8.00

Display ads tocal rate/col. -inch $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
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1 working day in advance by noon
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call the Westside Far Housing Oltic* al 475-9671
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Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Personal 1 Personal 10 Miscellaneous

liMI ^(s)[]0 KI[iBW®[108'^^

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

ATTENTION^vg^
TRIDELT
(and Dates)

WANTED P/r Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

{213)204-2016 West L.A. ^

Personal 10

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental
license exam at UCLA.

Week of June 18— <714) 752 7760
Leave mc.s.sagc

Alcoholics Anonymous f/eeling

Mon Discussion, Thurs Book SMtty

Fh Steu StJflY AU 3S2S \ZM» 1:15

Tues -3 7 ir NR C8177 Wed f>$a«$ion

NPICS53S I2101M
Fcr alcohdcs or individuais who have a

dunking praNefn

t2M) 387-8316

What do the following have in common?

Pineapples Ten gallon hats

Saw'dust Lime green AMC Pacers

Skoal Grass skirts

Stay tuned for more details!

Love,

The Seniors

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfect and have
gpod interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35A^our.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Bam-5pm.

?
Krista (AXQ) ^Busy Memorial ^
Day Weekend? W
Herman (ZO) ^

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Fcumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

COME DISCUSS -the Prerequisites to Peace"
Thursday May 24th 5-7pm Ackerman 3520.
Sponsored: Baha'i Club.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Good Deals

Good Deals

^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^'-^T

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO
''^^'^^'^^*^^^'*^^^^^^^^^^J

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted. No collection is too large or too
small. (213)556-2869.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (2 13)873-3 303 or
(818)992 6966.

JET TO EUROPE- Any time for S269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458-1 006. 7-10

am.

Free 8

FREE FASHION PHOTO SESSION Photogra
phcr seeks men for testing. Contact: Windon,
(213)830-1302 9am-5pm. M.r only .

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

Fm Oelhety Tickets

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Janet Jackson - Phantom
:-^ Alice Cooper- Phil Collins - New Kids - Steve Miller

Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli -

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX C/iARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Delta Gamma Mom^s Day

at the /. Paul Getty Museum

on Saturday, May 19, 1 990.

Be at AF at 9:45 a.m.

JQX t

JThanks for;

J the great t
* Exchange! t
J KKr ?
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To the Gentlemen of ATA- The Mardi Gras Exchange last night was sweet!

EK & ATA ARE RAGING AT MARDI GRAS!
We're looking forward to an awesome Mardi Gras Weekend ^ The Ladies of UK

sponsored by PHI KAPPA PSI
PRESENTS:

CAPTAIN MOR«AII*S

"nH VILLAGL-D£U
THIS SPRINa

Congratulations to

Carleen Busier (AF)
and

Steve Moen (0E)
on your pinning.

We're so excited

for you!
The sisters of

Delta Gamma

AyCii Proudly Congratulates

Liz Mack
on her acceptance to the

UCLA Yell Crew

We knew you
could do it!

Research Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)620-6574.

DENTIST needs patients for stale board exam
in June at UCLA. Free treatment provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study. Receive $25. Call for details.

(213)825-3921.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with atlentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.

(213)825-0392.

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

hormone patterns in normal menstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100.oo received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS AGES 18-60 INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-

CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED: Healthy males 60-75 for drug
study. Will pay $400. Call (21 3)206 1895.

Wanted 15

ALL GREEK
pre - MARDI GRAS
HAPPY HOUR

_ <• V

:c

FREE HAIRCUTS; men and women needed for

cutting classes in Beverly Hills salon. Please

call Pam or Jeffrey at (213)273 8060 for more
information.

Wanted to Buy 16

WANTED -TALES FROM THE CRYPT" l-shirt

up to $30.00. Negotiable. Call (31 4)645 01 1 3.

after 3pm. Collect.

beverages provided by

UNLIMITED

Sperm Donor 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 an(J

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month ancJ in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Sperm Donor

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm IDonors Needed.

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

california
c:ryo bank

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free

M/f , ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

FREE HAIRCUT/Carlton Hair Beverly Center
Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855-9076
TuesySat. 11-7.

Health Services 22

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirts

(213) 470-4323

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportunities 26

-BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITV IN 25
YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now.
24hr message (818)594-7469.

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich (21.3)280-3558.

SEXY, SIZ7L INC Marketing How to build your

wealth marketing the service's of lOKTUNF
500 companies. Call now for TREE Business

Seminar (818)167 .3049

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLCX)D
PLATELETS SAFELY

For information

Call Anna
(818) 986 3883

ihroughoul I A &ene'il

from your partic p.lli0n

4954 Van Ni/yt Btvd Shirmin Oakt

Help Wanted 30

$1(VHR APPROVED WORK STUDY POSI-
TIONS available for general office assistance at

the Buckminster Fuller Institute, an educa-
tional & research organization concerned with

solutions to global problfems. Within 15

minutes driving time to campus.
(213)837-7710.

19 Help Wanted 30

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic^
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub

-Call Now—
ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

2 Secretary positions: Now availavie 10-20

hours to train for full time summer position.

CXjties answering telephones, processing mail,

filing, typing forms and wordprocessing letters,

etc. Must type 45wpm, have knowledge of

WordPerfect and have good interpersonal

skills. Salary $8.35/hour. Call Shirley

(213)825-2293 between 8 am - 5 pm.

$35K US GOV'T P/T inconr>c/year. Working at

home. Help Uncle Sam return million dollars

of US Gov't treasurer for unclaimed funds. W/o._

experience necessary (818)3395783.

ADMINISTRATOR BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pt.

(213)557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office Must type 50 wpm
,
good oral/written

communication, compu'.er knowledge hclp-

ful. Elexible hours (213)278-8316.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants,

Travel Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service.

Listings. Salaries to $105k. Entry level posi-

tions. Call (1)805-6876000 ext. A-10105

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIFS Earn S600+/week in cannery,

$8,000-51 2,000-»- for two months on fishing

vessel Over 8,000 openings. Start |une 18th

No experience necessary. Male or female. Yor

68- page employment b<x>klct, send $6 95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-
tionai, 100% mof»ej^-baek:^u>farrtce .

NEED INDIVIDUAL WITH SPIRITUAL INTE-

GRITY AND SELF DISCIPLINE. Baskin Robbins
yogurt and ice cream, full/part time, days/

nights/weekends, Westwood village and west-

^ide locations, Scott (213)208-8048.

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful, chindren's furni-

ture store, looking for energetic sales person
Must enjoy working wilH people and children

Will tram $5Air. p/\.. (Could become full-time).

HUDDLE. (211)479 4 769

ATTENTION: Earn money reading bboks*^'

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838 8885.

ATTENTION art and design majors. Santa
Monica Gallery needs energetic part-time

employee for sales, mat ir\6 frame designing,"

hourly wage and comission. (213)828 6866

ATTENTION: POSTAL )OBS! Start $11 4lA(r'

For application info call (1) (602)8.38-88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements Sharp
Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement, agressive,

take-charge To $.S0K (213)557-0142.

BUSINESS Office. P/T, M F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus.
(213)475-2456.

\.^'
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE
JOBS

TOP DOLLAR — Work your
hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent
jobs at LA's prestige

hospitals, MD offices and
industrial firms.

All skills required.

Aames Personnel

27l'6]64

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M—F 40hrVwk. June
25-Sept. $4.25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part-time. Apply at

7-n, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CASTING: JAZZ MUSIC VIDEO, several fea-

tured Asian extras needed. Will accept any
other interesting characters. Screaming Pic-

H«fe» Ttffimy (2n>461.113fl

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-
lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CENTURY WEST CLUB needs female floor

trainer. Experience necessary. Certification

preferred. Hours: 2-9pm, M—F. Call Susan
Fullerton (21.3)556-3312.

LAW FIRM

nee(js motivate(j person

to (Jo challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to fieliJ.

Please sen(j resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20
hoursA^. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-
ful. Experience preferred UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

COMMUNITY SERVICE officer programs
(UCLA). Office clerk 15-20 hrsAvk. Light

Jyping, heavy phones, good communication
stills. $6 34^r Contact Cindy Slanworth at

206-5473 or pick-up applications at CSO
office, 601 Westwood Plaza.

COMPANION DRIVER. With car for Studio
City lady 3 days/wk. 4 hrs/day. $7/hr -t-gas.

(213)659-1904.
..,

COMPANION NEEDED to be with high-

functioning 19 yr. old male, Special Education
student, who is interested in bowling, basket-
ball, swimming, ocean body surfing, and golf

5 days/wk, approx. 1 2-5pm months June 25 -

end of August. Salary -f expenses.
(213)454-3744. Alice or Bruce.

CONSTRUCTION LABOR Brentwood
SS-h/hr. Experienced carpenters more. Sum-
mer job. (213)471-1167.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

COUNTER PERSbN for office supply com-
pany. PT afternoons, g^>od environment. Pa-
cific Palisades. Jill (213)459-4457.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs Beasle/s
bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide
S300-$900 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 1

5

New positions available. $10.25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could
start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.
Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DELIVERY PERSON wanted for Santopietros.
Own transportatiorr. Call Skip or Annette
(213)208 5688.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 824- 7776.
$5/hr 4- $1/delivery + tips + food. Must have
reliable transportatiqp & insurance.

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted.
$1 OOea on accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spat2 Footwear: 3407 W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020. (213)736-5194.

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
$600-52000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Cain valuable business experience work-
ing with very dynamic business men and
xvomen. (213)841-2060.

EXCLUSIVE health club seeking students

knowledgeable in the areas of physical ed,

exercise physiology^ biomechanics, to assiiLin-

our new membership drive No prior experi-

ence required. Great money. Excellent oppor-
tunity^ (21 3)556-331 2.

EXECUTIVE Secretary $2000 Real Estate fi-

nancing business. Word Perfect. Warm office.

Call Steven Schwartz (213)473-1901.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FATBURGER WANTS YOU. HIRING FOR ALL
SHIFTS AND POSITIONS UP TO $6/HR
10955 KENROSS AVE. (213)208-7365.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic
office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FTA*T positions availalbe. Great
working conditions. Marjie (213)208-4000.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $17,500-$58,240. Call
(1)602-838-8885 Ext X-8050.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. 8-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MINIMUM AGE 21.

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING (213)826-7000.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For
info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St.. Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

P/T POSITION
with West IJ\

Insurance Agency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

Inspections and ofllce

duties. Should have
good tjrping, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to
school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:^

(213) 478-2001

INFORMATION/DATA OPERATIONS part-

time. 10-15hrsAvk, flexible schedule. Com-
fortable with computers. Funtcional user cap-
aSle of proMcm solving Should have: Basic

knowledge of Dbasell or Alpha3; Quicken or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer basic ac-

counting knowledge. Must be reliable. Know-
ledge of WordPerfect helpful. Sense of humor
mandatory. Small busy informal office. Good
hourly wage. Barbara Saltzman
(213)479-3249.
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Wanted, responsible

outgoing people
for cashiers

& sales positions.

Apply In person at:

Tho Cockpit
9609 Uttle Santa Monica BI.BH.

1 block West of Rodeo.

Full & Part time

positions available.

(213) 274-6900

HELP! A Madarin speaking family helper

needed. Good Pay!. Day (714)892-0537.
Night (714)846-9152. or leave message.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY- Needs help,

10 P/T, $500-51, 500/mo, 10 F/T,

S 2,000- $6,00(ymo. Full training. Start now!
(213) 441-1610.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNICIAN- Requires B.S.

in biology plus significant experience in DNA
sequencing, southern blots, and related proce-

dures. Contact or send resume to Steve Swir-

kal. Human Resources. Cedar Sinai Medical
Center. 8700 Beverly Blvd. LA, CA 90048._9p0^

nsVulLAB RES TECH: extensive experience in s\>uth-

erns and DNA sequencing required. Call\)r.

Pultst (213)855-5166.

LEGAL FILING CLERK, $8/hour, p/t,

10-15hrs/wk. Flexible. (213)393-5582 Linda.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4
thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

LIFEGUARDAWIMMING TEACHER. PA, ex-

perienced. Mulholland Tennis Club. Summer.
Current cards and references. Anne Hall

(213)464-2495

Sales!!

Earn Great Gash!

$9-18/hr
work for rapi(dly growing

West Coast marketing co.
PfT or F/T. flexible hours

min. 12 hrs/week
LA area Steve
(213)473-4797

S.F. Valley Wayne
(818)905-8104

MAKE $100 avg/cvcnings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people
(213)962-1874.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
filing PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (21 3)653-0718.

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood.
Experience required. Outstanding opporiun-
ity. SalaryA>cnefits (213)208-3316

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANT The
RAND Corporation, a nonprofit research insti-

tution in Santa Monica, has an opportunity for

an accomplished microcomputer expert to
work with the research staff in the support and
development of end user applications. This
position requires a bachelor's degree and 1 to 3
years experience working with IBM PC com-
patible and Macintosh microcomputers.
Strongworking knowledge of communications
software, spreadsheets, and database packages
such as Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, 4th

Dimension, and Paradox is recommended.
Duties will include end user consulting, new
software evaluation, teaching, and documen-
tation. Applicants need good interpersonal
skills and must be able to work effectively with
all levels of microcomputer users. US Citizen-

ship required. Send resume to Kenneth Logan.
The RAND Corporation, 1700 Main Street,

P.O. Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA
90406-21 38. An Affirmative Action Employer.

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills.

F/T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)
939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ TYPIST. Days. Must have:
answering machine, access to W - P equip-
ment, excellent SkllH, committment, a profes-
sional manner. Flexible hours. (21 3)478-7061 .

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, S9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call
9-3pm (818)567-4147.

OWN BOSS EARN 520.00 an hour answering
incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-
CATION. (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME LADY SHOES SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

,
center. $6^hr. Roz (213)657-5183.

PART-TIME delivery start immediately 6-8
hrs/wk. $7.25/hr. and .18< per mile. Must
have car and insurance. (213)838 8080.

MANACil-.Ml^NT (i)nipanv Now Aiidiiioniiip

I\1'.V!)()AR1)IST and Background Singers for

Top 40, Pop Rock, R&B, liink Covcr/Original

IkuuI. SiuJcnis with rroicssional AiiiiuJc Need
()nl\ Appl\. Coiiiaci 1). Allen

(213)6548646 M-Sai. hetore (S:()() pni
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PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392-5644.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT who enjoys details,

numbers, typing, and flexibility. Macintosh
experience helpful. Reliability, good judge-
ment, sense of humor valued. Casual Venice
non-smoking office, Ideal for student or re-

entry adult. $7/hr. range. Maria
(213)399-0186.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive.

Organize files, driving, errands, personal shop-
ping. Make yourself generally useful. Require
intelligent, energetic, very relialbe person.
Full/parl-time. Call before noon.
(21 3)459-2422.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

PERSONAL SECRETARY NEEDED for West-
wood are psychotherapist. Typing, books,
errands. 18-25 hrs/wk flexible. Need car. Call

Dr. Deborah Cooper (213)470-4900.

PHOTOGENIC DANCE oriented people
needed for artistic book. No experience neces-
sary. Possible travel. (213)641-6760.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, M,T,TH,F
10:00-3:00. $7/hr. Wi I shire/Fairfax area. No
expedience necessary, will train.
(213)933-7548.

PRESTIGOUS Century City Law Finn has
full-time fttc cterk pwltlon ^al labl^. CatT
Deborah (213)556-5920.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law
firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and
beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment. Call

Shawn Derfer at (213)478-2541.

P/T PERSON WITH SOME EXPERIENCE IN
WOOD/METAL WORK. TO WORK IN SMALL
PLASTICS SHOP. $6-9/HR (213)474-2335
(213)476-5164.

P/r RECEPTIONIST for LAX psychology office.

15-20 hours during summer. Hours flexible,

$7/hr. Filing, phone skills, people skills re-

quired. (213)337-7323. Drs. Sullaway and
Dunbar.

PUBLISHERS REP. Firm. Seeks part-time

secretarial/clerical. Tues & Thurs., 1 1 :30-4:30.
Near UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

f Great Job!
We are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist
to answer pnone in a busy

office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits. Will
train ri^ht person. Casual,
dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody
453-1817

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT. • 30 HRS. Strong
secretarial skills, Macintosh required. West-
mark Investments (213)936-6205.

RECEPTIONIST: Beverly Hiiss YMCA. M-F
4:30-8:30pm. PT/flexible. $6/hr. Call
553-0731.

RECEPTIONIST, PT. Beverly Hills law office
MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

RECEPTKDNISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred
(213)472-7235. '

RECEPTIONIST/Clerk, part-time. )ane Fonda
workout seeks outgoing take charge person for

its busy corporate office. Typing, data ent^.
$6/hr. Brenda (213)659-6144. *

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED - PR Firm in Santa
Monica, flex, hours, reliable. Light typing,
phones, errands within walking distance.
S5/hr. Call (213)451-4870.

RETAIL: any experience, we will train. $6/hr -f

commission Full or Part-Tin>e. Call Bob or Leo
(213)828-4511.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
£A2ilII Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656
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ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy WorkiNo Sellingi Earn

S300-$400 Per Week Details

1-(314) 768-1976 f«« "'O

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-lirT>e. Brent-

wood location. Fringe benefits, pleasant work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864. '^^

^-»-s

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advartcement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477 8023.
Ask for Margaret.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top
salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

SAILBOAT INSTRUCTOR NEEDED in Marina
del Rey. 26-28 foot cruising sailboat.

Weekends now, FT summer. Call
1-800-225-9776.

SALES. Bright, energetic, overachievers to fill

full/part time positions. Eric (213)933-9551.

SALES PEOPLE WANTED. High commissions,
flexible hours. No experience necessary. CALL
ALPHAPACE 9213)856-4765.

SECRETARIES wanted, excellent pay, flexible

hours. Must type 35+ wpm. Call Alphapage.
(213)856-4765.

SEE THE STARS and park their cars. Valet

company seeking full/ part time attendants.

Flexible hours. Tips. Over 18, clean DMV,
clean cut. (213)287-1811.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing needs full-

time help to do clerical work". Please call

(213)452-9616.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up ta$1 5/hr -
•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

STUDENT HELP WANTED IN AGSM. The
office of Executive Education in AGSM is

looking for part-time<3fod«Bl employees to

help with the preparation of executive prog-
rams and seminars. Duties include: wordpro-
cessing (WordPerfect typing, copying, collat-

ing, assistance with mass mailings, and tele-

phone work. Students with office experience
preferred. Must be able to work through
summer with opportunity to continue in fall.

Salary: J7.8(Vhour. Please call Myra Brown at

825-2001 or stop by 2381 AGSM.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-
tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please
call (818)889-8383.

SUMMER JOBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give
the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advancement opporluni-
tics $250-400/wk. (213)475-8110.

SUMMER JOB. Local private country club
needs salesperson in golf shop to help in

women's sales. Call Rick (213)934-6050.

SUMMER WORK—apply now before finals.

S9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships
available. Call (213)567-4147.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout
So. .California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR. Medium-sized
Century City Law Firm has immediate opening
for a part-time switchboard operator. Indivi-

dual must be responsible. The hours are
1 1 :00am to 3:00pm Monday through Friday.
Salary ^8:00 an hour. Please contact Keri
Bryan between the hours of 3:00pm to 5:30pm
at (213)277-1226.

TEACHERS for S AT- ACH -M ATH .

(818)2846683.

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$ _

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

t—
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TELEPHON SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13/hr. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :30am- 3 :30pm
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922.

TOUR SALES COORDINATOR- part-time

position available in Travel Business. Travel

and great job experience for your resume while
you earn. Need own transportation. Call Carey
at 1(800)999-7567.

UCLA students! Make money and fricnds---

work at Hershey Hall Food Service, $6.34^r
plus incentive increases. No experience ncccs-

sary. We schedule around your classes. Come
by or call Beth at (213)825-7686.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)487-1780.

WAIT AND HOST PERSON for popular Wcst-
side restaurant. (213)826-7831.

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/^Ht. Flexible to fit schedule.

S5^r. (213)828-<<537.

WATRESS/ WAITRESSES/ CASHIERS wanted
for Greg's Grill, WLA, PT/FT available. Salary

negotiable. Outgoing, polite, good personal-

ity. Contact Greg at (213)473-4744.

WE NEED someone with execellent writing

skills! WP skills a plus. Sonia (818)501-8900.

WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking

a break between college and graduate school?

TELEMARKETING
One of the country's largest security

companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring

opportunity to move up in a professionally

managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking for consistency and
opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized '

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen

(213) 665-5757

INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR ORGANIZA-
TION based in Los Angeles, and a local group
of fine art galleries under the same manage-
ment, has openings for several individuals in

an administrative and/or sales capacity. Sales

activities include retail fine art sales and
exhibition space at respected international fine

art fairs. All applicants should be poised,

well-presented, sophisticated, and multi-

lingual p>ersons, capable of dealing with im-

portant galleries, dealers, collectors, and mu-
seums from around the world. Educational

We need a c lerk lof a vafiety or duties, background shou ld inc lude fine a rts, commu
including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility. Work in a legal enviornment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary + benifits. Call Jan 2-5:30 at

(213)208-2889.

WORK AT THE BEACH! Permanent FT office

positions-all fields. Carson/Thomas. Santa Mo-
nica. (213)451-3001.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

WORK IN JAPAN. High earnings. No experi-

ence necessary. Send $5 for information. Dean
DeSantis. 1623 59th Ave., Salem, OR 97301

.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27Air. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold

Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.
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BE A MOVIE EXTRA/MODEL!!
$50--$500/day. No experience necessary. No

.flakes. Flexible hours. By appointment only.

12001 Ventura Place, 3rd floor. Studio City, off

the 101 freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd.,

in the green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661-7982.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS AVAILABLE!! Gain valu-

able international experience while earning

good money and traveling. You are qualified!!

Write today for the comprehensive employ-

ment guide for a summer job on a luxury liner.

Send $24.95 tax included, check or money
order to NJM CO. 7451 Warner ave. Unit

E-120/BR Hunungton Beach 92647.

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery. Earn up
to $20/hr. Call Ron (21.1)271-0645.

FULL-TIME ASSISTANT TEACHER IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION. NPI Hospital School on cam-
pus. Assist as teacher for 1 2 adolccents hospi-

talized for emotional and learning disorders.

Prefer bachelors degree or equivalent experi-

ence. Year-round position with salary at

$18,000 year. Position begins July 15. Send
resume to Dr. Steve Forness, NPI Hospital

School, 760 Westwood Plaza, LA 90024.

HOUSE MOTHER for Senior Citizens in lovely

Westwood home. Live-in. Room and board-t-

salary. Light duties. References.
(213)472-1944.

nications, and/or business majors. Prior fine

art experience is preferred. Recent graduates,

or individuals without prior experience will,

however, be considered in a trainee capacity.

CoiVpensation is completely dependent on
prior knowledge and/ or job experience.

Excellent career opportunity. Please schedule

a personal appointment with Dr. Citron or Mr.

Lester at (21 3)820-851 1 . A complete resume
will be necessary at the time of interview.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle afccounts

recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Business

student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour

depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott

for more info (213)820-8511.

MARKETINCVACCT EXECUTIVE. Established

executive search firm specializing in financial

industry seeks recent college graduate or

graduating senior to join sales staff.

Successful candidates must be sales orientated

with good communication skills. Wc offer high

earning potential, prof, working environment,

benefits and personalized training. Please send
resume in confidence to Hildrelh and Clevc-

I a n d
at 23901 dalabassas Rd #2063, Calabassas,

Ca. 91 302 or telephone Lori at (81 8)704-461

9

to arrange possible interview.

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experience. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling. Professional

attire. $5-20 hrsAvk. $7/hr.-^. 1 -block from

campus. (213)208-5732.

RESPONSIBLE tour couriers needed. Earn extra

money, assist Japanese exchange students, 3-4

day tours, LA. Know language a plus. For

interview, call Jackie (714)673-0481.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS: experienced,

certified. June-September. $10-f/hr. Laurie

(213)556-8472.
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FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations ar»d references. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)476-481 6/P.O. Box
49761, LA. 90049.

HOUSE-SIT/Summer, love pets and gardens.

Professional NY. couple. Prefer LA or coast.

(212)674-7494.
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YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close lo

Graduation?
Do You need a

summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-

highest paying Industry in

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or if you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

HOLLYWOOD PR AGENCY INTERNSHIP.
Meet celebrities, learn PR business from pros,

work with UCLA Alumni! No pay, but fabulous

experience/references. Must have reliable car,

great attitude. Sharona, )oyce Communica-
tions, (213)467-2446.

Child Care Wanted 35

5 AND 3'A year old. Teach reading, organize

toys, drawers; eat dinner with them, get ready

for bed. Westwood $6/hr. 2:30pm -8:30pm
MWF, (213)474-2396.

BABYSITTER- Must have car, P/T, afternoons,

some weekendVevenings. 7—year old boy.

(213) 470 6845.

BABYSITTING- P/T, for 1 V. -year old girl, in

Mar Vista, near man^ied student housing.

Non-smoker, own transportation, salary ne-

gotiable. Call (213) 391-2266. Leave message

BABYSITTER to look after two little boys, 5

years and 10 months. Every weekend. Must
drive and live in. Friday p.m.— Monday a.m.

Wages negotiable (21 3)641 9369, evenings

BABYSITTERS for evenings. Brentwood. 1

child. Own transportation. (21 3)4713138.

Child Care Wanted 35

BRIGHT ENERGETIC LOVING BABY (loves

music) wants counterpart for summer. Great

for college students Working at commercial
production company. 9:30am-6pm, 2 days/

week. Call my mom, Terrie at (213)461-9755
or (818)882-2444.

CHILD CARE needed for 20-month-old boy
West Hollywood area (213)650-2238.

EXPERIPNCED BABYSITTER WANTED for

7mlh old girl (4-7pm) most weekdays through

)une 15th. (213)8377225.

PART-TIME POSITION with developmentally

disabled 5 year old. Behavior Mod. experience

and references required. Car preferable. Must
be willing to train and work with pre-existing

behavior mod, programs. Call (21 3)452-3773.

P/T M-TH afternoon WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Colin (213)820-7146.

SUMMER CHILD CARE. Pacific Palisades 2

children 9 and 1i, live-in or live-out. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license required, refer-

ences. Kristen (213)394-6911 (day),

(213)459-1382 (eve).

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/monlh, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839 7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 5525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus to

UCLA. (213)837-7755.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294

IBRENTWOOD, $625. Single, Ww paint,

bright and cheerful, pari<ing space, no pets.

One year lease. Diana (21 3)471 31 34.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD 11640 Gorham. 2-bed,
2-bath $1095/mo. Garden style apts

(213)207-8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
evenings/weekends.

BRENTWOOD,$840/mo. 2-bed/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1-bed,

den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A/C, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST
(213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment. $550
(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bcdroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA. Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, F>ool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault

St. (213K71-8154.

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed,2 bath, a/c, elevator,

$1 1 00 (21 3)671 -8570,(21 3)41 0- 1 499.

NEAR LA BREA/OLYMPIC 3-bdr/lV, -bth du-
plex. $115Q/mo. 5114 Edgewood" place. Car-
agc, washer/dryer hook-up. (213)777-9636

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units All furnished Private

bathroom Pool, jacuzzi '/4 hr dr^e to UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zei/ah. Northridge.

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. S73Q

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

PALMS- $950. 2-bedroorT\/2-bath, 2 7i years

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLS 10737 Palms (213) 838-5039

PALMS Low move- in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650- $750. Pool

sauna and exercise room, (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,

parking. )uly1-|uly 1 1991 . $39tymo. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly

Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

TOWNHOUSES $1225 and $1350, 2

bedroonV2 bath, 10745 La Grange, IVi miles

from LICLA, Appointment (213) 475-6165

TRIPLEX. 1 -bedroom, new carp>ets drapes,

stove and refrigerator, bus, shopping, freeway.

(213)479 8099. $595/mo

VAN NUYS- 25 minutes to campustno traffic

15 minutes). $715/mo. 2-fl 1/2 townhouse,

good area, security, balcony,
gated parking C/A (213) 865-3801

VENICE, $800. Fabulous 2 bedroom 1-bath

upper unit located in quiet 4-plex. Totally

remodeled new paint, carpet, mini-blinds.

Brand new stove and refrigerator, tile bath-

room, mirrored wardrobes and security park-

ing. Cats okay. 7 blocks from beach. 755
Brooks Ave Eric (213)878-0221

WESTWOOn Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284 9044

MAR VISTA/
PALMS _

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

* Balconies

* Fireplaces

'L'^undry facilities

*Securit\' alarms
*2 Car parking

Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

6c rcc room

*c.

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

PALMS- $605/mo., one-bedroom Newly rede-

coraled Call (213)837-9616

PALMS, $810, 2-bedroonT/r/i -bath, ap-

plrances, upper, pool, covered parking, laun-

dry, no pets'. 3455 )asmine (21 3)454 4754.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. 'gated Didgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgr.)

or 24 hr recorded message 838-9784

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
All secure building

Ccn t i d l di r /t iudl

Wet bar/fireplace

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 stucJents

Low move-in
$1200-$1300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858 —
444-9889

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley

Mat (213)284-9044

WESTWOOD $1100/MO ,

2-BDRMy2-BATH NEWLY REMODELED
ELEGANT TILE 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS '

CHARMING (213)839 6294

WESTWOOD- Furnished aprtment across

from campus 4 people max , 2 parking spaces
Starting )une (213) 208-1637

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term Large and
beautiful 2+2 Perfect for four students New
carpets, built-ins, A/C, paiio 1711 Malcolm
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $69 3

unfurnished, $725 fumtshcd Bachelor w/
krtchen. Laundry ladtilics AvSilabte now'
(619)721-8921, leave message

WESTWOOD Available September BIG
2-bedroorn/ 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park

ing. 1-mile to campus. $1240/ four

(213)8.36-0116
'

'

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

monlhs'rcnt. Walk to> UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering (213)208-7634
Managed by Moss and Co

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2 bedrooms/
2-bathrooms Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

1'A miles from UCLA 1953 Sclby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165

WESTWOOD/WLA. $535/mo Single, Spa-
nishe, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes^"

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, $1300, 2-bcdroorTV

1-bath, stove, refrigerator, quiet street On
Midvale, near Massachusetts (213)829-0.38.5

WESTWCX)D, choice location $300 move ir>

allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk to UCLA A/c, pool. 7
tievator. 415 Cayley (21 3)2tW-6735. Man-
agcd by Moss A Co -

.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large luxury 1-bed
room and 2-bcdroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)208-8<>a5

WESTWOOD/WLA $750. 1 bturoom, hard

wood floors, frig, stove, nini-blinds.
(213)4777777. " '

Westwood
Studio $725
1 Bedrm $1025
2B/2B $1300

Utilities Included.

lairgcsl Sq. ft. cUMiKihle

GiVcU lAXdtion

10635 Wilshire IM.

470-4407

TT"
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDftCX>M AND 2BEDROOM. PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER. RE-
FRIDCERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE. CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom. $1 500. 2+2.

Gym, Jacuzzi, walk to UCLA. No pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WLA. $110(Vmo. 2-bedroom-1 1/2 bath

Condo. Security building, shutters,
frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Cafmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/appliances. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615.

WLA 2- BED/1 V. BATH- Stove, refrigerator,

drapes, newly decorated, $860ymo. 1737
Butler. (213) 450-7881.

WLA 2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-balh. $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.
.

WLA. 3-bed/2-bath, $1 100/mo. + $1200 sec-

urity deposit. 4-plex, laundry room. Parking.

Security gate. (213)202-6524.

WLA $825. Spacious. Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

corniitioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Wcstgate. (213)479-1581.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardcniike. (213)

477-9955.

Apartments Furnished 50

SUMMER DISCOUNT great fall rentals. Extra-

large some utilities ir>cluded. 100 steps to

UCLA. Maryann (213)824-0319.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

,
$5^Vm9. utilities included. 944. Tiverton.

2-ftlOgto ftom campus. {213)874-0TB1

.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore (213)208-3328

Apts. Unfurnished 52

BRENTWOOD, huge studio guesthouse apart-

ment. Private deck nested in trees. $1 200/mo.
•
^(213)472-8215. (213)472-2167.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included. Days (213)468-5943. Eves.
(805)254-2403.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bed/2-bath, $11 25.

Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month
lease. (213)837-0533.

PALMS- $765- $985. Large 1 -^ 2 bedroom
apartnr.^nt in luxury building. Good location,

balconies, A/C, built-ins. Evenings (213)

2028699.

WESTWOOD- $1,280. large 3-bed/2-bath,

excellent location, private pation, bus lines,

aircond. Evenings: (213) 444-7378.

WESTWOOD- $1,280. Large, 3-bcd/2 bath,

excellent location; private patio. Bus lines, air

conditioning. Evening (213) 444-7378.

.Vacation Rentals 53

"BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmitc house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785-1028.

WESTSIDE North of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed-

room house month of )uly. Open, airy. Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833.

Bobbi.

Apts. to Share 54

BRENTWOOD- Female, 2 bcdroom/2 bath,

on bus line, 5-10 minutes from UCLA. Great
location for $450/month -f 'A (low) utilities.

Jay (213) 826-6806

BRENTWOOD, female Furnished. Large own
bed ar»d bath in 2-bedroom condo. $575,
includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

CRAD STUDENT looking for roommate
2-bcd/2V> bath Townhouse. Non-smoker, fe-

male $63Q/mo Contact Jill (213)473 0808.

MALE GRADUATE seeks roommate: Share
2-f2, 7 miles to campus, $295 -»• V» utilities.

Garage, A/C, pool, gym, sauna Curt
(213)876-9605.

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/l 'A bath apt. in Sherman Oaks $425/mo
+ utilities. (818)905-6977 Stella, leave

message

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1-l/2 balh
apartment. UCLA and wcstwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only $550/mo.
(213)475 0271

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share
bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available )unc

15th. (21 3)83 7- 5949.

PALMS Share 1-bdr apt, own bedroom.
Robertson blvd. $265/mo. Femalc/non-
smokcr preferred (213)8.36-6963.

-

SHARE 2-br/2-balh near Marina D R Must
have no/little furniture Non-smoker,
$25(ymo (213)392-8805.

UCLA STUDENT 28 with two kids aged 10

needs roommate ASAP. Private bed, bath

(213)638 4225. $388/mo.

WESTWOOD (XXJBLES Across one street

from UCLA, $250.00. Call Jon (213)
208-6759. Reduced summer rates.

•

WESTWOOD DOUBLFS Attractive summer
rentals across street from UCLA $250.00. Call

Ion (213)208-6759. Women preferred.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE- Near Santa Monica
Free Way and La Cknega Blvd. Easily shared.

• $1,10(Vhrw. (213) 931-5757.

QUIET AREA, Venice. Furnished, 2-bed/
1-bath, fireplace, washer/dryer, large enclosed
yard. June 11 -Aug 11. $1S00/mo.
(213)397-6873.

VENICE, $1 TOCVMO. 3 level, 2+2 house. 2-car

garage, spa, steps to beach, all appliances.

(21 3)652-981 9.

House for Share 57

BEVERLYWOOD, $600, own room, 'A -bath,

private entrance, big house, cheery, full house
privileges. (818)795-9055 days.
(213)397-8002 (eves).

CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedroonVl -bath

house. Washer/dryer. $50(ynrH>. N/S. Eddie.

(213)838-0967.

FEMALE, share xiarge townhouse. Private

xiarge room, balh. Parking. Barrington/
Wilshire. Non-smoking. $410.00 Nice
(213)479 0695.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedrooms available in 3-bed-

room house. Refined water. Washer/dryer, sec-

urity. $320 and $340. (213)838-4635.
Thomas.

SHERMAN OAKS, one room in 3-bedroom
house. W/D, $364/mo. + utilities. One pet

possible. John (818)905-1497.

BEL AIR. Only minutes to campus. 3-bdr/

2.5bth. Formal dining, den, view, 2618 sg. ft.

$779,000. Guits (818)716-0000.

Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Room arvi board in exchange
for IShrsAMvek babysitting, light housekeep-
ing. Private roonV bath. Must have reference

and like kids. Call (213)475-8404.

60

House for Sole 58

BEVERLY GLEN 3+2. Large family roorn with

enclosed patio. Fun-filled yard. Generous
separate studio. 'A bath. Room to expand.
Canyon view. $485K. Call Agent Sarah

(213)462-0867, (213)389-3790.

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500. 3-bdr/1V4 bath.

Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time

buyers. (213)397-4270.

BRENTWOOD GLEN. 3-bedroom/2-bath, 2

car garage, patio. MQ. 3 minutes to UCLA.
-(2^3)477>3?1^ 1

APARTMENT NEEDED from June-August.

2-be<V2-bath. Need parking. Unfurnished.

(213)748-4544.

SUBLEASE wanted June-Sept. $1 OOCVmo. Must
be well furnished near Century City and WLA.
Will take good care of corido or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-8300.

VISITING PROFESSOR seeking 2-flofi/3 bed-

room house/apartment, prefer furnished. Aug
for year. Max $1500. (213)208-5910.
(213)825-2993. Leave message.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD honf>e owner offering room
and board in exchange for 15 hr^wk. light

housekeeping. Rick (213)820-5151.

AU PAIR- childcare, ages 6 and 8. Light

housekeeping, private room, bath, car, and gas

provided. Must have valid drivers license.

Starts June 4. Los Feliz area. $10(Vwk.Call
Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED. Private residence

'A hour from campus. Must have own car.

(213)295-7131.

HORSE PERSON WANTED. Room and board
in exchange for care of horses, dogs, and house
hold chores. English Riders only. 10 minutes

from UCLA (213)459-9883.

RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKER- Artistic fam-

il/s Westwood home. Childcare.fdogs & cats).

Opportunity for salary. Hours flexible.

(213)826-3470.

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.0(Vday -f room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.'

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free room with bath and
maid service. Kitchen and laundry privileges.

In exchange for babysitting. Must have car.

(213) 470-6845.

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and time in evenings/weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman with multiple

sclerosis who r>eeds assistnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Reference-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471. 9-5pm.

LIVE-IN, P/T needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/seperate en-

trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

PRIVATE roonVbath in exchange for house-

work, dog care for male couple in Venice
townhouse, 1 -block from beach. Kitchen pri-

vileges and use of Ocean View roof deck.

References. Male preferred. (213)399-3493.

Room for Rent 64

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000.
(818)990-1300 and (818)906-7269.

-WAO^T04jCt A. ^ftvate room
, bath ,

phone.
Live with faculty family of 3 in exchange for

work. Afternoons and Saturday evenings. Pre-

fer female student, non-smoker, who owns car.

(213)470-4265.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 1

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard. $450/negotiable. (213)837-2210.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrance/ bathroom. $375 w/utililies.

(213)870-5668.

LARGE and sunny, furnished master bedroom
of 1b/b apartment in Brentwood. Available

6/20-9/6. Security building, parking, Jacuzzi.

sauna, pool. $500/mo. (213)473-0907.

LARGE unfurnished bedroom w/private bath
in furnished apartment, new building across

street ffom'earnpus. Summer lease tor two
'
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people, $35(ymo. each. (213)824-3323.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. 2 miles from
campus off Sunset. Private room, share balh.

Private entrance, unlimited street parking,

limited cooking privileges. $350/mo. Require
first and last month. (213)472-7451 evenings/

weekends.

MAR VISTA. Female own room and bath in

house w/married couple. Available now.
$40O-^1/3 utilities. (213)391-2027.

MAR VISTA AREA, share kitchen, bathroom.
Looking for female non-smoker. Available 6/1

.

(213)390-1091.

ROOM in beautiful 1920's house. Own balh

w/two women. Fairfax-Melrose area.

$475/mo. (213)655-5214.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen
privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658.

WLA condo. $450. Indoor laundry near UCLA.
(818)288-8173.

Roommates 65

2 FEMALE Roomales needed- own rooms.
Share balh. Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Culver City $365/mo. (213)836-0363 or
(213)838-3387.

5-MINUTES TO BEACH. 1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Own room, furnished. $375. Venice and
Centinela. (213)390 9693.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartmenl.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bcd, 1-bath for 2 to

share. $300 each. Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505.

CLASSY House, great neighborhood. Own
room, parking. 1 5-min. from UCLA.
(213)216-9383.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

menl wAiigh ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $530/mo. Available til August or

longer. (213)931-5016.

FEMALE, Palms area, $437.50/mo.
(213)838-9642.

FEMALE roommate, own room in 2-bedroom
apt. Non-smokers only. Avail. June 1. Call

(213)289-0424. Leave message.

FEMALE wanted to share new Wcstwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes
free gas, cable, & electricity. Call
(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

FEMINIST VEGETARIAN professional mature.
Female roommate for sunny 2-bed/2-balh
West Hollywood apartment. Available June
10. $350/mo. plus $365 security.
(213)653 2230.

MALE needed to share University Single apart-

ment one block from campus. $314/mo. Call

Paul 624 5907. ^
MALE ROOMMATE needed for furnished
university apartment. Located across the street

from campus. No smokers/drinkers plea.sc

S.300/mo Call (213)208-8592.

NFFD 1 2 FFMALF RCX^MMATES. Summer or

longer. Close to UCLA. $340 each for 2, $56.5

for 1; share 2-bdrm w/mcd student.
(21.1)4773955.

ROOMATF NEEDED: Own room 2-bdr/l blh

Santa Monica. $450/mo Vi . Call
(213)395.3893. Available June.

ROOMMATE wanted. Own bedroom in large

apartment 9 blocks from beach. Tony (alumni)

(213)458 0953.

SHARE 2BD-f2BA; pool, Jac, suana Nons
moker. Fumished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900 80CVmo. -f $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476 4816.

SUMMER-FEMALE needed for a 2-bdrm/
2-bath for $300.0(Vmo. Located on Glenrock.

Call Kalhy (213)824-4910.

THIRD ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bed/

2-bath apartment on Bundy Drive, close to

Wilshire. $275/nfH). (213)447-1045.

WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2-bed/2-balh. own
roonr\/bath. $45(Vmo. -f utilities. Laundry,

parking. $645 deposit. June-lst. (213)
207-1706.

Sublet 66

1-BEDROOM furnished. 527 Midvale. park-

ing, pool, walking distance. Females onle.

Mid-June - mid-September. Price negotiable.

(213)824-5882.

1 FEMALE roommate for own room and balh of

2-»-2. $487.50/mo. Now-October.
(818)981-5346 Mary.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2blh. 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi. June-Sepl. Rent ne-

gotiable. (213)824-1306. _^
2-BED/2-BATH Weslwood Chaleau. Fully,

furnished, new paint. Walk-in closles, garage

parking, close to campus. (213)206-0818.

2-BED/2-BATH. BRENTWOOD; olher side of

Barrington. Off-street parking, balcony. 2nd
story. 6/19 to 8/19. $900/1 -month,
$1 600/2-monlhs. (21 3)826-5380.

2-BEDRC)OM apartnr>ent to sublet mid-June to

mid-September. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1 -block from campus. Only $31 5.60/mo. Call

(213)208-2147.

3 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS! Female,

June 1 5 - September 25. Oen room in a private

house. Share bathroom and kitchen. $400/mo.
(213) 470-1731.

AAA SUBLET! Need female. Share bedroom in

2-bedroom apt. June 15-Aug 15. Walk to

campus. Stephanie (213)208-6241.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE to sublet.
2-bedroonV 2-bath, parking, across from cam-
-pui, secufily—Price , negotiable.~
17T 3)824-1 094^. Tunc-^ScpTcmber.

APT FOR SUBLEASE: Bachelor on Levering

$695/mo. - utilities. Available now! Call Kim
(213)208-1755.

AVAILABLE NOW: Wcstwood Village 1 -bed/

1-balh, Jacuzzi, a/c, security parking, micro-

wave, furnished. Affordable. (213)479-5867.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-Augusl.

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1050/mo. Option to Icas^
(213)286-1241.

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail-

able June 1 5 or Junly 1 -August 30. $525/mo.
(213)859-7690. Sherrie.

BRENTWOOD, own room of 2 bedroom apt.

$475/mo. Available June 1 -September 1 . Furn-

ished. hardwood floors. (213)447-3040.

BRENTWOOD, female, own room, elegantly

furnished. $50G/mo. including electricity and
maid service. June-September.
(213)447-2417.

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax district.

6/1 5-8/30. Dales « rent negotiable.
(213)934-5313.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- To share
room, free parking, walk to campus, on bus
route. $600.00 6/9- 8/31/90. (213) 470-2592.

FEMALE Roommate needed to share room.^
Free Parking, walk lo campus, on bus route.

$600. 6>^0-a/31/90. (213)470-2592. "

FEMALE roommate needed; summer/year;
AWESOME new 2 bedroom/2-bath, $400.
OWN SECURITY PARKING!! Kerry
(213)207-4349. ~

FEMALE STUDENT from Northwestern U.
needs sublet 6/90-8/90. M/F. (708)492-8630
(coolecQ.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;
furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or
(213)473-4551.

FURNISHED BEDROOM- Attached bath, bal-

cony, kitchen, refrigerator, pool, laundry.

Westwood. opposite UCLA. $475/nrH)., utili-

ties included. (213) 824-5724.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus.
2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswasher,
parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438.

MIT student, male, nonsmoker, working at SM
Magazine needs summer room, up to
$40(ymo. (213)392-0443.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean. Summer sublet.
1 -bed/1 -bath. Parking-3. Right across from
campus. (213)824-5548.

KlEED ROOMMATES- To share 2-bcd/2 Vi

bath townhouse for summer. $300/mo. Man-
ning Ave., 1 -block south of Wilshire. Quiet,
sundeck, with own la^updry! Vera (213)
208-1759.

ON GAYLEY: Walk to campus. 2-bed/2-bath.
New; security parking. Summer sublease.

Great Manager! (213)206-4805.

REDONDO BEACH. July. August. Large bed-
room with balh. Mile from beach.
$333 3.3/month. (213)379-9857. Susan.

ROOMMATE/ SHARE room in large, furnished
apartment. South of Wilshire. $275/mo. No "
deposit. Available 6/1-September Flexible.

470-8174.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake
area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 Direct bus
lo UCLA. 30 min drive lo UCLA. $365/mo.,
utilities included. (21.3)663-8912. ^

SUBLET CLOSE TO UCLA- ( 5-min walk), .

studio with kitchen -» cable TV.. June 1 5 - Aug.
15. $50(ymo. Call (213) 824-2287.

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
2-bdmV2-bath. Close lo campus $35(ynrH>nth.

(213)824-2221.

Sublet 66 Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered- 98 Travel "r05 Scooters 119

SUBLET starting July 1 . near campus, 2-bed/
2-bath. 2 parking, balcony, microwave, un-
furnished, new; (213)209-0370.

MALE SUBLET UNIVERSITY APT.
6/20^0-9/20/90. $367/mo. A/C. pool. Ja-

cuzzi. 1 -bedroom. 1 block to campus.
(714)720-0364 Michael. ..

SUMMER APARTMENT: HUGE, "sunroof",

1-bedroonV 1-balh. 1 minute to campus,
$90(ymo. (213)824-4560.

SUMMER HOUSING NEtDED for our Down-
town Law Firm. Looking for furnished apart-

ments and westside sublets to house our

summer clerks May/June thru August. Please

call Stefanie at 213-488-7100.

SUMMER SUBLET or exchange for apt. in

Paris. Approx. July-Aug. Own large, furn.

bedroom in spacious, bright 2 bedroom du-

plex. Fireplace, hardwood floors, sunny back-

yard, parking. GREAT LOCATION! Beverly

Hills. Utils. included. $825. Price negotiable

(213)285-0764.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 lo share room in spacious

2-bed/2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa

Monica on Bentlcy. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.

SUMMER SUBLET. 5 minute walk to class.

Fully furnished. Studio apartment. Mid-June-

August 31. (213)824-1141.

UCLA STUDENT(S)- June-September, (3

spaces available), 456 Landfair. $32(Vmo
(neg.). Share room, furnished, A/C, pool. (21 3)

824-0601

.

UC SANTA BARBARA summer sublet,

2-bedroorT>/ 2-bath. Big, beautiful, clean, furn-

ished, near beach. Lisa (805)685-7585.

WESTWOOD - female to share furnished

apartment on Midvale. June Isl. Parking.

$350/mo. (213)208-8480.

WESTWOOD. 3-bdr/2-bth, furnished summer
sublet. A/C security builin^parking. 5 minutes

from campus. Price negotiable.
(213)478-2627.

WESTWOOD. 2 blocks from campus. 1 -bdrm,

parking, view, balcuny—Availahip junr.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

If

^ , /lllstate ^
,

,

If
Auto/Henters/Home/Life ^

312-0202 i^
1317 Westwood Blvd jf

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire) ]|>

Allstate Insurance Compar^y ^
Allstate Life Insurance Company

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math lutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (616)500-4021

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible

hours. Call for appointment (213)829-^^363

Ask for Lisa.

LONDON/ WEST END. 4 bedroom/ 1 bath

apartment wilh separate w.c. Maid service.

Opposite Madame Tussaud's. Next to Baker

Street subway and walking distance from

theatres. Short and long lease avail-

able. £1 00/room/week. (21 3)641 -9369,
evenings.

Travel Tickets 106

^ Aiisiaie Liie insurance company : j •^•••*^ Kl^^^^^
7V¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥?^ lUTorinQ Needed

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

99

Low Co8t Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

HonKvHealth/Comm./Motortvc'le.^.

We'll Come TO YOU!

WANTED: Professor needs native Chinese
speaker for beginning conversational tutoring

Now until July 1. S10 per hour.
(213)470-9387.

1-way, LA to Tokyo. Must depart June 23-29

$395/obo. (213)642 7867.

ONE-way airplane ticket LAX to Frankfurt.

Good thru 7/23/90 $350/obo. Call
(213)824-3917. Chris

Typing
Autos for Sale

100
109

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 ar»d
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call f^.ow (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

A-l ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,thescs,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)4721999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery

$1.7Vpage. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

APA, Dissertations, Theses. Experienced word
processing. Also screenplays, resumes, laser

typesetting/graphics (213)578-1415

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Detaney 207-5021

September. (2T3)?08 10907
APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT

WESTWOOD. Room in house. Private bath

Backyard. Quiet street. Close lo campus.
$475/mo. June 18- Sept 18. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD. Share 1 -bd., furnished. Need to

start June 1. $437.50/mo. Kelton. Yvellc

(213)478-2507 or Robert (213)208-4439

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD 527 MIDVALE. 2-bedroom/
2-bath. Jacuzzi, pool, security, parking. Avail-

able mid-Junc-August. (213)209-0235.

WLA- Female, apartment needed. Own. Furn-

ished room + balh. May-Aug. $425/mo. (21 3)

447-7884.

WLA. Female apartment-mate needed. Own
furnished room and^ath. May-August.
$425/mo. (213)447-7884.

WLA/SUMMER. Woman for own room/bath.

Large,sunny, balcony, laundry, dishwasher.

$425. Kate (213)274-1376.

WLA- Summer. Male to share bedroom in

2-bedroom/2-bath apt. $250/mo. Pele (213)

470-6531.

Movers 94

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 lo 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26 fool truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call

263 BEST.
- - -*

I

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs (213)281 8892

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(21 3)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

ablc Jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE- We stor^ boxes, bikes,

mopcds, furniture, etc. \xcc pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

Services Offered 96

Condos for Sole 67

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus.
2-bdrm/l Vi -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (213)826- 5878

Condos for Shore 68

STEPS TO UCLA. 2-bed/2 bath fully furnished,

security building. $590/mo. (213)474-7756.

Condos for Rent 69

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2% -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2500/mo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828 4555.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bcd/2-bath condo.
Swimming pool, garage, $1200. lor info call

Ben .10am—7pm. (213)477-8838. .^ ^

$5 (X^LLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Reserva-
lions'Academic Writing Center"
(213)671-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (21 3)871 1 333.

TRAVELING this summer? Reliable houscsit

ling by quiet working writer. Non-smoker
Caring with plants and pels. Available June-

August Refs (21 3)281 -3(X)4

IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747

COMPUTER CREATIONS. Word processingby

UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing

Graphs. Laser. National/Overland. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

[XXTOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184. ^ .

EXPERT TYPING, Word Processing
Academic/Business Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399-2086

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

filublishing, Papers, typtiset resumes, business

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, tcrmpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer

National/Scpulveda (21 3).39.7-971

1

IBM Wordproccssing, Laser Printer. Tcrmpap-
crs, (dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate,' spetlchcck, storage, Lc Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040

1976 VW RABBIT. $600/obo. Runs well,

reliable. Leave message at (213)750-5399.

1981 PONTIAC, dark blue, 2-door, good
condition, radio, healer, A/C, 37,591k, $1 500.

(213)852-0673.

1982 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
$4500. Great condition. New stereo. Alarm.

(213)447-7803.

1984 MITSUBISHI- Cordia L, low mileage,

excellent condition $3,600/obo. Call (213)

937-40.58
.

1984 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, black, auto, air,

stereo, 47k, new tires, sheepskins, mini.

$6500 (818)567-4223

1987 VW GOLF GL-, Hatchback, 2-door,

5-spccd, /VC, stereo cassette, great condition

$5,950. Call: (818) 793 6699

81 CONVERTIBLE .RABBIT Rura* and looks-

good. New top AM/FM cassette $4,200 obo
(213) 479-1435. Pat

ATTENTION. GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-638 8885 Ext.A 8050

AUDI 4000s, 1983, 4-door, champagne
brown metallic, PSk miles. A/C, sunroof,

alarm. Good condition. $3500

1983, YAMAHA SOcc scooter (red). Runs
great! $30CVobo Matt (21 3)451 0055

1 985 YAMAHA Riva 1 25 great condition, new
parts. $800. Call Jen (213)208-8936

1987 ELITE 150, purchased new 10/88, 1350
mi , excellent condition, helmet, lock, $1500
Jim (213)824-7926

1987 HONDA SPREE, blue, excellent condi-

tion. $375 Call (213)208-2137

1987 RED ELITE-50. Like new Helmet, basket

included. $500 Graduating, must sell! Mcs-
sagc: Debbie (213)824-5822.

85 HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE- Blue, runs

excellent, $650.00. (213) 572-4082

HON(3A ELITE '80, 1986, low mileage, gr>od

condition. $600 (213) 396-6219 Eve
•

—

'

HONDA ELITE 125 w/extras, new equip,

clean. Must see, must sell. $800/obo Paul

(213)824-3654

HONDA NX250 1989, 7000mi Very clean.

$2000/obo. Call (213)470 9420.

HONDA SPREE, 1986. Great condition Just

tuned. $350 Call (213)824-1858

VESPA PI 25X: Rebuilt engine, blue, with rack

and backrest. Call Roger (213)8244926
Leave message. $650 firm.

YAMAHA 125, 1985. 4900miles $600 With
lock, helmet, basket White Good mechanical.
condition. Nicholas (213)472-6993.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new engine

and battery Just tuned-up Lock and helmet.

$450 (213)208 4052

YAMAHA RIVA Good condition, must sell,

$300/obo. Helmet Mike (213) 327-5072

Furniture 126

DEN SUITE 2 matching couches, 1 ©nd tabic,

1 coffee table Modern, t)laci<. $50 each

(213)393 8334.

ELEGANT, tasteful hardwood coffee table $74
Elevated bed with mattress $100
(213)208-1370 Dov.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

ESTATE SALE BMW 735i, 1988, slvcr blue,

13,000 miles. Blue book, $3 5,000- $4 1,000
(818) 887-0577 (818) 887-1166

FORD BRONCO II, 1985 5*spd, 4x4, A/C,

cruise control, 48k/milcs, alarm. One owner.

$6995/obo (213)206-4398, (818)287-2218

FORD, Mustang GT 1985, $8300 8-cylindcr,

5-speed, l-tops, white/black All power, cruise

control, great condition 50,000 miles. Private

party (818)995-3656

HONDA ACCORD LX 1983 Auto, ^^x, Ken-

wood stereo, excellent condition. $3200
1986 FORD MUSTANG LX 5 speed, C(3

player $2800 (213)470-8913

HONDA CIVIC, 1987, 3-door, 5-speed, A/C,

stereo/cassette, $5100. White, new tires Mmt
condition (818)980 8460

HONDA CRX HF, 1988, blue, 5 spd , A/C,

cassette, excellent condition. Must sell, $7700.'

(213)659-3543

fOR SALg : Box ".p^ i ng, fj ll SigC L,6<^fl ffli^fli-

tion $50 (213)393 8734.

FOR SALE Super-Single waveiess watcrtx»d

(warranteed) with mirrored headboard,

double-stack drawers. $300/obo
(213)6188314

FULL BED, orthopedic, $65 OQ
(213)286-9984

FULL SIZED BED FOR SALE $200 for both.

Camilla (2T 3) 478-7734: '.

FUTON AN(\IRAMF, full five, great co-^d.-

tion, $100...til 3)824-3446

LIQUIDAtlNC highest quality all unused
hide-a-t>ed $250. .Mattress and bbX sprng
$1 50, Dinette set $195 Sota and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall umt $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Osk $150 Di-

ning room 9 piece set $995 Buni< beds $200
Day bed $195 Reclincr $195 Brass head
board $1 50 Fncyclopcda ^989 Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393-2338

MAXRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, quern $85,

kings $95 Bunkbcds Deliveries phone orders

accepted (213) 3722337

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wocxd,

$90 00, Queen bod - new m package,

$20000, Bedroom set placid i.\y<^ wriitc

Facquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135,00

i21 3)473 8609

Insurance 91
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•

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do, but auto insurance

is required by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertation'- Proposals ' and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Be.ir. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24

hour service (213)8288133, Angelica

TYPING - Fist and efficient; documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Lascrprinter. Shan (213)391-2724

TYPIST AVAILABLE Word processing, term

papers, research papers, reports, business

letters, scripts all now (213)652-6933

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828 6939,
Hollyvyood (213)466 2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal p^pcn, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

WORD PROCESSING Low prices help with

language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292

Music Lessons 102

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
GUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVEON
iAk(;aAMcin*vi<:u

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 9:30 pm
1874 Westwood BL

474-5233

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277 7012

HUNDAI EXCEL, 1989, anVfm, only 5,000
miles. Brand new, perfect condition. $5000
(213)820-8019

NEED CAR- for 2-3 months until September
Call (213) 441-1711 In the evening.

PONTIAC GRAND PRIX- 1989, $12,900
13.8K miles, mint, loaded. (213) 473-5142.

RENAULT ALLIANCE 1985 Excellent condi-

tion Automatic. A/C Kenwood radio/cassette.

34,000 miles (818)705 3485, after 6 30pm.

SAAB, 1970, Red A Classic 2nd owner
Moving to Europe. $1850 Call
(213)913-1811

VOLKSWAGEN BUG, 1973 $1000, white,

4spd Call Evone (21 3)28£>-l 331

VOLVO 1979 242dl, auto, fm cassette.

70kmilcs. Good condition, one year rcgistra-

tion, (213)473-0623

VW 1978 Rabbit auto new engine 48k miles

work done w/recipls great car must sell!

$100(Vncg Michelle (213)473-4205.

VW RABBIT 1976, $600 Runs well, reliable

Leave message at (21 3)7505399.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1981, $5,450
5-spced, /VC, new tircsAop, low miles, pull

out (?n) flS8 5901 Day (?1 1)688 141f,

DINING SET- love seat, couch7dinin^'coffce

table, abat jour, $800/ firm T- year oid,

beautiful (213) 514-2477: Message

Misc. For Sale 128

BEL AND HOWELL filmosound 179 I6mm
film projector Excellent condition $75
(213)394-6924

EMERALD AND DIAMOND Marquis --in^

Total weight 1.90 kts Appraised at S2:00
Must sell $r50/obo. (213)653-05.58

LUXURY SUITE WEEKEND Westwood Mar
quis Hotel at big $ savings' Leave
(213)6S7-iqS9

Musical Instruments 129

Bicycles for Sole 113

Resumes 104

Tutoring Offered 98

TUTORING
All subjects plos LSAT. GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson vs/ith this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gets

results. Expert writinf^ computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133

I WILL INTERVIEW you by phone and then

mail you 25 resumes the very next day for only

$17- Call Gil (21.3)3120323

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays Near UCLA (21 .3)208 1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results We Never Close (213)287 2785

Travel

MOUNTAIN BIKE DialchiAlanti 18 speeds

•Japanese Brakes Lock, water bottle included.

New $250/obo (213)209-0390

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA 100, street/trail, 1984 4,0(X) miles.

Red, reliable, excellent condition. $430/oiHv

Nicholas (213)472-6993

HONDA 250XL- Only 70O0 miles Runs
strong/clean. Well cared for, $850 Call Mark
(213) 824-9844

NEED SOMEONE to drive Cadillac from

Woodland Hills to Rhode Island. One way.
(818)887-1166

105

PUffllSHED WRITER EDITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses,

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

2 RT TICKETS New York. Thirty days advanced
booking. Valid until 6-30 90.
(213)777-9314/670-8149

Scooters 119
m

1983 VESPA 50 Moped. Pedal start Rod. Old
but runs. S12S/obo. Call (213)470-8951.

STEINWAY 1893 Upright, excellent cono-
tion $3,000 (213) 453 2085.

Stereos/TVs/Radios i j i

yOK SALF Fxccrc ISC sljni tnurd, b .ic> .i'>d

• white Good cond It (VI S.SQ {213M^n8u;

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

AI'I'LE lie with scribe printer and prograrrs

must sell $400ncg Michelle (21 3)473 420.T

HP DESK jets w/lnterfacc Mac compaiible

$320 Chris (21 3)351 -81 41

IBM COMPATIBLE Tcndy 1000 FX Color

monitor, external floppy drive, dot matrix

printer, 130A Comprehensive ^stcm.Tndud
ing software Like new, new printer $7(X)A)tH)

Marcy (213)470 9984

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Montxhrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20 MB Hard drive, 5'/4 "lloppydnvo
and 3'/i Microfloppy drive", and Epson"
LQ 800 printer $2000/obo Call '".coll (H)

(213)837-0631 (W) (213)820 8511

ZENITH LAPTOP COMPUTER- ZLL- .)"

640k, 2 disk drives, never used $750 Briai>

(213) 208 6494

ZENITH SUPERSPC^RT LAPTOP- 20 MGB
hard disk, excellent condition, DOS, wort*-

perfcd 5.0, $l,400/bcst offer (21 .3) 658 7470

GORGEOUS, light 2-bd/l 'A -ba. Near UCLA.
Pool, washer/dryer, cable, $550/mo.
(213)286-0681, Melissa.

,
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Copeland^s Sports

LA CEAR LA. CEAR COURT
BB-1 SLAMMER
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Special Croup I Special Croup
LITTLE LRACUE iBASEBALL/SOrTBALL

CLOVES I ^4^4=9W^ CLOVES

Special Croup
Ml PERFORMANCE

BASEBALL/
iSOFTBALL

CLOVES

MIILSON
ASA 90SS
LEATHER
COVER
SOFT-
BALL

299
EACM

J)jJ)

^Wz9m
SARANAC

B1400 ADULT
leather tatting cinvr

799
EACH

BOMBAT VINVL
OVERSIZED PLAYERS
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>.r X
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Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

WestWOOd 208-6444
HOURS; Mon-Thurs 10-9.

FrI-Sat 10-10, Sun 10-7
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LOVING Your TEETH
Rocky & Todd's motofcycl^ .acjcjdent

leads to Implants. Trisha requires Tr^Qker-w*.^
to fix the space bet\v<&en\hls fr6nt teeth. "^'^ "

Jeff, disguised as a Dfehtlst, Uses a scan-*"
ning devise on Ava. And is Stacy writing

a Dental Humor book?

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

DShUAL COAP

• TCXDTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks & Insurance
Forms wek^omo

• Walking distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
(213) 478-0363

SeEJeT: "Prsents:

Frank Greenwood's

"Brother Malcolm"
(a play about Malcolm X)

Sunday May 20, 1990
at 2:00 PM
George Green Auditorium
Inglewood High School
231 So. Grevilla
Inglewood
Donation: $10,00 in advance
$15.00 at the door

Your are invited to attend a free
lecture on Christian Science

entitled r-

IS COMPLETE RELIANCE
ON GOD POSSIBLE IN
TODATS WORLD? "

Richard C Btookins, GS.
A member of The Christian Science Board

of Lectureship

Sunday, May 20J990 at 2:30 p.m.
First Church of Christ, Scientist

142 South Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills

All Are Welcome

Child Care Provided Free Parking

UCLA -THE CENTER FOR
~^. PERFORMING ARTS
Kronos Quartet

Sat., May 19 at 8:00 p.m.

David Harrington arul

John She r ha, violins;

Hank Diitt, viola;

Joan Jcanrenauci, (cIlo

"One of this country's most remarkable performing groups"
il'lK'.Ncw York Tinws). . ..

\a)s Angeles premiere of Terry Riley's complete "Salome Dances
for Peace."

Wadsworih Theater $22, 18; 8*

I'or more information/

C'harge-by-Phonc:

(213)825-9261

^
MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PI US
(213) 4M-3232- (71 4) 740-2000

•Siudcnis with full lime II) Studcnl lickcis not dvailabic al liikclMaslcr Rush al showiimi: fur
Mudcni.s and Sr Ciii/cns (hmilcd avaiLihihty) F'rogram. date. lime, and prices suhjcci u> ch.tngt
I he Krontw, Ouanel Scnes al LCIvN is made povsibic, in pan, by a gram from Ihc C alifornia An-.

Council louring Program

Gymnasts in

Wooden Ctr.

lis weekend, the UCLA men*s
gymnastics team hosts the U.S.

Gymnastics Federation's Western
Regional at the John Wooden
Center.

Many of the nation's finest

gymnasts will be competing for a
chance to earn a spot on the 1990
U.S. National team. UCLA gym-
nasts competing in the two-day
event include Chris Waller, Brad
Hayashi, Terry Notary, Jon Lee,
Brandy Prims and Jason Carman.
Alumnus David St. Pierre will also

participate.

Chainey Umphrey is slated to

appear,-but a back injury might
force him to withdraw.

The field of gymnasts include

1988 Olympian Charles Lakes,
1989 USA Worid Team member
Conrad Voorsanger, and Nebra-
ska's Trent and Ted Dimas.

Saturday's compulsory and
Sunday's optional competitions
both begin at 2 p.m.

'^ ---
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Bruins liope to fare well in the regatta for the iiest

Women look to

replace Huskies

By Pov Tamler

Contributor

TENNIS
From page 24

everything..^nd morei.. . . . The
iffguys nave nscn to meet

occasions," Bassett said.

Entering compcliiion with a No.
2-ranking in the Volvo Tennis/

Collegiate polls and an impressive

25-3 overall standing, the young
UCLA Pac-10 champs, look as

good on paper as they do on the

courts.

"UCLA has been getting better

and belter the whole season and
they have the look of tigers in their

eyes (as they enter the NCAAs),"
UC Irvine head coach Greg Patton

said.

And the Bruins are going to

have to continue to growl as they

face each rival squad. Every team
that qualified for post-season play

is capable of threatening top

seeded teams (like UCLA).
Heading up the draw, the unde-

feated Tennessee Volunteers go
into the tourney as the No. 1-

ranked team — although they still

remain much of a mysteiyto most
West Coast schools -- schools that

have not had the opportunity to

meet the Vols.

Tennessee, No. 17 in preseason
polls, has had a few solid wins over
Miami, Georgia, and UC Berke-
ley. Although they have nobody
ranked in the top 50, the young
team will get their inspiration from
freshman Rick Rach, and sopho-
mores Brice Karsh and Tim Jes-

sup.

Stanford, two-time defending
NCAA team victors, is riding on its

recent winning tradition — having
clinched eight of the last 13 team
titles.

After possessing the No. 1 spot

the entire season, injuries have
bumped the Cardinal to No. 3
resulting from injuries. No. 2-

ranked Jonathan Stark has been out
due to a stress fracture in his right

foot, while teammate Jared Pal-

mer, No.^49, is coming back from
arthroscopic surgery on his knee.

No. 4-ranked Georgia, defeated
by the Cardinal in the team title

match last year on its home courts,

will be out to seek revenge.
-^ The Bruins have not faced No. 1

^

Tennessee nor Georgia in the dual

match season, have split with the

Waves and the Cardinal, and taken

one win over the Bears.

"We're eager and excited going
into the NCAAs," Bassett said.

.**We*re not going to gel overconfi-

dent or get wrapped up in the

excitemenl."

This weekend's Pacific Coast
Championships, to be held in

Sacramento, should confirm what
everyone seems to know: the

UCLA women's crew team has
arrived, and has replaced the

Washington Huskies as the pre-

mier squad on the West Coast and
one of the best teams in the

country.

Although the Bruins have never
won a Pacific Coast title, they are

seeded first after a season which
has seen them lose to only one
team, the Princeton Tigers.

Last year UCLA finished third

behind the Huskies, finishing four

seconds behind. Stanford came in

second. However, the Bruins
defeated both of these schools this

season, winning the championship
at the San Diego Crew Classic on
April 7th.

The junior varsity boat has also

had a fine season and is seeded first

in its division. The novice boat is

seeded second behind the H iisk i<^«

The UCLA men's and women's crew teams head into the conference meets this weekend.
DIM;Tni NEGROPONTE

iith

By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

The waiting is over.

The varsity men's crew will be

Should head coach Kelly Salo-

nites' crew do the expected and
win its first Pacific Coast title, it

will travel to Madison, Wisconsin
on June 2-3 to face the Midwest
Rowing and Eastern Sprints
champions at the National Collegi-

ate Championships.

iookingtadcfcnd its title, while Ifte

freshman eight hope to take theirs

for the first time, as the crew teams
navigate north to Sacramento for

the Pac-10 Championships.
The No. 4-seeded men's varsity

crew is defending its Pac-10 title

for the fourth consecutive time.

The varsity team has been cruising

past the competition since head
coach Zenon Babraj's introduction

to the program in 1987.

Not only is the varsity boat
hoping to defend its title, but it is

fighting ioT Its ticket to the national

championships the following
weekend. Only the top finisher is

assured a spot*

The varsity boat is seeded
behind No. 1 Washington, No. 2

Stanford, and No. 3 Cal-Berkeley.

Should the varsity win, it will be
the first time that a team has won

four consecutive titles since the

Pac-10 Conference was formed in

1978. Washington won eight

su-aight from 1971 1978 in the

Pac-8

It may appear that this is the

freshman eight's season to take the

Pac-10 title, and they perhaps will

take it all at the national champion-
ships.

The freshman eight, under the

coaching of former Bruin rower
Mike Still, is sizzling, beating

every team they've come up
against save one—crew power-
house Wisconsin.

The No. 5-secdcd J.V. is ranked
behind iis Pac-10 pceis as follows
No. 1 Cal, No. 3 Washington and
No. 4 Stanford.

The Pacific- 10 Conference
Crew Championships determines
the West Coast champion by
combining crews from the Pac-10
and the Western Intercollegiate

Rowing Association (WIRA).

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A THEPAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

«..ilt!-^it'' ^^^ BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

All CARS . ALL DRIVERS - CAa AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA Bl_ SANTA MONCA. CA 90404

THE JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
AFRICAN LECTURE SERIES

JAMIE MONSON
UCI-A F'h.D. Caiidldale. Ucpartincnl of History

'People, Cattle and Rice in Tanzanian
History: A Work in Progress"

12:00 Noon
Friday, May 18

11382 BuncheHaU

"A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

-People Magazine

t

^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^n.'m.m^^ 225. ^^BSSBCZSZCDSS^^SSSCSZC 32CCC

''BRILLIANT! AN EVENT NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISSI'^

« „- John Krizanc, ih. .. Richard Rmt-.

I r„.i. ,. Miisi-s /naimcr, *«...., r„.i„,r, l^wrrncc IHkun .»i tiarnr Wcxirr

IL VITTORALE lO^'i Nonh Highland, Hollv^'ood

TAMARA HOTLINE (213) 851-9999
(irouo Sales: Rosalie (818) 986-2908

Tickets AUo Available at jn^^m^^^mrm^^ MAY COMMNY AND MUSK PUJS

*

OAK
TEAK
PINE
WALNUT

[SHOWCASE WEST

ft

• SHEETS.
• PILLOWS
• COVERS

»u;kh riMi RMi //(> i

<c <y

*

i

FUTON

FRAME

this ad only!
(LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND)

2808 MAIN STREET, SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS
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University of California, Los Angeles

Men want title— for a change— at NCAAs
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Il*s time for a change.

And this year's NCAA Division

I Men's Tennis Championship
tournament is geared to do just

that.

Ever since the NCAA team
tournament was established in

1977, the event has been at the

same site each year — Athens,

GA.— where hundreds of Bulldog
fans inspired their University of
Georgia squad with that ever
constant, blaring "woof, woof,
woof!" from the stands.

"Georgia has done a great job in

hosting the tournament in the past,

but I wish the tournament site

would be changed every two years

like the women's NCAAs," UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett said.

Men's Tennis
What: NCAA Championships

When: Today, All Day

Sunday, AH Day

Where: Indian Wells, CA

The new decade introduces a

new location for the tourney of all

tourneys — luring all competing
teams out to Hyatt Grand Champ-
ions Resort in Indian Wells, CA,

with use, the No. 8-ranked team,

hosting the event.

The location will give a whole
new feeling to the tournament

without the college environment,

however, it will also enable a

myriad of fans to come to support

their respective fans.

The events promise some sur-

prises in the tennis match-ups as

the almost intolerable dry heat and
strong wind conditions will be a

great equalizer in the tourney.

But, the UCLA men's team will

be more than ready for any curve

that is thrown its way.

First up for the Bruins, on
Saturday, will be the winner of the

Harvard/University of San Diego
match. And the Bruins will more
than likely face the Golden Bears

in their quarterfinal match-up.

"Last year, we were really

confident and we thought we were
going to win it all," Bassett said.

But, in 1989 the party was
broken up when the Bniin batta-

lion, holding the No. 1 -ranking for

the majority of the season and
entering the NCAAs as the No. 2

team, was stunned by the Homed
Frogs of Texas Christian Univer-

sity (5-4) in the quarter finals.

*This year, our team has done
LYNETTE TSAI/Daily Bruin

See TENNIS, page 22 Fritz Bissell

UCLA winds down to championship time
By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

After rolling through the 1990

OEAN ABRAMSONmaily Bruin

DeDe Weiman will lead the Bruins into the post-season
today versus Northern Iowa.

repiar season, the UCLA
women's softball team has finally

reached the door to the College

World Series. To unlock that door,

however, the Bruins must over-

come the Panthers of the Univer-

sity of Northern Iowa in a West
Regional showdown.

It's been all peachy for UCLA
thus far, as the Bruins have
amassed a nation-best record of
55-6 while garnering the country's

No. 1 ranking throughout the

season.

Today's opponent can't nearly

match UCLA's achievements, as

the Panthers sport a modest 29-28

record. In fact, UNI sputtered to a

3-13 Gateway Conference record,

but wound up winning the season-

ending Gateway Tournament,
thereby enabling the Panthers to

make their first-ever appearance at

the NCAAs.
Despite these rather sad num-

bers, however, UNI did make it to

the regionals, and any team that

does must be taken seriously. And
that's just what the Bruin coaches
are doing.

"They've had their ups and
downs, but from what 1 see on
paper, they're a good club," said

Sharron Backus, UCLA's head
coach.

"We haven't had any common
opponents this year, but we've
seen (Gateway Conference mem-
bers) Western Illinois, Northern

Illinois and Illinois State in the

past, and Uiey are all very good
teams," added assistant coach Kirk

Walker. "For them to heat thn<;r.

three teams alone establishes them
as a quality squad."

Guiding the Panthers on their

maiden voyage will be a group of

talented athletes. Sophomore
catcher Vicki White leads the team
with her .348 batting average, and
has also added a school-record 1

8

Whereas the offensive capabili-

ties of both teams are somewhat
matched, there certainly is no
comparison when it comes lo

Softball

What: NCAA West Regionals

When: Today, 3:30 p.m.

Saturday, 1:00 p.m. (3:00

p.m., if necessary)

Where: Sunset Field

Note: First 100 students admitted

free.

doubles. Complementing White
are senior co-captain Jenny
Schultz, who's hitting at a .292

clip, along with junior Cindy
Franzen, who branded opposing
pitchers in the Gateway Tourney
for a .429 batting average.

Countering the UNI offensive

will be a slew of Bruin sluggers,

spearheaded by Yvonne Gutierrez.

The sophomore from Culver City

has blistered the ball with her .393

batting average to go along with

her 23 RBIs. Joining Gutierrez arc

juniors Missy Phillips (.271, 33
RBIs), Kerry Dienelt (.300), and
Shanna Flynn (.288), as well as

freshman Lisa Fernandez (.310).

pitching. UNI's main gun is Sarah
O'Byme, who has pitched in 39 of

the Panthers' 57 games. The senior

from Cresco, Iowa has earned a

21-18 mark, including a 1.77 ERA.
On the other hand is UCLA's

stellar pitching staff, whose col-

lective eamed-run average is 0.46.~

Leading the way is senior Ail-

American Lisa Longaker, the

Pac-lO's Player of the Year.

Longaker has coasted to an 18-1

record on the mound, allowing a

meager ERA of 0.47 in the

process. Her supporting cast

includes three phenomenal fresh-

men who have accounted for a

combined record of 37-5. Heather
Compton boasts a 15-1 mark,
while DeDe Weiman (12-3) and
Fernandez (10-1. 0.28 ERA) con-
tinue to impress.

"It's really an honor to play

against UCLA," said Mereditlv-

Bakley, UNI's head coach. "They-
have a history of outstanding

Softball teams, and this year is no
exception."

The series is a best-out-of-three

affair, with the first game being
played today at 3:30 p.m. at Sunset
Field. The second game will be
tomorrow at 1 p.m., and the third

contest, if necessary, will immedi-
ately follow the second game.
The first 100 students with ID

will be admitted free, while gener-
al rates are $6 for adults and $4 for

kids under 16.

Bombers look to pull an ace out of their sleeve in Vegas
By Jeff imperato

Staff Writer

This weekend the Bruin baseball team (37-23) will finish

up the regular season with a three game series against
UNLV (14-16) in Us Vegas.
The series ends on Sunday — the same day the NCAA

selection commiuee decides who will go to the Regional
playoffs. Though the Bruins have already made a strong
case for an invitation to the Regionals, gathering a couple of
wins tonight and tomorrow sure wouldn't hurt (Sunday's
game probably will not be counted by the committee).
The Bruins finished fourth overall in Six-Pac play with a

record of 14-16, but have a solid 23-7 non-conference
record and have beaten seven of Collegiate BasebalVs Top
25 teams.

The Rebels, for their part, have nothing better to do than
wreck UCLA's party. UNLV is tied for fifth in the Big
West conference and is effectively eliminated from post-

season contention. ^

Rebel pitcher Brian Bochringe (5-7, 4.32 ERA) will face

Bruin freshman Pete Janicki (7-1, 3.21) at 7:00 p.m. tonight

in the opener. Tomorrow's 3:00 p.m. affair will feature

UNLV's Donovan Osborne (10-5, 4.14) against Dave
Zancanaro (10-5, 2.98). Tim Lindsay (8-6, 3.98), who is

coming off a complete game shutout against Pepperdine

last Tuesday, will square off with Rebel hurler Jonathan
Jarolimek (5-3, 5.13) in the Sunday finale.

UCLA catcher and Six-Pac Co-Player of the Year Paul
Ellis will have a chance to tie or break a couple of school
records this weekend. He needs four RBI and two home
runs to tie Bruin bests in each category.

Ellis likes his home run odds in Vegas.
*The ball just flies out of that park,'* said Ellis, "You can

hit a dinker off the handle and it'll go out. Still, I think my
best chance is for the RBI record.'*

Even if he doesn't break any records this weekend, he'll

get a few more chances should the Bruins make the
Regionals.

, ..

The rivalry begins
The UCLA Sports Information staff, the

people who keep track of every name and number
in UCLA sports, has accepted a challenge from
The Dmty Bruin softball team. The "friendly"

rivals will do battle next Thursday at 2 p.m.

The gym crew
While the UCLA men's and women's crew

teams stroke, stroke, stroke at the Pac-10
Championships this weekend, a talented group of
gymnasts will descend on UCLA for the USGF
Regional meet So while you're wailing for those
regatta results, you can pass the time in the JWC.

See pages 23 & 22

Off to the races
If you think the Domino's Formula 1 racer is

fast, wait 'til you see Loyola Marymount. The
UCLA basketball team might get their chance, as

they're tentatively scheduled to play LMU in

Pauley Pavilion on Dec. 2 in their home opener.
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Young offers aid for $1 million L&S deficit
Regents may not provide

money to troubled college
By Eugene Ahn
and Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writers

A $ 1 .2 million deficit spurred by
faculty overhiring in UCLA's
College of Letters & Science has

prompted Chancellor Charles
Young to provide the college with

financial relief that the UC Board
of Regents will not give if the

shortfall resulted from an admini-
strative foul-up, officials said

Friday.

UC President David Gardner, in

an interview at the regents' meet-

ing in San Francisco, vowed the

regents would intervene with

emergency funds only if the

college's financial problems were
caused by "unexpected events"

that were no one's fault.

The chancellor's long-term and

short-term plans to help the college

cope with financial strains,

including a snap move to use

$400,000 in campus-wide funds to

hire additional course instructors,

Economics/business major passes
first stage of unprecedented
retroactive approval See Page 10

UC President David Gardner calls

situation with Chicano Studies

major hard to imagine See Page 11

College spokesman says provost
didn't mean exactly what he said last

month when addressing faculty

recruitment See Page 11

was explained by Vice Chancellor

Michael Granfield and in a five-

page "state of the college" letter

written by .Provost Raymond
Orbach, who sent copies Friday to

90 administrators, department
chairpersons and program direc-

tors.

Although Orbach's letter did not

specify dollar amounts, Granfield

said an overhiring of professors

last year — in which the college

recruited more faculty than it had
funds to pay for— was "primarily

responsible" for the school's cur-

rent deficit of $1 million to $1.2
million.

Gardner said the college's defi-

cit would likely remain UCLA's
problem. "If the chancellor came
to me and said, 'Hey, I have this

terrible problem blah-blah-blah-

blah,' and the problems are a result

of decisions he or his colleagues

made, I am going to say, 'Thank
you, glad to hear it, now solve it.' I

am not going to reach in and tell

Inside
Kosher food to

be sold at UCLA
The student union will

distributing kosher deli sandwi-

ches and salads today.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Water, water
everywhere?

Susan Kinderle takes the

plunge into some solutions for

California's water shortage,

and looks at one of the biggest

water-wasters: UCLA.
See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Unprecedented
presentation
A symposium on Latino

films and filmmakers spotlights

articulate new voices and
talents.

See page 18

Sports

You're out,
~

but we're in

The UCLA softball team

advanced to the college world

series by eliminating Northern

Iowa this weekend in a two-

game sweep.

See page 36

SUZANNE STATE S/Daity Brum

The Rev. Jesse Jackson waits to speak at the UCLA School of Law commencement on
Sunday. _^___^

Jackson speaks at UCLA law school

Graduates give standing ovation

to former Democratic candidate

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The Rev. Jesse Jackson called

for "quality leadership" when he

spoke to the 329 graduates of the

UCLA School of Law on Sunday
at Dickson Plaza.

"Without vision the people

perish. Students, you have the

power to transform America," said

Jackson, who received a standing

ovation from the 39th graduating

class.

Jackson also urged the audience

to recognize world diversity.

"Most people in the world are

yellow, are brown, black, non-

Christian, poor, female, young and

don*t speak English.

"It is the demand of that world

that obligates you to a multi-cul-

tural, diverse education, reflective

in faculty and students and admini-

strators or the demands of our time

will reduce you to obsolescence,"

said Jackson, who was wearing a

black commencement robe and a

green sash to signify strength,

pride and dedication to diversity.

Although the audience
applauded Jackson, one woman
intermittently heckled Jackson.

"I'm Jewish. He is anti-Jew and I

don't appreciate him speaking here

as if he was some kind of

egalitarian, and I don't like him
being here," said Agnes Frenka,

whose son graduated that day.

But during the commencement
ceremony, Jackson voiced concern

for the oppression of Jews, as well

as other minority groups.

"Students must not transmit the

diseases of ancient fears and
barriers, but rather hope and dream
your way into a new day and a

better way. The resurrection of

racism, or personal and institution-

al sexism, anti-Semitism, anti-

Arabism, anti-Hispanicism, Asian

bashing and homophobia represent

spiritual surrender and ethical

collapse," he said.

UCLA's 1990 Professor of the

Year Julian Eule said that he

shared Jackson's message. "Our
races are different, our religic|ns

are different and our perspectives

are different. But if you just listen,

it would not surpri^ me if the

messages sound a little more
alike."

him how to deal with it — that is

his problem. That is what he is paid

for."

The overhiring, a rpsult of

recruitment misprojections and an

unexpectedly high number of

"top-notch" candidates who
accepted job offers, has resulted in

a financial shortfall many depart-

ment administrators expect will

lead to sweeping cuts in the

number of temporary faculty and
the undergraduate courses they

leach.

Granfield placed partial blame
on the college's rigid planning

timelines. 'This happened because.

ihey do things way in advance. By

See DEFICIT, page 10

IFCsetto
investigate

fraternity

Beta Theta Pi

said to have

violated policy
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA's Beta Theta Pi fraterni-

ty is being investigated for possi-

ble violations of university

policies on theme parties and
alcohol, university officials said

Friday.

The fraternity's "Sunrise" party

early Friday morning prompted
MEChA to file a complaint with

the university later that day,

alleging that the fraternity violated

a university policy forbidding

groups from sponsoring parties

that promote ethnic stereotypes. 2
The Interfratemity Council will

appoint students to investigate the

charges and report lo the Office of

Fraternity and Sorority Relations

on Wednesday, the office's direc-

tor Chris Fishbum said.

Beta Theia Pi sponsored the

bash at its Gayley and Strathmorc

house where panygocrs gathered

at dawn for a celebration with beer

and music, leaving at about 1 1 a.m.

MEChA denounced the "Sun-
rise" party in a draft complaint to

university officials Friday, saying
"

that it related to "past racist and
sexist incidents." The Chicano-
Latino student group will give a

final version of the letter to her

today, Fishbum said.

Five years ago — before the

theme party policy existed —
Beta's "Tequila Sunrise" party

sparked a string of protests by
MEChA members and community
members who said the event
violated a year-long university

mandate against ethnic theme
parties. During demonstrations,

"

some members of the Greek
system heckled the protesters and »

hurled tortillas at them.

University officials decided the -

parly promoted negative ste-

reotypes of Mexicans. Partygocrs

wore Mexican garb, listened to a

mariachi band and displayed a

banner of a tequila worm with a

sign that read "Eat Mc" next to it.

"That was a blatant theme
party," said Assistant Vice

See SUNRISE, page 14
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TUESDAY> MAY 22
•GSA — : _

-Deadline for stfpend positions due today

-5:00 pm
-301 Kerckhoff

•Economics Business Student Association

-Speaker Richard J. Riordan on rewards of involvment

-6:30 pm
-Bunche 2209A

•Student Welfare Commission
-Sill AimudI Hediili Fdlie '90

With the Kaleidocope Theater at noon, Bruin Plaza Stage

-Faire from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
-Westwood Plaza

•Campus Events

-Desmond Tutu Speaking

-AGB

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
•'

•Campus Events

-Applications for staff

-due today

-campus events office

•I^ilpinos for Community Healtli

-"Community Issues, Internships, &v Ice Cream"
-6:00 pm
-AU 3516

•Asian Pacific Healtli Project

-Red Cross Hypertension Training

-6:00 - 10:00 pm
-Men's Gym 201

THURSDAY, MAY 24
•Asian Pacific Healtli Project
' -General Meeting

-6:00 - 7:00 pm
-AU 3520

» <

» 4

• •

thanks all of our advertisers!

rgMms data
systems

Comeridetvilh us.

UCLA student in stable

condition after
From staff reports

A 20-year-old UCLA student was in stable condition at UCLA
Medical Center on Sunday, after she apparently overdosed on drugs,

university police said.

Sunday evening police said they were unsure if the woman overdosed

accidentally or in an attempt to commit suicide. Sgt. Robert Merrill said

reports regarding the incident would be turned over to UCPD's
investigative division this morning.

Police and paramedics were summoned to the Dykstra Hall resident's

dorm room a few minutes before 1 p.m. on Sunday.

Correction

:

In a Page 3 article on Friday ("NAACP director speaks on civil

rights"), Julius Chambers was identified as the director of the

NAACP's Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. In fact, the

NAACP and the NAACP Legal Etefense and Educational Fund, Inc.

are separate organizations.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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Tlie nation's biggest student-run charity

event celebrates its 49th year

By Daisy Lin

Contributor

The UCLA alhletic field was
filled with the incessant roar of

laughter, chatter, and screams this

weekend as thousands flocked to

Mardi Gras 1990.

For some families, attending

Mardi Gras, which raises funds to

send underprivileged children to

summer camp, is a yearly tradition.

On Saturday afternoon, children of

all ages flooded the fairgrounds,

their arms overflowing with

stuffed toys as they eagerly tried

their luck at booth after booth.

According to members of the

Mardi Gras Committee, Arnold

Schwarzenegger, Maria Shriver

and their baby visited the annual

benefit fair Friday night.

The most popular prize this year

seemed to be the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle Dolls. A first-grader

stared longingly at the stuffed

turtles while his mother tried in

vain to persuade the carnival

worker to win one for him.

A number of children even

sported green-masked faces,

courtesy of make-up artists at

Kiddicland. The Tucllc—

S

pongfc
Toss booth was constantly
crowded with youngsters deter-

mined to smack the face of a

turtle" (Alpha Sigma Phi and

Kappa Delta members) with
sponges smeared with shjving

cream.

One babysitter, holding close to

$80 worth of scrip in her hands,

was paid by a couple to chapcrone

their three kids to Mardi Gras.

Bugs Bunny, celebrating his

50th birthday, was shot many
times — by cameras, of course.

And Sylvester walked around the

field, receiving high-fives from
young boys.

But not everyone was smiling. A
little girl who just came out of

"The Curse", Chi Omega and
Sigma Phi Epsilon's haunted
house, apprehensively held on to

her father's neck in fright.

"It*s certainly a lot more gory-

than Disneyland will ever be," said

Mike Larice, alumnus and
architect of The Curse. Inside the

$4,000 structure, fair-goers

walked through a blood-smeared

barber shop, a Spanish Inquisition

torture chamber, the laboratory of

a mad scientist, and a sewer room.

Sorority and fraternity members
acted out horror scenes and torture

in blood-streaked faces and clo-

thing, popping up or grabfaing^ait:
unsuspecting member of the audi-

ence. One Chi Omega member
said that some adults were so

scared that they ran out in terror.

DEAN ABRAMSON/naiiy fliuia-

Top left, children bounce
around in one of Mardi
Gras' Kiddieland attrac-

tions. Top, Mardi Gras ~

ligtits up ttie night in this

view from Sproul Hall.

Left, high-schooler Jennif-

er Pack enjoys cotton
candy at Mardi Gras.
Above, Patti Hsi, a junior

majoring in ecbnomics/
business, entertains fdir-

goers.

ELLIS GHODSIAN
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World

Former Israeli soMier

shoots Palestinians

RISHON LETZION. Israel — An
Israeli who was dishonorably discharged

from the army shot and killed seven

unarmed Palestinian laborers and wound-
ed 11 on Sunday. Outraged Arabs
rampaged through the occupied territories

in rioting that left seven more Palestinians

dead and hundreds injured.

" It was one of the bloodiest days since

the Palestinian uprising began 29 months
ago and could rekindle the violence that

had declined in recent months.

The assailant, dressed in army pants

and a black jacket, confronted the

laborers, ordered them to sit in a line, then

opened fire, police said.

Israeli officials condemned the attack,

and the army imposed curfews on the

Gaza Strip and most of the West Bank,
confining 1.1 million Palestinians to their

homes.

But, wil(^ wjth anger, Palestinians

defied the cjurfew and poured into the

streets by the thousands, attacking army
outposts, stoning passing Israeli cars and
blocking roads, Arab reports said.

Lithuanian leaders
may compromise
MOSCOW — Lithuanian lawmakers

rejected Soviet President Mikhail Gorba-
chev's demand that the republic suspend
its declaration of independence but
planned to offer a compromise, spokes-
men said Sunday.

Lithuanian legislators agreed late

Saturday to reject Gorbachev's demand
that they suspend their March 1 1 indepen-

dence declaration because it would mean

accepting Soviet control over Lithuania,

legislator Zigmas Vaisvilas said Sunday.
No formal vote was taken on the issue,

and the lawmakers planned to reconvene
Monday to draft a counterproposal, said

Victoras Balmusas, a parliamentary
spokesman.

Nation

House hopes to pass
clean air bill soon
WASHINGTON, D.C. — House lead-

ers hope for swift passage of a far-reach-

ing clean air bill this week, but only after a

likely showdown over whether to make
automakers produce non-gasoline cars for

smog-troubled cities.

Floor debate was scheduled to begin

Monday. "We would like to get done
before the Memorial Day break," House
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-
Mo., told his colleagues last week.
The Senate in April approved a similar

bill calling for steep cuts in acid rain

pollutants and new controls on urban

smog and toxic industrial emissions. Both

versions would cost the economy about

$21 billion a year when the new controls

go fully into effect

The powerful House Energy and
Commefpe Committee approved a bipar-

tisan agreement on a broad-reaching

anti-pollution bill in April.

_ The bill calls for large reductions in

"tailpipe polluiams but is siill slightly less

stringent than the Senate version in

imposing new costs on the auto industry.

Nominee for DEA
head prosecuted few

V

WASHINGTON. D.C — The former

U.S. attorney picked by President Bush to

head the Drug Enforcement Administra-

tion lagged behind his fellow federal

prosecutors in bringing narcotics charges.

Robert C. Bonner was chief federal

prosecutor in Los Angeles for more than

five years, when the city was regularly

among those leading the nation in federal

drug arrests.

Yet, a recent study shows that Bonner's

office brought a smaller percentage of

drug charges than the national average.

Bonner has won praise from drug

agents for his pursuit of criminal charges

in the 1985 kidnapping and murder in

Mexico of DEA agent Enrique Camarena.

But by early this year, the drug situation

was so out of hand in Los Angeles itself

that the city was one of five areas

designated by national drug policy chief

WiUiam Bennett as high-intensity drug

trafficking zones eligible for extra federal

aid.

State

Feinstein, Van de
Kamp hold debate
LOS ANGELES — Dianne Feinstein

and John Van de Kamp faced off Sunday
for their second televised debate in eight

days, the final big showdown in their race

for the Democratic nomination for gover-

nor.

But both had reason to be at least

slightly alarmed by their performance last

Van de Kamp for appearing,

put it, "a little stiff ... a bit more tense"

than he would like, and the smooth.

telegenic Feinstein for two debate state-

ments she later withdrew under political

pressure.

Though debate judges gave Feinstein

slightly higher marks than Van de Kamp,
she reversed her positions on two issues.

One Feinstein reversal was on the issue

of abortion, on which she initially said she

would consider signing legislation out-

lawing abortions based on the sex of the

fetus if that practice became commonp-
lace.

She also said during the debate that all

spending issues, specifically including

welfare grant increases would be "on the

table" for negotiation if she were gover-

nor, but declared two days later that

"under no circumstances" would she

reduce those grant increases.

Helicopter crash
victim identified

TUSTIN, Calif. — A Marine Corps

helicopter crew chief killed in the crash of

a CH-53D Sea Stallion was identified

Sunday as 31 -year-old Staff Sgt. James R.

Andrews from Los Angeles.

The helicopter had mechanical diffi-

culty and went down about 15 miles south

of the Salton Sea, according to a statement

from the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing. The
mechanical problem was not specified.

Local

IVIedi-Cal may run
out of money in June

Medi-Cal officials say they may have
to delay payments to health care providers

because they don't have enough money to_

last until June 30. the end of the fiscaT

year.

The program will be broke by June 1

and unless the Legislature passes an

emergency funding bill by June 4, health

care workers will not receive their weekly
checks, said Ben Thomas, supervisor of

Medi-Cal payments for the state Depart-

ment of Health Services.

Compiled from the Associated Press

BEING SUCCESSFUL today takps
'MORE THAN JUST HARD WORK

FIND OUT WHAT IT TAKES TO GET AHEAD IN
- TODAY'S COMPETITIVE WORLD WHEN...

~

RICHARD J. RIORDAN
•- PRESIDENT OF LOS ANGELES RECREATION AND PARKS DEPARTMENT

- TRUSTEE/DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED WAY OF LOS ANGELES
- PRESIDENT OF LOS ANGELES COLISEUM COMMISSION

- SENIOR PARTNER IN THE LAW FIRM OF RIORDAN AND McKINZIE
- - PARTNER IN RIORDAN VENTURE MANAGEMENT

:
- FOUNDER OF THE RIORDAN FOUNDATION

- DIRECTOR OF 10 MAJOR FIRMS
- AND MORE...

SPEAKS ON THE REWARDS OF INVOLVEMENT IN
AND AROUND YOUR COMMUNITY

TUESDAY, MAYL22 BUNCHE-2209A
6:30 PM

) MAKE A LIFE -- NOT JUST A LIVING!
•THE HOWARD SPEAKER SERIES BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE ECONOMICS/BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOC"

' <,'
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Kosher food to be sold at Treehouse
Menu addition serves to unify

Jewish students, leaders said

Kosher Food Now Available on Campus

By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

Although Baskin Robbins ice

cream may be nice for lunch every
once in a while, it gets a little tiring

on a daily basis.

But for sophomore Julie Gruen-
baum and other kosher UCLA
students — Jews who follow a
series of religious dietary laws —
this ice cream has been one of the

few things on campus they could

eat.

Until today, that is.

Now kosher deli sandwiches
and salads are being distributed at

the Treehouse in Ackerman Union
and at North Campus Student

Center.

"I think it*s about time," said

Linda Perl, a senior who's been
living on tuna sandwiches and
salads at UCLA for four years.

"There's been a need and demand
for kosher food all of the years that

I've been here."

According to the laws of
kashrut, only certain kinds of meat
are allowed, and it must be killed

_by a kosher butcher. "For example,^

the animal has to have split hool^
and chew its cud," Gruenbaum
explained. "Animals are slaugh-

tered in the most humane way
possible. The knife has to be

perfectly smooth so the animal
doesn't feel any pain."

But that's not all. Several foods,

such as pork and shark, are off

limits to kosher Jews. Mixing milk
and meat is also forbidden.

'This practice is based upon a

verse in the bible which says you
shouldn'tcook a kid in its mother's

milk," explained Rabbi Joel Zeff

of the Westwood Kehilla, an

orthodox congregation. Rabbini-

cal law has determined that "this

verse refers to a general separation

of dairy and meat."

"Different people adhere to

different levels of kashrut. Those
who follow kashrut the strictest

wouldn't eat any food that wasn't

(rabbinically) supervised," Perl

said. "I won't eat any meat that's

not strictly kosher, bqt there's a

number of students on campus
who aren't able to eat anything (in

the campus eating facilities)."

"Even eating salad wouldn't be
totally devoid of problems," Zeff

said, if, for instance, the knife that

was used to cut the vegetables was
also used to cut a piece of bacon.

To the Jews who abide by the

laws of kashrut, "keeping kosher"
is more than just following a series

of laws — it is a way of life.

"From a religious point of view,

kosher food represents certain

sanctity of life, how=

• What is Kosher?

The word kosher

means fit or proper,

and represents strict

dietary laws in

Jewish religion and
tradition. i

What are the benefits

of kosher food?

According to Hillel

Rabbi Ghaim
Seidler-Feller, "Kosher
food represents certain

values: the sanctity of

life.. .it suggests that the

body in itself is sacred."

Where can students find

kosher food?

Kosher deli sandwiches

and salads can be found

at The Treehouse in

Ackerman Union, and at

the North Campus
Student Center.

Although the kosher tradition can be

complicated, here are some basic

guidelines:

Fruit and Vegetables

may be eaten with meat or milk.

Meat must not be mixed with milk or

other dairy products (sorry, no

cheeseburgers). Only the meat of

animals with cloven hooves and who
chew their cud may be eatfen (no pork).

Kosher homes have separate sets of

dishes and silverware for milk and meat

foods.

Acceptable birds include chicken, duck

and pheasant.

Fish with fins and scales are -

acceptable, except for catfish and shark.

GAIL MOOREHEAD/Da.ly Bruin

remember that I am Jewish,"
Gruenbaum said.

"When your day revolves
around eating and you are con-

stantly thinking, 'what can I eat

and what can I not eat,' you are

thinking that you are a Jew and you
are maintaining your (Jewish)

identity."

The Bible, the source of these

dietary laws, docs not offer any

healthier.

But, "the bottom line is, the

Torah (part of the Jewish Bible)

prescribes these dietary laws. We
believe that everything in the

Torah is for our t)cncfit and
somehow benefits our lives," Zeff
said.

Gruenbaum spearheaded the

drive to bring kosher food to

and stored in refrigerators.

Cohn, who brought kosher food

to campus several years ago when
he was a student here, said he just

walked into a meeting and said,

"All right guys, kosher food is

back."

But it wasn't completely smooth
sailing after that. Price negotia-

tions with the supplier delayed the

you U^eat animals, how you eat and
what you take into your body,"
Hillel Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller

explained. "It suggests that the

body in itself is sacred."

For many Jews, following these

dietary laws are a way to maintain
a constant connection to, their

religion. "I think it's important to

maintain an identity, to constantly

specific explanations for them.

"Most of the time the Bible doesn't

tell us reasons for doing things. It

just says (for example) 'don't kill';

it doesn't say 'don't kill because
it's a naughty thing,' " Zeff said.

This leaves plenty of room for

speculation. Some say vegetarian-

ism is ideal, but the kashrut laws
provide a humane alternative. And
others think that kosher food is

campu s at the beginning of this target date for hovoth] woi^kx h ..t

academic year. "We started by
getting names of people we
thought would be interested, and
from there we just took off," she

said.

She worked with Student
Affairs Officer Mike Cohn from
the Center for Student Program-
ming, and the two lobbied the

student union for kosher food,

which will be delivered fresh daily

Gruenbaum and Cohn agree that

the student union was extremely

helpful.

The addition of kosher food to

the campus menu has been
applauded by campus leaders who
think kosher food will serve to

unify Jewish students on campus.
"Food has always been a unify-

ing factor for the Jewish commun-
ity."

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thursday
'Vl 1200 PM
Sunday IN 1 1 DO PM

Five Master
Sushi Chefs

To Serve you!

CorT^)liment2ry appetizers

Monday-Fnd.;^. 4:30-6:30 PM
LU^'CH • COCKTAIS* BIG SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshim Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404 J

15% UCLA DISCOUNT

"> ^?
^THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS ^^P 6-3/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini, W^ax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant
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With Ad
With ID.

Good thru 5/31/90
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FOR PC POWER
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"Quality P( ( omponenis Supplier'
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Zodiac Footwear

Kcfiuetli Cole Footwear & Accessories

Avirex Bombers

Afidrew Marc Apparel

In Westwood Village
1009 Broxton Ave.

(Adjacent to Mario's)

208-3810

m
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for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast
20MB Hard Drive in Mini Tower case.

- Run 12 MHz 0-W-State. SI = 15.3.

- 640 KB Memory.
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive

- 1 .2 or 1 .44 MB High Density drive

- 2 Serial. 1 Parallel and Game port

- 12" Amber Monitor

- 200W UL. CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced Keylx)ard

Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive Add $1 10

VGA Monitor Add $360
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Please come and test the system then pick It up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS (IPX)
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Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670
Open: Mon - Fri 8.30-17:30 _ , o *l 'o rkAC% on - i^

^ Saturday 9:00 - 16:30 Tel: 2 13-948-22 17
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UC President David Gardner defends new admission^ policy

By Christine Hagstrom '

Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO — UC President

David Gardner fended off accusations that

the university's new admissions policy is

exclusionary, in a press conference Friday.

Standing firm behind his claim, Gardner

said the new requirements would serve only

to heighten preparedness of high school

students for UC work.

'This is not intended to reduce admis-

sions to the University of California. Wc do
not believe it will have any effect whatsoev-

er on the . . . (UC) eligibility rate. What will

happen is that the high schools, in response

to this new admissions statement, will offer

more courses in science, history and

geography than they do now and students

Hopes requirements will improve preparedness

wishing to come to a UC will enroll in these

courses and succeed in them/' he said.

But in a heated session the day before,

some of the UC Board of Regents and a UC
Student Association representative assailed

this argument, claiming the new admissions

policy will result in fewer underreprcsentcd

students on UC campuses. They said more
stringent admission requirements will furth-

er cripple UC diversity because a large

portion of inner-city and rural schools arc

incapable of meeting these higher educa-

tional standards.

UCSA representative Denise Wiscnhunt

argued before the board that the changes in

the admissions policy could severely harm

retention of students of color.

One^Hucfents from disadvantaged back-

grounds are admitted based on academic

achievements or special and affirmative

action programs, they help each other stay

in school through social and academic

support, Wisenhunt said.

Although he did not deal directly with the

argument regarding the capability of disad-

vantaged high school's to produce the

extended curriculum, he said university

preparedness is a joint concern of both the

regents and university faculty. Both bodies

have been reviewing these policy amend-

ments for nearly two years.

*The effort was made to increase by way
of this enhanced admission standard the

preparedness of . . . students coming to the

UC to enroll in . . . science courses and

succeed rather than fail. We found our

students increasingly uninformed and felt

they really had an advantage if they were

better prepared . . . before they came to the

UC as against us offering remedial courses

in those areas," Gardner said.

Acting on a unanimous recommendation

from the UC Academic Senate, the regents

approved all the admissions policy changes

Thursday. These include limiting special

action admissions to strict enrollment

numbers and exchanging two years of high

school electives for an additional year of lab

science and an extra year of world cultures,

history and geography.

4"
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OtNTS' STORE'S

I

MON - FRI, iMAY 21-25 FROM 9 TO 4 ON THE LUVALLE PATIO

BOOKS ON SALE BEARWEAR20% OFF

H'ardcover and paperback in

all fields, with an emphasis

on:

v( Art and Architecture

Fiction

i!^Culture and History
- r

i!^ ^Business

A great selection of Bearwear

that you won't find in other

stores.

MUSIC ON SALE

ir^T^Tiirdren's Books
i^ Classical and Pop

i^ CDs and Cassettes

LOCATED BETWEEM GSM AND THE SCHOOL OF LAW
MON TH 7:30-7:30, FRI 7:30-5:30. SAT 10-5, SUN 12-5

^**

proudly presents

MULTICULTURAL
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Students collect money to send Young to Lithuania
By Jill Jacobs

Staff Writer

Students on Bruin Walk began

collecting money Wednesday to

send Chancellor Charles Young on

a free trip to Lithuania.

But Young will have to find his

own way home, because the

students are only springing for a

one-way ticket.

They say the gesture is a

symbolic protest against Young's
alleged indifference to student

opinion. In particular, the students

are angry about Young's statement

that he would ignore the student

vote on the California Public

Interest Research Group's (CAL-
PIRG) negative check-off fee

referendum that was placed on
undergraduate and graduate stu-

dent ballots.

Young was unavailable for

comment because he was attend-

ing the UC Board of Regents
meeting in San Francisco.

In April, Young said at a press

conference, 'They can have an

election on anything they want
They can have an election on
whether the Soviet Union should

recognize Lithuania as a sove-

reign, independent state and it

would have about the same impact

as this vote. I can't put it more

bluntly than that."

"The quote says that the

Chancellor has no respect for the

student vote, no respect for student

opinion," CALPIRG chair and
USAC General Representative-

elect Holly Carrington said.

"Although (the quote) is about

CALPIRG, it concerns his atti-

tudes towards (student concerns in

general)," she said.

"I feel his innappropriate state-

ment discouraged students from

voting. There's really no way to

assess the damage, but, the point is,

it shouldn't have happened in the

first place," Carrington said.

"The lesson (Young) is teaching

is that (student) votes don't mat-

ter," sophomore Philip Shakhinis

said.

The students think that perhaps

See YOUNG, page 13
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Set them straight

ADVERTISE in the

UCIA Daily Bruin
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825-2161
r^-rrr. «±ri|

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-(iatG Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copiek^

Cannon Color Laser Copier

Laser Printing on Macintosh

Computer Time Rental

Typesetting

Fax Services

Copies Bik/White

Color Copies Xerox -'.^-.il^l^-

Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gaylev Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

. Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
WiUi Ih-.s Ad unly on l^aer (!olor Exp. S31/90

%

Plus its special features:

Color Creations.
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30pm

iMiiiiiiiiiiiMilii^^

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
LABOR, INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES. ,

{WITH REBUllDABLE CORE)

$749.
95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
4 Oi Otanqe

ike Aiij

6 Oufch Ad|
7 Service Air QcarKr

8 Check Hallery Waler
9 lT»pL-r I f niril I'ni

10 CcHnpn?a&inn
1

1

(picsMfe TesI OxJrK)
Syiletn)

be Par.s & Ldbor |Gas & A:r RIttr extra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Japanese Cars)

(6 cySndcr: $20.00 Extra)

$74.95

TOYOTA IBI®KID)/X $99. 95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

- Domluos V'\A/.i\ ujll

deliver,! hot. Ir'sIi. miidc-

lo-nnlcr pizzii to vour dooi

111 M) Fiilmilcs or less,

(iii.'iniuh'cd Doni |c| ;ifi^-

oric Irll \(ni diUcrcnlly Cill

Doiiilnos IM/Zci. Nol)od>

Deliv ers Keller "

I m
I
w i^Y ^^25 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA

453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

1371 Westwood

824-5000
I'Ht't hllllMIMl^ li//., Ill,

MtM SitAU
I "t

\

$1.00 OFF! &^ ir?'^:
2-/tem

Expires 6/4/90

•I.
f
^P'res. 6/4/90
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Qny
pizza!

''«/hf

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP &. FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECUR'T-Y PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
GUST SOUTH ub UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)
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Program offers students experience in D.C.
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

UCLA students studying
American politics may now gain

firsthand experience by working in

Washington, D.C, while taking

classes with UCLA professors, as

part of a new Quarter in Washing-

ton Program.

The program, sponsored by

UCLA*s Center for American
Politics and Public Policy (CAPP).

will offer both academic classes

and practical experience, begin-

ning in the fall.

*This is a very exciting and

unique opportunity for our stu-

dents," CAPP Director Joel Aber-

tyach said. "Those who have been

studying American politics and

policy-making will now be able to

experience what they've l)ecn

studying firsthand."

Fifteen participants will be

chosen for the program, and will be

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APP()INTMfcNTS«208-4447«NO GIMMICKS

snrLISTS HAVE OVLR •> YEARS EXPERIENCE

HAlK C ()L(;K 51^ \K.)\L VVtAVIiXU L WMriL I t SH.^

HIGHLITtS S23 IVf LASH TINT SU)

rKFNCH I'EKM S13J.i COLOK COKKtCTION
/OTOS \^R\\ . Sn-4~> SHAMPOO SET :

SLjP[-K PtKM S()fi MANICDKt \

SPECIAL FREE- haircut stylo w/SiS perm (SU value Irro)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut niDusse vw/$4.) perm (SI 7 value free)

1078 C^AYLtY'WrSTWOOD VILLACiE«NEXT TO liAXTEK'S

Hair & Nails by
SPECIAL!

HAIRCUT

PERM

FULL SET

FILL—

—

Have
beautiful

nails

$10.00

$30.00

$18.00

$13.00

$15.00MANICURE &
PEDICURE

Scandal
1900 Westwood Blvd.

(213)475-3232

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL

. •Teriyaki Chicken ^fter 3:00 pr.n to closel
I -Egg Roll ^*% -.-* *

l-Gyoza ^'\ C^Q
|

I -Fried Rice w/1 free drink M>0.*JU |

I 'Green Salad with coupon I

Ij I ^mfaal
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

1 V^^ Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

^ to: UCLA
from: 1990
SENIOR CLASS

<LP

1990 Class Gift Campaign
to refurbish the Sunset Canyon Rec. Center

for its 25th Anniversary and
to establish a community service

• endovs^ment fund ...

Give to iho Sonlor Gifl

For more info. - Hoyco Quad 1 0-2

S\A is a studrnt ttrganixatu>n

sponsored by

0^ '
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placed in internships relevant to

their studies. They will work a

minimum of 24 hours per week in

Washington, D.C. A research

development seminar and other

courses will supplement their

experience in the nation's capital.

The research development
seminar will consist of group
meetings and tutorial sessions

relevant to the student's inlerh-

ship.

Students will develop a project

which incorporates what they leam

in their internship and their

courses, CAPP Administrative

Director Rebecca Feather said.

The scope of their project will

determine the number of academic

units students will receive.

*They can really tailor-make

this program into anything they

want," Feather said. "And it's a

perfect opportunity to gel your fool

in the door, especially if (you)

want to work in Washington."

The program will last 12 weeks,

so students should expect to arrive

before the beginning of fall quar-

ter. CAPP will assist students in

Applicants will be evaluated on
their research interests, grade point

average and a writing sample, and
finalists will be given a personal

interview. A minimum grade jDoint

average of 3.0 is required.

"We're looking for people who
are capable of working on iheir

own in an environment away from

campus and who are prepared

intellectually for the program,"

Aberbach said.-

Dr. Kathy Basmaiian, D.D.S.
.

10921 Wllshire Blvd. Suite 611
West^vood Village

208-4799

UCLA NEW PATIENT SPECIALS

L(rTu

^? In

V V
Prophy (acaning) & Fxam 9ZS rcg $55

Bitcwing (Check-up) X-Rays $5 rcg $40

Hxpircs: Junc3^ 1990

You Feel.

r^fltfni.

Eke- 80

Since youth does have its rewards,
shouldn't you try out the rewarding
experience of the Honda Ehte TM 80?
You start with the push of a button.

And it's the most affordable Honda
Scooter that carries two.'^' So go ahead,
reward yourself with an Elite 80. And
get used to the thrill of it all.

HONDA.
Come ride witli US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#X Honda Scooter dealer in Southern^ California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 450-4643

Come ridewith us.

STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MUITIPLE PRODUCTS

ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PROrECTION AND PROTECnVE CLOTHINC. hUD PLEASE

RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT Obry ihf l«w •"<* rrtd ywi^ owner"! miftuaJ thoroufhljr. For rider

trairunf informMjom call the Motorcrcir Safety Kowndatioo •! l«XM47-4700.
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GET INVOLVED
BECOME A STUDENT

LEADER!
by applying for a

USAC Presidential

Appointment or Staff Position

Applications now available

in 304 Kerckhoff Hall

Questions call 825-7068
Be an advocate for a better UCLA!

Paid for by Student Government

Letters & Science

Committee formally

gives OK to program
Econ/business

program may
be approved

retroactively

By Eugene Ahn
and Christine Hagstrom

Slati Writers

UCLA's Economics/business

degree program, which College of

Letters & Science administrators

maintain was "probably" academi-

cally accredited, has passed the

first step of an unprecedented

retroactive approval process that

could require ratification from

University of California President

David Gardner.

Ron Miech, chairman of the

UCLA faculty senate's Committee
on Undergraduate Courses and

Curricula, said the committee

granted the economics depart-

ment's program a stamp of approv-

al Friday along with other

decisions to lower the major's

be secured . . . It's something we
will follow through — you can be

sure — very carefully."

Hartzog said college records

show that faculty groups "probab-

ly" approved the degree program
in 1981, even though documents
only clearly indicate that the major

was not listed in UCLA's course

catalog until three years later.

At that time, according to the

senate report, a chain of requests

from administrator to administra-

tor took 36 days to move from the

economics department to the

Office of the Provost to the Office

of the Chancellor, ultimately

instructing a UC official to list the

program as a major.

'There was no malice here,"

said Philip Curtis, chairman of the

college's executive committee.

*The request was taken by Jerry

Kissler, who was assistant provost,

and he just forwarded it out. It was
probably just an accident."

Administrators and faculty

alike, while in disagreement over

whether the major was approved,

agree the current retroactive

faculty review is a first.

"It's the first time I can recall
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Letters & Science

UC President to speak
with Young about major

Fate of Chicano Studies remains

in hands of Academic Senate
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

grade pomi average requu-emeni. which this has been the

SAN FRANCISCO— While he

defended the faculty's authority to

make a decision and explained he

did not have enough information to

form an opinion, UC President

David Gardner expressed interest

in the status of UCLA's Chicano
Studies Major on Friday and

promised to discuss the issue with

Chancellor Charles Young within

the month.

Controversy has been brewing

on this campus since an Academic
Senate committee recommended
the suspension of admissions to the

Chicano Studies major until the

program could be brought up to

academic standards. Currently the

program receives $ 1 500 a year in

funding and is taught on a volun-

teer basis by faculty from other

departments.

"I can hardly imagine any

program being mounted for $1500

major because of the quality of the

program or solely on the basis that

it did not get enough funding.

"What I don't know is what the

relationship is between the resour-

ces and the quality of the program.

Those arc not always linked. There

arc programs that are well funded

but may not be essentially high

quality."

Although h^ said^hc was inter-

ested in the issue, the decision on

whether or not to suspend admis-

sion to the major is entirely in the

hands of the Academic Senate.

Under UC regulations, faculty

bodies arc the ultimate authority

with regards to curriculum deci-

sions.

"The Academic Senate has

delegated authority not from the

administration but from the

regents over the academic program
of the UC. Therefore it is

altogether appropriate that the

faculty should be making judge-

INVOLVED!
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN

THE STUDENT WELFARE
-^ COMMISSION FOR

1990-91. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, POSITION
descriptions; AND AN

—.APPLICATION, DROP-INTO—
312-B KERCKHOFF HALL OR

^XALir^^7586r~

The committee, however, fell

short of agreeing with college

administrators who have said the

major "appeared" to have already

received approval from proper

faculty groups, who hold sole

authority in making decisions

guiding academic programs.

"We looked at the old
documentation of the major, and it

was really unclear," said Mike
Spence, a student member ofHhe
committee. "It was just so messed
up we just went ahead and
approved it."

The program, which has gra-

duated about 100 students a year

since it began in 1983, was
described by a faculty senate

committee last year as a degree

program that "literally does not

exist" because administrators

bypassed faculty approval when
establishing it.

The major is scheduled to seek

retroactive approval this week
from the college's top faculty

board, the executive committee.

Sidney Roberts, chairman of

UCLA's campus-wide faculty

group, will decide whether the

major requires further retroactive

approval from the faculty's legi-

slative assembly and the system-

wide president's office, which first

approved of the major in 1983.

"If it needs to go all the way to

the Office of the President, it will,"

said Carol Hartzog, vice provost of

the college. "Whatever element of

review and approval is needed will

caser
Chancellor Charles Young said at

a press conference this month.

"It's one of the things that puzzling

me, how this did do that? The only

thing I can conceive of is that just

somehow, someone in a clerical

kind position who was responsible

for seeingio it that this got through

the maze that things like this have

to go through made an error."

President Gardner, who may be

asked to grant the program pres-

idential approval a second time,

said he has not been informed of

the current dilemma of the major

but would be "very surprised" if

the major had been approved by
the UC president's office without

passing through the proper faculty

committees.

'The regents would ordinarily

never approve an academic prog-

ram without the affirming support

of the Academic Senate," Gardner
said in an interview at the UC
Board of Regents meeting in San
Francisco. "I don't know of any
instance where that has occurred

... but these kinds of problems are

not mine, I have given them to the

chancellors. So I (usually) expect

them to deal with it."

Young added, "It seems to me it

should have been cleared up the

day it was found. I don't under-

stand why it's taking so long, and
I'm going to try to find out."

Hagstrom reported from San
Francisco. Betty Liong contri-

buted to this story. ^

a yeai," said Oaidnei in an '"^!"mb.;ut the wuithuf iud i vidiKU

interview with the Daily Bruin

following the UC Board of

Regents Friday meeting. "What is

the program intended to dc for

$1500 a year? It could not possibly

be a teaching program . . . and we
don't have academic programs on
the basis of volunteers." _
. Gardner questioned whether X)r

not the faculty committee had

recommended suspending the

Tale of the Tape

programs," he said.

"I Will inquire about it so I will

be understanding of the situation.

But it is really a matter for UCLA
10 decide. The budget is allocated

by the Chancellor, but the quality

of the program is judged by the

faculty and there has to be some
understanding between them with

respect to the matter," Gardner

added.

What the provost said:

"We have 23 releases. That meant when those 63 accepted we had to

convert 40 positions But those people had already been hired because we

had. the previous fall, allocated our temporary positions, and when the

acceptances suddenly were wonderful but much larger than we expected

there was no way to cut back except to not honor contracts with people

whom we had given temporary appointments to And that's what caused

this year's turmoil

"

What ttie college said he meant:

"The provost was making the point of what pulcntully could be done to cut

back, not what the College actually did Dr Orbach was usirig the concept

solely as a hypothetical example—a step that he would not consider taking

—

in order to show the difficulty of the situation. He was not desribing an

action which actually occurred. When the provost said "and that's what

caused this year's turmoil. " he referred to faculty acceptances which tar

exceeded releases, not contract cuts . The college has not dishonored

any contract with any group of faculty Faculty contracts are being honored,

and will continue to be honored
"

DEHCIT
From page 1

the time t)etter information was
available, people were already

committed to hiring teachers for

the next year."

"In a sense, we're paying for our

own success," said college spokes--

man Harlan Lebo. "That kind of

long-term planning has short-term

impact."

As part of the chancellor's

immediate relief for the college,

Granfield said, $400,000 in "cam-
pus-wide resources" were allo-

cated this month to specifically

allay course cuts in next academic

year throughout the college.

The chancellor's "guidelines" to

the college were that the funds be

spent on hiring additional temper-

Provost's comments were
untrue, spokesman says
No temporary

faculty contracts

had been broken

ary faculty to "mount more sec-

tions," Granfield said. The
$400,000 is enough to fund 10

temporary teaching positions,

which Granfield noted could cover

90 courses next year.

But Lebo said that since the

chancellor's funding also amounts
to full support for four permanent
faculty members and an extra

$125,000 for teaching assistant

support, the money may be used
for a tailored spending package to

get both temporary and permanent
faculty.

'This will allow us to provide

some immediate relief in under-

See DEFICIT, page 14

By Eugene Ahn
Staff Writer-

Some of Provost Raymond
Orbach 's comments in a presenta-

tion last month to the College of

Letters & Science's top faculty

board were hypothetical,
impromptu and untrue, according

^lo a college spokesman.

Orbach, who as the college's top

administrator leads the University

of California's largest academic

unit, was speaking "hypothetical-

ly" when he made a reference to

breaking faculty contracts and was
"off the mark" when he descrilxxl

the college's $ 1 .2 million financial

woes as a "debt," spokesman
Harlan Lebo said.

"He goofed," Lebo said. "We
didn't do that. No one's contract

was dishonored. And we don't

have a debt."

The n»vost, at an April 20
meeting of the college's executive

faculty board, told committee
members that faculty overhiring

ran up a debt and that "there was no
way to cut back except to not honor
contracLs with people whom we
had given temporary appointments

to. ;

Lebo said that after the pro-

vost's statements appeared in a

newspaper article, Vice F*rovost

Carol Hartzog inquired with the

college's deans and verified that

no temporary faculty contracts had

been broken as a result of perma-

nent faculty hiring misprojections

this year.

The provost's comments were
hypothetical and were meant "only

to show the desperateness of the

See PROVOST, page 13
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YOUR SMUG MUG
GOES RIGHT HERE!!

IS NOW ACCEPTING 1990-91
STAFF APPUCATIONS
^STELLAR SPEAKERS!!

*PLUTONIC PUBLICITY!!
*ASTRAL ADVERTISING!!
'CELESTIAL CONCERTS!!

J
*FAR-OUT FILMS!!!!!

PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN KERCKHOFF 300-
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LA RAZA IN FILM, VIDEO &. PERFORMANCE ART SERIES 1990

FILM VIDEO
FESTIVAL

MONDAY, MAY 21 MELNITZ THEATER 7:30 PM
•Four Award-Winning Chicano Filmmakers*

SYLVIA MORALES
IWRTTER. DIRECTOR &. PRODUCER WILL SCREEN "LOS LOBOS...A TIME TO DANCE.

'I

MOCTESUMA ESPARZA
PRODUCER OF "MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR" WILL SCREEN HIS

^ACADEMY AWARD WINNING FILM "AGUEDA MARTINEZ,"

JESUS TREVINO
WRITER. DIRECTOR &. PRODUCER WILL SCREEN EMMY &. DIRECTORS

GUILD OF AMERICA AWARD WINNING FILM "GANGS."

RUBEN GUEVARA
^

PERFORMANCE ARTIST. WRITER. SINGER &. ACTOR WILL SCREEN HIS

LATEST VIDEO WORK. "AZTLAN. BABYLON. RHYTHM AND BLUES"

ALL FILMMAKERS WILL BE PRESENT
FOR DISCUSSION

SPONSORED BY UCLA CHICANO/LATINO FILM/TV ASSOC. AND CPC OF THE PAB

•
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
/

RE: DRAFT ENTVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
UCLA SOUTH CAMPUS CENTRAL
CHILLER/COGENERATION PROJECT

The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) will hold a PUBLIC HEARING on the Draft

Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the proposed UCLA South Campus Central

Chiller/Cogeneration Project. The PUSLIC HFARING will he held on Tuesdav. Mav 22. \990. at

7:00 pm in ^hP PrPss Room nf thp I. P. Morgan ^^nfPr nn fhp I JCI A campus. CourtCSV parkingml
bP available in Parking Structure #6 located at the northwest comcr of Westwwd Flag9 ^M
Strathmore Drive.

UCLA proposes development of a combined central chiller plant to produce 16,000 tons of chilled

water to serve buildings on the southern portion of the main campus, and a 42.8 megawatt

coeeneraHon plant to serve the enHre main campus. Electricity produced in the cogeneraHon plant

would be distributed via a new electrical substation to the main campus electrical distribution

system, which would also be expanded and modernized . Steam produced in the cogeneration plant

would be distributed to main campus buildings via the existing steam distribution network, for

various heating and cooling purposes. Chilled water produced in the central chiller plant would be

distributed via a new chilled water distribution network to buildings in the southern portion of the
"mamcampus. Utmzatton o^thcsitg <iwrthwcst comcrofWcstwood Plaza and^tek Prive South^

would require the demolition of existing facilities management shops and offices and the

temporary relocation of these functions. Replacement space for these shops and offices, and

replacement parking for campus service vehicles would be provided on the site as part of the

project.

The purpose of the PUBLIC HEARING is to provide the general public with the opportunity to

present testimony on the Draft Environmental Impact Report. Written and oral statements will be

accepted at the hearing for entry into the official hearing record^

Comments in writing concemihg the Draft Environmental Impact Report may Also be submitted

until June 11, 1990 to:
, , *

Mr. Mark Home __^^
UCLA Capital Programs^

2256 Murphy Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024-1405

Copies of the DEIR are available for review at the address above and the followingcampus libraries:

University Research Library, Biomedical Library, Architecture and Urban Planning Library,

Management Library, Engineering and Math Sciences Library, and the Law Library. In addition,

copies are available for review at the West Los Angeles Regional Branch Library (11360 Santa

Monica Blvd.), the Brentwood Branch Library (11820 San Vicente Blvd.), and the West Hollywood

feounty Library (715 N. San Viccrrte Blvd.)

.».•••
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The Daily Bruin is looking for energetic, dedicated

people interested in advertising experience and an

exciting internship for summer. This is a position

dealingfvvith ad production and on-campus

advert^^ SSi\.^er than sales. '

%...,0
Apptli^iBiMre available at 112 KerckhoflJi^K^II

and i^iimWEDNESDAY, MAY 30 at 0m0^M^
• • . • •
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Money to Burn

STEPHANIE SPEARS

Bystanders look at the remains of the Glendale Federal

ATM in Westwood, which caught fire on Saturday.

Ceausescu children allowed

to vote in free elections
The Associated Press

BUCHAREST. Romania —
The jailed children of executed

dictator Nicolae Ceausescu were

allowed to vote in Sunday*s

relecUoBs, the first free balloting after his capture.

Sporting a black beard and
mustache and clad in jeans and a

dark sweater, Nicu declined to

speak to reporters at his first public

appearance since being shown on
television the night of Dec. 22, ju^t

following their father's brutal 24-

year rule.

Ceausescu's two sons and
daughter are awaiting trial on
charges of complicity in his rule.

All three have been jailed since

December and, if convicted, face

sentences of up to life in prison.

They were not handcuffed when
they appeared at a police station in

Bucharest to cast their ballots.

Nicu, 40, Ceausescu's youngest

son and once his successor, voted

first. He spent several minutes in

the IxxHh before emerging and
dropping a large envelope in the

ballot box.

Nicu goes on trial next weekend
on charges of complicity in geno-

cide in the Transylvanian city of

Sibiu, 155 miles northwest of

Bucharest He was regional Com-
munist party chief there until his

arrest. : — i-

Ceausescu's oldest son, Valen-

tin, 43, a nuclear physics engineer,

spent comparatively little time in

ihe booth.

"I'm treated like everyone else

in prison," he said, smiling and
looking relaxed in a jogging suit

top and jeans. He had long hair, a

beard and mustache.

"It is very difficult for me to say

something concrete alx)ut the

elections. It is good, however, that

the people are given the chance to

have more options," the stale news
agency Rompres quoted him as

saying.

Ceausescu's only daughter,

Zoia Elena, 38, a mathematician,

looked nervous and came out of

the booth after only 20 seconds.

She refused to made a statement

Meml)ers of Ceausescu's ruling

Politburo who face trial also were
allowed to vole, the agency said.-

RACISM

Feminism
A Real live Discussion

Join us for a discussion focusing on RacisminFeminisin

the series that ran this year in Together, UCLA's Femi-

nist Newsmagazine. Writers from the series will be

present as we talk about what we have learned and

where to go from here. All are welcome.

Call 206-6168 for information. —

^

MAY 22, 6:30
The Courtroom,
downstairs at

LuValle Comitions

X. .J^r.-t^

Hubble space telescope
brings new knowledge
By Paul Recer

Associated Press

GREENBELT, Md. — NASA
engineers captured the "first light"

photograph Sunday of the Hubble

Space Telescope and a scientist

said the experts "were pleased as

punch" with the spectacular

image.

A camera on the telescope

clicked its shutter twice beginning

at 1 1: 13 a.m. EDT and the images

were relayed to the ground more
than two hours later, giving astro-

nomers their first glimpses of the

view from the $1.5 billion tele-

scope.

"It's quile an image. Fantastic,"

James Westphal, the principal

scientist for the camera used in the

first photo exercise, said as one of

the photos was displayed on a TV
screen.

"We aie just as pleased as punch

at this point," Westphal said. "Our
image is significantly better than

we were concerned that it might

be."

Westphal said the Hubble image

revealed a double star that was

PROVOST

'if

previously unseen in ground-based

photographs taken at an observat-

ory in Chile.

"We didn't know it was a double

star," said Westphal, noting that he

had expected the first image to be

"an engineering lest."

But because of the clarity of the

image, he said "Boy, we could get

lots of science out of this right

now."

The quality of the photo was a

boost for National Aeronautics and

Space Administration officials

who have gone through an unex-

pectedly troubled checkout and

testing period with the costly

telescope, which is in orbit 381

miles above Earth.

The target for Hubble's first

image was a star cluster called

Thcta Carina, a group of objects

about 1 ,260 light years from Earth.

With its 94.5-inch-diameter

mirror and powerful light-amp-

lifying and focusing equipment,

the orbiting telescope is expected

to eventually take photos of stars

that are 25 times fainter than the

dimmest object visible from Earth.

-FfOfn page 1 1

situation," Lelx) said. "We just

don't dishonor contracts. That's

the kind of thing that ends up in

court."

Lebo also said neither Hartzog

nor administrative aide Brian

Mayeda, who were both present at

the meeting, noted anything sig-

nificant about the provost's com-
ment."

*

'They didn't even notice it,"

Lebo said. *They know him so

well, it just went right by them

because they knew it was a

hypothetical point."

In addition, Lebo said, the

college's $1.2 million deficit —'

primarily caused by recent faculty

recruitment — is not a "debt" as

Orbach descrilxid.

"We don't have a debt," Lebo
said. "What we do have are

accumulated commitments that

cover spending for the next several

years."

Explaining Orbach's comment,
Lebo said, "He was speaking more
extemporaneously there. We have

spent money in addition to the

resources we have available to

meet the critical needs of the

college. So, yeah, we are over-

committed, but what we're talking

about is not a debt. That was just

his choice of words."

Orbach, who was unavailable

for comment Friday, has lold

committee memt>ers tliat his com-
ments \o them are for their benefit

and not for the official record.

He also has said his April 20

reference lo faculty contracts was

"lifted" out of context from a tape

recording for use in a newspaper

article, resulting in "erroneous

statements" for which the college

has requested a correction.

"I view the impact of these

statements very seriously,"

Orbach told committee meml)ers

at a May 1 1 meeting, at which he

refused to be tape recorded. "I ma^*

be incorrect in saying that it was a

deliberate act . . . but nevertheless,

operationally, it's how I feel."

YOUNG
From page 8

a stay in Lithuania will teach

Young a lesson.

"We see (Lithuania) as a symbol

where people are fighting for their

rights and fighting for democra-

cy," Carrington said. "So (the idea)

is to send Chancellor Young to a

place where they are fighting for

democracy and see what it is all

about."

But the president of the Lithua-

nian Bruins was somewhat skepti-

cal about the protest. "It's a

reasonably good way lo protest his

refusal to listen to the student

body," Michael Petrusis said.

'However, it's almost dangerous

because it seems to make mockery

of the whole Lithuanian issue,

which is very serious.

"Chancellor Young was making

light of the Lithuanian people's

struggle for independence by com-

paring a student group's struggle

for funding with a people's

struggle for freedom," he

explained.

But contributing money in pro-

test sends a more powerful mes-
sage to the chancellor than mere

signatures on a petition, Carring-

ton said. "A lot of students are

willing to sign a petition. But

having a dollar or two behind that

signature means that they mean it."

The students are also collecting-

signatures for a petition, request-

ing that "the Chancellor abide by

the democratic process and respect

the student vote lo continue the

CALPIRG program and fee."

Although the CALPIRG
referendum received just below
the 55 percent that would have

required the chancellor to consider

placing the negative check-off fee

on the registration cards, these

students insisted the election was
*unfair," and the negative check

off fee should be reinstated until a

fair election can be held next year.

If Young will not agree to this,

the students said they wanted a

written statement from the

chancellor affirming he will abide

by any student vote in the future.

Carrington said the cost of a

one-way ticket to Lithuania is

$1 ,350, but she hasn't yet booked a

flight for Young.

i ^
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WESTWOOD DRIVING

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

HEALTH FAIRE 90

Tie HeaJUt 4~

Today: May 22 from 10am to 2pm
WESTWOOD PLAZA

Come f ind out what on and off campus resources are availab le ta

you in maximizing your health potential!

Featuring: m
\
^ADO.s

•^
C I' t

UCLA V T 3 n

^> v<0>
A\.*

KALEIDOSCOPE THEATER

-Free health foods, juices and suntan lotion -Health Clubs

-Free drawings

-On Campus Health Organizations and Clubs

-Physicians from the Medical Center

A'

-Gyms
-Health Representatives and Consultants from various

organizations ^V/IH

Brought to you by the Student Welfare Commission

UCLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS
AND

BRUIN LIFE
PRESENT

A YEAR IN
PICTURES
UCLA 1989-90

= EXHIBIT MAY-21-25, 1990

KERCKHOFF-GALLERY
ROOR TWO KERCKHOFF HALL

PAID FOR BY USAC
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Graduate and Professioiial Students •

The Deadline for Applications for Stipended

Positions with GSA has been extended until Tuesday

May 22 at 5:00 p.m.

Positions include GSA Cabinet, Newsletter Director, Programming

Director, Publications Director, Elections Commissioner, ASUCl.A Board of

Directors, ASUCLA Comm Board, Academic Senate Representatives, Student

Health and Student Fee Advisory Committees, and Campus and Comnumily
Programming Committees. These positions pay $500 per quarter for 2 to 4

quarters. Applications and position information are available in 301

Kerckhoff or call X68512.

Help Run UCLA Our Way --

The International Students Association
^-\

i *••--• and The Campus Events Commission
Aa cooperation with The South African International Students.

Congress and the University Religious Conference

iroudly present

/
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Archbishop

DESMOND [^

TUTU
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TUESDAY
MAY 22, 1990
3:00 p.m.

Ackerman Grand
Ballroom

Free tickets available at

the Central Ticket Office
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jTald for by USAC

DEFICIT
F«om4)age 10

graduate teaching programs that

now show strain," the provost

wrote in his letter. "The total

number of additional positions will

depend on our releases this year,

the number of faculty on leave, and
the number of new faculty posi-

tions to be allocated to the College

during this year*s budget process."

The immediate funding, howev-
er, will not put a dent in the

college's $1.2 million deficit,

Granfield said. "However that is

dealt with, it will be done over a

long term."

In this particular case, Gardner
said, "There is nothing I can do to

deal with this. His (Young's) job to

deal with it He has all the money
UCLA is going to have so he is

going to have to find an answer
within the context of those resour-

ces."

Granfield said the chancellor's

office and college officials have

begun talking about financial

solutions. But he noted that the

deficit is "firstly" the college's

problem.

The provost wrote, "We consid-

er this year's overrun a College .

obligation, and we will continue

discussing this obligation with the

Chancellor. We have agreed that

should a repayment of teaching

resources be needed, it will be

rsehedulcd so that the^ teaching=
program of the College will not be

impaired.'

Hagstrom reported from San
Francisco

SUNRISE
From page 1

Chancellor Allen Yamell, who in

1985 suspended the fraternity's

university privileges for one year

because of the incident.

Since then, the fraternity

dropped "Tequila" from the bash's

name. Beta Theta Pi President Ed
Quigley declined to comment
Saturday on why "Tequila" has

been omitted.

Friday's letter from MEChA
complains of a banner, similar lo

the one in 1985, hanging from the

balcony of the fraternity's house. It

shows a tequila worm "with a big

sombrero and exaggerated musta-

che," which depicts "the ste-

reotype of Latinos," the letter

stales.

The fraternity removed the

banner Friday morning when Fish-

bum asked them to, she said.

*Thcy were extremely cooperative

in doing so," added Fishbum,

saying fraternity members gave

her the banner.

The banner, along with photos

from both MEChA and the frater-

nity, arc evidence that the Inicr-

fraleintiy Council (IFC) will

examine this week, Fishbum said.

IFC will appoint "fact finders'' lo

investigate the complaints.

She said she will also consult the

campus lawyers about the banner.

Also, MEChA is alleging that

the Betas played Mexican music at

the parly and that fralcmity mem-
bers donned Mexicaji clothes like

sarapcs and sombreros. "They're
perpetuating the negative ste-

reotypes about our culture," said

MEChA coordinator Alicia Moli-
na.

But according to a written

statement from Beta, the party

employed a beach theme .and a

band "played only classic rock and
roll music."

"Everyone was wearing T-shirts

and shorts," Quigley said.

Fishbtim. who went to the

See SUNRISE, page 15

SUNRISE i.
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From page 14

sunrise party late Friday moming,
agreed the students wore beach

attire. Aside from the banner,

everything else "was, so to speak, a

normal fraternity parly," she said.

"Friday's 'Sunrise' party was
not intended to be racist or sexist,"

Beta's statement reads. "If, after

taking the precautions we did for

Friday's party, we still offended

anyone, we sincerely apologize."

MEChA, however, contends
that the banner and the party are

insulting. "Not only our families

but all families attending (Mardi

Gras) will see these negative

stereotypes of the Mexican people

being reinforced and perpetuated,"

the group's complaint stales.

MEChA coordinator Norma
Rojas questioned Beta's use of the

banner and "Sunrise" theme,
alleging that the fraternity was
trying to repeat the 1985 incident.

But Quigley said, 'That's the

last thing in the world we'd want to

do."

If investigation findings indi-

cate that Beta Theta Pi violated the

university's theme-party policy,

the fratemiiy could be required to

hold an educational program, or, at

worst, could lose its official

recognition, Fishbum said.

Groups not recognized by the

university can no longer use the

UCLA name and are not allowed

tf 'i: •--

to participate in any university-

sponsored activity.

Another investigation, which
may also lead to the fraternity's

losing university recognition, con-

cerns the house's possible viola-

tion of the university's alcohol

policy, but Fishbum would not say

which items in the policy are

involved.

Fishbum also did not say who
would be investigating those con-

cems.

Among other things, the policy

requires fratemiiies to offer free

food at events where alcohol is

served, mandates that alternative

beverages be offered and forbids

groups from providing alcohol to

people under 21.

It also prohibits parties from
spilling into the street. The Beta

fraternity members did abide by
this provision, Fishbum said,

because they built a fence around

the yard in front of the house.

Fishbum said there may be
concem that the party encouraged

students to drink instead of go to

class. "It was not in the spirit of the

alcohol policy, no pun intended,"

she said.

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 forlnfo about

our roW'm^ party unit

"COMMUNITY ISSUES,
INTERNSHIP,

,.,,,', & ICE CREAM"
Special Guest Speakers:

Dr Brad Bagusao-Community Projects Director
Julie Quidio-FASGI Hypertension Director
Dr. Hector Sulit-Physician

don't miss out on this informative Tee cream social!!!

Wed., May 23, 1990 6 p.m. AU 351
6~

for more info please call: Michelle Nosce 824-4228 Victor Sulit 824-0796

funded by the Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board
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WEEK 1

May 14-18
Raven

Williams «Si Wilkins

Lea & Febigcr

Lirtle, Brown

"^^S.

— ANNUAL

MEDICAJ
BOOK SALE

15-20% Off
MEDICAL TITLES
May 14-Ji'nf 1

M'F 10:30'3pM
SPECIAf ^^^MTT^'^ taken!
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WEEK 2

May 21-25
Elsevier

Medical Economics

Springer-Verlag

MosbyA^ear B<x>k

ASUCLA HEALTH SCIENCES STORE
1ST aOOR UCLA HOSPITAL / «25-772

1

M-TH 8^6; F 8-5; SAT 10-5; SUN 12-5

: ^V)^<s

^S^?.^-

WEEK 3

May 29-June 1

Urhj^m <Sl Schwarzenberj^.

Sprinj^^housc

Addison-Wesley
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Remembering Malcolm X
and his valuable legacy
By Andrew K. Miiton

Commentary

Hey UCLA: Clean up your act!

wi il[^ Y hile each of us is

pari of the prob-

lem, there is

some good news — we can all

hft part of ihc soluiionl!!

lis cheerful assertion

appears in a brochure my mom
recently sent me, which
describes my home town's new
and improved efforts to get

residents to recycle. It came to

my mind when I was thinking

about an article in the Bruin
several days ago that stated

that UCLA does not intend to

comply with Los Angeles May-
or Tom Bradley's request that

water use be cut by 10 percent

citywide.

I am disappointed with my
school's stance. The reasons

UCLA gave in the article for

our need to maintain or stabil-

ize current water usage levels

were insubstantial. Fifty percent

of the water used on campus,
for instance, goes to air condi-

tioners, and there are, and will

be, more buildings to cool, due
to ongoing construction.

(Come on, we don't need air

conditioning in every building

365 days a year in dry,

temperate, drought-ridden Cali-

fornia!) A lot of water has

been used for landscaping as

well. (Could that include the

new $40,(XX) lawn in front of

Royce Hall that was so desp-

erately needed?)

UCLA claims to have made
progress in water conservation

largely by revamping various

plumbing and irrigation sys-

tems. I wonder if these pro-

jects are worth their high cost.

I also wonder if there really

has been a reduction in use,

since sources from inside and
outside UCLA conflict.

But no matter what school

officials decide to do, I say

we students can do plenty with

little effort and no cost. These
are conservation tips that don't

require you to do anything, but

\o not do 2i few things.

^^^First consider some statistic!'

I have come across:

UCLA's campus phone

system is comparable to the

city of Santa Barbara's. This
—

washer has the capacity to do
so.

Tell the waiter at Chez
Whatever you don't want water

brought to your iablcuiinl^s__

Malcolm X would have been 65 years old on Saturday.

Though dead 25 years, his image and reputation pulse through

today's activist (mainly Afro-American) community with the

thunderous dignity and frenetic urgency that characterized his life.

It is important that we remember him — that we all remember
him.

The power and poignancy of Malcolm X's life and spirit are

as vital today as his testimony and witness was in life. He was,

and is, a role model for each of us, as different as we are. We
need ^^xj^mine only one of aspect, whichever we choose, of his

diverse life for insights into character, maturity, or self-awareness.

He redefined religious devotion. He reformed the perception of

the reformed convict. He developed self-discovery to an art. He
elevated "commitment" to undreamed-of heights. Those many
things he did personally, and as great as they may or may not

be — that is only half of what he did or what he means today.

Malcolm X had many powers and much power.
None was greater, though, than his power to

change.

Susan
Rinderle

does not include some 45(X)

private residence hall phones.

UCLA's annual budget is

larger than that of Nicaragua,

a nation at war.

Depending on who you
talk to, UCLA is about the

seventh largest water user in

Los Angeles. We also use
more water than USC.
Our university has a tre-

mendous impact on the sur-

rounding community, and we
waste too much. How many
times have you been on Bruin

Walk, and have had to step

over the miniature waterfall

cascading&

down the pavement? How
many times have you muddied
your shoes in boggy portions

of the Intramural field, even
during hot, dry weather? This
does not sound like conserva-

tion to me.

So, try these five handy,

relatively painless water-saving

tips:

Don't run the water while

you brush ^our teeth.

Turn off the shower

briefly while you shave, or are

letting your deep ultra-body

mega-conditioner work its way
into yoi^r hair roots — don't

use the shower as a heater.

Don't use the hose as a

broom (still a rampant phe-

nomenon!).

Do large loads of laundry,

or indicate the load sb.e on the

"machine, if your friendly local

you intend to drink it all.

See, that wasn't so bad, was
it? Sure, separating trash and
going to the recycling center

can be strenuous, but turning

off an occasional faucet is

relatively low-impact. Do these

tips sound insignificant? Check
this out: Recycling a three-foot

stack of newspapers (one

quarter's worth of Daily

Bruinsl) saves an entire tt"ee!

Recycling one glass bottle

saves enough energy to light a

l(X)-watt bulb for four hours!

Recycling one metal can con-

serves enough energy to watch
television for four hours!

You can imagine the amount
of water UCLA students would
save if each of our some
35,(XX) selves didn't shower for

one day a week? (Well, maybe
not. . .)

I consider myself an envir-

onmentalist to the extent that I

advocate thrift, common sense,

and non-waste. I am not will-

ing, however, to commit radi-

cal acts or break the law for

the earth, nor do I think all

measures proposed by environ-

mental activists are beneficial.

I feel that the whole enviraa;^^

ment issue is a little emotionaf
and trendy at the moment, and
should work more with science

to help find solutions.

However, at a wasteful

school in a wasteful county

(Los Angeles County could fill

Dodger Stadium every nine

days with its trash), in a

wasteful country (one American
does 20 to 100 times more
damage to the earth than one
person in the Third World), it

is inexcusable for us to con-

tinue living in brainless excess.

And so, though the heat-

waves Cometh again (yea!),

waste ye not. We may have
lost Mono Lake, but it's not

over yet!

Rinderle is a sophomore
majoring in .;;

Malcolm X had many powers and much power. None was
greater, though, than his power to change. In his life he

embodied and symbolized nearly everything that was bad, and
then nearly everything that was good. Near the end of his life,

after several dramatic transformations, even reversals, Malcolm X
finally came to understand the power and strength of respect,

brotherhood, and unity.

This newfound humanity quickened his pace in his headlong
'-~~

charge toward man's manifest destiny, even at the neglect of

former intimate, nurturing relationships. Acceptance of his own
mortal destiny was the single greatest consequence of this

neglect. Unfortunately, as even he knew, these two destinies had
to irreconcilably clash. He was not unprepared for the end,

though. "Never cross a man who is prepared to die for what he
believes," he said. He was prepared, and he died.

Obviously some find Malcolm X's militant nationalism, and his

embrace of violence employed in self-defense, difficult to accept.

Indeed he did espouse these positions, but his image has been
twisted, even adulterated. A popular impression of him is the

photograph, in which he is holding a shotgun, over the ominous
threat "By any means." This is the combination of an out-of-

context statement about the right of self-defense and a
photograph of the measures he look for protection following the

firebombing of his home. This image, created after his death, is

more an effigy than a uibute.

Regardless of those images, Malcolm X is a role model
because he proved that even from the depths of despair a person
could rise to soaring heights of self-respect. He tried to restore

this most basic bit of "humanness" to his people (and eventually

to all people). He realized, perhaps before many, that only from
self-assured respect can any person change anything . . . and
African-Americans needed a change.

He believed that from that individual self-respect we could
achieve a collective unity that would give us, as a society, the

su-ength to overcome our perceived (and historical) differences.

And he wanted to lead this effort as the "best example" of a

self-respecting person. Sadly, he was given little chance in life.

But now, 25 years later, his leadership is ready to soar to the

same heights that his own commitment did as a man.

Milton is an administrative assistant in the Department of
Psychiatry.

Correction
Chris Silvas' May 18 Counterpoint ("Chicano Studies aids cultural

understanding") contained several errors. Paragraph six should have
read,"(Abraham Lincoln) used the Emancipation Proclamation to solve a

serious political crisis between the Union and the Middle States during

the Civil War. Personally, he was a professed coloniz^ationist who
believed that African people were unsuited for democracy and

_ encouraged to return to America."

Paragraph nine should have read, "Most people of color were not the

willing participants in the American experiment, but its eventual victims.

This has been one of the tragic crimes of the so-called Western experi-

ence. And now that we are tied inextricably to and tt'apped within this

Tcontext, which choices make sense?**
—— '—
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Warning prospective students of increases is not terrorism'
By Alan Paul

Following a decision to

advertise our plight beyond the

UCLA community, the

Chancellor called the Family
Student Housing Association

"terrorists," James Papp sug-

gested that our actions "have
not improved the situation,"

and Sam Morabito labeled the

decision "unfortunate." All

these comments indicate the

FSHA's problems may be

starting to get the attention

they deserve.

As stated at many Family

Student Housing Association

meetings, the rationale for

publicizing UCLA's history of

rent increases is to provide

potential recruits with informa

tion which campus officials

prefer not to reveal. This is

not to say that we want to *

scare away prospective stu-

dents. We merely want to help

them compare the value of

different schools' offers more
accurately.

Although the final text of

our advertisements has not

been established, one draft

merely provided information

regarding past and planned rent

Increases and suggested -that

moratorium on rent increases,

another text was proposed at

the association's meeting. This

text is not the nefarious work
of "terrorists" seeking to

defame Young's sanitized

image of UCLA, but it does

reflect our rising anger at his

adminisU'ation's continuing

insensitivity.

Chancellor Young is angry

ing complexes.

Young suggests that we now
pay "the lowest rents relative

to what we get." What do we
get? Those of us in the

Sepulveda/Sawtelle complex
live within 100 feel of the San
Diego Freeway, with noise

levels exceeding 85 decibels

and high levels of aulo emis-

sions. Our plumbing, heating.

when he states that he needs

the "flexibility" to raise rents,

more student housing. Morabi-

to believes Business Enterprises

needs to acquire property for

more housing which will be

paid for by raising rents.

However, Morabito never

demonstrates that buying prop-

erty in one of the nation's

most expensive markets is the

recruits "contact your prospec-

tive advisor and department

chair at UCLA and ask for a

guarantee that rent increases

won't destroy the value of

their offer."

However, when the Chancel-

lor rejected the Academic
Senate's recommendation of a

that our loyalty to people we
don't even know exceeds our

loyalty to his Westwood fief.

But we do know these pxjople

— they are families like us

who won't be able to plan

tlieii finances fiuin yeai tu

year because they'll never

know what their rent will be.

In part, this is because

Young, Assistant Vice-

Chancellor Sam Morabito, and

GSA Commissioner James
Papp have a faulty understand-

ing of the issue df rent

increases at campus-run hous-

and electrical systems "should

be totally replaced," according

to an independent study pre-

pared last year by Consyuction
Surveillance Systems for

UCLA Housing. I don't know

GAIL WOOREHEAD/Daily Brum

best solution. (We could, for

example, redevelop the

Scpujveda/Sawtclle complex, or

put student housing on properly

UCLA already owns.)

If Morabito's plan is implc-

wliat a fail pi ice fui tliis type incntcd, rents may lise io
~

percent increase as "progress,"

probably because Morabito
originally proposed a 30 per-

cent increase. Thank goodness
Papp's naivete was not

rewarded in the recent GSA
elections, because Business

Enterprises proposes ridiculous

rent increases every year as a

prelude to adopting more "rea-

sonable" higher than when I

arrived less than four years

ago.

We want an immediate solu-

tion. We've been fighting this

battle far longer than Papp has.

Moreover, if Papp really feels

that "the battle could not have
been won," our need to adver-

tise to prospective students is

more urgent than ever.

I'm sure that there are very

few people in FSHA who want
to sully UCLA's reputation, __
and this is why one of our

proposals is to advertise only

in local community college

newspapers. Our contention is

that unchecked rent increases

hurl students' ability to plan

iheir academic programs, and
prospective students have a

right to know about this situa-

tion. The information packets

sent to prospective students do

of housing is. Chancellor, but I

do know people in similar digs

in West Hollywood paying the

same or less than we will after

the proposed increase.

Morabito'tBusiness Enter-

prises' top administrator) again

reveals himself as a bean

counter rather than an educator

levels where students arc

deterred from altcndinp UCLA.
James Papp's comments arc

the most hurtful, primarily

because he has been our rep-

resentative to the University.

He Slates the FSHA wants "an

immediate solution lo a com-
plex problem." Papp sees the 8

iiui nieiitioii Business Emer-
prises plans for additional rent

increases exceeding $190 per

month. When our school does

not tell the truth, it is lying.

We do not become "terrorisb"

by exposing the lie.

Paul is a graduate student in

geography.
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Arts Entertainment
Music

Britain's six-piece the Fall prepares to reconstruct the
deconstructed forms of music at the Parl< Plaza Hotel this

evening.

U.K/s prolific Fall prepares
to topple upon U.S. soil
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

— It requires the unravelling of sound, the unnerving of the mind, the ulti-

mate understanding of going upon a whim and capturing that moment in

an instance,

it is decadence which bears fiuii^ftutt that upon fffst impression po5==

sesses a bitter flavor; but upon subsequent bites, reveals a succulent

aftertaste that leaves one begging for more.
It is a departure from the machinations of today's melody, conveying

an environment of things collapsing, falling apart.

It is the all-encompassing world of the Fall — a world that has
remained virtually obscured from the United Slates for the last 12 years

. . . until now.
' With their 19th album— an incredibly high number for any artist^=^

entitled Extricate, the British six-piece is about to conquer new territory,

adding to their already favorable standing in their native European land.

As the album title suggests, this is the Fall's coming together — the

reconstruction of deconsiruction, where a rare sparkling gem is about to

become a part of the prime time world.

As a matter of fact, the Fall performs this evening at the Park Plaza
Hotel.

"You know, being a Fall fan had always involved a lot of detective
work," says keyboardist/vocalist Marcia Schofield, calling from the

Polygram office in New York on a speaker phone, "Though we've done
so many of them it's still not that easy to find them."
A bit of an understatement on Schofield's part. F^ll albums are as com-

mon as a day without smog in Los Angeles.
Having sifted through a number of independent labels, including the

more prominent Rough Trade and Beggars Banquet, the majority of their

material really hasn't received the proper widespread distribution the
band needs for making themselves more accessible to stateside ears.

The latter of the two aforementioned indie labels did manage to hook
the Fall up for a distribution deal with RCA Records— which might have
seemed like a blessing.

However, the three albums distributed through RCA, including the
unique ballet soundtrack /y4m Kurious. Orange, ended up in the i'm-not-
sure-how-to-market-this basket. In other words, the joint RCA-Beggars
Banquet deal had a bit of trouble along the marketing side of things.

As it ended up, Polygram took a liking to the Fall's immensely prolific

repertoire and signed them early last year.

So things were looking on the upswing . . . well almost.

Extricate was recorded in the wake of founding member and vocalist

Mark E. Smith's separation with wife, Brix, also a Fall guitarist since day
one, and the death of his father, not to mention a change in management.

"1 wouldn't say these were problems for us," says guitarist Craig

~~"^
See THE FALL, page 22

The Daily Bruin & Universal Pictures present

Free W^man^ \ Rree
Posters

to the first 50
people to come
to the Bruin office

T^hirts

to the Tirst ten

who correctly

answer the

following trivia

questions

Trivia

1. Name the actor who plays Biff, Griff, and Buford "Mad Dog" Tannen

2. Name the co producer and screenwrite r for the Back to the Future trilogy

3. What year and town Is most of "Part III" set in?

4. Where was most of "Part III" filmed?

5. Name any three of the time travel devices in the following films

• Back to the Future

• The Rnal Countdown ^

• Time Rider

• star Trek fV; The Voyage Home
Q-, • Time After Time

'

Film

HistOiy in the making: Latino filmmakers saluted in overdue program at Melnitz
By Charles Newbery
Contributor

FILM: La Raza in Film, Video & Performance Art series continues with a film and
video symposium featuring Sylvia Morales' Los Lobos . . . A Time To Dance,
Moctesuma Esparaza's Agueda Martinez, Jesus Trevino's Gangs, Ruben
Guevara's Aztlan. Babylon, Rhythm and Blues. All filmmakers will be present for

discussion following the screenings. Presented by the UCLA Chicano/Latino Film
and Television Association tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Melnitz. Admission is free. For
info., call (818) 760-3543.

Filmmmaker Daniel Jacobo says that history will be made tonight at

UCLA.
As part of a series highlighting the works of Latino filmmakers, the

UCLA Chicano/Latino Film and Television association will sponsor
tonight an unprecedented film and video symposium that will feature
four Chicano filmmakers and their award-winning works.

'This is the first time ever,** said Jacobo. the coordinator of tonight's

event. A graduate student in the producers program of UCLA's film
school, Jacobo said tonight's project was sparked by his desire to

promote the works of Latino filmmakers.
"Diversity and racism continues even though Latinos have proven

themselves in the film industry," he said.

*There are so many stories that can be told, but Hollywood ignores
Chicano history and culture. It can be made commercial. Many have
proved it Gregory Nava proved it with El Nortel

Tonight's screenings will be part of La Raza in Film Video & Perfor-

mance Art, a series that began last Monday night with Nava's El Nqac^
Films screened will be Ruben Guevara's Aztlan, Babylon, Rhythm and

Blues, Moctezuma Esparaza's Academy Award nominated film Agueda
Martinez, Sylvia Morales' award-winning documentary about the East
Los Angeles band Los Lobos and Jesus Trevino's CBS schoolbreak
special, Gangs. All filmmakers will be present following the screenings
to discuss their works and involvement in the entertainment industry.

Guevara's piece, a dramatic video featuring readings of his own
poetry, was still in process Wednesday afternoon, when technicians

could be seen operating sound boards and Guevara could be spotted

conversing with musician Luis Perez Ixoneztli.

Ixoneztli, who is one of the world's most talented masters of the pre-

Columbian flute (an instrument that originated among the Aztecs),

recorded a four minute song to be played during ihc credits of Atzlan,

Babylon, Rhythm and Blues.

"It's primeval jungle rhythm and blues funk," said performance artist/

writer/singer/actor Guevara. It sounded like a mix between Los Lobos,
jazz and jungle drums — music that gets the body moving.

Guevara's poetry, music and acting portray the Chicano spirit. "The
Chicano spirit does not care to make something beautiful of his life but to

make of his life a work of art," reads Guevara during the video.

The camera covers both his solo performances on a blank theatrical

stage as well as clips of life in East Los Angeles. But the beauty comes
from Guevara's poetical descriptions.

(I to r) Eddie Eras, Will Gotay, Gabriel Gonzalez, David Labiosa, Raymond Cruz and Panchito Gomez star in Jesus Salvadoi
Trevino's 'Gangs,' a CBS schoolbreak special screening tonight at Melnitz.

*He had nine kids and lived in a cardboard shack," he reads about his

uncle. 'That's as far as he got. The rest of his brothers and sisters made it

10 Los Angeles. He got only to Tijuana. Everyone succeeded and he
guessed he didn't Two years later he hung himself."

Guevara creates tension that hurls the viewer from a comfortable
theater into a land where peril determines that "the street is your Bible."

"Won't you listen to what the walls have to say L.A.," he reads. *The
Chicano spirit refuses to die." ^

New and refreshing, Guevara's piece is serious and has potential. And
the awards bestowed upon tonight's other three films speak for their

excellence. Jacobo hopes such a first-rate film quartet will serve to move
and inspire audiences of all creeds. - ;

"Rap has transcended social boundaries,", said Jacobo, "and now
Chicano film and video will. It all starts in the universities."

Mel & Goldie should be caged for 'Wire'

Here is one

birdie you won^t

want to watch
By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer

FILM: Bird on a Wire Starring Mel
Gibson. Goldie Hawn and David Carra-

dine Directed by John Badham. Pro-

duced by John Cohen A Universal

Picture release. Opens today.

Take the king of big screen
action (Mel Gibson) and the

dariing of comedy (Goldie Hawn)
in the kind of 'rekindled love*

story that would make soap opera
fans weep and you have the

makings of Bird on a Wire.
Sound's great, huh? Then there's

the old adage about judging a book
tor a film in this case) by its

cover. . .

Call it a case of overblown
expectations. Fresh out of his

victory in Lethal Weapon 2,

Gibson plays Rick Jarvin, a man
with as many identities as the

Federal Witness Protection Prog-
ram can come up with.

Rick assumes the identity of a

mechanic because two big time
drug king-pins arc stalking him.
The drug lord, Sorenson (David

'Cadillac' is wrong vehicle for Williams
Faulty script leaves a

wreckage of wasted

comedian talent

By Tom Huang

Mel Gibson and Goldie Hawn are out on a ledge in the unfun-
ny comedy "Bird on a Wire."

Carradine) was a corrupt DEA
agent that Rick testified against

and sent to prison. Sorenson*s yet
to be captured partner, Albert
Diggs (Billy Duke) picks up
Sorenson after his release, and the
two decide to end Rick's life and
any other possible testimony.

Sorenson and Diggs are aided
by an equally corrupt Federal
Witness Protection agent, Joe
Weybum (Stephen Tobolowsky).
Now the comedy/love story part

comes in when Marianne Graves
(Goldie Hawn) pulls into the

Detroit service station Rick works
in. Although Rick denies any
knowledge of Marianne, Marianne
returns and ends up rescuing him
from Sorenson and Diggs.

So, Rick and Marriane race
toward Wisconsin to the farm of
Rick's former case agent, while
everyone from the FBI to the local

police to the two thugs try to catch
them.

Fun story and a great cast— so
. . . what went wrong? The prim-

See 'BIRD/ page 21

Staff Writer

FILM: Cadillac Man. Written by Ken
Friedman. Produced by Charles Roven
and Roger Donaldson. Directed by
Roger Donaldson. An Orion Pictures

release with Robin Williams, Tim Rob-
bins, Pamela Reed, and Fran Drescher.

^

It*s always a cinematic tragedy

to see perfectly good acting marred

by a bad script. It leaves you with a

feeling that it all amounts to

nothing.

Let's look at Robin Williams.

"Mork" wowwed audiences as a
hip Viemam DJ in Good Morning
Vietnam and a inspirational Engl-
ish teacher in Dead Poet' s Society;

thus proving himself a versatile

actor. Unfortunately, his work
nearly goes to waste in Cadillac
Man. -/

Williams plays Joey *0 Brien, a

car salesman who loves to sell cars

and as well as play with women.
Among his many lovers is a down
and out fashion designer named
Lila (Lori Petty), the wife of a rich

businessman Joy (Fran Drescher),

and his ex-wife Tina (Pamela

Robin Williams portrays a womanizing car salesman
plagued by bad writing and a jealous husband in "Cadillac

Man.
"

'

Reed), who can*t deal with his

womanizing ways.

However, Joey is not an evil

man; he gets involved with so

many women because he honestly

loves them and wants to care for

them.

Unfortunately, his weakness
interferes with his work. His job is

on the line because he isn't selling

enough cars. Moreover, there is the

threat of his company moving ouL

He is given a day to sell at least a

dozen cars. While feverishly jug-

gling customers, a jealous husband
(Tim Robbins) of one of the

secretaries comes crashing into the

showroom, threatening to shoot
everyone.

Doesn't seem like it can go
anywhere, does it? Well, frankly, it

doesn't.

See ^CADILLAC,' page 21
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THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
1092S Lindbrook

206-4366

Tht Hunt tor fM OctotNr (R)

1;30-4J0-7 30-1030

70MM THX

VILLAQE
961 Broxtcn

208-5576

Talet From Tht Ovtiiid*:

Tht Uovit (R)

2:00-4:45-7:30-1000

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlury aty 14

10250 Santa Monica Btvd

C«n|jry City Shoppng Canter

Free Partung

4 Hotfs Free Vafdafon
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(213) 553-8900
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206-7664
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No one under 18 admittod
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fw shOMTS bebre 6 PM only

Santa Monica

Unema Paradiao (NR)

10:40-1.20 405-7 00-9 50

Short Time (PG-13)

12:15-2:55-515 7 45 10 26
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Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
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MONCA
1332 2nd St

3949741

Sat 8 Sun 10 15

Oamlle Oaudal
Wed 4 Fn 5 15-8 30

'Theater dosed Thursday 5/10
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am Kriahnamurt: With A Stient Mind

MOMCA
1332 2nd St
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'Sat & Sun

The Tenanta
Daily 5 00^7 30 9 45
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MOMCA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Henry V
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1
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Bird On A Wire (PG-13)
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I Lowe You To OeMh (R)
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10669 Welworti
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1250-310-5 30-800 10 20
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Letters

MFA playwright project 'Rosewater/Holywater' saluted
Editor:

We would like to point out the emptiness

and banality of Ms. Shalmali PaPs criticism

of James Waedekin*s extraordinary, though

admittedly provocative piece, Rosewaterl

Hotywater in her review of MFA One-Act

projects in Friday's Daily Bruin.

This is not to criticize the other two plays,

which were pleasant and enjoyable efforts,

but rather ... to set the record straight on

the work of this truly gifted playwright.

First of all, Mr. Waedekin has written a

piece that has reached the level of the poetic.

His talent is astounding. Putting our opinion

of his talent aside though, Ms. PaPs
response to the play was simply inane. She
says that the "problem** with the play is that

it **addresses too many issues at once: wife

abuse, child abuse, alcoholism, teenage

pregnancy, religious fanaticism, poverty,

rape, and incest" As any psychologist will

point out, these issues are all interrelated.

Often, one or all exist within a dysfunction-

al family.

Understandably, people are frightened by
a realistic portrayal of abuse within a

family, especially if they have never

experienced them . . . Ms. Pal . . . shows so

little compassion and sensitivity towards

these issues . . .she must be . . . uncomfort-

able with them . . . and has no business

critiquing a work of art that deals so

powerfully with these issues. (Though). . .

she . . . exhibits the very denial illustrated in

RosewaterlHolywater ... it seems clear

that Mr. Waedekin*s is the only play of the

three that moved her.

Maryanne Cole
Sarah KIncald

Gail Ogden McKinney
Graduate School of Education

DRAGON
EXPRESS

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35 Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Beef Broccoli

Mu Shu Vegetable

Spicy Shrimp
Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Egg Rol I

Fried Shrimp
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak /^^^x ^hr aqoa
Swuul & Sour Purk Chicken Salad :z\i\.,l'i
Almond Chicken Delivery

1147 Westwood

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 1 1 !30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA
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Exp. 5/31/90
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208-8671
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EVERYTHING YOU
ALWAYS WANTED TO

KNOW ABOUT
ADVERTISING*

*hiii were afraid lo ask.

Meet S professionals jVoiii dillcivnt

aspects of the Adxertising field

at the Rotind Tahle Career Niuht.

Wednesday, May 23
Time: S:3()

Place: North Campus Rin.22
Questions?: Dan 209-5370
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TONIGHT IS

I J^germeister |
NIGHT!

EVERY
MONDAY NI

SINGING WITH THE
HITS!!!

^ Merlin McFi^'s

Advertise in the Bruin

825-21 61
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'CADILLAC'
From page 19

As Larry, Tim Robbins holds

the showroom hostage and has the

police stakeout waiting for a

response. The film just drags until

you just wished Robbins would kill

everyone and die.

The story never really develops.

The stereotypical gags run ram-

pant. The conversation is not as

witty as the writers would like you

to think.

If there was anything that saved

the film, though, it would have to

be the performances of Williams

and Robbins, who seem to work
very well together despite a slew of

bad dialogue.

Williams' talents are wasted. He
makes do with the material as well

as he can. Robbins is stuck again

with the uneducated ignorant male
role that he does so well within.

There are brief flashes of laugh-

able humor in a handful of one-lin-

ers. "We don't believe you have

plastic explosives . . . where did

you get it?" a policeman calls out

to Robbins. "Jersey" he says, and

the police drop into action, taking

his word. But as a whole, nothing

really comes together.

Okay, if you really like Robin

Williams, Cadillac Man shows
another facet of the many charac-

ters he can portray . . . otherwise,

wait for the videotape.

From page 18

ary culprit is poor script writing and a cast of formulaic characters. The
combination of action/comedy- complicated-by-a-love-story recipe has
worn pretty thin after so many have been cut from the exact same mold—
this summer alone — and this utterly predictable Bird dies right on the

wire.

Romantic comedy usually requires perfect timing and comedic talent

to effectively keep the audience laughing. In terms of talent, Goldie
Hawn has b^n one of comedy's best since her days on Rowan and Mar-
tin's Laugh-In. Unfortunately, Marianne deserves to get killed. Her
whining and screaming goes from being funny to just plain annoying and

See 'BIRD/ page 22

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

Neck Pain & St[ffness

Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(2131478-6869 (818)988-0110

THE UCLA CHAPTER OF SIGMA XI— --^

THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY
presents

THE SIGMA XI DAY LECTURE

LEON KNOPOFF
University of California, Los Angles

on

Can Earthquakes be Predicted?
Dr. Knopoff urill discuss observations shoving that the times,
locations, and magnitudes of earthquakes are clustered with an
overlay of randomness. The understanding of these complex
patterns may be one route to intermediate-time earthquake
prediction. Tne development of a theory of earthquake ocurrence
that has such clustering as a product is an important thread in
deriving this understanding. The theory is embedded in modern
developments in nonlinear science, and especially those relating to
dynamical chaos. One of the consequences ot the presence of
dynamical chaos is that limitations can be placed on the
predictability of a future dynamical state, given an approximate
soecification of the present state. Not insienificant ingredients in a
theory are the physics of deformation ot rocks, the geometry of
earthquake faults, and the nature of fracture of solids. Such
geometries are fractal in character.

Dr. Knopoff is a distinguished Geophysicist, a Professor of
Physics, a member of the Institute ot Geophysics and Planetary
Physics at UCLA, and member of the National Academy of
Sciences. Among many honors, he has been awarded the
Emit Wiechert Medal of the Deutsche Ceophysikaiische
Gesellschajt (1978), the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical
Society (i979), and most recently and timely, the Medal of
the Seismological Society of America (1990).

Date: May 29, 1990

Place: California Room, UCLA Faculty Center
Time: 12:30 p.m.

This is a Public Lecture, and is open to all who
wish to attend.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(in most cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTMATEB
HAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENOEO WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

*Price per lens.Exam,traininq. follow uo care additional. Pav only for materials & services needed.

UNIVERSITY & ACADEMIC
^ PRESSES BOOI(FAIR'^

MONDAi^, MAY 21 -FRIDAY, MAY 25
ACKHR.\IAN UNION WHST TATIO cS: INSIDH BOOKSTORH

Save 20% otYcill titles from these

L participating ptiblishers in the

Technical Book Dept.

PRESS

A S U C L A STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books/B-Level Ackerman Union/825-7711/M-Th 7;45-7:30: F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

/? AS ALWAYS WE DELIVER FREE, FAST AND HOT
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DOlJBLi: DEAL
BUY ANY MED. PIZZA

Ask about our dinner specials

2118 Westwood Blvd.

„ 475-6464
Hours:
Sunday-Thursday 11:30-12 midnight
Friday & Saturday 11:30 am-1 am

w/ 1 TOPPING
GET THE SECOND ONE

FREE
for only J(pX\/»W
one coupon per pizza

must mention coupon upon ordering
For limitea time only

LmCH SPECIAL
ANY 12'^ MED PIZZA

W/ 1 TOPPING
&

TWO 16 OZ. SODA

for only $6.99
one coupon per pizza

mutt mention coupon upon ordering
For limitea time only

SPECIAL
LG PIZZA—

W/2 TOPPINGS
& 2 DRINKS
FOR $ 9.99
one coupoil per pizza

must mention coupon upon ordering i

For limited time only '^J
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DENTAL

SCREENING
i;i YOUR DENTaI ii^MS SHOW VCXi NEED A SIMPLE
CLEANING, A FILLING. AGOLDCROWN THAT COULD BE DONE
BY A STUDENT DURING HIS CL»JICAL BOARDS. YOU MAY
QUALIFY FOR THIS TYPE OF FREE DENTAL TREATMENT.

SCREENiriG CONDUCTaO MAY t8. 25.& JUNE 1

FROM §AM-4PM mt>F IN BASiS"ONLY)
LOCATION: DENTAL CLINIC LOBBY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

OORIS McCOY 825-5836

FUNDED BY THE CAKTUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-
FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVrriES BOARD,

SUPPORTED BY TO^ UCIji^ SO^OOL OF DENTIS+RYP

THE FALL
From page 18 '^, ''^ •

^>.n> ..,,,'^

Scanlon, also on the same speaker phone. "In fact, rthink we gained in

strength from this/*

"Nobody was really worried," he explains. "We had complete
confidence in ourselves. I mean, I've done tours with the Fall where
we've just had a bongo player and no drummer."

"So, you know, that's a minor example but it shows that we've been
through the thick and thin of it"

Whether this period of "tendril wires and chaos", described by Smith
on the album sleeve, were problematic or not, Scanlon is correct on one
notion: the Fall has definitely pulled all their resources to make Extricate

their most pleasing and satiating album to date.

Rather than dabble in pure experimental frenzies, uncovering layers

and layers of dissonance and God knows what else, the band — with
remaining members bassist Steven P. Hanley, drummer Simon J.

Wolstencroft, and newcomer and Brix's replacement Martin Bramah—
tend to place a stricter form of control over their music.

Sure, this is still the Fall. But this is a Fall with a new creative perspec-

tive, where harmonies co-exist with chaos and progressive tendencies

embrace conventional techniques.

"Yeah," says Schofield, "I think the songs on this album were more
thought out and arranged. Because we had Polygram behind us, we
actually had time for ideas to set in. Nobody was breathing down our
backs saying we only had two days left to finish it.'

Aglvertise in the.

Ooily Bruin,
. .825-2 16 i

In agreement, Scanlon notes the extended period of time the six

members had to record Extricate. Rather than the typical one or two week
session, the Fall spent nine weeks getting it together.

'That's not much time in comparison to other bands," he explains, "but
it's a long time for us."

"Also, in the past we never really had the discipline for laying down the

songs," he adds. "When we're in the studio, we always record live.

Sometimes that can be a problem."
"Yeah," says Schofield, "you have a tendency to be so obsessive about

things. When you're in the studio, there's such a tendency to go over-
board."

"BuL" Scanlon continues, "we got our first taste of discipline a few
years back with the ballet / Am Kurious, Oranye. That was very strict

because yoiLalwaysJiadtophtytrtrthc same tcmpu and length so tiiat tlic

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18CUT & BLOW
ft rMTM tit r^ I* r^m mnit* I* mjt

Exp. 6/21/90 Valid Sunday - Thursday

MUST SHOW UCLA SUDCriT I.D

WITh COUFOn

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

dancers could dance to the music. You couldn't vary it. And that was
really great training for us."

Although, even with a newfound discipline that has become a

significant ideology to the Fall's music, one idea has remained intact for

the band throughout their twelve years together. As Schofield describes,
"We work under the theory that the freshest and best interpretation of any
song is from the first or second take."

"We try to make decisions and slick with them rather than revise and
revise," she describes. "That just doesn't work for us. If you do that, I

think a song loses the spontaneity it had in the original performance."
"I mean," the keyboardist adds, "sometimes we leave mistakes in just

because they sound good. That's what works for us. And that's partly

why we've managed to record so much material over the last 1 2 years and
still stay together as a band without driving each other crazy."

"Similar to what Marcia was saying," explains Scanlon, "we also get
preuy bored of playing the same songs over and over, both in the studio
and live. Another reason the band has stayed tpgether for so long is

because we don't do a greatest hits tour."

"On this tour, we're playing practically all new material from
Extricate jusi because none of us can stand to play the old stuff anymore.
BuL don't worry, you'll hear a couple of old ones — stuff we've really

dug out of the archive."

"Yeah," adds Marcia, "we're just trying to keep it interesting. With
this album, we've reached a new way of doing things that seems to be
working rather well right now. But knowing the Fall, we'll probably turn
around and do something completely different next time around."

r
*BIRP'
From page 21

A Look at

Sexual Harassment
on Campus

In a 1984 survr'y of sexual harassment at UCLA. 28 o of undergraduate
and graduate student respondents who had been on campus for four or
more years re^ported being sexually harassed. Wliat exactly constitutes

sexual harassmenf^ Who is at risk .^ Join us for a viewing of a new
videotape^ Sexual Harassment in Higlier Education and a discussion of

the infornial and formal strategies for dealing with it. Facilitated by Katliy
Rose-Mockry. Acting Director. Women's Resource Center, and Melora

Sundt. Assistant Dean. Dean of Students" Office.

Tuesday, May 22 12:00-1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall
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painful to the ears and it was difficult not to cheer for the bad guys.
Admittedly, the confusion with all of Rick Jarvin's other identities

(everything from beautician to handyman) is hilarious. But, too often, the
comic potential isn't fully developed and the audience is left only half-
laughing.

Also, the chcnrtislry between Marianne and Rick is almost lost in all the
squabbling. Rick may need to take Marianne along (to make the story
work), but it almost becomes a chore to convince yourself that they actu-
ally do care for each other.

As portrayed, Marianne exists solely as Rick's sidekick and has no
inner life of her own. She needs more depth to go from just being useful to
the story line to plausible. By the looks of the film, Marianne seems solely
bom to be Rick Jarvin's sidekick instead of person with a life.

The film's prize asset is the incredible action that Gibson and the com-
pany of neariy 20 stunt crew perform. There's no question where the
film's budget was spent.

Gibson and Hawn do everything from scaling a five-star hotel to
crawling across a steel beam high above Detroit. The film's climax lakes
place at a zoo. Contrary to appearances, the zoo is actually Vancouver's
largest studio set. The set is almost six stories high and 350 feet long. In
short, it is awesome.
The film even has a menagerie of wild animals. Animal trainer Monty

Cox had to deal with tigers, lions and jaguars in addition to an iguana, a
12-foot python and even the only baboon trained to work in front of a
camera. , — —

'

Too bad they didn*t have a good script.

cso
Evening Escort Service

r
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^Ppiy for the Most txciting ana Kewardin^ Student Job

available with

UCLA EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Valuable Experience

Flexible Hours
Good Pay

As an Emergency Medical Technician you will.
/

• Work on the UCLA Medicals Center Transport
Aitibulancig L.- W-

• Provide n^flfatal, peaiatric, and inaternal
inteivsive care transportation

"•-"^

a new quarter

Work closely'with doctors and nurses "^i^
^}Sfi'S>^

• Be elicfible to work on the plriinarY response
campus ainbulance • ..^ . ^^.J^

For a chance to reserve a meeting room in

Ackerman Union for Fall quarter.

submit your group department name at A-level

Ackerman Union, A-216 on Monday. May 21 any -

time from Sam to 5pm. Call 206-0836 for details.

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

To apply you must be LA Courfty EMT c^WTfied,
a full time UCLA student, and able to work 15
hours per week.

PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT THE UCLA POLICE STATION
601 Westwood plaza, or call 206-8886 for more
information.

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam .in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

BACCALAUREATE STU[)ENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in sp>eaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Cionference by 5/31

for information at (21 .1)208 5055.

Ffee Oelhety Tiekets

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac Janet Jackson - Phantom
Alice Cooper- Phil Collins - New Kids - Steve Miller

Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - MiHi Vanilli -

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Free Dental Treatment
Plus SlOO i)ci day

Need paticntN (or dental
license exam ai I.JC"IJ\.*

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Ivcavc nicssagc

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR' We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts Request

"Bruin Plan*. (213)873-3.303 or
(818)992 6966

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869.

Personal 10

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon OiscussKMi, Tlurs Book S^J(^

Fn Step StKlv AU 3R2S r.Vo 115
lues -371 r UP\ C8177 «W«d f>sas$ton

NPI CSSaS I? 10 1 00
for alcohoics or trKWiduats who have ?

dnntano praNam

m*\ U7-«316

:sss: ^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
v

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordpcrfect and have
good interpersonal skills. Salary S8.35AH>ur.
Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
8am-5pm.
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Good Deais 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal

FAMILY DENTISTRY
| v.l.P.

SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergency service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.l.P.

member and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Offer not valid wtien using
dental insurance coverage.

"Patients Are Special'

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

COME DISCUSS "The Prerequisites to Peace"
Thursday May 24th 5-7pm Ackerman 3520.
Sponsored: Baha'i Club.

JET TO EUROPE- Any l\me for $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458-T006. 7-1

am.
Personal 10 Personal 10

WENDY FRAWLEY
m WE ALWAYS KNEW YOU

^U\ WERE A SPAZ GLAD IT

7C\ FINALLY PAID OFF!!!
/LI CONGRATULATIONS!!!

C^ TARA & LINDA

Free 8

HAIR MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

stylists for short to n'>edium length styles.

Carlton Hair International til 3)474-9091

.

Miscellaneous 9

WANTED PA Ry<hm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West LA.

Delta
Zeta

pledge class!

We are incredibly

excited for initiation.

We can't wait to share
our secrets with you!

We ^ V!

The Actives.

Millie Baleva - Cheer
Valerie Nichols -Cheer
Diane Trestle - Dance

for being chosen to the '.^

UCLA Men^s
Cheerleading Squad!

We are so
very proud of you!!
WE LOVE YOU!

The ladies of Delta Zeta

would like to welcome their

Professors and TA's

to their

Scholarship Dinner

Tonight at 5:30

824 Hilgard

k\a SENIORS
GET EXCITED BECAUSE
THIS IS YOUR WEEK!
ANNOUNCING SENIOR
APPRECIATION WEEK!

WE LOVE YOU!
^^^«.

HEY TRIDELTS!
Call it what you will...

"John Wayne goes to Maui"
"Islanders get Tost in Dallas"

"Buffalo Bill gets lei'd"

wore my cowboy boot_s to Fiji"

Bet you're all just thrilled!

Love, the Seniors

Delta Gamma
welcomes all professors

and TAs to their

Scholarship Dinner
tonight at 5:30.

fDelta Gamma congratulatea'i

Ann Blunden (Dance Squad){

and

Lisa Olea (Cheer Squad)

Alpha Phi would like

to welcome their

. Professors for dinner

tonight at 5:15 p.m.

'<«,

_ on making UCLA's Varsity

^ ^
Cheerleading Squad

t ^ Liiilx' ^"'' happiness for you
P/ '^i^c cannot be expressed!

, Love, your AF sisters

Last Wednesday's Exchange
was terrific, and this

weekend's Mardi Qras booth
was even better.

Thanks for a Great Week!

Pm ^

10 Personal 10

•>Ki>H04<€>#<^

I
9

I

\

OX
Mardi Gras

was
fantastic!

Thank you!

Kappa

I

I

I

( Great Job!
We are looking for a

happy, energetic receptionist

to answer phone in a busy
office. Must have good
telephone manners and

enjoy working with people.
Light typing. Benefits. VVill

train ri^ht person. Casual,

dynamic environment —
a great place to work.

Call Melody
453-1817

BE

BE

3E

Delta Zeta graciously

extends a dinner

invitation to their

professors A TAs
tonight at 5:30.

''>*<-->*<''>*i
3E

Research Subjects 12

nWJ ASTHMA STUOV. RBEARGH SUBJECTS^
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820^6574.

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in )une at UCLA. Free treatrr>ent provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study. Receive $25. Call for details.

(213)825-3921.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

hormone patterns in normal menstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
rwise. $100.00 received upon completion.

TM) x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820 6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED. Healthy males 60-75 for drug
study. Will pay $400. Call (213)206-1895

Wanted 15

FREE HAIRCUTS: men and women needed for

cutting classes in Beverly Hills salon. Please

call Pam or Jeffrey at (21 3)273-8060 for more
information.

Wanted to Buy 16

WANTED -TALES FROM THE CRYPT" t-shirt

up to $30 00. Negotiable. Call (31 4)645 01 1 3.

after 3pm. Collect.

Sperm Donor 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Healtti Services 22

Acupuncture
Stop srTX)king/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275:
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Kappa Delta would like

to welcome our professors
and TA's to dinner

tonight at 5:15
800 Hilgard Avenue

SENIOR WEEK
Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
jCaliiornia C linical Irials Medical Group

AIRLINES NOW HIRING, flight Attendants,

Travel Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service

Listings. Salaries to $105k. Entry level posi-

tions. Call (1)605-687-6000 ext. A- 101 05.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
FISHERIES. Earn $600+/week in cannery,
$8,CXX)-$ 12,000+ for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlakc Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109.-30 day, uncondi-
tional, 100% money back guarantee.

NEED INDIVIDUAL WITH SPIRITUAL INTE-
GRITY AND SELF DISCIPLINE. Baskin Robbins
yogurt arjd ice cream, full/part time, days/
nights/weekends, Westwood village and west-
side locations, Scott (213)206-e046.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details
1(602)838-8885.

ATTENTION art and design majors. Santa
Monica Gallery needs energetic part-time

employee for sales, mat and frame designing,

hourly wage and comission. (21 3)626-6866

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1 .4lA>r!

For application info call (1) (602)638-88855,
Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful, children's furni-

ture store, looking for energetic sales person
Must enjoy working with people and children.

Will train, $7/hr. p^. (Could become full-time).

HUDDLE. (213)479-4769.

ATTENTION: ART/GRAPHICS/DESIGN MA-
JORS. Quality, fine art publishin^icensingco
seeks bright, energetic, responsible, quick
learner for great ground floor opportunity.

Walking distance from IXTLA. Interns should
possess strong organizational skills & interest

in promotion, public relations, & sales. Some
general office/clerical duties are expected,
flexible schedules. (21 3)824-5002, 208-71 1 0.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp
Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

take-charge. To $50K. (213)557-0142.

FACTER. FOX A ASSOCIATES INC

HIRE
TRAIN

GET PAID THE
SAME DAY

No cold calls, no selling

Work with some of America's most
recognizecd charitable

organizations, universities,

environmental groups, & public television

stations. Design your own work schedule-

afternoons, evenings & weekends available.

Guaranteed base with potential earnings

of $8-$l2/hr.

Call Personnel

(213)477-2585 (818)885-0545
Mon thru Fri 8:30-5:00

CONSTRUCTION LABOR. Brentwood.
$5-6A«r. Experienced carpenters more. Sum-
mer job. (213)471-1167.

Sperm Donor 19 Opportunities 26

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:aliiornia
c:f<yc^ bank

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your
wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business
Seminar. (818)367-3099.

OFFKTF. P,nFW-F;^?feta>le , typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus.
(213)475-2456.

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M—F 40hrs/wk. June
25-Scpt. $4.25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CASHIER/CLERK Full or part-time. Apply at

7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WIA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

^XOUNSEtOgS, OayMmp i r^ Agoufa and Van

Help Wanted 30

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis

Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

FREE HAIRCUT/Carllon Hair Beverly Center.

Contact Patty or Michelle. (213)855-9076

Tucs/Sat. 11-7.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

ifOThAiR

Permanent^Haii Removal
European Facials • 'A'axinj?

.Mann uri* • Pfdicurc

208-8193
.p|s<.\vl.^:^ uk vm-^tw-nuimi i .v,i.

Healtti Services 22

Accep! All Vision Care Plaos, r

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportcmities 26

-BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25

YEARS* Start earning what you're worth now.
24hr message (816)594-7469.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

SItVHR APPROVED WORK STUDY POSI-
TIONS available for general office assistance at

the Buckminster Fuller Institute, an educa-
tional & research organization concerned with
solutions to global problems. Within 15
minutes driving time to campus.
(213)837-7710.

2 Secretary positions: Now availavie 10-20
hours to train for full time summer position.

Duties answering telephones, processing mail,

filing, typing forn^ and wordprocessing letters,

etc. Must type 45wpm, have knowledge of

WordPerfect and have good interpersonal

skills. Salary $8.3S^our. Call Shirley
(213)825-2293 between 8 am - 5 pm.

LAW FIRM

needs motivate(j person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEFPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. FA, P/T.

(213) 557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Fl/Pt.

(213)557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., gpod oral/written

communication, computer knowledge hclp-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ADVERTSING and Marketing Research Firm
Part-time or full-tinf>e, exposure to many indus-

tries, interesting work, help set up focus

groups, will train, flex, hours. 9am-9pm. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

Wanted
Five aggressive

entrepreneurs interested
in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

CASTING: JAZZ MUSIC VIDEO, several fea-

tured Asian extras needed. Will accept any
other interesting characters. Screaming Pic-

tures. Tiffany (213)461-1136.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I. , lifeguartl, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CENTURY WEST CLUB needs female floor

trainer. Experience necessary. Certification

preferred. Hours: 2-9pm, M— F. Call Susan
Fullerton (213)556-3312.

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20

hoursM^. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

COMMUNITY SERVICE officer programs
(UCLA). Office clerk 15-20 hrs/wk. Light

typing, heavy phones, good communication
skills. $6.34A«r. Contact Cindy Stanworth at

206-5473 or pick-up applications at CSO
office, 601 Westwood Plaza.

COMPANION DRIVER With car for Studio

City lady. 3 days/wk. 4 hrs/day. $7/hr +gas.

(213)659-1904

l8-e f<8f- ''KM ' ''o- vf . :,
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TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/tir

•General Office

•Receptionist
—— -Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (816)694-0330.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs Beasle/s
bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6963

COUNTER PERSON for office supply com-
pany. PT afternoons, good environment. Pa-

cific Palisades. Jill (213)459-4457.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- -opportunity guide
S300 S900 weekly (506)927 9766 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 15
New positions available. $10. 25/slarting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could
start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (618)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now!
(213)273-9631.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 624-7776
$5Air -»• $1/delivery + tips * food. Must have
reliable transportation & insurance.

DELIVERY PERSON wanted for Santopietros.

Own transportation. Call Skip or Annette.

(213)208-5688.

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
$600-52000 part-time, $2500 and up full

time. Gain valuable business experience work-
ing with very dynamic business men and
women. (213)841-2060.

IVT POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

inspections and ofTice

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to
school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

GREAT SUMMER JOB 8-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT MINIMUM AGE 21.

NEED EXPERIENCS^WITR CH IL13HI;N, WA^
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (213)826-7000.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For
info on permar>ent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seeking tips particular to Hawaii,
send $1 lo Hawaii Labor Market, 1 1 09 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

Young Adult
Therapy Group

Ages 19-29

For information call

Dr. Kirts

(213) 470-4323

HELP! A Madarin speaking family helper

needed. Good Pay! Day (714)892-0537.
Night (714)646-9152. or leave message.

INFORMATION/DATA OPERATIONS part-

time. 10-15hrs/wk, flexible schedule Com-
fortable with computers. Funtcional user cap-

able of problem solving. Should have: Basic

knowledge of Dbasell or Alpha3; Quicken or

other bookkeeping package. Prefer basic ac-
counting knowledge Musi be reliable Know-
ledge of WordPerfect helpful. Sense of humor
mandatory. Small busy informal office. Good
hourly wage. Barbara Sallzman
(213)479-3249.

LAB RESEARCH TECHNICIAN- Requires B S

in biology plus significant experience in DNA
sequencing, southern blois^and related proce-

dures. Contact or send resume to Steve Swir-

kal. Human Resources Cedar Sinai Medical
Center. 8700 Beverly Blvd. LA, CA 90048

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR RIGHT
PERSON. Earn salary versus commission work-
ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273-9631.

EXCLUSIVE health club seeking students

l^owledgeable in the areas of physical ed,

exercise physiology, biomechanics, to assist in

our new membership drive. No prior experi-

ence required. Great money. Excellent oppor-

tunity. (213)556-3312.

EXECUTIVE Secretary $2000 Real Estate fi-

nancing business. Word Perfect. Warm office.

Call Steven Schwartz (213)473-1901.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines how hiring!

All positions! $1 7,500 $58,240. Call

(1)602-838-8885 Ext X-^50.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASilll Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-
erns and DNA sequencing required. Call Dr
Pultst (21 3)855-5166ENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820 6574 ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RKZKY

LANDSCAPE Designer needs full or part-lime

employee for drafting, designing, sight measur-
ing, field supervision. (213)314-9629

LEGAL FILING CLERK, $8/hour, p/l,

10-15hr*«wk. Flexible. (213)393-5582 Linda.

Sales!!

Earn Great Cash!

$9-18/hr
work for rapidly growing

West Coast marketing co.

P/T or F/T, flexible hours
min. 12 hirs/week

LA area Steve
(213)473-4797

S.F. Valley Wayne
(818)905-8104
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland*s Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top
salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

SAILBOAT INSTRUCTOR NEEDED in Marina
del Rey. 26-28 foot cruising sailboat.

Weekends now, FT summer. Call
1-800-225 9776.

^ Jobs Wanted 33

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
' Full A Part-time •

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Woric*
Men, Women. Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

;«^K^^K^:w^K4«^K^K^^w:^:Kl

ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy Work! No SelllngI Earn

$300-5400 Per Week. Details

1-(314) 768-1976 ^^t "O

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi>

catior>s and references. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)476-481 6/P.O. Box
49761, L.A. 90049.

Internships 34
SliMiSSSwfiSSftS

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4
thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

LIFECUARDAWIMMING TEACHER. P/T, ex-

perienced. Mulholland Tennis Club. Summer.
Current cards and references. Anne Hall

(213)464-2495.
;—-t

—

•

MAKE $100 av^evenings working only 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people.
(213)962-1874.

MEDICAL BILLING OFFICE, Data entry and
filing. PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area. (213)653-0718.

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood.
Experience required. Outstanding opportun-
ity. SalaryA?enefits. (213)208-3316.

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills.

ffJ ur P/T, Uip sjljry, flpi l hli' hniir^ {213}

PART-TIME delivery start immediately 6-8

hrs/wk. $7.25^r. and .18^ per mile. Must
have car and insurance. (213)838-8080.

ISPRING JOBS!
$$$ ..-

Immediate openings for

clerks^ receptionists, typists,

sedflteries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

SALES. Bright, energetic, overachievers to fill

full/part time positions. Eric (213)933-9551.

SALES PEOPLE WANTED. High commissions,
flexible hours. No experience necessary. CALL
ALPHAPACE 9213)856-4765.

SECRETARIES wanted, excellent pay, flexible

hours. Must type 35+ wpm. Call Alphapage.
(213)856-4765.

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu-
ter experience MAC, light bookkeeping. Please
call. (213)479-8330.

SECRETARY: looking for a challenge? Fast-

paced Wcstsidc p/r firm needs account coordi-

nator for clerical support. Min. 50wpm. Word-
Perfect 5.1. Send resume by 5/29/90. To
Personnel PollareAischer Communications.
1 1 755 Wilshire Blvd. #1 750, LA, 90025.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing needs full-

time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

WORK IN JAPAN. High earnings. No experi-

ence necessary. Ser>d $5 for information. Dean
DeSantis. 1623 59th Ave., Salem, OR 97301

.

WRITERS WANTED, $18-$27^r. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants.

Must be experienced with young children.

Summer only. Tarzana area. (816)881-9707.

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment
in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-
cated, Judaica oriented male from mid-late

20's. Sept 9(VMarch 91. If interested please

contact David (213)556r8826.

FAST paced, B.H. Public Relations Firm seeks
eager to learn intern. Call for details.

(213)651-0413.

Job Opportunities

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please
call (818)889 8383.

SUMMER JOBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give
the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; Advancement opportuni-
ties $250-400/wk. (213)475-8110.

BE A MOVIE EXTKA/MODFL!!
$50 -$5(XVday. No experience necessary. No
flakes. Flexible hours. By appointment only.

1 2001 Ventura Place, 3rd floor, Studio City, off

the 101 freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd.,

in the green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661-7982.

FULL-TIME ASSISTANT TEACHER IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION. NPI Hospital School on cam-
pus. Assist as teacher for 1 2 adoleccnts hospi-

talized for emotional and learning disorders.

Prefer bachelors degree or equivalent experi-

ence. Year-round position with salary at

$18,000 year. Position begins July 15. Send
resume to Dr. Steve forncss, NPI Hospital

School, 760 Westwood Plaza, LA 90024.

32 Job Opportunities 32

HOUSE MOTHER for Senior Citizens in lovely

Westwood home. Live-in. Room and board-^

salary. Light duties. Re fcrences.
(213)472-1944.

939-2111

PHOTOGENIC DANCE oriented Pi-npli. ^TTJ^iro wr>ij.r i:„. r- a ...a ^. .. u„„^
an aom.n.siranvc antyor sales capacity. Sales

^vtetTor .rfTciv wi^ M« "1^"^"^j^. ?^MMCR ^VQHKj:S2rrfLibtJi:LVjiluy based i£.imu^ include f^ail lir^c art sa les and

INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR ORGANIZA
TION based in Los Angeles, and a local group
of fine art galleries under the same manage-
ment, has openings for several individuals in

an administrative and/or sales capacity. Sales

OFFICE ASSISTANT, part-time. Require typ-

ing. KrH>wledge of Japanese language helpful.

20hrs plus hours/wk. (213)471-1234.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ TYPIST. Days. Must have:
artswering machine, access to W- P equip-
ment, excellent skills, committment, a profes-

sional manner. Flexible hours. (21 3)478 7061

.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/starl,

flexible hours, will train, scholarsbLip5« Call

9- 3pm. (818)567-4147.

OUTSTANDING summer opportunity! Cam-
pus Connection needs an ambitious person to

sell ad space for the #1 college campus
magazine. Will provide all materials, complete
training Call for info: 1(800)342-5118.

OWN BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering
incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-
CATION (213)558 6877

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392 5644.

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center %6/hr Roz (213)657 5183

SALBS TO
r

• Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs. /day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

neededTor arlTsITc book. No experience neces-
sary. Possible travel. (213)641-6760.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. PA, M,T,TH,F
10:00-3:00. %7/yyT. Wi I shire/Fairfax area. No
experience necessary, will train.
(213)933 7548.

PRESTIGOUS Century City Law Firm has
full-lime file clerk position available. Call

Rich (21 3)556-5921 sting work, help set up
4 • c u s

groups, w\\\ trairi, (lex. hours 9am-9pm. WLA
Mrs. Rpst (213)391-7232.

PT HELP. Earn up to $100 in 4 hours selling

flowers. Car/insurance. Call/ leave message.
(213)859-7088.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law
firm seeks pleasant r«ponsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and
beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment. Call

Shawn Dcrfer at (213)478-2541.

P/T, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office $7.5Q/hr.

Will train. Call Gina (213)854-4404.

P/T PERSON WITH SOME EXPERIENCE IN

WOOD/METAL WORK TO WORK IN SMALL
PLASTK:S shop $6-9/HR (213)4742335.
(213)476-5164.

retail chain has summer positions throughout
So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals.

$9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships
available. Call (213)567-4147.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21,EXPERIENCED WITH (ThILD
REN. (213) 826-7000.

TEACHERS
(818)284-6683.

for SAT-ACH-MATH

P/T RECEPTKDNIST for LAX psychology office

15-20 hours during summer. Hours flexible,

$7/hr. Filing, phone skills, people skills re-

quired. (213)337-7323. Drs. Sullaway and
Dunbar.

PUBLISHERS REP. Firm. Seeks part-time
secretarial/clerical. Tues & Thurs., 1 1 :30-4:30
Near UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

RECEPTIONUST, PT. Beverly Hills law office,

MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED - PR Firm in Santa
Monica, flex, hours, reliable. Light typing,

phones, errands within walking distance.
$5^r. Call (213)451-4870.

OWN BOSS EARN $20 00 an hour answering
incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-
CATION. (213)558-6877.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392-5644.

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr. Roz (213)657-5183.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train ...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
^206-2050

RECEPTIONIST:

4:30-8:30pm.
553-0731.

Beverly Hiiss YMCA M-F
PT/flexible. $6/hr. Call

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred
(213)472-7235.

RESEARCH ASST. Temporary P/T position
assisiting in qualitative analyses of Doctoral
dissertation on women in abortion. $5-6A«r
fX>E (213)398-9385.

RETAIL: any type experience ok., we will

train. S6^r + commission. Full or Part-Time.
Call Bob or Leo. (213)828-4511.

MODELS
warned by Professional
*t__._ _ _ _• ^^ k •

up-coming pnoio assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Feniatb

Call (818) 508-8680
TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls F/T,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHONE SURVEY-NO SELLING.
$8-$13/hr. Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere Cash bonuses. 1 1 :.30am- 3 :30pm.
Mr Aldrich (21 3)444- 7922DS/iacobs —'

TOUR SALES COORDINATOR- part time
position available in Travel Business. Travel
and great job experience for your resume while
you earn Need own transportation. Call Carey
at 1(800)999-7567.

UCLA students! Make money and friends- -

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6 34/hr
plus incentive increases. No experience neces-
sary. We schedule around your classes Come
by or call Beth at (21 3)825 7686.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY! Manager/secretary
for a combined medical and legal office P/T or
F/T. Start 6^0. No experience required Guar-
anteed raise from previous employment'
(213)281-1822.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,
cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-
going, friendly Marcia (213)475-6221,
(213)487-1780

exhibition space at respected international fine

art fairs. All applicants should be poised,

we 1 1- presented, sophisticated, and multi-

lingual persons, capable of dealing with im-

portant galleries, dealers, collectors, and mu-
seums from around the world. Educational
background should include fine arts, commu-
nications, and/or business majors. Prior fine

art experience is preferred. Recent graduates,

or individuals without prior experience will,

however, be considered in a trainee capacity.

Compensation is completely dependent on
prior knowledge and/ or job experience.
Excellent career opportunity. Please schedule
a personal appointment with Dr. Citron or Mr.
Lester at (21.3)820-8511. A complete resume
will be necessary at the time of interview.

lUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts
recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Husiness
student. Salary ranges from $8$ 10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scolt

for more info (213)820-8511

RESEARCH Part-time, your own hours. Name/
address/day-phone: Pixtec, Box 224, Beverly
Hills CA 90213.

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-
highest paying Industry in

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or if you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477=3^

MARKETING/ACCT EXECUTIVE. Established

executive search firm specializing in financial

industry seeks recent college graduate or

graduating senior to join sales staff.

Successful candidates must be sales orientated

with good communication skills. We offer high

earning potential, prof, working environment,

benefits and personalized training. Please send
resume in confidence to Hildreth and Cleve"
f a - n -• d
at 23901 Calabassas Rd #2063, Calabassas,

Ca. 91 302 or telephone Lori at (81 8)704-461

9

to arrange possible interview.

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experience. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling. Professional

attire. $5-20 hrs^wk. $7/hr.-»-. 1 -block from
campus. (213)208-5732.

RESPONSIBLE tour couriers needed. Earn extra
money, assist lapanese exchange students, 3-4
day tours, LA. Know language a plus. For
interview, call Jackie (714)673-0481

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS: experienced,
certified, June-September, $10-^^r. Laurie
(213)556-8472

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with or^ established and growing
Construction/Design/Development firm with offices
in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-
pendently and timely, YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry, YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn
and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StILLLIfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

WAIT AND HOST PERSON for popular West
side restaurant, (213)826-7831,

PERSONAL SECRETARY NEEDED for West-
wood are psychotherapist. Typing, books,
errands, 18-25 hrsAvk flexible. Need car. Call
Dr. Deborah Cooper (213)470-4900.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive
Organize Hies, driving, errands, personal shop-
ping. Make yourself generally useful. Require
intelligent, energetic, very relialbe person.
Full/part-time. Call before noon
(213)459-2422.

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-time. Brent-
wood location. Fringe benefits, pleasant work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include wfckends Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently cm
ployed or attending school, call for a special
time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.
1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)4778023.
Ask for Margaret.

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious
oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wvk. Flexible to fit schedule
S5/hr (213)828 8537.

WE NEED someone with cxecellent writing
skills! WP skills a plus. Sonia (818)501-8900.

WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking
a break between college and graduate school?
\A/e need a clerk for a variety or duties,
including light typing and some phones- lots of
responsibility. Work in a legal cnviornmenl
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary ^ benifits. Call Jan 2-5:30 at

(213)208 2889

WORK AT THE BEACH! Permanent FT office

positions-all fields. Carson/Thomas. Santa Mo-
nica. (213)451-3001

ACKERMAN ENROLLMENT CREW
$7.80/HR

r..,^J^^^^^'^ TERMINAL OPERATORS FOR FALL '90 INPFRSON
PIRS?S''*WFVx.''np'''p.7rV.^^S."x''^'^^'-^' »''• AVAILABLE PART TIMEFIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH QUARTER, AND HAVE AT LEAST

3 QUARTERS REMAINING
CALL JEFF OR PHIL

206 0488

TELEMARKETING
One of the country's largest security
companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring
opportunity to move up in a professionally
managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking f€>r consistency and

opportunity to use your skills
• Well organized

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission. — -.-^—

Call Mr. Allen
(213) 665-5757
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Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 52
BABYSITTER lo look after two little boys, 5

years and 10 months. Every weekend. Must
drive and live in. Friday p.m. Monday a.m.

Wages negotiable. (213)641-9369, evenings.

BABYSITTERS for evenings. Brentwood. 1

child. Own transportation. (213)471-3138.

BABYSITTER- Must have car, P/T. afternoons,

some weekends/evenings. 7—year old boy.

(213) 470-6845.

BABYSITTING- P/T, for 1 V, -year old girl, in

Mar Vista, near married student housing.

Non-smoker, own transportation, salary ne-

gotiable. Call (21 3) 391 -2266. Leave message.

BABYSITTER NEEDED URGENTLY!! Days. 8
mos old. Must speak English. Call Cheryl.

(213)471-5098.

BRIGHT ENERGETIC LOVING BABY (loves

music) wants counterpart for summer. Great
for college students Working at commercial
production company. 9:30am-6pm, 2 days/
week. Call my mom, Terrie at (213)461-9755
Of (818)882-2444.

CHILD CARE needed for 20-month-old boy.
West Hollywood area. (213)650-2238

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER WANTED for

7mth old girl (4-7pm) most weekdays through
lune 15th. (213)837-7225.

NANNY - F/T summer, P/T fall, boy 3 years.

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with
drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve.,
(213)458-5988 days.

NANNY wanted. Live-in seperate guest house,
or live-out. For bright 7 year old girl,

physically handicapped . Hours 8-4 . Must haveown
car. Drive to school and remain as aid. Salary

negotiable. (213)933-1406.

SUMMER CHILD CARE. Pacific Palisades. 2

children 9 and 12, live-in or live-out. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license required, refer-

ences. Kristen (213)394-6911 (day),
(213)459-1382 (eve).

Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool
sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

512 VETERAN AVENUE -Huge 2-bedroom/
2-bath with seperate suites. Up to 4 students/
unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amenities. Call jane (21 3)208- 2655.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking. )ulyl-July 1 1991 . $39C/mo. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SHERMAN OAKS, $500/mo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(818)789-4821.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly
Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

VAN NUYS- 25 minutes to campus(no traffic

15 minutes). $715/mo. 2+1 1/2 townhousc,
good area, security, balcony,
gated parking. QA (213) 865-3801.

VENICE COURTYARD. $599/mo. Large
single, full kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Free
utilities/laundry. 705 Flower Ave.
(213)305-8841.

WESTWOOD. Available September. BIG.
2-bedroonV 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. 1-mile to campus. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

ONE BLOCK TO UCU
Luxury 1 bedroom

and singles
Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,
mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large luxury 1 -bed-
room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar. Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking. 433 Kclton
Ave. (213)208-8685.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-In

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units All furnished Private

'

iMthroom Pool. Jacuzzi '/4 hr drive to UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge.

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

$525-595. 1 -bedroom.
mTshect Passir^g bus direct lo

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

50% SUMMER RENT - Right acrt)ss from
campus - single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking,

furnished. June. (213) 208-1637.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO.
,3'BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND bONA^R
AVAILABLE. Vi BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD,$840/mo. 2-bed/1-bth, small
apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed,2-bath, a/c, elevator,

$1100. (213)671-8570,(213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment. $550.
(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1 -bed,
den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD. 11640 Corham. 2-bed,
2-bath. $109.5/mo. Garden style apts.

(213)207-8789 weekdays, (213)820-2360
eveningsAvcekends.

BRENTWOOD, $625. Single, new paint,

bright and cheerful, parking space, no pets.

One year lease. Diana (213)471-3134.
~

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A/C, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST
(213)471-8154.

Monday. May 21. 1990

qfour
<Eirthday

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no pets. Must see!

(213) 279-1887.
s

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault
St. (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

PALMS- $605/mo., one-bedroom Newly rede-

corated. Call (213)837-9616.

PALMS, $810, 2-bedroom/lVi -bath, ap-
pliances, upper, pool, covered parking laun-
dry, no pets. 3455 jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS- $950. 2-bcdroom/2-bath, 2 Vi years
old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to LKILA. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039

Hooray!
Hooray!
100 steps to

UCLA!
Great summer

discounts and fall

rentals too. Extra
arge, some

utilities included,

furnished. Cal
Maryann 824-0319.

May 21. 1990

Dorv;t get discouraged if your big plans

are subjected to a few early snags in the

year ahead. They should be able to sur-

vive these initial devefopments and
come out OK m the long run

GEMINI (May 21-Jun« 20) Try not to put

yourself in a position today where you
have to borrow funds from an outside

source. You might get what you want,
but there could be some undesirable
strings attached. Maior changes are
ahead for Gemini in the coming year.

Send for your Astro-Graph predictions
today Mail $1 25 to Astro-Graph, c/o
this newspaper. PC Box 91428. Clever
land. OH 44101-3428 Be sure to state
your zodiac sign.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) Share en-
deavors today only with associates with
whom you feel comfortable If you link

up with cool, unresponsive cohorts, the
protect could turn out to be a bummer.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Any duties or re-

sponsibilities you leave unattended will

weigh heavily on your mind today Do
what you know you should do. even if

It s not your first choice
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) You II be bet-
ter off today passing up arrangements
where you re compelled to cater to peo-
ple you don t appreciate Little of value
will come of it

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Don t put out-
siders in an awkward position today
where they might have to arbitrate a do-
mestic disagreement between you and
your spouse They might not support
your stance
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Usually
you re reasonably considerate when
dealing with persons m subordinate
roles. Today, however, you might treat

such individuals as undesirables.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Be'on
guard today so that a person you know
doesn t attempt to manipulate you in

order to gam her ends Her methods are
guite clever and you could be caught
unaware
CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) Your
progress could be rather limited today if

you fail to detach yourself from a situa-

tion that has been holding you back.
Sooner or later you are going to have to

sever this link

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Today
you might have to deal with a disagree-
able matter that in actuality, isn't really

that bad However, negative thinking on
your behalf could make it so
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) Unless you
exercise proper control, an involvement
with another today could end up costing
you either financially or emotionally. Be
very careful regarding with whom you
team up at this time
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Use only
methods and tactics you would want
others to know about when pursuing
your ambitious objectives todav Your
procedures will not go unnoticed and
they II be graded by your peers.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) There s a
possibility you haven t yet learned a les-

son you should have learned from a crit-

loal past experience A mistake of a
itimilar nature might be repeated today.
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDCERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING 433
KELTON AVE. (21.3)208 8685.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA
$650/mo. Includes utilities, bright, spacious
bachelor, hardwood floors, firepl«ci, patio,

laundry, no pets. (213)279-1887

WESTWOOD / $110e/MO,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED
ELEGANT TILE 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING, (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750 Walk to

UCLA and village. Pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)
624-2595.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1500, 2-^2

Gym, jacuizi, walk lo UCLA No pets 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOODAA/LA $750 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rcnt Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD/WLA. $535/mo. Single, Spa-
nishc, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message(81 8)889-8383

WESTWOOD. Extra large 2+2 Close to UCLA.
$995/mo. (21,3)207-5230.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move in

allowance, rurnishcd/unfurnishcd singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bcntley
Mat (213)284-9044

SUMMER HOUSING
522 LANDFAIR AVE. WESTWOOD

1 BEDROOM, BATH. KITCHEN
JUNE 15lh THRU SEPT 15lh

$810/MONTH.

CALL DAVE 824-1676.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 8j8-9784

Westwood
Studio $725
1 Bodrm $1025
2B/2B $1300

Utilities Included.

Ljri;est Sq. ft. dvo liable

C,rL\^[ lA)CiUion

10^35 Wilshire 131.

470-4407

WESTWOOD vitlagc. 2-bdr/2-bth. Walk to

UCLA. From $ 1 400 and up. East of Westwood
blvd. (213)2080830.

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top
floor Dishwahscr. A/C, 2 balconies 1601
Veteran Mat (213)284-9044

.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2 bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes
17i miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby Appoint-
ment (213)475 6165.

•

WESTWOOD, $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-»-2. Perfect for four students New
carpets, buili-ins, A/C, patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale. Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Kay
(213)559-4315.

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/appliances. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615

WLA 2-BED/1 'A BATH- Stove, refrigerator,

drapes, newly decorated, $860ymo 1737
Butlqr (213) 450-7881

WLA 2-bdr/2-bth. Drapes, carpet, parking 1 5
miles from UCLA. $85Q/mQ. (213)207 2097.

WLA 2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960,
Available now. (213)451-4771 .

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath $1025 -»- $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym 10760 Rose Ave.
(213) 204-4248

WLA $825 Spacious Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio - study, four oversized
closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking
1709 Wcstgatc (213)479-1581

WLA, Bachelor, fully furnished. $425/mo
Drapes, carpet, fridge. (213)207 2097

WLA- Great location, close lo UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardcniikc. (213)
477-9955.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhousc

:$925-$ioir

* Balconies

*Fircplaccs

*Lqundry facilities

*Sccuritv alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

Apartments FurnJstied 50

SUMMER DISCOUNT great fall rentals. Extra

large some utilities included. 100 steps to

UCLA. Maryann (213)824-0319

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824 0181

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 bedroom furn-

ished. $800i/mo Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Strathmore. (21 3)208-3328

WESTSIDE -North of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed-
room house month of July Open, airy Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833.
Bobbi.

Apts. to Stiare 54

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

BRENTWOOD, huge studio guesthouse apart-

ment. Private deck nested in trees $1 200/mo
(213)472-8215 (213)472-2167

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included Days (213)468-5943 tvcs
(805)254 2403.

PALMS bachelor, $550 2 bcd/2-balh, $11 25
Laundry, parking, refrigerator Month to month
lea.se (213)837 0533

PALMS $765-$985 Large 1 + 2 bedroom,
apartment in luxury building Gtxxi location,

balconies, A/C, built-ins. Evenings (213)
202 8699

WFSTWOC:)D $1,280, large 3 bed/2 bath,

excellent location, private pation, bus lines,

aircond. Evenings: (213) 444-7378

WESTWOOD $1,280 Large, 3 bed/2 bath,

excellent location, private patio. Bus lines, air

conditionine. Evenine (213) 444-7378

BRENTWOOD, female. Furnished Large own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo. $575,
includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT upper 3 bed/
2-bath 2-bcdrooms available. $410 (6/1) and
$420 (8/1). Chris, (213)477-8345

BRENTWOOD- Female, 2-bedroom/2-bath,
on bus line, 5-10 minutes from UCLA. Great
location for $450/month + '/, (low) utilities.

jay (213) 826-6806

FEMALEES (N/S)- To share 2 bcd/2 bath. West-
wood apt, laundry, parking, Jacuzzi Call

Lauri (213) 824-7103

;l ;&

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur

rounded by pines Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785 1028.

GRAD STUDENT looking for roommate
2-bcd/2Vi bath Townhouse Non-smoker, fe-

malc $63Q/mo Contact Jill (213)473 0808

MALE GRADUATE seeks roommate: Share

2+2, 7 miles to campus, $295 + 'A utilities.

Garage, A/C, pool, gym, sauna Curt
(213)876-9605

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/1 'A bath apt. in Sherman Oaks $425/mo
+ utilities. (818)905-6977 Stella, leave
message

,

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/l-l/2 bath
apartment. UCLA and westwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only $550/mo
(213)475-0271,

OWN ROOM, walking distance to campus
Parking, Available after 6/15 $530 00
(213)824-5395

PALMS. Female share large 2- bed/1 'A -bath

with sun room Own room Furnished/
unfurnished $500/mo Sandy (21 3)202-101 5,

eves

PALMS. Own room $350 plus deposit Share
bath. Parking non-smokmg. Available June
15th. (213)837 5949

PALMS Share 1 -bdr apt, own bcoroom
Robertson blvd $265/mo Female/noft-
smoker preferred (213)8366963

VERY LARGE, quiet, 2-bcd/2-bath, security

building in Brentwood $455 Call Brad
(213)2072053.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES—Attractive summer
rentals across street from UCLA $250 00 Call

Jon (213)208-6759 Women preferred

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Spacious 2-be<^w
bath apartment, private patio, fire places, 2

cars, classical music $575 (213) 208-3335

House for Rent 56

3 BEDROOM HOUSE- Near Santa Monica
free Way and La Cienega Blvd Easily shared
$l,100/mo (213) 931-5757

VENICE, $1 70a'MO 3 level, 2-*^2 house 2-car

garage, spa, steps to beach, all appliances
(213)652-9819

House for Stiare 57

BEVERLYWOOD, $600, own room, 'A -bath,

private entrance, big house, cheery, full house
privileges (818)795 9055 days
(21 3) .39 7-8002 (eves.)

CULVER CITY 1 room m S-bedroorrv'l -bath

house Washer/dryer $500/mo. N/S. Eddie.
(213)838-0967

lEMALE, share xiarge townhouse. Private
xiargc room, bath Parking, Barrington/
Wilshire, Nonsmoking. $410,00 Nice
(213)479 0695

SHERMAN OAKS, one room in 3-bcdroom
house W/D, $.364/mo » utilities One pet

possible, John (818)905 1497

House for Sale 58

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500 3-bdr/lV. bath
Beautiful Spanish home, Pcrfec for first time
buyers, (213)397-4270

BRENTWOOD GLEN. 3-bedroom/2-bath, 2

car garage, patio, /VC. 3 minutes lo UCLA
(213)477-3211,

SHERMAN OAKS 20 minutes to UCLA
2-BR/2-BA Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa, fireplace $499,000
(818)990-1300 and (818)906-7269

House Exctiange 59

TRAVELLIINC this summer? Reliable housesit
ling by quiet working writer Non-smoker
Caring with plants and pets Available June
September Refs (213)281 3(X)4

Housing Needed 60

APARTMENT NEEDED from June August
2-bcd/2bath Need parking Unfurnished(213)748-45 4. 4wk
$80(Vseason. JV Basketball Coach November
19-Fcbruary 8 10hrv\vk $800 season All

girls High School. (213)461 3651.

SUBLEASE wanted June-Sept, $1000/mo Must
be well furnished near Century City and Wl A-
Will take good care of condo or apt No
roommates. (213)475-8300.

Room/Board for Help 62

P/T CHILDCARE NEEDED Private ft»sidencc

Vi hour from campus. Must have own car

(213)295-7131.

HORSE PERSON WANTED Room and board
in exchange for care of horses, dogs, and house
hold chones. English Riders only. 10 minutes
from UCLA (213)459 9883.

V '
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RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKER- Artistic fam-
il/t Westwood home. Childcare,(dog» & cats).

Opportunity for salary. Hours flexible.

(213)626-3470.

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

S75.0Q^day -f room and board. Two openings.
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.

WESTWOOD. Room and board in exchange
for IShrj^eek babysitting, light housekeep-
ing. Private roonV bath. Must have reference

and like kids. Call (213)475-8404.

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO LICLA- Free room with bath and
maid service. Kitchen and laundry privileges.

In exchange for babysitting. Must have car.

(213) 470-6845.

EXCHANGE room, private bath, for help

around the house, grocery shopping, some
driving. (818)906-1399.

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and time in evenings/weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman with multiple
sclerosis who needs assistnacc Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Refercnce-
sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471. 9-5pm.

LIVE-IN, PA needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/scperate en-
trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

PRIVATE room/bath in exchange for house-
work, dog care for male couple in Venice
townhouse, 1 -block from beach. Kitchen pri-

,yileges and use of Ocean View roof deck.
References Male preferred. (213)399-3493.

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 10
minutes from campus. Hardwood flooii, bi|^

MAR VISTA duplex. Own room, share bath in

2-bed/1-bath apartment. Available June 1.

Female preferred $30(ymo. (213)397-5526,
(213)648-7617.

NEED 1 -2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Sumrmr or
longer. Close to UCLA. $340 each for 2, $565
for 1; share 2-bdrm w/med student.
(213)477-3955.

ROOMATE NEEDED: Own room. 2-bdr/1 bth.

Santa Monica. $450/mo, 'A utilities. Call

(213)395-3893. Available June.

ROOMMATE to share WLA 2-bed/bath with
N/S UCLA UCVProfessional. I'm ambitious,
athletic, codsiderate, neat. You likewise. $450.
Leave message. (213)312-6692.

ROOMMATE wanted. Own bedroom in large

apartment. 9 blocks from beach. Tony (alumni)

(213)458 0953.

SHARE 2BD-H2BA, pool, Jac, suana. Nons-
mokcr. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-80(ymo. + $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476-4816.

SHARE upper 1 -bedroom with 1 other (move-
in gets livingroom) parking, laundry. 3 miles to

UCLA. $260. (213)559-6253.

SUMMER-FEMALE needed for a 2-bdrm/
2-bath for $300.00/mo. Located on Glenrock
Call Kathy (213)824-4910.

THIRD ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bcd/
2-bath apartment on Bundy Drive, close to

Wilshire. $275/mo. (213)447-1045.

UCLA STUDENT 28 with two kids aged 10
needs roommate ASAP. Private bed, bath
(213)838-4225 $388/mo.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED- To share

room, free parking, walk to campus, on bus
route. $600.00 6/9- 8/31/90. (213) 470-2592.

FEMALE Roommate needed to share room.
Free Parking, walk to campus, on bus route.

$600. 6/9O-IV31/90. (213)470.2592.

2-f2, $159,500. Great garden JK^ea. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,

Ray, RE Exchange. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story Townhouse near campus.
2-bdrnVl '/» -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (213)826-5878.

FEMALE STUDENT from Northwestern U.
needs sublet 6/90-8/90. M/F. (708)492-8630
(coolecQ.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;
furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or
(213)473-4551.

FULLY furnished Westvwood 2-h/2-ba. apart-

ment. Available 6/1 7 - Mid-Sept. RENT NE-
GOTIABLE. (213)208 6025.

FURNISHED BEDROOM- Attached bath, bal-

cony, kitchen, refrigerator, pool, laundry,
Westwood, opposite UCLA. $475/mo., utili-

tics included. (213) 824-5724.

FURNISHED BEDROOM- Attached bath, bal-

cony, kitchen, refrigerator, pool, laundry,.

Westwood. June — July. $475/month. Utilities

included. (213) 824-5724.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus
2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswashcr,
parking, laundry. Call (213)624-5438.

NEED June-September, REDUCED TO
$550/mo, furnished single, Westwood, 2 mi-
nutes from campus. (213)208-3806.

Condos for Stiare 68

STEPS TO UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath fully fumished,

security building. $59(ymo. (213)474-7756.

Condos for Rent 69

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2Vi -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2500/mo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-4555.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Insurance PI

WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2-bcd/2-bath, own
room/balh. $450l/mo. -t- utilities. Laundry,
parking, $645 deposit. June-lst. (213)
207-1706

Sublet 66

1 -BED/1 -BATH, parking, new. $664/mo. )unc/
)uly-August w/ option to stay. 475 Caylcy-
Wcstwood. (213)208-4805.

1 -BEDROOM, fumished, A/C, dishwasher,
parking. )une 16-Septembcr 15.

NEED ROOMMATES- To share 2-bed/2 V.

bath townhouse for summer $30C/mo. Man-
ning Ave., 1 -block south of Wilshire. Quiet,
sundeck, with own laundry! Vera (213)
208-1759. ^
ONE BEDROOM, University owned apart

ment 456 Landfair. $300 per person/month.
For 3 people from June 18- Sept. 15. Pool,
jacuizi, air conditioning, fully furnished, one
parking space. (213)824-5283 Steve or Ervin.

ON CAYLEY: Walk to campus. 2-bed/2-balh.
New; security parking. Summer sublease.

Great Manager! (213)208-4805.

OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bed/2-bath apart-

ment. Available 6/22. $440 including utilities.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
GUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotlc/Sporls Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE-ON
LN&l.aANCCSZRVK Ui

* ^ /illstate° ,, *
Jf Auto/Henters/Home/Life jl

* 312-0202 1
1317 Westwood Blvd 4.

Jf (2 biks. So. of Wilshire) 4.
]^ Allstate Insurance Connpany -^
j^ Allstate Life Insurance Company ^

?? Need Insurance ?? S
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates,

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home Health/Comm./Motorcycles

Well Come TO YOU!

Movers 94 Movers 94
minwtpstronn r amput, Ha rdwood nooii. bia t800mo./QBO. Walti >» r;.m,.M. w,^.t a ^71 v ,i 7 ^TT^/r-rsrAttyllrt^c
backyard S450/ncgotiablc. (213)837-2210. (213)824-1956. Chris, Dave. • pcnoMf^r^ pcAr-u.

"
"' "

BEVERLYWOOD Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrance/ bathroom. $375 w/ulilities.

(213)870 5666

LARGE and sunny, furnished master bedroom
of 1b/b apartment in Brentwood. Available

6/20-9/6. Security building, parking, Jacuzzi,

sauna, pool SSOO/mo. (213)473-0907.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. 2 miles from
campus off Sunset. Private room, share bath.

Private entrance, unlimited street parking,

limited cooking privileges. $35(ymo. Require
first and last month. (213)472-7451 evenings/
weekends

MANHATTAN BEACH, own room in house, 3

blocks from beach, $500/mo. Avail. 6/1/90.

(213)545 2480 after 8pm.

MAR VISTA AREA, share kitchen, bathroom
Looking for female non-smoker. Available 6/1

(213)390-1091.

MAR VISTA. Female own room and bath in

house w/married couple. Available now.
$400>1/3 utilities. (213)391-20276-2869.

ROOM in beautiful 1920's house. Own bath
w/two women. Fairfax-Melrose area.
$4 75/mo (213)655-5214.

WESTWOOD Own bedroom/ bath in 2 bed
room condo Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

T-BEDROOM furnished. 527 Midvalc, park-

ing, pool, walking distance. Females oak
Mid-June - mid-September. Price negotiable.

(213)824-5882

1 FEMALE roommate for own room andbath of
2-»-2. $487 50/mo. Now-Oclober
(818)981-5346 Mary

1-MALE, WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET.
Kclton Ave, share room Furnished with park-
ing. $350/mo Scott (21.3)208-2381!

REDONDO BEACH. July, August. Large bed
room with bath. Mile from beach.
$333.33/month. (213)379-9857. Susan.

ROOMMATE/ SHARE room in large, furnished
apartment. South of Wilshire. $275/mo. No
deposit. Available 6/1 -September. Flexible.

470-8174.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Parking, male.
$450 includes utilities. Office (213)475-451 7.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth. 430
Kelton. Parking Jacuzzi. June- Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable. (21.3)824-1306

2- BED/2 BATH BRENTWOOD, other side of

Barrington. Off-street parking, balcony, 2nd
story. 6/19 to 8/19. $900/1 -month,
$1600/2-months. (21 3)826-5380

2-BEDROOM apartment to sublet mid-June to

mid-September. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1 -block from campus Only $31 5 60/mo. Call

(213)208-2147

2 FEMALES needed, share room, cute, bright

apartment. Parking, Closest lo campus! $375
each. June 14-? Suzanne (213)208 6503.

2 NEEDED for bdr/bth of mostly fumished, new
2-¥2, steps to campus w/parking. $300/mo
(213)208 6768

2 SPACES available. Big, beautiful, fully furn-

ished, Jacuzzi, A/C, mid-June thru Sept
$350/mo. (neg) Michelle/Shannon
(213)824-0558.

SANTA MONICA, near beach, male, own
bedroom, furnished, mid-Juoc-Sepl., W/D,
professionals/grads prfd. $411/mo.
(213)450-2644.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake
area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 1 01 . Direct bus
to UCLA. 30 min drive to UCLA. $365/mo.,
utilities included. (213)663-8912.

SUBLET CLOSE TO UCLA- ( 5-min walk),

studio with kitchen + cable TV., June 1 5 - Aug.
15. $500/mo. Call (213) 624-2267.

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2-bdrm/2-balh. Close to campus $35(ymonlh.
(213)824-2221

SELF STORAGE
Storage from $19.0Q/knonUi

Movers 94

BUY 5 HfOIVTHS,
GET 1 FREE!!

\T EOR STLDEI^TS!
OPEM EVERY DAY!

(213)478-1901
1901 S. Scpulvcda HUd.

(h^w Santa Monica A Olympic
In the Sportmart Building)

Roommates 65

2 FEMALE Roomates needed- own rooms
Share bath. Kitchen, livingroom, dining room.
Culver City $365/mo. (213)636-0363 or
(213)836-3367

5-MINUTES TO BEACH, 1 5 minutes to UCLA
Own room, furnished. $375. Venice and
Centincia (213)390-9693.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere 1-bcd, 1-bath for 2 lo

share, $300 each Sherry 1-9pm.
(213)447-2505

CLASSY House, great neighborhood C^n
room, parking. 1 5-min. from UCLA.
(213)216 9383

FAIRFAX district below Melrose Large apart-

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character. Parking,
own room, $5.30/mo. Available til August or

longer. (213)931-5016. _^
FEMALE, Palms ara, $437 50/mo
(213)636 9642

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for large,
1 -bedroom, 1 block from UCLA. Parking avail

$30(Vmo. Open June 18 (213)824 7«ja3.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment comfortably fumished; includes
free gas, cable, & electricity Call
(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

FEMINIST VFGFTARIAN professional mature.
Female roommate for sunny 2-bcd/2 bath
West Hollywood apartment. Available )une
10. $350/mo. plus $365 security
(213)653-2230

GORGEOUS, light 2-bd/1V. ba Near UCLA
Pool, washer/dryer, cable, $550/mo
(2 13)286-068 1, Melissaagc.
(213)859 7088.

MALE needed to share University Single apart

nr>ent one block from campus. $314/mo. Call

Paul 8^-5907.

AAA SUBLET! Need female. Share bedroom in

2-bedroom apt )une 1 5-Aug 15 Walk to

campus. Stephanie (213)208-6241

APARTMENT AVAILABLE to sublet
2-bedroonV 2-bath, parking, across from cam-
pus, security. Price, negotiable
(213)824-1094. June- September

APT FOR SUBLEASE: Bachelor on Levering

$695/mo. ¥ utilities. Available now! Call Kim
(213)206-1755

AVAILABLE NOW: Westwood Village 1-bed/
1 -bath, Jacuzzi, a/c, security parking, micro-
wave, furnished. Affordable. (213)479-5667.

BARGAIN AVAILABLE )uly & August w/last 2

weeks in June free. Great 2-bed 2-bath to share

w/3 fun females. 5-minute walk to UCLA. Only
$300. 213 479 5624.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished,
pool, spa, microwave, walk to campus, just

$.3t8/month. Female only. Call Laura,
(213)208 8414.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July August
Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 05C/mo. Option to lease

(213)286-1241.

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail

able June 15 or July 1 -August .30. $525/mo.
(213)859-7690 Sherrie

BRENTWOOD, female, own room, elegantly

furnished $500/mo including electricity and
maid service. June- Sept e m ber
(213)447241 7.

BRENTWOOD, own room of 2-bedroom apt

$475/mo. Available June 1 -September 1 . Furn-

ished, hardwood floors (213)447-3040.

BRENTWOOD 3-bed/2 bath, parking, near
BarringtorVWitshirc, available sublease till

Aug 20th or new lease (213) 447-1003.

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt Fairfax district,

6/1 5 8/30. Da tes rent negotiable.
(213)934-5313. . -. ,

FEMALE roommate needed, summer/year,
AWESOME new 2-bedroonV2 bath, $400.
OWN SECURITY PARKING!! Kerry
(213)207-4349.

Leaving scKool lia.s

It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.
We've got sturdy, dependable tnjcks in all sizes. Many are automatics,

with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on top of the AM.
Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand tmcks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, too.

Call your local Ryder dealer toll free 1-800-621-0803
Local (213) 820-5262

So call Ryder. Hecause while college may not always be a breeze,
getting out of it can be.

This coupon aood for either $10 off a local rental, or $75 off a 1-way rental
Offer expires July 31, 1990. One coupon per rental.

RYoen
We're there at every turn.
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Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96 Typing 100 Autos for Sole

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

CAMPUS PHOTO SnOK)
150 KcrckhoflHall (Right next to Ciraphic Scmccs). Open M F S:3() 5:.^()

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects Theses/

D issertatton*;. Proposal s ^an^
books. Research and writing.
Foreign students welcome.

Sharon Bear, Ph.D.
(213) 470-6662

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

$5 (X)LLAR Saturday classes for writing term
papers, theses, proposals, dissertations

Professional instructors. Keserva-
lion&'Academic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help f'om
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver
City. Call Max Skanes at
(21 3)559-1 36921 3)477-2777.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"
Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

Tutoring Offered 98

BE READY FOR YOUR PARIS TRIP? Fun and
easy French tutoring available for group or

pprivate lessons. Over 3 years experience with
the Walt Disney Company. (818)509-1238 or

(213)854-0353.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPAINISH TUTOR AVAILABLE. Flexible
hours. Call for appointment (213)829-4363.
Ask for Lisa.

Personal Service 95

3HYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue lied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process

that enables you
lo gain sc^lf-confidenee.

A safe place lo grow.
Veronica 'Ihomas, Ph.D.

(818)907 7927.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stannford Prep

(213)271-5181

Tutoring Needed 99

WANTED: Professor needs native Chinese
speaker for beginning conversational tutoring.

Now until July 1 $10 per hour.
(213)4 70 «Ma7.

Typing 100

Movers 94

BEST MOVERS Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26' foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call

263-BEST.

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student nioves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(21 3)285 8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213).391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

ititit^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do hut auto insurance

lb toquiied Uy law' So lot a

FREE LOWER QUIDTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••••••

1$

• '

• !

A-l ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Manniosh,
Laser printer Resumes ($20), pap
crs,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing
Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

p.rinter. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Trocs
cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)3874673. Pickup sen/ice available.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (8 18)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processingby
UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs. Laser. National/Overland. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, ,/ees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, (213)470 8184

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
Laser printed. (213).391 0942.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (21 3)397-971 1

.

IBM PCword processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459 0258.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spclkhetk, storage, Le Contc/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040.

109 Scooters 119

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Alio offer

ethical assistance with writing probiemt
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a crecjit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

HONDA ELITE- '80, 1986, low mileage, good
condition. $600. (213) 396-6219. Eve

HON(3A ELITE 125. w/extras, new equip
clean. Must ^e, must sell. $800/obo Paul
(213)824-3654

MONDA NX250 1989, 7000mi Very clean
$2000/obo. Call (213)470-9420.

TYPING - Fast and efficient; documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Laserprinter. Shari (213)391-2724.

TYPIST AVAILABLE; Word processing, term
papers, research papers, reports, busiriess

letters, scripts, all now (213)652-6933.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices-help with
language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (21.3)466-2888. '

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates Laser
printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141

1976 VW RABBIT $600/obo Runs well,
reliable. Leave message at (213)750- 5399.

1977 VOLVO 242 DL. 2-door. Well-
maintained, excellent condition. $2000/obo
(213)660-8347.

1982 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CONVERTIBLE
$4500. Great condition. New stereo. Alarm
(213)447-7803.

Music Lessons

1984 MITSUBISHI- Cordia L, low mileage,
excellent condition. $3,600/obo Call (2131
937-4058 _^
1984 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, black, auto, air,

stereo, 47k, new tires, sheepskins, mint
$6500 (818)567-4223

1986 PONTIAC FIERO, v^^itc, grey int, 5 spd.
AM/FM cass, 42k miles, xint $3950
(213)473-2352.

HONDA SPREE, 1986 Great condition. Just

tuned. $350 Call (213)824 1858

PERFECT Honda Elite 80 with windshield,
trunk, helmet, low miles Only $1000 Call
Chris (213)474-6196

VESPA PI 25X: Rebuilt engine, blue, with rack
and backrest Call Roger (213)824 4926
Leave message $850 firm.

YAMAHA 1 25, 1 985 4900 miles $600 With
lock, helmet, basket. White. Good mechanical
condition. Nicholas. (213)4 72 699

3

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new engine
and battery Just tuned up. Lock and helmet
$450 (21.3)208 4052.

YAMAHA RIVA CiOod condition, must sell,

$300/oix) Helmet Mike (213) 327 5072

102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154

VOICE. 40 years teaching All IcvelV styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON
( 2 1 3)277-701 2

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets
results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

I WILL INTERVIEW you by phone and then
mail you 25 resumes the very next day for only
$17- Call Gil (213)3120323.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly writtli^

1987 VW GOLF GL- Hatchback, 2-door,

5 speed, A/C, stereo cassette, great condition
$5,950 Call (818) 793 8699

81 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT- Runs and looks
good. New top AM/TM cassette. $4,200 obo
(213) 479-1435 Pat.

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838-8885 Ext A 8050.

CONVERTIBLE 1981 VW RABBIT 87,000
miles, $3500/obo. (213)552-9496 days
(213)645-2202 after 7pm. '

ESTATE SALE- BMW 735i, 1988, silver blue,

13,000 miles. Blue book, $3 5,000- $4 1,000
(818) 887-0577. (818) 887-1166

FORD BRONCO II, ^985 5 spd, 4x4, A/C,
cruise control, 42k/miles, alarm. One owner.

Furniture 126"

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, perfect for student apartment Moving,
must sell (213)476-0817

DEN SUITE 2 matching couches, 1 end-table,

1 coffee table Modern, black $50 each
(213).393-8334

ELEGANT, tasteful hardwood coffee tabic $74
Elevated bed with mattress $100
(213)208-1370 Dov

FOR SALE Box spring, full size Good condi
tion. $50 (213)393 8734. L

b> Ci.ee. CtJunM.|tjf Aim rnMiJg; s!iiJ[Lc.^" Wm/ubo UUViOf, < rJO, (010)J07-2^t«

FOR SALE Super-Single waveless watcrbed
(warranteed) with mirrored headboard,
double-stack drawers $300/obo
(213)6188314

FULL BED, orthopedic. $65 00
(313)386 00B<1

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hrservice.Ourclients
get results We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

2 RT TKIKETS New York Thirty days advanced
booking. Valid until 6-30-90
(213)777-9314/670-8149.

LONDON/ WEST END. 4-bedroonV l-bath
apartment with separate w.c. Maid service.

Opposite Madan>c Tussaud's. Next lo Baker
Street subway and walking distance from
theatres. Short and long lease avail-
able. £100/room/wcek. (21 3)641-9369,
evenings.

FORD, Mustang GT 1985, $8,300. 8-cyltnder,

5-speed, l-lops, white^lack. All power, cruise

control, great condition 50,000 miles. Private
party. (818)995-3656

HONDA ACCORD LX 1983 Auto, air, Ken-
wood stereo, excellent condition $3200
1986 FORD MUSTANG LX 5-speed, CD-
player. $2800. (21 3)470-891 3.

HONDA ACCORD '78 Only 69k miles, a/c,

auto. Fire engine red, looks/ runs great

$1500(213)476-0817.

N-

nlAffiEARE
BARGAINS

HONDA CRX HF, 1988, blue, 5-spd , VC,
cassette, excellent condition. Must sell, $7700
(213)659-3543

MAZDA 626, 1980 5 spd, 4-door, rebuilt

engine. Good condition, $850/obo
(213)5583544 Leave message

NISSAN MAXIMA 1987. 4-door, sun/moon
roof. Fully loaded. 5-speed. 37,000 miles.

$11,975/obo. Engan (213)825-1447,
(213)552-2746

PONTIAC GRAND PRIX- 1989, $12,900
13.8K miles, mint, loaded. (213) 473-5142

LEATHER COUCH, $100, kitchen table w/
chairs $70, twin mattress box springs $100,
coffee table $75, one dresser $50, 19 inch
color tv $100 (213)208-40.30

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-a-bed $250 Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195 Sofa and love scat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di-
ning room 9 piece set $995 Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195 Recliner $195 Brass head
board $150. Encyclopedia 1989 Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393 2338

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbcds. Deliveries phone orders
accepted (213) 372-2337

A/i Round JH/} tares

Las \L*<;a,s $48.

Oakland S8.

St-at!k* ^^22.

Miami 268.

Washin.oioii IK 298.

\r\\ ( )i leans 3()2.

I^osion 358.

New \ink 358.
Restrictions may apply Fares subject

to change without notice

RENAULT ALLIANCE 1985 Excellent condi-
tion. Automatic. A/C Kenwood radio/cassette

34,000m $3250. (818)705-3485, after

6:30pm.

SAAB, 1970, Red A Classic 2nd owner.
Moving to Europe $1850. Call
(213)913-1811.

SUBARU, 1985. One owner car, new stereo,

2 door, hatchback, white, great condition,
very reliable. $2,395/obo. (213)926-1538

VOLKSWAGEN BUG, 1973 $1000, white,

4-spd Call Evonc (213)286-1331

VOLVO 1979 242dl, auto, fm cassette,

70kmiles Gcxxi condition, one year registra

tion, (213)473 0623

VW RABBIT 1976, $<,(X) Runs well, reliable

Leave message at (21 3)750 53999.S 2728

Futons
Frames

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal-Pe(dic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

VW RABBIT CONVFRTIBLF
^ speed, A/C, new tiresAop,

out. (213) 858-5901 Dav (21 3)f»88.34.1f,

1981, $5,450
ow miles, pull

Bicycles for Sole 113

NEW Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed new m package,
$200 00, Bcdrot^m set black and white
lacquer, $290 00, Dmctte set, $133 00
(213)473 8609

I'INF SWING I RAMF and futon $130, 5 shelf

bookcase $55 Chris, (213)477 8343

Misc. For Sale 128

BFL AND HOWFLl filmosound 179 l<,mm
film pro)ertor Excellent condition $75.
(213)394 6924

MOUNTAIN BIKF DialchiAlanti 18 speeds
Japanese Brakes. Lock, water bottle included
New $250/obo (213)209 039(1

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur-

chasing ticket. Discount

.coupons for Super Shuttle

available with purchase

^"^IV M^* off idtnlnts
when you can f^et it

all right here?

Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA 100, street/trail, 1984 4,000 miles.

Red, reliable, excellent condition. $45(Vobo
Nicholas (213)472-6993

Scooters 119

1977 PUCH MOPED- Runs great, includes
lock. Must sell. $275/obo. Michael (213)
394 1877

FMFRAID AND DIAMOND Marquis ring

Total weight 1 90 kts Appraised at $22(X1
Must sell $750/obo (21 3)(.53 0.55H

Musical Instruments 129

STEINWAY 1893 Upi-ighl, excellent condi-
tion $3,000 (213) 453 2085

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COLOR TV ZENITH.. Very good condition
$755 (213)206 5561, 391-4089

TOSHIBA VCR for sale. Remote included $75,
Good condition Manual included.
(213)4 74 6808

TRAVEL
/isucCi^ sfrvk:e

A \x\v\ \k kiTin.in

I |< Mtl^ M I V <( 1 (. s , I
I .:

Travel Tickets 106

l-way, LA to Tokyo. Must depart June 23-29.

$395/obo. (213)842-7867.

1983 VESPA 50 Moped. Pedal start Red Old
but runs. $125/obo. Call (213)470 8951.

^983, YAMAHA 50cc scooter (red). Runs
great! $300/obo Matt (213)451-0055.

1986 HONDA SPREE- red. just tuned Great
condition Lock included- must sell!

$325/obo. (21.3)824-9656

1987 ELITE 150, purchased new 10/88, 1350
mi., excellent condition, helmet, lock, $15(X)
Jim (213)824-7926

1987 RED ELITE-50 Like new Helmet, basket
included. $500. Graduating, must sell! Mes
sage: l>!bbic (21 3)824 -.582

2

85 HONDA ELITE 150 DELUXE- Blue, runs
excellent, $650.00 (21.3) 572 4082

ELITE 80 1 986. Excellent condition, just tuned
$60fl/obo Call Niki (21.3)208 0825.

FOR SALE: Excercise slant board, black ind
white Good condition $Sn (7131393 8314

Typewriter/Connputer 134

H.P. DESK jets w/interface Mac compalible.-
$320 Chris (213)351-8143

IB/C^ PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, 5V« "Floppy drive

and 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-800 printer $200(Vobo Call Scott (H)

(21 3)837-06J1 . (W) (21 3)820-851 1

ZENITH LAPTOP COMPUTER ZFL-184;
640k, 2 disk drives, no^cr used. $750, Brian

(213) 208 6494

ZENITH SUPFRSI\:->RT I APTOP 20 MGB
hard disk, excellent condition, IX)S, word
perfect 5.0, $1 ,400/bcst offer (21 3) 658 7470
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NEED ASSISTANCE
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB

OR INTERNSHIP?

Come to the
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

to learn about our resources!

SUMMER JOB
INFORMATION MEETING

Ttiesday or Wednesday, May 22 or 23
12:00 noon

SIGN UP NOW AT THE MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

&GriU

$4.99 Bruin Deal
Now you and a friend can eat a full fledged dinner at Sizzler for the cost of a plain cheese pizza

It's the Westwood Sizzler's Bmin Deal for only $4.99 with the coupon below or your UCLA ID.
For example you get a choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak

plus Potato, Rice or Vegetables plus your choice of non-alcoholic beverage with
bottomless refills

Or for $4 99 you can purchase our new Buffet Court which includes our All-'^u-Can Eat Fresh Fruit
Muffins. Tostada, Italian & "New Hot Appetizers" Bars

THE WESTWOOD Sizzler
^

. [bUFFFF COURT A GRILl)

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL
Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry. Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus Potato, Rice or '

Vegetables and a Green Dinner Salad plus your choice of non alcoholic beverage* with
bottomless refills Or choose our new Buffet Court which includes our All You-Can-Eat Fresh
Fruit, Muffins. Tostada. Italian & "New Hot Appetizer" Bars plus your choice of non alcoholic
beverage*

Offer Valid After

4p.m. to Closing
June 17. 1990
* Coffee, Tea, or

until

Soft-Drink'

-^ Sizzler
(buffet court & grill)

Offer Valid Only At:

922 Gayley Ave
Westwood Village

SUMMER
JOBS

ANYONE NOT INTO
PARADISE NEED
NOT APPLY

Why fRp burgers or work in an

office when you could be a sailing

instructor at Club Med. a wrangler

on a ranch, a jet twat pilot in New
Zealand or an activities director on

a Cartobean auise? Now its easy

lo find great summer jobs with

JOBS IN

PARADISE
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE

TO EXOTIC JOBS
EVERYWHERE

Listing more than 200,000 jobs

throughout the U.S.. Canada,

South Pacific, and Caribbean,

JOBS IN PARADISE is the perfect

resource for getting terrific jobs In

great locations. Praised in the

New York Times, Los Angeles

Times and Denver Post, this 445
page book gives detailed

application information and insider

lips from personnel directors on
how to get thousands of jobs with

auise lines, resorts, ski areas,

Whitewater rafting companies,

theme parks, and natwnal parks.

To order your copy send $10.95
(plus $2 50 shipping/ handling) to

JOBS IN PARADISE
2888 Mission Blvd H
San Diego, CA 92109

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Daily Bruin readers spend $8,578:'680 every month
at the market.

That's a lot of cabbage.
Advertise 825-2161

MAC HARD DRIVE SALE

Cutting Edge™ Externals

40)ViB $369
60 MB $409
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

TREE installation if located in UCLA area.

MAAS Technologies

(213)477-8499

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AG • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.
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Too live Crew
The UCLA men's varsity

crew finished a strong sec-

ond on Sunday in the Pacific

Coast Rowing Champion-
ships at Lake Naloma.

Top-seeded Washington
took first with a time of

6:0L2 while the Bruins
posted a 6:02.4 time which
was ten full seconds ahead of
third place Cal.

The top-seeded Bruin
women varsity eight won
their finals with a time of

6:54.1. Stanford was second
in 6:57.6. The women's J.V.

eight also took first place.

For complete results see

tomorrow's Daily Bruin.

WOMEN

SOFTBALL
From page 36

modest explanation for UNI's
futility. "Western batters are a lot

different from eastern batters like

these guys, in that it's harder for

them (eastern) to hit a rise ball,

while the hitters here are a lot

tougher because they've faced that

kind of pitching for so long,"

Compion said. "It's hard for these

opponents because they just

haven't seen us."

UNI head coadi-Alcred i lh Bak^

From page 35

rose to the occasion and let loose a

throw that flew 53—9 3/4, which
was a new season-best and person-

al-best, and which broke her own
UCLA record.

Bruin weight coach An Vene-
gas' plan for Millett to capture the

Pac-10 shot put title and have
Bruins Jenni Whelchel and Christy

Ward score manifested itself per-

fectly. Though short of their

season-best marks, Whelchel and
Ward tossed 47—3 1/2 and 46—

2

3/4, to place fourth and sixth,

resp^tively.

Oregon picked up a 14-point

advantage in the heptathlon

because UCLA failed to enter a

single competitor in the event.

Although Sedwick was last year's

Pac-10 champ in the event, Kersee
decided that she was too valuable

to concentrate all her energies in

the one event where she could only

win 10 points.

In the long jump, Sedwick
placed second and missed winning
by 1/2 inch. Sedwick 's lead of
20—9 1/4 fell short of ASU's
Johnson's 20—9 3/4 landing.

High jumper Lisa Coleman
remained a bright spot for the

Bruins. She jumped 5—8 3/4,

which tied six competitors, but

judges awarded her third place

based on number of jumps.

:^

PUBLICIZE. .

.

M^

@: verb /peb-le-siz/ 1 : to give infonnation with a news

value to gain public attention azid support.

If you represent an on camptis organization

you need to Publicize in order to

Reach other departments and members.

To majdiidze offifiiency vs. cost Utilize

Daily Bruin Advertising.

For more information, please contact the Tntemal"

Department at 825-2161 or stop by 112 KerckhofTHall.

The

Center for American P^itics and Public Policy

is pleasei^k) present

QUARTER IN WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATES
• LIVE, DO FIELD WORK, AND ATTEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CAPITCH-

• EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
• DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUK OWN
RESEARCH PR^CT

• PART-TIME JOB PLACEMENT OTPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience
The UCLA Center for Amerkan Poiitlai and Public Policy
(CAPPP) ii now selodillg tlie fim gmup of un<ka»raduates
to partidWItQ in fts Quiiter In Wastogton DC Program.
CAPPP vm send approxtnifttdly 15 tludeiits to Washington
each Fall and Sprir^ QiiAter. The program ofos an op-
portariity to combine cotffie work with field reaeaixrii and
wciilc experience ia «raas direc!3^ related to tlie poiicy-
makklS process of the federal government. Qiuuificd

undef|p!aauates who think a |parter in Washir^ghm would
compleiliefit their coursp 43f ilildy «je encouraged to apply.
Drop by our office for mora iiii[>rtiiation about the pipgram.

APFLICATTON DEAtoT.IW WiU FAT I QUAMTm
1»9Q FXTFNDRP T^ TUfi^^nAV M^y W

For more ififonRlftticsi^ contact the
CBMTER TOHAMERICAN POUTICS AND PUBUC POLICY

9349 Bimche Hall UCLA
teL 206-3109

ley had nothing but praise for

Compton and the Bruins. "I

expected them to be awesome, and
that's just what they were/' she

said. "UCLA has an excellent

pitching staff. We don't face a lot

of pitching like that, and we
obviously had a lot of trouble with

it."

And from here the road to the

NCAA title leads to Oklahoma
City, where the Bruins will start

their quest for a third consecutive

national championship against

Kent State.

"We'll be focused," said co-

head coach Sue Enquist. "Any-
body from here on out will get

automatic respect. They're all

talking about Kent State and
saying, 'Who are they?' But the

bottom line is that they know that

Kent State beat Oregon to

advance, and Oregon has beaten
us. So nothing is a given.** ^

In earlier action Friday after-

noon, the Bruins set the tone for the

regional series by easily defeating

the Panthers, 2-0, behind the

strong pitching of Pac-10 Player of

the Year, Lisa Longaker.
An experienced playoff pitcher,

Longaker (18-1) came out firing,

completely dominating the UNI
hitters, and carrying a perfect

game into the final inning.

A sharply hit line drive to right

by Panther centerfielder Jenny
Shultz with one out in the seventh
ended Longaker's bid for her
second perfect game of the season.

Although Shultz was credited as
UNI's only base runner of the

game, she was thrown out at third

by shortstop Howard while trying

to stretch the hit into a triple. .

Facing the minimum 21 batters

in the game, the Bruin hurler

racked up 1 3 strikeouts, en route to

UCLA's first NCAA win of the

year.

Flynn led the UCLA offense,
opening the scoring in the third

inning on a Panther wild pitch after

an infield hit and fielder's choice
advanced her to third base.

After being sacrificed to second
by catcher Erica Ziencina follow-
ing her leadoff base hit to left,

Flynn crossed the plate again in the
bottom half of the fifth on a deep
single by Fernandez. Designated
player Kelly Inouye also added
two hits in the game.

OREGON
From page 35

event that had been a thorn in the

Ducks side, the pole vault, where
Brian Cullen and Marc Vandcrvil-

le each cleared 17-0 3/4.

UCLA made up some of the

distance on the Ducks with a

second and third finish in the

shotput.

It would've been a one-two
sweep for the Bruins after Berg-

reen and Brian Blutreich had
leading throws of 59-2 1/4 and 58-

2, respectively until Shane Collins

of Arizona Slate broke through in

the fifth round.

Oregon made a return to the

victory stand when Latin Berry

won the long jump for the third

straight year. Then in the 10,000m,

the Ducks struck again. Pete

Fonseca took charge of a tactical

10,000 in the fourth mile and out-

kicked defending champion BJ.
Guo of Washington State.

With 12 points scored in the

10,000, Oregon finished the first

day with 87 points and six victories

in eight events while the Bruins

fell 48 points behind in third place.

The final day of competition

didn't Stan off any kinder for the

Bruins' case. Traditionally strong

in the sprints, even this area

couldn't produce for UCLA.
In the 4 X 100 relay, seven

teams were entered, meaning only

one squad would fail to score. Tliat

honor, surprisingly, went to the

Bruins. A series of poor handoffs

left the Bruins in last place as

Arizona won the event.

UCLA's luck took a turn for the

better when Derek Knight placed

third in the 100 meter high hurdles

(14.02). Knight would then go on
to place third in the 4(X)m hurdles

as well.

Brian Blutreich won the discus

in dramatic fashion as he came
back on his last throw to oust

Washington's Todd Wilson with a

toss of 188-10. Teammate Pete
Thompson took fourth in the event

(177-7).

Then, in the 4(X) meters, the

Bruins returned with another one-

four finish. 1988 Olympic gold
medalist Steve Lewis jumped out

to a strong lead midway through

the race and cruised to the finish

with a time of 46.10.

Prices Recently SLASHED!!!
Now is the time to SAVE!!!

SupersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

v<,

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MB harddrives, one 35" 1.4 MB floppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCD screen.

data systems
Groupe Bull

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, or personal

check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCI_A Money orders are not accepted Zenith products are available to full time UCLA
Students, Faculty, Staff, and departments only Purchase must be for the personal academic, educational, or research use of the

eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo ID; Faculty and Staff must show a payroM number and Photo

1.0. . Otter limited to one Zenith computer and one of each accessory per person per year Prices art subjtct to change without

notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
fmmimPttnl Mem HHHMMI mmnCMWI/ W-Tti 7:4S-7:38; f 7:4M; SH If-g; ftw 12-6
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OPEN SUNDAYS
1435 Westwood Bl.

HAIR SALON
Hairstyling by

VIdal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

473-0066
479-9325

flBD

"Ain't No Thing Uke Our Chicken Wings » TM

ALL VOU CAN .bAT WINGS'! SATURDAYS 5pm.9pm

NOW ACCEPTING VISA. MASTER CARD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS. & CHECKS

I
RED

BIG"
UCK I

I

-tHEBlG *^^'

RED BUCK

$2J» OFF wnH cm>m
I

OP $13 PLUS I

_ ONE CX>UK»I RH OKDHt

BUY 50 WINGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREE
ONE COUPON PER ORDEr"

Get the bestprepfor. .

.

. . ,frotn the best course!
(.Ki: .i\^ •IMLIC' UK i\-j^c': 230 points

(.\I \T A\ v\x.iy II ^ !^.\l^^.': 1 10 points
Is\T;i\ rr.i'^r innwi^c 10 points

IV : I V \ u w ;i " ^; '•>. It). I
s

I iKI < )i ir •^.iitii.-: ;:^ ( > ."v|su

I ' . I I.
,

' -I 1 11

A .11 ; lA \ (. I'll- ; ..;^ ',>.>- 1
s, (

, ,_ 11 .( :v.l•'l•^

•^tii.iii I 1.:^-^ ;v. V ^;-- >!/(. i> I J <\\\\k :
;;s )

I. ..--^t. ^ '.U' m; H\i I '\ .;' >iiiri.>

tii'-;ii!\ (|ii.ili!u-J '! 'v! :(,([( ,fs (, ,11 f iMNiriu Ii >•> ^m 'Til .it '
I ^;' ;>i.r*. (.Mlilw

,(! U-.!si ' !i -'•- I'M! .!!M'\ ^1 s

The Princeton Review
Because your future demands the best!

(213) 474-0909

TENNIS: Bruins tame Toreros
From page 36

he downed No. 4 Chris Toomey in a 6-3, 4-6, 7-5 contest.

After breaking Toomey in the first to take the set, Barlxjr said he
became too relaxed which led to Toomey taking the second set. But
behind a strong serve and volley game. Barber was able to go ahead 5-3 in

the third and go on to clinch the match.
"Winning the first point for UCLA felt really great and I set everybody

on the right path—taking some of the pressure off me and the whole
team,*' he said.

With a catching UCLA spirit enveloping the crowds and the players,

courts five and six stuck to the winning trend as Bruin players also took
their opponents in three sets.

Freshman Jason Sher thought he received a poor line call on his offen-
sive lob at set point (6-5) in the first set tiebreaker. Sher then lost the first

set 8-6 in the breaker, but turned things to his favor as he rode through his
rival in an easy 6-1 second set.

"I was patient and he began to get a bit tired from our long rallies," Sher
explained.

Sher's patience paid off as he got two early breaks in the third taking a
4-1 lead and an ultimate 6-3 victory over his opponent.

Just a couple of minutes later. UCLA's Bill Behrens clinched his

match over Kevin Bradley in a 6-4, 1-6, 6-3 struggle.

Behrens showed a solid performance in the first set, getting the break
needed to go ahead 5-4, but could not keep his momentum going in the
second set Nonetheless, he became more aggressive in the third to take a
quick 5-1 lead and a subsequent match win over Bradley partly due to the
Torero's inconsistency.

At No. 1 singles, Jason Netter (No. 30 in the nation) also became a bit

inconsistent with his opponent. No. 6-ranked Jose-Luis Noriega, as he
was downed by a pair of 6-3 sets.

Needless to say, Netter was not the least bit happy with his perfor-
mance as he was not able to achieve the concentration level he needed to
play a player of Noriega's caliber.

With his team up three games to one, UCLA freshman Fritz Bissell

was nothing near inconsistent as he eased past San Diego's J.R. Edwards.
6-3. 6-2.

Hailing from Dubuque. Iowa. Bissell had 26 members of his
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Bombers, Ellis inch their

way to the Promised Land
By Terry White

Contributor

LAS VEGAS. NV — Ladyluck
smiled on the UCLA baseball team
as they took two games out of three
from the UNLV Runnin Rebels in

Sin City to improve their playoff

chances.

By winning a couple of games
on the road, UCLA (39-24) took
one giant step closer to securing a

bid to the NCAA Regional Play-

offs. The Bruins now await a call

from the NCAA selection com-
mittee, which will meet this

morning, in order to find out
whether or not they qualified.

lamiiy—literally, a swarm of blue rooting him on to victory—and Bisseif
used that enthusiasm to fire himself up to play tough tennis as he brought
the Bruins one step closer to a big "W."

Freshman Mark Knowles was able to give the UCLA team just that as
he rallied back from a 4-2 deficit to take the first set 6-4 and used that

momentum to carry him into the second and manage an early break for a
3-2 advantage.

Knowles became a bit frustrated from the wind, but finally bounced
back from serving love-40 to win the set 6-4.

"One down—three to go," Bassett said looking toward the NCAA
crown.

"As the tournament goes on. we're going to get even better." he added.
Facing the No. 6-ranked UC Berkeley team in the quarterfinals,

Bassett remarked. "Everybody has to keep pulling through in their

matches and I told Jason (Netters). tomorrow, he'll be the one to bring us
through."

Going up against the No. 12-rankcd Bcnt-Ove Pedersen of Cal, Netter
will have the chance to do just that as he leads the Bruins that much closer
to capturing the much needed and much desired team title—a crown that
has not been claimed by UCLA since 1984.

UCLA played the Golden Bears eariy yesterday evening, and results

were not available at press time. For second-round results, read
tomorrow's Daily Bruin.

Sunday

Junior righthander Tim Lindsay
(9-6) went the distance for the

Bruins and held the Rebels to just

three runs as UCLA pounded its

way to a 7-3 victory in the scries

rubber game.
"I struggled early but calmed

down later," Lindsay said.

Indeed he did. While he gave up
three runs in the early innings,

Lindsay settled down and held the

Rebels scoreless over the final six

innings, allowing just three hits in

deficit to just one run with one
mighty swing of the bat. After

Robbie Katzaroff and Chris
Pritcheu singled and Mike Hank-
ins walked, Ellis stepped up to bat.

He watched the first pitch and then

watched the ball fly as he belted

Osborne's next offering high into

the right field seats for his first

career grand slam. With eighty

RBI at that point, Ellis broke the

UCLA single-season record of 79
set in 1987.

The Bruins manufactured a run

in the seventh and two more in the

eighth to take a two run lead, but it

wouldn't be enough.

The Rebel bats came alive in the

eighth, as 1 1 batters scored six runs

to win the game for UNLV.

Friday

In their highest scoring affair of

the season, the Bruins romped the

UNLV Runnin' Rebels 22-6 to

open the series.

The hot desert wind steadily

blew straight out of ccntcrficld,

which made routine fiy balls turn

into home runs. Not surprisingly,

UCLA and UNLV combined for a

total of eight homers which set a

new UCLA record for home runs

oooooooo

/ <

Hy Bruin

Mark Knowles swept his USD opponent in straight sets on
Saturday as UCLA romped, 5,-1 over the Toreros.

'ii

that span

UNLV starter Jonathan Jaro-

limek wasn't as fortunate. The
Rebel pitcher shut the Bruins out

for the first six innings, allowing

just three hits as his team built a 3-

lead.

After sleeping through the first

six innings, the Bruin bats awoke
from their hibernation in the

seventh inning. With two down,
UCLA freshman Mike Moore
walked and then took second on a

Jarolimek wild pitch. This set the

table for Mannie Adams, who
drove Moore in with a line-drive

single to left. Shawn Wills fol-

lowed with an infield single which
sent Jarolimek to the showers.

The Bruins came back and took

the lead for good in the eighth

inning. An RBI single by Kevin
Webb and a towering three-run

Jiomer by Moore gave the Bruins

all they needed to sew up the

victory.

Lindsay helped his cause at the

plate in the ninth as he laid down a

textbook bunt to set up a two-run

single by Webb, as the Bruins held

on to win 7-3.

Reliever Joe Sawaia (4-2) took

the loss.

Saturday

Paul Ellis broke the UCLA
single-season RBI record with a

grand slam, but a late-inning rally

propelled the Rebels to a 12-8

victory over the Bruins.

UNLV wheeled out the biggest

gun in their arsenal, junior lefthan-

der Donovan OsbomQ, to square

off with UCLA starter Dave
Zancanaro, also a junior lefthan-

der. Osborne (11-5) went the

distance for the victory, striking

out 1 1 Bniins while walking only

three.

Zancanaro (10-6) struggled
early in the game, issuing five

walks in the first two innings.

Although he later settled in and
pitched well, the Rebels chased

him out of the game in the eighth.

In the second inning, Zancanaro
walked the bases loaded and Rebel
centerfielder Shawn Murphy
cleaned up with a long single to

right that plated a couple of runs.

The Rebels would take a five

run lead before Paul Ellis had his

say

The Bruin catcher then cut the

in a single game. Both teams hit

four dingers, but the Bruins shelled

Rebel pitchers for 21 hits com-
pared to only 10 for the Rebels.

UNLV never even came close, as

the Bruins pounced on them eariy

and just kept on pounding.

Freshman righthander Pete
Janicki (8-1) won his seventh

straight decision and put the

freshman win record even further

out of reach. Although three Rebel
batters stung him with home runs,

Janicki kept the rest of the Reb's
under control through seven
innings of work. He allowed only

eight hits while striking out a Bruin
season high nine batters, to match
his strikeout totals in wins over
Arizona State and U.S. Interna-

tional. Kurt and Kris Schwengel
pitched one inning apiece to finish

the job for Janicki. The Schwengel
twins, both also freshmen righties,

held the Reb's to,only one run on a

solo homer and struck out four in

their combined closing effort

Everybody in the Bruin starting

lineup came up with at least a hit

on Friday, as UCLA batted around
the order completely in the first,

the sixth, and the eighth innings.

Junior rightfielder David Tokheim
led the way with his most produc-
tive game of the season, going
three-for-four with four RBI and
his sixth homer.

Michael Moore led off the

eighth inning with his first dinger

of his college career.

With a three and zero count, the

frosh from Beverly Hills eyed a

fastball too good to take from
Rebel reliever Tony Costa and
Moore sent it on a 4(X) foot ride

well past the fence in left center-

field. That ran the Bruin lead to

17-5.

Two UNLV errors, three walks,

and a wild pitch allowed the Bruins

to score three more runs and bring

Moore to bat again in the eighth,

this time with the bases loaded.

Now facing righthander Danny
Falcone, the fourth Rebel pitcher,

Moore delivered once again with a

two-run double down the third

base line. In one inning Moore
went 2-for-2 with three RBI

—

better than most players do in an
entire game.

In addition to Moore and Tok-
heim, Zancanaro hit a two-run

homer (his third) in the fifth and
Kevin Webb slammed a three-run

shot (his 11th) in the sixth.

^

SMALL PIZZA
with the purchase of any large

works pizza

FAST FREE DELIVERY
Minimum Order $6.00
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Fri & Sat
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11925 Santa Monica Blvd. 479-6690
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Keeping an eye on our community and Us healtli by
olTerlng opportunities In many aspects of community
service as well as Informative forums for'all' students.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Red Cross Hypertension Training

May 23 Mtn's Gym 201 6-10 pm,
GencnJ Meeting

May 24 AU3520 6-7 p.m. T
Upcoming Sites:

Martin Luther King

-May 23 1-4 p.m^
May 24 1-4 p.m.

^t. t*hllomcna's

June 3 8-1 p.m.

For more info:

Community Program.*?

Office, Men's Gym 102
825-0066
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Bruin gymnasts flex their muscles at Re^onals
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

After one day of competition in the U.S. Gymnastics Federation
Western Regionals held at UCLA, two current Bruins and an
alumnus stand strongly perched in the top 10.

Alum David SL Pierre placed second (56.80), only .05 points

behind the leader, Nebraska's Trent Dimas (56.85). Chris Waller is

currently fourth (56.55), while Terry Notary is seventh (55.30).
Along with those three Bruins, teammates Jason Carman and Brad
Hayashi finished 11th and 12th respectively in the compulsory
competition.

The top 72 gymnasts from the three regional competitions will

qualify for the U.S. Championships in June. From the Champion-
ships, the 1990-91 U.S. National team will be chosen.

After placing first in the USA versus East Germany dual meet
and helping the Comhuskers win theNCAA title last month, Dimas
continued to perform well Saturday. He placed first on the rings

(9.65) and parallel bars (9.65).

*The name of the game is consistency,*' Dimas said. "I had a few
breaks, but I stayed consistent and I'd like to stay consistent

(Sunday)."

As a current National team member, St. Pierre also performed
consistently, finishing in the top seven on five of the six events.

*There's not too much pressure (in this meet) so I'm focusing on
being aggressive," St. Pierre said. "It's helped me to be training

with (Bruin) Chainey Umphrey. The whole year, I've been training

by myself or with (alum) Tony Pineda. But since Chainey is going
to the Championships, it's better to train with him."

St. Pierre placed first on the pommel horse (9.55), third on the
rings (9.50). Ued for third on the high bar (9.55), fifth on the floor

(9.35), and tied for seventh with Waller on the vault (9.55).

Waller also had a strong showing in the compulsories, placing in

the top seven on five events. He placed second on the pommel
horse (9.45), tied with Garman for third on the floor (9.40), fourth
on the parallel bars, and sixth on the high bar (9.50).

^ym really happy with my pci fot maiR;^ (on Saturday),** WflllgF

»SON/DaHy Bruin

Terry Notary is one of three UCLA gymnasts in the top ten at
the prestigious U.S. Western Regionals.

said. "The first day of competition is always harder than the
second."

Notary, with a second-place 9.60 on the high bar and fifth-place

9.10 on the pommel horse, also looked forward to Sunday's
optional competition.

"I had a good meet," Notary said. "I'm finally learning to relax
when I compete and I'm going to try that (Sunday)."
The results of Sunday's optional competition were unavailable

at press time. See Tuesday's Daily Bruin for those results.

TOURNAMENT
From page 36

plate. If we stay focused, we're the

only team that can beat us."

While the Bruins may be their

own toughest opponent, they are

still well aware of the job they have
ahead of them. Always careful to

take each game as it comes, UCLA
will most likely be pushed to prove
itself in every contest. It will, in

fact, be the one team everyone is

waiting to see lose.

As teams in every sport have
learned over the years, repeating as

champions is highly improbable,

and a three-peat is nearly impossi-

l^le.

; There is security in being

considered an underdog that the

Bruins will likely never have a

chance to experience.

"When the environment
changes (the long road trip), you
need to rely on maturity to win,"

Enquist believes. "We have a

young team, and you just have to

hope they respond."

Backus elaborated. "Every team
that makes it (to the NCAA) ha$

found a way to win. They eacH
bring something unique to Oklaho-
ma, and the key to being successful

is adjusting."

Will having so many hungry
freshmen on the team help?

*The new enthusiasm is good
ioT u s." Sacktts said. "But whea it
comes down to it, experience and
maturity are what you have to

count on."

The Bruins will open the tourna-

ment Wednesday facing Kent-
State, which earned a trip to

Oklahoma with regional upset
victories over Ohio State and thc"^

University of Oregon this"
weekend.
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Bruins get all quacked up at Pac-lOs
Women's track

edges Oregon
By Jay Ross
Contributor

SEATTLE. Wa. — Suddenly, the

Bruin bubble appeared ready to

burst

The UCLA women's track

team, picked by every Pac-10
coach to run away with the title this

weekend at the P^lc-IO Conference
Championship meet, seemed in

danger of collapse for two reasons:

Bruin sprinter Caryl Smith's
injury, Saturday, and Oregon's
strength in the distance events

throughout the meet.

Although the scoreboard
flashed Oregon first. UCLA sec-

ond almost all weekend, all that

matters is the final score: UCLA
116, Oregon 103.

The biggest squelch to Bruin
chances for a ninaway victory

happened when Smith's hamstring
refused to run any further and she

came crashing to the track during
her 100-meter quaUfying heat.

Smith, the defending Pac-10
100-meter champion had been
penciled in to compete in the 100-

and 200-meter sprints and in both

Jfiiays. Although she had hamstr^

Ducks end UCLA's Pac40 reign as the Bmins place third

By Chris Koutures
Senior Staff Writer

SEATTLE, Wa.—The Oregon Ducks discovered
a novel way to prevent the Bruin men from
winning a fourth consecutive Pac-10 title. They
decided to win the first four individual events at

the- 1990 Conference meet at Husky Stadium en
route to the Pac-10 crown.
The Ducks easily went on to shoot down all of

their would-be chaltengers, as^ they fmished the

four-day meet with 141 points. Washington was
second with 102, while UCLA (98) and Arizona
rounded out the top four teams.

Oregon jumped off to a head start on the

conference on Tuesday, when Pedro DaSilva won
the decathlon and Mike Leonesio added a fifth

place. So when UCLA went up against the Ducks
from the very start of Saturday's slate, the Bruins

w»e already down 12 points. It would only get'

worse.

The hammer throw opened Saturday's program
and it featured a pair of Bniin/Duck matchups.

UCLA's John Knight went up against Scott

McGee in a battle of the two top throwers in the

conference.

Knight and McGee opened their sixth throws
within five inches of each other in the 210-foot

range. Then, while Knight appeared to lose his

fluid motion of that first throw, McGee continued

to build his momentum. On his third throw McGee
threw 217—4 then on his fifth trial he went 225—
0, a throw that leads the nation.

Knight found his snK)Oth form on his last throw
and responded with a personal best 215-4 that was
good for second overall.

In past Pac-10 meets, the Oregon distance

runners had been knocked for lackluster perfor-

mances. After the 3000 steeplechase, they could
join the hammer throwers on the victory stand.

Duck Daniel Lopez was in front from the start

and survived a last lap search by Washington State

Marty Stroschin to win in 8:38.1.

Oregon got its fourth title in a row in another

See OREGON, page 31

lost for the season.

This forced UCLA head coach
Bob Kersee to quickly assemble
another relay team and to hope that

it would qualify for NCAAs. The
new Bruin combination was put

together for the 4X100 relay.

ing trouble for awhile, she said that

she felt good in warm-up.
UCLA staff initially feared that

she had torn her hamstring, but her

injury was later determined to be a

less-severe strain, which has a

minimum recovery time of 10

days. With the NCAA finals just

two-weeks away, Smith could be

Sunday-
In the 4X100 relay. UCLA

freshman Adriane Hopper
replaced the injured Smith at

anchor and shrugged off any
pressure.

With some of the best talent in

the conference handing her the

baton. Hopper knew that she
would be given Ihe" lead and

expected to hold it.

UCLA's Janeene Vickers
blasted out of the blocks at the

sound of the gun. and passed the

lead to freshman Angela Bumham
in a shaky hand-off. The veteran

Tonya Sedwick received a perfect

hand-off and gave^

45.26.

These relay members would
lead the final Bruin push for its

fourth consecutive Pac-10 crown.

And UCLA's Vickers would
fuel the fire for that push by
sprinting to two individual victo

(58.76) for her second crown and
for much-needed points for
UCLA.
The Bruin's newest star. Bum-

ham, was also close to double
victories, but was edged out in the

finals of both short sprints. After
winning both preliminary heats.

Stanford's Chrysie Ganes beat

Bumham in the finals of both
events, but the freshman
responded like a seasoned veteran.

She positioned herself in front of
Oregon'? Rosie Williams in both
races to give the Bruins the edge in

points.

Kersee was delighted with his

new sprinting creation: "I think

she's starting to feel her wheels."
he said.

Another winner for the Bruins
was Tracie Millett, who set a

personal record with a 190—2 toss

to win the title in the discus.

Saturday

. The perilous position in which
the Bruins found themselves.
Saturday, overshadowed another
dynamite performance from all-

world and NCAA champ Millett.

The Bmins totaled 15 p^nts in the

shot, which composed almost half

the teams' first day points.

Throwing in front of her
parents, Millett, who hails from
nearby Auburn. Washington.

seven-meter lead which Hopper
would now need to hold.

Hopper left early, fumbled with

the baton pass, and almost ran out

of the passing zone in the process.

But she straitened her body and
clicked into stride for a one-meter

margin of victory in an NCAA
provisionally qualifying time of

urnM with ven- "^^ ^^ lifetime best perforr:

geance after ASU's Gea Johnson
edged her by .01 in the 100 meter
hurdles' preliminary heat. After

Johnson tagged a second hurdle in

the final. Vickers had a one-meter
lead which she held, finishing in

just 13.73 for the title.

Then, in the 400-meter hurdles,

Vickers cmised to an easy victory

mance for her hometown crowd.
The Pac-lO's No. 2-ranked

Gcorgcue Reed of Washington
Stale issued a challenge to Mil-
ieu's supremacy when she pushed
the shot just past Milieu's previous
personal best (51

—

11) with a

throw of 51—11 3/4. But Milieu

See WOMEN, page 31
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Bruins win, jump on wqgon to College World Series
Softball looks to

defend title, again

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

Circle the wagons, the Bruins

are headin' to Oklahoma for the

1990 NCAA Championship Soft-

ball Tournament this week.

Winners of the last two champ-
ionships, and five of the last seven,

the No. 1 Bruins are no strangers to

post-season play. .

Nationally regarded as the team

to beat, UCLA*s coaches Sharron

Backus and Sue Enquist look

forward to the week-long tourna-

ment with reserved confidence,

and a respect for their upcoming
opponents.

"We definitely need to maxim-
ize every opportunity to be suc-

cessful," Backus explained. "We
have to keep focused and score

runs each chance we get"

Enquist agrees that the key to a

ivc^i

be for the young Bruins to keep
their heads in the game.
"When we haven't seen a team

before, we seem to play with a lot

more focus," she pointed out. *Thc
only time we gel into trouble is

when we start to expect wins

without taking our bats up to the

See TOURNAMENT, page 34

UCLA sweeps atNCAA Regionals

Shanna Flynn (left) and Erica Ziencina had a lot to celebrate

as the Bruins swept past Northern Iowa.

By Garo Hovannisian
and Scott Brown
Staff Writers

Il*s on to Oklahoma for the

UCLA women*s Softball team, as

the top-ranked Bruins humbled the

University of Northern Iowa yes-

terday to advance to the College

World Series.

Coming off a 2-0 victory the

previous day, the Bruins needed to

pick up another win in the best-

of-three series to advance to the

NCAAs. And that they did, as

freshman pitcher Heather Com-
pton hurled a one-hitler en route to

a 4-0 ambush.
The Bruins look it to the

Panthers early, scoring two runs in

the opening frame. Junior Shanna
Flynn continued her hot streak as

she started things off with a well-

placed bunt single. After a Kristy

Howard sacrifice sent Flynn to

second, freshman Lisa Fernandez
sent the pitcher's offering deep-
right for an RBI triple.

Sophomore Yvonne Gutierrez,

who led the Pac-10 with her .293

baiting average, then followed

with a single to left field, scoring

Fernandez and increasing the

Bruins' lead to 2-0.

UCLA added two insurance

runs in the fourth inning, with

junior Missy Phillips leading off

with a monstrous double to center.

After Gutierrez reached on an

error and junior Kerry Dienelt

advanced the two base runners

with a sacrifice bunt, sophomore
Kelly Inouye ripped an RBI single,

scoring Phillips and Gutierrez.

All the while, Compton was
calmly taking care of business, as

Softball Regionals

Game 1

Northern Iowa

UCLA 2

Game 2

Northern Iowa

UCLA 4

Bruins advance to the

College World Series

she h ad a perfect garoc^ going into

the fifth frame. The freshman from

Sanla Maria struck out 10 Panther

batters while surrendering only a

single hit in the effort. It seemed as

though the UNI offense had

nothing in store to counter the

Bruin hurler.

Compton had a simple and

See SOFTBALL, page 30

Bruins take no bull

and slay the Toreros
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS — Amidst the waves of royal blue UCLA caps, the

No. 2-ranked Bruin men's tennis squad took their first stroke—and a

large one at that—toward winning the 1990 NCAA team championship

title.

The Bruins (26-3) ousted the No. l7-ranked University of San Diego
Toreros, 5-1 after singles play on Saturday.

At the team 's brief meeting after the events were over, UCLA head

coach Glenn Bassett applauded his team as he said, "I'm really proud of

you guys—you came out here and did the job in a very impressive

match."

The USD team, 22-6 overall with recent and respectable wins over No.

6-ranked UC Berkeley and No. 19-ranked UC Irvine, was not too far

behind the Bruins (despite the lopsided score) as it pulled the UCLA bat-

talion into a handful of three-setters.

For the Bruins, however, the key to victory was patience—even before

they stepped onto the court. UCLA had to wait out a long dogfight

between No. 4-ranked Georgia and No. 23-ranked Northwestern (the

Bulldogs eventually won the match, 5-2 over Northwestern).

But even once the Bruins reached their respective courts, they had not

one opponent, but two opponents to deal with—their San Diego rival and

the overpowering wind (which reached 20-40 mph).

But having eased over the Toreros in a 5-4 meeting earlier this season,

the Bruins had a preconceived idea of what to expect.

To make matters worse for San Diego, the Toreros had a relatively

tight (5-3) match with the No. I3-ranked Harvard team on Friday, which

appeared to keep them bne step behind the rested Bruin squad all day.

In fact, the San Diego team had pulled out three three-set matches (at

No. 4, five, and six singles) against the Crimson^matches that went the

Bruins' way on Saturday.

Sophomore Bill Barber was the first to get UCLA on the scoreboard as

CHAU/uatiy Hruin

/
See TENNIS, page 32

Bill Behrens and the Bruin tennis team advanced in the first round of the NCAA Champion-
ships at Palm Springs on Saturday. UCLA defeated the University of San Diego, 5-1, to

advance to the next round. Yesterday's second round results were not available at press
time. '

. :

UCLA gymnasts hope
to make U.S. team
Two current Bruins and an alumnus were

among the top ten scorers after the first day at the

U.S. Gymnastics Federation Western Regionals

this weekend. The competition was held at

UCLA.

See page 34

Bruins quack up
r The Oregon men's track team ended UCLA's
Pac-10 dominance this weekend, as the Ducks
shot down the Bruins and their three consecutive

titles. The Bruin women, however, fared a little

Jxjttcr against Oregon as the two rivals battled it

out until the end.

See page 35

Bombers his jacicpot
The UCLA baseball team headed out to Sin

City this weekend with hopes of improving on its

chances to qualify for the upcoming playoffs.

The Bruin Bombers proceeded to take two of

three from the Running Rebels, and in the

process, UCLA catcher Paul Ellis entered his

name into the Bruin record books

See page 33
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Briefly

Looking for
gk^uates
The Daily Bruin is looking

for unique graduate and under-

graduate students to profile in

the upcoming 1990 graduation

issue.

Members of the UCLA com-
munity who wish to nominate a

graduating student can pick up

recommendation forms at the

Bruin office at 112 Kerckhoff

Hall. They are due by 5 p.m.

this Friday.
'^

Inside
Grad women
to be honored
UCLA*s Graduate Women

of the Year will be honored

today for excellence in

-academics and rescarclL

See page 5

Viewpoint

What did

Ray say?
A fictional interview with

Letters and Science Provost

Raymond Orbach by Benjamin
Wexler.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Cutture
vultures
UCLA's Design for Sharing

community outreach program
encourages art appreciation in

new audiences.

See page 20

Sports

All that's left

Is a vapor trail

Slugger Paul Ellis' dongs
have led UCLA to their first

playoff berth since 1987.

See page 40
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L&S provost comes under fire
USAC calls

for Orbach
investigation
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Academic Affairs Commission-
er Florie Aranovich is expected to

call for a faculty investigation of

Provost Raymond Orbach' s per-

formance as the top administrator

of the College of Letters & Science
in this afternoon's Academic
Senate meeting.

This will be the second time an
undergraduate government rep-

resentative has made a motion for

an in-depth examination of
Orbach's financial and admini-
strative dealings. In 1987 the

Raymond Orbach

—dia

"Raymond Orbach
has repeatedly con^
ducted the gover^
nance of the College

and the business of

the Executive Com^
mittee in a secretive,

undemocratic manner
and has used his posi-

tion to intimidate
faculty and students

into acquiescence,'*

Florie Aranovich

No decision

from Orbach

on department
By Tina Anima

faculty senate denied a motion
from then-undergraduate presi-

dent Dean Florez for a similar

investigation of the provost.

Orbach has come under fire

from faculty and student critics

over the past few months as the

college faces retroactive faculty

approval of its economics/business
major and searches for ways to

Senior Staff Writer

Members of a new univ(?i-siiy

committee, discussing the plight of
UCLA's Chicano Studies major,
clashed Monday about whether the

group would pursue the creation of
a department.

While College of Letters &
Science Provost Raymond Orbach
said he wanted to concentrate on
improving the Chicano Studies

major, a MEChA coordinator
Mark Aguilar emphasized that the

See ORBACH, page 14 See MEETING, page 12

JUSTIN CONANT

Ralliers protest Apartheid in front of Meyerhoff Park on Monday afternoon.

Students rally against apartheid

Protesters advocate

boycott of certain

ASUCLA products

By Jill Jacobs
and Betty Liong

Staff Writers

Anti-apartheid activists at a noon rally

Monday urged the attending crowd to abolish

racism in South Africa, advocating a boycott of
all ASUCLA-sold products manufactured by
companies which conduct business with the

country. z

The rally, sponsored by Students United for

Social Consciousness (SUSC), drew more than

150 spectators who cheered throughout the

one-hour demonstration in Meyerhoff Park.

"Apartheid is not an accident or a mistake, or

a bad habit, or simply a question of 'bad' while

people," Margaret Prescott, co-founder of

Black Women for Wages for Housework, said.

Apartheid is the symptom of a multinational

racist system, she said. Any attempt lo

"*ghetto-ize' South Africa as an accident is an

attempt to hide racism . . . here in the U.S. and

throughout the world."

Racism is hidden "right here on campus^^
Prescott said.

For example, ASUCLA is perpetuating

apartheid by selling products of businesses

who have ties to South Africa, SUSC member
Jennifer Arnold said.

"Please, conscientious shoppers, by giving

money to businesses tied to South Africa, you
are giving money to legalized racism," she

See RAUY, page 13

Funds for L&S
major granted
by committee
Money will pay for

faculty, new classes

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

A chancellor's committee decided Sunday
to grant enough funds for six faculty members
to develop new undergraduate courses for

UCLA's troubled Chicano Studies major.

The faculty, yet to be determined, will have

"release time" from their own classes to polish

up existing courses and plan new ones in the-

major, said Dean Ned Alpcrs, a member of the

chancellor's committee on instructional

improvement programs.

Once the College of Letters & Science

appoints a chair of the Chicano Studies major,

interested faculty members will begm to

revamp courses for winter quarter. The funds

to release the faculty must be used by June 30,

1991.

In addition, the major will receive $1(),(XX)

for a research assistant to help with the course

planning, Alpcrs said.

Sunday's -^^^emen-^omes as a result of

assistant history professor George Sanchez's

proposal for three years worth of funding to

redesign the Chicano Studies major and create

more interest among students and faculty. The
chancellor's committee only allocates lunds on
a yearly basis, Alpers expl^ned.

Sanchez also re<]uested money for seminar

materials and travel, but that part of the

proposal was not funded.

Students who are pushing for a Chicano
Studies dcparuncnt said Sunday's decision is

not enough. "That's completely unsatisfactory

at this point," MEChA coordinator Mark
Aguilar told a committee discussing the major
Monday.

Students who favor a department plus

improvement of the existing major acknow-
ledged that course planning is needed, but

warned against concentrating loo much on
Sanchez's ihree-year proposal. "The prcx:ess

can really get stuck in this OlD (Office of

Instructional Development) proposal," said

Jose Caldcron, a graduate representative on the

committee.

Other actions taken since Chicano students

met with the chancellor last month were
discussed at a Monday meeting of Provost Ray
Orbach 's new committee on Chicano Studies.

See FUNDS, page 12
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TODAY. TUESDAY. MAY
• Women's Resource Center

- "Breach of Ethics," a look at sexual harassment on campus
- 1 2:00-1 lOOpm
- 2 Dodd Hall

• EXPO Center
- Budget Travel Seminar on Europe
- 5:00-7:00pm,
- AU A-2t3

• Campus Events ' Films
- "Notorious" and "Psycho"
- 7:00pm &. 9:00pm

==rAG&—

Crime at Mardi Gras
called 'mild' this year

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
• Campus Events - Concerts

- Concert featuring "The Havalinas"

- 8:00pm,
^^—^ Cooperage ^ ——^

—

• Campus Events - Speakers
- Meeting with Alan__Rothenberg, President of the State

Bar of California

- Noon
- AU Second Floor Lounge

THURSDAY, MAY 24
• Alumni Association

- Alumni Open House
- 4:00-7:00pm

:- James West Center •

By Steve Macauley

Stan Writer

Compared to past years, Mardi

GraS 1990 was relatively peaceful

with only two arrests, including

that of a young man who punched a

university police officer.

"There were a few little flare-

ups, but nothing major," said Lt.

Alan Cueba. "In comparison to last

year, it was pretty mild."

"(Last year) there were more
incidents, more fights, and this

year it went exceptionally well,"

said Lt. Kathy Stanley. Two years

ago, a suspected gang-related

shooting occurred during the bene-

fit carnival. ^-^^^

The two arrests occurred within

ten minutes of each other Saturday

night. "It was bam, bam all of a

sudden, and then it was quiet

again," Stanley said.

The first arrest came at five

minutes before midnight after

three robbery victims flagged

down a patrol car at the Strathmore

Avenue underpass and pointed out

the alleged thieves.

The officer then arrested Soynia
Grant, 20, and a minor whose
name could not be released

because of her age, police records
show.

The victims told the officer that

the two suspects worked together

to steal their gold necklaces. While
the unnamed suspect diverted the

victim's attention. Grant allegedly

snatched the jewelry, according to

the arrest report

Ten minutes later, the second
arrest was made after a university

officer attempted to break up a

brawl near Strathmore Avenue and
Westwood Plaza, records said.

Officer Terrence Duren
approached the group of eight

young men fighting one another.

He grabbed one of them, who then

allegedly turned and punched
Duren in the chest, according to

Duren 's written report of the

incident.

Duren then hit Regan Rhodes,

23, in the leg with his police baton.

Rhodes fell, and other officers

aided in his arrest. None of the

other individuals were arrested.

Rhodes was booked on battery

of a police officer. He is being held

at Los Angeles County jail in lieu

of $1,000 bail. His arraignment is

scheduled for today at West Los
Angeles Municipal court.

Police booked Grant with
strong-arm robbery because her
tactics used fear and intimidation,

police sai4 —

r

^EXPO Center

- Budget Travel Seminar on Europe
- 5:00-7:00pm
- AU A-213

• Community Safety/CSQn

- CSO Programs' Cycle Safety Seminar
- 6:00-8:00pm
- Hedrick Fireside Lounge
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USAC member calls for fraternity investigation
Three fraternities may have

violated theme-party poUcy
By Greg Miller

and Sarah Suk
Staff Writers

Undergraduate council member
Sam Kaufman called on admini-
strators to launch detailed investi-

gations of three fraternities that

may have violated a university

policy outlawing parties that "tend
to promote degrading or demean-
ing social stereotypes/*

But Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Relations Director Chris
Fishbum said two of the events are

already under investigation, and
the campus lawyer has said the

third event — which will occur
tonight— is not in violation of the

theme party poHcy.

In a memo Friday to Assistant

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Allen Yamell, Kaufman cited

three fraternity parties which he

says have "sparked criticism for

being insensitive to communities

at UCLA."
Yamell could not be reached foi

comment Monday.

One event Kaufman listed was
Sigma Alpha Mu's April 12
"Kamikaze" party, whose adver-

tisement said "Dive bombing starts

at 9 p.m." Kaufman said the

fraternity used a segment of
Japanese history as a theme.

"1 feel that it is somewhat of a

personal attack to me because I

happen to be of Japanese ance-

stry," said Darren Kameya, under-

graduate second vice president-

elect. "It*s insensitive to me and
my history as a Japanese-Ameri-
can.-

Dan Lefrance, vice president of

the fraternity, told The Bruin that

"Kamikaze" was "just an Oriental

^^ dinner with chicken leriyaki."

He admitted, "We did violate

the theme party policy. We did not

know the policy as well as we
should have. If we had gotten

approval (of the party's theme)
from the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Relations like we were
supposed to, it would have been

turned down. We needed to be

more responsible."

But Fishbum said investigation

of "Kamikaze" is still pending.

The Interfratemity Council had
appointed "fact-finders," who did

not uncover anything infiammat-

ory, she said.

She is trying to contact Sigma
Alpha Mu's newly elected presi-

dent to discuss whether the frater-

nity prefers a peer or
administrative review.

Kaufman also cited last Friday's

"Sunrise" party at Beta Theta Pi,

where party goers allegedly

dressed in Mexican garb gathered

at dawn to celebrate with music
and alcohol. A banner depicting a

Tequila worm with a sombrero and
moustache, saying "Eat me,"
decorated the fraternity house until

Fishbum asked them to remove it.

Kaufman called the party

"insulting to the entire Chicano/
Latino community at UCLA," and
MEChA filed a complaint against

Beta with the OFSR on Friday.

Investigations are under way,
and fact-finders will report to

Fishbum on Wednesday, she said.

Beta's President Ed Quigley did

not retum two phone calls from
The Bruin before press time, but

had submitted a written statement
on Saturday saying the party
employed a beach theme and a

band played only classic rock and
roll music. He said party goers
wore T-shirts and shorts.

But MEChA members said

people at the party donned Mexi-
can outfit, such as sarapes and
sombreros. The Latino/Chicano
group member Lloyd Monscrratt
said he thinks the fratemity should
be disaffiliated and then put on
probation for a total of five years.

Lambda Chi Alpha's "Playboy
Classic," slated for tonight at Club
Vertigo was also included in

Kaufman's complaint because it is

"absolutely insensitive to every
woman on campus."

The fratemity's President Rob-
ert Frackleton said earlier this

quarter that the "classy, dress-up"

party raises funds to send underpri-

viledged children to UniCamp for

the summer, but could not be

reached for comment Monday.
"By 1990, 1 would hope that the

administration at UCLA would
have realized that a Playboy
Classic theme party is a desrerale

cry from young fratemity mem-
bers to be reeducated," said Theta

Pavis-Weil, editor-in-chief of

Together, UCLA's feminist news-
magazine.

Fishburn, however, said
UCLA's lawyer has concluded
that an advertisement for the party

— an illustration of a woman from
above the chest, wearing only a

bow tie and a glove— was not in

violation of the theme party policy.

But Pavis-Weil criticized ban-

ners with a Playboy bunny and big

red lips, strewn from the fratemi-

ty's house. 'The Playboy bunny
says, 'We're as cool as Hugh
Heffner. Come to our house.

We're tuming it into a mini-Play-

boy mansion.'"

She also said "the mouth is a

woman's mouth, painted red and
smiling as men walk into her

orifice. It's the ultimate image of a-

woman being objectified and
silenced at the same time. You
can't say anything when some-
one's standing on your tongue."

Spring cleaning Fifth annual Health
Fair to be held today
By Stella Ngai

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Floyd Staley of Facilities Managementgoes out on the edge of the third floor of Haines
Hall to scrape off old paint on Monday.

Contributor

Students can quench their thirst,

test their cholesterol level and
experiment with various suntan-

ning oils— all this at no charge—
at the Health Fair today in West-
wood Plaza.

Sponsored by the Student Wel-
fare Commission, the fifth annual

Health Fair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

aims at raising awareness among
students of health resources on and
off campus.

On-campus groups, including

Peer Health Counselors and Stu-

dent Health Advocates, and off-

campus organizations, such as the

American Heart Association and
the American Cancer Society, are

among approximately 35 groups

scheduled to participate in ihc

Health Fair.

PHCs and SHAs will offer free

blood pressure screening and will

answer other health-related ques-

tions.

"It's a very beneficial program
in that students who will not

normally stop at our tables might

stop by at the Health Fair," said

Sora Park, a health educator for

Student Health Services, which
sponsors the SHAs and PHCs.

"It's a very beneficial

program in that stU'

dents who will nor
normally stop at our
tables might stop by
at the Healdi Fair/'

Sora Park

Suntan lotion samples and
Hansen's 8-ounce fruit juices will

be distributed, and Lenscrafters

will adjust eye glasses at no
charge. Organizers will also have a

drawing for a one-year free mem-
bership at Gold's Gym.

Students can also learn about

various health issues at the fairr

Student Heallh Services .^epresen^

tatives can discuss issue's such as

family planning, preventive health

care and AIDS education.

Kaleidoscope, a theatre troupe

of students whose play explores

relationships and sexual issues, is

scheduled to perform at noon.

Health Fair Dircctoj Jaymcr
Suarez expxxts a large jmout.

"It's almost summertime, so peo-

ple are a lot more conscious of

their health and bodies — they

want to look good," Sj uez said.

Health: UCLA physician designs guide specifically for students
By Thy Dinh

Staff Writer

Comparable to Dr. Benjamin Spock's
guide to infant care, a UCLA physician's

book is the only health guide designed
specifically for college students.

Dr. Carol Otis' Campus Health Guide is

not "meant to be an authority figure, but to

educate students and give them reliable

information," the Student Health Service

physician said.

Since students ask their peers about

health questions before going to profession-

als, the book is an attempt to eliminate the

"health myths that perpetuate because
students don't have reliable information,"

she explained.

Otis and co-author Roger Goldingay
stress prevention in their book. "We don't

tell you not to get intoxicated, have sex, or

stay out late. You must make those

-decisions about personal matters on your
own. Here we simply give you the

information you need to stay healthy and
recover quickly when you do get sick,"

wrote the authors.

The book's goal is also to property

educate students, who in tum will be able to

give accurate information to their friends,

since the guide's question-and-answer

format is "tailored to meet student con-

cems" while offering "accessible and
reliable information," Otis said.

"Most of the students I deal with here (in

Student Health Services) are just a fraction

of the students with questions," Otis

explained.

The guide answers commonly asked
questions on nutrition, fitness, preventive

medicine, drug and alcohol abuse, eating

disorders, stress management, contracep-

tives, and AIDS and other sexually trans-

mitted diseases.

The glossary of nontechnical definitions

for medical terms and the many charts,

drawings, and illustrations offer informa-

tion in an easy-to-understand format. The

book also lists resource organizations,

emergency hotlines, and additional refer-

ence books as altcmative sources.

"In the 1990's, health issues are much
more complex and serious. People need
different skills," Otis said. She cited motor
vehicle accidents and illness from sexual

diseases as the biggest risks for today's

college students.

Both can be prevented, said Otis, adding

that riding with helmets, wearing seat belts,

and driving and riding sober are some
preventive measures that people need to

practice.

Most people have been affected by drug
or alcohol-related accidents, but they don't

apply these precautionary measures to their

own lives. "Know your risks and make
responsible choices," Otis advised.

Published in Jiily 1989 by the College
Board, the same publishers of texts on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test; the health guide
was targeted at college students. After she

gave a lecture to college administrators in

1985, a representative from the company
contacted Otis to write the book.

Otis and Goldingay spent the next three

and a half years researching. They gained

ideas from some Student Health Service

brochures. At least one expert reviewed the

chapter pertaining to their field to ensure

accuracy.

The guide is currently used in UCLA
health education classes, including F^iblic

Heallh 19, the Spring quarter class that

trains Peer Health Counselors and Student

Health Advocates.

In addition to being a staff physician at

Student Health Service, Otis is also the

medical director of the Fimess Inventory

Testing Program. She was a floor physician

for gymnasts at the 1984 Olympic Games.
The health guide is the first book she and

Goldingay, who are married, have pub-

lished, but the two also collaborate on
columns for Women's Sports and Fimess
Magazine, Sports Medicine Digest, and

Shape Magazine.
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Briefs
World

Observers clash over

Romanian elections

BUCHAREST, Romania — Interim

President Ion Iliescu captured 87 percent

of the 6.7 million votes counted so far, but

foreign observers clashed Monday over
whether Romania's first multiparty elec-

tion in 53 years was free of fraud.

The main opposition parties charged
results of Sunday's balloting were rigged,

called Romania's first attempt at demo-
cratic voting a failure, and said they would
contest the elections in court

Ion Ratiu, the National Peasants'

Party's presidential candidate, said he
would take legal action to have the

election declared "null and void."

He vowed to fight "against the renewal
of Communism in Romania," which he
said Iliescu represents.

Iliescu, 60, came to power in the

December revolution against Nicolae
Ceausescu and was the heavy pre-election

favorite. He drew huge campaign crowds,
especially in the countryside where he
was seen as the man who saved Romania
from the Communist dictator.

Ck>rbachev receives

pay iiike, Tass says
=MOsa
Gorbachev's popularity may not be
soaring at home, but the official Tass
news agency said Monday he is in line for

a hefty pay raise.

Tass said the Soviet legislature had set

Gorbachev's monthly pay at 4,000 rubles

— $6,480— more than twice what he is

currently reported to be earning.

The news agency also said lawmakers
decided to make presidential perks part of

the public record, replacing traditional

"secret instructions" regarding their lead-

ers' compensation.

They formalized the fact that Gorba-
chev is entitled to the use of specially

equipped cars, planes and helicopters and
to official residences in the capital and the

Crimea, a Black Sea resort area.

A magazine editor last year disclosed

that the Soviet leader's monthly salary

was 1,500 rubles — $2,430 — about
seven times the pay of a typical Soviet

worker.

Nation

Dow Jones climbs
24.77, sets record

NEW YORK — The stock market
reached a new high for the fourth time in

the past six sessions Monday, getting still

more mileage out of its spring rally.

The Dow Jones average of 30 indust-

rials climbed 24.77 points to 2,844.68,
surpassing the previous closing peak of
2,831.71 it estabhshed last Thursday.

Advancing issues outnumbered
declines by about 9 to 5 in nationwide
trading of New York Stock Exchange-
listed stocks, with 997 up, 538 down and
486 unchanged.

Volume on the floor of the Big Board
came to 166.28 million shares, against

162J2 million in the previous session.

Nationwide, consolidated volume in

NYSE-Usted issues, including trades in

those stocks on regional exchanges and in

the over-the-counter market, totaled

201.14 million shares.

Interest rates were mixed to slightly

lower in the credit markets Monday.
Yields on long-term government bonds
hovered in the 8.68 percent-8.72 percent
range.

Acne medicine may
treat throat cancer
WASHINGTON. D.C. — The widely

used acne drug Accutane appears to

significantly block the growth of new
tumors in people being treated for

smoking-related cancer of the mouth and

throat, according to a study released

Monday.
Although doctors can often initially

remove all signs of this cancer with

surgery and radiation, patients face a high

risk of recurring tumors elsewhere in their

throat and lungs.

The new research suggests that Accu-
tane, an artificial form of vitamin A, can

prevent the development of these second

tumors, perhaps by halting the progres-

sion of smoking-relaied injury to the

body.

**This is a very promising lead," said

Dr. Waun K. Hong. "It has the potential to

prevent second cancers."

Hong, now a physician at the M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston,

began the study in 1983 while at the

Veterans Administration Hospital in

Boston.

State

S.F. Bay Area mayors
praise Proposition 111
SAN FRANCISCO — San Francisco

Mayor Art Agnos told a legislative panel

on Monday his city was lucky the

devastating October earthquake hit last

year and not in 1988.

"If the earthquake had struck a year

earlier, none of us could have counted on
the lifeline from the state," Agnos told the

joint legislative budget commiuee hear-

ing on Proposition 111, one of three

transportation measures on the June 5

ballot.

Proposition 111 would double the 9-

cents-a-gallon tax on fuel over five years

to finance the largest single transportation

investment in California history: an $18.5

billion, 10-year highway and mass-transit

rail construction program.

The measure, placed on the ballot by
the Legislature to amend the Gann
spending limit and the Proposition 98
school-financing initiative, would
exclude the increased gas tax from the

spending limit.

Local

Ijooney Tunes siiorts

reappear in tlieaters

SANTA MONICA — Daffy Duck,
Porky Pig. Wile E. Coyote and 130
"Looney Tunes" short cartoons starring

the animation heroes will return to movie
theaters across the nation, it was
announced Monday.
The 5- to 7-minute cartoons will be

shown for one year before most feature

films in the 1.700 screens of AMC
Theatres, said Ed Durwood, president of
AMC Entertainment.

"Looney Tunes" have not been shown
in regular national screenings in 20 years.

The shorts will debut in Los Angeles
:this week: with additional thcaters^o-bg-
added Friday and throughout the summer,
he said.

"We will take great pains to rotate the

mix so that by the end of a year, all cities

should have seen all 130 titles," Durwood
said. "We want to give people a reason to

come to the theaters. We want the movie-
going experience to be a little nicer."

Compiled from the Associated Press

Helen's Loves Bruins

Helen's Cycles not only sponsors

the UCLA Cycling Team, but we also

offer a special discount to all UCLA
students, faculty and staff

when you show us your ID cord.

We're the only bike store in

the Village, so you can't miss us.

When it comes to the best deals

: on road bikes, mountain bikes,

clothing, parts, accessories

and expert service-

remember who loves yo. Bruins.

Helenas Cycles
Westv\/ood Village

107J_Gayley Avenue
208-8988
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An aluminum bike for

tliose obsessed with

performance.

SCMWINNdYaUNGAND F^/TNBSS

Westside

SCHWINN 564 Aluminum"^""""
Reg.$569.99

SALE $374.99
While supplies last.

• With Coupon •

Helen's Cycles 1071 Gayley Ave.
bplPM 1/17/H

208-8988

Open Every Day • Free Parking in Rear

Hours: Mon-Frl 10am-7pm • Sot 9am-6pm • Sun llam-Spm
'one accessory coupon per visli

Westside

FREE WATER BOHLE
w/ purchase of

any bike.

• With Coupon •

One Coupon

Helen's Cycles 1071 Gayley Ave.

Expirff 1/17/H

208-8988
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UCLA professor calls China's family planning a success
By Sandra Hemandez *

Contributor

UCLA professor Virginia Li,

who recently traveled to China to

continue her sullies on family

planning, considers the country's

one-child-per-family policy suc-

cessful.

**I think that China is doing the

right thing. You can*t coerce

millions of millions of people. The
policy is not ide^l, but it is one of

necessity, to control the population

not only for China's sake but for

everyone in the world," the profes-

sor of public health said. Li's

studies on contraceptive failure

will be published in the journal

Social Science and Medicine in

June.

Under the auspices of the United

Nations, Li studied the five stage

experimental approach that is

currently being tested in North

East China. To help reinforce the

The policy is not ide*

at, but it is one of

necessity, to control

the population not
only for China's sake

but for everyone in

the world.

Virginia Li

one-child policy, family planning

methods, including contraception

and education, have been intro-

duced to various age groups in

China since 1973.

The one-child policy in China,

which originated in 1979, entitles

each family to one child. The
policy serves to regulate the

population growth, facilitate

national development, raise the

standard of living, reduce the

burden of childbcaring, protect the

health of women and children and
provide better care and education

to each child in every family, Li

explained.

The five stage method is

expected to reinforce the policy by
making the society, work place and

communities responsible for disse-

minating information about family

planning and birth control, Li said.

Thus far, China's policy has

been successful in reducing the

infant mortality rate, increasing

the educational levels for children

and expanding the maternal and

contraceptive services that are

offered, Li said.

"For a pre-industrial country,

the one-child policy has been

successful. Usually poorer coun-

tries have high birth rates," she

said. ^

In 20 years, China has decreased

its population growth by one-half,

she explained. "It is a matter of

educating everyone, not only the

young and the reproductive
females, so that there is a suppor-

tive environment. The goal is to get

people to understand the need for

the policy and the way of prevent-

ing contraceptive failure."

Since family planning is impor-

tant for the economic development
of the country, Li said that provid-

ing educational programs is a

shared responsibility of commun-
ity volunteers and the provincial

and county public health depart-

ments.

As one of the five stages in the

experimental approach to family

planning, community volunteers

help educate peasants living in

villages on the need for the one-

child policy by explaining to them
the problems that arise from scarce

resources coupled with population

growth, Li said.

A second step comes after

couples have their first child, when
they are informed about the pre-

cautions necessary to avoid
another pregnancy.

Living and health conditions

have changed in China, Li said. "It

is no longer necessary to have

See PLANNING, page 15

UCLA's Graduate Women of the Year honored for academic excellence
By Maureen thorn

Contributor

UCLA's Graduate Women of the Year
will be honored today for excellence in

academics and research by the UCLA
Association of Academic Women.
The Graduate Women of the Year are.

^Ilzabelh Brccn, microbiology and immu-
nology; Ruth Burks, English; Mary Colby,

materials science and engineering; Denisc
Hinkel-Lipsker physics; and Esther Yau,
film and television.

The students' research accomplishments
and academic excellence distinguished

them for the award, members of the

association said.

Each of the women will receive a cash

prize as well as a recognition certificate,

said physiology Professor Jennifer Buch-

wald, a member of the Executive Board of

Academic Women.
The Association of Academic Women,

composed of faculty and staff members,
was established primarily to provide sup-

port for women in acadcmia. —

Her dissertation covers "Filmic Discourses

on Women in Chinese Cinema (1949-65):

An, Ideology and Social Relations.

Other recipients' dissertation topics are

"Production of B Cell Stimulatory Factors

in Response to HIV, and their Possible Role

in Polyclonal B Cell Activation in HIV
infection" (Brccn); "Screening an Afro.-

Graduatc Women Selection Committee.

The association's selection committee
chose the five women from a pool of 19

candidates from different departments. The
committee solicited nominations from the

60 doctoral programs on campus.

Although not all departments nominated

*This extra support is necessary because

women are the minority in academia. For

example, only 10 percent of full(-time)

professors at UCLA are women," Buch-

wald said.

*This honor is important because institu-

tions like universities usually employ more
men than women. This award acknow-
ledges the achievements of women- at

UCLA," Yau, one of the recipients, said.

American Novel: The Making and Unmak-
ing of the Films Called 'Native Son'"

(Burks); "Pore Development in Silica and

Zirconia by the Sol-Gel Method" (Colby);

and "Resonant Absorption in an Inhomoge-

neous Unmagnetized Plasma."

The award, which has been around for

about 10 years, honors "wonderful scho-

lars" in- different fields, said Professor

Victoria Fromkin, chairwoman of the

a siudcni, the award has "roprosonifltion

across campus," since the five recipients

work in varied fields, Buchwald said.

'The association is recognizing women
by showing them that they have the support

of the university. The award is important for

women in general, not just for the ones

being honored." Yau said.

A dinner is sc{iedulcd tonight to honor the
five recipients.

Tomorrow's Success depends on

•V p"

today's contribution
Find out hpw you can make a difference!!!If!

~^,

Richard J. Riordan:
- Founder of the Riordan Foundation
A non-profit organization whose efforts include:
- installing 300 computer labs for inner city children
- funding pre-K Kindergarten in Pasadena's public schools
- committing to make Mississippi a literate state

I - sponsoring outstanding principals in Los Angeles to

participate in the "Principal's Institute" at Harvard University
- President, Los Angeles Recreation & Parks Department
- Trustee/Director, United Way of Los Angeles
- President, L.A. Coliseum Commission
- Senior Partner, The law firm of Riordan & McKinzie
- Partner, Riordan Venture Management
- Director of 10 major corporations

— - And much more... -
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Will speak on the importance of and rewards from
community involvement

Tuesday, May 22 Bunche 2209A
6:30 pm

All majors welcome Refreshments served
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President of state bar to discuss legal pnrfession

Lack of minorities

and women in law

^appalls^ Rothenberg
By Grace Choy
Contributor

The president of the State Bar of California,

Alan Rothenberg, will discuss the legal

profession and the lack of minorities and
women in law at noon Wednesday in Acker-
man Union's second floor lounge.

Minorities make up less than 10 percent of

California's lawyers, according to Rothem-
berg's spokesman Greg Romano. And while

women account for more than half the slate's

population and 45 percent of law school

graduates, less than 20 percent enter the legal

profession.

*There is definitely something weird there,"

Romano said, adding that Rothenberg fmds
these statistics "appalling" and would like to

see a change.

"As president of the State Bar, he cares very

much about the impression that younger adults

and students have about the legal profession,"

Romano said. "There are many people who
don't know what the legal profession really

entails and that there are other opportunities

beyond the *L.A. Law' perception of it."

To better educate the public about these

aspects of the legal profession, Rothenberg

will speak for 15 minutes, then field questions

from the audience.

Having practiced law since 1964, Rothen-

berg is a partner in a Los Angeles law firm,

Manalt, Phelps, Rothenberg & Phillips.

As president of the State Bar, he also heads

the State Bar's Board of Governors — a 23-

membcr panel in charge of all the State Bar's

activities, which include regulating the legal

profession and improving the administration of

justice for Califomians.

One of Rothenberg 's specialties is sports

law, Romano said. Rothenberg served as

general counsel for the Los Angeles Lakers and

Kings from 1%7 to 1968 and president of the

Los Angeles Clippers from 1982 to 1989.

He has also stretched into other areas as one

of the founders of the Museum of Contempor-

ary Art (MOCA), the president of the Music

Center's Fraternity of Friends and a trustee of

the California Museum of Science and

Industry.

Services held

for muppeteer
Jim Henson
By Kiley Armstrong

Associated Press

NEW YORK — There were

happy songs, upbeat words and a

gaggle of Muppet pals at a

memorial service Monday for Jim

Henson, in accordance with the

master puppeteer's wishes.

Henson, who created the Mup-
pets and used them to entertain and

educate children worldwide on

"Sesame Street" and elsewhere,

died Wednesday from pneumonia.

He was 53.
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macintosh Prices Cut!
Mac Plus, SE and SE/30 Models Now Priced $200 to $700 Lower

/

On May 15, Apple slashed its educational pricing. So now we can sell a
Macintosh Plus for just $6^9—a price cut of $200. And a Mac SE with 20
Megabyte hard drive is just $1 ,199—a reduction of $550. The powerful Mac SE
30, with extra memory (4 Megabytes RAM total) and an 80 Megabyte hard drive,

is now $2,899—a full $700 less than it used to be. If you've always wanted a

Mac, but weren't sure you could afford one—now's the time to buy!

\

Student financing is available through the Westwood Student Federal Credit Union Some restriction's apply Keyboard
must be purchased separately on all models except Mac Plus $89 for standard keyboard, $159 for extended
PAYMENT These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University Credit Union
Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA Money Orders are qqI accepted These products are available
_only to fu[l-time students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCLA departments Purchase must be for the personal, academic or

research use of the eligible person Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime Exceptions are available to regular faculty

and staff, please inquire Quantities limited Prices are current as of 5/15/90 and are subject to change without notice All sales are final

ASUCLA STUDEHTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

UCLAJ

v\

HEALTH FAIRE 90

The HeaXXn'
I I

^
Cei\^ctM\^4\^

May z^
from 10am to 2pm
WESTWOOD PLAZA

Come find out what on and off campus resources are

available to you in maximizing your health potential!

Featuring:

KALEIDOSCOPE THEATER

Free health foods, juices and suntan lotion

Free drawings
•On Campus Health Organizations and Clubs
Physicians from the Medical Center

-Health Clubs
-Gyms
-Health Representatives and Consultants from various

organizations

Brought to you by the Student Welfare Commission
In conjunction with ASUCLA Country Store

J.
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Psychwatch

Habits other than drugs can also be
The addiction process is very similar

for many behaviors including love, eating

ctive
By Clive Kennedy
Student Psych. Services

There is considerable attention paid to the

unlawful use and abuse of alcohol and other

drugs on campus — a significant problem

for students, whether they themselves are

experiencing difficult^^jcontrolling their

own use or whether drugs adversely affect

their relationship with family, friends or a

significant other.

However, there is less understanding

about the addiction process and how it

manifests itself. Research findings indicate

major similarities between drug abuse and

other potentially compulsive behaviors such

as eating binges, compulsive work, sexuali-

ty or even being in love.

"Codependency" is a popularized term

related to compulsive love and considered

by many professionals to be a form of

addiction— an addiction to certain relation-

ships that arc often destructive.

In fact, more recently accepted defini-

tions of addiction do not focus on drug

abuse, but rather a complex pattern of

behavior which includes psychological,

sociological, behavioral and biological

components. When a person is in love, their

body goes through physiological changes,

like they are under the influence of a drug.

Most people who believe they have ever

been in love can relate to such changes in

arousal levels. Similarly, if that relationship

breaks up, their body will experience

physiological changes— including sadness

and other emotional changes.

Such ^'withdrawal symptoms** may be

different from those of certain drugs such as

alcohol or heroin, but the addictive pattern

is quite similar.

Another feature of addiction is its

progressive nature, and the concept that if

something is good, more of it must be better.

A bowl of ice cream can certainly be a

satisfying end to a nutritious meal, but this is

considerably different than finishing a quart

or half a gallon when upset because of a

recent disappointment.

The pattern is the same when one

considers how refreshing a cold beer can be

on a hot summer day, whether at a picnic or

sporting event, and comparing this to the

individual who drinks a six pack, bottle of

wine or a pint of scotch when feeling sad.

Another common compulsive behavior is

working long hours. Everyone should be

engaged in some productive behavior for

self- satisfaction as well as financial support

and conu-ibuting to the welfare of the

community. But productive endeavors can

also be pursued to the extreme.

A single parent who is working a full-

time job while taking a full-time academic

load is clearly at risk. What should be

considered is the fact that his or her children

are also at risk. Such a lifestyle may develop

compulsive qualities that help the person

maintain such a heavy workload.

Yet, this person would have less time for

taking care of his or her own (in addition to

the child*s) emotional needs. So, she

develops a habit of going without — not

getting her emotional needs met.

This can undermine her self-esteem and

that of her children because their needs will

also go unmet A woman with this workload

will frequently begin to feel unappreciated

and needy. Tins will, in turn, affect the

quality of relationships she develops, which

then may be fertile ground for the continua-

tion of a destructive cycle.

The addiction process has predictable

stages regardless of the behavior. Initially,

the person indulges in the behavior in an

experimental or naturally occurring fashion.

Usually the indulgent behavior has

naturally rewarding consequences. During

certain periods, however, a person may
engage in the behavior in a maladaptive

manner.

Examples of situational maladaptive

behavior might include: getting high the

night before a major exam; stuffing oneself

at a meal following a major exam; devoting

long hours to study or work to avoid

thinking about conflict in a relationship; or

going out for the purposes of having a

"sexual fling** with someone new— just to

express anger or get back at a significant

other.

This period of situational misuse is often

a signal to be cautious and that this behavior

does not get out of hand. For others, such

situational misuse goes unchallenged and

leads to another stage of the addiction

process.

Situational misuse can continue and
evolve into habitual use where the individu-

al begins to engage in the maladaptive
behavior with some regularity. It can be

healthy to reward oneself occasionally by
having an ice cream cone for exercising

self-discipline prior to completing a paper.

Kennedy is a staff psychologist at Student

Psychological Services.
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HONORS COLLEGIUM-FALL QUARTER 1990
HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) BEGINNING FRIDAY, MAY 25. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU
TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE AND AS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM ANYTIME

BETWEEN FRIDAY, MAY 25 AND WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6 AT 4:00 PM. (NOTE DEADLINE EXTENSION) RESULTS SHOULD BE

AVAILABLE BEGINNING MONDAY. JUNE 1 1 . IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENT, YOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE

ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR

DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD: THIS PROCEUDRE IS, HOWEVER, AT THE PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. IF YOU
CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TO THAT DATE. COURSE DATES

AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

HC 5: The Geometry of Relativity

S.V. Venkateswaran GE Application: Physical Science

Lecture: R 1 0:00-1 1 :30 Boelter 5280

DisdA: F 1:00-1:50 Dodd 78

Disci B: F 2:00-2:50 Dodd 78

This course systematically develops the relationship between physics and geometry In

Einstein's relativity theories. The theories are presented as experimentally well-founded with

immense consequences both for our view of the cosmos and for our philopsophical under-

standing of the nature of space and time.

Beginning with a discussion of the properties of space and time according to Aristotle, Galileo,

and Newton, the course goes on to examine the origins and features of special relativity,

including such topics as Maxwell's theory of light and Einstein's generalization of the relativity

principle, concepts of simultaneity and causality, and kinematics and dynamics in flat space-

time. We shall then examine general relativity, particularly the curvature of space-time and

the mass-density of matter. The course will conclude with a look beyond Einstein to space-

time collapse in "black hole thermodynamics and a discussion of space age tests for general

relativity.

Lectures draw upon several excellent modern texts and monographs written specifically for

general audiences. The challenge is to convey the broad intellectual sweep and aesthetic

appeal of Einstein's ideas through appropriate pictures and words with a minimum of mathe-

abstracttons ami mamputatlon. The cowse-is open to all niajors and no speciat-

mathematical ability is required.

HC 7A: Urban Poverty and Public Policy In the United States

Vilma Ortiz GE Application: Soc Sci/Social Analysis

Lecture: R 3:30-5:30 Dance 105

Disc. 1 A: R 1:00-1:50 TBA
Disc. IB: R 2:00-2:50 TBA

During recent years, there has been renewed interest in the issue of urban poverty among

both social scientists and policymakers. This interest is prompted by reports that, over the

last twenty years the incidence of poverty in the United States has remained stable despite

the implementation, during the late 1 960s, of antipoverty. affirmative action, and a range of

other antidiscrimination programs aimed at improving the quality of life of disadvantaged mi-

norities Moreover, over the last two decades, poor families have been increasingly concen-

trated in inner-city ghetto communities where the incidence of aberrant or so-called

"underclass behaviors" (e.g. gang activity, drug dealing, and other illegal activities) is

extremely high. ^ . . . , ..^ ,, ,^

Among social policy analysts, considerable differences of opinion exist with respect to the

forces responsible for the increase in female headed families and the incidence of poverty

among such families in the United States. Some analysts argue that the growth of welfare

benefits and the erosion of traditional family values are to blame. Others contend that the

recent restructuring of employment opportunities in the U .S. economy is the primary culprit.

This course provides a historical overview of poverty and the social welfare programs tht have

been implemented to deal with it in the United States. It also addresses current debates

regarding policy and programs In the social welfare arena. —

HC 7B: Urban Poverty and Public PoIIcy In the United States: Field Component

James H. Johnson GE Application: Soc Sci/Social Analysis

Lecture TBA

This course is the optional field-work component to be taken in conjunction with HC 7/V

Students who are enrolled in HC 7A (see above) may also enroll in an additional 4 units of field

word associated with the course. Prospective host social agencies in Los Angeles include

(among others) the Central American Refugee Center, the Community Development Depart-

ment of the City of Los Angeles, the Drew Economic Development Corporation; Duke

Ellington Continuation School; 4-H Youth Programs (via University of California Cooperative

Extension in Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention, Latchkey After-School Care, and Housing

Projects); the Intertaith Hunger Coalition, Juvenile Court and Community Schools. Kaiser-

Permanente Watts Counseling and Learning Center; King Drew Magnet School (LAUSD); Los

Anqeles Women's Center; Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund; Options for

Youth- Overland Center for the Homeless; Parents of Watts (Alice Harris); Watts Labor

Comrriunity Action Council; Women's Legal Clinic; Catholic Social Services; Centinela Child

Guidance Clinic; The Family Connection Project; The National Urban League Job Training

Program; El Nido Service— South Central; Para Los Ninos; the Lawndale Youth and Family

Center; and Health Services for Medically Indigent Adults. .

Students who enroll in HC 7B must concurrently be enrolled in HC 7A. Consult Honors

Programs for further information.

HC 14: The Physics and Psychology of Time (Pending final approval)

Phillip Borden GE Application: Humanities/Culture & Civ.

(Pending final approval)

Lecture: T 2:00-5:00 TBA

This course examines time from several perspectives; in physics and mathematics questions

about the regularity, locality, dimensions, and directional flow of time raise difficult chal-

lenges to our ideas about meaning and cause; in the life sciences, time frames explanations

for the largest patterns and most minute mechanisms governing evolution and biological

function- in social theory, time is manipulated according to the perspective of history; in

religion and culture, time encompasses the ritual return to transcendent events and the

progressive march to a physical end. the comfort of predictability and the need to change.

Time forms a baseline for all varieties of modern art. in the increasingly timefragmented novel

the complex rhythms of all forms of music, and the abstraction and immediacy of the visual

and performance arts. This course will introduce students to the literature on the subject and

sharpen awareness of how major unspoken abstractions affect their lives.

HC 21: The Rise and Fall of Modernism
Richard Creese GE Application: Humanities/Literature

(Pending final approval)

Lecture: T 10:00-1:00 TBA
Seminar: R 10:00-12:00 TBA

This course explores the early and middle 20th century's attempt to find, construct, or

reconstruct what might be called "deep significance." Modernism was the revolt against

industrialization, urbanization, imperialism, materialism—in a word, against the modern.

The Modernist programs sought ways to counter their disillusionment with 20th Century

history with the hope that significance might be found somehow beneath the grim, modern

surface. To complicate the Modernist program was a further rejection of conventional

notions of religion. If they were not materialist, neither were they usually spiritualist. It is this

search for "deep significance" somewhere between materialism and religion which defines

Modernism. This course will examine Modernism in literature, literary criticism and other

intellectual movements the new language, styles, and technique with which writers, and

artists confronted the early 20th century. The course includes readings from such authors as

Freud. Levi-Strauss. Frye. Eliot. Woolf, Conrad. Robbe-Grillet and Pynchon.

HC 43: Brains, Humans, and Computers

i^totes^, Tay lor GE Ap p licat i on; n oflC:

Lecture: MWF 11:00-11:50 Kinsey 365

What is mind? What is intelligence? Can machines think? This course examines the mind/

body problem, in philosophy, and explores several of the dominant theories of what mind is.

Students in the course are given access to microcomputers on which they learn the essentials

of programming in LISP. This course also deals with artifical intelligence programs.

HC 508: Gender and Race: Construction of Greek Political Thought

Ann Bergren GE Application: Humanities/Culture & Civ.

(Pending final approval)" TBA
TBA
Bunche 7373
TBA

Lecture: MW 11:00-12:30

Disc. 1 A: R 10:00-10:50

Disc. IB: R 10:00-10:50

Disc. 1C: R 10:00-10:50

This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the "Greek view of humanity". It treats

not only the content, but also the forms of thought—the literary genres—invented by Greek

culture to express these "views' and handed down as such in Western cultural tradition. There

will be a concentration upon the gender and race focusing on texts from Homer to Plato, with

the bulk of the attention being devoted to epic and drama. The course deals primarily with

the works of Plato and Aristotle—the texts that come at the end of the Classical period and

most directly influence the Western cultural tradition. HC 50A is not a prerequisite for this,

course.

Vv

HC 73: Elementary Particles and the Universe -
^ _^^__

David Cline GE Applicaiton: Physical Science

Lecture: MW 8:30-10:00 GSM 2278

Disc. 1 A: F 10:00-1 0:50 GSM 4317"

Disc. IB: F 11:00-11:50 GSM 4357C

The interplay of cosmology and elementary particle physics is one of the most interesting

scientific phenomena and is also extremely beautiful. The early universe consisted of elemen-

tary particles such as quarks, electrons, neutrinos, and intermediate vector bosons. These

particles the building blocks of nature, left an imprint on the universe as we know it today.

The course will concentrate on the present aspects of the universe that provide information

about the big bang and the early evolution of the universe. It will show how the large scale

properties of the universe were determined by its early evolution and how elementary

particles controlled that evolution. The course will also serve as an introduction to elementary

particles as they are studied in various laboratories around the world, such as the laboratory

at Stanford the CERN laboratory in Geneva. Switzerland. Students will be introduced to the

detectors that are used to observe these particles and will have the opportunity to observe

these particles and will have the opportunity to examine real particle events. Course material

is presented in a fairly non-mathematical way and no special prior mathematical knowledge

is required. . ' .

HC 94: The American Presidency: Psycho-Cultural Perspectives

Robert Daliek GE Application Soc Sci/Historical Analysis \.
Lecture R 3:00-6:00 Rolfe2106

This course will consist of readings, discusiions. and an analytical term paper on a topic

chosen in consultation with the instructor. The course will focus on American political culture

in the twentieth century and the personalities of the men who won the Presidency. In

particular we will be discussing the liberal and conservative traditions as reflected in

Progressivism the New Deal, and the Great Society.on the one hand, and the traditional

nineteenth century values embodied in the politics of the twenties, fifties, and eighties, on the

other A central theme of the course will be the transformation of America from a small town,

rural largely homogeneous society emphasizing individualism, productivity, and frugality

into an urban heterogeneous, consumer society. We will explore these tensions and changes

In twentieth century America partly by studying Woodrow Wilson. Theodore Roosevelt.

Franklin Roosevelt Herbert Hoover. Lyndon Johnson. Richard Nixon, and Ronald Reagan,

looking particularly at the interaction between these individuals and the political culture that

brought them to the forefront of American politics in this century. There is no specific

prerequisite, but students who have read widely in modern American history will be best

prepared for this course.

l\
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Court agkrees with ban on
I •blocking

Ruling marks

second setback

for pro-life group

By Richard Carelli

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The
Supreme Court refused Monday to

let an anti-abortion group block the

entrances to abortion clinics in

New York. It was the second high

court setback in two weeks for

Operation Rescue.

The justices* action was praised

by abortion-rights advocates and

denounced by Operation Rescue
founder Randall Terry. The court

left intact an order in which a

federal judge permanently banned
the group*s members from inter-

fering with women entering New
York-area abortion clinics.

Operation Rescue members are

under similar injunctions in other

cities.

"It's a tremendous victory," said

Bill Baird, who runs two Long
Island clinics where demonstra-

tions have occurred repeatedly.

"I'd like to see the courts go further

and assign federal marshals to

^Bc^fi women in, juat aa iKgy=

clinics

escorted blacks into buildings in

the l%Os." he said.

Terry, in a statement released

from Operation Rescue's office in

Binghamton, N.Y., said, "No court

can prohibit us from rescuing

babies. These judges have joined

the heritage of Nazi judges who
sanctioned the murders of the

innocent"

The justices took Monday's
action — not a formal ruling but a

denial of Operation Rescue's
appeal — without comment and
without any recorded dissenting

vote.

Just last week, the court voted
5-4 to leave intact a similar ban on
Operation Rescue blockades at

abortion clinics in Atlanta.

But Monday's action was a

bigger setback for Operation

Rescue. The court's order in the

Atlanta case was preliminary in

nature. The dispute had reached

the justices as a request for

emergency help before Georgia

courts had finished studying the

controversy.

The four justices who voted to

allow demonstrations in Atlanta

said free-speech restrictions

should not have been imposed

before the state courts had a chance

to rule definitively.

The high court Monday rejected

a formal appeal by Operation

Rescue after lower courts ruled

definitively against the group in

the New York case.

The National Organization for

Women and other abortion-rights

advocates sued Operation Rescue

and Terry in a New York state

court in 1988.

"It's a humdinger ... couldn't be

better," said NOW President Mol-

ly Yard. *They were breaking the

law," she said, adding that her

organization is ready to seek court

injunctions anywhere Operation

Rescue members try to bar access

to clinics.

The suit, seeking an end to the

group's blockades, alleged viola-

tions of several state laws and one
federal law, the Ku Klux Klan Act

Operation Rescue's lawyers had

the case transferred to federal

court, where U.S. District Judge
Robert J. Ward in early 1989
permanently enjoined the demon-
strators.

The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals last Sept. 20 upheld
Ward's injunction and became the

nation's first federal appeals court

to rule that Operation Rescue's

tactics violate women's civil rights

and are not a type of protected free

speech.

The appeals court said the

Operation Rescue demonstrators

-bad violated the Ku Klux Klan-

Act's ban on conspiracies that

violate the rights of a "class of

persons."

Acknowledging that the Civil

War-era law was aimed primarily

at protecting newly freed slaves,

the appeals court said the law "is

necessarily tied to evolving
notions of equality and citizen-

ship."

"As conspiracies directed

against women are inherently

invidious and repugnant to the

notion of equality for all citizens,

they are therefore encompassed
under the act," the 2nd Circuit

court ruled.

In other matters Monday, the

Supreme Coiut:

Ruled unanimously in a case

from Idaho that Mormons who
contribute money directly to the

church's missionaries may not

deduct those donations from theif-

fcderal taxes. —
Enhanced the federal govern-

ment's power to control water used

by hydroelectric dams, unanim-
ously striking down California's

regulations to protect trout in the

American River and its tributaries.

Upheld a law requiring peo-
ple convicted of federal crimes to

pay money into a fund to help

crime victims. The court rejected

arguments in a case from Califor-

nia that the law is unconstitutional

because it originated in the Senate,

not the House.

Help save a life

GIVE

BLOOD
Call 825-0850 for more information
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Strike in Soviet repubiic

of Estonia not supported
Lithuania delivers undisclosed

proposal to U-S-S-R. government
By Brian Friedman

Associated Press

MOSCOW — A strike by pro-

Moscow forces in Estonia failed to

win widespread support Monday
when many workers ignored a call

to walk off the job in protest of the

republic's independence drive.

In Lithuania, lawmakers put

together a new offer aimed at

breaking the republic's deadlock
with Moscow. Also Monday, the

presidents of Estonia and Latvia

arrived in Moscow for talks with

Kremlin officials, reports said.

The three Baltic republics —
Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia —
were forcibly annexed by the

Soviet Union 50 years ago, and all

are in varying stages of efforts to

break free of Moscow's control.

The contents of the proposal

drafted by Lithuanian lawmakers
— which must be voted on by the

Lithuanian legislature as a whole
— were not revealed, the Soviet

news agency Tass reported.

But Tass quoted Lithuania's

prime minister, Kazimiera Pruns

constitution, but he has not taken

any punitive actions against those

two republics.

The presidents of Estonia and
Latvia arrived in Moscow on
Monday for talks with Kremlin
officials, the Estonian News Ser-

vice reported.

Estonian President Arnold
Ruutel and Latvian President

Anatoly Gorbunov planned to

meet Tuesday with members of

Gorbachev's advisory body on the

nation's republics and nationali-

ties, the news service said.

Ruutel told a news conference a

private meeting with Gorbachev
was possible.

Tuesday's talks would be the

second session in less than a week
between Kremlin officials and
Baltic leaders. Mrs. Prunskierie

met with Gorbachev on Thursday.

In Estonia, there were conflict-

ing reports on the success of the

anti-independence forces' strike

call, but most accounts suggested

the walkouts were far from crip-

pling.

Artur Kopylyn of the anti-inde-

kicnc, as saying it touched on tlie~"P^
^^"^ itesswn Strike Commit--

tee claimed there were strikes
issue of whether to back off on
Lithuania's March 11 declaration

of independence.

Gorbachev has demanded law-

makers suspend the declaration;

they have so far refused to comply,

but have offered to consider

rescinding measures aimed at

implementing the declaration.

Lithuania is feeling the squeeze
from the cutoff of oil, natural gas

and other raw materials imposed
by Moscow more than a month
ago.

Lithuanian parliamentary
spokesman Rita Dapkus said Mon-
day that total industrial, construc-

tion and transportation layoffs

topped 12,100, not counting taxi

and bus drivers idled by the

resulting shortage of gasoline.

In the agricultural sector, the

embargo has forced the shutdown
of 7 1 2 enterprises, or 60 percent of

the republic's total, Ms. Dapkus
said.

On May 14, Gorbachev decreed

that steps toward independence by
Latvia and Estonia violated the

Monday at 18 enterprises.

But Estonian Radio, together

with Estonian journalist Tarmu
Tammerk, said stoppages hit no
more than six or seven enterprises

whose work was not vital to

everyday life in the republic.

'The city is calm, the workday is

over and there were no incidents,"

Tammerk said by telephone from
Tallinn, the republic's capital.

"The strike seems to be a failure

for today."

Government spokesman Juhan
Hindov said pressure for the

strikes was coming from pro-Mos-
cow administrators at the factories

and from the Russian Strike

Committee, "but people do not

want to strike."

Estonia's prime minister, Edgar
Savisaar, told Estonian radio no
more than 10 businesses were on
strike and that five or six others

would join Tuesday.

Kopylyn, in a telephone inter-

view, said he could not say how
many workers participated in

Monday's strikes.

Why is this man smiling?

He's anticipating the
new edition of Ha'Am,

UCLA's Jewish Newsmagazine.

Widen your smile

!

Pick up our 18th anniversary issue

—

"To Life!"—

Coming to a kiosk near you on May 24th
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267

I Ri;i: PAKKiN(; cusiiionkp chairs

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

DeloitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & Touche in U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeklng-entry level accountants.

English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

g PROUDLY PRESENTS

TOMORROW NIGHT ^
IN THE COOPERAGE^"^

8:00 P.M. - FREE!
COME PROVE THAT YOU HAVE BETTER THINGS TO
DO THAN SIT HOME & WATCI I "WONDER YEARS"

^
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ACKERMAN
GRAND

BALLROOM

• FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL ATTENTION •

. QUALITY SlYLISTS •

HAIRCUTS 50% OFF
1ST TIME CLIENTS ONLY

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006

DISCOUNT

COSMETICS/DRUGS/BEAUTY SUPPLIES

1141 Westwood Blvd (next to Penguins)

Lens Plus 12 oz $3.99

Unisol 4 12 oz S3.99

Aosept 12 oz 35.99

Neutrogena 10% to 30% off

REVLON-L'OREAL-MAX FACTOR- ALMAY-

PHYSICIANS FORMULA

HANES HOSIERY
PROFESSIONAL HAIR PRODUCTS

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

I FREE personaf' travel body care kit I

I ($5.00 value) I

I
^ with SlO'min. purchase |

•free kit includes -soap -shampoo ^'
i -showergei -foam bath '

,
FREE with this coupon e^p. 6/30/90 |
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DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic, dedicated people
interested in advertising

r%%V//J^xperience and an exciting
^—''^internship for summer

This is a position dealing
primarily with ad production^.

and on-compus advertising

rather than soles.

Applications are available at

112 Kerckhoff Hall and
are due WEDNESDAY, MAY 30.
at 4 pm.—
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FUNDS RALLY
From page 1

Students at an April rally com-
plained that Chicano Studies did

not have a counselor or an office.

The 12 students currently in the

major will see Spanish and Portu-

guese counselor Hilda Peinado for

the rest of the year. Her office will

serve as the Chicano Studies

central location, Orbach said.

And although committee mem-
bers Monday could not decide

whether to work toward creating a

Chicano Studies department, they

did agree to recommend assistant

history professor George Sanchez

as chairman of the major for the

academic year.

The Executive Committee of the

College of Letters & Science will

vote Friday on Sanchez's appoint-

ment.

MEETING
From page 1

committee should plan now for a

department. Students argue that a

department would attract more
Chicano scholars to UCLA and

provide a more organized structure

for the major.

Two faculty members and a

graduate student joined a frus-

trated Aguilar in calls for commit-

ting to a department, after the

student repre senut ivc askcd-
repeatedly for discussion on the

issue. By the end of the two-hdur

meeting, the committee had still

not decided to pursue a depart-

ment.

"Everything's been very circu-

lar, and it's pissing me off at this ,

point," Aguilar said to the faculty- -

dominated committee; as he criti-

cized the provost for not talking

about a department.

So far, Orbach has not said

whether he will try to create a

Chicano Studies department, and

administrators — including

Chancellor Charles Young and

Associate Vice Chancellor Ray-

mund Paredes — have questioned

the need for one.

Since 300 students protested last

month abOfit the disorganized

Chicano Studies major and its

seemingly bleak future, Orbach's

new committee has gathered threes*-

times in a small conference room

'

tucked in a comer of Murphy Hall.

Students say the meetings have not_
been productive because the com-
mittee has not agreed to pursue

their demand for a department.

But at Monday's meeting,
sociology Professor Rodolfo
Alvarez tried to ease the differ- -

cnccs between committee mem-
bers by suggesting that the group
commit to the goal of a depart-

ment. "That would get us out of the

impasse now," he said.

Aguilar said talking about a

department is the provost's job.

"Since you are the provost, you are

our main resource on this campus."
But Orbach skirted the issue,

saying that faculty members can

more appropriately deal with the

matter and that he did not want to

be "presumptuous." Also, "I'm
nervous about putting in place a

(goal) that may or may not be

realized," he said.

He said he wanted to talk about
faculty recruitment and plans for

next year instead. "All I want to do
is work toward a goal we all can be

proud of," Orbach said.

Later in the meeting, Orbach
asked two assistant professors at

the meeting to design a budget
proposal for the major, which
prompted Aguilar to blast the

college's leader again.

"You are being paid to do this

job," Aguilar said. "I don't seQ you

From page 1

said.

"It \% a sham that (ASUCLA) is

quietly participating in (apartheid)

by continuing to carry products

made in South Africa when the

mandate has been so clear by the

anti-apartheid forces in South

Africa to boycott such compa-
nies," Prescott said.

However, undergraduate Presi-

dent John Sarvey said that ASUC-
LA is "opposed to apartheid. We
have specific policies about apar-

theid and banking relationships.

"We do business with hundreds

of companies. The community
must inform ASUCLA abotit

companies that may be financially

involved with South Africa."

During the rally, SUSC mem-
bers distributed lists of companies

which they say do business with

South Africa, and provided a Ust of

alternative products to replace

those they are boycotting.

The group, formed at the begin-

ning of the academic year, has

gathered more than 23,()()0 signa-

tures on a petition asking ASU-
CLA's Board of Directors (BOD)
to pull these products from the

shelves.

'They want to make sure they

are heard, and that they will gel

support for Thursday's meeting,"

public information representative

Olivia Cervantes s.i i d,

^

-

%

ASUCLA 's Ethics and Social

Responsibility pxJlicy requires the

board to consider the petitions and

determine if there arc violations,

she said. However, "it is just at the

very beginning of the process,"

Cervantes said.

' The policy has existed for at

least several' years, Survey said.

SUSC's petition has the support

of some ASUCLA and BOD,
including Sarvey, who has told

SUSC that he is "behind our

cause," SUSC president Marc
Spencer said. "They say they're

going to write to the companies.

Let's hope they do."

Students have a history of

demanding social change, Arnold

said. "We are the students ... it's

time for us to stand up for what we
believe in. It's our turn. It's our

school. It's our store, and therefore

it is our responsibility."

The rally, punctuated by cheers

and drum beats, also hosted civil

rights leader Don Jackson and-

«>

Nombuleto Ndulo Sigwana, a

UCLA student and member of the

South African International Stu-

dent Congress.

They stressed that everyone can

be victims of racism, and that the

fight against apartheid should be a

multi-ethnic movement.
"I need every warrior of every

race and ethnicity . . . to join me in

the fight," Jackson said.

"I was happy with the turnout.

On this campus, you generally

don't get a lot of response to

speakers," Spencer said. They

"came away (from the rally) with a

sense of individual power to make
a change, to be part of a lot of good
things. People came up to me" and

asked how they could get involved.

SUSC was formed to "encour-

age people of all ethnic back-

grounds with the desire moral

uprighmess to unite and act, upon

global and local concerns,"

according to a statement released

by the group.

See MEETING, page 15
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EVERYTHING YOU
ALWAYS WANTED TO

KNOW ABOUT
ADVERTISING*

*hul were afraid to ask.

Meet 5 protl'ssionals from ditVcrcnt

aspects of tlic Adxcrtising ticld

at the Round Table (Career Niulu.

TEAC H!

Wednesday, May 23
Time: 5:30

Place: North Campus Rni.22

Questions?: Dan 209-5370
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Get3MonthsOfNothing
FoRlhE PriceOf2.

If you're heading home tor the summer with more stuff than

space, save yourself the mental g\Tations of moving back and forth.

Store It . Nothmg makes more sense .
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STORAGE CENTERS

WESTWOOD, 1606 COTNER AVENUE, 477 6777 •

CULVER CITY. USIOW JEFFERSON BOULEVARD. 391 9929
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FUTUK
EDUCATORS
OF AMERICA

Meetings

Every Wednesday

at 6,:00pm

AcKerman Union 2412
„ Sponswedby I's Ottice of the Undergraduate Students Association, Cal 825-7068

gP|^rR OF(f) ThE Mom ent

(Spur Of The Moment)

The Residence Halls Improvisational Comedy Group!

Date: Wednesday, May 23rd
V

Place I SprOUl Hall Entertainment Center

Time: 7:30 P.M.

Bring your zany ideas and loud laughter

o

,-?
(Open to on-compus housing students)

- A
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INTERNSHIPS AND SUMMER

FMPIOYMENT FOR 1991
fHMA.

nFPARTMENT OF STATE: There are two types of student interns: paid summer interns and unpaid work-study interns; however a limited

number of opportunities are available at U.S. Embassies and Consulates overseas. Deadline for summer applications under both the paid

and work-study programs for summer of 1991 is November 1, 1990.

USIA : USIA offers a limited number of salaried internships for university students through its summer hire program.

VQA : Student volunteer internships, available throughout the year, are individualized to take account of applicant's experience and

interest.

DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE : The US & PCS sponsors a Work-Study Intern Program which provides a limited number of summer

internships abroad for 10 to 12 weeks to highly qualified university or college junior, senior and graduate students. Deadline for summer

1991 applications is November 1, 1990.
. ^ . ««^

, INFORMATION MEETINGS: TUESDAY, MAY 22nd 12:00 - 1:00

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23rd 3:00 - 4:00

THURSDAY, MAY 24th 12:00 - 1:00

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
BUDGET TRAVEL SEMINAR ON EUROPE

Attend a travel seminar on traveling through Europe on your own. Video presentation and question

and answer period at conclusion. Talk to students who have been there and get some real insight

into student travel! TUESDAY, MAY 22nd 5:00PM - 7:00PM

MEETINGS: THURSDAY, MAY 24th 5:00PM - 7:00PM
/"^ 'V"^ Special presentation on Greece on Thursday

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

(ANPUS
IV£NIS •^tA*<.-b

Interested In Going To
LAW SCHOOL???

OR A
FUTURE IN LAW

Then come
and meet:

ALAN ROTHENBERG
Wednesday, May 23, 1990
noon, 2nd Floor Lounge

• Current President of the State Bar of California

• Senior Partner with Manatt, Phelps, Rothenberg,

and Phillips

• President of the Los Angeles Clippers, 1982-1989
• Served as General Counsel for Los Angeles Lakers

and the Los Angeles Kings from 1967-1968

He will be Discussing:

•Opportunities for Women and Minorities in Law
and How to Upgrade their Status.

•"New Realities" a Plan to Improve the Image of

Lawyers

ORBACH
From page 1

deal with a $1 million deficit

which may cause sweeping class

cuts in the upcoming academic
school year.

**Raymond Orbach has
repeatedly conducted the gover-

nance of the College and the

business of the Executive Com-
mittee in a secretive, undemocratic

manner and has used his position to

intimidate faculty and students

into acquiescence," Aranovich
charged in a letter to Academic
Senate Chairman Sidney Roberts.

College spokesman Harlan
Lebo said the provost would not

comment prematurely on an issue

that currently involves the

Academic Senate and students.

Aranovich, the student rep-

resentative to the Executive Com-
mittee, said Orbach often uses the

clout of the Office of the Provost
— which hires faculty and allo-

cates the College's funds — to

unduly influence the faculty com-
mittee's decisions.

*The provost runs the meetings.

He tells people whether it is

•feasible' to do something they

propose. He will make it seem like

it is completely impossible to carry

something through or it would not

benefit (UCLA) in the long run . . .

just to fit his agenda. He has been
doing that for years," she told

undergraduate government offic-

ers in a Monday brteflng on the

issue.

Aranovich explained that many
faculty who are a part of the

Executive Committee are not

tenured, and several feel their

careers may be on the line if they

cross the opinions of the provost.

Although committee members
are supposed to elect a fellow

faculty member as chairperson,

Aranovich said Orbach, who is an

administrator, headed the Execu-
tive Committee for several years

despite this rule.

She said he still possesses an
inordinate amount of infiuence

over the faculty group, often

removing large portions of his

statements from the minutes of
faculty meetings on the grounds
that they are "strictly for the

benefit of the committee."

Even though the committee has
its own secretary who takes
minutes at each meeting, Arano-
vich said Orbach *s personal sec-

retary is in charge of the minutes
which constitute the permanent
record of each Executive Com-
mittee meeting.

"Basically he does it so no one
has proof of what he actually says.

I have . . . before and after minutes
which are perfect examples of how
he has cut whole sections out," she
said.

Aranovich also blasted the pro-

vost for "administrative misman-
agement" in his dealings with the

economics/business major, which
she said may have involved yield-

ing to outside financial interest

demands to change the concentra-

tion to a full major with a high

grade point requisite.

"Somehow the provost was able

to get the major approved and get
(the change) noted in the catalog

. . . Instead of going to an
academic senate committee (for

approval) it went to the planning
office. The planning office takes

care of money," she said.

In Monday's meeting with
undergraduate government offic-

ers, Aranovich said she was
confident her motion would be
seconded by a faculty member and
go to a full legislative assembly
vote.

"All the petition asks is that the

Academic Senate undertake a
review of the provost with empha-

See ORBACH, page 15
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ORBACH
From page 14

sis on the issues identified in the

petition and to propose such

changes as may be necessary to

protect the well-being of our

students and the quality of under-

graduate education at the college,"

Aranovich said.

PLANNING
From page 5

many children in order to ensure

the survival of a few or to secure

the lives of parents in their old

age."

Contraceptives are distributed

by clinics in local communities

and at the work place. The birth

control pill and the lUD ring are

the most common, she said. But
while contraceptives are easily

accessible, they are intended to be

exclusively for married couples

"since premarital sex is considered

to be taboo, something like it was
30 years ago in the United States."

When premarital pregnancy
does occur, women have "no
choice but to have an abortion," Li

said. Abortions arc performed

within the first trimester, but

"abortion is not promoted as a

contraceptive but as a last resort to

contraceptive failure," she
explained.

In thfi third stagf. nf thfl plan,

both males and females in their 30s

and 40s are given additional

information about contraceptive

methods, as well as education

about child development and fam-

ily living.

To remind women in the meno-
pausal stage of the possibility of

getting pregnant, precautions are

emphasized in the fourth stage of

family planning.

Finally, since grandparents

serve as authority figures to the

younger generations, they help

reinforce the importance of adher-

ing to the national policy, Li said.

For families who break the one-

child policy, the government
imposes sanctions. Families with

only one child receive a subsidy

from the govemment, while those

with two or more children lose

benefits.

> At work for example, a woman
with two children will not receive a

salary increase, a promotion or

maternal leave because she has

violated the norm, Li explained.

"A woman expecting a second

child becomes an outcast for

receiving preferential treatment."

Li will be giving a presentation

Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the

Mercury Savings and Loan com-
munity room located at 10435

Santa Monica Boulevard.

MEETING
From page 12

doing anything. Last week you

came to this meeting completely

unorganized."

After the meeting, Orbach said

he was excited to work with such a

concerned group of people. The
group meets again on Monday of

tenth week, when it is expected to

discuss a budget for the major,

which currently receives $1,500 a

year.

Interested in...

sW@

A. tt

UCLA Blood Drive

Crisis Prevention

Aids Awareness and Education

Eating Disorders Education

Alcohol Use and Abuse

UCLA Health Faire

Drug Use Addiction

Campus Safety

On-Campus Testing

CPR/First Aid Training

Rape Prevention and Education

Positions are available in the Student Welfare Commission for

1990-91. For more information and an application drop into

312-B Kerckhoff Hall or call x57586

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

A S U C L A

WHEN: Sunday, June 3 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

WHERE: Ackerman Union Loading Doq((^ (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at WestWood Plaza).

WHAT: Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

^Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please,

no tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

* Special Recycling Site available for this day only

ASUCLA s Recycling Program has saved over 1. 133 trees

since It began last fall. For more Information about tfie

drive, call 206-7589—and cfioose to conserve!

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

i__^l
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
U\BOR, INSTALLMION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1. Tui»up
2. \M««M
3. LuIm

ChwnB
ike A^
ikh Adi

4 CM
5 Bmke
6. Oulch
7. Sarvica Air Q^rmr

8. OmcIi Brtivy Walv
9. ImpKl Fioni End
10. GotnpMMion
11. (pMMuw Tnl Coclh)9 $74.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J«p«»«" c~)
(6 cylnder: $20.00 Extra)

he. Puts & Ljbor |Ga t Air Hkcr extra)

TOYOTA

BillG

$99. 95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

/til 1?V 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
/mljljl!il 453-4652 829-7012 please menUon this ad.

The BOLD, BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL SMILES

Thorne burned his mouth on hot pizza.

Brooke ordered Stephanie to find the ^
crown she swallowed. Sally vowed to

make Nick pay for her dental bill.

Angela finally found a great DentistI
:5eNTAL SOAP
OP&RA GUIOC^COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
^ ^,, o^..r^...^ , r- u ^ov Appolntment

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics p^ll nr PrIoHmon
. Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth ^" M.ll^^T^
• Nitrous 6xide / Laughing Gas (213) 478-0363
• Credit Cards. Checks & Insurance Forms
• Walking distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Bush honors
Venice gkoup
for services

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

ai "Picture This...

^•U^ A^ 58,200 people reading the same

^^ -^ / newspaper everyday..."

ti
K<P^^9l^^^^r ''

By Jeff 1/Vilson

. Y^^

from: 1990 SENIOR CLASS
YouVe nighted out
You've token a photo
YouVe done lunch v^ith a chicken

YouVe volleybolledeee

novs^ give something back!

1 990 Senior Class

Gift Campaign
to refurbish

the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center^^

for its

25th Anniversary
and to establish v

a community service

endo>vment fund

f-*

S&imClaH 1990

Give to the l^ienior Gift

For more info._^JRoyee Quad 10-2

Associated Press

President Bush on Monday gave

a Point of Light award to a Venice
group in Los Angeles for reducing

crime, but protesters accused the

association of forcing poor people

out and bringing developers into

their neighborhood.

» Onem ile inland from the trendy,

freaky Boardwalk and its posh
boutiques and restaurants on Main
Street, Venice's Oakwood section

is a racially mixed neighborhood
with rampant gang violence and
drug dealing.

Foster Webster, a 72-year-old

retired janitor and longtime resi-

dent of Oakwood, a year ago
organized the Oakwood Bcautifi-

cation Committee.

With community meetings,
crime watch organizing, graffiti

patrols and litter cleanup drives,

Webster's group helped reduce
crime in the area by 44 percent,

police said.

"In a special way, when the first

people decided to take back their

community, they lit the first candle

of hope," Bush said in presenting

the Point gp

SAA is a student organization

sponsored hy

UCUUumni
« 4 D l> «' I % r I )l N

^Sghi awafo ^
Webster. "When more and more of
their neighbors joined them, their

unified spirit started the light that

banished the darkness of despair."

Flanked by Police Chief Daryl

F. Gates, Councilwoman Ruth
Galanter. City Attorney James
Hahn, Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif.,

and federal drug czar William
Bennett, the President stood before

a generally quiet crowd of 300
outside Webster's modest wood
frame home, still hung with Christ-

mas lights.

"You are truly a point of light,"

he told Webster.

*This is a beacon of light for the

entire nation," said Gates.

"We thank you, Mr. President

We know we in the community can
get rid of drugs and save lives,"

Webster said.

The Point of Light award was
the 148th handed out by the Bush
administration. It cites groups or

individuals who best exemplify the

President's campaign call for a

resurgence of volunteerism in the

United States.

It was the Los Angeles Police

Department that recommended
Webster's group for the award,

and activists not associated with

the bcautification committee are

suspicious of its agenda.

"They want to yuppify the

neighborhood," complained resi-

dent Addison Goodson. *This is a
waron the people. They are getting

rid of the poor people. It is a one-
day photo opportunity, and it is not

going to help the people."

She was one of several protes-

ters on hand to bring their message
about Oakwood to Bush. They
shouted protest slogans during

much of the presentation to Web-
ster.

Signs held by protesters read

"Build Housing, Not B-2's,"

"Mister Pres. We Can Stop Crime,
We Need You To Save Our
Housing" and "Kinder, Gentler

Fascism." ~
:

^

"We want them to beautify, but

not gentrify. Speculators and
developers are tearing down these

houses. We need housing for the

poor so they can stay in the

community," said Regina Hyman,
37. "I don't want to hve in Watts. I

came to Venice to get out of

Watts/'
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Palestinian

attaclcs tour

bus in Jordan
By Jamal Halaby

Associated Press

AMMAN, Jordan — A Palesti-

nian out to avenge the murder of

seven Arabs by an Israeli civilian

boarded a tour bus Monday with a

dagger and pistol and shot or

stabbed 10 people, leaving at least

one in critical condition, police

said.

The slayings Sunday of the

unarmed Palestinian workers
sparked an angry anti-American

demonstration near the U.S.
Embassy in Amman on Monday.
They also brought new threats

from the Palestine Liberation

Organization and set off protests in

Jordan's Palestinian refugee
camps.

In the Israeli-occupied territo-

ries, three Palestinians were killed

and up to 100 wounded by Israeli

soldiers Monday in continuing

riots in response to Sunday's
shootings.

The tour bus, with 30 people

aboard, was parked near a popular

tourist spot — the Roman
amphitheater in downtown
Amman ^ when the 28-year-old

assailant boarded and "threatened

to shoot if anylxxly moved,** said a

police spokesman.

*The tourists were scared and
many started shouting, which
pushed the gunman to fire in all

directions," the official said,

speaking on condition of anonym-
ity.

When his 7mm pistol ran out of

bullets, the gunman pulled a

dagger and continued his rampage,

police said, quoting the Interior

Ministry. Pedestrians and nearby

shopkeepers panicked as screams

and gunshots rang out
Nine French tourists and a

Jordanian were wounded.
Police arrested Ahmad Badwan,

28, a Palestinian living in Amman
and carrying a temporary Jorda-

nian passport, officials said.

'The motive behind the Amman
shooting incident was to avenge

-the killing of Palestinian laborers"

in Israel on Sunday, a Jordanian

police spokesman said.

Israeli authorities said psy-

chiatric tests were ordered for the

gunman in that attack, a 21 -year-

old Israeli who had been dis-

charged from the army as unfit

They described him as
"deranged."

After the tour bus attack, five of

the wounded were treated and
released, Jordanian officials said.

Five others were hospitalized, one
in critical condition with both

gunshot wounds and a stab wound.
Jordan's King Hussein, who

visited the wounded in the hospi-

tal, said he was shocked by the

attack in "our hospitable nation."

He said the assailant was prob-

ably motivated by "a feeling of

anger" over Israel's "crimes, espe-

cially for what happened yester-

day." But he added that Sunday's

incident was "not enough excuse"
for the rampage.

Hospital officials said 55-ycar-

old Andre Pierro of Paris was in

critical condition with gunshot
wounds in his left arm and right

thigh as well as a stab wound in the

-stomach.

A hospital official, speaking on
condition of anonymity, identified

the other tourists admitted as

Christian Legendre, 62, shot in the

chest; Aimee Person, 59, shot in

the legs; and Marcelin Waroux, 56,

stabbed in the chest. The hospital

said the three, all from Paris, were

in stable condition.

Consider a paralegal career . . •

The paralegal profession is the fastest growing
occupation in the country v^ith job opportunities in

private law firms, corporations and government.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1<?75

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Evening classes • Special day program for college graduates

Financial aid and scholarships • Excellent placement service

Fall day and evening programs

begin September 4

University of West Los Angeles
School of Paralegal Studies

12201 Washington Place, Los Angeles CA 90066
(213)313-1011 x205

UUILA

AUTO INSURANCE IS

STILL

-^JAIN IN THE-
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS - Aa DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

.THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
IT REALLY PAYS TO ADVERTISE I^

THE DAILY BRUIN.

Were
Opening
Our
House
for

Graduating
Seniors!

As you become a UCLA alum,

we want to introduce you to a few new and exciting ways to stay involved:

/UCLA American Indian Alumni Association /Lambda Alumni of UCLA

/Asian Pacific Alumni of UCLA /UCLA Latino Alumni Association

/UCLA Black Alumni Association /UCLA Young Alumni Network

/and otiier Regional & Support Clubs

The UCLA Alumni Open House

Thursday, May 24
4 -7p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Sponsored by
the participating organizations and

UCLAIumniAStOGIATIOKI
ttCJ/JSmmtCU* 1990

%..-» A)*M.'

H
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Daily Bruin Viewpoint

yiewpoint
Counterpoint

Viewpoint

Is the Provost hiding somethmg?
By Benjamin Wexler .

The following interview

between the Daily Bruin and
Provost Raymond Orbach majL

nothing but a lump on the

head the size of one of the

matzo balls at Camegie.

It was about that time I

began to suspect thai Ray was
or may not have ever hap-

pened. There is, however, a set

of artist's renditions depicting

the Provost chatting with Ben
Wexler available on reserve at

Powell Library.

Bruin: Hello, Provost.

Provost: Call me Ray.

Bruin: Sorry, Ray. Well,

Ray, I hope you don't mind
my having brought with me
the Bruin's camera crew. Just

wanted to capture this moment
for posterity. You know what
they say about a thousand

words.

Ray: Vm sorry, Ben, but

unfortunately I can*t let you in

here with the crew. As you
see, the authentic ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphics I had

imported for my office walls

could never take the beating

those bright lights would give

'em.

Bruin: Yeah, I noticed those.

Gee, Ray, it must've cost you
a pretty penny to get those

things for your walls.

Ray: This is rich university,

my boy. You seem to forget

that. The way you students just

take it for granted! But it sure

docs go nice with the Van
Gogh, doesn't it?

Bruin: You better believe it.

Sugar Ray. This place looks

like the "Mirage" in Vegas.

You mind if we get a shot of

the white tigers?

Ray: What arc you, outta

your head?

Bruin: Sbrry, well, you don't

mind if we audio tape the

conversation, do you?
Ray: No problem, little bud-

dy. Just as long as you don't

tape any of the interview.

. . .Well, that's about all. 1

remember of the interview. I

vaguely remember a set of

diamond cufflinks attached to a

hairy hand holding one of

those big metal University of

CaUfomia emblems flying tow-

ards my forehead. The next

thing I remember is waking up
in front of Murphy Hall with

trying to hide something from

me.

The fact is. Provost Orbach
has a real good reason not to

want any of his comments
recorded on anything more
advanced than a note pad. You
see, it's like this. First, the

Provost makes a comment
Second, the Bruin tapes it

Now follow me here, it gets

tricky. Third, it gets printed,

and then, the big back-breaker,

finally, the students read what

the Provost saidl And he can't

deny having said it!

Okay, Ben, you've been

puttin' too many croutons on

at the Coop's new $146,000
salad bar. So what if we hear

what the Provost says. What is

a Provost anyway?
To answer those and more

questions. Academic Affairs

Commissioner-elect and student

representative to the L&S
executive committee Sam Kauf-

man says that "the Provost

knows he will contradict him-
self if he makes any state-

ments that he will be held

accountable for; that's why he

wants to create a situation that

puts his word against the

student's."

Provost Orbach is the admi-

nistrator who is ultimately

responsible for the decisions

made in the College of Letters

and Science, decisions such as

allocations of funds throughout

the departments of the college,

to different majors, degree

programs, for research, for

faculty, for academic counsel-

ing. In a nutshell, Ray is

responsible for everything that

goes on in the college of

Letters and Science.

Of course, the next logical

question is: What has gone on
in the college of Letters and
Science? Unfortunately, all the

administration has allowed us

is a handful of glimpses into

the answers before hitting us

over the heads and taking our

tape recorders. What we do

know is that somewhere along

the line somebody overhired in

excess of 40 faculty members
— that's excess baggage that

somebody Js. gonna payJoc
until 40 professors either die

or win the lottery — and that

somehow the college snagged

onto a debt estimated some-
where around 6 million dollars.

This figure is estimated, mind
you, by professor Nathaniel

Grossman, who reminds us that

the college will not release the

exact figures.

What does this debt mean
and how did it occur? One can

only guess that allocations of

$39 million to the Provost for

"funds to recruit faculty,"

(which some interpret to mean,
among other things, office fur-

niture) and $40,000 to facilities

management for green grass at

Royce Quad, had something to

do with this debt. Some results

of the debt have already sur-

faced, such as an unwillingness

on the part of the Provost, the

Chancellor, and the CUCC
(Committee on Undergraduate

Courses and Curricula) to allo-

cate any more than $1,5(X)

towards managing and making
adequate the Chicano Studies

Major, or anything at all tow-

ards improvement of the Asian

American Studies Center.

The results that are yet to

come from this financial crisis

are perhaps the most evident

and certainly the scariest. The
college doesn't have the money
to hire new teaching assistants

and faculty where they are

needed, which means sections

of classes are being, and will

continue to be cut. Enrollment

capacities will go up like the

price of SliVipsons T-shirts.

Basically, the Student Welfare

Commission will have to make
condom-grams a daily thing,

considering all the students

geuing screwed. Our education

is getting flushed down a

$50,000 gold-plated toilet in

the Provost's office.

Continue the Struggle.

Wexler is an undeclared sopho-

more.

Environmentaiists are
not just 'ecoterrorists'

By David Wolfberg

Lawrence Lee's commentary ("Environmentalists cannot consid-

er themselves above the law," Bruin^ May 14) touched on some
of the issues that the environmental movement faces in the near

future. Lee's views, however, are somewhat misguided. Lee's

column attempts to malign truly dedicated environmentalists.

Lee's exact phrasing is "the militant group Earth First!, which
advocates *ecolerrorism'. .

." This group is not militant. Though
the organization does not condemn "decommissioning bulldozers,"

those acts are committed by individuals and not Earth First! as

an organization. The group is dedicated to nonviolent means of

protest that include lying in front of bulldozers, camping out atop

redwoods and protesting at corporate headquarters."

The lumber industry has a great deal to fear. At current the

accessible forests could disappear within twenty years — and
that's a conservative estimate. The lumber industry would
disappear along with the forests.

The spiking of trees has been an effective method of

preserving old-growth trees, each of which takes hundreds of

years to replace when it's cut down. Tree spiking consists of

driving a steel or ceramic spike into the upper trunk. This docs

not damage the tree, but makes it dangerous for loggers to try

and cut down the !rcc.. -Tht^yactice has been form?«Hy-

jr<

abandoned by Earth First! 's Northern California and Oregon
chapters. In the past, however, each tree that was spiked by an
Earth First! participant was painted with a large "S", in order to

notify lumberjacks. Earth First! has also cosponsored nonmilitant

protests and boycotts with other nonmilitant environmental

organizations.

Lee contends that members of Earth First! are "constantly

being investigated by the FBL" Earth First! 's founder, Dave
Foreman, has been charged with conspiracy for an action that he
knew little about. The case is falling apart because among the

1,0(X) hours of secretly recorded conversations. Foreman's defense

attorneys discovered a conversation among two agents in which
the one who had gone undercover in Earth First! said that

Foreman "isn't the guy we need to pop to send a message. And
that's all we're really doing, and if we don't nail this guy . . .

we're not sending any message. .
." A few minutes later, when

the agent realized the conversation was being recorded, he said

"We don't need that on tape. Hoo boy."

There is another hole in the FBI's case against Earth First!

In the alleged conspiracy, if it were carried through, the power
lines leading to nuclear power plants would have been cut. In a

pretrial hearing, a senior project manager of the United States

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Terrence Chan, testified

that if the power lines were cut and the backup generators failed

— a worst-case scenario — a nuclear meltdown could occur. At
another hearing, Laurie Bailey of the FBI admitted that she had
been told by NRC deputy regional administrator Robert
Faulkenberry that backup generators "have been known on
occasion to fail and have been unreliable," and "indicated that

there would be a release of radioactivity or possibly a meltdown.
The case proves that if power lines were felled in a plane crash

or natural disaster, Chernobyl could be brought to our own back
yard.

Another faulty contention of Lee's is that "scientists largely

steer clear of the excessively political and often unscientific

stands taken by environmental groups. For example, environmen-
tal groups are currently lashing out against President Bush for

not acting to combat global warming." Environmental groups, for

the most part, have scientists among their most active members.
Carl Sagan, a proponent of nuclear winter and global warming
theories, has won countless scientific achievement awards and sits

on the faculty of Cornell University. As for Earth First!, the

organization includes college professors, a retired NASA engineer,

practicing physicists, and numerous disillusioned National Forest

Service employees.

Yes, some members of Earth First! may have intended to

break a law. Some environmental activists may have the courage
to break other unethical, oppressive laws, however, when Lee
writes "anyone who disregards laws in pursuit of some earth-

saving strategy. . .can be considered /lothing more than a

criminal," he misses the mark entirely. If the behavior leads to a

world in which humans live in harmony with nature rather than

following a self-prescribed dominance over it, Lee's children will

be thanking Earth First!.

Wolfberg, a junior majoring in English, is co-chairperson of
Bruin Rainforest Action Group.
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Unsigned adttorials represent a majority opinion of

the Daity Bruin Editorial Board. All other columns,
letters and artwork represerrt the opinions of their

authors. They do not reflect the views of the

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin oorrplies with

the Communication Board's policy prohbiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

submitted nrust be typed or written legibly.

All •ubmitted malehal rmist Mar the author's
name, aoMrees, telephone number, regielralion

number or affiliation with UCLA. Name* will not
be withheld eicepl in extreme case*. The Bruin
will publiah anonymous letters on a caac-by-

case basis If the letter is deemed to lie of a
sensitive nature, but the above Information Is

required for purposes of verification. If a letter

is printed anonymously, all biographical
information wiH be kept confidential.

When rrultiple authors subrrvt material, some
names may be kept on file rather than published

with the rrwierial. The Bruin reserves the right to

edU submitted material and to determne its

placement in the paper. All submissions become
the pro(>erty of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving oorrplaints against any of Its publications.

For a copy of the complete procedure, oonlad the

Publications dhk» at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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Counterpoint Letters

Founding fathers were not racist cwcano support

By'Jolin Shafai

Last week two counterpoints in the Daily

Bruin touched upon racism and various histori-

cal figures. In his counterpoint Malik Imhotcp

derides George Washington and Thomas Jeffer-

son as "lying, stealing, murdering, racist thugs,"

("One man's hero could be another man's
oppressor," Bruin, May 16). Tracy Grayson
entertains the odd notion of "taking Washing-

ton's axe away from him, tying him to the

cherry

tree, then chopping it down," ("Ignorance is

"pervasive among UCLA students," Bruin, May
16).

Imhotep and Grayson are guilty of shpping

into the trap of temporal centrism when they

place moral judgements on our founding

fathers. Although many of these forefathers in

fact slave owners, this fact is irrelevant unless

placed in its proper historical context. It is

deplorable that the United States engaged in

slavery. However, that's the way things were in

the eighteenth century. In fact, that's the way
things were in every comer of the globe. If

one were to sojourn in such dispersed, as well

as culturally diverse, cities such as Algiers,

Baghdad, Peking, Rio de Janeiro, and even

many African villages and kingdoms during this

time frame, one would be afforded more than

just cursory glances of the horrors of the slave

trade.

Even in the interior of Africa, warring tribes

would enslave one another. When the Euro-

peans "discovered" Africa south of the Sahara,

many of these interior and impenc lrablc A frican-

The American Revolution, and the founding

fathers who played a central role in its

occurrence, served as precedent for the French

Revolution and countless subsequent revolutions.

The outcome of revolutionary thought were

radical documents such as the Declaration of

Independence and the Constitution, and the

secular-humanistic notions, and more particularly

their interpretations. These documents and ideas

form the background and basis for the exten-

sion of rights to minorities and women during

later periods of American history.

Whether or not Abraham Lincoln "simply

used enslaved people as pawns in a game in

which the prize was economic control of this

settler colony called the United States" as

Imhotep hotly contends, the Emancipation

Proclamation was an extremely radical step and

turning point in its inherent historical context.

For the record, I am no proponent of the

edification of U.S. historical figures and the

whitewashing of American history to paint a

rosy picture of racial harmony. However, I do
favor objectivity and accuracy and the placihg

of events into their proper historical perspec-

tive. It's in this context that the childish

arguments if Imhotep and Grayson fail miser-

ably.

Touching on the racial aspects of the articles,

I find it particularly dangerous for Grayson to

propound the intellecluaJly bankrupt notion thai

bigotry "cannot work both ways." Imhotep, for

example, show a racist disinclinaiion towards

"straight, white, males" and fraternity members.

If he were to secure a position of responsibility

kingdoms formed elaborate internal and over-

seas slave-trading networks that directly facili-

tated the inundation of the New World with

traded men and women.
The unfortunate fact of the matter is that

practically every region in the world dabbled,

at one time or another in slavery. I adamantly

do not condone slavery, but to judge historical

figures^Jiy today's more enlightened standards

would translate into, color and creed^ aside, the

wholesale condemnation of all of our fore-

fathers.

and authority. I am quite cont idcn t that he

would exploit his position to impose his

shallow world view — intimately intertwined

with his narrow-minded, obdurate contentions

— on those beneath him.

Imhotep and Grayson show no propensity

towards a society that will some day boast

racial integration and understanding, but instead,

endeavor to further aggravate racial tensions

here at UCLA.

Shafai is a senior majoring in political science.

Editor:

We in the School of Public

Health understand that in order

to address issues impacting on
the health of the public, all

communities must be given the

serious academic, educational,

legitimate attention they

deserve. Our particular focus

must recognize the diversity of

all groups in order to better

serve those constituencies. Our
curriculum, student body and

faculty composition must also

reflect the width, breadth, and

cultural richness of those peo-

ple with whom we live and
work.

We support the Chicano
students in their demands for

the preservation of the Chicano
Studies major and the creation

of a department in the discip-

line. Women's Studies, Asian-

American Studies, African-

American Studies, Native-

American Studies, and all

ethnic studies should not be

considered supplemental or sec-

ondary. They are necessary,^

fundamental disciplines of

learning and must be given the

same financial and administra-

tive support and accreditation

as any' course in American

hisinry.

Los Angeles has the largest

number of Mexicans outside of

Mexico. The Los Angeles Uni-

fied School District is currently

60 percent Latino/Chicano. The
emerging majority in California

is Latino/Chicano. Those clear

demographic realities make 4

1

imperative in recognizing and
respecting the necessary crea-

tion of a Chicano Studies

Department It is also simply

just, equitable, and long over-

due. We can only receive a

well-rounded quality education

when all groups and cultures

are accurately and equally rep-

resented. We support you in

your struggle. Indeed, it is our

struggle, too.

Corella Payne
Graduate Student

Public Health
This letter was accompanied by
30 additional signatures.

Sesame Street
Editor:

An old teacher of mine died

a couple of days ago. His

name was Jim Henson. It's

kind of funny to call him my
teacher, but that is what he

was.

I started watching Sesame
Street about 22 years ago. Jim
Henson made that show work.

He didn't get paid or anything,

he just did it to make people

happy, and to teach children.

We sal and learned about

letters, numbers, and how to

^hare. The greatest part was
that it was so fun wc didn't

even notice we were learning.

In one way or another, Jim
Henson has been in my life

ever since . As I prap-Aw to

graduate Irom UCLA, I am
now brought to remember
where my education began,

with Oscar, Big Bird, Bert &
Ernie, and the rest. They are a

part of our generation.

For what is worth, Thanks
Jim. We will miss you.

Dan Shine
Senior

English

It took Freud 38 years to understand it

You have one night
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party Your ego

wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake

Jonight to cranL

Fortunately, youVe got Mvarin. It helps keep you awake and menudly

alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So all your hrainpower can focus

on understanding the brain.
*"

If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain

^'^^ ''' Revive with VIVARIN!

VIVARIN
for fast pick up -safe as coffee

(B

t *)*)(* Sigmnml hr«udn»p> right rfprtM-ntttlbv rh« Hit^it KKhmun Aftcmx B«virl> Hills, < A

C |<>«)i» sniiihKliiu Ht «vhum

I V JMlirnirtl « i>iitiiinM4Hfmt iquix jl< nl ol «%»>> cupscl n><lt»-
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Arts Entertainment
Column Stage

Daydreaming:
New '90s version of Dobie Gillis

enjoys weird, wayward thoughts

ComHIUnal CUltllirGI Busloads of art patrons, mini-patrons enjoy UCLA

There are times when one has

nothing better to do than sit around

and think. Like in the shower.

What's there to think about? After

20 or so years, you generally cease

to think about the routine of

scrubbing and scrubbing until you
get clean (two, three, four, clean

the front, clean the back, wash
your hair, if you still feel dirty do it

once again . . .)

Or maybe you*re in class and
your professor is speaking in

Yiddish . . . and you're taking

American History 6C. Why take

notes? You left your Yiddisl^-

English dictionary at home. So
you're left drawing abstract pic-

tures of your name and fat flowers

in the border. Now, if I were taking

a cartooning class, would my notes

he in cartoon s ? Wotiid my doB-

diing be in words? Hm.
It's during these times that I

come up with my most abstract

thoughts and I feci compelled to

share it with the UCLA public.

For example, Siskcl & Ebcrt

obviously hate each other in their

weekly show . . At the Movies,

but it seems like they hold back the

anger, and that's not healthy. I

want to see some of that repressed

anger come out on the show, to see

Siskel just lose it:

EBERT: Well Gene, I don't

really agree with you; I think

Tango actually represented a

father figure to Cash in Tango <&.

Cash.

SISKEL: Frankly Roger, I real-

ly don't give a damn what you
think anymore. If you got off your
big butt once in a while maybe you
could circulate a little blood into

your fat head . . .

EBERT: Look Gene, there's no
reason to blow your top. You're
just displacing your anger on me
because your balding makes you
feel like less of a man.
SISKEL: Yeah? Well at least I

am a man —

.

EBERT: (rising) Why you anal

retentive Q-tip pinhead!

SISKEL: Don't slap my head!

EBERT: Don't hit my stomach!

And then I imagine a scuffle

while each man screams "You
give!" "No, you give!" a few

times. Hm.

Sometimes do you
ever wonder how it

would feel to take a

knitting needle and
shove it into your
nipple and turn it

round and round?

second of the NCAA champion-
ship game to win it all.

I also wonder what's going to

happen to me in about twenty

years. Will I be having barbecues

with my best friends' families,

patting our bellies C'When ya got a

tool like this, you gotta build a shed

over it . . .**), frying burgers,

talking about ba.seball and junior

proms like we're in Levi's "Dock-
ers" commercials, and telling my
kid Billy to please leave your sister

alone or you're gonna get it when
you get home? Or will I be all

alone in an apartment watching

Simpsons reruns? Or will I still be

going to UCLA? Hm.
Another thing. If 7-1 1 stores are

open 24 hours a day including

holidays, why do they need locks?

-A«4 why-^e^ Denny' s restaurants

have signs that say "Open 24
Hours" and "Always Open"? Are

these two different things?

If we set our alarm clocks to stay

ringing all night, and to slop

ringing in the morning, would we
wake up? Hm.

Please Relax

By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer

Design for Sharing. For information, call (213) 825-7681.

You've seen them. They're all over the place. They arrive by the hun-

dreds in huge yellow buses and form long lines stretching out of Royce or

into Wadsworth. Often, they eat lunch in the sculpture garden. Who are

they?

First to sixth graders taking a different kind of field trip to UCLA.
The children are here as part of the UCLA Design for Sharing com-

munity outreach program, developed by the UCLA Center for

Performing Arts.

Since its creation in 1969, Design for Sharing has sponsored a variety

of different programs to bring arts to members of the community.

There are student programs which expose the richness of the

performing arts to young people from various walks of life. They sponsor

demonstration performances in Royce Hall and Wadsworth Theatre.

And, since 1975, more than 1(X),(XX) children from 20 different school

districts in Los Angeles have enjoyed the work of acclaimed artists in

music, dance and theater.

The Design for Sharing program just celebrated lis 20th year in 1989.

Whoopi Goldberg served as the honorary chairperson. And, for

Christmas, Patrick Stewart from Star Trek: The Next Generation gave a

dramatic reading of Dickens' A Christmas Carol at Wadsworth.

In the 1089 00 soQson. prosentations have included everyth ing from

A group of future art patrons participate in a music class through Design for Sharing

storyteller Jackie Torrence to Folk Violin Masters to Queen Ida's /ydeco,

Imagine going to sec Bebe Miller, Koryu Kabuki Dance Company, and

Kronos Quartet — it makes you wish you were back in elementary.

On Monday, students from Hamilton High School and Rixxscvclt High

School were treated to Robinson Crusoe.

Another facet of the Design for Sharing program is the 'master classes'

project which coordinates classes with UCLA professors and profession-

al artists for a select group of young musicians and dancers. In Uie past,

classes have been taught by a variety of experts— from Joffrey ballerina

Beatriz Rodriguez to composer Richard Boruland.

Design for Sharing is also involved in Community Enrichment

Programs which distributes free tickets to groups who normally do not

have a chance to enjoy the arts.

See SHARING, page 22

New version of 'Robinson Crasoe' stresses universal appeal

I also wonder what wou.a
happen if Elmer Fudd played Obi

Wan Kanobi in Star Wars:

"Use the force, Wuke." Hm.
And, what would happen if

UCLA made a film made in the

Freaky Friday and Big tradition

called Chancellor Charles Young

and Trevor Wilson Switch Drains?

In the end, the body of Trevor

Wilson would come out and solve

the UCLA parking problem, and

the body of Charles Young would

do a monster dunk at the last

And what do women do when
they leave their dates at dinner in

liule herds to go to the bathroom?

Do they all have to actually relieve

themselves, or do they just hang

out outside the stalls and trade

baseball cards? In case you women
wonder what men do while you do
whatever you do in the bathrooms,

we usually talk about how fun it's

going to be when we go to the

bathroom. No, that's a lie. Actual-

ly we basically sit looking at each

other, twiddling our thumbs say-

ing, "I wonder why women always

leave their dates in little herds to go
to the bathroom." "I dunno." "Me
either." "Oh."

Sometimes do you ever wonder
how it would feel to take a knitting

needle, shove it into your nipple

and turn it round and round? No? Is

it just me? Ouch, I hate it when that

happens.

Before the year runs out, I'm

very curious to hear from those of

you who regularly read my column

and those who only read half and

decided it was time to go to the

bathroom. Input and criticism is

important to me, and I want to hear

if what I'm writing is readable.

Send any comments in my name
c/o the Daily Bruin, Kerckoff Hall,

Room 112. Thanks, and smile,

relax and be happy.

By Joanne J. Choi

Staff Writer

STAGE: Robinson Crusoe Written

by Nino D'Introna and Giacomo Ravic-

cnio. Directed by Peter Borsius. Ori9i-

nal music by Giacomo Ravicchio.

English translation by Shem Bitterman.

Music arranged by Glaudio Mantovani.
Presented by the Mark Taper Forum's
Irnprovisational Theatre Project for

UCLA Design For Sharina Starring

Jerry Tondo and Valente Rodriguez.

For information, call (213) 825-7681.

Are we so different?

This is the question asked in

Robinson Crusoe. It's not the 1719

Daniel Defoe classic about one

man's struggle with nature and

loneliness. Instead, Robinson Cru-

soe is the American premiere of a

story about similarties — the unity

of human experience. The entire

play takes place on a rooftop. Two
strangers find themselves stranded

in the middle of a newly created

ocean.

This pair is as different as can

be. They're like fire/ice and
black/white. One is Asian, the

other Caucasian. They're from

different countries. They wear
different uniforms. They don't

even speak the same or even

familiar languages. One speaks

English with a smattering of

Spanish, French and Chinese,

while the other speaks a totally

unfamiliar tongue.

Naturally they hate each other.
^

The effectiveness and the power of /

the message is dependent on the

comic element within the play and

in life.

In genuine slapstick fashion,

they fight and wrestle. And, n to r) Valente Rodriguez & Jerry Tondo revive a more modern 'Robinson Crusoe.'

whenever the candle flickers out

and leaves us in darkness, in the

next scene, the prisoner is rK)w the

jailer. And they each change roles

as the jeering victor and the

despondent captive.

But, like another dual cliche—
they're like salt n' pepper. In a

"dog eat dog" setting, the two find

themselves unconsciously mirror-

ing each other from nursing a

bruised foot to cradling a swollen

jaw. Although their appearances

are different, they share as brothers

in the family of mankind.

The play follows their adven-

tures through a terrifying storm

which forcibly binds them together

— making them dependent on

each other. Once the bond is

acknowledged, the play takes a

turn to subtle comedy and a

poignant message.

Yes, it's predictable, and the

story isn't original. But, so whatV.

It is disalarmingly innocent and

charmingly truthful. And, some
original tricks that keep you
guessing. For instance, in the first

half of the play, no words arc ever

spoken. And, when words —
English words — are finally

verbalized, you discover that

words are unimportant; it's the

feelings and the sharing of experi-

ences that are important. And,

because neither character ever

divulges his name, their experi-

ence can be generalized to all of

the human experience. We, as the

audience, realize that it's not the

language or the trappings that

matters; it's the sameness we all

share. And, it's in the sharing that

defines the human spirit.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Lindbfock

208^366

Tht Hunt for R»<1 OctotMr (R)

1 30-4 30-7 30-1030

70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Brodon
208-5576

Tales From The Derktide:

The Movie (R)

2:004 45-7 30-10 00

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century aty 14

10250 Saita Monica BM)
Conliry City Shoppng Center

Free ParVJrig

4 Hous Free Vakdalon

Wilh Purctiase o( Theate ficKets

(213) 553-8900

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208-8996

Oms of 1999 (m
2:00-4:45- 7:30- 10.00

WE8TWOO0
1060 Gaytey

2087664

Mulvit Mnta TuriM (PQ)

(12:30 300)-6 30-800-1030

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

2087664

Short Time (PG-13)

(12:15)-2:45 -5:1 5-7:45-10:15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Cruy People (R)

(12:00)-2:30 -500-7:30 10O0

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

2087664

The Cook, The Thief,

Hie Wile k Her Lover

(100)-4 00-7 00-10 00
No one under in admined

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

Wild OrcNd (R)

-2 00-4 45-7 30-1015

My Left Foot (R)

11 20-1:40-4:1 5-7:05-9:40

Happy Togettter (PG-13)

1150 2 10-4 40 7 40-10:20

Teenage Mutant Ninta Turtlaa (PG)

11 30-1 45-3 30-6.05

Driving Mise Daisy (R)

12:50 3.10 5:35-8.10-10:40

Funny Fact (NR)

11:30-2 00-4 30-7:30-10:30

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)

1155-2 25-5 00-725-10:10

The Big Bang (R)

8 30-10 35

Q A A (R)

10 30-1 10-4:10-7:15-10 15

PLAZA A Shtm Of Twue m
1067 GlerxJon (1 00)-3 15-5 30 8 00 10 30

208 3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Passes and group activity tickets accepted

lor shows before 6 PM only

Santa Monica

LIMIfH HWMiW (NH)

10 40-1 20 4 05-7 00-9 50

• Short Time (PG-13)

1215 2 555157451025

Daddy's Dying (PG-13)

12 00 2 2O-4ji5 7 35-lG00

The Hunt For

Red October (PG)

-lOlS

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wilstvte Blvd

451-4377 115-415715-1
'Sat S Sor^ only for t'15 shwvtrne

r
—-V(A

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutant Ninja

1314 Wdshre Blvd Turlea (PG)

461-4377 . . (1 30)-3:45-600

'Sal & Son only kx 1:30 A 3 45 showtimes

M*-i*

Miami Blues (R)

12 15 2 45-6 20 750-11 00

Strapless (NR)

11 45-2 30-5 30-8 15 10 45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

Crazy People (R
11:15-1:30-350-6 06 -e25105<}

West LA./
Beverly Hills

LANDMARK
THEATRES

ROYAL Too BMulful For You
11523 SM Blvd Daly 5 30-7 45-1000

477-5581 'SaL Sun A Man Mabnee 1:00 3:15

MUSC HALL Monatour Hire

9036 Withre (My 5 45-8 00-1000

274^869 'Sal. Sun S Mon Mabnee 1:30-3 45

Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

RNE ARTS
8556 Wishire

G52-1330

The F«id
Daly 5:00-7:15-9 30

'Startk Friday Tom Apart

Santa Monica
MOMCA The fWncarnatton of Golden Lobs
1332 2nd St Daly 5 15 745-1000

394-9741 'Sal Sun & Man Malinee 1245-300
Psychology Seriea:

Meettns With Remarkalile Men
Sit A Sun 10 am

West l.a;
NUART Letlers From The Park

11272 Santa Monica Bl Tuesday only 7 30

478^79 Mirade In Rome
Tuesday only 600 9^15

Mien American

pkjs a short The Big Shave Wed & Thur only 7 00 9 30

American Boy
Wed A Thur onty 5 45 915
Fn 12 am Basket Caee II

Sat 12 am: Rocky Horror Pictire Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

GoMwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
1130-145-4 00-610-820 10 30

MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

394-9741

Sat « Sun 10:15

Camlle Ctwdel
0«ly 5 15-830

'Theater doted Wed A Thu
'Sat. Sun A Man Mabnee 200

am Kriehnamuni: WHh A Silent MM

MOMCA
1332 2nd St
394-9741

Set A Sun

The Tenants

Daily 500-730445
'Starts Filday^ The Riffwier

1030 an Jung: Matter of Heart

MOMCA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd SI Henry V
394^741 Daily 630 930

'StarH Friday A Rueding of Laavea

'Sat A Sun 11 am Threugh The Wire

Goldwyn Marrte, There's A Man In Your Bed
475-0202 12 15 2 30 4 45-7 00-915

plus a short Chuck Workman's: Ptecea of Silver

QoMwyn
475-0202

Longtime Companion
1100-100 3 00-500-7:10-910

'Fri A Sat Lata Show IMOpm

OoMwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Ooem
12 45 3 00 5 10 7 20 930

'Fn A Sat Late Show 11:45 pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10889 Welworti
475-9441

A A (R)

1:55-4:45-7:45-10:30

AVCO aNEMA I

Wihh at Westwood
475-0711

Ddtjy Stereo

Pretty Woman tR)

11:55 2.30-5:05-/40-10:25

AVCO CINEMA II Bird On A Wire (Pa 13)

WMsh. at Westwood 1130 2 15-4:50-7 30 1015

475-0711 'Fn A Sat Late Show 12 00 am

THXyDdtjy Stereo

UA CORONET Body Chemietry

10889 Welwodh 1200pm daly

4759441 'H A Sat Late Show 1225 ani

THXyDdby Slaeo

UA CORONET Cadilac Man
10889 Welworti 12 20 2 40-5:00-7 30 10 00

4759441 'Fn A Sat Late SNiw 1215 am
THX/Dait>y Stereo

AVCO CINEMA W
WiW> at Westwood
475-071

1

Dolby Staeo

I Lo«e You To Death (R)

1:003:15-530-745-1000

UA CORONET
10889 WeKrarth

47S-9ai

Cadillac Mwi
12:50-3:10-5:30-800 10 20
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SHARING

The Design for Sharing program introduces elementary
school students to classical music.

From page 20

The Affiliate Artist Partnership

Program which brings profession-

al artists such as Plaza de la Raza
and the Wellness Community to

inner city schools is yet another

aspect of the overall program.

All the Design for Sharing

programs are funded by individual,

foundation and corporate contri-

butions.

According to the students of

Brentwood Magnate who attended

last Monday's performance of

Robinson Crusoe, it was "really

fun" and "well worth a day away
from the classroom.**

Judi Garrott leads program participants in a special
performance of 'My Special World.'

HiliK _^ H I ^1

A Look at

Sexual Harassment
on Campus

In a 1984 survey of sexual harassment at UCLA. 28 c of undergraduate
and graduate student respondents who had been on campus for four or
more years reported being sexually harassed. What exactly constitutes

sexual harassmenf^ Who is at risk? Join us for a viewing of a new
videotape Sexual Harassment in Higher Education and a discussion of

the informal and formal strategies for dealing with it. Facilitated by Kathy
Rose Mocfsry. Acting Director. Women's Resource Center, and Melora

Sundt. Assistant Dean. Dean of Students* Office.

TODAY! 12:00-1 :00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

VJ<>\\]'\] R'' ,.iji'," Ctiil'i I I -I /i<.f ol lh>- Di /I bind. Hi D''/' l^pni'iil md H- il

B"H
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SUBSIDIZED
STUDENT
HOUSING

Available for UCLA Students who
are looking for

Spacious dormitory rooms in a
Jewish environment.

NOW AVAILABLE
Chabad House, 741 Gayley Ave.
Warm & friendly atmosphere.

if '

Space is limited- Call Linda or
Sherri at 208-751 1 for an

appointment

m^ms
DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only]

$8.99

•r>

Open

Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Jewish Student Union
Elections^

Today
May 22

10am-2pin
(and May 23)

on Bruin Walk

Bring a Reg. Card and
Photo I.D.

Ani Veata Neshane et

Haolam
"You and I will change

the World"
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'Peaks' Joins new fall line-up on ABC
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

Twin Peaks, the innovative new
television series by director I>avid

Lynch, will be part of the net-

work's fall line-up.

Following considerable critical

acclaim and media attention, but

only marginal ratings, ABC

announced Monday that it would
renew the show. In an effort to

improve the show's ratings, ABC
has moved it lo Saturday evenings

at 10 p.m., following China Beach,

which was also renewed.

Other ABC renewals include

Rosanne, thirtysomething. Life

Goes On and America's Funniest

Home Videos. Elvis, Brewster

Place, Capital News and The
Marshall Chronicles will not be

picked up.

Twin Peaks premiered on April

8, with a two hour episode directed

by David Lynch of Blue Velvet

fame. Though the premiere earned

high ratings of 21.7, the six one
hour episodes continuously lost

viewers.

The season finale, which airs

this Wednesday, promises to

regain high shares as people tune
in to discover who killed Laura
Palmer, the girl found dead in the

premiere. Since the show will

continue next season, though,
many viewers may be frustrated

with this week's episode.

According to a spokesperson for

the show's producers, two finales

were shot - one for if the show was
cancelled, and one if it was
renewed. With another season to

consider, all that is promised is that

a suspect will be arrested for

Laura's murder, and, according to

Entertainment Weekly, "the

population of Twin Peaks will

decrease by at least one."

ored with theV
everyday?

TAKE A WOK ON
WILD SIDE

fiRsr
SZ^CHVAN

WDK
Chinese flesiaurani

f&ivtelWtV
LinoOTJOK

Wilsnm

208-7785 or 208-7786
One Coupon per Order

FREE
Portion of Fried fk^
or Chow Meln with

the purchase oi two
rnain dishes
Expfres 6/30/90

10 % OFF
To UCLA students

— with valid ID

(after 4pm)
#10 Mlnknutn order

Expires 6/30/90

•» t^

NEED ASSISTANCE
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB

OR INTERNSHIP?

Come to the
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

to learn about our resources!

SUMMER JOB
INFORMATION MEETING

Tuesday or Wednesday, May 22 or 21.

12:00 noon

SIGN UP NOW AT THE MAIN INFORMATION COUNTER,
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENT*^"?

UNIVERSITY & ACADEMIC
- PRESSES BOOI<FAIR

MONDAY, MAi^ 21-FRIDAY, MAY 25
ACKHRMAN UNION WEST PATIO & INSIDH ROOKSTORK

Save 20% off all titles from these

L participating publishers in the

Technical Book Dept.

O^OfOtP

§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
(£i Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

FOR MDRE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

PRESS

'UCLA ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books/B-Level Ackerman Union/825-7711/M-Th 7:45-7:30: F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5
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HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs: pay starts at^^lSSOIhr, great working

conditions y teach enthusiastic high school students!

Stage

<?*•

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school students and, at

the sarne time, nruke great money? If so,

we are offering you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely effective

prngran i . If ynu are br igh t , emhu^iauic =

your resum<5. Those accepted through

our highly selective screening procesis

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

Please send your resume to the

Pnnecton Review at 10474 Santa
Monica Boulevard, Suite 403, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. Resume
subnnission deadline: June 1, 1990.

and outgoing, this may be the perfect

part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a rcsum6 to the Princeton

Review

—

nofhone calls please. Also be

sure to include your SAT and/or GRE
scores 4s well as your phone number on

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

Leonard Salazar and Brian Wesley Thomas discuss serious
business in MOEXXV/

The writing's on tlie wail;

'MOEXXV shrewdly defines line

between real art and vandalism
By Shalmali Pal '

Contributor

Brian Boitano and Katarina Witt perform in ttieir disappoint-
ing show on ice.

Mediocre Boitano/Witt show
doesn't deliver on its promise
By Joanne J. Choi & Jenn Gillon

Staff writers

STAGE: Brian Boitano and Katarina Witt performed at the Great Western Forum
May 16. With Elena Valova. Oleg Vassiliev, Rosalynn Sumners, Alexander Fadeev
Paul Martini-Barbara Underh ill. Tracy Wilson-Robert McCall. Gary Beacom. Caryn
Kadavy, Vladimir Kotin and Yvonne Gomex.
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STAGE: MOEXXV Written by Mark Handley. Directed by Gwenn Victor. Produced
by the Live Arts TheatresGroup. Starring Brian Wesley Thonnas. Leonard P.
Salazar, and M. Patrick Hughes. Thurs.-Sat. at 8 p.m. and Sun. at 7 p.m Burbage
Theatre. 2330 Sawtelle Blvd. For ticket info, call (213) 478-0897.

For most people, graffiti is nothing more than illegible scrawl that

defaces bus stops, park benches and toilet stalls. But for others, graffiti is

an art — sometimes the only art they ever see. -
MOEXXV (pronounced MO EX 15) explores the world of people for

whom a spray paint masterpiece on the side of the A-train is worth as
much as a Renoir at the Met. EXXV (Brian Wesley Thomas) is an ex-
graffiti king and a has-been at 20 years of age. MO (Leonard P. Salazar),
short for MOFO, is EX's 16-year-old proteg6. Both are trapped in the
bowels of Harlem and are equally desperate to get out.
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As a budding graffiti artist, MO has yet to "get
up/' the term used for painting one's name, or t^
on the side of a train. EX decides that the best
place forMO to tag himself is in the gjhost yard—
the home for sleeping trains, dead taggers with
missing limbs and supposedly sadistic yardguanls..
Scared and confused, MO refuses to even go to the
yard let alone paint there. But EX's tales of instant

graffiti glory and his constant bullying leaves MO
with no other alternative.

As a budding graffiti artist, MO has yet to "get up," the term used for
pamting one's name, or tag, on the side of a train. EX decides that the best
place for MO to tag himself is in the ghost yard— the home for sleeping
trains, dead taggers with missing limbs and supposedly sadistic
yardguards.

Scared and confused, MO refuses to even go to Uie yard let alone paint
there. But EX*s tales of instant graffiti glory and his constant bullying
leaves MO witii no other alternative. Once at the yard, MO spends as
much time protesting as painting while EX holds a security guard (M.
Patrick Hughes) at gunpoint and discusses Thoreau.
The most engaging aspect ofMOEXXV is the relationship between the

two men. EX is MO's father-figure as far as his art. When EX tries to
impose his rather bizarre life philosophy on him, MO instantly rebels. For
EX, MO isn't a human being but his vicarious thrill. Everything that he
pushes MO to do are things he's too scared to^o himself. EX perceives
MO as his great masterpiece but MO won't allow himself to be lagged so
easily. While both start equally desperate, MO seems to find some hope
in his life as EX sinks deeper into his pessimism. Actors Salazar and Tho-
mas have Uie necessary chemistry to portray an intense and realistic
love-hate relationship.

Besides looking at Uie lives of tiie two individuals, MOEXXV examines
the social reasons tiiat put MO, EX and many others in a situation that
offers little or no opportunity to work for something better. Playwright
Mark Handley and director Gwenn Victor effectively present the tragedy
of the underclass without any preaching or moralizing.
The only flaw in MOEXXV is the set. AlOiough the actors make an

admirable attempt to "paint," neither are artists, graffiti or otherwise. The
tag that MO ends up painting is too amateurish to be attractive and when
the other characters refer to it as "beautiful," it's rather distracting.
Perhaps the set designers should have considered using a work by a real
graffiti artist and having tiie actor simulate painting.
With the current batUe between the government and the art world

trying to decipher what is art and what is trash, MOEXXV takes on an
interesting dimension by pointing out that what is vandalism to one
person is art to another.

The near-capacity crowd grew silent in anticipation. Magically, in the

darkness, the ice of the skating rink suddenly became illuminated with an
aqua hue. Eyes bulged and necks strained to be the first to glimpse the

Olympic pair.

In an effortless glide over the ice, the ice troupe formed an arrow with
Boitano at the tip. As each performer was introduced, tiie crowd's
response wavered between courtesy and slight recognition. However, as
Boitano and Witt were introduced, the crowd came to life and cheered tiie

duo.

The program followed witii pairs and singles alternating. But the

expectation of the crowd was elsewhere. Where were the Olympic
giants? And how true are the rumors of off-ice romance between tiic two?

In general, tiie first half of tiie performance was a waiting experience.
Between the mediocre singles routines and the somewhat more
spectacular duets, we found ourselves asking, "Where's Brian and
Katarina?"

But we'd have to wait.

It would be redundant to say that Boitano and
Witt, in the scanty nimiber of routines they did

perform, didn't skate like anything but Olympic
champions. They did. But die "waitii^ game" pro*

voked a frustration that made it difficult to appre^

ciate the show as a whole.

The highlight of the first half came when Elena Valova and Oleg Vas-
siliev performed in peppermint green costumes with an abundance of lifts

and precise coordination. Blue lights came up as tiie couple began witii a
lift and carried the audience into the harmony they displayed. Originality

also prevailed in tiie choreography — most spectacularly when Valova
did the splits right on the ice.

Directiy following was tiie worst performance, botii in terms of ability

and choreography. Yvonne Gomex showed special promise as she drew
tiie crowd's attention with a ratiier risqu6 string piece bikini. But she fail-

ed to live up to expectations as she demonstrated jerky, rigid movements
due to physically-demanding choreography tiiat surpassed her skills and
experience.

But tiie last performance was definitely tiie best novelty act. Beginning
with a couple dressed in black, tiie woman skated to "Mr. Monotony"
while the man remained stationary at tiie end of tiie rink, arms folded.

Then the music became more upbeat, and female skaters came into tiie

rink from tiie sides, mounting the walls and being helped to the ice by
eagerly waiting male skaters. In a dramatic finish to sexy nightclub music
and whirling lights on the ice, the men and women skated around and
under each otiier arid ended in a huge formation.

The audience was also treated to clever, intricate and sometimes
passionate choreography, particulariy in an act performed by Paul
Martini and Barbara Underbill, who skated to When a Man Loves a
Woman— a number that was more touchy and emotional than ever could
be performed in competition. The couple skated to tiie love song,
passionately expressing their love by slow dancing and doing stunts

while rarely letting go of each other and at tiie same time skating excep-
tionally well.

But given that this was one of tiie evening's most powerful routines, it

seemed as tiiough Boitano and Witt, ratiier than Martini and Underbill,
should have been in the spotiight.

^ ^

It would be redundant to say tiiat Boitano and Witt, in tiie scanty num-
ber of routines tiiey did perform, didn't skate like anytiiing but Olympic
champions. They did. But tiie "waiting game" provoked a frustration that

made it difficult to appreciate the show as a whole.

See ICE, page 26
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PRMETIME.

The energy you save by recycling

just one aluminum can will operate

a TV for 3 hours. A 6-pack can keep

you, in prime time for a week. That—

seems pretty simple. When you

recycle you save material resources

and the energy needed to

manufacture them. As much as half

of our waste is recyclable. And you

can help. It's not that hard.

Recycle. ASUCLA provides handy

bins to recycle aluminum cans,

newspaper and white paper. You'll

find them throughout ASUCLA
facilities. Please use them. And

when you've finished reading this

Daily Bruin, make sure you put it in

the right place — a newspaper

recycling bin. Watch for upcoming

drives and drop-off sites to recycle

items from home.

^Reuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensils

and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
Jh^t you can use again and again --

and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee^ Hotrse;—

^

Reduce. ASUCLA is testing the use

of bulk dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It is

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

ASUCLA

«>

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Recycle aluminum cans.

And this newspaper, too!
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THE POWER
of the written wordl
DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING 825-2161

Tcfdta. StuJiefU ifu^iaJU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM. Mon-Fri only.

$4^95
-f-tax

We guarantee that your oil & filter

change will be done in 30 minutes
from the time your work order Is

written to the cashier, or you won't
pay I Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 5/31/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE

$098
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rctcrs, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed {"""""o^o'ofT any
~

•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair

Present coupon when order is written.

To Expires 5/31/90

MIKE MILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

Hours
M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle

We honor:
Visa

Mastercard
American Express

Discover

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN»

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PUNS ACCEPTED

OFWMETmX OR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.O.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOfl VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

•Price <ierlens.E»ain.tfaininq. follow uo care additional. Pav onlv for materials & services needed.

Mf'

A great service that gives bigger, bolder, beautiful color prints. Our
4" X 6" prints are a full 37% larger than standard-size prints. So you
get more image to enjoy out of every picture. Next time you bring in

a roll of film, ask for KQDALUX MAGNAPRINT35.

Also, ask about MAGNAPRINT35 Service made from your
favorite color slides.

Hotstuff:
Family run Mexican restaurant

pleases even hungry San Diegan

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

RESTAURANT: El Mexicano Deli and Restaurant. 1601 Sawtelle Blvd (one block
north of Sawtelle and Santa Monica). About $5.50 per person, including tip. No
alcohol sen/ed.

?Tacos, tostadas, enchiladas, oh my!
Ever since I moved from San Diego to L.A., Tve been more than a lilUe

concerned about the seeming dearth of cheap Mexican food, especially
close to campus.

Well, make that cheap, good Mexican food. The one Baja Beach
Burrito I had the unfortunate experience of choking down just didn't cut
it.

So, fans of the cheap date and lovers of inexpensive south-of-the-bor-
der cuisine, this piece is for you. Got your stomachs' attention? Good.
The El Mexicano Deli and Restaurant can be summed up in one tasty

word: authentic.

This applies to both atmosphere and cuisine. From the moment of
entrance, I was struck by the atmosphere of the place. It was as if I had
stepped hundreds of miles south to the Zona Rosa district of Mexico City.
My nose was struck by the authentic smells coming from the kitchen.
At 10:30 in the morning, the only occupants of the establishment

besides myself and my date were a family and an older Latino man eating
huevos rancheros.

We sat ourselves at a small table near the rear of the restaurant. The
wraparound chairs turned out to be very comfortable.

Service was quick and efficient, and we were soon staring at the menu.
The prices were surprisingly low.

No combination was more than $5, and the most expensive dish on the
menu, at $5.95, was Came Asada. All combinations came with rice,

beans and salad. Sodas were $.60.

tlicrc who potiHOII!! me pftVilftg66l legally buy^
ing alcoholic beverages, you'll just have to suffer along with the rest of
us. The strongest thing they offer is coffee.

The menu offered various choices, including tamales, chorizo, camitas
and chicharrones. For breakfast lovers, there were even huevos rancheros
and huevos chorizo.

Now, it's a well-established fact that one can judge a Mexican food
establishment on the strength of its chips and salsa

In the case of the El Mexicano, these were excellent. Shortly after we
received our menus, we were brought a large basket of fresh tortilla chips
and three kinds of salsas. One salsa was so hot that not even I, with my
penchant for flaming nostrils, could eat it. The other two, green and
chopped vegetables, were good. The chips were gone before the meal
arrived.

But they didn't seem to have any of those spicy carrots that usually

induce me to finish a pitcher of water before the meal begins, but hey,

notxxly's perfect.

I had ordered two chicken enchiladas ($4.80) and my date, huevos
chorizo ($4.28). Both were excellent and were served in heaping,
steaming portions that obscured the large plates they were served on. Hot
tortillas, truly hot tortillas, mind you, which stayed that way throughout
the entire meal, were served with both.

The enchiladas could have been a tad spicier, the chorizo, a lad more
moist, but all in all, it was worth far more. They lasted muy bien. I had two-
sodas.

We rolled out of there for under $12. The way my stomach stretched
against my belt told me that the whole experience was worth it.

If you dig Mexican food, and don't want to dig too far into your wallet,
eat here.

Take it from a San Diegan.

ICE
From page 25

After all, the show (which reportedly stemmed from Boitano and
Witt's desire to "further peace between East and West") was publicized

as being a Boitano/Witt evening, with no mention of the 12 other skaters.

The fact that the two "stars" in actuality didn't even play major roles in

the show, left the audience wondering if the award-winning skaters'

names had been exploited to lure big crowds.

The disappointment was further aggravated by the disjointed feel of
the show. Balancing their roles as artistic directors and performers might
have proved too much for Boitano and Witt, whose show flowed clumsily
through moods of love, humor and seductiveness — themes that clashed
and rendered impossible any sprt of consistent focus. ^

The routines of the "back-up skaters" combined into a crazy quilt

program that left the audience unsatisfied. It seemed as though the

director gave each skater a time slot in which to perform and told them to

do whatever they wanted with that amount of time. ,

And when Boitano and Witt finally appeared (mostly in the second
half of the show), it made the evening's lack of focus more apparent— in

addition to raising audience expectations for Olympic caliber in all the

show's performances.

But in themselves, a number of the individual acts, especially in the
second half, were on the whole very good, and several of the "back-up
skaters" proved to be very talented.

Perhaps Boitano and Witt accomplished the goal of showing the,

compatibility of ice skaters of different nationalities and perhaps those in

attendance left with a peaceful feeling after seeing some talented skaters,

but not just anyone can go on a world ice skating tour. If you are an
Olympic medalist, then perhaps you'll receive quite a following, but
please live up to your name by showing as much talent as the audience
expects.
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Groups

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869. _^^
INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

"or-donT want you r t>usinett. sports an,
multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
-Bruin Plan". (213)873-3 303 or
(818)992 6966

JET TO EUROPE- Any time for $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458- 1 006. 7-10

am.

I g^s^s.^^^^^^^'t.^s.s^^^^^^^ ^y

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
^ - - -'^^^"^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Miscellaneous

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card
—^ or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERl
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Sludent Errployees receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot' award txjth

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need pjticnts ("or dcniai
license exam at UCLA.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave nie.ssage

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West LA.

AXQAXQAXQAXQ

yi OVEREATERS jL
2 ANONYMOUS T^ The Flnol Sooron* J^
^1 Mofxloy noon-1 pm ^^^ ACK 3520 J^
^ Thurjday nocvt pm ^^ NP1 C-ft-550 Jf'
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Ixiurie Rashidi

Joy Gines and

Bonnie Brooks

X
<

X
<
a
X
<

You're the best
little sisters -

^ Thanks for all the

0} love and support ^

^ UTB, Vicki <
AXQAXQAXQAXQ

For a chance to reserve a meeting room in

Ackerman Union for Fall quarter.

submit your group department name at A-level

Ackerman Union. A-216 on Monday. May 21 any -

time from dam to 5pm. Call 206-0836 for details.

•^ m m ' -

S|i Happy Birhtday

Y^ Lorraine

Love, L.D.B.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Men Discussion. Thur^ Book S^j^
Fn Sieu Sfcjov AU Z>3'^ \Z 5u 1 15

lues '37 ir NR C8177, *Ved !>sa«s»on

NPICSf-JS 1210100
Fcr alcohokc5 of irtdrviduals nvho have o

dnnigng proNam
(?1j> M7-«.1if>

COME DISCUSS "The Prerequisites to Peace"
Thursday May 24th 5-7pm Ackerman 3520.
Sponsored: Baha'i Club.

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

Ffee Pelimy TielCets

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Alice Cooper- Phil Collins - New Kids - Steve Millet.

Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli -

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

XOE
Spring 1990 (0') presents

Bikers Ball
"Buck-Naked on a Harley"

:
— 8:00 Pre-party

9:30 Buses leave promptly
i

James: 209-0595 Doug: 208-4616
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PLA YBOY
CLASSIC
To Benefit Unicamp

TONIGHT AT CLUB VERTICO 9:00PM
6-9 PRE-PARTY AND BUSES AT TACOS
TACOS, CHARTHOUSE, AND ACAPULCOS

TONIGHT
come to AAFI's

All-You-Can-Eat

Ice Cream Sundae Bar

8:00p.m.

iQjuaDnnnDnnang
Sorority SHA's invite

D you to a nutrition D
O awareness program... O

g ADVENTURES IN §
pTHE FOOD JUNGLE! D
°A E PHI 632 Hilgard °

n ' May 22, 6:30 g
BnnnnnDDDnDnS

Research Subjects 12

AN /^THMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574.

DENTIST needs patients for state board cxann

in )une at UCLA. Free treatment provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS, 1 8 and older,

needed for positron imaging of the brain,

heart,and bones. Injection of radioactive iso-

tope. Bloods will be taken. $50/2 hr. Call

(213)825-1118.
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Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
for inlormaiion Cancer patienis

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Call Anna
(818) 986 3883

Ihroughoul I A tx-'ne'i

from yo'jr pariL paiion

4954 Van Ni/yt Blvd Shirman Oakt

Help Wanted 30

i
1

Research! Subjects
HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

12 rnone study. Receive $25. Call for details.^ (213)825-3921.

ALL

•PIZZArA)iS^ia3]^»MEN¥$^f1iaVIDED •

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation .

PLEASE^ALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

$9AHR APPROVED WORK STUDY POSI-
TIONS available for shipping clerk at

the Buckminster Fuller Institute, an educa-
tional & research organization concerned with

solutions to global problems. Within 15

minutes driving time to campus. None work
study applicants $5/hr. (213)837-7710.

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfect and have
good interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35A«our.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
8am-5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Dcveloper/Attorncy^roker

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity F/T, P/T.

(213) 557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate ,Deveiopcr/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Croat pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pt

(213)557-2315. '^

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hill Insurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., good oralAvritten

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

*

Panhellenic w6uld like to

congratulate the following

GREEK WOMEN OF
THE MONTH

Cammie Foley (AF) - Outstanding

performance on the tennis team

Anne Ichiuji (XQ.) - Mortar Board

member and PHC Co-Director

Kathryn McKenzie (KA) - Director

of Rape Prevention, CPR
Workshops, and the Jim
Auerbach Memorial Foundation

Congratulations

Joshua Dicker

_ (AZ0)

and

Melissa Renfroe

on your pinning

. ^Kathleen -

*^ Here's to

*• wishing a very

special girl

< the best

^ Birthday ever!

# Happy 19th!

Laurie an(j Hilary

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attChtiOoa l pfob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive S20and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.

(213)825 0392.
»

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

hormone patterns in normal rr>enstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100.oo received >ipon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidentiai.

In Westwood Villager

CALIFORNIA
C^RVC^ BANK

Health Services 22

We Accept All Vision Care Plaos.

Wonted 15

FREE HAIRCUTS: men and women needed for

cutting classes in Beverly Hills salon. Please

call Pam or Jeffrey at (21 3)273-8060 for more
information.

Wonted to Buy 16

WANTED -TALES FROM THE CRYPT" t-shirt

up to $30.00. Negotiable. Call (31 4)645-01 1 3.

after 3pm. Collect.

Sperm Donor 19

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limiicd openings available NOW

Dr. Maik Bemian, Clinical

Psychologist.

eating disorder ' specialist. Individual

appoinlmcnts available. (213)655-6730

Ben
^hu^yh^ t^ Areata

A E <&

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

V

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis
Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (213) 208-9132.

Opportunities 26

Opportunities 26

"BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25
YEARS' Start earning what you're worth now
24hr message (818).S*M-74h9

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your
wealth marketing the sen/ices of lORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for TREE Business

Seminar (818)367 .3099

ADWRTSING and Marketing Research Firm.

Part-ilme or full-ilmc, exposure to many influs-

tries, interesting work, help set up focus

groups, will train, flex, hours. 9am-9pm. WIX.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants,

Travel Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service.

Listings. Salaries to $105k. Entry level posi-

tions. Call (1)805-687-6000 ext. A- 101 05.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $6004/week in cannery,

$8,000-51 2,000-i- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Wesllake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondt-

tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ANSWER TELEPHONES. Part-time/Full time

Flexible hours M-F. $6Air plus commission.
Good phone skills. WLA. Nice environ

ment. Call Joel (213)841-4058 days,

(213)559-8827 evenings.

ASSISTANT TO PERSONAL/corporale finan-

cial planner, pA, flexible. Good computer and
interpersonal skills. Bob Newell.
(213)475-5854.

NEED INDIVIDUAL WITH SPIRITUAL INTE-

GRITY AND SELF DISCIPLINE. Baskin Robbins
yogurt and ice cream, full/part time, days/

nights/wcekends, Westwood village and west-

side locations, Scott (213)208-8048.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$3'2,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838 8885.

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful,. children's furni-

ture store, looking for energetic sales person.

Must enjoy working with people and children.

Will train, %7hT. p/[ (Could become full-time).

HUDDLE. (213)479-4769.

ATTENTION art and design majors, Santa

Monica Gallery needs energetic part-time

employee for sales, mat and frame designing,

hourly wage and comission. (213)828-6866.

AHENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: ART/GRAPHICS/DESIGN MA-
JORS. Quality, fine art publishing/li censing co
seeks bright, energetic, responsible, quick

learner for great ground floor opportunity.

Walking distance from UCLA. Interns should

possess strong organizational skills & interest

in promotion, public relations, & sales. Some
general office/clerical duties are expected,

flexible schedules. (21 3)824-5002, 208-71 1 0.

P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance A/^ency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

inspections and office

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

MUNICIPAL COURT CLERK TRAINEE
The Los Angeles Judicial District is seeking highly motivated individuals
with a Bachelor's Degree to become part of an innovative career
development program.

Trainees participate in a challenging six month training program
consisting of both classroom and on-the-job assignments. Practical
experience in courtroom procedures includes: keeping the official

record of actions and orders of the court; scheduling matters to

appear before the court in compliance with legal codes and policies;
preparing and issuing legal documents.

Salary for the trainee is $1966 per month. Upon successful! completion
of the trainina program and appointment to the target position of Courtroom
Clerk, incumbents will receive a salary increase to §2463 (pending Board
of Supervisors approval) per month. In addition, the Municipal Court of-

fers a comprehensive benefit package.

QUALIFICATION^: In addition to having a Bachelor's Degree, applicants
must posses a valid Class "C" California Driver's License, be a U.S.
Citizen and be at least 18 years of age.

If you are interested in competing in the selection profcess for this position, your
resume must be received at the address below no later than 5:00 P.M.
on June 11, 1990.

Los Angeles Municipal Court
Personnel Division, Room 428-A

110 N. Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attn: MCCT
Your resume MUST include your Social Securitv Number, dates of

education, grade point average, and all jobs held which relate to this

^position. AU quaiificatiorrs are 5ut3ject-4g^^entk:atk>n .

ISPRING JOBS!

Immediate openings for

clerks, receptionists, typists,

secretaries, W.P.S. & all

office skills.

Call for an appointment

at 475-7700

STIVERS TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL

LlfECUAKD/SWIMMINC TEACHFR, P/T, ex-

perienced. Mulholland Tennis Cljb. Summer
Current cards and references. Anne Hall

(213)464-2495

LlfECUAKDS/SWIMMING INSTKUCTOKS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA Teach group and priv^alc lessons

to children ages 3-1 3. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPK certificates Eull-timc

summer, and/or part-time |une 4

thru June 25. (213)472-7474

MAKE $100 av^evemngs working oniy 3 hrs.

Must be outgoing and like people
(213)962-1874

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS Key
people needed for rapid expansion of fortune

500 affiliated marketing company. Summer
positions available, $2000-5000/month. Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available Scnous
inquiries only. Call now, (213)841-2060

MEDICAL BILLING OH ICE, Daia cnlry and
filing PT or FT, flexible hours, Beverly Hills

area (213)653-0718.
'

MODELS FOR ART CLASSES- Photpgraphy,

drawing groups All types No experience

necessary Good PA work (618) 753-7714

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills,

F./T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939.2111 »

't

EOE/MF

BOOKKEEPER FAI. Thru statements. Sharp

Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agrcssivc;

take-charge. To $50K. (213)557-0142.

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
-^Guitarist —

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now—
ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

COMMUNITY SERVICE officer programs

(UCLA). Office clerk 15-20 hrs/wk. Light

typing, heavy phones, good communication
skills. $6 34Air. Contact Cindy Stanworth at

206-5473 or pick-up applications at CSO
office, 601 Westwood Plaza.

BUSINESS OFFICE. P/T, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones' 6 blocks to campus.
(213)475-2456.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.
VOTER REVOLT. Earn $250/400wk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

CAMP LEADERS lo supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M— F 40hrs/wk. June

25-Sept $4.25 and up IX)E Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part-time. Apply at

7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred M-F, afternoons. Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CASTING. JAZZ MUSIC VIDEO, several fea-

tured Asian extras needed. Will accept any
other interesting characters. Screaming Pic-

tures Tiffany (213)461-1138.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabrn counse-

lors. Must be available )une 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CENTURY WEST CLUB needs female floor

trainer. Experience necessary. Certification

preferred. Hours: 2-9pm, M—F. Call Susan
Fullerton (213)556-3312.

CLERICAL position available. PA. 15-20
hoursM^<. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLAA4edical Cen-
ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349-'

"

COMPANION DRIVFR With car for Studio

"City lady. 3 days/wk 4 hrs/day^, S7/hr -fgas

(213)659-1904.

CONSTRUCTION ' LABOR Brentwood
$5-6/hr. Experienced carpenters more Sum-
mer job. (213)471-1167.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp tn Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience m camp
work Good salary (818)894 0330

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs. Bcasle/s

bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983.

COUNTER PERSON for office supply com-
pany. PT afternoons, good environment. Pa-

cific Palisades. Jill (213)459-4457.

CRUISE SHIP lOBS -opportunity guide

$300 5900 weekly (508)927 9768 Ext C5

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 15

Ncwpositions available. $10 25/siarting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could

9j(lrt in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now!
(213)273 9631

DELIVERY PERSON wanted for Santopietros

Own transportation. Call Skip or Annette.

(213)208 5688

f3ELIVER>^i)R1VEKS & TELEPHONE OPERA
TOR WANTED- R)r Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 824-7776,
$5/hr -»- $1/delivery - tips + food. Must have
reliable transportation & insurance.

DRIVFR NEEDED for lunch delivery SU)/hr

plus. Car needed. (21 3)829 .UHM) '—

Sales!!

Earn Great Cash!

$9-18/hr
work for rapi(Jly growing

West Coast nnarketing co.

P/T or F/T. flexible hours
min. 12 hrs/week__
LA area Steve
(213)473-4797

S.F. Valley Wayne
(818)905-8104

OFFICE ASSISTANT, part-time Require typ

ing. Knowledge of Japanese language helpful

20hrs plus hours/wk. (213)471-1234

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ TYPIST Days MuSt have
answering machine, access to W- P equip-

ment, excellent skills, committment, a profes-

sional manner Flexible hours (21 3)478- 70f5l

ORDERS DEPARTMFNT kctal, $9 23/start,

flexible hours, vs scholarsh\ips. jC^ II

9-3pm (818)567-4147 1

„ -^-7 ,

OUTSTANDING sumrtier opportunity' Cam
pus Connection needs an ambitious pcrsoh to

se^ll ad space for the #1 college campus
magazine. Wi'll provide all materials, compli-tc

training Call for info: 1(8(X1)342-5n 8.

J3WN BOSS EARN $20 (XI an hour answcrng
incomingordcrsathomeRFAL ESTATE IHJHLI

CATION (213)281.5540

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

m
I

1

m

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
$600.$2000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Cain valuable business experience work-
ing with y/cry dynamic business men and
women. (213)841-2060

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR RIGHT
PERSON. Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big S$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273-9631.

EXCLUSIVE health club seeking students

knowledgeable in the areas of physical cd,

exercise physiology, biomechanics, to assist in

our new membership drive. No prior cxperi-

ence required. Great money. Excellent oppor-

tunity (213)536^31^

ACKERMAN ENROLLMENT CREW
$7.80/HR

STUDENT TERMINAL OPERATORS FOR FALL '90 INPERSON
ENROLLMENT MUST TYPE ACCURATELY. BE AVAILABLE PART TIME
FIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH QUARTER. AND HAVE AT LEAST

3 QUARTERS REMAINING
CALL JEFF OR PHIL I

206 0488

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am- 5pm Monday
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235

FIRST AID CPR INSTRUCTOR, pA Growing
CO. seeks self-starter EMT, paramedic, nurse,

for daytime classes Prefer medic first aid

and/or AHA instructors but will consider

training. Call between 9am-5pm, M-F,
(213)839 5864

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring'

All positions! $17,500-558,240 Call

(1)602-838 8885 Ext X «050.

GREAT SUMMER JOB 8 WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2 WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MJNIMUM AGE 21

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA
TER SPORTS, CAMPING (213)826-7000

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job scekingtips particular to Hawaii,

send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI 96813

HELP! A Madarin speaking family helper

needed Good Pay' Day (714)892-0537
Night (714)846-9152 or leave message

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNIPr' Work
from home or office ITA'T. i rcc full training.

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8519,
(818)377-5127.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major

preferred. General Lab Helper duties, analyti-

cal procedures, isolation chemistry proce-

dures, bioassays on mice. Nancy
(213)825 6521

LAB RES TECH: extensive experience in South-

erns and DNA sequencing required Call Dr

Pultst (213)6555166

LANDSCAPE [designer needs full or part-time

employee for drafting, designing, sight measur-
ing, field supervision. (213)314-9629.

LEGAL FILING CLERK, $8/hour, p/t,

10-15hrs/wk. Flexible. (213)393-5582 Linda.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

'General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste ill

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

PART-TIME delivery start immediately 6 8
hrsTwk $7.25/hr. and 18< per mile Must
have car and insurance (213)838-8080.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/

(215)392-5644.

PART TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, mghls and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr. Roz (213)657-5183

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive

Organize files, driving, errands, personal shop-
ping. Make yourself generally useful Require
intelligent, energetic, very relialbe person.

Full/part-time. Call before noon.
(213)459 2422

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train ...you gain
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
comniunication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

PRESTICXXJS Century City Law Firm has

full-time file clerk position available. Call

Rich (213)556-5921.
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, MJ,TH,F
10:00-3:00. $7/hr. Wilshire/Fairfax area. No
experience necessary, will train.

{213)933.7548.

^y^M-WMW.w«ww«pyM
ASSEMBLE

PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy Work) No Selling! Earn

$300-$400 Per Week. Details.

1 -(3 14) 768- 1976 Ext no

3^^^^:^«^^p^^»«w««www^JM
PT HELP. Earn up to $100 in 4 hours selling

floM^rs. Car/insurarKe. Call/ leave nr)essage.

(213)859 7088. -'

P/r LAW FIRM- Type 75 +. Dictaphone,

phones, filing, WP 5.0, hours flexible. Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law

rirm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

3utst in ocdertng and sAivUxg tunches

beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm Non-smoking environment. Call

Sha%yn Derfer at (213)478^2541.

PA, n>edical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office. S7.50A>r.

Will train. Call Gina (213)854-4404.

P/T RECEPTIONIST for LAX psychology office.

15-20 hours during summer. Hours flexible,

%7fi^r. Filing, phorve skills, people skills re-

quired. (213)337-7323. Drs. Sullaway and
Dunbar.

PUBLISHERS REP. Firm. Seeks part-time

secretarial/clerical. Tues & Thurs., 1 1 :30-4:30.

Near UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST, PT. Beverly Hills law office,

MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
snrioking. (213) 399-5148. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environrr>ent in Santa

Monica.

RECEPTIONIST: Beverly Hiiss YMCA. M-F
4:30-8:30pm. PT/flexible. $6/hr. Call

553-0731.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-tiow, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472^7235.

RESEARC

assisiting ir^ qualitative analyses of Doctoral

dissertation on women in abortion. $5-6A«r.

DOE (213)398-9385.

i(yi ASST. Temporary P/T position

"IB ir^ '

RETAIL: any type experience ok , we will

train. $6/hr -f commission. Full or Part-Time.

Call Bob or Leo. (213)828-4511

RETAIL HARDWARE part/full-time. Brent-

wood location. Fringe benefits, pleasant work-
ing conditions. Call Mrs. Richards,
(213)476-2864.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M—F 9-^4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA. (21 3)477-8023.

Ask for Margaret.

RETAIL SALES. P/T or FA- LXILA clothing store

in Westwood. MaleA^emale. ExpcricrKe pre-

ferred. Work through summer. Call Mark
(213)824-7115.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

rw»T Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, flexible. (21 3) 939-21 1 1

.

SAILBOAT INSTRUCTOR NEEDED in Marina
del Rey. 26-28 foot cruising sailboat.

Weekends now, FT summer. Call
1-800-225-9776.

SALES. Bright, energetic, overachievers to fill

full/jpart time positions. Eric (213)933-9551.

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu-
ter experierKe MAC, light bookkeeping. Please

call. (213)479 8330.

SECRETARY: looking for a challenge? Fast-

paced Westside p/r firm r>eeds account coordi-

nator for clerical support. Min. 5(Xvpm. Word-
Perfect 5.1. Send resunr>e by 5/29/90. To
Personrwl Pollar^ischer Communications.

11755 Wilshire Blvd. »1750, LA, 90025.

SI^MMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny

skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please

call (818)889-8383.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
' Full & Part-time •

' Flexible Hours •

•Lots of Work*
* Men . Women . Sludeiito. etc .

Call (213) 453-1817

SUMMER JOBS. 1 1 offices statewide. Cam-
paign positions with VOTER REVOLT to give

the insurance industry one last chance to obey
Prop. 103. Training; AdvarKennent opportuni-

ties S25a40(Vwk. (213)475-8110.

SUMMER JOBS- Available at a Children's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with

kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

Group counselors, and instructors in arts ar>d

crafts, darxie, drama, gymnastics, swimming,
and computers. (213) 472-7474.

SUMMER POSITION, Real Estate Office, Be-

verly Hills. General office work, phones, light

typing. Call Rhoda. (213)274-9224.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has sumnner positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals.

$9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4147.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG
RAM AND 1.2-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

TEACHERS for

(818)284-6683
SAT-ACH-MATH

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone
calls. F/r,PA. Chris (213)736-5366.

TELEPHONE SURVEY NO SELLING.
$8-$13/hr. Brentwood location Pleasant at-

mosphere. Cash bonuses. 1 1 :.30am 3 30pm.
Mr. Aldrich (213)444-7922

TOUR SALES COORDINATOR part-time

position available in Travel Business Travel

and great job experience for your resume while

you earn. Nf^d own transportation. Call Carey
at 1(800)999 7567.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, wailcr/wailrcss,

cashier. Experience preferred Attractive, oul-

p,oing, friendly. Marcia (213)475 6221,
21.3)487 1780

WAIT AND HOST PERSON for popular Wpst-
iide restaurant (21.3)826 7831

WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIMF Taking

a break between college and graduate school?

We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility. Work in a legal cnviornment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary -- benifits. Call Jan 2-5:30 at

(213)208-2889.

WORK AT THE BEACH! Permanent IT office

positions-all fields. CarsonAhomas. Santa Mo-
nica. (213)451-3001

WORK IN JAPAN High earnings No experi

ence necessary. Send $5 for information. Dean
DeSantis. 1623 59th Ave , Salem , OR 97301

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants

Must be experienced W'th young children.

Sumnrier only. Tarzana area. (818)881-9707.

Job Opportunities ^
HOUSE MOTHER for Senior Citizens in lovely

Westwood home. Live- in. Room and board-f

salary. Light duties References.
(213)472 1944.

TELEMARKETING
One of the country's largest security

companies. Westside location seeks
telemarketing personnel desiring

opportunity to move up in a professionally

managed program supported by
aggressive lead generation. If you have
the following qualifications call us!

• Proven track record in telemarketing
• Self-starter/quick learner
• Looking for consistency and

opportunity to use your skills

• Well organized

Excellent compensation program. Base
plus commission.

Call Mr. Allen

(213) 665-5757

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing
Construction/Design/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capxible of working inde-

pendently and timely. YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
onstruction/ architecture industry. YOU possess

$fc bookkeeplfio sklHs of>d a w^HinQness toJeetfa:

boi

fnd
expand your knowledge and<:ompetency.

iterested qualified parties reply with references to:

StILLLrfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd.. #667

1
Santa Monica, CA 9(3403

MO'

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room -

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

3-BE(y2-BATH, new carpeting, dishwasher,

laundry facilities, parking, security gates.

$nOO/mo. (213)202-6524.

-509^ SLIMMER &£hiT ^ Right acrof from

BE A MOVIE EXTRA/MODEL!!
$50-i-$5CXVday. No experience necessary. No
flaktt. Flexible hours. By appointment only.

1 2001 Ventura Place, 3rd floor. Studio City, off

the 101 freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd.,

in the green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661-7982.

INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR ORGANIZA-
TION based in Los Angeles, and a local group

of fine art galleries under the same manage-
ment, has openings for several individuals in

an administrative and/or sales capacity. Sales

activities irKlude retail fine art sales and

exhibition space at respected international fine

art fairs. All applicants should be poised,

well-presented, sophisticated, and multi-

lingual persons, capable of dealing with im-

portant galleries, dealers, collectors, and mu-
seums from around the world. Educational

background should include fine arts, commu-
nications, and/or business majors. Prior fine

art experience is preferred. Recent graduates,

or ir>dividuals without prior experience will,

however, be considered in a trainee capacity.

Compensation is completely dependent on

prior knowledge and/ or job experience.

Excellent career opportunity. Please schedule

a personal appointment with Dr. Citron or Mr.

Lester at (213)820-8511. A complete resume
will be necessary at 4he time of interview.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts

recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Business

student. Salary ranges from $8-S10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott

for more info. (213)820-8511.

MARKETINC/ACCT EXECUTIVE. Established

executive search firm specializing in financial

industry seeks recent college graduate or

graduating senior to join sales staff.

Successful candidates must be sales orientated

with good communication skills. We offer high

earning potential, prof, working environment,

benefits and personalized training. Please send
resume in confidence to Hildreth and Cleve-

land at 23901 Calabassas Rd #2063, Cala

Wssas, Ca. 91302 or telephone Lori at

(818)704-4619 to arrange possible inter

view.
,

RESEARCH. Part-lime, your own hours. Name/
address/day- phone; Pixtec, Box 2 24,^ Beverly

Hills CA 90213

RESPONSIBLE tour couriers needed. Earn extra

money, assist Japanese exchange students, 3-4

day tours, LA. Know language a plus lor

interview, call Jackie (714)673-0481

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS: experienced,

certified. June-September. %]0+/hr. Laurie

(213)556 8472.

Internships 34

Internships 34

INTERNATIONAL TRADING Company seeks

interns for research. Mr. Brandt
(213)933-3111.

Child Core Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL AND EVENINGS- 4-year-old

boy in Brentwood. $6/hr. (213) 451-5211.

BABYSITTER to look after two little boys, 5

years and 10 months. Every weekend. Must
drive and live in. Friday p.m.— Monday a.m.

Wages negotiable. (213)641-9369, evenings.

BABYSITTING- PA, for 1 Vi -year old girl, in

Mar Vista, near married student housing.

Non-smoker, own transportation, salary ne-

gotiable. Call (21 3) 391-2266. Leave message.

BABYSITTER NEEDED URGENTLY!! Days. 8
mos old. Must speak English. Call Cheryl.

(213)471-5098

BRIGHT ENERGETIC LOVING BABY (loves

music) wants counterpart for summer. Great

for college students Working at commercial
production company. 9:30am-6pm, 2 days/

week Call my mom, Terrie at (213)461-9755

or (818)882 2444.

CHILD CARE needed for 20-month old boy
West Hollywood area. (213)650-22.38.

COMPANION for eight year old boy. Willing

lo be involved in academic and sport activities.

No smoking. Must drive. Afternoons lo even-

ings. S.M. (213)399-5418, days
(213)395-3036, evenings

j_
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER WANTED for

7mth old girl (4-7pm) most weekdays through

June 15lh. (213)837-7225.

NANNY - FA summer, PA fall, boy 3 years

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with

drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve.,

(213)458 5988 days

NANNY wanted. Live-in seperale guest house,

or live-out. For bright 7 year old girl,

physically handicapped. Hours 8-4. Must have

own car. Drive to school and remain as aid.

Salary negotiable. (213)933-1406.

PART-TIME POSITION with developmentally

disabled 5 year old . Behavior Mod. experience

and references required. Car preferable. Must

be willing to train and work with pre-existing

behavior mod. programs. Call (21 3)452-3773

PA M-TH afternoon. WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Colin (213)820-7146.

SUMMER CHILD CARE. Pacific Palisades. 2

children 9 and 12, live-in or live-out. Salary

r>egoliable. Driver's license required, refer-

ences. Kristen (213)394-6911 (day),

(213)459-1382 (cve.).^

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment

in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-

cated, Judaica oriented male from mid-late

20's. Sept 90/March 91. If interested please

contact David (213)556 8826.

FAST paced, BH. Public Relations Firni seeks

eager to learn intern. Call for details.

(213)651-0413.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes lo campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4- 7p.m. only.

campus - singlc/loft. Perfect for 4, parking,

furnished. June. (213) 208-1637.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities irv

eluded. 10990 Strathnruire Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. 'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment. $550.
(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1 -bed,

den, loft, 2-bath, xlras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A^, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD, $625. Single, new paint,

bright and cheerful, parking space, no pets.

One year lease. Diana (213)471-3134.

BRENTWC)OD,$840/mo. 2-bed/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

lo UCLA. Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenaull
St. (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-balh, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826 3934.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcd,2-balh, a/c, elevator,

$1 1 00. (21 3)671 -8570,(21 3)41 0-1 499.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk lo

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-

CIALS. Call (213) 208-8881.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bedroom. Sapcious, great

location, parking. $975/mo. (213)962-9014.

MAR VISTA $650/mo -^ utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)3974270.

PALMS, $810, 2-bedroom/V7i -bath, ap-

pliances, upper, pool, covered parking, laun-

dry, no pels. 3455 Jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS- $950. 2-bcdroom/2-balh, 2 V. years

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes lo

bus lo UCLS. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on
approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750. Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)836-3800.

512 VETERAN AVENUE -Huge 2-bedroorTV
2-balh with seperale suites. Up to 4 students/

unit. High-lech building. Secure park. Full ,

amenities. Call Jane (213)208-2655.

SANTA MONICA large condo^ ojwn room,
parking. Julyl-July 1 1991 . $390/mb. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SHERMAN OAKS, $500/mo. Tiny single, ulili-

lies paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(818)789-4821.

VAN NUYS- 25 minutes lo campus(no traffic

15 minutes). $71S/mo. 2-fl 1/2 townhouse,
good area, security, balcony,
gated parking. C/A (213) 865-3801.

VENICE COURTYARD. $599/mo. Large
single, full kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Free

utilities/laundry. 705 Flower Ave.
(213)305 8841.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 00/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.
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Hooray!
Hooray!
100 steps to

UCLA!
Great summer

discounts and fall

rentals too. Extra

large, some
utilities included,

furnished. Cal
Maryann 824-0319.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air^eat
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 Students
• Low nnove-in

$1200-$! 300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

WESTWOOD village. 2-bdr/2-blh. Walk to

UCLA. From $1 400 and up. East of Westwood
blvd. (213)208 0630.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/rTH) Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley
Mat (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA. $695
unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD/WLA. $53S/mo Single, Spa-
nishe, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes
(213)477-2777.

WFSTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE-

DUCTION BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)206 8685.

WESTWOOD. Available September. BIG.

2-bedroorTV 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. 1-milc to campus. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large luxury 1 -bed-

room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar. Extra closet

space, central air, gated parkir>g. 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)206-8685.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA
$65(VnrK>. Includes utilities, bright, spacious
bachelor, hardwood floors. Fireplace, patio,

laundry, no pets. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD $900 1 bedroom, $1400 and
up, 2-f-2. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer leases. 520
Kelton. (213)206-7483.

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators.
mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landtair

(213) 824-4807

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750- Walk to

UCLA and village. Pool, security 10966
Roebling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)
624-2595.

WESTWOOD, pnme location, $400 off first

months'renl. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)206-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bcdrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

I'A miles from UCLA. 1953 Seiby. Appoint-
mcnt (213)475-6165. '

WESTWOO[3/WLA $750. 1 -bedroom, hard
wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.
(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Cayley (213)208-6735 Man
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bcdKX>m, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, rw pels. Must sec!

(213) 279-1667.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 20(Vmo top

floor. Dishwahscr. A^, 2 balconies 1601
Veteran Mat (213)264 9044

WFSTWOOD Extra large 2+2 Close to IXILA.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/appliances. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615.

WLA. 2-bdr/2-bth. Drapes, carpet, parking 1 .5

miles from UCLA. $650/mo. (213)207-2097

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA $625. Spacious. Upper, bright orM;

bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Westgalc. (213)479-1581.

WIA. Bachelor, fully furnished. $425/mo.
Drapes, carpet, fridge (213)207-2097.

WLA- Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1 350 Large patio,

3 car parking, dishwasher, near SM Blvd/

Bundy. )im (213)620 43.56

WLA Great location, close to UCLA, $695,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gar^l^like. (213)

477-9955

CHATEAU HILGARD
Luxury l-be(Jroom Apts

Perfect for Faculty living

Very quiet building

•Unit Security

Alarm/T.V. Entry

•Central Air/Heat

•Washer & Dryer in

each Apt.

•Fireplace

•Gated off street parking

•Best location in

Westwood
•Walk to work

962 Hilgard Ave

824-4231

Westwood
Studio $725
1 Bcdrm $1025
2B/2B $1300

Utilities liKJiided.

Largest Scj. ft. cu a liable

Great Lecation

1()63S VVilshirt^ HI.

470-4407

Palms
$999 Nf

newer sec. aated bidgs

2 \x6/i. tutti

pets OK. Open house everyday
Call 559-6866 (res. mgrJ

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing tacHity

Shared or private units Alt furnished Private

bathroom Pool, lacu/a */^ hr dr^e to UCLA
Now accepting summer & lall applications

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zetzah. Northridge

CA 91325 (818) 886 1717

SUMMER HOUSING
522 LANDFAIR AVE WESTWOOD

1 BEDROOM, BATH. KITCHEN
JUNE 15th THRU SEPT. 15th.

$810/MONTH.

CALL DAVE 824-1676.

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Apartments Furnistied 50

SUMMER DISCOUNT great fall rentals Extra

large some utilities included. 100 steps to

UCLA. Maryann (213)824-0319

WESTWOOD VILLAGE furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included 944 Tiverton

2-blocks fror^n campus. (213)824-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 bedroom furn

ished. $80G/mo. Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328

BRENTWOOD LARGE ROOM w/ 'A bath in

spacious 2-bd/1-Vj bath condo Share condo
w/ 1 female. Parking, laundry, pool. Next to

shops, bus, 3 miles from UCLA $479.50
Stcphania, (21 3)854 2649/471 2069

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT upper 3 tK-d/

2-bath. 2-bedrooms available. $410 (6/1) and
$420 (fl/1). Chris, (21 3)477-8345.

lEMALEES (N/S)- To share 2-bcd/2-bath, West-
wood apt., laundry, parking, jacuz/i Call

Lauri (213) 824-7103.

GRAD STUDENT looking for roommate
2-bed/2Vi bath Townhouse. Non-smoker, fe-

male $6.30/mo Contact )iH (213)473 0808.

MALE GRADUATE seeks roommate Share

2+2, 7 miles to campus, $295 + '/> utilities

Garage, A/C, pool, gym, sauna Curt
(213)876-9605

MALE seeks same to share large 3-bcdroom/
2-balh apartment, near Wilshire'Bundy. Appl-

icant gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200
square foot patio, parking Current occupant
away majority of time. $675/mo., + '/, utilities

(213)479-6169

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/1 Vi bath apt. in Sherman Oaks $425/mo
+ utilities (818)905-6977 Stella, leave

message

.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bcd/1-1/2 bath
apartment LICLA and westwood convenient
Non-smoking females only $550/mo.
(213)475-0271

OWN ROOM, walking distance to campus.
Parking. Available after 6/15, $530.00.
(213)824-5395

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

EAIRFAX/BEVERLY area 421 V, Ogden Drive,

2bd-1ba., old Spanish charm. Hardwood
floors. Ceiling beams. $1170/mo.
(213)655-7944.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included Days (213)468-5943 Eves
4gil^2 S4-?40*

PALMS, lemale share large 2-bed/1 7i -balh
with sun-room. Own room. Furnished/
unfurnished $50(Vmo. Sandy (21 3)202- 101 5,

eves.

PALMS. Own room $350 plus deposit Share
bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available June
15lh (213)837-5949

PALMS Share 1-bdr apt, own bedroom
Robertson blvd $26.5/mo fcmalc/non
smoker preferred (213)836 6963

.

Vacation Rentals 53

KCX)MMATES NEEDED to share large 2 bc(V
2-balh apt, hardwood floors, pool. Call

(213)824-0048

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785-1028

WESTSIDE-North of Wilshire NEED 3-4 bed
room house month of July. Open, airy. Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800 283 7833
Bobbi.

VERY LARGE, quiet, 2 bed/2-bath, security

building in Brentwood $455. Call Brad
(213)207-2053.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES -Attractive summer
rentals across street from UCLA $250 00 . Call

Jon (213)208-6759 Women preferred?

The Daily Bruin is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

SUHHBR SSRGSS?

^

WORRIED ABOUT FINDING

A SUBLET, THAT PERFECT
JOB, OR A STORAGE

AND MOVING
SERVICE?

HBDNCSDR2J
The Daily Bruin

"Welcome Summer" issue

will solve your Summer Stress !!

Look in the Mav 23rd Classifieds

for deals on movers, storage,

apartments, sublets, jobs,

and much, much more.

Daily Bruin Classifieds-

They Work!
Call 825-2221 for more info about this issue

- -— '.
t
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Apts. to Share 54 Room for Rent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Spacious 2-bed/
2-bath apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2
cats, classical music. $575. (213) 208-3335.

House for Rent 56

S-BEDROOM HCXJSE- Near Santa Monica
Free Way and La Cienega Blvd. Easily shared.
SlJOCVmo . (213) 931-5757.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Landmark high-tech
homc/sludio. Spectacular livingroom, with
fireplace. All roonrw sky lit. Opens onto hillside

with pool. Available August. Minimum one
year. S3BOO/mo. FAX (213)656-3414.

VENICE, $1 70(VMO. 3 level, 2+2 house. 2-car
garage, spa, steps to beach, all appliancesf
(213)652-9819.

64 Sublet 66 Sublet

MAR VISTA. Female own room and bath in

house w/married couple. Available now.
$4(X>»l/3 utilities. (213)391-2027.

ROOM in private honf>e - near LXILA- Kitchen
privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-
room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. S550/mo. (213)474-6445.

66 Sublet 66

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-
trance, five minutes to UCLA. Parking, male.
$450 includes utilities. Office (213)475-451 7.

Roommates 65

House for Share 57

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE - own room. Yard, gar-
age, skylights. $50(ymo. 2-ml. from UCLA,
Westwood, and Pico. (213)209-0129.

BEVERLYWOOD, $600, own room, 'A -bath,

private entrance, big house, cheery, full house
privileges. (818)795-9055 days.
(213)397-8002 (eves).

CULVER CITY. 1 room in 3-bedroom/1 -bath
house. Washer/dryer. $50(Vmo. N/S. Eddie
(213)838-0967.

FEMALE, share xiarge townhouse. Private
xiarge room, bath. Parking. Barrington/
Wilshire. Non-smoking. $410.00 Nice
(213)479-0695.

SHERMAN OAKS, one room in 3-bedroom
house. W/D, $364/mo. -- utilities. One pet

sible. lohn (818)905- 1 497.

58

2 FEMALE Roomates needed- oWn rooms.
Share bath. Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Culver City $365/mo. (213)836-0363 or

(213)838-3387.

5-MINUTES TO BEACH, 1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Own room, furnished. $375. Venice and
Centinela. (213)390-9693.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1.9pm.
(213)447-2505.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $53CVmo. Available til August or

longer. (21*3)931-5016.

FEMALE, Palms area, $437.50/mo.
(213)838-9642.

House for Sole

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500. 3-bdr/IV. bath.
Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time
buyers. (213)397-4270.

BRENTWOOD GLEN. 3-bedroom/2-bath, 2
car garage, patio, A/C. 3 minutes to UCLA.
(213)477-3211.

SHERiVIAN OAKS 20 minutP< tn I in A

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for large,

1 -bedroom, 1 block from UCLA. Parking avail.

$300/mo. Open June 18 (213)824-7983.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes
free gas, cable, & electricity. Call
(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

FEMINIST VEGETARIAN professional mature.
Female roommate for sunny 2-bed/2-bath
West Hollywood apartment. Available June
10. $350/mo. plus $365 security.
(213)653-2230.

2-BR/2-BA. ClOSW gilore, large" rooms, per-
fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000.
(818)990-1300 and (818)906-7269

House Exchange 59

TRAVELLIING this summer? Reliable housesit-
ting by quiet working writer. Non-smoker.
Caring with plants and pets. Available June-
September. Refs. (213)281-3004.

Housing Needed 60

SUBLEASE wanted June- Sept, $100(Vmo. Must
be well furnished near Century City and WLA
Will take good care of condo or apt No
roomniatcs. (213)475-8300.

Room/Board for Help 62

HORSE PERSON WANTED Room and board
in exchange for care of horses, dogs, and house
hold chores. English Riders only. 10 minutes
from UCLA (213)459-9883.

SUMMER JOB- June 25 September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on "

a65' power boat in Catalina.Must be female
$75.0Q/day - room and board. Two openings
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.

COgCCOUS, light J bcinv. ba. Wear UGP^

WESTWOOD. Room and board in exchange
for IShrs/weck babysitting, light housekeep-
ing. Private room/ bath. Must have reference
and like kids. Call (213)475-8408

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO LtCLA- Free room with bath and
maid service. Kitchen and laundry privileges.

In exchange for babysitting. Must have car
(213) 470-6845.

EXCHANGE room, private bath, for help
around the house, grocery shopping, some
driving (818)906-1399.

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and time in evenings/weekends Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills South of Ventura Blvd.,

y/ery close to UCLA for woman with multiple
sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Referenc^-
sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)4770471. 9-5pm.

LIVE-IN, PA needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/seperatc en-
trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

Pool, washer/dryer, cable, $550/mo.
(213)286-0681, Melissa.

MALE necided to share University Single apart-

ment one block from campus. $314/mo. Call

Paul 824-5907.

MAR VISTA duplex. Own room, share bath in

2-bed/1-bath apartment. Available June 1.

Female preferred $300/mo (213)397-5526,
(213)648-7617. .

NEED 1 -2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Summer or

longer. Close to UCLA $340 each for 2, $565
for 1; share 2-bdrm w/med student
(213)477-3955.

ROOMATE NEEDED: Own room 2 bdr/1 -hih.

Santa Monica. $450/mo, Vi utilities. C^P
(213)395-3893 Available June.

ROOMMATE to share WLA 2-bed/bath with
N/S UCLA UCVProfessional. I'm ambitious,

athletic, considerate, neat. You likewise. $450
Leave message (213)312-6692.

ROOMMATE wanted. Own bedroom in large

apartment. 9 blocks from beach. Tony (alumni)

(213)458-0953

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking
distance to UCLA. Security building. Approx
$360/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

SHARE upper 1 -bedroom with 1 other (movc-
in gets livingroom) parking, laundry. 3 miles to

UCLA. $260. (213)559-6253

SUMMER-FEMALE needed for a 2-bdrm/
2-bath for $300.00/mo. Located on Glcnrock
Call Kathy (213)824-4910

THIRD ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bed/
2-bath apartment on Bundy Drive, close to

Wilshire $275/mo. (213)447-1045.

UCLA STUDENT 28 with two kids aged 10
needs roommate ASAP Private bed, bath

(213)838-4225 $3Bfl/mo

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Female roommates to

share 2-bcd/2-bath for summer/year. $275;
Parking. Johanna (21 3)20p-77B2.

WLA/SANTA MONICA- 2-bcd/2-balh, own
room/bath. $450/mo. - utilities. Laundry,
parking, $645 deposit. June-lst. (213)
207-1706.

Sublet 66

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 10
minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard $450/negotiable. (213)837-2210.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrance/ bathroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

LARGE and sunny, fumished master bedroom
of Ib/b apartment in Brentwood. Available

6/20-9/6. Security building, parking, Jacuzzi,

sauna, pool. $500/mo. (213)473-0907.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME 2 miles from
campus off Sunset. Private room, share bath

Private entrance, unlimited street parking,

limited cooking privileges. $35(Vmo. Require
first and last mbnth..(2 13)472-7451 evenings/
weekends.

MANHATTAN BEACH, own room in house, 3

blocks from beach, $S0(yhK). Avail. 6/1/90.

(213)545-2480 after 8pm.

2 FEMALES needed, share room, cute, bright

apartment. Parking, Closest to campus! $375
each. June 14-? Suzanne (21.3)208-6503.

2 NEEDED for bdr/bth of mostly furnished, new
2-»-2, steps to can^pus w/parking $300/mo,
(213)208-6768 >

2 SPACES available) Big, beautiful, fully furn-

ished, Jacuzzi, A/C, mid-June thru Sept.

$350/mo. (neg) Michelle/Shannon.
(213)824 0558

AAA SUBLET! Need female. Share bedroom in

2-bedroom apt. June 1 5-Aug 15. Walk to

campus Stephanie (213)208 624 1

APARTMENT AVAILABLF to sublet
2-bedroom/ 2-bath, parking, across from cam-
pus, security. Price, negotiable
(213)824-1094. June- September.

APT FOR SUBLEASE: Bachelor on Levering
$695/mo. + utilities. Available now! Call Kim
(213)208-1755.

AVAILABLE NOW: Westwood Village 1 -bed/
1-bath, Jacuzzi, a/c, security parking, micro-
wave, furnished. Affordable. (213)479-5867

BARGAIN AVAILABLE July & August w/la.st 2

weeks in June free. Great 2-bed 2-bath to share
w/3 fun females. 5-minute walk to UCLA. Only
$300. 213-479-5624.

1 -BED/1 -BATH, parking, new. $664/mo. June/
July-August w/ option to stay. 475 Cayley-
Westwood. (213)208-4805.

1 -BEDROOM, fumished, A/C, dishwasher,

parking. June 16-September 15.
$800mo./OBO. Walk to campus.
(213)824-1956. Chris, Dave.

1 -BEDROOM apartment for one person. Near
Barington and Santa Monica. July-August.

$500 month. (213)447-0393.

1-MALE, WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET.
Kelton Ave, share room. Furnished with park-

ing. $350/mo Scott (213)208-2381.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth. 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi. June-Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable. (213)824-1306.

2-BED/2-BATH Westwood Chateau. Fully,

furnished, new paint. Walk-in clostes, garage
parking, close to campus. (213)208-0818.

2-BED/2-BATH. BRENTWOOD; other side of

Barrington. Off-street parking, balcony, 2nd
story. 6/19 to 8/19. $900/1 -month,
$1600/2-months. (213)826-5380.

2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH, 3 Blocks from UCLA.
Jacuzzi, pool, gameroom, good condition.

Summer. $ 290/negot i ab le . Sam
(213)208-7238.

2-BEDROOM apartment to sublet mid-June to

mid-September. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1 -block from campus. Only $31 5.60/mo. Call

(213)208-2147.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished,
pool, spa, microwave, walk to campus, just

$368/month. Female only. Call Laura,
(213)208-8414.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August^
Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 050/mo. Option to lease

(213)286-1241.

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail-

able June 15 or July 1 -August 30. $525/mo.
(213)859-7690. Sherrie.

BHAV. HOLLYWOOD- Own room for June/
Aug. 31. Amenities + alarm, beautifully furn-

ished, great location! $475/neg. Lisa,

(213)653-8228.

BRENTWOOD, female, own room, elegantly
furnished $50(Vmo. including eleclricily_and-_
maid service June-September.
(213)447-2417.

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with
student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.
UCLA. $35Q/obo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FULLY furnished Westwood 2-b/2-ba. apart-

rpent. Available 6/1 7 - Mid-Sept. RENT NE-
GOTIABLE. (213)208-6025.

HOMELESS? Summer sublet. Walk to campus.
2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, diswasher,
parking, laundry. Call (213)824-5438.

INTERIOR DESIGNER/ARCHITECT- Furn-
ished interior design office sublet $40(Vmo.
Excellent Santa Monica Location. (213)
394-1608.

LANDFAIR, 2-bedroom, pool, 2-balconies,

full kitchen, 3 parking spaces, $325/month,
furnished, hardwood floors. Call
(213)209-0655.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean 1-bdrm/l-bath. 3
parking spaces. Right across from campus.
(213)824-5548.

SUMMER 3 SPACES AVAILABLE- In 2-bed/
2-bath apt.(female). Luxury building, security

parking. $412.50/mo. Jennifer (213)
4790299.

SUMMER APARTMENT: HUGE, "sunroof",

1-bedroonV 1-bath, 1 minute to campus,
$90(ymo. (213)824-4560.

SUMMER SUBLET. Large studio shared w/
male roommate. Large kitchen, bath, balcony.

Furnished. Al (213)824-4201.

SUMMER SUBLET. 5 minute walk to class.

Fully furnished. Studio apartment. Mid-June-
August 31. (213)824-1141.

NEED June-September, REDUCED TO
$55Q/mo, furnished single, Westwood, 2 mi-
nutes from campus. (213)208-3806.

ONE BEDROOM, University owned apart-

ment 456 Landfair. $300 per person/month.
For 3 people from June 18-Sept. 15. Pool,

Jacuzzi, air conditioning, fully furnished, one
parking space. (213)824-5283. Steve or Ervin.

OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bed/2-bath apart-

ment. Available 6/22. $440 including utilities.

WestLA (213)3120 644. Call anytime.

ROOMMATE/ SHARE room in large, furnished
apartment. South of Wilshire. $275/mo. No
deposit. Available 6/1 -September. Flexible.

470-81 74.

SANTA MONICA, near beach, male, own
bedroom, furnished, mid-June-Sept., W/D,
professionals/grads prfd. $411/mo.
(213)450-2844.

SEPERATE quiet apartment, 1 0990 Strathmore,

walking distance. $650, June-Sept. Write:

1015 Gayley, #183, La 90024.

SILVERLAKE SUMMER SUBLET. 1-bdrm furn-

ished view, 10 min. to downtown. Off street

parking. $625. available 6-1 to 9-1 . Ideal for

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom, available 6/18. Rent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

UC SANTA BARBARA summer subfet,

2-bedroonV 2-bath. Big, beautiful, clean, furn-

ished, near beach. Lisa (805)685-7585.

WESTWOOD, furnished
$275/mo/person(neg.), 1-bdrnVl-bath. Mid-
June - Mid-Sept. (neg). Walk to UCLA, A/C,
pool, park. (213)8249950. (213)209-5005.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-Xugust.
Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD. Room in house. Private bath.

Backyard. Quiet street. Close to campus.
$475/mo. lune 18- Sept 18. (213)474-7122.

WESTWOOD, 3-bdr/2-bth, furnished summer
sublet. A/C security bulling/parking. 5 minutes
from campus. Price negotiable.
(213)478-2627.

\»M clwk i Kossib ie rcwl wcluetlwV exchange .

(213)791-2219', & (213)662-5595.

WESTWOOD: $375/mo. June-Aug. (V. free!)

fully furnished, 2-bed/2-bath, across from
UCLA. (213)824-3550.

WESTWOOD. 2 blocks from campus. 1 -bdrm,
parking, view, balcony. Available June-
September. (213)208-1090.

WILSH IRE/FAIRFAX area, charming 3-bed/
2-bath home, completely furnished, yard,

fireplace, sublet 3 months June 20-Sept. 20.

$1500/mo. Deposit references.
(213)938-3484.

WLA- Summer. Male to share bedroom in

2-bedroom/2-bath apt. $250/mo. Pete (213)

BRENTWOOD- 3-bed/2-bath, parking, near
Barrington/Wilshire, available sublease till

Aug 20th or new lease. (213) 447-1003.

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax district,

6/1 5-8/30. Dates -f rent negotiable.
(213)934-5313.

FEMALE roommate ncnided; summer/year;
AWESOME new 2-bedroom/2-bath, $400.
OWN SECURITY PARKING!! Kerry
(213)207-4349.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;
Jyrnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or
(213)473-4551.

FEMALE SUBLET needed: 6/1 5-9/1 5; furnished
room in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo.
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake
area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 1 01 . Direct bus
to UCLA. 30 min drive to UCLA. $365/mo.,
utilities included. (213)663-8912.

WLA- spacious 3-bedroom house- own room.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. June— end Au-
gust. $440/mo. Rent includes gardener.
(213)447-0198. Vince.

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2-bdrm/2-bath. Close to campus $350/month
(213)8242221.

Condos for Sale 67

SUBLET starting July 1, near campus, 2-bed/
2-bath. 2 parking, balcony, microwave, un-
furnished, new; (213)209-0370.

MALE SUBLET UNIVERSITY APT
6/20/90-9/2(y90. $367/mo. A/C, pool, Ja-
cuzzi, 1 -bedroom, 1 block to campus
(714)720-0364 Michael.

2+2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis
courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,
Ray, RE Exchange. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus.
2-bdrm/r/i -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (21 3)826-5878.

SUBLET wanted. Large 2 or 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment wanted in WLA (as close to Bundy/
Wilshire as possible). June 1 5-Septembcr1
(213)472-7474.

Condos for Stiare 68

STEPS TO UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath fully furnished,

security building. $590/mo. (213)474-7756.

Movers 94 Movers 94 Movers 94

Leaving school has
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.

We've got sturdy, dependable tnjcks in all sizes. Many are automatics,
with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on top of the AM.

Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, too.

Call your local RycJcr (dealer toll free 1-800-621-0803
Local (213) 820-5262

So call Ryder. Because while college may not always be a breeze,
• g<-*tting out of it can be.

' ^^

„„, . M,' •«" •'"

RYDER
•J • .1.' •

This coupon aood for either $10 off a local rental, or $75 off a 1-way rental
Offer expires July ^^, 1990. One coupon per rental.

RYDER
We're there at every turn.

i
\.
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Condos ^or Rent 69 Insuronce 91 Movers
SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2% -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2S0(Vmo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-455S.

9A i\^usic Lessons

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

i /lllslate® %W Auto/Kenters/Hdrne/Life X
If 312-0202 1
Ik 1317 Westwood Blvd 1
W (2 biks. So. of Wilshire) 4.
]^ AHstate Insurance Corrpany ^^ Allstate Lie Insurance Company T

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hr$. (213)281-8892.

102 Travel Tickets 106

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

2 RT TICKETS- From LAX— KAVI. HA. )une 1

5

- 26th. $318 each. (213) 826-8716.

Services Offered 96

)ni(' Ht'alth/Coinrii.'.MotorrvcIf'.^.

\\V II i\nuv TU vol'''

Movers 94

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instlructors. Reserva-
tions" Academic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, «ctc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Autos for Soie 109

Resumes 104

1977 VOLVO 242 DL. 2-door Well-
maintained, excellent condition. $200(Vobo.
(213)660-8347.

We jil do hill jiito iiisiifjiicc

IS iiHjiiiied l)v l.ij' So lot .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE c.ill

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals
EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call

263-BEST.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Xowest Rates AvaiUhiA

Call 474-7283
(la SAVF^)N

lvsi.iianci»rvii:ls

ait «tii(Ma«i«.fii«i 'ai«cti_t ^

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTS!DE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

GREG'S moving. Wc do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (213)281-6892

BEAR'S EDITING
All sabJGCts. Theses/

Dissertation!!. Proposals and
books. Research and whting.
Foreign students welcome.

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. ,

(213) 470-6662 '

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets
results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

I WILL INTERVIEW you by phone and then
mail you 25 resunf>es the very next day for only
$17- Call Gil (213)312-0323.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close (213)287-2765

1978, BMW, stick, air, new paint, perf. coodi-
tion, leave message, eves: (213)476-2610.

1960 VW RABBIT, well-taken care, engine
rebuilt, new tires, runs great, very reliable.

S1650 Call jean-Luc 213-839-9383.

1984 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, black, auto, air,

stereo, 47k, new tires, sheepskins, mint.

S6500 (618)567-4223.

1986 PONTIAC FIERO, white, grey int, 5 spd
AM/FM cass, 42k miles, xint $3950.
(213)473-2352.

Travel 105

2 RT TICKETS New York. Thirty days advanced
booking. Valid until 6-30-90.
(213)777-9314/670-8149.

Tutoring Offered 98

BE READY FOR YOUR PARIS TRIP! Fun and

easy French tutoring available for group or

pprivate lessons. Over 3 years experience with

the Walt Disney Company (818)509-1 238 or

(213)854-0353.

TUTORING
All subjects pl^ LSAT. GMAT, and
Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grods.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

HONflST MAN \A\y,v pit k lift wiih fifillirs,

Movers 94

>

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Fricndly(213)285-8f>88. UCLA alumnus

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free cslimalcs, experienced, and rcli-

ablc. jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE- Wc store boxes, bikes,

mopcds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/dclivcry

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

>NS by cxpc ricncco n at ive
teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
Expert all levels teaching experience Will

commute, affordable rates (818)5(X)-402V

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers, manuscripts; theses,

dissertations, resumes Call: 473-4193

RounayiD fror^ • cs A-oqeies

San Francisco $ 110
Mexico City S 250

WEfi^TWOOD
SELF STORAGE
i^lorago from $19.00/monili

BUY 5 MOIVniS<
GET 1 FREE!!

AT FOR STLDEMTS!
OPEI\ EVERY RAY!

(2I3)47»-IB0I —
1901 S. Sepulvcda BKd.

{h/w Santa IHonic*a & Olympic*
in liie Sp«»rlmari Building)

Typing 100

Costa Rica $ 370
Hawaii $ 298
Paris $ 618
Tokyo $ 599
Tahiti $ 679
Nairobi $1149
Johannesburg S1459

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL. Air, am/fm cassette,

4-speed, low miles. $3850/obo
(213)393-6166

1987 VW GOLF CL- Hatchback, 2-door.

5-speed, ^K, stereo cassette, great condition

$5,950. Call: (816) 793-8699

81 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT- Runs and looks
good. New top AM/EM cassette. S4,200obo.
(213) 4791435. Pat

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838-8865 Ext.A 8050.

BEAUTIFUL Wrangler jeep, 1967 Fully
loaded, all amenities, must sell leaving coun-
try. $12,000/obo Robyn (213)399-5441

BUICK REGATTA 1989. Red exterior, camel
leather interior, excellent condition. 12,000
miles. (213)393-9814 evenings

CONVERTIBLE 1981 VW RABBIT 87,000
miles, $3500/obo. (213)552-9496 days,
(213)645-2202 after 7pm

FORD BRONCO II, 1985 5-spd, 4x4, A/C,
cruise control, 42k/miles, alarm. One owner
IW9Vobo (r. 3)306.430fl, (aio)207-:^2i8

HONDA ACCORD LX 1981 Auto, air, Ken
wood stereo, excellent condition $3200
1986 FORD MUSTANG LX 5 speed, CD-
player $2800. (213)4 70-89 13

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

>4rr5

Order your personalized f^radualion

announcements now!

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999. ^
AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXI^ERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations. Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processingby

UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs Laser. National/Overland. Lynn
(213)841-0978

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)3992086

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

.NaMonal/Scpulveda (213)397-971 1.

.IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check, Laser printer. $1.50/page
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)820-7400.

TYPING - Fast and efficient; documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Lascrprinter. Shari (213)391-2724.

TYPIST AVAILABLE: Word processing, term
papers, research papers, reports, business

letters, scripts, all now (213)652-6933.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices help with
language-20 years«experience-pick up/
delivery Call (213)204-1292.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (2t.l)4f>6-2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA Andy (213)390-1141.

"«estric;.ors asay ra'es suoiect to cnanqe
M mo'Mi notice ano oasea on avaiiatjuity

•*Eurailpa$$c$***
issued on the spot
Open Saturdays 10-2

Coundi'haud
1093 Broxton Ave #220
Los Anseles, CA 90024

i 213-208-3551

HONDA ACCORD, 1981, blue New dutch,
brakes A/C, radio, good condition
$1700/obo (818)5640611, (818)449-7373

HONDA ACCORD '78 Only G9k miles, a/c,

-•uto Ftre engine red, tooks/ rurrr"grcar"

$1500(213)476-0817

HONDA CRX HF, 1988, blue, 5-spd , A/C,
cassette, excellent condition. Must sell, $7700
(213)659-3543.

MAZDA 626 , 1980 =.-. rebuilt

engine. Good condition, $850/obo
(213)558-3544 leave message 7—

MERCEDES, '69, brown excellent condition all

leather interior. Beautiful. $5,500
(213)459-3411 or (213)939-8675.

i
I

"7^

\

CAMPUS PHOTO STIOO
'^ ISO Kcrckhoir Mall ( Ki^ht next to Clr.ipliK ScniccM Open M I H M) S.M)

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Alto offer

ethical auistance with wrHing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

iSSUED ON THESPOT

EmvaT^asns we ottBP:

1 Month Youthpass....$380

2 Month Youthpass 500

15 Day 1st Class 340

Or the new Flexipasses:

5 days within 15 days
$198.00

9 days within 21 days
$360.00

14 days within 1 month
$458.00

Britrail. BritFrance passes

available, just ask us! Eurail

Passes good throughout Western

Europe ancj Ireland.

NISSAN MAXIMA 1987. 4-door, sun/moon
roof Fully, loaded. 5-speed 37,000 miles.

$11,975/obo. Engan (213)825-1447
(213)5522746

RENAULT ALLIANCE. 1985. Excellent condi
tion. Automatic A/C Kenwood radio/cassette

34,000m $3250. (818)705-3485, after

6 .lOpm

SUBARU, 1985 One owner car, new slereoT"

2-door, hatchback, white, great condition,

very reliable. $2,395/obo (213)926-1538

TRIUMPH TR-7 CONVERTIBLE- 1980,
5-speed, class., 57,000 miles, fun car, $2,200
obo. Marci (213) 824-2008

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

Auto Repair 110

>ISUCL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

CAR PROBLEMS?
Oil Changes $22.95

Tune-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CARS

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

LONCX^N/ WFST END. 4 bedroom/ 1 bath

apartment with separate w.c/. Maid service.

Opposite Madame Tussaud'S Next to Baker

Street subway and walking distance from

theatres. Short and long lease avail-

able £1 00/room/weck. (213)641-9369,
evenings.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811
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MAC HARD DRIVE SALE

Cutting Edge™ Externals

40 MB
60 MB

$369
$409

ERUIN
OAKLEYS

HAIR SALON
•THANKS TO YOU"

WE ARE NUMBER ONE!
SERVING MEN &,. WOMEN

FOR 60 YEARS
1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
FREE inslallatlon if locitcd in UC1.A arei.

MAAS Technologies

(213)477-8499

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

IXm 3ANVI(BJTEH.VP.LQSAKGg£S,CA..9oo»a'82P'1516

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

Expires 6/12/90
Not valid with other offers orr coupons

am Good for everyone in party • No substitutions

Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119 Scooters

VOLKSWAGEN BUG, 1973. $1000, white,
4-spd Call Evone (213)286-1331.

VOLVO 1979 242dl, auto, fm cassette,

70kmiles. Good condition, one year registra-

tion, (213)473-0623.

1988 BLACK ELITE 50, like new, 350 miles,

lock included. $700/obo. Sam
(213)208-6702.

'

ELITE 80 1 986. Excellent condition, just tuned
$600/obo. Call Niki (213)208-0825.

YAMAHA RIVA- Good condition, must sel

$300/obo. Helmet. Mike (213) 327-5072.

Furniture 126

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14

HONDA 100, streetArail, 1984. 4,000 miles
Red, reliable^ excellent condition. $450/obo.
Nicholas (213)472-6993.

HONDA AERO 50, white and blue, excellent
condition, rebuilt body $500. Christine

(213)208-6496.

Scooters 119

1977 PLX:H moped- Runs great, includes
lock. Must sell. $275/obo. Michael (213)
394-1877.

1986 HONDA SPREE- red, just tuned. Great
"condition. Lock included- must sell!

$325/obo. (213)8249656.

1987, BLUE, Elite 80 with helmet, basket and
lock. Great condition. $850/obo. Sara
(213)444-9853.

1987 ELITE 150, purchased new ia'ft8, 1350
mi., excellent condition, helmet, lock, $1500.
|im (213)824-7926.

1987 RED ELITE- 50. Like new. Helmet, basket
Included $500. Graduating, must sell! Mes-
sage: Debbie (213)824-5822.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986, $450/obo Runs
great. Low mileage. Sherri (21 3)824 5210.
Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 125. w/extras, new equip,
clean. Must see, must sell. $80Q/obo. Paul
(213)824-3654. ^
HONDA ELITE 250, 1987. Black/ gold match-
ing helmet; cover 3200 miles. $1400
(818)841-1314.

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large
desk, perfect for student apartment. Moving,
must sell. (213)476-0817.

DEN SUITE 2 matching couches, 1 end-table,
1 coffee table. Modern, black $50 each
(213)393-8334. ^^^^
ELEGANT, tasteful hardwood coffee table $74.
Elevated bed with mattress $100
(213)208-1370. Dov.

HONDA NX250 1989, 7000mi. Very clean.

$2000/obo. Call (213)470-9420.

PERFECT Honda Elite 80 with windshield,
trunk, heln>el, low miles. Only $1000. Call
Chris (213)474-6196.

YAMAHA 1 25, 1 985 4900 miles. $600. With
lock, helmet, basket. White. Good mechanical
condition. Nicholas. (213)472-6993.

YAMAHA 50 1988, black Brand new engine
and battery. Just tuned-up. Lock and helmet
$450. (213)208-4052.

FOR SALE: Box spring, full size. Good condi-
tion. $50 (213)393 6734.

FOR SALE: Super-single waveless waterbed
(warranteed) with mirrored headboard,
double-stack drawers. $300/obo
(213)618-8314.

FOUR PIECE BEDROOM SET- Bcige.large
dresser mirror, 2 night stands and headboard
$200. (213) 453-6982.

FULL BED,
(213)286^9984

orthopedic. $65.00

LEATHER COUCH, $100, kitchen table w/
chairs $70, twin mattress -f box springs $100,
coffee table $75, one dresser $50, 19 inch
color tv. $100. (213)208-4030.

Men's golf 15th in tourney
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

The UCLA men's golf team
worked themselves into an ever-

deepening divot over the weekend
in their final regular-season tour-

nament, finishing 15th out of a

field of 17 in the Oak Tree
Intercollegiate tournament at

Edmond, Oklahoma.
It was the Bruin's worst finish

since their first tournament of the

season, when they placed a dead-

last sixteenth.

Individually^ Greg Garbero fin-

ished a team-high 44th, with a
three-round score of 228, fourteen

strokes off the pace of Florida's

Chris DeMarco.

Steve Haynes and Clinton
Whitelaw finished in a tie for 62nd,
shooting 232 each over 54 holes.

CREW: Women are champs
From page 38

Championships, came in a distant fourth place.

Washington has also had a stranglehold on the national
chjmipionship as well, winning eight of the last 10 titles.

But this was UCLA's day, and season, as there has been a
changing of the guard.

"We were ahead preUy much the whole way," said Salonites,
adding, "it was obvious by the 1000-meter mark (halfway) that we
were going to win."

The No. 1 -seeded junior vaisity boat lived up to its seeding as
well, capturing the J.V. title with a time of 7:02.5. Cal was second
in 7:05.9 and Stanford and Washington were third and fourth with
times of 7:11 and 7:13, respectively.

The varsity and J.V. titles, combined with the novice boat's
third-place finish, gave UCLA the distinction of having the most
overall points of any school.

'The most special moment was getting the trophy that said
Washington 10 years in a row. We realized that we had done what
we had always dreamed of doing," said Salonites.

After Saturday's qualifying heats, UCLA had the fastest time,
but the team did a good job of focusing on the final "The teamJiad-
the attitude. This is the only race that mailers, Salonites said."
The next race for the team is the national championships, to be

held in Madison, Wisconsin from June 2-3. The J.V. may go as
well, if it can raise enough money to make the trip. For the varsity
squad, the trip is funded by the women's collegiate national
committee.

Among the teams slated to compete at the nationals is Princeton,
champion of the Eastern Sprints and the only team to defeat the
Bruins this season. Defending national champion Cornell will also
return.

PEN: Josephine Bruin
From page 38

Adding life to the costume
of Josephine also meant eight

hour days in the blazing'

sun—a small price to pay for

the rewards that were asso-

ciated. "Performing for the

crowd was fun, but each per-

son that I met really added
something to it," she said.

—
Scheding also began to see

the lairs of Josephine in quite

a different light than in the

past "I feel Uke the Rose
Bowl and Pauley Pavilion are
my second homes," she said.

And this Josephine wasn't
afraid to wander away from
her home. She was seen on
many visiting sidelines during

football games on the road,

and then there was the holiday
season when she was in

Hawaii ancf Japan within the

span of three weeks.

"I look off finals to go to

Hawaii (for women's volley-

ball) and then was home for

the regular winter break before

I took off for Japan," said

Scheding.

"It was weird in Japan
where everyone knows about
UCLA," she added. "There's

even a Bearwear in Japan that

gave us clothing."

Then there was another
weird time at the NCAA
basketball playoffs. "When we
beat Kansas Joe Bruin wasn't
there and in this great moment
of glory for the basketball

team, this girl Bruin was
there," said Scheding.

119 l"urniture 126 Musical Instruments 129

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-a-bed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seal or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195. Rccliner $195 Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

STEINWAY 1893- Upright, excellent condi-
tion. $3,000. (213) 453 2085.

Stereos/TVs/Rodios 131

PINE SWING-FRAME and futon $130, 5-$hclf
bookcase $55. Chris, (213)477-8345.

;

COLOR TV ZENITH. Very good condition

$755 (213)206-5561, 391-4089.

TOSHIBA VCR for sale. Remote included. $75,
Good condition. Manual included.
(213)474-6808.

FOR SALE: Excercise slant-board, black and
white. Good condition. $50. (213)393-8334.

Typewriter/Computer 134

H.P. DESK jets w/inlerface Mac compatible.
$320. Chris (213)351-8143.

Misc. For Sale 128

BEL AND HOWELL filmosound 179 16mm
film projector. Excellent condition. $75.
(213)394-6924.

EMERALD AND DIAMOND Marquis ring.

Total weight 1.90 kls. Appraised at $2200.
Must sell $750/obo. (213)653-0558.

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, 5V« "Floppy drive
and 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ 800 printer. $2000/obo. Call Scott (H)
(213)837-0631. (W) (213)820-8511.

ZENITH LAPTOP COMPUTER- ZFL-184;
640k, 2 disk drives, never used. $750. Brian
(213) 208-6494.

ZENITH SUPERSPORT LAPTOP- 20 MGB
hard disk, excellent condition, DOS, word
perfect 5.0, $l,400/bcst offer. (213) 658 7470.

V .
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TENNIS
From page 37

doubles.

"I felt confident going up
against him (and Eisenman) in

doubles," Bissell said. "They were
overconfident and we took advan-
tage of that."

If the Cal duo was in fact

overconfident, the Bruin pair knew
exactly how to deal with that—by
crushing the Bears in straight sets

6-4, 6^.

ELUS
From page 36

do it, but I'll be really busy when I

first start playing pro baseball,"

said Ellis, "so I'll finish up as soon
as I get a chance."

With most teams pitching
around him out of respect for his

power (he leads the team in walks
and has been hit by pitches a
school-record 11 times), Ellis

looks forward to being challenged
at the plate by professional pitch-

ers.

"Lately, I haven't been given
much to hit, so it's not as much fun
as it was at the beginning of the
season," said Ellis. "But I think

that will change in the pros. The
pitchers at that level don't care
who you are, they'll challenge
you."

This yeafrEtitft has reaponded to=
such challenges, usually by send-
ing Mr. Spaulding on a long
journey. The Six-Pac's lop pitch-

ers showed him little respect at the

beginning of the season, and he in

turn took them deep, hitting home
runs in every single stadium in the

- conference. He's homered off All

Six-Pac pitcher and national
Strikeout leader Sean Rees of
Arizona State. He also touched
Six-Pac Honorable Mention hurler

Jackie Nickell for a three-run blast

in one of UCLA's two victories

over use this year. Against
Stanford and Arizona State, who
boast two of the finest pitching

Staffs in the nation, Ellis hit seven
home runs in 12 games.

In spite of all his success at the

plate, Ellis feels he needs improve-
ment on defense. His statistics are

impressive enough — he owns a
^.992 fielding percentage and has
thrown out 42 percent of runners
attempting to steal. Still, he isn't

satisfied.

"I've never been a really good
defensive catcher," said Ellis.

"I've gotten a lot belter since my
freshman year, but there's still

plenty of room for improvement. It

just takes time, really."

Ellis will have plenty of time in

the professional ranks to improve
his defense. He claims not to have
a team preference in the upcoming
draft.

"1 don't really care where 1 go,"

said Ellis. "Most guys don't end up
playing for the team that drafted

them. I'm just looking forward to

getting a chance at pro ball."

With his last season as a Bruin
coming to a close, Ellis has already
put his name in the Bruin record
books and is now looking to make
another mark by breaking Auten's
11 -year-old home run record. If

the Bruins put in a good showing in

the regionals, he'll most likely do
it. Six multiple home-run games
prove that Ellis could break the
record in just one outing.

"I try not to think about it, but
these guys (Ellis's fellow players
and roommates, Dave Zancanaro,
Scott Schanz, and Mike Fyhrie)
are always reminding me," said

Ellis. "Just the other night, Fyhrie
(a UCLA pitcher) put a note in my
bed that said 'You'll never make
it.' So it's hard not think about it.

I'd like to break the record, but if 1

don't . . . well, I've had a good,
season."
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

Neck Pain & Stiffness

Lower Back Pain

Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd:

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

BE TAN in 7 VISITS
only $30

(based on 30 min. sessions, 3 to 4 times per week)

Hurry Memberships Limited
Student Rates and Other Specials Available

ra^MZ]
'TANNING BEYOND COMPARE!"
M-'ITi Sam- 10pm
\t\ 8am-9pm 477-9300 Sat 9am-8pm

Sun l]am-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.
at Bamngton, 1 block So of Pico

Visa/MC Welcome p cj/'ii /qn
Offer good w/Coupon Only *" P' ^^"^^^^^

.

We Want You ... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin but what the lM^3nm can do for you
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

The International Students Association
and The Campus Events Commission

in cooperation with The South African international Students

Congress and the University Religious Conference

proudly present

o c

^JkV

Archbishop

DESMOND
TUTU

^£^tr^j!f
\

1
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TODAY
MAY 22, 1990
3:00 p.m.

Ackerman Grand
Ballroom

Free tickets available at

the Central Ticket Office W
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*INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
First Time Clients Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley Ave
(Next to Heidi's Yogurt)

ucia students^ faculty

and staff

$awi<€9»998 movies
last month.

Catch Tiiis viewing audience...

ADVERTIJE
in the

UCIA Daily IBriiln

8IS-2iieil

mm •• ••
jLPMBjH |U^^ Ml3

•• •• •• ••

ION ON IHb
SEISMIC CONSTRUCTION— IN DYKSTRA HALL—

Whereas, the students of Dykstra Hall have voiced a concern ttiat although they were
informed of construction, they were never made aware^ot4he extent to wl^ch^ ii^would
inconvience their lives;

..

Whereas, the administration has been completely reactive, rather than proactive on issues
such as construction before 8 a.m.; the illegal parking of contractors, the excessive noise
during dead week and finals week, the disruptive behavior of construction workers, and
the overall condition of the building;

Whereas, there has been potentially dangerous circumstances such as broken windows both
in rooms and halls as well as lobbies and restrooms, and jammed fire exits during drills;

Whereas, some residents have been forced to evacuate their rooms from the hours of
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. for as many as three days due to the operation of a crane loading
rebar above the roof of Dykstra;

Whereas, enormous amounts of dust have caused a potential health hazard for many stu-

dents, especially those with asthma and related allergies;

Whereas, laundry facilities were limited to five washers and ten dryers for use by 600
residents for nearly a month;

Whereas, workers have drilled holes into the walls and ceilings of occupied rooms and
stairwells, scattering cement and plaster, then patched the holes only to drill in the same
place again;

Whereas, the clean up of debris and dust has been inadequate and the repairs to broken
windows and holes slow;

Whereas, there has been personal property damage due to excessive dust, debris, and
faulty electrical outlets;

Therefore, be it resolved, that a notation be added to every resident's transcript express- <

ing the extenuating circumstances that seismic construction occurred during these three

academic quarters.

Therefore, be it further resolved, that Dykstra residents who wish to return next year be
given guaranteed spaces in the hall.

Therefore, be it finally resolved, that negotiations begin immediately between students and
Business Enterprises regarding monetary compensation for the substandard living condi-

tions during this academic year for Dykstra residents who paid the same housing fees

as students currently living in non-seismic halls, and that compensation also be made -

for the personal property damage incurred in this year.

Paid for by USAC -Student Government

ELUS
From page 40

Ellis began the season with five

career home runs and a lifetime

college batting average of .28 1 . As
head coach Gary Adams told the

Los Angeles Times, Ellis was a

"Umid hitter."

This year he's become more
agressive at the plate, and the

results are scarcely believable.

With the Bruins heading to the

NCAA regional playoffs on Fri-

day, Ellis leads the nation in home
runs (28) and ranks in the top five

in RBI (81). Against UNLV this

weekend, he broke Steve Hilsey's

single-season UCLA RBI record

with his first-ever collegiate

grand-slam home run. He needs
only one more dinger to tie Jim
Auten's 1979 Bruin record of 29
homers. In the history of college

baseball, only Auten and former
use star Mark McGuire (32) have
hit more home runs in a season.

Ellis has been the subject of feature

ancles in Baseball America, the

Los Angeles Times, the The
National, and The Sporting News,
among others.

To top things off, he was
recently named co-Player of the

Year (along with Arizona State's

Mike Kelly) by the coaches of the

Pac-10 Southern Division (Six-

Pac).

jifrAyem ffom unknown calchec:

to Pac- 1 Player of the Year in just

one season. Did Ellis have this in

mind?

"I wasn't expecting anything

like this," said Ellis. "I was coming
off of surgery and didn't even
know if I'd be able to throw

anymore. I definitely didn't think

I'd have such a good year."

Ellis entered the season unsure

whether he'd even be able play

catcher. He tore the labrium— one
of the chief rotational muscles —
in his right shoulder in a collision

with Stanford outfielder Paul

Carey late last season. In his own
words, his shoulder was "just torn

to pieces." But he spent the

summer rehabilitating, and things

fell into place.

Ellis' power at the plate proves

he's healthy, but he's also posting

numbers that don't fit the "cleanup

hitter" stereotype. This season,

he's maintained a .355 batting

average and posted a strikout total

that is the second lowest on the

team. Still, his first priority is to

produce runs.

*The coaches told me at the

beginning of the year that my job
was to put numbers in two catego-
ries: home runs and RBI's," said

Ellis. "And with my speed, I'm not
going to do much good if I hit

singles with no one on base. I try to

at least get doubles and put myself
into scoring postion."

Ellis' production makes him one
of Adams' greatest recruiting

successes. After earning All-State

honors as a senior at San Ramon
Valley, Ellis was being courted by
Stanford, Pepperdine, Air Force,

UCSB, use, and California. Two
of his three brothers played ball at

Cal, but Ellis wasn't one to follow
family tradition.

"After I met with Coach
Adams," I decided that I liked

what UCLA had to offer," said

Ellis. "Cal wasn't really a big

option for me."
Unlike his five brothers and

sisters, all ofwhom took degrees at

four-year universities, Ellis won't
finish his education right away. He
says that it "looks like" he will

forego his senior year to sign a pro
contract at the end of this season,

but he does plan to earn his

diploma when he gels the chance.

"My parents will probably make
me finish my degree, and I want to

See ELUS, page 35
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Bruins headed
for U.S. team

At the U.S. Gymnastics Federa-
tion Western Rcgionals, Bruin
Chris Waller finished well in the

last two rotations to capture the

optional title Sunday afternoon

(56.90).

After finishing fourth in the

compulsories on Saturday (56.55),

Waller's combined two-day total

of 113.45 placed him second to

University of Nebraska's Trent
Dimas (113.50).

Alumnus David St. Pierre fin-

ished third in the optionals (56.35)
to end up third overall (113.15).
Bruin Terry Notary's ninth-place

optional score of 53.80 placed him
in a tie for seventh (109.10). Brad
Hayashi and Jason Garman fin-

ished 13th and 14th, respectively.

The top 15 gymnasts from the

three regionals should get an
automatic berth to participate in

the U.S. Championships June 8-

10. At the Championships, the

gymnasts will vie for one of 12
spots on the U.S. National team.

Waller captured three of the six

events Sunday, while placing
second on the high bars (9.80) and
seventh on the parallel bars (9.40).

The AU-American won the floor

with a 9.45 and tied for first on the

pommel horse with Stanford's Jair

Lynch (9.65) and also matched St
Pierre on tfac^ iii igK (9.70).

4%r
Center for American Politics and Public Policy

is pleased to present

a

QUARTER IN WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATES
• LIVE, DO FIELD WORK, AND ATTEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CAPITCH-

• EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
• DESIGN AND CCH^JDUCT YCXJR OWN
RESEARCH PROJECT

• PART-TIME JOB PUIOEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience
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UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

. (corner of Westwood Blvd.)
^

"^Y^
(213) 208-8188"^*'

St. Pierre scored the only 10.0 of
the regionals from one of the two
judges to capture the vault title

with a 9.95.

V Jane Huang

TENNIS
From page 40

B^t UCLA freshman Jason Sher

was able to pick up the pieces as he

hung on in a long three-setter,

finally overcoming John Gibson,

6-4, 3-6, 6-1 at No. 6 singles.

UCLA 5, UC-Berkeley 3

Continuing to show confidence

and aggression in its performance,

the No. 2-ranked UCLA men's
tennis squad earned a spot in the

NCAA team semifinals as it

downed the No. 6-ranked UC
Berkeley team in a 5-3 contest

Sunday. ^

**It was maybe our best match of

the year," UCLA head coach
Glenn BasseU said. "We had to

play well because Cal is a very

good team."

The UCLA team showed
showed both energy and intensity

on the courts as four of the six

singles matches went into three

sets—with the Bruins puUing out

two of the four matches.

But despite the score, the Bruins

had some UCLA hearts beating

faster as they let the Golden Bears
inch their way back into the match
after a 4-2 lead from singles play.

"Entering 4-2 made me a lot

more confident than going in at 3-

3, but 4-2 was still a dogfight

because Cal is a good double
playing team," BasseU said.

The Bears won at No. 2 doubles
with Carl Chang and Bent-Ove
Pedersen edging over UCLA's
Billy Barber and Mark Quinney in

a tight three setter 4-6, 6-3. and 6-

2.

The clinching match came at

No. 1 doubles when UCLA's
tandem of Mark Knowles and Fritz

Bissell gave it everything they had
to pull a major upset—downing
CaPs Doug Eisenman and Mau
Lucena, the No. 1 doubles duo in

the nation.

Bissell had lost a tough three-

setter against Lucena in singles

play (3-6,6-3,7-5), but that did not
bother him as he stepped out onto
the court to meet him'once again in

See TENNIS, page 35

icer^<j:>u; programs

offers

~^— >, -( FREE
JICYCLEJIEGISTRATION

Bruin Walk tables
Every Monday through Friday

10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

UCLA Police Station
Daily

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.-

<• 't

RECEIVE A KRYPTONITE BICYCLE LOCK FOR $24.95!

In conjunction with the ASUCLA Country
Store, the CSC Programs is offering you the
opportunity to purchase a Kryptonite "K4"
Bicycle Lock for $8 off of the regular price.
Simply register your bicycle with us or
show proof of prior bicycle registration, and
you will be eligible to purchase a lock for
$24.95. ^

For more details, contact the CSO Office at 825-9800.

Biqrcle Registration is sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharinjf Office and is operated by the CSO Programs.
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[i Crew makes waves aft Pao-lOs
Huskies keep men from fourth title

By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

When it all was said and done, the Bruin men*s crew teams came
home from the Pac-10 Championships with second- and third-

place trophies.

The fourth-seeded men*s varsity crew was second to touch the

finish line (6:02.4) behind a dominating Washington crew (6:01.2)

last weekend.

It was a close race, but the victorious Huskies pulled into the lead

with just 1(X) meters to go in the 2000-meter course to defeat the

three-time Pac-10 champion Bruins.

Only the top-finishing Washington crew is assured an automatic

berth in the national championships in Cincinnati next weekend.
The Bruins may compete only if they can pay their own way.
The fifth-seeded junior varsity finished in third place (6:13.8)

behind Orange Coast College (6:05.2) and Cal (6:06.3). The Bruins

outrowed Washington (6:15.2), Stanford (6:21.3) and UC Irvine

(6:34.0).

The top-seeded freshmen crew (6:17.8) followed in the varsity *s

footsteps, also losing to Washington (6: 16.0). This was only the

second loss of the season for the frosh-eight; they lost to Wisconsin
at the Potomac International Regatta.

The novice team (6:26.2) finished third in the petite

(consolation) finals behind Long Beach State (6:19.8) and Oregon
State (6:21.8) to end their season.

Women beat tradition, take title

By Dov Tanriler

Contributor

Women *s crew on the West Coast entered a new era Sunday

A very special Bruin passes on the mask

"When the UCLA Bruins won their first-ever Pac-10 Litlc, defeating"

all comers at the Pacific Coast Championships in Sacramento.

The regatta, held at Lake Natoma, was well attended, with about

15,0(X) fans present to cheer on their favorite teams.

Living up their No. 1 seeding, the Bruins crossed the finish line

in 6:54.1, 3.5 seconds faster than second-place Stanford. Cal was
next across the line in 6:57.8. Defending champion Washington,

which had never before failed to win at the Pacific Coast

,

See CREW, page 34

T^
wenty-threc years ago in

the halcyon year of
' 1967, a trio of bears

were bom to the Bruin family

of Westwood, CA.
They were strong, they were

loyal, and most of all, they

were friendly bears who rou-

tinely performed to wide
acclaim in front of large

crowds. I

And they had many fans.

One fan, in particular, stood

out from that diverse crowd.

She, incidentally, had been

bom in the same year as the

three bears, and when she first

saw them at the age of six,

she was immediately taken.

The two male bears were
special, but the one bear—the

female with a bright bow and
wide smile—was just right.

Over the years, the young
fan made many a visit to the

home of these bears. She
didn't have to traverse through

the woods to reach their realm,

nor did she have to wander
alone.

Often her jjarents went with

her—for they were Bruin parti-

sans in their own right—and
the rugged and isolated settings

of the Los Angeles Coliseum,

Rose Bowl, and Pauley Pavi-

Tion were the scene of many^
happy meeting between this

one bear and this young fan.

Then about a year ago, an
event came to pass that would
change the way this young fan

viewed her idol.

UCLA senior Jill Scheding
had been selected to play the

role of Josephine Bruin, and
now this modem-day Goldi-

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures
locks could eat of the same
porridge that was meant for

the bear.

"It was definitely a dream
come true," said Scheding. "I

think that besides the fact that

she is a well-known character.

I really wanted to put myself

into Josephine Bruin.**

Josephine did not need a

new chair or a new bed, but

new outfits—including a pina-

fore—and routines were
needed, while keeping within

the same tradition that attracted

Scheding as a young girl.

*The past people set a

standard that made all the fans

friendly due to the past,** said

Scheding. "Everyone who is

Josephine adds a little some-
thing different and special to

her,** she added.

In her eagerness to assume
the role of Josephine, there

were times when Scheding was
as tired as Goldilocks, yet it

was all a labor of love.

"I don*t remember the sweat

and the physical work that

much anymore,** said Scheding.

"Football season seems like it

was so much fun, even though

it was hard work.**

See PEN, page 34
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Josephine Bruin poses with a fan
DAILY BRUIN FILF
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Setting a shotput world record
At ihe Jack in the Box Invita-

tional Sunday at Drake Stadium,

the meet promoters offered

$50,000 to anyone who could

break the men's shot put world

record.

Today, Randy Barnes is

$50,000 richer.

On his second of six throws,

Barnes threw the shot 75-10 1/4 to

eclipse the previous world record

set by Ulf Timmerman of East

Germany. It was somewhat a

measure of revenge for Barnes,

who was leading the shot put

competition at the 1988 Seoul

Olympics before Timmerman beat

him on his last throw, forcing

Barnes to settle for the silver

medal.

"With all the press that was here

and the coverage, the balloons and
the money, you knew that the

timing was right," Barnes told the

Los Angeles Times. "But I figured

that everything was too perfect

right now.
"I'm not usually cynical like

that, but it happened like it should.

Everything was right and I was
ready," he added.

The fans in Drake almost saw

another world record when UCLA
alumnus Danny Everett ran the

400 in 44.72. He was timed also at

the 440-yard distance in 45.0,

which was just off the 44.5 world
record set by his coach, John
Smith, now an assistant at UCLA.
The 440 yards is no longer

contested in lieu of the metric

distance.

Evereu holds the world best in

the indoor 400, and is on the world
record relay teams in the 4x200
and 4x400.

Chris Koutures

'**'

^»#
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Mike Powell stretches in the long jump.

Randy Barnes set a new world record in the shoput.

Shotput World Record

• New world record in shotput is 75-10 1/4.

• Randy Barnes, 23 years-old, did it on second
attempt.

• Jack-ln-the-Box Invitational at UCLA's •

Drake Stadium Sunday
• Broke Ulf Timmermann's of East

Germany 1 988 world record of 75-8.

• Also broke former Bruin John Brenner's 1987
American record of 73-10 3/4.

• Received $50,000 bonus prize

^. Photos by

Dean Abramson

PattiSue Plummer (M2) won the women's mile in 4:29.54.

^
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Sports
Tennessee rocks Bruins in NCAA semifinals

GARLO CHAO

Bill Barber had hoped to help UCLA hang another NCAA
banner.

By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS — What started

out as a dogfight ended up in a dog
pile six hours later as top-ranked

Tennessee showed exactly how
overpowering it is by downing the

No. 2 UCLA men's tennis team,

5-4, in the semifinals of the NCAA
team tournament late Monday.
The Bruins led 4-2 after singles,

but the Volunteers proved just how
difficult it would be for UCLA to

clinch the match with a just one

doubles win.

After UCLA lost two close

three-setters at No. 1 and No. 2

doubles, it came down to No. 3

doubles where Bill Behrens and

Robbie Wendell clashed with

Brice Karsh and Fabio Silberberg.

After dropping the first set, 6-4, the

UCLA tandem pulled things

together to take the second set, 6-4.

The match and the NCAA finalist

were (hem decided in an intense

tiebreaker.

The roaring cheers of the spec-

tators alternated with the quiet of

crickets chirping during each point

as both duos struggled to keep their

respective teams on the map.

Trailing 3-6 in the tiebreaker,

the Bruins fought off two match

Men's Tennis

Bruins at NCAAs

#1 Tennessee 5 Monday
#2 UCLA 4
UCLA 5 Sunday
#5Cal 3
UCLA 5

Saturday
#17 USD 1

points, but finally went down, 6-7

(5-7).

"If we would have won at No. 3

doubles, it would have been on of

the best victories of all time/*

UCLA head coach Glenn Bassett

said. "But I wasn't disappointed. It

wasn't that we lost it, they won it

We played our hearts out and we
played very positive."

Tennessee upped its record to

34-0 and will face third-ranked

Stanford in today's NCAA fital.

Coming off two strong wins

over the University of San Diego

and UC Berkeley, the Bruins had

the confidence and momentum
they needed to pull of the upset of

the Vols — or so it seemed.

Kicking things off for the Bruins

was sophomore Behrens, who
defeated Coenie de Villiers in a

decisive 6-2, 6-4 contest at No. 5

singles.

Sophomore Bill Barber had

some trouble with Silberberg at

No. 4 as he was broken in the last

game of the first set and had

eventually went down, 6-4, in the

second set

See TENNIS, page 37

High fives all around as bombers head to playoffs
Bruin nine invited to the regionals

for first post-season game since '87

By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

A season-long effort against some of the nation's toughest competition

has finally paid off for the UCLA baseball team (39-24). For the first time

since 1987, the Bruins are going to the NCAA regional playoffs.

The decision, which was announced at 1 1:30 Monday morning, gives

UCLA the No. 4 seed in the Midwest Regional, to be held in Wichita,

Kansas.

"I'm very pleased, about the selection and about the fact that we got to

go at all," said Bruin head coach Gary Adams. "We definitely deserved a

bid, especially considering the difficult schedule we played this year. It's

a good feeling." /

The Bruins finished fourth in the Six-Pac this year with a 14-16 confer-

ence record, but had a 25-8 mark against non-Six-Pac opponents and
defeated seven of Collegiate Basebairs Top 25 teams. They were also

able to lake two of three in a late-season series with ihcn-No. 1 Arizona
Stale to crack a 23-game Sun Devil win streak.

UCLA will face Midwest No. 3 seed South Alabama in the first game
of the regionals this Friday. Ironically, South Alabama was one of the

Bruins* nonconferencc victims early this season. In that game, UCLA's
Dave Zancanaro picked up his first win of the season as the Bruins pulled

a ninih-inning, 6-5 comeback. The Midwest Regional also includes lop-

seedcd Arkansas, No. 2 Wichita Stale, No. 5 Georgia Southern, and No. 6
Fordham. The winner of the regional will receive a berth to the College

World Series in Omaha, Nebraska.

In the past 21 years, the Bruins have been to the regionals three limes,

and to the regional finals twice, but have not made it to the World Scries.

The 1969 team, which featured then-future big-leaguers Chris Chambliss
and Bill Bonham, was the last Bruin squad to appear in the Scries.

A total of four Pac-10 Southern Division (Six-Pac) teams received

regional berths. Six-Pac champion Stanford will host the West II

Regional in Palo Alto, which features sixth-seeded Campbell (15-31) as

one of the worst teams in the playoffs. Second-place Arizona State will

host the West I Regional in Tempe, the consensus pick as the most diffi-

cult regional. By chance, the Bruins avoided being drawn into the West 1,

which features the likes of Oklahoma Stale, Loyola Marymounl, and
Washington State—all of whom arc conference winners.

use, the third-place finisher in the Six-Pac, is seeded third in the

South II Regional at Mississippi.

UCLA's success can be attributed largely to offensive performance.

The Bruins averaged over seven runs per game this season, while hitting a

total of 86 team home runs and maintaining a .3 1 2 team batting average.

Chris Pritchett, Paul Ellis, and Joel Wolfe, the number three, four, and
five hitters, respectively, have been the prime pistons in the Bruins'

offensive engine.

Ellis keeps alive

UCLA dreams
By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

In recent years, the UCLA
baseball team has turned out

talented catchers like the Miami
football team has produced gifted

quarterbacks.

Don Slaught, Todd Zeile, and
Billy Haselman are all former

Bruins, and are all getting paid big

money to handle professional

pitchers.

Come summer, UCLA's Paul

Ellis will add his name to that list.

Athlete Spotlight

Paul Ellis #19 Junior

San Ramon Valley High School

©Leads nation with 28 home runs

©Second in nation with 81 RBIs

©Broke Steve Hilsey's 1987

single-season UCLA RBI record

this weekend with his first-ever

collegiate grand-slam home run

© Needs only one more home run

to tie Jim Austin's 1979 record of

29 homers

University of California. Los Ange'les

Vol. CXXX, No. 130
Circulation: 22,000
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Rape awareness
workshop today
A rape awareness workshop

aimed at educating the Greek
community on the topic will

take place at 7 p.m. today at the

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity on
515 Gayley Ave.

The event will include a

speaker from the Women's
Resource Center, followed by
an open discussion. Although
the subject matter i^ geared
toward the Greek community,
everyone is welcome to attend.

The workshop is sponsored
by the center and the Depart-

ment of Community Safety.

Petition to review Orbacli rejected
Young asks Aranovich

whether shell 'grow up'

Inside
UCLA professor

receives prize

A UCI.A inc inlogy pnofesr

sor received the Gold Shield

Faculty Prize for excellence in

teaching and research.

See page 6

Viewpoint

What's really on
Proposition 111
M ike Spencc cxolains^ the

dark side of what's on our
ballots.

See page 17

By Eugene Ahn
and Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writers

UCLA's faculty legislature on
Tuesday overwhelmingly defeated

a student petition to review Col-
lege of Letters & Science Provost
Raymond Orbach, refusing to pin

responsibility of the college's

financial and curricular woes on
any single administrator.

The UCLA Academic Senate's

legislative assembly voted against

reviewing Orbach, the college's

top administrator, after a charged,

hour-long debate involving stu-

dent Florie Aranovich, faculty

members and Chancellor Charles

Tutu gives

Young.

Senate faculty officers did not

bother to count the vote because a

show of hands indicated only three

faculty members supported the

petition.

While deciding that no solid

evidence exists linking Orbach as

"personally" responsible for some
of the college's troubles, faculty

members levied harsh criticism on
the petition, on administrators and
even on each other for inadequate-
ly seeking solutions.

The meeting, which some parti-

cipants characterized as unusually
lively, was highlighted by heated

talks overOrbach's role in recruit-

ment misprojections that spurred a

Raymond Orbach

$1.2 million deficit and by a post-

meeting face-off between Arano-
vich and Young, during which the

visibly-furious chancellor asked
the student whether she would ever
"grow up."

Mounting criticisms of the pro-

vost, who was asked to leave the

meeting before the discussion

ensued, prompted Aranovich and

Sam Kaufman to submit the

petition, which requested UCLA's
faculty to "undertake a review of
Provost Orbach 's stewardship."
The students, both undergraduate
government representatives,
walked out of a meeting of the

college's top faculty committee
this month in protest of the

provost. ,

'

Their petition claimed docu-
mented mismanagement on
Orbach 's part has led to excessive

administrative spending, cutbacks
in academic courses and the

establishment of a degree program
that skirted faculty approval. But
linguistics Professor Victoria
Fromkin, a former administrator,

called the petition — and its

wording — an "embarrassment."
"1 think this is a very ad

hominem attack on the leader of

See PROVOST, page 10

students
Inspiring'

Arts & Entertainment

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

and, judging by this season's

performance, he may become the

best of the bunch.

The 21 year-old junior from San

Ramon Vally High School is a

bona fide national phenomenon.

He came out of relative obscurity

and overcame physical injury to

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin bCCOmC OnC Of the tOp COllCgC

Paul Ellis (No. 19) and the rest of the Bruins have celebrated- catchers in the country.

his feats all season. Now, they can congratulate each other
on making the NCAA playoffs. See ELLIS, page 36

On their high horse
Current and former members of the UCLA

men's gymnastics team, including AU-American

Chris Waller (pictured), competed in the friendly

confines of the Wooden Center this weekend. On
the line: A spot on the United Sutes national

team.

See page 37

A new world record

When Randy Barnes set a new world record in

the shotput Sanday at Drake Stadium, Daily

Bruin photographers were there to capture the

moment. That, and other notable events from the

Jack-in-the-Box meet, are all on film and

featured in today's photo essay.

See page 39

Tennis awards
UCLA freshman Kim Po was named West

region rookie of the year and head coach Bill

Zaima shared West region Coach of the Year
honors as the Volvo/1 nlercollegiate Tennis

Coaches Association awards were given out for

1989-90 last week. UCLA recently finished its

team season, losing in the NCAA semifinals.

Escape to
the movies
A & E spotlights the some-

times silly, somdtimes amusing
commercial flicks slated for

release this summer.

See page 18

Sports

South African Archbishop
Desmond Tutu brought cheers to

most and tears to some as he
thanked "the young people" for

transforming the moral climate of
America and prompting legislation

in support of ending South Afri-

ca's "vicious system of apartheid."

The 1984 Nobel Peace Prize

recipient petitioned the capacity

^crowd in Ackerman Grand Ball-

room to remain adamant advocates
of freedom because "no one is

going to be free until we are all

free.

'The height of our political

ambition is not to be able to share

toilets with white people. What we
want is not to be given ... a few
crumbs now and again. We want to

be silting at the table deciding the

menu together.

"America was able, through the

pressure of public opinion, to get

SCOTT weews iNcsT.

South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu speaks in Ackerman on Tuesday.

Congress not only to pass anti-

apartheid legislation and sanctions

but to be able to muster enough
support for a presidential veto

override," Tutu said.

"You have said that people are

made for freedom . . . and we have

no doubt in our mind that we are

going to be free. South Africa is

going to be free."

Tutu said he has heard people

argue that economic sanctions

against South Africa hurt blacks

there. He said, however, that

although sanctions may cause

damage, they work for the greater

good of dismantling the apartheid

government.

"If you worry about sanctions

hurting us, worry more about

apartheid. Worry more that the

problem is not sanctions, dear

friends, the problem is apartheid.

Get rid of apartheid and there

won't be any reason to have
sanctions . . . and when apartheid

has ended, 1 will come around here

and say to you, 'please come,
please come with all yourmassive
dollars and invest tr—>our
counir>'.

See TUTU, page 14

Council certifies Monserratt's victory
By Holly Bauer
City Editor .

Bruinstaice

the net

Jason Netter and UCLA
men's tennis team prepares for

NCAA Championship singles

and double competition tcxlay.

See page 36

Two years after Lloyd Monser-
ratt was denied the undergraduate
presidency, student government
decided Tuesday night to certify

the 1988 election results which
declared Monserratt victorious in

his race for the top undergraduate
post.

While the only outcome of the

decision appears to be that

Monserratt's photograph will be
placed on the wall in the presi-_

dent's office and that he will be
listed on the official roster of
undergraduate presidents, current

President John Sarvey said the

certification had a greater impor-

tance.^

"A significant portion of the

student body ... . will feel history

has been made straight," he told

the student council.

ALBERT SOONG^ally Bruin

Lloyd Monserratt

In 1988 the student council

ruled, and the Judicial Board
upheld, that Monserratt did not

have enough units nor the grade

point average required by the

elections board to be elected

president.

Campus riots ensued and ballot

boxes were destroyed. While
Monserratt maintains that he was

not involved m those actions, he

sympathized with the students.

"The university was disen-

franchising our communities,"
said Monserratt, who ran for

president to represent students of

color at UCLA.
At the time, the elections code

required presidential candidates to

have 96 completed units, as well as

to maintain a 2.0 grade point

average. Monserratt had 94 units

on his transcript then, not includ-

ing eight units he had completed,

Jbut that did not yet appear on his

official record.

But Tuesday, undergraduate
government decided the 1988
student council incorrectly chose

to exclude the eight linits in

question when determining
Monserratt's eligibility.

The council approved the 1988

election results by a 7-0-4 vote in a

resolution that states, ".
. ; though

Lloyd Monserratt was prevented
from serving out his term, in the

Spring of 1988 he was rightfully-

and of}^aIly elected undergradu-
ate student body president of

UCLA." '

The council's administrative

and faculty representatives ques-

tioned the decision. "How many
times do you rewrite history?"

faculty representative Harry Vin-
ters asked the council.

"This recognizes the fact that

Lloyd Monserratt was victorious

in 1988 by 222 votes," student-

council member Sam Kaufman
said after the meeting. "It is

significant because he is Chicano
and there have been very few
Chicano presidents at UCLA."

Sarvey said that Monserratt's

portrait will hang in the president's

office between those of 1987-88

President David Hoffman and
1988-89 President Mike Meehan.
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Check out the

Classified

WELCOME SUMMER
Special Issue

in today's paper!

• .'

TODAY. WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
• Campus Events - Speakers

- Meeting with Alan Rothenberg, President of the

State Bar of California

- Noon, AU Second Floor Lounge
• Campus Events ' Concerts

- The Havallnas

- 8:00pm, Cooperage
• Office of International Students & Scholars

- Cross Cultural Contact Infbmnatlon Meeting

- 3:00-4:00pm, AU 3508
• Asian Pacific Coalition

- Third Annual Women's Conference

- 12:00-3:00pm, AU 2408
• African Student Union

- ASU Elections

- Campbell Hall &< Bruin Walk
• Personnel &. Industrial Relations Association

- "Qireers In Human Resources"

- 11 :00am- 12:00pm, AU 2408
• Alumni Association, AAA &. OHZ Honor Societies

- UCLA Alumni Perspectives

Educators upset over

Bart Simpson's image

^^ 7:00-8:30pm, James E. West ATurnnf Cente r

• Bruin Republicans
- Central America: Challenges for the 90's with

Bruce Herschensohn
- 7:30pm, Dickson 2160E

• Campus Events ' Films

- "Roger &^ Me"
' 7:00pm, AGB

• •

- "Crimes &< Misdemeanors"
- 9:00. AGB

THURSDAY. MAY Z4
• Alumni Association

- Alumni Open House
- 4:00-7:00pm, James E. West Alumni Center

• Expo Center
- Internships &^ Summer Employment for 1991

- 12:00- 1:00pm, Expo Center. A-213 Ackerman Union

• Office of International Students & Scholars

- Cross Cultural Contact Information Meeting
- 12:00-l:00pm. AU 2412
- 5:00-6:00pm. AU 3516

By Scott Williams

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Bart Simpson,

the goggle-eyed cartoon kid with a

comigatcd hairdo, is catching flak

from educators who say his smart-

alecky attitude on "The Simpsons"

gives children the wrong message.

Bart, with his overbite and

backtalk ("Don't have a cow.

man!"), is fast becoming an icon of

American pop culture, helped

along by a multimillion-dollar

merchandising bliu from Fox

Broadcasting Co.

Bart's influence has reached

Stanford University and UCLA,
where he won votes in student

elections. He was disqualified in

both races on the technicality that

he was not enrolled, prompting

student protests.

In a telegram from Fox to

Stanford students, Bart told voters

to be patient: "I must tell you I

have set my sights on higher goals.

Bart Simpson for U.S. president in

'92, man!"
Bart is fast becoming the fic-

tional youth American children

identify with most. Not bad for a

10-year-old ki^ with only eight

fingers, eh? But his attitude

bothers some critical school offi-

cials.

Last month. Principal Bill

Krumnow of Lutz Elementary

School in Ballville Township,

Ohio, banned Bart's "Undera-

See IMAGE, page 12

Correction:
In Tuesday's article, "Students rally against apartheid," there were

several errors:

The Students United for Social Consciousness collected 2,300,

not 23,000, signatures in their petition to boycott ASUCLA-sold

products made by companies which do business with South Africa.

Nombuleto Ndulo Sigwana was scheduled to speak at the rally

but did not.

Marc Spencer is not the president, but a member of SUSC. The

group has no president, nor does it have officers.

f

FRIDAY. MAY 25
• Honors Programs

- Fall 1990 Honors Collegium Enrollment Forms Available

- A-311 Murphy

SUNDAY. MAY 27
• Cultural Affairs

- Jazz Festival

- ll:00am-6:00pm. North Athletic Field

TUESDAY. MAY 29
• UCLA Student Research Program

- "Partnerships In Learning"

- 3:00-6:00pm, UCLA Faculty Center. California Room

(£®KflQKI(S i\Tnr[a^O0®KI§3
• Campus Events

- The Spencer Tracy Awards featuring Iwichael Douglas

- Wednesday. May 30
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Accusations of racism pia^e Beta Tlieta Pi
IFC denies allegations against fraternity

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Charges of racism and ethnic

insensitivity are nothing new lo

UCLA's Beta Theta Pi fraternity,

which is being investigated for a

parly which happened on ^riday

that student critics say mocked
Mexican culture.

Although the Interfratctnity

Council has denied accusations of

racism against Beta, and the

house's officers have consistently

refused to comment, some student

leaders say the fraternity — and

the whole Greek system — foster

what they call cultural ignorance.

Al Friday morning's parly, Beta

members hung a banner from their

house depicting a Tequila worm
donning "a big sombrero and
exaggerated mustache," according

lo MEChA's complaint filed with

the university. The banner was
taken down after an administrator

asked the fraternity to remove it.

In a statement. Beta President

Ed Quigley wrote that the "Sun-

rise" parly, which he said employ-

ed a beach theme, "was not

intended lo be racist or sexist . . .

Beta Theta Pi is a diverse house,

and we try to be sensitive to all

ethnicities."

Ethnic theme parties were
banned from campus six years ago
after students complained the

festivities demeaned different

cultures.

' For some Chicanos on campus,

last week's "Sunrise" parly all too

well vivi;ficd memories of Beta's

controversial "Tequila Sunrise"

parly in 1985. During that festivi-

ty, panygoers wore sombreros and

scrapes, and other members of the

Greek system hurled tortillas at

Chicano protesters outside.

Assistant Vice Chancellor Allen

Yamell suspended the fraternity's

university privileges for one year

as a result of what he called "a

blatant theme party."

But Beta's problems with peo-

ple of color did not end in 1985.

In fall quarter, gunshots broke

up a fighi between Beta members
and black partygcxirs leaving a

Westwood festivity. University

police reported that racial slurs

may have prompted the scuffle:

Quincy Delight Jones III was later

convicted for firing his gun into the

air.

Despite Chancellor Charles
Young's vow U) students tb inves-

tigate the matter. Student Rela-

tions Officer LyIe Timmerman
said Beta was not investigated by
the university for any wrongdoing
"beyond what the police did."

And last summer. Beta mem-
bers were accused of harassing

ethnic minority panygoers at a

Beta party. Some participants of

UCLA's Freshman Summer Prog-

ram (FSP). a UCLA college-pre-

paralion program for
undcrrcprescnted students, said

that Beta members ejected them
from iheir party.

"Nobody invited FSP," a Beta

member told Guillermo Zalazar,

See FRATERNITY, page 13

Rubbermaid Students will hold
vigil to protest party
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Students will gather in Westwood Plaza tonight for a candlelight vigil,

protesting allegedly racist and sexist fraternity theme parties at UCLA.
Tonight's vigil will focus on the Beta Theta Pi fralcmiiy's "Sunrise"

theme party, which prompted MEChA to file a complaini wiih the

university last week that the fraternity violated a UCLA policy

forbidding parties that promote ethnic stereotypes.

'Fact finders" appointed by the Inicrfratcrnity Council arc scheduled

TONY YACUZZO

Student Health Advocate Mictielie Look, a senior majoring in kinesiology, offers free

condoms as part of the Fifth Annual Health Fair, held in Westwood Plaza on Tuesday.

lo submit ihc results of their mvesugaiion lo the uiiicc ol Iraicmiiy and

Sorority Relations today.

MEChA members said Beta's party included a banner with a tequila

worm sporting "an exaggerated mustache" and a sombrero, which the

ChicanoA^aiino student group deemed a negative stereotype of the

Mexican culture. The words "Eat Me" were inscribed next to the worm.
But the Betas contend that their party employed a beach theme, and

"was not intended to be racist or sexist." Pariyg(x?rs were wearing T-

shirts and. shorts, said President Ed Quigley.

Five years ago, Tfie Betas' "Tequila Sunrise" parly stirred 5()()

protesters to participate in a candlelight vigil, while members of the

Greek system huried tortillas at them. Beta members had dressed in

Mexican clothes and listened to a mariachi band at their party.

This year, protesting groups wUl gather in Westwood Plaza at 6 p.m.

and march to the front of the Beta house on Gayley and Siraihmore

avenues.

The African Student Union and the Asian Pacific Coalition are

expected to join the vigil, as well as representatives from 10 MEChA
chapters throughout Southern California, said UCLA's MEChA
coordinator Alicia Molina.

"We want to have a stop put to this," Molina said, explaining that olher

student group, are upset about theme parties in general.

On Friday, undergraduate council member Sam Kaufman sent his own
complaint to the university about Beta's party and two other theme
parlies — Lambda Chi Alpha's Playboy Classic, which he says is

insulting to women, and Sigma Alpha Mu's "Kamikaze," which is

allegedly insensitive to those of Japanese ancestry.

At the vigil, MEChA will call for a new "death penalty" policy for sec-

ond-lime violators of university policies, Molina said. Assistant Vice

Chancellor Allen Yamell suspended the Betas in 1985 for one year.

Under the penalty proposal, which the group has not yet put into writ-

ing, a fraternity would lose university recognition for tliree years and then

be suspended for two.

Fraternities not recognized by UCLA cannot use the university's name
and cannot participate in any university-sponsored activity.

Yamell, who could choose to implement or reject MEChA's proposal,

said he did not want to comment on it until he saw one in writing.

USAC, IFC president h to mend relationship
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

The new Inierfraiemity Council

(IFC) president and most of next

year's undergraduate government
officers are expressing willingness

to mend rocky relations, although

communication between ihc two
groups has faltered this quarter.

Since student council despon-

sored IFC late last quarter because

officers said the fraternity system

has a reputation of being culturally

and sexually insensitive, the

groups have not met to discuss

their relationship or the possible

responsorship of IFC.

The group lost its Kerckhoff

Hall office space and about $5,000

in funding from council.

Current council members and

IFC President Sherrick Murdoff

IFC may meet with minoritry organizations to

detennine student council responsorship issue

were scheduled to meet Tuesday
night at undergraduate govem-
meni's weekly meeting to begin

discussions about responsorship,

but Murdoff did not attend.

Executive Vice President Maria

Rabuy expects lo organize meet-

ings between IFC and various

minority groups to determine
whether IFC should be respon-

sorcd.

Murdoff said he would like lo

gel away from the past and work lo

be represented by the undergradu-

ate council again. His group has

not been able to publicize its

activities because of the loss of

council-provided funds.

In March when undergraduate

President John Sarvey informed

then-IFC President Gary Hobart

that his group was desponsored,

the two engaged in hours-long

conversations, which both parlies

considered constructive, ^^a^;*^

Sarvey asked IFC to submit a^

proposal for educational programs

for its members on issues of

sensitivity, such as homophobia,

and Hobart said he was willing to

educate his constituency with

council's help.

Murdoff has already acted on

awareness among fralemily mem-
bers and put on a forum almost two

weeks ago addressing homophobia

in the fralemily system. Undergra-

duate government disaffiliated the

group afler IPC's inaction when
Theta Chi fralemily members last

year threw beer and yelled al

members of Lambda Delta Lamb-
da, a sorority founded by lesbians.

v^Even if the current council docs

not responsor IFC, a majority of

the new batch of undergraduate

cpuncil members — who will take

office in June — said they would
be comfortable responsoring IFC
as long as it makes efforts to raise

awareness and sensitivity among
its members.

Academic Affairs Comjnission-

er-elect Sam Kaufman, however.

contends that the council should

not sponsor groups such as IFC,

Panhellenic Council and National

Panhellenic Council because he

believes they do not conform to the

university's nondiscrimination

policy.

The policy includes Title IX of

the 1972 Education Amendments,

which exempts residential groups

such a$ fraternities and sororities

from sex discrimination laws.

Unlike individual fratemiiies

and sororities, IFC and Panhellen-

ic are not living organizations,

Kaufman said.

"I personally don't believe we
can sponsor IFC because there's

no house involved. It's just a group
of men . . . indirectly related to

houses," he said, admitting that he
is probably alone in feeling this

way.
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Briefs
World

Violence spreads into

Gaza and West Bank
JERUSALEM — Thousands of Pales-

tinians protesting the murder of seven

Arabs in Israel demonstrated Tuesday in

the occupied lands and in Jordanian cities

and refugee camps. Four people were

reported killed and at least 47 injured.

The escalating protests included a rally

by hundreds of people outside the U.S.

Consulate in Arab east Jerusalem. Strik-

ing Palestinians shut down schools and

shops in the occupied Gaza Strip and the

West Bank.

Hundreds of members of the pro-Ira-

nian Hezbollah burned effigies of the

Israeli prime minister as well as the U.S.,

Jordanian and Saudi Arabian leaders

during a march in Beirut.

Israeli ir(X)ps Tuesday killed two
Palestinians and wounded 22 others,

raising the toll since Sunday to 13

Palestinians slain and more than 800
injured. TTiat docs not include the seven

Palestinians killed Sunday by an Israeli

civilian, an incident that touched off

widespread riots.

No progress reported

in Soviet/Baltic talics

MOSCOW Mikhail S. Gorbachev
took another step toward dialogue with

the Baltics on Tuesday by meeting with

the Estonian and Latvian presidents, but

he stuck to his hard line against indepen-

dence, reports said.

Thp Soviet president, who met last

week with Lithuania's prime minister, sal

down for 20 minutes with presidenb

Anatoly Gorbunov of Latvia and Arnold

Ruutel of Estonia, the Estonian News
Service reported.

Gorbachev reportedly told the Latvian

and Estonian leaders the same thing he

told Lithuania's Kazimiera Prunskiene:

the Baltic republics must either suspend

or revoke their declarations of indepen-

dence.

Nation

NTSB calls for airplane

restraints for children

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Nation-

al Transportation Safety Board recom-

mended Tuesday that children now flying

free in parents' arms be required to sit in

separate safety scats on airliners.

"All objects must be secured during

takeoff and landing, including coffee pots

and luggage," said board chairman James

Kolsiad. "And yet infants, our precious

children, are not."

The proposal, approved 4-0 by the

NTSB, does not deal with who will

provide the seats or whether children will

pay fares. But if such a regulation takes

effect, airlines are expected to require that

parents generally lug along an infant seat

— like the ones required in cars — and

buy a ticket if they want to be guaranteed

passage for the child.

When planes aren't full, the airlines are

expected to continue to allow infants to

fly at no charge.

Lower house passes

disability legislation

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The House
voted 403-20 today for legislation prohi-

biting discrimination against disabled

Americans.

The Americans with Disabilities Act

goes to House and Senate negotiators

after the Memorial Day recess to work out

the one major difference in the two

versions.

The difference is a House amendment,

passed 199-187 last week, to let employ-

ers re-assign AIDS-infected workers to

keep them from handling food.

Opponents say the amendment would

allow discrimination against one group of

people despite overwhelming medical

evidence that AIDS is not transmitted

through such casual contact.

President Bush has urged speedy

passage of the bill, aimed at doing for

disabled Americans what the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 set out to do for blacks and

other minorities: guarantee access to jobs,

businesses, services, transportation and

telecommunications.

state

CHP investigating

school bus wreck
BAKERSFIELD — The California

Highway Patrol was investigating an

accident that killed a school bus driver

and injured the seven passengers.

The bus slammed into the rear of a

slow-moving truck on Tuesday, killing

Estella Cervantes, 49, of Tehachapi and

sending seven passengers to the hospital,

said highway patrol spokesman Mack
Wimbish.

une student, identified only as a 19-

year-old male, was scheduled for surgery

for an abdominal injury Tuesday at Kern
Medical Center, according to nursing

supervisor Judy Dean.

Three others were under observation at

the hospital and listed in fair condition.

Dean said. The three remaining students

were treated and released at area hospi-

tals, officials said.

14-yearold convicted

of 2nd degree murder

HAYWARD — A 14-year-old boy

convicted of second degree murder for

stabbing another teen who gave him a

"hard stare" was sentenced Tuesday to up
to 11 years in a state youth detention

center.

In a non-jury trial last month, Alameda
County Superior Court Judge Richard

Hodge found Robert Romero of Fremont

guilty of the Jan. 1 2 murder of 1 5-year-old

Alex Calderon near his Newark home.
Hodge gave Romero the stiffest penalty

possible in the case and ordered him to be

placed in the custody of the California

Youth Authority up until the age of 25.

Local

Judge refuses to set

bail for Brando's son
Actor Marlon Brando sat stony-faced

as a judge refused impassioned pleas from

attorneys to release his son Christian on

bail Tuesday and ordered that he remain

in jail to face a murder charger.

Los Angeles Municipal Court Judge

Rosemary Shumsky made her ruling after

nearly one hour of legal arguments.

"The court finds there is no basis for

setting bail in this case and it's going to

remain nn-hail," she said.

^

Daily Bruin News

The white-haired superstar sat in the

front row of the courtroom, staring

straight ahead as his son was brought in

handcuffed and wearing a blue jail

uniform. The two did not acknowledge
each other as cameras clicked, flashes

went off and deputies attempted to keep
order in the jammed tiny courtroom.. ^

Compiled from the Associated Press
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PRESENT

&FUTURE

Wednesday, May 23, 1 990 5

Sponsored by:

Asion Pacific Coolition & Student,

Confimunity Projects, and USAC

In conjunction with Asian Poafic Islander

Awareness Montti

I THIRD ANNUAL
u

CONFERENCE
Did you ever wonder
what Asian Pacific

Islander Women
issues were? Or if you

had any, where you

could discuss them?

Well, join us for three

thought provoking af-

ternoons of guest

speakers, slide shows,

and discussions, where

you can speak your

mind and learn a lot as

well. Food will be pro-

vided so you really got

no excuse not to go. Oh,

by the way, you Men
are invited too!

THE WORKSHOPS

WOMEN WARRIORS:
Women's Roles
Past & Present

]Ned. May 9, l-3pni AU 2412

WOMEN AND
RELATIONSHIPS:

Where Do Men Fit In?
Wed. Mm/ U, l-3pm AU 3530

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP:
Empowerment In

The 90's!
Wed. Men/ 23, 12-3pni AU 2408

Paid for by ASUCLA Board Of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

v>.
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Prof receives award
for teaching, researcii
By Jili Jacobs
Staff Writer

A UCLA sociology professor

was named recipient of the Gold
Shield Faculty Prize on Tuesday
for excellence in teaching and
research.

Jeffrey Alexander, chairman of

the sociology department, was
attending an academic conference

in Italy when the announcement

was made at the Academic Senate

Legislative Assembly meeting.

The award recognizes and

rewards UCLA faculty members

at mid-career who have demon-
strated excellence both in teaching

and in research. As the third

recipient of the biennial award,

Alexander will receive $25,000 in

two yearly installments.

"I worry much more about my
teaching than my research. It's a

struggle to be a good teacher . . .

(this award) is very satisfying,**

Alexander said during a phone
interview with the Daily Bruin on
Tuesday.

Alexander, who has been
teaching for 14 years, said that

professors often feel "role strain*'

"Professors are in a

double bind. They
want to do research

. . . (and) they also

want to teach.''

Jeffrey Alexander

because they must commit to

research and teaching, as well as

service to the university.

"People say that you can't be a

good teacher if you do research.

This prize shows that that's not

true, that you can do both well,"

said psychology professor Patricia

Greenfield, the 1988 recipient.

•There's an inevitable conflict

of interest between professors and

students," Alexander said. "Pro-

fessors are in a double bind. They

want to do research . . . (and) they

also want to teach.**

Alexander said he deals with

this conflict by making his classes

productive for his research.

In fact, one of his books,

'Twenty Lectures: Sociological

Theory Since World War II,"

began as a series of lectures in an

undergraduate course.

A teacher at both graduate and

undergraduate levels, Alexander

developed an honors collegium

course, "Social Theory in the

Twentieth Century," for which he

received the Honors Collegium
Faculty Teaching Award in 1989.

He has also been responsible for

introducing small seminars into

the undergraduate curriculum.

Alexander said he "hadn't really

decided" what to do with the

See AWARD, page 13

Macintosh Prices Cut!
Mac Plus, SE and SE/30 Models Now Priced $200 to $700 Lower

—- On May 15, Apple slashed its educational pricing. So now we can sell a

Macintosh Plus for just $699—a price cut of $200. And a Mac SE with 20

Megabyte hard drive is just $1,199—a reduction of $550. The powerful Mac SE ,

30, with extra memory (4 Megabytes RAM total) and an 80 Megabyte hard drive,

is now $2,899—a full $700 less than it used to be. If you've always wanted a

Mac, but weren't sure you could afford one—now's the time to buy!

V

Student financing is available through the Westwood Student Federal Credit Union Some restrictions apply Keyboard

must be purchased separately on all models except Mac Plus $89 for standard keyboard, $159 for extended

PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's check. University Credit Union

Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA Money Orders are qqI accepted These products are available

only to full-time students, faculty, staff, with current UCLA ID, and to UCIJV departments Purchase must be for the personal, academic or

research use of the eligible person Purchases are restricted to one per person per lifetime Exceptions are available to regular faculty

"and staff, please inquire Quantities limited. Prices are current as of 5/15/90 and are subject to change without notice All sales are final.
^

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-I^vel Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-m 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 16-5; San 12-5

UCLAJ

low is the lime to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica (College's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SM(]? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*
use S 1335.00 UCI.A S383.00

CSUN $29500 SMC 120.00

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

•( osts include all rtquind inrollrm ru lie s SSU i «>m is SS (m> per

unit for California rtMdtnis nn luili > ont imu rn|nirril IS <M»

health fcr ']

•of room to cultivate your summer plans

8 week session June 2Sth-August Pth

6 week session June 2 Sth-August 3rd

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availabilil\ is at

its peak, so don t delay Ihe earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority Apply at the SMC
Admissions Office, Monday through

Thursday, Ham to Hpm; Triday Ham lo

4pm. Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-93»3. Come lo SMC this

June, and grow wise under the Santa

Monica sun

Santa
MONIG\

"We transfer mttre students

to the University ofCalifornia
' than any other community Cifilege."

r)n(n*i( onivn . sama momca, CAUh'XNOS
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Maganne-Making is Fun!

Get pold to learn writing, editing, and

design while working for one of the

campus' seven student magazines. You

could earn as much as $250 a month as

ASUCLA Student Publications
112KerckholfHQll 825-2787

you get valuable experience in journal-

ism, publishing, or graphic design.

Applications are available now. Call

825-2787 for more information, the

deadline is May 28, ] 990.

AI'TaKb
UCLA's Mustim Mogazine

Ha'Am
UCU's Jewish Newsmogozine

LaGente
Serving the Lafino

^* Community bince 1971

Nommo
The Afrkon Student

Newsmagazine at UCLA

Pacific Ties
The Voke of UCU's

;

Asian Pocific Community

Tomthep
UQA's Feminist

Newsmogozine

TenPercent
UCLA's Gay, Lesbion

and Bisexual Magazine

TT^: r
m

\c' ;». y

>•• ^

UCLA Department of Music and UCLA Center for the Performing Arts present

UCLA Wind Ensemble
Dr. Thomas Lee, Conductor

SchnmaTi

J.S. Bach

Shostakovich

Arnold

Music from "New England^^ Triptych"

Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring

Prelude in E-flat minor. Op. 34, No. 14

Angela Woo, Graduate Student Conductor

English Dances

s\'
-1-

V

sj^fcjL ' ^ *' i\

>> V

Wednesday, May 23, 1990
8:00 p.m.

Royce Hall

$5" (general admission); $3 (students and senior citizens with I.D)

For further information, please call UCLA Central Ticket Office (213) 825-2953.

Graduate Exam

LSAT GMAT • GRE
Score Big... Bigger Than You Ever Dreamed!!!

Sat. May 19, 1990 GRE & GMAT
Snr May 26. 1990,... LSAT

Call Now To Reserve Your Space!!!

(2 13) 27 1 '578 1 (8J8) 706- WOO

Sponsored By:

s TA M Fo \i n

— *»-

HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs: pay starts at $13.SOIhr great. i^'orkin^^

conditions, teach enthusiastic hi<i/i school yudents!

PT"

Would you like lu work in a

creative environment helping

hi^h school students and, at

the same time, make great money? If so,

wc arc ryfiFcring^you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service, The Princeton

P^vic'A-. I''n'"h <'cn*r vvr hcin tfioiisnruls fif

SAT scores with our unif^ucly effective

program! If you ar<* hnght, enthusiastic

ariVK<*mgr)ing, this may be the JKrfect

;i)art-timc job for vou 'I "hose interested

should send a r' fo the Princeton

Review -no phftne, \lsf> be

sure to include your SAI' and/or CI Ul*'

" -' :• • numb'

your resume. Those acce[ited through

our highly selective screening process

wilt participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

I 'lease send y<nir resume to ibe

I'nneelon Keview at 10171 Santa

Monica lioulevard, Suite 403, Los
An^clcs. (;A 9002S. KcsufnC-

submission deadline! .Iiiiii' I, |9')(l.

liiL

FRINChlON

x^

PICNIC:
an enjoyable outing"

At the Daily Bruin, PICNICS and

advertising have more in common than

you might think.

Through its effective, personal, anc

inrfovative work, our staff can create

unique ads tailored to the ne^^ds of

our advertisers. We can make

advertising^ enjoyable; a PICNIC, if

you would.

Have a PICNIC advertising in the

Daily Bruin and our

58.000 readers

T

*witf see y5uT

ADVERTISE
^^25-2161
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HONORS COLLEGIUM-FALL QUARTER 1990
HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) BEGINNING FRIDAY MAY 25. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU
TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE AND AS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM ANYTIME
BETWEEN FRIDAY, MAY 25 AND WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6 AT 4:00 RM. (NOTE DEADLINE EXTENSION) RESULTS SHOULD BE
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE 1 1 . IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENT. YOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE
ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR
DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEUDRE IS, HOWEVER, AT THE PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. IF YOU
CANNOT AHEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TO THAT DATE. COURSE DATES
AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

•

HC 5: The Geometry of Relativity

S.V. Venkateswaran GE Application: Physical Science

Lecture: R 10:00-1 1:30 Boelter5280

DisdA: F 1:00-1:50 Dodd 78
Disci B: F 2:00-2:50 Dodd 78

This course systematically develops the relationship between physics and geometry in

Einstein's relativity theories. The theories are presented as experimentally well-founded with

immense consequences both for our view of the cosmos and for our philopsoptiical under-

standing of the nature of space and time.

Beginning with a discussion of the properties of space and time according to Aristotle, Galileo,

and Nevyton, the course goes on to examine the origins and features of special relativity,

including such topics as Maxwell's theory of light and Einstein's generalization of the relativity

principle, concepts of simultaneity and causality, and kinematics and dynamics in flat space-

time. We shall then examine general relativity, particularly the curvature of space-time and
the mass-density of matter. The course will conclude with a look beyond Einstein to space-

time collapse in black hole thermodynamics and a discussion of space age tests for general

relativity.

Lectures draw upon several excellent modern texts and monographs written specifically for

general audiences. The challenge is to convey the broad intellectual sweep and aestnetic

appeal of Einstein's ideas through appropriate pictures and words with a minimum of mathe-
iTiatlcal at^stractkms arx} nf>af#titatlofVr Tl^e^owse is^en to a lt majors and no'speciar

HC 21: The Rise and Fall of Modernism
Richard Creese GE Application: Humanities/Literature

(Pending final approval)

Lecture: T1 0:00-1 :00TBA
Seminar: R 10:00-12:00 TBA

This course explores the early and middle 20th century's attempt to find, construct, or

reconstruct what might be called "deep significance." Modernism was the revolt against

industrialization, urbanization, imperialism, materialism—in a word, against the modern.
The Modernist programs sought ways to counter their disillusionment with 20th Century

history with the hope that significance might be found somehow beneath the grim, modern
surface. To complicate the Modernist program was a further rejection of conventional

notions of religion If they were not materialist, neither were they usually spiritualist. It is this

search for "deep significance" somewhere between materialism and religion which defines

Modernism. This course will examine Modernism in literature, literary criticism and other

intellectual movements the new language, styles, and technique with which'writers, and
artists confronted the early 20th century. The course includes readings from such authors as

Freud, Levi-Strauss. Frye, Eliot. Woolf, Conrad. Robbe-Grillet and Pynchon.

HC 43: Brains. Humans, and Computers

mathematical ability is required.

HC 7A: Urban Poverty and Public Policy In the United States

Vilma Ortiz GE Application: Soc Sci/Social Analysis

Lecture: R 3:30-5:30 Dance 105 \

Disc. 1 A: R 1:00-1:50 TBA 0C>

Disc. IB: R 2:00-2:50 TBA ^

During recent years, there has been renewed interest in the issue of urban poverty among

both social scientists and policymakers. This Interest is prompted^ by reports that, over the

last twenty years, the incidence of poverty in the United States has remained stable despite

the implementation, during the late 1960s, of ant
i
poverty, affirmative action, and a range of

other antidiscrimination programs aimed at improving the quality of life of disadvantaged mi-

norities. Moreover, over the last two decades, poor families have been increasingly concen-

trated in inner-city ghetto communities where the incidence of aberrant or so-called

"underclass behaviors" (e.g. gang activity, drug dealing, and other illegal activities) Is

extremely high.

Among social policy analysts, considerable differences of opinion exist with respect to the

forces responsible for the increase in female headed families and the incidence of poverty

among such families in the United States. Some analysts argue that the growth of welfare

benefits and the erosion of traditional family values are to blame. Others contend that the

recent restructuring of employment opportunities in the U.S. economy is the primary culprit.

This course provides a historical overview of poverty and the social welfare programs tht have

been implemented to deal with it in the United States. It also addresses current debates

regarding policy and programs In the social welfare arena.
~^~

; \
[

HC 7B: Urban Poverty and Public Policy in the United States: Field Component

James H. Johnson GE Application: Soc Sci/Social Analysis

Lecture TBA

This course is the optional field-work component to be taken in conjunction with HC 7A.

Students who are enrolled in HC 7A (see above) may also enroll in an additional 4 units of field

word associated with the course. Prospective host social agencies in Los Angeles include

(among others) the Central American Refugee Center, the Community Development Depart-

ment of the City of Los Angeles, the Drew Economic Development Corporation; Duke

Ellington Continuation School; 4-H Youth Programs (via University of California Cooperative

Extension in Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention, Latchkey After-School Care, and Housing

Projects); the Interfaith Hunger Coalition, Juvenile Court and Community Schools; Kaiser-

Permanente Watts Counseling and Learning Center; King Drew Magnet School (LAUSD); Los

Angeles Women's Center; Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund; Options for

Youth; Overland Center for the Homeless; Parents of Watts (Alice Harris); Watts Labor

Community Action Council; Women's Legal Clinic; Catholic Social Services; Centinela Child

Guidance Clinic; The Family Connection Project; The National Urban League Job Training

Program; El Nido Service— South Central; Para Los Ninos; the Lawndale Youth and Family

Center; and Health Services for Medically Indigent Adults.

Students who enroll in HC 7B must concurrently be enrolled in HC 7A. Consult Honors

Programs for further information.

HC 14: The Physics and Psychology of Time (Pending final approval)

Phillip Borden GE Application: Humanities/Culture & Civ.

(Pending final approval)

Lecture: T 2:00-5:00 TBA

This course examines time fo^ several perspectives; In physics and mathematics, questions

about the regularity, locality^ dhnensions. and directional flow of time raise difficult chal-

lenges to our Ideas about meaning and cause; in the life sciences, time frames explanations

for the largest patterns and most minute mechanisms governing evolution and biological

function; in social theory, time is manipulated according to the perspective of history; in

religion and culture, time encompasses the ritual return to transcendent events and the

progressive march to a physical end, the comfort of predictability and the need to change.

Time forms a baseline for all varieties of modern art, in the increasingly timefragmented novel,

the complex rhythms of all forms of music, and the abstraction and immediacy of the visual

and performance arts. This course will introduce students to the literature on the subject and

sharpen awareness of how major unspoken abstractions affect their lives.

Charles E. Ta\ GE Application: none

Lecture: MWF 11:00-11:50 Kinsey 365

What is mind? What is intelligence? Can machines think? This course examines the mind/

body problem, in philosophy, and explores several of the dominant theories of what mind is.

Students in the course are given access to microcomputers on which they learn the essentials

of programming in LISP. This course also deals with artifical intelligence programs.

HC 508: Gender and Race: Construction of Greeic Political Thought

Ann Bergren GE Application: Humanities/Culture & Civ.

(Pending final approval)" "" TBA
TBA
Bunche 7373
TBA

Lecture: MW 11:00-12:30

Disc. 1 A: R 10:00-10:50

Disc. IB: R 10:00-10:50

Disc.lC: R 10:00-10:50

This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the "Greek view of humanity". It treats

not only the content, but also the forms of thought—the literary genres—invented by Greek

culture to express these "views' and handed down as such in Western cultural tradition. There

will be a concentration upon the gender and race focusing on texts from Homer to Plato, with

the bulk of the attention being devoted to epic and drama. The course deals primarily with

the works of Plato and Aristotle—the texts that come at the end of the Classical period and

most directly influence the Western cultural tradition. HC 50A is not a prerequisite for this

course.

HC 73: Elementary Particles and the Universe

David Cline GE Applicaiton: Physical Science

Lecture: MW 8:30-1 0:00 GSM 2278

Disc. 1A: F 10:00-10:50 GSM 4317

Disc. IB: F 11:00-11:50 GSM4357C

The interplay of cosmology and elementary particle physics is one of the most interesting

scientific phenomena and is also extremely beautiful. The early universe consisted of elemen-

tary particles such as quarks, electrons, neutrinos, and intermediate vector bosons. These

particles, the building blocks of nature, left an imprint on the universe as we know it today.

The course will concentrate on the present aspects of the universe that provide information

about the big bang and the early evolution of the universe. It will show how the large scale

properties of the universe were- determined by its early evolution and how elementary

particles controlled that evolution. The course will also serve as an introduction to elementary

particles as they are studied in various laboratories around the world, such as the laboratory

at Stanford the CERN laboratory in Geneva. Switzerland. Students will be introduced to the

detectors that are used to observe these particles and will have the opportunity to observe

these particles and will have the opportunity to examine real particle events. Course material

is presented in a fairly non-mathematical way and no special prior mathematical knowledge

is required.

HC 94: The American Presidency: Psycho-Cultural Perspectives

Robert Daliek GE Application Soc Sci/Historical Analysis

Lecture R 3:00-6:00 Rolfe2106

This course will consist of readings, discusiions, and an analytical term paper on a topic

chosen in consultation With the instructor. The course will \oq^s on American political culture

in the twentieth century and the personalities of the men who won the Presidency. In

particular, we will be discussing the liberal and conservative traditions as reflected in

Progressivism, the New Deal, and the Great Society,on the one hand, and the traditional

nineteenth century values embodied in the politics of the twenties, fifties, and eighties, on the

other. A central theme of the course will be the transformation of America from a small town,

rural, largely homogeneous society emphasizing individualism, productivity, and frugality

into an urban, heterogeneous, consumer society. We will explore these tensions and changes

in twentieth century America partly by studying Woodrow Wilson. Theodore Roosevelt.

Franklin Roosevelt, Herbert Hoover, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Ronald Reagan,

looking particularly at the interaction between these individuals and the political culture that

brought them to the forefront of American politics in this century. There is no specific

prerequisite, but students who have read widely in modern American history will be best

prepared for this course.

•»
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Keep Your
DIPLOMA
Forever!

Laser Engravi'^g-$35

Plexiglass Cover-$t8

Robin's Trophies
(8181 705-4968
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\ Interested In Going To
\ LAW SCHOOL???

Or A

Future In Law

?nd"m:rtr Man Rotlienberg
Wednesday, May 23, 1990
noon, 2nd Floor Lounge

• Current President of the State Bar of California

• Senior Partner with Manatt, Phelps, Rothenberg, and Phillips

• President of the Los Angeles Clippers from 1982-1989
• Mfimhers of the Board Governors for the NBA
• Served as General Counsel for the Los Angeles Lakers

and the Los Angeles Kings from 1967-1968
• Founder of the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art.

He will be Discussing:

"New Realities" A plan to improve the image of Lawyers

Opportunities for women and minorities in Law and

how to upgrade their status

• The realities of the Law profession today and how it differs

from "LA LAW".

A Apple Paid for by USAC

AFRICAN STUDENT UNION

ASU ELECTIONS

VOTE TODAY!
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23

ELECTIONS FOR ASU CANDIDATES
ARE BEINaJHELD TODAY AND
TOMORROW AT THE FOLLOWING
POLLING PLACES:— ___

Campbell Hall (next to Rolfe Hall)

Bruin Walk (in front of Kerckhoff Hall)

—PAID FOR BY USAC—

Aranovich vs. Young

Florle Aranovich Charles Young

After a student resolution calling for a faculty investigation of

College of Letters & Science Provost Raymond Orbach was
defeated Tuesday, this heated confrontation took place between

Chancellor Charles Young, Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie

Aranovich, author of the proposal, and Professor Katherine King,

one of only three faculty members to vote in favor of the student

petition.

The conversation begins with an angry Young inquiring why
Aranovich had not consulted with him on the issues included in her

petition.

Young: "Florie, I want to know when you are going to grow up.

Nobody has ever come to me . . . And to stand up and say that you

are not asking for a conviction. You don't put down 10 'whereas'

clauses that accuse'*^omebody of being a liar, a thief and a cheat,

then put a 'resolve' /Clause in that says look into something, and

expect people to sa^ we are doing that without any consideration of

what you have in your 'whereas' clauses."

-Afanovich :

"
In the same lig ht , Chancellor , I would expect that you

would also have learned not to accuse me of not speaking with

anyone before I came to the legislative assembly."

Young: "I said 'me.'
"

Aranovich: "No you didn't."

Young: "I said me.'

"

Aranovich: "You are not a member of the executive committee and

you have not been present at any of our meetings."

Young: "You didn't speak to me. I am a member of the executive

committee, as a matter of fact. I am a member of the executive

committee ..."

Aranovich: (interrupts) "No you are not. You are not on the list."

Young: "I know, but I'm ..."

Aranovich: "You've never been to our meetings."

Young: "You don't know that." *=

—

Aranovich: "You haven't been privy to all of the discussions of the

executive committee and the level on which the provost is acting."

Young: "Why did every member of the executive committee except

(Professor Katherine King, former chairwoman) here take a position

opposite of you?"

Aranovich: "Because they are intimidated by the provost."

Young: "I certainly haven't heard of you being intimidated. I haven't

heard of Professor King being intimidated."

Aranovich: "No, but obvbusly we are the minority in this.

Young: (Starts walking away without responding then turns back
and as/cs K/ng; "Do you really think the rest are being intimidated? Do
you really think that?"

King: "Not all, but I think that some are. I do. Some have said their

promotions lie in his hands."

(Young walks away again.)

King: (calls after Young) "Sorry. I mean you asked me the truth I'd

rather say it."

Young: (stops and calls over his shoulder) "I wouldn't have asked
you if I didn't want to hear it, but I disagree with you."
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Two Northrop plants raided
The Associated Press

FBI agents on Tuesday searched
two Northrop Corp. plants where
fuselage parts are built for the

Navy's FA- 18 fighter-bomber.

The raids were the latest in a
series of criminal and civil actions
that have plagued the aerospace
company over the past few years:

Northrop spokesman Ron
Owens confirmed the searches of
plailits in suburban Hawthome^and
El jSigulido. - .^ ^ : „
"We are working with them in

their search, and that is all that I

can comment upon," Owens said.

FBI Special Agent Fred Reagan
said he could not comment on the

raids, although he admitted,
"Everyone scorns to know about
them."

McDonnell Douglas is the
prime contractor for the carrier-

based Fa- 18. Northrop assembles
the center and aft sections of the

plane as a subcontractor under
what is known as a sole-source,

fixed-price agreement.

That means only one contractor

is considered qualified to do the

work and it is not subject to

competitive bidding.

In April the Justice Department
sued Northrop, claiming the com-
pany had fraudulently fattened
bills submitted to the Navy for

work on the FA- 18.

$17 million fine for alleged falsifi-

cation of tests on a stabilization

control for the Marine AV-8B
Han-ier jet fighter and for the MX
missile guidance mechanism.

Whether Tuesday's raids sig-

nify a change in strategy based on
new infornution was unclear.

Neither Northrop nor the FBI
would comment on the purpose of
the raids.

The lawsuit claimed Northrop
failed to disclose savings it made
from a new manufacturing method
that allowed it to make FA- 1 8 parts

for a lot less than it had cost in the

past.

The parts are made from compo-
site materials and formed in a
process that requires high pres-

sure, heat and vacuum.
The original suit was filed in

1987 by former Northrop contract

and pricing division manager
Eldon L. Jansscn, who claimed he
learned of the alleged deceitful

pricing in the course of his duties.

Despite the February plea-bar-

gain agreement, Northrop remains
open to several investigations and
lawsuits. The Justice Department
sued Northrop for $5 million over
the AV-8B tests despite the crimi-
nal pleading.

Among Northrop's other legal
problems:

Allegations of $20 billion in

overcharges on the B-2 bomber.
Da inages were cKtimaicd at $25 FBI agents in February raided

^

Northrop's B-2 parts plant in Pico i

Rivera.
j

A Texas grand jury is looking
into allegations that Northrop
cheated the government on a

program auctioning property
'

seized by the U.S. Customs Ser-
|

vice.
I

Former Northrop employees
|

are engaged in a "whistleblower"
j

lawsuit that mirrors the govern-^

ment charges on the MX missile 1

guidance system. Their attorney '

said he is seeking between $20 I

million and $30 million in d^-
ages.

•t

PROVOST
From page 1

the College of Leuers & Science. I

haven't yet heard anyone get up
and say that whatever was done
was not just Ray Orbach 's fault,"

Fromkin said. "I don't really

understand why whatever prob-
lems have arisen have centered

around an individual attack on not

only our provost but a leading

faculty member."
Although Aranovich said she

wasn't asking the faculty "to

deliver a guilty verdict" or "sen-

tence the provost to any punish-

ment," the petition's pointed
wording— which claimed Orbach
operates "in a secretive, undemo-

cratic manner" — drew the

chancellor's immediate criticism.

Young, who recently allocated

immediate funding to bail out the

college's expected strains in

teaching programs next year,

blasted the petition for adding

hype to the college's budget

tshortfalls.

"We are not in crisis. This

campus is not in financial crisis.

The College of Leuers & Science

is not in financial crisis," said

Young, playing on the petition's

wording. "There is nothing which
would justify the cancellation of

'scores' of courses and the denial

of hundreds— indeed 'thousands'

— of undergraduate students the

opportunity to take the types of

courses they need to graduate."

Young also criticized the peti-

tion for "jumping to conclusions"

as to why the college's econom-
ics/business major bypassed
faculty approval when admini-

strators established it as a major in

1983.

"It is clear that it is unclear

exactly how the process of the

approval of that major was hand-

See PROVOST, page 1

1

million by an attorney familiar

with the case, and the recovery
could be treble because the suit

was originally filed by a former
Northrop employee under the

federal false claims act.

The Justice Department
"nntervened in the case and took
over the litigation after apparently

deciding not to file criminal
charges as part of a deal with

Northrop last February.

That involved dropping that and
other investigations in return for

Northrop pleading guilty to 34
criminal fraud counts and paying a

PROVOST
From page 10

led," Young said. "There were
mistakes ... but to allege, as this

document does, that this was a

deliberate violation of the prero-

gative of the Academic Senate in a

deliberate attempt to put some-
thing over on them, I believe, is a

totally improper statement."

Classics Professor Katherine
King, however, criticized admini-
su-aiors for dealing inappropriately

with the degree program, which a

faculty committee last year deter-

mined "does not exist" because it

was never accredited by proper
faculty groups, including the col-

lege's executive committee.
"I understand being upset at

allegations of maliciousness. But
the problem is that the administra-

tion is not forthcoming," said

King, a former executive commit-
tee chair who ended her two-year
term in June 1989.

"This was discovered last

August. It should have been
brought up in September. If the

executive committee knew the

major had not been established,

why let it go until it comes out in

the Daily Bruin? This doesn't look
good. It creates a bad feeling and
makes you suspicious," King said.

Fromkin said that the petition's

"personal attack" on Orbach was
eclipsing the "real concerns" sur-

rounding the college.

"If you want to talk about this,

let's talk about major issues that

are really facing us. I think the

concerns of the students arc very

real," Fromkin said. "I, as a faculty

memtxir and a former administra-

tor, feel that this is one time that

despite whatever problems we
face, we students and faculty and
administrators have to work
together to solve them and it is not

going to be done by this attack."

Another professor said fellow

faculty members shared any blame
for problems revolving around the

college's deficit and the establish-

ment of the economics/business
major.

'These issues are b>eing investi-

gated. They are not only the

problem of the provost, but also a

problem of the faculty and an
ineffective . . . unserious execu-
tive committee which hasn't paid
attention to the work because they
don't do their work," he said.

The vote concluded the meeting,

which was followed by a heated

exchange between Young and
Aranovich. The angry chancellor

said Aranovich's resolution was
"personal" and that she should
have first discussed her accusa-
tions with him.

"Florie, I want to know when
you are going to grow up," Young
said. 'To stand up and say that you
are not asking for a 'conviction.'

You don't. . . accuse somebody of

being a liar, a thief and a cheat."

Despite Young's objections,

Aranovich insisted that at least

three faculty members of the

executive committee had told her

that they felt intimidated by the

provost because their promotion
papers were "on Orbach 's desk."

When King uacked up Arano-
vich's allegation. Young said he
disagreed and then walked away.
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Study shows rural life worse for students IMAGE
FRATERNITY

By Lee Mitqang

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The countrys-

ide offers no escape from the social

and economic pressures that lead

kids to do poorly in school, a study

suggests.

A study that surveyed school

officials in 312 rural, urban and
suburban districts last year cast

doubt on the popular image of rural

children leading wholesome, trou-

ble-free lives compared with
youngsters in crowded communi-
ties.

The study asked officials to

estimate the percentage of their

students who fit into one or more
of a dozen risk categories, includ-

ing involvement in crime, sexual

activity, drug or alcohol abuse,

depression, child abuse, poverty or

parents who are substance abusers.

Rural children fared worse than

non-rural children in 34 out of 39
statistical comparisons, according

to the survey by the National Rural

Development Institute based at

Western Washington University.

The report thus suggests that the

social and economic strains facing

rural schoolchildren are every bit

as bad, and perhaps worse, as those

facing city youngsters.

Isolation and rural customs are

partly to blame, said Doris Helge,

executive director of the institute

based at Western Washington
University, in Bellingham, Wash.
"A lot of it is attitude," Helge

said in a telephone interview.

"Sexual activity and dropping out

of school is not that unusual in

rural settings. There's an accep-

tance of low self-esteem. A kid has

to be really deviant to get any

attention."

A draft of the study, which also

compared the state of students with

mental and physical handicaps to

tliat of non-handicapped children,

was made available to The Asso-

ciated Press.

There are brighter spots on the

rural landscape, notably in Minne-

sota, North Dakota and Iowa,

where residents have long put high

value on education and completing

school.

But Helge, an authority on rural

education problems, said rural

children with handicaps or psy-

chological problems may fare

worse than others because isolated

communities often lack social

services to address their needs.

Among the survey's findings:

17.7 percent of non-hand-

icapped rural high school students

were estimated to be substance

abusers, compared with 10.1 per-

cent in non-rural districts.

12.3 percent of non-hand-

icapped rural elementary school

children were found to be suffering

depression, compared with 10

percent of urban and 8.5 percent of

suburban youngsters. Among
mildly handicapped youngsters,

depression was a problem among
an estimated 16.9 percent of rural

grade-schoolers but only 9.5 per-

cent of urban and 12.4 percent of

suburban pupils.

25.7 percent of non-hand-
icapped rural high school students

were considered sexually active,

compared with 22.5 percent of
urban and 20.9 percent suburban
students. Among mildly hand-
icapped rural high schoolers, 26.7

percent were sexually active, com-
pared with only 15.3 percent of
urban and 18.2 percent of suburban
children.

6.7 percent of non-hand-
icapped rural middle school
youngsters were said to be

involved in crime, compared with

an estimated 5.6 percent in urban

and suburban schools.

12.7 percent of preschool-age

rural youngsters without handi-

caps were considered victims of

child abuse, compared with 11.9

percent in urban and 9.6 percent in

suburban districts.

Social and family strains have

worsened in rural communities in

recent years along with downturns

in rurally-based industries like

farming, petroleum and timber,

experts say.

"We shouldn't be surprised that

rural children face the same, if not

more difficult circumstances as

urban children," said Denise
Alston, senior education associate

of the Children's Defense Fund in

Washington.

"Services from prenatal care to

recreation are limited, and unfortu-

nately, poverty is the common
denominator for both groups."

Helge said the key to helping

troubled rural youngsters lies in

educating parents, teachers and
other adults to communicate more
effectively v/ith children and
become more attuned to their

problems.
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From page 2

chiever: And Proud of It, Man,"
T-shirt.

"To be proud of being an

incompetent is a contradiction of

what we stand for," Krumnow
said. "We strive for excellence and

to instill good values in kids." The
show, he said, "teaches the wrong
thing to students."

The shirt also was banned at

Cambridge Elementary School in

Orange, Calif., and last week in

Kentucky, Principal Lonnic Watts

of Taylor Mill Elementary School

declared the Bart shirt a dress-code

violation.

"Simpsons" creator Malt
Groening and Fox officials prefer

to let Ban defend himself with

statements like: "1 have no com-
ment. My folks taught me to

respect elementary school princi-

pals, even the ones who have

nothing better to do than tell kids

what to wear."

The show's co-executive pro-

ducer Sam Simon said: "I don't

think it's the job of elementary

school principals to pick the role

models for their kids."

The uproar caused J.C. Penney
Co. Inc., which created Simpsons
boutiques in its stores, to remove
the offending "underachieved
shirt and another that reads: "I'm

Ban Simpson. Who the hell are

Graduating
Seniorsi
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you?"

Even drug czar William J.

Bennett took a swipe at Ban. On a

May 16 tour of a Pittsburgh drug-

treatment center, Bennett saw a

poster of Bart and told recovering

addicts they shouldn't follow

Bart's lead as an underachiever.

"You guys aren't watching The
Simpsons,' are you? That's not

going to help you any," said

Bennett, director of the national

drug policy office.

That wasn't lost on Fox. "We
have great respect for Mr. Ben-
nett's task and responsibility," said

Fox spokesman Brad Turell. "But 1

am not aware of any one TV
program that will help icen-agers

kick the drug habit."

Simon said the heat was the

inevitable result of the show's
success.

"In a matter of a few months it

~went from being a cult favorite lo a'

critical hit to popular acclaim,"

Simon said. "I knew that the next

step — because it always is the

next step— is somebody stqjping

in and saying it's dangerous."
Some authorities disagree with

Bart's critics.

"I think the Simpson family is

one of the few thoughtful cartoons
on commercial broadcasting," said

Peggy Charren, president of
Action for Children's Television, a
lobby and watchdog group based
in Cambridge, Mass.
"How can you teach the Consti-

tution if you ban T-shirts?" she
asked.

And Fox executives stress they-

're serious about Bart's image.
"We're sensitive to it, but you

can't do your show for three

^(school) principals," said "Simp-
^sons" co-producer James L.
Brooks, a creator of "Taxi," 'The
Mary Tyler Moore Show" and
writer-director of "Terms of
Endearment."

Brooks said he frequently dis-

cusses the show with parents,

educators and child psychologists.
"I know from my own child-

hood that I was messed up most by -

the portrayal of perfect families,"

Brooks said. "When you couldn't
live up to them then you started to

think something was wrong with
yours."

From page 3

whose beverage was tossed to the

ground and who was thrown out of
the party, the freshman said.

Both Timmerman, who is

responsible for overseeing frater-

nities, and Gary Hobart, former
Interfratemity Council president,

deny that the Beta house has any
racial problems.

"I don't see any pattern," Hobart
said. And after the fall Westwood
shooting, "1 feci that they were
exonerated."

Critics of the house, on the other

hand, have long contended that it

was prone lo cultural insensitivity.

Undergraduate President John
Sarvey said student government
has brought up Beta's involvement
in insensitive incidents with the

university "on a number of occa-
sions." He said, "The hard thing is

to figure out what to do."

MEChA Coordinator Tony
Martinez said months ago, "They
have been so culturally insensitive,

and we don't think that's right."

Tracy Grayson, African Student
Union chairman, said, "There
appears to be a pattern, but 1 don't

think it's just them." Indeed,

members of underrepresented
ethnic groups on campus complain
that the Greek system in general

fosters euroccntricity with its

overwhelmingly white member-
ship.

But Molina wainai, "W<j can^
look at Beta and excuse them
because it happens in the whole
system." She thinks UCLA's
Greek system is a magnification of

societal beliefs about race and
culture.

"The education system in

"American society teaches Euro-
pean history and people are taught

that one culture is better than

another," Molina said. "Greeks
have been socialized to believe

things that way."

But even if accusations against

Beta were true, isolated incidents

of racial insensitivity are not

against university policy unless

they occur during UCLA spon-

sored events, Timmerman said.

"Our hope is that they wouldn't
do that to anybody," Timmerman
said. "But we don't have any say

unless it's an official university

sponsored event.'*

AWARD
From page 6

$25,000 award. One plan is to

spend part of the money to travel to

a Nashville, Tenn. news archive

where he can view tapes on the

Watergate scandal, one of his

current research interests. •

The endowment for the prize

was raised by Gold Shield, a

UCLA alumni service organiza-

tion.

A committee comprised of Gold
Shield members, faculty and stu-

dent representatives, and the two
previous award recipients, Green-
field and chemistry professor

Michael Jung, chose Alexander
from a pool of professors nomi-
nated by their peers.

"I feel honored to have received

this award from my colleagues,"

Alexander said. "The award means
a lot to me because I feel it is a

judgment from my peers."

During the brief awards cere-

mony. Chancellor Charles Young
praised Alexander for providing

mentorship to many graduate

students, some of whom Alexan-

der inspired as undergraduates.

Young said, "In Jeffrey Alexan-

der, the Gold Shield Faculty Prize

recognizes a teacher who trans-

forms the mass scale of a large

university into the intensive edu-

cation usually associated with a

small liberal arts college."
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Tutu gives
sermon at

St. Albans
By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

Archbishop Desmond Tulu
interrupted his busy schedule

Tuesday afiernoon to hold a

religious service at a local church,

where he prayed and sang with

South African UCLA students,

and thanked the church communi-
ty for continued prayers of support

to end apartheid.

"Thank you very much for the

welcome you have given to our

children from South Africa," Tutu

said at Saint Alban's Episcopal

Church on Hilgard Avenue. "Your
kindness has assuaged their long-

ing for their home."
Tutu, who spoke at Ackerman

Grand Ballroom earlier that after-

noon, said that prayers for those

struggling in South Africa have not

been in vain. "Your faithfulness

has helped us to be as faithful as

one can be in our circumstance.

"We want you to know that we
are helped by your love, by your

strength, and by your caring," Tulu

said. "Maybe we are beginning to

see some of the fruits of your labor

of lovQ."

Tutu ended hi.i .short addrca±:

with a saying from his native land.

"Don't gel tired. Show your
kindness again tomorrow."

Tulu joined in loudly as the

South African students sang the

final hymn thai began with "Bless,

O Lord, our country Africa. So thai

^he may waken from her sleep.
"-

Students who attended the cere-

mony said they were impressed

that a man of Tutu's siaiurc would
take the time to hold a thanksgiv-

ing ceremony attended by less than

100 people.

"Bishop Tulu has become a

political leader in the world, but he

still takes the lime to speak to his

community. It lakes a great man to

do that," said Eric Bamum. "There
was no media, no sensationalism.

He came to praise God. Tliat's

what Tutu is about."

"It's great that he spent a whole
-day at UCLA," said undergraduaie-

prcsidcni-elcct Dean Poulakidas.

"I hope UCLA realizes all that

he stands for and I hope UCLA
implements some of it," said Florie

Aranovich, academic affairs com-
missioner. -
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TUTU
From page 14

South Africa has moved a little

closer to freedom in the past year
by achieving some goals which
seemed "totally inconceivable."

Specifically, Tutu mentioned the

release of African National Con-
gress leader Nelson Mandela, the

removal of tight restrictions on the

ANC, and the current negotiations

between black leaders and while
rulers.

Tutu said that South African
President F.W. de Klerk has been
an important factor in securing the

recent steps toward freedom for

blacks in South Africa and the

archbishop commended him for

his courage.

However, Tutu emphasized that

"freedom is an inalienable, God-
given right, not a gift from while

people."

Before Mandela was impris-

oned 27 years ago, he could not
vote. When he was released in

February, South African blacks

still had not secured this right, and
they do not have it today. Tutu
said.

"We are going to have a

freedom for all South Africa —
black and while. We believe that

this is a moral universe because we
believe that right and wrong
matter, because we believe that

God is in charge of this world . . .

TUTU
From page 1

The 58-year-oId activist raised

and lowered his voice during ihc

emphatic and sometimes emotion-
al speech, drawing cheers of

support from about 1 ,000 audience

members.

"We're singing, we're singing,

we'll sing freedom for all South
Africa as something that we can
now take on, and you have been a

pan of the forces that have brought
us to this point," Tutu exclaimed.
He said he came to UCLA to

express, on behalf of millions of
South Africans, "a very deep ihank
you" to all who have supported the

"struggle for justice, for peace, for

reconciliation, for a new South
Africa, a non-racist, non-sexist,

truly democratic South Africa.

"I am convinced that had it not
been for your campaigning, had it

not been for your commitment lo

our struggle, had it not been for the

imposition of economic sanctions

on the South African government,
we would not be where we are

today," Tutu said.

See TUTU, page 15

Our cause is a just and noble cause,

for we do not seek to dominate or

oppress anyone. We are saying that

we want to enter into the heritage

that is ours, that is God-given."
He said that the only way South

Africa will be able to survive is

with black and white together —
the only way to be human and free.

Tutu said he envisions blacks

and whites holding hands, and
striving for "the glorious future"

open for everyone in South Africa,

"one of the greatest countries the

wocid has known."
But this can only happen, he

said, if Americans maintain the

moral pressure to achieve justice

throughout the world.

He urged Americans to help

South Africa become the breadba-
sket for ihc African coniincnl by
maximizing its rich natural and
human resources^—- —

Sludcnls who heard Tulu speak

voiced praise for him and said his

speech was "greatly inspiring."

"This is what you come to

college for — to see these world
renowned speakers and Icam about
iheir struggles and goals. He opens
your eyesr said freshman Jennifer

Gould.

Gould said Tutu's speech will

probably make people more aware
of not buying products at the

supermarket that are made by
conipanies who havp financial ties

with South Africa."

"You could never recapture the

spirit of his words, it was so
powerful. Everything he said was
positive, he didn't put any blame
on anyone for apartheid," said

freshman Rebecca Dishotsky.

Tutu's appearance was spon-

sored by the International Students

Association and the Campus
Events Commission, in coopera-

tion with the South African Inter-

national Students Congress and the

University Religious Conference.
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LEVI'S SPECIAL $15.99
Have your jeans customized!

We do lace & trim to order

buy ours - $25.00

bring in yours $35.00

No two pair alike!

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block North of Pico

GRanite 9-7413

JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE

Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000
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Don't make the fatal

mistake of missing
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Tickets available

Today at C.T.O.
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noon
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ll Appli Paid for by USAC
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Runoff tactics

Viewpoint

We must be culpable for our words

Editor:

In response to Anthony M.
Solis' letter ("Campaign Tac-

tics," Bruin, May 18), I was
one of the people campaigning

for Darren Kameya and E)crek

Hu on Thursday of the runoff

elections between Kinsey Hall

and Powell Library. I don't

know exactly who Solis was
watching, but between 3:30

and 5:00 p.m., my colleagues

and I "accosted" everyone

except those who did not

appear to be undergraduates.

By "everyone," I mean all men
and women of all colors, be it

white, black, yellow, brown, or

orange.

If he is referring to the

group between Royce Hall and
Haines Hall, this accusation

also falls flat on its face.

During the times when there

were no people for me to

solicit, I watched them and

they also stopped (or tried to.

since many more people

walked through that area)

every single individual who
walked past them. Whether or

not Solis viewed a representa-

tive of sample of our tactics, 1

think the fact that Kameya and
Hu won shows that they work-
ed.

One of the main goals of

Asian Pacific Coalition (APC)
has been unity. We don't

simply mean to unite the

individual APC groups, but we
want all student-interest groups,

from IFC and IRHC to ASU
and MEChA, to act as one.

There is no way to accomplish
this if the only votes we want
are Asians'. We want all

students to be informed and to

know they have a voice in

their student government, that

they have the power to effect

change. ^ "
Yes, it is true that many of

the campaigners Uirgclcd

Asians in particular because

many of us on Kameya's and
Hu's staff are Asian and we
felt we could best communi-
cate with people who have
similar needs and feel similar

pressures form the UCLA com-
munity. We felt it was impor-

tant to reach out to the people
who would probably be the

most responsive to our mes-
sage.

Sean Clieng
Junior

Psychology

Debit card
Editor:

Imagine this scenario: a stu-

dent purchases a debit card for

$20 at College Library, then

proceeds to the copy machines
where, after making 10 copies,

he realizes that his debit card

has a value of only $1.

Often it is too late to

retrieve the other $19 form the"

debit card machine because

other patrons have used it.

This scene is repeated on a

regular basis at College Library

with $5, $10, or $20 bills.

The instructions informing a

patron that ^80 to 95 percent of

one's money is still in the

machine are vague and mis-

leading. The instructions pro-

vided by Reprographic Services

state that if one wants to "add

value" to ones card it must be

reinserted.

However, if a patron is

under the impression that they

received a debit card with the

correct value debited in the

first place, why would he

bother reading any instructions

to "add" on more value?

Either a large, precise sign

should be placed on these

debit card machines or Reprog-
raphic Services should replace

these machines with ones that

operate in a less deceptive

manner.

Michael P. Ouellett

Junior
Hifitmy-

.*
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Proposition 111 raises taxes, and raises ttiem, and raises .

We have all been inun-

dated with political

advertisements and
mailers arriving at our voting

residences, telling us to vote

for Proposition 111.

This particular special inter-

est campaign is spending

between $3 and $5 million to

convince California voters to

raise the gas tax another nine

cents and raise sales taxes and
truck fees. This, combined with

$3 billion more in bond inde-

btedness, will eventually raise

$18.5 billion more from tax-

payers.

In California we currently

have a nine-cents-per-gallon

gas tax, and truckers pay
freight overweight fees, both of

which currently go into the

general fund and are allocated

by the legislature.

The money collected by
Prop. Ill is supposed to pay
for highway improvements,

transit projects and other trans-

portation ideas. The idea of a

user gas tax is not new, and
could be effective, but has not

yet been effectively imple-

mented.

Other special interests from

every political perspective are

supporting the Prop. Ill tax

increases, because they believe

Mike
Spence

they get a poruon oi tne

money left over from money
currently being spent on trans-

portation.

The suppo^^ of the tax

increases in Proposition HI,
including Sacramento politi-

xians, have told other groups

they will get a piece of the

pie, and ,lhey probably will. .

Over the next ten years these

new taxes, bond repayments

and fees will cost each indivi-

dual man, woman and child at

least $600 each.

The burden of these types of

taxes always fall hardest on
the working poor. Prop. Ill

Campaign Chairman Governor
George Deukmejian himself

admitted in the California

Journal that "It is a tax that

will fall unevenly. It will be

more of a burden on the

poor." Not exacUv good news

mula will allow the legislature,

without voter approval, to raise

taxes up to over $50 billion

dollars more.

Politicians have always been

willing to raise our taxes

before Prop. Ill, and will

jump at the opportunity to do
so under the new higher

spending limit. This week,

Gubernatorial Candidate John

Van De Kamp has already

proposed another $2.2 billion

worth of tax increases, includ-

ing more gas taxes.

This gives the politicians the

power to circumvent the

wishes of the citizens and raise

more tax monies for their pet

projects. We all know that our

"friends" in Washington are

attempting to get more taxpay-

er money as well, including a

possible 25-cent raise in the

federal gas tax.

Just think: Half the money
we pay for gas could go to

the federal and state govern-

ment treasuries. Is it any
surprise that politicians love

this tax increase plan? Even
with the Gann limit, govern-

ment spending has increased

over 1(X) percent in the last

ten years, including spending

on education, which is now
well over 50 percent of the

else the heavy hand of the

state will financially sanction

them. In some areas, this may
lead to government control of

business hours or "work where
you live" laws.

It is clear that California

does have needs in areas like

transportation and education.

These areas do need to be

addressed, but the tax increases

in Proposition 111 will not

solve these problems.

Proposition 1 1 1 is

certainly **more than

a tax increase." It

would allow the
legislature, without
voter approval, to
raise taxes. It will also

hit the poorest Cali'

fomians the hardest

For example, all of the

money raised for transportation

will be administered by the

State Department of Transpor-

tation. Currently they maintain

that about 43 percent of their

operational costs are for over-

head. Only in government will

one find this huge amount

of milking the taxpayer for

more money. Campus suppor-

ters of Proposition 111, such

as the administration and stu-

dent government, tell us in

order to save our quality edu-

cation, they need more money.

When UCLA Provost Ray-
mond Orbach has spent over

$200,000 of money allocated to

the College of Letters and
Science for his "personal

research," and when the ex-

chanccllor of UC Santa Barba-

ra spent over $150,000 of

university monies to remodel

his house, and when the head
of the Cal Sate University

system raised her salary, do
we need to get better managers
or to pay more taxes? Prop.

Ill will do the latter.

F^roposilion 112, located on
the ballot after Prop. Ill,

raises the salaries of slate

legislators, and reveals their

true agenda. The legislators arc

mismanaging and wasting our

money, and spxinding it on

increased salaries, and they

want to do it without our

consent. It's not a bad deal for

professional politicians con-

cerned about their welfare and
about maintaining bureaucra-

cies, but it's a raw deal for

tor the neediest m our society.

The university is telling us

that Proposition 111 "is more
then a tax increase." They are

definitely correct on that issue.

The proposition modifies the

voter imposed "Gann" state

spending limit. The new for-

enure state budget.

And if you don't think

government has a right to

intrude in every aspect of your
life, than a provision of Prop-

osition 111 is for you. It

requires that county and local

govcmmenis reduce traffic, or

going to Overhead, is mc
solution to this kind of waste

better management and private

contracting, or throwing more
lax money their way? Proposi-

tion 111 will do the latter.

Mismanagement and waste

should be targeted first, instead

every other Caiiromiarh

By Rushdi Cader

**F— Islamic Scum," "Niggers aren't human,"
"Jews get out." Such are the statements that

fill the naked walls of our buildings here at

UCLA.
My first reaction to the latest batch of racisL_

vandalism that 1 encountered was an earnest

desire to write back stroke for stroke with a

large green marker, "Eat Ladu Fascists," and
other less polite phrases. Then realizing that

such an action was principally wrong, and

would only feed the ego of my moral enemy, I

decided to rub out as much of it as I could.

After about two minutes of this futile exercise,

I was struck by the realization that my
inability to remove these slurs was symbolic of

the permanence of racist elements in our

community, and that perhaps such comments
should be framed and remembered, as ihcy

capture the undercurrents of racial hatred that

belie our campus.

Some may say that such words of hatred arc_

the ravings of the frustrated few. But, 1-xlon'L

believe so. Bigots and their oven racist

siatcmcnLs arc like c(x:kroaches, when you see

one, that means the house is filled with tlicm.

It is then lime to call the exterminator. 1 pose
no means of exterminating the bigots and
oppressors of this campus, let alone the world.

But, 1 do see ways in which we, as a

community of students, can secure justice and

tolerance. And that is simply by speaking out

against all forms of racism and oppression, and

not only that of one's own individual ethnic or

religious grouping. To reach this goal we have

To reach this goal we have to address

current oppression, like that of the Kurds,

Palestinians and the Black South Africans, just

as we must decry and remember all historic

**Bigots and their overt racist state^

ments are like cockroaches, when
you see one, that means the house

"

is filled with them.*'

oppression. Such historic occurrences must be
remembered to prevent future injustice.

As a diverse collection of ethnic and
religious communities, we, as a campus com-
munity, must be willing to speak oul against

the injustice that touches anyone, as if that

injustice was aimed at each of our respective

communities unlike the racist artists, who hide

weakly behind a screen of anonymity. We must
then be willing to stand behind our words, and
work together, in whatever way possible, to

eliminate unfairness and oppression.

Cader, a senior majoring in biology, is a
Communications Board Member.

Offensive
Editor:

Recent articles in the Bruin,

workshops, and "awareness^

weeks" have focused on the

seriousness of the issue and
attempted to raise individual

consciousness on the issue of

rape and sexual^^bercion. It is

with knowledge of the continu-

al presence of such efforts that

1 originally misinterpreted the

advertisement "fast and
easy. . .on your first date" in

the Wednesday, May 16 issue.

The copy of the advertise-

ment features dialogue between
a "boy" and a "girl" which
clearly alludes to sexual coer-

cion in the context of a dale
For those with a short mem-
ory, the dialogue was as fol-

lows:

Girl: "No, not Ihcrc!"

Boy: "Don't be that way.
Let's just try it."

Girl: "You promise it will

be good?"
Boy: "C'mon, trust me!"
I falsely assumed, at first,

ihat this was an advertisement

for some sort of workshop
dealing with the issue of date

rape. It turns out instead that

it was an advertisement for the

Bruin's "Entertainment and
Dining Out Guide." The refer-

ence to sexual coercion is

inappropriate and offensive at

best. It reveals the failure of
the Bruin advertising staff to

fully understand the seriousness

of sexual coercion and dale

rape. All the workshops and
"awareness weeks" in the

world will have little effect as

long as puns on the sexual

coercion of a "girl" by a
"boy" are considered funny and
are endorsed by the Bruin.

R. Lindsey Bergman
"' Graduate Student

Psychology

Stop, the politicians' wasteful

spending. Vole "no" on
Prop.Ul.

The struggle continues . . .

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.
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Did you know that ... the majority of all rapes are planned, not committed on the spur of
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Considering potential responses to an attack in advance may build your confidence and

help in responding successfully.

About Rape:
Empowerment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty
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Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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Welcome Summer
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BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter

csted in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7 please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

COME DISCUSS "The Prerequisites to Peace"

Thursday May 24th 5-7pm Ackerman 3520.

Sponsored: Baha'i Club.

Feasting on the summer

films of1990

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER|
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260

UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student EmployeeR receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal tk:ket. We cannot award both.

Student Accounting
Society

Deloitte & Touctie

JONATHAN CLUB
BEACH PARTY

Tomorrow 3:00 p.m.

Call 397-7545
for more iriFO

DEPECHE
MODE

Now accepting

Oingo Boingo, David Bowie
Jimmy Buffet

Pasadena Ticket Agency
818 441-5141

213 682-2166

]0% off w/this. ad

BOWIE tickets, May 26 concert, have 5 tickets

On floor. Great location. Call (213)209-0571 Free 8

Good Deals

2 STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cE Take Kaplan OrTake Your C ham es

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental

license exam at UCLA.
Week of June 18
(714) 7S2-7760
I^eave message

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey

cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

srr^all. (213)556-2869.

INSURANCE WAR? We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts Request

•Bruin Plan". (2 13)873-3303 or

(818)992 6966

HAIR MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

stylists for short to medium length styles

Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091

Miscellaneous

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply

(213)204-2016 West LA

|ET TO ELIROPE- Any time for $269 or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458- 1 006. 7-1

am.

Personal 10-

Aicoholics Anonymous f/.eeting

Mon Disaftsion. ^hin Book Snj(iy

Fn S»ev) Sfcidy AU 3WS ir.1» • 115

luos -iJ yv NH C8177. mi f>$as$io«

NPI CS5JS 12 10 1 00

For alcoholcs or wdwnduate wtw h«»e a

dfmMng pfoNtrn

(2M\ M7-8316

f
, » » » ^ 1 1 1 *m ^ 1 r^t^rr

<

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rontal Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
SSI^3S^S3^Szxx:

'

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay vou to

lose weight
Doctor recommeruled.

All natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484
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Ftee Delheri/ Tlekefs

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Janet Jackson - Phantom - Alice Cooper
Phil Collins - New Kids - Steve Miller - Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross

Milli Vanilli - Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(21 3)820-6574.

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA. Free treatnf>ent provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS, 1 8 and older,

r>eeded for positron imaging of the brain,

heart,and bones. Injection of radioactive iso-

tope. Bloods will be taken. $50/2. hr. Call

(213)825-1118.

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-
^

mor^e study. Receive $25. Call for details.

(213)825-3921. ^.
HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional probT*

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed

for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and

have a sceintific learning experience.

(213)825-0392.

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

hormone patterns in rxKmal noenstrual cycles.

Receive $50. (213)825-3921.

Concert Ticlcets 6 Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets 6 Personal 10 Personal 10

HNCORt
TICKET SERVICE

' MINUUS FROM DOWNTOWN >

C I i N D A L I

50 (OlORADO BLVD f7

213 257 7530 »1t-244-3612

Service Charge included

AtAJDR CREDIT CARDSV OPEN 7 DAYS^ PHQNE ORDER

CONCERTS
THEATRE

S U T N • A Y

I i80l HAWTHORNE BlVD »A

213 37|. 5777

SPORTS
Deposit For Upcoming Shows
Get choice seat selection

Distributors Wanted:
Couid earn

$100-$500 per week
part-time for

All-Natural Diet Cookie program. Average
weight loss 4-10 Ibs/wk.

Call tO(Jay 1-800-448-4429

CONCERTS • SPORTS • THEATER

• THE

icker
J

•"»?••«. ''••i!H».'-. •>.•-! • '•rfw*-'

9855 (Little) Santa Monica Bl.

Beverly Hills

(818)99&4761

(213)277-4300

TRACY CHAPMAN— May 23, 24-

Choice seats - $50

The Finest Entertainment

Seating Since 1947

Personal 10

Pi Beta Phi Congratulates

Wendy Gottlieb <^ ^

on making UCLA's Men's
Cheerleading Squad!
We are so proud of you!

^ Love, your FTBO Sisters

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.

Good Deals

^l^l^^W^^1I*.*»^TL1^1Tr

PIANO
RENTALS

•

Special Rates

to

Music
Students

Holl3rivood

Piano
Rental

Company
462'2329
46P'IANO

BRUIN

DEMOCRATS:
Attention Election

of New Oficers

Tonight 7pm
Acl(erman 2408

Kappa Delta welcomes everyone to otir

SWEET SHOPPE
Thursday May 24 6pin

All you can eat desserts!

$2 ticket from any Kappa Delta or at the door

Pi Beta Phi
would like to

congratulate

Wendy Palmer
on her promise

with

Eugene Davis!

We are so excited

for you! \

i^-^'-^'^ ^^'^<^-«. ^^'«-%.-^'^'^-^-^-^-%^ '«.'•

Kenny-
rd love to go!!!

Bui, only on one
condition...

Dehhie

riie Gentlemen of

KAPPA SIGMA
Cordially Invile

llie Ixulies of

ALPHA PHI
To Dinner at (3:()0pm

followed by a Presentation by

Women's I^esource Center at 7:00

Desseil to follow

Wednesday, May 23, 1990 Daily Bruin Classified
^j
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

EOE ?
PRESENTS:

The Party Through Time
Travel from the pre-historic ages,

through the passages of time,

to the wave of the future.

9:30 tonight

Wave The Adventure Begins... ^^
479-8315 824

szlo
-3956

KAPPA,
THANKS FOR THE GREAT 'VAJUN
DINNER and an Awesome MARDI
GRAS EXCHANGE.
It was HUMOR. ..looking forward to

more In the Future.
Thanks,

Theta Chi

3IOUSE

H
ALLCR^^lTj ageHNAMENT

«3{3::nJ.i:; '»3*CfcitKg^MlftVlDED*

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

10 Personal 10

ff

ss^ %KA0
\

Thanks for the great BBQ!
J)|

L.W4^U^A—t
V—4 l_l U^l U-t UU U-4 V^L^J

DRIVE UP.

DROP DFF.

RECYCLE.
Bring your news-

papers and alunni-

num cans fronfi

home on June 3, to

ASUCLA's third

one day collection

of recyclables.
'

WHEN: Sunday, June 3

11:00am-4:00pm

WHERE: Ackerman Union

Loading Dock* (Drive

or walk in from the bus

turnaround at

Westwood Plaza).

WHAT: Newspapers

Without string, wire,

rubber bands or sacks,

and no glossy maga-

zines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams

(most soft drinks), but

please, SQ. tin cans,

glass bottles or plastic

bottles, please.

* Special Recycling site

available for this day only.

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

ASUCLA '5 R&cydiing Program has saved ever

1, 133 trees since it began last fall. For more in-

formation about the drive, call 206-758^—and

choose to conserve!

Recycle ttils newspaper.

eta eta lau
^^^^^ «

PR^SeNTS

Hittle Sister Beach Getaway

Plenty of BBQ and Beverages

buses leave at 6:00PM

TONIGHT!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

(Aim ^®^ 5\mm®^mv
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these syoiptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good hrealth are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group
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Mardi Gras Was Outstanding!
AEO would like to thank Z^ for a
wonderful job and our two fantastic

Mardi Gras chairs,

Kate Igo and Mimi Coiien

You Guys are great...AEO

Panhellenic would like to

Congratulate the following

1990 Scholarship Recipients

ftUt HaJtp€^ (AE$

ioju^i MatUi\4Ci\. (AE

9ui4/xfv \U^ (AAA)

Help Wanted 30

PEACE ACTIVISTS
Work For Something
You Can Believe In!

SANE/FREEZE, the

nation's largest

grassroots peace
movement, is hiring

dedicated women &
men to organize for

disarmament &
tervenUoFF?

Progressive atmosphere,
rapid advancement,

travel, benefits.

CALL (213) 938-3470

FUNDAMERICA, INC.

Establish your own
business now. Work with

Fortune 500 companies.

Motivated individuals are

invited to attend

opportunity meetings.

Fraternities, Sororities,

Campus Organizations.

Excellent opportunity for

a fund raiser.

For more information call

(213) 541-8260

Salons 21

CARLTON HAIR INT'L- Westwood Marquis

Hotel, hair models needed, all services free.

M/F, ask for Vanessa or Vicki (21 3) 208-91 32.

Health Services 22

EARN up to
$150 per month

BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

Daily Bruin Classified Wednesday, May 23, 1990

Classified Welcome Summer Issue
Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

$9/HR APPROVED WORK STUDY POSI-

TIONS available for shipping clerk at

the Buckminster Fuller lr>stitute, an educa-

tional & research organization concerned with

solutions to global problems. Within 15

minutes driving time to campus. None work
study applicants $5Air. (213)837-7710.

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfect and have

good interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35/hour.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Bam- 5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR for Beverly Hilllnsurance

office. Must type 50 wpm., good oral/written

communication, computer knowledge help-

ful. Flexible hours (213)278-8316.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. FAT, P/T.

(213) 557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developer/Altorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on

MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pt.

(213)557-2315.

ADVERTSING and Marketing Research Firm.

Part-time or full-time, exposure to many indus-

tries, Interesting work, help set up focus

groups, will train, flex, hours. 9am-9pm. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

A GREAT JOB. P/T receptionist/data entry/

general office person to assist in small office in

West Hollywood-Flexible hours for the right

person. Linda (213)652-0242.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants,

Travel Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service.

Research) Subjects 12

HFSEAKCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw

joint injection which may reduce pain and

noise. $100.00 received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS AGES 18-60 INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-

CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

WANTED NORMAL HEALTHY MALES AGED
18-40 for a new anti-fungal drug study

Requires out-patient screening exams, blood,

urir>e tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days in hospital (VA Hospital).

Call (213)824-6731 (John). Pays $24-700.

We Accept All Visioo Care Plaos.

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

NiJ

ffSpSBS
S<:<v\xw:iiSJ:Sw:SiS^

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Herman, Qinical

l^sychologisl,

eaiuig disorder specialist. Individual

appointments available. (213)655-6730

For information

Call Anna
(818) 986-3883

f M A

Cancer patients

throughout LA benefit

from your participation

C A K L

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Opportunities 26

4954 Van Nuys Blvd. Sherman Oaks

Opportunities 26

"BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25

YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now.

24hf message (818)594-7469.

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558 .

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. Howto build your

wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business

Seminar (818)367-3099

Wanted 15

FREE HAIRCUTS: men and women needed for

cutting classes in Beverly Hills salon. Please

call Pam or Jeffrey at (21 3)273-8060 for more

infomrtation.

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:aliior\ia
c'ryo bank

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

MOVING HOME?
Call

BROS,

mi^"^^
'We can pack & ship your belongings at

up to 3U /O Oil movers .& truck __^

rental companies

'We have the lowest prices in town on
moving boxes & supplies ' " "'•

'Ask about our student discount

2113 Wilshire Blvd.

(213) 453^1532
M'F 9-6 Sat & Sun 10-4

Financial Freedom
^Quiz

Are you interested in working 40 hrs. in

9-5 job?

Climbingthe corporate ladder?

Do you want to enjoy the good life now?

Are you motivated & a go getter?

Do you want to be your own boss?

If you are interested in building

wealth, we will show you how!!

Create your own future

now.

Call (213) 841-2060

Action Marketing Group
Co. within Fund America

tions. Call (1)805-687-6000 ext. A-10105.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600+/week in cannery,

$8,000-$! 2,000-»- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18th.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to;

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-

tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ANSWER TELEPHONES. Part-time. 8:30-1

M-Tr, 8:30-6 F. $6/hr plus commission. Goo6
phone skills. WLA. Nice environ
ment. Study opportunity. Call Joel

(213)841-4058 days, (213)559-8827
evenings.

ASSISTANT TO PERSONAiycorporate finan--

cial planner, pA, flexible^ Good computer and

interpersonal skills. Bob Newell.
(213)475-5854.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838 8885.

ATTENTION: ART/GRAPH ICS/DESICN MA-
JORS. Quality, fine art publishin^icensingco

seeks bright, energetic, responsible, quick

learner for great ground floor opportunity.

Walking distance from UCLA. Interns should

possess strong organizational skills & iptcrcst

in promotion, public relations, & sales. Some
general office/clerical duties are expected,

flexible schedules. (21 3)824-5002, 208-71 1

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $1 1 .41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)836 88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful, children's furni

ture store, looking for energetic sales person.

Must enjoy working with people and children.

Will train, $7A'r. pA. (Could become full-time).

H.U.D.D.L.E. (213)479-4769.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp

Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

take-charge. To $50K. (213)557-0142.

BUSINESS OFFICE. P/T, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus
(213)475-2456.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.

VOTER REVOLT. Earn $250/40Owk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

COMMERCIAL leasing intern, progressive de-

velopment company seeking self-motivated,

energetic individual, for pA position to assit in

shopping center and industrial park leasing

send resume: attn Emily Chung 2200 West

Valley Blvd. Alhambra, 91803.

COMMUNITY SERVICE officer programs

(UCLA). Office clerk 15-20 hrsAvk. Light

typing, heavy phones, good communication

skills, $6.34^r. Contact Cindy Stanworth at

206-5473 or pick-up applications at CSO
office, 601 Westwood Plaza.

COMPANION DRIVER. With car for Studio

City lady. 3 days/wk. 4 hrs/day. $7Atr -fgas.

(213)659-1904. ^^
CONSTRUCTION LABOR Brentwood.

$5-6/hr. Experienced carpenters more. Sum-

mer job. (213)471-1167.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van

Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp

work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

COUNSELORS needed: Mental health facili-

ties. Weekends P.M. and Graveyard shifts.

Valofie. (213)636-5567.

COUNTER PERSON for office supply com-

pany. PT afternoons, good environment. Pa-

ciflc Palisades. Jill (213)459-4457.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs. Beasle/s

bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide

$300-$900 weekly. (508)927 9768 Ext C5.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS 15

New positions available. $10. 25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-lime, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks

(805)494-0050.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now!

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Oftice

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challengmcj legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

FIRST AID CPR INSTRUCTOR, pA. Growing

CO. seeks self-starter EMT, paramedic, nurse,

for daytime classes. Prefer medic first aid

and/or AHA instructors but will consider

training. Call between 9am-5pm, M-F,

(21 3)839-5864.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $1 7,500-$58,240. Call

(1)602-838-8885 Ext X 8050. '

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 1 5:30 daily,

$8-$10/hr. Light experience, W-perfect know
ledge preferred. Century City Commercial Real

Estate. (213) 552-9916.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. S-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SICRRA CAM I»OUi. MINIMUM AUL g

JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN keyboard map-

ping. Familiar with Japanese DOF. Call Eli-

zabeth Tegley at Goal Systems.
(213)576-1147.

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10 5Q/to

start. No exp. necessary PA, l/T available

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major

preferred. General Lab Helper dulics, analyti-

cal procedures, isolation chemistry procc-

dures, bioassays on mice Nancy
(213)825-6521.

LANDSCAPE Designer needs full or part-time

employee for drafting, dcsifcninR. sight mcasur-

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED For Westwood & Sherman

Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 824-7776.

SSAir •¥ $1/delivery -»• tips -f food. Must have

reliable transportation & insurance.

DRIVER NEEDED for lunch delivery. $10/hr

plus. Car needed. (213)829-3000

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
$600-$2000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Gain valuable business experience work-

ing with very dynamic business men and

women. (213)841-2060.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR RIGHT
PERSON. Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$

opportunity. Hours flexible. Call

(213)273-9631.

F/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

inspections and ofl'ice

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (21.3)826-7000.

HAWAII needs you! Severe labor shortage! For

info on permanent and summer jobs, living

costs, and job seekingtipsparticuiarto Hawaii,

send $10 to Hawaii Labor Market, 1 109 Bethel

St., Suite 202, Honolulu, HI. 96813.

ing, fie ia superv i sion. {2 1 .»3 1 a-9629

LEGAL FILING CLERK, $8/hour, p/l,

10-15hr^^(vk. Flexible. (213)393-5562 Lmda

LIFEGUARD/SWIMMING TEACHFK PA, ex-

perienced. Mulholland Tennis Club. Summer.

Current cards and references. Anne Hall

(213)464-2495

S%'-SSSS^^^$:^^

HELP! A Madarin speaking family helper

needed. Good Pay!. Day (714)892-0537

Night (714)846 9152. or leave message.

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Work
from home or office FT/PT. Free full training

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8519,
(818)377-5127

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day

camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25 (213)472-7474.

MAKE $100 avg/cvenings working only 3 hrs

Must be outgoing and like people

(213)962-1874

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS Key

people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune

SOO affilialfld markating company S..mm<a—

T-^
ADMINISTRATOR-
BOOKKEEPER--

for RHAL HSTATE Devclopcr/Altorncy/'Brokcr

YOU: Experienced, Good Phone, I lot Stuff on MAC
Great Pay! Career Opportunity. inVPT.

(213)557-2315

positions available, $2000-5000/moniH Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious

inquiries only Call now, (21 3)841 -2060

MEDICAL receptionist full time, Westwood
Experience required Outstanding opportun-

ity. SalaryAxjnefits. (213)208-3316

MODELS FOR ART CLASSES- Photograpny,

drawing groups All types No experience

necessary. Ckx, P/T worl< (818) 753-7714.

ISLAND
TErrANYAKI
RESTAURANT
ON WILSHIRE

NEEDS HOSTESSES
AND

WAITRESSES PT/FT
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GREAT PAY

CALL
444-78P9

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

• 'Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M—F 40hr!i/wk. June

25-Sept. $4.25 and up rX3E. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or part-time. Apply at

7-11, 1126 Westwood. (213)208-1902.

CASHIER/DELIVERY. PT, WLA pharmacy. Ex-

perience preferred. M-F, afternoons, Sat. 9-6.

Call Nelson (213)839-1158.

CASTING: JAZZ MUSIC VIDEO, several fea

tured Asian extras needed. Will accept any

other interesting characters. Screaming Pic-

tures. Tiffany (213)461-1138.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20

hours^^. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLA Mcxlical Cen-

ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

Sales!!

Earn Great Cash!

$9-18/hr
work for rapi(Jly growing

West Coast marketing co.

P/T or F/T. flexible hours
min. 12 hrs/week
LA area Steve
(213)473-4797

S.F. Valley Wayne
(818)905-8104

EXCLUSIVE health club seeking students

knowledgeable in the areas of physical ed,

exercise physiology, biomechanics, to assist in

our new membership drive. No prior experi-

ence required. Great money. Excellent oppor-

tunity. (213)556-3312.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am 5pm Monday
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:

•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS .

•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARK/WEST VALLEY

(818) 703-8486

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145

BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
'. (818) 954-8220

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213) 473-8788
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NURSE-RN- For MO office nor Beverly Hills.

F/T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ TYPIST. Days. Must have:

answering machine, access to W—P equip-

ment, excellent skills, committment, a profes-

sional manner. Flexible hours. (21 3)47&-7061

.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, part-time. Require typ-

ing. Knowledge of Japanese language helpful.

20hrs plus hours/wk. (213)471-1234.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/slart,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

OUTSTANDING summer opportk)tnily! Cam-
pus Connection needs an ambitious person to

sell ad space for the #1 college campus
magazine. Will provide all materials, complete

training. Call for info: 1(800)342-5118

OWN BOSS EARN $20.00 an hour answering

incoming orders at home REAL ESTATE PUBLI-

CATION. (213)281-5540.

PART-TIME help needed for office work in

small real estate investment co. $6/hr.

(213)392-5644.

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and

weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr. Roz (213)657-5183.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

r*'*** m'f^V^^^m «....M..«

ASSEMBLE
p PRODUCTS AT HOME

Easy work' No Selling! Earn

J300-$400 Per Week. Details

1-(314) 768-1976 E«' "O

PART-TIME delivery start inr^mediately 6-8

hrsAvk. $7.25Air. and .18< per mile. Must

have car and insurance. (213)638-8080.

PERFECT SUMMER JOB: Custom shirt manu-
facturer needs direct sales reps to work in

cities throughout Southem California. Make
prominent contacts for your future. Complete
training $800-$90G/weekly. Interview May
31-)une 2 only!! Call 1(800)234-4834 for

appointment. Great experience for people in

fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not

necessary.

PERSONAL ASSISTArJT to lady executive.

Organize files, driving, errands, personal shop-

ping. Make yourself generally useful. Require

intelligent, energetic, very relialbe person.

Full/part-time. Call before noon.
(213)459-2422

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T, M,T,TH,F
10:00-3:00. $7/hr. Wilshire/Fairfax area. No
experience necessary, will train.

(213)933-7548.

PRESTIGOUS Century City Law Firm has

full-time file clerk position available. Call

Rich (213)556-5921.

P/T, medical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office. $7.50/hr.

Will train. Call Cina (213)854-4404.

JOBS
TOP DOLLAR — Work your

hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent
jobs at LA's prestige

hospitals, MD offices and
Industrial firms.

All skills required.

Aames Personnel

271-6164

^

If

If

jf

VALET
PARKERS!

>f

jf

jf

3f

j^ To valet park at private parties J
jf

If

3f

>f

Jf

& restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout required

413-6997

jf

If

jf

If

jf

••••••••••••••••••••• jf

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in Century City

^Law Firm. Legal experience
helpful but not necessary.

flexible hours. Top pay. Please
»mail resume with times available

for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East
20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

P/T EMPLOYMENT with an M.D. who is doing

private research in Molecular genetics. Litera-

ture research and lecture note taking. Flexible

hours. Call Nurit. (213)306-0055.

PT HELP. Earn up to $100 in 4 hours selling

flowers. Car/insurance. Call/ leave message.

(213)859-7088.

P/T LAW FIRM- Type 75 -f^. Dictaphone,

phones, filing, WP 5.0, hours flexible. Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law

firm seeks pleasant responsible individual to

assist in ordering and serving lunches and

beverages to attorneys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours

10am-3pm. Non-smoking environment. Call

Shawn Derfer at (213)478-2541.

PUBLISHERS REP. Firm. Seeks part-time

secretarial/clerical. Tues & Thurs., 1 1 :30-4:30.

Near UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

RECEPTIONIST, PT. Beverly Hills law office,

MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking. (213) 399-5148. Garment manufac-

turer, pleasant working environment in Santa

Monica.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235.

RECEPTIONISTS WANTED. $5.00/per hour .^

bonuses. Answering phones. Filing, no typing.

Call Jennifer (213)672-8113.

RECONDITE LOGICIAN, humorist, artist for

hazardous assignments. (213)456-7573.

RESEARCH ASST. Temporary P/T position

assisiting in qualitative analyses of Doctoral

dissertation on women in abortion. $5-6/hr.

CX3E (213)398 9385.

RETAIL: any type experience o.k., we will

train. $6/hr •- commission. Full or Part-Time.

Call Bob or Leo. (213)828-4511.

RETAIL SALES. P/T or F/T. UCLA clothing store

in Westwood. Male/Female. Experience pre-

ferred. Work through summer. Call Mark

(213)824-7115.

RUNNER- Business management Co. West-
side, benefits. Must have own car. 30 hrs/wk.

(213) 558-8110.

MUNICIPAL COURT CLERK TRAINEE
The Los Angeles Judicial District is seeking highly motivated individuals
with a Bachelor's Degree to become part of an innovative career
development program.

Trainees participate in a challenging six month training program
consisting of both classroom and on-the-job assignments. Practical
experience in courtroom procedures includes: keeping the official

record of actions and orders of the court; scheduling matters to
appear before the court in compliance with legal codes and policies;
preparing and issuing legal documents.

Salary for the trainee is $1 966 per month. Upon successfull completion
of the training program and appointment to the target position of Courtroom
Clerk, incumbents will receive a salary increase to $2463 (pending Board
^T^Supervisors approval) per monttrr-hr addition, the Municipal Court ot-

fers a comprehensive benefit package.

QUALIFICATIONS: In addition to having a Bachelor's Degree, applicants
must posses a valid Class "C" California Driver's License, be a U.S.
Citizen and be at least 18 years of age.

If you are interested in competing in the selection process for this position, your
resume must be received at the address below no later than 5:00 P.M.
on June 11, 1990.

tos^'Angeles Municipal Court
Personnel Division, Room 428-A

V 110 N. Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 900f2

Attn: MCCT
Your resume MUST include your Social Securitv Number, dates of
education, grade point average, and all jobs held which relate to this
position. All qualifications are subject to verification.

EOE/MF
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RETAIL SUMMER WORK. $10.75 starting, no
experience necessary. Internships available.

Santa Monica (213)392-1310. LA/Hollywood
(213)933-4955.

SECRETARY/Receptionist, Century City Busi-

ness Management Firm. Chicago based. Word
processing exposure. Great benefits! Linda

(213)652-0242.

SUMMER iMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please
call (818)689-8383.

-^BE CHOOSY!~="
Students, make your summer work for you! We
need bright, enthusiastic people to work long &

short term assignments throughout L.A., San
Fernando & San Gabriel Valley areas. If you have

experience and/or training in:

- ACCOUNTING
- SECRETARIAL
- DATA ENTRY

- WORD PROCESSING
- RECEPTION/PBX

You can earn TOP $$ in a variety of
professional organizations.

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE &
CALL TODAY!!

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for
our Westwood location. Successful

applicants will be skilled in customer
service, knowledge of sporting goods^
and the ability to work efficiently
with minimal supervision. Positions

are open as:

*SALESPERSONS
^CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
wDEF !AD

Please apply in person prepared to fill

out a job application and participate—
^in a brief interview at the

Copeland's Sports
located at 1001 Westwood, Los Angeles.

|

EOE.

We
$7/h

Personnel Services, Inc.

Westside
Downtown
S.F. Valley
Glendale

213/938-3933
213/627-4447
818/361-4441
818/547-4010

Michelle
Danny
Shelley

Irene

Day & evening hours

bnarpbii j^.-.

communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the^

UCLA^SNNUAL^FUND
206-2050

30 Help Wanted 30

Think Globally,

AcLLocally - this summer.

The California League of
Conservation Voters, the

political arm of the environmen-
tal movement, is now training

activists to help elect strong

environmental leaders & pass
critical environmental initiatives.

Career development emphasized.
Highest pay & best benefits.

Progressive workplace. Full-time,

part-time. Close to school.

Call today.

(213) 441-4162

RETAIL POSITIONS available now' Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities All positions arc

40 hr weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M -F 9-4 If you're presmtfy em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place

11321 WestPicoBlvd, WLA (213)477-802.1

Ask for Margaret.

SAILBOAT INSTRUCTOK NEEDCD in Marina
del Rey 26-28 foot cruising sailboat

Weekends now, FT t.mrr,*. r Cr?'!

1-800-225-9776

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- for MD office

near Boverty Htlla , ow Saturday a.m . only
,
top

salary, fiexiblc (213) 939-2111.

SECRETARY for Design Firm 60wmp, compu-
ter experience MAC, light bookkeeping Please

call. (213)479-8330.

a

i

LERMIT/V'.E .MOM0?(IAN

.A
<w^V»

BfiiA^E

How To Improve Your Resume.

These. symbols represent the seven
Hotels of Ltrmitjge Internationdl

(count them'), dnd a wealth of

opportunity for you (count on it')

Located just arourid the corner in

West Hollywood and Beverly Hills,

each hotel offers cin environment
of elegance as unique ahd
distinc tive as yourself We have im
mediate Full <md Part Time open
inqs (even a summer position or

y^pl
recjuiring good communica

Apply now for one'75? fr^"^'^"

following positions, and yrxi may
soon have something to proudly

display on your resume tfiat is. ot

course, in addition to those fast

food. Iifeguardfng or intramural

positions you rf> presently sporting

Front Desk Clerks

Night Auditors

PBX Operator
Secretaries

Cafeteria Attendant
Valet Parking Attendants
Line Cooks
Restaurant Manager
HR Office Assistant

Maintenance Engineer

For immediate consideration call

our Job Hotline at 659 5>847

apply in person or send your
resume, indicating position(s) of

interest, to The Hotels of

I Ermitacjc International. 1020 N
San Vicente Boulevard, West Hol-

lywood: "CA 90069 Directions

from Sunset Boulevard turn down
San .Vicente Boulevard, 4th drive

way on left is our Loading Dock,

entrance to Personnel is behind
our Security Dept Park on street
'*"-' »«^ an equal opportunity

Ongoing Opportunities

We are alWiiysmiefested m meet
inq t.ilented people committed to

pfOvuliHi] trie ultimate guest

service m the followinq areas

Food Service

Housekeeping
Front Office

HtUels i>f

L'Friiiitagc International
(I .c

(

>//i'cti(>n <^l nn^ifiuls
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FAST CASH
We can make it easy to find high-payina temporary

work. Jobs available immediately.

• FOR A DAY • FOR A WEEK • FOR A MONTH

mc
TPC Temporary Services. Inc.

Mid-Wilshire
3460 Wilshire Blvd.

#414

Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213)388-3516

Westside
11300 W. Olympic Blvd.

#780

Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213)473-4161

Glendale
550 N. Brand Blvd.

7th Floor

Glendale, CA 91203

(818)546-5055

OFFICE POSITIONS
WITH MAJOR LOCAL COMPANIES

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
EOE/MF

SUMMER WORK-apply now before finals.

$9.85/slart, flexible hours. Permanent and

temporary positions. PfT, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4147.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-

fOR 8 WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-

REN. (213) 826-7000.
.

SALES. Bright, energetic, overachievers to fill

full/part time positions. Eric (213)933-9551.

SECRETARY: looking for a challenge? Fast-

paced Westside p/r Arm needs account coordi-

nator for clerical support. Min. 50»vpm. Word-

Perfect 5.1. Send resume by 5/29/90. To

Personnel Pollare/Fischer Communications.

1 1 755 Wilshire Blvd. »1 750, LA, 90025.

SUMMER JOBS- Available at a Children's Day

Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with

kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

Group counselors, and instructors in arts and

crafts, dance, drama, gymnastics, swimming,

and computers. (213) 472-7474.

SUMMER POSITION, Real Estate Office, Be-

verly Hills. General office work, phones, light

typing. Call Rhoda. (213)274-9224.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based

retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/slart. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.
,

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone

calls. F/T,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed

Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,

'.2 1 3)487-1780.

Find Work

Lightning

Fast
STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS

You could be working today,

if you had called us yester-

day. That's because with the _
help of Volt Temporary

Services and Volt Accounting

Specialists, you skip the time

consuming job hunt and go"

right to work! And well place

you in the position that's

right for you full or part-

time, in the field of your

choice.

»

i
K'.y

.'f •

AKN up to $8/hr.

Ill

I

'w

Come see us at the location

nearest w» r,a<i».

— •Full & Part-time*

• Flexible Hours*

•Lots of Work^

Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

f SUMMER f
; JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/ Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 796-8559

(818) 919-2171

Laguria Hills (714). 770-2732

Santa Ana (714) 250-1444

Fullenon (714) 441-1300

Stivers

Temporary
Personnel

«JTED -PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

lental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly

required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5/hr. (213)828-8537.

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend pA

help . (213)478-2728. Location: WLA.

WORK AT THE BEACH! Permanent FT office

positions-all fields. Carson/Thomas. Santa Mo-
nica. (213)451-3001.

START FOLLOWING YOUR DREAM CAREER— EARN TOP $$$ THIS SUMMER...

ASK ABOUT OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM!!!

UNITED PERSONNEL will work around your schedule.
Our clients are located throughout West Los Angeles, Santa Monica,
the Marina, Downtown Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley.

UNITED has a wide variety of jobs that specialize in your
particular skills.

WORK FOR:

Voll Temporary Services
Los Angeles (213)388-3271
W. Los Angcicji (213)207-0077
Canoga Park (818)992-8510

, Van Nuys (818)787-4007
Burbank (818)848-2000
Volt Accounting Specialists

L.A. (213)487-3493
Vdn Nuys (818)782-6313

THE HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE.

-Major Studio-s- ^.

,-r-.«. ..liiiuiai institutions-

-Fortune 500 Companies-

UNITED PERSONNEL HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
Income to

—

Word Processing
Data Entry
Secretarial

Receptionist
Clerical

CALL TODAY
(213) 857-1225

$16.00/hr
9.00/hr

1 1 .00/hr

10.00/hr
8. 00/hr

UNITED TEMPORARY PERSONNEL SERVICES
5757 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 270

The Human Resource
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This summer,^nd a job you really like— with

Universal Studios Hollyw(X)d.

Join the special team we call Club Universal. It's

the chance of a lifetime to meet plenty of people

your age. Earn some extra cash. And enjoy yourself

We have the jobs that let you have the fun.

Hundreds of dill- and part-time positions are now

available.

Openings exist ft)r: • Ticket Sellers • Park Attendants

. Crowd/Show Control • Parking Lot Attendants

• Tour (juides • Food Service Cashiers • Patio

Hostesses • Merchandise Sales Clerks

To apply, join us hv OPEN CALL on Saturday -

—

POSITIONS START
AT $5 AN HOUR.

June 2nd, from 9am-2pm, or call (818) ^"'^-3863

fi)r, an immediate inten iew. ( Located atop the

hill in Universal City.)

Equal Opportunity Employer

SPEND THE SUMMER
WITH KELLY!

You'll have time to enjoy the weather

and you'll earn TOP pay and benefits.

We currently have openings for:

RECEPTIONIST/TYPISTS
DATA ENTRY OPERATORS
PC/WORD PROCESSORS

CLERKS
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

We offer a full range of attractive

benefits, including paid vacation,

holidays and bonuses. We also offer a

FREE skills improverYient program to

help YOU earn more $$$.

Call the office nearest you for more

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE VIDEO GAMES?
SEGA, the creator of AFTERBURNER. ilH^i^

RUN, and^Jb^ii^f<ir laTehted PROGRAM-
svsto*^" wt/ iieip create the next generation of
SEGA video games.

Are you a solid professional programmer? Or
a game fanatic with ideas of your own? In
any case, if you have graduated or will soon
Graduate in Computer
cience or another highly technical field, and
would enjoy a job in the world of Electronic
Entertainment, please send your resume to:

information.

TORRANCE/SOUTH BAY
213/543-3589

"^ ^CULVER CITY
'

213/645-0750

WILSHIRE/LOS ANGELES
213/965-2950

SANTA MONICA/WESTSIDE
213/828-4141

CANOGA PARK/S.F. VALLEY
818/999-2050

SUMMER
JOR^wHo di uLLA'UniCamp

are available for:

•Lifeguards • WSl's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided.
Help children from low income families at

our campsite in ttie San Bernardino Mtns.

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31

(R) Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106
San Jose, CA 95131

WIS IWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking
a break between college and graduate school?
We need a clerk for a variety or duties,
including light typing and some phones- lots of
responsibility. Work in a legal enviomment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary + benifits. Call jan 2-5:30 at
(213)208 2889.

WORK IN )APAN High earnings No cxperi-

once necessary. Send $5 for information. [)ean

DeSantis. 1623 59th Ave., Salem, OR 97301

.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants.

Must be experierKed with young children.

Sumner only. Tarzana area. (818)881 9707.

Job Opportunities 32

INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR ORGANIZA-
TION based in Los Angeles, and a local group
of fine art galleries under the same manage-
ment, has openings for several individuals in

an administrative and/or sales capacity, ^ales

activities include retail Tine art sales and
exhibition space at rcspct:tcd international fine

art fairs. All applicants should be poised,

well-presented, sophisticated, and multi-

lingual persons, capable of dealing with im-

portant galleries, dealers, collectors, and mu-
seums from around the world. Educational

background should include fine arts, commu-
nications, and/or business majors. Prior fine

art experience is preferred. Recent graduates,

or individuals without prior experience will,

however, be considered in a trainee capacity

Compensation is completely dependent on
prior knowledge anc^ or job experience

Excellent career opportunity. Please schcxJule

a personal appointment with Dr. Citron or Mr
Lester at (21 3)820-851 1 A complete resume
will be necessary at the time of interview.

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with on established and growing
Constojction/Design/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-
pendently and timely, YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the
construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess
basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn
and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to

^. StiLLLIfE Construction .

1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

BE A MOVIF EXTRA/MODEL!'
$50-$50G^day. No experience necessary. No
flakes. Flexible hours By appointment only.

12001 VenturaPlace, 3rd floor, Studio City, off

the 101 freeway, east of Laurel Canyon Blvd
,

in "the green glass building. FLASHCAST.
(213)661 7982 .^^^
HOUSE MOTHER for Senior Citizens in lovely

Westwood hone. Live-in. Room and board-f

salary Lignt duties. References
(213)472-1944.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS: experienced,

certified. June-September. $10-f/hr. Laurie

(213)556 8472.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle actounis
recievable acrt>unts payable, and payrott for

major Brentwood Economics or Ecor^Business
student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour
depending upon prior expcrier>ce Phone Scott

for more info (213)820-8511

RESEARCH. Pari time, your own hours Name/
address/d ay phone Pixtcc, Box 224, Beverly
Hills CA 90213.

RESPONSIBLE tour couriers needed. Earn extra
money, assist Japanese exchange students, 3-4
day tours, LA Know language a plus. For
interview, call Jackie (714)673-0481.

\
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LEARN ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSrC PUBLIC RELATIONS
Summer intemships

available at major

public relations firm in

Hollywood. Great

opportunity to learn &v

gain first hand

experience.

Call Lianne
at

(213) 659-6400

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493
Internships 34

WANTED
Growing Co. Rapidly Expanding Nationwide.

NEED 15 Highly motivated individuals. IDEAL
Summer Job. You need not be LA Based.

No Products, No Soliciting,

No telemarketing.

EARN $2-5,000/month Part-time

$5-15,000/month Full-time

Call Now
Dlanne (213) 208-8258

^Hu^r lo-io^ nQi.a443 After 6/15

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment

in India FULL'' SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jev/ish agprtc/ is seeking college cdua-

cated, Juduica oriented male from mid-latc

20's. Sept 90/March 91 . If interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

FAST paced, B H. Public Relations Firm seeks

eager to learn intern. Call for details.

(213)651-0413.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING Company seeks

interns for research. Mr. Brandt
(213)933-3111.

Child Core Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL AND EVENINGS- 4-ycar-old

boy in Brentwood. $6/hr. (213) 451-5211.

BABYSITTER to look after two little boys, 5

years and 10 months. Every weekend. Must
drive and live in. Friday p.m.— Monday a.m.

Wages negotiable. (213)641-9369, evenings.

Days 8
Cheryl.

WANTED: Video Game Designer

Open to all majors! SEGA, the creator of AFTERBUR-
NER, OUTRUN, and the GENESIS home video game

system is seeking people with great ideas for the next

generation of SEGA video games.

NOT A PROGRAMMING JOB!

SEGA's game designers create scripts for the games

and work with the artists and programmers who im-

plement them. Anyone wath a love of Video Games
and a strong artistic ability should apply. Computer

literacy is a plus. Send resume and a freehand pencil

sketch* demonstrating your artistic ability (using a

non-game related theme) to Mark Cerny at:

Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106

San Jose, CA 95131

•Regrettably, all sketches will become property of SIX;A and cannot be returned.

BABYSITTER NEEDED URGENTLY!!
mos old. Must speak English. Call

(213)471-5098.

CHILD CARE needed for 20-month old boy.

„^ . „, .-' —",'213)650-2238.
P/T M-TH afternoon. WLA.-*une v....,-

ASAP KirstCfVColin (213)820-7146.

BRIGHT ENERCtTIC LOVING BABY (loves

music) wants counterpart for summer. Great

for college students Working at commercial

production company. 9:30am-6pm, 2 days/

week. Call my mom, Terrie at (213)461-9755

or (818)882-2444.

COMPANION for eight year old boy. Willing

to be involved in academic and sp>ort activities.

No smoking. Must drive. Afternoons to even-

ings. SM (213)399-5418, days.

(213)395-3036, evenings

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER WANTED for

7mth old girl (4-7pm) most weekdays through

June 15th. (213)837-7225.

MOTHER speaks Mandarin and welcomes
wife of Graduate student with limited English.

Call Grace (213)391-2348

NANNY - F/T summer, PA fall, boy 3 years

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with

drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve.,

(213)458-5988 days

NANNY wanted. Live in seperale guest home,

or live-out. For bright 7 year old girl,

physically handicapped . Hours 8-4 . Must haveown
car. Drive to school and remain as aid. Salary

negotiable. (21 .3)933- 1406.

SUMMER CHILD CARE. Pacific Palisades. 2

children 9 and 12, live-in or live-out. Salary

negotiable. Driver's license required, refer

cnces. Kristcn (213)394-6911 (day),

(213)459-1382 (eve).

32

NOW ACCEPTING
FOR SUMMER WORK
$10.75 STARfING
GUARANTEE!!!

National Firm. Flexible hours.
Full-Time & Part-Tinnyepevening and

weekend work available. Internship &
Scholarship prSpllii No experience

required - will train. Looking for

relaxed, low key mdwduals. No door
to ddbiSil^^^^'piiii^^^i^iiicititibn.

Los Angeles Division,

Santa Monica/W* LA
(213) 392-1310

South Bay/Torrance
(213) 745-154G—
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Orange County
(714) 962-8800

„Los Alamitos -^
(213) 430-9833

HoUywood/Wilshire
(213) 464-2924

Whittier
(213) 945-7110

Valley
(818) 342-2612

Inland Empire
(818) 967-3553

Call between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

for interview.

If lines are busy, please be patient.

''^•'.VNMMMMWOTMM'W*

.
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CHATEWDnriTZUTrmr
Luxury 1-bedroom Apts

Perfect for Faculty living

Very quiet building

•Unit Security

Alarm/T.V. Entry

• Central Air/Heat

•Washer & Dryer in

each Apt.

• Fireplace

•Gated off street parking

• Best location in

Westwood
•Walk to work

962 Hilgard Ave
' 824t4231

€00 Mftti aiuwv**!* -«..*A^y« ••«%

Shared or privale units All furnlihed Prtvaie

bafhfoom. Pool. Jacuzzi '-6 hr drK/e fo UCLA.

Now accepting sumnwr & fail applications.

Frae brocure, NCR 9500 Zetzah, NorthrMge.

CA 91325. (818) 888-1717

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. oated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

Hooray!
Hooray!
100 steps to

UCLA!
Great summer

discounts and fall

rentals too. Extra

arge, some
utilities included,

furnished. Call

Maryann 824-0319.

If You've Had Bad Luck
In The UCLA Housing * Lottery,

Your Luck Has Just Changed!
• *

We Have The Solution To Your Housing Problem
UJ Residence Halls Feature:

*Comfortable, modern spacious rooms, each accomodating two students
*A11 rooms are air-conditioned and have private baths.
"Conveniently located 6 miles north of UCLA. Accessible by bus (RTD #560).
*Quiet, safe environment with security patrol.
"Centrally located laundry facilities. Storage area and vending machines. Microwave
ovens available in each Residence Hall.

"Separate Study lounges and "informal" TV lounges.
"Complete student meal service through a full board plan.
"Social activities: dances, parties, movies, talk sessions, barbecues,concerts, and lec-
tures.

"Student run radio station and weight room.
"Limited number of single rooms available.

UJ Apartments Feature:

"Fully furnished, one bedroom apartments available for students age 21 and over.
"All Utilities paid, including air conditioning.

Applications or more information
are available at:

UCLA Community Housing
Office 825-4491

University of Judaism Residence Life Office
15600 Mulholland Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077
213-476-9777. pxt. 759

,

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaccs

*Lqundry facihtics

*Sccurity alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

NORTHRIDCE $275 UP ii
ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

500 unit student housmg
facility. Shared or private

units. All furnished. Private

bathroom. Pool, Jacuzzi.

V2 drive to UCLA. Now
accepting summer & fall

applications. Free

brochure, NCR 9500
Zelzah, Northridge, CA_

91325.

(818)886-1717.

Luxury i bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators

mini and vertical blinds

new carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

^^_^ 516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

HOORAY!
HOORAY!
100 STEPS TO

UCLA!
Great summer discounts

and fall rentals too.

Extra lar^e some
utilities included,

furnished.

Call Maryann
(213)824-0319.

512 Veteran Avenue Apts.

Huge 2 bdrm.-2bath w/separate suites

Up to 4 students per unit

Hi-tech bldg.- Secure park
Full amenities

Call Jane (213) 208-2655

SUMMER HOUSING
522 LANDFAIR AVE. WESTWOOD

1 BEDROOM, BATH, KITCHEN
JUNE 15lh THRU SEPT. 15th.

$810/MONTH

CALL DAVE 824-1676.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcd,2-bath, a/c, elevator,

SnoO. (213)671-6570,(213)410-1499.

1-BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms

(21 3)839- 7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1-bedroom,

furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

3-BED/2-BATH, new carpeting, dishwasher,

laundry facilities, parking, security gates.

$110(ymo. (213)202-6524.

50% SUMMER RENT Right across from

campus - single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking,

furnished June. (213) 208-1637.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839 6294

BRENTWOOD, $84Cymo. 2-bed/1 -bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD bachqior apartment $550
(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD-adjacent (upper), $1300,
3-be<V2-bath, appliances + laundry + parking.
First/last. Chris (213)477-8345

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1-bcd,

den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

652 Veteran Ave.
$675/mo. & up

singles and l-bedrooms
Move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 70^284

BRENTWOOD, $625. Single, new paint,

bright and cheerful, parking space, no pets.

One year lease. Diana (213)471-3134.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1-bedroom,

$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault

St. (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75 LUXURY UNITS
1 MILE
TO UCLA REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A/C, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1-BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-

CIALS. Call (213) 206 8661

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bedroom Sapcious, great

location, parking. $975/mo. (213)962-9014.

MAR VISTA $650/mo -» utilities. Single Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker
(213)397-4270.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-beci/2bath, $1 125.

Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month

lease. (213)837-053>;

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroom/

2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes," large closets.

(213)839-6680.

PALMS. Low move-in. No security deposit on

approval credit. 1-bdr from $650-$750 Pool

sauna and exercise room. (213)636-3800.

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Huge 2-bedroonV

2-bath with seperate suites Up to 4 students/

unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amenities. Call |ane (213)208-2655.

SHERMAN OAKS, $500/mo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(81 8)780.4821 -

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly

Hills. $350. (213)855-0561

VAN NUYS- 25 minutes to campus(no traffic

15 minutes). $715/mo. 2-fl 1/2 townhouse,

good area, security, balcony,
gated parking. QA (213) 865-3801.

VENICE COURTYARD $599/mo. Large

single, full kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Free

utilities/laundry. 705 Flower Ave
(213)305 8841

WLA. Bachelor, fully furnished. $425/mo.
Drapes, carpet, fndge (213)207 2097

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, firp-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desalnik Man-
agcment Company. (213)836-1829

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Ca'pets, refrigerator, drapes.

I'A miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bcntley

Mat (213)284-9044

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, furnished'

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid Walk lo

UCLA $525-600 Manager Apt 103

J21 3)208-41 23. Agent, Miller and Dcsj'.nik...

Management Company (213)636-1829

WESTWOOD Available September BIG.

2-bedroorn/ 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. 1-mile to campus $W40/ four.

(213)636-0116

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large luxury 1-bed-

room and 2-bcdroom Price reduction Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wcl bar. Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)206-6665
_

.
- .

- .
, . _ .

WFSTWOO(3/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard

wood floors, frig, stove, .-nin' !>f' H«.

(21 3)477-2777.

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished Short or long term Large and
beautiful 2+2 Perfect for four students New
carpets, built-inj, VC, palio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD village 2 bdr/2-blh. Walk to

UCLA. From $1400 and up East of Wesjwood
blvd. (213)206 0630

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXUKY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE

DUCTION BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLC'SET

SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING 433
KELTON AVE (213)208-8665

Spa-WESTWOODAVLA $535/mo. Single,

nishe, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD Extra large 2+2 Close lo LCLA.
$995/mo (213)207-5230.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 o'f first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD $900 1 bedroom, $1400 and

up, 2-¥2. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer leases. ^20-
Kelton. (213)208 7483 ' -

WESTWOOD 1 BEDRCX^M $750- Walk to

UCLA and village. Pool, security 10966
Roebling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)
824 2595

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Walk to UCLA,
$1 350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking no pets Must see!

(213) 279-1867.

WESTWCXDD Large 2-bdr/2bt"h $1 200/rr^ top

floor. Dishwahscr. VC, 2 balconies 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044
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SUMMER
RENTALS

special Low Rates!!!

Bachelor
» Single
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
Jacuzzi

Sauna
Pool
Rec room
Parking
Security

Diamond Head Apartments
501-505 Gayley Ave.

208-8505

660 Veteran Ave.

208-2251
530 Veteran Ave.

208-4394

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

" MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
, •ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213) 933-0637 (213) 285-9309

Apts. to Share 54 House for Share

WESTWOOD $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695

unfurnished, $725 furnished. Bachelor w/

kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

(619)721-8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA
$65(ymo. Includes utilities, bright, spacious

bachelor, hardwood floors, fireplace, patio,

laundry, no. pets. (213)279-1887

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 movc-in

allowance. Furnished/unfurpished singles, 1

arid 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735 Man-

aged by Moss & Co.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray

(213)559-4315.

WLA$660 1-bedroorh, 2 miles to UCLA. Near

bus. New decor/miniblinds/applianccs. 1517

Federal (213)479-0615. ^
WLA- 2-f2, $1,095/mo., + deposit. )ust 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-

house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love them. 2756

Sepulveda (213) 394-3599, eve (213)

479-1405

WLA. 2-bdr/2-bth. Drapes, carpet, parking. 1 .5

miles from UCLA. $850/mo. (213)207-2097.

WLA 2-bdrrT>/2-bath. 1 cal^-parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960

Available now (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-becl/2 bath $1025 ^ $250. Discount

. bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave

(213) 204-4248. ^
WLA $825. Spacious Upper, bright one

bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1 709 Westgate. (21 3)479-1 581

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2 bath. $1 350 Large patio,

3 car parking, dishwasher, near SM Blvd/

Bundy. jim (213)820-4358.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955.

Apartments Furnished 50

SUMMER DISCOUNT great fall rentals Extra-

large some utilities included. 100 steps to

UCLA Maryann (213)824-0319.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Stralhmore (213)208 3328

Apts. Unfurnished 52

FAIRFAX/BEVERLY area 421 V, Ogdcn Drive,

2bd-1ba., old Spanish charm. Hardwood
floors. Ceiling beamv^ $ 1 1 70/mo
(213)655 7944.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included. Days (213)468-5943 Eves
(805)254-2403

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785 1028

WESTSIDE-North of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed
room house month of July. Open, airy. Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833.

Bobbi

MALE seeks same to share large 3-bedroom/

2-bath apartment, near Wilshire/Bundy. Appl-

icant gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200

square foot patio, parking. Current occupant

away majority of time. $675/mo., + Vi utilities.

(213)479-6169.

OWN ROOM and share ofHce in lovely

2Bed/1 'A bath apt. in Sherman Oaks. $425/mo

^ utilities. (818)905-6977 Stella, leave

message.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1-1/2 bath

apartment. UCLA and wcstwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)4750271.

OWN ROOM, walking distance to campus.

Parking. Available after 6/15. $530.00.

(213)824-5395.
'

PALMS Female share large 2-bcd/1 'A -bath
'

with sun-room. Own room. Furnished/

unfurnished. $50C/mo.. Sandy (213)202-101 5,

eves.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Snare

bath. Parking, non-smoking. ^Mailable June

15th. (213)837-5949.

PALMS Share 1-bdr apt, own bedroom.
Robertson blvd. $265/mo. Female/non-
smokcr preferred. (213)836-6963.

QUIET MALE NON-SMOKER- To share

2-bed/2-bath, in furnished Santa Monica apart-

ment near campus and beach. Summer or

permanent. $400. Call Edmond. (213)

829-5870.

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share large 2-bed/

2-bath apt., hardwood floors, pool. Call

(213)824-0048

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking. Julyl-July 1 1991 . $39CI/mo. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SHARE 2-^2 APARTMENT w/3 females Quiet,

security. 'A block to UCLA. $337 Mary
(213)824-0616 (evenings).

VERY LARGE, quiet, 2-bed/2-balh, security

building in Brentwood. $455. Call Brad

(213)207-2053.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES -Attractive summer
rentals across street from UCLA $250.00. Call

Jon (213)208-6759. Women preferred.

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba furnished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $450/mo. including utilities

(213)470-2211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE; Spacious 2-bed/

2-bath apartmeht, private patio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music. $575. (213) 208-3335.

FEMALE, share xiarge townhouse. Private

xiarge room, bath. Parking. Barrington/

Wilshire. Non-smoking. $410.00 Nice

(213)479-0695.

SHERMAN OAKS, one room in 3-bedroom

house. W/D, $364/mo. -- utilities. T)ne pet

possible. John (818)905-1497.

House for Sale 58

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500. 3-bdr/IV. bath.

Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time

buylcrs. (213)397-4270.

BRENTWOOD GLEN. 3-bedroom/2-bath, 2

car garage, patio, A/C. 3 minutes to UCLA.
(213)477-3211.

PRIME Westwood $675,000 duplex 1 level

front unit 3bd-2ba. Back unit 1 -bd 1 -ba. More
in condition. (818)784-6001.

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000
(818)990-1300 and (818)906-7269

House Exchange 59

TRAVELLIING this summer? Reliable housesit-

ting by quiet working writer. Non-smoker.

Caring with plants and pels. Available June-

September. Refs. (213)281-3004.

Housing 4^eeded 60

House for Rent 56

Apts. to Share 54

BRENTWOOD, female. Furnished. Large own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo $575,

includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD LARGE ROOM w/ V. bath in

spacious 2-bd/l -'/• bath condo Share condo

w/ 1 female. Parking, laundry, p<x)l. Next to

shops, bus, 3 miles from UCLA $479 50

Stcphania, (21 3)854-2649/471-2069

FEMALEES (N/S)- To share 2 bcd/2-bath. West

wood apt., laundry, parking, Jacuzzi Call

Lauri (21.3) 824-7103

FURNISHED room for rent in quiet'apartment

near LA county museum. $400/mo
(213)933-3823.

3-BEDROOM HOUSE- Near Santa Monica
Free Way and La Cienega Blvd. Easily shared.

$l,100/mo. (213) 931-5757.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Landmark high-tech

honf>e/studio. Spectacular livingroom, with

fireplace. All rooms sky lit. Opens onto hillside

with pool. Available August. Minimum one
year. $3800/mo FAX (213)656-3414.

NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking, female

seeks room in exchange for P.T. household

chores, pet care, children, etc. WLA. Septem-

bcr (213)274-7635, (213)285-8110. Cindi.

SUBLEASE wanted June Sept, $1 000/mo Must

be well furnished near Century City and WLA.
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-8300.

Room/Board for Help 62

HORSE PERSON WANTED. Room and board

in exchange for care of horses, dogs, and house

hold chores. English Riders only. 10 minutes

from UCLA (213)459-9883

SUMMER JOB- June 25 September 25, 1990.

Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

$75.00/day * room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649 6701 (213)

451-1819.

WESTWOOD. Room and board in exchange

for IShrs/week babysitting, light housekeep-

ing. Private room/ bath. Must have reference

and like kids. Call (213)475-8408.

Room for Help 63

House for Shore 57

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE own room. Yard, gar.

age, skylights. $500/mo. 2-mi. from UCLA,

Westwood, and Pico. (213)209-0129.

BEVERLYWOOD, $600, own room, 'A -bath,

private entrance, big house, cheery, full house

privileges. (818)795 9055 days.
(213)397-8002 (eves.).

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free room with bath in

exchange for babysitting. Must have car. (21 3)

470-6845.

EXCHANGE room, private bath, for help

around the house, grocery shopping, some
driving. (818)906-1399.

ROOM ¥ bath in duplex - Pico/Fairfax area in

exchange for childcare: Call Dee.
(213)930-2493. Avail, fe-1 5 thru school year.

LIVE- IN, P/T needed for errands and handy-

work in exchange for room w/seperate en-

trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

BEAUTIFUL room in great house in West-

wood. Walk to UCLA. $45C/mo. Available

mid-June/mid-September. Marco
(213)470-1091.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 1

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard. $450/negotiable. (213)837-2210.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden

view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrances/ bathroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

LARGE and sunny, furnished master bedroom

of 1bA> apartment in Brentwood. Available

6/20-9/6. Security building, parking, Jacuzzi,

sauna, pool. $500/mo. (213)473-0907.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. 2 miles from

campus off Sunset. Private room, share bath.

Private entrance, unlimited street parking,

limited cooking privileges. $350/mo. Require

first and last month. (213)472-7451 evenings/

weekends.

MANHATTAN BEACH, own room in house, 3

blocks from beach, $500/mo. Avail. 6/1/90.

(21 3)545-2480 after 8pm.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658.

WESTWOOD, beautiful room. Large brand

new with private entry private bath. Close to

UCLA. $550. For female. (213)826-8588.

(213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Parking, male.

$450 includes utilities. Office (21 3)475-451 7.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

Roommates 65

2 FFMAI F Koomatrs needed- own rooms.

Share taath. Kitchen, Irving room, dining room .

Culver City $365/mo. (213)836-0363 or

(213)838-3387.

5-MINUTES TO BEACH, 1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Own room, furnished. $375. Venice and

Centinela. (213)390-9693.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $530/mo. Available til August or

longer. (213)931-5016.

FEMALE, Palms area, $437.50/mo.
(213)838-9642.

FEMALE RC)OMMATE(S) needed. 2-bdr/2 bth.

Near UCLA, parking, furnished. Available June

1 for summer/yr. $364.75/mo. Vicki

(213)208-3875.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for large,

1 -bedroom, 1 block from UCLA. Parking avail.

$300/mo. Open June 18 (213)824-7983.

FEMINIST VEGETARIAN professional mature

Female roommate for sunny 2-bed/2-bath

West Hollywood apartment. Available June

10. $350/mo. plus $365 security.

(213)653-2230.

GORGEOUS, light 2-bd/1V. -ba. Near UCLA.
Pool, washer/dryer, cable, $550/mo.
(213)286-0681, Melissa. .

MALE needed to share University Single apart-

ment one block from campus. $314/mo. Call

Paul 824-5907.

MAR VISTA duplex. Own room, share bath in

2-bed/1-bath apartment. Available June 1.

Female preferred $30Q/mo. (213)397-5526,

(213)648-7617.

ROOMATE NEEDED: Own room. 2-bdr/l -bth.

Santa Monica. $45C/mo, 'A utilities. Call

(213)395-3893. Available June.

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distarKe to UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$360/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

ROOMMATE to share WLA 2-bcd/bath with

N/S UCLA UG/Professional. I'm ambitious,

athletic, considerate, neat. You likewise. $450.

Leave message. (213)312-6692.

SHARE upper 1 -bedroom with 1 other (move-

in gets livingroom) parking, laundry. 3 miles to

UCLA. $260. (213)559-6253.

SUMMER FEMALE needed for a 2-bdrm/

2-bath for $300.00/mo. Located on Glcnrock.

Call Kathy (213)824-4910.

THIRD RCX)MMATE WANTED for 2-bcd/

2-balh apartment on Bundy Drive, close to

Wilshire. $275/mo. (213)447-1045.

UCLA STUDENT 28 with two kids aged 10

needs roommate ASAP. Private bed, bath

(213)818-4225. $388/mo.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Female roommates to

share 2-bed/2-bath for summer/year. $275;

Parking^ Johanna (213)208-7782.
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2-BED/2-BATH. BRENTWOOD; other side of

Barrington. Off-street parking, balcony, 2nd
story. 6/19 to 8/19. $900/1 -month,
$1600/2-months. (213)826-5380.

2-BEDROOM apartment to sublet mid-June to

mid-September. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1 -block from campus. Only $31 5.60/mo. Call

(213)208-2147.

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, 3 Blocks from UCLA
Jacuzzi, pool, gameroom, good condition.

Summer. $ 290/negot i ab le . Sam
(213)208-7238.

2 FEMALES needed, share room, cute, bright

apartment. Parking, Closest to campus! $375
each. June 14-? Suzanne (213)208-6503.

2 NEEDED for bdr/bth of mostly furnished, new
2-»-2, steps to campus w/parking. $300/mo.
(213)208-6768

2 SPACES available. Big, beautiful, fully furn-

ished, Jacuzzi, A/C, mid-June thru Sept.

$350/mo. (neg) Michelle/Shannon.
(213)824-0558.

S-BEDROOM, 2-bath Sawtclle student Family
housing. July-Sept. $630 per month
(213)397-0391.

AAA SUBLET! Need female. Share bedroom in

2-bedroom apt. June 15-Aug 15. Walk to

campus. Stephanie (213)208-6241.

AMAZING summer sublet. 2 females needed.

456 Landfair - University apts., call Maria or

Jennifer. (213)824-5910.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE to sublet
2-bedroom/ 2-bath, parking, across from cam-
pus, security. Price, negotiable
(213)824-1094. June- September.

AVAILABLE NOW: Westwood Village 1 -bed/

1-bath, Jacuzzi, a/c, security parking, micro-

wave, furnished. Affordable. (213)479-5867.

BARGAIN AVAILABLE July & August w/last 2

weeks in June free. Great 2-bed 2-bath to share

w/3 fun females 5 minute walk to UCLA. Only
tim 21 .1.^79.562^
BEAUTIFUL! 2bed/1bath, hardwood floor,

spacious, batkyard, 2 blocks from campus,
parking, laundry, available 6-15/9-15. Roc-
bling. (213)824-5595.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished,

pool, spa, microwave, walk to campus, just

$368/month. Female only. Call Laura,
(213)208-8414.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August
Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1 05Q/mo. Option to lease
(213)286-1241.

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail-

able June 15 or July 1 -August 30. $525/mo.
(213)859 7690. Sherrie.

BH/W HOLLYWOOD ~ Own room for June/
Aug. 31. Amenities -- alarm, beautifully furn-

ished, great location! $475/neg. Lisa,

(213)653 8228.

BOSTON, MCC- 1 -bedroom on Harvard Cam
pus. Available June 22nd- Aug 31st. $550/mo.
(617) 493-5320.

/iilstate
Auto/Renters/Home/Life

Movers 94 Movers 94

Sublet 66

1 -BED/1 -BATH, parking, new. $664/mo. June/

July-August w/ option to stay. 475 Gayley-

Westwood. (213)208-4805.

1-BED/2-BATH fully fumished, security build-,

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking. 512 Veteran.

6/20-9/20; $1200/mo. (213)824-2048

1 -BEDROOM apartment for one person. Near

Barington and Santa Monica. July-August.

$500 month. (213)447-0393.

1 -BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,

parking. June 1 6-September 1 5

.

$800mo./OBO. Walk to campus.
(213)824-1956. Chris, Dave.

1 -BEDROOM furnished; new security build-

ing, parking, walk to UCLA, WestwocxJ; Ja-

cuzzi. 747 Gayley $350/mo. (213)824-2535.

BRENTWOOD, own room in 2-bedroom
apartment. Available June 1 -September. $475.
Furnished. Hardwood floors. (213)447-3040.

BRENTWOOD Own bedroom, furnished
apartment. All amenities. Mid-June to August.
$440/mo. Price, time flexible. Steve
(213)472-3398.

BRENTWOOD- 3-bed/2 bath, parking, near

BarringtorVWilshire, available sublease till

Aug 20th or new lease. (213) 447-1003.

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax district,

6/1 5-8/30. Dates + rent negotiable.
(213)934-5313

CENTURY CITY, $900, large 1 -bedroom with
large patio, sec. parking, swimming pwol,

dishwasher, A/C, available approximately.

6/15-9/15. Call (213)470-9376

CHEAP and furnished, own bedroonr\/bath, 1

Of 2 girls, ^C, security, Jacuzzi, in Westwood,
Lisa (213)208-7942.

FEMALE roommate needed; summer/year;
AWESOME new 2-bedroom/2-bath, $400
OWN SECURITY PARKING!! Kerry
(213)207-4349.

FEMALE SUBLET needed: 6/1 5-9/1 5; furnished

room in 3-bcdroom apartment. $309/mo.
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with

student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.

UCLA. $35(yobo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FULLY furnished Westwood 2-b/2-ba. apart-

ment. Available 6/17 - Mid-Sept. RENT NE-
COTIABLE. (213)208 6025.

FREE 2 WEEKS! Summer sublet. Walk to

campus. 2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c,

parking. Call (213)824-5438.

INTERIOR DESIGNER/ARCHITECT- Furn-

ished interior design office sublet $40(Vmo.
Excellent Santa Monica Location. (213)

394-1608.

JULY 1-MID SEPT. Close to campus. Parking,

security, and utilities, preferably female.

$325/fTH>. (213)209-5729.

LANDFAIR, 2 bedroom, pool, 2-balconies,

full kitchen, 3 parking spaces, $325/month,
furnished, hardwood floors. Call
(213)209-0655.

LARGE 2-BEDROOM, Strathmore Drive,
available mid-June through August.
$60(yroom. (213)824-2114.

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire^

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Life Insurance Company

How To Cram For Summer

Sublet 66 Sublet 66

MALE UCLA students. Mid-June to mid-Scpt.

Furnished, walk to campus. $295/mo.,
$395/mo. Own room. (213)824-7590.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean l-bdrm/l-bath. 3

parking spaces. Right across from campus.
(213)824-5548.

ONE BEDROOM, University owned apart-

ment 456 Landfair. $300 per person/month.

For 3 people from June 18-Sept. 15. Pool,

Jacuzzi, air conditioning, fully furnished, one
parking space. (213)824-5283. Steve or Ervin.

OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bed/2-bath apart-

ment. Available 6/22. $440 including utilities.

WestLA (213)312-1644. Call anytime.

ROOMMATE/ SHARE room in large, furnished

apartment. South of Wilshire. $275/mo. No
deposit. Available 6/1 -September. Flexible.

470-81 74.

SANTA MONICA, nar beach, male, own
bedroom, furnished, mid-June-Sept., W/D,
professionals/grads prfd. $411/mo.
(213)450-2844.

.
11

I

SCPERATE quiet apartment, 1 0990 Stralhmore,

walking distance. $650, June-Sept. Write:

1015 Gayley, »183, La 90024.

SILVERLAKE SUMMER SUBLET. 1-bdrm furn-

ished view, 10 min. to downtown. Off street

parking. $625. available 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for

law clerk. Possible rent reductior^ exchange.

(213)791-2219, A (213)662-5595.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake

area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 . Direct bus

to UCLA. 30 min drive to UCLA. $365/mo.,
utilities included. (213)663-8912.

SUBLET 2-BEDROOW2-BATHRC)OM- Spa-

cious, fumished, appliances, A/C, free security

parking. June-Sept. Rent negotiable. (21 3)

473-2512

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMM^
2-bdrm/2-bath. Close to campus $350/month

(213)824-2221.

SUBLET- Large apartment $325 share room,
$650 own. June 24 - Aug. Near Campus. Call

(213) 470.0581.

SUBLET. Share large 2-bdr/2bth apartment

near UCLA. Security building, Jacuzzi, park-

ing. $300/obo. Mark (213)824-3893.

SUBLET starting July 1, near campus, 2-bed/

2-bath. 2 parking, balcony, microwave, un-
furnished, new; (213)209-0370.

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apt; dose to campus; $300/mo; June 16- mid
Sept. (213)824-3726

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apartn>ent; close to campus; $30CVmo; June

16- mid Sept. (213)824-3726 Jason. ,^

Y>
"

.

MALE HJBLET UNIVERSITY APT.
6/20/90-9/20/90. $367/mo. A/C, pool, ja-

cuzzi^ . 1 -bedroom, 1 block to campus.
(714)720-0364 fvlichael.

1-MALE, WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET.
Kellon Ave, share room. Fumished with park-

ing. S350/mo Scott (213)208-2381

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi. June-Sept. Rent ne
gotiablc. (213)824-1306.

Rent Now And Get 4 Months

For The Price Of 3

h ,> ama/ing how much snitV you can cram into one Public

Storage rental space for the summer. It's even more amazing

how little vou'll pay. We have lots o\ private spaces in man\-

convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates. Show vour student

1 1) and get 4 months for the price of 3.

• Furniture, sports equipment

• Household goods, books

• Business storage, too

• Temporary or long term

[
Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!

|

I Just bring this coupon and show your student ID i

11625 Olympic Blvd.

473-6223

2300 Purdue Ave.

473.0800

\
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Sublet 66
^

2 BE0/2-BATH Westwood Chateau Fully

furnished, new paint. Walk-in clostes, garage

parkins, close to campus (213)208-0818 V^

Classified

Advertising
825-2221 9am-4pin

^
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SUBLET wanted. Large 2 or 3-bedroofTV2-bath
apartment wanted in WLA (as close to Bundy/
Wilshire as possible). June 1 5-September1

.

(213)472-7474.

SUMMER 3 SPACES AVAILABLE- In 2 bed/
2-bath apt.(female). Luxury building, security

parking. $412.50/mo. Jennifer (213)
479-0299.

SUMMER APARTMENT: HUGE, "sunroof",

1-bedroonV 1-balh, 1 minute to campus,
$90(ymo. (213)824-4560.

SUMMER SUBLET. 5 minute walk to class.

Fully furnished. Studio apartment. Mid-June-
August 31. (213)824-1141.

SUMMER SUBLET. Large studio shared w/
male roommate. Large kitchen, bath, balcony.
Furnished. Al (213)824-4201.

*

SUMMER SUBLET Fairfax/Melrose, 1 room in

2-bdr/2-bth, laundry. $40(Vmo -»- utilities.

(213)654-7567. Cabi or Farooq.

SUNSHINE filled: Spacious 1-bdrm, 3 blocks

from campus, furnished or not - your choice.

Anne/Danielle (213) 208-7434. Leave
message.

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bedroom/
2-bathroom, available 6/18. Rent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

UC SANTA BARBARA summer sublet,

2-bedroorT\/2-balh. Big, beautiful, clean, furn-

ished, near beach. Lisa (805)685-7585.

WEST LA- Luxury apartment 2 -» 2, spa, sauna,

gym, full security, parking, amenities, 1 'A

miles from campus, negotiable. (213)
473-5726.

WESTWOOD, 3-bdr/2-bth, /urnished summer
sublet. A/C security builing/parking. 5 minutes
from campus. Price negotiable.
(213)478-2627.

WJE5TWQQD: 137i/mn junf-Aug (V. frecl)

UCLA STUDENT DISCOUNT
LOW RATES!

• MODERN, CLEAN

BUILDING

• YOUR LOCK & KEY

• T.V. SURVEILLANCE

• BOXES AND PACKING

MATERIALS

OLYMPIC W"

lOFWy

U-HAUL
TRUCK
RENTALS

VBA

AA OLYMPIC/ CENTINEU SaF STORAGE

829-2525

LOW RATES!

• COMMERCIAL

PERSONAL SPACE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• LARGE AND SMALL

SIZE SPACES

• TRUCK RENTALS

3250 Olympic Blvd

T • MAILBOX
RENTALS

"TuIIy furnished, 2-bed/2-balh, across from
UCLA. (213)824-3550.

WESTWOOD. 2 blocks from campus. 1 -bdrm,

parking, view, balcony. Available June-

September. (213)208-1090.

WESTWOOD. 6/21-9/1. 2-bed. 2-bath, laun-

dry, 2 parking spaces, jacuui, sauna, price

negotiable. 555 Glenrock. (213)824-0431.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD, furnished
$250/mo/per5on(neg.), 1-bdrm/1-bath. Mid-
June - Mid-Sept. (neg). Walk to UCLA, A/C,

pool, park. (213)824-9950. (213)209-5005.

WILSH IRE/FAIRFAX yea, charming 3-bed/

2-bath home, completely furnished, yard,

fireplace, sublet 3 months June 20-Sept. 20.

$1500/mo. Deposit references.
(213)938-3484.

WLA- spacious 3-bedroom house- own room.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. June— end Au-
gust. $440/mo. Rent includes gardener.

(213)447-0198. Vince.

^SUMMER STORAGE
BOXES, BIKES. MOPEDS. FURNITURE -just about everything.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY from all DORMS. SORORITY
and FRATERNITY row. and your APARTMENT or house.

Guaranteed LOWEST PRICES:
Box - Medium ($5 per month) = $15 for the summer
Bicycle ($9 per month) = $27 for the summer
Bed -Single ($10 per month) = $30 for the summer

+ Substantial quantity discounts available.

FREE INSURANCE!

For info and 10% DISCOUNT call: 477-8126
• Owned and operated by current UCLA MBA students.

WESTWOOD
SELF STORAGE
storage from $19.0<l/knontli

BUY 5 MOIVTHS..,
GET 1 FREE!!

XT FOR STUDEMTS!
OPEM EVERY DAY!

(213)478-1901
1901 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(b/w Santa IHonica A Olympic
in Ihc Sp€»rtmar( Building)

SUMMER STORAGE
University Storage Services

*We will store anything, any size!

*Plck-up and delivery provided

^Extensive Insurance policy

^Student Rates

For more info & reservations calt

1-800-736-6041

Leaving scHool has
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.

We've got sturdy, dependable tnjcks in all sizes. Many arc automatics,
with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on top of the AM.

Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand tnjcks, even moving tips.
And we're easy on the wallet, too.

Too Much To Take
Home?

WESTSIDE SELF
STORAGE

Call your local Ryder dealer toll free 1-800-621-0803
Local (213) 820-5262

So call Ryder. Because while college may not always be a breeze,
getting out of it can be.

Free Pick Up
Available
826-5900

This coupon aood for either $10 off a local rental, or $75 off a 1-way rental
Offer expires July 31. 1990. One coupon per rental.

1 ^^ . ' HYDCR
We're there at every turn.
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Condos for Sale

2+2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,

Ray, RE Exchange. (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus.
2-bdrm/1V» -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (21 3)826-5878.

Condos for Shore 68

STEPS TO UCLA. 2-bed/2-bath fully furnished,

security building. $590/mo. (213)474-7756.

Condos for Renf 69

2 + 2 SUBLEASE- Available 9-1-90, negoti-

able, near UCLA, $1,600. (213) 471-4989.
After 6:00 pm.

SAN CLEMENTE, beachfront, view pier, new,
1 -bedroom, fireworks 4th of July week.
(714)492-9552, Debbie.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

'beach. 2-bed, 2V» -balh townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $250G/mo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-4555.

WESTWOOD 2 + 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm.

Movers 94

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call

263- BEST.

GREG'S MOVING CO
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

Fast, dependable

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount

Fricndly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

ablc. jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/dclivcry

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

TOWING vehicle and driver for hire Boats,

trailers, $20a'day+expcnscs 10,000lbs max
Bruce (213)476-5166

I

Insuronce 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Ilonu' Ih'iilth ('omn-iMotorcvcK'

Well Come TO VOL":

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!,

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Spons Cars
Scooters
Low l\^onthiy Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
It

SAVEON
lASi:*ANCi navicu

67 Insurance 91 Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered

]f Auto/Henters/Home/Life
*- 312-0202
4^ 1317 Westwood Blvd
4* (2 biks. So. of Wilshire)
Tt^ AHstate Insurance Corrpany

Allstate LNe Insurance Company

1^

If

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We Jll ilo but duto iiiburdiiLO

IS requiied I)/ Ijj' So for j

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO irjS AGEfCY

*

1^ Allstate une insurance oorrpany ^ ,^^^»»i—a^^Mtwi^jMawiii^^rmM^n—^ly^.y

y¥¥¥¥¥¥%¥**¥¥¥¥¥¥f •••••••••••••••••

Personal Service 95 Personal Service 95

SHYNESS
CLKVIC

Anxious? Tongue tied? Socially isolated?

A six week group process that enables you
to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.
(818)907-7927.

h.'^

BE READY FOR YOUR PARIS TRIP! Fur> and
easy French tutoring available for group or

pprivate lessons. Over 3 years experience with

the Walt Disney Company. (818)509 1 238 or

(213)654-0353.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

al (213)473-5441

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert al^ levels 'teaching experience. Will

connmute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses,

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193

QU^IFIED Native German teacher offers

German tutoring. Good rates. Call Christina

(213)559-0155.

98 Typing 100

Tutoring Needed 99

FRENCH TUTOR NEEDED- Preferably native

speaker, $15^r. (213) 854-2253. (213)

306-3960.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assisur>ce wltti writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

F*hilosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton (213)208-0040

A-1 ATTITUDEf Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
er$,theses,profe$sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4586.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word process!ngby
UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs. Laser. National/Overland. Lynn
(21 3)841 0976.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing.

Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripits, etc

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399-2066.

FAST & frierxily word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Lastr printed. (213)391-0942

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (21 3)397-971 1

.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser prmter. $1.50/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

Travel 105 Travel 105

Services Olfered- .56—Services Offered. .26.

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Reserva-
tions'Academic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"
Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing
• Intro to the Macintosh
• Only $25!

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertatiorr-. Proposals and
books. Research and wnting
Foreign students welcome.

Sharon Be.ir. Ph D
(213) 470-6662

hnr*vfl"
' *

i fl

1
<

gHADAOTION
ISS13E JDNEi 17

Tutoring Offered 98

Sign Up Now!

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT. GMAT, and
Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center

KerckhoffHalMSO* 206-8454
Services Offered 96

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hot VaationM -f

San Frandsco

HddcoChy
Honolulu

NEW!

San Jose, C*R.

Amsterdam

Tokyo

Paris

Tahiti

Bali

Nairobi

Restrictions do appty. Some fares tnay require student/teacher status

Also avaHablet

$ 110

$250
$298
$370
$589
$599
$618
$679
$829
$1149

.«

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

O^PUS PHOTO STliDIO
ISO KcrckhoU n.tli ( Right iu\t !<» Liraphic .Scr\iccsi Open \\ 1 S:.>() S:30

The best In last minute discounted airfares,

specializins in student/tead)er fares.

Rallpasses Issued on the spot

International Student/youth/Teacher Cards.

Hostel Cards.

Travel jear and 3uidet)ool(s.

Spedal tours for the 18-35's.

Spedal USSR and Eastern Europe tours.

Counal Trauel
1093 Braxton Ave. #220, Los Anseles, CA 90024

' (above Wheretvxise Recads)

208-3551
America's oldest and larsest student/budget

travel orsan'uathn
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PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cath only.(21 3)823-0691.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applicatiorts, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)620-7400.

TYPING • F«t and efficient; documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparerKies.

Macintosh/laserprinter. Sharl (213)391-2724.

WORDPRCXESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptiorv, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resunws. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2688.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices-help with

language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292.

Music Lessors 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

I WILL INTERVIEW you by phone and then

mail you 25 resumes the very next day for only

$17- Call Gil (213)312-0323.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupation. Cover letters, term
reports.-^sin. Karen (618) 716-79537

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Cour>selor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208^1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ket results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785

Travel 105

EURAIL

PASSES
ISSUED Oiy THE SPOT

Here's a few of the mHaus
iupaU Passes we offer.

1 Month Youthpass....$380

2 Month Youthpass 500

15 Day 1st Class ....340

Or the new Flexipasses:

5 days within 15 days
$198.00

9 days within 21 days
$360.00

14 days within 1 month
$458.00

Britrail. BritFrance passes

available, just ask us! Eurail

Passes good throughout Western

Europe and Ireland.

LONDON/ WEST END. 4-bedroocTV 1-bath

apartment with separate w.c. Maid service.

Opposite Madan^e Tussaud's. Next to Baker

Street subway and walking distance from

theatres. Short and long lease avail-

able.£100/room/week. (213)641-9369,

evenings.

Travel Ticl(ets 106

2 RT TICKETS- From LAX— KAVI, HA. June 1

5

- 26th. $318 each. (213) 826-8716.

PAN AM TICKET. LAX-London/Frankfurt (one-

way). Before 6^19/90. $200 (714)497-2967.

Autos for Sale 109

TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

1977 VOLVO 242 DL. 2-door. Well-
maintained, excellent condition. $200C/obo.
(213)660-8347.

1978, BMW, stick, air, new paint, pcrf. condi-

tion, leave message, eves: (213)476-2610.

1980 BMW 320i, excellent condition, new
engir>e, sunroof, A/C, one owner, asking

$6000. (213)930-2671.

1980 VW RABBIT, well-taken care, engine

rebuilt, new tires, runs great, very reliable.

$1650 Call lean-Luc 213-839-9383.

1980 VW SCIROCCO Red Great condition

96k miles. AM/FM cassette, A/C $2400.
(213)545-3049.

1981 DATSUN 2802X, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$3200/obo. Tim (213)312 1175.

FORD BRONCO II, 1985. 5-spd, 4x4, A/C,

auise control, 42k/miles, alarm. One owner.

$6995/obo. (213)206-4398, (818)287-2218.

HONDA ACCORD LX 1983. Auto, air, Ken-

wood stereo, excellent cornJition. $3200.

1986 FORD MUSTANG LX. 5-speed, CIJ-

player. $2800. (213)470-8913.

HONDA ACCORD, 1981, blue. New clutch,

brakes. A/C, radio, good condition.

$1700/obo. (818)564-0611, (818)449-7373.

MAZDA 626, 1980. 5-spd, .4-door, rebuilt

engine. Good condition, $850/obo.
(213)558-3544. Leave message.

M£RCEDES,'69, 250, brown excellent condi-

tion all leather interior. Beautiful. $5,500.

(213)459-3411 or (213)939-8675.

NISSAN MAXIMA 1987. 4-door, sun/moon
roof. Fully loaded. 5-specd. 37,000 miles.

$11,975/obo. Engan (213)825-1447,
(213)552-2746.

RENAULT ALLIANCE. 1985. Excellent condi-

tion. Automatic. A/C. Kenwood radio/cassette.

34,000m $3250. (818)705-3485, after

6:30pm.

SUBARU, 1985. One owner car, new stereo,

2-door, hatchback, white, great condition,

very reliable. $2,395/obo. (213)926-1538.

TRIUMPH TR-7 CONVERTIBLE- 1980,

5-spced, cass., 57,000 miles, fun car, $2,200

obo. Marci. (213) 824-2008.

Auto Repair 110

1 982, NBSAN Sentra Hatchback deluxe, Ji
OH ChangCS

//'.'.-.v.-

'A^iitJuUtiiJJltJitijiUi^ut^UMiJ^

NOT OURS!
Ask about our STI

Student Package Tours"

IIAVEL SERVICE
, , _ A-Levcl Ackerman

ASUCLAT Hours: M-F 8:30^, Sat 1 1-3 " Tfllll

power steering, runs perfect, 77k, 5-speed,

new clutch. $2550. (213)393-8525.

1984 CONQUEST turbo, silver/leather seals,

A/C, low miles, auto. Runs fast and perfect.

$3800. (213)397-0652.

1984 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE, black, auto, air,

stereo, 47k, new tires, sheepskins, mint.

$6500 (818)567-4223.

1986 PONTIAC HERO, white, grey int, 5 spd.

AM/FM cass, 42k miles, xint $3950.
(213)473-2352.

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL Air, anVfm cassette,

4-specd, low miles. $3850/obo
(213)393 6188

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100 Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602 8.38-6885 Ext.A 8050.

AUDI lOOLS, 1973, Coupe, showroom condi
tion. All records available. Original owner
(213)553-0775. 9am-7pm.

BEAUTIFUL Wrangler Jeep, 1987. Fully

loaded, all amenities, must sell leaving coun-
try $12,00Cl/obo. Robyn (213)399 5441

.

BMW 318i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,

Michelin's, dealer maintained.
(213)393-4185. $8550.

BUICK REGATTA 1989. Red exterior, camel
leather interior, excellent condition. 12,000
miles. (213)3939814 evenings.

CONVERTIBLE 1981 VW RABBIT. 87,000
miles, $3500/obo. (213)552-9496 days,

(213)645-2202 after 7pm.

CAR PROBLEMS?
422.95

Tune-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CARS

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

Bicycles for Sale 113

22'A -23' ATLA Racing bike. Red and white

Columbus Frame with Campagnolo compo-
nents. Never ridden. $900. Call Nick
(213)208-1654

GREAT BIANCHI. 12-speed for sale for

$90/obo. Call (213)824-9705 and leave

message.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA 100, street/trail, 1984 4,000 miles

Red, reliable, excellent condition $450/obo
Nicholas (213)472-6993.

Scooters 119

Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Sole

1977 PDCH MOPED- Runs great, includes

lock. Must sell. $275/obo. Michael (213)

394-1877.

Take A Ride In
One of Our Cars!

*

*

18 & over

Cash or credit card deposits

Special weekly rates

One-way rentals to San Diego

Ask about Mexico Travel

r$$ 10% DISCOUNT W/ AD! I

And Let the
Good Times
Roll! Call (213) 678-9146 ^tKf"

119

1 985 YAMAHA RIVA, runs great, new battery,

just tuned up. MUST SELL! $800/obo.
(213)206-6156.

1986 ELITE 150. Runs and looks excellent.

$900/obo. Call after 9pm. David.
(21 3)824- 7720.

1986 HONDA SPREE- red, just tuned. Great

condition. Lock included- must sell!

$325/obo. (213)824-9656.

1986 HONDA AERO 50 Great condition,

helmet, lock, basket, only $450. Call Kim (213)

824-3851.

1987, BLUE, Elite 80 with helmet, basket and
lock. Great condition. $850. Sara
(213)4449853.

1987 ELITE 150, purchased new 1Q/88, 1350
mi., excellent condition, helmet, lock, $1500.

Jim (213)824-7926.

1987 RED ELITE- 50. Like new. Helmet, basket

included. $500. Graduating, must sell! Mes-
sage: Debbie (213)824 5622.

1987 YAMAHA JOG (red). Just tuned, new
battery, runs great! $40(yobo. WA»elmet $450.

(213)824-3805.

1988 BLACK ELITE 50, like new, 350 miles,

lock included. $700/obo. Sam,
(213)208-6702.

1989 YAMAHA RWA RAZZ- Black, lock and
heavy chain included. Only 350 miles.

$55(Vobo. (818) 840-0334.

ELITE 80 1 986. Excellent condition, just tuned.

$600/obo. Call Niki (213)208-0825.

HONDA AERO 50, white and blue, excellent

condition, rebuilt body. $500. Christine

(213)208 6496.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986, $450/obo. Runs
great. Low mileage. Sherri (213)824-5210
Leave message.

ment
Visions of Summer
Hollywood offers an incredible variety of
movies for those with money and time

By Alysho Meyers

It was difficult to categorize this summer's releases because of ihc great
amount of overlap between traditional categories seen in the lineup.
Additionally, most movies have specific characteristics that set them
apartfrom theothers. These unique qualities make itdifficulitocategorize
movies into traditional categories. All release dates are tentative and
represent the most up-to-date information available when this story was
written.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Undbfook

2004366

Th» Hunt for (M Oclotar (R)

1.3O4:3O-7:3O'10.30

70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-6576

Tatot From Tbt Otrtiadt:

Ttw Movtt (R)

2 00-4:45-7:3010:00

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 S«ila MGnica Btvd

C«niiry City Shoppng Center

Free Partung

4 Hours Free VaidaiGn
With Purchase ol Theate Tidiels

(213) 553-0900

BAUIN
940 Broxton

200-0996

CtM* of 1999
(

2 00-4 45-7:30-10 01

WEST¥fOOO Tatrwg* Mutwtl Nir^a TuriM (PC)
1060 Gaytey (12 30 3 00)-6 30 8 00-10 30
200-7664

HQNDA FLITF IPS w/nUii, nfw fniiip

clean. Must see, must sell. SSOO/obo. Paul

(213)824-3654.

PERFECT Honda Elite 80 with windshield,

trunk, helmet, low miles. Only $1000. Call

Chris (213)474-6196.

YAMAHA 125, 1985. 4900 miles. $600. With
lock, helmet, basket. White. Good mechanical
condition. Nicholas. (213)472-6993.

i

I he action/adventure category

is the largest category of movies
being released. Some of the movies
resemble dramas, while others have
military, futuristic or western
motifs.Tom Cruise rebounds from
success in hisBorn on theFourihof
July role with an exciting drama
about the stock racing circuit.

Dick Tracy has prnhahly hrpn

Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, perfect for student apartment. Moving,
must sell (213)476-0817.

ELEGANT, tasteful hardwood coffee tabic $74
Elevated bed with mattress $100
(213)208-1370. Dov.

FOUR-PIECE BEDROOM SET- Beigc,largc

dresser mirror, 2 night stands and headboard
$200 (213) 453-6982

LEATHER COUCH, $100, kitchen table w/
chairs $70, twin mattress -f box springs $100,
coffee table $75, one dresser $50, 19 inch

color tv. $100. (213)208-4030.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$1 50. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di
ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195. Recliner $195 Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338.

MATRE5S SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.

MUST SELL- Living room dinette, desks, dress-

ers, beds. Excellent quality. (213) 824-2122.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set black and white

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

PINE SWING-FRAME and futon $130, 5-shclf

bookcase $55. Chris, (213)477-8345.

Misc. For Sale 128

EMERALD AND DIAMOND Marquis ring.

Total weight 1.90 kts. Appraised at $2200.
Must sell $75(Vobo. (213)653-0558.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

COLOR TV ZENITH. Very good condition

$755 (213)206-5561, 391-4089.

TOSHIBA VCR for sale. Remote included $75,
Good condition. Manual included.
(213)474-6808.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER TYPEWRITER, word spell, memory,
automatic word/line corredion, almost un-

used, $170 Kathy (818)577-6558, 7 10pm

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM COMPATIBLE. 2 years old 20 MB MOK
5V« floppy. Epson LQ 800 printer, $950.
(213)393 8525.

IBM PV2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, S'A "Floppy drive

and 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-800 printer. $2000/obo. Call Scott (H)

(21.3)837 0631 (W) (213)820 8511

LEADING EDGE computer and printer IBM
compatible. 2-drives. 640k, $700
(213)399-5802.

the most highly promoted movie in

this bunch. Some say the cops 'n'

robbers action will equal the success

ol Batman, and after Warren
Beatty's Ishiar disaster, a hit like

that would be just the right

medicine. Threeoftheeightsequels

i this summer are action/adventure

movies. These are Die Hard 2,

Kohocopl and Young Guns II. They
were all box office successes the

first time around. Can each or any
of these sequels tempt more than

the die hard fans of the first movie
with the fresh ideas and excitement

required?

Days of Thunder
From Vietnam to stock car racer,

Tom Cruise stars in this

contemporary action-drama. One
of the producers, Dan Simpson says,

"We hope to create a very powerful

^ory of personal growth."
Academy Award-winner Robert
l)uvail stars as legendary crew chief
Harry Hogge. The film is set in the

fast-paced, competitive world of

the SfASCAR racing circuit. (June

27)

I Dkk Tracy

Warren Beatty stars, produces
and directs this film based on the

classic American comic-strip
detective Dick Tracy. Other well-

known stars include William
Torsythe, Madonna and Dkk Van
Dyke. The famous comic strip

world ofcops 'n' robbers characters

is transformed to the big screen

under Realty's direction and with

ihc4iddcd touch of original special

visual effects.(June 15)

^
Die Hard 2

Bruce Willis becomes the g(XKl-

old-Amcrican hero Delcx:tive John
' McClane again— against the worst

I

odds, of course. McClane fights to

save the life of a Central American
su^ongman from a maniacal military

officer. Bonnie Bedelia returns as

Holly McClane, William Atherton
returns as the aggressive newsman
and Reginald Velijohnson is back

' as McClane 's LAPD buddy. (June)

Action-Adventure///

Doys of Thunder

June 27

Dkk Tracy

June IS

Die Herd 2
sometime June, you con't miss the hype

Fire Birds

Moy?5

Ffight of the Intruder

July 13

NovySeol
July, after Die Hord 2 is released

Quigley Down Under
sometime in the summer

guided through the treacherous
domain by a beautiful journalist

and are challenged by a fanatic

leader. (July)

Quigley Down Under
Tom Selleck stars as an

American cowboy apparently hired

to rid an Australian rancher's
Oiilhack range of dingo dogs,=tysP

Robocop2
June 2/

Totol Recall

June IS

Young Guns II

around the time Quigley is out

Fire Birds

A new technological army
helicopter aids an elite group of
pilots in their war against South
American drug cartels. Producer
Bill Badalato (lop Gun) brings us

this film of the personal and
professional exploits of the group
of the pilots with executive
producers Arnold Kopelson
{Platoon) and Keith Barish
{Sophie's Choice, Ironweed, 9 1/2

Weeks). Nicolas Cage, Tommy
Lee Jones and Sean Young star.

(May 25)

Flight of the Intruder

Producer Mace Neufeld {The Hunt
for Red October) said that this film

"is in the u*adition of the classic war
movies." Big action and adventure
arc the backdrop for a story about
men keeping faith with each other."

The -Flight of the Intruder stars

Danny Glover, Wiliem Dafoe,
Brad Johnson and Rosanna
Arquette. Two pilots conduct an

unauthorized mission in enemy
territory thatchallengcs their morals

and their duty to follow orders. ITic

screenplay is an adaptation of the

1986 best-selling novel. (July 13)

Navy SEAL

Charlie Sheen works with

America's top secret combat team,

the Navy Seals, to save the world

from Middle Eastern terrorists. The
Seals are called to action when
American Stinger missiles fall into

terrorists hands. The Seals arc

that'sjust the pretext for a romantic
adventure. Laura San (liacomo
{sex.lies, and videotape) stars as

another American who befriends

Matthew Quigley (Selleck) and is

involved in the ensuing adventures.

Robocop 2
In Robocop 2, cop Murphy (the

robot cop) battles a drug-crazed

gang and a robot created to replace

himbyOCP. He does all this while

resisting mind control from a

beautiful OCP official and trying

to recover his past. All in a days
work in futuristic Detroit. The
sequel stars Peter Weller and
Nancy Allen. (June 22)

Total Recall

Arnold Schwarzenegger stars

in another futuristic action-
adventure. This time Director Paul
Verhoeven {Robocop) u-ansports

Schwarzenegger to the year 2084
A.D. and adds some humor to the

screenplay. The screenplay is

inspired by the short story "We
Can Remember It Tor You
Wholesale" by Phillip K. Dick.

(June 15)

Young Guns II

The myths, legends and
adventures of Billy the Kid come
alive again as the sequel to the 1 988
hit Young Guns rides in with the

other summer sequels. Emilio
Zr.vr<?v<?z stars as William H. Bonney,
a.k.a. "Billy the Kid." Other
returning stars include Kiefer
Sutherland and Lou Diamond
Phillips. The Old West saga
combines historical details and
visual excitement as Billy the Kid
reunites his fearless groupand laces

a .showdown against his cx-partncr,

Sheriff Pal Ciarrctl.(July)

Action-Comedy ///v

Drama///v

Animated-Children/// v 2

Comedy///\ :>

Horror-Thriller/// v 2

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaylay

2087664

ShOfJ Time (PG-13)

(12 «5)-2:45-6 15-7 45-10 15

WESTWOOO
1050 Qjyle/

2087664 -^

Cruy People (R)

(12 00)2 30-5 007 30-1000

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7G64

The Cook, The Th«(.

His Wite 4 Her Lover

(1 00)4 00 7 00-10 00
No on« und«r 18 admittBd

REGENT
1045 Brodon
208-3259

Wild Orclvd (R)

2 004 45 7.30-10:15

My Left Foot (R)

1120-140-4 15-7 05 9 40

Happy Togettter (PG-13)
1150-2 10-4 40 740-1020

Mulinl Ninte TurUee (PC)

11 30 1 45-3 30 6 06

Oriving Miee Oeiay (R)

1250 3 10-5 35-8 10 10 40

Funny Face (NR)
11 30-2 00-4.50-7.3010 30

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)

11 55 2 25-5 00 7.2510 10

The Big Bang \^,

8.30-10 35

4 A (R)
I0yj1 1Q4 1Q.7 15-10 IS

PIAZA A Show Of Force (R)
1067 Qeodon (1 00)-3 15-6 30-800-10 30
?0«-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and group activity bckats accepted
lof sNjws bekxe 6 PM only

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10 401 20405-7 00 950

Short Time (PG-13)

12 15 2 55-5 15 7 45 10 25

Santa Monica Daddy's Dying (P&i3)
12 002204^)735 1000

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 WiKhire B»vd

<61^377 1154 15-7 15 10 1$

The Hunt For

fted October (PG)

"Sat 4 Sun only (or ^1 15 showlme

4 A (R)

11 0^1 45-4 4§ -8 00-10 4^,

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutoni Ninla
1314 Wishire Bivd Turlee (P(j)

<5l-<377 (1:30)-3 45-6-00

•Sal 4 Son only kx 1 30 4 3 45 sho*tmes

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL Too BeMJiful For You
11523 S.M Blvd. Ooiy 530- 7.45-10.00
477-5581 "Sat. Sun 4 Mon Matinee 100-3 15

Mt«ni Blues (R)

12 15-2 45-5 20 750 1100

Straplese (NR)

n 45 2 30 5 30-8 15 10 45

Crazy People (R)

11 15-1 30 -3 50-6 06 -8 25- 10 50

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A,

MUSIC HALL Monaieur Hire
9036 WIsNre Daly 546-800-1000
274-6869 'Sat. Sun 4 Man MaHnee 1 30-3:45
Sun 1100am Academy Winner Common Thraada

RNE ARTS
8656 Wishire

662-1330

T^a Faud
Daily 5 00-716 9 30

'Starts Frid^ Tom Apart

NUART Mt«i Americwi
11272 SanU Monica a plus a s^Qrt TTw Bq Shave
478-637^»d 4 T>iur or^y 7 00-9 30

American Boy
Wed 4 Thur or»y 5 45 9 15

Fn 12 am Basket Caae II

Sat 12 am Rocfcy Horror Pickjre Show

Santa Monica
MOftCA Tbe Raincarnalion of Golden Lobe
1332 2nd SI Daly 5 15 745-10O0
394 9741 'Sat Sun 4 Men Mabnee 12 45 3O0

Paychology Sanaa:
Maebns With Remarkable Men

Sat 4 Sun 10 am

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

GoMwyn
475 0202 1130-1

Mt Up.

46 4 60 610-820-10 30

GoMwyn Mama, Thares A Man In Your Bed
•476-0202 12 15 2 304 45 7 00 915
plus a short Chuck Workman's: Piacaa of Silwer

GoMwyn
47b 0202

Longbme Companion
1100-1 00300500 710910

'Fn 4 Sat Late Show TflO pm

MONICA Camille Oaudel
1332 2nd St Theater Closed Wed 4 Thur
394 9741 'Sat, Son 4 Mcr Matinee 2O0
Sat 4 Sun 10 15 am Krishnamurt: With A Silent Mind

GoMwyn
475-0202-

Tie Me lip, Tie Me Down
12 45 3 00-5 10-7 20-9 30

'Fn 4 Sat Late Show 11 45 pm

MONICA The TefMnia
1332 2nd St Daly 5 007 30 945
394 9741 'Starts Fnday The Runner

'Sat 4 Sun 10 30 am Jung: Matter of Hawt

MONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE
1332' 2nd St Henry V
394-9741 Daly 6 30 4 30

'Starti Fnday A Ruslfcng of Leaves
"Sal 4 Sun 11 am Through The Wire

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood
GENERAL CINEMA

THEATRES
Westwood

UA Coronet

10889 We•war^
475 9441

4 A (R)

155-4 45-7 45-10 30

AVCO aNEMA I

Wilsh at Weshvood
475 071

1

Ddby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

552305057401025

UA CORONET
10809 Welwonh
475 9441

THX^Dolby Stereo

•Fn

Body Chemistry
12 00pm daily

4 Sal Late Show 1225 an

AVCO aNEMA II

WUih at Westwood
476-071

1

THX^Mby Stereo

Fn

Bird On A Wire (Pa 13)

11 30215450730 1016
4 Set late Show 12 00 an

UA CORONET
10880 Welworti
476-9441

THX/DGlt>y Stereo

'FrI 4

Cadllac _
12 20-2 40 5 007 30 10 00
Sal Late Show 12 16 «n

AVC6 CINEMA II

WHih al Westwood
476^)711

DoNiy Sisreo

Love You To Death (R)

1:00-3:16-6 30-7 4610 00

UA CORONET
lOaaO Welwort)

47S-0441

Cadllac Vm\
12:60-310 5 30-800 10 20

A-

-,- .i-ix 1^1
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Economical weekend escapes from end-o^quaiter blues
Patty Parle

Contributor

Coffee is cold. Eyes are heavy. Nose falls

into an economics book. Only 23 more
pages to go . . . For a moment, an enticing

thought comes to mind, "I'd love to just hop
on a plane and get away for the weekend!"

This may not be as far-fetched as it

seems. With a few steps toward the

ASUCLA Travel Service and $100, a

weekend get-away can be more than just an

enticing thought

ASUCLA is now offering these round
trip airfares:

For $48, you can fly to Phoenix, Ariz.,

**The Valley of the Sun** where it is sunny
300 days a year with plenty to do — from
the more than 1,000 tennis courts, 68 golf

courses, and hiking to horseback-riding

trails in the mountains.

Not an outdoors person? Arizona has

great museums, as well symphony halls and
concerts. Catch a movie at one of the score

of theaters there, including the oldest

community theater in the United States. Or,

get scared by something other than that last

midterm grade by visiting the ghost towns.

Lodging is affordable — resorts and
motels compete with one another to offer

lower rates, as,much as half off winter rates.

For $98, you can fly to Las Vegas. But
doesn't Vegas mean more money? Steer

away from the casinos and enjoy quiet Las
Vegas.

Visit the Ethel M. Chocolate Factory in

Vegas which produces chocolates spiked
with liquor, (permitted by only two states).

Go see the Ripley's Believe It or Not or the

Omnimax Theater with a 180-degree screen

and a mega-watt stereo sound system. And,
a drive to the Valley of Fire is a special place

to see the sunrise.

Hoover Dam, the highest concrete dam in

the Western Hemisphere with a length

greater than two footba»l fields, is also

See GETAWAY, page 24

STUDENTS, PHONE HOME!
1-800-PHONE-CARD

ONLY 19.3^ PER MINUTE
No surchargp or monthly fee.

Call 24 hrs nationwide from any touch-tone phone

Stop paying more for local & regular

long distance.

Also: 19.3c per min. 1-800 Voice Messaging
(Private, toll-free, 2-way, answering service)

FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL TOLL-M^E
l-800-223-7592^then at tone, 435-4432

Sales reps also wanted. Call now!

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132.Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 19?1 UCLA Alum.

WANT TO BE A
DIFFERENT KIND OF

LAWYER?
Help the poor, stop pollution, or

fight injustice? Then the People's

College of Law is for you.

Contact: People's College of Law
660 S. Bonnie Brae j

Los Angeles, CA 90057
Telephone # :(213)483-0083

You FeeL Studrnl Alumni
Association ,

:.ikmi

P

Elitf'"80

Since youth does have its rewards,,
shouldn't you try out the rewarding
experience of the Honda EHte TM 80?
You start with the push of a button.
And it's the most affordable Honda
Scooter that carries two/^' So go ahead,
reward yourself with an Elite 80. And
get used to the thrill of it all.

HONDA.
-^ Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.
(213) 450-4643

every

career

you can

imagine,

there's——
a UCLA Alum

who can help

you gel there.

Explore the possibilities.

The UCLA Career Network.

Call 206-0524
or drop by the SAA Office

in the James West Alumni Center

WEEK 8 • Careers in

Paramedics & Fireflgliting

TONIGHT 7 p.in.

James West Alumni Center

Come ride with iis.

SAA is a ttudent organization

sponsored by .-
[

STREET MOrORCYCLES/SCOarERS/MUlTIPLE PRODUCTS
ALWAYS WEAH A HELMET. EYE PROTECTIGN AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. AND PLEASE
RESPECTTHE ENVTRONMEKT. Obey the tow and read rnir amnex't mutual thorxMChiy. For rider
traininc infarmabon. caU the Motorcyck Safely FouiMUtkM at \-W>MlA7(».

UCLAIumniAflOCIATION

\
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Mel Gibson and Robert Downey, Jr. make like studs in AirAmerica

I here were so many releases

thai had both action and comedy
charaoterislics, it was necessary to

make an action-comedy category.

This category includes eight new
movies, while the comedy genre
includes only seven releases and
the action category has ten movies.
The trend in releases seems to lean

toward action, comedy or action-

comedy movies. Three of the

season's eight sequels are a
combination ofaction and comedy.
These include Kddie Murphy and
Nick Nolle returning in Another48
Hours, Michael J. Fox and
Christopher Lloyd in Back to the

Future III and Steven Spielberg
brings a new batch of Gremlins to

summer screens.

The Adventures of Ford

Fairlone

Action-Comedy///

The Adventures of Ford Falriane

sometime Moy

Air America

August 10

Another 48 Hours
June 8

Bock to the Future Part III

^
Moy 25

Bird on o Wire
Moy 18

CodilkK Man
May 18

Gremlins 2: The New Batch

June 25

My Blue Heaven
No one is quite sure

CREDIT
WHERE
CREDIT

IS

DUE.

Stand up comedian Andrew
Dice Clay stars in this

contemporary comic thriller about
an unorthodox private investigator

who becomes entangled in a
plethora of subplots. He's looking

into the shocking on-stage death of

_a heavy- metal singer (played by
Motley Crue's VinceNeil ).Clay

stars with Wayne Newton and
Priscilla Presley , and is joined

by musical talents Morris Day,
Sheila E., Tone-Loc and Neil .

Director Renny Harlin is also

directing Die Hard 2 , another

summer Twentieth Century Fox
release. (May)

SUMMER///X

this year Back to the Future III is

the only movie scheduled for

release then. (May 25)

Bird on a Wire
This summer release is a good

example of the action-comedy films

available this summer. Starring Mel
Gibson, Goldie Hawn, David
Carradine, Bill Duke, Joan
Severance and Steve Tobolowsky.
Universal calls this an "action-

packed, romantic comedy"
involving two old flames on a

"cross-country run for their lives."

(May 18)

DAILY BRUIN
READERS DESERVE
CREDIT--AND THEY

HAVE IT!

8 OUT OF 10 READERS
REPORT THAT THEY
HAVE A MAJOR

CREDIT CARD. NOW
THAT'S A LOT OF
BUYING POWER.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF IT!

Jewish Student Union
Elections

S

(Today is the last day)

May 23
10ani-2pni

ADVERTISE !!

825-2161

on Bruin Walk
Bring a Ree. Card ami Photo I.D.

Ani Veata Neshane et

Haolatn
"You and I will change

the World"

^tNTS' STORE'S

Air America

In the action-comedy category,

Mel (libson stars in one of his two
movies, this one with Robert
Downey, Jr. Xhis summer the two
arc renegade pilots for the world's

most secret airline, Air America,

and their motto, "Anything,
Anywhere, Anytime," sets the

movie in motion for an unusual,

funny adventure. (August 10)

Another 48 Hours
Kddie Murphy and Nick Nolte

team up again on screen and off to

produce this action-comedy sequel.

Again the two unlikely partners

must work in a suuggle again.st evil

and time. Jack Gates (Nolte) is

suspended and di.scovers he needs

the help of Reggie Hammond
(Murphy), who has just been
released after five years in prison

for manslaughter. Murphy and
Nolte collaborate with the director

of the original 48 Hours, Waller
Hill, and they are supported by an
experienced cast of co-stars. (June

8)

Back to the Future Part III

Michael J. Fox and Christopher
Lloyd travel to the Old West in the

lasiBack to theFuture movie. Mary
Steenburgen makes her first

appearance in the scries of films

and also stars with Thomas F.

Wilson and Lea Thompson.
Traditionally, Memorial Day
weekend has marked the beginning
of the summer movie season, but

Cadillac Man
A different comedy approach is

seen in Cadillac Man, starring

Robin Williams andTim Robbins.
It tells the story of one disuessed,

su-essed and pressured car salesman
(Williams) and his unfortunate

conflicts with a motorcycle riding,

armed, jealous husband. This does
not appear to be your everyday
comedy plot. (May 18)

Gremlins 2: The New Batch

Producer Steven Spielberg
brings a new generation ofGremlins
to theaters with muchof theoriginal

cast and creative team. Sweethearts
Billy Peltzer and Kate Bcringcr,

played by Zach (iailigan and
Phoebe Gates, arrive in the big city

and meet up with their friend

Gizmo. A series ofaccidents creates

a totally new generation of
Gremlins. Billy and Kate must
prevent the new generation of

creatures from reproducing further

and wrecking havoc across the city.

(June 15)

My Blue Heaven
Comedic talents Steve Martin,

Rick MoranLs and Joan Cusack
all star. Martin stars as a gangster

relocated in a small town by the

Witness Protection Program. He
tries to add excitement to the town
while an FBI agent wants him out

of the public eye and the assistant

D,A, wants him^hind bars.

MON - FRI, MAY ll-l^ FROM ') TO 4 ON TIIF LUV.\LLE P.ATIO

BOOKS ON SALE BEARWEAR 20% OFF

Hardcover and paperback in A irrcat selection ot Bearwear

all fields, with an emphasis that \ on wo
n

' t 1 1 n d in other

on: stores

V A r t an d A r c h 1 1 e c l u r e

V Fiction

V Cult 11 re and llistor\

V Business

u Children's Books

MUSIC ON SALE

v» (ilaijsical and Pop

"• ' u CDs and (Cassettes

LOCATED BETWEEM CSM AND THE SCHOOL OF LAW
MON TH 7:30 7:30, FRI 7:30 5:30 SAT 10 5, SUN 12 5

V !

-#1-
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clear or color cellophanes
with color or highlights

from $30
(formerly with Bassoon Sassoon)

2322 Westwood Blvd. ATIA QQQ1
(between Pico & Olympic) ^ * ^^<j\J\J I

The

UCLA

K

tTUD ENT WISKAWCH PBO OWAM

Ulll
proudly celebrates undergraduate achievements

and cordially invites all to attend

"PARTNERSHIPS IN LEARNING''

An Undergraduate Research Symposium

TUESDAY, MAY 29

THE UCLA FACULTY CENTER,
CALIFORNIA ROOM

Presentations by undergraduates from 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served from 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Now is your chance to discover

what the SRP is all about!

Be a

CROSS
CULTURAL
CONTACT

Write a welcome letter to a
new foreign student during the
summer.

»

Attend a special dinner together
in September.

Attend an info meeting:
-Wed, 5/23, 3-4 pm ACT 3508
-Thurs, 5/24, 12-1 pm AU 2412

5-6 pm AU3516
,„^.„-.,„....-.....,.:; .1::,,., ,, .

'
:•:-::. T

Ids Men's Gym or call 825-1681
I--——

OISS

funded by U$AC

I he drama category is also a
divers bunch of plots. Jack
Nicholson stars and directs the

much awaited sequel to Chinatown.
Spike Lee writes, produces, directs

and co-stars in another one of his

compelling dramas. This time
academy award winner Denzel
Washington stars, there is also a
courtroom drama starring Harrison
Ford, as well as supernatural,

gangster and music dramas.

Ghost
Patrick Swayze stars as a ghost

trying to contact the woman he
loves with the help of a psychic.

Demi Moore plays the woman he
loves and Whoopi Goldberg is the

psychic. Both the writer and
producer say that the intriguing,

unusual aspect of the film is that it

is told from the ghost's perspective.

Ghosts is Director Jerry Zucker's
(Airplane!, Ruthless People) first

dramatic film attempt. (July 27)

Graffiti Bridge

The new summer releases even
include a movie for Prince fans

everywhere. Graffiti Bridge
combines music and drama in a
story pitting the power of money
against the energy a performer
expresses through his music. This
power struggle is represented by
the relationship between two rivals

who are also co-owners of a club.

The film reunites Prince with
Morris E. Dav and The Timp

Drama//^

Ghost

July 27

Gmffttf Bridge

If s Prince, just woif

Miller's Crossing

They soy August

Presymed Innocent

Why don't they tell us so we con plon oheod?

The Two Jakes

August 10

[

VarkitkNis on the Mo' Better Blues

August 3
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in a riveting drama produced by
Academy Award-winning director

Sydney Pollack (Out of Africa).

Ford becomes the prime suspect in

the murder for a case he is assigned
to investigate. The victim was a
colleague with whom Ford had been
having an extramarital affair.

The Two Jakes
Jack Nicholson stars and directs

this '40s style mystery that is the

follow up to his earlier film
Chinatown. After 1 1 years,
detective Jake Gittes is still

investigating marital infidelity

cases that lead to something more.
This time, Gittes investigates a
murder in '40s-era Los Angeles
where he discovers connections in

As the third largestcategory next

to action/adventure and action

-

comedy, this category shows that

comedy is becoming more than the

traditional summer audience draw.
This Season some of the movies in

the drama or even horror/thriller

category also include bits ofhumor.
The comedy category includes

movies ranging from the absurd, to

family comedy, to fast-paced
hilarity. Bill Cosby, Bill Murray,
James Belushi, Charles Grodin,
Alan Alda and John Ritter are

just a few of the stars who try to

tickle our funny bones this summer.

The Andrew Dice Clay Concert

Movie
The bad boy comic who calls

himself a "comedy phenomenon"
is live and uncensored in his first

concert film. Clay's concert film

opens after his starring role in the

movie The Adventures of Ford
Fairlane. Clay has sold out in

concerts across the country, and is

best known for his HBO special.

The Diceman Cometh, and was
nominated foraGrammy. (August)

Betsy's Wedding
A caring fathermay get in trouble

with the law when he teams with

his shady brother-in-law on a
scheme to give his daughter Betsy
the perfect wedding. When the plan

doesn't work, the father may be
facing the police rather than the

Comedy///

Andrew Dke Ckiy Concert Movie
August, to the terror or joy of some

Betsy's Wedding
June 22

Wvei
who knows?

Ghost Dod
June 29

Problem Child

July 2/

Quick Chonge
Bill Murroy coi)roduces, but when ?

Taking Core of Business

August 17

AUTO INSURi^CE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and

others may also benefit. Call us

in Westwood 208-3548

Insuraicie Inc. 1081 WestwoocJ Blvd #221

how a single parent's encounter

with the supernatural leaches him
that it's not too late to develop a

good relationship with his children.

(June 29)

P/obiem Chnd
An adopted child who seems so

loveablc catches her adoptive
parents off-guard and wreaks havoc
on their home. John Ritter, Amy
Yasbeck and Jack Warden star in

this comedy. (July 27)

Quick Change
Bill Murray, Geena Davis, and

Randy Quaid bring comedy to the

crime scene in Warner Bros. ' Quick

4

Miller's Crossing

Miller' s Crossing is a gangster
drama that tells the story of a

friendship between a political boss,

Leo, and the man behind him, Tom.
When the two fall in love with the

same woman, Tom teams with
Leo's political enemy and a bloody
gang war ensues. Gabriel Byrne,
Albert Finney, Marcia Gay
Harden and Jon Polite star in this

new Joel and Ethan Coen
production. (August)

Presumed Innocent

Harrison Ford stars with Raul
Julia, Bonnie Bedelia and others

SUMMERyZ/x

Uisncy brings back the classic

The Jungle Book this summer as

well as introduces a full-length

feature with the television comic
strip Ducktales. After a relatively

short break from the silver screen,

Columbia brings back the adorable
puppy and kitten stars of The
Adventures of Milo and Otis.

Jetsons: The Movie is probably the

most momentous animated release

since The Little Mermaid. Will
America's well-known animated
futuristic family be able to tempt
viewers of all ages to theaters this

summer?

The Adventures of Milo and

Otis

The curious kitten named Milo
and his close puppy friend Otis

return to theaters this summer.
When Otis comes to the rescue as

Milo is swept down a river, it is the

beginning of a string of amusing
and scary adventures. Dudley
Moore narrates this movie that stars

no human. (June 15)

Ducktales: Ihe Movie Irecsure of the Lost

lomp

The daily animated television

strip Ducktales turns to the big

screen in this new feature-length

film. Scrooge McDuck is in search
of buried treasure when he
discovers a magic lantern. The
Genie brings chaos to the McDuck
mansion as Scrooge's nephews
Huey, Dewey and Louie are busy
asking for wishes. The fun is

interrupted by an evil wizard with a

the case lo events from his p^
Harvey Keitel, Meg Tilly and
Madeleine Stowe also star in the

long-awaited film. (Aug. 10).

Variations on the Mo' Better

Blues

In the drama department,
filmmaker Spike Lee tries to do the

right thing again with this new
movie. Oscar winner Den/el
Washington (Glory) stars and
Spike Lee writes, produces, directs

and co-stars in this biological pronic
of a New York trumpet player/
band leader and his conflicts
concerning his music and his

women. (Aug. 3)

priest as ihe. wedding tkry nc.ars. r/ni»,{;(',Thcfcxi-upNc.w YuikciSt'

CENTRAL AMERICA:
Challenges for the 90^s

with

BRUCE HERSCHENSOHN
commentator on KABC-TV's "Eyewitness News" and KABC Radio

&

WILLIAM RATLIFF
Senior Research Fellow and Curator of the Americas and

International collections at the

If

-4-

Animated-Children ///a:

The Adventures of Milo and Otis

Jun« 1 S .

Ducktales: ihe Movie Treosjfc of t|ie Lost-Lonip

August 3

Jetsons: The Movie
July 6

The Jungle Book
July 13

secret. (August 3)

Jetsons: The Movie
The first full-length animated

feature of The Jettons arrives at

theaters this summer. When George
Jetson is promoted, the family looks

forward to moving to a new planet.

Unfortunately, they find

themselves caught in a battle of
ecology versus technology. Teen
singer Tiffany is the voice of
daughter Judy. (July 6)

The Jungle Book
The adventurej^f Mowgli, a

young boy abandoned at birth in

the Indian jungles, return toscreens_

this summer to initiate a new
generation of viewers. The boy
raised by wolves finds himself
stalked by a tiger and is rescued by
a panther who helps the boy return

to human society. The film was the

last feature to be personally
produced by Walt Disney and is

based on 'The Jungle Book" stories

by Rudyard Kipling. (July 13)

Alan Alda stars as the father, Molly
Ringwald is Betsy, while Joey
Bishop, Madeline Kahn,and Ally

Sheedy also star in the screenplay

written and directed by Alda. (June

22)

Dive!

The U.S. sub ^/fl/ifiar^ begins its

maiden voyage of fun. All aboiird

to join claustrophobic CapUiin Biff

Banner and his lunatic crew. Bill

Pullman of Ruthless People and
The Accidental Tourist stars with

Wendy Schaal of The Burhs and
Innerspace. (release date un-

available)

Ghost Dad
Who happens to be the star of the

new family comedy Ghost Dad!
None other than Bill Cosby, who
collaborates with director Sidney
Poitier to produce this story of

SUMMER/Zu

fXoseanne's John Goodman
stars in the suspense film

Arachnophobia.T\\c(\\XQjc\.oxQ{\hc

EvilDead series brings us a story of

ill-fated love in Darkman.
Colum])ia's Flatliners is about an

experiment that tests whether you

can come back from the dead. The
third Exorcist movie is here and

this time George C. Scott U"ies to

figure out how many people are

possessed. Will this summer's
horror and thriller movies put a

chill on the hot summer nights?

Arachnophobia

A South American spiderdecides

that a California home is the best

place for it to settle down and make
a home for its growing family. With
Steven Spielberg and Frank
Marshall producing and Marshall

directing, special effects seem
eminent. John Goodman, Jeff

Daniels, and Julian Sands star.

(July 20)

criminal activities end with a comic
getaway. Jason Robards stars as

the police officer entwined in the

comcdic criminals' escapades. New
York film veteran Robert Grecnhut
.and Bill Murray prmlucc the movie,

which is based on Jay Cronlcy's

1983 book of the same name.

Taking Care of Business

When executive Spencer Barnes

loses his day planner and it foils

into the hands of a carefree prison

inmate, Jimmy Dworski, it is just

the beginning of comic mishaps.

Jimmy has sneaked out to use the

World Scries tickets he won on a

radio show. When he finds the

planner, he assumes the owner's
identity while the owner loses his

and almost his job as well. James
Belushi and Charles Grodin star

in the confused, comical race

against time. (Aug. 17)

-Hoover Institute, Stanford UnivorsUy^

3f

Date: Wednesday, May 23rd at 7:30 P.M.
Location: UCLA-Dickson 2160E

Free admission for UCLA students, faculty, and staff

Suggested donation of $10.00 for non-students
For more info call (714) 832-0337 or (213) 550-7443

Presented by

Bruin Republicans
and

Leadership to Preserve America
NICARAGUA. PANAMA. CUBA. AND EL SALVADOR

)fj^f-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^)f
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Horror-Thriller///v

Arachnophobia

July 20

Darkman
August 1

7

Exorcist III: Legion

Amund July

Flatliners

July 29

''••:'.••••€:'.'••' :. . .
•

,-. . .•.•!. I ' •.••••;• • •.•

rv-.

Darkman
Special effects and stunts grace

this action-adventure drama. Sam
Raimi directs actors Liam Neeson,

Frances McDormand and Larry
Dr^ke in the story of ill-fated love.

(Aug. 17)

Exorcist III: Legion

The newest Exorcist stars

George C. Scott and Ed Flanders.

This time it's not a question of who
is possessed, but how many are

possessed. Scott stars as the police

officer investigating the unusual

murders plaguing the Georgetown
community. (July)

Fkitliners

Five medical students attempt

an ambitious life-after-death

experiment— using themselves as

test cases. The film stars Kiefer

Sutherland, Julia Roberts, Kevin
Bacon, William Baldwin and
Oliver Piatt. Michael Douglas and

Rick Bieber are producers. (July

29)

• • .
• •'•..••.•* .;•.•.•••

The Daily Bruin is looking for energetic, dedicated

people interested in advertising experience and an

exciting internship for summer. This is a position

dealinglwith ad production and on-campus

advertim^g . rather than sales. ' W~W~
Ap|3:lto^ii£j^S::ire available at 112 Kerckhoffi'lia'H

and ti^iti?WEDNESDAY, MAY 30 at
•i ;
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EVERYTHING YOU
ALWAYS WANTED TO

KNOW ABOUT
ADVERTISING*

*bul were vilraid lo ask.

iMcct vS proicssionals tiom ditlcrcnt

aspects of^ the Ad\eaisinu, Held

at tlic Round Table (\ireer Night.

'

»

Wednesday, May 23
Time: 5:30

Place: North Campus Rm.22
Questions?: Dan 209-5370

T
i-.iii.VKt iiisin.14

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-01

What are you doing

GradPak '90 can help you answer that dreaded
question. You can grab a free GradPak at locations all

over campus, starting Tuesday, May 29th.

UCUUumni
» « » l> I I \ T I II N

GRADUATIIVG SOO^?
BECOME A LICENSED SECURITY BROKER
If you are graduating soon and are looking tor an exciting career with high income potential and room for

growth, consider joining one of the greatest teams being built in the securities industry. We offer:

A comprehensive training program. Our team of experts will help you with a NASD series 7
and22 brokers license. We will also provide you with the most complete professional sales/
product training available.

The opportunity to determine yourown income, Ourtop broker earned in excess of$450,000
in commissions in 1989.

An opportunity to sell a wide variety of investment programs to the individual investor,
including but not limited to: Mutual Funds, investment trusts, commodities, real estate
syndications, equities and oil and gas limited and general partnerships.

An excellent work environment in a presUgous Westwood high rise;

The opportunity to join an elite and one of the best paid sales team in the industry.

Many securites companies require at least two years brokerage experience. However, Remington
Securities believes that if you are aggressive, self-motivated and have the desire to build a solid career in

secuhties, we can offer you an opportunity to build your career from the ground up.

Positions are limited, so call now: 213-447-3377 and ask for Joe

a
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GETAWAY
From page 20

located outside Las Vegas.

And Vegas is definitely a place

for those who love to eat. Only 49
cents buys a great breakfast and $2
can buy a hearty steak dinner.

(Food prices are so inexpensive,

you may just want to fly there for a

weekend of feasting).

For $58, you can fly from
Burbank to Oakland. Visit the UC
Berkeley campus; go to one of the

bookstores in Berkeley, grab a

good book, and spend the day
reading it in the attached cafe.

People however, often fly lo

Oakland to get to San Francisco for

a cheaper rate. From the Metropo-
litan Oakland International Air-

port, it is a 25 minute ride lo

downtown San Francisco.

For $102, you can fly to San
Francisco. Take the cable car all

day long and see the sights, eat a

burger at the famous Hard Rock
Cafe in San Francisco, window
shop all day long at Union Square,

and then walk to China town for

some Chinese delicacies.

Just want to relax? Unwind on a

nice boat ride around the harbor,

go wine tasting in Napa Valley. Or
read that English poetry book
while watching the fog roll in

around the Golden Gate Bridge.

TicketslPpust be purchased 21

days in advanee'and prices listed

are lowest prices with seats avail-

uble.

Next time the coffee is getting

cold and the eyes are getting

heavy, and that enticing thought

comes to mind, remember that a

weekend get-away may not t)c

such a distant dream.

AbduPs latest

for fans only
By Jason Lin

Contributor

ALBUM: Paula Abdul: Shut Up and
Dance.

In the last few years, artists like

Madonna, Blondie, Chaka Kahn
and Bobby Brown have experi-

mented with the new concept of
releasing "greatest hits albums" in

the form of remixes. The new Shut
Up and Dance is actually the

repackaging of AbduTs debut
album to include remixes for seven
songs along with a "1990 medley
mix."

In reality, three of seven "new"
remixes have been released before

("Straight Up," "The Way You
Love Me," "Cold Hearted"). The
best remix on the album is Shcp
Petlibone's interpretation of
"Knock Out." Though not radical-

ly different from the original, the

new mix offers some tasty samples
and reworked instrumental
arrangements.

The house-influenced remixes
of "Opposites Attract" and the

never-remixed song "One or the

Other" are great for today's
house-music-thirsty club DJ's.

The "1990 Medley Mix" is a

seven-minute megamix containing

seven of Abdul's best songs. It's

fun to listen to but may be too short

to work in the clubs.

The real intention of the album
may have been to generate more
income out of peak-of-her-career

Abdul
«

Shut Up and Dance betters

recent remix compilations of Jody
Watley and Bobby Brown (those

two releases did tiot offer any new
remixes). But none of the mixes on
the album is truly extraordinary.

Shut Up and Dance is for DJ's and
fans of Abdul only.

Music

Sinead O'Connor will bring
her music to the Wiltern.

What she's got
is plenty!

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

I want what Sinead 's got. You
should too.

May 31 and June 1 the Wiltern
will be witness to what should be a
soulful performance from the

underground-cum-huge bald
woman from Ireland.

O'Connor, currently touring

with her two-year old child, seems
content to wear many hats. She-
was the main songwriter, and an
integral instrumentalist on her
number one album. The Lion and
the Cobra, released in 1987, was
also O'Connor controlled. She
produced both exceptional
records.

Now, she is producing this

—current tour.

Her show, given the nature of
her latest album, doesn't seem to

be the kind of event in which the

crowd jumps to its feet and begins
slamming in the aisle; a contemp-
lative evening, listening to the

singer's beautiful, ethereal voice

would seem to be what the lucky
few who are able to purchase

tickets are in for.

Acoustically, the Wiltern is a

masterpiece. If the sound is hand-
led well, the concert should be
exceptional. The size of the Wil-

tem is also favorable. The under
5000 venue is a perfect place to get

in touch with your favorite artist,

as there is hardly a bad seal in the

house.

Wiih O'Connor's wildfire suc-

cess, the first reaction to this show
is surprise, at the size of the venue.

Many other stars with this kind of

success have immediately 'cata-

pulted to those venues that hardly

make it worth it to see a show
anymore. The fact that she is

playing the Wiltern is a refreshing

event.

O'Connor's career is relatively

short, by talented mega success

standards. As late as 1985 she was
working at a series of self-

descrit>ed "terrible jobs", such as a

cleaning woman, waitress and
"Kiss-0-Gram" messenger, while

performing at Dublin clubs.

Also in that year, Nigel Grainge
of Ensign Records saw her per-

form. Later, she moved to London,
to pursue the big lime.

"I love Ireland, but I had to leave

it, because I didn't want to be an
Irish folk singer . . .,U2 was the

exception not the rule." she has

said in response lo queries about
how difficult it is lo 'make it'

playing non-traditional music in

her home country.

Now, of course, U2 and O'Con-
nor share almost the same name-
recognition.

Sinead, nothing compares 2 U.
Go see the show, folks— before

she realizes that she could make a

lot more bucks by playing upside-

down Charles Chips' cans like the

Forum.
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. Politics?

^ Medicine?
Law?

Public Relations?

Ecology?

PERSPECTIVES FROM UCLA ALUMNI
join us TONIGHT ! May 23

7-8:30
James E. West Alumni Center Conference Room

UCLAIumni
^ > ^ <» < I \ r I o N

Cosponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta Honors,
Phi Eta Sigma Honors, & the UCLA Alumni Associatic^n

ity Service Officer(CSO) Programs

offers

FREE
BICYCLE REGISTRATION

Bruin Walk tables
Every Monday through Friday

10:30 a.m. -.2:30 p.m, .

UCLA Police Station
Daily

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.'.

RECEIVE A KRYPTONITE BICYCLE LOCK FOR $24.95!

In conjunction with the ASUCIJV Countiy
Store, the CSO Programs is offering you the
opportunity to purchase a Kryptonite "K4"
Bicycle Lock for $8 off of the regular price.

Simply register your bicycle with us or
show proof of prior bicycle registration, and
you will be eligible to purchase a lock for

$24.95.
~

.For more details, contact the CSO Office at 825-9800.

Bicycle Registration is sponsored by the Commuter Assislance-Ridesharinfif Office and is operated *ty the CSO Proj^ams.
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T/XfUa SUlefJl i^uoiaJU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!'

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.
We guarantee that your oil & filter ^
change will be done in 30 minutes S4 il 95
from the time your work order is '^ | ^E
written to the cashier, or you won't I "T
pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 5/31/90

+tax

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE

$098
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rclors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mecfianical system
•Add fluid as needed r""'o%"5fT an7'"";
•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair i

Preserrt coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 5/31/90

^KE MILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle

We honor:

Visa
Mctstercard

American Express
Discover

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

ICOLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set|

I

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

BAL • WJ • Ceba • AO • B&H • etc.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM-

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Avel

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

3ll@®(S ftffii®
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'Second Wind'

breezes through

Mardi Gras
It

By Jenn Gillon

Contributor

MUSIC: Second Wind performed on
Preview Night at Mardi Gras Band
members are Jim Blacker, lead vocals;
Christopher J., keyboards, back-up
vocals; Dana Niles. guitar; Bill Sanders,
drums; Bertrand Syre, guitar, back-up
vocals; and Chns Weinress. bass
guitar. The band will be performing
again May 27 at the Whiskey, opening
for Wild Child. The perfomiance begins at

10 p.m. For ticket info., call 441-1560.

So, did you hear those rock 'n*

roll sounds coming from Kiddie-
land on Preview Night at Mardi
Gras? Despite the location of the

bandstand, you may have been
lucky enough to hear one of L.A.'s
hot up-and-coming bands Second
Wind, which performed from 7:15
to 7:45 p.m.

Sounding like a mixture of
Bryan Adams, The Hooters and
U2 with an INXS influence, the

six-member band Second Wind has
been together for two years.
Performing in such clubs as The
Roxy, Madam Wong's and The
Troubador, the band has just
finished a demo tape that is

currently being sent to all major
record companies, and the current

managgf is pushing a Riiropo.in

1990 Senior Class
Gift Campaign
to refurbish

the Sunset Canyon
Recreation Center

for its

25th Anniversary
and to establish

XI community service

endowment fund

Give to the

Senior Class Gift

For more info.

Royce Quad 10-2

ALSO

join the Party TONIGHT

tour some time in the future.

The most current engagement
for the group is scheduled for May
27, when Second Wind will play at

the Whiskey for the second time in

their career, opening for Wild
Child.

_ According to lead singer Jim
Blacker, "We all want to do this as
a profession, (so) right now we're
pushing a record deal and having
as much fun as we can in the

process."

At Mardi Gras, Second Wind
gave a high-energy performance,
beginning with "Through a Fara-
way Looking Glass" and continu-
ing with "Hideaway." Despite an
amplifier that didn't do them
justice, the band competed with the
twilight, cold air and a crowd
preoccupied with the fun of the
evening to sing their hearts out in

their original music.

Sem^ClMi990

It's another cool Senior Night Out at

MOM'S Saloon in Brentwood
• extended happy hour for Seniors with valid ID and reg card
• 9:00 p.m. -Midnight
• We might even have a limbo contest!!!

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

A problem with this type of
music is that almost every song can
sound the same. The next song that

the group performed, though, was
an original. Blacker yelled "Sike!"
and the band broke into an upbeat
and lively section of the song.
They then ended with "We Could
Have Gone All The Way," boast-
ing their harmonic talents and
sentimental lyrics.

Planning to perform at various
engagements throughout the sum-
mer. Second Wind has generated
quite a following, especially
among UCLA students. They hope
to have the support of these
students when they perform at the
Whiskey May 27.

But those who are following
Second Wind might soon see a
change in the band's musical
messages. "The inspiration for our
music in the past," said Blacker,
"were girls and love and having a
good time, but now we're shifting

towards music centered around
more political "and environmental
themes."

Hopefully, with the talent that

this band has shown in the past.

Second Wind will end up going a
long way. ~

j^
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MILLER
From page 34

and the mark of 53-9 3/4 crushed

her previous personal best by
almost two feet.

Millett was peaking at the

perfect time, as she attested last

Saturday before moving on to her

next challenge, the discus. "In the

discus, I have been lagging behind.

There are some good throws left ih

me for the discus, and I just needed
to come together like I did with the

shot. . . I've smoothed everything

out and picked up my old rhythm
again, and the adrenaline and
excitement gets me going."

When the discus rolled around
Sunday afternoon, Millett was in

full control of her destiny. Her
discus attempt flew 190-2, thrash-

ing her previous best of 178-8, and
her closest competitor, Karen
Pugh of Arizona, could only

muster a weak challenge and fell

almost 20 feet short (170-5).

The difference between last

year and this? The legs.

Up until this season, Millett's

teammates affectionately called

her "Bambi," conjuring images of

the young doe struggling to reach

its feet and learn to walk.

"I've learned to use my legs

beuer," Millett said. "My nick-

name last year and going into this

year was Bambi because my legs

were shaky. I have the upper body
_strength, but it was hard for me \o

-get strong in the legs. 1 did a lot or
lifting over the summer and had a

good base coming into this season.

With that, the technique started

coming easier."

Now, Millett can squat at least

300 pounds. Last year, Millett

maxed out at a shaky 275, and she

figures that she has increased her

squat almost 40 pounds.

Bruin Notes: The 4X100 relay

placed first and picked up 10

points for the Bruin effort, with

Adrianne Hopper substituting at

anchor for the injured Caryl Smith.

The time of 45.26, however, only

qualifies the four provisionally,

and the Bruins need to reach the

automatic time of 44.65. Coach
Bob Kersee will take the team to

the Long Beach Invitational on
Thursday night. High jumper Lisa

Coleman (5-8 3/4 at Pac-lOs)

needs to reach 6-0 3/4 to automati-

cally qualify for NCAAs and will

jump too.

EYEGLASSES
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

W« stwood Village

208^3011 -

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg SSS

FINALLY!!!
Natural Highlights

Men and Women! efp^ssigo

r New St. Tropez Method
Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE DRAB!

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

58,200 Readers Daily
Advertise 825-2161

MacLEAN
From page 33

have to refrain from playing

basketball for a few weeks.

"It*s unfortunate that there was
an incident," Krzyzewski told

Dcnver*s Rocky Mountain News.

"It's intense competition and
sometimes things happen where
kids make mistakes. I think the

issue was resolved fairly in the best

interests of everyone.

"I'd rather not go into any
details, because I think the state-

ment covers it," Krzyzewski con-

tinued. "I think those kids are

entitled to their privacy."

MacLean scored 19 points in the

30-minute scrimmage Sunday but

did not make the final cut— from
66 players to 25 — for the team
that will represent the United

States in the Goodwill Games and
World Championships this sum-
mer.

Last season, MacLcan averaged

19.7 points and 8.8 rebounds per

game for ttte Bruins. Vandivcr led

the Big Eight in scoring (22.3

points per game) and rebounding

(11.2).

Vandiver's coach, Joe Harring-

ton, who is assisting Krzyzewski,

told the Rocky Mountain News,
"(Vandiver) feels very badly about

the situation, but he also feels good
that he was here and competed."

The UCLA Sludeiil Cliaplei

Personnel & Industrial Relations Association

,
' presents

CAREERS IN HUMAN RESOURCES

^
Find out about careers in the growing field of human
resources, and learn how you can become a member of PIRA,

the newest professional student organization at UCLA!

XCheryl Schnider

Corporate Personnel Specialist

LA. GEAR

Marco Sandnol

Human Resources Manager
Nardon Manufacturing Corporation

PLUS. ..a representative from the Southern California Chapter, PIRA

Wednesday, May 23

Ackerman Union 2408
^

•

'

_ ..

'

1 1 :0O--- Noon — ^

All UCLA Students Welc6me!

Co-Sponsored by the Placement & Career Planning Center

Ir..

-irr-
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Hie Department
of Ethnomusicology and
$yatemadc Muakoloc^

preacntaitB
1990 Spiinc PisnvAL Concekts

Tim Rice, Cooniinalor

M U S I C AND DANCE
OF

KOREA
Panny Lee, Director

M U S I C AND DANCE=—= OF =_^
CHINA

TsuN-YuEN Lui. Director

M U S I C AND DANCE
OF

. JAPAN

i

Sankyoki): Ikuko & Mitsuru Yuge, Directors
Gagaku: Suenobu Togi, Director

WEDNESDAY
MAY 23, 1990, 8:00 PM

SCIiOENBERU AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: $5; $3/STUDENTS

CALL 206-5185

^
if j^ ^^^^ BLOOD DRIVE

;jK\^ Grand Prize Wiiinw^

I ij^BJr Voltaire Dacanay
'^'^^^'lOSl Lifesavers in Jar

Thanks for donating!

[paid for by Board of Directors Programmltig swc
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TRACK

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

DriverThrough Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

1

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 i^ry Cleaning Order

Not Vcilk! Willi Otlu-r Offers

Memorial Day

Weekend

Sunday

May 27, 1990

^9.

FlmUii iiv»:
t 1

Richard Elliot

Jeff Lorber- Brian

Keiko Milul
- "w

The Sweet sl|

UCLATINO

•ff

:«::<?

VInnie Golaiutallfid

/>^

Cava-Leers

;:vi;':-SS!\

%
:>:lliimmK

%.

Vk

VINX
•

y^^
'' "'%: m

'^>.

•:S*!::

%

The A! Wlljiams JazilSj^eOf dnng Eddie Harris

sponsored by
UCLA Cultural
Affairs

^

For more information

call (213) 825-6564

Paid for by CAC, BOD, COP, Mini-Grants, & USAC
In cooperation with the Center for the Performing Arts

From page 33

tion.

The two top runners, Peter

Fonseca of Oregon and EJ. Guo of
Washington State, stood out from
the pacic. so the realistic best that

Santamaria could do was place
third. The lead pack of six runners

stayed intact through the first four

miles, before Fonseca, Guo, and
another Duck, Brad Hudson,
pulled away.

Rather than challenge, Santa-

maria kept his pace, and when
Hudson fell back from the leading
pair, the duel was now on for third.

Hudson tried to pull away, but

on the final turn Santamaria used a
strong kick to boll past Hudson and
take third. Santamaria's time was
30:04.91—a strong effort consid-

ering the tactical nature of the race.

"For Victor to beat the defend-
ing Pac-10 Cross Country
Champion in Brad Hudson and
some of the other big guns was
quite an upset," said Larsen.

Sunday saw another strong

tactical race in the 800, where
Chris Vincent and Mike Wisnovs-
ky of UCLA were among the eight

runners in the final.

Vincent had won his heat in

1:49.50 with an aggressive race

that saw him lead early and often,

while Wisnovsky qualified with a
1:50.90 Ume.

In the final, once again it was

UCLA Sports 411
talks some trash

By Greg Jones
Contributor

As all the playoffs near their

finales, only the strong and deter-

mined remain competing in intra-

mural sports at UCLA.
In men's *A' softball, only four

teams are still standing after a

grueling regular season and two
playoff games.

Fourth seed Sigma Chi knocked
off fifth seed ZBT, 14-10, to move
into the Final Four and get a shot at

Lambda Chi Alpha, the favorite of

the tournament. The two squared

off yesterday in the early evening,

but results were not available at

press time.

Meanwhile, 14th-sccded Thcta
Chi continued to surprise IM
officials after easily defeating the

Holy Warriors, 15-6, to become
the fourth and final squad in the

Final Four. Despite its poor seed in

the tournament, Thcta Chi has

showed everybody that it is for real

by reaching the semifinals. Today,

Theta Chi will take on an exu^cme-

ly strong Bacculum squad for the

right to play in the finals.

The consolation bracket, also in

its semifinals, has seen some
hard-hitting competition. Beta
scored 23 runs en route to defeat-

STUDYING JAPANESE?
TRY THE EASY WAY...BY VIDEOTAPE!

"Japanese For Busy People", a set of ttiree effective,

entertaining VHS videotapes with pocket-size study

guides is available from Sumitomo Corporation of America.

444 S. Flower St., Los Angeles. CA 90071-2975.

For furtfier information call us at (213) 489-0393

or send a check for $259.00 to the above address

in care of Elaine Stuart.

Vincent on the attack

The eight runners were bunched
together at the end of one lap, but

as the group reached the backs-

tretch, David Strang of Stan-
ford—the top qualifier—made his

surge ahead.

Vincent quickly followed, and
while he wasn't able to catch

Strang, he had opened a sizable

gap between himselfand the rest of
the pack.

Strang went on to win in

1:49.38, with Vincent holding on
for the second-place finish in what
could be considered his best

overall race ever.

**The way Chris ran, with the

adverse wind conditions, moving
strong throughout and earning the

clear-cut second place is very
impressive." said Larsen. "He has
been making real gains all year.**

Wisnovsky and Washington *s

Mitch Leffier were left to vie for

third, and on the final stretch

Leffler caught Wisnovsky for the

bronze. Wisnovsky finished in

1:51.28, just two-tenths of a
second behind Leffier.

UCLA had another strong duo
in the 400, where Steve Lewis
defended his 1989 Pac-10 title

with a convincing win in 46.10.
Lewis went out quickly over the

first 200 in an effort to combat the

wind that plagued Husky Stadium,
making up the starting stagger on
four runners as he reached the last

turn.

While Lewis made his move
over the first half of the race,

teammate Mike Stevenson made
his showing over the last half.

Stevenson, who had won his

qualifying heat on Sunday, just

edged out hometown favorite

Beno Bryant of Washington at the

tape—placing fourth in 47.73.

Other UCLA point scorers
included freshman Mark Wilson,
who placed sixth in the high jump
with a 6-» 3/4 leap. Rick Noji of
Washington won the event at 7-2

1/2.

The Bruins finished the day by
placing fourth in the 4x400 relay

with a team of Jeff Ingalls,

Wisnovsky, Vincent, and Steven-
son in 3:11.38.

ing Phi Dclu Tlnjui, and moved w-

I

to the semifinals, where it will face

Phi Kappa Sigma. In the other

semifinal, Take Em Deep, which
survived a 21-20 slugfcsl last

week, will take on Just Let The
Boys Play.

In women's 'A' competition,

s
5^

top-sccdcd seed Gamma Phi Roia

reached the semifinals in easy

fashion, where it will face Alpha
Phi. In the other semifinal action,

Free Agents will play Over The
Fence. In the 'B' compciilion,

well-coached Chi Omega wilKplay

Kappa Kappa Gamma in the finals.

But the real sofiball action will

lake place on Thursday at 2 p.m. on
the IM Field. The hottest group of

sluggers ever assembled, the Daily

Bruin Bombers (also the best

l{X)king sofiball learn on campus)
will take on bhe most fundamen-

_Jally-sound squad,. _ the UCLA.
Sports Information. Gcc/ers.

The Bombers are led by a slick-

fielding inficlders Scolt Bmwn
and Jeff Imperaio. Malt Purdue,

who talks loudly but carries a little

stick, Scott Roundtrcc and David
Gibson provide the offensive

punch.

Sparking the attack for the

Geezers are Marc "Da Shark"

Dellins and the recently married

Rich Beriolucci. Bill Benneil, who
gave up an offer from the J(x:k-n-

Jill's team in Atlanta, is a former

Cornhuskcr IM MVP. Steve
Rourkc, who led the Virginia

Cavaliers to the World Intramural

Softball Crown in 1978, provides

experience and speed to the club.

The coed volleyball finals will

be held either tonight or tomorrow
evening. Inon, by defeating Te^im
Awisla, 1 1-5, 5-1 1, 1 1-2, is one of

the teams in the finals. Yesterday,

Hoi Polloi faced of! against Delia

Tau Delia in a quarterfinal game.
After a short break, the winner of

that match went on to play
E.T.M.F. in the semifinals. The
results of all those matches and the

final will be reported next week.

5^ MONDAY NIGHTS K
I SINGING WITH THE |
$ HITS!!!

i Merlin McFlys i

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
SUMMER

at

WEST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE!

fjiily 2-August 10 J
• Complete your general ed. requirenunits
• Just $5 per unit for Calif, resicients

• Fully accredited; transferable to UCLA
• Plenty of parking and cool ocean breezes

at our beautiful campus.

special Croup
Baseball Shoes
Special Croup womerrs^
LA. Gear Basketball
Special Croup
Hiking Boots
Special Croup
Children's Shoes
Special Croup
Basketball Shoes
Reebok
BB4600 Basketball Shoe
Nike
Air Birkdale coif Shoe

ORIGINAL CURRENT
Pffirf PRICE

rrsA

UP TO $36 14.99 11®^
UP TO $54 29.99 25®®
UP TO $66 29 99 25®®
UP TO $40 $29.99 25®®
UP TO $66 39.99 51®®

$55 49.99 59®®
$78 39.99 51®®

CURRENT
PRICf

rnm
BNIt

410 Hulk incline Bench

All weight Plates

Special Group Of waterskis

Special Croup Of waterskis

99
59.99 47

EXTRA 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

99.99 79*'
199 99 159*'

TENNIS • COLP • ATHLETICS
CURRENT
PRICE

Prince Finalist 110
Tennis Racquet

Donnay Apollo Frame

All Golf Sets

XTKA
RO*« O^P

99

99
69.99

119.99 95
EXTRA 20%

Off CURRURT PRICES

9947

Register Now! Admissions 0(fice is

open M-Th, 8:30 a.m. -8 p.m ;

Fri. 8:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

& Sat (6/16-30) 8-30 .i m -'^ -^^ p.m.

csi

High Tech Pull Cart 59 99
special Croup 0%0^t%/
Baseball/Softball Gloves 30% off 2UvO

rPB PBICF5 OFF CURRENT PRICES

Spalding #ft^iQQ
Sunny Optic Yellow volleyball 34.99 2 #

CURRENT IXTVA
PRICf

All Body Clove & PCH
T-Shirts & Shorts

100% Cotton Tank Tops
Arena & oolfin

Cotton volley Shorts

All Sunglasses

All Sports watches

>o*% O^P

EXTRA ^WvO
CURRENT PRICES

20»/(
NT f

6.99 5*»
9 99 7"

200/c
URRENT PRICE

EXTRA 20% I
OFF CURRENT PBtCF" t

EXTRA ^1#V0
OFF CURRENT PRICES

.,
• The doubles teniii.s louniamcnis

recently concluded In the 'A'

divi.sion, Pat Rlackhum and Dave
Kut/er .survived a slow start en
route to defe^iUng Jade lillis and

i^ David Takahawa hy a score of ()-4,

6-2. In 'B' doubles, Hlin HIebovy
and Andy Su knockc<l olT A<larn

Mass and Kunwar Vir to become
the newly crowned champions.

V-

4800 FRESHMAN DRIVL
CULVFR CITY, CA ^)0230

(213) 83f> 7110 or 202-5.S01

Ou^nfltl« I il/« llmlt«^|o ?tf>(lt Ofl h^o ^» '^Sfr\^ rt>f riQMt to r^us» v»N

Copeland^s Sports
1001 Westwood Blvd

Westwood 208-6444
COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE
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MASA-YA
JAPANESE FOOD

MON-FRI

10 AM.-9:30 PM
SAT 11:30AM-9:30PM

SUN 12NOON-9PM^/'

y DBNO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

•Delicious Teriyaki /\ ^
•Beef and Chicken Bowls / Q21 F
•Fresh variety Sashimi / ^/ JL F
•All types of Sushi / any menu selectcn

•PARTY PLATTERS / ""^ '^'^^^

/ 1834 Wesiwood Blvd.

/ (Just South ol Santa Monica Blvd)

FREE PARKING / caii 475 6355

/ SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 6/6^90

Why pay $4.00 for a drink?

Why eva;pay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

Off araft ||if|

Our hiiPWlirliiir-14.99
Jose Cuervo
!) ^ i iiwiiiimm

jackdaniels^
Budweiser

MMNMMVWMMMM^MiMMMMMMMM

.29

GenuineDraft
Coors Ligf^l

$2.09

Corona/amstet Ugbt/Moison
-1 $2.49

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. • 820-1516

->' .- *

HAMBURGER

XA8ZT
MAKE OUR THING \OUR HABIT

Wtmettrmng »*'>p»nlngotoutmwmtuanlH2lymnmm.
A LOT MORE THAN BURGERS!!

1/4 Lb. Hamburger !
(L*nuo*. romaio. OfMsing. A Kosn«r PcW* i ^^ I

Regular Fries &
16 oz. Soft Drink $2.99

I

LIMIT4
PL£ASg MFWrOV COUPOW WHgMOWDOTMd
^'uo MT M*nottMt.Maapiii¥m* oML rt

I

I

I

J

Breast of Chicken Sand.
(SluntaM BrMfti (t chclwn. L«nuo». Tomao. Mayo. Otmunq. A Kotr>«r PcU«)

Regular Fries &
16 oz. Soft Drink $3.99

LIMIT 4
; ^i£*ae ttmrmon coupon wHtH onoeim*o

V4UD « r M4nOMMl « SfM>ff04jnM. r>^^*^ ^ ^QOUPON EXPIRES Jun«<30/fl(>

COME IN
11223 NATIONAL ^SEPULVCDA «

» i

i**niu.

&
OR

CALL YOUR ORDER IN

U^ULVUM

L

'•ntTMooD

COMES^E & TASTE WHY: . . ^ www
AiUfost Everyday, People Tell Us.
•nrOU HAVE
THE BESTBURGERS IN

TOWN"J

Daily Bruin Sports

MINNEAPOLIS!!
$89 ONE WAY or $178 ROUNDTRIP*

DAYTIME FUGHTS
Depart Tuesdays. June 19-Aug. 7

Return Wednesdays. June 20-Aug. 8
Hawaiian Airline Charters

US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
July 6-lS, 1990

Call for ticketsll
*Ptlc« valid only with Ihit coupon. Rtturn with application.

BREKKE TOURS
Toll-free: 1-800-437-5301

TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES'?
ARE YOU TfRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP
AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS. NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Jrisurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

The Half Scrton

1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp. 6/5/90 208- 1 468
Lip/Chin Wax $4
Eyebrows $5

. Underarms $7
U Bikini Wax $8

,

Half Legs $10
Arms $12

' Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini $20

THE UCIA OmJAL STUDENTS
(CUSS OF 19^0) &

THE UCIA l>RE-DENTAL CLUB
IS OFFERWQ

FREE
DENTAL

SCREENING
IF YOUr^ DENTAL EXAMS SHOW Yoi illP^f

^

CLEANWG. A Fft.LING.AGOLDCROWN THATCOULD BE DONE
BY A STUDENT DURING HIS CLINICAL BOARDS. YOU MAY
QUALIFY FOR THIS TYPE OF FREE DENTAL TREATMENT.

SCREENING CONDUCTED MAY 18, 26,& JUNE 1

^^^^^^^^i«^ 9AM-4PM (DROl^tN . BASIS ONLY) ^

LOCATION: DENTAll^llNlC LOBBY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT*

DORIS McCOY 825-6836
FUNDED BY THECAI^US PROGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-

^ FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD
SUPPORTED BY THE UCU SCHOOL W^l^^^

1

SOFIBALt • • I

From page 36

power this season, led by MeMe
Venci*s five home runs, with three

other players belting two each.
Darby Seegrist (30-5, 0.68) is

the heart of the Flashes* staff,

winning both regional games en
route to Oklahoma. Seegrist will

more than likely pitch the Flashes
through the tournament.

NETTERS
From page 36

him.

Although teammate Netter does
not have a tremendous record in

dual matches (8-14), he has shown
his strength as an individual athlete

as he has been victorious in

grasping the Rolex Regional sin-

gles title, the Southern California

Intercollegiate title, and the Pac-IO
Championship crown so far this

season.

But the individual segment of
the NCAAs is especially difficult

in that all participants represent the
best in the nation.

Especially solid competitors
include Todd Martin of North-
western, Stanford's JonathoiL
Stark, Jose Luis Noriega of San
Diego, and Byron Black of
use—the four top-seeded players
in the tournament.

times
rollingfor
UCLA golfer
By Sutai Tsaowimonsiri
Contributor

Composure—the X-factor that

separates the winner from the

loser. Only the great ones have it

And junior Greg Garbero of the

UCLA men's golf team has it.

If he played football, he would
be Joe Montana — a scrambler.

Picture the talented Los Angeles
Lakers in the playoffs, and you will

see some of the same composure
and confidence in Garbero on a
golf course.

Golf, like any other professional

sport, needs much mental control,

and confidence is everything.
When it matters most, composure
gives you that edge over your
competitors.

Last month in the Pac-10
Championships, Garbero, No. 5 on
the team, raised his level of play,

led the team to a third-place finish,

and finished in lie for fourth

individually with a thrcc-undcr par

285 (66,72,73.74) total. On one
hole, his tee shot landed in a thick

rough, and his ball was stuck

between a wishbone-shaped

Martin has been No. 1 in the
nation ever since he captured the
Rolex National Indoor Title in

February. Stark won the 1989
junior U.S. Open singles and
doubles titles, but has been out
with a stress fracture in his right
foot for the past month.

All-American Noriega won the
Du Pont National Clay Court
Championships and reached the
Rolex National Indoor semifinals,

while Black won the doubles title

at NCAA individuals last year and
has won Marriott's Bay Point
Classic and Milwaukee Tennis
Classic.

Entering doubles competition
for the Bruins are the Nos. I and 2
UCLA duos—Bill Barber/Mark
Quinney and Mark Knowles/Friiz
Bissell, respectively.

Bissell and Knowles are 14-3 in

dual matches and 21-7 overall in"
doubles action, while teammates
Barber and Quinney, 1989 Pac-IO
doubles champs, stand at 13-2 in

dual matches and 19-8 overall thus
far.

Knowles and Bissell will face
Mike Shyjan and Mike Zimmer-
man of Harvard while Barber and
Quinney will match their forces
with Ricardo Herrera and Toe
Marinkovik of San Diego State in

the first round.

The top-seeded team of Doug
Eisenman and Matt Lucena of UC
Berkeley will be a major factor in

the draw. However, Bissell and
"Knowles did upset the tandem in

order to clinch the quarterfinal

match against UC Berkeley, 5-3.

The No. 2 seeded pair of Palmer
and Stark of Stanford will also
provide some grueling competi-
tion for the Bruins.

i^m-^' '9-^

branch, but he just smiled iniF
whacked the ball onto the green
with the next shoL

Thai's composure.
You want more pressure? Try

playing a round of golf with the

best golfer in college, Phil Mickel-
son, whom Garbero played with
for three rounds at the Pac-IOs.
Mickelson, a sophomore from
Arizona State University, is the

defending NCAA champ, and
defending Pac-10 Player of the

Year, who will be a professional

golfer in three years.

Unraveled?

Are you kidding?

"If you choose to put pressure
on yourself, you will probably
psych yourself out, but I just look
at it differently," said Garbero. "I

just take it all as a challenge.

"It was very exciting to be there

at the lead—there was more
^spectators, which made me play
better that much more."

Garbero's career was never all

roses, though, but it was exciting.

And he has improved, slowly but

surely.

After a successful high school

career, Garbero got to play with

the 1988 NCAA championship
Bruins. Last year he qualified to

play in the 1989 Nissan Los
Angeles Open, which was the

"greatest experience in my career

so far.

"I was both astounded and put at

ease at the Open," said Garbero.

"Astounded at the level of play of
the pros there, but yet put at ease by
the fact that I could be one of them
soon."

"Greg has been coming on
lately, especially the last two
tournaments, and he has earned his

starting position," said Dave
Atchison, the golf team's coach.

Currently, Garbero is focused
on the NCAA regionals, but he is

ultimately preparing himself for

the F*rofessional Golf Association

(PGA) lour, which he will join in

just over a year.

"I'm addicted to golf and I

thrive on the competition," said

Garbero with a big smile on his

face. And if everything works out
as planned, he will be soon playing

in the PGA tour.
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E) SYArr WILL SEE ^ogi^Qigis

aHOVIES fin IIS aHCNIIH.
:A\IP¥itll3E yCtlC A!tE)liENCE

AE)VEIR¥ISE IN
E itCLA E)AIIEr Bll^itlN

S!i9i-Viieil

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA Student Discount

TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouse

CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION...

ADVIUniSH
in the BRUIN

825-2161

Your SMILE is my GUIDING LIGHT
Reva acddentailv drove over Dylan's
Partial Denture. Mindy barely survived
Dr. Will's Root Canal. Beth's Teeth re-
turned from the dead-she had Implants.
And Harley broke her Front Tooth dur-
ing a motorcycle accident!

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

SCKiTAL SOAP

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
(213) 478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics .

• Fix Chipoed. Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards. Checks. & Insurance Forms
• Walking Distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

45 COMPLETE
(mcliidt'S)

btandiirtl Elizii Test

Coiifiniuitory Western lilol I'sed by
I'.S Annv.

...-^i

BLOOD TEST FOR

AIDS
The Epidemic Continues!

• One out lit every ')()0 ci)llei,'e .students

IS IIIV positive

» One out o! every T:j b.ibies born in

New York (Jtv is AIIXS positive 276.000

newborns testitJ I9K8
"I I'ftniantal testinij

' I surtlly less th.in 2 days for re.sults

I

TEST YOUR PARTNER. BRING A FKIEND JUST TO BE SURE.'

Norton Medical Clinic • Sherman Oaks

1 (800) AIDS NOW
1 (800) 243-7669

lessons
in

economics
OPE.N 6 DAYS .lAMA. March 24. 1989; 12:1 74.> I ?.'>()

B^«f . Beds

BE TAN in 7 VISITS
only $30

(based on 30 min. sessions, 3 to 4 times per week)

Hurry Memberships Limited

Student Rates and Other Specials Available

raMZJ
"TANNING BEYOND COMPARE!"
M-Th 8am-10pm
Fri 8am-9pm 477-9300 Sat 9am-8pm

Sun 11am-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.
at Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico

Visa/MC Welcome gxp. 5/31/90
Offer gO(xi w/Coupon Only

'^

OFF
Our Best Selling
Contact Lenses

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

DAILY WEAR
$rztyoo
%^ § HEU 49

• Sonjnftt« B
• Bausrh Sf Utmt Sofspin
• Cooperthir.

EXTENDED WEAR

$49
• SonJTiate II

QQ ' Bauschflf LombO S«rt««
• Ain«ncaji Hydron Zaro 4

REO e© • DurMoft III

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
•Price Includes your
choice of a frame from
our Paehlon' Collection
with prascripuon lenses
There is never an extra
charge for plaatlc. photo
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses
•SINQLE VISION Non Cataract Lenses

$39
Visit FOR EYES OFHCAL COMPANY.
It might be the most Inyportant lessonyou learn today.

(or Eves
IKeeping Values in Sight. I

Prlolng Does Not Include Vye Exams

LOS ANOELCft-i9?7.^Meslw(xx) Bivti
1

'
•? Biks So ot Sania M<yiica

(313)474.0S22

TARZANA- ^B724 Ventura Blvd

.1 B)ks Wtfs\ ot Reseda
(•IS) 70S-4020

PASAOENA-f oomiti Rosffmeafl Center
3619 t Foothill Blvd

(•1S)3St MtS
TOfinAMCE-M<«Adow Parli Plata
22813 Hawttwrne B«vd

(213) 37S.0342

eCopiMlftt 1M ForEvwO0K»Co

^
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UVRGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS •'

on ly $7.
99+2 FREE

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

16 OZ. SODAS :
after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian m

bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

500 DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

840 Hilgard Avenue
UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

208-5015

FEAST OF THE ASCENSION
THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1990

MilJA*i

•JiEL.

î^fiihtrl

Vw
Snorner

^4^^eeate

MASSES:

SUNDAY MASSES:

12:10 p.m. Ackerman 2nd floor lounge
5:15 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel

7:30 p.m. University Catholic Center

8:30 a.m. University Catholic Center
10:30 a.m. University Catholic Center
4:30 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel

(Strathmore & Gayley)

7:30 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel
9:30 p.m. University Catholic Center

member of the university religious conference

u

BIG

PICTURE
Ask for the
KODALUX

f •

A great service that gives bigger bolder, beautiful color prints. Our
4" X 6" prints are a full 37% larger than standard-size prints. So you
get more image to enjoy out of every picture. Next time you bring in

a roll of film, ask for KODALUX MAGNAPRINT35.

Also, ask about MAGNAPRINT35 Service made from your
favorite color slides.

Kodalux

1^

Tliis columnist comes
out ahead by a nose

"A nd down the

home stretch

they come!"
The most exciting few

moments in sports can be
heard in the frantic voice of
the track announcer and can
be seen as several thour-

oughbreds dash for the

striped marker.

The Sport of Kings has
evolved into the excitement
of the masses. Even with
the evolution of the sport

from the aristocracy to the

proletariat, the tradition of
the sport remains.

The folklore of horse
racing can be seen in the

rose-laccd floral trophy pre-

sented to the winning horse,

in the mint juleps at Chur-
chill Downs, and in the

hymns of "My Old Ken-
tucky Home" and "Mary-
land, My Maryland."

There are those who
^

argue that Hors« racing k
not a decent sport. Gam-
bling is a vice and Ut|^ sport
is cruel to the animals, say
the detractors. This can be

_countcred by accepting that

-legitimate gambling is a

necessary vice and that the

horses are adequately taken
care of when the appropriate
regulations arc imposed
upon the horse-racing indus-
try.

Viewer's of Saturday's

Preakness Slakes were
treated to an absolutely

incredible race. Kentucky
Derby winner Unbridled
came from dead last to

overtake Mr. Frisky for the
lead down the stretch run
on the outside—only to be
overtaken on the inside by
Summer Squall at the finish.

What is it with Pimlico
that evokes such great

finishes among the three-

year-olds? Who could forget
last year's Preakness when
Sunday Silence and Easy

Front Row

Goer were exactly nose-to-^
nose during the entire

stretch? Sunday Silence was
determined the winner by a
mere inch in the revealing
photo. It was the greatest
finish in horse racing that I

can ever remember. TTie 25
seconds that it took for the

two horses to gallop the

stretch unquestionably quali-

fies as one of the most
exciting momcnis in sports

history.

In addition to pure excite-

ment, one can not overlook
the economic value of horse
racing. Where else can one
wager two dollars (the mini-
mum bet) and get so much
pure pleasure and excitation?
Even if you don't win your
two bills back, you get
more than your share of
thrilling entertainment.

Using this strategy, one
could wager two dollars per
race per racing day and
only lose the maximum
amount of about $20 (not
including parking, admittance
or racing form fees). This is

equivalent to a ticket to a

Richard
Marcus
football game. However, at

a football game, the fans in

the stadium are not as

actively involved with the

event as are horse racing

fans in the grandstands.

But beware, don't count
on lining your pockets, with
gold when you visit the

track. It's one thing to make
one's heart pump with

excitement, it's another thing

to pick a winner. When 1

was an usher at the summer
horse races at the Sonoma
County's fair four year's

ago, everybody had a win-
ning formula: don't pick a

horse that's shining because
it's sweating; don't pick a
horse with raps on its front

legs but do pick one with
raps on its back legs; pick
a horse strictly according to

the jockey at the equine's
helm; a horse with a long
tail is a good bet, etc.

Even the bugler, whom I

often got inside tips from,
was frequently off in his

"information."

Me, I like to wager via

more superstitious avenues
such as the horse's name or

"number (i.e., lucky number
seven). It all stems back
from the time that an elder-

ly couple gave me a daily-

double ticket for a tip.

Because 1 was 19, the

couple bought me a ticket

with the No. 1 in the fourth

and No. 9 in the fifth. No.
1 was a 12-1 shot and No.
9 was a 14-1 chance.
Wouldn't you know it, but
both of my horses won by
a sliver, making me $230.(X)
wealthier. Ever since then
I've wagered and rooted for

the underdog when it comes
to the ponies.

Loyal to the long shot,

I've lost money in the past

two Kentucky Derbies, vic-

tim to two horses with

swell names: 55-1 chance
Clevor Trevor last year

(13th) and 12-1 Thirty-Six-

Red this year (10th).

So what if I'm a little

lighter in the wallet, I'm a
little bit more spiritually

content with the excitement
that I gained watching my
horses finish in the back of
the pack.

«

id.A
\

99

Bruin Radio
530 AM

.9 Century Cable FM
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Ducks took title at Pao-lOs,
but Bruins liad tlieir moments
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Tljis weekend's Pac-10 men's
track championships saw the Ore-

gon Ducks remove the brides-

maid's veil that had hung over

them for the past three seasons and
replace it with a victory laurel.

With an 89-point performance

on the first day, including indivi-

dual victories in five of the seven

finals on Saturday, the Ducks were
well on the way to an eventual

141 -point final total as night hit

Husky Stadium in Seattle on

Sunday.

Due in part to the strong Oregon
effort and a host of injuries, the

three-time defending champion
Bruins weren't able to mount any

type of sustained challenge. In the

end, UCLA finished third with 98
points, with Washington Slate

vaulting into second with 104.

"We had the type of team that

could score 140 points before our

injuries," said head coach Bob
Larsen. "It doesn't hurt as much to

lose to a team that went out and
demonstrated that they deserved

the victory.

"They (Oregon) have been
frustrated with the past years," he

added. "They have had problems
putting out good first days and \ye

have had great meets, but this lime,

they were ready from the start."

Even though the Bruin's final

standing was lower than expected,

tJierc were quite a few individual

performances that exceeded
expectations.

On Saturday, senior co-captain

Victor Saniamaria needed to run a

tactical race in order to place high

in the 10,000 meters. The final

product was impeccable in execu-

See TRACK, page 28 Steve Lewis

MacLemi injured in

scuffle at tryouts

DAILY BRUIN FILE

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

UCLA sophomore Don Mac-
Lean suffered multiple frac-

tures in his left cheektJone in an
altercation with a University of

Colorado player at the U.S.

national basketball team trials

Sunday night in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.

Shaun Vandiver, a 6-10,

240-pound senior center,

reportedly walked up to Mac-
Lean in the lockcrr{X)m after a

scrimmage and the two
exchanged words. Vandiver
then hit the 6-10, 220-pound
MacLean once. MacLean did

not retaliate.

., During the scrimmage, Mac-
Lean and Vandiver had llirown

elbows at each other in what
was descrit)ed by sources as a

"physical" game.
Vandiver reportedly apolo-

gized to MacLean Tuesday
morning.

MacLean did not return calls

made by The Daily Bruin by

press time Tuesday, while
Vandiver was unable to be

reached.

After the incident, Vandiver

was dismissed from the learn

U-ials, being conducted by Duke
head coach Mike Krzy/.cvvski.

MacLean left voluniaril\ lo

have his check examined by his

personal doctor; The injur\' can

only be healed through rest,

sources said, and MacLean will

See MacLEAN, page 27

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 19?! UCLA Alum

Do you want

your business

to

9

Advertise.
825-2161

During GRADUATION Stay At

Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites

FEATURING
Kitchenette suites

$84-$94
$10/extra person

toFTQPPsl
COMPLIMENTARY
Continental Breakfast

Heated Pool w/garden patid Shuttle Service to

Color TV. UCLA &. Westwood
f'^rking

^,^1

10587 Wllshire Boulevard, Westwood ^ .

2 1 3/474-35 1 1 or 800/44-HOTEL ' ^"^ ^

>^i

7^

UNIVERSITY & ACADEMIC
^ PRESSES BOOKFAIR-

MONDA^^, MAY 21 -FRIDAY, MAY 25
ACKERiVIAN UNION WEST PATIO & INSIDE BOOKSTORE

Save 20% off all titles from these

L participating publishers in the

Technical Book Dept.

FREE PIZZA
TO CELEBRATE OUR
GRAND OPENING!

Receive a complimentary pi/za

with any walk in purchase of

equal or greater value. Offer

is good any Sunday Thursday

for the re-st of the year!,

FAST FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $6.00 Purchase-

i^^ERsrrY

PRESS

MlT

"TTR-

(g[M]

11925 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Sun-Thurs

llam-1 1pm
Fri-S^t

llam-12Mid

479-6690

PRESS

UCLA A S U C L A STUDENTS' S T RTE
Technical Books/B-Level Ackerman Union/825-771 1/M-Th 7:45-7:30: F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5. Sun 12-5
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National favorite on top of tlie worid

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Trade Millett won both the discus and the shotput this

weekend at Pac-10s and is top-ranked going into NCAAs.

By Jay Ross
Contributor

After winning two weight
events at the Pac-10 finals last

weekend, Tracie Millett sat on top

of the world. But before she left the

stadium to bask in her newly
attained glory, Millett had one
more thing to do.

Wave.
On her way to the exit, Millett

turned around in the southwest

corner of the track. Millett's

parents stood in the last row of the

lower tier on the 50-yard line, and
the champ gave a wave of the hand
and a huge smile.

"It's so amazing just to be here.

My dad used to have season tickets

for (University of Washington)
Husky games, and we would sit

right there.** Milieu said, pointing

to the closed endzone of Husky
Stadium. "I can't believe that I just

won two events, and I'm going to

nationals as the favorite in two
events. It's such an incredible

feeling."

For Millett, the Seattle meet
marked the culmination of 12
months of intense training for the

weight events. Going into the shot

put competition, the champ felt

nervous, but she began to concen-
trate and her throws took off.

"I felt pretty solid and the shot

was going further than it had in the

past," Millett said. "I was pretty

excited to sec the ball go that far in

warm-ups when I wasn't event
throwing that far. I knew good
things would come. . . It just

matters how you feel on any given

day. I put in all that hard work, and
then I got my rhythm going."

In the first round, Millett

received a strong challenge to her

Pac-10 dominance. Georgette
Reed of Washington State hurled
one attempt 51-113/4, which beat
Millett's previous best by less than
an inch. Millett knew that she
would need a lifetime-best throw
to win, but like a true champ, she

confidently nose to the challenge.

"With Georgette throwing
51— 11. . . I knew I had to (get a)

p.r. (personal record) to win. I

knew that I had a job to do," Millett

said.

When her time came, Millett

launched a rocket. The toss

streaked past Reed's challenge.

See MILLETT, page 27

THE UPRISING IS AT UCLA !

Thursday, May 24

7:00 pm
Dodd 146

THE PALESTINIAN UPRISING:
30 Months Later

a panel discussion

- "1

Friday, May 25

2:30 pm
North Campus 22

WOMEN OF THE INTIFADA
f

a slide show & lecture by

Shema Gluck
Professor of Oral History, CSULB

T*-

Friday, May 25

7:00 pm - midnight

Dickson Auditorium 1260

A Concert Celebration

!

/

in, Solidarity with

Palestinian Youth
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Athletes of theWeek

Paul Ellis

As the proud owner of some
very impressive stats, Paul

F.llis has once again pro-

vided his teammates and fans with

exceptional play. On Saturday, he
blasted a grand slam home run

against UNLVs Hustlin* Rebels.

With his four-run swing, ElUs

boosted his RBI total to 81 and
broke Steve Hilsey*s single-season

UCLA RBI record set in 1987. The
three-year record was sure to fall,

as Ellis has been producing runs all

season while building a .355

batting average.

Ellis' slam Saturday also
brought his home run total to 28,

which is just one shot short of tying

Jim Auten's 1979 UCLA record.

Ellis has shown his power through-

out the year by leading the nation

in home runs while taking second
in RBI.

With 28 homers for Ellis, only

Auten and Mark McGuire have
ever hit more in a single season.

Ellis is indeed dangerous, an* the

opposing pitchers know it. He
leads the team in walks, because

many pitchers are afraid to throw
him strikes.

In recognition for an outstand-

ing season, Ellis was recently

named co-Player of the Year by the

.coaches of the Pac-10 Southern

UCLA Sports Information

Paul Ellis

Baseball Junior

Division. As a junior, Ellis will be

eligible for the professional draft

this summer and his stock should

be quite high, so it looks like this

will be his last season in a Bruin

uniform.

—Matt Y/skyman

Has .355 batting average and leads

nation with 28 home runs.

One of the top five in the nation with

81 RBIs.

UCLA Sports Information

Tracie Millett

Women's Track Junior

Broke Steve Hilsey's 1 987 UCLA
RBI record with his first-ever

collegiate grand-slam home run.

Needs only one more home run to tie

Jim Austin's 1979 record of 29

homers.

Won the Pac-10 title in the discus and
shot last weekend.

Set personal bests in the shot and
discus with marks of 53-9 3/4 and
190-2 respectively.

Last year advanced to the NCAA meet
in all three weight events (shotput,

discus, javelin).

Placed third in the NCAA discus for

the past two years as a Freshman and
Sophomore.

Tracie Millett

Seattle, Washington set the

stage for the women's Pac-

10 track and field champion-
ships, but it was UCLA's Tracie

Millett who stole the show. She
dominated on Saturday and Sun-
day in the weight events and
helped propel the UCLA women to

yet another conference title.

On Saturday, Millett stepped

into the ring to set a personal

record in the shot put with a mark
of 53-9 3/4. Her effort was strong

enough to win the event, with

Washington Stale's Georgette
Reed, Millett's closest competitor,

almost two feet behind.

Millett produced a second all-

time best on Sunday with her

performance in the discus. She
won her second Pac-10 event with

a toss that sailed just over 1 90 feet.

Last year she advanced to the

NCAA meet to take third in the

discus.

Millett teamed up well with her

fellow throwers on Saturday.

Combined, the Bruins tallied 15

points in the shot, which accounted

for nearly half of the team's first-

day points.

As a freshman, Millett came in

as a three-time prep AU-American
and placed third in the NCAA
discus in both her freshman and

sophomore years. Last year she

also advanced to the NCAA in the

javelin and the shot put—Matt Wayman

.-

CLOSED AND CLOSING
%

As of May 21, the following courses were either closed or near closing:

Sponsored by iHe MusCim Students J^ssociativn ofZlCLJ^
• funded by CPC of PAB

v*

Course

Chemistry 1 1A (ois. i)

Chemistry IIB (oisz)

ChemllBL(l)
ChemllBL(2)
ChemllCL(l)
Design 35A , I « '

Limit Enrolled

Closed

Closed

24 22

Closed^

Closed

Closed

Course

Nursing 1 92 { 1

)

Nursing 1 92 (2)

Nursing 193

Russian 10 (1)

Spanish 2A >,

Spanish 3A 1

Limit Enrolled

Closed

Closed

27

15

25

25

21

11

24
.*•'-

23
-^ »

ister
\
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Sports
UCLA turns around and heads out alone

Jason Netter and Mark Knowles will try to better their luck in individuals.

Bruins get serious and liope

to Flasii past Kent State

ily Bruin

Netters try their

luck on their own
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS — After

having hopes and dreams of

clinching the NCAA men's team
title shattered, the No. 2-ranked

Bruins will have another chance to

prove their dominance against the

nation's finest in the NCAA
individual tournament, beginning

today.

In the singles sphere. Junior

Jason Netter, No. 30 in the nation,

will play his first-round match
against No. 62-ranked Matthias

Mueller of Nebraska, while
UCLA's Mark Knowles, holding

the No. 83 position in the polls,

will face LSU's Johan Millbrink.

Knowles is entering individual

competition with a record of 15-9

m dual matches and 31-14 ovcralF

in match play. And the Bruin's

experience on the pro circuit will

prove to be a great advantage to

See NETTERS, page 30

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

The UCLA sofiball team will

look to receive a warm Howdy in

Oklahoma tonight, as it opens the

1990 College World Series against

the Kent State University Flashes

(47-3).

The No. 1 -ranked Bruins will be
defending their championship title

for the second consecutive year.

No team in the history of NCAA
Softball has won three straight

titles.

While UCLA advanced to the

tournament with easy wins (2-0,

4-0) over Northern Iowa last

weekend, Kent State faced a pair

of tough opponents in its regional

contest. A 3-0 win over the Oregon
Ducks (who beat the Bruins earlier

this season) and a 5-3 downing of
Ohio State sent the Rashes on their

way.

UCLA head coach Sharron
Backus will march the Bruins into

the post-season loumamcni with
unquestionably the strongest
pitching rotation in the country.

Two-time All-Amcrican and
three-lime Pac-10 Player of the

Year Lisa Longaker (19-1) is the

only senior on the staff and will get

the Stan in game one. The Bruins
also maintain a bumper crop of
young talent in their three out-

standing freshmen—Heather
Compton, Lisa Femandez, and
DeDe Weiman.
As for the remainder of the

tournament. Backus is preferring

to wait to find out their opposition

before selecting a rotation.

"(Our pitcher) will depend on
who we play," the Bruin coach
explained. "I'll look at what they

like to hit, and what kind of

pitching they have faced."

At the plate, UCLA has thrived

on the big bats of centerfielder

Yvonne Gutierrez (.393), infielder

Kerry Dicnelt (.290). and Lisa

Femandez (.308).

The key to Bruin success,

according to Backus, will be taking

advantage of each scoring oppor-

tunity.

"When we get (leadoff hitter)

Shanna (Flynn) on it really ignites

us," Backus said. "If we can get her

to second with Gutierrez and
Fernandez coming up» that's

almost an automatic run."

A strong offensive team, the

Flashes should present a challenge

for the Bruin pitching staff. Boast-

ing an impressive .301 team
average, Kent State has scored five

or more runs 21 times this year,

crossing the plate a season- high 18

times against George Mason Uni-

versity in April.

Pauline Maurice has put on a

hitting clinic for the Flashes,

batting .421 with five triples, while

Katie Joyce and Gina Ruggerio
have both added .331 averages to

the lineup.

The Flashes have also hit for

See SOFTBALL, page 30 Shanna Flynn and the Bruins take on Kent State today.

Trivia Time—,-

So, punk— do you feel lucky . . . punk? Well
if you do, why not try your best at this week's
u-icky two-part trivia question. First of all, who is

the man pictured at the left? Secondly, what
prestigious Pac-10 zebra rcferecd the NCAA
Championship game. Hint: It wasn't Trevor's
and Harrick's best friend. Call the Bruin
(x52095) if your the Dirty Harry Punk of the Day.

The Glue Factory
Who was the last Triple Crown winner? Don't

be so quick to bet your hard earned money on
former BoSox star Ted Williams, who just

happens to be the best pure hitler of all-time. The
answer is Rich Marcus, and if you don't

understand why, don't worry. Nobody else does.

Just read his weekly column and save your green.

^ See page 32

Miiiett leads ciiarge —
UCLA thrower Tracie Millet was on top of the

Pac-10 when she won two events at the

conference finals last weekend. Now Millett will

be reaching to new heights as she leads the Bruins

into NCAAs on a quest for a national title.

See page 34
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Program offers

classes in D.C.

Students who wish to work in

Washington, D.C. during fall

quarter while taking classes

with UCLA professors have
until May 29 to apply for a

program offered by UCLA's
Center for American Politics

and Public Policy.

Fifteen students will be cho-

sen and placed in internships

relevant to their studies. They
will work at least 24 hours per

week and develop a project

which incorporates what they

learn in their internship and
their courses. Academic credit

will be given based on the scope
of each participant's project.

Applications may be
obtained from Bunche 9349.

Inside

to appear soon

A student-run research jour-

nal, "Issues in Applied Ling-

uistics," is slated to appear on
campus June 1.

See page 9

Viewpoint

Women and
education

The women of Mills College

are celebrating the right to be

educated in a freer, single-sex

atmosphere.

See page 25

Arts & Entertainment

Back to
the theaters

Marty, we've missed you! A
& E spotlights the soon to be

released *Back to the Future
• Part lir by profiling screenw-

riter Bob Gale and actor Tom
Wilson.

See page 27

Sports

Take me out to

the ball game
The boys and girls of summer

are heating up a little eariicr this

year, with both softball and

baseball in post-season play.

See page 56

Thursday
May 24, 1990

students hold vigil by Beta house
Some call for

disaffiliation of

Beta Theta Pi

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Chanting "No more Betas!" and
"Down with the Greelgs!" about
150 students marched in a candle-

light vigil from Westwood Plaza to

the front of Beta Theta Pi fraternity

Wednesday night, protesting

allegedly racist and sexist frater-

nity theme parties.

"El pueblo! Unido! Jamds seri

vencido! (The people! United!

Will never be defeated!)" the

marchers shouted in Spanish as

they streamed toward the Beta

house.

Meanwhile, about 20 fraternity

members stood on the hill below
Dyksira Ha ll across from the Bet

house, watching as the group
moved past the intersection's

stoplight.

"They're bitter and I don't think

they have anything to be bitter

about," said Pat Blackburn, a

member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity. "Nobody's throwing

racist parties . . . (The vigil is)

nothing that should be taken

seriously."*

Five years ago, the Gayley and
Strathmore intersection swelled

with 5(X) protesters who marched
in front of the Beta house to

demonstrate peacefully against

WEERSINGyOaily Brum

Lloyd Monserratt addresses a crowd of about 150 people in front of the Beta Theta Pi frater-

nity house at Gayley and Strathmore Wednesday evening.

that fraternity's "Tequila Sunrise"

party, which they said mocked
Mexican culture.

At Wednesday's march against

Beta's "Sunrise" party, demon-
strators gathered in front of the

fratemity's house at the height of a

two-hour vigil. While a group of

about 50 other fraternity members
stood on a lawn across from Beta,

speakers blended calls for a Chica-

no Studies department with
remarks against the "ignorance" in

the Greek system.

If UCLA had a better Chicano
Studies major, said MEChista
Mando Franco, parlies like the

"Sunrise" would not occur. "You
will be educated. We are the

future," he told fratcmity mem-

bers.

Some fraternav member^'
crossed the street to-lhc Beta house

to listen to the speakers, whose

candles flickercxl as they urged

members of the Greek system to t>e

more sensitive to people's cul-

tures.

See VIGIL, page 15

Plan to build UCLA generator deflated
By Kathy Lo

Staff Writer

Several community leaders

charge that UCLA's plan to build a

generator — designed to provide

the campus with air conditioning,

electricity and refrigeration —
would add to the university's water

consumption, air pollution and

toxic waste.

The university has proposed to

build a cogeneration plant to chill

16,(X)0 tons of water to air condi-

tion south campus buildings and

refrigerate research rooms. The

Westwood residents fear increases

in air pollution, waste ofwater
generator would also serve as a

42.8 megawatt plant to provide

electricity for the entire campus.

Mark Home of UCLA Capital

Programs said Wednesday that the

generator would allow the univer-

sity to produce its own electricity

rather than buy it from the Depart-

ment of Water and Power.

But at a public hearing Tuesday
night, critics said the plant, which

is part of UCLA's 1990 Long
Range Development Plan (LRDP),
would increase air pollution in an

already smog-plagued city.

"This project represents the

insertion of a major new source for

air pollution. This is three-and-a-

half times the health-based legal

threshold for a stationary source-

based air pollution. What I want lo

know is how (UCLA) has legal

authority to ignore Federal Air

Quality regulations," said UCLA
Professor Laura Lake, who heads

the community group Friends of

Westwood.
According to the Draft Environ-

mental Impact Report for the

South Campus Central Chiller/

Cogeneration Project, university

developments will comply with

the South Coast Air Quality

Management District's regula-

tions, which follow the 1989 Air

Quality Management Plan and the

See HEARING, page 12

Proposals to increase UC eligibility among blacks

Task force recommends more

transfer, pre-coUege programs
By Sandra Hernandez

Contributor

Private and public institutions

need to find solutions to the

problems that contribute lo low

eligibility rates among African-

American students for admission

to ihe University of California,

according to a report recently

released by a UC task force.

The Task Force on Black Stu-

dent Eligibility, a committee of

faculty and administrators from

eight UC campuses, was estab-

lished in 1986 to identify the

factors that contribute to the low

rales of African Americans eligi-

r

ble to pursue a higher education.

Among iLs findings, the task

force reponal a need lor pre -col-

lege programs to encourage Afri-

can-American students, faculty

mentors at the university level,

successful transfer programs from
community colleges and education

programs beginning in ejemeniary

school.

The task force met with the UC
Board of Regents this month to

discuss its recommendatiorrs to

help increase admission for Al'ri-

can-American studenis.

In^l986 the eligibility rale of

African-American high school

graduates in California was 4..*i

1986 UC Eligibility Rates

These numbers represent ihe

percentages of high school graduates

in various ethnic groups who meet the

UC system's admission standards:

African American 4.5

Chicano/Latino 5.0

White 15.8

Filipino '19.4

Asian American ' 32.8

total average 14.2

SOURCE UC Office of Admissions
and Outreach

DANIELLE EUBANK/Daily Brum

percent, compared to 3.5 percent in

1983, accordmg to the rept)ri. On
the average, 14.1 percent of high

school graduates meet the require-

ments.

One task force recommendation
was the development of pre -col-

lege programs to prepare and
motivate students to complete iherr

high school education, said

Edmond J. Keller, executive

director of the task force and

political science professor at

UCLA. In predominantly Afri-

can-American sch(X)ls, less than

10 percent of the graduates com-
plete the required courses needed

for UC eligibility, he said.

Because African-American stu-

dents living below the jxiverty

level arc concentrated in urban

school (lis trie Ls with poor resour-

ces, the task force also proposed

the development of community-

based programs. "Parental
involvement is critical as well as

having tutors on a one-to-one

basis. This improves (the stu-

See TASK FORCE, page 14
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TODAY. THURSDAY. MAY ?A
•Campus Events - mms

-"Crimes and AAlsdemeanors" - 7:00pm
-"Roger 6^ Me" - 9:00pm
-AGB

•Undergrad Business Society

-Entrepreneur Night

-6:00pm
-ACSM 1234

•Muslim Student Association

-A Panel Discussion

-7:00pm
-Dodd 146

•Central America Education Committee
-Women of Central America: films and speakers

-6:00pm
-Haines 39

•Campus Events

-Angels with Dirty Faces

-Noon
-Westwood Plaza

•ISA

Open iMHise will be
held

1

-Cross Cultural conracr Meeting
-12 - Ipm. AU 2412 .

-5 - 6pm. AU 3516
•Expo Center

-Internships and Summer Employment for 1991
-12 - 1pm
-Expx) Center. A-213 Ackerman Union

FRIDAY. MAY IS
• Campus Events

- World Peace Posse
- Noon
- Westwood Plaza

SUNDAY. MAY 77
•Cultural Affairs <'

-jazz Festival *

-1 lam - 6 pm
-North Athletic Field

TUESDAY. May 22
•UCLA Student Research Program

-"Parmerships In Language"
-3 - 6pm
-UCLA Faculty Center. California Room

From staff reports

UCLA alumni groups are spon-

soring an open house for all

graduating seniors from 4 to 7 p.m.

today in the James West Alumni
Center.

Organizers said the event, the

first of its kind, will allow gra-

duating students to socialize, net-

work and explore possible

continued involvement with
UCLA.
"We want it to be personal,"

Jocelin Macaraeg, program coor-

dinator for student alumni rela-

tions of the Alumni Association

said. Alumni association officers

"will be walking around" to speak

to the seniors.

Alumni Association Executive

for seniors
Director John Kobara, current

President Sherrill Luke and
incoming President Ralph Ochoa
will be present

Representatives from the spon-

soring alumni groups will set up
tables to give information on
activities.

Complimentary food and drink
will be available.

Other sponsors include the

UCLA American Indian Alumni
Association, Asian Pacific Alumni
of UCLA, UCLA Black Alumni
Association, Lambda Alumni of

UCLA, UCLA Latino Alumni
Association, Student Alumni
Association Senior Class Cabinet
and UCLA Young Alumni Net-
work.

Clarification:
A story that ran in the Daily Bruin on May 3 did not intend to imply
that contracts with assistant professors, who are non-tenured faculty,

have been broken. In addition, no contracts were broken as a result of
the unexpected hiring of additional permanent faculty, the university

said.
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•UCLA Hunger Project

-Home-Aid Week
-May 29 - June 1

-Campus Wide
•Student Welfare Commission

-Positions Available

-Application Deadline: May 28
•Campus Events

-MardI Gras '91 Executive Director

-Applications Callable
-Campus Events Office 300-A Kerckhoff

—•Campus Events

-The Spencer Tracey Award featuring Michael Douglas
-Wednesday, May 30th
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Wealthier minorities entering UC, study says
May indicate increasing

problems for disadvantaged

Average Parental Income of Undergrads in '88 Dollars

By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

A recent UC report indicating

that the average parental income of

underrcpresented students has

risen dramatically in the last three

years is raising concerns that fewer

students from disadvantaged back-

grounds are currently able to enroll

in the university for financial

reasons.

According to the UC Report on
Student Financial Support, the

average parental income of under-

graduates over the last three years

in 1988 dollars has risen only 5.3

percent for whites, but 22.1 per-

cent for Asian Americans, 19.1

percent for African Americans,

and 12.3 percent for ChicanoA-ati-

nos.

"Richer students are coming
into the university," said UC
Student Association Vice Presi-

dent Lloyd Monserratt, who dis-

cussed the report and its

implications with other students at

last weekend's UCSA meeting in

Santa Barbara.

"In broad terms, we're seeing an

increasingly wealthy student body.
The parental income is going up in

leaps and bounds and that's after

1985 1988 % Increase

Asian American $38,407 $46,885 22.1

African American $33,913 $40,393 19.1

Chicano/Latino $32,455 $36,444 12.3

White $55,299 $58,230 5.3

SOURCE: UC Office of the President

factoring out inflation," said Lee
Buttcrfield, UCSA associate
director.

Butterfield argued that such a

change has a simple economic
explanation. *Thc amount it costs

to go to the university in constant

dollars is going up a lot," he said.

"It's harder for students to go lo

school if they don't have the

money and financial aid docs not

cover the gap."

Hazy shade of spring

Horacia Roque (third year, psychology) relaxes next to Moore Hall.

ELLIS GHODSIAN

Bye Konrad:
Former graduate government

president discuses future plans

By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

Perched atop a desk with his

legs crossed and sleeves rolled up,

Konrad Huntley contemplates the

future.

"It's really going to be strange

— that is about the only way I can

describe it," said "the father of

graduate government," as his

colleagues call him. "1 mean I have

walked in (my office) every day of

my life for the past three years."

After three years in graduate

government — two as president

and one as external vice president

— Huntley leaves the organization

a stronger and more respected

institution.

'ThereTs a very healthy respect

for graduate government among
the adminisu^ation," said Assistant

Chancellor John Sandbrook. "That

respect has certainly grown since

Konrad began."

"Konrad has given such high

visibility and credibility to gradu-

ate government," said Tony Gar-

cia, graduate government adviser.

"This is obvious through the

attention the administration has

Konrad Huntley

given to the issues Konrad has

brought to them."

Oarcia cited lx)th the mandatory
health insurance and family stu-

dent housing issues as situations

that "never would have been

solved as quickly without Kon-

S6e HUNTLEY, page 15

DANIELLE EUBANK/Daily Brum

According to the report, the cost

in constant dollars of attending the

University of California has risen

by $1,650 in the past eight years.

The average amount of financial

aid received by students who
demonstrate need has only risen by
$453 during the same period. "If

you are a poor student, you have to

come up with 1,200 more dollars"

than was necessary before, Buttcr-

field said.

According to the UC's own
statistics, 38 percent of all under-

graduates receive financial sup-
port, while 65 percent of students

from underrcpresented groups
receive aid.

This indicates that underrcpre-

sented groups are the ones that can

be most adversely affected by
rising university costs without a

corresponding increase in aid.

*The University of California is

supposed to be a gateway to

opportunity for all. When we make
it expensive that promise is

revoked," said Buttcrfield. "It's

really scary. It's really bad."

Buttcrfield said he sees no way
of reversing the trend. Such a

change would require the state to

raise revenues and he said such a

move is unlikely.

Women and minorities

in iaw discussed at AGB
By Grace Choy
Contributor **Most people assume

that English — or

theater arts if you
tribute to

"
a huge increase in the wan t to b

Flexibility in admittance and

media portrayals of lawyers con-

number of people applying to law

schools," said Alan Rothenbcrg,

president of the State Bar of

California, on Wednesday.
Addressing UCLA students in

Ackerman Union's second floor

lounge, Rothenbcrg discussed his

suppositions surrounding the

increased interest along with the

roles of women and minorities in

the legal profession:

Rothenbcrg said the direct cause

for the increasing number of

applicants is unknown, but one of

the contributing factors is that law

is one of "the most case-of-enU'y

professions."

'There is really no particular

major that you need to get into law

school," Rothenbcrg said. "The^
law welcomes all— music majors,

English . .
."

"Most people assume that

English — or Theater Arts if you
want to become a trial lawyer —
are the most preferred majors,"

continued Rothenbcrg with a

laugh, "but the fact of the matter is,

just work hard in whatever major
you're involved in if you want to

succeed."

Another reason for the increase

is that the legal profession has

recently been "most hospitable" to

women and ethnic minorities, he

said.

In past surveys conducted by the

State Bar, 82 percent of female

lawyers believed they had been

subjected to gender bias, but the

Stale Bar is working to improve

the rules of professional conduct
and disciplinary measures for

breaking these rules.

Rothenbcrg sees a turning tide

for women in the legal profession.

About 45 percent of tJie women
enrolled in American Bar Accre-

dited law schools are entering the

profession.

He said the reason why there are

only 20 percent of female lawyers

in California today is that "it's

making up for old statistics" from
the days of his law school years

where only three women and one
minority were in his class of 350.

Minorities currently comprise
less than 10 percent of California's

lawyers, Rothenbcrg said. He
considers this number "static" in a

time of soaring ethnic population

in the state.

"I fear for the profession if this

statistic continues into the year

2000 where the projected ratio of

€^^iue a

trial lawyer— are the

most preferred majors

. . . but the fact of

the matter is, just

work hard in whatev'

er major you're
involved in . .

."

Alan Rothenberg

population will be hugely ethnic,"

Rothenberg said.

The State Bar investigated the

problem and found that it was not a

problem of discrimination in the

testing process, but more a social

problem, he said.

The Commission on Minority

Access to the Legal Profession was
recently created to "develop some
ways to implement solutions," said

Bryan Fair, a lecturer at UCLA
Law School and co-director of the

law school's Academic Support

Program.

As one of the commission's 10

members. Fair said they will try to

find ways and money to iTDplcmcni

some suggested solutions such as

improving counseling at the pre-

law level.

Rothenbcrg, however, already

sees "a trend in the right direction"

because the first year law classes at

UCLA and UC Berkeley's law

schools comprised of about 45
percent women and about ^0
percent ethnic minorities.

As for other factors for.

increased enrollments in law

schools, Rothenberg thinks the

television show, "L.A. Law," has

had an impact.

"Most of us can laugh, but the

show has glamorized the profes-

sion," he said. And "on a capsul-

ized basis, it does give you a flavor

of what it's all about— the things

tha^ lawyers encounter."

He also mentioned that downcy-
cles in business correlate to an

increased number of applicants in

law and that the various possible

fields in the profession and the

educational value of attending law

school also draws people to the

profession.

As a sidelight, Rothenl>erg

mentioned some statistics released

in a trade journal this week from a

national survey titled, "A Measure
of Satisfaction."

>i
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Briefs

World

Soviets to v<yte on
economic reforms
MOSCOW— The government will lay

its future on the line in the Soviet Union's

first national referendum, in which voters

will consider a shift to a market economy
that could cost tens of millions of jobs,

officials said Wednesday.
The government believes it must have

clear public support before starting the

potentially destabilizing five-year reform

plan. First Deputy Premier Yuri Maslyu-

kov told a news conference.

*if the program is not approved, it is my
opinion the government should resign,"

Maslyukov said, referring to the Council

of Ministers led by Premier Nikolai I.

Ryzhkov.

It was unclear whether the public

would endorse the reforms, which would
double food prices Jan. 1, 1991, lead to

widespread closures of inefficient facto-

ries, and eventually allow private owner-

ship of most businesses.

E. Qennans demand
closure of Soviet base

NEURUPPIN, East Germany — Resi-

of this village are tired of the

screeching and thundering from the

Soviet military air base in their midst, and

they are waging a lively campaign to get it

closed.

A Soviet warplanc thai accidentally

dropped three bombs on a neighboring

village has added new fuel to the 2'/j -

year-old campaign, which has gone public

since the fall of East Germany's Com-
munist regime.

Thousands of demonstrators converged

at the airfield this week, and a protest

letter to Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev will soon be on its way.

"We think it*s shocking that despite

huge political changes, war is still being

waged over our town," said Pastor Heinz
Joachim Karau, who organized Monday's
protest of between 5,000 and 8,000
residents — estimates vary.

More than 7,200 people have signed a

petition demanding closure of the base in

Neuruppin, home to 22,000 people and
about an hour's drive northwest of Berlin.

Nation

Cost of S&L bailout

increases sliarpiy

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Bush
administration on Wednesday dramati-

cally boosted its estimate for rescuing the

savings and loan industry, saying the

government will need to borrow between

$90 billion and $130 billion to clean up
the S&L mess.

Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, in

an appearance before Congress, blamed
the slumping real estate market for

bloating what was ah-eady the largest

government bailout in history.

It was the first time the administration

has acknowledged what critics have been

contending for some time — that the

amount of money included in last yeaiY
massive S&L bailout bill wOuld notW
enough.

Steele prices incli

upward, set record
NEW YORK — Stock prices inched

ahead on the strength of some late buying

Wednesday, pushing the Dow Jones

industrial average to its third straight

record closing high.

Dow Jones's average of 30 blue chips

rose 4.03 to 2,856.26. extending its gain

over the last three sessions to 36.35 points.

Advancing issues and declines were

about evenly balanced in the overall tally

on the New York Stock Exchange, with

753 up, 739 down and 517 unchanged.

The Commerce Department reported

Wednesday morning that new factory

orders for durable goods fell 4. 1 percent in

April, providing a fresh sign of weakness

in the economy.

State

Five injured when
trucks, car collide

GILROY — Five people were injured

Wednesday morning after two big-rig

trucks collided on Pacheco Pass and a car

crashed into the wreck, the California

Highway Patrol reported.

Hector Gonzalez, 19, of Fresno, was

heading east on Highway 152 when he

lost control on a curve, jacknifed his big-

rig and struck a westbound truck, said

CHP Officer Ron Chaffee. Charles Hare,

38, of Chico, the driver of the westbound

truck, was not seriously injured.

Truong and a 29-day-old baby girl

passenger were evacuated by helicopter to

-SanJose Medical Cenler, where the infant

was in critical and unstable condition

when she went into surgery, said hospital

spokeswoman Christi Welter.

PUC OKs rate hikes

for heavy beeper use

SAN FRANCISCO — In a move to

increase the cost of drug-dealing and

perhaps other illegal uses, the state Public

Utilities Commission has approved a

Pacific Telesis subsidiary's rate schedule

that punishes unusually heavy users of

beeper telephone paging.

*'Heavy users overload the paging

system, delay service and raise costs so

that the low volume subscriber ends up at

a disadvantage,** the PUC said at a

commission meeting Tuesday.

Pactel Paging of California, a subsidi-

ary of Pacific Telesis, estimated the rate

change would affect less than 2 percent of

its subscribers, who record more than 500

pages a month. Less than 1 percent record

more than 1,000 pages a month.

For unlimited service, the basic change

calls for no added cost to service below

500 pages a month; 10 cents more per

page from 501-1,000 a month; and 50

cents more per page over 1,000 a month.

Local

Bradley replaces all

area coordinators

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley,

saying the jobs needed new blood, has

replaced and reassigned all four of his

area coordinators, the liaisons between

his office and areas of the city.

The replacements include:

Dodo Meyer, San Fernando Valley

coordinator since Bradley first took office

in 1973. She is being replaced by Richard

Alarcon, 36, who has worked for three

years in the office of Criminal Justice

Planning as a liaison for gang, graffiti and
drug-related programs.

South Central coordinator Tavis

Smiley, to be replaced by Gary Boze, 30.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Getting An Interview
Can Be Difficult-

Finding A Job
Can Be Worse*

CESE Can Help You!
Your resume can be seen by companies hiring in many diverse fields.

Only companies who are hiring will see your resume.

Your resume will continue to be seen by hiring companies into Fall '90.

— -"^

For a $25-00 fee

your resume will be
included in a

resume book seen
by prospective
employers.

Send $25>00 and resume to: CESE
RO- Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
Or Call:(213) 396^1591
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Home Aid Week aims to increase awareness of liomeiess
By Kamna Dhoka '

Contributor

The UCLA Hunger Project

hopes to dispel stereotypes of the

homeless and the hungry during

Home Aid Week which begins

Tuesday.

The week aims to increase

student awareness through films,

artwork, speakers, concerts and a

campus fast, organizers said.

.

**A lot of a student's knowledge
is based on stereotypes— the dirty

old man who is drunk," said

Jeannie Hwang, coordinator of the

project.

"People will be surprised (to

find out) who are homeless,"

Hwang said. "The face of the

homeless is changing. More cou-

ples are becoming homeless
because of lack of affordable

housing and lack of employment,"

Hwang said. She also said 30
percent of the homeless are war
veterans and that more children arc

also becoming a part of the

homeless.

"We are providing a variety of

events so (students) will have an

alternate way of learning about the

situation," Hwang said.

During spring, there is very little

attention on homelessncss, which

is highlighted around Thanksgiv-

ing and Christmas times, Hwang
said. But the problem "is not just a

seasonal thing," she said.

Students will have an opportun-

ity to "see what it is like lo go

hungry for a while," during Wed-
nesday's campus fast, Hwang said.

People can donate their lunch

money to one of the 14 stations that

will be set up around campus. Last

year, the campus fast raised

$1,000.

Students can also donate clo-

thing and blankets during a clothes

drive Thursday at a noon concert.

One and a half tons of clothes were

donated last year, according lo

Hwang, and they hope to raise

even more this year.

The noon concert on Thursday

Home Aid Week Calendar of Events

TUESDAY, MAY 29 Ackerman Lounge (Second Floor)

11 a.m.-4 p.m. Films: "Powerless" and "In the Wee Wee Hours"

All Day Paintings and Photographs

Noon Performance: The Los Angeles Poverty Dept.

3:00 p.m. Homeless Writers Coalition

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30 Ackerman Lounge

11 a.m.-l p.m. Speaker Forum

2 p.m. - 4 p.m. "Donate Your Lunch Money" Fundraiser and campus fast

THURSDAY, MAY 31 Westwood Plaza

Noon Clothesdrive and volunteer opportunities faire

Free concert featuring Mojo Nixon and his Liberation Army

will feature Mojo Nixon and his

Liberation Army at Westwood

Plaza. Students will also be able to

sign up for volunteer work aiding

the homeless.

All donations will be given to

the Westside Food Bank, the

Ocean Park Community Center

and St. Joseph's Center, all located

in the Los Angeles area. "They are

Visiting professor attemiits different approach to stereotypes

excellent agencies and we really

support what they arc doing,"

Hwang said.

Other organizations participat-

ing in Home Aid Week are the

YWCA, the Community for

Resource Center, Concerned
Faculty, the Committee for Juda-

ism and Social Justice, and frater-

nities and sororities.

"People can make a real differ-

ence from legislature," Hwang
said. *The government needs to

know we are concerned, and there

needs to be a change."

The Hunger Project, which has

its office on campus, also works

throughout the year to help home-

less people. It works with home-

less people one-on-one to refer

them to agencies and provide

support, and is involved with the

Soup Kitchen, which provides

food for the hungry and homeless.

Hwang said many of the people

who go there have a home, but

don't have the economic means lo

support their needs.

Hwang said that the volunteers

at the Hunger Project have
increased because of events such

as Home Aid Week.

Richard Panganibanr^nother
coordinator of Hunger Project,

said, "The best I hope for is for

students to be inspired and make a

change."

By Katie Veltum

Contributor

Stereotypes judge people's

insides by exaggerated external

students with an opportunity to act

out their findings in dramatic

scenes.

Humorous sketches, designed to

uncover the human being behind

chafacterislics, and Ih6 aoiuliOA iS iho caricatures of An»o^ ami Amiy;

American characters in the major-

ity of film and television produc-

tions.

Stereotypical African-Ameri-

can characters appear in some of

ihg earliest films at tlie turn of tfac=

stereotyping were Amos and Andy
(Mario Wax and Devon Carbado)

popularized during the 1930s in

lx)th radio and television shows.

The audience learned that the

auion; in black face had bc^in wliitg:

not to ignore them but to look

closer, said visiting professor

Anna Deavere Smith Wednesday.
Her students had spent winter

quarter examining film, television

and stage stereotypes. "Beyond
Stereotypes of Race and Gender,"

sponsored by UCLA's Center for

Afro-American Studies, provided

Mammy and Prissy from "Gone
with the Wind;" Aunt Jemima, and

Step'n Fetchit, delighted the

Haines Hall audience. But the 30

or so people who gathered lo

witness the efforts of Smith's

students also experienced the

narrowness of vision that has

pervaded portrayal of African-

century. The stumbling, diso-

riented Step'n Fetchit (played

Wednesday by Olufemi Nicol)

was first seen in the 1930s eating

watermelon and stealing chickens

while he butchered the language

with his stuttering.

Two characters that shared

similar blatantly degrading racial

in the original radio show. Smith

places them in a scene with

Sapphire (Phyllis Fields) eating

her chicken and combread, smok-

ing cigars and playing cards with

their feet up on the table.

Sapphire, who tries hard to

appear middle-class, is made to

look ridiculous, not only because

white audiences couldn't conceive

of African Americans as anything

other than an underclass, but also

illustrating that this character has

bought the mainstream ideal

Smiili explained. =
"I sec the significance of exa-

mining stereotypes in that they not

only teach us something about

institutionalized racism, but each

stereotype represents a person, a

living, breathing spirit that we can

discover," Smith told the Daily"

Bruin.

UCLA
SESSIONS

CLOSED AND CLOSING
As of May 21, the following courses were either closed or near closing:

Course Limit Enrolled

Chemistry 11A (oisi) Closed

Chemistry IIB (Dis2) Closed

ChemllBL(l)
ChemllBL(2)
Chem llCL(l)

Design 35A ^

24 22

Closed ^

Closed

C16sed

Course

Nursing 192(1)

Nursing 192 (2)

Nursing 193

Russian 10 (1)

Spanish 2A
Spanish 3A

Limit Enrolled

Closed

Closed

27

15

25

25

21

11

24

23

Register Now!
%:%v»WaW-?^*j.v> 4 » « •v*WaVJ>j»:<:* •••••'*V4VA.v»m>.«:v*;*v»'4VaVj»,»>.% •'>v^-'»-"».».*.% * •* 1 %ft %*•
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USAC condemns Young's CALPIRG statements
Resolution alleges his comments

unfairly prejudiced check-off vote

By Greg Hayes

Staff Writer

Undergraduate government
condemned the chancellor Tues-

day night for his April statement

that he would not reinstate CAL-
PIRG*s negative check-off fee

even if a student vote supported it.

The resolution states that

Chancellor Charles Young has

"blatant disrespect for the student

elections process" and alleges that

his statements about his position

on the fee prevented a fair election.

Earlier this month, the CAL-
PIRG waivable fee initiative did

not receive the votes necessary for

student council to request Young
to consider reinstating the fee for

the statewide consumer and envir-

onmental lobby group.

But, of those who voted on the

initiative, a 53 percent majority

cast affirmative voles.

The council narrowly approved

the resolution by a 7-3-2 vote, with

president John Sarvey casting the

seventh vote to pass it. Two non-

student council members opposed
the resolution, but they could not

vote because undergraduates
approved the removal of non-stu-

dent council members* votes in the

same election.

"Ideally we would like to have

the fee stay on reg cards, but

realistically the chancellor will

probably do nothing," said Holly

Carrington, general representa-

tive-elect and UCLA CALPIRG's

chairwoman. "We want to send a

strong message and react to his

statement about the student vote."

"We certainly should be able to

ask the chancellor to abide by our

elections," said Executive Vice

President Maria Rabuy.

But voting against the resolu-

tion. Student Welfare Commis-
sioner Dean Poulakidas said, "It

seems like we are trying to change

our ballot results with this resolu-

tion. This ballot initiative was not

certified."

Administrative representative

Lyle Timmerman and faculty

representative Harry Vinters said

the resolution was inappropriate

and inaccurate. "It's just wrong,"

Vinters said.

'The real issue is the negative

check off fee — everyone knows
that. I don't think that one person

expressing his honest opinion on
an issue can taint a whole election

as this resolution suggests," Tim-

merman said.

'Timmerman is the chancellor's

right hand man and he'll say

anything to save face for him,"

Carrington told The Bruin after the

meeting. "Students want CAL-
PIRG here and that is what is really

important here."

Philanthropist says 'everybody can do something' to help society
By Maureen Thorn

Contributor

A well-known corporate philanthropist told

a group of students Tuesday that "just giving

handouts perpetuates poverty," which he said

can be eradicated through education.

Richard Riordan, a businessman involved in

"revitalizing" the Los Angeles Unified School

District (LAUSD), urged the students in the

audience "to break through the mysterious, and
seek out the various outreach programs.

"By getting involved you are protecting a

lifestyle for not only yourself but children,

including your own children," Riordan said.

His 30 years of civic involvement include

leadership roles in community service organi-

zations. Among them are the Los Angeles

Recreation and Parks Commission, United

Way, and various educational foundations and

children's organizations.

But his most recognized effort is The
Riordan Foundation, a nonprofit organization

whose programs aim to insure that disadvan-

taged children can read and write by the end of

the second grade.

"A bureaucrat can strangle a good program,"

Riordan said, and outlined three ways to deal

with bureaucracy. "Always deal from the lop

down," he said. Second, "put everything in

writing," and finally, "Act first and apologize

later ... it is easier to get forgiveness than

permission," he advised the 30 audience

members.

Former Rams quarterback Pat Haden, who
also spoke at the evening event, agreed and told

students that even "minimal involvement can

MARTIN GONZALEZ

See RIORDAN, page 15 Richard Riordan

You Feel.

Since youth does have its rewards,
shouldn't you try out the rewarding
experience of the Honda EUte TM 80?
You start with the push of a button.
And it's the most affordable Honda
Scooter that carries two.* So go ahead,
reward yourself with an Elite 80. And
get used to the thrill of it all.

HONDA.
(^meridewithus.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.
(213) 450-4643

E^«i5

Comeride with its.

STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MUIITPLE PRODUCTS
ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PROTTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTJUNG, AND PLEASE
RESPECTTHE ENVIRONMENT Obey the \*m ind re«l your owner't nuwiui thoroughly. For rider

traininff in/brfnjtion. oil (he Mcxorcycle Safety Foundjtioa tt l^O(M47-470O.

ft.»5 vyyyy.'Vyy

UC Systemwide

Le^lAssistant

Training
Through University Extension

The role of the legal assistant has risen to a

new level of importance in recent years and

is projected to be the fastest growing profes-

sion of the 1990s. It has emerged as a field

of unlimited opportunities and is ideal for

two- to four-year college graduates. Employ-

ment may be found not only in the traditional

law firm, but in government, corporations,

banking, and other organizations-the list

continues to expand. Many who have worked

as legal assistants have even gone on to law

school.

UC students may not be aware that Univer-

sity Extension offers both daytime and eve-

ning Legal Assistant Training Programs on

some of the UC campuses.

• UC Davis

evening program-916/757-8895

• UC Irvine

evening program-714/856-7148

• UCLA
day and evening programs-213/825-0741

(credit not transferable)

• UC Riverside

evening program-714/787-4112

• UC San Diego

day and evening programs-619/534-6353

• UC Santa Barbara

evening program-805/961-4143

• UC Santa Cruz

evening program-408/427-6610

These programs are available to you in your home town
or at the campus you attend For more information

phone the campus number most convenient to you

.

Machina
'K

<!3>

Amiga* 500 System
• Indudes: AmigaVision'*' authoring system, 68000 proces-

sor, 1 MB RAM, 2- %" 800K floppy drives, built-in

keyboard, mouse, 1084S color stereo monitor

R^^:$1397 '"'''^ $799*

Amiga* 2000 System
• Used in professionai video applications worid\\Tde

• MSDOS" conpatiie with buih-in XT Bndgeboard"'

with 360K Sy/' internal floppy drive

• Indudes: AmigaVision'* authoring system, 68000 proces-

soi; 1 MB RAM, 2- 3^' 800K floppy dn\^, keybrjard,

mouse, 1084S aior stereo monitor

Suggested

RetaJPnce: $3152
l^liication

Price: $1599

Amiga" 2000HD
Adds to the power of the Amiga 2000 vvith a 40 MB
hard drive

MS-DOS' compatible with built-in AT class 286
Bridgeboard'with high-densityU MB 5^/4" internal

floppydrive

bidudes: AmigaVlsiKjn'^ authoring system, 68000 prLices-

soi; 1 MB RAM, 1- 800K intern^ floppy drive, 40 MB
hard drive, keyboard, mouse, 1084S a)k)r stereo monitor

""7.;^r' $2579'K^^§^$4697

CALL 1-800-627-9595
for the deaier nearest ytxj and to receive your education^

buying program eligibility form and order fejrm.

•To q/uakfy fc>r thr Ami^ sttxk>nt. faruky. im!v»'reif y discount pntRram. vt)u must
law a cuniirieted dififadifty/otdn' krm. mi payment must bf madt bv mtmey-iirder^

orcnt^eddHck. Amip 3000 systems an* avsuUbk- in June.

From the bask: term paper to the last detail

of an experiment, Amiga gives you the

power, creativity and experience to per-

form. Amiga's multimedia capabilities allow

you to int^rate animation, sound, color

graphics and video with basic information

I^ocessing. And \\ith AmigaVisic»i;'"our

icon-based authoring system, anyone can

experience the power and excitement of T"

multimedia. Amiga puts word processing,

data management and spreadsheet multi-

tasking capabilities at your fingertips. And
it's easy to use with its pull-down windows,

icons and mouse. All this, and a student/

facult>;/university discount, prices the

Amiga far below that of other mmputers.

Act before June 30 and we will send you

WordPerfect" word processing software

FREE with your order.

Amiga" 3000/16-40
IntFKiucing the latest in Amiga technology

Indudes; AmigaMsion'** authoring sv^stem, 16 MHz
68030 processcjr, 68881 math coprocessor, 1- 3^^" 800K
internal floppy drive, 2 MB RAM, 40 MB hard drive,

keyboard, mouse, 1950 hi-res multiscan color monitor

Suggested Qyj AQO
-Retail PfKT. ip^UiyO-

I duration

Krice: $2599
4:

Amiga" 3000/25-40
• Includes : .^migaMsic

m'*'
authc )ring s\^em . 25 MHz

68030 pTTx:ess()r, 68882 math cf >prrx:essor, 1- 3^-2
' internal

floppy dnve, 2 MB R.\M, 40 MB hard drive, keyboard,

mouse, 1950 hi-res multiscan color monitor

Suggested

Retail Prictv $4798
Lducation

Price: $3039"

FREE SOFTWARE
Purchase your .Amiga' before June 30, 1990 and ^t Word-

Perfect" wonj pn cessing s( )ftwart' FREE. qc% fr r|(K)

To receive your free ccjpy of

WordPWect;
• I )btair .ir t-ducHticin nrdtT hirm frum vnur Kical

Authdrut'd tonmnKioTv Kducatnit iH-ak-T

•'
' '" ir with voiiT complftrd

m
• kftum tht- conipk-tfd onk'r tonr and cou

uor ti> v'Hir Ktcal Authorizfd Corpniodort-

Educatmr DcaJer bv Juw M\ 1W()

vouT nam* and aridre^.s

State. Zip.

«»<:«)>«'

MuMhriiriMfnrdl>v«>:H>>NI ( Mr viyM anh
tiir puichMB nudrfrnni CiimniiKirm AuHumtrd
bduciiiiKi UmIpis m thr t'luitd >u«c^ Sm <ntit.

witnr pntfnhutd ^ !» IjmiM \\> ikm- tiipv tt

Wiini»%rfcct prr fH putrhMr

I

I

I

Ihr Cotnmodoif k^i an- registerpd trademarks of

(tf CuinnHXlun- Amiga, tec "The Cumpirter

ctf CcMnmixkne AmifH. tec MS DOS V a

AMK THE COMPUTER FOR THE CREATIVE MIND:

T-
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Ha'Am looks fbrw^d, celebrates life in 18th anmversaiy issue
By SiHto Nqai

Conthbuior

UCLA's Jewish newsmagazine
wiU celebnfic ^nife" and look back

at its ittsiory in a special 18th

anniversary issae scheduled to

come (Mt lodiy.

The ber 18 is considered a

special Huber for Jews because

te Hefcfcw word for it, Chai,

Iranslaies fCM^My to the word
^iife** and Bay be littered as a toast.

said Ha*Am Editor-in-Chief Dan
Schifritt.

The anniversary issue will focus

on changes in the Jewish com-
munity in the last two decades,

especially on the UCLA campus.

The publication began in 1972

after months of fighting for a voice

on campus because the student

media publishing board then con-

sidered Jewry a religious, rather

than ethnic, group, and the board's

guiding documents prohibit it from

sponsoring religious newsmaga-
zines.

Originally, Ha'Am — which

means "the nation" in Hebrew —
was more radical, political and

anti-establishment, exploring

issues such as the plight of Soviet

Jews, said Eric Rubenfeld, who is

applying to be next year's edi-

tor-in-chief.

more campus-oriented and focus-

ing on the Jewish identity for

today's student Coverage of the

arts has expanded, and student

columns are a new addition this

year, said Schifrin.

•To a degree, Ha'Am has been

geared in past years toward those

with a substantial knowledge of

Jewish issues," Schifrin said. "I

wanted to reach a wider audience."

Ha*Am is quite different now— Rubenfeld. the sole applicant

for editor-in-chief next year, wants

to continue Ha'Am in the direction

Schifrin has taken it, with a greater

emphasis on the different perspec-

tives of Judaism.

Rubenfeld plans to increase

coverage on Israeli lifestyles,

because he thinks that such cover-

age is largely unavailable to

Jewish-Americans. "It's important

to give Jews a fuller sense of who
they are," Rubenfeld said.

Particuiarbl III cells may trigger multiple sclerosis, study suggests

NEW YORK — The body's misguided

Mtack on nerve tissue, which triggers

mnlU|^ sdcfosis, may involve only a few

types of wlnie blood cells, according to a

study Hat could give leads for developing

new treatments.

Strategies that block just those types of

cells may be able to treat the disease, said

study co-author Dr. Lawrence Steinman of

Stanford University.

The wofk is a major step toward better

understanding of the disease, said Stephen

Reingold, National Multiple Sclerosis Soci-

ety vice president for research and medical

programs.

But Reingold stressed that the new study

included only three patients, so that its

importance for multiple sclerosis in general

is not clear, and said it left other key

questions unanswered.

An estimated 250,000 Antericans have

multiple sclerosis, an often disabling condi-

tion that can produce weakness, difTiculty in

coordination, dizziness and loss of balance.

It occurs when the body, for unknown
reasons, attacks nerve tissue in the brain and

spinal cord. Research has suggested that

white bkxxl cells called T-cells, which

normally attack germs, play a critical role in

the onslaught

The researchers analyzed the types of T-

cell receptors present in dise&sed brain

tissue from three multiple sclerosis patients.

They found two lo four receptor types in

each brain, wtuch Steinman caOed surjKis-

ingly few.

In contrast, there are maybe 20 to 30 such

receptor types used by T-cells in the body,

with the exact number not known, said Dr.

Henry McFariand of the National Institute

of Neurological Disorders and Stroke.

only ^7.
99 + 2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!

coupon wh«n ordering

after 5 pm only - tyre rneat topptn^ only Carvartan

bacon extra -.speaaity pizzas not included

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

WKTX^OME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited a^ea only, no checks)

50c DISCOUMT FOR PICKUP

T-Tp"^^^^ VtL

A.'Qi% <?/

^/

BE TAN « 7 VISITS

anlfc
(based on 30 min. sessions, 3 to 4 times f>er week)

Hurry Memberships Limited

Student Rates and Other Specials Available

'TANNING BEYOND COMPARE!"
M-Th SanvlOpm
Fri 8am-9pm 477-9300 Sat 9am-8prT\

Sur llair»-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.
at Bamngton, 1 block So. of Pico

Visa/MC Welcome Exp. 5/31/90
Offer good w/Coupon Only

The key to a campus

leadership career

in Christian Higher

Education . .

.

If you are involved in campus leadership and serving your peers if you have a

commitment to helping college-age students, and you fmd such experiences

gratifying, we have just the program for you. It is a program that will open the

door of opportunity to a rewarding and fulfilling career.

The fact is, Christian colleges, graduate schools and universities must have ser-

vant-leaders, called by Christ, who have been professionally trained in Christian

graduate settings where theological, biblical and historical perspectives place

special focus on the values and goals of a Christian institution, and the models and

structures that support its programs.

Our new M.A. with specialization in Christian higher education is one of a kind. It

is crafted by experienced hands-on educators to update knowledge and skills of

women and men who aspire to serve in Christian colleges and graduate schools. To

find out how our new M.A. degree can make you into a more effective leader*, and

set you on your way to a new job or career advancement I suggest you call our

Office of Admissions today

P«nck Laiiore, Aststam Provost

*
Ifyou art already mipkyed we wtU do our btst toJUyowcurrmi work

wUo your acadmmcprogram.

1 (800) 235-2222, ext. 5400

FULLER
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91182

With the Word to the World

Theological
SEMINARY
fmmuKr.ANOvowD

I

^STANLEY H. KAPLAN& lakf Kaplan Or TakeViHirCharet's

Now hiring instructors for LSAT, GMAT. GRE

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

Helicopters will use new
base for Medfly attacks
The Associated Press

EL MONTE, Calif. —
Malathion-spraying helicopters

will use Riverside Municipal

Airport as the base for Medfly

attacks because airfields in

Orange and Los Angeles coun-

ties rejected them.

The securing of an airport

Wednesday was one of several

developments in the slate's war
against the crop-destroying

Mediterranean fruit fly.

Orange County suj)ervisors

voted a resolution protesting the

malathion spraying.

Sterile Medflies used to elimi-

nate future generations of the

insect were in short supply this

week due to a problem in a

Hawaii production lab and a

delayed shipment from Mexico.

Agricultural inspectors inten-

sified seizures of fruit from

Mexico and Central America at

Los Angeles International Air-

port, netting 61 live fly larvae.

Residents of Los Angeles
County communities scheduled

for two more sprayings called on

President Bush to end the treat-

ments.

The search for an airport

concluded just hours before

helicopters were scheduled to fly

over the Panorama City area of

Los Angeles and Garden Grove
in Orange County.

On Tuesday, Santa Ana
Superior Court Commissioner

Julian Cimbaluk dealt the state its

first legal setback in the 10-

month-old Medfly war by refus-

ing to order Fullerton Municipal

Airport to allow pesticide-spray-

ing helicopters to be based there.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS

- . c;i IP/TRIP i^ FAi.I.

PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING

(JUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT.
NEVER EXPENSIVE.

- NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT.-

These an 'just three of our favorite reasons

why we helieve aFiyoru' wJio appreciatrs

tenifK lookiiu^ hair at a ti'nific price should

ru'Ver ( onsi(l«'r^()iri>iauywh«'re<'lse.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1 558
M-F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SlfPOCUTS

Student-ran journal to appear in June
Articles will be based

on linguistics research
By Kamna Dhoka
Contributor

The mystery and the mechanics of language will

be the focus of ''Issues in Applied Linguistics," a

student-run research journal slated lo appear on

campus June 1.

The 150-page journal will be the first of its kind in

the nation, according to its cditor-in-chicf Antony

John Kunnan, a third-year Ph.D. student in applied

linguistics.

It would be the first linguistics students journal

which will target a student audience, as well as

faculty audience, he said.

"This (first) issue will be comparable lo any

professional journal in (the linguistics) field,"

Kunnan said. It will focus on language education,

language use, language analysis and language

acquisition.

Funded by. the Graduate Students Association and

subscription fees, the journal will be the meeting

point of many fields concerned with language,

Kunnan said. Psychology, statistics, neurobiology,

literature, sociology and anthropology are some of

the fields that will be incorporated into the next issue.

The first issue will also contain "Round Table," a

group discussion concerned with various issues, such

as the definition of linguistics. "This is a young field

and people don't agree on the definition," Kunnan
said.

The publication will also feature book reviews,

software reviews, a features section spotlighting

people in the linguistics field, as well as research

articles.

"The main articles will be based on research,

quantitative as well as qualitative," Kunnan said. The

articles are submiitctt by authors nationwide.

However, student articles make up 65 percent of the

publication, he said.

Kunnan first inU'oduced the idea to the linguistics

department in November. Approval from the

department, as well as from the GSA, came soon

after. The six graduate students on staff have since

received an influx of articles, according to Kunnan.

"Issues in Applied Linguistics" will be available

free to all UCLA students from the linguistics

department office. Subscription fee for students off

campus is $15 for two issues. The fee for faculty is

; $25, and $35 for institutions.

We keep out-of-towners.

The all new BrejitwoGC]

Suites Hotel is lessThan a

mile from UCLA and offers

luxurious accommodations

at reasonable rates. It s a

great place for business

travelers, meetings, even

parents visiting for .. --

graduation. Call us ttie next

time you. or anyone you.

know, needs a comfortable

home away from home.

Brentwood Suites

HO IE L

199 North Church Lane

Los Angeles, California 90049

One block north .ot Sunset at the San Diego Freewav

(2/3) 476-6255

• Our spacious suites

have full kitchens vyith

breakfast bar and

.

microwave

• Heated swimming pool

•Spa and sauna

• Free Continental

Jbreakfast daily

• Free Los AngelesTimes

every mornmg

• Governors Suites

• Meeting facilities

UNIVERSITY & ACADEMIC
PRESSES BOOKFAIR^

MONDAY, MAY 21-FRIDAY, MAY 25

ACKHRAIAN UNION WEST PATIO & INSIDE BOOKSTORE

Save 20% off all titles from these

participating publishers in tlK-

Technical Book Dept.

oMBSIpJIess
PRESS

^^BX*"^-^
MTT PRESS

CAtI
MACMDJ;|t!;,RSlTY

PRESS

'UCLA
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books B-Level Ackerman Union'825-7711/M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

^^^ ^fc*-tr-^»»*-«-^P^ -«.|»-!f III M' ^1^-' ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^d
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ITALIAN ART

DELIVERY SPECrALS THAT BRING
ITALY TO YOUR DOOR:

$9.70 $1 1.45
FOR ANY MEDIUM FOR ANY LARGE
3 TOPPING PIZZA 3 TOPPING PIZZA

DELIVERY HOTLINE 208-5070

ADVERTISE
IN THE

DAILY BRUIN
AND WATCH
YOUR BUSINESS

GROW.
825-2161
CUT OUT & SAVE $

your SUMMER
STORAGE

Discount Card ^ _

$ oft on Monthly

rates w/ this Ad!

Space Size Prices

5x5x4 $^ 25

6x3 $?C 33

5x5x8 $^ 39

5x7 1/2 $g0 54

5x10 $ef 60

LARGER SIZES
Available

Ask about our

FREE MOVING TRUCK

839-STOR
Store clothing, books, stereos

furniture, wallposters, etc.

store w/friends & Save !

calll 839-STOR I

PALMS SELF STORAG I

8829 National Blvd.

839-STOR
Inglewood Self Storage

215-9993
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Delectable Selectables.

$6.95

,^v I

()hi< ken oi lisli- At I In T iood l.arth. you < an have both foi jUM ofir low |»ri<f. Choose any

rwo < «»[iihir).»tinris Itofti a scj* ( tiori of our most popular and (lcU'( lahU- < hit kcr) or (r<sh fish
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extra Bu< k. vou ( an ( onk|jklet( your dinner with one of our most delightlul desserts from the list.

"""Of rourse iiu luded, you will also haye your < hoire of liie usual (iood Kar tfi s<le( lions of our

wfiolesorne piping fiot soupvor ^ardtri fresfi sal.id, IhilfU hrown ri< < pilaf, fi( shiy pi( k<-d

ye^<lahles and oui lanious horrie-haked 10-^rain dinner rolls.

It may lake you a hit lon^( r to make a dec ision, Ixii we're < eriain you will iind ih< time

deli( lously r« warding.

CHICKEN FISH DE.SSERTS

I I

Lfnion St'sami' (ihitkfii

I I

Ti'riyaki Chicken

Calii ornia Chicken

[j I

Santa Fc Chicken

Banana ( ake
I I

Pacific Red Snapper |_

I I

F.nt^hsh Sole
| |

Soft Frozen Toffuti

I I
Mahi Mahi Soi I Frozen Yoimn

[ J
Rainhow Troat

| |

Carrol Cake
i

"Enjoy your decision maf^n£. I THl >.-M-

^.

And enjoy the care and quality
j io02 Westwood Blvd (^OOI ^
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that goes into every Qood "Earth

|
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Phone call may hurt

attorney general bid

Ira Reiner denies he tried to speak

privately with McMartin judge

The Associated Press

District Attorney Ira Reiner is

denying that he tried to speak

privately to a judge alx)ut the

child-molestation trial of Ray-

mond Buckey, but the uproar may
hurt his campaign for state attor-

ney general.

Reiner said the call stemmed
from concern about statements

made last week by Danny Davis,

Buckeyes attorney, regarding dis-

cussions with prosecutors about a

possible plea bargain.

The controversy over the tele-

phone can is the latest develop-

ment in the bizarre series of twists

and turns that has marked the six-

year-old case about allegations of

child molestation at the defunct

McMartin Pre-School in suburban

Manhattan Beach.

Reiner is seeking the Democra-
tic nomination for state attorney

general. Reiner's retrial of the

McMartin case, after admitting

that Buckey 's acquittal hurt his

campaign, has been criticized by
S^ki^ Francisco- Dis-

trict Attorney Arlo Smith.

Newspapers unleased a rash of

fresh criticism Wednesday. The
Daily News of Los Angeles

dubbed the district attorney
*

'Reiner the Reckless." A Los
Angeles Times editorial said Rein-

er
*

'spends so much time thinking

about what he wants to be that he

sometimes seems to forget what he

is."

New York civil rights attorney

William Kunstlcr accused Reiner

of inventing a murder charge

against Mariin Brando's son, and
defense attorney Leslie Abramson
charged Reiner with leaking infor-

mation about the murder case

involving brothers Erik and Lyle

Mencndez.
Reiner's campaign manager,

Sam Singer, said, "Obviously it's

not helpful to have controversy,

but I don't think it has an impact on

the campaign."

The Buckey case and its fallout

will likely persist through the

period of the primary election next

month.

Bucket 31, is being retried on

eight molestation charges unresol-

ved by a jury that acquitted his

mother in the marathon McMartin

preschool case, the longest and

costliest criminal court proceeding

in U.S. history.

Buckey was acquitted of dozens

of other counts raised in the first

trial.

After Reiner's associate con-

tacted the judge in Buckey's child

molestation trial, Reiner told

reporters that he assigned a rep-

resentative to telephone Superior

Court Judge Stanley Weisberg in

New York to *Tmd out if the judge

would be available for a confer-

ence call involving all the parties

in the case.
*

'Unfortunately, that was mis-

understood," Reiner said Tues-

day.

Reiner declined to say why.

attempt was made to set up a

conference call with Davis.

Weisberg announced in court

Monday that Reiner, through a

representative, attempted last

week to talk privately with him
about the case. The announcement
came after Davis revealed to

reporters details about talks with

prosecutors about a ix)ssible plea

bargain for Buckey.

"I personally cannot conceive

of any reason why Mr. Reiner

attempted to communicate with

me ex parte (outside the presence

of defense lawyers) and off the

record," the judge said.

Chief Deputy District Attorney

Gregory Thompson said Monday
that Reiner never intended to talk

to the judge privately.

"There was never any contem-
plation of that," Thompson said^

Environmental groups urge
boycott of pesticide aidicarb

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— Two envir-

onmentalist groups arc urging

supermarkets, fast-food chains and

schools not to purchase fruits and

vegetables treated with' the pesti-

cide aidicarb.

Pesticide Watch and the Califor-

nia Public Interest Research
Group, which is known as CAL-
PIRG, said Wednesday that aidi-

carb is the most acutely toxic

pesticide used in North America.

"Immediate action should be

taken to stop the use of aidicarb to

prevent further deaths and illnes-

ses," said Dave Bunn, research

director of Pesticide Watch.

"Both the federal and state

governments have failed to protect

people and the environment from

this exceptionally dangerous pesti-

cide," added Mary Raftery of

CALPIRG.

regulations to cut in half the

maximum amount of aidicarb used

per acre, a step he said would
"lower even further the potential of

it reaching ground watc.r."

Aidicarb, which is sold under

the trade name Tcmik, is used

mostly on cotton, sugar bccLs and
potatoes. But the environmental-

ists said it is also used on bananas,

oranges, sweet potatoes and pea-

nuts.

State officials said the illegal

use of aidicarb on watermelons

was responsible for an outbreak of

pesticide poisonings in 1985.

Raftery said the boycott request

targets supermarkets, fast-food

chains and schools because envir-

onmentalists felt they could afford

to test produce for aidicarb or

could put pressure on wholesalers

to test.

State agriculture director Henry

Voss refused last year to ban

aidicarb, despite the recommen-
dation of a three-member state

panel that called for elimination of

the chemical, from California

fields.

Instead, Voss announced new

She said the groups will encour-

age individuals to write letters and

make phone calls to encourage

supermarkets, fast-food outlets

and schools to shun aldicarb-

treated food. They will also try to

set up meetings to encourage store

managers take part in the. boycott,

Raftery said.
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WOMEN
OF

CENTRAL
AMERICA

TONIGHT HAINES 39

FILMS MADE BY Central American Women

Enough Crying of

Tears" from El Salvador
-*^

V

"Weaving the Future"

from Guatemala

plus a Guatemalan

speaker

presented by UCLA's

Central America

Education Committee

825-7843

funded by the Campus
Programs Committee of

the Program Activities

Board
"*

p
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HAMBURGER

XA8ZT
MAKE OUR THING YOUR HABIT

W» an cal^bmting th9 op0ning of ournmmgt 9ton kt 21 yan with:

A LOTMORE THAN BURGERS!!

1/4 Lb. Hamburger
(L*(tuoa. Tomato. OMSina * Kotfw PicW*.) ^^

Regular Fries &
16oz. Soft Drink $2.99

1
I

I

I

I

UMIT4

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

PLBASe ueWKMCOUKm WHgM OMOrMMO.

I
VAUO AT MMTIOtUl S aaPiAVtOJiONLrt^ ^ ^^duPON EXPIRES Jun»/30^

Breast of Chicken Sand. '

(Skfilflts BrMSi ct chcten. Lonuo*. Tomato. Mayo. OrMsmg. a Kosnar PckJ«) |

Regular Fries & ^ tf^ ^\ ^\
|

16 02. Soft Drink \D0«WW '

UMn'4
IPLEASe UCHTtOM COUPON WHCN ORDERING

VMJO ATNAnONAL S StPi/LVtOA ONL tt

KCOUPON EXPIRES Jun«/30/^^

COWE IN
11223 NATIONAL U SEPULVEOA

I

iA*nu.
OR

CALL YOUR ORDER IN

iR
SCAXVUM

' MCSTMOOO

COMESJEE & TASTE WHY: . . ^ ^ w w
AbHost Everyday, People Tell Us.

"YOU HAVE TIT TTJ /^TT"!? C ^
THE BEST D U IV VJJ JlHVO TOWN"

Don't monkey around
iVDVERTISE

with the Daily Bruin

825-2161

&GriU.

$4.99 Bruin Deal
Now you and a fnend can eat a full fledged dinner at Sizzler for the cost of a plain cheese pizza.

Its the Westwood Sizzler 's Bruin Deal for only $4.99 with the coupon below or your UCLA I'D.

For example you get a choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or

Petite Sulom Steak plus Potato. Rice or Vegetables plus your

choice of non-alcoholic beverage with bottomless refills.

Or for $4.99 you can purchase our new Buffet Court

which includes our All-You-Can-Eat Fresh Fruit, Muffms.
Tostada, Italian

on Deiow or your uula i.u.

Sizzler
our All-You-Can-Eat Fresh Fruit, Muffms. r ,---.-. ^^, ,_. ^ ^q,, , \
& "New Hot Appetizers' Bars ^_ _ _ _ — -/-J— — — _/

"

THE'WESfwOOD'siZZLER'S'
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

Enjoy your choice of Shrimp Fry, Chicken or Petite Sirloin Steak plus Potato. Rice or

Vegetables and a Green Dinner Salad plus your choice of non alcoholic beverage* with
bottomless refills Or choose our new Buffet Court which includes our All You Can-Eat

Fresh Fruit. Muffins. Tostada, Italian & 'New Hot Appetizer* Bars plus your choice of non
alcoholic beverage*.

Offer Valid After
4p.m. to Closmg until

June 17. 1990
• Coffee. Tea. or Soft Dnnk

Sizzler
(buffet court & grilZ)

Offer Valid Only At
922 Gayley Ave
Westwood Village

HEARING
From page 1

California Clean Air Act to "miu-

gate cumulative air quality

impacts/'

The combined chiller and

cogenerator would replace a centr-

al steam plant which is across the

street from the ifniversity police

station.

Home said that the 40-year-old

steam plant, which is located on

Circle Drive South, does not

comply with current air quality

standards. "The cogeneration

(project), which would adhere to

the most stringent air quality

regulation, would put out less air

pollution."

Through the proposed substa-

tion, electricity would be sent to

the main campus electrical distri-

bution system, which, if needed,

could undergo expansion and
modernization.

Steam produced from the plant

would go to campus buildings

through an existing underground

network of utility tunnels, while

chilled water would be dispersed

through a new chilled water

distribution network to south cam-
pus buildings.

Wolfgang Veith of the North

Westwood Village Residents
Association said that the steam
generator operates during the

winter when "we don't have much
^f an air pollution problem." But
combustion engines to cool build-

ings in the summer would cause

"major" air pollution.

Resident Alvin Milder, who
heads UCLA Watch, said the plant

would contribute to waste-water

consumption.

"(The impact report) says there

will possibly be less water used

because it is replacing the steam
cogeneration. There is going to be

a significant increase in waste

water," he said.

However, the draft states that

university construction is required

to follow the city's Water Conser-

vation Ordinance and the Xeris-

cape Landscape, which regulate

water consumption problems and
waste-water discharges.

Veith calle4 the estimated 8,000

tons of chilled water the plant

would produce unnecessary.
'There is no mention that water
could be recycled. There's a lot of

gray water that can be used for

landscaping and not burden the

fresh water demand."
The 1983 LRDP proposed the

building of the electricity-produc-

ing cogenerator. But the 1990 plan

combines the generator with the

water chiller.

Milder said the impact report

does not explain why the cogener-

ation project is needed. Bui Home
explained, "It will provide power
to Ihe main campus. It provides a

more economical means of pro-

viding power of steam, power and
chilled water to the campus."
Combining these functions will

increase campus energy efficiency

by one-third, which will result in

utility savings of $ 1 00 million over

a 30-year span. Home said. This
sum accounts for inflation and is

estimated by "future dollars."

Lake said she was concerned
about the project's growth-induc-

ing aspect.

The 1983 LRDP called for a 14

megawatt electricity-producing

plant, while this year's plan prop-

oses 42.8 megawatts. "We are now
talking about almost a fourfold

increase," Lake said.

She demanded an explanation

for the increase and asked if heat

pumps could be used.

Milder said the impact report

should have addressed the univer-

sity's responsibility for toxic

wastes. 'The hazards of this type

of plan have not been pointed out

clearly in the Draft Environmental

Impact Report."

But according to the impact

report, "Operation of the project

will result in an increase in the

amount of hazardous materials

transported, stored, used and dis-

posed of by the campus," using

new underground storage tanks.

The levels of significance for both

are rated "less than significant"

and warrant no mitigation mea-

sures, the draft says.

Community members also

raised concerns about who is

ultimately responsible for the

plant Parsons— a private firm—
is designing and building the

facility and when the plant is

finished, UCLA Facilities Man-
agement will operate it.

Lake argued that Tuesday's

hearing was net legally valid, since

a private firm is involved with the.

plant. "This is a private project and

should be under the city ordi-

nances. The university and
Regents are not the lead agencies."

But Home said, "We have

brought in a firm who has (techni-

cal) expertise in this sort of

endeavor. It is just something the-

university does not have experi-

ence in."

Existing facilities management
shops and offices will have to be

demolished in order to build the

plant at the proposed site on the

northwest comer of Westwood
Plaza and Circle Drive South.

The Material Services building

and the Facilities Operations

shops, which were built in the

1940s and '50s, would be destroy-

ed. But Campus Services Building

1 and the eastern portion of the

Physical Plant Building, which

houses community safety offices-

and the campus police, would
remain.

Home did not want to comment
on how the impact rep)ort may be

modified until he has received all

written comments, which are due

June 11.

The university will respond to

Tuesday night's hearing and to

written comments in its final draft

of the environmental impact
report.

The plan will go before the UC
Board of Regents for approval in

July. If approved, the project may
take six to nine months to com-
plete. Home said.

Copies of the report are held at

UCLA Capital Programs and
University Research, Biomedical,

Management, Law, Architecture

and Urban Planning and Engi-

neering and Math Sciences libra-

ries. Community libraries in West
Los Angeles, Brentwood and West
Hollywood also have copies of the

report.

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCl^A Peer Helpline

We're here to help.

Monday - Friday . 5 p.m. - midnight

Saturday - Sunday 8 p.m. - midnight
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TONIGHT
UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

proudly presents

ENTREPRENEUR
NIGHT

Come and learn about the key aspects of

successfully starting and running your own
business. Come ineet the following-

Florence Konofsky, founder and CEO of the Affiliates,

.which specializes in the placement of administrators.

office managers, supervisory personnel, attorneys

and support staff.

Marc Reede, president and owner of Promotional

SportsStars, which is one of the largest exclusively

sports speakers bureaus in the nation. Since 1985

—Promotional SportsStars has satisfied the speaker—
demands of over 1,000 corporations, colleges and

associations.

Maureen Ford, executive director of the Southern

California Entrepeneurship Academy, a non-profit

organization working with students interested in

career development programs. It specializes in

advising students about opening their own
companies or businesses.

Come find out about
V MAY-24TH 6:00PM

AGSM 1234
. 'UBS SPONSORED BY AGSM
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SnOES ITALIAN IJiDIFJS SHOES ITAIJAIV LAMFS SHOES
^

TOP SHOEIi;
CLfARANCE SALE

30%-80% OFF
Always the best price In Westwood
PresenI This Ad & We'll Pay Tho Sales Tax

EVERY SHOE ON SALE
TOP SHOES

Expires 6/1/90

933 Wcstw<MNl Blvd.
Wcstwood Village • 208-6238

SHOES ITALIA1\ INDIES SHOES ITALIAI\ LAIHfr:S KI50i:S

P-

MON-SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 12-6

s
5

ADVERTISING
J.

/'.

^*^

/ .

-
->•

The Daily Bruin is looking for energetic,

dedicated people interested in advertising

experience and an exciting internship for

summer. This is a position dealing with ad

production and on-campus advertising rather

than sales.

Applications are available at 112 Kerckhoff

Hal l and are due WEDNESDAY, MAY 3Rfat

4pm.

-4,"
... yv .X

INTERNSHIPS
presents

A story of a rebel and Mike

O
O

Q
O

Roger afMe
THURS 9:00 ^

CRIMES
AND

MISDEMEANORS
oxon -2S&- rpQ.,3|

THURS 7:00

Exhibit siiows Soviet,

U.S. arcliitects similar
By Barbara Mayer

Associated Press

With the growth of contact

between the United States and

Russia comes a new field of

inquiry: the home.

After generations of differing

attitudes on housing — the Rus-

sians built high rise apartment

complexes while Americans

created suburbia — ideas seem to

be melding.

In both countries, the latest

'architectural thinking is that low-

rise, moderate-density buildings

are better. To the Russians they

mean a more humane scale than

high rises, and to Americans they

offer a more affordable alternative

to single-family housing.

The Russians also are beginning

10 pay more attention to ecological

concerns and to quaUty of life

issues, which have been animating

American debate for years.

An exhibition of photos and

drawings of recent building pro-

jects in both countries discloses a

startling similarity, despite the

vastly different systems of build-

ing — public construction in the

Soviet Union and private develop-

ment in the United States.

*The exhibit has two goals: to

"swwhai each country is doing and

to consider the social role of

architecture," Tician Papachristou

said at the opening. "It was not a

beauty contest or a competition."

Papachristou is exhibit chair-

man and a member of the

Architects, E>esigners and Plan-

ners for Social Responsibility

(ADPSR) headquartered in New
York. The show is also supported

by the Union of Architects in the

U.S.S.R.

Each country selected 31 pro-

jects from an original pool of 100

entries for the exhibit at Knoll

Design Center in New York City's

SoHo area through the end of May.

The exhibition shows housing,

workplaces and public spaces built

TASK FORCE

in the last 10 years. If the labels—
in both English and Russian— had

been left off, it*s a good bet that a

casual visitor would find it diffi-

cult to identify the country of

origin for the bulk of the projects.

In both countries, triangular

forms are used to vary the boredom
of tall rectangles. Both are restor-

ing old areas by renovating pictur-

esque buildings. Luxury materials

such as marble and granite and

decorative touches such as foun-

tains are used in both countries.

The difference is that in the United

States they are likely to be in

homes and office buildings; in the

Soviet Union they're used in

public spaces, including the new
Lenin Square subway station in

Yerevan, Armenia.

Although both countries seem
destined to low-rise buildings in

the long run, we should not

imagine that the Soviet Union

skyline will soon be a carbon copy
of the United States*. The Russians

continue to approve of monumen-
tal architecture and have a liking

for massive, high-rise towers

which have fallen out of favor as

residences in the United States.

This is one of the major differ-

ences between the two countries,

according to Kenneth Frampton
and Mildred Schmertz, Americao-

architects who helped select

entries for the exhibition. Ameri-

cans also devote considerably

more attention to quality of life

issues. However, the Chernobyl

nuclear accident seems to have

precipitated a rise of environmen-

tal concerns in the U.S.S.R.,-

according to Frampton, a professor

at Columbia University's school of

architecture.

'The Socially Responsible
Environment, USA-USSR, 1980-

1990" will tour American and
Russian cities this year and next

After New York, U.S. stops

include Chicago; Atlanta; San
Francisco; Los Angeles; Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Washington D.C.

and Boston.

From page 1

dents') academic self-estecnri and

they can focus on what's required

of them," Keller said.

Strong community college

transfer programs are also needed

to increase the number of Afri-

can-American students who trans-

fer to the UC system, the task force

found.

It also recommended that uni-

versities hire more African-
American faculty to ensure that

colleges have teachers and admini-

strators who are informed about

the varied educational needs of

African-American students. The
teachers could help to develop a

curriculum that is sensitive to

student diversity, Keller said.

Educational programs begin-

ning in elementary school and
extending to high school should be

a collaborative effort among pri-

vate and public institutions such as

California State University and the

I>epartment of Education, he said.

One UCLA program, the Young
Black Scholars, involves business

people who help African-Ameri-

can students meet UC eligibility

requirements and who encourage

them to fmish high school. Last

year, the program prepared 1,200

students for UC admission, Keller

said.

"(The Young Black Scholars)

want to help freshmen in high

school become motivated about

going to a university by getting

kids to come on campus to inspire

them, (so) that they can come to a

university and make their future

different," Keller said.

*The resources are available,

it's a matter of making a commit-

ment to allocate them," said Linda

Ferguson, director of the Young
Black Scholars. Funds are

expected to come from UC, com-
munities and governmental agen-

cies.

Keller pointed out that the report

does not address high dropout rates

among African-American stu-

dents, which is one factor that

affects the low number of students

who apply to the UC campuses.

"For many African-American kids

the future is not filled with many
expectations of academic success.

Our goal is to enhance their life

chance, 100-fold."

The task force's report was sent

to state and federal agencies. *The
idea is to sound the alarm that we
really need to address the problem.

This (report) is a California story

but it is relevant to the national

problem," Keller said.

UC Student Association board

members plan to meet in June to

discuss the task force's recommen-
dations. "We haven't taken an

official position on this yet. On the

whole, anything that's going to

increase student eligibility and . . .

enrollment, UCSA is always going

to support," said Elaine Yamagu-
chi, a representaUve of the UC
student lobby.
» --
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Protesters turn toward the Beta Theta Pi house after

listening to speakers in Westwood Plaza.

VIGIL
From page 1

MEChA members complained

Friday about Beta's "Sunrise"

party, which, the Chicano/Latino

group said, promoted negative

stereotypes of the Mexican cul-

ture. A banner of a tequila worm
with a sombrero and mustache

decorated the house on the morn-

ing of the party.

"How would you like it if I had

an Okie party?" MEChA coordi-

nator Alicia Molina asked frater-

nity members in the crowd. "And
everyone had to dance like they

didn't know how to dance?"

She urged the groups to "respect

every culture and we'll respect

each other."

"Don't let them tell you it's just

a party," former MEChista Rick

Bribiescas told a group of about

2(X) people earlier at the Bruin

Bear. And to fraternity members,

he said, "You had better open your

eyes because like that mural says

in East L.A., 'We are not a

minority.'"

Steve Gonzalez, a member of

UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Associ-

ation, told the crowd in front of the

Beta house, "We don't have this

problem because no one wants to

do a theme party about us." He
called on fraternity members to

realize that theme parties hurt

HUNTIEY
From page 3

people's feelings, saying "You've

got to admit it before you can get

better."

Interfraternity Council (IFC)

officer Will Nelson, standing on
the fringes of the crowd, said his

group is concerned about working

with all campus organizations.

"Any party that (uses) a theme that

is insensitive to groups should not

exist at UCLA."
But, not all festivities in the

Greek system are theme parties,

Nelson added, and "they are not

racist."

*i think the issue has been

blown out of proportion, ' saia lt
'C=

President Sherrick Murdoff.

Beta's "Sunrise" party "was not

meant to be a degrading or racial

theme."

At the beginning of the vigil,

speakers also condemned Lambda
Chi Alpha's Playboy classic party,

which they say is sexually offen-

sive, and Sigma Alpha Mu's
Kamikaze party. Darren Kameya,

next year's undergraduate second

vice president, said the Kamikaze

party offended Japanese-Ameri-

can students.

The vigil continued down Gay-

ley Avenue, past three fraternities

whose members stood on the

t)alconies as the marchers passed.
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Huntley agrees with Sandbrook

and Garcia. "My successes have

been in increasing the power and

influence of graduate government

on campus."

Huntley is quick to admit his

failures, saying they are easier to

remember. He rattles off some
improvements he wishes he had

made for teaching and research

assistants.

Success or failure, colleagues

say Huntley always gives every

issue his best efforts.

*The adjectives I Jise to describe

him are constructive, diligent and

RIORDAN

"conscientious," Sandbrook said.

Commissioner of Elections and

Appointments Roy Marchant
describes him as the perfect politi-

cian, someone who knows how "to

approach the issues."

However, there is one issue

Huntley does not know how to

approach— what to do with all his

newly-acquired spare time. "I

might spend some more time with

my girifriend Allison— she would

like that."

But Allison Bishop doesn't

believe it. "I don't know if that is

the truth."

From page 6

make major changes in a system."

The foundation has installed

literacy computer labs in public

and private schools in Southern

California, sponsored LAUSD
principals to a summer program

and funded a pre-kindergarlen

class in every Pasadena, Calif

public school.

The event "portrayed a level of

accomplishments achieved by few

individuals. The only prerequisite

for understanding this concept (of

philanthropy) is the desire for a

better future," said Kirk Koenig, a

vice president in the Economics/

Business Students Association

which sponsored the lecture. "(The

speakers) exemplify what we are

not taught in classes, they are the

counterbalance to what we learn in

the economics major."

Hadcn currently works on

funding education for underpri-

vileged children on behalf of the

Ricky Bell Memorial Scholarship

Foundation.

Everybody "can do something"

to improve society, Riordan said.

"It's not whether you're rich or

poor, it's if you're equal to the

task."

He is a senior partner in the law

firm of Ri- 1 and McKinzie,

Riordan Venture Management,

and the director of 10 major

corporations.

A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

t

Deadline Extended!
Applications due Friday,

June 1.

1990
University of California, Los Angeles

Moda l of Hono r

In recognition of demonstrated leadership and outstanding contributions

to the campus and community, the President of the Undergraduate

Students Association is pleased to bestow upon qualified graduating

seniors, the distinction of President's Medal of Honor.

'rne award will emphasize community Invotvemenr and service,

leadership in campus activities, and demonstrated initiative. Scholastic or

creative achievement will also be recognized. All graduating seniors who
" are actively involved are encouraged to apply.

Applications are available and should be turned in to the Office of the

President by 5:00pm, June 1, 1990.

Paid for by USAC

Applications for . .

Executive Director of Mardi Gras '91

are available now in the

Campus Events Office • 300-A Kerckhoff

paid for by USAC

^tUm—
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STOP ACADEMIC
TERRORISM!
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Now is the time to SAVE!!!

SupersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MB harddrives, one 3.5" 1.4 MB floppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCD screen.

data systems
Groupe Bull

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, or personal

,check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are not accepted Zenith products are available to full time UCLA
Students, Faculty. Staff, and departments only Purchase must be for the personal academic, educational, or research use of the

eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo ID, Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo

ID Offer limited to one Zenith computer and one of each accessory per person per year Prices are subject to change without

notice. All sales are final.
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Bush asked
to regulate

oil drilling
The Associated Press

Los Angeles environmentalists

on Wednesday urged President

Bush to reply to a report sent to him
in January by a presidential task

force that suggested delaying

decisions on allowing oil drilling

off California and Florida.

The report of the Outer Conti-

nental Shelf Leasing and Develop-

ment Task Force recommends that

"additional environmental protec-

tion measures need to be deve-

loped . . . before leasing decisions

proceed."

In addition, the report suggests

that l(x:al communities should

have "more influence on leasing,

exploration and development deci-

sions."

The report was presented to

Bush in January but was not

released publicly. Rep. Barbara

Boxer, D-Greenbrae, made the

report public this week.

Bush, who met last week with

drilling foes in California's con-

gressional delegation, has prom-

ised to announce his decision on
drilling scx)n.

The task force concluded that

drilling off California and Florida

might provide up to 2.1 million

barrels of oil a day-afld-replace up

to $40 billion worth of imported oil

over a 30-year period.

But it said there was not enough
information on potential sales of

oil and gas leases to justify

government approval for explora-

tion and development. More infor-

mation also is needed on the

potential environmental impact, it

said.

*The Task Force concludes that

although many of the environ-

mental effects of oil and gas

activities, taken individually, are

acceptable, collectively they could

result in unacceptable changes to

the local environment," the report

said.

Boxer said the task force recom-
mendations bolstered arguments

for a ban on offshore drilling.

"I hope the president will read

this report and decide to grant

permanent protection to the mag-
nificent coastal areas that are

threatened with drilling," she said.

"If he prcx:eeds with any lease

sales off California after this

report, he will be completely

missing its point," she said.

In Los Angeles, the American
Oceans Campaign formally
requested that the president

respond to the report

"Actually, it's more like a

demand," AOC Executive Direc-

tor RotKjn H. Sulnick said Wed-
nesday. "We've been waiting for

the president to make his

announcement for six weeks now.
He's been teasing us."

Sulnick said Bush "was seri-

ously out of step with the needs and
wants of the country for a safe,

sane, switchover" from oil to other

energy sources.

The task force was chaired by
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan
Jr. and included Energy Secretary

James Watkins; William Reilly,

administrator of the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency; John
Knauss, head of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi-
nistration; and Richard Darman,
director of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget

Breaking with policy adopted

under the Reagan administration,

Lujan has proposed banning oil

drilling in some of the nation's

most environmentally sensitive

offshore areas.
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Wad of cash

forwi I I

93 years old
By James O. Clifford

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — More
than $127,000 in stocks and cash

will be turned over to a 93-year-old

Oakland widow who simply forgot

about her holdings more than 20

years ago, the stale announced

Wednesday.

The $127,045.30 Thea Sala has

coming to her was found as part of

the state's unclaimed properly

program. Controller Gray Davis

said at an auction of several items

found by the program.

A check of $37,891.99 will be

written for the cash portion and the

"rest, which is mostly in slock, will

be turned over to an agent" within

six weeks, Davis said.

Ten percent of the money will

go to Wayne Eproson of Sac-

ramento, the "heir-finder" who
located Sala, who lives in a

downtown Oakland residential

hotel.

Sala, who was not at the

ceremony, asked that news repor-

ters "respect her privacy," said

Edd Fong, a spokesman for Davis'

office.

-J

There have ftccn some pfg55=

reports that the widow, described

by Eproson as "a little forgetful,"

planned to turn the money over to

charity.

"What she does with it is her

business," said Davis. "She can

keep it or give it away."

Fong said the finding was the

second biggest relumed properly

coup in California. The largest was

the $207,000 given to a 71 -year-

old homeless man in Los Angeles

in 1988.

Sala, whose husband passed

away several years ago, has no

children.

The property on the auction

block came from unclaimed bank

deposit boxes throughout Califor-

nia. Among the objects were

watches, proof sets of coins, and

several items of jewelry, including

a dazzling 6-carat diamond ring.

Davis told the 150 people

attending the Buttcrfield & Butter-

field auction that his office has

more than $500 million in

unclaimed property belonging to

1.5 million account holders.

"I'm willing to resign if three or

four people here don't have

unclaimed property," said the

controller, who look office three

years ago.

Davis said computers are now
able to link the unclaimed property

to the rightful owner in a matter of

seconds.

A reporter took him up on it.

Pally Riolo, a Davis staff member,

ran the reporter's name through the

computer.

"Did you ever live in Chicago or

Buffalo?" she asked.

"No," the reporter said.

"Then you don't have any-

thing."

The process took a little under

30 seconds.

People who think they may have

some money under the program

can call 1-800-992-4647 on week-

days during normal business

hours.

Bruin Radio
. 530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM I

(6th time free for new clients)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gaylcy Ave.

(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

824-2826
Expires 5/31/90

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

"i;";--:;:-:-;;:!"

I HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick

I
• Fried Rice
• Green Salad with coupon

After 3:00 pm to dose

$3.20

J.II Kinross

^ f.^n^t^l^/^^;?^/-
"

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
L—^ 1121 Clendon Avenue (213)

^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

T^^a

HAIR
474-3881

FREE haircut with any perm

from $30

FREE cellophane, clear or color

with expert highlights or. coloring

from $30

manicure and pedicure $15 (Introductory special only)

*FREE PARKING IN THE BACK*
at Angelas Hair Salon 2322 Westwood Blvd.

HAIR
474-8071

fW5 Jl

THE PALESTINIAN UPRISING:
30 Months Later

a panel discussion

* «-

Israel and Human Rights: A Record of Oppression

Jean Butterfield

President, UN Non-Governmental Organizations on tl^ Question of Palestine

Palestinian Education Under Israeli Occupation

Mahmoud Ibrahim
Professor, Middle Eastern Studies, Cal Poly Pomona —

Professor, Bir Zeit University, Palestine
«

Victims Get the Blame: The-Media and the Palestinians

' Salam Al-Marayati

Director, Muslim Public Affairs Council

WHEN: Thursday, May 24, 1990

TIME: 7:00 pm __^_^^__
WHERE: Dodd 146

sponsored by lUe (MusCimStudents ^sociation ofZlCLJl

funded by cpc of pab
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GradPaks are coming!

GradPaks are coming!

Tuesday, May 29th

UClAlumniASSOCIATION

I

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

_ J open early

open late

open 7 days

Low Prices

No Minimuim
Overflow Contraas

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lettering*

Free Parking In Rear

Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh & Typewriter Rentals

UCLA

475-0780

1880 Westwood Blvd. Pick-up & Delivery

1896 Westwood Blvd. Canon Color Laser Copies
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"32 Million
Live in poverty,"

-Census Bureau Reports

LA Times
October 19, 1989

SCHEDULE

5/29

5/31

Ackerman 2nd Fl Lnge.
10AM-4PM - Artworks/Films
Noon-1PM - LA Pov. Dept. - Theatrical Group
3PM-4PM - Homeless Writers Coalition - Readings

Ackerman 2nd Fl

2PM-4PM- SPEAKER FORUM
10AM-4PM - CAMPUS WIDE FAST/FUND RAISER

WESTWOOD PLAZA
FREE NOON TIME concert in coop w/CAC
MOJO NIXON and his Liberation Army
Volunteer Faire - Find out hov^^ you can help

the needy
Clothes drive - Bring your unneeded clothes

Ackerman 2412
12PM-1PM - Orientation Mtg for Summer '90

2 PM-4PM - Orientation Mtg for Summer '90 by noon

Slang dictionary

compiled to help

combat violence

By Rick Hampson
Associated Press

NEW YORK — If you "beam

up," you're not headed for the

slarship Enterprise, you're getting

high on crack. But if you're

"popping junk," you're not using

heroin, you're gossiping.

That's the word according to a

dictionary of street slang compiled

so the city's beleaguered public

school educators can understand,

and thus control, their highly

colloquial and often unruly stu-

dents.

Peter Commanday, an instructor

in the schools' Division of School

Safety, says he began compiling

"Slang: Words and Terms" when
he was dean of discipline in a

junior high school in the city's

South Bronx neighborhood.

"1 didn't understand what I was

hearing," he said Monday. When
kids greeted him, "What's happe-

nin'?" he was so unhip, he'd

actually try to tell them.

"I had all these degrees and

these kids were speaking to me and

I did not understand what they

were saying," he said. "But 1

needed to know street slang,

because that is the language of

viol(^no^
,
im4 fhjH wrm my hiisi-

Funded by the Community Activities Committed of PAB

ness.

The dictionary contains 221

words and expressions, from "ain't

no thang" (no problem) and "audi"

(to run) through "zimmer" (girl)

and "zootie" (high or crazy).

The dictionary doesn't discuss

the origin of the terms.

It was compiled by Commanday
and hundreds of graduates of

"Peacemaking: The Management
of Confrontation," a course he

teaches for administrators, teach-

ers and school security officers

interested in learning how to

prevent and defuse school vio-

lence.

The glossary is top-heavy with

the language of drugs and conflict,

including "shermed" (high on
PCP), "cap" (to hit) and "base"

(argue).

The glossary ranges from the

old or obvious — even Ozzie

Nelson knew "dig" means under-

stand — to the most obscure:

"popping junk" means gossiping.

Some terms are used in only one

part of the city, others across the

country.

Since one purpose of slang is to

exclude outsiders such as parents

and teachers, presumably a term's

inclusion in Commanday's dic-

tionary renders it hopelessly passe

among the experts. Slang that was
obscure only a few years ago, such

as "def (terrific, real good, cool)

and "home boy" (good friend* pal)

already has lost some of its cachet.

Slang, in fact, becomes pan of

the language so fast that Comman-
day uses slang to define slang.

After reading that a "bazooka" is

"a joint laced with coca paste," a

teacher — OK, a really naive

teacher — would have to flip to

"joint." But there are three defini-

tions: 1. marijuana; 2. jail; 3. a

fight.

Educators and other school

personnel must understand the

lingo because much of the violence

and other trouble in school begins

with talk. 'The human tongue,"

Commanday insists, "is the most

volatile, dangerous weapon
brought into a school building."

Commanday, 57, is a lean,

graying 6-footer who says he

broke up 1,000 fights and confis-

cated 400 weapons during 15

years' service in the South Bronx.
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Americans
say noncents

to penny ban
By Wendy Benjaminson

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Nick-

els from Heaven? A nickel saved is

a nickel earned? A nickel for your

thoughts?
• No, say nearly two out of three

penny-pinching Americans in a

Gallup Poll released Wednesday

as a House Banking subcommittee

considered a bill to round off cash

transactions to nearest the 5-cent

piece.

The proposal, which the respon-

dents obviously considered to be

nickel-and-dime legislation,

would keep pennies as legal tender

"to a maximum of 25 cents, only if

used in quantities divisible by 5

without fraction or remainder."

Thai's the legislative way, of

saying you could use up your

pennies only in groups of five and

no more than 25 at one time.

Rubbish, say 62 percent of the

Americans surveyed, who find the

idea penny-wise and pound-fool-

ish.

Some people might regard the

penny as a nuisance. Stores often

keep a cup of pennies at the cash

register so customers don't have to

dig to the b6ll6m5 Of IhClr puriiati

and pockets for lint-covered coins.

Pennies no longer have much

use except for buying gumballs out

of drugstore machines. Even the

game of pitching pennies has lost

much of its appeal. The most

common use of pennies is to help

pay for items priced at levels not

divisible by five.

But introduce a bill in Congress

to do away with them, and Ameri-

cans become downright sentimen-

tal. Not to mention suspicious that

they'll end up paying more for

things.

Seventy-seven percent said they

are worried that merchants will

raise prices to compensate for

losses due to rounding.

"Almost all Americans recog-

nize the penny as a historical

example of thrift and resourceful-

ness," the survey said, with 92

percent agreeing with the state-

ment that the penny "is a longs-

tanding tradition in this country,"

and the 62 percent opposing its

demise.

The survey of 750 adults,

conducted by telephone Ixjtween

April 23 and April 26, has a margin

of potential sampling error of plus

or minus 4 percent. It was spon-

sored by a group called Americans

for Common Cents, whose name
suggests how it feels on the

subject.

The pending House bill, intro-

duced last year by Rep. Jimmy
Hayes, D-La., calls for rounding

the sales price down to the nearest

nickel if the price ends in 1 , 2, 6 or

7 cents; the price would be

rounded up if the sum ends in 3, 4,

8 or 9 cents. An exception: If

someone still insisted on selling

something for one or two pennies,

you'd have to scrape them up, not

try to round down to zero.

The Treasury would still make

pennies, but only for collectors.

The survey revealed that women

are more loyal to the penny than

men, with 70 percent of women
"opposing the change and 54 per-

cent of men. Women also were

more worried about inflation

caused by the doing away with the

penny.

College graduates were less

concerned about the penny than

those who left academia after high

school.

L*v]

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by UCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

(213) 208-8188

JUST GRAB IT

GradPak - it's discounts, career

tips, giveaways, and best of all,

it's FREE.

You'll find GradPak at locations

all over campus, starting

Tuesday, May 29th.

UCUUumni
\ . - .. 1

I \ I I
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Presents:

2^

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
Don't make the fatal

mistake of missing—
this program.

Tickets available

Today at C.T.O

Wednesday
May 30th

noon

Royce

Hall

A Apple Paid lor by USAC

I
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(PARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Naturai Wax

Fuil legs waxing and biicini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10

European Facials $25
1435 Wesh¥OOd Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

• • •Consider a paralegal career

The paralegal profession is the fastest growing

occupation in the country with job opportunities in

private law firms, corporations and government.

Fully approved by the American Bar Association since 1975

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Evening classes • Special day program for college graduates

Financial aid and scholarships • Excellent placement service

Fall day and evening programs

begin September 4

University of West Los Angeles
School of Paralegal Studies

12201 Washington Place, Los Angeles CA 90066

(213)313-1011 x205

UUILA^

I I

J Changing the world

one person at a time.™

« «)

Apple Computet Inc

offers

FREE
BICYCLE^ REGISTRATION

Bruin Walk tables

Every Monday through Friday

10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

UCIA Police Station

Daily

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

RECEIVE A KRYPTONITE BICYCLE LOCK FOR $24.95!

In conjunction with the ASUCLA Country

Store, the CSO Programs is offering you the

opportunity to purchase a Kryptonite "K4"

Bicycle Lock for $8 off of the regular price.

Simply register your bicycle with us or

show proof of prior bicycle registration, and

you will be eligible to purchase a lock for

$24.95.

For more details, contact the CSO Office at 825-9800.

Bicycle Registration is sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Office and is operated by the CSO Programs.

Calories may
be stored as
fat or muscle
By Paniei O. Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON — A study helps

explain one of nature's injustices

— why some people can eat with

abandon and stay slim while others

put on weight with the slightest

dining no-no.

The answer is individual differ-

ences in what the body does with

unneeded calories. Some folks

tend to store them as fat, others lay

them down as muscle.

Since building lean tissue uses

up much more energy than storing

fat» fat makers grow fat, while

muscle makers stay trim. Many
people seem to fall somewhere
between these two extremes.

The findings come from a

unique experiment. Doctors put 12

pairs of identical twins on diets in

which they ate 1,000 more calories

each day than their bodies needed,

and they got almost no exercise.

When it started, all were slim

men in their early 20' s with no

family history of obesity. After 84

days, they had all eaten 84,000

excess calories, but some had

grown fat, while others stayed

relatively trim.

The man who gained the most

weight put on 29 pounds and stnred

up every extra calorie somewhere
on his body. The man who gained

the least added 9 pounds and stored

only 40 percent of the extra

calories.

"It demonstrates for the first

time that for a given amount of

calories, you have differences in

the body's response to the surplus

of energy," said Dr. Claude
Bouchard, who directed the study.

*The individual differences are

amazing. They are huge."

The study suggests that indivi-

dual differences determine to what

degree people resist, or succumb,

to the excess calories they take in

when they eat an ice cream cone or

an extra hamburger.

"Almost 40 percent of the

weight gain is explained by the

propensity to store in the form of

lean or fat tissue," said Bouchard.

'This is the single most important

variable that has been presented in

the literature to account for differ-

ences in weight gain."

Bouchard's study, performed at

Laval University in Ste. Foy,

Quebec, in 1988 and 1989 was
published in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine. In

the same issue was another twin

study conducted at the University

of Pennsylvania and an editorial by

Dr. Ethan A.H. Sims of the

University of Vermont.

Sims wrote that Bouchard's

work "will become a classic

study."

Because Bouchard's experi-

ment was conducted on genetically

identical twins, he was able to

provide more evidence to support

the widely held idea that obesity is

at least partly an inherited disor-

der.

When one man put on a lot of

weight in the study, his twin tended

to do the same. The study found

that there was three times more
variation in weight gain between.
pairs than within pairs.

The study also found close links

between twins regarding whether

they tended to grow pot bclhes or

big bottom*.

Experts believe that other fac-

tors also contribute to how people

handle calories. These include

their metabolic rates— the amount
of calories their bodies need to

keep going while resting — and

how much they fidget.
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'Aquamog'
les up

pesky plants

By Joyce Routson

Contra Costa Times

WALNUT CREEK, Calif. —
When the Army Corps of Engi-

neers needed someone to clean out

water hyacinths in 1983, who did it

call?

The plant busters.

Using a giant floating excava-

tor, Aquatics Unlimited was able

to pull out the decorative, but

deadly, plants out by the roots to

ensure the Sacramento River's

flow into the Delta was unim-

peded.

The water hyacinth battle was
just one the Martinez-based firm

has won in its years of waging war
on pesky plant life. While vegeta-

tion growth is natural in lake

bottoms and waterways, weeds

can literally choke them to death

by cutting off outlets and oxygen

intake.

Similarly, runoff from agricul-

ture, development or storm drains

can funnel into reservoirs and

lagoons, creating algae growth

harmful to drinking water supplies

and fish.

To date, much of the country's

lake maintenance has been accom-
^tished"^with hci4^icidos. Rm-
growing fears about their safety

has prompted associations and

governments to look for alterna-

tive methods to get rid of unwanted

plants.

Aquatics Unlimited is just one

of a handful of companies in the

world specializing in mechanized

waterway cleanup. By the use of

harvesters, and the excavator the

company calls the aquamog, it can

control and eradicate most floating

debris.

"Mechanical methods are not

real economical but as environ-

mental concerns grow there is

greater concern over the use of

herbicides and algaccides in the

water systems," said Tom
McNabb, company president. "We
saw that coming and got into

aquatic harvesters that go down
and cut and scoop the plants up."

At 13, Aquatics is one of the

pioneers in the growing field of

lake management. Started in the

late 1970s by McNabb and his

brother Terry in Michigan, the

company has grown to one with

revenues in excess of $1 million

annually.

Although it still handles many
contracts, maintenance and clea-

nup jobs are becoming a less

important source of revenue for the

firm. Equipment sales and leases

now provide 40 percent of income.

'There's unlimited potential for

equipment sales," said McNabb.
"We have the capacity to sell 15 to

20 machines a year and only

average five now."

By machines, McNabb is refer-

ring to the 20,000-pound,
$150,000 aquamog. The giant

floating bulldozer, whose name
means moving steadily through

water, is capable of tasks from

scooping up sediment to channel-

ing through swamps.

With computer-assisted images

from an infrared camera, McNabb
said plant species such as hydrilla

can be located. Hydrilla, a wispy

aquarium plant that can double in

volume every 10 days, has been the

target of an eradication program

since 1976.

Dechoret7 said the ability U)

locale hydrilla from the air,

"Would help a lot in our search.

The faster we find it the better

chance we have to get rid of it."

HP EXPERTS. #1 11^ L.A.!
HEWLETT-PACKARD
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HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET
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ASUCLA Price
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
SCANJET PLUS
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ASUCLA Price $1,428

DAV-TECH $1,375
Includes interlace for IBM/PC, IBM/PS2 or MAC

We at DAV-TECH Computer Center have the printer for your home or office at a price you can afford

Connpare our prices with youc Student Store, then give us a call of drop by We are just 20 minutes away
from UCLA. All prices mentioned are cash/cashiers check discounted.

^t^k Phone (213)463^3001

Computer Center Fax (213)469-7255
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We*fe
Opening
Our
House
for

Graduating
Seniors!

As you become a UCLA alum,

we want to introduce you to a few new and exciting ways to stay involved:

/UCLA American Indian Alumni Association /Lambda Alumni of UCLA

/Asian Pacific Alumni of UCLA /UCLA Latino Alumni Association

/UCLA Black Alumni Association /UCLA Young Alumni Network

/and other Regional & Support Clubs

The UCLA Alumni Open House

TODAY 4-7p.m.

James West Alumni Center

Sponsored by
the participating organizations and

UCLAIumniAIIOCIATION %teiAitmmQi*um)

.\ •
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COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT

Top 30

per most
discs

$rOFF|
per title

{

ANY NEW OR USED CD |

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED |

06 I

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
OB

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-IOPM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

; PLAZA

DISCOUNT

COSMETICS/DRUGS/BEAUTY SUPPLIES

1141 Westwood Blvd (next to Penguins)

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

BUY ONE
Regular Footlong Sub

GET ONE
C5f equal or lesser price for only

99 (t
With purchase of medium soft drink.

OR UCLA STUDENTS SHOW YOUR ID
AND GET $1 OFF ANY FOOTLONG SUB

.SUBUJflV*
GOOD 0]>srLV AX:

11278 Santa Monica Blvd.

Corner of Sawtelle and Santa Monica

1 Block West of the 405 477-9987
Expires 5/31/90

BUY ONE REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB
GET ONE FREE !

(Of equal or lesser value with purchase of medium drink)

personal travel body care kit

($5.00 value)

with $10 min. purchase

GREAT SUMMER JOBS!!

Share your love of Nature with a

rh ild - become a part-time

KIT INCLUDES
-soap

-shampoo
-showergel
-foam bath

FREE
with this coupon

Naturalist with the

MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY
EDUCATION & RECREATION

PROGRAM.
Lead Nature hikes in the morning, go to the

beach in the afternoon!

$10 an hour-Education/Natural

Science majors preferred.

Send resumes- to:

MCERP
27300 Waycross Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
Atten: Amy

exp. 5/30/90

Interested in...

UCLA Blood Drive
Crisis Prevention
Aids Awareness and Education
Eating Disorders Education
Alcohol Use and Abuse
UCLA Health Faire

Drug Use and Addiction
Campus Safety

On-Campus Testing
CPR/First Aid Training
Rape Prevention and

Education

Positions available in Student Welfare
Commission for 1990-91. Drop into

312.B Kerckhoff Hall.

APPLICATION DEADLINE MAY 28th
Paid for by USAC

Uvermore
physicist

ieaves lab
The Associated Press

LIVERMORE, Calif.— Roy D.

Woodruff, who was in charge of

the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory's nuclear weapons
design work before a dispute over

the government's Strategic

Defense Initiative research in 1985

led to his resignation, is leaving the

federal facility and joining its

sister lab in Los Alamos, N.M.
The 49-year-old scientist

announced his plans Tuesday. His

last day at Livermore will l)e June

1 and he will begin work at Los
Alamos, birthplace of the atom
tx)mb, after talcing a three-month

vacation.

John Nuckolls, director of the

Livermore Lab, said in a prepared

statement, "I am pleased that Roy
has been able to work out a suitable

arrangement with Los Alamos so

as to be able to continue his work in

treaty verification, a program of

increasing importance to our

changing world."

Woodruff has been head of

Livermorc's treaty verification

program since late 1987.

In 1985, Woodruff was involved

-in^a dispute with hydrogen bomb^
designer Dr. Edward Teller and a

Teller protege, Lowell Wood, over

what Woodruff called the two
men's "wildly optimistic assess-

ments" of the controversial anti-

missile X-ray laser weapon, which

was part of the Strategic Defense

Initiative (or Star Wars) research.

Woodruff found support for his

position among many scientists,

including Dr. Sidney Drell of

Stanford University and Not)cl

Prize-winner physicist Dr. Hans
Bethe of Cornell.

But Woodruff complained that

former lab director Roger Batzcl

wouldn't allow him to give his

own assessment of the X-ray laser

to high Reagan administration

officials, including the late CIA
director William Casey, as Teller

and Wood had done, and he

resigned his weapons post in

protest.

After being given a much lower

position. Woodruff filed a grie-

vance with the University of

California and demanded a more
responsible lab position. UC
agreed and Woodruff was subse-

quently appointed assistant associ-

ate director for treaty verification.

Meanwhile, Congress began an

investigation into his allegations

about the X-ray laser and what
role, if any, UC and the lab played

in muzzling Woodruff.

Woodruff received the 1988
Hugh M. Hefner First Amendment
Award for his "willingness to

jeopardize his career in order to go
public with a realistic assessment

of the state of the Strategic

Defense Initiative program."

Colleagues said Woodruff has

been unhappy over his treatment

by the lab and UC, which he felt

should have taken a stronger stand

in his defense. UC manages the lab

for the U.S. Department of Energy.

Woodruff said Tuesday that his

relationship with Nuckolls, Bat-

zel's successor, is "professional.

Saying it is cordial would be
overstating it."

Memorial Day
celebrations

angers town
By William Kates

Associated Press

WATERLOO, N.Y. —
Memorial Day for many means
picnics, beach outings and the

Indianapolis 500. And that lx)thers

people in this village that claims to

be the holiday's birthplace. People

in Waterloo take Memorial Day
seriously,

*The meaning of the day's been

lost," said Joseph C. Donahue, a

retired postmaster and World War
II veteran. He is co-chairman of

the Waterloo Memorial Etay Com-
mittee planning next year's 125th

anniversary observance.

"Nowadays, Memorial Day is

thought of as a reason for a three-

day weekend. A day for boat races,

fishing derbies, marathon races or

fireworks. There's lot of activities,

but nothing that really has to do
with Memorial Day."

It's difficult to say exactly

where Memorial Day was first

observed. Southern communities
like Columbus, Ga., and Colum-
bus, Miss., began paying tribute to

their war dead by decorating

graves as the Civil War wound
down, said Ruth Sentner, curator

of Waterloo's Memorial Day
Museum.

Carbondale, 111., held a com-
munity observance for its Civil

War victims on April 29, 1866.

Six days later, all businesses in

Waterloo closed for the day while

local citizens honored the war
dead. .

Women prepared wreaths, cros-

ses and bouquets for each veter-

an's grave, said Sentner. The
community was decorated with

fiags at half staff, and veterans and

townspeople marched to martial

music to the three village cemete-

ries.

Waterloo adopted May 30 as the

observance date in 1868 when the

commander of the Grand Army of

the Republic, Gen. John A. Logan,

established that day for the nation-

al observance of E)eclaration Day.

The American Legion and the

Veterans of Foreign Wars say

Congress' decision in 1971 to shift

Memorial Day from May 30 to the

last Monday in May— so workers

can enjoy a long weekend —
diminished the holiday.

While the two groups have

lobbied to change the holiday

back, the people of Waterloo never

changed the observance date from

May 30.

"It's not intended to be a day of

celebration. The Fourth of July is a

day of celebration," Donahue said.

This Memorial Day, in keeping

with tradition, the town will hold a

parade to the three cemeteries,

with prayers at each ^ite.

The central New York com-
munity made its bid as the birth-

place of Memorial Day in 1965,

and Congress and President Lyn-

don B. Johnson issued proclama-

tions in 1966 upholding the claim.

"Many communities held

Memorial Day-type observances,"

said John Genung, a Waterloo

mortician. "But they all fell short

in one way or the other. They
weren't formal, they weren't com-
munity-wide or they were one-shot

affairs." ••

While there is disagreement

over the origin of Memorial Day,

there is a widespread accord

among veterans' groups that the

nation should .Jake .the holiday'

more seriously; •' ^

The holiday honors the more
than 1 million American soldiers

killed since the American Revolu-

tion, he said.

n.00 OFF
used CD's
with this ad
Expires: 5/31/90

DISC-CONNECTION
HAS THE BEST DISCOUNT PRICES ON

CD'S, LFS, AND CASSETTES

BEST USED AND PROMO CD'S
PRICED FROM $8.99 - .99C

WE ALSO BUY YOUR UGLY AND UNWANTED
CD'S, LFS, AND CASSETTES FOR CASH! OR
MORE FOR CREDIT!

10970K PICO BIM).,Wil^^^M

CnVO BLOCKS WEST OF THE WESTSIDE PAVIUON-PARKING IN REAR)

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

' Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110
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"And UPS agrees That s

one of the reasons I work

there But they do a lot

more than pay me to take

timg oft I makp almn8t

$10,000 a year working

part-time tpr about 4

hours a day That s great

pay for a full-time student

The benefits don't

stop there either I get

paid holidays, medical

and dental benefits,

even a student loan f I

need one I got to pi'ck

morning, afternoon or

evening shifts. I work m
Operations, but some
Students work in

Accounting. Industrial Engineering I S and Customer

Service

If you want to make money while you study and when

you travel, check out UPS Find out how .t feels to go away

and come back to a paycheck

Openings exist at 1201 West Olympic Blvd., Los

Angeles 90015, interviews conducted Mondays

1-3pm; or 3333 Downey Rd., Vernon 90023,

interviews conducted Mondays 12-2pm, or 3000 East

Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 90023, interviews

- conducted Mondays 1-3pm. An equal opportuml^^t

employer

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

„tYAl?.NI*Orf,^
Unit«d States D«palm«ni of Sute

^r. NTFRN.SHIPS AND SUMMER

FMPIOYMENT FOR 1991
IHM)\

DFPARTMENT OF STATE: There are two types of student interns: paid summer interns and unpaid work-study interns; however a^ limited

number of opportunities are available at U.S. Embassies and Consulates overseas. Deadline for summer applications under both the paid

and work-study programs for summer of 1991 is November 1, 1990.

USIA : USIA offers a limited number of salaried Internships for university students through its summer hire program.

VQA : Student volunteer internships, available throughout the year^^^are individualized to take account of applicant's experience and

interest. \

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE : The US & FCS sponsors a Work-Study Intern Program which provides a limited number of summer

internships abroad for 10 to 12 weeks to highly qualified university or college junior, senior and graduate students. Deadline for summer

1991 applications is November 1, 1990. . ^^^^ - -^—^ INFORMATION MEETINGS: TUESDAY, MAY 22nd 12:00 - 1:00 _

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23rd 3:00 - 4:00

THURSDAY, MAY 24th 12:00 - 1:00

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION
BUDGET TRAVFI SEMINAR ON EUROPE

Attend a travel seminar on traveling through Europe on your own. Video presentation and question

and answer period at conclusion. Talk to students who have been there and get some real insight

into student travel! TUESDAY, MAY 22nd 5:00PM - 7:00PM

MEETINGS: THURSDAY, MAY 24th 5;00PM - 7:00PM

Special presentation on Greece on Thursday

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

V.

ifc—.^M tm
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Preventing conflict of interest

Letters

A conflict of interest recommendation will

be submitted to the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board at tonight's meeting that will

prohibit board members from holding

positions that could jeopardize their objec-

tivity.

This recommendation follows a con-

troversy last summer in which an undergra-

duate was appointed by President John

Sarvey to serve simultaneously as a Com-
munications Board member and as the

director of USAC's National Lobby. Mem-
bers of the Communications Board are

responsible for governing, funding and

disciplining the members of the student

media, so a member who is involved with

groups on which the media reports could

potentially be caught in a conflict of interest.

To prevent situations where there is a

conflict of interest, the recommendation

states that no Communications Board

member can be a member of USAC or GSA.
Also, no member of the board will be able to

seek staff positions in the student media.

The Daily Bruin supports this recommen-

dation. The Bruin believes that this will

reduce the potential for jeopardizing the

student media's credibility.

"Submitted without approval. ..an academic program that doesn't
really exist. It is a program not of sight or sound, but only of

mind. A program of shadow without substance, of fantasy without
reality. Yes, you have just entered...the Econ/Business major."

Theme parties

Editor:

I am writing in response to

the article "IFC set to investi-

gate fraternity/ Beta Thcta Pi

said to have violated policy"

(Bruin, May 21). I was very

upset by the fact that MEChA
filed a complaint alleging that

Beta Theta Pi's "Sunrise" party

promoted ethnic stereotypes of

Latinos and/or Mexicans.

Yes, I agree that the banner

showing a tequila worm "with

a big sombrero and exagger-

ated mustache" may have been

offensive. But the "Betas" did

take it down when asked and

apologized. I simply feel that

MEChA is carrying this too

far. Practically every fraternity

and sorority party has a theme
that depicts a "stereotype of

something or someone" (taking

it to an extreme myselQ if you

want to look at it that way.

Beta Theta Pi made it clear

that "Friday's 'Sunrise' party

was not intended to be racist

or scxisi," and mat if tney <:iiii

offended anyone that they "sin-

cerely apologize," as mentioned

in the article.

It just seems that MEChA is

looking to find racism. I think

that racism and stereotypes of

ethnic groups becomes more of

an issue because people make
it an issue. It is all a pcrspet-

tive of how you see things. 1

sm not denying that racism

exists, but I feel that MEChA
is taking it too far!

Debra Schneider
Senior

Sociology

Right on target

Editor:

university undergraduate educa-

tion.

Of course, every university

teacher should strive to make
the student's educational

experience as rich as possible,

and smaller classes, personal-

ized instruction, and concern

for the art of teaching all

contribute to this. But these

are not the central strengths of

university education. The
unique feature of a university

education is exposure to

women and men who are at

the forefront of their fields —
to hear the "story" from teach-

ers who combine a high level

of enthusiasm for and expertise

in the discipline^ in which they

work.

Research and teaching com-
plement and enrich each other.

The outstanding researchers at

UCLA clearly have a strong

commitment to education; else

why, given that many have
other career options, would
they choose^to work at a

university? OveTMhe past 27

years, eight of the 13 ladder

faculty mefftbers in the rhemi—
stry and Biochemistry Depart-

ment who have won university

teaching prizes were also

awarded university research

prizes.

If not for students' interest

in a scholarly, research envi-

ronment, then why, unless it —
be for a strong interest in

football, do they attend and
their tax -paying parents support

a university, when less expen-

sive forms of education are

readily available? Our College

leadership may not be perfect,

but it is right-on as far as

goals arc concerned.

Steven A. Kivelson
Professor of Physics

Daniel Kivelson
Professor of Chemistry

As part of his attack on the

College of Letters and Sci-

ence's leadership ("Letters and

Science overhiring shows lack

of foresight," Bruin, May 14),

Professor Nathaniel Grossman
questions whether the current

emphasis on recruiting and
retaining outstanding rcscarch-

oricnicd faculty is compatible

with the College's commitment
to excellence in undergraduate

education.

We feel that such emphasis

is not only compatible with,

but essential to this commit-
ment. Set aside, for the present

discussion, other functions of

the university, such as innova-

tive scholarship and graduate

education that obviously can be

well carried-out only by a

research-oriented faculty, and
ask simply whether such a

faculty benefits undergraduates.

There must be a reason why
students choose to attend the

university rather than a four-

year college. Either they are

befuddled in their choices, or

else they choose the university

because there is something

special and rewarding about

Racial theme?
Editor: *-^...

I'm so amused I don't know
where to start! After reading

the front page article titled

"IPC set to investigate frater-

nity", I had to laugh. I

couldn't take MEChA's com-
plaint about Beta's Sunrise (as

in Tequila) parly seriously.

You sec, every time I hear

somebody complain about a

party or some other campus
event, I get the feeling that the

group is merely looking for a

stepping stone for their cause,

and have nothing better to use

than the Greek community or

some other large group.

While every group protects

their own interests, they often

take an offensive stand on the

problem instead of remedying
the cause. I am not saying that

all of the causes that groups

like MEChA undertake are

faulty, but perhaps if we all

stop being so accusatory and

See PARTIES, page 26
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Mills controversy: Males find women's institutions threatening

My
friend^s ex-husband

used to get crazy

when he heard the

feminist slogan '*A woman
without a man is like a fish

without a bicycle." Another
man I know hates any menuon
of the word '^patriarchy." Men
have no problem, it seems,

with An(frew Dice Clay joking

about the **pig" he went out

with last night, but dare to

suggest that some women pre-

fer not to have men around,

and these same men become
children furious at not getting

their way. So long as men
keep control of the boardrooms
and the media, they champion
individual freedoms. When
women challenge that authority,

the men become hysterical.

The Mills College controversy

is an example of this hysteria.

The Mills College controver-

sy over whether they should

admit men made national

headlines, but I had no idea

that it was such a big issue

until 1 visited the Bay Area

and found myself, over the

course of several days, driving

behind cars bearing bumper
slickers reading, "My son

wants to be an honor graduate

from Mills." The dispute at

Rosemarie
Pegueros
Some are framing the issue

in terms of reverse discrimina-

tion, denouncing the striking

students as "female chauvinist

sows," among other things.

What is the difference between
a men's club or university that

refuses to admit women and a

women's college that admits

only women? What injury do
the parties suffer by each

exclusion?

In men's clubs, men rou-

tinely mix business with plea-

sure. They may also traipse

arbund the woods in loincloths

Mill»t rf^U(-^(* flift ntM »n<o while engaging in som<» odd

understand this approach, but

in the last few decades, the

world has changed.

Women are lawyers, corpo-

rate vice presidents, stockbrok-

ers and so on; to exclude them
from a place where business is

conducted is discrimination

because it places them at a

disadvantage for no better rea-

son than because they are

women. Women have sought

admission to exclusively male

clubs, to counter unfair com-
petition. Law firms and board

rooms, universities and operat-

ing rooms are opening up only

reluctantly to women. So it is

with almost every minority

group. Ironically, even though

women are lumped with other

minorities, women are 51 per-

cent of the population, yet ^e
have little power in proportion

to our numbers.

Laws mandating equality

may be enacted, but the hearts

of men arc slow to change. In

Brown vs. Board of Education

the U.S. Supreme Court ruled

that schools must be integrated.

Thirty-six years later, many of

our schools are still segregated.

Even though while students are

not prevenied from applymg to

the black college system, they

not clamonng for admir.

Mills.

What do men lose if they

don't go 10 Mills College or

Wellesley, Barnard, or any of

the other women's colleges? I

think that the only thing they

really lose is control over the

situation. In the past, they

gleefully excluded women and
other minorities from their turf.

Now, whenever the formerly-

barred groups try to strengthen

themselves by forming pro-

tected spaces, white men cry

reverse discrimination. The
Mills College controversy has

given them an excellent oppor-

tunity to engage m a fit of

pique, as well as a chance to

call women names and com-
plain about all iheir lost

opportunities.

Women's colleges arose in

response to the discrimination

against women in education.

They were established to give

women the education that ihcy

could not get through the male
academic establishment Even
though women are admitted to

most universities today, certain

types of discrimination continue

10 operate within them. Some
male professors belittle their

female students, making sexual

jokes and inappropriate remarks

Sometimes the problem

doesn't come from the profes-

sors, but from male students

who are resentful of women's
presence in the academy:

Books written by feminist

scholars are sneered at or

scorned. TTie most arcane of

male disciplines is an accepted

part of the university curricu-

lum, but many male academics

still do not consider women's
studies a true academic discip-

line. Male charges of reverse

discrimination are simply
ludicrous.

Women have been discrimi-

nated against throughout his-

tory: Women's colleges provide

an opportunity for women lo

better themselves without hav-

ing to endure the continual

jockeying of men for control.

They give women a choice

that men don't like: working in

an atmosphere without a male
presence. In essence, keeping

men out of women's colleges

and admitting women to men's
clubs and universities are each

different manifestations of the

same phenomenon: the struggle

^f women for self-dctcrmma-

uon.

The defining characienstic of

the women's movement is its

:M& inionrtod in omhnmimi ihnm rnmmitmrnt to chuiiLi fui

from any deep desire to admit

men but from fiscal necessity.

The college projected a short-

fall based on declining enroll-

ment, so the board of trustees

decided that the best way to

make it up was to admit men
to what historically had been a

women's college.

rituals, but the men's club is

the socially sanctioned setting

for male bonding that creates a

climate where business can be

transacted in a structured yet

casual atmosphere. Deals are

made at the 9th hole or in the

sauna and confirmed over the

country-club dinner. One can

sion.

At Howard University, for

instance, out of 12,773 stu-

dents, only 180 are Caucasian
— a mere 1.4 percent Why?
Because the portals of power
in this country can be reached

through Harvard or Yale but

—

seldom through Howard or

When complaints arc brought

to department heads, the rcpl>

IS often little more than

shrugged shoulders and a

reminder that academic free-

dom and tenure rules operate

so that not much can be done
to censure the offending pro-"
fessor.

women: choices of whether or

not to marry, to have children

or to work outside the home.
In the absence of true equality,

the women's movement must
continue to fight for those

choices; so too must we con-

See COLLEGE, page 27
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FEAST OF THE ASCENSION
THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1990

UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC CENTER

MASSES:

SUNDAY MASSES:

a,

12:10 p.m. Ackerman 2nd floor lounge

5:15 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel

7:30 p.m. University Catholic Center

8;30 a.n^^University Catholic Center

40:30 a.m. University Catholic Center

4:30 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel

(Strathmore & Gayley)

7:30 p.m. University Lutheran Chapel

9:30 p.m. University Catholic Center

member of the university religious conference

J>
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DRAGON
EXPRESS

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35 Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Letters

Beef Broccoli

Mu Shu Vegetable

Spicy Shrimp
Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Egg Roll

Fried Shrimp
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak ,.^^ ^^ ^.^q aooq
Sweet & Sour Pork ^^'-^- ^^^-' ^^^^^ 208-4928

Almond Chicken

Chicken Salad

Delivery
1147 Westwood

Did you know that ... the majority of all rapes are planrwd, rx)t committed on the spur of

the moment?
Considering potential responses to an attack in advance may txjiki your confidence and

help in responding successfully.

About Rape:

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TODAY
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

Frocn page 24

blaCMitly offensive ia

piaiats, the different gro«ps on

cxnpus, rather than atten^pting

10 prohibit the public exhitnCion

of racist, sexist or homophobic

feelings, will begin to work
together lo soh€ these serious

problems. By seeking another

prohibition, MEChA would
only silence racism, if there

was any, at the Beta party.

Now, about the actual theme

of the party: If dressing the

way you want is considered an

individual freedom, then why
shouldn't a group of students

who enjoy the traditions of

Tequila chinking and Mexican

dress celebrate that culture? It

is possible that slaiulerous

words might be said at an

event like Sunrise, but is there

anyone who went that morning

who can honestly say that the

party had predominantly nega-

tive racial overtones? Who can

rightly say that Beta's celebra-

tion promoted racial ste-

reotypes?

1 think it probably gives

people good memories of their

"Mexican expenence." Did Phi

Kappa Sigma's "Hawaiian"

degrade the culture of the

Hawaiian Islands? Can culture

hf. enjoyed during a party, nc

HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs: pay starts at$l3.50lhr, great working

conditions y teach enthusiastic high school students!

may we UCLA students only

celebrate culture by watching

culturally gartx^ dancers per-

form to cultural music in some
quad on campus?

David Gregory Shor
——— SophonK>re

English

Equal access
Editor:

After reading Robin Bailey's

"Ignorance," we simply had to

respond because it is this type

of stupidity that has been used

to promote nwst of the bigotry

and hatred between minorities

and whites on this campus.

Bailey attempts to destroy the

myth that all white males have

'open access to social and

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school students and, at

the sannc time, make great nrKjncy? If so,

we arc offering you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely eflfcctivc

program. If you arc bright, enthusiastic

and outgoing, this may be the perfect

part-tinnc job for you. Those interested

should send a rcsum6 to the Princeton

ReView

—

no phone calls please. A)so be

sure to include your SAT and/or GRE
scores as well as your phone numlx:r on

your resume, lliosc accepted through

our highly selective screening process

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

Please send your resume to the

Princeton Review at 10474 Santa

Monica Boulevard, Suite 403, Los

Angeles, GA 90025. Resum^
submission deadline: June 1, 1990.

THE
JPRINCETON
REVIEW

economk: opportunity in this

country," but ends up produc-

ing another vk:ious lie:

"Chancellor Young has estab-

lished as campus policy that

all entering students from

underrepresented groups . . .

accepted for Ph.D. programs

and nominated for fellowships

. . . will be assured of four

years of support"

What minority students are

you talking about, Baik^y?

Even if the ChaiKclIor did say

this, it doesn't necessarily

mean that it works like that.

To imply that minorities are

somehow automatically nomi-

nated for fellowships and to

say that "White students

receive no such guarantees" are

some of the worse forms of

"race-bating" we have ever

seen. And we might add that

these are some of the nK>st

ignorant statements anytxxiy

could say, regardless of his or

her race.

Let us remind you and other

members of the community
that there are roughly 78

masters and 94 doctoral and
professional degree programs at

UCLA, and that financial aid

for all students, but especially

for graduate students, regardless

of who you are, is limited.

And let us also add that

different departments use diffe-

rent procedures for nominating

graduate fellows and Teaching

Asistancs and Teaching Asso-

for chM matter. So, in

depHlments yoa lave

HMBority stadents who are

lacky enough lo win fellow-

ships and others who are not

so lacky, and the same applk^s

for white stadents.

No, Robin Bailey, we did

not deckle to attend UCLA
because we saw it as some
mega-minority fellowship weigh

station. Rather, we chose to

attend UCLA because after

having attended Cornell and

Stanford aiK) Harvard and Yale

and other universities where

each of us dished-out tens of

thousands of dollars in loans,

we v^^nted lo attend a respect-

able graduate school that was

reasonably priced. And for the

record, since you seem to

imply that we are **living

highly" off of fellowship

n[K>ney that many of us did not

win, let us remind you that we
"burned the midnight oil" in

order to graduate summa cum
laude and magna cum laude

aiKl cum laude and honors in

this and distinctions in that,

and that nobody gave us a

danm thing.

So, before you decide to

amuse the UCLA community
with propagaiKla that continues

to keep hatred and bigotry

fk)wing on campus, be careful.

We appreciate your attempt to

Hcnom thar

portrays all white men as

having "easy and open access

to social and economic oppor-

tunity in this country," as you
put it so glibly.

Darrell Donnell Darrisaw
Anthropology

Mariah Wilkins
French

Celia Naylor
Afro-American Studies

AIDS

Why is the AIDS virus

spreading so rapidly? My
biowledge acquired from AIDS
edocation classes tell me that

JKMDOsexuals have the highest

rate of AIDS infections due to

sexual activity, although AIDS
can be transferred through sex-

ual activity anxxig infected

heterosexuals as well.

So an intelligent mind might

ask **Why is the AIDS virus

spreading so rapidly?" Unless

you had a recent Mood transfu-

sion with an unsterile needle,

or carelessly injected yourself

with a fellow drug-user's nee-

dle, there is ik) other conceiv-

able method of acquirmg or

spreadmg the AIDS virus

besides sexual activity with an

AIDS-infected partner.

Our country has become so

"open" to homosexuality that

we are forgetting that our

nation was founded "under

God." The BiUe has a word
10 say about homosexuahty that

may enlighten those who seem
to think homosexuahty is

acceptable under "sexual pre-

ferences." Romans 1:27 says:

"Men conunitted indecent acts

with other men and received iif

themselves due penalty for

their perversion," — a simple

word of knowledge written

almost 2000 years ago. The
controlling of the AIDS virus

is a profoundly simple issue of

morals, which no one seems to

have anymore.

Shay Swanson
Freshman

Undeclared

Water hogs
Editor:

Close, but not quite, Susan.

Susan Rinderle, in her com-
mentary on water conservation

{Bruin, May 21, 1990) comes
painfully close to advocating

community action against

UCLA's wasteful water prac-

tices, but stops just short of

the mark.

The university is wasting the

water. True, students need to

learn to conserve. But all the

water saved by us turning off

the shower while we shave

will not make up for all the

water wasted keeping UCLA
buildings super-cool and UCLA
lawns over-watered.

,

What is needed is action by

the UCLA community against

these water abuses. I'm talking

letters to Chuck Young, pcti-

dons, and all that other grass-

roots stuff. But I'm also

talking creative protest.

Say you see a sprinkler

system going full bore at high

noon, creating a swampy
grassland and nice little

streams running across the

pavement. Who's lo say you
couldn't saunter over the

sprinkler controls and twist

them off? You are paying part

of the water bill for this

campus.

You may even want to make
a few minor adju.stmcnts to a

campus thermostat. The possi-

bilities are endless. Something

to think about, wouldn't you

say, Susan?

Richard Panganiban
Junior

- Sociology/Comm. Studies

COLLEGE
From page 25

tinue to create safe havens for

women.
There is an aspect of this

quarrel that has been largely

unspoken except by innuendo.

Women who are involved in

the feminist movement arc

often characterized as being

lesbians. In fact, any attempt

to function without men gener-

ally results in some kind of

lesbian-baiting. The movement
has made it possible for

women — not only lesbians —
to make choices that don't

involve men, and many men
are furious about it. To them,

it is as if nothing can change:

Either women continue in their

traditional gender roles, subject

to male pcrogatives, or they

must reject men utterly.

To me, it seems to be a

sjlly choice but if men's reac-
tion to tne cnangcj* m gciiuci

relations is so profound, then

perhaps we must admit that

these men are giving women
notice that no change will be

lolerated. Sorry fellas, you

don't make the rules any more.

On Friday, May 19, 1990.

the women at Mills won their

strike. The campus rocked with

the students' jubilation; the

trees were festooned with the

yellow ribbons that symbolized

the strike.

Now the real work begins.

Mills students will have to

work hard to raise money and

recruit new students. Choosing

a woman's college may not be

what you or 1 would do, but

there are good reasons for it.

We should respect the students

who stood up for their b&liefs

and support their choice.

Pegueros is a graduate student

in Latin American history.
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Third Time'
tlieCiiarm

Back to the Future makes
its third and final

screen showing

By Jason S. Stewart

Universal offers chance
to see the "Future"

AllhoughBack to the Future Part

III docs not officially open nation-

wide until tomorrow, local die-hard

Future fans won't have to wait that

long!

As part of its promotion for Part
III, Universal Pictures is present-

ing a ''Back to the Future-ihon" in

selected cities across the country,

including Los Angeles (and
Westwood!).

The event, which will take place

tonight at the Westwood AVCO
Cinemas, will feature all ihrccBack
to the Future movies, played back

-to back. Those who attend the

marathon will not only see the origi-

nal film and its recent sequel —
they will also be among the first to

catch the final installment of the

series.

According to Universal Picltu-eS,

tickets for the event will go on sale

at 4 p.m. at all participating thea-

ters, and admission will be thesame
as for a single show. People inter-

ested in only seeing the last film

must still purchase a ticket for the

art^ivc lafcTlholigh ffig^e fim^JP-
antee of a good seat). Universal
predicts that the final film will

probably begin around 10 p.m.
As an added incentive, freeBack

to the Future Part III T-shirts will

be given to the first 100 ticket

buyers. Every person attending the

event will receive a button that

reads "I've seen the future back to

back to back."

For those who can wait until

Friday, but want to review the sec-

ond film before seeing Part III,

Universal Pictures is also releasing

Part II through MCA Home Video
beginning today.

Back to the Future first pre-

miered in 1985 to become one of
-the most popular films of the year— and among the most successful

of the decade. Produced by Steven

Spielberg's Amblin Entertainment,

the movie starred Michael J. Fox as

a high school teen from 1985 who
travels back to 1955 to witness the

courtship of his parents.

Following the tremendous suc-

cess of Future, director Robert
Zemeckis and screenwriter Bob
Gale reteamed with most of the

original cast, including Fox, Chris-

topher Lloyd, Lea Thompson and
Thomas F. Wilson to produce not

one, but two sequels to the movie,
which were filmed back to back
beginning in February, 1989.

Part II, released last November,
picked up right where the previous
film left off, with Marty and Doc
(Fox and Lloyd) travelling to 2015
to straighten out Marty's malad-
justed children (also played by
Fox). Eventually, Marty and Doc
travel back to 1955 again in an

effort to fix the future. Part II ends
with Doc stranded in 1885 and
Marty stuck in 1955 without the

time-travelling Delorean.

As usual, something goes wrong,
and Marty and Doc must contend
with a number of problems, in-

cluding Buford "Mad Dog" Tan-
nen, the original bad seed of the

Tannen family, as well as Marty's
arch enemy. Biff (both Tannens
are played by Wilson).

To date. Back to the Future and
Back to the Future Part II have
generated a combined worldwide
box office total of $700 million.

With Part III contending for the

popular summer audience, that

combined total may exceed a bil-

lion dollars.

See lomoTToy/'s Daily Bruin for

a review ofBack to the Future Part
III. —
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Gale Force:
"Future" screenwriter

enjoys present success

In the "Golden Years" of Hollywood, most of the
great directors, such as Frank Capra, had writing

partners who shared their visions, and transform

them to the screen.

While that is not trtje many directors today, it is

the case for Robert Zemeckis, who has worked with

his creative partner and writer. Bob Gale, from day
one.

Graduating together in 1973 from the USC Film
School, Gale and Zemeckis have collaborated 1941 ,

/ Wanna Hold Your Hand, Used Cars and all three of

the Back to the Future movies.

"We met at the USC Film School, and we had a

great deal of respect for each others work," recalls

Gale. "We had real similar tastes in movies, and we
both had the arrogance of students thinking we were
going get out of school and set the world on fire. It

took longer than we thought - we were an overnight

success that look 13 years to happen."

But happen it did with the 1 985 release of Back to

the Future. According lo Gale, they had no idea just

what they had hit on. "The first time we started to get

an inkling was when we were shooting at Whittier

High School with Michael J. Fox, and the word had
gotten out that Fox was filming there - we had kids

lined up seven deep on the streets to catch a glimpse
of this kid. We had no idea the TV show had made
...... • «.^i. „ lawuM^iiuiu name ana a major star.

Then the first time we ran the picture in front of an
audierice - and Ihis was a completely cold audience,
they didn't have any idea what they were going to see
- and the name Michael J. Fox came up on the screen,
they burst into gigantic applause. And when Chris
Lloyd's name came up on screen they burst into
gigantic applause - and we said to ourselves, *Gee,
here we thought we were making a movie with no
stars in it!'"

Butdespite such initial audience reception, though.
Gale says they were not completely confident about
the^movie's chances. *The voice whi.spering in the
ear saying 'all glory is fleeting' was still therc,

because we had had really spectacular sneak pre-
vieWs on Used Cars and I Wanna Hold Your Hand -

and as proud as we are ofhow those movies came out,
nobody went to see them. So we know that just

because the movie was good, did not automatically
assure that the audience was going to show up for it."

Despite the doubts of its creators. Back to the
Future went on to become the top grossing film of

See GALE, Page 34
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Toyota
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• Ford
• BMW
• Volks^ragen

Saab • Dodge
Informative Auto
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And Many More.*.

Scrap Your Old Heap.
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AUT BUYER'S GUIDE
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Welcome to the UCLA Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide! The
Auto Buyers Guide will be running every Thursday and
Friday until the end of June, so look here for great sales
and helpful automotive tips every week. We'll be giving
you the best advice and latest news about:

• Where to buy your first new car after

Graduation!

• simple ways to mainfam your car to keep it

running smoothly!
•

»

• The best deals in town on your favorite wheels

And much morc.So enjoy the Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide!

WESTSIDE'S ^1

JEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP
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Daily Bmlfl

AVtm BUYER'S GUIDE
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YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPEJWD ANOTHER DOOR
Talk it over ivith
ISheridan Toyota

..»

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Your New Car. Also we have the

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available.

1

NO DOWN PAYMENT
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

BUERGE JEEP/EAGLE -^

1 1 750 Santa Monica Blvd.^

West Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)820-2631

EXT.267, 268, 269

i^..

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jose Cano
820-1777
International Econ.

Gene Yee
447-1 250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jennifer McElliott
824-5873
Political Science

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD
CAUNOW

213-394-6744

7 f

Santa Momca tiivo

lOFWY

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

II

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.
Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment]
8am-4pm
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Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper It's Printed On.

1 he fact IS, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the creSiT

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe
or one of our other 1990 models on approved

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631

Trade in
s*. your old card on

a New^ Nissan.

RUSNAK NISSAN
PASADENA

337 W. COLORADO BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91105

(818) 577-8877 (213) 684-0700

You don't need to put any

money down. Or make any

payments for 90 days. All

vou need is vour student

II). And you ean put

your hands on up to 60

months' finaneing. Even if

you've never had eredit

before. So eall or stop by Rusnak Nissan Pasaciena. Bring

along your driver's lieense and some kind of proof of a

job after graduation. Not to

mention your student ID.
~^ B11 1 tiurry.^ThTs rnay be th

e~

f^^^^

NISSAN

Bulk for the Human Race last time you ean buy a

Nissan on your good looks.

Dally Bruin

AUT^ BUYER'S GUIDE
2asj§7 a^Qo a<s>^®

RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES
DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOB IN STYLE

1

FOREMAN HONDA has a special financing program specially tailored to 1990
graduates naking it easy for you to reward yourself with a NEW HONDA.

1*-

WHAT YOU NEED...
• A Diploma

• A Job

A Desire to Drive a

NEW HONDA

WHAT YOU DONT NEED
• Much Money
• Any Co-Signer _^
Previous Credit History

YOUR HONDA COLLEGE GRADUATE HEADQUARTERS
FOREMRN HONOn

5511 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys, California 91401

1818) 786-1314 • (213) 873-1776
contact your college graduate representative

Gary Ober

^ ^

BRUIIVS DIS€OU]VT
AT

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
Rebates up to

SALE

V.

$2500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR
Finance rate for 24 months on selected models

5 ^ ^^isif

COLLEGE GRADUATF~CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
12TII & SAl^TA IHOI^ICA BLVD.

SAMTA IHOI^ICA

Oadge 800 DODGE Oadgo
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WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just tiiis. We're staffed by 'Team Professionals"
and quaiity salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

Jeep they want. —

Daily Bruin

AUT^ BUYER^S GUIDE

\ ^

We offer a Graduate
1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

3 year 30,000 miles

extended service

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE

FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING
GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

With Proof of Graduation

$295 value - free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

X213)^30-9 1 05
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006

' I t

^ /Tffv^

Look...

Wheel Deal

"SPECIAL

ELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with
- LINDQVIST SAAB'S

DUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*
IN THE WEST

vKVi

*•*'•

•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

vnV

Bargains

For Your

i

i

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
noB

*You must/ineet certain requirements

Auto Needs

saa§7 a<Co a(i><5®

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES IT'S

SPRING CELEBRATION SALE!

Right now, we've got a

College Graduate Financing Program..

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LFASE TO OWN!

'>r*-'

m

'^^dc^

#1 UW DEALERSHIP (N THE USA!
SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

(213) 592-1383

'• • •]

r« • - - ••• • SCOTT
ROBINSON
HONDA

WANTS TO REWARD ALL
COLLEGE GRADUATES

CASH DOW
c\ We pay 1st payment

• We pay license

• We pay security deposit

NO CREDIT NEEDED
TO QUALIFY
1990 ACCORD

$199 Mo.
60 months, closed in lease w/purchase option.

Total payment,$1 1,940 on approved credit.

(213) 371-3521 u„i/,tV.
r
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Trade Four Years
your Life

New Car
{''<'

INTEGRA 3-DOORGS

The time you spent in college is

about to pay off. Your college degree
and proof of employment after

graduation are all you need to start

driving to work in a brand new Acura,
on approved credit.

Torrance Acura, #1 in customer
satisfaction for the last three years,

wants you to drive home in an Integra or

Legend sedan.

Our College Graduate/ Leasing
Program will allow you to choose from a
large inventory of cars and a wide
variety of options and features.

Call or come talk to us in person to
learn more about our financing
programs for graduates, and when you
come in, don't forget your diploma.

\

TORRANCE

25341 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 539-3636 '

^^m^.

51^

\

! If s back for the third

will It end? (above)

time IS it?" (right)

ice. baby'r^ " (below)

iWilSOn:"Bad boys"have more fun
^. Wilson, being a

f fun.

i1sonisn*tascumat

amous for playing

lH,Griff,orBuford

nnen in the Back to

•ly a scum," admits

f actors try to find

e character that they

) embrace the char-

. but I don*t think

/cry likeable about

I mean guy — and
al I know bad people
nd there's nothing

t ihem at all. They
•rtune of others, and

fig— he has an evil

I, Wilson enjoys his

(gonist. "I think the

bad guy always has interesting

things to do. In my mind, the bad

guy is really the driver of the story.

The other characters always get the

girl and the music swells when
they're on the screen, but when
Biff is on screen, I think people arc

paying attention."

What made the part even more
interesting for Wilson was the

chance to play not one, but three

different Biffs. "Biff is just such an

extreme character that was great to

play. I mean it was the opportunity

ofa lifetime to play so many differ-

ent embodiments of a character in

the three Back to the Future mov-
ies. It was T» fantastic opportunity

and I had a blast!" ^

So where does an actor get in-

spiration for a character like Biff?

According to Wilson, "Biff was a

large partmy imagination. Biffalso

had aspects of people I knew when
I was in school since my youth was
much more likeGeorge McFly than

Biff. I had asthma, and I was sick

from school a lot, and I was pum-
meled by school bullies myself. So
by staring these guys in the face, I

kind of knew their modus oper-

andi, and I kind of did an impres-

sion of that with Biff."

For Back to the Future Part III,

Wilson got the chance to play yet

another member of the Tannen
family — Buford "Nfad Dog"^
Tannen, "the original bad seed of

the family." While Mad Dog was
also a product of Wilson's imagi-

nation, he was something of mix of

Wilson's favorite western bad guys.

See WILSON. Page 31

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
1092S Undbrook

208^366

Tht Hunt tor fM (ktotar (R)

1:30-4:30-7:30-10:30

70MM THX

VILUQE
961 Broxton

208-6576

Talt* Ffom Th* Darkate:
Tht Movit (R)

2:00-4:45-7:30-1000

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qly 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

C«nljry City Shopping Cantar

FrM Paflung

4 Hours Free Valdalon

Witt) Purchase of Theaks Tickets

(213) 553-0900

BRUM
940 Broilon

206-0996

CtaM of 19M [Rj

2:00-4:45-7:30-1000

My Left Foot (R)

1120-140-4:15-7 06-940

Happy TogattMr (PQ-13)

1150-2 10-4 40-7 40-10 20

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy
200-7664

liJiwit Nin|a TuriM (PO)

(12 30-3 00)-5 30-0,00-10:30
Taenige Mutont Nin|« TurtiM (PG)

11 30 1 46 3 30 6 06

WESTYVOOO
1060 Ga^y
208-7664

Short TinM (PG-13)

(12:15)-2:45-6 15-7 45-10 15 Driving Mm Oiiay (R)

12:50-3 10-5 S5^ 10 10 40

WESTWOOO
1060 Gayley

2087664

Cruy People (R)

(12:00)-2 30-5O0-7.30-10 00

Funny Face (NR)

11 30-2 00-4 50-7 30-10 30

WESTWOOO
1060 Gayley

206-7664

The Cook, The Thief,

Hia Wite A Har Lover

(1:00)-4O0-7 00-10 00
Ho on* under 18 admittid

The Gods Moat Be Crazy II (PG)

11 65-2;25-5 00-7 25-10 10

The Big Bang (R)

8.30-10 35

REGENT
1046 Broilon

2083259

Wild OrcMd (R)

2:00-4 45-7 30-10 15 A A (R)

10:30-1 10 4 10-7 15-10 15

PLAZA A Show Of Force (R)

1067 Glendon (1 00) 3 15-6 30-8 00 10 30

208-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Passes and group activity bckats acoeptod

ior shows bekxa 6 PM only

Santa Monica

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10 40-1 20-4^5-7 00-9 50

Short Tme (PG-13)

12:15-2 56 5 15 7 45 10 26'

Oaddy'a Dying (PG-13)

12 00-2 20 4 55 7 35 10 00

The Hunt ForMANN WILSHIRE TWM
1314 m%hn Blvd

451-4377 115-

'Sat & Sun only lor 1:15 ihoiivlme

Red October (PQ)
'j-4 15-7 15-10 15 1100 1 45 4 45-8 00

A A (R)

1045

MANN WILSHIRE TWW Teenage Mutant Nir^
1314 Wi&hira Blvd Turlaa (P6)

451-4377 (1:30)345-6«0
'Sat A Stf) only tor 1 30 A 3:46 showtimas

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL Too Baaufful For You
11523 S.M Blvd. DaJy 5.30-7 45- lO.flO

477-5581 -Sat, Sun A Mon Mabnaa 100-3 15

Miami Bluea (R)

12 15 2 45-5 20-760-1 100

Stri^aa (NR)

1145 2 30 5 30-815-10 45

Cmy People (R)

11 15-1 30-3 50-6 06 -825 10 5(3

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

MUSIC HALL Monaieur Hire

9036 Wislvre Daly 545-800-10-00
274-6869 Sal, Sun A Mon Mabnae 1:30-3 46

Sun 11 00am Academy Wlrvwr Common Tftreada

HNE ARTS
0556 Wishira

6S21330

The Feud
Daily 500-7:15-930

'Starfe Friday Tom Apart

NUART Itiyian American

11272 Santa Monica Bl pkjs a's^arl The B^ Shawe

478-637gWad & Thur only 7 00-9 30

American Boy

Wed A Thur onty 5 46 915
Fn 12 am Beafcet Caae II

Sat 12 am Rocky Horror Picture Show

Santa Monica
MOMCA The Roincarnabon of Golden LoUa
1332 2nd SL Daly 5 15 746-1000
394-«741 'Sat Sun A Man Mabnaa 12 46 300

Paycftology Series:

Wilh RMwkabte Men
Sal A Sun 10 am

MOMCA Camile Oaudol
1332 2nd SI Theater ClOMd Wed A Thu
394-9741 'Sat. Sw A Man MaHnea 200
Sal A Sun 10 15 am KriahnamurU: WHh A Silent Mind

MOMCA The TeraiMB
1332 2nd SL DiNy S:00-7:30-9:45

394-9741 'Start* Fridar The Runner
'Sat A Sun 10:30 «n Jung: Mattar of Heart

MOMCA -PREMERE SHOWCASE
1332 2nd St Henry V
394-9741 Daily 6:30 9:30

'Stark Friday A RuaMng of Lacvee
'Sat A Sun 1 1 am Through The Wire

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

ooldwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up. Tie Me Down
11:30-145 4 60 6.10-820-10 30

GoMwyn Mama, Therea A Man In Your Bed
476-0202 12 15 2 30 4 45 700 915
pKit a short ChucA Workman'a: Aecee of Siwer

QoMwyn
47^0202

Longtime Compemon
11:00-1 00-3 00 5 00- 7 10-9 10

'Fri A Sat Late Show 11 10 pm

QoMwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, T)e Me Down
12:45-3 00-510-7 20-9 30

'FrI A Sat Late Show 11 46 pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet
10069 Wa•war^
475-9441

Q A A (R)

155-4 46 7 45 10 30

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

Wllsh at Waslwood
475-071

1

Ooltjy Slarao

Pretty Woman (R)

11:55 2:30 5 06 7 40 10:25

UA COIKMET
10669 Walworlh
475-9441

THXA)aK)y Slarao

Body Chemiatry

1200pm daily

'Fri A Sat Lata Show 12 25 am

AVCO CINEMA II Bird On A Wire (PG-13)

Wilsh at Westwood 11302154507301015
475 0711 'Fn A Sat Lata Show 12 00 am
THXyOdtyy Slarao

UA COfKMET
10860 WalworVi
475 9441

THXyDdtjy Stereo

Cedllec Mmi
12:20-2 40 5 00-7 30 10 00

'Fn A Sat Lata Show 12 15 an

AVCO CINEMA M
MMih. at WasbMxid
47M711
DoNiy Slarao

I Love You To Death (R)

1:00-3:15-5:30-7 45 10 00

UA CORONET
10669 Welworti
475-9441

Cedllec Men
12:50-3 10-5 30-8 00 10 20

O

-tr
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FILM FILM
Directed by Michael Curtiz

Passage lu Marseilles"

Meinitz Theater 5 30 pm
Students $1.50 General $3

"Casablanca"

"Mission To Moscow"'

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$3 Students, $5 General

Archiy/e Television Theater

'The Action In New Orleans"

'The Richest Man In Bogota"

Dickson Auditorium, 7:30 pm
FREE

"Crimes And Misdemeanors"

"Roger And Me"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$1.50

tirapes Of Wrath"

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge, 11 am
rnrr

MUSIC
Jazz Festiwal

Intramural Field, 12 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

MUSIC
Noon Concert

"Angels With Dirty Faces"

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
FREE

Noon Organ Recital

Diana Vassall

Royce Hall, 12 pm
FREE

Ethno

Near East/Balkan/Ang American

Gamelan Room, 8 pm
Students $3, General $5

Muddy Waters

Kerckhoff Coffee House, 9-1130

FREE

Monique Young, uiarinet

Jan Popper Theater, 2 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

Arusha Weerasmghe, Piano

Jan Popper Theater, 5 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

'James Phitlipsen, Guitar

Jan Popper Theater, 8 pm
FREE

HEATER
I Remember Mama
Ralph Freud Playhouse, 2 pm, 730
$3 Students, $6 General

2B Mv4\AiyiM

FILM MEMORIAL DAY!

'Tilm Rouges"

Breathless ______
The Big Easy

Melnitz Theater. 7 30 pm
FREE

29
lu^cuLcui

FILM
MUSIC

Noon Concert

Contemporary Ensemble

Shoenberg AudiJofium, 12 pm
FREE

Noon Concert

World Peace Posse

Westwood Plaza 12 pm
FREE

HEAT E R
I Remember Mama
Ralph Freud Playhouse. 8 pm
$3 Students General $6

M

Classics and Rediscoveries

"Heaven Cdn Wail

"Cluny Brown"

Melnitz Theater. 8 pm
$3 Students, $5 General

20C riLM

Archive Television Theater

"PT 109

"A Profile In Courage"

Dickson Auditorium, 7:30 pm
825-1957

U S I C

Jazz Ensemble
Bill Wdtroub Jazz Trombonist

Jan Pnnppr Theater. 8 pm
$3 Students $5 General

FILM 30
Asian Pacific Americaa International

Film Festival

"Year Of The RabbifTA Sound Of

WingsTMotion Lotion II And
Breathless Lotion "/"The Reflector/

"SniperrMiles To Go"/"Flight In The
Shadow"

Melnitz Theater 7 30 pm
$3 students, $5 General

vJe^iyKeiAzui

FILM
'Tilm Rogues"

Choose Me
To Live And Die In LA
Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
$1.50

MUSIC

"Exorcism Iniquitous"

"On Ice"

"My Generation"

_Mt;lnit/ Theater 11 pm

'Students $3, General $5

206-FlLM

THEATER
I Remember Mama
Ralph Freud Playhouse, 8 pm
$3 Students, $5 General

Noon Concert

Talkbalk

Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
FRK
Nqon Concert

Kyang- Ah Ro. Ptano (MFA^

Shoenberg Auditorium 12 pm
FREE

Exene Cervenka

Cooperage 8 pm
FREETHEATER
I Remember Mama
Ralph Freud Playhouse, 8pm
$3 Students. $6 General

i.iWf -CJiCT <W»^^Tt-t^.l»~-?lMP.'T,-

Asian Pacific American Film Festival

"Mix 1 and 2
"/"

Ihe Girl From Bikini Island"/

"Bug Tong ( Riddles)'"/"Minsan Isang

Panahon/"Unison"/"Pilipinas"/"KataWang""

(Rust)/"Pepe"

Melnitz Theater. 2 pm
Students $3, General $5

"Lovers"

Melnitz Theater 5:30 pm
$1.50 Students, $3 General

"Yun"s Town"

Melnitz Theater. 7;30 pm

$3 Students, $5 General

206-FILM

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVES

Tonight - UCLA Film and

Television Archive Presents

"Casablanca" and

"Passage to Marseilles"

Melnitz Theater

Thursday, 5:30 p.m.

T.onight beginning at 5:30

p.m. in Melnitz Hall, the UCLA
Film and Television Archive will

screen three classic films directed

by the famed director Michael

Curtiz. Beginning at 5:30 is

"Passage to Marseilles", a 1944

picture set on Devil's Island

Starring Humphrey Bogart, Claude

Rains and Peter Lorre. Also

tonight at 7:30 p.m. will be

"Casablanca" (1943)

everybody's favorite romantic

melodrama starring Humphrey

iBflOart ami Inofld Bergmaft===
Immediately thereafter is

"Mission to Moscow" (1943) an

adaptation of a book by a former

U.S. Ambassador, which was
made during Worid War II to

promote Soviet-American

friendship.

All of these films are presented

as a part of "The Films of Michael

Curtiz" a series of 34 of the best

known films by this versatile

director. The series will continue

through June 3rd and includes

"Life With Father". "Mildred

Pierce", and "Flamingo Road."

Another continuing series from

the archive is "The Asian Ameri-

can International Film Festival"

which runs through Sunday May
27. Upcoming features include

"Pioneering Visions: A Selection

of Short Films " screening

Saturday May 26, beginning at

7:30 p.m. Director Myron

Murakami will be present for the

screening of his film "Flight in

the Shadow." Also screening on

the 27th at 11:00 p.m. is "Late

Night Madness: Avant-Garage
Fiiiiw" reaiunng "My Degenera-
tion" by Jon Moritsugu.

Admission is $3 for students

with I.D.and $5 general. For

more information call 206-FILM.

WIGHT ART GALLERY

Annual MA/MFA Thesis

Exhibition

Wight Art Gallery

June 10-24. July 1-5

U(CLA graduate students

from the area of art and design

will present their final creative

thesis projects as qualification for

their advanced degree with work
created during the past year. Due
to the exceptionally large class,

the exhibition will be presented in

two sequential installations. The
first installation is from June 10-

24. the second runs from July 1-

15.

Disciplines to be represented

in both installations include

painting, drawing, photography,

\Meek\M
MAY 24 TO MAY 30 /

HUMPHREY BOGART IN
''PASSAGE TO MARSEILLES"

sculpture, print making and new
forms and concepts. Also on
_yiew will be examples of works in

video, graphic arts, computer,

fiber/textile, ceramics and

industrial design. Each participat-

ing student is receiving a master

of arts or master of fine arts

degree. For more infomiation call

825-9345.

three-man studio team which in-

cludes bass player Ray Myrie and
vocalist Vic G.

STUDENT COMMIHEE Hik THE ARTS

World Peace Posse Comes
to UCLA!
Westwood Plaza

Friday. May 25

Efver since the bands of

the 60's gathered at Woodstock
for peace, love and harmony, the

use of music to sway the soul and
body has been one of the best

ways to promote peace through-

out the worid. And now, WORLD
PEACE POSSE! This two-toned,

socially conscious band from the

streets of Los Angeles has

something to say, and some
moving ways to say it:

"A famous man said, 'We're all

created equal'

So what if I'm black and you're

white.. .we're still people.
Take it trom mo. poarft ain't

impossible.

Don't let your foolish pride be an

obstacle."

From "Now Is The Time"

By WORLD PEACE POSSE

Although WORLD PEACE
POSSE'S lyrics reflect concern

over the injustice and everyday

problems facing the worid, the

music is upbeat and danceable,

combining elements of rap, rock,

funk, R&B, reggae and go-go.

The sound generated by WORLD
PEACE POSSE crosses the

boundaries of segregation,

appealing to all races.

And it's a sound generated by

band members with impressive

credentials. The group's guiding

force and lead vocalist, Bobby b.,

was a founder and former

member of Atlantic recording

artists. Black and White, and in

the past performed with The
Untouchables, Talk Back, and

The Rebel Rockers. He heads a

-—The group also plays live,

backed up by a full band consist-

ing of top players from such no-

table Los Angeles-based bands as

The Untouchables, Black and
White, and Hoi Polol.

Robby 0. explains the band's

musical philosophy. "In the

beginning rap music was just

turntables and drum machines.

Now it's grown to be a new.

emerging musical art form, not to

mention a big money maker and

popular with the general public.

WORLD PEACE POSSE adds

musical elements from other

genres to give us a unique sound
with international appeal."

If the packed houses and
jammed dance floors at any of

WORLD PEACE POSSE'S recent

shows are any indication, this

band has a good chance of

becoming the group to copy in the

•90's.

Join WORLD PEACE POSSE
tomorrow at 12:00 in Westwood
Plaza for a free noon concert.

Peace!

WIGHT ART GAI I FRY

Take Advantage of the
Docbnt Tours at The Wight
Art Gallery

Efver wish that you had
more information about a current

art exhibition? Since most of us

do not have the time for any more
research projects, the Wight Art

Gallery offers public tours

Tuesday-Friday at 12:30 p.m.

Admission is free, and these

tours are a great way to gain an

understanding of the many
fascinating exhibits that the

Gallery offers. The current Gallery

exhibition is ART/artifact which
explores the ways in which African

art has been presented by

Western Institutions and how that

presentation can effect a viewer's

perception. The Gallery offers

Docent Tours in conjunction with

almost all of their exhibitions, so

be sure to take advantage of this

entertaining and enlightening

experience.
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WILSON
From Page 29

**Il's kind of a mix ofl.ee Marvin

and Yoscmiie Sam— my cowboy
heroes ... but I like to think of it as

a tnbute to Lee Marvin and his

characters."

While Wilson says that he lives

with a "comfortable" celebrity

status, he still gets recognized as

Biffonce in a while. *X>ice aday or

so, someone will recognize me and

say/Oh you're in that nK)vie.' It's

not like I 'm followed by throngs of

ardent fans trying to rip pieces of

flesh from my body."

But, Wilson admits that people

often associate him with his char-

acter. "I'll meet a couple at a party,

and we'll go our separate ways,

and then in about an hour they'll

come up to me and say, 'You know
I didn't know who you were until

somebody told us, and I couldn't

describe how much I disliked you

when I first met you. There was

just something about you, and I

couldn't put my finger on it, and

then I remembered it must have

been some kind of subconscious

attachment with Biff.'"

With back to back filming of

Back to the FuturePart II and Part

III, Wilson was busy for well over

a year, as opposed to a typical eight

week shot. Perhaps, then, it was
because Part III was on location,

or because it was a western, or

maybe just because it was the last

— but whatever the reason, Wilson

thinks that the third Future was the

most fun to make (as well as the

most fun on screen).

For Wilson, as well as most of

the cast and crew, the chance to get

away from the Universal Studios
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back lot and other local locations good note. "I think everyone is

was great — and the particular going to miss iu because it was

location made it even better. "It sueha big part of our lives, but I'm

was great. Sonora is beautiful, and really glad that Back to the Future

it*s in the Sierra Foothills, soon the is endmg with such a good movie

weekends, we could drive into aiS Back to the Future Part III. IVs

Yosemite. I loved being in Sonora a wonderful part of my hfe that I' 11

— I brought my mountain bike up always remember very fondly, but

there and was in hog heaven.*' I think it's time for everyone to

With general consensus that/*ar/ move forward and go on to other»

/// will be the last Back to the things. There are certainly more

Future, Wilson does have some things than this out there, and I'm

regrets about leaving the role, and out here doing them."

especially about parting with the For Wilson, other things include

fellow cast members. Bui he is

satisfied that he is leaving on a See BIFF, Page 34
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Visual effects will keep 'Fire Birds' audience from getting burned
By Jim Pickrell

Staff kVhtef

RLII: Fire Birds. Written by Step
Tyner. John Swensson, Dale Dye, Nidi
Tniel and Paul Edwards. Directed t>y

David Green. With Nicholas CaQe.
Tommy Lee Jones and Sean Young!

In the advertising for Fire Birds,

they show almost continuous heli-

copter stunts and shooting, and the

ad*s show you what's best about
this film. Fire Birds is like a Top

Gun for the helicopter crowd, with
enough high-tech stunt flying to

almost make up for the relatively

weak story.

Nicholas Cage plays Jake Pre-

ston, a hotshot helicopter pilot who
joins a squad ofmen who arc going
to go down to South America and
do in some heavily armed drug
smugglers who have raised a small

air force of their own. Sean Young
is Preston's estranged girlfriend,

Billie Lee Guthrie, who also plans

to join the mission.

Tommy Lee Jones plays Brad
Little, the trainer who worries that

time is taking the edge off his

abilities. He wants his students to

be the best, but inside he is

reluctant to see them become
better than he is.

It's a slick piece of filmmaking

and sports some of the best aerial

action sequences you'll see any-

where. At times it plays like a

military recruiting film. It's full of
dazzling production values, yet at

times it seems like a lot of fiin

action without a strong central

story. The characters in this film

suffer from the same problem the

Air Force has right now: lack of a

really credible enemy.

It's hard to believe that the

entire United States Air Force is

scared of one mercenary named
Stoller who is flying a small black

helicopter somewhere in South

Amenca— even if he docs have a

couple of jets to back him up.

If you don't buy the drug war
story, then what you are left with is

a very lame and not particularly

interesting romance between
Young and Cage. But despite these

weaknesses. Fire Birds is a very

entertaining film. It's clear that

these military pilots have a good
scam going, with some of the best

toys money can buy, and the stunts

they do look like tremendous fun.
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It's a 'madcap' WOrldl Spoto pens wacky life of Preston Sturges

Biographer Donald Spoto,

author of 'Madcap: The Life

of Preston Sturges.

'

By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

Preston Sturges may not have

been the only American child

whose mother could eat only

champagne and oysters when she

was pregnant with him. But he was
the sole one who used such

colorful early experiences —
which included traveling across

Europe with his eccentric mother.
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deliveries
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any 2-item pizza
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driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized lor late

deliveries.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:—
^caii Us! 824-5000—

1371 Westwood Blvd.

her exotic lovers and a flamboyant

dancer friend — to invent rich,

imaginative films such as The
Great McGinty and The Miracle of
Morgan's Creek.

It was Sturges' youth, however,

that provided biographer Donald
Spoto with the most taxing of

tasks; his book Madcap: The Life

of Preston Sturges required detail-

ed knowledge of these "hops-

cotching*' years. 'There was a lot

of detective work," says Spoto,

"made more difficult by the fact

that both mother and son wrote

memoirs that were wildly disor-

ganized."

Spoto first became intrigued

with Sturges some twenty years

ago, when he was a college teacher

and saw Sullivan's Travels. After

making a name for himself as a

biographer through books such as

The Dark Side of Genius: The Life

of Alfred Hitchcock and The
Kindness ofStrangers: The Life of

Tennessee Williams, Spoto
decided to pen Sturges' personal

history as well.

As the title suggests, Sturges

was an offbeat character irPHolly-

wood, but wildly talented as well.

His success as a writer and director

were specifically recognized by

See SPOTO, page 36
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BIFF
From Page 31

starring in the Tom Hanks role of

Turner in Disney's pilot for a tele-

vision series adaptation of Turner

& Hooch. It also includes continu-

ing his part-time role as a stand-up

comedian, as well as writing fic-

tion and possibly his own screen-

plays.

Currently, Wilson is working

with Back to the Future co-star

Christopher Lloyd on a Back to the

Future ride at the new Universal

Studios Tour in Florida. "It's going

to be quite a ride. I went on a litde

mini-simulator recently, and it's

going to be something else!"

Wilson was bom in Philadel-

phia to a lawyer fatherand a mother

who was a singer. In high school,

Wilson occupied himself with the

tuba, the drama department and as

presidentofthe debate team. Study-

ing pre-law at Arizona State Uni-

versity, Wilson soon redirected his

interest to summer stock compa-
nies and stand-up comedy in New
Jersey and Philadelphia. Eventu-

ally, he moved to Manhattan to

pursue a professional acting career

and attended the American Acad-
emy of the Dramatic Arts.

In 1981. Wilson moved to Hol-

lywood, where he worked as a

bouncer while doing stand-up at

the Comedy Store, the Improv and
the Comic Strip. In 1984, he landed

the role of Biff in Back to the Fu-

ture, a part that was followed by
parts in April Fool's Day, Action

Jackson and Let's Get Harry.

When not busy with his career,

Wilson devotes most of his time to

his two young children and his

wife of five years. According to

Wilson, she was a math student at

UCLA when they met while he

was performing at the now nonex-

istentComedy Store in Westwood.

GALE
From Page 28

1985, more than assuring studio

interest in sequels. But when Gale
and Zemeckis sat down to decide

where to take the story, they quickly

discovered that Lhcy had^ to go -

loo far for one movie. "We called

up the studio and told them that the

bad news was that we couldn ' t give
them Back to the Future Part II by
summer '89, but that the good news
was we could give them Part II by
winter '89 and Part III by summer
'90 ... I think at first they thought

we were kidding."

Whatwas even more outrageous
than the idea of filming back to

back sequels, however, was that

the studio went for it - in a high

budgetage when one big dud could
destroy a company. But if there

was any story to bank on as a money
maker, it was this one.

In addition to filming both se-

quels back to back, a feat that re-

quired almost a year in production,

not to mention pre-and-post-pro-

duction , Gale and co-producer Neil
Canton had the satisfaction of
knowing they could make the film

they wanted without worrying
about taking short cuts. "We were
able to know that we didn't have to

worry about cutting comers when
we really wanted to do something,

like filming at Monument Valley.

It was like, 'hey if were going to do
this thing, let's do it right.'"

While they may not have been
constrained by a limited budget.

Gale says they were limited by the

very fact that it was a sequel. "You
have to be sensitive to the fact that

it is a sequel; it's being made be-

cause the audience loved the first

one, and you can't tum it in to

something that's so different from
the original that you piss-off the

audience."

It was that kind of limitation,

according to Gale, that forced them
to start Part II by going to the

future. "We had to go to the future,

given the way we ended Part One.
Thatwas the hardest thing to figure

out - how to deal with the future in

Pan II. For example, we said cars

fly at the end ofPartOne, so we had
a long discussion and really seri-

ously considered whether we
needed to have anything but the

Dclorean fly in Part II. Finally my
brother said, *Hey look - you guys
said "where we're going we don't

need roads," and I want to see what
that looks like! ' and we all nodded.
It was going to cost us an extra

three to five million dollars to have
all these flying cars in the movie,

but we had lo do it. To not go to the

future, to have Doc get in the car

and say, 'Oh, I changed my mind,

we 're not going to the future, ' - you
could just hear the groans in the

audience."

After settling the debt loabc-

lans m Part II, though, Zemeckis
and Gale decided to have fun with

a new story in Part III. "We got to

make a westem," remarked an
enthusiastic Gale - obviously a
cowboy at heart.

They also got lo leave the back
lot at Universal Studios for the

authentic westem environment of

Sonora, California, in ihe Sierra

Foothills. For Gale, who grew up
watching westerns on television,

the chance to make one was excit-

ing and rewarding - especially when
he and Zemeckis decided lo cast

veteran old-West stars like Harry
Carey, Jr., Dub Taylor, Pat But-

tram and Matt Clark. "These guys
have appeared in what seems like a

million westems," recalls Gale,"

and suddenly they were sitting back
in a saloon reciting dialogue that I

wrote. It was the proverbial dream
come true."—

When questioned about rumors
that Part III ends with no possibil-

ity for a Part IV, Gale responded ,

"We don't have any plans or inter-

est in doing a Back to the Future

Part IV. At the end of Part III it says

'The End.' We've had previews,

though, and the marketing guys
have asked groups of the audience
if they thought there would be a

Part IV, and about half the audi-

ence said yes and half said no. Bob
Zemeckis and I have asked Steven

(Spielberg) to promises us that their

would not be a Back to the Future

Part IV, and he has."

While Gale says he loves all

three films for different reasons, he
admits, "the experience of making
Part III was the most fun ofall three

- and I'm hard pressed to say which
is my favorite, but I'm real, real

proud of Part III."

According lo Gale, both he and
Zemeckis are taking some time off

after after Part III - a long time for

Zemeckis and a bit less for Gale.

"I've got a script that I wrote sev-

eral years ago that I'm going to

direct. And I know Bob Zemeckis
says he's going to take anywhere
from two to three years off - he's an

amazing guy, and he's exhausted."

In the meantime, as profits from

Back to the Future Part III start

rolling in, adding to the already

$700 million made from Part One
and Part II, it's probably fair to say

that RobertZemeckis and Bob Gale
have earned a rest
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Film

Actor Patrick Kilpatrick (yes, that's his real name) in a
particularly motivated moment

The real things:
'Class of 1999' star Kilpatrick keeps

essentials of work, life in perspective^.

By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

It takes me approximately 76 minutes lo discover that actor Patrick

Kilpatrick had an affair with a transsexual in Brazil. After delivering

monosyllabic answers about his background and upbringing, Kilpatrick

wants to know why I don't ask him about his sexuality. "It goes to the

very essence of a person," says the Class of 1999 star.

After hearing about the "voluptuous amazon in Brazil who said that the

scars on her body were the result of being attacked by piranhas as a child,"

I no longer feel the need to hear about how Kilpatrick found out that ihe

'lady' in question was a man, either, but he offers it up anyway. (It is only

by ironic coincidence that then song "Ain't Nothing Like The Real

Thing" comes on the restaurant stereo in the course of this discussion; I

swear it). When Kilpatrick tells me "you need to employ people skills to

make it as an actor," I wonder if this is what he means.

Then again, he also says you need "writing skills", which I'm dubious

about, since the name 'Patrick Kilpatrick' doesn't suggest great writing

flair. After all, how imaginative do you have to be lo invent a last name
that is different from the first? As it lums out, it's the name he has been

called since he was bom, but even he admits "people think my parents

must have been drunk or tripping to come up with that."

Having just completed a screenplay, Kilpatrick

hovers between acting and writing, and hopes diat

his future wiU be filial with "interesting big parts

that pay large amounts of money/'

In actual fact, Kilpatrick was a writer before he became an actor, hav-

ing started as a copywriter for a publishing house. He eventually

contributed articles to Playboy, Interview and People magazines,

describing himself as an "up front, in-your-face journalist." Since

Kilpatrick quizzes me on everything from the wickedest thing I've done

lo my most evil vice, this does not surprise me. "I once interviewed Rut-

ger Hauer, and I asked him if he would like to have an erotic vision visited

on the screen," he says of his subtle interviewing technique.

It was this very encounter with Hauer that prompted Kilpatrick to try

acting, because "I saw that this person was doing something which there

was no reason I couldn't do, too. I think Hauer is a superb actor, but the

whole thing was a very de mythological experience."
— Like Hauer, Kilpatrick is carving a name for himself as a menacing

screen presence. In Class of 1999 he plays an overzealous robot with a

penchant for breaking students* necks; in the upcoming Death Warrant

he is The Sandman, a demonic serial killer. He hasn't exactly been cast

against type in either film — even his press release biography begins

with the words "First you see the body." His roles have tended towards

the physical, rather than cerebral, and he admits that "I've left pieces of

myself on every movie location I've been. I've broken my nose, my hand

and my left hip."

The violence of Class of1999 proved to be so intense, that the film had

to be cut in order to receive an *R' rating. But Kilpatrick defends the

See PATRICK, page 38
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Program can teach you about:

• Accident avoidance
• Reducing the severity of injuries

• What to do in an emergency
• Keeping the shiny side up and the rubber side down

We want you to come to the Community Service Officer (CSO) Programs' FREE Cycle Safety

Seminar because your survival on two wheels depends on your mental skills. We are concerned

about your safety,

Wednesday, May 30
.,

6-8 pm
Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

Reserve your spot in the seminar now by signing up at the CSO Programs' Bicycle Registration

table on Bruin Walk or by calling the CSO Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

STATISTICS PROVIDED BY THE MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION. THE CYCLE SAFETY SEMI-

I NAR IS SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE.

SPOTO
From page 33

the industry when a new category

of Academy Award (best original

screenplay) was created for him in

1941.

His private affairs provided

Spoto with an abundance of

intriguing tales, particularly since

Sturges married four times and had

many more affairs. Although his

fortunes changed drastically dur-

ing the course of his lifetime, his

consistent optimism touched Spo-

to most **He went from being

terribly rich to grindingly poor, yet

he sustained both of (those states)

with great grace and always

bounced back. He had a cheerful-

ness that rarely failed him and a

moral courage that was compelling

and admirable."

Through a series of interviews

with the relatives, friends and

colleagues of his subject, Spoto

gained a unique insight into

Sturges' life and was frequently

surprised by his discoveries.

"What I found intriguing was that

he was a man for whom movie-

making was secondary to being a

host, a 'hooray Harry,* as they

called him in England. His main
joy in life was being with his

cronies, having dinner parlies and
talking and drinking until the wee
hours. He made movies in order to

keep the franchise."

As a biographer who works "30

hours a day, nine days a weekj
Spoto claims never to tire ot

penning other people's stories —
next year, his book Enchantment:

The Life of Laurence Olivier will

be published. As he explains,

"What is deeper and more mean-
ingful than entering into the truth

of another human life, and through

that learn something about one's

own destiny?"

Though Sturges passed away
around 30 years ago, Spoto doesn't

see his lack of first-hand know-
ledge of him as a drawback: "I

think one way we can know a

person is in the flesh," says Spoto.

"But another way is through the

impact of their life on ours. The
limitations of the flesh are some-
times just that. The biographer's

task is, in a very real sense, a

surmounting of the barriers of time

and space."

In the final analysis, one of the

most gratifying elements of the

process is when a reader responds

positively to his work. Says Spoto,

"Someone (who read Madcap)
told me, *I knew Preston, but I

know him better now.'
"

i4a
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call 825-9106 for info about

our rolling party unit
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low is the time to harvest the

bounty of Santa Monica College's

Summer Sessions. If you apply now,

you'll have the pick of our rich crop of

top quality, fully transferable courses.

Why choose SMC? Because you get

university-level education without

university-level costs.

Average Summer Course Cost*

use S 1335.00 UCLA S 383.00

CSUN $295 00 SMC $20.00
— If. I *^

We fit your schedule.
Two different session lengths, with both

day and evening classes, give you plenty

•Costs include alt rtquind t nrolinnm lie s sM( i<»M t> **» "<» |h r

unit for ( alilornu rcMdtnt> nu indt s (»iu mm n iniirttl f s (mi

htalih lie-

•of room to cultivate your summer plans.

8 week session June 25th-August Pth

6 week session June 2Sth-August 3rd

«

The time is ripe for applying.

Summer Sessions class availability is at

its peak, so don't delay The earlier your

date of application, the higher your

enrollment priority Apply at the SMC

Admissions Office, Monday through

Thursday, Ham to Hpm, Friday Sam to

4pm Or call the Summer Sessions

Hotline for more information:

213-452-9383. Come to SMC this

)une, and grow wise under the Santa

Monica sun

Santa
MONIG\

"We transfer more students

to the Vniversity ofCalifornia

than any other commun ity collef^e.
"

li)(K) r/< (> tint) SAMA MOMCA. CAUh W40S
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The

Center for American Pfitics and Public Policy

is pleasemm) present

a

QUARTER IN WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FORI UNttERGRADUATES

LIVE, DO HELD
IN OUR NATION'
EARN ACADEM
DESIGN AN
RESEARC
PART-TI

D ATTEND CLASSES

YOUR OWN

OfKHtrUNITIES

An exciting $4l»el^4kal expmence
The UCI^Center-lwr AMl|Cjil^ i^OlNiiC^ and^^iyic Policy

(CAPPP)mmow selQClliid Mpmt froup of urBeraduates
to partiflMto ift ils O^MflMr 1^ W«ilitnet|if

CAP^tm send $pptmmmi^- IB <^^44 tomu>hington
eacliPui |nd Sprii^ Qoartar. tim f»rogram olpri m op-

portWIy tp combine comm HVOfk with field iliiftrc| and
wcfflk experience ivk mmm dltm^ mAated to flie pa|cy-

maldilfl process of the federal government. QiuuillM
uiici€||pniat|ates who think ip^arter in Washii^;to|i would
cumfiimKM their course of Btudy «je encoura^ I© «|l^ly.

Drop by oitt office for moro Wormation about tite pfogram.

AiryCATIQN PFAPllfff, KIR FALL QVARTffi.
WIB EXTEND^ Ti^TMK<;r>AY M|Y 29

For more |Rldr0l|itiC»l^ contact thfe

CENTER POK AMERICAH PCXJTKS AND WmjC POLICY

9349 BtuicheHaa uaA
tel. 206-3109

GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER'S BACK!

1 0955 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

~ 208-7365

20% DISCOUNT
ill 111 May 31st

.eiTH^RJOUni
«WS0N«UIID1

\n WcstwooJ V^ill.i^v

100*^^ Broxton A\c.
(.•\Jl.le*.'lU to M. inn's)

208-3810

JOLES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE

OphThalmology and related

professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS

EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS
UCLA VISION PLAN

CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
- CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE -

Telephone (213) 825-5000

't^^^^ -J.
'1 f ^ r rr

w

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic, dedicated people
interested in advertising

experience and an exciting

internship for summer
This is a position dealing
primarily with ad production

and on-compus advertising

rather than sales.

Applications are available at

-112 Kerckhoff Hall and
are due WEDNESDAY, MAY 30,
at 4 pm.

>
^y ft r^frr

rrr

rf ^ r ^rr ^4^^
^''^'' TtMf r]

Campus exhibit

siiowcases UC
profs, spouses
By Katie Veitum

Contributor

When Stephen Zamcnhof saw a

fallen piece of manzanita wood at

Bruin Woods he did not just kick it

aside. Instead, Zamcnhof molded
the dry, dark wood into a sleek bird

ready for flight.

Ordinarily, sculpture is a per-

sonal pleasure for Zamcnhof, an

emeritus professor in biochemi-

stry, but he enjoyed an opportunity

to share his art with other members
of the UCLA community at the

Emeriti Arts and Crafts Exhibit.

The exhibit was sponsored by

tlie UCLA Emeriti Association

and featured arts and crafts by the

distinguished retired professors

and their wives. This year the

exhibit featured a special showing

of the paintings of Thomas Jen-

nings, a UCLA professor of art

from 1954 to 1984. Jennings is

known throughout the United

Stales for his paintings, litho-

graphs and works in graphic

design.

While many of the pieces were

for exhibition only, some artists

offered to sell their works. Sallic

O'Neill, wife of Russell O'Neill,

of the Engineering department,

was selling her sculptures. She

started srulplini^ ihrp.fi yr-i^r<; Mgn.

after she took a class, and it has

become what she calls her "old age

habit."

Wilbur Dutton, of education,

sold handmade jewelry, made
from silver and creatively

designed with stones like turquoise

and even petrified wood.

Sylvia Wins^cin, chairwoman

and coordinator br the exhibit,

said, "many of the exhibitors are

professors of fields completely

unrelated to the arts. It's a chance

for us to show everyone that even

though we're retired we're still the

movers and shakers that we've

always been."

PATRICK
From page 35

graphic scenes, saying "It's so

tongue-in-cheek. 1 don't consider

it really violent in the sense that,

say, The Wild Bunch is. I think the

violence in Class of 1999 has a lot

more point to it." And hey, there's

gotla be some point lo crazed

robots bashing in studenls' heads

at a futuristic school.

Having just completed a

screenplay, Kilpatrick hovers

between acting and writing, and

hopes that his future will be filled

with "interesting big parts that pay

large amounts of money." He has

no plans to travel to Brazil,

however, and is now married to an

Elite model. While he states that

"acting doesn't have any ethics,"

he makes no such statement about

himself. His naughtiness extends

to "occasionally having a cigaret-

te. In the past, I've done a couple of

U-tums in residential neighbor-

hoods."

At least, that's all he admits to.

But there's something about the

way Patrick Kilpatrick says "I

think we all exist with a certain

wickedness" that makes me think

there's lots more stories that he's

not telling. Let's take a moment to

be grateful for that.
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BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6^1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

iw >nCtyn>atkm at (7t1)70B-535K==
COME DISCUSS "The Prerequisites lo Peace"

Thursday May 24th 5-7pm Ackerman 3520.

Sponsored: Baha'i Club.

LUNCH

Fm Oellmtf TIekets

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
«

Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERI
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employees receive

etther 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket. We canr>ot award t>oth.

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker • Fleetwood Mac Janet Jackson - Phantom

Alice Cooper- Ptiil Collins - New Kids - Steve Miller

Andrew "Dice" Clay Luther Vandross - Milli Vanilli

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Open 7 Days

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

P e r s o n a 1 i zed
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

^^4!^ Bibles - Book _a.
Gifts. i/

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm.
Th-Sct 10 cm - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Free Dental Treatment
Pius $100 per day

Need patients for dental

license exam at UCLA.
Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave message

CONCERTS SPORTS THEATER

THE

icket
J

:\r-c, •< in*,"-. A'^ ><«;.••

9855 (Little) Santa Monica Bl.

Beverly Hills

(818)99&476l

(213)277-4300

TRACY CHAPMAIV

May 23, 24

Choice seats - $50

The Finest EntertBinment

Seating Since 1947

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

a^PUS PHOTO STVDIO
ISO KcrckhotVUall i Kight ik\i to Ciraphic Sciaiccs). Open M V S:.^() S 30

Good Deals

Alcoholics Anonymous fleeting

Mon Discussion. Thurs Book Snjcy

Fri Step StiOY AU 3S2S r tu - 1:15

Tues -3 7ir NH C8177. Wed- Osassiofl

NPI C35SS 12 10 1 00

f cr alcohoics or indrviduals who have a

dflfltong proNefn

m'S\ M7-8316

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

-Bruin Plan'. (2 13)873-3 303 or

(818)992-6966.

)ET TO EUROPE- Any lime for $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458- 1 006. 7-1

am.

Free 8

HAIR MODELS NEFDED by professional hair

stylists for short to medium length styles

Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091.

Miscellaneous

Good Deals

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey

cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869.

;1^'^'^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^~^?!

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rontal Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers ' need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West LA.

Good Deals

FAMILY DENTISTRY v.l.P.
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

^ 1620 Westwood Blvd. __!:

*open days and evenifigs*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergenqr service

Now you can join our private

practice, become a VIP
member and "fficeive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Ofler not valid when using

dental insurance coverage.

"Patients Are Special"

1
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r°tyb Arm
Our fleet of 6 Bagos, 150 innertubes, and 8,800 Coors lights

depart Friday to conquer tine treacherous rapids of the Colorado.

Balance Due Now! See Bulletin Board for Time of Departure
Questions: Tom Molnar 824-3956.

CONGRATULATIONS PI PHI SENIORS!
Kelly Ames
Jtilio Ari as:

Katja Dunbar
Nntaiie Friedman

Annie Maimone
Molly McCahon

Eva Avery

Jennifer Barak

Michelle Beck

Mia Branski

Missy Canevaro

Kiersten Carrasco

Caren Cholakian

Jenny Coffman

Casey Cotton

Sandy Gonzalez

Kirsten Gray
Hillori Hanks

Jill Harper

Kim Kimbrell

Kati Kiraly

Margot Kramer-

Liz Leo

Shelley McCrory
Sandy McGill

Juli Mullin

Gloria Noh
Wendy Palmer

Karissa Peden

-Jenny Riggs

Lisa Sauvage

Merritt Schweickert

Laura Sosa

Cindy Stock

Leigh Ann Loeffler

Meet in Front of BETA at 5:00 sharp!
WE LOVE YOU!!!

Cheryl Stone

Allison Storr

Shawn Thompson
Wendy Thompson
Yvette Toledo

Kathy Whittaker

Sherri Williams

Adrienne Yarlett

Allison Zukor

official national
philanthropy!
AZ supports
Gaulladette

College for the
hearing

impaired. Delta
Zeta Rock-a-
thon. Please
come join us
Thursday &
^riday to rock.

o

Serena,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
You H.S.!! Dork say what?

You know I love you & Hawaii

is going to be outrageous!!

P.S. You cant
touch this! with BRC Love,
Poison! Lisa Pain

Where the Boys are -'90

MEN!MEN!MEN!
Thursday, May 24, 8p.m.

660 Veteran - Meet in Lobby

Dress to Get Wet
Everyone Welcome

AAO Special Thanks to:

Westwood Liqour

1 127 Gaykey 10% off w/UCLA ID

""Come See What Being Greek is All About"

TRIDELT
SPRING PARTY IS HERE!

TONIGHT
Taco's Taco's at 8:00

Cafe Cafe at 10:30

This is the last one Seniors!

Live it upl__

MchcUe D'Angclo • rOB
Con^vtulatlons on InltlatlonI

We'll have 3 generatlona In

Chapter on Mond^yl

Love, yba Deniae

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose wdgnt
Doctor reconrunended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

1

Secret
Nimitz Carrier group off the coast of Mexico 0900 hours

' 24th of May

Enscn Kindler: Sir the vessel has changed

direction. Now bearing zero-one-niner and

increasing to...what? 50 knots sir.. .Sir

we're losing her.

Captain Noble: Tve seen this once before in my

life. When I was working aboard the Jose Qucrvo

transport Tanker Vic Reinick, The cunning

bastard moved right in undetected and took over

the whole tanker. One million gallons of Techilla

was never recovered. Yes gentlemen I fear the

worst has befallen us. Notify Washington.

Captain Morgan has returned.

OK^ RAGE
Coming Sat June 2nd to a Phi Psi near you-

All proceeds go to the Wolfe Kirson scholarship foundation.

S|ioiiKorocl By QP

THE VILLAGE DELI

«sUBUJnv-
udweiser

'U _

=BonnnnnnnDnnnnDnnanDnnaannDnnDnDnaDDDDn&
o "D- S7bb«' B Q PARTY in a BOX! §

s""''"?«oLiNis;
CHOANERS i

HOT-BOXER
The 0A@ legacy begins...June 1

°

nnnDnnDnnannnnnnnnnnDnnDnnnnnnnannDnnnDD

AXQ. proudly congratulates

Michele Logan

on her acceptance and scholarship

to Hastings Law School

Good Luck! We Love You!

SUPP€»%^^BKlHOUSE

AIXG NAMENT

•PIZZAhI i:ii:i i^L-',:;" ijic^tt.ima^noED

Alpha Sigma Phi
congratulates

brother
Eric Jenlcins

on his new
position as
IFC Asst.
Rush Chair

5 Delta Zeta and Friends

Get ready to rock, because- >

I It's Roek-A-Thon time! ^

!BBnsfi£± Qo to c^ou^s. Sax Dnd:itid£.

AEO
Start theyweekenciy^rly!

Toriight

Phi Fsijit 5:30

TONITE—Buses leave the
house at 6:00
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Beach Party
Little sisters come join the brothers for
some sand surf and fun. Grab yoxiT

suit and towel.

Surfs Up at 10:00pm.
663 Gayley "First hn the Row"

is SO excited to welcome

UCLA's Newest Fraternity

nKA
See you at our dinner

exchange tonight

Santopietro's 6:00

otA- o/h/hM^

all TX Mt asters aur Doves
pJMfiMfMi^^

wiJjjj'i^i/i^i0jiMfifM0UM0ifiMi0ifif^ «AAAAAAAAi^^AAAAAn^M<4'

!aaight 5'':30 p.m.
Xi ,~~

0S^.^e/Msters bring $10 for shirts

^ 54th annual ^^

June 1. 1990
For info or invites call Mark:

208-0495

Chi Omega Congratulates

as the 1990-1991
Josephine Bruin Mascot

We love you!!

^

the
ladies

Delta Zeta
The gentlemen of
Tan Kappa Epsllon

would like to
thank you for

"rockin' round the
— clock" with us at

Mardi Gras.

Kappa Delta

invites everyone to our

o
u SWEET SHOPPE
N
E
A
T

DESSERTS

Tonight 6-8 p.m.
800 Hilgard Avenue

^^^^ < n,s,<^^s^^,»,^it^^.
>^^^"fc"fc;fc; i^im*>ii'>ii^i

KZ:

Thanks for a £[reat

dinner and a very

informative rape seminar.

sec '^^^^'^^^^^^^^*'^*-^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^<<

Research Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in Jurw at UCLA. Free Ireatnwnt provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS, 1 8 and older,

needed for positrori irV^aging of the brain,

heart,and bones. Injection of radioactive iso-

tope. Bloods will be taken. $5(V2 hr. Call

(213)825-1118.

HEALTHY pregnant women needed for hor-

mone study. Receive $25. Call for details.

(213)825-3921.

Research Subjects 12

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.

NORMAL healthy women needed for study of

horrr>or»e patterns in normal nr>enstrual cycles.

Receive $50 (213)825-3921.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

nrxxe and have received prior. unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100.oo received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

Research Subjects 12

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYINC AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED NORMAL HEALTHY MALES AGED
18-40 for a new anti-fungal drug study.

Requires out-patient screening exams, blood,

urine tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days in hospital (VA Hospital).

Call (213)824-6731 (John). Pays $24-700.

Wanted 15

FREE HAIRCUTS: men and women needed for

cutting classes in Beverly Hills salon. Please

i i)a7Jiiifla6ofut^'«m Of JeffwyiFeT:
information.

iTWfe

Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidentiai.

In Westwood Village.

CALIFORNIA
(I^YC^ BANK

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spcmrt donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

ifYTgJl^C

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure PedicureS 208-8193
lOlS GAYLEY AVt, WESTWOOD VIIXAGE

Health! Sen^ices 22

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Opportunities 26

$800,000 If you have the courage to call It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.
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Heaitt) Services 22 Healtti Services

Bulimia Nervosa

Getting angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Lying in the checkout line that the

cookies, candy, and chips are for a party.

Becoming scared when you can't throw up.

Swearing you will never do it again.

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psycho Therapy for women
trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa

Office in Westwood Area
(213)474-4165

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your

wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business

Seminar. (818)367-3099.

Help Wanted 30

$9AHR APPROVED WORK STUDY POSI-
TIONS available for shipping clerk at

the Buckmirwter Fuller Institute, an educa-
tional & research organization concerned with

solutions to global problems. Within IS

minutes driving time to campus. None work
study applicants S5^r (213)837-7710.

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
^B55essmg letters, etc Must type 45

ASSISTANT TO PERSONAt/corporate finan-

cial planner, p^, flexible. Good computer and

interpersonal skills. Bob Newell.
(213)475-5854.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIENTED DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT. PT NOW, FT

SUMMER. MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, ANDOF-
FICE WORK. (213)826-7000.

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books?

S32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838-8885.

ATTENTION: ART/GRAPHICS/DESIGN MA-
JORS. Quality, fine art publishin^icensing co
seeks bright, energetic, responsible, quick

leamer for great ground floor opportunity.

Walking distance from UCLA. Interns should

have knowledge of Wordperfect and have

good interpersonal skills. Salary S8.35A>our.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Sam-5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developcr/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pl.

(213)557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER Secretary

for Real Estate Devcloper/Altorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. F/T, P/T.

(213) 557-2315.

ADVERTSING and Marketing Research Firm.

Part-time or full-time, exposure to many indus-

tries, interesting work, help set up focus

groups, will train, flex, hours. 9am-9pm. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232.

A GREAT JOB. P/T receptionist/data entry/

general office person to assist in small office in

West Hollywood-Flexible hours for the right

person. Linda (213)652-0242.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic

chores. Run errar^ds, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 2-hrsMk, $60(Vmo in Santa Monica.

(213)450-8719.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING Flight Attendants,

Travel Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service.

Listing;. Salaries to $105k. Entry level posi-

tions. Call (1)805-687 6000 ext. A-10105.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT--
FISHERIES. Earn $600-K/wcck in cannery,

$8,000- $12,000-«- for two months on fishing

vessel. Over 8,000 openings. Start June 18lh.

No experience necessary. Male or female. For

68-page employment booklet, send $6.95 to:

M&L Research, 2000 Westlake Ave. North

#101, Seattle, WA 98109-30 day, uncondi-

tional, 100% money back guarantee.

ANSWER TELEPHONES. Part-time. 8:30-1

M-Tr, 8:30-6 F. S6A»r plus commission. Good
phone skills. WLA. Nice environ
ment. Study opportunity. Call Joel

(213)841-4058 days, (213)559-8827
evenings.

possess strong organizational skills & interesT

in pronr>otion, public relations, & sales. Some
general office/clerical duties are expected,

flexible schedules (21 3)824-5002, 208-71 1 0.

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful, children's furni-

ture store, looking for energetic sales person.

Must enjoy working with people and children.

Will train, $7/hr. pA. (Could become full-time).

HUDDLE. (213)479-4769.

ATTENTK5N: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.4lA>r!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp

Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

take-charge. To S50K. (213)557-0142.

ISLAND
TEFPANYAKI
RESTAURANT
ON WILSHIRE

,

NEEDS HOSTESSES
AND

WAITRESSES PT/FT
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GREAT PAY

CALL
444-7899

BUSINESS OFFICE. P/T, M-F, flexible, typing,

data entry, filing, phones. 6 blocks to campus.
(213)475-2456.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.
VOTER REVOLT. Earn $250/4OOwk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

ASUCLA CAPS & GOWNS
NOW HIRING
TEMPORARY POSITIONS

Cashiering, Customer Service &
Stock work. Hours/Days TBA.

Must be able to work June 17.

Will Train.
~

Apply at ASUCLA Personnel

Kerckhoff 205, M-F, 8-5pm.

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M—F 40hrs/wk. June

25-Sept. $4.25 and up CXX Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CLERICAL position available. P/T. 15-20

hours/wk. Tuesday and Friday afternoons help-

ful. Experience preferred. UCLA Medical Cen-

ter. Call Linda (213)206-6349.

COMMERCIAL leasing intern, progressive de-

velopment company seeking self-motivated,

energetic individual, for p^ position to assit in

shopping center and industrial park leasing

send resume: attn Emily Chung 2200 West
Valley Blvd. Alhambra, 91803.

COMMUNITY SERVICE officer programs

(UCLA). Office clerk 15-20 hrs/wk. Light

typing, heavy phones, good communication
skills. $6.34A>r. Contact Cindy Stanworth at

206-5473 or pick-up applications at CSO
office, 601 Westwood Plaza.

CONSTRUCTION LABOR. Brentwood.
$5-€^r. Experienced carpenters more. Sum-
mcf job. (213)471-1167.

TELEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR
TUNITY. Earn salary versus commission work-
ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big %ir

opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273-9631.

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
S600-$2000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Gain valuable business experience work-

ing with vevf dynamic business men and
women. (213)841-2060

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, Beverly hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FIRST AID CPR INSTRUCTOR, pA Growing
CO. seeks self-starter EMT, paramedic, nurse,

for daytime classes. Prefer medic first aid

anchor AHA instructors but will consider

training. Call between 9am-5pm, M-F,
(213)839-5864

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $17,500-558,240. Call

(1)602-838^885 Ext X—8050.

I'/T POSITION
witii West \A

Insurance Aficncv

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

Inspections and ofllce

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to
school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

f SUMMER f
I JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

wordprocessing, etc. Call

tor appointment!

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 1-5:30 daily,

$8-$10^r. Light experience, W-perfect know-

ledge preferred. Century City Commercial Real

Estate. (213) 552-9916.

GREAT SUMMER )OB B-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MINIMUM AGE 21

NEED EXPERIENCE WITH CHILDREN, WA-
TER SPORTS, CAMPING. (213)826-7000

HELP! A Madarin speaking family helper

needed. Good Pay!. Day (714)892-0537

Night (714)846-9152. or leave message.

LANDSCAPE Designer needs full or part-time

employee for drafting, designing, sight measur-

ing, field supervision. (213)314-9629.

LEGAL FILING CLERK, $8/hour, p/t,

10-15hrs/wk. Flexible. (213)393-5582 Linda.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day

camp in WLA. Teach group artd private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

SALES/SUMMER- FA, minimum $4,000 or

more/month. Outgoing/experienced/
extravert. Must have car. (213) 962-1874

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune

500 affiliated marketing company. Summer
positions available, S2000-S00(Vmonth. Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available Serious

inquiries only Call now, (213)841-2060

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerton

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 796-8559

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Stivers

Temporary
Personnel

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and ^in
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

COUNSELORS needed; Mental health facili-

ties. Weekends P.M. and Graveyard shifts.

Valorie. (213)836-5567.

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY7 WoTT
from home or office FT/PT. Free full training.

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8519,
(818)377-5127

JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN keyboard map
ping. Familiar with Japanese DOF. Call Eli-

zabeth Tegley at Goal Systems
(213)578-1147.

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.50Ao

start. No cxp. necessary. P/T, FA available

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

MfeUWu^w. rc^^lAwit t lu ll t ime, V4qs\w»5S^
Experience required Outstanding opportun-

ity. SalaryA)enefits (213)208-3316

MODELS FOR ART CLASSES- Photography,

drawing groups. All types. No experience

necessary. Good P/T work (818) 753-77U

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Flexible hours PT/FT

great money working with Fortune 500 com-
pany. Greg (213)824 9840

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hi Us ^

F/T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs Beasle/s

bakery in Santa Monica. Full and part-time.

(213)394-6983

CRUISE SHIP JOBS-opportunity guide
$300-$900 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS 15

Newpositiqns available. $10. 25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. S7/hr. Call now!
(213)273-9631.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 824-7776.

$5/hr + $1/delivery + tips -- food. Must have

reliable transportation & insurance.

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted
SlOOca on accepted designs Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spatz Footwear: 3407 W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020. (213)736-5194.

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Bf:lAge

How To Improve Your Resume.

These symbols represent the seven

Hotels of L Ermitage InterncUioncil

(count themi), cind a wealth of

opportunity for you (count on itl)

Located just around the corner in

West Hollywood and Beverly Hills,

each hotel offers an environment

of elegance as unique and
distinctive as yourself We have im

mediate Full and Part Time open
ings (even a summer position or

tvyo) recjuiring good commuriica-

tion skills and a strong commit
ment to customer servKe Bilingual

(tnglish/Spanish) skills <ire a plus

Apply now for one of the

following positions, and you may
'soon h^\\/v something to proudly

display on your resume that is, ot

course, in addition to those fast

food, lifeguarding or intramural

positions you re presently sporting

Front Desk Clerks

Night Auditors
PBX Operator
Secretaries

Cafeteria Attendant
Valet Parking Attendants
Line Cooks
Restaurant Manager
HR Office Assistant

Maintenance Engineer

For immediate consideration call

our Job Hotline at 659 584 7,

,.yp\^\y in person or send your

resume, indicating posilion(s) of

interest, to The Hotels of

L Ermitage International, 1020 N
San Vicente Boulevard, West Hoi

lywood, CA 90069 Directions

From Sunset Boulevard turn down
San Vicente Boulevard. 4 th drive

way on left is our Loading Dock,

entrance to Personnel is behind

our Security Dept Park on strtvt

We etre an equal oppautunity

employer M/F/HA/

Ongoing Opportunities
We .ire .ilw.iys inferested in me^t
incj Mlented people commirted to

providing the ultimjte guest

sefVK e in the following dreds

• Food Service

Housekeeping
Front Office

Hotels of
L'Ertnltage International

.. a collection oforiginals 1

»j

M^ilJa kJ^
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE VIDEO GAMES?
SEGA, the creator of AFTERBURNER, OUT-
RUN, and the GENESIS home video game
system is looking for talented PROGRAM-
MERS to help create the next generation of
SEGA video games. ^

Are you a solid professional programmer? Or
a game fanatic with ideas of your own? In
any case, if you have graduated or will soon
graduate in Computer
Science or another highly technical field, and
would enjoy a job in the world of Electronic
Entertainment, please send your resume to:

© Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106
San Jose, CA 95131

OFFICE ASSISTANT, part-lime. Require typ-

ing. KrK)wledge of Japanese language helpful.

20hrs plus hours/Wk. (21 3)471 .1234.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

OUTSTANDING summer opportunity! Cam-
pus Connection needs an ambitious person to

sell ad space for the #1 college campus
magazine. Will provide all materials, complete
training. Call for info: 1(800)342-5118.

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

=ce«tef $6/Kf Roz {213)6S7 5183.

PART-TIME delivery start immediately 6-8

hrs.A*^. $7.25A>r. and .18< per mile. Must
have car and insurance. (213)838-8080.

PERFECT SUMMER JOB: Custom shirt manu-
facturer needs direct sales reps to work in

cities throughout Southern California. Make
prominent contacts for your future. Complete
training $800-$900/weekly. Interview May
.31 -June 2 only!! Call 1(800)234-4834 for

appointment. Great experience for people in

fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not
necessary.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to lady executive.

Organize flies, driving, errarxk, personal shop-

ping. Make yourself generally useful. Require

intelligent, energetic, very refialbe person.

Full/part-time. Call before noon.
(213)459-2422.

PRESTIGOUS Century City Law Firm has

full-time flie clerk position available. Call

Rich (213)556-5921.

PA EMPLOYMENT with an M.D. who is doing

private research in Molecular gerwtics. Litera-

ture research ar>d lecture r>ote taking. Flexible

hours. Call Nurit. (213)30»^55.

PT HELP. Earn up to $100 in ^ hours selling

flowers. Car/insurarKC. Call/ leave nrwssage.

(213)859-7068.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train. ..you aain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communicatjon skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

P/r LAW FIRM- Type 75 *. Dictaphor>e,

phones, flling, WP 5.0, hours flexible. Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711.

PT LOUNGE ATTENDANT. Westwood law
Arm seeks pleasant respomible irxlividual to

assist in ordering and serving lurKhes and
beverages to attorrwys and clients. Good
communications skills required. Hours
10am-3pm. Norvsmoking environnrtent. Call

Shawn Orfer at (213)478-2541.

P/T, medical offlce assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic offlce. $7.5(Vhr.

Will train. Call Gina (213)854-4404.

P/r SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc-

tor's offlce in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary S9.00-f depending on experi-

ence. (213)208-3700.

PUBLISHERS REP. Firm. Seeks part-time

secretarial/clerical. Tues & Thurs., 1 1 :30-4:30.

Near UCLA. Cher (213)471-3630.

RECEPTIONISTS WANTED. S5.00/per hour +
bonuses. Ar>swering phones. Filing, no typing .

Caft Jennifer (213)672-8113.

RECEPTIONIST, PT. Beverly Hills law offlce,

MW 9-5. Call Mr. Howard (213)273-2458.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
snrtoking. (213) 399-5148. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environment in Santa

Monica.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235.

RECONDITE LOGICIAN, humorist, artist for

hazardous assignments. (213)456-7573.

RESEARCH ASST. Temporary P/T position

assisiting in qualitative analyses of Doctoral

dissertation on women in abortion. $5-6/hr.

DOE (213)398-9385.

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're
looking for. We offer training, beneflts, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023.

Ask for Margaret.

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo
nica. P/r, Saturdays a plus. 11-6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance. (213) 3952728.

RETAIL SALES. P/T or FA. UCLA clothing store

in Westwood. MaleA^emale. Experierx:e pre-

ferred. Work through summer. Call Mark
(213)824-7115.

RETAIL SUMMER WORK. $10.75 starting, no
experience necessary. Internships available.

Santa Monica (213)392-1310. LA/Hollywood
(213)933 4955.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD offlce

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top
salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

RUNNER- Business managenr>ent Co. West-
side, beneflts. Must have own car. 30 hrsAvk.

(213) 558-8110.

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu-
ter experierKe MAC, light bookkeeping. Please

call. (213)479-8330.

SECRETARY: looking for a challenge? Fast-

paced Westside p/r flrm needs account coordi-

nator for clerical support. Min. SOwpm. Word-
Perfect 5.1. Send resun^e by 5/29/90. To
Personnel Pollart^ischer Communications.
11755 Wilshire Blvd. »1 750, LA, 90025.

SCCRETARY/Receptionist, Century City Busi-

ness Management Firm. Chicago based. Word
processing exposure. Great beneflts! Linda

(213)652-0242.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please

call (818)889-8383.

SUMMER
JOBS

UCLA
UNICAMP

Paid positions at UCLA UniCamp
are available for:

•Lifeguards • WSI's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided.

Help children from low income families at

our campsite in the San Bernardino Mtns.

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31
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SUMMER )OBS- Available at a Children's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with

kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

Group counselors, and ir«tructors in arts and
crafts, darKe, drama, gymnastics, swimming,

and computers. (213) 472-7474.

SPORTING GOODS

SALBS TO
ART

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

SUMMER POSITION, Real Estate Office, Be-

verly Hills. General office work, phones, light

typing. Call Rhoda. (213)274-9224.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Vzlley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals.

$9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4147.

I
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

I
Westwood location. Successful applicants will

I
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

I
sporting goods, and the ability to work

I
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

ACKERMAN ENROLLMENT CREW
$7.80/HR

STUDENT TERMINAL OPERATORS FOR FALL '90 IN-PERSON ENROLLMENT MUST TYPE
ACCURATELY, BE AVAILABLE PART TIME FIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH QUARTER, AND

HAVE AT LEAST 3 QUARTERS REMAINING.

CALL JEFF OR PHIL 206^488

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry —
^ypisf

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

•'Ei€MARKETER, $5/hr plus incentives. Con-
tact Dan at (213)445-0325.

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking fjcrson to make phone
calls. F/T,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY! Manager/secretary
for a combined medical and legal office. P/T or

FA- Start 6/90. No experience required. Guar-
anteed raise from previous employment!
(213)281-1622.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed.
Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (21 3147S-6?71,
(213)487-1780.

WRITERS WANTED. $18-$27/hr. Send re-

sume, writing sample to "DAVIS" 5835 Harold
Way, Hollywood, CA 90028.

^^^^^^^^yx^«^y^^^«^:^^^KMK

ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy Work! No Selling! Earn

$300-$400 Per Week. Details.

1-(3M) 768-1976 E^t "lo

^SS^S^^f^^SSS^SS^

suftfiNC AiviD 5AILINC JKiSTRuc^tORS
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT.
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

TEACHER for cooperative pre-school. M-F,

25-3(yhr5/wk. $9-n/hr. DOE. Prefer degree
in child development or in progress. Barbara

(818)995-1658.

TEACHER'S AIDE for cooperative preschool.

M-F, 35-40hrs/wk. $7A>r. Some course work in

child development & experience. Barbara

(818)995-1658.

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber.

$1 5/hr. 1 2hr5/wk, hours to be arranged. Must
be fast and accurate. Beverly Hills location.

(213)854-0999.

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible lo fit schedule.

$5^r. (213)828-8537.

A'ESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking

a break between college and graduate school?
We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility. Work in a legal enviornmcr^t

with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary + benifits. Call jan 2-5:30 at

(213)206-2889.

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend pA.

help . (213)478-2728. Location: WLA
WORK IN )APAN. High earnings. No experi-

ence necessary. Send $5 for information. [)ean

DeSantis. 1623 59th Ave., Salem, OR 97301

.

MALE MODELS^^
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

'Lots o( Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

MODELS
wanted by Professional
Photography Studio tor

up-commg pholo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male FenKitt

Call (818) 508-8680

BE CHOOSY!
Students, make your summer work for you! We
need bright, enthusiastic people to work long &

short term assignments throughout LA., San
Fernando & San Gabriel Valley areas. If you have

experience and/or training in:

- ACCOUNTING
- SECRETARIAL
- DATA ENTRY

- WORD PROCESSING
- RECEPTION/PBX

You can earn TOP $$ in a variety of
professional organizations.

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE &
CALL TODAY!!

Personnel Services, inc.

Westside
Downtown
S.R Valley
Glendale

213/938^3933
213/627^4447
818/361^4441
818/547^4010

Michelle
Danny
Shelley

Irene
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WANTED: Video Game Designer
Open to all majors! SEGA, the creator of AFTERBUR-
NER, OUTRUN, and the GENESIS home video game
system is seeking people with great ideas for the next

generation of SEGA video games.

NOT A PROGRAMMING JOB!
SEGA's game designers create scripts for the games
and wrork with the artists and programmers who im-
plement them. Anyone with a love of Video Games
and a strong artistic ability should apply. Computer
literacy is a plus. Send resume and a freehand pencil

sketch* demonstrating your artistic ability (using a

non-game related theme) to Mark Cerny at:

Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106

San Jose, CA 95131

•Regrettably, all sketches will become property of SEGA and cannot be returned.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants

Must be experienced with young children.

Summer only. Tarzana area. (818)881-9707.
Job Opportunities 32

Job Opportunities 32
RESEARCH. Part-time, your own hours. Name/
addres^day-phone: Pixtec, Box 224, Beverly

Hills CA 90213.

ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-time Position with an established and growing

Construction/Design/Development firm with offices

in iidrtfa M6fttfta. cq iiTOfniq qnci Akron. Oh io. -

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-

pendently and timely. YOU are an educated,
well-spoken person with some experience in the

construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess

basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn

and expand your knowledge and competency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StILLLIfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd., #667
Santa Monica, CA 90403

PART-TIME POSITION with devclopmcntaily

disabled 5 year old. Behavior Mod. experience

and references required. Car preferable. Musi

be willing to train and work with pre-existing

behavior mod. prograrris. Gall (21 3)452-3773

PA M-TH afternoon. WLA One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Coiin (213)820-7146

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only

ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,

furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

3-BED/2-BATH, new carpeting, dishwasher,

laundry facilities, parking, security gates.

$110Q/mo (213)202-6524.

50% SUMMER RENT - Right across from

campus - single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking,

furnished. June. (213) 208-1637.

$575 1 -BEDROOM with free utilities. Pool/

quiet building. 5307 Sepulveda Blvd. Sherman

Oaks. 15 minutes to UCLA.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-

furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.

(213)3952903.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Quiet 1-bdr/

studio. $625/$525. Full kitchen/bath. Four

miles, bus. (213)658-7014.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment. $550.

(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRFNTWOOD,$84(ymo. 2-bed/1-bth, small

apt, 1 parking, no pets. Applications for

summer/fall.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD-adjacent (upper), $1300,
3-bed/2-bath, appliances -»- laundry -» parking.

Firsl/last. Chris (213)477-8345.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.

1 MILE
TO UCLA REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
AJC., LOTS OF aOSFTS PQOl GATED

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309 L

or Stop by room #202

PALMS- $950 2-bedroonV2-bath, 2 % years

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLA. 10737 Palms (213) 838-5039

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Huge 2-bedroom/

2-bath with seperate suites. Up to 4 students/

unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amenities. Call jane (213)208-2655.

SHERMAN OAKS, $50(Vmo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(818)789-4821.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly

Hills. $350. (213)655-0561

VAN NUYS- 25 minutes to campus(no traffic

15 minutes). $715/mo. 2+1 1/2 townhouse.

Job Opportunities 32

INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR ORGANIZA-
TION based in Los Angeles, and a local group

of fine art galleries under the same manage-

ment, has openings for several individuals in

an administrative and/or sales capacity. Sales

activities include retail fine art sales and

exhibition space at respected international Hnc

art fairs. All ^applicants should be poised,

well-presented, sophisticated, and multi-

lingual persons, capable of dealing with im-

portant galleries, dealers, collectors, and mu-

seums from around the world. Educational

background should include fine arts, commu-
nications, and/or business majors. Prior fine

art experience is preferred. Recent graduates,

or individuals without prior experience will,

however, be considered in a trainee capacity.

Compensation is completely defXJndcnt on

prior knowledge and/ or job experience.

Excellent career opportunity. Please schedule

a personal appointment with I>. Citron or Mr.

Lester at (213)820-8511. A complete resume

Will be necessary at the time of interview.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts

recievabic accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Business

student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour

depending upon prior experience Phone S< oil

for more info. (21.3)820-6511.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS: experienced,

certified. June-September. $10-»-/hr, Laurie

(213)556-8472.

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a

summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-

highest paying Industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire

and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

PAKKINC.—1 161 1 LHENAULI—ST~
(213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD GLEN, 2-bedroom duplex

unit. Cozy and private. Minutes to UCLA.
$1650/mo. Sam (213)280-9903.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bed/2-bath, patio, high ceil-

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1-bcd,

den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barnng-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,

$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault

St. (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-

CIALS Call (213) 208-8881.

FAIRFAX/PICO Close lo bus, 2-bdr/1-bth

($850) and 1 -bdr/1 -bth ($650). Wooden floors,

spacious, country ambiance. Garage.

(213)385-3058 or (213)935-7617.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bcdroom Sapcious, great

location, parking. $975/mo (213)962-9014.

MAR VISTA $650/mo -^ utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)397-4270 ^^j^
PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bed/2-bath, $1125.

Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month

lease. (213)837-0533

PALMS $825 and up Bright, 2-bcdroom/

2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839 8800.

i

gHud ifcj, icxjinlf. balcnny,

Jobs Wanted 33

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and refererKes. Available immedi-

ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)476-481 6/P.O. Box

49761 , L.A. 90049.

Internships 34

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment

in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-

cated, judaica oriented male from mid- laic

^O's. Sept 90/March 91 If interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

FAST paced, BH. Public Relations Firm seeks

eager to learn intern. Call for details

(213)651-0413

INTERNATIONAL TRADING Company seeks

interns for research. Mr. Brandt
(213)933-3111.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS through
F.O.C.U.S. Sunvner positions still available

5-10hrs/wk. Spiritual/social reflection

(213)208-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL AND EVENINGS- 4-ycar-old

boy in Brentwood. $6/hr. (213) 451 5211.

BABYSITTER NEEDED URGENTLY!' Days 8

mos old. Must speak English. Call Cheryl

(213)471 5096.

BRIGHT ENERGETIC LOVING BABY (loves

music) wants counterpart for summer Great

for college students Working at commercial

production company. 9:30am-6pm, 2 days/

week. Call my mom, Terrie at (213)461-9755

or (818)882-2444.

CHILD CARE needed for 20-month-old boy

West Hollywood area (213)650-2238.

COMPANION for eight year old boy. Willing

to be involved in academic and sport activities

No smoking. Must drive. Afternoons lo even-

ings SM (21 3)399 5418, days
(213)395 3036, evenings.

MOTHER speaks Mandarin and welcomes

wife of Graduate student with limited English

Call Grace: (213)391 2348

NANNY - F/T summer, P/T fall, boy 3 years

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with

drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve,
(213)458-5988 days

NANNY wanted. Live-in seperate guest house,

or live-out. For bright 7 year old girl,

physically handicapped. Hours 8-4. Must haveown
car. Drive to school and remain as aid. Salary

negotiable. (213)933-1406.

PERSON NEEDED to supervise 2 older child-

ren, 2-3 aftcmoons/week Car necessary. Pa

cific Palisades. (213)454 1602

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bcd/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

^Fireplaces

*Liundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

gated parking C/A (213) 865-3801

VENICE COURTYARD $599/mo Large

single, full kitchen, stove, refrigerator Free

utilities/laundry 705 Flower Ave.
(213)305-8841

WESTWOOD/WLA $750 1 -bedroom, hard-

wood floors, frig, stove, mini-blinds.

(213)477-2777.

WESTWOOD/WLA. $535/mo Srngle, Spa

nishe, hardwood floors, stove, fridge, drapes.

(213)477-2777

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk lo UCLA
$650^mo Includes utilities, bright, spacious

bachelor, hardwood floors, fireplace, patio,

laundry, no pels (213)279-1887

WESTWOOD Extra large 2+2 Close to UCLA.
$995/mo. (213)207-5230.

WESTWOOD village 2-bdr/2-bth Walk lo

UCLA. From $1 400 and up East of Westwood
blvd. (213)208-0830. "_
WESTWOOD duplex $1275 2-bed/1 -bath,

quiel street. South of Wilshire. Stove,

refrigerator (213)829-0385

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms Carpets, refrigerator, drapes

r/i miles from UCLA 1953 Seiby. Appoinl-

menl (213)475 6165

WESTWOOD 1 BEDROOM $750 Walk to

UCLA and village Pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave (213) 208-4253, (213)

824-2595

WESTWOOD $ 1 1 00/MO.,
2-BDRMy2BATH NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'renl. Walk lo UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator 555 Levering (213)208-7634

Managed by Moss and Co

CHATEAU HILGARD
Luxury l-bedroom Apts

Perfect for Faculty living

Very quiet building

•Unit Security

Alarm/T.V. Entry

•Central Air/Heat

•Washer & Dryer in

each Apt.
• Fireplace
•Gated off st reet pa rk ing
•Best location in

Westwood
•Walk to work

962 Hilgard Ave

824-4231

Deluxe 2.bed/2-bath
All secure builciing

Central air/heat

Wet bar/fireplace

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 students

Low move-in
$1200-$! 300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

662 Veteran Ave.
$650/1110. & up

sir^les and 1 & 2 txxlrooms

M«vt-fn ailowanc*

(213) a0a-?390 (818) 709 4284

WFSTWOOn VILLAGE Walk lo UCLA,

$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no p>els. Musi see!

(213) 279-1887

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2blh plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bcntlcy

Mat (213)2849044

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term Large and

beautiful 2-»-2. Perfect for four students New
carpets, buill-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm

(213)273-1212.

Westwood
Studio S725
1 Bodrm $1025

2B/2B $1300
Llililics liuhidt'd.

L.irgtvsl Sq. ft dwiibblo

CrcM lAKJtion

10633 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

Hooray!
Hooray!
100 steps to

UCLA!
Great summer

discounts and fall

rentals too. Extra

arge, some
utilities included,

furnished. Call

Maryann 824-0319.

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2blh $1 200/mo lop

floor. Dishwahscr A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284 9044

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200 Agenl Miller & Dcsatnik Man-
agemenl Company (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2 BEDROOM PRICE RE

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDCERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, furnished

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600 Manager Apt 103

(213)208-4123 Agent, Miller and Dcsatnik

Management Company (213)838-1829 ,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large luxury 1 bed-

room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refngeralor, wet bar Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking 433 Kelton

Ave (213)208 8<»85.

WIA- 2+2. $1,095/mo, + deposit |usl 7

minutes from LICLA. New building, lown-

house apartments. 2-car security parking We
have UCLA students and we love them 2756

Sepulveda (213) 3943599, eve (213)

479-1405
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ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in

allowance. FumishecVunfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

ÊSTWOOD. Available September. BIG.
2-bedroonrV 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. Bike to campus. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale. Priced right.

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WLA. $105Q^mo. 2-bedroom-1 1/2 bath

Condo. Security building, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmgiinaf:

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,

security bidg.. parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

SUMMER HOUSING
522 LANDFAIR AVE. WESTWOOD

1 BEDROOM, BATH. KITCHEN

JUNE 15th THRU SEPT. 15th.

-SeifliMQNTtt:

CALL DAVE 824-1676.

WLA. 2-bdr/2-bth. Drapes, carpet, parking. 1 .5

miles from UCLA. $85Q/mo. (213)207-2097.

WLA 2-bdrnV2-balh. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA. 2-bec^2-bath unfurflished. 3 car garage

$900. 1730 Brockton Ave. Call George
(213)826-4776 •

WLA- 2-bec|/2-bath. $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave
(213) 204-4248.

WLA $825. Spacious. Upper, bright one
,

bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Westgate (213)479-1581.

WLA BACHELOR, furnished or unfurnished.

$35Q^mo. Near bus, shopping, UCLA shuttle

bus. Call Cigi (213)478-7472.

WLA. Bachelor, fully ftffnished. $425/mo.
Drapes, carpet, fridge. (213)207-2097

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-balh, $1 350. Large patio,

3 car parking, dishwasher, near SM Blvd/

Bundy jim (213)820-4358

WLA, bachelor, $470. Free utilities? Pool, no
pels. Easy bus to UCLA. 1621 Westgate Ave.

(213)820-1121.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec gated bidgs.

2 bed/? bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 8j8-9784

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. Ail furnished. Private

bathroom. Pool. Jacuzzi *>6 hr drve^o UCLA
Now accepting sumnier & fall applications

Free Procure, NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge

CA 91325 (J18) 886-1717

Apartments Furnishied 50

SUMMFK DISCOUNT great fall rentals. Extra-

large some utilities included 1CX) steps to

UCLA Maryann (213)824-0319

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus (213)824-0161

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -bedroom furn-

ished $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.

T1070 Strathmore. (213)208 3328

Apts. Unfurnished 62

FAIRFAX/BEVERLY area. 42TA Ogden Drive,

2bd-1ba., old Spanish charm. Hardwood
floors. Ceiling beams. $1170/mo.
(213)655-7944.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

Included. Days (213)468-5943. Eves.

(805)254-2403.

Vacation Rentals 63

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rourxicd by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rales (818)785-1028.

WESTSID€-North of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed-

room house month of July. Open, airy. Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833.

Bobbi.

SUBLEASE wanted June-Sept, $}000/mo. Must

be w«ll furnished ncv Century City arxJ WLA.
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-8300.

Apts. to Stiare 54 Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD, female. Furnished. Large own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo. $575,

includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD LARGE ROOM w/ 'A bath in

spacious 2-b<Vl -'A bath condo. Share condo
w/ 1 female. Parking, laundry, pool. Next to

shops, bus, 3 miles from UCLA. $479.50.

Stephania, (213)854-2649/471-2069.

FEMALEES (N/S)- To share 2-bed/2-bath, West-

wood apt., laundry, parking, Jacuzzi. Call

Lauri (213) 824-7103.

FEMALE to share large, sunny 1 -bcdroonV

bathroom. Clean, quiet. West Hollywood area.

$35Q/mo. Ada (213)85a0987, 447-4556.

FURNISHED room for rent in quiet apartment

near LA county museum. $400/mo.
(213)933-3823.

GRAD seeks 2 to share bedroom of 2-»-2,

$295/mo, garage, pool, gym, sauna, A/C,

7-miles to campus. Curt (213)876-9605.

MALE seeks same to share large 3-bedroonV

2-bath apartment, near Wilshire/Bundy. Appl-

icant gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200

square foot patio, parking. Current occupant

away majority of time. $675/mo., -f 'A utilities.

(213)479-6169.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1-1/2 bath

apartnient. UCLA and westwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)475-0271.

OWN ROOM, walking distance to campus.
Parking. Available after 6/15. $530.00.
(213)824-5395.

PALMS. Female share large 2-bed/r/> -bath

with sun-room. Own room. Furnished/
unfurnished. SSOO/mo. Sandy (21 3)202-101 5,

eves.

PALMS Share 1 bdr apt, own bedroom

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.

Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female.

S75.0(Vday -f room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)

451-1819.

WESTWOOD. Room and board in exchange

for IShr^eek babysitting, light housekeep-

ing. Private room/ bath. Must have reference

and like kids. Call (213)475-8408.

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free room with bath in

exchange for babysitting. Must have car. (21 3)

470-6845.

EXCHANGE roorn, private bath, for help

arourni the house, grocery shopping, son>e

driving. (818)906-1399.

LIVE- IN, P/T needed for errands and handy-

work in exchange for room w/seperate en-

trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

ROOM -f bath in duplex - Pico^airfax area in

exchange for childcare: Call Dee.
«13)93^49^vai^l5thruschoolyc^

Room for Rent 64

Robertson btvd $265/mo. femate/non-
smoker preferred. (213)836-6963.

QUIET MALE NON-SMOKER- To share

2-bed/2-bath, in fumished Santa Monica apart-

rT>ent near campus and beach. Summer or

permanent. $400. Call Edmond. (213)
829 5870

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share large 2-bed/
2-bath apt., hardwood floors, pool. Call

(213)824-0048.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking. JJlyl-July 1 1991 . $390/mo. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SHARE 2 + 2 APARTME NT w/3 females Quiet,

security. 'A block to UCLA. $337. Mary
(213)824-0616 (evenings).

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina DR. Must
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker
$25Q^mo. (213)392 8805.

VERY LARGE, quiet, 2-bed/2-bath, security

building in Brentwood. $455. Call Brad
(213)207-2053.

WESTWOOD DOUBLES—Attractive summer
rentals across street from UCLA $250.00. Call

Jon (213)208-6759. Women preferred-

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Spacious 2ibed/
2-bath apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music. $575. (213) 208-3335.

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba fumished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $450/mo. including utilities.

(213)470-2211.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 10

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard. $45<Vr>ego(iable. For summer or

permanent. (213)837-2210.

BEAUTIFUL room in great house in West-

wood. Walk to UCLA. $450/n)o. Available

mid-iune/mid-Scptembcf Mauux.
1713)470-10977

LARGE and sunny, furnished master bedroom
of Ib/b apartment in Brentwood. Available

6/20-9/6. Security building, parking, Jacuzzi,

sauna, pool. $500/mo. (213)473-0907.

LOVELY BRENTWOOD HOME. 2 miles from

campus off Sunset. Private room, share bath.

Private entrance, unlimited street parking,

limited cooking privileges. $350/mo. Require

first and last month. (213)472-7451 evenings/

weekends.

MANHATTAN BEACH, own room in house, 3

blocks from beach, $500/mo. Avail. 6/1/90.

(213)545-2480 after 8pm. ,

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1658.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Parking, male.

$450 includes utilities. Office (21 3)475-451 7.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

WESTWOOD, beautiful room. Large brand

new with private entry private bath. Close to

UCLA. $550. For female. (213)826-8588.

(213)470-3616.

Roommatej

House for Rent 56

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Landmark high-tech

home/studio. Spectacular livingroom, with
fireplace. All rooms sky lit. Opens onto hillside

with pool. Available August. Minimum one
year. $380Q/mo. FAX (213)656-3414.

House for Stiare 57

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE - own room. Yard, gar-

age, skylights. $500/mo. 2-mi. from UCLA,
Westwood, and Pico. (213)209-0129.

BEVERLYWOOD, $600, own room, % -bath,

private entrance, big house, cheery, full house
privileges. (818)79 5-905 5 days.
(213)397-8002 (eves).

OWN ROOM in 3-bd house. 1 block from
Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220

PACIFIC PALISADES Own room and bath. Big

backyard, near beach, pets okay. $650/mo
(213)459-2670

House for Sale 58

BEVERLYWOOD $279,500. 3-bdr/lV4 bath

Beautiful Spanish home. Perfec for first time

buyers. (213)397-4270.

PRIME Westwood $675,000 duplex 1 level

front unit 3bd-2ba. Back unit 1 -bd 1 -ba. Move
in condition. (818)784-6001.

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000.
(818)99ai300 and (818)906-7269.

WLA, 2-bedroom/ 1-bath beauty. Painted,

hardwood floors, move-in condition. Minutes
to UCLA. $328,500. Sam (213)280-9903.

Housing Needed 60

NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, non-snrK>kfng, female

seeks room in exchange for P.T. household
chores, pet care, children, etc. WLA. Septem-
ber (213)274-7635, (213)285-81 1C.-Ciai<i.

2-BD/2-BA Condo with 3 girls. 5 minutes from

UCLA. Available June 15. $275 00. Monica
(213)836-4061.

2 FEMALE Roomatcs needed- own rooms.

Share bath. Kitchen, living room, dining room.
Culver City $365/mo (213)836-0363 or

(213)838-3387

5 MINUTES TO BEACH, 1 5 minutes to UCLA.
Own room, furnished. $375. Venice and
Ccntincla. (213)390-9693.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment w/high ceiling, lots of character. Parking,

own room, $530/mo Available til August or

longer. (213)931-5016

FEMALE, Palms area, $437 50/mo
(213)836-9642

FEMALE KOOMMATE(S) needed 2-bdr/2-bth

Near UCLA, parking, furnished. Available )unc

1 for summer/yr. $364.75/mo. Vicki

(213)208 3675.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for large,

1 -bedroom, 1 block from UCLA Parking avail.

$300/mo Open June 18 (213)824-7983.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

GORGEOUS, light 2-bd/r/, ba Near UCLA.
Pool, washer/dryer, cable, $550/mo.
(213)286-0661, Melissa.

LOW RE NT- 2 blocks from campus. Can move
in ASAP for summer and/or year lease. Catalina

(213)824-1456.

MAR VISTA duplex. Own room, share bath in

2-becVl-bath apartment. Available June 1.

Female preferred $300/mo. (213)397-5526,

(213)648-7617.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share

bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available June

15th. (213)837-5949

ROOMATE NEEDED: Own room 2-bdr/l -bth

Santa Monica. $45(Vmo, Vi utilities. Call

(213)395-3893. Available June.

ROOMMATES WANTED 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distarKe to UCLA Security building Approx.

$36(Vmo. Call (213)444-5520.

SHARE 2BD-I-2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-

/noker. FurnishedyUnfumished, includes utili-

ties, $90O-800/rTio. TlPOOO deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476-4816.

SHARE upper 1 -bedroom with 1 other (move-

in gels livingroom) parking, laundry. 3 miles to

UCLA. $260. (213)559-6253.

SUMMER FEMALE needed for a 2-bdrnri/

2-bath for $300.00/mo. Located on Glenrock.

Call Kathy (213)824-4910.

UCLA STUDENT 28 with two kids aged 10

needs roommate ASAP. Private bed, bath

(213)838-4225. $388/mo.

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in large

condo style apartment. Security building, $650

+ deposit. Share with proffessional. Walk to

campus. (213)279-1494.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Female roommates to

share 2-bed/2-bath for summer/year. $275;

Parking. Johanna (213)208-7782.

Sublet 66

1BD/1B, parking, Jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk

to campus! June-Sept. 1 . Price negotiable. Call

(213)209-5211.

1 -BED/1 -BATH, parking, new. $664/mo. June/

July-August w/ option to stay. 475 Gayley-

Westwood. (213)208-4805.

1-BE(D/2-BATH fully fumished, security build-

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking. 512 Veteran.

6/20-9/20; $1200/mo. (213)824-2048.

1 -BEDROOM, fumished, A/C, dishwasher,

parking. June 16-September 15.
$800mo./OBO. Walk to campus.
(213)824-1956. Chris, Dave.

1 BEDROOM W/LOFT, 1 block from UCLA,
15 foot ceilings, available June Ist-August

31st, furnished $900/month. (213)824-1778

1 -BEDROOM furnished; new security build-

ing; parking; walk to UCLA, Westwood; ja-

cuzzi. 747 Gayley $350/mo. (213)824-2535.

1 -BEDROOM apartment for one person. Near

Barington and Santa Monica. July-August.

$500 month. (213)447-0393.

1-MALE, WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET
Kelton Ave, share room. Furnished with park-

ing. $350/mo Scott (213)206-2381.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth. 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi. June-Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable. (213)824-1306.

2-BED/2-BATH. BRENTWOOD; other side of

Barrington. Off-street parking, balcony, 2nd

story. 6/19 to 8/19. 5900/1 -month,
$1600/2-months. (213)826-5360.

2-BED/2-BATH Westwood Chateau. Fully,

furnished, new paint. Walk- in clostes, garage

parking, close to campus. (213)208-0616.

2-BEDROOM apartment to sublet mid-June to

mid-September. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
1 -block from campus. Only $31 5.60/mo. Call

(213)206-2147.

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, 3 Blocks from UCLA.
Jacuzzi, pool, gameroohn, good condition.

Summer. $29 0/ negotiable. Sam
(213)206-7238.

2 FEMALES needed, share room, cute, bright

apartment. Parking, Closest to campus! $375
each. June 14-? Suzanne (213)206 6503.

2 NEEDED for bdr/bth of mostly furnished, new
2-f2, steps to campus w/parking. $300/mo.

(213)208-6768.
^

2 SPACES available. Big, beautiful, fully furn-

ished, Jacuzzi, A/C, mid-June thru Sept.

$350/mo. (neg) Michelle/Shannon.
(213)824-0558.

3-BEDRC)OM, 2-bath. Sawte lie student Family

housing. July- Sept. $630 per month.
(213)397-0391.

ALL YOURS! Large 2-bedroqir apt to sublet

and/or rent next year. Furn. or unfurn. Balcony,

garage, light. On Strathmore Dr. Call anytime.

824-2351.

AMAZING summer sublet. 2 females needed.

456 Landfair - University apts., call Maria or

Jennifer. (213)824-5910.

BARGAIN AVAILABLE July & August w/last 2

weeks in June free. Great 2-bed 2-bath to share

w/3 fun females. 5-minute walk to UCLA. Only

$300. 213-479-5624.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished,

pool, spa, microwave, walk to campus, just

$366/month. Female only. Call Laura,

(213)208-8414.

BEAUTIFUL! 2bed/l bath, hardwood floor,

spacious, backyard, 2 blocks from campus,

parking, laundry, available 6-15/9-15. Roc-

bling. (213)824-5595.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August,

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $1050/mo. Option to lease

(213)286-1241.

BH/W. HOLLYWOOD— Own room for June/

Aug. 31. Amenities -f alarm, beautifully furn-

ished, great location! $475/neg. Lisa,

(213)653-8228.

BOSTON, nice- 1 -bedroom on Harvard Cam-
pus. Available June 22nd -Aug 31st. $550/mo.

(617) 493-5320.

BRENTWOOD, own room in 2-bedroom
apartment. Available June 1 -September. $475.

Furnished. Hardwood floors. (213)447-3040.

BRENTWOOD- 3-bed/2-bath, parking, near

Barrington/Wilshire, available sublease till

Aug 20th Of new lease. (213) 447-1003.

BRENTWOOD Own bedroom, furnished

apartment. All amenities. Mid-June to August.

$440/mo. Price, time flexible. Steve
(213)472-3398.

CENTURY CITY, $900, large 1 -bedroom with

large patio, sec. parking, swimming pool,

dishwasher, A/C, available approximately.

6/15-9/15. Call (213)470-9376.

CHEAP and furnished, own bedroomA)ath, 1

itr^ftrk^ A/C ^^trrty jitrtrrrt m SrVeahwnnd—

SUBLET- Large apartment -f $325 share room,

$650 own. June 24 - Aug. Near Campus. Call

(213) 470-0581.

SUBLET. Share large 2-bdr/2bth apartment

near UCLA. Security building, Jacuzzi, park-

ing. $300/obo. Mark (213)624-3893.

SUBLET/TAKE 1 -fV. Bcd/1 -bath fumished. 660
Veteran (Westwood), Jacuzzi, recroom, park-

ing. 2/3 people. Price Negotiable. Call

(213)624-0977.

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apt; close to campus; $300/mo; June 16- mid
Sept. (213)624-3726

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apartment; close to campus; $300/mo; June

16- mid Sept. (213)824 3726 Jason.

SUBLET wanted. Large 2 or 3-bcdroonV2-bath

apartment wanted in WLA (as close to Bundy/

Wilshire as possible). June 15-Septcmberl

.

(213)4727474.

SUMMER 3 SPACES AVAILABLE- In 2-bed/

2-bath apt.(female). Luxury building, security

parking. $41 2. 50/mo. Jennifer (213)
479-0299.

^

SUMMER SUBLEt.\arge studio shared w/
male roommate. Large kitchen, bath, balcony.

Furnished. Al (213)624-4201.

SUMMER SUBLET Fairfax/Melrose, 1 room in

2-bdr/2-bth, laundry. $400/mo -f utilities.

(21 3)654- 7567. Gabi or Farooq.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-be(V2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa

Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1

.

(213)4792490.

SUNSHINE filled: Spacious 1-bdrm, 3 blocks

from campus, furnished or not - your choice.

Anne/Danielle (213) 208-7434. Leave
message.

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bedroom/

2-bathroom, available 6/16. Rent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

WEST LA- Luxury apartment 2 -«- 2, spa, sauna,

gym, full security, parking, amenities, 1 '/i

WESTWOOD one 2 bed/2 bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546

WILSHIREAAIRFAX area, charming 3-bed/

2-bath home, completely furnished, yard,

fireplace, sublet 3 months June 20-Sept. 20.

$1500/mo, (deposit references.
(213)938 3464

WLA: own bedroom/ V, bath. 7/1 9/23 Off

street parking S40Q/mo )ohn 477 9018

WLA- Sumrner. Male to share bedroom in

2-bedroom/2-bath apt $250/mo Pete (213)

470-6531.

WLA- spacious 3-bedroom house- own room.

Washer, dryer, dishwasher. June— end Au-

gust. $440/mo. Rent includes gardener.

(213)447-0198. Vince.

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Honu' Health/Comn-i.'Motorcvcl*'

Well Come TO YOU!

Condos for Sale 67

2-f2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,

Ray, RE Exchange (213)559-4315.

WLA 2-story townhouse near campus.
2-bdrrr\/1 Vi -bath. Bright contemporary unit

with washer/dryer. $249,000. (21 3)626-5878

Concios for Rent 69

2 -f 2 SUBLEASE- Available 9-1-90, negoti-

able, near UCLA, $1,600. (213) 471-4989.

After 6:00 pm.

SAN CLEMENTE, beachfront, view pier, new,
1 -bedroom, fireworks 4th of July week.

(714)492-9552, Debbie.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2Vj -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2500/mo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)826 4555

WESTWOOD 2 + 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $600 (213) 471-4989 After 6 pm

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
GUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sporls Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVE^N
lASKANCI tt*V1('tS

>«»«> acMo «A fit ai •« «ca.t v> X-

Movers 94

miles from campus, negotiable. (213) Insurance

Lisa (213)208-7942.

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex.

$355 negotiable. June 20-August 20. Parking

available. (213)445-5345.

FEMALE SUBLET needed: 6/1 5-9/1 5; furnished

room in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo.
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;

, furnished room in 3-bcdroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with

student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.

UCLA. $350/obo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FULLY furnished Westwood 2-b/2-ba. apart-

ment. Available 6/17 - Mid-Sept. RENT NE-

COTIABLE. (213)208-6025.

FREE 2 WEEKS! Summer sublet. Walk to

campus. 2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c,

parking. Call (213)824-5438^

INTERIOR DESIGNER/ARCHITECT- Furn-

ished interior design office sublet $400/mo.

Excellent 3anta Monica Location. (213)

394-1608

JULY 1-MID SEPT. Close to campus. Parking,

security, and utilities, preferably female.

$325/mo (213)209-5729.

WESTWOOD. 2 blocks from campus. 1 -bdrm,

parking, view, balcony. Available June-

September. (213)208-1090.

WESTWOOD. 6/21-9/1. 2-bed, 2-bath, laun-

dry, 2 parking spaces, Jacuzzi, sauna, price

negotiable. 555 Glenrock. (213)824-0431

WESTWOOD: 2 females for furnished 1 -bdr.

by UCLA. 6/18-8/31. $75Q/mo. negotiable.

(213)824-3550.

WESTWOOD- Room for rent in 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Share with two guys. Available

mid-June. $575.0C/obo. (415) 938-4753.

WESTWOOD. SUMMER SUBLET. 2-bdrnV

2-bath, parking, security building, A/C, dis-

hwasher, on Gayley, $350/person,
(213)824-7853.

WESTWOOD, furnished
$250/mo/person(neg.), 1 -bdrm/1-bath. Mid-

June - Mid-Sept. (neg). Walk to UCLA, A/C,

pool, park. (213)824-9950. (213)209-5005.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213) 620-4839.

If
i«

„ /lllslate „,Auto/Henters/Home/Life
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd

* (2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

1^ Allstate insurance Company
1^ Allstate LKe insurance Connpany

tr-k*ir-k-k-k-ir-ifk

"Too Much
To Take Homei iW

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance

IS lequiied by lav;' So tor a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•
I*

•

•••••••••••••••••

Movers 94 Movers 94

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

GREG'S MOVING CO Kasl, ^dependable

24hrs. (213)281-8892

GREG'S moving. We do ail the moves Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr (213)261-8892

HONEST MAN. Large picl<-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

rriendly(21 3)285-8688 UCLA alumn-.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The Ccreful

movers, free estimates, c<p)crienced, and -eli-

able. )en-y (2i 3)391 -565A ^^

-iANDFAiR, 2-bedroom, pool, 2-balconies,

full kitchen, 3 parking spaces, $325/month,

furnished, hardwood floors. Call

(213)209 0655.

LARGE 2-BEDROOM, Strathmore Driv

available mid-June through Augus
$600/room. (213)824-2114.

MALE UCLA students Mid-June to mid-Sept.

Furnished, walk to campus. $295/mo.,
$395/mo. Own room. (213)624-7590

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean 1 -bdrnVl -bath. 3

parking spaces. Right across from campus.

(213)8245548.

ONE BEDROOM, University owned apart

ment 456 Landfair $300 per person/month.

For 3 people from June 18-Sept. 15. Pool,

Jacuzzi, air conditioning, fully furnished, one
parking space. (213)824-5283. Steve or Ervin.

ONE TIME OFFER: 2-bed/2-bath fumished apt

w/parking 6/15-9/15 540 Midvale
$1200/obo. (213)208-7232.

OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bed/2 bath apart

ment. Available 6/22. $440 including utilities.

WestLA (213)312-1644. Call anytime.

ROOMMATE/ SHARE room in large, furnished

apartment. South of Wilshire. $275/mo. No
deposit. Available 6/1 -September. Flexible.

470-8174.

SEPERATE quiet apartment, 10990 Strathmore,

walking distance. $650, June-Sept. Write:

1015 Gayley, »183, La 90024.

SILVERLAKE SUMMER SUBLET. 1-bdrm furn-

ished view, 10 min. to downtown. Off street

parking $625. available 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for

law clerk. Possible rent reduction/ exchange.

(213)791-2219, A (213)662-5595.

SINGLE, furnished. Summer Sublet. Silver Lake
area. Close to Sunset Blvd and 101 . Direct bus

to UCLA. 30 min drive to UCLA. $365/mo.,
-
xitilities included. (213)663-8912.

STUDIO APT for rent. Summer only! 4 miles

from UCLA. Part furnished. $425/mo.
(213)839-0765.

SUBLET 1/2 BEDROOM(S) in 2-bed/2-bath

apt. 430 Kelton. Furnished, parking, VC,
Jacuzzi. $775/moyroom. (213)208-2793.

SUBLET 2-BEDROONV2 BATHROOM Spa

cious, fumished, appliances, A/C, free security

parking. June-Sept. Rent negotiable (213)

473-2512

Leaving school lxa.s

It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.
.

We've got sturdy, dependable tracks in all sizes. Many are automatics,

with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on top of the AM.

Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, too.

Call your local Ryder dealer toll free 1-800-621-0803

Cocal (213) 820-5262

So call Ryder. Because while college may not always be a bree/e,

getting out of it can be.

This coupon good for either $10 off a local rental, or $75 off a 1-way rental.

Offer expires July 31, 1990. One coupon per rental.

ftVDER
We're there at every turn.

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and

our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call

263 BEST.

SUMMER STORAGE We store boxes, bikes,

mopeds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126

TOWING vehicle and driver for hire Boats,

trailers, $20(Vday+expcnscs. 10,000lbs max
Bruce (213)476-5366

WANTED: truck space to Washington DC. by

mid-June (bed, dresser, diningroom set,

boxes). Call (213)447-2274

SI MM! i^ S I ( )K.\(

University Storage Services
•We store anything, any size4

• Pick up and delivery provided
•Extensive Insurance Policy
• Student Rales

For info and rcicrvationi call

l-«00-736-604l

Personal Service 95

SHYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue tied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process

that enables you
to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.

(818)907-7927.

Services Offered 96

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations

Professional instructors. Reserva-
tions" Academ i c Writing Center"
(213)8711333

BEAR'S EDITIfKT"
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertation'- Proposals and
books. Research and writing

Foreign students welcome
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY

Alterations for men and women
Open 7 days

7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

TUTORING
All sutDjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

FRUSl RATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author M AY journaiism Dick

(213)208 4353

IMMIGRATION ATTORNFY located m Culver

City Call Max Skancs al (213)559 T 369

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

stalislifs, studies, "desktop produclion"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

-^cquiremcnt (213)871-1333

Tutoring Offered 98

BF READY FOR YOUR PARIS TRIP' Fun ana

easy I rcnch lulormg available tor group o'

pprivatc lessons Over ^ years experience with

the Wall Disney Company (818)309-1238 or

(213)854-0353

FRENCH LESSONS by Lxpvr^ncca native

teacher featured on lelevsion Cal' Chnst ir

at (213)473-5441

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR For forcig»^

students Lived in lapan {> years Duke U/iive'

sity graduate (213) 838-4382 lohanna

PROIESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

PUBLISHED WRITER fDITOR Top skills to

assist you with papers; manuscripts; theses,

dissertations, resumes. Call: 473-4193.

QUALIFIED Native German Jieachcr offers

German tutoring. C"ic>od rates. Call Chnstma
(213)559-0155

Tutoring Needed 99

FRENCH TUTOR NEEDED Preferably lulive

speaker. $15/hr (213) 8.542253 CVIl
306 .3960

Typing 100

A- 1 ATTITUDES L aw graduate with Mac mtosh.

Laser printer Resumes ($20), pap-

ers,thescs,professional editing by UCLA. (21 i)

20&-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing

Anything. Editing available. Cornputer, laser

printer Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472 1999

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available
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TRACK
From page 54

virtual automatic mark of 229-8 to

ensure participation next week.

Victor Santamaria, who fin-

ished third in the Pac-10 10.000

meters and who might make the

NCAA Meet in that event, will try

to qualify in the 5000 meters.

Hurdler Derek Knight, who had

a pair of thirds himself in the Pac-

10 Meet, will also be looking for

the qualifier. Knight will run the

110 Highs first, then run the 400

Intermediates contingent on his

performance in the Highs.

The middle distance will be well

represented with Mike Stevenson

in the 400 and the duo of Chris

Vincent and Mike Wisnovksy in

the 800.

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 19?1 UCLA Alum

HAIR BY JESSIE

i^ Haircut

:5 Perm

\ I Hi'Ute

: ^ Hair
:S Extensions

$10,00

$35.00

$45,00

$150.00

;a SVICIAI ONLY
;-^ Thurs^Fri•Sat

^470-0463

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS ^ GIFTS

OFFSIDE
I 1710 Santa Monica Blvd. W.L.A.

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

-TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
'AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

Typing 100 Resumes 104 Travel 105 Autos for Sale 1 09 Scooters 119

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

I WILL INTERVIEW you by phone and then

mail you 25 resumes the very next day for only

$17- Call Gil (213)312-0323.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term

papers, reports. Karen (818) 718-7953.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2765.

Travel 105

•coMPinrg CKEATiONS, wo/d p/flcgnmgBy"

J STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO "f^ June 20-July 22 ^
yL 5 unit credit program ^
A^ (LA Community College) ^^ Also at T^

]^ MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER ^^ Portugese, Spanish, French, Italian. ^^ and English '^

J^ Small groups, individual attention, ^^
^ translation interpretation. w^ 1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 90024

"^

)f Call Prof. Da Silva -^

t
(21 3)839-8427 or 477-8588 L
••••••••••

UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs. Laser. National/Overland. Lynn
(213)841-0978.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing.

Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, lyF>csct resumes, business

Laser printed. (21 3) .391 -0942.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSINC, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripis. Laser printer.

National/Sepulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM F^ word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)4590258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check, Laser printer. $1 50/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208 0040

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)820-7400

TYPING - Fast and efficient; documents,

theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/lascrprintcr. Shari (213)391-2724

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (2n)4(>6 2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

pnntcd WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices help with

languagc-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292.

1^
STUDBVT

FORD BRONCO II, 1985. 5-spd, 4x4, A/C,

cruise control, 42k/miles, alarm. One owner.

$6995/obo. (213)206-4398, (818)287.2218.

HONDA ACCORD, 1981, blue. New clutch,

brakes. A/C, radio, good condition.
$1700/obo. (818)564-0611, (818)449-7373.

MAZDA 626, 1980. 5-spd, 4-door, rebuilt

engine. Good condition, $850/obo
(213)558-3544. Leave message.

MERCEDES,'69, 250, brown excellent condi-

tion all leather interior. Beautiful. $5,500.

(213)459-3411 or (213)939-8675.

NISSAN MAXIMA 1987. 4-door, sun/moon
roof. Fully loaded. 5-speed. 37,000 miles.

$11,975/obo Engan (213)825-1447,
(213?552.27ab.

HONDA ELITE 50 LX. 1230 miles. Great

condition, looks new. $700. Roger
(213)746-9866.

HONDA SPREE Scooter, 800 miles, excellent

condition with kiwi helmet and kryplonile

lock, $365/obo. Call Vicki (213)824-3415

PERFECT Honda Elite 80 with windshield,

trunk, helmet, low miles. Only $1000. Call

Chris (213)474-6196.

Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, perfect for student apartment. Moving,

must sell. (213)476-0817.

rOUR.P IECE BEDROOM SET B6igo,Ufg6

Travel Tickets 106

2 RT TICKETS- From LAX — KAVI, HA. June 1 5

- 26th $318 each. (213) 826-8716.

PAN AM TICKET. LAX-London/Frankfurt (one-

way). Before 6/19/90. $200 (714)497-2967.

Autos for Sale 109

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012

SBlilG UKE HOTCAKESI!

MANY TOURSSni
mULMBUat:
Club Eupopa

STI

Contiki Holidays ^

And don't forget your

hitornationai Student I.D.

C'jTds and your American

Ybutli Hostel cards from

Iha Expo Center located

right next door.

>1SUCM/
TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

Travel 105
WANTED: reliable person to drive car to

Miami area. Call immediately! (Day)

(818)907 3313, (Night) (818)784-3319

1977 VOLVO 242 DL. 2-door. Well-
maintained, excellent condition. $2000/obo.

(213)660 8347.

1978, BMW, stick, air, new paint, perf. condi-

tion, leave message, eves: (213)476-2610.

1980 BMW 320i, excellent condition, new
engine, sunroof, A/C, one owner, asking

$6000. (213)930-2671.

1980 VW RABBIT, well-taken care, engine

rebuilt, new tires, runs great, very reliable.

$1400 Call lean Luc 213-839-9383.

1980 VW SCIROCCO Red Great condition

96k miles. AM/TM cassette, A/C. $2400.
(213)545-3049.

1 981 DATSU N 280 ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$320Q/obo. Tim (213)31 2 1 1 75.

1982 DATSUN 310, blue, two doors, 4 -speed,

good condition, $155Q/obo (213)826 5296

1982, NISSAN Sentra hatchback deluxe, 5

power steering, runs perfect, 77k, 5-spced,

new clutch $2550. (213)393-8525.

1983 HONDA CIVIC 1 500S, 5-spd, A/C,

black, xint. condition $2800/obo.
(213)836 7346.

1984 CONQUEST turbo, silver/leather seats,

A/C, low miles, auto Runs fast and perfecf.

$3800. (213)397-0652

1986 PONTIAC FIERO, white, grey int, 5 spd.

AM/FM cass, 42k miles, xInt $3950.
(213)473-2352.

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL Air, am/fm cassette,

4-$peed, low miles. $3850/obo.
(213)393-6188

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602^38 8885 Ext.A 8050.

' .—

—

. ^
AUDI 100LS, 1973, Coupe, showroom condi-

tion. All records available. Original owner.
(213)553-0775. 9am-7pm

BEAUTIFUL Wrangler |eep, 1987. Fully

loaded, all amenities, must sell leaving coun-
try. $12,000/obo. Robyn (213)399-5441.

BMW 31 8i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,

Michelin's, dealer maintained.(213)393-4185.
$8550 ^___
BUICK REGATTA 1989 Red exterior, camel
leather interior, excellent condition. 12,000
miles. (213)393-9814 evenings.

CONVERTIBLE 19B1 VW RABBIT. 87,000
miles, $3500/obo. (213)552-9496 days,

(213)645-2202 after 7pm.

FERRARI? NO. '79 Mercury Capri/Mustang?

Yes! Silver, runs great. Good home wanted.

S1 100. Andy (213)208-6488.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

RENAULT ALLIANCE. 1985. Excellent condi-

tion. Automatic. A/C. Kenwood radio/cassette.

34,000m $3250. (818)705-3485, after

6:30pm.

SUBARU, 1985. One owner car, new stereo,

2-door, hatchback, while, great condition,

very reliable. $2,395/obo. (213)926-1538.

TOYOTA Tercel 1982, 69,000 miles, AM FM.
Air conditioned. Very good condition. $1900.

Call (213)206-5561. (213)391 4089.

TRIUMPH TR-7 CONVERTIBLE- 1980,
5-speed, cass., 57,000 miles, fun car, $2,200
obo. Marci. (213) 824-2008.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT GTI, 1984.
$290C/obo. 5-spced, A/C, new clutchAires,

sunroof. (818)345-5704 (evenings),
(213)825-1870 (days).

dresser mirror, 2 night stands and headboard.

$200. (213) 453-6982.

LEATHER COUCH, $100, kitchen table w/
chairs $70, twin mattress -f box springs $100,

coffee table $75, one dresser $50, 19 inch

color tv. $100. (213)208-40.30

Bicycles for Sale 113

22'A -23" ATLA Racing bike. Red and white

Columbus Frame with Campagnolo compo-
nents. Never ridden. $900. Call Nick
(213)208-1654.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

YAMAHA XT 350 1989. Hardly off road gd
Cond Must Sec 8m. $1850 (213)399-7785.

Futons

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal-Pedic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

ZANCANARO
From page 54

of 2.98. He finished among
the top 5 pitchers in the

league in ERA, wins, saves

(5), strikeouts (94), and
appearances (28). Zanc has a

career mark of 22-1 3 and an

ERA of 3.67.

Heading into their first

NCAA Regional Playoff

Game tomorrow, the Bruins

will need strong pitching to

propel them to the College

World Series. The Bruins

can rely on Zancanaro to do
the job he has done all

season.

When (not iO he gets

drafted by a pro ballclub on
June 4, Zancanaro will jump
on the opportunity and sign

on with a major league

organizalion.

He plans to return to

school between seasons to

complete his B.A. in eco-

nomics. UCLA will always

be there, but the opportunity

to play major league base-

ball usually only comes once

in a lifetime.

But what awaits him in the

pros? Well, Zancanaro will

probably start out at the

bottom like everybody else

does: Class A minor league

baseball — **A*' or you're

"nor

Scooters 119

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-a-bcd $250. Mattress and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $2007
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head

board $150. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,

sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338

1977 PUCH MOPED- Runs great, includes

lock. Must sell. $275/obo Michad (213)

394-1877.

HONIM ELITE 1 25. Seats-2. Great Condition.

Absolutely no problems! Must Sell. $700 with

lock Mike (21 3)479- 1039.

1 985 YAMAHA RIVA, runs great, new battery,

just tuned up. MUST SELL! $800/obo.
(213)208-6156.

1986 ELITE 150. Runs and looks excellent

$900/obo. Call after 9pm. David.
(213)824-7720.

1986 HONDA AERO 50- Great condition,

helmet, lock, basket, only $450. Call Kim (213)

824-3851.

1986 HONDA SPREE red, just tuned. Great

condition. Lock included- must sell!

$325/obo (213)824-9656.

1987, BLUE, Elite 80 with helmet, basket and
lock. Great condition. $850. Sara
(213)444-9853

1987 ELITE 150, purchased new 10/88, 1350
mi., excellent condition, helmet, lock, $1500.
jim (213)824-7926.

1987 RED ELITE-50. Like new. Helmet, basket

included. $500. Graduating, must sell! Mes-
sage: Debbie (213)824-5822.

1987 YAMAHA JOG (red). Just tuned, new
battery, runs great! $400/obo. W/helmet $450.

(213)824-3805.

1988 BLACK ELITE 50, like new, 350 miles,

lock irtcluded. $700/obo. Sam,
(213)208-6702.

1989 YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ- Black, lock and
heavy chain included. Only 350 miles.

$550/obo. (818) 840-0334.

ELITE 80 1 986. Excellent condition, just tuned.

$600/obo. Call Niki (213)208 0825.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986, $45Q/obo. Runs
great. Low mileage. Sherri (213)824-5210.

Leave message.

HONDA AERO 50, white and blue, excellent

condition, rebuilt body. $500. Christine

(213)206-6496.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337

MUST SELL- Living room dinette, desks, drcss-

ers, beds. Excellent quality. (21.3) 824-2122.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,

$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set - black and whi'c

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609.

PINE SWING-FRAME and futon $130, 5-shclf

bookcase $55. Chris, (213)477-8345.

SUPER SALE! Excellent condition: ff refrigera-

tor $250, washer $1 50, dinette set $70, patio

furniture $39, desk $75, and more
(213)478-7669.

Misc. For Sale 128

EMERALD AND DIAMOND Marquis ring.

Total weight 1 .90 kts. Appraised at $2200.

Must sell $750/obo (213)653 0558.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COLOR TV ZENITH. Very good condition $75

(213)206-5561, 391-4089

TOSHIBA VCR for sale. Remote included. $75,

Good condition. Manual included.
(213)474-6808.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER TYPEWRITER, word spell, memory,
automatic word/line correction, almost un-

uscd, $170. Kathy (818)577-6558, 7- 10pm.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20 MB Hard drive, 5V« "Floppy drive

and 3V» Microfloppy drive", and Epson

LQ-800 printer. $200(Vobo. Call Scott (H)

(213)837 0631. (W) (213)820 8511.

LEADING EDGE computer and printer. IBM
compatible. 2-drives. 640k, $700.
(21 3)399-5802.

CYCLING
From page 55

The grueling 60 mile

course with 400 meters of

vertical climb per lap took its

toll on both Bruin teams, as

two riders crashed and seven

other riders were unable to

finish. Only Lisa Best of the

women's team completed

the race, and no team points

were scored.

However, later that after-

noon the Bruins rallied in the

second event, the team time

trial. The competition was
moved to the Palo Alto area

and the riders were now on a

much flatter course: La
Canada Road in Woodside.

The rules of this event

allow five teammates to race

together and alternate taking

the lead so that the other

racers can rest by drafting

off the leader. The Canada

course of 14.2 miles for the

men and 7.1 for the women
had to be completed by at

least three team members for

the time to be counted.

Cris Whiiworth set the

pace for the men, as the team

cruised along at speeds up to

30 miles per hour and fm-

ished in 12th place. The
women's team put on an

impressive show as they

combined to take 4th with

the power of their all-senior

squad. The men's team is

somewhat younger, as most

of their cyclists will be

returning next year.

The last of the three

events took place on Sunday.

The criterium is typically

UCLA's best event, but the

threat of rain wreaked havoc

on the Bruin riders. The
course was laid out on the

Stanford campus as a .7 mile

loop with 60 laps (42 miles)

for the men, and 35 laps (25

miles) for the women.

Overall the Bruins fin-

ished 16th in the nation,

dropping from 11th in last

year's competition.

Bored with the
everyday?

TAKE A WOK Ofi
THE WILD SIDE
Fre^
Locai%.

Deliv<

UCLA

FIRST
HVAN
WOK

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!!

RED VflhfQ
^\o S

'Ain't No Thing Uke Our Chiclxn Mngs"^**

LATE Ll'.\('H 2:(K)FM r):UUPM
c< WINCS 1

•.' ()\l\)VM M()/ZKKKLL.\ STICKS snFT I)i:i.\K

Wilsnir*

FREE
Portion of Frit

or Chow Mom
the purchase iNf ^two

main dMhbs
Explws 6/30/90

Chinese Resiaurani

10855 LINDBR<30K
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

rio'rroFF""'
To UCLA students

! with valid ID

I
(after 4pm)

* $10 ninlmimi order

I Expires 6/30/90

$4.22

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Style Winfa

Served with celery

aticki

Served by the dozen

Saiieea to chooae from:

Mfld or Barbeque for beginnen
Hot experienced eaten onTv

Suicide Buffalo natives only

1/2 A 1/2 a Big Red Wingi
hot barbeque lauce

Side SaladK Dinner ulad $1.40, $2.96

potato alad.cole ilaw,macaroni laladSl-^S

THINGS ,

Potato Skina
homemade with lour cream $2.95

Bacon and Cheddar $3.50

Golden Moiaarena Stieka $3.50

Freah FVied Zucchini $2.95

Breaded Whole Muahrooms $2.25

Our Famoua "Onion LoaT $1.50

Steak Priea plain $2.25

with cheew 4 gravy

BIG RED SAMPLER 9BX
(wingi, mozzarella iticlu, zucchini,

muinroomi, and potato ikina)

11923 Santa*

Monica
Blvd.

West L.A.

Sun-iTirs

Ham to lam'
Fri & Sat

11am to

478-WINGS
478-9464

I |2:gOOFFIRTH{}RDER{)F$13RUsl BUT SO «M(SS MO CSE7 A iXSBi R^ "

iv^^^t^^N^K.'*'

Memorial Day

Weekend

Sunday

May 27, 1990

lla;m.-6p.m. /^

Richard Elliot

Jeff Lorber-

Keiko Matsui

The Sweet

UCLATINO

VINX

Vinnie Colaiuta Trio

ava-Leers

..-v-^..

:«<'7>y.<-.--:'<:

m

\.

The Al Williams J ng Eddie Harris

UCLA

North Athletic

Field

sponsored by
UCLA Cultural
Af f a i r s _

For more information

call (213) 825-6564

Paid for by CAC, BOD, COR Mini-Grants, & USAC
In coooeration with the Center for the Performing Arts
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LIABILITY INSGRANCE!^ soft contacts

X«v4i

^s of Your
**^^

nar Satisfy State Law
GST {^bCMBIie^^i'i^^i^^

AGENCY
10975 SiMia Monica Blvd. #3
West Ldi Mngeies, CA 90025

(2l3t|J73-l11l iill:

CONTAa

]Gr corrAC's '.vrn rcuR -'lEjcfliPTiCN

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $10g-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ctba • AO • MH • ete.

WITH CONTACTS LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

During ::'•*;;•

••'.•»'

'••• .••••/:

Our Rates

rooms $64'$74

Suites $84-$9«

l^w'

."..''''....
''In''-''

':'•'•' •'•••'•'••'•'''.'''.•• •
•.•.•••".•..''
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FEATURING '^^

Kitchenette suites

Heated Pooi w/garden patid Shuttle Service to

Color T.V. UCLA &. Westwood

.•^Ki\'- •\-^il^^ •'•.''• '• ^^.—.'^^'S?'' ^i;.' '^.- •: •;;• .•.•^^tKiV.

•

):^':^i^(iM:0'^:^^P^
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*
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c30MPLIME^rr/^
jContinental Breaicfast

r

Pari<ing
c-

^) 7

10587 Wllshire Boulevard, Westwood ^^^
213/474-351 1 or 800/44-HOTEL '^^ "^
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FOR PC POWER
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,1 P X
inFomotic

'Qumlilv P< CompoHrfttt Supplier"

for a complete 12MHz AT system with Superfast

20MB Hard Drive in Mini Tower case.

- Run12 MHz O-W-Slate. SI = 15.3.

- 640 KB Memory.
- 28ms 20MB Hard Drive

- 1 .2 or 1 .44 MB High Density drive

- 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and Game port.

- 12" Amber Monitor.

- 200W UL. CSA Power Supply.

- 101 Enhanced KeytX5ard.

Options: 40MB 23ms Hard Drive Add $1 10

VGA Monitor Add $360

m
m
m

m
m
m

Please come and test the system then pick it up at the end of our assembling line

INFOMATIC POWER SYSTEMS OPX)

II

II

m
m
m
m
m
m.
m

m
m

Warehouse & Factory: 9832 Alburtis Ave. Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

Open: Men - Fri 8:30-17:30 _
, 01Q QAd OOIV

Saturday 9:00-16:30 •®'' ^AO-^JrftO-^^X /
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Women give this gMy
a big lesson in Imops
Isat on the floor of my simple

(yet tasteful) apartment
drowning in a pooi of my own

sweat
Hoisting the exhausted bag of

flesh and t)ones known as my Ixxly

up off the carpet, I staggered to the

kitchen for a glass of water.

"What happened to you?** my
roommate questioned as I dumped
a gallon of cold water into my
parched throat.

Still struggling to regain my
breath, I responded in primal

grunts.

"Basketball," I mumbled.
Deciding I probably deserved

whatever I got, he shrugged his

shoulders and turned his attention

hack to the 85-page senior thesis

that has taken over his life.

Yes, it was a simple game of

hoops that had wreaked so much
havoc on my delicate respiratory

system. A basic contest of leather,

rubt)er and wood had blasted me
into this near comatose stale of

shock.

The difference t)etween this

game and all the others, however,

was who I was playing against

You see, I try to play baskettall

in the Wooden Center once or

twice a week. It's fun, good
exercise, and a great way to blow
off steam. Sure, there*s plenty oF
bumping and banging, l)ut that's

the game. No blood, no foul. It's

not a good game unless something

is pulled or sore at the end of the

day.

This game was different

After covering the UCLA
women's basketball team all sea-

son, I was anxious to actually get

on the court with them. Believe

me, I had plenty of respect for them
as athletes, but I always wanted to

see how I would fare against them.

I was Anally given my chance

when a few of the team members
invited me to play in a pick-up

game this week.

So after class, I laced up my
high-tops, pulled on an old pair of

shorts and headed for the court

Now playing at Wooden, 1 can

hold my own. I'm no Jordan or

Johnson, but I can play compe-
tently without embarrassing
myself on most days. How tough

could playing with the women be?

I was humbled, to say the least

To put it simply, I was worked. I

was out-shot out-retx)unded, and
out-hustled.

I was shaked, baked, and faked.

They hammered me. I was pushed,

shoved, elbowed, and repeatedly

rejected.

I was out-muscled, and out-

finessed.

I ran into picks at every turn,

was forced out of position on every

play, and pushed to give 110

iJ-T:i

The 12th Man

^ %

^ .

•>^
•^ f^ ^^
Scott
Brown
percent to even get a shot off.

This was the best pickup toll

I've played in four years at UCLA.
It didn't take long for me to

realize that these women were
tremendous basketball playen. So
what if they can't dunk? Their

disciplined and controlled style

was far more effective then the

coast-to-coast, hell-on-wheels

moves most guys thrive on.

That's net to say they weren't

creative, either. There were ptenty

of reveiscs , running jumpers , and

blind passes.

Could they hit the open jumper,

you say? Their shooting was
amazing. Inside or out they just

didn't miss. Three pointers rained

out of the sky with pinpoint

accuracy, and 15-fooien fell like^

lay-ups.

Even more impressive was their

ability to always find the open

shot No one dribbled, they kept

the ball moving with constant

passing until a lane to the hoop or

open shoe devek^ped.

In short I was greatly impress-

ed.

Don't misunderstand me: It

wasn't that I doubled their talents

before this week. I've seen what
they can do on a court many times.

I defended them against male

recreational and armchair athletes

that scoffed at women's sports as

inferior to the men's. I lobbied for

fans to come out and watch them

play. I was a true supporter.

To be honest though, as much
as I respected the team, deep down
I believed 1 could hang with them.

Call me a male chauvinist or an

egomaniac, iMit that's the truth.

For the record, 1 was dead
wrong.

1 now have a new and enlight-

ened perspective on female ath-

letes. Thank you, women, for a

valuable lesson. See you on the

courts.

BASEBALL: Bruins get serious
From page 56

RBI) will get a few more chances

to break Jim Auten's UCLA record

of 29 home runs in a season. If

UCLA stays alive in the tourna-

ment long enough^ Ellis may even

reach Mark McGwire's Pac-lO

record of 32 homers in a season.

Although the regionals will

provide the biggest challenge of

the season, the Bruins have played

well as of late, winning five of

their last six games.

*We'rc hot at the right time,"

commented Bruin hurier Dave
Zancanaro. "Once you get to

regionals, you never know what's

going to happen.**

Early in February, the Bruins

shocked the South Alabama
Jaguars with an amazing come-

back to grab a 6-5 win. With the

Bruins down by two runs, Ellis Itied

the game in the ninth inning widi

an RBI single. The Bruins then

scored the go-ahead run on a

crucial Jaguar fielding error. Zan-
canaro earned his first win of the

season in his relief effort. The
Jaguars fell vkrtims to a red-hot

Bruin squad which went on to win
eight straight games.
- The fourth seeded team in thc-

Midwest Region, the Bruins (39-

24) will have to rise to the

challenge of such powerhouses as

No. 4 ranked Arkansas (47-13) and
No. 13 rairiced Wichita St (44-17),

the top two seeds in the region, in

order to make it lo the College

World

SAN FRANCISCO — I left

my heart in San Francisco

last weekend— somewhere
on the Hayes Street hill. I left my
right foot somewhere near the

Panhandle of Golden Gate Park. I

left my lungs right in front of the

Arboretum.

It was a dark and stormy
morning that greeted me Sunday
when I awoke, just two hours

before the start of the 79ih annual

San Francisco Examiner Bay to

Breakers. For the unenlightened,

that's the 7.5 mile jaunt through

the streets of San Francisco held

every third Sunday in May.
It's called a "fun run" because

for every serious jogger that crawls

out of bed before dawn and laces

up his or her Nikes, there are 10 or

so men, women, babies and cen-

tipedes that come lo just see or be

seen. It's not unusual to find

yourself running alongside a naked
man or a 40-foot-long snake (not to

be confused with the naked man).

But for me and my friend

Elizabeth — a Bay Area native—
who flew up for the race, "fun run"

is an oxymoron along the lines of

"military intelligence," or saying

someone else has a "noticeable

limp." I hadn't run farther than

four m iles since high school, and

Boiler Room

Matt
Purdue

ix

huge "running nose" costume got

in my way, but other than that, I

could feel my second wind coming
on as I coasted down the other side

of Hayes Street

The rest of the course was
relatively flat so there was time to

look around between the occasion-

al flashes of pain from various

parts of my Ixxly. On one side were
the antique Victorian homes and

on the other side was a woman in a

swimsu it with a thong back and a

that was so I wouldn't get a non- "wo lailgaUng" sign stuck to Tier

suit in P.E.

But before I knew it, there I was,

crowded among the 72,(XX) other

fools on Howard Street, waiting

for the starting gun. As the rain

swirled around in the biting winds,

^I slid against the wet trash bags that

runners traditionally wear to the

starting line and then shed when
the gun goes off.

Suddenly, the throng began
surging forward. Everyone
shuffled along, pressing against

the person behind and in front of

them. You couldn't have slipped a

dime between me and the woman
with the purple hair next to me.

Elizabeth and I crossed the

starting line exactly five minutes

after the gun, and in two or three

blocks, we were actually running.

All that was left between me and

^the Beamer presented to the

winner each year was about seven

miles.

Unbeknownst to me, however, a

friend of mine, a fellow sportswri-

ter, in fact, had snuck onto the

course a few blocks ahead of the

starting line to avoid the massive

rush of people. I told Rich Marcus I

wouldn't use his name so he

wouldn't be labelled a cheat.

Sorry, Rich, but track athletes

are being suspended for taking

Sudafed during flu season. I can't

let your transgression go unpun-

ished. The Athletics Congress

should come knocking on your

door any day now.

But back to the race.

Despite the fact that the only

stretching I had done before the

race was ofmy jaw muscles when I

yawned, and the problem of having

to wring out my soaking UCLA
sweatshirt every few steps, I was
actually feeling pretty good. At the

two-mile mark, my endorphines

were working overtime.

Folks along the race course had

come out on their balconies, many
in bathrobes with their stereos

turned up to eight. This was what

the Bay to Breakers was all about

But what I had heard abbut the

Hayes Street hill gnawed at the

t)ack of my mind. Coming at just

about the thrcc-milc mark, the

four-block long climb was sup-

posed to kill any jubilation you had

left at that point.

I'll tell you right now that the

hill is ovcrraial. The giant green

shoe and the guy dressed in the

Apparently, she was no relation to

the man who was wearing the

thong-back swimsuit

Then there were the centipedes,

groups of 13 runners tied together

in various states of dress. There
were the firefighters connected by
a hose, the ancient Egyptians

connected by a scroll and the

middle-aged women who ran in

full make-up.

But even the most colorful (or

revealing) distractions couldn't

mask the pain that hit me around

the fifth mile. Only two miles to go,

I thought No problem, I thought I

thought wrong.

The last two miles were sheer

agony and I was once again

reminded ofwhy I'm a writer, not a

doer. Old women passed me by.

Babies passed me by.

But just as I was about to

collapse, the collective mass of
runners yelled in joy. The ocean
was in sight We all coasted

through the final turn onto the

Great Highway toward the finish

line. Some idiots began sprinting,

trying to cut those few precious

seconds off their Olympic
qualifying times, no doubt

But with my legs feeling like wet
newspapers, I trudged across the

line with Elizabeth, exactly one
hour, 29 minutes and 45 seconds
after we shuffled under the start

banner.

I found out later that Rich
Marcus ran the 7.5 miles in about
1:10.00. Of course, after this

column, he'll join the likes of Paul

Robeson, the defensive end at

Rutgers who got his All-American

status stripped away as he was
branded a communist during the

McCarthy era.

But in a run like this, times don't

really matter. Right Rich? The
night after the Bay to Breakers, I

saw a highlight show on KPIX,
Channel 5. They ran a story about a

man who ran the race with an

artificial leg.

During the run, he had to stop

twice—once because his artificial

foot broke in half, and again when
his artificial leg was about to come
off. Somehow, he finished the race

in about two hours.

With all its hi-jinx, that's what
the Bay to Breakers is all about It's

about what's on everyone's Bay to

Breakers t-shirt ... I survived.

**>
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Tun run?' Wliat tlie

hecic is a 'fun ran?'
EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

W' stwood Village

208-3011
Stnce 1971 UCLA Alum.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-(dato Copiers plus oui' latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

• Typesetting .

• Fax Services

• Copies BIK/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Pnnling

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reauctions to 50%;

;i^

%
Canon ^ Q
Laser

WiUi th:t Ad only on l.aMr Color Exp. S31/90

Plus its Special features:

Color Creations.
Image'Compositions

,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc

!?

JiMTHE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 6/7/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 RPnYTON AVF WFSTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

!

5:00 pm.- 7:00 pm
7 days (take out excluded)

//jg^AOjMMA

^

I
HLUC
Eiiiinain
H fi a c u 9 " r ^•

1 P O 9 L T i

AICVm-

^x^*^'^^^?^ Wi^/i or without glasses-

'(y * ^^ artistry for your eyes only

s
•'/^>

'»

^ ' /' 1

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTSi

All Student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

V\ Wpv

o"

oiirr

o.>

located tor your convenience

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

-f.'
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JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

UP

UP

UP

Special Croup
Baseball Shoes
special croup wommtt
LJL Gear Basketball
special Croup
Hiking Boots
special Croup
Children's Shoes up

special croup
Basketball Shoes .... up

Reeboli
BB4600 Basketball Shoe
Nike
Air BIrkdale Golf Shoe .

.

TO $36 14.99

TO $54 29.99

TO $66 29.99

TO $40 $29.99

TO $66 39.99

. . $55 49.99

. . $78 39.99

EXERCISE • WATERSPORTS

410 Hulk incline Bench 59.99 4T'
All weight Plates extra 20^^

Off CURinVT PfflCtS

Special Group Of waterskis . . 99.99 79
Special Group Of waterskis . . 199.99 159

PRICK SO^ OPP
Prince Finalist no
Tennis Racquet 69.99

Donnay Apollo Frame 119.99

All Golf Sets IXTRJI20%
OPP CUMHMT PRICU

High Tech Pull cart 59.99 <(IT**
special Croup 9#iO>C
Baseball/Softball Gloves . 30% OFF ZUvO

n« PfflCffS OW CUMMNT PRICtS

Spaldino ^^B9
Sunny Optic Yellow volleyball 34.99 Z#"

All flody Clove & PCH iB#MiC
T-Shirts & Shorts CXTRA ZUvO

CUMMNT PRICIS

100% cotton Tank Tops 6.99 5"
Arena t Dolftn VQO
cotton volley Shorts 9.99 #
All Sunglasses IXTRII ZOv^

OPP CUMMT PRICIS

All Sports watches bxtra20%
MAY 24 ONLY

OusntttlM A diw HfTNtsd to Mock on hond. wi rtMfw ttw rHint to fofuM mms to dMMfi
(»)

«'r«'«'rafjf«

Copeland's Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

WestWOOd 208-6444
COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
RF DISCOUNTFn DURING THIS SALE

Daily Bruin Sports

Behind the scenes at Sunset

Field, the UCLA softball team
prepared to go after their third-

straight NCAA championship
this week. The Bruins won their

first NCAA tournament game
Wednesday , and are startifig to

make all the hard work pay off.

Here, hotoever, Kelly Inuoye
(above) shows that practice urt'l

all hard work. Erica Ziencina

(left) prepares to get dirty,

strapping up the tools of the

catcher *s trade.

And what practice would be

complete without a little BP
(below. The more durable rub-

ber softbaUs are used in place of
the game balls during batting

practice.

Photos by
Stephanie Spears
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SUMMER

WONT LAST

FOREVER
So don't wait to check out our

summer-perfect mock tee,

just $26. Cool cotton jersey,

fully proportioned for

comfort. Plus yarn-dyed

stripes that truly pack a

punch. Choose from vibrant

Orange, Lime, Black, Yellow

or Purple. And don't miss our

assortment of denim shorts.

$26 -$48.

NEW SAN DIEGO*
3964 5TH AVE., HILLCREST

(619) 294-8600

*FREE PARKING WITH
PURCHASE

ESCONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

(619)746 2537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

(213)275-0285

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING STAFF 1989-90

CLASSIFIED MANAGER
Staci Lcuschncr

ASST. CLASSIFIED MGR.
Michele [imerson

CLASSIFIED LINE STAFF
Margaret Bacon
Craig Garabedian

fason Gallien

Babette Gil

Andrea Jones
Sharon Kayfetz
Trinh LeCong
Heather Smith
Stacey Mooney
Davsm Vol an

CLASSIFIED ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES
Jay Golden

James Keller

Mark Silverman

Allison Toplitt

Donna Whooley

BUSINESS MANAGER
Tiley Chao

CREAIIVE DIRECrOR
Jennifer Carlson

ASST. CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Susy PotthofT

CREATIVE STAFF
Steve Payonzeck

CREATIVE INTERNS
Yafah Franco
Sarah Lee
Erin Reach

John Stillman
Brian Tsang

SALES MANAGER
"The Hoser"

ASST. SALES MGRS.
Robert Klein

Maryam Towfigh

DISPLAY ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES

OPERATIONS MANAGER
(x'lia Baker

ASST. OPERATIONS MGR.
Melissa Waters

INTERNAL DISPLAY STAFF
Jon Balousek
Andra Berg

Kindra Devaney
Avital Elad
Staci Maher

INTERNAL DISPLAY
INTERNS

Megan Manion
John Santos

Dan Schlafman
Lori Uyesugi

Laurie Barnbaum
Leslie Bernstein

Dione L^iemer

Kris:lina Freund

Kathy Koehler
Lisa Strug

Marni Ungerman
Kim Vallone

John Castle

Sulynn Chee
Cassie Crosetto

Shirley Fan
Kathleen Gasuad
Dane Ciolden

Kirstin Hoefer

Martin Lauber
Dave Lewis
Steve Mao

Jenn McElliott

Alana Moceri
La II re Ramni

ASSISTANT ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVES
David Barad

Dan Buczaczer
Shuvea Fontaine

Christine Langer
Angela West—

TYPESETTERS
John Barman
MoJRan Sahebi

Krisline Lucas
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ZANCANARO: Wont dodge the draft

From page 56

June 4 Major League Draft.

With his extraordinarily hard

fastball, Zancanaro has become
one of the premier pitchers in

college baseball over his three

years as a Bruin.

The big league scouts love

pitchers who throw hard, but

they love left-handers who
throw hard even more. "Left-

handers are so uncommon/*
Zancanaro said, **there aren't

that many of us".

To complement his blazing

fastball, Zancanaro also throws

a newly developed change-up
and a slider. His fastball is his

strongest weapon, and he points

out that, "my change-up makes
it even more effective".

This season saw Zancanaro

make the difficult transition

from a short reliever to a regular

starter. With starters John
Sutherland and Scott Schanz
both sidelined due to injury in

March, UCLA Head Coach
Gary Adams turned to Zanca-

naro to pick up the slack. And
did he ever deliver. Zancanaro
fmished the regular season with

a 10-6 record.

"rve adjusted pretty well,"

said Zancanaro about becoming
a starter. Although it involved

pitching many more innings in a

game, he has risen to the

challenge and grown accus-

tomed to the increased work-

load over the past few weeks.

Before becoming a regular

starter, Zancanaro split time

between the outfield, the desig-

nated hitter slot, and the bull-

pen. In some games he came in

directly from the outfield to

pitch the last few innings of the

ball game. He enjoyed success

in all areas, but always consid-

ered himself a pitcher above all

else

*Tm just filling in at DH
against right banders. . . just

having fun," said Zancanaro of

his occasional plate appear-

ances. He has posted respect-

able numbers and done some
heavy hitting. In only 113 at

bats, he has four home runs, 22
RBI, 6 stolen bases, and a .265

batting average. Who knows
what he could do if he got really

serious.

Last week, the Pac-10 and
the Arizona Star acknowledged
Zancanaro' s outstanding per-

formance this season by giving

him Honorable Mention honors

as a utility player. After his

career-best performance on
April 22 against Arizona State,

the Pac-10 named him Six-Pac

Pitcher of the Week. In addi-

tion, he also fmds himself on

the ehte list of All-American

honors candidates.

Of all his games in the blue

and gold, his legendary perfor-

mance against then-No. 1 ASU
stands out as one of the best

games Zancanaro ever played.

With the scries tied at 1-1,

Zancanaro started the final and

deciding game. Before 1,016

fans at JRS, he held the hottest

offensive team in the nation to

only one run on six hits to lead

the Bruins to a 2-1 victory.

Zancanaro ended this season

with a 10-6 record and an ERA

See ZANCANARO, page 49

Bruins' last chance to vault to NCs
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Tonight's the night to make
history for a bunch of the Bruin

trackmen.

Fresno State and Long Beach
will host last-chance competitions

for those who are looking to

qualify for the NCAA Champion-
ships next week in Durham, North
Carolina. Come morning on Fri-

day, all qualifiers will have to be
officially declared.

In order to ensure that all events

have a full field of qualified

competitors, the NCAA instituted

a provisional qualifying standard

to go along with the automatic

mark.

Each event has a given number
of competitors and if all those

spots are filled by automatic

qualifiers, then no provisional

athletes will be called. However, if

there aren't enough automatic

qualifiers, then the NCAA will

take athletes off the provisional list

until the event is full.

And finally, the NCAA can

decide to add athletes to an event if

warranted due to a high number of

quality marks, as long as the total

number of competitors is not

exceeded.

Sometime Sunday or Monday,
the NCAA will release the official

list of those who indeed qualified,

just in time for those athletes to

catch a plane for Duke University.

Several Bruins will compete
tonight in an effort to either earn an
automatic bid and thus a plane

ticket, or enhance their position on
the provisional list.

The pole vaulters will be in

Fresno, where a 18-0 1/2 mark is

automatic, while a 17-4 3/4 effort

is provisional. Jay Borick and his

17-5 are on that provisional list,

but that may not be enough.

"Jay stands far enough down on
the list that almost certainly he is a

no go," said head coach Bob
Larsen.

In contrast to Borick are throw-

ers Pete Thompson and Eric

Bergreen, who stand a solid

chance of making it from the

provisional list into the NCAA
meet Thompson threw the discus

last night in Salinas as a prepara-

tion, but results were not available

at press time.

In Long Beach, the track portion

of the Bruin team will oumumber
the field event competitors. Javelin

thrower Erik Smith and high

jumper Mark Wilson are the only

non-runners from UCLA who will

compete. Smith has a 223-6 provi-

sional mark, but the event is so

strong this year that he needs a

See TRACK, page 48

ALBERT SOONQ^ally Bruin

Eric Bixler and the pole vaulters compete in Fresno tonight.
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Cyclists set

ghieling pace
in NorCal

By Matt Wayman
Contributor

Last weekend a cold
Northern California morn-
ing set the scene for this

year's US Collegiate
Cycling National Champ-
ionships. The riders in this

event are the best on the

collegiate level, and the

UCLA men's and women's
cycling teams both qualified

for the two-day competition.

After a successful spring,

UCLA's cyclists made the

trek up north last Friday in

their cars with their bikes on
the racks and their minds on
the race. After a grueling

competition which consisted

of three different events, two
on Saturday and one on
Sunday, the men and women
were both successful in the

team time trial finishing in

12th and 4th place respec-

tively.

Although Stanford hosted

the championship, the first

of the three events, the road

race, was held on the UC
:Santa Cruz campus. The
women's race began at 7:30

on Saturday morning, which
meant the UCLA women
had to gel up at 4:30 am to

leave the Stanford-Palo Alto

area for the one hour drive to

Santa Cruz.

Crew strokes its way to Buckeye country
By T. Linda Peters

Contributor

After some suspense, the decision is in. The men's varsity crew team
will be Ohio-bound for the national championships in Cincinnati on June
17. '" - •

It was unclear whether the Bruins would compete because of the

expense of the trip coupled with the program's limited budget, and the

timing of the competition.

This is the first time since 1986 that the Bruins* trip to the national

championships has been in question. The winner of the Pac-10
championships is awarded an all-expenses-paid package to compete in

the national championships; the Bruins have been Pac-10 champs since

1987.

The decision to go was also partially left up to crew members because
of the timing of the championships; they are held directly after finals

week.

The team was forced to "figure out if they can do the work and keep up
with school in the final stretch of the quarter," head coach Zenon Babraj

said.

Babraj noted that UCLA's final exam schedule may handicap the crew
team.

"Every other crew is done with school and will be in camp to prepare

for the next four weeks, training," Babraj said. Therefore, the Bruins

"need additional commiunent. They must focus on only crew and school.

The commitment has to be there," he asserted.

The 1989-90 crew has an opportunity to do better than ever before. The
Bruins' best finish at the nationals has been 1987's fourth place finish.

Babraj was confident about the team's ability to fare well against the

nation's best, primarily against this year's Pac-10 champion Washington

crew and the defending national champion Harvard crew.

"We are one of the lop three crews in the country. We dominated the

(Pac-10) race until the last 10 or 15 strokes. Part of the reason we lost is

because our crew is so young and inexperienced. . . We made some
technical mistakes."

Babraj is usually slow to hand out many compliments, but was eager to

praise this season's team.

'This year, overall, I'm pleased with the results. I thought it would be
more difficult with a young crew and no experience. They've done an
outstanding job^ We will have a very, very good crew next year."

The Bruins won't be waiting until next year, however. They're waiting

to prove themselves in June.

"We've made a lot of progress: the first race we lost to Washington by
eight seconds. Now we're right with them. It was the same situation with

Cal. We beat (Hal by one second at San Diego, and now we beat them by
10 seconds," Babraj said. "We can do more. I'm confident that if we put

our minds to it, we can be right up there with the other two top teams."

DIMITRI NEGROPONTE

For the first time since 1986, the men's crew team will compete in the NCAA Championships.
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freshly charbroiled

taste treats!
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value for only 990!
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16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO
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(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE
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(213) 650-6666
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TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
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"New" The Poplin CVO
The original, classic Spcny Top-Sider with new
comfort features, in exciting nautical brights.
Lightweight poplin. Loose lining keeps tlie foot

cool and comfortable. A removable polyurethane
orlhodic to (Misure maximum comfort. lA's largest
selection of styles and colors for both men and
women! .*^
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Sports
Bruins flash pasi Kent State in Softball Worid Series
By Garo K. Hovannisian

Contributor ~

STILLWATER, Ok. — The 1000 or so spectators watching the first

round of the NCAA Women *s Softball World Series were left in awe

yesterday, as the No. 1 -ranked Bruin machine roared past Kent State

University, 4-0.

The long road-trip and severe wind gusts during the game failed to

affect the Bruins, as they took control of the contest early on.

UCLA started things off in its half of the first inning, as a two-out walk

by freshman Lisa Fernandez set the stage for a Missy Phillips smashing

RBI double. Yet Phillips' deep shot was literally dwarfed by the next

Bruin batter, as sophomore slugger Yvonne Gutierrez launched a

towering hit well over the left-field wall for a two-run home run, giving

UCLA a quick 3-0 advantage.

The Golden Flashes never recovered from that spanking, as evidenced

by their four errors and only three hits.

"I thought our team really never got into any type of defensive rhythm,

and there were just too many breakups," said Sue Lilley, Kent's head

coach.

And while the Bruin bats forced the Flashes into a defensive doughnut.

the story of the day was UCLA's phenomenal pitching. As she has done

throughout her career, senior All-American Lisa Longaker showed

who's the best pitcher in collegiate softball, as she hurled a three-hit shut-

out while striking out nine wishful Rashes en route to the win.

*This is the best pitching we've seen all year," said Lilley.

Darby Seegrisl, Kent's pitching ace, picked up the loss and dropped

her overall record to 30-6. She gave up six hits and a walk, while striking

out none.

Head coach Sharron Backus was impressed with her team's

performance, "We prepared as we came in, and wanted to take one game

at a time, and that's what we did," Backus said.

UCLA was led by Gutierrez, who produced two hits and two RBIs,

along with Phillips, who also contributed two hits and an RBI, and Fer-

nandez, who drove in a run on a hit and scored once.

The Bruins will play Long Beach Slate, Friday. Long Beach beat

UNLV 2-0, last night to advance.

Bruin notes: Three Baiins. Lisa Longaker, Yvonne Guiierrez, and Lisa Fernandez, were

selected lo the first team All-America, yesterday, making the most members of any school

to be selected to first-team. UCLA brought its record to 85-6, while Kent State dropped to

43-8 on the season. Lisa Longaker's record is now 20-1.

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Yvonne Gutierrez

Bombers hope
The Heat is On

to Upset Jags

By Terry White

Cor)tributor

After fighting all season to

gel there, the UCLA baseball

team will face South Alabama
Friday in the first game of the

NCAA Midwest Regional in

Wichita, Kansas.

Baseball

Who: UCLA (#4 seed) vs South

Alabama (ff3 seed)

What: NCAA Midwest Regionals

When: Friday, May 25

Where: Wilchila, Kansas

Note: Bruins' third ever trip to

NCAAs

Freshman righthander Pete

Janicki (8-1, 3.21 ERA) will

start today in Wichita, facing a

Jaguar to be named later.

Janicki has won his last seven

consecutive decisions, winning

at UNLV in his last outing on

Friday night.

With a berth to post-season

play, NCAA home run king

Paul Ellis (.355, 28 HR, 81

See BASEBALL, page 50

Zanc brings it

ALBERT SOONG/Daily Bruin

Dave Zancanaro, one of collegiate's top professional prospects, will lead the Bruins in

Wichita.

with flames

By Terry White

Contributor

The benches behind home
plate at Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium buzzed with excitement

as the national anthem blared

from the tiny P.A. speakers.

When the young left-hander

trotted out to the mound, the

congregation of eager
observers readied their JUGS
speed guns and anxiously

awaited the first pitch.

As the ball crossed the plate,

a glowing red "94" blinked on

the display of the guns, much to

the delight of the observers

holding them.

Who is this left-hander? It*s

UCLA's own Dave Zancanaro,

and big league scouts, armed
with radar speed guns, have

swarmed to JRS every time he

has taken the mound.
After his most successful

season at UCLA, Zancanaro

can look forward to a summer
of professional baseball. Base-

ball authorities project that he

will go in the first round of the

See ZANCANARO, page 54

Netter
By Lauri Lappin

s it single-handedly for UCLA
Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS, Ca. — One for one m singles.

UCLA's Jason Netler was successful in getting past the

first round of the NCAA men's individual singles

tournament as he downed Matthias Mueller of Nebraska in

a tight three-setter.

Netler got off to a slow start, dropping the first set 4-6,

but bounced back to take a relatively easy second set 6-2.

The Bruin then used his momentum to carry himself

through the third set as he took a quick 3-0 lead—breaking

Mueller and serving a love game. Netter then served

another love game and broke his rival once more with a

forehand cross-court winner (5-1).

Missing a few overheads, Netter was broken, but held

serve for an ultimate 6-3 win in the third and a pass to the

second round of singles competition.

*i was tentative in the first set, but I stuck in there and he

got tired by the beginning of the second," Ncllcr said.

"I'm glad 10 get the first round over because I seem to

play better—more relaxed—after the first round," he

added.

UCLA's Mark Knowles was not as relaxed, or for that

matter, enthusiastic, as he was overcome in straight sets by

No. 26-ranked Johan Ma Milbrink of LSU, 6^, 6-3.

"After losing in the team tournament, it was really hard

to get pumped up for singles competition," he said.

Just ask use's Byron Black, No. 4 in the country, who
lost to last year's NCAA singles champion Donni Leaycrafl

of LSU in the first round, 6-3, 3-6, 6- 1 . Or ask Pcpperdine's

Alejo Mancisidom, No. 21 in the country, who was

defeated by No. 42-ranked Mike Brown, 6-2, 6-4.

We've got a winner
After hundreds of wrong answers, Ron Chaw,

a UCLA MBA student, finally got Trivia Time
correctly. He named Booker Turner as the

pictured ref, and Richie Ballesieros as the Pac-10

zebra at the NCAA title game. Congrats, Ron,

you felt lucky punk, so you're the Daily Bruin

Punk of the Week. Nice prize, huh?

Wanna be a trainer?

The 1990-91 UCLA Sports Medicine staff is

currently seeking student trainers for next year.

Those interested should apply to Tom Dufresne

or Lorita Granger by June 6th. Interviews will be

held for qualified applicants during 1 0th week.

Call 206-6 1 07 or 206-6 1 04 for info or drop by the

Training Center west of Pauley Pavilion.

Forget the hype
After a week of talkin' trash. The Daily Bruin

and UCLA Sports Info will stop the hype and

pick up the bats for a "friendly" game of softball.

Will Gip's Rippers (pictured) tear up the

bascpalhs, or will Marc "The Shark" Dcllins and

his crew go on a feeding fren/7 on the IM field

tomorrow at 2 p.m.? One's thing's for sure:

Whoever wins will be doin' a lot of jawin'

/"\
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Beta Theta Pi to be disaffiliated
Bruin grad issue

profiles students

Although the deadline is

drawing near, the Daily Bruin is

still looking for interesting

people to profile in the upcom-
ing graduation issue.

We are looking for a diverse

and unique group of both
graduates and undergraduates
for the special issue. So if you
think you know one — or are

one— drop by the Daily Bruin
office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall

and fill out a brief nomination
form.

Applications should be
relumed by 5 p.m. today.

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA's Beta Theta Pi fraterni-

ty will lose university recognition

because its "Sunrise" gathering

last week violated campus policies

on alcohol and ethnic theme
parties, university officials said

Thursday.

The fraternity's disaffiliation is

not official yet, because the

group's president still needs to

receive and sign a punishment

agreement from Chris Fishbum,

director of the Office of Fraternity

and Relations. At press time. Beta

President Ed Quigley had not

received Fishbum 's notice.

Fishbum will reveal the length

of Beta's disaffiliation after Qui-

gley and the group's alumni
adviser sign a contract agreeing to

the sanctions. Once that happens,

the fratemity, which is located on
Gayley and Strathmore avenues,

will be barred from university

activities and from using the

UCLA name.

The announcement comes as a

result of MEChA's complaint that

the Betas violated UCLA's policy

forbidding parties that promote
negative stereotypes. Last Friday's

dawn "Sunrise" gathering, which
included a banner of a tequila

worm sporting a sombrero and
"exaggerated mustache," mocked
Mexican culture, the Chicano/
Latino group said.

The fratemity could have cho-

sen to have members of the

Interfralcmity Council decide on a

punishment, but on Wednesday,
Quigley opted for an administra-

tive review.

"It was a matter of dragging it

out, or going to the highest

(administraUve) level," Quigley
said.

His group ducked into the

decision because in discussions

with Fishbum, Quigley said he
realized "we had no chance at a
peer review.**

. >

"Basically, it became obvious to

us that no matter what was decided
it would go to the administrative

See FRATERNITY, page 9

Inside
Greeks discuss
tlieme parties

I'anneiicnic and liituifiaiei-

nity councils discussed guide-

lines aimed at preventing
gender inscnsitivity.

See page 3

Viewpoint

UCSA seeks
amendment
to state bill
By Auris Jarasunas
Staff Writer

Letters, we
get letters

A sampling of the campus
response to the allegations of

racism leveled at a theme party

thrown by a UCLA fratemity.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

UCLA film wins
Academy prize

This year's Academy of

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences

student film award for anima-

tion goes to . . .

See page 16

Sports

Bruins swinging
away at NCAAs
The UCLA softball team

looks to beat the 49ers tonight

to advance another round.

See page 32

Fearing that students might be forced to

share the financial burden, the UC Student

Association is seeking amendments to a bill

which would require the state to absorb costs

incurred by surrounding communities as a

result of state-funded university expansion.

Assembly Bill 1999, sponsored by Assemb-
lyman Sam Farr, D-Carmel, "is designed to

help local communities regain some of the cost

associated with the growth at the (University of

Califomia or Califomia State University),"

said Lee Butterfield, associate director of the

UC Student Association.

Expansion of university facilities often

increases the university's need for community
services, he explained. AB 1999 would require

the state to absorb costs directly incurred by
this expansion.

Questions have been raised over whether
AB 1999 will lead to an increase in student

fees. According to UCSA representatives, this

bill would increase the probability of local

communities demanding more financial

responsibility from the university for non-

stale-funded projects, such as hous.ing facilities

and student unions.

Because students are the ones who bear the

financial burden for these facilities, UCSA is

questioning whether or not the bill will lead lo

higher costs for students.

For these reasons, "(UCSA) docs not

support the bill, but is not opposed to it. We arc

seeking amendments," Butterfield said.

"If Ackerman Union expands, would the

students also have to pay for costs the

community has to incur?" questioned Bill

Kysclla UCLA Lobby Director. "Where the

students come in is what we need lo know."
Although students have the right to assess

themselves a fee to pay for certain projects.

Kysella said ihey do not have the right to vote

on funding for others — such as the construc-

tion of new dormitories. If the current version

of AB 1999 passes, students might be forced lo

pay for these projects whether ihcy want them
or not, he added.

Some students argue that each university

should negotiate separately with their sur-

rounding communities about the costs that are

lo be mitigated. Currently, kx:al agencies

discuss growth plans and costs with campus
representatives. AB 1999 would allow these

agencies to have legal authority in negotia-

tions.

However, students are left out of this

process, Kysella said. 'Teople have to reali/xj

they are talking about university negotiations

with the community, but from the university's

point of view, the most important community
should be the students."

Kysella said he would like to see changes
made in the bill that would take the students*

voice into consideration. "If expansion and
growth negotiations are going to affect the

community, it will affect students who live in

that community.**

Band of angels

r SCOTT WFERSlNGD.-»)tv Brum

David Moore, lead singer of 'Angels with tmty Faces, ' performs at a noon
concert in Westwood Plaza on Thursday.

KLA overliaul approved
BOD grants radio

station $261,000
By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

The ASUCLA Board of Directors granted

UCLA's student-run radio station, KLA, more
than $261,000 late Thursday to subsidize a

complete overhaul of the station's equipment
over the next five years.

"The bastard child of the ASUCLA media is

the bastard child no more," said Lisa Welch, a

Communications Board member and former

KLA general manager.

With more than 50 KLA staff > members
crowded in the meeting rcx)m, the Board of

Directors announced ^its approval of 13

recommendations for KLA funding. Among
ihcm:

The beginning of a process by ASUCLA
lo secure a spot for the station on the FM diaL_

This would better serve listeners in the

stations' target communities, 75 percent of

whom only listen to FM radio, said Will Zanc, a

consultant for the KLA project

More than $23,0(X) to upgrade the

station's equipment and renovate office furni-

ture, including funds to improve reception of

the station's signal.

See KLA, page 8
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TODAY, FRIDAY. MAY ?S

• Asian Pacific Coalition
- "Community Tribute"

- 6:30 pm- 8:30 pm
- L.A. Tennis Center

• Muslim Student Association
- Slide Show and Lecture by Sherma Gluck
- "Women of the Intifada"

- 2:30 pm
- North Campus 22
- "A Concert Celebration"

- 7:00 - midnight
- Dickson Auditorium 1260

Radar watch begins

@SIKI[EIIii\IL8

• Cultural AfFalrs applications for 1990-1991
staff positions available now
- KerckhofP 306

• Community Service Officer Programs
- Free Bicycle Registration

,

' Monday-Friday
- 10:30 am-2:30 pm
- Bruin Walk

• UCLA Dally Bruin

- Advertising Internship Applications Available
- KerckhofP 1 1

2

•UCLA Daily Bruin Advertising Internship
Applications Due
" Wednesday, May 30—="4:00 pm '—": —"^

- Kerckhoff 112
• Cultural Affairs

- Staff Applications Deadline
- Friday, June 1

- 5:00 pm
- Kerckhoff 306

For more information regarding these
events please look within the body
of the paper for these organizations'

advertisements.
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Gortiplaints from residents on

Comstock Avenue between Wil-

sliire and Santa Monica boulevards

iiave prompted the West Lx)s

Angeles Police Department to

recently begin radar enforcement

because motorists have been using

the street as a raceway.

Residents told police that they

have come in contact with UCLA
students during several of the

accidents outside their homes, Sgt.

Bill De La Torre told the Daily

Bruin. "The last couple of acci-

dents involved UCLA students."

Most of the accidents occurred

late evenings on Fridays and
Saturdays, he added. Radar enfor-

cement began early this week and
in the first three days, police wrote

130 citations in that area, De La
Torre said.

"We're not targeting students in

part, but we want the students on
campus there to know that radar

will be enforced," he said.

Betty Liong
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Correction:
In Thursday's page 9 article, "Student-run journal to appear in

June," the terms "linguistics" and "applied linguistics" were used

indiscriminately. In fact, they are separate fields of study.

Applied linguistics, the topic of the journal, deals with language

education, including the preparation of materials and testing of

language. It also studies how language is learned and its use in a

social context, according to "Issues in Applied Linguistics" Editor-

in-Chief Antony John Kunnan.
Linguistics deals with syntax or sentence structure; phonetics and

phonology, the sound system of language; and semantics, or

meaning system.

The journal's first issue will feature an interview with applied

linguistics Professor Evelyn Hatch, a UCLA emeritus. Its second

issue will include "Round Table," a group discussion concerned

with various issues such as the definition of applied linguistics,

which is still debated by scholars.

"Issues in Applied Linguistics," the first student research journal

on the subject, will be available beginning June 1 . UCLA students

may obtain it at no charge from the Department of Teaching English

as a Second Language and Applied Linguistics in Rolfe 3300.
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Anti-Yivisectionlsts protest on campus again
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

*JU«.

They're back.

About 30 anii-viviscclionist

dcmonslrators relumed to campus
TTiursday in what they said was the

first in a new series of monthly
protests across the county.

Despite the absence of snapping

cameras and eager reporters that

accompanied April's annual cam-
pus £i/otest of the group, Last

Chance for Animals, anti-vivisec-

tionist leaders claimed a strong

turnout and general success for

their struggle.

"The annual protest (April 24)

was a great success, and we want
to take advantage of that momen-
tum," said Bill Dyer, a protest

leader.

Police have speculated about

Last Chance's changing tactics

because the group has wreaked
havoc on campus in its annual

protests. It stormed the Chancel-

lor's Office once, and has staged

sit-ins and blockades at UCLA
research facilities. But the annual

protest at UCLA on April 23 and

Thursday's march were peaceful.

Police say Last Chance leaders

are bound by a restraining order

issued against the group last June

that prohibits any harassment or

blockades by Last Chance protes-
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lefs. Since the order was issued by
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge

Abby Soven, Last Chance protests

have been peaceful.

Last Chance leaders say their

hands arc not tied and could at

anytime vivify their illicit tactics.

"Last time (April 23), we had

100 people ready and trained to be

arrested," said Chris DeRose, Last

Chance's founder. "The only rea-

son we haven't used those tactics is

because we've t)een able to get our

Anti-vivisection protesters gather in Westwood Plaza on Thursday.

TEufrW^^ffnff^Ua f̂^W f̂

point across without them."

Thursday's midday protest saw
the marchers, with "Science or

Savagery?" posters in hand, march

from Westwood to North Campus
to Westwood Plaza and back into

Westwood.
*Today, getting arrested is not

our purpose," DeRose said.

"Tomorrow, that may be our

purpose.

There were no counterproiests,

although a pro-research group had

confronted Last Chance during the

annual protest in April.

Last Chance leaders say that

UCLA will be a frequent target in

their new monthly-protest
strategy, which will also take them

to other research facilities

throughout Los Angeles County.

"We will be concentrating

here," DeRose said while standing

in Westwood Plaza.

Last Chance members argue

that vivisection is "scientific

fraud" aimed at getting research

dollars for the university. They
contend that alternatives to animal

research, such as tissue culture and

computer simulation, could be

employed and demand a complete

phase-out of animal research.

Pro-research demonstrators

have argued that some animal

research is essential to medical
advancement. They say that vac-

cines and new techniques for heart

surgery could not be developed

without animal research.

Feminist, Jewish newsmagazines' editors ciiosen
By Leila Ansari

Contributor

The student media publications

board appointed the editors for

-UCLA's Jewish and feminist

newsmagazines on Thursday
night.

Senior Eric Rubenfeld will

serve as the editor-in-chief of

Ha'Am. He has served as both

managing and associate editor for

the Jewish newsmagazine.

The Communications Board
appointed Vandana Venkaiesh, a

junior history major, to head

Together. She has written features

on the history of witchcraft and the

plight of culturally diverse women
as a staff writer for the feminist

newsmagazaine.

Rubenfeld, a history and eco-

nomics major, became involved

with Ha'Am because he wanted to

play an active role in the Jewish

community.

He won a Communications
Board excellence in writing award
lor a story that dealt with relations

iKlwcen African-American and

Jewish students on campus.

As Ha'Am celebrates its 1 8th

anniversary issue, Rubenfeld plans

to continue expanding the range of

the newsmagazine's coverage.

"We want to cover art, philosophy,

the intellectual side . . . basically

all the sides of what Judaism

means," Rubenfeld said.

"Eric has the overwhelming

support of ilie Ha'Am staff and is

extremely competent for the job,"

said Steve Kaganove, Comm
Board's graduate representative.

"We want everyone on campus
to be able to read Ha'Am,"
Rubenfeld said. "We are a Jewish

magazine, but we are a UCLA

Eric Rubenfeld

paper as well."

Vcnkatesh, who learned about

the intellectual aspects of femin-

ism in a Women's Studies classes,

said she joined the Together staff

Vandana Venkatesh

because she wanted an outlet for

her thoughts and feelings on

women's issues.

"As a woman, 1 had to speak out,

and especially as an Indian

woman, I had to speak for women
of my counirv' and women of

color," Vcnkatesh .said.

"We arc very pleased witii her.

and especially pleased witli the

fact thai we have someone with a

more diverse haekground. " said

Lynn Batten, the Comm Board's

faculty representalivc.

People are either noi aware of

Together or think of it as a radical

magazine that emphasizes male

bashing, which is not feminism.

Venkaiesh said.

"There is no one definition of

feminism," she said. "It is an

individual response to patriarchy

and subjugation, and the only

constant factor is oppression."

Venkatesh's main goals for the

1990-91 year are to bring women
together and make men re;ilize tliat

women's issues, such as rape and

atxirtion, are their issues as well.

Two Greek councils discuss complaint over party
By Daisy Lin

Contributor

In an effort to prevent gender insensitivi-

ty, Panhellenic and Intcrfratcmity councils

met Wednesday to iron out a complaint

raised by some sorority members at a

fraternity party held about two weeks ago.

The councils, composed of sorority and

fraternity representatives, discussed several

possible guidelines for theme parties and

agreed to hold awareness workshops at each

fraternity.

At the "Hawaiian," Phi Kappa Sigma's

May 1 1 theme party, a poster of a woman in

Hawaiian clothing with her breasts barely

covered by a lei hung on the wall, according

to Panhellenic President Lisa Sjong.

Phi Kappa Sigma's 'Hawaiian' theme party

featured poster of an almost-naked woman
Several sorority members who were

present found the poster offensive and later

brought their concerns to Sjong, she said.

"The conception is that sexism is fostered

in the (Greek system) Ixjcause . . . women
just sit back and take it all," Sjong said. "We
do take a stand, but it is not neccessarily

public."

In its meeting last week, Panhellenic

brought up the issue with fraternity rep-

resentatives "so stuff like that should not

happen again," Sjong said. The fraternity

representatives then discussed the issue

with their individual thapters.

On Wednesday night, they returned to

discuss prevention of similar incidents in

the future.

During the meeting, council members

openly discussed the issue, "sharing (ideas

and feelings) with each other," Sjong said.

A majority approved of holding educational

workshops at each fraternity, and the two

councils planned to set up some guidelines

about theme parties and sensitize the social

chairpersons of each fraternity.

Repealed attempts to reach Phi Kappa

Sigma's president Thursday aftcrncx^n were

unsuccessful.

The two groups struck an agreement ,

without filing an official complaint,

according to sorority adviser L^ura Bajuk.

"People's perceptions are formed by the

media, and it is not always accurate," she

said. "A lot is taken care of in a private

manner, and it is not always neccessary to

blast your business across the campus."1

think it is more mature to try lo handle

things on a one-to-one basis first rather than

hit the media."

In this instance, Bajuk said, both groups

turned out to be winners. "The group that

complained has gotten a satisfactory

response, with the cooperation of the

fraternity."
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Briefs

World

Soviet plan draws
barrage of criticism

MOSCOW — Premier Nikolai I.

Ryzhkov warned his countrymen Thurs-

day of the "painful processes" needed to

rescue their stagnant economy, but he said

there was no choice but to abandon central

planning and adopt a market system.

Ryzhkov himself owned up to the

catastrophic stale of the economy and

faced a barrage of criticism that climaxed

with demands for his government to

resign. His two-hour address to the

Supreme Soviet parliament was national-

ly televised.

He said there would be price hikes and
unemployment — possibly in the tens of

millions— but "our decision is made. Wc
have to move to the market."

Ryzhkov presented the program as a

compromise between Polish-style "shock

therapy," which tries to keep the transition

to a market economy short by taking more
radical measures immediately, and appe-

als to return to the old-style centrally

planned Soviet economy.

Solidarity diief lights

into new controversy

WARSAW, Poland — Lech Walesa

says; he never tlioug fu tliat agreeing tu do
an advertisement supporting the U.S. Bill

of Rights would be seen as an endorse-

ment of cigarette smoking — a habit he

kicked cold turkey years ago.

But now aides say the Solidarity

chairman and Nobel Peace Prize laureate

is contending with some unforeseen

"doubts" in Poland and abroad in connec-

tion with an ad he did for the Philip Morris

Cos., makers of Marlboro cigarettes.

Walesa's full-page photograph and
comments in praise of the Bill of Rights

are appearing in such magazines as Time,

Newsweek, Business Week and People. It

is part of a $60 million campaign by the

tobacco, food and beverage conglomerate

to celebrate the 2(X)th anniversary of the

Bill of Rights.

Critics have charged that what Philip

Morris really aims for is to subtly build

appreciation for its products and to create

a link in people's minds between consti-

tutional freedoms and the right to smoke
in public.

Nation

Navy lialts firing of

battleship's big guns

WASHINGTON, D.C.— TheNavyon
Thursday reopened its investigation into

the battleship Iowa explosion and ordered

a halt to the firing of 16-inch guns aboard

all battleships after the "unexplained

ignition" of bags of powder during

testing.

The testing was undertaken after last

year's explosion aboard the Iowa, in

which 47 sailors died.

As a result of the new explosion — in

which no one was injured — Navy
Secretary H. Lawrence Garrett III has

ordered that the investigation into the

lowa explosion be reopened, the Navy

said.

The Navy said the testing was related to

the April 19, 1989, explosion aboard the

USS Iowa and was considered "follow-up

testing which the Navy has been doing

periodically as new theories were brought
forward" since the Iowa blast and the

Navy's review of it.

Hometown readies

for liostage's return

BOSTON — Freed Beirut hostage

Frank Reed will see his 91 -year-old

mother for the first time since his release

when he returns home Sunday to a hero's

welcome, his daughter said Thursday.

"I think what's kept her going for the

past y/i years is (that) this day will

come," said Marilyn Langston. "Once she

sees him and touches him, that will be

very, very wonderful for her."

Langston, 33, said her grandmother,

Leota Sprague, did not travel to Frankfurt,

West Germany to greet Reed, as younger

family members did.

State

Two more booked in

quadruple murder
SALIDA — Two more arrests were

reported Thursday in the slayings of four

people, increasing the number of people

jailed in the case to six. All but one

defendant appeared in court for the first

time.

Stanislaus County sheriff's officers

were looking for one more person,

identified as Jason Ian Lamarsh, 23, a

resident of the Salida area, said Lt.

Richard Breshears.

Two people aircstcd late Wednesday
were Ronald Wayne Willey, 23, of Ceres,

booked on four counts charging murder;

and Jennifer Stam, 20, of Salida, accused

of being an accessory. Arrested earlier in

the week for investigation of four counts

of murder each were Salida residents

Gerald Cruz, 28, Richard Vierra, 23,

James Beck, 34, and Michelle Evans, 20.

Car iiomb explodes
in Oaldand, 2 liurt

OAKLAND — Two people identified

as members of a militant environmental

group and organizers of a campaign to

halt logging in Northern California's old-

growth forests were injured when a bomb
exploded in their car Thursday.

Authorities declined to identify the

victims, but Earth First! spokesman
Daniel Barron said they were Judi Bari,

40, a passenger in the white Subaru station

wagon registered in her name, and driver

Darryl Chemey, 30, both of Ukiah.

The explosion occurred near the comer
of Park and MacArthur boulevards near

Oakland High School shortly before

noon.

Local

Fans line up for

'Future' screening
Fans of the "Back to the Future" movie

trilogy lined up early Thursday for the

debut of the latest time-travel adventure

as the summer film season officially

opened.

To launch "Back to the Future Part III,"

opening nationwide in about 2,000 thea-

ters Friday, Universal Pictures organized

special movie marathons in 19 cities

Thursday nights

v..
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At the Pacific Cinerama Dome in Los
Angeles, die-hard fans started lining up at

2 a.m. Wednesday, and more than 100

devotees, wearing all sorts of "Back to the

Future" paraphernalia, were in place six

hours before the u^ilogy was set to begin.
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LEJONET & BJORNEN

ICE CREAM PARLOR

60!!! FLAVORS
ALL NATURAL

HOMEMADE DAILY
ICE CREAM * YOUGHURT

SORBET * PARFAIT

TWO SCOOPS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
(with this coupon only)

^ 12219 Santa Monica Boulevard (213) 820-7550

^ (one block west of Bundy) 11am - 11pm Everyday!! {

WANT TO BE A
DIFFERENT KIND OF

LAWYER?
Help the poor, stop pollution, or

fight injustice? Then the People's

College of Law is for you

Contact: People's College of Law
660 S. Bonnie Brae

Los Angeles, CA 90057
Telephone # :(213)483-0083

teaiurmg:
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the reggae and rock of

Dialeclectics~

the rhythms of the 1
1 -member . Salvadoran barxJ,

Chiltic Istac
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Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped ...
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women's Resource^

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.
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The

Center for American Fixities and Public Policy

is pleased io present

a

QUARTER IN WASHINGTON
PROGRAM FOR UNDERGRADUATES
• LIVE, DO HELD WOBUC AND ATTEND CLASSES
IN OUR NATION'S CMftOL

• EARN ACADEMIC CREOTt
• DESIGN ANaCC»4lXKrr YOUR OWN
RESEARCH PfpfBCT

• PART-TiM^B VM tUkCmmm oprcatruNiTiEs

An exciting educational experience
The UCl^ Ccntrr <bf Amerkafi Miticf< mrf IHibJic Policy
(CAPPP) U now scUjcting tine ftwt group of un«tergraduatcs
to participate in its QtUtfter tn Wafihinetdn DC. Program.
CAPPP wifl ser^ apfm»diiialefy 15 shidents to Washington
each VdSi and Spring Quaitor. The program ofifers in op-
portunity to combine cotine fvork wUh field research and
walk expi rience in ai«a^ dirpctly wjated to %hm poUcy-
nuyklflft process erf the federal gOVBrnment. QiuuiHtxi

imdergraotiatcs who think a quarter in Washington would
compleineiil their course of atlidy ajc encouraged to apply.
Drop hy our office for more iirf[)nnatiori about the program.

ArrUCATION PFAniiffff iOR FAIL OUAKTEB.
199Q FXTFNPm Ti% TtlRSnAY MAY 2NI

For more informfttian^ contact the
CENTER FOR A^48R1CAN POLinCS APtt) PUBUC POUCY

tel. 206-3109

>.ui mf ' 'iimtp^hmf VmoJWJJilV).

& the traditional Arabic sights and sounds of

Firqat al'Awda

WHEN: Friday, May 25

TIME: 7:00 pm midnight
WHERE: Dicl<son Auditorium 1260,UCLA

^ L
FREE ADMISSION

Sponsored by 7/^ 'THcalcm Stude*tu /i44^%coxU(tH <%{ ^US-^^

funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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Sixtlvgrader wins second National Geogkapiiy Bee
By Denise Cabrera

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The only girl

among 10 finalists became the second

National Geography Bee champion Thurs-

day when she correctly named Antarctica as

the continent where the Mount Erebus

volcano is located.

Susannah Balko-Yovino, a diminutive

11-year-old sixth-grader from the

Washington-Jefferson School in Altoona,

Pa., won a $25,000 college scholarship.

Susannah defeated 13-year-old Tim
Forest, an eighth-grader at CJ. Hooker
Middle School in Goshen, N.Y. Tim
received a $15,000 scholarship for his

second place win.

Martin Hohner, a 14-year-old eighih-

gradcr at Luther Burbank School in Chica-

go, placed third, winning a $10,000 scholar-

ship. Each of the other finalists receive

$500.

The winners* scholarship money will be

placed in interest-bearing accounts until

they enroll in college.

More than 3 million students nationwide

have taken part in the various levels of

competition. Fifty-seven contestants, age

11 to 14, represented all 50 slates, the

District of Columbia, five territories and the

Department of Defense schools in the

semifinals here vyednesday.

The contest was developed to stimulate

children's interest in geography, said

Gilbert Grosvenor, president and chairman

of the National Geographic Society, which

organized the event.

The initiative was launched after an

international Gallup Poll commissioned by

the society in 1988 showed American adults

and students seriously lacking in their

knowledge of geography. In the 10-country

survey, Americans ranked among the

bottom third and those age 18 to 24 came in

last.

Alex Trebek, host of the long-running

television quiz show "Jeopardy" moderated

the finals, using maps and slides to question

the students on a wide range of subjects.

"This is the best thing that's ever

happened to me," she said after her win.
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INTRODUCING
A NEW KIND
OF SHOE

U KBAiM 1 KAILS mm off«'rs Los \ng«'l«'s' largest inventory of footwear

for the way you live. v><onifortal»le. ^oo<l-lookin«j; shoes for men an<l

women IXieli. soft y«'l rugp'*! leathers especially styh'*! and craftetl to

fit your lifestyle in the 90 > 1 he perfect shoe for work or play... for

walkin<: around town or country or around your home or offic*'
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Hr).S Hroxtfui Avenue WestwomI Village 2i:^2()8-4«48

MMiday Saturday 10 9 Sunday 12-8

Free Parking Validation
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1093 Broxton Ave.
(Above Wherehouse Records)

Westwood Village. Ca. 90024

(213)208-4480

SALON ST. JAMES
Specializing in

Black Hair

now in All's Hair Salon

FREE
Clear Cellophane

with

Relaxer

(must bring ad)

Expires 6/1 7/90

An Internship

Capital I.

The Daily Bruin is

looking for energetic,

dedicated people

interested in advertising

experience and an

exciting glimmer

internship. This is a

position dealing

primarily with ad

production and on-

campus advertising

rather than sales.

Apphcations are

available at 112

Kerckhoff Hall and are
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Community Tribute
Working Together For A Better Tomorrow

Come
join

evening
have dinner vs^ith the

different community service

organizations here at UCLA
and out in the greater
Los Angeles Area. All you
need to do novs^ is sho>v up! ^

Friday, May 25, 1 990

6:30 - 8:30 pm

LA Tennis Center
PurO PinoY Grapliics ©

Funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors and USAC Programming Committee

r I t

-^
I
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Advertising

825-2161

FRATERNITY

Your SMILE is my GUIDING LIGHT
Reva accidentally drove over Dylan's
Partial Denture. Mindy barely survived

Dr. Will's Root Canal. Beth's Teeth re-

turned from the dead-she had Implants.

And HarJey broke her Front Tooth dur-

ing a motorcycle accident!

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

-JCNITAL SOAP
ORSHA Guroc

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
(213) 478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics

• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks, & Insurance Forms
• Walking Distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

• Fully lined leather bag
• Two bags in one, carry

backpack style or

top handle
• Carry your books, go hiking,

camping or use
as carry on luggage

(12 V2 X 17 X 5 V2)

$149.00
(we pay shipping)

• 30 day money back
guarantee

• Call or write for more
information

•Top grain water-

resistant cowhide

SEND CHECK OR MO. TO:
—— Mt. Kenya SaCari Co.

P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218 (303)832-9552

Mt. Kenya Safari Co. 940 Downing Denver, CO

ARTIE LECHTMAN

O*

^VAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVAVA^

X;43YXooler

Your taste

relief from

heat. Cool

lucious tropical

Xtacy yogurt

%^.^'^t

buds need

the summer

off with the

flavors of

\ FREE XTACY YOGURT W:^
'

t Purchase 1 yOjgUft r&cicve 1 of equal or lesser value FREE

I : Small, Mediunri 6/ Large Only.
I-'"--. .'^': './--- ;. ,»»Toppino Xdudeel, one coupon per vl«U .',^^>' ''<'

f:-.^£2i^i^^ —^2^i.Il
xtacy Yogurt Cafe

12101 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Bundy)

(213) 826-0836 © xucy yo,u« mc. 1990

The ASUCLA Board of Directors meet on Thursday night.

KLA
From page 1

Funding to subsidize a fuli-

Umc station adviser and a part-time

sales adviser.

Stipcnded positions for mem-
bers of KLA management to

"assure the commitment and avail-

ability of high-quality leadership."

The creation of a committee

to oversee station opeiatioBS in tfaci

1990s. Members will be appointed

from the ASUCLA Board of

Directors, Communications
Board, KLA staff and the univer-

sity.

"Professionalism is going to

exude from this station," said KLA
General Manager Godo Cruz.

"People are finally recognizing

what we stand for."

At the meeting, KLA staff

members voiced continued disap-

pointment with the station's con-

ditions.

"It's despicable that the largest

public institution in one of the

largest media markets in the world

has a radio station that cannot even

reach it's students," said deejay

Jason Komberg.

'There has been times when
we've had to go and buy a

newspaper to read from on the air,"

JCronberg sa id. "It is about time^

"ASUCLA give us more status thair

a bastard child."

Other college stations have

music libraries as large as KLA's
entire station, Cruz said.

"But now our station is going to

be cool," said deejay John

Donoghue. "I will be able to get so

much more music — and play it

all."

*This is a small investment in

what hopes to be a big future," said

Board of Directors meml)er Tom
Schwartz.

The Board of Directors has

made an investment and commit-

ment to find the full potential of the

station, said Communications
Board Chairman Greg White.

KLA will supplement the exist-

ing campus media by providing

additional services such as live

dialogue and talk shows. White

said. 'This is the culmination of a

uiong process — these -arc-

times of excitement.

In December, the Board of

Directors created a KLA task force

and charged it with evaluating the

station's condition. The commit-

tee's entire report — which con-

sisted of 13 recommendations —
was adopted.

Deliberations on the report,

slated to last one-and-a-half hours,

continued more than four hours.

Two hours were conducted in

closed session, which only Board

of Directors members could
attend.

From page 1

level," Quigley said. "There was

no way for me to get a peer review

because it would be overruled."

Final decisions about sanctions

against fraternities rest in Fish-

bum's hands. If she does not agree

with a peer decision, she can move
it to the administrative level.

When asked if the university

pressured the Betas into giving up

a peer review over an administra-

tive one, assistant vice chancellor

Allen Yamell, who oversees Fish-

bum's office, said, "The university

would have made sure that it ended

up in a university hearing, if you

call that pressure."

Meanwhile, "fact finders"

appointed by the Interfratemity

Council gave Fishbum a written

report this morning with their

findings about MEChA's allega-

tions.

According to UCLA's official

recognition document, fraternities

decide if they want peers or

administrators to choose their

punishment after the fact finders

release a report.

But in the Beta's case, the "fact

finding" step was skipped over,

pushing it to the administrative

level.

"The (fact finder's) report made
no difference," Quigley said.

After filing a complaint alleging

that the "Sunrise" party was a

ncar-reppjt nf the Rcia'-a i9&S:

vigil in front of the Beta house

Wednesday night. Five years ago,

fraternity members donned Mexi-

can clothes and listened to a

mariachi band.

At Wednesday night's vigil,

Yamell and Fishbum told the

Bruin that Beta's suspension in

1985 did play into the decision to

disaffiliate the fraternity. Repeated

offenses are always factors in

university decisions, Fishburn

explained.

"It's got to be longer than a

one-year suspension, Ixxause they

didn't learn their lesson," said

MEChA coordinator Tony Mar-

tinez. "Obviously the adminisua-

tion has given them two chances.

It's more than enough."

Quigley maintains that his

group was punished because of the

1985 incident, which included a

banner similar to the one used this

year. "We were guilty simply

because we had a banner up that

related to a party that happened

five years ago," he said.

"I hope it's not a kneejerk

reaction to a situation that may
haye been blown out of propor-

tion," IFC President Sherrick

Murdoff said of the possible

sanctions.

But MEChA members arc prop-

osing that the Betas receive what

they call a "death penalty"— three^

"Tequila Sunrise" gathering, the

Chicano/Latino group staged a

years of disaffiliation followed by

two years of suspension.

Americans still calcium deficient

Dairy products can increase likelihood

of contracting osteoporosis, doctors say

By Mary MacVean
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Americans arc

getting only a third to half the

calcium they need, despite the

"calcium craze" that sent people

running to drugstores for pills to

supplement their diets.

Much has been made of calcium

in recent years because of osteo-

porosis, the weakening of the

bones, generally with age, due to

loss of calcium, declining levels of

sex hormones, hereditary factors

and other things.

Women generally become sus-

ceptible at menopause, men at a

later age. The disease is estimated

to be responsible for more than 1

million hip fractures each year.

A National Institutes of Health

panel in 1984 recommended
women consume a gram to VA
grams a day of calcium. Now,
there are dozens of supplements on
the market, and manufacturers

have enriched a variety of foods

with calcium.

Still, there is no clear proof that

calcium will prevent the debilitat-

ing disease.

"It remains a very controversial

subject," said Bess Dawson-Hugh-
es, an endocrinologist at the

Calcium and Bone Metabolism
Laboratory at Tufts University's

Human Nutrition Research Center.

The NIH panel said calcium

won't hurt and there is "a reason-

able chance it will help. That

message got twisted to, ' If you take

a gram to a gram and half you
won't get osteoporosis,'" she said.

Several long-term studies are

under way, she said. But until the

data is in, there are several

variables, including whether cal-

cium affects people differently at

different ages and whether it

affects different bones differently.

"Calcium appears to have a

bright and exciting future in

preventive medicine," and is being

studied for connections to several

diseases, Sheldon Saul Hendler

wrote in 'The Doctors' Vitamin

and Mineral Encyclopedia."

But Americans get only a third

to half the calcium they need for

good health, according to Hendler.

Researchers from the Universi-

ty of Michigan last month pre-

sented a study showing that eating

calcium -rich foods does not pre-

vent osteoporosis. The researchers

compared hand X-rays of men and

women taken in 1963-65 and again

in 1985. The subjects also reported

their eating habits.

"Do not eat dairy products to

prevent osteoporosis. Their pro-

tein content can accelerate the loss

of calcium from bones," Dr.

Andrew Weil said in his book,

"Natural Health, Natural Medi-
cine." A better way to promote
bone density is weight-rcsistance

exercises, he said.

Calcium is needed (o build

strong bones and teeth and helps

regulate nerve and muscle func-

tion, among other things. Severc

deficiency can lead to abnormal

heartbeat, dementia, muscle
spasms and convulsions, Hendler

writes.

Dairy products are the main
source of calcium in the diet. For

those who are lactose intolerant or

for other reasons don't eat dairy,

calcium can be had from kale or-

collard greens, molasses, sesame
seeds, salmon, broccoli, yogurt

and tofu.

A cup of milk has 290 milli-

grams of calcium; four ounces of

tofu contain 154 milligrams.

Young women on weight-
reducing diets often stop eating

dairy products, though skim milk

is as good a provider of calcium as

whole milk. Bone mass develop-

ment is at its peak from ages 18 to

25, yet surveys show that at least a

quarter of the women in tliis age
group consume less than 300
milligrams a day of calcium.

The average American's diet

supplies 600 to 800 milligrams of
calcium a day, said Richard
Mazess, professor emeritus of
medical physics at the University

of Wisconsin.

While there appears to be no
major risk in following the NIH.-

panel's 1984, advice, Dawson-
Hughes noted that if calcium is not

effective, research time and money
should be used another way.

Calcium supplements also cost

money. "So if it's not doing
anything, it's rcal important to

know that," she said.

M^aziiw-nMbig is Fun!

Apply lor

an ASUCLA

Student

Magazine

Fellowship

Gel paid lo leorn wriling,

ediling, and design while

working for one of the

campus' seven sludenl

magazines. You could earn

OS much as $250 a month as

you gel valuable experience

in iournalism, publishing, or

graphic design.

Applications are available in

Kerckhoff Hall 112. Call

825-2787 for more informa-

tion. Apply now. The

deadline is Monday, Moy 28.

ASUCLA Student Publications

112 Kerckhoff Hall 825-2787

Al-Talib
UClA's Muslim Mogczine

Ha'Am
UClA's Jewish Newsmogozine

La Gente
Servincj the Latino

Community Since 1971

Nommo
The AffKon Student

Newsmagazine ct UCLA

Pacific ries
The VoKe of UClA's

Asian Pocific Community

Toaetlien
UCLA's Feminist

Newsmagozine

TenPercent
UCLA's Goy, lesbian

arxJ Bisexuol Magazine

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

NIGHTCLUO B€ACHCIUB

Palm springs
Official

PARTY
Headquarters

invites you to

MEMORIAL DAY
WEEKEND

169 N. Indian Avenue
Downtown Palm Springs

(619) 325-2375

J

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PAi:iFIC BANK BUILDING

OUST SOLTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

f'f
W

During GRADUATIQJN Stay At

Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites $84-$94
$10/extra^efsdii

FEATURING COMPLIMENTARY
Kitchenette suites Continental Breal<fast

Heated Pool w/garden patid Shuttle Service to

Color T.V. UCLA &. Westwood
Parking ^^^_ ^^:fi

>i.-^.7^-

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, Westwood
213/474-351 1 or 800/44-HOTEL

UNIVERSITY & ACADEMIC
PRESSES BOOKEAIR^

MONDAY, MAY 21-FRIDAY, MAY 25

ACKKR^MAN UNION WEST PATIO & INSIDE BOOKSTORE

Save 20% off all titles from these

^ participating publishers in the

Technical Book Dept.

><,

%
ni
HtJr*^

iHSDG^
m«v^itY

(V^"" PRESS _ss

Of

cM'
MA'

UNIVB

PRESS

«SIT'

'UCLA
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books B-Level Ackerman Union 825-7711 M-Th 7:45-7;30: F 7:45-6: Sal 10-5: Sun 12-5

ig. 1 4ip

' I
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267
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CLASSES
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May 25, 1990
Dear UCLA African American Students,
As this 1989-90 school year closes, it is appropriate for

those of us involved with the Ecumenical Black Campus
Ministry (EBCM) at UCLA to review what we have done
this year and to think ahead about the things we would
like to accomplish in 1990-91.
In this past year a new interim campus minister came

on board, Rev. Adande Washington, who is a full-time
graduate student in anthropology. She replaces Rev.
Kenneth James Flowers who is now minister of Messiah
Baptist Church. The EBCM Gospel Choir had a few
activities and we thank all of you who faithfully served

r.fo« u 4u .... y^'^*? ^^^ ^^^'^^- ^^^^ students also assisted the UCLA
staff with the Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship Lunch, and these students
are commended for their service. A list of African American churches which
voluteered to provide free van service to students desiring to worship onbundays was compiled and circulated. In summary 1989-90 was a good year
However, we are excited about the planning presently being done by EBCm'

for programs for UCLA students for 1990-91 and beyond. As a preview here
. ^I® i°JI® °^ ^^^ additional aclvities that are being planned: '

1. An EBCM Newsletter
2. Weekly Bible Study on Campus
?• G''oup trips to Ch urches in the African American Community
4. Fundralslng activities^

'

5. Academic Retention programs
6. Dialogues with other campus religious groups

»

EBCM Is organizing and gearing up for a great new year of providina
support for UCLA students. Look for our announcements and support our

programs by participating, and by volunteering to help us
when the needs arise.

Congratulations to all graduates, and may God be with you as you qo out
into the world. For returning students, have a great summer. >

Sincerely,

Rev. Adande Washington
EBCM Interim Campus Minister

The

UCLA

STUDENT RESKARCH PROaRATmi
proudly celebrates undergraduate achievements

and cordially invites all to attend

"PARTNERSHIPS IN LEARNING**

I

An Undergraduate Research Symposium

TUESDAY, MAY 29

THE UCLA FACULTY CENTER,
CALIFORNIA ROOM

Presentations by undergraduates from 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served from 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Now is your chance to discover

what the SRP is all about!

Blinded by the light

ALBERT SOONG/DaUy Bruin

Sunlight glints off a newly-constructed campus building.

Soviet clown goes public;

first time since defection
By Jennifer McNulty

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Soviet clown Sergei Uchanov appeared
publicly Thursday for the first time since he pulled off the stunt of his

career on April Fool's Day, fleeing the Moscow Circus for freedom.
Wearing a grin and a T-shirt from a local circus troupe, Uchanov shyly

answered questions about his defection, his past and his future.

The frizzy-haired, 29-year-old entertainer fled the Moscow Circus
after several incidents convinced him that "glasnost" had not yet filtered

down to the circus managers, said businessman Jack Butler, who has
befriended Uchanov since his arrival last month in San Francisco.
Most recently, circus officials accused Uchanov of stealing about

$1,500 from the circus manager's daughter-in-law during the troupe's
two-month run at Daily's Resort Casino in Reno, Butler said. The
unfounded charge followed by one day a warning that Uchanov was
sociaUzing too much with Americans.
The "trumped up" charges helped convince Uchanov to run away from

the circus, Butler said.

Uchanov sat quietly, nodding occasionally, as Butler and his

immigration attorney, Irene Barrcse, responded to questions during an
hour-long press conference at a local restaurant. Uchanov, who speaks
hale English, was prompted by reporters to reluctantly utter "Hello,
ladies and gentlemen," as an example of his language skills.

Butler described Uchanov as "creative, outspoken, a modified ex-bad
boy, a prankster."

While in the Soviet Union, Uchanov bristled under a system that
required clowns to screen their acts before a political officer, Butler said.

Uchanov once received "a great deal of flak" for a spoof he developed
about the shortage ofconsumer goods in the Soviet Union, Butler said. In
the act, a table laden with fruits, vegetables, toilet tissue and other goods
was covered with a Soviet flag. When the flag was removed, the goods
were gone.

Soviet authorities were not amused.
Fearing possible incarceration on the theft charge, and yearning for

more creative freedom, Uchanov made the decision to stay in the United
States during his final days in Reno.

With the help of attorney Michael Ross,'^chanov fled a cast party on
April 1 and arrived in San Francisco the next day.
On April 10, Uchanov requested poHtical asylum at an Immigration

and Naturalization Service hearing. He was granted a temporary Social
Security number and a six-month work permit.

Although Uchanov has a wife and 8-year-old child back home, Butler
describe^ the year-old marriage as "not a particularly wonderful one,"
adding that he doubted the woman would be interested in coming to
America.

—

' ~"

Uchanov also left behind two sisters and his longtime clowning
partner. Uchanov, whose high eyebrows lend an expression of constant
wonderment to his face, always played the underdog— the clown who
got the bucket of water in the face.

For his American debut with the Pickle Family Circus this weekend,
Uchanov is preparing a skit about, appropriately, the KGB and the CIA.

In the act, the KGB is trying to catch Uchanov, while the CIA attempts
to catch the KGB. But Uchanov would reveal no more secrets.

lsraeli-U.S. ties hit iow
Tensions concern

peace strategies

and immigration

By Allyn Fisher

Associated Press *•

JERUSALEM — lsraeli-U.S.

relations have hit their lowest point

since American anger over the

1982 invasion of Lebanon held up
fighter plane shipments to the

Jewish state.

The differences came into sharp

focus Thursday when Israel

rejected calls from the PLO and
Arab nations to send U.N.
observers to the Gaza Strip and
West Bank to protect Palestinians

from Israeli security forces. On
Wednesday, the United States said

it would consider such proposals.

lsraeli-U.S. relations have been

tense since President Bush pubUc-

ly expressed his opposition to

continued Jewish settlements in

the occupied territories. Israel also

has refused to go along with an

American peace strategy for the

Middle East.

Then on Sunday, an Israeli

gunman killed seven unarmed
Arab laborers near Tel Aviv,

triggering a new wave of clashes

between Palestinian protesters and

Washington has been trying to use

the killings to prod the Jewish state

into making concessions to Pales-

tinians.

Compounding their anger was
Secretary of Slate James A. Baker

Ill's statement Wednesday that he

would consider the idea of sending

U.N. observers to safeguard the

1.7 million Palestinians living in

the occupied territories.

The proposal is expected to be

raised by PLO Chief Yasser Arafat

before the U.N. Security Council,

which meets Friday in Geneva.

Israel condemns the PLO as a

terrorist organization.

Israel has repeatedly rejected

further U.N. involvement in

Israeli-held areas. It has accused

the U.N. Relief and Works Agen-
cy, which helps Palestinian refu-

gees, of siding with the Arabs in

their conflict with Israel.

'Foreign Minister Moshe Arens

said Thursday that Israel would not

accept U.N. observers even if the

Security Council voted to send

them, saying the territories are

"legitimately under Israeli con-

trol."

Prime Minister Yitzhak Sha-

mir's spokesman, Avi Pazner, said

an observer corps in the areas

Israel has occupied since the 1967

Middle East war would be "an

infringement on our sovereignty

and interference in our internal

^UiaiK,
ji-

have been killed and more than

800 injured since then.

Both Bush and the U.S. State

Department have blamed the vio-

lence on the impasse in Mideast

peace efforts and urged Israel to

exercise restraint against Palesti-

nian demonstrators.

Israeli officials contend Sun-

day's slayings were committed by

a deranged man. They feel

Pazner, interviewed by tele-

phone, also took issue with the

tone of Washington's condemna-
tions of Sunday's killings.

"If it would have been Jews

killed and not Arabs, would they

say it was a result of the lack of a

peace process?" Pazner said. "A
madman slaughtered innocent

people, but this has nothing to do
with the peace process."

Bush vetoes Amtrak bill;

dislikes regulation idea
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Bush on Thursday vetoed a bill

authorizing $2 billion in spending by Amtrak, complaining thai il5

expansion of federal regulation over railroad acquisitions "rcprescnis a

step backward for the entire rail industry." ^

Bush look issue with a provision that would require the Interstate

Commerce Commission lo approve the acquisition of railroads by non-

railroad companies.

"This requirement is an unwarranted regulatory roadblock lo the

financial rcstrucluring of the railroad industry," Bush told Congress in a

veto message.

Amtrak spokesman Clifford Black said the veto would have no effect

on daily train operations because the railroad is working with money that

Congress already had appropriated for 1989-1992.

But the veto will indefinitely postpone plans for a commuter line

between Washington, D.C, and its Northern Virginia suburbs. Black

said. The bill contained technical provisions necessary for the project to

open.

It was Bush's first veto of 1990.

The legislation, sent to Bush May 10, would authorize a new, three-

year government subsidy of $2 billion to Amtrak, the national rail

passenger service.

Black said Amtrak supports the provision that prompted Bush's veto,

although it applies only to private freight railroads.

The spokesman said Amtrak relies on private freight lines for its tracks

outside the Northeast corridor and "docs support ICC oversight of

takeovers of railroads by non-railroad companies."

Bush attributed the "rejuvenation of the rail industry since 1980"

largely to an easing of burdensome federal regulations. He said the

Amtrak bill would reverse that trend.

The bill "contains an unpreccdcnicd new regulatory review

requirement and represents a step backward for the entire rail indusu^y,"

Bush said.

He said the additional regulation "would interfere with the ability of

the nation's largest freight railroads to obtain needed capital or to change

existing capital structure."

The provision also would impose a new barrier to any attempted

takeover of a rail line by ihe carrier's own management or employees,

Bush said.

The president said existing law provides adequate protection of the

public interest in rail acquisitions.

The vetoed bill coniainc<l a provision that would have saved Amtrak
$16 million over two years in unemployment insurance payments for

railroad workers.

"We vigorously support an override of this veto," the Ainirak

spokesman said.

2 16 1
1955 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90025

SPECIAL ,
student prices I

HAIRCUT&SHAMPOO $1ol
PERM $25
HIGHLIGHT $25|
COLOR(TINT) $151
SHAMPOO/SET/BLOWDRY... $10"
FACIALS 50% OFF-
WAXING. MAKE-UP 20%OFF|
call SHAPOUR at his new
location at: (21 3) -475-1 223 -

WITH THIS AD § §

DeloitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & Toubhe In U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting

firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.

English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard

Los Angeles. CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

1990-1991
Cultural Affairs
Staff Positions
Available TVoiv!

-Blues

-Jazz

-Folk

-Art

-Publicity

-Noon Concerts

-Cultural Events

-Comedy

P i c k—u p application s

—

at 306 Kerckhoff Hall.
Due June 4 by5:00.
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

DAILY BRUIN

readers spent

approximately

$79,134,540

on vacation

travel last

year.

vVESTVVOOD OPTOMETRIC CtNltH
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam tor glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and vioiet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913
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11777 SAN VICENTE 6LVD., BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Banking
PART-TIME
TELLERS
(20 Hr/Week)

As one of America's
largest, most successful

financial institutions.

Great Western is a
superb place for talented

people to learn and grow
in tho bonk ing field. W«-

currently have an
opening that may be just

right for you as a Teller

in our Santa Monica
branch.

Qualified candidates will

have prior cash handling
experience in a bank or
retail sales environment.
These part-time positions
are ideal for inoividuals

seeking flexible

scheduling and premium
pay.

For an interview, please
call Gina deFisser at

(818) 775-7770.

GREAT WESTERN

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, trench fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles
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Expires 6/12/90 ?
Not valid with other offers orr coupons I

| Good lor everyone in party • No substitutions

• I H • curbs uiged
Health secretary

wants to limit

sales to youth

By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
Health Secretary Louis Sullivan

today will urge states to ban
cigarette vending machines,
license tobacco retailers and take

other actions to limit sales to

youth, government sources say.

Sullivan was to present his

proposal at a Senate Finance
Committee hearing, said the sour-

ces, who spoke on condition they

not be identified.

Sullivan's initiative will not

involve any federal legislation but

will propose model legislation for

the Slates to enact, the sources said.

They said key parts of the plan

include a ban on cigarette vending

machines, to be carried out gradu-

ally, and a requirement that

cigarette sellers be licensed — as

are retailers who sell alcoholic

beverages.

Forty- four states and the District

of Columbia prohibit the sale of

cigarettes to minors, but the age
differs from state to state and the-
laws are widely unenforced.

Anti-smoking legislation
approved last week by the Senate
Labor and Human Resources
Committee would spend $110
million on a program to encourage
slates to enforce laws against the

sale of cigarettes to minors,
including restrictions on vending
machines.

The Bush administration in

February said many provisions of

the legislation were unnecessary.

An article in this week's issue of
the Journal of the American

Medical Association said 3 million

Americans under aje 18 consume
947 million packs of cigarcitbs and
26 million containers of snuff and
chewing tobacco annually.

Nearly 19 percent of high school

seniors smoke daily — 1 1 percent

of them more than a half pack per

day — according to an annual

survey of hi™^ school seniors by
the National institute on Drug
Abuse's annual survey of high

school seniors.

Sullivan has said that 80 percent

to 90 percent of adults who smoke
started l)efore they were 18 years

old.

About 16 percent of illegal

cigarette sales to minors come
from vending machines, according

to a report by the inspector general

of the Department of Health and
Human Services requested by
Sullivan.

*The younger the children art,

the more likely they are to purch-

ase from a machine," said the

report released today.

"Enforcement experts agree that

effective youth access legislation

should deal with vending
machines," the report said.

The report said half the states

have no policy on access to

cigarette vending machines by
minors, and a third require a

warning sign be posted on the

inachme saytflg sales 10 minors flro

prohibited.

A few states limit placement of

vending machines to places that do
not allow children, and Utah had
limited success in an experiment
using locking devices that required

an employee to activate the

machine, the report said.

Sixteen communities in Minne-
sota have banned cigarette vending
machines entirely and "these bans
have generally been well received

and are expected to lead to stricter

enforcement of over-the-counter

sales."

Prosecution finishes in

nine-count murder case
By Kathleen Grubb
Associated Press ~

SACRAMENTO — After four weeks of testimony by 70 witnesses
and more than 100 exhibits, the prosecution finished its case Thursday in

the nine-count murder preliminary hearing of Dorothea Puente.
But defense attorneys said the evidence is not strong enough to hold the

former landlady for trial on charges of poisoning nine people, including
seven tenants whose bodies were buried in her boardinghouse yard.

Assistant District Attorney George Williamson ended his case after
testimony by a pharmacist from a downtown drug store where Puente
filled several prescriptions for Dalmane, the tranquilizer found in the
seven boardinghouse bodies.

Louis Esquivel, a Payless pharmacist, said the store filled nine
prescriptions and seven refills for Dalmane for Puente from July 1986
through Nov. 1, 1988.

Puente, 61, was arrested Nov. 16, 1988, after a social worker's
concerns for a missing client led the police to the discovery of the bodies
buried in her yard.

Puente is also charged with killing her one-time fiance whose body
was found in a box on a Sacramento River bank in 1985, and a woman
who died of a codeine and Tylenol overdose in Puente's house in 1982.

Authorities allege Puente, who has a record of administering
stupefying drugs to intended robbery victims, killed her boarders for their
Social Security and government assistance checks. She could face the
death penalty if convicted.

A former tenant testified Thursday that Puente tried several times to
convince her to join her in picking up men in bars and drugging them to
rob them.

Brcnda Trujillo, an ex-convict and heroin addict who is undergoing
methadone treatment, had testified previously that she saw Pcunte empty
tranquilizing capsules into a fellow tenant's cocktail and steal money
from his pockets after he passed out. Trujillo also said she believed
Puente once drugged her.

But defense attorneys said Williamson failed to prove Puente killed
anybody.

"He has not presented evidence that a jury can determine that these
people were killed by Dorothea Puente," VlauUn said. "He cannot show
that these people died by anything other than natural causes."

Except for the 1982 overdose, no cause could be determined for the
deaths. The bodies, buried from weeks to years, were too decomposed for
pathologists to determine what killed them.
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Busl]^renews Ciiina's 'most-favored-nation' trade status
By Torn Raum
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush set off a new row with Congress
Thursday by unconditionally renewing
China's most-favored-nation trade status

for one year. He said it's too early to talk

about giving the same trade benefits to

Moscow.
Despite China's continued repression of

the pro-democracy movement. Bush said,

its emigration policies qualify it for the

preferential trade treatment while the Soviet

Union's does not.

"I don't think this is a reward to Beijing. I

think it is very important we keep these

commercial contacts," said Bush, who
announced what he described as a "difficult

decision" at a White House news confer-

ence.

The move, which had t>ccn expected, still

caused an uproar in Congress from mem-
bers of both parties who consider the

administration's China policy too accom-
modating to the current leaders in Beijing.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-
Wash., criticized Bush for failing to put any
conditions on the one-year extension to prod

China toward reforms.

"I thiok he faces some very severe

problems here," Foley said. "At the present

time, I would say there are not the votes to

Status gives China lowest possible tariffs;

Bush criticized for unconditional renewal

approve it."

And Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, said Bush's decision is

"inconsistent with American values."

Mitchell said he would "aggressively and
vigorously" try to block Bush's action.

Congress can do so only by enacting a

"resolution of disapproval," and such a

measure was quickly introduced in the

House. The resolution, if passed, could still

be vetoed, thus it would take two-thirds

majorities in lx)th chambers to override

Bush's decision.

The president said his move "is not a

special favor" to Beijing. "It is the basis of

everyday trade."

As for next week's summit. Bush said

"enormous problems" face him and Soviet

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev at the

four-day Washington meeting, including

the issue of German reunification.

The United States wants a unified

Germany to be a full member of NATO. The
Soviet Union wants it either to be neutral, or

have membership in both NATO and the

Warsaw Pact.

On a more upbeat note, the president said

he hoped for "significant progress" at the

May 31 -June 3 meeting on an agreement to

cut long-range nuclear weapons and the

nailing down of a pact eliminating chemical

weapons.

He also voiced optimism that some
progress would be made in resolving a

stalemate over reducing troops and tanks in

Europe.

"I don't want to have two ships pass in the

night — the Soviet Union and the United

States. And we've got a lot to talk about,"

Bush said.

Bush also defended Secretary of State

James A. Baker III against criticism from

the political right that he had made too many
concessions in pre-summit arms negotia-

tions last weekend in Moscow.
*There is no light between us on that at

all," Bush said. "It doesn't help for me to go
out and say who gave the most, who
knuckled under, who took the most heat," he

added.

Bush's China trade decision came less

than two weeks before the first anniversary

of the bloody June 4, 1989, Tiananmen
Square crackdown.

"As we mark the anniversary of Tianan-

men, we must realize that by maintaining

our involvement ^ with China, we will

continue to promote the reforms for which
the victims of Tiananmen gave their lives,"

Bush said.

Most-favored-nation status gives China
the same preferential trade treatment —
including lowest-possible tariffs — that is

extended to most major trading partners.

Denial would send tariffs rising sharply

on some $12 billion in annual imports from
China of textiles, toys and other products.

The American Association of Exporters

and Importers has estimated that removal of

MFN status would have boosted tariffs on
Chinese goods an average 40 percent. The
president said these costs would be passed

on to U.S. consumers.

Bush also said he did not wish to hurt the

free-market economy of Hong Kong. Some
$8.5 billion in China-made products each

year are re-exported by Hong Kong to the

United States.

He said removing most-favored-nation

status also could endanger the $6 billion in

U.S. goods that China buys each year,

including aircraft, wheat and chemicals.

While continuing the trade benefits to

China, Bush said that it was premature to

discuss bestowing them on the Soviet

Union. Under a 1974 law, Moscow has been

denied the benefits because of repressive

policies toward the emigration of Soviet

Jews and other minorities.

Congress
HI

fbreigh aid
By Jim Drinkard

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Con-
gress, headed out of town for the

Memorial Day recess, struggled

Thursday to finish work on a $4
billion spending bill including aid

which President Bush has urgently

sought for new democratic govern-

ments in Panama and Nicaragua.

The bill also included millions

of dollars for domestic programs.

But from Bush's standpoint, the

most important items were $300
million to bolster the struggling

new government of Violeta Cha-
morro in Nicaragua, and $420
million to help the economy of

Panama recover from U.S. trade

sanctions and last December's
invasion.

Bush asked for the aid months
ago, and has repeatedly hammered
Capitol Hill for what he said were
delays that could jeopardize fied-

gling elected governments in the

two Central American countries.

But to Congress, where foreign

aid remains an unpopular item,

more important was more than $3
billion in new "emergency"
spending for dozens of domestic

programs, from food stamps and
veterans benefits to a fish farm in

Arkansas.

In what amounts to the first

npnlicatio*^ of '» "nrir^ HJ^Jdrrid"

roih rc(luv.«(i Sas' vv i iriiS'ons

roughly haii oi the new spending is

t;3in<j paid for by cuts in this ycai\

proposed Pentagon budget— cuts

agreed to by the administration.

Some of the additional spend-

ing, such as a SI 85 million FBI
automated fingerprint facility

planned for Clarksburg, W.Va.,

was attached by powerful lawmak-

ers seeking favors for their home
states and districts.
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a slide show & lecture by

Shema Gluck

Professor of Or|l History, CSULB

Republicans complained that

the provision was a special- interest

item cooked up tvehind closed

doors. "Here we are talking about

ducks and pelicans," said Rep.

Harris Fawell, R-Ill. "It seems to

me we oijight to be discussing this

in a county board meeting some-

place."

WHEN:
TIME:-

Friday, May 25, 1990

2:30 pm
WHERE: North Campus 22

Sponsored by 77t^ O^usdm Students dissociation ofUCLJl
funded by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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Viewpoint
Letters

Theme parties at UCLA
Editor:

In my three years at UCLA
I have been alarmed continu-

ously by the blatant racism of

the Greek system. Their insen-

sitivity towards special interest

groups is appalling. It is now
my time to speak up. I have

traced my roots to a variety of

cultural, ethnical and traditional

backgrounds. The following

parties I find most repressive

to my past. (1) ZBT's The
Affair: Prostitution is the

world's oldest occupation and

legal in my home stale of

Nevada. This tradition is deep-

ly entrenched in the livelihood

of many of my people. I feel

that this parly degrades both

the people of Nevada and all

participants of this age old

occupation. (2) TKE's Fright

Night: How would you feel if

you grew up in a haunted

house? Well, I did, and it was

able? And just how stupid do
you think we, the collective

UCLA community, are? Don't

you think we're educated

enough to recognize stereotypes

when we see them?
On Monday, the Bruin

reported MEChA's complaint

against a "Sunrise" parly. On
Tuesday, the complainis were
directed against the "Kamik-
aze" and the "Playboy Class-

ic." So, what's next? Do we
slop throwing toga parlies, too?

Or why don't we cancel Hallo-

ween, everyone's opportunity to

offend every culture, race, and
religion at one lime.

According to filed com-
plaints, we're all so ignorant

that we actually believe:

411 Mexicans wear sombrer-

os and drink Tequila.

All Japanese are responsible

for the bombing of Pearl

Harbor.

Everyone with the last name

A P^yiJ kA^^u IU>

/S H^V/A/G- AA/ OFFeA^IVE- -

m

not a pioaaani OKpofionco. i

find TKE's party very insensi-

tive to the possessed and the

possessed.

I don't even want to bring

up the hurt felt due to my
Buccaneer past when I witness

the atrocities of Phi Psi's

Rage.
'

Obviously this letter is very

satirical, but the message
should be clear. Are there not

more important issues facing

this university then stereotypi-

cal theme parties which do not

carry the weight of such deep

critical review? 1 would hope
that those admitted to this

university would have the

required intelligence to see

these parties for what they are.

These simple social gatherings

are not intended to make social

or political comments. Every
event is susceptible to over- —
scrutiny and all of us at this

university should be careful not

to read what is not there.

Don Bilson
Junior

Political Science

of HaiflBia or McCoy is liin

erate.
~^~*~

All Hawaiians wear grass

skirts and muumuus.
All women are objects.

All men are stupid and
insensitive.

All Germans drink beer. —

—

Need I go^on?
But, what do I know about

stereotypes? I'm only an air-

headed Southern California

blond who thinks that "Secret

Cervix" was a rather ingenious

name for a party, thank you.

I have an idea. Let's ban

parties altogether. After all, we
don't want to project a nega-

tive image of college students,

do we?

Jennifer "Jay" Johnson
Sophomore

English

ginary issues, -but to gain an
education and address real

issues that affect our commun-
ity.

Vincent Valdes
Senior
l-listory

Editor:

Editor:

Editor:

It amazes mc that, while

many women strive for equali-

ty in a "man's world," many
others, including educated

middle- and upper-class UCLA
students, persist in attending

parties dressed as bunnies and
whores.

David Kutzer
Senior

Economics

Editor:

I have some questions for

MEChA and other groups who
continually raise the cry of

"stereotype." How many times

are you going to prove how
ignorant you are? Don't you
realize that every time you file

a complaint your arguments

become less and less bcliev-

I am writing in response to

the recent backlash directed

towards Beta Theta Pi fraterni-

ty over their recent Sunrise

party. As a Mexican-American,

and a person uninvolved with

the fraternity, 1 see no reason

to take offense.

Even if a connection is

made between this party and
the Tequila Sunrise party, a

worm wearing a sombrero and

a handle-bar moustache simply

does not offend me. If 1 were
that thin-skinned, a walk by
Macho's restaurant in West-

wood Village would be enough
10 prompt a candlelight vigil.

What does offend me is

MEChA, a small, militant

reactionary group led by our

erstwhile "USAC president" (a

leader who could not be

bothered to maintain a 1.3

GPA). These people claim to

represent my needs and ethnic

pride. Allow mc to set the

record straight by saying that

they do not. My goal and
those of my Mexican-American
friends at UCLA is not to

fight pitched battles over ima-

I would like to protest

against every party that every

fraternity — oh, what the hell,

and every sorority, at UCLA
throws. Does this sound ridi-

culous? It shouldn't. Someone
at UCLA has protests against

just about every theme party.

Don't think I have something

against protesting and taking a

stand for one's rights. It is

simply all the ridiculous pro-

tests that I am against.

To begin with, let us focus

on the Sunrise party thrown by
Beta. Their story is that the

parly was simply a beach or

surfer party. The Latino organi-

zation MEChA, however, pro-

tested and accused Beta of

depicting a negative aspect of

Latino culture. All of this had
to do with a banner illustrating

a worm with an exaggerated

moustache, a sombrero, and a

sign that read "Eat Me."
MEChA also claims that

some partygoers were wearing
sombreros. Some years back,

the party was called Tequila

Sunrise, and due to protests it

is now called Sunrise. What is

the big deal? If an organiza-

tion wishes to have some son
if theme party and it is in

good taste, then they should be

allowed to.

What is wrong with every-

one dressing up in sombreros

and scrapes? After all, where
do we get tequila from?

Maybe the excessive alcohol

consumption is negative^ but

not to anyone's culture. If this

is the case, then The Moon-
shiner given by Sigma Pi, the

Olde Heidelberg thrown by
ATO and Lambda Chi's Play-

boy Classic should ail be

stopped. All three could be

.construed as dcgradii

someone's culture or degrading

some sex. Realistically, howev-
er, they are simply groups of

people gathering to have a

good time and are not hurting

anybody.

Before some hot-headed

reader starts to accuse me of

being racist, they should know
that I am Latino. And I am
not in a fraternity. I guess you
can only accuse me of being

male. I'll just have to live

with that.

The point is if you want to

protest one of these parties,

let's have some legitimate rea-

son. As for MEChA, I think it

is commendable that an organi-

ziition exists to benefit Latinos.

A bit of advice, however: Stop

making such a big deal over

such insignificant issues. Other-

wise, the UCLA community -

will stop taking you seriously.

To everyone else, maybe you

should think before unsheathing

your pen.

Henry Mendez
Sophomore

r Political Science
la

Editor:

The May 22 edition of the

Daily Bruin included an article

reporting that members of

USAC and other campus
groups are considering filing

complaints against a number of

UCLA fraternities accused of

holding these parties derogatory

to women and minorities.

While I am not a fraternity

member and have not attended

any of these parties, I was _^

more than a little offended by
some of the comments that

appeared in the article.

Apparently, if Darren

Kameya, Sam Kaufman and
Lloyd Monserralt were to have

their way, the Greek system
would be unable to^ have any
theme parties whatsoever for

fear of offending some seg-

ment of the campus population.

These three gentlemen are, it

appears, entirely unable to dis-

inguish between events that

positively highlight an aspect ^-
of a certain culture and those

that degrade it.

Though as a white male I

am unable to view the issue

from the perspective of a

person of color, I cannot help

but feel that those who have —
launched complaints are guilty

of unnecessary and unwarranted

hypersensitivity.

But what I found most
offensive was Theta Pavis-

Weil's assertion that fraternity

members — particularly the

brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
— need to be "re-educated."

Re-education, as many of us

know, is a word that calls to

mind the tragedy of the Chin-
ese Cultural Revolution and the

Cambodian genocide. But lay-

ing aside this unfortunate ^
-Choice of words, I cannot help—
but be struck by the remark-

able audacity behind her com-
ments. In a theoretically

democratic institution, one
assumes that no one individual

is going to determine who on
this campus is in need of "re-

education." Yet sofnc feel that

they are entitled to take it

upon themselves to determine
that UCLA fraternities are in

dire need of "re-education,"

presuming that they have the

right to detennine what modes
of thought and behavior are

acceptable.

The true irony in the case
of the abovementioned activists

is that they profess to stand

for freedom of individual

thought and expression. But it

is apparent that some on this

campus are unwilling to grant

freedom of expression to the

fraterraty system. I would hope
that these individuals would
reconsider their position, and
extend to the Greek system the

same tolerance and appreciation

they demand for themselves.

Hugo Schwyzer
"/ '^ '- Graduate

History
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Kandy Kane turns the tables on a gangofruthless thugs
Perhaps there has never

been a wilder place than

Adams High. Located in

Mapleville, Illinois, Adams was

the home of proms, pranks,

and poodle skirts. It was also

where Keith Kandy became a

hero.

No one who attended Adams
High realized there was an

outside world. Dion, Chubby,

and Buddy were in the car

radios, while Ed was at home
on the black and white.

Everything else just seemed to

be there. Occasionally a group

of friends would go to the

soda shop for a green river or

a purple cow.

There was only one rule that

students adamantly obeyed:

beware of jackets. A "jacket"

was slang term for a member
of a gang. The most notorious

of these gangs were the Butch-

ers, who recently defeated the

former Adams nightmare, the

Tailors.

On the other side of the

spectrum was Keith Kandy. He
was the star of the track team,

and the president of the debate

club. And though he seemed
bound for success, Keith Kan-

dy was considered a dingbat.

Whether it was based upon

jealousy or true unacceptam^e;

—

Keith was not popular. He was

one of those guys who you

hale just because his vocabul-

ary is above your head.

It was Monday morning, the

sun brightly shone and the sky

was a vibrant blue. Keith came
to school his usual self, wear-

ing a disgustingly clean blue

Scott
Greenberg
and white striped sweater with

a big Adams "A" embroidered

on the pocket, his hair per-

fectly sculpted. He looked like

a fresh "Pec Chee" folder in

dire need of graffiti.

Like all mornings, Keith

began the day at his locker.

Upon removing his track shoes

however, he clumsily pulled

out a few books which spilled

out onto the floor.

"Fudge!" he vulgarly

exclaimed. He kneeled down to

retrieve his belongings, una-

ware of the approaching jack-

or Be Killed," "World

Destruction," and "Sunkist."

This hood was a real fright.

"What's the matter, Kandy

Kane?"
Keith thought that the Bones

(as this "jacket" was called)

was so rebellious that he even

refused to use a normal cliche.

"Get away from me!" Keith

courageously demanded. "What

have 1 ever done to you?"

"Nothing," Bones replied, "1

just don't like your face."

"It's too ugly, ain't it

Bones?" asked another jacket

in the background.

"No, it's just that he's a

summer ahd I hate those blue

undertones.

Keith gasped in insult. His

blood boiled.

"Alright you, you Barbarian,

back off and challenge me like

a man." Keith was the bravest

idiot in school.

Laughing, Bones removed
his foot. "There you go, tough

guy. Now what are gonna do?"

"I'm tired of you guys

bullying everyone around.

Adams is a place for learning

and growing, it's not a zoo.

So why don't you animals

pack up and go."

Bones took a step closer.

"What a sucker. Alright, Kan-

dy Kandy, you got it. What's

the challenge?" His fellow

jackets laughed with him, not

taking any challenge seriously.

"A spelling bee."

The laughter immediately

ceased, and was followed by a

loud ga^pi Bones toolt a step

back and gulped. "You can't

be serious?" he nervously

questioned.

"Dead serious."

Bones was speechless,

shocked by the magnitude of

the challenge. His colleagues

warned him.

"Don't do it Bones. It's too

dangerous."

"Don't be a fool."

"C'mon, man, it ain't worth

it."

Bones regained his compo-
sure. "Shut up!" he abruptly

exclaimed. I'm no . . . chicken.

Where and when?"
The next day the two met

behind an old wharehouse a

few miles down the road from

Adams. Hundreds of students

gathered to watch the amazing

battle. Keith seemed calm and

cool. He sat on a wooden
crate, thumbing through a dic-

tionary he had been studying

the night before. Bones showed

' .1

:«B=

"Gosh Damit! Why am I so

. . . Ouch!"
A large black leather boot

stomped onto his hand, pinning

it to the floor. Keith screamed

in pain.

Keith was petrified. He read

the many tattoos on the thick,

muscular arm that read, "Kill

'wny don'i you make bsf
lip iHfff, haif mo«<HO(1 tip, nnd

to come across as angry, but

somehow appeared more flus-

tered.

The spelling bee began.

Bones shocked the crowed with

his hidden talent, spelling such

woi'ds as "galimaufry" and
"recalcitrant," which even your

loyal story-teller had to look

up. They spelled for hours,

struggling through the Greek

gods and most of the molecu-

lar elements.' Finally, after bat-

tling it out for twelve hours,

the bee was won.

"Sorry Bones, next time

you'll know t5 brush up on

your STDs. "Gonorrhea' has an

'H' in it."

Bones protested, claiming it

was misspelled on his pre-

scription bottle, but no one
would listen. The crowed
cheered and swarmed around

the new Adams High herp,

Keith Kandy.

The next image was that of

black leather jackets being

peeled of bodies and thrown to

the ground. Bones left Adams,

and was never again seen.

It was a turning point for

Adams. No longer would stu-

dents have to fear the wrath of

gangs. Keith Kandy became

the most popular boy in

schooh and was never d is rc-

»r
Kandy Kane.*

Keith scratched his chin and

thought for a moment. "I tell

you what. I have a challenge

for you. You lose — you go."

"And if I don't?"

^, "I'll, I'll do all of your

homework for a year."

Bones laughed even harder.

T-shirt wrinkled.

"Hello, Bones."

"Cut the small talk. 1 wanna
get this thing over with. I

don't wanna be late for my
victory party."

"You're sure you wanna go
through with this?"

—
"I said let's do it!" He tried

spected again. The spelling bee

marked the end, for both the

age of "jackets", and for your

allegiant writer's 1990 column.

Farewell.

Greenberg is a sophomore

majoring in California Highway
Sign Language.

Viewpoint

'War on drugs' utilizes brutai tactics
By Alex Todorovic

The Los Angeles Police Depar-

tement, in its now infamous "war
on drugs", is setting new prece-

dents in violating individual rights.

On October 19, 1989, 27 blocks

of the Pico-Union district, known
by locals as la Centroamericana

(due to the large population of

Central American refugees), were

barricaded and a "residents only"

policy was implemented. Police

wandered the area randomly ask-

ing people for identification to see

if they belonged in the area. Within

weeks the barricaded area

expanded east across Alvarado

Street, and encompassed 40
blocks. On November 7, 1989,

eight blocks near the intersection

of Sepulveda Boulevard and Nord-

hoff Street in the San Fernando

Valley were barricaded.

In December, just two months

after the Pico-Union district barri-

cades went up, a clandestine

Immigration Detention Center was

placed in the heart of la Cen-

troamericana on 115 S. Alvarado

Street, at the site of a converted

motel, designed to hold 250 peo-

ple.

The list quickly grows. Many
other neighborhoods have Ixien

barricaded. The barricades were

casually implemented as tempor-

ary measures — at the they

beginning consisted of nothing

more than saw horses. The tempor-

ary barricades have now been

replaced by more permanent
cement barriers in some areas, or

by gates in others.

The trend of trampling people's

rights for the ostensible cause of a

drug war is becoming commonp-
lace, and Americans have been

perfectly willing to tolerate it,

because the victims have been

blacks and Latinos. However,

whiles use cocaine, and flock from

suburbs to buy it in the barrio.

The shortsightedness of these

efforts is dumbfounding. If you

kick drug dealers out of one

neighborhood, they will take a skip

down the road and start over again

because a demand exists. Drug use

will not end until the demand ends.

The police could barricade every

last street in Los Angeles and still

not rid themselves of drug dealers.

I believe that the L.A.P.D. knows
this, and there are other motives

behind the barricades.

It is an extraordinary coinci-

dence that the Immigration and

Naturalization Service detention

center went up in the middle of the

barricaded areas, just two months

after the erection of barricades in

la Centroamericana. The center

was discovered after eight women
escaped, and one, a Chinese

woman seeking political asylum,

exposed the center. The barricades

make it convenient to chase down
immigrants out of sight from the

public eye.

La Opinion ran an article on

May 11, which stated that the

number of detention centers in Los

Angeles is not known, the amount

of people detained was not known,

and the average length of incarcer-

ation was not known either. When
La Opinion attempted to find out

this information from the I.N.S.

they were not given an answer,

which is in keeping with their

secretive operations. It is known,

however, that the I.N.S. has used

buildings in various parts of the

city as detention centers, and that

they frequently move.

A group called La Resistencia, a

broad coalition which defends

immigrants' rights, has taken up

the cause, and announcal national

demonstrations against the "con-

centration camps."

I spoke to a member of the

group, Joey (last name withheld),

who explained that the term

"concentration camp" was not a

all an exaggeration. The immi-

grants who are deported to coun-

tries like El Salvador and

Guatemala face interrogation at

best, and death at worst. Even our

own Congress, after giving billions

of dollars in military aid to support

the bloodiest regime in the West-

em hemisphere, released a biparti-

san study on May 21 documenting

that nearly all of El Salvador's top

military officers have records

blemished by repeated human
rights abuses.

The Los Angeles Times reported

on May 22 that "The caucus

(bipartisan Arms Control and

Foreign Policy Caucus) found

numerous instances in which civi-

lians were killed, kidnapped or

tortured by troops commanded by

14 of the officers, including Gen.

Rafael Humberto Larios, the cur-

rent minister of defense, and Col.

Rene Emilio Ponce, chief of staff

... the most powerful man in the

military." The Bush Administra-

tion still refuses to cut military aid

to El Salvador, and continues to

buttress a morally bankrupt gov-

ernment.

"What does this have to do with

detention centers in Los Angeles?"

you may be asking yourselves.

Well, the United States is slow to

grant political asylum to refugees

from El Salvador or Guatemala

because what would it look like if

"we" granted asylum to dissidents

of a country that is propped up by

"our government." When the San-

dinistas were in power. Bush

welcomed our long-suffering bre-

GAIL MOOREHEAD'Daily Bruin

Lhren with open arms and smiles,

and before the communists fell in

Eastern Europe, we accepted any-

one who could get away. It has

become all too obvious that human
rights is a politicai tool for Bush,

applied for political leverage when
convenient, ignored when embar-

rassing. Congress has acknow-

ledged the widespread corruption

in El Salvador— only they are ten

years tcx) late.

La Resistencia has been fighting

for the cause of immigrants for

three years, and members have

demonstrated on numerous occa-

sions this month. So far this month,

23 people have been arrested in

detention center protests. On May
1, two of the youths arrested at the

Alvarado detention center were

badly beaten by' the police and

required stitches on the head. Al

Martinez wrote an article for the

Times on May 3, "Heroes of the

Barrio," concerning police vio-

lence at the protest, "Probably only

three should have been arrested

. . . But policemen, like tiger

sharks, are less than discriminating

when it comes to a feeding frenzy.

They jumped on anything young

and noisy, sometimes six of them

wrestling one scrawny kid to the

ground in a display of witless

overreaction I haven't seen since

the riots of Berkeley 25 years ago."

Al Martinez was present at the

demonstration, at which 15 per-

sons were arrested.

La, Resistencia had a rally to

protest the "concentration camps"

yesterday here at UCLA. Demon-
strating^ is about the last thing that

an illegal immigrant wants to do,

so it is all the more imperative for

"citizens" to come. This weekend.

La Resistencia is going to protest

the barricades for 4 days starting at

MacArthur Park (7th and Alvar-

ado), on Friday at 4 p.m. May 25.

Todorovic is a junior majoring in

Slavic languages and literature.

VT-
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Arts Entertai

UCLA Jazz
Festival
In its fourth year, this jazz

Festival will include per-

formances from Eddie
HarrisandAl Williams Jazz

Society, Richard Elliot, Jeff

Lorber, Brian Bromberg,
VinnieColaiuta, and many
more. -y. Pinheiro

Saturday on the Intramural Field, for more
info call UCLA Cultural Affairs: 825-6564

At tfie Los Palmas Theatre in Hollywood. For
Tk info, call Ticketmaster at (213) 480-
3232

A Chorus Line
Having just closed as the

longest running Broadway
show in history, a Los

Angeles-based production

of this compelling musical

can now be seen in Holly-

wood, which includes
some of the Broadway
stars! - j.stcwan

Second Wind
This up-and-coming L.A.

band promises a night of

upbeat original musilc.

Mixing hard rock with lyri-

cal harmonics, this six-

member band will open for

W/7c/Ch/7d this Sunday.

'I Cillon

At the WhisKey, 8901 Sunset Blvd., begin-

ning Sunday at 10 p.m.. For tix info:(2l3)

4411560

Longtime
Companion
After years of skirting the

AIDS issue, Hollywood has

finally produced a film that

addresses, with sensitivity

and intelligence, the dis-

ease and its devastating

effects upon victims and
their families. - j.Ldgcr

Dial M for Murder
This thriller from Alfred Hitchcock, the master of sus-

pense, is made even more exciting by the fact that it's 3-

D. Stars Grace Kelly. - j. stcwan

Monday through Thursday at 6:X p.m. and 8:30 p.m. at the Vagabond Theater 2509
Wilshire Blvd. For more info: (213) 387-2171

At the Samuel Goldwyn Pavilion, corners of

Westwood and Pico

compiled by: Jason Stewart ALBERT POON/Daily Bruin

So you think you can write?

A&E Is now accepting columnists applications

for 1990-91 school year.

Applications and information are available at the Daily Bruin

receptionist's desk, 112 Kerckhoff Hall. Applications are due by 5 p.m.,

Friday, June 8.
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Andrew Arzt directs the prize-winning star of his puppet film.

MATTHIAS DAUB/Daily Brum

'Longtime' overdue film addresses iioi

sensitively portrays its tragic impact oi

By Adam Ross
Contributor

How many limes have you been
able to tell from just the opening
credits that the movie you were
about to see would be history

making?

Longtime Cdnipanion, currently

at the Samuel Goldwyn Pavilion, is

such a film. Directed by Norman
Rene and written by Craig Lucas,

the film powerfully depicts AIDS'
dramatic effect on a small circle of
friends over the entirety of the

'80s.

The film opens in the summer of
1981 on Fire Islaod, a summer
resort frequented by many Mid-
Atlantic gays. The film's main
characters are seen reading the

first New York Times article about
a just discovered "gay cancer."

The characters' reactions to the

article range from ambivalence to

anger. Sean, played by Tony
Award winner Mark Lamos, reacts

U) the story of cancer^ among
sexually active gay men with the

quip, "It's just the CIA trying to get

us not to have sex."

But by the mid-'80s, the

epidemic has proven to be no joke,

and Fuzzy (Stephen Caffrey) is

seen asking his lover, Willy
(Campbell Scott), "What do you
think happens when we die?"
Willy responds, "We get to have
sex again ... I hope."

Longtime Companion's
strengths are manifested in the

honesty, accuracy and sensitivity

with which it portrays one segment
of the gay community and its

poignant depiction of the sexual,

emotional and political transfor-

mation the segment must undergo
once AIDS has made its horrible

impact.

Willy is terrified of AIDS early

in the story. He visits Sean in the

hospital wearing full protective

body and facial gear. After Sean
hugs and kisses him, Willy runs to

the bathroom to scrub the virus off

of his hands and face; he even uses

paper towels when handling the

bathroom fixtures.

Years later, following the deaths
of several of the film's characters,

Willy is found volunteering his

time as a "Buddy" with New
York's Gay Men's Health Crisis,

the first organization in the country
to respond to the epidemic. "Bud-
dies" arc people who assist persons
with AIDS in all aspects of their

lives, from shopping and house

cleaning to bathing and emotional

support.

The most moving scene in this

film, perhaps in any film of the last

decade, occurs when Sean is on his

deathbed. His "longtime compan-
ion," David (Bruce Davison),

dismisses a home nurse and goes to

Sean's side. By now, Sean weighs
about ninety pounds, is bedridden

and suffers from AIDS -related

dementia, the effects of which arc

not unlike Alzheimer's disease.

David gathers all his strength to

whisper, "It's time IjO go." David
embodies total compassion and
devotion as he reassures Sean,

"Let go. I know you're tired; just

let go."

The audience is silent, yet on the

verge of tears, as David repeats his

invitation for several minutes.

Sean finally gasps, releasing all his

pain and dies peacefully.

Although it seems difficuU to

fathom, Longtime Companion is

the first major motion picture to

deal with the AIDS crisis as it

affects gay^ frten. Perhaps Holly-

wood's eight-year wait to confront

an issue without a built in happy
ending is a testament to the nature

of the last decade in general.

The beauty of this film is in its
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YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPEI^D A]\OTHER DOOR
Talii it over iviiii

l^iieridan Ttiycita

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Ycnir New Car, Also we have the

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available..

NO_DOWN PAYMENT-
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jose Cano
820-1777
International Econ.

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jennifer McElliott
824-5873
Political Science

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CALL NOW

213-394-6744
IL'ifif.l

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

1
:>anta Momca bivo

lOFWY

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.

Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment]
8am-4pm
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When it's time for automotive spring

cleaning, try avoiding the kitchen sink

Did you gather

up every product under
your kitchen sink and
charge out to your
driveway to wash your
family car last spring?

Your intentions were
probably good, but
using "kitchen"
products on your car

can be disastrous!

Hazards to Cars

It's important to

prepare your vehicle

for the summer
months. when the
intensity of sunlight,

heat, and localized air

pollution are at a peak
and can prematurely
age your car's good
"looks^ With some
simple pre-summer tips

you can keep that

finish looking as good
as new.

• Before rushing out

to the driveway with
dish detergent in hand,

consider this; liquid

detergent is formulated

for glass and china, not

metal. Just as it strips

the grease from your
dishes, it can also strip

the wax off your car.

Wash the car regularly

using a product
specifically formulated
for automotive use.

• Also, be careful

of using household
products to cloafF=
your car's interior.

Some household
products actually

warn against use on
soft vinyl and
aluminum.

So be sure your
car is properly
protected during those "i7«'"7«"«'"7»«**«*"'^«"«*'»'«'''"*^'<TerNran»H.di
* O let-hnolofo ami a niiillipurpoM' «-ar rU-aiu-r lor >oiir in

long summer days. '"»i •»»•-"••'•••«»'.• '.u,.^^»»i"»-

Spring clean without '

j^

the kitchen sink!
-^'
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Your Diploma Isn't Worth
The Paper Its Printed On.

The fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is ilie

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe

or one of our other 1990 models on approved

-credit.

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 820-2631 =-

Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just this. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"
and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

jeep they want.

p;^ We offer a Graduate

1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatmer^t when applying for

the program)

Z/:^ 3 year 30,000 miles

extended service

contract
$295 value - free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE

FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING ^

GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
With Proof of Graduation

y

(213) 730-9105
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006

^ ,̂^ »» s. ",
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CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with

LINDQVIST SAAB'S

t

*
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"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*
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•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

i

t

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY; CA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
^a *You must meet certain requirements

<.'
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AUTO
IlsrSUEANCE

RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES

DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOD IN STYLE
FOREMAN HONDA has a special financing program specially tailored to 1990

graduates, making it easy for you to reward yourself with a NEW HONDA.

WHAT YOU NEED. .

.

• A Diploma

• A Job

• A Desire to Drive a

NEW HONDA

WHAT YOU DON'T NEED. .

• Much Money
• Any Co-Signer

• Previous Credit History

YOUR HONDA COLLEGE GRADUATE HEADQUARTERS
^^OREMnN HONDR-

5511 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys, California 91401

(818) 786-1314 • (213) 873-1776

contact your college graduate representative

Gary Ober

BEST RATES

^cPJ =^

NO PRIOR INSURANCE OK

TICKETS OK
ACCIDENTS OK

=?BSPENDED UCENsetJK=

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES IT'S

SPRING CELEBRif^TION SALEI

Right now, we've got a

College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YHAR AFIFR

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASE TO OWN!

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
— SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN—

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

(213) 592-1383

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW 1991 31 8i HERE NOW
_ A VALUE YOU CAN'T REFUSE!!

x; A /"

500
-•-$1785 CUSTOM FACTORY OPTIONS
PRICE + TAX. LICENSE. DOC FEE

>MW
318i

1990'S in Stock for immediate delivery All models & colors

• SPECIAL •
COLLEGE
GRAD

PROGRAM
Call for Details...

LAST 6 DAYS

7.9% APR
2&4 DOOR MODELS

O.A.C.

ic IN OUR SHOWROOM

'91 M-5
JET BLACK WITH BLACK LEATHER

• FOR BMW SERVICE— HOURS 7A-7P
MON-FRI

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA, CA

(213) 829-3535
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Macintosh.

Wheels for the mind.™

DOIKTGET
ROBBEDONWUR
SECURITY SnTEIilL
Los Angeles has one of the highest auto break-in rotes

in the country. But the real crime is going to the wrong

dealer to get your car alarm. Dealers who lock experi-

ence. Or don't know the best alarm system for your

needs. At Al & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a greet price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installation that's guaranteed.

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance program.

What's more, we know the ins and outs of your car's

electrical system better than anyone, because we've

been in the mobile electronics business longer than any-

one. Over 36 years. So come to Al & Ed's. Because when

you really think about it, all the extms you get moke our

security systems a real steel.

>flUIOMOE(((U))).

CAR AURM COMPLETI WITH 2

REMOTES A LIFETIME WARRANTY
.' 'Hriiiif Iisn'.fMfttr wilb 'S OOG

iud«s, liTMied lileiinie *ifliiont>, tutol

keyless opeioiion, lloshmq 11 D »isual

deieirent povwitul 120dBsiienond

mwhnwie teg S349 SmeSI/O

SALE

n79
INSTALLED

STEALTH CAR ALARM BY THE MAKERS
OF DERRINGER, 5-YEAR WARRANTY
UHiQ ihin peiSDnolly (odea tionsmitlti,

lemotepoiiK, ShoMeiquoidqlo'/ibienli SAll

oqe defwioi. s'oitet byposs oudible 50^5ft
aiminQ/disoiniiny stQius, UDdisptov ^fc^^w
ondnic'e Rea S379 ScwSWS INSTALLED

CLIFFORD
SUPER IPS FALCON CARAURM WITH
2 REMOTES A UFETIME WARRANTY
] duol button lemote ttonsmittets. •

limited Melww wo'ionty, wnwW ;jio SAU

qiomniobiliry, piioi mtiusion atten\pt %^M ^K^B
aled ,

hiqh output Mien I { D indi( ni'j' ^PW W
and-Twhrnotf Req SS99 Sart<5.'«- INSTALLED

Al&Ed^ Aiitosound
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THE SPEOAUSTS M MOHLE SECURITT

WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
OerringerS S!L >IUIOMOE»U))i CUFFORO S!- OerrlngerB ilUlOMOE((U))i CLIFFORD

BRUIIVS DISCOUNT SALE
-n
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CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
Rebates up to

$2500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR

..nn^iM

^oifift/M^

""..,» ^*^^^^Si-

Finance rate for 24 months on selected models

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
.

'-' (see us for details)
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LOW
INTEREST PASSAT

No Problem.

EASY
QUALIFYING

USE VW'S SPECIAL
COLLEGE GRAD
PROGRAM

No/Low Down, Low Interest

Easy Qualifying

VOLKSWAGEN
SANTA MONICA

(213)829-1888
2440 Santa Monica Blvd.

AGURA
OF

PASADE]\A

Aeura of Pasadena has 1st TIME
BUYERS FDVAIVCIIVG and UCLA COLLEGE
GRADUATE LEASEVG PROGRAMS. Just

mention your association witii UCLA & weMI
do everytiiing ive can to please you!

ACURA~of PASADE1\A

s.

1285 E. Colorado Blvd.
(ik^lwoon Hill & l.ako)

818-79:9-7979
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yodels up Academy student film award

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

"Yodclaheehooo!" screams the small, wooden
puppet as he tumbles over the face of a snow-covered
cliff that would make even veteran skiers think twice.

The puppet is the star of The Yodel Contest, an
animated film created by former UCLA student

Andrew Arzt. Andrew is like many in this smog-
filled la la land. He traveled from the East and, like

too many others, he has a dream of making it in the

City Where Dreams Come True.

Only Andrew is a little different. He makes
'puppet films.'

However, he is also unlike many and luckier than

most because this week Arzt, was selected by the

prestigious Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences to win a merit award in the animation

category of their annual Student Film Competition.

The award carries with it a $1000 cash grant,

which pales in significance to the recognition that

accompanies the award, ever so important in the

Hollywood celluloid trade.

The American public may not have that much
experience with the puppet film genre but puppet
films are apparently more pervasive than we realize.

The puppet film is more popular in Europe; that's

.where the best arc from.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL The Hunt tor n»d Octotwr (R)

10925 Undbfcx* 1: 30 -4 30- 7 30-10.30

208-4366 70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

Talet From Th« Oarktidt:

The Movie (R)

2:00-4 45 7 30 10 «0

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica B»vd

CenLiry City S^)0(lpl^9 Contw
Free Partung

4 Hous Free Vakdalon

With Puchase ot Thea»e Tickets

(213) 553-8900

BRUIN
948 Bfoxton

208-8996

The Ten Cotnmendmenta (G)

(U0)-7.36

WE8TW000 Teefvge Mutvtt Mnja Turlee (PO)

1060 Gaytey (12 30-3 00)-5 30-8 00 1030
208-7664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

I Love You To Deelh (R)

{12:15)-2;45-5 15-7 45-1015

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Crazy People (R)

(12;00)-2;30 5:00-7.30-1000

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

2087664

The Cook. The Thiet

His Wite 4 Her Lover

(1 00)-4O0-7.00 lODO
No one under 18 admitted

"But there's lots ol work out here. There's a lot Oi

slop-motion in the Raiders series, and advertising,"

said Arzt.

The Yodel Contest, Arzt's 16-minute stop-motion

animation film, hardly conjures up images of TV
commercials or Spielberg movies.

Have you ever seen Rudolph the Red-nosed
Reindeer at Christmastime? 7 he Yodel Contest kind

of looks like that.

"It's very stylized," said Arzt.

When he discusses his short film, he becomes very

animated himself. After all, with two years of his life

and almost $5000 out of pocket, this is definitely his

master work to date.

To the non-animator, two years of building,

sewing, painting, drawing, and animating along with

a $5000 investment seems like an inordinate amount
of time and money to produce something that's only

16 minutes long, but animation is Ar/t's love and life;

he has wanted to do this since age five.

"How big do you think the set is?" he asks, leaning

back in his chair. Before he can get an answer he says,

"No set is larger than 4' by 8'."

_ With a castle, mountains, an earthquake sequence^
and an avalanche, the set appears much bigger. Arzt

ror of AIDS,
society

ability to fully portray the hope-
lessness and despair associated

with the AIDS crisis, while also

exploring the depths of love and
devotion that humans can offer to

one another: friends and strangers.

Longtime Companion repre-

sents a breakthrough in the main-

su-eam media's presentation of

gays as individuals and as a

community. The gay couples in

this film are allowed to touch and
kiss each other just as heterosexual

couples are in film, breaking

Hollywood's awkward and inac-

curate tradition of showing gay
men's sexuality as limited to

fully-clothed, rigid hugs (see

Cruising, Making Love or Torch
Song Trilogy).

The cathartic moment, in which
Sean is able to let go of his life and
his lover, brings the audience face

10 face with the horror of the AIDS
crisis and the decade that allowed
it to spread because its victims

were perceived to be expendable.

In that moment, the audience is

allowed, along with Sean, to let go
of all the pain, hate, fear, shame
and exhaustion related to the

epidemic. As that moment pro-

Arzt ana nis 'puppet star.

'

has packed a lot of activity into his 16 minutes.

But the expensive 16 minutes of film may translate

into at least fifteen minutes of fame as guaranteed by
Andy Warhol.

So are you thrilled, Andrew?
"Are you kidding? Of course!"

Arzt seems to be riding a wave of euphoria over the

reaction to his film. The Yodeling Contest has also

won a Cine Eagle Award. He will be travelling to

Washington D.C. within the next few months to

accept it.

Of course, those of us on the fast (or slow) business

and law tracks wonder exactly what you do with one
of these once it's finished.

Arzt is thinking of distributing it to the schools.

"Basically, this is a motivational film," he said.

"The character want5 to achieve a goal, and does so

by trying hard — with the help of a slightly

unorthodox event. Now, films in school lend to be

more motivational than instructional. Children look

at the character and learn from his trying and

See ANDY, page 20

REGENT
1045 BroMon
208-32S9

Wild Orchid (R)

2 00-4 45-7:30-10 15

My Left Foot (R)

1055-1:25-4 15-7 00-9:40

Hap^ Togetfter (PG-13)

11:30-210-4 50-7 40-10:25

Teenage Mulint Ninje Turltee (PG)

11 10-1:30-4 06-6 30

Tuelhuf 10 30-12 50

Driving Miee Oiisy (R)

.11.55-2.30-5 10-810-10.50

Fire Birds (PG-13)

10:30-12 45-3 30-6 06-8 30 10 55

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

The Gods Musi Be Cran II (PG)
n 55 1 50 4 30 725-10 15

Slr^>«eas (NR)

12:00-2:30-6:15-8«0 10 35

PIAZA A Show Of Foree (R)

1067 aefxJon (1^)-3 15-5.30-800-10 30

208-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Passes and group activity bckats acospiBd

tor shows Mlora 6 PM only

Santa Monica

a 4 A (i»)

MANN W1LSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wilshirs Blvd.

4514377 -

The Hunt For

Red October (PG)

1 15-4 15-7 15-10 1&-

'Sat t Sun only for 1 15 showlme

10 00-12 55-4 10-7 30-10 45

TuesThui 1255-3 10-4 10-6.30-7 30-9 45-10 45

Cinema Paradise (NR)

10 15-1 10-405-7 10-10 10

Tues-Thot 10 30110-405 710-10 10

I Love You To Death (R)

12 20 2 46-5 26-8 15-10 40

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutant Ninja

1314 WilsNra Blvd Turtee (Pd)

451-4377 (12 30)-2 45 5 00

'Sat & Sun only tor 12 30 & 2 45 showtmas

Daddy's Dying (PG-13)

11 20-2 00-4 40-7 35-1 20

Torn Apart (R)

11 45.2 15-4 45 7 45 10 15

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 WisNre Bivd

451-4377

The Cook, The Thief

Hia Wile i Her Lover

4 45-7 30-10.15

No 445 show Sat & Sun
No one undar 18 admitted

Miami Biuee (R)

11 40 2 20-5 00-7 50 10 30

Crazy People (R)

12 40 3 15 5 45-8 25 10 55

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West L.A./
Beverly Hills

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
ROYAL Too Beauifui For You
11523 SM. Blvd Oaiy 5 30 7 45-10.00

477-6581 'Sat. Sun 8 Mon Matinee 1 00-3:15

MUSIC HALL Monsieur Hire

9036 Wishira Oaiy 5 45 8 00- 1 00
274-6868 'Sat. Sun 8 Mon Mabnaa 1 30 3 45

Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threada

NU/(RT
11272 Santa Monica Bl

478-6379 'Sal. Sun & Mon

Sat 12 am

Yabfaa

520-730-9 40

Mabnae 1 30-3 30

Basket Caae II

Rocky Horror Pickjre Show

RNE ARTS
8656 WisTtre

662-1330 •Sal,

Torn Apart

Daly 5 00-7 15 9.30

Sun & Man Mabnee 1:00-300

See 'COMPANION/ page 20 ion.

Campell Scott & Stephen Caffrey deal with the

AIDS on their small circle of friends in 'Longtime

impact of

Compan-

Santa Monica
MOMCA The Reincarnatiofl ol Golden Lobe
1332 2nd St Oaiy 5:15-745-10 00
394-9741 'Sal Sun A Man Mabnaa 12 46-300

Psychology Series:

Meetine With Remvkabic Men
Sal. Sun A Mon 10 «n

MOMCA Camiile Oaudel
1332 2nd SI. Theater Oosad Wad 8 Thu
394-9741 -Sat. Sun 8 Man Matmaa 2O0
Sat 8 Sun 10 15 am Krishnamurli: With A Silent Mind

MONICA The Rui¥Mr
1332 2nd St Daily 6 15 730 9 46

3949741 'Sat. Sun & Man Mabnee 3O0
'Sal Sun ft Man 1030 am Jur>g: Matter of Heart

MONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd Si. A Rueling Of Leavee

394-9741 Daly 700945
'Sat, Sun ft Men Mabnaa 1 30-4 15

Sal Sun ft Mon II am Through The Wire

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Gotdwyn Tic Me Up. Tie Me Doarn

476-0202 1130-145-4 00-610-820-10 30

GoMwyn
476-0202

plus a short

Mama, There's A Man In Your Bed
1215 2 30-4 45 7 00-915

Chuck Workman'a; necee of Silver

Goldwyn
476-0202

Longbme Companion
11 00-1 00-3 00-500-710-910

•Fri. Sat A Sun Lata Show 11 10 pm

Goldwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45-3 00-510-7 20-930

'Fri. Sat ft Sun Late Show 11 46 pm

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10889 Welworth
475-9441

Dolby Stereo

Q A A (R)

1:10-4:00-7 00-9 50

Westwood

UA CORONET
10889 Welwonh
4/59441 'Ri. Sat

SfVTHXA)alby Stereo

Cadillac

12:20-2 40-5 00-7 30 10 00

Sun Lata Show 12 15 am

AVCO CINEMA I

Wihh at Waslwood
475 0711

Ddljy Stereo

Preliy WomanW
1155230505740 1026 UA CORONET

10889 WelvMxIh
476-9441

THX/Ddby Stereo

Cadillac Man
12 60-3 10-6 30-8 00 10 20

AVCO aNEMA II

Wilth at WatlWDod
476 0711

Ddtoy Stereo

Bird On A Wire (PO-13)

12 00 2 30 5 16 700 10 30
'No VIP Tickets Aooepted

AVCO ONEMA N
\M«tfi at Westwood
476-071

1

TOMmHX/Dofcy

Back To The Future II (PG)
11:00-1:50-4:35 7 30 10 2(J

'No VIP Tickets Aooepted

T—

r
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Film

They're baaaClC Tuture' finale deftly brings trilogy full circle.

By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

RLM: Back to the Future Pari Itt. Story by Bob Gale.
Screenplay by Robert Zerrteckis and Bob uale. Directed by
Robert Zemeckis. Produced by Bob Gale and Neil Canton. A
Universal Pictures release executive produced by Steven
Spielberg. Starring Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd, Mary
Steenburgen and Thomas F. Wilson. Opens nationwide
today.

Back to the Future Part III is one of those rare

sequels that is worthy of its original. In fact, it may
even be better!

The most satisfying thing about /'ar/ ///, though, is

knowing that it is ending the series on such a good
note. Part III has brought the story full circle, and it

knows exactly how and when to quit.

Part III picks up precisely where Part II left off,

and if you don't know where that is, then I suggest

you rent the videos before heading for the theater—
because if you don't, you will probably be lost from
the outset. Besides, much of the magic of Part II and
Part III are the little familiar elements or scenes that

instantly bring a smile and a chuckle if you've seen

the previous films— and make you feel left out if you
haven't.

Doc (Christopher Lloyd) has been sent back to

1885 with the time-travelling Delorean, and Marty
(Michael J. Fox) is stuck in 1955 with no way to

return to 1985. With the help of a 70-year-old

Western Union telegram from Doc, and the

assistance of his 1955 counterpart, Marty finds and

fixes the hidden Delorean, with instructions to return

to 1985 and destroy the time machine — Doc is

apparently happy in the Old-West.
Unfortunately, Marty and the 1955 Doc discover

that the 1885 Doc was shot in the back by Buford
"Mad Dog" Tannen (Thomas F. Wilson), Biff's,

ancestor, only a few days after the telegram was sent.

So, Marty instead travels to 1885 to bring Doc
back before Buford kills him. Naturally, things don't
go quite as expected, and Marty and Doc have to

figure out how to get back to 1985 without gas to fuel

the Delorean — all the while dodging Buford.

Meanwhile, Marty has to contend with a less-than

focused Doc, who has fallen head-over-heals for the

new schoolmarm, and amateur scientist, Clara

Clayton (Mary Steenburgen).

More' than just solving the plot components,
though, Part III also neatly wraps up all of the

character problems. Those who have seen Part II will

remember that Marly was afraid to back down
anytime somebody callehshim "chicken." In the

future. Doc and Marty's girlfriend discover that this

character flaw led to an accident, ruining his

prospects for a musical career and leaving him with a
dead-end job, which he also lost. Through the course
of events, and with some sound advice from his own
ancestors (played by Fox and Lea Thompson), Marty
finally is forced to deal with his hang-up.

Comparing Back to the Future and Back to the

Future Part III is like comparing two snow flakes—

See 'FUTURE,' page 19

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, rdoncanaTsX^^ dentures
*laughing gas available!!

«. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs: pay starts at $13.50lhr, great working

conditions y teach enthusiastic high school students!

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school students and, at

the same time, make great money? If so,

we arc offering you the opportunity to

interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service. The Princeton

Review. Rach year we help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely efTective

program. If you are bright, enthusiastic

and outgoing, this may be the perfect

part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a rcsumd to the Princeton

Rev icw

—

no phoru calls please. AIso be

sure to include your SAT and/or GRIi!

scores as well as your phone number on

your resumd. 'Iliose accepted through

our highly selective screening process

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

Please send your resume to the

Princeton Review at 10474 Santa

Monica Boulevard, Suite 403, \a>s

Angeles, CA 90025. Rcsum6
submission deadline: June 1, 1990.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEi^

RMS PRODUCTIONS IN ASSOCIATION
WITH

PRESEN
DIRECTED BY:

BRUCE
MCINTOSH

THE PICTURE
THEATRE

MARCH 30TH - JUNE lOTH
FRI AND SAT AT 8pm
SUNDAY AT 7PM
FIGTREE THEATRE

RESERVATIONS (213) 960-8870

"TOP NOTCH...
...ENGAGING DRAMA.

LA TIMES

Fred finds the solution -ayC
\^

to all of his

advertising

woes.
\

' ^
DAILY HKIIIN ADVKKTISINd ^ ^^ jiaei

/
"S25-2I6I

^/*/ lA:
• FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL ATTENTION

• QUALITY STYLISTS •

FREE HAIRCUT—
($30 value) >

With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm
IIMITED TIME ONLY

Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwodd Village

824-5006

-rr
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Stage

Jean Smart and Christoptier Durang play likeable neurotics in laughing Wild.

'

Something 'wild':

Durang's latest offers humorous social commentary
By Heidi Parker

Contributor

THEATER: Laughing Wild. Directed by Dennis Erdman and
JMcitten by Chr istopher Durang. Stars Jean Smart and
Chrislopher Durang" NunniriglhrougrKJuneT? at the TiffaTiy""

Theater.

Christopher Durang' s Laughing Wild is sure to

make you laugh — although it may confuse you.
Actor/writer Durang (The Marriage of Betty and
Boo, Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For You)
has created a humorous piece of work that focuses on
two characters who discuss social problems that

include feelings of detachment and annoying
personalities such as Sally Jesse Raphael.

Jean Smart (Designing Women) plays the neurotic

but humorous half of the two person cast. Her
character has been in and out of mental institutions

but. on a good day, "could pass for sane." The play

opens with her entering the stage disheveled and
disturbed She finally gels settled and begins to speak
to the audience about her experience at the

supermarket (where she clubbed a man over the

head), how she had a difficult time getting a cab and
why she can't find anyone to employ her.

Christopher Durang portrays a well-meaning but

depressed soul with originality and charm. He is first

presented as a believer in positive thinking who tries

"to rid himself of negative thoughts. This is a rather

ambitious endeavor for someone who lives amid the

hustle and bustle of New York City. As he tries to

convince the audiencv* that he is an avid believer in

resunrecting a happy spirit within himself, he loses

his own convicuon and ends up cursing the whole
theory of positive thinking.

The two arc only related to one another by a violent

meeting in the tuna aisle of the supermarket, where
the woman hiLs the man over the head for standing in

her way. The audience gets to hear both interpreta-

tions — one from a woman that is fused with anger
and another troni a pathetic man who tries to view
everything through a synthetic attitude.

The humor is refreshing, because Durang really

gets to the heart of common frustrations that stem
from living. His satire is so wry and wicked that it

soothes the sou ! ang=feHcves pent up tensions fcir

towards annoying personalities.

While both characters are very different from one
another, they are both frank. Durang 's character is

charming, because he just wants someone to love and
care for, but he is the victim of others' rash behavior.

The character is amusing as he confesses his

inadequacies in a whiny but articulate voice.

One scene in the play stands out from the others

because of its clever manipulation of a dream. Both
characters have the same dream of being on the Sally

Jesse Raphael show, with Durang as one of her guests

(the Infant Of Praag) and Smart as a woman who has
killed Raphael and taken over the show. They argue
religious issues in a humorous tone and confront the

gap they both feel, which is the lack of believing in

something.

,,_ But Durang makes the mistake of taking on loo

much and is unable to conclude with a sense of

completeness. Since he dips so far into the serious

facets of the characters, especially the female, his

weak ending does not suffice. Durang wanted to

make the audience feel for the characters, but he

needs to decide if he wants to lean more towards
drama or comedy.

It's as if Durang wanted to write a play that

celebrated these off-beat characters but didn't quite

know how to wrap it up. After all, how do you solve

the problems of these demented and confused
characters? It's not an easy task, but Durang veers too

far in the direction of working something out for

them and is only able to come out with an absurd
ending.

Apart from the way that things taper off, the humor
is witty and the play is worth seeing. It's nice to see

something original that encompasses modem day
angst while digging deeply (and sarcastically) into

menacing irritations.

'FUTURE'
From page 18

/

they're each different, but they feel the same. Part III

evokes the same emotions that the first movie did,

using similar kinds of scenes - but unlike Pari II,

not too similar. For example, in Back to the Future,

Marty shows up Biff in a chase scene in whicfi he
invents the skate board. In Part II, he repeats almost
the same scene, only utilizing a hover board instead.

The audience appreciates the connection and enjoys
the action, but doesn't get the same fresh responscx

In Part III, just when you think you're going to get

a similar scene, Buford gets the upper hand on Marty,
and D(x: has to save him. Later, though. Marly saves

Doc and shows up Buford by inventing something
completely different. Unlike Part II, Pan III is Ixnh
familiar and original!

Part III also recovers the endearing personal story

and nostalgia for the past thai Part II lost sight of.

Instead of being entirely plot oriented, like its direct

predecessor. Part III takes a little time to develop a

love interest between the Doc and Clara not too

deep or serious, but just cute enough to make you feel

good.

Part III also has a good time wiih the Old-West,

just as Back to the Future was fun because of all the

'50s icons. Perhaps what makes Part III even belter,

though, is that it doesn't just play with western lore; it

subtly shows the reality beyond the myth. Be it the

brown water, the spittoons or the ever-present

manure piles, Part III shows that the West was not as

glamorous as television and the movies usually make
it out to be.

The final victory for Part III is the performances.

Not that they were ever bad,,but just that they have
gotten even better in Part III. In the first movie, the

only character to really develop was George McFly.
In Part II, the closest thing to character development
was Biff. But in Part III, we get to see both Marly and
Doc develop, as well as see Biff's personality finally

placed in the ideal character for it. Fox holds up his

usual, but both Lloyd and Wilson are better than ever!

If you liked the first Back to the Future, then Part
III is a must-sexj! If you didn't, then you probably

won't appreciate this movie, either— unless you are

a big western fan. Nothing can replace the pure

originality and novelty of the first film, but Part III is

the perfect complement to it!
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Do you want

your business

to

Advertise.
825-2161

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

B&L -^WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACTS liNS & EYE EXAM;

FREE CARE KIT

LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E 7th St.

Fullefton 2565 E. Chapman

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

JAMES S. COLEMAN AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER
AFRICAN LECTURE SERIES

wsmu^s e®^smMTmss
m 3^ms

Blaire von Valkenburg & Robert Wayne
UCLA Department of Biology

12:00 Noon, Friday, May 25, 1990
4209 Bunche HaH, UCLA

TO6 UOA mm^ STUDeNTS
(CLASS OF 1090) e.

THE UCU PRPl^NTAL CLUB
IS OFFIEftff^lG

DENTAL
I SCREENING
IF YOUR DENTAL EXAMS SHOW YOU NEED A SIMPLE
CLEANWQ. A Fa.L»JG, AGOLDCROWNTHATCOULD BE DONE
BY A STUDENT DURING HIS CLINICAL BOARDS. YOU MAY
QUAUFY FOR THIS TYPE OF FREE DENTAL TREATI^NT.

SCREENING CONDUCTED MAY 25 & JUNE 1

FROM 9AM-4PM
LOCATION: DENIAii CLINIC LOBBY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DORIS McCOY 825-5836

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-
FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD,

SUPPORTED BY THE UCU SCHOOL OF DENTIstRY,
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Music

Choral department seeks a few III

June auditions open to all majors, talents

The UCLA Choral Department
will be holding auditions for its

1990-91 choral organizations dur-

ing 10th week of this quarter. The
auditions, which will be June 5, 6
and 7, will be held from 3-6 p.m. in

1325 Schoenberg Hall. Auditions

are open to all students.

According to Donn Weiss,

Director of Choral Music, **Stu-

dents should be aware that one
does not need to be a Music major
to sing, since the choral ensembles
are open to all students, and that

two units of academic credit are

given for all the ensembles."

Choral organizations at UCLA,
which are by audition, offer a

variety of singing experiences for

students. (The UCLA Campus
Choir, which is comprised of staff

and faculty, is a Campus Organi-

zation, and is not directly affiliated

with the Music Department.) Two
events bring all the groups (known
collectively as the UCLA Choral

Union) together in one concert: the

annual Holiday Concert in Decem-
ber, and the Choral Union Concert

in June. This year's Choral Union
performance, which will be held

on June 3rd at 8 p.m. in Royce
Hall, will be of three major works

(Brahm*s Schicksalslied,,
Poulenc's Gloria, and Bernstein's

Chicester Psalms assisted by the

American Youth Symphony,
Mehli Mehta, conductor.

The University Chorus, com-
prised of up to 100 voices, per-

forms three concerts on campus
each year and is known for its

outstanding performances of can-

tata — oratorio repertoire. During
the past 30 years, the chorus has

performed works by Honegger and
Stravinsky, oratorios of Handel
and Haydn, cantatas and extended
works of Bach, and many other

19th & 20th century masterworks,

including the Beriioz Requiem.

Membership in the Chorus is by
the quarter, some prior vocal/chor-

al experience is desired. Rehear-

sals arc on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 1-1:50 p.m.

The Men's Glee Club is an

-J
outstanding group of 40 male
voices. In the past, they have

toured in the continental United
States, Hawaii and Japan, where
their highly-acclaimed concerts

took them to major concert halls,

universities and television studios.

The repertoire spans the Baroque
to contemporary, including folk

music, spirituals and pop selec-

tions. Membership in Men's Glee

Club is by the year, and some
choral/vocal experience is

required. Rehearsals are on Mon-
days and Wednesdays from 3-4:50

p.m.

The 60-voice Concert Choir

enjoys a long history of perfor-

mances in the Los Angeles area

and has also presented concerts,

recordings and tours in the United

States and Europe. The Choir's

rep)ertoire spans choral music from
the 16th century to the present. In

1985, the Concert Choir was
invited to be the sole United States

representative at the International

Competition for Choirs in Spittal,

Austria, and was honored to

receivci^ prize in this prestigious

competition. In 1988, the Choir
was invited by the Royal College

singers
of Music to represent a concert tour

of England. Membership in the

choir is by the year, and some
choral/vocal experience is

required. Rehearsals are on Tues-

days and Thursdays from 1-2:45

p.m.

The audition process includes

checking vocal range and tonal

memory. Those auditioning for

Men's Glee Club, Concert Choir

and Madrigal Singers will also be
asked U) sighiread. Students who
intend to audition for Madrigal

Singers must prepare two an
songs, one of which must be in a

foreign language. Those audition-

ing for Concert Choir and Univer-

sity Chorus may prepare a solo if

they wish, and those auditioning

for Men's Glee Club may prepare

two songs, one of which may be in

Broadway or "pop" style. Students

that are auditioning should plan on
arriving 10 minutes before their

audition time. To arrange an
audition, call the Music Depart-

ment office at 825-4761. More
audition times will be available

during Registration Week in Sep-

tember.

v^o iTirnuniTy oGrVico iJTT ic®r\wovy/ rrograms

offers

BICYCLE REGISTRATION

Bruin Walk tables
Every Monday through Friday

10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

UCLA Police Station
Daily

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

RECEIVE A KRYPTONITE BICYCLE LOCK FOR $24.95!

In conjunction with the ASUCUV Country
Store, the CSO Programs is offering you the

opportunity to purchase a Kryptonite "K4"
Bicycle Lock for $8 off of the regular price.

Simply register your bicycle with us or
show proof of prior bicycle registration, and
you will be eligible to purchase a lock for

For more details, contact the CSO Office at 825-9800.

Bicycle Registration is sponsored by the Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Office and is operated by the CSO Programs.

ANDY
_From page 16

succeeding.**

Arzt is himself an example of

this principle.

One day he was driving in his

car, when suddenly, the urge to

yodel came upon him. This is not

surprising when you consider the

fact that this is a guy who spent

hours and hours under hot lights

shooting his wooden puppets

yodeling — one agonizing frame

at a time.

To make a long story short, he

was able to develop a workable

yodel after a month of practice. It

appears in the film.

So why does a guy who*s
singleminded enough to work at

developing a passable yodel want

to work with puppets for a living?

**It*s fun. Puppets don't want

coffee breaks and don't create

problems, except for heads falling

off once in a while," Arzt said.

According to Arzt, puppeteer-

ing is a field with a wealth of

opportunity. It seems that compe-
tent puppeteers are hard to come
by, compared to the other Holly-

wood fields, many of which are

impacted with young, starry-eyed

hopefuls.

Aside from the painstaking

work of the job, and the difficulty

of explaining your work to

businessmen at a cocktail party

=(^G» mean you can make moneys
doing that?'), Arzt is happy with

the way his career is going.

*'If someone had said to me a

few years ago, that in a few years I

would be making puppet films in

Hollywood, I would have said,

'You're crazy.'**

Look out Gumby, here comes
Andy!

'COMPANION'
From page 17

vides closure of Sean's life, for the

audience, it provides closure of the

'80s.

The greening of America, the

events in Eastern Europe and the

sudden unpopularity of the Reagan
years seem to indicate a shift from

the greed and self-righteousness of

the '80s. Until now, this new
distinction has not been chro-

nicled.

Longtime Companion is a per-

fectly produced film which,

through the transformation of the

gay community, will serve as an

historical record of America's
progression from a nation of

people concerned only with them-

selves, to a nation of people

increasingly concerned with
others.

CSO
. Evening

Escort Service

•
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Alcoholics Anonymous f/eeting

Mon Disaission, Thurs Book S^JCy

Ffi Sieu Slidv AU 3MS rM, VIS
lues -3 7 ir NH C8177. Wed f>s&ssion

NPIC353^S 1210100
for alcohoics or individuals who have 2

dnnlong praNam
l?1d) 387-8316

ANGELS - DODGERS
DAVID BOWIE

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Janet Jackson - Phantom
Alice Cooper- Phil Collins - New Kids - Steve Miller

Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross Milli Vanilli -

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - Tracy Chapman - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 Ail Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Free

AN ASTHMA STUDY KESF.AKCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACFS 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VQLVgS Of PICg V IS ITS IN WLA. T IJU WILL
BE PAID FOR
(213)820-6574,

YOUR PARTICIPATION

8

HAIR MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

stylists for short lo medium length styles.

Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091. Personal 10 Personal 10

Miscellaneous

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental
license cxain at UCLA.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave message

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West LA.

Personal 10

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

DAN,
Happy 21st. Get ready to

pucker up your lips like dis.

MIt's been a great year.

I love you!

. _ _ Janet

DENTIST needs patients for stale board exam
in June at UCLA. Free treatment provided. Call

Or Brownstonc, (213)460-4245

HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS, 1 8 and older,

needed for positron imaging of the brain,

heart, and bones. Injection of radioactive iso-

tope. Bloods wilt be taken $30/2 hr Call

(213)625-1116

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with allent.onal prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation (213)625-0392

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 ycar^ needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)625 0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise $100 oo received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center (213)625-9792

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21-55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over six months""

who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medical

symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected
tobattery operated electrical stimulation de-

vice which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion lo lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5

nights lo portable device recording EMC, ECC,
respiration. Payment $100 Contact Lynne,
Clinical Research Center. (213)825-9792.

Personal 10

Good Deals

BASEBALL, football, basketball, ar>d hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small. (213)556-2869.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

)ET TO EUROPE- Any tinDc for $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458-1 006. 7-1

am.

^^^^^^^^i^tcc^^^^^^^.^^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO
1>1.LS.^^^^^^^^^<

Personal 10

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

Assoc. Press

Washington: In response to allegations that Captain
Morgan has been spotted off the coast of Mexico,
President Bush called an Emergency meeting of the

National Security Council. Shortly after the meeting of
the N.C.S. the President held a press Conference and
was quoted as saying, "I know that in the past this

renegade has outwitted us, but 1 feel this time we'll

be ready for him."

Defense Secretary Cheney believes that if the

reconosence satellite project Morgan's trajectory

correctly he would arrive at the campus of UCLA on
June 2nd at 8:30 p.m. Cheney merely said that the

projections were speculative. All's the government and
general population is get prepared for the inevitable.

The Return of Captain Morgan.

Sponsored by

iudwciserHtSUBUJnV

THE VILLAGE DELI

—••ZliKil

OKT presents

Captain Morgan's Rage coming June 2nd, 1990
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Delta Gamma would like to thank-

Sponsorsi
Kinkos

Supercuts

The Channel Road Inn

Contributors to raflfle:

Le Beach Club Diddy Reese
Numero Uno
OP
Footlocker

The Banestry

Fish Co.

Pizza Hut
Everything But Water

Records West
Headlines

and Steve Lundquist

for making Anchor Splash '90 a complete smash!

The K2 Pledge Class of Spring ' 1 990

PROUDLV presents the Pledge /Active

( Brothers with prior convictions only )

AN

'\. ."Brothers behindbars../'

We took our vows and made a pact

To marry off our bride, and that's a fact.

The ceremony was filled with matrimonial bliss

The Wedding proved to be a great time

And we thank you IX in this short rhyme.

Love, Ar

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptonns for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-

CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY. OR RICKY.

Health Services 22

Sperm Donor 19

LOSE UP TO 29lbs. in 30 days! 1 00% natural.

Doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free

honr>e sho. (213)281-6732

Accept All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

' University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wlc

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and (Jonfidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:ALirORNlA
Cin'C^ BANK

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
oall for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

WANTED!! 100 people We'll pay $$$ to lose

weight. 100% natural and guaranteed. Adele

(213) 281-3037.

824-9941
Opportunities 26

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

"BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25
YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now.
24hr message (818)594-7469.

$800,000 If you have the courage to rail. It

could make you rich (21 3)280 3558

SEXY, SIZ/LING Marketing. How to-build your

wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies Call now for FREE Business

Seminar (818)367-3099

Help Wanted 30

Healtti Services 22 Healtt) Sen^ices 22

ATTENTION: Earn money reading books!

$32,000/yr income potential. Details

1(602)838-8885.

ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/hr!

For application info call (1) (602)838-88855,

Ext. M-8050, 6am- 10pm, 7 days.

ATTENTION: ART/GRAPH ICS/DESIGN MA-
JORS. Quality, fine art publishin^icensingco

Bulimia Nervosa
!•••

Getting angry at a knock on your door
^~~-

during a binge.

Lying in the checkout line that the

cookies, candy, and chips are for a parry.

Becoming scared when you can*t throw up.

Swearing you will never do it again*

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psycho Therapy for women
trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa

Office in Westwood Area
(213)474-4165

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

EARN up to

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For information Cancer patients

Call Anna th'Oug'iojl LA tMjne'it

(8' 8) 986 3883 Uom your oar'iCDat.on

4954 Van Nuyt Blvd Snirman Oaki

Help Wanted 30

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfect and have
good interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35A>our.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Bam- 5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. F/T, P/T.

(213) 5572315. ^
ADMINISTRATOR BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developcr/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pt.

(213)557-2315. '

ADVERTSINC and Marketing Research \\rm.

Part-time or full-time, exposure to many indus-

tries, interesting work, help set up focus

groups, will train, flex, hours. 9am-9pm. WLA.
Mrs. Rost (21.3)391-7232

A GREAT JOB. P/T receptionist/data entry/

general office person to assist in small office in

West Hollywood-Flexible hours for the right

person. Linda (213)652-0242.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 2-hrs/wk, $600/mo in Santa Monica.
(213)450-8719.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 20hrsAvk. SMXVmo in Santa Monica.
(213)450-8719

ANSWER TELEPHONES. Part-time. 8:30-1

M-Tr, 8:30-6 F. $6/hr plus commission. Good
phone skills. WLA. Nice environ
ment. Study opportunity. Call Joel

(213)841-4058 days, (213)559-8827
evenings. ^
ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIENTED DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT. PT NOW, FT
SUMMER MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, ANDOF-
FICE WORK. (213)826-7000.

ASSISTANT TO PERSONAL/corporate finan-

cial planner, pA, flexible. Good computer and
interpersonal skills. Bob Newell.
(213)475-5854

ATTENTION: Fun, colorful, children's furni-

ture store, looking for energetic sales person.

Must enjoy working with people arwi children.

Will train, %7l\nr. pA. (Could become full-time).

HUDDLE. (213)479 4769.

learner for great ground floor opportunity.

Walking distance from LXILA. Interns should

possess strong organizational skills & interest

in promotion, public relations, & sales. Some
general office/clerical duties are expected,

flexible schedules. (213)824-5002, 208-7110.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp
Century City offlce. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

take-charge. To S50K. (213)557-0142. -
BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenstocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.
VOTER REVOLT. Earn S25C/400wk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103.

Extensive training. Advancement opportuni-

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inter-

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M— F 40hrs/wk. June

25-Sept. S4.25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

P/T POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Agency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

inspections and office

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

SUMMER
JOBS

UCLA
UNICAMP

Paid positions at UCLA UniCamp
are available for:

•Lifeguards • WSI's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided
Help children from low income families at

jur campsite in the San Bernardino Mtns

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Daily Bruin Classified

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE
JOBS

TOP DOLLAR — Work your

hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent

jobs at LA's prestige

hospitals, MD offices and

industrial firms.

All skills required.

Aames Personnel

271-6164

COMMERCIAL leasing intern, progressive de-

velopment company seeking self-motivated,

energetic individual, for pA position to assit in

shopping center and industrial park leasing

send resume: attn Emily Chung 2200 West
Valley Blvd. Alhambra, 91803.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

COUNSELORS needed: Mental health facili-

ties. Weekends P.M. and Graveyard shifts.

Valorie. (213)836-5567.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- -opportunity guide

:i3flft;i9QQ weekiy. mm27'^7^ fat €fc=

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS. 15

New position available. $10. 25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494-0050.

SUMMER f
, JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/ Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerton

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 796-8559

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Stivers

Temporary
Personnel

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman

Oaks El Polio Loco. Contact Don 824-7776.

$5Air -f $1/delivery -f tips -t- food. Must have

reliable transportation A insurance.

$$ EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted.

$100ea on accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spatz Footwear: 3407W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020. (213)736-5194.

TELEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY. Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273-9631.

EXTRAS needed for film and comnr>ercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA, FA, BcvvHy hills orthopedic

office. Experience preferred. (213)472-7235.

FILM PRODLXTTION CO. needs assistant

secretary, 2 hrs. morning. Office SM. Must be

reliable. |ay (213)851-2971.

FIRST AID CPR INSTRUCTOR, pA Crowing

CO. seeks self-starter EMT, paramedic, nurse,

for daytime classes. Prefer medic first aid

anchor AHA instructors but will consider

training. Call between 9am-5pm, M-F,

(213)839-5864.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. Mlhr. Call now!

(213)2739631.

FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Airlines now hiring!

All positions! $1 7,500-558,240. Call

(1)602-838-8685 Ext X—8050.
GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 1-5:30 daily,

$8-$10/hr. Light experience, W-perfect know-

ledge preferred. Century City Commercial Real

Estate. (213) 552-9916.

GREAT SUMMER JOB. 8-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MINIMUM ACE 21.

NKD £XPERiENC£ WilH CHiLOiiEf

TER SPORTS, CAMPING (21 3)626 7000.

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY. Work
from home or office FTA'T. Free full training.

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8519,
(818)377-5127.

JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN keyboard map-

ping. Familiar with Japanese DOF. Call Eli-

zabeth Tegley at Goal Systems.
(213)578-1147.

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.50/to

start. No exp. necessary. PA, F/T available.

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major

preferred. General Lab Helper duties, analyti-

cal procedures, isolation chemistry proce-

dures, bioassays on mice. Nancy
(213)825-6521.

LANDSCAPE Designer needs full or part-tinr>e

employee for drafting, designing, sight measur-

ing, field supervision. (213)314-9629. ^

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day

camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

*Lot8 of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

LIFEGUARDS needed, LGT, CPR, first-aid

required. $6/hr. -^ D.O.E. Beverly Hills YMCA.
(213)553-0731.

LOTUS 1 23 skills needed PT. Extremely flexi-

ble hours; may work at home if own PC. 10-15

hours/month, $75/month. Contact John

McNamara, (213)546-1578.

SALES/SUMMER- F/T, minimum $4,000 or

more/month. Outgoing/experienced/
extravert. Must have car. (213) 962-1874.

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS. Key

people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune

500 affiliated marketing company. Summer

positions available, $2000-500(Vmonth. Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious

inquiries only. Call now, (213)641-2060.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood
Experience required. Outstanding opportun-

ity. Salary/benefits. (213)206-3316 ~
MODELS FOR ART CLASSES- Photography,

drawing groups. All types. No experience

necessary. Good P/T work (616) 753 7714

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Flexible hours PT/l T

great money working with Fortune 500 com-

pany. Greg (21 3)624-9640.

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills.

FA or P/T, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, part-time. Require typ

ing. Knowledge of Japanese language helpful

20hrs plus hours/wk. (213)471-1234.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 25/slart,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm (816)567-4147

OUTSTANDING summer opportunity! Cam-
pus Connection needs an ambitious person to

sell ad space for the #1 college campus
magazine. Will provide all materials, complete

training. Call for info: 1(800)342-5116

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and

weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr. Roz (213)657-5183.

PERFECT SUMMER JOB: Custom shirt manu
facturer needs direct sales reps to work in

cities throughout Southern California. Make
prominent contacts for your future. Complete

training 3800-S900/weekly. Interview May
31-June 2 only!! Call 1(600)234-4834 for

appointment. Great experience for people in

fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not

necessary.

P/T, DRYCLEANING counlerpcrson will

train. 20 hours/wk, 2 or 3 afternoons +8 hours

on Saturday. Start at $6-$7 50/hr +frcc di

leaning. Year-round position. (213)474-6525

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

^ •Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

P/T literature research and lecture note taking

with M.O. in nrtolecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/grad in related area preferred.

Flexible hours. Call Nurit. (213)306-0055.

PT HELP. Earn up to $100 in 4 hours selling

flowers. C^ar/insurance. Call/ leave message.

(213)859-7088. .

P/T LAW FIRM- Type 75 + Dictaphone,

phones, filing, WP 5.0, hours flexible. Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711

P/T, nicdical office assistant or physical ther-

apy aid in BH Orthopedic office. $7 50/hr

Will train. Call Gina (213)654-4404.

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc-

tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9.00+ depending on exf>eri-

ence. (213)208-3700.

RECEPTION IST,P/T, F/T. Flexible hours in

pleasant doctor's office. Phones, filing, light

typing. Computer knowledge helpful but will

train! $6.50Vhr. Minnie (616)269-9206.

RECEPTIONIST- PA, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking. (213) 399-5148. Garment manufac-

turer, pleasant working environment in Santa

Monica.

RECEPTIONISTS WANTED. $5 00/per hour +

bonuses. Answering phones. Filing, no typing.

Call Jennifer (21 3)672-81 1 3.

RECEPTIONISTS, full-time, Beverly Hills or-

thopedic office. Experience preferred,

(213)472-7235.

RECEPTIONIST-UNIQUE working environ-

ment in fast paced property management
company located in BH^/. Hollywood vei
Some typing. Excellent communication skills,

professional attitude and enthusiasm required

F/T. Andrea (213)271-4840

RECONDITE LOGICIAN, humorist, artist for

hazardous assignments. (213)456-7573.

RESEARCH ASST Temporary P/T position

assisiting in qualitative analyses of Doctoral

dissertation on women in abortion. $5-6A>r.

DOE (213)398-9385.

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

peitinent infofiiiation to.

Rick Edwards

1925 Centurv Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will

be skilled in customer service, knowledge of
sporting goods, and the ability to work

efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS /

' ' STOCKPERSONS ""

TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advarKingf You may be the person we're

looking for. We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions are

40 hr. weeks anid irKlude weeker>ds. Apply in

person M—F 9—4. If you're presently em-

ployed or attending school, call for a special

tinr>e. Armstrong's, the home and garden place.

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd., WLA. (21 3)477-8023.

Ask for Margaret. •

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Saturdays a plus. 1 1 -6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance. (213) 395-2728.

RETAIL SALES P/T or F/T. DCLA clothing store

in Westwood. Male/Female. Experience pre-

ferred. Work through summer. Call Mark
(21 3)824-71 15.

RETAIL SUMMER WORK. $10.75 starting, no
experience necessary. Internships available.

Santa Monica (213)392-1310. LA/Hollywood

(213)933-4955.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

RUNNER- Business management Co. West-

side, benefits. Must have own car. 30 hrs^k.

(213) 558-8110.

SALES, salary + commission. Part-time. Print-

ing company. Will train. WLA (21 3)479-1 1 26.

SECRETARY, light bookkeeping, 15-20 hrs.

Two psychiatrists office, flexible hours. Call

(21 3)820-4330. Dr. Mamr>er or (21 3)207-081 5

Dr. Mezquita.

SECRETARY/Receptionist, Century City Busi-

ness Management Firm. Chicago based. Word
processing exposure. Great benefits! Linda

(213)652-0242.

SECRETARY for Design Firm 6CKvmp, compu-
ter experience MAC, light bookkeeping. Please

call. (213)479-8330.

SECRETARY: looking for a challenge? Fast-

paced Westside p/r firm needs account coordi-

nator for clerical support. Min. SOwpm. Word-
Perfect 5.1. Send resunr>e by 5/29/90. To
Personr>el Pollari^ischer Communications.

11755 Wilshire Blvd. «1750, LA, 90025.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny

skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please

call (818)889-8383.

SUMMER lOBS- Available at a Children's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with

kids in the outdoors. Potitiom available:

Croup counselors, and instructors in arts arvJ

crafts, dance, drama, gymnastics, twimmir>g,

and computer». (213) 472-7474.

SUMMER POSITION, Real Estate Office, Be-

verly Hills. Ccrtcral office work, phones, light

typing. Call Rhoda. (213)274-9224.

•>x<<«cO':-:v:v:-:-:v:-:-:-:"w-:«-:->>:

ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy Work' No Selltngi Earn

$300-$400 Per Week. Details

1-(3M) 768-1976 ^^t "O
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ISLAND
TErrANYAKI
RESTAURANT
ON WILSHIRE

NEEDS HOSTESSES
AND

WAITRESSES PT/FT
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GREAT PAY

CALL
444-7899

,,,,,^^ GREAT PAY ^^^

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based

retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901.

SUMMER WORK— apply now before finals.

S9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and

temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4147.

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
FOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP-OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000

TEACHER for cooperative preschool. M-F,

25-3(Vhrs/wk. $9-11/hr DOE. Prefer degree

in child development or in progress. Barbara

(818)995 1658

TEACHER'S AIDE for cooperative preschool

M-F, 35 AOhr^wk. %7^r. Some course work in

child development & experience Barbara

(818)995-1658

TELEMARKETING. Immediate opening for

energetic hardworking person to make phone

calls. F/T,P/T. Chris (213)736-5366

TELEMARKETER, $5/hr plus incentives Con-

tact Dan at (213)445-0325.

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed

Counter person, kitchen help, waiter/waitress,

cashier. Experience preferred. Attractive, out-

going, friendly. Marcia (213)475-6221,

»liM87 17B0.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you aain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
—

—

communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber.

$1 SA^r. 1 2hr^(vk, hours to be arranged Must

be fast and accurate. Beverly Hills location.

(213)854-0999

WANTED "PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jot>s. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly

required. 20 hrs^vk. Flexible to Tit schedule

$5/hr. (213)828-8537. _
WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking

a break between college and graduate school?

We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility. Work in a legal cnviomment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary •«- benifits. Call )an 2-5:30 at

(213)208 2889

WESTWOOD Decorator seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, en^ands, etc.

Approximately 16 flexible hrVwk Need car,

$7/hr to start Call loslyn (213)459-3043

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend ol\.

help . (213)478-2728. Location: WLA.

WSI SWIM INSTRUCTORS and assistants

Must be experier>ced with young children

Summer only. Tarzana area. (818)881-9707.

Job Opportunities 32

BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Make great money!
Need self-rTK>tivated responsible flower per-

sons for Friday, Saturday nights. Will train.

Own car r^ecessary with insurance. Call Sa-

bfina (213)637-5369.

F/T RECEPTK3NIST available for Brentwood

art gallery. Excellent job opportunity. Call

Kimberley for interview fl21 3)820-851

1

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounU
recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Ecor^usiness

student Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour

depending upon prior experience Phone Scott

for more info. (213)820-8511.

RESEARCH. Part-tin^, your own hours NanW
address/day-phone: Pixtec, Box 224, Beverly

Hills CA 90213.
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ACCOUNTS AND OFFICE MANAGER
Full-tlnne Position with on established and growing
Constnjction/iDesign/Development firm with offices

in Santa Monica, California and Akron, Ohio.

YOU are responsible and capable of working inde-

pendently and timely. YOU are an educated.
well-sp>oken person with some experience in the

construction/ architecture industry. YOU possess

basic bookkeeping skills and a willingness to learn

and expand your knowledge and compjetency.

Interested qualified parties reply with references to:

StILLLIfE Construction
1223 Wilshire Blvd.. #667
Santa Monica. CA 90403

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-
highest paying Industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

JODS Wanted "3T

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immedi-

ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)4 76 481 6/PO Box
49761, L.A 90049.

Internships 34

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment

in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-

cated, Judaica oriented male from mid-late

20's. Sept 90/March 91. If interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

ASSISTANT TV/MP literary agent. Reading
scripts, phones, computer a plus. 2-4 daysAvk
No pay. Send resume to: S.W.A., 10530 Santa

Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, 90025.

FAST paced, B.H Public Relations Firm seeks

eager to learn intern. Call for details.

(213)651-0413.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING Company seeks

interns for research. Mr. Brandt
(213)933-3111.

'volunteer INTERNSHIPS through
F.O.C.U.S. Summer positions still available.

5-10hrs/wk. Spiritual/social reflection

(213)208-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL AND EVENINGS- 4-year-old

boy in Brentwood $6/hr. (213) 451-5211

BABYSITTER NEEDED URGENTLY!! Days 8
mos old Must speak English Call Cheryl.

(213)471-5098.

COMPANION for eight year old boy Willing

to be involved in academic and sport activities.

No smoking. Must drive. Afternoons to even-

ings S.M. (213)399-5418, days
(213)395-3036, evenings.

LIVE IN BABYSITTER wanted. 10 days, end of

August. Pacific Palisades Must have experi

ence. $400. Call Pam (213)459-6606.

MOTHER speaks Mandarin and welcomes
wife of Gr^uate student with limited English.

Call Grace: (213)391-2348.

NANNY - F/T summer, P/T fall, boy 3 years

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with

drivers license (213)391-1613 eve,
(213)458^5986 days.

NANNY wanted. Live-in sepcratc guest house,

or live-out. For bright 7 year old girl,

physically handicapped. Hours 8-4. Must haveown
car. Drive to school and remain as aid. Salary

negotiable. (213)933-1406.

PERSON NEEDED to supervise 2 older child

ren, 2-3 aflerrHMns^^ek. Car necessary. Pa-

clFic Palisades. (213)454-1602.

PICK-UP 2 girls at pre-school and babysit M-F
5-7pm. Car and reference required
(213)474-5346.

"P/T M-TH afternoon. WLA. One child start

ASAP Kirsten/Colin (213)820-7146.

Apartmenlf lor Rent 49

1 BEDROOM
off. Carpets,

ten minutct to

(213)e39-7227

m
first month 50%

refrigeralor. Only
1545 Jasmine Palms

Apartments for Rent 49

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

3-BED/2-BATH, new carpeting, dishwasher,

laundry facilities, parking, security gates.

SIKXVmo (213)202-6524.

50% SUMMER RENT - Right across from
campus - single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking,

furnished. )une. (213) 208-1637.

$575 1 -BEDROOM with free utilities. Pool/
quiet building. 5307 Sepulveda Blvd. Sherman
Oaks. 15 minutes to UCLA.

$575-$775 SHERMAN OAKS, 2-1-2 or 1+1.
Freeway close to class 5444 Sepulveda
(818)785 5208

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmorc Drive $695. Un
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)3952903.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Quiet 1-bdr/

studio. $625/$525. Full kitchen/bath. Four
miles, bus. (213)658-7014.

BEVERLY HILLS AD)ACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839 6294.

BRENTWOOD- New security building, 1 -bed,

den, loft, 2-balh, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

ton. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRFNTWOOD bachelor apartment $550
(213)671-8570 (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD, 2-bcd/2-bath, patio, high ceil

ing. Newly redecorated. Beautiful kitchen.

(213)826-3934.

BRENTWOOD GLEN, 2 bedroom duplex
unit. Cozy and private. Minutes to UCLA.
$1650/mo. Sam (213)280-9903.

BRENTWOOD-adjacent (upper), $1300,
3-bed/2-bath, appliances + lauridry + parking.

First/last. Chris (213)477-8345.

Westwood
Studio S725
1 Bod nil SI 025
2B/2P, $1300

L'tililU's huludcd
I-iir^'si <^q. ft ,u\iiIjbU'

lOh'^- Wiishirc 1)1.
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BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A/C, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

lo UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault
St. (213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-
CIALS. Call (213) 208 8881.

FAIRFAX/PICO. Close to bus, 2-bdr/1-bth

($850) and 1 -bdr/1 -bth ($650). Wooden floors,

spacious, country ambiance. Garage.
(213)385-3058 or (213)935-7617.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bcdroom. Sapcious, great

location, parking. $975/mo. (213)962-9014.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)3974270.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bcd/2-bath, $1 1 25.

Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month lo month
lease. (213)837-0533.

PALMS $610/mo. 1-bedroom. Appliances,
pool, parking, laundry, upper^ no pets. Great
location. 3455 jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroonV
2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839 8800.

PALMS- $950. 2-bedroonV2-bath, 2 'A years
old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLA. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Huge 2-bedroom/
2-balh with scperate suites. Up to 4 students/

unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amtnities. Call Jane (213)20»-26S5.

Hooray!
Hooray!
100 steps to

UCLA!
Great summer

discounts and fall

rentals too. Extra

arge, some
utilities included,

furnished. Cal

Maryann 824-0319.

SHERMAN OAKS, $500/mo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(818)789-4821.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly
Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

UMiW*

i$50/rtiilit MP

Apartments for Rent 49

VENICE COURTYARD. $599/mo. Large
single, full kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Free

utilities/laundry. 705 Flower Ave.-
(213)305-8841.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desatnik Man-
agement Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Walk to UCLA
$65(Vmo. Includes utilities, bright, spacious
bachelor, hardwood floors, fireplace, patio,

laundry, no pets. (213)279-1687.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD. Available September. BIG.

2-bedroorr\/ 2-balh, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. Bike to campus. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD duplex $1275. 2-bed/1 -bath,

quiet street. South of Wilshire. Stove,
refrigerator. (21 3)829-0385.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1 350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re-

modeled, laundry, parking, no pels. Musi see!

(213) 279-1887.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, walk lo UCLA. One-
bedroom w/privale patio. $925. ^Hardwood
floors, shutters, laundry facilities, 2 car

parking. Must see. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2blh $1 200/mo lop
floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM. PRICE RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Benlley

Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD. Extra large 2-h2. Close to UCLA.
$995/mo. (213)207-5230.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHEDAPARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309

or Stop by room #202

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators.

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

WLA 2-becl/2-bath. $1025 + $250 Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym, 10700 Kosc Ave.
(213) 204 4248

WLA $695. 1-bdrm, close to UCLA and bus
Quiet residential street Appliances/laundry/

parkinft. No pels. (213)4790615.

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WLA. $720/mo. 1 -bedroom Carpets, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry. 18.H
Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA $825. Spacious. Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking

1709 Wcstgatc. (213)479-1581.

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student fiousing facriity

Shared or private units All furnished Private

tMthroom Pool, jacuzzi </i hr drwe >o UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applications

Free brocure. NCR 9500 Zelzah, Nonhndge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

WLA, bachelor, $470 Tree utilities' Pool, no
pels. Easy bus to UCLA. 1621 Weslgale Ave:

(213)820-1121 _^
WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)
477-9955

Apartments Furnished 50

SUMMER RENTALS Single and one
bedroom one block west of UCLA Kent

reduced for summer months I rom $550/mo
(213)824-0532

WESTWOOD VILLAGE ( urmshed bachelor

$5u25/mo utilities included 944 Tiverton

2-b|ocks from campus (213)824 0181

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished $800/mo Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Slrathmore (213)208-3328

WESTWOOD, 1-bed, upper, $795 Avad
6-1 5 to 9-15. Near UCLA, village, transporta-

tion. 11095 Strathmorc (213)434-821:

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles lo UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/appliances. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615.

WLA- 2^-2, $1,095/mo., + deposit. Just 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-
house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have UCLA students and we love them. 2756
Sepulveda. (213) 394-3599, eve (213)
479-1405.

WESTWOOD
fumi shecF

$1350 unfurnished, $1550
Short or long turrn. Large and

beautiful 2-f2. Perfect for four students. New
carpels, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750- Walk to

UCLA and village. Pool, security. 10966
Roebling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)
824-2595

CHATEAU HILGARD
Luxury 1-bedroom Apts

Perfect for Faculty living

Very quiet building

•Unit Security

Alarnn/T.V. Entry

•Central Air/Heat

•Washer & Dryer in

each Apt.

•Fireplace

•Gated off street parking

•Best location in

Westwood
•Walk to wr>rk .

962 Hilgard Ave
824-4231

WLA. 2-bdr/2-blh. Drapes, carpet, parking. 1 .5

miles from UCLA. $850/mo. (213)207-2097.

WLA 2-bdrnV2-balh. 1 car parking stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA. 2-be(V2-bath unfurnished. 3 car garage
$900. 1730 Brockton Ave. Call George
(213)826-4776.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 Students
• Low move-in

$1200-$1300

11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

WLA BACHELOR, furnished or unfurnished

$350/mo Near bus, shopping UCLA shuttle

bus. Call Gigi (213)478-7472.

WLA Bachelor, fully

(drapes, carpet, fridge.

furnished $425/mo
(213)207-2097

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1350. Large patio,

3 car parking, dishwasher, near SM Blvd/

Bundy )im (213)820-4358.

FAIRFAX/BEVERLY area 421 V, Ogden Drive,

2bd-1ba, old Spanish charm. Hardwood
floors Ceiling beams $1170/mo
(213)6557944

LARGE, 1-bcd, security, carpets, drapes, re

frig., laundry facilities, pool, parking, no

pets. 1500 Purdue Ave WLA. $725
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bedy2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgr.)

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemile house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785 1028

WESTSI(3E-North of Wilshire NEED 3-4 bed-

room house month of July. Open, airy Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833
Bobbi.

Don't let your Senior be left out,

Order a Grad Day Personal

Apts. to Stiare 54

BRENTWOOD LARGE RCX^M w/ 7. bath m
sparinij^ ? hri/r'A hj;>' ttint^n S><jri' t imrlrr

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

TA miles from UCLA. 1953 Sclby. Appoint-
menl (213)475-6165.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk lo UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large luxury 1-bed-

room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking. 433 Kclton

Ave. (213)208 8685.

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmorc, furnished

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600. Manager Apt. 103
(213)208-4123. Agent, Miller and Desatnik
Management Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD village. 2-bdr/2-blh. Walk to

UCLA. From $1400 and up. East of Westwood
blvd. (213)208 0830.

WHY PAY RENT? Condo for sale. Priced right

Get free rent for school year. Call Agent Ray.

(213)559-4315.

WLA. $105C/mo. 2-bedroom- 1 1/2 balh
Condo. Security building, shutters,
frosl-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

Nowf

Congratulate and Celebrate
the Achievement of Graduation with family and friends

with a Commencement Personal on June 17, 1990.

Daily Bruin's
''1990 Graduation Issue!:

On June 17th, the UCLV campus-community's daily newspaper is

publishing a special edition in honor of the 1990 graduating class.

Tliis special Daily Bruin Graduation Isssue will highlight
commencement events and review places to eat and things to do in the
West Los Angeles area. But best of all, this graduation issue will be
distributed FREE at the ceremonies and key locations on campus.

4. t^' 5. 6
•7^^^

7^ 'J OiTTxAXa^u^

w/ 1 female. Parking laundry, pool Next to

shops, bus, 3 miles from UCLA. $479 50
Stephania, (21 3)854-2649/471 -2W>9

BRENTWOOD, female. Eurnished. Large own
bed and bath in 2-bcdroom condo $575,
includes utilities. (213)472-2647

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom townhouse.
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (2 1 3)4 7 7 1 79 5,.
(213)829-7379

FEMALEES (N/S)- To share 2-bed/2-bath, West-
wood apt., laundry, parking Jacuzzi. Call

Lauri (213) 624-7103.

FEMALE to share large, sunny 1-bedroonV
bathroom Clean, quiet. West Hollywood area.

$350^mo Ada (213)850-0987, 447-4556.

FURNISHED room for rent in quiet apartment
near LA county museum. $400/mo.
(213)933-3823.

GRAD seeks 2 to share bedroom of 2-f2,

$295/mo, garage, pool, gym, sauna, A/C,
7-mile$ to campus. Curt (213)876 9605.

MALE seeks same to share large 3-bedroonV
2-bath apartment, near Wilshire/Bundy. Appl-

icant gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200
square foot patio, parking. Current occupant
away majority of time. $675/mo., + V. utilities

(213)479-6169

iariAs f
"*

1. Name
Address
City \

Payment Enclosed:

Check__MCA^isa
Card#

8.^
Art Work #: Ad Size:

.Zip

_col. X inches
Card Exp. Date,
Ad Cost:

WLA, $1400, luxury high-tech 2-bedroorTV
3-bath, 1400 square feet, Iri-level, roof
garden 2451 Purdue. (213)444-9699.

SUMMER HOUSING
522 LANDFAIR AVE. WESTWOOD

1 BEDROOM, BATH, KITCHEN
JUNE 15th THRU SEPT. 15th.

$810/MONlfe,

CALL DAVE 824Pl676.

Write your ad content below & include any special instructions:

Your ad size is measured in width(# of columns-across) by depth(# of inches down).
Your ad cost is determined by mulUplylng width( #of columns-across) times the depth
(# of inches down) times your rate. * Don't forget to enclose your payment, # of art work
selection and any special instructions. Mail or bring in this order form to:

Daily Bruin, 308 Westwood Plaza, 112 Kerckhpff HaU, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

OWN ROOM and share office m lovely

2Be<Vl Vi bath apt. in Sherman Oaks Great for

grads? $425/mo ^ utilities. (818)905-6977
Stella, leave Amessage.

OWN ROOM in attractive 2-bed/1-1/2 bath

apartment. UCLA v\d westwood convenient.

Non-smoking females only. $550/mo.
(213)475-0271.

OWN ROOM, walking distance to campus
Parking Available after 6/15 $530.00
(213)824-5395 ^^^
PALMS. Female share large 2-bed/T/. -bath

with sun-room Own room Furnished/

unfurnished. $50(ymo. Sandy (21 3)202-101 5,

evef.

QUIET MALE NON-SMOKER- To share
2-be<i/2-balh, in furnished Santa Monica apart-

ment near campus and beach. Summer or

permanent $400. Call Edmond. (213)
829-5870

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share large 2-bed'
2-bath api , hardwood floors, pool. Call

(213)824-0048.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking Julyl-|uly 1 1991 . $39(ymo Women
non-srnokcrs only. 828-7901.

SHARE 2 .^ 2 APARTMENT w/3 females Quiet,

security. 'A block lo UCLA. $337. Mary
(213)824-0616 (evening).

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina D.R Must
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker.
$25(yrT>o (213)392-8805

VERY LARGE, quiet, 2-bed/2-bath, security

building in Brentwood $455. Call Brad
(213)207-2053.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Spacious 2-bed/
2-bath apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2
cats, classical music $575. (213) 206-3335

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba furnished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $45(Vn>o. including utilities.

(213)470-2211.

House for Share 57

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE - tmn room. Yard, gar-

age, skylights. $50(VrTH>. 2-mi. from UCLA,
We$t*vDod, and Pico. (213)209-0129.

..i

Lr
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House for Rent 56

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Landmark high-tech

homcMudio. Spectacular livingroom, with

fireplace. All rooms sky lit. Opens onto hillside

with pool. Available August. Minimum one
year. $38(XVmo. FAX (213)656-3414.

House for Share 57

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house. 1 block from
Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Own room and bath. Big

backyard, near beach, pets okay. $65(Vmo.
(213)459-2670.

House for Sole 58

PRIME West%vood $675,000 duplex 1 level

front unit 3bd-2ba. Back unit 1 -bd 1 -ba. Move
in condition. (818)784-6001.

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office, spa, fireplace. $499,000.
(818)990-1300 and (618)906-7269.

WLA, 2-bedroonV 1-bath beauty. Painted,

hardwood floors, move-in condition. Minutes
to UCLA. $328,500. Sam (213)280-9903.

Housing Needed 60

NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking, female
seeks room in exchange for P.T. household
chores, pet care, children, etc. WLA. Septem-
ber (213)274-7635, (213)285-8110. Cindi.

RESPONSIBLE UNDERCRAD needs furnished

guesthouse under $500 in BelAir, PacPal, BH,
Brentwood, anywhere. After June 1 5-Michael,
209-2130.

SUBLEASE wanted June-Scpl, SIOOQ/mo. Must
be well furnished near Century City and WLA.
Will take good care of condo or apt. No
roommates. (213)475-6300.

Room/Board for Help 62

SUMMER JOB- June 25- September 25, 1990.
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' ptiwcr boat in Catalina. Must be female.

rlT^.Oattay i- room and taoard. Two opening
Call Lee Barneson (213) 649-6701 (213)
451-1819.

WESTWOOD. Room and board in exchange
for 15hrs/wcck babysilting, light housekeep-
ing. Private room/ bath. Must have reference

and like kids. Call (213)475-8408.

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free.Jpom with bath in

exchange for babysitting. Alust have car. (21 3)

470-6845.

EXCHANGE room, private bath, for help
around the house, grocery shopping, some
driving. (616)906-1399.

LIVE-IN, P/T needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/seperate en-
trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

ROOM -» bath in duplex - Pico/Fairfax area in

exchange for childcare: Call Dee.
(213)930-2493. Avail. 6-15 thru school year.

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL room in great house in West-
wood. Walk to UCLA. $450/mo Available
-mid- June/mid-September . Marco
(213)470-1091.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 1

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard. $45(Vnegotiable. For summer or

permanent. (213)637-2210.

FURNISHED NICE ROOM IN HOME- Near
UCLA, private bath, pool, limited kitchen,

ideal for UCLA student/faculty. $475/mo.
evening (213) 476-2086.

MANHATTAN BFj\CH, own room in house, 3
blocks from beach, $50Q/mo, Avail 6/1/90.

(213)545-2480 after 6pm

ROOM in private home - near UCLA. Kitchen
privileges, $400. Mature male preferred. No
smoking. (213)271-1656.

SHARE HOUSE. Female, clean, nice location.

$330/mo Avail. ASAP. (213)626-7265.
(213)207-2464

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed
room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

WESTWOOD, beautiful room. Large brand
new with private entry private bath. Close to

UCLA. $550 For female. (213)626-6566.
(213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD, large, fumished, private en-
trance, five minutes to,UCLA. Parking, male
$450 includes utilities. 6ffice (21 3)475-451 7

Roommates 65

2-BD/2-BA Condo with 3 girls. 5 minutes from
UCLA. Available June 15. $275.00. Monica
(213)836-4061.

2 BDRM, 1-bath apt to share in Venice with

prof. Journalist. Prefer male. $433.1 2/mo. plus

'A utilities. (213)450-0669 Leave message.

BEVERLY GLEN: Female roonrm>ate to share

large sunny 2-bdr/1'A bth. Cable, laundry,

parking. Close to UCLA. Available June 1st.

$575/mo. Call Lisa (213)286-1823.

BRENTWOOD Spacious, secluded 2-bdr/

VA bth, 2 story, all wood, sky-lights, 2 parking,

deck, balcony. (213)472-7784.

FAIRFAX district below Melrose. Large apart-

ment wA>igh ceiling, lots of character Parking,

own room, $53a/mo. Available til August or

bnger. (213)931-5016.

Roommates 65 Sublet 66

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distance to UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$360/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

SHARE 2BD-H2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-

moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-600/mo. -t- $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476-4616.

SHARE upper 1 -bedroom with 1 other (move-

in gets livingroom) parking, laundry. 3 miles to

UCLA. $260. (213)559-6253.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Female roommates to

share 2-bed/2-bath for summer/year. $275;

Parking. Johanna (213)206-7762.

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in large

condo style apartn>ent. Security building, $650
+ deposit. Share with proffessional. Walk to

campus. (213)279-1494.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed: Furnished

2-bed/2-bath, pool, security, parking, near

campus. 6/1 5-8/14. $26Q/mo. (21 3)208-1 71 0.

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex.

$355 negotiable. June 20-August 20. Parking

available. (213)445-5345.

FEMALE SUBLET needed: 6^1 5-9/1 5; furnished

room in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo.
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

ampus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

213)473-4551.

I

Sublet 66

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493

Roommates 65 Roommates 65

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed. 2-bdr/2-bth.

Near UCLA, parking, furnished. Available June
1 for summer/yr. $364.75/mo. Vicki
(213)206-3675.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for large,

1 -bedroom, 1 block from UCLA. Parking avail.

$300/mo. Open June 18 (213)824-7983.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably fumished; includes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

GORGEOUS, light 2-bd/1V. -ba. Near UCLA
washer/dryrr, rab tc, 13 3 /ma"

LOW RENT-2 blocks from campus. Can move
in ASAP for summer and/or year lease. Catalina

(213)824-1456.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one-

bedroom apartment. Spacious $295/mo. Call

Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate r>eeded to share large 2-bdr.

apt. own room. Location Pico/Robertson area.

$350. Call Finis (213)655-0490.

MAR VISTA duplex. Own room, share bath in

2-bed/1-bath apartment. Available June 1.

Female preferred $30a/mo. (213)397-5526,
(213)646-7617.

NEAR WESTWOOD, one or more quiet re-

spoosible persons wanted to share luwurimia
,

1BD/1B, parking, Jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk
to campus! June-Sept. 1 . Price negotiable. Call

(213)209-5211.

1 -BED/1 -BATH to share in 2-bed/2-bath, park-

ing, new. $332/mo. June/July-August. 475
Gayley-Westwood. (21 3)208-4605.

2-BEO/2-BATH fully fumished, security build-

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking. 512 Veteran.

6/20-9/20; $120(ymo. (213)824-2048.

1 -BEDROOM furnished; new security build-

ing; parking; walk to UCLA, Westwood; ja-

cuzzi. 747 Cayley $350/mo. (213)824-2535.

1 -BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,

parking. June 16-September 15.
$600mo./OBO. Walk to campus.
(213)624-1956. Chris, Dave.

1 BEDROOM WAOFT, 1 block from UCLA,
15 foot ceilings, available June Ist-August

31st, furnished $900/month. (213)624-1776.

1-MALE, WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET.
Kelton Ave, share room. Furnished with park-

ing. $350/mo Scott (213)206-2381.

2 BD/BA 403 Landfair. 4 Parking Spaces.

Summer (6/1 8-9/22). with option to renew

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with
student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.

UCLA. $35(Vobo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FULLY furnished Westwood 2-b/2-ba. apart-

ment. Available 6/1 7 - Mid-Sept. RENT NE-
GOTIABLE. (213)208-6025.

FREE 2 WEEKS! Summer sublet. Walk to

campus. 2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, park-

ing. Call (213)824-5438.

INTERIOR DESIGNER/ARCHITECT- Furn-

ished interior design office sublet $40G/mo.
Excellent Santa Monica Location. (213)

394-1608.

JULY 1-MID SEPT. Close to campus. Parking,

security, and utilities, preferably female.

$325/mo. (213)209-5729.

LANDFAIR, 2-bedroom, pool, 2-balconies,

full kitchen, 3 parking spaces, $325/month,
furnished, hardwood floors. Call
(213)209-0655.

LARGE 2-BEDROOM, Strathmore Drive,

available mid-June through August.
$60Q/room. (213)824-2114.

LOADED. 2BD/2BA. Available 6/18-8/1.

$350/mo. Negotiable. Call Willis
(213)479-0657 Iv. message.

MALE UCLA students. Mid-June to mid-Sept.

Furnished, walk to campus. $295/mo.,
$395/mo. Own room. (213)824-7590.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean 1 -bdrm/l -bath. 3

parking spaces. Right across from campus.
(213)824-5546.

(213)266-0661, Melissa.

JUNIOR transfer looking to share apartment

with non-smoking female for Fall Quarter.

(213)541-9612.

modern, 2-bed/2-bath apartment. Gym, sec-

urity, pool. $600. (213)636-6435.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share
bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available June
15th. (213)637-5949.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Hope deity

5 Great
10 Hints

14 Prong
15 Frencti river

16 Cognizant of

1

7

Came in below
budget

19 Reek
20 Autocrat
2

1

green
22 Time o( year
23 Populace
25 Majesty
26 Asian com
30 Ump s

counterpart
31 Three-line

group
34 Draft words
36 trie

Ball

38 Chemical
prefix

39 and
the deep

42 Goof
43 Machine tool

44 Redolence
45 Less fresh

4 7 Silkworm
49 Hunted one
50 Cedar Rapids

institution

51 US rocket
53 Utah resort
55 P of rpm

56 Discolors
61 Invasion
62 Indian Ocean

area
64 Resilience
65 Ascends
66 Gusto
67 Exceptional

person
68 Adjust
69 Hoses down

DOWN
1 Wall piece
2 T§r source
3 QBs targets
4 Leak out
5 Famed English
aurgeon

6 Serpent
7 Restrictive

sign

8 Ocean birds
9 - record
10 Jail slang
1

1

Secret
12 Collar type
13 Separate
18 Spir)dle

24 Signified

25 Range groups
26 Garments
27 Non reactive

28 Charming
29 Regulation
31 Pipe joint

32 Banishment
33 Score
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35 Marliniqtip

volcano
37 Yonder
40 Corn unit

4 1 Ruler abt)r

46 Free
sponger

48 Be firm

51 Lofty abode
52 glance

53 Jason's 'ihip

54 Reclined

55 Young salmon

57 Over again

58 Land body

59 Without mix

60 Without Fr

63 Insect
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rrrSGO/person- tor 5, df $jy4.5iyperson-ror

4. (213)206-2147.

2-BED/2-BATH Westwood Chateau Fully,

furnished, new paint. Walk-in ciostes, garage

parking, close to campus. (213)208-0616

2-BEDROOM/2- BATH, 3 Blocks from UCLA
Jacuzzi, pool, gameroom, good condition.

Summer. $ 290/ncgot i ab Ic . Sam
(213)206-7236.

2 FEMALES needed, share room, cute, bright

apartment. Parking, Closest to campus! $375
each. June 14-? Suzanne (213)206-6503.

2 NEEDED for bdr/blh of mostly furnished, new
2+2, steps to campus w/parking. $300/mo.
(213)206-6766.

2 SPACES available. Big, beautiful, fully furn-

ished, Jacuzzi, A/C, mid-June thru Sept

$350/mo. (ncg) Michelle/Shannon
(213)624-0556.

3-BEDROOM, 2-bath. Sawtelle student Family
housing. July-Sept $630 per month
(213)397-0391

ALL YOURS! Large 2-bcdroom apt to sublet

and/or rent next year. Furn. or unfurn. Balcony,
garage, light. On Strathmore IDr. Call anytime.

624-2351.

AMAZING summer sublet. 2 females needed.
456 Landfair - University apts., call Maria or

Jennifer. (213)824-5910

BARGAIN AVAILABLE July & August w/last 2

weeks in June free. Great 2-bed 2-t)ath to share

w/3 fun females. 5-minute walk to UCLA. Only
$300 213 479 5624.

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished,

pool, spa, microwave, walk to campus, just

$366/month. Female only. Call Laura,
(213)206-8414.

BEAUTIFUL! 2bcd/l bath, hardwood floor,

spacious, backyard, 2 blocks from campus,
parking, laundry, available 6-15AJ-15. Roc-
bling. (213)824-5595.

BEVERLY GLEN summer sublet. July-August

Unfurnished 2-bdr. $105(Vmo. Option to lease

(213)266-1241.

BH/W. HOLLYWOOD^ Own room for June/

Aug. 31. Amenities -f alarm, beautifully furn-

ished, great location! $475/neg. Lisa,

(213)653-6228.

BOSTON, nice- 1 -bedroom on Harvard Cam
pus. Available June 22nd - Aug 31 si. $550/mo.
(617) 4935320

BRENTWOOD- 3 bed/2-bath, parking, near

Barrington/Wilshire, available sublease till

Aug 20lh or new lease. (213) 447-1003.

BRENTWOOD 1-BR to share with males
$300/mo.; 1 own br $400/mo., 1-mile to

UCLA, parking, Steve/Chris (21.3)479-0961

BRENTWOOD Own bedroom, furnished

apartment. All amenities. Mid-June to August
$440/mo. Price, time flexible. Steve
(213)472-3398.

CENTURY CITY, $900, large l-bcdroom with
large patio, sec. parking, swimming pool,

dishwasher, VC, available approximately.

6/15-9/15. Call (213)470-9376.

CHEAP ar>d furnished, own bedroornA>ath, 1

or 2 girls, A/C, security, Jacuzzi, in Westwood,
(213)206 7942. ^
CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM- Two
bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard. $375/mo. July-Sept. $400/mo. July -

Aug. Last ten days of June free. Utilities

included. (213) 939-5148.

EVER DREAM of living in a fraternity?...sure

you have. Con>e be a part of the luxury at ATO
house $600 June 18-Sepl 15. Double occu-
pancy. Call Jeff (213)208-6330.

-Q€€AN ¥mN. Santa Monic a. Fema le, own-
room, elegantly furnished, W/D. Reduced to

$525/mo. June 18-Aug. 13. Kaitlin.

(213)207-2971.

ONE BEDROOM, University owned apart-

ment 456 Landfair. $300 per person/month.

For 3 people from June 16- Sept. 15. Pool,

Jacuzzi, air conditioning, fully furnished, one
parking space. (213)624-5283. Steve or Ervin.

ONE SPACE available in giant 2-bedroom,—
parking, laundry, block to campus. Starts June

15... as long as you want! Many extras! Must
See! (213)624-5905 Lisa.

ONE TIME OFFER: 2-bed/2-bath fumished apt

w/parking 6/15-9/15. 540 Midvale
S1200/obo. (213)208-7232.

OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bcd/2-bath apart-

ment. Available 6/22. $440 including utilities.

WestLA (213)312-1644. Call anytime.

SEPERATE quiet apartment, 1 0990 Strathmore,

walking distance. $650, June-Sept. Write:

1015 Cayley, #183, La 90024.

SILVERLAKE SUMMER SUBLET. 1 -bdrm furn-

ished view, 10 min. to downtown. Off street

parking. $625. available 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for

law clerk. Possible rent reduction/ exchange.

(213)791-2219, & (213)662-5595.

STUDIO APT for rent. Summer only! 4 miles

from UCLA. Pari furnished. $425/mo.^
(213)839-0765.

SUBLET 1/2 BEDROOM(S) in 2-bed/2-bath

apt. 430 Kelton. Furnished, parking, A/C,

Jacuzzi. $775/moyroom. (213)208-2793.

SUBLET 2-BEDROONV2-BATHROOM- Spa-

cious, fumished, appliances, A/C, free security

parking. June- Sept. Rent negotiable. (213)

473-2512.

SUBLET- Large apartment + $325 share room,

$650 own. June 24 - Aug. Near Campus. Call

(213) 470-0561.

SUBLET. Share large 2-bdr/2blh apartment
near UCk^Sccurity building, Jacuzzi, park-

ing. S.30Q/oBo^ Mark (213)624-3893.

SUBLET: Single wAitchen, furnished. June 1 5 -

Sept. 15. 631 Kelton 105. 535-570. (Negoti-

able) (213)206-6427.

SUBLET/TAKE UV. Bed/1 -bath fumished. 660
Veteran (Westwood), Jacuzzi, recroom, park-

ing. 2/3 people. Price Negotiable. Call

(213)624-0977.

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apt; close to campus; $300/mo; June 16- mid
Sept. (213)824 3726

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apartment; close to campus; $300/mo; June
16- mid Sept. (213)824-3726 Jason.

SUBLET wanted. Large 2 or 3-bcdroom/2-bath
apartment wanted in WLA (as close to Bundy/
Wilshire as possible). June 15-Seplember1

.

(213)472-7474. _^
SUMMER 3 SPACES AVAILABLE- In 2-bcd/
2-bath apt. (female). Luxury building, security

parking. $412.50/mo. Jennifer (213)
479-0299

SUMMER SUBLET. Large studio shared w/
male roommate. Large kitchen, bath, balcony.
Furnished. Al (213)624-4201.

SUMMER SUBLET. Furnished 1 -bedroom with

study. Quiet residential neighborhood,
4-miles from UCLA. June 9-August 7 (negoti-

able). Non-smoking. No pets. $840/mo.
(213)559-9166.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-bed/2-balh. Between Wishire and Santa
Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.
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Leaving school has
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder.

We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are automatics,
with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on top of the AM.

Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand tnjcks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, too.

Call your local Ryder (dopier toll free 1-800-621-0803
Local (213) 820-5262

So call Ryder. Because while college may not always be a breeze,
getting out of it can be.

,..». . o •*t" ••*•

IIYIIER
WYOEn

i

This coupon aood for either $10 off a local rental, or $75 off a 1-way rental.
Offer expires July 31, 1990. One coupon per rental.

I KUSTKAIhU developing/ €d»tmggr ad st:h<M>l

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M aV journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353

IMMIGRATION ATTOKNFY located m Culver
City. Call Max Skancs at (213)559-1369.

PKOf"ESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D Any style,

requirement (213)871-1333

GUITAR IcMont by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE 40 years teaching All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2

Resumes 104

Tutoring Offered 98

BF READY FOR YOUR PARIS TRIP! Fun and
easy French tutoring available for group or

pprivalc lessons Over 3 years experience wilh

the Wall Disney Company (818)509-1 2.i8 or

(213)854-0353.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television Call Christian

at (213)4 73-5441

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- For foreign

students. Lived in )apan 6 years. Duke Univer-

sity graduate (213) 838-4382 Johanna

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing (213) 450-0133.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term

papers, reports Karen (818) 718-7953

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays. Near UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service Our clients

gel results We Never Close. (213)287-2785

Travel 105

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT." and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od. IVY league grods
Stannford Prep

(213)271-5181

WANTED: reliable person to drive car to

Miami area. Call immediately! (Day)
(818)907-3313, (Night) (818)784-3319.

Travel Tickets 106

RYDER
We're there at every turn

„..PUBLISHFD wklTFR FDITOK Top skills to

assist you wilh^ papers; manuscripts, theses,

dissertations, resumes. Call 473-4193

2 ROUNDTRIP tickets LAX to Seattle

{b/^.G/22). $100 each Leave message
(213)208-0729. Liang-Khoon.

2 RT TICKE TS- F rom LAX KAVI, HA. June 1 3

26lh $316 each (213) 826-8716

PAN AM TICKET. LAX-London/l"rankfurt (one
way). Before 6/19/90. $200 (71 4)497-2967

QUALIFIED Native German teacher offers

German tutoring. Good rates Call Chnslina
(213)559 0155

^^

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS when ihey can i

understand you Improve you cornmunicalion
skills 'lj„..,^t lili,. ., „,!,;,,. >H<HMIIiyi.^! !

Autos for Sale 109

1977 VOLVO 242 DL 2-door Well-
maintained, excellent condition. $20O0/obo.
(213)660 8347

Licensed speech pathologist

Tutoring Needed 99

FRENCH TUTOR NEEDED- Prcfi>rably native

speaker. $15/hr (213) 854-2253 (213)
306 3960

Sublet 66

SUMMER SUBLET Fa irfax/Mclrosc, 1 room in

2-bdr/2-blh, laundry $400/mo + utilities.

(213)654-7567 Gabi or Farooq.

SUNSHINE filled: Spacious 1-bdrm, 3 blocks

from campus, furnished or not - your choice.

Anne/Danielle (213) 208-7434. Leave
message.

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bedroom/
2-balhroom, available 6/18 Rent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

WEST LA- Luxury apartment 2 -»- 2, spa, sauna,

gym, full security, parking, amenities, 1 'A

miles from campus, negotiable. (213)
473-5726.

WESTWOOD: 2 females for furnished 1 -bdr.

by UCLA. 6/18-8/31. $75G/mo. negotiable.

(213)824-3550.

_ WESTWOOD. SUMMER SUBLET. 2-bdrm/
2-bath, parking, security building, A/C, dis-

hwasher, on Gayley, $350/person,
(213)824-7853.

WESTWOOD-Executive single, full kitchen,

perfect for 2. June-Sept 7. $775/mo. Michelle

(213)209-2115, Danielle (213)209-5220.

WESTWOOD. 6/21-9/1. 2-bcd, 2-bath, laun-

dry, 2 parking spaces, Jacuzzi, sauna, price

negotiable. 555 Glenrock. (213)824-0431.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD, furnished
$250/mo/per5on(neg.), 1-bdrm/l-bath. Mid
June - Mid-Sept. (neg). Walk to UCLA, A/C,

pool, park. (213)824-9950 (213)209-5005.

WESTWOOi^- Room for rent in 2-bcd/2-bath

apartment. Share with two guys. Available

mid-June $575.00/obo (415) 9384753

WILSH IRE/FAIRFAX area, charming 3-bed/

2-balh home, completely furnished, yard,

fireplace, sublet 3 months June 20-Sept, 20
$1500/mo. Deposit references.
(213)936-3484

WLA large 2br-2ba, July-August, parking,

$ 3 75/r oo m/m on I h , negotiable.
(213)447-2506.

WLA: own bedroom/ Vi buh.yj] 9/23. Off

street parking. $400/mo. John 477-9018.

WLA- Summer. Male to share bedroom in

2-bedroom/2-bath apt $250/mo Pete (213)

470-6531.

WLA- spacious 3-bcdroom house- own room.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. June end Au-
gust. $440/mo. Rent includes gardener.
(213)447-0198. Vince.

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done m 1 to 2

hours. HOWff? We're PKOFFSSfONALS, ^nd
our 26 foot truck plus lour dollies cqiiaK

EXCELLENT results S5S hourly Cail

263-BEST.

Condos for Rent 69

SlM.Ml'li sroRACi:
University Storage Services

• Wc store anyihtng, any size'

• Pick up and delivery provided
• Kxtt;nsive Insurance Policy
• Student Rates

lor info and re&ervationi call

l-8()C)-736-()()ll

Typing 100

1970, OMW, stiik, air, new pa:ni, pcrf confli-

tion, leave message, eves: (21 3)476-26'0

1980 BMW 320i, excellent condition, new
engine, sunroof, A/C, one owner, asking
$6000. (213)930-2671

1980 VW RABBIT, well-taken care, engine
rebuilt, new tires, runs great, very reliable

$1400 Call Jean-Luc 213 839 9383

1980 VW SCIKOCCO Kca G'cal condition

96k miles AM,TM cdsCc!:c, A/L—$2400
(213)545 .3049

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate witn Macintosh,
Laser printer Resumes (S20), pap-
ers,lheses,professional editing by UCLA (21 3)

208 6951

SAN CLEMEN TE, kxjach front, view pier, new,
1 -bedroom, fireworks 4lh of July week
(714)492-9552, Debbie.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE Close to

beach. 2-bcd, 2Vi -bath townhouse. I ronKiml
Shows like model. $2500/mo 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-4555

WESTWOOD 2 » 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

»•••••••••••••••••
•
k
k
k
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•••••••••••••••••

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEl

Free

Pick up Available

~826-5900

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance

lb leqiiiied by law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Homo Health/Corn rr,.'M()t()rrvcUv<.

Well Come TO YOU!

Auto Insurance

Condos for Sole 67

2-f2, $159,500. Great garden area. Tennis

courts, rec room, Jacuzzi, pool tables. Agent,
Ray, RE Exchange. (213)559-4315

Condos for Rent 69

2 + 2 SUBLEASE Available 9-1-90, negoti

able, near UCLA, $1,600. (213) 471-4989
A^er 6:00 pm.

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcyclas
No insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

rriendly(2 13)285-8688 UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE We slore boxes, bikes,

mopcds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

TOWING vehicle and driver for hire Boats,

trailers, $20(Vday-fexpenses. 10,000lbs max
Bruce (21.3)476-5366

WANTED: truck space to Washington DC by
mid-june (bed, dresser, diningroom set,

boxes). Call (21.3)447-2274.

Sen^ices Offered 96

$5 tXDLLAR Saturday classes for writing term
papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Reserva
tiOns'Academic Writing Cenler"
(213)871-1333.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
700 am- 9,30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy lypmg-
Anything Editing available Computer, laser

printer Near campus 8am-10pm
(213)472 1999

AFFORDABLF 3 HOUR turnaround. Trocs-

cher Typing 24 hour service FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup sen/ice available

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588

BEAUTIFUL Typing Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processingby
UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs Laser National/Overland Lynn
(213)841-0978

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing
Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset rt»sumes, business

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

IBM PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Scpulveda (213)39 7-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.50/page
Monica/Santa Monica (213)392-3262

IBM WonJprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton (213)208-0040.

PAPERS TYPEQ- $2 per page $5 fee for rush

job Cash only. (2 1.1)82 3-0691.

TRULY YOURS typos excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara
(21.3)820-7400. '

TYPING - Fast and efficient, {documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Laserprinter. Shari (21.3)391-2724.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sla

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828 6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rales Laser
printed WLA Andy (213)390-1141.

WORD PRCKESSING. Low prices-help with
language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292.

'981 IMTSUN 2S0ZX, loo<s good, ri^nsgrcat,

95k, alarm, sHccpsk'Hs, ntw trans.,

$3200/obo Tim (21.3)312-117,3

1981 STATIONWAGON new caroorator, am,
fm cassette, auto, runs excellent $750/obo
(213)824-3775 Must sell

1982 DATSUN310, blue, two doors, 4.spee0,
good condition, $1550/obo (2M)826-5296

1982, NISSAN Sentra hatchback deluxe, 5

power steering, runs perfect, 77k, 5-speed,
new clutch $2550 (213)393 8525

1983 ALPHA SPIDER Black, Jeather, 5speed,
a/c, 51k, new lop, pullout CD (21 3)824-3552

1983 HON(3A CIVIC 1 500S, 5-spd, AC.
black, xint condition $2800/obo
(213)8.36 7346

1984 CONQUEST turbo, silvcr/lcathcr scaii^

A/C, low miles, auto Runs fast and perfect^

$3800 (213)397-0652 _"
1986 PONTIAC FIERO, white, grey int, 5 spd
AM/FM cass, 42k miles, xInt $3950
(213)473-2352

1987 TOYOTA TERCEL. Air, am/fm cassette,

4-speed, low miles. $3850/obo.
(213)393 6188

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100 Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide
1-602-838 8885 Ext A 8050

AUDI 100LS, 1973, Coupe, showroom condi-
tion. All records available. Original owner
(213)5530775. 9am-7pm.

BEAUTIFUL Wrangler Jeep, 1987 Fully

loaded, all amenities, must sell leaving coun-
try. $12,000/obo Robyn (213)399 5441.

BMW 318i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,
Michelin's, dealer maintained(213)393-4185
$8550

BUICK REGATTA 1989 Red exterior, camel
leather interior, excellent condition 12,000.
miles. (213)3939814 evenings

'

CONVERTIBLE 1981 VW RABBIT 87,000
miles, $3500/obo (213)552-9496 days,
(213)645-2202 after 7pm.

FERRARI? NO '79 Mercury Capri/Mustang?
Yes! Silver, njns great Cjood home wanted
$1100 Andy (213)208-6488

HONIM ACCORD, 1981, blue New clutch,

brakes A/C, radio, good condition
$170a^obo (818).564-0611, (818)449-7373.

MAZDA 626, 1980 5-spd, 4-door, rebuilt

engine Good condition, $850/obo
(213)558-3544 Leave message

m SAVE^N
Lvst.aANca lEavti L.1

«i« in m in

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects Theses/

Dissertation'". Proposals and
books. Research and writing

Foreign students welcome
Sharon Be.^, Ph.D.

(213) 470 6662

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. AI»o offer

•thical asstttanc* with writing problems
and tutoring In English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

MERCEDES,'69, 250, brOwn excellent condi
lion all leather interior Beautiful $5,500
(213)459-3411 or (21 3)939-8675

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

-^
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Geezers wheeze past
DB with unearned run
Bombers' give Sports Info a gift win

In one of the greater upsets in

sporting history, thousands of

passersby (including prominent
UCLA sports fan Maxie Sonnich-
sen) viewed a scarcely competent
UCLA Sports Information Depart-
ment Softball squad defeat the

Daily Bruin Bombers in a 6-5

shocker Thursday on the IM Field.

"We came out here and showed
the Bruin that we don't just release

news— we make news," said SID
third baseman Scott Rothstein.

Daily Bruin Softball

Sports Info

Geezers

Daily Bruin

Bombers

1

2

2 3

1

4

1

5 6

1

7

1*

R
6

H
12

8

E ^Winning
run scored
on
throwing

error

Geezers ead series 1-0; series resumes next week.

-*^^

The Sports Information team
got much-needed run production
from Brian Smith and Scott Mitch-
ell, both of whom hit home runs.

Defensively, SID was supported
by American Bush League All-

Star shortstop, Steve Rourke.
Rourke was a veritable vacuum
cleaner at shortstop, but left a stat

sheet full of donuts as he went 0-

for-4 at the plate.

The Bombers, who were the

overwhelming favorites going into

the game, lived up to their long-
ball reputation by scoring all of
their runs on dingers.

Future sports department dicta-

tor Matt Purdue belied his small
stature by hitting a lowering, iwo^
run homer in the first inning that,

according to DB coach Wendy
Withcrspoon "would*ve been out
of any ballpark in the U.S. of A."

Bruin first baseman Mike Bart-

lett, making his last collegiate

Softball appearance, also hit a
two-run dong. But his moment of
glory was darkened when he
nearly broke DB third baseman
Rodger Low's hand in what a
bystander described as "a high five

gone bad."

But the clear-cut highlight was
provided by Bruin Sports Editor

Dave Gibson. Gibson hit a sixth

inning, solo home run that nearly

cleared nearby "Ducky" Drake
stadium. The blast was estimated

at a "conservative" 520 feet by
knowledgeable IM softball insid-

ers who spoke under guarantee of

anonymity.

The Sports Info squad took a

late-inning lead on a pair of

throwing errors by the Bruin

outfield. A last inning comeback
attempt by the Bruin Staffers

looked promising. But with two
outs, runners in scoring position,

and right field wide open due to a

brilliant defensive shift, Bartlett

reached for the stars and came up
short His weak pop-up to first base

ended the inning as well as his

love-hale collegiate career.

—^Jeff "Impy" Imperato

GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER-S BACK!

10955 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY»365 DAYS A YEAR

i«^CiSi;
DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
Open

Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica 81vd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119 Scooters

NISSAN MAXIMA 1987. 4-door, sun/moon
roof. Fully loaded. S-speed. 37,000 miles.

$ll,975/obo. Engan (213)825-1447,
(213)552-2746

SUBARU, 1985. One owner car, new stereo,

2-door, hatchback, white, great condition,

very reliable S2,395/obo. (213)926-1538

TOYOTA Tercel 1982, 69,000 miles, AM FM.
Air conditioned. Very good condition. $1900.
Call (213)206-5561. (213)391-4089

TRIUMPH TR-7 CONVERTIBLE- 1980,
5-speed, cass., 57,000 miles, fun car, $2,200
obo Marci (213) 824-2008.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT GTI, 1984
$2900/obo. 5-speed, ^C, new clutchAires,

• unroof. (818)345-5704 (evenings),
(2 13)825- 1870 (days).

1977 PUCH MOPED- Runs great, includes

lock. Must sell. $275/obo. Michael (213)

394-1877.

HONDA ELITE 1 25. SeatS;2. Great Condition.

Absolutely no problems! Must Sell. $700 with

lock. Mike (213)479-1039.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 125, runs great, new
battery, just tuned up. MUST SELL! $800/obo.

(213)208-6156.

1986 ELITE 150. Runs and

$900/obo. Call after

(213)824-7720.

looks excellent.

9 pm. (!}avid.

Bicycles for Sole 113

22'A -23' ATLA Racing bike. Red and white

Columbus Frame with Campagnolo compo-
nents. Never ridden. $900. Call Nick
(213)208-1654.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

YAMAHA XT 350 1989 Hardly 'off road gd

Cond. Must See 8m. $1850 (213)399-7785

1986 HONDA SPREE red, just tuned Great

condition. Lock included- must sell!

$^25/obo (213)8249656 ^^—

-

1986 HONDA AERO 50 Great condition,

helmet, lock, basket, only $450 Call Kim (21 3)

824-3851.

1987, BLUE, Elite 80 with helmet, basket and
lock. Great condition. $850. Sara
(213)444-9853

1987 YAMAHA JOG (red) Just tuned, new
battery, runs great! $400/obo. WAiclmet $450.

(213)824-3805.

1988 BLACK ELITE 50, like new, 350 miles,

lock included. $700/obo. Sam,
(213)208-6702

1989 YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ Black, lock and
heavy chain included. Only 350 miles.

$550/obo. (818) 840-0334.

ELITE 80 1 986. Excellent condition, just tuned.

$60Q/obo. Call Niki (213)208-0825.

HONDA AERO 50, white and blue, excellent

condition, rebuilt body. $500. Christine

(213)208-6496.

HONDA AERO 50, 1986, $450/obo. Runs
great. Low mileage. Sherri (213)824-5210.

Leave message .

HONDA ELITE 50 LX. 1230 miles. Great

condition, looks new. $700. Roger
(213)746 9866.

HONDA SPREE 1 986 - red, just tuned. Helnrwt,

basket, lock included - graduating. Must sell.

$375. (213)208-8561

HONDA SPREE Scooter, 800 miles, excellent

condition with kiwi helmet and kryptonilc

lock, $365/obo. Call Vicki (213)824-3415.

PERFECT Honda Elite 80 with windshield,

trunk, helmet, low miles. Only $1000. Call

Chris (213)474-6196.

Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, perfect for student apartment Moving,

must sell (213)476-0817.

"A SPECTACLE THAT LfAVES
KIR;

People Maqanne

&

''BRILLIANT! AN EVENT NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULO MISS!'!.

u...,. Jiihn Knzanc, !>.-.... Richard Rose,

..„„..-...».,, MoMTs /rvaimct A-..-.-I—i»."l-*iwfrncc I>vkun«iBamr Wirxlcr

IL VITTORALE 2035 North HijihUnd. Hollywood

TAMARA HOTLINE (213) 851-9999
Group Sales: RomIic (818) 986-2908

Tickets Also Available at ttdv lUY caMFMrr AM) nunc PUS

BUKFFTlNThRMhZZO

Deadline Extended!
Applications due
Friday, June 1.

University of California, Los Angeles

President's Medal of Honor
;—^ In recognition of demonstrated leadership and

outstanding contributions to the campus and
community, the President of the Undergraduate Students

Association is pleased to bestow upon qualified

graduating seniors, the distinction of President's Medal
of Honor.

The award will emphasize community involvement and
service, leadership in campus activities, and
demonstrated initiative. Scholastic or creative

achievement will also be recognized. All graduating
seniors who are actively involved are encouraged to

apply.

Applications are available and should be turned in to

the Office of the President by 5:00pm, June 1, 1990.
Paid for by USAC

1 1 9 Furniture 126 Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

FOUR-PIECE BEDROOM SET Beige,largc

dresser mirror, 2 night stands and headbo4rd.

$200. (213) 453-6982.

LEATHER COUCH, $100, kitchen table w/

chairs $70, twin mattress + box springs $100,

coffee table $75, one dresser $50, 19 inch

color tv. $100. (213)208-4030.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-a-bed $250. Mattress and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love scat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195 Recliner $195 Brass head
board $150. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338 ^^_
MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbcds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 3722337.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-6609.

PINE SWING-FRAME and futon $1.30, 5-shclf

bookcase $55. Chris, (213)477 8345

SUPER SALE! Excellent condition: ff refrigcra

tor $250, washer $1 50, dinette set $70, palio

fiKnilurc $39, desk $75, and more
(213)478-7669

COLOR TV ZENITH. Very good condition $75
(213)206-5561, 391-4089.

SONE VO2610 % " VCR, RM420 remote,

TT300 video tuner. Excellent condition. $ 1 300
(213)474-1148.

TOSHIBA VCR for sale. Remote included. $75,

Good condition. Manual included.
(213)474-6808.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER TYPEWRITER, word spell, memory,
automatic word/line correction, almost un-

used, $170. Kathy (818)577-6558, 7-lOpm

MURATA FAX, F-30 64 No Auto Dial 30 page
auto, feed, $1275. (818)347-6227

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM COMP TANDY lOOOSL 16 color Prog
rams. Color monitor. (213)209-5632.

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, 5% "F loppy drive

and 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-800 printer $1800/obo Call Scott (H)

(21.3)8370631 (W) (21.3)820 8511.

LEADING EDGE computer and printer. IBM
compatible 7 drives 640k, $700
(213)399-5802
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ZEPLITZ
From page 30 _

while all the time dealing with 12-

hour days on the course, constant

travel to cities that one plays at but

never has time to sec, nights

shacked up in generic hotel rooms,

time away from family, and older

players that would just love to

intimidate you right off the links.

Welcome to the glamorous
world of professional golf.

But Zedlitz has seen the tour,

and knows how to handle the down
side. "When I went to the U.S.

Open this year, one ofmy teachers,

Ernie Barber, caddied for me, and
we figured out that the pros out
there that are more self-assured are

more willing to help you out on the

lour, because they know that they

can play their own game. The ones

that are a little afraid of you
coming in because they think

you're going to beat them are the

ones that aren't going to help you. I

did meet people down there that

tried to intimidate mc, but I learned

to take it all in stride.

"But by the time I get out there,

there's going to be a lot of people
'that I know on the tour already, so

I'll have my own group of friends

out there."

With just one more tournament

to play as a Bruin (the NCAA
championship tournament May
23-26 at Hilton Head, NC), Zedlitz

cnn he. noth ing less than satisfied"

JANICKI: Just like high school
From page 32

ado High School in Placentia, he has run up a perfect 4-0 record on the

Prime Ticket cable sports network.

In his first Prime Ticket appearance, Janicki pitched the finest game of

his career. In front of thousands of fans at Dodger Stadium, he led El Dor-

ado to the 1989 CIF-5A championship with a three-hit 2-0 shutout over

Long Beach Millikan.

Although he's not a bundle of nerves like some of the players are the

night before the regionals, Janicki will not enter the game with a swelled

head. He was optimistic, but not overconfident, saying, "We'll just sec

what happens when I get out there."

Athlete Spotlight

Pete Janicki

•8-1 3.43 ERA
right-handed pitcher

• 4-0 on Prime Ticket dating

back to the 1989 GIF

Championship game
• Broke the freshman win

record with 8 wins (previous

record was 6)

• Recovered from a mid-season ^ ^ ««.««...,...,. , Freshman, 6-3, 190 lbs.
shoulder .njury to become one of

High school: El Dorado
UCLAs hottest pitchers Hometown: Placentia, CA

^ Pete Janicki

Scon WEERSiNG'Daiiy Bfum

UCLA's Paul Ellis is leading the nation in homers.

with her collegiate career. Playing

all four years for the varsity team,

she finished the 1988-89 season

ranked fifth in the nation while

grabbing first-team All-American
honors. She also played in both the

U.S. Open and U.S. Amateur
(where she finished in the Top 16).

This year, Zedlitz has yet to

place out of the Top 20 in any of

her II tournaments, while finish-

ing fifth or better four times. Her
play and leadership has been the

biggest reason for the Bruins'

success this year, but Zedlitz

thinks the best will come after

she's gone. "I don't think the team
will miss me because we're going

to have a stronger team next year.

In the past we've been lacking

depth, but this year we have it, and
next year there will be more of it."

The ever-increasing depth has,

however, not been limited to

UCLA. Collegiate golf as a whole
has improved over the last few
years, with more quality players

opting for the chance to shoot for

both high GPAs and low round
scores, something Zedlitz finds

very encouraging. "Golf as a sport

will never be as big as football or

basketball. It's a non-revenue

sport, and women's golf, for the

most part, is less thought of than

the men. But I think it's getting

better, and so are the players in

every school.

"I see more women on the tour

nowadays that went to college and
got their degrees, so you know that

we're getting better players in

college, and that shows in the

lower scores over the years."

Although Zedlitz plays in a

non-ievenue collegiate sport, she

will have the chance to earn a lot of

money for herself in the future

playing golf, something that is a

rarity in women's athletics. "I used

to play basketball and softball

when I was younger, but I decided

to go into golf because there was
somewhere to go after college,"

said Zedlitz.

"Besides, I've never had the

desire to get a real job. I've worked
in a pro shop over the summer and I

didn't even like that enough to say

to myself, 'I'm gonna do this for

the rest of my life.' Don't get me
wrong, the tour demands a lot of

hours of hard work, but I still am
getting paid for playing a game
that I enjoy a lot"

FACT: 92% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS HAVE NO TRAINING AT ALL!

FACT: 85% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS COULD HAVE PREVENTED THEIR

ACCIDENTS IF THEY HAD PROPER TRAINING!

If you ride a motorcycle, scooter, or moped at UCLA, learn what the California Motorcycle Safety

Program can teach you about:

* Accident avoidance
* Reducing the severity of injuries

* What to do in an emergency
* Keeping the shiny side up and the rubber side down

We want you to come to the Community Service Officer (CSO) Programs' FREE Cycle Safety

Seminar because your survival on two wheels depends on your mental skills. We are concerned

about your safety.

Wednesday, May 30 %

, 6-8 pm
Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

Reserve your spot in the seminar now by signing up at the CSO Programs' Bicycle Registration

table on Bruin Walk or by calling the CSO Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

STATISTICS PROVIDKD BY THE MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION. THE CYCLE SAFETY SEMI
NAR IS SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE.
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UCLA women golfers are driving;

Bruin men are stuck in tlie rougli
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

•

The UCLA women's golf team
landed Tuesday in Hilton Head,
NC for the NCAA championship
tournament. After two rounds, the

Bruins, flying high off their fourth

Pac-10 title in twelve years have
refused to come back down to

earth.'

Thirty-six holes of play have left

the No. 9-ranked Bruins tied for

third place with a team total of613,
only nine strokes behind Arizona
in the chase for national title.

Individually, Bruin AU-Ameri-
can Jean Zedlitz shot a second-
round 71 to claim a share of fifth-

place at 149, while Christy Erb's

74 (total 150) was good enough to

keep her at the No. 10 spot.

"Our team is in good spirits, and
we've been playing very well

lately because we've been very

relaxed," said Bruin coach Jackie

Tobian-Sleinmann.

The sound over the phone
proved her point as the noise from
the team's Thursday night dinner

nearly drowned out Stcinmann's
own voice. But, although the

Bruins are excited about the

chance at their first-ever women's
^fttf-fttlfr^teinmann intcnds^4o^

keep her troops as down to earth as

possible. "We've been on a real

high lately, but we have to remem-
ber that we have a goal in the

national title, and we have to stay

in focus and work hard to realize

it."

With two days of golf left, six

teams are within ten strokes of the

lead in what promises to be a wild
finish. The tough Arthur Hills

championship course will take its

share of also-rans along the way,
as it will demand perfect ball

placement on every single shot.

Steinmann likes her team's
chances.

"1 don't sec any reason why we
can't take this tournament," said

Steinmann. "We're playing on a

very tough course that has a lot of
water hazards, and we've had
some trouble with that, but then, so
has everybody else."

Meanwhile, the No. 15-rankcd
men's golf team had nothing but

trouble warming up for the NCAA
Western Rcgionals, finishing a

dead last 16th in ihcir last regular

season tournament. The Bruins

UCLA SPORTS INFORMATION

Jean Zedlitz has hersights on an NCAA title andajourney on
the pro tour.

hoped that the trip into Las Cnices,
NM, would help snap them out of
their rut.

But the Bruins only dug them-
selves a deeper hole, as they

finished the first round yesterday

trailing the entire eighteen team
field.

The Bruins' 296 score placed
them 23 strokes behind first-place

Arizona's 273. More importantly,

the Bruins are 12 strokes behind
ninth-place San Diego Slate. Only
the top nine finishers in this four-

round tournament will advance to

the NCAA finals in Tarpon
Springs, FL.

"We could make up that kind of
deficit in one day if we play the

way we can," said coach Dave
Atchison on the quest for one of

the nine spots. "It's been really

disappointing the past couple of

weeks, and now it's geuing to the

point that we're going to have lo

take some risks."

What those risks include are

long after-round practices and
mid-tournament adjustments in

certain players* swings. "We had a

two-hour practice (Thursday)
night after that bad round, and I

think that did wonders for our
player's confidence," said Atchi-

son.

"We also worked on Ken Tani-

gawa's swing and made some
adjustments on some of our other

players, which isn't what you want
to do at this lime of the year, but at

this stage you have to do what you
have to do."

Individually, senior Rob Sulli-

van shot a 72 and freshman Clinton

Whiiclaw a 73 to place 46th and
55th, respectively, after 18 holes.

Jean Zedlitz is sub-par— and she likes it

By Gary Moreno
Contributor

It's safe to say that UCLA All-

American Jean Zedlitz has all the

skills needed to make it someday
on the women's professional golf

tour.

2^dlitz is patient.

She's willing not only to stay at

UCLA for a fifth year next year to

fine-tune her game and get her

degree before trying out for the

tour, but also to wait more than 45
minutes for an amateur sportswri-

ler to show up for an interview.

Zedlitz is talented.

She is one of the longest drivers

in college golf today, and com-
bined with an impressive array of

short-game shots, has played well

enough to be ranked individually

at No. 4 in the nation.

Zedlitz is determined to win.

"She just refuses to lose at

anything," said UCLA women's
golf coach Jackie Tobian-Stein-

mann about her star player who has

been tough enough thi^ season to

score victories in the first two
tournaments of the year while

captaining the Bruins to the 1990
Pac-10 title.

But most of all, Zedlitz is just

having fun out on the links.

"The game of golf lakes a lot of

"The game of golf

takes a lot of work,
because you're out
there practicing
from morning to

dark. But it's also

something that's

fun to do ... a lot

different from
you're regular job."

—Jean Zedlitz

work, because you're out there

practicing from morning to dark.

But it's also something that's fun

to do, and it's outdoors, which is a
lot different than you're regular

nine-to-five job," said Zedlitz.

With all of this going for

Zedlitz, expect her to have a lot of
fun in the future—laughing all the

way to the bank. But for now,
she'll just settle for an extra year as

a senior here, complete with 18-

unit quarters and lots of time on the

course.

A professional tour card, that

license to swing, will have to wait
until 1991. "If I don't get my
degree now, 1 probably wouldn't
want to come back 10 years from
now and get it then, because 1

wouldn't want to go through that

kind of strain again," said Zedlitz.

"But, the other reason that I'm
slaying in school is because I need
to get my game more in tune. I

might have been able to make the

tour this year, but the odds will be a

lot more with me if I wait a year

and practice."

On the women's pro golf tour,

you need all the odds in your favor,

because out there, only the low
scorers survive.

In order to survive on the tour, a

player must be able to shell out

about $50,000 a year just to cover
expenses. The touring pro must be
able to win this kind of money

See ZEDUTZ, page 29
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Coaches' Comer/ By Joey Ochoa

Staff unity is secret of success for men's tracic coacii
Giving credit where cre-

dit is due is something
head track coach Bob

Larsen is not afraid to do.

In his six years as head man
for the UCLA men's track

team, he has always been
quick to credit his players and
assistant coaches for the team's
success. This unselfish style of
coaching has brought Larsen
three national championships

and a strong sense of team
unity in a highly individualistic

sport.

Coming off its third straight

Pac-10 title, the 1990 squad
finished third in the conference
due to injury. Larsen knows
ihat injuries come with the

territory, and although the team
did not finish as high as he
would have liked, he feels

there are positives that have
come out of this season.

"Injuries arc a part of all

sports and you have to do the

best you can with what you
have," Larsen said. "Besides
being a team sport, track is

also an individual sport so
even though the team may not
have a chance to win certain

individuals still have a chance
to win, so overall you have
some real positives."

In track it is easy for the

athletes to lose sight of the
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team and focus on their indivi-

dual effort. Larsen feels that

both winning and good assis-

tant coaches are the key to

developing team unity. "Any
time you have a good team, I

think the individuals become a

team much more easily," said

Larsen. "When you have a

chance of winning the team
does pull together a little bit

easier. 1 also have excellent

assistant coaches and those

people too are extremely help-

ful in keeping ihe^tcam .

together." I

Larsen is not afraid to share

the team's success with his

assistant coaches. In fact, the

feels that it is the key to the

team's success.

"We have the best assistants

of any team in the nation,"

said Larsen, "and I feci that

we have to be very close as a

unit and that the assistant

coaches have to receive even
more publicity than the head
coach. If the program is suc-

cessful, the head coach is

always going to get his share.

It's the assistant coaches that

are working very hard to

achieve a lot and need to be
highlighted because they're

overlooked in many programs.

That could be a problem."
Larsen feels a definite close-

ness to the coaches he works
with. So much so, that he

finds difficulty accepting their

title. "1 don't use the term

assistant too much, because we
work together on this thing.

The term assistant doesn't

really describe the closeness

we have when we make cer-

tain decisions."

As a head coach, Larsen is

arguably one of the best.

Perhaps he can attribute his

success to his belief that as a

head coach he is nothing more
than an equal part of a well-

balanced system.

"I've never felt that one
person is all that important in

a program with a strong tradi-

tion," Larsen said. "When the

program is ongoing, you (as a

head coach) put in your time
and just try to keep it going at

a high level."

HNC )aily Bruin

UCLA men's track coach Bob Larsen attributes much of the team unity to his assistant
coaches.

m Coach Spotlight - Bob Larson

Larson's UCLA Track and Field Record

Year
1990

1989
1988
1987
1986
1985

NCAA

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MOMCA. CA 90404

BEAUTY
Carrying top of the line

Cosmetics
KMS

Nexxus -

Focus 21

Paul Mitchell

Redken
Full line of ethnic products
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10% OFF all products with this ad
Exp. 5/31/90
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•TEAK
•PINE
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Sports
49ersnext
up for UCLA
atNCAAs
By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok.
— The 3,000 spectators

packing the Amateur Soft-

ball Association's stadium

here have been in for a treat

this week, watching the

UCLA women's Softball

team defend College World
Series national title. Even
some strolling cows have
occasionally taken a

breather behind the home-
run fence to wimess UCLA
and its competition.

But it certainly won't be a

breather for Cal Stale Long
Beach, however, as the 49ers

have the unenvious task of

facing ihc streaking Bruins

in the second round of

Charging the net into history

competition tonight.

Softball at NCAAs

What:

When:

Where:

UCLA vs. Cal Stale

Long Beach

Today, 6 p.m.

Oklahoma City

Long Beach overcame
UNLV, 2-0, on Wednesday
night to advance to tonight's

game, while the Bruins

pummcled the Golden
Flashes of Kent State, 4-0,

behind the offensive pro-

duction of sophomore Yvon-
ne Gutierrez and the 3-hit

pitching of senior All-

American Lisa Longakcr.

The Bruins and 49crs met
twice this season with
UCLA sweeping the pair in

Long Beach 5-0 and 1-0.

But according to head coach
Sharon Backus, this isn't the

same team the Bruins faced

in February. "Long Beach is

definitely playing much
better from the time we
played them," Backus said.

"That's why they got this

far."

Leading the Beach, which
boasts a 49-17 record is Kim
Koslyx, who leads the team
with her .269 baiting aver-

age and with 58 hits. She had
two hits and the only two
runs of Wednesday night's

contest. Also contributing

are Stcffani Everett, who
had a hit and an RBI against

UNLV. Pitching ace Mary
LcTomcau sports a 20-9

record and a meager .46

ERA.
"When we faced them, Le

Tourncau and Everett
weren't healthy and now
they arc, so it's be that much
tougher," added Backus.

Netter leads

Bruins at NCs
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS. Ca. — All-

America status.

By upsetting Georgia's Al Park-

er, UCLA's Jason Netter placed

his name in good company— with

former Bruin greats Jimmy Con-
nors and Arthur Ashe — in the

AU-American category.

Parker, No. 5 in the nation, came
out playing solid tennis as he
wrapped up the first set with an

ace. But Netter got back at him as

he served an ace of his own to take

a 2-1 lead in the. second.

The 30th-ranked Bruin then

managed a crucial break and
served out a love game to increase

the margin to 4-1

NCAA Tennis Singles and Doubles Championships

Singles

UCLA's Jason

Netter defeated

Georgia's Al

Parker and

became an

Ail-American for

the first time.

Netter 4 6 6

Parker 6 2 3

Jason Netter

WJ UCLA 7 4 6

SDSU 5 6 2
UCLA 6 6
Harvard 4 2

Bill Barber

UCLA's

Barber/Mark

Quinney

defeated

SDSUs
Ricardo

Herrera/Tole

Marinkovic

UCLA's Mark

Knowles/Fritz

Bissell defeated

Harvard's

Michael

Shyjan/Mike

Zimmerman

Mark Quinney

and consequently did have a win over the Homed In the third and deciding set, th£_

new serve and broke in the final

game of the second set (6-2) when
Parker missed two forehands.

Netter used his momentum to

carry him into the third. But after

serving two good games and
breaking the Bulldog for a 3-1

lead. Parker broke back.

After breaking Parker for a 5-3

tally, Netter served an incredible

game for the match — hitting two
forehand passing shots and two
inside-out forehand approach
shots — for a 6-3 win.

Today, Netter will meet 39th-

ranked Tony Bujan of Texas

Christian in the round of 16. Netter

Frog last year in the quarterfinals

of team competition in Athens,

Georgia when the Bruins were
eliminated, 5-4.

In doubles competition, 1989

Pac-10 doubles champion Bill

Barber and Mark Quinney were
also in the win category as they

defeated San Diego Stale's Ricar-

do Herrera and Tole Marinkovic in

a long three-setter.

The Bruin tandem got off to

auspicious beginnings as they took

the first set, 7-5. They lost their

concentration in the second set,

however, losing, 6-4.

UCLA duo regained their intcnsl^

ty, pulling ahead 5-2 and managing
to break the Aztec pair for a 6-2

tally in the third.

"After the team tournament, I

didn't expect to do well in the

individuals," Barber said. "Both

teams we lost to in the UC
Berkeley and Tennessee matches
are in the individuals and we had a

shot at beating both teams and we
didn't — so I figured it would be

tough."

Although the Bruin duo of Mark
Knowles and Fritz Bissell may
have believed the same after a

devastating loss in the team tour-

nament, they put those emotions
aside as they tested their shots

against Harvard's No. 10-ranked

team of Michael Shyjan and Mike
Zimmerman.
The UCLA tandem got an early

break in the first when Knowles hit

a backhand volley down the

middle for a 2-1 mini-break. The
Bruins used their momentum to

take the first set, 6-4, and an early

lead in the second (2-0). And their

intensity only got stronger as

Knowles hit an offensive lob

winner— 3-1— and the duo broke

the Crimson for a 4-1 margin.

Zimmerman served an ace to

hold serve but the Bruins were
unstoppable as Knowles served

out the match, 6-2.

"I wanted to play as well as I

could and I didn't want to let

UCLA down," Bissell said.

Both UCLA duos will have to

play as well as they can — and
even better— in order to get past

the round or 15 today.

While Barber and Quinney will

meet forces with the No. 1 -ranked

tandem of Doug Eisenman and
Matt Lucena of Cal, Bissell and
Knowles will face the winner of

last night's match between Stan-

ford's No. 2-ranked duo of Jared

Palmer and Jonathan Stark, and
Northwestern's No. 21 -ranked

pair of Chris Gregersen and Todd
Martin. At press time those two
teams had split the first two sets.

"We'll be able to see exactly

how good we're doing when we
play today," UCLA head coach
Glenn Bassett said.

Forget the curve ball, Janlcki
Bmin ace looks to heat up the Jaguars

By Terry White

Freshman hurler Pete Janicki willget ttie starting nod against
South Alabama in UCLA's first-round game today. -^—

Contributor

After a three year drought, the Bruin baseball team (39-24) has finally
earned a berth to the NCAA regionals. Today's game in Wichita. Kansas
means everything.

That puts a lot of pressure on a ball club, especially its younger players.
As the team prepares for today's Midwest regional opener with South
Alabama (41-18) at 1:30 PST, butterflies must be flapping in the
stomachs of the boys in blue. But strangely enough, the one Bruin who
should have the most butterflies instead feels as cool as a cucumber.
When asked if he felt nervous about the game, UCLA starting pitcher

Pete Janicki calmly answered, "Nah, not really." He seemed extremely
relaxed for a guy who would carry the hopes and dreams of his team to the
mound on the next day. Far from home in a strange city, Janicki seemed
like a seasoned veteran. Nobody would guess that this seasoned veteran
was only an 18-year-old freshman, with only three months of collegiate
experience.

Even though he is only a freshman, the young right-hander actually has
plenty of experience playing under the public eye.

"I've pitched before in front of a lot of people," Janicki said from his

hotel room in Wichita. "It's not a very big deal."
A look into Janicki 's past will show that he in fact has plenty of experi-

ence pitching in front of large crowds. What's more, Janicki has
consistently shined in the spotlight. Dating back to his career at El Dor-

See JANICKI, page 29

Geezers get lucky

It wa^ like money m the bank, but then it

happened* When everything was going well for

the Daily Bruin Bombers, the UCLA Sports

Information Geezers threw a monkey wrench

into the No. 1 -ranked Sports Section's plans. The
Geezers upset the Bruins, 6-5 ,in a nasty softball

game yesterday.

See page 28

Golf mania
Daily Bruin golf writer Gary Moreno gives the

up-to-the-minute results of both the UCLA
men's and women's golf teams at NCAAs. For

those avid gOlf fans, Moreno also tracked down
star Jean Zediitz and asked her about her hopes

for the pro tour.

See page 30

Men's track coach
in lane to success

Bruin men's track coach Bob Larsen is

featured in this week's Coaches' Comer. Larsen

says that the key to a successful team is having a

good staff of assistant coaches. "I don't use the

term assistant too much because we work
together on this thing," he said.

See page 31

Vol.CXXX,No. 133
Circulation: 22,000

Bruin yearbook
available now

BruinLife, UCLA's under-

graduate yearbook, will be
distributed beginning today in

front of the Bruin Bear.

Students who have already

ordered the publication may
pick up copies by presenting

identification. Copies of the

yearbook will also be on sale

every day until Friday from 10

a.m. to 5 p.m.

Titled "A Different Perspec-

tive," the 400-page publication

will look back at the 1980s,

featuring photographs, profiles

and write-ups on the main
issues of the decade, according

to Clarissa Aesquivel, Bruin-

Life's copy editor.

Inside

engage in battle

Message to Washington
hostesses: Don't invite Caspar
Weinberger and Robert
McFarlane to the same party.

See page 14

Viewpoint

Ad in The Bruin

was accurate

Contrary to what the Jewish

Student Union wants you to

believe, the Muslim Students

Association ad in The Bruin

was both justified and factually

accurate.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

*

'

Hurdling show
biz obstacles
A pair of successful Asian-

American actresses discuss

industry attitudes towards
ethnicity.

See page 20

Sports

UCLA Softball

wins NCAA title

The UCLA softball team
won the NCAA Championship
title Monday in Oklahoma City.

See page 40

University of California, Los Angeles
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Patient dies in Med Center fire
Cause of early-morning blaze

not yet determined, officials say

By Betty Liong

University Editor

A small fire killed a patient in

surgery at a UCLA Medical Center

operating room early Monday
morning.

The fire, which erupted around
5:30 a.m., engulfed the surgical

cloth draped on a woman who was
critically injured in an automobile

accident.

Firefighters arrived immediate-

ly and extinguished the flames on
the operating table and the floor,

but the patient did not survive,

officials said.

Angela Hernandez, 26, was
brought to the hospital after suf-

fering massive injuries to her liver

and heart, hospital spokesman
Rich Elbaum said.

As of late Monday morning,
university police and fire depart-

ment officials had not detennincd
the cause of the fire nor completed
damage estimates. No other inju-

ries were reported.

The Los Angeles Fire Depart-

ment's ars"on investigation team
was testing equipment and mater-

ials in the operating room to

explain what sparked the flames.

Battalion Chief Chuck Merriman
said.

Sprinklers in the B-Level oper-

ating room on corridor 7 were not

activated because the fire was not

hot enough to melt the sprinkler

head, Merriman said. The room

MATTHIAS DAUB/Daily Brum

Richard Elbaum

was not equipped with smoke
alarms, he said.

The Los Angeles County Cor-

oner's office is also investigating

the case, and may perform an

autopsy to determine the exact

cause of Hernandez's death,

Elbaum said.
"

When the fire broke out, opxjr-

aiing room staff and university

police immediately attempted to

extinguish the flames, Elbaum
said. However, smoke filled the

room and forced the staff to leave

because they were not equipped
with respirators, Merriman said.

The smoke also prevented
police from entering the room, but

fire fighters arrived minutes after

the flames erupted and ended the

fire.

This incident comes more than

year after the Medical Center was
forced to shut its emergency room
to incoming patients when a fire

disabled the hospital's air condi-

tioning plant. The four-story plant

on Circle Drive South was not

equipped with sprinklers or smoke
alarms.

No injuries resulted from the

April 7, 1989 fire.

arff

mixes its

signals on.

program
Major approved,

seMip criticized

By Eugene Ahn
and Christine Hagstrom
Staff Waters

The College of Letters <fe Sci-

ence's lop faculty hoard has

rcuoaciively approved the TCLA

MATTHIAS DAUB/Daily Bfu.n

Residents of the Bayit, UCLA's Jewish cooperative, protest in front of the Gayley Avenue
Chabad House on Monday.

Bayit coop controversy continues
Residents claim breach of verbal

contract allowing them 'full access'

By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

Chanting "Hell no, we won't

go," more than 40 people gathered

at a local Jewish student housing

cooperative on Monday to protest

recent confrontations between
residents and an orthodox Jewish

group that plans to convert the

building to a homeless shelter.

Supporters of the Bayit
cooperative on L^ndfair Avenue
claimed in a press conference that

members of the orthodox Jewish

group Chabad have begun to

change door locks and remove
furniture, apparenUy breaching a

verbal contract that allows co-op
residents "full access" to the

building until July 1.

"They are attempting de facto

destruction of one of the major
Jewish institutions on campus,"
said Kira Burt, president of

UCLA's Jewish Student Union.

Chabad Rabbi Boruch Shlomo
Cunin responded, "I have taken a

kind position until now. I'm going

to have to take whatever legal

measures are necessary."

Bayit residents and their attor-

neys have contested Chabad'

s

acquisition of the property ever

since the orthodox group obtained

its ownership as a gift in Decem-
ber. At the center of controversy is

Mendel Itkin, a Bayit board mem-
ber who was involved with signing

over the cooperative's property

deed to Chabad, where he works as

a rabbi, according to court records.

Chabad officials, accompanied
by a locksmith, visited the Bayit on
Friday and changed the locks to an

office and a study room, Cunin
said. They returned Sunday morn-
ing to clean out the rooms and
removed some furniture, he said.

When Bayit residents discov-

ered the furniture on the driveway,

they entered the office and

returned the displaced furniture,

said resident Bill Feldman.

Around noon, Chabad ofncials

returned to deliver new furniture to

the unoccupied rooms. According
to Cunin, they were "met with

physical violence from the resi-

dents."

"They blockaded the building,"

Cunin said. "Besides, lake a look at

the furniture — a flea-bitten old

couch, and some beat up desks.

Look at the great value."

But residents said that by
changing l(x:ks and removing the

furniture, Chabad had violated its

own agreement to give Bayit

residents "full access" to the

building until July 1.

"I don't call this full access,"

Zareh said.

But Cunin said that the two
first- fl(X)r rooms have nothing to

do with living quarters upstairs,

and that Chabad had planned to use

the office this week to interview

applicants for its homeless shelter.

The study room was to house a

Chabad official and "show Cha-
bad's presence," Cunin said.

economics/business degree prog^
ram in a decision some commiucv
members said signals faculty dis-

approval of how liie major was
created.

A motion to approve the major,

which marks the latest but not the

last step in an unprecedented

retroactive action, was supported

Friday by a 6-4-2 vote of the

college's executive committee.

Committee members, while
acknowledging the action could

fuel legal complications and may
be a decision they have no author-

ity lo make, said nonetheless the

vote shows the faculty fundamcn-
lally objects with the way the

major was set up.

"We have approved the coutsc

of study,. and by approving it we
are admitting there were problems
with the major's establishment,"

said committee memtx^r Michael

North, an English professor who
voted for retroactive approval.

But, North added, "Dcfe;iiing

the motion would have made it-

appear there was something wron^
with the major."

The college's economics
department has graduated hun-

dreds of sludenLs fron) the program
since the major was set up in 1983.

But only last month did admini-

strators begin seeking approval

fn^m the UCLA Academic Senate?

the campus-wide faculty group
that holds sole authority in deci-

sions guiding academic programs.

Faculty committees have sent

chilly responses to Vice Provost

See FACULTY, page 1
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TODAY> TUESDAY, MAY 29
•Student Research Program —^-^'

-Partnerships In Learning

-3:00 - 5:00 pm
-UCLA Faculty Center

•Hunger Profect

-Arts Forum
-11:00 - 4:00 pm
-Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

•Expo Center

-Information Meetings

-12:00 - 1:00 pm and 5:00 - 7:00 pm
-Expo Center, A-213 Ackerman Union

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30
-•IICLA Worid Arts And Cultures Program

-Japanese Bon Dance Workshops
-4:30 - 6:30 pm
-UCLA Dance Building

•Campus Events ' Concerts

-Exene Cervenka —
-8:00 pm ^^-

-Coop
•GSA

-Association of Graduate Student Employees Speaker

-4:00 pm
-Franz 1178

FRIDAY, lUNE 1

'USAC Executive Vice President Office

-applications due today

-312B Kerckhoff

-•Cultual Affairs ^

-applications for 1990-91 staff positions available now
-Kerckhoff 306
-Due June 4 by 5:00 pm

•Cultural Affairs

-"Haiti: A Visual Essay" Cultural Exhibit— -through 6/16
-Kerckhoff Galleiy

•Commuter Assistance ' Rldesharing

,
-Free Rides

-New bus route to South Bay

-For Information call (213)825-7639

For more information regarding these
events please ioolc within the body
of the paper for these organizations'
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125-yearoici cemeteiy _^

lioids remains of settlers
The Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. — Several

Norihcm California pioneers went

majestically to their deaths, build-

ing elaborate monuments that

could be seen from across San

Francisco Bay, say historians who
plan to lead a Memorial Day tour

of a famous cemetery in the

foothills here.

"During the Victorian era peo-

ple brought mourning to a fine art,"

said Barbara Smith. "Mountain

View is an important part of our

history because it is a continuing

reminder of what was valued by

people at that time."

Smith and California historian

Michael Crowe are scheduled to

lead a 3-hour walking excursion of

the tree-filled Mountain View
Cemetery beginning I p.m. Mon-
day.

The 200-acre garden cemetery,

one of the last of its kind, was
designed in 1863 for a $1,000 fee

by Frederick Law Olmsted, who
laid out New York's Central Park.

Olmsted chose Italian cypress,

cedars from Lebanon, stone pines

of Italy and Monterey pine and

native oak for the cemetery.

"Nowhere is dilapidation so

inappropriate and offensive, and
therefore so much to be guarded

agamst, as in a cemetery," he said

at the time.

Other famous architects and

designers also were employed to

plan mausoleums, monuments and

tombs for the Bay area's politi-

cians and successful businessmen

who lay side by side in "Million-

aire's Row" in the cemetery. Smith

said.

Stained glass windows, Gothic

decorations, marble angels and

stone lambs, broad arches and even

a smaller replica of the Great

Pyramid built in the cemetery

overshadow the more modem flat,

unobtrusive gravestones.

The walking tour provides a

virtual Who's Who glimpse of

California pioneers, including a

well-known dentist and philan-

thropist, Henry Daniel Cogswell.
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Judge dismisses burglary ciiarges against mover
UCPD plans to refile; narcotics

possession charge still pending
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

A municipal court judge dis-

missed burglary charges against a

UCLA employee on Friday after

ruling that the prosecution pro-

duced insufficient evidence, but

university police said they will

refile criminal charges.

Leroy Luckett, 49, was exoner-

ated of five felony counts when the

judge ruled that the property

discovered at his house was "dis-

carded junk," said his attorney J.

Patrick Maginnis.

West Los Angeles Municipal

Court, Judge Richard Berry also

said that Luckett was performing

his duties as a mover when police

secretly videotaped him carrying

cases of copy paper out of an office

in Slichter Hall, Maginnis said.

Police however believe that the

video proved that Luckett is guilty

of the burglaries and said they are

pressing to have charges brought

against him again.

"What he did was clearly a

violation of the law. The court

disregarded evidence that it

shouldn't have," said Ll. Alan

Cueba.

"We haven't given up here.

We're going to contact the district

attorney and refile tfie case,"

Cueba said. "The evidence is too

strong to let this one go. (The video

is) strong physical evidence."

Maginnis disagreed. "(To refile

the case) is a waste of time. Berry

is a good, solid judge and it will be

hard to get another judge to accept

what he dismissed," he said. "I

don't think it's going to happen."

Luckett still faces another
felony charge — possession of

narcotics — which was brought

against him after police said they

discovered five ounces of cocaine

during a search of his homes in

April.

He is scheduled to appear in

Santa Monica Superior Court on
June 8 to settle the posession

charge.

"The charge will probably be

diverted," Maginnis said. "He will

have to go lo drug (rehabilitation)

school and then the charges will be

dismissed."

The prosecutor on Luckctt's

A day of remembrance

Tombstones at ttie Veteran's Cemetery are decorated witti American flags for

Memorial Day on Monday.

Uprising liberates Palestinian women
Fight for national rights brings

freedom from traditional roles

By Alysha Meyers

Contributor

What started as 10 Palestinian

women going to pay cgndolences

to a grieving mother living in a

refugee camp in the Gaza Strip

grew to 1(X) women, marching lo

the woman's house and protesting

the killing.

Such incidents are not uncom-
mon as the role of Palestinian

women in the Israeli-occupied

territories have become politi-

cized. The women are fighting for

Palestinians' national liberation as

well as women's rights and arc

dctcmiincd lo keep their rights

even after the conflict is resolved,

a guest lecturer said Friday in a

presentation sponsored by
UCLA's Muslim Students Associ-

ation.

Shema Gluck, professor of oral

history at California State Univer-

sity, Long Beach, presented a slide

show called "Women of the

Intifada" (Palestinian uprising),

which addressed the changing

roles of women in the Palestinian

case, Greg Lawler, had left his

office by Friday iaflcmoon and
could not be reached.

Maginnis said four UCLA
employees testified on behalf of

Luckett and told the judge that

what he did is a common practice

among the movers.

Luckett, who has won numerous
employee awards during his 28

years at UCLA, told the judge thai

the university property recovered

at his home were items he had

salvaged from trash bins and that

none of ihcm were stolen.

When detectives searched

Lucketl's apartment in Venice and

his condominium in Palm Springs,

they recovered several university

telephones, fire extinguishers and

tools. But the boxes of copy paper

that he was seen taking out of the

office were not found.

"He had started a Fred San-

ford-like junk yard with the stuff

he collected . . . and was to

working to recycle it," Maginnis
said.

Another university employee
told the judge that the phones

recovered' at Lucketl's homes were
more than 10 years old and were
probably discarded on campus,

Maginnis said.

'The university doesn't provide

(the movers) with anything. They
have to scrounge for everything

they get. They don't even provide

them with pens and pencils,"

Maginnis said.

Cueba said paper had been taken

from the office in Slichter Hall so

often that police placed a hidden

camera there. He estimated that on
15 separate incidents cases of

paper were taken before the cam-
era was installed.

Sherna Gluck

culture.

Women in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip often risk their lives lo

See WOMEN, page 16

Israel's alleged rights

violations discussed
By Val P. Phillips

Staff Writer

Israel's ireaimcm of the Palesti-

nians in the occupied territories —

"From 1976 onward,

we have been trying

to rebuild what the
una Amorican nnanciai compiiciiy Israelis have destroys
with the Israeli army's alleged

human rights violations — came
under fire last week during a panel

discussion marking the 30th month
of the intifada.

Students, academicians and a

United Nations representative dis-

cussed the impact of Israeli occu-

pation on the Palestinian people,

and Americans perceptions of the

conflict, at the Muslim Students

Association-sponsored forum
"The Palestinian Uprising: 30
Months Later."

"People in the United States

have just been paying attention to

the situation these last 30 months,

but (this resistance) has been going

on for 23 years or more," said

panelist Jeanne Buttcrficld, presi-

dent of the United Nations Non-
Govcrnmcnial Organizations on

ihc Question of Palestine.

"From 1976 onward, wo have

been trying to rebuild what the

Israelis have destroyed," said

Mahm(X)d Ibrahim, former history

dcparuncni chairman at Bir Zcil

University in the West Bank. "The
building of a nation is in progress

— a nation conscious ol its own
power."

Palestinians have established

popular committees lo govern

themselves, i;iking responsibility

tor education, health and agricul-

tural services, Ibrahim said.

Education has been one of the

primary values of the Palestinians

since 1948, when the state of Israel

was founded and the majority of

the Palestinian people became
refugees. "Through education and

knowledge we have regained our

nalionhcxxl," he said.

"But the price of freedom is very

high," said Bullcrfield, recounting

the deaths, injuries, arrests, depor-

tations and damage to homes and

property which the Palestinians

have incurred at the hands of the

Israeli army.

"We have a long-term view of

history that says eventually people

win their independence, but this

time (the people struggling for

self-determination) are up against

one of the most powerful forces in

the worid."

Under international law, an

occupying army is required lo

protect the civilian population of

the territory they occupy.

But more than 8(X) Palestinians

have been killed since the begin-

ning of the intifada in December

ed."

Mahmood Ibrahim

1987, Buttcrficld said. And more

than 3,5(X) Palestinians have been

placed under "administrative

detention," which allows the arrest

without charge or warrant of

anyone suspected of a "security"

violation.

Under Israeli Military Order

378, "people for whom no evi-

dence has been presented" may be

held without charge or trial for up

to a year, Buttcrficld explained.

Detention orders are renewable at

any time and the right of appeal

was eliminated last year.

Buttcrficld, an attorney, called

the justice system for Palestinians

in the territories "a mockery. They
have nothing you could call due

process." The handful of Israeli

lawyers who will defend Palesti-

nians claims that 90 percent of the

army's convictions are obtained on

the basis of secret evidence and
confessions made under torture,

Bullcrfield said.

Although any form of physical

abuse is expressly prohibited by

the Geneva Convention, at least six

Palestinians have died in detention

since the uprising began, either

through mistreatment, denial of

medical treatment or torture, she

said.'

In addition to the numerous
deaths by gunfire during sponta-

neous clashes, the army has staric^l

to "hunt" certain Palestinians and

leaders of the popular committees,

and summarily execute them, said

Buttcrficld, citing The Jerusalem

Post.

"And these are a people the

Israelis are supposed to protect,"

she added.

Although Israel has never seen

itself as an occupying power, it has

agreed to hold itself to internation-

al standards of human rights,

Buttcrficld explained. Under Arti-

cle 33 collective punishment is

expressly forbidden.
"

But at least 641 homes have

been destroyed, and hundreds have

been partially sealed, preventing

the family meml)ers from entering

those areas of the house, she said.

"For nothing more than the suspi-

cion that a member of your family

may have taken part in an 'illegal*

See PALESTINE, page 17
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Rush continues at

many Moscow stores

MOSCOW— People from outside the

city were barred from shopping in

Moscow's stores Monday in an effort to

stop a wave of panic buying caused by
government plans to triple bread prices on
July 1.

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev tried to

stem the run on stores by making a hastily

scheduled appearance on Soviet televi-

sion Sunday night.

"Don't panic, comrades!" he told his

television audience. The speech was
rebroadcast at midday today.

The mood seemed calmer during the

morning at grocery stores Ofi Taganskaya
and Dorogmilovskaya Streets, but the

rush resumed elsewhere after lunch.

When food store No. 30 on Gorky
Street reopened after the midday break,

about 70 people rushed in to buy
Vietnamese vodka and Nicaraguan rum,

nearly overwhelming policemen who
were helping check for residency permits.

One shopper at Tanganskaya, where
liquor was not being sold, said the panic

seemed to be subsiding.

Democracy forces
nay wnt tntsunna
RANGOON, Burma — Burma's mili-

tary government conceded Monday that

the leading pro-democracy party
appeared headed for victory in nationwide
elections, and it promised to give up
power as soon as a new constitution was

approved.

However, observers have said that

process could take years, and one govern-

ment official indicated the military

government might restrict the actions of

the new parliament.

Col. Ye Htut, a spokesman for the

military junta, told reporters unofficial

returns from Sunday's voting — the first

multiparty elections in 30 years —
showed the National League for Demo-
cracy carrying 100 of the 485 constituen-

cies by a two-thirds majority.

The latest official tally announced by
state radio said the League had won in 13

constituencies, while the pro-military

party had yet to win any.

Nation

Part problem won't

stall shuttle launch

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A still-

unexplained problem has developed with

a computerized display unit in space

shuttle Columbia, but it is not expected to

delay this week's launch, a NASA official

said Monday.
Technicians replaced the so-called

"heads-up display," which projects data

used by the shuttle's commander during

landing, on Sunday night, but that did not

fix the problem. NASA tried to determine

today what was wrong with the display

unit's related equipment.

That's really our only real problem.

"Everything else is going very smoothly,'

NASA test director Al Sofge said at a

moming briefing.

Columbia is scheduled to lift off at

12:38 a.m. EDT Wednesday.
After the unit was removed, it tested

normally and the replacement unit was
not working, prompting NASA officials

to suspect a related piece of equipment—
the display unit's electronics package,

Sofge said.

1,360 stranded as
cruiser runs gkfound

PHILADELPHIA — The effort to

shove a grounded luxury cruise liner off a

sand bar in the Delaware Bay was

postponed indefinitely today because of

fears of a possible fuel leak, a spokesman

said.

Attention shifted to finding a way to

u-ansfer 1,000 stranded passengers and

whatever crew members aren't needed

from the grounded Regent Star, said Coast

Guard spokesman David Oney.

"Arrangements are being made now to

offload the people," said Oney. Exactly

how that would be done hadn't been

determined, he said.

The Regent Star lost power and ran

aground about a mile off of Fortescue,

N.J., at 1 a.m. Sunday. An attempt to have

tugboats push it off as high tide Sunday
afternoon was a failure.

A second attempt was scheduled for

this afternoon, but Oney said it was called

off because of fears that the ship's anchor,

underneath its hull, would puncture the

hull and fuel tanks inside, causing an oil

spill.

State

Protesters march

OAKLAND — About 10 Earth First!

members remained outside Oakland
police headquarters Monday moming
after officers emerged at 5 a.m. and
ordered participants in a round-the-clock

vigil to disperse.

The vigil is a protest against the arrest

of two leaders of the environmentalist

group who were injured in a car bombing

last week.

None of the protesters was arrested,

either before dawn when many more of

them were marching, or a few hours later

when their numbers had dwindled, the

police dispatcher said.

Some 25 Earth Firsters were picketing

at 5 a.m. when a squad of officers came
out of the big building near the Oakland
Embarcadero and ordered the marchers to

move on, said a man who identified

himself as Joseph Blackburn. Police said a

few jaywalking tickets were handed out.

Judi Bari, 40, and Darryl Chemey, 33,

were booked Friday for investigation of

violation of state explosive laws and each

held in lieu of $100,000 bail.

Water officials hire

noses to find stench

SAN JOSE— Noses know best. That's

what local water officials decided when
they hired four people with superior

olfactory abilities to combat the bad
smells created by algae growth in reser-

voirs.

The smelly business began earlier this

year, when the Santa Clara Valley Water
restrict assembled the panel of sensitive

sniffers to identify the offensive odors.

The musty, earthy compounds gener-

ally aren't harmful, but they worry

Machine
consumers^ Plant operators, however;
can't treat affected water until they know
there's a problem. And that can be tough
for an untrained nose to determine.

"It's our early warning system," said

Stuart Krasner, a senior research chemist
for the Metropolitan Water District,

which supplies water to 15 million

Southern Cahfomians.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Man arrested for attemiitecl kidnapping
Allege3Iy^ried to drive off with

ex-girlfriend from Saxon Suites
By Steve Macau ley

Staff Writer

University police arrested a

disgruntled young man Friday in

connection with the attempted

kidnapping of an 18-year-old

UCLA student at gunpoint.

Francisco Hernandez, 21, was
taken into custody outside his

Inglewood home and booked for

allegedly trying force the student,

his former girlfriend, to drive away
with him on May 21, said Lt. Alan
Cueba.

The student asked not to be

named for fear of her life.

Police believe Hernandez, dis-

traught because the student broke

up with him, coaxed her into his

truck and pulled a .32 caliber

semi-automatic pistol out of his

waistband to deter her from trying

to escape, Cueba said.

But a passerby distracted Her-

nandez and helped the student

escape. Detective Armando Ruiz

said.

Hernandez "wouldn't take no
for an answer" and had previously

harassed the student, prompting

her to obtain a restraining order

which bars him from contacting

her, Cueba said.

"The suspect was emotionally

unstable after the break-up," Ruiz

said.

The student told police that

Hernandez had been violent

before, but none of-ihe previous

incidents were ' reported, Cueba
said.

Hernandez, who works at a

Central Los Angeles warehouse,

came to the student's Saxon
residential suite to speak to her and

asked her to come to his car

because he was parked in the red

zone and did not want to get a

parking ticket, police said.

The victim said Hernandez
grabbed her arms to stop her from

leaving his 1989 Chevy Blazer

before he pulled out the pistol,

Ruiz said.

An unidentified woman walking

by became concerned for the

student's safety when she heard

the two of them shouting at each

other, Ruiz said. As the truck

started to move forward, the

pedestrian stepped in front of it and

asked if anything was wrong.

Distracted, Hernandez could not

slop the student from jumping out

of the truck. The two women then

ran to a nearby suite, Cueba said.

Hernandez drove away.

Police arrested Hernandez
while he was leaving his home to

take his two nephews, his little

brother and little sister to school

Friday morning. He told police that

he did not expect the student to

press charges, Cueba said.

The detectives found ammuni-
tion and a pistol in his truck and

after examining it, they deter-

mined it had never been fired, Ruiz

said.

Hernandez is scheduled to be

arraigned today.

'Diet summit' recommends
guidelines for healtliy eating

By Paul Recer

Associated Press

,
WASHINGTON, D.C. —

You've heard it all before: To
live long, eat right. Sounds
simple, but the experts all seemed
to have different ideas about

what was right.

After holding what amounted
to a "food summit" last year, 10

health agencies — five private

and five public — have now
come up with a list of jointly

recommended dietary guide-

lines.

They call it "The Healthy

American Diet," with six general

diet principles for everyone oyer

the age of 2:

Eat a nutritionally adequate

diet consisting of a variety of

foods. _^ ^
Reduce consumption of fat,

especially saturated fat and
cholesterol.

Achieve and maintain a

reasonable body weight.

Increase consumption of

complex carbohydrates and fib-

er.

Reduce intake of sodium.

Consume alcohol in mod-
eration, if at all. Children, adoles-

cents and pregnant women
should abstain.

The health organizations,

ranging from the American
Academy of Pediatrics to the U.

S. Department of Agriculture,

also recommended that some
segments of the population,

mostly women and the young,

lake additional measures.

Children, adolescents and

women of childbcaring age also

should include iron-rich foods,

such as red meat, fish and cereals,

in their diets in order to avoid

anemia.

The groups' joint report said

nutritional deficiencies such as

not enough vitamins used to t)e

the nation's lop dietary problem.

Now it is eating too much food of

the wrong kind.

GLASSES & CONTACTS lU ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

£¥E EXAMINATIONS
SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

*SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN.

AQUA. HAZEL, VfOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLAMS ACCEPTED

0FWME7m\O
ai tptMWtrle carter

|V«^

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, G.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
» » T • » i t a I M

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price aer lens.Exam. traininq. follow uo care additional. Pav only for materials & services needed.

BETWEEN PARADOX
AND WHAT'S NEXT

n

CHOREOGRAPHERS:

Suzanne Cicala

Brenna Ellis

Lora Gorton

Lisa Herlinger

^'
Wendy Palmer

Kim Prentice

Dorrel Ramsey

Anne Rowlands

Michael Skelton

Michelene Strand

Leo Tee

Heather Toplitt

FRIDAY JUNE 1ST 7:30 PM
SATURDAY JUNE 2ND 7:30 PM
SUNDAY JUNE 3RD 2:00 PM
DANCE BUILDING ROOM 208
RESERVATIONS ONLY f

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 933-2399
CONCERT FUNDED BY UCLA DANCE DEPT. AND
ASUCLA Board of Di rectors/USAC Programming Committee

9.
%in\^ -'-\

TEAM OUTFHTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

riovELTY ITEMS & Qirrs

OFFSIDF
11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W.L.A. .

(Close to UCLA) |l

3) 207-4226 820-6631

HAPPY HOUR PICIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

FREE!
5 00pm 7 OOp m

7 days (lako out excluded)

MOMOVAMA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
U\BOR, INSTALLMION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1 TlFM-Up
2 VbIvb M
3 Uhm

4 Ol Chai
Ad)

6 Uukh Adl
7. Sarvica Air QoBfi

5 Hrake %r
8 Ovck Baltaiy Water
9. InspKl Front End
10 CompRMlon
1 1 . {ptmmun Tc*l Cooliig

Sv«ton)

inc. Parti & Labor |Gas & Air RItcr utral

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Japan*.* cr.)
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

$74.95

TOYOTA

BillG

IBI@M©A $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

* w w vy^ 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
t\KiWjMi\ 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copter
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

,

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BlkA^hite

• polor Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing If

• Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any lenglti

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gaytey Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Redfuctions to 50%;

off

%
Canon ^ QLaser
WiUi th^a Ad unly on IjiMr Color Exp. 5/31/90

Pius its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc

:.

t
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MEChA Position Paper on Chicana/o Studies
"The Institutionalization of Chicana/o programs Is the realization of Chlcana/o power on campus. The key to this power

Isjound in the application of the principles of self-determination and self-liberation. These principles are defined and prac-

ticed in the areas of control, autonomy, flexibility and participation, it Is the responsibility of Chlcanas/os on campus to

insure that the dominant influence of these programs. The point is not to have a college with a program, but rather, a
Chicana/o program at that college."

-El Plan de Santa Barbara, 1969
As you may know, Chicana/o Studies is under attack. Following a student rally and sit-in on April 25, 1990 (21 years after the

first Chlcana/o student protest for a Chlcana/o Studies Department took place at UCLA), MEChA demanded a meeting with Provost

Ray Orbach, Chancellor Chuck Young and the Executive Vice Chancellor Murray Schwartz. MEChA met with three requested admini-

strators and with Assistant Vice Chancellor Paredes, Professor Gulllermo Hernandez, apd the MEChA Chicana/o Studies Committee
two days later (April 27).

MEChA demanded the following: 1) that the recommendation of the Committee on Undergraduate Courses and Curriculum

(CUCC) to suspend the Chicana/o Studies major be reversed, 2) that immediate and permanent funding be provided to strengthen the

major, and 3) that a Chicana/o Studies Department be created. After this meeting, in which MEChA members endured unnecessary

paternalism from Chuck Young, all of MEChA's demands were out-rightly rejected. The entire Chicana/o community was left with

daeilher a specific response to our requests nor any commitment 4o~ensure the development of a Chicana/o Studies Department-
While Ray Orbach established an ad hoc committee for the development of the Chicana/o Studies major, undergraduate Chicana/

students were not notified of the time, date, or location of this committee's first meeting. By accident, undergraduate Chicana/o

students were informed by a Chicane staff person. After three weeks of meetings with Ray Orbach, It is clear that the UCLA
administration does not and will not support the only viable recourse for the creation of a strong Chicana/o Studies program: A
department.

. ^ . * .. ^
The frustration of twenty-one years of non-commitment and antl-Chicana/o, anti-Mexican sentiment at U.C.L.A. has, to date,

merely resulted in temporan/ funding for a temporary Chicana/o Studies program structure. Having forced the Chicana/o Studies

students to manage wiih a year long budget of only $1,500, Chuck's latest response to create a Chlcana/o Studies program is a

meager $10,000 and one F.T.E. for faculty release time. This allocation of funds was a response from Chuck's Office of Instructional

Development to a proposal submitted by Assistant Professor George Sanchez before student protests began. Although MEChA de-

mands that permanent and hard resources be provided to strengthen the major immediately, MEChA recognizes that the allocation of

temporary funds to the Chlcana/o Studies discipline means a continued systematic dismantling of a Chicane Studies program. MEChA
views the Insubstantial monies thrown at us by the Chancellor as highly insulting to LA RAZA.

Since the UCLA administration opposes the creation of a Chicana/o Studies department, its committee will reflect the intent to

continue the historical marginalization of Chicana/o Studies at UCLA. On the other hand, an autonomous committee consisting of

Chlcana/o students, staff, and faculty will work towards the formation of a Chicana/o Studies Department. MEChA maintains that the

Chlcana/o self-determination and mobilization is the key to the creation of a Chicane Studies DEPARTMENT.
Therefore, MEChA demands that the U.C.L.A. administration allocate and provide permanent and hard funding for the Chicana/o

Studies discipline. This will mean the immediate creation of- a competitive Chlcana/o Studies DEPARTMENT.
-MEChA demands that the officially recognized Committee to Administer the Chlcano Studies Major meet with Provost Orbach's

ad hoc Special Committee to Restructure the Chlcano Studies Major on Monday at 8:00am, June 4, 1990 in the Provost's office.

-MEChA demands that the committee of Chicana/o students, faculty, and staff be given Institutional recognition and legitimacy as

the primary body that governs the creation of the Chicana/o Studies Departments

-MEChA demands that the Chancellor be present at the above stated meeting.

-Whereas the University of California at Santa Barbara already has a Chicana/o Studies DEPARTMENT, MEChA demands a

statement of support for the creation of a Chicana/o Studies Department at U.C.L.A. from U.C. President Gardner.

-MEChA demands that President Gardner make a campus visit to discuss the creation of a Chicana/o Studies department

immediately.
-MEChA demands a meeting with the U.C. Regents to discuss this urgent Issue.

LA LUCHA CONTINUARA. VIVA LA RAZA!

Chicano Studies Community Forum
Wed., May 30, 1990 4-6 pm Knudsen 1200B

Guest speakers:

Prof. Juan G6mez QuInones Ruben Lazardo, MEChista VETERANO Prof. Rudy Acuf^a (tentative)

Candlelight vigil at the Chancellor's House
Thurs., May 31, 1990 7:30 pm
Meet at the steps of Campbell Hall

CHICANO STUDIES NOW!
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Ex-basketball coach
Students should 'take advantage'

of all available campus resources

'esses racism in athletics

By Esther Chen
Contributor

A former UCLA head basket-

ball coach said last week thai

racism exists in sports, but it is not

the explanation for every problem
African-American athletes
encounter.

African Americans must still

overcome other obstacles in athle-

tics and in society to succeed, said

Walt Hazzard, who was fired as

UCLA's head basketball coach in

1988.

"Opportunities are there (in

sports) like never before in his-

tory," he said Thursday night

during a Ze|j^ Phi Beta sorority-

sponsored fecture. "Blacks had
once not been allowed to play the

elit6 positions because tradition

held that 'black people did not

have the intellectual capacity to

perform.***

Things are different today, he

said. "Color goes out the window
in a game. The only color that

matters is the color you wear."

He told audience members that

any coach needs total support from

the department if he is going to

succeed.

A former UCLA women's
basketball player who was in the

audience said black athletes

receive inadequate sup|X)ri at

UCLA. "There is an underrcpre-

sentation of blacks in the athletic

department. So the black athletes

have no one to relate to."

At a campus like UCLA, help-

ing athletes set their priorities was
the biggest problem, Hazzard said.

"Color goes out the

windcrw^ln a game.
The (Only color that

matter's is the color

you ^UjKu*/'

Watt Hazzard

Many athletes confront the prob-

lems he faced when his basketball

career ended and he couldn't get a

coaching job because he had never

finished his degree. Hazzard's

eldest son just graduated from
UCLA law school, he said.

But communities that treat ath-

letes like "gods" while they ignore

national merit scholars, must share

some of the blame, he said.

The secret lies in taking advan-

tage of the resources available

rather than being a tool of the

institution, he said. "You can't cry

about racism and use it as an

umbrella, pointing to every prob-

lem, saying it is racism.**

Of equal concern to Hazzard are

NCAA rules that affect all athletes,

he said. Uppermost was the ine-

quity between the financial

rewards for the athletes and those

garnered by the schools.

If the school is getting $142

million from NBC just to televise

the game, athletes should get a

piece of the action, he said. Not to

do so is "exploitation," using

athletes as "cheap labor."

Moreover, student athletes lose

out on Pell Grant or athletic

scholarships because NCAA rules

prevent them from receiving the

full amount. In addition, rules that

prevent them from holding outside

jobs damage their career chances

after school.

One UCLA athletic department

graduate, for example, said she had

problems getting a job because her

resume was weaker than non-ath-

letic students who had been work-

ing while in school.

Turitey takes
over 15th tee
at golf course
The Associated Press

MOUNDSVILLE, W.Va. —
The old 15th tee at the Grand Vue
Park golf course is out of bounds
since a turkey hen took a liking to

the links.

The hen has ni^e her nest

between the 14th green and 15th

tee, park manager Cindy West
said. The park's conservation

officer, David Shriner, has had the

area roped off and the 15th tee

moved so the turkey will not desert

her eggs.

Shriner said that, when the eggs

hatch, the brood will leave their

nest for greener pastures. But they

might return to feed on insects

kicked up, along with clumps of

earth, by other patrons of the club,

he said.

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

"THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEM & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

_ 208-9681 ^208-6559

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

i::\0iW^SiOW*l

•"•••.•.•.••••••.•.•••>'

I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken

' •Bee f St ick

I

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

U !i

B

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
=i|'-:^:^^l 1121 Glendon Avenue

"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

(213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICf

m
U
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COMMENCEMENT
Letters and Science

Sunday, June 17th, Drake Stadium 9:30 am

Vine Arts

Saturday, June 16th, Royce Hall 9am^

P/iD Ceremony
Sunday, June 18th, Royce Hall 1pm

I ir-^:v.

•"-f

Cap & Gown Rental
Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge

June 4 - June 8, 10am - 4pm

Bachelor's Unit Master's Unit PhD Unit
$21.00 plus $10.00 deposit $32.00 plus $10.00 deposit $35.00 plus $10.00 deposit

$10.00 deposit on each Unit is refundable

A
D
V
E
R
T
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I
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G

USE IT. =

= 825-2161 i
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— "What mainstream America doesn't know about life on the

streets is a lot. Look closely and you'll find a reality that most

of us have managed to banish from our lives."

-Los Angeles Poverty Department, High Performance Magazine

OPEN YOUR EYES AND BREAK THE
MYTHS ABOUT HOMELESSNESS

^"i^

^>\ts--

\3C^^
i^G^^

N^
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-TODAY-
ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR LOUNGE
',11-4 pm: Art works/Films

~~'

12 noon: Los Angeles Poverty Department
Theatrical Group

3-4 pm: Homeless Writers Coalition

REST OF THE WEEK:

5/30
a a

5/31

J

SPEAKERS FORUM
«

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge 2-4 pm
CAMPUS WIDE FAST/FUNDRAISER 10-4 pm

FREE NOONTIME CONCERT in cooperation with the

Cultural Affairs Commission
MOJO NIXON and His liberation army

VOLUNTEER FAIRE - Find out how you can help the

CLOTHESDRIVE - Bring your unneeded clothes

to Westwood Plaza

ORIENTATION MEETINGS FOR SUMMER PROGRAM
12-1 pm & 3-4 pm: Ackerman 2412

>

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board

needy

=n
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BRUIN
TRAIIIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267
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SAT, SUN, & EVENIN(J
CLASSES

Healthwatch

^ V^yg A^

DeioitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

'Quick-loss' diets can
iiarm instead of iielp

Short-term goals, small changes

in eating habits recommended
By Laurel Eu

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,
(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.
English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

Student Health Semice

As the bathing suit season

approaches, students may be
tempted to join the 50 million or

more Americans who wage war
against fat — real or imagined—
every year.

Their weapons often include

liquid formulas, pills, gimmicks or

prepackaged diet foods. But a

closer look at these methods can

reveal their dangers.

A recent Gallup poll found that

31 pKjrcent of American women
between 19 and 39 diet at least

once a month — suggesting that

the pounds shed often return. But
recent research suggests that fre-

quent cycles of dieting (abruptly

reducing calorics and intake) may
negatively impact the body's
weight regulation mechanisms and
overall health.

Preliminary research by Kelly

Brownell of the Obesity Research

Center in Philadelphia showed that

extreme

Kurtzman said, "because we
always have to eat and our beha-

viors involving food are so
ingrained."

Oona Khan, a fourth-year stu-

dent, said she went on weight loss

and gain cycles at least twice a
year, beginning in the 10th grade.

When she was a sophomore, she

joined the Peer Health Counselors*

Bruin Weigh Program, and reach-

ed her weight loss and control

goals in about two quarters.

"In the Bruin Weigh Program,

students first look at the factors

which keep them from reaching

their weight goals," said Lisa

Skinner, who advises the Peer
Health Counselors.

The students learn how to

change their lifestyles and how to

build the necessary changes in

their lives. Skinner said. "The Peer

Health Counselors teach students

basic nutritional guidelines so they

won't have to count calories or eat

special foods. We stress short-term

goals, and ask our students to come
restriction of calorics to week ly meeiings because social

L.A. Festival 1990

(^("^•(i

^*

JAPANESE
Bon Dance
Teachers from Gujo Hachiman,

Japan, will visit Los Angeles from May 29th-
June 2nd to train a core of dancers who will

become key participants for the Los Angeles
Festival. You can take to the streets to join
in the "Gujo Odori' dance, one of the biggest

^

traditional folk dance events in Japan.
Classes are open to all who wish to learn
the dances and participate in the Festival
Event—no prior experience is required.

WORKSHOPS
Wednesday May 30
4:30-6:30 UCl-A. Dance Building "Green.*

(area behind the Dance Bldg)

Thursday May 31
4:30-6:30 UCLA, Dance Building "Green"

t ^
<^

^

Saturday June 2
1 :30-3:00 Nishihongwanji Buddhist Tennple, Gymnasium

815 E. 1st Street. Little Tokyo
Final Bon Darx:e Rehearsal

' (Open only to previous workshop participants)

This final event is an opportunity to nr>eet participants
from around Los Angeles in preparation tor. arvj
In celebration of, the everrts to come in September.

For further information on any of tha achadulad classas or additional
\MOfkfthops. plaasa call tha UCLA Worfcj Arts and Cultures Program at

(213) 206-4102 or tha Los Aogalas Fastival at (213) 689 8800.

(800 calories a day) lowered the

basal metabolism rate (BMR) by
20 percent after two weeks of
dieting.

The BMR accounts for at least

60 percent of the energy (and
calorics) used by the body.

Other research by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture found
no decrease in metabolism when
people cat 1 ,200 calories per day,

but dieters still had problems
because they required fewer calo-

ries to maintain their reduced body
weight.

Besides making weight loss

goals more difficult to achieve,

repeated cycles of weight loss and
gain may be unhealthy. Some
preliminary findings of BrownelPs
research showed that dieters

increased their ratio of body fat to

lean tissue, their desire for fatty

fa)ds and their risk for heart

problems.

When a person severely restricts

calorics, the body is robbed of
readily available calories and
energy supplies. This depletion

causes the body to break down lean

muscle tissue and excrete more
minerals and body fluids, accord-
ing to nutritionists.

The result of this process is

fatigue, which causes some dieters

to abandon their restricted intake

and start gaining the weight back.

According to experts, irritability,

mood swings and depression are

other reasons diets are self-defeat-

ing-

Because of these problems,
nutritionists say that successful,

long-term weight control should
include a reasonable amount of
calories and nutrients in accor-

dance with sex, age and physical

activity. The weight loss and
maintenance program should also

allow food choices and exchanges.
*The trick ^s to be motivated,

moderate and tftink 'healthier

lifestyle' rather than 'diet,'" said

Felice Kurtzman, a nutritionist at

Student Health Service.

Those looking toward long term
weight control may need to be
willing to make small changes
over a long period of time.

Kurtzman explained that those
who alter patterns slowly are

usually more successful.

"It may be easier for people to

change alcohol or tobacco related

behaviors than food habits,"

support can really help people stay

committed to a weight control

program. And students like Oona
have shared positive feelings about
the program."

"I found that I didn't need to be
obsessed with every single calorie,

so I could put my energy into

making permanent lifestyle

changes. And it got easier and
easier to choose healthy foods,"

Khan said. "Then, as I progressed

through the program, I realized

that my exercise habits could be
changed, also."

"Now that I've learned these

techniques I don't worry about my
weight as much. I have confidence
that I can lose a few pounds when I

want to," she said.

UCLA staff as well as students

can find help for weight control at

the Health Net Self-Help Weight
Management Group on campus.
Cheryl Rock, program facilitator

and nutritionist at UCLA Medical
Center, said program participants

focus on changing their behavior
and setting new behavior patterns.

"When people begin the prog-

ram, we ask them to eat a little less,

to go for a walk just once. Later,

they may build up to four limes a

week," Rock said.

"We want people to adopt
rewarding, pleasurable behaviors
rather that weight loss behaviors.

Weight loss is not an issue.

"In our program, the person

does not go on a diet, but makes
food choices, that are healthy,

satisfying and convenient," Rock
explained. "For example, we
explain why dieters are hungry
soon after eating a dinner of a

skinless chicken breast, salad with
oil-free dressing and plain baked
potato. This meal doesn't have any
fat, which releases chemicals in

the blood that make people feel

full."

"Exercise is an important com-
ponent in making changes, but
people need to know how to

incorporate exercise successful-
ly," Rock said. For example, the

Education Coordinator takes some
of the people on 20-minute "Ener-
gizer" walks at 12:15 every Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday.

For information about Bruin
Weigh, call 825-8462. For infor-

mation about the Health Net Self
Help Weight Mangement Group,
call 825-8432.
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One killed, nine injured

in

Anti'Arafat

faction claiins

responsibility

By Karin Laub
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — A pipe bomb
exploded Monday in a market
filled with people shopping for the

Jewish holiday of Shavuot, killing

an elderly Israeli man. Israelis

chanting "Death to Arabs!" tried to

attack Palestinians held for ques-

tioning.

The noon explosion injured nine

people at the packed Mahane
Yehuda market.

A top aide to Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir blamed the Pales-

tine Liberation Organization and
said the attack was timed to

coincide with the Arab summit in

Baghdad, Iraq, which opened
Monday.

"The PLO is sending a message
10 the Arab summit in order to

dramatize its call for Arab support

for the Palestinian uprising and to

show that it still has teeth," Yossi

Ben-Aharon, director general of

Shamir's oiiic^, tola ine Asso-
ciated Press^

FACULTY
From page 1

Carol Harlzog's claim the major
"probably" received faculty

approval in 1981. Eariier this

month, the faculty's curriculum

committee granted retroactive

approval partly because the

major's records of establishment,

according to a student representa-

tive, were "just so messed up."

Some members of the executive

committee, meanwhile, voiced

concerns Friday that granting

retroactive approval may not best

represent faculty interests, might

pave the way for a wave of

lawsuits, and ultimately may be an

action the faculty has no authority

to make.

"Retroactive approval of this

major seems to me a folly," said

committee member Thomas Penc-

hoen, a professor of Near Eastern

languages and cultures who voted

against the motion.

"We would be af a considerable

disadvantage if we just brushed
under the carpets the errors of the

past," Penchocn said. "If we
approve this without really exa-

mining it, we are not doing any
service to our colleagues."

UCLA's legal counsel recently

concluded that the program's 500
graduates hold valid degrees,

Hartzog told committee members.
Students currently enrolled in the

major will graduate with valid

degrees if they fulfill all require-

ments, she said.

Still, some committee members,
including student representatives

Rorie Aranovich and Sam Kauf-
man, said the committee's deci-

sion to retroactively accredit the

program leaves UCLA vulnerable

to legal complications.

One problem. North said, arises

in the committee's approval Friday

of both the old program and a

modified program. The modified

program puts the major in line with

a minimum "C" average regulation

that the old program violated for

years by requiring a minimum "B"
average.

In effect, members acknow-
ledged, the committee is allowing

current and future students to

graduate from the major with

I •

In Damascus, a Syrian-backed
Palestinian group headed by Col.

Said Mousa issued a communique
claiming one of its fighters planted

the bomb. Mousa is an enemy of
PLO leader Yasser Arafat and
cooperated witli Syria in driving

him out of Lebanon in 1985.

The communique from the

Fagah-Uprising faction said the

bomb was aimed at Jewish settlers

in Jerusalem.

Police rounded up 87 Palesti-

nians after the explosion. Just

outside the market, about 200
angry shoppers surrounded police

vans as officers pushed the Palesti-

nian detainees inside.

Dozens of onlookers tried to

attack some of the Palestinians,

shouting "Death to the Arabs!" and
"Bum them, bum them!" At one
point, a crowd of about 25 Israelis

beat on a police van carrying an
Arab detainee.

Some Israeli stall owners shel-

tered Arab workers from the wrath
of the crowd and police stepped up
patrols to prevent reprisals against

Arabs.

Journalists also were attacked

by angry Israelis.

Photographer Yoav Lemer, who
was taking pictures for The Asso-
ciatcd Press, was hospii;ili/od rtftrr

three men knocked him to the

ground and kicked him.

grades that for the last six ycar&

could have resulted in dismissal

from the old program that was
retroactively approved.

"For the committee to simply

drop all possibility of investigation

of this without the go-ahead from
the Academic Senate is unbeliev-

able," Kaufman said. "This opens

wide a gap so that if past students

who couldn't finish the major
because their grades weren't up to

par feel this decision negatively

impacted their search for a job, it

gives them reason to file a lawsuit

against the university."

Although no legal stance has

been formed on the issue, Hartzog

said UCLA definitely upholds all

economics/business degrees
already given out because the

major was approved by the UC
president's office in 1983 and was
subsequently listed in UCLA's
course catalog.

But David Ericson, chairman of

the faculty senate's rules commit-
tee, said administrative approval

and faculty approval serve exclu-

sive purposes in the UC system.

Faculty groups grant degree prog-

rams academic accreditation,

while administrators approve
majors on the basis of whether
funding is available, he said.

"Even though this has been

approved by the Office of the

President, the fact is the Academic
Senate has not yet approved it,"

said Ericson, an education profes-

sor. "The Office of the President

does not speak for the Academic
Senate, and until and unless the

Academic Senate approves this

degree, it docs not exist."

Some committee members won-
dered aloud whether they had the

authority to retroactively approve

a major. In a report written last

October, Ericson said that the

faculty senate manual contains no
provisions for retroactive approval

of a degree program.

"So we don't know if what
we're doing is legal or illegal?"

asked committee member Alfredo

Banos, a physics professor.

Ericson answered, "That is quite

correct."

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

VIC CHESTNUTT '
-^^''^^^ ^-^

TOMORROW NIGHT 8:00 P.M.

IN THE COOP FREE!

Corns, join
J-^-jj
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STUDENT RESEARCH RROORA

VIII
proudly celebrates undergraduate achievements

and cordially invites all to attend

"PARTNERSHIPS IN LEARNING^'

An Undergraduate Research Symposium

TUESDAY, MAY 29

THE UCLA FACULTY CENTER,
CALIFORNIA ROOM

Presentations by undergraduates from 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served from 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Now is your chance to discover

what the SRP is all about!
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News Analysis

Bush's China decision may provoice controversy
Some in Congress don't want to give

China favorable U.S. trade treatment

Daily Baiin News

News Analysis

Tuesday, May 29, 1990 1

3
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By Walter R. Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
While the cost of Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle dolls from China
probably won't be going up, there

may be an increase in the political

price of President Bush's policy

toward Beijing.

It could be avoided if there was a

gesture from the Chinese govern-

ment to match the administration's

move to maintain trade prefer-

ences, but there is no sign of that.

Democratic leaders, and some
Republicans, too, are lining up for

a congressional challenge to

Bush's decision to continue the

favorable trade terms that have
applied to China since 1980. It is

one Bush almost certainly can
withstand, just as he blocked by
veto an earlier attempt to toughen
sanctions against China for the

repression of democracy demon-

strators.

Even so, his critics have the

politically salable side; as the

president said himself, there is an

"impulse to lash out in outrage that

we all feel,"

This time the issue is the annual

decision on extension of most-

favored-nation trade terms toward

China, due on June 3 — the first

anniversary of the massacre of

demonstrators in Ticnanmcn
Square.

As Bush said in announcing his

decision on Thursday, most-
favorcd-nation treatment is not a

special favor or concession, it is

the treatment extended to almost

every trading partner. It means that

no other nation will be extended

better tariff and trade terms, and

the United Stales applies it to all

but a handful of countries.

But it applies to Communist
nations only if the administration

certifies that they permit their

citizens to emigrate freely, and that

determination is subject to annual

renewal. The Soviet Union does
not have most favored nation

status l>ecause its emigration la\^'s

do not yet meet the requirement.

China's do. Bush said.

But Bush critics insist the status

should be denied China to punish

human rights abuses. Bush says

that would hurt the wrong people,

and only make things worse,

isolating China and damaging the

economy of Hong Kong.
Congress could overrule his

decision by adopting a disapproval

resolution within 60 days. But that

would be subject to veto, and it

would take two-thirds voles in

each house to override Bush.

U.S. imports from China totaled

about $12 billion last year, with

most of that trade moving through

Hong Kong. China buys about $6
billion a year in U.S. products.

Chinese imports would be sub-

ject to sharply increased U.S.

tariffs without the most favored

nation status. The duty on toys, for

example, would go from 12 per-

cent to 70 percent.

That's where the Ninja Turtle

dolls come in; Hong Kong traders

cite that big seller as an example,

saying that an end to the current

trade status would boost the price

from $5 to $9 apiece.

Bush said some opponents of his

earlier decision to impose only
limited sanctions against China
agree with him this time that the

favorable trading status should be
continued.

But some of those converts had
said the renewal should be condi-

tional and accompanied by a firm

demand for human rights reform.

The administration said the law
didn't provide any way to make the

extension provisional.

Bush said China had taken

modest steps, including the release

of 211 people arrested in the

democracy demonstrations and Ihe

lifting of martial law in Tibet.

"While we welcome these and
earlier steps they are, let's face it.

HAITI: A

By Patricia Soto

At Kerckhoff Art Gallery on the UCLA campus

May 29th through June t6th 1990
r

I O .
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"Politics is the affair of men. They go back and forth these politicians,

creating nothing, but death. I serve the spirits, who are above man,
'

who created life, which is magic."— —^ —.— -^—
.—— —

cGcingan Pierre, Haitian artist,

(Produced with support from the offices of Cultural and Academic Affairs)

far from adequate, and I am not

basing my decision on the steps

that the Chinese have taken so far,"

Bush said. "Most important of all,

as we mark the anniversary of
Tienanmen, we must realize that

by maintaining our involvement
with China we will continue to

promote the reforms for which the

victims of Tienanmen gave their

lives."

Bush said the only message in

his action is that isolation is bad,

economic involvement good.
His critics see another message.
'The hope for freedom in China

is as remote today as it was 10
months ago," said Senate Majority
Leader George J. Mitchell, D-
Maine, "and what is worse, the

administration has signaled to the

Chinese leadership and the watch-
ing world that it views their actions

with complacency."

Congress passed a bill to extend
the visas of about 30,000 Chinese
students studying in the United
States. Bush vetoed it, saying he

would do the same thing by
executive order. Instead, he did it

with immigration guidelines.

Some deals

in private
By Steven Komarow
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Clean air, the budget and campaign
reform are three issues with little in

common except that one day last

week they all were being thrashed

about in private meetings on
Capitol Hill.

Nearly every tough issue tKjfore

Congress these days is getting

settled away from public scrutiny.

Lawmakers' public votes some-
times seem just a re-enactment of
something that happened in a

secret rehearsal hours earlier.

Closed-door bargaining is

nothing new. Part of the reason
Congress has a committee system
is so the bugs can be worked oiit o/
legislation before it is brought to

the House or Senate chamber.
But now there seems to t>e a

genuine reluctance to slug things

out in public.

House Republicans and Demo-
crats decided weeks ago Lhey

couldn't resolve their differences

over how to overhaul the campaign
finance laws. But rather than take

the issue to the House fkx)r and
slug it out, Speaker Thomas Foley
agreed to put the issue off in hopes
the Senate could point the way
toward compromise.
The Senate recently spent an

entire day debating campaign
spending issues. But at Senate
Majority Leader George Mitch-
ell's urging its members agreed in

advance not to hold any votes, only
a sort of mcKk debate, because the

closed-door talks were going on
simultaneously.

Private House negotiations on
the clean air bill, by contrast,

producal results. After a com-
promise was struck on details of
auto emissions rules, the package
sailed through the House with less_
than two dozen lawmakers voting
against it.

The real reason for a budget
summit is not to find answers to the

deficit dilemma. The options are

well known. The purpose of a

summit is to prcxluce what one
member negotiator called a

"seamless whole."

Bush can't keep busy summit schedule straight
Gorbachev ineeting begins

summer of diplomatic talks

By Walter R. Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — It

used to be lonelier at the top. The
summit is so heavily booked for

meetings these days that even
President Bush has had trouble

keeping the schedule straight.

There are four summit meet^

ings, one domestic, three interna-

tional, on the Bush agenda for the

next six weeks. Sometimes they

blur a bit. But if this is London, it

must be NATO. Houston means
it's economic. Washington has the

budget summit, which will drag on
for weeks.

And the big one: Bush and
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gor-
bachev, whose four-day summit
conference t)egins in a week.

In advance of the Gorbachev
summit. Bush has met individually

Liberian rebels,

soldiers clash

-liear mOIWOVKl
By Michelle Paul

Associated Press

HARBEL, Liberia — Rebel
troops Sunday fought artillery and
mortar battles with government
soldiers at a checkpoint that

controls a main road to the capital

only 35 miles away, wimesses
said.

Residents said they heard artil-

lery shells, mortars and machine-
gun fire as rel)els attacked the army
checkpoint at the northern end of

the world's largest rubber planta-

tion, southeast of the town of

Kakata.

The outcome of the fighting was
unclear.

Capture of the checkpoint
would leave the retjels in control of

a main road that controls access to

'many parts of the country, includ-

ing the capital of Monrovia to the

southwest. It is also the only road

leading to the Bong iron ore mine,
one of the last major economic
enterprises remaining in govern-

ment hands.

On Saturday, rebels captured a

checkpoint north of Kakata.

Hundreds of civilians fled the

weekend fighting and took refuge

in and around the nearby town of

Hartal. The town is located on the

rubber plantation, which is owned
by Bridgestone-Firestone Inc., a

U.S. subsidiary of the Japanese
Bridgestone company.

Plantation sources said 10,000
people have taken refuge here in

the last two weeks. The plantation

is Lit)eria's largest employer and
75,000 people, including employ-
ees and their dependents, live here.

The plantation is the world's

largest and was expected to pro-

duce 103 million pounds of rubber

this year.

A taxi driver from Kakata said

soldiers were firing into the air,

apparently to scare residents into

fleeing.

The driver said ret>els appeared
to have decided to bypass the town
and none were seen in Kakata on
Sunday morning.

There also were unconfirmed
reports of shooting at a checkpoint
at the plantation's western gate, 30
miles east of Monrovia. The gate is

about 10 miles from a Voice of
America transmission station.

with the leaders of western allies.

Conferring with Chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl of West Germany at the

White House last week, Bush was
reminded that the Gorbachev
meetings end June 3.

"We go off to NATO the next

day, don't we?" the president said.

"Ncin, ncin, nein," corrected

Kohl, who also will be at the

NATO summit in London one
month later, on July 5 and 6. That's

to t)c followed by the seven-nation

allied economic summit in Hous-
ton, opening a three-day stand on
July 8.

Theories of summit diplomacy
have changed since the Cold War
days when every step, statement

and gesture was supposed to be

carefully planned, lest a misread-

ing make trouble. That may have
happened at the 1961 summit
between President John F. Ken-

nedy and Nikiia S. Khrushchev;
miscalculations in Moscow the

next year led to the Cuban missile

crisis.

But the structured, scripted

summit conference was yielding to

something less structured and
more informal long before the

Berlin Wall came down. That also

carried risks. When Ronald Rea-

gan met Gorbachev in Reykjavik,

Iceland, in 1986, for what was to

have been a warmup for an arms
control summit, they wound up
talking about the elimination of all

nuclear weapons, then parted at

odds over the U.S. strategic space

defense program.

That's the kind of thing that

makes diplomats wary of unstruc-

tured meetings between their tos-

ses.

Bush and Gorbachev held one at

Malta, in the Mediterranean, last

December. Bush proposed it as an
informal, fect-up session at which
they could get acquainted and
make sure no messages were
missed amid the changes sweeping
eastern Europe. But he took along

"Summits take on a definition, an expectation of

grand design and grand ^cements/'
George Bush

a detailed agenda of arms control

items he wanted negotiated in

preparation for the real summit,
now coming up.

"Summits take on a definition,

an expectation of grand design and
grand agreements," Bush said

before the Malta meeting.

This time there are agreements
ready to meet that expectation, one
to ban most chemical weapons,
two treaties strengthening limits

on nuclear tests.

The biggest deal, cutting
strategic nuclear weapons, isn't

finished, although an administra-

tion official said Bush and Gorba-
chev should be able to announce
"substantive agreement on major
START issues."

A strategic arms reduction trea-

ty will take more negotiation; final

terms could be signed at another

summit meeting in Moscow late in

the year.

Overall, Bush said Tuesday,
preparatory talks on arms accords

went well.

Successful outcomes are more
elusive for the summit meetings
Bush has t>een calling to deal with
problems at home. His education
summit with the governors, and the

drug summit in Colombia pro-
duced promises and plans for

action, but real results will be a
long time coming. The current
budget summit can succeed only
with a clear and workable agree-
ment to cut the federal deficit.

When world leaders meet at the

summit, they usually part with

mutual congratulations on the

success of their talks. The percep-
tion of success equals success. And
the scoring system assures the

outcome.

WHAT:

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Sunday, June 3 1 1 .00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock^ (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks), but please,

m tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

* Special Recycling Site available for this day only

ASUCLA 's Recycling Program has saved over 1, 133 trees

since it began last fall. For more information about the

drive, call 206-7589—and choose to conserve!
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Iran-Contra

foes battle

over III
By George Gedda
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Mes-
sage to Washington hostesses:

Don't invite Caspar Weinberger
and Robert McFarlane to the same
party.

The two prominent personalities

of the Iran-Conira period have
been engaged in unusually strident

personal attacks on each other for

their respective roles during the

Reagan administration.

"McFarlane is a man of evident

Umitations," Weinberger writes.

"He could not hide them, but he
attempted to do so by means of an
enigmatic manner, featuring
heavily measured, pretentious and
usually near impenetrable prose."

McFarlane, in turn, derides

Weinberger's newly published
memoirs as an "astonishing, anti-

intellectual, ad hominem tract; a

mean-spirited assemblage of dis-

tortions and falsities, of which I am
the chief though not the only
target."

At issue are the recollections of
both officials of the 1985-86
period when Weinberger was

tetany of defense and McFaf^
lane was national security adviser
and later a diplomatic trouble

shooter on Iran for President
Reagan.

Weinberger has written a book,
"Fighting for Peace," on his years
at the Pentagon. A chapter of the

book was excerpted by National
Review magazine, which also
published McFarlane *s response.

Weinberger portrays McFarlane
as obsessed with the latter's plan to

try to improve relations with Iran.

McFarlane was able to use his easy
access to Reagan to distort reality

and to override the objections of
Weinberger and Secretary of Slate

George P. Shullz to the Iran

initiative, Weinberger says.

'To the best of my knowledge,
McFarlane kept these matters as

secret as possible, talking only
about the advantages of a new
working relationship with Iran—
when, that is, he discussed these

initiatives at all," Weinberger
wrote.

McFarlane plunged ahead even
though there was nothing to

indicate a significant change in

Iran's attitude on the American
hostages in Lebanon or any shift in

Iran's "virulently anti-Western,

anti-American attitude," the for-

mer Pentagon chief says.

Weinberger implies that
McFarlane in September 1985
approved the Israeli transfer of
American arms to Iran without
Reagan's approval.

McFariane responds by saying
the independent commission
headed by former Sen. John Tower
and the Joint Congressional Com-
mittee both concluded that Reagan
did approve the transfer.

McFariane dismisses as an
'outright lie" Weinberger's asser-
tion that McFarlane passed intelli-

gence on Iraqi positions to Iran

during the Gulf war. He accuses
Weinberger of a "tilt" toward Iraq,

ridiculing the former defense
secretary's suggestion thai Iraq

had "rational, limited aims."

McFarlane accepts rcsponsibih

—

ity for the error of the Fran

initiative but says Weinberger was
too passive in his opposition.

"There is no doubt . . . that if

Mr. Weinberger had expressed the
depth of his apparent conviction by
an olTcr to resign or by resigning,

the operation would have come to

a halt," he wrote.

Hurricanes'

destruction

underrated
By Michael Warren
Associated Press

CORAL GABLES, Fla. —
People caught by Hurricane Hugo
last year might disagree, but

forecasters here say the deadly
storm may have had a positive side

effect — it got the public's

attention.

And one forecaster says hurri-

cane seasons may be getting

worse.

Hugo caused an unprecedented

$10 billion in damage, killed 28
people in the Lesser Antilles

islands and an additional 29 in

South Carolina.

But it would have been much
more deadly if it had hit almost

anywhere else, says Bob Sheets,

director of the National Hurricane

Center.

At the outset of the Atlantic

hurricane season, which runs from
June 1 to Nov. 30, Sheets and other

hurricane experts are using Hugo's
example to get the attention of
complacent coastal residents

who've never experienced such
fury.

"We'll take advantage of the

fact that there was a Hugo last year

and raise people's awareness,"

said Sheets. "The consequences of
not being prepared are too great."

Early warnings about Hugo last

September allowed 350,000 peo-

ple to evacuate safely, and in South
Carolina the worst of the hurricane

su*uck the Francis Marion National

Forest between Charleston and
Myrtle Beach, Sheets said.

It heavily damaged the fishing

village of McClellanville and
several small rural communities,
but the population there is sparse.

If Hugo had struck a major
coastal population center, the

desU"uction would have been grea-

ter than most Americans have ever

seen, according to computer
simulations known as SLOSH
models, for Sea, Lake and Over-
land Surge§ from Hurricanes.

With SLOSH, forecasters can
predict the height of the storm
surge— the mass of water piled up
by the storm that is a hurricane's

most destructive component —
anywhere along the U.S. coast by
punching in a storm's speed, size

and intensity. Sheets said.

"The population density in

South Carolina is a lot different

from the Florida coast. New Jersey
or Galveston, Texas," Sheets said.

"Compare that situation to the

Miami-through-Palm Beach area— all of Dade, Broward and Palm
Beach couoties would have been
. . . destroyed."

Hugo was the worst hurricane to

su-ike the southeastern U.S. coast

since Betsy hit the Florida Keys in

1965, killing 74 before it went on
to Mississippi and Louisiana.
Since then, the population ofareas
such as south Florida has bal-

looned and most residents have
never directly experienced a hurri-

cane.

According to one of the nation's

leading hurricane experts, Hugo
may have been the first in a new
era of killer storms.
A tropical depression becomes a

tropical storm and is given a name
if its sustained winds reach 39
mph; it becomes a hurricane if

winds reach 74 mph.
The names for Atlantic hurri-

canes and tropical storms this year

are: Arthur, Bertha, Cesar, Diana,

Edouard, Fran, Gustav, Hortense,

Isidore, Josephine, Klaus, Lili,

Marco, Nana, Omar, Paloma,
Rene, Sally, Teddy, Vicky and
Wilfred.
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Future

find family memtjcrs in prison

camps or gel food for their

families, said Gluck, who has been
to the Israeli-occupied territories

three times in the last year and a

half.

Palestinians are sometimes put

under curfew for two weeks at a
time with only an hour a day to find

food, she said. Family homes
might 1x5 destroyed or people may
be killed as a result of disobeying
the imposed curfews in refugee
camps, she added.

In addition to their active parti-

cipation in political protests,

Gluck said women are highly

involved with building the infra-

structure of Palestinian society, in

the form of committees, to become
less dependent on Israel.

One way that women's organi-

zations help create this infrastruc-

ture is by spreading their

committees on a grassroots level

by involving women in projects

such as sewing, the lecturer said.

Group memt)ers go door to door
10 find women to take a six-month
course in sewing. At the end of the

course, the women can make
clothes — an ability which helps

make families less dependent
economically on Israel for their

clothes.

Gluck also said that, during

The UCLA Alumni Association

can put your degree to work
for you. Come and find out

about our career development
programs, affordable group —
rate insurance, the Young
Alumni Network, and savings

on cap & gown rental,

graduation announcements,
diploma preservation, UCLA
Extension classes and more.

Membership dues are specially

discounted for graduating^
seniors. Think of it as an
investment in your future. Pick

up all the details, plus a few
surprises in GradPak, our free

gift to seniors. Available right

now at locations all over

campus.
-f

UCUUumyASSOCIATION

ihesc sewmg projcctsTlhe womcrr
often have chats that lead to

political discussion and internal

education.

Many women have returned to

making bread with traditional

taboon stoves that do not use

electricity. Israel periodically
turns off the electricity in the

camps so using non-electric
appliances allows Palestinians to

live with less interruption from
Israel's military.

Cooperatives, like one that cans
fruits and vegetables, are part of
the backbone of the budding
Palestinian economic infrastruc-

ture, Gluck said. Some of the

profits are distributed as wages to

the workers and the rest are put
back into the organization, which
is run by women.
Gluck said that one woman,

pictured in a slide, told her
participating in these cooperatives
allowed her to live on her earnings
and not depend on her brothers and
family. "I can do better with the

society than before because I . . .

can share with the family," Gluck
recalled the woman saying.

Men are now sharing what used
to be considered women's work.
Although some men are "tremend-
ously self-conscious and often

embarrassed over the issue of
sharing household labor," Gluck
said a few men have accepted the
change. One of the leaders of a
political group came out of his

home with flour on his hands to say
goodbye to Gluck and was not
embarrassed about his new respon-
sibilities, she said.

Gluck said she often calls her
slideshow "We Will Not Be
Another Algeria" because, after
the Algerian fight for indepen-
dence from France, women didn't
maintain the rights they had during
the struggle.

During the war, the women
were highly involved in many
aspects of the war, taking on many
responsibilities and roles that were
previously considered exclusively
male roles. After Algeria became
independent, the men assumed
women would return to their

U-aditional roles, she said.

In contrast, Gluck said, Palesti-
nian women are determined to

keep the rights they have gained as
a result of their roles in the

«•

Traditions at

war memoriai
remembered
By Rodney Angove
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— A U-adition

of leaving personal mementos at

the Slate Viemam War monument
began with dog tags and airman's

wings in the concrete foundation, a

speaker at the transfer ceremony
said Monday.

In sentimental Memorial Day
ceremonies at the marble and
bronze monument, California

Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Commission Chairwoman Linda

McLenahan turned over to Gov.
George Deukmejian the official

possession, ending a five-year,

private $2.5 million fund-raising

effort.

Vietnam War veteran Doug
Durham, chairman of the dedica-

tion committee, told the sometimes
tearful audience of several
hundred that the collection of

mementos has grown to hundreds

of items — flags, unit patches, a

short-timer's calendar, a surgical

clamp, a can of l)eer, a Viet Cong
flag with a letter explaining its

presence, snapshots, and a tobacco

offering — "an Indian way of

blessing."

StJi to offie JH Is SH y t ho. momoRtf>»-

are gathered daily and catalogued

at the State Library.

WOMEN
From page 16
uprising. Although women's lit>er-

ation will not necessarily be

achieved with national liberation,

the women will not stand for

returning to their previous status,

she ^said.

Palestinian women want to txj

able to forge their own identities,

make decisions alx)ut family size,

come ^nd go as they please and

have men help in the home, she

said. They want to t)e autonomous,
yet connected with society and
working with men.

Gluck recalls one woman in the

grassroots organization saying,

"We are not going to go back.

Women would not agree to go-

back."

PAIfSTINE

See WOMEN, page 17

From page 3

act, the Israeli army will show up
at your home in the middle of the

night and give you between five

and 20 minutes to gather all of your

belongings and get out before they

dynamite it."

Since one-third of all Palesti-

nians are students, Ibrahim called

the closure of the schools in the

territories — from kindergarten

through college— another form of

"collective punishment.
- "I understand why they do it.

Education is power. Knowledge is

power. The more uneducated a

man is, the more wretched his

existence. Ignorance is bliss only

for those who want to remain on
top," he said.

Butterfield called on the 30-

member audience to express their

concern for the Palestinians to

Congress and the White House.
"We're complicit in a very

fundamental way because the U.S.

supplies $3 to $4 billion in aid to

Israel each year," she said.

U.S. law bars Americans from

sending foreign aid to any country

known to violate human rights.

"We're responsible for seeing that

our government uphold this law

and that human rights violations in

the West Bank and Gaza are not

paid for with our lax dollars,"

Butterfield said.
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Attempt to censor the
MSA must be condemned
By RIad Abdell<arim

In Israeli-occupied Palestine,

ideas, words, pictures, and
even colors are routinely cen-

sored. Universities, colleges,

and schools are shut for

months or years at a time for

allegedly serving as '*hotbeds

of political dissent." Newspaper
editorials and articles are par-

tially or even entirely deleted

at the discretion of the Israeli

military censor. University

publications by students are

banned for expressing the mer-
est hint of support for Palesti-

nian independence.

Students carrying posters or

drawings or even wearing T-

shirts containing the colors of

the outlawed Palestinian flag

can earn stiff jail sentences or

vicious beatings by Israeli sol-

dier$, Wpg to Uic young
Paiestmian caught red-handed
with any type of literature

supporting Palestinian freedom
and human rights. Wearing the

traditional checkered Palestinian

scarf (kaffiyeh) can earn a

Palestinian a high-velocity M-
16 bullet in the back, paid for

by our U.S. lax dollars, and
sanctioned by the highest levels

of Israeli government.
Evidently, Charles Click and

the Jewish Student Union
would like to see such censor-

ship extended to UCLA. Not
content with spending its stu-

dent government funding on
such "educational" programs as

Israeli "independence" day and
"plant a tree for a UCLA
forest" on confiscated Palesti-

nian land, the JSU now seeks

to deny the Muslim Students

Association the right to spend
its own funds to educate our
fellow students with a simple
statement of facts.

After all, the MSA ad in the

May 14 Bruin contained factual

statistics readily available

through Amnesty International,

the U.S. Stale Dcpartmeni,

Palestinian and Israeli human
rights groups, and most major
U.S. newspapers. How, then,

can Click assert that simply

presenting documented facts is

"false education" and "an
allack on the heart of Jewish
existence"? His statement

implicitly includes the prepos-

terous idea that "Jewish exis-

tence" depends on concealing

indefensible acts of the Israeli

government.

Even more disturbing than

JSU's baseless charges about
the advertisement's content is

its strident attack on MSA's
very right to place the ad,

using its own USAC-provided
funds. Israel's auempts to cen-

sor Palestinians in their occup-
ied homeland have failed to

crush the Palestinians' will to

be free. Certainly, the JSU
cannot expect that its pathetic

efforts to mute the voice of

the MSA at UCLA will suc-

ceed.

Such censorship was obvi-

ously the goal of the several

dozen JSU members and sup-

porters who swarmed into the

USAC meeting room last Tues-
day night to voice their offense

to the manner in which the

MSA utilizes its funding. Such
a gathering of so many UCLA
Jewish activists for the sole

purpose of muzzling the MSA
represents the epitome of mis-

guided energy and hypocrisy.

It is especially ironic that

these ouispoken defenders of

Israel so vehemently decried

MSA's use of USAC-provided
funds as "inappropriate." Those
Israeli crimes which MSA
highlighted in the ad are paid

for with the $3 billion of out

lax money sent to Israel each

year. Doesn't JSU consider

bi 40uD iWlMi/)

such a massive misuse ot u.5.

money as "inappropriate"?

The bullet that pierced my
18-year-old cousin's hear in

the West Bank two years ago
was paid for with our money.
The Israeli soldiers sent to

crush pro-freedom protests in

my parents' village were armed
with assault rifles, bullets,

batons, and jeeps paid for with

our money. And the teargas

shot into the courtyard of my
aunt's home (which was so

powerful it killed a dog and a

goat and forced my aunt to

flee with her newborn baby)

was sold to Israel by a com-
pany in Sherman Oaks, compli-

ments of Uncle Sam.
Even as I write, an Israeli

ex-soldier armed with a U.S.-

made M-16 has massacred 8

Palestinian laborers waiting for

work in Israel, and the army
has killed between 10 and 17

more Palestinians who pro-

tested the murders, with over

700 wounded. How dare the

JSU claim that MSA's legiti-

mate expenditure was "inappro-

priate"!

As we had hoped, USAC
members reacted with dismay
to JSU's inexcusable attempt to

stifle the MSA and dismissed

its accusations. The MSA
expresses deep gratitude to all

USAC members, particularly

John Sarvey, Sam Kaufman,
and Florie Aranovich for their

support in this disturbing mat-

ter. The JSU, however, is

determined to pursue its

destructive goal and its mem-
ber, Spencer Schneider, has

nied a complaint against

USAC with the Judicial Board.

This complaint is another indi-

rect attack on the MSA, and
we hope that the Judicial

Board will uphold MSA's right

to free expression with its

USAC-provided funds.

With respect to the JSU, we
hope the coming academic year
will sec a change in leadership

towards open-mindedness and

/RftY^\OND QRSftCH V

"They're only tapes!"

progressiveness and away from
the reactionary, antagonistic

policies initiated by its leader-

ship this year. The MSA is

more than willing to join wiih

Jewish students at UCLA in

advancing progressive causes

on campus; however, as we
have stated before, the JSU at

present is incapable of com-
mitting itself to a progressive

agenda.

The Progressive Jewish
Alliance, as originally con-

ceived, could have served as a

conduit to improved Muslim-
Jewish relations at UCLA.
However, UCLA Hillel's

attempts to serve as "Big
Brother" for Jewish groups on
campus and water down PJA's
ideology has only harmed such
prospects.

There is recent precedence
for Muslim-Jewish student

cooperation, with the example
of students at UC Berkeley.

Last month, the Progressive

Muslim Alliance joined with
the International Jewish Peace
Union and other groups at

Berkeley to bring about the

adoption of Bethlehem Univer-
sity in the West Bank as

Berkeley's first sister universi-

ty. Berkeley's students govern-
ment, ASUC, rejected

arguments by such reactionary

organizations as the Jewish

Student Union, Progressive

Zionist Caucus, and Israel

Action Committee that the

sister university idea was "a

political statement disguised as

a question of academic free-

dom." (Sound familiar?)

Such a constructive relation-

ship between Muslim and Jew-
ish students at Berkeley raises

the hopes of MSA members
that Jewish students at UCLA
will follow the lead of their

Berkeley counterparts. Perhaps
USAC, the MSA, and the

Progressive Jewish Alliance can
join together to adopt a Pales-

tinian sister university form the

West Bank or Gaza Strip.

Such a joint action could mark
ihe beginning of Muslim and
Jewish student cooperation on
a variety of progressive cam-
pus causes.

Lastly, I would like to urge
my fellow Bruins to call 1-

800-257^900 and ask for oper-

ator 9964 (as we urged in Uie

ad) as soon as possible in

order to hopefully save the life

of Hani Beydoun, a Palestinian

trade unionist and father of

three small children. Palesti-

nians are routinely arrested and
imprisoned for lengthy periods

of time without being charged
or even accused of a crime.

Mr. Beydoun, an acquaintance
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of several MSA members, was
arrested (not "allegedly

arrested," as the Bruin has

Slated) on March 20 at an
Israeli army checkpoint in the ,

West Bank. He works for ihe

United Nations Relief Works
Agency, and ihe International

Red Cross has intervened with

Israeli authorities on his behalf.

During an eariier detention

in 1985, he suffered a heart

attack, developed an ulcer, and
lost his hearing in one ear as

a result of brutal torture. His
family has been denied even
the right to visit him. The
Israeli government won't listen

to Palestinian pleas for justice,

but several thousand telegrams
from telegrams from lax-paying

U.S. citizens have sparked the

release of several Palestinian
prisoners of conscience in the

past. Please call, so that a

message will be sent to the

Israeli embassy in Washington
urging the immediate release of

Hani Beydoun. The $5.75

added to your next phone bill

is a small price to pay for

helping an unjustly imprisoned

man to regain his freedom.

Abdelkarim, a senior majoring
in psychology, is the vice

president for External Affairs '

for MSA.

When multipte auttx>rs subrrit materia, some
narrws may be kept on file rather than published
with the material. The Bruin reaerves the right to

edit submitted material and to determine its

placement In the paper. All submissions t>ecome
the property of The Bruin. The ComrrKtnications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving oorrplaints against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete procedure, contact the

Publications office at tt? Kerckhoff Hall.
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Don't have a cow^ man: A TV character as ascapegoat
Bart Simpson is a char-

acter on one of televi-

sion's hottest shows,

"The Simpsons." The nighttime

cartoon has been a runaway hit

fot ihc upstart Fox network,

consistently smashing its Sun-

day evening competition and

even rising to the brink of the

Nielsen ratings' lop ten on the

strength of a devoted viewer-

ship encompassing people from

ages five to fifty. Yet, if it

were up to certain people, Ban
Simpson would star not on
"The Simpsons," but rather on

the program which immediately

precedes it: "America's Most
Wanted."

Indeed, Bart Simpson has

become a convenient scapegoat

for bureaucrats who cannot

come to grips with certain

problems in our scKicty. For

instance, during a recent visit

10 a drug rchabililalion center

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

"drug czar" William Bcnncil

spoiled a Bart Simpson jx)slcr

on a wall and warned recover-

ing addicts against following

the example of such an undcr-

achicver. "You guys aren't

watching 'The Simpsons,' arc

you?" he lectured, as if asking

a question.

Lawrence
Lee
schools are considering similar

modifications of their dress

codes.

Not to be left out of the

Ban-bashing parly, parents'

organizations have accused the

character of being violcni sol-

ely for violence's sake. They
claim also thai Bart encourages

delinquency and a general dis-

interest in school.

Pop cullurc's newest icon

and recipient of wriic-in voles

in siudcni elections at UCLA
and Stanford University, Bart

Simpson is a smart-aleck, mis-

"Don't have a cow, man," and
"Cool your jets, man." Indeed,

teachers across the nation

report that a popular Monday
morning activity among stu-

dents is trading the latest

"Bariisms."

Bart's creator Mall Grocning,

best known for his syndicated

"Life In Hell" cartoon strip,

explains that, while the other

members of the Simpson fami-

ly were named after actual

members of the Groaning fam-

ily, "Bart" is simply an ana-

gram for "brat," in keeping

wilh his character. In many
ways, however, Bart's altitudes

reflect those of a younger Matt

Groening. "I think there's a lot

of unnecessary misery in edu-

cation," he recently commented
during an interview.

Indeed, Bart's underachieving

is magnified by his sister

Lisa's overachieving, prompting
his parents to ask why he

couldn't be more like his

exemplary sibling. Thus, in one
episode, Bart cheats his way
into a progressive school for

gifled students, struggles

mightily, and flunks out, only

to fmd himself loval just the

same.

Alone these lines, observers

of self-worth. Incidentally, a

lack of self-worth is often

ass(x:iated with drug abuse.

Thus, perhaps Czar Bennett

ought to reassess his view of

Bart.

Likewise, schcx)l adminisU'a-

tors and parents might be well

advised to lake a closer look

at Bart, who is simply a kid

growing up and trying to find

his own identity. He teases his

sisters, tries to act lough,

succumbs to peer pressure and

consumity^gcUrinlo trouble, but

is basically sensitive and ciir-

ing. Moreover, the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles are easily

more violent than Bart on his

worst behavior.

Sup[X)rtcrs ol "The Simp-^^,

sons" contend that people arc

'irritated mostly by the show's*

comparative realism. Indeed,

Tarniiies whose biggest problem
is kids playing ball in the

house and subsequently break-

ing their mothers' favorite vas-

es are fun lo watch for safe,

corny humor that provokes no
emotion or thought, and there-

fore no controversy.

In fact il is quite interesting

that children have grown so

attached to a rather sophisti-

cated cartoon such as "The

Simpson.
' Some educators contend that
with the popularity of Bart

among kids, the Fox network.

Certain SCn(y^l adminiSlfaiOrs cniCVOuS lO-year-old wiUi eight have commented that "undera- Simp<iOnf;," which ha.^ TiddkHl

should modify the character to

make him a more suitable role

model, rather than a brai that

makes bad kids feel good
about themselves and grow
disinclined to change Uieir

behavior. Yet a straight Bart

would likely be hard pressed

to maintain his current popu-

larity.

Indeed, wlucators should find

out more about what endears

Bart lo school-aged kids and
use this information lo improve
interest in school. Mary Brad-

ley, a teacher in a program for

high school dropouts and
potential dropouts, slated in a

recent letter to the Los
Angeles Times that young male
students of all ethnic bacJc-

grounds relate to Bart whose
ethnicity can perhaps best be

described as "Gr(x:ningesque."

Invariably, censorship is an

option favored by parents and
bureaucrats who arc deeply

insecure about their abilities to

control or instill values in kids.

Before there was a Bart Simp
son, there were underachicvers.

II Bart Simpson shirts are

exhibit an even more intense

dislike of Bart whom they

accuse of setting a bad exam-

ple for kids. A handful of

schools around the country

have even forbidden their siu-

.denis from wearing the best-

selling Bart Simpson "Undera-

chiever: And proud of it,

man!" t-shirt, while numerous

fingers, a spiked haircut, and a

serious overbite. Tcx)ls of his

'•Undertakings include slingshots,

skateboards and spy cameras.

Adults are constantly rebuffing

him for pulling bonehead
stunts. He also displays flashes

of irreverence towards his

teachers and school administra-

tors, uttering such quips as,

chiever" is a negative label

invented by school systems lo

assess a pupil's value to them.

Bart, however, "defies this

label and expresses a sense of

personal pride and self-worth."

So-called underachicvers are

frequently cast aside and for-

gotten by schools, very likely

resulting in a diminished level

with such topics as nuclear

safely, gambling and marital

infidelity. Some parents feel

that "The Simpsons" is a little

loo rough-edged for their kids,

and indeed il is their preroga-

tive lo select the programs

their children view. Yet this

does not warrant the condem-
nation of basically benign Bart

hannea. unaeracMieving will

persist. .New scapegoats will

probably be found and blamed.
Yet nothing will be solved

until parents and schools begin

accepting tlie possibility that

ihey tliemselves are to blame.

Lcc i.s u senior majoring in

economics and political vrz-

ence.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Weslwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

DRAGON
EXPRESS <^_^

.-c^

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35

^^^^:^
^ NkT^ V:

:^

Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Egg Roll .

Fried Shrimp
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Beef Broccoli

Mu Shu Vegetable

Spicy Shrimp
Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak /^-lox oaq /iqoq
,r Pork Chicken Salad itlJ^tr™^^.Sweet & Soui

Almond Chicken Delivery
1147 Westwood

^STEPAHEAD
AT

THE BEACH
THIS

I SUMMER

'Sr California State University

Lx>ng Beach

Large selection of science, business and fine arls classes • No
residency restrictions—no formal admission to CSULB • Three

6-week sessions—12 units In 12 weeks • More than 1500 classes

to choose from • Dorm rooms available at k)w rate • Units are

transferrable • Low cost tuitton

3 SESSIONS

D June 4-July 13 D Juno 25-Augu8t 3 D July 16-August 23

Call for f/?ff datt schedule (2l3) 965-5561 or write to Summer
Sessions. CSULB. 1250 BeiHtower Blvd.. Long Beach. CA 90640

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, JUNE 2ND
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 625-3945.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center arxi Ihe Depxirtment of Community Safety.
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Arts Entertainment
Column

Watching trends:

Censorship issue opens hideous

Pandora's box of events, issues

Like mice — bul who's in the

cage?

The thought was etched into my
mind on my last visit to the sinister

laboratory of Dr. Heimlich von
Schtormtruper to watch the con-
clusion of an experiment that he
had cryptically described as "ani-

mal behavior studies."

Upon entering his cavernous
lab, I noticed that the center of it

was occupied by an enormous
cage, filled with hundreds of white
mice and two little brown shrews
making an extraordinary amount
of racket.

With a closer inspection I

noticed that the cage was divided
into three sections and a sound-
proofed glass box with a one way
door.

The iwn shrr.ws were pariii

also know that zey will be stuck in

the box forever."

"Ahh, but what is the large

group for?"

"Zai is merely a general popula-

tion. Most of them do not want the

Rl mice to enter the box, but zey

cannot make the shrews shut up.

With few exceptions, though, zey

do nothing."

"Oh."

As my headache grew, so,

apparently, did those of the four

mice in the RI group. They moved
towards the box, looked back
regretfully, and entered it.

Mystery Machine

tioncd, off in the far right of the

cage, and were busily engaged in

shrieking at four larger white mice
in an ambiguous area, with access
to the glass box.

The largest partition of the cage
was reserved for hundrals of

.smaller mice, who occupied the

center, left, and right of the cage.

1 gazed at the shrews, wonder-
ing how such a small animal could
be so loud and obnoxious.

**Zcy are small, but extremely
loud and tenaciously annoying,"
said a voice behind me. It was of
course. Dr. von Schtormtruper. "I

am studying the effects of irritating

fringe groups on society und those
in power."

—"Heil," he said.

"Oh, 1 suppose those two shrews
are the fringe groups," 1 said,

plugging my ear and wincing. 1

was getting a real headache from
their incessant noise.

"I am studying the

effects of irritating

fringe groups on soci'

ety und those in pow^
er.

»

"Correct! Und zese four large

mice, which I designate the RI

group, are the subjects. I wish to

find out of the shrews will force

these mice to voluntarily enter the

soundproof box. Zey want to get

away from the noise, but yet zey

"Ahhh! Very conclusive,"
exclaimed Dr. von Schtonntniper,

and goosestepped off to another

room, cackling.

I stared down into the cage. I

bent down closer and closer to it

and chuckled.

The shrews' necks made a faint

snicking sound as I snapped them.
They convulsed once.

So let it rock, let it roll

Or the bible belt will destroy it all

Hold onto integrity, as long as you
can

Don't listen to the right or their

crazy demands.

In Florida, some guy was
arrested because he sold a rap
album that had been banned in the

slate.

Strange that when so many
countries are moving towards
greater freedom of expression, our
country, home of the free, is

bucking the trend.

you can write?

A&E is now accepting columnists

applications for the 1 990-1 991 school year.

Appkations ond information ore ovaiioble at the Doily Bmin receptionist's

desk, 1 1 2 Kerdchoff HolL Applications are due by 5 p.m. Friday, June 8.

Stage

BrGflkin^ in! Talented actresses buck Hollywood odds & showbiz stereotypes

By Tom Huang

Kim Ima, UCLA student and working actress in 'A Chorus Line.

Staff Writer

In today's whitewashed Hollywood, it's hard for

actors of any etJinicity to get a role. Bul Asiail-

American performers have it particularly hard.

While the industry is beginning to sec more
versatility in AfroAmerican and Latino actors,

Asian-Americans are being left behind, struggling to

break out of conventional ethnic roles.

"Asians are trapped in closed areas, as far as

stereotypes go," said Harry Kitano, acting director of

UCLA's Asian-American Studies Center. "It's

rather stagnant, and I don't think there's been much
progress."

"When I first came into the theater department,"

said freshman theater major Huyen Friedlander, "a

counselor told me that I'd probably be cast in a lot of

little boy or old men roles. I thought he was joking; he

wasn't."

Despite the many obstacles, some Asian-Ameri-
can women are getting hired (e.g.: Joan Chen on
ABC's Twin Peaks.) Some of UCLA's own have

round work around town, tcx). The Bruin talked to

jwo of them about their experiences.

Kim Ima

Kim Ima is currently playing Connie in the Las
Palmas Theatre production ofA Chorus Line in West
Hollywocxl, which opened May 21 and will run until

July 1.

"It's great," she said. "It's my first show outside of

schcx)l, and I'm working with such talented and
gifted people. It's a very honest, very real and
Ix^auliful play."

The pixie-like Ima is a third year theater major
who exudes a sense of confidence in her ability. She
actually began as a dance major before a friend

directed her to audition for a UCLA play that she

ended up participating in and enjoying.

"It made me realize 1 wanted to do more than just

dance," she said. "I just kind of fall into things like

that, and I'm very grateful for that."

Ima went through grueling auditions, which she

said were very much like the scenes from The Chorus
Line, before getting the part. She withdrew this

quarter to do the show, a break she's finding exciting

and educational.

"I learned a lot," she related. "One thing, if you
really want to do this (acting), you have to give at

least 1(X)%. It's a constant state of growth and
experience. I'm never going to be able to say I know

Melissa Ctian, undeclared freshman & star

of the TV movie 'The Girl Who Came
Between Them.'

it all.

"I've seen people that are so good. Acting is

something you have to nurture and lake care of and

never take for granted."

Ima grew up in a multi-cultural environment,

raised by a Jewish mother and a Japanese father.

"I wouldn't trade where 1 am for the world," she

said. "Being from two cultures expands my thinking

in so many ways. My parents are such open-minded,

liberal people, i even wished for more culture."

Being Asian, however, makes it harder to get roles.

Whatever you lcx)k like is going to type you," she

thought out loud. "You learn to accept that and try to

fight against it. It has hurt me, and many times I don't

get roles because of it; I'm limited. But many times it

has helped a hell of a lot and has given me
opportunities. It should get better."

See BREAKING, page 26

IVIANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL The Hunt for Red October (R)

10925 UfxJbfook 130-4 30-7 30-10 30
208^366 70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Bfoxton

208-5576

Talea From The D«rli«<le:

The Mov)e (R)

2 00-4 45-7:30-1000

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 S^ta Monica BJvd

Cent7 City Shoppr>g Ceriw
Free Partung

4 HaKs Free Vafcdalon

Wi^ Purc^iase ol Th«a»e TicMeti

(213) 553 8900

BRUIN
94a Brodon

208^996

The Ten Commandment* (G)

(1:30,7 36

WESTWOOO Teenage Mutant Nin|a Turlea (PG)
1050 Gaytey (12 30-3:00)-5 30-8.00-10:30

208-7664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

2087664

I Love You To Death (R)

(12 15)2 45-5 15 7 45-10 15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gay1«y

208 7664

Craizy People (R)

(12 00)-2 30-5 00 7 30 10 00

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

2087664

The Cook, The Thiet,

Hia Wile 4 Her Lover

(1 00)4 00-7 00-10 00
Ho one under 18 admitted

REGENT
1045 Bronton

208-3259

Wild Orchtd (R)

2 004 45-7 30 10 15

My Left Foot (R)

1065 1 25-4 15 7 00-9 4C

Happy Together (PG-13)

11:30-2 10-450 740-10 25

Teenage Mutont Nin|a Turdee (PG)

10 30-12 5C

Driving M«m Daiay (R)

11552 )0 5 lO^lO-lOW

Fire Btrda (PG-13)

10:30-12.46-3 30-6 06-8 30 10 55
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

The Goda Muat Be Cran II (PG)

1155 150-4 30-7.25-10 15

Straplea* (NR)

12.00-2:30 5 15-8 00 lO 3b

. 4 A (Rl

iaifcfcaia.4to&iM7iCia4fc 1.;^

PLAZA A Show Of Force (R)

1067 Qendorr (1 00) 3 15-5.30-8 0O-10 30
208-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and group activity tid^ets accepted
tor shows before 6 PM only

Santa Monica

Qnema Paradtao (NR)

10 30-1 10-4 05-7 10 10 10

Love You To Death (R)

12 20 2 45-5 2S-815-1C4C

The Hunt ForMANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wiishire Blvd

451-4377 t 15-4 15-7 15-10

'Sat & Sun only Icr 1 15 showlme

Red October (PG)

15

Daddy'* Dying (PG-13)

11 20-2 00-4 40 7 35-10 20

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teenage Mutent Nlnia
1314 WiJsNre Blvd Turlea (P<j)

4514377 (12:30)-2 45-500
'Sat A Sun only fa 12.30 A 245 showtmes

Torn Apwt (R)

11 45-2: 15-4:46-7.45-10 15

Mi«ni Bluea (R)

1140 2 20-5 00 760-10 30

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wishire BM)
4514377

The Cook. The Th^f
Hia Wih 4 Hm Low

4:45-7 30-10 15

No 446 show Sat A Sun
No one under 16 admitted

Craiy People (R)

12 40-3 15-5 45-8 25 i0 55

Film

Latino filmmakers discuss art, craft at Melnitz symposium
Artists denounce pesty, pervasive Hollywood stereotypes "^ ^"*^"'^ -seifesiecm forms a

By Charles Newbery
Contributor

"Chicanos can do Science Fic-

tion films," said filmmaker Jesus
Trevino. Ai a Melnitz symposium
last week, he and three other

award-winning filmmakers repre-

sented all Latino filmmakers as

they emphasized that Latino film-

making need not be limited to

tJlhnic themes.

Last Monday's film and video

symposium brought diverse
thought and quality artists to

UCLA, who gathered under the

banner of Latino culture.

The symposium strove to dispel

notions that different races pro-

duce inferior films. Film school

student Daniel Jacobo said he
crafted the symposium to bring

awareness to UCLA of not only the

uniqueness of Latino filmmaking,

but also of the fact that Latino

filmmakers must constantly strive

to overcome Hollywood stigmas

that tend to deem their work
inferior.

'There are too few people to

effect change," added Trevino.

"It's a real battle we're all fight-

ing."

The symposium ended the

UCLA Chicano/Latino Film and
Television Association's film

scries titled La Raza in Film, Video
and Performance An.

Films screened during Monday
evening's symposium were Moc-
tesuma Esparaza's Agueda Mar-
tinez, a documentary on the life of

a grandmother and her New
Mexican ranch; Ruben Guevara's
collection of autobiographical

poems, Aztlan, Babylon, Rhythm
and Blues', Trevino's Gangs, a

dramatic portrait of life in East Los
Angeles; and Sylvia Morales'
rock-umentary Los Lobos . . . And
A Time To Dance.

Each filmmaker was present to

speak about the entertainment
industry as it relates to Latino
history and culture.

"We're maturing as artists/'

said Guevara. "And we're being
heard all over the world. It's

happening today."

Especially in Los Angeles.
"One European filmmaker told mc
that Los Angeles is a volcano with

fire and light coming out that is

lighting the way for Chicano art,"

said Guevara.

Howard Subcr, associate dean
of UCLA's Film School, echoed
similar notions when he intro-

duced the symposium. "Latino
students and their works resemble
a launch pad," he said.."And 1

know that we will look back on
1990 as the year that Latino
filmmaking got off the ground and
Hew into the sky."

The momentum of Latino film-

making at UCLA began twenty
years ago and has since produced
such artists as Gregory Nava (who
also spoke during this two week
series), Esparaza and Morales.

Esparaza revealed that this

thrust in Latino filmmaking
resulted from healthy self-esteem

and a volitional choice to do
something with the vast amount of
subject material available, in Latir.

platform from which you build a

life, in which you can do anything

and it leads to being a human
being," he said.

Trevino added that people must
express their total humanity, not

just its creed-related aspects. "1

have a responsibility as a Latino

filmmaker. Media, film and televi-

sion affect minds. Therefore, we
must do material about Chicanos.

But not always. To always do
Chicano work denies our total

humanity, which we must show to

the worid," said Trevino, who is

currently exploring Science Fic-

tion themes in his films.

But the wealth of Latin Ameri-
can material inspires artists to

express these ideas in film, from

the plight of immigration to gang
warfare. "There are a lot of things

in history that haven't been told,

and I want to grab some of them,"

said Guevara. He intends to pore

over the cultural and historical

richness of Latin America and use

the material in future projects. The
New World already prospered as a

civilization before Columbus and
the Spaniards arrived, and Gueva-

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

ROYAL Too BeMJifut For You
11523 SM Btvd Daly 5 30 7 45 10 00
477-5581 'SUrts Fnday Jeeue o( Monireel

MUStC HALL Moneieur Hire

, \*> /^*nire Daiy 5 45-8 00-1000

2. 6869 'Sat ft Sun Mattnee 1 30 3 45

Sun llOOam Academy Winner Common Threede

RNE ARTS Torn A(m\
8656 WIsNre Daty 5 00-7 15-9:30

662-1330 -Sat « Sun Matinee 1:00-300

NUART
11272 S«ita Monica

478-6379

Sat 12 am

Yabta
Bl 5-20-730-9 40

'Sat & Sun Matree 1 30-3 30

BMke< Caae II

Rocky Horror Pictjre Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

GoMwyn
475-0202

Tit Me Up, Tie Me Oo«m
1130-145-4 00-6:10^50-10 30

Santa Monica

GoMwyn
475-0202

plus a shot

Mama, TTiere'e A Man in Your Bed
12:15-2 30 4 45-700 915

Chuck Worhman'a: Aecaa of S<iv«r

GoMMTvn
475-0202

MOMCA
1332 2nd St

394 9741

Los Lobos rocks in Sylvia Morales' film 'Los Lobos . . . and a
Time to Dance.' Morales spoke at UCLA last week.

ra wants to utilize the incredible

from this historical time.

Morales also expressed interest

in the diversity of Latino culture.

Central and South America con-

tain diverse creeds, she said.

Blacks, Indians, Russians and
Europeans reside in Latin Ameri-
ca, filling it with many different

flavors. **A Latino is so many
things," said Morales. "It's the big

majority minority."

Morales, when questioned about

racism in the entertainment indus-

\iy, said she had not found racism,

only insensitivity and ignorance.

And this ignorance, she said,

proliferates stereotypes, which in

turn lead to a lack of confidence in

Chicanos as competent filmmak-
ers.

But the four filmmakers said

they sensed changing industry

attitudes, and they encouraged
young filmmakers to proliferate

the trend. Said Morales, "Young
people need to make it work."

MOMCA
1332 2nd

394-9741

St

The Retncarnalion of Golden Lolua
Dady 5 15 745 1000

'Starts Fnday Too Beaulful For You
Paychology Seriee:

Alan Watt»'R«n Oaea
Sal A Sun 10am

Camitle Claudel

Theater Closed Wed A >Thur

'Sat A Sun Matinee 2 00

Lonobme Companton
1100-1 00-3 00-5 00-710-910

'Ffi A Sat Lata Show It 10 pm

Goldwyn
475-0202

'Fri

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Ooivn

12 45-3 00-5 10-7.20 930
A Sat Late Show 1 1 45 pm

MONICA The RuniMr

1332 2nd St Daly 5 15-7 30-9 45

3949741 'Sat A Sun Matinee 3O0
'Sat A Sun 1030 an Jung: Mailer of Heart

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394 9741

•PREMERE SHOWCASE-
A Rueling Of Leavea

Daly 7 00 9 45

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
'Starts Fnday Face Of The Enemy

'Sat A Sun 11 am Through The Wire

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UA Coronet
10809 Walwarti
475-9441

Odby Stereo

A A (R)

1:10-4 00700950

UA CORONH
10889 Welworlh
475-9441 -Fn

SR/THX^Mby Stereo

Cadiitac Man
12 20-2 40-5:00-7 30 10 00

A Sal Late Show 12:15 am

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

Witih el West«K)od

475-071

1

Odby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11:55-2 30-5:06-7 40 10 25

UA CORONET—
10809 WehrarVi

475 9441

THX/Ddby Stereo

Cadillac Mvt
12:50-3:10-5 30-800 10 20

AVCO CINEMA N

WUth at Westwood
475-071

1

Dolby Stereo

Bird On A Wire (PO-13)

12 00-2 30-5 15-7:00 10 30

'No VIP fidiets Accepted

AVCO CINEMA N
WNih el Westwood
47S0711
TDMiyVTHX/Odby

To The FukM M (PQ)
1100-1:50-4:35-7 30 10 20

'No VIP TW*e(i Afloepled
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Stage

Elegant 'Love Letters' mingles souls at the Canon
By Jill Uger

¥Asst. A & E Editor

THEATER: Love Letters. Written by
A.R. Gurney. Directed by Kennetn
Frankel. Through July 8 at the Canon
Theatre, 205 N. Canon Drive, Beverly
Hills. Weekly casts. This weekend, witn
Carol Burnett and Leslie Nielsen. For
ticket/casting info., call (213) 859-2830.

"More than kisses," wrote
English poet John Donne, "letters

mingle souls ..."

Love Letters, currently featuring

alternating, all-star casts at the

Canon Theatre in Beverly Hills,

supports Donne's sentiment with

an elegant portrait of two lovers

who become spiritually entwined

through their 50 year pen and
paper correspondence. Though on
stage action is minimal (the lovers

spend the pla^scatcd at a writing

desk reading their letters aloud),

Love Letters holds audience atten-

tion with A.R. Gumey's poignant,

masterfully written script.

The courtship of Andrew Make-
peace Ladd III and Melissa Gard-
ner begins when ncw-girl-in-

school Melissa invites Andrew to

her eighth birthday party.

Charmed by the birthday girl's

princess-like demeanor, Andrew

accepts.

Their subsequent relationship is

developed through their letters,

which trace their dreams and

endeavors. Andrew attends Yale,

joins the Navy, builds a family,

enters politics and eventually is

elected a New England senator.

Melissa, raised by an alcoholic

mother, endures a difficult child-

hood, globe trots to Europe,

pursues a career as an artist,

marries, bears two children, divor-

ces and finds herself precariously

near the edge of a nervous break-

down.

Though, tragically, their com-

mitments to others and to their

professions keep them physically

distant, Andrew and Melissa's

See 'LETTERS,' page 26

COLLEGE LIFE CALLS
FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAYS
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

473-0066
479-9325

m

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:

^^y^"' 824-5000 Address: X37I WpsfWOod

OFF!
$1.00 r$i.oo r$2.00

Hillel Students" Association, in conjunction with the Westwood Kehilla Presents:

"Blintzes at Midnight"
An all-night Tikkun at Hillel •

with the Westwood Kehilla!

OFF! OFF

exp. 6/10B lexp. 6/10B
mar»try CuaMrwr (i«i« ulH U« oti*)* a^lul
MM W ««ura t* *l«*ng Ow amwi c»ry

Our ttlMnM not pgnitaM lor UM

I

I

I

j
any 2 -item pizza!

I (pan or original)

I

jGXp. 6/10

I

B
iMi««icoaa

\MM«ptrBc««ng«)il5an»y NalvMd«i<fft««|ral^ofta>PncM | VM « parOapMngMrw only No) «•« ««t »iy oKW OflW PUCM

KNM 10 mMn S* *Mng Ow (KMn carry iMi Itwi BOOD ImNM 10 MM* s* drtvtag Our dnMfl cwry tai Ihw |»0Q
OwdrMrt \vonol panitad lor Mi 1 Ow *tMn M M pamtaM iw MMiMiiwiM

Featuring numerous speakers, including:

•Rabbi Joel Zeff:

"What Really Happened at Sinai?"

•Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller:
"Maimonidcs, Tlie Oral Law and
the Possibility of Halachic Change.''

.PONT MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
FOR GROUP STUDY!

Tonight
10:00 P.M.
at Hillel

900 Hilgard Ave.
(at Le Conte)

Call 208-3081
for more info.

sponsored by Ihe Hillel Students' Association.

»YOU DON'T HAVE
MUCH TIME LEFT!

x
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Multi-cultural dance dazzles Schoenbeig
By Jenn Gillon

Contributor

CONCERT: Javanese and Balinese
Gamelan Music and Dance as part of
the Ethnomusicology Spring F^tival
Concerts. Tim Rice. Coordinator. The
concert was performed at the Schoen-
berg Auditorium.

It was truly an evening of
culture.

The Javanese and Balinese
Gamelan Music and Dance pxjrfor-

mance was met with a large.

supportive audience in an evening
of traditional Indonesian music
and dance.

Indonesian music, known pri-

marily as a gong-chime ensemble,
uses gongs to mark off different

sections of musical cycles. And
although most people would think

that listening to a gong for two
hours would be a little trying on the

nerves, the Ethnomusicology con-

cert was beautiful, using pure
dance and music to show UCLA a

bit of Indonesian culture.

—The first half of the show
centered on the music of Java. The
UCLA Javanese Gamelan Ensem-
ble began with traditional court

music titled "Respectful Greet-

ing."

The second piece performed,
titled "Avalanche," expressed that

as people work for the good of the

country, more and more people
follow suit, creating an avalanche
effect.

The ensemble performed two
more pieces, the first of which was

called "Xylophone Flute." The
second was a dance drama.

The second half of the concert

focused on the music of Bali. This
time, the stage was set so that most
of the ornamentation instruments

were on the right side of the stage,

while most of the gongs that kept
the beat were on the left.

The UCLA Balinese Gamelan
Ensemble began with an instru-

mental piece consisting of three

parts. From there, they went lo

three dances, one of which was
with a mask, a very common prop
in Balinese dance.

The first dancer performed
primarily while seated on the

ground and used vicious eye
movements and subtle smiles to

show the tradition of the kehyar
style.

The second dance was per-

formed by I Wayan Dibia, one of

the foremost choreographers of

Balinese contemporary and classi-

cal dance.

The performance closed with a
final composiuon, traditionally

played at the end of a concert,

completing the evening of Indone-
sian culture.

ATTENTION!!
Applications are now
available for the Following

Positions in the Office of

the Executive Vice President

for the 1990-1991

School Year:

'^Chicf of Staff

Howlb
MakeAn Entr;

^Executive Assistant i

^Administrative Assistant

*Auerbach Internship Directors (2)

*Editor-in-Chief, USAC Chronicle

"Assistant Editor, USAC Chronicle

'^USAC Chronicle Staff (2)

"Appointment Reviev^ Committee
(ARC Director)

"Program Director

\0
^\

// r- ,

T/////

Elite''' 50 LX

**»- *^ . A. . ^ -'.
. -^ ...^ .1.^ > "r • - *' '

Applications are available

in 312B Kerckhoff Hall.

Due date is

Friday, June 1st.

GET INVOLVED!

Enter in style with the new Honda Elite^*" 50 LX.
For traveling to work or to school, or just for a
quick getaway, this is the scooter you need. The
Elite 50 LX offers you performance, finesse, and
affordability, starting at the push of a button. You
ride without shifting. And, there's a locking
underseat storage compartment to keep a helmet.
So make a dynamic entrance with the Elite 50 LX.
This could be the start you've been waiting for.

'1.'
- > »^'»- « *.-

>

HONDA.
Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.
(213) 450-4643

•^ ». - » 1^ -W'

Come ride with its.

Paid for by USAC- Your Student Government

STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MUUIPLE PRODUCTS
ALWAYSWEAR A HELMET. EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHINC. AND PLEASE
RESPECTTHE ENVIRONMENT Obey Ihe law ami read ytmr owner't manuai thooMghiy. For rider

tnininc informMioa. caO Ihe Motorcycle Safciy FowixtjlkM « 1-800447-4700.

( ..-)

All Daily Bruin Advertising Internship

Applications for Summer 1990 Are Due '^^(

TOMORROW ATlt^OO PM
AT KERCKHOFF 112

-^
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OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 6/7/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

$30

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bil<ini Wax $20

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

^
With or without glasses-

I
HLUC
Euimam
ynacua-" <w
t po ^L ri

A I C %^C

« *>^ artistry for your eyes only

w^^.j .DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
^^* SPECIAL $150.00

includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up core*/

-

i^f§j JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTsI LA. h
\̂

-^

Al l sTudor^ . faculty, emp ioyoo
vision-plans WELCOME

N

W Wevburr^

located for your convenience:

.10955 Weyburn Ave
(213) 208-4748

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449

'
t

First time screenwriter Craig J. Nevius penned the UCLA-
based 'Happy Together' starring Patrick Dempsey & Helen
Slater.

Screenwriter Craig Nevius strikes

California gold with winning script

By Heidi Parker

Contributor

Hollywood has always been famous for its 'overnight stars' and the
scenarios of those who go from rags to riches but the story of 23 year old
Craig Nevius is particularly noteworthy.

It's perfect Southern California weather and Craig is waiting for me in
a Beverly Hills office, dressed in a gray suit with an accent of eccentricity
as a red scarf hangs from his breast pocket. Could this be the guy that
wrote the screenplay for the new teenage romance, Happy Together! It is,
and a living example of young ambition.

Native of Chicago, Nevius decided to quit Carnegie—Mellon
University after two years to find fortune and fame in Hollywood. He
began as an extra for sitcoms such as Cagney and Lacey and Moonlight-
ing. After realizing that he had a surplus of time on his hands waiting for

a choice
V.JJ

Native of Chicago, Nevius began as an extra for

sitcoms such as Cagney and Lacey and Moonlight^-

ing. After realizing diat he had a surplus of time on
his hands waiting for his small part, he took out
paper and pencil and began writing his screenplay.

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

his small part, he took out paper and pencil and began writing his
screenplay.

"It only look three weeks to write. I already knew what I was going to
write about and when you got that down, it's easy to put on paper," said
Nevius.

Silting comfortably in his public relations office with a grin on his face
and all the confidence that would make any producer want to sign him, he
declares that things weren't as easy as they arc now. No one would con-
sider his script two years ago but after he won an award from Films of
College and University Students and received a load of publicity, he had
the producers calling him.

"After my picture was put in the paper next to Michael J. Fox's, I had
people calling me. It was great. Everything started to go quickly and after
I decided who to sell it to, we did the rewrites and it took only two months
to film," said Nevius.

But making his screenplay into a movie (which has been doing well at
the box offices) is not the first of Nevius' successes. In high school he
decided that the regular plays offered to students were limiting and that
new material was needed— so he took it into his own hands to create a
new play.

•The usual plays offered to the students like the Odd Couple didn't
relate to us so 1 decided to write my own," said Nevius. He ended up
writing a hit that employed a theme that the students were familiar with— the rapport between teacher and students. Since it did so well, a pub-
lishing agency in New York noticed the play and wanted to buy it. It is

now in use at various high schools all over the country. Quite an accom-
plishment for a 17 year old.

'-^ '

Nevius is happy with his current achievement and the way that f/appy
Together came out. The screenplay that Nevius wrote is different from
the movie though. It was originally called Slim Man and focused more on
the struggle that the male character faces while trying to develop his
writing skills — a struggle that Nevius faced himself at one time.
"The character that Patrick Dempsey plays has a lot to do with mc and

my own struggles with writing. It wasn't intended to be a romance but

f
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Stage

Dean Abramson

Members of 'Campus Forerunners' in between performance
sets in Meyerhoff Park last week.

Mime artists witli message
entertain Bruin wallc crowd
By Jenn Gillon

& Joanne J. Choi

A & E Staff Writers

STAGE: UCLA Campus Forerunners performed mime in Meyerhoff Park last
Wednesday at noon.

Christians. You've seen them preaching on Bruin Walk. And maybe
you found them annoying. Or maybe just loud. But Wednesday, they
were entertaining and worth stopping for.

Campus Forerunners, an on campus Bible study group, entertained
passersby by translating their messages into mime. By using this means
of expression, "we try to provide an art for more people to relate to since

SCOOTER TECH
ACCESSORIES

NOW OFFERING SCOOTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• Helmets • Locks • Batteries • Genuine Honda & Yamaha Parts • Scooter Oil

I /O ^5ff ^"^y accessory with this od. (Expires 6/4/90)

10971 Weyburr^-- Next door to Folofel Factory-- 824-2040
TO CELEBRATE. SCOOTER TECH IS SLASHING BACK SERVICE PRICES TO 1987 10 -6, M

80-250CC275X10
Tire and Tube Installed

39.95

Flats Fixed - 50cc
15.95

(plus ports)

50 cc Service
35.95

(plus ports)

Tune ond Service
4595

'\ (plus ports)

As always, FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off your scooter at the new Scooter Tech
Accessories for service. _ ... a -9/> m^ Mtr r\ r^ ^jr-

10422 Santa Monica- 470-4745 9-6, M-F

Tomc ^)COpte^ara^ pat off -by^ {straight) preachtng,^ safJ (Jamptir
Forerunners president, Frank Macias.
Member David McPhan agreed that the new approach helps his group

convey its beliefs to UCLA students. "If you have something that's

changed your life and is good, you should tell people. We want an impact.
But our method is different."

The first mime was performed by Macias, a senior majoring in

economics. Macias stood trapped inside a cardboard box labeled "sin,"

which represented his life.
*^

His friends, student members Hope Owens, Sunni Tsuboi and Bryan
Dario, tried unsuccessfully to rescue him. Finally, he was saved by Christ
(portrayedyby student David Penn).

A second mime involved five members of the group. Penn portrayed a
non-Christian who reaches for a new life once his own becomes ridden
with drunkenness, lust and pride.

But the Wednesday's performance wasn't entirely mime. Dario,
wearing traditional mime make-up, attracted the attention of students as

he began, "I know that mimes aren't supposed to talk, but I'm cheating."
He then went on to compare the story of Marty McRy in the Back to the

Future series to Nicodemus in the Bible.

Dario asked students, "Don't you think about going back in the past

and changing things? When things got messed up in the future, McFly
was able to go back (and correct things). Well, you can't go back in the

past, but you can be bom again." He then related it to Nicodemus who
asked Christ how to be "bom again**. r "^

Member Lores Rizkalla said she hopes people will stop and listen.

She added that the group is involved in one-to-one counseling with
students, especially non-Christians who want to learn more about the

Bible.

Campus Forerunners conduct weekly meetings Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in

Ackerman 3508. The group witnesses Wednesdays at Meyerhoff Park
and Fridays at the Santa Monica Pier. They also host weekly Bible studies

at the dorms. For info., call (818) 986-0640.

HAPPY
From page 24

when we realized the amount of talent that Helen Slater has, we wanted to

expand her role. She's a great actress but no one has ever let her do com-
edy so we expanded the role to use more of her," said Nevus. Although he
intended for the film to be about one man's struggle with creativity, he
doesn't mind that it turned into a story about students falling in love.

The catchy title of the film was chosen because the producer of the film
(who also did Can't Buy Me Love which also starred Patrick Dempsey)
wanted a "poppy" song to sell the movie. Does Nevius worry about the
marketing strategy where using a popular song from the past is the central

promotion of the film? Apparently not.

*The producer called me up and asked me to think of a song that fit the

story. I thought it was a great idea and because people will hear the song
on the radio and will ihink of the movie," explained Nevius. Clever mark-
eting seems to be the key to today's films.

Nevius has many ideas for the future as far as writing goes. He is cur-
rently working on a film that employs the same themes o^ youth and
romance. Inspirations for his scripts come from Los Angeles because he
thinks of the city as "a giant high school." Nevius enjoys his new town
and doesn't mind the competitive film industry. In fact, he seems to fit in

pretty well.

See HAPPY, page 25
cso

Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

The Student Union
just lounges around

Lounges abound in your Student Union,

places where you can hit the r^
books, catch a snooze - or ^ ^.

just lounge around. Kick l

back in comry student

lounges throughout

campus, in Ackerman
Union, Kerckhoff Hall and
north Campus Student

Center. Whether you need

to study or just relax, the

Student Union was made for you.

ASUCLA STUDENT UNION
YOUR PLACE ON CAMPUS'FOR 60 YEARS

''Simply the
bestpreparation^
money can buy.'

The Pfinceton Review
(213) 4 74-0909

t._
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CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION...

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

-7j"^te. McFLYs •.•.•:::<^A^—^^^^^—
Tuesdays
Corona Oiiadmssl
$1.25 after 10PM

Merlin McFly'S i

Pel lis

London
Rome

:*-'^<

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO AMP()INiMtMS«2()8-44^7«\() (ilMMICKS

SlYLI^TS H-WT. OMR < YEARS rxi'IRIi\( L

AIK COLOR SI) KJILVVLAVINO C OMI'LI IL S-J i

lOHLIItS S2~. rVf LASH TINT $10
^ENCIIPtKM S1JJ> (OLOK C'OKKfC llO\ Si;
OTOS PFKM Srv41 SHAMI'OO SIT S()

JPhk ML KM Sf)h MANICUKL Sb

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/S Ji perm (SIJ value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircul mousse w/S-l) perm (SI 7 value tree)

1078 GAYLEY.WESTWOOD VILLACE-NEXT TO IMXTEK'S

1,

ON EXTRA LARGE 4" PRINTS
Get Sl.OO off on your next order of a «»ingle set or 2 sets of Extra I^rge 4" color prints from 35mm, disc,

110 or 126 color print film (C-41 process only). Offer not valid with any other offer. Coupon must be attached
to blue order envelope. OFFER GOOD: AprU 16-22, 1990. 3316

V /

BREAKING
From page 20

When she comes back, Ima still

doesn't know what direction she'll

lake.

"I'm not sure where I'll go," she

explained. "For me, I don't plan

exactly what I want ... If I had
done that, I'd never have gotten

into theater. All you have is

yourself."

Melissa Chan

Melissa was last seen in an NBC
made-for-television movie The
Girl Who Came Between Them, in

which she played the illegitimate

daughter of a Vietnam GI who
comes to America many years

after the war to live with her father

and new mother.

Chan is a high spirited, energetic

freshman who, like Ima, finds it

difficult being Asian and finding

good roles

**After the film, I was offered a

role in a movie shooting in Hong
Kong," she explained. "Except the

role was a prostitute with no
brains. That's what I hate about the

industry.

"I have sort of an advantage
being Asian, because there aren't

many Asian actresses, so it's a

little easier getting the roles that

are out there. The problem is, once
you get the roles, vou probably

don't want it anymore.
Probably the toughest part for

her was actually auctioning last

fall for The Girl Who Came
Between Them.

"There were callbacks after

callbacks," she said, "and I didn't

have a car, so I had to borrow,
people's cars to go to auditions. I

was stressed, because I was driv-

ing someone else's car; I was
stressed because I had an audition;

I was stressed because I didn't

finish my homework ... I remem-
ber thinking, I had better get this

part, or I'm flunking out."

Fortunately, the cast agents

liked what they saw, and Chan was
given the use of a rented car during

the month of shooting.

Chan's interests in acting

weren't exactly fostered by her

two Chinese parents, but their

hesitancy towards their daughter' s_

career has helped her see the other

sides of things.

"My parents don't really like me
doing it (acting)," she said. "I think

they believe it's a waste of time;

they made me separate my acting

from my academics."

And it's for this reason that

Chan isn't a theater major.

"I don't feel you have to be a

theater major to act," she said. "In

a way, my parents' attitude has

helped me, because I realize that

acting isn't exactly a secure job. I

want to keep my options open."

Chan, whose major is currently

undeclared, will study this quarter

out before looking for offers this

summer.

'LEnERS'
From page 22

inner selves arc able to connect
through their letters, which reveal

the striking depth of their compati-
bility.

Gumcy and director Kenneth
Frankcl have felicitously kept the

lovers' physical presence consis-

tent throughout, suggesting that

the selves trey share on paper do _

indeed represent the core of their

beings, their souls. The approach
heightens Love's poignance and
lends it an intelligence that cata-

pults it far./ar beyond the realm of

sentimental mush.
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Fm Oelimy Tickets

ANGELS - DODGERS
PHIL COLLINS JANET JACKSON
Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Santana - Phar)tom - New
Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross -

Rush - Oingo Boingo - Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Rain
Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson • UB-40

(213) 205-0838 M Events
'

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

WANTED 1 PFOPl ,E
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor reconimended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

'p '1^ '1^ 'I* l^ 'f* »f» 5p 5JC 3JC 3|C 5jC 3|C 5jC 5fC,"
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Bruin Belles present
'yesterday^ today^ and

tomorrow^^ banquet 1990
6:30 pm this evening
James West Center

Good Deals

•X-

Kappa
Delta
loves
their

seniors!

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

-X-
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INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple ttckets, student discounts Request
"Brum Plan" (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

Free 8

HAIR MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

stylists for short to mediunrf length styles.

Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091.

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERl
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employeee receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal ticket We cannot award both.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon Oiscusston, Thurs Boot'. Study

Fh Step Sludv AU 3525 12 15 115
Tues rj-Z-ir m C8177, Wod Oscusswn

NPIC8S38 12 10-1 tX)

For aicoMcs or individuaK who have a

dnnlgng probtem

(213) 387-8316

Miscellaneous

WANTED f'/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.
(213)204-2016 West LA

Personal 10

Bruin
Republican
Elections

Tuesday
8:00

fick 3517

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental
license exam at IJCI^.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Iveave message

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

THOUGH! -PROVOKING VIDEOS; SIMU
LATED WORLDS (Life in Computers?). |unc

4th 4pm Ackerman 2408 MIND AND BRAIN-
-)unc 6th 4pm Ackerman 351 7

Lisa "Evaru

(KA)
and

Robert (jonza[es

CorigratuCations

'^« your shotgun
'- pinning!

SIGMA PI
wishes to congratulate

its brother

Robert (joiizalcs

and

Lisa Hviuis

of

iCAPPA DELTA
on their fantastie

PINNING

Good Deals

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too large or too

small (21.3)556-28f>9

i^^^'^^^^'-^^^'^'^*-^^^^^*-'-'
I-

I-

*

i

I-

I"

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO
*^'-''-^'^^'g^^^^'-'~*-^^'^^^^^'t^

i'

Kelly Hunter

(KA)

and

Chris Moura
^Congratulations

on your

beautiful

promise!

t

OAMMAPHI BETA
WELCOMES OUR

INTRAMURAL AND l$VT COACHES
TO DINNER TONICHT AT 5:30

^k:i::^5f:5fc:f:3f:5f:5|c5fc*5lc5f:*5f:3f:3|c5|c5fc5fc5f:5|c3f:*5j:5f:5|c3lc5fi5fc5f::<c^

Gamma Phi Beta
welcomes our

Professors and TA's to

our Scholarship Dinner
tonight at 5:30

?r?f::i:.^:jc5fc:f:***********3f:*******3ic**5jc5|c5f;5|c;.

;/.
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I UCLA
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi

and the Village Deli would like to

Invite you to a pre-Rage Party Tonight
at the Village Deli Beginning at 9:30

hivites for this Sat. Available. All proceeds
go to 'the Wolfe Kirson College Scholarship fund

UCLA Prepare to rage this Sat.

S|ioii^»or€Ml ICy

Hefigkjli^/ THE VILLAGE DELI iii'iii nH 'iiiiuiiiiv

\ 54th, annual ^'

(SLA
June K 1990

For info or invites call Mark:
208-0495

Alpha Chi
_ Omega
invites their pledges

|to a special dinner in
their honor to start

off their inspo week
right! We love you!

AAn ^mm<^
Prepare for surprises

because this is ffiie last

chance for us to show
how much WE LOVE YOU!

Tridelt welcomes all of

their T.A.'s and
professors to dinner

tonight at 5:00.

To the 3 gals of the
Mardi Gras SE Committee:

[Can you believe the event is over? The Balloon^
Archways and Release, the R—C ceremony,

Fireworks, and the VIP RECEPTION?! Thanks
for all your dedication and hard work. You
guys are great. Hope to see you all at the

All-Comm. banquet.

Erynn

Ar Hashers
Tnank you so much for all

your hard work. We really

appreciate you.

Love, Delta Gamma

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

M PATRICE
^ CEL

Research Subjects 12

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project. Receive $20 and

have a sceintiftc learning experience.

(213)825-0392.

19
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Students & Faculty'

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.
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Health Services 22 Health Services

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spemn donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

LOSE UP TO 29 lbs. in 30 days! 1 00% natural,

Doctor recommended, Guaranteed! Free

home sho. (213)281-6732.

WANTED!! 1 00 people. We'll pay $$$ to lose

weight. 100% natural and guaranteed. Adele

(213) 281-3037.

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
(;a)l for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Bulimia Nervosa

Getting angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Lying in the checkout line that the

cookies, candy, and chips are for a party.

Becoming scared when you can't throw up.

Swearing you will never do it again*

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psycho Therapy for women
trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa

Office in Westwood Area
(213)474-4165

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted

EARN up to

$150 j>€r month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For into'maiion

Call Anna
(8^8) 986 3883

Cancer paiienis

Ihroughoul I A tMine'l

Irom your part ic pal lon

sion Care Plans,

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

4954 Van H\j)i Btvt) Shirman Oaks

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your

wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business

Seminar . (01 0)36 7- 309»^
^^~^

Help Wanted 30

Opportunities 26

"BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNirV IN 25
YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now.
24hr message (818)594-7469.

$800,000 If you have the courage to call. It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time surnmer

position. Duties; answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfcct and have

good interpersonal skills. Salary $8.35Aiour.

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 l^etween
8am-5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Devclopcr/Attorncy/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. F/T, P/T.

(213) 557-2315

Researcti Subjects 12

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

pair^ul jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more ar>d have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and

noise. $100.00 received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynr>e, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21-55) experiencing

tooth grirtding during sleep for over six months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by

conventional methods. Will complete medical

symptom questionnaires ar>d undergo jaw

examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected

tobattery operated electrical stimulation de-

vice which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion to lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5

nights to portable device recording EMG, ECG,
respiration. Payment $100. Contact Lynne,

Clinical Research Center. (213)825-9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS AGES 18-60 INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT. CALL
(213)820-6574 ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED NORMAL HEALTHY MALES AGED
18-40 for a new anti-fungal drug study.

Requires out-patient screening exams, blood,

urine tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days in hospital (VA Hospital).

Call (213)824-6731 (John). Pays $24-700.

l''-^ A

Researcti Subjects 12
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA. Free treatment provided. Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS, 1 8 and older,

needed for positron imaging of the brain,

heart,and bones. Injection of radioactive iso-

tope. Bloods will be taken $50/2 hr. Call

(213)825-1118.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. (213)825-0392.

SMI V®IiO K)@B^®13DS^^

UMI 7®[iO ^G:O^Q®liJJS^'&'

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and In relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

f SUMMER f

I JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/Rcceptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerlon

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 796-8559

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

,(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Stivers

Temporary
Personnel

A GREAT JOB. P/T receptionist/data entry/

general office person to a.ssist in small office in

West Hollywood-Flexible hours for the right

person. Linda (213)652-0242.
,

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 2-hrs/wk, $600/mo in Santa Monica.

(213)450-8719.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic

chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Musi
have car 20hrs/wk. $600/mo in Santa Monica.
(213)450-8719

1_
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ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pl.

(213)557-2315.

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.
"R^xibte hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

— —$3Air + $Vdpfivcpy -^ tips »- food. Must have

ANSWER TELEPHONES. Part-lime 830-1

M-Tr, 8:30-6 F. ib/hr plus commission. Good
phone skills. WLA. Nice environ
ment. Study opportunity. Call Joel

(213)841-4058 days, (213)559-8827
evenings.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIENTED DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT PT NOW, FT

SUMMER. MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, ANDOF-
nCE WORK (213)826-7000

ASSISTANT TO PERSONAL/corporatc finan

cial planner, pA, flexible. Good computer and

interpersonal skills. Bob Newell.
(213)475-5854.

. ,.
-

.
^. ..

BEV HILLS- Atorncy needs PA bilingual legal

assistant (Spanish-English). $5Air/. Ask for Mr.

Brown. (213) 855-1 H61.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp

Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

takc-chargc. To $50K. (213)557-0142.

BUTTONS, bumper stickers, and Birkenslocks

aren't enough. Make a difference this summer.

VOTER REVOLT Earn $250/400wk. Work
with students on campaign to give insurance

companies one last chance to obey Prop 103

Extensive training Advancement opportuni

ties. Guaranteed salary. On-campus inler»

views. Eleven offices state-wide.
(213)475-8110.

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi

ties for kids 5-13, M— F 40hrs/wk. June

25-Sepl $4 25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553 0731.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-

ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-

lors. Must be available |unc 25- August 25.

Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CHILDCAKE person needed at health club

Morning to mid-aftcrnoon. 1 5-20hrsywk. Ask

for Vicki (21.3)829 6836.

CLERICAL SUMMER JOB- Approximately ^Q

hrsAvk, flexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience

preferred, call between 2:00 8:(X) pm. (213)

271-5793

COMMERCIAL leasing intern, progressive de-

velopment company seeking self- motivated,

energetic individual, for p/t p>osition to assit in

shopping center and industrial park leasing

send resume: attn Emily Chung 22(X) West
Valley Blvd. Alhambra, 91803.

COMPUTER SALES- P/T, F/T in WLA computer

store. Call (213) 477-4505. Ask for Danny.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work Good salary (818)894 0330.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND RELATIONS 15

New positions available. $10.25/starting, flexi-

ble hours, full or part-time, will train, could

start in summer. Call now for interview 9-5.

Valley (818)342-2612 or Thousands Oaks
(805)494 0050.

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

P/T POSITION
with West lA

Insurance Agency

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

inspections and office

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to

school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

COUNSELORS needed; Mental health facili-

ties. Weekends P.M. and Graveyard shifts

Valorie. (213)836-5567
"

CRUISE SHIP -JOBS -opportunity guide

$300-$900 weekly (508)927-9768 Ext C5

^
ASSEMBLE

R: PRODUCTS AT HOME
.;3 Easy Work" No SeHtngi Earn

;;< J300-$400 Per Week Details

rf 1-(314) 768-1976 ^*^ '<o

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now!
(213)273-9631.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco Contact Don 824-7776

HELP OWNER run small business tenter. PT

year round. 3 miles north of Sunset off Beverly

Glen 10-18 hrs/wk $5-7/hr (213)475-0788

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Work
from home or office FT/PT Free full training.

(213)474-4095, (213)871-8519,
(816)377-5127.

JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN keyboard map-
ping. Familiar with Japanese DOF Call Eli-

zabeth Tegley at Goal Systems.
(213)578-1147.

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.50/to

start. No exp. necessary. P/T, F/T available.

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

LAB HELPER: Chemistry or Biology major

preferred. General Lab Helper duties, analyti-

cal procedures, isolation chemistry proce-

dures, bioassays on mice Nancy
(213)825-6521

LIFEGUARDS needed, LGT, CPR, first-aid

required. $6Air. + D.O.E. Beverly Hills YMCA
(213)553-0731

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

LOTUS 123 skills needed PT Extremely flexi-

ble hours; may work at home if own PC 10-15

hours/month, $75/month Contact John
McNamara, (213)546-1578

SALES/SUMMER- \n, minimum $4,000 or

more/month Outgoi ng/cx pcri onccd/
cxtravert. Must have car. (213) 962-1874.

MARKETING ASSCXIIATES/MANAGFRS Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune

500 affiliated marketing company Summer
positions available, $2000-5000/month Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious

inquiries. only. Call now, (21 3)841 -20(>0

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood
Experience required. Outstanding opporlun-

i ty Sala>yAK-nof i (» (213)208 - in6

^T^ ^^ ^^ ^P ^^ ^^ ^^ ^P ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^UA

iff BAX^|X|^n|L^xv2^a

for WLA.
restaurant.

Lunch shifts

3-4 days a week
occassional night.

Ask for Donato
475-9235

^$ $$$$$$$$$$$>
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Flexible hours PT/FT

great money working with Fortune 500 com-
pany Greg (213)824-9840

NURSE-RN- ForMD office near Beverly Hills

F/T or P/T, top salary, flexible hours (213)

9.39 2111

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION

AND SKILLS TRAINING
to high furKlioning adults with develop-

mental disabilities in small group homes
or community based vocational program

in Long Beach and Orange County
Applcations Accepted

MorvThurs 10am- 1pm
Tues/Wed 12 noon-3pm

Straight Talk Inc

3350 Olive Ave
Signal Hill, Ca 90807

(.213) 424 1966

PERFECT SUMMER jOH Custom srurt manu-
facturer needs direct sales reps to work m
cities throughout Southern California Make
prominent contacts for your future Complete
training $800-$900/weekly interview May
ai .Juna 3 onlyll Call KBOOiJ.in MIA fo»-

reliable transp>ortation & insurance.

TELEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY. Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273-9631.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILM PRODUCTION CO needs assistant

secretary, 2 hrs. morning. Office SM Must be

reliable. Jay (213)851-2971.

FIRST AID CPR INSTRUCTOR, pA. Growing
CO. seeks self-starter EMT, paramedic, nurse,

for daytime classes. Prefer medic first aid

and/or AHA instructors but will consider

training. Call between 9am-5pm, Mf,
(213)839-5864.

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FT/PT positions availalbe. Great

working conditions. Marjie (21 3)208- 4(XX)

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 1-5:30 daily,

$8$10A'r Light experience, Wperfccl know-
ledge preferred. Century City Commercial Real

Estate. (213) 552-9916.

MODELS FOR ART CLASSES Photography,

drawing groups. All types. No experience

necessary Good P/T work (818) 753 7714

~S ^ <P^«P«P«b«9«b3«^«h «#j|

Wanted-Person
to write

guest checks

FrI & Sat night.

Tips. Ask for

Sue or Arturo

829-4313

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ TYPIST Days Must have

answering machine, access to W P equip

menl, excellent skills, committment, a proles

sional manner Flexible hours (21 3)478-7061

appointment Great experience for people m
fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not

necessary

PA, DRYCLEANING counterperson will

tram 20 hours/wk, 2 or 3 afternoons +8 hours

on Saturday Start at $6-$7 SOAir -ffree dryc-

leaning. Year-round position. (213)474-8525

PA literature research and Icct^jre note taking

With M D in molecular genetics private re-

scarch Scnior/grad m related area preferred

Flexible hours Call Nunt (213)306-0055

PA LAW FIRM- Type 75 + Dictaphone,

phones, filing, WP 5.0, hours flexible Call

Carolyn (213) 552-0711

PA SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc
tor's office in Westwood Village Experience n

bookkeeping, telephones, bUlmg, AR/AP Be
ginning salary $9 (X)+ depending on expcn-
ence (213)208-3700

PA, people needed to take inventory m retail

stores, availability 9pm 4am or Oam -3pm
Earn $6/hr. Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr

Advancement possibility Must work
weekends Paid trammg Call KGIS
(818)842 6631.

^•- • .-. ->• • »'. » •• • > • *

Xx
SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:

•SECRETARIES
.TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARK/WEST VALLEY
(818) 703-8486

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145

BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
(818) 954-8220

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213)473-8788

"1

*^^
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Help Wanfed

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, ReUil, $9.25/slart,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

RECEPTIONISTS WANTED. $5 00/pcr hour +

bonuses. Answering phones Filing, no typing

Call Jennifer (213)672-8113.

RECEPTION IST-P/T, F/T. Flexible hours in

pleasant doctor's office. Phones, filing, light

typing. CorDpuler knowledge helpful but will

train! S6.50Vhr. Minnie (818)289-9208.

RECEPTIONIST-UNIQUE working environ

menl in fast paced property management
company located in BH/W. Hollywood area

Some typing. Excellent communication skills,

professional attitude and enthusiasm required.

F/T Andrea (213)271-4840.

RECEPTIONIST- P/T, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking (213) 399-5148 Garment manufac
turcr, pleasant working environment in Santa

Mon ita.

:* . »

RECONDITE LOGICIAN, humorist, artist for

hazardous assignments. (213)456-7573

RETAIL POSITIONS available now! Do you
enjoy working with the public? Interested in

advancing? You may be the person we're

looking for We offer training, benefits, and
advancement opportunities. All positions arc

40 hr. weeks and include weekends. Apply in

person M— F 9—4. If you're presently em-
ployed or attending school, call for a special

time. Armstrong's, the home and garden place

1 1 321 West Pico Blvd , WLA (21 3)477-8023

Ask for Margarcr.

RETAIL SALES Women's clothing. Santa Mo
nica. PA, Saturdays a plus. 1 1 -6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance (213) 3952728

RETAIL SAl,ES P/T or F/T UCLA clothing store

in Westwood. Male/Female Experience pre

ferred. Work through summer. Call Mark
(213)824-7115

RETAIL SUMMER WORK $10.75 starting, no
experience necessary Internships available

Santa Monica (213)392-1310 LA/Hollywood
(213)933-4955.

Reliable part-lime receptionist. Facial Salon

9-4 Call 213-476-4404 Leave Message

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m..anl^lop
.*' 'salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivate(J person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067
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RUNNER- Business management Co. West-
side, benefits. Must have own car. 30 hrs/wk
(213) 558-8110.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train. ..you aain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Stiarpen your
communication skills ^
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

ISLAND
TEFFANYAKI
RESTAURANT
ON WILSHIRE

NEEDS HOSTESSES
AND

WAITRESSES PT/FT
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GREAT PAY

CALL
444-7899

SALES, salary + commission. Part-time. Print-

ing company. Will train. WLA (21 3)479-1 1 26.

SECRETARY/Receplionist, Century City Busi-

ness Management Firm. Chicago based. Word
processing exposure. Great benefits! Linda

(213)652-0242.

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu-
ter experience MAC, light bookkeeping. Please

call. (213)479-8330.

SECRETARY, light bookkeeping, 15-20 hrs.

Two psychiatrists office, flexible hours. Call

(21 3)820-4330. Dr. Marmer or (21 3)207-081 5
Dr. Mezquita.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please
call (818)889-8383.

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (21 3)476-481 6/P.O. Box
49761. LA. 90049.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Internstiips 34

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/tir

•General Office

•Receptiontst

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

SUMMER JOBS- Available at a Children's Day
Camp in WLA. Enjoy a summer working with
kids in the outdoors. Positions available:

Croup counselors, and instructors in arts and
crafts, dance, drama, gymnastics, swimming,
and computers. (213) 472-7474.

SUMMER POSITION, Real Estate Office, Be
verly Hills. General office work, phones, light

typing. Call Rhoda. (213)274-9224.

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout
So. California. S9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901

SUMMER WORK-apply now before finals

S9.85/start, flexible hours Permar>ent andr
lemporary positions PA, ITT Scholarships'

available. Call (213)567-4147

SURFING AND SAILING INSTRUCTORS-
rOR 8-WEEK BEACH ORIENTED DAY PROG-
RAM AND 12-DAY SIERRA CAMP OUT
MUST BE 21, EXPERIENCED WITH CHILD-
REN. (213) 826-7000.

TEACHER for cooperative preschool M-F,
25-3(Vhrs/wk $9-ll/hr DOE. Prefer degree
in child development or in progress. Barbara
(818)995-1658

TEACHER'S AIDE for cooperative pre-school.

M-F, 35-40hrsAvk $7/hr Some course work in

child development & experience Barbara
(818)995-1658

TELEMARKETER, S5/hr plus incentives. Con-
tact Dan at (213)445-0325

VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT help needed
Counter person, kitchen help, waitcrAvailress,

cashier Experience preferred Attractive, out-

going, friendly Marf ia (213)475-6221,
(213)487.1780.

WANTED: In house Medical. Transcriber

$1 5/hr. 1 2hrs/wk, hours to be arranged Musi
be fast and accurate Beverly Hills location

(213)854-0999.

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

*SALESPERSONS .

CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

SUMMER
JOBS

UCLA
UNICAMP

Paid positions at UCLA UnlCamp
are available tor:

•Lifeguards • WSl's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided.

Help children from low income families at

our campsite In the San Bernardino Mtns.

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31

WANTED "PERSON IRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenance and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hrs/wk. Flexible to fit schedule.

$5^r (213)828-8537.

WESTVVOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking

a break between college and graduate school?

We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

ASSISTANT TV/MP literary agent. Reading
scripts, phones, computer a plus. 2-4 day^wk.
No pay. Send resume to: S,W.A., 10530 Santa

Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, 90025.

INTERNATIONAL TRADING Company seeks

interns for research. Mr. Brandt
(213)933-3111.

VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS through
F.O.C.U.S. Summer positions still available.

5-10hrs/wk. Spiritual/social reflection.

(213)208-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL AND EVENINGS- 4-year-old

boy in Brentwood. $6/hr. (213) 451-5211.

COMPANION for eight year old boy. Willing

to be involved in academic and sport activities.

No smoking. Must drive. Afternoons to cven-
ings. S.M. (213)399-5418, days.
(213)395-3036, evenings.

FULL-TIME summer, part-time, fall. Live-in or

out. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-4633.

MOTHER speaks Mandarin and welcomes
wife of Graduate student with limited English.

Call Grace: (213)391-2348.

NANNY - F/T summer, P/T fall, boy 3 years.

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with

drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve.,
(213)458-5988 days.

PERSON NEEDED to supervise 2 older child-

ren, 2-3 afternoons/week. Car necessary Pa-

cific Palisades. (213)454-1602

PICK UP 2 girls at pre school and babysit M-F
5-7pm. Car and reference required.
(213)474-5346.

CHATEAU HILGARD
Luxury l-bedroom Apts

Perfect for Faculty living

Very quiet building

•Unit Security

Alarnn/T.V. Entry

•Central Air/Heat

•Washer & Dryer In

each Apt.

•Fireplace

•Gated off street parking
•Best location In

Westwood
•Walk to work

962 Hilgard Ave
824-4231

SINGLE Furnished.
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,
security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

NORTHRIOGE $275 UP
500 unit stud«nt housing facility

Sharad or private units All furnished Private

bathroom. Pool, Jacuzzi. */& hr drive }d UCLA
Now accepting sumnrier & tall applications.

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge.

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

Palms
$999 up

newer sec gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

r'ALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bed/2-bath, $1 1 25.
Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month
lease. (213)8370533.

PALMS $610/mo. 1 -bedroom. Appliances,
pool, parking, laundry, upper, no pels. Great
location. 3455 Jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroorTV
2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839-6800.

PALMS- $950. 2-bedroonV2-bath, 2 Vi years
old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLA. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039.

512 VETERAN AVENUE -Huge 2-bedroorTV
2-bath with seperate suites. Up to 4 student^
unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amenities. Call jane (213)206-2655.

SHERMAN OAKS, $50(Vmo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(816)769-4621.

SPACIOUS studio $500/mo. Room for couple.

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-8017.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly

Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, furnished

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600. Manager. Apt. 103
(213)206-4123. Agent, Miller and Desatnik

Management Company. (213)838-1829.

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

I
(213) 824-4807

WESTWOOD. Available September BIG.

2-bedroorr(/ 2-bath, re frigerator, stove, park-

ing. Bike to campus'. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1400 and
up 2-bed/2-bath. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer
leases. 520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Benlley

Mat (213)264-9044.

$\figim and 1 & 2^ ftedwows

WF.STWOQD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2. Perfect for four students New
carpels, buillins, A/C, patio 1711 Malcolm
(213)273-1212

WESTWOOD- 2 bcd/2-bcd, new, security,

A/C, 2-parking some furniture available. July

Aug 475 Cayley, $l,40G/mo (213)
824-08.34.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, walk to UCLA One
bedroom w/private patio. $925 Hardwood
floors; shutters, laundry facilities, 2 car

parking. Must see. (213)279-1887

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 24)aths, fire

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desatnik Man
agemcnt Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering (213)208-7634

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044.

Westwood
Studio $725
1 Bodrm $1025
2B/2B $1300

Utilities Inckidec^

Lorge.st Sq. ft. avaibble
Great Location

10635 Wilshire Bl.

470-4407

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

MANY AMENITIES *

•SINGLES • -^

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309

or Stop by room #202

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large luxury l-bed-

room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking. 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE-

DUCTION BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

ERIDCERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVF (213)208-8685

fgaponsibility Wmk in a tpg.^t rnvir^rnmrrn pfj K^nTTaTT

with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary benifits. Call )an 2-5:30 at

(213)208-2889.

WESTWOOD Decorator seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc

Approximately 16 flexible hrs/wk. Need car,

$7/hr to start. Call joslyn (213)459-3043.

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend pA
help (21.3)478-2728. Location: WLA.

err^oon WLA One child start-

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2-bed/2-bath with
staam launa and {acwjgi >w un i t. $1.g5<Vwo .

ASAP Kirstcn/Colin (213)820-7146.

PT, summer and schoolyear babysitting for two
great kids. Close to campus. $5/hr.

(213)470-4335.

(213) 854-6713.

BRENTWOOD GLEN, 2-bcdroom duplex
unit. Cozy and private. Minutes to UCLA.
$165Q/mo. Sam (213)280-9903.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time •

• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

Job Opportunities 32

BE YOUK OWN BOSS! Make great money!
Need self-motivated responsible flower per-

sons for Friday, Saturday nights. Will train.

Own car necessary with insurance Call Sa-

brina (213)837-5369

F/T RECEPTIONIST available for Brentwood
art gallery Excellent job opportunity. Call

Kimbcrley for interview (213)820-851 1

.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts
recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Business
student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott

for more info (213)820-8511

PUBLIC RELATIONS secretary/assistant. Im-

mediate opening to work with owner of small,

well-established public relations company.
Must be skilled and motivated to learn and
grow. (213)655-5960.

RECEPTIONIST in Skin Care & Beauty Salon.

Good phone skills and appearance - Working
with public. (213)474-2524. )ulia.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755 4- 7p.m. only.

3-BED/2-BATH, new carpeting, dishwasher,
laundry facilities, parking, security gates.

$1100/mo (213)202-6524

50% SUMMER rent. Right across from campus.
Singlc/loft. Perfect for 4, parking, furnished,

June. (213)208-1637.

$575 1 -BEDROOM with free utilities. Pool/
quiet building. 5307 Sepulveda Blvd. Sherman
Oaks. 15 minutes to UCLA.

$575-$775 SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2 or U1
Freeway close to class. 5444 Sepulveda
(818)785 5208

$620 FURNISHED bachelor Utilities in-

cluded 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395 2903.

AVAILABLE July 1, spacious 2 bedroom/2
bath, $1075, near campus, (213)473-4936.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO.
3 BDRM/2 BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839-6294

BRENTWOOD Single $675. l-bedroom,
$850. 2-bcdroom, $1 1 75 Luxury units. 1 -mile
to UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking 11611 Chcnault
St (21.3)471-8154

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, Quiet l-bdr/

studio. $625/$525. FuJI kitchcn/bath. Four
miles, bus. (213)658-7014.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,newly
decorated (213)826-3934. Close to UCLA.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave.
(213) 477-7237.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675 1 BEDROOM
$850 2 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A^, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-8154

BRENTWCK)D- New security building, 1-bcd,
den, loft, 2-bath, xtras, laundry, 508 Barring-

lon. Patt (213) 476-2710.

BRENTWOOD, $840/$875/mo. 2-bcd/1-bth,
small apt, 1 parking, no pets.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment $550.
(213)671-8570 (213)410-1499

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-
CtALS Call (213) 208-8881

FAIRFAX/PICO. Close to bus, 2-bdr/l-bth

($850) and 1 -bdr/1 -bth ($650) Wooden floors,

spacious, country ambiance. Garage.
(213)385 3058 or (21 3)935 761 7.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bedroom. Sapcious, great

location, parking. $975/mo. (21.3)962-9014.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities Single. Rustic
retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)397-4270

STOP HUNTING!

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a

summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
in the single most exciting-

highest paying Industry in

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

Don't let your Senior be left out,

Order a Grad Day Personal
Now!

Congratulate and Celebrate
the Achievement of Graduation with family and friends

with a Commencement Personal on June 17, 1990.

Daily Bruin's
"1990 Graduation Issue"

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200:$1300
11701 Texas Ave.

(2 1 3) 477-085^
444-9889

READ THE

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS!

On June 17th, the UCLV campus-community's daily newspaper is

publishintj a special edition in honor of the 1990 graduating class.

Tliis special Daily Bruin Graduation Isssue ^vill liiglilight

commencement events and review places to cat and things to do in Uie
West Los Angeles area. But best of all, this graduation issue will be
distributed FREE at the ceremonies and key locations on campus.

2. ^'
^'-Q^

5. 6 /
^ f CTjyufi^^ucajiian^^ ^

Name
Address
City '_

Paynient Enclosed:

Check_^MCA'lsa.
(^ard #

8.^

Art Work #: Ad Size:

.Zip

col. X inches
Card rixp. Date.

Ad Cost;

Write your ad content hcXow & include any special instructions:

Your ad size is measured in width(# of columns-across) by depth(# of inches down).
Your ad cost is determim^d by multiplying^ width( #or columns-across) times the depth
(# of Inches down) times your rate. * Don't forget to enclose your pajTnent, # of art work
selection and any special instructions. Mail or bring in this order form to:

Dally Bruin, 808 Westwood Plaza, 112 Kcrckhoff Hall, Ix)s Angeles, CA 90024.

WESTWOOD 1 BEDROOM $750 $790
Walk to UCLA and village Pool, security

10966 Roebling Ave (213) 208 4253, (213)

624-2595

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2 bedrooms/
2 -bathrooms. Carpels, refrigerator, drapes.

Vh miles from UCLA. 1953 Sclby Appomt.-

ment (213)475-6165

WESTWOOD duplex $1275 2 bed/1 bath,

quiet street South of Wilshire Stove,

refrigerator (213)829-0385

WESTWOOD $1100/MO ,

2-BDRMy2-BATH f^/|WLY REMODELED
ELEGANT TILE 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)839-6294

WLA $1050/mo 2-bedroom- 1 1/2 bath

Condo. Security building, shutters,
frost-free refrigerator, ' cable, 1323
Carmclma. (21 3)456- 3829

WLA, $1400, luxury high-tech 2 bedroom/
3-bath, 1400 square feet, tn-level, roof

garden 2451 Purdue (213)444 9699

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhousc
$925-$1015

*Balconics
* Fireplaces

*L^undrv facilities

^Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms
*Somq with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA $660 1 bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA Near
bus New decor/miniblindVapplianccs 1517
federal (213)479-0615

-\

.WLA- 2+2, $l,095/mo, + deposit Just 7

minutes from UCLA. New building, town-
house apartments 2-car security parking We
have UCLA students and we love them 2756
Sepulveda. (213) 394 3599, eve (213)
479 1405

WLA 2 bdrnV2-balh 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit $960.
Available now. (213)451-4771

^
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. to Stiore 54 Roommates 65 Roommates
WLA- 2-be(V2bath. $1025 •»- $250. Discount
bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

yNLA. 2-be(V2-b4th unfurnished. 3 car garage.

$900. 1730 Brockton Ave. Call George
(213)826-4776.

WLA $695. 1-bdrm, close to UCLA and bus.

Quiet residential street. Appliancevlaundry/

parking. No pets. (213)479-0615

WLA. $720/mo. 1 -bedroom. Carpets, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry. 1833
Corinlh. (213)826-6907.

WLA $825. Spacious. Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Westgate (213)479-1581.

WLA BACHELOR, furnished or unfurnished.

$35G/mo. Near bus, shopping, UCLA shuttle

bus. Call Cigi (213)478-7472.

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1350. Large patio,

3 car parking, dishwasher, near SM Blvd/

Bundy. )im (213)820-4358.

WLA, bachelor, $470. Free utilities! Pool, no
pets. Easy bus to UCLA. 1621 Westgate Ave.

(213)820-1121.

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlikc. (213)

477-9955.

Apartments Furnished 50

SANTA MONICA- Charming single, $650 +
deposit. Wood floors, nice view, parking, near

Montana. (213) 829-3467

SUMMER RENTALS. Single and one-

bedroom, one block west of UCLA. Rent

reduced for summer months. From $550/mo.
(213)824-0532.

WESTWOOD, 1-bed, upper, $795 Avail

6-15 to 9-1 5 Near UCLA, village, transporla

tion. 11095 Strathmorc (213)454-8211

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo utilities included 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from carppus. (213)8240181

SHARE 2 •»- 2 APARTMENT w/3 females. Quiet,

security. 'A block to UCLA. $337. Mary
(213)824-0616 (evenings).

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina OR. Must

have no/little furniture. Non-smoker.
$250/mo. (213)392-8805.

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba fumished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $45(VnH>. including utilities.

(213)470-2211.

House for Rent 56

2 NEEDED, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest to campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ea.

Suzanne (213)825-2828,208-6503.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Landmark high-lech

home/studio. Spectacular livingroom, with

Fireplace. All rooms sky lit. Opens onto hillside

with pool. Available August. Minimurr^ one
year. $3800/mo. FAX (213)656-3414.

House for Shate 57

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE - own room. Yard, gar-

age, skylights. $500/mo. 2-mi. from UCLA,
Westwood, and Pico. (213)209-0129.

BEL AIR. Quiet, non-smoker. Pool, view. Large

bedroom and study. $735. Evenings
(213)472-1062.

HOUSESITTING: Professional, responsible,

mature single woman seeking long-term

housesilling. Loving care for home and pets.

Excellent references included. UCLA.
(213)482-5100, ext 230, or (213)825-4467.

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house. 1 block from

Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zanc
(213)392-0220.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Own room and bath. Big

backyard, near beach, pets okay. $650/mo.
(213)459-2670.

House for Sale 58

2-BD/2-BA Condo with 3 girls. 5 minutes from

UCLA. Available June 1 5. $275.00. Monica
(213)836-4061.

2-BDRM, 1-bath apt. to share in Venice with

prof. Journalist. Prefer male. $433.1 2/mo. plus

Vi utilities. (213)450-0689. Leave message.

BEVERLY GLEN: Female roommate to share

large sunny 2-bdr/rA bth. Cable, laundry,

parking. Close to UCLA. Available June 1st.

$575/mo. Call Lisa (213)286-1823.

BRENTWOOD Female to share large master

bedroom. Pool, security, parking. $325/mo
including utilities. (213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious, secluded 2-bdr/

1 'A bth, 2 story, all wood, sky-lights, 2 parking,

deck, balcony. (213)472-7784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed. 2-bdr/2-bth.

Near UCLA, parking, furnished. Available June
1 for summer/yr. $364.75/mo. Vicki

(213)208-3875.

FEMALE ROOMATE(S) needed. Own roorrV

bath/parking. Security apartment. 10 minutes

from UCLA. $527/mo. (213207-5588.

FEMALE roommate for large 2-bed/1-bath

upper apt. Mar Vista. Porch, garage, sunny.

$472.5(ymo. (213)391-8190.

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

JUNIOR transfer looking to share apartment
with non-smoking female for Fall Quarter.

(213)541-9612.

LOW RENT-2 blocks from campus. Can move
in ASAP for summer and/or year lease. Catalina

(213)824-1456.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one-
bedroom apartment. Spacious $295/mo. Call

Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate needed to share large 2-bdr.

apt. own room. Location Pico/Robcrison area.

$350. Call Finis (213)855-0490.

PALMS: Neat, responsibly, female wanted to

share large, 2-bed/1V> -ba., completely furn-

ished, parking. (213)841-0436, Sonia, Karen.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share

bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available June

15th. (213)837-5949.

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distance to UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$36Q/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

SHARE 2BD-J-2BA; psjo\, Jac, suana. Nons-
moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-80Q/mo. -f $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)476-4816.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Female roommates to

share 2-bed/2-bath for summer/year. $275;
Parking. Johanna (213)208-7782. ^

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in large

condo style apartment. Security building, $650
+ deposit. Share with proffecsional. Walk to

campus. (213)279-1494.

WLA Share room with 1 . $267.00. Near VA lot.

2 miles from campus. Available July 1

.

(213)477-3576.

Sublet 66

PRIMF Westwood $675 000 riLipJPic 1 levpl

WC5TWQOD V ILLAGE. 1-ix;U i uu r n lu r n front unit Jbd-2ba Back unit 1 bd l -ba. Mo>^
ished. $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Strathmore. (213)208 3328

NEAR WFSTWOOD, one or more quiet re

»pon»tb l t' pc> !>on» wan ted to share tuxurtoua,-

1BD/1B, parking, Jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk

to campus! June- Sept. 1 . Price negotiable. Call

(213)209-5211.

2-BED/2-BATH fully fumished, security build-

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking. 512 Veteran.

6/20-9/20; $1200/mo. (213)824-2048.

1 BEDROOM W/LOFT, 1 block from UCLA,
15 foot ceilings, available June Ist-August

31st, furnished $900/month. (213)824-1778.

1 -BEDROOM furnished; new security build-

ing; parking; walk to UCLA, Westwood; ja-

cuzzi. 747 Gayley $35Q/mo. (213)824-2535.

1 BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,

microwave, parking. Summer. $780 moyobo.
Walk to campus. (21 3)824- 1 956. Chris, Dave.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2blh. 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi. June-Scpl. Rent ne-

Mot iab lo . (213)834 1306 .

in condition. (818)784-6001

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WLA, 2-bcdroom/ 1-bath beauty. Painted,

hardwood floors, move-in condition. Minutes

to UCLA $328,500. Sam (213)280-9903.

FAIRFAX/BEVERLY area. 4217, Ogden Drive,

2bd-1ba., old Spanish charm. Hardwood
floors. Ceiling beams $1170/mo
(213)655-7944

LARGE, 1-bcd, security, carpets, drapes, rc-

frig., laundry facilities, pool, parking, no
pets. 1500 Purdue Ave WLA. $725
(213)477-5256, (21 3)931 1 160

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included Days (213)468-5943 Eves
(805)254-2403

modern, 2-bed/2-bath apartment. Gym, sec

urity, pool. $600 (213)836-8435

Tuesday, May 29, 1990

(213)834 13Q6r-

Housing Needed 60

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pir>es. Close to everything Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785-1028

WESTSIDE-Nofth of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed-

room house month of July. Open, airy Call

during business hours (ESP) 1 -800 283-7833.

Bobbi.

Apts. to Shore 54

NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking female

seeks room in exchange for P.T. household

chores, oct care, children, etc. WLA. Septem-

ber (213)274-7635, (213)285-8110. Cindi.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE- IN. Childcare, light housework for roonV
board, salary. Santa Monica. Flexible hours.

(21.3)629-3737 (evenings)

SUMMER JOB June 25- September 25, 1990
Minimal skills required for invalid nursing on
a65' power boat in Catalina. Must be female

$75.0(yday + room and board. Two openings.

Call Lee Barneson (213) 549-6701 (213)

451-1819.

SUMMER PRIVATE ROOM/BOARD- West-
side exchange, light housekeeping, babysit-

ting. 7 & 12 yr olds (213) 204-6970.

iCfour

birthday

BRENTWOOD, female Furnished. Large own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo. $575,

includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom townhouse
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities 1 mile to

campus. Mike ( 2 1 3) 4 7 7 1 79 5 ,

(213)829-7379

BRENTWOOD LARGE ROOM w/ V. bath in

spacious 2-bd/l -Vi bath condo Share condo
w/ 1 female. Parking, laundry, pool. Next to

shops, bus, 3 miles from UCLA. $479 50
Stephania, (21 3)854-2649/471 -2069

FEMALE to share large, sunny 1 -bedroom/
bathroom. Clean, quiet. West Hollywood area.

$35(ymo. Ada (213)85a0987, 447-4556.

FURNISHED room for rent in quiet apartment
near LA county museum. $400/mo.
(213)933-3823

GRAD seeks 2 to share bedroom of ^2,
$295/mo, garage, pool, gym, sauna, A>K.

7-miles to campus. Curt (213)876-9605.

MALE seeks same to share large 3-bedroorY\/

2-bath apartn^ent, near Wilshire/Bundy. Appl-

icant gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200
square foot patio, parking. Current occupant
away majority of time. $675/mo., -f 'A utilities.

(213)479 6169.

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/1 Vi bath apt. in Sherman Oaks. Great for

grads! $425/nr)o utilities (818)905-6977
Stella, leave Amessage.

QUIET MALE NON-SMOKER- To share

2-be(V2-bath, in fumished Santa Monica apart-

ment near campus and beach. Summer or

permanent. $400. Call Edmond. (213)
829-5870.

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share large 2-bed/
2-bath apt., hardwood floors, pool. Call

(213)824-0048.

ROOMMATES needed to share large

2-b<V2ba. apartment Walking distance to

UCLA. Hardwood floors, pool. Available sum-
mer and/or school year. Debbie/Matt
(213)824-0048. (213)208-7362

SANTA MONICA Female non-smoker. Own
room in 3-bdr. Condo to share with 2 grads.

$425 + utilites. Ask for Sylvia. (21 3)451 -9442.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking Julyl-July 1 1991 . $390/mo. Wonr>en

rH)n-snrK>kers only. 828-7901.

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free room with bath in

exchange for babysitting. Must have car (21 3)

470-6845

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

•nin. from UCLA. (618)990-5304.

LIVE-IN, P/T needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/sepcrale en-

trance. Pool use, telephone etc. Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

ROOM -• bath in duplex - Pico/Fairfax area in

exchange for childcare: Call Dee
(213)930-2493 Avail. 6-15 thru school year.

WILSHIRE/WARNER- Walking distance to

LICLA. Female/preferred to share in exchange
for light work around the house. (213)

441-1544.

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL room in great house in West-
wood. Walk to UCLA. $450/mo. Available

mid- June/mid-September . Marco
(213)470-1091.

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 1

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard $45(Vnegotiable. For summer or

permanent. (213)837-2210.

BRENTWOOD, $350, inc utilities. Furnished,

lovely room for mature male, non-smoker. Call

after 6. (213)476-5391.

FURNISHED NICE ROOM IN HOME- Near
UCLA, private bath, pool, limited kitchen,

ideal for UCLA student/faculty. $475/mo.
evening (213) 476-2088.

ROOM in private home - near UCLA Kitchen

privileges, $400. Mature male preferred No
smoking. (21 3)271 1658.

SHARE HOUSE. Female, clean, nice location.

$330/mo. Avail. ASAP. (213)826-7265.
(213)207-2464.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer \A build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445

WESTWOOD, beautiful room, Large brand

new with private entry private bath. Close to

UCLA $550 For female (213)826 8588
(213)470-3616.
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In the year ahead you might be inspired
to take on a unique, creative project ei-

ther as a hobby or a second source of
income Develop this situation for both
fun and profit

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) If you are
presently considering making a finan-
cial investment, check your sources for

reliable tips. Don't discuss your inten-
tions with persons who have poor track
records Know where to look lor ro-
mance and you'll find it The Astro-
Graph Matchmaker instantly reveals
which signs are romantically perfect for

you Mail $2 to Matchmaker, c/o this

newspaper. P O Box 91428, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3428
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Something
mutually beneficial could result today
from an involvement with a friend who
shares your same interests, ideals and
standards You won't fare as well with
those who don't
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Sometimes in lile

wp linvp to bo rxtiHmoly nssortivo in or-
der to achieve our aims and objectives
Today, however, more will be gained by
being compassionate and sharing
VIRGO (Aug. 23-S«pt. 22) There is a
possibility today your faith might be put
to the test If you are unwavering, you'll

achieve the types of results you desire.
Additionally, your tactics will inspire
others

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) There could
be a shift in conditions today that will

have an effect upon associates as well
as yourself Instinctively you'll see its

merits and derive more benefits than
others

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-NOV.22) The knowl-
edge you gain from books today is likely

to be marginal, but you might learn an
invaluable lesson from something you II

pnisnn.illv fxpprienco with anolhrr
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Oac. 21) To-
day if you're comparing similar items
bpfore making a purchase, quality
should take precedence over price
Don t be dazzled by mark-down or
sales

CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-Jan. 19) Today
you may have an opportunity to be with
someone you really like If you can't
spend as much time together as you de-
sire makp It a quality experience
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Even
though your intentions won't be to
feather your own nest, people you help
today could end up doing more for you
than you actually do for them.
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) Today you
might get some precognitive flashes
pertaining to a future event. Don't dis-

count your perceptions just because
what you envision seems too good to be
true

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Something
rather peculiar may develop today that
could result in a small, but significant,

advantage lor you careerwise It might
also be beneficial financially

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Hunches or

perceptions you get today that have
practical applications towards advanc-
ing your self-interests should be ac-
knowledged You might regret it later if

they go untested
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1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED. Beautiful furnished

apartment, mid-Junc-Scpt. 1 , walk to campus,
parking, Jacuzzi, rent negotiable
(213)208 1558.

2 BD/BA 403 Landfair 4 Parking Spaces

Summer (6/18-9/22), with option to renew
$315.60/pcrson- for 5, or $394.50/pcrson-for

4. (213)208-2147.

2-BED/2-BATH Westwood Chateau. Fully,

furnished, new paint, Walk-in closles, garage

parking, close to campus. (213)208-0818.

2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH, 3 Blocks from UCLA
Jacuzzi, pool, gameroom, good condition.

Summer. $ 29 0/negot i ab le Sam
(213)208-7236.

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2-bd/2-ba, 2

phone lines, furnished, parking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk to UCLA Brent/Tom (213)824-220^.

3-BEDRC)OM, 2-bath. Sawte lie student Family

housing. July-Sept. $630 per month.
(213)397-0391.

ALL YOURS! Large 2-bedroom apt to sublet

and/or rent next year. Furn. or unfurn. Balcony,

garage, light. On Strathmore Dr. Call anytime

8242351

AMAZING summer sublet. 2 females needed.

456 Landfair - University apts., call Maria or

Jennifer (213)824-5910.

BEAUTIFUL! 2bed/l bath, hardwood floor,

spacious, backyard, 2 blocks from campus,
parking, laundry, available 6-15/9-15. Roc-

bling. (213)824-5595.

BH/W. HOLLYWOOD Own room for June/

Aug. 31. Amenities + alarm, beautifully furn-

ished, great location! $475/neg. Lisa,

(213)653-8228

BOSTON, nice- 1 -bedroom on Harvard Cam-
pus. Available June 22nd - Aug 31 st. $550/mo
(617) 493-5320

BRENTWOOD, spacious, master bedroom in

huge 2-bdrm two- level townhouse. Two for

$350 or $700 private Jon. (213)209-2301

BRENTWOOD Own bedroom, furnished

apartment. All amenities. Mid-Junc to August.

$440/mo Price, time flexible. Steve
(213)472-3398

BRENTWOOD 1-BR to share with males
$300/mo.; 1 own br $400/mo., 1-mile to

UCLA, parking, Steve/Chris (213)479-0981

BRENTWOOD, own room to sublet, from June

1 5 to September. Barrington, near Sunset. Call

Francis. (213)471-0357.

CENTURY CITY, $900, large 1 -bedroom with

large patio, sec. parking, swimming pool,

dishwasher, ^C, available approximately.

6/15-9/15. Call (213)470-9376.

CHEAP and furnished, own bedroom/bath, 1

or 2 girls, A/C, security, Jacuzzi, in Westwood,
(213)208-7942.

CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM- Two
bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard. $375/mo. July-Sept. $400/mo. July -

Aug. Last ten days of June free. Utilities

included (213) 939-5418.

EVER DREAM of living in a fraternity?...sure

you have. Come be a part of the luxury at ATO
house $600 June 18-Scpt 15. Double occu
pancy. Call Jeff (213)208-6330.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed: Furnished

2-bed/2-bath, pool, security, parkings near

campus. 6/1 5-8/1 4. $280/mo. (21 3)206-1 71 0.

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex.

$355 negotiable. June 20-August 20. Parking

available. (21.3)445-5345. -

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30,

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

65 Sublet 66

FEfVlALE SUBLET needed: 6/1 5-9/1 5; furnished

room in 3-bedroom apartment. $309/mo.
10-15 minutes from UCLA. (213)397-7157.

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with

student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.

UCLA. $350/obo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FREE 2 WEEKSr Summer sublet. Walk to

campus. 2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, park-

ing. Call (213)824-5438.

HUGE two bedroom. Hardwood floors, back-

yard, in Westwood. Summer sublet with lease

option. $144(ymo. (213)208-4871.

INTERIOR DESIGNER/ARCHITECT- Furn-

ished interior design office sublet $40CVmo.
Excellent Santa Monica Location. (213)

394-1608.

JULY 1-MID SEPT. Close to campus. Parking,

security, and utilities, preferably female.

$325/mo. (213)209-5729.

JUNE 16- SEPTEMBER. Female. Gorgequs
apartment, 2-blocks to UCLA. Security park-

ing, nice roommates. $295. (818)248-0455.

LANDFAIR, 2-bedroom, pool, 2-balconies,

full kitchen, 3 parking spaces, $325/month,
furnished, hardwood floors. Call
(213)209-0655.

LARGE 2-BEDROOM, Strathmore Drive,

available mid-June through August.
$60(Vroom. (213)824-2114.

LOADED. 2BD/2BA. Available 6/18-8/1.

$350/mo. Negotiable. Call Willis
(213)479-0657 Iv. message.

MALE UCLA students. Mid-June to mid-Sept.

Furnished, walk to campus. $295/mo.,
$395/mo. Own room. (213)824-7590.

MUST SEE! Spacious, clean 1 -bdrm/1 -bath. 3

parking spaces. Right across from campus.
(213)824-5548.

OCEAN VIEW, Santa Monica. Female, own
room, elegantly furnished, W/D. Reduced to

$525/mo. June 18-Aug. 13. Kaitlin.

(213)207-2971.

_ONF SPACr avail able in giant 2-bedroom,
parking, tjundry, b lock to t:ampu !>. Starts June
15... as long as you want! Many extras! Must
Sec! (213)824-5905 Lisa.

ONE TIME OFFER: 2-bcd/2-bath furnished apt.

w/parking 6/15-9/15. 540 Midvale
$120Q/obo (213)208-7232.

SFPERATE quiet apartment, 1 0990 Strathmore,

walking distance. $650, June-Sept Write:

1015 Gayley, #183, La 90024.

SIL.VERLAKE SUMMER SUBLET. 1 -bdrm furn-

ished view, 10 min. to downtown. Off street

parking. $625. available 6-1 to 9-1. Ideal for

law clerk. Possible rent reduction/ exchange.
(213)791-2219, & (213)662-5595.

STUDIO APT for rent. Summer only! 4 miles

from UCLA. Part furnished. $425/mo.
(213)639-0765.

SUBLET 1/2 BEDRC>OM(S) in 2-bed/2-bath

apt. 430 Kelton. Furnished, parking, A/C,

Jacuzzi. $775/moyroom. (213)208-2793.

SUBLET 1 -bedroom apartmerit. Summer and
Fall. June 22-Decembcr 31. New security

building, parking, furnished, dishwasher, A/C,
4th floor, $650/mo. (negotiable). Call

(213)839-7693 (before 10 pm.).

SUBLET 2-BEDROOW2-BATHROOM- Spa-
cious, furnished, appliances, A/C, free security

parking. June-Sept. Rent negotiable. (213)

473-2512.

SUBLET- Large apartment -t- $325 share room,
$650 own. June 24 - Aug. Near Campus. Call

(213) 470-0581.

SUBLET. Share large 2-bdr/2bth apartment
near UCLA. Security building, Jacuzzi, park-

ing. $300/obo. Mark (213)824-3893.

SUBLET: Single wAitchen, furnished. June 1 5 -

Sept. 15. 631 Kelton 105. 535-570. (Negoti-

able) (213)208-6427.

SUBLET/TAKE 1 +% Bed/1 -bath fumished. 660
Veteran (Westwood), Jacuzzi, recroom, park-

ing. 2/3 people. Price Negotiable. Call

(213)824-0977.

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnished

apartment; close to campus; $30C/mo; June
16- mid Sept. (213)824-3726 Jason.

SUBLET wanted. Large 2 or 3-bcdroonV2-bath
apartment wanted in WLA (as close to Bundy/
Wilshire as possible). June 15-Scptember1

.

(213)472-7474.

SUMMER SUBLET WLA/Brentwood. Beauti-

ful large one-bedroom, fully furnished option,

parking, security. Sharon 213-478-2443.

SUMMER SUBLET Fairfax/Melrose, 1 room in

2-bdr/2-bth, laundry. $400/mo - utilities.

(213)654-7567. Gabi or Farooq.

SUMMER SUBLET. Furnished 1 -bedroom with
study. Quiet residential neighborhood,
4-miles from UCLA. June 9-August 7 (negoti-

able). Non-smoking. No pets. $840/mo.
(213)559-9168.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-bed/2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa
Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.

SUNSHINE filled: Spacious 1-bdrm, 3 blocks

from campus, furnished or not - your choice.

Annc/Danicllc (213) 208-7434. Leave
message.

~'

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bcdroom/
2-bathroom, available 6/18. Kent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

THIS IS IT!!! Just $25(ymo. Female for a

spacioucly furnished 2-bdr/2-bth. Security

parking and walk to campus! (213)824-7092
jenny.

WEST LA- Luxury apartment 2 -• 2, spa, sauna,

gym, full security, parking, amenities, 1 Vi

miles from campus, negotiable (213)
473-5726.
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WESTWOOD- Room for rent in 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Share with two guys. Available

mid-June. $575.0(Vobo. (415) 938-4753.

WESTWOOD. 1-BD/1-BA apt. 527 Midvale.

June-Sept. 3 people possible-negotiable-great

bargain. Buffy (213)209-2854.

WESTWOOD: 2 females for furnished 1 -bdr.

by UCLA. 6/18-8/31 $750/mo negotiable.

(213)824-3550.

WESTWOOD Summer sublet. 2 females

needed. 2-bdr/1 -bth, spacious, quiet. 471

LitAdfair (213)209-5731.

WESTWOOD. 6/21-9/1. 2-bed, 2-bath, laun-

dry, 2 parking spaces, Jacuzzi, sauna, price

negotiable. 555 Glenrock. (213)824-0431.

WESTWOOD 1 -bdr for summer. June 1 5-Au-

gust. Parking. 5 minutes from UCLA. $425/mo.

(213)470-5945. Brent.

W.ESTWOOD, furnished
$250/mo/person(neg.), 1 -bdrm/1 -bath. Mid-

June - Mid-Sept. (neg). Walk to UCLA, A/C,

pool, park. (213)824-9950. (213)209-5005.

WESTWOOD-Executive single, full kitchen,

perfect for 2. June-Sept 7. $775/mo. Michelle

(213)209-2115, Danielle (213)209-5220.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- 1 -bedroom, furn-

ished, security, pool, parking. Gas/water

paied. $765/mo. 11090 Strathmore. (213)

208-3148.

WESTWOOD. Loft, furnished, parking, sec-

urity. Non-smoker. Close to campus. Rent

negotiable. Mid-June to Mid September. Lori

(213)444-7382.

WESTWOOD. SUMMER SUBLET 2-bdrrTV

2-bath, parking, security building, VC, dis-

hwasher, on Gayley, $350/person,
(213)824-7853.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WLA large 2br-2ba, July-August, parking,

$ 3 7 5/room/mon th , negotiable.
(213)447-2506.

WLA: own bedroom/ Vi bath. 7/1 —9/23. Off

ttfeat parking. $40CVmo. John 477-9018. -—

WLA- spacious 3-bedroom house- own room.

Washer, dryer, dishwasher. June— end Au-

gust. $440/mo. Rent includes gardener.

(213)447-0198. Vince.

Condos for Rent 69

2 + 2 SUBLEASE- Available 9-1-90, negoti-

.able. near UCLA. $1,600. (213) 471-4989.

After 6:00 pm.

SAN CLEMENTE, beachfront, view pier, new,

1 -bedroom, fireworks 4th of July week.

(714)492-9552, (3ebbic.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2Vi -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2500/mo. 1 yr. lease Betsy

(213)828-4555.

WESTWOOD 2 + 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989 After 6 pm

mf
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AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213) 820-4839

Personal Service 95

SHYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue lied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process

that enables you
to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.

(818)907-7927.

Movers 94
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irit^it^itit^it^it^^^^^^^
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

IVe jll clu bill auto iiibiiijiu.i

IS i('(|iiin>(l l)v \d\j' St) t(,'f .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE cjII

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCV

•••••••••••••••••

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!..

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters f
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Gall 474-7283

'aSWx

SAVEON
lA&t«ANCimV
ioo«j«.ni.ai

vkVs
LAMmauix"

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent^Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

liditii- Ilt'altli I'oiiin. Mutofi.'

WVII Come TO vol'

Movers 94

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and

our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results $55 hourly Call

263-BEST.

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable

24hrs. (213)281-6892.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(21 3)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE- We store boxes, bJkcs,

mopeds, furniture, etc. Free pick-up/delivery

and insurance. (213) 477-8126.

TOWING vehicle and driver for hire Boats,

trailers, $200/day-^expenses. 10,000lbs max.

Bruce (213)476-5366

WANTED: truck space to Washington DC. by

mid-June (bed, dresser, diningroom set,

boxes). Call (213)447-2274

'^Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

\

WESTWOOD
SELF STORAGE
Storage from $19.0Q/inonih

BUY 5 MOMTHS.
GET 1 FREE!!

AT FOR STLDEMTS!
OPEI\ EVERY DAY!

(213)478-1901
1901 S. Scpulvi^a Blvd.

(b^w Santa IHonlea A Olympic
In the Sportmart Building)

si MM! K SI ( )K.\( ,1

University Storage Services
•We store anything, any size!

• Pick up and delivery provided
• hxiensive Insurance Policy
• Student Rates

For info and reservations call

1 -80()-73(>(')04

1

Services Offered 96

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production".

Undergraduate, graduate, PhD Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

$5 DOLLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations

Professional instructors. Reserva
tions" Academic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. hA.Aj journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (21 3)5591 369.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertationn. Proposals and
books. Research and wnting

Foreign students welcome
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)4 73-5441

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- For foreign

students. Lived in Japan 6 years. Duke Univer-

sity graduate. (213) 838-4382 Johanna

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193.

QUALIFIED Native German teacher offers

German tutoring. Good rates. Call Christina.

(213)559-0155

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS when they can't

understand you. Improve you communication

skills. Speak like a native. (818)907-6311

Licensed speech pathologist.

All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (8 18)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processingby

UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs. Laser. National/Overland. Lynn

(213)841-0978.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing

Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed (213)391-0942.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years expenence. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

96 Typing 100 Resumes 104

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapers, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Scpulveda (213)3979711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.50/page
Monica/Santa Monica (213)392-3262

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-

ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Conte/

Tiverton (213)208-0040.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)820-7400

TYPING • Fast and efficient; documents,

theses, term pap>ers, graphs, transparencies.

Macintosh/Lascrprintcr. Shari (213)391-2724.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (21>)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal pap>ers, theses Reasonable rates Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices-help with

language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays Npar UCLA (213)208-1865

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (21 3)2872785.

Travel 105

WANTFD reliable person to drive car to

Miami area. Call immediately! (Day)

(818)907-3313, (Night) (818)784-3319

Travel Ticlcets 106

2 ROUNDTRIP tickets LAX to Seattle

(6/9-6/22) $100 each Leave message.
(213)208-0729 Liang-Khoon

2 RT TICKETS- From LAX KAVI, HA. June 1 5

26th $318 each (213) 826-6716

LAX TO MIAMI! 1 Way Ticket. $125.00 )une

21, 8:30am. Call jeannie: 208-0556.

PAN AM TICKET. LAX-London/Frankfurt (onc-

way). Before 6/19/90. $200 (714)497-2967.

Autos for Sole 109

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs.

N?ar UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)2777012
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gels

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term

mprn, rpffflfts, Karen (BIB) 716-7953

1978, BMW, stick, air, new paint, perf. condi-

tion, leave message, eves: (213)476-2610.

1980 BMW 320i, excellent condition, new
engine, sunroof, A/C, one owner, asking

$6000 (213)930-2671

1980 VW RABBIT, well-taken care, engine

rebuilt, new tires, runs great, very reliable.

$1400 Call lean-Luc 213-839-9383.

1980 VW SCIROCCO Red. Great condition

96k miles AM/FM cassette, A/C. $2400.

(213)545-3049.

1981 DATSUN 280 ZX, looks good, runs great.

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$3200/obo. Tim (213)312-1175.

1981 STATIONWAGON new carborator, anV
fm cassette, auto, runs excellent $750/obo.

(213)624-3775 Must sell.

1962 DATSUN 310, blue, two doors, 4-speed,

^
aad gandi tian

|

|H S(yobo (313 >8 2 (» ij^6r-

Trovel 105

Mm
ISSUED Oiy THE SPOT

It&f^i a few 0t tti0 mi^TS
iopaS Passes we offer:

1 Month Youthpass-..$380

2 Month Youthpass 500

15 Day Ist Class 340

Or tlie new Flexipasses:

5 days within 15 days
$198.00

"

9 days within 21 days
$360.00

14 days within 1 month
$458.00

Britrail, BritFrance passes

available, just ask us! Eurail

Passes good throughout Western

Europe and Ireland.

TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

Ask about our STI

Student Package Tours

THAVEL SERVICE

, , _ A-Levcl Ackerman

ASUCXAT Hours: M-F 8:30-6, Sat 11-3

;•;*;M

1962, NISSAN Sentra hatchback deluxe, 5

power steering, runs perfect, 77k, 5-speed,

new clutch. $2550 (213)393-8525

1983 ALPHA SPIDER Black, leather, 5-specd,

a/c, 51k, new top, pullout CD. (21 3)824-3552.

1983 HONDA CIVIC 1 500S, 5-spd, A/C,

black, xint. condition $2800/obo.
(213)836-7346

1984 CONQUEST turbo, silver/leather scats,

AJC. low miles, auto. Runs fast and perfect.

$1800 (213)397-0652

1967 TOYOTA TERCEL Air, am/fm cassette,

4-speed, low miles $3850/obo.
(213)393 6168

AUDI 1(X)LS, 1973, Coupe, showroom condi-

tion. All records available. Original owner
(213)553-0775 9am-7pm.

BEAUTIFUL Wrangler jeep, 1987 Fully

loaded, all amenities, must sell leaving coun-

try. $12,00Q/obo. Robyn (213)399-5441

BMW 31 6i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,

Michelin's, dealer maintained
(213)39 3 4185
S8550

BUICK REGATTA 1989. Red exterior, camel
leather interior, -excellent condition 12,000

miles. (213)393-9814 evenings.

I ERRARI? NO '79 Mercury Capri/Mustang?

Yes! Silver, runs great. Good home wanted.

$1100 Andy (213)208-6488

HONDA ACCORD, 1961, blue New clutch,

brakes. A/C, radio, good condition.
$170C/obo (616)564-0611, (818)449-7373.

HONDA CIVIC 1500GL, 1980, 5-spd, A/C,

silver, xln*. condition $1200/obo
(213)474 4987

MERCEDES,'69, 250, brown excellent condi-

tion all leather interior Beautiful. $5,500.

(213)459-3411 or (213)939-8675.

MR2, 1987, mint, S-$pd., A/C, stereo/cassette.

Spoiler pkg., 32 mpg, $8925 (805)296-5362.

NISSAN STANZA 1982 2-door 5 speed, MI,
AM/FM cassette, eq booster, 85k. $1900.

Good condition (213)670-8544

TOYOTA COROLLA FX-»1988, 39,000 miles,

$6,0(X) or Take over payments, good condi-

tion, 213 825 5419, 213-439-2958

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

Auto Repair 110

CAR PROBLEMS?
Oil Changes $22.95

Tune-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CARS

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile

12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

1^
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BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut

$5 off

@ 208-5863

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10% off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS. PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
$5 off

UCLA
IE COWTE

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD WILSHIRE

SOFTBALL; Bruins take the title
From page 40

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*conriplete cosnnetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

». 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

=^CLA CENT

UCLA DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

PERFORMING ARTS^

UCLA JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

Spring Concert

Tuesday, May 29, 1990
Schoenberg Auditorium • 8:00 p.m.

Gordon Henderson, Director

Bill Watrous, Guest Soloist

Bill Watrous is a jazz trombonist who is among the best on his

instrument. He has been named number one Jazz Trombonist for

seven consecutive years in the Downbeat Readers' Poll and has

won the magazine's Critics' Poll twice. He has performed and

recorded with many of today's biggest name artists, including

Frank Sinatra, Quincy Jones, Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett,

Peggy Lee and Ray Charles.

Tickets: $5 general; $3 students and senior citizens

For information, please call (213) 825-2953.

the Dogs.

Yet while the final game ulti-

mately crowned the Bruins as

national champions and will be
referred to as the decisive match, it

was the first contest between these

two squads on Sunday that was
without a doubt one of the greatest

games of all time.

With Fresno Stale on the verge

of elimination, it needed to defeat

the Bruins just to get the chance to

play them again for the title.

UCLA controlled the game in

the early going and throughout

most of the contest. The Bruins had
little trouble reaching base, but

failed to get anything out of their

runners. They had two on in the

second inning but ended up with a

goose egg, and were similarly

fruitless in the fourth, fifth, sixth,

and seventh frames.

Perhaps the most crucial missed

opportunity came in the fourth,

when junior second baseman Mis-

sy Phillips reached on an error and
was sacrificed to second on a bunt

by sophomore center fielder Yvon-
ne Gutierrez. Sophomore Kelly

Inouye then blooped a single to

left, and when the fielder bo)bbled

the ball, the two Bruin base runners

advanced to second and third.

After a Montgomery strikeout

accounted for the second out,

itchcr Erica Zicncina ripped
line drive toward left field. What
was certain to score two Bruins
was miraculously snagged by
Fresno's shortstop, Martha Nofs-
singer, and UCLA ended up with

nothing.

While the offense was having
trouble doing what it should,

senior Ail-American Lisa Longak-
er was pitching her last career

game in style, as she had a perfect

game going into the sixth inning.

But then the trouble began.

Rightfielder Michelle Gardiner
lashed a double to break up the

Bulldog drought. Leftfielder

Shelly Morrison reached base,

while an errant throw sent the two
Lady Bulldogs to second and third.

All-American Julie Smith was
then intentionally walked, com-
pletely juicing the bases with only

one out.

That single out was soon joined

by another, however, as a Nofssin-

ger ground ball was picked up by
Phillips who got the force out A
diving catch by Howard closed out

the inning and ended the rather

troublesome scare.

Yet the Bruins used up all their

magic a bit too early, as the seventh
and final inning spelled doom for

the blue and gold. With one on and
two out in the last half of the

seventh, FSU*s Dcver hit a routine

fly ball to left field. Unfortunately
for the Bruins, it didn't end up as a
routine out, because Montgomery
lost the ball in the glaring lights

and failed to make the play,

thereby putting Bulldog runners on
second and third base.

With the partisan crowd roaring

at its peak, Longaker then faced

the next batter looking for the final

out. That would never come,
however, as her pitch sailed by the

catcher, scoring a run and ending
the game 1-0 in favor Fresno St.

, Early Sunday

It was the first game on Sunday,
however, a 3-0 blanking of the

tough Florida State Seminoles
which enabled the fireworks of the

UCLA-Fresno State games to

ignite. The Bruins needed to get

past the Seminoles in order to

move on to the finals and they did

just that, posting their fourth win of
the week.

This game was originally set for

Saturday evening, but torrential

winds, a major thunderstorm and a

tornado alert kept the diamond
quiet until Sunday afternoon, when
the Bruins went to work again. <

Florida Slate found itself in the

semifinals by defeating Fresno
State and UNLV. Behind the solid

pitching of senior Debbi DeJohn,
Lady Seminoles were intern 0H=

continuing their Cinderella mis-

sion.

But that mission was quickly

aborted, and UCLA posted two
runs in the first frame. With
Dienelt aboard on a bunt single,

Fernandez crushed a two-run
dinger over the left-field fence,^
putting the Bruins up to stay.

*The home run felt really good,"
commented Fernandez with a

smile. "I felt that I got all of the

ball."

With the Bruins comfortably

ahead going into the last inning,

they insured their win when Flynn
tripled and was brought home on
an RBI single by Phillips.

In all, the Bruins pounded
DeJohn and the Seminoles— who
ended their season at 48- 16— with

ten hits. Leading the way was
Fernandez who enjoyed a perfect

three-for-three performance at the^
plate, including a homer, two RBI,
a walk and a run scored. Also
escaping the Seminole defense

were Dienelt (two hits, one run),

Phillips (who had two hits and an

'RBI) as well as Flynn who belted a

hit and scored a run.

Meanwhile, UCLA freshman
Dede Weiman had the game under

control form the start as she

allowed only three hits on the

afternoon.

Autos for Sole 109 Motorcycles for Sole 114 Scooters

TOYOTA Tercel 1 982. 69,000 miles, AM FM.
Air conditiof>ed. Very good condition. $1900.
Call (213)206-5561. (213)391-4069.

TRIUMPH TR-7 CONVERTIBLE- 1980,
5-speed, cass., 57,000 miles, fun car, $2,200
obo. Marcl (213) 824-2008

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT CTI, 1984.
$290(Vobo. 5-speed, A/C, new clutchAires,

sunroof. (816)345-5704 (evenings),
(213)625-1670 (days).

119 Furniture 126 Stereos/TVs/Rodios 131

YAMAHA XT 350 1989. Hardly off road gd
Cond. Must See. 8m. $1650 (213)399-7785.

Scooters 119

Bicycles for Sole 113

HONDA ELITE 1 25 Seals-2 Great Condition
Absolutely no problems! Must Sell. $700 with
lock. Mike (213)479-1039.

1965 AERO 50- Includes hclmcl, kryptonitc

lock. Great condition! $400 Brcnl (213)
624-2205.

^227. -23" ATLA Racing, bike. Red and white

Columbus Frame with Campagnolo compo-
nents. Never ridden. $900. Call Nick
(213)206-1654.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

1980 YAMAHA 850 Many xtras. Runs great.

Leaving country. $1000/obo. Alex,
(213)475-8470.

HONDA 250 Rebel, 1 986, immaculate condi-
tion. Low mileage, must see to appreciate.

$1500. (213)624-1910.

KAWASAKI 250 1986. Looks and runs great,

new rear tire. $1200/obo Sean
(213)477-1777.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 125, runs great, new
battery, just tuned up MUST SELL! $600/obo
(213)206-6156
—

1̂986 ELITE 150. Runs and looks cxccllcnl

$900/obo Call after 9pm David
(213)824-7720

1966 HONDA AERO 50- Great condition,

helmet, lock, basket, only $450. Call Kim (21 3)

824-3851

1988 BLACK ELITE 50, like new, 350 miles,

lock included. $700/obo. Sam,
(213)208-6702.

1989 YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ- Black, lock and
heavy chain included. Only 350 miles.

$550/obo. (816) 840-0334.

HONDA AERO 50, v^ite and blue, excellent

condition, rebuilt body $500 Christine

(213)206-6496

HONDA AERO 50, 1986, $450/obo Runs
great. Low mileage. Shcrn (21.1)824-5210.

Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 50 LX 1230 miles. Great
condition, looks new. "^$700. Roger
(213)746-98^>6.

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmet and lock.

Great condition $430/obo (213)206-6667

FOUR-PIECE BEDROOM SET- Beige,large

dresser mirror, 2 night stands and headboarel.

$200. (213) 453-6982.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150. Di
ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195. Reclincr $195. Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989 Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393-2338.

SONE VO2610 v. - VCR, RM420 remote,
TT300 video tuner. Excellent condition. $ 1 300
(213)474-1148.

WINDSURFER O'BRIEN. Great condition.

Leaving country. $150. Alex, (213)475-8470.

Office Equipment 133

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Excellent condition

justtuned.$425/obo Call Amy 21 3-624-5435.

1987, BLUE, Elite 60 with helmet, basket and
lock. Great condition. $850. Sara
(213)444-9853.

1987 YAMAHA JOG (red). Just tuned, new
battery, runs great! $400/obo. W/helmet $450.
(213)824-3805.

HONDA SPREE 1986 - red, just luncd Hclmcl,
basket, lock included - graduating. Must sell

$375 (213)208-6561

YAMAHA RIVA 1 80 DIx, 1 985, runs great - just

tuned. $750. (213|824-4566.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted (213) 372-2337.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set black and while
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)4 73-6609

W •»

SUPER SALE! Excellent condition: ff refrigera-

tor $250, washer $150, dinette set $70, patio

furniture $39, desk $75, and more.
(213)476-7669.

Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, rcnr^ote color TV. Moving, must sacrifice.

(213)476-0817.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COLOR TVZFNITH Very good condition $75
(213)206-5561, 391-4089

BROTHER TYPEWRITER, word spell, memory,
automatic word/line correction, almost un-

used, $170. Kathy (818)577-6556, 7-lOpm

MURATA FAX, F-30 64 No. Auto. Dial 30 page
auto, feed, $1275. (818)347-6227.

Typewriter/Computer 134

CANON COMPACT typewriter Display
screen, auto correction, variable print types.

Hardly used. $90. Sheri (213)208-4752

IBM COMP TANDY lOOOSL 16 color Prog-

rams. Color monitor $73 00
(213)209 5632

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20 MB Hard drive, 5% "\ loppy drive

and 3% Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-600 printer $1600/obo. Call Scott (H)

(213)637-0631. (W) (213)820-8511.

LEADING EDGE computer and printer IBM
compatible. 2-drives. 640k, $700.
(213)399-5802.

tt
^
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BASEBALL
From page 36

two-run lead for the Bruins.

Vdovkin relumed in the ninth and

retired the Shockers in order to

cam his fourth save of the year.

Senior second baseman Mannie
Adams gave the Bruins a scare,

leaving the game in pain after

being struck in the arm by a

fastball. He was replaced by
freshman Robert Hinds, but

relumed yesterday to play the final

game of his collegiate career.

.. r

SATURDAY

The call him Moore, Michael

Moore.

UCLA's occasional center fiel-

der/designated hitter showed his

mettle against Fordham, as he

blasted a grand slam home run and
knocked in five runs to lead the

Bruins to a 13-8 victory in the

second round.

Moore, who moonlights as a

wide receiver for Terry Donahue
and the UCLA football team, hit

his bases-loaded blast during a

six-run Bruin 4th inning.

UCLA freshman hurler Pete

Janicki (9-1) picked up the com-
plete game victory in front of 3,58

1

fans. Janicki had earlier told the

Daily Bruin that he wasn't nervous

and hiid pk€)^e4^in fron t of 'h ! <>< t^

STUDENTS, PHONE HOME!
1-800-PHONE-CARD

ONLY 19.3<C PER MINUTE
No surcharge, monthly fee, or minimum usage!

Call 24 hrs nationwide from any touch-tone phone

Stop paying more for local & regular

long distance.

Also: 19.3c per min. 1-800 Voice Messaging

(Private, toll-free, 2-way, answering service)

FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-223-7592 then at tone, 435-4432

Sales reps also wanted. Call now! SASSOON SASSOON • 925 BROXTON • 208.SASS

people" before. He proved that

point on Saturday, as the Bruins

were in a must-win situation

(following Friday's loss to South
Alabama).

Remarkably, UCLA scored its

1 3 runs on only icn hits, and picked

j ^up four unearned runs. Wolfe and
Webb combined to put four of the

Bruins' eamed runs on the score-

board. Each had a double and two
RBI.
/^ Pritchetl put a pair of notches in

his UCLA-leading hit total by
going 2-for-5 with an RBI. Addi-
tionally, Ellis took advantage of

the free passes issued by wary
Fordham hurlers. The Bruin junior

went l-for-2 but reached base five

limes and scored three runs.

FRIDAY

%^7

^ The Bruins were unable to

overcome the same South Alaba-

ma squad that they bested earlier

this season, as a crowd of 1,223

watched the Jaguars defeat UCLA,
6-4, in the first round.

The last time the two teams met
was on February 8 th, when the

Bruins handed Jaguar hurler Mike
Zimmerman a 6-5 loss. This time,

though, Zimmerman (12-6) came
out on top, striking out 13 Bruins

and allowing eight hits on the way
to a complete game victory. UCLA
starter Tim Lindsay (9-7) got the

loss after allowing 6 runs (all

eamed) in 6 2/3 innings of work.

The Jaguars started the playoffs

strong with a four-run first inning

that included a two-run homer by
Jaguar first baseman Robby
Robertson.

After picking up runs in the first

and third innings, the Bruins tied

the game with a two-run sixth

inning. But the Jaguars pulled

ahead for good in the seventh.

Robertson once again wounded the

Bruins in the two-run inning, this

time stealing home as part of an
Alabama double steal.

Bruin reliever Dave Zancanaro

(5 saves) pitched 1 1/3 innings of

no-hit, shutout relief, but the

Bruins were unable to make up the

two-run difference.

Bruin center- fielder and leadoff

hitter Robbie Katzaroff went 2-

for-4 on the day and scored two
runs. Shortstop Mike Hankins,

UCLA's No. 2 hitter, also had a

pair of hits.

FACT: 92% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS HAVE NO TRAINING AT ALL!

FACT: 85% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS COULD HAVE PREVENTED THEIR.

ACCIDENTS IF THEY HAD PROPER TRAINING!

If you ride a inotorcycle, scooter, or moped at UCLA, learn what the California Motorcycle Safety

Program can teach you about:

* Accident avoidance
* Reducing the severity of injuries

* What to do in an emergency
* Keeping the shiny side up and the rubber side down

We want you to come to the , Community Service Officer (CSO) Frograni^' FREE Cycle Safety

Seminar because your survival on two wheels depends on your mental skills. We are concerned

about your safety.

\

Wednesday, May 30
6-8 pm

Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

Reserve your spot in the seminar now by signing up at the CSO Programs' Bicycle Registration

table on Bruin Walk or by calling the CSO Office at 825-9800. Reservations arc required.

STATISTICS PROVIDED BY TUF MOTORCYCLH SAFE'IY FOUNDA'lION. THE CYCLE SAFirn' SIIMI

NAR IS SPONSORED BY Till: COMMLTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OI'FICE.

1
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ToytiU SUMfU ifpeciaU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR FTS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.
We guarantee that your oil & filter

change will be done in 30 minutes
from the time your work, order is ^^
written to the cashier, or you won't I ^W -ft3X
pay! Call or come In today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

$4^95

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes ltk^^#%A
•Inspect front brake rctors, calipers and lines S^^^W
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system ^V
•Add fluid as needed

\ "o%"ofT any i
^^

•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair i

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota onlv. Expires 6/30/90

IKE MILLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

Mgvrs
M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle

We honor:
Visa

Mastercard
American Express

Discover

////
FREE haircut with any perm

frphi $30
FREE cellophane, clear or color

with expert highlights or coloring

from $30
manicure and pedicure $15 (Introductory special only)

*FREE PARKING IN THE BACK^
at Angela's Hair Salon 2322 Westwood Blvd.

Jlla/ua
r^^^ni^^^ ^^^mi^^^
HAIR

474-3881
HAIR

474-8071

Frices Recently
Now is the time to SAVE!!!

\

SupersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MB harddrives, one 35" 1.4 MB floppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCD screen.

data systems
Groupe Bull

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, or personal

check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are not accepted Zenith products are available to full lime UCLA
Students, Faculty. Staff, and departments only Purchase must be for the personal academic, educational, or research use of the

eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo ID. Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and Photo

ID.. Offer limited to one Zenith computer and one of each accessory per person per year Prices are subject to change without

notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
SlOfe / l-Level Adnrmaii Union/ l2«-6fS2/ MTU 7:45-7:38; F 7:45-t; Sat 10-8; Smi 12-«

BASEBALL
From page 40

deadlocked. The Eagles put a

runner on third when the leadoff

batter reached second on a throw-

ing error by Mike Hankins and
advanced to third on a sacrifice

bunt.

Then, a ground ball single down
the line off third baseman Kevin
Webb's glove scored the run to

make it 5-4. The lead would hold in

the ninth, as the Bruins went down
in order.

In addition to Ellis's homer, the

Bruins picked up runs on a double

by Joel Wolfe and an RBI single by
David Tokheim.

Georgia Southern connected for

a total of ten hits off Lindsay.

Adams called the Eagles, "the best

hitting team we've seen this year.**

Mike Yuro (2-for-4 with a double)

and Chad Sumner (2-run single)

led the way for the Eagles offen-

sively.

Relieving Eagle starter Jay
Berkner in the seventh, Ail-Ameri-
can Joey Hamilton (18-3) pitched

2 2/3 flawless innings of no-hit ball

to earn the victory.

With only Georgia Southern and
South Alabama left in the Midwest
regional, the underdogs had the

last laugh in Kansas. Both remain-
ing teams entered the tournament
unranked in both national polls,

while the Bruins had moved infcfc

the No. 19 slot on the Baseball

America ranking. "We know we're
better than both of those teams,"

Ellis said after the game. "Seeing
those teams in the World Series

makes me pretty sick."

SUNDAY-

The Bruins left a record crowd
of 6,881 breathless after eliminat-

ing the defending NCAA champ-
ion Wichita State Shockers with a

7-5 win.

Only a handful of Bruin backers

sat among the masses as UCLA
crushed hometown favorite
Wichita Slate's hopes of another

College World Series title.

A four-run rally in the seventh

inning was all the Bruins needed to

give the Shockers a little jolt of
their own.r

With the Bruins up 3-2 and
Shawn Wills on first, second
baseman Mannie Adams faked a

bunt and then slashed a ground ball

single through the hole to send
Wills to third. Robbie Katzaroff

then pounded an RBI single, and
scored on a two-run double by
Chris Priichett. At the end of
seven, UCLA had slugged its way
to a commanding 7-2 lead.

Lefty ace Dave Zancanaro (11-

6) did the job once again for the

Bruins as he held Wichita State to

two runs through what Adams
called "a really strong seven
innings." However, Zancanaro ran

out of gas in the eighth inning,

allowing the first three Shockers
he faced to reach base.

After sitting out since March
with a sore elbow, Bruin righthan-

der Scott Schanz could not have
picked a more inopportune time to

make his return to the mound. He
replaced Zancanaro in the eighth

with the bases loaded and nobody
out. Schanz quickly gave up a

double and issued a pair of walks
to cut the Bruins' lead to 7-5.

Schanz then struck out one batter,

but the situation remained grim ,

with the bases still juiced and
Wichita State's big hitters coming
to the plate.

With one out, freshman stopper

Michael Vdovkin came in to end
Schanz's short-lived appearance.
"The Diike" successfully retired

the next two batters to preserve a

See BASEBALL, page 35
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TENNIS
From page 39

singles champion.

The Bruin got off to a quick

start, taking a first set, 6-3. But

Netter became inconsistent in the

second and almost gave up —
dropping the set, 6-1.

But saving his energy, the Bruin

came on stronger than ever.

Neither player was able to get a

break until Netter was broken at

4-4. He managed to return the

favor when he broke back to stay

alive.

Taken to a third set. tiebreaker,

Netter saved three match points

and ultimately took the breaker,

12-10.

In the first round of singles

competition, the Bruin downed
Nebraska's No. 62-ranked Matth-

ias Mueller in a 4-6, 6-2, 6-3

contest and went on to meet
Georgia's Al Parker, ranked No. 5

in the nation.

Parker showed his dominance in

the first set as he served it out with

an ace. But Netter finally got one
of his own as he went up, 2- 1 , in the

second set. And that enthusiasm

carried him into a strong returning

game in which he broke the

Bulldog and consequently served

out a love game. Netter got the

other break he needed when he

overcame Parker in the last game
of the second set (6-2).

in the final set, it was a queslioir

of who could hold serve and the

Bruin came up with the right

answers when he broke Parker and
held his own serve, hitting two
winning forehands to wrap up the

match, 6-3, in the third.

_ The match was especially

impressive in that Netter achieved

All-America standing in reaching

the round of 16 in NCAA compet-

ition.

But even the All—America
status was not enough for the Bruin

who wanted to continue to

advance.

In the match-up with TCU*s
Tony Bujan, No. 39 in the country,

Netter entered play with a slight

edge over the Homed Frog in that

he had defeated Bujan (al No. 4

singles) in the quarters of the 1989

NCAA team championships held

in Athens, GA.

Fred finds the solution ^(^C

to all of his

advertising

woes.

\

DAH.Y IIIUIIN ADVEIMISINC; A

•1-- And by Netter*s performance,

that fact seemed apparent to all

spectatorsi Netter clinched the first

set 6-2 when he broke Bujan with a

cross-court overhead winner. He
continued to play aggressively

when he took a quick 3-1 lead in

the second. Although he was
broken in the next game, he got the

break he needed with impeccable

returning — taking a 5-3 lead.

Netter finished Bujan off with

his patented backhand cross-court

passing shot — giving him a 6^3
second set.

Freshmen Mark Knowles and
Fritz Bissell sure would have

killed to have similar results in

their doubles draw.

After a successful first round—
defeating Harvard's duo of Mike
Shyjan and Mike Zimmerman, 6-

4, 6-2, the Bruins faced the No. 2

tandem of Jared.Palmer and
Jpnathan Stark ol^tanford.

The Cardinal duo proved they

were worthy of their ranking as

they defeated the Bruin pair 3-6,

6-3, 7-5.

Likewise, teammates Bill Bar-

ber and Mark Quinney got past

their first round match by defeat-

ing San Diego's Ricardo Heirera

and Tolc Marinkovic 7-5, 4-6, 6-2.

But the No. 1 ranked duo of Matt
Lucena and Doug Eisenman were
overpowering — finally downing
the Bruins in straight sets 6-3, 6-4.

The Golden Bears went on to

win the doubles championship
crown Sunday as they defeated

Mitch Michulka and MichaeTT"
Penman of Texas in straight sets.

1
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^^^F* -"/-'F.SSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

^#1 GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT- GMAT • GRE • MCAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
ANY SECTION OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSF. FREE ^

CAU 1 800-777EXAM

SASSOON '°^
Say yes and do W ®

WALK-IN
SERVICE & PRODUCT SPECIAL

FREE Validated Parking

208-SASS 208-HAIR 208-WAVE
925 North Broxton (North of the Village Theatre)

Top-Brand Name
Products:

Buy 1 get 2nd
product 1/2 off.

Buy 2 get 3rd
product FREE

There's a different deal every day, complete

vyith entree, side dishes and your choice of

dispensed beverage* The Unreal Meal Deal is

served weekdays for lunch and dinner

Your daily Unreal Meal Deal misht be at:

• Pot Au Feu - International entrees like beef

strosanoff and lasasna (retail value up to $4.82)

• The Broiler - Classic hamburgers & fries and

chicken breast sandwiches (retail value up to $4.60)

• Casa del Norte - Enchiladas and Latin specialties

and more (retail value up to $4. 1 8)

North Campus Student Center

Seivins Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

ASUCLA Food Service

Unreal Meal Deal and Soup & Salad Special offered for a limKed time only

r
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Women linksters save best for last, men
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

The UCXA women's golf team
completed a dramatic one-season

turnaround over the weekend as

they finished second at the NCAA
national championship tournament

at Hilton Head, South Carolina.

The Bruins saved their best

round of the tournament for the

final day as they shot a team total

299 to finish one stroke ahead of

third-place Florida and 16 behind

Arizona State, a team the Bruins

defeated in the Pac-10 champion-
ship tournament less than one
month ago.

The finish, the best ever in the

thirteen year history of UCLA
women's golf, was made more
amazing by the fact that UCLA
had trouble just fielding five

traveling players last year, finish-

ing a distant fifth in the Pac-10
tourney.

"One of the big differences this

year was the depth we gained from
last year," said first team AU-
American Jean Zedlitz. "We play-

ed as a team, and were not just one
person standing out."

The depth showed in the final

scores. Although Zedhtz finished

fifth individually with a 299 (78-

71-77-73), just two strokes behind

eventual champion Susan Slaugh-

ter of Arizona, the rest of the team
held their own. Christy Erb's 304

(76-74-78-76) was good enough
for 16th place, Debbie Koyama
finished Ued for 25th at 308 (78-

79-74-77), freshman Elizabeth

Bowman finished tied for 35th at

311 (78-79-81-83), and freshman

Carrie Leary's 327 (84-82-82-79)

placed her at 78th.

Meanwhile, the No. 15-ranked

men's golf team had anything but

fun as they finished a dead-last

18th at the NCAA Western Reg-
ional Championships at Las

wifGII

Cruces, NM.
The Bruins needed to finish

among the top nine in the tourna-

ment to qualify for the NCAA
National Championships, but they

finished 28 strokes behind ninth-

place UN-Reno. Their team total

890 was 58 strokes more than

regional champion UNLV.
Rob Sullivan was the low scorer

for the Bruins, shooting 217 (72-

72-73), good enough for 38 th

place.

1990-1991
Cult u r a 1 Affairs
Staff Positions
Available ]lfoiv!

-Blues -Publicity

-IVnori rnnrprfg

-Folk

-Art

-Cultural Events

^Comedy

Pick up applications
at 306 Kerckhoff Hall.
Due June 4 by 5 :00.4

lt%^^B^u0^:^

^te^ tk best iijB^

\nn 3AMVICEWTE BLVD.- LoS ANGC£S, CA-.^otM-a • 82P-1516

Should the
Graduate Student Employees of UCLA

form a UNION?

,».

Michael Thompson of the U.C. Berkeley
Association of Graduate Student

Employees
(District 65 UAW)

will speak on the union's experiences.

Wednesday May 30, 1990
4:00 pm

'I.

1178 Franz Hall

Refreshments will be served.
'^^

Sponsored by UCLA Graduate Student Association
and the Biological Sciences Council of the GSA.

i
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Bryan is better than Netter in iiattie at tiie t .

Bruin falls in NCAA singles final to Longhom

•

i

By Laurie Lappin

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS, Ca. --So close,

yet so far.

Thai's probably ihc same
thought that ran through the mind
of UCLA's Jason Netter after he
advanced to the NCAA men's
singles championship finals and
ultimately fell to No. 3-ranked
Steve Byran of Texas .in a tight

match Sunday.

Although Netter did not play as

well as he had played throughout
the tournament, he surely did not

beat himself when he met Bryan in

the finals. But never having played
the Longhom, Netter only knew he
would be -in for a tight match.

Serving at 2-3, the Bruin was
broken and was unable to break

back despite two chances in the

final game — dropping the first

set, 6-3.

Netter came out serving a great

first game, but was broken once
again and trailed, 2-1, in the

second. Netter broke to even things

out at 4-4, but Bryan turned around
to break the Bruin once again —
finally managing to take the set, 6-

4.

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Jason Netter was defeated by Texas' Steve Bryan in the

NCAA Championship men's singles finals on Sunday.

—
"I weni tor loo much too ^6on

and Bryan 's not going lo give you a

point," Netter said. "Steve has a

great backhand and passes great

off it. I should have played his

forehand sooner," he added jok-

ingly,

Win or lose, Netter had a

tremendous junior season. And
although he may not have had the

best dual match record on the team.

he did show that he is a top

individual tournament player.

Wiih a 23-3 record in louma-
mcni play and having won the

Rolcx Inicrcollcgiates and the

Pac-lOs, an NCAA title would
have been awfully nice .... Bui
as Nciler said to the spc<:taiors

after the match, "I'll see you all

again next year."

Before he had the opportunity to

lake a shot ai liie crown he had the

opportunity to lake a shot al the

crown, he had to meet No. 2-

ranked Jonathan Stark of Stanford

in the quarters and No. 8-ranked
Conny Falk of Miami in the semis.

Freshman Stark of Medford,
Oregon played No. 1 singles for

the Cardinal for the majority of the

season until mid-April when he
suffered a stress fracture in his

right fool. Even with that injury, he

is still one of the nation's finest.

Netter, entering competition
with a ranking of 30th in the

nation, knew it would be a tough
match despite his injury. And
Netter, at the same lime, began
suffering from a pulled hamstring

he injured during ihe NCAA team
loumamcnt.

lennis and was successful, holding

serve and taking the deciding set,

6-3.

Defeating thajQardinal was by
far Neilcr's best win this year and
despite the intense heat, the Brum
explained that being in top physi-

cal shape is what made the

difference.

"I like moving people around

"1 went for too
much too soon and
Bryan's not going

to give you a point

Steve has a great

backhand and pas^

ses great off it. I

should have played

his forehand soon-

er.
>>

Jason Netter

tJui navmg lost to stark (7-5, 6-

1) at the dual match played al

Stanford, Netter knew exactly

what to expect from the Cardinal.

Netter managed to break Stark

after taking the first set, 6-4, and
consequently got the break he

needed in the second set after

serving a love game when he broke

Stark to achieve a 4-2 margin. The
Bruin continued to play offensive

the court and knowing that I'm in

shape, I don't worry about a ihu-d

set," Netter said. But the way
Netter was playing he didn't need
to even ftiink about a third.

"I tiicd 10 lake Um ball on in»
rise and get it (the ball) back at him
a lot quicker," Netter said.

Netter continued to do just that

as he entered play against Falk on
Saturday. Falk advanced to the

quarters in last year's individual

segment — ultimately losing U)

Donni Leaycrafl, the 1989 NCAA

See TENNIS, page 37

MINNEAPOLIS!!
$89 ONE WAY or $178 ROUNDTRIP*

DAYTIME FUGHTS

Depart Tuesdays, June 19-Aug. 7
Return Wednesdays. June 20-Aug. 8

Hawaiian Airline Charters

US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL—^July 6-1$, 1990
Call for ticketsll

*Prlc« valid only with thi* coupon. n*lufn wHh applicalion.

BREKKE TOURS
Toll-free: 1-800-437-5301

1

-t.^^

m^cm
DEUVERS FR DEUVERS FREE ^

FREE DELIVERY!!

£ STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cEi Fake Kaplan Or lake Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99"

Home Oiiiir
ti Parlies

1i

NOW DEUVERS!
Delicious Chicken Combos
2 PIECE COMBO with

Garden salad, Tortillas, Salsa 3.69

V 2 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders 339

3 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas. Salsa, 2 Side Orders 4.29

4 PIECE COMBO (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Reg Side Orders 549

V8 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Lge Salsa, 2 Lge Side Orders 11.49

V12 PIECE COMBO . .

Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa, 3 Lge Side Orders '^^^

SIDE ORDERS ' ^

Spanish Rice, Pinto Beans, Pouio Salad,

Cole Slaw, Corn-on-lhe-Cob

Side Orders

PINTO BEANS
V SPANISH RICE

V COLE SLAW
^ POTATO SAUD
V CORN-ON 1TIE-COB

SALSA

REGUIAR LARGE
(6oz.) (16 oz.)|

.89 1 .89

.89 189

.89 1.89

.89 1.89

TORTIIIAS (nour or com) 3 ea. .45

FRESH GARDEN SALAD
139

Dressings: Zcsty Ranch, Thousand Island,

Reduced Calorie Italian or Deluxe French

Open

FrI. and Sat.

untM 2:00 AM
WMkdayt

untH 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barringlon)

Chicken Only
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, Salsa

4 PIECES OF CHICKEN (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa

V 8 PIECES OF CHICKEN (whole chicken)

Tortillas, Lge Salsa

V 12 PIECES OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa

319

4.19

8.29

11.89

Beverages

Coca-Cola SpriteDiet Coke
.89

We accept CasH, Visa and Mastercard

Minimum order for delivery $10 (X)

Delivery Charge: $1 00 Per Delivery
(Limited Delivery Hours & Area)

Items prepared in accordance with the American Heart Association Reccommendations.

1081 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village CALL: 824-7776

FREE PARKING IN TIIE ALLEY NEXT TO^Ol;R RESTAURANT AFTER 6tOO PM
ANP ALL DAY SUNDAY.

I

I

I

I

Combo indudcs 12 pieces of delicious char-broiled chicken,

12 tortillas, salsa, and your choice of 3 large side orders$1^.69 COMBO
~r '

. \ V ^ , \^^ *^ oAer o<f« Umit otw Combo per coupon Addtoml <^^ for wMlr imtt o^ttn Ammi 1*3
6-pack of Coca-Cola FREE «**T t^ MN«>7. Mmt* <any onlr OOOO UmlMd dcbverr km ini houn |1.M Mtwy eCL. |^

, Ofcr ti^*mt ^ll» Jl. 1990
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Sports

University of California, Los Angeles

We're No. 1!!!
UCLA continues its dynasty with three-peat title
By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok. —
They say the law of averages will

even things up in the long run, but
the UCLA women's Softball team
seems to be the exception to that

rule, as the Bruins beat Fresno
Slate for the fourth straight time in

the finals of the College World
Series to claim their third conse-

cutive national title.

It took two days to do, as a

thunderstorm suspended play Sun-
day night with only two and a half

innings completed, but the Bruins

finally eked out the 2-0 win on
Monday. With the win, UCLA
completed the season with an

astonishing 61-7 record.

In the NCAA's double-elimina-

tion format, Fresno State had
suffered an early loss to Florida

State, while the Bruins had cruised

to an unscathed 4-0 record. UCLA
needed simply to beat FSU once on
Sunday to claim the title. But the

Bulldogs won the first game,
thereby making possible the finale.

The title bout featured a pitching

clinic by freshman Heather Com-
pton. The Santa Maria native

hurled a one-hit shutout over the

span of two days for the win. She
fanned five wishful Bulldog bat-

ters and raised her overall record to

18-1 in the process.

"1 was really nervous because I

hadn't been in a situation like this

before, but you change that nerv-

ousness into excitement," Com-
pton said. "I tried to go out here

and do my best."

The Bruins opened the scoring

in the first inning, as junior

rightfielder Shanna Flynn singled

to left and was followed by an

infield hit by junior Kerry Dienelt.

Freshman third-baseman Lisa Fer-

nandez then sent Flynn to third on a

fielder's choice, and when the next

pitch went sailing past the Bulldog
catcher, Flynn hustled home for

the 1-0 l^ad.

The score remained unchanged
through the third inning, when a

heavy storm drenched the field and
caused the game to be postponed.

Head coach Sharron Backus
was concerned that the delay could

have hurt her team's focus. "I

didn't know which team was going
to wake up today," said Backus.

"We didn't know whether Fresno
was going to come in and just lake

it away."

Fortunately for Backus, the No.

1 team woke up and didn't let

Fresno just take it away, as the

Bruins kept FSU scoreless the rest

of the way. Yet UCLA wasn't

Softball
The Road to the Third-Straight

National Championship

riday

UCLA
CSULB

Saturday

UCLA
Oklahoma St.

_ . ,, , THEO NICHOLAS
Missy Phillips and Kristy Howard led the Bruins to their third consecutive national title.

done quite yet, as senior smelly

Montgomery singled in the third

inning and was sent home by
Dicnclt's RBI single to right field,

making it 2-0 in favor of the

Bruins.

"I was kind of nervous at the

beginning, but 1 was really confu
dent in the team," said freshman
Maria Rodriguez. "This team is

really together, and 1 think that was
the key."

"All year long we hadn't lost

two games in a row, and 1 knew we
weren't going to lose again to

Fresno," added freshman shortstop
Kristy Howard. "We have a lot of

team unity and that's what helped
us today."

Backus concurred, noting iIm;

Bruins' focus and concentratior

.

"This team came ready to the

tournament. They were very
focused and came to play, ' she

said. "We came to win every
game."

Yet while Coach Backus and the

Bruins were whipping up a minor
storm with their celebration, some
rather disappointed and sour tones

were echoing from the media
room, where Fresno's head coach

Sunday
UCLA
Florida St.

UCLA
Fresno St. 1

Vol.CXXX, No. 134
Circulation: 22,000

Wednesay
May 30, 1990

Sunday/Monday'

UCLA
Fresno St.

* Sunday's final postponed by rain

until Monday.

Bruins win the College

World Series

...J- ^L-

GAIL MOOREHEAD/paily Bruin

Margie Wright was facing the

cameras. When asked to comment
on whether UCLA was forming a

Softball dynasty (having won six

national titles in eight years),

Wright said sternly, "Absolutely
not. The only dynasty they have is

in their own heads."

"It's hard (to lake this loss),

but. . . 1 wouldn't u-adc UCLA for

Fresno for all the money in the

world," said Fresno pitcher Carrie

Dever.

And commenting on the fact

that their Bulldogs have come up
one game shy of the championship
in all four of their allcmpts, Wright
said, "We're just tired of being

bridesmaids." It appears as though
Fresno will be searching a bit

longer, however, as the Bruins
snatched another one away from

Power outage
in Westwood

Parts of Westwood did not
have eJectricity for almost eight

hours early Tuesday morning
because of cable failure.

"We have been having trou-

ble on one electrical service. It

was on and off due to under-
ground cable failure," said

Department of Water and Pow-
er representative Dorothy
Jensen.

Some dwellings within north
Ophir Drive, south Weybum
Drive, east Gayley Avenue and
west Levering Avenue were
affected.

The outage started just

before 1 a.m. and power was
restored at 9:45 a.m.

Students allege police brutality
Protest to focus on claims of racial violence

Inside
Emeritus prof

passes away
Former dean of UCLA's

physical science department
Francis E. Blacet died last week
at the age of 91.

See page 14

By Tina Anima
and Steve Macau ley

Stall Writers

A group of UCLA students are

rallying today over allegations that

university police have practiced

racially motivated brutality in

confrontations with students.

The students — one of whom

Med Center
death being
investigated
By Steve Macau ley

Staff Writer

Doctors used a surgical tool

capable of igniting while operating

plans to press charges against the

university — say that blacks have
been the target of harassment and
unnecessary brutality by the UC
Police Department. In one inci-

dent, university police pulled their

pistols on a group of one white and
seven black students who were
talking in a parking lot after a

dance, according to undergraduate

general representative Brcnion
Wynn, one of the students
involved.

Police, however, say investiga-

tions of the incident show that

there was no brutality and that ihcy
followed police policy.

The most recent example of

See BRUTAUTY, page 13 Brenton Wynn

String sling

-OP- a ^at_accident victim who

See SORBALL, page 34

Eagles awake Bruin Bombers from dream season
By Terry White
and Jeff Imperato

Staff Writers

UCLA's hopes for a trip to the

College World Series died on the

astroturf of Tyler Field in Wichita,

Kansas with a 5-4 loss to Georgia
Southern on Monday.

Although they came two games
short of a CWS berth, the Bruins
did notch two impressive victories

at the Midwest Regional in Kan-
sas, including a dramatic upset of

defending NCAA champion
Wichita Slate at its home diamond.
•The team played well," com-

mented UCLA Head Coach Gary
Adams on his team's regional

performance. "I'm really proud of

the way they played."

The Bruins faced some of the

toughest pitching they had seen all

year.

"Every team had to use their ace

against us," Adams said.

The exua four games of NCAA
regional play allowed Bruin slug-

gers Chris Prilchelt and Paul Ellis

to leave their mark in the UCLA
baseball record books. Witlxjiis.-^

101 si hit on Sunday, Prilchelt

broke ihc all-lime UCLA record

for hits in a single season. Eric

Karros (1988), now with the Los
Angeles Dodgers organization,

previously held the record with

1(X) hits.

And even though the wind at

Tyler Field was blowing in, Ellis

hit a solo home run down the right

field line yesterday to tie Jim
Aulcn's record of 29 homers in a

single season. Ellis also hit a

double in the third to go a solid 2-

for-4 in what could be the last

game of his college career.

The gaftc stayed close until the

final moments, as no team led by
more than two runs at any time.

After scoring in the fifth, the

Bruins led the game 4-3, but the

Eagles swooped down and
snatched a victory from its blue

and gold prey.

Although he eventually wound
up with the loss. Bruin right bander
Tim Lindsay (9-8) went the dis-

tance for the seventh time of the

season in keeping the Bruins
within striking distance. "He
might have pitched his best game
of the year," Adams said.

Georgia Southern tied the game
in the seventh at 4-4, and went into

the ninth with the score still

Mldw0$t Regional

WlcliHa> KSMMMMMMM***

1st round. May 25
#3 S.Alabama
#4 UCLA

See BASEBALL, page 36

2nd round. May 26
UCLA
#6 Fordham

13

8

Viewpoint

Dykstra Hall=

Danger Hall
The potentially dangerous

renovation of the residence

halls should not be done while
they are occupied.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

3rd round, May 27

UCLA
#2 Wichita St.

4th round, May 28

UCLA
#5 Georgia Southern

Tennis' Netter shot
down in NCAA finals

Bruin Jason Netter made it to the finals of the

men's singles* NCAA championship match,

Sunday, but was defeated by Texas* Steve Bryan.
"I didn*t play that bad," Netter told the Los
Angeles Times, "I just missed some big shots."

See page 39

Golf has mixed results

The UCLA women's golf team had a great

NCAA Championships in South Carolina as they

finished second, their best finish ever. The men*s
team had trouble however, finishing 18th in the

NCAA West Regional. j

See page 38

Trivia Time
Do you lead the league in nostril hairs? Well if

you hit like Mays and run like Hayes, or throw
like a "Wild Thing," lets see what you can do
with this week's trivia question. Okay, before the

Bruin softball team, what was the last UCLA
team to win three straight I^CAA titles? When?
And finally, for the bonus award, name the head
coach and at least two regulars on the squad.

Actor receives
Tracy award

Actor Michael Douglas will

receive this year's Spencer

Tracy award in a Royce
ceremony.

See page 22

Sports

Softball talces

the big prize

Several Bruins were selected

to the all-tournament team after

the NCAA softball champion-
ship tournament this weekend.

See page 44

caught fire on the surgery table

Monday in UCLA Medical Center,

fire officials said Tuesday.

Officials hope the autopsy of
Angela Hernandez, 26, will deter-

mine if she died from injuries

incurred in her automobile acci-

dent or from the fire that mysteri-

ously ignited her bed clothes, said

Tom Ratcliffe, an investigator at

the coroner's office. The date of
the autopsy will be scheduled
today.

The surgical tool, a pen-like

cauterizer used to stop bleeding

from an incision, was being used in

the operating room along with pure

oxygen, which raises the danger of

fire, Fire Department Inspector Ed
Reed said.

"In the presence of oxygen, even
something like steel wool can
catch fire pretty easily," Reed said.

"We're investigating a cauterizer,

as well as other tools that might
have ignited the fabric."

Los Angeles Fire Department
Chief William Burmester of the
arson squad said an official state-

ment about the cause of the fire is

expected today. "We're exploring
everything — any kind of device
in the operating room."

Authorities said there have been
no official statements about her
condition prior to the fire.

In a roadside u^affic accident,

Hernandez suffered heart and liver

injuries just before midnight Sun-
day, said Santa Monica police Sgt.

John Miehle.

Hernandez and four others had
been stranded on a rain-slicked

enu^nce ramp to Pacific Coast
Highway after her car stopped
running. While Hernandez was
waiting in front of her car, another
passenger stood in the middle of
the road trying to fiag down
passing cars for help.

A car approaching from the rear

swerved to miss the person in the

road and slammed into Hernan-
dez's car, which lunged forward
and crushed her, Miehle said

Immediately after the fire, the

operating rooms were all closed to

ventilate the smoke, and all but one
have since been re-opened, said

hospital spokesperson Mike
Byrne.

Burmester said damage in the

operating room is expected to

reach $40,000, but an official

estimate has not been completed.

DANIEL ME2GER

Jonathan Goodwin, an electrical engineering major and assistant co-founder of the
Hammock Club, ties one onto a tree branch at Dickson Plaza on Tuesday. The club
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Flag graffiti angers students
By Betty Liong

University Editor

Bold black letters reading "Fuck
Iran" were scribbled on an Iranian

fiag which hangs in a student

group's Kerckhoff office, irking'

some student activists working in

the same building.

The incident reminded them of
anti-ethnic graffiti found recently

outside their offices, in Kerc-
khoff s elevator and in the build- -

ing's fourth floor men's bathroom.

Members of the Iranian Stu-

dents Group (ISO), which shares
an office with three other student

organizations, were visibly angry
over the graffiti on the flag. Their
table was also marked with inch-

thick letters in black ink which
read, "Fuck Iranians."

"I'm just really upset. If it

(happened to) another student

group, I would be just as angry,"
ISO member Behzad Tabatabai
said.

ISG member F%ul Rahimian

said he came to the office at 12:30

a.m. Saturday to pick up some
computer disks when he discov-

ered the graffiti.

"1 was surprised," he said. "One
of the reasons we're in this group is

to try and get rid of the stereotypes

(of Iranians), and I guess we still

have a lot of work to do.

"Because of the hostage crisis,

(there are) a lot of bad impressions

alx)ut us. Through our culture, we

See GRAFFITI, page 12
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Attention
Dally Bruin Advertisers:

Deadlines for 10th week
and

Thursday, May 3 1

,

and
Tuesday, June 5

Deadline for Grad Issue:

Monday, June 4

TODAY. WEDNESDAY, MAY 30
• Campus Events

- Spencer Tracy Award
- Noon, Royce Hall

• Armenian Students Association
- Elections

- 4:00pm. AU 3530
• GSA

- Association of Graduate Student Employees Speaker
' 4:00pm, Franz 1178

• Campus HEvents
- A/lardl Gras Executive Director applications' due

.

' .1

f <

» *

After 17 years, howling

bugs invade Midwest

—
- Campus Events Omce, 300A KerckhoflF Hall

• Worid Arts S^ Cultures/CAC
- Japanese Dance Workshop
- 4:30-6:30pm. Dance Building "Green"

• USAC
- US-Japan Forum on Political &< Economic Relations

— ' 12:00-1 :30pm, JD Morgan Press Center —
• Campus Events ' Concerts

- Exene Cervenka
- 8:00pm. Cooperage

• USD
- Last Meeting - Disability Awareness Month Planning
- 4:00pm. AU 3525

• Dally Bruin

- internal Display internship Applications Due TODAY
- 4:00pm. Kerckhoff 1 12

• Campus Events - Concerts
- Talkback - Rock. Reggae, Funk
- Noon. Westwood Plaza

FRIDAY. lUNE I .

* 1

By Lindsay Tanner

Associated Press

Chicago— This city is going

bonkers over bugs.

There are nightly updates on the

TV news, recipes in the newspap-

er, even a special hot line heralding

not the coming of the apocalypse,

but the emergence of inch-long

critters called cicadas.

The noisy devils unearth them-

selves every 17 years to mate,

shriek incessantly, and drive

homeowners crazy.

Millions of the winged creatures

are expected to emerge in parts of

Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Wis-
consin during the next few days,

covering back yards and forests

with their brownish, criinchy

bodies.

After mating and laying eggs

that will remain underground for

another 17 years* the cicadas will

die. The orgy should be over by
early July, and experts say the

creatures are harmless.

But that hasn't calmed the

hysteria.

"It's completely unfounded,"

said Field Museum entomologist

Phil Parrillo.^^cople are going out

and getting insecticide to spray on
them, but they're only going to be

here for a few weeks. Gee whiz,

don't worry about it."

The males produce a large shrill

sound; the females are mute.

"They may be a nuisance in

terms of the sound that they make,"

he said Tuesday. And they can
damage young trees where they lay

their eggs.

"Other than that, they're really

not going to cause a problem," he

said.

Mid westerners might get* a

different impression from reading

the newspaper or watching the

news lately.

WLS-TV news has run five or

six reports "saying that they're on
their way, and also a story on what
people can do to protect their

young trees," said Jim Lichtens-

tein, assignment editor.
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• Student Committee for the Arts
- "LIVE.. .ON STAGE" Student Theater Showcase
- 8:00pm. NPI Auditorium

SATURDAY. lUNE 2

• Student Committee for tiie Arts
' - "LIVE...ON STAGE" Student Theater Showcase

- 8:00pm,- NPI Auditorium
• African Student Union

- Family Day
- 10:00am-5:00pm. Ladera Park (Siauson &< La Brea)

• Academic Affairs/USAC—-r STAFF Positions Available

f •

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (2n) ?^?S-9898.
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By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

The sensational death of

James Dean, heartthrob

actor and former UCLA
student, didn't make the pages

of the Daily Bruin.

Today, UCLA's famed film

archives has the actor's three

films, the one television show
he did, and a documentary

about him.

The university's student

records show that Dean
attended UCLA as a theater

arts freshman in fail 1950. He
dropped out after that semester,

and no one seems to know
why.

But James Dean's mystcri-

ousness is his legacy. He's like

a ghost who appeared to touch

people's livefe with his three

full-length feature films and
then left via that fiery crash

on Sept. 30, 1955.

Nearly 35 years after Dean's

death, few things remain on
campus to remind UCLA of

one of its most famous stu-

dents. Then again, Dean did

not leave much to anyone.

Three films mark his Holly-

wood tenure: "Rebel Without a

Cause," "East of Eden" and
"Giant" — a fairly small

collection for a HoIIywcx)d

legend.

A short television documen-
tary called "James Dean, an

American Original," made in

1983, is the only celluloid

marking James Dean's life that

can be found on campus.
And then there's his

Porsche. George B arris, noted

car customizer and friend of

Dean, says what was left of

Dean's Spider was sold for

parts. And, Barris says, every

car that has used tho.se parts

has met the same fate as

Dean's fiery death on Califor-

nia's rural Route 46.

Then there's his family in

Fairmount, Ind. He did leave

them something — a $1 mil-

lion a year trademark windfall,

according to England's 20/20

Magazine. Dean's image is

used lo pushi everything from

banking to tennis shoes, ihe

magazine stated.

But maybe a mysterious past

leaves Dean's reputation intact.

Nobody seems to know what

made him tick.

As a child. Dean was very

close to his mom. His fatlier

was transferred to Los Angeles

about the time World War II

started, and the family came
with him. His mother died in

1940, when Dean was nine.

The loss of his mother was
a source of anguish for Dean.

According to a recent report,

Dean told Look magazine, "My
mother died on me when I

was nine years old. What does

she expect me to do? Do it all

by mysein"
Dean's self-pity l)ecame part

of his onscreen character,

according to the artsy Arete

magazine. "Like a never-ending

film loop. Dean repeatedly

See DEAN, page 12
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Briefs
World

Soviet president en
loute to U.S. summit
OTTAWA— Soviet President Mikhail

S. Gorbachev left behind worsening
domestic problems and arrived Tuesday
for an overnight visit on his way to

Washington for his second summit meet-
ing with President Bush.

*This is a time of dramatic change in

the world/' Gorbachev said after being
welcomed with a military honor guard
and a 21 -gun salute.

He noted that he and Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney would discuss a wide
range of subjects in their four hours of
talks, and added: "It is our hope that this

Soviet-Canadian summit will bring us to a

new level of cooperation."

Gorbachev told reporters he was
"somewhat concerned" by the election

Tuesday of radical reformer Boris N.
Yeltsin as president of Russia, the largest

of the Soviet Union's 15 republics.

Yeltsin narrowly defeated Gorba-
chev's own candidate in the parliamen-

tary elections in Moscow.

Gorbadiev rival wins
Russian presidency
MOSCOW— Populist reformer Boris

N. Yeltsin won ihe presidency ot tne

largest Soviet republic Tuesday, over-

coming opposition by Mikhail S. Gorba-
chev and declaring the start of "Russia's

social, economic andvspiritual rebirth."

Yeltsin's election, after three hard-
fought ballots in the Congress of People's

Deputies of the Russian Federation, poses
a substantial challenge to Gorbachev and
may spur more radical reforms across the

country.

Gorbachev, who arrives Wednesday in

Washington for a summit, retains the two
most powerful jobs in the country:

president of the Soviet Union and General
Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party.

But as president of the largest of 15

Soviet republics, Yeltsin will have a

highly visible platform from which to

wage his campaign for more radical

reforms.

Nation

Negotiators straggle

liefore big summit
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Lagging

U.S.-Soviet talks to cut troops and tanks in

Europe got a pre-summit boost Tuesday
but a half-dozen tough strategic weapons
issues remained unsettled as negotiators

pressed against a fast-approaching dead-
line.

The talks, held for a third day under
tight secrecy at the State Department,
focused on the two main arms control

areas — U.S. and Soviet conventional

forces in Europe and the two superpow-
ers' arsenals of globe-girdling nuclear

missiles, bombers and submarines.

Wednesday launcli

of sliuttle scrai)|ied

CAPh CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA
scrubbed the launch of space shuttle

Columbia on Tuesday when it detected a

leak of liquid hydrogen into the orbiter's

rear fuselage shortly after fueling began.

No new date was immediately set for

launch, which had been scheduled for

12:38 a.m. Wednesday.
The shuttle is loaded v/ih a $150-mil-

lion observatory called Astro that will

monitor unseen radiation and provide

astronomers with unprecedented views of

distant stars and galaxies.

"Indications were that the leak deve-

loped in the orbiter's main propulsion

system," NASA spokeswoman Pat Phil-

lips said Tuesday.
*The vehicle was never in an unsafe

condition," she added.

NASA spokesman Joe McRoberts
earlier announced that that a leak deve-

loped at high levels.

"We're trying to evaluate the problem,
so we decided to scrub the mission for

tonight until we understand what it is,"

McRoberts said.

State

1980 Olympic crew
to get second cliance

ATHERTON— The U.S. rowing team
that was forced to miss the 1980 Olympics
because of the boycott that followed the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan will have
a chance to find out "what might have
been."

Next month the crew members will be
in Moscow and take on the Russian eight
they would have raced if President Carter

hadn't ordered the boycott.

The U.S. team included Charles Altek-
ruse of Athenon, who works for a high-

tech firm in San Jose.

Altekrusc, who was captain nf the

unbeaten Harvard eight-oar crews of
1976-80, says he has always wondered
how he and the other Americans would
have done against the Soviets.

"We had been together only a week
when we raced the East German team at

Lucerne, Switzerland," he said. "They
beat us, but by less than a length."

The East Germans, who had been
unbeaten for four years, went on to

capture the Olympics. Great Britain was
second and the Russians third.

Ciiemical sends 9
to Palo Alto hospital

EAST PALO ALTO, Calif. — Four-

teen people suffered severe eye and skin

irritation and respiratory problems Tues-
day after an unidentified strong chemical
was found in a garbage can, a San Mateo
County sheriff's spokesman said.

The 2500 block of Fordham Street in

East Palo Alto was evacuated just before

1 1 a.m. Tuesday after 14 people, includ-

ing residents, firefighters, garbage work-
ers and sheriff's deputies complained of
chemical irritation, said sheriff's Sgt.

Gary Hoss.

Most of the victims were taken to San
Mateo County General Hospital, where
they were being treated in the emergency
room for shortness of breath and nausea,
according to hospital spokeswoman Lola
Thompson. Others were treated at the
scene, Hoss said.

Authorities have traced the cause to an
unknown chemical found in a garbage
can, Hoss said.

Local

Ifank Gathers estate

administrator named
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Philadelphia lawyer Martin Krimsky
was approved Tuesday to oversee the

estate of Loyola Marymount Uni^sity
basketball star Hank Gatliers.

Gathers, 23, died during a basketball

game March 4, three months after he was
diagnosed as having an irregular heart-

beat.

Compiled from the Associated Press

UCLA

^ome^UGLA Summer
Sessions courses are now
closed...others are closing

daily. Register now!
Use your Visa or Mastercard

100 DODD HALL (213) 825-8355

New UCLA medical plaza opens across from Med Center
By Thy DInh

Staff Writer

UCLA's new $175 million

Medical Plaza — which began
opening in stages this month — is

the largest single medical project

ever launched in the University of
California system.

"This project was developed to

meet the needs of a changing
health care system, which has
shifted its focus from the inpatient

to the outpatient setting," said

Raymond Schultzc, director of the

UCLA Medical Center.

Outpatients will be able to find

the plaza easily and park nearby,

hospital spokeswoman Vicki Beck
said.

"Everything about the Medfftal

Plaza is patient-friendly," making
it ideal for outpatients to come and
go. Beck said. Each year, UCLA
treats more than 300,000 outpa-

tients, whose treatment allows
them to stay home rather than be
hospitalized.

Located off Westwood Plaza,

across from the Medical Center,

the plaza consists of three build-

ings and a 2,900-space parking

structure.

The 300 building, located at 300
Medical Plaza, was the first to

open its doors this month. The
four-story building — still in the

HDpening stages—will house

The largest UC medical plaza is opening this month. CARLO CHAO

outpatient and training programs
of the Neuropsychiatric Institute

and Hospital, as well as the

Medical Center's rehabilitation

program and pain management
center.

The Dole Psychiatry and the

Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services have already

moved into their offices, but the

, other groups plan to move in

August.

Someofficea of tfafi2G0 bttildtfig^

are also scheduled to open in

August. The remaining parts will

open in September, November and
liecember.

Located in the plaza's center,

the six-story building will house

virtually all of the Medical Cen-
ter's outpatient services, including

an ambulatory surgery center with

12 operating rooms, radiology

imaging center, radiation oncolo-

gy center, chemotherapy and infu-

sion center, dialy«s unit.

pharmacy and laboratory services.

The School of Medicine's full-

time faculty will also have offices

in the 200 building. Their practices

include nearly all of the specialties

and subspecialties of medicine and
surgery, obstetrics/gynecology
and pediatrics.

^ ^^

The 100 building will house
about 100 physicians who are

currently members or are eligible

to be members of the clinical

faculty. = Board of Regents, the building is

the only ^ne of the three to bg=

The seven-story, L-shaped
building will feature an indepen-

dently-operated pharmacy and
laboratory, gift and coffee shops,

health care supply center, under-

ground garage and drop-off areas

for patients at two different levels.

Owned and operated by Held/

Jones Partnership under a long-

term ground lease from the UC

privately managed.

Held/Jones Partnership is also

administering the Medical Plaza's

overall development. Thirty con-
tractors and more than 20 specialty

firms are involved in the com-
plex's design, development and
construction, in addition to the

project architects responsible for

each of the buildings.
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ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

ELECTIONS
for the 1990-91 Executive Committee

TODAY
4:00p.m., Ackerman 3530

Topics for Discussion:
• Open Forum on Constitutional Revision

^Year in Review
• Goals for 1990-19_91 -

paid for by USAC
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Former dean of UCLA's physical science department dies

Francis E. Blacet

By Michael Lawrence
Contributor

A former dean of UCLA's
physical science deparlmeni and
long-time pioneer of smog
research died two weeks ago at the

age of 91.

Colleagues remember Emeritus

Professor Francis E. Blacet for his

distinguished career as a teacher,

photochemist and administrator.

Blacet died in a Santa Monica
nursing home on May 18 from
complications after several

strokes. He had lived there for five

years.

"He was very warm and friend-

ly," said Professor Kyle Bayes,

chairman of the chemistry depart-

ment. "(Blacet) had a good sense

of humor . . . and a proper disre-

gard for rules when they should be

disregarded."

In 1948, Blacet was named
chaimian of the chemistry depart-

ment, which he headed until 1956.

In 1957, he was named the dean of

the department of physical sci-

ence.

During his 40-year career,

Blacet taught 15,000 students —
undergraduates and graduates

alike. His students are great lead-

ers today, said Bayes, adding that

some are experts in physical

chemistry and smog research.

Blacet retired in 1966, but

continued to work at UCLA. "He
was still coming in everyday. He

liked to keep in touch with what

was happening," said a secretary in

the chemistry chairman's office.

During World War II, Blacet

went on a leave of absence from

UCLA for more than three years to

work on the development of gas

masks. He headed a project on
chemical warfare and tested char-

coal filters for masks for the

National Defense Research Com-
mittee.

Blacet was awarded the Pres-

idential Certificate of Merit from

President Harry Truman in 1948

for his service.

Blacet, who was a consultant for

motion picture companies, deve-

loped one chemical technique for a

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde film. The

actor's makeup would turn colors

when bombarded with ultraviolet

light. The technique worked, but

the actor would not let Blacet use

the invisible rays on him, said

Blacet's longtime friend Emeritus

Professor Thomas Jacobs.

Blacet, who researched the

physical sciences and chemistry,

was an expert in photochemistry,

the study of how light affects

molecules. His research was
important in understanding air

pollution, Bayes said.

"He was a leader," added
Jacobs, who met Blacet in 1939.

Blacet, who was raised by the

descendants of French immi-

See BLACET, page 13

DISABLED STUDENTS!!!!
, J

IF YOU WANT TO BEJbiVOLVED THE

SUMMER PLANNING OF DISABILITY

AWARENESS MONTH IN OCTOBER...

- .J

COME TO THE LAST m
imEUJ

MEETING...

n iUTiE

WEDNESDAY, 5/30, 4:00

ACKERMAN 3525

PAID FOR BY USAC
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Affairs Commission
Apply at 309 Kerclllioff Hall-825-2815
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Positions Available
Assistants (2) (Academic Issues;Administrative)

Chief of Staff/Academic Senate Committee Director

Departmental Op^n House Director

^Retention Project Director

imremeni
i.>*fcfc<i*iM<il<iM iMi<4i**»»**W»**W***wwtw

*Ethmc/Gender Studies Departmentalization Project

*Admissions/Affirraative Action Director

*Forums Director

*itatem Coordinator

*Academic Organization Coordinator

^Professor and Course Evaluation Editor (P.A.C.E.)

*Zero Club Editor and Staff

^Denotes that staff and/or assisstants are needed.

<«

Aeaileiiiie Senate

Acadetiile Freedom (2)

Cafifpus CdtiiiiiiiMlty (2)

Computiiig (1)

Educational Development (3)

Idiicatioii Abroad (1)

Edueatbniil Policy (2)

Equal Opportunity (2)

Faculty Welfare (1)

Cr.E. Advisory (2)

Intercollegiate Athletics (1)

Library (1)

and Budget Council (1)

Research (1)

Teaching (1)

Undergraduate Admissions (2)

Undergraduate Courses (2)

Undergraduate Student Support (2)

Preparatory and Remedial Ed. (2)

University Extension (1)

^y.^bd.MUMMi i^MMarirfikaUikb MtMMMrW

€3 Chicano^Stirdies"NOW!
Major and Department, that is.

Sort of paid for by USAC: your student government
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Japanese investment in U.S. to

i>e subject of UCLA discussion
As Japanese investment in the

United States increases, the issue

has crept from the boardroom table

to the dinner table for many
Americans.

Political and economic relations

between Japan and the United

States will be discussed today in a

program sponsored by the UCLA
Undergraduate Forum on Japanese

Studies. .

The debate wiU lake place from

noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Morgan

Press Center and will be moder-

ated by Steven demons, a UCLA
alumnus and executive director of

the Japan America Society of

Southern California.

Panelists will include Japanese

Consul General Kiyohiko Arafune

of Los Angeles; Professor Hans

Baerwald, director for UCLA's
Japan Research and Exchange

Program and Robert Sharp, vice

president of Manufacturers
Hanover Trust and former presi-

dent of American Chamber of

Commerce in Japan.

The forum will focus on the

devaluation of the yen to the dollar

and the recent dip in the Japanese

stock market, said Austin Bab-

cock, chairman of the event.

"The three different positions

represented by each panelist will

reflect a wide range of feelings

about Japan," Babcock said.

Katie Veltum

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

only ^7.
99+2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
»(M ' atier 5 pm only • one meal toppinQ only - Canadian

must mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

W7

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

bacon exira •specially pizzas noi Included

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

Did you know that ... according to a recent study, of college men whose acts met

the definition of rape, 84% did not recognize their behavior as rape?

Rape prevention education for both men and women can help stop violence against

women and develop positive sexual relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12.-00 ' l.OO p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTMATEB

OAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

0mMETRD(\O OR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.
• » T » m § t m t I

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price aer lens.Exam, tniininq. follow uo care additional. Pav only (or materials & services needed.

Harvard president resigns
Bok to leave after

twenty years with

no reasons offered

The Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
Derek C. Bok, president of

Harvard University since 1971

and one of America's foremost

educators, has resigned his post,

it was announced today.

Peter Costa, a spokesman for

the university, could not immedi-

ately offer reasons for the resig-

nation or any details of its timing.

Bok, a Stanford University

graduate, earned a law degree

from Harvard in 1954. He joined

the Harvard Law School faculty

in 1958.
During his tenure as Harvard's

president, Bok established both

the John F. Kennedy School of

Government and revived an

undergraduate core curriculum

based on the study pf classics.

Bok headed the school during

sometimes violent anti-Vietnam

War demonstrations and nego-

tiated over the years with black

students and professors arguing

for better minority representa-

tion.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

STUDYING JAPANESE?
TRY THE EASY WAY...BY VIDEOTAPE!

"Japanese For Busy People", a set of three effective,

entertaining VHS vkjeotapes witti pocket-size stixjy

guides Is available from Sumitomo Corporation of America.

444 S. Rower St.. Los Angeles. CA 90071-2975.

For further Information call us at (213) 489-0393

or send a check for $259.00 to the above address

In care of Elaine Stuart.

-^-^^^
^ THE UCLA XmrtNL STUOerm

(CLASS OF t^O) $.

THE ucu fHiPiNnrAi Otl^
IS OFFEFiB«iG

FREEn &«•
DENTAL

IF vouR ijfmxm^mmmmmmmmm&m: k m«mm
ey A STUDeNt DOPtf^iii^ Ills CLihrldAL iC>^ YOU MAY
QUALIFY FCM^ THIS TYPE OF FREE DENTAL IBEAT^^NT.

SCREtcNING CCMOUOTED MAY 2$ ^ JUNE 1

FflOMdAM-4PM
LOCATION: OEWAt CMNIC LOBBY
FOB MORE iNFORMATION CCWTACT:

OOftIS McCOY a2S-S$36

FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PBOGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-
FUND OF THE PROGFWW ACTIVITIES BOARD,

SUPPORTED BY THE UCLA SCHOOL OF DENTIStRY.
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To Commemorate the First Anniversary

.-' I

June
.:

4^

The UCLA Chinese Students and Scholars Association

—
Invite You ^—

To Join Us In The Commemorative Rally
, 1

\

Date: Sunday, June 3, 1990

Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
*

Place: Chinese Consulate General —
501 Shatto Place, Downtown L.A.

(Near Vermont and Wilshire)

Sponsor: The Joint June 4th

• Commemoration Committee of

Southern California

V

Please Wear White Shirt and BJack Ribbon
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Communications Board adonts conflict of interest

By Stella Ngal

Contributor

Becoming an undergraduate or

graduate representative to the

student media publishing board

could become more difficult under

the group's newly approved con-

stitutional proposal, according to

some UCLA student leaders.

Future ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board members will not be

allowed to hold other undergradu-

ate or graduate student govern-

ment-appointed position^ during

\hpiT Comm Board tenure, the

board decided last week in hopes
of reducing the potential for a

conflict of interest among board

members.

Board Chairman Greg White
voted in favor of the constitutional

change, saying that it could pre-

vent conflict of interest situations

with "high-risk officials."

Last summer, after a student

•- •

was appointed both as Comm
Board member and national lobby

director. Daily Bruin editors

argued that the double appoint-

ment might result in a conflict if,

for instance, the student tried to

punish the paper for what he

deemed was unfavorable coverage

of his accomplishments as the

director.

The latter appointment was
dropped, and Daily Bruin Manag-
ing Editor Ken Kccskes urged

Comm Board in June to adopt

regulations to avoid similar inci-

dents.

But now undergraduate Presi-

dent John Sarvey questions the

practicality of the change.

"I'm not sure Communications

Board realizes just how many
appointed positions there are,"

said Sarvey, who appointed about

130 students to various staff and

university committee positions

this academic year.

The undergraduate president is

not the only officer who makes
appointments. The academic
affairs and community service

commissioners each appoint about

100 positions, Sarvey said.

"Someone could be appointed

the banner director for the blood

drive (and also want to serve as

Comm Board representative).

How much conflict of interest is

See POUCY, page 16

CAN BARELY
CONTAIN THE

EXCITEMENT OF BEING
ABLE TO PRESENT

CERVENKA

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

*: * ^ JS i B f #

* t a ^v B a i& s )«

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard Blvd. Suite B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

PLUS OPENING ACTS

JONAH
and

VIC CHESINUTT 4
from ATHENS, GA
PRODUCED BY
MICHAEL STIPE

COME EARLY 81 DOJV'T MISS THEM!

TONIGHT 8:00 P.M.
\

IN THE COOP FREE
Diane Forte...Nou) that it's your time to leaue

ITie Concerts ^q&sm thanks you & ujishes you

GOOD LUCK!

ALL THE
FUN,
THE

PRICE.
2-for-1 season football

tickets can be yours when
you pick-up a GradPak and

join the UCLA Alumni

Association. GradPak is the

Alumni Association's gift to

graduating seniors.

In addition to discount

football tickets, it includes

career tips, giveaways, and
discounts on cap & gown

rental, graduation

announcements, diploma

preservation, and more.

t

I

GradPak is available now, at

locations all over campus.

• \

UCUUumni
A S S O C I A I I () [\

I .
•
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Save The Trays

jU^ ^3 Jrifygi/tff'tAscua

B efore there were humans, there

were trays.

Trays roamed the hills and valleys

of Westwood - free spirits in a

world unto themselves.

A couple of millenia down the line,

humans arrived, to build a

campus called UCLA.

'O;

For years, the relationship betweeh

human and tray at UCLA was

peaceful, but stagnant.

The opening of campus eating-

places marked the beginning of

a new era in humati/tray relations

It was a golden age of mutual

benefit. Trays carried food,

and humans carried trays.
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Without warning, the tray-nappers

appeared on campus. The golden

age ended as trays disappeared at an

alarming rate.

Today, trays arc an endangered

species. Humans juggle Food

on fingertips while trays languish

in unhappy captivity.

s
earch your conscience (and your

room). Arc you holding a tray

—

against its will? Return it - and help

Save The Trays.

—r I

Last year's tray losses amounted to over $20,000. Help keep your food prices down by retiirning misused or abandoned trays. This

message brought to you by ASUCLA Food Service, on behalf of trays at the Cooperage, the Treehouse and North Campus.

t
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AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and

others may also benefit. Call us

in Westwood 208-3548

Insuraide Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd #221
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JAPANESE
Son Dance
Teachers from Gujo Hachiman,

Japan, will visit Los Angeles from May 29th-

June 2nd to train a core of dancers who will

become key participants for the Los Angeles
Festival. You can take to the streets to join

in the "Gujo Odori' dance, one of the biggest
traditional folk dance events in Japan.
Classes are open to all who wish to learn

the dances and participate in the Festival

Event—no prior experience is required.

m.
Wednesday May 30 •f

'<k

&

Jt,

4:30-6:30 UCLA. Dance Building "Green," / ^
(area behind the Dance BIdg)

Thursday May 31
4:30-6:30 UCLA, Dance BuikJino "Green"

Saturday June 2
1 :30-3:00 Nishihongwanji Buddhist Temple, Gymnasium

815 E. 1st Street, Little Tokyo
Final Bon Darx^e Rehearsal
(Open only to previous workshop participants)

This linal event is an opportunity to meet participants

from around Los Angeles in preparation for, and
in celebratk^n of. the events to come in September.

For further information on any of tha schaduled classos or additional

workshops, plaasa call tha UCLA World Arts and Culturas Program at

(213) 206-4102 or tha Los Angalas Fastival at (213) 689 6800.

Should the —
Graduate Student Employees of UCLA

form a UNION?

J-

Michael Thompson of the U.C. Berkeley
Association of Graduate Student

Employees ;,

(District 65 UAW) '

will speak on the union's experiences.

Wednesday May 30, 1990
4:00 pm

-1

1178 Franz Hall
*

.

Refreshments will be served.

Sponsored by UCLA Graduate Student Association

and the Biological Sciences Council of the GSA.
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want to show that's not what we're

all about," said Rahimian, a junior

majoring in economics/business.

**I was shocked when I came in

(Tuesday morning). I couldn't

believe it," ISG Chair Behnam
Shenassa said.

ISG has replaced their office

sign several times because of anti-

Iranian graffiti scrawled over it, he

said.

Shenassa and Tabatabai also

said that more anti-Semitic, anti-

Muslinilancl anti-Iranian graffiti

has appeared lately along hallways

and in bathrooms on campus.

"Those we could handle, but not

this . . . breaking into our office,

and doing it to our flag," Shenassa

said.

However, he said that whoever

vandalized their office may have

had keys because there were no

signs of forced entry. Rahimian

said the door was locked when he

arrived Saturday.

Last quarter, the Community
Service Commission office two

doors across the hall from ISG was
broken into, but nothing was taken

or vandalized. The doorknob was
ripped off and maintenance had lo

replace the door, according to

sophomore Carlo Colon, who
works in the office.

The ISG incident was reminis-

r.f.nf nf the, "last time.," said Iiidy-

night to discover a slew of anti-

Semitic and anti-affirmative

action graffiti in the Kerckhoff

elevator and in the building's

fourth-floor men's bathroom.

**I think it shows just how
uneducated this university is,"

Alicia Molina, MEChA's internal

coordinator said of the ISG inci-

dent. "It's ironic because the

university talks about how diverse

it is.

"I think the chancellor and the

administiation should take a step

back and implement workshops,

and through the curriculum try and

educate people," she said.

Student representatives and

activists in Kerckhoff s third and

fourth floor offices said they are

well a^are of such negative

graffiti, but^dded that the solution

to it seems elusive.

"We've been keeping an eye out

for people and maybe catch them.

But even if you catch them doing

it, what could you do?" said Sam
Kaufman, undergraduate financial

supports commissioner.

University police Officer

Joseph Daum, one of two officers

who took the report from ISG on

Tuesday, said that such vandalism

could result in a $500 fine and 6

months in jail. However, such

punishment is rarely levied against

fir?;t-iime offenders unless the

Hernandez, undergraduate facili-

ties commissioner.

On May 17, several student

representatives from MEChA and

undergraduate government
returned from Mardi Gras preview

DEAN

judge is "really nasty," he said.

ISG shares its office with the

American Indian Student Associ-

ation, the Student Lobby Office

and the International Students

Association.

4i

From page 3

played out his mother's death

... It became part of the

public declaration of self pity

that permeated his Hollywood
image," the magazine staled.

I>ean came to UCLA in

1950 when he was 19. He was
as quiet and withdrawn as

ever. A theater arts major, he

could be seen studying in a

comer of the Law Library.

Sherwin Goldstein, who took

a law class with Dean, remem-
bers the would-be star as the

silent guy in the back of the

room clad in a T-shirt and
jeans.

"He was intense," said

Goldstein, now a Los Angeles

theatrical lawyer. "He just had
that withdrawn, intense look.

He was very quiet."

No one seems to know why
Dean dropped out after one
semester. He did well off

campus, though. He made the

three feature films that have
since shaped his rebellious

image as much as he shaped
the films' success.

But not all was well for the

star. Although he kept his

feelings in, the loss of another

love devastated him. His girl-

friend, actress Pier Angeli, was
"the only other woman Dean
ever really loved other than his

mother," according to Arete.

Angeli 's parents, who were
Italian, had a hard time

accepting Dean — the Ameri-
can rebel.

Angeli ended up marrying

actor Vic Damone less than

two days after she met him.

"Dean was devastated," Arete

stated.

Months later, immediately

after filming "Giant," Dean
was anxious to drive his new
Porsche Spider in a race in

Salinas.

Dean ha(^ the car trucked up
to the race, but wanted to give

it a test drive before reaching

Paso Robles. He took his

mechanic, Rolf Weuthcrich,

along and drove the small

convertible racecar to its limits.

Cruising at 85 m.p.h. on
Route 46, Dean's Porsche,

which he nicknamed "little

bastard," was hit head on by
Donald Tumupspeed's Ford

station wagon. Tumupspeed
says he lost Dean's silver

Porsche in the desert sun.

Dean died; Weutherich and

Tumupspeed survived.

The crash's symbolism sur-

vived too: a guy named Tur-

nupspeed hit the "little

bastard," and preserved the

24-year-old Dean's youth for

history.

According to 20/20, 'There

is, of course, another James
Dean . . . the feckless and

self-destructive Jimmy Dean —
who called his Porsche 'little

bastard' ... the closet

homosexual . . . prowling the

leather bars of East Holly-

wood."

But for film expert Francois

Truffaut, Dean epitomizx^s the

universal struggles of youth.

"In James Dean, today's

youth discovers itself. Less for

the reasons usually advanced;

violence, sadism . . . than for

others . . . etemal adolescent

love of tests and trials . . .

refusal and desire to become
integrated and . . . acceptance

— or refusal — of the world

as it is," stated Truffaut in

Arete.

On his death's anniversary,

MjLwill be rcbom for a new
genSltion of young movie-
goers, according to the Los
Angeles Times.

*Thc Legend,'* a movie
about Dean's life, complete
with an extensive 'crash scene,

is expected to be released late

this summer by United Artists,

the Times reported.

From page 1

alleged bruUility occurred last

week, when UCLA sophomore
Kente Scott was arrested early

Friday morning for interfering

with a police officer in the line of

duty, according to police reports.

Scott said he is talking to

attomeys about pressing charges

against an officer who allegedly

roughed him up while arresting

him.

About 100 students spilled onto

Gayley Avenue after a party

between Phi Beta Sigma and Theta

Xi fratemities, and a group of 10

officers asked the group to move
onto the sidewalk.

University Detective Terry

Baker said the arrest ensued after

Scott harassed police officers who
were trying to clear the street. He
said any harsh treatment of Scott

was probably not racially moti-

vated since the arresting officer

was also black.

The group on the street included

"multiple people of multiple

races," Baker said. "If a white

person did not comply, (officers)

would do the same thing."

Scott, a 20 year-old Alpha Phi

Alpha member, said he called the

officer a "sellout" after the officer

mdely told his friend to move
faster toward the sidewalk.

The officer allegedly "rushed'

parents met with administrators,

including Chancellor Charles

Young, last quarter to review the

police procedures.

As a result of the meetings,

campus administrators assured the

students that a new program would
begin to make police officers more
racially sensitive, Wynn said.

But that program is not yet in

place, said Jim Lake, head of the

university affirmative action

department working with campus
police to develop a program.

The university did step up plans

for the police training program

after the January incident. Lake
said. The program is part of

UCLA's training on diversity

education for university staff

members, and details are still

being worked out.

Students say that the program

should have been in place by now.

Officers have a condescending

attitude toward black students,

Wynn said. "It's not protect and

serve," he added. "It's seek and

destroy."

He and seven friends were
talking in a parking lot after a

campus dance in January when
they heard a shotgun cock and

police officers yelling "Put your

fucking hands up," Wynn said.

For the next hour, the students
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Scott and knoclcctT him to the were verbally haraKKCd, hatRl=

ground, putting a choke-hold on

the student and restricting his

breath, Scott said. It is the second

time the student has been a victim

of police brutality, he added.

Baker, who is investigating the

_ incident, said Scott resisted arrest

and ended up. wrestling with the

officer on the ground for a few

seconds. Scott, the only one

arrested, was alone in refusing to

move onto the sidewalk, he added.

Last year, university police

arrested him for trying to "steal my
sister's car." He said police

harassed him for about one hour

after forcing him to the ground at

gunpoint.

And in January eight UCLA
students, including four members

of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, said

they were harassed by several

^ police officers at an early moming
^incident on Circle Drive.

Wynn was among the eight

students who complained to the

Chancellor's Office about alleged

police brutality. UCPD conducted

a four-week internal investigation
~ which included taped interviews

and cost $4,800 to pay the two

investigating lieutenants.

The students and some of their

cuffed and ordered to lay on the

pavement. Wynn said they were

never told what was going on, and

were later released without being

arrested and with no explanation.

Police stopped the students on

suspicion of a felony. Chief John

Barber said, so the officers' tactic

of holding them at gunpoint was in

accordance with procedure.

The students were wearing

dance clothes, and "we were all

shivering violently because it was
so cold," Wynn said.

Wynn said the group did not

press charges because the univer-

sity showed concern about helping

increase racial sensitivity among
police.

Thursday's incident is "kind of

like a slap in the face," Wynn said,

because the campus should have

increased sensitivity among its

police officers after the January

incident.

Thursday's arrest has prompted

students to plan a rally at noon
today in Westwood Plaza protest-

ing campus police brutality, when
they will march to the police

station. The rally is sponsored by
the African Student Union and

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.

^

Applications for

Executive Director of Mardi Gras
are available now in the

Campus Events Office • 300-A Kerckhoff

'91

paid for by USAC

BLACET
From page 6

grants, moved to California from a

mral town in Illinois when he was
20.

In Califomia, Blacet attended

Pomona College where he earned

both a B.S. and M.A. After

teaching for five years at Pomona,

he studied at Stanford University

where he earned a doctorate

degree in 1931.

After serving for one year on the

faculty at Stanford, Blacet joined

the newly-created UCLA chemi-

stry department in 1932. That year,

UCLA had approximately 4,000

undergraduates.

In 1969 he was awarded the

Richard C. Tolman Medal by the

American Chemical Society from

the Southern Califomia chapter.

Blacet was an adviser to the Los

Angeles County Air Pollution

Control District until 1976.

He assisted in organizing the

UCLA Emeriti Association and

served as it first president for two

years.

He is survived by his wife Kale

Merrell.

S' cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

UCLA UNDERGRADUATE FORUM ON
JAPANESE STUDIES

presents

M
U.S.-JAPAN FORUM ON

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
RELATIONS

Wednesday May 30, 1990

J.D. Morgan Press Center

12:00-1 :30pm

jy^V HONORABLE KIYOHTKO ARAFUNE
Consul General of Japan, Los Angeles

Prof. HANS BAFRWALD (UCLA)
Director for UCLA Japan Research & Exchange Program

ROBERT SHARP
Former President of American Chamber of Commerce, Japan

STFVEN CLEMONS (moderator)

Executive ©ircctor of Japan America Society of Southern Califomia
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URBANO'S
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208-3500 or 208-0440 (Shampoo, Haircut, Blowdry)
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
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DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30
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58,200 Readers Daily
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"Another peachy

Night Out

from your

SENIOR CLASS

CABINET

STUDY SHOWS
SENIOR NITES

IMPROVE
TEST SCORES

UCLA - A recently released study shows

that UCLA Seniors who have been attended
"Senior Nights" have shown a marked
inprovement in their test scores. Aluirini

have been charted over the past- decade
and have shown a wide range of positive
reactions, including: lower choles-
terol, higher income, increased social
life and fewer gray hairs. Doctors
highly recommend that all eligible
seniors attend the final night-out in

order to guarantee their post-gradu-
ation success. The event begins at 9

p.m. at Mom's in Brentwood, for more
infoT^can 206 -052^:

''

TONIGHT at MOM'S
mcIciM^

The fun begins at 9 PiVI,

so bring your I.D. and join the fun
^congratulations and good luck to all seniors, and thanks for

participating in this quarters events

SetmQlmm

SAA Is i student organization

sponsored t)y

UdAkimni
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Politicians

competing
for posts
By Mike Silverman

Associated Press

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton

sought the Democratic nomination

for a fifth term Tuesday, and

Republicans decided a rancorous

gubernatorial primary that pitted a

former utility chief against a

sheriff-tumed-congressman.

In Kentucky, former Louisville

mayor Harvey Sloane defeated

state schools Superintendent John

Brock in a Democratic primary for

Senate. Sloane will compete in

November against Republican

Sen. Mitch McConnell, who easily

won his party's endorsement for a

second term.

Long-time Democratic con-

gressmen in both states faced

spirited challenges.

In the 1st District of northeast

Arkansas, Rep. Bill Alexander, a

22-year veteran of Congress, faced

Osceola attomey Mike Gibson, a

political newcomer with strong

business backing.

In the Louisville area, lO-term

incumbent Rep. Romano Mazzoli

.campaigned without money frooL.

"political action committees againsT"

former television newsman Jeffrey

Hutter and Alderman Paul Bather.

Clinton's main challenger, Tom
McRae, former president of the

Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation,

lagged in public polls, and the

governor hoped to gain a majority

vote and avoid a June 12 runoff.

The other Democratic candidates

were Joe Holmes of Pine Bluff,

Jerry Tolliver of North Little

Rock, Cynis Young of Fayetteville

and O.O. "Woodrow" Wilson of

North Little Rock.
The GOP primary featured a

bitter rivalry between Rep. Tom-
my Robinson, former police chief

and sheriff from Pulaski County,

and Sheffield Nelson, former head

of Arkia Inc., the major natural gas

utility in Arkansas. Both were
Democrats until last year.

In Kentucky's Democratic
Senate primary, with 60 percent of

precincts reporting, Sloane had
83,633 votes or 53 percent and
Brock had 74,197 votes or 47
percent.

McConnell swamped his only

opponent in the GOP primary,

racking up 87 percent of the voles

in early returns against perennial

candidate Tommy Klein.

Arkansas' Republican cam-
paign for governor focused on a

business deal between Arkla Inc.

and Arkoma Production Co., own-
ed by Nelson's friend Jerry Jones,

the Dallas Cowboys owner who
grew up with Robinson in North

~
Little Rock.

In 1982, Arkla sold a half-inter-

est in gas drilling leases to Arkoma
for $15 million. After Arkoma
spent $35 million more on drilling

and other costs, Arkla bought back
its leases in 1986 along with the

rest of Arkoma for $174.8 million.

Robinsoif, 48, called the deal

sleazy and severed his financial

ties and friendship with Jones.

Jones' 22-year-old daughter,
Charlotte, quit her $60,000 a year

job as administrator of Robinson's
congressional office after Robin-
son began criticizing her father.

Nelson's feud with his mentor at

Arkla, W.R. "Will" Stephens,

spilled over into the campaign.

Stephens* sister-in-law, Mary
Anne Stephens, managed Robin-
son's campaign. Her husband.
Jack Stephens, and Stephens Inc.,

the investment firm run by the

brothers, were major contributors

to Robinson's campaign.

\^
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Dade County
shaken by
corru|ytion
By Dan Sewell

Associated Press

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — Scan-

dals are piling up at City Halls

across Dade County.

The mayor of Hialeah has been

indicted on federal racketeering

charges, the mayor of Miami
Beach is under investigation after

the collapse of a savings and loan,

and three-quarters of Sweetwa-
ter's elected officials— the mayor
included — face federal extortion

charges.

Since his appointment two years

ago, U.S. Attomey Dexter Lehti-

nen, a former Republican state

senator from Dade County, a

densely populated region that

includes Miami, has made corrup-

tion in public office his No. 1

priority.

Some people question his

motives.
The scandals in Hialeah and

Miami Beach threaten the political

careers of two Democratic stars,

both coming off landslide re-elec-

tions in November.
In Hialeah, Raul Martinez,

mayor of Florida's fifth-largest

city since 198 1, was indicted ia.

April on charges of extorting

nearly $1 million in cash and real

estate from developers for zoning

approvals. He was suspended

along with a city councilman who
allegedly traded his vote for

$24,000 in cash.

Martinez emerged as a potential

challenger to Lehtinen's wife,

Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, in last year's

U.S. House race. But he stayed out,

and Ros-Lehtinen won the seat for

the Republicans.

The U.S. Attorney's office said

Lehtinen disqualified himself from

the investigation of Martinez, who
has been under federal scrutiny for

years. Two other council members
in the city of 200,000 have pleaded

guilty to federal charges in the last

three years.

No trial date has been set for

Martinez, who faces up to 180

years in prison and $2.25 million in

fines if convicted. Martinez, 41,

has denied all charges, and his

supporters say the case is politi-

cally tainted.

* In Miami Beach, third-term

Mayor Alex Daoud has not been

-charged but is being probed by

federal and state authorities and by

the Florida Bar.

Among items being investigated

are $35,000 Daoud received from

CenTrust companies before the

thrift was taken over by federal

regulators, tens of thousands of

dollars in renovations to his home
and thousands of dollars in gifts

from Miami Beach socialites.

Daoud, a popular and media-

conscious mayor, has become
tight-lipped about his troubles

except to make periodic denials of

any wrongdoing.

On Friday, city inspectors found

more than $235,000 in improve-

ments to Daoud' s Sunset Island

home. The Miami Herald reported.

Daoud lacked city permits for most
of the work, did not pay all

required fees, failed to get final

inspections and, according to some
contractors, refused to pay his

.bills, the newspaper said.

A federal grand jury has subpoe-

naed thousands of pages of city

documents as part of its investiga-

tion of Daoud 's dealings with

David Paul, former head of Cen-
Trust.

In Sweetwater, Mayor train

Gonzalez and five of seven council

members were named Jan. 25 in an

extortion indictment.
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GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER'S BACK!

10955 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAy365 DAYS A YEAR
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There's a different deal every day, complete

with entree, side dishes and your choice of

dispensed beverage* The Unreal Meal Deal is

ser/ed weekdays for lunch and dinner*

Your daily Unreal Meal Deal misht be at:

• Pot Au toJ - International entrees like beef

stroganoff and lasagna (retail value up to $4.82)

• The Broiler - Classic hamburgers & fries and
chicken breast sandwiches (retail value up to $4.60)

• Casa del Norte - Enchiladas and Latin specialties

and more (retail value up to $4.18)

North Campus Student Center

Servins Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

ASUCLA Food Service _
Unreal Meal Deal and Soup & Salad Special offered for a limited time only

Candidates
ranked in

new survey
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Consumer
advocate Ralph Nader, reporting

the results of a 72-question survey

sent to the 15 contenders for

California insurance commission-
er, said Tuesday that candidate

Conway Collis scored highest in

the questionnaire. Nader, howev-
er, did not endorse Collis or any of

the other candidates.
[

Of the 15 candidates, seven

responded, two declined to dres-

pond, three did not receive ques-

tionnaires at all and three provided
very incpmplete responses.

Nader said Collis scored a 68,

followed by Ray Bourhis, who
scored 67, and B. Kwaku Duren
and Larry Murphy, who both

scored 64. The other scores were
Thomas Skomia, 60; Ted Brown,
29, and Jack Harden, 12.

Nader said the questionnaire

was aimed at determining the

candidates' positions "on signific-

ant nitty-gritty issues of insurance

industry accountability and con-

sumer empowerment and their

record with particular emphasis on
Proposition In 103," the votet

approved insurance reform initia-

tive.

According to Nader, candidates

John Garamendi and Wes Bannis-

ter declined to respond, no answers
were received from Joseph Dun-
lop, John Parise, and Michael
Blanco; while Walter Zclman, Bill

Press and Tom Condit sent incom-
plete responses.

Zelman, the former director of
California Common Cause, said

earlier that the questions in Nad-
er's survey were loaded to favor

Collis, a connection that Nader
' denied.

POLICY
From page 10

that?" Sarvcy asked.

Comm Board undergraduate

member Rushdi Cader was also

conccmc<l about the constitutional

change, abstaining from the vote.

"How far are we going to go? Arc

we going to forbid them from
being members of associations?"

Cader asked other board members.
Graduate President Konrad

Huntley, however, does not fore-

see any problems with the consti^'

tutional change, noting that there

are fewer graduate government
appointments compared to under-

graduate appointments.

Currently, elected officials of

both graduate and undergraduate

government are forbidden to serve

as Comm Board members,
according to the board's constitu-

tion.

Because such officials may be

subject to news coverage in the

student media, "it could result in a

situation where the appointee,

perhaps angered by the coverage

she/he has received, will seek to

retaliate against the publication by
using their position on the Com-
munications Board . . . There is a

significant potential for a conflict

of interest to arise," the documents
state.

The board is still considering a

second constitutional recommen-
dation to forbid officers in student

groups sponsored by undergradu-

ate or graduate government from

sitting on Comm Board.

Cader, who served as chairman

of the Muslim Students Associa-

tion until his resignation from that

position two weeks ago for person-

al reasons, said he would favor this

change.

/-^
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CBS' new
fall linenip

announced
By Jay Siiarbutt

Associated Press

NEW YORK— CBS, trying to

battle back from three seasons as

third in evening TV ratings, said

Tuesday it will have nine new
series next fall. Fox Broadcasting

said it'll go to a five-nighl-a-week

schedule.

Fox also said it is moving the hit

'The Simpsons" to head-on Thurs-
day competition with NBC's "The
Cosby Show."
And Fox's shows will air on

Thursdays-through Mondays. It

had been expected to add Wednes-
days and Fridays to its current

Saturday-through-Monday lineup.

Fox, which also said it would air

a new Sunday sitcom about an

interracial marriage called "True
Colors," announced nine new
series. To make room, it axed one
of its original series, "21 Jump
Street," and such others as "Alien

NaUon," "Booker" and "The Out-
siders."

CBS' new lineup, which
includes a comic-book hero and an

action series whose heroes fight

-poiitttcrs, was descr ibed 4>y €B^

i *

Entertainment president Jeff

Sagansky as a starting move in the

network's road to ratings recovery.

"This is a strong first step in the

process of rebuilding our prime
time lineup," said Sagansky. The
schedule, his first full one since

CBS hired him last fall, revamps
all nights but Tuesday and Sunday.

It also gives CBS four nights of

comedies.

The goal, he told CBS affiliates

in a closed-circuit hookup, is to

attract younger viewers and more
family viewing in the 8 p.m. time

period.

Speaking with reporters here

later, he discounted suggestions

that CBS' new schedule is not as

unconventional as ABC's and
CBS'.

It's the way a show is done, not

the idea for it, that makes it

succeed, he said: "What makes a

show unconventional is the way
it's executed, not cops singing or

whatever is behind 'Twin Peaks.'
"

CBS' roster includes five new
hour-long series; four new sitcoms

and a comedy once on NBC, "The
Hogan Family." tt also has a pre-

cablc movie package of such hits

as "Bom on the Fourth of July" and
"Do The Right Thing."

The low-rated "Saturday Nighi
With Connie Chung" will move to

Mondays with a different formal

and name — "Face to Face With
Connie Chung." Two test runs of

the new version got high ratings

during the May ratings sweeps.

But CBS axed the Vietnam War
scries "Tour of Duly," ihe vener-

able "Falcon Crest," whose demise
was announced last week, and such

far newer ones as "The Famous
Teddy Z," "City" and "Sydney."

However, Sagansky said "Para-

dise" may be renewed. "Wiseguy"
now is in backup status, he added,

with Ken Wahl to return in the first

few episodes, then Ix; succeeded

by Stephen Bauer, who would play

a new undercover agent.

CBS' new sitcoms are the movie
spinoff "Uncle Buck," the blue-

collar "Lenny," "Four Alarm
Fire," about a widowed firefighter

with four kids, and "Evening
Shade,"( starring Burt Reynolds as

an ex-football star who moves his

family back to the small Arkansas
town of his boyhood.

Fox also added a two-hour

Monday movie night, "Fox Night

at the Movies."

JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE

Ophthalmology and related
professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

-COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS'— EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS
UCLA VISION PLAN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

, Kodak
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A LEADER
QUALITY FILM DEVEUIPINe

(^ 0£u£ Photo Special

5x7 COLOR ENLARGEMENT

8x10 COLOR ENLARGEMENT

UCLA COUPON

PHOTO SPECIAL

,
tOLOR ENLARGEMENTS'

I
' 5JX# (REG. $1.69) OXIU (REG. $3.79)

i 69^ $2.79
I Made from 35mm. disc, 110 or 126 color negative

I Coupon must be attached to outside of blue envelope Not valid with any other coupon

I offer Offer good May 29 June 11 1990

WITH THIS COUPON
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TWIN PICKS
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Laura says: Stop working harder and start w6rking smarter!
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SEIKO TR-1200 and TR-1400
French/English Translator

Spanish/English Translator

80,000 words! currency calc

$68.00

SEIKO WP-4000
Dictionary/Thesaurus

90,000 Definitions!

500,000 Synonyms!
$96.00
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In suburbs
By Leslie Dreyfous

Associated Press

WELLESLEY, Mass. — Sum-
mertime is tough for Jean Brisset-

le, who longs to give her kids the

backyard barbecues and baseball

outings she knew while growing
up in an affluent suburb.

Today, the divorced mother of

four is scraping by on $ 100 a week.

Making sure her children have new
sneakers means months of
scrimping.

"I figured I'd have everything

my mother had, the nice home and
all that," Brissette, 42, said recen-

tly. "But I'm robbing Peter to pay
Paul and still barely getting by.

How can I hope to get ahead?"

She is part of a suburban secret,

9.5 million poor people scattered

among the nation's manicured
lawns and backyard basketball

hoops.

They won't be evident to first

ladies Barbara Bush and Raisa

Gorbachev, who are coming to this

town about 10 miles outside

Boston to deliver a commence-
ress ite week at Welle—

sley College.

'They are the invisible poor,"

said Sheldon Danziger, a Univer-

sity of Michigan poverty research-

er. "They are seldom discussed."

These people live on the edge of

bankruptcy, foreclosure and life on
the streets. Many have already

been pushed off the precipice by
New England's broken-down eco-

nomy and inflationary cost of

living.

Like Brissette, fellow Wellesley

resident Frank G., who spoke on
condition that his family's name
not be used, measures his life in

checks: paychecks, unemploy-
ment checks, checks from relatives

lending a hand.

Jobs are scarce, so the 31 -year-

old construction worker and his

wife are raising three children on
about $600 a month in a town
where the median home price is-

about $340,000.

"I'm two paychecks away from
getting thrown out on the streets,"

he said. "I was treated better in the

inner city. At least there you were
on the same wavelength." -

Frank found himself homeless
after leaving the Navy in 1980.

Frank's family moved to Welle-

sley from Boston five years ago"
when their number was called for

the low-cost housing project. But
the cost hasn't turned out to be that

low.

His family and Brissette and her

children live in Barton Road, a

faded housing project for finan-

cially strapped families.

Frank's wife has to walk two
hours round trip, with children in

tow, to a supermarket because they

have no car and there is no public

u-ansportation.

Since 1986, suburban welfare

cases have jumped 12 percent

compared with a 5 percent increase

in the number of urban poor.

Officials estimate the state has

44,000 suburban welfare cases,

just 4,(XX) fewer than in the cities.

More than 28 percent of the

520,000 people living below the

poverty line in Massachusetts now
reside in suburbia, where about 80
food pantries have sprung up to

feed them.

"The poverty has been masked
for a long time," said Wesiy
Egmoni, executive director of the

Boston Food Bank. "But social

service providers are documenting
the reality."

Census gives

con artists

scam ideas
By Carolyn Skorneck

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — It's a

con artist's dream. After years of

learning to lock doors and install

burglar alarms, Americans are

being told it's their patriotic duty

to open their homes to strangers.

It's the U.S. Census 1990, and
some swindlers are taking advan-
tage:

An 80-year-old North Caroli-

na woman was lied up and robbed

by two men she thought were
census workers.

People claiming to be census

employees charged Houston resi-

dents $50 after helping ihcm
complete their forms.

Census officials say such scams
have to be expected.

"When you do something this

massive, there's someone who will

figure an angle to get money from
it," said Noe Balli of the census*

regional office in Dallas. He
warned, "Anybody who wants

money, they're obviously not

census employees."

There arc 200,000 to 230,000
official census enumerators com-
bmg me countrysiac, Knocking on
doors of those who failed to

complete the form sent out this

spring, according to Mark Man-
gold of census headquarters.

Each worker is armed with a

red, white and blue badge iden-

tifying the holder by name and l.D.

number as a "U.S. Census
Enumerator." In addition, each
worker carries a large black

satchel with a red, white and blue

patch Uiat says U.S. Census 1990,

said Ray Bancroft of the census

promotion office.

To keep from becoming the

^victim of an imposter, people

^Ihould demand to see identifica-

tion and, if they have questions,

they should call the local census

office for verification or call the

police before allowing the person

inside their home, census officials

said. Bancroft noted that imperso-*

nating a census worker carries a

maximum sentence of three years

in prison and a $1,000 fine.

There have been isolated inci-

dents of con artists during every

census, Bancroft said, and this year

is no different. However, FBI
spokeswoman Kelley Cibulas said

there is no reason for panic

because the impostors have been

few in number.—

^

—
In the North Carolina case, the

woman initially allowed only one
man into her home and was having

a "nice conversation" with him
when the doorbell rang and the

man told her it was his parmer, said

Tom Smith Jr. of the Charlotte,

N.C., office.

'They tied her up and com-
menced taking some valuable

things from the house as well as

her car," Smith said. "They tied her

hands and feet and she sat on the

couch and watched them lake the

things." She was not injured, he

said.

In Houston, people identifying

themselves as census workers
went to homes and helped the

occupants complete the question-

naires. Then they charged them
$50 for the help, Balli said. The
so-called census workers didn't

even have copies of the question-

naire but used those sent to the

residents, he said.

Another Houston resident com-
plained, meanwhile, that someone
identifying himself as a census

worker telephoned seeking credit

information and credit card num-
bers, Balli said.
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All m^ors must be treated equally

Counterpoint

The controversy over the definition and
approval of several majors in the College of

Letters and Science has recently become the

focus of heated campus debate, and
depending on the major, administrative

action or inaction,

After it was discovered that the Econom-
ics/Business major had failed to gain

approval from the Academic Senate in the

early '80s, the administration hastily work-
ed to retroactively acquire the necessary

approval for the popular major from the

faculty committees. It is apparent that they

saw the major, and the students in it, as a

priority.

Such hasty administrative support and
action has not, however, been accorded to

the Chicano Studies major. The administra-

tion and the faculty have questioned the

academic quality of these programs, and
ignored the calls of the stud tMits nml oth t^ r

faculty for a major that spotlights new and cold.

vital issues.

Why is it that when the administrators in

the College of Letters and Sciences want to

get something approved, they do, and when
they don't, they don't?

The Bruin has observed that administra-

tors in Letters and Science can be prompted

to act quickly and decisively when jhey

consider something a priority; such was the

case with the Economics/Business major.

However, when they do not prioritize

something, such as Chicano Studies, the

process is hindered by endless administra-

tive foot-dragging.

A clearly defined process of approval

must be set and adhered to for all majors. As
well, the administration should treat all

majors equally, instead of having pel

projects pushed through suspiciously

qiiii:kly, and h^Mving uthcr majors out in the

USAC's mystical power
to rewrite UCLA history
By l\/laureen Twomey

I was excited to learn that USAC has the power to change
history by retroactively certifying that Lloyd Monserratt was
elected president in 1988, even though (according to records in

the College of Letters and Science) he was academically
ineligible at the time he ran. Although some may feel this move
is unjustified in that it completely ignores the fact that the

Election Board should never have allowed an ineligible candidate
to run in the first place, I find comfort in the fact that my stu-

dent government is so powerful that it can surpass academic
regulations and rewrite history in its favor. As council member

No one, no group, and no resolution can thus
declare that Lloyd Monserratt was eligible to run at

the time and thus certify his election as valid.

USAC's resolution is nothing more than a flagrant

abuse of power.

Sam Kaufman said, this move "is significant because (Lloyd
Monserratt) is Chicano and there have been very few Chicano
presidents at UCLA."

I'm so glad that Kaufman said that, because it makes me
hciicvc that ha and othor council momhors nro very »wm»' nf

TH6 F\HERlW\OreS FRc^ tlA

s)UAMim ST. JOHtJ UlW^cV^ CUSIDMAMS /lUSBV^ or CUUUm- Hf5TCR>/

Viewpoint

Living dangerously in Pykstra

achieving equal representation for minority groups in student
govcrnmcnl. Thai's why I'm so sure that they'll be receptive to

my resolution:

Resolution: Certifying Maureen Twomey as President
WHEREAS it is important that our student government not

be made up entirely of while males, but that it rcflcci the diver-

sity of ethnicity, race and gender at UCLA so that the diverse

student population be fairly served, and
WHEREAS in the past five years at UCLA we have had

one black male president, two Chicano male presidents (including
Monserratt), one Asian-American male president, and one while
male president-elect, and
WHEREAS in ihe past five years at UCLA we have never

had a female president of any race or ethnicity, and
WHEREAS Maureen Twomey is a female, and
WHEREAS in 1990 USAC overrode Election Board academic

regulations by retroactively certifying the 1988 election* resulLs

which declared Lloyd Monserratt the winner in the presidential
race, and

WHEREAS USAC thus evidently has the power to bypass
any Elections Board rule or any other rule that threatens their

view of what is right, and
WHEREAS although Maureen Twomey never ran for office,

USAC can therefore also overlook this minor Elections Board
rule that one must actually run for office in order to be elected
10 office, and
WHEREAS the uUe of USAC President would make her

resume look that much better,

NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED that the USAC of
UCLA should hereby declare its official opinion that Maureen
Twomey was president at some point in her college career after
she had accumulated 96 units and was academically in good
standing, and
BE^T FURTHERJESOLVED that by simply retroactively

By Thasneem Hasseem

I live in Dykstra Hall, which to me has now
become synonymous to Danger Hall. Before 1

continue with tis "complaint" let me make it clear to

the readers, that this complaint is unlike the usual

ones — dusty hallways, blocked fire exits, drilling,

and hammering all day long, etc. This complaint has
to do with my life.

On May 18, at approximately 2:50 p.m., 1 came
into my room to take a quick nap. 1 decided to lie

down on my bed, using the clothes near my feel as my
headrest and my pillow as my footresi. 1 was about to

fall asleep when I remembered that I had been
wanting to call the Housing Office (funny that 1

remembered that then because I had been forgetting

about it for days). As I was dialing the number, I

moved to the edge of my bed and got up. The lady

answered the phone on the first ring, and before I

could reply, my window came shattering down where
I had lain only seconds before! _~~ Two large chunks of glass (one of them longer than"
my arm) were in the exact same location my head had

been. Glass pieces covered over half of my bed, and
would have definitely pierced my body had it not

been for my roommate's bunk. I reported what
happened to the Front Desk, and a few minutes later

ihc contractor and co-worker knocked on my door

with smiling faces. 1 wanted to strangle them both.

Later, after they took away the glass (they made three

trips to the ti^sh can) and replaced my window, they

left. The co-worker's parting words were "Sorry for

the inconvenience,"

1 found out that a piece of cement had fallen from

the 7th or 8th fioor and had hit my window (3rd Hoor)
on its way down. Another piece also broke the girl's

bathroom window strewing glass and cement
everywhere. Miraculously, no one was hurt.

1 can think of no other solution to this problem
except thai construction should not be done in the

Halls when they are being occupied. The renovation

is endangering our lives, our health, and hampers
academic progress by disrupting our studies. I

_demand that some thing be done immediately.

certifying Maureen Twomey as president, USAC is not allowing
her to actively serve in office, but rater is certifying her election
as a friendly gesture, and
BE TT FURTHER RESOLVED that her name should be

listed on the official roster of undergraduate presidents, and
BE n FINALLY RESOLVED that her picture should be

placed on the wall in the president's office along with the other
pictures of past undergraduate presidents.

Although Lloyd Monserratt may have actually had eight extra
uniLs of outside college work at the time he ran, these units
were not officially recorded at UCLA. By falling short of the
minimum units needed to run for office, he was therefore
ineligible. No one, no group, and no resolution can change that
fact. No one, no group, and no resolution can thus declare that
Lloyd Monserratt was eligible to run at the lime and thus certify
his election as valid. USAC's resolution is nothing more than a
Hagrant abuse of power.

In writing this resolution, 1 in no way mean to personally
demean Lloyd Monserratt or the people who supported his nearly
successful campaign for president. 1 just believe that, no matter
how strongly anyone feels about the issue, an academic
regulation is an academic regulation^ ,

Hasseem is a freshman majoring in pre-economics. Twomey is a senior majoring in communication studies.
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IVIorty and me: Life 's hard lessons ofnonconformity
All the brave men are in prison."
— Andrei Gromyko, Dead Soviet

Foreign Minister 'i

A friend of mine was
telling me how he'd
finally caught up with

"The Dead Poets' Society" on
video. And how it had actually

made him cry at the end.

My friend is not normally a

sentinmental-type dude. I was
with him a few years ago
when he found out that his

high school sweetheart had
been swept off a pier back in

Maryland and drowned.
He never shed a tear.

In "The Dead Poets' Socie-

ty," Robin Williams plays a
teacher who tries to cultivate

spontaneity, nonconformity and
free thought among students at

an elite prep school. The
school's administrators see this

(rightfully) as a threat to the

system and fire him.

Schools don't exist to pro-

duce free thinkers and noncon-
formists. Go take your B.A. in

Free Thinkerism to IBM and
see what they say. Schools

exist to produce productive

producers.

Free thinking, nonconformity
and spontaneity are supposed
lo be minor spinoffs of this

process. Kind of like how we
got microwaves and teflon

from the space program.
You know, telling people

that schools exist to make
nonconformists is like telling

Americans that ihcy spent 10

Steve
Sherwood
years and billions of dollars

getting to the moon so that

they could enjoy microwave
popcorn and no-slick eggs.

Nobody wants to hear that,

even if it's true.

Anyway, people love movies
like "The Dead Poets' Society"

to death. Most movies you see

will feature some hero or

heroine going up against every

conceivable law or regulation

or rule in order to "Do the

Right Thing."

The funny part is that prob-

ably ninety-nine point nine.

nme nme percent of these

same people who walk out of

the thealcr teary-eyed about
poor old Robin Williams are

gonna go to school or work
the next day and rat on
somebody or rag on somebody
or talk about somebody behind

their back or fire somebody
for doing just the same damn
things that Williams did in the

film.

Somebody somewhere some-
time said something about how
much we love our martyrs

once we make sure they're

dead.

I was in the Air Force for

awhile. I spent a couple years

in Germany. It was there that

I encountered the nearest thing

to a real live nonconformist

liiat I've ever met.

His name was Morton. That

was his last name. I don't

remember his first name. He
told everybody, "Just call me
'Morty'." Everybody called him
Morton. It was the Air Force.

You weren't supposed to call

people Morty.

Prior to Morton's arrival, /

was the closest thing to a

nonconformist that our little

unit had. But I was nothing

compared to Morty.

This guy was a real piece

of work. From the time he
arrived at the air base, he said

he was treating his enlistment

as a "vacation." So he picked
up another new arrival as a

buddy, a sort of dimwilled
bumpkin from North Carolina

by the name of Radley, and
took to "vacationing."

After purchasing a car with

expired license plates, somehow
Morty and Radley met these

two German women at a

discotheque in a nearby village.

The women sang in small

clubs across southwestern Ger-
many with a Top 40 band.

From that night on, Morty
and Radley's lives revolved

around being wherever those

women were. Whether they

were playing in the village or

halfway across the country.

"To hell with the Russians,

man, we goiia go see our
fraulcins!" Morty would say.

Really.

You kind of had to admire
the spirit of the thing, you
know?
Of course, by continually

skipping military obligations to

go see the women. Morion
was violating military law. By
driving around to see them in

a car with expired plates, he

was violating German law.

There were also brawls in

German bars. And speeding

tijkeis. And other stuff.

To practically everybody in

the unit he was just "crazy."

A nut.

Me being Me, I was about
the only sympathizer with

Morty's antics, even though I

knew it was dangerous. In

fact, one night he, Radley and

1 gnt fffimendnnsly drunk and
Morty ended up punchmg out

this light fixture near the base

commander's office.

That was the straw that

broke the camel's back. The
base authorities had been wait-

ing for solid evidence to crack

down on him. Somebody was

witness to the act and signed
an affidavit saying so.

The last time 1 saw Morty,
was leaving the barracks for

work. He was standing in the

middle of his room with the

d(X)r open. The base comman-
der, the squadron leader, mili-

tary police and others were
around him in a circle. They
had come to arrest him.

His "vacation" was over.

Morty eventually ended up
getting court martialcd. He wi\s

brought up on a long list of

charges. I don't know if he
ever did any jail time or not.

It was ironic that instead of

his other acts of high adven-
ture, it was the minor one
with the light fixture that did

him in. 1 heard he always
wondered who signed the affi-

davit.

1 never had the courage to

tell him it was me.

(Note: Since this is my last

piece of Bruinalia, I'd like to

thank the following people: Jill

Stein and Mattihjs Kalmijn for
being good friends and consis-

tent critics; Lisa and Linda,

June and Jill at the Bruin;

Tina Nehring (pro) and
Michael Fletcher (ran) for

I

their provocative letters; and
anybody who's ever stopped
me to say anything nice or

nasty about a column.)

Sherwood is a wage slave

living at an undisclosed loca-

tion in the Los Angeles area.
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Bock 'n' roll gal Lisa Stansfield played the Mayan Theatec.

last Thursday.

Lisa Stansfield brings

lieart and soul to LA.
Singer's L.A, debut

razzle dazzles crowd

By Jason Lin

Contributor

The fact: British singer Lisa

Stansfield is white. Her music is

mostly soul-influenced. The
result: She was a defmitive crowd
pleaser at her sold-out Los Angeles

debut last Thursday at downtown's
Mayan Theater.

Stansfield's Affection album has

already sold more than one million

copies domestically and an addi-

tional 2.6 million worldwide. The
single "All Around the World"
reached number two on the U.S.

pop chart and lopped the charts all

around the world.

- Contrary to popular belief.

Affection isn't Siansfipld's first

album; Akmg^ with flwisieal part-

ners Andy Morris and Ian E)cva-

ney, the trio released an album
called The Dig Thing under the

group name of Blue Zone U.K. in

1988. The album spawned a major

club hit "Jackie."

Stansfield, a mere 23, admitted

in a Los Angeles Times interview

that the Blue Zone project was
done t(X) quickly and lacked

artistic quality. "We made an
album that we thought would sell

rather than one we cared about,"

she said.

The ill-fated album proved to be

a growth experience for Stansfield.

She was the guest vocalist on
"People Hold On" by the U.K.
studio group called Coldcut in

1989. The song was one of the few
house-influenced club hits that

actually had a vocalist with

_impressive singing ability.
~ The Blue Zone u*io (Stansfield,

Devaney and Morris) reteamed to

make the Affection album in late

1989. It was released under Stans-

field's name (sort of like how
Miami Sound Machine has
become Gloria Esiafan). The result

was both a commercial and artistic

success.

Starting the concert with her

first U.K. single, "This is the Right

Time," Stansfield thrilled the

crowd by singing every song from

the Affection album.

The concert was a standard pop
affair. Unlike the recent Madonna
concert extravaganza, the stage

was not high-tech, and there were
no dancers at Stansfield's concert.

She didn't have fancytostumes,
either. Stansfield only changed her

outfit once as she left the stage

before the encores.

Backed by a band of three

percussionists, two female backup
singers, two keyboard players

(Devaney and Morris) and a guitar

player, Stansfield let her seductive

vocals run the show.

Despite of the relatively short

length of her solo career, she

already has a cult following, as

many members of the audience

faithfully sang along. Stansfield

returned the favor by holding

hands^wtth people who jammed in

front of the stage.

As she sang material from one
album, Stansfield lengthened each

song in order to have a full 90
minute show. The audience
responded most favorably to songs

such as "Mighty Love," "Living

Together" and the current single

"You Can't Deny It."

Stansfield's vocal really shined

during the ballad, "Sincerely."

Saving the best for the end, she

closed the main segment of the

concert with her best-known hit,

"All Around the Worid." Pausing

several times during the song,

Stansfield pointed the microphone
at the crowd asking it to sing along.

The first of four encores was
"People Hold On," the only non-

album selection of the concert.

Considering the fact that the song
was a big club hit last year, it was
surprising that not too many
people in the audience knew the

song. Ironically, it was also the

most energetic performance of the

concert.

Despite people's unfamiliarity

with "People Hold On," many
concertgoers were early followers

of Stansfield's materials on the

Stage

Enter stage lefty Freedom
Havel leaves his mark on his country, his century and brings his work to UCLA campus
By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

Vaclav Havel, dissident, playwright, politician and symbol of a free

nation, is a man whose life outshines most modem political drama— of

stage, screen or in print.

Havel, like his native Czechoslovakia— which spawned such cultural

achievements as Smetena's The Moldau and the great city of Prague—
has clashed repeatedly with the 'powers that were' in eastern Europe and

endured over 40 years of political repression under the Communists.
As a founder of the Charter 77 human-rights organization, he

harrassed the Communists for years. But harassment is a two way street.

To have your work banned and unavailable to the public is one of the

worst insults an artist can suffer; Havel suffered this indignity reguarly.

He was also arrested continually, and spent much time in jail. But he

fought on.

Realizing that the repeat of a Prauge Spring was unlikely, he looked for

an event from which to deliver the death blow to the failing Communist
regime.

On Nov. 17, police broke up a peaceful student march, causing many
injuries. The resulting protest* led by Havel, ultimately spelled doom for

the regime .

Now he is more than just a foil for the government, he is the director.

Drama frequently echoes life, exceeds the boundaries that life sets for

us and often ridicules life. But those moments of life which far surpass

Drama are precious, and make life worth living.

This week, UCLA students have the opp6rtunity to witness the

previously banned work of one of the most important men of the 20th

century. 1^

Largo des Olato, directed by Lisa Greenman, and Temptation, directed

by Chris Beach will be playing repertory style at the Little Theater in

MacGowan Hall.

Temptation, about a philosopher charged with the crime of

'intellectual hooliganism,' in ninning May 31, June 1, 6, and 9 at 8:00

P.M., and June 3 at 7:30 P.M. Largo des Olato is running May 29, June 2,

7, and 8 at 8:00 P.M. and June 3 at 2:00 P.M.

Tickets are sold an hour before the shows and are $1.00.

More information can be obtained at 825-5760.

Don't miss this limited opportunity. Temptation & Largo des Olato will play repertory style at the Little Theater in MacGowan Hall through June 8.

AwairdS aire ^OOd: Michael Douglas to receive the Spencer Tracy Award for acting excellence

By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer
r

This year's Spencer Tracy Award, which recognizes outstanding

screen performance and professional achievement in the dramatic arts,

will be presented to actor Michael Douglas today. Spencer Tracy's

daughter Susie Tracy will present the award in conjunction with Campus
Events in Royce Hall at noon.

It is something that holds special significance for Susie Tracy, who
says, "1 think it's another nice way of keeping my father's memory alive.

That's important especially for the young people who weren't even bom
when he was making movies."

While she acknowledges that the winner of an award receives spxjcific

recognition, she adds that her father's attitude towards such presentations

"I think it's another nice way of keeping my
father's memory alive. That's important especially

for the young people who weren't even bom when
he was making movies."

Susie Tracy

See USA, page 28 The many faces of Michael Douglas as he maintains intensity for 'War of the Roses' & 'Fatal Attraction.'

was somewhat ambivalent. "I think he felt quite honestly, as far as the

Academy Award was concerned, that the nomination was the important

thing, because that was from his peers. Beyond that, he was not much of

an award person per se."

Tracy remains satisfied, however, with the choices that have been

made for both past, and this year's, winners. "I certainly have been

pleased with all of them, starting with William Hurt, and Jimmy Stewart

of course, who was a good friend of my father's. I have enjoyed watching

Michael Douglas in film, and thought he was excellent in Fatal

Attraction and Wall Street. The other thing about Michael Douglas is that

both of our fathers were in pictures, and Kirk Douglas and my father went

to the Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York City, although obviously

not at the same time.

Spencer Tracy was himself known for memorable work in Judgement

at Nuremberg, Boystown and Captains Courageous — he won the

Academy Award for best actor in the latter two— among others. The pre-

sentation of the Spencer Tracy award to Michael IX)uglas will include a

question-and-answer discussion between Mr Douglas and the student

audience.

Free ticketsfor this event are still Available at CTO and at the door.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10926 Undbrook

208-4366

The Hunt for Red October (R)

1:30430-7:30-10:30

70MM THX

VILLAGE
961 Bfoxton

208-6576

Telee Rom The Dertiiide:

The Mov«e (R)

2:00-4:45-7:30-1000

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century Qty 14

10250 S«)ta Monica Blvd

Canljry City Shoppng Cantw
Free Partung:

4 Haul Free Vaidalon
With Puchasa of ThM»e Tiokats

(213) 553-8000

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208-8996

The Ten Commendments (0)

(1:30)-7:36

WESTWOOD Teenege Mutant Nin(a Turlee (PG)

1050 Gayiey (12:30-3.00)-5:30-8:00-10:30

2087664

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytay

208-7664

I Love You To Oeeth (R)

(12:15)-2 46-6:15-7:45-10 15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

2087664

Cruy Reopte (R)

(12:00)-2:3O-6«O-7:3O-10«0

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytay

208-7664

The Cook, The Thiet,

Hie Wilt 4 Her Lower

(1:00)-4 00-7:00-1000

No one under 18 admitlad

REQSIT
1045 Bfoxton

-20ai25a

Wid CrcMd (R)

2M<4:46-7:3O-10:lS

My Lett Foot (R)

1055-1 :»-4.1 5-7:00-9:4(3

Hi^Pf Together (PQ-13)

11:30-2 10-4:50-7 .40- 10 25

Teenege Mulint Nin)e Turttee (PG)

10:30-12:50

Driving Miae Otiey (R)

11:55-2^5:10-e 10-10:50

Fire Birda (PG-13)

10.30-12:45-3:30-6:05-8 30-10:55

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

The Gode Muel Be Crezy II (PG)

11:55-1:50-4:30-725-10:15

Slri^ee (NR)

12:00-2:30-5 15-8.O0-10 35

PLAZA A Show Of Force (R)

1067 aaodon (1:00) 3 15-6:30-8:00-10:30

208-3097 SPEOAL ENGAGEWENT
Pastes and group activity ttdiets acoaplid

lor thoM bekxe 6 PM only

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TWM The Hunt For

1314 WIshra Blvd. Rid October (PG)

4SM377 1:15-4:15-7;15-10:l5

'Sat A Sun only for IIS thowfnia

MANN WILSHIRE TWM Teenage MuluM Ninla

1314 WisNra Btvd Turlee (PQ)

46M377 (l2:30)-2:4S-6O0

'Sat A Sun cniy Icr 12:30 A 2:45 %hottimwt

125S-3:10^ 10-6:30-7:

rftztrfctat
30-9:45- 10:4$

Cinema Paradieo (NR)

10:30-1:10-4:05-710-1010

I Lowe You To Deeth (R)

12:20 2:45-5:25-815-10.40

Oiddy'e Dying (PO-13)

11:20-2,00-440-7,35-10:20

Tom Apert (R)

11:45-2:15-4:45-7:46-10:15

Miami Bluee (R)

11 40-2:20-5 00-76a-10:30

MANN WILSHIRE TWM
1314 Wishwa B*m1.

451-4377

The Cook. The Thief

Hie Wile A Her Lower

4:46-7 30-10 15

No 4:45 show Sat A Sun
No ana under 18 admittad

Crazy People (R)

12 40-315-5:46-826-10:56

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

ROYAL
11523 SM Bivd

477-5581

'Starts Friday

Too Baeuiful For You
Wad 5:30-7 45-1000

Thors 5:30-10:15

Jeeue of Montreel

NUART
11272 Santa Monica

478-6379

Sat 12 am

81

YatJba

520-730-»40

A Sun Malrae 1 30-3 30

Beahet Caee II

Rocky Horror Pickjre Show

Sat

MUSIC HALL Moneieur Hire

9036 WdsNre Oady 5 45 8 00-10 00
274-6869 'Sat A Sun Mabne« 1 30 3 46

Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Goidwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Doem
11 30-145-4 00-610-820-10.30

RNE ARTS
8556 Wishra
652-1330

Tom Apert

Daly 5:00-7:15-9:30

-Sal A Sun Matnea 1:00-300

GoMwyn Mema, There'e A Men In Your Bed
475-0202 12 15 2^4 45-7 00-^15

plus a shot CtMck Workman's: Recee of Silver

Santa Monica
MOMCA The Reincarnation of Golden Lohjs

1332 2r>d S( Daily 5 15-745-1000
394-9741 -Sat A Sun Mafenee 12:46-300

Psychotooy Senes

Alan Watts^am Oass
Sat A Sun 10am

GoMwyn
475-0202

Longbme Companion
11 00-1 00 3 00-5 00-7 1 0-9 10

-Fri A Sat Late Show 11 10 pm

Qotdwyn
475-0202

'Fn

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12:45 300-5 tO-720-930

A Sat Late Show 1 1 46 pm

MONICA
1332 2nd St

3949741 -Starts Friday

CamHle Qaudel
Daily 5 15-830

Too Beeulhjl For You

MOMCA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

'Sat A Sun 1030 am

The Runner
0*ly 5 15-7:30-9:45

Sat A Sun Malrwa 3O0
Jung: Mattv of Heart

MONICA -PREMERE SHOWCASE-
133? ?nii St A Rueling Of Laavea
394-9741 Daly 700945

'Starts Friday Face Of The Enemy
'Sat A Sun 11 am Through The Wire

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet
10889 Wa•war^
475-9441

Dolby Stereo

Q A A (R)

1 10-400-7 00 9S0

UA CORONET
10889 Welworth
475-9441 'Fii

SaTHXyOdtyy Stereo

Cadillac Mwi
12:20-2 40-5 00-7 30-10:00

A Sat Lata Show 12 15 am

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

Wttsh at Westwood
475-0711

Ddtjy Stereo

Prette Woman (R)

11:55-2 30-5 06-7 40 10:26

UA CORONET
10889 Welworth
475-9441

THXyDalt>y Stereo

CadMlac Man
12:50 3 10-5 30-8.00-10:20

AVCO CtNEMA M

WiKh at Westwood
475-071

1

Ddby Stereo

Bird On A Wire (PG-13)

12 00 2 30-5 15-7 00-10 30

'No VIP Tickets Accepted

AVCO CINEMA M
mih at Westwood
476-0711

7DMM/THXA>ol^

Back To The Future II (PO)
1100-150-4:36-7 30-10 20

'No VIP Tidtets Accepted
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Television

Bruin ««i^^
I • : time' witli Rae Dawn Ciiong & laura Palmer's mom

By Rachelle Unreich .

Staff Writer

I am jail in Pacoima. This is no joke. 1 am
on the set of an upcoming HBO special

called Doing Time: Women in Prison and
the film-makers have gotten a little carried

away with making it all authentic.

The only place, they inform me, that I will

be able to watch the 'Recreation Room
Fight Scene' from, is in a small cell. That's

how I ended up being in jail— even if it was
only a movie — for three hours.

Directed by Penelope Spheeris (The
Decline of Western Civilization I & //), this

particular episode, "New Chicks," is one of

three in the Doing Time series, to be aired

The cast and crew of 'Doing Time.

'

VICKI RAPAPORT
See WOMEN, page 28 Rae Dawn Chong (r) between scenes. VICKI RAPAPORT

The Student Union
meets your

requirements.
No need to pack up your podium
- you can take your meeting right

here on campus. The Student

Union's meet ing rooms g ive you —
everything from AV systems and
built-in blackboards to comfortable

seating and catering services. We
have meeting rooms of all sizes in

Ackerman Union, Kerckhoff Hall,

north Campus Student Center and
Lu Valle Commons, and they're all

available for use by UCLA students, faculty and
staff- because the Student Union was made for you

ASUCLA STUDENT UNION
YOUR PLACE ON CAMPUS FOR 60 YEARS

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 6/9/90

Offer good only with this

coupon one ccuoon oer

Not good tor SiCiiian styie

Limit 3 Di/zas D(fr aacress

208-8671

a
a
3

r-

Id

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 6/9/90

Offer good onlv wuh this

coupon, one coupon per

Di2za
Not good tor Sicilian style

L mit 3 Dizzas per aoaress

208-8671

a
UJ
Q
3

oo
cz

$7.60 LARGE
PI77A

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 6/9/90

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not good tor Sicilian style

Limit 3 oizzas oer aa ness

208-8671

looking for

Study Space?
Are the Libraries Full?

There ARE Alternatives.
Every student needs a quiet, comfortable space to study fo

finals. And every student's first thought is, "I'll study in the
hbra^." But at this time of year, the libraries are filled to
ovofHowingr

So what can you do when the libraries are full?
Use the alternative study space provided by ASIICLA

in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union.

a.m.
During finals Kerckhoff and Ackerman are open until 1

Tables in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom supplement the
permanent study lounges on 2nd and 3rd floor Ackerman and
Kerckhoff. In the evenmgs, unused meeting rooms in Ackerman
Union are kept open as well.

Besides companionship and a comfortable place to study,
ASUCLA provides free coffee after 9 p.m., close to all these
alternative locations. (Get free house coffee in the Kerckhoff
Coffee House, The Cooperage and North Campus.) Free coffee's
something you won't find in the libraries-another good reason
to avoid the library crowds.

We encourage you to consider alternative study locations
whenever possible, if you don't need access to library books
and periodicals.

And good luck on finals!

l,.^_^22E££ative_^4cssa^e_fron^^ and ASUCLA

(i

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD~ YOU FEEL GOOD.

And when you feel ^ood you look ^ood.

That isoiir Ix'licf. ItJ> why we employ stylists

$^^00 '"•^'<''if' of liaircuttcrs. And

-^ why those who ^o to Sii|K>r

cuts cikI up fcrliti^just a little InMter about

themselves. No appoiiitrnents nece.s.sary.

Men, women, (hiklreu welcome

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd

)

470-1558
M—F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SURBICUTS
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That's what the New York Times
calls The Princeton Review because
of its uniquely effective, fast and
efficient way of dramatically

increasing standai'dized test scores.

We can inject life into your
LSAT scores! Classes start soon.

S A

[i

LSAT
\
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HRLIN
TRAIMC
SCHOOL

Daily Bruin A & E

(213)474-6267

I Ki;i;i>\KkiN(; (imiionkix hairs

SAT, SUN, & EVENINC;
C I>ASSES

8 2 5

TcfdU St*MfU iffuoiaU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 Pl\/I, Mon-Fri only.
We guarantee that your oil & filter ^ m t^m
change will be done in 30 minutes S4 ^ 95
from the time your work order is | ^»
written to the cashier, or you won't I ^m 4-tBX
pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

MIKE MILLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE

$A98
'Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rctors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
\ "oyo'ofT any ]

•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair i

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle

We honor:
Visa

Mastercard
American Express

Discover

HowTo
MakeAn Entr;

<>
e o

Elite''* 50 LX

TM
Enter in style with the new Honda Elite 50 LX.
For traveling to work or to school, or just for a
quick getaway, this is the scooter you need. The
Elite 50 LX offers you performance, finesse, and
affordability, starting at the push of a button. You
ride without shitting. And, there's a locking

underseat storage compartment to keep a helmet.
So make a dynamic entrance with the Elite 50 LX.
This could be the start you've been waiting for.

HONDA.
(^me ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
#1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 450-4643

Come ride with iis.

STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/MULTIPLE PROOUCTS

ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PKGTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. AND PLEASE
RESPECTTHE ENVIRONMENT Obey the lav and reed four owner'a manual thoroughly. For rider

uaininf iniormaiioQ. caO the Motorcycle Salrfy Fovndabo* it 1'600447<4700.

Karl Wallinger of World Party makes a trip to the Roxy worth

it.

Party is no sweet sorrow;

.

World Party rises above hectic club

atmosphere, worth admission price

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

World Party was worth the waitresses.

It was also worth the Roxy squoosh tables and clubbies; World Party
can impress even a skeptical critic who has a mildly bad attitude.

Going to the Roxy always tends to put you in a certain mood. The first

obstacle to musical enjoyment is parking. One block up from the club, all

you see is virgin curb waiting to be gently brushed with the black of your
tires. But you can't park there. That's why everyone waits outside in line

for an hour or more — Sunset Blvd. has only so much grey, parkablc

space. *

Once inside the club, you are presented a choice. You can be pressed
into a crowd of clubbies putting their cigarette ashes in your hair or be
squooshed at little black tables that have signs on them warning you of the

one drink minimum.
To serve you this minimum drink are cadres of waitresses in tight lacy

things that are presumably designed to get you to drink, or tip, or more.
The wiser, undcraged patrons who are understandably miffed about the

idea of a $2 coke can usually avoid this by saying, "I'm not thirsty, and
I'm so broke I'm eating my own shoelaces." They don't seem to be too
eager to make eye contact after that.

While waiting for the show you've looked forward to for weeks, you
can check out clubbie women. This must be where all the good spandex
goes when it dies.

Before it all gets U) be too much, the lights go down, and the opening
band comes up.

Do all the opening bands sound terrible just because they sound terrible

or do the clubs mishandle their sound on purpose to make the guys you
paid $16.50 for sound worth it?

Sounded like Shadowland. the opener in this case, got the same raw
deal that most openers get. They sound okay— until the main band goes
on.

Their look was reminiscent of the '60s. A couple of guys had Tony
lommi sideburns. The look had style.

Style only graced a few of their songs, however. Their harmonies
needed improving. Most of the time, the singers were rummaging around
in their ranges trying to find each other. When they met on common
ground, the songs- worked.

World Party was a totally different situation. From the time they hit the
stage, they made the audience forget where they were.
The sound was crystal clear. Ex-Waterboy Karl Wallinger's intriguing

vocals were audible, and nearly every note was right on.
To those of you who have never heard World Party's music, it is

enough to describe it with the word eclectic, both in sound and influences.

Wallinger and his top-notch band ran a talented gamut during the 10
song two-encore set.

"Put the Money in the Box," featuring stecI -guitar-like keyboards, and
"Sweet Soul Dream," an interesting tune in 3/4 time that featured
Wallinger on the piano, had decidedly honky-tonk influences.

Reminiscent of the '60s and '70s were "1 Need Your God on My Side"

See PARTY, page 27
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Sppaker

Finnish design professor
lectures at Poweli Library
By Danielle Eubank
Cor)tributor

Are American design schools teaching their students the right things?
How does American design compare to Scandinavian design? At a
Powell Library lecture last Wednesday, Finnish industrial design
professor Jussi Ahola discussed the differences between American and
Finnish design philosophies.

Ahola is an accompUshed industrial designer who has published
several articles and written an industrial design textbook, "Industrial
Design." He also has had his own design studio, Jussi Ahola Oy.

Ahola, who had recently finished a three week tour of top design
schools in the United Slates, said that the artistic level in American uni-

versities is not very high. He added he was particulariy impressed with all

the different kinds of design schools here.

Unlike at American design schools. Finnish design students work on
projects in groups of three to five students, said Ahola. Projects are prop-
osed by these groups, by the instructor or by companies. Since every
group works on a different project, ten or more projects can be going at

the same time. Companies usually approach the school when they are
looking for new products. For example, the students wouldn't just modify
an existing design of a radio, they would design one that satisfied a whole
new problem.

In Finland, although there are a few schools that have design, the Uni-
versity of Industrial Arts (UIA) is the only design school in and of itself.

Like all universities in Finland, the lowest degrees UIA offers is a mas-
ters degree. With two more years of schooling, a student can cam a
degree known as a licentiate. After that, in most design fields, two more
years will give you a doctorate. In the United States, higher education in

design mostly consists of either a Master of Arts or a Master of Fine Arts
degree. However, Harvard offers a doctorate in design, and next year, the
Illinois Institute of Technology will start offering a doctorate.

Students start to centralize their efforts on one area of design by their

third year. A I this trmc,lhey can be proposed with projects from compa-
nies. If a company likes something they've designed, they may design it

for that company while attending school. In this way, most students have
design jobs by their fourth year and continue the rest of their education
while they work (it usually takes five to seven years to graduate).

Ahola cited a lack of clever promoters as one of the reasons Finnish
design is not yet a worid prominent. Also, he added, methods of making

^ their products economically suitable for export is a problem.
Certainly, Finnish design is worthy of worid fame. Finns have a long

history of designing using mostly natural materials such as birch, metal
and glass. While they now use a lot of plastic, they concentrate more on
innovative design than on inventing new materials.

When asked about how Finnish designers are tackling environmental
problems. Ahola said that young design students in his country have
recently displayed environmental consciousness. In the late '60s and
early '70s, students were concerned about the environment, but in the

'80s individualization grew and they didn't care, he said.

The Design Promotion Organization Project (the equivalent to the

Pacific Design Center) is now looking to promote products that are good
for the environment.

Finland, however, doesn't have the throwaway mentality that America
has, he said. For example, at fast food places, the cups are neither paper
nor plastic; they are ceramic and are meant to be used again and again.
Only places like McDonald's and Carrows use a lot of products only
meant to be used once. These places are only popular among young peo-
ple, and their use of throwaway items is one of the reasons Finns try to

discourage their children from eating there.

University of Industrial Arts is the premiere design school in Finland.
Less that six percent who apply get accepted. UIA is the third oldest in the
worid. dating back to, the late 1800s.

PARTY

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouse

FORUM ON AFRICA
Individual Presentations on Issues Affecting African Women

Panel Discussion: Traditional Values vs. Contemporary Attitudes and
Western Influences on the Lives of Women of Color

3:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 30

314 Royce Hall

REFRESHMENTS
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT INTERMISSION

POETRY READING
COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH - 1:30 to 2:45

[In 11382 Bunche Hall]

'
'Ijustfinished a workshop on stress.

They suggested I buy a PS/2.

From page 26
and "Way Down Down." "Way Down Down." now in rotation on
KROQ, contains a part that reminds the listener of "Sympathy for the

Devil." only tastefully done.

A year ago. everyone who listened to the radio heard "Ship of Fools."

atone time or another. Oh yes. you have heard it; you just don't recognize

the title. Consequently, this got the biggest crowd response.

The real standout was the set-ending "Thankyou World," which shot

the band from the '70s into the '90s. With outstanding harmonies,

changes and buildup, this tune is one of those club tunes that only comes
up once in a while — really quite flawless.

The show clearly focused on Wallinger. He showed off his musical
proficiency on the guitar, piano and bass.

His voice was pleasant, although Wallinger really shouldn't stay loo

long in the falsetto range — it seems to be his weak point.

The show seemed short, but it was worth $16.50. The crowd
apparently thought it was, loo; in the ages between their first and second
encores, the cheers didn't let up at all.

They wanted more Party. ;>

Who wouldn't?

Need to Talk to Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline

We're here to help.

Monday - Friday 5 p.m. - midnight
Saturday - Sunday 8 p.m. - midnight

HowVe you going to do it?
You see, the IBM Personal System/2® Model 30 286 makes it easy to manage work.

And that can help you manage stress. When you have a ton of work to do, the PS/2®
can speed you through it.

It comes with easy-to-use, preloads software, an IBM
Mouse and color display. Just turn it on and its ready to go.

No time lost installing programs.

And the special student price and IBM PS/2 Loan for

Learning can help take the stress out of paying for a PS/2.*

IBM Pt/2 Mod«l 302M (U21)
• IMbmenrxyy
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• 20Mb fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive

(1.44Mb)
• 8513 Color Display

• IBM Moose
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft® Windows and Word
for Windows *••

• hoc WirnJows Express.'"
Manager""and Color*

Only $2349
(Special price available from March 15. 1990

through June 30. 1990)

also comes with one year

on-site warranty!

*.; ASUCLA STUDE ' STORE
etnipitor ttort/ IH.Mri IMm/ t2S-MSt1/MH JM-I'M. F TM^. Sirt 10-S; tM If-S

•Tht« oflar i« avMlatX* only to qu«NA*d students, f«cu«y and st«ft who purchase IBM PS/2'8 through participatiiig campus outlets Pnr« quoted does not include sates
tax. handling and/of proceswng charges Check with your mstitutton regarding these charges Orders art subiect to avaHalMlity Prices ans subiect to change and IBM
may withdraw the offer at any time vvtthout written notice

"MIcfosoft Word tor windows IS the Academic Edition

•CM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trwlemancs of International Business Machines Corporation Microsoft is a registered tredemarti of Microsoft
Corporatloa

-Word tor Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation hOC Windows Expreas. Manager and Color are tradenwrtjs of hOC Computer Corporation
•eM Corporatton 1990
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MINNEAPOLIS!!
$89 ONE WAY or $178 ROUNDTRIP*

DAYTIME FUGHTS

Depart Tuesdays. June 19-Aug. 7
Return Wednesdays. June 20-Aug. 8

Hawaiian Airline Charters

rS OLYMPIC FESTIVA
July 6-15« 1990

Call for tIcKetsll
*PtIo* valid onty wHh Al* Mupon. RMum wHh •ppl<c*tk>n.

BREKKE TOURS
Toll-free: 1-800-437-5301

MASA
JAPANESE ]

MON-FRI

10 AM.-9:30 PM
SAT 11:30AM-9:30PM

SUN 12NCX)N-9PM /

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00

•Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi /
•All types of Sushi /^
•PARTY PLATTERS /

$1

DB

o
F
F

/ any menu selection

/ with coupon

1834 Westwood Blvd.

(Just South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

CaU 475-6355

SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES 6/13/90

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. iVIartin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear.
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts.
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Frl 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

TRANSITIONS
"abli«h«d by th* Tranafwr Stud«nt Awsoclation Vol. I, No. i

TEA!

EH
T-S-Aj

» C I

TIAI
Premier Edition of TSA Newsletter is Hero!

Unidentified sources report that the TSA
newsletter has been released. Preliminary
intelligence indicates that it contains all

the necessary information that the
discerning transfer student might need to
facilitate their transition to UCLA.
Watch for it on Bruin walk and in the
publication racks in Ackerman Union —
and all campus libraries today and
tomorrow.
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THAT
YOU
CAN
USE!

From

the

TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Paid for by Mini-Grants

WOMEN
From page 24

LEVI'S SPECIAL $15.99
Have your jeans customized! :

We do lore ^ trimjq Oird<^ <i:i

buy ours - $25.00

in yours $35.00

No twio piaif

T

bring
X.'.l'.#

2349 Westwood Bh^tt;.

1/2 block North of Pico'

GRanit^ 9:74U . ,,

later this year. "New Chicks" deals

with the story of two new inmates,

Rhonda and Nicole, who struggle

with having children whilst in

prison. Nicole *s son is being cared
for by her mother, whereas Rhon-
da is two months pregnant at the

start of her incarceration. This

segment focuses on the offspring

of female criminals; when a
woman is forced to 'do time,* her
child is given a life sentence of his

own, by being placed in foster care

or with ill-equipped relatives.

Today, on location, the prison

set feels particularly oppressive. A
newly spray-painted wall lets off

fumes which cause one crew
member to say, "In about a second
we're all gonna be ripped." An
abundance of actors in guards'
uniforms stalk the area, taking

advantage of their authoritative

gear. One approaches an observer
and jokingly whispers in his ear,

"Hey. Don't stand so close to the

women!"

The mood seems to help the

inmates in the scene, since the

ensuing fight proves to be more
than a little rowdy. In fact,

furniture flies across the room,
profanity fills the air, and the

bystanders are left to ponder the

specific meaning of "Dis you
ff)otherfii€kef." a line that i a =

•••

£ ST}\NLEY H. KAPLAN
cSi Take Kaplan Or lake Your (lianas

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

Uttered during each take.

In the role of Rhonda, actress

Rae Dawn Chong turns from
good-natured gal to 'Screaming
Bitch From Hell,' as she spits,

screams and generally destroys

several props when her attackers

pounce. Her struggle is realistic

enough for Spheeris to call it a

wrap, "before the guard gets killed

by Rae Dawn."

Among her protagonists is

Grace Zabrinskie, better known
for playing Laura Palmer's
mostly-hysterical mother in T.V.'s
Twin Peaks. Zabrinskie's presence
on the set adds to its already surreal

quality; it prompts someone to

remark "This is actually an episode
of Tmn Peaks.

At times, the atmosphere eases
long enough for the cast and crew
to liven up and forget their-

surroundings. Several crew people
start mimicking the obscene lines

in Mickey Mouse's voice, while a
mean game of craps goes on in the
comer. The cuisine de jour is

Frosted Flakes, and Spheeris her-

self takes to greeting onlookers
with the words, "Welcome to

Prison." Although Spheeris gra-

duated from UCLA, she doesn't
ask after any of her old professors,
saying, "The people that teach
there now were in grade school
when I was a student."

When a break is called for lunch,

everybody races to the parking lot^— and catering u-uck — before
you can say 'jailbird.' Although it

is an overcast day, the Doing Time
gang turn their faces towards the
sky, grateful to see the light once
more. A couple of people shed
their khaki garb, and done some-
thing brighter. To look at them,
you'd think they had been . . .

behind bars.

USA
From page 22

Blue Zone album. They shoulea
"Jackie! Jackie! Jackie!" between
the encores. Unfortunately, she did
not sing "Jackie" as many appa-
rently wished. That was probably
the biggest disappointment of the
evening.

Other than the omissions of
songs from her early album,
Siansfield was not a disappoint-
ment in concert.

+
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• 79
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Insurance 91
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Resumes 104
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Tutoring Needed 99
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TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels 107
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Travel Tickets for Sale 106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 1 09
Auto Repair 1 10

Autos Wanted 118
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Mopeds 1 1

9

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rides Offered 115

Rides Wanted 116

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120
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Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 129
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Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131

Sports Equipment 132
Typewnters / Computers 134

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Free 8 Good Deals

myvEm WHEN: Sunday, June 3

DROP OFF.

RECYCLE.
Bring your news-

papers and alurTii-

num cans fronn

honfie on June 3, to

ASUCLA's third

one day collection

of recyciables.

TT:00 am-4:00pm

WHERE: Ackerman Union

Loading Dock* (Drive

or walk in from the bus

turnaround at

Westwood Plaza).

THOUCHT-PKOVOKINC VIDEOS; SIMU- ^^"^ MODELS NEEDED by professional hair

LATED WORLDS (Life in Computers?). June ^'V''*^* ^°' s^°^ '° medium length styles.

4th 4pm Ackerman 2408 MIND AND BRAIN- Carlton Hair International (213)474-9091.

BASEBALL, football, basketball, and hockey
cards wanted . No collection is too. large or too

small. (213)556-2869

-)une 6th 4pm Ackerman 3517.

Sports rickets 5 Sports Tickets

WHAT: Newspapers

Without string, wire,

rubber bands or sacks,

and no glossy maga-

zines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams

(most soft drinks), but

please, je tin cans,

glass bottles or plastic

bottles, please.

• Special Recycling site

available lor this day only.

-A S U C L ir

n
u RECYCLING
r PROGRAM

ASUCLA 's Recycling Program has saved over

1, 133 trees since it began last fall For more in-

formatbn about the drive, call 206-7589—and

choose to conserve!

v

Recycle this newspaper.

fm Dellmy Ikkts
ANGELS - DODGERS

PHIL COLLINS JANET JACKSON
Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac Santana - Phantom - New
Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew "Dice" Clay Luther Vandross -

Rush - Oingo Boingo - Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Raitt

Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Vlsa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

GET MASTER or Visa card regardless of credit

status Amazing recorded message reveals

details. (213)652-1623

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts Request

'Bruin Plan- (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-69f>6

*

i

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-'tyi

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P.|ANO
^'-^^^^^^^^--'-^-^^^'-^^'^

;

*

Miscellaneous

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues mu^tc^ans to

;am Stardom seekers need not apply

'213)204-2016 West L A

Personal 10

Personal 10 Personal 10

frr

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be pakPOp to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

THANK YOU
TO THE BEST STUDENT GOVERNMENT ON THE HILL:

HITCH RESIDENTIAL SUITES ASSOCIATION
-

—

1989-1990

TONY CHANINE MICHELLE MOORE
JENNI BARNUM GRACIELA VALERO
MATT OLMSTED STEVE BAKER
LISA REYNOLDS JASON KLEIN

YOU'RE THE BEST!
LOVE, MAKI-PC

WANTED 100. PEOPLE
We will pay yo^ to

lose weight.
•• Doctor recommer^ded.

AI! Natural
!; 100% guarantee

(213) 281-7484

>
Reseqrch^bjects 12^qr

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Discussion, Thurs Book Study
Fh Step Sudv AU 3525 12:15 115

Tu«. '3-7-11* NR C8177. Wsd Discussion

NPIC8538 1210-1 tW
For alcohofcs or individuals who h«v« a

dhnlgng problani

(213) 387-A316

FREE CARPET CLEANING
for every 2 rooms steam cleaned at|

our regular price, you get 1 roam cleaned free!

• Valid w/this ad •

•$11 per room •» prescribing avail

•free estimatcait

878 6940

Pi Beta Phi &* Kappa Kappa Gamma

Get Ready to Rage...

*cause Monmouth Duo is here and
tonight we'll be Bikers ^ Babes.

Buses leave at 8 p.m.

Be There!

^:^^ Bibles - Book iv

Gifts. U
M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm,

Th-Sat 10 am - 11 pm, Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. Ly^. 90024
208-5432

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
Competition. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)206-5055.

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, aCES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)620-6574

DENTIST needs patients for slate board exam
in June at UCLA Free treatment provided Call

Dr Bfownstonc, (213)460 4245

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob
lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (213)825-0392

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 11 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a scemtific learning experience
(213)825-0392

RESEARCH SUB)ECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment. If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise $100.00 received upon completion.

TM) x-ray required Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center (213)825-9792 _
RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21 55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over six months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medical

symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw

examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliartce fitted over teeth and connected

to battery operated electrical stimulation de-

vice which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion to lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5

nights to portable device recording EMC, ECC,
respiration Payment $100. Contact Lynne,

Clinical Research Center. (213)825-9792.
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

>^An • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn •

Ar LOVES OUR SENIORS!
N

Kim Abkin
Tracy Allen
Liz Alter
Ann Appel
Kelli Ault
Carleen Easier
Laney Beres
Tracy Brennan
Michelle Brown
Andria Brugioni
Michele Cabot
Amy Clifford *

Kathy Clinton
Jenifer Collins

Tamy Dowie
Jennifer Greene
Stacy Gregory
Lori Horrell
Cathy Hunt
Kelly Hutchinson
Jill King
Carrie Klinger
Maren Kussler
Diane LaBuda
Amy Lagao —
Amy McKnight
Lori McLoughlin
Katherine Owsley

Amy Paul
Tina Perez
Amy Porinchak
Lexi Rondell
Amy Rousselot
Julie Schneidinger
Cyndi Schoner
Ceri Slacum
Gina Sponzilli
Keri Smith
Suzanne Strong
Moya Sullivan
Jill Tyler
Samantha Woolsey

Ice Cream Social!!!!

All Sigma Kappa's & Alpha
Delta Prs be at the AAn

house at 6:00 p.m. tonlte to

eat all the ice

cream you can!
M

AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn • IK • AAn^

AZO-
Thanks so much for

Thank you for the laughter,

caring, friendship and sisterhood.

We will miss you all so much!!

doing Mordi Gros with us!

^ Best overall (small construction)

^ Most profitable booth
We hod on awesome
time... you guys are incredible!

Love, KA

Health Services 22 Health Services. 22 Help Wanted 30

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Bulimia Nervosa
Is...

Gettiitg angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Lying in the checkout line that the
cookies, candy, and chips are for a party.

Becoming scared when you can't throw up.

Swearing you will never do it again.

Joanna Poppinlc, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psycho Therapy for women
trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa

Office in Westwood Area
(213)474-4165

/Aim v®QD w®\^\iim®\mi^vv

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Hebs get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Help Wanted 30

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Df. Maik Berman. Ginical
Psychologixt,

eating disorder specialist Individual

appointments available. (213)655-6730

2 SECRETARY POSITIONS: Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer
position. Duties: answering telephones, pro-

cessing mail, filing, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. Must type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordperfect and have
good interpersonal skills. Salary $6.35A>our.
Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Bam-5pm.

We Accept All Visioo Care Plans

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL. YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT CALL
(213)820-6574: ASK FOR FARIBA, MI-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY.

WANTED NORMAL HEALTHY MALES AGED
18-40 for a new anti-fungal drug study.

Requires out-patient screening exams, blood,

urine tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days in hospital (VA Hospital).

Call <21 3)824-6731 (|ohn). Pays $24-700.

Opportunities 26

IM

Sperm Donor 19

Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty^

Sperm Donors Needed.
Eam,$105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

CAIirORNl.A

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spemn donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.
Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

-BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25
YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now
24hr message (818)594-7469.

$800,000 If you have the courage to call, it

could make you rich. (213)280-3558.

LOSE WEIGHT and have your cookie too. For
more info, on new classic fiber diet cookie,
call Terri (213)578-6633. Buy or become a

distributor.

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your
wealth marketing the services of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business
Seminar (818)367-3099.

Heoitti Services 22

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

f
SUMMER f
JOBS I

Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

824-9941

LOSE UP TO 29lb$. in 30 days! 1 00% natural.

Doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free
home show. (213)281 6732.

WANTED!! 100 people. We'll pay $$$ to lose

weight. 100% natural and guaranteed. Adele
(213) 281.3037.

( 0' I'O'T^dl 0'

49b4 Van Ni/yi Biw] Sli'man OaU

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerton

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 906-1141

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Stivers

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorncy/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity. F/T, P/T.

(213) 557-2315.

ADMINISTRATOR-BOOKKEEPER-Secretary
for Real Estate Developer/Attorncy/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opportunity. Ft/Pl.

(213)557-2315.

A GREAT JOB. P/T receptionist/data entry/

general ofHce person to assist in small office in

West Hollywood-Flexible hours for the right

person. Linda (213)652-0242.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. Domestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 20hrs\vk. $600/mo in Santa Monica.
(213)450-8719.

AIDE for young man in wheel chair. 0)mestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car. 2-hr5/wk, $600/mo in Santa Monica.
(213)450-8719.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIENTED DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT. PT NOW, FT
SUMMER. MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, AND OF-
FICE WORK. (213)826-7000

BEV HILLS- Attorney needs P/T bilingual legal

assistant (Spanish-English). $5/hr. Ask for

Mr.Brown. (213) 855-1861.

BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp
Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agressive,

take-charge. To $50K. (213)557-0142.

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M—F 40hrs/wk. June
25-Sepl $4.25 and up DOE. Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CATHOLIC GIRLS resident camp located in

mountain resort town of Wrightwood is look-
ing to hire W.S.I., lifeguard, and cabin counse-
lors. Must be available June 25- August 25.
Call(21 3)733-1 208 if interested.

CHILDCARE person needed at health club.
Moming to mid-afternoon. 1 5-20hrsywk. Ask
for Vicki. (213)829-6836.

CLERICAL SUMMER JOB- Approximately 30
hrs/wk, flexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience
preferred, call between 2:00-8:00 pm (213)
271-5793.

COMMERCIAL leasing intern, progressive de-
velopment company seeking self-motivated,
energetic individual, for p/t position to assit in

shoppipg center and industrial park leasing

send resume: attn Emily Chung 2200 West
Valley Blvd. Alhambra, 91803.

COMPUTER SALES- P/T, F/T in WLA computer
store. Call (213) 477-4505. Ask for Danny.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

Temporary
Personnel

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION

AND SKILLS TRAINING
to high functioning adults with develop-
mental disabilities in small group homes
or community based vocational program

in Long Beach and Orange County
Applications Accepted
Monn"hurs 10am-1pm.

Tues/Wed 12 noonipm.
Straight Talk Inc.

3350 Olive Ave.

Signal Hill, Ca 90607
(213) 424-1966.
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SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS
^ /

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES
•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARK/WEST VALLEY
(818) 703-8486

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145

£UBBANK/EAST VAI

(818) 954-8220

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213) 473-8788

COUNSELORS needed: Mental health facili-

ties. Weekends P.M. and Graveyard shifts.

Valorie (213)836-5567.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS—opportunity guide

$.300-S900 weekly. (508)927-9766 Ext C5.

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now!
(213)273-9631.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED- For Westwood & Sherman
Oaks fl PoMo Loco. Contact Don 824-7776.

$5A»r + SI /delivery -f tips •^ food. Must have

reliable transportation & insurance.

DRIVER NEEDED for lunch delivery. SlO/hr

plus. Car needed. (213)829-3000.

TELEPHONE SALES. EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big SS
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call
(213)273 9631

IVT POSITION
with West LA

Insurance Aiicncv

We are looking for a
flexible dependable
person to do home

Inspections and office

duties. Should have
good typing, computer
& phone skills. We
need someone 22-25
hours/wk (adjust to
school schedule).

CAR IS A MUST!!
Contact Joan at:

(213) 478-2001

EXPERIENCED PERSON TO DO HOUSE-
WORK FOR CHEERFUL ELDERLY COUPLE.
PREFERABLY [X)ES CHINES OR MEXICAN
COOKING. LIVE-IN 5 DAYS A WEEK. WALK
TO UCLA. ENGLISH SPEAKING PREFERRED.
(213)474-4373.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILM PRODUCTION CO needs assistant

secretary, 2 hrs. morning. Office SM. Must be
reliable, jay (213)390-0820.

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FT/PT positions availalbe. Great

working conditions. Marjie (213)208-4000

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 1-5:30 daily,

S8-$10/hr. Light experience, W-perfect know-
ledge preferrcdrX^ntury City Commercial Real

Estate. (213) 552-9916.

HELP OWNER 'run small business center. PT
year round. 3 miles north of Sunset tiff Beverly

Glen 10-18 hrsAvk $5-7^r. (213)475-0788.

JAPANESE AND, EUROPEAN keyboard map-
ping. Familiar with Japanese DOF. Call Eli-

zabeth Tcglcy at Goal Systems
(213)578-1147

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10 50Ao
start. No exp. necessary P/T, F/T available

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

LAB HELPER. Chemistry or Biology major
preferred. General Lab Helper duties, analyti-

cal procedures, isolation chemistry proce-

dures, bioassays on mice. Nancy
(213)8256521.

LA SKI & SUN TOURS- Administrative Assis-

tant. FT, $1 500/mo & Excellent travel benefits.

Starting Aug. 1st. Contact Phil Jones.

(213)471-4025.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

Part-time

Office Asst.
needed immediately
to work in a busy

student travel

agency. ——

—

20-30 hrs./wk.

Please call Lynn at:

(213) 824-70^3

LIFEGUARDS needed, LGT, CPR, f.rsl-aid

required. $6/hr -^ DOE. Beverly Hills YMCA
(213)553-0731.

LOTUS 123 skills needed PT. Extremely flexi-

ble hours, may work at home if own PC. 10-15

hours/month, $75/monlh. Contact John
McNamara, (213)546-1578

SALES/SUMMER- F/T, minimum $4,000 or

more/month. Outgoing/experienced/
extravert Must have car (213)^,962-1874

MEDICAL receptionist full-time, Westwood.
Experience required. Outstanding opportun-
ity. SalaryA>enefits. (213)208-3316.

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Flexible hours PT/FT
great money working with Fortune 500 com-
pany. Greg (213)824-9840.

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills

F/T or P/T, lop salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT,
flexible hours, will train,

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

Retail, $9.25/start,

scholarships. Call

It

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, Knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr Roz (213)657-5183.

PERFECT SUMMER JOB: Custom shirt manu-
facturer needs direct sales reps to work in

cities throughout Southern California. Make
prominent contacts for your future. Complete
training $800-$900/weekly. Interview May
31 -June 2 only!! Call 1(800)234-4834 for

appointment. Great experience for people in

fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not
necessary.

P/T, DRYCLEANING counterperson^ will

train. 20 hours/wk, 2 or 3 afternoons -f6 hours

on Saturday. Start at $6-$7 5(Vhr -ffree dryc-

leaning. Year-round position. (213)474-8525

P/T literature research and lecture note taking

with M.D. in molecular genetics private re-

search. Senior/grad in related tm preferred

Flexible hours. Call Nurit. (213)306-0055.

Wednesday, May 30, 199O 31

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physioue.
High commisionsi QU|CK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

30 Help Wanted
P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc-
tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP. Be-
ginning salary $9.00> depending on experi-

ence. (213)208-3700.

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office^
•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshlre Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

P/T, people needed to take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am. or 6am. -3pm.
Earn $6/hr. Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr.

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training. Call RGIS
(818)642-6631.

RECEPTION IST-P/T, F/T. Flexible hours in

pleasant doctor's office. Phones, filing, light

typing. Computer knowledge helpful but will

train! $6.50Vhr. Minnie (818)289-9208.

RECEPTIONIST-UNIQUE working environ-

ment in fast paced property management
company located in BH/W. Hollywood area

Some typing. Excellent communication skills,

ironsf 8ttftudc and cntftustasm i

F/T. Andrea (213)271-4840.

ISLAND
TEPPANYAKI
RESTAURANT
ON WILSHIRE

NEEDS HOSTESSES
AND

WAITRESSES PT/FT
FLEXIBLE HOURS
GREAT PAY

CALL
444-7899

RECEPTIONISTS WANTED. S5.00/per hour -t-

bonuses. Answering phones. Filing, no typing

Call Jennifer (213)672-8113.

RECONDITE LOGICIAN, humorist, artist for

hazardous assignments. (213)456-7573.

RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing. Santa Mo-
nica. P/T, Saturdays a plus. 1 1-6 pm. Friendly

professional appearance. (213) 395-2728

RETAIL SUMMER WORK 510.75 starting, no
experience r>ecessary. internsh«ps available

Santa Momca (213)392-1310. L/VHoilywood
(213)933-4955

Reliable part-time receptionist. Facial Salon
9-4 Call 213-476-4404. Leave Message

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday am only, top

salary, nexible. (213) 939-2111

SUMMER f^ UCLA
JOBS ^ UNICAMP

Paid positions at UCLA UniCamp
are available for:

•Lifeguards • WSI's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided.

Help children from low income families at

our campsite in the San Bernardino Mtns.

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31

30 Help Wanted 30

SALES, salary + commission. Part-time. Print-

ing company. Will train. WLA (21 3)479-1 1 26.

SECRETARY/Receptionist, Century City Busi-

ness Management Firm. Chicago based. Word
processing exposure. Great benefits! Lir>da

(213)652-0242.

SECRETARY, light bookkeeping, 15-20 hrs.

Two psychiatrists office, flexible hours. Call

(21 3)820-4330 Dr Marmer or (21 3)207-081 5

Dr. Mezquita.

RUNNER- Business management Co West-
side, benefits. Must have own car. 30 hrs/wk.

(213) 558-8110.

LAW FIRM

needs rnotivateci person

to (Jo challenging legal

and clencal tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu
ter experience MAC, light bookkeeping. Please

call. (213)479-8330.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor Please

call (818)869 8383.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals

$9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4145.

SUMMER WORK San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901

LIFE GUARDS/ PRIVATE SWIM INSTRUC-
TORS: Earn: $12-$14/hr. Great job! Call for

info, and app.(Greg) : (818) 886-1935,
(213)274-a042

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you oain.
Day & evening hours

available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUNDI
206-2050

TEACHER for cooperative pre-school M-F,

25-30/hrs/wk. S9-1 1/hr. DOE. Prefer degree
in child development or m progress Barbara

(818)995-1658.

TEACHER'S AIDE for cooperative pre-school.

M-F, 35-40hrs/wk. $7/hr. Some course work in

child development & experience Barbara

(818)995-1658

TELEMARKETER, $5/hr plus incentives Con-

tact Dan at (213)445-0325

WAITRESSES/WAITERS for Westwood SO's

style drive-in. On skates or fool Car hops arc

back. Call (213)474-2223 After 2pm Thcr.sa

or Margje

Film Extras Needed
All tvrm, 18-80 vr». E»n .xtra money.

Hin tool Crvativ* Catting

(213)466-7319

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber

SI 5A»r. 1 2hrsMk, hours to be arranged. Must
be fast and accurate Beverly Hills location

(213)854-0999

WANTED 'PERSON FRIDAY" for prestigious

oriental art gallery/auction house to run er-

rands, assist in packing and unpacking, store

maintenartce and numerous odd jobs. Some
heavy lifting required. One weekend monthly
required. 20 hr^k. Flexible to fit schedule
S5/hr. (213)828-8537

WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME Taking

a break between college ar>d graduate school

f

We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility Work in a legal enviornment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary »- benifits. Call |an 2-5:30 at

(213)208-2889

MODELS
wjntcd by Professional
Photography Stu(dio for

up-cominq photo ossignmrnis
Pro. & Non-Pro MjIc Fcnr^tt

Call (818) 508-8680

_ ATTENTION
Snident8...Fa€ulty...Staff

The Los Angeles Times Santa Monica/Westside
Division has P/T positions avail, in the telemarketing

dept. Work 5 hrs/day Mon-Sat. Shifts are

8:30-1:30 p.m. & 4-9 p.m. M-F, 9-2 p.m. on Sat.

Work near' the beach, then go after work!!!

$5.35/hr, plus $7 to $12 per sale.

Call to arrange interview: 213-314-1233
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ACKERMAN ENROLLMENT CREW
$7.80/HR

STUDENT TERMINAL OPERATORS FOR FALL 90 IN PERSON ENROLLMENT MUST TYPE
ACCURATELY. BE AVAILABLE PART TIME FIRST 2 WEEKS OF EACH QUARTER AND

HAVE AT LEAST 5 QUARTERS REMAINING.

CALL JEFF OR PHIL 206-0488

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Full A Part-Ume *

* Flexible Hours *

•Loti of Work*
* Men. Women. Students, etc.

CaU (213) 453-1817

Ja-k-x-io^'XvXvXvXvK-c-;-:-:-;*;

ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME
Easy Work! No Selling! Earn

$300-$400 Per Week. Details:

1-(3M) 768-1976 Ext no

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

NANNY - F/r summer, P/T fall, boy 3 years.

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with
drivers license. (213)391-1613 eve.,
(213)458-5986 days.

PERSON NEEDED to supervise 2 older child-

ren, 2-3 afternoons^^ek. Car necessary. Pa-
cific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

WESTWOOD Decorator seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Approximately 16 flexible hrs/wk. Need car,

$7^r. to start. Call )oslyn (213)459-3043.

WOMEN'S discount shoe store, weekend p^
help . (213)478-2728. Location: WLA.

WRITERS' EXCHANGE has much work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback Nov-
cels. Non-Fiction Books. Magazine Articles.

(213)452-1469. Vernon.

PICK-UP 2 girls at preschool and babysit M-F
5-7pm. Car and reference required.
(213)474-5346.

PT, summer and schoolyear babysitting for two
great kids. Close to campus. $5/hr.
(213)470-4335.

Apartments for Rent 49

$$m/mp^ ^ MP
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YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

Cf\l I cog—gT'l irVgMT'g ^0% SUMMER leni. Rishi across from campus.
^ULlLiliUET^ 1 ULnLlN i 5 Slnpre/IoR. Perfen fnr 4 n:,rUlno (.,rr.il^

Are You Close to
Graduation?

Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-
highest paying Industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or if you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first rrwnth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

5TngIe/loR. Perfect for 4, parking, furnishcdT

June. (213)208-1637.

$575 1 -BEDROOM with free utilities. Pool/
quiet building. 5307 Sepulveda Blvd. Sherman
Oaks. 15 minutes to LXILA.

$575-$775 SHERMAN OAKS, 2+2 or U1.
Freeway close to class. 5444 Sepulveda.
(818)785-5208.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 SlrathnrKxe Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395-2903.

ASSISTANT MERCHANDISE BUYER for mail
order sports catalogue. Extensive knowledge of
all pro sports essential. We are looking for an
enthusiastic self starter. Must be organized and
detail oriented. BA or BF preferred. We will

train the right person. $25,000 to start.

(213)416-1142, El Scgundo, ask for Dana.

BE A MODEL. Up to $l,00(yday. FLASHCAST
-(213)661-7982. 12001 Ventura Place. 3rd
floor: Studio City. East of Laurel Canyon Blvd.
off 101 freeway in the green glass building.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Make great rrwney!
Need self-nxHivated responsible flower per-
sons for Friday, Saturday nights. Will train.

Own car necessary with insurance. Call Sa-
brina (213)837-5369.

F/r REaPTIONIST available for Brentwood
art gallery. Excellent job opportunity. Call
Kimberley for interview. (213)820-6511.

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts
recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or EcotVBusiness
student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott
for more info. (213)820-8511.

PUBLIC RELATIOI^ secretary/assistant. Im-
nf)ediate opening to work with owner of small,

well-established public relations company.
Must be skilled and motivated to learn and
grow. (213)655-5960.

RECEPTIONIST in Skin Care & Beauty Salon.
Good phone skills and appearance - Working
with public. (213)474-2524. Julia.

Jobs Wanted 33

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifl-

catiora and refererKes. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (213)208-7990.

Internstiips 34

ASSISTANT TV/MP literary agent. Reading
scripts, phones, computer a plus. 2-4 days/wk.
No pay. Send resume to: S.W.A., 10530 SanU

-^4onica Blvd, Los Angeles, 90025. ^'-•''

Ctiiid Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED. 2 preschoolers. Days.
Summer, possibility fall. Need car. Fairfax

area. Patty (213)653-0571, evenings.

FULL-TIME sumnr>er, part-time, fall. Live-in or

out. Paciflc Palisades. (213)454-4633.

MOTHER speaks Mandarin and welcon>es
wife of Graduate student with limited English.

Call Grace: (213)391-2348.

AVAILABLE July 1, spacious 2 bedroom/2
bath, $1075, near campus, (213)473-4936.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V. BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Quiet 1-bdr/

studio. $625/$525. Full kitchen/bath. Four
miles, bus. (213)658-7014.

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2-bcd/2-bath with
steam sauna ir\d Jacuzzi in unit, $1,25(ymo.
(213) 854-6713.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $625/nru). 1 235 Federal Ave.
(213) 477-7237.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, den. Large ,newly
decorated. (213)826-3934. Close to LXILA.

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA. Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of
closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault
St. (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 2 BEDROOM $1175. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO UCLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A^, LOTS OF aOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-6154.

BRENTWC)OD,$84(y$875/nfH) 2-bed/1-bth,
small apt, 1 parking, rw pcts.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment. $550.
(213)671-8570. (213)410-1499.

BRENTWOOD GLEN, 2-bedroom duplex
unit. Cozy ar>d private. Minutes to UCLA.
$165Q/mo. Sam (213)280-9903.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-
CIALS. Call (21 3) 208-8881

.

FAIRFAX/PKIO. Close to bus, 2-bdr/1-bth

($850) and 1 -bdr/1 -bth ($650). Wooden floors,

spacious, country ambiance. Garage.
(213)385-3058 or (213)935-7617.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)397-4270.

PALMS bachelor, $550. 2-bed/2-bath, $1125
Laundry, parking, refrigerator. Month to month
lease. (213)837-0533.

PALMS $610/nrK}. 1 -bedroom. Appliances,
pool, parking, laundry, upper, no pets. Great
location. 3455 Jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS $825 and up. Bright, 2-bedroorTV
2-bath, upper, balcony, drapes, large closets.

(213)839-8800. #:a>^fe*r.

PALMS- $950. 2-bedroom/2 bath, 2 V, years
old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLA. 10737 Palms. (213) 838-5039

512 VETERAN AVENUE -Huge 2-bedroom/
2-bath with seperate suites. Up to 4 students/
unit. High-tech building. Secure park. Full

amenities. Call Jane (213)206-2655.

SHERMAN OAKS, $500/mo. Tiny single, utili-

ties paid, partially furnished. No pets.

(818)789-4821.

^ Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHEDAPARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 GayleyAve.

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213) 285-9309

or Stop by room #202

>pus.
hcd;

I

>ooi/ JL

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

6^ Landfaif -=
(213) 824-4807

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res mgr.J
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9784

SPACIOUS studio $50(Vmo. Room for couple

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.

(213)939-8017.

SUMMER/FALL housing. Own room with full

amenities. Minutes from campus in Beverly

Hills. $350. (213)855-0561.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, walk to UCLA. One
bedroom w/private patio. $925. Hardwood
floors, shutters, laundry facilities, 2 car

parking. Must see. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD, prime location. $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, Vc,
pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss aiyi Co.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-f2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, AK. patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, fumished
singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600. Manager. Apt. 103
(213)208-4123. Agent, Miller and Desatnik

Management Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1400 and
up 2-bed/2-bath. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer
leases. 520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD duplex $1275. 2-bed/1-bath,

quiet street. South of Wilshire. Stove,
refrigerator. (213)829-0385.

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH NEWLY REMODELED.
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING (213)839 6294

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750-$790-
Walk to IXTLA and village. Pool, security.

10966 Rocbling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)

824-2595

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley

Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desatnik Man-
agement Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 20Q/mo top

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDROOM PRICE RE
DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE
FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large luxury 1 -bed-

room and 2-bedroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar. Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking. 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)208-8685.

Westwood
Studio S725
1 Bodrm $1025

2B/2B S130(i
b'lililic^ IiKludud

LnrgL'-.t Sq. tt. cuailabk'

CrctU Location

11)633 Wilshire Hi,

470-4407

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnished. $730

All amenities,

security bidg.. parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD. Available September BIG.

2-bedroonV 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. Bike to campus. $1240/ four.

(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

I'A miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.

WLA. $105Q^mo. 2-bedroom- 1 1/2 bath

Condo. Security building, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA, $1400, luxury high-tech 2-bedroonV
3-bath, 1400 square feet, tri-level, roof

garden. 2451 Purdue. (213)444-9699.

WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2 miles to UCLA. Near
bus. New decor/miniblinds/appliarKes. 1517
Federal (213)479-0615.

WLA- 2+2, $l,095/mo., -f deposit. Just 7

minutes from LXTLA. New building, town-
house apartments. 2-car security parking. We
have LXILA students and we love them. 2756
Sepulveda. (213) 394-3599, eve (213)
479-1405.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-bath. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.

Available now. (213)451-4771.

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath. $1025 -h $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rec-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave.

(213) 204-4248.

WLA. 2-becU2-bath unfurnished. 3 car garage.

$900. 1730 Brockton Ave. Call George
(213)826-4776.

WLA $695. 1-bdrm, close to UCLA and bus
Quiet residential street. Appliances/laundry/

parking. No pets. (213)479-0615.

WLA. S720/mo. 1 -bedroom. Carpets, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry. 1833
Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA $825. Spacious. Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Westgate. (213)479-1581.

WLA BACHELOR, furnished or unfurnished.

$35(Vmo. Near bus, shopping, UCLA shuttle

bus. Call Gigi (213)478-7472.

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1 350. Patio, 3 car

parking, dishwaser, near SM Blvd/Bundy. Jim

(213)820-4368. (213) 390-4610.

WLA, bachelor, $470. Free utilities! Pool, no
pets. Easy bus to UCLA. 1621 Westgate Ave.

1213)820-1121.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batJi

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
9U(7 nnn STUocnT lumiiiy ncwny

Shared or private units. All furnished. Private

bathroom. Pool. jacuz2J </i hr drk/e to UCLA

Now accepting sunwner & tall applicatior«.

Free brocure. NCR 9500 Zetzah, Northridge.

CA 91 325. (818) 88^-1717

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air^eat
• Wet bar/fireplace
• Walk-in closets
• Elevator
• Will allow 4 students
• Low move-in

$1200-$! 300
^—11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858
444-9889

Apartments Fumistied 50

SANTA MONICA- Charming single, $650 -t-

deposit. Wood floors, nice view, parking, near

Montana. (213) 829-3467.

SUMMER RENTALS. Single and one-
bedroonr>. one block west of LXTLA. Kent

reduced for summer nwnths. From $55(Vmo.
(213)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$52S/mo. utilities irKluded. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $80(Vmo. Pool, short walk to campus.

11070 StrathnrH>re. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD, 1-bed, upper, $795. Avail.

6-15 to 9-15. Near UCLA, village, transporta-

tion. 11095 Strathmore. (213)454-8211.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rales (818)785-1028.

WESTSIDE-North of Wilshire. NEED 3-4 bed-

room house month of July. Open, airy. Call

during business hours (ESP) 1-800-283-7833.

Bobbi.

Apts. to Stiare 54

Apts. Unfurnishied 52

LARGE, 1-bed, security, carpets, drapes, re-

frig., laundry facilities, pool, parking, no
pets. 1500 Purdue Ave. WLA. $725.
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included. Days (213)468-5943. Eves
(805)254-2403.

WESTWOOD, LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath, dining

room, fireplace, private patio, walk to UCLA.
No lease. (213)478-2310.

$387/MO own bedroom/bathroom in 2-bdr/

2-bth apartment. Female. Furnished Palms.

Direct bus UCLA (213)837-2989.

BRENTWOOD, female. Furnished. Large own
bed and bath in 2-bedroom condo. $575,
includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bedroom townhouse.
Own room. S500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile to

campus. Mike (213)4 7 7-179 5,
(213)829-7379.

FEMALE to share large, sunny 1 -bedroom/
bathroom. Clean, quiet. West Hollywood area.

$35Q^mo. Ada (213)850-0987, 4474556.

FURNISHED room for rent in quiet apartment <

near LA county museum. $400/mo.
(213)933-3823.

GRAD seeks 2 to share bedroom of 2+2,
$295/mo, garage, pool, gym, sauna, A/C,
7-milcs to campus. Curt (213)876»-9605.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in large 2-bed/

2-bath top floor. Palms apartment. Security

building, full kitchen, living room, balcony,

laundry; three miles to campus, on busline,

Female, non-smoker. $45fynf)o -f V» util.

(21 3)83^ 9435. '"
""
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Apts. to Stiare 54 Roommates 65

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/r/i bath apt. in Sherman Oaks. Great for

grads! $425/mo -f utilities. (818)905-6977
Stella, leave &message.

QUIET MALE NON-SMOKER- To share
2-bed/2-bath, in furnished Santa Monica apart-

ment near campus and beach. Summer or

permanent. $400. Call Edmond. (213)
829-5670.

ROOMMATES needed to share large

2-bd/2ba. apartment. Walking distance to

LXILA. Hardwood floors, pool. Available sum-
mer and/or school year. Debbie/Matt.
(213)824-0048, (213)208 7362.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking. Julyl-July 1 1991 . $39(Vmo. Women
non-smokers only. 828-7901.

SANTA MONICA Female non-smoker. Own
room in 3-bdr. Condo to share with 2 grads.

$425 ^ utilitcs. Ask for Sylvia. (21 3)451 -9442.

SHARE 2 -^ 2 APARTMENT w/3 females Quiet,

security. 7i block to UCLA. $337. Mary
(213)824-0616 (evenings).

I- SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina DR. Must
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker.
S250/mo. (213)392-8805

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba furnished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $450/mo. including utilities.

(213)470-2211.

House for Rent 56

2 NEEDED, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest to campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ea.

Suzanne (213)825-2828;208-6503

House for Stiare 57

BEL AIR. Quiet, non-smoker. Pool, view. Large
bedroom and study. $735. Evenings
(213)472-1062.

I " ^ 1

HOUSESITTING: Professional, responsible,

mature single woman seeking long-term
housesitting. Loving care for home and pets.

Exc ellen t

—

re fa raneat—

i

ncludad.—UCL A

2-BD/2-BA Condo with 3 girls. 5 minutes from
UCLA. Available June 1 5. $275.00. Monica
(213)63ifc-4061.

2-BDRM, 1-bath apt. to share in Venice with

prof. Journalist. Prefer male. $433.1 2/mo. plus

% utilities. (213)450-0689. Leave message.

2 FEMALE roommates to share large, 3-bdrm.
apt. Palms area. Direct bus to UCLA.
$38(Veach. (213)202-7010.

BEVERLY GLEN: Female roommate to share

large sunny 2-bdr/r/. bth. Cable, laundry,

parking. Close to UCLA. Available June 1st.

$575/mo. Call Lisa (213)286-1623.

BRENTWOOD Female to share large master

bedroom. Pool, security, parking. $325/mo
including utilities. (213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bcd, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1 -9pm
(213)447-2505. (213)820-0187.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious,- secluded 2-bdr/

1 Vi blh, 2 story, all wood, sky-lights, 2 parking,

deck, balcony (21.3)472-7784.

FEMALE. Furnished, one-bedroom, one-bath,

hardwood floors, parking, pool & spa, basic

cable. $468 -t- utilities. (213)206-4916

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed. 2-bdr/2-bth,

Near UCLA, parking, furnished. Available June
1 for summcr/yr. $364.75/mo Vicki

(213)206-3875.

FEMALE ROOMATE (S) needed Own room/
bath/parking. Security apartment. 10 minutes
from UCLA. $527/mo. (213207-5588

FEMALE roommate for large 2-bed/l-bath

upper apt. Mar Vista. Porch, garage, sunny.

$4 72.5Q/mo. (213)391-8190.

lEMALE roommate wanted to rent/lease. Great

location. $375. (213)390-9693.

DON'T FORGET!!!
Finals are coming,.

so The Daily Bruin ivill

be published
Monday^ June 4th
Thursday. June Tth

and Sunday. June I7th
CGraduation Day)

Don*t miss out.«*advertise noiv

DON'T JUST LEIW/E VIITHOUTmiNQ qOODBYE
(213)462-5100, ext. 230, or (213)625-4467.

ONE- Bedroom in 3-bedroom one-bath house
in Sherman Oaks W/D, $310/mo.
(616)905-1497.

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house. 1 block from
Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Own room and bath. Big
backyard, near beach, pets okay. $65(Vmo.
(213)459-2670.

Here's your chance to tell Friends how much fun they've

made this year.

Thank that Tutor who helped you through your toughest
class. Say Goodbye to the Roommate who shared

House for Sole 58

PRIME Westwood $675,000 duplex 1 level

front unit 3bd-2ba. Back unit 1 -bd 1 -ba. Move
in condition. (618)784-6001

.

WLA, 2-bcdroorTV 1-bath beauty. Painted,

hardwood floors, move-in condition. Minutes

io UCLA $328,500. Sam (213)280-9903.

Housing Needed 60

EXTREMELY responsible College student

needs free rent in private home in exchange for

light duties, errands. Great references.

Christopher. (213)837-5965.

NEAT, RESPONSIBLE, non-smoking, female

seeks room in exchange for P.T. household
chores, pet care, children, etc. WLA. Septem-
ber (213)274-7635, (213)285-8110. Cindi

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE-IN. Childcare, light housework for room/
board, salary. Santa Monica. Flexible hours
(213)629-3737 (evenings).

PACIFIC PALISADES. Near buslines. Available

June 21st. Must drive. Female. Salary negoti-

able. Shirley. (213)459-2192.

SUMMER PRIVATE ROOM/BOARD- West
side exchange, light housekeeping, babysit-

ting. 7 & 12 yr olds. (2131 204-6970.

everything, or tell your Big Brother or Sister how much
you'll miss them.

Daily Bruin's Special HEADIN' HOME ISSUE: June 7th.

Ad Deadline: Monday, June 4th

Use the order form below and drop by the
Daily Bruin Office: 1 1 2 Kerckhoff

Phone: 206-3060 or 825-2221

1.

Room for Help 63

CLOSE TO UCLA- Free room with bath in

exchange for babysitting. Must have car. (21 3)

470-6845.

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. (616)990-5304.

LIVE- IN, PA needed for errands and handy-
work in exchange for room w/seperate en-
trance. Pool use, telephone etc Beverly Hills

home. Must drive. References required.

(213)470-7157, (213)273-2433.

ROOM -^ bath in duplex - Pico/Fairfax area in

exchange for childcare: Call Dee.
(213)930-2493. Avail. 6-15 thru school year.

WILSHIRFyWARNER- Walking distance to

UCLA. Female/preferred to share in exchange
for light work around the house (213)
441-1544.

^h^
2.

Name
Address.

City

Payment Enclosed:

Check MC/Visa.

Card #

-Zip.

Art Work #1 Ad Size: col. X inches

Card Exp. Date.

Ad Cost:

Write your ad content below & include any special instructions:

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver City. 10
minutes from campus Hardwood floors, big

backyard $45tVnegoliable lor summer or

permanent. (213)837-2210

BEAUTIFUL room in great house in West-
wood. Walk to UCLA. $450/mo. Available

mid- June/mid-Scptcmber . Marco
(213)470-1091.

BRENTWOOD, $350, inc. utilities. Furnished,
lovely room for mature male, non-smoker. Call

after 6. (213)476-5391.

5.

Your ad size is measured in width(# of columns-across) by depth(# of inches down).
Your ad cost is determined by multiplying width( #of columns-across) times the depth

(# of inches down) times your rate. ' Don't forget to enclose your payment, # of art work
selection and any special instructions. Mail or bring in this order form to;

7v5^

Daily Bruin, 308 Westwood Plaza, 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall. Los Angeles. CA 90024

6.
7.
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Roommates 65 Sublet 66 Sublet 66 Condos for Rent 69 Insurance 91

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartmeiU - comfortably furnished; irniludes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

JUNIOR trarofer loolting to share apartment

with non-smoking female for Fall Quarter.

(213)541.9612.

LOW RENT-2 blocks from campus. Can move
in ASAP for summer and/or year lease. Catalina

(21 3)824-1456.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one-

bedroom apartment. Spacious $295/mo. Call

Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate needed to share large 2-bdr.

apt. own room. Location PictVRobertson area.

S350. Call Finis (213)855-0490.

NEAR WESTWOOD, one or more quiet re-

sponsible persons wanted to share luxurious,

modern, 2-t)ed/2-bath apartment. Gym, sec-

urity, pool. $600. (213)836-8435.

PALMS: Neat, responsible, female wanted to

share large, 2-bed/1 Vi -ba., completely furn-

ished, parking. (213)841-0436, Sonia, Karen.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share

bath. Parking, non-srr.oking. Available June

15th. (213)837-5949.

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distance to UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$36Q/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

ROOMMATE wanted. From July 1-Sept. 15.

Large Sherman Oaks apt. 1 room and bath.

$400 including everything. (213)825-4092.

(818)981-0757. Eves.

SHARE 2BCVt-2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-

moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-80(Vmo. -f $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)208-7990.

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in large

condo style apartment. Security building, $650
¥ deposit. Share with proffessional. Walk to

campus. (213)279-1494.

WLA Share room with 1

2 miles from

(213)477-3576.

$267 00. Near VA lot

campug. Ayaltatrtg

1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED. Beautiful furnished

apartment, mid-June-Sept. 1 , walk to campus,
parking, Jacuzzi, rent negotiable.
(213)206-1556.

2 BD/BA 403 Landfair. 4 Parking Spaces.

Summer (6/16-9/22), with option to renew.

$315.6(Vperson- for 5, or $394.5(Vperson-for

4. (213)206-2147.

2 FEMALE subletters needed! Unique, huge,

furnished apartment. Parking available and
WALK to CAMPUS. (213)476-7435.

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2-bd/2-ba, 2

phone lines, furnished, parking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk to UCLA BrentAom (213)824-2205.

3-BEDROOM, 2-bath. Sawtelle student Family

housing. July-Sept. $630 per month.
(213)397-0391.

A HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM APARTMENT- On
Clenrock, furnished, parking, perfect for 4-5

people. $1,200-$1,30(ymo. (213) 824-2548.

ALL YOURS! Large 2-bedroom apt. to sublet

anchor rent next year. Furn. or unfurn. Balcony,

garage, light. On Strathmore Dr. Call anytime.

824-2351.

AMAZING summer sublet. 2 females needed.

456 Landfair - University apts., call Maria or

Jennifer. (213)824-5910.

BEAUTIFUL! 2bed/1bath, hardwood floor,

spacious, backyard, 2 blocks from campus,
parking, laundry, available 6-15/9-15 Roc
bling. (213)824-5595.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED top floor one-

bed/one-balh apartment. Full kitchen, laundry,

security, parking. (Bedroom has one queen
sized bed). Three miles to campus, on busline.

Palms area. $500/mo. (213)837-9435.

BIG one-bedroom. Two blocks from campus.
Avail. Jurre 16.Sept. 15. $1000 Neg.
(213)208-1090.

BOSTON, nice- 1 -bedroom on Harvard Cam-
pus. Availablejune22nd - Aug31st. $550/mo.
(617) 493-5320.

BRENTWOOD Own bedroom, furnished

7artmenr.^tt amenities , Mid-June to August:

ONE TIME OFFER: 2-bed/2-bath furnished apt.

w/parking 6/15-9/15. 540 Midvale
$120(yobo. (213)206-7232.

PRACTICALLY FREE: 2-bed/1 -bath, spacious,
furnished apt. $250 per person or $1000 unit.

LANDFAIR. Walking distance.
(2.3)824-2590.

SPACIOUS Westwood 2-bed, close to cam-
pus, w/ideal setting. Option for Fall.

$155Q/mo. Call (213)824-7650.

SPACIOUS 1 -bdrm, hardwood floors, beauti-
fully furnished, w/parking space. Rent negoti-
able. (213)478-6832.

STUDIO APT for rent. Summer only! 4 miles
from UCLA. Part furnished. $425/mo
(213)839-0765. .

SUBLET 1/2 BEDRC)OM(S) in 2-bed/2-bath
apt. 430 Kellon. Furnished, parking, A/C,
Jacuzzi. $775/mo/room. (213)208-2793.

SUBLET 1 -bedroom apartment. Summer and
Fall. June 22-December 31. New security
building, parking, furnished, dishwasher, A/C,
4th floor, $650/mo. (negotiable). Call
(213)839-7693 (before 10 pm.).

SUBLET 2-BEDROOW2-BATHROOM- Spa-
cious, furnished, appliances, A/C, free security
parking. June-Sept. Rent negotiable. (213)
473-2512.

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
2-bdrm/2-balh. Close to campus $350/month.
(213)824-2221.

$440/mo. Price,

(213)472-3398.

time flexible. Steve

SUBLET- Large apartment »- $325 share room,
$650 own. June 24 - Aug. Near Campus. Call

(213) 470-0581.

SUBLET. Share large 2-bdr/2bth apartment
near UCLA. Security building, Jacuzzi, park-
ing. $30(yobo. Mark (213)824-3893.

SUBLET: Single wAitchen, furnished. June 1 5 -

Sept. 15. 631 Kelton 105. 535-570. (Negoti-
able) (213)208-6427.

SUBLET/TAKE UV. Bed/1 -bath furnished. 660
Veteran (Westwood), Jacuzzi, recroom, park-

ing. 2/3 people. Price Negotiable. Call

(213)824-0977.

SUBLETTER NEEDED: own room; furnish^
apartment ; c lose to campuy; $30 /mo; JUHC

"

16- mid Sept. (213)824-3726 Jason.

Did you know?

&
The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

paperi

Room for Rent 64

FURNISHED NICE ROOM IN HOME- Near
UCLA, private bath, pool, limited kitchen,

ideal for UCLA student/faculty. $475/mo.
evening (213) 476-2088

SHARE HOUSE. Female, clean, nice location.

$330/mo. Avail. ASAP (213)826-7265.
(213)207-2464.

WESTWOOD, beautiful room. Large brand
new with private entry private bath Close to

UCLA. $550. For female (213)826-8588.
(213)470-3616.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-
room coryio. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $55(ymo. (213)474-644S

BRENTWOOD 1-BR to share with males

$30tVmo.; 1 own br $400/mo., 1-mile to

UCLA, parking, Steve/Chris (213)479-0981

BRENTWOOD, spacious, master bedroom in

huge 2-bdrm two- level townhouse. Two for

$350 or $700 private. Jon (213)209-2301.

CENTURY CITY, $900, large 1 -bedroom with
large patio, sec. parking, swimming pool,

dishwasher, A/C, available approximately.

6/15-9/15. Call (213)470-9376.

CHEAP and furnished, own bedroom/bath, 1

or 2 girls, A/C, security, Jacuzzi, in Westwood,
(213)208-7942

CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM- Two
^bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard. $375/mo. July-Sept. $40Q/mo. July -

Aug. Last ten days of June free. Utilities

included. (213) 939-5418.

EVER DREAM of living in a fraternity?. ..sure

you have. Come be a part of the luxury at ATO
house $600 June 18-Sept 15. Double occu-
pancy. Call Jeff (213)208-6330.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed: Furnished
2-bed/2-bath, pool, security, parking, near

campus. 6/1 5-8/14. $280/mo. (21 3)208-1 710.

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex.

$355 negotiable. June 20-August 20. Parking
available. (213)445-5345.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-)uly 30;
furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FOR SUMMER- Share large studio with
student/male. Kitchen, bath, furnished. 2-min.

UCLA. $350/obo. Al. (213) 824-4201.

FURNISHED, Westwood. 1-bdrm/l -bath. 2

peoplc/$275 each. Clean, A/C, pool, park.

(213)824-9950 (213)209-5005.

GREAT DEAL!! Westwood summer sublet,

steps from campus. 2bdrm/2bath
$280/month. 3 females. (213)824-7044.

FREE 2 WEEKS! Sumnr>er sublet. Walk to

campus. 2bd/2ba, security, Jacuzzi, a/c, park-

ing. Call (213)824-5438.

Sublet 66

•1 987 HONDA FLITE 80. Only 1 450 m.lcs XInt

condition. $850/obo Call Adam.
(213)274-9665.

1BCV18, parking, jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk
to campus! June-Sept 1 Price negotiable Call

(213)209-5211.

2-BEf>/2-BATH fully furnished, security build.

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking. 512 Veteran
6/20-9/20; $120(Vmo. (213)824-2048

1-BEDROOM furnished; new security build-

ing, parking; walk to UCLA, Westwood; ja-

cuzzi. 747 Gayley $35(ymo. (213)824-2535

1 BEDROOM W/LOFT, 1 block from UCLA,
15 foot ceilings, available June Ist-August

31st, furnished $9O0/month. (213)824-1778.

1 BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,
microwave, parking. Summer. $780 moVobo
Walk to campus. (21 3)824- 1 956. Chris, Dave.

1 FEMALE SUBLETTER needed Share room
Parking, security bidg. 6/18-8/31
$29(ynegotiable. Alice (213)202-9053.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth 430
Kelton. Parking, jacuzzi. June-Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable. (213)824-1306.

HUGE two bedroom. Hardwood floors, back-

yard, in Westwood. Summer sublet with lease

option. $144(ynfH). (213)208-4871.

JULY 1-MID SEPT. Close to campus Parking,

security, and utilities, preferably female.

$325/mo. (213)209-5729.

JUNE 16- SEPTEMBER. Female. Gorgeous
apartment, 2-blocks to UCLA. Security park-

ing, nice roommates $295. (818)248-0455.

LARGE 2-BEDROOM, Strathmore Drive,

available mid-June through August.
ibOO/roow. (213)824-2114

LOADED. 2BD/2BA Available 6/18-8/1

$350/mo. Negotiable Call Willis
(213)479-0657 Iv. message

MALE UCLA students. Mid-Jurte to mid-Sept.

Furnished, walk to campus. $295/mo.,
$395/mo. Own room. (213)824-7590.

NEED 4th male in 2-bed/2-bath apt. for

summer. $387.50/mo. Can bargain. Call

Bryan. (213)208-5103.

OCEAN VIEW, Santa Monica. Female, own
room, elegantly furnished, W/D. Reduced to

$525/mo. June 18-Aug. 30. Kaitlin.

(213)207-2971.

ONE SPACE available in giant 2-bedroom,
parking, laundry, block to campus. Starts June
15... as long as you want! Many extras! Must
Seel (213)824-5905 Lisa.

SUMMER SUBLET. Furnished 1 -bedroom with
study. Quiet residential neighborhood,
4-miles from UCLA. June 9-August 7 (negoti-

able). Non-smoking. No pets. $840/mo
(213)559-9168.

SUMMER SUBLET Fairfax/Melrose, 1 room in

2-bdr/2-blh, laundry. $400/mo -»- utilities.

(213)654-7567 Gabi or Farooq

SUMMER SUBLET. WLA/Brenlwood. Beauti-
ful large one-bedroom, fully furnished option,
parking, security. Sharon 213-478-2443.

SUMMER SUBLET near campus, cable, park-
ing. June 14-end of Sept. 1 space in 2-bed/
2-bath. $315/mo. (213)208-0516.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-bcd/2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa

Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.

SUNSHINE filled: Spacious 1-bdrm, 3 blocks
from campus, furnished or not - your choice.

Anne/Danielle (213) 208-7434. Leave
message.

THIS IS IT!!! Just $25Cymo. Female for a

spacioucly furnished 2-bdr/2-bth. Security

parking and walk to campus! (213)824-7092
Jenny.

WEST LA- Luxury apartment 2 -«- 2, spa, sauna,

gym, full security, parking, amenities, 1 Vi

miles from campus, negotiable. (213)
473 5726.

WESTWOOD Summer sublet. 2 females
needed. 2-bdr/l-bth, spacious, quiet. 471
Landfair (213)209-5731.

WESTWOOD. SUMMER SUBLET. 2-bdrm/
2-bath, parking, security building, A/C, dis-

hwasher, on Gayley, $350/person,
(213)824-7853.

WESTWOOD 1 -bdr for summer. June 1 5-Au-
gust. Parking. 5 minutes from UCLA $425/mo
(213)470-5945. Brent.

WESTWOOD. Loft, furnished, parking, sec-

urity. Non-smoker. Close to campus. Rent

negotiable. Mid-June to Mid September. Lori

(213)444-7382.

WESTWOOD- 2-bcd/2-bed, new, security,

A/C, 2-parking, some furniture available. July

-Aug. 475 Gayley, $l,400/mo. (213)
824-0834. ~

WESTWOOD- Room for rent in 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Share with two guys. Available

mid June. $575.0Q/obo. (415) 936 4753.

WESTWOOD. 1-BD/l-BA apt 527 Midvale
June-Sept 3 people possible-negotiable-grcat

bargain. Buffy (213)209-2854. •

WESTWOOD, furnished
$250/mo/porson(ncg.), 1 bdrm/1 -bath Mid
June - Mid Sept. (ncg ) Walk to UCLA, A/C,
pool, park (213)824 9950 (213)209-5005

WESTWOOD-Executive single, full kitchen,

perfect for 2. June- Sept 7 $775/mo. Michelle

(213)209-2115, Danielle (213)209 5220

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- 1 -bedroom, fum-
ished, security, pool, parking. Gas/water
paied. $765/mo. 11090 Strathmore. (213)

208-3148

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD. 6/21-9/1. 2-bed, 2-balh, laun-

dry, 2 parking spaces, Jacuzzi, sauna, price

negotiable. 555 Clenrock. (21*3)824 0431

WLA large 2br-2ba, July-August, parking,

$ 3 75/room/month, negotiable.
(213)447-2506.

WLA: own bedroonV 'A bath 7/1 —9/23 Off

street parking. $40Q/mo. John 477-9018.

2 -»- 2 SUBLEASE- Available 9-1 -90, negoti-

able, near UCLA, $1,600. (213) 471-4989.

After 6:00 pm.

SAN CLEMENTE, beachfront, view pier, new,
1 -bedroom, fireworks 4th of July week.

(714)492-9552, [Debbie.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2Vi -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $250(Vmo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-4555.

WESTWOOD 2 -f 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-

wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213) 820-4839.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
W:' .ill do l)llt Jllto lli^.,lif JIU.','

IS (tM]|||u>(| !)/ |,i.;' So toi .1

FREE LOWER OUOTE c.ill

(213)352-7175 (318)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••••••

Insurance 91

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Homo H(>alth;C'()rnn-..'M()t()rcvc'lo

Well Come TO YOU!

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
m SAVEON

lAScaANca n«vicu
u*. m. Ml LM «Mmji u k"

•Dl

Movers 94 Movers 94

WESTWOOD
SELE
storage from $19.00/hionth

BUY 5 MOIVTHS.
GET 1 FREE!!

L

\T FOR SIXIDEI^TS!
OPEl\ EVERY DAY!

(213)478-1901
1901 S. Scpulvoda Blvd.

(W'w Santa l^loniea & Olympic
In the Sporlmarl Building)

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

BEST MOVERS. Many moves done in 1 to 2
hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals
EXCELLENT results. $55 hourly. Call
263-BEST.

GREG'S MOVING CO.
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

Fast, dependable

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hf. (21 3)281 -8892,-

u sr()R.\(;i:

University Storage Services
•We store anything, any sizd
• Pick up and delivery provided
• Extensive Insurance Policy
•Student Rates

For info and reservations call

1-800-736-6011

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE - Free pick-up and deliv-

ery. All dorms ar>d greek houses and apts. Free

insurance. June 13-15, (213) 477-8126.

TOWING vehicle and driver for hire Boats,

trailers, $200/day-t-expenses. 10,000lbs max.

Bruce (213)476-5366

WANTED: truck space to Washington DC. by
mid-June (bed, dresser, diningroorrt set,

boxes). Call (213)447-2274.

50% off STORAGE
FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH

(WITH ADD)

A Neighborhood Storage

U-HAUt
•••TRUCK RENTAI^
•••BOXES AND PACKING
MATERIALS

11802 Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90066

(213) 390-0593
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Services Offered 96 Services Offered

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Order your personalized graduation

announcements now!

O^PUS PHOTO STXOO
ISO KcrckhotrHall (Right next to Graphic Scniccs). Open MF 8:30-5:30

Personal Service 95 Tutoring Offered 98

SHYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue tied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process

that enables you
to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.

(818)907-7927.

Services Offered 96

$5 (X)LLAR Saturday classes for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations.

Professional instructors. Rescrva-
tions'Acadcmic Writing Center"
(213)871-1333.

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver
-CUy. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts, theses;

dissertations; resumes. Call: 473-4193

QUALIFIED Native German teacher offers

German tutoring. Good rales. Call Christina

(213)559-0155.

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS when ihcy can'l

understand you. Improve you communication
skills Speak like a native (818)907 6.371

Licensed speech pathologist

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT, GMAT. and
GI?E. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Typing 100

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studio^, "desktop production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

MAC CLASSES
• Beginning Word Processing

• Intro to ttie Macintosh

• Only $25!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhotf • 206-8454

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days

7 00 am- 9 30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research arxj writing

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- Hor foreign

students. Lived in japan 6 years. Duke Univer-

sity graduate. (213) 838-4382. Johanna

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,thcscs,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy lyping-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available.

All typing j do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/pa"ge (8 18)708-09 10 and
(213)274-5229

'

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)9331747.

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processingby

UCLA graduate. Proofreading, editing.

Graphs. Laser National/Overland. Lynn
(213)841-0978

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing.

Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Artgela (21 3)399-2086

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing" Papers, lypcset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapcrs, re

pons, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer.

National/Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. Jl.SO/pagc
Monica/Santa Monica (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
crs, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Contc/
Tiverton (213)208 0040.

PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job Cash only.(21 3)823-0691.

96 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos for Sale 109

wmm
LEARN TO TRAVEL cheap as an air courrier.

LAX to London $199 RT, LAX to Hong Kong
$299 RT, other opportunities to fly free. For

"The Courrier Travel Handbook" send $9 95
to: Courrier Air Travel 3661 North Campbell
Ave Stc 342. Tuscon, AZ 85719

WANTED: reliable person to drive car to

Miami area. Call immediately! (Day)
(818)907-3313, (Night) (818)784-3319

SHIIUG UKE H0TCAKE8!!

_ MANY TOURSSni
muuanim

—
Club Eupopa

STI

Contikj Holidays

AESU

And don't foroat your

International Studant i.D.

cards and your Amarican

Youth Hostal cards from

ttm Expo Cantar locatad

riglit naxt door.

1982, NISSAN Sentra hatchback deluxe. 5

power steering, runs perfect, 77k, 5-speed,
new clutch. $2550. (213)393-8525.

1983 ALPHA SPIDER. Black, leather, 5-speed,

a/c, 51k, new top, pullout CD. (21 3)824-3552.

1983 HONDA CIVIC 1 500S, 5-$pd, A/C.
black, xInt condition. $2800/obo.
(213)836-7346

1984 CONQUEST turbo, silver/leather seals,

A/C, low miles, auto. Runs fast and perfect.

$3800 (213)397-0652

198f,, SUBARU XT/GL, air, auto, excellerit.

$5500. (213)472-6554

AUDI lOOLS, 1973, Coupe, showroom condi-
tion All records available. Original owner
(213)553 0775. 9am-7pm

BMW318i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi , auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,
Michelin's, dealer maintained(213)39 3 4185
S8550 ^

CADILLAC 1971- New transmission, wattr-

pump, carborator, battery, regulator, tune-up

& smog check. AM/lM, 4-door, A/C, $1,995,
(213) 825-6075 (work) (213) 478-2955
(evening) .

DATSUN 210 station wagon, 1979 Brown,
67k miles, new tires and safety bells. Runs
great and very well kept AAA inspection

report, $1500/obo (213)208 7440

(F.RRAKI? NO '79 Mercury Capri/Mustang?
Yes! Silver, runs great Good home wanted
$1100. Andy (21i3)208 6488

FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback, 1987, anrV

fm/cassctte, pw, pdl, cruise control, A/C,
warranty, $7000 (213)472-7285

FORD MUSTANG 1980 4-speed, stereo, air,

sunroof Must sell by end of June $1700
(213)478-4769

HONDA CIVIC 1500GL, 1980, 5-spd , A/C,

silver, xInt. condition $1200/obo.
(213)474-4987

HONDA PRELUDE 1987 White, moon-roof
anVfm cassette, excellent condition $8200.
(213)!i09-30 44

>1SUGL4^
TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

Typing 100

EURAILWm
ISSUED ON THE SPOT

iis^ Passes vtm offep*

1 Montti Youthpass....$380

2 Month Youthpass 500

15 Day 1st Class 340

Or tfie new Flexipasses:

5 days within 15 days
$198.00

9 days within 21 days
$380.00

14 days within 1 month
$458.00

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)620-7400.

TYPING - Fast and efficient, documents,
theses, term papers, graphs, transparencies

MacinloshAaserprinter. Shari (213)391-2724

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

' ^^^— .

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices-help with
language- 20 years experience-pick up/
delivery Call (213)204-1292

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed- WLA Andy (213)390 1141

Britrail. BritFrance passes

available, just ask us! Eurail

Passes good throughout Western

Europe and Ireland.

HYUNDAI Excel, 1988, $4700. Red, low
mileage, immaculate, 2-year full factory war-
ranty A beauty. Bob (213)337-9044.

MR2, 1987, mint, 5-spd., A/C, stereo/cassette

Spoiler pkg , 32 mpg, $8925 (805)296-5362

NISSAN STANZA 1982 2-door 5-speed, A/C,

AM/lM cassette, eq txx)sler, 85k $1900
Good condition (213)670-8544

PONTIAC 1980 SUNBIKD 2 door, good
condition. $1000 AM/FM, beige
(21 3)472- 1048

TOYOTA COROLLA FX 1988, 39,000 miles,

$6,000 or Take over payments, good condi-

tion, 213-8255419, 213-439-2958

TOYOTA SUPRA '84 54k miles. Excellent

condition. Leather seats, sunroof, automatic,

equalizer, cover, red. (21 3)476-8958 $7,000

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

TOYOTA Tercel 1962, 69,000 miles, AM FM.
Air conditioned. Very good condition. $1900.

Call (213)206-5561 (213)391 4089

TRAVEL SERVICE

A-Level Ackerman Union

M-Fri 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT GTI, 1984.
$290(Vobo 5-speed, A/C, new clutchAires,

sunroof (818)34 5-5 704 (evenings),

(213)825-1870 (days).

Auto Repair 110

Travel Tickets 106

Music Lessons 102

GUIT.NR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years leaching. All level^ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2

2 ROUNDTRIP tickets. LAX to Seattle

(6/9 6/22) $100 each Leave message.
(213)208-0729. Liang-Khoon.

2 RT TICKETS. LAX/New Orleans 6/26 to New
York 7/1 to LAX 7/5, $1000 (213)296-4039

LAX TO MIAMI! 1 Way Ticket $1 25.00 June

21, 8:30am. Call )eannie: 208-0556.

PAN AM TICKET. LAX-London/I rankfurt (one-

way). Before 6/19/90. $200 (714)497-2967

CAR PROBLEMS?
Oil Changes $22.95

Tune-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CARS

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

Bicycles for Sale 113

Autos for Sale 109

Resumes 104
1980 BMW 320i, excellent condition, new
engine, .iunroof, A/C, one owner, asking

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years experience. Alio offer

ethical assistance witf) writing problems
and tutoring In English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Deianey 207-5021

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gels

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term
papers, reports. Karen (818) 718-7953.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays Near UCLA (21 3)208 1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

$6000 (213)930-2671

1980 VW SCIROCCO Red Great condition

96k miles. AM/FM cassette, A/C. $2400
(213)545 3049.

1981 DATSUN 280 ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$320(Vobo. Tim (213)312-1175.

1981 STATIONWAGON new carborator, arrV

fm cassette, auto, runs excellent $75(Vobo.
(21.3)824-3775 Must sell

1982 I3ATSUN 310, blue, two doors, 4-specd,

good condition, $155(Vobo. (213)826-5296.

12-SPEED Sterling, bik/silvcr Suntour djerail-

ers, exint. condition. $130/obo
(213)836 7346

22'A -23" ATLA Racing bike Red and white

Columbus Frame with Campagnolo compo-
nents. Never ridden $900 Call Nick
(213)206-1654

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1980 YAMAHA 650 Many xtras Runs great

Leaving country $1000/obo. Alex,
(213)475-8470.

.

HONDA 250 Rebel, 1986, immaculate condi-

tion. Low mileage, must see to appreciate

$1500 (213)824 1910

KAWASAKI 250 1986. Looks and runs greal,

new rear lire. $1200/obo. Sean
(213)477-1777.

KAWAS NINJA 250 »^88 Black, rc<i pin strip.

Two hclmcls, bike cover. Lock (2 1 3)4 78-8958.

$1900.

_^
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A

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Do you want

your business

to

L

Advertise.
825-2161

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Bruin Rec

IMs wind up in finals tiiis week
By Greg Jones

SHABBAT AT THE HOME OF RABBI CHAIM SEIDLER-FELLER

,

Imteirmiaiririiige

the Jewislh FimMire

Come by Rabbi Chaim's house for an evening of communal celebration, learning, and
good company. Since this is the last Shabbat of the quarter, reservations are highly

encouraged, and making your reservations early would be a good idea!!!

Friday, June 1st

6:30 P.M.
Cost: $5.00 for dinner

Please call 208-3081 for

reservations and more information.

U) (

Contributor

After weeks of intense battle

and excellent play, all of the

intramural finals will take place

this week to conclude a successful

spring IM quarter.

The highly anticipated men's
'A' Softball championship match
will be today at 3:00 on the IM
field. No. 1 seed and Southern

California powerhouse Lambda
Chi Alpha will square off against

fourteenth-seeded Theta Chi in

what should be an exciting match.

Theta Chi has surprised many
by reaching the final. Last week,
the team defeated second-seeded
Baculum in order to reach the

final.

Theta Chi's road to the finals

has been a difficult one, as they

have had to face top seeded teams
to reach the championship. After

knocking off third-seeded Phi Psi

in the first round. Theta Chi went
on to beat the eleventh-seeded

Holy Warriors in a quarterfinal

match, before upsetting Baculum.
However, Lambda Chi Alpha

will be an extremely tough obsta-

cle to overcome for Theta Chi in

today's final. The No.l seed beat

fourth seed Sigma Chi in a close

match, 20-19, last week. Lambda
]~Chiwa8 down 7-1 early , but ralHi

sponsored by Hillel Students' Association

..-'-O

During GRADUAtMI
Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites $84-$94
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FEATURING
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Kitchenette suites S|!fJ i^ Breakfast
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;;
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iParkIng
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to come back for the win.

The 'A* consolation will also

take place today right after the

championship match. Beta will

take on Just Let the Boys Play to

see who will be crowned consola-

tion champion.

Last week. Beta narrowly
defeated Phi Kappa Sigma, 12-11

in one of the semiflnal matches. In

the other semifinal match. Just Let
the Boys Play also survived a close

one against Take Em Deep, and
eventually won, 14-12.

The 'B' finals will be on
Thursday, as the semifinal match-
es were played late Tuesday
afternoon. The Bash Brothers

played against Wayne's World in

the first semifinal, while the

Ripkens faced Sigma Chi in the

other. The final will be on Thurs-

day at 6:00 P.M.
The 'B* consolation tournament

will also have its final on Thurs-
day. Sigma'Nu played Just Do It in

one semifinal, while the Pit Bulls

on Crack matched up against

Lambda Phi Epsilon in the other.

Results of both the championship
and consolation finals will be in

next week's Bruin Rec section.

The women's *A' Softball match
will take place today at 5:00 on the

IM field. No. 1 seed and unde-

feated Gamma Phi Beta, coming
off a 13-3 semifinal victory against

Alpha Phi in a semifinal match,

will take on No. 2 seed Over the

Fence in the final.

Kappa Kappa Gamma became
the first softball team to claim a

championship after defeating Chi
Omega 16-12 in the women's *B'

final held last week.

Coed volleyball will also have
its finals this week. In the *A'

division, Hoi Polloi will face Inon

finals tonight at 8:30 PM.
Hoi Polloi is the No. 1 seed, and
also undefeated for the season. In

the *A' consolation, Outta Hand
defeated Network to become con-
solation champion last week.

Finally, the coed innertube
water polo finals will be held on
Thursday at the Dance pool. The
final four teams remaining in the

tournament at press time were
Alpha Phi, Dentinal Tubules,
Leno's Losers, and U Tube.

ARTIE LECHTMAN

IM co-ed inner-tube water polo championships will take
place Thursday.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14 Scooters 119 Furniture 126 Furniture

YAMAHA XT 350 1989 Hardly off road gd
Cond. Must See 8m. $1850 (213)399-7785

Scooters 119

HONDA ELITE 1 25. Seats-2. Great Condition
Absolutely r>o problems! Must Sell. $700 with

lock. Mike (213)479-1039.

1985 AERO 50- Includes helmet, kryplonite

lock. Great condition! $400 Brent (213)

824.2205.

1985 YAMAHA RIVA 125, runs great, new
battery, just tuned up. MUST SELL! $80G/obo.
(213)208 6156. \
1986 ELITE 150. Runs and looks excellent.

$900/obo. Call after 9pm. David.
(213)824-7720.

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Excellent condition

just tuned. $425/oboCaM Amy 213-824-5435.

1986 HONDA AERO 50- Oeat condition,

helmet, lock, basket, only $450. Call Kim (21 3)

824-3851 *_

1987 YAMAHA )OC (red) Just tuned, new
battery runs great! $400/obo. W/helmct $450.

(213)804^805.

EXCELLENT CONDITION, Elite 80, under
warranty, low miles, helmets included. Mov-
ing, sacrifice, $950. Melanie (213)208-6441

HONDA ELITE 50 LX. 1230 miles. Great

condition, looks new $700 Roger
(213)746-9866

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black In good condi-

tion wAielmet and lock. $325 Everard

(213)206-0332.

HONDA SPREE 1985 Red 2700 miles, tunc

up, new tires, good condition. $380

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmet and lock

Great condition. $430/obo. (213)208-6667

HONDA SPREE 1 986 - red, just tuned. Helmet,
basket, lock included - graduating. Must sell

$375. (213)208-8561

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1 988, black, w/basket, low
mileage, excellent condition., $700.
(213)398-0405. '

-.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 80 DIx, 1 985, runs great - just

tuned. $750. (213)824-4560.

126 Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

FUTON bed, full rise, black wood frame,

$120, oil radiator (electrical) for smaller
room, humidifier, miscellaneous. Must sell by
Thursday Call (213)474-4898.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-a-bed $250. Mattress and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love scat or

sectional $595 Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head
board $150. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393-2338

Furniture 126

1989 Y^MHA RIVA RAZZ- Black, lock and
heavy chain included. Only 350 miles

$55G/obo. (818) 840-0334.

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, remote color TV. Moving, must sacrifice.

(213)476-0817.

Futons

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCU Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal-Pedic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders
accepted. (213) 372-2337.

MUST SELL: 2 bed sets, color TV, matching
sofa chair, coffee and end tables, lamp,
computer and standard desks, chair. Call

(213)208-4881. eves.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set - black and white
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135 00
(213)473-8609.

SUPER SALE! Excellent condition: ff refrigera

tor $250, washer $150, dinette set $70, patio
furniture $39, desk $75, and more
(213)478-7669

Misc. For Sole 128

CAMERA: Minolta X700, lenses: 35, 70-210, &
wide angle. Used 2x. $50(yobo. Leslie

(213)206-1385. Also Honda spree $250.

Stereos/TVs/Rodios 131

COLOR TV CRAIG 1 4", remote control, only 5

months old with warranty, must sell $1 20/obo
(213)208-7480.

COLOR TV ZENITH Very good condition $75
(213)206-5561, 391-4089.

SONE VO2610 % " VCR, RM420 remote.
TT300 video tuner. Excellent condition. $ 1 300
(213)474-1148.

WINDSURFER O'BRIEN. Great condition.
Leaving country. $150. Alex, (213)475-6470.

Office Equipment 133

BROTHER TYPEWRITER, word spell, memory,
automatic word/line correction, almost un-
used, $170. Kathy (818)577-6558, 7- 10pm.

MURATA FAX, F-30 64 No. Auto. Dial 30 page
auto, feed, $1275. (818)347-6227

Typewriter/Computer 134

CANON COMPACT typewriter. Display
screen, auto correction, variable print types.

Hardly used. <90. Sheri (213)208-4752.

IBM COMP TANDY lOOOSL 16 color. Prog-

rams. Color monitor. $730.00.
(213)209-5632.

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, S'A "Floppy drive

and 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-800 printer. $1800/obo Call Scott (H)

(213)837-0631. (W) (213)820-8511

LEADING EDGE computer and printer IBM
compatible. 2-drives. 640k, $700
(213)399-5802.

I
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From page 42 .

reich automatically qualified with
a 192-10 seasonal best, while
Thompson had to wait for the

provisional qualifiers to be
announced after recording a 188-1

best mark.

Thompson and Blutreich are no
strangers to the NCAA discus
competition — last year the duo
placed 3-4 respectively, while in

1988 Thompson was second in the

nation and Blutreich right behind
for third.

Blutreich will also throw the

shot put at the NCAA meet, and
will qualify tomorrow at 3:05.

Blutreich placed third in the
country last year at 61-5, and
enters the competition this year
with a 60-10 outdoor best, though
he threw 61-8 3/4 indoors to place
third at the NCAA Indoor Champ-
ionships.

Junior Eric Bcrgrccn and his

60-3 seasonal best will join Blut-

reich in the shot put ring. Like
Thompson, Bergrecn had to wal-
low through the provisional

uncertainly before packing his

bags for Durham.
Fellow thrower John Knight

will also attempt to qualify tomor-

row when the hammer trials begin

at 8 a.m. For the last two seasons,

Knight has scored in the NCAA
meet with a pair of eighth place

fin i ihc.i,

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Vcilicl With Otiu'r Olft-rs

The final Bruin to compete

tomorrow will be Mark Dani, who
will run the semifinal round of the

5000 at 8:25 p.m. Duke time. All

the distances will be contested

later in the evening in an attempt to

avoid the humidity and heat that

hits the Carolinas during this time

of year. Dani owns a personal best

of 13:52.7 in the 5000, which is

sixth overall on the all-time Bruin

list

TOURNAMENT
From page 44
home run and five RBI.

Labeled the team to beat, UCLA
seemed to face a tough challenge

in Kent Stale for its first game.

Any Bruin doubters in the crowd
were quickly put to rest, however,

as Gutierrez belted a towering

225-foot blast to give UCLA a

convincing 3-0 lead.

Rounding out the Bruin mem-
bers of the All-Tournament squad

was senior Lisa Longaker. A
three-time All-American and
two-time Pac-10 Player of the

Year. Longaker was one of the two
pitchers named to the team.

Setting the tone for the Bruins

early on, Longaker opened the

NCAAs Wednesday by dominat-

ing Kent State with a three-hit,

nine-strikeout performance for the

4-0 win.

HAI\/iBURGER

KA8ZT
MAKE OUR THING YOUR HABir

Wanclabnting tfw opening of ourrmm9l tton fn 21 ywan with.

A LOT MORE THAN BURGERS!!

1/4 Lb. Hamburger
(L0IIUO0. Fomaio. Drasstng. A Kotnsr PcW«.) ^^

Regular Fries &
16oz. Soft Drink 99

LIMIT 4
PUEASe UEHTIONCOumM MMfNOMOFMMO
VAUO MTMAnotUU. S SCMAVUM ONLTt

FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL ATIENHON
• QUALn'Y S'lTLlSTS •

FREE HAIRCUT
($30 value)

With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm
IliMrrED TIME ONLY

Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006

''^:^oupoN Expmes uurWacyo^

Breast of Chicken Sand.
(SlumaM BrMMt tt chckao. L«nuo», Tomato. Mayo, OfMamg, A Ko»n«r PcWa)

Regular Fries &
16 oz. Soft Drink $3.99

LIMIT 4

t—.»
PlEASe ttgMTtOH COUPON WHgtt OAOfMMO
y4UPiir»anooaia«aw^»«a^qwt.n
KCOUPON exPiRES 'iunmnOWim——

COME IN SAKVTEU.

11223 NATIONAL at SEPULVEOA
J

If

(AOTOM ffOfTt BuHdtfV C/npOflUM) mj

OR
CALL YOUR ORDER IN

SCPlAVfOA

I xiTwmju

COME^E & TASTE WHY: - « ^ www
AlUfost Everyday, People Tell Us,

^OUHAVEgUJJQ^JJg m
THE BEST

1

lessons
in

economics:

OPP
Our Best Selling
Contact Lenses

DAILY WEAR
$^r)^00
%^ ( KRO 49

• SofLmaie B
• Bftuach » Lomb Sofapin
• Cooi)«rthin

EXTENDED WEAR

$4900
FUEO 69

3ofUTi»t« II

B*u«ch V Lomb Sanaa
Amarican Hydron Zaro 4
DuTMoft in _

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

•Fashion' EYEGLASSES
•Price includes your
choice of a frame from
our Fashion' Collection
with prescnptlon lenses
There is never an extra
ch&rge for plastic, photo
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses
•SINOLE VISION Non Cataract Lenses

$391
Visit FOR EYES OPTICAL COMPANT.
It might be the most Important lessonyou learn today.

(or tut
Keeping Values in Sight.

"

Pricing Does Not Inolude Sye ExAins.

LOS ANGELES-1S27 Wstrnxxi »vd
t ' ^ Biks So o> Santa Monica

(213)474-0522

TARZANA- 18724 Ventura Bivd

3 Biks West of Reseda
(SIS) 705-4020

PASADENA-^oothili Rosemead Center

3619 E Foo^^lll B»vd

(SIS) 35 1-54 IS

TORRANCE-Meadow Park Plaza

22813 Hawthorne Btvd

(213) 37S-0342

HbCopifng^ 1SSS For Eyas (3|ptc«C^

klA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

O'0^
^^̂ ^!&

)9.^
i
Ĉ\

^^
ai^

pP.
nHi^^

Mobile DJ Services
Call 025-9106 for info about

our rolling party unit

. ACKERMAN 2ND FLOOR LOUNGE
2 -4 PM FREE!!!

Topics: Who ore the homeless and hungry?

What can we do to alleviate the concern?
SPEAKERS INCLUDE: - Julie Ritter of "Mary's Danish"

- Carolyn See. ..and nnore!!

TOMORROW --

FREE NOONNTIME CONCERT in cooperation with Cultural Affairs Comrmission
MOJO NIXON and His Liberation Army

ALSO -- don't forget to bring your old clothes for the clothes drivel

funded by ASUCLA .Board of Directors. USAC Program Committee, and Campus Proqramminq Committee

i :

r
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The last few weeks of Spring Quarter are upon us which means the last

deadlines for the Bruin. The follow ing are deadlines for Week 10 and
Grad Issue.

• Week 10 - Daily Bruin published Monday, June 4 and Thursday, June 7

Deadline: 2 Working Days before NOON.

• Grad IssueJune 17th - (Distributed during Ceremony)

Deadline: Monday^ June 4th.

DO NOT MISS THEM !

^^

From page 44

Lisa Fernandez was on her way to

a four-hit performance on the

mound, while Long Beach's Ruby
Rores was keeping the UCLA
offense at bay.

But in the fifth inning, the

slugfesl began, and with it came
the demise of the 49ers. Long
Beach head coach Pete Marinaro
had opted to intentionally walk
Yvonne Gutierrez in her first two
at-bats, as the sophomore was
coming off a two-for-three batting

performance the previous night

with one of those a two-run homer.
On Gutierrez' third plate appear-

ance, however, Marinaro decided
to feed her the ball.

With freshman Kristy Howard
and junior Missy Phillips on base,

Gutierrez responded with a

smashing double off the right-field

fence, scoring two runs. Junior

first-baseman Kerr>' Dienelt, the

next batter, took note of her

teammate's shot and, not to be

outdone, proceeded to belt a

double of her own, scoring Gutier-

rez and making the score 3-0.

The Bruins added padding to

their lead in the next frame, as two
49er errors led to two runs, while a

single by junior second-baseman
Phillips brought in another,
stretching it to 6-0.

*The bottom line is that UCLA

FACT: 92% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS HAVE NO TRAINING AT ALL!

FACT: 85% OF ALL MOTORCYCLE, SCOOTER, AND MOPED
ACCIDENT VICTIMS COULD HAVE PREVENTED THEIR

ACCIDENTS IF THEY HAD PROPER TRAINING!

If you ride a motorcycle, scooter, or moped at UCLA, learn what the California Motorcycle Safety

Program can teach you about: - .

• Accident avoidance
• Reducing the severity of injuries

• What to do in an emergency
• Keeping the shiny side up and the rubber side down

We want you to come to the Community Service Officer (CSO) Programs' FREE Cycle Safety

Seminar because your survival on two wheels depends on your mental skills. We are concerned
about your safety.

" :"" -—"~^ Wednesday, 'May 30
6-8 pm

~
Hedrick Hall Fireside Lounge

Reserve your spot in the seminar now by signing up at the CSO Programs' Bicycle Registration
table on Bruin Walk or by calling the CSO Office at 825-9800. Reservations are required.

STATLSTICS PROVIDED BY THE MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION. THE CYCLE SAFETY SEMI-
NAR IS SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER ASSISTANCE-RIDESHARING OFFICE.

did It tonight ^nd" we didn'C
concluded Marinaro.

With the win, the Bruins
advanced to the winner's bracket

. to face the Oklahoma State Cow-
girls for the right to go to the
semifinals.

Although the ominouVclouds
upstairs failed to roar during this

contest, the highly partisan OSU
crowd provided thunderous sup-

port In fact, of the 2,400 on hand,

2,000 of those were Cowgirl fans.

But UCLA weathered the

adverse conditions with class, as

the Bruins opened up with two
quick runs. Flynn started things off

with a single and advanced to

second on a sacrifice bunt by
freshman shortstop Howard. With
Fernandez joining Flynn on base,

Phillips proceeded to load up the

bases with a hit of her own. The
next Bruin batter was Gutierrez, -

and her smash to the Cowgirl
shortstop was too much to handle,

as the ball dribbled to the outfield,

scoring two runs.

Freshman pitcher Heather Com-
pton had racked up five strikeouts

and allowed only four hits through
six innings, and was three outs

from finishing the affair when
things got interesting.

She started the last inning by
walking OSU's Dona Carter.

Third-baseman Sharon Sodano
followed with a towering double
that put runners at second and
third. This apparently was enough
for Backus, as she opted to pull

Compion and insert Lisa Longak-
er.

"Heather was a little rattled at

the end, and I think the umpire
pinched her a lot in the last couple
of innings," said Backus. "As soon
as they (OSU) got runners in

scoring position, I really felt the

momentum was switching, so we
decided to go withtLisa."

With no outs and two on, the

senior All-American smoothly
hurled three strikes to notch the

first out. But then things got hot, as

the next batter belted a shot down
the right-field line, scoring Carter.

Intent on knotting things up,

OSl^'s coach waived another
Cowgirl home, but a perfectly

placed throw by right-fielder

Flynn denied the run from scoring.

Longaker then finished things off

for the 2-1 win, and thereby kept
the Bruins' unblemished record in

the tournament intact.

Daily Baiin Sports

Six Bruins

to compete in

national meet

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Chris Waller

By Jane Huang
Stafi Writer

Six members of the UCLA
men's gymnastics team and an
alumnus qualified for the US
Gymnastics Federation National

Championships to be held June 8-

10 in Denver, Co.
Chris Waller, Terry Notary^

Brad Hayashi, Jason (Jarman,
ScoU Keswick, Chainey Umphrey,
and alum David Sl Pierre will

compete for the 12 spots on the US
National Team next weekend.

Waller captured the Western
Regional optional title to finish

second overall in the all-arounds

behind the University of Nebra-
ska's Trent Dimas. At the region-

al s held two weeks ago. Waller
also placed first on the floor, rings,

and pommel horse.

Notary finished seventh in the

"compulsories and ninth in the

optionals to place seventh overall.

The 1990 NCAA VauU Champion,
Hayashi finished 13th, followed

closely by Carman at 14th.

As a member of the current US
National Team, St. Pierre placed
second in the compulsories and
third in the optionals to finish third

^ overall. In the optionals, St. Pierre

recorded the highest score of the

two-day event with a 9.95 vault.

Due to injuries, neither
Umphrey nor Keswick competed
in the Regionals. As current

members on the team, both gym-
nasts petitioned for a six)t in the

Championships.

Umphrey competed on the US
World Team and in the US versus

East Germany. In the dual meet,
Umphrey captured the compulsory
tide to finish fifth overall.

Keswick has not competed since

the NCAA Team Championships
in mid-April when he tore a

ligament in his finger. The injury

forced Keswick to withdraw from
the individual championships.

Gymnastics
UCLA men's gymnasts who
qualified for U.S.

Gymnastics Federation

National Championships:

Chris Waller

Terry Notary

Brad Hayashi
Jason Garman
Scott Keswick
Chainey Umphrey
David St. Pierre (alumnus)

DANIELLE EUaANK/Oaily Bruin
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Union
Welcomes You To

FAMILY DAY
SATURDAY—JUNE

LADERA PARK
(near Slauson and LaBrea avenues)

A.M. P.M.

Barbeque • Live D.J. • Recreation

Come Party at the ASU Social Event of the Year!

Co-sponsored by Southern California Africa/Black Student Union network
V

-paid for by USAC-
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The Dally Bruin Is the primary source of
entertainment Information for 82% of Its readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

.«<

Simply the
bestpreparation
money can buy.

The Princeton Revieiv

(213) 4 74-0909

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

•Student Discount

The College Line

(2.3)824-1449

TRACK: women gearnip

BSDa choice

Family Flaniiing Associates Medical Group

From page 42

But in the discus, UCLA's rocket

arm reigns supreme. Her hurl of

190-2 last week puts her 13 feet

ahead of her closest competitor,

Lori Parker of Northern Arizona.

Rookie-of-the-Year award: The
potential of freshman sprinter

Angela Bumham is amazing, and
this season she has emerged as the

Bruins* best bet in the short sprints.

Only her 200 meter time (23.69)

made the NCAA standard, and her

100 mark fell short. UCLA had
hoped for Caryl Smith to pick up
some points for the team effort, but

with her injury, Bumham may be

the only Bruin hope.

Utility player: Junior Tonya
Scdwick could benefit UCLA in

any of numerous ways. Sedwick
won the heptathlon at the 1989
Pac-lOs, but Kersee is gambling

that the champ will be more
valuable by competing in more
individual events. Rather than

concentrating on the heptathlon

and its grueling eight events,

Sedwick has earned a spot in the

400 meters and will race on both
relays. During the season, Sedwick
was disappointed about not reach-

ing the 21 -foot mark in the long

jump, and the Bruins could miss
her points there.

Called up from minors: Wiih
their 3:36.43 mark at Long Beach
last Thursday night, the Bruin

1600 meter relay scored a provi-

sional mark that has made the

NCAA standard. Julie Johnson
replaces Smith at first leg and
teams with Bumham, Sedwick,
and Vickers.

BASEBALL Bombers kiss it goodbye
From page 44

Ellis. Ellis (.356, 29 HR, 82 RBI) led the nation in home runs while set-

ting a UCLA single-season record in RBI. His solo blast against Georgia
Southern on Sunday tied Jim Auten's school record of 29 home runs in a
season. The Pac-10 recognized Ellis' worth by naming him co-Player of
the Year.

UCLA also had a pair of All-Pac- 10 players in Chris Pritchett and Joel
Wolfe. Pritchett (.368, 13 HR, 67 RBI), a sophomore first baseman,
broke Eric Karros' 1988 school record by notching his 101st hit against
Wichita State on Sunday.

Wolfe i3rlh iO HR, 44 RBI) is a sophomoreomfieldcr who made Iris^

presence felt at the end of season. His .500 batting average in the last

month of regular-season play helped the Bruins secure the invitation to
post-season play.

On the mound, the Bruins suffered through the injuries of key pitchers
Scott Schanz, Mike Fyhrie. and John Sutherland. It was a freshman, Pete
Janicki (9-1), who stepped in to pick up the slack. Janicki set the school
record for wins by a freshman and did not lose a game after being
defeated by Hawaii in the fourth match of the season.
Dave Zancanaro (11-6) was the Bruins "do it all and then some" player

this year. "Wild Thing" saw action as a DH (.265, 4 HR, 22 RBI) and as a
reliever (5 saves). Bui it was Zancanaro's skill as a starter that helped pull
the Bruins to post-season play. His 90 mph fastball helped UCLA defeat
Wichita State on Sunday. Baseball America projects Zancanaro to be
picked in the Top 10 in the upcoming Major League draft.

Finally, a trio of unheralded seniors used experience and reliability to
guide the Bruins through the treacherous waters of Pac-10 play.
Shortstop Mike Hankins (.306, 53 RBI, 4 HR) had a career-high in RBI
and was third among Bruins in that category. Former All-Pac- 10
outfielder Robbie Katzaroff (.306, 2 HR, 41 RBI) amassed 23 regular-
season stolen bases. Second-baseman Mannie Adams (.305, 4 HR, 34
RBI) added provided production from the bottom of the order.

All three will be paying close attention to the upcoming draft.

2".:^Wf^^si?*" «"»"•-'»/

ALBERT SOONG/Daily Bruin

his 29 dingers.
cutand watch
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Give me cozy confines ofThe
'Stick overChavez Ravine

!

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

The 'Stick.

As a native Southern
Califomian with a bevy of

friends from the northem half of
our state, I had heard both sides of
the Candlestick Park story.

To Uiose more akin to the pastel

confines of Dodger Stadium and
Anaheim Stadium, Candlestick
Park caused dismay by the Bay.
When the icy winds blew in off Uie

water, frosting the 2,000 or so fans
left in the rickety seats, you really

could find a snowball in Uiis hell.

But to Uiose rugged Northem
Califomians, the 'Stick was a
hell-of-a good place to watch a
baseball game. The Giants' faitii-

ful, armed with batteries aimed for

Kirk Gibson and boasting tiieir

Croix de Candlestick (given for

courageously staying through
exu-a-inning night games) love
their park. It has more character in

one polish dog titan in the entire

sterile environments of L.A.'s
teams.,

I had to see for myself.

So recently, when I traveled to

the Bay Area for the San Francisco
Examiner Bay to Breakers run, my
friend Elizabeth and I spent our off

Boiler Room

Matt
Purdue

accuse me of being an L.A. basher— I live here and love it here. I've

just seen too many "fans" who
arrive in the third and leave in the

sevenUi.

L.A. could use more of the fans

like tiiose at Candlestick. As tiie

biting wind kicked up and a steady

drizzle began to fall, the Giants'

bats turned as chilly as the weath-
er. The Expos' Kevin Gross was
holding San Francisco hiiless

]

day— Saturday— at the "Stick tor—through live mnings, but the

i

the first time. The Monu-cal Expos
were in town on Uiis overcast
afiemoon, so I was eager to see the

likes of Will "The Thrill" and
Kevin Mitchell go against Tim
"Purple" Raines (thanks, Chris
Bcrman) and Andres Galaragga.
We were late heading out to the

park, but unlike in L.A., tiic

freeways were relatively
uncloggcd, even on the off-ramp
leading to Candlestick. Parking in

the lot was also a breeze — and
unlike on the vast blackiops in

Chavez Ravine and Anaheim — it

was a short stroll to Gate E.

I was a litUe shoa on cash as 1

nearcd the general admission
ticket window and hoped to get the

two of us in for 10 bucks. But when
tiie guy behind die iron bars

handed me two tix for a five-spot, I

was already up on the 'Stick.

We walked up a short flight of
stairs that gave us a look at the

underside of Candlestick Park's

concrete construction that sur-

vived the October quake and
emerged in die bleachers.

The first thing that struck me
was the coziness of Candlestick.

After growing up at the bottom of
the colorful canyon that is Dodger
Stadium, with the smog-shrouded
hills beyond the outfield pavilion, I

felt like Candlestick was some-
body's back yard.

We settled into our seats in the

left field bleachers, two of a sparse

crowd that filled about one out of
every six or seven seals on Uiis

gray aftemoon. But it wasn't the

quantity of people in tiie seats tiiat

teams like the Dodgers constantly

brag about, it was tiie quality of the

people.

A few seals ahead of us sat a
man and a woman in Giants caps.

The man was wearing a t-shiri,

shorts and tiiongs while the temp-
erature hovered around the 40-

degree mark. He started telling no
one in particular that he had $11
box seats, but liked sitting in the
bleachers. "Too many starched

shirts over tiiere," he exclaimed as
he proudly held up his box-seat
stub.

Those are tiie kind of people I

want to watch a baseball game
witii. Those are tiie kind of people
Oiat are so rare in L.A. Don't

faithful remained faitiiful

Most of the 22,575 in attendance

got caught up in chants of "Let's

go. Giants!" led by the hearty

bleacher bums. Sitting under the

giant scoreboard in left, none of us

in the bleachers could sec Dia-

mondvision. We, therefore, had to

entertain ourselves or be enter-

tained by tiie game — and tiiat's

tiie way it should be.

Even as Gross look his pcrfecto

into tiie seventh, the crowd buzzed
with anticipation. And when Brett

Butler walked to end the perfect

game, Candlestick Park went wild.

These people weren't seeking
shelter from the rain in tiieir cars,

they were actually going bananas
over a walk.

After Robbie Thompson fiied

out, up came Will Clark. And then

something occurred that I'll

always remember. It was as if the

big commissioner upstairs was
telling San Francisco Mayor Art
Agnos and the Giants that maybe
tiiis team doesn't need a new
stadium.

As Clark stared Gross down, the

Candlestick Park scoreboards
nickered and tiien went dark. All

but a few of the hundreds of lights

above the stadium also went ouL
And with tiie blackout came the

tiiunder of more than 20,000 fans,

as if to say, "How's tiiis for home-
field advantage?"

Just as the ovation reached its

peak, Clark smacked a single up
tii6 middle and Candlestick Park
rocked. Gross was reeling as he
walked Mitchell to lead 'em up. Up
stepped Kevin "Large Moutii"
Bass, who laced a double down the

left field line, scoring Butler and
Clark.

Matt Williams tiien grounded to

tiiird, scoring Mitchell, and Cand-
lestick was buming, even in the

40-degree temperatures.

But as it tumed out, tiie score-

boards went back on and — not
coincidentally, 1 tiiink — the

Giants' rally went dark. In the end,

tiiey fell to tiie Expos, 7-4, and
tiieir home woes continued.

As far as I'm concemed, though,
tiiere's nothing wrong with tiie

'Stick. If tiiey're tired of it up
nortii, tiiey can move it to Chavez
Ravine anytime.
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best widi same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971' UCLA Alum

$3mAny Large

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect fronfi Flakey Jakes

$389
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger. Jrench fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northrldge

W. Los Angeles

, Expires 6/18/90

Not valid With other otters orr couponsH Good for everyone in party • No substitutions

Daily Bruin
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN
1 . How to expose

yourself to 58,000

people daily

• i

in the Daily Bruin

Come by

112 KerckhoffHall

or call 825-2161
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Copeland^s Sports
ONE DAY ONLY!

MAY 31ST

TAG

SOME EXAMPLES

New Balance
Jogging Shoe $50
Discontinued style
Tumtec Basketball Shoe . $40
Discontinued Color
Troop Court Shoe $77
Special Croup Converse Kids
Basketball Shoes ... up to $40
Rawllnos RBC90 Ail

Leather Baseball Cloves ....
Louisville 125
HOW Softball Bat
Our Entire Selection Of
Men's & women's warmup Suits

Our Entire Selection Of
Women's Swlmwear

omciMAL cumrtNT
Ptict pmcE

Huge Selection Of
women's Bodyvirear seperates

24.99 12*®
24.99 12"
29.99 15"
24.99 12'®
59.99 20®®
19.99 9®«

EXTRA 50%
OFF cuRtorr pttcts

XTRA 50%
OFF CUMMNT PtICtS

XTRA 50%
OFF CUWIWT FtWJl

UnlMX ^AM
Nylon Lycra Shorts 13.99 y^^

SOME EXAMPLES
c

49.9^ 34»»
XTKAORIGINAL CURRENT

PRICK PRICE

Discontinued color
Reebok Basketball Shoe . $55
Mizuno Devastator m^AW^
Baseball Shoe $55 24.99 1 #••*
Women's ^ ^bao
L.A. Gear Aerobic Shoe . $44 24.99 1 # *

igloo USA soft Cooler 9.99 6*'
Large Selection Of ^ ^^g^ ,
camp stoves . extra SOvb

OFF CURRENT PRICIS
Louisville i^ca
TPS Leather Batting Clove . . . 10.99 # •*
Columbia ^#^ao
Nylon Jackets & Pants 14.99 lO**
100% ^^
Cotton Pocket T-Shlrts 8.99 6'®

•f

SOME EXAMPLES
ORIGINAL CURRINT
PRICi PRtCi

49.99

29.99 23
39.99 31

Nike Zealand
Hiking Boot $70
Discontinued Style Diadora
Basketball Shoes up to $63
Reelx>k

Leather volleyball Shoe left
KeltY Black Lake
20 Degree Sleeping Bag 69.99

Special Croup Of Waterskis . . . 99.99 TO**
Special croup Of waterskis. . . 199.99 159'*
Jobe Broiler Kneeboard ..... 129.99 103"
612/614 Rowing Machine 219.99 175*'
wesio Alta Stepper ....... 149.99 11

9**
weslo Pursuit 725 «j»«
Dual Action stationary Bike . 129.99 109
Special Croup Running
volley & workout Shorts 9.99 799
OuanmiM I MM limited to itoct on rund «M mcrvt tn* right to r«fUM mot to MMon

Copeland*s Sports «

1 >

1001 westwood Blvd
westwood 208-6444

HOum MO«1llHirt 10 S
Fri S*t 10 10 Sun 10 7
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Tracksters gearing up for a run at the national title

Men qualify two more on the path to Tobacco Rd.Women hoping to go the distance

By Jay Ross
Contributor

The UCLA women's track and
field team swings into its most
important competition of the sea-

son this weekend, the NCAA
Finals. Louisiana State has van-

quished the Bruins the past two
years, but head coach Bob Kersee

wants to change that. The sixth-

year coach looks to grab the gold

trophy at the Durham, N.C. meet
and will settle for no less than first

place.

Examining the hitting order, the

Bruins will need high point pro-

duction from their big guns.

The pinch-hitter: the Bruin

lineup is questionable, even on the

day that competition starts. Fresh-

man Adrienne Hopper, thrust into

the crucial anchor leg of the 4X 100

meter relay at the Pac-10 meet,

may again have to substitute for

Caryl Smith. The provisional

qualifying time (45.26) which the

new 400 meter relay team ran at

Pac-lOs, has held up. Smith, on
whom the team had depended for

both relays and two short sprinLs,

has flown to North Carolina and
may run if healthy

three.

Cleanup batter: Vickers, espe-
cially, carries a big responsibility

for the Bruins. Last year, she won
the NCAA 400 meter hurdles at

Brigham Young, and nothing less

than another victory will satisfy.

The champs* season best time is

57.26, but Rosie Edeh of Rice

(56.76) and Kellie Roberts of
Texas (57.03) stand in front of a

repeat victory.

Vickers will also run in the 100
meter hurdles, but the 400 remains
her strength. Her time of 13.63

should earn the Bruins some
points, but the likes of Lynda
Tolbert of Arizona St. (12.98) and
Tananjalyn Stanley of LSU
(12.92) will be tough to beat.

Hitting for average: thrower

Tracie Millett has been one of the

most consistent Bruin perfomiers

all year long. More importantly,

when pressure situations arise, the

junior has performed her best.

At the NCAA Indoor Finals last

March, Millett came from the sixth

seed in the shot put to unleash a

throw that broke the UCLA record.

She also capturWl the Pac-10
crown with another school record.

Then, in the discus, Millett

Daily Bruin Sports
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By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Turn out the lights, it*s almost
over.

The UCLA men's track and
field contingent to the NCAA
Championships in Durham, NC,
grew this weekend as two athletes

reached automatic qualifying

marks.

Sophomore Mike Stevenson ran

a 45.97 400 at Cal State Long
Beach on Thursday to become the

second Bruin to qualify in that

event. Stevenson's quahfying time
— a personal best — is actually

one one-hundredth of a second
faster than that of junior Steve

Lewis. However, Lewis does have

uvcraii. the Brums need season iuunchcd the first throw ovef 190
best performances to compete
against the sprinting talent of

Arizona St. and the pxiwcrhouse

southern teams — Houston, Rice,

Texas, and LSU. Only three Bruins

will race in individual sprints —
Angela Bumham, Tonya Sedwick
and Janccne Vickers— and UCLA
will need maximum points from all

feet in Bruin history for her second
title of that meet.

Millett lies at second seed in the

shot put, ready to pounce. Her
season and lifetime best of 53-9 3/

4 ranks her second behind Christy

Barrett of Indiana St. (54-10 1/4).

See TRACK, page 40

a persona! record that is somewhat
faster — a 43.87 that is also the

world junior record.

Hurdler Derek Knight ended all

the speculation about his partici-

pation in Durham with a wind-

aided 13.74 in the 1 10 highs that is

also a personal best. Hampered by

injuries all season. Knight ran a

strong last half of a race at the

Pac-10 Meet two weeks ago, and
on Thursday put the complete

package together.

While Knight was not even a

provisional qualifier for the

NCAA meet before Thursday,

Stevenson had been on the provi-

sional list. However, like many of

the competitors in Seattle, he could

not improve on his mark at the

^ac-10 Meet due to cold weather

conditions, and had to wait until

the last minute to get the official

qualifier.

Both Lewis and Stevenson will

get their first experience with the

Wallace Wade Stadium track on
the campus of Duke University

this afternoon. The preliminary

qualifying round for Saturday's

400 final begins at 2:20 (Pacific

Time), with the semifinal round

held on Friday. Knight will get his

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

BeatAmmann, one of the track team's eldermembers atage
25, is hungry for an NCAA championship.

fiist call lu tlic b locks to iiiu rrow-rir
4:20.

Of the other four Bruins who
have qualified, only two will sec

action today. Seniors Brian Blut-

rcich and Pete Thompson will

throw the discus at 11 a.m. to

qualify for Fricby's final. Blut-

Jason Netter

Having won the 1990 Pac-
10 men's singles champ-
ionship a month ago,

Jason Netter made his move this

weekend for the national title. On
Sunday he played in the finals

against No. 3-ranked Steve Bryan
of Texas.

Although Netter has served up
many upsets throughout the year,

he came up short against Bryan in

the finals, losing the title match in

two sets (6-3, 6-4). Netter had
never faced the Texas ringer who
provided some very stiff competi-
tion.

Winning his way to the finals

was quite an accomplishment for

Netter, as he was ranked 30th in the

nation going into the tournament.

He upset No. 2-ranked Jonathan
Stark of Stanford in the quarterfi-

nals and the eighth-ranked Conny
Falk of Miami in the semis.

Netter has ridden through many
ups and downs this season in team
competition, but in individual

tournaments he has performed
consistently well with a record of
23-3. He won the Rolex Regionals
as the first of his three tournament
crowns.

Netter summed up his roller-

coaster season by explaining, "I've

done well in tournaments, but not

UCLA Sports Informatbn

Jason Netter

Men's Tennis Junior

as well in dual matcnes, an
imbalance that he wili surely look
to correct next season.

—Matt Wayman

See MEN, page 37
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Home Officr
& Parlies

NOW DELIVERS!
Delicious Chicken Combos

V 2 PIECE COMBO wiih

Garden salad, TortilJas, Salsa 3.6S

V 2 PIECE COMBO
Tonillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders 335

3 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders 'I 2S

4 PIECE COMBO (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Reg Side Orders 5.4S

¥8 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Lge Salsa, 2 Lgc Side Orders 11. 'IS

V 12 PIECE COMBO^ __ _^ —i<^-y^
Tortillas, 2. lge SaFsa, 3 Lge Side Orders '^^

SIDH ORDFRS
Spanish Rice, Pinto Beans, Potato Salad,

Cole Slaw, Corn-on-thc-Cob

Side Orders
1

REGIJIAR IV\RGE 1
(6oz) (16 oz.)l

PINTO BEANS .89 1.89 1
V SPANISH RICE .89 1 .89 1
V COLE SIjVW .89 1.89 1
^ potaTc) salad .89 1 89 1
V CORN-ON- n IE-COB .69 1
SALSA A5 1
TORTILUS rnour or com) 3

*

ea. A5 1

Tl^I-SII GARDEI^ SALAi:) 1
139 1

Dressings: Zesty Ranch, Thousand island, H
Reduced C:alorie Italian or Deluxe iTench H

Chicken Only
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, Salsa 319
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa 4.19

V 8 PIECES OF CHICKEN (whole chicken)

Tortillas, Lge Salsa 8.29

12 PIECES OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, 2 Lgc Salsa 11.89

Beverapes

Coca-Cola SpriteDiet Coke
.89

We accept Cash, Visa and Mastercard

Minimum order for delivery: $10 00
Delivery Charge: $1.00 Per Delivery

(Limited Delivery Hours & Area)

Items prepared in accordance with the American Heart Associfition Reccommendations

.

1081 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village CALL: 824-7776

FREE PARKING IN TIIE ALLEY NEXT TO OCR RESTAURANT AFTER 6:00 PM
AND ALL DAY SUNDAY.

! $16.69 COMBO
I Buy a 12 piece combo and get

I 6-pack of Coca-Cola FREE

Combo includes 12 pieces of delicious char-broiled chicken,

12 tortillas, salsa, and your choice of 3 large side orders
Rfdecnublr tt Vettwood locaban only PIcuc mentton ooupon whrn onkring Not |ood with iny

I

I

Iot>irr offrr Liin<l one Combo per ooupon Addikonil charge for white meit orck'n Canpon Mood
only for 4<Uvery. Driven ctrry only ttOXX) Limiled <lebvery iivi ind hour* fl.OO dtUwtrf ct^rj^ |

Offer npim juJy M, 1990

AUTO INSURANCE IS

STILL

THEA PAIN IN
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS - ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL.. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

Advanced to finals last Sunday in

NCAA men's singles

championship.

Defeated two players ranked in top

ten to reach the finals.

1990 Pac-10 singles champion.

Finished season with a 23-3

record in tournament play.

UCLA Sports Information

Heather Compton
Softball Freshman

Lead the Bnjins to their third-straight

National Championship.

Gave up only one hit in the

championship game against

Fre sno St .

•

Ended the season with a record of

18-1.

Freshman ace pitched a shut out in

the championship game.

Heather Compton

The UCLA women's soflball

team won ii all on Monday
armed with the destructive

pitching of Heather Compton. As a

freshman, she entered UCLA with
four-time AII-CIF honors in high
school and proved to the competi-
tion that she could dominate on the

collegiate level as well.

Giving up only one hit against

Fresno Sl, Compton held her poise

under pressure to shut down the

Bulldogs. By handing Fresno a

shutout, she ensured the Bruins
that their two runs scored in the

game were more than enough to

win the NCAA title.

On Saturday, Compton was also

victorious in her outing against

Oklahoma St. Although she gave
up five hits, she tallied five

strikeouts and held the Cowboys to

only one run for the day. TTie wm
advanced the Bruins to the semifi-

nals on Sunday against Florida SL
Compton's two games totaled

13 innings of play, during which
she gave up only five hits, 1 run,

and 3 walks. But the championship
game was where she peaked by
pitching a perfect game for five

innings. She served up 10 strike-

outs and no walks for the day.

With yet two more wins under
her bolt. Compton fin i sht^d i ht'

season with a near-prefect record

of 18-1. Although she said she was
nervous while pitching for the

championship, she will continue to

make competitors sweat for the

next three years as a top NCAA
Softball pitcher.

—Matt Wayman

'*:;

WAXINC^
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

I Exp. 6/i vvo 208-1468

I
Lip/Chin Wax $4

' Eyebrows $5
A Underarms $7
I Bikini Wax $8
_Half Legs $10
Arms $12
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini $20

SPRING TIME IS ...

SPERRY.=^-«.,. TIME!

C&^'
N^V-'V

;^

-::v
>>^Sfi

-\«L'
J^

L*»J

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909 .

. (corner of Westwood Blvd.) ^ i

'^^^ (213) 208-8188'*^*'

P Bored with the
everyday?

TAKE
THE
Free

Local

Delivery

UCLA

L naO'COn

Wiisnire

A WOK ON
WILD SIDE

FIRST
SrECHVAM

WDK
Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

n^r^. ^,
^'^^

&^

\
E^.^.,

CLASSIC CVO CANVAS
Available in a wide range of colors
for both men and women. RECEIVE
A FREE PAIR OF BEACH THONGS
WITH ANY "SPERRY" PURCHASE!

FREE
Portion of Fried Rice

or Chow Mem with

the purchase of two
main dishes
txplfes 6/30/90

10 % OFF
To UCLA students

with vaJld ID

(after 4pm)
$10 Minimum order

Expires 6/30/90

>iA nr-.-
r^w^

crnLLLr'iLJN

10938 Weyburn Avenue, Westwood CA, 824-1090
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Bruins steal the show in World Series
Softball grabs five all-tourney spots

By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

The awards just keep flowing in

for the three-peat National
Champion UCLA softball learn.

After having three players

nanied first-team Ail-Americans

and a league-leading six players

named to the All-Pac-10 squad (as

well as the player and coach of the

year), the Bruins again rose to the

top of the heap, garnering Ave
positions on the College World
Series All-Tournament team.

State.

On the mound, Fernandez
hurled a four-hit shutout en route

to the Bruins* 6-0 win over Cal

State Long Beach.

UCLA head coach Sharron

Backus said before the tournament

that the key to the Bruin offense

was getting lead-off hitter Shanna
Flynn on base. While Backus had
high hopes for the junior outfiel-

der, it*s doubtful she could have
imagined Flynn 's eventual contrii

bulions from the plate.

A .301 hitter over the regular

NCAA College World Series All-Tournament Selection

9

•
Lisa Longaker Pitcher Senior

• Shanna Flynn Right field Junior

Kerry Dienelt First base Junior
« Yvonne Gutierrez Center field Sophomore

Lisa Fernandez Third base/pitcher Freshman

Hitting .368 over the five-game

tourney, junior first baseman Ker-

ry Dienelt led the way for the Bruin

bats. Dienelt knocked in two runs

and scored once herself, including

an RBI single in the championship

game against Fresno State.

Also representing the Bruin

infield on the All-Toumey team
was freshman Lisa Fernandez,

who remained a lower of strength

in every facet of the game.
A constant threat at the plate,

Fernandez hit .300 for the week.
The Bruin third-baseman peaked
in a ihree-for-ihrec performance
(including a two-run home run) in

UCLA's 3-0 win over Florida

T3ANIELLE EUBANK/Daily Bruin

season, Flynn exploded for a .368

average in Oklahoma. Hitting

safely in five of the six games,
Flynn repeatedly provided early

scoring opportunities for UCLA.
In the final game, she scored a

clutch run on a wild pitch to give

UCLA a 1-0 lead before rain

postponed the remainder of the

game until the next day.

Joining Flynn in outfield honors
was junior Yvonne Gutierrez. The
leading Bruin hitter entering the

tournament (.391), Gutierrez made
the most of her at-bats, knocking
out a .313 average, including a

See TOURNAMENT, page 37

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Kristy Howard and the Bruins took everything in stride en
route to their third straight NCAA title.

Backus continues

collegiate dynasty

By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

The UCLA women's softball

team accomplished what no other

team has ever done in the sport

when it claimed its third consecu-

tive national title last weekend.
The Bruins were the only survivors

in the double-elimination format,

as they defeated Kent State, Cal

State Long Beach, Oklahoma
Slate, Florida State and Fresno
State en route to the championship.

The following is a summary of

the Bruins' second and third

contests, which were not included

in tuesday's editions of the Daily

Bruin.

In a week of championship
softball that was somewhat
plagued by frequent rairr storrosi;:

the Bruins followed their 3-0

blanking of Kent State with a 6-0

thumping of Cal State Long Beach
on Friday night.

Head coach Sharron Backus and
her Bruins were very wary of the

49ers' potential, as they had
nothing but praise for them prior to

the game. Yet UCLA paid no
respect when it counted, as it

erupted for 10 hits for the unusual-

ly high six-run total.

Things were rather quiet
through the first four innings for

both squads, however, as each
team's pitcher effectively con-
tained opposing batters. Freshman

See SORBALL, page 38

Nobody could have imagined
sucii a dream year for Bruina
By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

THEO NICHOLAS

Paul Ellis had everybody scratching their heads with a UCLA record 29 homers.

The UCLA baseball team flew in from Wichita yesterday after
wrapping up its most successful season since 1987.
The team will not be going to the College World Series this season—

ihat hasn't been done by the Bruins since 1969. But this year's squad was
no write-off. A handful of Bruins put in the kind of performances that will
give the 1990 season a prominent place in the annals of UCLA baseball.

In the 21 years since Chris Chambliss led the '69 squad to the Scries,
the Bruins have only made four appearances in the NCAA Regionals.
This year, the team was only one game away from a Regional Finals
appearance and two games away from a World Series berth.

Their two losses were to pitchers with a combined record of 29-9. The
margin of victory 'in each loss was less than three runs.
The two wins that the Bruins did record were memorable. After

spanking Fordham, 13-8, UCLA eliminated defending NCAA champion
and hometown favorite Wichita Slate in front of 6,881 Shocker fans.
The performance at the playoffs capped a 1990 season that surpassed

all expectations. In 1989, the Bruins racked up a dreary 27-32 record,
good for fifth place in the Six-Pac. Coming into this year, not one presea-
son poll included the Bruins in the Top 20. But, by season's end, the team
had become UCLA's third 40-game winner in the past 21 years and had
garnered national attention for the individual performances of its

athletes. UCLA spent every week of the season in Baseball America's
Top 20.

Such a season was made possible by several standout Bruin
performers. Heading up all lists ofUCLA standouts is junior catcher Paul

See BASEBALL, page 40

University of California, Los Angeles

Soccer kicks into

gear for next season
The UCLA women's soccer team's open

tryouts begin August 13 on the IM Field. All

interested women should call either Paul at 213-
397-7544 or Rick at 818-908-3358 for more
information.

Coirection

In the article,/'Women linksters save best for

last, men . . . well . .
," that appeared in Tues-

day's Daily Bruin, it was incorrectly reported

that Bruin Elizabeth Bowman scored an 83 in the

final round of the women's golf NCAA
championships. Bowman actually scored a 73 in

the final round to make up her 3 11 overall score.

Bruin recreation
As the Spring season of intramural sports

screeches to a halt, the championship matches are
shaping up to be especially competitive. In men's
*A' softball, the No. 1 seed. Lambda Chi Alpha
will square off against Theta Chi in the baule for
the title.

See page 36
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Army official

will lecture
A top U.S. army official will

speak on campus June 1 about

the strategic value of conven-
tional forces.

General Carl Vuono, the

army's chief of staff, will give

his two-hour lecture at 4 p.m. in

the Dickson Auditorium.

The Korean and Vietnam
wars veteran's talk is sponsored

by UCLA's Center for Interna-

tional and Strategic Affairs.

Admission is free.

Inside
UCLA student
remembered

Friends of freshman Ricardo
Olivarcs .say they have lost one
of the most motivated and
in sp i r inH persons they cvet-
knew.

See page 8

Viewpoint

JSU Board
answers MSA
Members of the Jewish Stu-

dent Union call for a rational

dialogue with the Muslim Stu-

dents Association, rather than

"inflammatory rhetoric."

See page 28

Arts & Entertainment

A guy
named Mojo
Meet him at the barbecue pit!

Wacky guy Mojo Nixon comes
to UCLA today to support

Home Aid.

See page 32

Sports

Track takes
its shot

Bruin tracksters began com-
peting at the NCAA Champion-
ships Wednesday.

See page 64
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Alleged tUCPD brutality protested
Students rally, claim African

Americans have been targeted-
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

<>•

More than 100 angry students

protested the UC Police Dcpart-

meni on Wednesday, claiming the

department has targeted African

Americans with racially motivated

brutality.

Chanting "Hey, hey, ho, ho,

police brutality has got to go," the

students marched from Westwood*
Plaza to the UC police dcpariment,

where they rallied and demanded
to speak to police Chief John
Barber.

The protest, sponsored by the

African Student Union and Alpha
Phi Alpha, a fraternity founded by
blacks, came in response to several

alleged incidents of police brutali-

ty against African Americans.

"African-American males have

students said mistreated Scotu

"identified this group as being in

an unsafe position walking in the

roadway, which is a violation of a

vehicle code and also presents a

potential ha/iird to pcdcsuians and
motorists," Detective Terrence

Baker said.

"Additional UCPD forces

responded (to Duren's request for

help) and an aiiempi was initiated

to clear the roadway. The majority

of people complied; however, the

arrestee (Scon) did not," Baker

said.

"I was standing right next to

Kcnie (when it hapjxined), next

thing we knew the officer said to

him Take your light ass and get on
the sidewalk. Am I speaking

Korean?'" Brandon fiarris, a

senior from Washington State

University and member of Alpha

been targeted lor cxunction vm t
-^hi Alpha ffutcTmiy, 'Mtm-

Brandon Harris, a senior at

addresses the crowd at the

concerning police brutality

Washington State University,

Lot 6 turnaround during a rally

on Wednesday.

campus," senior history major Eric

Bamum said. "We're having a

rally because it's lime for that to

stop."

Students said they were
catalyzed into action after an

incident early Friday morning
when UCLA sophomore Kenie

Scott was allegedly roughed up by

a university police officer,

described by an eyewitness as "a

light-skinned black."

According to police reports,

several hundred students were

standing in the roadway near the

intersection of Gaylcy and Stmth-

more avenues at approximately

1:20 a.m.

Officer Terrence Duren, who

According to Hams, Scott said,

"No, you are not speaking Korean

... I am getting'my light ass on the

sidewalk."

And before he could move, the

officer grabbed his billy club, put

it around Scott's neck, threw hiiri_

on the sidewalk and then againsT

the squad car. Barnum said.

According to Hams. Scott suf-

fered a "busted lip and a black

eye."

But Baker denied allegations

that Duren violated police policy.

"The ix)lice officer is justified in

using whatever force necessary to

affect an arrest ... I do not see any

See BRUTALITY, page 19

Senate expected to approve new majors
By Michael Lawrence

Contributor

The proposals for undergradu-

ate degrees in musicology and

earth & space sciences are one step

away from final approval.

If passed by the Academic
Senate Legislative Assembly in

fall quarter, the degree proposals

will become official UCLA
majors, according to Academic
Senate Chairman Sidney Roberts.

"I think (the musicology and

earth & space science proposals)

will be approved," he said. "I don't

see any problems with the majors."

L&S approves labor studies

social science specialization

The College of Letters & Sci-

ence Executive Committee passed

the proposals Friday, when they

also approved a social science

specialization focusing on labor

and workplace studies.

The spceialization, now fully

approved, will organize a sequ-

ence of courses already offered in

economics, geography, history,

honors seminars, management.

political science, psychology,

public health, sociology and

women's studies.

These courses "are scattered

throughout departments, and it is

often a matter of pure chance that

an undergraduate who takes a

course in labor economics will also

enroll (in labor relations classes),"

the proposal stated. The Institute

of Indusu*ial Relations, a state-

funded unit on campus, will

administer and fund the program.

Unlike the proposed earth &
space sciences major, the musicol-

ogy major and the s(x:ial science

specialization may add new
courses.

The musicology major will

emphasize a "broad humanistic

orientation" rather than music

performance, thus differing from

the existing music degree, accord-

ing to musicology department

Chairman Frank D'Accone. The
major will also be under Letters &

See MAJORS, page 19

Fraternities file complaint against MECiiA
Group's language allegedly

created hostile environment
By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

UCLA's Interfratcmity Council

asked the university to investigate

MEChA on Wednesday for an

alleged violation of the universi-

ty's peer harassment policy.

— In a written complaint to Direc-

toi^ of Student Programming Berky
Nelson, IFC President Shcnrick

Murdoff contended that MEChA's
May 23 candlelight vigil failed to

operate "within the intent, policies

and spirit of UCLA Policies

Regarding Peer Harassment and

Intimidation."

The Chicano/Latino student

group "created a hostile, and

potentially exploitative environ-

ment," the complaint stated.

IFC cited more than 10 exam-
ples of abusive language used by

protesters which it says allegedly

violated the policy prohibiting

harassment based on identification

with a particular group.

"We cannot control what all of

our members say," said MEChA
coordinator Karla Salazar. "It was

not meant as harassment."

"Basically they just went too

far," Murdoff said. "We're all held

to the same policies. MEChA is not

immune. If a fraternity had done
the same thing there would have

been serious consequences."

According to the complaint,

vigil participants marched from

campus to Beta Theta Pi's Gay ley

Avc,nuc residence, where they

chanted epithets, such as "Down
with the Greeks" and "Death to

Beta."

MEChA had organized the vigil

to protest Beta's "Sunrise" party,

where partygocrs gathered at dawn
to celebrate with music and ttlco-

hol.

A banner hoisted from the

fraternity's balcony depicted a

wOnn with an exaggerated musta-

che and sombrero, and a caption

that read "Eat me."

'The banner was proof of the

stereotype and discrimination,"

Salazar said.

But Murdoff said fraternities are

also stereotyped. "We're targeted

as homophobic, racist and sexist a

lot of times. And maybe some
members are. But members of

other organizations are loo. It's

easy to target a fraternity."

"IFC condemns any action of a

fratemity to degrade or offend any
organization, race, sex or culture,"

the complaint stated. "However
IFC expects other special interest

groups to do the same."

/
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Attention
Dally Bruin Advertisers:

Deadlines for 10th week

©^Dim
TODAY. THURSDAY. MAY 31

•Center for the Afro-American Studies

-"Black Entrepreneurs In the Post-Ctvll Rights Era

-Noon
-158 Haines Hall

•Hunger l*ro)ect 'and Cultural Affairs

-Concert: Mojo Nixon

-Noon
-Westwood Plazai

•USAC
-Installation Ceremony
-7:00 pm
-Kerckhoff Alumni Lounge

•Cultural Affairs

-Concert: Mellna fi< Tanr»nl

-1:00 pm
-Kerckhoff Patio

•Cultural Affairs

-Poetry Reading

8-00 pm

Thursday, May 3

1

»

and
Tuesday, June 5

Deadline for Grad Issue:

Monday, June 4

I <

-Kerckhoff Gallery

•Campus Events

-Drugstore Cowboy, 7:00 pm
-Henry V. 9:00 pm
-AGB - $1.50

FRIDAY. lUNE I

•Campus Events

-Drugstore Cowboy, 9:30 pm
-Henry V, 7:00 pm

•UCLA Senior Dance Oub
-Between Paradox and What's Next

-7:30 pm
-For reservations and Info, call 933-2399.

Dance Building Rm. 208
•Peer Health Counselors

-PHC Banquet

-7:30 pm
-The Sea Lion (Mallbu)

•Student Committee for the Arts

-"LIVE....ON STAGE!" Student Theater Showcase

-8:00 pm
-NPI Auditorium

SATURDAY. lUNE 2

.^African Student Union
-Family Day
-10:00 am
-6027 Ladera Park Ave.

•Jewish Student Union

-A Night In Monte Carlo

-10:00 pm - 1:30 am
-900 Hllgard

•Parisian Student Association

-Pakistani Cultural Night

-6:00 pm r

-AGB
•Student Committee for the Arts

-"LIVE....ON STAGEl" Student Theater Showcase

-8:00 pm
-NPI Auditorium

SUNDAY. lUNE 3

•Student Conunlttee for the Arts

-jazz at the Wadsworth featuring Mllcho Levlev

-7:00 pm
- -Wadsworth Theater, admission Is free

©IllMIilIli\IL
;

•UCLA Senior Dance Cub
-Between Paradox and What's Next
-Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 2:00 pm
-For Reservations and Info call 933-2399
-Dance Building Rm 208

For more infonnation regarding these
events please look within the body
of the paper for these organizations'

advertisements.
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both fire and injuries
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Steve Macau ley

Staff Writer

The woman whose surgery

sheets mysteriously erupted into

flames while she lay on a UCLA
Medical Center operating table

died from both the fire and the

injuries she received in a traffic

accident, the Los Angeles County

Coroner's office said Wednesday.

The autopsy revealed that

Angela Hernandez, 26, of Los

Angeles died of "traumatic injuries

and thermal bums," said Scott

Carrier, spokesman for coroner's

office. "It looks like a combination

of the fire and the motor accident."

Carrier said the tests were

unable to determine if Hernandez,

a mother of four, would have

recovered from the accident if the

fire did not occur.

The doctors who operated on

Hernandez have declined to com-
ment on her condition just prior to

the fire, said hospital spokesman

Mike Byrne.

But family members believe

Hernandez could have survived if

not for the fire. "We had hopes that

our sister would live because they

took her to UCLA and it has a good
reputation," her sister Margarita

Hernandez said. "When she> first

went into surgery, one of the

doctors told us there was a good
chance she would survive."

The Los Angeles Arson Squad
plans to release a statement

regarding the cause of the blaze.

"We are still looking at the

cauterizer and all the (surgical)

instruments as possible causes,"

Arson Squad Chief William Bur-

mester said.

The victim had just arrived in

the United States for the first time

Saturday, leaving her children in

Mexico to find a job that would
help pay for their education,

relatives said.

Hernandez, two of her sisters

and two family friends visited the

beach Sunday and were returning

to the sisters' Echo Park home

See FIRE, page 24
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1960s
^oual ODDortunity

-or admissions

1970s
Call for affirmative

action policy

1990s
Unfinished business

lore than 20 years after some

of UGLA's ethnic student organi-

zations were created to fight vari-

ous forms of racism, they carry on

with vigor like never before.

But with racism legally abol-

ished in American institutions after

civil rights activists decried dis-

cnminaiion in the 1960s and the

comparative diversification o(

UCLA's ethnic makeup in the

1980s, why the ruckus?

The issues have changed, but

challenges to the size, nature and

quality of education tor the ethnic

population on caoipus have main-

laincd I he nce^l

lor rcprescnia-

•lon 'hrough
ludeni interest

.:rouDs.

Siudcnt lead-

ers have idcnti-

iied four prcss-

mg issues that

luaeni organi-

zauons are plac-

ing on their

agendas. They
include trans-

forming Chi-

cano Studies
'

^^ iaio a depart-

ment, racism on campus, retention

and the university's new admis-

sions policy — which has been

called digressive to minority cn-

'rollment.

Thus a third wave of activism,

following the waves of equal op-

portunity m the late 196()s and equal

representation in the late 1970s, is

on the horizon for sttident groups at

UCLA because, leaders say, the

job is unfinished.

"I would never be satisfied un-

less everyone was involved in our

organization and we were success-

ful." said Tracy Grayson, 1989-90

leader of the African Student Un-

ion.

Origins of Activism

In the late 1960s, ethnic students

at UCLA fought for equal opportu-

nity for minorities in the admis-

sions process. Groups like the Black

Student Union and MEChA, the

Latmo/Chicano group, were formed

to lead the su-uggle.

Victory for equal opportunity

was followed in the late 197()s and

early 1980s by a call for affirma-

tive action by many of the same

groups. Many minorities felt that

equal opportunity was not enough

and that equal represeniauon, m a

university their tax dollars sup-

ported, would bring educational

justice.

UCLA responded by recruiting

more minorities in 1983, after the

University of California required

iLs campuses to develop alTirma-

11ve action plans. And it seemed

that everyone \\as happy.

Shiny 'UCLA^ press kits at the

198S presidential debate on cam-

pus boasted ihanhc university wajr

the most ethnically diverse among
54 prominent national research

institutions.

And all the while, the dreaded

decline in educational quality never

tKcurrcd — a decline some criucs

ol affirmauve action said would

iOllow the influx o( minoniios.

UCLA Black

Alumni Associa-

tion Prc!>idcnt J.

Daniel Johnson

said, m taci.

complaints of

"lower ac\»dcmic

standards ' he-

cau.se ofthe pre ^-

Agenda for

the 90s

Chicano Studies

''Everybody needs to decide

what their role is ^\Mn^^ to

he in the stniL'izle/'

Angela Jackson

ence o\ 'African

Americans on
campus is still

not uncommon
today.

H o w ever.
UCLA main-

tained its ranking

as one o\ the top '
~~

institutions in the nation during the

diversification oi the 1980s. It is

the 16th best university in the coun-

try according to U.S. News and

World Report's 1990 evaluation oi

"universities nationwide. —
And, during the 1980s, ethnic

organizations- gained an unprece-

dented foothold in undergraduate

student government. The gains are

definitely visible according to John

'Sarvey, 1989-90 undergraduate

government president. "Groups

See UNRNISHED, Page 20

Admissions doiicv

Fighting racism

Minority student
retention
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World

Rebels, Chamono
sign arms accord
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Contra

rebels on Wednesday agreed to resume
disarming in an accord with the govern-

ment that gives the rebels their own police

force and a voice in government.

Some Contra commanders could be

sent to Nicaraguan embassies abroad for

their safety, a government source said.

The accord, drafted by the government
and ConU"as on Tuesday night, was signed

at dawn Wednesday.
The Contras agreed to try to finish

disbanding by June 10, a deadline set in an
earlier accord signed May 4 with the

government of President Violcta Barrios

dc Chamorro.

Announcing the agreement, Chamorro
said: "What we want as Nicaraguans . . .

is peace and reconciliation."

Gorbachev calls for

German compromise
OTTAWA — Soviet President Mikhail

S. Gorbachev said Wednesday the West's

insistence on keeping a united Germany
in NATO is sounding "like an old record"

and appealed for some new alternative

acggpiabic iq both sides.
-mThe West hasn't done much thinking.

They Uy to dictate," Gorbachev told

reporters before leaving for his summit
meeting in Washington with President

Bush.

Gorbachev said he and Prime Minister

Brian Mulroncy spent "a considerable

part of our time" discussing German
unification, but said they had not resolved

a disagreement over whether a oniicd

Germany could belong to NATO.
"In spite of all that, I think we can say

we had an exchange which was positive

and very constructive," Gorbachev said.

"It was a short visit but a very intense

visit."

Mulroney, like Bush and the other

western allies, supports keeping Germany
within NATO.

Nation

Engineers suspect
leaky line in shuttle

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.— Another

attempt to launch the space shuttle

Columbia for an astronomy mission is

unlikely until next week at the earliest

after a fuel leak scrubbed Wednesday's

launch, NASA officials said.

Columbia had been scheduled to lift off

at 12:38 a.m. with a $150 million

observatory called Astro. But the launch

was called off about six hours before

launchtime when hydrogen began leaking

while Columbia's external fuel tank was

being loaded.

Workers were expected to enter Col-

umbia's rear engine compartment early

Thursday to search for the leak and assess

the problem.

First, all the hydrogen must be vented

from the external tank and the system was

purged with non-Hammable helium.

Stocks advance as
market sets record

NEW YORK — Prices moved mod-
erately higher on Wall Street Wednesday,
nudging the Dow Jones indusu*ial average

to yet another closuig high and toward ihc

2,9{X) mark. -

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial

stocks picked up 8.07 to finish at 2.878.56

and eclipse the previous high close of

2,870.49, set only one day before. On
Tuesday, the average soared nearly 50

points as technology issues led the market

in a late buying surge.

Advancing issues outnumbered declin-

ers by about 8 to 7 in nationwide trading of

New York Stock Exchange-listed stocks,

with 893 up, 693 down and 523

unchanged.

Volume on the floor of the Big Board

came to a heavy 199.54 million shares, up

from 137.41 million in the previous

session.

Nationwide, consolidated volume in

NYSE-listed issues, including trades in

those stocks on regional exchanges and in

the over-the-counter market, totaled

248.22 million shares.

State

Mauled zoo keeper
in stable condition

SAN FRANCISCO — A zoo keeper

mauled by a 70-pound Persian leopard

was "up and about" Wednesday after

several hours of treatment to stitch up

deep wounds from the attack.

Alan Feinberg, listed in fair and stable

condition, was "alert and walking

around," one day after the leopard

attacked him. It was the second attack by

an animal at the. San Francism Zoo in It^ss

"I thought the leopard was going to kill

him," said Othon Franco, 15, of San

Rafael. "He was screaming, 'Help ine^

help me; get him off, get him off."*

Sonoma hospital head

resigns from his post

ELDRIDGE — Fred Valenzuela,

executive director of California's largest

slate hospital, has resigned effective July

1.

In a memo distributed Tuesday to the

2,000 employees of the Sonoma Develop-

mental Center, Valenzuela said, "I have

always promised myself that any time a

job ceased to be fun, I would leave that job

and seek other employment. For the past

year and a half, my position as executive

director of the Sonoma Developmental

Center has ceased to be fun."

Local

'Peaks' end planned

from start, Frost says

Even thougli ABC promised viewers

that Laura Palmer's murder would be

resolved in last week's season finale of

'Twin Peaks," executive producer Mark
Frost said he never promised any such

thing.

Amal leader says hostage release frozen by U.S. stances
By Anwar Faruqi

Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran — A Lebanese

Shiite Moslem leader with close

ties to groups holding hostages

said efforts to release six Ameri-

cans held in Lebanon remain

frozen because of negative U.S.

positions.

Hussein Musawi, Head of the

Islamic Amal faction based in east

Lebanon, spoke a day after the

Bush administration announced it

had provided Iran with informa-

tion on Iranians missing in Leba-

non as a gesture of goodwill.

In an interview on the Lebanese

Voice of the People radio station,

he said "those concerned in Iran

and Syria are dismayed by the

negative American stands."

White House spokesman Marlin

Fitzwater said Tuesday in

Washington that the United States

had concluded that the Iranians

were dead. He said the information

was passed lo Tehran via the Swiss

government.

Musawi's Islamic Amal is a

pro-Syrian faction within the Ira-

nian-backed Hezbollah, or Party of

God. Hezbollah is believed to be

the umbrella for exuemist factions

holding most of the 16 Westerners

missing in Lebanon.

Iranian leaders said on Wednes-

day they had evidence their four

missing countrymen were still

alive.

"Following the Islamic republ-

ic's inquiry into the fate of Iranian

hostages in Lebanon, we have

gotten information from reliable

sources over the past few days that

our hostages are alive," said

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Morte/ii Sarmadi. He was quoted

by the Islamic Republic News
Agency.

"The Islamic republic will con-

tinue efforts to obtain more detail-

ed information about the situation

of its hostages," he said.

Sarmadi gave no more details on
the fate of the Iranians.

Iran has repeatedly said that

information on the fate of the four

Iranians is one condition for

helping gain the release of the 16

Western hostages held in Lebanon,

most by pro-Iranian factions.

The four Iranians were seized m
July 1982 at a Lebanese Forces

checkpoint at Badara.
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BUY ONE
Regular Footlong Sub

GET ONE
Of equal or lesser price for only

990
With purchase of medium soft drink.

OR UCLA STUDENTS SHOW YOUR ID
AND GET $1 OFF ANY FOOTLONG SUB

^UBUjnv^
"I don't know what ihey would have

been basing thai on," Frost said Tuesday
in an interview from Hawaii. "We never

told anyone that was our intention."

In fact. Frost said, it was decided long

ago to keep the audience guessing right to

the end to force the network into renewing

_lhc nighltime soap opera. .
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Corner of Sawtelle and Santa Monica
1 Block West of the 405 477-9987

Expirc?s 6/7/90

M
A

AYA
NGELOU

Will Read and Sign Her

New Book of Poetry

J

than six months. . .
^

Feinberg, contacted at San Francisco

General Hospital early Wednesday,
refused to comment on the attack or his

condition. A spokesperson for the hospital

speculated that he would be released from

the hospital later Wednesday.
The mauling of ilic IH-year veteran zoo-

kecpcr took place in front of a crowd of

schoolchildren.

BUY ONE REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB
GET ONE FREE !

(Of equal or lesser value with purchase of medium drink)

Compiled from the Associated Press
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To all tlie 1989-90

UCLA Peer Health

Counselors! -

"4

5

<^.

H Thank you for aU your hard work and dedication! You guys did a terrific job this year!

-mr Remember - PHC Banquet TOMORROW NIGHT, 7:30pm at the MALIBU SEA UON.
i —

i

^

^

^

^

Co-Director: Lori Kennedy
Co-Director: Tommy Yen
FIT Co-Director: Haroon Anwar
FIT Co-Director: Jill Steinhardt

FIT Info. Coordinator: Dave Eisman
Women's Health/Relationship/AIDS: Anne Ichiuji

Women's Health/Relationship/AIDS: Vickie Miles

Public Relations Ad Coordinator: Karen Kwan
Stress Coordinator: Ray Lin

SOURCE Coordinator: Linda iMona
Nutrition Outreach Coordinator: Nisha Fatel

Hypertension Coordinator: Gabriella Riviello

Recruitment Coordinator; Tammy Rothacher
Public Relations Coordinator: Meta Tjan

Nutrition Table Coordinator: Laura Wokurka
Office Coordinator: Elaine Yutan

Jay Abrajano
Rosally Agbunag
Mike Barsom
Nenette Batioco !

Dcbby Bohn
Michelle Bundoc
Virginia Chan
Lisa Chodak
Susan Del Rosario

Andrew Douglas
Maria Dungo
Stacy Durst

Avery Egerer
Rcnat Engel

Carol Fox
Sheryl Friedlandcr

Kelly Furuya
Daniel Gavino
Nancy Gold
Amanda Haiman
Reina Haque
Jennifer Harris

Sara Flickman

Jennie Houston

Diane Joyal
Oona Khan
Chris Kuhlman
Cynthia Lakon
Fllisa Langsam
Joni Lee
Caren Manese
Craig Marantz
Susanne McAdam
Helen Medina
Susie Metzger

Jennifer Miller

Kim Moloney
Sarosh Motivala

Gina Nakamura
Marti Navarro
Gisella Olivares

Robert Pandya
Tricia Pate

Cheryl Perry

Todd Peterson
Darci Pollard

Diane Prayongratana

Joe Rosenbloom
Maria Singson
Kaeryn Smith
Mark Stone

Jaymer Suarez
Lorraine Tan
Kimberly Uyeda
Nelar Wine
Juliana Wong
Paulette Work
Shannon Wright
Sue Yelich

Paul Yutan
Michelle Zeidler

with a special thanks to: Student Health Services, Health Education, USA Skinner and Sora Park^

t
(lo4\^gi{!Uutatic4\4i

»^« ^«J:^TSKfK^m^J^fSKfK^H^m^f?^KfK^H^,J^^^^«

To the new 1990-91 Co-Directors: ^^J^?^-^^ iRAY LIN V

Mfern^He^i^^jS^

TACOSAL CARBON

'S

Try our

t..:i-

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

990
Meal

Buy any menu item and get

another item of equal or lesser

value for only 990!
1 coupon per person Exp. 6/14/90
Not valid with any other otter

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(818) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. m ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. fl NORTHRIOGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA

(818) 343-8200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. a! SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3rd STREET a! LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650-6666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
DB

I SHALL NOT BE MOVED
Wednesday, June 6, 7:30pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom ~~

V,

"I Speak to the

black experience^

but I am always

taiVxng ohout the

human condition -^

—about what we
can endure f

dream f fail at and

still survive/^

The CA'iitcr tor Afro

American StuJio

/////

UCTA Cultural

and Recreational

Affair>

UCLA BOOKS

>Xt''rcin vour corner.

I.
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Americans misperceive Japanese cultuie, panel
By Katie Veltum

Contributor

The political and economic relations

between Japan and the United States need to

be looked at in terms of historical and
cultural differences between the two coun-

tries, panelists said Wednesday in a discus-

sion sponsored by the UCLA
Undergraduate Forum on Japanese Studies.

Americans need to learn more about

Japan and its culture before making
judgments, concluded undergraduate Amy

Spence after attending the United States-

Japan Forum on Economic and Political

Relations.

The debate focused on misperceptions of

the economic relationship between the

United States and Japan and the impact of

recent Japanese elections on their foreign

policy.

Japan has been criticized for high tariffs

which close markets to American products,

said Robert Sharp, vice president of

Manufacturer's Hanover Trust and former
president of the American Chamber of

Commerce in Japan.

But Japan's tariffs are significantly lower

than those in the United States, and it is a

misconception that Japan's markets are

closed. Sharp said.

The United Slates sold more to Japan last

year than all of the European countries

combined. Sharp explained.

It's also a myth that Japanese companies
arc safe from foreign investment or buy-out,

while Japanese investors swallow up many

See JAPAN, page 24 Hans Baerwald

Dr. Kathy Basmalian, D.D.S.
10921 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 6il

WestHTOod Village

208-4799

UCLA NEW PATIElVr SPECIALS

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

V /))

Prophy (Cleaning) & Exam $25 reg $55

'Bitewing (Check-up) X-Rays $5 reg $40

Expires: June 30, 1990

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIK/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36' by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Vo
Canon 1

Q

Laser
WiUi th:t Ad unly on I^Mr Color Exp. S'SI/QO

Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.
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%m - - ^^^/^ Valid Sunday - Thursday

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist betore services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$ 18CUT & BLOW
MUST SHOW UCLA SUDEtlT I.D. ir« r«n* du ,^ i. r^-. «rw. u «,

WITh COUFOn ^^ *^**^ cMilMJi nmvtMt.

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUI.^
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

\

TODAY
Tenant & Welfare Rights in the 90^s

with

Steve A. Cancian
Coordinator of the L.A. Countywide

Affordable Housing Preservation Project
speaking on

THE CRISIS OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING
and

Cheryl Markham
Legal Counselor at Westside Legal Services

speaking on

WELFARE RIGHTS
Issues to be discussed are connections to homelessness, private and public

intervention, federal, state, and county agency involvement, and efforts to overcome
the problems at a local and national level Leaders of the Holiday Venice Tenant
Association and Legal Counselor Rebecca B. Rosenfelt will also be speaking.

:::::;:::::%&

W&AY: Thursday, May 31, 1990
TIME: 6:00-8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Oodd 146
MiliMililitM MiMlMlililillMillliMililllilMil^^

MMlMililililililill

. ^

SPONSOR: MASS MEDIA ANALYSIS AND STUDY SOCIETY
FUNDED BY THE ASUCLA Board of Directors IUSAC Programming Committee

m

GetSMonthsOfNothing
FbRihE PriceOf2.

If you re heading home for the summer with more stuff than
space, save yourself the mental gyrations of moving back and forth

.

Store it. Nothing makes more sense.

ASHLRGARD
STORAGE CENTERS

WESTWOOD. 1606 aiTNER AVENUE. 477 6777
CULVER OTY. 11510W JEFFERSON BOULEVARD. 391 9929

Offerexfxm September :)0. 19(H)

^

\ »

,-, :::::*..

p^^ ^^ those milniQht emergencies
' and not-so-emergencies

For coming through q^
When Bruins felt Blue
For being witty and innovative

with educational programs - so creative!

This p^ge is dedicated to you:

I \ COORDINATORS

lll!lliliii:te:.Jpn Cohen - f'rogram Coordinator

''lllllllB^^^ Domingo - Med Kit Coordinator
""«^^^^^^^ Ehsan - Recruitment Coordinator

ViriiillNoso - Publicity Coordinator

Jarffii laing r Cooperatives Sub-Group Coordinator

Michelle Taksita - Sorority Sub-Group Coordinator (Chi Omega)
Sam Nimmo - Fraternity Sub-Group Coordinator (Sigma Chi)

^^^^^^» D^^ Pekary - Dykstra Aall Sub-Group Coordinator

Lou ie Lovato - Sprotit Hall Sub Group Cooidinator
"

~ ,,, Mike Fleischer - Rieber/Saxoh Sub-Group Coordinator"™ """

Joanie Kesselring - Hedrick/Hitch Sub-Group Coordinator

ADVOCATES

Cooperatives Dykstra Hall

Dinesh Ramde ^ Jennifer Partridge

Michael Tan
Sororities Dean Tomlin
Karyl Andolina - Pi Beta Phi

Debbie Bush - Delta Gamma gproul Hall

AN Harrington - Kappa Kappa Gariifria Goretty Garcia

Shelby Hopkins - Alpha Delta Pi
^•^^^^^^^^^•^•^•^^^^^^^^^-

Kevin Kaiser

Andrea Itskovich - Delta Zeta Tanya Nagai

Laurel Jensen - Alpha Phi

Julie Kim - Alpha Epsilon Phi^ ^^ Rfeber Hall/Saxon Suites

Christy Manker - Gamma Phi Beta Stacey Ford

Carolyn Parry - Kappa Delta Darren Hom
Kristi Schrode - Alpha Chi Omega . Andrew Lim

Rebecca Tabares - Sigma Kappa Diana Macalintal

Fraternities Hedrick Hall/Hitch Suites

Hal Berman - Alpha Tau Omega Colin Chang
Eric Cheng - Sigma Pi Tonya Kwock
Ken Drobish - Delta Sigma Phi Chad Lewis

Steve Monke - Theta Chi Kendra Miller

Thank you to a most committed and dynamic group of advocates who have

touched the lives of thousands of UCLA students this year. We are very proud

of you!
,

Special thanks to Student Health Service preceptors, ;/Loi Thai, Steve Gonzales,

Dean Poulakidas, Lisa Skinner, Parin Jaffaer, and MANY HUGS & KISSES to

SORA PARK - health educator and all-around studette whose hip^deas and

spunky personality has been the SHA inspiration. It's been a very memorable

and special year.

In SHA-Love Always,
Michelle Look and

_^^^v , Helen Sim
SHA Co-Directors 1989-90

Sponsored by USAC, your student gov't/Student Health Service
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UCLA freshman remembered as inspiring'

By Kathy Lo

Ricardo Olivares

Staff Writer

Friends of freshman Ricardo

Olivares say they have lost one of

the most motivated and inspiring

persons they ever knew.

The 18-year-old UCLA student

died Friday at the UCLA Medical

Center of gunshot wounds he

suffered during an unprovoked

attack.

Early May 19, two gunmen
confronted Olivares at a Pacoima
convenience store where he and

four friends had slopped for gas

and snacks.

"For unknown reasons, there

was a confrontation between him

and the two gang members which

resulted in ihcm shooting him,"

said Detective Gary Milligan of

Foothill homicide division in the

Los Angeles Police Department.

Friends at UCLA who attended

San Fernando High School with

Olivares described him as a model

student and caring friend.

"He's a big loss for me. I feel

like I lost a pan of me," said

sophomore Juan Urbina, Olivares'

best friend for the last three years.

Freshman Raul Bocanegra said,

"I'll miss him. I thought of him as a

brother. He was a very beautiful

person."

Friends said Olivares "had the

best of both worids." Olivares,

who planned to become a pediatri-

cian, excelled in his classes, they

said. He was also an outgoing

person and made everyone feel at

ease. "When a person didn't know
anyone, he would try to make them

fit in," Urbina said.

As a Project Motivation mem-

See STUDENT, page 14

I
HLUC
Euimam / -

i u n a c u 9 ''

/"i^«r(-

With or without glasses-

^1 artistry for your eyes only

--.i •DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS|

All Student, raculty. employee
vision-plans WELCOME

%t3T ftV»DIC9

•VA! i"^'^-

V10 ntf ^r% *t^ wwM* or Mtnrv

N

Be a Big

Brother/Sister to

a mentally

Vetarded

teenager! Join

Best Buddies,

come to the

1st Annual

BEST BUDDIES
DANCE
Saturday, June 2

Tmrn 1:00 - 4 : 00 p rn
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ASUCLA RECYCLING PROGRAM

UCLA Campus - Ackerman A level Patio

\\ Wevourr
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
" (213) 208-4748-^

RSVP Appreciated
824-9817

CASUAL DRESS

FOOD * MUSIC * FOOD * MUSIC

UCLA
V >!^

OIVHVI SESSION
Some UCLA Summer

''

'
' '

Sessions courses are now
closed...others are closing

daily. Register now!

j^

Use your Visa or Mastercard

100 DODD HALL (213) 825-8355

Where Vlte've Been, Where Wti're Going

The vanguard ASUCLA Recycling

Program was researched for more

than a year, then initiated and

funded by the 1988-89 ASUCLA
Board of Directors. It was put into

practice by this year's 1989-90

Board and it officially began Sep-

tenriber 27, 1989, when 4 employees

set out to collect newsprint, white

paper, computer paper and alumi-

nunacans in 60 brand-new bins.

Since then our staff has more than

doubled. Our student employees

put in nearly 100 hours every week

to maintain some 400 bins through-

out ASUCLA facilities. To date we've

collected thousands of pounds of

paper — and saved more than one

thousand trees.

Wr arR prniid that the ASUCLA

tions who are developing recycling

programs of their own.

The ASUCLA Board of Directors has

affirmed our commitment to an on-

going recycling program by approv-

ing a budget allocation of $103,040

for 1990-91. This covers a full 12-

month operation and includes

wages for a full-time recycling

coordinator and 1 1 part-time student

assistants; additional collection bins

and carts; a pick-up truck retrofitted

for propane; and educational/

promotional materials. In the coming

year, we will amplify .our recycling

program to collect and use more

kinds of recyclables We are

planning:

• A test program for recycling

polystyrene at ASUCLA Food

• Recycling PET plastic water

and pop bottles:

• A reusable shopping bag for

ttie Students' Store:

• f\/lore frequent drive up/drop

off collections:

• Continuing to seek out

products to use and sell

that are manufactured

from recycled materi-

als, are reusable or

are more environ-

mentally safe.

But ultimately, our success

cannot be judged by the

amount of newsprint we
collect or the aluminum we
recycle. To claim success,

we must help transform our

throwaway society into a

Recycling Program is considered

successful enough that it has

become a blueprint for other institu-

bervice;

Recycling colored paper:

communiiy ihai choubeb lu

conserve. Every individual

can make a difference

RECYCLING
fnini ihi' (V(>i>iani'\ fwiiinninii

lust Oitohci ihrotdi'h April 2.f

6,200

lbs.

Computer

Paper

25,856

lbs.

White

Paper

NewS'
1Q1,261lbS. Paper

UPDATE

In the firs!

sexeii iiKMiths

\M'*\t' SilM'd

IJ 33 trees —
and 2(M) cubic

\ards of

Collecting

Recyclables
• • • • •••••••••••••••

4/,,-

686

lbs.
Aluminum

Recycled Products

ASUCLA can accept your re-

cyclables from home at special one-

day collections for newsprint and

aluminum. In our first two drives we
collected a total 5.25 tons of news-

prin t and >40 pounds of a lum inum

We collect recyclables m about 400

for newsprint, white paper, com-

puter paper or aluminum Our staff

of 9 student employees uses route

sheets to monitor the bins daily

When they're full. 2 or 3 times a
'

week, the bins are emptied into des-

ignated 750-pound capacity

dumpsters

Using products made of recycled

materials conserves our resources,

and the more we use them, the more

they will be produced. To help
'

create a market demand for re-

cycled products, ASUCLA now uses

recycled paper for:

• Coin-op photocopiers

• Office photocopiers

• Napkins
• Toilet paper

A choice of recycled paper for

printing jobs is offered at Graphic

Services. The paper hand towels we

use will soon be made of recycled

paper products. And we expect our

list to continue to grow

The next one-day collection

is Sunday, June 3, from 11am
to 4pm, at the Ackerman
Union loading dock.

Where You'll

HndUs
• • • • • • • • • ••••••

"Reujse

Refiiiahle Mugs
We introduced refillable 20-oz thermal

mugs in late January as an alternative

to throwaway cups. By the end of April

we had nearly sold out of the first

10.000 mugs and ordered another

5,000 These mugs reduce the use of

paper and polystyrene foam cups —
and give you a 20% discount on hot or

cold dispensed beverages at any

ASUCLA Food Service location Our

refillable mug program has already

saved nearly seven trees.

4,520 mugs sold

4,719 mugs with
Bruin Gold Card

f9,239 Total
through April 30 11

26,747
Cold Refills |h
13,328

Hot Refills

Recycling bins for newsprint, white

paper, computer paper and alumi-

num cans are provided and main-

tained by ASUCLA only in its own

facilities. This includes

• Ackerman Union

• Kerckhoff Hall

• North Campus
Student Center

• Lu Valle Commons
• Health Sciences Store

• Bombshelter Deli

We've contracted with Ecolo-Haul, a
''

Santa Monica recycling firm, to pick

up these dumpsters approximately

every two weeks Ecolo-Haul

charges ASUCLA per pick-up. and

pays ASUCLA per ton for the paper

and aluminum they pick up In

March, for the first time, the revenue

we received from our recyclables

exceeded the cost of hauling them

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to explore new and creative methods of controlling

th(^ waste"^Tream by:

• Reducing the amount of waste we generate

• Recycling the waste we do produce

• Choosing products that can be reused

• Choosing products made of recycled materials

• Educating the UCLA community to choose to conserve

JOIN ASUCLA IN OUR EFFORTS TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT. CHOOSE TO CONSERVE
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ASUCLA, the Associated Students UCLA, salutes the

nine students and five faculty members selected by

the UCLA Alumni Association to receive 1990

Awards for Excellence. We take special pride in the

fact that the Outstanding Seniors include a member

ofour own ASUCLA Board ofDirectors.

The faculty members are honored for

distinguished teaching, while the students are

konoredjfor their academic excellence, creativityp

research contributions, and service.

We hope you will take a few minutes to read

"about all of these extraordinary individuals. You can

be proud to be a part of the academic community

that is UCLA — a community that fosters excellence

in so many diverse areas, as

exemplified by these outstanding

UCLAIumni
r^iToTT v' I

men and women.

We salute as well our colleagues of the UCLA

Alumni Association, who introduced the

Distinguished Teaching Award in 1961; the

Outstanding Senior Award in 1966; and the

Outstanding Graduate Student Award in 1983. The

impact of these awards extends far beyond the

honorees. Their very existence challenges us all to

strive for excellence, and tangibly demonstrates the

high value the UCLA community places on
m

I

academics, creativity, involvement and service.

Outstanding Senior

Thomas Alloggiamento

Thomas Alloggiamento has

shown remarkable gifts in

both the studies of literature

and the sciences. A premed

student majoring in English,

he served as co-editor of The

UCLA Poet-Physician Anthol-

ogy, where his outstanding

work earned him a prestig-

ious Division of Honors

Summer Research Stipend.

A recipient of the

President's Undergraduate

Fellowship, a Regents

Scholar, and an Alumni Asso-

c iat ion UndergradiTZrtg-

Outstanding Senior

Florencia Aranovich

Florencia Aranovich is a

leader who knows how to

put her ideals into practice.

As student government's

Academic Affairs Commis-

sioner, she organized the

UCLA Conference on

Undergraduate Student

Retention, which produced a

strategy handbook used by

administrators and faculty as

well as students.

For her interdisciplinary

major in Women's Studies,

Aranovich designed an

\rr\ri of

/
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Distinguished Scholar, Allog-

giamento still found time to

volunteer at the UCLA

Medical Center and co-direct

the Speakers Program of the

Campus Events Commission.

imprgssive:

projects, including extensive

research on battered women
of color in Los Angeles. She

also founded the Women's

Coalition, served on the

ASUCLA Board of Directors,

and represented students on

the Academic Senate

Committee on Educational

Policy.

Outstanding Senior

Dino Barajas

Dino Barajas combines

academic achievement with

strong interpersonal skills and

a commitment to others. He

is active with the UCLA

Academic Advancement

Program, a tutorial service for

disadvantaged students. As a

member of the Hispanic

student organization MEChA,

he organized formal efforts

to keep young people from

dropping out of college. He

has also volunteered with the

Central American Refugee

Sanctuary Orqanizatinn and -

Outstanding Senior

Neil Paige

Neil Paige is a student who
enjoys planning and imple-

menting major programs. He

directed all aspects of the

successful 1 989 Homecom-

ing Parade and organized the

1988-89 UCLA Blood Drive,

largest in Los Angeles

County.

A premed student major-

ing in English, he combined

his interests in literature and

medicine by initiating The

UCLA Poet-Physician Anthol-

ogy. He received the UCLA

Chancal lor't Underg raduate .

Outstanding Senior

Mary Margaret Smith

Mary Margaret Smith has

played an unusual dual role

in UCLA's Women's Studies

Program..She is not only one

of the top students in the

program, but a mainstay in

administrative support. Ms.

Smith has served as program

administrator since 1986,

after working full-time in the

office sincel980. Her

contribution to the Women's

Studies Program includes

organizing the successful

public lecture series.

A "nonTtrariitinnar'

Outstanding
Graduate Student
Kimberly Barlow

For most students, UCLA's

demanding School of Law

curriculum, family responsi-

bilities, and a daily commute

to Orange County would be

more than enough of a

challenge. But Kimberly

Barlow met these demands

and went beyond them.

Barlow is one of only 1 3

students campuswide chosen

for the Interdisciplinary Child

Abuse and Neglect Training

Program. She also served on

thP uri A Mpriiral renter

Outstanding
Graduate Student
Martin Donohoe

As a medical student, Martin

Donohoe achieved a nearly

perfect academic record.

Both the depth and breadth

of his knowledge and

interests are impressive. He

reads voraciously, and is as

conversant with Victorian

novels and Shakespeare as he

is with linear algebra,

statistics, and calculus.

An accomplished writer,

Donohoe won the O'Malley

Prize for the best essay on

medical history written by a

the Special Olympics.

An Alumni Association

Distinguished Scholar,

Barajas maintains superior

grades in the demanding

Communication Studies

major. ———

^

Research Fellowship to

pursue his role as co-editor of

the anthology.

Paige has worked as a

volunteer in the UCLA

Hospital emergency room

and as a counselor at UCLA —

UniCamp.
*

student. Smith's involvement

in campus life does not end

with the Women's Studies

Program. She has coordi-

nated Women's Week

activities every year since

-1 980, and served on the

Advisory Committee for the

Rape Education and Preven-

tion Project.

Suspected Child Abuse and

Neglect (SCAN) Team and

Policy Board. She investi-

gated the legal rights and

obligations of the UCLA

Hospital in cases of drug-

related fetal death, helping

to establish a protocol in

such cases.

UCLA medical student. He

has given freely of his time to

the American Cancer Society,

developing and making

presentations about cancer-

related diseases, their preven-

tion and treatment

Outstanding
Graduate Student
Sanjiv Gambhir •

As a graduate student in

Biomathematics, Sanjiv

Gambhir has already made

significant contributions to

the field of nuclear medicine.

He devised improved

imaging techniques to

identify diseased tissue in the

heart and other organs. He

developed simple mathe-

matical models for the

measurement of biochemical

processes, using radioactively

labeled tracers and positron

emission tomography.

Gambhir also participates

actively in a national medical

coalition group to help

improve the quality of health

care in his native India.

Enrolled in the UCLA M.D./

Ph.D. program, Gambhir

expects to receive his

medical degree in about two

years.

Outstanding
Graduate Student
Bennett McClellan

Bennett McClellan has had a

real impact on the School of

Theater, Film and Television.

When he realized that there

was no curriculum opportu-

nity for future producers to

collaborate with production

and writing students, he

decided to create one. He

put together an original

series, "Good News, Bad

News," producing, casting,

and directing several

episodes of the situation

comedy. More than 100

graduate and undergraduate

students took advantage of

this opportunity to partici-

pate in an actual production.

Mr. McClellan has also

donated time and expertise

to the UCLA soap opera

"University," to Bruin Youth

Theater, and to the Los

Angeles Children's Museum.

Distinguished

Teaching Award
Peter Narins

Although they may not

appreciate it in the middle of

the night, when they're

crawling through muddy rain

forests trying to tape record

treefrog calls, Field Biology

students owe the experience

to Peter Narins. An Associate

Professor of Biology, Narins

established the Field Biology

Quarter to provide hands-on

experience for his students,

and he's alongside them to

share the frustrations as well

as the successes.

Narins also helped to plan

and carry out UCLA's

Summer Sciences Institute for

high school teachers. Not

only did he show teachers

better ways to prepare

students for college, but he

also fostered much-needed

dialog between high school

and college educators.

Distinguished

Teaching Award
Gary Nash

Gary Nash is a Professor of

History with a commitment

to promoting excellence in

teaching. He recently

assumed the associate

directorship of the new

National Endowment for the

Humanities-UCLA Center for

History in the Schools,

helping to redesign the

state's history curriculum.

Nash played a key role in

revitalizing UCLA's Profes-

sional Schools Seminar

Program, recruiting profes-

sional school faculty to teach

lower-division seminars. In

the late 60's and early 70's,

Nash was instrumental in

expanding U.S. history

course listings to include

African-American history.

Women's history and

American Indian history.

Distinguished

Teaching Award
John Wiley

Law Professor John Wiley

began his UCLA teaching

career in 1983, after com-

pleting two prestigious

clerkships including one with

the U.S. Supreme Court. He

is especially noted for using~

economic theory to illumi-

nate and critique difficult

areas of the law.

Even a casual visit to

Wiley's classroom reveals his

unique approach: none of his

students are taking notes!

Wiley prepares a detailed

outline in advance of each

lecture. He then supplements

his notes with student

insights, comments and

suggestions, and distributes

them. As a result, students

actively participate in class

discussions, instead of madly

scribbling with eyes on their

notebooks.

Distinguished

Teaching Award
Merlin Wittrock

Merlin Wittrock is honored

for Distinction in Graduate

Teaching. He is known both

for his classroom techniques

and for the wide variety of

teaching materials he has

developed for students at the

elementary, secondary, and

college levels.

As a Professor of Educa-

tion, he helped formulate

and then chaired the

Learning and Instruction

Master's and Doctoral

Degree Program. He has

been elected and re-elected

by his colleagues to serve as

head of the Division of

Educational Psychology.

Wittrock is perhaps best

known for developing

effective procedures for the

teaching of reading to

children, learning-disabled

adults, and minority groups.

Distinguished

Teaching Award
Ruth Yeazell

Ruth Yeazell is the recipient

of the Harvey L. Eby Award

for the Art of Teaching. A

Professor of English, she is

known for a rare blend of

rigor and humor, throrough-

ness and liveliness, prepared-

ness and spontaneity. A

science professor who
audited her graduate course

on the English novel con-

cluded that she has "the

three essentials of a great

teacher: knowledge of her

subject, skill and articulat-

eness in presenting it, and

concern for her students."

Yeazell's seminars have

won special praise. As one

student said, "Dr. Yeazell is

the most well-informed,

prepared, thought-provoking

professor that I have encounr

tered here."
*
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A PRAYER FOR EXAMS?
by Rev. Robert M. Gary, CSP
In a popular, comment on the U.S. Supreme Court's ban on
prayer in public schools, there is a bumper sticker traveling

around that reads: "As" long as students have exams, there will

be prayer in school." Most students would agree with that

observation and probably utter a prayer or two around exam
time. It is good that students pray for their real needs and
recognize the presence of God in their lives. Almost all religons
have a tradition of prayer, often urging the discipline of constant
prayer. In the Christian tradition, Luke (Chapter 18, v. 1-7) tells

the story of the persistent widow pleading for justice from the
hardened judge until he finally gives into her demands. It is a
parable of our need to pray always.

But there is the question, -especially as students up the level of
prayer during exam time, what is tne purpose of prayer? Can
prayer really influence, even manipulate God? If (jocTs will

knows what is best for us and is all-powerful, why bother trying

to change it by prayer? Can prayer be a substitute to effect

certain results when we have not expended human effort for the
same? These theories of prayer tend to posit either an overly
indulgent parent image of God or a distant, unconcerned God
who IS little influenced by our petty needs.

Neither image of God is very healthy or true to the best
understandings of God held by most religious traditions. Rather,
our hearts and minds reach out to a God who is all-knowing
and all-loving. We believe in a God who knows what we need
(which is not necessarily what we want) and desires to give us
good things, both of a spiritual and physical nature. We don't
always fully recognize this fact about God and we are not
always ready to admit and accept what is good for us. That is

where prayer enters the picture. Prayer opens us to acceptance
of God's will for us. The purpose of prayer is not to change
God. The purpose of prayer is to change us.

How does prayer change us? In prayer we stop and count the
blessings God has given us. We thank God for our physical and
intetlectual abilities, our education and career opportunities, our
family, friends, and society. We start to realize that if God has
given us these good things in the past, we have every reason
to believe God will give us what we need in the future. If God
has gotten us this far, God will see us through exam period. At
the same time, prayer should help us recognize and accept our
limitations, to not have unrealistic expectations. God doesn't
expect miracles of us, only that we do our best with what we
have been given. We pray for what we need so we can do our
best in exams. Perhaps patience with ourselves and others, or
courage to overcome fears and stress associated with exams, or
physical strength and perseverance to put in the hard study time
needed. Sometimes prayer challenges us to face ourselves and
make changes in our lifestyle, adopting a better balance of
study, prayer, social life, and relaxation, or discipline of
ourselves to forego cer*^\n pleasures in order to achieve greater goals.

It is obvious these changes do not take place overnight. Prayer
doesn't work that way. Prayer is not magic. Change takes time,
change takes constant effort, thus the need for constant
orayer.

Prayer should begin In Week 1 of the quarter along side of

academic work. But even in 10th and 11th week we can pray.
Pray for calm amidst fears, pray for balance to endure stress,
pray for insight to pull together the academic work of the past
quarter, pray for courage to be your honest, best self. By the
way, it is also okay to say a prayer for your sister and brother
students.

Fr. Gary Is Associate Director of the University Catholic Center,
840 Hilgard Ave. 208-5015.

Member of the University Religious Conference
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Alec Wynne worked for definition,

funding of student interest groups
By Greg Hayes

Dean Poulakidas

By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

nodcratcd what many considered ft'usicat=

ing meetings over the student group sponsorship

issue, saw out a relatively uneventful undergradu-

ate election in recent years and maintained an

office where students could "hang out."

"It's been a pretty good year, especially given

the issues that needed to be resolved and where
we're at in thfc evolution of student government"
said undergraduate President John Sarvey, who
has received approval from fellow student leaders

and administrators.

Sarvey said he is proud of the priority he gave
external, universitywide student affairs. He
appointed Lloyd Monserratt to the UC Student
Association, and student leaders agree that

Monserratt has lobbied effectively and extensive-

ly for student issues all year.

Sarvey also expressed satisfaction with the

student group-sponsorship resolution, which the

council approved two week ago, and with the

three referenda— including removing voles from
non-student council members and restructuring

the vice presidential office beginning in fall 1991
— that the student body approved last month.

Those visiting the undergraduate president's

office often sec students relaxing, socializing,

discussing academic and political issues. Sarvey
admits he successfully turned his office into an
open, friendly and welcoming "hang-out," but it

"probably needs to be cut back a little bit for the

sake of productivity."

Fellow student officers praise Sarvey's willing-

ness to help others. "What a great guy!" Financial

Supports Commissioner Sam Kaufman said, as

Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie Arano-
vich proclaimed, "He proved that a nice guy could
be president."

Incoming President Dean Poulakidas said

Sarvey is helping to make the presidential

transition smooth. They are working together to

ensure a "quality and thorough transition," Sarvey
said. "We're talking a lot, sharing information

about my mistakes and successes."

"John has been such an asset in telling me about
problems he had so I won't have them,"
Poulakidas said, adding Sarvey has been giving

him lips on what should be done to realize goals.

One thing Sarvey had hoped to do was to have
his staff keep in touch with students. "Not enough
students know about student government. We
could be doing great things for students without
them knowing about it."

But he has contributed to a more "student"
government as he employed a student secretarial

staff. Until last year, one full-time secretary

handled the administrative tasks of the undergra-

duate president's office, but Sarvey decided to

make a change for "symbolic" reasons.

"When someone comes to a student govern-
ment office, they should sec students," he said.

Another benefit is that employing several students

rather than one full time staff saved the president's

office $17,00() this year.

Although calls to several administrators on
Wednesday were not returned. Assistant Vice
Chancellor Tom Lifka in January described
Sarvey as the president who has received the most
respect from UCLA administrators.

Poulakidas predicts

unified student body

By Greg Hayes

Staff Writer

-Uw3cigiaduale-J Dean Poulaki^

Staff Writer

Perseverance is what undergra-

duate Second Vice President Alec

Wynne said was his primary

accomplishment in his year in

office.

As second vice president, he

dealt with a range of issues that

affect the sponsored student

groups and their relationship with

the council.

"He addressed the needs of all of

the groups, unlike some recent

second vice presidents who stood

in the way of the groups they were

supposed to represent," said

Financial Supports Commissioner
Sam Kaufman.

Wynne's platform concentrated

mainly on the definition of student

interest groups and how to allocate

funding to them.

Wynne struggled all year until

the third to last council meeting to

present finally a charter which the

council passed.

"I have accomplished some-

thing that hasn't been done in the

Alec Wynne

represented," or the highest status.

This produced meetings late in

winter quarter where over 60
people from all the different

groups crowded into council

chambers to vent their dissatisfac-

tion with the proposal.

The whole process broke down
at the final meeting of winter

quarter, with everyone walking

away from the unresolved issue.

'After the problems during

created the charter after consider-

ing air the conflicting opinions that

surrounded the issue.

"The most important aspect of

this charter is that it establishes a

base for sponsorship. Up until

now, there has been no documen-
tation for undergraduate govern-

ment to base sponsorship on,"

Wynne said.

While he was harshly criticized

by many group leaders for being

unreceptive to the group's needs,

Wynne said he could not have

come up with the final document
without the input of student lead-

ers.

Wynne said that his other

platform issues suffered from the

amount of effort he was forced to

put into the group charter.

Iso on his agenda were a

multicultural committee and
retention programs.

The multicultural committee,

which started in winter quarter,

was not as successful as he hoped,

but he said he is satisfied that it just

got started.

Wynne's Chief of Staff David

das predicts that his administration will salvage

the quality of education and life for undergradu-

ates at UCLA.
He intends to use his seat and appointments to

the ASUCLA Board of Directors (BOD) to unify

students on issues facing them. He also will try to

unify graduate and undergraduate votes on BOD.
"We need to present a unified student front on

BOD. Then people will understand that students

control ASUCLA," Poulakidas said.

He sees BOD as a group which has the political

clout and financial resources to advocate student

needs effectively.

To create this unity he is currently trying to

implement a student leadership course for all

council members and appointments. He hopes to

get a two-unit class for each student implemented.

He said this class will also help to keep the

students accountable because weekly reports on

the various committees would be required for the

class. This accountability will help unify and

su^engthen student government on campus, he

said.

The theme of unity will be very important next

year, Poulakidas said. Since the president can do
so much without first consulting anyone, Poulaki-

das wants to actively pursue open communication

between council members and the groups they

serve.

*The groups are who we are here to serve,"

Poulakidas said. He said decisions would not be
made without consulting groups beforehand when
it is relevant.

Poulakidas sees next year's council as having

great potential to be unified on these very issues

affecting the sponsored organ iz^ations. '^The first

few weeks of summer will make or break this new
council. It is so important to get off to a good
start."

Besides the group issues, he expects that the

crisis in the College of Letters & Science will be

an important issue that the council will continue to

address. He does not want to see any majors or

classes cut, he said.

Poulakidas also expects that funding from the

service referendum, which passed this year, will

benefit the community service, cultural affairs and
student welfare commissions. "Hopefully this

additional money will help to make our program-
ming more effective and outreach to more of the

campus."

Student Council Installment

• Thursday, May 31 __^

•7 p.m.

• Kerckhoff Alumni Lounge

Reception will feature symbolic passing

of tlie torch from the outgoing to the

incoming council. Old council members
will offer advice and a their perspective

on the upcoming year.

iO years of the se^brtd viC6 winter qttancr, 1 think that Hit? Pull Ucseivfd cri;dii, he ^aid> for

president's office," Wynne said.

He organized several retreats

for all groups involved to give their

input into the creation of a defini-

tion. The first definitions which

Wynne proposed categorized the

groups into different levels of

sponsorship.

This method created tension

between the groups, who all

argued that they deserved "under-

groups lost hope that the issue

would ever be resolved," Wynne
said.

Very few representatives from
the groups showed up at the

meeting at which a Charter was
finally approved.

The charter was more of an

independent project on Wynne's
part. He did not hold any more
meetings between groups but

organizing and chairing most of

the meetings.

His seat on the Campus Reten-

tion Committee allowed him to

work to ensure that retention

programs such as MEChA Chica-

no and Latino Academic Support

System received funding. The
programs were designed by the

groups, but he wanted to help them

as much as possible, he said.

Dennis Arguelles Scott Perry Brenton Wynn

General representatives defend actions,

say tiiey've raised student awareness
By Stella Ngal

¥

Contributor

The three outgoing undergradu-

ate general representatives said

they have raised student awareness

on UCLA issues, but some student

government leaders think they

didn't use their offices' capabili-

ties to the full potential.

"Our office has worked on more
long-term projects like attrition

and minority issues, so you're not

going to see quick results,"

explained General Representative

Scott Perry.

Representative Dennis Arguel-

les said he thinks the three officers

were representative of the student

population, and, in that manner,

they were able to serve the students

more effectively. -

—

—
UC Student Association Vice-

President Lloyd Monserratt called

this year's general representatives

"more positive compared to last

year's."

But undergraduate PresidentT

elect Dean Poulakidas said his

expectations of the general rep-

resentative office were high, par-

tially because he had seen the

effective work of his sister Jennif-

er Poulakidas during her term last

year.

"An indication of the quality of

an office is how many people ask,

•Well, what do they do?' There

were a ton of those questions

(about the general representative

office) this year," Poulakidas

noted.

"As individuals, I liked working

with them, but expectations fell

short," Poulikidas said.

For the most part. Perry,

Arguelles and Brenton Wynn have

worked individually this year,

Wynn said.

Arguelles believes that he has

raised students' political con-

sciousness this year. "He helped to

make the APSU (Asian Pacific

Islander Student Union) confer-

ence a success," said outgoing

Community Service Commission-

er Jeannie Kim.
Arguelles said he helped with

the organiziition and funding of the

statewide conference, which look

place at UCLA last quarter, and

allowed APSU workers to use his

office space for their work.

He said he is happy to have

"helped inspire a whole new
generation of Asian-American
activists."

Perry said interaction with stu-

dents should be a high priority, and

described his presence at the

general representative table on

Bruin Walk as his "most important

activity." ^

At the table. Perry was able to

answer student questions and learn

student opinions through surveys,

as in the case of the survey to

determine student support of the

smoking ban that Perry's staff

conducted.

Perry also served as chairman of

the Student Fee Advisory Com-
mittee, which makes recommen-
dations in the spring to the

chancellor as to how student fees

should be allotted to different

organizations on campus. UCSA
Vice President Lloyd Monserratt

rememt)ers that Perry was con-

cerned with the steep increases in

non-resident tuition fees.

But "I found out that it's a dead

issue, their fees are going to be

high because they don't vote in

See REPS, page 14
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A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
At^TIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY
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USAC demands return of remains
Issue broached in Academic Senate

Campus Community subcommittee

By Greg Hayes

•'i' ^.

ALVVA\S

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPC)INTMENTS«208-4447«NC) CilMMK KS

SrVLISTS HAVE OMR < YEARS EXPERIENCE

Staff Writer

Demanding that the university

return American Indian remains to

their tribes, the undergraduate

government unanimously passed a

resolution Tuesday night at their

final meeting of the year.

The resolution, which was
brought to the council by the

Committee for the Repatriation of

Native American Remains,
demands reparations be paid tow-

ards the victims of the archaeolo-

gist's "grave robbing
misadventure."

It asserts that the archaeological

digging of American Indian

remains violates the American
Indian Religious Freedom Act. It

also cites the fact that other

universities have begun repara-

tions towards American Indians.

The issue of the remains was
brought up in an Academic Senate

subcommittee meeting by under-

graduate Financial Supports Com-
missioner Sam Kaufman on
Wednesday.
The subcommittee on Campus

Community heard the concerns

that Kaufman brought to them with

interest. "It is encouraging to see

that they were interested in the

issue," Kaufman said. '

In the committee he also heard

the concerns of faculty who are

inicreslcd in keeping the remains

for research.

He called the issue a "sour" one
because both sides seem adamant
about their positions and united in

their causes. He noted that the

issue may be soon resolved
through the federal and stale court

systems with cases coming up
early this summer.

Although the hearings are sche-

duled for early summer, he added
that they could easily get dragged

out because the issue is so compli-

cated.

Student government must pre-

sent student needs and concerns to

the faculty and administration,

Kaufman said.

At this time, he said that they are

searching for the proper channels

to come to some conclusion. He
hopes that the Academic Senate
will present a position on the issue

soon.

hlAlK COLOK SI 5 lOIL WEAVING C OMI'LblE S4.)

HIC.HLIltS S2") [Yf LASH TINT SIO

FKENCH PERM SI > JS COLOK COKKLC HON Si .3

/OTOS PfKM sr»-4> SHAMPOO SET S()

SUPfcK PFkM %bh MANICUKE Sf>

SPECIAL FREE- haircut stylo w/S.iS perm (SIJ vnluc Ucc)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/S4j perm (SI 7 value Iree)

1078 (:AYLEY»WESTW(X)1) VILLAC:E«NEXT TO liAXTEK'S

H
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looking for ^
Study Space?

Are the Libraries Full?

1 here ARE Alternatives.
Every student neccis a cjuict, comfortable space to study fo

finals. And every student's first thought is, "I'll study in the
librarv." But at this time of year, the libraries are filled to
overflowing.

So what can you do when the libraries are full?
Use the alternative study space provided by ASIJCLA

in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union.

During finals Kerckhoff and Ackerman are open until 1

a.m. Tables in the Ackerman Clrand Ballroom supplement the
permanent study lounges on 2nd and 3rd fl(X)r Ackerman and
kerckhoff. In the evenmgs, unused meeting rooms in Ackerman
Union are kept open as well.

B<?sides companionship and a comfortable place to study,
ASUCLA provides free coffee after 9 p.m., dose to all these
alternative locations. (Get free house coffee in the Kerckhoff
Coffee nouse> The Cooperage and North Campus.) Free coffee's
something you won't find m the libraries- another good reason
to avoid the library crowds.

We encourage you to consider altWnative study IcKations
whenever possible, if you don't need access to library books
and pericxaicals.

And good luck on finals!

A-^222££iii^£--MgssaggJVom^he University Library and ASUQ.A H

Doctors partially remove baby from womb
in ambitious but controversial new suigery
By Daniel Haney
Associated Press

BOSTON — In a dramatic but

controversial attack on a lethal

birth defex't, doctors ^aid

The surgery was pioneered at

the University of California, San
Francisco, to correct fetal dia-

phragmatic hernia, a severe birth

defect that cx:curs in about one of

partially removed a fetus, rear-

ranged lis internal organs and
returned it to the womb to develop

into a normal, healthy baby.

Expxjrts agreed that the opera-

tion is the most ambitious and
invasive example yet in the new
field of fetal surgery. However,
some also questioned whether it is

worth the risk to the mother and the

fetus.

they f.vp.ry ?.,00fl babies. The surMcry developed the, suraery. "It seemed

"This problem is immensely
frustrating for pediatric surgeons,

because the babies are otherwise

perfectly nice, but they die," said

Dr. Michael R. Harrison, who
-tha

was reported in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine.

During development, a hole in

the fetus's diaphragm fails to grow
shut, and the stomach, intestines

and other organs squeeze into the

chest cavity. As a result, the lungs

fail to develop, and the baby is

bom unable to breath.

About three-quarters of all

babies with this defect die.

as though this was one of those

situations in medicine where fix-

ing it earlier would be the only way
to have an impact."

Harrison has performed the

experimental surgery eight limes.

The first six fetuses died, but the

last two survived and grew to

become healthy children, one boy
and one girl. The journal report is

on the first success.

STUDENT
From page 8

ber, Olivares worked with other

I

UCLA students encouraging Lati-

I

no high school students to graduate

I

and pursue a college education,

I

Urbina said.

I "Ricky was a pxjrson who
,
realized early on that he wanted to

j

help people. His goal was to

become a pediatrician so that he

(could) help kids," Bocanegra
said.

Olivares had also planned to

establish a scholarship fund for

underprivileged children once he

succeeded as a (debtor, Urbina said.

Placing importance on educa-
tion, Olivares devoted his time to

studying and supporting his

ucia studentSi faculty

and staff ^
saw il09^998 movies

last montht
Catch TiHlS viewing audience. •*

ADVERTISE
in the

'UCIA Daily Bruin '

friends. "He was really dedicated.

He really tried to encourage his

friends to stay in school," said

junior Sally Paniagua.

"He had a way of motivating me
without me knowing it," Bocaneg-
ra said.

In high schcx)l, Olivares was
student bcxly vice president during

his senior year. He was named
Most Valuable Person in a trigo-

nometry contest which he won
single-handedly. For his academic
achievements, the lcx:al Lion's

Club chose him Student of the

Month.

Suspected gunmen Albert
Muro, 24, and Alfred Rivera, 23,

from San Fernando, are charged

with murder. Initially, both sus-

pects were charged with attempted

murder,^,until Olivares' death.

*The hospital had not yet taken

Ricky off the life support. Once
that was done and he was declared

dead, the charges were upgraded
Tuesday," Milligan said.

Police arrested Muro of Mission
Hills May 21 through an infor-

mant. Rivera from San Fernando
was arrested May 24 after he was
discharged by Holy Cross Hospital

for a gunshot wound.
Police believe that the suspects

are in the same gang and that both

fired on Olivares.
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California," Perry said.

In addition. Perry intrcxiuced

legislation to the council to obtain

compensation for Dykslra Hall

residents because of their prob-

lems with the ongoing seismic

construction. But he later with-

drew his proposal, because "I

knew that it lacked all of their (the

residents) concerns."

Arguelles initiated a campus
tours program winter quarter, in

which the general representatives

attended student interest group
meetings. The general representa-

tives attended about five of these

meetings this year. Perry said.

—Wynn believes these tours were
beneficial because the representa-

tives learn much more about each
groups's goals. "Going to the

meetings brings you closer to the

groups and to what they want to

accomplish," Wynn said.

One of Wynn's campaign
promises was to hold educational

programs on career options, and

Wynn did organize a forum on
community service oriented
careers this quarter.

Currently, Wynn is involved

with the protests against the

alleged UCLA police brutality,

which some students believe is

racially motivated. He believes

that his position in student govern-

ment has benefited the student

victims of alleged harassment

because of his greater access to the

UCLA administration.

Monserratt said Wynn has been

"a good representative of Afri-

can-American issues," but Wynn
docs not believe that police brutal-

ity is a one-race issue.

"I've talked to whiles who've
had problems with the police tcx),"

Wynn said.

During winter quarter, Arguel-
les also worked on a plan U)

restructure undergraduate govern-
ment into two separate bodies — a

senate that would possess legisla-

tive power and an executive bcxly

which would hold administrative

power.

He eventually abandoned the

legislation after realizing that "it

was not a major issue with stu-

dents." Arguelles, however, still

believes that the current govern-
mental structure needs to be
changed.

"The government system now
lacks checks and balances . . . and
so it does not have a true represen-

tation of all students," Arguelles

said. Currently, 1 3 student officers

perform both legislative and
executive tasks.

Despite allegations from other
student leaders as to ihe ineffec-
tiveness of the general repJtesenta-

tives, all of the general
representatives are content with
their achievements this year.

"You had to have realistic goals
about what you could get done in

one yc^r," Arguelles said.

v.
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ASUCLA approves price increase

Food prices to go up average

of 4.4 percent next fiscal year

By Sarah Suk

i

Politics Editor

At its last meeting of the year,

the ASUCLA Board of Directors

approved a fcxxl service price

increase, which will average 4.4

percent for the 1990-91 fiscal year.

The board accepted the recom-

mendations of the ASUCLA staff,

who included consideration of a

projected 3 percent increase in the

raw cost of food, a 4 percent wage
increase in January 1991 and a 7.5

percent average increase for all

management employees.

After a fcxxl price hearing held

April 11 when some students

complained about proposed
increases, the board's food service

committee recommended that the

ASUCLA staff consider reducing

some of the proposed price adjust-

ments presented at the hearing.

The committee also discussed

the impact of the wage and benefit

cost assumptions on prices. The
4.4 percent overall increase may
go down to as low as 4.0 percent if

ASUCLA does not have to

increase its employees' salaries.

Under an agreement between

UCLA and ASUCLA, pay
increases for employees of the two

institutions must happen at the

same time at equitable rates. The
uhiversity's budget has not yet

been finalized, so it is still unclear

if UCLA employees will be given

raises.

In other business, the board:

Accepted a student petition

citing 20 companies, who do
business with apartheid South

Africa and whose products ASUC-
LA sells, and acknowledged the

beginning of a formal prcxess

investigating the petition which

alleges that those companies are in

violation of ASUCLA 's Ethical

and Scx:ial Responsibility Policy.

Approved using $9,861 from

net revenues to announce the

discontinuance of tobacco sales

and the ban on smoking in ASUC-
LA facilities and for the asscx:iated

inventory expenses.

Approved the continuance of

the ad hex: committee created this

year for students to be able to

review pericxlically the board's

long-term financial commitment
decision-making prcx:ess.

Approved the graduate gov-

ernment's 1990-91 budget of

about $99,000.

Reviewed and approved the

summer budget for the ASUCLA
Communications Board, Bruin-

Life, KLA radio station and the

Summer Bruin.

'UC Photography' exhibit opens today
By Kamna Dhoka
Contributor

Out of 300 entries systemwide,

29 photographs are being featured

in thft "All Iir Photography^
exhibition at UC San Diego's

Grove Gallery beginning today.

Six UCLA entries, including

"Sanctuario de Chimayo Church,"

which was later purchased for

$500 by the UCLA School of Fine

Arts in association with the

Chancellor's Office, were part of

the exhibition which displayed the

work of faculty, staff and students

throughout the UC system.

"(* Sanctuario') is a classically

done, large camera interior of a

church," explained critic Arthur

Oilman, executive director of San
Diego's Museum of Photographic

Arts. "It was a traditional scene

done with a great suffusion of

light. It was quite seductive."

Dat's DAT:

Oilman, who chose the works
for the exhibition, said the pictures

were selected on the basis of the

requirements set by individual

campuses as well as intriguing

qualities that "chQllengod sensi

mitted from all nine UC campuses,

she said.

The exhibition is the first of its

kind, according to Callery. "We
want to have a larger show in a

^x>uplc of years"
bility.'

"The primary selection was
based on a desire to see something

we haven't seen before," Oilman
explained. "We wanted fresh ideas

— ideas that were handled well. It

is very difficult when a lot of

people enter. When passion is

involved it is much more difficult

to (make a selection)."

At the beginning of the year, a

call for entries was placed in the

magazine UC Focus, said

Maryann Callery, director of the

Grove Gallery. Guidelines for the

competition required that the artist

be university-affiliated and their

work be at least 90 percent

photographic. Entries were sub-

UC Riverside Chancellor
Rosemary Schraer and the Asso-

ciated Students of San Diego also

purchased an from the ixx)l of

entries of their respective cam-
puses. The top piece from the

Riverside campus had a price tag

of $1,000, Callery said.

"Sanctuario," which was shot

by James Arzouman, director of

administration management for

public affairs and development,

will be on display at the Grunwald
Art Center at the close of the

exhibition.

A reception for the artists will be

held at the Grove Gallery on June

1. The event will be open to the

public.

Audio tape decks that can make virtually

perfect copies of CDs are approved by Japan
By David Thurber

Associated PreSs

TOKYO — The Japanese government on Wed-
nesday approved the sale of audio tape decks that can
make direct digital recordings of compact discs, a

move expected to aid marketing and sales of the

expensive devices.

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry's

approval was timed to allow Japanese manufacturers

to intrcxluce the machines at the Consumer Electron-

ics Show, which opens Saturday in Chicago, industry

officials said.

The new decks' ability to make virtually perfect

copies of CDs is expected to bcx)st sales for the

much-debated recording medium, the officials said.

So-called DAT recorders have been sold in Japan
and some parts of Europe since 1987, and are

available through the "gray market" in the United

States. But in a concession to record companies, the

equipment currently on the market cannot make
direct digital recordings of CDs.

Instead, they convert the high-quality digital

signals on CDs to analog signals and reconvert them

to digital form before recording them, resulting in a

flight loss in sound quality. ^

That, combined with the high price of blank DAT
tapes that cost almost as much as CDs, has held DAT
sales far below initial expectations.

Company officials said they were unsure until

Wednesday's decision whether they would be able to

announce prices and marketing plans for their DAT
recorders at the Chicago show, the main trade

exhibition for the lucrative U.S. consumer electron-

ics industry.

"If the ministry hadn't decided now, it would have

meant a many-month delay in marketing the new
DAT equipment," said an official at a major

electronics company, who spoke on condition of

anonymity.

Opposition to DAT technology has continued in

the United States among song writers concerned

about copyright protection and Congress has not yet

passed legislation selling a new standard for the

machines.

But Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. spokesman
Akira Nagano said his company, which makes
Panasonic equipment, might begin marketing in the

United States before the legisla^tion is approved if

congressional action is delayed. Current laws do not

prohibit DATs.

Japanese electronics companies, which make
virtually all DAT equipment, have refrained from

actively selling DAT decks in the United States

because of opposition from record companies and

song writers.

U.S., European and Japanese record and electron-

ics industry groups agreed last summer on an

international standard that would allow sales of DAT
equipment that can make direct digital copies of CDs.—However, they also agreed the machines would
include a "sequential copy management system" that

adds a "flag" signal to the tape when CDs are

recorded, to prevent the DAT copy from being copied

further.

Unlike analog recordings, digital tape recordings

deteriorate very little from generation to generation.

Record manufacturers had feared that DAT
machines would result in a flcxxl of high-quality

copies of CDs that would cut into iheir sales.
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(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
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(6th time free for new clients)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.^

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

824-2826
txpirca 6/17/90
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Xl/IUY .Cooler

Your taste

relief from

heat. Cool
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Xtacy yogurt

buds need

the summer

off with the

flavors of

made your way.

FREE XTACY YOGURT
Purchase 1 yogurt recieve 1 of equal or lesser value FREE

Small, Medtum or Large Only.
•Toppings Xdudcd, one coupon ^r visit

Xpires June 30,1990

Xtacy Yogurt Cafe
12101 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Bundy)

(21 3) 826-0836 © xtacy Vogun Inc 1990

JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUIE

Ophthalmology and related

professional services are -

being offered to the UCLA
farhily. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually
available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN

CONTACT LENSES.^*

Telephone (213) 825-3090

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000
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STUDENTS, PHONE HOME!
1-800-PHONE-CARD

ONLY 19.3^ PER MINUTE
No surcharge, monthly fee, or minimum usage!

Call 24 hrs nationwide from any touch-tone phone

Stop paying more for local & regular

long distance.

Also: 19.3c per iflin. 1-800 Voice Messaging

(Private, toll-free, 2-way, answering service)

FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-223-7592 then at tone, 435-4432

Sales reps also wanted. Call now!

Keep Your
DIPLOMA
Forever!

Laser Engraving-$35

Plexiglass Cover-$18

Robin's Trophies
(818) 705-4968

ASIA*EUROPE*CIRCLE PACIFIC
ROUND THE WORLD

8 Day MMi)ugor)« PACKAGE FROM $849 $939 $1059
SI0ETR1PSLOUR0ES/FAT1MA/HOLYLAN0/CAIRO/ROME

Earthquake kills 8
in eastern Europe
Felt from Moscow

to Turkey; centered

near Bucharest

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

MINI 4D/3N LAND TOURS FROM $1M / 1221 / S30S
Hongkong -B«ngkok-Singapor«-B*li-Seoul-Taipei
Man4la-Tokyo Paria-London-Madrtd-Cairo-Rome

AthenaVierma-latanbul-Moacow-Liabon
Travel anyday of the wtwfc.

CIRCLE PACIFIC • ROUND THE WORLD
(995 U-HNL-8ALI-SIN SURFACE-BKK-LA or SFO
$1099. LA BKKgAKARTA BAU LA or SFO
$1099 LA-BKK-CAIHO-NYC
$14»« LA-BKK-DELHI-EUROPE-LA
$1499 LA-PARIS CAIRO-BKK LA or SFO
$1499. . LA-HNL-BAU-SYD-FUI^OOKS ISLAND TAHITI LA
$1599.LA-BKK KARACHI-CAIRO-ISTANBUL ATHLON NYC
$1899. . LACAIRO-NAIROBI-OELHI-KATMANOU BKK-LA

Scrid $5.00 lor catalog of unlimried cilica and hotela.

Other Packagea arwl Cruiaea:
Laa Vegaa-New York-WaaNngton-Orlando Reno

Lake Tahoe-Meiico-Hawaii-Florida-Miami-New Orleana

FAX (213) 955-2642 fax (213)382-6899

RCT VACATIONS
3440 Wijshire Blvd., Ste. 614

Los Angeles, CA 90010
TEL (213) 383-9819

Do you want

your business

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

rOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONIACI LENSES AND EYL'WE/M^

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDI-GM BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
?605 uncoin Qiva A/^/^tTDTcr^ '''?' Robeftson Blvd

1^1 Ocean Prk in tne UXKy Snopping Centcfi AV_Vwt:r I tU (I I/? bik S of PiCO)

WE MAIL AT OUR CVfl^DAY
VtSA/MASTFRCARO

I OW. I OW PRIC f S
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Advertise.
825-2161

JiM.THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Expires 6/13/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

DRAGON ,^

c
-:3 -'

EXPRESS ^
>^%

r-^'

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35

@r
w.

f^'
'd^'^^

Egg Roll

Fried Shrimp

Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Beef Broccoli

Mu Shu Vegetable
Spicy Shrimp
Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak /^^^x ^^q /iooq
Sweet & Sour Pork Chicken Salad \i\iKzr .\1147 Westwood

BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Almond Chicken Delivery

By Edith Lederer

Associated Press

BUCHAREST, Romania — An
earthquake shook buildings from
Mgscow to Istanbul on Wednes-
day and cut a path of destruction

across Romania, where eight peo-

ple were killed and nearly 300
injured.

Early Thursday morning,
Bucharest was rocked again by a

long aftershock. It was felt at about

3:18 a.m. (8:18 p.m. EDT) and
lasted for nearly three minutes.

There were no immediate reports

of new damage or casualties.

Chunks of concrete from high-

rise buildings crashed to the

ground and crushed people in this

capital city of 2.2 million, killing

two. Tens of thousands of residents

rushed into the streets, many
crying and screaming in fear as

ceilings fell, walls cracked and
books toppled from shelves.

Romanians leaped in panic from
windows nnd hnlconifi'j. nrifl >innw inio ihc tiroMt

French journalist Michel
Desprats, 24, noticed chandeliers

swaying in the marble lobby of the

Bucuresti Hotel — "In panic, I

followed all the people out of the

hotel and people were all shouting

and crying." '

The ceiling collapsed at a big

electrical steel plant in Calarasi

County in southern Romania, the

state news agency Rompres
reported.

In Moscow, Soviet officials said

people from the, Crimea to the

Baltics felt the quake and dozens
of buildings were damaged in the

southwestern part of the country.

In Ottawa, Soviet President

Mikhail S. Gorbachev said he was
told several shocks shook Molda-
via and Armenia but that there was
no "no devastation, no destruc-

tion." He said he saw no reason to

break off his trip to return home.
Buildings shook in Moscow,

1,000 miles east of Bucharest. The
lO-story U.S. Embassy building

was evacuated temporarily.

Six people were hospitalized in

Kogul, Moldavia, Lt. Ivan Kolluk
of the regional Interior Depart-

ment said. He said buildings

swayed and residents ran in panic

were badly hurt, ambulance offi-

cials said.

The quake center was 190 miles

northeast of Bucharest, in the

wooded Vrancca range.

BBC monitors in London, quot-

ing the Bulgarian news agency
BTA, said one person died in

Silistra of a quake-induced heart

attack. Soviet legislator Ilmars

Bishers said initial reports indi-

cated some Soviet deaths
occurred, but he gave no details.

Richter scale readings ranged
from 6.5 to 7.5. Uppsala Seismo-
logical Center in Sweden said the

quake was felt so widely because it

was about 63 miles deep.

A communique from Romania's
General Inspectorate of Police said

two people died in Bucharest, two
in the Danube River port of Braila,

and one each in eastern Buzau,

southeastern lalomita, central Bra-
sov and nearby Prahova County.

It said 45 of the 296 people hurt

were in critical condition. In

Bucharest alone, 102 people were
hurt, 35 critically, it reported.

The Soviet news agency Tass
reported the quake was felt as far

north as Leningrad and the Baltic

republic of Latvia.

TTie Romanian General Inspec-

torate's communique reported

injuries from the counties of Dolj,

Prahova, Buzau, lalomita, Galati,-

Braila, Constanta, Vaslui, Bacau
and Vrancea.

Bulgaria's state BTA news
agency said the temblor was felt

nationwide there, but there was
minor damage only in Silistra

town, bordering Romania. A
nuclear power plant in Kozlodoui
on the Danube was closed.

The quake knocked out tele-

phone lines in the Soviet Union
and shook buildings in Russia, the

Ukraine and Moldavia.

The Richter scale gauges the

amount of energy released by a

quake as measured by the ground
motion recorded by seismographs.
A quake of magnitude 6 can cause
severe damage. One of magnitude
7 is reckoned as a major earth-

quake.

At least 115 dead in Peru
quake, over 800 injured
By Monte Hayes
Associated Press

LIMA, Peru — A strong earth-

quake killed at least 115 people,

injured more than 800 and nearly

destroyed several towns in Peru's

northeastern jungle. Civil Defense
officials said Wednesday.

At least 42 people were missing
after Tuesday night's quake,
which was followed by a number
of aftershocks. One aftershock

Wednesday morning measured 5.1

on the Richter scale.

Civil defense officials declared

a state of emergency late Wednes-
day in San Martin province, 400
miles north of Lima.

At least 35 of the confirmed 1 1

5

deaths from Tuesday night's quake
occurred in Moyobamba, a farm-
ing center of 50,000 people and the

capital of San Martin, officials

said.

Most of the other dead were'

from nearby villages in the jungle

area.

The updated Civil Defense
casualty counts said at least 818

people were injured.

The quake occurred at 9:33 p.m.
and lasted 45 seconds. It was
centered in the jungle 75 miles

northeast of Moyobamba, accord-
ing to the Peruvian Geophysical
Institute.

Willis Jacobs, a spokesman for

the National Earthquake Informa-
tion Center in Golden, Colo, said

the quake measured 6.3 on the

Richter scale. Peruvian officials

earlier had said it measured 5.8.

The reason for the discrepancy was
unclear.

Two slight tremors shook Quito
and Guayaquil Tuesday night and
early Wednesday, the Astronomic
Institute of Quito reported. There
were no reports on damage or
injuries.

The institute said the epicenters
of the quakes were l(x:ated in the
Pacific Ocean.

Health department workers
have been on a nationwide su-ike

for two months, but a union official

in Lima said Wednesday that

workers were helping with
emergency plans.
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Census tallies Peter

Pan, Pekingese dogs

About 80 percent of \JS.

population has been counted

By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — One
census form came back with tooth

marks on it. Another included a

note asking for money. A third

simply included the response
"none of your business."

When you send questionnaires

out to count a quarter-billion

Americans, chances are not all the

responses will be what you
expected.

"For wanting to know how
many people hve in the U.S., you
people are all nosey," wrote one
woman on her census form.

"I thought this was a Census, not

a history quiz," replied another.

And one man methodically
wrote "none of your business" in

response to each question on his

form.

The census is continuing and
people who don't provide infor-

mation will likely get a call from
4hcir Iwaf census eatimeratQfc=z=

chunk missing and teeth marks
over the remainder, with a note
saying that the family's golden
retriever had chomped it, and
asking for a new form.

"The census sounds like an
autobiography, not a head count."

"I answered the questions the

best I know how, we are two old
people."

"Brad, study and no science
questions, notes on bugs, dad can
help." (Wilson suggests this note,

scrawled on the envelope, may not
have been intended for the Census
Bureau).

' "I am 74, 1 own this property,

that is all I intend to say."

One woman listed her two
Pekingese, with a note saying that,

to her, "these are people, these are

not dogs." Their language spoken
was listed as Pekingese.

One man listed his state of
residence as "confusion."
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So far, officials say, just more
than 80 percent of American
households have been counted,

either in the mail-back portion of
the count or by workers going
door-to-door. The effort is

expected to continue for at least

several weeks.

Some enumerators have even
resorted to rowboais in flood-

ravaged areas of Texas, reported

Census spokesman Jim Wilson in

Dallas.

Many of the people filling out
forms are going beyond the limits

of the form's square boxes, how-
ever, to express more personal

thoughts about the census and
themselves.

Wilson has been collecting

some of the census responses from
across the nation that go beyond
the bureaucratic expectations. His
collection includes:

A census form with a large

a woman, apparently
annoyed at questions about type of
employment and place of work,
included a note stating:

"When my husband is home
from work and is resting my work
still goes on, I cook the meals, I

wash the dishes, I mow the yard,

wash the clothes and hang them on
the line, make sure the bills are

paid on time and that the floors are

vacuumed or mopped. If this is not

a job 1 don't know what is."

A man answering the ques-
tion on commuting to work said his

wife traveled by broom.

One respondent included
Tinker Bell and Peter Pan as
sharing the household.

And a man called a census
office to ask if he had been sent a
long form at the instigation of his

estranged wife, who was trying to

find out about his live-in girlfriend.

From page 1

Science, not the College of Fine

Arts.

"(Musicology) is a place for

people who are interested in music

as a sociological force or historical

force," D'Accone said.

The earth & space science

proposal calls for a bachelor of arts

' degree, in addition to the existing

bachelor of science degree.

"Over the next decade or two
decades, a great number of prob-

lems that have to do with environ-

mental issues will surface," said

Earth & Space Science Curricu-

lum Committee Chairman Walter

Reed. "(This major) would give

students a background (in geolo-

gy) with more freedom of choice

about electives."

Curriculum for the musicology

major will include a strong core of

courses on arts, literature, history

and society, and philosophy and

religion as it pertains to music,

D'Accone said.

Tlie musicology degree propos-

al, modelled on the programs of

UC Berkeley, Harvard, Cornell

and Stanford universities, will

focus on both western music and

non-western music, he said.

The present music degree does

not have the humanistic features it

once had, presenting a need for a

different approach to studying

music, D'Accone said.

The major would provide train-

ing in music theory, and history

and analysis. Introductory courses

in principles, problems and
methods of music histiography and
the study of history will be offered.

The program, which requires an
ethnic emphasis, will include

studies of Afro-American, Ameri-
can Indian, Mexican, Indian,

Japanese, Chinese, and Javanese

music.

The move to Letters & Science

helped the music program, since

the college offers a broad range of

courses to expand the course

selection, D'Accone said.

The earth & space sciences

major would also provide flexibil-

ity for the students, allowing them
to use geology for another career in

graduate schools ^jjl business or

law. Reed said^M^L
"Our departnil^^^wt propos-

ing a lowering V^BBndards by
offering a B.A. program," Reed
said. "It is not the intention of this

department to offer a watered-

down degree in order to offset

declining enrollments (in the cur-

rent major)," he noted.

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.
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Officials say 'murdered' Gabon
opposition leader died naturally

The Associated Press

LIBREVILLE, Gabon — The
opposition leader whose death set

off national anti-government riots

apparently died of natural causes
and was not murdered as some
protesters claimed, officials said

Wednesday after an autopsy.

Military authorities meanwhile
said an army patrol killed a rioter

during the night in the oil produc-
tion center of Port Gentil.

On Tuesday, protesters fatally

injured a paratrooper there.

Unconfirmed reports spoke of
up to seven additional deaths in

Port Gentil, including a demon-
strator whose body was shown to

joumalists. Residents said rela-

tives removed the bodies of other
victims.

Rioting broke out last week in

Libreville and Port Gentil in this

former French territory after the

body of Joseph Rendjambe, secret-

ary-general of the opposition
Gabon Progress Party, was found
in a hotel room.

Many opposition supporters
blamed President Omar Bongo*s
government for the death, but
officials in Libreville and in Paris
said preliminary results of an

autopsy found no signs of foul

play. Gabonese and French doc
tors jointly conducted the autopsy.

Needle marks were found in

Rendjambe's stomach, but offi-

cials said he was a diabetic who
received regular injections in that

part of the body.

In Paris, Foreign Minister
Roland Dumas praised the perfor-

mance of French troops sent to

Gabon to protect European oil

workers and their families during
the disturbances. He said the
troops would stay as long as

needed to protect the French
community. His ministry reported
that about 2,000 of the more than
20,000 French citizens in the
former French colony were eva-

cuated after o-ouble broke out.

Pierre Mamboundu, a Gabonese
opposition leader speaking from
exile in Dakar, Senegal, said
soldiers took Gabonese National
Assembly President Augusiin
Mbouma from his home in Libre-
ville late Tuesday. Mamboundou
said Mbouma had threatened to
quit Bongo's governing Gabon
Democratic Party.

There was no official confirma-
tion of such an action.

M
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violation of the law by the officer,

nor do a see any violations of

university policy," he said.

'There was^no indication in any
report that I read that the suspect

- was thrown against any vehicle,"

Baker said. "However, the officer

did indicate that he struggled with

the suspect while on the ground."

Scott was arrested on the charge

of "resisting public or peace
officers ... in the discharge of

their duties" in accordance with

California Penal Code 148, Baker
said. He was subsequently
released that morning, and the case

is under investigation.

During the struggle, Duren lost

his revolver and handcuffs, and his

name-tag was damaged. Another

officer later recovered the
- revolver.

The protesting students said this

incident is one of several incidents

of police brutality against African

Americans.

"This isn't an isolated incident,

we (African Americans) are just

tired of it . . We're tired of being

treated like second-class citizens,"

said Vanessa Rickmon, a freshman

majoring in English.

Rickmon said she was harassed

by police officers on two separate

occasions this year.

"The UCPD is not the only

military outfit in the country that

seeks the oppression of our people.

There are countless other exam-
ples that 1 can cite," African

Student Union (ASU) President

Tracy Grayson said on the steps of

Ackerman Union before the stu-

dents began their march.

The students subsequently
marched to the police station,

stopping briefly near the Lot 6
turnaround for speeches.

"I'm just so angry. It seems like

every year that I've been here, an

event like this has happened," Lisa

Murray, a junior majoring in

sociology said. "Nothing has hap-

^pened to me personally, but

because I am African-American, it

seems like a matter of time before I

have to face the police."

In front of the station, Bamum
urged students to protest police

brutality.

"We all have the responsibility

to go in there and tell those card-

carrying members of the neo-Nazi

fascist group that they are . . . The

bullshit has got to stop right here,"

he said. "There arc more African-

American males in jail then in

college and they are trying to get

rid of the rest of us."

When the students tried to enter

the police department to file

complaints, the building was
locked. "Someone should put

some handcuffs on me, maybe then

they'll let me in," Bamum joked as

undergraduate general representa-

tive Brenton Wynn knocked on the

glass doors of the police depart-

ment.

Wynn was involved in another

incident last January, when univer-

sity police forced a group of one
white and seven black students out

of a parked car near Lot 4 and

made them lie face-down on the

pavement, he said.

After discovering the locked

doors at the police department, the

students began to yell for the

police chief. Barber. "We want

John, we want John," the students

chanted as Wynn contacted offi-

cials inside the building by phone.
After a few minutes. Lieutenant

Don Boyarski opened the doors

and allowed Wynn, reporters and a

TV camera man inside.

'They're letting the media in but

they won't allow us in," a student

yelled. "This is bullshit."

Officials said they did not let the

protestors inside because they

were afraid they might damage
"expensive equipment."

Once inside, Wynn asked for

250 complaint forms and then

handed them out the door to the

angry students waiting outside.

The students then quietly entered

the building in groups of two or

three and filed their complaint

forms.

"We* re required by law to

investigate their complaints," Bar-

ber told a Daily Bruin reporter

after the protesters had left. "If

there is a violation of our rules,

then it is subject to sOme type of

disciplinary action." Disciplinary

action can range from a written

notice, suspension from work
without pay, to dismissal.

Barber, who refused to speak to

the students during the protest said,

"I'll speak to any student who
wants to speak to me personally.

See BRUTALITY, page 25
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pressured the administration
before the 1980s, but they did not

have the resources they do now,"
Sarvey said.

The Third Wave

Bui the four issues — Chicano
Studies, admissions, racism and
retention — have cropped up to

nudge student groups to collect

their resources and once again take

action. "Anything that gets done
starts with those groups," said

Angela Jackson, 1989-90 co-editor

of UCLA's African-American
newsmagazine, Nommo.
The effect of action by ethnic

organizations on campus over the

years has often been positive. In

1985, for example, student groups
led by MEChA decried ethnic

theme parities held by campus
fraternities. The result was a ban on
the theme parties, thought to be

disrespectful of various cultures by
the ethnic organizations and by the

university's administration.
Although theme parties have been
held since the ban, it allows the

university to punish violators.

Chicano Studies

Thfi mm! nirrcnt i ssue for.

MEChA, one of the university's

largest student groups, is Chicano
Studies. After a faculty
subcommittee of the College of

Letters & Science recommended
suspending admissions to the

Chicano Studies major, MEChA
members and other student
activists became enraged. Protests

led to the addition of personnel for

the major this month. But now "

MEChA and student leaders want
more, including departmental
status for Chicano Studies.

Admissions policy

Another current issue for the -

student organizations is the

university's new admissions
policy — which is being used to

evaluate thousands of freshmen

and transfer applications to the

College of Letters and Science tins

winter.

Student organization leaders

have been concerned that the new
policy will limit the number of

minorities on campus, because it

gives less weight to non-academic
factors, specifically, applicants'

ethnicities.

"We are against the policy

because there are no more
protection slots for Third World
students and underrepresented
students," Ted Benito, 1989-90
president of Samahang Filipino,

said fall quarter.

UCLA administrators have
maintained that the new policy will

have a positive effect on diversity

because income level and
geographic location will be given
greater weight when applicants are

considered.

But student leaders have been
skeptical. "I think everybody is

wailing to see the results of the new
policy," said Sarvey, who led a

student government with
considerable ethnic representation.

"We may sec a lot of activism."

Jackson, of Nommo, a monthly
newsmagazine wtitd^ covers the

actions of the Af^n Student
Union and the African-American
population on campus, said the

plan is threatening to UCLA's
ethnic organizations, and that

"whenever something that
threatens the population is created, ^
the people will react"

"^ '

See UNRNISHED, page 26
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Tiananmen: A Year Later

Chinese students remember protesters
Fear ofgovernment crackdown

prevents public commemoration
By Chariene L. Fu
Associated Press

BEUING -— Beijing college

students, who led the pro-demo-
cracy movement last spring, say
June 4 will be a difficult day.

For some, the empty bunk in

their tiny, concrete dorm room will

remind them again of a roommate
who was killed that day, arrested

soon afterward, or has fled the

country or gone underground.

The day will be even harder to

get through because they cannot
show outward signs of mourning
or hold memorial services for

those the government calls "coun-
terrevolutionaries.'l

In general, few people speak
readily of "the turmoil" or the "6-4

incident," code words for the

democracy movement and the

military crackdown a year ago.

Most have simply put it behind
them, saying they have to continue
with their lives.

"But even if people don't realize

the anniversary is approaching,

they'll know it just by the signs

around them, like all the extra

police," a young intellectual said.

Students say the day will not

pass unmarked.

"We'll have some memorial
activity — individually, whatever

each person is able to do," a

sophomore at Beijing University

said.

*The present situation and envi-

ronment doesn't allow us to take

any kind of action, but as long as

everyone remembers in their

hearts," that's enough, said a

senior at Beijing Normal whose
roommate was arrested last June.

Hundreds, possibly thousands,

of people were killed in the streets

of Beijing in the early hours of

June 4, shot down by soldiers

called in to crush the pro-democra-
cy movement.

Police swept through the city

soon afterward, arresting thou-

sands. About 780 have been
released, but many remain in jail

without charge or trial.

Other people have gone into

hiding. Five student leaders on
China's most-wanted list are

known to have escaped to Western
countries.

School authorities have organ-

ized dances, movie showings and
other activities this spring to keep
students busy.

*They make it so there's so

much to do that you don't have

time to think," the sophomore said,

but it hasn't been entirely success-

ful. Students who were active in

the movement still gather in their

rooms to discuss the events of 1989

and speculate about China's
future.

"Our hearts haven't changed
one bit since last year; we've
simply changed our actions,"

another Beijing University sopho-

more said.

Such comments and a recent

survey of Beijing University stu-

dents indicate months of intensive

political education have not con-

vinced students that what they did

last year was wrong.

The survey of 450 students,

conducted by the university's

graduate student union, found 37

percent considered the ideological

study "meaningless" and nearly

that many said they were "dis-

gusted" with it.

It found an overwhelming sense

of hopelessness and discontent

among students. Forty-five per-

cent said they saw no future for

college students and 56 percent

said studying abroad was the only

way.

One in five felt "oppressed and
depressed" and more than one-

quarter said they had "no energy to

do anything."

Those feelings extend beyond
the campuses. A 45-year-old

intellectual said she had been
depressed since the military crack-

down.

"I can't believe that I could have
ever gotten so excited about
anything," she said. "Now there's

nothing that can make me excited

or happy."

Almost no one believes any-

thing will happen June 4.

"Students aren't going to make
U"ouble just for the sake of making
trouble," a Beijing University

senior said, but the students also

say many are ready to join another

protest.

UCLA'

S

JEWISH STUDENT
UNION
PRESENTS

A,

SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 2nd
10:00pm - 1:30am

900 HiIgard(corner LeConte and Hilgard)
^ikr

-Play blackjack, roulette , craps and more

-Dance to thie latest club music from a fresti new D.J

-Cost: $6.00, all profits go to chiarity

o
Qio ®

semi-forinal attire is requested
and a Date is not required

for more information and
reservations call 208-3081

Paid for by USAC
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Dissidents

continue to

be anrested
By Kattiy Wimelm
Associated Press

BEIJING — Ren Wanding. a

veteran of Chinese jails, was
mentally prepared for arrest sever-

al weeks before police arrived at

his apartment door last June 10.

Even before soldiers and tanks'

rolled into central Beijing on June

3 to end popular protests for

democracy, Ren's name had been
raised in private official meetings

as one of the "very few counterre-

volutionaries" who eventually

would be blamed for the whole
movement.

Friends alerted him, but Ren
said May 27, after a last meeting
with foreign journalists, that he

wasn't running.

"This is my freedom of speech,"

said the skinny, bespectacled

accountant, who for six months
had been writing and distributing

essays calling for human rights and
the rule of law.

"I must speak. It is my fate to do
these things."

Nine months after his arrest,

Rfin, now 45, was charged with
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counterrevolutionary incitement.

With his prison record, four years

served for participating in a 1978
democracy movement, he is likely

to gel more than the minimum five

years.

"1 keep having this vision, thai

Ren comes home and I'm not there

and he can't gel in," his wife,

Zhang Fcngying, said soon after

his arrest.

Now, with hope of an early

release gone, friends say she has

become deeply depressed. She has

not been allowed to sec him, only

10 deliver clothes and books.

Ren is believed held in

Qincheng Prison, western Beijing,

where many of last year's protes-

ters were sent, but that has not been

confirmed. There have been no
reports on his condition, but before

his arrest Ren predicted he would
manage.

From page 22

believes his friend and fellow

hunger striker, Liu Xiaobo, also

will be freed.

"It's as if the government is

sifting sand," said Gao; who used

to edit a university newspaper but

has been unemployed since his

release. 'The little pieces/will fall

through the sieve— I fell out early

— and only the big ones will be

charged."

He acknowledged that Liu, a

teacher of Chinese literature with a

passion for politics, might be a

"big piece." Liu returned from
New York, where he planned to

lecture at Colombia University, to

take part in the spring democracy
movement.

Official media have singled him
out frequently. The government
even compiled a slim paperback

volume of criticism of the "crazy

turmoil inciter."

Liu, 34, has not been charged

with anything so far, even though

he has been held since early June.

His wife and in-laws were allowed

to visit him in January at Qincheng
Prison— a good sign, Gao said—
and found he had put on weight

from lack of exercise.

He is allowed to read books sent

from home. Reports are that he,

like most of the other intellectuals.

Hong Kong worried about turnover
By Dan Biers

Associated Press

HONG KONG — The sleek

elevator at the Exchange Square

office tower begins its ascent with

yet another group of people who
hope the short ride up is the start of

a journey leading out.

"Twelve," a disembodied voice

announces as the doors slide open.

The passengers step out, turn and

su*ide through the double glass

doors of the consulate, where an

inviting sign says: Canada Wel-
comes Immigrants.

'The main point is 1997; we
want some insurance," said a 40-

year-old mechanical engineer who
came with his wife and two
children to pick up an immigration

form. That is the year Britain

hands Hong Kong back to China.

A year after horrified residents

of the crown colony watched their

communist rulers-to-be crush the

democracy movement in Beijing

with military force, the desire to

escape Hong Kong's uncertain

future shows no sign of abating.

The exodus is the most visible

sign that the fabric of Hong Kong

I
society is unraveling in the after-

Massacre called indicative

of China's impending mle
maihof the events of June 4, 1989,

and the approach of 1997.

There is a growing feeling that

one of the world's great economic
success stories may be ncaring i^s

end. Forecasts for this territory of

5.7 million people have taken a

turn for the worse.

"After the Fourth ofJune massa-

cre, China has not ddtftpiy^ing at

all to try to restore confidence in

Hong Kong," said Martin Lee, a

liberal member of the legislature.

"1 think what the Chinese leaders

have done has been pretty destruc-

tive of any hope of a bright future

here."

Those actions include strident

denunciations of Hong Kong's

support for the Beijing pro-demo-
cracy movement and the arrests in

China of Hong Kong residents

accused of smuggling dissidents

out.

China's new constitution for

post- 1997 Hong Kong also causes

worry. Critics claim an anti-sub-

version clause and a provision-

allowing Beijing to declare a stale

of emergency in Hong Kong could

be used to muzzle dissent.

The constitution is supposed to

guarantee that Hong Kong can

maintain capitalism for 50 years

and enjoy a "high degree of

autonomy," but it docs not provide

for a popularly elected chief

executive or a fully elected legis-

lature.

Bickering over Hong Kong
between Beijing and London has

been unsettling. China has

objected to a British nationality

plan under which 50,(XK) important

Hong Kong residents and their

families would be offered citizen-

ship.

Beijing has indicated it may not

recognize foreign passports held

by Hong Kong Chinese, who make
up most of the population. Anal-

ysts say China is trying to scare

away anyone who could be consid-

ered a troublemaker.

Among those leaving are many
of the bright, generally apolitical

middle-class who have helped

make Hong Kong one of Asia's

economically powerful "Little

Dragons."

— They include Mr. Poon, 40, wha
asked to be identified only by his

surname. He spent two decades

reaching the top in the insurance

industry and is giving it up in

August to take his wife and young
daughter to Vancouver, Canada.

"I think everyone in Hong Kong
can be sure our freedom will be

resu-ained," said Poon. "My deci-

sion to leave Hong Kong is solely

because of 1997."

The Poons will be among about

55,0(X) emigrating this year, up
from an average 20,000 a few
years ago.

"We expect this to continue

right up to 1997," said Colin

Robertson of the Canadian consu-

late, which issued 22,130 immig-
ration visas last year.

Hong Kong's Immigration
Department also issued 1,647

permits allowing residents to take

the remains of deceased relatives

with them, more than double the

1985 figure.

tcccivcK better treatment frgrg

"I'm experienced," he said.

A little more is known about the

fate of Wang Dan, a Beijing

University sophomore who was at

the forefront of many marches and
was arrested in July.

Reports from others jailed with

him and later released, and from
friends who received a postcard

from jail, indicate he has enough to

eat but little exercise, and is

allowed to read newspapers and
approved books.

His parents, Beijing intellectu-

als, were allowed to visit in

January, a rare exception to the

usual rule of no visits before

sentencing.

Some reports say Wang has

shown what authorities call "a

good attitude" and may be
released, but two large prisoner

releases — 573 people last winter

and 21 1 in May — did not include
him.

Just before martial law was
declared in May 1989, Wang, then

20, was impatient when asked if he
feared arrest.

Didn't he remember Wei Jings-

heng, another youth who led a

democracy movement and has
been in jail for 11 years?

"How can we worry about one
person's safety?" Wang replied,

standing in his dormitory hall with
a dinner bowl in his hand.
"Besides, I'm too busy. What can
we do, anyway? If they want to

arrest us, they will."

Gao Xin, a hunger striker

released from prison in December,

See CHINA, page 23

''

guards than common criminals and

is not physically abused.

Despite the releases, arrests

continue. Chinese sources said

police went to the home of a

college teacher last month and told

him to come for a walk. He never

returned.

A few dissidents still write

political tracts and plant them
cautiously in bicycle racks and

public places, but they meet only in

very small groups of trusted

friends and have no immediate

plans for protests or acts of

sabotage.

Some would-be activists make
pilgrimages to Beijing, seeking

leadership. Recently, a 20-year-

old worker got off a Uain from the

south and began looking for "an

armed rebel group," without suc-

cess. None is known to exist.

"In our country, there aren't

many people willing to sacrifice

themselves," he said disconso-

lately. "I am willing."

Sacrifice is more prosaic for the

wife of one jailed protester. With-

out his income, she faces financial

difficulty. She has had to send their

child to her parents and fears

losing their apartment.

She said she is willing to deal

with those problems because,

"while he is in jail, 1 should

sacrifice."

When he comes out, she said,

"I'll dance up a storm."

<.

Need to Talk
to Someone?

^fjCLAPeerHelpiiie^

1825^HELP
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We're here to Help.

Monday ' Friday

5 p.rrr. - midnight

Saturday - Sunday
8 p.m. - midnight ^ '

LmIb

he man the Los Angeles Times proclaims ^

"an amazing musician," and Down Beat

heralds "one of today's jazz geniuses." We invite

you to take advantage of this rare opportunity to

hear acclaimed jazz pianist Milcho Leviev,

performing for one night only with the

horn/synthesizer/percussion team Danara.

Sunday, June 3, 1990 7 p

m

Wadsworth Theater

FREE Admission

Call 213.825.9261 for more information
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Due
to the

Installation

Ceremony,

the Kerckhoff Alumni

Lounge will be closed

all day

May 31

.

Paid for by USAC

The Undergraduate

Students Association Invites

All Interested Students

to Join Us in Honoring

This Year's

Outgoing Council

as* well as Next Year's

Incoming Council

Installation

Ceremony
May 31st, 7:00 p.m.

Kerckhoff Alumni Lounge

All are Welcome
to Stay for the Reception

Which Will Follow Directly

After the Ceremony

Your Student Government

STUDENT
COMMITTEE
FOR THE ARTS

presents

LIVE

STAGE!
an evening of innovative theater featuring original works by

UCLA playwrights

"Sisyphus Academy"
by R.A. Cotton

"The Highest Bidder"

by Sharon R. Beatty

FRLJUNE 1 & SAT -JUNE 2"-

8 pm FREE!
NPI AUDITORIUM - enter on Westwood Blvd. across from Lot 1

HRE
From page 2

when their car stalled on the

connector road from Ocean
Avenue to Pacific Coast Highway.

They waited by their stalled

1976 Toyota when another car

struck it from the rear around

midnighL The disabled car lunged

forward and crushed Hernandez.

"She was still conscious, com-
plaining about her leg," Margarita

Hernandez said Tuesday. "They

put her in the ambulance. We never

saw her again."

Margarita Hernandez said hos-

pital employees visited them'

hourly in a hospital waiting room,

but at 5 a.m., no one came. She said

she went downstairs and hear.d

them talking about a fire. The
family was eventually told their

sister had died.

"The doctor said the sheets over

the top part of her body burned . . .

They told us there was a short in

one of the machines that caused a

bunch of sparks," Margarita Her-

nandez said.

Additional autopsy tests are

being performed to determine if

Hernandez had any alcohol in her

blood stream during the operation,

Carrier said. Alcohol testing is

administered on all persons

involved in traffic accidents. The

results should be available in a

week, he said.

— Carrier said the autopsy found-
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Hernandezes lungs unmarked by

smoke from the fire that burned for

five minutes before firefighters

doused it with hand-held exting-

uishers.

Officials have said Hernandez

was unconscious when the fire

Ixjgan, and the autopsy was unable-

to dcicrmme how soon she died

after the fire began, he said.

Reports from the Associated Press

JAPAN
'from page 6

American companies. Sharp said.

Japanese holdings arc being sold to

American investors, he said.

"1989 was a terrible year for the

Japanese govcrnmcni in many
ways," said UCLA Professor Hans

" Bacrwald, also director of the

UCLA Japan Research and

Exchange Program.

The Japanese were angered witli

a new tax, evidence of insider

stock manipulation and trading

within the government and gov-

emmcnial relaxation of agricultur-

al trade barriers. In response they

voted the majority party out of the

higher house of the bicameral

legislature for the first time since

1955, Baerwald said.

While the party won back a

substantial majority in the lower

house in elections held in February

of this year, Baerwald contended

that the effects of last year's

upheaval will be seen for many
years in terms of the type of

economic policy passing * the

legislature.

Audience members asked about
the role of women in Japanese
society and stereotypes of each
culture.

The Japanese family structure is

foreign to Americans in that men
are the financial providers and yet

give all of the money back to their

wives to receive only an allow-

ance. Sharp said :

Progress is slow, but women are

moving out of the traditional

Japanese roles as internal suppor-

ter and stabilizer of the family,

Baerwald noted. If an industrious

Japan is causing us worry now,
"when women move in, we may
not know what hit us," Baerwald
said.

Recipes for

preserving

past in III

By Geneva Collins

Associated Press

NEW YORK— Elizabeth Rose

von Hohen kneaded and cut

thousands of Hungarian noodles

over the decades following a

recipe that existed in her mind's

eye and in her practiced hands.

Her family, like families every-

where, nagged her for years to

write down the recipes before they

were lost forever. She finally did,

and the result is "Grandmother's

Cookbook" — a folksy compila-

tion by von Hohen and a grand-

daughter, Carrie J. Gamble.

Von Hohen, 81, provides the

recipes for Austrian-Hungarian

dishes she learned from her

mother, while Gamble illustrates

the beginning of each chapter with

watercolors of wildflowers her

grandmother treasured while

growing up in rural Pennsylvania.

Each wildflower elicits a

remembrance. The wisteria that

covered an arbor over the drive-

way, for example: "The big clus-

ters of purple flowers looked like

bunches of grapes and were so

fragrant. They were always full of

bees too. In fact we had a beehive

in our attic because of the wisteria.

Unit»<J StatM Department of Sttle

INTERNSHIPS AND SUMMER
FMPIOYMENT FOR 1991

IHM)\ m ^^

DEPARTMENT OF STATE: There are two types of student interns: paid sunnnner interns and unpaid work-study interns; however a linnited

nunnber of opportunities are available at U.S. Embassies and Consulates overseas. Deadline for summer applications under both the paid

and work-study programs for summer of 1991 is November 1, 1990.

USIA : USIA offers a limited number of salaried internships for urttverstty students through tts-stimmer hfre program.

VOA : Student volunteer internships, available throughout the year, are individualized to take account of applicaht's experience and interest.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE : The US & FCS sponsors a Work-Study Intern Program which provides a limited number of summer

internships abroad for 10 to 12 weeks to highly qualified university or college junior, senior and graduate students. Deadline for summer

1991 applications is November 1, 1990.
INFORMATION MEETINGS: TUESDAY, MAY 29th 12:00 -1:00

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30th 3:00 - 4:00

THURSDAY, MAY 31st 12:00 - 1:00

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

BUDGET TRAVEL SEMINAR ON EUROPE
Attend a travel seminar on traveling through Europe on your own. Video presentation and question

and answer period at conclusion. Talk to students who have been there and get some real insight

into student travel!

MEETINGS: TUESDAY, May 29TH 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
THURSDAY, May 31st 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Special presentation on Greece on Thursday

EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

\ rr.mr.mht'.rnur nfli^hhor helped u.i

take it down one day and we got a

washtub full of fragrant honey

from it."

Von Hohen, in a recent tele-

phone interview from her home in

Halboro, Pa., said she's mystified

in the renewal interest in such

traditional favorites as cabbage

noodles, liver dumplings, "polaloc

balls" and jelly buns.

"Nowadays they put so many
flavors together, and these are so

plain," she said.

Gamble, in a phone interview

from her home in Doylestown, Pa.,

is not so mcxlcsl m assessing her

grandmother's c(K)king: 'Twenty

years later people will remember a

cake my grandmotJicr made."

Von Hohen grew up on a 42-

acre farm in Bucks County that she

refers to as the Homestead in her

book. She remembers that all the

cookies she made as a child were

either round or half-moon shapes,

cut out using a glass because they

had no cookie-cutters.

"We raised everything— home-

made butter, chickens. We didn't

have to skimp on what we c(X)ke<l

with. Things really lasted gcx)d

then. I don't think butter today has

any taste," she said.

Prices Recently SLASHED!!!
Now is the time to SAVEH!

BRUTAUTY
From page 19

But I'm not going to speak to a

mob."
But the students who were

waiting outside, felt this was

another incident of the establish-

ment ignoring the concerns of

AfriCi^n Americans.

As African Americans, the

demonstrators said that they are

not safe on campus as long as

instances of police brutality con-

tinue. *They are brutaliziiig us in

the name of law and order,"

Bamum said.

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

SupersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MB harddrives, one 35" 1.4 MB noppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCD screen.

data systems
Groupe Bull

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashiers check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, or personal

check (up to $300) made payable to ASUCLA Money orders are nol accepted Zenilh produds are available to lull time UCLA

Students, Faculty. Slalt. and departments only Purchase must be tor the personal academic, educational, or research us© of the

eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo I D . Faculty and Stall must show a payroll number and Photo

ID OHer limited to one Zenith computer and one ol each accessory per person per year Prices are subject to change without

notici. All sales art flnal.^
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HP EXPERTS
HEWLETT-PACKARD

LASERJET III

HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET
SERIES II

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LASERJET IIP

List Price ^2.395
ASUCLA Price $1,449
DAV-TECH IN STOCK

HEWLETT-PACKARD
DESKJET PLUS

List Price $995
ASUCLA Price $619
DAV-TECH *$447

•Includes $150 00 cash rebate from Hewlen-Packard

List Price $2,695
ASUCLA Price -

DAV-TECH $1,290
All Printers include one loner cartridge

List Price

ASUCLA Price

DAV-TECH

$1,495

$949
'$824

•Includes $75.00 cash rebate from Hewlett-Packard

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SCANJET PLUS

List Price $2190
ASUCLA Price $1,388
DAV-TECH $1 ,375
Includes interface for IBM/PC. IBM/PS2 or MAC

We at DAV-TECH Computer Center have the printer for your home or office at a price you can affordCompare our prices with your Student Store, then give us a call of drop by We are just 20 minutes awav
from UCLA. All pnces mentioned are cash/cashiers check discounted

CVl
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized Dealer tceli
Phone (213)463^3001

Computer Center Fax (213)469-7255

1989 Awaia ol (ic«ll«nc«

1986 0«ai«( or m« y«ai
19*6 Out«larH3irtg Pedormance

Whal ^^EWLETT
mi'HM PACKARD
Authorized Dealer
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AFRICAN STUDENT UNION

What is Feiii% Da^ Ife a Sammiif Jammiif
And the guest ofhonor K YOU.

toSponreil \

High Sckl Black Student Union Network

Cal State Doningnez Hills

Cal State Fierton
'

'-,. Cal State Los ,^eles

ComptoD College

Long Beacli City Cdlege

Loyola Marymont University

San Di^o City Coll^

Soatbestern College

West Los Angeles Law Sciod

ittier

Food, Music and Fun!
• Bar-B-Q Chicken and Hot Link Dinners

• Music

Courtesy of UCLA's own D.J. Black

Saturday June 2, 1990

10 am - Tin we get tired of chfflin'

LADERA PARK
6027 LADERA PARK AVE.

One block west of LaBrea on Slauson

For more information, call UCLA African Student Union @ 825-8051
-)
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Pretty plant

eats away
at hyacinth
By Joyce Routson
Contra Costa Times

WALNUT CREEK — When
the Army Corps of Engineers
needed someone to clean out water
hyacinths in 1983, who did it call?

The plant busters.

Using a giant floating excava-
tor, Aquatics Unlimited was able
to pull out the decorative, but
deadly, plants out by the roots to

ensure the Sacramento River's
flow into the Delta was unim-
peded.

The water hyacinth battle was
just one the Martinez-based firm
has won in its years of waging war
on pesky plant life. While vegeta-
tion growth is natural in lake
bottoms and waterways, weeds
can literally choke them to death
by culling off outlets and oxygen
intake.

UNHNISHEP
From page 20

Battling Racism

Racism has also caused concern
among student leaders who
perceive that neo-conscrvativc
attitudes toward race are emerging

r-

r

on campus.

To some extent there's concern
about the climate of racism on
campus, and I think to the extent
that it would cause a student to

leave would make it a number-one
concern," Sarvey said.

MEChA active Tony Martinez
and ASU leader Grayson have
expressed concern about animosity
between the predominantly white
fraternity system and ethnic
students on campus.

But racism, hard to pinpoint,

will not be at the lop of the list ol

issues for student organizations to

deal with, leaders said. Instead,

minority retention seems to have
been the most prominent issue to

emerge in the last few years.

"The number one issue is

retention," Sarvey said. "It doesn't
help to get people in and let them
drop out."

UCLA's 1988 Student
Affirmative Action Report
confirmed that retention is lacking

among minority students and
Slated, "Equalizing graduation
rales of . . . minority . . . students
represents a major challenge to

undergraduate affinnaiive action
efforts. . .

."

Minority retention

Some siudcni activists say the
university is lagging in rcicntion

and ihai sludcni groups are being
forced to take up the slack. The
African Sludcni Union, for
example, started an "Academic
Supports Program" which
provides counseling and
meniorship for black students.

Further, MEChA and the Asian
Pacific Coalition both have started
similar programs this year.

ASU's Grayson thinks that
increasing minorities in the faculty
and expanding ethnic studies
courses on campus also could help
retain minority students. He said
students would be more inclined to

stay in classes if it they were taught
by people of similar ethnicities and
if more courses on their culture
were offered.

But the biggesl challenge to

ethnic organizations on campus,
Jackson said, is getting together.

"Everybody needs to decide what
their role is going to be in the

su-uggle."

Sumlnit may
not address
world Issues
By Mike Feinsilber

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
George Bush and Mikhail Gorba-
chev will try to beat swords into

plowshares, but this superpower
sitdown doesn't promise to

address the quarrels of a conten-

tious \*orld.

It is arms control as usual at the

summit table and aggravations as

usual everywhere else.

The summit partners won't be
able to bottle up an Indian-Pakis-

tani dispute that has the potential

of going nuclear.

They don't have the formula to

keep Canada from flying apart in

ethnic disarray, as also seems
possible.

They can't placate Arab fears

aroused by the arrival of tens of
thousands of Jews freed by glas-

nost.

Even the problems that confront

Gorbachev and Bush frontally

aren't on the agenda, except
abstractly.

Nothing that happens at the

While House this week will solve

the budget or trade deficits for

Bush, or provide the untaliifiri

billions to end a savings and loan

crisis whose dimensions are just

dawning on Washington.

And no arms pact that Gorba-
chev brings home is likely to

satisfy Muscovites worried about
the price and availability of bread

^ in the crisij-of-the-week for the

besieged Soviet leader.

"He needs to talk groceries with

Bush, even if he can't bring them
home," says Bob Squier, a political

consultant to Democrats, com-
menting on Gorbachev's dilemma.
Bush and Gorbachev probably

won't talk about these matters.

They are not direct superpower
business. Canada was on Gorba-
chev's trip ticket, but not on the

summit docket.

Canada feels itself coming apart

at the seams. A compact that was
supposed to placate French

_ Quebec by recognizing it as a
"distinct society" caught in the

throats of some citizens of the

English-speaking Canada. Now,
once again, the 6.7 million

Quebecers raise the prospect of

withdrawing from citizenship with

18 million non-Quebecers.
And there's not much for Bush-

Gorbachev to do about India-

Pakistan, a quarrel capable of

bursting into war, even if it is not

on America's front pages.

Hindu-dominated India accuses
Moslem-majority Pakistan of
arming secessionist militants in

Kashmir, the only Indian state with

a Moslem majority. India and
Pakistan fought wars over Kash-
mir in 1949 and 1965.

A new war, the experts say,

could see the world's first use of

nuclear weaponry since Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.

Both sides have moved troops.

Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of
Pakistan accused India of/'indulg-

ing in genocide." So far, 400
people have died.

Colombia elected a president

Sunday. The most significant

article of clothing worn to the polls

by the winner, Cesar Gaviria

Trujillo, was a bulletproof vest.

Drug issues are not a topic on
the Bush-Gorbachev agenda.

This week in Baghdad, Iraq, 15

Arab kings, sheiks and presidents

heard Chairman Yasser Arafat of

the Palestine Liberation Organi-

zation express fear that Soviet

Jews could take over the West
Bank and Gazii Strip.
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n^t 'Pakistani Students' S^sociation

presents

•^ ^

Pakistani Cultural Night

Featuring:

tvorCd-famous musical artist

along with

ghazals, comedy sketches, traditional dances

FREE ADI\/IISSION

When:

Where:

Saturday, June 2, 1990

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, UCLA
Time: doors open - 6:00pm

showtime - 6:30pm

Funded by CPC of PAB, Graduate Students Association, USAC/BOD
o
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H/iewpoJnt
Viewpoint

MSA's political ad was
not part of open dialogue
By Gary Gonzalez

The Jewish Student Union is not attempting to censor the Muslim
Student Association. Rather, we call for a dialogue in which all voices are
heard. However, we insist on a dialogue conducted in calm, reasoned
voices, with due respect shown for all participants. MSA's advertisement
in the May 14 Bruin crossed the line of fair play. The ad was explicitly
political in nature, and as such, should not have been funded by USAC. It

was also derisive and misleading.

Here is the crux of our argument: Involuntarily collected student funds
must not be used to fund political advertisements. The Jewish Student
Union has never used student funds for political propaganda, nor will it

ever. The Israel Independence Day celet&ation was promoted and
conducted using no student funds. *^- 4i>

In contrast, every student reading this article now helped pay for the
MSA ad ofMay 14. The MSA ad did not educate; it propagandized. It did
not promote diversity; it promoted division. It did not mention any MSA
programming. It simply carried a political message. Those who assert
otherwise ^e either blind pr intentionally deceptive. The ad urged its

readers to call a number (for which they would be charged) and support
the cause of a Palestinian trade unionist. Who dares to make the claim that
this is not political, but rather "educational?"
MSA would like to frame this debate in terms of the Intifadah. Conjur-

ing up images of oppression and injustice, they attempt to portray Israel
as an oppressive, occupying force . Ifl-af> <k>^ng, thtry Ignore"

"Listen, you guys, we're filming right now! You're just gonna have
to wait until we're done shooting, okay?"

facts which do not support their hypothesis. There is no mention of
Palestinians murdered by the PLO for "collaboraUng." Nor is there
mention of innocent Israeli citizens (children included) shou blown-up
and held hostage by terrorist factions of the PLO.
JSU neither endorses nor condemns Israeli rule in the territories. We

arc a pluralistic organization which seeks to represent all sides of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. JSU would be doing a disservice to its

constituency if it claimed to represent Jewish opinion as a unified voice.
We do assert, however, that the situation in the occupied territories is the
symptom of a larger conflict between Jews and Arabs in the Middle East.
Spouting one-sided statistics docs nothing to further understanding of the
problem. Rather, MSA'S ad only succeeded in creating rcseninieni and
mistrust among the Jewish community.

If MSA is genuinely interested in improving their relationship with
Jews, a good place to start would be to recognize Israel's right to exist.
The PLO has stated ii5 support for a two-state solution to the crisis of the
occupied territories. Yet, MSA will not take a position one way or the
other. Apparently a significant portion of their membership believes that
the state of Israel is illegiiimalc, and should be replaced (by forcc'>) with
ilic stale of Palestine.

The new JSU board is not reactionary or close-minded. We arc
perfectly willing to discuss and support the legitimate aspirations of the
Palestinian people. A prerequisite, however, is for MSA to end \\s

inflammatory rhetoric, and get on with the process of reconciliation.

-

Gonzalez is a junior majoring in math.

Counterpoint

Teachers determine the quality of undergrad education
By Nathaniel Grossman

In ihcir May 24 letter

responding to my May 14

column in the Daily Bruin,

Steven A. Kivelson and Daniel
Kivelson of the Chemistry
Department claim in effect that

outstanding researchers can
provide an outstanding under-

graduate program. No one can
disagree with that in any way.
What I wrote was the phrase

"Undergraduates, for whom the

presence of hot researchers on
the faculty is arguably of less

benefit ..." The Kivclsons
and I need not start an argu-

ment about that point.

In fact, legions of education-

al ihcorisLs and advisors to

studcnLs planning on applying
for college admissions have not

given us any all-cmbraeing
advice to toss lo those stu-

dents. If there is a compelling
answer to the question of
which mcxlel of college or
university is "best," it can't be
recited while the Kivelsons and
I stand on one foot, even
serially.

The Kivelsons have ignored
the testimony of the many
StudcnLs who elect to enter

small colleges 'such as Reed,
Occidental, Williams, and
Mills, even if that matriculation

requires paying as much as 10
times the fees that the Univer-
sity of California charges.

Parents remain willing U) pay
those cost despite the availa-

bility of the University of

California and like stale sys-

tems. It can't be that die

parents have written off life-

times of scholarship and
rcxcorcb lor their children,

to teaching drudges for cram-
ming.

Many small colleges regu-
larly send a far greater per-

centage of their graduates on
to earn Ph.D. degrees that does
UCLA. There is no sign that

parents are any less willing to

support the California State

University system, or the vast

California junior college net-

work with lax dollars and
tuitions/fees than they are the

UC system.

What is most important in

their letter is what the KiveJ-
sons state clearly: "Every uni-

versity teacher should strive to

make the student's educational
experience as rich as po.ssible,

and smaller classes, personal-
i/al instruction, and concern
for the art of teaching all

t'oniribuic to this." Of these
choosing instead lo send them three desiderata, concern for

the art of teaching lies ulti-

mately in the lap of the

classroom teacher. The other
two are made possible only
through the efforts of admini-
strators.

The administrators of L&S
have fumbled the ball this

year. Even though Chancellor
Young declared that there was
nothing that would justify the

cancellation of "scores" of
classes, the Mathematics
Department alone has cancelled
14 classes for its Fall class^

schedule. Furthermore, some
lower division mathematics
classes are not being ballooned
up to si/.e 210.

Suppose that the Chancellor
does infuse L&S with /
emergency funds to restore

classes. From what well will

the teachers for these classed
be drawn?

The flow of distinguished

scholars who could not be
persuaded to move U) UCLA,
but who would visit here for a

sabbatical year, has been
diverted away because no
funds for teaching to supple-
ment sabbatical grants are

available. Best-quality tempor-
ary faculty will have long
sincCi*arranged to go elsewhere
for next year's employment.

Some personalized instruction
will be red-shirting at UCLA
during the coming Fall season.
There just won't be enough
coaches to bring every player
to his or her full potential.

This is even more a tragedy
than a year without a bowl'
game.

Grossman is a professor of
mathematics.
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attitude
Miss Piggy, Bert and

Ernie, Big Bird, The
Count, Cookie Mon-

ster, Oscar the Grouch and
Kermit the Frog are

on their own these days. Their
creator, Jim Henson, died just

a few weeks ago. As soon as

the media reported that he had
died of pneumonia, the specu-
lations began. Within hours,

Henson 's doctors were making
categoric denials that he had
died of AIDS: In recent years,

pneumonia has become a code
word for AIDS. All the major
newspapers in the country
printed the doctors' statements

as well as detailed descriptions

of the rare form of pneumonia
that killed him. Apparently,

dying of AIDS is a fate worse
than death.

Does it matter? Henson
didn't die of AIDS but what if

he had? Jim Henson was
beloved of children around the

globe and his death from
.AIDS would have entailed

more explanation than some
parents were inclined to make.

Yet AIDS deaths are becoming
more and more common in the

' United Stales: How much lon-

^er will rabid denials of AIDS
infection accompany the dc^ih
of a public figure? Thousands
of Americans are dying from
AIDS. Some are highly visible

participants in the arts whose
obituaries are featured among
the oUier prominent figures in

the death notices. The sexual

preference of these young men
may have been unknown

Rosemarie
Pegueros
before their deaths, but dying
of AIDS "outs" them once and
for all.

Even though gays and
lesbians are our siblings and
children, co-workers and lead-

ers, neighbors and friends, until

the AIDS crisis, middle Ameri-
ca could deny their existence,

demanding from gays discretion

and a closeted existence. Even
in the aftermath of the

Stonewall riots and the

emergence of die gay liberation

movement, America seemed to

be unaware of their existnm-p

to admit that he really was
gay. Until then, many
mysteriously managed to

overkxik that fact.

Rock Hudson's portrayals of

befuddled but sexy masculinity

captured the hearts of a gener-

ation of American women. His

death from AIDS marked a

turning-point in die public per-

ception of the AIDS crisis.

Suddenly, Rock's friends were
raising money for AIDS vic-

tims and urging Congress to

allocate funds to AIDS
research, but Hollywood did

not follow suit. Until die

recent issuing of Longtime
Companions, there had been a

' the plague, but diousands of
victims who were infected

before people understood die
danger of AIDS will die in die
next few years.

In the black

and Hispanic communities, die
epidemic is raging, fueled in

part by homophobia — many
members of those communities
deny dieir sexual identities out
of fear of the consequences of
coming out of the closet, as

well as by die effects of
poverty and despair: drug add-
iction, poor education, and no
drug or AIDS education. In die

past, many diseases like cancer
and tuberculosis have been

"The puzzling thing is the denial of sexual identity

of even the most openly^gay men. . . .Until the
recent issuing of Longtime Cotnpanions.

The puzzimg tnmg is the

denial of sexual identity of
even the most openly-gay men.
Liberace flounced around in

his sequined jackets and
America love^l him. When he
died of AIDS, all the middle-

aged folks who delighted in

his flowery rendition of "I'll

Be Seeing You" were forced

few made-for-TV movies on
die subject but no cinematic

films had dealt with the sub-

ject. Instead, Hollywood con-

centrated on the "innocent"
victims: hemophiliacs and diose

who had contacted the disease
from tainted blood transfusions.

What "guilty" victims can
Ihorr, hr, of ihis disease? The

—

considered self-inflicted, but the

fact is that most people are

innocent of blame. It isn't a

matter of virtue but of luck.

The homophobia dial char-

acterizes many of the responses

to AIDS is to be expcclcd in

a culture dominated by reli-

gious belief and resistance to

sex educ ation . No i all rc liii i ot i v.

gay men who have contacted

die disease either didn't know
dial certain sexual practices

could put diem in danger of

contracting die virus or didn't

believe it in time. The spread
of AIDS in die gay community
has been arrested. This alone

indicates dial sexual practices

have changed in resp^^nse to
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lit AIDS
profoundly simple issue of
morals, which no one seems to

have anymore."

Nodiing about
AIDS is profoundly simple.

While die speculation about die

cause of someone's deadi is a
normal human reaction, the

moralists in our midst are

attempting to twist the sad
reality of the tragedy of AIDS
into a morality tale. If it were
u-ue diat AIDS is a punishment
from God for homosexual
behavior, dien why have les-

bians largely escaped infection?

Why are hemophiliacs and
children dying from the dis-

ease? Why are babies bom
with it? Why are whole reg-

ions in Africa and the Carib-
bean afflicted with it?

As we read die lists of the

dead — Robert Mapplethorpe,
Alvin Ailey, Michael Bennett,
Ryan White — die list is

endless, we must keep in mind
dial we have the power U) end
die disease. We must let our
legislators know that funding
for AIDS research is a top

"

priority. We must let them
know that AIDS education is

critical to stopping the spread
of die disease. We must write

Ictlcr ii to Barba ra But , h diank —
people are homophobic but in

die public fight over morality,

die religious right thai would
deny rights to women also

champions homophobia. Just

recently, the Bruin printed a

venomous letter quoting St.

Paul's episUe to the Romans
and concluding diat "die con-

trolling of the AIDS virus is a

ing her for her support and
encouraging her to push

George to be more courageous
in diis area. And we must
leam to make this a more
liveable nation by being kinder

and gentler with each other.

Pegueros is a graduate student

in Latin American studies.
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Not amused
Editor:

I'm writing in response to

David Gregory Shor's May 24
letter. Unlike David, Vm not

'so amused," instead Vm com-
pletely disgusted about the

degree of ignorance that this

student possesses. I can see

that the roots of your ignor-

ance stem from your lack of

education to accept the realities

)f Beta's racism.

Let me ask you one thing,

do you know what the hell is

going on? MEChA's protest

against the IFC is not just an
"overreaction" as many have

labeled it, but a protest against

a reality that has prevailed for

many years. Beta has been
blatantly mocking Mexican
culture for quite a few years,

getting ^way with it by simple
"apologizing." David, I'm
extremely disappointed that

your conception of Mexican
culture is based on a drink —
Tequila: how did you get into

UCLA?
Moreover, your ignorance is

so clearly demonstrated in your
words, "I think it probably
gives people good memories of
their Mexican experience".

Well David, if this is what
ynu rail the "Mexican cxpcpi-

ence," it only proves how little

you know about us. Let me
give you a piece of advice,

take a step out of your little

Eurocentric world into the

reality of today!

One final word. I'm so
disgusted at your ignorance

that I had to laugh!!!

Mariluz Gonzalez
Junior

Spanish Literature/Sociolo-

gy

Letters

are very, very, very ignorant.

You don't know how it feels

when a cab does not stop for

you just because of the color

of your skin. You don't know
how it feels when your grade

school teacher sits you in the

comer just because you can't

pronounce "tragedy." Or how it

feels when you look in a

history book and all you see is

pictures of people who don't

look like you, and the only

pictures of people who look

like you are in riot pictures.

Unless you understand how
it feels, for you will never

actually feel that pain, because
you are only "an airhcaded

Southern California blonde."

Then and only then, you can
tell me about stereotypes.

As for the Mexican-Ameri-
can, Vincent Valdez, and the

Latino, Henry Mendez, why
don't you go home and see

the old family' photo albums,
lake a look in the mirror, for

as much you hide it, you will

always be brown. Then ask

yourselves, why is it that you
don't take offense to a depic-

tion of a worm representing

your culture. !Entienden! !Por

favor, entiendan que cuando
los Mexicanos son ridiculiza-

dos, todos somos ridiculzados!

Javier^ Sanchez

Whether or not Lambda Chi
Alpha's "Playboy Classic" is

demeaning to women, as

asserted by Togeiher's Theta
Pavis-Wcil, is debatable. How-"
ever, at the risk of sounding
simplistic: it's a free country.

It is the personal choice of

anyone, male or female, to

attend. Whether or not it is

offensive is your personal

opinion and should be kept in

that context. Her second set of
allegations were genuinely

humorous. Anyone who really

believes that a set of painted

lips over a door symbolized
violation of an orifice and
stepping on the tongue of a

woman to silence her should
simply have their head exa-
mined.

I know that the aforemen-
tioned people all have legiti-

mate concerns regarding the

needs and dignity of their

particular group. However, their

latest diatribe only erodes their

credibility. It is unfortunate
ihat people of their status and
position resort to using ihem
as a means of venting their

personal dislike to the Greek
system and as an access to

cheap publicity. I would hope
the agenda of their respective

groups have more pressing
issues to address.
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Counterpoint

MEChA protest was not ignorant
By Jaime Maldbnado

Tise.JoUowing is in response to the letters

Senior
Psychobioiogy

Insulting?

Editor:

Offensive

I

Editor:

WAKE UP PEOPLE!,
WAKE UP PEOPLE!, WAKE
UP PEOPLE! It's 1990, and
soon it will be the 21st

century. California and the

whole Southwest of the U.S.
will be mostly px)pulated by
Chicanos and Latinos. Chicanos
and Latinos will by paying for

Social Security for all the

Baby Boom generation.

That means that me, as well

as my children and grandchil-

dren will be paying for Ms.
Jennifer "Jay" Johnson's
parents' social security, and for

others from the Baby Boom
generation. Since we are going
to be paying for their well-

being, Ms. Jennifer "Jay" John-
son should be more careful

about how we feel. ^
How can she possibly say

that having poster of a big

worm with an exaggerated

mustache and a big sombrero
does not offend me? How can
she know what offends me?
Let me tell you, Ms. Johnson,
I don't particularly hke it

when somebody dresses like a
Mexicano, acts like a drunk,

and then say things like "me
cerveza es mucho coldo."

You are not only stereotyp-

ing every Mexicano, but you
are trashing one of the most
beautiful languages in the

world. Ms. Jennifer "Jay"
Johnson asks the question

"

. . . And just how stupid do
you think we, the collective

UCLA community, are? I don't
know about the entire UCLA
community, but it's obvious
from your viewpoint that you

I would like to address the

issues brought up by USAC
member Sam Kaufman in his

call for investigations of the

fraternities. There is a differ-

ence between legitimate

denouncement of something
racist or ethnically insulting,

and looking for something to

be offended at to make a fuss

over to get your name in the

paper. Unfortunately, Sam
Kaufman, Darren Kameya, and
MEChA seem to fall in the

latter category.

At a university with the
" ethnic diversity of UCLA, rac-

ism and insensitivity to culture

have no place. However, neith-

er do racist "witch hunts" by
special interest groups and
overzcalous USAC members.
Beta^ Theta Pi's "Sunirse" par-

ty, in view of the controversy
aroused by its "Tequila Sun-
rise" party of a few years past,

was specifically designed so as

to not offend members of the

Hispanic community. Should
people be criticized for hang-
ing a tequila worm banner for

a party simply, because they

are white?

This is the same racism that

MEChA claims to renounce. In
reference to a comment made
by a MEChA member at their

comical Wednesday rally in

front of the Beta house, I

don't think anyone would give
a damn if they threw a

"redneck Oakie party." ^
The Kaufman/Kameya critic-

ism of Sigma Alpha Mu's
"Kamikaze" party is equally

questionable. In the first place,

the last time I checked, the

U.S. was also involved in

WWII. So aren't kamikazes
also a part of American his-

tory? Secondly, if either Kauf-
man or Kameya would have
bothered to inquire into the

party, I suspect they would
have found it to be a fun
social gathering and dinner
rather than a malicious mimi-
cry of Japanese culture.

Paul Hayward
Sophomore

International Relations

Advertisement
Editor:

I would like to thank R.
Lindsey Bergman for com-
menting on the "offensive" ad
for the Bruin's "Entertaining
and Dining Out Guide" G-et-
ters, M^y 23). I too was
confused and then disgusted
when I read the dialogue that

was obviously meant to catch
the eye with its overt sexual

suggestiveness, and I'm glad
others felt the same.
The Daily Bruin, which has

spent countless pages of news-
^paper space to condemn rape -

and offer sympathy and advice
to victims of this crime should
know better than to turn

around and print a tacky ad
that makes light of the issue
of sexual coercion. The Bruin
used the play on words
because they ar often said in a

dating situation, not when dis-

cussing which restaurant to go
to. Those words should not be
made light of, for they are the

start of actions that often turn
tragic.

Noa Katrin

Senior
Design

which were printed in the Bruin on May 25

Dear Don,
Intelligence is a requisite to get into the

University, yes, which bids me wonder — how
did you. . .? Well, never mind that, on the

topic of social gatherings, however, it appears
to be inherent that some kind of commentary is

being made. Otherwise, why would the Greek
system engage in all-out party warfare to try to

outdo each other in order to gain members,
friends, associates, and acquaintances? And if

this commentary is not social or political then

what is it, economic? Possibly to show who
could blow the most money on mindless,

brain-deadening hedonism? Maybe your eyes
are blinded to the negative effects that these

forms of stereotyping inflict on the targeted

group, and if that's the case then 1 don't see

how I can impress upon you that it is

damaging — intent is not a necessary prere-

quisite for that. I wonder, Don, if you've ever

been the victim of overt or covert racism or

prejudice? If you haven't then there is no way
of making you understand the psychological

stress that such action inevitably causes. Yes,
we should be careful not to read what isn't

there, but have you read all that is there?

Obviously not.

Dear "Jay",

There's an old saying that goes: "tis better

to remain silent and be thought a fool than to

speak and remove all doubt." Being an English

defmition. Even so, it is apparent that your

analysis of the issue is at blest superficial, and
it fails to recognize the full extent of what the

protest is trying to address. Maybe if you knew
the background behind the latest clash you
wouldn't be saying that is isn't such a "big

deal". Maybe, Henry, if you took some tinje to

reflect on how and why it was possible for

iiiajur you inighi have thought it rather a waste
of time to really listen to and understand the

history of your country. During World War II

Japanese-Americans were herded onto concent-

ration camps after the bombing of Pearl

Harbor. Maybe you were absent that day
because your roots were showing. Or were you

_out buying a "sambo" doll because you thought
it was "cute"? Parties, Ms. Johnson, are fine.

. There's an clement among the campus popula-
tion, however, that feels exploiting highly

sensitive aspects of a people's historical experi-

ence just to get a laugh or to have some fun

is acceptable. This bears a frightening resemb-
lance to adolescent schoolyard bully behavior.

And all of this on a campus that is supposQd
to be preparing its students for leadership roles

in our scx:iciy. No, Jay, you don't need to go
on, please don't go on.

Dear Vincent,

Is it "Vincent" or "Vicente"? Well that's

neither here nor there, but you know as well

_as anyone, it seems that the opinions of an.

you to even get into this university you wbuldT
think before criticizing this latest fight to

preserve the dignity of our people. Just being

bom a Latino does not mean that you're

automatically knowledgeable about the problems
that your people face. I wonder if you've ever

taken the opportunity to learn about your
Latino history? U seems to me that you
haven't. I'm not accusing you of being racist,

Henry, but there's all kinds of racism in this

world, are you aware of all of them? Maylx;,

Henry, just maybe you should think a little

more before unsheathing your pen.

Dear Hugo,
Although I somewhat agree with you on the

unfortunate use of the term "re-educate", I

think it's a moot point since the persons would
need to have be<yi educated in the first place.

That's the difficult part. A graduate, in history

no less, should recognize the need for a people
to feel secure in their sense of cultural, ethnic,

"The very fact that we had a prO'

test shows not our ignorance but
our knowledge. We know, much
more than the 'moral majority-

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
^ast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30pm

208-3701 •

J »

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
--5t

individual arc not representative of the whole.
Simply because you take no offense at the

Beta Party does not mean that there is no
cause for offense, as is demonstrated by the

protest. No, You're not thin-skinned, the

paleness of your insides denies you that

privilege, but you are seriously ignorant about
what MEChA is, what it stands for, and what
it has fought throughout the last twenty years

for. MEChA is a progressive group, not a

reactionary one. You've probably got us

confused with Young Americans for Freedom
(God forbid). You don't even have accurate

knowledge about MEChA's leadership. Now let

me ask you anyway, Vince, how many
organizations are you actively involved with? Is

there anything you believe in strongly enough
to dedicate so much of your time and energy

that your GPA suffers as a result? And what
do you sec as the "real" issues facing our
community? I submit, Vince, that you don't

know MEChA, and further that you are totally

unconcerned with our community. If you did
know us and were concerned you would know
that the Beta incident is but a single battle in

a wide front of issues that MEChA is involved
with. If you and your Mexican-American
friends are really concerned about the issues,

come to a meeting, and really see what
MEChA is all about, or are you afraid of
associating with a bunch of "radicals". If

that's the case, then there's a cream pie

waiting to be covered with your shavings^

Dear Henry,

Or is it Enrique? Wow, deja-vu! I wish I

knew how you defined "hurting". It seems
physical damage must be a requisite in your

about the issues facing us and we can

relate to other 'minorities' and their

Issues."

or national identity, without having a minority

(or anyone else for that matter), single them
out because of it. Yes, "re-educate" calls to

mind the killing fields, but racism and preju-

dice call to mind Auschwitz, Hugo, do they

not? Freedom of expression is one thing.

Freedom of oppression (Psychological or other-

wise) is another thing altogether.

Dear UjCLA Community,
There are many Don Bilsons, Jennifer "Jay"

Johnsons, Vincent Valdezes, Henry Mendezes,
and Hugo Schwyzers at the university (and in

the world for that matter) who tell us that we
are "ignorant", "over-reactionary", "thin-

skinned", "racist", and "unintelligent". These
people question the need for our protests. 1 sa>

_lhai Ihey arc ignorant, insensitive, racist and in

some ca.sc.s Hispanic tokens (or coconuts i, hut

never unintelligent. Anything with the ability to

think, no matter what the thought, has intelli-

gence. Please, think about this.. Five years ago
the Beta's had a similar theme party which
was called "Tequila Sunrise". In order to gain

entrance to this party one had to crawl under a

fence, and then have their backs splashed with

water.

There is a need, a dire need for education,

and greater sensitivity to the issues concerning
so-called "minorities" in this country. To '

ridicule the process by which oppr^ed people
attempt to reach the "Land of Liberty^ is

anathema to the spirit of what many consider
America, Old Glory, The Liberty Bell, i^nd The
Statue of Liberty, are supposed to symboli/e.
TTie themes which fraternities insist on using

for their parties reflect a high degree of

insensitivity towards, and lack of respect for

the dignity of, the people to whom these

events and circumstances are very frightening,

very real, and quite often very capable of

conjuring up memories of some very terrible

personal experiences.

The very fact that we had a protest shows
not our ignorance but our knowledge. We
know, much more than the ''moral majority.''

about the issues facing us and we can relate to

other "minorities" on their issues. That is why
the protest was not only a protest against the

"Sunrise" party thrown by the Beta house
fraternity, but a protest against theme parties

that effect any race or gender negatively.

Please, tell us, who is the ignorant party^

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thurvlay

HI 12:X PM
Sunday til 11 DO PM

;^^i4rATA
Five Master

SusW Chefs

To Serve you"

Cocnplimenti'y appetizers

Monday-Fndi,. 4:30-630 PM
»»fiM . QQCKTAtS- B<G 6Cf}LlH l.A T^LL IT^ TV

2830 Wilshirt Blvd. Santa Monica
82&-8404

iA C COMPLETE
*V^# (Includes)

Standard Eliza Test

Confirmatory Western Blot Used by

US Armv.

i*-^

- -^

,^i^

BLOOD TEST FOR

AIDS
The Epidemic Continues!
• One out of ovcry .>(HI college

students is HIV positive.

• One out of every TJ t>abies born in

ficMi York City is AIDS positive.

276.(KH) newborns tested 1988
• Premarital testini^

' Usually less than 2 days fr^r results

IVevention &
Early Detection

OPEN 6 DAYS

TE5T YOIR PARTMR, BRI.NG A FRIENP .
^^ '

:: \R[

Norton Medical Clinic • Sherman Oak»

1 (800) AIDS NOW
1 (800) 243-7669

• JAMA. Mareh 24. 1989; I2:l74rvl750
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DISCOUNT With I. D.

ROPICAL FISH SALE
ALL FRESHWATER, SALTWATER, LIVE CORAL.
INVERTEBRATES & LIVE ROCK 207o OFF

LARGEST SELECTION OF FRESHWATER A SALTWATER FISK IN LA.

START YOUR NEW AQUARIUM
ALL AQUARIUMS AT COST!

WHEN YOU PURCHASE PUMP. FILTER & UGHTING

r

FRIDAYSATURDAY-SUNDAY

JUNE 1-2-3

MUST BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR ALL SPECIALS

UlOCIAHIHmilTHW

FROZEN FOOD
20% OFF

SEA SALT MIX
20% OFF

I

T0P9FTMILME

19 BMLUM ikflUMUM
COMMiTf KTU^

SPECIAL PRiCE $39.99

40 GALLON REEF

SYSTEM-COMPLETE

$299.99 ONLY 6 LEFT

Maldonado is a junior majoring in history and
Chicane studies.

14] Aquarium
10% OFF ALL CUSTOM INSTALLED SYSTEMS
^^ * \ MONTH FREE SERVICE

^0# RESIDENTIALORCOMMERQAL

y 11 Escort Service 825-1493

I

I

%
213-477-192S

;^^^ 1 1662 W. PICO BLVD.
>T^3^ CORNER OF PICO A BARRP4GTON
'•-^^ HOURS M-F ll:3«-t:M SAT/SUN 1»:3#>«:M
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Mahlathini and the Mahotella Queens will bring their African
rhythms to the Wadsworth Theater this Saturday night at 8.

African players to share^
rich musical traditions
By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

Mbaqanga is the name of a stew that impoverished South Africans
used to eat evefyday. It's also the musical dish served up by the South
African group Mahlathini and the Mahotella Queens.

Described as a mixture of traditional African rhythms, street music and
international pop, Mbaqanga was invented in the early '60s by The
Makonga Tshole Band, whose name translates into "the band that knows
everything."

"This music was made when the blacks were divided in our country."
explained saxaphonist and leader of The Makonga Tshole Band, West
Nkoshi. "We had lo lake all their traditional rhythms and put them
together so they could come back to share their differences."
Smce its advent, Mbaqanga has become part of the mainstream of

popular music in Africa and the most well-known performer of it is Mah-
lathini and the Mahotella Queens.

Called the "Lion of Sowcto," Simon Nkabinde (Mahlathini) was
discovered furiously dancing and singing at a wedding. "In our wedding
celebrations, we might have more than sixty people led by one male voice
singing a capella," said West.

Never formally trained in the Mbaqanga style kno.wn as "groaning,"
Mahlathini began singing as a child and said he believes it is "somcthmg I

was bom with." Mahotella Queen Hilda Tloubatia agreed that formal
training is not necessary to be a Mbaqanga artisl,only feeling.

Those "feelings" are meant to affect the audience as well. "You feel ii

... you feel like you need to stand up and participate. Our music is so
powerful, you feel that it is an offense to sit down when we play," dec-
lared West of a Mbaqanga concert involving harmonized singing,
synchronized dancing, and traditional Zulu costumes.

Currently on their first worldwide tour, the group has found greater
racial discrepancy in American audiences than in African ones. "In our
country, we play for blacks but we feel proud to say that our music has
been accepted by whites," said West. "We find it different here because
98% of the audience we get in America is while. I even thought maybe
there are no blacks in this country becuase we see very few at our shows,"
he joked. But Mbaqanga' s meaning is universally applicable. '

"They have alot of messages inside . . mostly to educate jxjople about
how to live together and how to respect one another," explained West.

In addition to his work with Mahlathini, West orchestralecl the
recording of Paul Simon's Graceland album and said "it was like the
heavens opened up for us when Paul Simon approach(i;d me. People never
knew about our music before and Graceland made them aware that there
is music. If it wasn't for Paul Simon wc wouldn't have been here. We
needed somebody to make a bridge for us to crossover."
As musicians in South Africa, the group docs not feel that they were in

any way hindered by apartheid. "Even though South Africa has strong
apartheid, I don't think musicians have restrictions," said Hilda
Tloubatia. "Any musician was allowed to come lo South Africa. It was up
lo him 10 say *I wouldn't like lo go . . . becuase of apartheid.'

"

'Amplified good ol' boy' Mojo Nixon <

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

"Well, meet me at The Barbecu
kin'," said Mojo Nixon, who will be
Plaza today

Befpre the interview even started

the show was going to be like. When
to donate, he said "I think the clothcj

Christmas would be the primary cl

never wear, you know?"
It's difficult to put a finger on exac

only thing that's for sure is that

What can you cay about a guy w
Cart Track— with Beat Farmer Co
ceremony— culminating with the ii

her lips off and release the balkx

Is he a humorous redneck on fasi-

who likes to rant and rave?

"Mojo Nixon is sort of a combii
man," said Nixon. "I like to think of r

day night — before he repents oi

Throughout the interview he mur
beans, and macaroni.

He sported sideburns that were fli

chin. His hair was decidedly Elvi

legendary aniong his followers, anc

S(

l^usician Mojo Nixon will be in Westwood plaza today,
encouraging UCLA students to donate cloths to Home Aid. 7
think the clothes that your aunts and mamas gave for
Christmas would be the primary clothes to bring. The stuff
that you'd never wear, you know?"

Ev6i>ywhcrc" and "(619) 239-KIN (

For those of you unfamiliar with N
unorthodox percussionist Skid Ro[X'

of the underground,' as he puts it, Ni)

tunes as "Stuffin' Martha's Muffin,"

"Music Television/Should be covci

Gibson Is Pregnant With My Two-F
"Rick Astley is a pantywaist/press

exactly the darling of MTV.
Only Mojo himself can accural

"Imagine sitting on your front pore

playin.' Then, a granny starts to dan
raving over the hoedown. What I\!

blush," Nixon said.
i .

Lyrically, it's dirt floor freakout, i
sociopolitical anarchy — with a d
includes trailer parks. Mad Dog, au
Mojo isn't exactly run-of-the-mi|

Still, he has the same love^ate rela|

MTV. He realizes that video play irar

other hand. . .

"Oh, they should definitely be coi

album, MTV will publicly kiss mv
The "Debbie Gibson Is Pregnant" v i

with the bigwigs of MTV, probably ;

Astley, Debbie Gibson, and Tiffany
^

artists. ,

"These are people that should defirl

But his new album will be slightly \t

tain a single entitled "Don Henley K

Stage

'Mama' deftly capturesfamily ti

See MAIAHTHINI, page 39

Well-done

UCLA show has

professional feel

By Heidi Parker

Contributor

STAGE: / Remember Mama Written
by John Van Druten Directed by Gary
Gardner The play will run until June 2
with performances tonight, June 1 and
June 2 Evening and matinee perfor
mances also Tickets available at the
MacGowan Hall Box Office

There seems to be a revival of
films and plays that focus on the

family and tradition — and I'm
happy atx)ut it. If you enjoyed
Driving Miss Daisy and Field of
Dreams, you'll be glad to know
that UCLA is presenting / Remem-
ber Mama, a play about an
immigrant Norwegian family dur-

ing the turn of the century.

Directed by Gary Gardner, the

play last Friday at the Freud

Playhouse and will play until June
2. Written by John Van Druten, the

script Was adapted from the book
Mama's Bank Account by Kathryn
Forbes. Since the play is a recount
of a young girl's upbnnging, the

story is told by the oldest daughter,

Katrin (Cat La/o), who also acts in

the flashbacks.

For a predotninantly student

cast, the production came across as

very professional. Gardner was
able to capture the essence of the

Norwegian family and the pres-

sures an immigrant family faces.

Having been brought up by a

Norwegian mother myself, 1 could
relate to the situation and the stem
upper hand that the mother
possessed in the family.

The play is basically about the

changing of generations and the

tug-of-war between old customs
and new trends. As the mother tries

to provide a sense of security for

her family, she is caught in some
difficult situations. Her son wants
to go to college, and her daughter
wants an expensive graduation

present.. The nagging problem is

that there is not enough money to

make ends meet, so mama creates

a fictitious bank account to provide

a sense of security for the children.

As the oldest daughter becomes
enraptured in her own activities,

such as writing and l(X)king at

boys, she pushes away the respon-

sibilities of being the oldest and
doesn't involve herself in her

family's problems. As the play

progresses, we sec, as the daughter
returns to the family, that her stem
mother is actually loving and
protective. The point of the play is

to reveal that the family is an
important center.

Gardner does some clever tricks

to bring the play to life. He uses an
array of ethnic and age groups to

show diversity — and even uses a

cat on stage to amaze the audience.
Luckily, the cat (pet-named Uncle
Elizabeth) was calm and played his

pan with style as he lounged in the

arms of the youngest daughter.

Playing the part of a Norwegian
immigrant is not an easy task
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YOUR COLIEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPE]\ED Al^OTHER DOOR
Talk it over ivith
l§»heridaii Toyota

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Your New Car. Also we have the

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available.

N0-D0WN_PAYMENT
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744

or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep. t

Jose Cano
820-1777
International Econ.

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jennifer McElliott
824-5873
Political Science

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD
CALL NOW

213-394-6744

f

banta Monica biva

lOFWY

1

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.
Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment)
8am-4pm

/
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How would you like to drive home today in the brand new Chevrolet
or Geo of your choice for only 5% down? You don't need any credit
and you don't need any co-signer. Just bring us your diploma and
proof of a job and we'll send you home in your dream car!
* This program is applicable 6 months prior

^*
to graduation & up to 12 months after. SjS^

Over 500 cars &
trucks to chcose

from. Come see us!

CHEVROLET GEO
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3003 E. COLORADO BLVD • 818/449-3332 .213/684-2221
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WESTSIDE S
JEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP

AUT^ BUYER'S GUIDE
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WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1 926
by doing just tliis. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"

and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

Jeep they want.

We offer a Graduate

1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Crads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

3 year 30,000 miles

extended service

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
- plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE

FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING
GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS

With Proof of Graduation

1

contract
$295 value - free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

(213) 730-9105
Walker Bros. jeep/Eagle
3260 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90006

Your Diploma Isn'tWorth
The Paper It's Printed On.

r"

The fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the|

key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or

truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after_

graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe

or one of our other 1990 models on approved

credit.

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put

you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let

your degree go to work for you right now, or it might

as well be just a piece of paper.

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)820-2631
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Jetta GLI 16V Cabriolet

TIMMONS
VOLKSXA/AGEN

*Need a new car?*
* Haven't started your job yet?*
*Have no down payment?*

Then...
TIMMONS VW
has a plan for you the

1990 COLLEGE GRADUATE
) MONEY DOWN on any new VW

Example ; 1 990 New Jetta GL: ^275'^ por mo.
Ser. #211947. Sunroof, Air conditioning, power steering,
tilt wheel. Total buy payment= 16509.00

Eample: 1990 New Cabriolet $299^^ per mo.
^_

Ser. #016729. Air Conditioning, power steering, cassette
Total lease payment= 17,993.40 plus tax.

For each car purchased TIMMONS VW will donate $100^^ to your
Alumni fund or favorite charity in your name.

TIMMONS VW
3940 Cherry Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807

Call

213/
595-4601

FAHRVERGNUGEN. IT*S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN

DONTGET
ROBBEDONYOUR
SECURITYSmEM.
Los Angeles has one of the highest auto break-in rotes

in the country. But the real crime is going to the wrong

deoler to get your car alarm. Dealers who lack experi-

ence. Or don't know the best alarm system for your

needs. At Al & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a great price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installation that's guaranteed.

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance program.

What's more, we know the ins and outs of your car's

electrical system better than anyone, because we've

been in the mobile electronics business longer than any-

one. Over 36 years. So come to Al & Ed's. Becouse when

you really think about it, all the extras you get make our

security systems a real steal.

L

>IUIOMOE(
CAR ALARM COMPUTE WITH 2
REMOTES t LIKTIME WARRANTY
? ierTini>>'nn',TiH(>" *i"i *'j 00''

(ddc", liniiN Wflimf *(irt(infy, I'llai SALE
l>evl«s', opeiuiio'i 'lashinq If D visual $170
mwhmotf Bp() ^IJ" ^nv,'',r!) INSTALLED

STEALTH CAR ALARM BY THE MAKERS
OP DERRINGER. S-YEAR WARRANTY
IJt''.'ti'i p»"sotinllviortp(fiian',mr'i"

lemoie pcnK
,
Stiorieiquotd qlos'> bieak SALE

oqe d«ie<toi, slonw bypos'., uudibl* $07SA.
i)miing/di'>niming '.lolus lfDd{'>plny Am^W
nnrfcnw i-^, sv") Wkf SWi INSTALLED

CLIFFORD
SUPER IPS FALCON CAR ALARM WITH
2 REMOTESC UFETIME WARRANTY
I di.'il bijt'od rprnoip tiu'iMTiifiei'.

limited liletimf nwinonfy remoi'- p'o

(jintnmubilifv, P'wt mitusioii a'tompt

aleii, high outpui siien, IfO indKOloi

nndmufhmoip Keq jSV"? SawS}60

Mil

<339
INSTALLED

Al& Ed% Aiitosound
THE SPECIALISTS IN MOMU SKURITT-

WEST LA. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
OerringerD j?!! MJKOMOtmt CLIFFORD £r>!i OerringerB MXOMatm CLIFFORD

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS

SPRING CELEBRATION SALE!

Right nowf we've got a
College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR ,UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASfe TO OWN!

VW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

592-1383

PEOPLE WHO ARE
CCESSFUL DRIVE

BMW
AND VISA VERSA

^1

^ '^^J^^H

OUR PROMISE
Upon our verification GECAL guarantees to approve all applicants who meet each
of the following criteria.

• Applicant within the last four months must have graduated from a U.S. four-

year college or has received a post graduate advanced degree. (Acceptable four-

year colleges will be those listed in Barron's Profiles of American Colleges.)
• Applicant must show proof of graduation.
• Applicant must show proof of graduation.

• Applicant's annual income from any source(other than parents), which is likely

to continue for the term of the lease, must be at least twice the capitalized

cost of the vehicle as demonstrated by proof of income or a firm commitment
from employer showing income and start date within 30 days.

Applicant should have no" history of bankruptcy, repossession, or multiple
delinquencies(30 days or greater).

ZIPPER-BMW of BEVERLY HILLS9 .

9022 Wilshire Blvd, Beverly Hills 90212
(213)273-3980

^ '
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SANTA MONICA BMW
Introducing the ALL NEW
1991, 31 8i, Here Now, A
Value You Can't Refuse.

325iX

1990's in Stock for Immediate
Delivery. All models & Colora.

• SPECIAL •
COLLEGE* GRAD

PROGRAM
Call for details.

FOR
BMW SERVICE
HOURS 7 - 7

MON. - FRI.

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD, SANTA MONICA, CA

(213) 829-3535

The

high-tech

hotrod.

ACURA
OF

PASADE]\A

Aeura of Pasadena has 1st TIME
BirinERS FEVANCEVG and UCLA COLLEGE
GRADUATE LEASEVG PROGRAMS. Just

mention your association witli UCLA & we^li
do everytliing we can to please youX

ACURA of PASADE1\A
1285 E. Colorado Blvd.

s.

(Between Hill &. Lake)

818-792-7979

Daily Br^

AUT^ BUYER^S GUIDE

Macintosh.

Wlieels for die mind.™

in

your old card on

a New Nissan.

vl.

''.I

Voii don't need to put an\

monc\ down. Or make an\

payments for 90 days. All

you need is \our student

113. And \()u ean put

your hands on up to 60

months' finaneing. Hven if

you've never had credit

before. So call or stop by Rusnak Nissan Pasadena. Bring

along your driver's license and some kind of proof of a

Rusnak nissan
PASADENA

337 W. COLORADO BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91105

(818) 577-8877 (213) 684-0700

NISSAN

Buih for the Human Race.

job after graduation. Not to

mention \()ur student 11).

But liurr\ . This/ ma\ be the

last time \()u can buv a

Nissan on your good looks.

•

)

\M

^

4.
^(^lie(M^p^^a,\tK.

m

(

t>i>^^»..^l.*^S.S.S.S.*^^.TL^^^^^^^S.T^^^'t^^.'^*^S.^*^S.»^*^S.»>^^^^^S^**^^^S^.S^».^^,^^^.,»^.^.^^^^»^***^^^S^»S.*»

#^1
IN THE WEST

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with

LINDQVIST SAAB'S —
"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE GRAM"*

.^^^
^^^^

c^^
pV^

v\\*=>

aO.v.^^-

^^'^
c^

^^^'
.?vO

,s^^
.t^^'

•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

.t^O
^M'

.^o

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213) 313-SAAB
*You must meet certain requirements

^
^^^^^<^^^*^'~^^^^^^^^^*-^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^'^^^'«^^^^^**'-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ascc^^^

»

i
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£28357 sa^ nq/i/i) ment

'ers unique sound for Home Aid

-\

RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES

DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOB IN STYLE
FOREMAN HONDA has a special financing program specially tailored to 1990

graduates, making it easy for you to reward yourself with a NEW HONDA.
u -

WHAT YOU NEED..
• A Diploma

• A Inh

A Desire to Drive a

NEW HONDA

WHAT YOU DON'T UEED.
• Much Money

•Any Co-Si p.ner

Previous Credit History

YOUR HONDA COLLEQE GRADUATE HEADQUARTERS
:

^ FOnEMnN HONOR ' '-

5511 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys, California 91401

(81 8) 788-1 31 4 • (21 3) 873-1 776
contact your college graduate representative

GaryOber

*it,' I'll be ugly and scruffy loo-

caring at Home Aid at Westwood

t had a few questions about what

d that people would bring clothes

ai your aunts and mamas gave for

cs 10 bring. The stuff that you'd

iw
hat kind of person Mojo is. The

s out of the ordinary.

;oi married at a Chula Visla Go-
ry Dick Montana performing the

uciion (via megaphone) to "suck

.

^K ard? An amplified good ole boy

on used car salesman and blues

.'If as a sinning redneck on Salur-

iunday morning."

xl on a barbecue beef sandwich,

and reached almost down to his

Nixon's search for the King is

compasses t\vQ songS. "Elvi.s i.s

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Undbfook

2084366

Tht Hunt (or Red Oclotar (R)

1 30-4;30-7:3O-10;30

70MM THX

VILUGE
961 BroKton

208-5576

Talea From T)i« Oarkade:
The Movie (R)

2J)0 -4 45-7:30-10.00

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
C«ntury aty 14

10250 Santa Manua Blvd

Cenljry City Shoppng Conter

Free Partung

4 Hous Fr»e Vakdalon
Wlt^ Purchase ot Theake Tickets

(213) 5538900

BRUIN
948 Brodon
208-8998

The Ten Commendmenta (G)

(1 30;.-7 36

BRUIl^S DIS€OlI]\T SALE

)n, he has made five albums with

)uring his career as 'court jester

I has t>een the pcrpcu^aior of such
)ntaining the unforgettable lyric,

in jism," as well as "Debbie
dcd Love Child," which asserts:

buu up against his face." Not

dcscril)e the sound,

when some hocdown music starts

outside, and I'd start ranting and
saying would make the granny

cial parody, frank sexuality, and
linclly down-home flavor that

barbecue sauce.

,1

)nship that many artists have with

ales into record sales, but on the

:rcd in jism. But with this new
b(X)tie," Nixon said.

\) didn't exactly go over too well

:cause its principal targets. Rick

c some of MTV's most popular

cly be made fun of," said Nixon.

)rc conciliatory. True, it will con-

ust Die," but the first single is

Nixon will share his unique perspective with Bruins this

afternoon.

planned not to offend so many people, including MTV.
"'Destroy All Lawyers' is something everybody — even lawyers —

can sympathize with," said Nixon.

There are changes on the horizon, though. This will be the first Mojo
Nixon album without Skid Roper. Instead, his lineup for the album,
entitled Otis features such musicians as Country Dick Montana of the

Beat Farmers and John Doe, lately of X.

It seems that Mojo and Skid have in his words, disass(x:iatcd.

According to Nixon, the main problem stemmed from the fact that

Nixon wanted to slay with his current lineup, while Roper wanted to go
solo. , V

"I wanted to end (our association) while we were up, as opposed to

ending it with a lawsuit," Nixon said.

So it seems that as much as Mojo tries to poke fun at the music busi-

ness, there are parts he cannot escape.

There's something about the name 'Mojo Nixon' that hardly suggests

somebody's given name. It's vaguely nom-de-stagcish, don't you think?

I just liked the way it sounded," said Nixon. "Sort of like the Louisia-

nan illegitimate son of Richard Nixon. A mixture of vocxloo and bad

politics."

Speaking of bad politics, Nixon, who graduated from an Ohioan
college wiih a degree in political science, had a few things lo say about

the drug war and the PMRC.
"We have got to fight (the drug war) by giving in. Money's the whole

WESTWOOO Teenage Mutwil Ninl« Turlee (PG)

1050 Gaytey - (12 30-3 00)-5:30-8 00 10.30

208-7664

WESTWCXJto
1050 Gaytay
208-7664 .

I Love You To Oeatti (R)

(12.15)-2,46-5 15-7 45-10 15

WESTWOOO
1050 Ga/Vjv

208-7664

Cruy People (R)

(12 00)-2 30-5 00 7 30 10 00

WESTWOOO
)ObO Gaytoy

2087664

The Cook, The Thiel,

Hit Wife 4 Her Lovw
(1 00)-4:00-7 00-10 00

No one under 18 admitled

REGENT
1045 Bfo«ton

208-3259

WMd Orchid (R)

2:00-4 45-7 30 10 15

_ My Lett Foot (R)

1055-1.25-4 15-7 00 9 40

Happy Together (PG-13)

11 30 210-4 50-7 40-10 25

Teenage Mutant Nin|a Turttee (PG)

10 30 1?.50

Driving Mias Daisy (R)

11:56-230-5 10-810-10.50

Fire Birds (PG-13)

10.30-12 45 3 30-605-8' 30-10 55

SPECIAL EtlGAGEMENT

The Gods Must Be Crazy II (PG)

11 55-150-4 30-725-10 15

Strapless (NR)

12 00-2 30-5 lb-aCjO-,10 35

^i^^^^

PLAZA A StMW Of Force (R)

1067 Giendon (1 00)-3 15-5;30-8 00 10 30
208-3097 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Passes and group actvity tid^als accepted

lor shows tjetore 6 PM only

Santa Monica

ir-^e-i{)4i;if,i;7i(Py 45^6*8!

Cinema Paradise (NR)

10 30 1 '0-4 05-710-10 10

I Love You To Death (R)

12 20 2 45 5 ?5-8 15 10 40

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wiishire Blvd

45M377 :

See NIXON, page 39

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
.'%

Rebates up to

$2500.00
or as low as

0.0%APR '•

Finance rale for 24 months on selected models

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
. . (see us for details) . ^^_

CLAUDE li^HORT DODGE
12TII & SAI%TA MOIMICA

SAI\TA MOIMICA

800 DODGE

jaditions
ough, because the accent is very

arp-sounding — like a cross

'tween German and Swedish*

osi of the cast had to learn how to

cak in this accent, and some
ere able to master it better than

hers.

Annie Suite as the mother, with

r a matter-of-fact tone and her

>nslant activity (not to mention
T constant coffee making —
pical of a Norwegian mother),

d the most 'impressive job masT
Iring her Norweigan character.

(er performance was consistent,

^lidifying the production.

The wild and loud Uncle Ame,
laycd by Neil Lester, brought
luberance lo the stage. Lester

'as also able to capture the

isence of the old fashioned
brwegian with his burly voice

Id up—front manner.

The only character that didn't

>cm lo fit into the picture, was
ifortunately, the lead. Although

See 'MAMA/ page 39

Tbe Hunt For

Red October (PG)

:. 154.15-7.15-10.15

'^ A Sun only tor 1.15 showlme

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN Teentge Mulanl Nir^a

1314 Wilshire Blvd Turlea (PG)

451-4377 (12:30)-2 45-5 00
'Sal A Sun only lor t2 30 ft 245 showtmes

MANN WILSHIRE TWM The Cook, The Thwf
1314 WisNre B<vd His Wik A Her Lover
451-4377 4 45-7 30-10 15

No 4 45 show Sat ft Sun
No one under 16 admitted

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

Oaddy'a Dying (PG-13)

11 20 2 00-4 40 7 35 10 20

Torn Apart (R)

11 45-2 15-4 45 7 45 10 15

Miami Blues (R)

,

11 40 2 20 5 'JO- 7 50-10 30

Crazy People (R)

12 40 3 15 5 45-8 25 1C 55

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-55A1

Too Beaulful For You
Thuf 5 30-10 15 (last day.

Starts Fnday Jesus 01 Morttreai

MUSIC HALL Morn«tf Hire

9036 WJshife Daily 5 45-8 00-10 00
274-6869 'Sal A Sun Matinee 1 30 3 45
Son 11 00am Academy Winner Common Threads

NUART vabba'
11272 Santa Mornca Bl 5 20730940
479-6379 -Sal A Sun Malmee 1 30-3 30

Basket Case li

Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Pickiie Snow

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

GoMwyn
4750202

RNE ARTS
8556 Wisnire

652 1330

Tie Me Up. Tie Me Oosm
11 30 1 4S 4 00-6 10-8.20 10 50

'Sat A

Tom Apvt
Daily 500 7 15-930

Sun Matinee 1 00-3 00

Santa Monica
MOMCA The Reincarnation of Golden Lohjs
1332 2ndSi Daily 5 15 7 45-iC 00
394 9741-?r -Sat A Sun Matree 12 45 3 00

Psychctooy Senes
Alan Watts/fiam Dass

Sal A Sun 10am

Goldwyn Mama. There's A Man In Your Be-J

475-0202 12 15 ? :«" 4 4S 7 v, 9 <ei

plus a short Chuck Workman s faeces of Silver

Goldwyn
475 020?

Longbme Companion
1 1.00-1 00 3 W 5 00 7 10 9 10

Fn A 9|»t Late ^ow 11 10 pm

Goldwyn
475-0202

I Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45300510-720930

•Ffi A Sat Late Show 11 45 pr

THEO NICHOLAS

(Clockwise from top) Michael A. Goorjian, Gregory Phelan,

Kate Lester, Annie Suite and (center) Cat Lazo from UCLA 's

production of 7 RemembQr Mama.'

MONICA
1332 2nd

394 9741

S(

'Starts Ff iday

Camrfle Oaudel
Daly 5 15-8 30

Too Beaulful For You

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394 9741

'Sat A Sun 10 30

*

am

The Runner
Daly 5 15 7 30 9 45

'Sat A Stf) Matinee 300
Jung: Matter of Hewl

MONICA
1332 2nd

394 9741

-PREMERE SHOWCASE
St A Rusting Of Leaves

Daily 7 00 9 45

'Starts Fnday Face Of The Enemy
'Sat A Sun -11 am Through The Wire

'

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet

10889 Welworr
475 9441

Ddtw Stweo

A A (R)

10 4 00-7 00-9 50

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES
Westwood

UA CORONET Cadillac Man
10889 Welworti 12 20 2 4C^5 00-7 30-1000
475 9441 'Fn A Sat Lalf Show 12 15 an
SaTHX/Ddtjy Slereo

aVco cinema I

Wilth al Westwood
475 071

1

Oolby Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

11»-2 30S05 7:40-10 25

UA coronet
10809 Welworlh

475 9441

THX/Ddby Slereo

Caantac Mm
1250 3 10 5 30 800 10 20

AVCO DNEMA N

W^M^ at Westwood
475 0711

Dolby Slareo

. Bird On A Wire (PG-t3)

12 00 2 30 5 15 7 00 10 30

No VIP Tickets Aooeplw)

AVCO CINEMA N
MMth. at WetlMiod
47S-0711

7DMM/rHXA)atiy

Back To The Future M (PG)

11001504357301020
'No VIP riokatt AooepM

T

-i.

^

i^
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UCLA

mm
SiSik'

fighting

FILM
Directed by Michael Curtiz

"The Unsuspected"

Melnitz Theater, 5 30 pm
Students $1.5Qi General $3

lite With Father"

"My Dream Is Yours"

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm
$3 Students, $5 General

206-FILM

Drugstore Cowboy"
Henry V"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

$1.50

u S I c

7 pm

L.A. PhillianMnic Children's Concert

Royce Hall Auditorium

Three Performances: 10,11 am 12:45 pm

Directed by Michael Curtiz

(The Brealting PoinT
"Young Man With A Horn"

Melnitz Theater, 2 pm
$3 Students, $5 General

"King Creole"

"The Man In The Nesr
Melnitz Theater. 7 30pm

Students $3, General $5MUSIC
Jaa At The Wadsworth Series

Milcho Leviev with Danara

Wadsworth Theater, 7 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

Joyce Mard)uki, Piano

Jan Popper Theater, 2 pm
FREE

Senior Recital

Holly Johnson, Voice

Jan Popper Theater, 5 pm
FREE

CEMTER FOR THF PERfQRMIWG ART«^

South Africa's Superstars

''Malilattiini and

The Mahotella Queens"
Wadsworth Theater,

Sat, June 2, 8 p.m.

N.eed to put a smiie on your
face for finals week? Try a little

South African "Mbaqanoa"! It's

infectious, Irresistible, delightful and
nobody plays it better than
Mahlathini and the Mahotella
Queens!

"Wbaqanga" is a stew that poor
South Africans used to eat every
day. When South African pop music
evoh^ed, it appeared as a mixture of

local and imported ingredients, tra-

ditional, soul and street music, and
people called It "mbaqanga," the

poor man's soup! The Northern

FILM
"Henry \r

"Drugstore Cowboy"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$1.50

Choral

Symphony
Royce Hall, 8 pm
Students $3, $5 General

THEATER

MUSIC
The Island

International Students Center, 8 pm
FREE

Noon Concert

Jazz Ensemble II

Shoenberg Auditorium. 12 pm
FREE

Ethdo

Inoia/lran

Gamelan Room 8 prti

$3 Students $5 General

University Symphony
Cuiii^bflo Coiicerl

Steve Kid, MFA Conducting

Shoenbff^ Auditorium, 8 pm

L.A. Philharmonic Children's Concert

Royce Hall Auditorium. 10,1 1 am
FREE '

^

THEATER
I Remember Mama
Ra'Dh Freud Playhouse 8 pm

$3 Students General $6

"Sifyphus Academy"

"The Highest Bidder"

UP\ Auditorium, 8 pm
FREE

r{/^4^J.-.4i

THEATER
National Theater For Children

Rifc WizdrdOfOz'

Wadsworth Theater 10 am
1-800-523-4540

MUSIC
Noon Concert

"SLA

"Reverend Jones Kooiaid"

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
FREE

-^ Noon Concert Series _
Dep Of Music Symphony Band

Shoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
FREE

rTonni' Hemispherehaswwdtecoveredlhfs
buoyant, irrepressible sound. Some
say It reminds them of reggae, but
much faster, and full of joy:

Mahlathini, his deep voice and his

jokes, the swinging Mahotella
Queens, fast riffs of guitars, dancing
whistles, and those bright, trium-
phant melodies that fill audiences
with sheer delight.

"When a child is born In Africa,

We all feel happy because the
future Is theirs

They are the future though it's a
country of misery"

»

SO WELCOME, THE CHILDREN
OF SOUTH AFRICA! Good tickets
for the Mahlathini and the Mahotella
Queens concert are still available for

$1 9, $1 6, and $8 to STUDENTS with
#alld LD, at the UCLA Central Ticket
Office located in the James West
Center and at all Ticketmaster out-
ets. To charge by phone call

213)825-9261.

MAHLATHINI AND THE MAHOTELLA QUEENS

FILM AND TFtFVIS|n»|^R(;^^fYp STUDENT COMMrHEE FOR THF ARTS

UCLA Film and Television Curtain Time For "Live.. .On

Archive Presents Third Stage!"

Annual Preservation Festival
"""^^ ^"^ Saturday,

June 1 & 2, 8 p.m.
Melnitz Theater, July 6 -29

Neuropsychiatric Institute

Auditorium

The UCLA Film and Television This Friday and Saturday eve-

Archive will present a richly varied "ing, June 1 and 2, the Student

program of film and television this Committee for the Arts presents

summer. Kicking off the season wil "LIVE...ON STAGE!" a showcase of

be the Archive's Third Annual Fes- contemporary, innovative student-

tival of Preservation which runs written plays. R.A. Cotton's Sisy-

fromJuly6-29 Dhus Acarifimy and Sharon R.

Beatty's The Highest Biririfir will be

The Festival of Preservation Perfomied both evenings. The play-

continues the tradition of celebrat-
frights have been working with their

National Theater For Children

'Wizard Of Of
Wadsworth Theater. 12 15 pm, 10 pm
1-800-523-4540

FILM
Directed by Michael Curtiz

'Mildred Pierce'

>T^Sfr,ir.gc Road"

M8lnil2 Theater 7 30 pm
$3 students, $5 General

THEATER
"Sisyphus Academy"

"The Highest Bidder"

NPI Auditorium 8 pni

FREE
The Island

International Students Center, 8 pm
FREE

I Remember Mama
Ralph Freud Playhouse, 8 pm
$3 students, $5 General

MUSIC
Mahihathini And The Mahotella Queens
Wadswortti [heater, 8 pm
students $8 16,19

Japanese Obon Dance Concert

Westwood Plaza, 5 pm

>TUDENT COI^MIHEE FOR THF ARTS

Capriccio Ensemble
^/ledlcal Center Plaza

Thursday, May 31 at 12 pm

c
MUSIC
Noon Concert

Patty Lee Harp (MFA)

Shoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
FREE

Noon Concert

Midas and The Bridge

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
FREE .

THEATER
National Theater For Children

"Wizard Of Oz"

Wadsworth Theater. 12 15 pm
•' 1-800-523 4540

FILM —
L...

Hollywood Rewrites 311's Films

Taper Moon"
"Bonnie Add Clydt"

Meimtz [heater, 8 pm
FREE

reatedunderthe auspices of

the UCLAStudentCommltteeforthe
Arts (SCA). the Capricclo Ensemble
vlll perform an outdoor chamber
music concert at the Medical Center

Plaza between the Jules Stein Eye.

Institute and the Medical Center.

Admission is free. Works to be
performed on the noon concert In-

clude W.A. Mozart's Serenade In C
minor and Carl Nielsen's Quintet for

Winds. Capricclo founder and SCA
member Derick Ylh began the en-

semble to bring significant and ap-

proachable chamber music to the

UCLA community In a relaxed at-

mosphere. Asa result, theensemble
consists of both music perfonnance
and non-p*erformance students,

alumni and community members
who have come together to form

this unique musical collaboration.

All programs listed in this calendar are /"f?ff unless otherwise stated For listings and comments call

206-8974

Ing and dramatizing the preserva-

tion of our moving image heritage.

In addition to highlighting the
archive's achievements in film pres-

ervation, the 1990 Festival will fea-

ture an expanded television segment
(including a television tribute to Judy
Garland.)

The first feature to be presented

will be the newly reconstructed color-

tinted print of D.W. Griffith's 1916
masterpiece. "Intertoierance.** This

film, among several others Is part of

the Museum of Modern Art's on
going efforts of restoring all of

Griffith's work.

Also featured will be UCLA resto-

ration premie res of Cecil B.DeMille's

"Cleopatra, " Josef von Sternberg's

"Morocco" (with Marlene Dietrich

and Gary Cooper), and a special

closing night screening of the

Technl-color extravaganza "Dlxl-

ana.**

The festival will also Include a

Tribute to the British Institute, which
highlights the archive's work with

International archives and features

the late Michael Powell's films "The
Thief of Bagdad** and "Tales of

Hoffman,** Alfred Hitchcock's
"Blackmail,** and "Blithe Spirit**

by David Lean. For further Informa-

tion call 206-FILM.

casts throughout the quartertobring

you this evening of superior student

theater performances. Don't miss
it! "LIVE...ON STAGE!" will take

place at the NPI Auditorium, a Thea-

ter directly off Westwood Blvd.

across from Lot 1 . Curtain time is 8
p.m. and admission is free! For

more information call the SCA office

at 825-3253.

JAZZ AT THF WADSWORTH

STUDENT COMMIHEE FOR THF ART?^

Jazz at the Wadsworth Series

Presents
'.1

,

Milcho Leviev and Danara
In Concert

at Wadsworth on Sunday,

June 3. 7 p.m.

Jirforiazz pianists Milcho Leviev will

perform In a free concert at Wad-
sworth Theater on Sunday, June 3 at

7 p.m. Leviev will be joined by
Danara. comprised of Arco Iris

members Danais and Ara Tokatlian.

This Is the first summer concert of

the acclaimed Jazzatthe Wadsworth
Sewsfor the 1990 year.

Jazz at the Wadsworth Is pre-

sented every first Sunday of the

month by the UCLA Student Com-
mittee for the Arts. The concerts are

always free, and the second half of

each show is aired live on KKJZ
Radio.

)CLA Arts Weekly is proVHied by The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts every Thursday for the Da.ly Brum Arts and Entertamment Section

By,Jason Lin

Contributor

CONCERT: M//// Vanilli at the Uni-
versal Amphitheater, Monday. May 28
1990

"No thanks."

That was the response from
most of my friends when I offered

them the opportunity to sec Milli

Vanilli's performance at the Uni-
versal Amphitheater on Monday.
Though I don't particularly like

•Milli Vanilli, I went to see their

show with an open mind. After all,

the due was the Grammy winner
for "Best New Group."
The curtain opened raUier late at

around 11 p.m. Rob Pilatus and
Fab Morvan, the two members of
Milli Vanilli, started the show with
the chart-topper "Girl You Know
It's True."

For the next 75 minutes, the duo
gave the crowd a parade ol

selections from its debut album.
Dance floor favorites like "Blam-
ing on the Rain," "All or Nothing,"
and "Baby Don't Forget My
Number" were given heavy rock
u-caunents by a band which seem-
ingly wanted to prove that Milli

Vanilli isn't just a "dance group."
The band succeeded in making

their live sound less synthesizer-

oriented than its studio album.
Did 1 say liveV.

Pilatus and Morvan's singing

was a little too perfect to be live.

Considering the fact they were
running and jumping throughout
the show, there were no audible
u-aces of fchem catching breaths.

The duo's vocals sounded more
like studio creations than anything
resembling their heavy accented
speaking voices Tteard in t)etwccn

the songs.

As if the duo knew that the

audience would become suspi-

cious, the frontmcn let the three

female back-up singers do as much
singing as possible. They probably
sang twice as much as Pilatus and
Morvan did.

Maybe these back-up singers

should consider switching posi-

tions with the two fronuncn.
Even if Mil^i Vanilli did lip-

sync, they did an impeccable job
. . . that is, until a new song iiUed

"Boy in the Tree" was inuoduced
during the first encore. The song
was not only new to the audience;
it appeared as if Pilatus hadn't
learned the lyrics yet, as he was
noticeably out of sync with the

back-up tape.

There was also some evidence
that the band partially pre-

recorded its performance. During a

drum solo, the movements of the

percussionist didn't quite match

See VANILLI, page 38
guys for real or

does the tape lead them on?

^
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Eccentric Aquanettas

East coast gals

to play Whiskey
late next month

V.

Daily Bruin A & E

Music

success with 'Proper Stranger'

Rob Winfieid

A & E Editor

"You know, you guys in L.A. need a
mafia out there to control your drug scene.
They'd rough a few guys up and dump a few
bodies. All your gang problems will be gone
in no time."

For Deborah Schwartz, those unpleasant
manifestations that somehow arise in big
city life are a source for creative humor—
the same type of creative humor that both
parodies and criticizes what some might
refer to as social reality.

"YouMl have to excuse me,** she quickly
adds, "I'm still a bit traumatized. Yesterday,
my cat fell out a window from the fifth floor

Aquanettas Jill Richmond, Claudine Troise, Steptianie Seymour and
Deborah Schwartz.

of my apartment.*'
^

If the above telephone conversation —
which occurred on Earth Day, of all limes— is cause for bewildering puzzlement,
then one isn't alone.

As the vocalist and guitarist for the quirky
New York-based female quartet the
Aquneltas, Schwartz is the type of musician
who tries to keep everything on humorous
level— albeit, a dark one— since real life is

such an easy target for parody.

"It's kind of funny," she quips, "but I

actually feel safer in New York with mafia
around. It's kind of sad, but what I can say?"

Well, with the release of the Aquanettas'
debut. Love with the Proper Stranger"
Schwartz should be able to say a great deal.

Filled with off-beat sensibility and catchy
garageland riffs, these four East Coast
musicians return to an era when music
wasn't such a serious ticket for bringing in

the bucks and eccentric attitudes still

prevailed in full force.

That's not to say that there aren't acts

See AQUANETTAS, page 37
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Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on AssoOlts
Against Women designed to prepare women psycholnqinniiy nnri

physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

—SATURDAY, JUNE 2ND~"^
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-spor>sored by the Wonnen's Resource Cer>ter and the Department of Community Safety.

• FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL ATFENTION
• QUALI'lY S'lYLISTS •

HAIRCUTS 50% OFF
1ST TIME CLIENTS ONLY

LLMITED 'I'lMH ONLY'
Ask for Dcl)bic

1015 Gaylcy Ave. Wcstvvood Village

824-5006

The key to a campus

leadership career

in Christian Higher

Education ...

If you are involved in campus leadership and serving your peers . . . if you have a

commitment to helping college-age students, and you find such experiences

gratifying, we have just the program for you. It is a program that will open the

door of opportunity to a rewarding and fulfilling career.

The fact is, Christian colleges, graduate schools and universities must have ser-

vant-leaders, called by Christ, who have been professionally trained in Christian

graduate settings where theological, biblical and historical perspectives place

special focus on the values and goals of a Christian institution, and the models and
structures that support its programs.

Our new M.A. with specialization in Christian higher education is one of a*kind. It

is crafted by experienced hands-on educators to update knowledge and skills of

women and men who aspire to serve in Christian colleges and graduate schools. To
find out how our new M.A. degree can make you into a more effective leader*, and
set you on your way to a new job or career advancement I surest you call our

Office of Admissions today.

ALL YOU CAN EAT...

ATAN INCREDIBLE PRICE!

OVER 50 SALAD BAR ITEMS.
SOUP BAR fincluding vegetarian J.

MUFFINS. AND FRUIT

Patrick Lailore, Assisunt Provost

*I/you are already employed we will do our best to/ityour current work
into your academicprogram

1 (800) 235-2222, exL 5400
Theological
SEMINARYFULLER

^ * ,
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91182

1^1 With the Word to the World^^^

GRADUATE SCHOOLS Of THF.OIOGY.

PSYCHOLOGY, AND WORIJ) MISSION

C/ <6

^^Nt
SOUPLANTAXrON

11191 SAN VICENTE BLVD.
NORTON PLAZA AT MONTANA

^
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AQUANEnAS
From page 36

existing such aS^lhis today: however, how
many bands can one name that have just as

much fun cutting out magazine clippings

and assembling an album cover as they do
recording, a collection of songs?

This is one aspect to the Aquanettas*
mentality — and it's one that highly

contributes to an enjoyable debul.

"Yeah," admits drummer Stephanie

Seymour in a pleasant manner, "we really

did enjoy making that album cover. 1 don't

know what it all means, but it gave i^s

something to do while we weren't record-

ing."

Getting passed the phone from Schwartz,

she adds, "You know, you just don't want to

be loo typical. You never really want
anyone to pinpoint you."

As far as finding that proper definition for

the Aquanettas — that's a task in itself. If

one's ever taken a look at one of those cans

of hairspray — no, the band isn't named
after that — then one might receive a

general impression of how to approach this

band.

A little bit of '50s nostalgia, held together

by a clashing '80s gel of gruny guitars, and
straightened out by a fine tooth comb from
those L.A. pioneers of modem rock X . . .

"Did you say X?" asks Seymour. "Debbie
will be your best friend."

"Did you say our album sounded like X?"
asks Schwartz, quickly grabbing the phone.

"I moved to L.A. because 1 was a big X fan. 1

figured, since they came from there, L.A.
was a mecca no matter what."

"I used to have a hard time writing," she

adds, "because 1 used to think 1 was not

Exene (Cervenka, ex-X vocalist). Not that 1

ever supposed to be Exene. That's ridicul-

ous. But, 1 was such a fan that I'd compare
myself; and I'd never measure up because X
was on such a pedestal. But no, I'm

normal."

Normal?
That seems like hardly the word to

describe someone recommending mafia
rule in the illicit underground.

"Yeah . . . But you've got to admit,
they'd really clean things up. They might
even regulate your prostitution. And if you
want a clean outfit, they'll work closely

with the L.A.P.D. Anyway . .
."

Anyway, back to the Aquanettas' tale of
fear, loathing and success in the big city.

Like any beginning band, the Aquanettas

have had their share of problematic situa-

tions — theirs being the "Spinal Tap"
syndrome, as Schwartz calls it

Back when the quartet was still searching

the streets of music culture for the proper
line-up, bass players and drummers were
falling from the Aquanettas hold like flies

— an obvious sign that the band definitely

wasn't named after the hairspray.

Since their formation in '86, the only two

Filled with off-beat sensibili-

ty and catchy garageland
riffs, these four East Coast
musicians return to an era

when music wasn't such a

serious ticket for bringing in

the bucks and eccentric atti*

tudes still prevailed in full

force.

members who have managed to stick with

the act are founding members Schwartz and
guitarist Jill Richmond.

It took until late last year before Seymour
and bassist Claudine Troise popped into the

picture to solidify the Aquanetta's founda-

tion.

As the frontwoman describes it, "They
didn't spontaneously combust.

"1 could think of some drummers who
could have spontaneously combusted, but

didn't," she adds. "Actually, it was the bass

players more than the drummers who were
such flakes. Anyway, now we've got it

together. Now, we're a very sisterly act and
we take care of each other."

In fact, to demonstrate that sisterliness,

Seymour's voice rings out in the back-

ground saying that they've got to get going
to the vet to check up on her injured cat.

"Okay," says Schwartz. "We've got to

get going. But you should seriously consider

contracting some mafia guys in New York.

They'll really . .
."

Before the Aquanettas indulge in any
more black humored topics, it's best to

leave them with their present resix)nsibili-

ties to the animal kingdom.
Besides, they've got their LP L<9ve With A

Proper Stranger to satiate that need for

those good-natured music lovers. And to lop

it off, they've got a scheduled performance
on June 20 at the Whiskey. What more could

one ask for to cure the pessimistic, G.P.A.-

wrecking, post final syndrome.

Nandarin
Wok Chinese Restaurant

LUNCH BUFFET-DINNER
Bring in this ad and receive

10% off dinner only
Expires 6/30/90

Use Our Banquet Facilities for Your Graduation Parties

Set menus for 10-100 people
2 hours free parking

424 N. Beverly Dr. Beverly Hills

(Between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

$1.00
OFPr

exp. 6/12 ®

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Our drivers are not ponali/ed for late
deliveries.

$2.00 OFF!

any 2-item pizza

exp. 6/12 ®

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe'
driving Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penali7od lor late
deliveries.
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ITS TIME FOR DOMINOES PIZZA.

Call Us! 824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd.

Did you know that ... according to a recent study, of college men whose acts met
the definition of rape, 84% did not recognize their behavior as rape?

Rape prevention education for both men and women can help stop violence against

women and develop positive sexual relationships.

an educational workshop for students, staff, andfaculty

TODAY
12.-00 - l.-OO p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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Just flash this coupon on Friday night ^

and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world s best sketch comedy artists do their thing.
It's the format that spawned Saturday Night Live. SCTV and i

the top comedic talent of the last three decades. |
But the free stuff doesn't stop there. No age limit

"

and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to make
your date as cheap as possible.

I
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Stage

Sproul eploys 'Spur of the Moment' fun
VANILU

By Danya Jbseph
Contributor

Spur ofthe Moment, an improvi-

sation group from Sproul Hall,

entertained a group of dorm
students Wednesday night with

their energy and creative antics.

The group is comprised of six

Sproul residents, Carey Chico,

Scott Rose, Jason Harley, Steve

Hellings, Tom Huang and Sherri

Fersht, all of whom got together

last year to invent improv games
for themselves. They had so much
fun that they decided to perform.

Last week's performance was
the group's third, and while they

may have some rough spots to

work out before their show can

reach its full potential, their enthu-

siasm carried them through an
entertaining show.

They solicited many sugges-
tions from the audience but some-
how did not completely manage to

draw the audience into the action.

Often, although suggestions came
originally from the audience, Spur
of the Moment worked out among
themselves what these suggestions
would mean, without letting the

audience in on the joke until it was
over.

Two other cardinal improvisa-
tion errors marred the upbeat
show, slowing down the pace a bit

The first is the mle of denial. For
example, when setting a scene, if

one actor makes a statement like

"Look at the Statue of Liberty," the

other person in the scene should

not say, "but we're in Florida."

The actors managed to save
themselves from a few of these

situations, but other times, it made
the scene awkward. Also, the

actors sometimes got so caught up
in the themes of games, they forgot

to develop a plot. Telling a story

with an accent or doing funny
things with one's voice is impor-

tant, but so is telling a story with a

beginning middle and end.

On the whole, the show was
very entertaining, just the right

length, and a great pace. Spur of
the Moment, which will be per-

forming tonight at 8 at Hedrick,

has a lot of promise for success.

THE AFRICAN DANCE CLUB
OF UCLA

and
Members of the African Studies Program

present

JILL CRABRF

THE STGNJFJCANCF. OF AFRTCAN-AMPmrAKr
INVOLVFMENT TN AFRTCA

FRmAY. JimF IIQQff J5J? Hai,,,'^ Hnll
2,i}0-3M P.M. CAAfi Cntfferetirf Rnnn,
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From page 35

^ beats coming from the speakers.

And who can forget Milli Vanilli's ridiculously long hair? I've heard
of pillow fights before; but these two introduced a new game: hair fight-

ing. I often wondered whether Pilatus and Morvan would get dizzy from
swinging their heads around so much.

Overall, the performance wasn't that bad. Milli Vanilli did put on an
interesting and impressive show (this wasn't really a concert). Those
wacky dance moves Milli Vanilli has been famous for from their videos

were all recreated live (the back-up tape has its limitations, you know?).
A few new moves were introduced which made them look more like

clumsy Trojan cheerleaders than real dancers.

use alumni Young MC was one of the two opening acts. He and four
rap dancers put on a surprisingly entertaining and energetic show. While
Young MC sounded great doing a live a cappella rendition of his hit

"Principle's Office," it was puzzling to see a lip-synced version of "Bust
the Move," the evening's biggest crowd pleaser.

New York-based dance group Pajama Party also performed.

So the next time a friend of mine offers a free ticket to see a Milli

Vanilli performance, my answer will be pretty obvious.

"No thanks!"

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT .

Top 30

per most
discs

TRADE 1000's Of Used CD's

4=0EE
per title |

ANY NEW OR USED CD •

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED !

|$1 OFF!
{

per title
J

I
ANY NEW OR USED CD }

I
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

|

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
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I
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'MAMA'
From page 33

Laze is a good actress, she seemed better fit for a Broadway musical or
playing the part of someone like Annie rather than for the daughter of a
Scandinavian woman. Her bubbly personahty didn't match the rest of the
family's, and I couldn't understand how she could possibly be the
daughter of this stem, contained mother.

Overall, the cast worked well together and it was the extras that made
this production special. The youngest daughter, Dagmar (Kate Lester),
came across as confident and quirky, adding humor and charm. There
were also outstanding performances by Stephen Chabon, who played Mr.
Thorkelson (the fumbling fiance to one of the Norwegian aunts) and
Catherine Skillman, who played the famous author, Florence Moorhead
(who wasn't afraid to show her rude and rash manner).

I also admired the design of the stage, because it allowed you to get a
full view of every scene and also decreased the amount of set changes.
The decor was typical Norwegian and characterized the cozy atmosphere
of the home.

. Although this sentimental comedy may not be very current, a play
about morals and values is still pertinent, because we need to be reminded
of how important the family is. In a society that lacks a lot of structure,
it's nice to see a play about tradition that enforces the basics.

cso
Evening Escort Service

825-1493

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL

' • PRODUCT INIURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CCWTE & WEYBURN)

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970
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I
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We use pure olive oil which has been
found to reduce cholesterol, blood

pressure & blood sugar

Subs'&'Suds ^.v.:^-?5^

1
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Pitcher (48 02)

Daily 4-8pm

500
Discount on any

Giant S^'s Sub

'[with coupon) :,

10968 Le Conte Ave.

208-7171

Men; Tu0$, Wed
6pm-Close

Sfpecial !!
Small Sub & Small Drink

$2.50
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NiXON
From page 33

thing. Legalize drugs and the money would evaporate. Solving the drug
problem and curing junkies are two different things," Nixon said.

He was less lenient with the PMRC.
"I just wish they'd give me some more publicity," Nixon said. 'The

whole thing is simple. As a parent, it's yourjob to find out what your child
listens to, and if you don't like it, to take it away. These women are
sniveling twits who want to pass that job to the government."
Nixon went on to tell about the time he was on Crossfire debating

He sported sideburns diat were fluffy and reached
almost down to his chin. His hair was decidedly
Elvisey. "I lilce to think of myself as a sinning red'

neck on Saturday night— before he repents on
Sunday momii^/'
—Nbcon.

'some woman* on that very same subject.

"Someone must have been sending rays into her brain, or somcthin',"
Nixon said. r^, i

Mojo has plans for the future. He won't always be making the same
album over and over again. He plans to reach a peak of sophistication and
do a blues album.

"In ten years; I plan to be able to sing!"
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MAHLATHINI
From page 32

Nelson Mandela's release, the

recent reforms in South Africa and
the c?ll for continued cultural

sanctions "have not affected us so
much," said West. "For instance,

when there was slavery in the U.S.,

their music was exposed to the

outside world and a lot of people
enjoyed it. We need such chances
also because we've been neglected

for many years. Nobody's ever
thought of coming to our country
to hear what we've got — except
politically," he complained.

As a result, the masierchef
behind the Mbaqanga musical
stew does not advocate the mixing
of politics and music. "I think

musicians should remain musi-
cians," said West.

Mahlathini and The Mahotella
Queens with The Makgona Tshole
Band will perform Sat. at the

Wadsworth at 8 p.m. Early student

rush tickets and regular tickets

available at CIO.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SOFT LENS SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

%nji I itirti

nAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

'SOFT TvlATE F«V 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, ViOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

0FWME7RIX OR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.O.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCU)

'Price oer lens.Exaiii. traininq. follow uD care additional. Pav only for materials & services needed.

•Free Pregnancy Testing—
•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

'General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449

SSDa choice

Family Planning Associates Medical Group
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GCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRGinCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by CICLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.) ^

(213) 208-8188'"^*'

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKF ._

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

I

5:00pm- 7:00 p.m
7 days (take out excluded)

A10/M0Ki4i>1
hLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 20B-778

With their third Lf^ 'Portent Hue,' Los Angeles' eccentric
fourpiece Caterwaul brings surrealism to the local scene.

Caterwaul creeps among
creature-esque creativity
By Rob Winfield

^ POETRY
READING

for

RASH
IMAGINATION

the UCLA English Department & Poetry Journal

TONIGHT at 8pm
MAY 31, 1990

Kerckhoff Gallery

-i. paid for by Cultural Affairs

A & E Editor

It's defined as the wailing scream ot a nocturnal animal caught in the

trappings of the night.

Its reverberating sensations offer a stimulating echo, rebounding from
the eardrum in a naturalistic whirligig of psychoanalytic song
construction.

It's playful, provocative and often times primeval. Yet, within these

confines, there lies a crafty beast ready to leap beyond the expcx:taUons of
unexplainable weirdness. '•

Within this surrealistic environment resides Caterwaul, the source for

the sensual saturnalia of impressionistic sound.^===
"Yeah," admits drummer Kevin Pinni in a rather pleasant lone of

voice, "it's like going for a trip. You can have all types of fun describing
what we do because, basically, we set no limitations to what weirdness
we will do."

Based in Los Angeles, Caterwaul is the atypical local act. Amidst all

the flack and audio wreckage ornamenting the majority of thisvast urban
wasteland, these four Phoenix natives prowl the land, strivmg for mcnuil
excitation and symbolic representation.

With their third LP, Portent Hue, the creative Caterwaul creature
confirms what many frequenters of the L.A. underground scene already
know: this innovative fourpiece is not for the passive listener — it's for

the thinking man of music appreciation.

They'll be performing post-finals week at the Second Comini; on June
23rd.

Calling from the IRS Records office in New York, just returning from
a month-long lour irek across Europe, Pinnl has a keen, easy-going
attitude towards all the verbosity of critical description. In fact, at times,
he finds it somewhat amusing.

"Well," he says, "we love to leave songs open for interpretation. It's

actually kind of interesting finding out what people picked up out of our
songs. I mean, I myself slill start hearing things that I didn't realize were
in the songs. So I'd imagine this is a pretty common thing. It's funny
because, for each song, we end up building a giant catalogue of interpre-

tations to what wc do."

Although, as the drummer clarifies, all of Caterwaul's undertakings
are not done without purpose. Beneath the nay^cal ball of tangled
tangents, there lies a definite sueam of conscience— albeit, a weird one— which affects everything that finds its way to album."

Whatever that stream might encompass is still without clarification, as
Pinnl wishes it. Yet, as the sound offers an endless array of sensory sti-

mulation, one could suppose that it really doesn't matter what direction
the stream is flowing. As long as it keeps up a provocative pace,and
doesn't palter upon a similar shores, that's enough to maintain any
interest level.

For the Portent Hue, Caterwaul kept this ideology neatly embedded in

their creatively eccenuic minds. Taking the expcrimeniation trip, the

band chose to set their sights for Vancouver to record their third LP. And
along the way, they met up with two of the more unusual producers in the

See CATERWAUL, page 42
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Ladysmith continues to earn
international Icudos, praise
By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

As some have put it, 'this is a band that can never get too much press.'

Of course, they are referring to Ladysmith Black Mambazo. Africa's
most popular a cappella singing group.

Astute observers will recognize them as the band thaf backed Paul
Simon on his ground breaking, immensely successful Graceland album.
They made their presence felt on such songs as "Diamonds On the Sol-

es of Her Shoes," and the mostly a capella "Homeless."
But this talented group of men from South Africa are more than Paul

Simon's backing band, ihey are a musical force in their own right.

Their name means the "Black Axe of Ladysmith." which refers to both
their origins, the township of Ladysmith in the Natal province of South
Africa, and their effect on their rivals at fiercely competitive singing
competitions held there.

The architect of the South African group's success is Joseph
Shabalala. He formed the group in 1964 with members of his immediate
family. A dream revealed harmonies to him that would be the basis of the
Ladysmith sound.

Their skill with the uaditional music known as isicaihamiya, sung by
black workers taken from their homes and families to work long, low-
paid hours in the mines under dreadful conditions, earned them African
success in the 1970s.

But the worldwide success that they now enjoy did not come until

1985, when Shabalala received a call from from Paul Simon. The album
is history.

They call Simon 'Vulindela,' which means 'he who has opened die
gate.* This is apt. The relationship between Simon and Ladysmith is

another chapter in the long tradition of white artists breaking black music.
Since the relationship began, Ladysmith Black Mambazo has been

featured in everything from Michael Jackson's Moonwalker video to the
soundtrack of Eddie Murphy's Coming to America.
Now, they have a new album. Entitled Two Worlds, One Heart, it is the

most ambitious effort to date— appearing on the album is an experiment
m Zulu-fuMk/iap, a collaboration with fut^kmasicif George CImton.

Their live performances are really something else.

Give them a few minutes of your time and you will be transfixed; it is

difficult to believe that this group is solely vocal. Sometimes you swear
there must be instruments playing somewhere. The texture of their

harmonies and their sense of rhythm arc incredible.

Their choreography is also unique. During ilicir shows (as when they
performed in Westwood Plaza earlier this month), they do many dances
that arc at once interesting and hard to understand. The dances seem to

'have meaning in the music, but most of their lyrics arc not always in

English, so the meaning is lost on most people.

Adding to this slight sense of confusion is llie strangeness of their

music. Western ears aren't usually treated to these unique hamionies,
vocal styles and rhythms. It usually takes the band a song or two to win
over the listener.

But the talent of Ladysmith Black Mambazo transcends the immediate
impulse to classify them as 'ethnic music' This is talent indeed.

Hot suri^ cool tunes at UCSD
By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

The sun was hoi, hut not toohol. Tlic .sludciUs wcio rovsdv. i.ul in)l loo
rowdy. The music was loud, but not too loud. Mary's Danish was Danish,
but not too Danish.

In short, the 1990 New Music Fesfival, held in tiie center of UCSD's
huge, multi-million dollar, ugly Price Center complex summarized all

there is to love about San Diego — the right mix of everything.
There's something so studenty about these free sort of things. All the

students come because they're free. They usually have great college
bands, too.

Free concerts are also great because there's no real onus to show up at
any real time. It's enough to rise from your bed on a Saturday Morning
—or afternoon — whenever you wish, grab a quick burrito at Robertos,
and zip down the 52 to an idyllic litUe school by the ocean. After all,

you'll be on time to see someone.
Featured guests were the Buck Pets, Mary's Danish, If Tomorrow, and

that rising Chameleon star, Dramarama.

The Buck Pets are an L.A.-based foursome who extoll a sort of po^t-

post-punk sound that is hard to put your finger on. Some things make you
want to put your fingers in your ears,, but also, some things were quite
passable, and even good.

They're a little weak on the live vocals, though, but they're
developing. Another six months to a year might tell a different story.

They were reasonably well received, and the response suggested a
burgeoning following, but that's about it.

Right before Mary's Danish came on, the quad between the Price
Center building imploded with people.

Well, never thought there would be a day when I'd be criticizing

Mary's Danish, but this day has unfortunately arrived.

Hey guys, the stage show and set list could use a bit more variation. It

gets a little predictable after the fourth or fifth show.
*

We love you, very much, but lake this like cod liver oil; it's for your
own good.

The audience was remarkably well behaved. There was some slam
dancing, and some stage diving, but generally the apathetic security
could have been eating hot dogs and ice cream.

At one lime, though, a fan darted beneath the watchful countenances of
the seemingly sleeping security, cavorted drunkenly on stage, and
knocked Julie over on his way off stage. Real cool dude. Plow the singer.
Make some friends in the audience.

All in all, three or so hours of music was more than enough. After all,

San Diego beckoned.
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20% DISCOUNT
thru May 31st
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VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

®

K y-

\\\ Westwood Vill.i^'c

1009 Broxton A\c.
(AJjjccnr to M. trio's)

208-3810

SPELL IT ANY WAY YOU WANT
THEY ALL SOUND THE SAME...

SOI I, son SOI SOI 1 1-. si:oi LS(»i'i .sou soi soi i i

Si:()ri^j^^^| I- SOI. sniJlM_Ol I SOIJI.SOI.I soi

soru^^^^^i.so^m|^pu!^^<)i.'i SOI t

SOI 1^^^^^^^' Til' 1 s<ji i.bui.i'. ^|sot i.r

SOI ^Vil.E SF.<^J-;( )l 'I Sf^ ^ni S'^H- SI Ol II S(

u

.soi^^Mi-. soL^!^ ii^^^^^i I ^:soi.so( i >
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Every Thursday

AT BBC
3321 WEST PICO

1 1/2 Blocks W, o f Bunjy
(past Fwy.)

T'ea^turing The Best of

House, Funk & Soul
21 <& Older

All Drinks $2.00 Before 11:00
Info Line 312-0050

Cover $5.00 vv/ this invitation

^ Sonta Monica f-wy

PICOSLVD
BBC \

UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies
- .:_ presents

Economic Rights: Black
Entrepreneurs in the
T^ost-Civil Rights Era

Michael Woodard
Institute of American Cultures/CAAS Postdoctoral Fellow,

Assistant Professor of Sociology,

University of Missouri - Columbia

^^

Thursday, May 31, 12:00-1:00

CAAS Conference Room
158 Haines Hall

r
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LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

CT Autos
GT Motorcycles
tsf Scootff$
GT Satisl^ St»te Law
or Phone Quotes

THE POHL IKSCTRANCE AGENCY
X0975 Santa Moitk:« Blvd. #3
Wes^Los Angtles, CA 90025

, (213) 473-1121

You can have

VOPOMS
COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY
For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
(213) 478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards. Checks, & Insurance Forms
• Walking Distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

TOP OFF YOUR

Every graduating senior who picks up a GradPak is eligible

to win a 1990 LeBaron convertible for one full year. GradPak
is full of discounts, career tips, special giveaways, and more

Pick-up a GradPak today, and you could drive home in a
new convertible. Not a bad way to top things off.

GradPak is available at these campus locations:

•Bruin Walk«North Campus Student Center* LuValle
Commons»South Campus^Science Court* Main Bu^ Stop

UCLAIumni
A S S () C I A I I () ^

-' -^
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CATERWAUL
From page 40

business: David, from those
strangely amusing industrial

wackos Skinny Puppy, and Greg
Reely, from the more melodic side

of Sarah McLachlan,
The result . . .

"It*s weird," exclaims Pinnt.

"Dave and Greg primarily were
concerned that we were comfort-
able in the studio and were having
a good time making the record.

That's when music happens best,

so we had the opportunity to

experiment with the type of music
we enjoy listening to, but whidh
doesn't become an obvious influ-

ence in what we play."

Believe it or not. Caterwaul's
influential cravings come from an
odd assortment of creative mean-
derings. Pinnt cites the Wax Trax
Records label, renowned for their

vast collage of industrial-based

talent, as one of the more promi-
nent representatives of musical
genre to be popped in the tape

player while on the road.

However, not all their songs
come from an audio source. For
example, "Alex Aphrodisiac,"
which the drummer calls a "Las
Vega acid rock tune," is a man-
ifestation of sitting in a motel room
and watching Stanley Kubrick's A
Clockwork Orange.
"We l l.

"
says Pinnt. "our basic

attitude is like, *Hey, let's fuse all

this stuff together and see what
happens.' And that's whatwe did."

For the past four years, the

fusion process has been a part of
Caterwaul's unique design. When
Pinnt, Betsy Martin (vocals, man-
dolin), Mark Schafer (guitar) and
Fred Cross (bass) came together

back in '86, it was a musical
collaboration that was bound to

explode in one mighty holler.

And it did — with their debut
independent LP The Nature of
Things. Of course, as anything
refreshing and slightly off course
becomes an enticing prospect for

the home stereo and local club
scene, the album instantly dug its

claws into the L.A. scheme of
things.

That's all it took for IRS
Records to grab hold of this

wailing bit of surrealism. Subse-
quently, an EP Beholden and an LP
Pin and Web made the necessary
breakthrough requirements for

Caterwaul to leap beyond the local

confines.

As 1990 marks their second
major label release. Caterwaul
seems to be running strong.

Despite a recent conflict of inter-

ests, which led to the departure of
bassist Cross, the band has main-
tained with relatively favorable
composure. John Fair, a friend

from Phoenix, now assumes the
role of the fourth cornerstone of
the band.

"Sure," admits Pinnt, "that was
a son of shock to us. I mean, we
were so used to being the same
four people for the last four years
that it struck us as strange. We
were kind of like, 'Wait! Can we
really do thi^?! Do we really know
how?! ' But it all worked out nicely

in the end. And by the time we get
back for the L.A. show, John
should be settled in with what we

^o."

As the show isn't till the week
following finals (for those plan-
ning on spending their precious
summer in the smog infested -

atmosphere of L.A.), Caterwaul
might be an act to consider for

those post-finals, strcsscd-out,

despressionislic blues. Of course,

their music will require a bit of
thought on the listener's part
However, there's enough of those

crests and crevices in their music
to make one forget that he or she
even bothered to thirik. So enjoy.
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Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam In order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeling
Mon ftscvjssion, Thure BooK Study
Fh Slep S«jdv AU 3525 1215 115

T0« -a-Mr hP\ C8177. Wed Discussion
NPI C8538 1210-100

For alcohoics or individuals who hav« a
dnnking problem

(213) 387-8316

iiSJJsfe, Bibles - Book _iv
Gifts. ^

M-W 10 am - 930 pm;
Ih-Sat 10 ann - 11 pm. Sun 2-6

10884 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024
2085432

6 Miscellaneous

WANTED PA Kythm & Blues musicians to
jam Stardom seekers need not apply
(?ni?n4.?nif» watt l.a

Personal 10

They should
have called

The Ticket Outlet

Reggae Sunsplash
David Bowie •Phil Collins

Midnight Oil*Janet Jackson
Depeche Mode

ACLU OF SO CAL PRESENTS PROGRAM
EXPLORING RACISM, SEXUAL
HARASSMENT. GAY BASHING ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES FEATURING UCLA STUDENT
RAECHEL HOWARD 8 PM TONIGHT HIGH-
LAND GROUND 742 HIGHLAND AVE V,

BLOCK NORTH OF MELROSE.

THE

^/icket
OUTLET

,

Beverly Hills
9855 (Little) Santa Monica Blvd.

Beverly Hills, CA 90212
213-277-4300

Open 7 daysman ma/or credit cards*
phone orders accepted* all prices include

sen/ice charge

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weignt.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 2817484

FREE CARPET CLEANING
for every 2 rooms Hteam cleaned at|

our rtfular pnce, you get 1 room cleaned free!

Valid w/this ad •

•$1I per nxim prescnbiiig avail

•free 08ti mates
M7H-6940

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian
University Baccalaureate 6/1 7. please contact
the University Religious Conference by 5/31
lor information at (213)208-5055.

THOUGHT-PROVOKING VIDEOS, SIMU
LATED WORLDS (Life in Computers?).. June
4th 4pm Arkerman 2408 MIND AND BRAIN-
-)une f>lh 4pm Ackcrman 3517.

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

PLACE AN AD
FOR YOUR
FAVORITE
ORAD

^ IN OUR
SPECIAL

CONCERTS • SPORTS • THEATER

THE

icket

fm Pelmty TIekets

ANGELS - DODGERS
PHIL COLLINS JANET JACKSON
Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Santana - Phantom - New
Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross -

Rush - Oingo Boingo - Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Raitt
Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - UB-40

9855 (Little) Santa Monica Bl

Beverly Hills

(818)996-4761

(213)277-4300

TRACY CHAPMAN
May 23, 24

Choice seats - $50

The Finest EnlerUinmenl

Sesting Since 1947

CRAD
ISSUE
JUNE 17

Personal 10 Personal

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.

(213) 205-0838 All Ev^ fits

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Good Deals 7 Good Deals
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I ^ Ar Seniors: , I
* Have an a\vesome tdme at Luau!! J

I ^ .
We ^ you.

I
* ^p "Here's to the seniors, c *

J 1^"^ they're with us tonight...""^ 1"

tV̂
^^^^^^^^L^S^^^^^^^^^.^y

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IANO
^g^^^^^T

GET MASTER or Visa card regardless of credit

status. Amazing recorded message reveals
details (213)652-1623.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Brum Plan- (2 13)873-3 303 or
(8ifj)992 6966.

^

. roB
Senior Cocktail Party was a BLAST!
17 more days until QRADUATION!!! u
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MARDI GRAS 1989: RAGED with AAO

HOMECOMING 1989: DOMINATED with KKF

SPRING SING 1990: HOEDOWhlED with "Friends"

MARDI GRAS 1990: SWEPT with XQ

SWEEPSTAKES
-T^'.

A very special thanks to AAD, KKF, "Friends," and XQ. for making our victories sweet and our parties wild!

SWEEPSTAKES

BEST PRODUCTION NUMBER

SWEEPSTAKES
1

I*

4-
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^
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This party will only offend those

who make cardboard boxes!
D" ONLV 1 BAR 8
"VOUfl HCflLTHV flDWCnON"

UHOAiiri£;KSk/ilOT-BOXER

The OA0 Legacy begins June 1 KROQ
106.7

LEV 06:02:90

And on the Seventh
Day the Lord~Raged~

...And it was Good
Phi Kappa Psi This Sat June 2, 1 990

'u\

S|Niti5«orcd By

^f^&^jNiS/ THE VILLAGE DELI udweiserH.5UBUJnV"
"SXia

ID, required

AT LUAU
Thursday May 31, 1990

9:00 at Tai Ping
Get ready for a—j~
fantastic timet

Buses leave at 8:30
from Gayley /Strathmore

and AF
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CHI OMEGA LOVES THEIR
GRADUATING SENIORS...

YEAR END BLOWOUT!
Featuring Enigma Records Artists

"DADDY IN HIS DEEP SLEEP"

TONITE 9:00 PM

All Little Sisters and
Prospective Rushees welcome

Hence Acuna
K^ren Barnell

Tamara Bloom
Suzie 15oe/.inger

Cindy Ikjlingbroke

Hannah Hrondial

Tina Cianciarulo

Liz Culhanc
Heckci Duke
Karen I-arris .

Paula Forbis

Jennifer Mill

Michele Howard
Tina Knoll

Cynthia Lakon
Tami Martin
Michelle Marin k./.

Susie Metzger
Krista Middlebrcxjk

(^yniiiia Miller

Kathleen Ogu^jhr
Amy Paul

Leah Penebaker
Kirsten Poirer

Allvscjnv l-*rall

I leather Kalstf^n

Angela Roy
Laura Schiller

Monique Silva

Becky Stone
Sara Stone
Stephanie Siradci:

Mtchelle Takaia
Julie Walsh
l.ara Victoria

We will miss you!

ALPHA PHI SENIORS: "f

THETA DELTA CHI
54th annual

Roxana Andrews

Juliana Baldo

Louise Botto

Tina Cassano

Jill Doty

Laurel Jensen

Vicki Karstens

Donna Keeler

Mara Margulies

Patty McCarthy

Diane Rush

Trudi Sandmeier

Stephanie Smith

Christy Snow
Cindee Stewart

I

Mlndy f
'

wihur Nicole Monttu Lm Tiirinykum:

I

Judy Gelles

Jenny Gloistein

Kristin Hicks

Cyndi Hill

Cherie Hovelson

Stacey Morehouse Shalina Thompson
Stacey Morrison Cari Tubb
Kristi Nelson Pam Watrous

Marcia Nelson Laura White

Tammy Rock Jennifer Whitlock

Wendy Will

Congratulations! Well miss youL

UIRGIN ISLANDS
June I, 1990

Festivities begin at 9pm
For invites call Henry at 824-0277 or Mark at 208-0495

ALPHA
SIGMA Pill

_ V

61st Annual

BEACHCOMBER
.Saturday Juno 2. 199^

9I»M
525 i.andfair
By invito only

SPOBT YOilB BEST BEACH ATTIBE

ADPVs, pack your passports

Find your files because it's time for,,.

and ATQ.

WNtqHJ

The Great Escape begins tonight.

Get Away" busses depart promptly at

8:00 from AAO

U.C.L.A. GO TRIDELT!
Congratulations to new
UCLA Cheerleaders
Marissa Arrache

and
Kai Chubb

and Dance Squad Member
Amy Staes
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BETWEEN PARADOX
AND WHArS NEXT

CHOREOGRAPHERS:

Suzanne Cicala

Brenna Ellis

Lora Gorton

Lisa Herlinger

Wendy Palmer

Kim Prentice

Darrel Ramsey

Anne Rowlands »

Michael Skelton

Michelene Strand

%n-^

Leo Tee

Heather Toplitt

FRIDAY JUNEJ5I^i PM_
SATUBIig:^<^ifD 7:30 PM
%mMrmi 3rd 2:00 pm
DANCE BUILDING ROOM 208

ADMISSION FREE

FOR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION CALL (213) 933-2399

PAID FOR BY ASUCIA BOARD OF DIREQORS/

USAC PROGRAMING COMMIHEES -

GET PSYCHED

The Countdown is On!

Hallie Anzalone (AAA) and Dan Carl

are engaged!
. Congratulations! We love you!

Have you ever mng the door buzzer to Morgan & Co.
Jewlers store and been denied entry because you are

black or non-wtiite?

I'm trying to document such experiences. If you've had
such art experience, write to Box. 157, 1511 Sawtelle

Los Angeles, Cal. 90025 or call (213)479-7613.
Let's view business practices in Westwood with the

same scrutiny we view business practices in South Africa.

Congratulations

Courtney Wheeler(AAA) and Frank Keller

on your pinning!

We're so happy for you!

Has Your

TONIG|IT # 9:0a

. SIGMA Wc^
fii'^sents ap

lio^^IAIV HOUDAT
Icaliiriiiij:

•"
'arid

A beat by EJ. (the DJ.) i

that JUST \X/ON T QUIT!
(last piirlv !)clorc iinals!)

En Fraterrtlty
612 LAndfair, 208-9 1 3

1

Big Bro Flaked?

Come By And
Get EVEN !

Graffiti Party
Tonigiit 10PM

Dress For A Mess
We Suggest T-Shirts In Need off

Decoration

UNLIMITED

Entertainment provided by: Sponsored by:

mm
FEET

DANCE MUSIC I

(213)

HRS
DANCE MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS

(213) 478-7667

The Slugs
v^

1371 Westwood Blvd

Los Angeles, CA 90024
213-824-5000

:

^ ,lT,

$5.00 donation per person

Proceeds benefit the American
Heart Association

Questions? Call 2<[)E 208-9702

?^-

XO proudly a|in6uhces|its first annual
-"••N'.*. ^.•i-:'X-.*f;-«<-r->w<-:<**<'N'^-t

/
iaartS

•^y.-••• •«.

\.

\

a
< J!!"-;'; . js-iv.:^HiA''-:i>i:':

-congratulations tb,<>ur,.ixe\y;Jpresident Rob Frey

Congratulations
Erin Juline (AAA) and

Dave Tracy (0S)
on your long-awaited pinning

Stephanie Sharpe,

Congratulations on your

graduation! You're an

incredibly talented singer

and a beautiful person! I

wish you all the best of

luck»rn your future-Let's

keep in touch!

rour friend,

Valerie LettanVal

^velcoixies all

to Its

^ on
Jur^J 2nd

Con£fratulations to

\ Amy Rousselot (AF)

and %
Neal Rayner(IX)

on your pinning.

We're so happy for

you!

Tour AF sisters

MCm K/DS m qOtNq TO UCU\ UNia^tP

THIS SUMMER
SPEat\L THfl/VICS TO OUK qKe£IC Cf\MPEK SPONSJO^i.

J

AAn
AEO
AO
ATQ
AXQ
Ben

Ar
ATA
AZ
KA
KKr
AXA

OK*F

nBO
zx
IK

SOE
zn
0X
0S
ZBT

EN
tsmi /dclc^ c/cAe/^.>/t^ a cAa/nce

//
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10 Research Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME-
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)620-6574

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA Free treatment provided.,Call

Dr. Brownstone, (213)460-4245.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attent.onal prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (213)825-0392 .

MALE volunteers with fair skin needed for sun
screen study. Will be paid Contact Mike at

(213)826-8887

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3.-1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience
(213)625-0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or arthritis.

Subjects must have had problem 6 months or

more and have received prior unsuccessful

treatment If accepted, subject will receive jaw
joint injection which may reduce pain and
noise. $100.00 received upon completion.

TMJ x-ray required. Contact Lynne, Dental

Clinical research center. (213)825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21-55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over six months
who have been treated unsucceftfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medical

symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected
to battery operated electrical stimulation de-

vice which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion to lip upon clencning Subject attached 5 •

nights to portable device recording EMC, ECC,
respiration Payment $100 Contact Lynne,

Clinical Research Center (213)825 9792

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS ACES 18-60 INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TR IAL YOU W ILL BE PA ID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT CALL
(213)820-6574. ASK FOR FA«IBA, Ml-
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

WANTED NORMAL HEALTHY MALES AGED
18-40 for a new anti-fungal drug study

Requires out-patient screening exams, blood,

urine tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days in hospital (VA Hospital)

Call (213)824-6731 (John) Pays $24-700

Sperm Donor 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $l05.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

hfEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

LOSE UP TO 29lbs. in 30 days! 1 00% natural.

Doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free
home show (213)281-6732

WANTED!! 100 people We'll pay $$$ to lose

weight. 100% natural and guaranteed Adeic

(213) 281 3037.

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
/all for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

We Accept All Visioo Care Plaos

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Maik Bernian. Qinical
Piychologist,

eating disorder specialist. Individual

appotntmenu available. (213)655 6730

Opportunities 26

(
-BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25
YEARS' Stift earning what you're M^orth rxiw.

24hr PfMSt^e (816)594.7469.
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"^ The Gentlemen of Tau Kappa Epsilon ^
proudly announce their court for the

. 1990 Red Carnation Ball:

'Eden CdUBoso

(Beckie Oiemandtz

Joannk "KesseCrlng

nU. 0\{il<ia Saito

Jennifer Shetton

Jennifer Shepherd

The sweetheart will be announced June 2nd

^ at the Mandalay Beach Resort ^

¥*#
Ken and Barbie Dream kitchen Toss

- Mardi Gras '90 Best Game Booth
- Sweepstakes nominee

Thanks especially to our Chairmen —
Eric, Alex, Mike, and Nick and everyone who

worked so hard.

Help Wanted 30

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION

AND SKILLS TRAINING
to high functioning adults with develop-

mental disabilities in small group homes
or community based vocational program

in Long Beach and Orange County

Applications Accepted

MonTThufS lOam-lpm
Tues/Wed 12 noon-3pm

Straight Talk Inc.

3350 Olive Ave
Signal Hill, Ca 90807

(213) 424-1966

CLERICAL SUMMER JOB- Approximately 30
hrs/wk, flexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience

preferred, call between 2:00-8:00 pm. (213)

271-5793.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22 Health Services

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these synnptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exann in order to
daternnine eligibility. All qualified participants nnay
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951,
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Opportunities 26

^ *

Getting angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Getting scared when you can*t throw up.

Swearing you will ncvQr binge or throw up
again.

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psychotherapy for women

trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa
Office in Westwood Area

(213)474-4165

Don't Give up. Freedom is possible.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For mtoTnaiion Cancer paiienis
Call Anna ihroughout LA OeneM
(818)986 3883 from your paHicpation

Help Wanted 30

4954 Van Nuyt Blvd Shtrman Oaks

$800,000 If you have the courage to call It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558

LOSE WF.ICHT and have your cookie too For

more info, on new classic fiber diet cookie,

call Terri (213)578-6633 Buy or beconnc a

distributor.

SEXY, SIZZLING Marketing. How to build your

wealth marketing the scrviqes of FORTUNE
500 companies. Call now for FREE Business

Seminar (818)367 3099

2 SFCRFTARY POSITIONS Now Available

10-20 hours to train for full-time summer,
position Duties; answering telephones, pro

cessing mail, filing,, typing forms and word
processing letters, etc. MJsl type 45 wpm,
have knowledge of Wordpcrfcct and have

good interpersonal skills Salary $8 35A<our

Call Shirley (213)825-2293 between
Sam- 5pm.

ADMINISTRATOR BOOKKFEPFR Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career Opfwrtunity. Ft/Pt

(213)5572315.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER Secretary

for Real Estate Developer/Attorney/Broker

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC Great pay Career opportunity. F/T, PA
(213) 557-2315.

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Help Wanted 30

COMPUTER SALES- PA, FA in WLA computer

store. Call (213) 477-4505 Ask for Danny

LIFEGUARD/SWfM INSTRUCTORS
WA^^TED

Attention swimmers All areas of LA
Earn $12-1 4/hr. Great job "Call for

application & interview. Lifeguard swim

lessons (818)886 1935 (213)274 8042

AiDF for young man in wheel chair. Domestic

chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must

have car 2-hrs/wk, $(>00/mo in Santa Monica
(213)450-8719.

AIDF for young man in wheel chair. Domestic

chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must

have car 20hrs/wk SWXl/mo in Santa Monica
(213)450 8719

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIFNTFD DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT PT NOW, IT

SUMMER MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, ANDOF-
FICE WORK (213)826 7000

BEV HILLS Attorney needs PA bilingual legal

assistant (Spanish-Engli&h). S5/hr. Ask fur

Mr Brown (213) 855-1861

BOOKKEEPER F/C Thru statements Sharp

Century City office R/E management com
pany, opp>ortunity for advancemuat, agressive,

take charge To $56k (213)557-0142

CAT LOVER: Sweet cat needs caring foster

home for summer All supplies & $50/month

(213)653 9018

CHILDCARE person needed at health club

Morning to mid-afternoon. 15-20hrs./wk. Ask

for Vicki. (213)829-6836.

Part-time

Office Asst.
ncc(Jc(J immediately

to work in a busy

student travel

agency.

20-30 hrs./wk.

Please call Lynn at:

(213) 824^7083

10 Help Wanted 30

f SUMMER f
I JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/ Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

Westwocxj

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 906-1141

(818) 919-2171

Laguna Hills (714) 770-2732

Santa Ana -(714) 250-1444

Fullerton (714) 441-1300

Stivers

TempoTary
Personnel

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work Good salary (81 8)894-033Q.

FAST CASH
• FOR A DAY
• FOR A WEEK
. FOR A MONTH
Mid-Wilshire

3460 Wilshire Blvd. «414
Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213)388-3516

Westside
11300 W. Olympic Blvd. «780

Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213)473-4161

550 N. Brand Blvd.

7th Floor

Glendale, CA 91203
(818)546-5055

OFFICE POSITIONS WITH
MAJOR LOCAL COMPANIES

mc
TfIC TtmoonfY S»rviee». Inc.

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
EOE/MF

DELIVERY ROUTES AVAILABLE Must have

Wednesdays free. Car required. $1(Vhr. Santa

Monica area. Thru summer. Albert
(21 3)2 73-9400 or (213)657-9529.

DRIVER NEEDED for lunch delivery $10/hr

plus Car needed (21 3)829-300&.i-

$J EASY MONEY $$ Shoe designs wanted.

SlOOea on accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Acqeplcd designs become properties

of SpaLz footwear: 3407W 6th St, Unit 8(X, LA
CA 90020 (213)736-5194

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
$000 $20(X) part-time, $25(X) and up full-

time Cain valuable business experience work-

ing with very dynamic business men and
women (213)«41-20f>0

^^LEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY. Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 4nyr old carpet cleaning firm Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible Call
(213)273-9631.

•

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials CaM
(213)850-1640 between 9am- 5pm Monday'
Iriddy only

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide
S.IOO S9(y) weekly (508)927-9768 Exl C5

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours flexible. $7/hr. Call now'
(213)273 9631

DELIVERY DRIVERS & TELEPHONE OPERA-
TOR WANTED Eor Westwood & Sherman
Oaks El Polio Loco Contact Don 824 7776
$5Air -f $1 /delivery + lips + food. Must have
reliable transportation & insA^ancc.

SALBS TO
ART

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic,
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks lx)s Angeles

(213) 651-1115

.]

*«'-*r,.
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START FOLLOWING YOUR DREAM CAREER
EARN TOP $$$ THIS SUMMER...

ASK ABOUT OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM!!!

UNITED PERSONNEL will work around your schedule.
Our clients are located throughout West Los Angeles, Santa Monica,
the Marina, Downtown Los Angeles and the San- Fernando Valley.

UNITED has a wide variety of jobs that specialize in your
particular skills.

. .___

WORK FOR: -Major Studios-
-Television Networks^

-Major Financial Institutions-

-Fortune 500 Companies-

UNITED PERSONNEL HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:
Income to

—

Word Processing
Data Entry
Secretarial

Receptionist
Clerical

CALL TODAY
(213) 057-1225-

$16.00/hr
9.00/hr

11.00/hr
10.00/hr
8.00/hr

K

UNITED TEMPORARY PERSd^JNEL SERVICES
5757 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 270

The Human Resource

FILM PRODUCTION CO needs assistant

secretary, 2 hrs. morning. Office SM. Must be
reliable, jay (213)390-0620

ILOKAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. IT/PT positions availalbc. Great

working conditions. Marjie (213)208-4000.

GENERAL OF! ICE P/T, TV celeb, author

needs reliable person lo assist w/office help

"and run errands. Call between
10am-2pm(21 3)205-0226.

GREAT EXPERIENCE! Part-time accounting/

legal assistant position available within Real

Estate/Entertainment firm. Duties include data

entry, reconciliations, spreadsheets general

office tasks, etc. $7.50-8.00/hr 15-2P hrs/wk.

For more info call Nancy at (213)273-2050.

HELP OWNER run small business center. PT
year round. 3 miles north of Sunset off Beverly

Glen. 10-18 hrs/wk $5-7/hr. (213)475-0788.

HIGH-END ARCHITECTURAL/INTERIOR DE
SIGN FIRM seeks receptionist for full-time

position. Macintosh experience a plus! David

(213)^4-3232

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.50/to

start No exp necessary PA, l/T available.

Call for interview (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933

LA SKI &-SUN TOURS- Admmislrativc Assis-

tant IT, $1 500/mo & Excellent travel benefits.

Starling Aug. 1st. Contact Phil Jones.

(213)471-4025.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13. Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates. Full-time

summer, and/or part-time. June 4

thru June 25 (213)472-7474

LIFEGUARDS needed, LGT, CPR, first aid

required $6/hr + DOE Beverly Hills YMCA
(213)553-0731

MACINTOSH CAD SALESPERSON wanted
Should i)C familiar w/major CAD packages

High commissions David at (21 3)284 32.12

SALES/SUMMER l/T, minimum $4,000 or

more/month. Outgoing/experienced/
extravert. Must have car (213) 962-1874

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune

500 affiliated marketing company. Summer
positions available, $2000-5000/month. Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious

inquiries only. Call now, (213)841-2060

TEMPO JOBS

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail —
resume with times

available for interview tof

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Up to $15/hr

•General Oftice

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing

•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agericy

8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 1 1

1

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

MATURE responsible male adult, to provide

personal care to dissabled many (3aily. Strong

reference, 1 block from campus $250/mo
(213)208-5732

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Flexible hours PT/FT

great money working with Fortune 500 com-
pany. Greg (213)824-9840

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills

FA or P/T, lop salary, flexible hours (21.3)

939-2111.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 25/stan,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships Call

9- 3pm. (818)567-4147.

F'ART TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and

weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr Roz (213)657 5183

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC an*d Word
processing experience. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling Professional

attire. 15-20 hr^JvA ,%7/hr + 1 bkxk from

campus (213)208 5732 •^fi

PERFECT SUMMER )OB Custom shirt manu
facturcr needs direct sales reps to work m
cities Ihroughout Soultiern California Make
prominent contacts for your future. Complete

training $800-$900Avcekly. Interview May
31-|une 2 only!! Call 1(800)234-4834 for

appointment. Great experience for people m
fashion merchandising or marketing and past

modeling experience helpful but not

necessary.

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED WAI
TERS NEEDED, M/F, lo work private parties,

flexible. Transportation, impeccable appcar-

ance a must. (213)746-5419

P/T, DRYCLFANING counlerpcrson will

tram 20 hoursAvk, 2 or 3 afternoons -t-H hours

on Saturday. Slarl at $6-S7 30/Wr --fre*' n-yi

leaning Year round position (213)474 B52S

LAW FIRM

nee(Js motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

P/T SECRETARY OFFICE MANAGER in doc

tor's office in Westwood Village. Experience m
bookkeeping, Iclcphones, billing, AR/AP. Be-

ginning salary $9 00+ depending on expen-

ence. (213)208 3700

P/T, people needed to take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am. or 6am.- 3pm
Earn $6/hr. Anytime availability earn ib.SO/hr

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training Call RGIS
(818)842 6631

SUMMER
JOBS

UCLA
UNICAMP

Paid positions' at UCLA UniCamp
are available for

•Ufeguards • WSl's • Nurses • Cooks •

• Program Specialists •

Salary plus Room and Board provided.

Help children from low income families at

our campsite in the San Bernardino Mtns

Call (213)206-CAMP
Deadline: May 31

-TT-
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WANTED: Video Game Designer
Open to all majors! SEGA, the creator of AFTERBUR-
NER, OUTRUN, and the GENESIS home video game

^
system is seeking people with great ideas for the next
generation of SEGA video games.

NOT A PROGRAMMING JOB!
SEGA's game designers create scripts for the games
and wprk with the artists and programmers who im-
plement them. Anyone with a love of Video Games
and a strong artistic Ability should apply. Cobiputer
literacy is a plus. Send resume and a freehand pJencil

sketch* demonstrating yo^r artistic ability (using a

non-game related theme) to Mark Cerny at:

Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106
San Jose, CA 95131

'Regrettably, all sketches wiir become property of SlXiA and cannot be returned.

^''V

RtCRPTIONIST- P/T, moblly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking. (213) 399-5418. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environment in Santa

Monica.

RHCEPTIONIST-P/T, ifj Hcx.blc hours m
pleasant doaor's office. Phones, filing, light

typing. Computer knowledge helpful but will

tram! $b.50-H/hr Minnie (818)289-9208

RECEPTIONIST-UNIQUE working environ-

ment in fast paced property managcmcn<
company located m BH/W Hollywood area

Some typing Excellent communication skills,

professional altitude and enthusiasm required.

I7T Andrea (213)271-4840 _^^
RETAIL SALES- Women's clothing Sant^Mo^
nica P/T, Saturdays a plus. 1 1 -6 pm ( nendly
professional apoearanrc (213) 395-2728

inil Work

Lightning

Fast.

STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS

You could be working today,

if you had called, us yester-

day. That's because with the

help of Volt Temporary

Services and Volt Accounting

Specialists, you skip the time

consuming job hunt and go

I'ight to work! 'And well place

you in the position that's

right for you full or part-

time, in the field of your

choice.

Come see us at the location

nearest you, and you'll be

working in a flasli.

Voll teinpoiaiY Services
Los Angeles (21 .3)388 3271
W. Los Angeles (213)207-0077
Canoga Park (818)992-8510
Van Nuys (818)787-4007
Burbank (818)848-2000
Volt Accounting Specialists

L.A. (213)487-3493
Van Nuys (818)782-6313 '

THE HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE.

t"

«r, «
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SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:
•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARK/WEST VALLEY
(81^=?9»8486

BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
=^81B) 954-8220

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213) 473-8788

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CREATE VIDEO GAMES?
SEGA, the creator of AFTERBURNER, OUT-
RUN, and the GENESIS home video game
system is looking for talented PROGRAM-"?^
MERS to help create the next generation of
SEGA video games.

Are you a solid professional programmer? Or
a game fanatic with ideas of your own? In
any case, if you have graduated or will soon
graduate in Computer
Science or another highly technical field, and
would enjoy a job in the world of Electronic
Entertainment, please send your resume to:

® Sega Technical Institute

800 Charcot, Suite 106
San Jose, CA 95131

WAITRESSES/WAITERS for Weslwood 50's

style drive-in On skates or foot. Car hops arc

back. Call (213)474-2223 After 2pm. Therisa

or Margie.

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber

$1 5/hr. 1 2hrsAvk, hours to be arranged. Must
be fast and accurate. Beverly Hills location.

(213)854-0999.

WESTWOOD Decorator seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Approximately 16 flexible hrsAvk. Need car.

i7/hr. to start. -304T

WESTWOOD LAW FIRM- FULL TIME. Taking
a break between college and graduate school?
We need a clerk for a variety or duties,

including light typing and some phones- lots of

responsibility. Work in a legal cnviornment
with nice people, limited opening. Good
salary - benifits. Call \an 2-5:30 al

(213)208-2889

ATTENTION
Students...Faculty...Staff

The Los Angeles Times Santa Monica/Westside
Division has P/T positions avail, in the telemarketing

dept. Work 5 hrs/day Mon-Sat. Shifts are

8:30-1:30 p.m. & 4-9 p.m. M-F, 9-2 p.m. on Sat.

Work near the beach, then go after work!!!

$5.35/hr, plus $7 to $12 per sale.

Call to arrange interview: 213-314-1233

REAL ESTATE assistant. Diversified job. Marina

location. Call Eliana. (213)473-7928.

Reliable part-time receptionist. Facial Salon

9-4 Call 213-476-4404. Leave Message.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, nexible. (213) 939-2111

SAIL BOAT INSTRUCTOR needed in Marina
Del Rcy. 25-28ft cruising sailboats. Weekends
now. Full-time summer. Call 1-800-2259776

SALES, salary commission. Part-time Print-

ing company. Will train. WLA (21 3)479-1 1 26.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT available at sunny
skies day camp. Swim instructor, craft instruc-

tor, nature specialist, horse instructor. Please

call (818)889 8383

SUMMER WORK— apply now before finals.

S9.85/start, flexible hours. Permanent and*

temporary positions. P/T, F/T Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4145.

SUMMER WORK San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/start Internships avail

able (818)564-0901

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westv^ood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as: '

•'

SALESPERSONS
CASHIERS
STOCKPERSONS
TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job applications and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

Da CREATIVE opportunities attract you?
Spend a summer or longer working in UCLA
telecommunications. We want to challenge and be
challenged to INNOVATE!

Telecommunications wants to tap the

INTELLIGENCE and EXPERTISE available in

the student population on this campus. We are

seeking highly motivated students to fill

professional level positions in the following

areas:
. computer programming
space/resource management
document preparation

"^ research/analysis

library development

If you have strong analytical ability, excellent

written/oral communication and interpersonal

skills, relevent experience, and are interested in

-conveniently campus located, well-paying,

challenging employment; please contact Sharon
Schwartz, Telecommunications Personnel

Manager, at (213)206-5995. Salary range.

Coordinator position (one) $13.31-$15.98^our.
Salary range. Associate positions (multiple)

$11.49-$ 13.63. -

'

SECRETARY, light bookkeeping, 15-20 hrs

Two psychiatrists office, flexible hours. Call

(21 3)820-4330. Dr. Marmer or {21 3)207-081 5

Dr. Mezquita.

SECRETARY for Design Firnn. 60wmp, connpu
tcr experience MAC, light bookkeeping. Please
call. (213)479-8330.

under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QU|CK
CASH If Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

LIFE GUARDS/ PRIVATE SWIM INSTRUC
TORS; Earn: $12-$14/hr Great jo^! Call for

info, and app.(Greg) (818) 8i?i-1935,

(213)274-8042.

TEACHER for cooperative preschool M-F,
25 30/hrs/wk. $9-1 1/hr. DOE Prefer degree
in child development or in progress. Barbara

(818)995 1658.

TEACHER'S AIDE for cooperative preschool
M F, 35-40hrs/wk S7/hr. Some course work in

child development & experience. Barbara
(818)995-1658.

TELEMARKETER, $5/hr plus incentives. Con-
tact Dan at (213)445-0325

The Best Campus Job

Eam $7/hr. plus bonus
We train ...you aain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

* Full & Part-time •

• nexible Hours •

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women. Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

i\/IODELS
wanted by Professional
Photography Siutiio (or

up-coming photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male FenKitt

Call (818) 508-8680

WESTWORLD Electronic Game Center has a
full-time cashier position available in our
Westwood Village location. Starting at SWhr.
Contact David at (213)824-3677.

WRITERS' EXCHANGE has much work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback Nov-
cels. Non-Fiction Books. Magazine Articles.

(213)452-1469. Vernon]

Job Opportunities 32

ASSISTANT MERCHANDISE BUYER for mail

order sports catalogue. Extensive knowledge of

all pro sports essential. We are looking for an
enthusiastic self starter Must be organized and
detail oriented. BA or BF preferred. We will

train the right person. $25,000 to start.

(213)416-1142, El Segundo, ask for Dana.

BE A MODEL. Up to $1 ,00(yday FLASHCAST
(213)661-7982. 12001 Ventura Place 3rd
floor: Studio City East of Laurel Canyon Blvd
off 101 freeway in the green glass building.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Make great money!
Need self-motivated responsible flower per-

sons for Friday, Saturday nights Will train

Own car necessary with insurance. Call Sa-

brina (21.3)837-5369

F/T RECEPTIONIST available for Brentwood
art gallery Excellent jqb opportunity. Call

Kimbcrley for interview. (213)820 8511.

Job Opportunities 32

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to-

Graduation?
Do You need
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
in the single most exciting-
highest paying industry in

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or if you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN

Full-Tlme or Summer
Help pass the BIG GRAIN.

Come work for Campaign

California, the forefront

organization that's working

to pass the toughest

enviornmental law in the

history of California

$1 300-1 600/month Benefits

and travel opportunities

Cal^Jow(213)393-3706.

JUNIOK BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts
recievable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Econ/Business
student. Salary ranges from $8-$10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott

for more info. (213)820-8511.

PUBLIC RELATIONS secretary/assistant. Im-
mediate opening to work with owner of smali,

well-established public relations company.
Must be skilled and motivated to learn and
grow. (213)655 5960.

RECEPTIONIST in Skin Care & Beauty Salon.

Ckx)d phone skills and appearance - Working
with public. (213)474-'t?524 JuJi^.

Jobs Wanted 33

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immedi-
ately. Elisabeth. (213)208-7990.

Internships 34

ASSISTANT TV/MP literary agent. Reading
scripts, phones, computer a plus 2-4 daysAvk.
No pay. Send resume to: S.W.A., 10530 Santa
Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, 90025.

VOLUNTEER JNTERNSHIP5 through^
F.O.C.U.S. Surr^nwr positions still available.

5-10 hrs/wk.' Spiritual/Social Reflection
(213)208 6869.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSIHER NFUm^^r^d^lo^HTS^.
SumrT>er, possibility fall. Need car Fairfax

area Patty (213)653-0571, evenings. ~"

FULL-TIME summer, part-time, fall. Live-in or

out. Pacific Palisades. (213)454-4633.

1
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NANNY - F/T summer, P/T fall,>oy 3 years.

Near Santa Monica airport. Need car with
drivers license. (213)391*1613 eve
(213)458-5988 days.

PERSON NEEDED to supervise 2 older child-

ren, 2-3 afternoonsA^eek. Car necessary. Pa-

cific Palisades. (213)454-1602.

PICK-UP 2 girls at preschool and babysit M-F
5-7pm. Car and reference required.
(213)474-5346.

PT, summer and schoolyear babysitting for two
great kids. Close to campus. $5/hr.
(213)470-4335.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $625/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigeratqf. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

1 to 4 PERSONS needed for furnished 2

bedroom, 1 bath apartment. Pool Laundry,

cable, parking, 1 minute to campus. CHEAP.
(213)824-7055.

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4.7p.m. only.

50% SUMMER rent. Right across from campus.
Single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking, furnished,

)une. (213)208-1637.

$575 1 -BEDROOM with free utilities. Pool/

quiet building. 5307 Sepulvcda Blvd. Sherman
Oaks. 15 minutes to UCLA.

$575-$775 SHERMAN OAKS, 2-t-2 or 1+1.

Freeway close to class. 5444 Sepulvcda.

(818)785-5208.

AVAILABLE July 1, spacious 2 bcdroom/2
bath, $1075, near campus, (213)473-4936.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH. UPPER AND LOWER
AVAILABLE. V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213)839-6294.

Westwood
Studio $725
1 Bedrm $1025

2B/2B $1300
Utilities IiK'lLidod

Largest Sq. ft. available

Great Location

10635 Wilshire Bl,

470-4407

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Quiet 1-bdr/

studio. $625/$525. Full kitcherVbath. Four

miles, bus. (213)658-7014.

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2-bed/2-bath with

steam sauna and Jacuzzi in unit, $1,25a/mo.

(213) 854-6713.

BRENTWOOD,$84Q/$875/mo. 2-bed/1-blh,

small apt, 1 parking, no pets.(21 3)939-1 732.

BRENTWOOD 2bdj2 bath, Large ,newly

decorated. High ceiling. 2 people at most 3,

$1150 (213)826-3934. Close to UCLA.

-' BRENTWOODADJACENT-1 mile to campus,

large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave.

(213) 477-7237

BRENTWOOD GLEN, 2-bedroom duplex

unit. Cozy and private. Minutes to UCLA.

$1650/mo Sam (213)280-9903.

BRENTWOOD 3-bdr/2-blh. Big,, parking, ex-

cellent location. $1195/mo Available 6/20.

11707 Goshen Ave. (213)447-1003.

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309

or Stop by room #202
m

BRENTWOOD SINGLE $675. 1 BEDRCX)M
$050. 2 BEDKOOM $1 1 75. LUXUKY UNITS.

1

' MILE
TO UCLA. REfKICERATOI^, DISHWASHER,
/VC, LOTS or CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. JIGII CHENAULT ST.

(213)471-8154

BRENTWOOD. Single $675. 1 -bedroom,

$850. 2-bcdroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA. Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking. 11611 Chenault

St. (213)471-8154.

BRENTWOOD bachelor apartment.

i213)671,aS70. aU)A1Q.U99
$550.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-

CIALS. Call (213) 208-8881.

I AIRFAX/PICO. Close to bus, 2-bdr/l-bth

($850) and 1 -bdr/1 -blh ($650). Wooden floors,

spacious, country ambiance. Garage.
(213)385-3058 or (213)935-7617.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities Single Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)397-4270

PALMS $610/mo. 1 -bedroom. Appliances,

pool, parking, laundry, upper, no pets. Great

location. 3455 jasmine (213)454-4754.

PALMS- $950 2-bedroom/2-bath, 2 '/, years

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher. Few minutes to

bus to UCLA 10737 Palms (213) 838-5039.

512 VETERAN AVENUE -Huge 2-bedroonV
2-bath with seperate suites. Up to 4 students/

unit. High-lech building. Secure park. Full

amenities Call )ane (213)208-2655

SPACIOUS studio $500/mo. Room for couple

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.

(213)939-8017

WEST LA $345/mo. Own furnished large

room, closet, own bathroom, parking. 1 5-min

bus to school. Janet (213)447-2116.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1400 and

up 2-bed/2-bath. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer
leases. 520 Kelton. ^213)208-7483

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Dcsalnik Man-
agement Company. (213)838-1829.

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
All secure building

Central air/heat

Wet bar/fircplace

Walk-in closets

Elevator

Will allow 4 stu(dents

Low move-in
$1200-$1300

11701 Texas Ave.

(?13) 477-085^:
444-9889

WESTWOOD duplex $1275. 2-bed/1 -bath,

quiet street. South of Wilshire. Stove,

refrigerator. (213)829 0385

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furriished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!

(619)721 8921, leave message.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, walk to UCLA One
bedroom w/private patio. $925. Hardwood
floors, shutters, laundry facilities, 2 car

parking. Must see. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. $1100/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH; NEWLY REMODELED
ELEGANT TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750-$790-
Walk to UCLA and village. Pool, security.

10966 Roebling Ave (213) 208-4253, (213)

824-2595.

WESTWOOD. Available September BIG
2-bcdroom/ 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing Bike lo campus $1240/ four

(213)836-0116

WESTWOOD, 11017 Slrathmore, f^rnilhed

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA $525-600 Manager Apt 103
(213)208-4123. Agent, Miller and Dcsatnik

Management Company (213)838-1829

WESTWOOD Large. 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bcntley

Mat (213)284 9044.

If You've Had Bad Luck
In The UCLA Housing Lottery,

Your Luck Has Just Changed!
We Hate The Solution To Your Housing Problem

UJ Residence Halls Feature:

*Comfortablc, modern spacious rooms, each accomodating two students

*A11 rooms are air-conditioned and have private baths.

Conveniently located 6 miles north of UtLA. Accessible by bus (RTD #560).

*Quiet, safe environment with security patrol.

Centrally located laundry facilities. Storage area and vending machines. Microwave

ovens available in each Residence Hall.

Separate Study lounges and "informal" TV lounges.

Complete student meal service through a full board plan. ^^-.-^-,^ r—

Social activities: dances, parties, movies, talk sessions, barbecues,concerts, and lec-

tures.

Student run radio station and weight room.
Limited number of single rooms available. ./ •' '

-

UJ Apartments Feature:

Fully furnished, one bedroom apartments available for students age 21 and over.

All utilities paid, including air conditioning.

Applications or more information

are available at:

UCLA Community Housing
Office 825-4491

University of Judaism Residence Life Office

15600 Mulholland Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90077
213-476-9777, ext. 259

wfstwcx)d village. lakgh luxuky 1

bki;kcx)m ano 2-bedkoom price re
duction bright, dishwasher, re
i ridcerator, wet bar extra closet
space, central air, gated parking 433
kelton ave (213)208-8685

WESTWCX)D, choice location $300 move-in

allowance Eurnished/unfurmshed singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk to UCLA A/c, pool,

elevator 415 Gayley (213)208-6735 Man
aged by Moss & Co

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2+2 Perfect for four students. New
carpels, built-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208 7634
Managed by Moss and Co

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large luxury 1-bcd

room and 2-bcdroom Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking 433 Kelton

Ave (213)208-8685

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*L-^iinHry farilirjcs

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircasc to private

bedrooms

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms, Carp>cts, refrigerator, drapes,

r/i miles from UCLA 1953 Selby Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165

WLA. $1050/mo 2-bedroom-l 1/2 bath

Condo Security building, shutters,

Trosl-free refrigerator, cable, 1323
Carmclina.(21 3)456-3829

WLA, $1400, luxury high tech 2-bedroorn/

3-bath, 1400 square feet, tn-level, roof

garden 2451 Purdue (213)444-9699

1517 FEDERAL WLA $660 1 -bedroom, 2

miles lo UCLA Near bus New decor/

m i n i bl i nds/appii ances NO PETS
(213)479 0615

WLA 2bdrm/2bath 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit $960

Available now (213)451 4771

WLA. 2-bcd/2-bath unfurnished 3 car garage.

$900 1730 Brockton Ave Call George

(213)826-4776

WLA- 2-bed/2-bath $1025 + $250. Discount

bonus,Pool, rcc-room, gym. 10760 Rose Ave

!213) 204 4248

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

1850 COLBY AVE WLA $695 1 bdrm, close

lo UCLA and bus^ Quiet residential street

Appliances/laundry/parking. NO PETS.

(213)479-0615.

WLA. $720/mo. 1 -bedroom. Carpets, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry 1833
Corinth. (213)826-6907.

WLA $625. Spacious. Upper, bright one
bedroom with studio - study, four oversized

closets fireplace, dishwasher, air-

conditioning, blinds, balcony, 2 car parking.

1709 Westgate. (213)479-1581. '

WIA BACHELOR, furnished or Jniurnishcd

$350/mo Near bus, shopping, UCLA shuttle

bus Call Gigi (213)478 7472

662 Veteran Ave.
$650/mo. & up

singles and 1 & 2- t>eciroofns

(213) aOII'3690 (ai8) 709 4284

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP ^

SOO unit student hotAtng tadlity

Shared or private unit. Ail turnt&twd Private

iMthroom Pool, jacMZzi »/4 hr drl»>e to UCLA

Now accepting Mmmer & tall applications

Free brocure. NCR 9500 ZeUah. Norttiridge.

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

WLA-Bright 3-bcd/2-bath, $1 350 Patio, 3 car

parking, dishwaser, near SM Blvd/Bundy Jim

(213)820-4368 (213) 390-4610

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins' pool, gardenlike (213)

477-9955.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bed/2 tath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgr.L
or 24 ^r. recorded message 838-9784

SINGLE Furnished,
Unfurnishe(j. $730

All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Apartments Furnished 50

SANTA MONICA- Charming smgie, $650 +

deposit Wood floors, nice view, parking, near

Montana (213) 829-3467

SUMMER RENTALS Single and one-

bedroom, one block west of UCLA Rent

reduced for summer months, from $550/mo
(213)824-0532

WESTWOOD, 1-bed, upper, $795 Avail

6-1 5 lo 9-15 Near UCLA, village, transporta-

tion 11095 Slrathmore (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. ulilities included 944 Tiverton

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -bedroom furn-

shed $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus
11070 Slrathmore. (213)208-3328

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$575/MO SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM Front

and back entry, privacy, quiet garden type

small building, nice neighborhood. In Van
Nuys near Sherman Oaks Convienient loca-

tion Minimum one year lease required

(213)475-9561

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $685/mo 1-bdrm,

lower Exceptionally spacious, seperate dur-

ringroom Garage. 5-milestocampus suitable

for staff/faculty member Non-smokmg en-

viomment. (213)652-2699

LARGE, 1 -bed, security, carpets, drapes, re

frig., laundry facilities, fxwl,- parking, no

pets. 1500 Purdue Ave WLA $725
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, stove and refrigerator

included Days (213)468-5943 Eves
(805)254-2403

WESTWOOD, LARGE 2-bcd/r.bath, dmmg
room, fireplace, private patio, walk to UCLA
No lease (213)478-2310

'

WESTWOOD $1280/mo. Large 3-bed/

2-balh. Private patio, a/c built-in. Evening

(213)444-73 78

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmilc house sur-

rounded by pines Close to everything Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785 1028

WESTSIDE North of Wrishire. NEED' ^^ .bed-

room house month of )uly. Open, airy Call

during business hours (ESP) 1 8tX)-283-7833

Bobbi.

Apts. to Share 54

$387/MO own bedroonVbathroom in 2-t>dr/

2-blh apartment Female furnished Palms

Direct bus UCLA (213)837-2989.

BRFNTWC:)OD OWN RCX:)M -^ BATH In a

3-bed/2-bath, summer or permanent $4 75

(213) 826 4332

BRENTW0013 (male) 2 bedroom lownhouse.

Own room $50(V">o plus uliljilujs. 1 mile lO_

campus. Mike (.2 13)4 7 7-1795,
(213)829-7379

BRENTWOOD, 3 bed/2 bath, upper, two

rooms, $460 and $410 6/1 3rd room fe/l 5

$430 Chris (213)477-8345

FEMALE to share large, sunny l-bcdroonV

bathroom Clean, quiet. West Hollywood area

$35Q/mo Ada (213)850 0987, 4474556

CRAD seeks 2 to sharp bedroom of 2-¥2,

$295/n>o, garage, pool, gym, sauna, yVC,

7-miles to campus Curt (213)876 9605.

|1
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Apts. to Share 54 Room for Rent 64 Roommates 65 Sublet 66 Sublet 66

OWN BEDROOM, wti\ bath in large 2be<V
2-bath top floor, Pairm apartment. Security

building, full kitchen, living room, balcony,

laufMJry; three miles to campus, on busline.

Female, rH>n-smoker. $45(VrTK> -f Vt util.

(213)837-9435.

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bec^ 'A bath apt. in Sherman Oaks. Great for

grads! $425/mo •» utilities. (818)905-6977

Stella, leave Arrtessage. _^
ROOMMATES needed to share large

2-bd/2ba. apartment. Walking distarKe to

IXILA. Hardwood floors, pool. Available sum-

mer and/or school year. Debbie/Matt.
(213)824-0048, (213)208-7362.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,

parking. Juiyl-July 1 1991 . $39(Vmo. Women
rK)n-smokers only. 828-7901.

SANTA MONICA Female non-smoker. Own
room in 3-bdr. Condo to share with 2 grads.

$425 utilites. Ask for Sylvia. (21 3)451 -9442.

SHARE 2-br/2-bath near Marina D.R. Must
have no/little furniture. Non-smoker.
S25(ymo. (213)392-8805.

WESTWOOD Business man shares luxury

2b-2ba furnished with non-smoking female.

Pool security pkg. $45(Vmo. including utilities.

(213)470-2211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Spacious 2-bed/

2-bath apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music. S57S. (213) 208-3335.

House for Share 57

BEL AIR. Quiet, non-snr>oker. Pool, view. Large

b(?droom and study. $735. Evenings
(213)4721062.

HOUSESITTING: Professional, responsible,

mature single woman seeking long-term

housesitting. Loving care for home and pets.

Excellent references included. UCLA.
(213)482-5100, ext. 230, or (213)825-4467.

ONE-Bedroom in 3-bedroom one-bath house

in Sherman Oaks. W/D, $310/mo.
-(8W90S- \4W,

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2-bd/2ba, 2

phone lines, furnished, parking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk to UCLA Brent/Tom (213)824-2205.

3BR/2BA. lul-Aug. Furnished. Hardwood
floors. Walk to LKZLA. Spacious. 3 parking

spaces. Mike 824-45^.

Vi month rent free. $27a/mo. Furnished stu-

dio. 1 min to campus. Parking Avail.

6-15/8-28 (213)824-1776.

$525 FURNISHED SINGLE w/ kitchen. Avail-

able |une 18-September. 1 mile to UCLA.
CALL 477-6683.

A HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM APARTMENT- On
Gienrock, furnished, parking, perfect for 4-5

people. $1,200-$1,30(ymo. (213) 824-2548.

ALL YOURS! Large 2-bedroom apt. to sublet

an<Vor rent next year. Furn. or unfurn. Balcony,

garage, light. On Strathmore Dr. Call anytime.

824-2351.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED top floor one-

bec^one-bath apartment. Full kitchen, laundry,

security, parking. (Bedroom has one queen

sized bed). Three miles to campus, on busline.

Palms area. $50C/mo. (213)837-9435.

BIG or>e-bedroom. Two blocks from campus.

Avail, lune 16-Sept. 15. $1000 Neg.

(213)208-1090.

BRENTWOOD 1-BR to share with males

$300/mo.; 1 own br $400/mo., 1-mile to

UCLA, parking, Steve/Chris (213)479-0981

BRENTWOOD, spacious, master bedroom in

huge 2-bdrm two-level townhouse. Two for

$350 or $700 private Jon. (213)209-2301

BRENTWOOD, $350, inc. utilities. Furnished,

lovely room for mature male, non-smoker. Call

after 6. (213)476-5391.

FURNISHED room, utilities incl. Sundeck view

of ocean, near beach, $40C/mo, avail, now.

(213)318-3575.

FURNISHED NICE ROOM IN HOME- Near

UCLA, private bath, pool, limited kitchen,

ideal for UCLA student/faculty. $475/mo.

evening (213) 476-2088.

PALMS: Neat, responsible, female wanted to

share large, 2-bec^1 Vi -ba., completely fum-

ished, parking. (213)841-0436, Sonia, Karen.

PALMS. Own room. $350 plus deposit. Share

bath. Parking, non-smoking. Available June

15th. (213)837-5949.

ROOMMATE wanted. From July 1-Sept. 15.

Large Sherman Oaks apt. 1 room and bath.

$400 including everything. (213)825-4092.

(818)981-0757. Eves.

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people to share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking

distance to UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$360/mo. Call (213)444-5520.

SHARE 2BD+2BA; pool, Jac, suana. Nons-

moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900-80(Vmo. -»- $1000 deposit. Elisabeth

(213)208-7990.

SHARE Spacious 2B/2B. Security, A/C, bal-

cony. On Kelton. Walk to UCLA. $294/mo.

Zac. 824-5070.

SHARE UPPER 1-BDRM with 1 -other (move- in

gels living room). Parking, laundry, 3 miles to

UCLA $260. (213)559-6253.

WESTWOOD. Female share 1 -bed/1 -bath.

June 15- Aug. 31st. Parking. Jacuzzi. $31 5/mo.

Gayley. Across from campus. (213)824-1904.

NEAR WESTWOOD, one or more quiet re-

sponsible persons wanted to share luxurious,

modern, 2-bed/2-bath apartment. Gym, sec-

urity, pool. $600. (213)836-8435.

WESTWOOD. Own room and bath in large

condo style apartment. Security building, $650
^ deposit. Share with proffcssional. Walk to

campus. (213)279-1494.

WLA Share room with 1 . $267.00. Near VA lot,

2 miles from campus. Available July 1

.

(213)477-3576.

Sublet 66

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80. Only 1 450 miles. XInt

condition. $850/obo. Call Adam
(21,3)274-9665.
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FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FURNISHED 2-bdr/2-bth. 51 2 Veteran. Cable,

parking. Available June 1^8-Sept 1 . $1300/mo.

Call (213)824-4963.

FURNISHED, Westwood. 1-bdrm/l-bath. 2

p«eople/$275 each. Clean, A/C, pool, park.

(213)824-9950. (213)209-5005.

GREAT DEAL!! Westwood summer sublet,

steps from campus. 2bdrm/2bath.
$28Q/month. 3 females. (213)824-7044.

HUGE two bedroom. Hardwood floors, back-

yard, in Westwood. Summer sublet with lease

option. $144Q/mo. (213)208-4871.

JUNE 16- SEPTEMBER. Female Gorgeous

apartment, 2-blocks to UCLA. Security park-

ing, nice roommates. $295. (818)248-0455

LARGE one bedroom. Great view. Available

June 20- August 25. 10990 Strathmore Dr.

$890.00. Cathy (213)824-0335.

LOADED. 2BD/2BA. Available 6/18-8/1.

$350/mo. Negotiable. Call Willis

(213)479-0657 Iv. message.

MUST RENT this great 1-bdr/l-bth apartment

on Veteran! Available June 16 until September

10. $80(Vobo. (213)208-3547.

NEED 4th male in 2-bed/2-bath apt. for

summer. $387.50/mo. Can bargain. Call

Bryan. (213)208-5103

OCEAN VIEW, Santa Monica. Female, own
room, elegantly furnished, W/D. Reduced to

$525/mo. June 18-Aug. 30. Kaillin.

(213)207-2971.

ONE GIRL wanted to share studio for summer.
1 -block block from campus. $35(Vmo. Mary
(213)208-5665

\

ONE SPACE available in giant 2-bedroom,

parking, laundry, block to campus. Starts June

15... as long as you want! Many extras! Must

See! (213)824-5905 Lisa.

ONE TIME OFFER: 2-bed/2-bath furnished apt.

w/parking 6/15-9/15. 540 Midvale

WESTWOOD Summer sublet. 2 females

needed. 2-bdr/1 -bth, spacious, quiet. 471

Landfair (213)2OT-5731

WESTWOOD 1 -bdr for summer. June 1 5-Au-

gust. Parking. 5 minutes from UCLA. $425/mo.

(213)470-5945. Brent.

WESTWOOD Loft, furnished, parkirig, sec-

urity. Non-smoker. Close to campus. Rent

negotiable. Mid-June to Mid September. Lori

(213)444-7382.

WESTWOOD. 1-BD/1-BA apt. 527 /yiidvale.'

June-Sept. 3 people possibic-negotiable-grcat

bargain Buffy (213)209-2854.

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2bth, parking, security,

pool, Jacuzzi, balconies, furniture optional. 2

blocks to UCLA. Must see Mid-June-Sept 30.

516 gienrock $1100/mo (213)208-4317.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm 2-bath $360/mo.

available imme-
dialely walking distance to campus Security

Building. (213)208-3447.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- 1 -bedroom, furn-

ished, security, pool, parking. Gas/water

paied. $765/mo. 11090 Strathmore. (213)

208-3148.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bcd/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished. June-August.

Walk to UCLA. (213) 824-4546.

WESTWOOD. SUMMER SUBLET. 2-bdrm/

2-bath, parking, security building, A/C, dis-

hwasher, on Gayley, $350/person,
(213)824-7853

WESTWOOD- 2-bed/2-bed, new, security,

^C, 2-parking, some furniture available. July

-Aug. 475 Gayley, $l,400/mo. (213)
824-0834

WESTWOOD- Room for rent in 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Share with two guys. Available

mid-June. $575.0C/obo. (415) 938-4753.

WLA large 2br-2ba, July-August, parking,

$ 3 7 5/r oom/m o n t h , negotiable.
(213)447-2506.

WLA: own bedroom/ 'A bath. 7/1-9/23. Off

street parking: $40C/mo. John 477-9018.

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house. 1 block from

Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Own room and bath Big

backyard, near beach, pets okay. $65(Vmo.
(213)459-2670.

House for Sole 58

CULVER CITY DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms each

Double garage. Private yard. Great opportun-

ity to share the cost of home ownership.

$384,500. (213)477-9966.

PALMS AREA. 3 bedrooms. Familyroom. 2

baths. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. Double gar-

age Private yard. $329,500 (213)4779966

WLA, 2-bedroom/ 1 -bath beauty. Painted,

hardwood floors, move-in condition. Minutes

to UCLA. $328,500 Sam (213)280-9903

enterance. Own bath. Fairfax-Melrose area

$425/mo. (213)655-5214.

SHARE HOUSE. Female, clean, nice location.

$330/mo Avail. ASAP. (213)826-7265.

(213)207-2464.

SUNSET/ FAIRFAX, large room, own entrance,

beam ceiling, AC, fireplacie, % -bath, built-in

desk and cabinets, no kitchen. $485/mo.

(213)874-5911.

WESTWOOD. Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bcd-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445,

Roommates 65

Housing Needed 60

EXTREMELY responsible College student

needs free rent in private home in exchange for

light duties, errands. Great references.

Christopher. (213)837-5965

FEMALE. Responsible, neat, non-smoker.

Looking to share 2-bdrm apt. in Santa Monica,

.Brentwood, or Pacific Palisades. Call Susan.

213 398-2091.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE-IN. Childcare, light housework for roorn/

board, salary. Santa Monica. Flexible hours.

(213)829-3737 (evenings)

PACIFIC PALISADES Near buslines Available

June 21st. Must drive. Female. Salary negoti-

able Shirley. (213)459-2192.

SUMMER PRIVATE ROOM/BOARD West-

side exchange, lighl housekeeping, babysit-

ting 7 & 12 yr olds. (213) 204-6970.

WANT RESPONSIBLE FEMALE Live-in: child-

carc, light work. Reliable car, clean driving

record, close to UCLA. (213)473-5224. After

7pm.

Room for Help 63

EXCHANGE rbom, private bath, for help

arourui the house, grocery shopping, some
driving. (818)906-1399

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals

and time in eveningj^weekends. Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to L>CLA for woman with multiple

sclerosis who needs assistnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability. Reference-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471 9- 5pm.

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

dhving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 1

min. from UCLA. (818)990-5304.

NEAR LICLA. Furnished room in exchange for

housework. Private roonVbalhAv. Ideal for

female student. (213)474-0336.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Free accomodation
exchange wordprocessing, Administrative, Cat

"duties. Prefer your computer. Suit writer,

classical musician. (213)206-3335.

WILSHIRF7WARNER- Walking distance to

LXILA. Female/preferred to share in exchange
-for light work around the house. (213)

441-1544.

Room for Rent 64

BEAUTIFUL, spacious house in Culver £ity. 1

minutes from campus. Hardwood floors, big

backyard. $45(Vnegotiable. For sumnr>er or

permanent. (213)837-2210.

1 FEMALE needed - 2-bcd/2-bath, security

building, pool, all amenities, walk to campus.

(213)824-2668

2-BD/2-BA Condo with 3 girls. 5 minutes from

UCLA Available June 15. $275.00 Monica
(213)836-4061.

2-BDRM, 1-bath apt. to share in Venice with

prof. Journalist. P'cfer male. $433.1 2/mo. plus

7. utilities. (213)450-0689. Leave message

2 FEMALE roommates to share large, 3-bdrm.

apt. Palms area. Direct bus to UCLA.
$380/each. (213)202-7010.

t NEEDED, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest to campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ca.

Suzanne (21 3)825-2828;208-6503

BEVERLY GLEN: Female roommate to share

large sunny 2-bdr/l V» bth. Cable, laundry,

parking. Close to UCLA. Available June 1st.

$575/mo. Call Lisa (213)286-1823

BRENTWOOD Female to share large master

bedroom. Pool, security, parking $325/mo
including utilities. (213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD Beautiful large apartment

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry l-9pm.
(213)447-2505. (213)820-0187

BRENTWOOD. Spacious, secluded 2-bdr/

1 'A bth, 2 story, all wood, sky-lights, 2 parking,

deck, balcony (213)472-7784

WESTWOOD FEMALE. Furnished, one
bedroom, one-bath,hardwood floors, parking

pool & spa, cable $468 -»- utilities.

(213)208-4916

^FEMALE RC)OMATE(S) needed Own room/
bath/parking. Security apartment. 10 minutes

from UCLA. $527/mo. (213207-5588.

FEMALE roommate for large 2-bed/l -bath

upper apt. Mar Vista. Porch, garage, sunny.

$472 50/mo (213)391-8190

FEMALE roommate wanted to rent/lease. Great

location. $375. (213)390-9693

FEMALE roomate wanted to share very large

2-bdr in WLA. Lots of character, hardwood
floors. Washer/dryer. $625/mo close to cam-
pus (213)474-4502.

FEMALE wanted tQi share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished; includes

\re^ gas, cable, & electricity Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fuA

roommates for only $350!

JUNIOR transfer looking to share apartment

with non-smoking female for Fall Quarter

(213)541-9612.

LOW RENT-2 blocks from campus. Can rrwve

in ASAP for summer anchor year lease. Catalina

(213)824-1456.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one
bedroom apartment. Spacious, $295/mo. Call

Juan (213)447-2867.

MALE roommate needed to share large 2-bdr.

I apt. own room. LocatiorVPicc/Robertson area.

$350. Call Finis (213)855-0490.

July(neg)-August. Parking, furnished, pool/spa.

(213)208-5402.

1 BD/1 B, parking, Jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk

to campus! June- Sept. 1 . Price negotiable. Call

(213)209-5211.

1-BED/2-BATH, unfurnished. Walk to UCLA.
Summer or take over lease. Cable, A/C,

security, parking $925/mo. (213)208-6937

1 BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,

microwave, parking. Summer. $780 moVobo.
Walk to campus. (213)824-1956. Chris, Dave.

i BEDROOM WAOFT, 1 block from UCLA,
15 foot ceilings, available June Ist-August

31st, furnished $90Q/month. (213)824-1778

1 FEMALE SUBLETTER needed. Share room
Parking, security bidg. 6/18-8/31.
$290/negotiablc. Alice (213)202-9053.

1 OR 2 Females share with current tenants,

2bd/2ba, furnished, parking, Jacuzzi,

6/18-8/31 . Walk to campus. Rent negotiable.

(213)824-4294.

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth 430
Kelton. Parking, jacuzzi. june-Sept. Rent nc-

gotiablc (213)824-1306

1 OR 2 to share apartment. Own bedroom,

bath. Near campus. Mid-June-August. Ri^nt

negotiable. Julie or Vikki (213)208-5798.*^^
'

1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED Beautiful furnished

apartment, mid-June-Scpt. 1 , walk to campus,

parking, jacuzzi, rent negotiable
(213)208-1558

1 SPACIOUS, furnished bedroom. $750/mo.

Excellent location. 10969 Roebling Ave. #1 . 3

people max. (213)824-0293.

2 BD/BA 403 Landfair. 4 Parking Spaces

Summer (6/18-9/22), with option to renew

$31 5.60/person- for 5, or $394.5Q/pcrson-for

4 (213)208-2147.

2 BD/BA-Glenrock-4 spaces available. ONLY
$250/MO EACH/OBO! July-August Partly

furnished John (213)208-6177.

2-BDR/2-BTH 456 Landfair. Fully furnished.

New paint. Walk-in closets. Parking. Availalbe

8/5-9/16 FULLY LOADED. (213)208 0818

2 BED/ 2 BATH, security building, 2 parking

spaces, full amenities, $1375. Available July.

Call (213)473-7087.

2 FEMALE subletters needed! Unique, huge,

furnished apartment. Parking available and

WALK to CAMPUS (213)476-7435

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt. Fairfax district,

6/1 5-8/30. Dates -t- rent negotiable.
(213)934-5313.

CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM- Two
bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard. $375/mo. July-Sept. $40(Vmo. July -

Aug. Last ten days of June free. Utilities

included. (213) 939-5418

EVER DREAM of living in a fraternity?. ..sure

you have. Come be a part of the luxury at ATt)
house $600 June 18-Sept 15. Double occu-

pancy. Call Jeff (213)208-6330.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- June 17 -

Sept. 1 . Westwood apartment, corner of Hil-

gard & Westholme, $300/mo. Karilyn (213)

208-7636 _^^
FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed: Furnished

2-bed/2-bath, pool, security, parking, near

campus. 6/1 5-8/1 4. $280/mo. (213)208-1710.

FEMALE ROOMMATE: July-Sept., move irVout

dates flexible; PARKING, furnished, jacuzzi.

540 Midvale $300/mo/6bo. Karen
(213)208-4102

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex.

$355 negotiable June 20-August 20. Parking

available. (213)445-5345.

$1200/obu . (213)208 7232.

OWN ROOM AND BATHROOM. Huge
apartment in Sherman Oaks. $375 a month.

Call Josh (818)788-6916.

PRACTICALLY FREE: 2-bcd/l-balh, spacious,

furnished apt. $250 per person or $1000 unit.

LANDFAIR. Walking distance.
(213)824-2590

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM furnished apart-

ment. Pool, security, parking, laundry.

$800/negoliable. 691~ Levering Ave.

(213)208-0671.

SPACIOUS 1-bdrm, hardwood floors, beauti-

fully furnished, w/parking space. Rent negoti-

able. (213)478-6832.

SPACIOUS Westwood 2-bed, close to cam-

pus, w/ideal setting. Option for Fall

$155Q/mo. Call (213)824-7650.

STUDIO APT for rent Summer only! 4 miles

from UCLA. Part furnished. $425/mo
(213)839-0765.

SUBLET 1/2 BEDROOM(S) m 2-bed/2-bath

apt. 430 Kelton. Furnished, parking, >VC,

jacuzzi. $775/moyroom (213)208-2793.

SUBLET 1 -bedroom apartment. Summer and

Fall. June 22-December 31. New security

building, parking, furnished, dishwasher, ^C,
4th floor, $650/mo. (negotiable). Call

(213)839-7693 (before 10 pm ).

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
2-bdrm/2-bath. Close to campus $350/month.

(213)824-2221.

SUBLET Share apartment for the summer.
Parking, fully furnished. $500 for entire sum-
mer. Greg (213)208-8953.

SUBLET: Single wAitchen, furnished. June 1 5 -

Sept. 15. 631 Kelton 105. 535-570. (Negoti-

able) (213)208-6427.

SUBLET/TAKE 1 VA Bed/1 -bath furnished. 660
Veteran (Westwood), jacuzzi, recroom, park-

ing. 2/3 people. Price Negotiable. Call

(213)824-0977.

SUMMER SUBLET. Furnished 1 -bedroom with

study. Quiet residential neighborhood,
4-miles from UCLA. June 9-August 7 (negoti-

able). Non-smoking. No pets. $840/mo.
(213)559-9168.

SUMMER SUBLET near campus, cable, park-

ing. June 14-end of Sept. 1 space in 2-bed/

2-bath. $31 5/mo. (213)208-0516. ^

SUMMER SUBLET. WLA/Brentwood. Beauti-

ful large onc-bedrix)m, fully furnished option,

parking, security. Sharon 213-478-2443.

SUMMER SUBLET. 2 to share room in spacious

2-bed/2-bath. Between Wishire and Santa

Monica on Bentley. July 1 -September 1.

(213)479-2490.

SUMMER SUBLET needed 2-bed/2-bath 4

spaces $300/obo 519 Gienrock Walter

(213)824-3600. Security Westwood, great

view.

SUNSET/DOHENY, unfurnished single apart-

ment, new paint, new carpet. Available 6/1

thru 12/30 $466/month. Call Liz

(213)276-8410, William (213)858-8443.

THIS IS IT!!! Just $250/mo. Female for a

spacioucly. furnished 2-bdr/2-blh. Security

parking and walk to campus! (213)824-7092

Jenny.

VENICE: own room in 3-bedroom house.

Deck, block to beach, etc. $400. Call

213-392-0220

VENICE SUMMER HOUSE. 3 bdrm. Hard-

wood floors, garage, yard. Wash. Near beach.

$1500/mo. Craig (81 8)398 1 480,
(213)399-4096.

^

WESTWOOD-ExACutlve single, full kitchen,

perfect for 2. June-Sept 7. %77Slmo. Michelle

(213)209-2115, Danielle (213)209-5220.

Condos for Rent 69

2 + 2 SUBLEASE- available through 9-1-90,

near UCLA, $1000. (21 3)471 -4989, after 6pm.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Close to

beach. 2-bed, 2Vi -bath townhouse. Front unit.

Shows like model. $2500/mo. 1 yr. lease. Betsy

(213)828-4555.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 2+2, large and spacious^

minutes away. $1600. (213)836-2610 Avail-

able Now.

WESTWOOD, $1300/mo. 2-bcd/2-bath, front

upper, built ins, central air, laundry room,

security, 2 -car garage, close to UCbA and
shopping. Available immediately. Call Albcy

(213)879-9820 or (213)475-4006

WESTWOOD 2 + 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm.

Child Care 90

DAY CARE. Warm secure educational prog-

ram. Lots of activities. Age 1 2mo-3yr5. Refer-

ences licensed (213)475-8803.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE Low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and"

save money. (213) 820-4839.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!..,

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
GUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
1 SAVeON

lA'itCANCi survicu

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

« UCLA

H')ni(' H<MlthComrr. 'MototrvclMs

Wr II Come TO V(JL'!

*Afe^'^Ai't^ A:fr_t^^^^^^^^
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!

VV'' >ill do hilt Jiito milium. (^

IS l('(|lllh'(| 1); l.l.;! So I(H ,1

TREE LOWER .:)UOTE cill

(213. 332-7175 (318)342 1510
PF"^! PRir.F Aiirn IM*^ AGFr,iry

.•••••••••••••••••

/

Movers 94 Movers 94

BEST MOVERS Many moves done in 1 lo 2

hours. HOW??? We're PKOIESSIONALS, and
our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results, $55 hourly. Call

263-BEST ^^
GREG'S MOVING CO. East, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892. J
GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr (21 .1)2H1 8892

HONEST MAN. Large pickup with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok Student discount.

rriendly(213)285-8<>8B UCLA alumnus

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Eree estimates, experienced, and rcli

able, jerry (21 3)391 5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Tree pick-up and deliv-

ery. All dorms and greek houses and apis. Tree

insurance. June 13 15, (213) 477-8126.

WANTED: truck space lo Washington DC. by

mid-June (bed, dresser, dinmgroom set,

boxes). Call (213)447-2274.

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

»

50% off STORAGE
FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH

(WITH ADD)

A Neighborhood Storage

U-HAUL
• ••TRUCK RENTAI^
• ••BOXF.S AND PACKING
MVrKRIAI^S

11802 Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90066

(213) 390-0593
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCHPTED

How To Cram For Summer

Q PUBLIC 1

STORAGE
RE HfTAL SPACES

Rent Now And Get 4 Months

For The Price Of 3

Ii 3 amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public

Storage rental space for the summer. It's even more amazing

how little you'll pay. We have lots of private spaces in many

convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates. Show your student

ID and get 4 months for the pricej)fJ.

• Furniture, sports equipment

• Household goods, books

• Business storage, too

• Temporary or long term

r»

Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!

Just bring this coupon and show your student ID

5k
11625 Olympic Blvd.

473-6223

2300 Purdue Ave.

473-0800

•OthrixpifiN liirx" .V) IW»I and rt it'oHl Jt li^iaUHitHKisMdK SmHcc! lo jxiiljhilifv I imii .»fK >pjic piT mviimur \ii« >(t«Kl »ilh im tithtr otit

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Personal Service 95

ACROSS

1 Water birds

6 Move swiftly

10 Asian attire

14 Alpha and —
15 Stew
16 Walked over

17 Stage layout

18 Buy a
magazine

20 Santa —
21 Pardon me '

23 Elevations

24 Non-express
26 Most feeble

28 Summoned
30 Sculpt

31 Exotic

32 Food plants

36 Kitcf)en item

37 Layers
38 Not glossy

39 Bridge
designers

42 Backslide
44 Italian city

45 Lures
46 Baton's km
49 Ocean vessel

50 Consumer
51 Tie

52 Pro -
55 Logo
58 Get away from
60 Wine pitcher

61 Lily genus

62 Sounds out

63 Nixes
64 Obscene
65 Overfills

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Soft drml(

2 Indication

3 Remembering
4 Long — yore
5 Arab
6 Golf-club

pan
7 A sulfate

8 Josh
9 Dawn deity

10 Clock part

1

1

Leave bed
12 Vestments
13 That is; Lat

19 Thirst for

22 Cheated
25 Hurrah: Sp.

26 Moderates
27 Shore birds

28 Breton or

Flattery

29 King or Ladd
30 Stone

landmark
32 Unclouded
33 Significant

34 — does it

35 Jeanne and
Anne abbr

37 Volcano
goddess

8 P E S

1
L A IT E S C UlE^i

T 1 N E 1 S E R E NT
U N D E R S P E N T DO R
D E 8 P tBp E A L E N T

P^^Hd E^OSHIH E Rm
R 1 A lRl E ^m E R C E T

N T A^PPA F T E RpO X A
LB E T WE^N T H E D E V 1

E R rHl a T H Ells M E L L

S T A L E rHe rmIBp R E Y^C eHa{g E AlHHH|
A L T lA P e R S t[aT» NJSj
R A 1 D A R A B 1 a!n|SiE!a
G 1 V E R 1 S E s

1
E L AiN

N E R R E S E T ^EIIS

SHYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue lied?

Socially isolated?
"

A six week group process

thai enables you
lo gain self-confidence.

A safe place lo grow. '

Veronica 'I'homas, Ph.D. - - -

(818)907 7927.

40 Hinders
41 Saltpeter:

Brit

42 Banks, eg
43 Suit topper
45 Clatter
46 fire

47 Monte —

•

48 Day's march
49 Approved of

51 Hill area

53 Threshold

54 Disarray

56 Badly: pref

57 Hopped-up
brew

^59 Through

Serviees Offered 96

IKUSTKATFU developing edi'jfig^r^ scnooi

statements, etc? Professional help ffom

consultant/ author. M.A/ journalism. Dici<

(213)208-4353 ^1___
IMMIGRATION AHORNEY located m Culver

CUy Call Max St<ancs at (213)559 1369

PROKESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop "production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph D. Any style,

acquirement. (21'3)871 1333

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
700 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/

Dissertation'!. Proposals and
books. Rcseafch and writing

Foreign jtudeats welcome
Sharoft Bear. Ph D

(213) 470-6662
mUb

Tutoring Offered 98

(RENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television Cali Christian

at (213)473 5441

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR For foreign

students Lived in lapan 6 years Duke Univer-

sity graduate (213) 838 4382 )ohanna

'ROFESSIONAL Math tutor. 'uCLA graduate..

Expert all- levels teaching experience Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

PUBLISHED WRITEH^DITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers, manuscripts, theses,

dissertations, resumes Call 473-4193

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS when they can't

understand you Improve you communication

skills Speak like a native (818)907-6311.

Licensed speech pathologist

&-2-90 D 1990 Unii«d F«alur« SynOicaie

Movers 94 Movers 94

TUTORING
All subjects pl^ LSAT. GMAT. orrt

GRE. Free 1 hour lesson wifh thii

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

MOVING HOME?
Call

BROS

Typing iOO

stow^

'We can '^ck & ship your belongings at

up to 30/0 Oil movers & truck

rental companies

'We have the lowest prices in town on
moving boxes & supplies

'Ask about our student discount

2113 Wilshire Blvd.
'

(213) 453^1532
M'F 9-6 Sat & Sun 10-4

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer Resumes ($20), pap-
ers,lhese$,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

206-6951

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED' Speedy typmg-

Anything. Editing available Computer, laser

printer. Near campus 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999 •

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR lurr^around. Trocs-

cher Typing 24 hour service.. FAX available.

(213)387-4673 Pickup service available

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/pagc (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390-4588

-

BEAUTIFUL Typing Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes Correct spelling, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747

COMPUTER CREATIONS Word processmgby

UCLA graduate Proofreading, editing

Graphs. Laser National/Overland Lynn
(213)841-0978

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing

Academiq^usiness. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST accurate, word processing Research

papers, charts, dissertations, etc Starting at

SI 45 per page (213)628 1218

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed (213)391 0942

FREELANCE CLERICAL StRViCtS OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961. _
IBM PC WORDPROCESSING, termpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer^

National/Scpulveda (213)397-9711

U M<)K.\(.r
University Storage Services

•We Store anything, any size)

• Pick up and delivery provided
• Extensive Insurance Policy
• Student Rates

For info and rcservatiorii call

1 -«00-736-6()4

1

Services Offered 96

$5 IX)LLAR Saturday cl.iss:s for writing term

papers, theses, proposals, dissertations

Professional instructors. Jleserva

tions" Academic Writing Center"
(21.1)871-1333.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years eKpcfience. Also offer

•thkal assistance with writing problems
and tutorirtg in English, History,

Philosophy, tnA Political Science.

Bill Delaney 2b7-5021
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TRACK
From page 64

placed third in the country last year
at this meet, and third at this year's

NCAA Indoor Championships, is

looking to improve on those
finishes this year.

Another Bruin weight crew
member who gets his day in the

Carolina sun will be John Knight,

who qualified for the meet in the

hammer throw again, after finish-

ing eighth at this meet the last two
years. He gets an early wake up
call today, as qualifying begins at 8

a.m.

Late Night with Mark Dani also

debuts today, as he will run in the

semifinal round of the 5000
meters, which takes place at 8:25
p.m. Duke time.

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Typing 100 Travel Tickets

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.S0/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)820-7400.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

tL-ji dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

j
"

liv icai resumes. SantaMonica t2t 3»2a.&93V

ROUNDTRIP ticket LAX/Ceneva/Frankfurt.
June 16-July 6. $840 original cost. $40(Vobo.
(213)285-9740 Aaron Rosen.

Autos for Sole 109

1981 DATSUN 280 ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$320Q/obo. Tim (213)312-1175.

1981 STATIONWAGON new carboralor, am/
fm cassette, auto, runs excellent S75CVobo.
(213)824-3775 Must sell.

1982 DATSUN 310, blue, two doors, 4-specd,

good condition, S155C/obo. (213)826-5296.

1983 ALPHA SPIDER. Black, leather, 5-speed,

a/c,51.k, new top, pullout CD. (21 3)824-3552.

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Low prices-help with
language-20 years experience-pick up/
delivery. Call (213)204-1292.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adulls-

children. $15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera, musicals, top supper clubs

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)2777012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing (213) 450-0133.

LIVE/WORK IN THE- VALLEY?. Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term
papers, reports. Karen (818) 718-7953.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission
essays Near UCLA (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

1983 hONDA CIVIC I SOUS , 5-spd,

black, xint. condition. $2800/obo.
(213)836-7346.

1983 HONDA ACCORD LX, auto, air, p/s,

Kenwood stereo. Take S2950. 1 982 Rabbit LS,

5 speed, air, S2200. (213)470-8913.

1983 ISUZU Impulse, black, a/c, sunroof, 50k,

excellent condition, $4300/obo.
(213)9338536.

1984 MASERATI Bl TURBO. Dark Aquamar-
ine. Leather, excellent condition. Alarm,
cover. $790Q/obo. 213-960-1280.

1986, SUBARU XT/GL, air, auto, excellent

$5500. (213)472-6554

1 987 HONDA ACCORD LX, all options, white
4 door, mint condition, 34k mi $9995. Call

(213)473-7087 ^^
1987 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE A/C, 4-door,

5-speed, 48K miles, $4600/obo
(213)222-4701

BMW318I, 1S>fi4, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cass9ltc,
Michelin's, dealer maintainfed(213)393-416 5

$8550.

Travel 105

.-li*

LEARN T© TRAVEL cheap as an air courrier.

LAX to London $199 RT, LAX to Hong Kong
$299 RT, other opportunities to fly free. For

"The Courrier Travel Handbook' send $9.95
to: Courrier Air Travel. 3661 North Campbell
Ave. Ste. 342. Tuscon, AZ 85719.

WANTED: reliable person to drive car to

Miami area. Call immediately! (Day)
(818)907-3313, (NiRht) (818)784-3319.

J STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO
*

W, June 20-July 22 ^
j^ 5 unit credit program ^
2^ (LA Connmunity College) ^
'T Also at r^

^ MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER ^^ Portugese, Spanish, French, Italian, ^^ and English "^

]^ Snfiall groups, Individual attention, -^
^ translation interpretation. ^^ 1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 90024 "^
i^ Call Prof. Oa Silva -%
4(213)839-8427 or 477-8588 ij

••••••••••
106

CADILLAC 1971- New transmission, water-
pump, carborator, battery, regulator, tune-up
A smog check AM/FM, 4-door, A/C, $1,995,
(213) 825-6075 (work) (213) 478-2955
(evening).

DATSUN 210 station wagon, 1979. Brown,
67k miles, new tires and safety bells. Runs
great and very well kept. AAA inspection

report, $150Q/obo (213)208-7440.

FERRARI? NO. '79 Mercury Capri/Mustang?
Yes! Silver, runs great Good home wanted.
$1100. Andy (213)208-6488.

FORD MUSTANG 1980. 4-spced, stereo, air,

sunroof. Must sell by end of June. $1700.
(213)478-4769.

FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback, 1987, arrV

fnVcassette, pw, pdl, cruise control, A/C,
warranty, $7000. (213)472-7285.

HONDA CIVIC 1500GL, 1980, 5-spd, A^,
silver, xInt. condition. $1200/obo.
(213)474-4987.

HONDA PRELUDE 1987. White, moon-roof
anVfm cassette, excellent condition. $8200.
(213)599-3944.

HYUNDAI Excel, 1988, $4700. Red, low
mileage, immaculate, 2-year full factory war-
ranty. A beauty. Bob (213)337-9044.

IROCZCamaro, 1988. White w/black interior.

28k orginal miles. Mint condition. 11,500.
Loaded. Private Party. (213)477-1126, leave
rr>essage.

MAZDA 323 1981. Runs perfect
$120(ynegotiable. (213)208-2947.

Travel Ficketr

2 ROUNDTRIP tickets. LAX to Seattle

(6/9-6/22). $100 each. Leave message.
• (213)208-0729 Liang-Khoon -

2 RT TICKETS LAX/New Orleans 6/26 to New
York 7/1 to LAX 7/5, $1000. (213)296-4039

$300 N.W. ROUND TRIP TAIWAN Leaving

LAX )ur>e 1 5, coming back June 27 from Taipei.

Janet (213) 447-2116

LAX TO MIAMI! 1 Way Ticket. $1 25.00 June

21, 8:30am. Call Jeannie: 208-0556.

MR2, 1987, mint, 5-spd , A/C, stereo/cassette.

Spoiler pkg , 32 mpg, $8925. (805)296-5362.

NISSAN STANZA 1982. 2-door. 5-specd, A/C,

AM/fM cassette, eq. booster, 85k $1900
Good condition (213)670-8544.

PONTIAC 1980 SUNBIRD 2 door, good
condition $1000. AM/FM, beige
(213)472-1048.

TOYOTA COROLLA FX 1988, 39,000 miles,

$6,000 or Take over payments, good condi-

tion, 213-825-5419, 213-439-2958.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?|

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

106 Auto Repoir 110 Auto Repair

NEED YOUR
CAR SERVICED?
Oil changes $22.95
Tune-UpS (4cylcars) $47.00

tj;umptere Auto Kepair

Brakes, water pumps,
cooling systems,

air-conditioning,..

and more.

10% discount w/ ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

TOYOTA SUPRA '84. 54k miles. Excellent

condition. Leather seats, sunroof, automatic,

equalizer, cover, red. (21 3)478-8958. $7,000

TOYOTA Tercel 1982, 69,000 miles, AM FM
Air conditioned. Very good condition $1900
Call (213)206-5561. (213)391-4089.

VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT" CTI, 1984.
$2900/obo. 5-speed, A/C, new clulchAires,

sunroof. (818)345-5704 (evenings),
(213)825-1870 (days).

VW BUG 1970. Good reliable transportation.

Good tires. We 1
1-maintained engine. Good

brakes. $1200. (213)397-2142.

YAMAHA RIVA JOG 1988 with lock and
basket. $500. Call (213)850-6925 after 1pm.

HONDA ELITE 1 25. Seats-2. Great Condition
Absolutely no problems! Must Sell $700 with

lock Mike (213)479-1039.

1985 AERO 50- Includes helmet, kryptonile

lock. Great condition! $400 Brent (213)

824-2205
'**

1985 HONDA AREO 50, red and black, great

condition, 4,800 miles. $425/obo.
(213)824-0691.

1986 ELITE 150. Runs and looks excellent.

$900/obo. Call after 9pm. David.
(213)824-7720.

Bicycles for Sale 113

12-SPEED Sterling, bik/silver. Suntour derail-

ers, exint. condition. $130/obo.
(213)836-7346.

Motorcycles for Sale 1

1

4

1980 YAMAHA 850. Many xtras. Runs great

Leaving country $1000/obo Alex,
(213)475-8470.

1 987 KAWA EX500, new EAR tires and brakes,

recent lunc-up, avail. |une 15th, $1700,
(213)826-2794.

BMWR65LS 1982. Excellent condition. 27.5k,

saddlebags, etc. $2400. (213)474-9805.

HONDA 250 Rebel, 1986, immaculate condi-
tion. Low mileage, must see to appreciate.

$1500. (213)824-1910.

HONDA 750 SABRE 1984 Cx>od condition
1200 miles $1300/obo. Andrew,
(213)204-3287

HONDA NX250, 88, 71O0 mi. Excellent
condition, must see 1800/obo 470-9420.

KAWASAKI 250 1986. Looks and runs great,

new rear tire $ 1 200/obo Sean
(213)4771 777

KAWAS NINIA 250 1988. Black, red pin strip.

Twohelmets, bike cover. Lock (21 3)478-8958.
$1900

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Excellent condition

just tuned. $425/obo Call Amy 21 3-824-5435.

AERO 50, $250, and 1986 80 excellent

condition, low mileage, $700. (21 3)836-2610.

ELITE 150 1987. Excellent condition. Recently

tuned. Looks and runs great. $950/ono. Kevin

(213)824-7958.

EXCELLENT CONDITION, Elite 80, under
warranty, low miles, helmets included. Mov-
ing, sacrifice, $950. Melanie. (213)208-6441.

HONDA ELITE, 1986. Lo miles. Great condi-

tion. Plus helmet and lock. $850. Kimberly.

(213)477-5513. message.

HONDA ELITE 50 LX 1230 miles. Great
condition, looks new. $700. Roger
(213)746-9866

HONDA SPREE 1985. Red 2700 miles, tune
up, new tires, good condition. $380.

HONDA SPREE 1 986 - red, just tuned. Helmet,
basket, lock included - graduating. Must sell.

$375. (213)208-8561.

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmet and l(Kk.

Great condition. $430/obo. (213)208-6867

YAMAHA XT 350 1989. Hardly off road gd
Good. Must Sec. 8m. $1850 (213)399-7785

HONDA SPREE, 1987 BLACK- Great condi-
tion, just tuned, $425/obo., includes helmet,
basket, and lock. Call Nicole (213) 207-5844

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black. In good condi-
tion w/helmet and lock $325. Everard.

(213)206-0332

MCB '80 Last year manufactured! Red. Low
mileage. Excellent running condition. $3985.
(714)860-8248.

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1988, black, wAjasket; low
mileage, excellent condition. $700
(213)398-0405.

YAMAHA RIVA 180 DIx, 1 985, runs great - just

tuned. $750. (213)824-4560.

110 Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, remote color TV. Moving, must sacrifice.

(213)476-0817.

FUTON bed, full rise, black wood frame,

$120, oil radiator (electrical) for smaller

room, humidifier, miscellaneous. Must sell by
Thursday. Call (213)474-4898.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hide-abed $250. Mattress and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195. Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100. Desk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200.
Day bed $195. Recliner $195. Brass head
board $1 50. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250. (213)393 2338

EATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $5 5, guPPn %.R\

Juhfcbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.

MUST SELL: 2 bed sets, color TV, matching
sofa chair, coffee, end tables, lamp, computer
and standard desks, chair, bookself. Call

(213)208-4881. eves.

NEW: Bunk beds • heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,
$200.00, Bedroom set -bl^ck and white
lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00'

(213)473-8609

SUPER SALE! Excellent condition: ff refrigera-

tor $250, washer $150, dinette set $70, patio

furniture $39, desk $75, and more.
(213)478-7669.

Futons

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal-Pe(Jic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

Garage Sales 127

RUMMAGE SALE, Sat. June 2 9/4. Mon. June 4,

9/1. Westwood Presbyterian Church 10822
Wilshire Blvd.

Misc. For Sale 128

CAMERA: Minolta X700, lenses: 35, 70-210, &
wide angle. Used 2x. $500/obo. Leslie.

(213)208-1385. Also Honda spree $250.

Musical Instruments 129

(2) ELECTRO - Voice PL80. Microphones,
w/cords and stands, $125/obo.
(213)826-2794.

PIONEER CD PLAYER, never used $1 25 obo
Kelly (213)208-5883.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

COLOR TV CRAIG 1 4", remote control, only 5

months old with warranty, must sell $1 20/obo
(213)208-7480.

SONE VO2610 V. ' VCR, RM420 remote,

TT300 video tuner. Excellent condition. $ 1 300
(213)474-1148.

WINDSURFER O'BRIEN. Great condition.

Leaving country. $150. Alex, (213)475-8470.

Office Equipnnent 133

MURATA FAX, F-30 64 No. Auto. Dial 30 page
auto, feed, $1275. (818)347-6227.

Typewriter/Computer 1
34^

CANON COMPACT typewriter Display
screen, auto correction, variable print types.

Hardly used. $90. Sheri (213)208-4752

IBM COMP TANDY lOOOSL 16 color. Prog-

rams. Color monitor. $730.00.
(213)209 5632

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Menrwry, 20 MB Hard drive, 5'A "Floppy drive

artd 3Vi Microfloppy drive", and Epson
LQ-800 printer. $180(yobo Call Scott (H)

(213)837-0631. (W) (213)820-8511.
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12THMAN
From page 59

it with lead-based paint and
suffocating it like they did

with that girl in Goldfingerl
The possibilities were end-

less.

As Fats lined up his final

shot before the eight ball, I

positioned myself over the

pocket.

"You're history, butt-head," 1

whispered under my breath.

"He sinks you, and you're
mine!" I reveled in my own
glory as the ball actually

seemed to tremble.

Then the unthinkable hap-
pened. Fats missed. He had a
routine shot at hfs last ball and
he blew it! And not only did
he blow it, he scratched, leav-

ing me to shoot at the eight

ball from across the table

again for the win.

"Damn," Fats muttered.

'There you go kid. It's all

your's."

I faced a serious dilemma. If

I made the shot, I would win,

but the eight ball would get

away. If I intentionally missed
it, I would look really stupid

(not that impressing Fats was
all that important to me), and
blow my best chance at actu-

ally winning a game for a

change.

Fats strnllcd hack to the bar

!

for a fresh beverage as I

placed the cue ball on the

table.

"Decisions, decisions," the

eight ball scoffed. "What's it

gonna be, wimp? It's gettin'

kinda late, probably the last

game of the nighi.'

^

Steam rose off my enraged
body.

*Tell me," he went on, "do
you feel lucky, punk? Go
ahead, make my day!"

That was it. "You're mine!"
1 screamed as I launched

myself at the hideous wretch.

Catching the edge of the

table with my knee on takeoff,

I sent a mild tremor across the

fell. It was as if I was moving
in agonbJngly slow motion as

I watched the little ball teeter

and drop into the pocket. 1

scrambled to rip it out of the

hole, but lying at such an
awkward angle, the save was
impossible.

"You missed me, you missed
me, you missed mececeece,"
was the last I heard from my
foe.

Absolutely beside myself
with blind rage 1 broke into an
uncontrolled fit, slamming my
arms and legs down on the

table.
'

"Interesting technique," Fats

said reluming from the baa^. "I

guess you wi — uh oh, wail a

minute. Look at that."

Fats pointed to the far cor-

ner pocket. Under the power
of my tantrum, the cue ball

dropped in for a scratch.

"Sorry pal, you lose. Better

luck next time."

There is no justice in the

world.

CREW
From page 62

aren't getting the recognition they

would in the East. "When we go to

the East Coast, we're treated like

royalty," she said. "Over there,

crew is the sport. The rowini;

community is much stronger there.

"Here, people don't understand

enough about the sport," she

continued. "The sport just isn't

available to the general public here

at a young age. ^(In the East) people

grow up rowing. It's the most
prestigious sport you can be

involved with."

" We Want You ... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

GRADUATING SOO]\?
BECOME A LICENSED SECiRITY BROKER
If you are graduating soon and are looking forantxdting career with high income potential androom for

growth, consider joining one of the greatest t^^ns being built in the securities industry. We offer:

-w--^.

* A comprehensive training progrm). Our taam of experts will help you with a NASDserie^s 7
and22 brokers license. We mf3t$0 provide you wHh the most complete professional sales/
product training available.

* The opportunity to determineyourown income. Ourtop brokerearned in excess of$450, 000
in commissions in 1989.

An opportunity to sell a wide variety of investment programs to the individual investor,

including but not limited to: MutuafFunfk, investment twsts, commodities, real estate
syndications, equities and oil and gas limited and general partnerships.

An excellent work environment in a presHgous Westwood high rise:

The opportunity to join an elite and one of the best paid sales team in the industry.

Many securites companies require at least two years brokerage experience. However, Remington
Securities believes that ifyou are aggressive, self-motivated and have the desire to build a s^id career in

res, we carr offer you an opportunity^tcri)uild your career from tfte^Ejrouncl up.

Portions are limited, so call now: 213-447-3377 and ask for Joe HarcV-

"^1^

COMMENCEMENT
Letters and Science J.-:i.

Sunday, June 17th, Drake Stadium 9:30 am

¥ine Arts

Saturday, June 16th, Royce Hall 9am

P//D Ceremony
Sunday, June 17th, Royce Hall 1pm

A^ „

Cap & Gown Rental

Bachelor's Unit

$21.00 plus $10.00 deposit

^ Ackcrman 2nd Floor Lounge—

—

June 4 - June 8, 10am - 4pm

Master's Unit

$32.00 plus $10.00 deposit

$10.00 dcpKJsit on each Unit is refundable

»

PhD Unit

$35.00 plus $10.00 deposit

*. 'i^j
)^
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GREAT SUMMER JOBS!!

Share your love of Nature with a
child - become a part-time

Naturalist with the

MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY
EDUCATION & RECREATION

PROGRAM.
Lead Nature hikes in the morning, go to the

beach in the afternoon!

$10 an hour-Education/Natural

Science majors preferred.

Send resumes to:

MCERP
27300 Waycross Road
Calabasas, CA 9^502
Atten: Amy

ff/fy - SUM 8 PM, SAT- SUN2&8PM

LAIIMfS DAILY NtWSO(R[GtSIER LAR[AOtR

^ Iviagical, weaves a spell.

*XX^ a.BI. A stroke

SMITH

-OAllYNtWS

lofFPiovenzuiio LA W[[KLY

Jonathan Silverman

,! ; Lea Thompson

. "The Illusion".

AN OCCASION...(lon't dawdle
this is going to be a tough ticket!

LATC
LOS ANGELES
THEATRE
CENTER

'-IhomosOConnorOC. REGISTER

Ml MKIWIU. ART1STK DNTiaOl
HAM WHm, PROOUaNC HRfaoR
ROHRT N. UAR. MANAG<NC «RfGOR

PHUnCF ITI (213) 627 5599VISA
bllllllllLlI! (213)955-9960MCAE
nOSETRON (213)410-1062/(714)634-1300

SECURITY PARKING /ALL-YOU-CANEAT BUFFET
514 SOUTH SPRING STREET -DOWNTOWN

Now Is Your Chance To
Experience Our

Newest Bus Route

TO SOmH BAY

And Find Out For Yourself

Just How Relaxing

Ridesharing Can Be—
FOR FREE!

(213)825-7639
UCLA Commuter Asslstance-Rldesharlng (CAR)

GRADPAK

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND

- I

UCLA-WESTWOOD
)rrtsssS: ItcS i ikicO

This FREE Buspa&s entitles

the t>eafer to one round trip

oommule from any one of the

Park-n-Ride locations listed:

•South Bay

Alpine Village. Torrance

Levitz Furniture

1601 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondo Beach I

Can (213) 825-7630 tor Parfc-N-Rid« locations or— Rmm pr—n\ id iha drivtr

IC

H-'

GradPak is the Alumni
Association's free gift to

Graduating Seniors.

GradPak is available all

around campus. Pick

one up today!

iS

UClAlumni
X s s o (; I \ r i o \

From page 64

nice for all of us is the money.
When we first started this

league up some time ago, the

lop teams were barely making a

thousand dollars, now with all

the corporate sponsorship, the

AVP sees players making six-

digit salaries.

*That's a very big incentive

for everyone to come out and
sacrifice their time and effort."

Another incentive for Smith

and the others is the 1992
Summer Olympics in Barcelo-

na, Spain, where two-man sand
volleyball will be a demonstra-

tion sport.

"It will be a great opportunity

for me and the others on the tour

who were not given the chance
to play in 1980, or those that

chose not to pursue internation-

al volleyball with the national

team.

"As it is right now, the AVP
participates in a lot of interna-

tional play, like the world
championships in Brazil, but it

is still something special to l)e a

part of the Olympics."

Currently, FIVA — the

sport's international governing

body— is in charge ofchoosing

each country's two competing
teams. How this determination

will be made has yet lu be :

established. If it were up to

Smith though, he would choose
the best two teams from each

country and let them go at it in

Spain.

"What we have in the AVP is

the highest level of beach
volleyball in the world. Wc
have proven this time and lime

again at most international

loumamenis. If not myself and
Randy, it has been some other

American team winning the

event," Smith commented.
All this success has not

prevented Smith lo forget his

roots as a Bruin, however.

"I talk to (Bruin head coach
Al) Scales a lot, and I try to slay

in touch with ihc program as

much as I can," commented
Smith, a iwo-limc All-Amcri-

can al UCLA. "He did a lot for

mc when I was in school, and I

have a lot of respect for him and
UCLA volleyball."

Smith has been al most of the

UCLA men's volleyball alumni
matches since his graduation in

1979, but injuries from the tour

have prevented him from play-

ing in the last two. He docs hope
to play again next year, but only

time will icU.

Lately, however, Smith and
his beach compatriots have
fallen prey to off-court poli-

ticking, much like its collegiate

counterpart.

It is also these off-court deve-
lopments that make it difficult

for Smith lo keep going.

"Each year is a different

year, and I have to lake time at

the end to assess my injuries

and condition to determine if

the money is worth the physical

pressure of the sport," Smith
added. "1 have to sec how things

come along both on and off the

court."

Should ihc longtime beach
veteran finally give it all up,

there are a lot of things he can
fall back on. Smith, part owner
of Sideoul Sportswear, wishes
to Slay involved with the lour on
the administrative level, and
increase his role at Sideoul, and
his own Smiiher's activewear
store in Santa Monica.

"In any event, I want to stay

active in the sport."

r^,J
From page 63

allowed lo compete at all on an
international level in many coun-
tries, including the United Slates.

But if Whilelaw is good enough
to play internationally (he played
for South Africa in the Junior
Worid tournament in 1987), he
could apply for U.S. citizenship—
an option he leaves wide open as

long as his homeland's social

policies are not. "I'd like to

compete for South Africa, myself,

because that's my country of birth.

I'ni proud of my couniry, because
there's a lot of good things about
South Africa, I mean, sportswise,

but the way things are there now,
I'd rather have U.S. citizenship,

and compete for the United
Slates."

Tlic crowd in from of Ackemian
then began to wane, their voices

heard, their cries for a solution

sounded. As Whilelaw watched,
an uncomfortable voice asked
what he thinks it will lake to heal

his nation. "Well, first of all, the

repressed need to be organized,

which they're doing pretty well

right now.

"A big step in that was the

African National Congress being

unbanned. You know, the ANC
has their own constitution, and
what they've done in that constitu-

tion is similar to what was done in

the U.S . . so if the ANC can keep-

I

Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

- J open early

open late

open 7 days

doing what they are doing right,

things will be fine."

Before Whilelaw shook hands

and got ready to depart for prac-

tice, he had one more thing to say.

"You know, it's pretty funny

asking me about where I'm goir\g

to play, because it's all just sports.

If I played for South Africa, I'd be

representing South African sports,

not South African politics."

It indeed is a shame when
someone doesn't have total free-

dom because of the government
that rules the land he or she

happened to b^ bom in.

I FRONT ROW
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From page 58

soldier.

Four seasons ago I took a

Trierrd who was visfting fronf

Chicago to an A's game. What
we got was more than a ball

game. We were treated to one
of the more entertaining base-

ball brawls of all-time.

Indians manager Pal Coralles

came out to argue that A's

pitcher Dave Stewart had

balked. As Coralles argued to

the home plate umpire, Stewart

yelled something to the effect,

"Sit down, Coralles!" Coralles

charged the mound. Stewart, a

blackbell in Karate, calmly

dropped his glove and waited

for the middle-aged Coralles to

storm the beachhead. Coralles

tried vainly to kick Stewart.

Stewart stepped to the side and

punched Coralles in the face.

All hell broke loose and the

benches cleared. Oakland's

Dave Kingman was taking on

three Indian^-J^jrtiis lonesome.

What a benchclear it was, and

vye had the perfect seats —
second deck behind the plate.

It took almost 20 minutes

for the umpires and security

guards to restore order. The
A's lost the game, 9-0, but my
friend from Chicago had an

xxcellent story to tell his

"windy city" buddies when he

got home.
Beanballs and benchclears

are no longer such a rare

occurrence in major league

baseball. Maybe since the sala-

ries have inflated so much
over the recent years, so too

have the job hazards.

UCLA
475-0780

1880 Westwood Blvd.

1896 Westwood Blvd.

Low Prices

No Minimimu
Overflow Contracts

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lettering*

Free Parking In Rear

Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh & Typewriter Rentals

Pick-up & Delivery

Canon Color Laser Copies

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam tor glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Uaiiy Wear
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts.

"Including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913
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• A HE'S LIKE A

TUBUIM!
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UCLA-WESTWOOD

Three Departure Times • Relaxing • Economical
2 New South Bay Park-N-Ride Locations!

Call the UCLA Commuter Assistance-Ridesharing Dept, (^213) 825-7639
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^^ A Courtyard Concert by

MeCina & ^amani
A Violin-Piano Duo

TODAY at 1:00 p.m.

Kerckhoff Patio
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Home plate is the point

of much vindication

In
American society, money

is the great equalizer. In

Major League Baseball, the

brushback pitch is the great

vindicator.

For the current season there

seems to be a lot of vindica-

tion occurring at home plate.

Just the other day the Dod-
gers and Pirates got into a

brushback battle. The reason
for the melee? Of course,

somebody thought that the

other guy was throwing at

him, prompting that some-
body's pitcher to throw at one
of the other guy's teammates.

In Monday's case. Pirates

pitcher Bob Walk hit Dodgers
outfielder Hubie Brooks.
Whether it was intentional or

not is hard to tell, but today's

batters are just not allowing

pitchers to throw inside without
a fight. The old days when
stingy-minded and strong-armed
pitchers owned the inside oj
the plate arc over. How do
you think Bob Gibson would
have reacted to Brooks taking

a few steps towards the pitch-

er's mound after an inside

pilch? Next time Brooks placed
so much as a shoelace into the

Front Row

Richard
Marcus

bailer's box against uibson, =
boom, big Bob really would
uncork one at Brooks' head.

Getting back to the Dodgers
bang-up, after the Brooks
"beaning," Dodger pitcher Vim
Belcher sailed one over the

head of Pittsburgh's Don
Slaught. Both benches emptied
and the rumble was on. One
overzealous fan jumped onto
the Three Rivers turf to give

Belcher a piece of his mind.
However, the fan never made
it to Belcher because he was
stopped by Bobby Bonilla, the

hulking third baseman for the

Pirates. Fortunately for the fan,

Bonilla was not irritated by the

fan's attempted journey to the

pitcher's mound.
Fans on the field during a

bcnchclcar is not the most
'itleal situation. Aficionados of
bcnchclcars will never forget

the 1981 Braves-Padres affair.

Neariy a dozen Atlanta fans

catapulted onto the field during
a brawl between the two
teams. The fans and the play-

ers were mixing it up in front

of the first-base dugout. Fists

were flying, knees were jerk-

ing, and beer was spilling.

Surprisingly, the fans were
holding their own against the

players. Maybe that isn't so
surprising, sports fans can gel

pretty burly these days.

There are so many notable

diamond fisticuffs that only a
few can be discussed here.

^Wrtglcy T icld almost caiiie ^^^

down around Padres pitcher
'

Eric Show after he hit Andre
Dawson in the face a few
years ago.

Then there was the time that

then St. Louis pitcher Juaquin
Andujar thought that Reds
pitcher Mario Soto was throw-
ing at him. Soto and Andujar
were never ones to have long
fuses. Andujar charged the

mound. Soto somehow avoided
the onrushing Andujar. Both
benches filtered onto the field.

Soto, who still had the ball,

attempted to hit Andujar in the

dogpile. The aging Soto, whose
accuracy had been diminishing

towards the end of his career,

threw the ball into the small

of the back of one of the

Reds coaches. Good shot Solo,

you hit one of your own
coaches. Thai's how General
Stonewall Jackson got killed in

battle, he was accidentally shot

in the back by a confederate

See FRONT ROW, page 57
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The eight ball stared at

me
like an evil cyclops

across a sea of green
^elt. It sat there, perchecl at the
very lip of the pocket, smiling.

"Ha!" the little black bugger
taunted me. "You missed again
sucker. Hec hee hee."

It had been a frustrating

game. Actually most evenings 1

spend playing pool end up less

than satisfying. Whoever

The 12tli Man

<n

decided you should have to

sink the ball you are aiming at

set my game back a few
years. In the good-old days,

you could just smash into a
bunch of the colored spheres
and hope for the best. With
rules, however, talent suddenly
comes into play.

"What's the matter," the ball

mocked me. "Not used to

having such a big stick in

your hand?"

Already at the boiling point,

I lunged over the length of the

table prepared to smash the

highly polished finish into a
billion tiny pieces. Unfortu-
nately, my hefty opponent
Fats" had been guzzling down

a foamy beverage Wome^H^

shots.

All 1 could think of was
crushing that smart-ass ball.

Missing the winning shot by
millimeters is bad enough, but
being teased by an inanimate

object was more than I could
take.

I started to formulate a

scheme to get even as Fats

sunk his first ball. If I could

earlier and hadn't heard the

ball cast the first stone.

Not amused with my rather

unsportsmanlike tactics. Fats

intercepted my vengeful dive.

"One more move like that,

kid, and I'll turn you into a
big Eskimo Pie," he said,

waving a cue stick above his

head.

Fats grabbed the chalk and
prepared himself to make a

run. Yanking his sagging pants
up over his protruding waist.

Fats smoothed back the hair

under his tattered Panama Jack
hat, slammed the last of his

beer, and poised himself to

shoot.

He had three striped balls

left on the table, all conve-
niently located in front of
various pockets. In a matter of

moments, it would be all over.

Fats never missed "gimme"

just get the ball out ot tlie

pocket before it scurried away
to safety in the coin-operated

table, I could take it outside

and back my car over it.

Better yet, I could stick it

under the tire of Fats' pickup
truck.

Fats dropped the second shot

as a broad smile stretched

across my face in anticipation.

1 started to wonder if per-

haps a more lingering demise
for the evil eight wouldn't be
more satisfying to me. I could
lake it for a walk and bounce
it on the concrete for a mile
or so — or maybe chip away
at it with a hammer and screw
driver for a few hours.

Could you drown a pool

ball? I've never seen one
swim. Maybe electric shock
treatment? How about painting

Make A World of Difference
The International Students Association is

looking for highly motivated Bruins (foreign
students or Americans, undergrads or grai
to fill the following positions:

Newspaper Editor

Programming Intern

Newspaper Staff Member
Cross Cultural Contacts Qirector"

Applications are available now outside the
ISA office (404 Kerckhoff Hall), or at the
Office of International Students and Scholars
(105 Men's Gym).

International Students Association

_ Paid for by USAC-Your Student Government

See 12TH MAN, page 55 v^

U>i/lo-
OF SANTA MONICA
Classic Northern Italian Cuisine

I

All items prepared fresh Wtth no salt, sugar or preservatives.

Large selection of entrees are prepared "Pritikin " (with no oHI.

THE PASTA-BILITIES
ARE ENDLESS

Create the dinner you want with over

15 different pastas, and 40 different sauces.

Our oasta oomons are so taroe, we guarantee vou'll be busting

3t tne seams or we wiii serve you another portion irfi

^S^S ^Q $^3!

FfiESH SEAFOOD. SCAMPI. CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAL. flOAST DUCK. SWEET BREAD

All dinners include unlimited trips to our

extensive salad and home-made soup bar.

2301 Saati M«i

(213)

iBlvi..S«iill«lca

Our columnist got blackballed, unlike Nick Desimone
(pk:tured).

\»MX.l icneorri
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Copeland's Sports
ONE DAY ONLY!

MAYS1ST
TAG

EXAMPLES
OmONAL
pncf

Jogging Shoe $50
DiscoiitliNMd style
Tumtec Basketball Shoe . $40
DIscoffitinijed color
Troop Court Shoe $77
special Croup ConverM Kkrs
BasketbaN Shoes i»to$40
RawNngs RBCSO AN
Leather Baseball Cloves
Louisvllte 125
HOW Softball Bat
Our Bitirc selection Of
Meirs & women's warmup suits

Our Entire selection Off

womerfs Swlmwear

Huge selection Off

women's Bodywear seperates

24.99

24.99

29.99

24.99

39.99

19.99

12"
12"
1550
12"
2000
999

unisex
Nylon Lycra Shorts

SOME EXAMPLES
OWCMAL CURRINT
PfflCt

Discontinued Color
Reebok Basketball Shoe . $55
Mizuno Devastator
Baseball Shoe $55
women^
LA. Gear Aerobic Shoe . . $44

igloo USA soft cooler
Large Selection Off

Camp stoves , , , . .

,

.,.. . . .

.

Louisville

TPS Leather Batting Glove .

.

Columbia
Nylon Jackets & Pants
100% ^SA
cotton Pocket T-Shlrts 8.99 O

49.99 54**
24 99 17«
24 99 17*»
9.99 6**

IJCTRJI S0%
OFT CUKMNTmCB

. 10.99 T**
1499 10*»

.« SOME EXAMPLES
OnCMAL CMRtNT

Nike Zealand .

Hiking Boot $70 49.99
Discontinued style DIadora
Basketball Shoes .... up to $63 29.99
Reebok
Leather volleyball Shoe . . $60 39.99
Kelty Black Lake
20 Degree Sleeping Bag 69.99

Special Group Of waterskis . . . 99.99

Special Group Of waterskis . . . 199.99

Jobe Broiler Kneeboard 129.99
Precor
612/614 Rowing iMachine . _^ 219.99

weslo Alta Stepper 149.99
\Meslo Pursuit 725
Dual Action stationary Bike 129.99
Special Croup Running
volley & workout Shorts 9.99

2399
3199

7999
15999
103»
17599
11999

103"
799

Ouantttlei A tiz*t ihTtttMl to ttoch on nand mm r«crv« tn« right to refuse latti to Onfn

Copeland^s Sports'
1001 westwood Blvd

WestwOOd 308 6444
HOUv4»MO«llhur\ 10 9
frt Sat H) 10 Sun 10 7

V
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Westwood
wants to thank the

UC LA^tudents

staff for

their support
this year...

4

The women's Pro Beach Volleyball season is in full swing as Linda Robert-
son (UCLA '81) hit past Lori Kotas in the recent Santa Barbara Open
(above). Patty Dodd (UCLA '83) reaches out to dig a falling ball (top), while
world champion Jackie Silva displays some of the games trademarks
(below). The women 's tour visits Hermosa Beach this Saturday and Sunday
at 9 a.m.

Photos by Suzanne States

i

"T rf

...have

summer!
OC^AN PACIFIC RETAIL STORES
CORNER OF BROXTON & WEYBURNWESTWOOD VILLAGE
208-7398

^
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^, Women's crew head coach straggles to make ends meet for team
By Dov Tamler
Contributor

Imagine it's between innings at

Jackie Robinson Stadium, and you
see UCLA baseball coach Gary
Adams sprint out of the dugout to

check on the availability of hot

dogs at the snack bar.

—•As the head coach of the

women's crew team, Kelly Salo-

niles must routinely perform duties

such as these to help make ends
meet for the financially sapped
sport

Under Salonites, the Bruins
have enjoyed moderate success,

finishing third in the Pac-10 the

last two years, behind national

powerhouse Washington. Howev-
er, this season has seen the Bruins

rise to national prominence, as the

team has been consistently among
the top two or three teams in the

country, and convincingly won the

Pad- 10s on May 19-20 in Sac-
ramento..

But for all its good points, crew
seems to still be at the bottom of
UCLA's priority list. Crew's
problems at UCLA stem mainly
from the lack of funds appro-

priated to the sport by the athletic

department. According to the LA.
Times of May 15, although the

men's program alone received

150,000 dollars four years ago,

currently the program receives just

Dr. (Judith) Holland puts the

money where she wants to put it.

Women's basketball gets 20 times

what we get. We have to ask if it is

ethical that the money is split so

unevenly," said Salonites.

As the team gets less and less

money from the athletic depart-

ment, the financial burden is

weighing heavier and heavier on
the shoulders of the alumni, who
have responded by giving more to

the program.

UCLA rowing is largely funded
through the Friends of UCLA
Rowing (FOUR), which raises

70-80 percent of the team's
budget. According to Salonites,

FOUR raises 150,000 dollars for

the men's and women's programs
and Salonites estimates that she

raises 20,000 dollars for the

women's program.

**I think it's very unfair. "My
reason for being here isn't for

money—I've gotten better offers.

I'm here because I want to make a

difference for these students," said

Salonites.

Crew members are not eligible

for special tutoring, study hall, or

scholarships, which arc services

thai are provided for the full

complement of other women's
sports at UCLA, including spoijs

that arc non-revenue producing,'

"The number one important

thing for us is to be recognized as a

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Brum

Women's crew head coach Kelly Salonites coached her team to a Pac-10 title this year.

here and I wou Idn ' t want any of the

other sports to suffer. But if I don't

say anything about this unethical

situation, it shows an acceptance."

Growing up in Southern Cali-

fornia, Salonites was always a fine

athlete, starring in basketball and
swimming in high school. In fact,

she received a basketball scholar-

ship to UC Irvine, but "I wanted to

be pre-mcd, and I decided 1 didn't

want to be playing on the teams—

I

wanted to be a student," she

explained.

So Salonites went to UCI free of

serious sports commitments, but

school. What better school to go to

than UCLA?
Wanting to stay involved in

sports, Salonites thought that

"crew would be a new way to try

again." She promptly tried out for

and made the crew team, rowing

here for two years, 1983-84 and
'84-85.

In her second year of rowing,

Salonites was a member of the

UCLA four that won the National

Collegiate Championships. And
during the summer of '85, Salo-

nites won a gold medal in the pairs

event at the Olympic Festival in

55,000 dollars from tne atnictic legitimate hueiLuUegiate spoit. she found that she missed athletics Baton Rouge, La.

husband, Robert, at UCLA, where
he was a captain of the men's team
while she was rowing for the

women. In the fall of '86, Salonites

was accepted to grad school at

UCLA to study Psychology.
Although she was helping to coach
the women's crew team, her life in

crew seemed to be drawing to an
end.

But fate intervened, and -the

women's head coach left UCLA at

the end of the season. Men's coach
Zenon Babraj, who had just fin-

ished his first season heading the

Bruins, asked Salonites to stay on

department—for both men and
women. Of this money, the

women's program gets about
25,000 dollars.

Because of this situation, many
of the team members must hold
down jobs in addition to attending

over four hours of workouts a day.

"(Associate athletic director)

We're just as serious as the other

sports here. Women's golf and

Softball are not Olympic sports.

We are. Why should we be treated

any differently?" asked Salonites,

adding, "Is the athletic de[)artment

here for the good of the students or

for some other reason?

"It's an honor for me to work

and turned to cycling, quickly

becoming proficient in that sport

as well. "I was invited to try out for

the Olympic team in cycling, so I

decided to take a year off of school

to pursue that goal."

During 1983, however, Salo-

nites got into some cycling acci-

dents, and decided to go back to

Finishing up her degree in

psychobiology, Salonites gra-

duated from UCLA in December
of 1985. Upon graduation, she

moved to Seattle to train with the

National team. "But in Seattle I got

sick, and my boyfriend proposed,

so I moved back here (to L.A.)."

Salonites had met her future

as head coacn ot the women's
team.

Salonites had a big decision to

make. "It was a great opportunity,

and I accepted," said Salonites,

who has coached the Bruins ever

since.

But Salonites and her sport still

See CREW, page 55
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FUTON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

CAT T? FREE! IMPORTEDDECOUTOR
yjr\,M^M^ PILLOWS WITHANYPURCHASE
You Get Both OF futonsand frame

$50 value. L^

TWIN

7

s«Xv' OvC" -V- 'V .nvnvVaXv.* "'^

GUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN2|ic.$45
RJU. 2pc $55

QUEEN 2pc $75
"^ KING3pc$95
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FUTON MATTRESSES

M>V*^

Daily Bruin

Advertising

825-2161

FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

^
I I

W "•TTJ

659 S. LA BREA (1/4 Block North of Wjllhire)

(213) 9394244?939^3ii5 *'

OPmijmm^^-fri. 10 am-7pn, Sa^ Sun.^ '^00^
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IFYN
GET

YU NEEIn SEE IPS:
I reeo two things to get

through school good
cjraties and T^onev i r

•al<e care ct the 'irst m: • ,

mysel? and UPS is helo-

mg me take care ot the

second They gave me j

part time )0b that really.

nays %
' -^a^p i"^ost

SI 0.000 a year tor work
ng about 4 hours a day
5 days a week But get

•his UPS has student
loans that le* me t;(,rrow

up to $25,000 a year tor

college Compare that

anywhere efse I also get

1/ choice of

schedules 'nornings

afternoons or nights My
work hours fit around my class hours Most students work
in Operations But you might get something m Accounlir>g
Industrial Engineering I 8 or Customer Service

No other company otters more to students than UPS
Talk to them Get what you need to gel your diploma

Openin'gs e?ist at 1201 Wesf Olympic Blvd., Los
~~

Angeles 90015. interviews conducted Mondays 1-3pm:
or 3333 Downey Rd., Vernon 90023, interviews con-
ducted Mondays 12-2pm, or 3000 East Washington
Blvd., Los Angeles 90023, interviews conducted Mon-
days 1-3pm. An equal opportunity employer
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Whitelaw away from South African
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

Clinton Whitelaw, a freshman
Oft the UCLA men's golf team, is

adjusting to life in Southern
California just like ahy other

freshman not raised in this area.

He's adjusting to the surround-
ings. "I like UCLA a lot, but I

really don't like L.A. itself that

much, especially the traffic."

He's adjusting to the health-

conscious lifestyle. "Back home,
everybody drinks coffee, but when
the team goes on trips, the guys
look at me and say, 'Oh, no, you're
not drinking coffee again, that's

bad for you', every time I drink it."

He's adjusting to being away
from home. "Back home, you
grow up in the suburbs, and you
have the same friends from the

second grade on. You know
everybody, so it's hard to leave

your friends, because they're more
than friends, they're almost like

your brothers and sisters."

He's adjusting to the different

type of education here. "The work
isn't easy here, but the way they

test you is. Back home, you'll have
about 30 pages of tough notes that

you've got to read and you'll have
no clue as to what's going to be on
the tesL But here, you'll get ten

essay questions in advance and be
4M that you'll have to answfiL-

group of protesters gathered with

signs held high and drums pound-
ing out a rhythmical beat.

On the signs could be read,

"Abolish Apartheid Now!,"
"UCLA Out of South Africa" and
"ASUCLA: What about your
social and ethical policy?". Over
the rhythm of the drums could be

Athlete Spotlight

source of Apartheid.

You see, Clinton Whitelaw is a
native of Johannesburg, South
Africa.

"It's pretty cool that people here

realize what's going on in our
country, and they are speaking out

about it," said Whitelaw.
"And it's cool to see blacks and

CLINTON WHITELAW Freshman Golf
6'3" 175 lbs. Johannesburg, South Africa

@ University of New Mexico

(73 - 76 - 90)

LAST WEEKEND:
-

Western Reglonals

89th place

SEASON BESTS:

PING Intercolleglates

10th place

Golf World Classic @ Palmetto Dunes. Hilton Head. SO.
11th place

@ Tucson, Arizona

three out of five on the lest, so you
can study just some of it and take a

chance."

But the greatest difference

between Whitclaw's homeland
and life here in Lotus-land showed
itself as Whitelaw sat on a bench in

-front of the James West center.

Outside Ackerman Union, a

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Inkxmalion

heard the "chant,"Stop . . .

Apartheid . . . UCLA."
Just within earshot, just within

sight of the protest, Whitelaw
talked about life here. But as he sat

there, nervously fumbling three

Clubs in his hands.

worked it's way into his attention,

until he felt he had to say some-
thing about it.

Not because he's an aspiring

politician— he'll be the first to tell

you he's not, and not because he

expected his point of view to

enlighten anyone, but because his

perspective is a little closer to the

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA Student Discount

TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A^WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

Why pay $4.00 for a drink?

Why ever pay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

AU draft beers 99C
Our new» blsiier Pitcher $4.99

Sudwefser
BadUfiht

Genuine Draft

JSgermeiiter Coors Lishf

Jose Cuervo
Jackdaniels

Corona/Amstel tiaht^Molson

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BI\JD. • L.A. 820-1516

TOM YUN/Oaily Bruin

whites totally associating with

each other everywhere here,

because in South Africa, blacks are

very repressed."

As he spoke of his native land,

which he left last year to finish

i^o, Whitc=

do, you can't say 'Hey, why can't

he go there', because you're loo
liule.

**So, as you grow older, you
learn to live with it; just like

anyone else conforming to their

own culture. That's why white
people there don't want to change,
because that's the way they're

brought up."

Whitelaw's move to UCLA not
only has kept him away from
South Africa, but also away from a

two-year commiunent to the South
African Army that all white eigh-

teen year-olds there must take.

Because of college here, Whitelaw
only need worry about crashing the

books and shooting low rounds,

and not about crashing uprisings

and shooting with something other
than a club.

In the meantime, Whitelaw can
work towards his own dream — a

shot at the PGA tour. "It's every
young South African golfer's

dream, to come to the U.S.,

because the No. 1 tour in the world
is here.

"Amateur golf is pretty strong
out there, but after that, there's

really nowhere to go. There's no
college golf, so you either get on
the South African tour right away,
or you try to get into an American
school."

Whitelaw chose the latter, leav-

law wandered back into his child-

hood, and his first realization of

inequality. "When you grow up in

South Africa, you can't help but

learn that blacks are different, and
that they don't belong in 'While

Only' areas. When you're six

years old, it's tpo hard to realize

what's really going on, and if you

ing boih friends anq nis tam fly^

behind for a senior year of high
school with a host family in San
Diego, and a whole new vn(orld of
social interaction. "It's beeira little

weird, but it's been great, really

great," said Whitelaw. "In one of
my first experiences here at

UCLA, I went to the foreign

student's office to find my future

counselor and found out that he
was not only black, but was also
from South Africa. It was a pretty

good experience just getting to

speak to the guy."
The crowd in front of Ackerman

grew larger and louder as he sat

and talked from the dark wooden
bench, and the noise brought his

attention back to the present. "I've

met a lot of people here that don't
drink Coke and don't eat Nestle's
chocolate, here and in San Diego,
because they won't pull out of
South Africa, and that shows they
care; -«'

"But what these people also
have to realize is that (business)

,

sanctions don't hurt the whites in • r
South Africa nearly as much as the

blacks, because the whites have
money to put bread in their

mouths, but the blacks are looking
for every penny they can find.

"(In South Africa) the blacks do
all the labor, and the whites do all

the management and supervising,

so if you cut out Coke, there's

going to be maybe 20 whiles that

don't have a job, but there will

probably be a thousand blacks,

who make maybe $2.00 an hour,

out of work.
"I'm not a politician or any-

thing, but when you do that to a
country, the economy will indeed
go down, and the rich people will

bcaf tected. but it's tlie pour peoptF
that will suffer the mosL"
As an amateur athlete with

South African citizenship, White-
law himself will ha^Cto suffer for

his country, as South Africans

have been banned from all

Olympic competition, and are not_

See GOLF, page 57
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Graduates and fathers share a very special day
this year. And that's why Shane's is having a
very special sale!

How through June 30th, you can
save up to 50% on our entire
storewlde Inventory, including
diamond engagement and
wedding rings! 4—

So celebrate with Shane's this year...your Grads
and Dads will thank you!

15-50% OFF
for all UCLA

stucieriTs, faculty, and
with UCLA ID

Staff

hsnanes
i.

ev\eir
7'

208-8404

1065 Broxton
Westwood Village

Mon-Sat 10:30-6:00

Sunday 12:00-6:00 "»r-'-ii-J» '
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University of California, Los Angeles

' Tracks begin their launch toward titles
---Lewis leads the

men in N.Q
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

The 1990 NCAA Track and
Field Championships began Wed-
nesday at Duke University, and the

four Bruin men competing yester-

day all fared well, qualifying for

the next round in their events.

Brian Blutreich and Pete
Thompson both qualified for the

finals in the discus, Blutreich with

a throw of 188-8 and Thompson
wi^^ 175-9. The two throwers are

old hands at this competition, as

Thompson finished second and
third, respxxtively, in 1988 and
1989, while Blutreich has been
close behind him both years,

placing third and fourth.

The finals in the event will lake

pIntT. tnmorrow
The other Bruins seeing action

yesterday were 400 meter sprinters

Steve Lewis and Mike Stevenson.

Lewis won his heal in 45.60
seconds, and Stevenson also quali-

fied for tomorrow's semifinals by
running a 46.50 race.

The action continues today on
the Duke campus in Durham,
North Carolina with several

events, as the rest of the Bruin

competitors will get a chance to

show^ their stuff.

Derek Knight, who ran a per-
' sonal-bcst 13.74 last Thursday to

qualify for the NCAAs, will run in

the 1 10 high hurdles today at 4:20.

Blutreich and Eric Bergreen
begin qualifying for the shot put

today at 3:05. Blutreich, who

Women shine on the first day

Vol. CXXX, No. 136
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By Jay Ross
Contributor s ^

Close doesn't count, and second place sure gets frustrating.

In 1988, the Louisiana State women's track and field team defended its

national title by nipping UCLA, 61-58, at the NCAA meet. Then, last

year, the Tigers extended their NCAA reign to three years, besting the

Bruins, 86-47, at the season-ending contest.

After the first day of NCAA competition, UCLA lurks behind the

leaders, ready to pounce and crush the Cajun commanding clan.

The heptathlon finals continue today, and Gea Johnson of Arizona
State holds the early lead (3,587), 142 points ahead of her closest compe-
titor. The Bruins' best hope for the event would have been junior Tonya
Sedwick, but head coach Bob Kersee elected to race her in the 400 meters
and both relays instead. The strenuous eight events for the heptathlon

would sap too much energy from Kersee's utility player, and Sedwick
will be better rested for her events.

Junior Janecne Vickers vanquished he/ opponents in qualifying for the

400 hurdle semifinals. Her time of 57. 10, which was tops for the day, also

is her season best.

In the 200 meters, Angela Bumham finished second in her heat (23.75)

to also earn a spx^t in Friday's semifinals. Carlctte Guidry of Texas, the

key to the Longhoms' title hopes, sprinted strongly after a mid-season
Injury. ShO waa clocked in 23. 1 2, the faijtcjt quahlymg mark m the event.

Seniors can
pack a GradPak
GradPaks are available to

graduating seniors along Bruin

Walk and other areas on cam-
pus until the end of finals week.

Disu-ibutcd by the UCLA
Alumni Association, each
GradPak includes a current

issue of "Career Futures,"

AlumNews and informafion

sheets on insurance, UCLA
football games, jobs, health and
benefits for alumni association

members.

Held together in a black

folder, each GradPak also pro-

vides a key chain and "U(^LA
Class of '90" sticker.

Students rally at chancellor's house
By Tina Anima

Inside
Neuroscience
classes slated

irfaU

See TRACK, page 54

SCOTT WEERSING/Datly Brum

Trade Millett and the entire UCLA track and field contingent
are ready to let fly in Durham.

To win the 1990 meet, the champion school will have to score only
50-60 points, less than years past. The talent is spread evenly among the

schools, and the sprints will be especially competitive. LSU, Texas and
Arizona State send the strongest squads.

The Texas hopes depend on the health of sprinter Carlctte Guidry, who
has been nursing a hamstring injury since the Texas Relays. In the NCAA
Indoor finals, Guidry won the 55 and 200 meters and ran a leg on the

first-place 1600-meter relay, which posted a world-best time of 3:32.017
LSU returns after losing three key seniors, but Ester Jones is

considered the top short sprinter in the NCAA, and she will race on the

defending champion 400-meter relay team. In the hurdles, Tananjalyn
Stanley and Cinnamon Sheffield give the Tigers a strong boost.

Arizona State could cause the Bruins the most trouble with its dynamic
dashing duo of Lynda Tolbcrt and Maicel Malone. Both sprinters raced in

the 1988 Olympic Track and Field Trials, so they understand big meet
pressure. Tolbert holds the top short hurdle lime in the nation (12.98w),
and Malone owns the best 400 meter mark (51.59).

America's lop heptathlete, Gea Johnson, also wears the Sun Devil
maroon and gold, along with the best 1600-meter relay time (3:30.26),

which Malone anchors.

The Bruins last brought home the coveted gold trophy during the

consecufive years of 1982-83.

A three-part course on the

study of the brain will be
offered beginning fall quarter.

See page 5

Viewpoint

King of the Beach
Former Bruin Smith now prowls the sand
By podger Low
Staff Writer

After growing up on the

^ beach playing volleyball, then

going to the world's most
successful school in terms of

the sport, Sinjin Smith's future

was pretty much laid out for

him.

After graduating from
UCLA in 1979 with two nation-

al championships under his

belt. Smith spent a few years

with the U.S. national team that

boycotted the 1980 Olympics in

Moscow. With his chance at the

Olympics lost for at least

another four years. Smith
decided that indoor volleyball

was not what he wanted to do

for the rest of his life.

That's where beach volley-

ball comes in.

With his indoor career over.

Smith concentrated his efforts

toward playing in the sand and
sun of Southern California.

With the help of some friends.

Smith organized what today is

known as the AVP — the

Association of Volleyball Pro-

fessionals.

It was a way for players like

Ron Von Hagen, Dan Vreboli-

vich, Chris Marlowe, and
others — players who had been

playing on the beach all their

lives, to continue this pastime

and earn some money for it as

well.

Now almost 10 years old, the

AVP. has grown from almost

nothing to a two-million dollar

industry where last year the top

money team, Tim Hovland and
Mike Dodd earned well over

$160,000.

Sinjin and Randy Sioklos, his

partner of the past six years,

earned a paltry $130,000 for

their efforts. This year, the

tandem is leading the tour with

its five wins and over $80,(X)0

in prize money. And the 1990
AVP tour hasn't even hit its

midway point.

It is exactly this financial

growth that keeps Smith, the

tour's most senior player at 33,

going. "One thin^ that makes it

See SMITH, page 56

Malcolnrx
and Islam

A UCLA professor looks at

Malcolm X's involvement with

Islam and his attitude towards
justified violence.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Senior Staff Writer-.

Almost 100 students clad in red
and black "Chicano Studies Now"
T-shiris clustered ia front of
Chancellor Cliarlcs Young's house
Tlmrsday night in ilie latest show
of support for a Chicano Studies

tleparlnicni.

Bui Young was not home. He
was in Europe this week attending

two education conferences, so

members of the Chicano/Latino

student group MEChA spoke in

front of two administrators and a

ix)lice lieutenant instead.

The students, however^ were
undaunted and chanted in front of

the chancellor's brick home near
the northern edge of campus for

about an hour. Whether Young
was home to hear the MEChA
members' voites did not matter,

said MEChista Milo Alvarez. "It's

politically symbolic that we go to

his house.

'He cannot run from us any

SCOTT WEERSING/Dairy Bruin

Sinjin Smith— along with other former Bruins— is spiking
near the surf now.

The award
syndrome

Michael Douglas collects a

Spencer Tracy Award to add to

his collection of Oscars and
achievements.

See page 1S

Sports

lunger. Ttie man ts shaking In his"

booLs day and night worrying
about the little brown people on
campus," Alvarez continued.

Carrying black and red candies,

the students marched under
Bunche Hall, filed up the stairs

near MacGowan Hall and tramped
through the ivy path leading to the

chancellor's circular driveway.

While Assistant Chancellor
John Sandbrook looked on from
the house's doorstep, the students

repeated calls for a Chicano
Studies department— which they

say would attract more Chicano
Studies scholars to UCLA.

Currently, the interdepartmental

major receives $1,500 a year from
the College of Letters & Science.

The students are calling for perma-
nent funds for a Chicano Studies

department and asking for a

meeting with the UC Regents to

discuss one.

Administrators here say UCLA
does not need a department, but

should instead focus on improving
the troubled major. It does not have

CHARLES COOLEVDaity Brum

Alicia Molina, along with 100 other protesters, calls for the creation of a Chicano Studies
department in front of Chancellor Young's house late Thursday.

a core set of faculty who teach

courses on a regular basis, and
until recently, the major did not

have an office.

"It's premature to talk of a

creation of a department at this

stage," College of Letters &
Science Provost Raymond Orbach
said Thursday night in his office.

UCLA needs to develop a coherent

curriculum before considering

whether to pursue a department, he

added.

Failing to gain enough support

at the UCLA level, the students are

now demanding that UC President

David Gardner visit UCLA and
issue a statement of support for a

Chicano Studies department.

UC spokesman Rick Malaspina

said it would be premature to say

what Gardner might do txjcause

students haven't approached him
directly. UCLA's Academic
Senate needs to deal with the

matter first, and then it might reach

Gardner's level, Malaspina said.

Since two recent rallies calling

for improvements to the Chicano
Studies major — which one
faculty member has called a "sad
disjointed collection of courses"^

— students have met twice with a
new committee headed by Orbach.

But committee members are

stuck in a stalemate, because they

cannot agree on whether to focus

their talks on the goal of a

department. MEChA members
began collecting signatures sup-

See RALLY, page 9

Undocumented student ruling upset
Courts nile in favor of out-of-state fee levels

By Christine Hagstrom
Staffs Writer

Undocumented students wish-

ing to attend public universities

and colleges in California will be

forced to pay the substantially

higher out-of-state tuition rates

unless the UC Board of Regents

successfully appeals a recent court

ruling.

In California Superior Court on
Wednesday, Judge David Yaffe

overturned a 1985 decision allow-

ing undocumented students to be

treated as U.S. citizens when
calculating their tuition rates. The
current policy allows undocu-

mented students, who have 1 ived in

California for the numt>cr of yciirs

necessary lor stale residency, to

pay the lower in-state tuition rate.

After delivering his decision,

Yaffe immediately granted a 10-

day stay of his ruling which will

allow the Regents to appeal the

case— an action the board has not

yet taken, but is expected to do
soon.

Wednesday's ruling was the

result of a lawsuit filed by former

UCLA employee David Bradford
who alleges he was forced to

resign from his job — which
involved processing student appli-

cations and determining residency

See RULING, page 8

Student files civil suit against fraternity
By Greg Miller

The Front Row
Mike Sharperson, hitting a robust- .310,

avoided the beanballs that were flying this week
as the Dodgers look on the Pirates. Our columnist

can't get the chin music out of his ears and throws

a high heater in The Front Row.

See page 58

No red tag here
William Dougaq, an associate Sociology

professor, became the first two-time trivia

winner by knowing that the UCLA men's
volleyball team, featuring Doug Partie and Roger
Clark, won three straight titles in 1981-1984.

He's our Wild Thing of the week.

lilt the beach ^
Our hardworking Daily Bruin photographer,

Suzanne Stales, put in a little overtime shooting a

Women's Pro Beach Volleyball loumament in

Santa Barbara recently. Check out the stylin*

stills and all the action amid the sand and surf.

See page 60

Track in the
race at NCAAs

In Thursday's preliminary

heats at NCAAs, many mem-
bers of the UCLA men's and
women's track teams qualified

for today's finals.

See page 36

Staff Writer

After unsuccessfully seeking

redress through campus and other

legal channels for more than a

year, a UCLA undergraduate has

filed a civil suit against Beta Theta
Pi fraternity and one of its mem-
bers.

Vicki Jones, a senior majoring
in political science, is seeking

$500,000 in damages for injuries

she suffered in a spring 1989

scuffle with Beta member Paul

Marin, according to a civil suit

filed in Los Angeles Superior

Court in late April.

Accompanied by two friends,

Jones arrived at Beta's Gayley

Avenue residence April 27, 1989

to attend a joint Beta-Sigma Nu
party.

Both Jones and Marin, whom
she accuses of physically assault-

ing her, disagree about what
happened in the next few minutes.

According to Jones' lawsuit.

Marin asked a male friend of hers

to leave the party.

When she tried to intervene,

Jones said, Marin pushed her to the

ground. She then slapped him as

she was getting up.

The suit claims that Mann, a

sophomore majoring in biology,

then grabbed her right hand,

twisted her fingers and hit her in

the face.

"I can't believe she is saying

that. That is so wrong. There arc

plenty of witnesses that saw her hit

me first," Marin said, but refused

to reveal their names.

Jones also claims that Mann
was drunk that night. The suit

charges the fraternity with negli-

gence because its members allow-^

ed Marin to remain at the party in

that condition, Jones said.

Marin refused to comment on
whether he had been drinking, but

current Beta President Ed Quigley
said he docs not tjclieve Marin was

See SUIT, page 8
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Attention
Dally Bruin Advertisers:

Deadlines 10th week

Tuesday, June 5

Deadline for Grad Issue:

Monday, June 4

TODAY, FRIDAY. iUNR I

"Center for International &. Strategic Affairs

-"The Strategic Value of Conventional Forces'

-4:00-6:00

-Diclcson Auditorium
•Campus Events ' Films

-Henry V, 7:00 pm
-Drugstore Cowlx>y. 9:30 pm

•UCLA Dance Department

-UCLA Senior Dance Concert 1990
-7:30 p.m.

-Dance Building Jim. 208

SATURDAY, JUNE 1

=±liCLA Dance Department^

-UCLA Senior Dance Concert 1990
-7:30 p.m.

-Dance Building Rm. 208
•Jewish Student Union

-A Nigiit in Monte Carlo .

-10:00 pm - 1:30 am
-900 Hilgard

•Paldstani Student Association

-Pakistani Cultural Night

. -6:00 pm
-AGB

SUNDAY, lUNE 3

•UCLA Dance Department
-UCLA Senior Dance Concert 1990
-2:00 p.m.

-Dance Building Rm. 208

•Daily Bruin ,

-Only 3 papers left this year!

-Monday &v Thursday - 10th week "

-Grad Issue - June 17th

•USAC
^~

-Applications due for positions In the Office of the Executive
Vice President

-31 2D Kerckhoff

<^For more information regarding these
events please looic witiiln the body
of the paper for these organizations'

advertisements.
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Seattle student takes first

in annual spelling contest
By Tamara Henry

Associated Press

WASHINGTOr^, D.C. — Amy
Dimak, 1 3, of Seattle won the 63rd

annual National Spelling Bee on

Thursday, correctly spelling

"fibranne."

Amy defeated 13-year-old Eric

Enders of El Paso, Texas.

Eric misspelled "douanier,"

which Amy then spelled correctly.

There were 226 youngsters

between the ages of 10 and 14 who
participated in the two-day finals.

Amy wins $5,000, a trophy cup

and special prizes from Encyclo-

paedia Britannica, a sponsor. Eric

will receive $4,000 for his sec-

ond-place finish.

"Douanier" is a customs officer;

"fibranne" is a fabric.

A total of $26,550 in cash prizes

will be awarded by program
sponsors Scripps Howard and 208

other daily, weekly and Sunday
newspapers.

To get to the nation's capital this

year, the 127 girls and 99 boys

competed against nearly 9 million

students at the local level.'^nclud-

ing Alaska and Hawaii, the District

of Columbia, Guam, Mexico,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
Department of Defense schools.

Co-champions were nameo in

three of the previous 62 champion-

ships. Of the 65 previous winners,

30 have been boys and 35 girls.

Amy, an 8th grader at St. Mark's

School in Seattle, was momentari-

ly startled when she realized she

had won the bee, then broke into a

wide smile.

Eric is a 7th grader at Eastwood
Middle School in El Paso.

By noon, only 65 super-spellers

remained of the 185 that began the

second day of competition, which
featured more difficult words.

After completion of the fourth

round, almost two-thirds of the

spellers who had made it to the

national event had been elimi-

nated. Ninety youths were elimi-

nated in the fourth round alone.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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Protesters call for recognition of Baltic states
*' '

.11.. ,

Demonstrators hope to pressure

leaders to discuss the republics

By Leila Ansari

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Brum

Virgllljus Kasperavicius, born in Lithuania, wears a boa constrictor as part of Thursday's

protest in front of the Federal Building.

Contributor
«

Local Lithuanian Americans who want lo visit their homeland may
find the way barred, and they gathered Thursday to let Mikhail

Gorbachev know how mad they are. ^

1 Lithuania and the two other Baltic republics are facing an economic

blockade because of their declarations of independence from the Soviet

Union. But the blockade is affecting more than trade issues.

"It is a blockade of culture, education, and politics as well," said Daiva

Venckus, president of the Los Angeles Lithuanian Youth Association.

She was one of about 200 Lithuanians, Latvians, and Estonians who
gathered at the Federal Building to call for U.S. and Soviet recognition of

Baltic independence. ^
"I want to see Lithuania when it's free, the way it was, and the way it

should be," said UCLA Lithuanian Bruin President Mike Pcirusis.

Other demonstrators waved the flags of their countries, wore

traditional dress and carried such signs as "End the Terror in the Baliicsl"

A man with a pet boa constrictor wrapped around his neck field a sign

saying "Gorby, Slop SLranglmg Lilhuanial" ^^

Organized by the Baltic American Freedom League, the event was

aimed at pressuring presidents Bush and Gorbachev into discussing the

fate of the Baltic republics at their summit meeting this week.

Soviet specialists say Gorbachev will not grant freedom to the

republics because of pressure from Communist hardliners. And Bush has

not yet recognized their independence because he does not want to place

Gorbachev in a predicament between conservative and demcxTalic

forces. ^
Before the summit. Bush proposed to give tlic Soviet Union most-

favored-nalion status which would lower tariffs on Soviet gcxKls. The

trade agreement was to he given in return for Gorbachev's easing up on

the Baltic republics. However, the two leaders have yet to make a final

deCiMon.
" 'Say yes to Baltic freedom, Mr. Gorbachev' is our mainitienre, said

UCLA alumnus Peter Zilgalvis. "At the summit, wc want boili loaders to

look to the rights bf. self-determination of the Baltic republics — they-

want to be free."

Many of the demonstrators said Btrsh should nol grant favorable trade

status until Gorbachev recognizes the independence of the republics.

"People are pulling a lot of faith m Gorbachev ai» a personality, and

that's dangerous because he's on4y willing lo g(>?»t> fiff," Peirusis sanJ

"The situation is sad and depressing. Pa)plc's spirits are high, hut

everyone feels sold out by the U.S.," said Venckus, who keeps m touch

through letters and phone calls with her cousins in LiihuaiTla.

Litliuania was the first republic to declare lis independence March 1 1,

and was closely followed by Latvia and Estonia. Gorbachev res{X)nded

by enforcing a bkxkade which has cutoff the supply of oil and other valu-

able resources to the republics.

"Peace in the Baltic region depends upon a government which has the

consent of those governed," said Danuie Mazcika of the BjIuc American

Freedom League. "The independence movement is not for secession

from the USSR, but for a restoration of the legal, moral pre-war status of

the three countries."

Zilgalvis agreed. "(The declaration of ir^epenxlence) is not anu-

Russian but a movement for demcKTacy throughout the Soviet Union

which has the support of the pe^^ple in the Baltics and the majority of

See RALLY, page 8

Cause of
By Steve Macauley

Staff Writer

It will lake inv5stigators at least 10 more

days to discover the cause of the baffling

fire that fatally burned a woman while she

lay atop an operating table in UCLA's
Medical Center, fire otficials said Thurs-

day.

*The more we dug into the cause of the

fire the more we saw we needed more

investigation to come up with a good solid

answer," said Ed Reed, spokesman for the

Los Angeles Arson Squad.

The mysterious fire ignited just as doctors

raiting room fire remains mystery
were finishing exploratory surgery on

Angela Hernandez, 26, of Los Angeles, who
had suffered massive heart and liver

damage in a traffic accident.

Reed said the investigation is fcKusing on

four factors in the operation that may have

caused the fire — the surgery shecLs that

covered Hernandez's body, hospital surgi-

cal procedures, the oxygen being used and a

surgical tool known as a cauterizer.

In 1988, a cauterizer paired with the use

of oxygen sparked a fire that killed a 15-

day-old infant at Cedars-Sinai Medical

Center. The "very premature" infant,

known only as baby de Jesus, was undergo-

ing a procedure to have its blood oxidized,

said Ron Wise, a Cedars-Sinai spokesman.

The cauterizer, which uses electric sparks

to fuse broken blood vessels, apparently

ignited the gauze covering the baby's body.

The gauze had absorbed oxygen that was

being pumped into the baby's blood stream

and became extremely susceptible to fire.

Reed said. "Oxygen makes things highly

flammable."

Wise said both UCLA's and Cedars-

Sinai's fires were highly unusual accidents

that have never occurred before in either

hospital. "It's one of those out of the blue

experiences.

He said he could hot elaborate on details

of the 1988 fire* because Cedars-Sinai is

currently being sued lor negligence.

When asked if UCLA Medical Center

had t>een notified of any negligence law

suits concerning Hernandez's death,

spokesman Mike Byrne replied, "With

investigations (ongoing), I don't know if

there is an answer to that yet."

Cedars-Sinai's Are took inspectors three

weeks to determine the cause, Reed
recalled. But he said he hopes the current

investigation takes less time.

Students fast to raise money for homeless
By Kamna Dhoka
Contributor

UCLA's Hunger Project raised neariy

$500 on Wednesday during a campus fast

for the homeless in which students donated

money they would have spent on lunch, a

project coordinator said.

Students' lunch money was collected at

seven stations located across campus,

Jeannie Hwang said.

Although the project raised $1,(XX)

during last year's campus fast, the event

raised more money than expected, Hwang
said. The fast raised double what the

coordinators anticipated.

Hunger Project raised nearly $500

during Wednesday's campus event

"Last year there were more volunteers

and more effort was put into this event,"

project coordinator Kent Thurmor said. The
50 volunteers were given short notice for the

event, and publicity was minimal because

the fast took place later in the quarter than

last year, he said.

Thurmor speculated that students

donated less this year because the fast t(X)k

place during ninth week. "People are

busier."

The small attendance at forums during

Home Aid week, whjcli began Tuesday,

could also be attributed to the lack of

advertisement, Thurmor said. The forums

addressed topics suc^h as the identity of the

homeless, potential homeless people and

prevention of homelessness.

Films and artwork highlighting the

"addressless" were also some of the events

that were featured during Home Aid week.

On Thursday, Mojo Nixon and his Libera-

tion Army performed during a n(x>ntime

concert.

A clothes drive was also held on

Thursday in Westwood Plaz^.

In its second year, the Hunger Project-

sponsored Home Aid week aimed at

increasing the public's knowledge about the

homeless, Hwang said.

All donations will be given to the

Westside Food Bank, the Ocean Park

Community Center and St. Joseph's Center,

all located in the Los Angeles area.

The purpose of the day-long fast was to

make students realize what it is like to go

without fcxxl for a day, Hwang said.
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Moldavia recogkiizes

Baltic independence

MOSCOW— The legislature of Soviet

Moldavia on Thursday recognized

Lithuania's independence, the Tass news
agency reported, making it the first Soviet

republic outside the Baltics to do so.

The move by lawmakers in the south-

western republic represented a direct

challenge to Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's efforts to isolate Lithuania

from the rest of the Soviet Union.

Gorbachev imposed an economic
embargo of key raw materials to the Baltic

republic for failure to rescind its pro-indc-

pendcncc laws, and he has decreed

Lithuania's March 11 declaration of

independence to be unconstitutional.

According to the official news agency

Tass, deputies of the Moldavian Supreme
Soviet, meeting in the capital of Kishinev,

favored the establishment of direct diplo-

matic, economic, political and cultural

relations with Lithuania.

Arafat denies PLO
involvement in attack

JERUSALEM — The attempted attack

on Israeli beaches and hotels by PLO
guerrillas has delivered another stinging

blow to the prospects for Middle East

Israelis across a wide pohtical spcc-

yum were angered by the attack and said

it eroded PLO chairman Yasser Arafat's

credibility as a peacemaker. Arafat said

Thursday the PLO was not responsible for

the raid.

Even though the army foiled ihc attack,

killing four guerrillas and capturing 12, it

was viewed as a chillingly narrow escape

for Israeli civilians. Tens of thousands of

Israelis had gone to the coast to swim and
picnic on the Jewish holiday of Shavuoi.

During a call-in show on Army Radio, a

series of Israelis vented their feelings.

One woman said the soldiers should have
killed the guerrillas instead of capturing

them. "Why don't we just cut them down
for God's sake?"

Soviet leader leaves

domestic woes behind

MOSCOW — Images of adoring

Westerners greeting Mikhail S. Gorba-
chev and his stylishly dressed wife in the

land of plenty are flooding newspapers

and television screens back home in the

land of empty shelves.

. At once, they remind millions of

citizens of their president's success in

foreign policy and his glaring failure to

improve their standard of living.

The trip contrasts his enormous popu-

larity abroad, where he wins praise for

loosening up his society and helping end

the Cold War, to his sagging popularity at

home. Soviets are disappointed that after

five years of rule, Gorbachev hasn't

improved their housing and food. There is

an impression crime and pollution are

getting worse.

Some Soviet politicians urge Gorba-

chev to get his own house in order before

cutting trade and arms deals with the

West. -

Nation

Singleton trial set

for shoplifting case
PLANT CITY, Fla. — A judge

Thursday set a trial date for Lawrence
Singleton ^— once imprisoned for raping a

California hitchhiker, hacking her arms

off and leaving her for dead— on charges

he swiped a $9.98 drug store camera.

Protesters carrying placards urging the

judge to "hang 'em high" picketed the

courthouse, but Singleton failed to show

up before Hillsborough County Judge

ifcbra Behnke for the three-minute

hearing.

"From now on, I want him to be here,"

she admonished his public defender

Ronnie Gabriel. "1 require everyone to be

here."

The judge set a pre-trial hearing for

June 15, and the trial itself for June 25.

Prosecutors are seeking the maximum
penalty on the petty theft charge — six

months in jail and four months probation.

State

Railroad intervenes

in wine train case
SAN FRANCISCO — Southern

Pacific Transportation Co. has petitioned

the Interstate Commerce Commission to

intervene on behalf of the Napa Valley

Wine Train in its jurisdictional dispute

with the state Public Utilities Commis-
sion.

Southern Pacific said it is concerned

that the regulations the PUC hopes to

impose on the Wine Train could also

affect the substantial passenger service

the company offers inside California.

The SP, which sold NVWT right-of-

way and gackage between Napa and^SIT

Helena, told the federal agency earlier this

month that California had no rights over

the economic regulation of intrastate train

services in California.

Following action of the California

Supreme Court that sided with the Wine
Train, a special "urgency" bill was
introduced in the Legislature, proposing

to place the line under PUC jurisdiction.

Rain douses hope
for strong cherry crop

LODI — The Memorial weekend rains

that soaked California's soil parched by
four years of drought occurred at the

worst possible time for most cherry

growers in the northern San Joaquin

Valley.

They were in the midst of their harvest,

one of the eariiest among California's

specialty crops and one of the shortest at

only about two weeks. Industi7 officials

say the heavy late-May rain caused

cherries still on trees to swell and split

oi5en.
" * "

.
"I realize that California needs water

but, boy, it sure hurt the cherry growers,"

said James Christie, general manager of

the San Joaquin Valley Cherry Shippers

in Lodi. ^ -

Cherry grower Ralph Lucchetti said

only 15 percent of the California crop was
harvested.

i

• ... .*
'

•

Local

Girl says she was
raped by Ray Buckey
A 13-year-old giri testified Thursday

that Raymond Buckey raped and mol-
ested her while she was a pupil at the

McMartin Pre-School 10 years ago.

She also said that Buckey cut off the

ears of a rabbit and squeezed bIrds~fo

death to scare her into silence about the

incidents.

But the last of three child witnesses in

Buckey 's retrial said she could remember
nothing else about the years she attended
the family-owned Manhattan Beach pre-

school.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Three-part undergraduate course to begin fall quarter
'Molecules to Mind' to focus on brain, nervous system
By Jill Jacobs
Stall Writer

Students interested in the study

of the brain now have the chance to

lake a comprehensive multi-dis-

cipHnary course beginning fall

quarter.

The three-part undergraduate

course, "Neuroscience: From
Molecules to Mind," will be taught

by a team of professors from the

biology, kinesiology and psychol-

ogy departments.

Members of the College of

Letters & Science Neuroscience

Faculty Group have been deve-

loping this course for two years,

said psychology professor Frank

Krasne, a member of the group.

"A lot of students are interested

in neuroscience," Krasne said.

"This class is a good experience

for them (because it offers) a

comprehensive background for

doing future work in ihcjieurosys-

lem."

By bringing together faculty

from the different sciences, the

course coordinators hope to shed

some light on a subject that has

fascinated scientists for years —
the brain. ^•

Because the nervous system is

so complex, instructors t>elieve

that a comprehensive course inte-

grating several disciplines would

best address the subject.

The course, worth five units

each quarter, will consist of semi-

weekly two-hour lectures and a

weekly two-hour discussion sec-

tion. The class capacity is 40
students.

The course is divided into three

segments, each discussing a diffe-

rent aspect of the nervous system.

The courses will be offered in the

sequence they arc listed beginning

fall quarter.

"Cellular Mechanisms" will

address the functions of the cell

and nervous systems from the

perspective of several life sci-

ences.

"Integrative Mechanisms"
will address the rudiments of

mammalian neuroanatomy, auton-

omic organization and sensory

systems.

"Neural Mechanisms of
Behavior" will focus on three

motivational drives — hunger,

thirst and sexual behavior.

Although course coordinators

prefer that students complete the

entire sequence, Krasne said it is

possible to take only parts of it.

Students inlcresicd in the course

;this fall may contact the biology

department for information on
course prerequisites and registra-

tion.

Plane collision won't change policy on public relations flights
The Associated Press

SPENCER, Iowa — The collision of two
Air National Guard fighter jets while one

was carrying a newspaper editor probably

will not change Guard policy on public

relations flights, a spokesman s^id Thurs-

day.

But the South Dakota Air Guard will not

be able to take any more civilians aloft for a

while because one of the A-7s that crashed

Wednesday over northwestern Iowa was the

Guard's only two-sealer, Capt. Reid Christ-

opherson. Guard executive officer, said in

Sioux Falls, S.D.

"At the national level, I don't anticipate

and am not aware of any reason why it

should change the way that program's

administered," Christopherson said.

The pilots of both planes and Ward
Bushee, executive editor of the Sioux Falls

(S.D.) Argus Leader, ejected and para-

chuted to the ground.

The pilots were released from a Spencer

hospital after treatment of minor injuries.

Bushee, who was invited to join the flight

as part of the Guard's public rclatiops

program, was listed in fair condition at

McKennan Hospital in Sioux Falls. The
hospital would not comment on the extent of

Bushee 's injuries or when he would be

released.

Christopherson said taking civilians on a

flight is a lengthy process that goes through

the public affairs office at the Pentagon. An
editorial by Bushee in August that criticized

ceremonial flyovers did not alfcci that

decision, he said.

Bushee gave his newspaper an account of

his flight with Maj. Duncan Keirncs, of

Sioux Falls, saying it started smoothly and

that they later went into a dogfight exercise

with another jet. Then the two planes

collided,

"Duncan hit the ejector button as soon as

we hit," he said, "sending me exploding

through the canopy and him following a

second later. Then everything came apart, li

was just a ball of flame. Duncan later lold

me that if he had waited a couple of seconds

longer to eject, wc would have been crispy

critters.

"It was just a surreal scene. I was floating

up in the air and my flight suit was burning

like a torch. My first thought was, M'll never

sec my wife and kids again. This is it.'

"Pieces of the plane were going by.

Flames were all over me. I couldn't

remember where the cord was to open the

parachute, but it went open automatically."
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Germany's uncertain fate hangs over summit taiics
Officials pronounce conference

*open and very constructive'

By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
President Bush held summit talks

with Mikhail S. Gorbachev on

Thursday pledging to end
"decades of division and discord"

but ended the day at odds over a

unified Germany. "It is not here

that the German question will be

resolved," the Soviet president

said.

The While House said agree-

ments would be signed Friday

ending production of chemical
weapons and sealing the major
elements of a treaty to slash long-

range nuclear arms. The leaders

will also commit themselves to

deeper cuts in the years ahead.

Hopes faded for progress on
reducing tanks and troops in

Europe, an issue intertwined with

the thornier issue of German unity.

While ruling out a German
agreement, Gorbachev said the

problem had been turned over to

Secretary of State James A. Baker
III and Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze for "a more
in depth discussion" next week in

Copenhagen.

Gorbachev said he and Bush
"understand each other's concerns

better" and the two sides

exchanged new ideas.

As he did during his 1987 visit to

Washington, Gorbachev delighted

a downtown crowd by hopping out

of his limousine and shaking

hands. The throng of about 500
people cheered and applauded.

"Gorby, over here!" some shouted.

Within minutes he was back in

his car and gone.

Gorbachev is determined to

keep a new GemAny out ofNATO
or at least restrict the size of the

German army, while Bush is

insistent that it be a member of the

Western alliance.

The Soviet leader said he and

Bush discussed the subject in

detail. "What President Bush is

doing is probably defending his

viewpoint. I think that dictating is

unacceptable," he said.

Gorbachev and Bush opened

their summit with 2 hours and 15

minutes of private talks, accom-
panied only by translators and

note-takers. A second meeting in

the afternoon ran more than two

hours.

White House press secretary

Marlin Fitzwater echoed Gorba-

chev's prediction about the dispute

on Germany. "I don't think we
expect a conclusion on that subject

at this summit," he said.

In a toast prepared for a formal

dinner in Gorbachev's honor. Bush
said the various agreements they

would sign Friday evening were

"proof that differences can be

resolved, even while others

remain."

Noting the changes sweeping

Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Union, Bush said, "Such profound

change is unsettling but also

exhilarating. We do not shrink

'.
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from the challenges before us but

welcome them, determined to

build the foundations of enduring
peace and security."

With broad smiles and warm
handshakes. Bush and Gort)achev

began their talks on an upbeat note,

masking differences over the

changing political landscape of

Europe.

In the first round of their four-

day meeting. Bush and Gorbachev
talked for 2 hours 1 5 minutes in the

Oval Office, accompanied only by
translators and note-takers.

The two leaders were in good
spirits. Between meetings, Gorba-
chev detoured to a group of

reporters and said, "We have a

good mutual understanding with

the president even if sometimes we
draw different conclusions. We
both have a willingness to listen

and so our dialogue is very

substantive."

Fitzwater said the talks "have
been going very well," noting

progress in negotiations at the

Slate Department to narrow the

differences on arms.

Arkady Maslennikov, the

spokesman for Gorbachev, said

the meeting was "businesslike,

open and very constructive." He
said Bush and Gorbachev would
meet twice more this year to sign

the conventional arms pact for

Europe and the fmal treaty on
nuclear weapons.
The day began with trumpet

fanfares and a 21 -gun salute and
was ending with a black-tie dinner

at the White House featuring a

menu of Maine lobster and enter-

tainment by American opera sin-

ger Frcdcrica von Slade, one of the

world's foremost mezzo-sopranos.

Apart from the summit, Gorba-
chev hosted American celebrities

and thinkers at a Soviet embassy
luncheon that turned into a testi-

monial of the Soviet leader's

difficult tenure. Before an audi-

ence that included Frank Sinatra,

Jane Fonda, Jesse Jackson and
Henry Kissinger, Gorbachev
spoke movingly of his deepening

economic and political problems

amid the reforms that he champ-
ions.

"This is a decisive fnoment,"

Gorbachev said. "We have no
other way to proceed and there is

no turning back."

"We are now at a watershed," he

said. "We had different camps,

different civilizations, but, well,

we found out that we live in one^

world, in one civilization."

But even before the two leaders

sat down, their differences over a

combined Germany and over Mos-
cow *s pressure on breakaway
Lithuania were apparent.

Bush, in formal welcoming
remarks, urged Gorbachev to

begin a "good faith dialogue" with

Lithuania, the Baltic state strug-

gling for independence.

Both leaders made veiled refer-

ences to German unification and

U.S. demands that the new country

be a full member of NATO.
Gorbachev, wary of the military

might of a new Germany, recalled

the Allied victory over Nazism in

World War II and the defeat of

Germany in World War I. Poin-

tedly, he expressed hope that

"these horrible wars will forever

remain a thing of the past."

Bush hailed the impending

unification of East Germany with

West Germany as a milestone

toward "enduring cooperation ih a

Europe whole and free." But
mindful of Gorbachev's reserva-

tions about a pbtent neighbor.

Bush assured him "we can work
together at this historic moment"
to reduce remaining East-West
tensions.

Gorbachev has repeatedly
insisted that a new German be

neutral or a member of both the

U.S.-led NATO and the Soviet-led

Warsaw Pact.

Fitzwater said the two men
"didn't dwell" on Lithuania and
Germany in their opening session,

talking instead only in general

terms.

Underscoring the difficulty of

solving the German question,

Bush's national secunty adviser.

Brent Scowcroft, characterized a

unified Germany with full mem-
bership in NATO as "sort of a

humiliation" for Moscow.
"After ail," Scowcroft said on

CBS, "NATO was an organiation

that for the Russians was designed

to attack the Soviet Union. Thai's

wrong, but that's their image of

us."

Bush and Gorbachev, acknow-
ledging ihey would not resolve all

their differences, nevertheless

sUiick conciliatory notes.

To applause from the audience,

Gorbachev said, "The trenches of

the Cold War are disappearing.

The fog of prejudice, mistrust and
animosity is vanishing."

He told Bush, "This generation

of people on Earth may witness the

advent of an irrversible period of

peace in the history of* civiliza-

uon."
*'''

Similarly, Bush praised*Gorba-

chev for tolerating the collapse of

communism in Europe. The presi-

dent said" they would address

disputes "in a spirit of candor, in an

open and honest search for com-
mon ground.

"In a larger sense, though, the

success of this summit depends not

on the agreements we will sign but

on our efforts to lay the ground-

work for overcoming decades of

division and discord, to build a

world of peace in freedom," Bush
said.
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— after refusing to illegally enroll

undocumented students,

"I think he filed the suit because

he was bitter about losing his job,"

said Academic Affairs Commis-
sioner Florie Aranovich. "Unfor-

tunately, what he is doing is

punishing a lot of students now and

in tJie future with his actions."

During the trial, Bradford also

claimed the state was losing

millions of dollars every year

through university education of

undocumented students. UC offi^

cials continue to deny this charge

on the grounds that the numbers of

tliese students within the system is

negligible.

University spokesman Paul
West explained that there are no
official numbers for the undocu-

mented population of the UC

system. Because these students arc

in the country illegally, many shun

the optional questions on their UC
* application which might indicate

tlieir undocumented status, he said.

But Aranovich argued the uni-

versity would not be "losing"

money, because these students

have the fight to a higher education

at a public institution.

"It is my impression that undo-

cumented students also pay taxes.

So obviously if they have been a

resident in California, they should

be entitled to in-state tuition ... 1

think this decision is really bad. It

is a real setback for undocumented
students and is definitely some-
thing 1 hope the (academic affairs

commissioner-elect) works on in

,^J)c coming weeks when he begins

his term."

SUIT
From page 1
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Marin verified pan of Jones'

story, saying a confrontation did

occur between them. But, "her

story is false," Jones said.

He refused further comment.
Immediately after the incident,

Jones asked to speak with the

fraternity's president, but was told

to liBQve the party, she fioid.
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At the police station, officers

told Jones they could take no
action because she did not know
Marin's name at the time, and had
left the party's premises, she said.

Worried about her injuries, ^
Jones went to the UCLA Medical

Center, where hospital records

show she was fitted with a splint.

Jones said that her ring finger was
broken, and cannot be returned to

normal position, and that her

middle finger has a torn ligament

which has not yet healed.

Jones said she approached
director of the Office of Fraternity

and Sorority Relations Chris Fish-

bum the next day to discuss the

incidenL That initial conversation

with Fishbum began what was to

be a full year of battles between
herself and Marin over whose
story was thereat one.

In May, Fishbum arranged an

Interfratemity Council hearing on
the incident. Neither Beta nor

Sigma Nu were' allowed to attend.

According to Jones, she was
forced to decide between pressing

charges against both Beta and
Sigma Nu, or dropping her com-
plaint altogether.

'The problerti was I was a friend

of Sigma Nu's and because it was a

Sigma Nu party, they would both

get in trouble and 1 didn't want
that," she said!

After several weeks of investi-

gation, university detectives
lumed Jones' case over to the Los
Angeles city attorney's office for

prosecution.

In September, the- case was
dropped because of insufficient

evidence, 'dCplity city attorney

Connie Seim told the B.ruin on

Thursday. "It was mutual violence,

and there were no witnesses to say

where it began. It's impossible to

prove anything beyond a reason-

able doubt without witnesses."

Over the next two months, Jones

let the case rest. She complains

that her grades suffered because of

the mental anguish.

•I fe lt like I 'cotfkkt't iiitniy ao^
kept thinking of it all the time," she

said. "1 constantly kept thinking

what would happen if I saw him."

Jones later saw Marin at the

comer of the Beta house but said

he did not recognize her.

At the beginning of winter

quarter and the new year, Jones

reconiaclcd Fishburn, who set up a

meeting with Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs Allen Yamell.

At the meeting, Jones declined

the option of a second IFC hearing.

"The overall feeling 1 got was that

nothing was going to t)e resolved,"

she said. "1 don't feel she (Fish-

bum) goes after the neccesary

things, nor would IFC."

Fishbum refused to comment on
the case because of "legal rea-

sons."

Today Jones says she just wants
to be repaid. Her medical bills

have totalled more than $1,100,'

and some mornings her fingers

hurt so much she can't interiock

them.

"I'm hoping (Marin would) be
so inconvenienced by the whole
thing . . .for him to go through the

whole process that I went
through," she said.

Her civil suit is stillpending, as

attomeys for the fratemity and
Marin arc investigating the com-
plaint. Both Marin and Quigley

acknowledge the suit, but refused

to disclose information about their

defense.

"Obviously she just wants to rip

our house," said Quigley. "I know
she has admitted before that it was
not.Paul'^ fault."

Reports from Betty Liong

RALLY
From page 3

ethnic Russians," he added.

The Communist Party bosses and the military who have the privilege
of being in charge are the ones who are opposing tlie freedom ol the

republics, Zilgalvis said.
""" ^

"The republics can benefit the Soviet Union because they had a

capitalist history before they were annexed and they can be successful
capitalist countries when they are free," he said. "Thcy can be like what
Hong Kong is to China."

The republics, which were forcibly annexed by Slalin during World
War ll,have been fighting against Soviet (x:cupation for 50 years. With
the recent easing of East-West tensions, they have seized liicopportunity
to try to gain their freedom now.
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Comm Board rejects

Daily Bruin grievance
From staff reports

The student media publishing

board on Thursday upheld a Daily

Bruin decisipn not to print an anti-

vivisection i^dvertisement which
included the names of UCI^A
researchers.

Bruin Business Manager Tiley

Chao rejected the ad slated for

April 26 after she learned that it

might result in an invasion of

privacy lawsuit agairiSl the news-

paper.

The ad, paid for by Last Chance
for Animals (LCA), described two
UCLA professors' experiments

with animals.

After more than an hour of

deliberation in executive session,

the ASUCLA Communications
Board concluded that Chao acted

responsibly by following the

advice of the Bruin's legal

counsel. ^

"The board's decision was
based on procedure, not on the

greater issues involved with viv-

isection," said Greg White, the

board's chairman.

Janet Brown, who defended

LCA's right to publish the profes-

sors' names, would not comment
about the board's decision.

Aaron Leider, director of LCA,
said the group may file a lawsuit

against The Bruin. "According to

an opinion expressed by a memtjer

of the American Civil Liberties

Union, the Bruin's decision not to

run the names of the vivisectors

was censorship," he said.

LCA's executive directors will

decide if they wish to sue within 30
days, Leider said. "We will have to

decide — with all the causes we
want to pursue — if we want to

take on the issue of censorship," he

said.

Leider said LCA may publish

future vivisection ads in other

media, but would not rule out

purchasing future ads in The
Bruin.

Brown said she plans to file a

second grievance against the

newspaper targeted at its editorial

coverage of World Laboratory

Animal Liberation Week. She said

the news coverage favored animal

research.

"I think that's completely ridi-

culous. If anything, we pride

ourselves on fairness and accura-

cy," said Valarie De La Garza, the

Bruin's editor-in-chief. "It's up to

us to present both sides and let the

readers decide^ for themselves."

The Daily Bruin is the primary source of

entertainment information for 82% of its readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

=tknn Reynolds recommended^
for New York college fiost

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Former California State University Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds has been recommended by a search committee to become
the next chancellor of the City University of New York, according to a

published report.

Reynolds, 52, served as CSU chancellor for eight years before

resigning in late April.

CSU spokesman Steve MacCanhy said he has heard that Reynolds is

one of three finalists to be considered by the CUNY board on Friday.

The New York Times reported in Friday editions that CUNY officials,

speaking on condition of anonymity, said the search committee approved

Reynolds by an 8-1 vote on Wednesday among three finalists.

Among the members voting for her was James P. Murphy, chairman of

the board of trustees, while the only opposing vole was cast by Stanley

Fink, a trustee who is a former state Assembly speaker, the Times said.

Dr. Joseph S. Murphy, who ends his eighth year as CUNY's chancellor

this month, announced his intention to resign last November.
Reynolds left CSU amid controversy over pay raises secretly granted

to top university administrators last fall.

The increases included a 43 percent pay hike for Reynolds, from

$136,248 to $195,(XX). Cal State trustees, who authorized Reynolds to

make salary changes, rescinded the raises, substituting them with a 4.8

percent raise normal for faculty.

CSU, the nation's second largest university system, has 335,(XX)

students.

Reynolds tearfully resigned on April 20 after learning that trustees

were ready to fire her.

The CSU Board of Trustees accepted her resignation on May 16,

making it effective July 31, three months earlier than Reynolds had
wanted.

.
^

CUNY officials said that the university's search committee decided

Reynolds was not at fault in the controversy and that she was viewed
favorably after two interviews, the Times said.

She would become the first woman to head CUNY, the nation's third

largest university system. CUNY's 20 campuses accommodate 194,(XX)

students.

VIGIL
From page 1

porting a Chicano Studies depart-

ment in a petition drive this week.

And Wednesday, about 40 stu-

dents and a handful of faculty

members gathered for a commun-
ity meeting about the need for a

Chicano Studies department. No
administrators attended.

Rudy Acuna, a professor at

California State University. North-

ridge, said the Chicano Studies

department at his school is suc-

cessful, and he denounced
Young's "stupidity" for saying

that Chicano Studies is not a

discipline.

"I have to come to the conclu-

sion that he is a racist or he doesn't

know what he's talking alx)ut,"

Acufla said at the Wednesday
forum.

At a press conference last

month. Young said Chicano Stu-

dies was not a discipline and did

not need a separate department. It

relies on other disciplines such as

history, so "it's got to be an

interdisciplinary degree," he said.

One student said she is con-

cerned that the students also

advocate the creation of studies

devoted to Chicana women.
Many Chicano students at

UCLA are not aware of their

history, said MEChA coordinator

Norma Rojas. "And if we don't

have the department, our history

will be lost."

L^-

Center for International and Strategic Affairs

University of California, Los Angeles

The Bernard Brodie Distinguished Lecture on
War and Politics

THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF
CONVENTIONAL FORCES

GENERAL CARL E. VUONO
Chief of Staff, United States Army

Jiine 1

Friday

4:00 to 6:00

l>ickson Auditorium

General Vuono has served as the thirty-first Chief of Staff

of the United States Army since June 23, 1987. ^
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TOP SHOE
CLEARANCE SALE

30%-80% OFF
Always the best price in Woj^twood
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$3OFFAny Large

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
BmeL

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and seft^ drink

• Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

W. Los Angeles

YM&
V

'
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Expires 6/18/90

Not valid with other offers Otr coupons
Good for everyone in parly • No substitutions

Discrimination gkrows
w

Report describes

epidemic levels of

fear about AIDS
By Maureen Johnson
Associated Press

LONDON — Public fears and
harsh government controls have

forced many AIDS sufferers into

hiding and hampered efforts to

control the disease by creating a

separate "epidemic" of discrimi-

nation, a report said. Thursday.

The report's author, Martin

Foreman, said voluntary measures

that respect the rights of people

most at risk arc the best way of

containing the deadly disease.

The 320-pagc report, "The
Third Epidemic," was written by
the Panos Institute and the Norwe-
gian Red Cross.

Foreman heads a unit at the

Panos Institute, an international

research and policy studies insti-

tute with offices in London. The
organization has collected infor-

mation on AIDS, particularly in

developing countries, since 1986.

The report noted that Iraq

requires all foreigners staying

longer than five days to take blood

tests, while Cyprus only tests

African students and cabaret

artists, and other countries just

check woiitd t>c Immigrants.

,
Foreman said the hostility was

the "third epidemic" after the HIV
infection and the later appearance
of AIDS in the early 1980s.

"(It is) a social infection ... the

denial, blame and stigmatization

which the fear of AIDS brings out

in individuals and societies," Fore-

man told a news conference.

The report concluded that "HIV
infection will not be eradicated as

long as the stigma of AIDS
remains."

He said that controls such as

compulsory blood tests on prosti-

tutes or soldiers and immigration

curbs have not only failed to

contain the^virus but have "almost

certainly had the opposite effect."

"If people who are HIV-positive

are subject to a series of legal

measures in addition to society's

hostility, those at risk Nvill steer

clear of any situation in which they

might be identified as carrying the

virus," said Foreman.

The report said the most effec-

tive method of containing the virus

was to "win the confidence of

those most affected by the dis-

ease."

In addition to fear, the AIDS
stigma often masks racism or

prejudices against the high-risk

groups: homosexual men, drug
abusers and prostitutes, said Fore-

man.

>-^
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Greeting cards awarded
Most^imaginative

messages receive

recognition, praise

By Karol Stonger

The report cited dozens of cases

of discrimination against people

who have AIDS or HIV, the

human immunodeficiency virus

that causes it.

"In almost every county, peo-

ple testing positive for HIV have

been sacked from their jobs,

disowned by their families,

rejected by friends, refused treat-

ment by doctors, and turned down
by schools and colleges," the

report said.

AIDS 15 fl flflfldly alihcUon in

which a virus attacks the body's
immune system, leaving victims

susceptible to a wide variety of
infections and cancers. It is spread
mairily by sexual contact between
homosexual men, the use of
contaminated needles among drug

abusers, and transfusion of tainted

blood. The report said students

from Africa, reported to l)e the

worldN worst-hit region, used to

be regularly abused with racist

remarks in Moscow or Beijing.

Associated Press

NEW YORK — ,With 7.1

billion greeting cards exchanged

annually in the United Stales to the

tune of $4.2 billion plus postage,

the business has to be one of the

biggest forms of entertainment in

America. No^ wonder, then, the

advent of th^ijJouies, the Grdietkig

Card Association's version of the

Oscars, the Tonys, the Emmys, the

Grammys.
Nominations for the Louies,

also known as the International

Greeting Card Awards, were made
in 30 categories — proof enough
that there's a card for every

occasion, including "blank, non-

occasion."
- For some of the more memor-
able winners, envelopes, please

• • •

Humorous birthday, Carolyn

Bean Publishing Ltd., Hayward,

Calif.. ($1.25):

.On the cover, a far-sidc-of^O

guy is eating a piece of birtliday

cake and conversing with some
animated vegetables:

He: "Cary Grant was the greal-

pcrsonal message. According to

the package, "When you lake iUt

card out of its wrapper it will

spring up into the fun filled

greeting card pictured above." It

does. A perfect birthday gift and

card iji one. The company also won
the New Baby category with the

same engineering feat.

Pop Shot^ inc., . of Wesljx)ri,

Conn., was a multiple winner with

its 3-D creations, including best

juvenile birthday, humorous Val-

entine's Day and romance catego-

ries. They sell for $4 each.

Pop Shots also won the get-well

division with one of it^ Slide

Cards, this one on the Wizard of

Oz theme ($3).

Nordenhok Design, Newport
Beach, Calif., took top honors in

humorous Christmas design with a

die-cut Santa on skis. Fan Mail

Greeting Card Co., Seattle, won
the blank non-occasion (fancy note

paper) with a Dona- Rozanski

design ($4).

The best special occasion card is

an 8/4 x 11 baby congrats from

Widget Factory Cards, Lexington,

Mass., which retails for a whop-
ping $7.95 arKl costs 45 cents to

mail. But it's no ordinary card.

Indeed, it's a prc-nalal advent

calendar — with 30 little windows

to be opened one at a lime from the

I4ih week of pregnancy through

the 42nd, target date for dciivory.

Every person is eligible for gov. grants

GET FREE MONEY!
Students, Single Mothers, Inventors. All the info

you need to actually receive govt, grants.

* ALSO LOW INTEREST LOANS
NO COLLATERAL*

ASK FOR YOUR CASH
Send $10.00 & SASE to F.C.A. 2265 Westwood Blvd. Suite 106

V.

Not valid with other offers 0»r coupons . — ^ * - —

B

^P^^ -^

L
Good for everyone in parly • No substitutions ^ Hl^SlrlmW^AIF ^^WFWF^^k^^^m ^^^Mm ^M^^MT

plowing late at night

T!?tr

Broccoli: "Nope, Edward G.

Robinson."

CauliHower: "James Stewart."

Cuke: "Nah, Bogie."

Switch to inside of card, which

reads: "Ever notice, the older you

jjet, more and more foods disagree

with you . . . Happy Birthday."

Card of the year and special

effects winner: Explosive Pop Up
Cards, Second Nature, London,

($6): A true work of art in paper

folding, this three-dimensional

card with blank space for your

The Louies weie iianicd -for

Louis Prang, a 19th-century Ger-

man immigrant credited with

creating the Christmas card in his

Boston print shop. They were

presented, for the second year,

with great ado at a dinner at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on opening

night of the National Stationery

Show.
Nominees were selected by a

panel of 16 creative and marketing

experts in the industry who rated

piem on just about everything from
imagination to sendability.

By Sarah Nordgren

Designing gains respect
Museums recognize interior decorating

The Student Union
rings your thums.

Buzz your buddies for free with the

Student Union's Campus Phones. You can

call any 5-digit extension on campus
from the beige wall phones you'll find

throughout Ackerman Union, Kcrckhoff

Mall, Morth Campus Student Center and

l,u Vu-^ll r t ommon^. VVh t ihrr you u..i nt

aQ7GJ

to call a friend, a professor. Campus
Escort Service or emergency help, you

can use the Campus Phones to ring

em up on our nickel - because the

Student Union was made for you.

AS UCLA STUDENT UNION
YOUR PLACE ON CAMPUS FOR 60 YEARS

By Barbara Mayer
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Just flash this coupon on Friday night
and wham, your date i.s in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's he.st sketch comedy artists do their thing.

It's the format that spawned Saturday Night Live. SCTV' and i

the top comedic talent of the last three decades. i

But the free stuff doesn't stop there. No age limit
"

and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, hecause we want to make
your date as cheap as possihle.
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Associated Press

CHICAGO — A farmer in a once-rural area has been arrested for

plowing his fields too late at night after a neighbor in an adjoining subdi-

vision complained that the drone of the tractor was keeping him awake.
"The way I feel, he moved next to the field — the field didn't move

next to him," said Ray Dettmering, who farms 6(X) acres about 30 miles

south of Chicago.

"The only question I have is, this fall.when 1 go to harvest it, what hap-

pens then?"

Deiunering's neighbor, Leonard Reh, said he, too, must make a living.

And he can't because of the noise.

"1 don't want to stop him from making his living," said Reh, a Postal

Service employee. "But farming land at midnight is just a little bit too

outrageous."

Reh's home is in a new subdivision in Matteson, about 30 miles south-

west of Chicago. The village has seen an influx of middle- and upper-
middle class commuters in recent years. ,

Reh and other neighbors say that since they must turn their

lawnmowers off at 7 p.m. because of village ordinances, why should a

farm u-actor be different?

And so, about 11 p.m. on April 26, police responded to Reh's com-
plaint. They tromped through muddy fields to arrest Dettmering as he, his

wife Kathy, and a hired hand fmished plowing the land he leases.

Dettmering faces a June 1 1 hearing on two counts of disturbing the

peace. Each count carries a maximum fine of $500 and six months in jail.

Dettmering, 28, of Peotone, has a day job and famis someone else'S

land on nights and weekends.

"Almost all producers depend to a certain extent on rented land,"

especially in rapidly urbanizing areas, said Ralph Heimlich, an
agricultural economist for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in

Washington, D.C.
"

Heimlich said suburban growth areas, while attractive to the middle-
class, often pose conflicts between suburbanites and ihcir farm
neighb()rs.-

'Teopfe want to move out in the country and enjoy the open space, but
some of the things that go with it aren't so pleasant, such as spreading
manure from a dairy operation or . . . dust and noise witli a tillage o^xira-

tion," he said.

Dettmering, who grew up in a farm family, said in a telephone inter-

view Thursday he'd like to be a full-time farmer but can't afford it. He
said he depends on his second job as a farm equipment mechanic to make
^nds meet.

.Associated Press

' interior design may not yet tx; one of the arts, but it is certainly being

..ireatcd with greater respect by museums, which are the arbiters of art.

The alliance between museums and interior design has been

strengthened through licensed reproductions, which each year involve a.

greater number of institutions.

The idea of museums allying themselves with the world of home
decorating is so accepted these days it's hard to recall how unusual the

association was a decade ago.

In 1978, Robert Bishop, director of the Museum of American Folk Art

in New York, proposed licensing companies to reproduce some of ils

objects as a source of income and publicity. His board was dubious.

"Initially we questioned the appropriateness and the viability of the

idea, but it has exceeded our expectations," says board member Frances

Sirota Martinson.

The Smithsonian — the complex of national museums located

primarily in Washington, D.C.— now has more than 50 licensees. They
produce everything from notepaper to furniture and realize about $1.

million in royalties for the museum, according to Lisa Stevenson,

director of product development and licensing.

Though this is a drop in the bucket for an institution with an annual

budget of about $450 million, the money is especially valuable since its

use is unrestricted. Therefore, it is earmarked for hard-to-fund expenses

like collection management, preservation and cataloging. A portion of

the royalties also goes back to the division that helped create the product,

says Stevenson.

This spring, the -Smithsonian organized what Janet Solinger, director

of adult education, calls "the most ambitious interior design course in the

,
institution's history." Paige Rense, editor of Architectural Digest

magazine, created a series of lectures by famous designers, which

combined practical tips on design and tidbits on celebrities and their

homes.

"Americans didn't invent interior design," says Rense, "but it has

.Nourished and become an important part of life in this country."

The emphasis on interior design in the United Slates has helped this

country build a reputation for design leadership throughout the worid, she

says.

"A decade ago, Italians were the leaders in design. Before them, it was

Scandinavia. Now America is far and away the leader," she says. "I think

Europeans feel this, with the possible exception of Italy."

Although she does not presume to classify interior design as one of the

arts, Rense docs perceive a new seriousness toward it among readers of

the magazine.

Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

(213) 824-1449

(SS)a choice

Family Planning Associates Medical Group
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Arcade cts can blast aliens on the go
Hand-held, battery-operated video

games vie for share of toy market
By Robert Dvorchak

Associated Press

NEW YORK — First came
Game Boy, a paperback-size video

game introduced less than a year

ago by Nintendo. The battery-

operated, go-anywhere toy has the

potential to be a $1 billion a year

business.

Then came Lynx, marketed

nationwide a month ago by Atari

Computer Corp. as the first hand-

held game with a color screen. It's

twice as pricey as the $90 Game
Boy.
Now get ready for TurboEx-

press, NEC's flashier version of

putting an arcade game into the

palm of the hand. It has twice the

computing power of its competi-

tors and uses the same game
cartridges in its home consoles,

something its competitors can't

match.

And, get this: TurboExpress

comes with an option that converts

the video game into a TV set. The
cost per unit will be about $200 to

$250, and the TV option is about

$80.

"People pay for value," said

Kenneth Wirt, vice president of

home entertainment for NEC
Technologies Inc. "If you get a lot

of use out of iC they're willing to

pay more. This is something you
can't get from Nintendo."

It will be unveiled this weekend
at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Chicago and will be on the

market in the fall, just in time for

Christmas.

But anything that hopes to

compete with Nintendo, the undis-

puted leader of home video games,

has to be good.

About 1 million copies of Game
Boy's black-and-white, 2'/2 -inch

diagonal screen were sold last year

after it hit the market in August.^

This year, Nintendo expects to

sells million sets. The hand-held

business will account for nearly $1

billion of the company's projected

sales of $4.1 billion, which gives

Nintendo about 80 percent of the

U.S. video game market.

Hand-held games arp the latest

advancements in the video game
world that Atari created with/ the

introduction of "Pong" in 1976.

The improvements arc like video

game plots: things get flashier and

more sophisticated as the games go
along.

And if there are miniature

stereos and cameras, why not

miniature arcades? Kids play,ljhem

on school buses and in cars;

businessmen have been spotted

with them on airline flights and

trains.

Since going nationAvide in May,
Lynx has sold 90 percent of the

50,000 units it shipped and expects

to sell 500,000 units this year.

Lynx is about the size of a video

cassette, slightly more than 4

inches high, 10 inches long and 1

inch thick. It has a 3/2 -inch screen

and runs on six AA batteries,

although another powei^, source is

an adapter that plugs into a car's

cigarette lighter.

Game Boy takes four batteries

and gets 30 hours of play, about
five times of its competitors.

"We wanted 10 be at the high

end of the technology and the

market," said Larry Siegcl, vice

president of software development
for Atari.

And he considers Nintendo, not

NEC, to be his real competition.

"NEC is not the one that keeps

me awake at nights," Siegel said.

"When you sleep next to an
elephant, you're not worried about

getting scratched by tiic cat at the

end of the bed."

NEC's TurboExpress can show
512 colors at once on its 2.7 -inch

diagonal screen, compared with 16

colors shown at once on Lynx. Tl|e

unit is slightly more than 4 inches

wide, 7 inches high and 1 inch

thick. Like Lynx, it weighs 1

pound and runs on six AA batte-

ries.

UCLA'

S

JEWISH STUDENT
UNION
PRESENTS

C^^LO
._ SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 2nd

10:00pm - 1:30am.

900 Hilgard(corner LeConte and Hilgard)
Jk,

%.

-Play blackjack, roulette , craps and more

-Dance to ttie latest club music from a fresti new D.J

-Cost: $6.00, all profits go to ctiarity

o
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and a Date is not required . ... ''

for more information and
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o
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Beatty Tracy'

promises to be
hit of summer
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

BURBANK, Calif. — You've
seen "Dick Tracy: The Hype."
Now it's time for "Dick Tracy:

The Movie."

The Disney Co. screened the

Warren Beatty-Madonna film for

reviewers Wednesday, climaxing

months of buildup aimed at

acquainting potential patrons with

the half-forgotten comic strip and

Beatty's efforts to convert it into a

megahit. _^

Scheduled for wide release, on
June 15, "Dick Tracy" bears

Disney's hopes for another smash
like "Who Framed Roger Rabbit?"

The production cost was high —
estimates range from $23 million

to $30 million — for a film with

little apparent built-in apf)eal for

the younger crowd that is the

backbone of today's film audi-

ence.

The competition for summer
tickets is fierce: "Total Recall,"

"Days of Thunder" and rehashes of

"Die Hard," "Robocop," "48 Hrs."

and "Back To The Future."

Against such predictable fare

"Dick Tracy" is distinguished by
its originality.

The plot is basic comic stripf

good cop vs. the bad guys. ChicF
bad guy Big Boy Caprice schemes
to rule the metropolis with his band
of grotesques ranging from Flattop

to F*runeface. Big Boy mows down
his opposition, but his efforts to

destroy Dick Tracy repeatedly fail.

Even his luscious moll. Breathless

Mahoney, can't seduce the dedi-

cated cop.

Forget the plot. The essence of

"Dick Tracy" lies in characters and

style, and there it exceeds last

summer's clunky, over-produced

"Batman."

The characters are outrageous

and for the most part entertaining.

Dustin Hoffman does a delightful

bit as the unintelligible Mumbles.
Al Pacino, in the best covemp
since Albert Finney's Hercule
Poirot in "Murder on the Orient
Express," is properly obnoxious as

Big Boy Caprice. James Caan is

wasted as the -gangster Spaldoni.

Beatty plays Tracy straight and
true blue. There's no wit to the

character and little sagacity; on a

scale of 1 10 10, with Sherlock
Holmes ranked 10, Tracy ranks 3

among fictional detectives. But
Tracy's very straightness provides

a solid core for the film.

After a couple of flops. Madon-
na finally registers on the screen as

the oversexed Breathless. Shc*s
busty and brash with the kind of
lines ("What I'm looking for is a

driver, preferably one with some
mileage") that Lauren Bacall used
to murmur to Humphrey Bogart.

As the orphaned Kid, the only

sympathetic character, Charlie

Korso almost steals the film.

Glenne Hl^dly registers nicely in

the thankless role of Tracy's

patient girlfriend, Tess Trueheart.

Also notable: Mandy Patinkin as

88 Keys, Paul Sorvino as Lips

Manlis, Charles Duming as Chief

Brandon, and Dick van Dyke, also

unrecognizable, as District Attor-
ney.

Richard Sylbert's design for

"Dick Tracy" is self-conscious but

eye-filling. The same reds, greens,

blues, etc., are everywhere as in

the Sunday comics.
.

•--
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Director Beatty maintains a

staccato pace punctuated by Dan-
ny Elfman's overpowering score.

In keeping with the 1930s atmo-
sphere, Beatty uses three extended
montages to advance the ploL

^ r
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Legendary
Sartre still

acclaimed
By Marilyn August
Associated Press

, ^

PARIS - Historians had to go
back more than 100 years, to the

funeral of Victor Hugo, to find

such a public outpouring of grief.

Some 200,000 mourners, great

and small, flooded into Paris

streets, marching in dignified

silence behind the casket of Jean-

Paul Sartre. Teen-agers wept,

Simone de Beauvoir, Sartre's

lifetime con>panion, fainted, and
the zoom lenses and television

cameras recorded it all for posteri-

ty.

That was in 1980, and Sartre had
long before become legend. Exis-

tentialist philosopher, impas-
sioned defender of justice, award-

winning playwright and novelist,

he was arguably the most widely

known intellectual of the 20th

century.

Philosopher, novelist and
champion of women's rights, de
Beauvoir had earned respect for

'The Second Sex," one of the

pillars of woridwide feminism.

Ten years after Sartre's death

(de Beauvoir died in 1986 at 78),

their legend has fadod.

A recent survey conducted in

France by Lire, a monthly review

of books, ranked Andre Malraux,

not Sartre, as the most important

intellectual of the 20th century.

Malraux was a novelist, historian,

archaeologist, statesman and
minister of culture under President

Charles de Gaulle.

Despite some newspaper arti-

cles, a late-night television special

and a few syniposiums for literary

critics, France is hardly remem-
bering Sartre at all. As one critic

put it, "Sartre shines this year

through his absence."

For many critics, it is just as

well. In the context of recent

historical events, Sartre's seem-
ingly blind embrace of commun-
ism and other leftist ideologies

comes across as misguided.

As for de Beauvoir, French

feminists continue to haggle over

her legacy. The recent publication

of two volumes of her correspon-

dence with Sartre furnish graphic

details on the couple's private life,

and critics say she emerges as

predatory and opportunistic.

*The myth of the 'royal couple'

began to unravel when Sartre

died," Sartre biographer Annie
Cohen-Solal said in an interview.

"De Beauvoir spent her entire

life building and perpetuating that

myth, but now that she is gone, it's

completely finished. They were
manipulative and cruel and they

destroyed many people around

them."

Many critics say Sartre's philo-

sophical treatises are dated, boring

and irrelevant, especially the doc-

trine of existentialism elaborated

in "Being and Nothingness,"

which gained a wide audience in

postwar France.

Published in 1943, it argued that

man himself is nothing, a creature

without soul or meaning. For

Sartre, man distinguishes himself

from animals or inanimate objects

through free will, a commitment to

a cause and conscious participa-

iion in it.

The causes he took up were
myriad — his last public appear-

ance was an appeal to the world to

aid the boat people fleeing

Vietnam. But critics say he looks

silly, even pathetic, in the context

of earlier, more strident political

See SARTRE, page 14
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MGAT
This summer. San Diego is hosting the piost intensive com-
mercial MCAT prep course in the country . 175 Hours. $595.

Ten v^ecks, six days a vy/eck. Full-time instructors. Three
practice MCATs. Across the street from UCSD. Info night is

Tues, June 5lh, 6-7:30pm, at our classrooms. Cheap summer
sublets available in UCSD area. Do it right. MCAT v^ith us!

^U. /
^^:zjt tjf^ei icai v /// ly (619) 455-1000
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WHADDAYA MEAN
FREE LUNCH?

Economists contend there's no such thing as a free lunch.

> t^ * y». « b>. -

We beg to differ. As a Graduating Senior, you can save

enough money on an Alumni Association membership to get

yourself a free lunch, and much more. Besides discount .

membership rates, your savings include:

$5 discount on cap & gown rental

10% off graduation announcements

20% off diploma preservation

• $30 off the cost of any UCLA Extension course

2-for-1 season football tickets

_ _ _ *

Members also receive free library privileges, career

development services, travel opportunities, and more.

You can join th^ Alumni Association now, at a GradPak
station at any o^ these campus locations: Bruin Walk •

Cap & Gown • Main Bus Shelter • LuValle Commons •

South Campus Science Courts

Just look for the GradPak signs.
I

I

And you can prove all those economists wrong.

\

UClAlumni
A S, S (» C I \ T I O N

v » J
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UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Only LA. Appearance!

".
. .Mahlathini does it the best. That gruff voice! He's

just got something unique."
(Joseph Sambalala. Ladysmith Black Mambazo)

Mahlathini
and the

IVIahotella

Queens
Sat., June 2

at 8:00 p.m.

The lively South African pop music style known as "mbaqanga," or
township jive incorporates a driving beat, thundering bass line and

exuberant accordion and alto saxophone embellishments.

Wadsworth Theater
$19, 16; 8 (Students)

For more Information/

Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953
® t>

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
(213) 4M-3232 '(714) 740-2000

Program, date, tim« and prices subfect to change Student ttckett noH available at TtcketMaster. Rush at

show^in^ for students and Sr. Citizens (l*rnited availability).

6 »5Sk»''*
"Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Wings"

"^

ALL VOU CAN.hAT WINGSII SATURDAYS 5pm-%m

NOW ACCEPTING VISA, MASTER CARD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS, & CHECKS

SARTRE

I
*'*' THE BIG I

J
R^BUCK j

tlJOO OFF WnH ORDER '

I OF $13 PLUS
I

_ am COUPON per order _

THE BIG ?'^'
I

RED BUCK

BUY 50 WINGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREE
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

478-WINGS
478-9464

WV Mt. Kenya Safari Co

V

»_ /

* '11

• Fully lined leather bag
• Two bags in one, carry

i

backpack style or

top handle
• Carry your books, go hiking,

camping or use
as carry on luggage

(12 V2 X 17 X 5 V2)

$149.00
(we pay shipping)

• 30 day money back
guarantee

• Call or write for more
information

• Top grain water-

resistant cowhide

From page 13

acts — hawking Maoist newspap-
ers, rallying striking autoworkers

or manning the barricades in Paris

alongside protesting students dur-

ing the 1968 riots.

There also is little sympathy
today for his rejection of the Nobel
Prize in 1964.

The negative reassessment of

Sartre has been prompted, in part,

by changing world events.

Sartre's literary works, often the

vehicle for his political ideas, have
also fallen out of fashion, with the

notable exception of "The Words,"
his autobiography.

Yet Sartre continues to fascinate

intellectuals outside France.
According to Sorbonne professor

Helene Vedrinc, Japanese, African

and Latin American students pro-

duce the majority of doctoral

theses on his work.

In the United States and much of
the West, French philosophers and
intellectuals dismissed by Sartre as

unimportant — such as Michel
Foucault, Jacques Derrida and
Jacques Lacan — are now consid-

ered far more relevant.

Nonetheless, Sartre chufrtiroatr.

best-sellers posthumously. His
war diaries and three volumes of
letters to de Beau voir were a

critical and commercial success.

Some critics predict that Sartre

will be remembered ultimately for

the diaries-andfjcttcis.
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Aftershocks
continue to

rock Romania
By Edith Lederer

Associated Press

•

' BUCHAREST, Romania — A
strong aftershock rocked Roma-
nia, Bulgaria and the Soviet

republic of Moldavia before dawn
Thursday, causing people to flee

into the streets a day after a major
earthquake killed at least 14

people. -

The 3 a.m. aftershock was the

su-ongest of about 100 recorded

after Wednesday's quake, which
was felt from Moscow to Istanbul

and caused serious structural dam-
age to buildings in Romania and
Bulgaria, officials said.

Romania's Ministry of Health

reported nine people were killed in

Wednesday's quake and 994 peo-

ple injured, A ministry commu-
nique on Radio Bucharest said 207
required hospitalization. The
temblor also killed one person in

Bulgaria and four in southern

Moldavia. '

There were no reports of
casualties Thursday.

The Bulgarian news agency
BTA said ihal, like Wednesday's
quake, the aftershock was centered

in the Carpathian MounUiiii rcgioTi

of Vrancea. in nnrthi-rn RomMni;>

BRUIN . (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL ^

iKi;i;pAKKiN(; cusiiiom:!) chairs

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

UCLA
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style $30

Perm ' $25

Straightening $25

Tint & Style f $20

BY APPOINfTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

From VIDAL SASSOON

»%<4*

::*'

'^y

8:00 p.m.

.v-;(»-

Free Co|tditi6^ng

, *>,

Friday, June 1

Schocnberg Hall

UCLA S
Lucas Richman, Cuest Conductor

Akira Nakano, Piano Soloist

Brahms - Academic Festival Overture

Liszt - Totentanz'

Rimsky-Korsakov - Scheherazade

Sunday, June 3
Royce Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA Choral Union
American Youth Symphony
Donn Weiss and Stephanie Henry, Conducting
Kari Windingstad, Soprano

Brian Asawa, Countertenor

Brahms - Schicksaalslied

Bernstein Chichester Psalms

/ l^i)ulenc Gloria
t • __._

S5 (gen.), $3 (stu. & sr.)

For more information, please call

(213)825-9261

/
/
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^ SEP^ CHECK OR M.O. TO : _ „l.
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218 (303)832-9552

Mt. Kenya Safari Co. 940 Downing Denver, CO
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HENRY V- 7:00

DRUGSTORE COWBOY-
9:30

TONlGHililill

PAiD FOR BY USAC -

YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER'S BACK!

Like Sartre, and at his urging, de
Beauvoir kept a wartime diary

(1939-40) UX). Published earlier

this year, it discloses how surpris-

ingly Utile she worried about or

even thought about the war. She
was too busy rushing from one
Left Bank cafe to another, meeting
girlfriends, analyzing their rela-

tionships and sexual behavior and
writing it all in letters to Soldat

Sartre,-as she called him.

Both Sartre and de Beauvoir
have been attacked for their war-
time occupations. After a yearlong
stint conducting weather experi-

ments, he briefly was a prisoner of
war. He then returned to Paris to

resume writing and teaching.

"For France's silent majority,

Sartre incarnated the Left-Bank
intellectual who preferred to write

or sip coffee at Lc Cafe Flore,,

rather than risk his life and join thc~
Resistance," said historian Daniel

Lindenberg, who prepared a tele-

vision special comrpemoratmg
Sartre.

He did, however, join the

communist-led underground
national writers' committee, and
wrote a play called "The Ries,"
which the Germans allowed him to

stage in Paris in 1943, not realizing

it was a bitter satire of their own
occupation of France.

In a recent biography, Deirdre
Bair reveals that de Beauvoir
received a handsome salary as a

-writ&F-produeer for 4he Germafh

10955 KINROSS AVENUE
WESTWOOD

208-7365
--t

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY9365 DAYS A Y^AR

controlled radio in occupied Paris.

Bair wrote that de Beauvoir
never came to terms with that

period, "always resented being

questioned about it, and was
furious whenever she learned of a

scholar or journalist who wrote
about it."

Sartre and de Beauvoir met
while philosophy students at the

elite Ecole Normale Superieure,
,

Attractive and aristocratic, she
outperformed him academically,
while Sartre excelled as a brilliant

prankster, defying authority and
dehghting friends with his antics.

Their relationship was unique,
yet more complex than de Beau-
voir ever wished to let on. They
never married or had children,

maintained separate apartments
and respected their "contract of
transparency*' ^^ complete hones-
ty at all costs — for nearly a half

century.

Ihc National tariliquakc Infor-

maiion Center in Golden, Colo.'',

measured Wednesday's quake at

6.5 on the Richicr scale and
Thursday's aftershock at 5.9.

In Moldavia, which borders

Romania, the quake left four

-people dead and 30 injured but

caused little structural damage, the

chainnan of the national legisla-

ture said.

. Supreme .Soviet Chairman
Anaioly Lukyanov said in Mos-
cow that one -person drcd in

Moldavia after jumping out a

second -.n(x:)r window, two elderly

people _djed of heart alUicks and

tliat another also died from undis-

closed injuries, the official Tass
news agency reported.

Damage from Thursday's
Romanian aftershock appeared

most serious in Vrancea County,

J90 miles northeast of Bucharest,,

where the state news agency
Rompress reported "panic and a

large amount of material damage."
Severely damaged were the

mayor's house, a theater, a medica^
center, the national bank, and a

building with 60 apartments in the

county capital of Focsani, it said.

In northern Bulgaria, thousands

of people frightened by the af'^r-

shock reportedly spent the night in

the street or fled their cities.

Cities and villages on the

Danube River, including Ruse,

Silistra and Svishtov "were panic

jstricken." BTA said,

. *

DEUVERSFREt DEUVfRS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16')

1 -Topping Pizza,

2 Large Pepsi's

. 0nly

$8.99

Kujf $50 off with this ad
«% i

^^^^"^ifiSJiiWO*

Open

Fn. arid Sat
unti! 2:00 AM
Weekdays-

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

m
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It said thousands of people

milled around city streets all night,

or fled in their cars. The city of

Silistra has appealed for aid,

saying it urgently needed glass,

cement, bricks and riles to rcpan

damaged homes, schoob, kinder

gartens and the lone hospital, the

agency said.

In Bucharest, people fled into

the streets and stood in small

groups under dim lights. In the

Bucharest Hotel, about a dozen
people remained in the lobby,

frightened to go upstairs.

Dumitru Enescu, director of
Romania's Earth Physics Institute,

told Rompres 100 aftershocks

were recorded in the first 26 hburs^

after Wednesday's quake, some as

high as 4 on the Richter scale.

Damage reports from Wednes-
day's quake continued to filter into

the capital.
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looking for

St"<iy Space?
Are the Libraries Full?

1 here ARE Alternatives,

m

Every student needs a quiet, comfortable space to study fo

finals And every student's first thought is, "I'll study in the
library.' But al this time of year, the libraries are filled to

overflowing.

So what can you do when the libraries are full?

Use the alternative study space provided by ASUCLA
in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union.

During finals Kerckhoff and Ackerman are open until 1

a.m. Tables in, the Ackdlfman Grand Ballroom supplement the
permanent study loun^<^ on 2nd and 3rd floor Ackerman and
Kerckhoff. In the eveniogs, unused meeting rooms in Ackerman
Union arc kept open as Jlrell.

Besides companitxnsliiip and- a comfortable place to study,
ASUCLA provides free' coffee afjter 9 p.m., dose to all these
alternative locations. (Cet free hbusc coffee in the Kerckhoff
Coffee I louse, The Cooperage and North Campus ) Free coffee's

something you won't find in the librarics-anotner good reason
to avoid the library crowds.

We encourage you to consider alternative study locations
whenever possible, if you doi\'t need access to library books
and. periodicals.

\ >i * \-

And good luck on finals!

A Cooperative M^sage from the University Library andASUCLAf!^tvLibrary

SUMMER ^ UCLA
pQolside, Sunset Canyon

—«
-
— - —t

I e n n I s , L A I L

Movies, Wesiwood Village

All you can eat, and 2,000'coeds

Of course, you could just go home.

VfJ

For fun.in the sun and )ust a splash of study, UCLA Housing

has your place for Summer 1990. C^«6^eilher single, double

or trtfilea€€ommodatioo»4ft4WMvly ronovated res idenco halte

or more private apartment like suites. Three meals a day fea

ture full service menus. Contact Gary Bour)olly at 213/206 8519

or at Summer Sessions On Cahnpus Housing, 270 De Neve

Drive, Los Angeles. CA 90024.

.

No wait list or lottery!

UCLA
OUSING

SUMMER SESSIONS HOUSING n'

\
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Counterpoint

ce of IslanrUHVI
By Hassan el Mouty

Andrew K. Milton is to be commended for his

article commemorating the late Malcolm X's
birthday ("Remembering Malcolm X and his

valuable legacy," Bruin, May 21). One may regret,

however, that Milton chose to give us a truncated

image of that great historic figure.

First there is the question of Malcolm X*s
"embrace-of violence-employed-in-self-defense."

The article's attempt to water down that position

runs, I am afraid, into a contradiction. Referring to

the famous photo showing the black leader "holding a
shotgun over the ominous threat *By any means,**'

Milton writes; "This is the combination of an out-of-

context'statehiedt about the right of self-defense and
a photogniph of the measures he took for protection

following the firebombing of his home."
Under whatever circumstances the statement was

made, it cannot be described as an "ominous ihreat."

Violence.-employed-in-self-defense, whether in a

"^Wp^iive or a collective one, cannot be
se^as JT'^liiyeai;' except by the aggressors/oppres-

sors t($p|st whomsit is directed. Are wc to espouse
ih'eir viewpoint and share their fear that their victim

• nxrght resist "violently"?

The issuf^^of "means" cafinoi be dissociated from—- thal<)r"endf:''j|t can be argued that whenever the end
is justTand wh^t is more just then the liberation of the

oppressed?), "any means" used to achieve it becomes
ipsofacto }usi. At least that was Malcolm X's feeling.

He lived in a world — which is still our world —
where the oppressors, in order to perpetuate their

oppression^ do not recoil from using "any means" at

-their disposal: bloody physical violence and ideo-

logical violence that is no less abhorrent (the daily

brainwashing of the people by the media).

ih the name of what logical or moral principle, it

can be argued again, should the oppressed be
• restricted from using "any means" they can dispose

^. of to strike back?

Malcolm X was a model of courage. We owe it to

his memory not to "edulcorate" what he stood for.

Some may find it difficult to accept. But the fact is

that he stood for revolutionary violence in response
to oppression and repression (which makes him so
different from Martin Luther King who believed in

working "within" the system in order to "reform" it).

In a sense, Malcolm X belongs to the era during
^ which MaovT^e Tung's teachings had a resounding
impac;. Precisely Mao advocated people's armed
siruggid, whith can be translated into "violence-

employed-fork:ollective-self-defense," as the only
road towardj total liberation.

Before Mao, Islam had made of armed struggle

ag'ainst "zolm" (injustice) a religious duty for ev
Muslim. That is what "Jihad" (Holy War) is about
Ttxlay, with the Moslem masses reeling under the

domination of East and West imperialisms imposed
on them directly (in the Russian Empire and in

occupied Palestine), or indirectly (by local puppet
regimes in the American Empire), "Jihad" nrieans

more than ever "people's armed struggle" against
"injustice;^*

No. wonder that Malcolm X's path led him to

Islam. He repudiated his "Christian" names which
bore the mark of the "white" masters and adopted the

Islamic naijie of El Hajj Malik al-Shabaz. By doing
so he was simply rediscovering his roots. Many of the

Africans brought to the New World came from
Muslim Africa. In Africa, Islam has Jbeen a

formidable opponent of European colonial penctfS-

lion. Think of Abdel Kader in Algeria, Samory in

West Africa, and the Mahdi in the Sudan. Therefore,
fighting under the banner of Islam was for Al Hajj
Malik part of his African heritage.

An altered version of Islam, which can be
explained as a reaction to the centuries of degradation
by the white man, had been introduced in the United'

Stales in the early thirties by Elijah Muhammed. He
perceived Islam as a religion for the blacks
exclusively (no Arabian or Asian or European
Muslims were permitted in his places of worship).
But Al Hajj Malik turned to authentic Islam, which is

a non-racial, non-tribal and non-ethnic universal

religion.

If Al Hajj Malik gave top priority to the cause of
his black brothers, the most disinherited segment of
the American society, it was for tactical reasons as he
explained it himself: "This in no way implies
discrimination or racialism, but rather shows that we
are intelligent enough to plant the good seed of Islam
where it will go best , . .sLater we can "doctor up" of
fertilize the less fertile areas, but only after our crop is

already well planted in the hearts and minds of these
black Americans who already show great signs of
receptiveness."

In Milton's article there is not the slightest hint of
the essential Islamic dimension in Al Hajj Malik's
life and combat. That curious omission must be
corrected for the sake of truth, and because the
presence of Islam will have to be increasingly
reckoned with in America. By conservative esti-

mates, there are already six million Moslems in the
United Stales. That number is growing. It is expected
that during the next two decades, Islam will become
this country's second largest religion after Christian-

ity.

El Noiay is a professor of French.
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The precarious balance ofpowerM Eastern Europe crumbles

By ^o Yang

*Rc|oht Vice Chairman Roy Brophy's statement in the UC
Board of Regents' meeting ("Regents debate UC admissions,"
Brulfi, May 18) that hundreds of 4.0s are turned away" because
of ^reverse discrimination" is untrue. In fact, hundreds of Asian
students widi 4.0 GPAs were rejected by the University of
California not because their slots were reserved for underrepre-
sented minority students in the affirmative action program, but
discrimination by the UC admissions officers.

These regents and administrators oppose affirmative action
programs because they hold an ehtist concept of education —
that education is a privilege for a few social and economic elite

only, not a right for all people.

The fatl is that administrators and most regents don't care

atK>ut hundreds of Asians with 4.0 GPAs who were denied
admission because white students were admitted in their place.

The§e officials are only concerned about the declining white
admits. One such administrator is UCLA's Director of Admis-
sions Rae Lee Siporin who wrote an official memo a few years
ago stating that UCLA needed to stop the decline of white
student admissions. Administrators apparently felt that there were
loo many Asian Pacific Islander students and not enough white
students.

Nfan^^ misguided people (including Asian students) relate the
e^stcnce of anti-Asian quotas in colleges to ahirmative action
programs. In fact is that discrimination against Asian Pacific

-Students is the result of racism by college administrators, not due
to the existence of affirmative action. According to a report,

Asian American's admit rate (number admitted versus number
that applied) is among the lowest of all ethnic groups, including
whites. Asians' admit rate is 13 percent while the whites' is 17.5
percent, ^v ••

•

In a 1989 Public Interest report. Harvard's Asian Pacific

admits averaged 1467 on the SAT score while the white admits
only averaged 1355, or 112 points lower. It seems that when an
Asian applicant has the same GPA and SAT indexes as a white
applicant. Harvard admits the white applicant. This explains why
the Asian's SAT average was higher than that for whites. ^
Simply, Asian students had to surpass white students academical-
ly to be admitted.

It may seem that Asians have "friends" in high places (such
as the UC Regent Roy Brophy) who care about them. However,
these administrators and regents are enemies of affirmative action
program. They want to divide opinions of students of color and
push their admissions policy to benefit the white students.
The university even tried to convince Asian Pacific students \>

that they would benefit by the serious weakening of affirmative \
action programs. Its representative, Tom Lifka, assistant vice. 1.
chancellor on student academic services, said that computer
simulations of the new UCLA admissions plan show that Asian
jind Pacific Islander students would actually gain from it — by

^gaining 100 additional slots. '%,
"

The truth is that in the new UCLA admissions policy, almost
60 percent of the admits are accepted solely on the basis of
their academic performance — GPA, SAT score, number of
honors classes taken, etc. So the Asian students who on average
have higher GPA and SAT indexes don't compete with the
underrepresented minority students for admissions, but with the
white students.

Some of these administrators and regents also want to present
the Asian American "success" as evidence that the American
system is "so fair to all that Afro-American and other minorities
jolly well better look to themselves, not to the government or
'reverse discrimination* for solutions to their problems," according
to UCLA professor Don T. Nakanishi.

^»^^=~—s_„

Twenty years ago, many people of color and community
people demanded open admissions, where education is a right
and that anyone who wanted to attend college would be able to
do so. Universities were unwilling to yield to these nationwide
demands but provided a compromise. The compromise was
affirmative action.

In today's prevailing conservative political climate, students of
color cannot afford to lose affirmative action programs. Losing
them would mean turning back the clock to the pre-civil rights
era when education was bestowed only to the whites. So
affirmative action is symbolic of people of colpr'i** history and
struggles in America.

"^

Students of color, especially Asian students,"must show
compassion and solidarity with other oppressed minorities because
like them, Asians continue to remain oppressed and excluded.

Yang is a junior majoring in economics.

This interview is with

Jacek Kalabinski, from
the Polish desk in

Washington DC. of Radio Free

Europe. Kalabinski was a

_4)rominent member of the

underground for the Solidarity

union in Poland, the main
opposition to the Stalinist

regime.

Bruin: What is the relation-

ship between Radio Free Eur-

ope and the CIA and the

NSA? • '

Kalabinski: Radio Free Eur-

ope, up to 1973, was financed

through the CIA. Certainly,

Radio Free Europe is an

instrument of American foreign

policy. It is now financed -

openly through the Congress.

There is talk of merging Radio
Free Europe, Voice Of Ameri-
ca and Radio Liberty. I hope
not — I've never been cen-

sored by my editors. VOA has

central script —"conimentary

, reflecting the official opinion

of the U.S. government" —
and they translate this to^all

languages from Albanian to

Zulu. Of course, listeners

switch off the radio.

Bruin: Changing the subject

to the Soviet Un'on, do you
expect any of the Asian

republics to break fi-ee?

Keith
Roberts

n •^'

,Kalabinski: is it economicai-

ly feasible? If not, no. What
would happen to, say Uzbekis-

tan? All they have is cotton,

and Russian immigrants. The
republics which will leave the

Soviet Union are the Baltic

.Slates. ..

• •

Bruin: The Ukraine?

Kalabinski: There, you have

a very different demographic
situation. The western Ukraine
is fiercely nationalistic — they

want to leave. Eastern Ukraine

is very Sovietizcd and Russi-

fied.

Bruin: The Georgians?

Kalabinski: The Georgians

want to leave, and they might.

Bruin: Will the Armenians
leave, or do they need the

Soviet Army for protection?

Kalabinski: The question is

how ^piuch pipicciion arc they

getting? There is still an Azeri

blockade of roads and rail-

roads. The clashes arc going

on and on! The only difference

now is thai nobody pays atten-

tion to it! No press reports.

The few journalists there>are ^

in the capitals (of Armenia and
Azerbaijan) while the killings

are in the countryside.

Bruin: Do you think the

Soviets pulled out of Afgha-

nistan only to control it from
tlie outside?

Kalabinski: Yes, and they

do. You know the Muhajedin
(Afghan insurgents) arc not

exactly loved in Afghanistan.

Tliey lust a lot ot supporr

wani to talk to thern.

Bruin: Do the Polish and
Russian peoples hate each

other?

Kalabinski: As peoples, no.

The Russians have a very

pronounced inferiority complex
over the Poles. The PoJe^. .

'

don't hate" the Russians, but

they despise them. They hate

ihem as inferior bcings> ^hal
is overlooked here is thai- ... .

Poland and Russia are really

not neighbors. ^ '•

Bruin: Germariy-aTid Pcvlaod.

are neighbors. . .

''

Kalabinski:' AM ;the^^kra"inc,

and white Russia arc Jielgh- -
•

"

bors. Russia is not. a neighbofv.

This huge country, this-domi-'

nating country, the Soviei ' -

Union, is going lb disintegrate,^

It seems to rnd*Mos5fliw docs ;

not know - what it wants Rpw '.[

in terms. of pojitical evolutibri^

— they have'Jio blucprfnuloio

plan, ..•''
'^\'.'.r<'"^

Bruin : How long '^wiU-. Gor-
bachev survive? Two years?

Kalabinski: MoTQ, tiiore. I
."

ihiQk, he will be^bl^'io v V

survive politically. It's unprc- ./

diciable. .-^ •

Bruin: Do you think there is

a democratic place for, his

rule? '
. -

^

Kalabinski: No. No. He

're complaining about profit-

taking.

Bruin: Are Ihc Russian
nationalists a serious threat?

Kalabinski: This is a danger.
• Bruin: They ijay,.the former

captive ha.tion.i (East Europe) ,

and the Soviet: republics that

\:.. Russia has .exploited cponiomi-

.cally ane acfuaUy a 'biirill'ji and
- ihey can. s^ede'v yes?" '

. .\

" . Kalabinski: \Vs ^more. com;
• .'^--^lex "than that:; they ''say ;"Let

\ them go.„ they're, .ex pjpi ting us/'

.„. .but the^ c^^npot resign ihetti--v.

selves to a ^.smaller Russia -^
'they think' of Kussia rri'impcr-:

.. iaLterms. Any withdrawal of
'

Russjan. troops (they don-l pcf-..

cej ye/ofjiljem - as Sov let .iioops'Jt

is Uo .iherrf. a symbol of a.
'*''

-«shrinking';Russi^.*ahd' lh.e.y . .
»-)

•> wont to nrakc/thQ:i.cmpirc; '

'•larger. • .'. 5
•'

• • /
'

;

*

\Br'uin: '^itH.-Eastern Europe,
/why is' there so little rponctary

support for (fcmocrati/^tion

•from the U.St and Western

Kalabinski: For all practical

purposes, the U.S. spends $140 '

billion for defense of western

Europe. Defense against whorrt?

There are savings to be made
in the military, bui it requires

lime. You can't fire half the"
military now, you have to do •

il gradually. Bui the needs of

. Eastern Europe must be mci
'j,.now —),his.. year or next year.

•. If there "is no hc'h) -coming
^^ soon, ihcy' wiir hoi be able lo

cope. And. then .there will ba a

refugee probjcmin Europe ^nd
' VAmcrica.'And

.
you already

^
have one frorn La^iin America

;'- You. ct^nrtoi have -Stability if ,
•

.^

-you (fo hblhmg. Suibiliiy i^ not
• stagnation, buiralhcm prc>cess
" -of •adju^mehi, of progress..'

/ _, :JBruin:MiQX^A5 years of- '
.

'

Stalimsrti' in Poland, docs, any-

believe, ,in socialist -ideas? ". a

»•.

One
\^'

Jl
'':*. .Kalabinski: -There js this

.feeling in ahc west that Vwq
"

' havt;..wbn the Cold War and
now we dpn'l care any more, -

everything is fine." The Bush
" adminisu-ation is saying "thanks

to, American effort, we havQ

.Kalabinski: Very, fevv. The.

.so-called "sociaj^cmocrdts'.^' are.

just old communist party

bureaucraLs with a .hew name.
Il has 5,(X)0 members in. a

country of nearly, 4()" nullion/ ••

'However, if^conqmic problems
'

Will not be solved, people >'hn:' -

flock 10 i political party who .

.uses the "rhetoric of -'a welfare
'*

statte' Since that is economical-

ly impossible now, 1 fear

I ^

from the population since they

used harsh measures to survive.

The reports of them rocketing

the civilian population unfortu-

nately are uiie.

Bruin: The thousands of land

mines all over the country are

not being cleared.

Kalabinski: It's a nightmare,

and nobody cares.

Bruin: With Poland — when
will the Russian troops leave?

Kalabinski: The bulk of the

troops will leave next year,

leaving behind a few thousand

signal troops.

Bruin: And thousands of

Russo-Polish cold war babies?

Kalabinski: No! They're vir-

tually isolated' — there is no
contact tKJtween the occupyin

Russian troops and the Polis

population at all, by military

orders, and the Poles don't

couldn't survive in a d6rttbtrav

tic system.

Bruin: So he's just a
bureaucrat with a PR. cam-
paign, and tentative support

from Soviet Yuppies? •

Kalabinski: More than that,

he is 4 talented politician

trying to calm down all ele-

ments of society, but ii cannot
work. Market reforms inside

the Soviet Union are impossi-

ble, because the Soviet govern-

ment has no support frqpi the

population. Gorbachev and his

so-called "reformers" don't

really have support from any
other social group other than

the intelligentsia. And this is a

very thin layer in Soviet soci-

ety. Worked ate against it,

faifntrs are against it, every-

body but the entrepreneurs, and

g^, is less than 1 percent of _
\i I Soviet economy! And thcy-

sQiyco the problem. Any ^i&nr
Idms in Eastern Europe will

have to be solved by private .

investment, and that will, teach

them capiiahsm, and every

problem will be solved." Not
so! There is much to learn,

but without the means to ''.

"invest, problems cannot be

solved. There is no growth

without input, and input must
also be financial,. Last summer
the U.S. administration wanted
to limit all assistance lo East-

em Europe lo SKK) million for

the year, less than you give

tiny Israel in two weeks. After

a long, grandstanding political

football game, they've given

nothing but political tourists.

Eastern Europe broke free at a

particularly, bad time.-

Bruin: Why the lack of

adjusimcni by the. U.S. govcrn-

meni? • '

social i si-iypc Ui<imago^TOy=
* which could be devastating —

^

1 fear that particuli^rly in *

Hungary.' \

Bruiri: Do you think J apart

and the four tiger economies
will' buy up Eastern Europe
before America gets there?- .

I «^* Viewpoint

Getting respect for one's rights without anger
By Fritz Wang

^>n

I was watching the 1 1 o'clock news when 1 saw a segment
on the disaffiliation of Beta Theta Pi for its now infamous
"(Tequila) Sunrise" party. While I do not know the particulars of

the alleged violations of university policy, and will make no
defen.se of, or attack on the Betas, 1 do want to say that 1 am
disturbed by the attitude taken by MEChA toward the "racist"

theme of the party, and the recent controversy over the Chicano
Studies fnajor. - ._

MEChA has lakcii the tried and iruc alliludc ol many an

activist group (notably TcnPerccni in the debate over NinetyPer-

cent), the "fuck the ...system and everything it stands lor" aliilude

that basically tells the system that it is denying basic human
rights and decency to people based on some silly criterion like

race, religion, or sexual preference. I agree with MEChA in

principle. While 1 cannot say one way or the other alx)ui the

Beta parly last Friday (1 wasn't iherc, nor have 1 even talked lo

anyope who was), 1 firmly believe iliat parties with a racist

theme should not be allowe^l al UCLA. What I don't agree with

is iheir methods.

,
Others have said this before in the Bruin, and were summarily

branded "racists," "bigots," "homophobos," "sexists," or whatever,

in much the same way bigots summarily judge pcu)ple who arc

the wrong color. (Hmmm . . . ) 1 expect .somebody will say that

jihout me. They're entitled to their opinion, however ridicuIotK

/ Mtor.4f».CttMf- Valarl* 0* La 0»u
NMAAfln0 CflnOf K«vt«h K«e*M -.

Sw4er Copy Cdlier Matlhww FordiN
VtaMpoint l4Her Um HrnnUkws

A « tf I«lora Jun« Pinhatro

Rob tMnl«t4

Sp«rti ItfHw 0*M OMMon
OMtgn Ultora NanoM LaNormand

•

MMrt Poon

Unsigned edKodalt r«prM*nt • nw^ortty opinion o(
th* Daily Bruin EdRorial Board. AN other oolumnt.
lettars and artwortt raprasanl the opinion* of their

authors. They do not retled the views of the
EdHorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin oonpliee with
the Communication Board's poMcy prohbiting the
put>i)cation of articles that peipeluiMe derogatory
cuHuraJ or ethnic stereotypes. Written material
sutKnitted nrust be typed or wrKten legibfy.

All eubnnHtad material must bear the author's
name, addreaa, telephone number, ragtatrailon
number or affiliation wHh UCLA. Nwnee will not
be withheld eicept In extreme cases. Ths Bruin
wiN puMish anonymous letters on a case-by-
case baais H the letter is deemed to be of s
sensitive nature, but the ebove kiformotion is

required for purposes of verltlcetion. N s Mtsr
is printed anonymously, sll Mogrsphlcsl
informailon wIN be kept oonfidentisl.

When muN^ authors submit material, some
names may be kept on file rather than pubNshed
with the nruieftal. The Bnjin reserves the right to
edit submitted material ar>d to determine Its

placement in the paper. All submissions become
the property ot The Bruin. The Conrwnunications
Board has a media grievanoe procedure for

resotvlng oorrplalnts against any of Its publk3atk>ns.
For a oopy of tt>e complete procedure, contact the
Publications offtoe at 112 Kerdthoft iHall.

•and unfounded. The altitude used by these minority groups (Uvs
nothing ti) improve the white, male, hoicroscxual majorUy's
respect for these groups. So far, I've sai,d nothing new.. The
people I'm talking about are right now probably sayings "wc
don't want your (m.seri your lavonte rour-lettor word) respocl, wc
want our rights!!!"

Okay, so you dun i waiil my rcsjic^i. > ou doiri. vvanl ilic

respect ol the Esiablishmoni. Tlutl's line. While the righi.s tfi.ii

you so vehemcmly demand arc jniaranteetl by the " ^"

Constitution, do yv^u iCiiUy iair.iv/an>onc will waiii tv, . v*.^^

^ I'our rights if you yell, scream, and whine abOul il using tbul

language? Do you re;»lly expect anyone to respect your culture,

,/history, and values when you do hot respect, and even insult,

'' theirs?

Welcome to ihe real world. Jusi because it says in the

constitution that you will be treated fairly doesn't make it true

Make no mistake, for all practical purposes, your rights do not

exist if you can't get anyone to respect them. You cart try to

force people (though legislation or other tx)lilical action) to

respect your rights. Ml you can't force Them to rcspccrT7>w:°~TT

—

ihey don't respect you, why would they want lo respect your

rights? And if they don't want to respect your rights, tliey will

probably won'f when they think they can get away with ii. Why
beat your head against the wall?

You won't get an'ywhere telling them that you deserve their

respect, t^specially when your actions sln)w liiat you don't. Shovs

lliem that you deserve tlieir resjvci. I'm not saying you can't

protest, or hold demonstrations, but what 1 am saying is iluti you

aren't, helping yourselt by being intlamiiiaiory.

Martin Lulhcr King, Jr. never used (>ersonal msulb in his

protests or speeches. He never needed to use foul language U)

get atteniign. It is hard to take .sonieone seriously who whines

and cusses at Chancellor Youngj^iid screams obscene epiiliets at

American cultural icons like Washington and Linct>ln.

You al.so don't have to give up your culliire, heritage, or .—values to earn fesf^eet; There- itre plenty i>f tradiirtmal Astanx tttni-

orthodox Jews, among others, who Have Iven very sucoesstuj. \.
contributing memlx^rs ot society, wiiliout geitinu -"wtrite-vyasjied'

\ I. •

Kalabinski: Yes, they are

there now.

Bruin: Do you thifik Ameri-
ca owes a. debt to Eastern

\ Europe for allowing Stalin tp

' invade.and eontrbl?
, j

kalabinski: 1 don't belic^^ '

' in historical gu'iJt. But it is in

the interests of America and
Western Europe to help. East-

em Europe now"
—

' it is-» a

crucial area of the wiwld. And
now help is needed, and li's

.'jioi coming.

Roberts ly d unior maiorina. in

English.

Corrections
The Viewpoint. in the May

31 5rwfrt6nti.Ued,"MSA's
political ad was not part of

open dialogue'' was written by
the entire board ol the Jewish

Student JL'nion. Gar> Gon/.ales.

fto whom die piece was aiiri-

buted, is the External Vice

President of JSU.
In the May 30 Counterpoint

by Maureen Twomey, "USAC's

UCLA histor\'," there was an

incorrect paragraph due to an

editorial error. The paragraph

in question should have fead,
"

. . in the past five years at

UCLA we have had one black

male president, two white male
"

presidents, two Chicano male
presidents (including "^lonser- ^
rati), one Asian-American male <

president and one white *rftale

president-elect .

'" The Bruin

regrets the errors.

* I nn'

\

or selhng out. » . ,
-

Yes, we need a Chicano Studies major, arid yes, \vy must, \\n

allow racist stereoty|x*s to iv prtilijeraied by Uieme jxiViies. but

do we need* to act like msoleiu ehVhtren to do soinethirV' Yibijiii

It? I

\.

:ng' is a junior majorir.^ in cy'-'-^.in^

Need to Talk to

Someone J ' •

• UCLA Peer Hoipi:nc

825^HELP
Wcrr here to help

Vv •• ni midni^hr'

' Sun

-W
^.-'' -^

V.(
^•^r
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Arts Enterta

I RememberMama
An old-fashioned celebration of family, togetherness,

^nd tradition about an impoverished immigrant mother
who invents a "bank account" to give her children a

sense of security, -h. Parker

Matinee & evening performances at the Freud Playhouse through June 2. Call the
Wacgowan Hall Box Office for info. 825-2581 ^

Aristocrats
Starring four-time Emmy

/PJ*"^

- i .

this play portrays the bit-
/

tersweet decline ofan Irish-

Catholic gentry family. A ;

definite must-see! - Ichoi
The Mark Taper Forum at Los Angeles Music
Center. 135 N. Grand Ave.. (213) 972-
7373. Tix: $10-28

Only You
A delightful romantic comedy about tlie lives of two and
sometimes three couples. It's like Three's Company
revisited, -y. choi

Thursday at 8 p.m. through July 1 at 2nd Stage. 6500 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood. (213)
466-1767 ''

Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Wadworth Thea-
ter. Tix: $16-19. or $8 for students w/
valid ID. For tix info: CTO: UCLA-101. or

cali (213) 825 9261

Mahlathini and
the Mahotella
Queens
These Afro-pop superstars

bring their South African

beat to the Wadsworth
Theater for their only Los

Angeles appearance.

-J. Stewart

Total Recall
De'stined to be this

summer's #1 violent, ac-

tion-packed sci-fi, this

movie is reported to have
cost nearly $/vO million!

St^rs Arnold Sch-
wartzegger as a secret

agent from Mars who has

had his memory erased.

- y. Stewart

bpens citywide today

lA-ii.

Backstage
at Royce

Sunday from 8 - 9 p.m. on KKGOfM (105.1)

This week the acclaimed
Arts talk show will feature

an in-depth interview with

Peter Sellars, the executive

director of the Los Angeles

Festival. UCLAvJTbeater

i, professor Michael Hackett

will host. -y.Sfcwaff

compiled by: Jason Stewart ALBERT POON/Daly Bruin

Stairnian: Actor-producer Michael D(

*/:

v.. J

^y
iv

« « .. \

.Y/Da.ly

Actor/producer Michael Douglas brandishes his ^Spencer Tracy Award at a Royce h

reception. ' >y

Film

Heaven sent 'Jesus' is small miraci

Film scores coup

for filmmaker

Denys Arcand

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

Jesus of Montreal Wmen a
directed by Denys Arcand Starring
Lothaire Bluteau. Catherine Wilkening,
Johanne Marie Tremblay, Remv Girard
and Robert Lepage. An Orion classics
Release.

"I wanted lo make a movie of
ripping conirasls, from madcap
comedy to absurd drama, reflect-

ing life around us — shattering,

trivial, contradictory," says Denys
Arcand, director of the new Orion
release Jesus of Montreal.

He has made what is arguably
one if the finest films of the

decade.

_ But be warned, oh thee of little

culture, it's in French, with Engl-
ish subtitles. Sit up front so y.6u can
read them.

Before you put the paper down
in disgust, give this a chance. True,

mosl people hate foreign films.

Many are boring, and reading

subfiles is always a pain.

lis film will make true tx^licv-

\3^

Remy Girard and Robert LePage whoop it up in 'Jesu^^
Montreal. '

-^

ers out of foreign film skeptics just

as the disciples converted Rome to

the ways of Christ.

Throughout this engrossing
cinematic masterpiece, otic is

hardly aware that there arc subti-

tles. When the film switches lo

English for brief periods (this is

from Canada after all), it takes a

couple of minutes to even notice.

What makes it so good? Every-

thing.

Jesus ofMontreal raagnificcnl

serves up a tasty slice of life in t

20ih century. In its 119 minut(
one finds comedy, as Arcai

tackles and sacks the mores ai

quirks of Western society, as w<

as intense tragedy and wondi
Arcand moves as few can.

See 'JESUS/ page i
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INSIDE
GREAT DEALS ON:
• Jeep • Ford • Honda
•Toyota •BMW -

• Acura • Volkswagen
•Saab •Dodge
• Informative Auto
Stories
nd Many More...

^-—

Scrap Your Old Heap. ^H

•-^

_t
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Welcome to the UCLA Daily Bruin Auto Buyers Guide! The
Auto Buyers Guide will be running every Thursday and
Friday until the end of June, so look here for great sales
and helpful automotive tips every week. We'll be giving
you the best advice and latest news about:

• Where to buy your first new car after
Graduation! t .

YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JTST r

OPE]\ED AlVOTHER DOOR
Talk it over ivith
ISheridan Toyota

Simple ways to maintain your car to keep it

running smoothly!

•

—

• The best deals in town on your favorite wheels

And

Your Diploma Isn*t Worth
The Paper It's Printed On7

-4'«

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Your New Car. Also we have the

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available.

NO DOWN PAYMENT-
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

''>

The fact is, it's worth a lot more. Your degree is the
key to your future, and it could be worth a new car or
truck at Walker/Buerge Ford in Santa Monica. Show
us your diploma and proof of employment after
graduation, and you could drive away in a Ford Probe
or one of our other 1990 models on approved

credit. .

Our College Graduate Program is designed to put
you into a new car with a minimum of hassles. Let
your degree go to work for you right now, or it niight
as well be just a piece of pa,per.

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744
. or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jose Cano Gene Yee Jay Golden Jennifer McElliott
820-1777 447-1250 824-4138 824-5873
International Econ. Economics English Political Science

' T

WALKER/BUERGE FORD
1 1 800 Santa Monica Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 90025

'

(213)820-2631

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD
CAUNOW

213-394-6744

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.
Mon.-Fri. 7aip-9pm
Sat. (by appointment)
8am-4pm
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DONTGET *T'

ROBBEDONYOUR
SECURITY SnreiilL
Los Angeles has one of the highest auto break-in rates

in the country. But the real crime is going to the wrong

dealer to get your car alarm. Dealers who lack experi-

ence. Or don't know the best alarm system for your

needs. At Al & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a great price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installation that's guaranteed.

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance progmm.

Whot's more, we know the ins and outs of your car's

electrical system better ttian anyone, because we've

been in the mobile electronics business longer than any-

one. Over 36 years. 5o come to Al & Ed's. Because when

you really think about it, all the extras you get make our

security systems a real steal.

The
f

CAR AURM COMPLETE WITN 2
REMOTES t LIFETIME WARRANTY
2 iwnoie mmimmws *ifh IS, 000

(odes limited liteiimtiwiionfy, total SALE
keyless opeialion, lloihiiiq liD usuol $17''0
deteiient po«»ef(ul l?OdB ^(t'fi and mm m
niuihniote it^ S349 SovfSI/O INSTALLED

STEALTH CAR ALARM BY THE MAKERS
Of DERRINGER. 5-YEAR WARRANTY
Uliio thin petsonolly lodediionsmittei,

leniote poiiw
. Sluitteiquiiid qlu'.s hw]^ SALE

iijedetedoi stoitei bypos, oudito' SOTSA
uimifuj/disGHning status KDdispiuj .^ ^mm^w
iindmoiP Up.! $.1/9 Sov»'SW5 'INSTALLED

COFFORD
SUPER IPS FALCON CARAURM WITH
2 REMOTES t LIFETIME WARRANTY
? duol button letnote tiotisitiifteis,

'^riiiiedlitelimeMOiranrv. lemotepiu SALE

;"jninKibility, piioi mtiusiun ottenipi S C^K^«
aleit, hiqh uutpui siien. 110 mdiintoi ^B^im
niidmwhnioie feq SS99 Sjir57<iO INSTALLED

jr<-
• —

Al& Ed's Autosound
THE SPEOAUSIS IN MOHLE SKURITY'

WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
Derringers S£ MXOMOttu CLIFFORD iJt DerringerB MKOUtatm CLIFFORD

high-tech

hot rod

1
t

i

r

f
•

USE VW*S SPECIAL
COLLEGE GRAD

No/Low Down, Low Interest

Easy Qualifying

Macintosh.

Wlieels for tlie minclJ^

VOLKSWAGEN
SANTA MONICA

-^

(213)829-1888
2440 Santa Monica Blvd.

T

i^
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Trade Four Years
your Life
New Car

l:^it*>>iK':?* I
.A.';A4k.^'^^M^' :.^

r- INTFCRA V[X)ORr.S

The time you spent in college is

about to pay off. Your college degree
and proof of employment after

graduation are all you need to start

driving to work in a brand new Acura,
on approved credit.

Torrance Acura, #1 in customer
satisfaction for the last three years,

wants you to drive home in an Integra or

Legend sedan.

Our College Graduate/ Leasing
Program will allow you to choose from a
large inventory of cars and a wide
variety of options and features.

Call or come talk to us in person to

learn more about our financing
programs for graduates, and when you
come in, don't forget your diploma.

»•#;•

^ ! TORRANCE
•H,

-
." .w

25341 Crenshaw Blvd.

Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 539-3636 .

^
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WE TREAT PEOPLE RIGHT
Walker Bros. Jeep/Eagle has been in business since 1926
by doing just tliis. We're staffed by "Team Professionals"
and quality salesmen who can help UCLA grads find the

'

-\
,

Jeep they want.
%L^-

BRUIl^fS
We offer a Graduate
1st Time Buyer's

Financial Program
(Grads will receive preferential

treatment when applying for

the program)

3 year 30,000 miies

extended service
contract

FACTORY REBATES:

UP TO $2000 BACK!
plus

AN ADDITIONAL $400 REBATE
FOR RECENT OR UPCOMING

GRADUATES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
With Proof of Graduation

DISCOUNT SALE

-
r

$295 value ' free with any new
Jeep purchased. Must mention this ad.

(213) 730-9105
Walkfer Bros. jeep/Eagle

„ 3260 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90006

\^ >< m^^

CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
Rebates up to

$2500.00
or as low as

0,0%ArR

iW»W.«:

Finance rale for 24 montlis on selected'^odels

COLLEGE GRADUATE CASH ALLOWANCE PROGRAM*
(see us for details)

^^ CLAUDE SHORT DODGE
12TII & SA1\TA IHOI^ICA BLVD.

»«-

if

SAI^TA MOKICA

OadgE 800 DODGE Oadge

RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES
DRIVE TO YOUR NEW JOB IN STYLE

FOREMAN HONDA has a special financing program specially tailored to 1990
graduates, making it easy for you to reward yourself with a NEW HONDA.

CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS with
LINDQVIST SAAB'S

-t'

WEST
"SPECIAL GRADUATE LEASE PROGRAM"*

WHAT YOU NEED.
• A Diploma

•A Job

• A Desire to Drive a
NEW HONDA

• • WHAT YOU DON'T NEED
• Much Money
• Any Co-Signer

• Previous Credit History

YOUR HONDA COLLEGE GRADUATE HEADQUARTERS
FOREMRN HONDR ^^ ^

5511 Van Nuys Boulevard, Van Nuys, California 91401

(818) 786-1314 • (213) 873-1776
contact your college graduate representative ,

GaryOber

Y^N*

.^^

^^^^
st^

ct^

^)V^^ ..^ o^

.mW^^

•YES TO LOW LEASE START-UPS!

•YES TO LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

•YES TO IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

LINDQVIST SAAB
4235 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

(213)313-SAAB
'X^^

>^^"^^"^-^^'«-^^^^'>"^^'»'^^»>'-'>^'^*^^^^^^^'^^^^^*^^^'*^^^^****^^'-^^*^^^^'^^^^^^**^l^^^*^^*^^
*You must meet certain requirements

X
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Jetta GLI'ieV Cabriolet

TIMMONS
VOLKS\A/AGEN

*Need a new car?*
* Haven't started your job yet?*
*Have no down payment?*

Then...
TIMMONS VW
has a plan for you the

1990 COLLEGE GRADGATE
NO MONEY DOWN on any new VW

Example: 1990 New Jetta GL: ^275*^ per mo.
Ser. #211947. Sunroof, Air conditioning, powp r stPPring,
tilt wheel. Total buy payment= 16509.00

Eample: 1990 New^ CabrioIeF $299*' per mo.
Ser. #016729. Air conditioning, power steering, cassette
Total lease payment= 17,993.40 plus tax.

For each car purchased TIMMONS VW will donate $100*^ to your
Alumni fund or favorite charity in your name.

TIMMONS VW
3940 Cherry Ave. "

Long Beach, CA 90807

Call

213/
595-4601

FAHRVERGNUGEN. IT*S WHAT MAKES A CAR A VOLKSWAGEN

The

high-tech

hot rod. a

Pally Bruin <D
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AUTO
INSUEANCE

^cintoshf

Wheels for the mind.™

4 «>

Apple Q)fnpuia;Inc

•t^

* WESTSIDE'S
W. «" J'SK A »

JEEP/EAGLE DEALERSHIP

i?"^' •

BUERGE JEEP/EAGLE
11 750 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles, CA .90025

(213) 820-2631

EXT.267, 268, 269

^T.

•1-

BEST RATES

NO PRIOR INSURANCE OK

TICKETS OK
ACCIDENTS OK

SUSPe^EDLICEN^OK=

SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS

SPRING CELEBRATION SALE!

Right now, weVe got a

College Graduate Financing Program...

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR ALL GRADS 6 MONTHS
PRIOR TO GRADUATION OR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER

NO CREDIT NEEDED • NO MONEY DOWN
OR YOU CAN LEASE TO OWN!

#1 UW DEALERSHIP IN THE USA!
SOUTH COUNTY VOLKSWAGEN

18711 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648

592-1383

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW 1991 318is HERE NOW
A VALUE YOU CAN'T REFUSE!!

500
h$1785 CUSTOM FACTORY OPTIONS
PRICE + TAX, LICENSE, DOC FEE

BMW
31 Sis

1990'S in Stock for immediate delivery All models & colors..

• SPECIAL •
COLLEGE
GRAD

^PROGRAM
Call for Details...

TOP DOLLAR
PAID

FOR YOUR
TRADE IN!

• IN OUR SHOWROOM

'91 M-5
JET BLACK WITH BLACK LEATHER

• FOR BMW SERVICE
HOURS 7A-7P

MON-FRI

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA,

(213) 829-3535
CA

T^
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SCOTT
ROBINSON
HONDA

WANTS TO REWARD ALL
COLLEGE GRADUATES

We pay 1st payment

We pay license

We pay security deposit

TO QUALIFY
1990 ACCORD

$199 Mo.
60 months, closed in lease w/purchase option.

Total payment,$1 1,940 on approved credit,

AsIc for

or Robyn.(213) 371.3521 L.„i^'

PEOPLE WHO ARE
SUCCESSFUL DRIVE A

BMW
AND VISA VERSA
\ •

^

OUR PROMISE
Upon our verification GECAL guarantees to approve all applicants who meet each

of the following criteria.

• Applicant within the last four months must have graduated from a U.S. four-

year college or has received a post graduate advanced degree. (Acceptable four-

year colleges will be those listed in Barron's Profiles of American Colleges.)

• Applicant must show proof of graduation.

• Applicant must show proof of graduation.

• Applicant's annual income from any source(other than parents), which is likely

to continue for the term of the lease, must be at least twice the capitalized

cost of the vehicle as demonstrated by proof of income or a firm commitment
from employer showing income and start date within 30 days. ^

—

—

'

• Applicant should have no history of bankruptcy, repossession, or multiple

delinquenciesOO days or greater).

ZIPPER-BMW of BEVERLY HILLS9
9022 Wilshire Blvd, Beverly Hills 90212

(213)273-3980

Daily Bruin
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Lost My
-/-r-i.

;

• ^ "

"But I did it on purpose."
r

The Daily Bruin's 1990 Automobile Buyer's Guide will

give you the urge to lose your keys for a set of new ones.

_-. *-»

Will your new car be an import or a domestic? Can you
secure financing for a car straight out of college, with bad
credit? The Dailv Bruin has the solution for your
automotive questions in the 1990 Automobile Buyer's
Guide. Read it, and imagine the new keys that will swing
from your key chain. This time you will be ^lad you lost

your keys.

/ V
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Don't let a tainted credit file stand

in the way ofyour purchasing a car

Deals for wheels can be
double trouble if your credit is not
up to snuff. The most common
obstacle encountered when buying
a car is a tainted credit file.

Financing is difficult to

impossible for consumers with
negative, often inaccurate, items

lurking in their credit histories.

Financing that is awarded to such

"Any kind of credit problem
can be overcome if you learn

how," says Berman, a nationally

recognized authority oh consumer
credit and author of the The Credit

Power Handbook

disputed information from your
credit file. As a result, disputed

items are often removed by default.

r

The most common technique

used by credit repair clinics

exploits a legal loophole in the

consumers carries a price; high
interest rates.

These consumers become
prime targets for unscrupulous
credit repair "clinics." San-
Francisco based consumer
advocate and credit expert
Professor Daniel K. Berman advises

consumers to do their own credit

repair.

federal hair credit Keportmg Act

(FCRA). Section 6l la of the FCRA
gives you the right to dispute the

accuracy of any information in

your credit file.

If you write your dispute
letters according to certain specific

guidelines, the credit bureau must
either verify the accuracy of that

information within approximately
30 days or it must delete the

"Almost everyone will be in

the market for a new or used car
sooner or later," Berman warns.
"The time to start getting your
-Credit in shape is now."

For a free credit repair starter

kit (including credit report request
forms, checklists and instructions),

send a self-addressed, business-
size envelope with 50 .cents

postage affixed and $1 for

handling to: Credit Research, P.O.t'

Box 4973, Dept. M-3, Berkley, CA
94704.

^

How would you like to drive home today in the brand new Chevrolet
or Geo of your choice for only 5% down? You don't need any credit
and you don't need any co-signer. Just bring us your diploma and
proof of a job and we'll send you home in your dream car!
* This program is applicable 6 months prior ^^
to graduation & up to 12 months after. sSS*

Over 500 cars &
trucks to choose

from. Come see us!

CHEVROLET GEO
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(jjglas accepts the Tracy Award with fine style

n By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

For a split-second, Michael
Douglas looked like he was gonna
hit the guy. Up until then he had
been in good spirits. Susie Tracy
presented him with the Spencer
Tracy award, UCLA students

showed up at Royce Hall to hear

him talk, and Douglas was down-
right emotional as he thanked his

wife, Diandra.

Then one student stepped up to

the microphone and blurted out "I

hope I have as much hair as you do
when I'm fifty whatever."

For starters, Douglas is forty-

five years old. And it's not exactly

like he's losing his looks, either;

you can't find a cleft chin that's

more appreciated by women
across the world.

The student in question — no
screen star himself— should have

slopped when Douglas rose and
=5m)dc down to the edge of=fflF

stage in mock menace. Instead,

this guy goes "In Wall Street,

you're such Sijerk. I mean it, man.
You're a real jerk in that. How did

you prepare for the role?"

Without a beat, Douglas looks

him straight in the eye and dead-

pans, "I've been studying you for

the last few years." He may not be

'Gordon Gekko,' but don't mess
with Michael Douglas.

Get on his good side, however,

and Douglas becomes the ultimate

in dinner party guests. Watch him
lean back in an armchair pn Royce
Hall's stage, and it'sje^sy to

imagine that hc**s in your living

room, entertaining the family with

charming anecdotes about life and
movie-making and how he used to

puke in a waste-paper basket when
he was still a nervous college actor

at UC Santa Barbara.

"I have to thank my father for

making every one of my perfor-

mances when I was at school. He
was convinced that he had no
worries about me becoming an

actor after the first couple. I was
not a natural."

Indeed, Douglas recalls that he

chose to major in drama "because 1

thought it would be an easy

subject." He graduated from
UCSB after a lengthy period ("I

was in the five year program!")

with aspirations of following in his

father Kirk Douglas' footsteps.

"Our fathers always look pretty

big to us, and are inspirational,

irregardless of what they do. But in

my case, when you magnify it to

"I have to thank my
father for making my
performances. He
was convinced that

he had ^

An early association with Dan-
ny DcViio proved to be successfilii

later on; the two have collaborated

on the films Romancing the Stone,

Jewel of the Nile and War of the

Roses, which DcViio directed.

When pressed by one student,

Douglas wouldn't reveal the cra-

ziest thing that the two have done
together ("I'm afraid we can't talk

about it in the 90s"), but he did lalk

about a film he directed in the late

60s, when he and DeVito were
both experimenting with the

medium.

"It was about masturbation. I

called it Jew Gone Bad:*
Alluding to his role in Fatal

Attraction, one UCLA female
questions Douglas about the sanity

of his fans, and asks him whether
he has ever met an obsessed
admirer. Douglas gives the girl a

once-over, and shakes his head.

"No I haven't," he says. And in

case she fancies herself as a

******t*»***T*»*» ,
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Undbfcx*

2064366

Th* Hunt lor Red Octotw (R)

1:30-4 30-7 30-10:30

70MM THX

no worries
about me becoming
an actor after the first

couple. I was not a

natural/'

the Size of a large movie screen,

one wom^ders as a child how you'll

ever be able to live up to the image
of your father. It just ends up
making you a late bloomer,
because it takes you a little longer

to find yourself."

He was first seen by the masses
in the television series The Streets

ofSan Francisco, a job he thought

he'd lose after Karl Maiden was a

passenger in his car. "After driving

with me, and once he'd calmed
down, Karl told me he wanted to

go back and change his under-

wear!" he laughs.

wouifl'bc Uicnn Close, l ie a^r
"Nor do I wish to.'

Although his performance in

Wall Street won him an Academy
Award for best actor, Oliver Stone
apparently didn't have acclaim in

mind when he directed him in his

role as ruthless wheeler 'n' dealer

Gordon Gekko. "He would dare

me. He would threaten me. One
day he came up to me and said

'What's wrong with you? You
look like you've never acted

before.""

In actual fact, Douglas was
surprised that he got that part at all,

but Stone later informed him that

he was chosen because he had
"business acumen." Indeed, Dou-
glas has been a wildly successful

producer, with his first producing

project (at the age of 3 1 ), One Flew

See STARMAN, page 21

VILLAGE
961 Brbxtan

208S576

Tales From The Oerkeide:

The Mof^ (R)

2:004.45-7:3a-10-00

BRUIN
946 B(o(ton

206-6996

The Ten Commendments (G)

(130(7 30

WESTWOOD Teenage Mut«il Ninfe Turlee (PC)
1060 Gayley (12 30-3 00)-5:30-8:00-10:30

206-7664

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaylay

206-7664

I Love You To Omttx (R)

(12 15)-2:45« 15-7:45-10 15

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

206-7664

Red Surf (R)

(12 30)-3 00-6 30-8 00-10 30

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

206-7664

The Cook, The Thwf,

Hie Wite 4 Her Lover

(1 00)-4«0-7:00-10O0

No or\9 under 18 admitted

REGENT
1045 Broxton

20a-32S».

WId Orchid (R)

2 00-4 45-7 30-10 15

PLAZA
1067 Gondon
208-3097

A Show Of Force (R)

(100)-3 15-6 30-8 00-10,30

Music

n

Santa Monica
MANN W1LSHIRE TWIN The Hunt For
1314 WJshire Bivd Red Octobef (PG)
451-4377 115-4:15-715-10 15

'Sat & Sun only lor 1 15 showtme

MANN W1LSHIRE TWM Teenege Mutant Nin|a

1314 Wishirs Btvd Turlee (PG)
451-4377 Set » Sun only (12 30)-2 45-500

MANN W1LSHIRE TWM
1314 WJisNre Blvd.

451-4377

The Cook, The Thief

Hie Wile 4 Her Lover.

445-730-1015
No 4:45 show Sat & Sun
No one under 16 admittsd

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM B»vd

477-5581

Jaeua of Mor)treal

Daiv 500-730-1000
'Sat & Sun Mahnee 2:30

Silos' members Bob Rape and Walter Salas-Humaras will be performing this evening at

Club Lingerjp.

The Silo's remain armed for America

MUSIC HALL Monaieu Hire

9036 Wishire Daly 5 45-8:00 10 OO
274-6869 'Sat « Sun Mabnee 1 30 3 45
Sun 11 00am Academy Winner Common Threade

HNE ARTS Tom Apwt
8656 Wiihire Daly 5 00 715-9 30
652 1330 'Sal 4 Sun Matinee 1 00-300

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincernelion of Golden Lolua
1332 2n(i St Oa<y 5 15 7 45-1000
394-9741 -Sat 4 Sun Mabnee 1245 3O0

Psychology Series

Alan Watb/Ram Dass
S<R 4 Sun 10am

MONICA Too Beaubful For You
1332 2rKJ St Daily S 4S 8 00-10 15

394 9741 'Sat & Sun Mabnee 1 15 3 30

'Sal 4 Sun 1? noon Camille aaudel

MONICA
1332 2o<J SI

3949741

'Sat 4 Sun 10 30 am

The Rurwier

Daily 5 15 7 30 9 46

Sal 4 Sun Matres 3 00
Jung. Metier of Heerl

\i

,,1(>0 J
B
of Brooklyn boys play L.A. tonight

By Rob Winfield

3003 E. COLORADO BLVD • 818 449-3333 • 213 684-2221
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A & E Editor

The New York-based band the Silos is a strong

affirmation that American rock 'n roll still possesses

the heart and soul which built the foundations that

today's music scene rests upon.

Formed five years ago on the streets of Brooklyn,
the five-piece set out to make good music— the type

that doesn't particularly strike the listener upon first

impression, but somehow manages to whet one's

appetite, satiating the ears with a flavorful aftertaste.

Like a fine wine, the Silos make music which
endures over time, never losing any of the qualities

which characterize each of their three releases.

They craft thpir songs without any fuss, remaining
indifferent to conventions and immediately placing

behind them whatever preoccupations might haunt
the band.

Their philosophy is just to keep persevering no
matter what the circumstances and they do whatever
feels right. It's a straightforward outlook to rock 'n

roll; yet it always produces results with a unique bent.

See THE SILOS, page 22

MONICA
1332 2nd Si

3949741

Sat 4 Sun

-PREMERE SHOWCASE-
Fice of the Enemy
Daly 5 00 7 15 9 30

'Sat 4 Sun Mabnee 2 30
11 am Through The Wire

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
Tow Recall (R)

1.30-4 15 7 00 9 46

UA Coronet

108S9 Welworth

4759441 -Fn 4 Sat Late Show 12:15 «n
70mm/THX/Ootoy Stereo

UA CORONET
108S9 Welworlh
475-9441

Odtoy Stereo

•Fn

CediMec Mmi (R)

12:20-2 40 5 00 7 30 10:00

4 Sat Late Show 12 15 am

UA CORONET
10009 Welworlh
475-9441

THX^Mtjy Stereo

Tow Recall (R)

12:00 2,30 5: t5&001 30

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century City 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Century City Shoppng Center

Free Partung

4 Hours Free Vatdalon
Wlt^ F\xcnase ol Theake Tickals

(213) 553-8900

My Left Foot (R)

1055125-415-710-945

Tow Recal (R)

11 10-2 00-5 10-8«0-10 40

'Fn, Sat 4 Sun 1055 instead of 1040

Tow Recal (R)

10 30-1 15-4 10 700-10 00

Driving Miae Oeiay (R)

12 00-2 35-5 15 750 10 30

Fee Bvde (,PG-13)

12: 15-2 45 5 45-815- 10 45

Robocop (R)

10:50-1 4(J-4 30-720 10 15

Strapleaa (NR)

11.30-2.15-5 00-8:05 10 40

iff

n

4 A (R)

'Fn. Sat 4 Sun 105O vKlead of 10 40 pm

Cinetna Peradito (NR)

10 35-1 20-4 20 7 30 10 25

I Love You To Death (R)

12 30 3 00 5 25-810 10 35

Oeddy'e Dying (PG-13)
11 20 2 00-4 45 7 35-10 20

Torn Apert (R)

11 40-2 30-4 45-7 40-10 3C'

Miami Bluea (R)

755-10 20

^

Teenage MuWit Nin|e Turltee

11 :40-2:20-5:a5

Craiy People (R)

12 40 3 15 5 45-8 25 10 45
Fn Sal 4 Sun 10 55 rslead ot 10 45 pm

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART Labyrinft Of Riaaion
11272 Santa Monca Bl 520-7 30-9:40

478^79 'Sat 4 Sun Mahnee 1 30-3 10

Fn 12 am Frankanhooker

Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Pickire Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Goldwyn
475-0202

Tic Me Up, Tie Me Down
11 30 145-4 00-610-820 10 30

GoMwyn Mama, There* A Man In Your Bed
475-0202 12 15-2 30-4 45-7 00 915
plus a short Chuck Worliman'*: Piece* of Silver

Goldwyn
475 0202

Longtime Companion
11 00-1 00-3 00 5 00 7 10-910

'Fn 4 Sat Late Show 11 10 pm

Goldwyn
4750202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45-3 00-5 10 7 20-9 30

'Fn 4 Sat Late Show 11 45 pm

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

WiKh at Westwood
475 0711 '•

Odby- Stereo

Pretty Woman (R)

1155230505 740-1025

AVCO CINEMA II

Wiish at Westwood
475 071

1

Dolby Stereo

Bird On A Wirt (PG-13)

12 30 3 00 5 30-800 10 35

No VIP Tickets Accepted

AVCO aNEMA M Back To The Future II (PG)

Wilsh at Weslwood 11 00 1 50-4 35 7 30 10 20

475-0711 'Fn 4 Sat Lale Show 12.50 am
No VIP Tidiets Aooepfed

70MMn^HX/Ool)y

af. L
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Music

AfTOrnOOn Cl0llglllS kids get out of scKpol for a little music on a summer afternoon

STEVE MACAULEY

'Take me!' A student poses on Janss steps as she and her
classmates leave the Philharmonic's concert at Royce.

By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

UCLA was the site of a massive
music appreciation extravaganza
yesterday that involved 10,000
students.

The program, called "Compose
Yourself is a joint effort of the

Los Angeles Philharmonic and the

L.A. Unified School District that

plans to bus more than 10,000
children from a variety of low-
income neighborhoods to see
symphonic performances at Royce
over a two day period.

Using a fictional character,

Mooozart, who is tripped up on the

complications of writing a song,

the program teaches the kids about
how music is written using aspects

of melody, harmony, rhythm and
orchestration.

'

STEVE MACAULEY

Multitudes of music lovers leave the Royce concert.

Richard Elliot offeis jazzy advice to aspiring musicians
By Joanne J. Choi
Staff Writer r^

"Being successful in theMnusic
business is 20 percent talent and 80
percent timing and luck," says
saxophonist Richard Elliol, who
entertained audiences at last

weekend's JazzFgst on the IM
-nerar

Elliot says success is not just

dependent on "your talent," but on
"powers of diplomacy, getting out
there and knowing people." He
says that in order to succeed, "you

have to have a working knowledge
of the music industry . . . You have
to know what you're up against."

EUiot believes that "especially

in Los Angeles and New York,

there is an incredible amount of
talented artists." He hopes that, as

a musician with experience, he can
offer

"
ins ights for peop le th ink ing hear

to the crossover success of "jazz"

artists such as Kenny G. and David
Samborne.

He believes that "previously,

radio (stations) were reluctant to

play instrumental music," but now
stations such as "the Wave" are

responding to what people want to

music fills a psychological need
for ^ple "too old to listen to Led
Zepplin, too young to listen to

Lawrence Welk." He also believes

that the new age fad greatly

"opened people up" to instrumen-

tal music and, in turn, towards

conteimporary jazz/pop.

phase of his life in which he was a

struggling artist. But he believes

that "everyone has to go through
trials and tribulations." He adds
that struggling is "normal and'
helps to teach values and appreci-

ate things. When you get a free

ride, you miss experiences . . .

of entering the music industry.'

Elliot, who believes that jazz

today is experiencing its hey day,

cites no definite reason for his

music's growing popularity. But
he did say that the trend is related

Elliot, who also plays the flute

and clarinet, is reluctant to be
labeled a jazz musician. He'd
rather be called an "instrumental-

ist."

He believes that instrumental

Despite Ills success as a solo ^^'^^ ["^>' '
^ „y°" "^^P^"^ ^^^ 1

"jazz" artist who has crossed over
to the public market, Elliot still

holds a humble attitude toward
success.

He remembers all too well a

human being."

Elliot partook in a campus panel

discussion last month in which he
discussed "realistic projections for

success."

.lim',',\LLL'>S.l^^Ll^^it^>tSS.l.l.l.l.^^^^i^i^i^^^^c^^^^.^^^^^^,.,.,^^^.i^ , , ^^^^^^ ,.

SHOWCASE WEST
Also:
• OAK
• TEAK
• PINE
• WALNUT

. SHEET rj jjfl
^

• PILLOWS / ytv *^ 1/^COVERS

FUTON

FRAME
With this ad only!

(LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND)

2808 MAIN STREET, SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS
^^^^^^^^''^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^-^^'---^^^-^^--^^^^---^--*-^ *~l.S.^ "- * ^ ^rS^r^g^

Wok Chinese Restaurant

LUNCH BUFFET-DINNER
Bring in this ad and receive

10% off dinner only
Expires 6/30/90

Use Our Banquet Facilities for Your Graduation Parties!

Set menus for 10-100 people
2 hours free parking

276-10341
424 N. Beverly Dr. Beverly Hills

(Between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

4—

During Itay At

Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites - $84'$94

FEATURING COMPLIMEOTARY
Kitchenette suites Continental Bredl<fast

Heated Pool w/garden patid Shuttle Service to __
Color T.V. UCLA &. Westwood

7-

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, Westwood
213/474-3511 or 800/44-MOTEL

/y

<^\

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
• Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwc)(xi Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024 ' /

(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

Daily Bruin A & E

Stage

Homeless artists br

Creations foster awareness
By Joanne J. Choi
Staff Writer

'•

STAGE: Los Angeles Poverty Department Starring Kevin
Williams. Lisa Hart. Donna Bitner. Joe Mobile. D.J. Smith
Nancy King. Ricardo Porter. David Hallenda and Pat
Perkins. Performed in Westwood Plaza at noon May 29
HomeAid Week May 28-June 1. Sponsored by Hunger
Project & Community Service Commission For info call

(213) 825-2600.

'7^ he more ofa man, just because he has ajob? or a
home?"— Kevin Williams, Los Angeles Poverty Depart-
ment

You've seen ihem roaming the streets and huddled
in doorways. They're "the Jiomeless." You turn on
the tube, and Connie C^ng; is broadcasting another
version of their plight. But for all the media hoopla,
there is still a patronizing air toward the homeless.
After all, such homeless segments are produced by
those who have homes.

As the media pulls John Doe off the street and tries
to make his life story more than just another statistic,

one might wonder: What is it like on the other side?
Instead of homeless men and women being ques-
tioned and observed like experimental subjects, how
about homeless men and women actually talking
about their lives and sharing their stories . . .? How
about homeless men and women bringing photo-
graphs into their worid and recording it for us to
vicariously experience?

The Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPD) is

the first performance group in the nation whose
members are homeless or formerly homeless people

that the force of the play stems the vitality and anger
LAPD's members.
M times, the members would sit down and join the

audience. During the scenes, performers would
sometimes be interrupted by a stray catcall or shout
of another member. Sometimes, a fierce dialogue
ensued.

Other times, members would stray from the scene
to tell passersby about the homeless— in spite of the
theatrics going on behind them.

Nevertheless, their message was clear. As
observers began to truly realize that the performers
were homeless, and as it sank in that when they
finished, they wouldn't be able to go home to watch
TV or sleep, the players' message becomes even
more poignant. It said, "Don't feel sorry for me! I

wasn't always homeless. And, I'm not here because I

want to be."

Their message was not one of class, creed or rac^.

But, at the most basic level, it was a message of
humanity. You realize that the LAPD is not just
another theater group. When they acted out the roles
of Precious, Deandre, et al, they were acting out their

lives and reliving experiences.

Picture perfect ^^—

A memo next to the photo exhibit in the Ackerman
Second Floor Lounge asks, "They are lonely, cold,

without food, no job, no home and no place to go. Is

this the irony of our society? Are these people the
forgotten? Have we no respect for anyone except
ourselves? It needs to stop. We need to care, How can
this happen in America?'*
- The photos, taken by Los Angeles homeless, are
filled with shots of lone men or women huddled into

-The LAPD came to UCLA Tuesday to perform
Precious, a play that masks their serious message
with a storyline similar to the plot of a weekly
television series — complete with a love triangle,
which consisted of Precious (Donna Bitner and
Nancy King), Deandre (Kevin Williams) and David
(David Hallenda).

But, you really don't go to watch just a play. You
go to watch the LAPD and, for just a short while, live
in the world of the homeless.

The play is a raw and angry story about how
society treats the homeless. But, it became apparent

doorways oi uii Uie street, Oieir loneliness "sncT
emptiness all too clear.

But, unlike any photos you may have seen of Skid
Row, they are backed by lorn cardboard, which
makes you remember that these aren't like other
photos. And, the LAPD isn't just another theatrical

group.

Ask Connie Chung about the homeless, and she'll

give you a smart, well-researched script. But ask the

homeless, and they'll give you their lives.

Hunger Project is looking for volunteers. A
summer orientation will be heldin Ackerman Union
2412 today at noon and 3 p.m.

Homeless poets turn experience into verse
By Jeff Krieger

Contributor

Five men poured out their hearts

in front of Kerckhoff Hall Tuesday
afternoon. The men were identi-

fied as Alexander, Southern Com-
>fort, K-O, Russ and Dino. After the

demonstration, the men left as a

group to spend their night on
flattened cardboard boxes some-
where in downtown Los Angeles.
You see, these men are home-

less.

They are members of the

Homeless Writers' Coalition, a
group of homeless artists vyho have
grouped together to educate the

public about the plight of those

forced to live on L.A.'s grimy
streets.

The five men took turns reciting

their poetry for a responsive
crowd. As expected, many of the

STARMAN

works included images of life on
the street— poems with titles such
as "Cardboard America," "Day to

Day," "Lack of Compassion" and
"America the Beautiful."

Some of their other works spoke
of bitter resentment towards social

problems such as gang warfare and
drug addiction.

Most of the poetry, though,

responded to those who ignore the

homeless as wqll as to those who
value their lives less than their

possessions and social status.

Several of the men reacted in

anger; some seemed confused.

One poem by Southern Com-
fort, titled "Truth," spoke of true

brotherhood. He wondered how
other black men can call him
"brother" on the street and still

ignore his situation. To him, a
brother is someone who cares.

Most of the writers said they

have lived on the street for at least

six months, and added that they
have often found themselves in

unheard of circumstances.

Alexander, a tall and wiry man
full of energy and stories abound,
told of the time he had to wait to sit

in a chair. Looking for a place to

sleep one evening, he found a
church that lined up chairs on the

street for people to sleep in. After
waiting a I^w hours, Alexander
finally got some shuieye-
After the readings, the writers

stayed around to answer questions

and provide their audience with

information on how to help. They
did not ask students for money.
Instead, they said that what they

really needed was moral support.

If you would like to help people
in real need, please contact the

Homeless Writers' Coalition or

The Hunger Proiect at 825-26(X).

From page 18
Over The Cuckoo's Nest, receiving five Oscars. He
has also been the producer of The China Syndrome,
Starman and the Romancing duo. The pattern

continues this summer with the release o( Flatliners,

starring Keifer Sutheriand, Julia Roberts and Billy

Baldwin. There is a chance that he will soon pursue

directing, "as I dwindle away from those leading-

man years."

The Spencer Tracy award, established by Campus
Events, holds special significance for him, as he says

"I studied Tracy*s style and his natural presence on
screen. He was a great inspiration." He was also glad

to have the opportunity to accept the award on
campus, saying "It was a very nice turn out, and it was
great to touch base with the students at UCLA."

In the end, nothing seems to shake his poise— not

the questions that suggest he has a potentially

receding hairline, or deranged fans, or anything else.

In keeping with his matter-of-fact persona,

Douglas sums up his career thus far: "It's hard to

believe I've been doing this for 20 years already. I

guess many people see it as a steady ascension

towards success, but I see it as a lot of hard work. I

just feel blessed that I love what I'm doing."
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STUDENTS, PHONE HOME!
1-800-PHONE-CARD

^ ONLY 19.3^ PER MINUTE
Np SUrchargfi/ monthly fee, or minimum usage!

Call 24 hrs nationwide from any touch-tone phone

Stop paying more for local & regular

7 long distance. j

.

Also: 19.3c per min. 1-800 Voice Messaging
(Private, toll-free, 2-way, answering service)

FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-223-7592 then at tone, 435-4432
Sales reps also wanted. Call now!
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LEVI'S SPECIAL $15.99
Have your jeans customized!

==Wc dio kce & trim to order

buy ours - $25.00

bring in yours $35,00
Nq two pair alike!

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block North of Pico

GRanite 9-7413

'mm.vwi/m

Taco Tuesday
6pm - 10pm

Tequila
990

TACOS 500
ta

21 and over

9595 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, (213) 550-1599

Valet Parking Available after 6pm

\\\\\\\\\\v//////////
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DENTAL
SCREENING

r Y<MJI^ DHJfrAL EXAMS SliOW VOU mm A SIMPLE
C*.^ANWaAri^lNaAOCH.DeRCWNmftTCOUU^BE DONE
BY A STUDENT 0MRIH6 H» 0UWI6AL BOATOS, YOU MAY
OMAUFY FOR THIS TYPE OF FF^E DE^frAl TR%AT(yENT.

. $ommm<i cmmjcmo may 2$ & june 1

. FROM8AM-4PM
lOCAtlCW: CNENTM. CliN^C LOBBY
FW WOBE INFCtflMATION CONTACT:

OOftIS McCOY 82S**5$3e

FUNDED BY THE CAfc«n^ PROGRAMS COMMITTEE Mm-
^^J^^^iI^%.f3^^^A9M^^^^ BOARD,

I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYM!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

HAIR
474-3881

FREE haircut with any perm
from $30

FREE cellophane, clear or color

with expert highlights or coloring

from $30
manicure and pedici^^^^

at Angela's Hair Salon
23zz westwooa Blvd. Free parking in the back

SECURE YOUR FUTURE NOW!
$500 SCHOLARSHIPS • PEOPLEWARE FROM THOR-100% RETAINED • ENHANCE YOUR

RESUME • EXPERIENCE A VARIETY OF PROFESSIONS
Thor offers fun, $, a great business reference for your resume, a learning opportunity for your special
regs., flexible hrs, easy fn/vy access & parking.

AVAILABLE OPPORTUNITIES

ACCOUNTING
*Staff Accountants

*Bookkeepers/Clerks

COMPUTER
*PC/CRT/Entry

^Operations/Programming

*Trainers/Analysts ~

nx^

WORD PROCESSING
-^*PC Entry —

'*WP Operators/Sec'ys

GENERAL OFFICF
*Receptionists

*Office Clerks

*Secretaries/Typists

MARKETING
*Telemarketers

*Sales Reps (internal positions)

Ask about $500 Scholarship Eligibility. For
convenience and confidentiality, make a positive
call today.

4055 Wilshire

Los Angeles, 90010
(213) 487-0130

2080 N. Tustin Ave.

Santa Ana, 92701
(714) 973-1783

7334 Topanga Cnyn BI..113

Canoga Park, 91303
(818) 710-1800

23430 Hawthorne BL#250
Torrance, 90505
(213)373-0922

2500 E. Colorado Bl..#350

Pasadena, 91107
(818) 795-2202

3600 Lime St..#128
Riverside, 92501
(714) 824-2070

['

ATTENTION
Applications are now available for the Following Positions in the

Office of the Executive Vice President for the 1990-91 School Year:
->.

Chief of Staff
'

Executive Assistant
Administrative Assistant
Auerbach Internship Directors (2)
Editor-in-Chief, USAC Chronicle
Assistant Editor, USAC Chronicle
USAC Chronicle Staff (2)
Appointment Review Committee
(ARC Director)
Program Director

J

Applications are available in 31 2D Kerckhoff Hall.

Due date is Friday, June 1st. ; f

GET INVOLVED!
Paid for by USAC-Your Student Government

THE SILOS
From page 19

"The way wc figure it," says

guitarist and vocalist Bob Rupc, "if

you slay with something long

enough it will all come together in

the end."

It was in '87 thai this belief had
its first test, when [l\e Rolling Stone

Critics' Poll dubbed the five-piece

Best New American Band, but the

American public decided to main-
tain an opposing opinion.

"It's a little strange," says Rupc,
"because that didn't lead any-
where. You might think it would
make a lot of people take notice.

And to a certain extent it did. But
back then, our live shows weren't
up to snuff. So a lot of people came
to see us who are interested in our
material, but left completely
turned off to us." f

Despite the backlash from the

well-intentioned critical accolade,

the Silos decided to keep the faith

and held their heads held high.

They rehearsed frequently and
performed many live shows as

they could lo improve upon what-
ever faults ihcy had..

The result: as vocalist and
guitarist Waller Salas-Humara
puts ii, "Now, we're ilic best we've
ever been."

"A lot of people still don't know
about us," he adds. "And a lot of
people still haven't seen us pcF~
form. And I'm aciually kind of
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TWIN PICKS
Laura says: Stop working harder and start working smarter!

S 1 1 Seiko Instruments Inc
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glad o t thai. Nui liiai I don't wanf
people to hear us; bu-l now we've
really got ii together and feel ready
to live up lo the Rolling Stone
praise."

This evening, at Club Lingerie,

the Silos are performing what one
might call a re^lemption concert,

showing how three yc^rs of hard
work has transformed the band
into a real rock and roll horse.

Willi two albums l>ebind ihcm,
About Her Steps and Cuba, and a

less than promising outlook for a

future in the major leagues, the

Silos set to work on their tiiird

self-tilled LP. Since no labels were
biting at the prospect, they decided
lo finance the project themselves.

However, they ran into monet-
ary difficulties, leading them to

seek aid through showcase perfor-

mances for industry personnel.

And this time it paid off:
'

RCA Records encountered a

band committed lo their vision,

unbending in their principles and
passionately bound lo their work.

Provided with the budget to com-
plete The Silos, the five piece —
drummer Brian Doherty, bassist

J.D. Foster, and pianist/organist

Kenny Margolis rounding out the

band — set their sights for Florida

to record in an old convened
theater.

"We chose it because it gave the

songs a bigger sound," says Salas-

Humara. "We wanted lo record the

songs with the large, open feeling

of a concert hall. And also, this

place was so big, we could go there

and not feel claustrophobic like in

a studio. That kept the recording
process on a more relaxed level so
we could clearly capture the

original intentions of the songs."

However, as Rupe notes, none
of the material was bound by any
restrictions whatsoever. Quite
often, he says, a song would
change dramatically from what
was written originally.

"I think," he explains, "by
keeping everything fairly open, the

album turned out well — much
better than what we had planned.

"

It's a simpler album than what
we've done in the past. Whpn we
kept the spontaneity level high, a ,

lot of the more complex elements
j

were taken out. So the album
sounds like a band performing and
not five guys stuck in the studio

See THE SILOS, page 2{3

Lothaire Bluteau plays the
title character in 'Jesus of
Montreal.

'

JESUS'
From page 18

The story begins as Daniej
Coulombe, young actor, is asked to

'freshen up' the annual Passion
play at the local religious shrine.

He snatches up four other actors

from jobs like dubbing porno
_flicks and making sexy TV ads.

They become his friends and his

disciples.

Their avant-garde Passion play
becomes a sensation in Montreal,
but incurs the wrath of the clergy

for suggesting that Jesus was^the
son of a Roman soldier.

Daniers life begins to parallel
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SEIKO TR-1200 and TR-1400
French/English Translator

Spanish/English Translator

80,000 words! currency calc

$68.00

SEIKO WP-4000
Dictionary/Thesaurus

9R.000 Definitions!

500,000 Synonyms!
$96.00 .

Call 1-800-347-9689 for free catalog and order form

AES American Educational Systems

t

ihai of Jesus' with sleazy lawyers
and ad men standing in for the

darker side. It is here that Arcand
takes his finest jabs at society.

The character of Daniel, is

superbly played by Lothaire Blu-

teau, Canadian actor exu-aordi-

naire. His performance is gripping

and magnificent. His onscreen
charisma is amazing. He deserves

a halo.

Giving excellent support are

Remy Girard and Robert Lepage
as Daniel's disciples.

If you see any movie this year
see this one. You won't be
disappointed.

Amen. "^

THE SILOS

f-»

From page 22

overiaying tracks and polishing up
"~all Die rough edges. It sounds like

five guys playing together and
having a lot of fun."

This may be the secret to how
\he Silos can retain that rootsy

feeling of American rock music.
There's no indication that these

guys really concern themselves
with any record company politics.

Their driving force rests within the

music and their motivation to

convey that music to their listen-

ers.

As Salas-Humaras says, the

Silos are about writing good songs
and keeping the process enjoyable

at the same time.

Il sounds like a task which may
not reach the widespread audience
range; but, in the long run, it may
just make the Rolling Stone Cri-

tics' Poll a reality that will outlast

much of today's current r(x:k and
roll market.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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A(AnFMir SUPPORTS
BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAM
PRESENTS

ACADKMir SUPPORTS
BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAM

MOVIE

FEATURING

A
Sunday, June 3rd

6- 10pm

NIGHT
"THE MACK"

A film which glorified and
popularizcdthe role of the pimp.

It was a very popularfilm among
African youth (particularly

young mcn)when it was origmally

released.

&
"SEASON'S
REASONS"

TTiis years all-African UCLA
"student prroduciion about the

former 6()"s aciivi.sLs.

PRESENTS

MOXJE NIGHT
"THE MACK"

A film which glorified and

populanzedthe role of the pimp.

It was a very popularfilm among
African youth tparucularly

young men)when it was origmally

released.

&
"SEASON'S
REASONS"

This year's all-African UCLA
student produQtjon about the

former 6()"s activists.

Hedrick Hall

Fireside Lounge
DISCI SSION WILL FOLLOW EACH FILM.

Sunday, June 3rd

6-lOpm
Hedrick Hall

Fireside Lounge
DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW EACH FILM.

ASU ASU
ArADIMir SUPPORTS
BK; BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAM
PRESENTS

ACADIMK SUPPORTS
BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAM
PRESENTS

MOVIE

FEATURING

A
Sunday, June 3rd

6-lOpm
Hedrick Hall

Fireside Lounge
DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW EACH FILM.

NIGHT
"THE MACK"

A film which glorified jiml

popularizedthe role of ihc pimp.

It was a very populart'ilm among
African youth (particularly

young men)when it w;ls originally
' released.

«^

& :

"SEASON'S
REASONS"

This year s all-African UClv\
^student production about the '

form^ '60's activists.

MOVIE

FEATURING

NIGHT
"THE MACK"

A film which glorified and

fx^pulan/edthe role of the pimp
It was a very popularfilm amonc

African youth (particulariv

young mcniwhcn it was origin.ill\

re leasee!.

&
"SEASON'S
REASONS"

This year's all African UClv\
^student production abi>ut the

former tO's activists.

A
Sunday, June 3rd

6-lOpm
Hedrick Hall

Fireside Lounge
DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW EACH FILM.

M
-T—-t^ 1 -, -
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liWm ^®[1D K]@[SW®Q|]@^^

^5i@ ^®QD ^K]^Q®[iOSW
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Groups

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians lo

am. Stardom seekers need not a(

(213)204-2016 West L.A.

Pgrsencrf- 4#

ACLU OF SO CAL- PRESENTS PROGRAM
EXPLORING RACISM, SEXUAL
HARASSMENT-GAY BASHING ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES FEATURING UCLA STUDEI^T
-BAi^Hfi HOWARi>»PM TONIGHT. IjtGH.

Brum

LAND GROUND 742 ^ttGHLAND AVE. Vi

BLOCK NORTH OF MELROSE.
Henr

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weignt
Doctor recommended.

All Matural.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484

SUBJECTS WANTED
Students, staff, and fiaculty w/ gingivitis and plaque
are wanted for a dental research project. We are

testing the BRAUNT and the INTERPLAK*
electric toothbrushes as coinpared to a manual

toothbrush. Individuals selected for the study will

receive a free toothbrush and $50.00. Please call:

Ms. Jeanne Porush at 743-5902 for a screening appt.

if you are interested.

Sponsored by the USC School of Dentistry

^NT

T KAREN BARNETT (XQ)

A You are one
Amazing Senior!

Chi-Omega is

going to miss you!

Love
Your Senior Pal

-KK

J AO
^ would like to^~

recognize
PAM

WATROUS
Sister of the

Month

Yo, Henri did ya

pick up your

I rPi^K ID H-y t*

patch'?

Oh yesss. and all

the bros are pre-

partying at the

Friendship Bar.

Hey Henri, just

shut up and

rage.

Carol

Let's have a great

time this weekend!!

y Chris

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Discussion. Thurs Book Study

Ffi sup Sudv AU 352S 12:15 115
Tu« "S-? irm ^X\TI, VKW Oiscuision

NPI C8S38 12:10-1 «)
For alcotwta Of Individuali who havt «

dfinhing probttm

(213) 387-a3ie

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

*Th« Rr-ol Sokjffon'

Monday noorvl pot

AOC 3520
ThLfftdoy noovl pm

NPt C*«0

*
*
*
*

THOUGHT-PROVOKING VIDEOS; SIMU-
LATED WORLDS (Life in Computers?). |une

4th 4pm Ackerman 2408. Mlf^D AND BRAIN-
-junc 6th 4pm Ackerman 351 7.

"The Harmony Of Science And Religion."

Thursday |une 7, 5- 7pm. Ackerman 3508.

Sponsor: The Baha'i Club.

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966.

FREE CARPET CLEANING
for every 2 rooms steam cleaned at|

aor replar price, yon get 1 room cleaned freel

• Valid w/thia ad •

•$11 per room prescribing avail

•free estimates
878-6940

SB^3C ^*^*^^^^^^'-^n

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

46P.IANO
'^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^T'

Fm Oelmfy Tickets

ANGELS - DODGERS
PHIL COLLINS JANET JACKSON
Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Santana - Phantom - New
Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew "Dice" Clay - Luther Vandross -

Rush - Oingo Boingo Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Rain
Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 ah Events
FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

^(yna44i4€U€Ulofi^ to

(AE0)

—^

on jio€U

AumuAe

(Sf fUfifUna!!)

Swim, Bike, Run!

You're Number One!

Good Luck, Cob!!

Love/

Shimeez V^

Daily Bruin Classified
'
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"Strap him in tighter! Hq's beginning to look violent!"

I could clearly understand the words spoken by the attendQnt.-qsJhfey.p^Usted the straight jacket.

But they meant nothing to .rne. ,-. .S;i}:^i--yl>liW:i::^^.,:
"Poor guy," muttered-.one p,f.jfiny>frat^rhity brotl^^is>it-JO0i<s;Hl<i9;ii6-^^^^ one too many
parties. '

''0f^}}Mf0:^^^^^^^^ -iW^^^yy^y^iM^i'
''''''''''''

Tha attendant carri^-,Ti^'e,fe^<A^fd^ dmbuldnce waiting to take me to the
Happy Acres Menfg}:f6rm:lW''Ptesrv^-/-FreshQ'^^^ thought...but for some crazy reason I

grinned. M-iH^0f' .. ^.^::-:x-'{^y:y}y}fJ<'-^'{\-.>...

The words of my l^othibj'-Stayed witlt-m he had said. Indeed. I had been
pushing myself to the Very edg©'.of,s0o}ty. l^rty^^'-'^Oi^^^^ until the realities of UCLA and
studying and work receed^'-ifrtp'a b1urred'^ftierriory'.,V<:3j^d'.th^-,b took over. And they
were always the sarrie/yi^fdj^^s'df wild savaO^;pairite#:in bieioa^^^^ jur^gle juice and chasing
naked wicked women':drcf<3^^'a tropical isicir^d. Cas6'adii^'j^<^t6^^^ compliment the ernerold

green rain forest, all unid^^r a cloudless, painfi:^ty,blue sky. Unspigdkqfe;He Vituols filled my visions, and I

reteated further and^furt^^^^ into this mentplly'enected paradise..."Cqrt>/e give him one last Moi-Toi

for the road?" one bf my brothers asked thejqt+endant. '^Sure. He's'^r^^ped in. 1 don't see how it

could hurt." v/v v/;-;

I drained the Mai—Tai in one gulp, knowing fuflSivell what my bros and th# attendant did not. That this

one last drink was a very special drink. It was Oljineeded to throw myseff off the cliff of sanity, for this

was no mere rage, this was... ^ -:#:

MADNESS
'-^ t , ' * -*-r^

* . ' ' :3Z7

u-

^cj\K0tM^}iSJS\e 2nd
' ' . '

»

Pre-madnessvfeBr^Qtt^^^^^ Poolside Spnn

ja a
Li^

WT^ ^<symL̂ia

iiCCmCDCD

Dear Scottyy

—ft^ been' 6 months since

y

—
3 days after...

Ton are my Best Friend
I Love TouH

In Himy Marisa

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Free Dental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

Need paticnu for dental
license cxani at UCX-A.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
L<cavc message

BACCALAUREATE STUDENT SPEAKER
COMPETITION. Any graduating senior inter-

ested in speaking at the Ecumenical Christian

University Baccalaureate 6/1 7 please contact

the University Religious Conference by 5/31

for information at (213)208-5055.

FAMILY DENTISTRY! v.l.P.
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

-^ 1620 Westwood Blvd.
-"—

—

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergency service

Now you can join our private
practice, become a v.l.P.

member and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
Offer not valid when using
dental Insurance coverage.

"Patients Are Special"

Sat, June 2
S25 LAMDFAIR

9 pm — Invite Only

IS^PORT YOUR ISEST REACH ATTIRE
A<I) A<t) A<1> A<I> AO A<t> AO AO AO A<t> A* A<^ A<1> A<J) A<1> A<t> A<1> A<1>

ALPHA PHIS
GOOD LUCK
ON FINALS

AND
I HAPPY SUMMER!!!

<

<

<

<

<

id«.

1 ^% , » ^^ar.
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What happens when you gather a mass of college

students, add one thousand pounds of cardboard
boxes and mix It all together with a hardy brew!

PHI
CHOANERS - HOT BOXER
Invite Only

Boxers a must!

645 Landfair

Featuring KROQ^s
The Poorman

Tonight 9:00 p.m.
Sponsored by

D" oNiv 1 onri B Q
II

iiiCr LiOgauy IICI9 Mirivt^u

KROQ
1 G

^

One Word ... One Party ... One Goal

Tomorrow starting at 9:00 p.m. at

a Phi Psi Near You. Invite only.

JFP Baby
' •. ID Required

2li(p4inMirvfl By

^gAgUNiSf THE VILLAGE DELI udwcise ^UBUJRV—-»ij ®)

AEO
Senior Party

'90

June 3, 1990

Meet at

Village Deli
Seniors: 7:30 pm
Others: 9:00 pm

WANIED
LISA DERBY
Notorious girlfriend with'

contagious spaztic

tendencies. Beware-
survived 1 year and
lives day by day.

Please notify if

she's not smiling.

Peace Dude,
Dusty

I
^^ AXQ Pledges |

"* get ready to turn in
that pledge pin and get
excited for this

weekend. We can't w^it
S to have you in the
i^ sisterhood!

LLITB- The Actives ^^

Congratulations A10 and KA!

Two Awards in our Mardi Gras Category

Most Profitable and Best Overall . Way to Go!!

Congratulations
to KAI CHUBB

' (AAA)b ^
and

Steve Janowsky
(eZ)

on your lied

about pinning.

We are so
excited for you!

CHI OM
present the

Raging

Hell

Of a

Bash for .
•

,

Every

Traveling

Adventure!!

SENIORS
third annual

Destination

Unknown...

Buses leave —
9:00

Seniors Pre-Party

at Cafe Cafe!

6:30

ic:

T-+-

/'•
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IT'S 9TH WEEK AND ALL 1$ QUIET
$0 SENIORS DECIDE TO START A RIOT

6:45 IS HICH TIDE
TO DASH ON OVER TO OUR SIDE.

SO JOIN US ALL FOR OUR LAST ADIEU
TO OUR SISTERS:

WE LUV U!

\ \

\ '
/

/

^^
Love, EK, Ardath, Trinh, Kelly, I>eannfi^ Staccy, Kara, Anne Mfine. Amy, Stephanie, Sara,

Bridgette, Michelle Greene & Yost, Denise, Karen, Susie; Laurie, Kelly, Danielle, Joie

Research volunteers between the ages of d^8 and
65 experiencing these synnptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

We ^^ You—"Nye Nye'^
...So Thrilled about
your engagement

Missy Nye
and

*• *Tom Whiteknight
Best to you both' always

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA Free treatment provided Call

Or Brownstonc, (213)460 4245

5^BS PEOPLE p4^ Kappa Delta ^^
Spring Party

Friday June 1

Jamaica Bay Inn

Meet at KA 7:15 pm

Health Services 22

LOSE UP TO 29lbs. m 30 days' 1 00% natural,

Ooctof^ recommended, Cuarantccitt—Prec"

home <how. (21 3^281 -6732

WANTED!' 100 people We'll pay $$$ to lose

weight. 100% natural and guaranteed Adeic

(213) 281-3037

We Accept All Vision Care Plaos,

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

#
/

/

Happy ^
Graduation

to the Stellar

Seniors of AAA
We will really

miss you
A¥ your ^si^ters

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. ExceJIent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheer

Health Services

EATINC; DISORDER
THERAPY (iROUPS
Lmnteri nj-gning^ t vidaWe NOW

Dr. .Mark Hcrmin, Ciirucal

Psychologis;,

caiing disorder specialist. Individual

appoinlmcnls available. (213)655-6730

Acupuncture
Stop smokmg/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

Bushman-—
(Spaz 1)

Last Bash #1, B.W.,

C.P., Papagayos,

the E.B., Palm^:

Springs, Mammoth,

the Alarm, the

beach, formals,

Last Bash #2...

I can't say enough,

but I'm sure you

know what I mean.

Peace dude, love,

Derb (spaz 2)

-Wow^
NICOLE VON
RUDEN (AAA)

' and
TIM HALL (Ben)

are pinned!!

Gpngrats!

We ^ you Nick!

MARK
Congratulations on

winning the Gei^ry

Wise Award. Good
luck in law school.

M

Ron
Mathiasen-
Congratulations
on winning
boih IFC

Scholarships
-Your TEO Bros

Debbie-

ril always be there

for you; No matter

how long it takes.

Let's make the most

of this weekend.

Kenny

WHAT A ROCK!

Corigratulations
"^

to

Laura Lynton (AAA)

and John Manley

on your promise.

(AE0)

{AX~ 'Mfe)

Research Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY KESFARCH SUB)FCTS
WITH ASTHMA, ACF.S 12 AND OLDEK
INTFKFSTFD IN TRYING NFW ASTHMA MF
DICATION COMPARFD TO PLACFHO \H-

VOLVFS OFFICF VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820 6574

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentionar prob-

lems 7-11 years needed for UCLA research

project. Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation (21.3)825-0392.

MALE volunteers with fair skin needed for sun

screen study. Will be paid Contact Mike at

(213)828 8887

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 1 1 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and

have a scciniific learning experience
(213)825 0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21-55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over six months

who have been treated unsuccessfully by

conventional methods. Will complete medical

symptom quc>stionnaires and undergo jaw

examination. Qualifying subjed* receive plas-

tic appliance filtc<3E»ovcr teeth and connected

to battery operated electrical stimulation de-

vice which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion to lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5

nights to portable device recording EMC, ECG,
respiration Payment $1(X) Contact Lynne,

Clinical Research Center (21 3)825 9792.

HAY FEVER SUFFERERS AGES 18<i0 INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN EXPERIMENTAL HAY
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAL YOU WILL BE PAID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RESEARCH PROJECT CALL
(213)820 6574 ASK FOR FARIBA, Ml
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

Bulimia Nervosa
I o • • *

Ltunt; an^ry a t a knock ox\ your door
,

during a binge.

Getting scared when you can't throw up.

Swearing you will never hinge or throw up
again.. ^

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psychotherapy for women

• trappc(i in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa
Office in Westwood Area

(21.3)474'4165 ' a

Don't Give up. Freedom is possible.
y

Opportunities

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For tnformaiion Cancer pai:enis

Call Anna throughoul I A
(818) 986 3883 Iron yoof panic

26 Help Wanted 30

r

4954 Van Ni/yt Blvd SMrman Oaks

"BEST BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN 25

YEARS" Start earning what you're worth now
24hr message (818)594-7469

$800,000 If you have the courage to call It

could make you rich. (213)280-3558

LOSE WEIGHT and have your cookie too For

more info, on new classic fiber diet cookie,

call Tcrri (213)578-6633. Buy or become a

distributor

Help Wanted 30

COMPUTER SALES- PA, F/T in WLA computer

slorg. Call (213) 477-4505 Ask for Danny

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physlaue.
High commisions! QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

DMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER Secretary

for Real Estate Dcvclopcr/Atlomey/Brokcr

Yot^i^pcrienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC Great pay Career opportunity. FA, PA.
(213) 5572315

AIDE for young man in wheel chair Domestic
chores. Run errands, assist with therapy. Must
have car 20hrs/wk $60(Vmo m Santa Monica.
(213)450-6719

BENETTON- COSMETICS CORP Looking for

Market Coordinator/paritimc/Cosmetic ex-

perience a plus but not necessary. Send
resumes to Brenda Wilda. 659 S Cloverdale

»306 LA 90036

BEV HILLS- Attorney needs ?r^ bilingual legal

assistant (Spanish-English) $(VVir Ask for

Mr Brown (213) 855-1861

BOOKKEEPER F/C Thru statements Sharp
Century City office R/E management com-
pany, opportunity for advancement, agressive,

take-charge To $50K. (213)557-0142

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M F 40hrs/wk |une

25-Sept $4 25 and up DOF Beverly Hills

YMCA 553 0731

CAT LOVER: Sweet cat necd» canng foster

home for summer. All supplies & $50/month.
(213)653 9018

i I

LIFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTORS
WANTED

Attention swimmers All areas of LA
Earn $12-14/hr. Great job Call for

application & interview. Lifeguard swim I

lessons. (818)886 1935 (213)274-8042

-^r-Ar-r^.

I.. 1
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Help Wanted

CHUOCARE person needed at health club.

Morning to mid-afternoon. 1 5-20hrsywk. Ask
far Vkki. (213)629-6836.

aERICAL SUMMER JOB- Approximately 30
hnAMfc, flexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience

preferred, call between 2:00-8:00 pm. (21 3)

271-5793.

Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audiiition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

COMPUTER PROC/ANALYST, FA. for

Biomed Company in WLA. Minimum 2 year

work experience in DBASEII, clipper, C and

LAN. 3 COM 3-»- knowledge helpful. User

inte.'facing and good programming skills re-

quired. Fringe benefits. Send resume to: One
Lambda, 2435 Military Ave. LA, CA 90064.

COUNSELORS, Oaycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- -opportunity guide

S300-$900 weekly (506)927-9768 Ext C5.

DATA FNTRY light typing general offic

ikills. Hours
(213)273 9631

flexible. $7/hr. Call now!

DELIVERY ROUTES AVAILABLE Must have

Wednesdays free. Car required. $10/hr. Santa

Monica area. Thru summer. Albert

(213)273-9400 or (213)657-9529

DRIVER NEEDED for lunch delivery. $lQ/hr

plus Car needed (213)829-3000.

DRIVERSi^OURIERS Wilshire Brokerage Firm

SlG^r. -f bonuses. Must have car, know area

PA afternoons, evenings. (21 3)281-8316. Pri-

mitive Financial.

Part-time

Office Asst*
needed immediately

to work in a busy
. student travel

agency.

20-30 hrs./wk.

Please call Lynn at:

(213) 824-7083

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB. Make
S600-S2000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Cair^ valuable business experience work-

ing with very dynamic business men and
women. (213)841-2060.

EXTRAS needed for film and comnrtercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.
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SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:

•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARKAIVEST VALLEY

(818) 703-8486 =
CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY

(805) 494-1145

BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
(818) 954-8220

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213) 473-8788

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center. $6/hr. Roz (213)657-5183.

POSITION for bright individual as Executive

Director for lARC. Computer skills required.

Full or part-time. Must speak Farsi. For ap-

pointment call (213)475-4777.

.PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED WAI-
TERS NEEDED, M/F, to work private parties,

flexible. Transportation, impeccable appear-

ance a must. (213)746-5419.-

f SUMMER f
I JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

wordprocessing, etc. Call

for appointment:

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fulleiion

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 906-1141

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Temporary
Personnel

SS EASY MONEY S$ Shoe designs wanted.

}100eaon accepted designs. Casual, athletic,

or blend. Accepted designs become properties

of Spat2 Footwear: 3407W 6th St, Unit 806 LA
CA 90020 (213)736-5194

TELEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR-
TUNITY. Earn salary versus commission work-
ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Call

(213)273-9631.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
' Full A Part-time •
• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Worlc*
Men, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

FILM PRODUCTION CO needs assistant

secretary, 2 hrs. morning. Office SM. Must be
reliable, jay (213)390-0620

FLORAL P^IGNFRS for super Westwood
village shop. FT/PT positions availalbe. Great

working conditions Marjie (213)208-4000.

GENERAL OFFICE. PfJ. TV celeb, author

r^eeds reliable person to assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between
10am-2pm(2 13)205-0226.

GREAT EXPERIENCE! Part-time accounting/

legal assistant position available within Real

Estate/Entertainment firm. Duties include data

entry, recofKiliations, spreadsheets general

office tasks, etc. $7.5O-8.00/hr. 15-20 hrs/wk.

For more info call Nancy at (213)273-2050.

HELP OWNER run small business center. PT
year round. 3 miles north of Sunset off Beverly

Glen. 10-18 hrsAvk 55- 7^r (213)475-0788.

HELP WANTED to remove Medical records.

S6^r. Call Mrs. Griffin. (213)559-8823.

HIGH-END ARCHITECTURAL/INTERIOR DE-
SIGN FIRM seeks receptionist for full-time

position. Macintosh experience a plus! David

(213)284-3232.

HOURLY WAGE. Summer job. Can start now.
Show EZ, fun, discounts to frats, clubs, etc.

Need two.PT okay. (213)841-4044.

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.50/lo

start. No cxp. necessary. P/T, F/T available.

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

Do CREATIVE opportunities attract you?

Spend a summer or longer working in UCLA
telecommunications. We want to challenge and be

challenged to INNOVATE!

Telecommimications wants to tap the

INTELLIGENCE and EXPERTISE available in the

student population on this campus. We are seeking

highly motivated students to fill professional level

positions in the following areas:

computer programming

space/resource management
>

document preparation

research/analysis

library development

If you have strong analytical ability, excellent

written/oral commimication and interpersonal skills,

relevent experience, and are interested in

conveniently campus located, well-paying,

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
"

Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

MACINTOSH CAD SALESPERSON wanted.

Should be familiar w/major CAD packages.

High commissions. David at (213)264-3232.

SALES/SUMMER- F/T, minimum $4,000 or

more/month. OUtgoing/experienced/
extravert. Must have car. (213) 962-1874.

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS. Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortur>e

500 affiliated marketing company. Summer
positions available, $2000-5000/month. Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious

inquiries only. Call now, (213)841-2060.

MATURE responsible male adult, to provide

personal care to dissablcd many Daily. Strong

reference, 1 block from campus $25C/mo.

(i? 13)208-5732.

MEDICAL receptionist in physical therapy

office full-time, Westwood. Experience re-

quired. Outstanding opportunity. Salary/

benefits. (213)208-3316.

NATIONWIDE TALENT/MODEL search for

nat'l marketing publications. CEEC Entertain-

ment. 1(800)445-2077.

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills.

F/T or PA, top salary, flexible hours. (213)

939-2111.

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9.25/start,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call

9-3pm. (818)567-4147.

PARKING, CASHIERS/Atlendanls immediate

openings. Century City/Valley locations. Valid

CDL. Call 9-12, M-F, EOE. (213)5538690

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experience. Minimum 50 wpm.
Good grammar and spelling. Professional

attire. 15-20 hrsywk. %7/^t.-^. 1 -block from

campus. (213)208-5732

P/T, DRYCLEANING counterperson— will

train. 20 hours^k, 2 or 3 afternoons •t-8 hours

on Saturday. Start at J6-$7.50/hr -ffree dryQ_
leaning. (213)4748525. __~

P/T, people needed to take inventory in retail

stores, availability 9pm.-4am. or 6am.-3pm.
Earn $6Air. Anytime availability earn $6.5(Vhr.

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training. Call RGIS
(818)842-6631.

PT RECEPTIONIST in small realty office in

Beverly Hills M-F 1—4 $7.50 starting. Lisa

(213)271-9500.

REAL ESTATE assistant. DiversKied job. Marina
location. Call Eliana. (213)473.7928.

RECEPTIONIST/Typist. Legal and accounting
firm. Century City. F/T. $6/hr. (213) 553-0952.

RECEPTIONIST-P/T, F/T. Flexible hours in

pleasant doctor's office. Phones, filing, light

typing. Computer knowledge helpful but will

train! $6.5oVhr. Minnie (81 8)28? -9 208.

RECEPTIONIST-UNIQUE working environ-

ment in fast paced property management
company located in BH/W Hollywood area.

Some typing. Excellent communication skills,

professional attitude and enthusiasm required.

FA Andrea (213)271-4840

RECEPTIONIST- PA, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking. (213) 399-5418. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environment in Santa

Mortica.

RESTAURANT in Brentwood needs waitresses

M/F, PA, or FA. Call 472-3287.

Reliable part-time receptionist. Facial Salon

94 Call 213-476-4404 Leave Message

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top

salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

challenging employment; please send resume to

Sharon Schwartz, Persoryiel Manager, UCLA
Telecommunications, 405 Hilgard Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90024-1363. Salary range. Coordinator

position (one) $13.31-$15.98/hour. Salary range.

Associate positions (multiple) $11.49-$ 13.63?*

LAB ASSISTANTS, immunology lab ih Santa

Monica. PA, M-F, evenings (213)453-4560
Ask for Barbara.

LAB TECHNICIAN, biomed company in WLA
has FT summer and FT permanent positions,

serology department, BS required for FT per-

manent positions. Science majors with lab

courses for FT summer positions. Call Marg for

appt (213)478-1001.

LA SKI & SUN TOURS- Administrative Assis-

tant. FT, $1 500/mo & Excellent travel benefits.

Starting Aug. 1 St.,, Contact Phil Jonts.

(213)471-4025.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for an outdoor pool at a summer day
camp in WLA. Teach group and private lessons

to children ages 3-13 Experienced with cur-

rent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates Full time

summer, and/or part-lime. June 4

thru )une 25 (213)472-7474

LIFEGUARDS needed, LGT, CPR, first aid

required $6/hr + DOE Beverly Hills YMCA
(213)553 0731. '' /

IMMEDIATE
JOBS

TOP DOLLAR — Work your

hours. Paid weekly.

Temporary and permanent
jobs at LA's prestige

_hospitals, MD offices and
' industrial firms.

All sl<ills required.

Aames Personnel

271-6164

(•

J

•.
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland^s Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability i to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
*CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland*s Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

ATTENTION
Studeiits...Faculty...Staff

The Los Angeles Times Santa Monica/Westside

Division has P/T positions avail, in the telemarketing

dept. Work^ 5 hrs/day Mon-Sat. Shifts are

8:30-1:30 p.m. (Si'4'9 p.m. M-F, 9-2 p.m. on Sat.

Work near th'e beach, then go after work!!!

$5.35/hr, plus $7 to $12 per sale.

Call to arrange interview: 213-314-1233

DON'T FORGET!!!
Finals are coming,.

so The Daily Bruin ivill

be published
Monday^ June 4th
Thursday. June *yth

and Sunday. June 17th
CGraduation Day)

Don^t miss out^.^advertise no^w

^

•r-
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SAIL BOAT INSTRUCTOR needed in Marina
Del Rey, 25-28ft cruising sailboats Weekends
now. Full-time summer. Call 1 -800-225-9 776

SALES, salary + commission Part-time Prinl-

in^compAny^Will tram Wl A(2Ui47S.] 1 2f> .

TWO RECEPTIONISTS Weckdays-4 30-8:00

Weekends;9-6 Saturdays, 11-6 Sundays
Coverage to be divided. $6/hr. Available

immediately. (213)271-8300.

WAITKFSSFVWAITEKS fnr Wrslwnnd ;^n's

BE A MODEL. Up to Jl ,000/day. FLASHCAST
(213)661-7982 12001 Ventura Place. 3rd

ftoor: Studio City. East of Laurel Canyon Blvd

off 101 freeway in the green glass buUding

SECKETAKY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu
ler experience MAC, light bookkeeping Please

call. (213)479-8330.

SECRETARY, light bookkeeping, 15-20 hrs

Two psychiatrists' office, flexible hours. Call

(21 3)820-4330. Dr. Marmer or (21 3)207-081 5

Dr. Mczquita.

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/CPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

style drive-in. On skates or foot Car hops arc

back. Call (213)474-2223 After 2pm Therisa

or Margie.

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber

$1 5/hr. 1 2hrs/wk, hours to be arranged Must
be fast and accurate Beverly Hills location

(213)854-0999

at TOUg OWN BOSS! MjUo groat money !

WEEKEND
476-1703

light clerical work 7 00/hr

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train. ..you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

SENIOR urUCE assistant. 9am- 1pm. The

Getty Grant Program. Provide clerical assis-

tance in publications and research grant areas

Typing and lifting boxes necessary. Computer
skills preferred. Contact Telena Radulovich at

(213)277-9188, ext. 224.

SUMMER film internship available. Creative,

organi2ed individuals. Call (818)995-8095

SUMMER JOBS: High Sierra Family Resort

seeks live-in counselors (20-up) to teach: Arts

and Crafts, Waterskiing, swimming (Lifeguard

or WSI), also need: Front desk. Bartender,

Secretary/Gift shop. (800)227-9900.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals

$9.85/start. flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions. P/T, F/T. Scholarships

available. Call (213)567-4147

SUMMER WORK San Gabriel Valley based

retail chain has summer positions throughout

So. California. $9.85/slart. Internships avail-

ablc (818)564-0901

LIFE GUARDV PRIVATE SWIM INSTRUC-
TORS Farn $^2-$l4^r Great job' Call for

info and app (Greg) (818) 886 1935,

(213)2 74-8042

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

WESTWOOD law firm. Office clerk, M—F
,

late afternoons, 15-20 hrs/week. $6/hr

(213)475-5830.

WESTWOOD Decorator seeks high energy,

positive person with good color sense to assist

in wallpaper and fabric shopping, errands, etc.

Approximately 16 flexible firs/wk. Need car,

S7Mr. to start. Call joslyn (213)459-3043.

WESTWORLD Electronic Game Center has a

full-time cashier position available in our

Westwood Village location. Starting at Sb/hr.

Contact David at (213)624-3677.

Need self-motivated responsible flower per

sons for Friday, Saturday nights. Will train.

Own car necessary with insurance. Call Sa-

brina (213)837-5369. .

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery Earn up
to $20/hr. Call Ron (213)271-0645

F/T RECEPTIONIST available for Brentwood
art gallery. Excellent job opportunity. Call

Kimbcrley for interview (213)820-8511.

GRADUATING SENJORS, Persona Personnel

is one of the world's largest, most comprehen-
sive personnel services. Being an industry

leader, wc have in outstanding cross section of

pcrmanerit and temporary opjiJortunitics in:

Accounting, Banking, Entertainment, Data
Processing, Marketing, Firiance, Management,
For more information call Richard
(213)479-6638. Persona Personne l Services

JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER to handle accounts

recicvable accounts payable, and payroll for

major Brentwood Economics or Ecory/Business

student. Salary ranges from $8-S10 per hour
depending upon prior experience. Phone Scott

for more info. (213)820-8511

PUBLIC RELATIONS secretary/assistant. Im-

mediate opening to work with owner of small,

well-established public relations company
Must be skilled and motivated to learn and
grow. (213)655-5960. .

RECEPTIONIST in Skin Care & Beauty Salon

Good phone skills and appearance - Working
with public. (213)474-2524. julia.

RETIRE IN 2 YEARS! Our company can show
you how to make $500,000 in residual annual
income in the next 2 years. If you're business/

financial minded. 'Call (213)281-8316.

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 faed/2 batti

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgr.)

or 24 ^r. recorded message 838-9784

%
PALMS S610/rho 1 -Dedroom Appliances,

pool, parking, laundry, upper, no "pels. Great
Ipcation 3455 jasmine (213)454-4754:

PALMS, $825 and up 2-bed/2-bath, upper, air

(213)839-8800

50% SUMMER rent. Right across from campus
Single/loft Perfect for.. 4, parking, furnished,

June. (213)208-1637.

$575-5775 SHERMAN OAKS, 2-t-2 or }+}

Freeway close lo class. 544^4 Sepulvcdi.-
(818)785-5208

$620 FURNISHED bachelor Utilities m-
eluded 10990 Stralhmore Drive $695 Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave.
(213)395 2903

AVAILABLE July 1, spacious 2 bcdroom/2
bath, $1075, near campus, (213)473-4936 "

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $995/MO
3-BDRM/2-BATH UPPER AND LOWEK
AVAILABLE Vi BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213)839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2 bed/2 -bath with

steam sauna and jacu^2i.4{],unit, $l,25Q/mo
(213) 854-6713

BRENTWOOD Single $675 1 -bedroom,
$850. 2-bedroom, $1 1 75. Luxury units. 1 -mile

to UCLA Refrigerator, dishwasher, a/c, lots of

closets, pool, gated parking 11611 Chcnaull
-&. (213)471^154

PALMS $950 2 -bedroom/2 -bath, 2 V, years

old. A/C, alarm, dishwasher Few minutes lo

bus to UCLA 10737 Palms (21 3) 838 5039

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Huge 2-bedroom/
2-bath with sepcrate suites Up lo 4 students/

unit High-iech building Secure park Full

amenities Call Jane (213)208-2655

-SHERMAN OAKS,^5^ targri-bed, freeway-

close lo class. 5444 Sepulv'cda
(818)785-5208

652 Veteran Ave.
$650/mo. & up

sifTgles and 1 & 2- bedrooms
Mdvt-in allowance

(213) 20a-3690 {318} 7094284

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath. Large .newly

decorated High ceiling 2 people at most 3,_

$1150 (213)826-3934 Close to UCLA

BRENTWOOD,$840/$875/mo 2-bed/lbth,
small apt, 1 parking, no pels (21 3)939-1 732

BRENTWOOD 3-bdr/2-bth Big, parking, ex-

cellent location, $1195/mo. Available 6/20
11707 Goshen Ave (21 3)447 1003.

3340 OVERLAND $525-595. 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

LX:LA (213)837-7755. 4- 7p.m. only

1 -BEDROOM $625/month, first month 50^
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only
ten minutes to campus i545 Jasmine Palms
(213)639-7227

Jobs Wanted 33

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. rfwwt, films, & commercial*.
All typci, 18-80 yrt. Earn exUa money.

Fun tool Ocatiw Casting

(213)466-7319

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

cations and references. Available immcdi-
ately. Elisabeth. (213)208-7990.

The Daily Bruin is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

Internships 34

Job Opportunities 32

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

ASSISTANT MERCHANDISE BUYER for mail

order sports catalogue. Extensive knowledge of

all pro sports essential. We arc looking for an
enthusiastic self starter. Must be organized and
detail oriented. BA or BF preferred. We will

train the right person. $25/000. to starts

(213)416-1142, El Segundo, aSk for Dana.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN

Full-Time or Summer
Help pass the BIG GRAIN.

Come work for Campaign

California, the forefront

organization that's working

to pass the toughest

enviornmental law in the

history of California

$1 300-1 600/month Benefits

and travel opportunities

Call Now (213) 393-3706.

ASSISTANT TV/MP literary agent. Reading
scripts, phones, computer a plus, 2-4 daysAvk
No pay Send resume to. S.W.A., 10530 Santa

Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, 90025

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED 2 pre-schoolers Days
Summer, possibility fall Need car. Fairfax

area. Patty (213)653-0571^ evenings.

FULL-TIME summer, part-time, fall. Live-in or

out Pacific Palisades (213)454-4633

PICKUP 2 girls at preschool and babysit M-F
5-7pm. Car and reference required
(213)474 5346

PT, summer and sch(X)lycar babysitting for two
great kids Close to campus $5/hr
(213)470-4335

SUMMER CHILD CARE, Grenada Hills 4 and
7. Livo-in or live-out Salary negotiable

(818)363 2375, eves (213)206-2995

Apartments for Rent 49

NORTHRIOGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing tacmiy

SharBd or private unt%. All furnished Private

Mthroom Pool. jac«i72i *A hr drive to IX^LA

Now accepting stinvner & tall appHcatlons

Free brocure. NCR flSOO Zel/8h. Norttiridge.

CA 913?5 (818) 88fc 1717

Join the

BruinLife
Yearbook

staff.

Applications available
at the trailer located in

the rear of Kerckhoff;
due June 7.

r

JliL.
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NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHEDAPARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

~~ •ONE-BEDROOMS—
ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

-r -

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309

or Stop by room #202

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- 1 mile lo campus,
large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave.

(213) 477-7237.

BRENTWOOD. SINGLE $675. 1 BEDROOM
$850. 1 BEDROOM $1 1 75. LUXURY UNITS.
1 MILE
TO LICLA. REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER,
A/C, LOTS OF CLOSETS, POOL, GATED
PARKING. 11611 CHENAULT ST.
(213)471-8154.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-

CIALS. Call (213) 208-8881

SPACIOUS Westwood 2-bed, close to cam-

pus, w/ideal setting. Option for Fall.

$155(VnfH?. Call (213)824-7650.

SPACIOUS studio $50(Vmo. Room for couple.

Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to

campus. Security building. Unfurnished.

(213)939-8017

VENKIE, gorgeous, 2-bed 1-bath apartment, 7

blocks from beach! $800/mo. Includes new
stove and refrigerator. New paint, carpet,

mini-blinds, mirrored wardrobes, tiled bath-

room ' - .

bu i Id ing

i21 3)878 0221_

iini-Diinos, mirroreo wararooes, iiiea uain-

x)m, & security parking. Cats ok, small quiet

uilding. 755 Brooks Ave. Eric,

LOWER WESTWOOD $1325, 2-bedrQpm/

2-bath -floft. Security building, fireplace,

VC,wet bar, sunny and bright. Great, quiet

location (213)395-8912

MAR VISTA $650/mo -»• utilities. Single. Rustic

retreat in residential area. Non-smoker.
(213)397-4270.

WESTWOOD. $1350 unfurnished, $1550
furnished. Short or long term. Large and
beautiful 2-f2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, built-ins, AK, patio. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, furnished

tingles ar>d bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600. Manager. Apt. 103
(213)208-4123. Agent, Miller and Desalnik

Management Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desatnik Man-
agenf>ent Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'renl. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley

Mat (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, walk to UCLA. One-
bedroom w/private patio. $925. Hardwood
floors, shutters, laundry facilities, 2 car

parking. Must see. (213)279-1887.

WESTWOOD. Available September. BIG.

2-bedroonV 2-bath, refrigerator, stove, park-

ing. Bike to campus. $1240/ four

(213)836-0116.

WESTWOOD. $900 1 -bedroom, $1400 and
up 2-bed/2-baIh. Gym, Jacuzzi. Summer
leases. 520 Kelton. (213)206-7483

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen. Laundry facilities. Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave message

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM $750-$790-
Walk to UCLA and village. Pool, security.

10966 Roebling Ave. (213) 208-4253, (213)

824-2595

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo lop

floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601

Veteran Mat (213)2849044.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 rriove-ln

allowjr>f.e, fit<mishcd/unfurnishcd sing'o^, i

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles -:

Rent now for fa

new stoves and refrigerators,

mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

BEAUTIFUL PACIFIC PALISADES home.
3-bedrooms. ^C, Jacuzzi, & gardening in-

cluded. Accomodates 2-4 people. Children &
pets ok. $240(VrTX>. (213)4593469.

House for Shore 57

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $895,

2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike. (213)

477-9955.

Aportnnents Furnished 50

SANTA MONICA- Changing single, $650 -»-

deposit. Wood floors, nice view, parking, near

Montana. (213) 829-3467.

SUMMER RENTALS. Single and one-

bedroom, one block west of UCLA. Rent

reduced for summer months. From $55(Vmo.
(213)824-0532.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $800/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD, 1-bed, upper, $795. Avail.

6-15 to 9-15. Near UCLA, village, transporta-

tion. 11095 Strathmore. (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

BEL AIR. Quiet, rK>n-snnoker. Pool, view. Large

bedroom and study. $735. Evenings
(213)472-1062.

HOUSESITTING: Professional, responsible,

mature single woman seeking long-term

housesitting. Loving care for horr>e ar>d pets.

Excellent references included. UCLA.
(213)482-5100, ext. 230, or (213)825-4467.

ONE-Bedroom in 3-bedroom or>e-bath house
in Sherman Oaks W/D, $310/mo.
(818)905-1497.

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house. 1 block from

Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220.

VENICE. Own room in cheerful furnished

2-bedroom house. Mid-June to mid-
September. $300/mo. (il 3)392-31 45.

House for Sole 58

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$575/MO SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM. Front

and back entry, privacy, quiet garden type

small building, nice neighborhood. In Van

BEACH BREEZES. Bright 3-Kien in Santa Mo-
nica. Hardwood floors. Park-like yard. Move-
in condition. $469,000. Sheri Weisbender.
Fred Sands Realtors. (213)473-6156. Open
House: Sunday b/3 2-5 pm.

CULVER City DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms each.

Double parage. Private yard. Great opportun-

ity to share the cost of home ownership.

$384,500. (213)477-9966.

NEAR BEACH in Santa Monica. 2-»-guesthouse

with big yard. Move- in condition with many
upgrades. Fireplace. Beautiful street.

$439,000. Sherri Weisbender. Fred Sands
Realtor. (21 3)473-61 5fr. —— —

WEST LA t345/mo-. bwn furbshcd large

room, closet, own bathroom, parkirig. 1 5-min

bus to school. Janet (21 3)447-2Vl6.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

TA miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby Appoint-

ment (213)475-6165.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Bargain:

colloq.

6 NFL team
10 Canine name
14 "Key •

15 Spiny-leaved
plant

16 Kick up
17 Instrument
18 Barrols

20 Muck
21 Sand
23 Pressed
24 Lima or

navy —
25 Knowing one
26 Prescience
30 Peterson
34 Happenings
35 Get rid of

37 Oklahoma city

38 Spout off

39 Get away from
41 Premed sub)
42 Discord deity

43 Osiris' mate
44 Back out
46 Mr Carroll

48 Duck
50 Break
52 Of planes
53 Highway sign

56 Register
57 Break bread
60 Austere
62 Arab or Turk

_64 — machir^ -

65 Title

66 Old auto
67 Poker stakes
68 B A or B So.

69 From birth

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Work hard~~
2 Asian staple

3

4
5

7

8
9

Ar.cofdinqiy
Tilind Asipn
Wordieft*^
Kings' sjy^rt

Plenty
Farm sound
Brown shade

10 Danish
islands: var

1

1

Asian land
12 Genoan ruler

13 Was in hock
to

19 Rye disease
22 Wage boosts
24 Penchant
25 Stallion

26 Not tame
27 Roundish
28 Freshen up

— of Commons
Sugdr plants

32 Saw
33 Classifier

36 Fabrics
40 Lax
41 A of AD
43 "A house
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elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM AND 2-BEDRC)OM PKICf- RE-

DUCTION. BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIDGERATOR, WET BAR EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE. (213)208-6685

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large luxury 1 -bed-

room and 2-bcdroom. Price reduction. Bright,

dishwasher, refrigerator, wet bar. Extra closet

space, central air, gated parking. 433 Kelton

Ave. (213)208-8685.

WLA, $1400, luxury high-lech 2-bedroom/
3-bath, 1400 square feet, iri-leyel, roof

garden. 2451 Purdue (213)444-9699

1517 FEDERAL WLA $660 1 -bedroom, 2

milps to UCLA. Near bus. Ncvv decor/

mrnibiinds/applianccs NO PETS
(21 3)4 79.-06 1'5 "

•

WLA 2-bdrm/2-balh 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower untl S960
Available now. (213)451-4771

'

WLA- 2-bcd/2-balh $1025 -^ $250 Discount

bonus,Pool, rcc-room, gym 10760 Rose Ave.

Jj13) 204-4248

1850 COLBY AVE WLA $695 1 -bdrm, close

lo UCLA afKi bus Qutet residential street

Appliances/laundry/parking. NO PFTS
(213)479-0615

WLA $720/mo. 1 -bedroom Carp>els, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry 1833
Corinth (21 3)826-6907

WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-balh, $1 350. Palio, 3 car

parking, dishwaser, near SM Blvd/Bundy. Jim

(213)820-4368 (213) 390-4610.

lion. Minimum one year lease required

(213)475-9561

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $685/mo. 1-bdrm,

lower. Exceptionally spacious, sepcratc dur-

ring room. Garage. 5-milcs to campus, suitable

for staff/faculty member. Non-smoking cn-

viornmcnt. (21 3)652- 2699.

LARGE, 1 -bed, security, carpets, drapes, re-

frig., laundry facilities, pool, parking, no
pets. 1500 Purdue Ave. WLA $725
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

PALMS: 1-bdrm, $610, slove and refrigerator

included." Days (213)468-5*43. Eves.

(805)254-2403.

PICO/LA CIENECA Huge 2-bcdroom, formal

dining room. Eal-in iCrtchen. Service porch.

Parking. Lottery tickets. $895. (21 3)839-7735

WESTWOOD $1280/mo Large 3-bed/
2-bath. Private patio, a/c built-in. Evening

(213)4447378.
I. .1

WESTWOOD, LARGE 2-bcd/1 -bath, dining

room, fireplace, private patio, walk to UCLA
No lca.sc (213)478-2310. _^
WLA, $1200. Available July. Large lower

2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Small quiet building.

(213)438-9635 or (213)433-9805

PALMS AREA. 3 bedrooms. Familyroom. 2

U^tla. r iiefi l j»,e. Bu ll i- in k iitlien . Doub le gar:

age. Private yard. $329,500 (213)477-9966.

Friday, June 1, 1990

^ * ^^<Birthday

Vocation Rentals -53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped Reasonable rates (818)785-1028

Apts. to Share 54

29
31 49

51

a home"
45 Made of clay

47 Atolls
- at scolded
Inspiring

reverence In

Pant
Norwegian
capital

55 Highlander

56 Asian monk
57 Prefix for

while

58 On the ocean

59 Famed archer

61 Vehicle

63 Turkish
chamber

$387/MO own bcdroom/balhroom in 2-bdr/

2-blh apartment, female. Furnished Palms
Direct bus UCLA (213)837-2989.

A CHEERFUL, spacious, high ceiling, 2-bcd/

2-bath, walking distance UCLA. Looking for 2

roommates. (213)824-2428.

BRENTWOOD (male) 2-bcdroom lownhousc
Own room. $500/mo plus utilities. 1 mile lo

campus. Mike (213)477-1795,
(213)829 7379

BRENTWOOD, 3-bcd/2-balh, upper, two
rooms, $460 and $410 6/1 3rd room 6/15

$430. Chris (213)477-8345

BRENTWOOD OWN ROOM -^ BATH In a

3-bcd/2-bath, summer or permanent. $475
(213) 826 4332

NEED ROOMMATE lo share Ig 1 -bedroom
furnished apt. Close to campus $1 75/mo. June

15 Sept 15. (213)824-4778.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in large 2-bed/

2-bath top floor. Palms apartment. Security

building, full kitchen, living room, balcony,

laundry; three miles to campus, on busline.

Female, non-smoker, $450/mo -i- 'A ulil

(213)837-9435

OWN ROOM and share office in lovely

2Bed/1 Vi bath apt in Sherman Oaks. Great for

grads! $425/mo + utilities. (818)905-6977
Stella, leave Amessagc.

ROOMMATES needed lo share large

2-bd/2ba apartmcnl Walking distance to

UCLA. Hardwood floors,' pool Available sum-
mer and/or school year (3ebbie/Matt.

(213)824 0048, (21.3)208-7362

SANTA MONICA Female rwn-smoker. Own
room in 3-bdr. Condo to share with 2 grads.

$425 >• utilites. Ask for Sylvia. (21 3)451 -9442.

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,

parking. Julyl-July 1 1991 . $39(ymo. Wonr>en

non-smokers only. 826-7901.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Spacious 2-bed/

2-balh apartnf>ent, private palio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music. $575. (213) 208-333.

June 1, 1990

In the year ahead you might become in-

volved in a protect with a friend whose
talents you truly respect You could qrtin

from this arrangement intellectually as
well as materially.

GEMINr (May 21-June 30) Where your
social life is concerned today, try to
sper^d your time with persons whose
company you enjoy instead of getting
involved with individuals you feel obli-

gated to entertain Get a jump on life by
understanding the inlluences which are
governing you in the year ahead Send
tor your Astro-Graph predictions today
by mailing $1 25 to Astro-Graph, c/o
this newspaper, P O Box 9 1428. Cleve-
land, OH 44101 3428 Be sure to state
your zodiac sign

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Strive to be
realistic today regarding the goals and
objectives you set for yourself If you're
expecting to achieve in an area where
you re unprepared, the results could be
disappointing

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Today you might
have to deal with a character who is

known for a bad temper Don't qive this

person any reasons lor lumping on your
case
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl 22) Careless
noss on your t)#'h,ill in lilinq rpceiplr. on
rocofds rpqardinq your commercial
tiansactions could cause you trouble at

a later date Keep your paperwork in

order
LIBRA (S«pl. 23-Oct. 23) To avoid con
(ronlations fodny. make an extra effort

to placate your mate This might be a
trille hard lo do. because it could justify

anqn
SCORPIO (Ocl. 24-Nov. 22) This could
be a very busy day for you, not so much
with your own interests, but because of
demands placed on you by others
Don't volunteer to be a pack mule
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-D«c. 21) II

you re in charge of putting together a
social arrangement today, be very se-
lective regarding whom you invite to
participate Don't include friends who
dislike or^e another
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Usually
you re rather image conscious and
mindful of your behavior in achieving
your aims Today, however, you might
throw discrolion to ttin winds and sut)

slitulf It witti :it)rasiveness

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F«b. 19) When
making suggestions lo peopip with
whom you have dealings todayr don't
do so in a forceful manner Treat those
who disagree with you tolerantly.

PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) Be wary of
a loinl venture today that places the
greater portion of the burdens on you
than it does on your cohort If there isn't

parity. It s not likely to work
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Indepen
dence is an admirable virtue, but you
must be careful nof to carry it to ex-
tremes today and fail to act in proper
concert in an arrangement that calls for

teamwork
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) If you are
not In control of your involvements to-
day, they will control you Don't lei your
duties and responsibilities pile up. be-
cause they'll produce unproductive
complications.

® l»»«» NKWSrAI'KII KNTKIII'IIISK AS.SN

House for Sole 58 Roommotes 65 Sublet 66 Sublet
SOPHISTICATED Spanish home with
3+2-ffamily room. Near Century City. Remod-
eled kitchen. Hardwood floors^ Mint condi-
tion. Fabulous private yard with room for pool

.

Reduced to $595,000. Sheri Weisbender Fred
Sands Realtors. (213)473-6156.

WLA, ATTRACTIVE, 2-bedroom, 1 -bath, hard-
wood floors, fireplace, large backyard, near
UCLA, Move-in condiliAn. $299,000.
(213)390-6390.

Housing Needed 60

EXTREMELY responsible College studerit

needs free rent in private home in exchange for

light duties, errands. Great references.
Christopher. (21 3)837- 5965.

FEMALE. Responsible, neat, non-smoker.
Looking to share 2-bdrm apt. in Santa Monica,
Brentwood, or Pacific Palisades. Call Susan.
213398 2091

MALE NON-SMOKER needs apartment lo

share next year. Will move in now if necessary.
Prefened Westwood Chateau or Margan, but
will take anything near campus. Parking pre-

ferred. Call Steve (213)209 5326

Room/Board for Help 62

GUESTHOUSE in trade for experienced, re-

ferenced babysitter. Walking distance from
campus. (213)470-4393 Rita.

LIVE-IN. Childcarc, light housework for room/
board, salary Sanla Monica Flexible hours,

(213)829-3737 (evenings).

PACIFIC PALISADES. Near buslines. Available

June 21st. Must drive. Female Salary negoti-

able. Shirley. (213)459-2192.

SUMMER PRIVATE ROOM/BOARD- West
side exchange, light housekeeping, babysit-

ting. 7 & 12 yr olds. (213) 204-o970.

WANT RESPONSIBLE FEMALE. Live-in: child-

care, light work. Reliable car, clean driving

record, close to UCLA (213)473-5224. After

7pm.

1 FEMALE needed - 2-bed/2-bath, security

building, pool, all amenities, walk lo campus.
(213)824-2668.

2-BDRM, 1-bath apt. lo share in Venice with
prof. Journalist. Prefer male. $433.1 2/mo. plus

'A utilities. (213)450-0689 Leave message.

2 FEMALE roommates lo share large, 3-bdrm.
apt. Palms area. Direct bus lo UCLA.
$380/each. (213)202-7010.

2 NEEDED, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest to campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ea.,

Suzanne (213)825-2828,208-6503

2 NON-SMOKING roommates needed, huge
furnished, 2-bd/2-ba. apartment, close to cam-
pus. $375. Call Mel (213)824-5284

FEMALE roommate wanted, clean and neat lo

share 2-bd apt. at San Vicente and Ocean
(213)395-0149. _2
FEMALE roommate wanted lo rent/lease. Great
location. $375. (213)390-9693.

FEMALE roommate for large 2-bed/l -bath

upper apt. Mar Vista. Porch, garage, sunny
$472.5Q/mo. (213)391-8190

FEMALE roomate wanted lo share very large

2-bdr in WLA. Lots of character, hardwood
floors. Washer/dryer. $625/mo close lo cam
pus (213)474-4502.

FEMALE wanted to share new WcstWood
apartment - comfortably furnished, includes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call
(213)473-6251 to s|3end summer vyith fun

roommates for only $350!

JUNIOR transfer looking to share apartment
with non-smoking female for Fall Quarter.

(213)541-9612

LADERA HEIGHTS. Female needed. Own
room, share balh. $40Q/mo. (213)397-^330,
(213)299-9855 Lv. message.

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share one-
bedroom apartment. Spacious $295/mo. Call

Juan (213)4472867

66 ; Sublet 66

Room fof-Help-

MALE roommate needed Jo share large 2-bdr

apt. own room. Location Pico/Robcrlson area

$350. Call Finis (213)855-0490

-NEAR WESTWOOD, one or more qutet re-

sponsible jsersons wanted lo share luxurious.

1 SPACIOUS, furnished bedroom $75Q/mo
Excellent location. 10969 Roebling Ave. #1 . 3

people max. (213)824-0293

1 lo 4 PERSONS needed for furnished 2

bedroom, 1 bath apartment. Pool Laundry,

cable, parking, 1 minute to campus. CHEAP.
(213)824-7055.

2 BD/BA 403 Landfair 4 Parking Spaces
Summer (G/1 8-9/22), with option lo renew.

$31 5.60/person- for 5, or $394 50/person-for

4 (213)208-2147.—

'

'

2 BD/BA-aenrock.4 spaces available. ONLY
$250/MO EACH/OBO! July-August Partly

furnished John (213)208-6177.

2-BDR/2-BTH 456 Landfair. Fully furnished.

New painl. Walk-in closets. Parking. Availalbe

8/5-9/16. FULLY LOADED (213)208-0818

2-BED/ 2-BATH, semi-furnished, "The Love
Boal", Security building, 2 parking, 512 Vet-

eran, $1200 negotiable (213)824-5444

2 BED/ 2 BATH, security building, 2 parking

spaces, full amenities, $1375 Available July.

Call (213)473-7087.

2 FEMALE subletters needed! Unique, huge,
furnished apartment. Parking available and
WALK lo CAMPUS. (21 3)476 7435.

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2-bd/2-ba, 2

phone lines, furnished, parking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk lo UCLA Brenl/Tom (213)824-2205

3BR/2BA Jyl-Aug. Furnished. Hardwood
floors. Walk lo UCLA. Spacious 3 parking
spaces. Mike 824-4546.

Vi month rent free $278/mo. Furnished slu

dio. 1 min lo campus Parking Avail

6-15/8-28 (213)824-1776.

$525 FURNISHED SINGLE w/ kitchen Avail-

able June 18-September 1 mile lo UCLA
CALL 477 6683.

ADORABLE AFFORDABLE LOFT: large living

room, big closets, sunken bathtub, 2 parking

spaces, walking distance. (213)209-5163

A HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM APARTMENT- On
Glenrock, furnished, parking, perfect for 4-5

people. $l,200-$1,3(XVmo. (213) 824-2548

Available 6/16-9/16. 516 Landfair, Need one

JUNE 16 SEPTEMBER Female Gorgeous
apartment, 2-blocks to UCLA Security park-

ing, nice roommates. $295 (818)248-0455.

LARGE one bedroom. Great view, Available

June 20- August 25, 10990 Strathmore Dr
$890.00 Cathy (21 3)824-033^

LOADED 2BD/2BA Avi

SUMMER SUBLET needed 2-bed/2-balh 4
spaces $30(yobo 519 Glenrock Walter
(213)824-3600 Security Westwood, great

view.

0335

/ailaol

^2 modem ?i|iwl/?-tMiti .i|i.i.i..ii.mi «nym liii famals ttt tharo fcublol Snaciom »iwffle parki^p

le 6/18-8/1,

$350/mo. Negotiable. Call Willis
(213)479-0657 lv. message.

MUST RENT this great l-bdr/l-bth apartmcnl
on Veteran! Available June 1 6 until September
10 $800/obo. (213)208-3547.

NAME YOUR PRICE 2'A bdrm/2 balh, hard-

wood floors, dishwasher, furnished or unfurn
ishcd, cz walk, 10997 Roebling 824-2084

NEED 4lh male in 2-bed/2-balh apt (or

summer. $387 50/mo Can bargain Call

Bryan (213)208-5103 '

OCEAN VIEW, Sanla Monica. Female, own
room, elegantly furnished, W/D Reduced lo

$525/mo June 18-Aug 30 Kaitlin

(213)2Q7-2971.

ONE GIRL wanted lo share studio for summer.
1 -block block from campus $350/mo Mary
(213)208-5665

ONE SPACE available in giant 2-bedroom,
parking, laundry, block lo campus. Starts June
15... as long as you wanl' Many extras! Must
See! (213)824-5905 Lisa

OWN ROOM AND BATHROOM Huge
apartment m Sherman Oaks $375 a month
Call losh (818)788 6916

PRACTICALLY FREE: 2 bed/1 bath, spacious,

furnished apt $250 per person or $1000 unit

LANDFAIR Wallting distance
(213)824-2590

PRICE NFGOTIABLE' Summer sdblet '475
Gayley. 4 spaces available, furnished,

2bed/2bath Parking Stella or Lmda
(213)824-5384

ROOM available from 6/1 6 to 9/1 5 furnished,

w/spa, gym, security, parking, more $725/mo
(213)208-8453. (Vincc or Tony)

SPACIOUS 1 bdrm, hardwood floors, bcauli-

vfuliy furnished, w/parking- space Re^T ncgOli-

able (21 3)4 78 f>832

SUMMER SUBLET 2 lo share room in spacious
2-bed/2-bath, Between Wishire and Santa
Monica on Bentley, July 1 -September 1 .

(213)479 2490

SUMMER SUBLET. Furnished 1 -bedroom with
study. Quiet residential neighborhood,
4-mile$ from UCLA. June 9-Augusl 7 (negoti-

able) Non-smoking. No pets. $840/mo
(213)559-9168

SUMMER SUBLET WLA/Brentwood Beauti-
ful large one-bedroom, fully furnished option,

parking, security. Sharon 213-476-2443

SUNSET/fX)HENY, unfurnished single apart-
ment, new paint, new carpet Available 6/1

thru 12/30 $466/month Call Liz
(213)2 76-8410, William (213)858-8443

THIS IS IT!'! Just $250/mo Female for a

spacioucly furnished 2-bdr/2-bth Security

parking and walk to campus! (213)824-7092
Jenny;

-

VENICE own room in 3-bcdroom house
Deck, block to beach, etc $400 Call
213 392-0220

VENICE SUMMER HOUSE 3-bdrm Hard-
wood floors, garage, yard Wash. Near beach
$1500/mo. Craig (8 1 8)398 1 480,
(213)399-4096

WESTWOOD, 2 bdrm 2-balh $360/mo
available ^' imme-
diately walking distance tc^ampus Security

Building (213)208-3447

WFSrWOOD P-bedroorrV 2-bath 6/16-July
only SIOCX) only Kelton Ave Close lo cam-
pus (213)824 3925

'

WFSTWCX)D 2 bcd/2 bed, new, security,

A/C, 2-parking, some furniture available July

-Aug 475 Gayley, $l,400/mo (213)
8^4.0«34

WESTWOOD- one 2 bcd/2 Oath summer sub
let, security building, furnished lunc August
Walk to UCLA (21.3) B24 4346

VVESTWOOD-Fxccutive single, full kitchen.

i

t

: J
'

1

EXCHANGE room, private bath, for help

around the house, grocery shopping, some
driving. (818)906-1399. _^^
FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and lime m evenings/weekends Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close lo UCLA for woman with multiple

sclerosis who needs assislnacc. Seeking ma-
"ture, reliable couple with stability. Reference-
sif available. Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477-0471 9-5pm,

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 1 2 yr old female. Flexible hours. 10
min. from UCLA (818)990-5304.

NEAR UCLA. Furnished room in exchang|c for

housework. Private room/bathAv. Ideal for

female student. (213)474 0336

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Free accomodation
exchange wordprocessing. Administrative, Cat
duties. Prefer your computer. Suit writer,

classical musician. (213)208-3335.

WILSHIRE/WARNER- Walking distance lo

UCLA. Female/preferred to share in exchange
for light work around the house. (213)
441-1544.

Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD, $350, inc. utilities. Furnished,

lovely room for mature male, non-smoker. Call

after 6. (213)476-5391.

FURNISHED room, utilities incl. Sundeck view
of ocean, near beach, $400/mo, avail, now.
(213)318-3575.

FURNISHED NICE ROOM IN HOME- Near
UCLA, private bath, pool, limited kitchen,

ideal for UCLA student/faculty $4 75/mo
evening (213) 476-2088.

ROOM in beautiful 1920's house Separate

cnlerance. Own balh. Fairfax-Melrose area,

$425/mo. (213)655-5214.

SHARE HOUSE. Female, clean, nice location.

$330/mo Avail ASAP. (213)826 7265.
(213)207-2464 __^
SUNSET/ FAIRFAX, large room, own entrance,

beam ceiling, AC, flreplace, 'A -balh, built-in

desk and cabinets, no kitchen. $485/mo.
(213)874-5911.

WESTWOOD Own bedroom/ bath in 2-bed-

room condo. Parking, washer/ dryer in build-

ing. $550/mo. (213)474-6445.

urity, pool. $600. (213)836 8435

PALMS: Neat, responsible, female wanted to

share large, 2-bed/1 Vi -ba., completely furn-

ished, parking. (213)841-0436, Soma, Karen

ROOMMATE wanted. From July 1 Sept 15
Large Sherman Oaks apt. 1 room and balh

$400 including everything (213)825-4092
(818)981-0757 Eves

ROOMMATES WANTED; 3 people lo vhare 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt Furnished, walking
distance lo UCLA. Security building Approx
S360/mo. Call (213)444-5520

SHARE 2BD+2BA; pool, Jac, sgana. Nons-
moker furnished. Unfurnished, irrcludcs utili-

ties, $900 800/mo. + $1000 deposit Elisabeth

(213)208-7990.

SHARE Spacio^ 2B/2B Security, A/C, bal

cony. On Kelton Walk lo UCLA $294/mo
Zac. 824-5070 "_

SHARE UPPER 1 -BDRM with 1 -other (move-.n
gets living room). Parking, laundry, 3 miles to

UCLA $260 (213)559-6253

SUMMER HOUSING- female for a

2-bedroom/ 2-bath on Glenrock for $290/mo
Call Kathy (213)824-4910.

WESTWOOD. Female share 1 -bed/1 bath

June 1 5-Aug. 31st. Parking. Jacuzzi $31 5/mo.
Gayley Across from campus. (21 3)824 1 904,

WLA Share room with 1 . $267.00. Near VA lot

2 miles from campus. Available July 1

(213)477-3576.

Sublet 66

1BD/1BA. Terrific apartment '<ip Kelton
|uly(neg)-Augusl Parking, furnished; pool/spa

(21.3)208 5402

Roommates 65

BEVERLY GLEN: Female roommate lo share

large sunny 2-bdr/l '/» blh.' Cable, laundry,

parking. Close lo UCLA. Available June 1st.

$575/mo. Call Lisa (21 3)286 1823.

BRENTWOOD Beautiful large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-balh for 2 to

share, $300 each. Sherry 1 -9pm
(2J .3)447-2505 (213)820-0187.

BRENTWOOD Female to share large master
bedroom. Pool, security, parking, $325/mo
including utilities, (213)472-7465,

BRENTWOOD Spacious, secluded 2 bdr/

1 Vi bth, 2 story, all wood, skylights, 2 parking,

deck, balcony (213)472 7784

WESTWOOD FEMALE Furnished, one
bedroom, one-bath,hardwood fl(K)rs, parking,

pool & spa, cable. $408 -f utilities,

(213)208 4916.
•

FEMALE ROC:)MATE(S) needed Own roorrV

bath/parking. Security aparlmenl 10 minutes
from UCLA $527/mo (213207-5.588.

1BD/1BA, w/parking and balcony 5-min
walk lo campus. Avail 6/20-9/20 $275/mo
Call James at (21 3)8243968

1 BD/1 B, parking, Jacuzzi, A/C, security, walk
lo campus! June- Sept 1 Price negotiable. Call

(213)209-5211

1-BED/ 1-BATH Male needed Mid June

mid-September. Close UCLA, parking, furn-

ished, A/C, pool, bbq $300/mo, 530 Veteran,

(213)208 0032.
•i ,

1-8ED/2-BATH, unfurnished. Walk to UCLA
Summer or lake over lease. Cable, A/C,

security, parking $925/mo. (213)208-6937

1 BEDROOM, furnished, /S/C. dishwasher,

microwave, parking. Summer $780 mo/obo
Walk lo campus (21 3)824- 1956. Chris, Dive

1 BEDROOM with loft. 1 block from UCLA. 1 5

foot icei lings Available June 1 5-Augusl 31sl.

Furnished. $850/mo. (213)824-7625

1 FEMALE SUBLETTER needed Share room
Parking, security "bldg. 6/18-8/31.
$290/negoliable. Alice (213)202-9053.

1 OR 2 Females share vvilh current tenants,

2bd/2ba, furnished, parking, Jacuzzi,
6/18-8/31 Walk to campus Rent negotiable.

(213)824-4294

1 OR 2 for large bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth 430
Kelton. Parking, Jacuzzi June- Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable (21 3)824 1 .306

1 OR 2 lo share apartment. Own bedroom,
bath. Near campus. Mid-June-Augusl. Rent
negotiable Julie or Vikki (213)208-5798.

1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED Beautiful furnished

apartment, mid-June- -Sept 1, walk to campus,
parking, Jacuzzi, rent negotiable.
(21 3)208- 1558

1 RESPONSIBLE female needed July & Aug
Beautiful, spacious apt Walk lo UCLA, park

ing. $400/mo. (213)208-8398

space, new slove and refrigerator. Only
$385/mo. (213)824-3367

AWESOME" WESTWOOD apartment,
2-bed/2-balh, 1 -block/campus, microwave,
dishwasher, balcony, gym, parking, $340/mo
OBO ASAP! (213)209-2023

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED lop floor one
bed/onc-bath aparlmenl. Full kitchen, laundry,

security, parking. (Bedroom has one queen
sized bed). Three miles lo campus, on busline.

Palms area. $500/mo (213)837-9435.

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail-

able June 15 or July 1 -August 30. Female
preferred $525/mo (213)859-7690 Sherrie

BIG one-bedroom. Two blocks from campus
Avail June 16-Sept 15 $1000 Neg
(213)208-1090

BRENTWOOD, spacious, master bedroom in

huge 2-bdrm two-level lownhousc Two for

$350 or S700 private Jon (213)209-2301

BRENTWOOD, Spacious, 2 story lownhousc,
$145(Vmo. Avail. July-September. Great
place (213)207-0.363. Call Eric

BRENTWOOD IBR to share with males
$300/mo , 1 own br $400/mo ,

1 -mile lo

UCLA, parking, Steve/Chris (213)479-0981

CAT-LOVER WANTED to sublet" tabby in

spacious 2-bcdroom apt Fairfax district,

6/1 5-8/30. Dales - rent negotiable
(213)934-5313

CHATEAU UNIV APTS. 2-3 roommates
needed ASAP Walk lo campus. Pool, parking,

security, oceanview. Paul, Jeff,

(213)208-2751
*

CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM Two
bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard. $375/mo. July-Sepl. $400/mo July -

Aug, Last ten days of June free. Utilities

included. (213) 939-5418.

COOL APARTMENT lo sublet 2-bcdroom/
2-bath and parking June-Sept
(213)208-0845. Laura or Susan.

EVER DREAM of living in a fraternity? ...sure

you have Come be a part of the luxury at ATO
house $600 June 18- Sept 15. Double occu-
pancy. Call Jeff (213)208-6330

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- June 17

Sept. 1 WesNvood aparlmenl, comer of Hil

gard & Weslholme, $300/mo Karilyn (213)

208-7636

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed: Furnished

2-bed/2-balh, pool, security, parking, near

campus 6/1 5-8/14 $280/mo (21 3)208-1 71

FEMALE ROOMMATE July Sept , move in/out

dales flexible, PARKING, furnished, jacuzzi

540 Midvale $300/mo/obo Karen
(213)208-4102

FEMALE(S) for 2-bedroom spacious duplex
$355 negotiable June 20-Augusl 20. Parking

available. (213)445 5345

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5- July 30,

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close lo

campus. Reasonable renl. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551

FURNISHED, Westwood 1 bdrm/1 -bath, 2

people/$275 each. Clean, /VC, pool, park.

(213)824-9950 (21 ^)209 5(X)5

FURNISHED 2-bdr/2 bth 512 Veteran. Cable,

parking. Available June 18- Sept 1. $1.300/mo.

Call (213)824-4963.

GREAT DEAL!! Westwood summer sublet,

steps from campus 2bdrm/2bath
$2B0/month. 3 females. (213)824 7044.

HUGE two bedroom. (Hardwood floors, back
yard, in WcstwcxxJ Summer sublet with lease

option. $144Cymo. (213)208 4871

SPACKjuS' Summer sublet to 5epl Share

2-bed, 2-balh, close lo campus Brian
(213)209-0662

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM furnished apart

ment Pool, security,- parking, laundry

$800/negoliable 691 Levering Ave
(213)208-0^>71

SUBLET 1 -bedroom apartment Summer and
Fall June 22-December 31 New security

building, parking, furnished, dishwasher, A/C,

4lh floor, $650/mo (negotiable) Call

(213)839-7693 (before 10 pm )

SUBLET: 3 needed Furnised, security 2-bcd/

2-balh, parking Residential area, WLA July 1 -

September 1. (negotiable) $350/obo
(213)479-8129

SUBLETTERS NEEDED fOR SUMMER
2-bdrm/2-balh Close to campus $330/month'

(213)824-2221

SUBLET MALE UCLA student, 2 blocks to

cjtmpus, furnished, $295/mo (213)824 759

SUBLET OWN ROOM 6 mi to UCVA
$313/mo July 1 Sept 30 10 min to beach
Weight room, pool, parking Suzanne,
(213)822 92(>8 •

SUBLET Share apartment for ihe summer
Parking, fully furnished $500 for entire sum-
mer Greg (213)208 8953

SUBLET: Single wA'tchen, furnished. June 1 5

ScpL 15. 631 Kelton 105 535-570 (Negoti-

able) (213)208-6427

SUBLETTERS NEEDED, large, furnished,

cable, micro, $31 2/mo 631 Kelton, till Sept

20 (neg), (213)208-7836

SUMMER SUBLET near carripus, cable, park

ing. June 1 4-end of Sept 1 space m 2 bed/
2-bath $31 5/mo (213)208-0576

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom, furn-

ished, June 16-late September, Landfair, pool,

laundry (21 .3)824 1993 NeRotiable

r(»rl fo> j jun^-^pl 7 i 77j^m;«, Mn hf li

(213)209-^115. Danielle {2^ V2()H-'>2 2t)

WESTWOOD 2 bdr/2blh, parking, security,

Dool, Jacuzzi, balconies, furniture optional, 2

blocks lo UCLA Must see Mid-June-Sepi 30
516 glenrock Snoo/mo (2 r3)208--431 7

WESTWOOD Summer sublet 2 lemaics
needed, 2-bdr/1-bih, spaciOus, quiet 471

Landfair (213)209 5731

WESTWOOD 1-bdf lor iummcr^Junc- li-A*
gust. Parking 5 minutes from UCLA $42 5/mo
(213)470-5945 Brent

WESTWCK)D VILLAGE- 1 -bedroom, furn.

ished, security, pool, parking Cas/walcr
paied $765/mo 11090 Strathmore (213)

208-3148 "__

WESTWOOD Loft, furn. shed, parking, sec-
,

urity. Non-smoker Close to campus Rent

negotiable Mid-Junc to Mid Seplemtxjr Lon
(213)444-738 2

Westwood i-BD/i-BAapt s?? Midvaie '\

lune-Sepl 3 people possiblc-negotiable-grca!

bargain Buffy (21 .^)209 2834

WESTWOOD 10 mm from UCLA Town
house Share .2-bdr/2-blh -^ loft Furnished
Parking $320/mo including utilities

(213)475-5152 ^^

WLA large 2br-2ba, Juiy-August, parking,

$375/roo 'i±h_^ nCggHiblfi.
(213)447 2SIX,

Condos for Sole 67

2-BFnROOM/r/4 -bath Pnme Icxation Safe/

quiet garden tra Owner must sell Agent Ray
$159,500 (213)559 4315

CHARMING CONDO with yard in West-
wood Bright 1-fden Hardwood floors. Fire-

place Garage Laundry in unit. $199,500.
Sheri Weisbender Fred Sands Realtors
(213)473-6156

Movers 94 Movers 94

50% off STORAGE
FOR YOUR FIRST MONTIH

(WITH ADD)

A Neighborhood Storage

U-HAULt
J

• ••TRUCK RENTALS —
•••BOXHS AND PACKINC,
MATKRIAKS

VfNCf

MrAV<MCTO*l IIVO

H MAtiNA rwr

5

11802 Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90066)

(213) 390-0593
MAJOR rREI>n' CARIVS .VCEPfKi:*
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Condos for Rent 69 Sen^ices Offered

2 4 2 SUBLEASE- available through 9-1-90,
near UCLA, $1 OOP. (21 3)471 -4989, after 6pm.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 2+2. large and spacious,
mlnUes away. $1600. (213)836-2610. Avail-

able Now.

WESTWOOO 2 + 2- Walking distar>ce to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm.

WESTWOOD. $1300/mo. 2-be<V2-bath, front

upper, built ins, central air, laundry room,
security, 2-car garage, close to UCLA and
shopping. Available immediately. Call Albey
(213)879-9820 or (213)475-4006. 1

Child Core ^90

DAY CARE. Warm secure educational prog-

ram. Lots of activities. Age 1 2mo-3yrs. Refer-

ences licensed (213)475-8803.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820-4839.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
\,Ve jII do bdl aiilo iiisinjiiLe

IS (t'(]iiiitHl l)v l>i.;' Si) lor ,i

FREE LOWER QUOTE uiil

(213)852-7175 (3181342-1510

PEST FRiCE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••••••
?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

. Service & Rates.

' « Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

H')tiu' HfalthC'omni.' Motorcycles

Well Come TO YOU!

Auto Insurance

more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceA^ancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers^
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVEON

»MMan).M Bi I

Movers 94

BEST MOVERS Many moves done in 1 to 2

hours. HOW??? We're PROFESSIONALS, and
our 26 foot truck plus four dollies equals

EXCELLENT results $55 hourly Call

263- BEST

GREG'S MOVING CO
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

Fast, dependable

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves 24hr. (21 3)281-8892.

HAVE LARGE TRUCK. Lovy rales from another

student. Call John (213)208-5181.

SI M MIK' SI ( )R \(,l

University Storage Services
•We store anything, any size!

•Pick up and delivery provided
• Extensive Insurance Policy
•Student Rates

For info and reservatioru call

1-800-736-6041

"Too Much
To Take Home?''

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs.short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving ar>d delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

ablc. jerry (213)391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick-up and deliv-

ery. All dorrm and greek hoiisct and apts. Free

imurance. June 13-15, (213) 477-8126.

FRUSTRATED developing editing erad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production'.

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days

7 00 am- 9 30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

BEAR'S EDITING
All -subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441.

LEARN Italian from a Native Speaker, $25^r.

Call (213)452-7011. Ask for Paola.

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- For foreign

students. Lived in Japan 6 years. Duke Univer-

sity graduate. (213) 638-4382. Johanna.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT , GMAT and
Gftfe . Koo 1 hour lesk>f> Wi th this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR Top skills to

assist you with: papers; manuscripts; theses;

dissertations; resurr>es. Call: 473-4193.

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS when they can't

understand you. Improve you communication
skills Speak like a native. (818)907-6311.

Licensed speech pathologist.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR NEEDED for math/Algebra. Will pay

SZCVhr, Call Joey (213)399-4826
^

Typing 100

A-1 ATTITUDEf Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laser printer. Resumes ($20>, pap-
ers,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround Troes
cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available.

All typing I do
$1 75/page.
(213)274-5229

Free pick-up and delivery

(818)708-0910 and

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390-4588

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar
Edith (213)933-1747.

'

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing.

Academic/Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2086.

FAST accurate, word processing. Research

papers, charts, dissertations, etc Starting at

SI.45 per page (213)626 1218

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop
publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961

IBMPC WORDPROCESSING, lermpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer

National/Scpulvcda (21 3)397-971 1

.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.50/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer Termpap
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Lc Conte/
Tiverton (213)208-0040

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service (213)826-8133, Angelica

PAPERS TYPED- $2 per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cash only.(21 3)823-0691.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(21 3)820-7400. _^^
WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trarwcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resunr>es Santf Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2668.

Daily Bruin Classified
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One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

•thkal awlstance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, Hittoiy,

Phik>sophy, and Polibcal Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

1987 MITSUBISHI
S-speed, 48K
(213)222-4701.

MIRAGE. A^, 4-door,

miles, $4600/obo.

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA. Andy (213)390-1141.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-

children. S15/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012
Resumes r 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 450-0133.

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY?- Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term

papers, reports. Karen (618) 718-7953.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS. Expertly written

by Career Counselor. Also college admission

essays. Near UCLA (213)206-1865.
.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

AMEX/NW VOUCHER NEEDED
$99/$118 voucher needed for

male - valid thru June '90.

F INDER'S FEE !

=
Call Roberi 839-4526.

BMW 318i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi., auto-

matic, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,

Michelin's, dealer maintained.(213)393-4185.
$8550.

BUICK5KYLARK 1980 $100C/obo. Stick-shift,

anVfm cassette. Runs good. Original owner.

(213)550 0261.

CAblLLAC 1971- New transmission, water-

pump, carborator, battery, regulator, tune-up

& smog check. AM/FM, 4-door, A/C, $1,995,

(213) 825-6075 (work) (213) 478-2955
(evening). ^
DATSUN 210 station wagon, 1979. Brown,

6.7k miles, new tires and safety belts. Runs
great and very well kept. AAA inspection

report, S1500/obo (213)206-7440.

FORD MUSTANG 1980. 4-spced, stereo, air,

sunroof. Must sell by end of June. $1700.
(213)478-4769.

FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback, 1987, am/
fm/cassette, pw, pdl, cruise control, A/C,

warranty, $7000. (213)472-7265.

HONDA CIVIC 1500CL, 1980, 5-spd., A/C,

silver, xint condition. $1200/obo.
(213)474-4987.

HONDA CMC 1977 w/1983 engine. Nice.

New brakes. $1500/obo. (213)204-5924.

HONDA PRELUDE 1967. White, moon-roof
anVfm cassette, excellent conditior). $8200.
(213)599-3944

HONDA PRELUDE 1983. $4500. Midnight
blue. Sun/moon roof, AM/FM cassette.

5-spccd. Good condition (818)786-5699.

HYUNDAI Excel, 1988, $4700. Red, low
mileage, immaculate, 2-ycar full factory war-

ranty A beauty Bob (213)337-9044

IROCZXIamaro, 1986 White w/black interior.

28k orginal miles. Mint condition. 11,500.

Loaded. Pnvatc Parly. (213)477-1126, leave

message. * ^
MAZDA 323 1981. Runs perfect
$1200/ncgotiable. (213)208-2947.

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Excellent condition

justtuned.S425/oboCall Amy 213-824-5435.

1986, RED Honda Elite 80. Good condition.

New battery, must sell. $750/obo.
(213)824-5311.

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80. Only 1 450 miles. XInt

condition. $850/obo. Call Adam.
(213)274-9665.

AERO 50, $250, and 1986 80 excellent

condition, low mileage, $700.(213)636-2610.

ELITE 150 1967. Excellent condition. Recently

tuned. Looks and runs great. $950/ono. Kevin

(213)824-7958.

EXCELLENT CONDITION, Elite 80, under

warranty, low miles, helmets includcxJ. Mov-
ing, sacrifice, $950. Melanie. (213)208-6441.

HONDA ELITE, 1986. Lo miles. Great condi-

tion. Plus helmet and lock. $850. Kiml^erly.

(213)477-5513. message.

HONDA SPREE, 1987 BLACK- Great condi-

tion, just tuned, $425/obo., includes helmet,

basket, and lock. Call Nicole (213) 207-5844.

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black In good condi-

tion w/helmet and lock. $325. Everard.

(213)206-0332.
.

'

HONDA SPREE 1985. Red 2700 miles, tunc

up, new tires, good condition. $380.

HONDA SPREE 1 986 - red, just tuned. Helmet,

basket, lock included - graduating. Must sell.

$375. (213)206-8561

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmet and lock

Great condition. $ 3 75/obo^243)208-686

7

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1988, black, w/basket, low
mileage, excellent condition $700.
(213)398-0405

YAMAHA RIVA 1 80 DIx, 1 985, runs great - j ust

tuned. $750. (213)824 4560
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The sun, the surf, the ImcIs'
Former Bruin spikers kick sand in little kids* faces

Furniture 126

BEDROOM, living room, dinmg room, large

desk, remote color TV Moving, must sacrifice

(213)4 76-0817.

LIQUIDATING highest quality ajP- unused
hide-abed $250 Mattress and box spring

LEARN TO TRAVEL cheap as an air courrier

LAX to London $199 RT, LAX to Hong Kong
$299 RT, other opportunities to fly free. For

"The Courrier Travel Handbook" send $9.95

to: Courrier Air Travel. 3661 North Campbell
Ave. Ste. 342. Tuscon, AZ 85719.

Travel Tickets 106

2 ROUNDTRIP tickets. LAX to Seattle

(6/9-6/22). $100 each. Leave message.
(213)206-0729. Liang-Khoon.

2 RT TICKETS. LAX/New Orleans 6/26 to New
York 7/1 to LAX 7/5, $1000. (213)296-4039.

$300 N.W. ROUND TRIP TAIWAN- Leaving

LAXJune 1 5, comingback June 27 from Taipei.

Janet (213) 447-2116.

LAX TO MIAMI! 1 Way Ticket $12^.00 June

21, 8:30am. Call Jeannie: 208-0556.

ROUNDTRIP ticket LAX/Par is/Geneva leaves

June 15. Return Frankfurt/NYAAX July 6.

$840 original cost. $400/obo. (213)285-9740
Aaron Rosen.

Autos for Sale 109

1974, CAMERO, well-trained, good shape,

good tires, A/C. $1700. (213)397-2142.

1979 VOLVO 264GL Auto, A/C, AM/FM
cassette New tires. 88k miles Excellent condi
lion $2700. (213)326-7012 evening.

1981 (MTSUN 280 ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new irans.,

S3200/obo. Tim (213)312-1175.

1981 STATIONWACON new carborator, am/
fm cassette, auto, runs excellent $750/obo.
(213)624-3775 Must sell.

1983 ALPHA SPIDER. Black, leather, S-speed,

a/c, 51k, new top, pullout CD (213)624-3552

1983 HONDA ACCORD LX, auto, air, p/s,

Kenwood stereo Take $2950. 1 982 Rabbit LS,

5-spccd, air, $2200 (213)470-8913.

1983 ISUZU Impulse, black, a/c, sunroof, 50k,

excellent condition, $4300/obo.
(213)933 6536

1984 MASERATI Bl TURBO Dark Aquamar
ine. Leather, excellent condition. Alarm,
cover $790(yobo 213-960 1280

1966 MITSUBISHI TREDIA L, air, auto, am/fm
cassette, 50k, like new. $3950
(213)288-1771

MGB '80 Last year manufaqu rpd ! Rod. Low
mileage. Excellent running condition. $3985.

(714)860-8248.

MITSUBISHI TREDIA, 1985, $2950/obo.
5-spced, air, very clean. (213)278-4020.

MITSUBISHI MONTERO 1987. 4x4 air tinted

windows 50,000 miles. Excellent condition.

$6950. (213)288-1771.

MR2, 1987, mint, 5-spd., A/C, stereo/cassette

Spoiler pkg., 32 mpg, $8925 (805)296-5362

NISSAN STANZA 1982. 2-door 5-speed, A/C,

A\VFMf cassette, eq. booster, 85k. $190O
Good condition (213)670-8544.

PONTIAC 1980 SUNBIRD 2 door, good
condition. $1000. AM/FM, beige
(213)472-1048.

TOYOTA COROLLA FX 1988, .39,000 miles,

$6,000 or Take over payments, good condi-

tion, 213-825-5419, 213 439-2958

TOYOTA SUPRA '84 54k miles Excellent

condition. Leather seats, sunroof, automatic,

equalizer, cover, red (213)478-8958 $7,00Q.

TOYOTA Tercel 1982, 69,000 miles, AM FM
Air conditioned. Very good condition. $1900.
Call (213)206-5561. (213)391-4089

VW BUG 1970. Good reliable transportation.

Good tires. Well-maintained engine. Good
brakes. $1200. (213)397-2142.

YAMAHA RIVA JOG 1988 with lock and
basket. $500. Call (213)850-6925 after 1pm.

4150. nine»e set ilSO Snfj jmj iin/i- u-.n iii

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom scl

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $1SlO Di-

ning room 9-piece set $995. Bunk beds $200
I3ay bed $195 Rcclincr $195. Brass head

board $150. Encyclopedia 1989. Cost $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393 2338 ^^
MATRESSSETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337

MUST SELL: Twin mattress and box spring

$1 75; new wood dresser $200 Call Katherine

(213)208-2312.

MUST SELL: 2 bed sets, color TV, matching

sofa chair, coffee, end tables, lamp, computer
and standard desks, chair, bookself. Call

(213)208-4881 eves

NEW: Bunk beds - heas^ duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set black and white

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609,

SOFA. Loose pillow-back style, off-white

nubby fabric, with oak trim. Excellent condi-

tion. $90. Call Stuart (d): (213)206-051 1; (n):

(213)938-8733

^

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

VENICE, Ca — One look al

professional beach volleyball's top
two learns and it isn't hard to tell

which school has produced the

most successful players on the
lour.

With the likes of former All-

Americans Sinjin Smith, Randy
Stoklos, and Karch Kiraly, UCLA
is well represented on the 1990
AVP tour. This was apparent last

weekend in the Venice Open, as
five of the top eight players once
wore the Bruin blue and gold.

The third-seeded team of Brent
Frohoff and Kiraly blew through
the tour's top team in Smith and
Stoklos last Sunday, 15-2, winning
their first tournament of the year.

'This was a big win for us," said

Kiraly to the crowd after the
victory. "We won here last year,

and hopefully we'll be able to

come back next year and do it

again."

Having spent the first half of the

season teamed with former UCLA
redshirt Kent Steffes, Kiraly
dumped last season's rookie of the

year prior to the tournament in

favor of Frohoff, his partner for

most of 1989. Kiraly was hoping to

re-form the team that won th is san^e-

of the loser's bracket," said >i

dejected Stoklos afterwards. "We
were forced to play five games (on

Sunday), rather than the three that

they had to play."

The tournament was not without
controversy, however, as Smith
and Stoklos brought complaints
with the pairings for the wecken^l's

play.

As the top seed, the team was
forced to play No, 3 Kiraly/Fro-

hoff in the semifinals, rather than

in the finals as is normally the case.

"They switched the three and
four seeds in the draw for some
reason, and they didn't inform any
of us about the change," said

Smith. "We would have had to

have played them eventually, but

we have worked very hard this

season to earn that privilege as the

top team, and to have that taken

away without even telling us is

wrong."

Neither Kiraly nor Frohoff
wished to comment on the situa-

tion.

In the early going, it didn't look

like the extra games would affect

them, though, as they handled the

two additional games with relative

ease.

They beat the combination of
Steffes and Andrew Smith—Sin-
jin's younger brother—in the
semis 15-12, then eliminated
Hovie-Dodd with a convincing
15-5 win in the final, setting up the
UCLA showdown.

With more than two fiours rest,

Kiraly and Frohoff wasted little'

time in disposing of the Kings of
the Beach. For the former Olym-
pian, it was his third win of the
year, placing him third on the tour
standings behind Smith and Stok-
los 's pace of five wins. For
Frohoff, it was his second win of
the year, having won, with Scott
Ayakatubby once already.

"Being the top team, everyone is

always gunning to knock you off,"

Stoklos added. "It was a fine effort

on their part, and they deserved the
win."

The next stop for the AVP, is the

$75,000 San Jose Open Saturday
and Sunday. The tour then travels

east for three weeks, with stops in

Colorado, Indianapolis, and Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, before
returning to Manhattan Beach at

the end of June.

w>

Garage Sales 127

RUMMAGE SALE, Sat. June 2 9/4. Mon. June 4,

9/1. Westwood Presbyterian Church 10822
Wilshire Blvd.

Venice Open a year ago.

The move worked, as the defen-
sive quickness of Kiraly and
Frohoff was able to handle most of
what Smith and Stoklos sent their

way in what turned out to be one of
the more lopsided finals this

season.

After losing to the same Kiraly/

Frohoff team in the semifinal of
the double elimination tournament
earlier in the day, Sinjin and
Stoklos were forced to work their

way through the consolation
bracket to earn the spot in the final.

Frohoff and Kiraly, conversely,

were able to rest all afternoon, as
they went into the final as the

tournament's only undefeated
team, having defeated the number
two team of Mike Dodd and Tim
Hovland in a close 15-12 winner's
bracket final.—"It's always tough coming out

(JS NG/Oaily Brum

Former Bruin Sinjin Smith's is the all-time beach volleyball
Spiker with 107 wins.

asu
big brother/ big sister program

''MALCOLM X" -The Play

Bicycles for Sale 113 Misc. For Sale 128

1986, SUBARU XT/GL,

$5500. (213)472 6554.

air, auto, excellent.

1987 HONDA ACCORD LX, all options, white
4 door, mini condition, 34k mi. $9995. Call

(21 3)473- 7087.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

12-SPEED Sterling, bik/silver. Suntour derail-

ery, exint. condition $130/obo
(213)836-7346

JAPANESE 12-speed Bike wArainer. Shimano
components, slightly used. $500 Sacrifice.

(213)390 0516.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1980 YAMAHA 850. Many xtras Runs great

Leaving country. $1000/obo. Alex,
(213)475-6470.

1 987 KAWA EX500, new F&R tires and brakes,

recem tune-up, avail June 15th, $1700,
(213)826-2794

BMW R65LS 1 982. Excellent condition. 2 7 5k,

saddlebags, etc. $2400 (213)474-9805.

HONDA 250 Rebel, 1986, immaculate condi
tion. Low mileage, must see lo appreciate.

$1500 (213)624-1910

HONDA 750 SABRE 1984 Good condition

1200 miles $1300/obo Andrew,
(213)204-3287.

HONDA NX250, 88, 7100 mi Excellent

condition, must see. 1800/obo. 470-9420.

KAWASAKI 250 1986, Looks and runs great,

new rear tire. $1200/obo Sean
(213)477-1777.

KAWASNINIA250 1988. Black, red pin strip.

Two helmets, bike cover. Lock (21 3)478-8958,

$1900.

CAMERA: Minolta X700, lenses: 35, 70 2 1 0, &
wide angle. Used 2x $50Q/obo. Leslie

(213)208-1385. Also Honda spree $250.

Musical Instruments 129

(2) ELECTRO - Voice PL80 Microphones,
w/cords and stands, $125/obo
(213)826-2794 '_

PIONEER CD PLAYER, never used $1 25 obo
Kelly (21 3)208-5883.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COLOR TV CRAIG 1 4", remote control, only 5

months old with warranty, must sell $1 20/obo
(213)208-7440

SONE VO2610 '/, ' VCR, RM420 remote,

TT300 video tuner Excellent condition $1,100

(213)474-1148.

WINDSURFER O'BRIEN. Great condition.

Leaving country. $150. Alex, (213)475-8470.

Office Equipment 133

MURATA FAX, F-30 64 No. Auto. Dial 30 page
auto, feed, $1275 (818)347-6227.

OFFICE DESK, $65. Commercial typewriter,

Adier Selectric SE 1000E, $70. File cabinet

credenza, $100. (213)824-7676

SUZANNE WEERSING/Daily Bruin

In your face, dude.

« Typewriter/Computer 134

Scooters 119

GO TOPLESS!
'87 Celica Convertible
White, auto, air, 42K,

excellent inside and out.

$14,000
Nanci (213)829-7995.

1985 AERO 50- Includes helmet, kryptonite

lock Great condition! $400 Brent (213)

824-2205

1985 HONDA AREO 50, red and black, great

condition, 4,800 miles. $425/obo
(213)624-0691.

1965 HONDA. Deluxe 150 scooter. Good
cortdition. New tire, recently tuned Includes

lock. $625. (618)883-2520. (213)208-3211.

CANON COMPACT typewriter. Display
screen, auto correction, variable print types.

Hardly used. $90. Sheri (213)208-4 752.

IBM COMP TANDY lOOOSL 16 color. Prog-

rams. Color monitor. $730.00.
(213)209-5632.

IBM PS/2 Model 30 Monochrome, 640 kb
Memory, 20MB Hard drive, 5'A 'Floppy drive

and 3'A Microfloppy drive", ind Epson
LQ-800 printer. $160(Vobo Call Scott (H)

(213)637-0631. (W) (213)620-6511.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

p

Sunday, June 3

2pm
George Green Auditorium
-231 S—Grevillea/-Inglewood ^

Tickets are free to all Big Brother/Big Sister
participants at Community Programs Office -

102 Men's Gym or ASU Office - 320 Kerckhoff Hall
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With Pacific Coast title in liand,

women's crew rows to nationals
Women's Crew

National Rowing

Championship

June 2-3

Lake Wingra. Madison,

Wisconsin

UCUV ranked #2 behind

Princeton

By Dov Tamler

Contributor

The UCLA women's crew
team, fresh off its victory in the

Pacific Coast Championships, is in

Madison, Wisconsin for this

weekend's National Rowing
Championships.

The team to beat at the champ-
ionships looks to be Princeton,

which handed the Bruins their only

loss of the season back in April at

the Redwood Shores Regatta,

hosted by Stanford.

More recently, Princeton won
the Eastern Sprints, beating
defending national champion Cor-
nell by 1.7 seconds in the process.

Cornell will be another top conten-
der at the championships.

Other teams slated to compete
include Wisconsin, Syracuse, Har-

vard, and Stanford, the second-
place finisher at the Pac-lOs
behind the Bruins. The champions
of the Dad-Vail Sprints, the West
Virginia Mountaineers, will also

row at the Nationals. T „ .

UCLA is clearly the best t5oat

out of the West Coast, and is

ranked No. 2 going into the meet.

Head coach Kelly Salonites said,

"We don't have anything to lose,

but in another way, we feel like we

**We don't have any^

thing to lose, but in

another way, we feel

like we have a chance

to do really well.

We're going to win.''

Kelly Salonites

have a chance to do really well.

We're going to go to win."

The Bruins have never placed
higher than seventh at the Nation-
als.

No matter how well the team
does, the meet will cap off a season
in which the Bruins have emerged
from the shadow of the University
of Washington, the nation's
dominant crew team of the past

decade.

DIMITRI NtGHOPONTE
The Bruin women's crew team is ranked No. 2 going into nationals this weekend.

MEN: Thanks to Blutreich, Bruins shine in the ring
From page 36 ^

win the team title. There are
individual titles to be won.
'The great thing about track and

field is that it is an individual sport

and a team sport," said Larsen.
"While we may not win the team
title, we can still have some
winners in individual events."

UCLA's hopes for individual

titles rest primarily on the shoul-
ders of junior Steve Lewis, who
will race today in the semifinals of
the 400 meters.

Of all the honors that have been
bestowed upon Lewis in his young
career, probably the only signific-

ant accolade missing from his

mantle is an NCAA individual

title.

Lewis was second in the 1988
meet behind teammate Danny
Everett, and didn't run in Provo
last year due to a hamstring injury.

He was on the first-place UCLA
1600-mctcr relay team, but hasn't

ste()pcd on the NCAA victory

platform alone. Lewis had the top

time in the first round of qualify-

ing, and the only thing that may
stop him is the scourge of injury.

"He looked good and felt good
at the conference meet," said

Larsen. "Each week of workouts
and every race he competes in

from now on will help him
considerably."

Lewis is joined in the 400 by
teammate Mike Stevenson, who is

making quite a late-season surge of
his own. Stevenson, just a sopho-
more, has a solid chance to score in

the final after placing second in his

heat on Wednesday.
With two runners in the 400

semifinals, the lack of a UCLA
4x400 relay team is even more
disappointing. Injuries mandated
that the Bruins could not field a full

team to qualify in an event many
felt UCLA would score well in.

Another area where the Bruins
should score well is in the weight
events. Coach Art Vcnegas points

his team towards the NCAA meet
every season, and in the last three

seasons, the Bruin weight crew has
outpointed every other weight
crew in the nation. Last year when
UCLA scored 28 points as a team
for sixth overall, the weight crew
contributed 26 of that total.

This year's squad is led by
senior Brian Blutreich who,
regardless of his performance this

weekend, will graduate as one of
the most prolific NCAA scorers in

UCLA history.

Blutreich placed third in the

discus in 1988, then placed third in

the shot and fourth in the discus

last year. This winter, he was third

again in the shot at the NCAA

indoor meet, and is a favorite in

both the shot and discus throw in

Durham. In the discus, he had the

third-best qualifying throw at

188-8..

If Blutreich is an epitome of
versatility in the throws, then Mr.
Discus is Pete Thompson, who has
finished one spot ahead of Blut-

reich in both 1988 and 1989. A
consummate late-season bloomer,
Thompson threw 175-9 in qual-

ifying on Wednesday.
UCLA has another weight spe-

cialist in hammer thrower John
Knight. Knight is ranked in the top

three nationally for the hammer,
and has responded to the pressures

of the NCAA Meet with consecu-
tive eighth-place finishes the last

two seasons. Knight is coming off

a 215-4 personal best at the Pac-10
Meet two weeks ago and qualfied

for tomorrow's final with a 200-5
throw that placed him seventh
among the 12 finalists.

Distance runner Mark DaniT
who has been plagued by minor
injuries all season, received a

break when the 5,000 preliminary

heats were cancelled and all

runners were advanced to the

finals on Saturday.

Hurdler Derek Knight also
qualified in the 100 highs with a
clocking of 13.80 late Thursday.

4
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Coaches' Comer/ By Joey Ochoa

New ich not worried about having tough act to follow
Women's gymnastics head coach Valorie Kondos confident of next year's success

Most, if not all assistant

coaches dream of onq^

day landing the head
job, and that dream has come
true for Valorie Kondos. After

eight years as an assistant

coach for the women's gym-
nastics team, she has taken
over as head coach and hopes
to bring the team to a new
level of success.

Kondos replaced 10-year vet-

eran Jerry Tomlinson as head
coach after the 1990 season.

For some moving into this

position, a coach with an
overall record of 174-61 would
be a tough act to follow.

Being an assistant, however,
has helped Kondos deal with

that problem.

"I don't feel the pressure (of

Tomlinson 's past success) at

all because I feel I've been
part of that success," said

Kondos. "I've been here for .

eight years and, having been at

this institution for that long,

having worked with the giris

that are here for that long,

there are really no secrets that

Tm going tn havf. \o le.am for-

Coaches' Spotlight

Valorie Kondos Women's Gymnastics

Head Coach UCLA Class of 1987

Became head coach this year when former coach Jerry

Tominson did not have his contract renewed.

Was the team's assistant coach for eight years.

Coached at clubs in Northern California prior to joining the
UCLA program.

^

Studied ballet in Washington D.C. and New York.

this position."

Some critics of Kondos feel

that there are a number of

coaches that are more quaUfied
than Kondos and that she was
hired only to increase the

number of female head coaches

SOURCE: UCLA Sport* Information

at UCLA. Kondos feels that

this is untrue and hopes to use

next season to prove it.

"I believe 100 percent that I

was hired because of my
ability," said Kondos. "People

can say what they want, but

they're just going to have to

wait and see what next season'

brings them."

Kondos hopes to bring

-something /to the team that it^

"IVe been here for

eight years and, . • .

having worked with

the girls diat are here

for that long, there

are really no sectets

that Fm going to have

to learn."

strongest coaching staffs in the

country," said Kondos. "I feel

capable of winding a national

championship with the staff

that's coming in."

Kondos feels that the team
can win a national champion-
ship next year because, unlike

in the past when certain teams

dominated the sport, now it's

anybody's game, and motiva-

tion i.s the:

hasn't had before — a national

championship. She also feels

that a new set of assistant

coaches will help her reach

that goal. With the return of

former assistant Scott Bull and
the addition of Tanya Service,

V^ofle Kondos
ifijfc

can win any given year and
the girls just have to get

pumped up and believe in that

fact."

Despite having four seniors
on the team next year. Kondos
is not looking to them alone to

win a national championship.
Instead, she sees team unity as

the driving force behind win-

ning the title.

"1 feel that the girls are

there as a team," said Kondos.
"They're not looking for the

seniors, or any other class to

carry the team. Every class is

important. >Every girl is impor-

tant, and they've proven that

time and time again."

In preparing for next season,

Kondos has acquired informa-

tion from several sources.

These sources range from
Tomlinson to her supporting

staff, to other head coaches.

Kondos hopes to use the infor-

mation next year in order to

build a successful program.

"I think coming into a new
position you try to get as . *

mi:ch knowledge as possibJef'

said Kondos. "There is a lot=t=

Kondos feels that she will

have a strong coaching staff in

1991.

"I think the combination of

the three coaches is one of the

"Anytime a national champ-
ionship is won, 90 percent of

it is motivation," said Kondos.
"It's not like it was seven or

eight years ago where the

University of Utah had a

dynasty. Now any given team

learned from Jerry (Tomlinson)
that will be implemented and I

really push to get as much
information as I can from

everybody in order to make
this the t)esi team possible next

year."

../^

1093 Broxton Ave.
(Above Wherehouse Records)

Westwood Village, Ca. 90024

(213)208-4480

SALON ST. JAMES
Specializing in

Black Hair

now in Ali's Hair Salon

FREE
Clear Cellophane

with

Relaxer

(must bring ad)

Expires 6/17/90
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Be a Big

Brother/Sister to

a mentally

retarded

teenager! Join

Best Buddies,

Gome to the

1st Annual

BEST BUDDIES
DANCE
Saturday/ June 2

'

from 1:00 - 4:00 pm ' "

UCLA Campus - Ackerman A level Patio

RSVP Appreciated
824-9817

CASUAL DRESS

FOOD * MUSIC * FOOD * MUSIC
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Graduates and fathers share a very special day
this year. And that's v^/hy Shane's is having a
very special sale!

Nov\/ through June 30th, you can
save up to 507© on our entire

storewide inventory, including
diamond engagement and
v\,/edding rings!

So celebrate with Shane's this year. ..your Gra
and Dads W\\\ thank you!

*•
. 15-50% OFF

for all UCLA
1

•

studonts, faculty, and staff
• with UCLA ID

'" ^-

ishanes
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208-8404

1065 Broxton

Westwood Village

Mon-Sot 10:30-6:00

Sunday 12:00-6:00
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Sports
Bruins have one more hurdle to clear
Vickers, UCLA
women inch

toward title
By Jay Ross

Vol. CXXX, No. 137
Circulation: 22,000

Contributor
,

DURHAM. N.C. — One throw
was all it took.

In the low pressure preliminary

flights of the NCAA women's
Track and F^ield Championships,
Bruin thrower Tracie Millett
simply needed solid throws to

advance to the sen^ifinals of the

shot put and discus.

On Wednesday, she began her

«|uesi for dual victories with a

discus toss of 178-6, the best mark
on the day by almost 13 feet.

Millett, a strong favorite to sweep
both events, earned the mark on
her first throw for her second-best

season mark. ^•

In the shot put, though, Millett

will be pushed for the title.

Currently there is developing
between Christy Barrett of Indiana

Slate and Millett which should
culminate in the finals on Satur-

day. Barrett (51-8 1/4) bested the

. UCLA champ (50-0 1/4) by over
eight inches in their head-to-head

battle Thursday.

UCLA weight coach Art Vene-
gas predicted that Millett will

come out on i|^e top in the discus,

though. But the Barrett-Millett

matchup in the shot put will be a-

war which one of the two will

probably need a personal best -^

55 feet or better— to come ahead.
Millett threw a personal best 53-9

3/4 at the Pac-10 meet two weeks
ago.

The Bruins will need every
possible point from Millett, as

two-time defending champion
LJU appears to be invincible in the

supposed to . . . (They) qualified

with a real good time. (It) boosts

your confidence level a lot."

ASU and UCLA must team up
10 prevent LSU from running away
in^thc lOO-mcter hurdles, which
would all but clinch them the

NCAA meet. UCLA coach Calvin

Brown said, "We need Lynda
Tolbcrt (of ASU) to win the short

hurdles and take away some points

from LSU. Janccne needs to split

up the Tiger runners. I think she

will improve her lime in each
heat."

ASU's Tolbert, the indoor
champ in the 100 hurdles, won the

Ihird heal Thursday in 13.34 to set

up the final showdown with
Vickers and the Tigers.

The Sun Devils are better

equipped to win the NCAA meet
than they were to win the Pac-lOs,

where UCLA outscored them
116-73. In that meet, Tolbert did

not compete, apparently to rest for

II liriil Mil II Mir nil
Lwhc

Janeene Vickers was one of many Bruins to qualify for today
placed fourtti (13.46) in tier qualifying tieat of ttie 100 meter

sprints. The Tigers could realisti-

cally score as many as 25 points in

just Uie 100-meier hurdles alone.

LSU's Tanamjalyn Stanley, who
has been clocked at 12.91 in 1990,

captured the first heat in 13.04.

In the second heat of the short

hurdles Thursday, UCLA junior

Janeene Vickers, the Pac-10
champion, qualified for Saturday's
final as she faced three more
Tigers. Vickers started last but

passed three runners in the final 50
meters. Vickers (13.46), though,

could not overcome LSU's Dawn
Bowles, who led teammates
Cinammon Sheffield and Mary
Cobb across the finish line in front

of the Bruin.

But there was no rest there for

Vickers and Co.— far from it. The
UCLA junior all-american
returned to anchor the blue and
gold's 4 X 400 relay (Julie

SCOTT WEERSINGDaily Bruin

's and Saturday's finals as she
hurdles yesterday in Durham.

Johnson, Tonya Sedwick, Angela
Bumham and Vickers), which
turned in one of its top times of the

year (3:33.42).

But the four runners, who
finished second in their heat,

weren't the only ones breathing

hard after the event. 'They ran^

great today," UCLA freshmart^

sprinter Andrea Lee said. "Julie

Johnson finally ran the first leg of

the four-by-four like she was

Johnson, who today picked up 10
points for her team in winning the

heptathlon, only raced in individu-

al events at the Pac-10 meet.

Also in the Sun Devils' favor is

Maicel Malone, who leads the

nation in the 400 meters (51.59),

and is tops in the Pac-10 in the 200
meters (22.97).

Tolbert, who upset Devers in the

4988 NCAA 100 meter hurdle

finals, is looking to add to her

prestigious trophy collection.

So going into the weekend,
UCLA stands in good position in

capturing its first NCAA crown
since 1983, when the likes of
Florence Griffith (Joyner),
Jeanette Boldin and Jackie Joyner
(Kersee) led the attack.

Lee, though, is getting the same
type of fibs as the sprinters on that

team did. 'The electricity level in

the air sends chills up and down
your spine," she said.

Men, though, don't have much of a shot at crown NCAA Track and Field Championships

Brian Blutreich

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

The final events which will

determine the NCAA men's track

and field team champion for 1990
begin today*- j.

And when the trophy is hoisted

above Wallace Wade Stadium at

Duke University sometime tomor-
row evening, there's a strong

chance that UCLA will not have
the honors.

Champions in 1988 and 1989
before finishing sixth last year

after earning preseason favorite

status, injuries have left the Bruins
out of a wide-open team race.

Track and Field News had

UCLA fifth with 38 points as of the

Stan of May, but without a relay

team and some key individuals,

that kind of finish would be a lofty

result. Rather, head coach Bob

Larsen is hoping for a top- 10
placing by his Bruins.

"It's loo close to call from what
I've seen," said Larsen on the team
race. 'The teams that are men-
tioned prominently are Florida,

(defending champion) LSU, Texas
A&M, Oregon and Arkansas. It

will be an interesting meet because

it appears quite a few teams have a

chance to win it.

"Unfortunately, we will not be

in that contending group of teams,"

he added. "We just weren't able to

get some of our people healthy in

time to qualify. We have severely

restricted our chances of placing

high in the team standings."

Even with the team chances so

diminished, that d6csn't mean that

Larsen and the Bruins are going to

sit back and watch someone else

See MEN, page 34

ErIcBergreen Brian Blutreich Tracie Millett Janeene Vickers

QUALIFYING MEN
ATHLETE EVENT TIME/DISTANCE

Derek Knight

Mark Dani

Eric Bergreen

Brian Blutreich

100 meter hurdles

5.000 meter

Shot put

Shot put

13.80*

n/a*

58-103/4*

58-10*

QUALIFYING WOMEN
ATHLETE EVENT TIME/DISTANCE

Janeene Vickers

Tracie Millet

T. Sedwick, J. Johnson,

J. Vickers. A. Burnham

100 meter hurdles

Shot put

4 X 400 meter relay

13.46*

51-03/4*

3:33.42*
•Athlete advances to next round

Daily Bruin

• '.0.

Coaches* Comer
Who's the latest UCLA mentor to be profiled

in the Daily Bruin's newest feature? Here's a

hint: She's the newest Bruin head coach, taking

over a team that's been a perennial powerhouse
throughout the 1980s. It's a new challenge, but

she's no stranger to her teaift. ^|""

See page 35

"^t

Life's a beach
There's nothing better than a little sun and

sand to start off the summertime. But while

you're stuck in some lecture, almost every other

school in the country has shut down for the

summer. Their students are studying the moves
of great beach volleyball players.

See page 33

Crawford to transfer
Former UCLA free safety Willie Crawford,

convicted of misappropriation of stolen goods
and simple assault in separate incidents in the last

year, told the LA. Times that he will transfer to

the University of Houston next year. Crawford,

who was told by UCLA officials that his

scholarship would not be renewed, begins a 60-

day jail sentence for assault this month.

Man injured

in auto wreck
A 20-ycar-old man was criti-

i-- cally injured in a car accident

. early Sunday morning after

^ —hilling ihc stone UCLA
entrance sign at the northern

border of campus, university

police said.

According to one witness,

Alan Meier was traveling at

approximately 55 miles per

hour when he ran his 1987 Ford

Escort into the sign located at

the intersection of Sunset and

Wcstwood boulevards.

University police brought

Meier to UCLA Medical Ccnicr

ai 2 a.m. He was still m the

hospital's intensive care unit

Sunday aticrnoon.

Inside
students hold

pot smoke-out
A handful of students

smoked marijuana in Meycr-
holT Park on Friday as part of a

free speech rally.

T See page 6

Viewpoint

Semiotics:

its just words
Columnist Susan Rindcric

looks ai how the study of words
can help us lo understand our

world.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

»••.

Science fiction

supremacy
-^ Vcrhoevcn & Schwarzeneg-
ger make one of ihc niosl

expensive and popular action

riicks ol Ihc summer.

See page 26

Sports

_i L.

It's ail said and
done for track

The UCLA men's and
women's track teams relumed

from NCAA with many indivi-

dual titles.

See page 52
/
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Med Center purchases Lear Jet
UCLA one of two schools to own a plane
By Thy Dinh

Staff Writer -

The UCLA Medical Center —
one of only two university medical

centers nationwide to own and

operate a plane — recently pur-

chased a $2.6 million Lear Jet,

even though the university cur-

rently owns another plane.

Bought with Medical Center

funds, the blue-and-gold striped

aircraft's primary use is to trans-

port medical missions, said Ray-

mond Schullze, director of the

Medical Center.

With the jet, the Medical Center

now has a "reliable crew wiih a

plane that's available when
nccxled. Il allows us to carry our

missions qufie effectively,"

Schulize said.

J-Boanl

rules on
MSA ad
By Leila Ansari

Contributor

Undergraduate student govern-

mcni violated university policy

when il funded the Muslim Slu-

dcnis Association's half-page

advertisement which appeared in

the Daily Bruin, the Judicial Board
decided Friday night.

The J-Board ruled m favor of a

student complaint over the March
14 ad which said, "Over the last 28

monihs, Israeli 'independence' has

caused" injustices against Palesti-

nians and ciied sialistics of deaths

and destruction.

Chief Justice William Rudolph
said the council^ misused funds by
sponsoring ih^ ad which had
"political overtones" and does not

"affect the student in his relation-

ship with the university."

"Student government has gotten

away from dealing with the univer-

sity and deals quite a bit now in

(X)litical, exira-university events,"

Rudolph added.

1 But student government rep-

resentative Sam Kaufman said,

"All organi/alions have real issues

that alfcci them as sludcni8,.and

Ihey shouldn't be told by J -Board

and (the student council) what's

iinporumi to thoin. By the same
logic, all (campus organizations)

arc |X)liiKal and, hV ihisdctinition,

all should be clit down."
SiLulcnt organi/atioijs" are "the

rcprcscnuiiivcs of their respective

comiminilics and are charged with

rcprcsenimg political as weir as

social and cultural needs," he said

Although the jus^it'cs ruled in

favor of compiamant Spencer
Schneider, J-Board was unable to

establish gross negligence on the

council's part. Further actions will

be deiennincd when the board

makes its final decision in about

two weeks, Rudolph said.

Schneider had asked that an ad

of comparable si/e to that of the

Muslim Students Association

(MSA) be placed in The Bruin,

See J-BOARD, page 19

The Medical Center performs

about 150 liver transplants and
about 6() heart uansplants each

year, many of which must be

u-ansported across the country.

"We actually have the second
largest transplant system in the

nation and the world," Schulize

said.

And, the more the center use*

the plane, the less expensive il will

be, since half of its costs are fixed,

he said.

But the director of medical

missions at the University of

Minnesota said owning and oper-

ating a plane, as well as the Part

135 license that is required to do
so, is more expensive than char

lering flights.

Cheryl Alinder, who heads Life

Link at Ramsey/Abbott/Umversiiy

of Minnesota, said these costs

force the university to charge

j?aiienLs rfiore than if it chartered a

private plane. The University of

Minnesota is the only other univer-

sity medical center that owns and
operates a plane, according to the

1990 Air Medical Service direc-

Most universities, as well as

private hospitals, charter or lease

private planes lo avoid the high

costs of buying and maintaining

the aircrafts, Alinder said.

UCLA has owned and ojK'raied

a Cheyenne 4(K) for iwo years. This

aircraft, which Schult/^* says ihe.

university is currently trying to

sell, was used by the Office of ihe

Chancellor, the UCLA Me^lical

Center, senior personnel at other

UC campuses and Medical centers

and other California educational

mstilulions.

Schulize said he has not deter-

mined how or if the' Lear Jet will

transport the chancellor and his

siaff.

"There are another number^of
ways the chancellor can use it that

don't necessarily involve medical

use. 1 haven't yet determined how
to deal with those cases," Schultz.e

said.

In July 1988, Young was
accused of misusing university

,

u-avel funds by KCBS Action

News who alleged that he spent

more than S50,0(K) chartering

private planes when cheSpcr com-
mercial llighLs were available.

. Twx) monihs later, ihe UC Board
of Regents bought ihe P[pcr

theyenne twin prop.

And last ye^ir, the Cheyenne 4(X)

See PLANE, page 20

Fat man and little Boy

The late-afternoon sun wreaks havoc with this man's shadow as he descends the

stairs at Lot 6.

Elliott verdict condemned
Students allege new evidence
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Several students were shocked

last month lo hear Uial Siacey

Donnell Elliott was found not

guilty. Alter all live ol his alleged

victims iiK)k llie witness stand and

pointed to him as tlieir as.sailani,

some said ihey aliijost fainted

when ifiey heard ol the jury's

unanimous ruling that he was
innocent of llie daytime campus

attacks.

When the case closed, several of

the women individually contacted

the Daily Brum, claiming the trial

involved questionable jurors, inap-

propriate charges of racism,

women who did not press charges,

and an overbearing court official

— elements they feel successfully

compromised iheir strong testi-

mony.

"Two of the jurors said ihey

knew we ideniilied the right

IKTson but lliey were sorry . . . So
we are made the scapegoat," one ol

llie vNomen told The Brum. "The

case IS not closed lor me |vrsonal-

ly. There was an iniustice.done.

Siacey l-,lliott was the man who
assaulted me and there is runhmg I

can do alx)ul it. There is somethim:

going on behind this whole scene

Ivhind the legal matter"

While the siudenLs have little

chance of successful lejial

recourse despite these new
allegations — the women are

awaiting UCLA's decision on
whether or not the university will

prcKced wiili its own investigation

of the former fixnball player. The
investigation would determine

whether or not he will be readmit-

ted to the campus in the fall.

"Stacey Elliott went through an

unlvlievable ordeal and was vintl^-

cated by our judicial system,'

I'CLA head fcHMball coach Terr\

I^onahiie said in an iniervio\\ willi

The Brum. "Whether the system is

any gcHxl or not, it is up to (1 he

Brum;) to look into But the fact is

hi* has been vindicated and you

shouUl be sensitive to liui."

Highlighting the siudenb" alle

nations Ts a lengthy (X)st-verdicl

conversation lx*tween v>ne wiines^

for the prosecutuMi and two jurors.

In the West Los Angeles court-

house women's balhrcxMn. one ol

the vKinns said, tmv jurors pn-

vaiely a|X)logi/ed to her tor the

not-guilly verdict anil told the

student that they knew Hllioit was;^

guilty, but they would not convict

him for fear of being accused of

racism. •

*Two jurors stayed back two
hours after the case was over and

See ELLIOTT, page 15

^
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Attention
- Dally Bruin Advertisers:

Deadlines 10th week

Tuesday, June 5

Deadline for Grad Issue:

Monday, June 4

©^iiraa
•ji*<,

TODAY. MONDAY, JUNE 4

•Hillel

-Rabbi Dr. Chaim Brorender

-3:00 pm '

-AU 3517

•URL
-Gifts Section Half Price Sale

.1

» 4

-June 4 - June 8
-10:00 am - 4:00 pm
-Rm. 22480 URL

•Kinesiology

-New courses available

-Check them ouf*

•Academic Affairs

-Positions Available

-Applications due June 5

-309 Kerckhoff

•Academic Affairs
« 4

-Chlcano Studies T-Shlrts Available

-407 Kerckhoff

•Cultural and Recreational Affairs

-Learn to sail

-for more information call 823-0048

•Daily Bruin

~~~-only 2 papers left
~~

-Thursday. June 7 and Grad Issue

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS PLEASE LOOK WITHIN
THE BODY OF THE PAPER FOR THESE
ORGANIZATIONS ADVERTISEMENTS^
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Activists prepare for

protests to save trees
By Steve Geissinger "

Associated Press ' ^^

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Leftist activists of all stripes, spurred by a

bombing that injured two environmentalists, are preparing for a

widespread anti-logging protest campaign they're calling Redwood

Summer.
Earth First! organizers said tliey hope to reproduce the environmental

aiuivalent of Freedom Summer, the 1964 voter registration campaign

centered in Mississippi that helped lead to the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

Though Redwood Summer protests .arc planned as peaceful civil

disobedience to slow the pace of logging and save old-growth redwoods,

a number of violent incidents already have occurred because of tension

between those who make their living from the northern California timber

industry and environmentalists.

A letter writer, identified only as "the Lord's avenger," has claimed

responsibility for a pipe bomb explosion that injured Earth First! leaders-

Judi Bariand Darryl Chemey in Oakland on May 24. The writer also

claimed responsibility' for a pipe bomb that exploded outside a lumber

mill May 9.

Earlier, Bari and Cherney reported receiving numerous dealth threats,

and last August her car was allegedly rammed by a logging truck.

During demonsu-ations, a protester had her nose broken by a logger

and anothci' protester was dropped by a punch from another logger. To
that extent^ Redwood Summer rcsenlbles Freedom Summer, which was

marked by violenc;e, including the murder of three civil rights workers

near- Philadelphia, Miss.
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Minority students iiattie academic attrition
By Tawn Nhan

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur.'it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) S25-9898.

Staff Writer

Believe it.

The chances of an average

UCLA student leaving UCLA with

a degree infour years is barely 30
percent. An affirmative . action

student's chances are even lower
— less than 10 percent.

And even ifgivenfive ye(irs to do

it, only about 65 percent of all

students will graduate with a

UCLA undergraduate degree.

Two summers ago, sophomore
Oclavio Navarro and his friends

dismissed these figures because it

couldn't possibly apply to them.

Experience, however, has made
Navarro a little bit wiser.

UCLA proved to be an espe-

cially intiiTiidating experience for

Navarro who comes from a high

school that was predominpUy
Cliicano/Latino. The course work

was challenging and Navarro felt

ill-prepared and very isolated.

Walking down Bruin Walk; he

perceived other students' attitude

as demeaning and felt as if he were

being stereotyped as unqualified

and undeservijig. It seemed as if

they were saying, "You don't

belong here, you're just smooch-
ing off financial aid," Navarro

mid =

Graduation Rates of UCLA Students
Figures show average graduation rates of regularly admitted and

special action* students entering fall 1980-83.

^ special action* students regularly admitted

CHICANO 40.2%

X^ 23.6%
47.65%

24.5%
41.97%

24.6%
3947%

30.95%
44.4%

FILIPINO

HISPANIC

BLACK

LATINO

AMERICAN
INDIAN

ASIAN

WHITE

TOTAL

•special action denotes students who are recruited for athletic and artistic

talent as well as for affirmative action goals. Regularly admitted sludehte ^ ,.^

are admitted based on UC test scores and GPA criteria. " z"^'

1\\\VV\\VM 348%
WKtKtHKKKK^M 46.47%

m^mijiyH^H 63.69%

"IVe been able to do
better than some
white people and Fm
proud of that because

1 know it's not that

we can't do it, but
that we h^veliever

cha

een given th
nce«

>>

Octavio IMavarro

SOURCE: Office of Undergradu^e Admissions

perseverance ihat kept him here,

but also the support and encour-

agcmcni of peers who are either

going through the same struggles

or have survived them.

This year, Navarro is taking

advantage of a unique program—

TOM YUN/Daily Bruin

dent community for lulors,

counselors and mentors.

Although academic attrition is a

problem for all students, it is

especially acute among the minor-

4ly community where many stu-

denu have a louahcr—time
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But Navarro worked hard and

earned a B+ average. He's still

here, but nearly all of his friends

from summer orientation aren't.

"My closest friends (from fresh-

man orientation) aren't here any-

more," said the political science

and Chicano Studies major. "I'm

all alone again."

Navarro admits it was not only

Faculty,

students
laud Lloyd
By Holly Bauer ^
City Editor

one which his friends who left the

university never had an opportun-

ity to reap the benefits.

The program is called Chicano

Latino Academic Support System
(CLASS) and unlike conventional

retention programs operated by

administrators and hired profes^

sionals, this student-run program

recruits exclusively from the stu-

adjusting to college because of

various social and economic prob-

lems.

Students and administrators say

insufficient high school prepara-

tion, a lack of mentors, feelings of

inadequacy and loneliness as well

as the added pressures of family

commitments and part-time jobs

plague many minority students

who attend college.

The number of graduates from

undcrrepresentcd ,,^^nd undcrpri-

.

vilegcd groups have steadily

incrca.scd in the past decade, but

sull lag far behind regularly

admitted students— by as much as

a factor of one. to two in some
years, according to university

records.

In the past, abou#'25 to 35

perccfnt of students admitted under

special admissions pQlf^y, which

includes affirrnaiive. action, gra-

duated in five years, While an

average of 60 percent of regularly

admitted studenti gradui^cd in the

same time.

Dissatisfied with the admir

nislration's efforts, sj.udents have

taken upon themselves the lask of

rams to combat the high attrition

rates in their communities.

"We've given the university a

whole decade, now we're giving

the students a chance," said Sam
Kaufman, chairman of the Campus
Retention Xommiiicc, a two-

year-old etfganizalion created to

address the dropout crisis. The
committee oversees the funding

for the three student programs.

The studcnLs' approach to the

attrition prpblcm.. includes cqn-

veniional study sessions, counsel-

ing and tutoring, social activities

and a popular mcntorship program
which matches younger students

with veteran juniors and seniors.

Students take the role of ass^ir-

ing the' success of members of their

own communiiv al the univcrsimi
helping to graduate their peers

who, like them.selves, come from

underrepresented backgrounds.

In the last couple of years,

concerned student leaders from

minority groups on campus,
including Movimiento Estudiantil

ChK:am> De A/tlan (MEChA),
African Student Union and Sama-

hang Filipino, have launched prog-

and student leaders say this unique.

feature is a source of empower^
mcni and pride for the community.

"We don't want another AAP
(university-administered
Academic Advancement Prog-

ram)f' said Lloyd Monserrati,

undei-graduaic government's

See RETENTION, page 10

The year was 1988 and Lloyd

Monserrati was at the center of a

campuswide controversy over

whether or not he was student body
president.

Many students can vividly recall

the campus riots and destruction of

ballot boxes that followed under-

graduate government's decision to

nullify Monserrati' s victory, dec-

laring him ineligible because of a

dispute over his academic stand-

ing.

They may remember Monser-

ralt's declaration, "I was eligible. 1

am eligible. 1 am president.'*

But now in 1990, students,

faculty and administrators that

have worked with Monserrati, a

political science senior who gradu-

ates this month, laud his dedication

to ensuring student diversity, stu-

dent retention and student rights.

Some students say they remem-
ber Monserrati hard al work in the

middle of the night in Kerckhoff

Hall's student government offices,

while others recall Monserratt's

leadership style as diplomatic,

progressive and effective.

"He claps his hands together and
other people clap along with him,"

.said former undergraduate presi-

dent David Hoffman, who held

office in 1987-1988 when Monser-

rati was declared ineligible.

"Lloyd is a natural leader with an

incredible ability to motivate peo-

ple."

Current undergraduate officers

agree with Hoffman. "I like Lloyd

a lot because he is very objective

Lloyd Monserratt

. . . he's very busy, but he really

has helping the community in

mind," said undergraduate Finan-

cial Supports Commissioner Octa-

vio Navarro.

Two years after he lost the

undergraduate presidency because

of what many students consider a

technicality, Monserratt is finding

slate politics an effective arena to

fight for student rights.

In the last few years, Monserratt

has become a key figure behind

attempts to increase UC student

retention rates, especially among
students of color whom he says are

often viciflTis of racism and left

without faculty mentors.

"Lloyd is one of the most
influential student leaders in our

history, more than a lot of presi-

dents have been," said 1989-90

undergraduate President John

Sarvey. "He is the main student

leader that helped save UC stu-

dents SI 00 this year by fighting

(registration) fee increases."

As vice president of tlic UC
Student Ass(x:iation, a systemwide

student lobby, and as a student

representative on a California

Postsecondary Education Com-
mission committee, Monserratt

has been lauded for working to

improve undergraduate education.

Researching differential treat-

ment on college campuses, push-

ing to make student retention a

departmental responsibility and

lobbying both on campus and in

Sacramento to make UCLA a

boiler experience for students are

.,—i-

just a few of Monserratt's achieve-

ments that students and faculty

recogni/e.

"It is hard to think of a person

who over that time affected this

campus more than Lloyd," said

LCobardo Estrada, a professor ol^

architecture and urban planning^

Monserratt has demonstrated

dedication in his work with Chica-

no and Latino students, both

through his work on student

retention projects and his leader-

ship in the Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano De A/.tlan (MEChA), he

said.

"He put his heart and soul into

working with MEChA and did a lot

of good work ... he was a good
worker bee when,he had to be,",

Estrada said.

n-

Faculty and students praise

Monserratt for his instrumental

role in the creation of the Chicano

Latino Academic Supp(.)rt System,

a student initiated retention project

founded by MEChA.
Lylc Timmerinan, executive

student relations officer, agreed.

"He's done a great deal for the

campus generally, and he's been

very active at the statewide level."

Timmcrman, who represents thcr

administration at student council

meetings, nominated Monserratt

as an outstanding seniorw

"I can't imagine a student going

through a more difficult nona-

cademic experience than what he

did (when his lost the prcsidcn-

See LLOYD, page 1
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Briefs

World

Tenorist threat forced

scalecMown exercise

MANILA. Philippines — Recent mur-

ders of American soldiers by Communist
rebels and new threats have prompted the

U.S. Air Force to scale back a training

exercise to keep all personnel on base,

U.S. sources said Sunday.

Air Force officials said about 1,000

troops had been expected to take part in

the two-week exercise that was to begin

Monday at Clark Air Base.

But the number was reduced to about

850 so that all personnel could be housed

on the base, 50 miles north of Manila.

In Honolulu, Air Force spokesman

Maj. James Pasierb said the reduction

would not affect the scope of the

operation, the final phase of this year's

Cope Thunder series of exercises.

He claimed the reductions were not

prompted by Communist threats.

"I want to make it clear that we are not

scaling back on the exercise because of

any terroristic activity," he said.

Army was hasty in

firing, group reports

JERUSALEM — An Israeli human
-tights group said Sunday the army was-toa.

hasty in openmg fire on Palestinians

protesting an Israeli's massacre of seven

Arab workers last month.

The May 20 massacre by a deranged

gunman and 16 subsequent deaths in

clashes with the army helped produce the

Palestinian uprising's highest monthly

death toll in a year, said the Israeli

Information Center for Human Rights in

the Occupied Territories.

The center, known in Hebrew as

Betselem, said the latest deaths came
despite army claims that soldiers had

learned to exercise restraint in countering

protests in the 29-month-old uprising.

'The facts prove that the opposite was

true," said a report'by the group, founded

by Israeli liberals and intellectuals.

Nation

GorlMicliev visits

Midwest farmers
MINNEAPOLIS — After four days of

superpower summitry, a glad-handing

Mikhail Gorbachev swept into the Mid-

west on Sunday for an encounter with

American business and agricultural lead-

ers.

The Soviet leader and his wife, Raisa,

landed in Minneapolis in the early

afternoon amid heavy security, a steady

drizzle and temperatures in the 40s.

"All of us are very excited to have you,"

said Gov. Rudy Perpich.

Gorbachev stopped for a few moments
to shake hands with the cheering crowd,

made lip mostly of the families of those

dignitaries. Some waved white handker-

chiefs — "Gorba-chiefs."

A block from the governor's mansion,

the Gorbachevs stepped from their limo

and walked, waving and then shaking a

few more hands. Most shouted "wel-

_cgme," but a few carried Lithuanian.

"Estonian and Latvian Hags.

Strong contenders
top Tony competition

NEW YORK — 'The Piano Lesson"

and "City of Angels" were the shows to

beat Sunday for top Tony honors as

Broadway celebrates the best of a busy
theater season.

»

*The Piano Lesson," August Wilson's

drama about a black family confronting

its past, already has won the Pulitzer Prize

for drama as well as the New York Drama
Critics Circle award. Its strongest com-
petition for best play comes from "The
Grapes of Wrath," Frank Galati's adapta-

tion of John Steinbeck's epic novel about

1930s Dust Bowl Okies. But Galati is

favored to win the director award for his

work on the play, a production from

Chicago's Steppenwolf Theater Com-
pany.

Murderer executed
after stay canceled

CARSON CITY, Nev. —Thomas Baal

was put to death by injection Sunday after

sending a greeting to his parents who tried

to block the execution he said he wanted.

Baal, 26, was pronounced dead at 7:14

a.m., nine minutes after a mixture of three

lethal drugs was pumped through tubes

into his arms as he lay strapped on a table

in the former gas chamber at the Nevada
State Prison.

Warden Pete Demosthenes said Baal's

last words were "Send my love to my
mamma and my papa." State Prison

Director Ron Angelone added that Baal

told him. to tell his parents, "Jesus was

taking him home and he was not scared."

State

Roh arrives in S.F.

to meet Gorbacliev

SAN FRANCISCO — South Korean
President Roh Tae-woo arrived in San

Francisco on Sunday, hoping for an

unprecedented meeting with Soviet Presi-

dent Mikhail Gorbachev designed to

promote normalized relations and trade.

Some 200 people, divided between

supporters and opponents of the visit,

staged a noisy demonstration outside the

Fairmont Hotel after Roh was safely

lodged inside.
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Roh's plane, flying U.S. and Korean

flags from a hatch above the flight deck,

was greeted by several hundred people,

including San Francisco Mayor Art

Agnos, former Secretary of Slate George
Shultz, Korean Ambassador Hyun
Hong-clioo and high-ranking members of

the State Department

Local

Malibu cityhood to be

decided in election

Malibu 's bid for cityhood will stand or

fall by the vote Tuesday.

A ,decades-long battle to incorporate

the fabled seaside community has landed

on the ballot for the third time since 1950.

If approved, the home-rule measure

would incorporate a 26-mile stretch of

coastal hills and superb surfing beaches.

The area is populated by roughly 20,000

residents.

Voters also will select a five-member

Ttty council to govern Malibu *s fledgling-

municipal government. More than 30
candidates have filed, including two who
oppose cityhood.

The area is renowned for its super-rich

celebrity residents, such as Johnny Car-

son, Michael Landon and Olivia New-
ton-John. ^^,_^

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Marijuana smoked at free speech rally
By ^aha Youness
Staf A/riter

The cloud of smoke thai some
siudenuj saw drifting from Meyer-
hoff Park Friday afternoon was
from marijuana.

About 70 people, a handful of

them smoking, crowded the park

as part of a free speech rally

Friday. Organizers said they

gathered to peacefully smoke
marijuana and share a list of

grievances they have with U.S.

policies.

"We're going to have a bunch of

people smoke pot and hang out and
it will be a lot of fun," said senior

Craig Roberts, before the event

started.

Roberts coordinated the event

and was responsible for getting

approval from the Center for

Student Programming (CSP). On
the CSP request form, Roberts did

not indicate that the rally was
going to be a "marijuana smoke-

out."

"If 1 knew they were going to

smoke marijuana, they- would not

have been allowed to use. our

equipment," said* Berky Nelson,

director of CSP. "Smoking mari-

juana in public is not iCgal in this

Slate," he said.

^ "fhe request form slates ihal

applicants must agree that "any
activity conducted will be in

accordance with all pertinent uni-

versity regulations and policies as

well as any applicable federal,

state, or local laws."

University police officers pre-

sent during the noon sit-in said that

they did not witness any violation

of the law and that they saw no one
smoking marijuana. "We didn't

sec any or smell any," said Sgt.

B.J. Franklin.

However, police told one pro-

testor that if they sec him smoking
marijuana they would lake him
down to the station.

"They told me ihai if they sec

mc smoking marijuana that they'd

take mc in," said Norm Lubow,
who calls himself the Reverend
Bud Green. "This shows how
fascist ihe government really is,"

he said.

The rally came more than a

month after Roberts was jailed in

San Francisco on suspicion of drug

possession. Roberts said he was
beaten in jail by police who called

him a "long-haired white nigger."

The sit-in was not just to smoke
marijuana, Roberts said. "This is

about heavier things than smoking
pot. It's about people gelling

pulled over by cops because they

don't look like everyone else."

Roberts said the U.S. "War on
Drugs" has not been effective.

"It's a sham," he told the growing
crowd. "Your tax dollars are going

to the civil war in Colombia," not

to lighting drugs. "When we go out

and gel real jobs, we're going to

start paying that debt," he said.

Some students espoused the

universality of drugs. "Everyone

smokes herb. Greeks get high.

Blacks gel high. Everyone gets

high," said senior Jose Martinez.

However, former undergraduate

President John Sarvey said that

some students might have been

discouraged from joining the rally

because of the marijuana.
"1 very much value the part

about free speech, but they are

probably turning away some peo-

ple because of the pot," Sarvey

said, adding that some other

students might have also been

alU"acted because of the marijuana.

"I can see there's a legitimacy to

the point that people have a right to

do what they want with their

bodies, especially when laws

allow people to do more destruc-

r

HOOSIAN/Oaily Bruin

Severalpeople smokedpot during Friday's freedom speech
rally in Meyerhoff Park.

live things with their bodies,"

Sarvey said.

Some students said that the rally

forced them to question their

attitudes towards drugs. "I have

mixed feelings," said Cori Reif-

man, a senior majoring in psychol-

ogy. "I support what they said, but

See POT, page 21
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Bush grants trade concessions to Gorbachev at summit
By Tom Raum
Associated Press

CAMP DAVID, Md. — True, there were

some llth-hour negotiations. But the seeds

of President Bush's decision to grant trade

concessions to the Soviet Union were sown
in his renewal of trade benefits for the

Chinese and his refusal to impose sanctions

against Moscow over Lithuania.

Bush's action meant that for the second

time'tii as many weeks, he was ignoring

widespread congressional opposition to a

trade agreement with a regime whose
human rights policies have been sharply

criticized. j. ^

Bush's earlier renewal of trade benefits to

China and his decision not to slap economic

sanctions on Moscow over its hardline

approach in the Baltic slates made it harder

for him to say no to an anxious Gorbachev,

some aides are suggesting.

If Bush won any private assurances from

Gorbachev on Lithuania in exchange for the

trade deal, neither side was letting on.

U.S. officials insisted that Bush did not

cxU'act any such commitment from Gorba-

chev; and Soviet officials continue to

characterize the stalemate as an internal

dispute that they will resolve themselves.

White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwa-

icr, briefing reporters Saturday on Bush's

talks with Gorbachev at the Maryland

Previous renewal of trade benefits to China

'made it harder' for Bush to say no to Soviets

presidential retreat, was asked what the

United States got in return for signing the

trade pact.

"Well, we got out of it . . . what wc put

into at Malta (summiO, which was the

recognition that, as the superpower and
leader of the Western alliance, that we are

leading the way to help the Soviet Union
integrate itself into the international eco-

nomic community."

"

"Certainly signing the trade agrcemeni,

from our poinj of view, is 3 symbol and a

way to encourage further development, to

try to help out with that process of economic
reform," he said.

U.S. sources said that, even though

Soviet officials balked at the last minute ai

signing a grain deal. Bush's mind was not

made up by this last-minute Soviet attempt

at haggling.

,

Instead, GorbaclRev's fervent, direct

appeal for the agreement and Bush's desire

to help strengthen the hand of the embattled

Soviet leader at home had more bearing on
his decision, the officials.

"It was quite obvious that Gorbachev was
seeking something on the economic front.

It's obviously something that he wanted to

lake home," said one official, who spoke on

the condition of anonymity.

The Soviet leader himself made ii clear in

his comments to congressional leadcri on

Friday at the Soviet Embassy thai he sorely

wanted the trade pact.

And, in fact, Gorbachev himself raised

the specter of the Tiananmen Square

crackdown in nolmg that the United Slates

had extended its most-favorcd-nalion trade

hand to Beijing — but not to Moscow.

Gorbachev pressed the same points in

meetings with Bush both on Thursday and

on Friday, said an administration official.

At one point. Bush even expressed frustra-

tion thai the Supreme Soviet had noi yei

acted on long-pending lcgisialion,>o codify

more-liberal emigration policies, sources

said.

The Soviet leader lold Bush he would
make an even harder effort 10 get the law

passed, the sources said.

Senate Republican leader Robert Dole

said it was clear that Gorbachev "wanted

some give on the trade side ... 1 think he

feels thai if he doesn't get it he's going home
emply-handed."

Yevgeny M. Primakov, a top Gorbachev
adviser, told reporters Saturday that the

emigration law is "on the finishing line."

Sources said Gorbachev's forceful pleas,

together with^Bush's historical bias against

economic sanctions, helped the Soviet

leader wm his case.

As Bush and Gorbachev relaxed at the

U.S. presidential retreat here in the Cactoc-

tin MiMJUntains of Maryland on Saturday, the

divisive trade decision was behind them and

they went on to other issues.

But the Bush administration still faces a

likely battle in Congress as the president

U"ics to win approval of the new agreement.

A tough bailie is also expected on the China

move.

With China, Bush renewed already

existing most-favored-nation status for

another year. But the Soviet Union has noi

had most- favored-naljon status since 1952,

when ii was revoked by Congress. The
Jackson- Vanik amendment to the 1974

Trade Act requires a couniry to have both a

trade agreement with the United Stales and

a law allowing free emigration before iican

.be granied most-fa vored-nation status.

In giving Gorb;^chev ihe trade agreement.

Bush lold the Soviet leader he would noi

even send the measure to Cibngress until the

Supreme Soviet passes the emigration law.

^ However, the strings extended only to

emigration policy, not Lithuania.

HAIR SALON
•THANKS TO YOU"

WE ARE NUMBER ONE!
" SERVING MEN & WOMEN

FOR 60 YEARS
1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

Arrive In style.

EUte" 250

For More Information About

Becoming a IVIarine Officer Call

UBIackson at (213) 294-3736

When you're on a new Elite" 250 from

Honda, you cant help but have a great .

time. Push-button electric starting, a -

no- shift transmission and a unique lock-

ing underseat storage trunk make the

Elite 250 convenient. It's big enough
ro carry you and a passenger,' and the

Elite's powerful engine makes it freeway-

legal, too. Stop by and see one today

HONDA.
Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
^\ Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

^ 1804 Lincoln Blvd.

{213)450^4643

'^/

"\

ComendenMh its.

STREET MOTORCYCLES/SCOOTERS/WULTIPLE PRODUCTS
AI.WAYS WEAR A HELMET. EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTTVE CLOTHING AND ?LEASE
RESPECTTHE ENVIRONMENT Obey the law ind r«kJ your oimer'a muiual thoroughly. Far rider
Irsifung infomuuoA. call the MMorcyck Sai«ty Foundatwit at 1^800447-4700
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Weight management class offered

Instructor to share 'own experiences'

By Michael Lawrence

Contributor

Seven years ago, Robert Abel-

son could not fit into a telephone

booth to make a call. He had to

wear a modified seatbelt to fly on

an airplane. Once he even col-

lapsed a hotel bed when he sat

down on it.

But the unhappy UCLA alum-

nus finally changed his ways.^

Abelson, who once tipped the

scales at 40() pounds, went on a

massive diet and shed half his body

weight in 15 months. This sum-

mer, he will be teaching a UCLA

Extension course t)n weight man-

agement.

Although he holds a doctorate

degree in geophysics from UCLA,
Abclson found that his size hurt

chances of gctimg hired. He had

been laid off by an aerospace firm

in 1981, he said.

Now a certified health and

fitness instructor, Abclson i^aid he

wants to relay his experiences to

his students by encouraging them

to practice what they learn.

"I guess being a victim of (diet)

shams in the past made me want to

share what 1 know," he said.

'There is a credibility when you

have been through the experience

yourself."

Students in his class will lake

field trips to supermarkets and

restaurants. They will laste diffe-

rent diet f(Kxls and discuss what

makes ordinary foods unhealthy.

Some class meetings include

walking around Westwood for

exercise.

The class will scrutinize fad

diets and emphasize fitness, nutri-

tion problem-solving and lifestyle

modification, Abelson said. "Peo-

ple can eat what iheywant just a§

long ^s ihey are aware they must

burn those calories," he said.

"There is no such thing as a

See FITNESS, page 21 Robert Abelson shares a pair of old pants.
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Wlien you have to wait until morning,

nighttime is about eight hours too long.

,,.wt^mnO«V'

^ FIRST** RESPONSE.

5-Minute
Pregnancy
Test

Revult'> first drfy

of missed period

nsf

You've missed your period. You're trying

to sleep, but you can't stop thinking about ^

it You've got to know now.

So you use your FIRST RESPONSE®
FVegnancy Test. Now you know. No more

wondering. No more worrying.

With the FIRST RFJ^PONSE® Pregnancy

Test, you can find out if you're pregnant in

five minutes any time of the day—even on

the day your p)eriod is due. It's over 99%
accurate in laboratory testing and it's easy

to use. r

If you have any questions, call us toll-free

at 1-800-367-6022:

FIRST-^^
RESPONSE
Home Diagnostic Kits

We'll put your mind at ease.

FIRST Rt ';P(.)\Sf ,in<l ihf Hurti.in f injure Design ,irr rf>;isifr<<l ti.tdi-rii.irliv i>l I.tinbr.inds Inc I ,il<"- Sth i i->s S> lli'^^ l>)'*ti l.iinhrjniK Im

BRUIN (213)474-6267

TRAFFIC
,

SCHOOL '^

I Ki;i; i'AKKiN(; cusiiioNKi) chairs

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

>.:^ V̂v, t'^^'''^!t^
'^^

W^

SUMMER ^ UCLA
-Poolside, Sunset Canyon

Te n n is, L ATC

Movies, Westwood Village

All you can eat.

Of course, you could just go home.

For fun in the sun and just a splash of study, UCLA Housing

*

has your place for Summer 1990. Choose either single, double

or triple accommodations in newly renovated residence halls

or more private apartment like suites. Jhree meals a day fea-

ture full service menus. Contact Gary Bourjolly at 213/206 8519

or at Summer Sessions On Campus Housing, 270 De Neve

Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

No wait list or lottery!

UCLA
OUSING

SUMMER SESSIONS HOUSING

^
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PRESENTS

hilER

M O N T U E S

WED THURS F R I

* AMATEUR *
NIGHT.

Open Mic.

Music & Poeliy

9:00 P.M.

COMEDY

Aimm

9:09 P.M.

S AT SUN
.i, AMATEUR ^

NIGHT

Open MIc.

Musk & Poetry

9:00 P.M. "Sing the Hits"

The
Sinfipsons/

Married with

Children

HOUR
Santo Pietro's new management teafn'^is TOTALLY DEDICATED to the students, faculty and staff of UCLA

SUN-THURS 1/2 PRICE ON DINNER & DRINKS
W/ UCLA I.D. FROM 5-8 PM

^EVERY NIGHT:
i:^.

* Happy Hour 5-8 PM ^

(1/2 Price on Any_prinks of Pitchers)

* Big Screen Sports* ^^

(Call Up For Schedule)
* Large Parties & Banquets for Sororities, Fra|ernities,

and Other Groups
* Featuring a Full Stage and P.A. System

_ SANTO PIETROS _
A Full Service F^estaurant, Bar & Cafe

1000 Gayley & Weyblirn
(213) 208-5^88

Open 7 Days A Week at 11:30 A.M.
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ADVERTISE

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208^0740

MARTIN R WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDIN6
GUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)
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Gorbachev uses wit and will in summit
Commercial deals-made under trade agreement

LA fiftA IN FILM. VIDEO & PERFOfn^NCE ARTS

3000 ^ %%"
^

CHICANO
^ ^ ^ HISTORY

PERFORMED in MUSIC. SONG & TRUTH!

• Chuy Negrete •

TODAY
6:00 pm

1330 Macgowan Hall

SPONSORED BY UCLA CHICANO/LATINO FILM &
TV ASSOC. AND THE CPC OF THE PAB v

"7

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA_C0MMUNITY!! '^M

^,G
»^WlNcS

"Ain't No Thin^ Like Our Chicken Win^ 'TM

MARTIN GONZALEZ

l.orna Laparan, a junior majoring in economics, studies at Campbell Hall as part of one of

UCLA's retention program. ,

RETENTION .
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"

external affairs director who was

instrumental in establishing

CLASS.
Lorna Laparan, a junior eco-

nomics major and a member of

Samahang Filipino who regularly

«Hf:mlM the Pilip i no Amcr i t^ftfr

thai minorities must face, CLASS,
PAPER and the Academic Sup-

ports Program aim to instill a sense

of belonging and consequently

make them feci more comfortable

tn the university—

—

k ind of nccr support anda:tufr-

"AAP's greatest weakness is

being under-funded. We need to

expand the services that students

receive," Burmeo said.

UCLA's AAP program is the

biggest of its kind in the nation and

makes up a th ird of the Collcfle-oi-

LATE LUNCH 2:00PM-5:00PM
9 WIN(;S 1/2 ORDER MUZZERELLA STICKS SOFT DRINK

$4.22

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Style Wings

Served with celery

sticks

Served by the dozen

Saucca to chooae from:

Mild or Barbcque for beginners

Hot experienced eaters only

Suicide Buffalo natives only

1/2 & 1/2 a Big Red Wings

hot barbcque sauce

Side SaladK Dinner salad $1.40, $2.95

potato salad,co1e slaw,macaroni salad $1-25

THINGS
Potato SkinR
homemade with sour cream $2.95

Bacon and Cheddar $.'» 50

Golden Mozzarclla Sticks $3.50

Fresh Fried Zucchini $2 95

Breaded Whole MushroomH $2.25

Our Famous "Onion LoaT $1.50

Steak Fries plain $2.25

with cheese & gravy

BIG RED SAMPLER $5.95

(wings, mozzarella slicks, zucchini,

mushrooms, and potato skins)

1

W TOE BIG
^^

RED BUCK «^*|

I $2.00 Off WW «DCR OF m PLUS I BUY » WHGS A£^ A MOMm \

Project for Education and Reten-

tion's (PAPER) study hall,

believes that studying together

with other students makes a differ-

ence in study habits and grades.

"It's basically a library, but

better because you know people

there — it's not a study carrel

where it's just you and your ugly

books," Laparan said. "1 see

freshmen who go there and benefit

and I think that if I had done that on

a regular basis (as a freshman), I

would have done better, too."

The study hall program is so

popular that sometimes, especially

during exam periods, the room is

filled to capacity and students have

to find another place to study,

Laparan said. -

Although she isn't the first in

her family to attend college,

Laparan said she realizes that the

program is valuable to first gener-

ation college students to whom the

experience is "like culture shock."

Community self-help and peer

support network is an important

tool for , CLASS, PAPER and
African Student Union's
Academic Supports Program to

help minority students conquer a

major obstacle — isolation.

"The biggest thing we face is

isolation . . . Mentors are easier'

for while students to find than for

women or minorities," Monserratt

said. 'The white student can come
on campus and feel comfortable,

but the minority student feels

isolated and that's something that

affects your psyche and motiva-

tion."

Navarro agrees, especially

because many minority students

feel inadequate as a result of poor

preparation in high schcK)l. "You
get a different education in the

inner city than you do in Beverly

Hills," he said.

"My story is typical of a lot of

people. They have tracking in high

school, and they gear us toward a

vocation — I've never heard of

philosophy, psychology or politi-

cal science in high school. We're
not encouraged to go to college,"

Navarro said.

In addition, "We are here on
financial aid, and we have to work.

There's greater pressure on us.

BQsides studying, we have to

worry about back home," Navarro
said.

Because of ilic circumstances

commiuncnt is one factor that

students say the university's prog-

rams like AAP and the Freshman

Summer Program lack.

In the past, "We never had the

commiunent to academic success

of minorities and third world

students, partly because we
believe that if they come in with

problems, it's their fault and it

becomes a student problem," said

Marguerite Archie-Hudson who
was the director of the Office for

Research when interviewed last

fall.

A former director of AAP,
Archie-Hudson has since left the

university to pursue a political

career.

"It's not fair to compare a

student who has had all the

education in the world to a student

who hasn't and yet, in many cases,

that's what w€r do," Archie-Hud-

son said.

Current AAP "Director Adolfo

Burmeo agreed. First generation

students often lack the advantage

of having parents whp are able to

advise them on course selection

and counsel them on careers, he

said.

There are many factors con-

cerning the causes of attrition that

the university must investigate. "Is

it the quarter system? Is it the class

schedule? Are we scheduling to

meet faculty convenience or to

meet student needs? Is housing a

problem? Is parking a problem? Is

financial aid sufficient? We can't

make the assumption that it's

something the students are doing,"

Archie-Hudson said.

But, the university docs intend

to respond to the need to increase

minority retention. "The universi-

ty is in the process of review and
adjustment," Archie-Hudson said.

Because statistics show greater

retention improvements between

the first two years than between the

last two years of a university

career, many believe that the

university is not doing enough for

students beyond their freshman

and sophomore years.

As a result of funding con-

straints, AAP services students in

their first two years. Consequently,

students are admittedly neglected.

"AAP ought to be funded for

service of students for all four

years, but it's not," Archie-Hudson

said.

Letters & Science. Since the early

'80s, AAP has tripled in size, but

its funding has not kept up with its

growth, Burmeo said. /

The problem of retention is one

that rests on the entire UCLA
community. "The primary prob- ^

lem is that traditionally, most

campuses have looked at retention

a^AAP's job, but it's everybody's

job," Burmeo said.

Mandla Kayise, a founder of

African Student Unison's
Academic Supports Progam, also

recognizes the importance of peer

support and the impact a commun-
ity effort can haye on incoming

students.

"We want to create an atmo-

sphere of working together," Kay-

ise said, adding that "in order to

succeed, you have to be concerned

with more than just yourself.

Retention is a community prob

1cm."

A big benefit of the program has

been "raising awareness of stu-

dents and getting them involved

with the problem instead of saying,

'The university should do this,
'^

AAP needs to do this,* " Kayise

said.

With the motto, "The family that
^

studies together graduates |
together," the Acifflemic Supports

Program includes activities like

weekly study halls, which make
studying part of students' social

interaction.

Academic Supports Program's

mentorship project, called Big
Brother/Big Sister, is very popular

among students, and Kayise hopes
that it will be a gateway to other

aspects of the program.

One of the goals is tb case the

transition into college for -new

.students and ultimately becoming
"the link for students and meeting

them at the door of UCLA,"
Kayise said.

Like CLASS and Academic
Supports Program, PAPER also

has a mentorship program and
endeavors to create an atmosphere
where "students can identify with

(their peers) and feel comfortable
in coming to us," said Augusto
Espiriiu, a founder of PAPER.
Beyond academic success,

PAPER wants to "help students

understand their own identity and
lliat they are important players and

By Robert Burns
Associated Press

WASHINGTON D.C., —
Mikhail S. Gorbachev played

horseshoes and hardball during his

four days in Washington.

He took off his tie and relaxed at

Camp David, disarmed critics with

a candid assessment of his prob-

lems at home, and sealed deals

with American corporate giants

Chevron and IBM.
He delighted throngs of summit

watchers with his patented
"impromptu" walks along down-
town streets, basking in adulation

and saying, "I feel at home here."

He declared the Cold War over

but said time and again that

Moscow won't let the West dictate

the terms of an emerging new
political and military order in

Europe,
,

Perhaps alluding to the main

prize he won from President Bush
— a trade agreement —^ Gorba-

chev described his summit partner

as "a man I can do business with."

The Soviet leader is under

enormous pressure at home to

rebuild a collapsing economy, and

LLOYD
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he used his Washington visit not

. only to plead- for patience but also

to draw American technological

know-how into his economic
reform efforts.

While Gorbachev was pitching

horseshoes at the presidential

retreat at Carhp David. Md., on

Saturday, the Soviet Embassy
hosted a signing certimony for an

oil exploration deal with Chevron

and an agreement for IBM to put

personal computers in Soviet

schools.

The deals are examples of the

kind of commercial contacts that

could prosper under the trade

agreement that Bush and Gorba-

chev signed on Friday. Tjic Soviet

leader touted the Chevron and

IBM agreements at a summit-

ending news conference Sunday as

"a good economic fo^hndation" for

improved superpower relations.

He candidly acknowledged that

his efforts to introduce a market-

oriented economic system had not

yet succeeded, saying that while

the United Stales can draw on a

tradition of free markets the Soviet

Union "must start from scratch."

But he was quick' to add that no

-^

one should think he came to

Washington j "with my hat in

hand," nor should the West try to

lake advantage t)f' Moscow at a

lime of internal turmoil.

He reached out to Americans,

literally and figuratively. He press-

ed the flesh with ordinary citizens

on Washington's crowded streets.

And ai a formal treaty -signing

ceremony in the White House he

asked to be excused for the length

of his remarks, saying in a tone of

mock exasperation: "I'm human,
I'm emotional."

With a fiash of iron will and

resentment of what he' considers

preaching by the West, Gorbachev

did verbal battle with a group of

congressional leaders in a meeting

Friday at the Soviet Embassy.
When Sen. Bob Dole, the

minority leader from Kansas,

complained about Moscow's par-

tial economic blockade against

Lithuania, Gorbachev shot back

with a gibe on the American
invasion of Panama.
"When we hear there is a debate

in Congress about our affairs . . .

about what we should do, well, this

is resented in our society," Gorba-

chev said. "This is a matter of

- dignity."

cy)," Timmerman said. "Some
could have worked behind the

scenes to screw things up, but

Lloyd was a calming force instead

of a dividing force."

Monserratt said he first ran for

the undergraduate presidency to

represent students of color. But

after Monserratt was declared the

winner, UCLA officials informed

him that he did not have enough

units nor the grade point average

required to hold the post.

Campus riots ensued and ballot

boxes were destroyed by Monser-

ratt's'^supporters. While Monser-

ratt said he played no part in these

actions, he sympathized with the

students' motivation.

"The university was disen-

franchising our communities,"

Monserratt said. "People were

frustrated and knew it wasn't the

thing to do, but it was the issue that

the university wasn't treating

students of color fairly."

Monserratt was declared ine-

ligible after the student council

upheld that his grade point average

and his total number of completed

units — as they appeared on his

official transcript — did not meet

RETENTION

eligibility requiremeniSj..When he

tried to get the^ imits he had

completed in "a special research

class added to his transcript, his

request was denied. .

Hundreds of students, some^
faculty members and a state

senator rallied, testified and spoke

out in support of Monserratt, but

their cries went unheeded.

In a surprise move, however, the

student council decided — iwo
years later — to symbolically

certify Monserratt's election vic-

tory. "The majority of the council,

at the time Lloyd was declared

ineligible, did not want Lloyd to bc»

president and abused the situa-

tion," said Sarvey, one of the

undergraduate officers who voted

last month to certify Monserratt's

victory.

'"TTie eight units in question,

which would have upped his grade

point average and number of units

to make Monserratt eligible, aow
appear on his transcript

.

The election code required

presidential candidates to maintain

a 2.0, as well as having at least 96

units. Monserratt had 94 units at

the time, not including the 8 units

he said he had completed, but that

had not yet appeared on his

transcript

Estrada, who oversaw Monser-

ratt's research classes, testified at

I'the undergraduate judicial board

1
hearing in Monserratt's support.

. "Since Lloyd received a majority
' of votes, 1 was hoping the univer-

sity would respond. If the un'iVer-

sity had wanted to be more

responsive, they could have bent

over backward to do it"

Hoffman, now studying law at

Harvard University, agreed. "I'm

100 percent convinced that not

only did he have a good case, but

that he was elected ... He won the

election at considerable expense in

time and money and had it taken

away over a technicality." .

After graduation, Monserratt

plans to continue "representing his

community," by working in local

and state politics. During his

fellowship in the stale assembly

next year, Monserratt hopes to

work with the committe<i on higher

education and continue his fight

for students.

u
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an important part of society," he

said.

"When students get involved, it

gives their (own) education more

meaning . . . CLASS is meant to

build a strong campus communi-

ty," Espiritu said.

Instead of going through the

"AAP machine," students are

taking an active role in their future.

"AAP is a machine, they putj^'ou

in it, and you come out a certain

way. (In CLASS) it's like making

bread. You. mold it— if you want a

round shape, you make a round

shape," Navarro said.

Kayise agreed, saying that stu-

dents have been an untapped

resource. "Now we're harnessing

what's been out there for a long

time and this is a positive develop-

ment

Best of all, CLASS, PAPER and

Academic Supports Program, give

students like Navarro pride in their

achievements despite the odds.

"I've been able to do better than

some white people and I'm proud

of that because I know it's not that

we can't do it but that we have

never been given the chance," said

Navarro, adding that he will be the

first person in his family to

graduate from college.

Sec nrrENTlON, page 11
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SISTERS
GOOD

SHEPHERD
OPEN HOUSE

woncN WHO wAirr to lcarm about
^^LJO SI8TCII8 OF THC SOOO SNCPHCKO —^^^-^ .OUK LIFf , PSAVCR, AIID fimiSTIIIES
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WHAT TOUR OF SHELTER PROGRAM.
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WHEN
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FOR nORC IMFORMATIOM:

SISTCR riADCLCIHC 213/737-61 11

lOiSCIPtESMtP RETREAT JUME 22-24

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

a2Q-7781
bun.-inurs riam-lupffr

Fri. & S^t. TTarr^pm

LARGE 16" PIZZA

$7:
99 with one topping

plus tax.

^^ +2 FREE 16 oz. BOTTLE SODAS.
- • Limited time offer. One coupon per
customer, ea. additional topping $1.41

^ SAVE 10-16" pizza 'box labels"
and get a

FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA

"$8r90"CHlCKEN"DEAL""
plus tax

WHOLE Chcrbroiled Chicken

Large Rice & Beans

Tortillas & Salsa
Must mention special when ordering Limited time offer.

• No coupon necessary; just ask for special
• One special per person

"—r
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ro^i^raiii provides

)an\ cot tee

ASIC l..\ uiulerstaiuls about all the late stii

loiirs xou'll he piittin.ii in. I roiii June 4th 1

14th i)ur 1 \teiuled Hours I'ro^i^rani provide*

stud\ space. conipan\ and e\en free cottee

tor all \()u nij^ht owls. Ackerinan am
\erckhott louni;es will he open 'til 1 a.m.,

and tree lottee will he pro\ ided at the

tollowin^ locations troni June 4th to 14th.

^^ p.m. to closing

^) p.m. to closing

^^ p.m. to closing

'.... 1 1 p.m. to closing

The Cooperage....

.
immy's ( 1 u \alle

North ( ampus

\erckhott ( ottee

he Ackerman drand Ballroom will he open

for studxing from June 11th to 14th from

S a.m. to 1 a.m., but will not be

serving coffee.

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &

quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

^ W. Los Angeles

'^ Expires 6/20^90

Not valid with other otters orr coupons

Good tor everyone in party ^^o substitutions

ON
OUT

ivifiar MONTH.
••..•BA^A BEACH BURRITO
^- •• 'BASKIN ROBBINS

BAXTERS
BEVHRLY HILLS

BREAKFAST CLUB
BIG RED WINGS
BIG TOMMY'S

BIG CHILL . .

.-XAFE CAFE '

CAilFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN
COCONUT TEASERS •..

CURRY EXPRESS •

'

DOMINOSr y •/:;••

EDUARDOS M^^-^}.
- EL PATIQ^^•::;:•:^•^::^•

GOOD EARTH.^^.'^; :;(^

HAMBURGER vhiMttTv'
LA GRANGE^:• ^v;:-:V:

LA MONlGAJVi^'/::-

MC GINTY'$;-:(;;;^S;;"

MERLIN MC FW'S:;;-;:-
*"

.- MOM'S •':•}:• UvV/S

. MR p\z:A^y:'M;:y

MUFFIN CVEN;- •^;^• :'^

OAR ;-:ousE^^^S\'-5

PARADISE ALLEY cX^yi
PIZZA USA

v^ SEPI'S '

SIZZLER

::v;SUBWAY-WESTWOOD
:SU6WAY-SANTA MONICA
.::;y$y6WAY-WEST/PICO
• •V;•^;V^{:^{•tHAI CUSINE

i1*iBSECRET

(.;•.•..:

ISiitlNdNlTr
• :. •."

U.S. Army chief of staff

warns of over optimism
By Daisy Lin

Contributor

During a campus-sponsored

lecture, U.S. Army Chief of Staff

General Carl Vuono emphasized

the maintenance of conventional

forces despite what seems to be a

reversal^ of the Cold War.
<*"We cannot overturn 40 years of

policies based on six months of

revolutionary change," he said

during FridayV UCLA Bernard

Brodie Lectiire^^ries' on War and

Politics.

Vuono, who has been chief of

staff since 1987, spoke on ihe

necessity of conventional wea-

pons, and contrasted the optimistic

mood set by summit discussions

between President Bush and Presi-

dent Gorbachev in Washington,

D.C.

He said that the conventional

forces must be more versatile,

deployable and lethal in the future.

"We must hayescourage to see the

world as^^rfreall^ is . . . conflict

remainrii way of life.^^

—

He told the audience not to

ignore the "lessons of history."

Despite the unravelling of com-
munism in Eastern Europe, "the

world remains a dangerous place,"

Vuono said. Deterrence in Europe

TONY YACUZZO

Carl Vuono

compete for land, tesourcts and

control of people, conventional

forces will be "essential to the

survival of the nation," Vuono
continued. "We cannot predict . . .

where America will need to deploy

troops, but we can predict that

future generations will pay for our

irresponsibility and pay with

blood."

But Vuono also cautioned

-against a return to an isolationist

policy, especially since worldwide

economic interdependence makes
it necessary for the United States to

"maintain the continuity of readi-

ness," with the president acting as

a beacon, he said.

Vuono, who has served in -

forces curbed Soviet aggression,

he said.
"^

"The U.S. must fully prepare

. . . in defense of (America's) vital

interests worldwide . . . that is the

price of being a world power,"

Vuono said.

Conventional forces allow the

U.S. to conduct a "flexible

response ... a real capacity to

contain aggression without imme-
diate or automatic escalation of

nuclear war," Vuono said.

In regard to the rising national-

ism and emerging democracy in

Europe, the United States musj
prepare to "anchor European sec-

urity," Vuono said. "Radical

change never occurs without great

danger." A pattern of events often

follow such changes such ^s

"reconstruction of the country,

instability, armed conflict and
untold human suffering."

As long as groups and nations

Tosliiba says
of iiigK-tecli
By Tetsuo Jimbo

Korea, Europe and Vietnam, said

that the American military has

restored "lost freedom" in several

instances. During last year's Pana-
manian invasion, some of the local

people greeted American soldiers

with "Soldier friend, thank you,"

according to Vuono. Around the

time the Berlin Wall fell, Vuono
said, an East German woman
kissed an American soldier on the

cheek, telling him that she will

light a candle for him tonight,

"because of you, 1 am free."

The Brodie Lecture on War and

Politics is presented annually by

the UCLA Center for International

and Strategic Affairs to honor

former UCLA political science

Professor Bernard Brodie.

Brodie pioneered studies in

world politics and military policy,

and has been ifttemalionally recog-

-nized as a founder of modem
strategic theory, officials said.

it lost tracic

equipment

Associated Press

TOKYO — The Toshiba Machine Co., which the United States and
Japan penalized in 1988 for exporting sensitive machinery to the Soviet

Union, now says it doesn't know what happened to an earlier shipment of
high-tech equipment that may have made its way to China.

A Japanese magazine says the machinery reached China, despite an
international agreement that prohibited the shipment of such equipment,
to the Communist nation.

Toshiba Machine says it sold the equipment in 1985 to a company m
Hong Kong, but that it doesn't know where it went after that.

The Hong Kong buyers have vanished. And tJierc is no factory, at least

now, in the building where the equipment was sent.

The equipment is used in manufacturing computer memory chips.

Toshiba Machine suffered U.S. and Japanese sanctions when it ^as
revealed it had sidestepped the same agreement, known as CCX^OM, m
exporting sensitive machinery in 1984 that allegedly permitted the Soviet
Union to mafcrt submarines quieter and more difficult to detect.

In 1988, Washington barred the parent company, the electronic giant

Toshiba Corj)., which holds 50 percent of Toshiba Machine, frorrf

-bidding 'for U.S. government contracts for one year, and Toshiba

Machine was banned from exporting anything to the United States for

three years. Japan blocked Toshiba Machine indefinitcly.ftpm exports to

Communist countries.

The possible diversion of equipment to China in 1985 is coming to

light two years after the expiration of Japan's statute of limitations for

violations of export law. But it may renew questions about Japan's ability

to control the flow of high-technology equipment.

On May 19, the new monthly general-interest magazine Foresight,

published by Shinchosha, a major book and magazine publisher, printed

the first story in Japan reporting that Toshiba Machine's electron beam
lithography system went to China via Hong Kong in 1985.
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"THE BATTLE THEY LOST CAN NEVER BE LOST. THAT WHICH
THEY DIED TO SAVE CAN NEVER PERISH. . . .THE SPIRIT OF
MAN WILL REMAIN ALIVE ON THIS EARTH. IT MAY SLEEP, BUT IT

WILL AWAKEN. IT MAY WEAR CHAINS, BUT IT WILL BREAK —
THROUGH."

_ AYN RAND (1936)

The

A Message from

The Ayn Rand Institute

Southern California Objectivist Association

The Campus Ayn Rand Society

For a free copy of Ayn Rand's Essays
Man's Rights and The Nature of Government
send your address and $0.50 in stamps to:

Ron Kagan,12135 Mitchell Ave. #343- —
Los Angeles, CA 90066
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LARGE PIZZA WITH 2 TOPPINGS

$7.45"~479-669p

1192^SANTA MONICA BLVD. |FREE DEUVERY please mention ad

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely, service can

make Irom

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Pl
I

vs

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

\MUST snow UCLA SUDEtlT ID.

mm couFon

Exp. 7/19/90 Valid Sunday • Thursday

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
JIQIEL i

LeConte/Hilgard i

208-4477 —
j

Wilshire West Plaza

11234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

%

Graduates and fathers share a very special day"

this year. And that's why Shane's is having a
very special sale! =-i<i

Now through June 30th, you can
save up to 507© on our entire

storewide inventory, ' including

diamond engagement .and
wedding rings! _ -

So celebrate with Shane's this year...your Grads
and Dads will thank you!

15-60% OFF
for all UCLA

students, faculty, and
with UCLA ID

staff

ishanes
evveirvj

V*.-'

Mon-Sat 10:30-6:00

Sunday 12:00-6:00

% 208-8404 '

1065 Broxton

Westwood Village

Healthwatch
*•,.

Exercise, not protein, is

Icey to buiiding muscie
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

It's summe(. Vblleyball, jet

skiing and running arc tieckoning.

Those who want to look buff and

enhance their performance may
turn to high protein products and

amino acid supplements to

increase muscle size and strength.

But claims ^^f anaboUc-likc

effects or increased endurance due

10 these supplements have riot be^i/

substantiated by experience or

research.

Felice ICuTOfhiffT^miiriiionist

for the Student Health Service am
Athletic Department, tells studem

who ask about additional protein

or amino supplements that the

answeriies in exercise, not supple-

ments or a high protein diet.

"The way to build muscle is

through exercise," Kurizman said.

"Students who have taken large

amounts of protein or amino acid

supplements have not experienced

improved performance or muscle

mass. 1 also haven't seen any

research that suggests otherwise.

Exercise is really the key."
'

Nutrition research indicates that

the body uses only the amount oL

by a high protein diet. UCLA
athletes and students frequently

ask the team physicians and

ntrtritionists about supplements

and increased protein intake.

Most nutritionists would agree

that protein through either animal

or plant sources is an essential

nutrient for muscie development

and function. Protein contains

hydrogen and oxygen,

re present in cart)ohydrates

fats; and they also contain

nitrogen..

These four elements are com-
bined into different amino acids

which form muscle tissue and

enzymes important to muscle
mction and serves as the energy

sour^ for muscular a6ntraction,

according to nutritipn^jts siich as

Melvirr*4¥i1TfJiTTsr who wrote

Nutrition for Fimess and Sport.

However, most of us receive an

adequate amount of protein, and
more likely, too^much protein in

our diets. Recent surveys have

shown that the average American

consumes more than 100 grams of

protein daily, and some athletes

have diets containing 200 or more
grams per day.

Ihc recommended daily allow-

ammo acids necessary for its

proiem needs. The excess protein

may be converted to carbohydrate

and fat and either stored or used for

energy. Excess nitrogen is con-

verted to urea and e;jcreied from
the body.

High protein diets may actually

be more harmful than helpful.

Sports nutritionists note that 50
milliliters of water are needed to

excrete one gram of urea nitrogen.

The extra protein places addi-

tional demands on the kidneys,

which excrete the urea, and the

liver, which breaks down and

converts the amino acids. The
protein in many foods is often

accompanied by a substantial

amount of fat and cholesterol.

"Students who have a family

history of kidney or liver disease

should t)e cautious about using

protein or amino acid supplepacnts

or eating a high protein diet," said

Dr. James Puffer, associate team
physician in the Department of

Intercollegiate Athletics and chief

of the Division of Family Medi-
cine.

"I tell the team athletes as well

as students who are weekend
sports enthusiasts that these sup-

plements are not necessary. It's the"

well balanced exercise program
and diet that will benefit their

performance, build muscles and
contribute to long term health,"

Puffer said.

Despite the research, the Ixjiief

in the protein-muscle-strength

relationship has persisted. In a

recent survey, 98 percent of

college athletes believed that ath-

letic performance was improved

ance (RDA) is 0.36 grams of

protein per pound. Thus, a man
weighing 154 pounds needs 56
grams of protein per day. One glass

of milk contains 9 grams of

protein, an ounce of beef or

chicken contains 8 grams and 1/2

cup of peas have 4 grams of

protein.

"Protein needs may go up
slightly for those who exercise,"

Puffer said. "If one exercises

moderately, daily protein require-

ments are one gram of protein per

kilogram of body weight." One
kilogram is 2.2 pounds.

"Those who exercise very stre-

nuously might increase their daily

protein intake to 2 grams of protein

per kilogram of body weight, bilt

that is at the extreme end of the

continuum. All thes(rprotein needs

can be met through the normal
diet," Puffer said. : ;

"Athletes like amino acid sup-

plements because of their sup-

posed anabolic effects," he said.

"Some athletes believe that amino
acid supplements improve
strength. H()wever, this belief has

not been demonstrated by
research.

"Another myth is that certain

"amino acids stimulate the secretion

of human growth hormones,"
Puffer said. "However, research

has shown that supplements don't

stimulate additional secretion of

hormones alx)ve what the body
normally produces. Students who
purchase supplements are wasting

their money."
For more information, call the

Health Education nutritionalist at

825-3746.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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ipld one of the students to 'tell all

the girls' that they believed us,"

one of the students — who
requested anonymity — told The
Bruin. "They said 'please iclj ihg

girls that we apologize. We know
Ihcy identified the right person, but

we are sorry — the jurors do not

want 10 appear racist.'"

The jurors allegedly went on to

explain that ihey had lx)wed to the

pressure of one black male on the

jury who sided with the defense's

charge that the women were
seeking to convict Elliott, Vhois
also black, because of racist

intentions.

The woman told The Bruin Uial

lliis' charge of racism ,particuliirly

upset her because she is Asian-

American. Adding that the other

women were either Asian or

Latina, she said she could not

believe^ the other jurors "yielded to

the man's claim that the siiicfents

wanted Elliott convicted because

they were racist.

During the trial, "the defense

put die whole thing to a racial

issue," the student said. "They
asked nie if 1 had ever dated black

people and if I was intimate on

dates. They asked me where this

happened and 1 said the Dykstra

basketball courts. They said do
you mean the ghetto courts '^^ =

five women misidentificd their

assailant

In lact, a few hours after

Molina's alleged encounter with

Elliott, she called university police

u> repoa the incident. The police

lold her she would have to come
down to the station il she wanted to

I ill out a report.

At this |X)ini, Molina had not

decided if she was going to press

charges or not, so she told the

officer that she just wanted to

inform the police that this was

gofng on nrcase it liiTi)iXined again.^

"When I called, the officer

asked me if I had called the station

earlier that day. I said no. They

asked, nie'it ! was sure. Tlieyaskcd^

me for his description. I said the

guy was wearing red shorts and a

while top. They asked again, 'Are

you sure you didn't call earlier?'

.So apparently someone else had

called earlier that same day and

reported a similar attack by the

same man," Molina said.

From the time; oi her alleged

attack to tlie close of the case,

Molina said she has learned of

three other ' women who were

attacked in a similar fashion by a*

black male, but failed to press

charges.

One of lhe.se women had

reported her encounter to the

Elliott'^ attomoy triad very hard lo [Ki i ia: and KK'ntii ied u man utlku-

maiki^ the tfiai a racisi matter." the

^student said.
,

--

Because of die iiaiiire of the

attack — m which the assailant

cornered the women and lorcihly
' grabbed them iii the Initiock.s aiul/

or the chest area the student said

ilie issue was not one oT racism hui

rather sexism.

MEChA exteniai coordinator

Margaret Violma is nne ol ihe live

women who filed charges agamsi

Elliott and testified in court thai he

attacked her. Angry over the

'charge that she is a woman ot color

who is racist, Molina saul she

continues to he Inisirated vmiIi

people who can't understand why
she takes the incident so seriously;

Last spring, Molina was on her

way to have lunch at her Dykstra

Hall residence when she firsi

encountered her assailant.

"^According to her, die man was
pretending to tie his shoe while

Molina waited for the tennis eenter

elevator, '^'hc elevator did not work

so she started walking. She then

^ UH)ked over hei .shoulder and

realized the man wa,-> following-

her.

"I walked towards me stairs and

—Elliott starte4 foUowmg naer'- she

said. "This was kind of suspicious

so 1 slowed down in order to let.

him pass me up, but he didn't So I

started walking fasier„ So did he. I

was going up the stairs and every

step I took — he did loo."

Molina said Elliott waited until

she had turned onto the second

flight of stairs which — unlike the

first — is an area which is

shelteral from the visibility of

nearby tennis players due to an

intervening green larp.

"He waiie/1 :mMl \ wens up \hc

first night and Uien the second,

because it is out of view and no one

can see. It was when 1 started going

up the second Hight that he pushed

me into the wall and grabbed my
chest. I immediately started hitting

him with my backpack and yelling

at him. He just stood there and

-^-looked at me. Then he walketl

away. He didn't even run. He just

walked away.
"1 was standing on the stairs and

all Uiese thoughts were going

through my mind. 1 felt like yelling

something at him, but 1 didn't

know what to sajf," she said,

adding that she was furious with

the jury's official ruling that all

than Elliott as her assailant But

'according to Molina, months later

when she saw Elliott s picture in

I'he Briiin she immediat®l»y recog-

nized liim and realized she had

made a i^iisiake in hastily identify

mg the lirst man. *

Bui for fear of weakening the

leslinioiu )l ihe live women
,ilrcad\ Niated to appear in vourl.

(Ills u»tiii;jn di<l not I lie charge^

agamsi t ihotl. Still detense attor

iiey James Armstrong suhpcKMiaed

her and ihe man she initiall>

ideiitilied iii an elloti to discredit

Molina .V lestimonv

UniveisiiN ix)lice had called

Molina into the station to identify

die lirsi man in a line-up. But

Molina saitl the man was not her

assailaiii

The oUier "Woman who talkedlo

rhe Brum said she also knew ol

(hrcc women who did not press

charges. She said she found out

alx)ut one ol these women alter

uilking atK)ut her own incident

with a friend. After hearing her

story, the friend said the same

thing had hapfx^ned to his friend's

girlfriend last spring. '

But none of these claims were

admissible in the courtroom
because a woman is requircxl to go
to the poli^ce on her own acc()rd—
not on the encouragement of other

women filing similar charges.

Molina also told The Bruin diat

the two jurors who talked to the

student in the bathr(X)m after the

trial also told die woman that the

bailiff had misinformed them of

dieir rights under the reasonable

doubt law.

This law states that if jurors feel

diey are not comfortable deliver-

ing a verdict - }nncx;ent or guilty

— after hearing testimony from

both sides, they can refuse to make
a decision.

"They said they didn't know
diey had Uie right not to give a

verdict and apparently die bailiff

was pressuring them and saying

we need a decision." Molina said.

"The bailiff shouldn't have done
diis. The jurors had the right to

know they could give a no-deci-

sion verdict"

She added that one juror

allegedly lold die woman that the

bailiff had lold her die jury had to

reach a decision, so although she

See ELLion, page 17

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Wi stwood Village

208-3011
Smcc 1971 UCLA Alum

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

Neck Pain & Stiffness

Lower Back Pain

Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHAULI
Chiropractic Clinics

1()00 Westwocxi Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
^U} 478-6869 (818) 988-0444- -^4^

M^
'*
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COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $35 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 Xrrays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

^crowns, brjdges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

—

-

. 933-774^
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire- Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire}

i \,
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NOW DELIVERS!
Delicious Chicken Combos

V 2 HII-CH COMBO wiih

(iardcn salad, Tortillas, Salsa 36S

V 2 PlI-CH COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders * 3 3!

3 PIMCK COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders ^2S

A Pif-CK COMBO (half chicken)

Tortij,las, Salsa, 2 Reg Side Orders 5^^^

v8 PII'Cl- COMBO
Tortillas, Lge .Salsa, 2 Lge Side Orders 11.4^

y\l PIFCE COMBO ^ , ,,

Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa, 3 l.ge Side Orders '^^

SIDH ORDI-RS
*i Spanish Rice, Pinto Beans, Polalo Salad,

(x)le Slaw, Corn -on-lhc-Cob

Side Orders
1

. RKC.ULAFt lARGH 1
(6oz) (16 oz.)H

PINTO BKANS v «9 1 89 1
vSP.\NISH RICE 89 1 89 1
V COLH SlAW .89 1 89' 1
V POTATO SAlJKO .89 1.89 1
CORN-ONniK<:OB .69 H
SALSA .45 H
rORTlLLAS (nour or corn) 3 ca. • .45

1
1 I'RKSII C,ARDI:N SALAD 1

139 H
Dressings: . Zesly Ranc^, Thousand Island, 1
Reduced C-alorie kalian or Deluxe French H

ChkHen Only
'

3 PIECES OF CHICKEN
TortiUas, Salsa '

' 319

4 PIECF.S OF CHICKEN (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa 4 19

V 8 PIECF.S OF CHICKEN (whole chicken)

Tortillas, I.ge Salsa 8.29

V 12 PIECF-S OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa 11.89

Beverages

Coca-Cola 4lHi)iel Coke Sprite
* .'89

We accept Cash, Visa and Mastercard

Minimum order for delivery $10 00
Delivery Charge $1 00 Per Delivery

(limited Delivery Hours & Area)

Items prepared in accordance with the American Heart Association Reccommendatvons

1081 Giyley Avenue
Westwood Village CALL: 824-7776

FREE PARKING IN TIIE ALLEY NFJtT TO tHJR RF-STAIJRANT AFTFJl 6:00 FM
AND ALL DAY SUNDAY.

I

I

I

I

ft

$16.69 COMBO
Buy a ^12 piece combo and get a
6 pack of CocaCola FREE

Combo includes 12 pieces of delicious char broiled chicken,

12 tortillas, salsa, and your choice of 3 large side orders

Rrdrpmiblr it WuPwoinH lorttion only Plrtir mmBon ooupon whrn on^nnf Not gomi with iny |
oiStt offfT limit ant Combo per coupon AcJii»or\«l chargr far whitr itwit ar<^n C.ewpan pari

imly for adlvcry. I)nvm carrf oniy $2000 Umitrti drlivrry irva inri hour* fl.OO dcUwiry chairiic. |
OfTrr r«jiirr« luly 51. 19S0- "

r*^
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CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14*

(vwilh this ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 7180388
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE
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DeloitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

r

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
We are seeking-entry level accountants.

English/Japanese speaking ability is

prefe rred but not mandatory .

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshlre Boulevard
Los Angeles. CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto-

Pood from the West
r

E. Germans buy

their food from

Western stores

_,—

J

By Mark Fritz

Associated Press

EAST BERLIN — Horsl Marg-

graf scanned the meat section of an

East Berlin grocery store and

dropped a brightly labeled package

of West German ham into . his

Shopping cart.

"I don't normally buy WeSt
German meat, but I have relatives

coming," said Marggraf, 61.

A month before the historftr

economic union of the Germanys,

East German consumers already

are setting the stage for massive

^^employment with their prefer-

c l^ii\cc for Westem goods.

^Hundreds of thousands of work-

ers are expected to lose their jobs

as the centrally planned economy
IS dismantled and individual sec-

tors are forced to compete with

Westem enterprises honed by the

laws of supply and demand.
East German makers of elec-

tronics, clothing and household

goods have cut prices up to 90
percent in a desperate attempt to

compete with Western products

?New^ Course"Announcement
The 1990*s have been declared as the DECADE OF THE BRAIN be-

cause of tremendous advances, current and anticipated, in neuroscience. In

order to offer a coherent program of courses for interested undergraduates,

faculty in the Division of Life Sciences (Biology, Kinesiology, and

Psychology) have formed the COLLEGE NEUROSCIENCE GROUP. We
now announce a comprehensive interdepartmental three-quarter course for

upper^division students to begin Fall 1990. These courses are co-listed in

Biology (M175), Kinesiology (M180), and Psychology (Ml 17).

Neuroscience: From Molecules to Mind

a 3-1 rate to East German-pack-

aged yogurt," said Andries Kurjo,

agriculture analyst for the Institute

for Inicr-Gcrman Economic and
Social Affairs in West Berlin.

"Consumers were willing to pay
three times as much and swore it

lasted better," he said.

Kurjo, who spent '•10 years

analyzing East German agriculture

for the U.S. Embassy in East

Berlin, said 20 percent to 30
percent of the East German food

industry had been lost to West
Gernian firmii. in recent moQlhs.-.

He estimated only one-third of

the 3,800 collective farms could

make it without government subsi-

dies.

"Only the best, those with the"

most flexible leaders, have the

possibility to survive," Kurjo said.

Food began pouring in from the

West in March, when the two East

German government agencies
involved signed contracts with

Westem distributors.

About two-thirds of ihe East

Berlin stores now sell Western
meat, vegetables, fruit, juice and
milk.

The sudden competition in what
was a captive market has made
farmers perhaps the most rebelli-

ous segment of the work force.

Thousands have blocked border

crossint;s with their antiquated

Military iceeping Ciiina

from commemoration

tnai are consiaerea lar superior, tractors. They have rallied in major

Nowhere are the effects of

competition more evident than in

grocery stores, where a flood of

Westem meat, potatoes, soups and

sausages is eroding the vast col-

lective farm system that typifies

communism.

Experts are conducting experi-

ments as one of history's quickest

economic transitions lakes place.

"We put Eas t German yogurt in

Cities to demand limits on imports

and government help for their

collectives.^

Nearly 900,000 East Germans,
about 10 percent of the work force-

earn their liveliho(xls in agricul-

ture.—-.—^
,

.'» '

West German packaging, put it in

some stores and people bought it al

East Germany is to become a

free market formally on July 2,

when its economy and social

institutions are essentially
absorbed by West Germany in the

most significant phase of German
unification.

Explosion injures over 10
just before Czecii elections

r

Fall Quarter

Biology Ml 75

A

Kinesiology M180A
Psychology M117A

Winter Quarter

Biology M175B
Kinesiology Ml SOB
Psychology M117B

Cellular Mechanisms
The Cellular physiology, pharmacology,

molecular biology and development of the

nervous system. 5 units. [Drs. Narins (Biol.),

Tobin (Biol.), Arnold (Psychol.) | -^

Integrative Mechanisms

Central and reflex mechanism^ of homeostasis,

sensory information processing, and motor

control. 5 units. [Drs. Butcher (Psychol.), Jeff

Smith (Kines.), Judi Smith (Kines.),

Fain (Opthalmol.)l

Neural Bases of Behavior

Neural mechanisms underlying motivation,

^ learning, an(| cognition. 5 units. |Drs. Gallistel

*
(Psychol.), Krasne (Psychol.), Beatty (Psychol. )|

Spring Quarter

Biology M175C
Kinesiology M18()C ^
Psychology M117C

Portions of this sequence may be used to meet existing requirements for

majors in Biology, Kinesiology, and Psychology. See your Departmental

Advising Office for details.

Fall quarter -Dr. Narins (Biol.) will be cburse director. Lectures will be

2-4, Tues. & Thurs. Discussion Wed. or Fri. 12-2.

By Ondrej Hejma
Associated Press

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — A bomb in a plastic bag exploded in a

crowded square Saturday barely a week before national elecuons,

injuring about 15 people including tourists enjoying a concert, witnesses

and news reports said.

One witness said scores were injured, but ihai could not bo
independently confirmed. • \

There was no immediate claihi of responsibility and police refiiscJdTTV

provide details, saying it was too early to establish a motive.

With emotions running high ahead of parliamentary elections next

Friday and Saturday, some people on the scenejblamed the explosion on
attempts to disrupt the democratic process'^ that toppled hard-line

Communists last fall.

The government's CTK news agency reported "a bomb placed by an
unknown person in a plastic bag exploded on Old Town Square, causing
light injuries to between 10 and 15 people."

The brief dispatch said the explosion occurred at 4:16 p.m.
Old Town Square is one of Prague's best-known historical rendezvous

points for tourists as well as a site of frequent rallies and weekend con-
certs /:

By Kathy Wilhelm

Associated Press

BEIJING — A small group of

students at Beijing University

hurled bottles and bricks from

dormitory balconies at security

forces Sunday night, the anniver-

sary of the crackdown on the

democracy movement, witnesses

said.

It was llic strongest protest yet to

mark ilie one-year imniversary of

the army attack on the pro-demo-

cracy demonstrators in Beijing, in

which hundreds and possibly thou-

qJL students and othci

unarmed civilians died.

Foreign witnesses said the sec-

urity forces, whit^h were on patrol,

moved away frOm under the

balconies alter the students began

their attack,, but the students

continued to hurl objects and abuse

al them. f

It was the first outbreak all day

on Beijing's campuses, where

many students said they were too

afraid to commemorate the

anniversary.

That was not the case^ in Hong
Kong, where tens of thousands of

Chinese clemonsiraled. "We won't

^.Jjjirget June 4" and "We are not

through the university district all

evening, their red lights flashing,

in a show of strength. At least one

convoy included an open-bed

U'uck filled with civilian militiu^

wearing yellow hardhats.

RoadbkK'ks went up around the

city alter dark, and police stoppe<^l

drivers and checked identification.

Earlier Sunday, three Chinese

made small, public protests on the

edges of Tiananmen Square,

where last year's «<tudcni- led pro-

testers made their headquarters.

One man approached a foreign

television crew and tried to display

a protest poster. Police jinmedi-

aiely dragged him away, as he

shouted to bystanders in Chinese,

"Rise up."

Thousands of police and sol-

diers were stationed throughout

the city to discourage commemo-
raiion of the crackdown.

flours' later, someone ilirew

white paper money — a traditional

offering to the dead — from a car

as It drove past the square. Police

immediately tried, to shoo away
bystanders and picked up the

paper.

Police also i(X)k into custody a

young woman who stuffed an IS-

page essay into the pcx'ket of a

gCurtfd." t?u id ihg bunntfri? of mur Wcu Germany ZDF iQlevision

chcrs in Hong Kong, which reverts

loLnmeseruie m iw/. t^olicesaiu

1()(),()()() people joined the march;

iTrganizer's sS^id more than 200,000
did.'

Much smaller dcmorjstraiions

were hlMd in Taiwan and Japan.

TTPBcijing, convoys ot polu

jeeps and motorcycles drove

reporter, Gisela Mahlmann.
Mahlmann said the handwrrttcn

essay was_difficult to read but

ap|x:ared to be related to last year's

military crackdown.

The small protests came despite

Llie heaviest security in Beijing

incc mania I law was lit led in

January.

ELUOTT

;:d

Witnesses who e^Camined the explosive device said what appeared to

be a pipe bomb was placed close to a statue in the middle of the square
with a detonation mechanism that included batteries hooked up by wires.

It was not clear whether the bomb had a timing device or whether it

was activated by a person on the scene.

"While a music band was playing, the bomb exploded, injuring scores

of people, including foreign tourists, children and women present," said.

Richard Nygryn of Prague.

People at the scene shortly after die blast "were blaming everybody
from Uie interior minister to the STB for this," Nygryn said.

Interior Minister Richard Sacher, a Christian Democrat, has been
accused by opponents of shielding former agents of the STB — the secret

police of the former Coilimunisi regime led by Milos Jakes.
'
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was not convinced of Elliott's

innocence, she voted not guilty.

According to the student who
spoke with the two jurors, one of

them explained that she could

never really convict a person

anyway and that was the reason

she decided not guilty.

- The student then asked her if she

would be capable of convicting a

person if the charge were murder.

The juror replied that she would
not.

Molina, who recently discussed

the incident with the prosecuting

attorney Mark Lambert, said he

told her that this kind of person

should never have been sitting on a

jury in the firsLplace. After the trial

had ended, Lambert admitted to

her that he knew how they would
vote before the trial started and
there had been no real chance for a

conviction — an action which
requires a unanimous vote from
the jury.

Lambert refused to comment on
ihe case after the jury's decisioit.

All the Women who talked to

The Bruin expressed their anger

that jurors had apparently made
their decision based on extraneous

factors not related to the evidence.

"I was so mad when 1 found out

about the verdict. I could not

believe it. All five of us testified, 1

thought (hey would have to believe

at least one of us and it just gets me
mad to think they say we misiden-

tificd him. Like all five of us could

really do that," Molina said.

Help save a life

GIVE BLOOD
Call 825-0850 for more information

»
,

But Lambert told Molina that

even though proper court col^luci

was apparently not followed, an

appeal based on this information

would not be successful. Molina
said he told her the judge, would
rule that even if the two jurors had

veiled guilty, it would still be a 2-7

Verdict and the case would still

have been lost.

For Molina, this fact only

'+

suggests that justice will never be

served. Because these two jurors

were the only ones who spoke to

the woman about the trial, she

wonders whether or not the other

seven faced similar obstacles.

Her faith in the judicial system

was also jolted during the trial

while she was waiting outside the

courtroom to be called in as a

witness.

"When 1 was waiting to be

called into the courtroom there

were a whole bunch of male
attorneys discussing their cases,"

she said. "They were laughing and

saying how (Lambert) was really

angry at (them) for making fun of

that 'butt-pinching case.' They
were mocking the whole trial and 1

was sitting right there. They didn't

know 1 was one of the victims."

This was not the first time

Molina hadlteard people using her

situation as a source for humor.

She approached the lawyers and
told them why she felt they were
'wrong.

'^

"How can we be taken seriously

if this is how people react? People

talk about this lightly, but when
you are going through tliis it is very

frightening," she told The Bruin.

"Ye!^ it was not as bad as rape, but

when someone is doing this to you
— you don't know what will

happen next."

According to one of the women.
Dean of Student Affairs Ray
Goldslone is currently investigat-

ing the whole situation and is

expected to make an early summer
recdmmendalion On whether or not.

the university should consider not

allowing Elliott to retum to UCLA
in the fall. Goldstone would
neither confirm nor deny this

claim.

Calls to both Elliott and his

attorney James Annstrong during

the last lew wcxjks have not Iven

returned.

MAC HARD DRIVE SALE

Cutting Edge^^ Externals

40 MB $369
60 MB $409
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

TKEb installation if located in UCLA area.

MAAS Technologies

(213)477-8499

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

~

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK,
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Whorehouse

VT .

PUSH
YOURW^W THROUGH

THE SUMMER
WITH

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Purchase Prepaid LJ»« of Student HealtK Service

(PUSHy f<^r the Surnmcf by prepaying a orie-nme
cotjvenieiit fr«r which allows you access to

visits at UCLA Student Health Service for the

entire Bumincr. '

TT^F. COST OF PUSH IS:

April 1 through June 1 5 • • • $98.00

June 16 through September Zl . • • $1 25.OO

You can ptirchasxt PU51 1. in pcn>c>n ut SHS.ici^JtcJ ux

the Ccnter'for Health Sciences. A2-130.

: For irii^.irft>ation call 825vi65S..!_i.-

"Ijiit %ummer J Juin'i get PI "SJ I I ig«>i o\.c

fcton PUSH -VCAJ^SrUDEST

^/
•tW»«MT M«A1TM •DVICa

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
RE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
UCLA PATIENT FAMILY GUEST HOUSE PROJECT
The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) will hold a PUBLIC HEARING on
the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared for the proposed UCLA
Patient Family Guest House Project. The PUBLIC HEARING will be held on
Wednesday . June 6. 1990. at 7:QQD .m.. in the Press Room of the J. P. Morgan
Cfinter on the UCLA campus. Courtesy padiiog will be ayaiJable in Parking Structure
#6 located at the northwest corner of Westwood Plaza and Strathmore Driye.

The University of California, Los Angeles proposes to construct a Patient Family

Guest House with 76 rooms and 12 two-room suites and accompanying amenities

(approximately 58,350 square feet) and a 254 space subterranean parking garage on
a Site located at 900-920 Tiyerton Avenue directly across LeConte Avenue from the UCLA
Medical Center. The Patient Family Guest House will provide short-term housing for families

and friends accompanying inpatients at the Medical Center, persons undergoing ex

tended outpatient procedures, knd visiting personnel. •
•

The purpose of the PUBLIC HEARING is to provide the general public with the

opportunity to present testimony on the Draft Environmental Impact Report. Written

and oral statements will be accepted at the hearing for entry into the official hearing

record. *>

Comments in writing concerning the Draft Enyii:onmental Impact Report may also be
submitted until June 18. 1990 to:

Mr. Mark Home
UCLA Capital Programs

2256 Murphy Hall
^ Los Angeles, CA 90024-1405

Copies of the DEIR are available for reView at the address above and the following

campus libraries: University Research Library, Biomedical Library, Architecture and Ur

ban Planning Library, Management Library, Engineering and Math Sciences Library,

and the Law Library. In addition, copies 6re' available for review at the West Los
Angeles Regional Branch Library (11360 Santa Monica Blvd.), the Brentwood Branch
Libracy (1-1820 San Vicente Blvd.), and the West Hollywood County Library (715 N
San Vicente Blvd.).
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Among schools with high dropout rates, Stuyvesant excels
Bestselling British novel told in epic style of Charles Dickens

By Judie Glave

Associated Press

NEW YORK — In New York Cily, the

dropout rale approaches 30 percent and
armed school guards and metal detectors

outnumber lunch boxes. Around the nation,

reading, writing and *rilhmetic are in ruins.

And then there's Stuyvesant High
School.

There is no dropout rate, no drug

problem. One hundred percent of its

graduates go to college, a majority to Ivy

League schools. The football team has a 91

grade, average and scored an average of

1,300 on national Scholastic Achievement
Tests; the national average is 903.

This one school on Manhattan's Lower
East Side also boasts two Nobel Laureates

and one Fields medalist in math among its

countless prestigious alumni. Perennially, it

wins more Westinghouse Science awards

and National Merit Scholarship than nearly

any school in the nation.

^People are always trying to figure out if a crucia l pass

'Motivation and spunk' are common
qualities among nation's best students

of-thc-crop kids build the Stuyvesant

mystique?

The answers, Baumel says, are yes and

yes. V
Stuyvesant students come from all over

the city, some traveling up to two hours

from the outlying boroughs of Staten Island

and Qudens. They represent some of the

city's richest and poorest families and their-

interests are as diverse as their heritages.

But if the 2,700-member student body has

a single, common attribute, Baumel says,

it's that they're highly motivated.

'The kids in this school pursue academics'

with the same vigor most of middle America
pursues sports," the principal says. "When a

kid gets 100 here, kids will say, 'Hey, way to

go man.' It's like the quarterback just tossed

we have some special secret or formula,"

says principal Abraham Baumel. "We rcully

don't."

Trying to figure out how Stuyvesant

came to be a diamond in New Yort's thorny

educational crown is like debating which
came first, the chicken or the egghead. Docs
the school's reputation for excellence help

attract the best students or do the cream-

Indeed, trophy cases that line Stuyves-

ani's five floors are jammed with plaques

and trophies from math, science, poetry and

debate contests.

Yellowing photos of students shaking

hands with presidents and governors are

lacked on bulletin boards amid handmade
signs for a veal boycott, a Young Astronauts

Club meeting and ads for the Comic Book

Marketplace.

Students lake courses in Portuguese,

"The Bible as Literature," and "Language
Mind, and Artificial Intelligence." "The
level of work is unbelievable. The work
they do is On a level that would destroy the

average college student, much less the

average high school student," Baumel says.

'Mf you don't work hard, there's not a

place for you in this school," says 17-year-

old Bianca Santomasso.

Some teachers find Stuyvesant students

intimidating. "The work is very demanding.

The kids are very demanding," the principal

says. '

Others are inspired. "It's incredible. 1

learn from them," says biology teacher Roz
Bierig. "They know things that aren't even

published yet.

Long before specialized magnet schools

became the educational vogue, Stuyvesant
— sandwiched between ritzy Gramercy
Park and a pocket of drug-plagued projects

— was turning out some of the nation's

brightest students.

Its eclectic alumni include actor Jimmy
Cagney (class of '18); Nobel Prize winners

Joshua Lederberg and'Roald Hoffman ('41

and *55); Mad magazine editor Nick Meglin
(*53); and attorney and former chief of the

Watergate task force Richard Ben-Veniste
(•60).

Air Force Col. Ronald Grabe, class of

*62, spread Stuyvesant's fame farther than

anyone else: he took a 1932 Stuyvesant

pennant with him when the Atlantis space

shuttle circled the globe in 1989.

Founded in 1904 as a manual training

school for boys, the school originally

catered to the sons of mostly Jewish, Italian

and Irish immigrants.

Baumel says the school remains a haven

. forjmmigfant slri vers; today, nearly half of
the student body is of Asian descent.

'

—

Students, evenly split between the sexes,

must take an entrance exam to qualify for

admissibn, as they do at the city's two other

science and math schools, Bronx High
School of Science and Brooklyn Tech.

Some 13,000 students take the exam
yeariy; Stuyvesant accepts 800. Because it's

smaller and accepts fewer students, Stuy-

-vcsant's cutoff is 50^ poims^ higher ihan-at-

Author surprised at success o( 'The Quincunx/ his first book

By Jessica Baldwin

Associated Press '

LONDON — During the 14

years that Charles Palliscr

struggled with his first novel, he

often thought of it a^ "just a lunatic

obsession."

Indeed, "The Quincunx" would
seem an unlikely candidate for

literary stardom. It is 781 pages

long, written in the 19th-ccniury

language of Charles Dickens, with

j^ 'd plot so dense it takes %% pages

just to list the characters.

Yet it has climbed to No. 3 on
several North American best-sell-

er lists, and prompted London '^

Financial Times to complain that if

such a novel could be so ignored in

Britain, "there is something very

seriously wrong with the literary

scene in this country."

vengeance and youthful self-dis-

covery.

The story revolves around John

Huffam's pursuit of his inheri-

lance. Various members of five

families, the Huffams, Mompcs-
^ohs, Clothiers, Palphramonds and

Maliphanis, would benefit from
Huffam's death, and the boy is

forced lo grow quickly from

spoiled country boy to resourceful,

wily street urchin.

The quincunx means four

"^objecls ^n a square wiih'^ a fifth

object in the middle, and refers lo

the families' heraldic coats of

arms.

The book is not just an imitation

of Dickens, but a conscious hom-
age to the great man. Among the

giveaways: John and Huffam were
Dickens' middle names, and ihc

hero has the same birth -date as

get away with it," he said.

-His attention to period detail

perrheates the book, as in this

description of the Digweeds, an

impoverished family:

"Their clothes were patched and
threadbare, they mashed tea two or

three limes from the used leaves

which were boiled with milk and
they ate little but herring, the rough

bread of the poor, and oc^casional

faggots or blood-puddings."

Palliser, 42, is as surprised as the

"rest of the' literary world^that hjs_

first hovelhaslxjen so successful.

Canongatc Publishing, a small,

Edinburgh-based limi, paid him an

advance of S8(K) and he never

imagined he had written a winner.

"Every writer fantasizes, bul you
know they are faniasies and you

don'i ihink they'll happen," he-

said.

a success I wouldn't be in such

g(xxl shape," Palliser said.

"The Quincunx" has been
U*anslaled into six ^languages. A
television miniseries ts due. Thr
Literary Guild paid $105,000 lor

the book club rights. Ballantine, its

U.S. publisher, will bring out a

paperback edition in a year.

The Independent called it "a

brilliant and deeply eccentric

attempt lo reproduce an fearly

Victorian novel; one of those

glorious, rambling epics from the

Golden Age of English fiction."

The Financial Times caljed it 'iL.-

Bronx Science and 150 above Brooklyn
Tech's.

The school's reputation may attract them,

but Baumel credits ihe kids with maintain-

ing their own high standards.

But braininess is not all there is to

Stuyvesant The student body is also known
for inventiveness, spunk and charitable

works.

^The Quincunx" weaves aT

twisting, mysterious tale of five

families feuding over the inheri-

tance of an English estate. Ir takes

llie reader into the 19th-century

English countryside and the teem-

ing, fog-shrouded sirceis of Lon-

don, telling an epic story of greed.

Dickens — Feb. /.

"Bul It's not Dickens," Palliser

says.

"Il's a totally different way of

seeing the world. There is no
grotesque humor. Mixing the

comic with the horrific is some-
lliing Dickens can do but I couldn't

His devotion to ihe t>ook was at

the expense of his required
academic writing for the Strath-

clyde University English Studies

department, where he teaches,

Victorian litejatufe;;:.

"I've only published four scho-

lariy pieces and if this hadn't been

treasure from end to end

Palliser has thick, wiry hair>

bushy eyebrows, and a pleasant;

retiring mannCr. His slender, long,

hands toy with a small silver sp(X)n

as he sits in the kitchen of his north

London row house, explaining

how he readfsocial history and

letters, newspigyrs and diaries of

the period.

His aim, he said, was to go
beyond a historically accurate

good read. "Telling a good story is

noi an end. of itself.
,

"I h()|K that It docs raise some
questions about the meaning of life

"I come from a pretty bookish

family," Palliser said. His grand-

father wrote intellectual detective

novels under four or five pseu-

donyms.

"I read one a while ago and 1

can't say I was grippe(^l," he

confessed.

—The week bt'fuie Pall i ser solM

"The Quincunx" toCanongate, his

literary agent, tired of his lack ol

productivity, dropped him.

The a^(:oL4ias tried to take him
hack lollowiiiglfie success of "The
Quincunx," but Palliser lurncd him
down.

THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
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say industry slating which uni versity policies

IS booming
By John Horn
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Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — No one seems
to have time to read anymore,
ilhteracy is growing and censor-

ship has . become a burden^ but

other than that the book business

has never been better.

That was the report Sunday
from the 90th convention of the

American Booksellers Associa-

tion, where publishers, authors and
store owners are trying to guide

their difficult industry into the

1990s.

Delegates to the annual trade

show insist that any accounts of a

publishing slump are premature, if

not altogether wrong.

"The book trade in general —
from the booksellers' point of view
— is very healthy," said E.d

Morrow, president of the ABA and
owner of the Northshire Bookstore
in Manchester Center, Vt. "People
are responding to serious works,
looking for the soul enrichment
that they're not getting in other

mediums."

His optimism is reflected on the

crowded convention floor.

Pre-registration for the conven-
tion, closing Tuesday, was a record

24,000. That represents an
increase ^f 4Tpercent for book-
sellers attending, and a jump of 12
percent for exhibitors, over last

year.

Tlie floor itself is a lively mix of
both the literary and the loud. In

one booth, an actor dressed as

Spiderman complained abOui the

burden of being a superhero. Just a

few aisles away, the University of
California Press was touting its

book "My Tibet," one of two major
titles at the show authored by His
Holiness the Dalai Lama.

were violated.

Rudolph said he believes that

"no more student funds should be

spent regarding this issue," but the

board's final summary may call for

such an aiJ to apjx^ar.

While Kaufman said the coun-

cil's 1989-90 budget expired last

week, Rudolph said the justices

will determine whether the budget

,

can somehow be used.

Schneider also requested a"

public reprimand of MSA, bul

Rudolph said that is not possible

because the complaint was filed

against the council, not the student

^oup.
Schneider, a senior political

science major, said he was pleased

with the J-Board's decision, but "a

retraction would've been appro-

priate given the nature of the MSA

"^•jj-Hi Now is the time to SAVEH!
:=S^

-»»-

•>**'

tLiji^-

Parts of the ad which the board

considered political and not related

to the university included the

statement that Israeli "indepen-

waGilence" has resulted in deaths and

injuries of Palestinians.

Ludolph said the justices also

obje<:ted to the ad's inclusion of a

phone number which, for $5.75,

students could call to "prevent one

more death." The ad said phone

calls to the Israeli Embassy could

save a Palestinian political prison-

er arrestexl by the Israeli govern-

ment.

Rudolph said the ad denied

Israel's sovereignty and invoked a

political message.
- — That's reading into it. I'm

Jewish and I don't see that. It's a

difficult interpretation to make,"

Kaufman said.

Schneider, the former external

affairs directof 'of the Jewish

Student Union, said he was not

representing any organization . in

his complaint.

SupersRo/t 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

LJ

SupersPort 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait state laptops

with 20 or 40 MR hardcirivcs, one 35" 14 MB fie^^py drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCI') screen.

data systems
Groupe Bull

Fan^s lined up lOO-deep to

receive autographed copies of
"Get Shorty" (Delacorte Press)

from Elmore Leonard, and Grate-

ful Dead drummer Mickey Hart
was busily promoting his new
book "Drumming at the, Edge of
Magic: A Journey Into the' Spirit of
Percussion" (Harper San Francis-

co).

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashier's chc^ck, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal

check (up to $300)-made payable lo ASUCtA Money orders are not accepted Zeni'h produds are available lo loll lime UCt A

Students, Faculty. Statt. and deparlmenls only Purthase must be lor tl)e personal academic, educational, or research use ot the

eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo I . Faculty and Stall must show a payroll number and Photo

I Otter limited to one Zenith computer and one ot each accessory per person per ^ear Prices art subject to changt without

nollct. All salts art final. .==
--^

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Unlon/,82S-69S2/ MTh 7:45 7:30; F 7:45 6; Sat 10 S, Sun 12-5

and how lo deal with the hand fate

has dealt.

'There are questions of how to

cope with pressures, compromises

and temptation — and how do you

keep your integrity. 1 hope that's

what I've done with John," he said.

Palliser says his first research. -^
began iwhen his family's Constant

U"avels uansplanied him to remote

Cornwall at age 1 1.

The lonely boy's friends were
Oliver Twisi and David Copper-

field, and by 13 he had read all thai

Dickeoi- hiitl written. ^

UCLA

^1

u
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SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food -

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken
• Egg Roll

Cyoza

After 3:00 pm to close
{

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

$3.5p
w/1 free drink with coupon

|

!\[
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
g^f^' Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

JOB INTERVIEW?
DRUG FREE?

"BE SURE"

Pr^Scretn** is an anonymous drug screenirlo

service performed by an accredited, licensed

clinical lab Our service allows you to collect

and submit urine samples in the privacy of

your own home and to receive test results

directly and confidentially at your conven-
ience CTS tests for ftve classes of drugs
including marijuana, which may be detect-
able for up to 3 months in some cases.

.

F ,CALL
1-800-955-2532

FOR MORt INFORMATION

CONFIDENTIAL
TESTING
SERVICES, INC.

PLANE
ADVERTISEr°-p^9ei

IN THF^
t

DAILY

BRUIN

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
BAL, WJ Cooper Hydrocurve

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT-PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDI-CAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
260S ufKcxn a»wa A/^/-CDTirr\ —*—'*-'442t Hobeftiofv8k«»

|« Ocean Prk in trie Lucny Srwpping Center) AV-Vwtr I tL^ (11/? bik S oTPico)

WE MAIL AT OUR EVERYDAY .p,nlP^^.nn^ ^mcp', Kxtr^
VtyWIASTERCARD ' LOW IOV PRICES

ProfessKxial Services Extra

SASSOCN 5.T.

DELIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1 -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99
Open

Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
^11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east off B^rrington)

faced controversy when the Feder-

al A^^ialion Adminislraiion (FAA)
rcv'icwed allegations that it did nor
have a Part 135 certificate, a

license required to Lrgipspori cargo
lor profit. „. .

The FAA settled and dc-cidcd

neither to fine the university

$150.(KX) nor to suspend UCLA
pilot James "Woody" McClcndon
for six months. The university did,

however, receive a cease and
desist order from the FAA.

Schuli/.c, however, said, "1

don't think ihcrc Was an FAA
investigation. There was a dis-

agreement between the FAA and
ourselves as to whether or not we
needed a 135 license in order to

operate the plane."

The FAA said the university

was required to have a Part 135

certificate, but the university attor-

ney and the Regcntii' legal counsel
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advised Schultze that the plane did

not, he said. "We decided that we
were probably right but that we'd
rather not be hassled by the FAA,
.sq,wegot a 135 (certificate). The
current jet is fully approved, and it

has a 135."

UCLA received its Part 135
certificate for the Cheyenne 400 in

February, and the certificate was
recently amended to include the

Lear Jet.

:^alCfimftf tHfic ials bought-
the Lear because "the Cheyenne

Say yes and do it!

WALK-IN
SERVICE & PRODUCT SPECIAL

FREE Validated Parking

208-SASS 208-HAIR 208-WAVE
925 North Broxton (North of the Village Theatre)

INTRODUCING:

KELLY
(FORMERLY OF FAMA)

DESIGN CUT SPECIAL:

FROM $14
I

TOP NAME-BRAND^
PRODUCT SPECIAL:

Buy 1 get 2nd product 1 /2 off

Buy 2 get 3rd product FREEI

i(

THE UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION SUPPORTS MEChA FOR:

CHICANO STUDIES
I

DEPARTMENT.ANDMAJOR, THAT IS.

^ (T-SHIRTS Available at 407 Kerckhoff Hall ) i

torror padnn by mac

T

was not cost effective beyond
distances of about 900 miles,"

Schultze said.

Since flights arc charged on the

basis of mileage, "even if it is

slightly more expensive to fly the

Lear than the Cheyenne, at the

longer distance it still pays off

because the older plane takes a lot

longer to get there," he said.

Approximately 20 percent of the

nigills are at tficse long distances,

while the rest are at shorter

distances of "about 400 miles

when you can't take advantage of

the speed," Schultze explained.

This means the cost may be higher

at shorter distances for the Lear Jet

than the Cheyenne, he added.

After reviewing calculations

between short and long flights, "it

turns out by having the Lear and
being able to do that fashion of

nights about 800 to 1,000 miles,

we were creating a much better

flow of revenue and it made the

acquisition of the plane financially

more desirable," Schultze said.

Hospital officials cited the

Lear's accessibility as one of its

assets. The wider front door in the

Lear is easier to move patients on
and off the plane. Also, removing
seats from the Lear lakes only 10
minutes while the process takes

about 30 minutes in the Cheyenne.

Officials have also developed a

system to allow operators to raise

and secure a gumey-type patient

carrier into the jet.

The jet will be used to fly

patients, but its main use is to^

trans|K)rt organs "with all delib-

erate speed," Schultze said.

Organs can only remain outside

the body for a certain amount of

time, which makes quick transport

essential.

Lear Jet's "outstanding safely

record" also influenced the hospi-

tal's decision to buy the plane, he

said. The Gates Company, which
manufactures Lear jets, is "finan-

cially viable" and provides parts

and services quickly, he saidr

—

Piper, which manufactured the

Cheyenne, docs not offer the same
quality of service, Schultze added.

"The fact of the matter is that Piper

is bankrupt, and you begin to

worry about whether the company
will provide you with reliable

parts. To a certain extcnjf that

affected my decision.**

1 .

From page 8

forbidden food."

However, heavy exercise is not-

necessary for weight maintenance,

Abclson said. For some people,

exercise is a dirty word, but light

exercise can be helpful, he said.

An active lifestyle is an'impor-

— tant element in a weight mainte-

nance program, he said. It mcOTS
taking the stairs instead of the

elevator, walking to class instead

of riding the scooter or drinking

moderately at parties. A half-hour

walk during lunch breaks is also

beneficial, he said.

Behavior modification is

important for keeping off the

weight, Abelson said. Successful

weight loss programs develop

overall strategics and do not focus

exclusively, on diets which are

short term, he added.

"What makes me a success is

not that 1 lost 209 pounds, but that I

We iviAkE

OUR

busiiN

youR

busJN

825^2161

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

fet with same 3^

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Ahm'

FOR GRADS AND DADS!!!
- Paradise Studio's Super Gift Sale!

"Everything Marked Down"

• GIR BASKETS!

• HAND PAINTED CLOTHES for Sumrh^r!

• FRAMES for Weddirigs and All Occossions.

JUNE 9tti 10am-6pm

.,- 12301 Darlington Ave.

Brentwood, CA
For Orders or Information call 820-3516

Delivery Available!!!

'I

ID •^i\

ha^c maintained my weight (qj;^^

seven years," he said. Abclson

says that 95 percent of people who
lose weight on diets, regain it or go
through the "yo-yo syndrome."

Some weight plans are ineffOc^

live for keeping weight off, he

said. Diets promoting their own
line of packaged foods do not teach

responsible decision-making, he

said. Once "the script" is' taken

away, people resume eating largo,

portions and gain back the weight.

no said.

While Abclson admi ts thUl some
'people are predisposed to weight

gain. Those with a genetic predis-

position to obesity may have 3^

harder lime losing weight, but with

determination they can lose excess

pounds, he said.'

Although Americans have"

improved their diets, they pui

heavy sauces and creams on their

Joods which continue lb make
^Jlhcm XajLly , he sa id . IronicaHyt.>hey

buy low-calorie frozen yogurt, yet

put all kinds of toppings on them,

he said. They would be belter off

eating ice cream, he said.

The Extension course, titled

— "Eating and Walking Your Way to

Better Health and Fitness," is

scheduled to Ixjgin in late June.

POT
From page 6

1 don't agree with using drugs, but

it does make you think," she said.

"It's one of the most amazing

things I've ever seen in my college

career. It amazed me that they

"I think it*s really cool. I

appreciate more people coming

out and saying what they feel,"

said theater major Lesa Hardy,

who sat in the smoke out. "I'm not

into rebellion, but when .people

feel something they should come
out and talk about it," she said.

"Chancellor Young should

smoke a bowl," Hardy said.

>%^-^

One observcf llkcrred manjuana
to pollution. "The government

cares more about what you put in

your lungs than what they're

pulling in the air," said Adria

Hirsch, a visitor who stopped to

participate in the rally. "I'm tired

of people taking away our choice,"

she said.

*Tm not an advocate, but I think

that legalization is the way. Pro-

hibition doesn't work," Hirsch

said. She spoke of how many
people don't talk about their drug

use. "Almost everybody has had

drugs, but people are afraid to talk

about it" she said. "Here, they feel

free to talk about it with friends

supporting them."

"We're going to smoke the

peace pipe," LubOvy said. \

T coking for
*

Study Space?
Are the Libraries Full?

1 here ARE Alternatives.
«•

Every student needs a quiet, comfortable space to study fo

finals. And every student's first thought is, "I'll study in the

library." But at this time 6f year, the libraries are filled to
'J7
rflcovertlowing.

So what can you do when the libraries are full?

the alternative study space provided by ASUCLA
in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackermat^ Union.

During finals Kerckhoff and Ackerman.are open until 1

a.m. Tables in the Ackerihan flrand BanrooiiftsupplcmcnMtnr

li

permanent study lounges on 2nd and 3rd ,fl(X)r Ackorman and
kerckhoff. In the evenmgs, unused meeting rooms in Ackerman
Union are kept open as well.

Besides companionship and a comfortable place to study,

A$UCLA provides free coffee after 9 p.m., close to all these

alternative locations. (Get free house coffee in the Kerckhoff

Coffee I louse, The Cooperage and North Campus.) Free coffee's

something' you won't find in the libraries-anotncr good reason

to avoid the library crowds.
We encourage you to consider alternative study iTxrations

whenever possible, if you don't need access to librar,y books

and periodicals.

And good luck on finals!

A Cooperative Message from the Umvcrstty Library and ASUCLA

aCLA Faculty
and Employees

I,

V OV BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

.care by UCLA cllnicdlfacult^

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSJCIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

^ -f:
(corner of V^estwood Blvd.)

(213) 208-8188

Jl/ia/da

HAIR
474-3881

FREE hai rcut with any perm
from $30

FREE cellophane, clear or color

with' expert highlights or coloring

from $30
manicure and pedicure $15 (Introductory special only)

at Angela's Hair Salon
2322 Westwood Blvd. Free parkii;^ in the back

r \.

HP
HEWLETT-PACKARD

LASERJET III

HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET
SERIES II

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LASERJET IIP

List Price $2,395

ASUCLA Price $1,449

DAV-TECH IN STOCK

HEWLETT-PACKARD
DESKJET PLUS

List Price $995

ASUCLA Price $619

DAV-TECH *$447
•Includes $150.00 cash rebate from HewlenPacKart

List Price

ASUCLA Price

DAV-TECH
All Printers include one toner cartridge

$2,695

$1 .290

List Price $1,495

r ASUCLA Price $949

DAV-TECH *$824
'Includes $75.00 cash rebat© from Hewlen- Packard

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SCANJET PLUS

List Price $2190

ASUCLA Price $1,388

DAV-TECH $1,375
Irwtudes interlac© fOf IBM/PC, (8M.PS?-Of MAC

We at DAV-TECH Computer Center have tK6 printer for your home or office at a price you can afford

Compare our prices with your Student Store, then give oh a call of drop by We are just 20 minutes away

from UCLA. All prices mentioned are cash/cashiers check discounted

Xf^
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorized Dealer

Phone (213)463^3001

Computer Center Fn)( (213)469-7255

I .K.ilftl .11 «>M-< llollyw.xxl lt.uil.v.ira<.» Viiu Slr»-« t) ll.'IUwt<>tt (A "HMMX

1919 Awotd o( (ic*U«nc»

i9Sa D«iii«< or \t\» v»at

19C6 OkilsKinaing PwiKymooc*

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Authorize li Dealer
m
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Viewpoint

If you feel 'crazy'

you are not alone
By Rachel Pers^

Imagine that suddenly your mind begins to play tricks on you.
Imagine that the thoughts and feelings you had come to know as
your own suddenly become twisted and distorted into frightening
hallucinations, images of monsters and creatures crawling up your
spine, and fears that friends, family and even strangers have
combined in a conspiracy to destroy you. Imagine living day and
night in this warped torment, where whispers sound like shouts,
words don't make sense anymore, and your only relief comes in

-3Tr
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The study ofsemiotics couid cliange our view oftiie worid

brief snatched of lucidity that on ly serve to remind ^ou of What
you once .were. -
Now im^girte that instead of getting the medical attention that

you need and deserve, you arc blamed for your obvious hack of
moral fiber and strcr\gth of will, told to "snap out of it.". You
are ostracized, hushed up, locked away, left homeless, ignored,
feared, and misunderstbod, not only by society, but by your
terrified family, who understands evcn'tess than you do what is

happening to you.

What is happening to you is schizophrenia.

Schizophrenia is one of the most misunderstood diseases today,
even though it afflicts at least one in every hundred individuals,

3s two million in the. Unhcd Stalespcihap^ alone . Contfary to

popular belief, schizophrenia has nothing ao do with "split"

personalities. It is a disease in which the pan of the brain
="

responsible for sensory perception no longer functions properiy.

Thus, idcas^ visual jjmagcs, and sounds become disioncd,. the.

Viewpoint ,^. .^s

The U.S.'s fear of a Black planet
By Eric L. Barnum

Wednesday afternoon, over 100 rcg fee- and
lax-paying African-American students rallied in

front of the. UCPD station to protest what we
consider tp>,_a^sysiemaucftijjc QJiinflfdanri

population at UCLA. An effort thai tragically,
has been extremely successful here on campus,
in Los Angeles, and across the United Stales.

Fact: There arc more AfricancAmcrican
males between the ages of 18 and 25 in slate
and county jails than there are in American
universities. •

How is ii that African-Americans make up
less than 25 percent of our national population,
(and of that percentage less than half are
males), but occupy 90 percent of the jail cells
in this country? Are we the only people in -

America committing crimes? 1 hardly think so.
Fad: Blacks and Latinos combined make up

only 20 percent of the recreational drug users
irv-Xos Angeles, according to the Deputy
District Attorney's Office. However, figures '

from that same office indicate that Blacks and
Latinos, both male and female, make up over
90 percent of the drug offenders brought before
the Los Angeles criminal courts.
- How can the rate of arrest so grosslyr~T

'~

misrepresent the population of drug offenders?
Fact: University officials report that 90

percent of the "felonies" committed on this

campus are perpetrated by African-American
siudenLs, while we make up less than 10
percent of the campus population (more like 7

percent). And with the number of, both campus
and Los Angeles police officers patrolling

^H'-VM'^ nI, ^^isi\^-\:J^!:tl^ ''Sfmk&i:' mcrrdr
Angelcnos visit our campus every weekday and
commit these crimes.

So what do ilicse statistics point out? They
indicate thai African-Americans in this country
have been placed in another demographic
category: targeted for extermination. We arc

largcicd because this country suffers from a

nightmarish fear: the fear of a Black planet!

The fear that if given the opportunity to be
educated, given an opportunity to be politically

powerful, we as a people will rise up to a

level of prosperity, of self-governance, to a
level of worid leadership. And it is this same
conclusion that this country's government and
policing agencies are committed to preventing.

These statistics indicate that the police have
been allowed to invade the communities of
South Central and East Los Angeles, as well as

the other urban centers across the nation,

without impunity, and destroy their populations
indiscriminately. These so called "peace offic-

ers" are licensed to kill. Our own duty-bound
councilman Zev Yaroslavsky would never let

thinking process disjointed and fragmented. The schizophrenic
subsequently behaves in a "bizarre" manner in a accordance with
his/her thought pat^. There are other symptoms of the disease,
of course, but these are the main ones. —

.

——

-

It is vital to emphasize that schizophrenia is a disease that, ,

like diabetes, has no cure at the moment, but can be treated

with medications designed to compensate for the malfunctioning
areas in the brain. Unfortunately, not all schizoj)hrenics respond
to turrcntly available medication, but research is continuing and a

definitive treatment may be on the, horizon.

You may be wondering why 1, a non-science major, chose to

write about the^ dehabiliiating effects of schizophrenia. The fact is

"that T' have someone very close to me who has been diagnosed
as schizophrenic and he is suffering, not only from his disease,

but from the stigma attached to mental illness in this country. As
portrayed in the news, in movies, and on TV, the popular image
of a person with a psychiatric disorder is of the raving "psycho"
who just escaped form the local "loony bin" and is on a three-

day killing spree. (Only a minority of the mentally ill are

violent, but of course, they get the TV news coverage).^
'

On the other hand, there is also the non-ihreatening image of
Woody Allen on the couch in permanent angst. Thus, my
friend's parents, unable to accept that their handsome, intelligent

boy — who was once a physics major in college — is schizo-
phrenic, insist that he "snap out of it." They think that maybe he
should see a "shrink" or something. But God Forbid he be sent
jQ, a nLlhlJ/.* hp«^nit'j| fr\r frriQimoni \]f\ t-^na rr»i...i Un.-^,,. /->«" »Ur. ,.^,,

1 don't blame his parents, who are elderiy and not well-off
financially, for fearing this country's unwieldy and drastically

underfunded public health care system or for wanting to shield
their son from the cruelty of society with its stigmatizing labels.

After all, it's one thing to be a diabetic, but it's quite another to
be a "schizo", a "loon", a "nut-case", or a "psycho". A "loon"
has no personality, no humanity, no dignity. A "loon" is a reject.

Like most people* 1 had no conception of the horror and pain
that my friend and his family have been experiencing, but now,
after doing some personal research, 1 think I understand, a liiilc.

The most important thing I have learned — something my ^—

—

friend's parents have yet to learn — is that my friend is not
alone, that there are others with their families, who are ;

experiencing or have experienced exactly what my friend is

experiencing right now.

There are organizations, like the Alliance for the Mentally 111

(for LA County, (213) 413-1622) designed to help the families
and friends of the mentally ill, and there are books . such as Dr.
E. Fuller Tonrey's Surviving^ Schizophrenia: A Family Manual to
help in understanding the dimensions of the disease. But most of
all there is hope, because new medical advances are being made
every day.

Alon^ time ago in the

dark dges sometime ^
(October 1989) a mild

mannered Daily Bruin

Viewpoint columnist wrote her

first column. She rambled a

little about lifd and something

a TA/friend (Rosie Pegueros)
—

once said, "If you agree with

everything I say, then one of

us is not thinking."

Well, yeah, that was me,
and we all seem to be thinking

pretty well, witness the type of

letters 1 often received about
my columns. However, I've

observed another trend: people
are thinking, but largely only

about how to justify what they

already think.

This trend partially manif-

ested itself. in the way some
people put me into one of

"their convenient categories and
ignored or misconstrued what I

said. This year, 1 was directly

and indirectly referred to as

everything from "S.ooz, you
liberal (hee hee hee)" to one
of the "close-minded, ignorant,

naive liberal assholes" that

apparently abound at the Daily

Bruin.

I do not fit into any conve-

nient categories, however. How
-'ittlany anti-abortion feminists do
you know? How many anti-

death penalty, anti-censorship ==
Christians are out there? How
many UCLA students arc for

an ethnic ancf gender studie?

requirement, yet against affir-

mative action based on race?

You know at least one iliai fii:i

all of these — me.,:

Labels like "liberal" and

Susan
Rinderle

"conservative" are ways of

dodging issues. Only the totally

blind or heartless would agree

Uiat the Slate uf the world

—

~~

today is fair to all of its

inhabitants. Because of this

simple fact, unhealthy conser-

vatism, that is, striving to keep

things the way they are, is

harmful. Things "the way they

are" are unacceptable for most.

By the same token, healthy

conservatism, such as returning

to a strong family structure as

a base for our society, may be

very healing. Rather than advo-

cating any pariicuiar poiiucai

persuasion, I feel we should^

each become scmioticians.

A semiotician is a person

Americans like roller coasters?

Why, when two people pass

simultaneously through a door-

way, do women tend to turn

away from the other person,

wiiile men turn toward him or

Tier? Why do parents give their

children toys?^^-^^
—

—

A semiotician would also

ask why the Greek system,

rape and sexism, and racism

were (and are) the most emo-
tional issues at UCLA this

year. One of the many possible

answers to this question is that

sheer demographics and the

social climate of our nation

today are such that people who
have txjcn wronged and —-
silenced tor centuries are just

now asserting themselves.

Of course, realizing that one

is oppressed and living in a

social sysienr~that one had
little say in forming leads to

feelings of resentment. These
feelings are often directed at

the original offenders' descen-

dants, who understandably gel

defensive, wondering what the

heck they did wrong.

These descendants sometimes
fear for their way of life, itoi

realizing that this is the source

of oppression, because they

have the power to reinforce

live our own lives as we
choose, the oppressed will one
day find a way to live outside

the traditional order, according

to their rules. But even though
we children may have our own
separate lives, our relationship

with our parents nray not b>c

the friendliest, or the easiest to

forget.

So who cares about the state

of the family? Who cares if

men and women, or if Afri-

can-Americans and whiles and
Chicanas/os can relate to each,

other or hot, as long as they

have their rights? 1 do, and so

do many others. No one is,

truly free until we are all free.

I fail to see how calling

each other names like "ignor-

ant," "racist," or "sexist pig,"

or arguing about the virtues of

nation' s '^forcfaihers"

"Playboy Classic" party.

I'm not saying the anger is

unjustified. I'm not saying it is

wrong. Righteous anger mixed
with love is a superb atten-

tion-getter, and potentially one
of the most powerful forces 'of

change and progress. I'm say---

ing it IS up 10 us to save the

family. It is up to_ us to

absolve and forgei the sins of

our grandparents. It is our job

to leach our children what is

right. ^ .

It is also up to us to

educate our brothers and sisters

with constructive words, not

obscenities .and hale. Rudeness
alienates and stirs up only the"
converted. We each need lo

find a noble passion, and share

It. It saddens me to see how
some people instead choose to

tlic system itiis makes iMc

promotes anyone's cause. An
outdated historical system is lo

blame.

However, there's often a

slorm before the calm. Maybe
we are only seeing ilic stir-

rings of a greater slorm. At
any rate I hope we will soon
reach an inevitable point when
have stopped our selfish,

brainless, hurtful raniings long

enough to };et to business. I

who, through the ari/sciehce of

semiotics, looks for the under-

lying meanings and societal

altitudes in every aspect of _
daily life. A semiotician exa-

mines "whys" — Why do

^oppressed ^^v^n^angricr .
—

This sounds lo me like a

vicious cycle of misunder-

standing and lack of education

and communication, reminiscent

of the type of relationship

many of us had (have?) with ~

our parents. And, like we
children leave oiir parents to

hope we get to a point wnere
^we realize that most individual

use (or not to use) ttieir time,

bodies, money, and talents.

We all need a healthy dose

of semiotics. VVc need to stop

taking everythjing at face value.

We need to stop letting new
or conflicting ideas roll off of

us or just remind us how right

we are.

So, to sum up and quote ihe

infinite wisdom of Jazzy B of

Soul II Soul, "So there it is.

Work ii out for vourseif. Yeah.

txj. . .oDjeciive. Be an asset lo

the col lee live. ':t:

men and white people are not

out lo maliciously and purp()se-

fully oppress. I hope we real-

ize thai MEChA does not

represent ihe enure Chicano/

Latino cuxiununiiy. And, inayb^'

wc^will reaii/e there is some-
thing wrong with having a

Thanks lor reading!

Rinderle is a junior majoring

in sociology, with a concentra-

tion in race, ethnicity, and
stratification . She wiU bjn .

spending most of next year
studying in Mexico City.
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Imagine one day you woke
up and learned that your father

was a murderer. If you are an

ordinary person, of course, you
would deny it. Even if yoth—

-

could not disprove it, you
would feel compelled to defend

your father, just like i those

whose articles were published

in these pages, felt compelled

to do for the nation's founding

fathers. Let me repeat what
others have said and proved

that the founding fathers were

racists slave-owners who lived

in a society wherein savage

_actions towards,_"colgred" peo-

ple were justified.

People usually defend the

founding fathers through the

Constitution. The Constitution

can't be used to defend the

foundiBg fathers. It wasn't .
-

written by a group of men
motivated solely by the ideals

of liberty and equality, but

rather it was, written by group
Of people who came together

to protect their economic inter-

ests during the summer of

1787. They hammered out a

compromise in whicn^rccdom,
and not their economic inter-

ests, became the dream of this

land. None of the foundint^

would fight for their rights of

ethnic minorities. One can only

document that however soft

and warm his heart was, his-*

mind was cruelly pragmatic.

Lincoln said, "My paramount
object in this struggle (the

Civil War) is to save the

Union, and is not either to —
save or destroy slavery. If 1

could save the Union without
freeing any slave, I would do
it; and if I could do it by
freeing all the slaves, i would
do it; and if I could save it

by freeing some and leaving

other alone, I would also cjo

that." Lincoln freed slaves rflot

as an egalitarian, but as a

pragmatist making a political

move to save the Union.

Again, would Abraham Lin:
coin fight for the ethnic

minorities?

We are living in a period
when being called a racist is

Archbishop Tutu prised the

accomplishments Americans
have made to end apartheid.

However, during the program,

a few people were inclined to

criticize what Americans have
done for the Palestinian ques-

tion. Although I welcome the

Archbishop's support in peace

—

fully settling the fighting, I

feel his speech at UCLA was
an inappropriate time to discuss

it. .

[Before anyone starts pointing

fingers, people need to look at

facts. Various students have
made, a point out of listing the

numbers of Israelis who have
been killed since the State

became independent. Violence
and sanctions against the

Israelis is not the answer.

Cheryl Braunstein
Junior

English

•*^'

-^MaMkiAl
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ho longer acceptable. We real-

ize that racispi has caused
millions of deaths and shattered

millions of dreams. It is not

surppsing that we do not want
to know that our heroes were
racists, people who never

questioned their racist actions

and were willing to profit from
Ihem. In addition, we want our
heroes to be righteous and
uncompromising for the truth.

For example. Lincoln was

AIDS
Editor:

\.-^

lathers was happy at>out the

Consiiiulion they had writienv^

Some even refused to sign the

completed document; many of

those who did sigh only did so

with reluctance.

The Constitution represented

grand ideas tha^ were bom out-
of varied self-inleresls. It was
an "invisible hand," to borrow
Adam Smith's lerm^ that

shaped these interests into an
egalitarian document. Only in '

this way could a convention of

slave-owners write a document
that stands as the worid's most
powerful statement of equality

among men.

In 1751, Benjamin Franklin

wrote in his Ohservalions Con-
cerning the Increase of Man-
kind that the English were the

"principle body of white peo-

,

pie," and he wished that there

were more of them m Ameri-
ca. Franklin wrote, "Why
increase the Sons of Africa, by
Planting them in America,
where we have so fair an
opportunity, be excluding all

Blacks and Tawneys (Asians),

of increasing lovely White?" .

Anothpr founding father,

Thomas Jefferson advocated the
removal of blacks from the

United States. In his Notes on
the State of Virginia, he wrote
that while people should
occupy the new continent. He
feared the possibility of "either

blot or mixture on that surface
(the U.S.)." In Jefferson's

^
mind, America was to be a

"sanctuary" where intmigrants
from Europe would establish a
new society for themselves and
their offspring. In a letter to
James Monroe, Jefferson wrote
that he was eager to sec a

time when the American conti-

nent would be covered with
white people.

What should we say about
Benjamin Franklin and Thomas
Jefferson? Are they racists?

It is difficult to imagine

wllllr^g 10 sacniice the Irecdom
of "colored" people for the^

As a heterose'xtral female

interested in AIDS and the'

HIV virlis, after reading Shay
Swanson's May 24 letter I felt

very compelled to respond.

AIDS is not just a homosexual
disease. It may have started

primarily with the gav com-

sake of the Union. We do not
want them to be like us,

driven be reactionary self-inter-

est. But the truth has never
been so kind to us anyway.

Nelson Lim
Junior

Economics

what any long-dead statesman

would do about today's issues.

It is not fair to a person who
is being asked and being asked
about. If Abraham Lincoln
were alive, what would he do
about today's problems? No
one in their right mind could,
claim to know whether he

Desmond Tutu
I -

Editor:

I attended the Campus
Events Speaker's Program
which featured Archbishop
Desmond Tutu on May 22. I

felt that this was one of the

best programs I have ever seen
on campus in terms of good-

~
will and spirit. However, there

was one aspect of the program
I found especially disturbing:

the Palestinian question.

When I was nine years old,

I made my first pilgrimage to

Israel. As my family and I

were walking ^aqk to the hotel

after a visit at the Wailing
Wall, a bomb went off less

than a mile away from us in

the Jewish Quarter of Old
Jerusalem. This 'bomb killed

twelve Israelis (Yes, I still

remember quite well). This
bomb was not a tragedy

caused by the Israeli military

but it was a terrorist attack for

which the Palestinians claimed"
responsibility. I am also certain

that the United States media
was generous if they gave this

incident two colJmn inches in

the back of the first section of
the newspaper.

i am a Zionist, although I

don't necessarily agree with
what the Israelis are doing
now. What people in America
need to realize is that he
violence in the West Bank is

not a matter of the last

twenty-nine months, but it is a

hatred that has been going on
for oyer 200 years. 'The inci-

dent that happened this

weekend is most assuredly a

tragedy, but it is equally a

tragedy when Israelis or for

that matter, |myone is brutally

killed.

munity, but it did not stop

1 there. The "intelligent mind" --^=^

knows to avoid sexual activity

with a person infected with the

AIDS virus, but how is one to

know who has been infected

with the AIDS virus?

At age fifteen, a young
heterosexual woman was
infected with the AIDS virus, *^

but did not show any symp-
toms until age 23. How was
she or any of her partners to

know she was infected? Maybe
you should lake another AIDS
education class, because current

statisGcs seem to be different

from what you have learned.

The incidence of AIDS and
HIV have leveled off some-
what within the gay communi-
ty, but seems to be rising

within our heterosexual popula-
^tion, so does that mean that

the Bible "has a word to say"
about heterosexuality as well?

If so, then I'm in trouble.

You seem to imply that our
nation is now "open to

homosexuality" and therefore

God has decided to punish

homosexuals for their sexual

orientation. I'm not sure we
believe in the same God,
because the God I believe in

is a God of love and does not
throw punishments around
because of sexual orientation.

It is not fair for us to place

the guilt, and the shame com-
monly associated with AIDS
and HIV on one single popu-
lation, and then question their

morals. The controlling of

AIDS is not "a profoundly
simple matter of morals."

There is absolutely nothing

simple about AIDS and its

control. It is not "profoundly
simple" to adequately educate
everyone, as your article

proves. And it is not as simple
as saying "Don't have sex, or

"Don't be gay." ^

We as heterosexuals arc not

immi^ne to the AIDS virus, so
pleaft do not give out a false

sense of security. We need to

protect ourselves and reserve

judgementr

—

rr
—

The warm California sun
lias baked UCLA brains
By Boaz Weintraub •

UCLA is ranked fifth in the nation in overall doctoral programs.

This factJs used by UCLA to convey prestige.

This fact related solely to doctO«aI programs in the k^ and

sciences. This fact has no relation to undergraduate education*

The undergrads don't care. They're going to the fifth best

university in the country, they think,

^

UCLA loves prestige.

Provost Raymond Orbach overhires 40 professors; many
allegedly have potential for coming up with some great research,

maybe even a Nobel prize or two. How many will be teaching

undergrads? We're not told, but obviously not many.

Raymond Orbach says we should look upon this mistake "as a

reason for celebration." Otherwise, many professors would be lost

to other schools, merely for the convenience of providing

undergrads with enough classes to go to.
^~

The undergrads go about their existence. They're just happy to

be at such a fine institution. Their parents tell their friends they go

to UCLA.
Raymond's goof results in a $1.2 million deficiL

-

—

At least 4 classes will be canceled next ycar tamakci
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loss.

The undergrads are just happy the school won't be closed down
completely. Many want to be wearing business suits by iheir mid-

twenties, and need the aura of prestige UCLA provides,

"^i^aymond "I will bury you. Harvard" Orbach says the dcficir

should be made up in three years. It's a small price lo pay lor ihc

glory these researchers will bring him, and us.

Meanwhile, many hundreds shall pile into lecture halls lor a

given class, to be conducted by vastly overworked teaching

assistants. Students will postpone graduation in ordcf to take

classes seldom offered or perpetually closed.

The undergrads are just glad there is someone, anyone, even a

fellow siudeni, lo "teach" them how to read assigned p^ges.

They're too proud of* their shool to realize it doesn't care who.
teaches them.

UC president David gardner says the UC Board of Regents only

provides financial relief if a college's financial problems are

caused by unexpected events, not administrative foul-ups. This

glorious occasion is most definitely caused by the later

.

jcircumstance.

Chacellor Charles Young stands by his trusted companion, Ray.

In an emergency gesture to save his own as well as Orbach 's

hide, the chancellor grants $400,000 in campus^-wide funds (which

should go to student groups) to hire additional course instructors. In

a hopelessly cruel paradox, more of the undergrads' money will be

spent hiring more temporary teachers bccuase too many full-time

professors were hired.

Raymond "don't tape me because then you'll know^what I'm

saying" Orbach silently distances himself from his mess.

The administration and faculty faithfully echo their boss's

foolhardy mutterings.

The undergrads wallow in hot, southern Califomian apathy.

Weintraub is a senior majoring in communication studies.
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AYA
TTE LOU

I SHALL NOT BE MOVED

PERSECUTION

'»^>«.

From page 22

Los Angeles police officers

"halierram" the local crack

house in Bcl-Air, but turns his

head when these so called

"sting" operations arrest count-

less numbers of alleged "gang

member" in vSouth Central

without so much as warrant, or

reading them their rights!

Our inner cities have

beconrie synonymous with Sow-

eto, and Westwcxxl with Johan-

nesburg.

We are at an institution of

higher learning, where men and

women come to develop them-

selves intellectually and spiritu-

ally. We as students have been

proclaimed the leaders of

tomorrow. Police brutality and

other strong-arm tactics of the

administration and its agencies

have no place on this capipus.

The fact that a young Black,

man can be arrested at gun-

point for "stealing" his own
sister's car is despicable!

The stench of racism perme-

ates the ftr. of UCLA and

restricts our breathing; the ugli-

ness of ignorance and discrimi-

nation blinds us to the light of

equality and opportunity. The
University of California Police

Department has brulali/cd ih,e

Black population in the name
of law and order when in

effect, they represent anarchy

and injustice.

These facts have been

brought to you, the UCLA
community. We all have a

responsibility to extract the

cancerous cells of oppression

that have made us sick and
ugly. It is not one man's or

one woman's struggle. This is

not a "Black thing." One
person's oppression is an

affront to us all! 1 charge each

one of you with the responsi-

bility to effect a change. We
have a right to be hostile:

we've all been persecuted!

Barnum is a senior majoring

in history
, ,,

Wednesday, June 6, 7:30pm

-Ackerman Grand Ballroom

"I sp^uk to the

black experience f

but I am always

talking about the

human condition

bojut what wE^

li

can endure

f

dream y fail at and

still s

-T^^-K^^*
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Column

Music wars:
Film

n • II isidiwarzenegger:
Truce allows pop to share Arnold & 'Robocop' director Verhoeven craft the quintessential sci-fi action flick in ' Recall'

spotlight with progressive ZitrT'""
Well, this is it! As a member of

graduating class of 1990, this will

be the last Beats of Pop Music
column.

During the last ihrec quarters, 1

have tried to help the campus
appreciate dance/club music.

Why pop music? After all,

everyone knows about it. And isn't

dance music just a buncn ol domTnated clubs

released by Capitol Records soon.

The first single, "Pineapple Faces'

Big Day" sounds like the sequel to

New Order's "Fine Time." The
group definitely is more "rockier"

than ihc more synihesizer-orientQ^

New Order materials. That factor

can be a problem for Revenge to

break into today's house music-
Tfr-

Staff Whler

FIU^: Total Recall. Written by Ronald
Shusett. Dan OBanion, Gary Goldman
& Jon Povill Based on the short story
We Can Remember itfor You Wholesale by
PhiUip K. Dick. Directed by Paul Ver-
hoeven. A Tri-Sur release starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger.

Arnold Schwarzenegger may be

a wooden actor, but his latest film,

senseless beats thai people dance
(not listen) to in the clubs?
Shouldn't a college paper like the

Daily Bruin concentrate more on
The ^progressive'^ biihds orTixug^
gling new artists?

Among the feedback I have
received, many people expressed
their appreciation to me for mak-
ing the Arts & Entertainment
section more "readable." They
said they couldn't find any inier-

Cerrone — Never Let a Day
Go By

^otal Recall, based on the classsic

Philllip K. Dick short story We
Can Remember it for You Whole-
sale, looks to be one of the biggest

hits of the summer .

tells him he has to make a trip to

Mars.

There he meets up with mem-
bers of Mars' underground rebels

who are fighting against the poor
hving conditions and forced labor

in the planet's mines. Quaid
discovers that before his memories
were erased, he was a top level

member of Mars' dreaded security

forces, who had decided to change

Cerrone was a late '70s disco
artist whose "Supcmature" was
"re-recorded by Erasure last year.

After years of absence, he has just

released a new single called
"Never Let a Day Go By." The
mix, by UK DJ Ben Lcibrand, has

It boasts spaceships, explosions,

beautiful babes, spies and revol-

luionaries, all tied together in a

wild science fiction adventure.

Schwarzenegger pfays Quaid, a

21 St century construction worker
who has a nagging desire to lake a

sides and had ended up with his

personality erasQd. Everything he
remembers of his life on Earth is

false.

-Director PanLVcihoevenl&iasL

esung music articles ih the Bruin
before. Let's face it, there are

probably more people on this

campus who like to read about
Madonna than all of the other

"college bands" combmcd.
One person did show his disgust

for my writing on pop music. "Slop
writing all the Top-40 crap. Why
don't you grow up and write about
some real music?" he said.

I definitely agree that college
papers should have a progressive
edge and cover lesser-known
musicians. Yet pep music
shouldn't be totally ignored. I feel,

that readers should be given the

choice of reading a variety of
articles on different musical gen-
res. But it was never my intention

to turn the Bruin into another
teenage fan magazine or the LA
Times, --'- ~ -

To disregard pop music is just

like saying that "pop movies" such
as Back to the Future III shouldn't
be reviewed. Maybe college pap-

^
crs should skip all the mainstream
movies and concenirate just on
"art" or student films. Or should it?

Finally, I sincerely thank all of

.
the unseen fans or supporters of
mine on this campus. Remember,
it's noi the type of music you like

but the music itself that matters.

Dance Music Single Reviews:

Anything Box — Jubilation

Within the last decade, Euro-
pean synth-pop bands suqh as

OMD and Erasure have been
dominating the alternative dance
charts. The group Anything Box
could be the first American group
in the already crowded field of
altemauve pop. Jubilation follows

the same catchy up tempo formula
of its predesseor Living in Obliv-

ion. With excellent club and house
remixes by Keith Cohen and
producer Jon St. James, the new
single should find even more
cross-over success in both Top-40
and alternative rock stations

a sliah i pop house flavor hm vaca tion to Mars. He hasn'4^ot4he
retains the feel of Cerrone 's

original works. The song definite-

ly has the SAW (UK's Stock
Aiiken Waterman Production)
influence. It also sounds strikingly

Beats of Pop Music

Revenge - Pineapple Faces'
Big Day

Peter Hook, New Ordtr*^ bas-

sist, has decided to form a group of
his own called Revenge. The
group's new album will be

similar to "Whenever Your Heart
Desires," a SAW-produced cut on
Donna Summer's last album.

Red Flag — Count to Three

Red Flag has often been called

the "American Dcpcche Mode."
Yet hardly any of its single

releases has found the audience the

group really deserved. The fourth

single "Count to Three" not only
has Depeche Mode-ish vocal and
instrumentation, it may be the

group's strongest single to date.

Produced by Paul Robb of Infor-

mation Society, "Count to Three"
stands out as the most original

composition among many other

Depeche Mode wanna-be bands.

Erasure — Wild Tour Live
(Video)

Reprise Video has just released

Erasure's first-ever video in the

United Slates. The group's first

two live videos {Circus, Innocents
were only released in Europe.) As
the name implies. Wild Tour Live
is a 1 5-song, 60-mmute condensed
concert video from the group's
current world lour. Unfortuni^iely,

the video suffers from poor pro-

duction values and overuse of the

money for a real trip, so he goes to

visit a company that offers the next

best thing: implanted memories
and souveniers that make y6u truly

believe you have taken the vaca-

tion of your dreams.

And while you're at it, why not

go all the way wiih ihe fantasy?

Quaid decides to pay for an extra

option, the memory thai he was an
invincible secret agent who was on
a mission to Mars, and has now
gone undercover. The adventure of

a lifetime.

But things go wrong when the

memory implantation people dis-

cover that Quaid really was m
interplanetary assasin on Mars,
and he starts to remember his real

identity, while agcnis.^of a Kafk-
acsquc interplanetary" police force

try to prevent him from recovering

his memory.
Quaid's wife turns out to be an

agent and tries to kill him, his best

friends turn on him too, and
strangers show up with informa-

tion, suitcases full of tools, and a

recording of himself in a previous

identity he can't remember, that

film was Robocop, and the explo
sive graphic violence and style

give the two films a very similar

feel, despite completely different

stories. Total Recall is more of a

surrealistic adventure, since you
are never sure which of Quaid's
adveniurcs and idemitie& arc
and which are implanted illusions.

Shooting was done on soundsiages

in Mexico City, and il looks like

much of that city's strangely

decadent ultra- futuristic concrete

architecture has ended up in the

film.

The original ^tory, by Dick, who
also wrote Do Androids Dream of
Electric Sheep?, the novel that

Blade Runner was made from,
serves only as the setup for the

film. In the original story, a man
who believes he was a secret agent
on Mars, gradually comes to

realize thai he bought the memo-
ries at a memory shop, and goes
back to get a refund, only to

discover he really was a secret

agent.

The rest of the story, from the

point where he decides to go back
to Mars, is Ihe creation of a team of
four screenwriters.

\

—
Total Recall is a fascinating

film. It has flaws, and the acfing is

often very stylized, but il offers a

roller-coaster of imaginative
adventure that is sure to be popular

at the box office.
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THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL Tht Hunt for Rtd OctotMr (R)
10925 Undbfodi^" 1 30^30 7 30-10 30
208^366 70MM THX

Tom RksI (R)

11 10-2 00-5 10-et)0-10:40

' ToM Recal (R)

10 30 1 15-4.J0 7.O0 10 00

Driving Mia* Diity (R)

12 00-2 35 5 15 75010 30
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VILLAGE
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Talc* From TIm Oarhade:
Tha Movia (R)

2:00-4.45-7:30-10 00

1050 1

Robocop (R)

40-4 30 720 10 1«!

BRUIN
94a Broilon

208-8996

Tha Ten Commartdmanto (G)

7 36

Strivxeaa (NR)
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(1 30)-

4 A (R)

10 251 30-4 40 -7 50- 1 40
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208 7664 7r t, Mf

Cinema Paradiao (NR)
>35 ' l 20 4 20 - 7 50 1 20

WESTWOOO
1050 Gdywy
2087664

I Lo|M Vou To Daatti (R)

(12 15)-2 45-5 15-7 45-10 15
Love You To Death (R)

12 30 3 00-5 25-810 1035

WESTWOOO

^087664

Rad Sur« (R)

( 1? 3O;3 q05 3'0-8 00- 10 30

Oaddya Dying (PG-13)

1120-2 00 4 45-7 35 10 20

WESTWOOO
1050 Gdyley

2087664

Tha Cook. Tha. Th««.
Hia Wila 4 Her Lovw

(1 00)4 00 7 00-1000
No one under 18 admittod

Torn Apart (R)

11 40-2 30-4 45 7 40- 10 30

Utami BlijeB (R)

REGENT
1045 Broiton

206-3259

Wild Orchid (R)

2 00-4 45 7 30-10 15
Teenage lAitant Nint* Turlee

n 40-2. 20-5 05

PLAZA
1067 Qendon
20»^097

A Show Of Force (R)

(100)-3.15-5 30-8t)0-10 3a

Crazy People (R)

12 40 3 15 5 45-825 10 45

Santa Monica
-4t

g
MANN WILSHIRE TWIN The Hunt For
1314 Wishiro Bivd Red October (PG)
«'^377 115-4 15-7 15 10 15

'Sat 4 Son only fa M 5 showtme

LANDIVIARK
THEATRES

MANN WILSHIRE TWM Teenage Mutont Ninja
1314 Withre Blvd Turlaa (PG)
<5M377 Sal 4 Son onJy (12 30)2 45-5 00

West L.A.
- <^

MANN WILSHIRE TWW The Cook, The Th*«
1314 Wishire QM Hia Wik 4 Her Lover
<5'-«377 445-730 10 15

No 4 45 show Sat 4 Sun
No one under 18 admittsd

Nl/ART Labyrmlh ot Paaaion
11272 Sany^MoniM Bl t— 5 20 7 30 9 40
476-6379 'Sal 4 Son MairM i 30 3 lO

f'l 12 am Franhenhooker
Sal 12 am Rocky Horror Pickire Show

Schwarzenegger/Ouaid is accosted by an angry Martian mutant while trying to untangle his dual identities in 'Total Recall.

'

Stage

Sappy drama falls prey to predictability

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hill§

WESTSIDE PAVIU

GoMwyn
475-0202

ON^

• Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
11 30-145 4 00-610^20-10 30

GoMwyn Mama, There* A Man In Your Bed
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plus a snort Chuck Workman a: Aecea et Silver

Gotdwyn
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Longtime Companion
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475-0202

ROYAL
11523 SM BM)
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Jeaua ol Montreal

Da«y 5 00-7 30- 10 -00

Sal 4 Sun Malnea 2 30

—^ Tie Me up. Tie Me Down
12 45-3 00 5 10-^7 20&3C

'Fri 4 Sat Late Show fl 45 pm

MUSIC HALL.^
9036 WIshire '

2746869

MonaMu Hire

Daly 5 45 8 00-10-00

•Sal 4 Sun Matin«« 1 30 3 45
Sun II 00am Academy (Mnner ColMRtn Threada

I

RNE ARTS
JS56 Wislvre

662 1330

See POP, page 31

Silly 'Only You' bores to tears
By Joanne J. Choi
Staff Writer "

"
1 ^

—
w^^^^'P^'^ ^°^ Written by Timothy Mason Directed by Joel Asher Produced
by Joel Asher and Penny Productions Starring Carey Eidel. Kristina Starman
btacey Stone. Jeff Doucette. Mark Arnott and Ric Stoneback Playing now at 2nd
Stage Theatre, located at 6500 Santa Monica Blvd in Hollywood All tickets are
$15 For info, call (213) 466-1767

Remember Jack, Chrissy, Janeu Larry, Mr. Furley and Mr. Roper? If
you miss Three's Company and have seen all the reruns, 2nd Stage pre-
senuj Only You, wriiien by Timothy Mason.

Mason's play is a cure-all panacea for anyone who may miss the era of
swinging single comedy sitcoms (withoOt commercials).
The comedy revolves around the romantic involvements of two (and at

umes three) couples who pop in and out of each others' bed. The play is

full of eccentric but predictable sitcom humor.

^

The woes and throes of Miriam^tacey Stone) and Leo (Jeff Doucette)
string Only You along through its 19 scenes. We meet Miriam's
paradoxically airheaded-but-wise friend, Heather (Kristina Starman).
Heather is also undergoing the strains of a modem romance, and while
recovering from a bad relationship with Bo (Mark Arnott), she meets
Eddie (Carey Eidel). In the course of the play, Miriam and Heather both
to and from relationships with Bo, Leo and Eddie.

Well, the plot isn't original, but the romantic entanglements are

humorous as Miriam and Heather experience the attention of their lovers.
But if you've ever seen Three's Company, the love triangles and comic

run-around is nothing new. Moreover, while the cast (directed by Joel
Asher) is excellent, the predictable characters are bland, predictable and
shallow. The characters of Miriam and Heather both have psychological
hang-yps, which seem tacked on to just give them some character depth.
Miriam has an "I'm looking for a father figure dressed in mauve tights
like Prince Charming" complex, while Heather swings between anorexia
and bulemia.

On the other hand, the men arc more like cut-and-paste figures. Most
of Leo's dialogue constitutes verbal diarrhpa. Leo is also Miriam's
wimp-iumed-nightstalker-tumed-Prince Charming. Bo seems to be just
thrown in to give the plot another turn. And his whining is just plain
annoying.

The play's saving grace is Eddie. So what if Eddie is a sleaze who
could give Urry (Jack Trippers' best friend) lessons on used-car
salesmanship?!? He's genuinely funny, and his idiotic smirks and one-
liners are sanity saving. -

The most absurd element is the mie of the Big Voice (Ric Stoneback).
Supposedly, the Big Voice is God's. His role as quasi-narrator/advisor is

unnecessary unUI the play's end. In the end, God, dressed (very lackily)
m white with an iron-on of Michelangelo's Creation fresco, comes to
wake up the audience for some last-minute suspense and "they lived
happily forever" ending.

Despite Mason's attempt to give a much rehashed storyline life, the
play's predictability, unnecessary characters and scenes really bored me
to death.

Tom Apart
Daly 5 00-715-9 30
no show Thursday

'Sat A Sun Mafenee 1 00-3^0

Santa Monica
HOMCA
1332 2nd Si

3949741

The Raincarnabon of Ooldan Loba
Mon Wed-Fn 5 15-7 45 lOOO

Tuesday an»y 5 15-1000
Sat & Sun Madnee 1245-300

Psychology .Senes

Sadhara
Sat ft Sun 10am

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA CoronM ToM Recal (R)

10889 Welwof^ 130415700945
475 9441 -Fti A Sal Late Show 12 15 am
70mm/THX/Dofcy Stereo

UA CORONET
10889 WelworVi
475-9441

Odby Stereo

C«dil«c Um\ (R)

12 20-2 40-5 00 7 30 10 OC'

'Fn A Sat Late Show 1215 am

MOMCA Too BiBMJiful For You
'332 2nd S« Oaiy 5 45 8 00-10 15
394 9741 -Sat ft Sun Matnee 115-3 30

UA CORONET
10889 Welwort)

475 9441

THXyDolby Stored

Total RNail (R)

12 00-2 30-5 15-8.00 10 30

••Of^CA Tha Runrtar
1332 2nd S( Daly 5 15 7 30-9 45
394 9741 ' -Slats Friday Camlle Oaudal

MOMCA
1332 2nd SJ

394 9741

-PREMIERE SHOWCASE-
Faoe of Vte Enatny
Daty 5 00 7 15 9.36

Sal ft Sun Matnee 2 30

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Kristina Starman and Carey Eidel make each other's worlds
seem bri^t in 'Only You. '

' ^

AMC
THEATRES

Century City

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA I

WiKh at Wflstoood

475-0711

Dolby Slereo

Pretty Woman |R)
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Century aiy 14

10250 SanU Monca Blvd

Centjry City Shoppng Center

Free Parking

4 Hours Free Valdalon
Wrfh Purchase o( Theate fickels

(213) 553-8900

AVCO CINEMA II

WiHh at Westwood
475 071

1

Ddtjy Slereo

Bird On A Wire (PG-13)
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No VIP Tichsts Aoceptw)

My L«n Fool (R)
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'No VIP TkMts Accepted
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o

1 -Sir 4- -j
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H •Abstract
Jumbled Westwind'

lacks coherence
By Danya Joseph
Contributor

Student creative journals can be a good
medium for displaying the talents of

aspiring writers, poets and artists. These
journals provide a chance for originality in

thought or concept.

cepts weigh down student journal
But often, these works try so hard to

contain free form in poetic prose that they

get lost in abstract tangents. This is the case

with Westwind 1990, UCLA's Journal of

the Arts.

The journal, comprised^of poems, short

stories and works of art and photography,

takes many interesting stabs at controversial

issues. Unfortunately, many of the works
digress into so many different topics that it

is difficult to discern what the theme of the

works actually are.

Within the journal, the poetry is the

hardest to follow. The short stories tackle

unique concepts, but on the whole, leave

gaps that prevent the reader from becoming
completely absorbed in them.

The artworks are the most successful in

commanding the reader's interest.

References to sexual acts, prevalent

throughout many of the works, seem to have
been placed in some of these pieces more for

effect than for relevance to the works. It is

not easy to work out whether these

descriptions recounted the themes of the

works, or if they were simply metaphors for

i larger theme.

While obscene language can make a very

powerful statement within a work, strings of

"dirty words" linked because they sound

nice together does not necessarily constitute

effective prose.

One of the main flaws in much of the

poetry, is in the long sentences, made up of

unrelated phrases, which make it difficult to

tell what the poems are trying to say. In

David Paresse's poem, "Not Nervous,"

See 'WESTWIND/ page 29

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Expires 6/18/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
«. CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

GRADUATING FEMALE STUDENTS
NEED UNDERSTANDING

GYNECOLOGIST?
C()in})lc'le gynecological exams, including

birth control, pi'e<^nancy leslin<^" and
vaginal infections, provided foi' UCLA

al 11111 T^i by nm'se pi'aclitionei'.

Call for appointment:
Barbara Bills, R.N., C.N.M.
(213) 854-3407
Cedais Sinai Medical Office Towers
S631 \V. 3rd Sti'eet, Suite 240 Kast,

Los Angeles

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
rOMPLETE W/PARTST
LABOR, INSTAUjMION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$7497^
MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)

7. S«rvk« fsk Qmmntt

95
8. Owck Baltary Water
9 ImpKl FranI End
10 CornpMMion
11 (pMam Teal Codina

^ _ . . _ _ he. Parts k \jboi |Gm It Air Fiktr otnl

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Jap.n«. cr.)
(6 yinder: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BlIIG

$99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

At I FY ^ -^^ BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTING IT!
(and make great money too!)

Idealpart-timejobs:pay starts at$13.50lhr, great working

conditions y teach enthusiastic high school students!

TOOTH TREK
The next Generation

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING/Esthetics
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth For Appointment
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas Call Dr. Friedman
•Credit Cards, Checks, & Insurance Forms (213)478-0363
•Walking distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd.

(between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Would you like to work in a

creative environment helping

high school studentsland, at

the same time, make great money.^ If so,

we are offering you the opportunity to

'interview for the nation's most successful

SAT preparation service, The Princeton

Review. Each year we help thousands of

students across the country improve their

SAT scores with our uniquely cfTective

program. If you are bright, enthusiastic

and outgoing, this nnay be the perfect

part-time job for you. Those interested

should send a rcsumd to the Princeton

Rev iew

—

no phone calls please. Also be
sure to include your SAT and/or GRE
scores as well as your phone numlx:r on

your resumd. TTiosc accepted through

our highly selective screening process

will participate in an extensive training

program to become instructors.

J

PIcQsc send your rcsu^d to the

Princeton Review at 10474 Sunta
Monica Ik)ulcvard, Suite 403, Los
Angeles, CA 90025. Resumd ^

submission deadline: June 1, 1990.

THE

u

PRINCETON
REVIEW

UCLfl
EXTENSION

Departnnent of Business, Engineering

and Managennent

i]P\ Rnicn Program
lor the \o\<mhrr 1990 CPX
IjMimhuilion

This three-month connprehensive

course prepares students for the

four parts of the CPA exannination:

accounting theory, accounting
practice, auditing, and business

law. It is scheduled at two
.
^. '

locations this sumnner:

• UCLA Extension Downtown Center,

Los Angeles, beginning July 30
•UCLA Campus, Westwood,
peginning July 31.

For a detailed brochure, call Monica
Savic at (213) 206-1643.

L

i
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'WESTWIND'
From page 28
each verse is one long sentence describing

Paresse's sensations when reading poetry in

public (at leasj, that's what I think it is

about).

He writes, "... just because the only

reason 1/ am up here reading all this stupid/

poetry is because 1 want to/ impress the

worId's,greatest romper room/ teacher mi^s

sevell who I hear gets/ real horny for poets

and who/ happens to be in the audience/ . . .

(is looking at some people) and every one

else except me and/ she's not even looking

at my crotch . .
. " What exactly is Paresse's

point?

One of the most obscure poems, "Adden-
dum to Untitled Fragments," by R.S.C.
Wang, is filled with line after line of
unrelated obscenities. In one of the stanzas,

Wang writes, "Sometimes it looks like

cooking lava,/ caked like lava, hot like lava/

whole until the hill/ ejaculates/ more lava.

FinejTiess exploding./! sec crooked teeth/ 1

sec crjx>ked tcctli/ dangling off the red/

cliffs of Dover ..."

Of the short stories, Anthony Ortega's
"Torture by Roses" comes the closest to

conforming to a standard story format. His
story, about a Japanese master who has lost

his soul and tortures his young apprentice, is

the most engaging of the stories.

The other stories use techniques of
switching to scenes that are unrelated to

each other. The authors then go off in yet

another direction from the main plot to try to

explain the significance of the stories.

While this tactic fnay work for novels, there

is not enough time in 15 or so pages to

develop three or four subplots and slill

capture the reader's full interest.

^Still, "Blood Changes Color When ii

Dries," by Hugh Bonar is an interesting look

at the immortality oj/ the soul.

Both David Miller's "Classical Illusions"

and Alex Epstein's "A Winter Solstice's

Tale," though both well written, are too long

/"

and are unnecessarily complicated by
abstract plot twists and obscure characters.

The stories are interspersed with artwork
and photography. Two whole sections of the

journal are designated for these pictures.

One of the most effective displays, John Di
Siefano's "Art Project," acts as a tribute to

AIDS victims. Other aa pieces, done in a

variety of styles, serve as commentaries on -

society, often capturing poignancy through
scenes from every day life.

All in all, Westwind 1990 is an impressive
attempt by- aspiring artists and writers.

Some of the pieces were more successful

than others,, but most of the journal's writers

show striking potential.

AUTO INSURANCE IS

^ STILL

A PAIN IISUHE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES
CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENt POUCY'"

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DrIvER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS CALL AND SAV^!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

^c^-

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

Please Rush in Plain Package!

rSand Ch«ck or Money Order

I

CONDOMS BY MAIL—
ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS,

The most finely engineered condoms m the
world. Famous sampler packages. Choose for
yourself. Sampler #101-"21"' Top Quality
condoms, sampler #201 "38 or our super
sampler #301 - 100 $50 value for just $24.95.

n #101 21 Condom Samo'er *995

a #20138 Condom Samo'er «1495

n #301100 Suoer Condom Samo'er »2495

Plus «1 00 Shipping

2470 Stearns St No 269
Simi Valley. CA 93063

Name
Address1 Aoaress _jt stale Zip

,

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Car^non Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Tinie Rental

'"Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIK/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• ConfX)lele Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1

Q

Laser
WiUi Ihs Ad only on iMer Color Exp. 5^1/90

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc

FLEXIBLK HOURS • PERSONAL AITENTIOI^ •

• QUALITY STYLLS'I'S •

HAIRCUTS 50% OFF
1ST TIME CLIENTS ONLY

LIMI'IED TIME ONLY
Asif for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006

SCOOTER TECH
ACCESSORIES

NOW OFFERING SCOOTER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN WESTWOOD!
• Helmets • Locks • Batteries •jGenuine Horida & Yamaha Parts • Scooter Oil

10^ any accessory with this ad. (Expires 6/17/90)

10971 Weyburn- Next door to Falofel Factory-- 824-2040
TO CELEBRATE. SCOOTER TECH IS SLASHING BACK SERVICE PRICES TO 1987 10-6, M-F

275X10 ^

Tire and Tube Installed

39.95

Flats Fixed - 50cc
15.95

(plus parts)

50 cc Service
35.95

(plus parts)

Tune and Service
, 45 95
(plus parts)

As always, FREE pick-up and delivery, or drop off your scooter at the new Scooter Tech
Accessories for service. _ ^--^^-.- —

10422 Santa Monica-- 470-4745 9-6, M-F

MIOIKVED^- ' -^K CLASS RING-&-

Monday, June 4—Sat. June 9 AND Monday June 1 1—Sat. June 16
^

ASUCLA Students' Store, B-Level Ackerman Union, Center Aisle AND
Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge, 10:00-4:00

• I9H7 \rV(anr<i( lassRinKs

-4.

17 \rU
^

Deposit Required
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Our Rates

Guest rooms $64^$74

Suites $84-$94 .•S^-i^n
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FEATURING ' 1jp®iiNii
Kitchenette suites „ '''igiglt^ Brealcfest

'''^''\ ^r^'-"^—
''-'^^^''^

Heated Pool w/garden patii^|;|huttfe Service to M ' ^

Color T.V. SSUCLA &v Westwood
Parking

A

Stage

10587 Wllshire Poulevani, Westwood ^.^^^
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOTEL

^^^^'
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Actor in Wonderland:
Kevin Moore brings acclaimed drama
about Lewis Carroll to L.A audiences

By Tom Huang *

Stan Writer
I-

An ocean and a continent is quite a ways to cross to do a show, but

English actor Kevin Moore did just that — with sparkling results. Since
he took Crocodiles And Cream, a onf man show about the life of Lewis
Carroll, to Los Angeles, Moore has received a shower of praise from
reviewers everywhere.

The show, which has been running on and off around the world for the

last four years (including Norwegian television, the National Theatre in

London, Turkey and Greece), was brought to America for the first time
by producers Don Spradlin and Bob Bridges.

"We started back in the Salisbury Playhouse four years ago," Moore .,

said, "and it kind of kept going."

Moore, who looks somewhat like the sad mock turtle from Carroll's

Alice in Wonderland, is no stranger to the stage and television. He's been
at it for 25 years, doing a variety of BBC productions, English plays, and
even an ABC series A Fine Romance, which ran for six shows before
being dropped.

This experience offered Moore his first taste of American television,
'-

which he found lo be a '^great deal" different than British television.

"You (American television) seem to have much more money, and
much more gloss," he said. "It's enormously more glossy than the British,

in every way— in the lighting, in the camera work . . . you don't seem to

have the same slots for single dramas (the BBC shows stage productions
once or twice a week.on national prime time). I wonder why you don't?
You used to, as I recall, Wonderful writers were bom and allowed to cre-

ate, whereas now they have to write for a series."

Moore's show on Carroll, which he calls "a portrait: half fantasy, half

reality" is entirely based on Carroll's published and unpublished work,
including some of the more than 98,(XX) letters he wrote.
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Wedding blues:
'The Big Day' lampoons rise & fall

of romance, weddings & marriage

By Shalmali Pal -

Contributor .jk

1 feel an enormous amount of sympathy for him,

because of his loneliness, because of his inability to

form any kind of alliance, friendship even^ with

adults . . . he only felt a kinship with young girls,

including the famous Alice Liddell, the subject of

Alice in Wonderland 2Lnd Through the Looking
Glass. There is even evidence that Carroll asked

Alice's mother if he could marry her when she got

olden

/.

STAGE: The Big DayWritten by Douglas McGrath. Directed by Don Amendolia
Starring Ralph Bruneau. Lou Felder. Warren Frost. Ruth Manning. Doug McKeon
Helen Slater At The Pasadena Playhouse .

What would you do if your best friend was about to enter into a mar-
riage made in hell? Keep your mouth shut and let the tragedy occur? Or
do your best and make sure it turns out to be a ceremony from hell?

Thai's the dilemma facing Smith Simons (Doug McKeon) on The Dig
Day. His best friend Fletcher(Ralph Bumeau) is 24 hours away from a
lifetime of bliss with Martha Louise "Moey" Bowes(Helen Slater)who,
more than anything, wants her wedding to be Princess Diana perfect.
Smith thinks Mocy's a she-devil, Moey thinks her wedding will be a dis-

aster without gerber daisies, and Fletcher thinks about his ex-girlfriend.

Maybe Smith has nothing to worry about since the union seems
doomed from the start. When Fletcher puts Mocy's engagement ring in

an oyster shell she eats it— ring and all. Then, while Moey informs her
parents of the impending marriage, Mrs. Bowes falls into the deep end of
the empty pool. Add lo all these omens tJjc presence of FathcrSiarr(War-
ren Frost), a reverend who enhances his sermons with such profound
statements as "Love never gets intc) the express lane with more than ten
items," and the organ-playing, bell-ringing Mrs. Hull (Ruth Manning).

At first. Smith's objection lo Fletcher and Moey lying the knot arises
from his fear of losing his best friend. Speaking lo the audience, Smith
wonders exactly what his duly as best man is and whether that duly entails
informing the prospective bride and groom thai they're all wrong for each
other. But, by the time the actual wedding day rolls around. Smith reveals
a part of his past that adds a wbole new dimension to his desire to undo the
big day.

Playwright Douglas McGrath takes a humorous look at the variety of
cmoi iona that motivatc-

a person to many somwiic whom thoy know Is

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL i 1 :30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

-Al

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

IWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 6/14/90

Offer good only with \h\s

coupon one ccuoon per

pizza
Not gooti tor Sicilian siyie

Limit 3 pizzas oer .ino'ess

208-8671
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$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 6/14/90

Offer good onlv wun this

coupon, one cOLOon per

cizza
Not gooo tof Sicilian siyia

L.m.t 3 Di22as oer joaress

208-8671
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$7.60 LARGE^ PIZZA
TWO TOPPINGS

fexp. 6/14/90

Offer good onl/ with this

coupon, pne coupon per

pizza
Not qooc (or Sicilian style

Limit 3 DizzciS oer ac uess

208-8671

"I like him (Carroll> very much," Moore explained. "I feel an
enormous amount of sympathy for him, because of his loneliness,

because of his inability to form any kind of alliance, friendship even, with
adults."

His isolation was only with adults, however, as Carroll (whose real

name was Charies Lulwidge Dodgson) only felt a kinship with young
girls-, including the famous Alice Liddell, the subject of Alice in

Wonderlaridand Through thel^ooking Glass. There is even evidence thai

Carroll asked Alice's mother if he could marry her when she got older.

«^"He worshipped little giris, and was enormously happy with tlicm,"

said Moore. "They were non-threatening and non-judgemcnial. They
didn't say, 'you're a dreary spinster bachelor,' ihey said, 'what lovely
stories.' There is no evidence that he ever did anything wrong. He always
went 10 their parents.

^"f don't think he could Iravc done anything because he coufdnThavrr
Uioughi to frighten them by doing something that would terrify them."

In fact, according to Moore, this was the only aspect of Carroll's life

that critics wanted to know more about.

"They wanted to be more specific about the Utile girl" he stressed with
a grin. "But we can only reveal what he revealed through his letters. As
they were his words, that's all we got."

Probably the toughest aspect of performing show is that Moore is the

only character on stage.

"It's very hard," he said. "If one is not up to scratch at this, there is

nothing to be salvaged. Just last night 1 had, may 1 say, the audience from
hell. You think, 'I can't bear this ... 1 still have an whole hour lefL It's

your total responsibility. But then again, if you do well, everything's

great."

The whole idea of portraying Carroll's life through his letters and
works was the brainchild of English playwright David Horlock, who
worked with Moore throughout the four years on the show as director/

producer. Tragically, Horiock died in a car accident only two months ago
in England.

"It was a terrible shock," Moore related. "One of my favorite directors

ever. You're never prepared for something like that; though you take on
board your loved ones, you don't take on board your friends' deaths. You
never say to them 'If you die, what am 1 going to do? It's a even greater
shock, especially with something as quick as a car crash."

After his Los Angeles run, Moore hopes to perform with the Royal
Shakespeare Company, which, after "studiously ignoring, '*'his existence,
asked him for an audition. But Moore said he won't be devastated if it

doesn't work out. "Something will come up . .
." he said. "It always"

does." ". '
/

not necessarily Mr./Ms. RighL The Big Day effectively points out the
danger of staging a real wedding when everyone involved only seems
interested in playing dress up. Helen Slater gives a convincing
performance as she fluctuates between thinking like a grown woman and
whining like a little giri. Equally engaging is Ralph Bruneau 's^letcher
whose happy-go-lucky nature can't hide the fact that he's getting married
for the hell of it.

Doug McKeon has matured since his debut in the film On Golden Pond
and his portrayal of the confused, well meaning Smith reflects that

growth. Wanren Frost (currently on Twin Peaks) makes Father Starr into
the perfect clergyman-delivering jokes like a stand up comedian while
dispensing pearls of wisdom on love and relationships.

Beyond all the chaos and hilarity that ensuses. The Big Day asks an
important question that many people never stop to consider: What is the
difference between a wedding and a marriage?

Comic relief from finais
If you're one of the few people who won't be swamped with finals and

papers over the next couple of weeks, you might fry Igby's Comedy
Cabaret, which offers a full schedule of comedians in its June lineup.

Starring until June 2 is Paul Zimmerman and Sheila Kay. Both
Zimmerman and Kay have been seen on Comic Strip Live and the Com-
edy Express. * *;» .!

June 3 at 8 p.m., an All Pro/Celebrity Comedy Workout has been sche-

duled. June 4, Igby's features a benefit for the United Cerebral Palsy.

POP,

slow-motion technique. The
excitemcntof a full-length Erasure
concert is not captured on the

video. For almost the same amount
of money ($19.99), fans should

consider attending Erasure's
returning engagement at Irvine

next month.

KLA: hep to pop's jive

For those of you who still think

KLA plays nothing but alternative

rock music, think again!

Everybody Dance is the dance
music show hosted by UCLA

student Frank Bruno. It airs every
Sunday night from 11 to 1 this

quarter.

According to Bruno, who is also

a musician, he plays a great variety

of 12" dance remixes from 1984 to

present. Unlike other dance music
shows on big radio stations, the

show includes music of every
variety. From New Order and
Debbie Gibson, to Janet Jackson.

Bruno even plays the "nasty

version" of the 12" singles.

KLA can be heard on 53AM on
campus and 99.9FM on Century
Cable.

vv-:^«

Help save a life

GIVE

BLOOD
Call 825-0850 for more information

Summer's Here
We

tm

The Women's Resource Center is open regular hours throughout the summer
to provide services and assistance to women and men at UCLA:

¥ Library and information system for summer session classes andfree reading
^ Rape Services Consultants are available on a walk-in basis or at 206-8240

^ Two self-defense workshops

^ Child care workshops each Monday at noon
¥ Rape prevention workshops Thursdays at noon

^ Referralsfor services and organizations on campus or in the community

The Women's Resource Center
2DoddHall 825-5945 Monday - Friday. 8 to 5

A service of the Division ofStudent Development and Health.
\

UVRGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
f^oniy^*7?9 + 2 FREE^

16 OZ. SODAS
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

WELCOME BACK!
STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

i:^

^
Free Pregnancy Testing

Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test
.1^ « «1a«»^V I\wt^ vclto

Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449

fi2Z?a choice

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

•<i •

^
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Hike I IlKG 1691 Coffeehouses awaken Angelenos to culture

GAIL MOOREHEAD/Daily Bruin

By Charles Newbery
Contributor .

a

Coffee brews a cultural atmo-

sphere in Los Angeles.

"Caffeine is the drug of choice

for painters and a very good
stimulant for artists," says the

painter as he leans back in a black

chair at Cacao Coffeehouse and
Art Gallery in West Los Angeles.

He sips a cup of English tea. His
large portrait of Marilyn Monroe
grace the walls. Beside him, two
men wrap their fingers around
glass mugs of cafe latte. Jazz

sounds through the speakers. They
discuss Ernest Hemingway's The
Sun Also Rises.

Los Angeles coffeehouses serve

more than excellent coffee, teas

and pastries. Film editors, stu-

dents, moms and people who only

wear black frequent coffeehouses

for their intellectual, artistic and
persona^ atmosphere. Each coffee-

house offers a unique experience.

Tlie cement floor at Cacao
resembles a cracked garage floor

the size of a closet. Candles melt in

green-hued glass tea cups. Guests

rummage through a pile of maga-

Academic
i»'^ ^..

Spply at 309 »f«fioff Hall-«25^2815
^ s f

'F

O f
^ N

1

-^

J .. N ui u 1^

Available
Assistants (2) (Academic Issues, Administrative)

Chief of Sj^ff/Academic Senate Committee Director

Depaitmerital Open House Diredor
Retention Project Director

*Ethnic/Gender Studies Requkement Director

*Ethnie/Gender Studies Departmentalization Project

*A^mkcinnjUAfliitnMm:.A^|io^ Director
Fonjms Director

Intern Coordinator

*Academic Organization Coordinator

Professor and Course Evaluation Editor (P.A.C.E.)

Zero Oub Editor md S^ff

: s
I'l H iiim i

-• ' ^".^•^^>/^•

kUMUHiUMiBriMMUB

Denotes thai staff and/or assisstants are needed.

Academic Senate Committee Positions
EN

A^^emie Freedoim (2)

Campus Comniti^lty (2)

Computing (1)

Educational Development (3) Research (1)

Ittt^eoUeglate Athletics (1)

Library (1)

Planning and Budget Council (1)

IducatioR Ahtm6 (1)

Jlducatlonal Policy (2)

flqual dppMittity (2)

Faculty Welfare (1)

G.E. Advisory (2)

MM«UMI UMMMWt

Teadiidg (1)

Uiuiergradiiate Admissions (2)

Undergraduate Courses (2)

Undergraduate Student Support (2)

Preparatory and Remedial Ed. (2)

University Extension (1)
Aopiications due June 5

k -

zinfes and books scattered on the

floor to find something to read.

One guest brought her own
materials. She will write her

graduate dissertation until 2 a.m.

UCLA graduate Eric Puthzy
opened Cacao last year because he
felt there was no unique late night

place on the Westside to spend
time with friends. He designed

Cacao in retaliation to the "ram-
pant commercialization and mini-

mall-ization" of Los Angeles. He
says the recent resurgence of

coffeehouses is a sudden local

phenomenon.

Richard Brenner, one of the

owners of Highland Grounds cof-

feehouse in Hollywood, offers an
explanation for the resurgence.

"Coffeehouses are not intimidat-

ing to anybody," he says. "People
can be themselves.

Clad in a leather jacket and blue

jeans, a student writes at a small

oak table. People with dreadlocks

talk with those wearing English

major tweed jackets.

Highland Grounds offers a good
sip of culture, fruit juices and fresh

roasted coffee. The coffee-barten-

der purees fresh strawberries and
bananas for strawberry-banana
juice, while yuppies and rockers

participate together in poetry
readings, blues music. Slorylclling
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outh & experience in 'Nigiitsicies' lacics
Drama flounders around rather thanL>Taiira riounaers arouna rauner una:

attacking important issues outright

and fashion tunk dunng the week
— Loyola Marymount graduate-
Paul Levy enjoys this uniqueness.

"Los Angeles has become a Dis-

neyland facade," Levy says. "But
this is one place to find character."

But Levy rates Java Coffee-
house as "the best of the crop as far

"

as aesthetics is concerned," even
though, he adds, it does tend to

attract "superficial pscudo intel-

lectuals who regurgitate the lofty

ideas they picked up in National

Geographic the night before."

But it's got character.

Harold Rhosen's high-ceilinged

Java Coffeehouse, on Beverly

Boulevard in Los Angeles, attracts

a trendy crowd. "They sit around

and talk about casting calls and

Nietzsche," owner Rhosen, a

UCLA student, says. Three UCLA
students opened Java last year. Ii«

has now received coverage in the

Los Angeles Times and other

publications.

Chairs are formed into circles to

facilitate discussion, contempla-
tion and study. A young man with a*

handwriting analysis for $5. "Hey,
it's quite a good deal. Normally
$25." An older couple pays no
attention. But two men splurge for

a friend.

Cigarette smoke rises with the

coffee aroma and dissipates in the

expense, never quite reaching the

ceiling. "So what do you think the

addiction in my personality is?" a

young lady ask^ the handwriting^
analyst. It's trendy, but eccentric.

And Rhosen relishes that Java

Coffeehouses are being requested

to be built "all over the world."

List of coffeehouse addresses:

Highland Grounds: 742 No.
Highland Ave., Hollywood, 466-

1507. Hours: 8 a.m.-2 a.m.

Cacao Coffeehouse and Art
Gallery: 11609 Santa Monica
Blvd., West Los Angeles, 473-

5166. Hours: 7 p.m. -2 a.m. Sun-

day-Wednesday, 7 p.m.-4 p.m.

Thursday-Saturday.

By Matt Ball

Staff Writer

PLAY: Nightside By Philip Ree'd
Starring' Michael James and Charles
Parks. Produced by Shashin- Desai
Directed by Jules Aaron. At the Interna
tional City Theatre, at Haney and Clark
in Long Beach. Tickets, $12.00 Run-
ning Fridays, Saturdays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2 p.m , and 730 p.m , until,

Sunday June 10 at 7:30

There arc a few things worili

schlepping down to Long Beach
for, but unfortunately, Nightside, a
new play by Philip Reed, isn't one
of thenrj.

The International City Theatre
has been host to many successful

plays in its five season history,

winning accolades from all the

L.A. papers — large and small.

To be fair, any production will

have a few flaws, but this produc-
tion had many — starting rather

irreperably with the script itself.

Nightsides is about "two repor-

ters— one on his way up, the other

on his way out —^ who meet each
other on the worst police beat the

^ity of Chicago has to offer: the

graveyard shift."

And that was all it was ab6ulF
During the first act, we arc

Java: 7286 Beverly Blvd., Los
Angeles, 93 1 -4943
Hours: 8 a.m. -2 a.m., Sunday-
Thursday, 10 a.m. -3 a.m., Friday-

Saturday.

introduced to Ixonard Cauley, a
young, black reporter just coming
into the jw^kvspaper business, full of
idealism and self-confidence. We
also meet Bemie Spilko, a once-
great reporter now treading the

^palii of cynicism and bitterness,

denying that he is being put out to

pasture.

The ploL if it can be called that,

really goes nowhere. For the entire

first act, we are subjected to

seemingly pointless bickering
between the two characters as we
try to understand their motivations
light of the absentee ploL
An escalation of tension

between the two occurs when
Spilko reveals he is not exactly a

firm believer in affirmative action,

but this goes nowhere.

The second act is equally frus-

"iraiing even though it is here that

we leam the "plot." Spilko, it

seems, wants to work on days
again, and is expecting to receive

the new education beat that opened
up. He hopes for it, prays for it, but

everyone knows he won't get iL

But there are two extraneous
ideas that at best add nothing to the

play, and at worst, distract from iL

FirsL there are more problems

with Spilko's seeming racism.

Again, this goes nowhere, and in

dealing with racism in this way,

Reed belittles the problem.

Also, there is a distracting

thread involving Cauley and
Renee, a mysterious girl who can't

sleep and calls him all the time. We
later find out in a pointless climax

that she is his cousin, and he

considers himself responsible for

her abuse at the hands of a

kidnapper. Coincidcntally, Cauley
is working on the same sort of

story.

Reed is attempting to make the

point that newspapers are 'blood-

suckers' that thrive on bad news,

but all the audience can say to this

pointless melodrama is: so what?

— About halfway through the

second act, the intelligence of the

audience is insulted by the most
transparent metaphor I have ever

seen in theater. In the middle of

nowhere, Spilko starts telling this

story about a couple of rats on a

train track, which is obviously

supposed to represent the charac-

ters* differences. Here Reed

i

assumes the subtlety of a sledge-

hammer, angering the audience

with such a contrivance.

Charles Parks does a good job at

playing Bemie Spilko, and through

his acting we arc able to undcr-

simid this static character.

-Leonard Cauley is acted by
Michael James. Janies has a tough

job, because it seems that Reed
doesn't really know this character.

If Reed has no idea, then James can
hardly be expected to know, and by

extension, audience confusion_is

understandable. James' acting was
fine, but his gestures and move-
ments were wooden, interfering

with the willing suspension of

disbelief.

The set is good, though. It

replicates an ancient police station

press room with yellowing wall-

paper, and ancient furniture and
fixtures as well as miles of slacked

newspapers. Too bad Nightsides,

which is little more than a good
situation poorly handled, wastes iL

(l-r)Charles Parks & MichaelJames clash overissues like affirmative action in 'Nightsides' at
the Long Beach International City Theatre.

Make Your Memories Last!
WHILE VIDEO TAPING YOUR GRADUATION, WHY NOT

ADD SOME REALLY COOL ANIMATION TO IT.

Your graduation is a onco in a lifetime event. Make your video of it

even more enjoyable to watch by adding some personalized titles!

Now you can have the same kind of computer animation you see on
television. Call now to see a sample video tape.

DON'T WAIT!
ORDER YOURS EARLY!

JUST FOR GRADUATES!
All packages include Your Name,
School Name and Xlass of '90'^

Two pages of text only (eight styles)

Two pages of text over your choice
of graphic (diploma or cap)

Animated text (two styles)

Animated text over your choice

of gi^aphic (diploma or cap)

Sale Price

$ 40
$ 65

$115
$140

Regularly

$ 65
$100

$175
$250

—MicroStudios—
Computer Graphics

FOR ALL YOUR VIDEO (JRAPHIC NEEDS

(HIS) 815-22.12

551 N. .\lvfi-,s Sticft, Puirhank. ("A 9ir)()(i

CALL
(818) 845-2242

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

Cut out card and save for

future rt'fcronco. Wo do titles for any
event you have on tape including,'

vacations, birlhdavs, weddinys.
annivoi'sai'ios, and Men yeai's from now-

class ivunions.

rr
.^ ^
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

^»»»»»»»W'W*WW»»*»»»»W^»(W»»»^^PWWW»W»WWWW»W»WWWW«i»W^»W»WWW»W»»»»W»WW*, m^rmmrrmm

1090 Westwood Blvdl,

(in the village)
.

M-F 9am - 6:30pin Sat 9:3Ctetm - 1:30pm

^ 208-3701 • ^ SASSOON SASSOON • 925 BROXTON • 208-SASS

This summer, San Diego is hosting the most intensive com-
mercial MCAT prep course in the country . 175 Hours. $595.

Ten weeks, six days a week. Full-time instructors. Three

practice MCATs. Across the street from UCSD. Info night is

Tues, June 5th, 6-7:30pm, at our classrooms. Cheap summer
sublets available in UCSD area. Do it right. MCAT with us!

^u, /_ ...^
^:CDi IJ/JBI ItSai 7 /#/ /£/ (619) 455-1000

MAKE YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
COME TRUE

ADVERTISE
""

~ IN THE
DAILY BRUIN

•2161

SECURE YOUR FUTURE NOW!
• $500 SCHOLARSHIPS • PEOPLEWARE FROM THOR-100% RETAINED • ENHANCE YOUR

RESUME • EXPERIENCE A VARIETY OF PROFESSIONS
Thor offers fun, $, a great business reference for your resume, a learning opportunity for your special

regs., flexible hrs, easy fn/vy access & parking.

AVAILABLE OPPORTUNITIES

ACCOUNTING
*Staff Accountants

*Bookkeepers/Clerks

COMPUTER
*PC/CRT/Entry

r*Operations/Programming

*Trainers/Anaiysts

^ MARKETING
^^Tt^^ *Telemarketers

WORD PROCESSING
*PC Entry

*WP Operators/Sec'ys

GENERAL OFFICE
*Receptionists

*Office Clerks—
*Secretaries/Typists

Ask about $500 Scholarship Eligibility. For

convenience and confidentiality, make a positive

call today.

*Sales Reps (internal positions)

4055 Wilshire

Los Angeles, 90010
(213) 487-0130

2080 N. Tustin Ave.

Santa Ana, 92701
(714) 973-1783

7334 Topanga Cnyn BI..113

Canoga Park, 91303
(818) 710-1800

23430 Hawthorne Bl.,#250

Torrance, 90505
(213)373-0922

2500 E. Colorado Bl.,#350

Pasadena, 91107
(818) 795-2202

3600 Lime St.,#128

Riverside, 92501
(714) 824-2070

HALF PRICE

Gifts Section Rm. 22480 URL
Mon June

AM PM

Voodoo players

keep steady beat

By Heather Propes
Contributor

The smell of incense, distant

sounds of tribal drumming. A
ritual bonfire is lit by a girl wearing

body paint. Suddenly, seven fig-

ures run out on stage brandishing

torches. Is it a typical Crash
Worship show? Well yes, depend-
ing upon how you want to use the

word typical.

A "typical" Crash Worship
show is a roughly planned, but

mostly improvised, performance
combining blood, fire, semi-nude
body painted dancers, J)agpipes
and a constant beat of tribal drums
to create what often becomes a

good or pagan ritual hocdown a la

Lord of the Flies.

OriginaLing from San Diego,

•this seven piece band has been
through about 20 members. Some,
hkc Nadia, have travelled from as

far away as Tuscon to join the

band.

Crash Worship started with

Markus Wolfe who, fascinated

with drum playing, decided to

form a performance group in

which the drum would be the

primary form of expression.

According to the members of
Crash Worship, drumming appeals

to their "genetic memory," which
thr.y say tie^ into early c.xpcricncc>»

in the womb. Drumming simulates

the sound of^he aorta — man's

books are half

first experience with a "beat."

As one member of the band
states, "Everyone seems to be able

to. re late to the sounds of the drum.
EVtn cops, when ihcy come to

break up our shows at the beach,

respond to the drumming."
Trance inducement plays a

major pan in Crash Worship's
performance as well. Usually,

shovvs will start with just a few key
elements: a slow, steady drumbeat
accompanied by a simple trail of
pipe noises.

Then, gradually, the sound
builds by adding more and more
musical and visual elements to

create for the audience a state of
total sensory saturation. Layered
sounds, accompanied by strong

visual images such as fire and
frenzied dancers pouring blood on
themselves, induce a subconscious
state of purity similar to a medita-

tive state. Such an extravagan/a

allows the spectator to look inside

his or herself, which sometimes
provokes a feeling of trance or

hypnosis.

When asked what the audience
response was to a Crash Worship
show. Crash members said that "a
lot of people will start moving
during the show (they often have
band members dancing throughout
the audience), but they might not

be willing to go beyond an
accepted limit set by peer pres-

sure."

Ottier times, people will

respond so completely to the show
that it is difficult to discern band
from audience, and a symbiotic

Slate is created. According to

Markus, "the entire performance is

a ritual, prcKeeding like sponta-

neous combustion." Ultimately,

there is no difference between
band members and audience.

It is this kind of subconscious
stale of purity that can be achieved
by seeing Crash Worship live.

Their shows are not the easiest

things to find out about, however,
as this band prefers such venues as

junkyards, warehouses and beach-
es. They do play an occasional
club, however, so be on the

lookout.

CSi 1 1 Escort Service

825-1493

« '-
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ALL ABOARD FOR FUN &
ADVENTURE!!!

This year you deserve a vacation
adventure at a Seveh Crown Resort

location on Lake Shasta. Lake Mead,
Lake Mohave, or the California Delta.

Come join the party! Get 10 friends

together and enjoy a houseboat vacation
this summer. Take a 3, 4, or 7 day

cnaise, and be yoLir own captain. Ski

boats are also available, —
Call 1-800-PLAY NOW for a free

brochure, information, or reservati&ns.

But hurry, our boats are going fast!

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

FINE ART
EXHIBITION

PAINTINGS
SCULPTURE • PHOTOGI^PHY

CREATIVE ARTS

OVER 100 FINE ARTISTS FROM THROUGHOUT
THE WESTERN STATES

JUNE 9 & 1

1 0:00 AM TO 6:00 PM

FREE ADMISSION

IN THE STREETS OF WESTWOOD VILLAGE
AMPLE PARKING • FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 475-5738 or (SI 8) 797-6803

A del MAflO PRODUQIONS [VENT • SPONSORED BY THE WESTWOOD VIIW6E MERCHANT ASSOCIATION ond THE HAMMER MUSEUM c

\

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at lea^t 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LUNCH
FOR UCLA STUDENTS

Your current reg. card

or photo ID .

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERl
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA StxOwt E^mptoyMS racwiv*

•llh«r 4 hour* l«av« wHb pay or the

rTsal tickat We cannot award both.

t r^

^^
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Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings l Good Deais 7 Good Deais 7 Good Deals

LOSE WEIGHT
Guaranteed success with the Diet Journal. A

National Magazine dedicated to your HEALTH.
Hundreds of new diets, products, recipes and
tips each month. One year subscription $14.98.

Call 1-800-888-7546 or send $2.00 for current

sample issue to: The Diet Journal

21308 Pathfinder Road
~^

Diamond Bar, CA 91765

"The Harmony of Science
And Religion." Thursday

June 7, 5-7 pm.
Ackerman 3508. Sponsor:

The Club Baha'i. . _

FREE CARPET CLEANING
for every 2 rooms steam cleaned at

our regular price, you gel 1 room cleaned free!

Valid w/this ad
•$11 per room + prescrubbing avail

•free estimates
878-6940

Free Dental Treatmtnt
Plus $100 per day

Need patients for dental
license ^am atlJCI^.

Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave message

THOUGHT PROVOKING VIDEOS; SIMU-
LATED WORLDS (Life in Computers?). June
4th 4pm Ackerman 2408 MIND AND BRAIN-
June 6lh 4pm Ackerman 3517.

Concert Tickets 6

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Discussion, Thurs Book Study

Fh. Step Sludv AU 3525 12:15 1:15
Tues rj-Z-ir hP\ C8177. Wed Discussion

NPI C8538 1210 100
For alcohoics or indrviduals who have a

dnnking problem

(?13) 387-6316

Concert Tickets

4 PHANTOM tickets for Saturday June 16.

Orchestra. $125 each. (213)824-0653. Amy.

OINGO BOINGO. July 3rd, 3rd row, $100
rjch Mike Hu^hson (213)475-2426.

Now on sale.

Pasadena Ticket Agency
- 818 441-5141——213 682-2166

10% Off w/this ad

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

Ffee Dehmy Tkkets
ANGELS - DODGERS

PHIL COLLINS 4ANET JACKSON
Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Santana - Phantom - New
Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew Vice" Clay - Luther Vandross -

Rush - Oingo Boingo - Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Raitt
Jimmy Buffet - Smokey Robinson - UB-40 *

(213) 205-0838 mi Events
'FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted-

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days .

Good Deals 7 Personal

>LLll^^^<Hl^*^i^^^^p^
PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 46P-IAMO

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weignt.
Doctor reconnmended.

All natural.
100% guaranteed.

. (213) 2817484

I

FAMILY DENTISTRY
f v.l.P.

SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598

Now you can join our private
practice, become a V.l.P.

member and recc^Jte all of

your dental needs up to

OFF
Offer not valid when using
dental insurance coverage

"Patients Are Special"

?A hour emergency service

INSURANCE WAR! We'll bcal anyone's prices

or doni warn ybur busiHcsi! Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (2 13)873-3 303 or
(818)992-6966. ^
NEED PARTY MUSIC? Name your price.

Professional D.). Service. Special graduation

rales. Call Mac (213) 546-1578.

Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10

WANTED P/T Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam. Stardom seekers need not apply.

(213)204-2016 West L.A.

Personal 10 Personal 10

ACLU or so CAL PRFSKNTS PROGRAM
EXPLORING RACISM, SEXUAL
HARASSMENT-GAY BASHING ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES. lEATURING UCLA STUDENT
RAECHEL HOWARD 8 PM TONIGHT. HIGH
LAND GROUND 742 HIGHLAND AVE '/,

BLOCK NORTH OF MELROSE.

Beta Theta Pi would
like to thank the Greek
Organizations and the

UCLA community for
4/

their recent letters,

phone calls, and
general support.

Psyche up AEO
Honoring our seniors is why!
It's their special night
Value their earned insight.

Everyone wishes to give you a proper "GOOD BYE"
All those seniore leaving AEO.
No one will go without a party .

Day and time Monday 5:30, don't be tardy!
Under the columns, the ceremony begins.
Never to he forgotten are. your "SINS !"

Don't be hurt, it's all in fun
Enjoy dinner, entertainment, you must come!
Remembering our special .sisterhood, we celebrate as 1!
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Questions: v\^hose G.P.A.

is above the All

UCLA Womens' Average and abovd
the All Sorority Average?

Aniswer: AAA 3rd on the row
Congrats to our 4.0^s

Stacy Albanese
Jeanette Bloomfield Sharon Kaye

Lieba Faler Marilyn Marchello ?

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS DELTAS!

?
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meet at \he
Charthouse

6:30

Tuesday night

for

MUD PIE
NIGHT

fj
Congratulations on your engagement,

Tammy Rock (A0) and ^ohn Genna
We are so happy for you! Love, A

Research Subjects 12

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA, AGES 12 AND OLDER
INTERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA ME
DICATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVFS OniCF VISITS IN WLA YOU Will
BE PAID rOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574 7

i:

<^
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FOB SENXOJLS
Thank, you ail jot making our Jirst year

^t damma Phi such a special one. We DC

miss you so much next year I /r^

The druesome Threesome
Lori, Christy, and A^manda v^:

i.4

Congratulations NAT (lOE) for making
the Western Regional Soccer Team!
YouVe a stud- see you. in '92!

Love YES, Lisa (AO)

ZAM would likeSto
congratulate its

graduating seniors:

David Argentar

Paul Beach

Kipp Cohen

Adam Corren

Paul Correlejo

Mike Fleischer

Mark Jesser

Phil Oster

Mitch Smelkinson

Paul Wallach

AXQ AXn AXQ Axn Axn

Todd Ehrlich

A
X
Q
A
X
Q
A
X
Q
A
X

A
X
Q

HAPPY 21st

BIRTHDAY
Victoria Silcox ^

Beware, I have
plans for you.

You're the best.

LYLS, Joy

OVER THE FENCE! GIRLS "A" SOFTBALL CHAMPS
thanks Amy, Brenda, Cece, Cheryl, Chrissy. Hae,
Lesley, Liz, Sarah, and Ttrish, (love to Tim, Greg,

Karl, & Pierre) ^ gsteph

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

A
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Way to go Tri Delt!
Congrats to New Mortar

Board Officers:

Jenny Sowerwine President
Samantha Crisp Calendar Chair
Sharon Kaye- Elections Chair

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Congratulations

Cherie Havelsen (A0) and Jamie Johnson

on your engagement.

We are so happy for you! Love, A0

Help Wanted 30

AXQ Proudly Congratulates fr sperm Donors 19 Opportunities 26

our newest initiates

Eileen Jerda

Susie Joanne

Laurie Tara

Julia
»

You Guys are the Greatest!

We ^ you! The Actives

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

^,

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their parti :ipation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure PedicureS 208-8193
1015 CAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

$800,000 If you have the courage to call It

could fxxike you rich. (21 3)280- IS^Sftr—

LOSE WEIGHT and have your cookie loo. Tor

more info, on new classic fiber dtct cookie,

call Tern (213)5,78-6633 Buy or become a

distributor

EARN up to

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

For nformaion Cancer pa'enis
Call Anna throi^gf^oul LA Dene'

i

;8'8; 986 3883 (rom yo^r paricpaiior

49b4 Van Nuyi Blvi] Shirman Oakt

ASST/RECEPTIONIST NEEDED- By sarrl I, high

profile talent management/film producer. An-
swer phones, read scripts Excellent opportun-
ity in Westwood Village Salary negotiable.

Mike (213) 824-0133.

BENETTON COSMETICS CORP Looking for

Market Coordinator/part-time/Cosmetic ex-

pfrifnrc a plut but. nol nocaiiafy . tend

Help Wanted 30

Health Services 22

WEST LA, massage network Therapeutic and
non-$exual. Student special $45Air 35

licensed Luce (213)396-6936

^RADAOTION

MALE volunteers with fair skin needed for ^un
screen study. Will be paid. Contact Mike at

(213)828-8687
'

NORMAL HEALTHY MALES 18 23 YEARS-
Needed for audiovisional research at UCLA
Subjects will be paid. (213) 825-0392

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 years needed
for UCLA research project Receive $20 and
have a sceintific learning experience.
(213)8250392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21 55) experiencing
tooth grinrfing during sleep' for over six months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medical
symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected
to battery operated eTcctrvcal stimulation de

_vicc which provides slightly painful stimula-

tion to lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5

nights to portable device recording EMC, ECC,
respiration Payment $1(X) Contact Lynne,
dlinical Research Center (213)825-9792.

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA. Free treatment provided Call

Dr Brownslone, (213)460-4245.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attentional prob
lems 7 11 years needed for UCLA research

project Receive $20 and a (rcc developmental

evaluation (213)825 0392

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdraw! symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

ADMINISTRATOR/BOOKKEEPER- Secretary

for Real Estate Developcr/Attorney/Broker

You; Experienced, good phone, hot -stuff on
MAC. Great pay. Career opportunity FAF, P/T

(213) 557 2315

ASSIST home busmess Varied work. Some
animal care. 3 hours twice/week $9.00. Na-
tional Blvd (213)836-6730

LIFEGUARO/SWIM INSTRUCTORS
WANTED

Attention swimmers. All areas of LA.

Earn $12-14/hr. Great job. Call for

application & interview. Lifeguard swim I

lessons. (818)886-1935 (213)274-8042

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited- openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Bcmian, Clinical

Psychologist,

eating disorder specialist Individual

appointments available. (213)655-6730

resumes lo Brenda Wilda. 659 S. Cloverdale
»308 LA 90036

' BEV HILLS- Attorney needs PA bilingual legal

assistant (Spamsh-Englishjr $6/hr Ask for

Mr Brown (21 3^ 855 1861 ^^
BOOKKEEPER F/C Thru statements Sharp
Century City office R/E management com
pany; opportunity for advancement, agrcssive,

take-charge To $50K (213)5570142

CAMP LEA[)ERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M F 40hrs/wk June
25-Sept $4 25 and up DOE Beverly Hills

YMCA 5530731 '

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK P/T & F/T avail

able Apply 11031 SM Bl 1 0am- 1 pm. West-
side Market or call (21 3)4773216 '

CAT LOVFR Sweet cat needs canng foster

home for summer All supplies & $5Q/monlh.
(213)653 9018

1 ...
'

:.
«

•

CHILDCARF person heeded at health club
Morning to mid-afternoon 15-20hrsywk Ask
for Vicki (213)829-6836

CLERICAL SUMMER JOB Approximately 30
hrsAvk, flexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience
preferred, call between 2:00 8 00 pm (213)
271-5793

COMPUTER PROG/ANALYST,, FA, for

Biomed Company in WLA Minimum 2 year
work experience In DBASEII, clipper, C and
L.AN. 3 COM 3-^ uro^lcdgc ncipfji. User
interfacing and good programming skills re-

quired Fringe benefits Send resume to One
Lambda, 2435 Military Ave LA, CA 90064

COMPUTER SALES- PA, fH m WLA computer
store Call (213) 477 4505 Ask for [3anny.

COUNSELORS, Daycamp m Agoura ind.Win
Nuys. Must have direct experience <n camp
work Good salary (61 B'.894-0330

f
SUMMER f
JOBS !

Sperm Donor 19

Hay fever sufferers ages i8 60 inter-
ested IN trying an experimental hay
FEVER MEDICATION COMPARED TO
PLACEBO (INACTIVE MEDICATION), IN A
SIX WEEK TRIAI YOU WILL BF PAID UP TO
$240 FORTHiS RESEARCH PROJKIT. CALL
(213)820 6574 ASK , FOR FARIBA, Ml
CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OR RICKY

/-^Jv

University ,

Students & Fadjlty-

Spcrm I>onors Needed.
Earn $105.(X)/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Cortfidcntial.

In Wesbvood Village.

C:ALirORNlA
CRYO iV\NK

824-9941

Bulimia Nervosa
1 o •

Getting angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Getting scared when you can't throw up.

Swearing you will never binge or tlirow up
again.

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C.^ (15563)
Specializes in Psychotherapy for women

trapped in the anguish of Bulimia Nervosa
Office in Westwood Acca

(213)474-4165 '/

«

Don't Give up. Freedom is possible.

Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have

office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/ Receptionist,

Secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment;

Westwood

Los Angeles

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerton

(213)

(213)

(818)

(818)

(818)

(714)

(714)

(714)

jf-^vStivers

475^7700

386-3440

796:8559

906-1141

919-2171

770-2732

250-1444

441-1300

Temporary
Personnel
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We currently have full-time* and
part-time positions available for:

Sales "^ Cashier

'^^Office^-^Stock

t

'*' Security

Flexible Schedules
Salary up tof^"^

to bright, aggressive, experienced applicants. Apply
in person or call Sieve, Calvin, or Doug. =

v«

.%

11801 W. Olympic, West L.A
(213) 478-5767

BEDBdTH&%

V

CRUISF SHIP JOBS opportunity guide

S300-$-900 weekly (508)927-9768 Fxt C5

DATA ENTRY, light typing, general office

skills. Hours' flexible $7/hr Call how!
(213)273-9631.

DELIVERY ROUTES AVAILABLE' Must have

Wednesdays free Car required. $10/hr. Santa

Monica area. Thru summer. Albert
(213)273-9400 or (21 3)657-9529

DRIVERS/COURIERS Witshire Brokerage Firm

$1(Vhr + bonuses Must have car, know area

P/T afternoons, evenings (213)281-8316 Pri

milive Financial.
~

TELEPHONE SALES, EXCELLENT OPPOR
TUNITY Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opportunity. Hours flexible. Cali

(213)273-9631

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION

AND SKILLS TRAINING
tc high fufKtioning adults with develop-
mental disabilities in small group homes
Of commumfy based vocattorwl program

in Long Beach and Orange County
Applications Accepted
Mon/Thurs 10am- 1pm.

Tues/Wed 12 noon-3pm.

'

Straight Talk Inc

3350 Olive Ave
Signal Hill. Ca 90807

(213) 424-1966

Do CREATIVE opportunities attract you?
Spend a summer or longer working in UCLA
telecommunications. We want to challenge and be
Challenged to INNOVATE!

Telecommunications wants to lap the

INTELLIGENCE and EXPERTISE available in the

student population on this campus. We arc seeking

highly motivated students to fill professional level

positions in the following areas:

computer programming

space/resource management
document preparation

research/analysis

library development

If you have strong analytical ability, excellent

written/oral communication and interpersonal skills,

relevent experience, and arc interested in

conveniently campus located, well-paying,

challenging employment; please send resume to

Sharon Schwartz, Personnel Manager, UCLA
Telecommunications, 405 Hilgard Ave., I^s
Angeles, CA 90024-1363. Salary range. Coordinator

position (one) $13.31-$15.98/hour. Salary range.

Associate positioas (multiple) $11.49-$13.63.

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB Make
$600-52000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time Gain valuable business experience work-
ing with very dynamic business men and
wpmen (213)841-2060

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am- 5pm Monday-
Friday only,

HORAL DESIGNERS for super Weslwood
village shop FT/PT positions ava^lbc. Great

working conditions Marjie (213)208-4000

GENERAL OFFICE. P/T, TV celeb, author

needs reliable person to assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between
10am-2pm(21 3)205-0226 •

GREAT EXPERIENCE! Part-time accounting/

legal assistant position available within Real

Eslale/Enlertainment firm. Duties include data

entry, reconciliations, spreadsheets general

office tasks, etc $7.50-8.00/hr" 1 5-20 hrs/wk

For more info call Nancy at (213)273-2050

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10 50/to

start. No exp. necessary. P/T, F/T available.

Call for interview. (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

Need Money To Help

Pay Fop Textbooks?

Fall isjust around the Summer!

The ASUCLA Bookstore is looking

for OUTGOING, ENTHUSIASTIC

students who welcome a CHAL-

LENGING job. Competitive wages

for temporary, part-time positions

starting 9-1-90.

Interested? Cali Petrina or Oaryl

at Book Information for more

information at 206:0789, M-F,

8am-4:30pm.

WORD PROCESSOR
Work .-full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, Inc.

1925 Century Park East

20th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

LAB TECHNICIAN, biomed company in WLA
has FT summer and FT permanent positions,

serology department, BS required for KT per-

manent positions Science majors with lab

courses for FT summer positions. Call Marg for

appt. (213)476-1001

30 Help Wanted 30

LAB ASSISTANTS, immunology lab .in Santa

Monica. P/T, M-F, evenings. (213)453-4560.

Ask for Barbara.

WAREHOUSE
STOCKHANDLERS
DVS WbST, A LEADING INTtKNA-

TIONAL RETAIL ORGANIZATION
WITH DUTY FREE AND GIFT SHOPS

I

AT LAX, IS CROWING AND WE
INVITE YOU TO GROW WITH US.
IN ADDITION TO REGULAR
POSITIONS, WE'RE ALSO HIRING. "

FOR SUMMER TEMPORARY
POSITIONS. PREVIOUS WAREHOUSE
EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED.

DFS WEST OFFERS A COMPETITIVE
SALARY AND A GENEROUS
UfeNEFITS PACKAGE, INCLUDING
MEDICAL AND DENTAL COVERAGE,
AND PAID VACATION.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO GROW WITH A
WORLDWIDE ORGANIZATION
THAT'S EXPANDING, PLEASE SEND
YOUR RESUME OR APPLY IN
PERSON BETWEEN 9AM-4PM,
MONDAY-FRIDAY AT:

DFS WEST
200 N. NASH 5TREET

EL SEGUNDO, dA. 90245
ATTN: PERSONNEL MCR
EQUAL OPPTY EMPLOYER

LA SKI & SUN TOURS- Administrative Assis-

tant. FT, $1 500/mo & Excellent travel benefits

Starling Aug. 1st Contact Phil Jones.

(213)471-4025.

MACINTOSH CAD SALESPERSON wanted.
Should be familiar w/major CAD packages.

High commissions. David a t (21.3)284-3232.

MARKETING ASSCKIATES/MANAGERS. Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune
500 affiliati»d marketing rnmpany ^iimmnr

positions available, 52000 5000/monlh Car,

vacation, and other bonuses available Serious

Iflquiries only. Call now, (213)841-2060. ~

MATURE responsible male adult, to provide

personal care to dissabled many Daily. Strong

reference, 1 block from campus $250/mo.
(213)208-5732

MEDICAL receptionist in physical therapy

office full-time, Wcstwood. Experience re-

quired. Outstanding opportunity Salary/ ^

benefits (21 3)208-331 fi

NATIONWIDE TALENT/MODEL search tor

nat'l marketing publications. CEEC Entertain

menl 1 (8(K))44 5 2077

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. shows, f)lrr», & commercialv.
All types. 18-80 yrs. Earn ^xt/a money.

Fun (col Creative Osling

(21 3)466-7M 9

NUKSF-RN- For MD off.tc near Beverly Hills.

F7T or PA, top salary, flexible hours (213)

93921 11

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 2.Vstan,

flexible hours, will tram, scholarships Call

9-3pm (818)567-4147

PARKING, CASHIERS/Atlendants immediate
openings. Century CityA'allcy locations Valid

C(3L Call 9-12, M-F, EOF (213)553-8690

PART-TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly

center 5(»/hr. Roz (21.3)657-5183

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experience Minimum 50 wprr^

Good grammar and spelling Professional

attire. 15-20 hrsywk $7/hr +. 1 -block from
campus. (213)208-5732.

PART TIME OFFICE WORK in UCLA doctor's

office. Good typing, spelling, communication
skills $7.80/hr Call (21 3)2W>-0387

POSITION for bright individual as Executive

Director for lARC Computer skills required

Full or part-'ime Must speak Farsi. For ap-

pointment call (213)475-4777

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED WAI-
TERS NEEDED, M/F, to work private parties,

flexible Transportation, impeccable appcar-

ance a must. (213)746-5419.

P/T, DRYCLEANING counterpcrson will

train. 20 hourv'wk, 2 or 3 afternoons -yS hours
on Saturday. Start at $6-$7 5C/hr -free dryc-

Icaning. (213)474-8525

HELP OWNER run small business center PT
year round. 3 miles north of Sunset off Beverly

Glen. 1018 hrs/wk $57/hr. (21 3)4750788

HELP WANTED to remove Medical records.

S6/hr Call Mrs Griffin (213)559 8823

HICH-END ARCHITECTURAL/INTERIOR DE
SIGN FIRM seeks receptionist for full-time

position Macintosh experience a plus! Davtd
(213)284-3232.

HISTOLOGIST; Routine parafin sections, for

P/T. Call Nancy at (213) 825-5521.

SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for our

Westwood location. Successful applicants will
be skilled in customer service, knowledge of

sporting goods, and the ability to work
efficiently with minimal supervision. Positions
are open as:

SALESPERSONS
T- CASHIERS ' :^-^~

^ *STOCKPERSONS
, . *TENNIS STRINGERS
DEPARTMENT HEAD JL.L.

Please apply in person prepared to fill out a
job application and participate in a brief

interview at the Copeland's Sports located at
1001 Westwood, Los Angeles. EOE.

I
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How To Improve Your Resume.
Thes€^ symbols represeor the seven-

Hotels of L'Ermitage International'

(count themi), and a wealth of

opportunity for you (count on it')

Located just around the corner in

West Hollywood and Beverly Hills,

each hotel offers an environment
of elegance as unique and
distinctive as yourself We have im
mediate Eull and Part Time open
inqs (even a summer position or

two) requiring good communica
tion skills <^nti a strong commit
ment to custorrTer service Bilingual

(English/Spanish) skills are a plus

Apply now for one of the

following positions, and you may
soon have something to proudly
display on your resume that is, of

course m .uldiunn tn rhose f,ist

For immediate consideration CrilL

our Job Hotline at 659 584/.
apply in person or send your ^

resume, indicating position(s) of

interest, to The Hotels of

.LErmitage International: I0?0 N
San Vicente Boulevard, West Hoi
lywood, Gflj 90069 Directions,.,*

From Sunset Boulevard lurn ddWn
San Vicente Bouft'vard. 4th dn've

way on left is our Loading Dock..--
eotrance to Pel-sonnel is tx-'hind

our Security Dept Park on street

We are an equal opportunity

e/nployer M/F/h1A/

loud, iifegu.trdin c) or intramur.il

positions you're presen^ly^sporiiag

ATTENTION
Students...Faculty...Staff

The Los Angeles Times Santa Monica/Westside
Division has P/T positions avail, in the telemarketing

dept. Work 5 hrs/day Mon-Sat. Shifts are

8:30-1:30 p.m. (Sl 4-9 p.m. M-F, 9-2 p.m. on Sat.

Work near the beach, then go after work!!!

$5.35/hr, plus $7 to $12 per sale.

Call to arrange interview: 213-314-1233

PAT, F/T WORD PKOCFSSOR- Using word
pcr/cct 5.1 Excclleni for self-motivated person
with experience. Westwood 1213) 474-10^9
Christel.

P/T, people needed lo lake invenlory m retail

stores, .availability 9pm. -4am. or 6am.. 3pm
Earn %bfi^r Anytime availability earn $6 50/hr

Advancement possibility. Must work
weekends. Paid training. Call RCIS
(818)842-6631.

PT RECEPTIONIST m small realty office in,

Beverly Hills M-f 1-4 $7,50 starting Lisa

(213)271-9500.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, top
salary, flexible. (213) 93921 U

Front Desk Clerks

Night Auditors
PBX Operator
Secretaries

Cafeteria Attendant
Valet Parking Attendants
Line Cooks
Restaurant Manager
HR Office Assistants

Maintenance Engineer

Ongoing Opportunities

providing the ultimate guest _
SPrvift' in rhe followintj "^re.'u^

;»# Food Sen^ice

• Housekeeping
Front Office

Hotels of
L'Ermitage International

a Li>lli'cti()}i (i/Orij^itKi/s

START FOLLOWING YOUR DREAM CAREER
£ARN top $$$ THIS SUMMER...

ASK ABOUT OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM!!!

UNITED PERSONNEL will work around your schedule.
Our clients are located throughout West Los Angeles, Santa Monica
the Marina, Downtown Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley.

UNITED has a wide variety of jobs that specialize in your
particular skills.

REAL ESTATE assistant. Diversified job Manna
location. Call Eliana. (213)473-7928

KECEPTIONIST- PA, fr^qstly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful No
smoking (213) 399-5418. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environment m Santa

Monica.

RECEPTIONISTAypisl Legal and accounting

firm. Century City. FA. Sb/hr. (21 3) 553-0952

RESTAURANT in Brentwood needs waitresses

M/F, PA, or FA Call 472-3287

Reliable part-time receptionist, Facial Salon

9-4* Call 213-476-H404 Leave Message

WORK FOR -Major Studios-
' -Television Networks-
-Major Financial Institutions

-Fortune 500 Companies-

V
UNITED PERSONN£L HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

Income to

—

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wllshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

orNIOR OFFICE assistant 9am- 1pm The
Getty Grant Program Provide clerical assis-

tance in publications and research grant areas
Typing and' lifting boxes necessary Computer
skills preferred. Co(SCact Tclcna Radulovich at

(213)277-9188, ext 224

SUMMER Film internship available Creative,

organized individuals Call (616)995 609

5

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person-

to (Jo challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

vv/GPA. available times

for interviews and otfier

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Z>k:<>yik>^y=iiiiii:iiiiiZx ::<::ix>yMiiiix:i£^^

Word Processing
Data Entry
Secretarial /

Receptionist
Clerical

$16.00/hr
9.00/hr

^ 11.00/hr
10.00/hr
8.00/hr

SAIL BOAT INSTRUCTOR needed m Marina
Del Rey 25-28ft cruising sailboats Weekends
now Full-time summer. Call 1 -800-2259776

SECRETARY for Design Firm. 60wmp, compu
icr experience MAC, light bookkeeping Please
call (213)479-8330 .'^^ —

.

CALL TODAY
(213) 857-1225

-'

UNITED TEMPORARY PERSONNEL SERVICES
5757 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 270 -^

The Human Resource -

Part-time
Office Asst.
needed immediately
to work in a busy

student travel"^

SUMMED )OBS: High Sierra Family Resort

seeks live- in counselors (20-up) to tdach Arts

and Crafts, Watcrskiing, swimming (Lifeguard

or WSI), also need front desk. Bartender,

Secretary/Gift shop (800)227-9900

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train...you gain.
Day & evening hours

available

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strenghten your resume,

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

agency.

20-30 hrs./wk. •

Please call Lynti at:

(213) 824-7083

WAITRESSESAVAITERS for Westwood 50's

^lyle driye-m On skates or fool, Car hopi_4rc 4-

back Call (213)474-2223 After 2pm Thensa -
or Margie " ^ -'

WANTED: In house Medical Transcriber

$1 5A»r. 1 2hrs/wk, hours lo be arranged Must
be fast and accurate Beverly Hills locaiion

(213)854-0999

WEEKEND light clerical work 7.00/hr.
476-1703.

~%/
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SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
~ FREE TO
APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:
•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS

^^ _
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARK/WEST VALLEY
(818} 7fl3-8486

BIOCHEMIST
Qualified applicants

with B.S., M.S., or PhD.
Must have experience

working on HPLC columns|
2 strip hormones. We

are a growing biomedical
manufacturing co. \n the

Carson area.

Biocell Labs
(213)537-3300

3 SPACES available in huge apartmenl. Have
fun, live in style for summer. Ali

(213)824-5905.

50% SUMMER rent. Right across from campus.
Single/loft. Perfect for 4, parking, furnished,

June. (213)206-1637.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor. Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Strathmore Drive. $695. Un-
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave
(213)395-2903

AVAILABLE, July .1^ spariotis 2 bedroora/2-

X^
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BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
(618)954 8220

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145 ~ WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

-^
(213)473-8788 —

PERMANENT POSITIONS: Secretary/
Receptionist, Century City, Word processing
55 wpm • Shipping and receiving coordinator
for video film production distribution com-
pany. 2 years experience. Up to
$200Q/mo.'Legal sec/entertainment company
80 wpm. WordPerfect 5.0 $30,00C/yr.*Legal
Sec. Beverly Hifls sole practicioner
$36,000/yr. KELLY-FORBES PERSONNEL
(213)652-0242.

PUBLIC RELATIONS secretary/assistant. Im-
mediate opening to work with owner of small,

well-established public relations company.
Must be skilled and motivated to learn and
grow (213)655-5960

liECEPTIONIST in Skin Care & Beauty Salon
Good phone skills and appearance - Working
with public. (213)474-2524 Julia.

RETIRE IN 2 YEARS! Our company can show
you how to make $500,000 in residual annual
income in the next 2 years. If you're business/
financial minded. Call (213)281-8316.

bath, $1075, near campus, (213)473-4936.

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2-bed/2-bath with
steam sauna and Jacuzzi in unit, $1,250/mo.
(213) 854-6713.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT- 1 mile to campus,
large single, pool, $625/mo. 1 235 Federal Ave.
(213) 477-7237.

LARGE NEWLY
REMODELED

1. 2, & 3 bedroom
apartments in the

Beverly Woods Area.

Just east of

RobertsoD
from $550-$950.

Call 657-8756

If You've Had Bad Luck
In The UCLA Housing Lottery,

Your Luck Has Just Changed!

$575/MO SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM front
and back entry, privacy, quiel garden type
small build'ng, nice ncighborhotxi In Van
Nuys near Sherman Oaks Convienicnl loca
tion Minimum one year lease required
(213)475-9561

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $6«5/mo 1 bdrm,
lower. Exceptionally spacious, scpcralc dur
ring room Garage 5-miles to campus, suitable
for staff/faculty member Non smoking en
viprnmcnt (21 .iK. 5 2 2699

VENICE Own room in cheerful furnished
2-bedroom house Mid-June to mid-
September iiOL)/nSo (213)392-3145

House for Sole 58

CULVER CITY DUPLEX 2 bedrooms each
Double garage Private yard Great opportun
iiy to share the cost of home ownership
$384,500 (213)4 77.99W>

Jobs Wanted 33

FORMER Owner, small business seeks posi-

tion as accountant or administrative analyst.

Will sacrifice former income. Excellent qualifi-

C4<i9n8 inti referenrps Avaliahlr immgrii.
ately. Elisabeth. (213)208:79^90

SUMMER WORK San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout
So California. $9.85/start. Internships avail-

able (818)564-0901

SUMMER WORK-apply now before finals

$9.85/start, flexible hours Permanent and
temporary positions. PA, F/T. Scholarships
available Call (213)567-4147.

LIFE CUARDV PRIVATE SWIM INSTRUC-
TORS: Earn; $12-$14/hr Great job! Call for

info and app.(Greg) (818) 886-1935,.
(213)274-8042.

Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32

TWO RECEPTIONISTS Weekdays 4:30-8:00
Weekends 9 6 Saturdays, 116 Sundays
Coverage to be divided $6/hr Available
immediately (213)271-8300

MODELS
wanted by Professional

up-coming )shoio assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Femiifb

Call (818) 508-8680

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High comnnisions! QUjCK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

ASSISTANT MERCHANDISE BUYER for mail

order sportscatalogue. Extensive knowledge of

all pro sports essential. We are looking for an
enthusiastic self starter Must be organized and
detail oriented. BA or BF preferred We will

tram the right person $25,000 to start

(213)416-1142, El Scgundo, ask for Dana

BE A MODEL Up to $1 ,00C/day FLASHCAST
(213)661-7982 12001 Ventura Place 3rd
floor: Studio City. East of Laurel Canyon Blvd

off 101 freeway m the green glass building

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery Earn up
to"$2Q/hr Call Ron (213)271-0645

GRADUATrNG SENIORS, Persona Personnel
is one of the world's largest, most comprehen-
sive personnel services Being an industry

leader, we have an outstanding cross section of

permanent and temporary opportunities in;

Accounting, Banking, Entertainment, Data
Processing, Marketing, Finance, Management,
For more information call Richard
(213)4 79-6638 Persona Personnel Services

HOUSES!TTINC: Professional, responsible,
mature single woman seeking long-term
housesitting. Loving care for home and pets
Excellent references included. UCLA.
(213)482-5100, ext. 230, or (213)825-4467.

Child Care Wonted 35

BABYSITTER NEEDED 2 pre-schoolers. Days
Summer, possibility fall. Need car. Fairfax

area. Patty (^1 3)653-0571, evenings.

BABYSITTER- June 25- July 20. Flexible hours.
Baby and 2 older children. Santa Monica.
References. (213) 394-6635

Short Term
Furnished

l-bedl&2 bath apt.

Quick walk to UCLA.
=PBeti =Sgffacck. Child
OK. Gated Parking

530 Veteran Ave.

208-4394

We Have The Solution To Your Housing Problem
UJ Residence Halls Feature:
*Comfortablc, modern spacious rooms, each accomodating iwo students
All rooms are air-conditioned and have private baths.
Conveniently located 6 miles north of UCLA. Accessible by bus (RID #560)
*Quiet, safe environment with security patrol.
Centrally located laundry facilities. Storage area and vendinc machines. Microwave
ovens available in each Residence Hall.
Separate Study lounges and "informal" TV lounges.
Complete student meal service through a full board plan. -

Social activities: dances, parties, movies, talk sessions, barbecues,concerts and lec-
tures. ;

'

Student run radio station and weight room.
Limited number of single rooms available.

UJ Apartments Feature: _
Fully furnished> one bedroom apartments available for students age 21 and over
All Utilities paid, including air conditioning.

PALMS; 1 bdrm, S(>tU, stove "and refrigerator

included Days (213)4b8 5943 Fvts
(a05)254 2403

PICOAA CIENEGA Huge 2-bcdroom, formal

dining room Eat-in kitchen Service porch
Parking. Lottery tickets. $895 (213)839-7733

WESTWOOD $)280/mo Large 3-bed/
2-bath. Private patio, a/c built-m. Evening
(213)444 7378

WESTWCXDD, LARGE 2-bed/1 bath, dining

room, fireplace, private patio, walk to L/CLA
No lease (213)478-2310. --u,_

WLA, $2200 Available July. Large lower

2-bedroom7 2-baih. Small quiet building

(213)438-9635 or (213)433 9805

Applications or more information
are available at:

UCLA Community Housing
Office 825-4491

University of Judaism Residence Life Office
15600 Mulholland Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077
213-476-9777, ext. 259

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yoscmitc house sur

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (818)785-1028

Apts. to Stiare 54

BKENTWOOD 3-bdr/2-blh. Big, parking, ex-
cellent location. $n95/mo. Available 6/20.
11707 Goshen Ave (213)447-1003.

NOW RENTING!
SHERMAN OAKS, $595, large 1 -bed, freeway
close to class 5444 Sepulvcda
(818)785-5208

SPAC IOUS stud io $50(Vmo Room forgoupip

FULL-TIME $20C/week. 1 child. Mar Vista.

Mother speaks Chinese and welcomes limited
English speaking wife of foreign student Call
(21 3)392-1 61 5j(jDi^ya), (21 3)197.f.?4mpwn. \

WESTWOOO law firm Office clerk, M F
,

late afternoons,- 15-20 hrs/week. $6/hr
(213)475-5830

WESTWORLD FJectronic Game Center has a

full-time cashier position available in our
Westwood Village location Starting at $6/hr

Contact David at (213)824-3677.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN

Full-Time or Summer
Help pass the BIG GRAIN.

Come work for Campaign

California, tfie forefront

organization that's working

to pass the toughest

enviornmental law in the

history of California

$1 300-1 600/month Benefits

and travel opportunities

Call Now (213) 393-3706.

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-
highest, paying industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

Job Opportunities 32

NOW ACCEPTING FOR SUMMER
WORK

$10J5 STARTING GUARANTEE!!!
National Firm. Flexible hours.

FuU-Tlme & Part-Time, evening and weekend work
available. Internship & Scholarship programs. No

experience required > will train. Looking for relaxed, low
key individuals. No door to door or phone soUcU^ion.

'-^Xos Angeles Dix^sion.

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
for expanding biomedical
manufacturing Co. B.S. in

Biology, Chemistry, or
Biochemistry. Musi have good

verbal and written

communication skills. Wilt
call on researchers and
corporate managers.

Btocell Labs 1117 E. Janis SL
Carson, CA 90746
(213)537-3300.

Santa Monlca/W. LA

ioiith Bay/Torrance
(213) 745^1540 '

Orange County
(714)962-8800

Lo8 Alamltoi
(213) 430-9833

HoUywood/Wilshii^
(213) 464-2924

Whittler

(213) 94S.7110

(818) 342-2612

Inland Empire
(818) 967-3553

C«ll between 9 a^. - 5 p.m. lor In^erylew.
II 1ln«s «M#iityi pka4e.b«^ patiwiiliP-;-:"

FULL-TIME summer', parl-timc, fall. Live-m or
out Pacific Palwadcs (213)454-463 3.

PT, summer and schoolycar babysillmg for two
great kids. Close to campus $5/hr
(213)470-4335

SUMMER CHILD CAKE, Grenada Hills. 4 and
7. Live-in or live-out. Salary negotiable.

(818)363-2375. eves. (213)206-2995.

Apartments for Rent 49

l-BEDKOOM $625/monlh, first month 50%
off Carpels, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227

3340 OVEKLAND $525 595 1 -bedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4-7p.m. only.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

* Balconies

*Fireplaccs

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, Large ,newly
decorated. High ceiling. 2 people at most 3,

$1150 (213)826-3934. Close to UCLA.

BRENTWC)OD,$84Q/$875/mo 2-bed/l-bth,
small apt, 1 parking, no pcts.(21 3)939-1 732.

DELUXE 1 BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/Cr^«fk11ig, quiet, sec-
urliy building AVailabfe 6-15 SUMMER SPE-
CIALS Call (213) 208-8881.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bdrm Charming, great lo-

cation Stove, parking $975/mo.
(213)962-9014.

for Summer and Fall

FURNISHEDAPARTMENTS
Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

—

Wilshirc miracle mile 1 block lo bus. 30 min to

^mpus Security buildinf
(213)939u8017

2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATHRC)OM- Security buiid-

* mg, security parking, $635/mo (213)
473 3281 ^ i

$387/MO own bedroonVbathroom in 2-bdr/

2-blh apartment, female furnished Palms
Direct bus UCLA (213)837-2989

A CHEEfiFUL, spacious, high ceiling, 2-bcd/

2 bath, walking distance UCLA Looking for 2

roommates (213)824-2428

BRENTWOOD, responsible female roommate
to thara J .bdr/I b>h with pufktm^ Availalbg

PALMS AREA. 3 bedrooms. Familyrootn 2
l&al^is fireplace Built-in kitchen (double gar,

age Private yard $329,500 (213)477-9966

WLA, AHRACTIVE, 2-bcdroom, 1 -bath, hard
wood floors, fireplace, large backyard, near
UCLA, Move in condition $299,000
(213)390 ()390 -

House Exchange 59

LARGE md.ster bedroom with private bathrocrn
for rent Beautiful views of downy^wn LA and
the Hollywood Hills Centrally located Lois of

Windows and wood floors female preferred
-AvAllabtcJunc ,1 5 August 1 S (21 .3)93^7-3042

Housing Needed 60

EXTREMELY responsible College student
needs free rent m private home in exchange for

light duties, errands Great references
Christopher (213)837 5965

FEMALE Responsible, neat, non-smoker
Looking to share 2-bdrm apt m Santa Monica,
Brentwood, or Pacific Palisades Call Susan
213 398 2091

MALE NON-SMOKER needs apartfrwnt to '

share next year Will move in now if necessary
Preferred Westwood Chateau or Margan, but
will take anything near campus. Parking pre-
ferred Call Steve (213)209 5326

VISITING PROF SEEKING 3-BED APT/
HOUSE- Aug 1990- )une 1991 Max $1,500
(213) 208-5310, (213) 825-2993

Room/Board for Help 62
July 1 Leave message $437/mo
(213)447-1306

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

Rent now for fall!

new stoves and refrigerators.
mini and vertical blinds, new
carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities, Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

(

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309

or Stop by room #202

NORTHRIDGE $275 UP
500 unit student housing facility

Shared or private units. All furnished Private

i>athroom Pool. Jacuzzi. Vi hr drK>e to UCLA
Now accepting summer & fall applications.

Free brocure, NCR 9500 Zelzah. Northridge,

CA 91325 (818) 886-1717

512 Veteran Avenue Apts.

Huge 2 bdrm.-2bath w/separate suites

Up to 4 students per unit

Hi-tech bldg.- Secure park
Full amenities

Call Jane* (213) 208-2655

LOWER WESTWOOD $1325. 2-bcdroorn/
2-balh -floft. Security building, fireplace,

A/C,wel bar, sunny and bright. Great, quiet
location (213)395-6912.

MAR VISTA $650/mo + utilities. Single. Rustic
retreat in residential area Non-smoker
(213)397-4270

PALMS 3740 Veteran. 3-bed/2-bath. New
carpeting, dishwasher, laundry facilities, park-
ng, security gate S110Q/mo (213)202-6524

PALMS, $825 and up. 2-bcd/2 bath, upper, .t r

condition, carpets, drapes, stove, refrig.

(213)839 8800.

652 Veteran Ave.
$650/mo. & up

singles and 1- & 2- bedrooms

Move-ln allowance
(213) 208^3690 jSlS) 709-4284

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

PALMS $875 new 2+1 all arr^cnitics including
air conditioning, fireplace, balcony, gated
parking. Quiet street easy freeway access.
(213)390-5996

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Hugc 2-bcdroom/
2-bath with scperale suites Up lo 4 students/
una. High-l«ch bonding. Secure park, full

amenities. Call Jane (213)208-2655.

WESTWOOD $900 1 bedroom, $1400 and
up 2-bed/2-bath. Gym, jacu/zi. Summer
leases. 520 Kclton (21 3)208 7483.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2blh $1 200/mo top

floor. L)ishwahscr. ^C, 2 balconies 1601

Veteran Mat (213)284-9044

Palms
$999 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

2 bem bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 ^r. recorded message 838-9784

WESTWOOD 1 BEDROOM $750-$790
Walk to UCLA and village. Pool, security.

10966 Rocbling Ave (213) 208-4253, (213)

8242595.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished jingles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator/ 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

h'

WESTWOOD, $725 Large single Across
street from campus. Available now 729 Gay-
ley Ave (213)208-8798

WESTWOOD, choice location $300 move-in
allowance, rurnishcd/unfurnishcd singles. 1

and 2 bedrooms Walk lo UCLA A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley (213)208-6733 Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD Large 2 bdr/2bth plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bent ley

Mat (21.3)284-9044.

WESTWOOD $1350 unfurnished, $15$0
fumishijd. Short or long term Large and
beautiful 2-»-2. Perfect for four students. New
carpets, buill-ins, A/C, patio. 1711 Malcolm.
(213)273-1212

SPACIOUS Westwood 2-bcd, close lo cam
pus, w/ideal setting. Option for Fall

$1550/mo Call (213)824-7650.

VENICE, gorgeous, 2 bed 1 bath apartment, 7

blocks from beach! $800/mo Includes new
stove and refrigerator New paint, carpet,

mini-blinds, mirrored wardrobes, tiled bath-

room, & sccunly parking Cats ok, small quiel

building 755 Brooks Ave Eric,
(213)878-0221

WEST LA $345/mo. Own furnished large

room, closet, own bathroom, parking. 15-min
bus to school )anel (213)447-2116

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-baths, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio
$1075-1200. Agent Miller & Desatnik Man
agement Company. (213)838-1829

WESTWOOD, 11017 Strathmore, furnished

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA $525 600 Manager Apt 103
(213)208 4123 Agent; Miller and Dcsatmk
Management Company (2)3)838-1829

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen Laundry facilities Available now!
(619)721-8921, leave nr>essage

WESTWOOD, $1050/up 2-bcdrooms/
2-bathrooms Carols, refrigtralor, drafx-'s

17, miles from UCLA 1953 Selby -Appoint
mcnl (213)475-6165

1517 IRDKRAL WLA $W>0 'l bcdrt^om, 2

miles lo UCLA Near bus New decor/

miniblinds/applianc'es NO PFTS
(213)479-0615

WLA, 2 BDRM, $895 Huge upper, new gray

carpel/blinds, floors, 2-miles from UCLA Near
bus (213)4790615.

WLA 2-bdrm/2-balh 1 car parking, slove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, ^ower unit $960
Available now (213)451 4771

WLA 2 bed/2 bath $1023 $250 Discount

bonus.Pool, rcc-room, gym 107(iO Rose Ave
(213) 204 4248 _^
1850 COLBY AVE WLA $695 1 bdrm, close

lo UCLA and bus Quiet residential street

Appliances/laundry/parking. NO PETS
(213)479-0615.

WLA $720/mo 1 -bedroom Carpwls, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry 1833
Corinth (213)826-6907

WLA-Bright 3 bcd/2 bath, $1350 Patio, 3 car

parking, dishwascr, near SM Blvd/Bundy )im

(213)820 4.368 (213) 390 4610

WLA- Great location, close j^p UCLA, $895,
2-bed, buill-ins, pool, gardenlike (213)

477-9955

Apartments Furnishied 50

SANTA MONICA Charming single, $650 +

deposit Wood floors, nice view, parking, near

Montana (21.3) 829 3467

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 bedroom furn-

ished. $800/mo Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore (213)208 3328

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor
$525/mo utilities included. 944 Tiverton

2 blocks from campus. (21 .1)824 0181

BRENTWOOD, 3-bcd/2-bath, upper, two
rooms, $460 and $410 6/1 3rd room 6/15
$430. Chris (213)477-8345—

BRENTWOOD OWN ROOM + BATH- In a

3-bed/2-balh, summer or permanent. $4 75

(213) 826 4332

MALE looking for male roommalc to share
large 2-bedroorn/ 1-balh apartmenl m Shcr

man Oaks Pool, close to bus $337 50
+7, utilities -deposit Call (818)783 1819, af

ter 6.30pm

NEED ROOMMATE lo share Ig 1 bedroom
furnished apt Close lo campus $1 75/mo )une

15- Sept 15 (213)824 4778

NON-SMOKING female lo share 2 bedroom
apartmenl in WLA $425/mo., including utili

lies. Contact Sue (213)838 3^09
*

OWN BEDROOM, own bath m large 2 bed/
2-bath top floor. Palms apartment Security

building, full kilchen, living room, balcony,

laundry, three miles lo campus, on busline,

female, non-smoker $43(Vmo + Vi ulil

(213)837-9435

OWN ROOM and share office m lovely

2Bed/l 7, bath apt m Sherman Oaks Great (or

grads' $425/mo t- utilities (818)905-6977
Stella, leave Amcs^age

ROOMMATES r-eeded lo share large

2-bd/2ba apartment Walking distance lo

UCLA. HardwocxJ floors, pool Available sum
mer and/or school year Debbie/Malt
(213)824-0048, (213)206-7362

SANTA MONICA Female non-smoker Own
room in 3-bdr Condo to share with 2 g^ads

$425 »- utililes A.sk for Sylvra (21 3)451 944 2

SANTA MONICA large condo, own room,
parking )ulyl-)uly 1 1991 $39b/mo Women
non smokers only 828-7901

WESTWCX)D 2 -bed/2 bath, $.300/pcrson or

$500/own room Kellon Plaza Move m ASAP
or latest )uly Isl Contact. Lyd;^. (213)

209-216.1or Tncia (213) 209060C^

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Spacious 2 bed/
2-balh apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music $575 (213) 208-3335

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in WLA plus
salary m exchange for 9:00-

5

:(X) babysrttmg^
and light housework 14 mo and 4 year old
girls Own transportation preferred C^ll Mrs
While (818) 366-4420

GUESTHOUSE in trade for experienced, re-

ferenced babysitter Walking distance from
campus (213)470 4393 Rita

LIVE IN. Childcare. I ighl housework for room/
board, salary Santa Monica Flexible hoors
(213)829 3737 (evenings)"

PACIFIC PALISADES Near buslines Available
lune 21st Must drive Female Salary negoti-

able Shirley (213)459-2192 -^

SUMMER PRIVATE ROOM/BOARD Wcsl-
side exchange, lighl housekeeping, babysit

ling 7 8, }2 yr olds (213) 204-6970

WANT RESPONSIBLE FEMALE Live-m child

care, light work Reliable car, clean driving

record, close lo UtLA. (213)473 5224 After

7pm.

Room for Help 63

FREE ROOM in exchange for help with meals
and lime in evenings/weekends Horr>c in

Sherman Oaks Hills South of Ventura BlvcL_
very close to UCLA for woman wrth multiple

sclerosis who needs assisinace Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple with stability Reference-
sif available Call Maria Guerrero at

(213)477 0471 9-5pm

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/
driving for 1 2 yr old female Flexible hours. 10
mm from UCLA (818)990 5.304 .

NEAR UCLA Furnished room m exchange for

housework Private room/balh/lv Ideal for

female student. (213)474-0336

WESTWOOD VILLAGE \rci: accomodation
exchange wordprocessmg. Administrative, Cat
duties Prefer your computer Suit writer,

classical musician. (213)208-3335

WILSHIRE/WARNFR Walking distance to

UCLA Female/preferred to share in exchange
for lighl work around the house (213)
441-1544

House for Rent 56 Room for Rent 64

$1100 Culver City Redone, very nice front

house 2-bcd/1-bath, new carpet and paint,

blinds, slove, washer & dryer, parking
(213)477-0681

BEAUTIFUL PACIFIC PALISADES home
3 bedrooms /VC, Jacuzzi, & gardening in

eluded Accomodates 2-4 people. Children &
pels ok $240(ymo (213)459-3469

HOLLYWOOD 2-bdrm/2 bath, plus den
Great location. Quiet area $1150 Hurry
(213)962 9014

ALGADEL fouse 624 Hilgard boards and
rooms availalbc for fall 1991 Lease for

academic year, CaJl Mrs Gilmore
(213)208-7185

ALPHA GAMMA OMEGA Fraternity rooms for

rent $225/month Call (213)208-6351 or

208-2993 for info
"

BRENTWCK)D, $350, inc utilil.es Furnished,
lovely room for mature mate, non-smoker Call

after 6 (213)476 5391

VENICE, 6 blocks to beach, 2 bed, cute house,
large fented yard, pets, children OK, double
Rarage, $1000/mo. (213)456-9076.

FURNISHED room, utiiitics inci Sundeck view
of ocean, r\cir beach, $40(Vmo, avail now
(213)318 3575

House for Shore 57

ROC^M in beautiful 1920's house Separate
enierance Own bath I airfax Melrose area
$425/mo. (213)655-5214.

Apts. Unfurriishied 52

LARGE, 1-bed, security, carpets, drapes, re

frig., laundry facilities, pool, partwng, no
pets. 1500 Purdue Ave WLA. $725.'
(213)477-5256, (213)931-1160.

BEL AIR Quiet, non-smoker. Pool, view Large
bedroom and study $735 Evenings
(213)4721062

ONE-Bedroom in 3-bedroom one-bath house
in Sherman Oaks W/D, $310/mo
(818)905 1497

OWN ROOM "in 3-bd house 1 block from
Venice Beach, $465/mo Call Ztn^
(213)392-0220

SUNSE T/J AIRFAX, large roorn^ own entrance.
beam ceiling, AC, fireplace, •*/• -balh, built-m

desk and cabinets, no kitchen $48.5/mo
(213)874-5911

WESTWOC^D Own bedroom/ bath in 2-6ed
room condo Parking, washer/ dryer m build-

ing. $55(Vmo (213)474-6445

WESTWCX)(3, large, furnished, private en-

trarxre, five minutes to LXTLA. Parking, male.
$450 includes utilities Office
(21 3)475-451 7,home (213)473-5769.
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Roommates

1 FEMALE needed - 2-bed/2-bath, security

building, pool, all amenities, walk to campus.
(213)824-2668.

2 FEMALE roommates to share large, 3-bdrm.

apt. Palms area Direct bus to UCLA.
$36(yeach. (213)2027010.

2 NEEDED, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest to campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ea.

Suzanne (213)825-2828;208-6503.

2 NONSMOKING ro6mmates needed, huge
furnished, 2-b<V2-ba. apartment, close to cam-
"pusTSSTS. Call Mel. (213)824-5284

BRENTWOOD Female to share large master

bedroom. Pool, security, parking. $325/mo
including utilities. (213)472-7465.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartment
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, l^baih for 2 to

' < share, $300" each. Sherry 1.9pm
" (213)447-2505. (213)820-0187.

WESTWOOD. FEMALE. Furnished, one-
bedroom, one-bath,hardwood floors, parking,

pool & spa, cable. $468 -f utilities.

(213)208-4916.

FEMALE RC)OMATE(S) needed Own room/
bath/parking. Security apartment. 10 minutes

from UCLA. $527/mo. (213207-5588

FEMALE roomate wanted to share very large

2-bdr in WLA Lots of character, hardwood
floors. Washer/dryer. $625/mo close lb cam-
pus (21 3)474-4502

FEMALE roommate wanted, clean and neat to

share 2-bd apt. at San Vicente and Ocean.
(213)395-0149.

FEMALE roommate for large 2-bed/1 -bath

upper apt. Mar Vista. Porch, garage, sunny
$472.5(ymo. (213)391-8190.

FEMALE roommate wanted to rent/lease. Great

location $375. (213)390-9693

FEMALE wanted to share new Westwood
apartment - comfortably furnished, includes

free gas, cable, & electricity. Call

(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

lAPFKA HFir.HT*; Fpm:ilp n^^^A rZZ
room, share bath. $400/mo. (213)397-6336,
(213)299-9855 Lv. message

PALMS: Neat, responsible, female wanted lo

share large, 2-bed/T/i -ba., completely furn

ished, parking. (213)841-0436, Sonia, Karen.

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 people lo share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apt. Furnished, walking
distance lo UCLA. Security building. Approx.

$36(Vmo. Call (213)444-5520.

^ ROOMMATE wanted From July 1-Sepl. 15

^ ' Large Sherman Oaks apt 1 room and balh

$400 including everything. (213)825-4092
(818)981-0757 Eves

SANTA MONICA Blvd. $227.50/mo Clear,

furnished, large, parking. 15 mm. bus lo

school. May (213)447-2116

SHARE 2BD-^2BA, pool, Jac, suana. Nons
moker Furnished. Unfurnished, includes ulili-

-lies, $90O-800/mo. + $1000 deposit Elisabeth

(213)208-7990

SHARE Spacious 2B/2B Sccunly, A/C, bal-

cony. On Kellofi Walk lo UCLA. $294/mo
Zac 824-5070

SHARE UPPER 1-BDRMwilh 1 -other (move- in

gets living room) Parking, laundry, 3 miles to

UCLA $260 (213)559-6253.

SUMMER HOUSING- female for a

2-bedroonV 2-balh on CIcnrock for $290/mo
Call Kathy (213)824-4910

SUNSET/LA CIENEGA Share room VAST
2-bdrm/1 -balh/2 balcony/2 living room condo
near Tower Records, Sunset Plaza, Bcv Cen-
ter! On busline, pool, Jacuzzi, sec park, etc

$28Q/mo (213)652-4687

WESTWOOD. Icmale share 1 -bed/1 -balh

June 15- Aug 31 si. Parking. Jacuzzi $31 5/mo
Gayley Across from campus (213)624 1904

WLA Share room with 1 %2bWO Near VA lot

2 miles from campus X^^^^blc July 1

(213)477-3576

Sublet 66

1BD/18A. Terrific apartment on Kclton

July(ncg)- August Parking, furnished, pool/spa

(213)208 5402

IBD/IBA, w/parking and balcony 5-min
walk lo campus. Avail. 6/20-9/20 $275/mo
Call James at (213)824-3968

-^ 1-BED/ 1-BATH Male needed, Mid-June-

mid-Seplcmbcr, Close UCLA, parking, furn-

ished, A/C, pool, bbq $300/mo, 510 Veteran,

(213)208-0032 '

2-BED/2-BATH fully furnished, secunly build-

ing, Jacuzzi, 2-parking 512 Veteran
6/20-9/20; $1200/mo (213)824-2048

l-BED/2-BATH,(un)furnished Walk lo UCLA
Summer or lake over lease. Cable, A/C,

security, parking $925/mo (213)208 6937

1-BED- furnished, July 1- Aug 31 Good
location (Good for a couple). Call us! (213)
447 2001

1 BEDROOM with loft. 1 block from UCLA 1 5

fool ceilings Available June 1 5-Augusl 31 si

Furnished $300/mo (213)824 7625

1 BEDROOM, furnished, A/C, dishwasher,

microwave, parking. Sumnier, $780 moVobo.
Walk to campus. (21 3)824-1 956 Chris, Dave

1 FEMALE SUBLEff^R needed Share room.
Parking, security bidg 6/1 8-8/31
$290/negoliable Alice (213)202-9053.

1-MALE WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET
Kelton Ave., parking, furnished, security,

cheap Call Scott (213) 208-2381

1 OR 2 Females share with current tenants,

2bd/2ba, furnished, parking, jacuzzi,

6/18-8/31 Walk to campus-Rent negotiable

(213)824-4294.

65 Sublet 66 Sublet 66 Sublet 66 Sublet 66^

1 OR 2 for lar|e bedroom in 2-bdr/2bth. 430
Kelton. Parking, jacuzZi. lune-Sept. Rent ne-

gotiable (213)824-1306.

1 OR 2 to share apartnr>ent. Own bedroom,
bath. Near campus. Mid-June-August. Rent

negotiable. Julie or Vikki (213)208-5798.

1 OR 2 FEMALES NEEDED. Beautiful furnished

apanrT>ent, mid-June- Sept. 1, walk to campus,
parking, jacuzzi, rent negotiable.
(213)208-1558.

1 RESPONSIBLE female needed July & Aug.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED: June 1 5-July 30;

furnished room in 3-bedroom house. Close to

campus. Reasonable rent. (213)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551

FEMALE subletler. Share spacious 2-bdr for

sumnr>er. Walk campus. Parking, Ophir. $260.

Call Jill (213) 824-2910.

FEMEALE TO SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH- With 3

for sumn>er-dales flexible. New apt. near

UCLA. Andrea (213) 824-0812 Leave
message.

-Beautiful, spacious apt. Walk to U€iA,- pafk- 9^^^ new tv set for Vw 2 female subletters-m

ing. $400/mo. (213)208-8398.

1 SPACKDUS, furnished bedroom. $75C/mo.

Excellent location. 10969 Roebling Ave. il . 3

people max. (213)824-0293.

1 to 4 PERSONS needed for fum ished 2

bedroom, 1 balh apartment. Pool Laundry,

cable, parking, 1 minute to carnpus. CHEAP.
(213)824-7055.

2 BD/BA-Glenrock-4 spaces available ONLY
$250/MO EACH/OBO! July-August. Partly

furnished. John (213)208-6177.

2-BDIV2-BTH 456 Landfair. Fully furnished.

New paint. Walk- in closets. Parking. Availalbe

8/5-9/16. FULLY LOADED. (213)208-0818.

2-BED/ 2-BATH, semi -furnished, "The Love

Boat". Security building, 2 parking, 512 Vel-

cran, $1200 negotiable. (213)824-5444.

2 BJD/ 2 BATH, security building, 2 parking

spaces, full amenities, $1375. Available July.

Call (213)4737087.
|

2-BEDRC)OM/ BATH, 424 Landfair. June 15-

Seplember (early). Full kitchen, baiy pool,

parking. $300/ person for four- negotiable.

(213)209-2372.

2 FEMALE sublelters needed! Unique, huge,

furnished aparlmcnl., Parking available and
WALK lo CAMPUS (21 3)476- 7435

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2-bd/2-ba, 2

phone lines, furnished, parking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk lo UCLA Brent/Tom (213)824-2205.

2 SUBLETTERS needed! Single with balcony,

FURNISHED, security. 5 min. walk UCLA.
$300/person 6/17-9/17 (213)824-0171.

2b/2b. apt. on Glenrock. Pool/spa, balcony,

A/C, furnished, 5-min. walk to campus.
$350/obo. (213)824-0653. Amy.

FURNISHED 2-bdr/2-bth. 51 2 Veteran. Cable,

parking. Available June 18-Sept 1 . $1 300/mo.
Call (213)824-4963.

FURNISHED, Westwood. l-bdrm/1-balh. 2

people/$275 each. Clean, VC, pool, park.

(213)824-9950. (213)209-5005.

GREAT APARTMENT—huge, airy, clean,

fully-furnished & close lo campus! Share room
plus parking for $300/mo. -^ deposit. We're
friendly, fun, clean, & easygoing looking for

female roommate with same qualities.

(213)479-7329.

GREAT DEAL!! Westwood summer sublet,

steps from campus. 2bdrm/2bath.
$280/month. 3 females. (213)824-7044.

HUGE 2-BED/2-BATH ASAP- Through 8/30.

Free week(s), $340/person. Very negotiable,

need out dcsparalely. Andrea 824-4183.

HUGE Iwo bedroom. Hardwood floors, back-

yard, in Westwood. Summer sublet with lease

option $1440/mo. (213)208-4671

JUNE 16- SEPTEMBER Female. Gorgeous
apartment, 2-blocks lo UCLA, Security park-

ing, nice roommates $295 (818)248-0455

LARGE one bedroom. Great view Available

June 20-Augusl 25. 10990 Slralhmore Dr.

$890.00 Cathy (213)624-0335

LOADED. 2BD/2BA. Available 6/18-8/1.

$350/mo Negotiable Call Willis
(213)479-0657 lv. message.

-$300/MO SUBLET- Bedroom rurnfshedTTmTrv"
walk lo campus. Females only. (213)

208-8350.

3BR/2BA. Jul-Aug. Furnished Hardwood
floors. Walk to UCLA. Spacious. 3 parking

spaces. Mike 824-4546.

Vi month, rent free $276/mo Furnished stu-

dio. 1 min lo campus Parking Avail.

6-15/8-28 (213)624-1776

$525 FURNISHED SINGLE w/ kitchen. Avail-

able June 18-September. 1 mile lo UCLA.
CALL 477 6663

ADORABLE AFFORDABLE LOFT: large living

room, big closets, sunken bathtub, 2 parking

spaces, walking distance. (213)209-5163.

A HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM APARTMENT- On
Glenrock, furnished, parking, perfect for 4-5

people $l,200-$1,30Q/mo. (213) 824-2546.

APARTMENT ON LANDFAIR. 2-bedroom,
furnished, pool, 3 parking spaces, hardwood
floors, 2 balconies. $325/mo Call
(213)209-1010

Available 6/16-9/16 516 Landfair Need one
female to share sublet Spacious studio, park-

ing space, new stove and refrigerator. Only
$385/mo (213)824-3367

AWESOME!! WESTWOOD aparlmcnl,
2-bed/2bath, 1 -block/campus, microwave,
dishwasher, balcony, gym, parking, $34tVmo
OBO /\^AP! (213)209 2023 .

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED lop floor one-
bed/one-bath apartment. Full kitchen, laundry,

security, parking (Bedroom has one queen
sized bed). Three miles lo campus, on busline.

Palms area $500/mo (213)637-9435

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet. Avail

able June 15 or July 1 -August .30 Female
preferred $525/mo. (213)859-7690 Sherrie

BIG one-bedroom. Two blocks from campus.
Avail June 16-Sepl 15 $1000 Ncg
(213)206-1090

BKENTWOOf:), spacious, 2-slory lownhousc,
$1450/mo Avail, July-Scplembcr Oeal
place (213)207-0363 Call Eric

BRENTWOOD, spacious, master bedroom in

huge 2-bdrm iwo-level lownhouse. Two for

$350 Of $700 private jon (213)209-2301

CAT-LOVER WANTED lo sublet tabby in

spacious 2-bedroom apt Fairfax district,

6/1 5-8/30 Dales -f rent negotiable
(213)934-5313

"

CHATEAU UNIV. APTS 2-3 roommates
needed ASAP Walk lo campus. Pool, parking,

security, ocea nview.^- Paul, '

Jeff,
(213)208-2751

CLOSE TO THE LA COUNTY MUSEUM- Two
bedrooms in very nice three bedroom duplex
with yard, $375/mo. July-Scpi $40(Vmo. July

Aug Last ten days of June free Utilities

included (213) 939 5416

COOL APARTMENT to sublet 2-bedroom/
_2-balh and parking, June-Sept
(213)208 0845 Laura or Susan* .

FEMALE ROOMMATE July-Sepl., move in/out

dates flexible. PARKING, furnished, jacuzzi

540 Midvale $300/mo/obo Karen
(213)206-4102

FEMALE KOOMMATF(S), for 2 bed town-
home. S miles to UCLA Security, jacuzzi,

parking, buses, market $21 2 50/pcrson
$340/2 Avail now (213)39^2564

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- June 17 -

Sept 1 WcstwcKxi aparlmcnl, corner of Hil-

gard & Wcslholme, $300/mo. Karilyn (213)
208-7636 I

FEMALE(S) for 2ibedroom spacious duplex

$355 negotiable. June 20-August 20. Parking

available. (213)445-5345.

MUST KENT thit gt^iX 1 bdr/1 bth apartment
on Veteran! Available June 1 6 until September
10 $600/obo. (213)208-3547

NAME YOUR PRICE 27, bdrm/2 balh, hard-

wood floors, dishwasher, furnished or unfurn-

ishcd, cz walk, 10997 Roebling 824-2084

NEED 4lh male in 2-bcd/2-balh apt. for

summer $387.50/mo Can bargain Call

Bryan. (213)208-5103

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED- Summer rent-

als, $625-$650/monlh One block west of

UCLA (213) 624-0532

ONE GIRL wanted lo share studio Tor summer,
1 -block block from campus. $350/mo. Mary
(213)206-5665 '_

OWN ROOM AND BATHROOM. Huge
aparlmcnl in Sherman Oaks $375 a month.
Call Josh (618)788-6916.

PRACTICALLY FREE: 2-bed/l bath, spacious,

furnished apt. $250 per person or $1000 unil

LANDFAIR Walking distance
(213)824-2590.

PRICE NEGOTIABLE! Summer sublet. 475
Gayley 4 spaces available, furnished,

2bcd/2balh Parking Stella or Linda
(213)624-5384.

ROOM available from 6/1 6 lo 9/1 5 Furnished,

w/spa, gym, security, parking, more $725/mo
(213)208 8453. (Vince u Tony).

SANTA MONICA- 6 blocks from the beach,
own room, furnished, July A Aug.,
$500/mo/obo. 451-9209. -

SPACIOUS! Summer sublet lo Sept Share
2-bed, 2-balh, close to campus Brian
(213)209-0662

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM furnished apart

menl. Pool, security, parking, laundry
$800/negoliable 691 Levering Ave
(213)206-0671

SPACIOUS 1-bdrm, hardwood floors, beauti-

fully furnished, w/parking space. Rent ncgoti-

ablc (213)478 6632

SUBLET 1 -bedroom aparlmcnl. Summer and
Fall. June 22-Dcccmber 31 New security

building, parking, furnished, dishwasher, A/C,

4lh floor, $650/mo (negotiable). Call

(213)839-7693 (before 10 pm).

SUBLET 2-BEDKOOM 2 BATH Veteran &
Levering. Furnished, 2 parking spaces, pool,

1000-monlh All summer. Jeff, (2>3)20g 5416.

SUBLET: 3 needed Furniscd, security 2-bcd/

2-bath, parking Residential area, WLA. July 1 -

September 1 (negotiable) $350/obo
(213)479 8129

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER
2- bdrm/2 balh Close to campus $350/month.
(213)624 2221

SUBLET: Large, one-bedroom, furnished, June
16-Aug 31 $750/mo Negotiable
(213)208-5667 WALKING DISTANCE.

SUBLET- MALE UCLA student, 2 blocks lo

campus, furnished, $295/mo. (213)824-7590.

SUBLET OWN ROOM 6 mi lo UCLA
$313/mo. July 1 Sepl 30. 10 min lo beach
Weight room, pool, parking. Suzanne,
(213)822 9268

SUBLET Share apartment for ihe summer
Parking, fully fumished. $500 for entire sum-
mer Greg (213)208-8953

SUBLETTERS NEEDED, large, furnished,

cable, micro, $312/mo 631 Kellon, till Sept

20 (nog), (213)206-7636

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom, furn-

ished, June 16-lale September, Landfair, pool,

laundry, (213)624-1993. Negotiable

SUMMER SUBLET WLA/Brentwood. Beauli
ful large one-bedroom, fully furnished option,
parking, security. Sharon 213-478-2443.

SUMMER SUBLET needed 2-bed/2 balh 4

spaces $30(Vobo. 519 Glenrock. Walter

(213)824-3600. Security Westwood, great

view.

SUMMER SUBLET, 2-bed/2-balh. 2 female

roommates to share apt. in Midvale Plaza 11.

(213)208-5883.
"

SUMMER SUBLET. 5 minute walk lo class.

Fully furnished. Studio apartrhent. Mid-June-

August 31. $604/mo (213)824-1141.

SUMMER SUBLET: $1000/mo. 2bdr/-2bth,

Jacuzzi, security bIdg. Call (213)477-9370.

SUNSET/DOHENY, unfurnished single apart-

ment, new paint, new carpet. Available 6/1

thru 12/30. $466/month. Call Liz

(213)276-8410, William (213)858-8443.

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2 bedroom/
2-bathroom, available 6/18. Rent negotiable.

Michael or Eric. (213) 824-3893.

THIS IS It!!! Just $25Q/mo Female for a

spacioucly furnished 2-bdr/2-blh. Security

parking and walk to campus! (213)624-7092

Jenny.

VENICE: own room in 3-bedroom house.

Deck, block to beach, elc. $400. Call

213-392-0220.

VENICE SUMMER HOUSE 3-bdrm. Hard-

wood floors, garage, yard. Wash. Near beach.

$1500/mo. Craig. (6 16)396-1460,
(213)399-4096.

westwood"" 2-bdr/2blh, parking, security,

pool, jacuzzi, balconies, furniture optional. 2

blocks to UCLA. Must see. Mid-June-Scpl 30
516 glenrock $110Q/mo (213)208-4317.

WESTWOOD: 2 females for 1 furnished bdr

,

across from UCLA 6/61 - 8/31 $750/mo.

negotiable. (213) 624-3550.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm 2-balh $360/mo.
available imme-
diately walking distance lo campus Security

Building, (213)208-3447.

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-baih summer sub-

let, security ouilding, furnished. June-August,

Walk to UCLA. (213) 624-4546.
[j

WESTWOOD. 10 min from UCLA. Town-
housc. Share 2.bdf/2.bth • loft. Furnished.

WESTWOOD. 1-BD/1-BA apt 527 Midvale.

June-Sept. 3 people possible-negotiable-great

bargain Buffy (213)209-2854

WESTWOOD- Spcious furnished 2-bed/

2-bath, laundry, 2-parking spaces. KeltorV

Gayley. Start July-1. Rent negotiable. (213)

209-2121.

WESTWOOD- 2-bed/2-bed, new, security,

^C, 2-parking, some furniture available. July

-Aug. 475 Gayley, $1,400/mo. (213)
824-0834.
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^STWOOD. 2-bedroonV 2-bath. 6/16-iulx.

only. $1CXX) only. Kelton Ave. Close tO'Cam-

pus. (213)824-3925.

Condos for Sole 67

2-BEDROOM/ IV4 -bath. Prime location. Safe/

quiet garden area. Owner must sel I . Agent Ray.

$159,500. (213)559-4315.

Condos for Rent 69

2 -t- 2 SUBLEASE- available through 9-1-90,

near UCLA, $1 000. (21 3)471 -4989, after 6pn^.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath condo.

Swimming pool, garage, $1200. For info call

Ben 10am—7pm. (213)477-8838

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 2-t-2, large and spacious,

minutes away. $1600. (213)836-2610. Avail-

able Now.

WESTWOOD 2-1-2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600. (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm.

Ctiild Core 90

DAY CARE. Warm secure educational prog-

ram. Lots of activities. Age 1 2mo-3yrs. Refer-

ences licensed (213)475-8803.

Movers 94

Parking. $320/mo including utilities.

(213)475-5152

WESTWOOD Summer sublet. 2 females

needed. 2-bdr/l-blh, spacious, quiet. 471

Landfair (213)209-5731.

WESTWOOD 1-bdr for summer. June 1 5-Au-

gust. Parking. 5 minutes from UCLA, $425/mo
(213)470-5945 Brent

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- 1 bedroom, furn-

ished, security, pool, parking. Gas/walcr

paied $765/mo 11090 Slralhmore (213)

208-3148.
•

WESTWOOD. Loft, furnish(*d, piVking, sec-

urity. Non-sm6ker. Close to campus. Rent

negotiable. Mid-June lo Mid September. Lon
(213)444-7382

GREG'S MOVING CO. Fast, dependable
24hrs. (213)281-8892.

Movers 94

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5900

'-UCLA SIUDENIUDISCGUNT
LOW RATES!

• MODERN. CLEAN

BUILDING

• YOUR LOCK & KEY

• T.V. SURVEILLANCE

• BOXES AND^'PACKING

I

OLYMPIC P'

10FVVY

m

MATERIALS

U-HAUL
TRUCK
RENTALS

AA OLYMPIC/ CENTINELA SaF STORAGE

829-2525

LOW RATES!

• COMMERCIAL

PERSONAL SPACE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• URGE AND SMALL

SI2E SPACES

• TRUCK RENTALS

VISA

3250 Olympic Blvd
MoMt-'CO'di

T • MAILBOX
RENTALS

^SUMMER STORAGE
BOXES, BIKES, MOPEDS, FURNITURE-jusi about everything.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY from all DORMS. SORORITY
and FRATERNlfy row, and your APARTMENT or house.

Guaranteed LOWEST PRICES:
Box - Medium ($5 per month) = $15 for the summer
Bicycle ($9 per month) = $27 for the summer
Bed - Single ($10 per month) = $30 for the summer

+ Substantial quantity discounts available.

FREE INSURANCE!

For info and 10% DISCOUNT call: 477-8126
• Owned and operated by currenl UCIJ^ MBA students.

SUMMER STORAGE
IMCK-IJPIHMNTS:*

WKDNKSDAY TL'NE 13th ; (Best day lo buy boxes)

ill.DKICK MALI.

DYKSIRA HAU-

.SI'ROLJl,.'llAl.L

l-KAlliRNn Y ROW
SORORri Y ROW

THURSDAY IIJNE 14th;

9 un to 1 1 ani

11 am lo noon

nix>n to 1 pni

I pm to 2 pm

y 2 pm to 3 pm

SWOUl. HAli.

RILLREIR MAU.

FRATIJWITY ROW (GAYIJ-IY)

SORORFFY ROW (SOIJI If)

KRIDAV JUNE ISth :

IICDRICK MALL

.^ MUCMSUITKS
DYKSTRA \\\iX.

SOHORrrYROW (NORTIO

^VATIiRNlTY ROW O-ANIM-AIR)

9 am tu noon

noon to 2 pm

2 pm to 3 pm

3 pm to 5 pm

9 am to noon

noon to 2 pm

2 pm to 4 pm

4 pm lo 5 pm

5 pm to 6 pm

* Pick-up and delivery Tor your APART.MKNT alto! Call as to arrange a dale and linie

u CUARANTEEI) LOWKST PRICKS - from $5 per month for a nu-'dium «i/e box!

o FREE PICKLP AND DKLIVERV!

o FREE INSURANCE!

o CALL for more details and a 10% DISCOUNT:

» Owned aid operMed hy current IJCI.A MBA Hudenu

477-8126

sim,\ii:h sTOKAoi;
University Storage Services

•We store anything, any size*

•Pick up and delivery provided
• Extensive Insurance Policy

Typing 100

IBM Pt word processing Icrm papers, theses,

dissertations, lapcs. Reasonable rates. Melissa

For info and reservations call

l-800-736-a)'11

(2 1 3MS9. 2S8

IBM WORD PKOCFSSING, fast, accurate,

spell check, Laser printer $1 50/pagc

Monica/Santa Monica (213)392-3262

Tutoring Offered 98

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on iclevision. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441

LEARN Italian frorT\ a Native Speaker. $25/hr

Call (213)452-7011., Ask for Paola

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- lor foreign

students. Lived in japan 6 years. Duke Univcr-

sity graduate (213) 638-4382 Johanna

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching- experience Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4621

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. Top skills lo

assist you with; pap>crs, manuscripts; theses, 4.

dissertations; resumes Call: 473-4193

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR NEEDED for math/Algebra. Will pay

$20^r Call locy (213)399-4826.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer Termpap

ers, Dissertations, Resurncs, APA form Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conie/

Tiverton (213)208 0040
III I

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24

hour service (213)828-8133, Angelica

PAPERS TYPED, $2/per page $5 fee for rush

job Cash only (213)823-0691

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,"

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more Barbara,

(213)820-7400
;jj^

WORDPROCESSING specializing m theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes Santa Momta (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (21 3)466 2886
'

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,

legal papers, theses Reasonable rales Laser

printed WLA Andy (213)390-1141

Music Lessons 102

Typing 100

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves 24hr, (21 3)281 -8892

HAVE LARGE TRUCK. Low rates from another

student Call John (213)206-5181

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs,short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly(2 13)285-8688 UCLA alumnus.

•

f '• — '

—

JERRY'S moving and delivery The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able Jerry (213)391 5657.

SUMMER STORAGE \rcc pick up and dcliv

cry. All dorms and greek houses and apts. I rcc

iosyrance. June 13-15, (213) 477-8126.

Personal Service 95

Insurance 91

SHYNESS CLINIC
Anxious? Tongue tied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process

that enables you

to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.

(818)907 7927.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing
CX'er 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Deianey 207-5021

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher

Near UCLA. All level* Guitars available Call

Jean (213)476-4154

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults-

children $15/hr Call Mr Rubmn at

(21 3)4 75- 1646 Leave message

VOICE 40 years leaching All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera, musicals, lop supper clubs

Near UCLA MICHAEi, BONDON(213)2777012

50% off STORAGE
FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH

^(WITH ADD)

A Neighborhcxxi Storage

U-HAUL

VfNCf

MASMMCTOtt IIVO

% MAtlNA rWV

5

•••TRUCK TIENTAI^
•••BOXKS AND PACKING
MATERIAI^

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213) 820 4839

Services Offered 96

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
•

•
•
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*••••••••••••*•••

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
We all do but auto insurance

is lequired hy law' So for a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AGEMCY

11802 Washington Blvd.

I.OS Angeles, CA 90066

(213) 390-0593
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.,

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled *

,

Multiple Tickets/Accidents^
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars I

Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

A^

Call 474-7283
\*t

SAVE-ON

IRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

slalemenls, elc? Professional help Ui)n\

consultant/ author M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-435.3

IMMICKATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skancs at (213)559-1369.

PROIESSIONAl WORD PROCESSING Spe-

cializing in college papers (theses), and APA
style welcome) Reasonable rates. Laura/Cara

(213) 649-0499

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph 1) Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333.

BEAR'S EDITING
All -subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Foreign students welcome.
Sharon Bear. Ph 0.

(213) 470-6662

tBt «ti«Ma«<«.in.a«L»MniLji..«x'

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
700 am- 930 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

i<-

A-1 ATTITUDE? Lawgraduale with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951

ABSOLUTELY PRCX)IED' Speedy typing

Anything, Editing available Computer, laser

printer. Near campus {Jam-lOpm
(213)472-1999.

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround Trocs-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673 Pickup service available.

All typing I do. Free pick-^jp and delivery

$1 75/pagc (818)708 0910 and
(213)274 5229

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT

IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA) BLANCHE (213)390 4588

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes Correct spelling, grammar

Edith (213)933-1747

IXXTOR WORD Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184. ,

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing

Academi<yBusin€!4i. Dissertations, scripts, etc

Your location or mine Angela (21 3)399 2086

FAST accurate, word processing. Research

papers, charts, dissertations, etc. Starting at

tl 45 pef page (213)826-1218

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser pnnted (213)391 0942. „

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFIEREb
Free pick-up and delivery Reasonable rales

call (213)202-6961

IBM-PC WC^RDPRCKESSING, termpapcrs, re

ports, dissertations, scripts. Laser printer

Nalioiul/Seoulvcda (21 3)397-9711 .

-X^^

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES The loo< ImjI ^cls

results Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing (213) 450 0133

LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY'- Resumes for all

professions & occupations Cover letters, term

papers, Reports Karen (818) 718-7953

'RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly wniicn

by Career Counselor Also college admission

essays Near UCLA (213)208 186 5

WINNING RESUME,S, 2-hr service Our client!,

ct results Wc Never Close (213)287 2785

Travel 105

LEARN TO TRAVEL cheap as an air courner

LAX to London $199 RT, LAX to Hong Kong

$299 RT, other opportunities to fly free For

"The Courrier Travel Handbook" send $9 95

to Courrier Air Travel. 36<j1 North Campbell

Ave Ste 342. Tuscpn, AZ 85719

AMEX/NW VOUCHER NEEDED
$99/$1,18 voucher needed for

male - valid thru June *90.

FINDERS FEE!

Call Robert 839-4526.

ONE WAY TO BOSTON
June 18,

Female only $1.00

Raquel (213)254-4489

94 travel 106

THE

WORLD
All Rnund frf/} Fares.
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Travel Tickets 106

1-WAY, non-stop ticket for sate, $100, LA to

Newark, 6/14/90, call (213)394-0217
'%

LAX TO MIAMI' 1 Way Ticket $125 00 June

21, 8 30am. Call jeanme 208-0556

KOUNDTRIP ticket LAX'Pans/Ceneva leaves

June 15 Return Frankfurt/NYAAX July 6
$840 original cost $400/obo (213)285-9740
Aaron Rosen

Autos for Sale 109

1972 BLJICK Skylark coupe red, one owner,
low mileage, exquisite, original interior, large

rollback roo( whtte f.xceiient mech*mea+-
condition Collectors car, must see to appre^i

ate Price dropped lo $3C)00 Call evenings

(213)277-3683

1974, CAMFRO, well-lramcd, good shape,
"

good lircs, A/C $1700 (213)397-2142

1979 VOLVO 264CL Auto, A/C, AM/TM
cassette Newlires 88k miles Excellent condi-

lioa $2700 (213)326-7012 evening

1981 DATSUN 280ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans ,

$3200/obo Tim (213)312 1175

1983 HONDA ACCORD LX, auto, air, p/s,

Kenwood stereo Take $2950 1 982 Rabbit LS,

5-speed, air, $2200 (213)470-8913

1983 ISUZU Impulse, black, a^'c, sunroof, 50^
excellent condition, $4300/obo
(213)933 85.36

198.JI VW RABBIT, 4.speecl, VC FM/AM
raoio Alarm, excellent condition. Orig
owner 45 5K Leave mcssaec (2V^)473 1930

^.^^ r-—^ :

<1984 MASFRATI 81 TURBO Dark Aquamar-
ine Li-alKc, cxccllmt condition Alarm,

Ct)ver $79(KVobv 213-9bO1280

198<> MITSUBISHI TRFDIA L, aa, aulo, am/fm
cassette, 50k, l.kc new $3950
(213)288-1771

1986? SUBARU XT/CL, air, auto, excellehl.

$5500 (213)472 6554 > %
1 987 HONDA ACCORD LX, all options, white

4 door, mint condition, 34k mi $9995 Call

(2>a)473 7087

1987 MITSUBISHI MIRACF NC. 4-door,

5 speed, 48K miles, $4600/obo
(213)222 4701— T 1

78 BUICK SKYHAWK 80k miles, reliable,

works very well, n€?w battery, belts, brakes,

tires $750 (21 3)^472-5278 "

BMW 2002, 1974, Burgundya, mint corvT"
$3200 (213)8241264 Glenn.

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?
Only 18 years Old?

Call: ^213) 678-9146

VI
.J-
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Qrip firmly

. 6 Black: po«t.

10 J«w«lry it«m
14 Asian coin

15 Uncovered
16 Glass piece
17 Continuously
18 yourself

19 Therefore
20 Silk fabrics

22 Untrained
23 Insult

24 Foot control

26 — — last

resort

29 Formerly
31 Cereal
32 Stag
34 Essayist

38 Entreaty
39 Failure

41 "^ leRoi"
42 Organized
45 Smirked
48 Ostrich's kin

49 Small group
50 Vocal pauses
51 Totes
55 — Truefieart

57 Broker
58 Decorators'

containers
63 — up on:

study hard
64 Vigorous
65 Trade talk

66 HarKlk:rafts'

kin

67 Work units s
68 Not tiny

'-

6tf Colleen
70 Venison or

HHJttOn
71 Energy

DOWN
1 Trim
2 Moon goddess
3 Did the san>e
as

4 Food lists

5 Cycled
6 Signed
7 Support
8 Rhymester
9 Hockey goal
10 Efficacious

11 Shaved
12 California

player

13 Sierra —

.

Africa
21 "OK"
22 Auto part

25 Commotion
26 Elec. units

27 Sea-goer
28 Athena
30 Have faith in

33 Avidity

35 Radial
36 Eternally

3ilTrotskyists,

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s T T A L R A M Si

1
F 1 D

L A R Q O A L O E A R O W
R Q A N C P|E R A G E

Q iQlRh tH 1 RO N E D
Giiiac] sasB

F R E Sll QH THOISIC A R
E V E N TS ou sTtW A D A
R A N T E L u D E A N A T

A T E III S 1 8
E

R E N E G E
L E W 1

S
s H R G A N 8 E R
N A A E R E]

G 8 L W B 1

L
s T s A T

A 8 c E T 1 c A H R 8 E
8 L T

1
N A M E E D 8 ^ L

P T 8 G R A D N A T A L

Bicycles for Sale 113 Rides Wanted 1 16 Furniture 126

JAPANESE 1 2-speed. Bike wArainer. Shimano
components, slightly used. $500. Sacrifice.

(213)390-0516.

MOUNTAIN BIKE for sale. Brand new. Make
offer. All (213)824-5905.

DRESSER (41 X 36 X 17) Needs ride to

Berkeley/Oakland area. Will pay $. (818)

789-1571.

Auto Repair 110 Insurance 91

eg
40 Most soiled

43 Give off

44 Scheduled
46 Manner
47 Some greeting

cards
51 Conspiracy
52 Israeli com
53 Charters

54 Trunk item

56 No-fat man
59 Seaweed
60 Fairy-tale

heavy

61 Roman rot>e

62 Hold back

64 Garment part

CAR PROBLEMS?
Oil Changes $22.95

Tune-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CAf^S

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1980 YAMAHA 850. Many xtras. Runs great.

Leaving country. $1000/obo. Alex,
(213)475-8470.

1 987KAWA EX500, new F&R tires and brakes,

recent tune-up, avail. June 15th, $1700,
(213)826-2794. • .

83 XT 250- Street tegal; extras black, $525.ddr
(213) 393-2955. .

BMWR65LS 1982. Exqellenl condition. 27 5k,

s^ddkbags, etc $2400. (213)474-9805

HONDA 250 Rebel, 1986, immaculate condi-

tion. Low mileage, must sec to appreciate.

$150Q. (213)824-1910.

HONDA 750 SABRE 1984 Good condition
-12 00 miles. $1 300/obo. Andrew,
(213)204-3287.

^_
'

KAWASAKI ?Sn IQHA I nnW :>nA r..nc nr^.,

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Co8t Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

I Ionic Hoalth-CorTuri.'Motortvch

Well Come TO YOU!

Futons

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices^

Royal-Pedic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave.

(213) 653-7755

Daily Bruin Sports Monday, June 4, 1 990 45

Scooters 119

1985 AERO 50- Includes helmet, kryptonile

lock. Great condition! $400. Brent (213)

824-2205.

1 985 HONDA AREO 50, red and black, great

condition, 4,800 miles. $425/obo
(213)824-0691.

1985 HONDA, Deluxe 150 scooter Good
condition. Runs great, recently tuned,includes

lock. $585 (818)883-2$20. (213)208-3211

1 986 BLK HONDA ESPRFE. Ct <;ond/musl sell:

$300. (213)287-2384.

new rcTr tire

(213)477-1777.

SUOO/obo Scan"

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Excellent condition

4UStluncd. 1425/ohn fall Amy 21 "^-fi?^ "^^IS.

BEDROOM, living room, dining room, large

desk, remote color TV. Moving, must sacrifice.

(213)476-0817.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone orders

accepted. (213) 372-2337.
'

MUST SELL: 2 bed sets, color TV, matching
sofa chair, coffee, end tables, lamp, computer
and staridard desks, chair, bookself. Call

(213)208-4881. eves.

MUST SELL: Twin mattress and box spring

$1 75, new wood dresser $200 Call Kathcnnc
(213)208-2312.

NEW: Bunk beds - heavy duty solid wood,
$90.00, Queen bed - new in package,

$200.00, Bedroom set - black and while

lacquer, $290.00, Dinette set, $135.00
(213)473-8609. ^ ^
FOR SALE- Double size matrcssAxjxspring

$35, 19-inch color television $40 Contact

(213) 208 0489.

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hidc-a-bcd $250. Matccss and box spring

$150. Dinette set $195 Sofa and love seat or

sectional $595. Wall unit $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150. Di-

ning room 9-piece^et $995 Bunk beds $200.

Day bed $195 Recliner $195 Brass head
board $ 1SQ . Encyc loped ia 198M Co>l $10(M). -

Letters

Should
college

athletes be
payed for

^eir play?-

KAWAS NINJA 250 1988. Black, red pin strip.

Two helmets, bike cover. Lock (21 3)478-8950

$1900

1986, RED Honda Elite 80 Cx>od condition. sacrifice $250 (213)193-2338

New battery, m ust sell. MSQiobo.
(213)824-5311. '

% iCfour

birthday

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109

-—BMW 31 8i, 1984, immaculate, 65Kmi , auto-

matfc, air, sunroof, alarm, cassette,
Michelin's, dealer maintained.
( 2 1 3.-^) 3 9 3-4185
$8550. •

—BUICK SKYLARK 1980 $1000/obo. Stick-shift,

am/fm cassette. Runs good Original owner
(213)550-0281.

"CADILLAC 1971- New transmission, water-

pump, carborator, battery, regulator, tune-up
. & smog check AM/FM, 4 -door, A/C, $1,995,

(213) 825-6075 (work) (213) 478-2955
(evening)

DATSUN 210 station wagon, 1979 Brown,
67k miles, new tires and safety belts. Runs
great and very well kept AAA inspection

report, $1500/obo (213)208-7440

FORD MUSTANG 1980 4-spccd, stereo, air,

sunroof Must sell by end of )une. $1700.
(213)476-4769

FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback, 1987, arri/

frn/ca$«ctte, pw, pdl, cru»se control,. A/C,.
warranty, $7000 (213)472-7285.'

HONDA ACCORD- 1985, beige, AC, stereo-

cassette, $6000/obo. Power steering (213)

399-8357, (213) 380-9100

HONDA CIVIC 1977 w/1983 engine Nice
New brakes. $150C/obo. (213)204-5924.

HONDA CIVIC 1500GL, 1980, 5-spd., A/C,
silver, xinl. condition. $1200/obo
(213)474-4987

HONDA PRELUDE 1987 White, moon-roof
afT\/fm cassette, excellent condition $8200.
(213)599-3944.

HONDA PRELUDE 1983. $4500 Midnight

- blue. Sun/moon roof AM/FM cassette

5-speefl. Good condition (818)786-5899.

•HYUNDAI Excel, 1988, $4700 Red, low
mileage, immaculaie, 2-year full factory war-
ranty. A beauty. Bob (213)337-9044

"^ROC Z Camaro, 1 988 While w/black interior.

28k orginal miles. Mint condition 11,500.

Loaded. Private Party. (213)477-1126, leave

message.

MAZDA 323 1981 Runs perfect
$1200/negotiable. (213)208-2947

MCB '80. Last year manufactured! Red. Low
mileage. Excellent running condition. $3985
(714)660-8248.

-/

MITSUBISHI TREDIA, 1985, $2950/obo.
5-speed, air, very clean (213)278-4020

MITSUBISHI MONTERO 1987 4x4 air tinted

windows 50,000 miles Exccllcnl condition

$6950. (213)288-1771

MR2, 1987, mint, 5-spd , A/C, slcreo/casscttc.

Spoiler pkg, 32 mpg, $8925 (805)296 5.362

NISSAN STANZA 1982 2-door. 5-spced, A/C,

AM'FM cassette, eq booster, 85k $1900.
G6od condition (213)6708544

PONTIAC 1980 SUNBIRD 2 door, good
condition. $1000 AM/FM, beige.
(213)472-1048.

TOYOTA COROLLA FX 1988, 39.000 miles,

$6,000 or Take over payments, good condi-
tion, 213-825-5419, 213-439-2956

TOYOTA SUPRA '84. 54k miles Excellent

condition. Leather scats, sunroof, automatic,
equalizer, cover, red (21 3)476-8958 $7,000

VOLKSWaGON SiJpcr Beatle, 1 974, converti-

ble, yellow with black, new top,, headlincr,

upholstry, excellent condition. $5600/obo.
Leave message BiJI (213)656-7613.

VW BUG 1970 Good reliable transportation

Good tires. Well-mainlamcd engine Good
brakes $1200. (213)397-2142

WHITE Mazda RX7 1983, Sunroof,mag
wheels, excellent condition. 78,000 miles.

$3600/obo Marilyn (213)625-0644,
(213)455-2374

GO TOPLESS!
'87 CelJca Convertible
White, auto, air, 42 K,

excellent inside and out.

$14,000
Nanci (213)829-7995.

Y/WAHA RIVA JOG 1988 with lock and

basket. $500. Call (213)860-6925 after 1pm

Bicycles for Sale 113

12-SPEED Sterling, bik/silver Suntour derail-

ers, exint condition $130/obo
(213)636-7346

Many interesting changes could be iA

store for you in the year ahead Mean-
ingful transformations may occur where
both your social life and career are
concerned.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Play a lone
hand in your commercial endeavors to-
day, because partners might lack your
dedication and motivation Their indif-
ferent attitude could offset your enthu-
siasm. Trying to patch up a broken ro-
mance'' The Astro-Graph Matchmaker
can help you to understand what to do
to make the relationship work Mail $2
o Matchmaker. P O Box 91428. Cleve-
and. OH 44101-3428
2ANCER (Jun« 21-July 22) Today you
night have involvements with persons
Nho will come up with rather bright
deas However, they will need your
nental adroitness to develop them to
iheir fullest potential
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You're still under
nfluences where money might come to
•ou more rpadily than usual Be dollar
ninded and also look for ways to make
30od things better.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) Don t be
afraid to take on more assignments
than usual today You are likely to per-
form better if you feel circumstances
are prodding you a bit.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Several good
things might be developing for you at
this time that you'll be eager to discuss
with others However, it might be best
to keep what s occurring to yourself a
bit longer.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Conditions
in general are very hopeful for you in
this cycle, bot you are likely to be lucki-
est in situations that have impressive
potential. Big is better
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-D«c. 21) You
could be quite successful today, espe-
cially if you are able to collectively link
together several related objectives
Make one from the many.
CAPRICORN (Dm. 22-J«n. 19) Today
you might have an opportunity to teach
someone you like how to handle a testy
situation similar to one you successfully
dealt with in the past
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Your best
chances lor adding to your resources
today aren t likely to come through your
customary channels, but you could
score through a new one you |ust
opened
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Someone
who has never been very cooperative
with you could do an about face at this
time and turn into an ally upon whom
you can truly depend. You'll be brought
together in an unusual way
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Take a little

extra linr>e today to organize your pro-
cedures in advance before tackling
iasks. When your tools ere laid out and
your plans made, you II be very
productive
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your great-
est asset today is likely to be your men-
tal agility This attribute will be effec-
tively utilized in your social
Involvements It will enhance your pop-
ularity and win admirers.

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80. Only 1 4.50 miles. XInt

condition. t. $850/obo Call Adam.
(213)274-9665.

86 ELITE Hitc, with lock, $550 obo Grad.,
must sell. 444-4915.

AERO 50, $250, and 1986 8Q excellent

condition, low mileage, $700.(213)836-2610

ELITE 1 50^1 987. Fxcellenl condition. Recently
tuned. Looks and runs great. $95Q/ono. Kevin
(213)824-7958.

EXCELLENT CONDITION, Elite ^Q, under
warranty, low miles, helmets included. Mov-
ing, sacrifice, $950. Mclanie. (213)208-6441.

HONDA ELITE, 1986. Lo miles Great condi-
tion. Plus helmet and lock. $850. Kimbcrly
(213)477-5513. message.

HONDA SPREE, 1967 BLACK- Great condi
tion, just tuned, $425/obo., includes helmcl,
basket, and lock Call Nicole (213) 207-5844

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmcl and lock
Great condition $375/obo. (213)208 6867

Misc. For Sale 128

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black In good condi
tion w/hclmct and lock $325 Evcrard
(213)206-0332

CAMERA: Minolta X700, lenses: 35, 70-21 0, &
wide angle. Used 2x. $500/obo Leslie.

(213)208-1385 Also Honda spree $250.

COMPLETE SET OF ART SUPPLIES, (INTER-
IOR DESIGN PROGRAM). Including drafting

board and case. $250. (213)736-7998

Musical Instruments 129

PIONEER CD PLAYER, never used $125 obo
Kelly (213)206^883.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COLOR TV CRAIG 1 4", remote control, only 5

months old with warranty, must sell $1 20/obo
(213)208-7440.

SPEAKERS- 125 W, unopened, new-polypro,
liquid cooled, BO. 451-9209.

WINDSURFER O'BRIEN. Great condition.
Leaving country. $150. Alex, (213)475-8470.

Office Equipment 133

Kditor:

Here in the middle of

ihc national loumamcni
nirvana that Is the

NCAAs, college basket-

ball's governing body lias

come under fire from
nearly everyone: from
that drooling dunk-junkie

Dick Viiale lo the aver-

age sud-sucking siool

jockey at the local sports

bar.

In the resullmg brouha-

ha over the alleged North

Carolina Suite point-shav-^

ing scandal, the "radical"*

cry for policy reform at

NCAA headquarters has

lx;en reverberating from

coast to coast.

"Pay the athletes!", the-

chorus wails, with Dick

Viialc's omnipresent

moaning as the lead bar-

itonC?. According to one
01 me "stuuent-atnicies'

involved in the N.C.

vSlate situation, fie arid his

allegedly criminal team-

mates agreed to "fix"

(allow a woeful Wake
Forest squad to beat the

jlQini spread) the outcome

'
S

HONDA SPREE 1985 Red 2700 miles, tunc
up, new tires, good condition. $380.

RED ELITE 1 50, deluxe, great cond, $800/obo
Debby (213)826-8394.

VFSPA Aqua, Rally 200 Great condition
$900 Call Andrea (213)208-3231

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1988, black, w^askct, low
mileage, exccllcnl condition $700
(213)398-0405.

YAMAHA RIVA 1 80 DIx, 1 985, runs great just

tuned $750. (213)624-4560.

PARKING SPOT available on Hilgard and
Weslholme. For more information Call Allan at

(213)208-0358.

OFFICE DESK, $65. Commercial typewriter,"

Adier Selectnc SE lOOOE, $70 File cabinet
credenza, $100. (213)824 7676

Typewriter/Computer 134

AMSTRAD Word processor/PC and printer,

disks and new ribbon Easy to use. $375/
(H)21 3-208-7202, (W)21 3-206-1 334. " -

CANON COMPACT typewriter Display
screen, auto correction, variable print types.
Hardly used $90 Sheri (213)208-4752

TOSHIBA 341 e- NLQ printer, sparingly used,
wide carriage, 24 PIN, tractor feed, $300 obo.
(21.3) 206-3967

,,mf^(^m^'^'sm^

oYeVoiC'.

Toctci-1^ Is your tdSt chance...

Say your goodbyes in the Dally Brulii^

special HeOcCin' H^me issuis...

Kerckhoff 112 nOOH.f >

of a meanmgless 1988

game in order to buy
luxuries such as food and
clothing.

Asked why they

decided to participate, this

brave man replial tliat it

was "justice" because of

the millions of dollars

they brought to the uni-

versity in ticket sales and
television revenue. Asked
whether or not he would
do it again, he was
unequivocal: "yes."

_ For once, Dick Vikle
and the usually conserva-

tive sports journalism

establishment are abso-

lutely right. These young
men are not "student

athletes", they are Ath-

letc/Entertainer/Fund-rais-

ers who deserve generous

compensation for their

exceptional efforts

designed lo net universi-

ties mountains of cash. It

is not as if all of these

young men are bound for

lucrative careers in the

NBA; next year less than

40 players will enter the

pro ranks out of the

thousands who play

NCAA hoops.

Those "AEFs" at N.C.

State, if convicted, will

not be criminals; they

will be martyrs that have

sparked the inevitable

wildfire that is threaten-

ing to consume that ivory

tower with the parquet

floor that is the National

Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation. As Dick Vitale

might say, "kick out the

greenbacks, baby!"

Taylor Stacy

senior

Political Science

UCLA Peer Helpline

Paris

London
Rome

*^.

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPC)INTMfNTS»208-4447»\() C.IMMIC KS

STYLISTS HAVl OVtR t YEARS tXr[RI[S( L

TACOS 50f
21 and OVER

9595 Wilstiire Boulevard

Beverly Hills (213)550-1599

\\\\\\\\\\V//////////

^
1 i lOll VVtAVI\(; COMI'Lt IL S4.i

,v., ,.,.u.. .'^~> EVt LASH TINT SIO

<i\c\\ I'EKM s^^li (oioK (OKkfc n()\ Si;

:)T()S in KM Srv4^> SHAMPOO SFT Sf)

Jl'hkPlk'M Sf>f, MANICUKE Sf>

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/SiS [icrni (SU vdlui' Irco)

SPECIAL FREE- luiircul mousse w/S'l.l perni (SI 7 value free)

1078 C.AYLEY.WtSTWOOl) VILL ACiE«NEXT TO BAXTER'S

WHADDAYA MEAN
X r-

LUNCH?
r

"Economists contend there's no such thing as a free lunch.

•1
' ^

.

"

We beg to differ. As a Graduating Senior, you can save
enough money on an Alumni Association membership to get

yourself a free lunch, and much more. Besides discount
membership rates, your savings include;

• $5 discount on cap & gown rental

• 10% off graduation announcements

*^

• 20% off diploma preservation

• $30 off the cost of any UCLA Extension course

• 2-for-1 season football tickets

(

Members also receive free library privileges, career
development services, travel opportunities, and more.

You can join the Alumni Association now, at a GradPak
station at any of these campus locations: Bruin Walk •

Cap & Gown • Main Bus Shelter • LuValle Commons •

South Campus Science Court.
jn

Just look for the GradPak signs.
I .'

And you can prove ail those economists wrong.

UCLAIumni
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For Steve Lewis, it was just a matter of time
»
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Steve Lewis

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Contributor

Well, now he*s done it all.

UCLA track star Steve Lewis
completed his junior year by doing
the one thing he hadn't done in his

college athletic career, winning the

NCAA title in the 400 meters on
Saturday.

The race put the finishing

touches on a great comeback this

year for Lewis, who came into the

meet having only run in two meets
since injuring his right hamstring

on March 31. Lewis had run at the

Northridge Invitational on May 5,

and at the Pac-10 Championships
two weeks ago, which he won for

the second straight year in a time of

46.10 seconds.

He steadily improved at the

NCAA's, winning his first heat in

a timeof 45.60, and the semifinals

in 45.01, before coming through in

the finals with a mark of 45.19.

This championship was espe-

cially sweet for Lewis because it

marked the one goal he hadn't

attained in college. As a freshman,

he was an integral member of the

UCLA team that won the NCAA

First he had the Seoul, now
he's No. 1 in college

team title, and finished second in

the 400m to teammate Danny
Everett. At the Seoul Olympics he

won two gold medals, winning the

400m in 43.87, the third-fastest

time in history, stunning favorites

Everett and Butch Reynolds. He
was also on the winning 1 600 relay

squad. And last year, he won the

Pac-10 title in the 400m, anchored
the winning 1600m relay, and was
named the Male Athlete of the

Meet. But despite being the odds-
on favorite to win the event at the

NCAA meet that year, his recur-

ring right hamstring injury kept

him out of the meet, putting his

championship plans on hold for at

least another year.

He came into this year with his

ultimate goaF being to win the

NCAA 400m race, and he looked
like a solid bet to do just that, until

the dreaded injury factor reared its

ugly head against Cal on March 3 1

.

The injury threw his plans into

disarray and cast a~slradow of.

doubt on his ability to be ready in

time for the NCAA meet. But he
took his time, let the hamstring
heal, and gradually regained his

form, just in time to fulfill his

dream.

And now that he has won
college's highest honor, the No.
2-ranked quarter-miler in the

world may be leaving the ranks of
collegiate track and field.

He said recently that if he won
the 400m title this year, he would

^

probably pass up his final year of

college eligibility, and turn "pro",

being able to receive appearance
money, prize money and endorse-

ments to put into a trust fund

administered by The Athletics

Congress, track and field's gov-

erning body.

It has been difficult for him to

pass up the money he could have
made these last two years to

d/e ^afaU tU 7989-90
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compete for UCLA, but he has said

all along that the 400m title was
very important to him, and that he
desperately wanted to win it. Now
that he has, it could be time for him
10 move on.

If he does decide to go, he will

be leaving behind a rich legacy. He
has given his all for the Bruins for

three years, overcoming a rash of
painful, frustrating injuries, to lead

the team to great successes.

He has had one of the great

college track careers of all time,

and the best could be yet to come..
He is only 21 years old, and
achieved his time of 43.87 seconds
at the tender age of 19. He has a
bank vault of talent,, and the

potential to be the greatest quar-

ter-miler ever. Whether he will or
not, only time will tell, but should
his career end tomorrow, he would
still go down as one of the best

400m runners in history.

What is known of Lewis* future

plans is that he intends to run on the

European circuit this summer,
participate in the Goodwill Ganges
in July, and is lookitig forward to

Uie 1992 Olympics in Barcelona
where he will defend his Olympic
title.

Letters

"Sick of Nor. Cal'
vs. So. Cal story

Editor:

Once again, Richard Marcus
has used his "Front Row"
column to continue his hate-

motivated denigration of pro-

fessional sports in Los Angeles
(Daily Bruin, May 16, 1990).

The ludicrousncss of his article

attacking the Dodgers in last ,

year's Bruin has t>ccn eclipsed

by his ridiculous commentary
on the Laker's early exit in

this year's NBA playoffs.

Mr. Marcus continues to turn

athletics into a "Northern Cali-

fornia vs. Southern California"

war, peppering his articles with

the petty jealousies that have
come to typify the standard

Bay Area fan, Mr. Marcus
appears to be a capable writer

and a somewhat knowledgeable
sports enthusiast, yet 1 wonder
why he must turn every article

into an "I hale L. A."propa-
ganda piece.

Subjects that could have
made for a more meaningful
and enlightening commentary "

could have been — the

emergence of Mark West as a

dominating inside player (not

surprising to those who follow

the game witJi intelligence, not

just for anii-L,.A. ammunition),
the inability of the Lakers to

deliver the "knockout" punch,
or ilic potential chink in the

Laker armor caused by the

retirement of Kareem Abdul

-

Jabbar.

While any of these topics

would have elevated his com-
mentary from the cheap-shot
.dfijvel that has come to char-

acterize his column, Mr. Mar-
cus chose instead to reduce

himself to a jealous (Where
are the Warriors?), spiteful _
tirade about a perennial world
champion.

I hope that the futility of
most Bay Area teams over the

years hasn't soured Mr. Mar-
cus' appreciation of sport

'MM^^^M^**"

Mike Cutler

senior

English

• -1 '
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PRAR: Bruins by the phone
From page 52

the first one, outfielder Dave
Keating; did not get his phone call

from the Detroit Tigers until the

fifth round.

Unlike f(X)tballand basketball, a

•player becomes automatically

eligible for the Major League
Baseball draft following his junior

season. But if he d(xjs not want to

sign just yet, the player can still

come back to play out his last year
of eligibility even after he gets

drafted. Therefore, juniors have
absolutely nothing to lose by
getting drafted.

High school seniors also add to

the ranks of eligible Major League
draftees. Bul»'even if a high school

player gets^rafted, he still can put

his big league career on hold to

play a few years in college. In fact,

many players on the UCLA team
turned down pro offers to play in a

Bruin uniform.

Pro scouts spend their lives

searching for pitchers with live

arms that throw hard. In addition,

the ^couls also constantly seek

hard-throwing left-handers. Not
surprisingly, the scouts have
flocked to Jackie Robinson Sli^^

dium to watch Bruin lefty D^ve
Zancanaro throw his 90-»- mpli

fastball. The Oakland Athletics

have shown a particular interest in

Zancanaro, as they flew him up to

the Bay Area lam woe^^ond jn*(t 4f»-

check out his stuff. If everything

goes ijij expected, Zancanaro will

become ^a professional baseball

player by the end of the first roundf
He earned All Pac-10 Southern

Division Honorable Mention hon-
ors as a utility player.

^ Although He throws very hard
and has racked up 94 strikeouts,

Zancanaro often struggles witTi his

control, as he also leads the team
with 72 walks. But pro scouts do
not care much about this, as they

look at pitcher's absolute velocity

above all else.

Bruin catcher Paul Ellis sur-

prised everybody with his dream
season this year. He broke the

UCLA single season home run and
RBI records and led the NCAA in

homers after only hitting four of
them last year. Once a hesitant

hitter, Ellis became more aggres-

-sive at the plate this season and it

has paid off in spades. His out-

standing performance made him
the Pac-10 Southern Division Co-
Player of the Year, along with

-Arizona Slate slugger Mike Kelly.

Once just an average hitter, Ellis

became the most feared batter in

the league, as pitchers would not

dare throw him a strike. He ended
up with 36 walks and was hit by
pitches 11 times, an all-time

UCLA record. Baseball America
ranked Ellis the No. 21 college pro

prospect for the draft today.

For three years, UCLA Head
Coach Gary Adams has had
nothing to worry about at shorts-

top. Senior Mike Hankins has
given UCLA a steady glove and a
productive bat as the starting

shortstop. He made only 12 errors

this year while enjoying his best

ever season at the plate. Like
2^ncanaro, the Pac-10 acknow-
ledged his performance by giving
him All-Pac-10 Honorable Men
tion honors.

Hankins' double play partner,

senior second baseman Mannie
Adams will also pay close atten-

tion to the draft today. Adams, the

nephew of head coach Adams, has

started every game this season and
turned in the most outstanding
offensive effort of his career. Next
year, Coach Adams will have a

hard time filling the shoes of these

two dependable middle infielders.

Senior Robbie Kat/aroff has all

the qualities of a big league

outfielder: a sure glove, depend-

-I

PROS: Is Lovullo still Sparky's favorite player
From page 52 ' "

[

~

able hitting, and blazing speed.

Kat/aroff earned All-Pac-10 hon-
ors last year and continued his

success this season. His speed also

enabled him (o collect 20 career

triples, another UCLA all-time

record. Katzaroff stands a good
chance to gel drafted in the later

rounds.

Sharing the jersey number 22
with San Francisco Giants great

Will Clark, Bruin right fielder

David Tokheim has risen to the

elite of college junior prospects

with his stellar play this year. Like

Katzaroff, he has great speed to go
along with his prolific bat. He
ranks among the top 10 base
stealers in the Six-Pac along with

fellow Bruin outfielders Katzaroff

and Joel Wolfe.

Even though he sat out most of
the season with a sore elbow,
right-hander Scott Schanz still has

attracted the attention of the pro
scouts. Early in the season, Schanz
pitched very well with a 4- T record

before his injury. Out of high

school, the California Angels
selected him in the 33rd round of
the 1987 draft.

Milwaukee brewers did not lake him until the 21 si

round of tnc 1979 draft. Nevertheless, Schmidt
eventually made his way up lb the bigs and tliis

season he finds himself with the Montreal Expos. In

limited relief action il^s year, he has a record of 1-0

wiih a 4.50 ERA. Last year, he finished with a 1 6-J

3

mark and a 5.69 ERA for the Baltimore Orioles.

The diird member of the 1979 rotation. Mall

Young stayed around for one more year and went 9-5

as a senior which prompted ihe Sealllc Mariners to

grab hini in Uic second round of tlic 1980 draft. After

spending lime with the Oakland Athletics last year,

Young went back to llic Mariners. He has gotten off

10 a slow start with a 1-5 record, but the Mariners
have given him the opportunity to pilch regularly

with a spot in the starting rotation.

Current Bruin star catcher Paul Ellis may follow in

the foolsleps of Don Slaughi and Todd Zeilc, two cx-

Bruin catchers now handling big league pitchers.

Slaughi has started the year on fire, while Zcile has

not yet lived up to his pre-season billing as lavonie

for the NL Rookie-of-lhe-Year award.

A 7th round pick of the Kansas^ City Royals in

1980, Slaughi has exploded offensively in his first

year with the Pittsburgh Pirates. Battiiig .391 with 4

homers and 1 3 RBI, he has helped the Pirates hold on
to first place in the National League East.

Zeile, on the other hand, has struggled in the»early

season with the ^t. Louis Cardinals but has hit well of

late. With 4 home runs and 18 RBI in limited action,

he has decent power but needs to raise his .230

average if he still has any hopes for Rookie of the

Year honors. A 1986 2nd round pick for the Cards,

Zcile set the single-season record for homers by a

UCLA catcher with 1 3, which stood until Ellis more
than doubled it with 29 this year.

One of two Bruins taken in the firsl round of the

1984 draft, outfielder Shane Mack made it to "the

Show" this season with the Minnesota Twins.
Although the Twins only use him sparingly, Mack-
has performed well by hitting .392 with a homer and
7 ribbics. He backs up a solid Minnesota outfield

which includes AL balling champ Kirby Puckeli and
Dan Gladden.

Once the A's regular second baseman, ex-Bruin
Mike Gallcgo ('8

1 ) has sal on the bench more llian his

share this year, as the A's picked up a new second
baseman in ex-Dodger Willie Randolph. Gallego has

hit a dismal .190 with a lone homer and 12 RBI in his

sparse appearances.

Even out of college, a player drafted by a Major
League team must still prove himself in the farm
system and work his way up to the big leagues. Some
players may blitz, through ihe minor leagues and
make the big club after only a year, while others

su-uggle for years in the minors and never make it to

"the Show" ai all.

Although many players turn pro immediately after

high school, the additional experience of college ball

can give an aspiring ballplayer the extra edge in the

minors. From the careers of its graduates, it is evident
that UCLA has provided an excellent springboard to

the big leagues.
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New Easy Registration

53 Mail Pg Phone |^ In Person

USE YOUR MasterCard OR V/SA

Registration Starts June 4. Summer Brochures NOW AVAILABLE at

the John Wooden Center, or call The Aquatic Center - 823-0048.
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DOES YOUR AD NEED A LiniE CREATIVITY?
i*-

\ don't panic***

JtMidta. ^UJiefCt i(f^€ciaU
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR (TS FREEI*

*7:30 AM-4 PM. Mon-Fri only.
We guarantee that your oil & filter ^ m ^m
change will be done in 30 minutes Km ^95
from the time your work order is ^T ^l"**
written to the cashier, or you won't I ^W
pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

-htax

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect tront brakes &^^^f%t^
•Inspect tront brake rctors, calipers and lines S^^^O
•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system ^^
•Add fluid as needed

[ "iO%"ofT any i
^^

•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair i

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota onlv. Expires 6/30/90

lifllKE MILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

-<213) 559-3777

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle

We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

DRAGON
EXPRESS

^.. ci
cr-

%.^.IS

COMB INAT ION PL
@>

Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35 Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Beef Broccoli

'Mu Shu Vegetable

Spicy Shrimp

Egg Roll / .

Fried Shrimps j
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak /^-i^^x ^^a aqoq
Sweet & Sour Pork Chicken Salad \iW yi, I ^
Almond Chicken - •• 1147 Westwood

Delivery

DONTGET
ROBBEDONYOUR
SECURITY SmElifL
Los Angeles has one of the highest outo break-in rotes

in the country. But the reel crime is goiog^to the wrong

dealer to get your car alarm. Dealers who lack experi-

ence. Or don't know the best abrm system for your

needs. At Al & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a great price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installotion that's guofonteed

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance program.

What's more, we know the ins and outs of your car's

electrical system better than anyone, becouse we've

been in the mobile electronics business 1!5nger than any-

one. Over 36 yeors. So come to Al & Ed's Because when

'

you reolly think about it, all the extras you get make our

security systems a real steal.

>IUIOMOE(
CMAUMM COMPUTE WITN 2

RIMOriS t UKTIMI WARRANTY
/ lemote iionsminrs *i'h IS. 000

(odfs limiifd Mf'imp ont'OON lotol

kcylris op«iotion lloshmq I ( msuol

dtififni powftlul l70dBs>ienoi)<1

miKhnxMe (ea S349 So^SI^O INSTALLED
a

^» ^ VCMtClfl

^»^ ^^ IkflC tnoaitC 4

STIAITN CAR ALARM lY TNE MAKERS
OFDIRRIMER, S-YEAR WARRANTY
Ullio Itiiii p»isonolly (oded hunsnnllei

lenw'p pnim Shotieiquoid qlOA bipok >All

oqf detedof, sioitubypDV". oudible SO^SA
iitminq/disoii'iiiiQsioius IfOdisplov ^mm^W
undxioiP Rpq S3/9 SoveSW> INSTALLED

CLIFFORD
SUNR IPS FALCON CARAURM WITN
2 RIMOrSS t UFITIME WARRANTY
i duol button lenwte non'.mitiei*..

Iiwilpd litetmip Kwnonty (pmotf pin 11!.^
qraniMntbility P"<>* mtiuSKMi ollPiiip' S^K^K^l^
olpii hujhiiulpulvifn, IfDindKOloi W^^^ N
OiidnuKtininic Hpq SS99 <invfS?60 INSTALLED

Al& Ed's Aiitosound

"

TNI SPIOALJSTS IN MOMLE SECURITr

WEST LA. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
DerrintjerB C>^ MXOMOitm» CLIFFORD G^ OerringerB >«XOMOEii(U)i) CLIFFORD
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MEN: Lewis shines, as usual

4:
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From page 52

"In spite of a lot of disappoint-

.ing injuries, we had a very solid

meet, and I'm proud of how we
performed," Larscn said. "If we
had gotten a few more breaks, we
could have ended up in the top five,

but Vm glad we made the top ten."

Smith's sprinters and senior

Brian Blutreich provided the last

glimpses of Bruin glory during the

weekend's efforts. Blutreich

missed the championship stand in

the discus for the third year in a

row, but his third place effort gains

significance when contrasted

against his competition.

The Bruin senior faced John
Nichols of LSU, last year's nation-

al champ, Kamy Keshmiri of

Nevada Reno, who was probably

the greatest prep throwing pros-

pect ever when he left high school

two years ago, and Anthony
Washington, whom Blutreich had

never beaten. All three are consid-

ered world-class discus-throwers

and the senior wanted to break

them up.

In his very first attempt, Blut-

reich tossed his top mark, 190-9,

which beat out Washington by less

than one-half a foot (190-4) for

third place. Keshmiri unleashed

his best throw on his final attempt,

an artillery blast reaching 207-1,

and Nichols sent one 195-11 for

second.

Lewis, who has two gold medals

and a world junior record resting in

the cache of his accomplishments,

had not captured an NCAA title

before 1990.

"Winning at NCAAs is some-

thing I wanted to do because

college got me where I am today,"

Lewis said. "I am a (gold) medal

winner at the Olympics and one of

the top 1/4 milers, but winning the

NCAAs is college's highest

honor . . .John Smith was a col-

lege athlete, and I started out in the

college system. Danny Everett was
in college (UCLA) when I first

came in, and all that got me where I

am today."

Sprint coach John Smith said

that Lewis ran conservatively

because of the earlier leg problems

and because he is not yet "race

sharp".

Less noticed but deserving just

as much, if not more, credit is

Bruin sprinter Mike Stevenson.

The sophomore from San Diego
raced in the same semifinal heat as

Lewis and finished with a time of

45.49. Stevenson raced in the

faster of the two semifinal heats

and exploited every ounce of his

talent to keep up with the competi-

tion.

As Lewis jetted to the lead,

Stevenson worked his way up to

fourth place by the fina l 1^^ i
The Nevada-Reno rocket origi-

nally attended UCLA for a year but

transferred so that his father could

continue to coach him. Keshmiri

also spoke unfavorably of the

UCLA program after his victory,

claiming that nothing he did there

was beneficial to his throw and that

he wouldn't have won had he not

left UCLA.
Larscn commended Blutreich

on three years of success. "Brian

did a really nice job. He's scored so

many points for UCLA in his

years. . . He broke the top three

throwers in the nation and he

belongs in that group. He got by

one and almost got by the second.

His best throws were during the

qualifying flights when he didn't

have any wind (at his back)." Brian

Blutreich injured his hand during

the last round and did not finish

-i:ompciing. -

' - 1^

Senior Pete Thompson, who has

not recovered from early season

-chicken pox, threw a best of 169-4,

which did not qualify him for the

final round.

Junior Eric Bergreen turned out

to be a pleasant addition to the shot

put reaching the finals and throw-

ing 59-7 1/2 for 8th place.

In a close hammer throw, where

less than nine feet separated the

first and seventh place finishers,

Bruin senior John Knight could

have been a contender but fell

short. Knight's lifetime best is

214-5, but he only reached 210-9,

good for fifth place. Coach Art

Venegas said that Saturday simply

was not the cavalier's day, "John

just couldn't get his rhythm down.
When that happens, you try to go
with muscle only, but you can't

win with just muscle."

UCLA's golden boy, Steve

Lewis, continued to race strongly

after almost two years of hamstr-

ing pulls and strains. Lewis' most
recent injury occurred in the Cal

meet two months ago, and the

former Olympian declared himself

not quite at full strength..Lewis at

almost full strength is like most
runners racing beyond their abili-

ties, and the junior won his

semifinal heat with the fastest time

of the day (45.01).

In the finals, Lewis adopted a

more conservative strategy and did

not seize the lead. But he made his

move with 150 meters remaining

and won comfortably in 45.19.

Li,..

meters. In the home stretch Travis

Hannah of USC tried to pass

Stevenson but the Bruin reached

for all he had^and repressed the

Trojan attack.

Stevenson finished in fourth

place for his effort, which was also

the fourth-best mark in the event—
on the day. In the finals, Stevenson

fell to eighth with 46.60.

"Running with a teammate in ^

.

the same heat definitely helps,"./

said Stevenson, who hopes to win
the individual title when he is a

senior. "When I- first got here, I

was really nervous in the morning,

but once I got out on the track I saw
that I had already run against most
of these guys during the year. I feel

that I belong here. The Pac-10 is a

lough conference and my times

look slow against other runners."

"For Mike to be doing what he's

doing is putting all his potential to

work," Smith said. "He's making
all the practices worth it. He's the

hardest worker on the team and
deserves to be in the final. And he

even beat out a USC runner."

Coach Larsen added, "Mike
Stevensoh is the highlight of this

meet. He is in the finals and his

points will be a real bonus. He is

much further along than John
Smith anticipated."

Larsen was also pleased with the

performance of distance runner

Mark Dani in the 500 meters. The
junior was able to stay with the

leaders for 2.25 of the 3.12 miles

but the elite.collegians started their

kick and ran the last two laps in 63
and 55 seconds. Dani couldn't

keep up with that pace and finished

at 4:31.

"The last 10(X) meters were
extremely fast and Mark fell good,

but he couldn't contend with those

guys," Larsen said. "He's a junior

and this is his first trip to NCAAs.
This is a great experience for (next

year's meet in) Eugene (Oregon),

and he should score there."

Injuries did not evade the Bruins

entirely on the weekend. Hurdler

Derek Knight, also nursing
—

hamstring injuries this season,

pulled the muscle slightly during

warm-ups. In his 110 meter hur-

dles here, Knight jumped the first

two hurdles cleanly, but his

hamstring could not hold up the

entire race. He finished in seventh

place, 13.'93, and did not reach the

finals.

I

\

WOMEN: Bruins take second
From page 52

had expected the national champ-
ionship to be decided by the clash

between UCLA and ASU on the

short hurdles.

The Bruins needed ASU's Lyn-
da Tolbcrt, the 1988 champ, to win
the event and the Pac-10 champ,
UCLA's Janeene Vickers to split

the four LSU runners. But as it

turned out, not even perfect

execution of that plan could cage
these Tigers.

Tolbert raced a wind-aided
stadium record (12.84) and Vic-
kers sprinted 13.05. The Bruin*s
time was good for fourth and only
.05 behind, second-place finisher

Cinammon Sheffield of LSU. last

year's runner-up. Defending
champion Tananjalyn Stanley,

also of LSU. placed third (13.03),

.02 ahead of Vickers.

Vickers, however, held off two
Tigers, sixth and seventh place

finishers Dawn Bowles and Mary
Cobb. The two had earned third

and fourth, respectively, in this

year's SEC meet.

"In that race, I had to stay

concentrated within myself," Vic-

kers said. "I think I got stuck in a
panic zone near the end. and it

might have cost me the silver. I'm
ecstatic that LSU didn't take 1-

2-3-4.

'The team is my first priority,"

hurdle," Vickers said. "I had to dig
to the finish.

"I ran The open 400-mcters
before I started to run the hurdles."

Vickers said, "and I know the pain
coming home and how to deal with
it."

The Bruin ran choppy strides

and slowed before the final hurdle

but held off Batten by .05.

"Even though (UCLA head
coach) Bob Kersee told me to be
selfish in this race, in my mind I

was worried about the mile relay,"

Vickers said. "They were saying

before we went out that it would
take a gold in the mile relay to take

the team title."

LSU had already clinched the

team title before the final event,

the mile relay, but the Bruins

would not hang their heads. Julie

Johnson, Tonya Sedwick. Angela
Bumham and Vickers combined to

finish fourth with a season best

time of 3:32.88. Florida won it in

3:30.40.

Wisconsin was able to move up
and threaten UCLA for second
place in the meet. The Badgers
scored 42 points, mostly on the

strength of senior Suzy Favor.

Favor became the first woman to

win four titles in an NCAA meet.

She set a stadium record and broke
her own meet record in the 15(X)

—Vickers said . "Rvery year I scr the meters with a time of 4:08.26^-By
trophy go south to LSU and 1 will

"

do everything in my power to bring

it back to California."

But the Bruin victory would not

be. LSU needed a boost froni

Camille Jackson in the triple jump,
which gave the Tigers just enough
points to finish ahead of the

Bruins. Her leap of 42-6 3/4 gave
the Tigers five extra points, which
stretched the final margin to seven.

But the real culprit that seized
UCLA title hopes was the Tigers'

Ester Jones, who contributed 30
points to the LSU victory. Jones
captured both the 100 and 200-

meier sprints and ran the anchor
leg of the winning 400-meter relay

team.

Vickers won the long hurdles

and split the LSU foursome in the

short hurdles. The Bruin junior

also raced in both rcliys, which
meant shesprinted 10 times in four

.

days. Whenever the Bruins needed
a strong finish, they turned to

Vickers and she complied.

Vickers successfully defended
her title in the NCAA 400-meier
hurdles, running a stadium-record

and season-best time of 55.40.

Vickers considers the long hur-

dles to be her better event, but this

victory hardly came easily. At the

gun, the Bruin started quickly and
held first at the midpoint, but then

her stride began to fall apart.

Countess Commodore of Southern

and Rosey Edeh of Rice caught
Vickers in the last curve, and then

Kim Batten of Florida State

appeared to take over the lead.

The champ almost fell over the

ninth hurdle, which caused her to

lose concentration. "I had step

trouble, and once I do that I'm
stuck. I almost fell over the ninth

also winning the 8(X) Fnday, Favor
closed her collegiate career with

nine national collegiate outdoor
titles.

The Pac-10 led a parade, of ,_

individual winners. ASU's Tolbert
gained 10 points for taking the

short hurdles, and teammate
MaiCel Malone added another 10-

spot less than an hour after in the

400 meters. Gea Johnson also ran

away with the heptathlon and the

Sun Devils finished fourth with 34
points.

In a meet where no school

would run away with the title,

every point counts, and the Bruins
missed twice in the individual

sprints. Freshman Burnham raced
the 200-meter semifinals in 23.56,

.01 off her season best but .02
behind the last qualifier for the

finals, Lisa Dillard of CIcmson.
—Junior Tonya Sedwick lost

position in the final stretch of the

400 meter semis and fell .60

behind eighth and final qualifier

Tasha Dwodowning of Florida.

In the new 400-meter relay

squad, freshman Adricnne Hopper
continued her baptism by fire into

the NCAAs this weekend. Kersee
elected to run Hopper in the first

leg and use Vickers in the final

stretch where her explosive speed
could pass extra runners. The
strategy paid off and UCLA
finished third (34.40) to gain six

points. However, LSU took 10
with a fearsome foursome of
Stanley, Bowles, Sheffield and
Jones.

The handoff from Hopper to

Bumham was shaky and probably
cost the Bruins .3 of a second,

which could have lifted the Bruins
past Illinois and into second place.

NCAA Track & Field Championships

Women's Highlights Durham, NC

Traeie Millet!^ First place, discus (183-7) and shotput

(53-7)

Janeene Vickers^ First place. 400m hurdles (55.40). fourth

place. 100m hurdles (13.05)

J. Johnson, T. Sedwick, A. Bumham, J. Vickers1^ Fourth place.

4x400m relay

n (3:32.88)

A. Hopper, A. Boraliam, T. Sedwick, J. Vickers^ Fourth place.

\ 4x400m relays

\ (43.40)
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The power to be
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your best.
® Apple Computer, Inc.

XT

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENOEO WEAR LENS
'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA. HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

mtaicmx DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
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If\T)u go to London
without our help,^ur

accommodations ma^^ not
liveup tojour expectalions.

If you're planning to go to London. \'ou need a safe, comfort-
able, convenient, affordable place to stay. It's that simple
And that s where we come in.

Whether you're staying (or a few weeJ^ a.semester or a year^
we can accommodate you.

Our apartments arv all located in a community of Inter

national coUege-age travelers, near the hean of London.
And our rates are surpnsingly low.

If vou'd like, we'll even put vou up for a week Or
two while you decide what you're going to do

For the nest of the story, call us nght away at

(617) 254-4005. And we'll make you fed
comfortable.
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PO Box l«99. Br«oklin*. MA ()2U«
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For California's Colleges
YES

)TES ON

PROPOiSmONS 111 & 121
V

Keep fees low...

-Improve classroom safety...

Accomodate rising enrollments...

Don't Forget! On JUNE 5
•

Our Colleges, Our Future

V, ^

YES on Props. Ill & 121

Paid for by Californians for Higher Education
717 K Street, Suite 503, Sacramento, CA 95814
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It's been an up-and-down year for UCLA
.

sports, Jessica Emmons and tiie women's
icnnis imm stretched Ixit came up short in

\ the NCAA' s. And Natalie Williams afid

women's volleyball had a great rei^ular

season, but j^ere spiked by Nebraska in the

Final Four ^ And who could forget the

game Marvcus Patton luid against Michi-

gan, before Elvis Grbac came back to

haunt him and tlie resC of tlw team.

Munnie Adams i.\ grimacing, bui he had
reason to smile alxmt the baseball team's

fine season. Shanna Flynn collides with a

Cal catcher at the plate, and the Bruins'

collided with their third straight national

title. Tracy Murray and Don MacLean
battle it out under tlie boards with the big

men of Arizona dunng the course of the_

SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

.season that saw UCLA reach the sweet 16

in the NCAA tourney for the first time

.since 1980.

^ ^AZ :

O v^' Lv/\

^WS! m
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SESSIONS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

You can satisfy the College of Letters and Science language requirement during a single Summer
Sessions term! Language intensives offering instruction from beginning through level three in a

compressed period of time will be offered in the following languages:

Arabic
c

Chinese

Greek

Italian

Japanese

Korean

Latin

Quechua

Russian

Spanish

Portuguese Swahili

Uzbek

In addition, a variety of other language courses at a number of levels will be offered. Refer to

your 1990 UCLA Summer Sessions Catalog, or call the Offjtc of Summer Sessions at (213)

825-8353.
,

'
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Sports
Several Bruins rise to tlie occasion ajtNCAAs
Lewis wins 400
Men land 10th
By Jay Ross
Contributor

DURHAM, N.C. — After a

season marred by injury and
unfulfilled potential, the UCLA
men's track and field team left the

NCAA championships with a few

shining stars and a 10th place

finish. Louisiana St., the pre-sea-

son pick to go the whole way,

triumphed by using a balanced

NCAA Championships

Men's Team Leadeis

Durham, NC
1)LSU 44

2) Arkansas 36

3) Baylor 34

4) Florida 33 1/2

2F^SfDregon

6) BYU 25

7) Auburn, George Mason &
SW Texas St. 24

10^ UCLA 22

attack. The Tigers scored big in the

sprints and throws, which used to

be the Bruins' forte.

UCLA could only muster 22
points — LSU finished with 44 —
and sprints coach John Smith
believes that this was a seasbn that

could liave been. "If we had two or

three more athletes here, we conild

have been m conicnuon for the

iillc," Smith said.

Head coach Bob L^rscn must
l(X)k to next year after his roughest

year at the reigns, but he believed

the Bruins scored a solid meet.

See IWEN, page 48

Millett is double-winner, women 2nd
By Jay Ross
Contributor

DURHAM, NC. — As UCLA
thrower Tracie Millett walked

toward Wallace Wade Stadium on
the Duke University campus
bd^QTC Saturday's finals in the

weight events at the NCAA Track

and Field Championships, she

quietly sang to herself MX.
Hammer's "You can't touch this."

Most likely, Millett, did under-

stand the significance of the words

to the rap because when she

stepped into the shot put ring, no

one would even graze her. Not

only did the all-everything thrower

win the national title in the shot

put, she ;ilso blasted all her

opponents in the discus to become
UCLA's only double-winner in

1990.

[>spit(^ Millon'N offort, howt>v«

farther than me, I usually respond

with a better throw on my next

attempt," Millett said. "In the

discus competition, I just com-
peted against myself, but it helfi^s

me when someone is right there

pushing me."

Millett, the NCAA indoor
champ, would have to come from

behind if she wanted to become the

NCAA outdoor champ, too, so she

growled. "(To motivate myselQ 1

growl and hit my palm with my
fist," said Millett, who was on her

NCAA Championships

Women's Team Leaders

Durham, NC
1)LSU 53

2) UCLA 46

3) Wisconsin 42
A)Ari7nna 31

At NCAAs,
sprinted 10

hurdles.

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Bruin junior Janeene Vickers (holding baton)

times in four days and captured a title in the long

er, the Bruins fell to LSU for ihe

third year in a row, 53-46.

Christy Barrett of Indiana State,

the Gateway Conference champ-
ion in the shot, had already bested

Millett, the Pac-10 champion, by

eight inches in the preliminaries,

and weight coach Art Venegas had

called the showdown "World War
3." But Milieu functions best

under pressure, and on this day,

that would continue to be true.

Coming off her discus title

Friday night, which she won
almost unchallenged, Millett

would not have it so easy in the

shot put. In the f^t round, the

Bruin threw 52-6 1/2, but Barrett

leaped ahead with a toss of 52-8 3/

4. The Bruin champ did not cringe

and instead greeted the challenge.

"Any lime someone throws

5) Alabama '29

6) Tennessee'^ 2B

7) Indiana ife

8) Villanova, Florida & Texas 25

way to becoming Venegas' first

NCAA dual champ since John

Brenner in 1984. 'Then my mind
clicks and I say, 'This is it.'

"

Milleit's third attempt flew 53-

7, short of her personal record but

long enough to hold off Barrett,

who came closest with a 53-2 3/4

in the sixth and final ^ound. The
distance is the shortest ever in

winning the NCAA title, which
has been contested for women
since 1973.

Despite 20 points from Millett,

LSU bettered the Brums. UCLA

See WOMEN, page 49

Bruins hope to play on their fields of dreams
By Terry White

Contributor

After their best season in three

years, the leading uppcrclassmen

on the UCLA baseball team can

now only sit and wait by the phone.

And It certainly will rmg. Today
marks the beginning oi the Major

League Baseball Free Agent
Amateur Draft, and several UCLA

standouts have caught the attention

ol big league scouts this season.

A pair of UCLA juniors, pitcher

Dave Zancanaro and catcher Paul

Ellis, ranked among the lop 25

College Pro prospects in the

country in a recent Baseball

America poll. Both of these play-

ers will probably get a call from a

Major League club before the end

of the second round.

Willi two Bruins as possible first

round picks, this year should prove

UCLA's best showing m the draft

since 1987. That year;f)itcher Alex
Sanchez (Toronto Blue Jays) and
catcher Billy Hasselman (Texas

Rangers) both went in the first

round. In the 1989 free agent draft,

only live Bruins were chosen and

See DRAFT, page 47

UCLAs Top Major League Prospects

^UCLA baseball already well-represented in the show
By Terry White

Contributor •
"^

When this year's bumper crop of Bruin pro

prospects reach the majors, they will follow i\h^ long

line of former UCLA stars to make "the Show".
Unlike the NBA and NFL players, pa)ple don't

usually hear much aboiit a Major League Baseball

player's college career. Many people do not know
that several current and fonner big leaguers got their

sUin right here at L'CLA.
New York Yankees pitcher Tim Leary lops the list

jf ex-Bruins in the majors. Drafted in the first round

by the New York MeLs in 1979, Leary has enjoyed a

long and successful career, including a trip to the

I9XX World Series wiih the Los An'geles Dodgers. In

his lirsi year as a Yankee, he has a record of 3-5 with

an BRA of 2.53. .

• '

In a^kliiuin to Leary, the oilier iwo hurlers on the

1979 UCLA sUiriing rolalion also went on to the big

leagues. However, neiiher have enjoyed ihe same
success as Leary.

Dave Schmidt left UCLA at die same time as

Leary to pursue his pre) career, although ilie

See PROS, page 47

Robbie

Katzaroff

OF Sr.

.309 BA

2HR
40 RBI

28 SB
GAIL MOOREHLAD 0*ly Qr\j\n

Trivia time
Avid reader,- huh? O.K., name Uie iwo former

DB sports editors who work in the UCLA
Athletic Department prespnUy and the tasks they

perform. For.an extra bohus prize, name two
other DB sports editors (Hint: check out the

picture on your left). Whoever said that sports

writers were self-servihg might have been right

on the button. Remember: 825-2095.

No AP iiere, pal
We've cleaned out our files and filled the void

in the section with your thoughts, your reactions,

your ideas. That's right, sports fans. Letters are

your turn to pop off and tell the world what's

bothering your box score. Take a look. Your
name might be here.

See page 45 & 46

The year in UCLA sports
From the heartbreaking Michigan game, to

spikes, plays at the plate, and hardwix)d action,

we take a kx)k back at the year in UCLA sports in

a special Daily Hruin photo essay.

See page 51

/
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Briefly

Beta sanctions

still undisclosed

Two weeks after the univer-

sity announced that UCLA's
Beta Theta Pi fraternity will

'lose university recognition, the

necessary parties have not yet

signed the sanction agreement,

an official said Wednesday.
Ecu's May 18 "Sunrise"

party violated campus policies

on alcohol and ethnic theme
parties, but Office of Fraternity

and Sorority Relations Director

Chris Fishbum has not dis-

closed details of the punish-

ment, because it's not official

without all the signatures.

Fishbum, Beta's president

and the fraternity's regional

alumni board ^— with the

acknowledgment of the nation-

lal chapter in Ohio— must sign

the document, Fishbum said.

Inside
Election

results

University officials cheer

passage of Proposition 111,

- which voters approved in the

California primaries.

See pages 14 and 15

Viewpoint

Controversy in

College of L&S
Viewpoints by Provost Ray-

mond Orbach and by two
professors from the Faculty

Senate discuss TQceni problems.

See page 30

Arts & Entertainment

20/20
'Vision'

Next week's 'Vision '90'

will feature a host of shrewd

and insightful student films.

See page 36

Sports

You make my
heart sing

Dave ''Wild Thing" Zanca-

naro was w(xxjd by the Oakland
A's in the major league draft

this week.

See page 72

University of California, Los Angeles

Thursday
June?, 1990

Ethnic and gender studies pr III sal

Requirement may replace

two humanities classes

UCLA chancellor chides College of

Letters & Science provost tor refus-

ing to be taped recorded at a faculty

meeting Seepages

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Citing rapidly changing demo-
graphics and a growing need for

cultural and gender sensitivity, a

faculty senate task force has

unveiled its long-awaited prqposal

for an ethnic and gender studies

requirement.

If the proposal is accepted by the

Academic Senate next year, the

"Critical Studies in Race, Gender
and Ethnicity" course, as well as a

second class — chosen from a list

of approved courses — will

replace two humanities require-

ments as a mandatory part of

undergraduate government curri-

cula for the entering freshman

class of 1991.

"The increasing diversity of

California is a wellspring of talent

dial should keep UCLA at the

forefront of scholarly excellence.

(But) an absence of understanding;

die persistence of racial, cdinic,

and gender stereotyping; and
heightened societal conflict over

rapidly changing demographics
. . . combine to produce racism

and sexism (which) threaten to

deprive die state of the benefits of

its many cultures and perspec-

tives," the proposal reads.

If Uiis proposal is instituted,

UCLA will be one of die first

universities in the country to have

Key faculty members say college

needs a Chlcano Studies department,

but provost hedges on commitment.

Seepages

An English professor, disgruntled

with the college's priorities, no

longer has a job at UCLA, but is look-

ing forward to work as gourmet chef

and journal editor See page 7

an ethnic studies requirement
which encompasses issues of gen-

der.

"Just as it is impossible con-

structively to discuss gender as if

die experiences and perspectives

of white women or men were the

norm for women or men of all

races, so too is it impossible to

discuss racial and ethnic diversity

as if the experiences of men were
die norm," the task force wrote.

Tho Iranian race

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Brum

Cody Anderson is fighting world hunger^ through CARE (Cooperative Anierican Relief

Everywhere) by taking his cause around the world in a souped-up trfCycle. See page 8.

Elliott calls his UCLA career ruined
Says court trial, publicity have

made him fall behind in studies

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Although a jury in April found

Siacey Donnell Elliott not guilty of

attacking five women on campus
last Spring, the former football

player says his UCLA career has

been ruined.

"Basically this has ruined my
whole life," Elliott said diis week.
"1 can't even play football because

I need a certain number of units to

be eligible."

Elliott said die trial and its

aftermath left him so far behind in

his studies that it is impossible for

him to make up die units he needs

to play.

In addition, die notoriety has

--Ijrought him unwelcome attention

on campus. "Still people look at

me. My name has been dragged

through the mud . . . Right now 1

don't know what I am going to do,"

he said.

Elliott disputes the conimucd
claims of several students who
msist that the trial represented a

severe breach of justice. ;

But he agrees that there were

problems with the trial, including

inconsistencies in the victims'

testimony, "lousy" investigation

by the university detective, and a

possible alternate suspect.

Central to Elliott's version of

events is Gregory Sams, a man
who plead no copiesl to assault

charges after a UCLA student

identified him as her assailant.

That incident paralleled those that

landed Elliott m court.

Defense attorney James Arms-
u^ong subpoenaed Sams to provide

the jury with substantial reason to

doubt Elliott's guilt.

Elliott said his attorney told him
university police escorted Sams
from Texas because he was an

inmate m a mental asylum. Arms-
U"ong failed to return repeated

phone calls to verify the conversa-

tion.

Hjis attorney also told him Sams
left the court r(X)m unescorted and

had not returned to die asylum,

Elliott said.

Because of reports that Sams
returned to campiis, his attorney

told him to keep away from UCLA
in case anodicr attack occurred,

Elliot said.

But the university deic^Hive who
escorted Sams to Califomia said

Sams was never incarcerated in

•(,

See ELMott, page 25

After more dian a year of

research and consultation, the

faculty, student and administrative

task force's proposal is slated to go
before the College of Letters &
Science's Executive Committee
this Friday.

From there. Professor of Class-

ics Kadicrine King, co-chairwo-

man of die task force, hopes the

proposal will be distributed

diroughout the campus for con-

tinued input from interested mem-
bers of die UCLA community.

With the requirement currently

emerging from the developmental

and consultative process and about

to face die campus community at

large, die task force plans to hold

"town meetings" in the fall in order

to facilitate further discussion on
die requirement.

King said she predicts the major

.' See STUDIES, page 28

UCI A light

project in

question
Lighting levels""

across campus

below standard

By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

UCLA's Lighting Enhancemem
Project — aimed at improving the

quality of indoor lighting on

"

L'arflpus — is cutting energy usage,

raising questions as to whether
proper Jitihtinti. levels are being

mainumal in iihranes. ofliccN and
hallways. ,

However, administrators say

diat iflighting energy usage is not

sighidcanUy reduced, the univer-

sity may face cuts in die $1.2

million the project rtxeives annu-

ally from die State Public Works
Board (SPWB).
The one-year-old lightirig pro-

ject began this academic year

when the SPWB channeled the

first $1.2 million installment tor

Ltie project.

SPWB IS giving UCLA's Facil-

ities Management the tunds, on the

condition diat indix)r lighting's

energy consuinpiiort be signifies

andy reduced, said Allen Solo-

mon, assistant vice chancellor of

Facilities Management.
Facilities Management is

required to pa> back the money
within SIX years, Solomon said.

The money saved by reducing

energy consumption will go to

.servicing the debt to die SPWB, he

said.

"It's a balancing act," Solomon
said of the need to pay back the

money and decrease energy con-

sumption, while maintaining
acceptable lighting levels. ^;

'

However, widi the reduction of

energy usage, doubts have been

raised over the maintenance of

proper lighting levels in libranes,

hallways and offices on campus.
The lighting levels across cam-

pus are below International Engi-

See LIGHT, page 21
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TODAY. THURSDAY. lUNE 7

• Westwood Student Federal Credit Union
- Recruitment Meeting
- 5:00-6:00 pm
' Kercl<hoff 400

• UCLA Lesbian and Gay Faculty

^^i- First Anniversary Celebration
- 5:30 pm
-Lu Vaiie Boardrcx)m

SATURDAY, lUNE 16
• Armenian Students Association

- Graduation Party

- Jackie's House

• International Students Center
- "Tfie Island"

- June 8, 9, 10

- 8:00 pm
- International Students Center

• Student Affairs
• - Winning Numbers for Survey

•i

'

•

• 1

Respondents
- 1290 PCPC

For more Information regarding these

events please look within the body
of the paper for these organizations'

advertisements.
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Panhellenic Council

pushes investigation
By Greg Miller

Staff Writer

The UCLA Panhellenic Council

asked the university early this

week to continue investigating

MEChA's alleged violation of the

university's peer harassment poli-

cy.

In a written complaint to Direc-

tor of Student Programming Berky

Nelson, Panhellenic Council

President Lisa Sjong expressed

support (or last week's Interfrater-

nity Council grievance, which

alleged that MEChA's May 23

candlelight vigil failed to operate

within university guidelines.

MEChA External Coordinator

Margaret Molina said her group

had no comment on the. complaint.

IPC's complaint cited more than

See HARASSMENT, page 29

Correction:

The deputy.city attorney, who was not contacted for Monday's

article "Elliott verdict condemned," disputes a victim's account of

his conversation with her. Specifically, Mark Lambert, city

prosecutor for the Stacey Elliott trial, said it wasn't until the jury was

impaneled that he believed a verdict of "not guilty" was likely. He

also disputes that a victim had a conversation with two jury members

regarding the outcome of the trial.

Also, Monday's article "Marijuana smoked at free sjxjcch rally,"

mentioned that student Craig Roberts was jailed in San Francisco on

suspicion of drug possession. In fact, Roberts was not arrested. He
said police stopped him for jaywalking, took him into the police

station and questioned him regarding drug possession.

f

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA student denied access to jewelry store
Public apology, admittance

criteria, and $430 requested
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

The owner ol a Westwood
jewelry store has offered a written

apology to a black UCLA law
student who was denied access to

the store, presumably because of

.her appearance, according to the

studQnt's attorney.

The second-year law student,

Victoria King, said she is request-

ing that the store's owner issue a

public apology, develop universal

critc^ria for admitting customers

and pay about $430 for advertise-

ments King tdyk out in local

newspapers decrying the incident.

^King said she was shopping in

Westwood on May 10 when she

was denied entry to tlve store,

Marcus and Co. Jewelers, which

keeps its dcx)rs locked and has a

bu/zer to let in customers. A man
working there told her that custom-
ers were admitted {^y appoinimcnt

only, she said. '

Suspicious, King said she called

ttie store and talked to a woman
who told her appointmciiLs were
not needed. King returned imme-

* diately, she said, only to be turned

away by the same woman — who
said the store was closed for

inventory.

The store's owner, Marcus
Rosncr, would not comment. Nor
would his attorney return several

calls. A store worker said, "I'm not

going to respond to any of your

questions. I'm respecting the

wishes of my boss."

Bryan K. Fair, a legal writing

lecturer at UCLA who is repre-

senting King in the matter at no
charge, said there is a basis for a

civil lawvjuji against the store

But, ''we will not file a lawsuit if

we can resolve it in another way,"

he said.

Rosner told King that store

workers were suspicious of her,

she said, because the Glcndon
Avenue store had hccM robbed

twice that week.

Greg Stojie, a Los Angeles
Police detective based in the

WesLside, said there wal^ one
attempted robbery that week and
(^r^e robbery the previous week.

Suspects in the attempted rob-

bery were described as three black

males, possibly in their teens.

Suspects in the" May 1 robbery

were described as one white

woman and three black males in

their twenties.

"It's still an ongoing investiga-

tion, and until the investigation

comes to a conclusion it will be

open to speculation," Stone said.

King, 39, said she wore a blue

denim skirt and matching vest the

(fay she was denied entry to the

store. *

King said Rosner has expresse<J

embarrassment over the issue and
thus offered the written apology.

Shc^tnay accept the apology if it is

accdrjipanicd ,by llie implementa-
tion of the admittance policy and if

_^she is reimbursed.

^ "She would like the store to

create a better policy for admitting

people rather than having it be

discretionary," attorney Fair said.

King has considered filing a

civil suit against the store ancj a

complaint with the' Califorrt'ia

Department of Fair Employment

and Housing, which enforces civil

rights laws.

She said she, will withhold the

filings if the store meets her
demands, "i sii|l.haven'i made up
my mind becau.se I am not sure

what kind of apology I will get,"

King said.

The incident also took a psy-

chological toll on King. "I was jn a

fuming rage," she said. "I couldn't
even study."

"I have lived in places where I

would have expected this," she
said. "But 1 couldn't believe this

happened to me right at the door of
UCLA of all places."

King said she may make a

decision on hei" next course of

action today or Friday, depending

on whether Rosner accepts her

demands.

Fair emphasized that "nothing

realjjf has been resolved."

Protesters rally at Campbell, Young's office over AAP move
Students want

more sp^ce and

financial aid'

By Thy Dinh

Staff Writer
•*

More than 200 UCLA demon-
su*ators assembled at noon Wed-
nesday to protest the Academic
Advancement F^rogram's (AAP)
move from its second and third

floor offices in Campbell Hall to

the building's basement.

After the hour-long rally, stu-

dents, faculty and AAP staff

members marched to Chancellor

Charles Young's office, where
more than 1(X) people chanted

"Hell no we won't go. We will

grow," before sitting down to wait

for Young's response to their

demands for more space, an
improved admissions policy and
more financial aid for students of

color.

- They spent about two hours

crowding the hallway of Young's
office, and then marched back to

Campbell where they talked to

linguistics department Chainnan
Russell Schuh. The departments of

linguistics and industrial relations

are slated to move into the build-

ing's third floor in the fall.

"As far as I can see, linguistics

offices are not affecting AAP's,"
Schuh said. Since the department

is not taking up any more sf^ce
than before, Schuh said he does not

understand why AAP is targeting

the linguistics department in parti-

cular.

"What do you pui in ilie base-

ment?" asked Ruben Lizardo.

"You put what you don't need,

don't use and don't want people to

see," he .said to a crowd thai

micrrupied his speech with

SHAWN ELDER/Oaily Bruir

Protesters march from Campbell Hall to Chancellor Young's office in Murphy Hall on Wed-
nesday.

"If AAP needs faculty support,

I'd be on their side, but I must also

speak out for the dejxirtment's

interests," he said.

He cited that the linguistics

department has grown in size and

reputation, yet after 20 or so years,

they are still housed in offices that

were supposed lo be only tempor-

ary facilities.

AAP supporters said they

understood the department's

frustrations, but they reiterated

their desire to regain all of Camp-
bell Hall.

When AAP had only 2(K) stu-

dents, the program pos.sessed all

the space in the hall. But since the

program has grown to 6,(K)()

students, the demonstrators said

AAP should have more space than

offices m the basement and the

first lloor.

Moving AAP to the basement of

Campbell Hall suggests that it is a

low prionty for the administration,

speakers said.

applause and wiiisiies.

Students expressed concern
over what they believed was the

administration's attempt to pit the

different minohty groups against

one another.
j

Beginning in fte^'lall, soAe ot

AAP\ first arivl scci)nd ftoor

olficcs will go to ifie American
Indians Studies Center as well as

the Asian American Studies Cen-
ter. .

Student speakers Irom . the

American Indian StudenLs Associ-
ation vowed to I ighi witii AAP and
not against the program. *

Student advocates pledged lo do
everything Tt)ssible to make sure

that Campbell Hall belongs solely

to AAP students and the ethnic

studies centers.

"If we have lo stage sit-ins, take

over buildings or chain ourselves

to the buildings, we will do what
has to be done," Alicia Molina
said, adding that she was speaking

not just for the Chicano/Latino

student group, MEChA, but for the

whole AAP community.

Molina said that AAP would
continue this fight during the

summer and also into next fall.

Chemistry tutor Sergi© Argulo
expressed frustration over the lack

of space for AAP tutors. Last fall,

he and other chemistry tutors were

forced to work with students in the

hallways, he said.

Pain Management Center to close due to budget constraints
By Thy Dinh

Staff Writer

UCLA's Pain Management
Center — currently the only
multi-disciplinary group in Los
Angeles to treat patients for

chronic pain— is closing its doors

June 30 because of budget con-

straints, said its Director Theresa
Brechner.

Operation couldn't afford rent

for office space, director said

^

- Cutbacks in both the Depart-

ment of Anesthesiology in

UCLA's School of Medicine and
the UCLA Medical Center have
caused the Pain Management
Center (PMC) lo close, Brechner
said. »

"At first I was informed that we
needed to scale down the center by
decreasing the number of people

working. Then, all of a sudden, the

word was to totally close it," said

Brechner, who expressed surprise

over the center's termination.

PMC began having problems in

January after Medical Center
EHrector Ray Schult/.e began col-

lecting a lease fee for the first time

in 16 years, Brechner said. The
center is required to pay for the use

of space, because, under university

rules, the center occupies space

owned by the Medical Center,

Schult/^ explained.

And it is a UC Board of Regents
policy to charge overhead costs lo

physicians practicing in the uni-

versity.

For a long time, the Medical

Center did not realize PMC, which
is part of the medical school's

anesthesiology departmerit, was
not paying rent because "I, hadn't

given it a lot of attention," sJjjuItzc

said.

But then he decided, "We
should apply th'b rules to them. We
offered to start off at low rent and
then build up gradually," Schultze

said, adding that the "reasonable"

rent did not cause the center's

termination.

"My undcrstiinding was that the

operation was in financial diffi-

culty even t>cfore we asked them to

pay. The rent didn't break them. It

precipiuited the realization that the

operation couldn't pay for itself,"

he said.

But Brechner said, PMC was
"making it in terms of salaries"

More the rent costs. The rent hike

from $1 per square kxn to $2 per

square f(X)t in July was not

possible with the current budget,

^he said.

And because the center 'could

not find a space for July, it was
slated to end operations.

Brechner finds the closing "very

distressing." Many of the patients

have been coming to the center for

10 to 15 years, and referring them

to other dix:tors will be difficult,

she said.

PMC treats 25 to 30 patients a

day, Brechner said. Most patients

are from Southern California, with

some referrals coming from across

the country.
^ ^

And since nearby pain centers

have only one or two components

of UCLA's center, PMC provides

service and care that will be hard to

duplicate, Brechner said. "Pain

management is a relatively new
subspecialty, so people are not that

well-trained in the area yet."

Despite PMC's closing,

Schultze said, "I think that it's,

important that the Medical School

and Center offer patients the

See CErflTER, page 26
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+ \ Briefs
World

Protesters freed in

China; new arrests

BEIJING — China Irccd 97 pro-demo-

cracy proicslcrs, including iwo siudcni

leaders, aflerthe anniversary of ihc June 4

army ailack on last year's dcmonsiraiions

passed without major unrest, officials said

Wednesday.

The releases brmg to 881 the number
freed in the past six months, out of

thousands arrested.

Bui new arrests have been reported as

recently as last week, and the releases did

not signal a softening by the. aging

leadership.

The leaders still maintain tliai last

spring's massive protests for democratic

reform and an end to corruption were pan
pf a coup attempt and that Western-style

democracy is inappropriate for China.

Rather, the leaders appeared to Iv

trying to put the protests behind them and

.
improve their image at home and abroad.

Xhina's most-favored-nalion trade status

remains under review in ,ihe U.S. Con-
gress, and foreign tourism and investment

remain far below tlieir pre-June 1989

level.

Accused terrorist

told to shoot on sight

JERUSALEM — A Palestinian guer-

rilla leader captured m last week's failed

sea raid said Tuesday his squad had orders

to spray the Tel Aviv hotel district with

machine gun fire and "kill any person,we
encountered."

He also said his F-*alestine Li.beraiion

From squad was irlained by Libyan

instructors m thai North African country

for 18 months, carried out joint exercises

with the Libyan navy and was accompan-
ied en route to Israel by a Libyan

lieutenant colonel.

The captured guerrilla, identified as

Ahmed Mohammed Yusuf, the squad's

deputy commander, spoke on Israel

television's Arabic-language nightly

news. The curly-haired, heavy-set Yusuf,

28, wore olive green miliiary-s'iyle clo-

thing and spoke calmly.

His remarks, if proven accurate, pro-

vide the most detailed account of the May
30 raid in which two guerrilla boats sped

toward the Israeli coast. One was inter-

cepted at sea, and a second one landed

near a beach south of Tel Aviv. Four

guerrillas were killed and 12 CcTptured.

Asked what orders he had, Yusuf said:

"The target area was the hotel district.

First to bombard die area from tlic" sea

with Katyusha roc kcLs .... They asked

me to enter the Sheraton Hotel, to kill

everyone inside."

Nation

Noriega accused of

smuggling aliens
MIAMJ — U.S. immigration investi-

gators say they expect Manuel Noriega to

be charged with being at the center of the

largest alien-smuggling ring ever uncov-

ered.

Tens of thousands of Chinese, Cubans
and otiiei immig i aiits paid millions tiF
dollars to Panamanian officials to use that

nation as an illegal gateway to the United

States and Canada, said Robert Hams,
chief criminal investigator for the Immig-

ration and Naturalization Service here.

The ring started as early as 1980, and

about 4,(XK) Cubans used it to enter this

country at Miami Interni^tional Aiq)ort

alone during the past seven years.

authorities said. Sixteen thousand people

were caught "in the pipeline" when the

United Slates invaded Panama in Decem-
ber, said Robert Penland, who rccenUy

retired as assistant INS commissioner for

anti-smuggling.

Greyhound banknipt;

service to continue

DALLAS — Greyhound Lines Inc. on

Tuesday promised to continue service

despite a bankruptcy reorganization filing

that delighted striking drivers and raised

questions about the ire of the nation's

only intercity bus c-;rier.
.

Listing liabilities V of almost S54()

million, the Dallas-bakd company filed

Monday for Chapter 1 1 bankruptcy

protection from creditors while it tries to

reorganize its finances.

U.S„. Bankruptcy Judge Richard
Schmidt scheduled a hearing for Thurs-

day morning in Brownsville.

"Passengers won't sec any changes at

all," said Liz Hale, a Greyhound spokes-

woman.
There were no reports of riders flocking

lor refunds after tfie filing, but those who
wanted refunds should contact local

customer service representatives, she

said. All tickets were being honored, she

said.

Oakland mayor loses

vote; runoff scheduled

OAKLAND — Oakland Mayor Lionel

Wilson said this mayoral contest was the

toughest of his 13-year political career. It

apparently was his last one, too.

The 75-ycar-old Wilson, damaged by

his ill-fated effort to lure back the Raiders

football team, lost his bid to win a founh
term as mayor of, the East Bay city.

Assemblyman Elihu Harris and Cily~

Councilman Wilson Riles Jr. finished 1-2

in the balloting Tuesday, and they will

compete in a runoff in the November
election.

Wilson acknowledged that the Raiders

issue had hurt his chances for re-clcciion,

but he still believed he acted correctly in

supporting the controversial S602 million

deal to bring the NFL team back to ils

birthplace.

But Hams said the most imporiani

issue was how Oakland's mayor would
face the many problems fating the city,

including a failing school system, poverty

and drugs.

Two students killed

in accident after prom
OAKLAND — Returning from a

senior prom, two students were killed and
two others gravely injured when their car

flipped and rolled down an embankment
in San Lcandro.

The four students had just celebrated

the Fremont High School senior ball at the

Sir Francis Drake Hotel in San Francisco

and were headed for a parly in Hayward
when the accident occurred.

Killed in the weekend crash was
Cliajlgtte Hill, 18, a ii tl Dantui i Butle r , 18.

Hill was a student at Vista College in

Berkeley. Butler was a senior at Fremont
High School.

Hill and Butler died when their car

went off Interstate 580 at the Grand
Avenue exit in San Leandro and rolled

down the embankment Saturday.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Letters & Science

Young chides Orbach for refusing to be tape recorded
By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer

"^ '^-

UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young said he ehided College of

Letters & Science Provost Ray-

mond Orbach for refusing to be

tape recorded at a meeting, main-

taining it led to unnecessary

trouble, i

Young, at a regularly-scheduled

press conference this week, said

Orbach 's insistence to ban record-

ings of him at a May college

faculty meeting probably spurred

disgruntled students one week
later to criticize the provost at a

campuswide faculty senate meet-

ing that ended in a yelling match

between Young and a student.
''

"It was a mistake to not allow

the meeting to be tape recorded

and I said so to the provost," said

Young, who is having a bout with a

"It was a mistake to

not allow the meeting

to b^ tape recorded
and I said so to the

provost ... I think

perhaps some of what
occurred at the senate

meeting might not
have occurred had it

not been for that par^

ticular problem.*'

Charles Young

mild sore throat. "I think perhaps

some of what occurred at the

senate meeting might not have

occurred had it not been for that

particular problem."

The faculty senate engaged in an

hour-long debate before over-

whelmingly tejecting a student

pctiuon to investigate Orbach 's

performance as the college's lop

administrator. After the meeting,

Young approached undergraduate

government commissioner Florie

Aranovich, co-author of the peti-

tion, and sparked an argument by
asking, "I want to know when you
arc going to grow up."

The chancellor, rencciing this

week on the incident, said, "I'm
fairly emotional. I don 'i, know that

I'm more emotional than most
people but I let my emotions show.
1 believe Ihiii they ought not have

to guess how I feel. And they

usually don't."

Young said hp believed the

petition was detrimental to the

credibility of students because
some faculty members voiced

disapproval of the petition, calling

it a "personal attack" on the

provost.

"I think that set back student

involvement in the academic pro-

cess by a substantial amount," the

chancellor said. "What she did was

Turn the faculty against her and
against student participa'tion in the

educational pr(x:ess."

Student leaders disagreed. "I

don't buy that," said newly-elected

Academic Affairs Commissioner
Sam Kaufman, who co-authored,

the petition. "There were faculty

members there who were in sup-

port of it."

The petition was brought to the

campuswide faculty senate fol-

lowing a May 1 1 meeting of the

college's lop faculty board, the

executive committee. At the

meeting, the provost asked the

committee to ban any tape record-

ings of his presentation.

The provost told committee
members he wanted the ban
because tape recorded comments
he gave at a committee meriting in

§ee TAPE, page 26

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier
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• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental -

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/While

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
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^Enlargements to 400%;
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Canon 1
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Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
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7-ELEVEN
FOR ALL YOUR BASEBALL CARD NEEDS!

Compare: /
1990 Uppcrdcck $1.00 per pack, $31 per box

1990 Score $1.00 per pack, $32 per box

Reg. Price

$1.25

$1.25

199U Heer Ji) per pack, $21 per box

1990 Topps .60 per pack, $18 per box

1990 DonRuss .60 per pack, $18 per box
1990 Sport Flicks .60 per pack, $18 per box
*1989-90 Hoops 1 $90 per box (1 box left)

*1 989-90 Hoops 2 $65 per box (1 box left)

(While supplies last)

Prices Good With Coupon Only ar -

1126 Westwood Blvd., Next to McDonalds in the Village.

*Special order only • Next Day Delivery
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$36
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THIS SUMMER,

WE'RE OFFERING

YOU PRACTICALLY

NOTHING AT ALL!

Micro-kinis, itty-bitty thongs, bore-oil

cosuol clothing— it's like wearing

nothing ot oil! Americo's most body-

boring collections of summer fashions are

all here... everything you could want or

need to worship the sun this summer and

beyond. So come on in, and when you do

pick up your FREE copy of,oui; new
*

Summer '90 Undergeor catalog!

NEWSANDIEGO^
3964 5TH AVE , HILLCREST

, (619) 294-8600

:«1

*FREE PARKING WITH
PURCHASE

E^CONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

(619)7462537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

(213) 275-0285
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Committee agrees
Letters & Science

Chicane Studies needs a department
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

After weeks of discussions that ended in

stalemate, faculty members of the College

of Letters & Science provost's committee

«on Chicano Studies agreed Tuesday that

UCLA needs a department for the major.

Students in UCLA's Chicano/Latino

student group, MEChA, have been trying to

gain support for a Chicano Studies depart-

ment since talks with administration and

faculty members began this quarter about

problems of the current Chicano Studies

major.

Tuesday's meeting was the first time key

faculty members involved in the discussions

gave their support to the idea of a

department.

But Provost Raymond Orbach, who has

the power to allocate resources to the

program, still did not make a commiimcni to

giving the interdepartmental major a depart-

ment of its own.

He maintained that he did not want to

"prejudge anything," saying that a depart-

ment may not be the best option to pursue.

Orbach said he is neither for nor against a

department.

After committee members urged him to,

the provost did agree with one MEChA
coordinator's suggestion that he at least

"commit to the facilitation of discussions

toward the creation of a (Chicano Studies)

department."

"I will not be an obstructionist in thi«

process," Orbach continued.

Assistant History Professor George

Sanchez, whp is heading the major until the

quarter ends, initially hesitated when

MEChA coordinator Mark Aguilar asked if

he supported a department. But then

Sanchez replied that he did, because of the

major's history.

Twcniy-one years of discussions about

the uoubled program have convinced him

ihat UCLA needs a department to guarantee

that Chicano Studies has a place on this

campus, he explained.

i
See STUDIES, page 27 Raymond Orbach
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!
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Letters & Science

English professor blames dismissal on L&S

Simon Varey

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Cooking fine food and prepar-

ing historical menus has always

been one of English Professor

Simon Varey's interests, but his

plan to open a restaurant was
prematurely forced upon him by

College of Letters & Science

Provost Raymond Orbach, he said.

"The college, as you may have

heafird, is strapped this year and is

cutting back," according to a letter

Varey received from the chairman

of the English, department on Feb.

14.

It also informed him of "bad

news from the Dean's office that

they will not be providing us with

any temporary positions next

year."

In short, Varey's contract will

^not be renewed for the 1990-91

school year.

Although excited about his new
jobs as a gounnet chef and a

joumal editor, Varey is leaving

^ UCLA disgruntled with its admi-

nistration, hiring policies, class

sizes and lack of dedication to

undergraduate students.

Since he was hired in 1985 only

to teach, and not to do research, all

of his "publications have been

ignored by UCLA," he said.

His classes arc "far too large"

and prevent him from getting to

know any of his students, Varey

said.

The one-page letter made no

reference to Varey's teaching

abilities although his students say

the professor is highly respxicted

and well-liked.

After receiving the letter, Varey

said his superiors did not speak to

him regarding his position. Dean
of Humanities Herbert Morris and

the letter's author Chairman
Daniel Caldcr both refused to

comment on why Varey is not

being asked to return.

"They can't comment on the

personnel process at all, whether

it's good or bad," the college's

spokesman, Harlan Lebo said.

"I'm leaving whether I like it or

not," Varey said. "When a provost

says there's no money for you, you

can bury your head somewhere
and retire into a cave, but that's not

my style.r

Rather than teaching at anol^her

institution, Varey plans to pursue

some of his other interests, includ-

."

See VAREY, page 27
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looking for

Study Space?
Are the Libraries Full?

There ARE Alternatives.
Every student needs a quiet, comfortable space to study fo

finals. And every student's first thought is, "I'll study in the

library." But at this time of year, the libraries are filled to

overflowing.

So rnhnt ran you jjo when the libraries are fuiil

he alternative study svace provided bv ASlICLAUse the alternative^study space provided ty
in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union.

During finals Kerckhoff and Ackerman are open until 1

a.m. Tables in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom supplement the

permanent study lounges on 2nd and 3rd floor Ackerman and

Kerckhoff. In the evenmgs, unused meeting rooms in Ackerman
Union are kept open as well.

Besides companionship and a comfortable place to study,

ASUCLA provides free coffee after 9 p.m., close to ail these

alternative locations. (Get free house coffee in the Kerckhoff

Coffee House, The Cooperage and North Campus.) Free coffee's

something you won't find in the libraries-anothcr good reason

to avoid the library crowds. ^We encourage you to consider alternative study locatKins

whenever possible, if you don't need access to library bcx)ks

and periodicals.

And good luck on finals!

n A Co<>ptTa(ive Message fn^m the JJmvcrsjt^_Libr^^

UCLA WOMEN'S
SOCCER TRYOUTS

OPEN TRYOUTS FOR THE
UCLA WOMEN'S SOCCER

TEAM WILL BEGIN AUGUST
i:^TH AT Tk-an ON'THE I.M.

FIELD. IF INTERESTED CALL
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lUCH
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818-908-3358

OFFICE 213-825-3701
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The key to a campus

leadership career

in Christian Higher^

Education ...

If you are involved in campus leadership |nd serving your peers . .
.
if you have a

commitment to helping college-age students, and you find such experiences

gratifying, we have just the program for you. It is a program that will open the

door of opportunity to a rewarding and fulfilling career.

The fact is, Christian colleges, graduate schools and universities must have ser-

'vant- leaders, called by Christ, who have been professionally trained in Christian

graduate settings where theological, biblical and historical perspectives place

special focus on the values and goals of a Christian institution, and the models and

Structures that support iLs programs.
,

,

Our new M.A. with specialization in Christian higher education is one of a kind. It

is crafted by experienced hands-on educators to update knowledge and skills of

women and men who aspire to serve in Christian colleges and graduate schools. To

find out how our new M.A. degree can make you into a more effective leader*, and

set you on your wav to a new job or career advancement I suggest you call our

Office of Admissions today.

t^^ P^trirlr I ittnrp AticiOanl Prrwn<lPatrick Lattore, AssisUnl Provost

"Ijyou are alreaJy employed we mil Jo our best loJityour currerU work

mlo your academtc program

1 (800) 235-2222, ext. 5400
Theological
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I
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Cyclist raises $18,000 lioping to end worid iuinger
By Kathy Lo

Staff Writer

With only five bucks in his pocket, Cody

Anderson started on an international bike

tour— Pedal for Life — in an effort to end

world hunger.

About 6,600 miles and one and a half

years later, the cyclist has raised $18,000 for

hungry children while pedalling on his

souped-up tricycle.

"I've dedicated my life to making it a

better world. Tm enlisting the support of the

students at UCLA," said Anderson, who
hopes to collect at least $20,000 during his

stay at UCLA.
Today, Anderson will promote aware-

ness and funding for Cooperative American

Relief Everywhere (CARE), an internation-

al relief program.

Anderson said it takes so little from an

individual to make a collective difference.

"If you can't give a buck to save the life of a

child, then you're pretty light there," he

said.

Ultimately, 50 children benefit from $5.

So far, about 35 million people have

benefited from the campaign, he said.

"They get medical care, then food. That

one day can give them the gift of life," he

said.

He needs $2,000 for a plane ticket to

Australia. "If 20,000 people donated one

dollar, $18,000 would go to CARE, and

sponsoring corporations would match ihai

10 times," he said.

Starting in Greenfield, N.H., Anderson

has pedalled through Miami, the Everg-

lades, Houston and San Antonio at about 1

miles per hour on flat ground.

The plastic cycle holds a traveling kit that

includes tools, toiletries and a pellet gun.

• He also does "killer" endurance rides

which include biking 130 miles straight, or

uavelling for 50 hours with a two-hour nap.

Travelling through 15-degree weather,

sometimes with a windchill factor below

degree, is not part of his plan, but he

manages, he said.

He has enlisted the support of undergra-

duate President Dean Poulakidas and the

Community Service Commissioner Ramie

Dare. Volunteers from UCLA'S^ Hunger

Project will also help with his paperwork

and publicity.

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity is providing

housing for 34 -year-old Anderson.

"I think it's pretty cool. He's taking time

out of his life to help other people. He's

making his life charity right now, and that's

commendable," Poulakidas said.

Anderson said students are important for

the world's future. "UCLA students arc on

the cutting edge of tomorrow's leaders . . .

but in order to be a good leader you have to

be comjiassionate."

Dare agreed and said Anderson is u-ying

to teach students. "What he's doing as one

person is kind of phenomenal. By his

example, he's 07ing to teach us to be

compassionate and maybe go all out."

Going all out is a way of life for

Anderson, who once walked 14,000 miles in

separate campaigns to alleviate world

hunger.

Now with his hands and feet, Anderson

pedals on his Anti-Death Machine, which

weighs more than he does. None of this is

See CYCUST, page 29

. ASUCLA COMPUTER STORE
^ CONGRATULATES THE CLASS OF 1990!

# Now you can afford a

cap and gown.

Congratulations to UCLA graduates preparing for the excitement of graduation

and the challenges of a "real world" career!

y But before you sink into your last term projects, let the ASUCLA Computer

Store introduce you to one of the most valuable tools you can own—in school

and in the business world. An Apple Macintosh® Computer.

Apple fust cut hundreds of dollars from the educational price of Macintosh

compact computers and you can still take advantage of these savings.

While you re still a full-time UCLA student, you can purchase a Macintosh from

the ASUCLA Computer Store at special educational prices available only to

~UCLA students, faculty and staff— ^— ' ' "

The Apple Macintosh. It will give you that competitive edge tomorrow—and a

little extra time to be a student today.

Here are just a few of the savings:

^;"^"- 53,869
"

O
^
^

- '%

UCLA )

Keyboards must be purchased separately.

I'AYMI.N I": IKcsc fow prices arc ASUCIj\ cash prices and require- payment made hy currency, cashier's check. University Credit

Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to 5>3(M)) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are ma accepted. Ihese products

.ire available onfy to full-time students, faculty. statT, with current UCl-A II). and to UCLA departments. Purchase nuist he for the

personal, academic or research use>of the elij^ible person. Purchases arc restricted to one per person per lifetime. Kxceptions are

available to regular faculty and stafT. please ini|uire. (Quantities are limited. Prices are current as ol 6 4 ')() ,inil are subject lo diange

without notice. All sales are fmal.

Computer financing is available to students through the Wcsrwood Student Federal Credit Union.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STDRE «,

Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ MTIi 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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This year's edition includes:

Student Life ancf^rts & Sciences — includes a photo gallery, in

addition to candid shots of students working and playing inside

and outside of the classroom.

Main Issues —"cflnok back at tlie~decade7.as welliis the dramatic

news stories of this past year.

Calendar — a record of campus, national, and international

events of the 1989- 90 school year.

Seniors and Undergrads — individual pictures and student

spotlights.

Greeks and Groups—pictures andstories covering the activities of

fraternities, sororities, and organizations this" past year.

"V

Yearbooks are currently being distributed outside the student storer

from 10:15 am to 4:00 pm Monday through Friday Bring a photo i.d.

to pick up your pre-paid copy or purchase one for $35.00.

> ' '

' '

Anyone interested in joining next year's stan may pick up an applica

tion at the yearbook trailer located behind Kerckhoff.

qSE!

i;

Questions? Call us at 825-2640

»
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Alumni awards to honor UCLA's best and brigMest
By Michael Lawrence

Contributor

Some of UCLA's greatest achievers, a

collection of students, graduates and facul-

ty, will gather Sunday for the 45th Annual

Alumni Awards presentation.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. class of 1969, wilL

receive the highest award, "Alumnus of the

Year/' -^ —-^-

—

The awards are given to UCLA alumni,

faculty ^nd friends because their individual

contributions add to the enduring quality of

the university, said Alumni Awards Direc-

tor Dee I>ee Wilson. The ceremony is a

reunion of the Bruin family, she added.

The awards are presented by the Alumni
Association, which solicits nominations and

passes them on to a steering committee

Alumni, faculty and friends recognized

for individual contributions to UGLA
which makes the final decisions.

Awards will be given in several catego-

ries. These are the Outstanding Seniors and

Graduate Students, and Distinguished

Teachers. Awards to UCLA alumni include

categories of Community Service, Profes-

sional Achievement, Public Service and

University Service.

This year's Outstanding Seniors include

former undergraduate Academic Affairs

Commissioner Florencia Aranovich, who
ihc commiiiee said has championed
women's and minority's rights.

The award, first given in 1966, will also

recognize Thomas Alloggiamento, an

English major; Dino Barajas, a communi-

cations studies major, Neil Marc Paige, an

English major; and Mary Margaret Smith, a

women's studies major.

The Professional Achievement award

will recognize U.S. Army General Louis

Menetrey, class of 1954 and the comman-
der-in-chief of the United Nations Com-
mand in Korea. Fashion designer Diane

Freis, class of 1972, will also be recognized.

She has built a clothing enterprise which

serves clients in the British royalty and

celebrities such as Diana Ross.

The Public Service Award will be

presented to California State Assemblyman

Terry Friedman, class of 1971, whose

district includes UCLA. Los Angeles

Harbor Commission President Jun Mori,

class of 1955, will also be a recipient.

This year, the association is naming U.S.

Congressman Edward Roybal as an honor-

ary alumnus. Roybal has actively lobbied

for legislation which has enabled UCLA to

establish several medical research centers?

Past recipients include Nobel Laureate

Glenn Seaborg, 1934, Los Angeles Mayor

Tom Bradley, 1941, Carol Burnett, 1954,

Olympic medalist Rafer Johnson, 1959, and

tennis star Arthur Ashe, 1966.

The ceremony will be held in Perloff

Quad at 3 p.m. Reservations must be made
with the Alumni Association for attendance.

With or without glasses-
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Parents work toward stopping the

move of UCLA's laboratory school
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Three parents flew lo Sacramento Monday to

persuade State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Bill Honig that UCLA's University Elementary

School should stay on cafrtpus and not moyg la Santa,

for the stale department of education. "(Now) he is

now open to considering both proposals."

Honig wants the lab school to serve the needs of

the entire slate, Lang said. Under the parents'

proposal, the school would be linked to a group of

cooperating public school districts throughout

California .^.,—

^

. —r^—

.

Monica.

And while Honig had originally supported UCLA
administrators' idea of moving the laboratory school

to the Santa MonicVMalibu Unified School District,

he is now open to the parent's suggestion of keeping

the school on campus, a spokeswoman said.

"Initially, he had just kind of made up his mind that

ne was for the move." said Susie Lang, spokeswoman

Heidi Brandt, one of three parents who flew to

Sacramento lo meci with Honig, said the stale official

was "very positive" about her group's proposal.

Administrators here have proposed moving the

school to Santa Monica because of the research

opportunities of having a lab schcx)! in an urban area.

They are still continuing negotiations with ihc school

district aboul the move.

Bruin Radio AM 99.9 Century Cable FIW

UCLA student dies

during lung biopsy
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

UCLA student Roderick Peter

McFarland died last month dur-

ing a routine diagnostic proce-

duro 'ut the UCLA—Medical

Center, after he was referred

there by Student Health Service.

McFarland, a 38 year-old

Engli^jh graduate student; died

May 30, while undergoing a lung

biopsy.

McFarland, who was a teach-

ing assistant for English 3, is

survived by his wife.

The Los Angeles County

Medical Examiner is investigat-

ing his death.

A lung biopsy is normally

performed when there are abnor-

malities in an X-ray, a lung

lunciion icsi or an infection.—Dti r » fvg' +h«

—

procedurOi—a-

sampic of lung tissue is cxiracied

for a pathologist lo examine or a

bacicriologisi lo culture and to

look tor organisms. The biopsy is

also used to discover lung cancer.

UCLA Dr. Davis Drinkwaier,

who is a heart surgeon, explained

ihal lung biopsies do have some
risks. 'Ml has some bleeding —
leaks in the lung allcrwards."

N.'

"The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3am weekends).
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Parking Allowances • Health Insurance
•./

*CALL NOW*

Wilshlre/Beverly Hi

West Los Angeles
Marina Del Rey
Downtown

s 213/937-9100
213/444-9971
213/578-5911
213/622-1448

r
-rr -^r-^
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ITEM
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN
CHICKEN

BROCCOLI...
THIGH
LEG ;

WING
BLACKENED
CACCITORRI
4 PC :T7Tr.-.-.-:-

4 PC COMBO

OLD
PRICE

,..2.74

...1 39...

.089
.064
3 29
3.04, .

2 4&—
325

NEW
PRICE

289
, ... 1.44

093
066
3 44

3 19
—2-74
.359

If you st9p to think about it, this ad is downright contrary. Most

restaurants advertise specials and happy hours and 2-for-l deals.

We're advertising a price increase. Does MacDonald's advertise

when the price of Big Macs goes up? Does Cafe Casino warn you

about entree price chan^ges?

No.*But we're ASUCLA Food Service, and that makes us quite a

bit different from most restaurants. For one thing, we work for

students: our policy-making body, thc;^ASUCLA Board of Directors,

has 10 voting members, and six of them are students. The Br ud

isn't overly concerned about Food Service being a big money-

maker. (In case you wondered, we're not. This year, we figure we 11

just about make budget, which means that when all our curjent

expenses are paid our net revenue will amount to a modest 1.3%

of sales.) What the Board does care about is serving the UCLA

communityr especially students.

Because so many Board members are students themselves, they

know exactly what Food Service goals should be: quick service,

comfortable, convenient places to eat, a variety of good food, and

If^^w piji i.^ \iiw jMii-^^ in pnvi\r\i\nr, gnt n lot of attention from tho

so it's rare that we change prices more than once a year. (In fact, it

has been five years since our last mid- year price adjustment—and

that was a decrease.) When increasing costs do force us to raise

prices, we follow an established procedure. First, we do a survey to

make sure our prices are comparable to other restaurants, espe-

cially other college food services. Second, we hold an open hearing

on prices. Finally, we run this ad listing every price change we

plan to make, just so there are no surprises when you get to the

cash register.

You may notice that there are a handful of price /eductions in

the listing, too. And of course there are literally hundreds of items

whose prices will remain unchanged. But the main purpose of the

list is to put price increases on the publit record^

We're not pleased to increase any price. But we are proud that we

haven't had an increase since June, 1989. And we're especially

proud to work for a Board that's willing to tell members of the

campus community everything they need to know — even if it isn't

good news.

,«- Ail price increases will hie effective Mftn4fty, hine 18. It may tQk&,

t

9PCC IIIGKCN —

—

CHICKEN 9 PC COMBO .....

CHICKEN CURRY
CHICKEN 18 PC
CHICKEN 21 PC
CHICKEN DIJON
CHICK ENCH CASSEROLE
CHICKEN FLORENTINE
CAJUN CHKN JAMBALAYA
CHICKEN.OVEN FRD
CHICKEN POT PIE

-<>HICKEN PARMESAN
CHICK FRSTK COMBO *.•

CHICKEN TERIYAKI
CHICK TERIYAKI COMBO
CHICKEN PICATTA
CHICKEN TETRAZZINI
CHILI BAR
CHILI RELLENO CASSER
CHIMICHUNGA
CODALMONDINE
CORNED BEEF
EGG ROLL
EGGPLANT PARMESAN
CHS/OLIVE ENCHILADA
ENCHIRITO
FAJITAS __,.^
FETTUCINI
FRENCH RAGOUT
ITALIAN CHICKEN
JALAPENO CH ZUCCHINI
KNOCKWURST COMBO
KUNG PAO BEEF COMBO .

KUNG PAO CHICKEN
KUNG PAO ChiKN COMBO

MANICOTTI
MEAT BURRITO
MEAT LOAF
MEAT LOAF COMBO
MEXICAN LASAGNE
MEX CHICK KIEV
OYSTER BEEF
NACHOS
NACHOS WITH BEANS
NACHOSWITHCHtLf
no plate special
plAtillo-full
platillo-half
pasta - half order
pasta combo
pasta - full order
pasta parmesan
pasta polen
pollo con legumbres
pollo ranchero
pork chop - spanish
pork/raisin ench
POT ROAST
POTATO, STUFFED
QUICHE-MEAT
RAINBOW PASTA
RAVIOLI - BEEF
RAVIOLI - CHEESE
RED SNAPPER

"RED SNAPPER COMBO
COUNTRY RIBS WA/EG
ROAST BEEF/RICE
ROAST PORK/DRESSING
SEAFOOD CREOLE
SNAPPER W/ RICE
SNAPPER.CAJUN W/RICE
SNAPPER VERACRUZ
STEAK PICADO
SNAPPER VERCRUZ COMB
STEWS
STUFFED BELL PEPPER
STUFFED BELL PEPPER .

STUFFED CHICKEN BRST
STUFFED SOLE W/R&V
STUFFED SOLE - NC
SUSHI
SWEET/SOUR CHICKEN
SWT/SOUR CHICKEN
S& SCHICK COMBO
SWEET/SOUR PORK
TACO SALAD
TOSTADA
TUNA CASSEROLE
TURKEY ALA KING
TURKEY DIVAN
TURKEY POT PIE

TURKEY/ DRESSING TH
TURKEY& DRESS COMBO
TURKEY W/DRESSING
VEAL FLORENTINE
VEAL MARSALA
VEAL PARMESAN
VEGETABLE PLATE
VEGETABLE PLATTER.:. ,..'.

TURKEY DINNER
HAM DINNER
ICE CREAM
BASKET - PLAIN

_ BASKET - SUNDAE
BANANA SPLIT
CARVEL SANDWICH
FLOAT
FROZEN YOGURT, SMALL
FROZEN YOGURT, MED
FROZEN YOGURT. LARGE
GLACE. SMALL

49'

.9.19.

.3.12,..

11 14,..

12 29
.332
,255
,329
3 03
3 09
2,59
2,91

305
275
355

,359
2 74
239
249
1,89

2^3
279
224
2 25
2 55
1 45, ;.

.2^.99.

2 59
3,29

.3.04

254
.355
.3 55
.309
, 3 55.

3 20

099,
979,

.3,27

.711.89

1299
347

.2.70
344
3 19

.3.24
.2.69
3.06

3 19

2 89
3 69
374
289
2 54
2 64
1 99

OLD NEW
CNAN6E ITEM PRICE PRICE

15 GLACE, MEDIUM 1 29 1 34

. 0.05 GLACE, LARGE 139 144
.0,04 FROZEN YOGURT CONE 99 104

02 MILKSHAKE. SMALL 114 119
15 MILKSHAKE, LARGE ..,1,55 159
15 SMALL CONE 79, 84

- T^29 SMALL CONE DiPPEa -4)»59' -4-04-

0,34 SMOOTHIE, SMALL 164 169—OMOOT IJI E. LAROC 1 00 ' — D 4

0,60
15

75
070

15

15

CHANGE

05
05
05
04
05

.,,. 005
..J).O fe

ITEM

DELI W/SANDWICH
DELI-TWO W/SAND
SALAD BAR - SMALL
SALAD BAR - LARGE
MEAT SALAD A LA CARTE
ME-AT SALAD COMBO
.NC PASTA. SALAQ#1
NC PASTA SALAD #2

HG PASTA SALAD #3. _^

OLD
PRICE

b !

1 16

2 09
2 89
n 49
2 79

NEW
PRICE

1 11

2 19

3 09
1 59
2 89

1.19

CHANSE
(0 02)

(0 05)

10

20
10

10— Q.1Q

WAFFLE CONE - PLAIN 1 67
WAFFLE CONE - SUNDAE 2 12

ICE CREAM (BASKINROBBIN8)

15

16

15

10

15
14^

2
2

2
2
2
1

3

2
3

3

2

3

3

3

3

79

93
29
39
59
54
09
74
44
19

69
69
69
24

69
-^VAA-

14

14

15

15

15

0,15

10

,0 16,

14

0.05

14

04
09

,0,10

15

15

15

15

14

14

15

0,14

BANANA ROYALt
BANANA SPLIT
SUNDAE
SUNDAE, SMALL
FIVE STAR SUNDAE
FLOAT MED
FLOAT SM
FLOAT LG
FREEZE
FREEZE LG
SUNDAE, DELUXE

13

78
79
19

27
59
04
29

T69

OZ
OZ DOUBLE

SUNDAE, SMALL DELUXE
MALT •.

MALT LG
SCOOP 4

SCOOP 4

SINGLE SCOOP
DOUBLE SCOOP
TRIPLE SCOOP
SODA
SODA LG
TRIPLE TREAT
MiSCELLi\NEOUS
TO GO CONTAINER 30
MUGS.ANNIVERSARY 5 75

PIZZA BOX 3D
PASTRIES/DESSERTS
APPLE FRITTER 89
BAGEL 62
BAGEL LARGE 89
BRAN MUFFIN , 64
4wH4f-RN-l-AF^r;F -SQ-

39
79
19

69
39
11

11

79
1 46
2 13

1 59
.2 29
? 58

2

1

1

1

2
1

2

—rf

172 05 ' SPECIALITY SAL SPEC .,',

2 19 07 SUPREME SALAD SPEC
STUFFED TOMATO

2 22 09 SAWWiCHES
2 87 09 ' SMaTl COMBO SUB
185 06 LARGE COMBO SUB
1 22 03 SMALL HAM SUB
4 42 15 LARGE HAM SUB
1 65 06 SM COTTO SALAMI SUB
1 07 03 LG COTTO SALAMI SUB
2 38 09" SMMORTADELLASUB
175 06 LGMORTADELLASUB
2 48 09 SMALL CHEESE SUB
1 85 06 LARGE CHEESE SUB
1 22 03 SMALL TUNA SUB"

r.-^ 78 09 LARGE TUNA SUB
2 51 12 SMALL CUSTOM SUB
117 06 LARGE CUSTOM SUB
2 19 08 SMALL CLUB SUB
82 03 • LARGE CLUB SUB

1 52 - 06 SMALL MEATBALL SUB
2 22" 09 large' MEATBALL 9UB.-
165 06 SMALL DRY SALAMI SUB

.2 38 09 LARGE DRY SALAMI SUB
2 67 09 SMALL ROAST BEEF SUB

^ LARGE ROAST BEEF SUB
35 0,05 . SMALL TURKEY SUB

5 95 '0 20 LARGE TURKEY SUB
35 05 .' SMALL PASTRAMI SUB

LARGE PASTRAMI SUB
92 03 SMALL CUSTOM SUB
64 02 LARGE CUSTOM SUB
92 03 SMALL SEAFOOD SUB

,0 65 01 LARGE SEAFOOD SUB
9.? 03- PAN I N I SM

99 1 09 10

269
3 97
1 64

2 79

3 99
1 69

10

02
0-05

2 21 231 10

3 43 3 54 11

221 231 10

3 43 3 54 11

2 21 231
,

10

3 43 3 5f 11

221 231 10

343 3 54 11

221 231 10

3 43 3 54 11

221 231 10

3 43 3 54,. ,.-,», 11

221 231 10

3 43 3 54 11

2 64 2 74 0.10

4 52 4 63
•

11

2 64 2 74 10'

'4-^

2-64

4 52
2 64
4 52^

2 64
4 52
2 64
4 52
2 64
4 52
2 64
4 52
1 29

-4-63- -a-14-

2 74

4 63
2 74
4-63-

2 74

4 63
2 74

4 63
2 74

4 63
2 74

4 63
1 39

TO

11

10

Oil
.0 10

11

10

11

10

e-ti

1.0

11

Q 10

1 3S ,
149 n^TD BHUWNILS

191 199 008 BROWNIES, LARGE
2 79 2 94 .0 15 CANDY BY THE POUND
3 09 3 24 15 CAKE . »,

2 15 2 29 14 CAKE - NC
3 19 3 34 15 CAKE -EXTRA SPECIAL
2 89. 3 04 15 CHEESECAKE -. JIMMYS '

179 189 10 CHEESECAKE - NEW YORK
2 12 2 24 12 ' CHEESECAKE - SPEC JM
2 39 2 59 20 CHOCOLATE MOOSE CAKE
2 99 3 14 15 CINNAMON ROLL
3 09 3 19 10 CONTINENTAL ROLL
2 09 2 19 10 CROISSANT
179 189 10 DESSERT CRIOSSANTS
4 29 4 39 10 DANISH
2 59 2 74 15 . . FANCY DANISH ,, . .

2 19 2 29 10 GOURMET PASTR¥--^^^
2 63 2-73 10 MUFFINS -.COOP *

2 36 10 MUFFING THE DAY
2 99 .0 10 .

;
SPECIALTY DESSERT

3 59 b 14 JELLO
2 59 10 PECAN ROLL/STRUDEL
3 24 15 PIE/CAKE
2 79 20 PLAIN DONUTS
1 79 Oil DONUTS GLAZED
2 29 10 RUGALA
2 54 15 RUGALA -3 PACK
2 54 015 SPECIALTY DESSERT
256 15 CUPCAKE ,

•

-[ITS ^PIZZA —^
15 BASIC DEEP DISH SM
15 BASIC DEEP DISH MED
15 BASIC DEEP DISH LG
15 BASIC-SMALL
15 BASIC-MEDIUM
14 BASIC-LARGE .^^.^

15 COMBO-SMALL
15 COMBO-MEDIUM
14 C0MB0-LARC3E
1

1

PEPPERONI DP DSH SM
15 PEPPERONI DP DSH MED
15 PEPPERONI DP DSH LG
15 PEPPERONI-SMALL
15 PEPPERONI-MEDIUM
16 PEPPERONI-LARGE

,0 14 CHEESE -SMALL
14 CHEESE - MEDIUM
15 ^ CHEESE - LARGE
19 CHEESE DEEP DISH SM
14 CHEESE DEEP DISH MED
10 CHEESE DEEP DISH LG .

10 PIZZA O DAY SM
15 PIZZA O' DAY MD -

*"

15 PIZZA O DAY LG
16 PIZZA O DAY DEEP SM
15 PIZZA O' DAY DEEP MD
14 PIZZA O DAY DEEP LG

349 020 VEG PIZZA, SM
3 59 14 VEG PIZZA, MED
2 84 15 VEG PIZZA, LG
2 84 15 VEG DEEP DISH, SM
269 15 VEG DEEP DISH, MED
2 19 10 VEG DEEP DISH, LG
3 19 20 COMBO DEEP DISH SM
3 99 20 COMBO DEEP DISH MED
3 99 20 COMBO DEEP DISH LG

PIZZA SM W/0 MEAT LV

119 * 05 PIZZA MD W/0 MEAT LV

1.66. ',.. ,0.05- - PIZZA LG W/0 MEAT LV_
2 14 05 PIZZA SMW/MF AT LV

1 04 05 PIZZA MED W/ MEAT LV

.134 05 PIZZA LG W/MEAL LV
1 04 05 SALADS
1 14 05 ANTIPASTO-SMALL
1 34 05 ANTIPASTO - LARGE
124, 05 CHEF SALAD SMALL

TTTH tTTP rrm PAN i rj i lg r-^^

99 • 1 02 03 BACON BAGEL 1 69

3 59 3 75 16 BLT 2 45

87 92 05 CBLT CROISSANT 2 64

1 79 1 82 03 , CHEESE 1 69

2 29 2 32 03 CHEESE SANDvVlCH •

1 69
117 119 02 CHICKEN BREAST SAND 2 36

199 2 02 ' 03 CHICKEN SANDWICH NC 2 03

2 29 2 33 04 CHICKEN MEAL DEAL 3 52
_1_&9 ^-^ -0-03 C'h ICK£N DELIGHT 2.32.

1 7y

2 54
2 74

1 79
1 79
2 49
2 19
3 59
3 09

10

09
10

10

10

13

't

07
10

Board. In fact, the Board is so concerned that they've established a

special Food Price Adjustment policy. We try to keep prices stable,

a few weeks to bring all our price signs up to date, so please be

patient.

Thank you taking your meals with us.

ASUCLA Food Service
ITEM
SIDES
BAKED POTATO
CHIPS/GUACAMOLE
CHIPS/SALSA
CORN
VEGETABLES - FANCY
FRIES WITH SANDWICH
RICE
BEANS
VEGETABLES
VEGGIES FRESH - Lu Valle

QUESADILLA
SOUP

t^eOWL ALA CARTE-
SOUP BOWL

. W/SANDWICH
BOULE
SOUP CUP ALA CARTE
SOUP CUP W/SANDWICH
SOUP CH#1
SOUP CH#2
SOUP, CH#1 W/ BOULE
SOUP, CH #2 W/ BOULE
BEVERAGES

OLD
PRICE

1 56
1 44
111
64

069
72
64
64
64
69

r96

BAi' jivImI.

96
1 01

74

069
1 56
1 76

2 34

? ^4

064

NEW
PRICE

1 66
1 54
1 21

59
64
69
59
59
59
64

1 99

107

CHANCE

10

10

10

(005)
(0 05)

(003)
(0 05)

(005)
(0,05)

(0 05)

003

-&re6-

74

84
1 04

BANG MED
•BANG - LARGb •'>

ORANGE BANG JUMBO
ORANGE BANG
DISCOUNT 20 OZ

ORANGE JUICE REFILL
COFFEE 6 OZ *

COFFEE 10 OZ
COFFEE 16 07
COFFEE 20 07
COFFEE 20 OZ DISC
DR BROWNS
HOT CHOCOLATE 10 0/
ICED TEA 10 OZ
ICED TEA 14 OZ
ICED TEA 20 OZ .

ICEATEA20OZDISC
LIPTON TEA #
MILK
MILK - COFFEE HOUSE
MILK-LG COFFEE HSE

• NON CARBONATED 10 OZ
NON CARBONATED 14 OZ
NON CARBONATED 20 OZ
NON-CARBONATED 32 OZ
NON CAR6 BEV DSC 20 OZ
MINERAL WATER
SANKA
SODA 10 OZ ', 0,59;

SODA 14 OZ 0.69

SODA 20 O^ 79
SODA 32 OZ 99
SODA - 20 OZ'DISC 63
STASH TEA", / 56
BEVERAGES, COFFEE HOUSE
.(CAFE AU LAI T 86

67
• 1 '"> 7

1 r I

041
SI

:jt/

071
57

89
J 66
59
69
79
63

041
52

057
093
59
69
79
99
63
89

.0.41

99
1 09
079
071
1 69
1 89.
.M9.
2 69

67
7 7

87
1 07

7p-

1^.3

1

43
54.

64.
74

59
,0 93
.0 69

62
72
82

066
44
55
60

'0 96
62
72
82

.1.02

66
93

.044
-rO.62

72
82

1 02
66
59

089

03
08
05
02
13

.0 13

.0 15

15

03
03
03 •

03

03
04
02

,,0 03
.003

: 03,
02'

04,
03
03
03
03
03

003
03
03

,0 03
03
03
03

, 03
003
04
03

.003

.003
03

003
03
03

03

OLD
ITEM PRICE

CAPPUCCINO 99
CAPPUCCINO ROYALE 1 09 .

COLOMBIAN 61

DECAF 0.61 .

DOUBLE CAPPUCCINO . 1 53
DOUBLE ESPRESSO 1 48

ESPRESSO 89
ESPRESSO. LG 1 14 .

COFFEE OF THE MONTH 61

FRENCH ROAST 61

MORROCAN 1 11

FiOT CIDER 71

HOT CIDER. LG 1 14

HOUSE i...t.nu.u.. 0.66k
MOCHA MINT 111
ICED CAPPUCCINO 109
ICED CAPP ROYALE, SM -, 134
ICED CAPPUCCINO. LG 1 39
ICED CAPP ROYALE, LG ,_,__ 1 .64

ICED CIDER ^079^

ICED CIDER, LG' 106
ICED COFFEE 69-

ICED COFFEE. LG 89
ICED TEA 12vOZ 69
ICED TEA, LG 89
CINNAMON CREAM 1 09
KONA 61

OLD FASH LEMONADE, SM 111
OLD FASH LEMOrjAnr i n 1 34-

MOCHA ROMA
ORANGE JC. SMALL i

1 1

ORANGE JUICE, LARGE 1 34

COFFEE. 1/2 POUND ^ 3 39
COFFEE BY POUND 6 55
BREAKFAST
HUl.LUVEH BREAKFAST 1 S4

BREAKFAST BURRITO SM 1 07
BREAKFAST BURRITO LG 1 42
ARROZO CON LECHE SM 39
ARROZO CON LECHE LG 62
BRUIN" ,.. 209
BRUIN, PATTY .,:, 2 23
BREAKFAST MERGER 2 06
COLD CEREAL - NC 96

COLD TOPPING - NC 1 12

CEREAL BAR 1 99
CHILAQUILES 1 71

COLDCEREAl 51

CONTINENTAL - JIMMYS 2 33
CORNED BEEF HASH 79

DESAYCARN 112
FRENCH TOAST 0.66

GRANOLA 1:42.

GYPSY :
'.1.49 -

' HASH BROWNS 67
HOT CEREAL .': 54
EXCHANGE BREAKFAST 2 04
NC BREAKFAST SPECIAL 2.59.

OMELETTES 2 53
PANCAKE 1 . 37
PANCAK5S-2 62

NEW
PRICE CHANGE

1 03 04
1 13 004
64 03

.0.64 0.03

157 004
1 52 04
93 04

1 18 004
64 03
64'

, 03
1 14 . 03
74 003

1 17 003
, , 0, 50.. Q.Q3

1 14 03
1 IS 04
1 38 04
1 43 04
1 68 .... 04
0'82 03
1 09 03
72 03
92 03
72 003
92 03

112 .0 03
64 03

1 16 05
1 39 05
' ?5 04
1 16 05
139 05
3 4p 10

6 69 • 14

1 ^;9 05
1 14 07
154 12

41 02
66 04

2 19 .0 10

234 11

2 24 18

99 03
1 19 007
2 09 10

1 76 05
54 03

2 39 06
081 002
1 19 007
69 03

.1.49,., 0,07

1 59 10
69 02
59 05

2 14 10

269 / 10

259 006
39 02

068 006

OLD
ITCH PRICE
PANCAKES SMALL 59
PANCAKES LG 88
BREAKFAST POCKET 1 76
SANDWICHED.GRILLED 1 54
BREAKFAST POCKET 1 99
HAMBURGERS/HOT DOGS
DOUBLE CHEESE 2 99
BURGER 1/4# 1 63
BURGER - DOUBLE 2 54
CHICKEN STRIPS 2 29
WESTERN BURGER 2 68
BURGER BASKET 2 89
BURGER COMBO 3 09
-FISH AND CHIPS 2.29 .

HOT DOG 8/1 111
HOT DOG 4/1 1 64
LU VALLE SAUSAGE SND '2,12
STEAK SANDWICH 2 96
CONVENIENCE ITEM
CANNED JUICE 56
COTTAGE CHEESE 84
CREAM CHEESE •

,

21

CREAM CHEESE - COS '

54

HANSON JUICE-SMALL 94
HANSON JUICE-LARGE 1 47
ORANGE JUICE 0,63

MICROWAVE POPCORN 90
POTATO CHIPS 53
CHIPS, LARGE 77

POTATO SK CH/BAC 68
POTATO SK CH/SC 49
POTATO SKIN 32
YOni IRT 84

ENTREE
ALMOND BEEF STEAK 2 39
AZTEC CASSEROLE 2 09
BAKED CHICKEN 2 63
BAKED POTATO 1 56
BBQ CHICKEN- 1 PC , 1 53
BBO CHICKEN - 2 PC 3 04

BBO CHICKEN COMBO 3 05
BBO RIBS 303
BEEF BOURGUIGNONNE 3 29
BEEF ENCHILADA CASS 2 55
BEEF NOODLE' .,.,2.67

BEEF STROGANOFF 3 29
BEEF/PEPPER COMBO 3 55
BROCCOLI BEEF 3 55
BURRITO - JUMBO 2.79

.CANNELONI 1.39

CANNELONI-NC 2.79

CARNEADOBADA 3.29

CHEESE/BEAN BURRITO 1.33
- CHICKEN 2 PC .rr.-r 1.94
CHICKEN 2 PC COMBO 2 79
CHICKEN 3 PC 2 69
CHICKEN 3 PC COMBO 3 54
CHICKEN5PC 4,14

CHICKEN 5 PC COMBO 4 94
CHICKEN LG SIDE

,
1.99

CHICKEN BREAST ...., 1 40

NEW
PRICE

62
94.

1 89
1-64

2 09

3 09
1 69
2 69
239
2 79
2 99
3.19

.^.39

r 19

1.69

.2.19

3 09

CHANCE
003
06

.0 13

.0.10
*

10

10

006
15

10

0.11

10

10

.0.10

008
05

007
13

057
89

0.22

56
098
1 52
66

099
055
79

069
051
34
86

2 54
2 19

279
1 66
1 59
3 19

3 19

3 19

344
269
2.79

344
369
3 69
2.84

1 46
2 94
344
1.39

204
294
289
379
454
5 39
2.19

1 49

001
05

001
002
04
05

003
009
02
02

001
02
02
02

15

10

16

10

06
15

. 14

16

15

14

.0.12
15

0,14
14

,0 05
.007

15

. 15

06
010

15

20
-0?5
040
045
20
09

26
89
45
49
09
59

1 68
2 19

39
39
41
04-

09
3 09
299
2 99
2 79
285
2

3
3.

1

2

3
3
3

3

3

79
29
15

93
19

04
99
99
23
25

275
3

3
2

2
2

2

2

*A<,*^j • *,>.« *

09
55
90
09
99
09
49

2 68
2 59
2 85
3 29
3 45
2 69
2 69
2 54
209
2 99
3 79
3 79

1 14

24
24
14

14

94
99
94
44

29
2 04
2 34
3.19

4 14
14

39
39
89
24
74

04
19

09
24

2 64
2 84
2 74

2 99

9e-

89 92 03 CHICKEN SALAD .2 39 2 49 '0.10

•139 141 02 CHICKEN SALAD POCKFT ^.09 2 19- 10

089' 092' 003 CLUB 2 96 3 09 13

,129 134 05 Club PITA 2-09 2 19' 10

69 071 02 CLUB CROISSANT 2 64 2 74 10
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And —

TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA Student Discount

TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AUTO INSURANCE —

—

Ave. #21 8 824-3991
Westwood Village. Above the Wherehouse

trumr HVTMnMwmii cwmnH

would like to give a big

THANK YOU!
- to the following people for their part in the

1989-1990 SNAC Programs, "A Night of Eating Right"

and "Fast Food Frenzy!"

Food Service Managers
Bob Schol, Sproul Hall Don Rupp, Rieber Hall

John Moore, Sproul Hall Rogelio Lopez, Hershey Hall

Roberta Lang, Dylcstra Hall Cindy Perez, Hershey Hall

Angie McCoy, Dykstra Hall Sharon Sperling, Hedrick Hall

Mary Pat Palmer, Rieber Hall t Karen Schweter, Hedrick Hall

Peer. Health Counselors

Laura Wokurka Kim Uyeda
Kim Moloney Helen Medina
Gaby Riviello Nisha Patel

Nancy Gold Joni Lee

Student Health Advocates

Chad Lewis Andrew Lim
Darren Hom Jennifer Partridge

Diane Pekary Michelle Look

Sponsored by the Student Nutrition Awareness Committee (SNAC), a joint

efTort of the UCLA Student Health Service and On Campus Food Services.
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Joy, some concerns
mark bills' passage
Propositions 111, 121 passed in -

election, but aren't panaceas

By Auris Jarasunas

Staff Writer

While students and university

officials said Wednesday they

were extremely satisfied with the

passage of propositions 111 and

121 in the primary election, they

also tempered their joy with

concerns for the budgetary crisis

the state still faces and the fee

increases that may be used to help

combat it.

"The passage of Proposition 1 1

1

and Proposition 121, comes at ap

especially critical time for the

University of California and
encourages us greatly. In enacting

these two propositions, the voters

of our State have chosen to keep

the California dream alive," UC
President David Gardner said in a

prepared statement.

"It's great," 'said Dale Kelly

Bankhcad, executive director of

the UC Student Association.

Amid the joy, concerns were

raised about the financial predica-

ment in which the slatd currently

finds itself. "Proposition 1 1 1 will

have some good effects, but we
still have a budget crisis," Bank-

head said.

"The Slate and the university

must still deal with the fiscal

difficulties that arise from time to

time, such as the current revenue

shortfall facing California which,

if not dealt with by the Governor

and the Legislature, will in itself

have an adverse effect on the

Primary 1990

Feinsteln attempts to
make political history

~More women are

.obtaining major^
-.)party nominations

By Doug Willis

DeloitteRoss

Tohmatsu
A

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
A Division of Deloitte & louche in U.S.A.,

(Tohmatsu & Co. is the largest accounting
firm in Japan)
vye are seeking-entry level accountants.

English/Japanese speaking ability is

preferred but not mandatory.

Send Resume To:

Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
1000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Attn: Steve Oto

UCJSA lobbied intensively tor

Proposition 1 11, the initiative that

will raise state spending limits and

allow for increased university

funding, and for Proposition 1 2 1 , a

$450 million bond initiative to

provide funding for buildings.

"Proposition 111 was the most
crucial measure on the ballot. Us

passage was essential. The future

for the UC and state colleges looks

a lot brighter," said Bill Kysella,

UCLA lobby director.

Proposition 111 narrowly
passed by an approximately
250,000-vote margin, so the

SOO.OOO students in the UC and
California Slate University sys-

tems may have made the critical

difference in the election, Bank-

hcad said. "It's fair to say that we
put it over the lop."

University and its prospects for

growth," Gardner wamed.
Before the passage of Proposi-*

tion 111, fears were circulating

that registration fees might

increase by 25 percent over the

next year and that the university

would have to cut programs and

maybe even charge siudenis added

tuition for the first time ever,

Bankhead explained.

Associated Press

California voters declared 1990

the year of the woman, making
Dianne Feinstein the first woman
to ever win a major party nomina-

tion for governor of California and
giving four other women nomina-

tions for statewide offices.

The former San Francisco may-
or made a special plea to woinen

throughout her campaign to help

her "make history" as California's

first wonian governor. That
prompted her opponent for the

Democratic nominauon, state

Attorney General John Van de

Kamp, to complain about "ele-

ments of sexism" in her campaign.

Feinstein especially stressed her

pro-choice stance on abortion,

even though Van de Kamp and the

Republican she will face in

November, U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson,

their ideas, -than by their sex," he

.5aid.

Final unofficial results reported

"Feinstein winning 52 i>crccTrt of-

the 2.5 million votes cast in the

Democratic primiiry to Van de

Kamp's 41 percent. Nine lesser-

Tcnowri candidaTes spTiT the

remaining 7 percent.

Wilson, a moderate Republican

long at odds with the once-domin-

ant conservative wing of his slate

party, won 88 percent against three

political unknowns for the GOP
nomination to succeed retiring

Republican incumbent George
Deukmejian.

In addition to Feinstein, four of

the other five women seeking

major party nondftnations for

statewide offices were victorious.

State Sen. MaVian Bergeson*

won the Republican nomination

for lieutenant governor to face

incumbent Leo McCarthy, who
was unopposed for the Democratic

nomination; Kathleen Brown,
daughter of former Gov. Pat

Brown and sister of former Gov.

Jerry Brown, captured the Demo-
cratic nomination for state treasur-

er; and women won both party

^

Now tees will stiu increase to

make up for the slate's budgetary

shortfall, but they will not exceed

the 10 percent cap, she said.

The UC Student Association

believes that a 4.7 percent increase

in fees would be sufficient, but

nevertheless they realize the

"reality. that the state is dead broke

and that we have to see how bad

the situation really is," Bankhead

said.

UCSA will argue that "the pain

of a- small increase (in fees) will

outweigh the small gain in revenue

increase," she said.

"The passage of Proposition 1 1

1

will avert the budgetary disaster

that, over time, would have con-

fronted California had the measure

failed," Gardner said.

are also pro-cimice. But Feinstein iioiiiiiiaiioiis fur secietaiy uf stater

McMartin trial may have
been Reiner's downfall

+

By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

Ira Reiner's loss to Arlo Smith
in the Democratic primary for

attorney general was cheered
Wednesday by a defense attorney

in the McMartin preschool moles-

tation case who said Reiner was
ruined by the costly prosecution.

"I publicly wamed him if he

retried this case he would forfeit

his career," said Danny Davis. "I

made go()d on that prediction."

Davis, who represents Ray-
mond Buckey and has denounced
Reiner at every turn, said, "1 take

pride to the extent that my energies

had anything to do with ending his

political career."

Smith, the largely unknown San
Francisco district attorney, drew
attention with his widely reported

claims that the better-known Rein-

er bungled the McMartin case, the

nation's longest and costliest

criminal proceeding now in its

seventh ycar.-

Reiner declined to discuss his

defeat Wednesday, issuing a

ihrec-scnience statement congra-

tulating Smith and vowing to

support his campaign for ailorncy

general. Reiner's spokeswoman,
Sandi Gibbons, jiaid he would not

address the impact of the McMar-
tin case on his loss.

Although the contest between

Reiner and Smith was close, Smith
clung to a slim lead throughout

election night.

With 99 percent of precincts

reporting. Smith led with 52
percent to Reiner's 48 percent. The
vote breakdown was Smith
1,165,906 to Reiner's 1,074,344.

Smith was reluctant on Wednes-
day to credit the McMartin case

with defeating Reiner, but ack-

nowledged it played a role.

"There's no question the

McMartin trial was negative for

my opponent. All the polls showcdf
that from the beginning," Smith

said at a news conference in

Sacramento Wednesday afler/

noon. But he said he thinks his

campaign was rising before

McMaam became an issue-

The fallout from the McMartin
case began to hit Reiner in January.

After a nearly three-year trial

costing SI 3 million, jurors

acquitted the 32-year-old Buckey
and his 63-year-old mother on 52
molestation charges but dead-

locked on 1 3 other counts against

Buckey. Five other teachers had

been dismissed from the ca.se for

lack of evidence.

Reiner, pressured by outraged

parents,decided to reprosecute

Buckey on eight charges, a trial

now in progress.

asserted repeatedly that a woman's
right to an abortion would be best

protected by a woman governor.

An exit poll by the Los Angeles

Times reported that feinstein won
nearly two-thirds of the women's
vote Tuesday, while she narrowly

edged* Van de Kamp among male

voters.

When asked Wednesday what

her nomination proved, Feinstein

said: "No mountain is too high and

no door is so closed it can't be

opened."

Although she didn't talk about

the gender issue at length, Feins-

tein did say she would be looking

10 women's groups for money to

support her campaign.

Wilson immediately moved to

defuse the gender issue at a GOP
unity breakfast Wednesday, say-

ing: "I would say anyone who is

predicating a campaign on (the

gender issue) is on rather shaky

ground.
"1 think that women, as well as

men, are going to be much more
influenced by the quality of candi-

dates, by their performance, by

putting incumbent Democrat
March Fong Eu up against Repu-

blican Los Angeles Councilwo-

man Joan Milke Flores in

November.
Eu is one of only two women to

ever win a statewide office in

California's 140-year history. No
more than two women have ever

made the general election ballot in

the same year before.

The only woman seeking a

statewide office who did not make
it to the November ballot was

former U.S. Treasurer Angela

"Bay" Buchanan, sister of conser-

vative political commentator Pat

Buchanan, who lost the Republi-

can nomination for slatQ treasurer

to incumbent Tom Hayes by 8

percentage points.

The primary balloting also

marked — both in symbolism and

substance— a reversal of political

priorities from the anti-tax philo-

sophy that dominated the 1980s as

Califomians voted to double their

Slate gasoline taxes from 9 cents to

18 cents per gallon. .

Incumbency was strong

factor in legislature races

By Jennifer Kerr

Associated Press

The power of incumbency
proved the mightiest factor in 100

California Legislature races, van-

quishing the intense issues of

abortion and ethics.

All 72 Assembly and 19 Senate

incumbents running for re-election

in ihe Tuesday primary^ were

victorious. Five incumlxjnts of

differing parties and views fought

off challenges centered on abor-

tion and ethics.

The primary added a new
incumbent to the Assembly for the

fall election and increased the

Republican strength in the lower

house. Jeff Mars ton, a San Diego

businessman, won a runoff elec-

tion in the 78th District, defeating

Democrat Mike Gotch, a former

San Diego City Council member,
48 percent to 45 percent.

Marston could have a short

incumbency; he won only the

remaining six months of the term

vacated by Democrat Lucy Killea,

elected to the state Senate last

December.

Marston and Gotch meet again

in the November election, since

each also easily won his respective

primary Tuesday for the full, two-

year term.

The election tarings the

Assembly party breakdown to 45

Democrats, 33 Republicans and

two vacancies. The Senate reniains

25 Democrats, 14 Republicans and

one independent.

Three incumbents challenged

for their abortion views — Repu-

blicans Tricia Hunter, Bonita, and

Gil Ferguson, Laguna Beach and

Democrat Pete Ch^icon of San

Diego — defeated challengers.

Hunter, a pro-choice nurse who
won her seat in a 1989 special

election that focused on abortion,

beat Connie Youngkin, a nurse and

Operation Rescue activist.

Sisterhood Bookstore

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd

Eos Angeles. CS 90074

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

?
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New Course Announcement
V

The 1990's have been declared as the DECADE OF THE BRAIN be-

cause of tremendous advances, current and anticipated, in neuroscience. In

order to offer a coherent program of courses for interested undergraduates,

faculty in the Division of Life Sciences (Biology, Kinesiology, and -

^ Psychology) have formed the COLLEGE NEUROSCIENCE GROUP. We
W now announce a comprehensive interdepanmental three-quarter course for

' upper division students to begin Fall 1990. These courses are co-listed in

Oology (M175), kinesiology (M180), and Psychology (Ml 17).-

Neuroscience: From Molecules to Mind

LM Winter Quarter

Fall Quarter

Biology Ml 75

A

Kinesiology M180A
Psychology Ml 17

A

Biology MlVbB
Kinesiology M180B
Psychology Ml 17B

Cellular Mechanisms

The Cellular physiology, pharmacology,

molecular biology aod development of the,-

nervous system. 5 units. [Drs. Narins (Biol.),

Tobin (Biol.), Arnold (Psychol.) 1

Integrative Mechanisms

A Spring Quarter

Central and, retlex mechanisms of hu^lciJ^laM^,

sensory information processing, and motor

control. 5 units. [Drs. Butcher (Psychol'.), Jeff

Smith (Kines,), Judi Smith (Kines.),

Fain (Opthalmol.)l

Neural Bases of Behavior.

Biology M175C
Kinesiology M180C
Psychology M117C

Neural mechanisms underlying mqtivation,

learning, and cognition. 5 units. [Drs. Gallistel

(Psychol.), Krasne (Psychol.), Beatty (Psychol. )j

Portions of this sequence may be used to meet existing requirements for

majors in Biology, Kinesiology, and Psychology. See your Departmental

Advising Office for details.

Fall quarter Dr. Narins (Biol.) will be course director. Lectures will be

2-4, Tues. & Thurs. Discussion Wed. or Fri. 12-2.

y.
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SnOilS ITALIAN LADIFii SIIOKS ITAIJAIS' LAMF^ SHOIvS

TOP SHOEl§(
CLEARANCE SALE

30%-80% OFF
Always the best price in Ifeslwiiiid

Present This Ad & WcHI l^'ay The Sales Tax— -EV&RY SHOE ON-SAtE --=-

MON-SAT 10-9 TOl* SIIOKS Expires 6/15/90

SUNDAY 12 6 933 Wc^IwimnI Klvd.
Westwood Vliiage-«^208-6238

2 SHOES ITALIAI^ lADlKS SHOES ITALIAN LAIMi:S SliOR^

ADVmTlSE
THE

DAILY

Congratulations on a Great Event!!

UCLA Mardi Gras '90 Committee
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR «.

Chris Bess

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Hong-Ha Truong

ADMINISTRATION
Carolyn Schmeltzer

Tanya Douglas

Azin Ehsan
Valerie Goo
Denise Lawrence

Glendale Magpantay
Gwendolyn Mariano

Beatrice Tai

Brian Tsang
Jackie Uribe

Payoian Vahedifar

Jonie Watanabe

BUSINESS
Debra Pong
Karen Buerner

Angela Chang
Nikki Darakananda
Brian Kosobayashi

Jeannie Ku
Darren Maloney
Allsa Rabin

Colleen Seto

Bern^dette Williams

Karne Wolff

ENTERTAINMENT
Romy Schneider;

Eric Besner .

Melinda Borjoii —

:

Debbie Cheatham
May Chung
Mark Cohn
Bridget Davls_

Avnl Khanna
Daniel Lee

Teresa Magno
i/lark Maiman _
Susanne Mallory

Niki Manby
Monica Medina
Dena Mesler

David Olson

Ruben Perez

Angle Ramos
Dan Rosen
Afshin Saadat

Karrie Seifert

Tnny.i .^.mith

f^-

Avi Tesciuba

Jeff Tsai

Ardath Yamaga :

Bo Yun .

FOOD OPERATIONS
Hiroshi Wald __
Kevin Andangan
Tom Booth

Dolores Ceja "
Jl

Nora Chavez
Viviaiti Chen
Anita Chung
Negar Ghafouri

"~.

Susan Guillermo

Lorna Kwan
Michael Lee

Leon Liao

Julie Lieberman

Robert Michel

Gisella Olivares

Susan Roberts

-Brett Saddler-

Tony Soils

Michelle Suzuki

Valerie Teglia

Gia Trasatti

Bill Walsh
Karen Wang
Kathleen Wong
Kurt Wong

EVENT MANAGER
David J. Lowenstein

A SPECIAL THANKS TO:

Paul Abramson
Sandy Angftn ——

^

Maria Singson

Michele Tesciuba

Edgar Villalpando

Mitchi Gomez
Kathleen Hagari ,

'

Amy Ikeda

Leo Lopez
Cielito Locsin

Andrea Mackey
Joseph Mode
Kim Oliva

Karen Palma
Richard Strauss

Erynn Tsuboi

Michelle Voss
Brittany Walker
Kevin Winstead

Melissa Wiseman
Michelle Wong

FIELD OPERATIONS
Chris Mukai
Alison Brunner

Don Butler

Kathy Clauson

Loan Dao
lon.a De Guzman
Coreen Endo
Jeffrey Gavazza

Theresa Gonzales
.

^ *

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND
PROMOTIONS
Karia Johnson
Dina Aish

Candice Atherton

Diena Chen
Kassy Eirhart

Vicki Finkler ^
Darlene Gee

""'

Kim Henningsen
Greet Herbst

Vicky Huang
Michelle Jacobsen
Sara Jarmain

Sheri Johnson
Jenny Jong
Wendy Law
Kristen Lawrence
Stefanie Lingle

Vicky Luce
.Richard Meraj

Mary Merritt

Kelly Okada
Debbie Owyang
Zoey Schorr
Stephanie Schwartz

Anthony Smith

Ted Atlas

Tobrene Bankhead
John Bouyer
Steven Brody

Marc Cohen
Todd Crow
Les Friedman
Bimal Ghandi
Bea Gonzales

S. Louie Goodman
Lane Grado
Kenn Guernsey
Roger Hart

Sabrina Hart

Ron Hirsch

Craig Honic((

Bob Joice

Firozi Kanji

Pawan Kanji

Eric Kentor

Kurt Knop
Les Latner

Nora Latner

Matt Mayerson
Judy McDermott
Frank McKenna
Mike Meehan
Linda Morese
Rich Morese
Ric Murray
Jon Niermann
Byran Ono
Mitch Paull

Bruce Perelman
Tori Pellegrino

Ron Richards

Geoffrey Rinehart

Susan Roberts

Mark Rodriguez
Alex Rose
Kristle Rose
Alien Rosen
Michael Rosen
Mickey Seigei

Elliott Stern

Greg Surman
Phil Talsky

Harold Taylor

Willard Tressel

Greg Turk
Ken Weiner
Barry Winston
Rich Winston

It could not have happened without you!

See^ou next year. || i

Prop 115's legal changes
to be implemented quickly
By Bob Egeiko

Associated Press

Basking in their third statewide

political victory in eight years,

California prosecutors said they

planned to implement som6' o!

Proposition 115's new ground

rules for criminal trials quickly,

but they face4 suff resistance from

defense lawyers.

The 57 percent vote for the so-

called Speedy Trial Initiative

approved a wide range of legal

change^ — a revamping of defen-

dants' constitutional rights, an

expansion of the death penalty,

and, most immediately, a shorten-

ing of many u-ial and preuial

procedures.
{,

How fast any of the changes Can

be implemented depends, legally,

on whether they reduce a defen-

dant's ."substantive" rights, like

enlarging a crime or a punishment,

or whether they arc merely "proce-

dural" measures, which can be

applied to cases that began before

the measure passed.

Kathryn Canlis, executive

director of the California DisUicl

Attorneys Association, said Wed-
nesday she saw no legal barrier to

implementing some major provi-

sions of Proposition 1 15 immedi-

ately, mough the timetable will

probably vary among counties.

She cited the questioning of

prospective jurors by judges rather

than lawyers, the limiting of a

defense lawyer's ability to get a

u^ial postponed, and the use of

police hearsay testimony to

replace victim evidence at prch-

minary hearings.

In passing Proposition 115,

Canlis said, Californians called for

a sircamiincd system that would

not sacrifice fundamental rights of

defendants.

Voters have shown that "they're

willing to do certain practical

ihmgs that bring California into the

mainstream in procedural areas,"

eliminating steps that "take time

and cost money and get to the same
result," Canlis said. "They don't

want to give up basic liberties thai

they were taught about in school."

In Los Angeles County, prose-

cutors said they would seek to put

the new jury questioning system

into effect Wednesday.
Three defendants were held to

answer in Pomona Wwlncsday
^ter a prelimiriary hearing' *held'

under the new guidelines. Under
the new law, victims are not

required to testify but police

officers may describe what they

were told about a crime.

Chief Deputy Disuict Attorney

Gregory Thompson said he antici-

pated an immediate challenge to

any attempt to implement Prop-

osition 115. "We're hoping to set

up a good test case soon."

"For each one of those changes,

there will be court battles," said

Elisabeth Semel of San Diego,

president of the 2,400-member

California Attorneys for Criminal

JjiStice^the state's largest defense

lawyers' group.

"Lawyers are going to resist

turning over information to the

government," she said, referring to

provisions requiring a mutual

disclosure of evidence before trial.

"We will be fighting at every turn

to preserve whatever we can of

preliminary hearings and seeking

to encourage and ensure that ihere

is full qucsiinning of jurors by.

lawyers.
'

The voters "have been given a

false promise that courts can cure

crime," she said. By curtailing

preliminary hearings and other

procedures that let a defense

lawyer assess the prosecution's

case, Semel said, the initiative will

force more cases to trial, driving

up costs, clogging the courts and

crowding out civil suits.

The vote comes eight years after

a less-ambitious prosecution ini-

tiative, known as the Victims' Bill

of Rights, lengthened sentences

and broadened the admission of

evidence from searches and con-

fessions.

In 1986, many of the same
prosecutors and victims' groups

led a campaign that unseated Chief

Justice Rose Bird and two liberal

state Supreme Court colleagues.

We're looking for a
few good

photographers
The Daily Bruin Piioto Department is now

offering summer Internships for shutter bugs in

the UCLA community.

Applications are

available at

the Daily Bruin office,

112 Kerckhoff Hall.

A mandatory meeting

forthose Interested

will be held at

the Daily Bruin office

7pm, Tuesday, June 26.

Daily Bruin
Photography
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UCLA MARDI GRAS '90 EXTENDS OUR SINCERE GRATITUDE
TO OUR SPONSORS, TEN YEAR DONORS AND PATRONS

PRESENTING SPONSORS OFFICIAL SPONSORS

Apple Computer. Inc. flv Af^-fxlA^ 7-UPRC Bottling Compai^y

Anne Rivera ^^Bt iVUlJlC John Wacker

Orion Pictulres Corporation

Kellee Jones

Alan Amman
ORiOn
PICTURES COPPOfWION

C iticorp Savings

—

Faith Hamilton

Sue Freedman CITIBAN<&
Q len I vy Promotions

Steve Perzigian

KlIS FM-

Warnor B poo.

PROMOTIONS INC. Ron Chan

Karen Lamas-Tobin

Cheryl O'Neil 102.7

TEN YEAR DONORS

AAA Flag & Banner

Ruben Gomez

Bekins Truck Lines

Tom Vanatta

Butler Amusements
George and Evelyn BuWer

Clarklift of Los Angeles. Inc.

Anthony Hay

Dairy King Dairies

Don Roybal

D.J.-Eshom Mojats CO

"Dick Crescfenti

PATRONS

Academy Tent & Canvas

Ken Finegold

Acey Decy Equipment Co^

AfylC Theaters

Madeline Fenton

Amsterdam King & Associates. Inc.

Rich Amsterdam

ASUCLA
Jason Reed

Burger King ^

John James Bihary Jr. & Associates

Event Technical Services

Chris Coe

Music Plus

Sue Kelly

Perelman & Calmus ' .

Bruce Perelman

Protocol Telecommunications

Tony Miranda

Sam s U-Drive

Savon Foods

Ron Provera

7-11 Stores

S & S Rent-A-Fence

Steve Parsell

,

Theater Vision. Inc.

John Chuck

Mar Vista Lumber Co.

Terry Laughlin

Martino s Bakery

Show of ^hows

Jim Butler

Graybar Electric Company

L & L Concessions

David J. Lowenstein

Mann Theaters

Chuck Allen

William Hertz

McDonald s. Inc.

Ramon Reyes

Metropolitan Theaters

Sal Fasulo

r-

John Kobara

Doug Rees

Umbrella Foods Systems

Vons Grocery _
Western Badge and Trophy

Wesly Ru

Westsioe Pavilion

Mary Lankester

Westward Ho

Wonder Toys

Thank You For Making Mardi Gras '90 A Success:

A-1 Coast Sanitation

AA Baker s Hardware Centlpr

ADrii Printing

Acaaemv Litnograpners

Ace Haraware

Ace Novelty

Aircb Inoustries

Alexander Ftim Service

Alexander Sonny Flowers

All West Paint Company
Allied Industrial Distnputors

Alouette f^rench Restaurant

American Provision Company
Amni America

Amusement Business

Anderson Pivwood Saies

Andre s of Beverly Hiiis

Restaurant

Anita s Mexican Restaurant

Anthov s Fiovi/ers

Antoyan'Produce

Apropos Florist

Aquarius Enterprises

Armstrong s Hardware

Arsenio Hall Snow
ASUCLA Accounting

ASUCLA Adverttstnq

ASUCLA Banquets & Catering

ASUCLA Bookstore

ASUCLA Cooperage

ASUCLA Food Service

ASUCLA Operations

ASUCLA Pnotographv

ASUCLA Student Government

Accounting

ASUCLA Student Store * v
ASUCLA Treehouse

B & B Hardware

B J Graphics

B & S Food Products

Babalu Restaurant

Bagel Nosh

Balloon Celebrations

Barrington Florist

Baskin Robbins _^
Baxter s Restaurant /• "^

Beatrice Foods

Bel Air Camera

Bel Air Prime Meats

Bel Air Summit Hotel

Ben & Jerry s ice Cream
'

Ben Nye Company

Benihana of Tokyo Restaurant

Beverly Hills Hotel

Beverly Hills Ramada Hotet

Beverly Hills Rubber Stamp

Beverly Hills Silks iWoo'ens

Bishop Amusements

Bob s Food Mart & Liquors

Bob s Sporting Good Cente-

Boulevard Haroware

Brentwood Village Baker.

Brush and Ladder Paint Store

Builders Emporium

Busy Bee Hardware

Butteniy Baker; ^ •

CA Restaurant Supply

Cable Vision

Cafe Casino

Calavo Products

California Angels

California Restaurant Supplies

Campbell - Tolstad Stationers

Richard Cando

Canvas Specialty

Carlos n Charlies Restaurant

Center Paint and Wallpaper

Centinela Hardware Stores

Centurv Cable

Chinese Food Processing

City of Los Angeles

City of Los Angeles Marathon

City of Los Angeles-

General Services

City Sound Inc

Coast Camera Exchange

Coast^United Aavertism::'

Colby"PostPr Compan,

Commodore Liquor

Conrov s Flowers

Contemporary Services

Corporation

Cooper's Donuts

Copier Emporium

County of Los Angeles

Cox Byron H Paints. Inc

Cryogenics

Culver Center Stationers

Culver City Hardwares

Culver City Ice'Companv

Culver Citv Trophy Company

David Shapiro & Associates

Decor Home & Paint Center

Diamond Foam & Fabric

Dick'9-True Value Hardware

Diddy Riese

Dillingham Ticket Company

Dome Designs

Domino s Pizza

Dreyers Ice Cream

Dunn Edwards Corporation

Dykstra Hall

Eastman Office Supplies

.£ide Industries. Inc

Electric Video

Falling Star Enterprises

Feibro Foods

Fisher Lumber

Flower Shop of LA

JFC Internationa

Josephs Liquor r

Joys of Toys

Julie s Frozen rcgurt

K & D Graphics

KABC-TV

KBIG

. KCAL-Ii^-^

Lucky s FCDd Cente'

M&B Papv' Products

MAC Re-: Everything

Maiestic note:

Mann Bros

Manngo Masic

Marina De Rev Marriott Hote'

Jl^rkel f;pprl;^t Ffiiiinmpn!

Season s ^roa^JC^J

Seattle F,im Wo'K:

Sectran Armorea

Transoortatior

Shasta Beverages mc

Sheraton Grande note

Sneraton Town Hous^

Sherwin-WilliamsComuan.'

^l,.-- Heceu'ing

l::.- Ticket Otlict

j^w" . . jnitv Sate!,

Deoa'iment

UCLA Cultural Affairs

UCLA Exter'ision Services

UCLA Facilities Division

UCLA Fine Arts Departmer-

Franklin s Hardware

Gangi Studios

Gannett Transit

George s Hardware

Guiliani USA
Gladstone s Restaurant

Globe Tick'et Company .

Terry Godfrey

Goodstuff Bakery

Goodyear Blimp Services

Great Western Forum

Greater.Los Angeles Zoo

Association

James Gr^y

H & ProcJuce

H T Audio Productions

Hampton Inn

Hansen Juices

Hedrick Hall

Heidi s Frogen Yozurt

Heinz USA
Heller Baking Company

Henon Attractions

Hi-Rez Graphics

Holiday Hardware

Hornblower Dining Yachts

Hoston Wholesale

Huc'fs Market

II Pia!"o Restaurant Z'',

lliffii. Gourmet Nuts

Impe' J Gardens Restaurant

Impe; a Toy

indi'. Cwai Paper Products '

Int^rranonal Delicatessen

Interna: onal Flowers

Itai E errronics

J B G'3Dhics

J & c S-^ack Fooci

Jadf ^'.fs' Restaurant /

Jev. ?" Conimunii, Cente'

KCBS-TV

KCOP-TV

FOX-TV

KTLA-TV

KNBC-T7

KCSB
KCSN
WEV
KKBT

KLA

KMEX
KMPC
KOCM
KODJ
KOST
KPWR
KQLZ
KROQ
KSRF

KUCI

KXFZ

Kelly Tvpewnte^s

Kikkoman Foocs

King Badge ana Button

Company
King Dragon RfSiaurant

King Tuna Comoanv

Knott s Bern; Farm

L A Dodgers

L & M Liquor «^g

L^ Petite Bouiargene

La Scala Resta..rant

La Victoria Feces

Laura s Frencn Baker/

Laurel Harov/are
,

L.j^vrvs Fooo '"c

LG'.vrv S Prir^e "H
"len-Ron Beaut. Suooiv '-

Light Saies

LOng Beacn Ai»oort Marriott

Hoter
-

Los Angeles Airoort lyiarriott

Hotel

Los Anqeies Hvatt Regency

Hotel

Maurer Enterprises

.Meinitz Movie'

Metropolitar^ Cnncessior'.'.

MG Industrit"-

Michaei s Arii, ^ v\i':

Mid-Mornmc L A

Mirama'' Sneraton Ho'f

Mission Linens

MoDile R-

Moore Hu- •

Mothe' s Cc^Kv -.

Mrs Kinnev ^ K
•

mt;
Muni s Liqi.

'

National Cine"^ii; he\:.^--

Nev; Otani Hot" <rn da'r,''

NorrisHarav..r-

Nodhridge L.ni.'-'

Numero Unc Pi^r^r,.:

One Hour M •

O'ChidPapP' > -.....

Pace Puoiicattonr-

Parties Plus

Party Pavilior"

Party World

Perdomo & Sor\

PIP Printing

Post Tool

^rice Waternoiis-

Pyro-Spectacuiar^

Radisson Suite Hole

Red Lobster Resiauran*

Red Onion Restaura-

:

Research Video

Rieber Hall

Roben J Norris Fine Beverage

Rudy s Haroware

Ruth s Chrrs S\t9n I K)u9e

Ryder Rentajs

Sammy s Camera

Santa Glen Market

Santo Pietro s Restaurant

Schlegeimilch Trailers

Scotsman Traile^s

Sear^ Naylor Pan*

Eldon Short

Show Industries

Smart'and Fma' Iris CorTipan.

Sopnisticated BaiC
-

Soutniar^d Cor:- •

Sparktetts Drinc .^ ..Me'

Spectra Paint Centers

Sproui Hal'

Standard Brand Pape^

Sta' Otfjce Supplies inc

Stella D loro Biscuit

Sterling of Westwood

Stuaa Anderson 5 Black Angus

Restaurant

SuDwa, Sandv;iches

Sunset Hyatt Hotel

Supreme Foodservice

Sweetner Products Compan;

System One

TDI
T G I Friflays Restaurant

lacos lacos Restaunr^'

Tampico Spice Compan.

Tayior Freezers

Tayior-Dunn

Tne Butmore Hotei

fffe Greer Connection

Resiauraf't

Tf>e Guita' Cente*

tne inte-national DeiiC3tess^

im Oiive Garden ^
Tne West ' bonaventure m,-

T neater 16

Tnor^ias & Betts Corporato'

Tnnf. Vegetables

Ticketmaste'

TJ C'nnamons-

Tumjn s ^amt Compa ny

UA Commijnicatiof^s Inc

UCLA Campus Eventj, .

UCLA Campus Transit

UCLA Center.tor Student

Programming -

UCLA.Center forthe ,

Pertormmq Arts

UCLA jamies; E West Cente'

Ottice

UCtA LOS A'^geles Tennis-

Center Ottice

uJLA ParKi-^q Services

.UCIA Paliie . PavinoTTOttirr-

UCi-A-Pubi.c Aftatrs

.,UCLA Publication Services

UCLA Student Alump

Relation-:^

UClA veno'r^q

Umbrella Foods Systems

Unior. Carbidr

United Rent A'

Un'versai Studio^

usa:
Vas3

venaome Licuor & Wuv

Vieie & Sons Grocers ir^:

Village Pnoto

Waine' Foods

Washington Caterer^^ Inc

Weidon Williams &Lick

Westiane Piaza Hyatt Hotel

WestmarK Pamt Company

Westside Doughnuts

Westv.ood Flowers & Gifts

Westwo^d Marquis Hotel &

Gaoens

Westwood Village Fionst

Wilshire Holiday inn

WoodhoHy Production

Woodland Hills Holiday inn

Zeen Refrigerator

,

Zentlh Specialty^-

#1
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Dissidents' spirits good in U.S. embassy, son says
By Renee Schoof

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Asirophysi-

cist-tumed-dissident Fang Lizhi

longs to see the sky but writes that

he and his wife are in good spirits

and pursuing scientific research

inside^e U.S. Embassy in Beij-

ing. their son said. _
One year ago Tuesday, the two

"were forced to take refuge in the

U.S. Embassy in Beijing by a

brutal and bloody situation and

increasing violation of their free-

doms and human rights," said their

son Fang Ke, a physics student at

Wayne State University in Detroit.

He communicates with his parents

by letters.

Little about Fang and his wife»

Li Shuxian, is known since they

entered the embassy because they

have declined to talk with repor-

ters. The ejipbassy has refused to

answer nearly all questions about

them.

Their son spoke Tuesday night

to a group gathered to mark the

physicist, became well known for

their advocacy of democracy and
human rights in China before last

year's demonstrations.

The couple took refuge after

being accused of inciting the

student-lead protests. The govern-

ment has said they are counterre-

volutionaries. ^

Letters ffom his parents reveal

publication of ''Children of the

Dragon: The Story of Tiananmen
Square." The book was compiled

by the New York-based group

Human Rights in China about last

year's pro-democracy movement
that ended in violent military

suppression June 3-4.

Fang Lizhi and his wife, also a

both frustration and hope. Fang

said.

"Once my father said, 'I am an

astronomer and 1 cannot see the

sky,'" he §aid.

But both have continued their

research with help from overseas

colleagues, and they have written

10 literary and scientific articles

that will be published in Western

magazines, he said.

'Their spirits are strong," Fang

said in an interview. In one letter,

he said his father wrote, "We will

create a new life no matter how
unbearable the condition is."

Their son said free speech is

among the freedoms enshrined in

the Chinese constitution.^

"A few people like rify^father

dare to exercise and enjoy this kind

of freedom and rights and so are

accused of being criminals. Actii-

,

ally they were accused because of

their conscience and beliefs.'*

Some Chinese are displeased

with Fang and Li for seeking

refuge in the embassy, and with

student leaders who fled overseas.

They feel they have betrayed the

Chinese people by not enduring

through the period that followed

the demonstrations in Tiananmen
Square.

Fang said his parents, who have

another son in China, were reluc-

tant to go to the embassy because

they did not want to hurt the pro-

democracy mbvement, but they

realized their lives may have been

at stake.

Fang said he speaks for himself,

not as an official spokesman for his

parents.

"I have the confidence, as well

as my father and my mother, that

we will win eventually," he said.

I'ti— n

BEAUTY CENTER

Carrying top of the line

Cosmetics
KMS

Nexxus
Focus 21

Paul Mitchell

Redken
Full line of ethnic products

etc...

10% OFF all products with this ad
Exp. 6/17/90

Nails by SalOmO (Fiberglass specialist)

954 Gayley Aye. Westwood Village 824-769T

Uy/iclci^

SENIORS!

DON'T

FORGET

TO

PLBIGE.

THE 1000

i4e£Aiem^eiiu /9?o CEASSBlnV

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW 1991 3181 HERE NOW
A VALUE YOU CANT REFUSE!!

1990'S in Stock for immediate deliveryn^lt models & colors~

• IN OUR SHOWRGoiiih

'91 M-5
* SPECIAL •
COLLEGE
GRAD

PROGRAM
Call for Details...

LAST 6 DAYS

7.9% APR
2&4 DOOR MODELS

O.A.C.

JET BLACK WITH BLACK LEATHER

• FOR BMW SERVICE
HOURS 7A-7P

MON-FRI

SANTA MONICA BMW
1820 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA, CA

(213) 829-3535 /

T

HAIR
(formerly with Sdssoon Sassoon)

474-3881

FREE
cellophane, clear or Qolor

with expert highlights or

coloring

fronn $30

FREE
haircul

with any perrn^

from $30

HAIR
(formerly with Sdssoon Sassoon)

470-3452
manicure &t pedicure $15 (Introductory Special Only) -

at Angela's Hair Salon 2322 Westwood Blvd. Free parking in the back
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Thank you to everyone

at UCLA and beyond

who have helped make

this a successful ye-ar.

AND

THAT

f-

•
1989-90 Staff

* Karen Brown

* Brent Greenberg

* Wendy Pollack

* Neil Woodburn

fs;::?

«
'

f

«»r

/ '

Craig Adelman
Sharon Allen

Howard Cabalfin

Kevin Cloutier

Bridget Davis

Shannon Des Roches

Ira Ehrenpreis

Mike Fuqua
James Gotlieb

Eugene Hernandez
Kathy Ho

Tami Hoffman
Joe Ken

Linda Laitin

Bruce Lidl

Daisy Lin

Lance Pereira

Julie Pugliese

Tom Treanor

and the Intern StafF

* Leaving, Gone, Outta here,

/ ...Unemployed.

i

paid for by USAC

" k •
',

rrr
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Donald Tramp takes a beating while financially' down
By Larty McShane
Associated Press

NEW YORK — He was riding

high in April, shot down in May.

Donald Trump's highly publicized

financial woes have turned June

into open season on the tycoon,

with columnists and cartoonists

lining up to kick the man while

he's down.

'The Donald in disarray. Is this

a great country or what?" asked

Tony Kornheiser of The
Washington Post in a column
headlined "When Trump Went
Thump."

"It's a cash flow problem. A
slump de Trump. From 'Trump:

The Art of the Deal' to Thump!
My Life as a Shlcmiel,'", the

column continued. —

—

^---

Dcspitc the mounting abuse.

Trump maintained his silence

Wednesday while negotiations

continued between the developer

and his creditors. "We won't be

making any statements today,"

said Trump spokesman Dan
K lores.

Trump, in need of cash to pay

off a reported $30 million debt on

June 15, could be forced to sell off

some assets — the Trump Shuttle

and the Taj Mahal casino have
been mentioned — to make the

payment. In April, Trump claimed

he had no cash flow woes; last

month, that turned out to be untrue.

"At last, all of us who've so

loved the game of kicking Donald

Trump while he's up will have the

fiendish thrill of kicking Donald

Trump while he down," wrote

New York Newsday columnist

Rob,cri Reno.

Others suggested The Donald

jni^ht have trumped up his moncv
misfortunes to keep his estranged

wife, Ivana, from getting too big a

piece of the pie in any divorce

settlement.

Strangely enough, ex-mayor Ed

Koch — a charter member of the

"Down With Donald" movement
— declined to join the Trump-

bashers. While at City Hall, Koch
constantly feuded with Trump and

trashed the multimillionaire deve-

loper as "piggy, piggy, piggy"

"I don't believe in kicking

someone when they are down, so I

have nothing to say about Donald

Trump," Koch said. "Call me
when he's back on his feet."

-,tr
L
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CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

*$14
(with (his ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388

• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

TAKE A BREAK FROM FlI^Al.!^!

MEET GARY DAVID GOLDBERG

Creator of "Family Ties'' and writer^ |)rodueer
and director of "Dad^'ivlll speak and answer student
questions Oil the^tffure of the broadcast industry

and his experience In television.

MELNITZ HALL
UESDAY9 JIWE 12, 19f

11:30 AM- 12:30 PM
i^^ ^ ^ .̂ ^^ - *^^*^tl^l-t^1^^^^^-^^-^*-^^^>^>ll^^^^S.S.^l^^t^,^^.^ll^,^^lll^^llt*,ll^lm

r

J

DOROTHY A. HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

$ ifr # « $ R i #

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. HarvardBlvd. Suite B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

1 . 1 II
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HOW TO GET THE BETTER OF AN EXAM
Remember that the Academic Resources Centers are available for tutoring: 339 Kinsey

for Writing/English and 3973 tVlath/Science for Math or Science tutoring. Also ask the

instructor for help.

If you're feeling stressed, or you just can't seem to make yourself study, remember that

the Student Psychological Services (825-0768, 4223 Math/Science) and Peer Health

Counselors (825-8462, 408 Kerckhoff) can help with procrastination, stress, and time-

management. • ^

Study for the type of exam being given. Practice organizing your ideas for essays and

identifying facts for multiple choice questions. ^^ ^

Once in the exam, read the questions at least twice, and answer the questions asked.

For example, where required, show the steps you used to derive your answers; be spe-

' cific in your examples in an essay; and beware of modifiers like "the only" and "always"

in multiple choice exams.

HOW TO LET AN EXAM GET THE BETTER OF YOU:
.\KM»t

Don't go to the last few classes. WRONG ! Important material that may be relevant to the

exam is often covered during the last few weeks.

Don't get any sleep and be fatigued when you take the exam. WRONG! "All nighters"

may make it difficult for you to concentrate or remember much.

During the exam, sit near your friends. WRONG! You may get distracted or even be

accused of copying. You might even try to copy from them, forgetting that you probably

know as much as they do, and that the penalties for cheating can be Suspension or

Dismissal from UCLA.

UGHT
t "

From page 1

necring Standards (lES)r said

Joseph Toman, the lormer electri-

cal engineer who says he was laid

off for complaining about the

qi^aJiiy of lighting on campus.
Toman also says lie was the only

electrical engineer on the project

while he was an employee of

Facilities Management.
Wfiiic tne uu system is not

bound by lES standards, the

quality of lighting at UCLA is well

below those national standards.

Toman said.

Since UCLA is a state-funded

university, it is not obliged to

follow lES, said Lee Butterfield,

associate student director of the

University of California Students

Association (UCSA).
Toman reported all pf his

complaints to Jonathan Smithers,

senior engineer at Facilities Man-
agement, but "there was no regard

for safety of workers or how long

"cquTpment will last," lie said.

"We are able U) justify (th^'

changes) under ihk cost of the

program. We try to be as accom-

modating as possible within the

context of (the money to be paid

back)," said Jonathan Smithers,

the senior engineer at Facilities

Management.

The pressing need to pay back

the debt, creates pressure to cut

energy costs, Smithers said.

However, it is\ difficult to

determine exactly how much
money is being saved by reducing

the energy consumption for light-

ing, Smithers said, ^n terms ^oT

saving energy, it's hard to see the

differences in energy usage at

UCLA," he said. Lighting at

UCLA uses 40 to 60 percent of

total energy consumption on cam-
pus, he said.

"We don't know everything

there is to know with lighting

product^), because it's constantly

changing," Smithers said.

Toman said that the lighting

levels on campus are suffering at

the expense of the enhancement

project, claiming that lighting

standards are not being met, m the

areas altcreij Dy the^roject.

The project has focused mainly

on corridors, and work has not yet

begun in classrooms and lecture

halls, Smithers said.p"~~ ~

Toman cited specific areas on

campu.s ilial he .says have .suffered

since the implementation of the

lighting project.

The lights m the University

Research Library (URL) were

designed poorly to begirn with.

Toman said, adding that it was
never up to the 30 fooicandle ]ES

standard.

URL formerly used two-lamp

fixtures tnat mainiaineo a live'

See LIGHT, page 22

BLUE 'N' GOLD HAIR SALON
Men's Cut
$5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

"^O^/o off Beauty Products
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS, PERMS, COLORS • TANNING ROOf^
• MANICURISTS, SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN, REDKEN, NEXUS. KMS, TRI, MASTEY, PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
$5 off

a

208-5863
10916 LE CONTE AVENUE

WESTWOOD U^
/SA

yCLA
LE CONTE

DOWNSTAIRS

WILSHIRE

m

O

Every person is eligible for gov. grants

GET FREE MONEY!
Students, Single Mothers, Inventors. All the info

you need to actually receive govt, grants.

* ALSO LOW INTEREST LOANS
NO COLLATERAL*

ASK FOR YOUR CASH
Send $10.00 & SASE to F.C.A. 2265 Westwood Blvd. Suite 106

'^mmmmm^fm^ii^mmmmmmmmmmf

Cheating can throw off a curve, devalue a degree, result

In Suspension or Dismissal, and ruin your whole day.

A message from the Dean of Students' Office

••> It • •

INVITATION

MttJri of the Hoi\ Mo\^ut' in Mttkkuh

Saudi Arabia
YESTERDAY AND TODAY

SAUDI STUDENTS HOUSE OF THE LOS ANGELES
INVITE ALL UCLA FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS

TO SAUDI ARABIA YESTERDAY AND TODAY
ONE OF THE BIGGEST CULTURAL EXHIBITIONS

LOCATION: LOS ANGELES CONVENTION CENTER -^:)::^-t^-

TIME: JUNE 15-30, 1990
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. daily

ADMISSION IS FREE
FOR I^ORE INFORMATION CALL

(213) 208-0281

1 1 \
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From page 21

fooicandle level, Toman said. A
fqotcandle is ihe unit of lighting on

face, whereby the light falls

one foot in every direction from

the single source.

A higher footcandle means that

there more light is emitted by the

source. The lES determines levels

which would provide appropriate

lighting for specific areas. Reading

areas, for example, should have

higher footcandle levels than most

corridors.

After the changes made this

year, URL has several one-lamp

fixtures with a 3.1 footcandle

maintained level, according to

Toman, who said he measured the

ighiing levels when he worked on
he project. The standard for

ighting in a library according to

lES is at 30 footcandle.

But Smiihcrs said the project

improved the general lighting

. ;>nvironmcnt «v URL, by using a

iri-phosphorous lamp that

increased visibility. However,
ihose lamps do not increase foot-

candle level and lighting was not

brought up to lES, he said. The
recommended footcandle level in

URL is 20, now it is 7 footcandles,

he said.

"It is difficult to actually quan-

tify the improvement, but it's

widely accepted that the visibility

is increased with the tri-phosphor-

ous lamp.

"Lighting is a subjective thing.

lES is not our ultimate authority.

But we try to use sound engineer-

ing judgment," Smithcrs said.

Elsewhere on campus, a

Bunche Hall, incandescent bulb

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL
GCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$ 18CUT £^ BLOW
MUST Show UCLA SUDEHT ID. Ve raavt ih, ri^ U r^m, unic, l, ^

WlTtl COUFOtI ''*"" "^^^ CMiilioii ii HUMOabk

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS

Exp. 7/19/90 Valid Sunday - Thursday

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

J]QI£L
LeConte/Hilgard

208-4477

#uTfwVr III 9&jfIwH

EUte" 250

4

•?
'

4_.

When you're on a new Elite" 250 from
Honda, you can't help but have a great

time. Push-button electric starting, a

no-shift transmission and a unique lock-

ing underseat storage trunk make the
Elite 250 convenient. It's big enough
to carry you and a passenger,^ and the

Elite's powerful engine makes it freeway-

legal, too. Stop by and see one today

Come ride with US.

HONDA SANTA MONICA
f 1 Honda Scooter dealer in Southern California

1804 Lincoln Blvd.

(213)450-4643

Come ride ivith us.
STREET MOroRCYCLES/SCOareRS/MULTIPLE PRODUCTS

ALWAYS WEAK A HELMET. EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING A^fD ?LEASE
RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT Obey th« Uw and rc^l your owner't maaual thoraufhly For nder
tmninf iniormMJOO. call the MMorryck Silety FoundadoA U. 1-800447-4700

were replaced by high pressure

sodium bulb (hps). These hps

bulbs are failing, Toman said,

adding thai ihey overheat and fall

off.

Toman also said thai the build-

ing's ballasts, devices used to

siablizc electrical currents, are not

listed with the Underwriters

Laboratory (UL), a company that

tests- electrical products.

These new bulbs consume twice

as.much electricity as they should,

because they are not power-factor

corrected — a method which
allows only the required amount of

electricity to flow through the

system, Toman said.

Facilities can claim they are

cutting down on energy costs,

because the new bulbs use lower

wattage, but do not provide proper

lighting levels, he said.

However, the fixtures at Bunche

provided significant savings in

energy, Smithers said, adding that

they are not as power-factor

corrected as he would like.

_ All ba.llasLi are UL listed^

Smithers said. "We are not obliged

See LIGHT, page 24
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SENIORS iKtmanW cbecUist

Q Pick-up cap 'n' gown.

Q Pick-up Aro/^yeartiook.

G Make pledge to seniop class gin.

T

FORGET
3^

TO

PLEOGE

.

THE 1090

CLASS GIFT. 'UQIASem^elauWO

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless pLIiur Driving Record

ty Autos
G7 Motorcycles

""Is, :,;::-. Cy SCOOtCrS , I'l"'"::,: ..,;:

C7 Satisfy State Law
GT Phone Quotes

THE POHL iriSQRANCE AGENCY
10975 Santa Monica BJvd. #3
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 473-1125
Comer of Veterafi G Santa Monica

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
• Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain
i

--,

' Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

J-.
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SOME OF THE WORLD'S
GREATEST MINDS

HAVE BEEN IN PRISON !

% 1.^

J* 4.*^.

-^
Join

J-

NCARCKRATED OIJTII UTORIAL ROJFXT
^

' a community project of

OvfiisCvm Students Association of UCLS^

<^tD

Vox move inlormalion, call 825-0747 or write: Incarcerated Youth Tutorial Project

Community Programs Office

Men's Gym 102

.University of California •

Los Angeles, CA 90024

r

funded by CAC

»r
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1093 Broxton Ave.
(Above Wherehouse Records)

Westwood Village. Ca 90024

(213)208-4480

SALON Si. JAMES
Specializing in

Black Hair

now in Ali's Hair Salon

FREE
Clear Cellophane

with

Relaxer •

(must bring ad)

expires 7/1/90

MCAT
This summer, San Diego is hosting the most intensive com-

mercial MCAT prep course in the country . 175 Hours. $595.

Ten weeks, six days a week. Full-time instructors. Three

practice MCATs. Across the street from UCSD. Info night is

Tues, June 5th, 6-7:30pm, at our classrooms. Cheap summer
sublets available in UCSD area. Do it right. MCAT with us!

^u, .^. / .

^^uayfjei -itgai v //# ly (6i9) 455-1000
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Graduating 77 Thank God!!

You are invited to attend the

All-University Baccalaureate
An ecumenical Christian service in celebration

and recognition of the graduating class.

Saturday June 16 7:00pm
St. Alban's Episcopal Church
580 Hilgard (at Westholme)

Speakers: Don Hartsock
UCLA Ombudsman

and a

Student Speaker to be selected from the Graduating Class...

7

Music by the UCLA Campus Choir
plus any students interested in singing for the service

Call Stephanie Henry at 825-8369 for rehearsal time.

—— All graduates are invited to arrive with Cao and Gown at 6:15.
' "^ Family and Friends are very welcome.

Spbnsored by^the UNIVERSITY RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE (URC) 208-5055

From pp.ge 22

10 use LL," he said. "We should

only use sound judgment but we
are noi obligated to buy UL (listed

products)." There are a lot of other

testing companies, Smiihers said.

On the other side of campus at

Kinsey Hall, the lights in the office

for The Center of the Study of

Women, are hung by chains and. _
the llexible conduit that conceals

the wires is not supported correct-

ly. Toman said. This insufficient

support prevents the lights from
swaying the required 45 degrees in

earthquakes, as stipulated in the

National Electrical Code, he said.

In some buildmgs, like Kinsey,

departments take the initiative and
install new equipment, Smithers

said.

The Kinsey lighting was not part

of Facilities' project, Smithers

said, adding that in new construc-

tion, chain lighting is not done.

"Departments sometimes can
bring in their own contractors to do
work," he said. "We prefer to be

involved."

This year, in the Schoenbcrg
Hall hand rooms, one- lamp fix-

lures replaced four-lamp fixtures,

drastically reducing the tbotcandle

level from 45 to 13, Toman said.

The lES standard for these rooms
is 50, he said. Music notes are read

in these rooms and vision is

impaired with improper lighting,

he s aid. —

a

However, Smithers said that the

Schoenberg project was the only

exception to maintaming proper

lighting levels. f "In every case
we've decreased energy con-
sumption and increased lighting'

Idvels, except in Schoenberg."

The music instructors in the

band roonis complained of a

"hum" thaji was emanating from
the old ligniing fixtures, Smithers
said.

Smithers said he told the

instructors that there would be a

reduction in the footcandle level

from 45 to 35 il the old fixtures

were replaced. "We could not have
afforded to put the same number of
lamps in and il would not be energy
saving enough," he said.

At lES, 35 footcandles is well

within subjective range for the

band rooms, Smithers said. "It was
<thc department's) decision and we
haven't had any complaints."

Another area slated for changes
is the Ueberroth Building, Toman
said. The lighting in the Le Conte
Avenue building is "extremely
energy efficient," Toman said.

However, Toman alleges that

project plans include replacing the

four-lamp fixtures with the one-

lamp fixtures. The standard f(X)t-

candle level in Ueberroth is 50 and

the project will be lowering it.

Toman said.

However, Smithers said that

Facilities is only looking at Ueber-

roth for analysis, because the

occupants expressed interest. He
added that there are no more plans

for that building, because other

buildings need more attention.

"What we've done (so far) is a

drop in the bucket compared to the

potential," Smithers said.

From page 1

any way — mental asylunii or jail.

Detective Terrence Baker said the

escort was necessi^ted by a court

order.

In addition, the student, who
originally identified Sams as her

attacker from a photo, changed her

mind when she saw him in person,

_Baker said. When she saw Elliott's

picture in The Bruin, Baker said,

she told him Elliott had attacked

her.

Elliott faulted Baker's investi-

gation, which neglected to explore

Elliot's claim that he was at his

girlfriend's house when one of the

attacks occurred.

But this explanation surfaced

only after the trial had begun,

Baker said. "He did not provide me
with an alibi. His alibi came from
the trial situation . . (The girl-

friend) lied on the stand."

The two men also disagreed

oyer whether the detective needed
help in identifying Elliott in court.

Family members claim the prose-

cutor had to point out Elliott to the

detective. But Baker not only had

arrested Elliott, but had numerous
photographs of him, the detective

said.

The only fact the two men
agreed on from the legal proceed-

ings was that Baker had called

-Blliott a liar under oath.

Nonetheless, Baker stands by
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Need to Talk to

Someone?

UCLA Peer Helpline

We're here to help.

Mon. - Fri.

Sat. - Sun.

5 p.m. - midnight

8 p.m. - midnight

? .;.,

Elliott was guilty.

But Elliott insisted on his

innocence, claiming that his testi-

mony had stood up to scrutiny

while the five women frequently

contradicted themselves and each

other in their descriptions of the

assailant.

"1 never told a lie. When they

first picked me up, I cooperated

even though I didn't know what

was going on," Elliott said. "1

never told a lie through the whole

thing. My story was true. Every-

thing 1 said clicked together."

Elliott also said the women
based their descriptions on how he

looked in court, sometimes contra-

dicting their statements to police.

Elliott said he was also upset

about a previous article in The
Bruin in which Lambert said two
of the jurors had apparently not

believed Elliott's girifriend's testi-

mony tKJcausc they had voted

guilty.

"(Prosecutor Mark) Lambert
basically said my girlfriend was a

liar and a couple of the jurors

didn't believe her," Elliott said.

"All the jurors didn't believe his

witnesses on eight of the counts.

So how could my girlfriend be

such a liar and his witnesses such

great, credible wimesses?"

Pro-choice

Republicans

win races
By William M. Welch

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Pro-

choice Republicans won a trio of

platform victories at recent state

party conventions and expect still

more states to part ways with the

national OOP's anti-abortion

plank this year.

Republicans in Maine and New
York have adopted pro-choice

state platform provisions, and
Wisconsin Republicans voted
down an anti-abortion plank that

would have called for legal pro-

tection "for all human beings, from
conception on."

With the convention season just

See PRO-CHOICE, page 28
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itroducing: IxCLLY
formerly of FOmO

WALK-IN DESIGN CUTS
with a free
product included

from

925 N. Broxton (N. of the Village Theatre)

SENIORS:

AS YOU

CELEBRATE . .

.

PLEASE

DON'T FORGET

TO PLEDGE.
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Everyn Ballesieros (UCLA Studert)

PERFECT SKIN CARE

(213) 380-6891

open Tues-Sat.

Exfoliation

The new big

in skin care

•Deep f^ore

Cleaning

word

ACNE-A TREATABLE
DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED
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BArrio Youth Alternatives
i...

We Provide Alternatives for High Risk Youth of the West
L.A. and South Central L.A. areas (Stoner Park, George
Washington Carver Junior High, Santa Monica High).

BArrio Youth Alternative thanks all those who have
shown their committment to their Raza in
volunteering with our projecto in the Barrios.

Sandra Ag^iayo
Alfonso AguUar
Imelda As;uilar
Alba Castillo
Carlos Colon
Simona De la Torre
Guadalupe £>uran
Cliristiiia Estrada
AH GoUdary
Diego Gonzalez
Gloria Hernandez

Rod Hernandez
Sara Nevarez
Juan Perez
Ysidro Rodriguez
Hector Lopez
Josue Roman
Vicky Serna
jChjris Silvas
Adriana Manjarrez
Graciela Vasquez
Rosanna Vergava

For More Information call 825-5969 or come by 102 Men's Gym
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ANTONIO'S
EUROPEAN & AMERICAN STYLISTS

SPECIAL
SHAMPOO'CUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

479-9751 or 479-8767
1267 Westwood Blvd. (1 Block S. of Wllshire)

THE BEST IN THE VILLAGE

URBANO'S
HAIR SALON

FIRST
ANNIVERSARY

OFFER

ONLY $12
By Appointment:

^^, , , v

208-356© or 208-0440 (Shampoo, Haircut, Blowdry)

"tP. 10918 Kinross, Westwood
^c,

7"/^* (located in Ultima Beauty Salon). S

SECURE YOUR FUTURE NOW!
• $500 SCHOLARSHIPS • PEOPLEWARB^FROM THOR-100% RETAINED • ENHANCE YOUR

RESUME • EXPERIENCE A VARIETY OF PROFESSIONS
Thor offers fun, $, a great business reference for your resume, a learning opportunity for your special

regs., flexible hrs, easy fn/vy access & parking.

AVAILABLE OPPORTUNITIES

ACCOUNTING
*Staff Accountants

*Bookkeepers/Clerks

COMPUTER
*PG/GRT/F i-fHfy:

WORD PROCESSING
*PC Entry

*WP Operators/Sec'ys

GENERAL OFFICE
^Recept i onists I—

Ask about $500 Scholarship Eligibility. For

convenience and confidentiality, make a positive

call today.

*Office Clerks

*Secretaries/Typists

*Operations/Programming

*Trainers/Analysts

i^ MARKETING
^^^r>j, ^Telemarketers
^J-"* *Sales Reps (internal positions)

4055 Wilshire

Los Angeles, 90010
(213) 487-0130

2080 N. Tustin Ave.

Santa Ana, 92701
(714) 973-1783

7334 Topanga Cnyn BI..113

Canoga Park, 91303
(818) 710-1800

23430 Hawthorne Bl..#250

Torrance, 90505
(213)373-0922

2500 E. Colorado Bl.,#350

Pasadena, 91107
(818) 795-2202

3600 Lime St.,#128

Riverside. 92501
(714) 824-2070

T

Everything for the UCLA Bruin Fan

i

i

i i i i

JACKETS HATS T-SHIRTS

SWEAT-SHIRTS

NOVELTY ITEMS

SWEAT-PANTS

& MUCH MUCH MORE!

CORNER OF LINDBROOK & WESTWOOD
(across from Subway)

EXTENDED HOURS: Fri & Sat lOam-llpm Sun llam-Gpni
10904 Lindbrook Drive, LA 90024 • (213) 824-7115 • Open 7 days a week for your shopping convenience

TAPE
From page 5

April wee "lifted" out of context

in a newspaper article, possibly in

"a deliberate act." The committee

chairman honored Orbach's
request because the committee had

invited the provost to speak to the

committee about faculty hiring

trends.

College officials later said uni-

versity faculty committees are not

required by law to open mectinjgs

to the public or allow proceedings

to be taped. College spokesman
Harlan Lelx) explained that a UC
attorneys have made such a ruling.

But, Young said, "Then you get

into the argument whether having

invited others in and allowing the

press in whether that makes it an

open meeting. In my opinion it

probably does."
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CENTER
From page 3

ability to get therapy for pain."

His office will work with the

School of Medicine to establish a

practice that concentrates on relief

of pain. The new program will

probably have the same objectives,

but be located in a different

department, he said.

Schultze cited the Department
of Neurology as a possibility. The
Dcpartriicnt of Anesthesiology is

no t in terested in pursuing thisriic"

said. "They did not come to us and
ask for help in resolving prob-

lems."

Brechner will chair an acute

pain management program for

Medical Center patients recuper-

ating from surgery. The new
program will also aid mothers in

the delivery room. This new
program, though, will only treat

the hospital's patients and not

outpatients, she said.

No decision has been made yet

about who will occupy the office

space in the new Medical Plaza's

300 building that was slated forlhe

PMC. The office might liouse a

blood donor center, Schultze said.

The center's present office in

the West Medical Building on
Veteran Avenue will most likely

be used for medical students to see

patients, he said. The Schcx)l of
Medicine is attempting to add
ambulatory care |q their curricu-

lum, he said.

For the past 16 years PMC, has

been providing care for those

suffering from cancer pain, chron-

ic benign pain, head and neck pain,

pelvic pain, neuropathy (pain in

the nerves) and ..other pains not

often treated successfully by other

physicians, Brechner said.

The center's approximately 25-

member staff will have their

positions terminated on an indivi-

dual basis, but as of June 30, most
of the clerks and administrative

assistants will be gone, Brechner
said.

From page 6
b

Other faculty mem'jers, includ-

ing Academic Advancement Prog-

ram Director Adollo Bermeo, also

gave the go-ahead for a department
after Sanchez's remarks.

Sociology Professor Vilma
Ortiz, who will become the

major's chairwoman in the fall,

said that Chicano Studies profes-

sors who teach in UCLA depart-

ment's often find their work
"marginalized." Professors need to

have a place where their work is

accepted, she said. .

Also, having a department
would allow UCLA to ^ design

certain course needs; Avithout

having to worry about the needs of

other departments, said adjunct

*- lecturer Richard Chabran, who
criticized the provost for "steadily

sidestepping the question."

Orbach acknowledged that

interdepartmental programs have

been changed into departments in

the past.

Students have already come up
with a timeline for creating a

department, which they want in

place within two years, but profes-

sors say they need to negotiate for

a more realistic orte.

For now, the provost agreed to

allocate resources for a part-time

administrator and a part-time

counselor for the major. Students

and faculty will renegotiate i(Pff5F

to expand those resources, com-
mittee members said.

^ The Chicano Studies program

may have an office in Haines Hall,

once the Museum of Cultural

History moves into UCLA's new-

Fowler Museum, Orbach said.

VAREY
From page 7

Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

ing business, cooking and raising

his first child, whom his wife is

expecting in July.

For two years, Varey will

temporarily replace the business

editor of Viator, an annual journal

published by UCLA's Center for

Medieval and Renaissance Stu-

dies.

While working for the journal,

Varey will begin chefs training.

— "I can't believe it, but after all-

these years of teaching I'm going

to become a student again," he

said.

In two years, Varey intends to

open a "California-type" restaur-

ant in Los Angeles, serving "plenty

of light food with character." The
menu will include "food of the

'90s with forays from the past,"

and use "local ingredients, with an

emphasis on freshness — but that

defines good cooking," Varey

said.

He will draw the name of his

restaurant, "Fielding's," from his

favorite English author. Two of the

five books he has written have

concentrated on Victorian novelist

Henry Fielding.

"I , can see an undergraduate

going straight through four — or

more likely five — years here and
never taking a class they want.

They'll simply be obliged to take a

course because there's space in it.

"The education of the undergra-

duate is not a very high priority and
I think it r<jally ought to he," he

said.
^

Varey has always found teach-

ing to be a combination of frustra-

tions and rewards.

"The gratifying part has always

t)een to see that what I'm trying to

do actually bears fruit. 1 have the

desire to pass on the torch. I would
like to think thai I've done that, but

that's for others to judge."

Varey, who was lx)rn in Lon-

don, received his formal education

at Cambridge University.

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straightening

Tint & Style

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

From VIDAL SASSOON

Free Conditioning

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

^•:::::;-::;Uvi>'-

^
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I

I

I

I

HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
• Beef Stick

• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 ()m to c lose

$3.20
vviff^ ( oupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

i}-i:^rr- ' 1121 Clendon Avenue (213)
"^1

[ Q^U^^.^^^^^wood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICt
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JUNE 15™ & 16™
Interview With Over 100 Employers
Action Auto
Allegra

Apple One
ARCO
The Aerospace Corp. i

Broad Inc/SunAmerica Corp *

Bullocks Department Stores
California State Dept. of Insurance
California Dept. of Corrections
California Highway Patrol

Cal Pacific Business Machines
Carnation Company
CCH Computax
City National Bank
Continental Cable Co
Cooperative of American Physicians

Corporate America
Culver Personnel
Dept. of Veterans Affairs

Drake Personnel
Edison Mensv^ear Group
Equitable Financial Companies
Executive Life Insurance Co
Farmers Insurance Group
First Los Angeles Bank
First Interstate Bank
FundAmerica
J. W Gant Investors

Gestetner Corporation
Great American Life Insurance Co
GTE Directories

HBO - Home Box Office

Home Federal

Hughes Aircraft Company
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts
Job Guide
Job Search
Kaiser Permanente
Kelly Temporary Services

King Taco Restaurants
Lear Astronics Corp
The London Agency
London Temporary Services

Los Angeles County Office

Los Angeles Municipal Courts

V^

Los Angeles Police Dept
Los Angeles County Sheriffs Dept
Los Angeles Superior Court
L. A Unified School District

Marshall s Department Stores
MCA/Universal Studios
Metagram America
Metropolitan Water District

Mutual Protection Trust

Northrop B-2

Northwest Financial

Olsten Services

Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker
Persona Personnel Services

PDQ Personnel Services

Quotron Systems, Inc.

R & B Enterprises

Remedy Temp
Rose Hills Memorial Park

S.E Rykoff
Security Pacific Automation
Sheraton Corp
Snelling & Snelling

Soft-Kat

Southern California Gas Co
Southern California Edison Co
Thomas Tem|x>raries/Careers

THOR, Inc

Ticor Title Insurance Company
Toyota Motor Credit Corp
Trak Auto
-TRC Temporary Services

United Publishers Corp
University of Southern California

The Vons Companies
The Walt Disney Company
Walt Disney Imagineering
Wells Fargo Bank
Weyerhaeuse Mortgage Co
Winston Tire Company
Woman's Worid
Wort<ing Worid Magazine
Wherehouse Entertainment
Zenith Insurance Company
and many others...

Explore 1000's off Job Opportunities
Choose from a multitude of openings for Secretanes, Technicians, Computer

Operators and Data Processing pro s Finance & Accounting, Marketing &
Sales, Law Enforcement and Administrative Personnel Securities Brokers,

Management Trainees, Retail Salespeople and Claims Processors Cystomer

Service, Data Entry, Word Processing and Telemarketing specialists

Receptionists, Desk Clerks, Bookkeepers, Bank Tellers, Loan Officers and

many others... if you re even thinking about a change, you can t afford to

Attend Career Seminars***
Fact-filled seminar sessions and one on-one counseling provide you the

latest information on the job search procesV Seminar topics presented

include: Interviewing Techniques, Resume Mmting, Networking Tactics,

Self-Marketing Strategies and others

The Los Angele<i JcbMart " is a program of the Arrtencan Association for Caree*

Enhancement, a Calitorhia non profit corporation

Clip this coupon A brins it with

you to receive your admission discount!

ADMISSION G(X)n FOR
LXHIBITS AND CAHFFH SLMINAHS
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HP EXPERTS
HEWLETT-PACKARD

LASERJET III

HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET
SERIES II

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LASERJET IIP

STUDIES

List Price $2,395
ASUCLA Price $1,449
DAV-TECH IN STOCK

HEWLETT-PACKARD
DESKJET PLUS

List Price $995
ASUCLA Price $619
DAV-TECH *$447

'Includes $150,00 cash rebate from Hewlen- Packard

List Price $2,695
ASUCLA Price -

DAV-TECH $1,290
All Printers include one toner cartridge

We at DAV-TECH Computer Center have the printer for your home or office
Compare our prices with your Student Store, then give us a call of drop by
from UCLA All pnces mentioned are cash/cashiers check discounted

List Price $1,495
ASUCLA Price $949
DAV-TECH *$824
•Includes $75.00 cash rebate from Hewlen-PacKard

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SCANJET PLUS

List Price $2190
ASUCLA Price $1,386
DAV-TECH $1,375
IfKludes interface for \BUiPC. IBN*1/PS2 or fyiAC

at a price you can afford.

We are just 20 minutes away

What HEWLETT
mL'HM PACKARD
^i u t h or I z e d Dealer ^^h riioiie (213)463^3001 ^

Computer Center Fax (213)469-7255
I .» .Ill tl .il ()^H I l.illyw.whl lloiil.v.it. H.U VmoSlnvl) I IkIIvw.huI. ("A 4()()2K

1989 Awaid ol C(C«H«nc»
1988 O«ol«r or me Veat

/-1 98* Ounianair>g Pt>riomiur>c«

Whp% HEWLETT

Authorized l)^ I e r

THE ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

CONGRATULATES all our

and wishes ONLY THE

From page 1

rift will be between those who
support the courses included in the

committee's proposal — which
explore in-depth the issues and
origins of racism and sexism —
and others who would rather sec a
less volatile requirement.

"Some people on campus would
probably prefer a course that is

limited to giving information
(about) history and the exotic
cultural practices of non-white
groups. They would prefer this

kind of course rather than a course

that promotes critical thinking, s

discovery and empowerment," she
said.

According to an article by UC
Santa Barbara Professor Sucheng
Chan, which the task force read as
part of their "self-education pro-
cess," this kind of conflict over
course content is common on
campuses in the process of creat-

ing ethnic and gender studies

requirements.

According to the proposal, the

courses will be su|xjrvised by an
interdepartmental committee and
taught by teams of two faculty

members. Ideally the faculty
would be one male and one female— each from different disciplines

and ethnic backgrounds. King
said. The faculty would teach the

Moms can fatten

(luring pregnancy
By Paul Recer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Pre-

gnant women who eat balanced
diets don't need extra vitamins and
can safely gain more weight than

previously believed, according to

guidelines released Wednesday by
the Institute of Medicine.

The guidelines, based on a

review of studies on nutrition,

weight gain and pregnancy, said

the average woman who gains 25
to 35 pounds during pregnancy is

more apt to produce a healthy,

normal-weight baby. The study

said also that, with few exceptions,

vitamins and other food supple-

ments are of no value.
In effect, said Lindsay Allen, a

professor of nutrition at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut, the study

committee concluded that Mother
Nature may know best.

CYCUST

SENIORS

BEST

DON'T MISS OUR GRAD PARTY
- on SATURDAY JUNE 16

at Jackie's house
For more information call ANDRE at (818)342-9910

lj^i.i;^ tugcih^r in OTOi' to prom-
oic the most diverse spectrum of
interaction possible, she
explained. 1

But King stressed fhat the

requirement would be only part of
an overall curriculum integration

plan which would have to include
not only increased hiring of faculty

of color, but also necessitate the
cultural sensitization of white
faculty.

"We do not want the burden to

be solely on thg, faculty of color.

We need to train the Anglo faculty
in addition to hiring more faculty
of color. Also there has to be a real

commitment to . . . the hiring of
permanent over temporary faculty
of col©r. But it's got to be both sets
of faculty because racism cannot
be up to faculty of color to undo. It

is everyone's problem," she said.

From page 8 .

new to Andersen, who has walked
another 14,(XX; miles while pulling

a wagon two limes his own weight.

Anderson said he has encoun-
tered a lot of support worldwide.

"This is a race for the human race,

but I can't do it alone."

He has received the keys to

numerous cities around the United

States, and Australia just donated

the cost of his visa to help him.

After traveling around Austra-

lia, Anderson plans to go to Asia,

the Soviet Union and Europe.

HARASSMENT

PRCH^HOICE

.

)

}

SUMMER FVF.NTS-

- Overnight trip to Santa Barbara

- annual picnic

W-
<es_

paid for by USAC
'v^^

r

>r

From page 25

beginning, more state parties will
be taking up platlbnn language or
resolutions in coming weeks that
depart from die national GOP's
platform opposition to abortion.
The actions have the indirect

blessing of national Republicans,
as they test Republican National
Chairman Lee Atwaler's assertion
thai the party is a "big tent" wiiii

rix)m for differing views on d\^fr-

tion.

"The Atwalcr theory is alive -

those views arc being accommo-
dated," said Leslie Goodman,
spokeswcunan for the Republican
National Committee.

"^

"We, of course, arc not involved
at the stale level in vi'hai tlieir

plallorms l(x)k like, but diere's no'
question that abortion is now an
issue that's being handled at the
state level," she said.'

Colorado Republicans, who
meet this Saturday, are scheduled
10 face a series of proposed
resolutions on abortion, and lead-_
ers there expect some m(xlerately
pro-choice language to prevail.
Abortion-righLs advwates say they
expect pro-choice resolutions also
will be offered at upcoming con-
ventions in New Jersey and other
Slates. ,

"These are very significant
shifts in the party, I think," .said
Mary Dent Crisp.

From page 2

\6 examples of abusive language
used by protesters which, it says,

violated the policy prohibiting

harassment based on identification

with a particular group.

Protesters, including many
MEChA members, marched from
campus to the Beta Theta Pi

fraternity house, where they

shouted epithets such as "Down
with the Greeks" and "Down with

_ Beta," according to the IFC com-
plaint.

*

"A lot of quotes they (IFC) cited

were about the entire Greek sys-

tem, and we felt it was an attack on
the entire system," Sjong said. "So
we decided to take public action."

The Chicano/Latino student

group had organized the vigU to

protest Beta Theta Pi fraternity's

"Sunrise" party three weeks ago,

where partygoers gathered at dawn
to celebrate with music and alco-

hol.

A banner hoisted from the

fraternity's balcony the day of the

party depicted a worm with an
exaggerated moustache and som-
brero and a caption that read "Eat
Me."

Although Panhellenic Council

filed the complaint, Sjong said she

is not judging whether MEChA
and its members who participated

in the protest are guilty.

"Many of the degrading, abu-

sive and offensive language that

was used was directed at greeks, a

university group that includes the

sorority system as well," the

complaint stated. "Since their

action and abusive language seems
to be directed at the entire greek

-system ^ 7:~^c feel that it is

important for us to support and
reinforce the claims that IFC has

made."

Berky Nelson could not be
reached Wednesday because he is

on vacation until June 19. Nelson's

office will deal with the matter

when he returns, said Student

Affairs Officer Kcnn Meller.

HALF SALE
Gifts Section Rm. 22480 URL

Mon June
g^

10:00 AM - 4:

books are half

Now is the time to SA VEfff

SupersPort 286 Model 20 CGA

WAS $2449
NOW $2249

SupersPon 286 and 286e are 80286, switchable 12/6 Mhz, zero wait stale laptops
with 20 or 40 MB harddrivcs, one 35" 14 MH floppy drive, 1 MB of RAM, Parallel

port, serial port, and a full size backlit supertwist LCD screen. ~—

—

data systems
Groupe Bull

ASUCLA CASH PRICE requires payment by currency, cashier's check. University' Credit Union Withdrawal Check, or personal
check (up lo $300) made payable lo ASUCLA Money orders are not accepted Zenith produds are available to lull lime UCLA
Sludenls. Faculty. Slaft. and departments only Purchase must be (or the personal academic, educaliooal. or research use ol the
eligible person Sludenls must show a current Reg Card and Photo I D . Faculty and Stall must show a payroll riumber and Photo
I D Offer limited to one Zenith computer and one of each accessory per person per year Prices art subject lo changt without
notlct. All salts art final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' $TORE
Computer Stort/ B-Level Actierman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Tti 7:45-7:30: F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Scrutinizing our society: America needs your heip to cliange

Viewpoint

Letters and Science Provost speaks out about 'overhiring'
By Raymond L. Orbach

There has been a great deal of
public discussion recently, both in

the Daily Bruin and in the

Academic Senate, about "overhir-
ing" of faculty in the College of
Letters and Science. Last year, the

College had better-than-antici-

pated success in faculty recruit-

ment and retention. This success
has enhanced the core of new
faculty that will dampen and diver-

sify the intellectual climate of the

campus for years to come.
There are, however, also some

negative consequences. I want to

set the record straight on how and
why the unexpected surge in hiring

cx:currcd, and on what the short-

term and long-term consequences
will be for ihc College. Bui let me
Slate at the ouLsei that although
there are problems facing the

College, they are not critical to our
ability to conduct a full teaching
program for all of our studenLs.

'" ^^ J^pnng of 1986. the incorporate new prngra

';

College of Letters and Science
"

revised its plan for faculty hiring.

Each year, we aimed to hire 46
new "ladder" faculty (those scho-
lars who are tenured or tenure
track). This hiring goal is twice the

projected "release" rate (the rate at

which ladder faculty leave the

College). The revisions were
prompted by anticipated faculty

retirements and increased student
enrollments. We developed this

plan in consultation with the

Academic Senate and with the

Chancellor's endorsement, and it

is an integral part of the campus
strategic plan.

Why did we increase our hiring

of ladder faculty.^ All research
universities will experience vast

increases in faculty retirements
during the 199()s and early m the

next century. These retirements,

combined with the drastic decline
"v)! Ph.Ds produced throughout the

197()s and early 19S().s, will make
faculty recruitment much more
dilTicull — and expensive— in ihc

future.

The College aimed to anticipate
this difficulty by hiring additional

faculty before other institutions

began to respond to the seventy of
the faculty shortage to come.
These hiring efforts have been
highly successful. We have added
to our teaching and research power
m ways that other institutions are
only.now pursuing. We undertook
our current recruitment effort not
only to prepare for faculty retire-

ments but also to restore an
appropnate balance of ladder and
temporary faculty positions.

Historically, the College had
held an average of 1 5 percent of its

faculty resources (FTE) in tempor-
ary positions — to smooth out
fluctuations in student demand, to

meet special needs, and to cover
certain introductory courses. In the

early 1980s undergraduate enroll

-

menLs at UCLA grew subsuintial-
ly, but tlie growth was not expected
to be permanent. As a result, the

faculty FTE accompanying this

growth were added to the tempor-
ary pool and the size of the ladder
faculty remained constant. The
College temporary pool grew to 24
percent of all faculty FTE.

In 1985-86, it became clear that

the increased enrollments were
long-term in nature, so the College
decided to reduce the temporary
pool to tha( historical average of 15
percent of all faculty FTE, by
converting temporary positions io

ladder FTE.
Now, given our success in hiring

the very finest ladder faculty,

where is the problem? The primary
problem, so far as our instructional

program is affected, lies in the

difference between the number of
courses taught by permanent and
iem[X)rary faculty. In the Univer-
sity of California, the primary
responsibilities for teaching, both

undergraduate and graduate, rest

with ladder faculty. Converting
temporary positions to ladder
appointments has allowed us to

ms nf

j» _j»

teacning and research into the

curriculum.

However, because ladder facul-

ty conduct.full research programs
in addition to their teaching, their

teaching schedules are* somewhat
smaller than that of the temporary
faculty. This means that every
tenure-track or tenured scholar we
hire to replace a temporary faculty

member creates a slight reduction
in the number of classes taught by
our faculty. We now have tempor-
ary reserves very near the target of
15 percent set for the College. We
have understood that hiring more
ladder faculty and reducing tem-
porary positions would create
pressures as adjusunenis are made
within our leaching programs.

Curricular changes and realign-

menis wiihin teaching ranks are

not easily made in a College with
l.(X)() faculty positions and 23,(XK)

siulcnis. We have come to depend
on unusually large temporary
reserves. These have represented
extra sections and special course
offerings, appointments for visi-

tors and emeriti, and additional
support, for our graduate students
as TAs.

There is a second reason why
the pressure of change has been
shaifip fell this year. We allocate

temporary FTE a year before they
are needed, estimating ilie number
of FTE that will remain after

ladder position^ are filled.' We
made mistakes in our projections
for this year. A.s a result, wc
overallocated our. temporary
faculty resources. The problem
(x:curred in this way: Wealkxated
lemfx)rary FTE for the cun-eni
academic year in September 1988.
At that time, with .searches for new
faculty well under way, we antici-

pated 58 ladder 'appointments.
Based on the previous year's
experience, we projected 47
releases. In the previous year, the

number of the early, phased, and
scheduled retirements had
increased, and resignations had
risen sharply, as other institutions

began recruiting from our own
faculty.

Appointments for 1989-90 tot-

aled 64 instead of the 58 expected.

Releases were 26, substantially

below the 47 projected. A portion
— but not all — of the resulting

shortfall in temporary FTE was
offset by FTE augmentations we
received through the budget pro-

cess.

In sum, the College overcom-
mitted its teaching resources by 18

FTE. In spite of what you may
have heard or read, the College did

not consider breaking contracts

with faculty in order to reduce this

overcommitment. The College
honors ils contracts, and will, of

course, continue to do so. The
overcommitment will be covered
at year's end by resources^^ii the

campus level. However, thisyear's

overrun is a College obligation,

and we will continue discussing

this obligation with the Chancel-
lor. We have agreed that if a

programs. It's been said that

course offerings will be severely

reduced across the college and that

hundreds and perhaps thousands of

students will not be able to

graduate on time. These predic-

tions are grossly exaggerated.

The number of course sections

offered this year was inflated by
our overcommitment of temporary
faculty resources. If, in compari-
son, offerings are somewhat lower
next year, they will still be above
the course levels in 1988-89. We
are assessing where enrollment

pressures may occur, and we will

continue working to solve these

problems. If there should be
reductions, their overall effect

should be relatively small, espe-

cially when you consider that the

number of incoming students will

be lower this fall.

The^jdemand for lower-division

courses will be reduced in the

upcoming academic year. We
anticipate an entering freshman

repayment of leach inw resources is clas.s of oppmx im -itc l y i/.fX),
Igacjl ing . Th i s proi

needed, it wfll be scheduled so that

the teaching program of the Col-
lege will not be seriously impaired.

You may have heard alarming
predictions about how these
recruitment and retention results

may affect the college's teaching

faculty — and with fewer fresh-

men enrolling^at UCLA — we will

mount an effective teaching prog-

ram of the scope and calibre that

you have the right to expect.

Now, what about the future?

We have added a remarkable
group of faculty to the College. In

coming yc-ars, we believe that we
shall hire at close to the release rate

so that the balance between ladder

and temporary faculty will not

change. Our programs of study
show increasing depth, vitality,

and diversity. The balance
between ladder and temporary
faculty has retumexJ to our histori-

cal average.

This means that our curriculum
should change, too, giv(bn the

increase in quality and diversity of
our students and faculty. Working
with students and departments, and
through the Academic Senate,

UCLA will continue to broaden
the scope of its programs and

This nroi'.e.ss is strc.ngth-

Despite my insistence on
the presentation of his-

torical evidence and
reasoned argument in this col-

umn throughout the year, many
respondents have charged me
with offering only "selective

evidence." or assigning blame
to well-known conservatives or
Republican leaders of the past

10 years.

These readers seem to have
missed the point of the per-

spective which I've tried to

maintain all year: Politicians

are only partly to blame for

Our homeless, our polluted

waters and sky or our ill-edu-

cated youth. We, the people,

bear the burden of responsibil-

ity for these problems.

Mainstream politicians can
no longer be expected to

enunciate policies that represent

the interests of the majority,

simply because they represent

the interests of the sponsors
(usually large corporations)

who fund their election cam-
paigns. It is not suqirising that

the.se wealthy white males
implement policies geared to

reward iheif corporate sponsors,

while the majority of the

society remains rtiarginali/ed

and, alienated from the ruling

process.

Tim
Strawn
ment, it should be those mem-
bers of our society who either

out of ignorance, apathy or

both, side with their oppressors

out of some perverted "go
along to get along" value

system. Others may comply
becau.se they believe that by
acting in unenlightened self-

interest they can somehow ally

themselves with the centers of

power in this country, namely
corporate America and its

bought dog, public .servants.

The current political culture

in this country, devoid of

accepuible moral or ethical

weakened imperial power.
It is also ludicrous because

throughout the world (except in

countries like Israel, El Salva-

dor or South Korea — all

staunch allies of the U.S.),

profound and positive changes
are taking place, based on
demands for demcxracy and
popular power heretofore

absent in many countries.

Why are those social forces

in our country, whose voices

echo the cry for a true demo-
cracy heard today all over the

world, ignored in the U.S. as

"fringe elements"? -Why are

those of us who seek to

inspire our fellow Americans
to act in the interests of the

community instead of the cor-

poration maligned as "radicals"

who should not be taken seri-

ously?

Why do most Americans
ignore their power to take

action to create positive social

change by choosing not to

exercise even their most funda-
mental constitutional rights?

People all over the world
who have not enjoyed any of
the rights that we have here

are engaging in struggles to

attain what is taken for grantal

and igrK)red by the majority of

ma and China appear on the

television and in the newspap-
ers every day, while the

struggle for the mere survival

of Native American people in

this country is hardly ever

di-scussed. The Native Ameri-
can struggle is a sad demon-
su-ation of the dominant culture

we have inherited and now
sustain; A culture best

descritxjd by violence as a

means to any end.

It is racism employed to

maintain dominance of the

Caucasian conquerors over the

disenfranchised. It is the effort

made each day, through a

variety of devices, to erase our
genocidal practices from rele-

vancy, and to constantly invoke
the threat of the "Other" to

justify our state-sponsored vio-

lence. It is the collective wish
of the population to remain
ignorant and blind to the

suffering our consumerist cul-

ture has wreaked on the 'out-

T:
siders." And it is the desire to

immerse ourselves in the con-

straints and not the potential of

a democratic system.
' The mere presence of a

Caucasian-dominated and capi-

Uilist-onenied culture on this

continent provides tlie most

some 5(X) fewer than entered this

year. We have already received

additional teaching resources for

use next year. With these new
resources, combined with the
movement of ladder faculty into

courses taught by temporary

ened by wide participation of

students and faculty. 1 welcome
your involvement as this process
unfolds.

What IS surprising is that fur standa r ds, is devoted to the
Amrrit^ans inday Why du wc important lc>i.u)n wa wan learn

Orbach is the Provosj of the

College of Letters and Science.

by tjuD lUniiufi/)

some strange reason, we keep
sending theqi back to

Washington, D.C. committed
only to preserving their pri-

vileges, while what remains of
our s(x:ial structure crumbles
into dust. If anyone is to be _
blamed for our current predica-

exercise and adoration of pow-
er, wealth and privilege, and
the promotion of the "stability"

of our system. This is a

ludicrxius proposition when one
considers the inherent instabili-

jy of modem day capitalism as

implemented by an increasingly

view these freedom struggles

with dreamlike complacency,
rather than seeing them as

examples of popular power
which we could emulate here

in our own country?

It is shameful that the

popular movements for demo-
cracy in Eastern Europe, Bur-

those who we believed to be
inferior (or, at least, a threat

to our "Christian values").

We have exterminated entire

cultures in a savage quest for

power, territory and natural

resources on a scale never
fully described or discussed in

our s(xiety, and we continue
to justify and vindicate our
actions by the way in which
we choose to view ourselves
as a fully developed, civilized

society.

It is a tragedy that we
refuse to see that we are the
only ones who view ourselves
with such benevolence. 1 would
wager that if one polled any
number of Europeans on the

question of our war against
Nicaragua, we would undoub-
tedly see that, at least in this

case, our "way of life" is

considered backward and unde-
.serving of respect.

I do not ask that you simply
accept my representation of our
past history or our place in the

world today. 1 ask only that

you question the representations

of our culture that you sec

every day. I ask only that you
re-examine what it means to

you to be called an American,
and if what you see, through

your own rcnaiiinn, is worihy

about ourselves, and how we,

as a culture, have behaved
during the last 2(K) years.

Whether we exai,iiine our

policies toward Native Ameri-
can, Southeast Asian or Central

American peoples, the story ,

remains the same. We've-

ol your respect and suslcnanic

Perhaps, though, you may
view it -with shame and con-

tempt, and discover it is fit

only to serve as an inspiration

to imagine a new world and
create it - now:

murdered and stolen land from
-^trawn is a library staff mem-^
her.

DON'T

TOPLESS
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LARGE PIZZA WITH 2 TOPPINGS

22Atg@. $7.45
11925SANTAMONICABLVD FREE DELIVERY

479-6690

please mention ad

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^7.

99
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

afier 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

Good Luck
On Finals

Delivered

FAST & FREE

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP
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"Well, son, weVe framed so many dang things in this house, and we
feh your diploma was so special that it deserved to be bronzed.

__^ What do you have to say to that?"
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. "VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-301
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THE NITEWRITER

PEN
Now you can write
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easily, & legibly

w/a pen that lights

up. Perfect for
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I

Gift boxed, complete

w/ batteries, bulb,

and extra cartridge.

$10.99 each order.
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valuable gift.

Send your orders to:
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expect from Flakey Jakes

$399
Burger

Meal Deal
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Santa Ana Northridge
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Counterpoint

MSA cannot censor
other student groups
By Charles Glick

a

In ihc past week, viewpoint ariiclcs have appeared in the

Daily Bruin concerning the Muslim Student Association's

violation of university guidelines. The first, submitted by the

External Affairs Vice-President of MSA, Riad Abdelkarim, was

clear attempt to hide the real issue; MSA's misuse of student

funds.

Contrary to the title of Riad Abdelkarim 's counterpoint

"Attempt to censor MSA must be condemned", {Daily Bruin,

May 29) it has been MSA who has attempted to censor the

aspirations of \hc Jewish community at UCLA.
As President of JSU this past year, I attended a meeting to

resolve the Student Interest Group definition. Each campus
organization present was asked to define itself and identify its

constituency. MSA claimed not only to represent all Muslims

from Islamic counU"ics, but Jews and Christians as well. They
proceeded to insist that they represented the interests of "all

people from countries where Islamic culture is dominant."

Such a preposterous assertion implies that other groups such as

Uie Jewish Student Union, the Iranian Students Group, and the

Amienian Student Association need not exist since they as

Muslims could do a sufficient job in representing their interests.

This absurdity is tantamount to the censorship of the most

basic form of representation; the legitimate right for one people

to organize. Does MSA really meant ot tell Syrian Jews that

they are represented by MSA even thought the Islamic Syrian

government identifies them not as Syrian citizens, but as Jews

and as such, subject to severe oppression.

Unlike Israel, no Arab country's government has been elected

by Uie people within that country. Israel receives the aid that

Abdelkarim is so critical of, precisely because it remains the

only democratic counU'y in tlrc^ Middle East. In his criticism of

Israel. Abdelkarim convenientw forgets ataout the 5,QQQ Palcsti-

—
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Viewpoint

Don't 'grow up' or give in

to administrative pressure
By Katherine King
and Paul Rosenthal

'^-^S'ii

nians killed in the ten month period of Jordan's own^ Intifadah or

that within Egypt, the second largest recipient of U.S. foreign

aid, the Muslim Bretherhood is subject to imprisonment and

murder. .

One only has to compare Israel with a country like Iraq that

uses chemical weapons against its own people and threatens

Israel with total liquidation to understand to why Israel is a

recipient of U.S. aid.

It is truly ironic that the same organization that levels charges

of censorship against the Jewi^ti Student "t^ion lias conifisicnily

attempted to censor the attempts by Jewish students to choose
their own elected leadership. Their attempt to reinstate the

defunct Progressive Jewish Alliance is nothing more than an

attempt to create an organization of like minded "IsracJ haters"

that they can talk with. Unfortunately for MSA, the Jewish

community is united behind its support for Zionism and its

commitment to the existence of the State of Israel.

The "Big Brother" label that MSA levels at Hillel is a

manifestation of a united Jewish community behind principles of

Jewish expression and identity that MSA will not tolerate. *

Indeed, any group that disagrees with MSA's platform or conduct

receives the dubious title of being "reactionary". These self-

appointed guardians of terminology have the gaul to label the

historical leadership of the U.C. Berkeley Jewish community,
which includes progressive Jews like the Progressive Zionist

Caucus, as reactionary, only because they dared to disagree with

Progressive Muslim Alliance.

As mentioned by Gary Gonzalez, ("MSA's political ad was not

part of an open dialogue". Bruin, May 31) the Jewish Student

Union never sought to censor the actions of the Muslim Student

Association. Rather, it agrees with others who believe that MSA
violated a university policy that prohibits the use of student

monies for political, non-student related activities.

The MSA advertisement asked readers to call a phone number
and lobby the Israeli embassy on behalf of Palestinian Hani
Beydoun. MSA would have you believe that this Palestinian is a

falsely imprisoned u-ade unionist. Actually, Beydoun is a member
of the Palestinian Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a terrorist

organization that, among other things, is responsible for the

massacre of children at an nursery in Maalot, Israel. Beydoun,
himself, was detained for acts of sabotage and murder.

Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest he has an heart

ailment or belongs to any trade union. Not only was the MSA
ad political, but morally reprehensible given its deceitful intent.

JSU, on the other hand, uses only voluntarily collected funds

to subsidize programs that may be considered political. Contrary '

to Abdclkarim's wild and baseless as.sertions, the "Plant Yourself

in Israel" and "Israel Independence" programs were not funded

by other students' money. The adveriiscmenLs said "sponsored t^y

JSU," but this only referred to JSU's efforts in promoting the

function without use of its funds. 1 urge Abdelkarim to consult

Student Ciovernmenl Accounting and JSU's financial records

iK'fore printing such inaccuracies.

MSA's declaration in their so called "educational" advertise-

ments stressing their "opposition to all manifestations of social

injustice" reminds me of the familiar adage that "people in glass

houses should not throw stones."

Glick, a senior majoring in political science, is the former
president of the Jewish Student (Jninn

At the final meeting of the Academic Senate on May 22l
Student Academic Affairs Commissioner Florencia Aranovich'
psked the Senate to mquire mto a number" of disturbing issues

relevant lo the adminisu-ation of the College of Letters and
Science and to make such recommendations as it deemed
appropriate. The response from the Senate was to refuse to

engage any of its considerable research talent in pursuit of her
very serious concerns about education and governance on this

campus.

It was not the first lime the UCLA faculty has averted inquiry

into conu-oversy regarding the administration of the College (in 1.

1987, the Senate Executive Board vofecf lo conduct a review of
ihc Provost's use of discreuonary funds, but ihc invcsueaiion was
.ubscqucniiv aborted), and it probablv will not be tlic last.

riiough the formal vote at the May 22 meeiinu mav not nave
mirrored the true feelings oi many faculty (as one prolessor later

()bser\ed. "It might not have been the same if it had been a sec-

ret ballot"), the Academic Senate against opted for the role oi

OS u-ich' rather than eagle. , ";

As members of the Academic Senate, we write lo express our
disappointment that our facuitv governing body has once again'

abjured its responsibility and buried its collective head, a posture

which, we note in passing, leaves other parts of the organism
awkwardly exposed to potentially embarrassing injury.

We write also to commend Florie Aranovich and Sam
Kaufman for the fortitude it took to bring these issues before the

Senate, and for their character and intellectual toughness in the

face of' what was surely the most emotional reaction in recent

Senate memory. Finally, as faculty who are also fofnier officers

of the Letters and Science Executive Commiiiee and who have
firsthand knowledge of some of the matters raised in the student

JOB INTERVIEW?
DRUG FREE?

"BE SURE"

PreScreen** ^s an anonymous df^g sceening
service performed Dy on accredited. Iicensea
Clinical :aD, Cur service ciicws ycu to cciiec!
and submit urine samples in.fne pnvacy of

ycur own r>ome and to receive tt^ results

:Jirectly and corfidentialiMpt. ycur ccnven-
ence CTS tests for five cesses, of drugs
.nciuding m.arijuana, wf^ic^^mcy be detect-
acie for up to 3 months m seme cases.

CALL
1-800-955-2532

'OQ vicr^k \?Ci;MA: CN

CONFIDENTIAL
TESTING
SERVICES, INC:

"nr

petition, we wiiie tu put ceriairi facts on the TCCi)r(\.
' ~

First, Aranovich criticized the Provost's conduct of the business
of the L&S Executive Committee as being secretive, undem(x;ra-
tic and intimidating to faculty. We have witnessed precisely such
practices. Although he is an cx-oftteio member of the committee,
ihe Provost ran the meetings until the Senate reasserted its

authority and insisted on its own chair in 1986^./^iiK:h was his

j)assion for secrecy that, for a pehod of time, .the Provost

CSi 11 Escort Service 825-1493

1

insisted tliai all meetings be confidential, tlius leading to the

absurd situation of facuitv (and even Deann^ > wiminu duiifuli\

outside the meeting room while inside such mailers as GE
a'quiremenis were txnng discusscil. This childish practice ceased
in I9S7 when Chair Katherine King announced the polic>,

afiirmed by the Academic Senate Committee on Rules and
Jurisdiction, that any member of the LA:S Faci,iliy has a rr^hi lo

attend these meetings and to observe and participate in ihe

govfibance of the College.

Correspondence from the Executive Commiitee is on stationary

which is imprinted "Office of the Provost," giving the impression
that the Committee is a subsidiary agency of the Provost rather

than of the Academic Senate. That the Provost concurs wiih this

impression was demonstrated in myriad ways. For example, in

19S7-8S, he felt quite free to review mail coming to and going
from the Chair oi the Faculty. The secrciary he assigned lo the

"Xxecuiive Committee was instructed to show liiiu or his dc()uty

the Chair's correspondence on specific matters he deemed
imporiant.

The Provost also- regularly injected himself into the operations

of the Executive Committee in a manner which is simply not

tolerated in other Senate agencies. For example, it is the

exclusive authority of the Chair of the Faculty lo appoint all

committees not provided for in the bylaws. During our tenures,

however, we observed intense efforts by the Provost to dictate

the composition of ceruiin committees. In one instance, tlie Chair,

alter appropriate consultation, had appointed an ad hoc commiiiee
to deal with an important curricular matter. The Provost,

however, objected to two of the appointees ostensibly because
they were not faculty of the College. (We found this objection

curios in light of the fact that previously he had installed his

Ass(x:iaie Provost, who was al^o not a faculty member of ilie

College, as chair of the Executive Commiiiee m his stead for an

entire year).

A few days later he suggested five replacement names, four oi

whom were also not members of the College. Subsequently, he

pressured the Executive Commiiiee to remove a highly respected

and highly independent-mmded senior professor from the ad hoc
committee because, according to the Provost, he had once taught

a course that bore on the issue and therefore might not be

objective. As it turned out, the course had been t;iught ten years

earlier and did not bear on the issue at all, but by tlie lime ihis

information came to light it was too late.

The Provost also attempted to determine the way in which ihe

minutes of the Executive Commiiiee are reporied. On repealed

(Kcasions he expressed his desire to have the minutes record

tmly voles and decisions; he warned no record oi who spoke or

what was said in the deliberations ol tins eleeletl represeniaiiye

body of the Faculty. Though this is wholly "coTTtrTiry \o the {"^olicv

oi the Acadeimc Senate, and wiilioui precedent in the previous

hislor\ of the Executive CcMiimiiiee, the Provost exerted

considerable pressure for this outcome.

In 19H7-SH, his efforts to remove or change stati-mejtVs not lo

his">liking. even though they accurately described the.qiroceedmgs.

-4al him imo repeated conllicts widi" the Secretary of th}.' I-aculty

— *
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See LETTERS & SCIENCE, page 34
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Already. Finals again. Fortunately

ASU(!LA understands about all the late study

hours you'll be putting in. From June 4th to

14th our Fxtended Hours Program provides

study space, company and even free coffee

for all you night owls. Ackerman and

Kerckhoff lounges will be open 'til 1 a.m.,

and free coffee will be provided at the

following locations from June 4th to Nth.

The C'ooperage

immv's (l.u \'alle)

North (,ampus

Kerckhoff Coffee House..

...9 p.m. to closing

...9 p.m. to closing

...9 p.m. to closing

..11 p.m. to closing

The Ackerman Grand Ballroom will be open
for studying from June 11th to 14th from

8 a.m. to 1 a.m., but will not be

serving coffee.
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•eomplete eye exam tor glasses and contacts
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Extended Wear, and Disposables

•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
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From page 33

only voles and decisions; he

wanted no record of who
spoke or what was said in the

dehberations of this elected

representative body of the

Faculty. Though this is wholly

contrary to the policy of the

Academic Senate, and without

precedent in the previous his-

tory of the Executive Commit-
tee, the Provost exerted

considerable pressure for this

outcome.

In 1987-88, his efforts to

remove or change statements

not to his liking, even though

they accurately described the

proceedings, led him into

rep)eaied conflicts with the Sec-

retary of the Faculty, whose
duly il is to provide a proper

record of the meetings. At one

point the Provosi insistently

sought 10 substitute his own
versions of three items of

discussion which the Secretary

rejected because they were

"inadequate in detail and

exposition . . . terse, elliptical,

not always coherent, and in at

lest once mstancc, clearly

incorrect." Later, he made
efforts to revise minutes which

he claimed were "inflammat-

ory" and/or which "contained

information which could be

potentially dangerous."

m our concetivc experience,

we have never seen any effort

to so dominate the functions

and operations of an Academic
Senate committee that equals

the activities of the L&S
Provost. During the debate on
Aranovich's petition, one
faculty member blamed the

problems on "a series pf weak*
L&S Executive Committees."

He was quite correct, and we
believe the presence of the

Provost is the principal reason

for the weakness of these

committees.

It is inherently unhealthy to

have members of a faculy

committee continually being

"persuaded" by an administra-

tor who holds the authority

over their promotions and who
also disburses the resources of

the College.

If it is to maintain its

'

integrity and fulfill its role

properly, the Senate should

exclude from iis committees all-

high-rankmg administrators who
are in the personnel loop.

Second, with respect to the

influence of business and com-
mercial interests on academic

matters, both of us were pre-

sent on Dec. 1, 1987, when
Economics Chair John Riley

and Dean David Sears strongly

lobbied the Executive Commit-
tee not to require the Eco-

nomics-Business major to

conform to Senate regulations

regarding student eligibility.

The Dean stated that the Eco-

nomics-Business major had

obtained considerable funding

from private commercial sour-

ces and warned the Executive

Committee against, implement-

ing the Senate regulation

because such an action might

cause some of these businesses

to withdraw their support.

Contemplating his own
words two months later led the

Dean to deny he had ever

intended his comments to influ-

ence the Committee's delibera-

tions. But if it was not

intended to influence our

academic judgements, why for-

mulate It as an argument

against the particular course of

action being discussed? Indeed,

why even raise the subject at

See L&S, page 35
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all?

We believe that academic
decisions should turn on the

merits of the educational policy

alone, and should not be

influenced by their possible

impact on private financial

support. We believe that the

latter is a wholly irrelevant

and improper criterion which
has no place in a deliberation

about Academic Senate regula-

tions, and that when such a

.consideration is introduced into

such deliberations, the academ-
ic integrity of the institution is

tainted.

Third, the problems created

by the "overhiring" of faculty

and the deficits attendant

thereto are obvious, despite the

various spins the College has

labored to put upon the issue.

That the Chancellor is suffi-

ciently concerned to undertake

some kind of bailout of the

College is good news for the

students, but. that the Academic
Senate was sufficiently indiffe-

rent to the implications of a

debacle of this magnitude is

not good news for the faci^ty.

Finally, with regard to

Chancellor Young's reported

colloquy /with Aranovich after

the Senate meeting in the

GCLA Faculty
and Employees
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"Join Westwood StudentFedemT'

Credit Union Prior to Graduation ^^

The Westwood Student

Federal Credit Union would

like to congratulate UCLA's

graduating Seniors and thank

\' "i

its members, volunteers, Advisory Council, and the

Board of Directors for their support in helping the

Credit Union attain its most successful year ever.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!

Daily Bruin on May 23, the

words he aliribuicd lo her

were ol his own invention.

The Chancellor tried lo con-

vert a legitimate criticism of

the policies and practices of

the L&S administration into a

-personal attack, and them con-

demn it for what it was not.

While this may be an effective

tactic rhetorically, it does not

alter the reality behind the

students' objections.

Furthermore, to answer what

was clearly a good-faith and

earnest concern by these stu-

dents about the governance of

their College with personal

ridicule C'Florie, 1 want to

know when you are going to

grow up") is also not meritori-

ous.

But if not being "grown up"

i^jncans sticking to the fact^

while your opposition fogs the

issue with emotion, if it means

thinking clearly and speaking

calmly while others are doing

neither, if it means not being

afraid to protest when your

conscience tells you to do so,

and if it means having the

temerity to say out loud in the

midst of his subjects that the

emperor is, indeed, naked, we
think society will forever the

better for such immaturity, and

our counsel is, "Florie, don't

ever grow up."

yu4f\4hye^ aa y^AXx/KC
^

\-
'

• /

t>

t.i^^M
King is an associate professor

of classics and comparative

literature. Rosenthal is an

associate professor of commu-

nication studies.

Correction
In the letter entitled "Desmond
Tutu" by Cheiyl Braunstein that

ran in the Bruin on Monday, June 4

there were several en-ors. Firstly,

the letter should have stated that

the violence in the West Bank has

been going on for the pas 20(K)

years, not 200 as was printed.

Also, the final paragraph of the

letter coniair.cd several omissions.

It should have read, "Various

students l\ave made a point out of
i

listing the numbers of Palestinians
|

killed during the recent fighting.
\

However, it is impossible to count

the numbers of Israelis who have

been killed since the state became
independent."

WINDSURFERS • SAILBOATS • CATAMARANS

///'//

V

New Easy Registration

Q Mail Phone

USE YOUR

In Person

McsterCard OR VISA

//

J*-:

Registration Starts June 4. Summer Brochures NOW AVAILABLH at

ic.-^-j^^o,^*'"
the John Wooden Center, or call llie Aquatic Center - 823-0048.
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Arts Entertainment
Film

Film Visionsiries: Student filmmakers introduce audiences to new ideas in Vision '90'

UCLA Vision Festival

Award winning writer / director / producer

GARY DAVID GOLDBERG
will spealc on campus and show clips from his productions.

Goldberg has been a creative force behind productions such as

Dad
< Family Ties
Lou Grant
iVI*A*S*H

The Bob Newhart Show

TIME 11:00a.m.,Tuesday, June 12

LOCATION Melnitz Auditorium 1 409

ADMISSION FREE
This lecture event sponsored by Fuji and will be videotaped

for presentations in schools around the country.

By Charles Newbery
Contributor

FIUI: UCLA Vision 1990, The Third Festival Of New Films And Videos. Weeklong
series presented by the UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television featuring

-more than tOOnew student films amd v ideos Series plays Jurre 9 through Jxjrw re
each night at 7:30 p.m. at Melnitz General admissipn is $4 per evening, $2.50 for

students. For info., call (213) 825-8710.

UCLA film school students give it the good old college try . . . and
succeed.

A battery of new student films and videos will delight, stun, confuse

and inspire audiences during the UCLA Vision '90 film and video series

at Melnitz. The weeklong series, which will kick off Saturday night,

spotlights the diversity of talent and thought among student filmmakers at

UCLA.
'The breadth and quality of UCLA Vision supports our reputation as

one of the nation's best and most diverse film schools," said Ruth
Schwartz, chair of the UCLA Department of Film and Television. 'Tn

addition to providing a sampler of exceptional new talent, the festival

also reflects our students' varied cultural and artistic perspectives."

Keeping with the theme of diversity and individuality, the festival will

screen a different film program each night.

Graduating M.F.A. students have their go three of the nights. Their

thesis works (which include animated shorts and documentaries) will be
screened opening and closing nights as well as June 14. Advanced films

by graduate and undergraduate students will be shown June 10, 1 1 and
13. June 12 will feature three-camera dramatic shorts, live location

projects and a series of situation comedies and soap operas. Video shorts,

including experimental, narrative and music videos will premiere June
15. A Supcr-8 matinee will play 3 p.m., June 16. »

Here's, a sampling of what you can feast your eyes upon niijxt week
(and what you can close your eyes to.)

Alexander Payne's T/ie Passion of Martin is a definite fc^st. Payne
explores the humor and drama of love and sex, obsession and jealousy.

(L-R) Darren Harris, Terry Furry, Tom Bate, Rick Paxson and Rod Gellespie at a Nebraska roadside in Sheila and the
Brainstem,' a student film that will be featured as part of 'Vision '90/ .

Live through Martin's (Charley Hayward) mind as he pursues Rebecca
(Lisa Zane)— the one he loves, or thinks he loves, or thinks loves him. As
a single and lonely photographer, Martin wants spiritual and physical

communion with one woman. He and Rebecca fall instantly in love and
seem bound by the same psychological disposition — each understands

the other. Will Rebecca be the one?
But Rebecca does not want possession by one man. She wants to

explore physical and spiritual love with several partners.

A gripping tale of obsession. The humor and drama leads to a harrow-

ing end.

But harrowing jet-black comedy turns to a million laughs with

Joachim Schroeder's Street Smarts, a documentary that glorifies two
street comedians and not the filmmaker.

Sean Haines and Robert Lind juggle clubs and machettes on the Ven-

See 'VISION/ page 44

^5r^ Music

Two of Australia's finest bands bring worldly concerns to LA.
Socially conscious Oils still 'ordinary folk'

By Rob Winfield

From left to right, h^idnight Oil members Jim Moginie, Rob
Hirst, Bones Hillmap, Peter Garrett, and Martin Rotsey.

A & E Editor

To many, Midnight Oil might be considered one of the most successful
international acts to reach American shores. But to frontman Peter
Garrett, the Australian five-piece is just "a tiny little drop m the bucket,"
that's basically been lucky.

"We really do feel privileged," says Garrett, calling from his

Australian homeland, "because we never really expected anybody to give
us a listen."

Given the Oil's dynamic involvement in both the Australian music
scene (12 years and seven successful albums' worth) and numerous
activist organizations geared towards Aboriginal and environmental
issues, this might be a difficult statement to accept.

*T think when you consider how long this band has been going,"
explains the enigmatic vocalist, "we're in the walking legions category.
We're not crawling yet. And we can still run. But wc spent so many years

-in our country, banging our heads against the wall, writing our own rules,

doing our own contracts, and really existing without radio airplay or the
son of accepted commercial necessities to get by, that we have a com-
pletely different frame for considering what we do."
The Oils first encountered success in 1987 with their sixth album

Diesel and Dust. After nine years of minimal recognition in the Stales—
and elsewhere they scored a hit single, "Beds Are Burning," and a

sold-out string of lour dates across the U.S. _u.

See OIL, page 42

From left to right, Hunters and Collectors members t^ichael

Waters, Jeremy Smith, Mark Seymour, Jack Howard, Doug
Falconer, John Archer, and Barry Palmer.

Hunters &. Collectors ready to capture U,S«

By Rob Winfield ^
A & E Editor '

After Hunters and Collectors announced they would be touring sidc-

by-side with fellow Aussie mates Midnight Oil. one couldn't help but
draw the numerous parallels making this such an appropriate teaming.

Because, as one might recall, a liule more than three years ago, the lat-

ter, more pervasive band still was experiencing the difficulties of cult

. See HUNTERS, page 43

Film

'
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Yes, the boys are back (but you're gonna be in trouble.)

'48' ain't so gkreat:

New SeCjUel can't kingpin with Ues to the police^
arrested. You get to see Murphy

revive tired plot smue ana make mat pecunar laugn
•t^ r\f hie Qnrl vr\ii cifl tr\ c/»a hr»\i;

By Jim Pickrell

Staff Writer

FILM Another 48 Hours. Written by
John Fasano. Jeb Stuart and Larry

Gross Produced by Lawrence <5ordon
and Robert D Wachs. Directed by
Walter Hill.

48 Hours is probably Eddie

Murphy's best film, an amusing,

cop/convict buddy film from the

days before Murphy was a top box

office star. Another 48 Hours, the

new sequel from Larry Gordon,

Walter Hill, and ParamounL tries

to repeat the original formula, but

despite slick filmmaking, top stars

and great production values, it

comes off uninspired and forgett-

able.

Nick Nolte plays Jack Gates, the

proverbial tough-as-nails-yct-hon-

est-with-a-heart-of-gold cop, who
has been on the trail of an elusive

drug kingpin called "The Iceman"

for seven years now. He gets a

lead, there's a silootouL and his

lead ends up dead. Jack is accused

of not having probable cause for

arrest and has 48 hours to prove the

Iceman exists — or his next battle

will be against a manslaughter

charge in the courts.

Reggie Hammond (Eddie Mur-
phy) is the only one who has seen

the Iceman's face, so Jack goes to

try to get him to give a hand with

the case.

Reggie doesn't want any part of

it. The only thing he got out of their

lastdeal was seven years in jail. He
wants the money Jack's been

holding for him, he wants his

Porsche back, and he wanLs to get

out of town.

Even though the basic concept is

to reverse the situation of the first

film (Nolic's in trouble with the

law. Murphy's going to help him),

somehow you get the impression

you've seen it all before.

What do you get for your seven

dollars? There arc aboill four good
laughs — the best one being

"towards the end when Murphy
realizxs one of the bad guys is

pointing an unloaded gun at him.

You get four redneck white guys,

members of an Aryan motorcycle

gang who roam the Southwest

killing people for no particular

reason, with the eventual aim of

killing Murphy to prevent him
from identifying the Iceman. You
get to see the mysterious drug

of his, and you get to see how
Nolte's diet is going (he's lost a

few pounds since Q & A.)

In the stunts and special effects

department, Another 48 Hours
really shines. Besides the explode.,

ing gas station, you get to se<i

Murphy in a bus roll over about 27

times and then get hit by a semi
loaded with sewer pipes. You get

to watch Murphy's Porsche get

blown up by a bomb wired to his

car alarm. You get to see greasy

haired motorcycle weenies doing

wheel ies on their bikes. You get to

sec a guy jump out of a fifth story

window onto a Sparklettes truck

(Splash! Crash!) and you get to see

a finale shootout in a r(X)m full of

bikini babes in cages.

Ignoring the fact that this is just

another piece of commercialism,

there are a couple of things that

prevent the film from equalling the

original. Many of the scenes, like

the visit to the redneck bar, were

funnier the first time around —
when they had the element . of

surprise working for them. And
with Murphy not really in jail, and

Nolte not really irt that much
trouble, things don't seem as tense

or funny.

On lop of this, the bad guys are

idiots and can't even figure out

how to get Murphy bumped off in

prison. They don't look after their

own interests and end up getting

caught basically because they're

irrational and stupid. Which makes
for a weak story.

The music for this film was
taken straight from the soundtrack

of Commando. Pounding bass lets

you know when you're supposed

to feel excited, but after a while, it

just gives you a headache. The
story's supposed to put your

nerves on edge, not the music.

1 probably wouldn't be so hard

on this film if I hadn't had such

high expectations. The original 48

Hours is a great film, and Murphy
IS one of the best actors around,

when he has the right material.

Another 48 flours competently

serves up the same goods as the

first film, and it's^ beautifully shot,

well acted and never boring. But

it's also bland, violent and predict-

able. If you're in the mood for

something that fits in somewhere
between Ghostbusters // and
Beverly Hills Cop //, it ought to fill

the bill.

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL TTn Hunt for Rsd OctolMr (R)

10925 Undbfooh 1 30 -4 30- 7: 30-10:30

208^366 70MM THX

ToM RksI (R)

11 l0?00-5.10-e«0-10 46

Total Recti <R)

10 30 1 15-4 10-700-10 00

Driving Miw Otity (RUi\
12 00 2 36-5 15 75010 30

Fire Birds (PG-13)
' ' ' 15-10.451215 2 45-5 45-8

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

Tatet From The Oarkaide:

The llovie (R)

2.00-4:45-7:30-1000

Robocop (R)

10.50 140-4 30-720-10 15

BRUIN
948 Bfoxton

208-8998

Tbe Tan Commandmenta (Q)

(1:30)-7:3()

11 30-2jB00
apleaa (NR)
« 05-10 40

WESTYVOOO Teenage Mutttit Nrnja Turlee (PG)
1050 aay«ay (12:3O-3.-O0)-5 30-8 00-1030
208-7664

A A (R)

10:25-130-4 40 750 10 40

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10 35 120-4.20-7.30-10.25

WESTWOOO
1060 Gdytey

208-7664

I Love You To Death (R)

(12;15)-2 45-5 15-7 45 10 15
I Love You To Death (R)

12 30-3 00-5:25-810-10 35

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

RmI Surf IR)

(12:30)-3 00-5^30-8.00-10 30

Daddy'a Dying (PG-13)

11 20-2 00-4.45-7 35- 10.20

WESTWOOO
1050 Gayley

208-7664

The Cook, The Thief,

His Wite A Her Lover

(1:0OM:00-70O-10:00

No one under 18 admiltod

Torn Apart (R)

11:40-2 30-4 45-7 40-10 30

Miami Blues (R)

7551020

REGENT
1045 Bfoxignm 3»g

—

Wild Orchid (R)

2.0Q^:4&. 7:30-10 IS
Teenage Mutant Nin(« Turles

PLAZA
1067 Glendon

2083097

A Show Of Force (R)

(100)-3 15-5 30-8:00-10:30

Cr«2y People (R)

12 40-3 15545^25 1045

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TWIN The Hunt For

1314 Wishire Blvd Red Octotwr (PG)
461-4377 1 15-4:15-7-15 10 15

'Sat ft Sun only for 1 15 showlme

MANN WILSHIRE TWM Teenage Mutinl Nin|a

1314 WrisNfa Blvd Turtea (PG)
451-4377 Sal 4 Son only (12 30)-2 45-500

LANDMARK
THEATRES

MANN WILSHIRE TWIN
1314 Wis^lle Bivd

451-4377

The Codi, The Thief

His Wite A Her t^ver

4:45-730-10 15

No 4 45 show Sat A Sun
No one under 18 admitted

West L.A.

NUART Labyrinth Of Passion

11272 S«ita Monica Bl 520730-940
478-6379 'Sal ft Sun Malmee 1 30 3 10

Fri 1? am Franlienhooker

Sat 12 am Rocky Horror Pckre Show

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Gotdwyn
475-0202

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
11 30 1 45-4 00 610-820-10 30

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

Goldwyn • Mama, There's A Man in Your Bed
475-0202 12 15 2 30445700915
plus a shat Chuck Workman s: Pieces of Silver

GoMwyn
475-0202

Longbme Companion
1100-1«0-3 00 5O0 7 10 9 10

'Fri ft Sat Late Show 11 10 pm

Gotdwyn
475-0202

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd

477-5581

Jeaua of MoniraaT

Dajjv 5 00-730-10:00

'Sal ft Sun Mabnee 2 30

Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down
12 45 3 00 5 10-7 20 9 30

'Fn ft Sal Late Show 11 45 pm

M(;SIC HALL Monstfur Hire

9036 WisNre Da<y 5 45 800-10 00
274-6869 'Sal ft Sun Matinee I 30 3 45
Sun 11:00am Academy Winner Common Threads

RNE ARTS Torn Apart
J556 WIshire Daly 500 7 15-9 30
662 1330 no show Thursday

'Sat ft Sun Mabnee 1 00-300

Santa Monica
MONICA The Reincarnation of Golden Lobs
1332 2nd St Daly 5 15 7 45-1000
394-9741 'Sat ft Sun Malmee 12 46 3 00

Psychology Series:

Sadhana
Sal ft Sun 10am

MONICA Too Beaufehjl For You
1332 2nd St Daiy 5 45 8 00-10 15

394 9741 'Sat ft Sun Matinee 1 15 3 30

MOMCA . The Runner

1332 2nd St Daly 5 15-730-945

394 9741 -Starts Friday CamMIe Qaudel

UNITED ARTIST
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet Totti RecaN (R)

10889 Welwar l 30-4 15 7 00 9 45

475-9441 'Fn ft Sal Lale Show 12 15 am
70mm/THX/Dotoy Stereo

UA CORONET
tC689 Welworth

475 9441

Odby Stereo

Cadillac Mwi (R)

12 20-2 40-5 00-730-10 00

'Fn ft Sal Late Show 12 lb am

UA CORONET
10889 Welworlh

4759441
THXA)altjy Stereo

Totel Recall (R)

12.00-2 30 5 16-8 00 10 30

MONICA
1332 2nd St
3949741

•PREMERE SHOWCASE-
Faoe of the Enemy
Daly 6 00-7 15-9 30

'Sat ft Sun Matinee 2 30

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Century aiy 14

10250 Sante Monica Bh^
Cenkmr City Shopping Center

Free Parking

4 Hous Free Vifdalon
With F\jrchate of Theaks Tickets

(213) S&3-8M0

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475-0711

Dolby Steieo

Prette Woman (R)

11:56-2 30-5 06-740 10 26

AVCO aNEMA II

V/ilsh at Westwood
475 071

1

Ddby Stereo

Bird On A Wire (PG-13)

12 30-3 00 6 30-8 00-10 35

'No VIP Tickets Accepted

My Lad Fool (R)

t06S-li5-4:l5-7:IO-9:«

AVCO ONEMA M Back To The Future M (PO)

WUsh at WesNood 1100 150-4:35-730 10 20

475-0711 'Fh ft Sal Late Show 12:50 am

'No VIP Tkkete Aooepted

7DMk4/THXA>oft>y

1
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Stage

Competition lienors Dame Juditii Anderson
T

By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

"Actors are condemned to a

worthwhile life of study," said

director Daniel Petrie (Sybil.) The

First Annual UCLA Acting

Awards and Competition, held

Tuesday evening, gave some of

those condemned souls an oppor-

tunity to glory in their captured

state.

Presented by the School of

Theater, Film and Television, the

event marked the one year miles-

tone for the school as a formal

institution for "the next generation

of young people striving to take

their place in the world of acting,"

according 10 acting Dean Andrea

Rich. '^
Fourteen performers, chosen

from a previous competition, pre-

sented seven scenes ranging from

Joe Piniauro's hilarious Rex to

Sam Shepard's intense Fool for
Love.

The scenes were judged by a

panel that included Petrie, Los

Angeles Times Arts Editor, Char-

les Champlin, Actor Karl Maiden,

UCLA Associate Professor of

Theater. Beverly Johnson, and

Love Letters producer, Susan
Dieiz.

Although all the performers

received an award for their partici-

pation, the prizes for first and

second runners-up went to seniors

Julie Lawrence and Jeff Schafrath

for their portrayal of the lust-struck

Eddie and May in Fool for Love.

MFA graduate student Helen

Wilson was awarded the grand

prize for her performance as Jenn,

a vegetarian traumaiizdi( after

hilling a pheasant with her Mer-

cedes. *'lf s very imporiani to work

on something that you really like

and can have fun with, especially

comedy," Wilson said about her

role, Wilson will app)ear in»a film

this summer as a "Ukrainian

woman in labor" in addition , to

starring in a play for the L.A. i^ts

Festival. &
The entire evening was dedi-

cated to actress Dame Judith

Anderson. The film Portrait of
Dame Judith was screened, which

chronicled the actress' career.

The film included Cecil B.

DeMille's early assessment of a

young Anderson as "not film

material." She went on to win a

Tony for her portrayal of Medea,

two Emmys as Lady MacBeth and

an Oscar nomination for her role as

Mrs. Danvers in Alfr(^d Hitch-

cock's Rebecca.
;,

The 92-year-old acti'ess, upon

receiving her award designed by

the artist Vasa, had a suggestion

for aspiring actors: "Study the

classics," she said. "The only

clever thing I did with my life is

play the classics."

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE

*: CALIFORNIA ROLL
I

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT -

Top 30

per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

5 00p m.-7:00p.m
7 days (take out excluded)

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

OB

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

/r==

Delectable Selectables.

$6.95

(>hi(k('t> or Kishr Al I h( (',<uh\ Karlh. vou < an have both for jusi one low pruc. (ihoosc any

two cornhinalions from a srU< lion of our most popular and dclcc tal)lc ( hn kcri or fr<sf» f'isfi

spr( ialtics for onlv $r).9'); I hat's two f'isfi, or two < \\n ken, orOnc f'isfi and orn- ( hi( k<r». And, for an

txcra Buck, you (an (omplctc vour dinner with one ofourmosl (i( h^hiful desserts from ilie lisi.

Of course iih luded, vou will also have vour rhoice of the usual (iood Karlh sele( lions of our

wholesome f)ipin^ hr)l soups or ^arden fresfj salad, flufllv brown ri( < pilaf . fresldy pi< k«-d

vegelaf)l<'s and our famous home-baked lO-^rain dinner rolls

It mav lake vou a bit longer lo make a dec ision, but w<- re ( eriain vou will I'ind lh« iimt

delu lousK rewardir)^

FLEXIBLE HOURS • PERSONAL A1TENTION •

• QUALITY SITLISTS •

FREE HAIRCUT
($30 value)

With highlighting, haircoloring, or perm
IIMITED TIME ONLY

Ask for Debbie

1015 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

824-5006_

CHICKEN FISH DESSERTS

I I

Lemon Sc'sanu' Chic ken [_J Pat ifie Red Snapper
|

]
Banana (ake

I I
Teriyaki Chicken Q English Sole [_] Soft Fro/en loffiiti

' Mahi Mahi
| J

Soft Fro/.en Yot^urt

I I

Rainhovv Trout
| |

Carrol Cake

I I

Cahfornia Chicken

I I
Santa Fe Chickei\,

Xtijoy your decision maKing..

^nd enjoy ifit care and quality

thai £oes into every Qood "Lartfi

meai O^turaily.

THE
1002 Westwood Blvd C^w( )\) ")

w.s,u,.„d p A Trrij
(213)208-8215

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

BUY ONE
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

Miiii iii

GET ONE
of equal or lesser value...

w/purchase of medium drir\k

OR SHOW UCLA I.D. AND GET $1.00 OFF ANY
FOOTLONG

^UBiunv*
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA I^ONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA I^ONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987 exp 6/20/90

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'.^^ i

EVERY SUNDAY BUY ONE FOOTLONG GET ONE FREE

" ^ FOR ALL YOUR GRADUATION PARTIES... - _

I $10 OFF ON A 6 FOOT PARTY SUB. . I
expires 6/20/90
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HEALTH FAIRE 1990
-r<

19 -HEALTH FAIRE -90

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION

^"cr- e • L • A

THE HEALTH OF A NEW GENERATION
THE HEALTH FAIRE STAFF OF 1990 WOULD LIKE TO CORDIALLY THANK
THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE AND PARTICIPATION WHICH
CONTRIBUTED VERY MUCH TO THE EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF THIS

YEAR'S HEALTH FAIRE.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
PEER HEALTH COLJNSELORS

JAN RONCI
KATHY. WOOD
RAUL GOROSPE

STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATES
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES -'^

^

HELPLINE
OFFICE OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE

UCLA HARBOR HOSPITAL TAY-SACHS TESTING-
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
LYLE TIMMERMAN
JASON REED
MARGARET SNOW
DEDE MUSIAL
JOHN FOURNIER
SHARON MILLER

DR. WIESMEIER
AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
CANCER CONTROL SOCIETY
UCLA PRE-DENTAL CLUB
ASIAN HYPERTENSION PROJECT^
CHICANOS FOR COMMUNITY MEDICINE
FAMILY PLANNESfG AND AIDS EDUCATION
HANSEN'S JUICES
BANANA BOAT
BOIRUN
POWER BAR

THANK YOU FOR THE FOLLOWING PRIZE DONATIONS:

GOLD'S GYM
1 YEAR MEMBERSHIP
$50 GIFT CERTIFICATE

NAUTILUS AEROBICS PLUS
3 3 MONTH MEMBERSHIPS

COPELAND SPORTS
2 $50 GIFT CERTIFICATES

TRUELIGHT SALADS
50 GIFT CERTIFICATES

NIKE, INC.

2 JUST DO IT T-SHIRTS

NAKED JUICE
10 T-SHIRTS

THANKS AND SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

DEAN POULAKIDAS
STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION

EFFIE HUBBARD
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

DEANNA HERSON
EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR

~^

BILL BUXTON
INTERN

JAYMER J. SUAREZ
HEALTH FAIRE DIRECTOR

HAL BERMAN
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

ROSEMARIE RIGOR
ADVERTISING COORDINATOR

SJUDBNT wrLFMir i

COMMISSION

;<-
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Music

'Phenomenal' Sinead O'Connor electrifies Wiltem audience
By Matt Ball

Sinead O'Connor played the

Wiltern^'last week.

Staff Writer

CONCERT: Sinead O'Connor. May 31
at the Wiltern.

The house lights go down.
Anticipation and screams rise in

pitch as the first strings of "Feel So
Different," from Sinead O'Con-
nor's hit album / Do Not Want
What I Haven't Got are heard.

Her stage set-up is simple, as not

to distract from the music. Musi-

cians are kept in the background,

disappearing and reappearing

when necessary. Sheets of white

material hang from the ceiling to

maximize the effects of her color-

ful lighting.

This sparse stage makes O'Con-
nor seem small. However, her

enormous stage presence more
than makes up for her apparent

size.

Wearing a turquoise P.W.A.

(Paddies with Attitude) shirt,

O'Connor has complete control of

herself and her audience.

During "Feel So Different," she

sings amid the squeals of her

audience — sans instrument. Her
hands flop in rhythm to cue the .

lights.

From ihc opening chords of the

next song, "The Emperor's New
Clothes," she commands the audi-

ence to stand and dance — though

not with words. And stand they do.

Up to this point, O'Connor's
body language has resembled that

of a floppy rag doll.

"(I Want) Your Hands On Me,"

from O'Connor's first album, The

Lion and the Cobra, transforms

O'Connor into a sizzling Madon-
na-like figure. She runs her hands

over herself seductively, bumping

and grinding the temperatures in

ihc theater progressively higher.

But O'Connor truly scores when
she is basically alone on stage, one

and one with the audience.

She seems to have a special

communication with women.

They are her biggest fans. Could it

be because she's an inspiration?

Her finest moment comes with

"Black Boys on Mopeds." The
audience is quiet beyond belief for

this song. The noise of the sound
system almost competes with

O'Connor's voice.

O'Connor communicates
almost entirely through her music.

Her words are limited to an
occasional embarrassed "Thank
you very much."

The audience leaves, some
stunned, some talking excitedly

among themselves.

They have been in the presence

of greatness.
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Student exhibit explores essence of Haitian life
By Angela Shen

During GRADUATION

Our Rates

Guest rooms $64'$74

Suites $84-$94
$10/extraper$<m

FEATURING
Kitchenette suites

.-^

Color T.V.

COMPLIMEISTTARY
Continental Breal<fast

w/gafden pfltid ShiHtle .Serw4ro tn _
UCLA &v Westwood

Parking ^ ,^

^Sj

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, Westwood ;^,
213/474-351 1 or 800/44-HOTEL' ^?^^^

PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS ^
GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

SCORE IN THE TOP 20%
ON ANy SECTION OR TAKE
OUR NEXT COURSE FREE

CALL 1.800-777.EXAM

Contributor

EXHIBIT: Haiti: A Visual Essay At Kerckhoff Art

Gallery through June 16 Hours: 7:30 am -9 or 10
pm.

Essays describe, coipmunicaie, and leave

readers with a knowledge or' feeling ihey

lacked before. Displaying at the Kerckhoff

Gallery is Haiti:A Visual Essay.

This exposition of photographs by senior

World Arts and Cultures major Patricia

Soto embodies and represents her experi-

ence in Haiti

"It's so alive with music, art, and dance.

There's a vitality even though so many
people are struggling to survive," said Soto.

Fascinated by the living color, vibrancy, and

spirit of people immersed in political and

economic strife. Solo observed and learned

Haitian culture and lifestyle from friends.

Amid political chaos and economic
instability with 60% of the people unem-
ployed and only 20% literate the Haitian

people have a formidable spirit and will lo

live nurtured by their religion, voudoun.

"They (the Haitian people) have no hope
in politics; only in the spirits. They never
lose hope in the spirits," said Soto.

Religion, an integral part of Haitian life is

a powerful and influential factor in altitudes

and beliefs. "It is the core of Haiti," said

Soto.

At the center of the exhibit is a display of
an altar. Three sides represenf offerings to

the spirits (loa) and ihe fourth side is an
offering to Soto's own Mexican culture (the

Virgin of Guadeloupe).

Also exhibited, nestled within a corner of

the gallery is a crucifixion of Haili,wiih ihe

images of Ronald Reagan, Papa D(k-

Duvalicr, Baby Doc Duvalier, and George
Bush surrounding a crucified Haitian.

The photographs vividly depict and

illustrate violence, hardship, and strife, both

in the violence of vandalism and in the

hardened eyes and obvious destitution on
the faces of Haitian people. Despite this, an

expression of hope is still evident in face of

a child.

"People can come away with what they

want to get out of it. I want to show the

turbulent political situation and the eco-

nomic problem. I wanted to show the beauty

of culture."

The cultural practices surrounding the

belief in herbs, v(X)doo, and spirits are as

practical as they are ethereal. Because only

one doctor exists for evcr>' 20,0(X) people a

majority of the people ciirc with herbs and
leaves.

Not knowing what lo expect from Haiti,

Solo learned and watched and mingled. She
learned to never take pictures on the streets

because the Haitians considered it extreme-
ly disrespectful and an invasion of their

privacy. She saw problems, poverty anci felt

the fear of the military; but she also sawW
viUilily, color, humanity, rituals, passion

and religion — all of which she has vividly

and skiilfijlj^ captured to share.

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE &. MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP &. FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

DRAGON
EXPRESS

S)

COMBINATION PLATE
Fried Rice or Chow Mein
plus 2 A La Carte $4.35

^^'^U
^J---^ <̂2^ZJ

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK BUILDING .

GUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BEWEEN LB CONTE & WEYBURN)

Rdk Rppf Rror^^^

Purchase 1 Combo Plate

Get 1 Free Egg Roll

Mu Shu Vegetable

Spicy Shrimp
Fresh Mushroom Chicken

Fried Shrimp
BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Pork

Sweet & Sour Chicken Green Pepper Steak (ry^r^x .^^^ aoq
Sweet & Sour Pork Chicken Salad \i\w A^ I ^
Almond Chicken - •• 11^7 Westwood

INTERNATIONAL MODELING AGENCY

MODEL SEARCH

WE ARE LOOKING

FOR NEW FACES

MEN & WOMEN

call for

free inferview

Getting An Interview
Can Be Difficult-

. Finding ~Ar]ob
~^

399-9203

-.^

Can Be Worse.
CESE Can Help You!

Your resume can be seen by companies hiring in many diverse fields.

Only companies who are hiring will see your resume.

Your resume will continue to be seen by hiring companies into Fall '90.

\^~

For a $25-00 fee

your resume will be
included in a

resume book seen
by prospective
employers.

Send $25.00 and resume to:
'

CESE
RO, Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
Or Call:(213) 396-1591

m m ^^» MM^MMittMll .^I.
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OIL
From page 36

"You know.** says Garrett, "we
were really astonished that Diesel

and Dust even got played, or that

we were asked to perform to good
houses. We never expected any of

that. But once it happcnedd, it just

got away, and I guess, from there,

everything else is just part of show
business."

"When we came back home
from louring for Diesel and Dust"
we settled back into . . . being

(just) a desperate collection of

people who come together to try

and make sense of the music that's

appeared over the time.**

"I mean, we*rc basically pedest-

rian, ordinary folk that live in the

suburbs. Some of us have settled

down with our girlfriends. Some of

us have little people biting our
ankles and demanding to hcarihe
Sesame Street album. We're at a

stage where each of us is trying to

do what we do well. So we're not

worrying too much about whether
people expect an album to be

humongous or gigantic or anything

else. 1 can honestly say that we
didn't approach Blue Sky any
differently than any of the other

records we've made.**

Midnight Oil may have crafted a

Sky without thought to the external

pressures of both their audience
and the indusu-y but Garrett— and
bandmaies Bones Hillman (bass),

Martin Roisey (guitar), Rob Hirst

(drums), and Jim Moginie (guitar/

keyboard) — are far from strictly

"ordinary" folk.

Garret ran for election to Aus-
tralia's national Senate on the

Ni^lear Disarmament Parly ticket

in *84 and became a household
word in Australia. He's frequently

seen on lalkshows with "proper"

political figures and has graced
countless magazine covers —
including an issue of Time. Politics

became the new stage for the Oils

and Garrett and company enjoy the

attention of audiences well beyond
the reach of typical rock musi-
cians.,

Garrett is considered the succes-

sor to Bob Geldof, combining the

political wiih the musical, and
sending a message of utmost
importance to those willing to lend

aiieniion.

"You know," comments Gar-
rett, "it's commonly thought that I

use Midnight Oil as a platform for

a set of views or ideologies that 1

have, and that the band shares. But
that's upside down in the sense that

the band has existed on its own
terms. What the Oils do is a
response to a big gap of positive—
and what we though was really

necessary — political dialogue in

this country. And it has just gone
on further than we expected."

I

--^:i^

See OIL, page 45

COMPLETE DENTAL
""""CLEANING $35lRegr$T2or~^

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
laughing gas available!!

933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

/^UfMChT You 6uy^,

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman
(213) 478-0363

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped, Stained, and Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards. Checks. & Insurance Forms
• Walking Distance from UCLA

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

-* i.

•Free Pregnancy Testing

•Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

•Immediate Results

•Pregnancy Termination

•General or Local Anesthesia

'Affordable Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

(213)824-1449

^)a choice

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

-SEPI'S-

We use pure olive oil which has been
found to reduce cholesterol, blood

pressure & blood sugar

^ Subs & Suds .

$H 50
1

Pttcher (48 02)

Daily 4-8pm

500
Discount on any

Gian! Sepi's Sub

(with coupon)

Family Plamiinji Associates Medical Group I

1 0968 OiCbnte ill;
1:111111208-7171 ,.:::iii

Mon, Tu9$, Wad
6pm-Cfose

Special !!
Small Sub & Small Drink

$2.50
•••••••••I II' *•••»•••••«•»•»•»•»(»«

I

I

I

J
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HUNTERS
From page 37

status. In this light, much of the

world had yet to lake notice of their

biting brand of music, socially

conscious lyrics, and external

political undertakings often asso-

ciated witJi the band.

As 1990 di^aws to a midpoint,

although not the political music
machine as their predecessor.

Hunters and Collectors might just

be travelling along a similar path

as the Oils, slowly, but surely,

laying down a rock solid founda-
tion to build upon.

With a change from IRS
-Records to Atlantic Records^—fi-

new album titled Ghost Nation,

and a respectable opening slot for

the Oils on their current world tour

(at the Universal Amphitheatre,
June 19 and 20, and at the Irvine

Meadows Amphitheatre, June 22),

the prominent — albeit somewhat
unrecognized — Australian
seven-piece appears to be unlock-

ing the right doors and taking the

prqper steps for ascending the

ladder to success.

"You know," says vocalist and
guitarist Mark Seymour, "to
America, and a numtxjr of other

countries, we're pretty much
unknown. For us, that's pretty hard
to swallow. We've been doing this

for the last nine years and we've
built a strong following in Austra-
lia."

"And when you've got a large

audience like that back home and a

small one over here," he adds,

"you've somehow got to strike a

balance between the two. That's

the way Midnight Oil did it. They
didn't get recognized for years and

then they had a hit single. So who
knows?"

Ironically, though, despite
widespread opinion that Hunters

and Collectors are an underground
alternative act, Seymour admits

that they've been making commer-
cially-oriented music for years.

"You know," explains Sey-
mour,, "the thing that boOicrs us
about the music industry is that it

all comes down to one song. It's

very difficult to accommodate,
artistically, that one song can make
all the difference ^- especially, if

you're in a band like ours that's got

the creative resources we have.

Bringing all your talent into a

focus, a single, is one big gamble.
It's like this unknown thing that no
one in the band can take responsi-

bility for. And that makes it

difficult."

"And for all intents and pur-

poses," he adds, "the majority of
the material we write is orche-

strated around the idea of a single.

And the irony of it is, the most
successful single we've had in

Australia is "Where the River

See HUNTERS, page 45

SQUASH SUBURBAN
BOREDOM!

DON I ill WW [ CSIASY OF POSIflNAl \
\\r .\\[\ (UCC^MI

CONSIiiyvIl I; |5Y Ill[ Tll^kOf^ n\ MCM ANf; lOTJllV nUMMI (,'

nk:mi:; icdckid irj iiii lioi^i dom a\ rujfUJi.i-.Arj S(juaic:)I^
MASr^AOf YCMJP IIII^OliBlNG I I I Sll lO ilU PklMAl
PAr^ACIA ()( MlJMC = INDUSII^IAl + Nl W lil/.j + AC II) --

Ki^oco DArjc:r ciassics en a t^osr ivli^v f i.ii^ay and
SAIUPIJAYNIGHIS AI CLUB (^OSTNUCll AP Ol^lNAll SUMM[ I?

TO Ml IP YOU MGHT THb ANNOYING UUCA IQ SLELP

clubPOSTIMUCLEAR
HMeaioNiMayi 3pa

775 LAGUNA CANYON ROAD (HIGHWAY 133) . LAGUNA BEACH
RKORDED MESSAGE (714) 497-0933 .Box OFFICE (714) 497-3881

Jbttb
n
JiM.THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS ^^^ 6/21/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

UNIVERSITY OBESITY
CENTER

Department of Medicine
announces

THE NU-SIilM SYSTEli
8 week program of rapid weight loss for

people who wish to lose lu-SO lbs.

New groups stcMing.

Call immediately

206-3760

JU

T/>y/rfA ^IuJLmJL ^p^a^tJi^
Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREEi*

7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

$4^95
-i-tax

We guarantee that your oil & filter

change will be done in 30 minutes
from the time your work order is

written to the cashier, or you won't
pay' Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is wntten

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect from brake rctors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and nnechanical systenn

•Add fluid as needed [~"""o%'ofT any
""

•Inspect rear brakes i brake repair

Present coupon when order is' wnrten.

Toyota only. Expires 6/30/90

MIKE MILLER
HHHHDSIitBllSBHHHii

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pn
by appt. only

Pree Local Shuttle

We honor
V(sa

Mastercard
American Express

Discover

A DAY OF FUN, SUN, CRAFTS, FOOD, AND GREAI MUSIC.

Featuring IRS Recording Artist

Plus

PETER SPENCE CRAZY EIGHTS BRAVE NEW WORLD
Spedal Guest KROQ'S "SWEDISH EAGLE"

SUNDAY JUNE 17 N00N-5PfVIIII
Sonfn MofiKO Hiqh Compus Atiiiiliithpaftt;

601 Pico-Blvd ifi Sonfn Wofwo

AikuKPd iKkpf Snles, $15. r/cx£=f///A/3^^^ % Dny of Evenf at Ooof, $20.

'I' «(ti> i?i»

:!iH'..'.»-(i,>, .. h.iih VM ittiH- P'-;';

DONT GET
ROBBEDONYOUR
SECURITY SIOTEIVL
Los Angeies has one of the highest outo break-in rates

in the country. But the real crime is going to the wrong

dealer to get your car alarm. Dealers who lack experi-

ence. Or don't know the best alarm system for youi

needs. At A! & Ed's, we're specialists. Not only will you

be assured of getting a great price, but you'll also get

our expert installation. Installation that's guaranteed.

Plus, you'll get our free 2-year maintenance program.

What's more, we know the ins and outs of your cor's

electrical system better than anyone, because we've

been m the mobile electronics business longer than any-

one Over 36 years. So come to Al & Ed's. Because when

you really think about it, all the extras you get make our

security systems a real steal

*' '

; t*

>IUfOMGE(((U))).. £>!•""-:••..- CLIFFORD
CAR ALARM COMPLETE WITH 2 STEALTH CAR ALARM BY THE MAKERS SUPER IPS FALCON CAR ALARM WITH

REMOTES t LIFETIMEWM OF DERRINGER, 5-YEAR WARRANTY 2 REMOTES A LIFETIME WARRANTY

n79 *274 *339
mwtimo» Keg ^J4V wS/^i» INSTALIEO .om,,,^ «eoJ'' to« .>

V

INSTALIEO ,;.i....i..:H«e K^i; i^-^V >.-«x'flt.' INSTAUED

Al& Ed^ Aiitosound^ ^^
THE SPfOAUSTS IN MOMU SECURITY"

WEST LA. MARINA DEL REV
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 476-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
Derringers C^^ >WIOMOE((U>)) CLIFFORD C^;i DerringerB >mOMOEii(U)» CLIFFORD

»r*,««i«.<i«i,«.-m* »«»*4
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MINNEAPOLIS!!
$89 ONE WAY or $178 ROUNDTRIP"^

DAYTIME FUGHTS

Depart Tuesdays. June 19-Aug. 7

Return Wednesdays. June 20-Aug. 8

Hawaiian Airline Charters

US OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
July 6-15, 1990

Call for ticketsll

*Pric« valid only with thi* coupon. Ratum with application.

BREKKE TOURS
Toll-free: 1-800-437-5301

Paris

London
Rome

,* *i

\l w \^ s

DESIGN HAIR CUT
\() AI'IH )l\h\U \ IS«J08-I-M7«\() C.IMMK KS

HIC.HLIItS ^' >

TKCNC M V\K\\ si ) .? •

/()T()S Pt K\l s <
",

I .

SPEC l\l FREE- h.

SPECIAL FREE- haii

i nil \\[ \M\c, i ()\u'l t \[ SI

,
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JULES STEIN EYE INSME

Ophthalmology and related

professional services are
being offered to the UCLA

family. UCLA ophthalmologists
use the latest equipment in

new examination suites.

Appointments are usually

available within one week.

COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMINATIONS
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTIONS

UCLA VISION PLAN
CONTACT LENSES

Telephone (213) 825-3090 -^—

COMPLETE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
CARE OF DISEASES OF THE EYE

Telephone (213) 825-5000

HAMBURGER

XABZT
MAKE OUR THING YOUR HABIT'

Wvc9l9brwtlng ttm opening ot our

m

wmt gun tn 21ymn with:

A LOT MORE THAN BURGERS!!

I
""

1

1/4 Lb. Hamburger
(L*ttuo*. Tomato. OrMcina A Kathm PctO*.) ^^

Regular Fries &
16oz. Soft Drink $2.99

LIMIT 4
PLiASf UfHTION COU^OM WHfNOAOTRMO
¥MUOMrMAnOtUU.»BWL¥tOA OHL Tl

^^COUPON EXPmES jun»/3d?^
«

Breast of Chicken Sand.
(Sluntsas Braati ol chchan. L»nuo*. Tomato. Mayo. Orassmg. & Koshaf Pckia)

Regular Fries &
16oz. Soft Drink $3.99

LIMIT 4
PLEAse ymrtrtOM coupon whcn omoiMta

KJOOUPON EXPIRES Junmn^S^

COME IN
11223 NATIONAL at SEPULVEOA |

(Acroaa fnant Buimnemponuni m

SAKITTlLL
OR

CALL YOUR ORDER IN

MPmycoA

Msrvvooo

COMEglEE & TASTE WHY: _ _

AlHtost Everyday, People Tell Us.

•TOUHAVE-DTTT? /^t71? C '^
THE BEST D U Iv\j £j IV i^ TOWN"

$1.00
OFF!

exp. 6/21/90

ValKJ at participating stores only Not valid with any other ofler. Prices nnay vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delrvery areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries.

r an

$2.00 OFF!

any 2-item pizza

exp. 6/21/90
(»

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe
driving.,'X)ur drivers carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries.

• o

[«' OQ.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.

Call Us! 824-5000
1371 Westwood Blvd.

'VISION'

J

From page 36

ice boardwaH(. The scenes cap-

tured on film bring the gags and
jokes of the two comedians into the

laps of viewers almost to the point

of personal involvement. Catch

this fire-torch.

Continue to laugh when the

Simpsons-like humor of Andrea
Lesser 's SelfPortrait comes on the^

screen.

Lesser has produced an ani-

mated documentary of memories
of her life with her family. The
animation and dialogue between
the cartoon-Lesser andlier parents

expose real humanity — what we
do when we eat, talk and relate

with others. It might put you in

stitches.

Laughing continues in a bizarre

way with Russ Bates and Matt
McDowelPs feature length film.

Sheila And The Brainstem.

It's a mix between Repo Man
and David Byrne's True Stories,

but not quite. The sound track does

not compare to the intensity of

Repo Man — Sheila And The
Brainstem has only one song,

which is good in and of itself, but

does not get the body slamming
after continual play. And its

central ideas do not capture atten-

tion as effectively as those in True

Stories.

It's a story about America
turned superficial and wrapped in a

Big-Mac cartoon. Tlic search foT"

immortality, love and Nebraska
sends a crazed man, a newlywed
couple and three rebellious youths

after a brainstem, the key to the

innerworld and immortality within

an "Always-Open-Markei."

Some laughter, some straight

faces— a good old college try. But

Lisa Hunt's The Ties That Bind
provokes more interest.

The Ties That Bind unravels the

"falling in love syndrome" and
asks: "Will human beings ever

survive loving each other?"

Meet Robert and Sharon. When
Sharon meets Robert, they both

have yet to recover from childhood

failures, which plague each's self

confidence. As their efforts to

build a relationship fail, hilarity

results as one senses similarities to

'

real personal struggles: "hey,

that's what happens to me.
But, hey, never go, never know.

A vat of student films (I've

mentioned only five, the festival

will screen 95 others) will delight,

stun, confuse and inspire with off

the wall ideas and real problems.
Don't close your eyes too long, or

you'll miss the show.

klA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Mobile DJ Services
Call a25-9106forinfo about

our rolling party unit

fi
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From page 42

Since then, Garrett has juggled
the two careers simultaneously,

combining them whenever possi-

ble, but never making one depen-
dent on the other. An indirect

result, as one might expect, is the

increased participation of his fel-

low bandmaies.

Although not as active as the

Ironuiian, Hiilman, Roisey, Hirst,

and Moginic do share many of

Garrett's beliefs, incorporating

them into the Oil's songwriting

repertoire.

For the recent Earth Day celeb-

ration, the band was invited to

speak on an Australian national

broadcast and their primary con-

cern was for the inconsistent

attention paid to the environment.

Asked Garret, who was recently

elected President of the environ-

ment-conscious Australian Con-
servation Foundation, "What
about the other 364 days of the

year?"

One can'i help but wonder how
he keeps himself afloat.

"Well," admits Garrett, "there's

really no doubt that I'm caught

between two strongly competing
areas which are starting to eat in

the time and not like one another

everyday. I mean, I've got one arm
stretched against the filing cabinet

and I've got the other arm on the

inne.. And I'vr, mi my lotulfilq)h(

sort of lapping when 1 hear the Oils

play and my family responsibili-

ties beckoning me from the roof-

top."

"But, he adds, "I'm feeling very

positive about coming away to

play and give Blue Sky a good
rurv^ .I've got strong support

frofii the Oils for this level of
involvement in the country and a

good office support group which
hangs in around me. . .I'm really

very lucky."

Midnight Oil will bring their

latest material (mostly from new
album Blue Sky Mining) to Los
Angeles for two performances at

the Universal Amphitheatre, June
19 and 20, and one show at the

Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre,

June 2?.

Steve Cordova contributed to

this interview ^

HUNTERS
From page 43

Runs Dry" (from Ghost Nation).

And, for that song, we deliberately

said, 'Let's not write this as

single.' So it's a strange business."

"Honestly," says Seymour, "this

is the first record thai we've
actually tried to work together as

band, producing a band sound."

All the musical elements thai

coninbuled to Midnight Oil's

fruitful career.^— minus the poiiii-

cai undertakings — appear lo be

prcseni lor ihc current Humors and
Col lectors* scenario.

And although these are iwo
differeni Aussie bands, on mere
speculation, Hunters and Collec-

tors shouldn't have much loriger to

wait for a long overdue surge in

popularity.

As Seymour notes, once again,

"It's a strange business. But from
the reaction we've gained from

this curreni tour, things seem to be

rolling along smcx)lhly."

"Obviously, this is a Midnight

Oil gig; and there's always going

to be a lot of people who perceive

us as a support band. But that's just

a gamble we've got to take. We've
got to assume there's sometliing

fundamental about our songs tha^

arc going to strike people as

different and original. It worked
for the Oils. So who knows how it

will turn out? We'll just wail and
see."

GRADUATING?
Lettuce Etttertatn You
Full Service Catering

PARTIES • GRADUATIONS
Full Service Catering

front
20 to 2,000.

(213) 285-3474

hi laneie C- ui5ine

Diofitrs

YAKINIKU

TEMPURA

TERIYAKl

OPEN DAILY

LUNCH
I^IONSAT 11 30AM2PM j

DINNER
MONTHUR 5 10 30 PM

FRISATS 11 PM
SUN 5 10 PM

ScA foo4s "^

JOB OPPORUJNITIfcS
^

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITRESSES
2031 WILSHIRE BLV. - SANTA M0NICA| 453-4848

|

i*a^cjgij
^;^&HIVERS FR DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
X-Large (18")

I -Topping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$9.49

Large Pizza (16")

1- lopping Pizza

2 Large Pepsi's

Only

$8.99

GREAT SUMMER JOBS!!

Share your love of Nature with a
child - become a part-time

Naturalist with the

MOUNTAINS CONSERVANCY
EDUCATION & RECREATION

PROGRANT.

Open

Fri. and Sal.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

ontil 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Lead Nature hikes in the morning, go to the

beach in the afternoon!

$10 an hour-Education/Natural
Science majors preferred.

-Send rosunv^ i..

MCERP
27300 Waycross Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
At ten: Amy

1

lessons
in

economics:

OFF
Our Best Selling
Contact Lenses

DAILY WEAR

BauHoh It bomb SofspUi
CooperLhln

EXTENDED WEAR

49
• S<)fTma'>' II

QQ • BmiHfh VUimbO 3ert»8
• Amerlcai- Hydroii Zero 4

KK() 6U • U\irM<>n III

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

'Fashion' EYEGLASSES
• Price includes your
choice of a frame from
our 'Faahlon' Collection
with prescription lenaes
Tliere la never an extra
charge for plaatlc, photo
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses
•SINGLE VISION Non Cataract Lenses

$39
Visit FOR ETBS OPTICAL COMPANY.
It might be the most important lesson you learn today.

Coft Sves
Keeping Values in Sight

Pricing Does Not Include Eye Examo.

LOS ANGELES~i9c'r Wostwootl Bivd

1
' Hiks Ski dl Santa Monica

(713)4M-05» -
'

TARZANA 187?4 Ventuffl flivrt

3 Biks West o» Hcstvia

(818) 705-4020

PASADENA -foomiM Hnsemead Centf
Tfil9{ Foothill Rivd

(818)351-5415

TORRANCE -M(>,^(1oM Park Pla/a

.'JH 1 1 H,<wthorne Hivd

(213)378 0342 .

*Copynght 1 988 Fof E rtt Opteai Co
s

GRAB YOUR BUNS,
FATBURGER'S BACK

Free French Fries
with purchase of any size hamburger and a

medium or large soda, good only at

^p^iii^^^: WESTWOOD
10955 Kinross Ave.

208-7365

-I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Good through Jun« 30, 1990

ALSO HIRING AT $6.00/HOUR
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY • 365 DAYS A YEAk

L-

U _. Ti
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

W< stwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

WHADDAYA MEAN
LUNCH?-~T

./r", y

Economists contend there's no such thing as a free lunch.

We beg to differ. As a Graduating Senior, you can save
enough money on an Alumni Association membership to get

yourself a free lunch, and much more. Besides discount ^

membership rates, your savings include:

I

• - $5 discount on cap & gown rental

/• 10% off graduation announcements

• 20% off diploma preservation

• $30 off the cost of any UCLA Extension course

• 2-for-1 season football tickets i

Members also receive free library privileges, career

development services, travel opportunities, and more.

You can join the Alumni Association now, at a GradPak
station at any of these campus locations: Bruin Walk «

Cap & Gown • Main Bus Shelter • LuValle Commons •

South Campus Science Court.

Just look for the GradPak signs.

I -I

And you can prove all those economists wrong.

UClAlumni
\ S S ( ( I \ I I ( N

Story-telling

seminar offered
Screenwriter and slory-ielling

consultant Thomas Schlesinger

will be leaching his acclaimed

one-day seminar The Filmmaker

as Storyteller at the Earth Trust

Foundation in Malibu June 9 and

16th at 10 a.m.

Cost of the seminar is $125 and

pre-registration is encouraged as

Schlesinger's classes fill up
quickly. The Earth Trust Founda-

tion is located at 20110 Rockpori

Way in Malibu. For further info,

call Jean Wells at (818)840-0478.

H.E.L.P. Group
holds event
The H.E.L.P Group's third

annual Jog-A-Thon/Walk-A-
Thon, to benefit children, adoles-

cents and young adults with

special needs, will lake place at

Los Angeles Valley College Satur-

day, July 28 at 9 a.m.

H.E.L.P is committed to the

causes of young people whose
lives have been affected by abuse

abandonment and neglect, or who
are mentally rctardarded, autistic

or emotionally disturbed.

Registration fee for entrants is

$5 and children under 12 can enter

free. All proceeds will benefit the

H.E.L.P Group's Residential

Programs for chrtdrcn. Contact

Anita Templcr at (818)781-0360^

lor further info.

Reggae bands
play S.iVi. High
A giant reggae music festival is

being held the afternoon of June 17

at Santa Monica High School. The
event will feature a number of

artists, including recording artist

Palo Banion.

Tickets will be $15 at all

Tickcimasier locations, and $20 at

the door. The show is sponsored by
the Santa Monica Athletic Booster

Club for the benefit of the Sania

Monica High School athletic prog-

ram. For more information, con-

tact Bill Pajarcs at (213)395-3204.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

^make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 19?1 UCLA Alum.
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CUS^IPIEP RATE?
Daily. 15 words or less $4 25
Daily, onch additional word $0.27

Weekly . 1 5 words or less $ 1 5.00

Weekly, each additional word $1.00

Display ads-student rate/col inch $8 00
Display ads-k)cal rate/col. -inch $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
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nwiii^ ^(i)m \mifivi(i)m^^^

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these synnptoms for at least 1

^~^--TTK)nth and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Free tiental Treatment
Plus $100 per day

SUBARU lUSTEY CL 1988, $3200. white,

stick, 1-year warranty Chad(21 3)937-9325.

Research Subjects 12

•U AN ASTHMA STU(3Y KfSf AkCH SUBJFCTS
With asthma, ages i2 and older
intfkfstkd in trying new asthma mf

fui deriCTFNeed pjtieiiis

license exam ai tJCLA.
Week of June 18
(714) 752 7760
Leave message

RAHUL SAKYAPUTRA- With one-hand clap-

ping, June 9, Saturday at 8 pm. Saklyaputra

sitar, Ron Wagner tabia, Yogin John, "Rain"

Graig, Satyam Vinay. Yog, John studio, 61 1 1

Lindenhurst Ave., 1 - block north of 6th Street,

at Fairfax. Donation $10. (213) 937-7919.

Miscellaneous
IJ ILA ! il.lM VUMUAKH; HJ ULALkHO l^

WANTED lYT Rythm & Blues musicians to

jam Stardom seekers need not apply

(213)204-2016 West L A

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
'Brum Plan" (2 13)873-3 303 or
(818)992 6966

Good Deals 7

NEED PARTY MUSIC? Name your price.

Professional D J Service ^ficcial graduation

rales. Call Mac (213) 546-1578.

SUBJECTS WANTED
Students, staff, and faculty w/ gingivitis and plaque
are wanted for a dental research project. We are

testing the BRAUN'" and the INTERPLAK* _
electric toothbrushes as compared to a manual

toothbrush. Individuals selected for the study will

receive a free toothbrush and $50.00. Please call:

Ms. Jeanne Porush at 74.3-5902 for a screening appt.

if you are interested.

Sponsored by the USC School of l\*iuisrry

7ZS ,s.i.s.s.s.ts^^^^^^.t-..^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

46P.IANO462-2329
^^^^^^^

START A CAREER IN LAW
ASU College of Law invites applications fronn

American Indians for admission to its J.D. Program

For further information please call or write:

Slera Russell, Administrator
Indian Legal Programs
ASU College of Law
Tempe, AZ 85287-0604
(602)965-6204

ASU Law School ... A Great Place to Start!

GREEKWAYER
1059 Gayley Ave

FINAL WEEK
of

ANNIVERSARY SALE

VQLVRS OfflCF VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE, PAID rOK YOUR PARTICIPATIONr
(213)8206574

DENTIST needs patients for state board exam
in June at UCLA free treatment provided Call

"

Dr Brownstonc, (213)460 4245

HYPERACTIVE BOYS with attcntionai prob-

lems 711 years needed for UCLA research

pro|cct Receive $20 and a free dcvelopr
cvaluahon (213)8250392 ••

MALE voltinteers with fair skin needed for sun

screen study Will be paid Contact Mike al

(213)828-8687

NORMAL HEALTHY MALES 18-23 YEARS
Needed for audiovisional research it UCLA
Subjects will be paid (213) 825-0392

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3 11 years needed
for UCLA research pro)Cct Receive $20 and

have a scemtific learrmg experience

(213)825-0392

RESEARCH SUBJECTS (21 55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over six months

who have been treated unsuccessfully by

conventional methods Will complete medical

symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw

examination Qualifying subjects receive plas

: c afjpTTancc riled over Icefh and connected to

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTERl
825-0850

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center
ASUCLA Student Employeee receive

either 4 hours leave with pay or the

meal tkrket. We cannot award both.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Osqu^sion, Thurs Book Study

Fri Step Siudir AU 3525 12:15 • 115
Tues rJ-Z-ir m C8177. Wed Discussion

NPI C8S38 1210-100
For alcohoics or indrviduals who have a

dnnlung problem

(?13) 3878316

UCLA AND GREEKSWEATS

Champion Reverse Weave

Bassett Walker Reverse Weave

Russell Athletic

31.50

21.50

14.50
•*<

Over 30 colors in stock in - XXL

^^^ Bibles - Book ^^
Gifts. U

*t<irr

M-W 10 am ' 9:30 pm;
Th-Sot 10 cm - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

Odiicry operated electrical stimulation device

i,which provides slightly pamfyl stimulation to

lip upon clenching Subject altachcd 5 mghis

to portable device recording F.MC, FCG
respiration Payment $ltKl Contact Lynnc

Clinical Kcsearrh Center (21 3)825 47SJ

KFSFAKCH SUHjFCTS NFM)H) I.MMFDl
ATFLY $1 5 for 17. hour wr,;tcn test Test will

be hcio on UCLA campus Please call

(2)3)829 Of>65

MAY FFVFK SUFFEKFKS ACFS 18 60 INTFK

tSTED IN TKYINC AN FXPFKIMENTAL HAY
FFVFK MFDICATION COMPAKFD TO
I'LACFBO (INACTIVF MKOICATION), IN A
SIX WFFK TKIAL YOU WILL BF ('AID UP TO
$240 FOR THIS RFSFAKCH P»<0)RCT CALL
(213)820-6574 ASK f OK I AKIBA Ml

CHELLE, BETTY, KATHY, OK KICKY

V^ANTFO NORMAl. HEALTHY MALES ACEI)
18-40 for a new antifungal drug studv

Requires out-patient screening exams, bltxw,

urine tests, spinal fluid collection, psychologi-

cal tests and 7 days m hospital (VA Hospital)

Call (21 3)824-673^ (John) Pays S24 7tH)

1 I MALE NEEDED Tc:) SHAKE KCX)M In large

2 tH<ci/2 bath apt S2 7!i:>0- WLA (213)
820 8840

Good Deals

The Harmony of Science
And Religion." Thursday

June 7, 5-7 pm.
Ackerman 3508. Sponsor:

The Club Baha'i.

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.Q S.

1620 Westwood Blvd. ^

*op^en days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning

(reg $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
24 hour emergency service

V.I. P.
Now you can join our pnvate

practice, become a VIP
member and receive all of

your dental needs up to

35% OFF
otter not valid when using
dental msurarwe coverage

"Patients Are Special"

'i
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Concert Ticlcets 6 Concert Ticlcets 6 Concert Ticlcets 6 Concert Tickets 6 Personal 10

Fm Pelmty Thkefs
ANGELS - DODGERS

DEPECHE MODE
PHIL COLLINS JANET JACKSON

Anita Baker - Fleetwood Mac - Santana - Phantom - New Kids - Steve Miller -Andrew "Dice"

Clay - Luther Vandross Rush - Oipgo Boingo - Red Hot Chili Peppers - Bonnie Raitti.

, Jimmy BuffetJ Smokey Robinson - UB-40

(213) 205-0838 All Events

FAX CHARGES FREE DELIVERY Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood
Open 7 Days

Julie, Susan & Caren (IK):

Here's to four years of living

together, partying together,

studying together and

partying some more. You
are the best friends I've

ever had. I love you!

Katrina (IK)
P.S. Congrats on

reaching 30 and

then some.

They should
have called

• Phil Collins •

• Midnight Oil •

Depeche Mode

THE

^Jicket
OUTLET

Beverly Hills
9855 (Little) Santa Monica Blvd.

Beverly Hills, CA 90212
213-277-4300

Open 7 daysman major credit cards

•

phone orders accepted* all prices include
service charge

Personal

PHIS If

^e^

Jam on
finals
&

have a
super
summer
•••••••••

3f

4

4 PHANTOM tickets for Saturday )une 16
Orchestra SI 25 each (213)824-0653. Arr^y

PHiB COLLINS 6/21 Three excellent seats

Best offer Leave message (213)395-2452.

lANET lACKSON TICKETS,

seats $40+ (213)393-0796

Excellent logc

Personal 10

LouivSc, Kilu, Si Susie

'Itianks for making my
first year here great!

^, your phantom
roommate,

,

». Karilyn

Personal 10

/

ACLU OF SO CAL- PRESENTS PROGRAM
EXPLORING RACISM, SEXUAL
HARASSMENT-GAY BASHING ON COLLEGE
CAMPUSES FEATURING UCLA STUDENT
Rif^HEL HOWARD 8 PM TONIGHT HIGH
fAND GROUND 742 HIGHLAND AVE: V.

BLOCK NORTH OF MELROSE

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Maturol.
100% guaranteed.

(213) 281-7484
w

THH OtTJRyL.

y}J\%, TtL'KJ. so SFECIALf ILL 74ISS

you giiysi

In Sigma Lovt,

__3L7JCIS

PRE - RUSH
• /

4 «

>

Tonight ^ Thursday, June 7th

Burgers and Basketball...Hey, Great!

1 Roses are Red
Violets ore blue
con you believe
it's really true?

Mom & Dad Thanx
for all your support.

I love you
lots.

^ Tara

10 Personal 10

AEO THiiiSlK YOU
FOR EVElROTHING I

"Phive + Undef** was

adorable! It's been

growing up wi

all of you! We'll itiiss you!

+LML, Senior Class '90

ALPHA DELTA CHI would
like to congratulate
our new actives:

Sukee Chew
Denise Jackson
Nancy Lee

Heidi Othmer
We love you guys!

J^rUne S^uitar

'Kfitrina !^rmstrong

94ary ^isfiop

Qina Castrma

Susannah Cinovich

"Btlfi Cftapin

JuCie 'Ldwards \

^my y^otuUr

'Daniiii Qiiyot

OQlthy Qraydon

Hudy Fernandez
Cartn 'Kflrp

i^nn Odimicki

Stacy Lomtli

Janine 'Magyar

Susan McCCain

'Wt ufiU never be

'Rsnez MiUar
T>on 9{eal

Sfurri Ostravich

!Amy Overstrut

JuUe Tatterson

XiizaSetfi Tendo
jenny 'PerCsiein

Lyneite 'Preston

'Michttie 'Kfiner

!A.my Sfuiton

Lisa Tamayo
Staci iJiomas

Lisa 'Weinstein

'Marci fVeisBCait

'Debbie young

tht same ivithout you

Q0B

^^•cUjtJvJcv^
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Boe-Boe
Cleveland

Kerne

Dalli

Edwards
KimiTie

Fathead

Kone

Dedicated to the

3e Richards

and Tribs

MacDonald
Mallard

Js Toby T.

^ McCormick
d Bobby G.

Schneider

graduating class

Kenny
McGrady
Whiting

Braeger

Bruno

Davenport

Ewin

Fenmore

1990

Drabeck
McCarthy
Hallstrom

Gilby

VanWyk
Gal legos

Pear

Psycho

TO: Ken Wanda Love Always: Jenn
we're almost done, Congrats! On to our
future. You've made UCLA & my life

the best! The dance meant more than
you know. Here + Now.. .2 -h 2 ...

black + white.. .thick...

white + blue...! love you. , -j-

That charm, that face, I'm swept

David-
Congrats! I'm proud of

you but 1 hate 'to sec

you go. it will never

be the same here

without you and I

already miss you. You
mean the world to me
and I can't wait to see

what the future brings

to us. I love you tons

and tons! Erin

Max, (ATA)
1) Congratulations!

(You made it!)

2) Best of luck

at Hastings!

(I'm going to miss you!)

3) Thank you for the

best four years of

my life!
*

(I love you!)

Joanne (IK)

Good Luck On
Finals

Alpha Chi's

Jen Patrick AXQ
WOW! What a great year.

The fun is far from over... Charge
your gun because

^ ^ next year wo continue!
Thanks for everything.

Will you miss me?
Lizzie

To the most beautiful people I know: V^
Debbie: My always and forever friend. ..thank you for being

you no matter how ME I am. I'm going
to miss you babe...

My comrade-in-arms & newest old friend. ..it's

going to be a good summer!
(P.S. I don't even like Stella)

,

My colleague-to-be. Here's to love, genius, grad
school, the Dead & all things biological.

Thank you all for your time, carina, and love...

It's been an amazing and wonderful quarter.
I love you, Wendy

Val

Alan:

EX Bros & Little Sisters:

Blow off

steam
at

Friday 9:00

...Party to Follow, Featuring "Runkle"

'}
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Hey Dee Gees-
Good luck on Finals!

A relaxing

summer is

almost

here...

*

4^Kp ^^^ ^^^ ^M0 ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^A^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M0 ^^^ ^M^ ^A^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^# ^M0 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ !
•• ^^* ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^* ^^* ^^^ ^^* ^^* ^^^ ^^^ ^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ #»

^^^oi^ t'^^
»v«

% & have a great summer!

HOUSEBOAT
VACATIONS
LAKE SHASTA

CALIFORNIA DELTA

/If 11
j^v» I

\

SUMMER At^AIl2iBn.ITY!

SEVEN CROWN RESORTS
FOR BROCHURES AMD RESERVATIONS CALL

1 800-752-9669

ALL ABOARD FOR FUN &
ADVENTURE ! !

!

This year you dqserve a vacation

adventure at a Seven Crown Resort

location on Lake Shasta, Lake Mead,

Lake Mohave, or the California Delta.

Come join the partyl Get 10 friends

together and enjoy a houseboat vacation

this summer. Take a 3, 4, or 7 day

cruise, and be your own captain. Ski

boats are also aflrailable. —tt—

Call 1-800-PLAY NOW for a free

brochure, information, or reservations.

But hurry, our boats are going fasti

«r' "ITtiifc. ^
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CLASS OF '90 NURSING" STUDENTS:
THANKS FOR A GREAT YEAR,

CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE,

CLASS OF '91

Conjfratulations to

Amy McKnight (AT)

dnd

J.P Scandalios (EN)

on your beautiful

pinning.

LOVCy

Tour AF sisters.

JOHN STILLMAN-

# HAPPY (ALMOST)
GRADUATION!

LYLSP

Ari Petri-

Regardless of what we call

it, please know that you are

the most important person

in my life, I smile when I

think of you, and I hope
that I can share much more
of my life with you by my
side. I thank you for being

my best friend.w Jenn Ashley

' \TEO
Wishes % thank all the
Internatiojial Students

who attended the first ever

FRATERNITY-
INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT EXCHANGE.
We had a blast!

Congratulations to the following
ALPHA PHIS:

Marci (IK)
* Thanks for being

the best ^-sis!

I'll miss you!

^ Lauren1

Marci (ZK)
Get Psyched!

#21 is less than one month
away...

Happy early Birthday!

Sherri (ZK)

Turtle (alias Gumby)
This year has been the

best because of you. Thank

^^^^ you for all you do!

SB I love you,

^r Froggee (alias Pokey)

Courtney Nelson

Crisiie Isaacson

Tracy Gibbs

Cherie Hovelson

Linda Manin
Leah Cadavona
Jennifer Harriger

Honor Society

Scholarship

Linda Abraham
Mindy Highiower

Lori Dorfman
Kristin RoUa
Michele Rodino
Vicki Hesse

• Janel Lardizabal

members and

Greek
Yearbook

Available Friday at your house

and Monday at Student Store.

Wendy Frawley

(Xfl) =
Congrats on ri v>*

getting Josephine IjA
Bruin Mascot for

next year!

Your a stud,

Frawley!

^ YBS
* Karen

TAU EPSILON PHI
CONGRATULATES ITS

GRADUATES:

-NULI IBRAHIM-
ARI MARTINEZ

Brett Tanabe Love: Jenn
Congrats, we made it! 1 often think
about our friendship + I miss it.

Best of luck. I won't forget U.

^aJmna,
on-

on-ctdUfMa

I
The Little Sisters cordially f

p invite the Gentlemen of Tau
\^ Kappa Epsilon |

^ , to the Senior, Banquet to be ^
i held on Thursday, June 7 l

I
dinner at 6pm f

4^

^fe^4^.i^c-5«5-v^i^^i^r&»»s-:3^^^

HEY KAPPA DELTAS!
Good luck on finals and have a great summer!— ^ Your Spring '90 Pledges

\

^;^\^!i^vcccu6£a7i^aL^^
Steve, Brian, Robert, Sally, Kris, Katrina,

Chris K., Michelle, LaTonya, Ruben, fit Kristy.
We'll miss you - love Anil & Suzanne

Honey bear^

Thanx for a
wonderful year.

Vm glad things

are looking up,

I love you.

Snuggle Buns

Christina & Michelle
So much for risks!

Thanks for being

t

PATTY & NIC-
Where would I be

without you guys?
You made this year greati

Wait 'til next year...

Love.
Dawn

my very best friends? ^
Lisa

Ji Han (FOB)
Congratulations

orf your
pronnise/engagement!
We are so happy

for you!

But Ji DeGiorgi?

^CTp Love,

PO* JDcnise. Kim, Kathy.

\^AXJ Jo'«. and Michelle

s^.y'. jmw (§^3- (/^jiis
j^

<'^

J

Congratulations

Carrie Sayre (KA)

for winning

Baxters Calendar

Model Contest!

Ik

Katie Zcich AXi2
Friends arc Forever!

Thanics for always
being there.

Congrats! Til miss you
Liz

Kappa Deltas - Good Luck

^^^ on Finals and Have
^@^ a Wonderful

\J ^ Summer!

1

Congratulations
Karissa Peden

(nB(p)^ ^

and
Jeff Bryant

(SX)
on your pinning!

1^ We are so

I happy for you!
Ix)ve, your

Pi Phi Sisters
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Delta Gamma is so happy for
Kim Byers - Miss Beverly Hills

What an exciting and fantastic^

accomplishment/

Love, your AF sisters

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:alifornia
c:ryo bank

my ZK leisters
Thanks for 3 years
of terrific memories!
Friends like you make

all the difference.

Kathy ¥

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Bulimia Nervosa
Is...

Getting angry at a knock on your door
during a binge.

Getting scared when you can't throw up.
Swearing you will never hinge or throw up

again.

Joanna Poppink, M.F.C.C. (15563)
Specializes in Psychotherapy for women

trapped in the an^'uish of Bulimia Nervosa
Office in Westwood Area

(213)474-4165

Don't Give up. Freedom is possible.

Salons r^
21

WEST LA, massage network Therapeutic and
non-scx^al Sludcnl special S45/hr. 35
'iccnscd. Luce (213)396-69,36.

Opportunities 26

Congratulations

Tkelia 'Jkncktic (KA)

and

Jcmando Quezada

on your promise!

your sisters are so

fiappy for you!

Nt^Hh- DorCi ever doubt
yourself.

Vni goin^ to miss

-x-t you a lot!

CONGRATULATIONS
JANIS JOHNSON

on makingMORTAR BOARD"
LUV YOUR

SIOMA KAPPA SISTERS

Jasi^
^

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^_ Manicure Pedicure
u^- 208-8193

1015 CAYLKY AVF.., Wi:.S'm'(X)IJ VILLAGI-

Acupuncture
Stop smoking/Drug assistance

Helps get thru withdrawl symptoms
Call for evening appointments

(213) 930-0275.

$8(K),000 If you navv the courage lo c.ai

could make you nch (2i 3)280 3558
It

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings aviiliblc NOW

Dr. Mark Bemian, Qinical
Psychalogisi,

vwi ^uvt^u .ijA^iflliM tiiiliv i ilial
appoinimcnis available. (213)655-6730

LOSF WEIGHT and have your cookie loo for
more info on new classic fiber diet cookie,
call Tern (213)578-6633 Buy or become a
distributor

EARN up to

$150 j>er month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
For intormaiion Cancer paiiems
Call Anna
(8^8) 9863883

-- f M A

throughout LA Oene'it

(rom youf paricpation

C \ \i \

4954 Van Nuyi Bhrd Sharman Oakt

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

^^^* Timothy Pfrimmer-
j' Congratulations!

You're done-
<e me to go!

Love,
.

•_ Joyce

Michdie
Happy 2()th B-day and
good luck on fina s

Love,

Mike

To the Gentlemen of
Aldy:

For continually
demonstrating honor,

integrity, generosity, and^
friendship. Hope you all
have a great summer...
& the Beachcomber

was awesome!
^ Alisa, Colleen,
Melissa & Allison

P.S. Congratulations
"B. Consolation"

Volleyball Champions!

A.B.E. needs molivaled sales managers for

California. Starting $ 1 ,000 $ 2000/mo plus

high bonuses (213)261-6026 '^
ADMINISTRATOK/BOOKKEEPFR- Sccrclary

for Real Estate Dcvelopcr/Attorney/Broker.

You: Experienced, good phone, hot stuff on
MAC. Crcit pay Career opp>ortunily. F/T, P/T.

(213) 557-2315

AOVERTSING and Marketing Research Firm

Part-time or full-time, exposure to many indus-

tries, interesting work, help set up focus

groups, vyill train, flex, hours 9am-9pm WLA
Mrs Rost (213)391-7232

ARTIST WANTED lo illustrate Children's sto-

nes. Pay and amount of work negotiable

(213)645-4091

ATTENTION
Students...Faculty...Staff

The Los Angeles Times Santa Monica/Westsidc

Division has P/T positions avail, in the telemarketing

dept. Work 5 hrs/day Mon-Sat. Shifts are

8:30-1:30 p.m. & 4-9 p.m. M-F, 9-2 p.m. on Sat.

Work near the heach, then go after work!!!

^ $5.35/hr, plus $7 to $12 per sale.

Call to arrange interview: 213-314-1233

Jenny Wood
You have been an

awesome roommate &
have helped make my
1st year great! I'm

going to miss you •

/^ next year!

^^ Rebecca

J
Delta Gamma
con£iratulates

Lynn Bornstein

(AF)
^ and

Brian Hopkins

on your pinning.

We are so happy for you!

Research! Subjects 12 Researchi Subjects 12

START FOLLOWING YOUR DREAM CAREER
EARN TOP $$$ THIS SUMMER.._l

V-*

ASK ABOUT OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM!!!

UNITED PERSONNEL will work around your schedule.
Our clients are located throughout West Los Angeles, Santa Monica,
the Marina, Downtown Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley.

UNITED has a wide variety of jobs that specialize in your
particular skills.

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

Wanted 15 Wanted 15

WORK FOR -Major Studios-
-Television Networks-

-Major Financial Institutions

-Fortune 500 Companies-
</

UNITED PERSONNEL HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
Income to

—

$16.00/hr
9.00/hr

11.00/hr
10.00/hr

8.00/hr

Word Processing
Data Entry
Secretarial

Receptionist
Clerical

CALL TODAY
(213) 857-1225

UNITED TEMPORARY PERSONNEL SERVICES
EGG DONOR needed for infcrlil woman
Under 35-f healthy to help someone in special

way. Contact AMI SOUTHHAY HOSPITAL IVI

Center. (213)318-4741 Compensation
provided.

NEFO lEMALE championship Amateur ball-

room, Latin dance partner Enthusiastic, agile.

Beginner considered Call Robert
(213)326-5275.

1

;'. 5757 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 270
The Human Resource

r
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ASSISTANT to personal/corporate financial

planner. PA flexible. Good compuler, inter-

pcfsona! skills. Bob Newall. (213)475-5854.

ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF BEACH
ORIENTED DAY CAMP PROGRAM AND
HIGH SIERRA CAMPOUT. PT NOW, FT
SUMMER. MUST BE 21, HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH CHILDREN, WATERSPORTS, ANDOF-
FICE WORK (213)826-7000.

ASSIST home business. Varied work. Some
animal care. 3 hours twice/week $9.00 Na-
tional Blvd. (213)836-6730.

ASST/RECEPTIONIST NEEDED- By samll, high

profile talent management/film producer. An-

swer phones, read scripts. Excellent opportun-

ity in Westwood Village. Salary negotiable.

Mike (213) 824-0133.

BENETTON COSMETICS CORP Looking for

Market Coordinalor/part-lime/Cosmelic ex-

perience a plus but not necessary. Send
resumes to Brenda Wilda. 659 S. Cloverdale

#308 LA 90036.

ih and Sp^-BILINCUAL SECRETARY EnglisI

ish Miscellaneous work. Call ASAP West
Rainbow (213)622-7128 ^
BOOKKEEPER F/C. Thru statements. Sharp
Century City office. R/E management com-
pany; opportunity for advancement; agrcssive,

take-charge To $50K. (213)557-0142.

CACAO EXPRESSO BAR/ART GALLERY- Seeks

creative, agressive service Call 473 7283
ASAP

CAMP LEADERS to supervise and plan activi-

ties for kids 5-13, M- I 40hrs/wk. June

25-Scpl $4 25 and up DOE Beverly Hills

YMCA 553-0731.

CASHIEK/CLERK. Small convenience store in

Century City highrise. Experience preferred

$5.50A<r. (213)203-8009.

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK. P/T & FA avail-

able. Apply 1 1031 SM Bl 10am - 1 pm, West

side Market or call (213)477-3216.

CAT LOVER: Sweet cat needs caring foster

home for summer All supplies & $50/month

(213)653-9018

CLERICAL SUMMER |OB- Approximately 30
hrsAvk, fifexible hours, Mon-Fri, experience

preferred, call between 2:00-8:00 pm. (213)

271.5793.

COMPUTER SALES- PA, FA in WLA computer
store. Call (213) 477-4505. Ask for Danny.

COMPUTER PROG./ANALYST, FA, for

Biomed Company in WLA. Minimum 2 year

work experience in DBASE II, clipper, C and
LAN. 3 COM 3-^ knowledge helpful. User
interfacing and good programming skills re-

quired. Fringe benefits. Send resume to: One
Lambda, 2435 Military Ave. LA, CA 90064.

COPY MACHINE OPERATOR- Manager for

copy store. Good pay with experience. Apply
26G S. Beverly Glen Dr BH, Call (213)

271-9888

COUNSELORS, Daycamp in Agoura and Van
Nuys. Must have direct experience in camp
work. Good salary (818)894-0330.

COUNSELORS NEEDED AT BVERLY HILLS

YMCA- For PA recreation program. Activities

geared for children 6-1 2 yrs. M-F, 1 :30 - 6:00

pm. $4.25/up, DOE. Call (213) 553-0731.

COUNTER PERSON needed for Mrs. Beasle/s

bakery in Santa Monica. Part-time.

(213)394-2417, (213)394-6983.

"COURIER for Graphic Lab." Great job in

relaxed enviornment $7.50/hr + .35/mile.

Afternoons 1 2:30-6:30, own car and insurance

required. City Graphics. Brian (21 3)938-3744

CRUISE SHIP JOBS -opportunity guide
$300-5900 weekly. (508)927-9768 Ext C5.

DRIVER, PA, for elderly man Must have own
car, insurance $7/hr. - mileage.
(213)393-7977, (213)451-27^5

EARN $6/HR PLUS BONUSES AS STUDENT
PAINTER! Experience preferred. Call Waylon:
1 (800) 426-6441.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home Call for information

(504)641-8003 Ext 8737

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' Assemble
Products at home Call for Information.

504-641 8003 Ext 8737

TFIFPHONF SAIFS. FXfFllFNT OPPOB.
,

CHEVIOT HILLS RECREATION CENTER-
Sceks craft specialists for its day camp for

5-1 2yr olds. $6.25/hr. 35 + hrsAvk. (213)

837-5186

CHEVIOT HILLS RECREATION CENTER-
Sccks counselors lo staff its pre-school day
camp U2S - 8/31 $6 25^r 25 + hrs/wk. (21 3)

837-5186

-CMILOREN'S GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR
NEEfJiED- For ages 6 months 4 year olds PA,

TucsAhurs mornings, $10 + up (X)E. Beverly

Hills YMCA (213) 553-0731

TUNITY Earn salary versus commission work-

ing for 40yr old carpet cleaning firm. Big $$
opporturvity Hours flexible Call
(213)273-9631

EXCELLENT SUMMER JOB Make
$600-$2000 part-time, $2500 and up full-

time. Gain valuable business experience work-

ing with very dynaVnic business men and

women (213)841-2060.

EXPLOSIVE FINANCIAL SERVICF company
needs 5 reps in LA and OC area. Create an

income that will be ongoing throughout your

college career (714)529-5384

EARN MONEY

AND

ENJpY WORKING

THIS SUMMER!
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100% FREE-NO FEE

LONDON TEMPS likes to hire college students and graduates for office assign
ments because you are intelligent, eager to learn and have people skills

* As your summer employer, we can offer you assignments in an array of companies in

literally hundreds of industries like .

* Television

* Travel Industry

1 U.4'", Wilslinr nivd Siitlr 10GH
I ()«; Anqelo'v (.^aliloriti.'i 900."

^fJO N Brnnd Rlvd Siiilf 650
CilendaIr Calilomia 91203

(618) 243-8100 (2I3)245-TEMP

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Men, Women, Students, etc,

Call (213) 453-1817

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

currently have full-time and
part-time positions available

** Sales

* Office

^^Cashier
" Stock

TEMPORARY JOBS
Up to $15/hr '

•General Office

•Receptionist

•Data Entry

•Typist

•Secretarial

•Word Processing
•Accounting

Call Today
Unicorn Personnel Agency
8447 Wilshire Blvd ste 111

Beverly Hills.

(213) 655-5403. EOE

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

I
'

Cdl l I I le

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050—-—

Do CREATIVE opportunities attract you?

Spend a summer or longer working in UCLA
telecommunications. We want to challenge and be

challenged to INNOVATE!

Telecommunications wants to t!ap" the •'

INTELLIGENCE and EXPERTISE available in the

student population on this campus. We are seeking

highly motivated students to fill professional level

positions in the following areas:

compuler programming

space/resource management

document preparation

research/analysis

library development

If you have strong analytical ability, excellent

written/oral communication and inierpcrsonal skills,

relcvcni experience, and are inlcrdsled in

conveniently campus located, well-paying,

challenging employment; please send resume to

Sharon Schwartz, Personnel Miinager, UCLA
Telecommunications, 405 Hilgard Ave., Los

Angeles, CA 9(X)24-1363. Salary range. Coordinator

position (one) $13.31-$15.98/hour. Salary range.

Associate positions (multiple) $1 1.49-$ 13. 63.

a
LERMITAi.'.E MONDklAN

TT

.>n

"* Security
,

Flexible Schedules
Salary up to:

$10/HOUR
to bright, aggressive, experienced applicants. Apply

in person or call Steve, Calvin, or Doug.

11801 W. Olympic, West L.A.

(213) 478-5767

Film Extras Needed
for T.V. showt, film*, & comm(>rci3l>.
All types, 18-«0 yr$. Earn extra money.

Fun tcol Creative Catting

(213)466-7319

MODELS
wanted by Professional
^'

*
' Studio for

up-commg photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Pro. Male Fen. ;irw

Call (818) 508-8680

BEDMTH^%

WAREHOUSE
STOCKHANDLERS
DrS WEST, A LEAniNG INTERNA-

TIONAL RETAIL ORGANIZATION
WITH DUTY FREE AND CUT SHOPS]
AT LAX, IS GROWING AND WE
INVITE YOU TO GROW WITH US.

IN ADDITION TO REGULAR
P0SITK:)NS, WE'RE ALSO HIRING
I OR SUMMtR TEMPORARY
POSITIONS. PREVIOUS WAREHOUSE
EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED-

dIs WEST OFTERS A COMPETITIVE
SALARY AND A GENEROUS
BENEIITS PACKAGE, INCLUDING
MEDICAL AND DENTAL COVERAGE,
AND PAID VACATION.

ir YOU'D LIKE TO GROW WITH A
WORLDWIDE ORGANIZATION
THAT'S EXPANDING, PLEASE SEND
YOUR RESUME OR APPLY IN

PERSON BETWEEN 9AM-4PM,
MONDAY FRIDAY AT:

DFS WEST
200 N. NASH STREET

EL SECUNDO, CA. 90245
ATTN: PERSONNEL MGR
EQUAL OPPTY EMPLOYER

I -'

^^V^

SUMMER JOBS
NOW HIRING!!

SERVICES
FREE TO

APPLICANTS

OUR HIGH-QUALITY
PERSONNEL INCLUDES:

•SECRETARIES
•TYPISTS
•ACCOUNTING CLERKS
•DATA ENTRY CLERKS
•GENERAL OFFICE CLERKS
•RECEPTIONISTS
•WORD PROCESSORS
•LIGHT INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

CANOGA PARKIEST VALLEY
(816)703-8486

CONEJO/SIMI VALLEY
(805) 494-1145

How To Improve Your Resume.

BURBANK/EAST VALLEY
(818) 954-8220

WEST LA/CENTURY CITY

(213) 473-8788

These symbols represeni tnc !>evcri

Hotels of L Ermitcige InterncUiondl

(count them'). <incl j wealth of

opportunity for you (count on it!)

Locdted lust around the corner in

i ^*

toi immediatcxonMUeriUiori caiJ

our Job Hotline^at 6S9 584 7

apply m person" or send your

resume, indicating position(s) of

interest^ to The Hotels of

West Hollywood r^nd BeverJy Hills,

each hotel offers an environment

of elegance as unique and
distinctive as yourself We have im

mediate Full and Part-Time open-

ings (even a summer position or

two) requiring good comrnumccV
tion skills and a strong commti
ment to customcjr service Bilingual

(English/Spanish) skills are a plus

•Apply now for one of the

following positions, and you may
soon have something to prcMjdIy

display on your resume that is. of

course, in addition to those feist

.fpod. Iifeguarding or intramural

positions you re presently sporting

Front Desk Clerks

Night Auditors
PBX Operator
Secretaries

Cafeteria Attendant
Valet Parking Attendants
Line Cooks
Restaurant Manager
HR Office Assistant

Maintenance Engineer

L Frmitacje Internafionaj, 10^ N
San Vicente Boulevard. West Hoi

lywood, CA 90069 Directions

From Sunset Boulevard turn down
San Vicente Boulevard. 4th drive

way oh left is our Loading Dock,

entrance to Personnel is behind

our Security Depf Park on street

We are an equal opportunity

employer M/F/HA/

Ongoing Opportunities
We ,vc cilWciys interested m meet
ing t.ilentert people committed to

providing the ultimate guest

service in the following Hre.is

Food Service

Housekeeping
• Front Office

Hotels of
L'Emiitagc International

a C(>/k'cfi()}i ()/'(}nji>innls

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 bptween 9am-5pm Monday
Friday only.

^

FLORAL DESIGNERS for super Westwood
village shop. FTA'T positions availalbc Great

working conditions Marjie (21 3)208 4000.

FUN SUMMER |OB Matching roommates

Full or Part time position. Sherman Oaks or

Palms. (818)506-6546

GENERAL OFFICE P/T. TV celeb, author

needs reliable person to assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between
1 Gam- 2pm(2 1 3)205-0226.

GET PAID $10.00-500.00 per week and more!

Part-time and full-time mailing brochures from

home. Call Hotline anytime. (818)569-3076

GRADUATING SENIORS, Persona Personnel
is one of the world's largest, most comprehen-
sive personnel services. Being an industry

leader, we have an outstanding cross section of

permanent and temporary opportunities in:

Accounting, Banking, Entertainment, Data
Processing, Marketing, Finance, Management,
For more information call Richard
(213)479-6638. Persona Personr^el Services.

GREAT EXPERIENCE? Part-time accounting/

legal assistant position available within Real

Estate/Entertainment firm. (Xities irKlude data

entry, recdWCiliations, spreadsheets general

office tasks, etc $7.50-8.0(yhr. 15-20 hrs/wk

For more info call Nancy at (213)273-2050.

HELP WANTED to remove Medical records

S6/hr. Call Mrs. Griffin. (213)559-8823.

HIGH-END ARCHITECTURAL/INTERIOR D£
SIGN FIRM seeks receptionist for full-time

position. Macintosh experience a plus! David

(213)284-3232.

HISTOLOCIST Routine parafin sections, for

P/T C^l Nancy at (213) 825-6521

KOREAN SPEAKING STUDENTS $10.5(Vto

Stan No exp. necessary PA, ^/T available

Call for interview (213)388-1933,
(714)634-1933.

LAB ASSISTANTS, immunology lab in Santa

Monica PA, M-F, evenings (213)453 4560
Ask for Barbara

LAB TECHNICIAN, biomed company in WLA
has FT summer and FT permanent positions,

serology department, BS required for FT per-

manent positions. SciefKe majors with lab

courses for FT summer positions. Call Marg for

appt. (213)478-1001

I SALES TO
ART

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

E:asy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk.,Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

.n^ '^^
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SPORTING GOODS
Copeland's Sports is now hiring for
our Westwood location. Successful

applicants will be skilled in customer
service, knowledge of sporting goods,
and the ability to work efficiently
with minimal supervision. Positions

are open as:

^SALESPERSONS
*CASHIERS
*STOCKPERSONS
*TENNIS STRINGERS
*DEPARTMENT HEAD

Please apply in person prepared to fill

out a job application and participate

Copeland's Sports
located at 1001 Westwood, Los Angeles

EOE

MORE MONEY
Our 1989 first year marketing reps earned an

average of $17.22 per hour. The low rep earned

$12%. The high rep earned $25.65. With

commissions starting at 24% plus weekly

incentives, you too can earn this much or more.

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS

For Southern California

recruiting schedule call

QOMEGA 1 800-955-6015

LA SKI & SUN TOURS- Administrative Assii-

tanl. FT, $1 SOQ/mo & Excellent travel benefits
Starting Aug 1 si Contact Phil |ones
(213)471-4025.

MACINTOSH CAD SALESPERSON wantfed
Should be familiar w/major CAD packages
High commissions David at (213)284 3232

MARKETING ASSOCIATES/MANAGERS. Key
people needed for rapid expansion of Fortune
500 affiliated marketing company. Summer
positions available, $2000-5000/monlh. Car,
vacation, and other bonuses available. Serious
inquiries only Call now, (213)841-2060.

MATURE responsible male adult, to provide

personal care to dissabled many Daily Strong
reference, 1 block from campus $250/mo
(213)208-5732

MEDICAL receptionist in physical therapy
office full-timt, Westwood Experience re-

quired. Outstanding opportunity Salary/

benefits (213)208-3316

MKIHAEL'S ARTS & CRAFTS, 1427 4th si

Santa Monica is rH>w hiring full and parl-tinr>e

responsible, energetic, self- starting, mature
if^dividuals Apply in person

NATIONWIDE TALENT/MODEL search for

nat'l marketing publications CEEC Entertain

ment. 1(800)4452077

NURSE-RN- For MD office near Beverly Hills

FA or PA, lop salary, flexible hours (21.3)

939-2111

ORDERS DEPARTMENT, Retail, $9 25/slart,

flexible hours, will train, scholarships. Call
9-3pm (818)567-4147

OUT(XX)R Summer jobs! Painting homes
$5-8/on a piece work basis' Call
(800)426-6441 for Alphy

PARKING, CASHIERS/Attendants immediate
openings. Century City/Valley locations. Valid
CDL Call 912, M-F, EOE. (213)553 8690

PART-TIME OFFICE WORK in UCLA doctor's
office Good typing, spelling, communication
skills $7 80/hr Call (213)206-0387.

PART TIME LADIES SHOE SALES, nights and
weekends, retail experience preferred, Beverly
center S6/hr Roz (213)657 5183

PART-TIME, clerk, typist with PC and Word
processing experience Minimum 50 wpm
Good grammar and spelling Professional
attire 15-20 hrsAvk. $7/hr + Iblock from
campus (213)208-5732

PART-TIME/FULL -TIME Avg $1 5/hr Giving
away free singles Cruises Must be very
outgoing (213)824-0055

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL
OFFICE- Crazy, fast-paced & fun advertising
agency in Santa Monica seeks responsible
person with typing, filing & other general office

skills.Hours 1 .30 5:30, Mon through Fri

Non-smoking environment For immediate
consideration, please call: Williams Television
Time, Inc (213) 828-W>(X) Ask for Kalhy
Braus.

PART-TIME, temporary receptioanist for real

estate office needed Julyl-Aug 3l5t M-F,
l:30-7:OOpm PA permanent Sat. 9:00-5:30,
Sun 9:30-4:00 $6.50-$7 50/hr Call Leslie at

(213)477-9966

POSITION for bright individual as Executive
Director for lARC. Computer skills required
Full or part-time. Must speak Farsi For ap-
pointment call (213)475-4777.

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED WAI
TERS NEE(3ED, M/F, to work private parties,

flexible Transportation, impeccable appear
ance a must (213)746-5419

PA ADMINSTRATIVE SECRETARY (After

noons) Word Perfect SO, use of dicatalion

equipment, .5* 60 wpm, familiar with pysch
terminology, good organizational f,kills for

OP pyschiatric dim m WLA Call
(213)473-6525.

PA. DRVCLEANING counlcrpcrson '^\

train. 20 hoursAvk, 2 or 3 afternoons -^8 hours
on Saturday Start at $6-$7 50Air -^free dryc
leaning (213)474-8525

\'n. FA WORD PROCESSOR Using word
perfect 5 1 Excellent for self motivated person
with experience Westwood (213) 474 1029
Christel.

PA OFFICE ASSISTANT needed to perform a

br#ad range of clerical duties W) 65wpm
Multi-made a plus Apply in person CSPA
8701 W 3rd St 2nd floor LA, CA 90048
(213)2 73 2334

SPEND THE SUMMER
WITH KELLY!

You'll have tinne to enjoy the weather
and you'll earn TOP pay and benefits.

We currently have openings for:

RECEPTIONIST/TYPISTS
DATA ENTRY OPERATORS
PC/WORD PROCESSORS

CLERKS
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

We offer a full range of attractive

benefits, including paid vacation,

holidays and bonuses. We also offer a

FREE skills improvement program to

help YOU earn more $$$.

Call the office nearest you for more
information.

lORKANCE/SOUTH BAY
213/543-3589

CULVER CITY
213/645-0750

WILSHIRE/LOS ANGELES
213/965-2950

SANTA MONICA/WESTSIDE
213/828-4141

CANOGA PARK/S.F. VALLEY
818/999-2050

PA OFFICE HELP- Computer entry, mailing,
heavy telephones, $9/hr , 35-40 wpm, (213)
858-0058 lames West

PT PAINTER needed. Experience helpful, but
not necessary Flexible schedule. Call Rex
(213)652-1469

PT RECEPTIONIST in small realty office in

Beverly Hills M-F 1-4 $7.50 starting. Lisa
(213)271-9500. .

PA TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Looking for team player to work in pleasant
environment. Computer skills helpful Will
train. Mr Fritts. (213) 822-1213.

REAL ESTATE assistant. Diversified job Marina
location Call Eliana. (213)473-7928.

RECEPTIONIST- PA, mostly afternoons, light

paperwork, computer knowledge helpful. No
smoking. (213) 399-5418. Garment manufac-
turer, pleasant working environment in Santa
Monica.

RECEPTIONIST- PA, punctual, accurate, per-
sonable For WLA Pediatrician. Thursday AM
Friday PM. (213) 4791 233.

LL\R.\

ENTERm\ME.\T/,\li:SI(;

PI BLIC RILVTIO.NS

f SUMMER!
i JOBS I
Now hiring 100 students

and teachers for a

variety of temporary

positions. If you have
office clerical skills such

as data entry,

PBX/Receptionist,

secretarial,typing,

word processing, etc. Call

for appointment:

l()li\ w

K-.iin .tiKi >;.tin

L'\Ix-FK-nic (.htss t rrdil

awiilahk' (..ill st.it 1

(213) 659-6400.

Westwood

Los Angeles c

Pasadena

Sherman Oaks

West Covina

Laguna Hills

Santa Ana

Fullerton

(213) 475-7700

(213) 386-3440

(818) 796-8559

(818) 906-1141

(818) 919-2171

(714) 770-2732

(714) 250-1444

(714) 441-1300

Stivers

Temporary
Personnel

f
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RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFICE. Crazy,
fast-paced & fun advertising agency in %anta
Monica seeks responsible person with typing,

filing, & other general office skills.

Hoursl :3a— 5:30, Mon. — Fri. Ntoo-srrwking

environment. For immediate consideration,

please call: WILLIAMS TELEVISION TIME,
INC. (213) 636-6600. Ask for ICathv Rr.^.^

LAW FIRM

n^3ecls motivated person

to do challenging legal

and cleiicai tasks

Great Experience to tieid.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviev/s and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edv^ards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

RECEPTION IST/Typist. Legal and accounting
firm. Century City. F/T. $6/hr. (21 3) 553-0952

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED-$5AiR+ BONUSES,
p/t, fA, typing, filing, etc. Call Jennifer

(213)933-4954.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, FT, psychological

and psychophysiological testing, BA required,

UCLA out patient Psychiatry $n.87/hr. Re-

sume to Dr. Keith Nuechtcrlein, UCLA NPI/
Aftercare Clinic, 760 Westwood Plaza, Box
18, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1759

RESTAURANT in Brentwood needs waitresses

WF, P/T, or F/T Call 472-3267.

RN OR NURSING STUDENT- For MD office

near Beverly Hills, on Saturday a.m. only, lop
salary, flexible. (213) 939-2111.

FAST CASH
• FOR A DAY
• FOR A WEEK
• FOR A MONTH
Mid-WilshirA

3460 Wilshire Blvd. #414
Los Anaeles. CA 90010

(213)388-3516

Westside
11300 W. Olympic Blvd. »780

Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213)473-4161

550 N. Brand Blvd.

7th Floor

Glendale. CA 91203
(818)546-5055

OFFICE POSITIONS WITH
MAJOR LOCAL COMPANIES

mc
TTtC TemoorwfY S»nne9S. Inc.

DAY AND NIGHT SHIFTS
EOE/MF

WAITRESSES/WAITERS for Westwood 50's

style drive-in. On skates or foot Car hops are

back. Call (213)474-2223 After 2pm, Therisa

or Margie.
,.

WANTED a creative group of people lo

promote a salon on Sunset Blvd. selling

make-over packages. Earn $500-$l,OOOAvk
PA (213)652-9522.SAIL BOAT INSTRUCTOR needed in Marina

OIRpy ?'i.?nfli-nTmrtg k.iittmj t ^ WnMrnnrtc- WA^fTfn In hriiien MnHlrjt TrantCriRflr
now. Full-time summer. Call 1 -800-225-9776.

SALES COPY/printing industry. New company
in area Excellent potential for high income.
Commission plus bonus. Call Lisa
(213)474-8626. ^^^
SALES FA temp Start ASAP wholesale/ large

volume retail sales of calendar Salary -t-

comission and travel. Earn money and help

save Mono Lake. Resume lo Mono Lake
committee 1355 Westwood »G. LA 90024

SENIOR OFFICE assistant. 9am- 1pm. The
C»etty Grant Program. Provide clerical assis-

tance in publications and research grant areas.

Typing and lifting boxes necessary. Computer
skills preferred. Contact Telena Radulovich at

(213)2779188, ext 224

$15/hr 12hrs/wk, hours lo be arranged. Musi
be fast and accurate Beverly Hills location

(213)854-0999.

LIFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTORS
WANTED

Attention swimmers. All areas of LA.

Earn $12-14/hr. Great job. Call for

application & interview. Lifeguard swim

lessons (818)886-1935 (213)274-8042

WORD PROCESSOR
Work full-time in

Century City Law
Firm. Legal

experience helpful

but not necessary.

Flexible hours. Top
pay. Please mail

resume with times

available for interview to:

Rick Edwards, inc.

1925 Century Parl( East

20th Floor

Los Angeies, CA 90067

CROWN and ANCHOR
Beach front restaurant hiring

for summer staff, wait-persons,
bartenders, and bar-backs.
Apply M-F 8am-12noon.

(213)394-6385

WEEKEND light clerical work 7.00/hr
476-1703.

WESTWOOD law firm Office clerk, M-F
,

late afternoons, '15-20 hrs/week. $6/hr
(213)475-5830.

SUMMER film internship available. Creative,

organized individuals. Call (618)995-6095.

SUMMER JOBS: High Sierra Family Resort
seeks live-in staff (21 -up) for front desk,
bartender and resort worker. (800)227-9900

SUMMER WORK. San Gabriel Valley based
retail chain has summer positions throughout
So. California. $9.85/start. Internships avall-

able (818)564-0901.

SUMMER WORK -apply now before finals

$985/start, flexible hours Permanent and
temporary positions. PA, F/T, Scholarships
available. Call (213)567-4147.

LIFE CUARfJS/ PRIVATE SWIM INSTRUC-
TORS: Earn: $12-$l4/hr Great job! Call for

info and app (Greg) (818) 886-1935,
(213)274 8042 ^
TWO RECEPTIONISTS Wcekdays-4 30-8:00
Weekcnds:9-6 Saturdays, 11-6 Sundays.
Coverage lo be divided $6/hr Available

immediately. (21 3)271 8300.

TYPIST + Responsible/reliable/flexibic

/energelic/excelleni skills needed. Your W/P
equipment, daily availability. (21 3) 476-7061

UCLA'S LABORATONY Of Biomedical &
Environmental Sciences has an immediate
opening for a secretary with excellent typing

skills, ability to edit for correct spelling,

punctuation & grammar, good prioritizing

skills, ability to independently compose cor

rcspondence & excellent interpersonal & oral

communication skills. Ability to operate word
processor, knowledge of medical terminology

preferred Excellent fringe benefits Salary:

SI,988 - $2,362/mo Plea.sc send resume lo

UCLA Raciology/Nu( Icar Medicine, AR239 *

C:HS, Los Angeles, Ca 9()0.'4 1 721 Allenlion

Wendy Hagar

—Wanted:
Jazz-Rock style

Acoustic
Guitarist

for audition

at

Cabaret
Nightclub
—Call Now

—

ask for Darby
(818)994-7437

HOURLY WAGE. Summer|
job. Can start now. Show
EZ, fun discounts to frats,

clubs, etc. Need for two.
PT okay

(213)841-4044

PROVIDE
BEHAVIORAL
INTERVENTION

AND SKILLS TRAINING
to high functioning adults with develop-
mental disabilities in small group homes
or community based vocational program

in Long Beach and Orange County
Applcations Accepted

Mon/Thurs 10am 1pm
Tues/Wed 12 noon 3pm

Straight Talk Inc

3350 Olive Ave
Signal Hill. Ca 90807

J213) 4?4 1966
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Need Money To Help

Pay For Textbooks?

Fall isjust around the Summer!

The ASUCLA Bookstore is looking

for OUTGOING. ENTHUSIASTIC

students who welcome a CHAL-

LENGING job. Competitive wages

for temporary, part-time positions

starting 9-1-90.

interested? Call Petrina or Oaryl

at Book Information for more

information at 206-0789, M-F,

8am-4:30pm.

Jk.

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
for expanding biomedical
manufacturing Co. B.S. in

Biology, Chemistry, or
Biochemistry. Must have good

verbal and written

communication skills. Will
call on researchers and
corporate managers.

Blocell Labs 1117 E. Janis St.

Carson, CA 90746
(213)537-3300.

ASSISTANT MERCHANDISF BUYER for mail
order sports catalogue Extensive knowledge of
all pro sports essential We dT^; looking for an
enthusiastic self starter Must be organized and
detail oriented BA or Bl preferred Wc will

train the right person $25,000 lo start

(213)416-1142. El Segundo, ask for Uana

WESTWORLD Electronic Came Center has a

full-time cashier position available m our

Westwood Village location Starting at $6/hr

Contact David at (213)824-3677

WORK AT THE BEACH! Permanent PT year-

round office positions-all fields. Carson/
Thomas. Santa Monica. (213)451-3001

WRITERS WANTED. LA's newest, hottest arts

& entertainment magazine seeks interns lo

write on various subjects No pay. Great

experience. Send letter describing specialty,

experience, passions, goals to KB, 1 121 I4lh

street, Santa Monica, CA 90403. Send clips, if

you have. No resumes.

BIOCHEMIST

_ Job Opportunities 32

Quahfied applicants
with B.S., M.S., or PhD.
Must have experience

working on HPLC columns
2 strip hormones. We

are a growing, biomedical
manufacturing co. in the

Carson area.

Blocell Labs
(213)537-3300

NOW ACCEPTING FOR SUMMER
"-: '

^ WORK
$10.75 STARTING GUARANTEE!!!

National Firm. Rexible hours.
Full-Tlme & Part-Time, evening and weekend work
available. Internship & Scholarship programs. No

experience required - will train. Looldng for relaxed, low
key individuals. No door to door or phone solicitation.

Los Angeles Division.

Santa Monica/W. LA
(213) 392-1310

South Bay/Tdrrahce
(213) 745-1540

Orange County
(714) 962-8800

Los Alamitos
(213) 430-9833

HoUywood/Wilshire
(213) 464-2924

Whittler

(213) 945-7110

Valley

(818) 342-2612

Inland Empire
(818) 967-3553

Call between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. for interview.

If lines are busy, please be patient.

YOUNG
ENTHUSIASTIC

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Are You Close to

Graduation?
Do You need a
summertime Job?

Work Part Time of Full Time
In the single most exciting-
highest paying industry In

America today.

NASD Brokerage co. will hire
and teach you how to make
your wildest dreams come
true. If you feel you are a

top quality person or If you
need part time work -

Call Today:
Mr. Allen (213) 477-3377

BF A MODf.L Up lo $1 ,00(Vday I LASHCAST
(213)661 798^ 12001 Ventura f'lacc 3rd

floor: Studio City East of Laurel Canyon Blvd

off 101 freeway m the green glass building

CAKEEK Opportunity working with fast grow
ing lorlune 500 Corp Sales experience not

necessary J or appointment call

(213)546-4823

DRIVERS WANTED for food delivery Earn up
to $20/hr Call Ron (213)271-0645

Apartments for Rent 49

OFFICE MANAGER/EXECUTIVE SECRETARY- (

Real Estate Financing Business, word perfect, 1

month assignment, warm office. Call Joanne .

Barryman (213) 473-1901

PERMANENT POSITIONS Secretary/
Rccepti|)nist, Century City, Word processing

55 wpm • Shipping and receiving coordinator

for video film production distribution com-
pany. 2 years experience Up to

$2000/mo.'Legal sec/entertainment company
80 wpm. WordPerfect 5 $30,000/yr "Legal

Sec Beverly Hills sole practicioner
$36,000/yr KELLY-FORBES PERSONNEL
(213)652-0242

RECEPTIONIST for MD office near Beverly
Hills Sat am only Top salary Call
(213)939-2111

YOU CAN'T be too rich or too Ihm Earn S and
be slim 100% garanteed Cereal opportunity

(213)281-9597

Jobs Wanted 33

lORMER Owner, small business secies posi

tion as accountant or administrative analyst

Will sacrifice former income Excellent qualifi-

cations and references Available immedi-
ately Elisabeth 013)208-7990 •

HOUSESiniNG Professional, responsible,

mature single woman seeking long-term

houscsitting. Loving c^re for home and pets

Excellent references included UCLA
(213)482-5100, ext 2^, or (213)825-4467

Internships 34

SUMMER VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS focus
5-10 hrs/wk. Social/poetical reflection Dead
line 6/8, 3 pm (213) 208-68/>9, Laura

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER June 25- July 20 Flexible hours

Baby and 2 older children Santa Monica
References (213) 394-6635

BABYSITTER NEEDED 2 pre-schoolers Days
Summer powihility fall N«.pri r:,r Fj.rf;»«

area >^aHy C^l J)65.l-U571, evenings

BABYSITTER for delightful eight month boy;

twelve hours/week AM's Call Joy
(213)474-9493 or (21 3)4447975

BABYSITTER/MOTHER'S HELPER needed
Mon

, Tues. and Wed Cheviot Hills* Call

evenings (21 3)559 1919

fULL TIME $200/week 1 child. Mar Visla

Mother speaks Chinese and welcome^ limited

,

English speaking wife of foreign student Call

(213)392 16>S(Days), (21 3)397-6248(cves )

HAPPY 14 month old. Flexible 9 hrs/wk Local

references. Healthy, Reliable car Mar Vista.

ASAP (213)398-4367 ^^
LIVE-IN OR OUT POSITION- Eor student with

car P/T position as caretaker for 7-year old

Non-smoker, refs required (213) 614-1819,

(213) 934-0376
>

SUMMER CHILD CARt/Crenada Hills 4 and
7 Live-in or live-out Salary negotiable

(818)363 2375, eves. (213)206-2995

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BEDROOM $625/month, first month 50%
off Carpels, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only
ten minutes lo campus 3545 jasmmc Palms
(213)839 7227

Garden Setting

Unfurnished Single

and one bedroom.

Dishwasher, A/C,

refridgerator, blinds,

laundry, parking.

1737 Stoner, WLA
$585-695
479-1581

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAMPAIGN

Full-Tlme or Summer
Help pass the BIG GRAIN.

Come work for Campaign

California, the forefront

organization that's working

to pass the toughest

enviornmental law in the

history of California

$1 300-1 600/month Benefits

and travel opportunities

Call Now (213) 393-3706

ONE BLOCK TO UCLA

Luxury 1 bedroom
and singles

,
Rent now for fall!

new stoves jand refrigerators

mini and vertical blinds

new carpeting, parking, laundry
facilities. Large windows

516 Landfair

(213) 824-4807

/
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IL^ GRADIIATI]\G SOORf?
BECOME A LICEAHSEP SECURITY BROKER
If you are graduating soon and are looking for an exciting career with high income potential and room for
growth, consider joining one of the gr^test teanis being built in the securities industry will help license
you. We offer:

Apartments for Rent 49

NORTHRIOGE $275 UP
500 unit student hoMing facility

Sriared or private units. All furnished Private

bathroom. Pool. jaciiz2l. *A hr drlt^e to UCLA
Now acceptifM sunvner & fall applications.

Free brocure, NCR OSOO Zetzah^ Norlftridae,

CA 91325. (818) 88^-1717

* A comprehensive trainh

and22 brokers license,

product training availatil

* The opportunity to determine yoi
in commissions in 1989.

dfmcperts will help you with a NASD sehes 7
fou with the most complete professional sales/

irnedin excess of$450,000

An opportunity to sell a wide varmty of investrrmnt progf^errW^o the individual investor,

including but not limited to: Matuaf Funds, investment trusts, commodities, real estate
syndications, equities and oH and ffe^ lirruted and general partnerships.

An excellent work environment Hi a preSf^ous W0stwood high rise;

it

The opportunity to join an elite and one of the best paid sales team in the industry.

Many securites companies require at least two years brokerage experience. However, Remington
Securities believes that if you are aggressive, self-motivated and have the desire to build a solid career in

secunWo^jMA^can^QilBr you an opportunity to build your career from the ground up.

nmited, so call now: 213-477^3377 and ask for Joe Hardy.

.-ww.«Mv''VAWC«ri^-•->VA«v(«XS•J«bOo^N

>0«*

KitMfit^m.'^-A^^m m*..^'^*/-.-.-!- .•Mt^tt^^-.w^^.^fi^-^ifm-*

Aportmen^^r Rent 4v Aparrmems for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm duplex, 2-balhs, fire-

place, washer/dryer hook-up and patio.

$1075-1200. Agent. Miller & Desalnik Man-
agement Cor^pany. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $400 off first

months'rent. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2bth $1 200/mo top
floor. Dishwahser. A/C, 2 balconies. 1601
Veteran Mat {213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Walk to UCLA,
$1350, bright upper 2-bedroom, newly re

modeled, laundry, parking, no pets. Must see!

(213) 279-1887

WESTWOOD, 11017 Slrathmore, furnished

singles and bachelors. Utilities paid. Walk to

UCLA. $525-600. Manager Apt. 103
(213)208-4123. Agent, Miller and Desatnik

Management Company. (213)838-1829.

WESTWOOD, $1050/up. 2-bedrooms/
2-bathrooms. Carpets, refrigerator, drapes.

r/i miles from UCLA. 1953 Selby. Appoint-
ment (213)475-6165.

1517 FEDERAL WLA $660. 1 -bedroom, 2
miles to UCLA. Near bus. New decor/j

miniblinds/appliances. NO PETS
(213)479-0615

''^

WLA 2-bdrnr\/2-balh. 1 car parking, stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator, lower unit. $960.
Avai lable now. (213)451-4771.—— .1-1
Wl A, ?,hpfV?.hath $in?S * $2S0 Qiicoynt

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$925-$1015

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

2 BEDROOM 2 BATH. Available )une 16 very
close to school Inexpensive and attractive

445 Land fair (213)624-1969

3340 OVERLAND. $525-595. Ibedroom,
furnished or unfurnished. Passing bus direct to

UCLA. (213)837-7755. 4- 7p.m. only

3 SPACES available in huge apartment Have
fun, live in style for summer. Ali
(213)824-5905.

$620 FURNISHED bachelor Utilities in-

cluded. 10990 Slrathmore Drive $695. Un
furnished 1-bdrm. 1242 Barry Ave
(213)395-2903 .

BEVERLY HILLS- Brand new 2-bed/2-bath with
steam sauna and jacuzzi in unit, $1,250/mo
(213) 854-6713

BRENTWOOD, $840/$875/mo 2-bed/1-bth,
small apt, 1 parking, no pets. (21 3)939-1 732'

BRENTWOOD 3-bdr/2-bth. Big, parking, ex-
cellent location. $1195/mo Available 6/20
11707 Goshen Ave (213)447-1003.

BRENTWOOD 2bd/2 bath, Large ,newly
decorated. High ceiling. 2 people at most 3,

S1 150 (213)826-3934 Close to UCLA.

DELUXE 2-BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-
urity building Available 6-15 SUMMER SPE-
CIALS. Call (213) 208-6881

FOR RENT- Single, walk to UCLA,
$50Q/month (213) 470-5952.

HOLLYWOOD, 3-bdrm Charming, great lo-

cation Stove, parking $975/mo
(213)962-9014.

HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM apartment. Sublet with
lease option. Three spaces, yard, hardwood
floors. Landfair (213)208-4671.

LARGE SINGLE, full kitchen, $695, street

parking, 2-bed/1 -bath $950. Util. incl. street
parking. (213)273 7596 or evenings
(213)286 0980.

LOWER WESTWOOD. $1325, 2-bcdroonV
2-bath -f-loft. Security building, fireplace,

A/C,wet bar, sunny and bright. Great, quiet
location (213)395-6912

MAR VISTA $650/mo - utilities Single. Rustic
retreat in residential area Non-smoker
(213)3974270.

PALMS 3740 Veteran 3-bcd/2-bath. New
carpeting, dishwasher, laundry facilities, park-
ing, security gate $1100/mo. (213)2026524.

PALMS, $825 and up 2 bed/2-balh, upper, air

condition, carpets, drapes, stove refrie

(213)639-8800

PALMS $875 new 2+1 ail amenities including
air conditioning, fireplace, balcony, gated
parking Quiet street easy freeway access
(213)390-5996

512 VETERAN AVENUE-Huge 2-bedroom/
2-bath with sepcrale suites Up to 4 students/
unit High-tech building Secure park Full
amenities Call )ane (213)208-2655

SHERMAN OAKS, $595, large 1 -bed, freeway
close to class 5444 Sepulveda
(818)785-5208

652 Veteran Ave.
$650/mo. & up

singles and 1- & 2- bedrooms

Move-ln allowance
(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

bonus,Pool, rec room, gym 10760 Rose Ave
(213) 204-4246.

WLA 3-bdrm/2-bath, $675/mo. Newly remod-
c led, large, balcony (213)639-3458.

WLA. $720/mo. 1 -bedroom. Carpets, drapes,

refrigerator, balcony, parking, laundry. 1833
Corinth (213)826-6907 ^^
WLA-Bright 3-bed/2-bath, $1 350 Patio, 3 car

parking, dishwaser, near SM Blvd/Bundy. Jim
(213)820-4368. (213) 390-4610

WLA, charming 1 -bedroom, $650 $700. Up-
per, stove and refrigerator (213)276-1671

WLA- Great location, close to UCLA, $695,
2-bed, built-ins, pool, gardenlike (213)
477-9955

WLA single $565/mo., 6 month lease required,

upstairs apartments, no pets. Call Ellic

(213)207-9414.

SPACIOUS Westwood 2 bed, close to cam-
pus, w/idcal setting 6ption for Fall.

$1550/mo Call (213)824-7650

GAYLEY MANOR
APTS

208-8798

Singles (1 or 2 people)

1 bodiDoms (up to 3 people)

^ Sundeck

Across street

from campus

729 GAYLEY AVE

LEVERING ARMS
APIS

208-3215
Large singles &

1 bedrooms
2 car parking per

apartment
Walk to campus

667-669 LEVERING

BRENT MANOR
APTS
477-7237

Avoid Westwood F^cnts

Singles, One bedrooms,

Two bedrooms

One mile to campus

Pool

1235 FEDERAL AVE

VAN NUY$, 9-miles from campus, $71 5.

2+1% lownViousc free VCK or microwave,
cic Good area, security, balcony, gated park
infc new paint. (618)969-4763.

WESTWOOD, $725 Large smgle Across
street from campus Available now. 729 Gay-
Icy Ave. (213)206-8798.

WESTWOOD Large 2-bdr/2btfi plus loft

$1695/mo Fireplace, sun deck, 1609 Bentley
Mat (213)284.9044

WESTWOOD, 3 blocks from UCLA $695
unfurnished $725 furnished bachelor w/
kitchen Laundry facilities. Available now'
(619^721-8921, leave message

WESTWOOD, charming 3-bed/2 bath,
$1650. Hardwood floors, balcony
(213)276-1671.

WESTWOOD Village Walk to UCLA
$66Q/mo. Includes utilities. Bright, spacious
bachelor, upper, fireplace, patio, laundry, no
pets. (213)279-1887

WESTWCX^D $900 in6 up 1 -bedroom,
$1500 2-bcd/2-bath Gym, Jacuzzi Summer
leases 520 Kellon (213)208 7463

WEST LA $345/mo Own furnished large

room, closet, own bathroom, parking. 15 min
bus to school lanet (213)447-2116.

VENICE, gorgeous, 2-bed 1-bath apartment, 7

blocks from beach! $800/mo. Includes new
stove and refrigerator New paint, carpet,
rr^ini-blinds, mirrored wardrobes, tiled bath-
room, & security parking Cats ok, small quiet
building 755 Brooks Ave Fric
(213)878-0221

Palms
$909 up

newer sec. gated bl(jgs.

2 bed/2 bath

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 559-6866 (res. mgrj
or 24 ^r. recorded message 838-9784

Dally Baiin Classified

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

NOW DELIVERS!
DcUcious Chicken romho^

V 2 PIECE COMBO with

Garden salad, Tortillas, Salsa 3.69

2 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Side Orders „ 3.39

3 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Salsa, 2 Sifie Orders 4.29

4 PIECE COMBO (half chicken)
TortiUas, Salsa, 2 Reg Side Orders 549

V8 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, Lgc Salsa, 2 Lge Side Orders 11.49

12 PIECE COMBO
Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa, 3 Lge Side Orders ^^^^

SIDE ORDERS
^

Spanish Rice, Pinto Beans, Potato Salad,
Cole Slaw, Corn-on-lhe-Cob

Side Orders

REGULAR lARGE
(602.) (16 02.)

.89 1.89

.89 1.89

.89 1.89

.89' 1.89

.69

.45

PINTO BEANS
SPANISH RICE

V COLE SLAW
V POTATO SALAD
V CORNON-THE-COB
SALSA

TORllLUS (flour or com) 3 ea. .45

FRESH GARDEN SALAD
139

Dressings: Zesty Ranch, Thousand Island,
Reduced Calorie Italian or Deluxe French

Chicken Only
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN

4 PIECES OF CHICKEN (half chicken)

Tortillas, Salsa 4.19

V 8 PIECES OF CHICKEN (whole chicken)

Tortillas, Lge Salsa 8.29

V 12 PIECES OF CHICKEN
Tortillas, 2 Lge Salsa 11.89

Cnra-Cola

Beverages

Hirr Cnke Sprite

We accept Cash, Visa and Mastercard

Minimum order for delivery: $10.00
j

Delivery Charge: $1.00 Per Delivery
(Limited Delivery Hours & Area)

• Items prepared in accordance with the American Heart Association keccommendations

1081 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village CALL: 824-7776

FREE PARKING IN TIIE ALLEY NEXT TO (MJR RF^STAIJRANT AFTER 6:00 PM
AND ALL DAY SUNDAY.

$16.69 COMBO
Buy a 12 piece combo and cctia

Ir- -»or»L- ^r f^^^^ A'^i^ r-nrr '^''^"ilL.il^' T^ v>omDo prr coui»n AAtaonil chArgr lor whiu- me.t ordrr. Coupon KiiodO-paCK Of CvOCa-l.Ola FREE "'y *»' "i«U»«»y DnvM crry onV liOOO Limilrd delivrry tm irul houri $1.00 dcUvo^ cWac |

^ ^, ,^ ^ Offn rifurr. JJy 51, 1990 '

Combo includes 12 pieces of delicious char-broiled chicken,
12 tortillas, salsa, and your choice of 3 large side orders
Rclw-mibt It Vrstwood loeation onjy Pkrue m<fntion coupon whrn onirnng No; gcxxl wiih «ny
other ofTrf Lmit one Combo per couoon Adtiaon»l chArgr for white me»t orit

GOOD LUCK 6N FINALS!
-from the Daily Bruin Advertising Staff

^
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If YouVe Had Bad Luck
In The UCLA Housing Lottery,

Your Luck Has Just Changed!
YJe Have The Solution To Your Housing Problem

UJ Residence Halls Feature:

*Comfortable, modem spacious rooms, each accomodating two students
*A1I rooms are air-conditioned and have private baths.
Conveniently located 6 miles north of UCLA. Accessible by bus (RTD #560).
*Quiet, safe environment with security patrol.
Centrally located laundry facilities. Storage area and vending machines. Microwave
ovens available in each Residence Hall.
Separate Study lounges and "informal" TV lounges.
Complete student meal service through a full board plan.
Social activities: dances, parties, movies, talk sessions, barbecues,concerts, and lec-
tures.

Student run radio station and weight room.
Limited number of single rooms available. —

:
—

UJ Apartments Feature:

Ttiursday, June 7, 1990 57

Fully furnished, one bedroom apartments available for students age 21
All Utilities paid, including air conditioning.

and over.

Applications or more information
are available at:

UCLA Community Housing
Office 825-4491

University of Judaism Residence Life Office
15600 Mulholland Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077
213-476-9777, cxt. 259

^ CLASSIFIED STAFF
1989-90...

WHAT A TEAM!!
9^argartt ^acon Jofin barman

Jason Qaiiien Craig QaraSedian

Jay QoCden "BaSette QiC

S^ndrea Jones Sfiaron "Kayfe tz

James "KeCCer ^rinU Lecong

9(nstine Lucas Stacey 9^ooney

^ojganSafieBi Marf:^SiCverman

leatherSmith MCisonTopUtt

'Dawn 1/oCan 'Donna 'Whootey

O^icfiefe Jinierson

^HANKS GUYS...YOU'^ THE BEST!

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

NOW RENTING!
for Summer and Fall

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
,

^Across the street

at

641 Gayley Ave.

Jul

MANY AMENITIES
•SINGLES

•ONE-BEDROOMS
•ONE-BEDROOMS PLUS LOFT

Call: (213)208-6974

(213)285-9309
' or stop by room #202 ^

I

512 Veteran Avenue Apts.
%

Huge 2 bdrm.-2bath w/separate suites

Up to 4 students per unit

Hi-tech bldg.- Secure park
Full amenities

Call Jane (213) 208-2655

Short Term
Furnished

l-bedl&2 bath apt.

Quick walk to UCLA.
Pool. Sundeck. Child
OK. Gated Parking

530 Veteran Ave.

208-4394

Apartments Furnished 50

HUNDRFO STEPS to UCLA. Furnished, extra
large bachelors, singles, 1 bedrooms Utiiities

included. Available immediately. Maryann
(213)824-0319, (2 13)277- 1813.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -bedroom furn-

ished SBOO/mo Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Slrathmore. (213)208-3328

WESrWOOO VILLAGE furnished bachelor
$525/mo utilities included 944 Tiverton.

2 blocks from campus (213)824-0181.

J
Apts. Unfurnished 52

LARGE NEWLY
REMODELED

1, 2, & 3 bedroom
apartments in the

Beverly Woods Area.

Just east of

Robertson
from $550-$950.

Call 657-8756

$5 75/MO. SPACIOUS ' BtDKOOM Ironl

and back entry, privacy, quiet garden type

small building, nice neighborhood In Van"
Nuys near Sherman Oaks Conviement loca-

tion. Minimum one year lease required

(213)475-9561

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $685/mo 1 bdrm,
lower Exceptionally spacious, seperate dur
ring room Garage 5 miles to campus suitable

tor staff/faculty member Non-smoking en
viornment. (213)652 2699.

LARGE, 1-bed, security, carpets, drapes, rc-

frig., laundry facilities, pool, parking, no
pets. 1500 Purdue Ave. WLA $725
(213)477-3256, (213)931-1160

" r
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PICOAA CIENECA. Huge 2-bedroom, formal

dining room. Eat-in kitchen. Service porch.

Parking. Lottery tickets. 5695. (213)639-7735.

WESTWOOD. $1280/mo. Large 3-bed/
2-bath. Private patio, a/c built-in. Evening

(213)444-7378.

WESTWOOD, LARGE 2-bed/1 -bath, dining

room, fireplace, private patio, walk to UCLA.
No lease. (213)478-2310. '

WLA, $1200. Available July. Large lower

2-bedroorTV 2-bath. Small quiet building.

(213)438-9635 or (213)433-9805.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Close to everything. Fully

equipped. Reasonable rates (81 6)785- 1028.

PARIS, FRANCE, big sunny furnished apart-

ment. Available July 1 -November 30.

$85(Vmo. Near Louvre (213)663-2683.

Apts. to Share 54

2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATHROOM- Security build

ing, security parking, $635/mo. (213)
473-3281

.

MALE SEEKS same to share large 3-bdr/2-bth

apartrr^ent near Wilshire/Bundy. Applicant

gets master bedroom, bath, den, 200 sq. ft.

patio, parking. Current occupant away major-

ity of time. $675/mo. plus half utilities.

(213)479-6169.

MALE TO SHARE BEAUTIFUL 2 BED/2 BATH
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Available July 1 st Neat

freak not necessary. But you gotta be clean

considerate and responsible . Secure parking

$360 share -»- small deposit. Ron and Dave
(213)312-1432.

NEED ROOMMATE to share Ig 1 bedroom
furnished apt. Close to campus. $1 75/mo. June

15—Sept 15 (213)824-4778

$387/MO own bedroom/bathroom in 2-bdr/

2-bth apartment. Female. Furnished. Palms.

Direct bus UCLA (2 13)83 7-2989

$425-C>wn bedroom for female in spacious

Westside apartment with parking. Call

(213)474-6434.

A CHEERFUL, spacious, high ceiling, 2-bed/

2-bath, walking distance UCLA. Looking for 2

roommates. (213)824-2428.

AVAILABLE SEPT. WESTWOOD. Big 2-»-2.

Need 2 females or male/female. Bike campus.
$1240/four. (213)209-1259. (213)428-3401.

BRENTWOOD OWN ROOM -^ BATH- In a

3-becV2-bath, summer or permanent. $475
(213) 826-4332. -

BRENTWOOD, responsible female roommate
to share 2-bdr/1-bth with parking. Availalbe

July 1. Leave message $437/mo
(213)447-1306.

BRENTWOOD-adjacent, bed/bath available

in 3-bed/2-bath $460. Responsible and ma-
ture. Chris 477-8345.,

BRENTWOOD, bedA)alh available in 3-bdr/

2-bth. ASAP. Chris (213)477-8345. Responsi-

ble and mature. $460/mo.

FEMALE. Own room, spacious apartment.

Parking. Walking distance to campus. Avail-

able after 6/15. $530.00. (213)474-6672.

HUGE 2-bed/2-bath, hardwood floors, din-

ning room pool. % mile-UCLA. $350 Jason

478-5484 Doug 824-1252.

MALE looking for male roommate to share

large 2-bedroonrV 1-balh apartment in Sher-

man Oaks. P&ol, close to bus. $337.50
-»-% utilities -t-deposit. Call (618)783-1819, af-

tcr 6:30pm.

MALE needed to share 1 -bdrnVl -bath, furn-

ished apt. Walking distance UCLA Cable,

stereo. $260/mo. June 17-Scpt. 20
(''13)208-2727.

NONSMOKING female to share 2 bedroom
apartment in WLA. $425/mo., including utili-

ties. Contact Sue (213)838-3709.

OWN BEDROOM, own bath in large 2-bed/
2-bath top floor. Palms apartment. Security

building, f^ll kitchen, living room, balcony,

laundry; three miles to campus, on busline.

Female, non-smoker. $45C/mo Vi util.

(213)837-9435.

OWN ROOM* and share office in lovely

2Bed/1 Vi bath apt. in Sherman Oaks. Great for

grads! $42S/n>o ••- utilities. (818)905-6977
Stella, leave ^message.

'

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share large

2-bd/2ba. apartment. Walking distance to

UCLA. Hardwood floors, pool. Available sum-
mer and/or school year. Debbie/Matt.
(213)824-0048, (213)208-7362.

SEEKING respnsible person to share light

upper WLA apt. Private bedroom/bath. Avail-

able late June. $475. Raymond (21 3445-8901

.

WALK TO CAMPUS. 1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom
apartment. Pool, parking. Available 6/1 5-7/1 5.

$325/mo. Tarik (213)824-5680.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Spacious 2-bed/
2-bath apartment, private patio, fireplaces, 2

cats, classical music. $575. (213) 208-3335.

WESTWOOD- 2-bed/2-bath, $30Q/person or

J5(Xyown room. Kelton Pla^a. Move in ASAP
or latest July 1st. Contact Lydia (213)
i:09-2163or Tricia (213) 209-0600.

House for Rent 56

$11(X). Culver City. Redone, very nice front

house. 2-bed/1 -bath, new carpet and paint,

blinds, stove, washer & dryer, parking.

(213)477-0681

BEAUTIFUL PACIFIC PALISADES home.
3-bedrooms. A/C, Jacuzzi, & gardening in-

cluded. Accomodates 2-4 people. Children &
pets ok $240C/mo. (213)459-3469.

BRENTWOOD, $1750, 2-bedroom/
1 -bath/den, enclosed yard, laundry, includes

utilities and gardener. (213)826-6907.

HOLLYWOOD. 2-bdrrTV2-bath, plus den.

Great location. Quiet area. $1150. Hurry
(213)962-9014.

RENTAL, 9-12 months, starting Sepl.l. Los
Angeles townhouse in gated compound.
2-bedroonV3-bat^den. Facing private lagoon
with 3 waterfalls, private island park. Walk to

Marina/ beach. Minutes from UCLA. (Ex-

change for house/ apartment in Florence, Italy

considered). BUTLER: (213)306-5137.

UNFURNISHED GUESTHOUSE- $95Q/mo.,
utilities included, close to UCLA, 2-bedroom,
stove, frig., storage shed, car port. (213)

839-5738.

VENICE, 6 blocks to beach, 2-bed, cute house,
large fenced yard, pets, children OK, double
garage, $100Q/mo. (21 3)456-9076.

WLA, ATTRACTIVE, 2-bedroom, 1-balh, hard-

wood floors, fireplace, large backyard, near

UCLA, Move-in condition. $299,000.
(213)390-6390.
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House for Share 57

ONE- Bedroom in 3-bedroom one-bath house
in Sherman Oaks. W/D, $310/mo.
(816)905-1497.

OWN ROOM in 3-bd. house 1 block from
Venice Beach, $465/mo. Call Zane
(213)392-0220.

House for Sale 58

CULVER CITY DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms each.

Double garage. Private yard. Great opportun-
ity to share the cost of home ownership.
$384,500. (213)477-9966.

PALMS AREA. 3 bedrooms. Familyroom. 2

baths. Fireplace. Built-in kitchen. Double gar-

age Private yard $329,500 (213)4779966

REDONDO beach no down! New i+2. fp.

$9KCC. $296,900 and up. (orno down, equity
share for lower payment ) Agl. (21 3)374-5657
or (213)372-7177.

LARGE master bedroom with private bathroom
for rent. Beautiful views of downtown LA and
the Hollywood Hills. Centrally located. Lots of

windows and wood floors. Female preferred.

Available June 15-AuRust 15 (213)937-3042.

Housing Needed 60

EXTREMELY responsible College student

needs free rent in private home in exchange for

light duties, errands. Great references.

Christopher. (213)837-5965. '

FEMALE. Responsible, neat, non-smoker.
Looking lo share 2-bdrm apt. in Santa Monica,
Brentwood, or Pacific Palisades. Call Susan.

213-398-2091.

HOUSESITTER available Responsible Profe-

sional editor. Excellent References. Respond to

P.O. Box 27670 Los Angeles 90027.

HOUSESITTER available. Responsible profes-

sional editor. Excellent Refcrnccs. Respond to

P.O. Box 27670 Los Angeles 90027.

MALE NON-SMOKER needs apartment lo

share next year. Will move in now if necessary.

Preferred Weslwood Chateau or Margan, but

will take anything near campus. Parking pre-

ferred. Call Steve (213)209-5326.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE ROOM AND BOARD- in WLA plus

salary in exchange for 9:00-5:00 babysitting,

and light housework. 14 mo. and 4 ye^r old
girls. Own transportation preferred. Call Mrs.
While (818) 366-4420.

ONE MALE NEEDED TO SUBLET- 2-bed/
2-balh apt., for summer, $260/mo. Share
room. (21JJ 474-2:080

SIGMA NU SUMMER HOUSING
Close, Inexpensive housing

with Kitchen, Laundry,
Library, sundeck,

and seperate wing and
bathroom for ladies.

Contact Tony at 324-2709
or Brad kt 824-0393

729 Gayley, $25^/mo

Call PUNG
(213)824-1148 or 828-4554

.Room/Board for Help 62 Roommates 65

SUMMER SUBLET needed 2-bed/2-bath. 4
spaces $300/obo. 519 Gicnrock. Waller
(213)824-3600 Security Weslwood, great

view.

SUMMER SUBLET, 2-bcd/2-balh. 2 female
roommates to share apt. m Midvalc Pla2a II

(213)208-5663

I only or 2 lo share room in spacious
2-bed/2-balh Between Wishire and Sanla
Monica on Bcnllcy. |uiy 1 -September 1

(213)479-2490.price negotiable;

GUESTHOUSE in trade for experienced, re-

ferenced babysitter. Walking distance from

campus. (213)470-4393 Rita.

NEEDED, CHILDCARE IN EXCHANGE for

room/board; Beverly Glen area. Minutes from

UCLA (213)628-3583, Nora

PACIFIC PALISADES. Near buslines. Available

June 21st. Musi drive. Female. Salary ncgoli-

able." Shirley. (213)459-2192

WANT RESPONSIBLE FEMALE. Live-in: child-

care, light work. Reliable car, clean driving

record, close to UCLA. (213)473-5224. After

7pm

2 FEMALE roommates lo share large, 3-bdrm
apt. Palms area Direct bus lo UCLA.
$380/each.- (21 3)202-7010.

2 NEEDE13, sunny, new, security. Parking,

closest lo campus! Share 1 room of 2, $375 ca

Suzanne (21 3)625 2828; 208-6503

2 NON-SMOKING roommates needed, huge
furnished, 2-bd/2-ba apartment, close lo cam-
pus. $375 Call Mel. (213)824-5264.

3-6 MONTHS from end of June. Responsible
non-smoking woman lo share WLA 2-bcd/

1 -bath apartment. Own room. $360/mo Kalya

or Carol (213)479-7294.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large apartmcnl
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-balh for 2 lo

share, $300 each. Sherry 1.9pm
(213)447-2505. (213)620-0187.

BRENTWOOD $550 including utilities, furn-

ished, grad student couple seeks roomalc, own
bed and bath. (213)626-2260.

'

BRENTWPPD. non-smoking female room-
mate to share huge 2-bdr/2-bth, security build-

iwg twd parl^iwg, f^yailttbk luly 1, >tflft-

SUNSET/LA CIENEGA Share room Modern
VAST 2-bdrnfV2-balh/2 balcony/2 living room
condo near Tower Records, Bev. Center. On
busline, pool, jacuz/i, security parking, etc

$2B(Vmo (213)652-4687.

WESTWOOD 1 Female roommate needed fal

quarter only. Glenrock parking avaiavle. Kaly

(21 3)824- 1488.

WESTWOOD. Female share 1 -bed/1 -bath

June 15-Aug. 31st. Parking Jacuzzi. $315/mo.
Gayley. Across from campus (213)824-1904

WLA- Master bedroom in a 3-bed/2-bath apt.,

large clausels, 2 spaces available, 7/1/90

Females. $31 1/mo (213) 478-6541

bedroom, 1 bath apartmeni Pool Laundry,

cable, parking, 1 minute lo campus CHEAP
(213)62 4 7055

$24fV|ULY V. for last 2 wks June Female
wanted 1-bdm, share wilh 2 olhrs. Kelton

Apl , call (213 824-0173 or (message)
4 76 4448 Ask for Jeanelle

2 BD/2 BIN Landfair 4 PARKING ((VI 6 9/22)

Option lo renew $31 5 60/ea for 5, $394 50/ea
for 4 (213)206 2147

HUGE ROOM WITH BATH!
close to campus

pool, Jacuzzi, balcony,
parking, security.

1-3 people. 6/15-9/15.

$2/5/person/month
Helen/Alice 209-0354

Sublet 66

100 YARDS TO INVERTED lOUNTAIN-
Quiel roommates (males), June - September
2-bed/2-balh Yao-Wer^ (213) 206-2154

1 -BARGAIN LEFT! $250/mo for slot m lux

ury.seturily bidg , wilh 3 cool roomalcs, 2

blocks lo campus , etc Avail June 1 5lh Alex
624-7642

1BD/18A Terrific apartmeni on Kellon
July(neg)-August Parkir^g, furnished, pool/spa

(213)208 54n>

1 8(3/1 BA, w/parking and balcony 5-min
walk lo campus. Avail. 6/20-9/20. $275/mo.
Call James at (213)624-3966

1-BDR/1-BTH. Furnished,parking. In the hear
of Weslwood Available June 18- September
13. $695/mo. Very cool place!
(213)824-1582

1-BDRM, security, parking » 1,000 -f2 free

-IMBsJtt.

2 BEDROOM/2-BATH, 5.30 Veteran, security

building, furnished, 2-parking spaces, pool,

sunddeck, laundry, water paid Availalbe mid
June lo mid-Scplcmbcr $1025/mo
(213)824-0742 (Caroline or Nora)

2 FEMALES TO SHARE fully furnished

2 bcdroom/2 bath 456 Landfair-Universily

-apartment (213)624-5910 Maria/Jenn

2 FEMALE subletlcrs needed! Unique, huge,

furnished apartmeni. Parking available and
WALK to^AMPUS. (213)476-7435

2 ROOMMATES needed for 2 bd/2-ba, 2

phone lines, furnisjjcdnparking, pool/jacuzzi,

walk lo UCtj(Ut|^tf»om (213)624-2205

2 SPACES_>W^^C Huge 1 -bedroom,
furnisheifr^new^^fii^ily building, parking,

jacuzzif $300 ca/mo 747 Gayley (213)

2 SUBLETTERS needed' Single with balcony,

FURNISHED*, security. 5 min walk UCLA
$30Q/person 6/17-9/17 (213)624-0171

$300/MO SUBLET- Bedroom furnished, 7 mm
walk lo campus. Females only (213)
206-6350

3-BEDRC)OM/2balh Sawtellc marned slu

denl housing July Sept $605/mo
(213)397 0391

FEMALE(S) for 2-bcdroom spacious duplex
$355 negotiable June 20-Augu5t 20 Parking

available. (213)445-5345.

FEMALE SUBLETER NEEDED June 1 5-Jul,y 30,

furnished room in 3-bedroom house Close lo

campus Reasonable rent (21 3)473-6432 or

(213)473-4551.

FEMAl F subleller Share spacious 2-bdr for

summer Walk campus Parking, Ophir $260
Call Jill (213) 624-2910.

FEMALE TO SHARE- 2bed/1-balh wilh 3

Beautiful, hardwood floors, furnished, back-
yard, 6/15 - 9/15, $325/mo Roeblmg (213)

824-5595

FFMALF WANTED lo share 2-bcd/2-bath,
furnished apl Weslwood Walk lo UCLA
Available June 16-Sepl $375/mo Negotiable
Call (213)624-5751

3 blocks >o campus . Tom , teff

3BR/2BA Jul Aug Furnished Hardwood
floors Walk lo UCLA Spacious 3 parking

spaces. Mike 824-4546.

Vi month rent free $278/mo. Furnished slu

dio 1 mm lo campus Parking Avail

6-15/8-28 (213)824-1776

$323 rUKN ISMgP 5 INt:iLE W/ H\icr\tn Avai l

able June 18-Seplember 1 mile lo UCLA
CALL 4 77-6663

$600 FROM JUNE 18 SEPT 15- Males and
females welcome ATO house Jeff (213)

208-6330

FEMEALE TO SHAKE 2 BFD/2-BATH With 3

for summer-dates flexible New apt near

UCLA Andrea (213) 824-0812 Leave
message

FREE 2 WEEKS! SUMMER SUBLET Walk lo

campus, 2-bdrnr\/2-bath, a/c, jacuzzi, parking,

security Call (213)824-5438

FREE new tv set for 1 or 2 female sublellers m
2b/2b apt on Glenrock Pool/spa, balcony,

A/C, furnished, 5-mm. walk lo campus
$350/obo (213)824-0653 Amy

FULLY furnished Weslwood 2-b/2-ba apart

menl Available 6/17 Mtd-Sepl RENT NF-
GOTIABLF (213)208 6025 _^
FUN RESPONSIBLE FEMALE- To share one
bcdrfxjm & bath WLA for summer, $240/mo

,

Call (?MI '^^fl ftfilfl

^

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING STAFF:

We've had an AWESOME year! Lots of work, -

lots of money, lots of deadlines, lots of stress,

lots of fun, lots of food... What else can I say

but... tt, I

OWN ROOM AND BATHROOM. Huge
apartmeni in Sherman Oaks. $375 a month.
Call Josh (618)78636916.

OWN ROOM/BATH- In 2-bedroom/
2-balhroom apartment. Fully furnished. Avail-

able 6/22 - September $360/mo (213)
558-4194. Call anytime.

PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET! Master bedroom
available 6/15-8/14. Clean, bright, fun! Fe^
males only. $300/mo. (213)208-2311.

PRACTICALLY FREE: 2-bed/1-bath, spacious,
furnished apl. $250 per person or $1000 unit.

LANDFAIR Walking distance.
(213)624-2590

PRICE NEGOTIABLE! Summer sublet. 475
Gayley. 4 spaces available, furnished,
2bed/2bath. Parking. Stella or Linda
(213)824.5384

ROOM aval lable from 6/1 6 to 9/1 5. Furnished;

w/spa, gym, security, parking, more $725/mo.
(213)206-8453 (Vincc or Tony).

SANTA MONICA- 6 blocks from the beach,
own room, furnished, July & Aug., S500i,mo.
451-9209

WESTWOOD. Room and board exchange for

companionship for my mother Permanent,
ideal for student who wants lo study and stay

home. Stan Berman. (213)394-9800.

(213)447-2496.

Room for Help 63

f

/i

I

SAVE $235/mo., share Landfair, 1-bed, w/2
girls, June-September. Suzanne
(213)824-0726.

SPACIOUS 1-bdrm, hardwood floors, bcaulk.
fully furnished, w/parking space Rent negoti-

able (213)476-6832.

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM furnished apart-

menl. Pool, security, parking, laundry.

$600/negoliable 691 Levering
(213)208-0671

BEL AIR ROOM- Wilh kitchen, 1 5 hrs. house
cleaning, (213) 476-1703.

FREE ROOM in exchange for help wilh meals
and time m evcnings/weekends Home in

Sherman Oaks Hills. South of Ventura Blvd.,

very close to UCLA for woman with multiple

sclerosis who needs assislnace. Seeking ma-
ture, reliable couple wilh stability. Reference-

sif available. Call Maria Guerrero al

(213)477-0471. 9-5pm

GUEST HOUSE exchange for childcare/

driving for 12 yr old female Flexible hours 10
mm from UCLA (618)990-5304.

NEAR UCLA. Furnished room in exchange for

housework. Private room/balh/tv. Ideal for

female student (213)4740336

WESTWOOD VILLAGE free accomodation
exchange wordproccssmg. Administrative, Cat

duties. Prefer your computer Suit writer,

classical musician (213)208 3335.

Room for Rent 64

Ave.

J_think you got the message!
vOvt)

SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE APT Parking
available,$275 Call Damon 204-6340 .

SPACIOUS! Summer sublet lo Sept. Share
2-bed, 2-bath, close to campus Brian
(213)209-0662

SUBLET 1BED Jacuzzi, pool, etc. $292/mo
(21 3)208- 3 IW,

SUBLET 2-BEDROOM 2-BATH. Veteran &
Levering Furnished, 2 parking spaces, pool,
1 0OOmonlh. All summer. Jeff, (21 3)209-541 8

SUBLET: 3 needed. Furnised, security 2-bed/
2-bath, parking. Residential area, WLA. July 1 -

September 1 (negotiable) $350/obo.
(213)479-8129.

SUBLETTERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER.
2-bdrm/2-balh. Close to campus $350/month
(213)824-2221

SUBLET: Large, one-bedroom, furnished, June
16-Aug 31 $750/mo Negotiable.
(213)206-5667 WALKING DISTANCE

SUBLET MALE UCLA student, 2 blocks to

campus, furnished, $295/mo. (213)824-7590.

SUBLET OWN ROOM 6 mi. to UCLA.
$313/mo. July 1—Sept 30 10 min. to beach.
Weight room, pool, parking. Suzanne,
(213)822-9268

SUBLET Share apartment for the summer.
Parking, fully furnished. $500 for entire sum-
fDer Greg (213)208-6953 '

SUBLETTERS NEEDED, largt, furnished,
cable, micro, $312/mo 631 Kellon, till Sept.

20 (neg), (213)208-7836.
,

SUMMER FURNISHED OWN ROOM- Share
bath, $316 66/mo., balcony, quiel,^parking,

close lo UCLA (213) 559-1.305 J^n

SUMMER SUBLET 5 minute walk lo class.

Fully furnished Sludio apartment Mid-June
August 31 $604/mo (21 .3)624 1 141

$350 + UTILITIES Room, balti, kitchen pri

vileges. Best townhouse Non-smoker, no pels,

Grad. students only No short-lerm. (213)

453-8506

ALGADEL fouse 624 Hilgard boards and
rooms availalbe for fall 1991 Lease for

academic year Call Mrs Cilmore
(213)2087185

ALPHA GAMMA OMEGA Fraternity rooms for

rent $225/monlh. Call (213)208-6351 or

208-2993 for info

FURNISHED room, utilities inci Sundeck view
of ocean, near beach, $400/mo, avail, now.

(213)318-3575. ^___
GARAGE for Artist studio space. Westside.

Private, detached, clean, plumbin^dry wall/

balhroom/22C/lighling. Possible 2 artists. Oc-
cupy 6 15-90. $55Q/mo. (213)313-1990.

ROOM in beautiful 1920's house. Separate

enterance. Own bath. Fairfax-Melrose area.

$425/mo (213)655-5214

ROOM WITH BATH, own enterance, in

house. Kitchen privileges, large yard. Culver

City. $400/mo. including utilities

- (213)202-8619 after 6pm

SUNSET/ FAIRFAX, large room, own entrance,

beam ceiling, AC, fireplace, 'A bath, built-m

desk and cabinets, no kitchen $485/mo
(213)874-5911

WESTWCX)D, large, furnished, private en-

trance, five minutes lo UCLA. Parking, male
$450 includes utilities Office

r tM,3)475-451 7,home (21 3)473-5769.

Rdbmmates 65

SUMMER SUBLET: $1000/mo. 2bdr/-2blh,

jacuzzi, security bIdg. Call (213)477-9370.

SUMMER SUBLET. One bedroom August
6-Seplember 24 or Oct 6 (213)398-6361
$443.00 Responsible Married student only

T"!

100 YARDS TO Inverted FouritaiVi 2 male
quiet rotommales only 2B/2B, 3 parking.

Yao-Wen (21 3)20821 54

1 FEMALE, for Weslwood apl Literally a slop

light away from campus 2 lK;d/2 bath, park

ing, security building.. $362.50/mo Beginning

mid-June Irene (213)208 4682

1 FEMALE NEEDED To share 1 tM<d apl, for

next school year Call Buffy (21 3) 209-2H54 or

(818) 882 7687.

1 FEMALE needed - 2-bed/2-balh, security

building, fjool, all amenities, walk to campus.

V 1 mJA -'668,

WESTWOOD FEMALE Furnished, one-

bedroom, one-bath,hardwood floors, parking,

pool & spa, cable. $468 -t- utilities

(213)208-4916.

FEMALE RCX)MMATE WANTED lo share

WLA 2-bdrm/2-balh. Close lo campus $425
(213)312-6692.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S)- 1 or 2 non-smokers.
Beautiful spacious 2-bed/2-bath in West Hol-

lywood,, $275.00 -f utilities Evenings, (213)

969-9120

FEMALE roomale wanted to share very large

2-bdr in WLA. Lots of character, hardwood
floors. Washer/dryer $625/mo close lo cam-
pus (21.3)474-4502

FEMALE roommate wanted, clean arid neat lo

share 2-bd apt at San Vicente and Ocean
(213)395 0149

FEMALE roommate wanted to rent/lease. Great
location. $375. (213)390-9693

FEMALE wanted lo share new Weslwood
apartment - comfortably furnished, includes

free gas, cable," & electricity Call
(213)473-6251 to spend summer with fun

roommates for only $350!

LADERA HEIGHTS Female needed Own
room, share bath. $400^mo (21 3)397-83 )i),

(213)299-9855. Lv message

MALE TO SHARE BEAUTIFUL 2 BED/2 BATH
close lo campus Available July Isl. Neat freak

not necessary, but you gotta be clean consid-

erate and responsible. Secure parking ;5360
share - small deposit. Ron or Dave
(213)312-1432 ^^
NEED 1 male roommate, summer '90 A/
Conditioned, Furnished, Balh/Kil, parking,

rent negotiable, walk UCLA. (213)208-3544
Michael

RESPONSIBLE female needed to share bed-
room. Culver Ci(y condo: Spacious, pool,

jacuzzi, tennis courts. Move-in July 1

$325/mo (213)838 3521

ROOMMATES WANTED 3 people lo share 2

bedroom 2 bathroom apl. Furnished, walking
distance lo UCLA. Security building Approx
$36Q/mo Call (213)444-5520.

ROOMMATE wanted. From July 1 Sept 15
Large Sherman Oaks apt 1 room and bath
$400 including everything (213)825 4092
(818)981 0757. Eves.

ROOMMATE WANTED Own room and bath
for serious student in 2 bed/2 balh on Gayley
New, security, parking, a/c. Must see!

$650-700 negotiable. (213)209-2381
(evenings)

ROOMMATE NEEDED (Quiet, neat and reji

able) lo share a luxurious 2-bcdroom 2-balh

room apartment with 3 Postdoctoral scholars

Location Levering and Le Cof)tc $3()(Vmo
including utilities. Available from July 1 , for at

least one year.

SEEKING RESPONSIBLE NON-SMOKING
FEMALE- For 3 to 6 month sublet. Brentwood,
$425/mo ^ $500 security deposit. Melanic
(213) 4475897.

SHARE 2BD-»-2BA, pool, Jac, suana No»is

moker. Furnished. Unfurnished, includes utili-

ties, $900 800/mo. + $1000 deposit Elisabclh

(213)208-7990

SHARE 'Spa< lous 2B/2B. Security, A/C, bal

cony. On Kelton Walk lo UCLA. $294/mo
Zac 624-5070

SHARE UPI'FR 1 BDRM with 1 otheH(movc in

gels living room) Parking, laundry, 3 miles lo

UCLA $260 (21.3)5.59 6253.

StJMMFR HO^ISING female for a

2 bcdroorn/ 2-balh on Glenrock for $29(Vmo
Call Kalhy (213)824-4910.

(213)208-0731 Now-August

1-BDRM, Weslwood Chateau, 5 minutes from
campus walking. Fully furnished w/parking
New building. Very clean. Security guard,
swimming, pool, Jacuzzi, microwave, dis-

hwasher, sublet for summer. (213)209-2085

1-BED/ 1-BATH Male needed. Mid-June-
mid-Seplember. Close UCLA, parking, furn-

ished, A/C, pool, bbq $300/mo, 530 Veteran,

(213)208-0032.

1-BED/2-BATH,(un)furnished Walk to UCLA
Summer or lake over lease. Cable, A/C,
security, parking $925/mo (213)208-6937

2-BED/2-BATH fully furnished, security build-

ing, jacuzzi, 2-parking 512 Veteran
6/20-9/20, $120Q/mo. (213)824.2046

1-BED- Furnished, July 1- Aug. 31 Good
location (Good for a couple). Call us' (213)

, 44 7 2001

1 BFDRCX)M wilh loft 1 block from UCLA 1 5

fool ceilings Available June 1 5-Augusl 31 si

Furnished $300/mo (213)824-7625

I FFMALF SUBLETTEK needed. Share room.
Parking, security bIdg 6/18-8/31
S290/negotiablc Alice (21.3)202-9053

1 MALF WESTWOOD SUMMER SUBLET
Kellon Ave., parking, furnished, security,

(heap Call Scott (213) 208 2381 '

• 2 OR 4 Females share wilh current tenants,

2bd/2ba, furnished, parking, Jacuzzi,
f>/1 8-8/31 Walk lo campus Rent negotiable
(213)824-4294.

1 OR 2 to share apartment. Own bedroom,
bath Near campus. Mid-June-Augusl. Rent
negotiable Julie or Vikki (213)208-5 798.

1 RESPONSIBLE female needed July & Aug
Beautiful, spacious apl. Walk lo UCLA, park
ing $400/mo (213)208-8398

1 SPACIOUS, furnished bedroom $750/mo
Excellent location. 10969 Rocbling Ave. #1 3

people max. (213)824-0293

729 Gayley
$259/mo.
Call Rung

(213)824-1148 or
828-4554

2 B(3/BA Glcnrock-4 spaces available ONLY
$250/MO EACH/OBO! July August. Partly

furnished John (213)208-6177

2-BDR/2-BTH 456 Landfair Fully furnished

New paint Walk-m closets. Parking Availalbe

8/5-9/16 FULLY LOADED (213)208 0818
^ - .

2-BED/2 BATH- Security building, parking,

very spacious June Aug 31 . $1 .iOO/or own
room/neg (213) 444-4955

2 BED/ 2 BATH, secUnty building, 2 parking

spaces, full amenities, $1 375 Available July

Call (21.3)473 7087

2 BED/2-BATH, partially furnished, full

kitchen, pool, Jacuzzi, free HBO. $32.S/obo

516 Glenrock (213)208-1925

2BED/2 BATFV2PARKINC security bIdg On
Kelton only $1000/mo Call now'
(213)824-7853

2 BFD/28ATH/2 PARKING SECURITY BLDG
ON GAYLEY $3^>(VMO/l'FRSON FURNISHED
(213)824 7853

2 BED/ 2-BATH, semi-furnishcd, "The Love

Boal" Security building, 2 parking, 512 Vet

cran, $1 2(H) negotiable (211)824 5444

2 HFDROOM/ HATH, 424 Landfair June 1 .S

SeplefTibcr (early) Full kitchen, bal 7 pool,

parking $ tlXV person for four negotiable

(213)209 2.172

AIX)RABLE AFFORDABLE LOFT large living

room, big closets, sunken bathtub, 2 parking

spaces, walking distance (213)209-5163

A HUGE 2-BEDRC)OM APARTMENT On
Glenrock, furnished, parking, perfect for 4-5

people $1,200-S1,3()0/mo (213) 624-2546

ALL YOURS! Large 2 bedroom apt. lo sublet

and/or rent next year Furn orunfurn Balcony,

garage, light On Strathmore Or Call anytime
824-2351

APARTMENT ON LANDFAIR 2-bedroom,
furnished, pool, 3 parkmg spaces, hardwood
floors, 2 balconies. $323/mo Call
(213)209-1010

AVAILABLE spacious one- bedroom fully furn-

ished June 21, through August or September
reduced price' June free' C all 824 4575

AVAILABLE 6/16-9/16 516 Landfair Need
one female lo share sublet Spacious studio,

parkmg space, new stove and refrigerator

Only $.385/mo (213)824-3367

AWESOME" WESTWOOD apartment,
2-bed/2-bath, 1 block/campus, microwave,

"

dishwasher, balcony, gym, parking, $340/mo
OBO ASAP' (213)209-2023

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED lop floor one-

bed/one-balh apartmeni Full kitchen, laundry,

security, parking (Bedroom has one queen
sized bed). Three miles lo campus, on busline.

Palms area $500/mo (213)8379435

BEVERLY HILLS single furnished sublet Avail

able June 15 or July 1 -August 30 $525/mo
(213)859-7690. Sherrie. ^^^
BIG one-bedroom. Two blocks from campus.
Avail June 16-Sepl 15. $1000 Neg
(213)208-1090

BRENTWOOD SUBLET Furnished, master

bedroom m 3 bedroom apt, $600 for 1,

$300/each for 2 Available June 1 5 Aug28lh
(213) 826-244 5 Prefer females

BRENTWOOD, spacious, 2 story townhouse,
$1450/m() Avail July-Seplember. Greal
place (213)207-0363 Call Eric'

CAT-LOVER WANTED lo sublet tabby in

spacious 2 bedroom apt ( airfax district,

6/1 j-8/30. Dales rent negotiable
(213)934-5313

CHATEAU UNIV APTS 2-3 roommates
needed ASAP Walk lo campus Pool, parking,

security, oceanview Paul, Jeff,

(213)208 2751

COOL APARTMENT to sublet 2 bedroom/
2-bath and parking. June-Sept
(213)208 0845 Laura or Susan

FEMALE FOR FURNISED SINGLE on Gayley
from 6/17-9/24 $400/mo obo Parkmg avail

able. Call: (213)206 4613 ^^^
lEMALE. LITERALLY A STOP LIGHT AWAY
FROM CAMPUS 2 -bed/2 bath, parking, sec

urily building Mid-June thru summer. Irene

(213)208 4682̂

lEMALE R(k)MMATF(S), for 2-bed town
house. 5 miles to UCLA Security, jacuzzi,

parking, buses, market $21 2 50/person
$34tV2 Avail now. (21 3)397 2564 ;'

FEMALE ROOMMATE July Sept , move in/out

dates flexible, PARKING, furnished, jacuzzi

540 Midvalc $300/mo/obo Karen
(21 1)21)8 4102.

IFMALF R(X)MMATF WANTEI3 June 17.

Sept. 1 Weslwood apartmeni, corner of Hil

gard A Wcslholme, $.3lXVmo' kanlyn (213)

208 7636

FURNISHEI3, Weslwood l-bdrrrVl bath 2

pQoplc/$275 each Clean, A/C, pool, park

(213)824-9950 (213)209 5005

FURNISHED 2 bdr/2 bth 51 2 Veteran Cable,
parking Available June 18 Sepl 1 $1300/mo
Call (213)824-4963

GLENROCK SUBLET 1 bdrmof 2-bed/2-batn

5 mm walk to campus Security Ouildmg,

dishwasher, ^C, large kitchen . 6/16-9/5

$300/half-room. (21 3)208-2646 Ask for Craig

or Daw

GOOD DEAL'" huge, beautiful Veteran Ave
apartmeni, hardwood floors Seeks sublellers

lo have own 'spacious' room or share!'! Call

(213)824 1475

GREAT APARTMENT r^ugc, airy, clean,

fully-furnished & close*To campus! Share room
plus parking for $.300/mo -- deposit We're
friendly, fun, clean, & easygoing looking for

female roommate with same qualities

(213)4 79-7329

GREAT DF Al " Wcstwood summer sublet,

steps from campus 2bdrm/2bath
$260/month 3 females (213)824-7044

GREAT SUBLET Share one bedroom apart-

ment at Weslwood Village Rent nt>;()iiablc

Call soon-Alfred (213)477 0258

HUGE 2 BED/2-BATH ASAP- Througn 8/30
free weekRI, J34a/per»on Very negotiable,

need out desparateiy /Krytirca 824 4 : 83

HUGE 2-BEDROOM, PARTIALL> » UKN
ISHED, available mid-June-Augus; marking

and garden Call 824 21 14

HUGE APARTMENT Pool, view, cose to

campus, 2 person $550/mo July-Aug Call

lason 208-8526

LARGE, furnished 1 bedroom apan ' cni for

sublet. All utilities paid Walking distance to

campus Low rent (213)824-1021

LARGF. one bedroom Great view Available

June 20 August 25 10990 Strath -^lore Dr
$890 00 Cathy (213)624-0335

LOADED 2BD/2BA Available (.,'8-8/1

$350/mo Negotiable Cal Willis
(213)479 0657 lv message

MELROSEAAIRFAX, sublet end June c"d Au
gust, 1 -bdrnVI -bath m 2-bdrm/2-bjt»^ Gabi/
Farooy (213)654-7567

MIDWILSHIRE Furnished bedrooms n j large

nice three bedroom duplex w/yard $3 7.5/mo.

July- September $400/mo. July-August Last 1 5

days of June free. Utilities included
(213)939-5418

MUST RENT this greal 1 bdr/l-bth apartmeni
on Veteran' Available June 16 until Scptt nber
10 $acX)/obo (213)208-3547

NAME YOUR PRICE 2'/, bdrrr\/2 bath hard

wood floors, dishwasher, furnished or liPfurn-

ished, cz walk, 10997 Roebling H? ,'084

NEED 4th mile in 2 bed/2 -bath for

summer $387 50/mo Can bargd • Call

Bryan (213)208 5103

NEED a room near campus w ;•' .red

parking' Call Crissy (21 3)208-.'(iJ> f'lce

negotiable •

ONE BFDROOM FURNISHED- S^^2:^____^-
als, $625 $650/monlh One block 'vest of

UCLA (2 3) 8240532

ONE FEMALE subletter,needed K v

gust Share room Beautiful a'<

apartment $350/negoliablc
(213)474-2214

Sl/MMFR SUBLET I erhale to ^.)
2-bed/2 bath $322 On Cayiej^bi.

(213) 208-4805 > T
SUMMFR SUBLFT near campaj
ir-vg June 1 4 end of Sept 1 spj.

? bath $31.5/mo (21.3)208-0176

Au
(lUS

'na

• in

K -1g

,irk-

(>ed/
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Sublet

Summer Sublet
NEWMAN HOUSE

(UCC)
at

832 Hilgard Ave.

(across from UCLA)

Available between
June 23-Sept. 16
-$325 month, shared room
-coed floor

-kitchen privileges

-parking available

-fully furnished, laundry facilities

-1st sumnner session
applicants accepted

Call Steve or Martha
208-5015 208-7459

SUMMER SUBLET: 1 female needed to share

great 2-bed furnished apt. The Love Boat.

Mtd-June Aug 31. $275/mo. Jenny (213)

8241 388.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom, furn-

ished, June 16- late September, Landfair, pool,

laundry. (213)824-1993. Negotiable.

SUMMER SUBLET. Next to campus. Room for

one or two $600 total. Albert (21 3)208-0984.

SUMMER SUBLET. Two blocks from campus,
security, parking, parking, pool/jacuzzi, furn-

ished. Great Place for $300/mo. Call

824-1528.

SUNSET/DOHENY, unfurnished single apart-

ment, new paint, new carpel. Available 6/1

thru 12/30. $466/month. Call Liz

(213)276-8410, William (213)858-8443.

THE LOVE BOAT- Spacious 2-bedroonV
2-bathrQQm availahlr fJl R Rpni npgniiahlp

Michael or Erie. (213) B24-3B93

VENICE: own room in 3-bcdroom ho^se
Deck, block to beach, etc. $400 Ca
213392-0220

VENICE SUMMER HOUSE 3-bdrm Hard-

wood floors, garage, yard. Wash. Near beach
$1500/mo. Craig. (818)398-1480,
(213)399-4096.

WESTWOOD, 2-BED 2-BATH, NEW CARPET,
4-CAR SECURITY PARKING, GAYLEY AVE,

MUST RENT! MUST SEP $70()/MONTH CALL
JEFF (213)206-6030.

WESTWOOD: 2 females for 1 furnished bdr

,

across from UCLA 6/81 - 8/31 $750/mo
negotiable (213) 824-3550

WESTWOOD- one 2-bed/2-bath summer sub-

let, security building, furnished lune-August
Walk to UCLA (213) 824-4546

WESTWOOD- Spc.ous furnished 2 bed/
2-bath, laundry, 2-parkmg spaces Kellon/

Gayley Start July-1 Rent negotiable (213)

209-2121

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2blh, parking, security,

pool, Jacuzzi, balconies, furniture optional 2

blocks to UCLA Must s^e Mid-june-Sept 30^e£t^J
516 gienrock SHOO/mo (213)208-4

WESTWOOD, 2 bdrm 2-bath $360/mo
available imme-
diatcly walking distance to campus Security

Building (213)208-3447

WESTWOOD $250/mo, 2-bedroorT>/ 2-balh

Female to share room, July- mid-September
(213)209-5729

WESTWOOD 1-8D/1-BA apt 527 Midvale

June-Sept 3 people possible-negotiable-grcat

bargain Buffy (213)209-2854

WESTWOOD Walk lo UCLA^ Town-
house Share 2bdr/2Vi -bth -t- loft Furnished

Parking. $320/mo including utilities

(213)475-5152

WESTWOOD 2-bedroona/ 2-bath. 6/16-July

only S1000 only Kellon Ave Close to cam-
pus (213)824-3925

WLA: Own bdr/l Vi -bth in 2 bedroom Off

street parking, 7/1-9/23 $300/mo John
(213)477-9018.

WLA SPACIOUS 2-bedroom/2-bath Spa,

sauna, parking, security building, sundeck
Negotiable (213)473-5726

Condos for Sole 67

2 BEDROOM/ IV. -bath Prime location Safe/

quiet garden area Owner must sell Agent Ray
$159,500 (213)559-4315

Condos for Rent 69

2 -f 2 SUBLEASE available through 9 1 90,

near UCLA, $1000 (2 1 3)471 -4989, after 6pm

2-STORY TOWNHOUSE close to UCLA,
2-bcdroom/ 2-V» bath. Fully equipped
kitchen. Underground and street parking.

Great for 2-4 people or family Immediately

available $1500/mo Please call

(818)986 9790

WEST HOLLYWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath condo
Swimming pool, garage, $1 1.(X). For info call

Ben 10am—7pm. (213)47.7-8838.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE 2-t-2, large and spacious,

minutes away. $1600. (213)836-2610 Avail-

able Now.

WESTWOOD 2 + 2- Walking distance to

UCLA, $1600 (213) 471-4989. After 6 pm

WESTWOOD lease>$1 58(Vmo. 4 people max
2-f2 front upper. Built-ins, central air, laun-

dryroom in unit. 2 car security garage. Close

toUCLA. Ready now Call after 5pm.
(213)475-4006. Weekends all day!

66 Child Care 90 Insurance 91 Movers 94 Typing 100

DAY CARE. Warm secure educational prog-

ram. Lots of activities. Age 1 2mo-3yrs. Refer-

ences licensed (213)475-8803.

AUTO INSURANCE- Low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nfx>nev. (213) 820-4839.

Insurance 91

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

!)ni(' Health (-DrTin;..\I(;t()rcvcl«'.-

VVe'll Come TU VOL'!

±±±±k
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wo dll 'do l)iit auto iiisiirdiico

IS itMiuinMl t)v lJ.;' So toi J

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213i852-7175 (818)342-1510

PEST PRICE AUTO INS AGENCV !•
•••••••••••••••••

Services Offered 96

HAVE LARGE TRUCK. Low rates from another

student. Call )ohn (213)208-5181.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up with dollies,

small jobs.short notice ok. Student discount.

Friendly<2 13)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

Summer storage - Free pick-up and deliv-

ery. All dorms and greek houses and apis. Free

insurance. June 13-15, (213) 477-8126

Services Offered 96

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!
For Auto/Motorcycles
No InsuranceADancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ikjiVI SAVEON
'JSfiEJ LNSt«ANCISI*VICl5

wm

Are you looking for "An Editor" to write your
paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most

students found guilty of plagiarism, even

Tirst-Timers", are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

Talk with your instructor; Use the Academic
Resource Center (339 KinseyK^pontact any of us

in the Dean of Students' Office^(1206 Murphy
Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU MAKE AT
UCLA.

1

Movers 94

Movers 94

"Too Much
To Take Home?"

WESTSIDE
SELF STORAGEI

Free

Pick up Available

826-5d00

SHYNESS CONIC
Anxious? Tongue tied?

Socially isolated?

A six week group process
that enables you

to gain self-confidence.

A safe place to grow.

Veronica Thomas, Ph.D.

(818)907-7927.-

BEAR'S EDITING
All -subjects. Theses/

Dissertations. Proposals and
books. Research and writing.

Tofefgn students weiconm:
Sharon Bear, Ph.D.

(213) 470-6662

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy lyping-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472 1999

AFFORDABLE 3 HOUR turnaround. Troes-

cher Typing 24 hour service. FAX available.

(213)387-4673. Pickup service available.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATIOfsJ SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF\/0ISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4586.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, typing.

Academit^Business. Dissertations, scripts, etc.

Your location or mine. Angela (21 3)399-2066.

FAST accurate, word processing. Research

papers, charts, dissertations, etc. Starting at

$1.45 per page. (213)828-1218.

FAST & friendly word processing and desktop

publishing. Papers, typeset resumes, business.

Laser printed. (213)391-0942.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSINC, icrmpapcrs, re-

ports, dissertations, scripts Laser printer.

National/Scpulvcda (213).397 971 1.

IBM PC word processing Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459:0258

IBM WORDPROCESSINC, fast, accurate,

spell check, Laser printer $1.50/page.
A^xicaAanld MoniM. (31 3)393-3263

siM.\ii:i^ sr()K,\(ii
University Storage Services

•Wc store anything, any size^

•Pidt up and delivery provided
• txterwive Insurance Policy
•Student Rates

For info and reservations call

1 -800-736-60-1

1

WEf§iTWOOD
SELF STORAGE
Storage from $19.00/inonth

BUY 5 Moivriis
GET 1 FREE!!

]AT FOR STLDEMTS!
OPEM EVERY DAY!

(213)478-1901
1901 S. Scpulvcda Blvd.

(I^w Sania lll«>nic*a & Olympic
In the Sportmarl Building)

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Open 7 days
7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwood Bl.

474-5233

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author MA./ journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

GRADS, it's time lo plan your financial future

Call us for a free consultation (21 3)478-2700

IMAGE COUNTS!! Preparing for your new
career? Learn how lo attain a polished, profes-

sional and glamourous image through proper

skin care and makeup techniques. Call for ir\

appointment 829-1653. '

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY located in Culver

City. Call Max Skanes at (213)559-1369

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, research,

statistics, studies, "desktop production"

Undergraduate, graduate, Ph.D. Any style,

requirement. (213)871-1333

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to Students, pick-up and delivery, 24

hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PAPERS TYPED, $2/per page. $5 fee for rush

job. Cash only. (213)8230691.

TRULY YOURS types excellent term papers,

winning resumes, accurate applications, legal

documents, scripts, more. Barbara,
(213)820-7400. —
WORDPROCESSINC specializing in ihescs,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888

WORD PROCESSING- term papers, resumes,
legal papers, theses. Reasonable rates. Laser

printed. WLA Andy (213)390-1141.'

Travel 105

N

Tutoring Offered 98 THF

50% ofF STORAGE
FOR YOUR FIRST MONTH

(WITH ADD)

A Ncighborhocxi Storage

U-HAULl
J

• ••truck rentai^
•••boxf:s and packing
materiai^

11802 Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90066

(213) 390-0593

tRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian

at (213)473-5441

LEARN Italian from a Native Speaker. $25Air,

Call (213)452-7011. Ask for Paola.

TUTORING
All suk^ects plus LSAT, GMAT, and
GRE. Free 1 hour lesson v^th this

ad. IVY league grads.
Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

PRIVATE ENGLISH TUTOR- For foreign

students. Lived in Japan 6 years. Duke Univcr-

sity graduate (213) 838-4382 )ohanna

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021

WORLD

Tutoring Needed 99

$20/HR FOR beginning Spanish Tutor

needed Call joey (213)399-4826.

TUTOR NEEDED for math/Algebra Will pay
$20/hr Call |oey (213)399 4826

All RoutKi Trip Fares

(lii.ilc'iiiala $370.

Kio tk-.KiiU'iio 880.

(.ink- l\itili( I'.iss 960.

soiilh I'.uiIk I>;ivs 103S.

H.ili 949

UoiiiullJK- Woikl 2189.

Ii.iiis siix'ii.in K.iilw.iN 800.

Restrictions may apply Fares sub)ect

to change without notice

Typing 100

A 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laser printer. Resumes ($20), pap-
crs,theses,professional editing by UCLA. (21 3)

208-6951.

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

TRANSCRIPTION PLUS
Secretarial Service

Specializing in:

• Medical
•Psychiatric

•Workers Comp.
Stvxjent papers welcome

(213)473-4345

Receive 20% coupon for

travel books when pur

chasing ticket. Discount

coupons for Super

Shuttle available

with purchase

Why f^ft (»Jfcampus
when y€H4 can f*et it

all rij^ht here?

/1SUCL4/
TRAVEL
SERVICE

\-l.c\ol A«.kirm;iti

iloiiis \I-I H.MVU. S.it I! -^
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The
Chesterfield

ylHotel Oeluxe
UJNtX)N - CE.Vn'RY CTTY • PALM BKLi^L-H

ATTENTION FAMILIES & FRIENDS
Special UCLA GRADUATION RATES!!!!

We welcome you home to the Chesterfield! We are in the heart of the West Side,

3 miles from UCLA and located one block from the Century City Shopping
Center and the Century Plaza.

$75.00 UCLA GRADUATION RATE
Single or double occupancy

INCLUDES COMPLIMENTARY BREAKFAST BUFFET
VAL|T $4.00/Day

FEATURES:
* 136 spacious guest rooms
and suites with minibars,

blowdryers, & robes
* Butler's Grill restaurant

with a garden terrace patio
* Whirlpool spa
* Fireside Lounge with living

room & fireplace

* Covered valet parking

FOR RESERVATIONS:
PTiFASF CATJ. 213-556.2777
ASK FOR UCLA GRAD RATE.
10320 West Olympic Blvd.

• Kxit Sanu Monica Blvd. t::astfrom 1-405

• Situated on Olvmpic Boulevard, just west

ot Avenue of the Stars

• A short walk from Centurv City's

Shopping Mall and office buildings. ABC
Rntertauunent Center and Shubert Theatre

» In the heart of the West Side Financial

and I CLA
• Adjacent to Bewrlv Hills and the manv

fine shops and galleries ul Rodeo Drixe

WHITF Ma/da KX7 1983, Sunroof.mag

wheels, cxcellenl condition 78,(XX) miles

SIHOO/obo Marilyn {? 1 3)82 5 0044,
(213)455-2374

^

YAMAHA KIVA jOG 1988 with lotk and

tjasket $50(). Call (213)850-6925 after 1pm

Bicycles for Sale 1 13

12-SI'FKD Sterling, blk/silvcr bunlour derail

(;rs, cxlnl condition' S130/ubo,
(213)H3{> 734(,

lAI'ANFSF 12-speed Bike w/tramer Shimano
components, slightly used. S5rX) Sacrifice

(213)390U5U)

MAN'S BIKF- 25" chrome moly frame Alloy

rims. Diacompc C brakes* $125.00.

446 0110 ^

MOUNTAIN BIKF Ked, lO-.speed, practically

fU'w, ACS nms, heavy duty <ires $20()/obo,

Schwin 1 0-spccd Good condition #70 Tank

(213)874 -)(>H()

MOUNTAIN BIKF for sale Brand new Make
offer All (213)824 5905

TFN SPFFIJ BIKF- White, 'ides well, newt. res,

S50 Kf>fifi, (?1 \) 871 8838

Motorcycles for Sole 114

\ 987 KAWA FXSOO, new F&k lircs ana braitcs,

ecenl tunc up, avail )une ' <" V "' "

'

(213)826 2794

83 XT 2jO Street ie^ai

S32j 00 fleirtiel and tovt )^i3-2955

BMW K65LS 1982 Fxcellcnt conditio''

saddleOags. etc S2400 (21 3)4T4-98(J.i

HONDA 250 KFBFL 1985 Kuns grr

S950/Obo loci (213) 444-4955

HONDA 750 SABKt 1984 Good condition

1200 mites.—ST300/obo Andrew,
{213)204.3287.

HONDA XL 2 50K 1986 Looks gooo, Kuns

good S13CX) Call Woody ;21JLi>02ia94^

.COUCH, $50 Upholstered chair, $20 Wood
wall unit, $30 Book shell unit, $1 5 OBO. All

go<xJ condition Call (213)836-4897

FVtKYTHING FOR YOUK NEW AI'AKT-

MKNT Must sell quick, cheap Dishes, linens,

furniture, answering machines Also, stylish

clothes sizes 9 13 (21 3)394 6103/478 7631

rOK SALF- Double size malrcss/boxsprmg

$35, 19-inch color television $40 Contact

(213) 208-0489

LIQUIDATING highest quality all unused
hidea bed $250 Mattress and box spring

$1 50 Dinette set $195 Sofa and love seator

sectional $595 Wall unit, $150 Bedroom set

$495 Computer Desk $100 Desk $150 Di-

ning room 9-piccc set $995 Bunk beds $200
Day bed $195 Rcclmer $195 Brass, head
board $150 Encyclopedia 1989 C6sl $1000,
sacrifice $250 (213)393-2338

MOVING Must sell neWbunk-bcds, iwm t>cd,

stove, 8 drawer bureau •hutch, armoce.
oookcases, chairs, tabU- }98 3354 (cav

message

Mf;VINCi Must sell 'rcfrigcrato.-, 10-speeO
bikes(2), coffee table, malt^s^-'-- <

'' M-.-f

usan pffc' (21.3)208-6181

MC;VING SAl F rwf t>ed $25 Dresse' $2b
M'Cr(>wav{' $50 I uloi''

5"

nie, (2^3)78 5 9.300 -

MUST SFLI Twin mattress and b<;x soring

SI 75, new wood dresse' $200 d-\ Katn^'^e

(213)208 2312'
.. <

U SFLL, 2 oci..

^ (o^fce, end ta-j t -,, :.:

'dard desks, chair, t>k. •

12111208 488; eves.

d wood,
S'''ii)ti (^uf'-'P tx-'d new n packa^t

S2(X)00, Bedroom set piack Ar\Q wn,.;c

jiquer $290 00, Dnetle sci, $135 00
.2]3)4 73-8f><.)9

SINCJ I maUress, -exce^e*^ 4:ofHi»4»oo,-$<>»y^
(21 11824 7420 Have a g'cal s;.mmcr

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

-Near UCLA All levels Guitars available Call

lean (213)476-4154. ^ „ ^ ,

PIANO LESSONS for beginners Adults-

children $15/hr. Call Mr Rubinn at

(213)475-16,46 Leave message.

TOUCH YOUR inner talent VOICE lessons

plus piano, guitar, etc. By professional singer/

pianist All levels welcome. Phone
(213)375-3401

VOICE 40 years leaching. All levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs.

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON(21^)277 7012

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sole 109

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES- The look that gets

results. Expert writing, computer typesetting,

laser printing. (213) 4500133

.LIVE/WORK IN THE VALLEY? Resumes for all

professions & occupations. Cover letters, term

papers, reports Karen (818) 718-7953

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS Expertly written

by Career Counselor Also college admission

essays Near UCLA (213)208 1865

WINNING RESUMES, 2-hr service. Our clients

et results We Never Close (213)287-2785

Travel 105

ONE WAY TO BOSTON
June 18,

Female only $100

Raquel (213)254-4489

DRIVING to Ala-ska for fish^g season Looking

for someone to share ride (818)363 2826.

LFARN TO TRAVEL cheap as Ar\ air courner

LAX lo London $199 RT, LAX to Hong Kong

$299 RT, other opportunities to fly free For

"The Courner Travel Handbook" send $9 95

to: Courrier Air Travel. 3661 North Campbell

Ave Ste 342 Tuscon, A/ 85719

Travel Tickets 106

TT- "TT-

1-WAY, non-stop ticket for sale, $100, LA to

Newark, 6/14/90, call (21.3)394-0217

LAX-CANCUN JUNE 23- JUNE 30- RT leave.

Message (213) 8204005, $175.00

ROUNDTRIP LAX to Seattle Depart 6/9,

return 6/22 $no/obo (213)208-0729 (leave

message).

ROUNDTRIP ticket LAX/Paris/Ceneva leaves

.June 15. Return Frankfurt/NY A/^X July 6.

$840 original cost. $40(yobo. (213)285-9740

Aaron Rosen.

Autos for Sale 109

1971 VW BUG, new brakes, tires, Alpine,

$1200 (213)206-7963.

1972 BUICK Skylark coupe red, one owner,

low mileage, exquisite, original interior, large

rollback roof while. Excellent mechanical

condition. Collectors car^ must sec to appreci-

ate. Price dropped to $3000. Call evening

(213)277-3683

-r—

"1974, CAMERO, well-maintained, good
shape, good tires, A/C $1 500 (21 .3)39721 42

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA, low mil. Sunroof,

clutch, and tires replaced $885/obo
(213)208-5220 (evenings).

1979 VOLVO 264GL Auto, A/C, AMA M
cassette. Newtircs 88k miles. Excellcnlcondi-

tion $2700 (213)326-7012 evening.

1980 BMW 320i 1 owner, used as a second

car Low miles, 5-spd, sunroof Excellent

condition, must see! $5000/obo
(213)930-2671

1981 DATSUN 280 ZX, looks good, runs great,

95k, alarm, sheepskins, new trans.,

$3200/obo Tim (213)312-1175

1983 HONDA ACCORD LX, auto, air, p/s,

Kenwood stereo Take $2950 1982 Rabbit LS,

5 speed, air, $2200 (213)470-8913

1983 ISUZU Impulse, black, a/c, sunroof, 50k,

excellent condition, $4300/obo
(213)933-8536

1983, VW RABBIT, 4-spced, A/C FM/AM
radio Alarm, excellent condition Orig

owner 45 5K. Leave message (213)473 1930

1983 Z28 CAMERO T Tops, excellent condi

lion, A/C, 51k miles Must sell $4,995. (213)

477 1914.

1984 MASFRATI Bl TURBO Dark Aquamar-
ine Leather, excellent condition Alarm,

cover $79(KVobo 213-9f>0 1280

1986 MITSUBISFIITRF DIAL, air, auto, am/fm
tassclte, 50k, like new $3950
(213)288-1771

1986, SUBARU XT/GL, air, auto, excellent.

$k5(KJ (213)472 6554
.

1 987 HONDA ACCORD LX, all options, white

4 door, mint condition, 34k mi. $9995, Call

(213)473-7087

1987 MITSUBISHI MIRAGF A/C, 4-door,

5 speed, 48K miles, $4600/obo
(213)2224701.

DAISUN 240Z, 1972, white 4 speed, excel

lent body, runs well; Neil (213)8.38-2997 after

[k

FORD MUSTANG LX Hatchback, 1987, am/
fm/casscttc, pw, pdl, cruise control, A/C,

warranty, $7000 (213)472-7285

FORD MUSTANG 1980. 4-spccd, stereo, air,

sunroof. Must sell by end of June. $1700
(21.3)478-4769

HOf^DA ACCORD- 1985, beige, AC, stereo-

cassette, $600G/obo. Power steering (2T3)

399-8357, (213) 380-9100

HONDA CIVIC 1977 w/1983 engine Nice

New brakes $1 500/obo (213)204 5924

HONDA PRELUDE 1987 White, moon-roof

am/fm cassette, excellent condition.

$8100/obo. (213)599 3944

HONDA PRELUDE 1983 $4500 Midnight

blue. Sun/moon roof. AM/I^ cassette.

5-speed. Good condition (818)786-5899

HYUNDAI Excel, 1988, $4700 Red, low

mileage, immaculate, 2-year full factory war-

ranty A beauty. Bob (213)215 9740.

IROC Z Camaro, 1 988. White w/black interior

28k orginal miles. Mint condition 11,500.

Loaded. Private Party (213)477 1126, leave

message

KAWAS NINjA 250 1 988. Black, red pm strip

Twohelmels, bike cover Lock (21 3)478-8958

$1900

DRIVE HONDA CIVIC from Los Angeles

(Brentwood) to New Haven area, )uly ^j

(213)472-5747
^

DRFSSFR (41 X 36 X 17) Needs nde to

Berkeley/Oakland area Will pay $ (818)

789-1571

MAZDA 323 1981 Runs perfect
$1 200/ncgotiable (21 3)208 2947

MGB '80 Last year manufactured' Red Low
mileage. Excellent running condition $3985
(714)8f>0-8248

MITSUBISHI Gallant LS 1989 $12,500 Auto

matic, A/C, slcreo/cassetle, brown, 20k miles

(213)479-0203.

MITSUBISHI MONTERO 1987 4x4 air tinted

windows 50,000 miles. Excellent condition.

$6950 (213)288-1771

MITSUBISHI TREDIA, 1985, $2950/ob<j

5-spced, air, very clean. (213)278-4020

NISSAN SENTRA 1985 $4200/obo Cxx>d

condition 26,000 miles 2-door. Sony stereo.

(2\3)935 6877

PONTIAC 1980 SUNBIRD 2 door, good
condition $1000 AM/I M, bei^ge

(213)472 1048. __

Scooters 119

SUBARU 1 981 . Original owner, 2 door hatch-

back, A/C, looks great, very well maintained

$1,100 (213)824-2808

TOYOTA SUPRA '84. 54k miles. Excellent

condition. Leather scats, sunroof, automatic,

equalizer, cover, red (213)478 8958 $7,(XX)

TOYOTA TFRCFI ,1981 $1 500/flexible Stick

shift 80k miles, stereo /VC, new battery Call

(213)474-4189

VOLKSWAGON Super Beatir, 1974, converti

ble, yellow with black, new lop, headlmcr,

uphol*lry, excellent condition $58lKVobo

Leave message Bill (213)656/813

VW BUCJ 1970. Good reliable transportation

Good tires. Well-rrj^mlained engine Good
brakes $1200 (21 1)397-2142

VW CONVERT IHI.F 72 $4()lH)obo New ^^y

gine, interior, pj nt (213)399 7354

VW RABBIT 1975 $61X1 Bngnt green, strong

engine, must sell Before 8pm
(213)2(X»-4442 After 8pm (21 3)474 3 ! 73

NEED TO
RENT A CAR?

Don't have a credit card?

Only 18 years Old?

Call: (213) 678-9146

Auto Repair 110

CAR PROBLEMS?
Oil Ctianges $22.95

TunG-ups(4-cyl cars) $47.00

ALL BASIC WORK FOR CARS

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile

12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

1985 HONDA AR^O 50, red and black, great

condition, 4,800 miles $425/obo
(213)824-(X>91

1 986 BLK HONDA ESPREt Gl cond/musl sell

$300 (213)287-2384

19WJ, RFD Honda Flite 80 Good condition

New battery, must sell $75p/obo
(213)824 5311

'

1986 RFD HONDA SPRFF With rebuilt en

gine Runs great, with lock and 1 year regist

$350 (213) 824 7W1

1 987 HONDA ELITE 80. Only 1 450 miles XInt

condition $850/obo Call Adam
(213)274-9665

1987 HONDA ELITE 50 Low mileage' New
^ballcry, recent lunc up. S4jU.U0. Call

824-4220

1988 YAMAHA DT50 Liquid cooled Low
miles. Recent tune-up $750/obo Please call

475 9231

1988 YAMAHA RAZZ SCCX:)TER- Less than

100 miles! $650, contact Ardalh (213)

208 4682

'87 Aero 50 with kryptonitc lo<:k, very low

miles, just tuned, great condition' $4.5i)/obo

Call Roman (213)825 9232

AERO 50, $250, and 1986 80 excellent

(ondiliOn, low mileage, $7(X) (21 3)836 2610

ELITE 150 1987 Fxcelleni condition Kcrenlly

luned Looks and runs great $95lVono Kevin

(21 1)824 7958
^

FLITE 250- Freeway legal/looks, runs great'

new brakes, t irc/extended servce
warranty/$l, 500/obo (213) 208 (>830

EXCELLENT CONDITION, Elite 80, ur>do'

warranty, low miles, helmets included \^)v

mg, sjirifice, $950 Molame (21 3)2l)*v'6441

HONDA El ITE 50, red, 1987, helmet, basket,

lock, $400 or best offer Runs great

(213)824 1088

HONDA ELITE, 1986 Lo miles GreaHondi
tion Plus helmet and lock $850 Kimbcrly

(213)4 77 5513. message

FHONDA FLITE 80, 1 987, low miles, just tuned

$850 (213)824 5537 |odi (213)393 7962

HONDA SPREE, 1986, black In good condi

tion w/helmet and lock. $325 Evcrard

(213)206 0332

HONDA SPREE 1^985 Red 2700 miles, tune

up, new tires, good condition. $380.

HONDA SPREE 1985 with helmet and lock

Great condition. $345/obo (213)208 6867

RED ELITE 1 50, deluxe, great cond , $800/obo

Dcbby (213)826 8394

VESPA Aqua, Rally 200 Great condition

$900 Call Andrea (213)206 3231

YAMAHA 125, 1987 VN^jtc Excellent condi

lion. Includes helmet and lock. S950/obo

Howard (213)473-3519 ,'

YAMAHA RAZZ, 1 988, black, wA>askel, low

mileage, excellent condition. $700.
(213)398 0405

PARKING SPOT available on Hilgard and

Wcstholmc. For ohkc information Call Allan at

(213)2060358

r
-utons
Frames

Mattresses
$$ 10% Discount To $$

$$ UCLA Students $$
Factory Direct Prices

Royal:Pe(jic Mattress
7811 Melrose Ave

(213) 653-7755

TWIN MATRESS- Only 1 year old, very firm,

moving- must sell, on]y $95 Call Dean (21 3)

2086907

Misc. For Sale 128

CAMERA Minolta X700, lenses 35, 70-2^0 &
wide angle. Used 2x $500/obo Lcs! c

(213)208-1385 Also Hor^da spree $250

COMPLETE SET OF ART SUPPLIES, (INTER

lOR DESIGN PROGRAM) Including drafting

t)oard and case $250 (213)736 7998

GREAT GRAD GIFT, Women's 18k bracelet

over 2m must see, make -offefr-

(714)352-0127, after 7pm

WE ARE MOVING TO ISRAEL EVERYTHING
WE OWN IS BEING GIVEN AWAY FOR FREE
II WE GOT IT, AND YOU WANT IT, ITS

YOUKS (213)208 4647

Musical Instruments 129

PIONFFK CD PLAYER, nvycr used $1 25 obo
Kelly (213)208-5883

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

C AR RADIO, pullout, Concord-CX70, incrcdi

ble sound, gently used, $350 (21 3)474-6956

CCXOR TVCRAJG 14", remote control, only 5

months old with warranty, must sell $1 20/obo
(213)208 7440

MSHFR STEREO UHl watts per channel

i way speakers wun 1
5" w(K)fers, separate

quart/ tuner, tape deck labmcr $3fH"i obv
(213) 5592447

SPEAKERS- 125 W, unop^cd, new-polypro
liquid cooled, BO 4519209

^

STEPPER I itness stepper UXK) 8 months old

Seldt)m used la/y owner $4 5

(213)479-4256

Office Equipment 133

OFFICE DESK, $65 Commercial typewriter,

Adier Sclectnc SE lOOOE, $70 File cabinet

treden/a, $100 (213)824-7676

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

AMSTRAD Word processor/l*C and printer,

disks and new ribbon Easy to use $375/
(H)21 3-208 7202, (W)21 3 206 1 3.T»

IBM PS/2 M-30-266, 20M HD. IM RAM,
w/HP Deskjet printer, $1500 Value software

included $2500 (213)471 7966

MACINTOSH 51 2K with printer, extra di5C

drivt, keyboard, program discs and manuals
$650/obo Call 624 1091, between 6 11pm

TOSHIBA 341 e NLQpnnter, sparingly used,

wide carriage, 24 PIN, tractor feed, $300 obo
(213) 206 3967

XEROX typewriter-brand new $700 value for

$450 Spell check, edit screen, large n:>emory,

simple to use Tarik (213)624-5660

/
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1955 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90025

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
HAIRCUT&SHAMPOO $10
PERM $25
HIGHLIGHT $25
COLOR(TINT) $15
SHAMPOO/SET/BLOWDRY $10
FACIALS $28
MAKE-UP $15
FULL LEG WAX $18

ASK FOR AZIN 474-6351

or call SHAPOUR at his new

location at: (213) 475-1223
WITH THIS AD

I

I

I

Less than 5 minutes from campus...

Tablecloths... Napkins... 'N' PIZZA tool
(RATED BEST BY A.M. LA (KABC TV) OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. -COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DMNER 8I>ECIALS-AH S Coutm OfwWfS Comptoto («ir(t> Sou^ «td UM B«vwa9« « OmmiI)

WEST LA.
naUan Restaurant In a Light-Hear^d Roman Style

10929 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING

r

J)

TACOSAl CARBON

^' Try our

^'^-^ freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

99C
Meal

Buy any menu item and get

another item of equal or lesser

value for only 990!
1 coupon per person Exp- 6/30/90

Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(BIB) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(B1B) 9B6-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(BIB) 907-197B

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(BIB) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA

—

(BIB) 343-B200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3rd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650-6666

-4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) B27-B993

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
1.'^

Attention
Survey Respondents

Student Expenses and Resources Survey

The winning numbers are listed below. Please
contact Student Affairs Information and Research
Office at 1290 PCPC to arrange getting your prize
(6-8470). Thanks to all participants. For those who
have not yet responded please nelp us and send your
survey in. We can still use them!

4585 771 1113 6998 7014

I

I

I
I
I

%
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I
I

I

I
I
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I
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SUNSET
From page 66

compensated for it accordingly,

thank you very much UCLA
Communications Board.

Now in closing, consider the

greatest sports franchise ever

assembled. $tengel, Ruth, Geh-
rig, Ford, Mantle, DiMaggio,
Gomez, Berra, Howard, Hub-
bell, Maris, and Reginald Mar-
tinez Jackson. Even though I

hate the Bombers with a deep
and bitter passion — I'm a

diehard Red Sox fan — you

gotta give 'em their due

(Despite Bucky Dent's lucky

dinger).

Well then, let me do what 1

like to do and go out on a

limb here. UCLA head coach

Sharron Backus is the Casey
Stengel of women's soflball.

Laughing at me? Well listen to

this. Backus has won seven

national titles. Stengel, well he

happened to win seven World
Series crowns. I rest my case.

1 enjoy simple logic, why
make it difficult, right? Yeah,

that kind of rhetoric is prob-

ably the reason I'm in danger

of failing "easy" Astro 3.

Well, unlike in hellish sci-

ence requirement courses, I did

some homework on this mind-
boggling idea. A couple of

weeks ago. I brought up the

matter oi a new soitbaii sta-

dium to the brass of the

UCLA athletic department. Dr.

Judith Holland.

I asked the women's athletic

director why the Bruins don't

have a better field — like the

baseball team docs or other «
sports programs do.

Holland explained that if it

was up to her, they would.

But a lot relies on the UCLA
Boosters and supporters.

All I have to say is, nothing

worse than an athletic suppor-

ter that can't hold its weight.

FRONT ROW
From page 69

the most loyal Bruin fan of all

lime.

As I bid farwell to the

UCLA campus, I wish only

two things concerning the

sports world.

Before iransfering to UCLA,
as a sophomore at Indiana

University, 1 was fortunate

enough to experience a Hoosier
national championship in men's
basketball. TTie few seconds

that it took Keith Smart's

rainbow shot to swish through

the h(X)p are a memory that I

will replay in my mind fore-

ver. A joyous student body of

40,(XX) celebrated all night

long. It was -4 degrees and
snowing outside, but that didn't

matter. You couldn't find a

student who had a care in the

world that night.

That experience, minus the

weather, is what I want for the

future Bruin student body.

What could be ^belter than for

UCLA to win another national

championship in basketball?

My other sports-wish for the

90s? No, it's not to see the

Giants win the World Series or

for the Niners to three-peal.

It's not even to sec the

Dodgers compile the worst

record in baseball history.

For the 90s, I wish that the

golden age of the 70s would
return — when eight- and
nine-year-old kids didn't collect

baseball cards for financial

gain or investment purposes,

but rather did so solely for

their pure and absolute love of

the game of baseball.

-•• -V
,
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Apple Corapukr, Inc. Macintosh. Wheels for the mindJ'^

YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE
HAS JUST

OPE]\ED ANOTHER DOOR
Talk it over -with
Sheridan Toyota

i

SHERIDAN TOYOTA joins with TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT Corp. in Congratulating the

UCLA Graduating Class of 1990 with Special Incentives on Your New Car. Also we have the

finest selection of Pre-owned cars with over 100 available.

NO DOWN PAYMENT-
NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS

For more information call our sales manager, at 394-6744
or talk to your Fellow Student/On-Campus Rep.

Jose Cano
820-1777
International Econ.

Gene Yee
447-1250
Economics

Jay Golden
824-41 38
English

Jennifer McElliott
824-5873
Political Science

Serving UCLA Since 1957

801 SANTA MONICA BLVD
CAUNOW

213-394-6744

7 J
^anta Momca diva

lOFWY

LARGE INVENTORY
NEW 1990 TOYOTAS!

Award Winning
Part/Service Dept.
Mon.-Fri. 7am-9pm
Sat. (by appointment]
8am-4pm

% <
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
L^BOR, INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1. TivinB

3. LiiM

4 Ot _
5 BmU
6. dutch _.
7. Smnkm Air Ommmr

Charns
ha Ad!^
ilch Ad|

8. Owck Ballarv Walcr
9. hspKi l-Vont End
10 OrnipPMiian
11. ipmmur» T«al Codim $74.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (Jap-nese car,)

(6 cylnder: $20.00 Extra)

95

Inc. Piiti k labor (G« & Air RItcr cxtn|

TOYOTA

BtUG

]]2®Min)^ $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

All V\r 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
imliljBil 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

GR.\DUATING FEMALE STUDENTS
NEED UNDERSTANDING

GYNECOLOGIST?
Conipk'lo ^vnccolo^^ical exams, including*

bii'th cMnUrol, pre^^TUuicy leslin^j^ and
va^^inal infections, pi'ovidcd for UCLA

alumni by nurse practitioner.

Call for appointment:
Barbara Bills, R.N., C.N.M.
(213) 854-3407
Cedars Sinai Medical Office Towei's
86:] 1 W. ;]rd Street, Suite 240 Kast,

Los Angeles

$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$>^

WANTED:
Junior Auditor

EnUy Level Auditing Position at a large

Insurance Corporation offering excellent
growth potential and benefits. Exciting travel

opportunities for College Graduate with GPA
3.0 and emphasis in Accounting. Salary in

mid $20's!!'

*Call Karen for complete details

at (213) 655-6097
Search Line, Free Job Referrals in Accounting

^sssssssssssssssssss$$$$$$sss^

45 COMPLETE
(huhulo.s)

• StaiuKiKl Kliza Test

• C'onfiniKitdry Wt'st*

US Amiiv.

Pilot Ist'd l)V

J^^
v-x

-^. /,-^

BLOOD TEST FOR

AIDS
I he hpideniic Contliuies!

• ( )iic (Jilt of c\\r\ .')(!() ('oIIi'l;c

stiidiiits IS Hl\ positive

• ()iic iHit of cwr\ 7'{ Ij.ibir-; l)<irii in

N( w 'Sork ( ity is AIM.s positive

J7(..l)(M) ii.whoriis tested l^ss
' I'rem.irit.il t( stiiii,'

• I'sii.illv less tfi.in _' d.i\s for results

TEST YOUR PARTNER. BRING A FRIEND JUST TO BE SURE!

Norton Medical CUnlc • Sherman Oaks

1 (800) AIDS NOW
1 (800) 243-7669

F,.nlv l)t'tt'( tioii

OPEN (i DAYS lAMA, M.irtli 21. l'W>; 12:171,

CPARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your with 1007©
unwonted hair Noturoi Wax -^

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing.. S 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10

European Facials $25
1435 Wesh^ood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

a© S(e©sii(©ui

(6th time free for new clients)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

824-2826
Expires 6/17/^0

, ^/^^^^^P^^/a^^^ '*

Mmm% presents:
Westwood Presbyterian
chancel Choir
with Full Orchestra

SONG

NEVER
EVER A
COVER

., ,,,
DANCING

AFTER "THE FO^
IS DONE f

van SAN VICENTE ei-VD., BRENTWOOD, CA 90CH9 • 820-1616

Performs

THE CORONATION MASS

By Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

* Directed by Don Weiss

^ Director of Choral Music - UCLA

Sunday June 10th
at the 9am & 11am worship services

10822 Wilshire Blvd.

(Next to the AVCO Theater)

FREE PARKING 474-4535

Getting our due
The Daily Bruin sports staff

honored its own at its annual

banquet, held late last Saturday

night at the home of Michael
Bartlett in Westwood.

David Gibson, sports editor and
star outfielder/linebaeker/tight-

end on the highly acclaimed DB
sports squads, walked away with

the staff's highest honor to grace

his mantle. Gibson was the winner
of the "Michael Sondheimer
Award" for grace under fire as

sports editor.

"We may be loud and obnoxious at

times," Gibson said of the sports

section, "but we bring a lighter and
different side to journalism."

Gibson, sweat dripping from his

brow, concluded his rantings by
shouting, "There is no T in team!

Never stop fighting 'till the fight is

done!"

Senior staff writer Chris Kou-
lures won the "Wilbur Q. Johns
Fire an(J Heart Cup^" capping a

four-year DB career. The Cup,
sponsored by the UCLA YcII

Crew, is named for the UCLA
head basketball coach who pre-

ceded John Wooden with a nine-

year record of 92-120.

Copy editors Garo Hovannisian
and Scott Rountree shared the

honor for outstanding potential,

named for former DB sports editor

Marc Dellins. Dellins is now the

UCLA Sports Information Direc-

ior.
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ELLIS
From page 72

St. Louis, but I'm happy," said

Ellis, "Aside from Zeilc, they

don't have a lot of catchers in their

organization, so it's a good oppor-

tunity for me."

Though it appears that Ellis is

through with college baseball, he

leaves behind a pile of honors that

still may be added to. In addition to

being named Six-Pac Co-Player of

the Year and NCAA Division I

Player of the Year, Ellis is now a

finalist for Ihe Dick Howser
Trophy. The Howser award is

presented annually to the top

collegiate player in the United

Slates and encompasses every

competitive division in .college

baseball — including junior col-

leges. The winner of the Howser
Trophy will not be announced until

next March.

DRAFT

"Indeed, while the rest of the

copy editors sat in the middle of

the Daily Bruin office, I tended to

remain alone in the dark and lonely

sports cubicle reading sports sto-

ries," Hovannisian said.

Capping off the evening was a

Michael Bartlett audio-visual
retrospective, highlighting the

seven-year UCLA career of the

former DB sports editor.

Special-guest speaker Frisbcc

brought Bartlett to the point of

tears when he pointed at Bartlett

and yelled, "Is that a Bruin fan?"

The staff replied hysterically,

"Yes. that's a Bruin fan."

—Kenny Cosgrove

From page 72

Even after his injury plagued

season, junior pitcher Scott Schanz

was selected in the 15th round by

the Seattle Mariners. Like his

roommates Ellis and Zancanaro,

Schanz has not yet begun negotia-

tions with his club.

Another disabled Bruin pitcher,

right-hander John Sutheriand got

his caii from the New Yotk:
Yankees in a late draft round.

Before falling victim to a stioulder

injury, Sutherland stood out as the

ace of the Bruin staff. Last year,

the Chicago White Sox drafted

him in the 8th round, but he put off

pro baseball to play his senior year

as a Bruin.

The Yankees also picked up a

solid shortstop with their selection

of Bruin senior Mike Hankins in

the 32nd round. Hankins finished

his Bruin career with a banner

season, posting his best ever

offensive statistics while only

committing 12 errors.

The draft continued until yester-

day, but the clubs do not have to

notify the draftee for 48 hours after

the pick. Therefore, some Bruins

picked in the later rounds may not

know until today or tomorrow.

Dave Tokheim, Tim Lindsay, and

Mannie Adams still stand a good
chance to get drafted.

SENIORS!

DON'T

FORGET

TO

PLEDGE.

THE 1000

^m^ /i SemP^^U 1990 CLASS fflffr

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday • Thurvday

11 12tX) PM
SOhday IM 11300 PM

Five Master

Sushi Chefs

To Serve youM

Corrv)liment2ry appetizers

Monday-Frid«>. 4:30-6:30 PM
LU'^'CH • COCKTAIS'BIQ SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin

is printed on
1 00% recycled

paper.

cso
825-1 493

Escort
Service

-X_

Why pay $4.00 for a drink?

Whyever pay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

ail drift beers 99|
Our new, b'mer Pitcher $4.99

Jose Cuervo Budweiser

lackdaniels BudLilht
Smirnoff Genuine Draft

JSgefmtiSter Coors Lisht

$2.09

Corooa/Amstel Lieht/Molson
^^^^

- $2.49

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. • 820-1516

SENIORS:

AS YOU

CELEBRATE . . . 1^

PLEASE

DON'T FORGET

TO PLEDGE.

THE 1000

SENIOR CLASS GIFT

SASSOON BASSOON
208-SASS 208«HAIR 208.WAVE

DESIGN CUTS PARTIAL PERMS,

from $1 2.00 WEAVES, OR FROSTS

request extra ^"^ ^^' "°'^ $35.00

WASH, CONDITION, & BLOW DRY $8.00
WALK-INS WELCOME

925 N. Broxton (N. of the Village Theatre)

6'/

SX!Rn/I!J^g UCLA JCXR^SO TEJUSiS

10% O^iT
'With tfiis ad only on tai^t out order of

!Fifty doUars or Uss.

'D(piTts: June 30, 1990

923 "BroTcton Ave,

(213)208-7030

Get3MonthsOfNothing— R)r1HePriceOf2.-
If vou're heading home tor the summer with more stuff than

space, save yourself the mental gyrations of mo\'ing back and forth.

Store it. Nothing makes more sense.

SHIRGARD
STORAGE CENTEFIS

WESTWCX)L> l6(V)C«.TrNER AVTNUE. 477 6777

CUIATRCITY, 11510W JEFFERSON BOULEVARD, 301 W20

Offer expires .Vpf.-njKf M\ ?00f'

6

f
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & GIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 Santa Nonlca BlvcL W.L.A.

(Close to UCLA)

3) 207-4226 820-663

\\A\
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i\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\W'

The UCLA Lesbian and Gay
Faculty - Staff Network

Invites all Gay/Lesbian faculty & staff members to

celebrate our first anniversary

Special Guest
Chancellor Charles Young

TODAY
June 7th^ 5:30 p.m.

LuValle Boardroom
(basement of LuValle commons)

Please join us to voice your concerns and make new friend s^

For more information, or to be placed on the Network mailing list,

call the Network answering service at 281-8957

Let's get serious and tear down

that Field of Nightmares
Hey Bruin sports fans, try this

one on for size. Imagine taking

the best baseball team ever

assembled, the 1927 New York
Yankees, out of the friendly

confines of Yankee Stadium
and putting them in, let*s say,

Central Park.

Sound a little silly doesn't

it? Well of course it is. You*d
have to t)e either pretty brave

or extremely stupid to hang

out in Central Park after dark.

But if you think about it,

that's almost what's happening

to our UCLA women's Softball

team.

No, I haven't seen any crack

dealers or any of Los Angeles'

finest hanging out in front of

the Northern Suites or Hedrick

Hall just yet. As a matter of

fact, 1 don't know which
would be worse.

But It's time that the UCLA
athletic department displayed

its appreciation for Sharron

Backus, Sue Enquisl and Kirk

Walker by finding some
"excess" funds floating around

and tearing down that sandlot

to build a new stadium.

I mean, isn't that what
happened to another springtime

4th and Goal

David
Gibson

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$^

u
Need resume material? All we ask for is 4 hours a week!

INTERNSHIPS
A

I
^M.

BUSINESS/FJN^IMCE/GUSTOMER SERVICES

'

avatfable on campus at the

program In wesiwood? The
UCLA baseball team, with the

exception of this past season

and a couple of others scat-

tered throughout the years, has

been almost a yearly disap-

pointment. Every preseason

raises new high hopes and
playoff aspirations, but then

one thing or another keeps us

from going to the College

World Scries. The Bruins

haven't reached the CWS since

I was bom — 1969.

But regardless of what the

record shows when the season

comes to a close, for UCLA
baseball, v?hclhcr it's a solid

year like this one, or a sub-

.5(X) one like in the past, the

Bruins will always practice and
play on thai bcautifully-kcpi,

multi-million dollar field, Jack-

ie Robinson Stadium.

should win the title every year,

that would get boring. Who
would have wanted to go to

Pauley during the Wooden era?

Not me, that's for sure.

Nevertheless, dynasty and all,

the women continue to display

their vast talent up at that

crackerbox sandlot — Sunset

Recreation Field — if that's

what you want to call it.

The "Sunset" part is accu-

rate . as its the h ighest point-of-

Federal Credit (lion
;•';•;¥;•••;<•

SUMMER Quarter Posites in:

ACCOUNTING
INVIiJMENTS J PERSONNEL "

COliiiCTlONS I LOAf^S

II I
§ MEMBER SERVICES

TEL.L.ERING | MA|KETING

RECRUITMENT MEETING TODAY:__
THURSDAY, MiB 7

KERC^HOFF 400, 5 to 6 p.m.

ALL APPLICANTS MUST ATTEND THIS MEETING
'3«hw$$w«^<h<9^<^$$«9$$$S$^o35^$$w$$$5$$$$0$w$$$^$ 5J^

Now I'm not lo()king to

make enemies or single out the

UCLA baseball team. The
Bruins deserve JRS, despite its

Candlestick Park-like frigid

winds. If it were up to me,
every UCLA team would have
the nicest accommodations
around. Of course, I'd probably

put a ski-lift up Bruin walk

and tear down Kerckhoff Hall.

UCLA had a hell of a run

this season and Gary Adams
appears to have the program
on the rise once again. But
let's give credit where credit is

due. And there I have to pat

Backus on the back for build-

ing another winner.^

This year, the Bruins con-

tinued their diamond dynasty

by winning their third conse-
cutive national championship, i

sixth in eight years and
seventh overall. They were the

only Bruin team to win a

national title this year. That's

awesome. Not even the Yanks
could touch that, although they

did go on to win 22 titles in

84 years.

Our men's and women's
volleyball teams hovered
around the top of the nation

most of the year, and then

folded like rusty lawn chairs.

So did the gymnastics teams,

tennis squads and track prog-

rams. And let's not even get

into what happened on the

gridiron this season. Hey, I'm
not saying ihat every team

the UCLA campus. "Recrea-

tional," if you think about it,

is ironic, considering that it

sort of resembles the UCLA
IM greens. But 1 can't even

come close to understanding

the "Field" part of it.

But at least the cold popcorn-

and the warm soda go down
smooth.

I mean, come on, I've seen

better stickball stadiums in the

sU'eets of New York and
Boston. Of course, I wouldn't

call myself the "Say Hey" of

Beaniown or the Big Apple,

but you get the point.

Backus continues to win, no
matter what the rosier, what
the competition or the field.

This year looked like a down
year for the Bruin sofiball

team. All-stars Janice Parkis,

Karen Walker, and Samantha—

L2^

Ford all graduated, leaving a

younger, less-spirited squad to

carry the torch. Then, to top

that off, one of UCLA's best

returning pitchers, former

Freshman of the Year Tiffany

Boyd, decided to transfer to

Fullerton of all places.

Most coaches would have
labelled that a "rebuilding

year," whatever the hell that is

supposed to mean. But for

Backus and Co., 1990 was a

reloading year as they stormed
to the title, leaving a battered

trail of oppojfwJilts in the dust.

Srt how about rewarding

them with a new stadium (or

at least a scoreboard)? Did you
know there isn't even a bath-

room up there? I'm not sure

there's even a water fountain.

No, I can't give an answer
as to where to put it, the

stadium that is. Or even how
to get the money. But UCLA
is not a poverty-stricken

school. Especially with the No.
1 athletic program in the

nation. 1 mean we're talking

about megabucks here.

_ Now I know there are my
critics out there that are going

to say, "Look at Gibson pop-
ping off again." Well, to them,

and there are a lot of them
out there, I reply, I don't get

paid to Tind the cure, just to

point out the disease. I have
the easy job — and 1 am

See SUNSET, page 62
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THE 1989-90 UCLA STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION WOULD LIKE TO THANK

THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR DEDICATION,
PARTICIPATION, AND SUPPORT

DEAN POULAKIDAS
CAROL DARWISH
CHRIS FOWLER
AREA MADARAS ,

JAMIE BILLOTTE

SHERRY LIVINGSTONE

EMILIA RIVERA-

CORI GOLDBERG
PATRICIA LEE

JAYMER SUAREZ
MICHELLE LOOK
KATHRYN MCKINZIE

REBECGfA FORRISTALL

MICHELLE HABERKORN
ELAINE YUTAN
VIC YANG

MICHELLE ZEIDLER

LISA HAHON
ELENA LIU

HAL BERMAN
DEANNA HERSON
EFFIE HUBBARD
ROSEMARIE RIGOR
BILL BUXTON
RITU KAPOOR
ERIN STOLTZ

LIZ WEINER
PINKY DEVERA
RAUL GROSPE
HEATHER SMITH
ADINA DANZIG

NANCY WEINTRAUB

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PROGRAMMING

DARLENE MANINI

USAC
HWA RANG DO CLUB
AMERICAN RED CROSS
ASK P^ER COUNSELORS
ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICES

CAMPUS OMBUDSMAN
CHILD CARE CENTER
COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICE

PROGRAMS ,

EDUCATION ABROAD
PROGRAM

EXPO CENTER
HELPLINE

COPELAND SPORTS
TAY-SACHS TESTING

UCLA HARBOR HOSPITAL

CHICANOS FOR COMMUNITY -

MEDICINE

ASIAN HYPERTENSION PROJECT
UCLA PRE-DENTAL CLUB

OFFICE FOR STUDENTS WITH

DISABILITIES

KALEIDOSCOPE THEATRE

WOMBI'S RESOURCE CENTER

STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BRUIN BELLES

PLANTERS-LIFESAVERS CO.

AIR-CO SPECIAL GASES
UCLA BLOOD DRIVE DONORS

1\IDA

ANN ICHIUJI

JASON LIN

RAFAELA SAKS
MIKE LISKEY

KRISTI SCHRODE
WENDY SALISBURY

ANNA MARIA FRANCO
KAREN FEINBERG

LAUREL JENSEN
AMBER WELLS
STEPHANIE COLEMAN
TRACEY OLIVIERA

ANNE-MARIE AMIES

TAZ VARKEY
KIM ZDOBNIKOW.,
JULIE MATSURRA
RENAT ENGEL "

MALLORY SWARTZ
CECE FREEMAN
STU HANOFF
VICTOR SULIT

ALLEN MILLER

SHELBY HOPKINS

REGINA PEREZ

MICHELLE CASTILLO

DAT DO
CHARLES CHAU

COLIN MEGHOO
SHERRICK MURDOFF
SCOTT BERG

KATHY ROSE-MOCKRY
DEE DEE MUSIAL
BETSY METZGAR
MICHAEL HEAFEY

MARGARET SNOW—

^

JASON REED

LYLE TIMMERMAN
DR. WIESMEIER
JOHN FOURNIER
JAN RONCI

KATHY WOOD
SHARON MILLER
DR. PARHAM
LOI TAI

JOHN SARVEY
LISA HENDERSON
NANCY MILLER
FELISHA

PAT MCCLARIN
GINA MORENO
DR. DEBORAH SHLIAN

ANN POTLER
MIKE COHN
giM LELAND
JOAN IE SAPHIR

ASHLEY EMENEGGER
KEVIN MALOTTE
DR. MAUREEN

MANGOTICH
STEVE GONZALES

AWARENESS COMMITTEE
OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE

PLACEMENT AND CAREER
.. PLANNING CENTER

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES-
STUDENT LOAN SERVICES

OFFICE

GOLD'S GYM
TRUELIGHT
NAUTILUS AEROBICS PLUS
HANSEN'S JUICES

NAKED JUICE -

BANANA BOAT

BOIRUN
POWER BAR

CANCER CONTROL SOCIETY

AMERICAN HEART SOCIETY

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
STUDENT HEALTH

ADVOCATES
FAMILY PLANNING AND AIDS

EDUCATION

HELPLINE

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL
SERVICES

EMERGENCY MEDICAL

SERVICES

NIKE; INC.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
MANN MOVIE THEATRES
MCGINTY'S IRISH PUB
GLADSTONE'S
TOWER RECORDS —^
T.J. CINNAMONS
HELEN'S CYCLES
DELTA TAU DELTA

SIGMA NU
BETA THEJA PI

ALPHA DELTA PI

HOLIDAY INN BRENTWOOD
BRUIN TUXEDO
KAPPA DELTA
CIRCUIT CITY

CHARTHOUSE
THRIRY RENT-A-CAR

JANSPORT
AVCO THEATRES
THE GOOD EARTH

HEIDI'S FROGEN YOZURT
THE OLIVE GARDEN •

THE WHEREHOUSE
SHAKEY'S PIZZA

THANKS FOR
A WONDERFUL YEAR!

, BE AWARE
STUDENTS CARE

U.C.L.A.

STUDENT WELFARE

• 7

^TUDTNT WHLFAf
COMMISSION

PAID FOR BY USAC
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213)474-6267

I Ki i: PAUkiNc; ( I shi()m;i)( HAIRS

SAT, SUN, & FA'ENING
CLASSES

Keep Your
DIPLOMA
Forever!

Laser Engraving-$35

Plexiglass Cover-$18

Robin's Trophies
(818) 705-4968^

PUSH
YOUR\^Mf THROUGH

THE SUMMER

L

WITH

STUnDENT HEAJLTH SERVICE
Purchase Pr«ipaid Utt of Student Health Service

(PUSH) for the Summer by prepaying a one-time
convenient fee which allows you access to clinic

visits at UCLA Studen- Health Service for the

entire summer.

i'

THE CO«T OF PUStrtSP^
AprU 1 through June 15 . . . $98.00

June 16 thn>ugh September 21 . . . $125.00

You can purchase PUSH in person at SHS located in

the Center for Health Sciences. A2- 130.

For information call 82 5*1655

"Lost SMmm«r I dutn't fri PUSI I. 1 fOI over

m> K^ad tn medtcal cosci. This Summer I 'm

l«ran PUSH." _ ijctyi STUDENT

r\
/
• TUO«HT »«a*l.TM ••¥)€

Taking a final curtain call

coming Out of the Pen
The phone rang.

I rolled over and
hoped il would stop.

It didn*L

Somehow I mustered the

eiicrgy to lift my fatigued body
from the cot and pick up the

receiver.

The voice sounded all too

familiar.

"Koutures, we need you.

OR. Slat."

Before I could even reply,

<he friendly sound of the dial

tone rang in my ear.

Like a pitcher called up

from out of the pen, I rose^

and put on the green threads

that served as my uniform.

Like an over-traveled ballplayer

or European tourist, I had but

only the haziest notion of

where I was.

If it was 3 a.m. on my
surgical rotation, then it must

have been Madison. Or Irvine?

San Dicgo? Who knew? Who
cared?

All I cared about was that I

was awake — barely.

Unsure of my temporal and

physical state in life, I moved
into the hall, and dodging

gumeys and other hospital per-

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures
sounded alright. "When should

1 interview him? Where? How
do I schedule it?"

"Well, he's on the table and
losing blood at an alarming

rate. Perhaps right now would
be a good choice," came the

dry response.

Now I was in trouble.

That fine line between pre-

sent and past. . . between con-

tender and

I.
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Words of wisdom in conclusion

of a college journalism career

ti

THE ISLAND
Devised By

ATHOL FUGARD, JOHN KANI, AND WINSTON NTSHONA

^y.^^^

m^iiim

Thembu Mkoka, Director

Beverly Robinson, Consulting Director

JUNE 8, 9, 10, 1990

8:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTER
African Theater Collective

(UCLA Theater Department)

Sponsored by: Couficil OH Programming
UCLA International Theater

Repertory Company
' RECEPTION JUNE'. 9, SATURDAY

Presenting: LAWRENCE DOTSON
DARNELL BROWN

The International Student Center is

"located 2 blocks south of Le Conte on

Hilgard. Hilgard is east of Westv^ood.

Parking underneath
Donations Requested

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. LOS ANGELES

1023 HilKArd Ave.. Loi Angelet. CaUfornU 90024 • 208-4587 • S2&-3384 •

sonnel with tlie giace ot a

Fran Tarkenton, I stumbled

into the ready-room.

I was home.
Figuratively and literally.

The latter portions of a

medical student's life revolve

around the hospital, and I

wasn't in any position to doubt

that statement. The only ques-

tion was how nice humanity

would be to itself on a given

night. Peace on earth, and

sleep was my reward. Other-

wise, I got less winks than a

surly woman in a bar with an

empty glass in front of. her.

But what did I know about

bars? Or a social life.

My only concern about bars

at that point was the soap bar

1 was using to wash my hands

as my resident preceptor

entered the room. •

You can immediately tell the

difference between rcsidenis

and nicdical siudcnLs: ilic resi-

dents have larger bags under

ihcir eyes. A couple of years

at this racket and nobody gives"

you anything but another dossi-

er and a green medical student

to baby-sit.

There was no time for

formalities. Or verbs.

"Accident ^

victim. , . 21. . . male. .

."

1 nodded slowly, trying to

rid my face of that blank

stare.

"We're goingio have to

cui. .

."

Suddenly a real thought

entered my mind. "Cut? Why?
Every lime I write something,

I get cut. Someday I'm going

to get suqd for indecent expo-

sure."

The look 1 got back was
worse than the one that comes
from a quarterback who had

just thrown a perfect fly pat-

tern — and you did a neat

curl instead.
)

"Uh, Mr. KoutMres, you
O.K.?" ^

I didn't know what the hell

was going on. "Yeah, yeah,

I'm fine. Just a little flashback

to my days as a Daily Bruin

reporter, I guess."

He quickly went back to

business.

"Conscious. . . interview

Ixjfore incision. .
."

Interview, interview, that

proionaof. . . 5oiwocn flpom
reporting and sports medicine

was fading faster than the

Angels' Series hopes.

I had to get it straight, my
days in Kerckhoff were over.

Medicine was my future —
instead of carrying a tape'

recorder, a beeper was to b)e

my portable electronic good of

choice.

And while I was going

through this identity crisis, the

resident didn't seem to miss a

beat.

"Koutures. . . X-ray. .

."

I walked over to the
•^ machine and turned it on.

"Look here, t)one fragments

in the chest area. . . may fall

into the relay txjtween the

pulmonary artery and the

heart. . . what do you thmk
about that relay, Koutures?"

^ "Well. .
." I stammered, "ir"

you can get four guys healthy

then I think they can break

three minutes."

"So now you're really a

comedian. . . maybe if Alan
A Ida needs a replacement, we
can call you."

I looked up innocently, but

there was nothing innocent

at>out his demeanor.
Before I could mention any-

thing about my amount of

sleep, or lack thereof, a nurse

called us in.

"They're waiting fot you*^

gentlemen m OR."
She held open the door, and

the t^right lights over the

operating table made me think

that I was back in Pauley

Pavilion.

1 could hear someone lead-

ing yells, I could hear a

basketball dribbling, I could

hear. . . the rhythm of an EKG
machine which brought me
back to reality.

And as I took my rightful

place at the head of the table,

1 glanced at my watch.

It read '4-1': April Fool's
- Day.

No wonder I had a problem.

Chris Koutures, a senior ^ra-

dunlin^ with a degree in Kine-

siology, will begin medical

school in the fall after four
years of exceptional work as a
Bruin sporiswriter. Good luck,

Chris. We love you.

,<.':1

In
today's column, the final

one of my collegiate

career, I will discuss what

il means to t>e a journalist.

Having been a collegiate

journalist for five years, I've

learned a few things about the

profession.

If you need a vital slat or

piece of information, never

U-ust anybody else to obtain it

for you. If you need it, get it

yourself.

Missing a deadline is an

absolute sin. Editors will scorn

you and belittle you until the

sun sets. However, as a writer

you learn to stall lor as much
iiiiic as possible. An extra 10

nunuics can do wonders lor a

story. Of ail my stories, about

10 percent of them have been

in under the deadline. The
other 90 percent get in under,

well, under the wire. This

article, in fact, is way past

deadline if that means any-

thing.
. v

Don't count on your^rticle

to run as is. Sometimes an

article will run just the way
you like, other times it is

mauled so bad that it seems

like It got into a losing battle

with a wcedwhip,

The Front Row

Richard
Marcus
readers, and the team. When it

comes to UCLA sporLs, the

Daily Bruin should not be, and

is not, a rah-rah newspaper.

Back in Novemtx;r my con-

temporary, Matt Purdue, heavi-

ly criticized Terry Donahue for

a dilapitated football program.
Purdue took some heat from •

Donahue and a few other

journalists. However, Purdue

did the right thing, he reported

the good with the bad, not just

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN

SPORTS & '

ENTERTAINMENT
$99. Handb(X)k contains

thousands of contact

listings and insider advice.

for more info, write:

ES Productions

1109 Lafayette Rd
Wayne, PA 19087

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc - 1081 WestWOOd Blvd. #221

l-J

-f

As much as 1 hate to admit

it, joumalism is a business first

and foremost. At first, as a

naive journalist, I thought of

newspapers as above the mark-

etplace, as some sort of beacon

^ of idealism and sanctity.

-Linfortunately, a journalist-

Icarns very quickly where his

or her paycheck comes from
— advertising. One need not

look past the recent folding of

the Los Angeles Herald Exa-

miner to see thai the news biz

IS subject to a cold market.

Even so, journalists still

write for the pride of it, to

inform the public of ihe news.

It's not about money or ihc

marketplace, it's aboui report-

ing to ihc public what was,

whai IS, and possibly what will

be: I truly hope, and tirmly

4x'1k'vo, ih.ii Ihc {>f^)ro ssion of

the good. Ihe same can tw

said for the student journalists

at Duke who were critical of

basketball Coach Jim

Kr/y/.ewski despite the coach's

attempt at censorship.

As opposed toi a newstory, a

xolumn can be biased. In tact,

a column is supposed to be

biased. Those that believe

otherwise do noi know the first

shred about joumalism. In my
column I can write that 1 hate

the Dodgers- more than any-

thing else on this e^rih and
still be professional. This is

because it is my column, my
opinion. There is no notion of

unbiasness or equiiablliiy

under tlie heading "From
Row." When II comes to my
coiuinn' I'm the most biased

guy in Ihc world — as well 1

.^ould >>"

Four full days of the incomparable AMADEUS
Opera Coronation Music - Chamber Music

ARTISTS
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra)

Smithson String Quartet. Malcolm

Bilson, Thomas Harmon. Ijorraine

Hunt, Frank Kelley, Douglas

Lawrence, Ann Monoytos, Judith

Nelson, Lisa Saf/er. Jaap Schroeder,

Neal Stulberg\ Jeffrey Thomas. Lisa

Turetsky

II RE PASTORE, K. 208

RrLi rjiioii oi i i r« pci Kj rmanrr a t

Archbishops Palace in Salzburg (1775)

Neal Stulberg conducts

Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra

and an all st^r cast

June 28. 30 8 pm
Julv 1 2:30 pm
I'CLA Rovce Hall**

520. It. 12. 8* —

:

'

I SMITHSON STRING QUARTET
Baroque influenced trios and quartets

by .Mozart and Haydn

June 27 8 pm
UCLA Schoenberg Auditorium

S16, 8*

I NOON RECITALS
June 28 Judith Nelson, soprano;

Malcolm' Btlson. fortepiano

June 29 Thomas Harmon, organ

CORONATION CONCERT
Mozart s music conducted bv Salieri

at the 1791 coronations of L^eopoUi II

• Coronation .Mass. K. 337

• Coronation Concerto. K. r)37

Malcolm Bilson. fortepiano

Neal Stulberg. conductor

Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra.

I Canton. Soloists

June 29 8 pm
UCLA Royce Hall**

S23 19 13 8*

The UCLA Drparjmcnt of Music

Jung 30 iM tt /ew/m htlsvn. toftep tano

UCLA Schoenberg Auditorium

$5. 3*

I AFTERNOON CONCERTS
June 28 Contrapuntal Keyboards

Frederick Hammond. Robert Winder

June 29 Mozart and More;

Gallimathias Musicum - —

—

"June/ 30 Ij}s Angeles Baroque

Orchestra

3 pm. Jan Popper Theater.

Schoenberg Hall Free

I WORKSHOPS, LECTURES
June 28 Daniel Heartz, Howard
Schott It.

June 29 faap Schroeder Robert

Winter f\ichard'Hestir

June 30 Fortepiano Workshop -

Richard fester

9;30 11:510 am. Schoenberg Hall

Frrf

•Senior citizens and

full time UCLA
students with ID

••Concert preview

an hour before

cjLh prifrMn i .iiirr,

Royce Hall 314

FE.STI\AL
INFORMATION
& BROCHLRE
(213) 82')-4761

CHARGE B\
PHONE -'—
(213) 825-9261

Presented in

cooperation wpti

the I'CLA Center
'

for the Performijig

.Arts. tTie Festival

is funded bv a

major grant irom

the t. Nakamu h;

Foundation oi

L>os .Angele>

^ N^^arvchi Fbundahon

journalism v-ill never cease in

aiiracting writers and editors

lliai write and inlorm solely on

iheir love of doing so. The

^^ noblesse oblige of the journaj-

ism profession will never die.

As a joumalisi I have been

both a beat writer and a

columnist — 1 must distinguish

the two for clarity. A beat

wnier in spoas covers a given

sport(s), such as women's
gymnastics or water polo.

While covering the beat, the

wnter has to be as objective

and as fair as possible. While

I root for UCLA" in my heart,

professionally I can never root

i"or the Bruins with my pen. If

1 did, 1 would be short-chang-

ing myself, the paper, the

Contrary to public belief,

there are a lot of nice people

in the joumalism business. I've

had some hearty laughs in the

little cubicle known as the

"sports office." From tlie Mur-
phy/Sullivan tirades to tlie Gib-
son/Purdue intranuiral sporLs

lineup monopoly to the various

visits from general eccenu-ics,

the gcx)d times were abundant.

1 must give appreciation to ni)

editors and copy-readers for

extending the already extended
deadline numerous times. Also,

thanks to all of you who took

the time and effort to write

me letters, and a big "win one
for the Maxi" to undoubtedly

See FRONT ROW, page 62
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

-WE CAN HELP!!-^
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY!!!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLByi DRIVER
ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL. SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404
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Coaches' Comer/ By Joey Ochoa

UCLA's Moore a role
While it is often said that

some things in this

world require a

woman's touch, there are some
who feel that the coaching profes-

sion is not one of them. In her 21

seasons as head coach of the

women's basketball team, Billie

Moore has done her best to prove

those critics wrong and feels that

women will always have a place in

coaching.

Moore has established herself as

one of the most successful coaches

in women's athletics and feels that

this branch of coaching offers the

most opportunities for female
coaches.

• •

"1 think you have to Ibok at it in

two parts," said Moore. "You have
to ask yourself if there's a push in

men's athletics to hire women and
the answer to that is probably no.

(However) 1 think over the last 20
years (in women's athletics) that

there's been an attempt to hire

qualified female coaches because
many people prefer that a female
coach a women's sport."

Moore feels that female coaches

have a better chance of success in

women's athletics because as it

stands now, she doesn't foresee a

woman coaching a men's team

anytime soon.
"1 would Uke to think that if a

for women in coaching
qualified woman chose to pursue

coaching a men's team that she

would be given the same consider-

ation as her male counterpart,"

Moore said. "I can't sit here and
tell you that that's going to happen
in my lifetime, but maybe it will."

Moore hopes that her success in

the profession will serve as a

model to those womcawho wish to

enter coaching. "What I've tried to

do is establish an ethical and

philosophical standard that will

cam the respect of my peers and

make others not feel hesitant about

hiring a female coach," said

Moore. "1 also try to encourage

young women who have an inter-

est in coaching."

Moore's advice to women hop-
ing to enter the coaching field is

simple and something that is true

for men as well: be prepared for

commitment. ^
"A person that would want to

come to coaching had better be
very dedicated," Moore said. "You
have to be prepared to deal with the

ups and downs, so if you have that

kind of aggressiveness and com-
mitment, then you're fine, but if

you don't, then you 'd better go into

a profession that is less demand-
ing."
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We keep out-of-towners

The all new Brentwood

Suites Hotel is less than a

mile from UCLA and offers

luxurious accommodations

at reasonable rates. It s a

great place for business

—

TT

travelers, meetings, even

parents visiting for

graduation. Call us the next

time you. or anyone you

_know, needs a comfortable

home away from home. ^

'

Brencw

H O T E L

199 North Church Lane

Los Angeles, California 90049

One block jiorth ot Sunset at the San Diego Freeway

(213)476-6255

• Our spacious suites

have full kitchens m\\\

breakfast bar and

microvi/ave

• Heated swimming pool

• Spa and sauna --

• Free Continental

breakfast daily

• Free ios AngelesTimes

every morning

• Governor's Suites _i_

• Meetin-g facilities

•

ftne cfossic and vfntoge clothing
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•I " Levi's 501s

$15.99*
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Janeene Vickers

V^ he has been burning up the

^^ track all year, and her

\J performance at the NCAA
women's championships proved to

be no exception. Janeene Vickers

finished her junior year with a

su^ong performance to help lead

the Bruins to a second place finish

in nationals.

In the 4(X)-meter hurdles Vic-

kers defended her tilje by holding

off tough competition from both

Southern and Rice. Her winning

time of 55.40 gave her a season

best and the stadium record,

despite her trouble in jumping the

ninth hurdle.

Vickers also ran well in the

100-meter hurdles by challenging

LSU's dominating foursome. Her
fourth place finish was enough to

break up the possible 1,2,3,4 finish

of the LSU hurdlers and boost her

own level of confidence.

But a strong showing in the

hurdles was not Vickers* only

contribution to the team. She also

ran in the 4x100 and the 4x400
meter relays for the Bruins,

anchoring in both races to chalk up

two fourth place finishes. The time

of 3:32.88 in the mile relay was the

teams all-time best.

Overall, Vickers gave quite a

contribution to the team effort by

spriniinc 10 limeB in four dayg of

*

•-.••vr''*'''•^••/.^^•InCdebrationofFindsWeek./^ ...

All Our Unique Vintage Clothing ij

50% OFF
I'

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block North of Pico

GRanite 9-7413

: ••'

• •

i

competition. Having also won the

Pac- 10 title, Vickers has continued

to dominate this year in the 400

meter hurdles.

—Matt Wayman

UCLA Sports Information

Janeene Vickers

Track & Field Jur^

Won the 400 meter hurdles at the

NCAA Championships.

Finished the event with a time of

55.40 seconds, a stadium record

and a season best.

Anchored the mile relay to finish with

the team's best time of 3:22.88.

Sprinted 10 times in four days of the

NCAA competition.— -^—--
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^̂
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UCLA Sports Inforrnation

Steve Lewis

Track & Field Junior

Won the title in the 400 meters at the

NCAA Championships.

Won the Pac-1 400 meters for the

second straight year.

Fought back this spring from a

hamyring I njury. =

Holds the third fastest 400 meter

time in history with 43.87 and is

currently the number two-ranked

quarter miler in the world.

Steve Lewis

The gold me^list, Steve

Lewis, has'ended his junior

season by proving he is the

fasted collegiate quarter-mile run-

ner in the nation. He ran for UCLA
in the NCAA finals lo capture the

title in the men's 400 meters.

Lewis, having never before won .

the NCAA title in the 4(X), has eyed
the national crown for three years.

Although he won two gold medals

in ihej Seoul . Olympics as a

freshman and won the Pac- 10 title

as a sophomore, he had to wait for

his junior year to win the national

title.

This season has by no means
been filled with satisfaction for

Lewis, as he injured his right

hamsinng on March 31 si while

competing against CaL However,

he made his move for a comeback .

by winning the Pac- 10 champion-

ship two weeks ago. This perfor-

mance gave him two consecutive .

Pac- 10 titles and increased confi-

dence for the NCAA champion-
ships^

After capturing first place in the -

nation, Lewis is currently ranked ""

as the No. 2 quartcr-miler in the

world. His victory in Seoul at the

'88 Olympics remains the third

fastest 400 time in the history of

the event.

But It looks as though after three

years or running I'or the Brums,
Lewis may have jusi completed his

last season. He mav decide to run

"professionally" next year as a

paid athlete and prepare for the

1992 Olympics in Barcelona,

Spam.
—Matt Waypian

Graduates~and fathers snare a very special day
this year. And that's why Shane's is having a
very sg^cial sale!

Now through June 30th, you can
save up to 50% on our entire

storewide Inventory, including
diamond engagement and
wedding rings!

So celebrate with Shane's this year.. .your Grads
and Dads will thanK you!

stude

15-SO% OFF
for all UCLA

nts, faculty, and
with UCLA ID

Staff

Mon-Sat 10:30-6:00

shanes
evveirVi

208-8404

1065 Broxton

Sunday 12:00-6:00 Westwo6d Village

Mandarin
Wok Chinese Restaurant

4

LUNCH BUFFET-DINNER
Bring in this ad and receive

10% off dinner only
Expires 6/30/90

Use Our Banquet Facilities for Your Graduation Parties!

Set menus for 10-100 people
2 hours free parking

424 N. Beverly Dr. Beverly Hills

(Between Wilshire and Santa f^onica)

^
UNIVERSITY

CATHOLIC CENTER
840 Hilgard Avenue

Saturday,

June 16

Sunday,

June 17

5:00 pm BACCALAUREATE
MASS - U.C.C.

10:30 am MASS^ -- U.C.C.

7:30 pm MASS - Lutheran |^

Chapel (Strathmore |

and Gayley)

member of the university religious conference

208-5015

^ ^.M A w

unelO:^
Buy One^

:

GetOn^ :

Free. -

This Sunday, Jhne 10, between 11am

aiKl 7pm, get a FREE sub of your

xjioice when you buy another sub of

equal or greater value!

1* m

%

Over 4,500 Stores

.SUBUURV*

^Mj^j

f*-
i \

AT YOUR ONLY BRUIN

fc<i|:llli:Ji^

WESTWOOD VILLAGE "

OPEN 24 HOURS

Westwood at Lin4brook

(213) 208-7774 —

$99 FUTON & FRAME
LIQUIDATION

C A T 17 FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR
\jr\.M^Llj PILLOWS WITHANY PURCHASE_
You Get Both of futons and frame.^^

Pieces $50 value. \^
o«*«\--\

BRANI>-NEVV
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 pc. $45
RJLL2pc$55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
^ KING3pc.$95

^.^- » jfct-

FUTON MArniESSES

$̂45 $65
TWIN QUEEN

«55 $85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

3 !15£

659 S. LA BREA (i/4 Block NorthWWIPire)
''^

' ai3):i39i-i244 . 9394335 ::^i:
s^^V-iK^V

y OPEN 7 DAYSrTOil^W am-7pni ^afc/ Su^^p^
>>^*-$^s:i!^.
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Sports
Bruins leave a vaoor trail to the Show
UCLA's Major League Draft Picks By Terry White

/

y

(•

\

.!.S

\

Paul

Ellis

Junior Catcher

(.360 29 HR 88 RBI)

1st round

30th overall pick

St Louis Cardinals

Scott

Schanz
Junior Pitcher

(4-1 3.13 ERA)

15th round

Seattle Mariners

Mike

Hankins
Senior Shortstop

(.310 4HR 52RB0

32nd round

New York Yankees

Dave
Zancanaro
Junior Pitcher

(11-6 3.19 ERA
5 saves)

1st round

34th overall pick

Oakland A's

Robbie

Katzaroff
Senior Outfielder

(.309 2 HR 40 RBI)

14h round

Montreal Expos

John

Sutherland

Junior Pitcher

(4-2 4.97 ERA)

Late rounds

NY Yankees

Contributor

UCLA fielded two first round choices in this

week's Major League Baseball Amateur Draft, more
than any other college team.

Junior catcher Paul Ellis got the first call, as the St.

Louis Cardinals selected him Monday with the 30th

overall pick in the draft. Baseball America originally

ranked him the No. 21 college prospect in the

country, but Ellis ended up one of the first 10 college

players selected.

Minutes after the Cardinals called up Ellis, the

phone rang again for his roommate, junior pitcher

Dave Zancanaro. The Oakland A*s grabbed the Bruin

left-hander late in the first round, using the 34th

overall pick in the draft. The call, which came at 4

p.m. Monday, capped off a long day of waiting by the

phone for Zancanaro.

Oakland went after one thing in this year's draft:

pitching. They chose pitchers with their three top

picks to potentially replace an aging rotation. The A's

also have only one left-hander on their staff, which

spells good news for Zancanaro. "They (the A's)

don't have many left-handers at all," Zancanaro

noticed about his potential new organization. "It's a

good situa t ion for me .

" —
GAIL MooR£HEAD/D«»y Bfuin .. Ncithcr ElUs nor Zancanaro have signed as of yet.

Paul Ellis had a lifetime of joy in just a few hours

By Jeff Imperato

Staff Writer

It's been a good week so far for

.UCLA catcher Paul Ellis.

On Monday, Ellis, who this year

lied and broke single-season

school records in home runs and
j-uns bailed in, was selected by ihc

St. Louis Cardinals as the 30lh

overall pick in the Free Agent
Baseball Draft.

The next day, he was voted

NCAA Divisions I Player of the

Year by American Baseball

Coaches Association.

For Ellis, an Ail-American
c:achcr. it's txren quite a ride.

"U's all kind of ovcrwhclmin^T^
said Ellis, "I h^d a few quid hours

this morning, and ilicn iho phone

jus! slitncd ringing oft the hook."

The aiienuon is well descrvcXl.

This year, ihc junior from San
Ramon Valley High School pul

forth one of the belter seasons ever

delivered by a collegiate baseball

player Ellis led the nation in home
runs, tying Jim Autens single-sea-

son school record of 29. In the

history of the Pac-10, only Mark
McGwire has hii more dingers (32)

in a single season. Ellis was also

second in the nation in RBI (83),

and broke Sieve Hilsey's 1988

UCLA record in thai category.

Despite Ellis's impressive num-

"It's kind of over^

whelming. I had a
few quiet hours
this morning and
then the phone
started ringing off

the hxkJ*
"^=PaulEIlS

bers, ihc Cardinals based, ilicir

decision on ihcir own eyes.

"We went out and looked at him
and we liked his ability to hit with

power," said St. L-ouis scouting

director Fred McAllister, "his

statistics weren't really a factor."

Slats aside, Ellis may have
gained some prestige just by

playing catcher for the Bruins.

Todd Zeile, Don Slaught, and Billy

Haselman are all enjoying profes-

sional success ai the catching

position* alter starting out with

UCLA. Ironically, Zeile is cur-

rently the Cardinal's starling

catcher and is popularly predicted

10 earn Rookie of the Year honors.

And even though a young,
promising catcher like Zeile is

already calling pilches, the Cardi-

nals aren't worried about develop-

ing a logjam behind the plaie.

"You can never have ux) many
good catchers," said McAllister,

"If Ellis comes along quickly and
is in a position to play (in the Major
Teagucs) in a few years, llien we'll

have two quality caicliers and
plenty of options.

'^

Ellis, wfio hopes to complete the

poicniially-arduous process of
signing a contract "sometime next

week," said he was pleased, but

somewhat surprised, that the Cards
dratted him.

"1 didn't expect lo be drafted by

See ELLIS, page 65

and they will most likely not begin negotiations until

after the end of finals. But cutting the deal may get a

little tricky, according to Zancanaro. "It could take a

day, or they could last for a month." Generally, an

organization will offer a bigger signing bonus to the

higher draft choices like Ellis and Zancanaro.

The negotiations over the signing bonus have little

in common with the salary arbitration of today's

multi-million dollar major league players. A begin-

ning player often depends on the signing bonus to

supplement the meager salary of $850 a month which
he earns in the low minor leagues.

The Cardinals and the A's both had extra picks in

the Supplemental Draft which enabled them to select

the two Bruin standouts. Teams receive an additional

first round pick as compensation for free agents that

they lose in the previous season. The A's lost pitcher

Storm Davis and picked Zancanaro, while the

Cardinals grabbed Ellis after the departure of catcher

Tony Pena.
^

Senior outfielder Robbie Katzaroff reportedly

jufnped on his offer from the Montreal Expos, who
selected him in ' the 14th round. In a few years,

Katzaroff may {fill the shoes of veteran Expos
outfielder Tim Raines. Like Raines, Katzaroff has

great speed as iweU as a quick bat.

See DRAR, page 65

Paul Ellis, the NCAA Player of the Year, is geeked up to play
his Cards right in St. Louis.

NCAA second-place trophy just a stepping stone for women's golf
By Gary Moreno
Contributor

It was a back-to-reality day for

the women's golf team and head

coach Jackie Tobian-Sieinmann.

Time to sort out the nasi week's

mail, time to help her players with

next year's classes, time to think 'A

other things besides golf for a

while.

But, even as the Bruins' sec-

ond-place, u^ophy from the NCAA

national championship tournament
sat in her office, yet to gather a

speck pf dust, Steinmann couldn't

help but set her thoughts towards
next year. "It's phenomenal what
we've accomplished this year. I

mean, this is the highest (women's
goto has been since Ivc t)cen

here," said Steinmann. "But we
won'i be losing that many players

ihis year, and 1 think we did one of

the best jobs of recruiting in the

country ihis year, so I think we are

going 10 have one of the best teams
in the country next year."

The seeds of a future power-
house in golf will remain for quite

some lime, as only All-American
Jean Zedlitz will not play next

year. Add an outstanding freshman
class next year, lal by Bellflower's

Patii Si'iii, who was selected to

represent California in this year's

Prep All-American Tournament,

and the future looks limitless.

"You know, we finished second

this year with two freshmen, and
that's pretty good," said Stein-

mann. "I'm sure that my team now
feels like 1 do, that we can win it all

next year."

Just how good does next year's

team look? Coach Steinmann
recently reiurnedj from England,
where she worked as a consultant,

scouting European talent for possi-

ble recruitment by schools back in

America. But not even the best in

Europe could change Steinmann's

opinion of her team. "I don't need
anybody else in my program next

year, because we're pretty well

set."

Steinmann is just beginning to

enjoy that rare luxury of a deep,

talented rosier. "When 1 first

started here 13 years ago, 1 was

willing to take anything that wore a

okiri, but now 1 can get the best

players in the country," said

Steinmann.

Coaches' Comer
UCLA w(,men's basketball coach Billic

Moore is one of few women in the coaching

profession. In this week's "(Coaches' Corner",

reporter Joey Ochoa asks Moore to give her

opinions about women in coaching.

See page 70

Front Row
In his final column for ilie Daily Bruin,

Richard Marcus explains the intricacies of the

joumalism business. Marcus sets the record

straight in a valiant attempt to answer the

abundant mail he has received over the past three

years as a result of his column. Bruin sports bids a

fond farewell to its most controversial columnist.

Sqa page 69

We've got a winner!

We've got another winner in the Daily Bruin

liwi'd game. Tam Breckinridge phoned the sports

office at 9:24 a.m., Monday, to correctly answer

that Mike Sondheimer and Mark Dellins are two

former Daily Bruin Sports Editors who now
work in the UCLA Athletic Depar^jnent.

Breckinridge works in the Athletic Department
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